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Secretary, Wesleyan Army and Navy Board.
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Professor of Old Testament Literature and
Interpretation in the General Theological
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Bullock (Thomas Lowndes), M.A.
University

of

Professor
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Vicar of Halifax
Prebendary of Lichfield
Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Lichfield; author of An Introduction to the
Creeds, Niceta of Bemcsiana.
;

;

Creeds (Ecumenical).
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Formerly Professor of
the University of
Dacoity.
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Cosmogony

;

(Buddhist).

Westminster College,

formerly Snell Exhibitioner at
Balliol College, Oxford.

Cambridge

President of the Pali Text Society

Davidson (John), M.A., D.Sc.

BURNS (ISLAY FERRIEK), M.A.
Tutor and Librarian
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Rhys), LL.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.
of
Comparative Religion, Man-

Fellow of the British Academy; author of
Buddhism (1878), Questions of King Milinda
(1890-94), Buddhist India (1902), Early Bud,11, ism (1908).
Crimes and Punishments (Buddhist),
Devadatta, Dhammapala,
Discipline

(Chinese).

M.A., D.D.

(A. E.),

(T.

W.

Cosmology

(Greek,

Roman).

Political

New

Economy

in

Brunswick.

Davidson (William

Leslie), M.A., LL.D.
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the
author of The
University of Aberdeen
Logic of Definition, Theism as grounded in
Human Nature, Christian Ethics, The Stoic
Creed.
;

Casartelli (Louis Charles), M.A. (Lond.) ,0.0.,
and O.Litt. Or. (Louvain), M.R.A.S.
Bishop of Salford Lecturer on Iranian Languages and Literature in the University of
Manchester j formerly Professor of Zend and
Pahlavi in the University of Louvain.
Disease and Medicine (Persian).
;

Desire (Greek).

Dhalla (Dastur Dr. Maneckji Nusservanji),
M. A., Ph.D.
High

(Alexander

M.A.

Francis),

Crimes and Punishments

(Toronto), Ph.D. (Clark).

Assistant Professor of Anthropology in Clark
University, Worcester, Mass.; editor of the
Journal of American, Folklore (1900-1908);
author of The Child and Childhood in FolkThought, The Child : A Study in the Evolution of Man.
Disease and Medicine (American).

Cobb (William

St.

;

Crooke (William), B.A.
Ex -Scholar of Trinity College, Dublin

Consistency (Ethical).

Dottin (Georges), Docteur

Cosmogony and
Divination
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'rvice.
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Feltoe (Charles Lett), D.D.

Fellow
ihc Rov:i! Anthropological Institute;
President of the Anthropological Section of
the Briii h Association, 1910; President of
the Folk-lore Society, 1911
late of the
of

CHj

Dr. Theol. und Philos.
Ordentlicher Professor an der Universitat zu
Kiinigsberg.

Fallaize

Ernest), M.A. (Camb.).
Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute
and of the Sociological Society author of
The Mystic Hose, The Tree of Life, The Idea
of the Soul.
Cursing and Blessing, Dew, Doubles.
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M.A. (Camb.).
Barlow Lecturer on Dante in the University

Gardner (Edmund

G.),

of London, University College

author of

;

Dante's Ten Heavens.
Dante.
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Grierson

(George Abraham),

Ph.D.

CLE.,

(Halle), D.Litt. (Dublin), I.C.S. (retired).

Foreign Associate Member of the Societe
Asiatique de Paris Corresponding Membor
of the Konigliche Gesellscnaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen
Vice-President of
the Royal Asiatic Society Superintendent
of the Linguistic Survey of India.
Dards.
;

;

Gaskell (Catharine Julia).

;

Cambridge University Classical Tripos, Part
(Class II.) and Part II. (Class I.).

I.

Divination (Teutonic).

Griffith (Francis Llewellyn), M.A., F.S.A.,
Hon. Ph.D. (Leipzig).
Reader in Egyptology in the University of
Oxford editor of the Archaeological Survey
and the Archaeological Reports of the Egypt

Gaskell (George Arthur).
Brighton.
Conviction.

;

Exploration Fund ; Corresponding Member
of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin ;
Foreign Associate of the Societe Asiatique
Member of the Imperial Academy of Science*
of Vienna.

Gaster (Moses), Ph.D.
Chief Rabbi, Spanish and Portuguese Congregations, London formerly President of
the Folklore Society, and of the Jewish

;

;

Historical Society.
Conscience (Jewish), Divination (Jewish).

Crimes and Punishments (Egyptian).

De Groot

Gaudefroy-Demombynes.

Demons and

LL.D.

M.), D.Phil.,

Chinese in the University of
author of The Religious System of
China, Le Code du Mahayana en Chine,
Sectarianism and Religious Persecution in
China.
Confucian Religion.

Leyden

Paris.

Geden (Alfred

(J. J.

Professor of

Professeur a l'Ecole des Langues Orientales,
Spirits (Muslim).

M.A. (Oxon.), D.D. (Aber.).
Professor of Old Testament Languages and
Literature, and of Comparative Religion, in
the Wesleyan College, Richmond, Surrey
author of Studies in Comparative Religion,
Studies in Eastern Religions.
S.),

;

;

Haldane (Elizabeth Sanderson), LL.D.
of The Life of James Ferrier (1899),
Life of Descartes (1905), and joint-author of
Hegel's History of Philosophy (1892), and
The Philosophical Works of Descartes (1911).

Author

Darsana, Devayana.

Descartes.

Geer (Curtis Manning), Ph.D.

(Leipzig).

Professor of Germanic and Western Church
History, and Instructor in Ecclesiastical
Polity, in the Hartford Theological Semi-

Haldane (John Burdon Sanderson).
Scholar of New College, Oxford.
Descartes (Services to Mathematics).

Hall

nary.'

Cosmogony and Cosmology
and Modern Christian).

(Mediaeval

Giles (Peter), Litt.D., LL.D. (Aber.).
Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge
University Reader in Comparative Philoauthor of A Short Manual of Comlogy

(H. R.), M.A., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and
Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Egyptian),

Demons and

Spirits (Coptic).

;

;

parative Philology.
Domestication.

Rector of Westport, Co. Mayo.
Counsels and Precepts.

Hartland (Edwin

(IGNAZ), Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D.
Professor of Semitic Philology in the UniOrd. Member and
versity of Budapest
Class-President of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences Foreign Member of the British
Academy, of the Imperial Academy of
Sciences, St. Petersburg, of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, Berlin, of the Indian
Institute, The Hague, of the Jewish Historical Society of England, of the Societe

Goldziher

;

;

Asiatique, Paris.

Dawud

Hannay (James Owen), M.A.

Sidney), F.S.A.
President of the Folkjore Society, 1899 President of the Anthropological Section of the
British Association, 1906 President of Section I. (Religions of the Lower Culture) at
the Oxford International Congress for the
History of Religions, 1908 ; author of The
Legend of Perseus, Primitive Paternity.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Intro;

;

ductory), Decollati.

Henderson (William John), B.A.
Principal of the Baptist College, Bristol.

B.'Ali B. Khalaf.

Constancy.

Gray

(Louis Herbert), Ph.D.

Sometime Member

of the Editorial Staff of the
International Encyclopaedia Orientalische Bibliographic, etc. ; Member of the

New

,

American and German Oriental Societies,
etc.
Author of Indo-Iranian Phonology
;

(1902).

Cosmogony and Cosmology
tory,

Iranian,

Polynesian),

(Introduc-

Custom,

Death and Disposal of the Dead
(Ancient Persian Rites), Demons and
Spirits (Introductory), Divination (Persian), Drama (Introductory, American,
Javanese, Jewish, Persian, Polynesian).

Herkless (John), D.D.
Professor

of

Ecclesiastical

History

in

the

University of St. Andrews.
Covenanters.

Hicks (Robert Drew), M.A.
Fellow and formerly Classical

Lecturer of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

Democritus.

Hill (George Francis), M.A. (Oxon.).
Of the Department of Coins in the
Museum.
Crown (Greek and Roman).

British
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Hillerrandt

(A. F.

Alfred), Ph.D. (Munich),

LL.D.
Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology in the University of Breslau
Corresponding Member of the Konigliche
Gesellschaft der Wissensehaften zu Gbfctinof
gen, and of the Royal Bavarian Academy
Sciences Geheimer Regierungsrat.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Hindu).
;

;

Lecturer in Semitics at tlie Jews' College
Lecturer in Semitic Epigraphy and Ethiopic
at University College in the University of
;

London.
Creed (Jewish).
;

;

Vice-President of the

author of The Cuchullin Saga
in Irish Literature (1898), Pagan Ireland
(1904), Early Christian Ireland (1905), A
Text-book of Irish Literature (1907-8).
Cuchulainn Cycle.
;

Hunter (Adam Mitchell), M.A.
Minister of the United Free Church, Cardross.
Conventicle.

Hyslop (James Hervey), Ph.D., LL.D.
;

Irons (David), M.A. (St. And.), Ph.D. (Cornell).
Formerly Associate Professor of Bryn Mawr
College author of The Psychology of Ethics.
Disgust.
;

and Professor of New Testament
Language and Literature, in the United
Free Church College, Aberdeen author of
Is God Knowable ? (1887), Evolution and

Principal,

;

Christianity (1894), Theism in the Light of
Present Science and Philosophy (1900),
Descartes and Spinoza (1904).

Consciousness.

Williams), Litt.D., Ph.D., LL.D.
Indo - Iranian Languages in
Columbia University, New York.
Demons and Spirits (Persian).
(A. V.

of

Jacobi (Hermann), Ph.D.
Professor des Sanskrit an der Universitiit zu
Bonn Geheimer Regierungsrat.
;

Cosmogony and Cosmology

(

Indian),

Cow

(Hindu), Daitya, Death and Disposal of
the Dead (Jain), Demons and Spirits
(Jain), Digambaras, Divination (Hindu).
James (John George), D.Lit., M.A. (Bond.).
Minister of Christ Church, Enfield.
Consolation, Comfort (Christian).

Hon. D.Litt. (Oxford).

Ord. Professor of Sanskrit ami Comparative
Philology and Director of the Linguistic
Seminary in the University of Wiirzburg
formerly Tagore Professor of Law in the
University of Calcul l.i.
Crimes and Punishments (Hindu), Custom
(Hindu), Dharma, Disease and Medicine
(Hindu).
;

Jones (Burns

Senior Minister of the
gogue.
Discipline (Jewish).

West London Syna-

of St. Deiniol's Library,

Hawarden.

Deism.

Juynboll

(Th. W.), Dr. juris et phil.
Adjutor interpretis
Legati Warneriani,'
'

Leyden.

Crimes and Punishments (Muhamtuadan).

Kidd (Benjamin).
Ditchling, Sussex author of Social Evolution
(1894), Principles of Western Civilisation
(1902), The tivo Principal Laws of Sociology
;

(1909).

Darwinism.
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian
and Assyrian Antiquities in the British
Museum Lecturer in Assyrian at King's
;

College, London.

Divination (Assyro-Babylonian).

Kroll (Wilhelm),

Dr. Phil.
Professor der Klass. Philologie an der Universitiit zu Miinster.

Lane-Poole (Stanley), M.A.

(Oxon.), Litt.D.
(Dublin).
Late Professor of Arabic in the University of

Dublin (T.C.D.).

Cosmogony and Cosmology (MuhammaCreed (Muliammadan), Death
and Disposal of the Dead (Muliamdan),

madan).

Lang (Andrew), M.A.,
Author

of

D.Litt., D.C.L.,

Custom and Myth

LL.D.
Myth,

(1884),

Ritual and Religion (1887), The Making of
Religion (1898), Magic and Religion (1901).
Crystal-gazing.

Langdon (Stephen Herbert),
M.A.

B.D., Ph.D., Hon.

(Oxon.).

Assyriology and Comparative Semitic Philology in the Uniauthor of Neo-Babyversity of Oxford
Ionian Royal Inscriptions (V.A.B. vol.
iv.), Sumcrian and Babylonian Psalms, A

Shillito

Reader

in

;

Sumcrian Grammar.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Baby-

(Julius), Ph.D. (Munich), Hon. M.D. (GSttingen),

Lecturer in Church History in the Theological
College, Bala, N. Wales.
Culdees.

Consolation (Greek and Roman).

Iverach (James), M.A., D.D.

Jolly

Jones-Parry (Thomas), B.A., B.D.

King (Leonard William), M.A., F.S.A.

Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research
formerly Professor of Logic
and Ethics in Columbia University.
Conscience, Deontology.

Professor

Fellow and Lecturer, St. Catharine's College,
Cambridge.
Conscience (Greek and Roman).

Warden

(Eleanor).
Hon. Sec. of the Irish Texts Society, London
Member of Council of the Folklore and Irish

Jackson

Jones (William Henry Samuel), M.A.

Joyce (Gilbert Cunningham), M.A., D.D.

Hull

Viking Club
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Joseph (Morris).
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M.), M.A., D.Litt.
Professor of Philosophy in llaverford College,
Pennsylvania.
Deliberation.

lonian).

Lawlor (Hugh Jackson), D.D.
Beresford Professor of Ecclesiastical History
in the University of Dublin; Canon and
Precentor of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin.
Confirmation.

Lloyd (Arthur), M.A.
Lecturer in the Imperial University, Naval

Academy, and Higher Commercial School,
Tokyo; formerly Fellow of Peterhouse,
Cambridge.
Daibutsu,

Death and

Disposal

of the

Dead (Japanese), Demons and Spirits
(Japanese), Drama (Japanese).
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Loewk (Herbert Martin James), M.A.
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VOLUME

Mirbt (Carl), Dr.Theol.

Curator of Oriental Literature in the UniOriental
Director of
Library
versity
Studies, St. Catharine's College, Cambridge.

Professor der Kirchengeschichte an der Universitat zu

;

Cosmogony and Cosmology (Jewish),
Crimes and Punishments (Jewish),
Demons and Spirits (Jewish), Disease
and Medicine (Jewish).
Loofs (Friedrich),

Lie. Theol., Dr.Phil. u. Theol.
Onlentlicher Professor der Kirchengeschichte
an der Universitat zu Halle
Geheimer
Konsistorialrat
des KonsistMitglied
oriunis der Provinz Sachsen.

Marburg.

Deutsch-Katholicismus.

Mitchell (Edwin Knox), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Graeco-Roman and Eastern Church
History in Hartford Theological Seminary.
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Early Christian), Death and Disposal of the Dead
(Early Christian).

;

;

Descent to Hades

Lowie (Robert

Ph.D.
Department of AnthroMuseum of Natural
History Secretary, American Ethnological
York Branch of
New
President,
Society
the American Folk-Lore Society.
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Mexican
and South American).

Assistant

in the Uni-

versity of Adelaide, South Australia.
Consumption, Distribution.

H.),

Curator,

American

pology,

Mitchell (William), M.A., D.Sc.
Hughes Professor of Philosophy

(Christ's).

;

;

MacCulloch (John Arnott), Hon. D.D.

(St.

Mogk

(Eugen), Dr.Phil.
Professor der nordischen Philologie an der
Universitat zu Leipzig.
Demons and Spirits (Teutonic), Doom,
Doom-Myths (Teutonic).

Morice (Adrian Gabriel), O.M.I., B.A.
Lecturer in Anthropology in the University
of Saskatchewan, Canada Laureate of the
author of
Geographical Society of Paris
The Great Dine' Race, History of the
;

Andrews).
Rector of St. Saviour's, Bridge of Allan Hon.
Canon of the Cathedral of the Holy Spirit,
Cumbrae author of Comparative Theology ;
Religion : its Origin and Forms ; The Childhood of Fiction ; The Religion of the Ancient
Celts; Early Christian Visions of the OtherWorld.
;

;

Catholic Church in Western Canada.

;

Dene's.

Munro

(Robert), M.A., M.D., LL.D.
Hon. Vice-President of the Royal Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland
Munro Lecturer on Anthropology and Prehistoric Archaeology in the University of
Edinburgh ; author of The Lake-Dwellings
of Europe, Prehistoric Problems.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Pre;

Crimes

Covenant,

and

Punishments

(Primitive), Cross-roads, Crown,
scent to Hades (Ethnic), Door.

Macey (Thomas Stenner),

De-

B.A. (Lond.).

Hebrew in the Western College
Lecturer in Comparative Religion in connexion with Bristol University.

Professor of

;

Deicide.

McIntyre

historic Europe).

Murray (Robert Henry),

Lewis), M.A. (Edin. and
Oxon.), D.Sc. (Edin.).
Anderson Lecturer in Comparative Psychology
to the University of Aberdeen
Lecturer in
Psychology, Logic, and Ethics to the Aberdeen Provincial Committee for the Training
of Teachers
formerly Examiner in Philosophy to the University of Edinburgh

(James

;

;

;

author of Giordano Bruno

(1903).

St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin
Lecturer in History at Alexandra College,
Dublin
author of Revolutionary Ireland

(P. J.),

and

its

Settlement.

Corruption and Bribery.

Myers (Charles

S.), M.A., M.D., Sc.D.
Lecturer in Experimental Psychology in the
University of Cambridge.
Disease and Medicine (Introductory and

Primitive).

Pass (H. Leonard), M.A.

M.A., D.Phil.

Of the English Presbyterian Mission, Swatow.
Demons and Spirits (Chinese).

Recognized Lecturer in Theology in the University of Cambridge.

Demons and

Macpherson

(John), M.D., F.R.C.P.E.
Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland.
Debauchery.

Mansikka (Viljo Johannes),

Dr.Phil.
Dozent an der Universitat zu Helsingfors.

Demons and

Spirits (Slavic).

Margoliouth (David Samuel), M.A.,

D.Litt.

Fellow of New College, and Laudian Professor
of Arabic in the University of Oxford ; author
of Mohammed and the Rise of Islam, Moham-

medanism.
Conscience (Muslim), Dervish, Divination
(Muslim).

Consequence.

Spirits (Christian).

Paton (Lewis Bayles), Ph.D., D.D.
Nettleton Professor of Old Testament Exegesis
and Criticism, and Instructor in Assyrian, in
the Hartford Theological Seminary
late
Director of the American School of Archaeology in Jerusalem ; author of The Early
History of Syria and Palestine, 'Esther'
in the International Critical Commentary,
Jerusalem in Bible Times, The Early
Religion of Israel.
;

Dagan.

Pearson

(A. C), M.A.
Late Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge
editor of Fragments of Zeno and Cleanthcs,

;

Marvin (Walter Taylor), Ph.D.
Professor in Rutgers College,

;

;

Degeneration, Development (Mental).

Maclagan

M.A., Litt.D.

Minor Canon,

New

'Euripidea' Helena,Heracliolae,

Jersey.

and Phan issae.

Crimes and Punishments (Greek), Demons
and Spirits (Greek).
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Peters (John Punnett), Ph.D., D.D., Sc.D.
Rector of
Church,

St. Michael's

New

Protestant Episcopal

York.

Peteie (William Matthew Flinders), D.C.L.
(Oxon.), LL.D. (Edin. and Aber.), Litt.D.
(Camb.), Ph.D. (Strassburg).
Fellow of the Royal Society and of the British
Academy Edwards Professor of Egyptology
in the University of London.
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Egyptian).
;

Phillips (David), B.A. (Wales), M.A. (Cantab.).
Professor of the Philosophy and History of
Religion in the Theological College, Bala,

North Wales.
Consent.
(Glas.),

Lecturer in Assyrian at University College,
London, and at the Institute of Arclueology,
Liverpool ; Hon. Member of the Societe

Conscience

(Babylonian), Creed (Bab.Assyrian), Crimes and Punishments
(Assyro-Babylonian).

Pope (Robert Martin), M.A. (Camb. and Manchester).

Author

of Cathemerinon of Prudentius.
Contempt, Contentment.

Docteur en
(Liege), en langues

philosophic et lettres
orientales (Louvain).
Professeur de Sanscrit a l'universite de

Gand

;

Correspondant de l'Academie royale de BelCo-directeur

du Museon

;

Membre

fique
e la R.A.S. et de la Societe Asiatique.

Cosmogony and Cosmology

(Buddhist),

Councils (Buddhist), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Buddhist).
(Curt), Ph.D.
Oriental Secretary to the

German Diplomatic

for Egypt.

Late Governor and Medical Officer of H.M.
Prison Holloway.
Criminology.

Rapson (Edward James), M.A.
Professor of

Sanskrit in the University of

Cambridge.
(Indian).

Reid (James Smith), M.A., LL.D.,

Litt.D.

Fellow and late Tutor of Gonville and Caius
College Professor of Ancient History in the
University of Cambridge.
Crimes
and
Punishments
(Roman),
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Upanishads, 1899 [Eng.
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3 vols. 1875-1878,
Mythologie
Eng. tr. Teutonic Mythology, 4 vols. 1882-1888.
Hamburger =Rcalencyclopadie fur Bibel u. Talmud,
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1904.
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Lichtenberger = Encyc. des sciences religieuses, 1876.
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.
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,46'67=Abhandlungen

A HR = American H istorical Review.
A HT= Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Hommel),
A JPh = American Journal of Philosophy.
AJPs = American Journal of Psychology.
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A JSL = American Journal
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AJTh = American Journal

of Semitic
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cited.

ASG = Abhandlungen
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AAOJ = American Antiquarian and

Languages

der Siichsischen Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften.
^4 Soc = L'Annee Sociologique.
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Allgemeine Zeitung.
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AZ=
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BLE= Bulletin

de Litterature Ecclesiastique.
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B6'=Bibliotheca Sacra.
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the British School at Athens.
de la Soc. archiologique & Alex-
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Lang = Myth, Ritual and Religion 2 vols. 1899.
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Nowack = Lehrbuch
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Doughty =Arabia Deserta, 2

Grimm = Deutsche
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title of
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Review.
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of Fiction (MacCulloch).

,//•,'

KAT*;

t/X/?=Jenaer Litteraturzeitung.
,/PA = Journal of Philology.
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OT

[Eng.

Review.

CeR = Celtic Review.
CIR= Classical Review.
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of the Bible.
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Royal Asiatic Society,
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de

et

JRASK = Journal

of the

Royal Asiatic Society,
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CONFIRMATION. — I.

Names.

— The

word

'continuation,' as used in this article, indicates an
closely connected with baptism, in which
prayer for the Holy Spirit is joined with some ceremony, such as the laying on of hands or anointing, through which the gift of the Spirit is believed
So long as confirmation continued
to be conferred.
to be administered at the same time as baptism,
the two forming a single rite, the need of a special

act,

The rite
for the former was not much felt.
was known as baptism, and the part of
which was associated with the gift of the Spirit
was designated by terms derived from its most
prominent ceremony, such as laying on of hands
y x e 'P°^ e<r ' a Clem. Alex.
(iiriBeaa xcipCiv, He tr
Exc. Th. 22; Const. Ap. ii. 32, iii. 16, vii. 44 cf. Firmilian, ap. Cyp. Ep. 75; impositio manus) and

name

as a whole

it

'

'

;

>

;

The word

'seal' (<T<ppayis), originally, it
seems, applied to baptism (Hernias, Sim. IX. xvi.
2-4 Iren. Dem. 3), was early used of confirmation,
with reference to the signing of the baptized with
the cross (Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 3 ; Cornelius, ap.

'chrism.'

;

HE

Eus.
VI. xliii. 14 f. ; cf. Const. Ap. iii. 17).
Continuation, now universally accepted as the
name of the rite in the West, does not appear to
have been so used before the 5th century. It
occurs in F'austus, Bishop of Riez, formerly Abbot
of Lerins, de Sp. S. ii. 4 (ed. Engelbrecht, Vienna,
1889, p. 143), horn, in die Pent. (Eigne, Max. Bib.
Pat., Paris, 1677, vi. 649), and the cognate verb is
similarly applied by St. Patrick (Ep. 2), who spent
some years at Lerins. It appears, therefore, to
have originated in Gaul, and probably at Lerins,
though it was perhaps not fully established as a
name of the rite at Lerins when St. Patrick left
that monastery c. A.D. 415 (Bury, Life of St. Patr.,
1905, pp. 294, 336 ft'.), since in his Confession (38,
51) he uses the word consummare instead of
confirmare. St. Ambrose had at an earlier date
used the latter verb with a similar but not identical
meaning (de Mijst. 42) and in the middle of the
5th cent. Pope Leo I. (Ep. 159) applies it to the
laying on of bands on those who had been baptized
in heresy.
In Egypt at the present day the rite
is called tathbit
a word exactly equivalent to
continuation. In the 9th cent., when confirmation
was deferred, the newly baptized were said to be
'
contirmed by the reception of the Holy Communion
VOL. IV.
I
'

'

;

—

'

'

'

—

(Alcuin, Ep. 90; Jesse Arabian. Ep. de bctpt. ;
Amalarius, de Can: Bapt. 4 ; Raban. Maur. de
Cler. Inst.
2.

i.

29).

Confirmation in the Apostolic Age.

—A study

Ac 19 6 — the account of the twelve disciples
who had been baptized into John's baptism — seems
1"

of

St. Paul's first
to yield the following results.
question implies that a reception of the Holy Spirit
not
always, synchronized with
usually, though
admission to the Christian Society, and that in the
case of disciples whose conversion was not due to
the preaching of him or his immediate companions
2
It is also implied in
Ad(3ere TnaTtioavTes).
(v.
what follows that the outpouring of the Spirit was
not a result of the act of baptism (v. 3 ), but that it
was mediated, at least in St. Paul's practice, by a
laying on of hands which normally followed im6
mediately upon baptism (v. ). Since apparently
St. Paul, in accordance with his rule (1 Co l 14 1 '),
which was also that of other Apostles (Ac 10 18 cf.
2 33 ), did not himself baptize the Ephesian disciples,
"

,

5 '(^a-n-rlathough he laid his hands upon them (v.
iiriBivTos tou RavXov), it may be inferred
d-qanv . .
that, while baptism was commonly administered
by persons of lower ministerial rank, confirmation
was reserved for those who had a higher place in
the ministry, if not for Apostles.
.

These conclusions are confirmed by the narrative
Church in Samaria (Ac 8 12 17 ).
"

of the planting of the

we learn that the practice of the older
Apostles coincided with that of St. Paul. Baptism
by itself did not convey the gift of the Spirit.
That was mediated by a laying on of hands by
F"rom

it

,s - lv

),
Apostles, with prayer for the Holy Spirit (vv.
the baptisms having been previously performed by
Philip, and perhaps by others of inferior ministerial
It is hinted that, at
office who accompanied him.
least when St. Luke wrote, according to established
usage the bestowal of the Holy Spirit was not
separated in time from the administration of

baptism

(v.

16
).

In each of these cases the reception of the Spirit

was manifested by the exercise of miraculous
18
powers (8 19°). But it would be contrary to the

teaching of the NT as a whole to suppose that
such manifestations were of the essence of the
If we may suppose (Chase, Conftrmatioyi in
refers to
the Apostolic Age, p. 35) that 2 Ti l
gift.

<iir-
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2

matter the NT supplies no information. It will
be found that this suggestion has some bearing
upon peculiarities of the early Syrian rite of

Timothy's confirmation, rather than to his ordination, it proves that the graces looked for as a
result of the laying on of hands were such as
41ff
'power and love and soberness' (cf. Ac 2 -,
where 'wonders and signs' are confined to the

initiation

(§ 7).

to confirmation
in
the sub5. References
Apostolic period. It was not to be expected that
the scanty remains of the earliest extra-canonical
Christian literature would supply many references
to confirmation.
In the Didache and Justin
Martyr's 1st Apology, both of which contain
accounts of the baptismal rite, explicit mention of
it
might, indeed, have been looked for. The
absence of such mention in the former may, however, be accounted for by supposing that its administration belonged to apostles and prophets, for
whose guidance the Didache was not intended. In
Justin, on the other hand, but few details of the
baptismal rite are given (1 Apol. 61), and we are
told (eh. 65) that, after the washing, the neophyte
was brought into the assembly, where prayer was
made for him and others, followed by the kiss of
A
peace and the Eucharist. That this is a vague
account of the confirmation is rendered probable
by its resemblance in general outline to Can. Hipp.
135 ff. (see below, §§ 26, 28). Irenseus seems to
imply that a laying on of hands followed the
immersion, both being included in the rite of
baptism. Thus in Hier. III. xvii. 1, 2 he seems to
been urged (Chase, op. cit. p. 53) («) that unction distinguish the grace of baptism from the gift of
and imposition of hands are
closely related the Spirit and in Don. 3 he describes the former
10
as forgiveness of sins and regeneration, while in
symbolical acts' in both OT and NT (cf. Nu 8
with Ex 28 41 etc. ; and Mk 6 5 S 23 and Ac 28 8 with Dein. 41 f. he speaks of the Apostles as baptizing;
Mk 6 13 and Ja 5 14 ) ; (6) that anointing is associated their converts and giving them the Holy Spirit, and
with confirmation in the earliest sub-Apostolic connects this with the present life of the Church,
records (Iren. Hmr. I. xxi. 3; Tert. Can. Hipp. by describing believers as the habitation of the
134-136 to the authorities cited by Chase may be Spirit given in baptism (cf. Hmr. IV. xxxviii. 1, 2).
added Theophilus of Antioch see below, § 6 a)
About the cere6. The ancient Syrian rite.
monies of baptism used in Syria in earlier centuries
(c) that the supposition adds force to such passages
as 2 Co l 2 "-, 1 Jn 2 20 1,
there is a considerable amount of evidence, which
It must be noticed, however, (a) that no Scripture
must be set out as briefly as possible.
evidence has been produced that unction was used
(a) From Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch (c. ISO), we learn
(ad Autol. i. 12, ii. 16) that anointing with the oil of God was,
with
the
on
of
hands
on
the
while,
along
laying
feature of the initiatory rite and
when he wrote, an
other hand, it was, among both Jews and Gentiles, his statement that important
the name Christian was derived from it
an accompaniment of the bath (Swete, The Holy implies (see Ac ll 26 ) that he believed it to date from the
3
to
the immersion conveyed
age.
According
Apostolic
Spirit in the NT, 1909, p. 386, citing Ru 3 Ezk re-birth and remission of sins. him,
16 9 to which add Sus ") ; (i) that neither Irenreus
(b) Clementine Recognitions, iii. 67 (Gersdorf, p. 110 Lagarde,
nor
cit.
makes
to
the
reference
A description of baptism is put into the mouth
{loc.
Theophilus
any
p. 119)(c. 200[']).
of St. Peter. It includes anointing with oil sanctified by prayer,
laying on of hands and both Tertullian and Can. immersion in the threefold
Name, and Holy Communion.
Hipp, connect the unction not with it but with the
When
(c) Didascalia, ill. xii. 2f. (Funk, p. 208) (c. 230).
immersion (see below, §§ 21, 26, cf. § 22) (c) that, speaking of the duties of deaconesses at the baptism of women,
21 'if 2 Co l
enumerates in order the acts of the the writer mentions anointing by the bishop with the oil of
head
on
of
hands.'
An
unction
on
the
at
the
laying
anointing
initiatory rites, a<ppayi.a6.iievos is naturally regarded of the rest of the
body by deaconesses or other women follows,
as indicating baptism (see above, § I), and the and then the
baptism by the bishop or by deacons or presbyters,
implication, therefore, is that the unction preceded at his command. Funk accounts for the absence of refereueo
unction by supposing that the deaconesses
baptism, and was separated by it from confirmation. to a post-baptismal
no share in it but it must not be assumed that there was
The connexion of the unction with the gift of the had unction
after the baptism.
any
27
does not tiy itself establish the
Spirit in 1 Jn 'J-'"(d) Syr. Acts of Judas Thomas, in Wright, Apoc. At: of A p.
This work contains five
It may, however, in part account for
contention.
(vol. ii. Eng. tr.), 1871 (3rd cent.).
the close relation which subsisted in later times detailed accounts of baptisms (pp. 165, 188,267, 267. 2S'J), which,
After the blessing of the
give the following results
between the unction and the imposition of hands, combined,
oil, the candidates are anointed with the seal on the head, the
leading in some cases to the overshadowing, or men first. Their bodies are then anointed, in the case of the
men by Judas, in the case of the women by a woman. They
even the superseding, of the latter by the former.
subsequently baptized and communicated. There is no
On the whole, the reasonable inference from the are
intimation of a consecration of the water, and apparently no
facts appears to be that unction was a primitive recognition of a distinction between the grace conveyed by the
of
rather
than
of
conanointing and by the immersion.
accompaniment
baptism

—

Apostles).
The inferences which have here been drawn from
Ac 8 12 " 17 19 1 " 6 are corroborated by many references
in the Epistles to a reception of the Holy Spirit on
admission to the Church (Ro 5 5 2 Co 5*, Eph l 13 '4s0 , 1 Jn 2" 3^), in some of which St. Paul uses the
very phrase ascribed to him by St. Luke, as pointa laying on of hands, irvfi'/xa i\af3ere (Ro 8 15
ing to 12
1 Co 2 , 2 Co 11*, Gal 3'-'), while others appear to
indicate that the bestowal of the gift was an act
distinct from and following the washing (1 Co 6"
12 13 , 2 Co l 2 "-, Tit 3 4ff ). To these may be added
He 6 2 , where (Saimano'i. iirlffeais re x e 'P^>" must at
least include a laying on of hands closely connected
with a Christian act of lustration.
review of the evidence afforded by the NT,
3.
therefore, leads to the belief that in the Apostolic
age a rite of confirmation was widely, if not
universally, used, the main parts of which were
prayer and imposition of hands. But it has been
held that at this period, as in later ages, with the
laying on of hands was associated an anointing of
the neophytes. In support of this view it has
,

,

:

'

;

,

;

—

;

;

;

-

'

'

;

;

'

'

,

,

;

)

;

;

'

;

:

firmation.

The passages of the

NT

examined in § 2 point
to confirmation by laying on of hands after baptism.
Nevertheless, it must be remarked that there is no
indication that any feeling of incongruity was
occasioned by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
upon Cornelius4 '"and his friends before they were
48
), and it is recorded that Ananias
baptized (Ac 10
laid hands on Saul that he might be filled with
the Holy ({host,' and afterwards baptized him
(Ac 9"). Those facts suggest the possibility that
confirmation may regularly have preceded baptism
in some regions, concerning whose customs in this
4.

'

In one of his few allusions to the
(*•) Aphraates (c. 346).
baptismal rite this writer mentions the miction before the
baptism (Dem. xii. 13), though ho does not actually state that
the former preceded the latter in the rite. He does not,
apparently, mention the gift of the Spirit, but he connects both
regeneration and the putting on of spiritual armour with the
water' (Dem. vi. 1, xiv. 16).
(/) Kphraim, Kpiphany Hymns (Eng. tr. by Gwynn in Xirene
'

I'ost-Nieene Fathers, vol. xiii.) (c. 3*50). From many
allusions we gather that the baptismal rile included the following elements in the order in which they are here mentioned :
(1) anointing with 'the seal* (iii. 1, 2, v. 8); (2) the baptism
(xl. 8, xiv. 41 f. [for the order of these two, see iii. 1, 17, iv. 1,
vi. 0, 20, viii. 221) ; (3) vesting of the neophytes in white (vi. 16,

and

18, xiii. 1, 6, cf. iv. 3)
(vli.

23, viii. 22, cf.

iii.

; (4) crowning (xiii. 6) ; and (6)
Sermo Exeg.
17, xiil. 17).

(Opp. Syr., Rome, 1737-43,

From

ii

332)

it

communion
in Ps. <\]

:t

appears that the anointing

CONFIRMATION
with the seal of the Holy Spirit' on the head was followed by
unction of the members of the body. In the commentary ou
JI 2,-* (ib. 262) mention ia made of the oil and fragrant ftvpov
with which the midhe are sealed and put on the armour of the
Holy Spirit. (In this passage midhe may mean baptizandi,' in
accordance with the order implied in the Epiphany Hymns
(see the passage quoted in Diettrich, p. 63, n. 15).] The priest
is the minister both of the unction and of the baptism (Epipk.
*

'

'

l

Hymns,

'

'

iv. 4, v. Sf.).

ig) History of John the son of Zebedee (4th cent. [?]), in Wright,
Two baptisms are described in detail (pp. 38, 53). The
op. tit.
'
fine scented oil was first consecrated, and then the water, fire
'

appearing over the former after consecration. Afterwards the
candidates were signed on the forehead, and their bodies
anointed. Then followed the baptism, the vesting in white,
the giving of the kiss of peace to the neophytes, and the
communion. The immersion was for the forgiveness of debts
and the pardon of sins,' while the appearance of fire on the oil
may indicate that the unction conveyed the gift of the Spirit.
(h) Apostolic Constitutions (c. 330). The Ordo Baptismi agrees
closely with that of the contemporary Church of Jerus. (below,
But that the compiler, in introducing a second, post§ 18).
baptismal, unction, was consciously innovating upon Syrian
custom, is clear. (1) Upon it alone of the component parts of
the rite does he comment, and his remark upon it is polemical
In tone (vii. 44) ravra ko\ to. toutois atcoKovBa \eyeTto- indaTOv
yap r) Svva.fi.is njs xetpofoertay eorlv avrr). ede yap /itj eis tKao-Tov
'

:

yevrjTai irapa. rov eiKre/Sous icpe'aj? toiiiuttj riy et?
(2)
vSuip p.6vov *cara^a(Vei 6 (3a7TTi£6fievo$ to? oi 'IovSatoi k.t.K.
He connects the gift of the Spirit with unction before baptism,
while the post-baptismal unction is merely ' the seal of the cove-

tovtuiv

eiriKA.T)0"is

'

'

nants or the confirmation of the confession' (hi. 16 f., vii. 22).
(i) St. Chrysostoin (c. 390), in discourses delivered at Antioch,
makes it plain that he regarded the bestowal of the Holy Spirit
as mediated by unction (in 1 Tim. ii. 2), and as closely connected
with baptism, which was followed by Holy Communion (in Mt.
xii. 6, in 1 Co. xxx. 2; in the latter passage Mason [Relation
of Confirmation to Baptism"2 p. 365] mistranslates anb toO
pairrio-fiaTos 'directly after baptism*).
Preaching at Constantinople, he implies that there confirmation followed baptism
but, by his remark that it was not wonderful that Cornelius
received the Spirit before baptism, since this takes place also
in our own day (<cai e<£' ^/tue touto yeyovev), he hints that elsewhere it preceded it (in Ac. xxiv. 2). He distinguished the
'Spirit of remission,' which the Samaritans received at their
baptism, from the 'Spirit of signs' subsequently given, and
probably held that the former was the gift bestowed in later
times by the anointing (in Ac. xviii. 2 f. cf. xl. 1 f.).
(j) Life of Rabbula, inOverbeck, S. Ephr.Syrisel. opp., p. 164
On his arrival at the river Jordan, Rabbula recited
(c. 450).
the Belief before the priests, who then anointed and baptized
him and immediately after he was come up from the water' a
cloth was wrapped about his body 'after the custom of the
spiritual kindred of Christ.' The latter ceremony no doubt
corresponded to the vesting of the neophytes in white.
Those who are being
(k) Theodoret, in Cant. i. 2 (c. 450).
initiated are said, after renunciation and profession of allegiance
(and therefore before baptism), to receive 'as it were a certain
royal seal, the unction of the spiritual ointment, receiving
thereby, as in a figure, the invisible grace of the all-holy Spirit.'
To argue (Mason, op. cit. p. 374), against the natural force of
the words, that the unction followed baptism, because it was
made with ointment (fxvpov) and not with oil, is to assume that
the Syrian usage of this period agreed with that of other places
and other times. There is independent evidence that in Syria
scented oil or ointment was used for the preliminary unction
(above, /, g). In fact, in Syria to a comparatively late date,
and in early writers elsewhere, there seems to have been no
sharp distinction between pvpov and oil (see below, § io, and
Hippol. in Dan. i. 16). Elsewhere, as here, Theodoret seems to
assume that normally the gift of the Holy Spirit conveyed by
the laying on of hands preceded baptism (in Heb. vi. Iff., cf.
Qu. in NtL 47).
(I) Narsai, Homilies, 21, 22 (Nestorian, end of 5th cent.).
According to these homilies, after the consecration of the oil
the candidate was signed with it, first on the forehead and then
over the whole body. After this— the water having been
consecrated— he was immersed, and, on ascending from the
font, was given the kiss of peace, clothed, and communicated.
By the oil the Spirit was imparted (Connolly, in TS viii. 40, 43,
,

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

45, 50-52).

(m) Baptism of Constantine, in Overbeck, op. cit. p. 355 (c.
After the blessing of the font, Constantine is said to
[?]).
oil, baptized, and communicated.
(n) Severus, Patriarch of Antioch (Monophysite, 512-519),
habitually speaks of anointing with chrism as following and
Since
he quotes the Testamentum
completing baptism.
Domini as authoritative on the subject of baptism, it may be
inferred that the rite, as he practised it, resembled that which
is described in that work.
See especially Epp. ix. 1, 3 (ed.
BOO

have been anointed with

E. W. Brooks).
(o) The catholicos Is6'yahb i. (Nestorian, 580-596).
In his
Qucestiones (Diettrich, Die nestor. Taufliturgie, p. 94 ff.)
directions are given for the baptism of adults by a priest, and
for the baptism of a sick person by a deacon.
In each case a
signing with oil (of men on the breast, of women on the forehead) is followed by the baptism. The only acts mentioned
subsequent to baptism are the clothing of the women by the
deaconesses and their
crowning- by the priest, and the administration of the Eucharist, if it is customary, by the deacon
to the person baptized by him.

7. From this evidence some important inferences
may be drawn. It would seem that throughout
Syria up to the 5fch cent., and among the Nestorian s
to the end of the 6th cent., the initiatory rite
included three principal acts unction, baptism,
and communion of the baptized.
The unction
consisted of two parts the signing of the head
and
4th
forehead
and
5th cents.,
(3rd
cents.),
(4th
and later in the case of women), or breast (6th
The gift of
cent.), and the anointing of the body.
the Holy Spirit is usually associated with the
unction (see above, § 6 /, g, A, i, k, I, and cf. c,
where the unction is 'at the laying on of hands')
and in this connexion it should be noticed that the
evidence for the consecration of the oil is earlier
than for the consecration of the font (see b, d).
There is no trace, apart from the Apostolic Constitutions, of any important act following the
immersion except the communion of the baptized.
Thus, according to the earliest known custom of
the Syrian Christians, confirmation preceded
baptism. It is not difficult to believe that this

—

—

;

usage was simply a development of local primitive
In places where the laying on of hands
practice.
for the imparting of the gift of the Spirit took
place before baptism (above, § 4), if the baptismal
unction also preceded the immersion (see § 3), the
laying on of hands and the unction would in time
come to be closely associated. Thus the confirmation would become the unction 'at the laying
on of hands' (§ 6 c). Finally, in accordance with
a tendency of which there are many examples, the
unction would supersede the laying on of hands,
except so far as the signing of the person with oil
could be so described (cf. § 6 h).
In the early part of the 3rd cent. (§ 6 c) confirmation was reserved to the bishop, but, according to all later authorities, the entire rite is
administered by one person bishop or priest
assisted by a deacon or deaconess.
It will be
observed that there is early evidence for three
minor ceremonies between the immersion and the
baptismal Eucharist the kiss of peace (§ 6 g, l)
vesting in white {§ 6 f, g, /, l o), and crowning
(§ 6/, 0).
8. Modern Nestorian rite.
The Syrian ritual
was re-cast shortly after the middle of the 7th
cent, by the catholicos Isd'yahb III. (652-661),
and the office of baptism drawn up by him is the
basis of the rite as now practised by the East
He allowed the pre-baptismal anointing
Syrians.
to remain indeed, he seems to have restored the
ancient custom of an unction (that is, probably,
a signing with oil) on the head, followed by an
anointing of the body. The result of this change
has been much confusion, through the persistence
of 6th cent, customs, in the existing MSS. But in
one point all agree. In the formula pronounced
at this unction there is no reference to the gift of
the Spirit. No special grace seems to be connected
with it, and in a rubric it is described as a symbolic act indicating that 'the acknowledgment
of the Trinity is imprinted on the heart' of the
It no longer
person about to be baptized.
corresponds to confirmation.
The distinguishing feature of Iso'yahb's ritual
It conis, in fact, confirmation after baptism.
sists of two main acts
the imposition of the
hand upon the head of the baptized with an appropriate prayer, and the signing of the forehead
with oil (not ointment), accompanied by a formula.
Some of the MSS omit mention of the use of oil
in this
but there is guod evidence that
signing,
it was ordered by Isd'yahb, and it is apparently
still customary (A. J. Maclean, Recent Discoveries
illustrating early Christian Life and Worship,
In the present Nestorian rite, as
1904, p. 68).
everywhere in the East, the priest is the minister

—

—

—
t

t

—

;

—
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of confirmation. But it is characterized by several
unusual features. The priest (not the bishop)
consecrates the oil at each performance of the
rite, the laying on of the hand is separated from
the signing, and there is no use of ointment, as
distinct from olive oil, at any part of the rite.

That post-baptismal confirmation was actually
introduced by Iso'yahb III. follows almost certainly from the evidence given in § 6, for there
seems to have been no catholicos between Iso'yahb
I. and
Iso'yahb III. who was a liturgical reformer.
The supposition is confirmed by the fact that
Is6'yahb III. was a traveller, who must have had
some knowledge of non-Syrian rites (Connolly,
op. cit. p. xlix), and by the number and magnitude of the variations of existing rituals from each
other, and from the Ordo drawn up by him a
natural consequence of so startling an innova-

—

tion.

One or two of these may be mentioned. Is6'yahb seems to
have given no direction about the ceremony of crowning.
Hence in some MSS it is omitted. In one it is described as a
custom in some places. In another it appears in its original
and therefore before confirmation
Its present place is after the final
signing (Maclean-Browne, The Catholicos of the East, 160^. p.
272).
Again, Iso'yahb i. ordered that the water should not be
let out of the font till after the mysteries— i.e. apparently the
position after the vesting,
(L)iettrich, op. cit. p. 87).

Eucharist— had been administered (Diettrich, op. cit. p. 94).
Isd'yahb in., on the contrary, ordered that it should be let out
Nevertheless the older
before the confirmation (ib. p. 92).
usage persisted, and is still followed (ib. pp. fiOf., 82, 101 f.).

The post-baptismal Eucharist was retained by
Is6'yahb m., and apparently still remained in the
time of Elias III. (1176-1190; see Diettrich, op.
but it has long fallen into desuetude
cit. p. 101)
;

(ib. p.

91

— We

f.).

Rites of the Syrian Monophysites.
have seen (§ 6n) that post-baptismal confirmation
with chrism is implied in the letters of Severus of
Antioch. It is, in fact, probable that its introduction into Syria was due to him. Tradition
ascribes to Severus a Gr. Ordo Baptismi which
was translated into Syr. by James of Edessa in
the latter part of the 7th cent., and received the
g.

approbation of Gregory Barhebrams six hundred
years later (Denzinger, Bitus orient, i. 266, 279,
Four of the existing rituals, of which two
280).
bear the name of Severus and one that of James,
while the fourth is anonymous (ib. p. 267), resemble one another closely, and are apparently all
derived from the Syr. Ordo of James of Edessa,
and thus ultimately from the Gr. of Severus. The
anonymous ritual probably represents a recension
subsequent to that of BarhebrsBus. There is also
a short office for the baptism of the dying [ib. p.
318), attributed to Severus' contemporary Philoxenus, Bishop of Mabug or Hierapolis (c. 485All these Orders contain a post-baptismal
519).
In two respects they stand
signing or unction.
from ancient Syrian and from modern
both
apart
Nestorian usage they have no form for the blessing of the oil, which is consecrated, not by the
priest at the baptism, but by the bishop (ib. p.
and at the final unction unguent, likewise
361)
consecrated by the bishop, is used instead of oil.
io. On the other hand, among the liturgical
reforms attributed to Peter the Fuller, Patriarch
of
Antioch (471-488), by Theodorus Lector
(Valesius, Hist., ed. Reading, 1720, iii. 5S2), was
the consecration of the fxvpov in the church before
the whole people. This might seem to give colour
to the supposition that post-baptismal confirmation was introduced among the Monophysites by
him. But Peter, Bishop of Edessa I'.IN). appears
from the Chronicle of Joshua the Stylite (32,
ed. Wright, p. 23), written during his episcopate,
to have adopted the principal reforms of the
Fuller about A.D. 5011: among other things, 'he
[prayed] over the oil of unction on the Thursday
From
(before Easter) before the whole people.'
:

;

(

would seem that Theodorus quoted
the actual words of the Fuller, and that the latter
used ixvpov as equivalent to oil (ef. § 6 k). It may
be inferred that what the Fuller did was to reserve
the consecration of the oil of unction to the bishop,
and that post-baptismal chrismation had not come
into use at Antioch in 488, or at Edessa by the
end of the century.
II. The post-baptismal confirmation consisted
of a prayer followed by a threefold signing of the
baptized with chrism on the forehead and other
parts of the body, with the formula, N. is signed
with the holy chrism, the sweetness of the odour
of Christ, the seal of the true faith, the complement of the gift of the Holy Ghost, in the Name,'
etc., followed by an anointing of the rest of the
body, the vesting in white, and prayers, one of
which contained a petition for the sending forth
of the Holy Spirit upon the neophytes.
That this form of confirmation is a later addiBut
tion is perhaps already sufficiently clear.
this becomes still more evident when we consider
the portion of the office which immediately precedes the immersion.
Here the Monophysite
rituals seem to follow ancient usage more closely
than the Nestorian. Before baptism the candidates are signed on the forehead with oil, and
their bodies are anointed. The connexion between
these two acts is obscured in all the MSS by the
interpolation between them of the consecration of
the water.
They are accompanied by prayers
which distinctly associate with them the gift of
the Spirit.
this passage it

'

The first prayer has the petition: 'Vouchsafe to send upon
them thy Holy Spirit.' The second begins
Holy Father,
who by the hands of thy holy Apostles didst give the Holy
Spirit to those who had been baptized, send now also, using
the shadow of my hands, thy Holy Spirit on those who are
'

:

that they may be worthy of thy
holy anointing.' This is evidence that a laying on of hands
once preceded this unction, though no mention is made of it in
Thou who
the extant rituals (cf. § 6 c, k). The third runs
didst send upon thy only-begotten Son .
thy Holy Spirit
and didst sanctify the waters of Jordan, may it please thee
that the same thy Holy Spirit may dwell upon these thy
and do thou perfect them
servants
purifying them
This extract seems to indicate (1) that
b}' thy holy laver,' etc.
the consecration of the font originally followed the anointing,
and (2) that the indwelling of the Spirit preceded the puriflca-

about to be baptized

.

.

.

'

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tion of the laver.

Thus the Monophysite rite is strangely anomalIt has two distinct anointings, one before
and the other after baptism, by both of which it
is implied that the gift of the Holy Spirit is mediThe former was at one time accompanied
ated.
by an imposition of hands, and the references to
the gift or the Spirit in immediate connexion with
it are still much more precise and emphatic than
is
in connexion with the latter, which
now
ous.

regarded as the confirmation.
12. Of the attendant ceremonies, the vesting,
the crowning, and communion follow the ehrismatron. All are omitted in the anonymous ritual.
It

two

has not been thought necessary to take account hero of
rituals used by the Monophysites, bearing the name of

One is a mere
St. Basil, since they are not of Syrian origin.
transition of the Gr. Ordo, the other incorporates some Syrian
elements (Denzinger, op.

cit. p. 31S).

—

It is probable that the two
rite.
closely similar early Maronite baptismal rituals
(Denzinger, op. cit. pp. 334, 351) tire derived from
13.

Maronite

an Order drawn up by James of Serug (t 521),
whose name appears at the head of one of them.
But that they have been subjected to considerable
revision is evident
e.g. the baptismal formula is
not in the third person, as in all other Eastern
This
the
in
but
first, as in the Latin rite.
Orders,
assimilation to Western standards was carried
much further about, the year 1700, when the Irder
;

(

now

Till
in use was composed (16. pp. 334, 350).
that revision, however, somo ancient Syrian char-

were preserved. The oil was consecrated at each baptism, and at the consecration
acteristics
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prayers of the

people th;
baptized might be made
habitation
of
the Holy
pure temples
Spirit.'
Again, the pre-baptisnial unction was
divided into two parts, as in the Monophysite
Before
rite, by the consecration of the water.
this consecration the candidate was signed with
'
oil on the forehead, the prayer following,
Let
thy Holy Spirit come and dwell anil rest upon the
head of this thy servant,' etc.; after it the priest
again signed him with oil, this time on the head,
and the deacon anointed his body. After the baptism the candidate was signed with chrism, and
then his body was anointed (ib. p. 3411), or the
principal members were signed (ib. p. 357), a
formula being used similar to that of the Monophysite rite. In an accompanying prayer (not in
all MSS) the words occur,
Grant us by this seal
the union of thy Holy Spirit.' Thus in this rite
there is the same anomaly as in the Monophysite,
proving that the post-baptismal confirmation bad
no place in the ancient Syrian Order from which
it was derived.
14. The attendant ceremonies are the vesting
which in one Order retains its original place immediately after baptism (ib. p. 357), and in the
other (ib. p. 349) is postponed till after the chrismation the crowning, and the communion.
i

who were

to be
for the

those
'

'

—

—

Armenian

15.

rites.

— The

Armenian baptismal

is
said to have been drawn up by the
catholicos John Mandakuni (c. 495).
It was
revised at the end of the 9th cent. (Conybeare,
Rituale, p. xxviirl'.). The extant office obviously
differs much from the original from which it was
derived. After the consecration of the ' holy oil,'
the filling and consecration of the font takes place,
and then the baptism. After this there is a prayer

ritual

and an anointing with the holy
with which the forehead and several members
of the body are signed, in each case with an apIn these formula; no mention
propriate formula.
is made of the Holy Spirit.
'

for the baptized,
oil,'

The consecration of the oil at the beginning
of the baptismal oflice proper seems to imply an
unction before immersion, which has fallen into

desuetude (cf. Denzinger, op. cit. pp. 35, 57). At
present, simple oil is not used at all, and this
prayer of consecration is said over the chrism
which has been already consecrated by the catholicos at Etchmiadzin (ib. p. 34
Neale, Hist. East.
;

Ch., 1850, Introd. p.
for the grace of the

967).

The

single petition
Holy Spirit in the prayer
before the anointing is so wanting in deiiniteness
that this act can scarcely he regarded as a confirmation.
It is less emphatic than the clause in
the prayer of consecration, Send the grace of thy
Holy Spirit into this oil, to the end that it shall
be to him that is anointed therewith unto holiness of spiritual wisdom,' etc. On the whole, it
'

appears that this rite is of Syrian origin, and that
once had two unctions, with each of which the
As
gift of the Spirit was associated (cf. §§ 11, 13).
in the modern Nestorian rite, the unctions were
it

probably performed, not with chrism, but with
consecrated by the priest in the course of the
though the use of chrism consecrated by
the catholicos was certainly in vogue to some
extent as early as the 7th cent. (Denzinger, p. 55).
16. After the unction follow the vesting, crownThe
ing, bowing to the altar, and communion.
prayer used at the bowing to the altar lias no
special appropriateness to this ceremony; but it
contains words which imply a laying on of the
hand ('Stretch forth thy unseen right hand and
bless him '), and is perhaps misplaced.
17. The baptismal office of the Paulicians of
Armenia (Conybeare, Key, p. 96) has neither
anointing nor imposition of hands, but after the
oil

office

;

allusion there are prayers for the gift of the Holy
Spirit to the baptized, interspersed with lessons
"
"

(Mt 3 13
yjc-40

[
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but not Ac 8 1JQ 19 Iff-). One of the
prayers seems to imply that communion followed
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;

The minister is the elect
(ib. p. 98, cf. p. xlix).
one.'
This rite cannot be said to include an act
of confirmation, but it was probably derived from
'

one in which confirmation followed baptism.
18. Orthodox
Eastern rite. The baptismal

—

the Orthodox Church (Goar, Evxo\i-yiov,
1647, p. 350) closely resembles that which was
used at Constantinople in the 8th cent. (Conybeare, Situate, p. 389), and both belong to a group
which comprises the Ordo Baptismi in Const. Ap.
vii. 39-45 (cf. iii. 16 f.) and the rite as described
office of

St. Cyril of Jerusalem (Cat. Myst.) and ps.
The Ordo in
iiionysius (Hier. Eccl. ii. 2, 3).
Const. Ap. seems to represent an attempt to bring
the Syrian rite into agreement with that of the
Church of Jerusalem. It accordingly preserves
some Syrian features.
Combining the testimony of all these documents, we learn that the following series of acts
in the modern oflice has descended from the 4th
cent. : anointing with exorcized oil, consecration
of the font, baptism, vesting in white, anointing
with chrism on the forehead and other parts of
the
body (the vesting follows the chrismation in
St. Cyril), and communion.
In St. Cyril and ps.Dionysius the second unction is associated with
the gift of the Spirit, and in the present rite it is
'
accompanied by the ' formula, The seal of the gift
of the Holy Spirit
(cf. the spurious can. 7 of
C. Constantinop. I.).
It is, therefore, rightly
described as confirmation. It is said, however,
that the chrism is now administered with a spoon
(Maclean, Bee. Discoveries, p. 68) thus no vestige
of the primitive laying on of hands remains at
this point of the rite.
That c. A.D. 325 it was still
an act distinct from the elirismation is shown by
the evidence of Macarius, Bishop of Jerusalem
-

by

;

(Conybeare, Key, pp. 183, 186).
Among the Orthodox the chrism

consecrated

is

by the Patriarch apart from the administration of
The practice of the 4th cent, in this
baptism.
matter is somewhat obscurely described by Macarius (ut supra).
It is possible that the rite of the

Church

of

Jerusalem with its modern Greek derivative was
developed from an ancient Syrian rite in which
But however
confirmation preceded baptism.
that may
the more
Maronite,
baptismal

be, it is highly probable that

many

of

modern features of the Monophysite,
and Armenian rituals especially postcontirmation with chrism were borrowed from it (cf. Conybeare, Key, p. 179).
The baptismal rituals
19. The Egyptian rite.
of the Alexandrian Copts (Denzinger, op. cit. p.
191) and the Abyssinians (ib. p. 222) vary so
slightly from each other that they may be treated
as one. There are two unctions, but the first is
performed outside the baptistery and is separated
from the baptism by a long interval. Immediately after the baptism conies the confirmation.

—

—

—

The

priest,

standing before the altar, prays for

the bestowal of the Holy Spirit on the baptized,
and signs his forehead or head with chrism in the
threefold Name.
Other parts of the body are
then signed, each with an appropriate formula.
This is succeeded by the laying on of the hand
with a formula in which the words occur, 'Receive the Holy Ghost,' and another prayer for the

neophyte, including a petition for the sending
forth of the Spirit upon him.
Both oil and chrism
are consecrated by the Patriarch of Alexandria
(ib. pp. 54, 248 f.).
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By means of the newly recovered Sacrarnentary
of Serapion and the evidence of contemporary
writers, it lias been shown that an Order of confirmation identical with this in its main features
was in use in Egypt in the 4th cent. (Brightman,
in JThSt i. 252 f., 263 ff., 268 11'.).
Indeed, some
of its elements can be traced much further back.
Origen alludes to the final unction in several
places (Horn, in Lev. vi. 5, in Bom. v. 8 ; Sel. in
Ezk. 16). The laying on of hands seems also to
be implied by him, and if so, he certainly regarded it as of Apostolic origin (de Princ. I. iii.
27 cf. Clem. Alex. Exc. Th. 22). In Egypt alone
has the laying on of hands been preserved, apart
from the signing with chrism, by an unbroken tra;

In the 4th cent.,
dition, as part of confirmation.
indeed, it preceded instead of following the ehrismation (Brightman, loc. tit. p. 265) ; but in Abyssinia at present there is laying on of hands with
prayer for the Holy Spirit, before as well as after
In early times, as now, the
priest administered the chrism, but only as the
of
the
bishop (Ambrosiaster, Qtt. Ve.te.ris
delegate
et Novi Test., ci. 5 ; in Eph. iv. 12).
the chrismation.

20. After confirmation follow the vesting, crownIn Abysing, and communion of the baptized.
sinia and, until comparatively recent times, at
Alexandria, they received milk and honey in the

At Alexandria only milk is now given.
early evidence has been discovered for the
but the vesting is alluded to in the
4th cent., the baptismal Eucharist is referred to
Eucharist.

No

crowning

;

m

Ex. [PG xii. 283]), and apparently the giving of milk and honey is mentioned
by the writer of the Ep. of Barnabas (6) and by
Clem. Alex. (Paid. i. 6).

by Origen

(Sel.

—

In several passages (de
21. The African rite.
Praise. Hour. 36, 40; de Bnpt. 6 ff., 17; de Bes.
Cam. 8 ; adv. Marc. i. 14 ; de Cor. 3 ; de Pud. 9)
Tertullian alludes to the ceremonies of the rite of
initiation.
From them we learn that immediately
after the immersion the baptized was anointed, perhaps over the whole body (' perungimur,' de Bapt.
He was afterwards signed with the cross, ap7).
parently on the forehead. The laying on of the hand
At some point
followed, and finally the Eucharist.
of the rite the neophyte received a mixture of milk
and honey. The exact position of this ceremony is
doubtful but it was certainly between the anointing and the Eucharist, and probably immediately
after the former.
It is possibly hinted in one place
that the baptized was crowned (de Prwsc. 40).
The imposition of the hand is separated from the
unction by the signing, and probably the giving
of milk and honey.
Moreover, while the spiritual
effect of baptism is remission of sins, of unction
consecration, and of the signing protection, the
gift of the Holy Spirit is attributed to the im;

The

position of the hand.

unction, therefore,

is

connected with baptism rather than with confirmation (cf. Baptism [Early Chr.], vol. ii. p.
387"

(/3)).

The propel minister

of the entire rite

the bishop, but with his authority it may be
performed by a presbyter or a deacon. Tertullian
holds that in case of necessity a layman may
but it seems to be implied
baptize (and confirm)
that this opinion was not generally accepted.

is

;

Since Tertullian (tie. Cur. 3) claims the authority
of long-standing tradition for several of the ceremonies, it is probable that he describes the rile as
it was
practised in Carthage at least as early as
the middle of the 2nd cent ury.
22. The letters of Cyprian on the baptism of
heretics confirm and
supplement the information
given by Tertullian.
According to him, the
special gift of baptism is remission of sins (Ep.

11, lxx. 1, lxxiii. 6, lxxiv. 5) and regeneration (lxxiv. 7); but the regeneration is not com-

lxix.

plete without the gift of the Spirit (lxxii.

1, lxxiii.

which is conveyed by the laying on of the
hand (lxxii. 1, lxxiii. 6, lxxiv. 5). Thus baptism
and confirmation are distinct, yet closely related
as parts of the same rite (lxx. 3, lxxiii. 9). The
immersion was immediately followed by unction
(lxx. 2), and it is implied that the unction was

21),

connected rather with baptism than with confirmation. The gift of the Spirit is not associated
with it in the one passage in which it is mentioned ; and in that passage, arguing against the
validity of heretical baptism, as distinct from
confirmation, Cyprian makes a point out of the
invalidity of the unction which accompanied it.
ft is to be added that he speaks of sanctification
(sanctificatio) as one of the benefits conferred by
baptism, in the narrower sense (e.g. lxix. 1, 8, 11,
lxx. 2, lxxiii.

18

f.,

lxxiv. 5,

7),

just as Tertullian

had connected the same (consecratio) with unction.
act by which the Holy Spirit was communi-

The

cated was, therefore, the imposition of the hand.
But this act was accompanied by prayer for the
Holy Spirit and signing of the baptized on the
At
forehead (lxxiii. 6, 9 ; ad Demetrian. 22).
some time in the course of the rite, probably after
confirmation, the kiss of peace was given (lxiv. 4).
The bishop confirmed, but apparently he did not
usually baptize (lxxiii. 9). The oil used in the
unction was consecrated on the altar at the
Eucharist, and therefore not at the administration
of baptism (lxx. 2).
23. The mode of administration of the rite remained much as it was in the 2nd cent, till at least
the beginning of the 5th ; but the giving of milk

and honey was transferred to the baptismal Eucharist (C. Carthag. III. c. 24, longer form).
For the order, see St. Augustine, Serin. 324 for consecration
of oil at the Eucharist, de Bapt. cant. Don. v. 28 ; for conferring
the Holy Spirit by imposition of hand with prayer, ib. iii. 16,
de Trin. xv. 46, Retract, i. 12. 9, Tract, in Ep. Jo. vi. 10 for communion, Serm. 224,227,228; for the bishop as minister, de Trin.
xv. 46, and for the presbyter acting in his stead, Serm. 324.
;

;

By the second

half of the 5th cent, the unction
feature, and was
with the imposition of the hand,
a preparation (Optat. Milev. iv.
contra lift. Pet. ii. 239), though

had become a more prominent
closely connected
for which it was
vii.

7,

it still

4
Aug.
always followed baptism (Avitus Vienn. Ep.
;

The material used seems to have been no longer

24).

Aug. de Trin. xv. 46,
simple oil (Optat. loc. cit.
The unction, though not
ii.
104).
apparently held to convey the Spirit, is the sacrament urn Spiritus sancti' (Aug. Serm. 227, Tract,
in Ep. Jo. iii. 5, 12). During this period attempts
were made to abolish the consecration of the chrism
by priests, which appears to have been the older
custom but the practice still continued (C. Carth.
11. 0. 3, III. c. 36; C. Hipp. c. 34; Joan. Diac. Ep.
;

cont. lilt. Pet.

'

;

ml

Si

nar.

8).

Gallican rite. —The rite which prevailed
in the West in early centuries was
as the Gallican, which was used in
North Italy, Gaul, Spain, probably Britain, and
The earliest descriptions of it are found
Ireland.
in Ambrose, de Mysteriis, and another tract founded
upon it, viz. ps. -Ambrose, de Sacramenlis. These
witness to the use of North Italy c. A.D. 400. In
this rite baptism was immediately followed by an
anointing with chrism on the head or forehead
(Prudent. Psychom. 360; Patr. Ep. 3; Missed. Bobcf. Stowe Missal), with the formula 'Dens
bien.

The

24.

most widely
that

known

;

ipse be onget,' etc.
qui te regeneravit
After the chrismation the feel of tin' candidates
'a 'sarins,
were washed (Maximus Taurin. Tract.iiL
Serm. olxviii. 3, eclvii. 2 [I'L xxxix. 2071,2220],
is
..
Elib.
xl.
C.
</
unct. cap. [PL
1211];
Serm.
and the Orders), and they were vested in "lute.
the
received
then
signaculum spirituals
They
apparently a signing with the chrism (cf. Greg.
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

1

:

CONFIRMATION
—

Tur. Hist. Franc, ii. 31) which was accompanied Spirit wherewith (aU) the believers are anointed after the laver,
as
(u»s) with ointment,' the implication being that oil
by a prayer for the septiform Spirit, no doubt wasthough
not actually used in conferring the Uoly Spirit.
similar to that which occurs in all later Western
Thus the unction was connected with baptism,
rites, including the Anglican (Isidor. de Eccl. Off.
not with the laying on of hands.
II. xxvii. 3
Ildefons. de Cvgn. Bapt. 127). Finally,
The imposition of the hand continued to be the
they communicated (Sac. Gall. Sac. Goth. Stuive
Veron.
Zeno
ii.
Tract,
Since
there
Missal;
38, 53).
principal act in confirmation till at least the end
of the 4th cent., when it was accompanied by the
is early evidence that confirmation consisted of two
acts chrismation and imposition of the hand or prayer for the septiform Spirit (Jerome, cont. Lac.
'
benediction (Gaul C. Araus. I. c. 1 f.; Gennadius 9 ; Siricius, Ep. ad Himer.). But by that time the
unction on the forehead seems to have come to be
Massil. de Eccl. Dog. 52 ; Avitus, Ep. 24 ; Spain
Isidor. op. cit. n. xxv. 9, xxvii. 1 Ildefons.
regarded as closely associated with it, and as belongop. cit.
121-125, 128 f.)— it may be inferred that both the ing, like it, rather to the bishop than to the priest.
unction and the signaculum, though not in im- In 416, Pope Innocent I. permitted an additional
mediate sequence, belonged to it. In some Ordines unction, which must not be on the forehead, by
the signaculum, or laying on of hands, disappeared the priest after baptism. This is the first notice
as a separate act (Gaul
German. Paris. Ep. 2 ; of the double chrismation, which soon afterwards
Sac. Gall. Sac. Goth. ; North Italy
Maxinius became the regular practice of the Roman Church
Taurin. ut supra Missal. Bobbicn.; Ireland Patr. (Innoc. Ep. ad Dec. 6, cf. 9 Joan. Diac. Ep. ad
Ep. 2f.; Stowe Missed), and with it the invocation Senar. 6, 14).
signing of the head with chrism
of the septiform Spirit.
Thus the 'confirmation' after baptism, with a formula almost identical with
was reduced to an anointing with chrism, perhaps that of the Gallican rite (§ 24), is enjoined in the
including a signing, without any direct prayer for Gelasian Sacramentary and in later Rom. books.
the Holy Spirit. If this was the use of the Irish
27. The development of the Rom. order of conChurch in the 12th cent., the statement of St. firmation is instructive. In the Gelasian SacraBernard Vita S. Mai. 3), that confirmation was mentary (which agrees with the description of
not practised in Ireland, is not only intelligible but the Rom. rite in the Epistle of Jesse of Amiens,
A.D. 812), and the 9th cent. Ordo of St. Amand
justified.
(Duchesne, op. cit. p. 453) as in the much later
25. It is clear that about the end of the 4th cent,
baptism and confirmation were ordinarily admini- Liber S. Cuthberti (C. Wordsworth, Pontif. S.
stered by the same person (Ambr. op. cit. ; ps.- Andrew, 1885, App. 5) the imposition of the hand,
with the prayer for the septiform Spirit, is preAmbr. op. cit. ; Pacianus, Serm. de bapt. 6, Ep. i. 6
Zeno Veron. Tract, ii. 53). This, according to served, and at the subsequent chrismation a special
Ambrose and Pacianus, was the bishop but ps.- formula is used. In the Gregorian Sacramentary
Ambrose seems to make the presbyter the minister the laying on of the hand gives place to the raising
of both (Wordsworth, Ministry of Grace, 1901,
of the hand.
In later orders the raising or extendp.
A century earlier the Synod of Elvira (cc. 38, ing of the hand is sometimes accompanied by the
80).
formula Spiritus sanctus superveniat,' etc., the
77) implies that if a presbyter baptized he also
confirmed, and that presbyterial confirmation pre- prayer for the septiform Spirit following, and a
vailed widely in later times, in spite of continual formula more or less resembling the Gelasian being
efforts to suppress it, there is abundant evidence
used with the signing. Of the latter the latest
(Gaul: C. Araus. I. c. If.; C. Arel. II. c. 26 f.; form is that which Pope Eugenius IV. (Deer, pro
Gallican Statutes [C. Carth. IV.], c. 36 Leo, Ep. de Armen. ) declared to be the form of the sacrament.
28. In the Canons of Hippolytus, and in most
priv. Chorcp. C. Epaon. c. 16 C. Autisiodoren. c.
6; C. Hispal. II. c. 7; Sac. Gall.; Sac. Goth., cf. later Orders in which confirmation immediately
C. Vasen. c. 3
follows baptism, the communion of the neophytes
North Italy Missal. Bobbien.
Ireland Stowe Missal Spain C. Tolet. I. c. 20 ; is enjoined.
The communion commonly followed
Mart. Bracar. Capitula, 52; Isidor. op. cit. II. xxvii.; baptism when confirmation was deferred, though
it
is
Ildefons.
sometimes
ordered with the reservation that
cit.
131
cf.
1
128,
;
Montanus, Ep.
op.
it is to be administered only if the neophytes are
[Mansi, viii. 788] C. Bracar. II. c. 19).
This summary of the evidence will suffice to of suitable age. Two ceremonies anciently followed
show that between the Gallican and the Eastern confirmation (Can. Hipp.) the kissing of the neoconfirmation rites there are many points of phyte, with the words, 'The Lord be with you,' and
resemblance.
Gallican usages gave place to the giving of milk and honey. The former has
Roman in France at the end of the 8th century. disappeared from all later Orders, but the memory
had
a
more
They
prolonged existence in Spain, of it is preserved in the words Pax vobiscum
after the chrismation.
The latter continued till the
Milan, and Ireland (Duchesne, Orig. p. 97 ff).
26. The Roman rite.— If the Gallican rite re6th cent. (Joan. Diac. op. cit. 12). The bishop has alsembled those of the Eastern Church, the bap- ways been the minister of confirmation in the Rom.
tismal rite of Rome was akin rather to that of Church, though apparently Innocent I. (ut supra)
Africa.
According to the Canons of Hipjiohitus permitted priests to confirm in cases of necessity
if authorized to do so by the bishop.
The bishop
(134 ff.), in the Rom. use of c. A.D. 200, the priest,
immediately after administering baptism, signed has also always consecrated the chrism (but see
the baptized on the forehead, mouth, and breast Joan. Diac.
cit. 8).
op.
with the xp~<Tlxa evxapiarlas, or oil of unction, which
29. The mingling; of Roman and Gallican rites.
had been consecrated by the bishop at an earlier
In early centuries the Rom. rite was used only
of
the
in
and
the
then
immediate
to
anoint
office,
stage
neighbourhood of the city. That
proceeded
his body.
The baptized was then vested and it had not been adopted in the Gr. district of
into
Lucania
the
at
the
of the 5th cent, is easily underwhere
he
was
end
confirmed
brought
church,
The confirmation consisted of stood (Gelas. Ep. ix. 6, 10) but it is more surprising
by the bishop.
imposition of the hand and a prayer, in which that at the beginning of the same cent. Pope Innothere was a thanksgiving for the outpouring cent I. should find it necessary to urge a bishop
of the Holy Spirit, and a petition that the neo- of Umbria to bring the customs of his diocese into
phyte might receive the earnest of the Kingdom, conformity with those of Rome. From his letter
followed by the sign on the forehead without oil.
to Decentius (416) it may be gathered that at
Eugubium (Gubbio) the consecration of the chrism
That this represents early Rom. practice is confirmed by
was not reserved to the bishops, and that presbyters
Hippolytus, in Dan. i. 16, where the oil used in the bath is said
to signify the powers (ivi/aftic [read i vvin< is ?]) of the Holy
anointed the baptized with chrism (apparently on
;

;

—

;

'

'
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;
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CONFIRMATION (Roman
the forehead) and laid hands upon them, with an
invocation of the Spirit. Thus in Euguhium (r. 400)
the baptismal rite was of the Gallican type (cf.
Innocent compromised matters
Leo, Mp. 168).
with Decentius by suffering the chrismation by the
priest to remain, provided it was not on the forehead,
and provided the baptized was subsequently confirmed in Horn, fashion by the bishop. One result
of his letter, which was widely quoted as an authoritative document, was, no doubt, the modification
of Gallican usage in a Homeward direction in many
places another was the introduction into the Horn,
baptismal office of the post-baptismal chrismation.
The Western rite, in fact, combines the Gallican
and the earlier Rom. confirmation Orders, which
suffices to explain the anxiety of Gallican writers
like Rabanus Maurus (de Cler. Inst. i. 28-30
cf.
Theodulf. de Ord. Bapt. 14 Jesse of Amiens, Ep.
de bapt. [PL cv. 700]), not long after the suppression of the Gallican customs, to distinguish the
spiritual effect of the two chrismations, assuming
that each of them conveyed a gift of the Spirit.
The phenomenon is not unlike that which presents
itself in the rites of Western Syria (above, §§ II,
The consequence of the interaction of the
13, 15).
Rom. and Gallican rites, exemplified in this strikis that the present Latin confirmation
case,
ing
rite is not purely Roman, though it is not now
possible to distinguish in all cases those features
which were developed within the Rom. Church
from others which may have been imported from
without. Cf. the following article.
30. The separation of confirmation from baptism.
For many centuries in the West, confirmation has
been divided from baptism by a considerable interval.
The beginning of this separation of the rites
may be traced to the 3rd cent., when the validity
of heretical confirmation was denied even by those
who admitted the validity of heretical baptism
(but see E. W. Benson, Cyprian, 1897, p. 420).
By them persons baptized in heresy, when they
joined the Catholic Church, were admitted by a
ceremony analogous to, if not identical with, con-

named

at the close of the following list of authoriand to art. Baptism (Later Chr.), vol. ii. p. 404.
Literature.— F. H. Chase, Confirmation in the Apost. Age,
Lond. 1909; A. J. Mason, The Relation of Confirmation to
Baptism'2 Lond. 1893 L. Duchesne, Grig, du cvlte chrttieri2
Paris, 1898 (Eng. tr. Chr. Worship, 1903); H. Denzinger, Rittu
Orientalium, Wurzburg, 1863, vol. i., and Enchiridion symbol,
et defui.w, Freiburg, 1908; J. A. Assemani, Codex Liturgicus
EccUsiae Universes, Rome, 1749, vols, i.-iii.
E. Martene,
de Ant. Eccles. Ritibus, Antwerp, 1700 A. J. Maclean, The
Ancient Church Orders, Cambridge, 1910, ch. vi.; G. Diettrich,
Die nestor. Taufliturgie, Giessen, 1903; R. H. Connolly, 'The
ties,

;

Liturgical Homilies of Narsai' (TS viii. [1909]); F. C. Conybeare, Ritualc Armenontm, Oxford, 1905, The Key of Truth,
Oxford, 1898 F. E. Brightman, Sacramentarv of Serapion
(JThSt i. [1899-1900] 88); Procter-Frere, New Hist, of Book of
Com. Prayer', Lond. 1908, ch. xiv. J. Dowden, Workmanship
of the Pr. Bk., Lond. 1899, pp. 33-37, Further Studies in the
Pr. Bk., Lond. 190S, ch. xii. J. H. Blunt, Annotated Book of
Com. Prayer, new ed. 1903 W. Caspari, Die evangel. Konfirmation, vornamlich in der lutherischen Kirche, Leipzig, 1S90.
H. J. Lawlor.
;

;

;
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1850, p. 72).

At a much

earlier period, however,

there was a movement towards admitting to confirmation only those of more mature age (Gratian,
Deer. in. v. 6; Syn. Colonien. 1280, e. 6), and in
the latter part of the 16th cent, it became the rule,
both in the Rom. and in the Anglican Communion,
that candidates for confirmation should have come
to years of discretion (Eng. 1'r. Bk.
paroeh. ii. 3, § 8 cf. CQR xxiii. 72 ff.).
;

;

Cat,

ad

(Roman Catholic).— As a

supplement to the data furnished

in the preceding
article, the following points illustrating the position of Confirmation in the present teaching and

practice of

worthy

the

of note

:

Roman

—

tenets.

Catholic

Church seem

— The doctrine

according to
which Confirmation is named as the second of
seven Sacraments is clearly enunciated at least as
early as the middle of the 12th century. In a
sermon which is put into the mouth of St. Otto,
I.

Dogmatic

Bishop of Bamberg (f 1139), by his biographer
Herbord (c. 1159), the preacher, addressing the
newly baptized Pomeranians, discourses at some
length of the seven Sacraments.
Enumerating
them in their order, he says

—

•

'

'

;

;

beyond the cities, a-* bishops became fewer in proportion to the number of Christians, and infant
baptism became the rule. It was already common
at the end of the 4th cent. (Jerome, loc. tit.
cf.
Anon, de Re-baptiamate, ii.). But the separation
of the rites did not become universal in the West
for many centuries, and, when confirmation was
postponed, it was usually only deferred till the
offices of a bishop could he had.
If it was not
administered in infancy, the delay was due to
the negligence of parents or of the bishops themselves.
On the eve of the Reformation, infant
confirmation was still the normal pracl ice (see, e.g.,
Tindale, Answer to More, 1531, ed. Parker Soc.,

,

;

;

firmation.
Later on we find cases contemplated
which confirmation at the time of baptism was
impossible, either because the minister was a deacon
or a layman, or because the baptizing priest had
no chrism (C. Elib. cc. 38, 77 ; C. Araus. I. c. 2).
But the practice of administering confirmation
apart from baptism in ordinary cases had a different
The Rom. tradition of restricting the
origin.
administration of confirmation to bishops involved
its
postponement in the case of all persona baptized
by a priest in the absence of the bishop. This, of
course, became more frequent as the Church spread

;

,

;

in

Catholic)

For information about modern offices of confirmation and substitutes therefor, in the Reformed
Communions, it must suffice to refer to the works

:

'

The second Sacrament is Confirmation, that is, the anointing
with chrism on the forehead. This Sacrament is necessary for
those that are to conquer, to wit, that the}- be protected and
armed by the strengthening of the Holy Spirit, as they will have
to fight against ail the temptations and corruptions of this
present life. Neither is this rite to be deferred until old age,
as some suppose, but it is to be received in the vigour of youth
itself, because that age is more exposed to temptation' (Pertz,

UGH xxii.
Most
number

733).

of this doctrine, including the sevenfold
of the Sacraments, can be shown to have

been taught by Radulfus Ardens

fifty

years earlier,

in his as yet imprinted Speculum Universale (see
Grabmann, Gesch. der sclwlast. Methode, i. 259),

but much vagueness still
nature and definition of a
of Innocent III. in 1204,
Juris Canonici (Kriedberg,

prevailed regarding the
Sacrament. A decretal
included in the Corpus

Leipzig, 1876-80, ii. 133),
outlines further the main points upon which stress
was laid by scholastic theologians both before and
after the Council of Trent.
Hy the unction,' he says, 'of the forehead with chrism (ner
'

fjimtis chritmationem) is denoted the imposition of hands,
Which is otherwise called Continuation, because by this means
the Holy Spirit is bestowed for increase and strength.
Renoe,
while a simple priest (sarerdos vel pre.thyter) may perform other
tionfl, this ought not to be administered by any one but a
is
to
a
that
it
is
recorded of fhe
say
bishop, seeing
high priest,
Apostles alone, whose vicars the bishops are, that they conferred the Holy Spirit bv the imposition of hands' (cf. Ac
i

S.H"-).

During the Council of Florence (1438-1445), a
was issued by Eugenins IV., known as the
Decretwm pro Armenis, This, taken as a whole,
was not so much a dogmatic decree, defining points
of faith, as an instruction to secure uniformity of
A portion of it, which consists of a
practice.
compendious treatise OB the Sacraments, is taken
almost word for word from an opnsoulum of St.
Thomas Aquinas, •/' fidti arttculit et septem
litis.
The 'matter' of the Sacrament is
declared to be chrism, i.e. oil mixed with balsam,
and the 'form to be the words.
sign thee with
the sign of the cross, and I confirm thee with the
chrism of salvation in the name of the Father and
bull

'

'

1

CONFIRMATION (Roman
Son and of the Holy Ghost,' spoken both
then ami now by the bishop in administering the

of the

In view, however, of the imperfectly
dogmatic nature of the Decretum pro Armenia,
this decision is not held to be an infallible pronouncement. On the contrary, the more commonly
accepted view regards the act of unction as itself
constituting an imposition of hands, so that the
matter' comprises both the unction with chrism
and the laying on of bands.
The most prevalent theory, then, concerning Confirmation regards the outward sign of the Sacra-

unction.

'

1

'

'

ment as consisting in the act of the bishop, who
makes the sign of the cross with chrism upon the

candidate's forehead, whilst be pronounces the
words already quoted. The Council of Trent, in
its systematic review of Sacramental doctrine, is
very guarded in its affirmations concerning Confirmation.
It contents itself with declaring that
one of
it is truly and properly a sacrament,' and
the seven, all of which were instituted by Jesus
Christ our Lord.' It denies that 'it was in olden
days nothing else but a sort of catechism in which
those who were entering upon youth gave an
account of their faith in the presence of the Church.'
It condemns those (Reformers) who bad declared
that to attribute any virtue to the chrism used
in Confirmation was an outrage to the Holy Ghost.
It also rejected the view that every simple priest
could administer the Sacrament but, by pronouncing that a bishop was 'the ordinary minister,' it
tolerated the practice by which simple priests in
special cases receive from the Holy See faculties to
confirm.
Finally, the Council declares (Sess. vii.
can. 9) that 'in Confirmation a character is
imprinted in the soul, that is, a certain spiritual
and indelible sign, on account of which the
Sacrament cannot be repeated.' It will be observed
that this leaves many questions open. In particular, nothing is said as to the time and manner of
the institution by Christ, whether direct or indirect ; and no definition is given regarding the
matter and form for example, as to whether the
use of chrism is essential to the validity of the
'

'

;

—

Sacrament.

Of

late years another

pronouncement, which,
not usually regarded as possessing
infallible authority, has been made in the decree
of the Inquisition, Lamentabili sane, of 3rd July
1907.
This, in its 44th heading, condemns the
following proposition as an error, viz., there is no
that
the rite of the Sacrament of Confirmaproof
while the
tion was employed by the Apostles
formal distinction between the two Sacraments,
Baptism and Confirmation, has no place in the
history of primitive Christianity' (DenzingerBannwart, Enchiridion11', Freiburg, 1908, n. 2044).
Lastly, it should be noticed that, according to
the teaching outlined in the above-mentioned
Decretum pro Armenis, and universally held by
Catholic theologians, the Sacrament of Baptism is
vita?, spirit tialis janita, and consequently no other
Sacrament can take effect except in the case of
those who have first been admitted to the life of
supernatural grace through these portals. Hence
it follows that, if Confirmation should precede
Baptism, it would be invalid.
2. Adjustment of theory to historical fact.
It
must be sufficiently obvious that, accepting the
foregoing as a summary of approved Roman teaching upon the Sacrament of Confirmation, some
1
This point of view may be curiously paralleled by some of
however,

is

'

;

—

the prayers of the early coronation rituals, in which the
sovereign is described by the officiant prelate as receiving his
crown per iyn posit ionem manus nostree {e.g. in Legg, Three
Coronation Orders, Henry Bradshaw Soc, 1900, p. G2); and it is
supported by the wording of the Professio Fidei of Michael
Paljeologus, drafted at the Second Council of Lyons (1274),
which speaks of the sacramentum confirmationis quod per

manuum

impositionem episcopi confemni chrismando renatos.

3

Catholic)

explanations are needed to bring these tenets into
accord with the facts of early Church history set
forth in the preceding article.
Attention may be
directed, in particular, to the following points :—
(1)

Although Trent teaches that Confirmation,

like all the other Sacraments, was instituted by
Christ, nothing is positively laid down concerning
the manner of that institution, i.e. whether im-

mediate or mediate, whether in genere or in specie.
Modern theological opinion seems to favour the
view that Christ did Himself immediately institute
all the Sacraments {i.e. that we do not owe their
institution to the Church, acting upon His general
commission), but that He did not Himself give
them all to the Church fully constituted. As a
recent authority puts the matter
On some Sacraments particularly essential to Christianity,
:

'

Baptism and Holy Eucharist

example, Christ explained
Himself completely, so that the Church has had from the
very beginning full and entire consciousness of these sacramental rites. As to the rest, the Saviour laid down their essential principles, leaving to development to show the Apostles
and the Church what the Divine Master wished to accomplish.
. In other words, Jesus instituted immediately and explicitly
Baptism and Holy Eucharist He instituted immediately but
implicitly the five other Sacraments' (Pourrat, Theol. of the
Sacraments, Eng. tr. p. 301 f.).
(2) It would be readily conceded that, in the
.

for

.

;

case of such a Sacrament as Confirmation, the
historical evidence is in some respects imperfect
and obscure. The Church does not claim to clear
up all the dark passages, but she claims to supple-

ment by supernatural guidance and
reasoning the data which we owe

theological
to natural

research.
(3) With regard to the early recognition of the gift
Holy Spirit as a distinct rite following Baptism, great stress is usually laid by Roman Catholic
theologians, and deservedly, upon the opening of
the heavens and the descent of the Holy Ghost in
the form of a dove upon our Saviour after His
baptism in the Jordan. This, taken in combination with the
passages cited in §§ 2 and 3 of
the preceding article, seems to provide a sound
historical foundation for such an immediate but
implicit institution of the Sacrament by Christ as

of the

NT

has just been spoken of.
(4) The extensive treatment which, following
Connolly's Homilies of Aaraa;', pp. xlii-xlix, has
been given to the peculiarities of the ancient
Syrian rite in the preceding article (§§ 7 and 8),
tends to obscure the very local character of the
observances by which the gift of the Spirit seems
to be connected with unctions preceding baptism.
At Jerusalem itself, where the testimony of St.
Cyril is explicit, as well as at Constantinople,
Alexandria, Northern Africa, Rome, and throughout the West, we find full and clear historical
evidence which not only establishes the practice
of conferring the Holy Spirit after baptism, either
by unction or by imposition of hands, but points
to a very marked consciousness of the distincin other words, to
tion between the two rites
the recognition of Confirmation as a sanctification of a separate order, often conferred by a
separate minister. For a discussion of this subject
the reader may be referred to Dblger, Das Sakramerit der Firmung, while the same writer, in an
;

article in the Rom. Quartalschrift (1905, pp. 1-41),
has dealt with the archaeological evidence of early
date, which establishes the existence in many
places, e.g. at Naples, Rome, and Salona in
Dalmatia, of a separate Confirmation chapel (consignatorium, ehrismarium) distinct from the baptistery. In the Syrian Church, however, the accounts
given of the unction, e.g. the lengthy discussion of
Narsai himself, do not seem to remove it from the
category of a mere ceremony subsidiary to baptism, while the effort made in the Apostolic Constitutions to alter the Syrian practice, introduc-
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ing an unction with chrism after baptism (see
Connolly, p. xlvii), points to a consciousness that
the former practice was fundamentally incomplete.
Or, can it be that, after all, a post-baptismal
unction was in use, although for some unaccountable reason it is not formally spoken of in the
Syrian texts ? It is certainly strange that, as has
been pointed out by A. J. Maclean (JThSt, Jan.
1910, p. 316), 'in the present East Syrian rite the
post-baptismal anointing is not explicitly mentioned,
though it is usually administered in practice.'
(5) With regard to many other points
e.g. the
alleged re-administration of Confirmation when
heretics were reconciled to the Church (see previous article, §§ 22 and 30), the reservation to the
bishop of the power of consecrating the chrism, or,
again, the history of the introduction of the
unctions with the oil of catechumens and chrism,
which now precede and follow the administration
of baptism in the Roman rite it is submitted that
our ancient authorities do not speak with suffi-

—

'

'

—

cient clearness to warrant any certain conclusions.
Much difference of opinion upon such matters
exists even among writers of the same theological

sympathies.

—

Two or three
3. Modern liturgical details.
details of the ritual prescribed in the Pontificale
Romanum call for brief comment.
(1) The bishop holds his hands out over the
candidates while saying certain preliminary
prayers.

some

This action was formerly considered by
manuum impositio, and to be

to constitute a
of the essence of the rite.

—

A

1881,

pp.

142,

Firmung, Wurzburg, 1820 J.
Pohle, Lehrb. d. Dogmatik 3 Paderborn, 1907 J. Turmel, Hist.
de la thiol, positive, Paris, 1904 Tanquerey, Synopsis Theol.
DogmatM, Paris, 1908, vol. ii.; L. Billot, De Hcclesice Sacramentis, Rome, 1896 C. S. J. Pesch, Preelections Dogmaticce,
vol. vi.3, Freiburg, 1908
F. Probst, Sakramente und Sakramentalicn in den drei ersten J ahrhunderten, Tubingen, 1872
G. L. Hahn, Die Lehre von den Sakramentcn, Breslau, 1864.
;

;

,

;

;

;

;

Herbert Thurston.

CONFORMITY.—The ethical question

regarding conformity is, How far may a man, from regard
to the feelings or authority of others, consent in
outward action to what, apart from such regard,
he is not inwardly convinced is right or true, or
what he is even inwardly convinced is not right or
true more shortly, How far may a man conceal
or act against his own inward conviction, in deference to the feelings of other persons or to external
authority ? Such a question cannot be simply set
aside as illegitimate, unless we are prepared to
assert for certain abstract formulas of duty (e.g.
that we ought to speak the truth) a kind of absoluteness which ignores the social ends to which all
duties are relative, and ignores also the way in
which a general rule, valid under ordinary and
tacitly assumed conditions, may be modified or
abrogated by the presence of extraordinary conditions not contemplated in the general statement.
No one would seriously contend, e.g., that the duty
of promise-keeping requires the promiser not to
stop even to save a drowning man's life, if by so

—

doing he would have to break an appointment.
On the other hand, it is evident that our question
is, as it has been called (Morley, On Compromise),
a question of boundaries,' a question involving a
conflict of duties.
And, so far as the decision of
such questions turns upon the infinite variety and
subtle details of personal relations between individuals, ethical science can have nothing to say
beyond the vaguest generalities, such as that, on
the one hand, we ought not unnecessarily to wound
other people's feelings, or that, on the other, we
ought not to suppress our convictions except for
grave reasons. It is difficult, e.g., to see how the
writer just quoted is entitled to say, so emphatically
as he does, that one relationship in life, and one
only, justilies us in being silent where otherwise it
'

—

it is not now the custom to
(2) The candidates
confirm children before they are seven or eight
years old are presented to the bishop by a godfather or godmother, according to sex. This practice seems, however, to date back to the time
when Confirmation was administered immediately
after Baptism, at which period the same godparents served for both ceremonies.
curious rubric, still printed, though ob(3)
solete in practice, directs that the candidate who
is not an infant shall place his foot upon the foot
of the godfather.
This seems to be a vestige of
some feudal practice of commendation, and may
be compared with a similar practice in Teutonic
marriages (cf. Grimm, Deut. Rechtsalterthiimer,

Berlin,

Darstcll. der Verrichtung dcr

155-156,

and

Weinhold,

Deutsche Frauen", Vienna, 1882, ii. 40 ff.).
(4) After the unction, the bishop is directed to
give the newly conlirmed a slight blow on the
cheek, with the words Pax tecum. This is most
probably an imitation of the blow by which
knighthood was conferred (cf. the Ordo 'Be Benedictione Novi Militis,' in the Pontificale Romanum;
and Martene, dc Antiq. Eccles. Ritibus, Venice, 1783,
ii. 240).
But there is perhaps something also to be
said for the view that the blow may have originbeen
given to the child to impress upon his
ally
mind the fact of his confirmation (cf. Tougard in
Prtcis historiques, Jan. 1888
Heuser in Amcr.
Eccles. Review,
May 1889 and F. Brenner,
Verrichtung dcr Firmung, p. 68), much as the
boys of the parish were formerly whipped at specified places on the occasion of the
beating of the
bounds.' An early instance, before 1200, of the
mention of such a blow in administering continuation occurs in the Life of St. Hugh of Lincoln
r
(Giraldus Canibiciisis, li/icni, vii. 'J. >).
;

;

'

LiTRRATUKK.--Thu bust historical account ia that of F. J.
Dblger, Das Sakravuntt dcr Firoumg. Vienna, 1900. A very
treatment of the subject ia alao given by varioua critics in

full

Vacant-Mangenot, Diet, tie thiol, cathol., l'aria, 1905, iii. 97fi1103. Consult also Chardon, Hist.dessacremcnts, Paris, 1745; N.
Glbr, Die heil. Sakramcnte, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1899 B. Nepefny,
Die Firmung, Paasau, 18(19; Van Noort, Israel, de Sacramentu,
Amsterdam, 1905 M. Grabinann, Gesch. dcr BChotatt, Methods,
;

;

Freiburg, 1909 ; P. Pourrat, La Thiol, sacramentaire't, Paris,
1909 (Eng. tr., St. Louis, Mo., 1910); F. Brenner, Geschichtl.

'

would be right to speak this relationship is that
between child and parents' {op. cit. p. 165). If we
take a duty such as that of a son to support and
;

care for his parents in old age, it is obvious that
the duty is one which falls upon a son as such
the relationship is the very basis of the duty.
But we can hardly say the same of the duty of
here the relationsuppressing one's convictions
ship seems to require only that added degree of
deference which a son will naturally pay to his
And, if
parents' opinions in all relations of life.
so, it is surely paradoxical to contend that a like
deference is not equally obligatory in the more
intimate relation of husband and wife.
It would seem, then, that the only cases in which
we can look for a definite development of ethical
doctrine in regard to conformity— as distinguished
from mere casuistical discussion are those in
which some external authority has a peculiar
claim upon our conformity, in a sense analogous
to that in which parents have a peculiar claim
to their buy's obedience or to their adult son's
The two authorities which most evisupport.
dently possess such a claim, and whose claims
most need discussion, are the State and the
Church. How far is a citizen morally permitted or
obliged to obey legal injunctions of whose nature
How far, e.g., is
or objects lie disapproves!
military service to be obligatory upon a Quaker,
And
of Church rates upon a Dissenter?
payment
the question of obligation is, of ionise, both accciilu.it. 'd and luodilicd when the citizen is himself
an official of the State acting as such; e.g., how
:

:

—
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a soldier or a subordinate officer, when
ordered to fire upon a mub, relieved from all
moral responsibility by the fact of his superior's
command 1 Very similar questions are raised by
far

is

the Church's claim to authority.

How

far

may

a

layman, and still more a clergyman, subscribe a
creed which he does not fully or literally believe?
All that can be attempted here is to point out
some of the more general considerations which
must be kept steadily in view if these questions
are to be adequately discussed. In the first place,
we must put aside as an empty truism irrelevant
or even question-begging the assertion that a man
must at all costs obey his conscience. For our
problem is precisely to determine what, in the
above cases, conscience really commands.
We
cannot, then, from the ethical point of view, start
with a deliverance of conscience as a lixed datum.

—

—

(From the

political point of view, the ruler

must

needs take the conscience of any section of his
subjects as a datum to be reckoned with. Not
that he is obliged to give way to their conscience
if he thinks them wrong,
for the sanctity of conscience can extend, in any ultimate sense, no
further than the amount of moral truth which it
apprehends, but he must take it into account as
one of the data of his problem. A Christian ruler
might be very unwise in trying to enforce monogamy on a Muhammadan population, and yet the
United States be entirely justified in putting down
Mormonism.
In the second place, we must be on
our guard against a fallacy into which we are
likely to fall, if we begin by considering what the
individual's duty would be, apart from his relation
to the external authority, and then bring in this
relation as a modifying circumstance.
For we are
then apt to think of the relation as merely a modifying circumstance, in the sense of being essentially
subordinate to the abstract rule of duty. That is
to say, we are apt to assume beforehand that the
relation to the external authority cannot be important enough to alter the whole character of the
duty. And thus, by the very form in which we
put our question, we already go far to prejudge
the answer. It would be absurd, e.g., to begin the
consideration of the duty of military service in
time of war by laying down that we may not kill
a man who has done no wrong, and then go on to
ask whether we may break this rule at the command of the State. If, with Tolstoi, we begin by
putting the question in this form, we have already

—

—

)

committed ourselves,

tacitly or by implication, to
that denial of the value and authority of the State
an institution to which he proceeds to give open
expression (Kingdom of God is within you, 1894,
ch. vii.).
But, on any less extravagant view than
his, it is impossible for the citizen of a State, that
is to say, the institution on which the whole
system of law and order in life practically depends, to
treat his relation to the State in any matter of
public duty as a mere qualifying circumstance to
be taken into account after his duty has been
otherivise determined.
In any matter of public
duty the real question at issue as regards conformity is always this, Do I think the particular
human interest 1 that is endangered by conformity
so vital, that I, with others of like mind, am
prepared to endanger, by our refusal of service or our
passive resistance or our active rebellion, the institution on which the whole fabric of human
interests depends ? This, at any rate, is the question of principle.
To say, with regard to a par-

as

1

It

might be objected that what

not a particular

human

interest,

is

endangered by war

but the sanctity of

human

is,

life

But the objection simply repeats the original
is no World-Empire which could assert the
life against warring States, and therefore
we have to choose, not between a cosmopolitan and a civic
patriotism, but between a civic patriotism and anarchy.

in

general.

fallacy.

There

sanctity of

human

11

ticular case, that no such danger to the State is
likely to ensue, is (1) to admit that the interest,
however important in itself, is a narrow one; and
(2) to ignore the fact that the State depends on a
universal habit of obedience, which is undermined
in some degree by every example of disobedience.
If, then, the citizen cannot answer the above question of principle in the affirmative, he does no
wrong by conformity provided always, of course,
that in his capacity as a citizen he uses all lawful
means to secure the particular interest endangered.
have illustrated the duty of conformity, as

—

We

regards the ordinary citizen, from the supposed
case of a citizen required to serve in the army.
It
is worth while to illustrate the duty of an official
of the State from the corresponding case of a
soldier required, e.g., to fire on a mob.
For it is
interesting to observe that our English system of
law commits in practice, and in an even aggravated form, the same mistake as that to which we
have objected in theory. It treats the soldier's
special duty of obedience to military law as a
mere qualifying circumstance in relation to his
general civic duty to obey the ordinary law of the
land or, rather, it says he must obey both laws,
and choose as best he can which to obey when
they conflict. Hence he may ... be liable to
be shot by a court-martial if he disobeys an order,
and to be hanged by a judge and jury if he obeys
it' (Dicey, Law of the Constitution*, 1902, p. 298,
and cf. case cited p. 297, note 4). In the actual
working of the legal machinery the absurdity of
this situation is, of course, largely relieved by
reliance on the common sense of a jury and by
the power of the Crown to nullify the effect of an
unjust conviction by means of a pardon' (Dicey,
But the situation illustrates very well
p. 301).
the practical consequences of the theoretical error.
The question of religious conformity differs
from that of civic in this respect, that membership of a Church is voluntary in a sense in which
citizenship is not.
ought not, indeed, to
exaggerate this difference, for in the case of a
person of strong religious convictions, and of
(what may be roughly called) 'high' Church
views, it may amount to very little in practice.
can hardly wonder, e.g., at the submission
with which Roman Catholic disbelievers in Papal
Infallibility received the decree, when the choice
lay between submission and excommunication.
Provided that we recognize, however, that Protestants and Nonconformists are, in the very
nature of the case, disposed to take a less grave
view of schism in the ecclesiastical sphere than the
secular moralist must take of rebellion in the civic
sphere, the question of principle and the general
considerations to be kept in view are otherwise
If we begin by assuming that the resimilar.
of a creed in a church service is to be
petition
;

'

'

We

We

judged like an ordinary assertion made with reference to a simple matter of fact in words chosen
by ourselves, and that subscription to a creed is
to be judged like an ordinary promise made with
reference to a particular act in terms chosen by
ourselves, and that the only question as regards
conformity, accordingly, is whether and how far

we may

relax the ordinary rules of truth-speaking

and promise-keeping
bad

results,
outset.

in church

matters without

we simply prejudge the answer from the

We may as well

go on to repudiate creeds

and Churches altogether, as Tolstoi repudiates the
State.
Argument about the function of a creed
and the adequacy of actual creeds does not fall
within the scope of this article, any more than
So it will
argument about unity and schism.
here be simply assumed that the kind of creed
with which we are practically concerned is to be
regarded as a traditional symbol of the Church's
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is

and

to be interpreted

faith,
by the authority of
the present-day Church itself. From the point of
view tlius assumed we must regard such an accusation as that of
hard, flat, unmistakable falsehood' (Sidgwick, in the controversy referred to
in literature below), brought against clergymen
who do not accept certain propositions in the
Apostles' Creed in their literal sense, as analogous to the accusation of murder brought against
soldiers who, under orders, fire on an enemy or on
a riotous mob. The only objective definition of
the extent of the clergyman's obligation is that
which is given to it by the authoritative organs of
the Church's government. And if he satisfies his
own ecclesiastical superiors, outsiders have no right
to apply to his action a standard which implicitly
sets aside the Church's authority.
need not,
of course, deny that a Church would do well to
revise a creeil which in any considerable measure
has ceased to afford an adequate expression of its
faith.
But this is a question of the Church's
obligation rather than of the individual clergyman's. Just as a citizen may within wide limits
rightly conform to a law which he thinks unjust,
so too a churchman may within corresponding, if
perhaps narrower, limits rightly conform to a
creed that contains propositions which he thinks
untrue (whether in a historical or in a religious
sense)
provided always, of course, that the
churchman, like the citizen, has used all lawful
means to have the evil remedied.
is

'

We

—

—

—
—

—

A

is caused by the. fact, just
that propositions may be true in a
religious sense, while false in a literal, historical,
or scientific sense or, to put the distinction in a
less objectionable or ambiguous way, a proposition
intended to express a genuine religious truth,
which the believer does accept, may express it in
a form which he is unable to accept, not because
of any religious reason, but because the proposition so formulated combines the genuine religious
truth with other statements neither true nor religious
e.g., to very many religious persons the
Divinity of Christ is inconceivable apart from
His miraculous birth, but to others it is just
blasphemy to suppose that the divinity of a man
who comes nearer to God than other men consists
in some abnormality of his physical organization'
(Nettleship, Philosophical Remains, 1897, p. 105;
If the Church at large enforces
cf. whole Letter).
the former view, while the individual takes the
latter, the case is specially hard, because the
individual then finds himself expelled from the
communion of the Church, although he is not
conscious of any real or religious divergence from
See also art. Nonconformity.
its faith.
Literature. — On the ffeneral ethical principles T. H. Green,

special difficulty

alluded

to,

;

;

'

:

Oxford, 1888, bk. iv. ch. ii., and /Vine, of
Polit. Obligation (reprinted from Works, vol. ii.), I.ond. 1895,
J. Morley, <>n
especially Beet. II. On conformity generally
Compromise-, Lond. 1877 (often reprinted). On the ethics of
an interesting discussion between J. Sidgreligious conformity
wick and H. Rashdall in /.//;, poLb. vi. and vii., 1896-7, continued by Sidgwick. Practical Ethics, Lond. 1898, pp. 142R.,
Prolcg. to Ethics,

:

:

and T. O. Smith,

UK,

vol. x.

HENRY BARKER.

CONFUCIAN RELIGION.

-The Confucian

religion is the ancient religion of China, the worship of the Universe by worship of its parts and
phenomena. In flic age of Han, two centuries
before and two after the birth oi Christ, thai Uni
versa! ism divided itself into two branches
Taoism

and Confucianism, and simultaneously Buddhism
was grafted upon it. Buddhism probably found its
way into China principally in the umversalistic
form which is called Maha vana. so that it could
live ami thrive perfectly
upon flic congeneric stem.
And so we have in China three religions, as
three branches upon one root or trunk, which is
Universalis!!!.

The Chinese Empire was created in the 3rd cent.
when the mighty Shi Hwang, of the Ts'ing

B.C.,

dynasty, which had ruled in the north-west since
the 9th cent. B.C., destroyed in streams of blood
the complex of States which, up to that time, had
existed in the birthplace of- higher East Asian
culture, the home of Confucius and Mencius. But
the House of Ts'ing did not exist long enough to
organize the great creation of this first Emperor
It collapsed after a few years, giving
of China.
place to the glorious House of Han, which maintained itself and its throne till the 3rd cent. A.D.
This dynasty, in organizing the enormous young
Empire, built up a political constitution, naturally
and systematically taking for its guide the principles, rules, and precedents of the old time, that is
to say, the ancient literature, in so far as it was not
irrecoverably lost in the flames which Shi Hwang,
in a frenzy of pride, had kindled to devour it.
With a view to the completion of this gigantic
task of organization, this classical literature was
sought for, restored, emended, commented upon,
and thus there arose a classical, ultra-conservative
State-constitution, which, handed down as an
heirloom to all succeeding dynasties, exists te
this day.
The religious elements contained in
the classics were necessarily incorporated with
that constitution, together with the political,
seeing that everything contained in the classics
was to be preserved and developed as a holy
in other words, those
institution of the ancients
religious elements became the State religion. This
is, in consequence, now fully two thousand years
Its basal principle, Universalism, is, of
old.
course, older, much older than the classical books
by which it has been preserved. As is the case
with many origins, that of China's Universalism
is lost in the darkness of antiquity.
With the classical books the name of Confucius
Five are called King
is inseparably associated.
the others are called Shu. Certainly Confucius
did not write them all
they belong partly to a
much older, partly to a later, period. He is held
to have written only one King, the Ch'nn-ts'iu.
Three other Kings, called the Shu, or Book of History, the Shi, or Songs, and the Yih, or Natural
Mutations, he is said merely to have compiled or
In the
edited; and even this may not be true.
books which constitute the fifth King, entitled
and
he
Laws
on
Social
or
Memorials
Kites,
Li-ki,
and his disciples are mentioned so frequently that
this classic appears to have been composed from
information about him, and from sayings origin
The four Shu originated
ating with himself.
almost entirely with disciples of the sage
they
contain sayings, doctrines, and conversations of
their master, mostly of an ethical and political
complexion. The titles are Lun-yii, or 1 Hscourses
and Conversations; Chung-yung, or Doctrine of
the Mean
Tai-hioh, or Great Study and Mengtsz£, or (Works of) Mencius.
We may then just as well call Confucianism
Classicism, and flic classics the holy hooks or
bibles of Confucianism.
Universalism, which it
Taoism.
represents, is known by the name of
is
the Tao, which means
Indeed, its starting-point
the 'Road' or 'Way.' that is to say, the road in
which the Universe moves, iis method and processes, its conduct mid operation, flic complex of
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

phenomena regularly recurring

in

it— in

short,

Order of the World, Nature, or Natural
annual
Order.
Actually, if is in flic main the
rotation of the seasons, the process of renovation
and decay "f Nature and it may, accordingly, be
Accordcalled Time, the creator and de'stroyer.
is (he Yang and the Yin,
ing to the elassies. Tao
which
breaths
or
souls
cosmic
two
the
roprcsent
the male and the female part of the Universe,
tli,.

;
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the fructifying
assimilated respectively with
Heavens, and with the Earth which they fructify,
as also with heat and cold, light and 'darkness.
The vicissitudes of these souls, indeed, every year
lire «luce the seasons and their phenomena.
Universalism defines the Vang as a supreme
universal shen, or deity, living, creating, which
divides itself into an infinite number of shen, and
deposes them into beings ; and it defines the
Yin as a universal kwei, likewise divisible into
myriads of particles, each of which, in a man,
may form his other soul. Accordingly, creation
is a continuous emanation or effusion, and destruction a never ceasing re-absorption, of particles
of the Yang and the Yin.
These particles, the
The Universe
shen and kwei, are innumerable.
is crowded with them in all its parts.
shen,
half of
a
or
the
beatific
of
the Yang,
being
part
the Universe, is a good spirit or a god, and a kwei,
belonging to the Yin, is, as a rule, a spirit of evil, a
As there is no power
spectre, a devil, or demon.
beyond the Tao, there is no good in the Universe

A

but that which comes from the shen, no evil but
that which the kwei cause or inflict.
We may, accordingly, say that Confucianism
is a universalistic Animism, polytheistic and polydemonistic. The gods are such shen as animate
heaven, the sun and moon, the stars, wind, rain,
clouds, thunder, the earth, mountains, rivers, etc.;
in particular also the shen of deceased men are
And kwei swarm everywhere this is a
gods.
dogma as true as the existence of the Yin, as true
also as the existence of the Tao, or Order of the
World. They perform in that Order the part of
distributers of evil, thus exercising a dominant
influence over human fate.
But, since the Yang is
high above the Yin, as high as heaven which belongs to it is above the earth, Heaven is the chief
;

shen, or god, who rules and controls all spectres
and their actions ; and so theology has this great

dogma, that no
authorization

of

harm men without the
Heaven or its silent consent.

spirits

are, accordingly, Heaven's agents for punand this dogma is a principal
ishing the bad
article in the Confucian system of ethics.
I. Because the Emperor stands at the head of the
realm, nay, of the whole earth, he is the head of
the State religion.
He acknowledges the superi-

They

;

Heaven is
ority only of Heaver, whose son he is.
the natural protector of his throne and house,
which would unavoidably perish if, by wicked
conduct, he forfeited Heaven's favour. Heaven
is the highest god that exists, there being in the

Chinee system no god beyond the world, no
maker of it, no Jahweli, no Allah. It bears to
tin-, hour its old classical names, Tien, Heaven
or Shang-ti, Supreme Emperor (cf.
'Si, Emperor

;

;

iii.
p. 549 f. ).
The most important sacrifice ottered to this god
takes place on the night of the winter-solstice, an
important moment in the Order of the World,
when Heaven's beneficent influence is re-born,
because the Yang, or light and heat, then begins
to increase after having descended to its lowest ebb.
The sacrifice is presented on the so-called Round
Eminence (yuen khiu), also known as the Altar
of Heaven (Tien tan), which stands to the south
This altar, quite open to the
of the Tatar city.

also vol.

is composed of three circular marble terraces
one above the other,
provided with marble balustrades, and accessible by staircases which exactly face the four
At the northern
ief points of the compass.
d eastern sides there are buildings for various
wide
area,
partly a park with
lrposes.

sky,

of different diameters, placed
all
'

A

around this

and surrounded by high walls,
altar, which is the largest in

On

the longest night of the year,

gantic
lies

trees,

the world.
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Emperor proceeds to the altar, escorted by
princes, grandees, officers, and troops, to the number of many hundreds.
Everybody is in the richest
ceremonial dress. The spectacle, illuminated by
the Scanty light of large torches, is most imposthe

•
Every magnate, minister, and mandarin has
ing.
his assigned place on the altar and its terraces,
or on the marble pavement which surrounds it.
On the upper terrace, a large tablet, inscribed
'

Imperial Heaven, Supreme Emperor,' stands in
a shrine on the north side, and faces due south.
In two rows, facing east and west, are shrines
which contain tablets of the ancestors of the
Emperor. Before each tablet a variety of sacrificial food is placed
soup, meat, fish, dates, chest-

—

nuts, rice, vegetables, spirits, etc., all conformably
to ancient classical precedent and tradition.
On
the second terrace are tablets for the spirits of the
sun, the moon, the Great Bear, the five planets,
the twenty-eight principal constellations, and the
host of stars ; furthermore, there are those of the

winds, clouds, rain, and thunder. Before these
tablets are dishes and baskets with sacrificial
articles.
Cows, goats, and swine have been
slaughtered for all those offerings, and, while
the ceremonies are proceeding, a bullock or heifer
is burning on a pyre as a special ottering to high
heaven. The Emperor, who has purified himself
for the solemnity by fasting, is led up file altar by
the southern flight of steps, which on both sid;;s is
crowded by dignitaries. Directors of the ceremonies guide him, and loudly proclaim every
The
action or rite which he has to perform.
spirit of Heaven is invited, by means of a hymn
.accompanied by sacred music, to descend and
Before this tablet, and
settle in the tablet.
subsequently before those of his ancestors, the

Emperor

otters

rice-spirits.

incense,

He humbly

jade, silk, broth, and
kneels, and knocks his

A

forehead against the pavement several times.
grandee reads a statutory prayer in a loud voice,

and several

officials otter incense, silk,

and

spirits

to the tablets of the sun, moon, stars, clouds, rain,
wind, and thunder. Finally, the sacrificial gifts are
carried away, thrown into furnaces, and burned.
This Imperial sacrifice is probably the most
pompous worship which ever has been paid on this
earth to a divinity of Nature. It is attended by
a large body of musicians and religious dancers,
performing at every important moment.
In the same vast altar-park there is, to the
north of the Hound Eminence, another altar of
the same form, but of smaller dimensions, bearing a large circular building with dome or
temple where
cupola, called ki nien tien, or
prayers are sent up for a good year,' that is to
say, for an abundant harvest throughout the EmHere a sacrifice is ottered by the Emperor
pire.
to Heaven and to his ancestors, in the first decade
of the first month of the year
while, to obtain
seasonable rains for the crops, a sacrifice is presented in the same building, in the first month of the summer, to the same tablets, as also to those
This cereof rain, thunder, clouds, and winds.
mony is repeated if rains do not fall in due
These f.» _i iiices
time or sufficiently copiously.
are mostly performed bv princes or ministers, as
proxies of the Son of Heaven.
The ritual for all the State sacrifices is similar
to that for Heaven, but the pomp and offerings
vary with the rank of the gods.
Next to Heaven in the series of State divinities
is Earth, called officially Hu-t'n, or
Empress
Earth,' whose square altar of marble, open to the
sky, is situated in a vast walled park, outside the
northern wall of Peking. Here a solemn sacrifice
is offered annually by the Emperor, or his proxy,
on the day of the summer solstice, to the tablet
'

;

'
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of Earth

and, on

and

to those of the Imperial ancestors,
the second terrace, to the tahlets of the

chief mountains, rivers, and seas.
From the fact that the Emperor, in performing
the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, allots a second
place to the tablets of his ancestors, it follows that
they stand, in the system of the State religion,
next to Heaven and Earth in rank. Solemn sacrifices are offered to them by the Emperor in the
Tai miao, or Grand Temple,' on the south-east
of the Palace grounds, and at the mausolea, in
temples erected there, one in front of each grave'

mound.

Next in rank to the Imperial ancestors in the
pantheon of the State are the SU-Tsih, or gods of
the ground, and of millet or corn. They have
their large open altar in a park to the west of the
Grand Temple. The Emperor sacrifices there in
spring and autumn, or sends a proxy to perform
The above are the so-called Ta-szi, or 'Great
Next in rank are those of the second
Sacrifices.'
2.

category, the Chung-sze, or 'Middle Sacrifices.'
These are presented at various altars or temples
erected in or about Peking. The Sun-god has his
large walled park, with round, open altar-terrace,
outside the main east gate, to the region of sunrise
the Mcon-goddess has her square altar
outside the west gate, because the west is the
region in which the new moon is born. Sacrifices
are ollered there to the sun by the Emperor or his
proxy, at the astronomical mid-spring, when the
sun conquers darkness
the Moon receives her
sacrifice on the day of mid-autumn, —autumn being,
in China's natural philosophy, associated with the
west, where the new moonlight is born.
The other State-gods of this Middle Class are
the famous men of fabulous antiquity who introduced the Tao, or Order of the Universe, among
men, thus conferring on them the blessings of
civilization, learning, and ethics.
They may be
enumerated as follows
(1) Shen Nung, the 'divine husbandman,' the
Emperor (28th cent. B.C.) who taught people
husbandry. He is worshipped by the Emperor,
or his proxy, with a sacrifice on an auspicious day
in the second month of the spring, when the works
of husbandry are supposed to begin, this rite being
performed on an open square altar in a walled park,
situated west of the great Altar of Heaven.
(2) Sieti-ts'an, or 'the first breeder of silkworms,'
supposed to have been the wife of the Emperor
Hwang (27th cent. B.C.). In the first month of
spring, the Empress, followed by a great train of
court-ladies, presents a sacrifice to her on an altar
in the park of the Palace.
(3) 188 Imperial and princely rulers of the past.
The live Emperors of the oldest mythical period
receive special sacrificial worship in a temple in the
Palace, viz. STuh Hi, Shen Nung, Hwang-ti, Yao,
and Shun, together witli the founders of the house
-,of Chen, and Confucius.
He is worshipped together with
(4) Confucius.
hisSf ieares ancestors, and over seventy earlier and
later ^exponents of his doctrine and school, all of
whom •.V.awe. tablets in his temples throughout the
;

;

—

''

Empire.
are the men and women
(5) State deities also
in the course of the centuries, have been disvirtue
and learning. Four
Confucian
for
tinguished
near every Confucius
temples are built for them

who,

temple.

The Tien Shen, or deities of the sky,' that
to say, of the clouds, the rain, the wind, and
'

(ti)

is

;

the Empire.
the Great Year,'
(8) Next conies Tai-sui, or
the planet Jupiter, whose path in the heavens
of
the
almanac
the
which is
governs
arrangement
'

annually published by Imperial authority, and
gives the various days considered suitable for
the transaction of the various business of life.
This god thus rules the Tao, or revolution of the
Universe, and consequently the Tao of human life,
which, in order to bestow happiness and prosperity,
must fit in with the Universal Tao, or course of
Time.
3. The third section of the Confucian State religion
embraces the Kiiin-sze, or Collective Sacrifices.'
These are all offered by mandarins to the gods in
'

this high-priestly duty.

:

mausolea of the present dynasty further, the four
seas or oceans at the four sides of the Empire or of
the earth, and the four main rivers of China, viz.
the Hwang-ho, the Yang-tze, the Hwai, and the
Tsi ; and, finally, the mountains and streams in the
neighbourhood of Peking, and various others within

thunder.
are the ten princi(7) The Tiki, or 'earth-gods,'
besides five hills
pal mountains of the Empire,
and ranges of hills which dominate the site of the

the following lists:

(1)

the Sien-i, or 'physicians

of the past,' patriarchs of the art of

human

preserving

and Hwang-ti;

health

:

Fuh

promoting and

Hi, Shen Nung,

Kwan-yii, the war-god of the
present dynasty, a great hero of the 2nd and 3rd
cents. A.D.
(3) Wen-eh'ang, a star in the Great
Bear, the patron of the classical studies on which
is based the selection of State officials, who by
their rule maintain the Tao among men
(4) Pehkih kiiin, the ruler of the north pole ; (5) Hum
shen, the god of fire' (6) P'ao-shen, the cannongods'; (7) Ch'ing-hwang shen, 'gods of the walls
and moats,' that is to say, the patron divinities of
walled cities and forts throughout the Empire (8)
Tung-yoh shen, the god of the Eastern Mountain,'
i.e. the Thaishan in Shan-tung
(9) four Lung, or
dragons, gods of water and rain, for whom temples
exist in the environs of Peking, apparently for the
management and regulation of the fung-shui of
the city and the Imperial palace (10) Ma Tsu-p'o,
the goddess of the ocean and water (11) Hu-t'ushen, or god of the ground ; and SzS-kung shen,
the patron of architecture, to each of whom, before
any building works are undertaken, sacrifices are
offered on altars erected on the site of the build(12) Yao shen, 'the gods of the porcelain
ing
kilns'
(13) Men shen, the gods of certain Palace
doors and gates of Peking; arid (14) Ts'ang-shen,
the gods of the store-houses of Peking and Tungchow.
Many of these State sacrifices are also offered by
the authorities throughout the provinces, on altars
or in temples which have been built for this puirjose
in the chief city of each province, department, or
district
namely, those of the gods of the ground
and of millet those of Shen Nung, Confucius,
and the gods of clouds, rain, wind, and thundef ;
those of the mountains and rivers in the country
those of the walls and moats of the city and thost?
of Kwan-yii.
In Peking, as in the provinces, there
are, moreover, temples, uuilt with the same official
design, for a great number of historical persons
who have rendered services to the dynasties and
the people. They have, on that account, received
titles of honour from the Emperors, and haw
their special temples in the places where they lived
and worked. There are also similar temples for
former wise and faithful princes, nobles, and slatesmen for men who have sacrificed their lives in
the service of the dynasty, etc.
4. Lastly, three sacrifices are prescribed to he
offered annually by the authorities all through tj
Empire for the repose and refreshment of the soi,
of the departed in general.
All the State sacrifices take place either
certain fixed days of the calendar, or on day>
which are indicated as favourable and felicitous.
(2)

;

(

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

—

;

;

;

;

^
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This synopsis of the State pantheon shows that
the Confucian religion is a mixture of Natureworship and worship of the dead. It is the rule
to represent the gods who are believed to have
lived as men, by images in human form, and the
others by tablets inscribed with their principal
divine titles.
Images as well as tablets are inhabited by the spirits, especially when, at sacrifices,
these have been formally prayed to or summoned,
with or without music, to descend into those
Confucian worship and sacrifice, then,
objects.
being actually addressed to animate images, is
idolatry.
Certainly it is quite inconsistent with
the Chinese spirit to think of such tablets and
images as mere wood and paint.
The religion of the State, performed by the Son
of Heaven as high priest, and by ministers and
mandarins all through the Empire as his proxies,
is thoroughly ritualistic.
Since, during the Han
dynasty, under the auspices of Emperors and by
the care of illustrious scholars, the classics were
rescued from oblivion, an elaborate ritual, based
on those classics, was at the same time called into
existence in the form of rescripts, regulating in
minutest detail every point in the State religion.
Subsequent dynasties framed their institutions in
general, and their ritual of the State religion in
particular, on those of the House of Han, though
with modifications and additions of more or less
importance. Instances of eminent statesmen presenting memorials to the throne, in which they
criticized rituals and proposed corrections, abound
in the historical works and these instances prove
that formal codifications of rites have always been
in existence since the reign of the House of
;

Han.
These codifications have for the most part been
preserved in the dynastic Histories, but it is not
possible now to decide whether they are given in
their entirety or in an abridged shape.
None of
them equals in elaboration that of the Khai-yuen
period (713-741). This vast compendium of statutory rites of the T'ang dynasty is a systematic
compilation of nearly all the ceremonial usages
mentioned in the classical books, with a few
additional elements borrowed from the House of
Han. It i as drawn up by the statesman Siao
Sung, assisted, as we may admit, by a body of
officials and scholars, and it has been the medium
through which the most ancient religious institutions of China have aeld their place as standardrites of the State religion to this day.
The Tct
Ts'ing hwui tien, or Collective Statutes of the
Great House of Ts'ing, are moulded on it. It is
also the prototype of the Ta Ts'ing t'ung li, or
General Rituals of the Great Ts'ing dynasty, which
is an official codification of the rites
proper for the
use of the nation and its rulers. Therefore, whoever
is able to read and interpret Chinese texts has it
in his power to study and describe in its details
the State religion from official printed documents.
The conclusion is, of course, ready to hand, that
the State religion is instituted for no other purpose
than to influence the Universe by the worship of
gods who constitute the Yang, in order that happi''mperor

and

his house

her words, a religion
"king of the Tao,
o frustrate the
us the exercise
lest

duty

of

secure that
^,,0 people are not
Long men-.
allowed to take part in it, except by erecting the
State temples and altars, and keeping them in good
repair at their own cost and by their own labour.
The only religion allowed to them by the State ia

the

of

worship
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their

own

which

ancestors,

is

and therefore Confucian.
Yet, as everywhere in the world, religious in-

classical

stincts

in

China go

their

own way,

in spite of

Not content with the worship
rescripts.
of their ancestors, the people freely indulge in he
worship of Confucian deities. In villages and in
official

I

other localities they have temples for the worship
of mountains, streams, rocks, and the like.
The
god of the earth in particular enjoys much veneration
in all quarters the people have erected
temples or chapels and shrines to him they regard
and worship him as the god of wealth, and the
patron divinity of agriculture. And everywhere
the people resort to certain State temples in the
;

;

chief towns of provinces, departments, and districts,
and worship the idols there after their own fashion.
This popular worship of Confucian divinities
all through the Empire, the images
by tens of thousands, the temples by
thousands. Almost every temple has its idol gods
which are co-ordinate or subordinate in rank to
the chief god, so that China fully deserves to be
called the most idolatrous country.in the world.
This religion is also practised in private houses,
many of which have altars for gods and goddesses,
to whom, on fixed days, sacrifices are annually pre-

being practised

of gods exist

sented.

The worship of ancestors is mentioned in the
ancient classics so often, and in such detail, that
we cannot doubt it was also the core of the
ancient religion. It has assumed the form of a
most elaborate system of disposal of the dead.
Washing and dressing of corpses, coffining and
burial, and grave-building are matters of the
greatest solicitude. The erection of large tumuli
for princes and nobles was always the rule in
China, and the mausolea built for emperors and
princes were magnificent structures. Those of the
present ruling dynasty certainly belong to the
greatest and grandest which the hand of man ever

produced.

The ancestral cult is regulated in the State ritual
by' special rescripts for all classes of the Chinese
Many a well-to-do family possesses its
people.
ancestral temple, where the soul tablets of its older
generations are preserved, and where sacrifices are
In the dwelling-house a part of
offered to them.
the altar is set apart for the worship of the latest
generations.
temple in front of the altar serves
for the offerings, which are presented by the family
on various iixeu dsj'5 ln tne calendar, with the
father or grandfather at their head. Besides, there
is an altar on each grave, which lias keen built with
some outlay, and the mausolea of £.' le great of this
earth have even a
a" altar with

A

temple, containing
the tablet of the soul which rests with the bouj'
the grave. In the first months and years after the
burial, certain sacrifices are offered on the grave ;
later on there is one sacrifice in every year, in
spring, in the T°'ir>n ming season, reserved for
visits to the fanrepairing them,
on many other

m

MUNION WITH

No doubt

Tl

ance

ethical element.
••*.
efathers is alway
\
in the tempi! of the lamiiy, aim .,u, iotei
a son or daughter from evil. Ancestor- worsh ip
strengthens the ties of family life, as it supplies
•

'

descendants with a rallying point in the
ancestral altar.
It thus fosters a
spirit
mutual help in the emergencies of life, and it has
exercised a powerful influence upon Chinese
family
life ami social institutions.
the

common
of

Literatdrb.

—See end of next article.
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CONFUCIUS.— The system which

is

known

in

the West as Confucianism is described in China as
Ju-kiao, or School of the Learned,' and professes
to conserve the teachings of K'ung Fu-tsu, the
philosopher Kung, whose name is familiar to
Westerns under the Latinized form of Confucius.
Ju-kiao represents orthodoxy in China, all other
systems being nominally heterodox, though Taoism
and Buddhism have, as a result of long association,
been popularly admitted to a place among the
three Schools.
Buddhism is, of course, exotic in
its origin, but Taoism is based upon the same
ancient materials as Confucius requisitioned. Laotse, or Laocius, to whom is attributed the system
known as Tao-kiao, or School of the Way,'
commonly known as 'Taoism,' was a strenuous
reformer, who boldly applied the teachings which
he discovered in the ancient Chinese records to
the amelioration of existing conditions, making
non-interference and the suppression of personal
ambition the keystones of his system.; Confucius
made no profession of original thought, and confessed himself to be but a transmitter of the
manners and maxims of the good old times.'
What he attempted to do was to apply to the
degenerate days in which be lived the best elements
of the accumulated wisdom and
experience of the
past, which he found locked up in the ancient
records, and reflected in the time-honoured ceremonials. These be endeavoured to elucidate and
emphasize, not only viva voce to the ardent dis'

'

'

'

'

ciples who Hocked to him from all quarters, and
to the feudal lords whom he interviewed in the
course of his wanderings from State to State, but

also by carefully prepared and annotated editions
of the early writings for the benefit of posterity.
His highest hope was to lead the rulers of the
feudal kingdoms, by easy stages, to the gentler
manners of the past, and thus to initiate a reign of
In order to appreciate the standpoint of
peace.
Confucius and his contemporary Laocius, it is
necessary that the political circumstances of their
times should be carefully considered.
I. The times in which Confucius lived. — The
Chow dynasty, established by King Wu (1122 B.C.),
was in a declining condition at the time when

Confucius was born, and the central authority,
which gave its name to the Central State, or
Middle Kingdom,' as the Chinese call their Empire
even to-day, was powerless to enforce its dicta
upon the turbulent States which were its nominal
vassals.
Constant war, with its dreadful conThe
comitants, was the
sign of the times.'
soldier was in thj, -"ascendant, the schoolmaster
unemployed. -Agriculture languished for lack of
manual laluf; ur] Am plague, pestilence, and famine
w VougIit untold horrors upon the feudal kingdoms.
In the midst of scenes such as these a son was born
(551 n. c.) to an ancient officer of the K'ung family,
who bad distinguished himself by commanding
wars of his
physique and martial powers in the
times, and who was then living a retired life in the
'

'

-

\

s"

'

'

f

situated

in

the modern province of

time completing bis own education and labouring
at a new edition of the ancient Odes and Historical
Records (3) 500-496, when, for a short period, he
acted as magistrate in his native State, and, as a
result of the signal success of his methods, was
promoted to the oilice of Minister of Works, and,
subsequently, to that of Minister of Justice, resigning his office only when he found his counsels
unavailing to turn the reigning Duke from the
evil ways he had adopted ; (4) 496-4S3, when he
wandered over a large number of the feudal States,
vainly endeavouring to induce their rulers to reform
their manners and return to the ancient ways
;

;

and

(5) 483-478, the last period of his life, spent in
his native State, during which he devoted himself
to the completion of his literary labours in connexion with the ancient records, and to the production of his one original work, the Ch'un-ts'iu =

Spring and Autumn annals.
The materials upon
2. The Confucian library.
which the system known as Confucianism is based
are to be found in the various King, or Canons,
and the Shu, or Writings, which are attributed to
These have been
Confucius and his disciples.
variously tabulated at different periods of history,
but are nowadays generally described as the Four
b
<S'/«i'and the 'Five/wH(7'(seeprecedingart.,p. 12 ).
When the
of Confucius.
3. The doctrines
'

'

—

'

—

condition of the feudal kingdoms in Confucius'
time is borne in mind, it will be seen to follow
naturally that the great object towards which he
directed his efforts was the tranquillizing of the

Empire. The possibility of effecting this aim he
demonstrated in three ways (1) by his redactions
of the ancient historical records and poetry, showing, to the present and to all future ages, the method
by which the great rulers of antiquity, Yao, Shun,
and others, had succeeded in controlling and
black-haired people
(2) by his
directing the
personal instructions and counsels to the various
nobles whom he interviewed in the course of his
journeyings through the feudal kingdoms, and to
the ardent students who delighted to sit at his
feet ; and (3) by bis own example in the small
spheres which were entrusted to him, and where
:

'

'

;

his methods are represented at> being entirely
successful.
This, indeed, was the car'inal principle which he so frequently emphasized, viz., that,
if Sage and Sovereign could be combine', in one
person, the difficulties of empire would disappear.:\
The force of example was tho great motive power
to apply to every exigency ; if the lord
fas

gOught
paramount would but imitate the ancient worthies,
the various princes would be excited to emulation,'
and thus, through every grade of society, the
process would be continued until the whole nation
was reformed. The stages by which this process
was to be completed are thus described in the
Great Learning' [' Great Study ']
'The ancients who wisher! to illustrate illustrious virtue
own States.
throughout the Empire fln,t ordered well their
dtheii
Wishing to order well their own States, they first regulati
'

:

Wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated
their persons,
wishing lo cultivate their persons, they first
rectified their hearts.
Wishing to rectify their hearts, they first
to besincere
Bought to he sincere in their thoughts. Wishing
heir thoughts, they first extended to the utmost their
in
oi knowledge laj In Hie investigaSuch
extension
knowledge.
-<
knowledge became
tion of things. Things being ii
thoughts
their knowl. d
complete,
were
r thou*,
Tl
were sinci
families.

1

'

1

;

l

Tin' life of K'ung Kin, or, as »>, »
Confucius, may be divided into 5 periods: (1)
551 .Mil, covering his early boyhood, his marhis appointment to
riage at the age of 19, and
tin' ollicc .if keeper of the Slate granaries, and, a
year later, to tfflat of guardian of the commM)
lands; (2) 530 501, when he, lev. .led himself to
work of teaching, and gradually collected around
him an enthusiastic band of disciples, at the same
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CONFUCIUS
men

to perform certain tasks, and protect
them whilst in the execution of them, but, for the
out
of those commissions, man must
carrying

sion

own unaided

upon that
nature,
predisposed towards goodness, which
Heaven had conferred on him, and to which he
himself must allow its full development, in harmony with the observed course of Nature and the
examples of the great sages of the past. The gifts
There are
of nature vary in different individuals.
four great classes of mankind: (1) those who
whose
intuitive
those
(2)
knowledge
possess

depend upon

his

abilities,

'

'

;

natural abilities enable them to learn with ease
(3) those who, though naturally dull, are able by
and (4)
earnest application to become learned
those who decline the attempt to acquire knowledge because of natural incapacity and indifference.
Yet, in spite of the diversities of natural gifts, it
;

;

man, by means

of self-culture,
to reach the highest development of which his nature
is capable
and nothing less than thic «hnuid satisfy
the aspirant. ' Rest in the highest,' or Cease only
when the acme is reached,' is the key-note of the

is

possible for every
;

'

Great Learning.' Confucius himself aimed high
he did not expend his strength in the interests of
common men, but concentrated his efforts on the
education of rulers, either those who were already
in oliice or those who were likely to attain to
power, believing that, if he should succeed in im'

;

planting his opinions amongst the highest classes,
the regeneration of the masses would follow as a

matter of course.
There is practically nothing of a religious nature
in Confucianism pure and simple.
Religion, in the
strict sense, existed in China long before his day,
and survives even to the present in the sacrifice to
Shang-ti, described on p. 13, which the Emperor
the representative of the myriad people.
Confucius seems to have directed all his energies to
the promotion of self -culture, adopting an attitude
of strict reserve on the question of religion.
He
certainly countenanced the religious observances
of his time so far as they were consonant with the
ancient rites, and did not openly rebuke the extravagances which existed, as, for instance, the
burial alive of human victims, which was not
unknown in his day. Perhaps in this matter he
was guided by a principle which he enunciated,
viz., 'When good government prevails in a State,
language may be lofty and bold, and actions the
same. When bad government prevails, the actions
may be lofty and bold, but the language may be
with some reserve.' It may be that he had but
little sympathy with the religious decadence of his
own times and the abuses which were then prevalent, but he evidently considered it no part of
his mission to attack them in any iconoclastic
spirit, and he preferred to adopt an attitude of
strict reticence towards the question of religion,
recommending the observance of the accustomed
ritual, but deprecating a too close inquiry into the
He evidently regarded the.
spiritual phenomena.
offering of sacrifice as of great subjective value,
but professed ignorance of the meaning of the
offers as

great sacrifice to Shang-ti. He certainly added
nothing to the contemporary knowledge of God or
of spirits he had nothing to say with regard to
death or the hereafter the present distress was
a sufficient occasion for the exercise of bis disciplinary methods the present life was the only
theatre in which he sought to inspire men to act
their part.
The existence of the Empire was imperilled through the unceasing struggles of the
feudal States, and his great endeavour was to induce
;

'

'

;

;

their several rulers to suppress their overweening
ambitions, and to cultivate that moderation, that
harmonious balance, which is emphasized in the
'
Doctrine of the Mean ; so that the various
'

17

parts of the social organism

might work together

smoothly and with mutual profit, like a perfectly
fitted and well-oiled machine, each State furnishing
its quota of Imperial service, each ruler and officer
occupying his appointed place, and all friction
being avoided, so that the Middle Kingdom might
become once more a model to the barbarians on
its frontiers, and a power which no alien combination might venture to impugn.
Confucius was, above all things, a political
reformer, but one who founded his political prinHe wished the harmony
ciples upon moral bases.
of Nature to be reflected in the world of men, and
hence the very first essential in his system was the
cultivation of knowledge, especially natural science.
But, by a strange irony of fate, the chapter of the
Great Learning which was supposed to deal with
this fundamental question has been lost, and what
remains is occupied with the lesser details which
appear as branches detached from the tree. The
abortive attempts of later philosophers to deal with
the phenomena, of Nature are described in art.
'

'

Cosmogony and Cosmology
The steps in the process

(Chinese).
of Bclf-culture have

already been enumerated the completion of knowledge leads to sincerity in thought, for the reason
that the scholar who has thus attained enlightenment can no longer be deceived by outward
appearances or inward imaginings. Being thus
freed from the deceptive influences of passion,
emotion, fear, etc., he is able to rectify his heart,
to restrain wayward thoughts, feelings, and
i.e.
tendencies as a consequence, his outward actions
are conformed to the highest ideals of propriety,
i.e. the cultivation of the person
and, from this
point, he becomes a centre of influence which
extends to his family, his State, etc., so that the
whole Empire is made tranquil and happy.
This may be said to be the Confucian gospel in a
word, and it will be evident that it is based upon
the conviction that man's nature is originally
;

;

;

good,

and merely requires cultivation on right

lines to bring it to its highest perfection.

Con-

'
fucius admitted that by nature men are nearly
alike ; by practice they get to be wide apart.' ft
follows, therefore, that what is prescribed for
rulers should also apply, in a measure, to the mass
of the people ; they may not have the opportunity
of pursuing their studies to the same degree, bnt all
must share in the process of self-culture, and thus
bear a part in the tranquillizing of the Empire,
which is to be brought about by the regulation of
the individual State, family, and person.
In the family and social relations the recognition
of a common brotherhood is to be the inspiration
and obligation of all corporate life. ' Within the
four seas all are brethren,' and this is the idea
which underlies (1) the principle of ' Benevolence,'
which is the first of the five cardinal virtues.
'
Upon this follow (2) Uprightness of Mind,' i.e.
the exhibition of moral excellence, as the word
seems to denote ; (3) Propriety in Demeanour,'
the observance of convention, including the orthoPractical
doxies of religious worship, etc.
(4)
Knowledge of Affairs ; and (5)
Sagacity,' or
'
Good Faith.' The whole may be combined in the
word which may serve as a rule of life Reciprocity
or Considerateness, i.e. 'What you do not want
done to yourself, do not do to others.' These were
to be regarded as the special characteristics of
rulers but the five cardinal relations, upon which
the whole social structure is based, were required
of all classes, and were defined as those existing
between sovereign and subject, father and son,
elder brother and younger, husband and wife,
Filial conduct and its correlate
friend and friend.
of fraternal subordination may be described as the
corner-stones of the system, for upon them depend
:

'

'

;

'

'

—

;
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not only self-culture, but also the regulation of the
family and the government of the State. It may
have been for this reason that Confucius was willing to overlook the extravagant attention paid to
ancestor-worship, because it served to emphasize
his own doctrines of Divine right and the paramount importance of acquiescence in the prevailing
order.
He anticipates St. Paul in saying, Let
every soul be in subjection to the higher powers
the powers that be are ordained of God
The appointment of a new ruler is
(Ro 13 ).
described as the 'receiving of Heaven's decree';
every subject of the State must, therefore, accept
his ordered place, and every member of the family,
in like manner, must fulfil his part with loyal
submission. There must be
no contrariety in
the home or in the State no trespass beyond the
no
limits,
disruption of the social harappointed
monies. This is the teaching of the Doctrine of
the Mean,' which follows on the Great Learning'
i.e. the avoidance of all eccentricity, or departure
from the normal course as exemplified in Nature.
Equilibrium and Harmony are the two essentials
'

'

.

.

.

1

'

'

;

'

'

;

happy social relations and a contented empire,
Equilibrium being the negative side when the
is not aroused
by feeling or emotion, and
Harmony the positive side when feeling is excited
but acts in due accord with its environment.
Amongst the factors which conduce towards
correctness of conduct are included Poetry, which
Cereinspires to the attempting of noble deeds
monials, by which the habit of correct action is
established ; Music, which, if .orthodox, produces
an atmosphere congenial to the cultivation of
virtue, and gives a finish to character and Archery,
which is recommended as exercising a moral disto

mind

;

;

cipline.

From the above it may be seen how little of a
transcendental character there is in the teachings
of Confucius.

The

process of self-culture

must

proceed independently of any spiritual aid, except
in so far as the conventional rites of sacrifice may
be considered as of such a nature a supposition
which appears to be negatived by the fact that to
Confucius they were evidently of little objective
value.

—

The

doctrines thus enumerated find illustration
in the Analects, or Counsels, of Confucius a collection of acts and sayings attributed to him by
his immediate disciples
an.l they are represented
in concrete form in the person of the
'princely
man,' or ideal scholar, who is constantly held up
as a standard of imitation, and a criterion of conduct—an ideal which, by the way, Confucius
himself disclaimed having attained.
The principles of Confucius found further exposition in the writings of Mencius (Mens k'o, 372-289
B.C.), who is accorded the title of 'Second Sage,'
or the next in order of dignity to Confucius
The work which bears his name enlarges
himself.
on the topics of Uenevolenee and Righteousness,
which formed the subject of his discussions with
the rulers of the several Slates he visited and the
Hut the most popular exdisciples he gathered.

—

;

ponent of Confucianism was

Chu llsi, or Chucius
(a.d. 1130-1200), whose coi
intaries on tin- classical books are now generally accepted as (he
highest
standard of orthodoxy,
Like Confucius, he proceeds upon the assumption (hat human nature is
originally good, but applies bis speculations to the
hitherto unsolved problem of the origin of evil.
So great has been the influence of Chucius upon
modern thought

in China, that' Ihucianism
'might
be iubstituted for Confucianism as
descriptive of
the later development of the tenets of Confucius
»

'

and

'

his followers.

Secret of the success of Confucianism.— In
view of what has been slated above as to tho
4.

absence of religious motive in Confucianism, it
may be asked bow the system which is thus
denominated attained its present popularity and
As a matter of fact, Congeneral acceptance.
fucius utterly failed to convince bis generation of
the value of the methods he so ardently advocated.
Outside of the circle of those who formed bis school
of disciples he appears to have had few admirers.
No ruler of his day was prepared to put his opinions
to the test
only in the small sphere which he
himself occupied, for a short period, in his own
State of Lu, was be able to demonstrate their
His personal influence over
practical character.
his immediate followers must have been immense,
though his family life was unfortunate but, when
his despairing complaint of the non-appreciation of
his doctrines and non-recognition of his character
had been silenced by death, and after his favourite
disciples bad passed away, it seemed as if the very
memory of the sage was about to perish. Many
years elapsed before any national attempt to commemorate him was initiated, but succeeding ages
and dynasties have vied with one another in elevating him in the scale of posthumous dignities, until,
at the beginning of the present century, be was at
Colast raised to the pre-eminent position of
assessor with Heaven and Earth.'
No doubt the intense patriotism of Confucius
was a feature which won the hearts of those who
delighted to learn from him everything was subordinated to the well-being of the distracted Empire,
and to this end be was prepared to sacrifice his
personal ambitions, and to subject himself to
ignominy and even physical danger. / His doctrine
of the Divine right of virtuous sovereigns, even
though usurpers, was entirely congenial to the
founders of later dynasties, such as the Han line of
rulers, who were anxious to conciliate the student
classes that had suffered so severely under the
regime of the short-lived Ts'ing dynasty, and who
sought to find justification for their claim to the
supreme authority in the literature which their
predecessors so greatly feared. The masses were ^
well content with the abolition of the severe
measures with which the first Empire (the Ts'ing
had familiarized them, and were prepared to accept
the new conditions. Hence it was the policy of
the new rulers and the scholars to conic to an
understanding, and an active endeavour was made
to restore the Confucian literature which survived
the fires of Ts'ing, for such writings were now
almost the sole survivors of the ancient records,
and were regarded with a new interest and an
The course of time
ever growing veneration.
served only to deepen the impression, though Confucianism did not succeed in obtaining exclusive
recognition until long ages of conflict with Taoism
and Buddhism had passed. 1 The masses, too, were
predisposed in favour of the Confucian system, not
only because of its intrinsic excellence, but because
it advocated the rights of the people, and aimed at
;

;

'

;

I

individual happiness as well as at the larger issue
Hence it was to the
of national tranquillity.
interest of all classes the newly established rulers,
the scholarly classes, and the majority of the

—

of Confucius should be
accepted as a moral code, even though the feudal
conditions to which it owed its birth, and for the
amelioration of which it had been designed, had
The establishment of the
long passed away.
Hanliii academy and of the system of literary
examinations, during the T'ang dynasty (a.d. 756),
had the effect of encouraging the study of the
Confucian classics amongst all sections Of Society,
since
complete knowledge of the text was required
by those who presented themselves for examination
with a view to official employment.
Defects of Confucianism. The failure of
5.

people—that the system

:i

—
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Confucianism to satisfy the cravings of man's
Spiritual nature, its attitude of reserve on questions affecting the unseen world, its silence with
regard to sin and its remedy, and its equivocal
references to the possibility and value of prayer
all these have had the effect of paving the way for
the introduction of Buddhism, with its doctrines of
an All-merciful One, its spiritual aids and consolations, its plans of salvation and theory of
a
Western l'aradise,' and its recognition of
woman's place in its propaganda (cf. art. China
[Buddhism in]). Here also is offered a field where
Christianity, when once relieved of the prejudice
and suspicion which now encompass it, will find a

—

'

place and a welcome, and the true Sage whom
Confucius dimly outlined, the true Coming One'
of whom the Buddha prophesied, will he recognized
in Jesus Christ, in whom alone the highest definition of hrotherhood is exhihited, and in whom
alone fatherhood, in the ultimate sense, is propounded the Fatherhood of God, whose offspring
is not limited to the confines of the four seas, but
embraces 'all nations of men' who 'dwell on all
the face of the earth' (Ac 17 :6 ) in whom also is
found that motive power which can compensate
for the weaknesses and disabilities of a corrupted
human nature, and can enable men to attain to the
highest perfection a standard far transcending
that which Confucius had in mind when he enunciated his great axiom,
Best in the highest
'

—

;

—

'

1

excellence.'

—
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CONGREGATIONALISM.—
The term

i.

The name.-

Congregational came into general use
about the beginning of the great Civil War in
^England, and contemporaneously in New England,
'

'

as descriptive of a form of Church polity in which
the local congregation is the unit of organization and the source of ecclesiastical government
{e.g. Bichard Mather, An Apologie, London, 1643
[written 1639], p. 6, and generally in the literature of the succeeding years). From the last decade of the 16th cent, its adherents had been
nick-named Brownists,' from Bobert Browne (see
BROWNISM). Against this name they protested
True Confession, Amsterdam, J 506, title;
(e.g.
An Apologeticall Narration, London, 1043, p. 24).
They were also called Separatists,' because of
their withdrawal from the English Establishment.
The title 'Independency' was attached to the
system at about the same time as that of Congregationalism (in 1642), and, though an object
of early protest (e.g. An Apologeticall Narration,
p. 23), long remained its usual designation in
Great Britain, though it is now generally supplanted by 'Congregationalism.' In America it
was never in use.
Congregationalist,' as a title
of the adherents of the polity, is encountered in
1692 (C. Mather, Blessed Unions, Boston)
and
Congregationalism,' in 1716 (1. Mather, Lisquisi'

A

'

'

'

'

;

'

1

Cf. J. Iverach, Is

God Knowablc

1,

18S4, p. 112

f.

tioii

As a
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on Ecclesiastical Councils, Boston, p. vi).
polity, Congregationalism is much more

wide-spread than the Congregational name. The
Baptists, the Plymouth Brethren, the Disciples "i
Christ, the Unitarians of the United State;-, as
well as certain sections of the Adventists and of
the Lutherans, are congregationally governed. In
this article, however, only that group of Churches
to which the name
Congregational is attached
by historic, popular, and official usage, will be
'

'

considered.

—

2. Fundamental
principles.
Early Congregationalism was a product of the devotion of the Beformation epoch to the Bible. That period exalted
the Bible as the only rule of faith and practice,
ff the Scriptures teach fully all that it is requisite
for men to know or believe, and all duties of the
Christian life, it was but logical to raise the question whether they did not also contain a complete
and authoritative guide as to the nature, organization, officering and administration of the Christian
Church, ft was the conviction that the Bible contains such a pattern that gave rise to Congre

gationalism.
The partes of Church-Governrnent are all of them exactly
described in the word of God
soe that it is not left in the
power of men, officers, Churches, or any state in the world to
add, or diminish, or alter any thing' in the least measure
therein (Cambridge Platform, 1648, ch. i.
see also A True
Confession, 1596, of the London-Amsterdam Church, ch. \\.).
'

.

.

.

'

;

Examining the Scriptures,
of the knowledge of their

therefore, in the light
age, and under a profound conviction of an inspiration which made
every portion a word of God, the Congregationalists of the 16th and 17th cents, denied the
existence of national or territorial Churches ; and,
while holding that the invisible Church ' conteyneth in it all the Elect of God that have bin,
are, or shal be
(.4 True Description, Dort, 1589,
p. i), affirmed that none but local associations
'

of

experiential

Christians are visible Churches.

Each of these Churches has Christ as its immediate
and only Head.
Each hath powre and commandement to elect and ordeine their own minis'

terie,'

as well as

'

to receive in or to cut off anie
Confession, chs. xxiii. and xxiv.).

member' (A True
Each local church
governing body.

is

therefore a completely

self-

There can be no doubt that early Congregationalism felt a
mystical conviction, not now characteristic of it, that Christ is
in so real and true a sense the Head of each church of His disciples, and they are so one with Him by covenant, that the
acts of such a church, though those of human agents, are in
vital reality His acts, whether in the admittance of members,
the choice of officers, or the administration of discipline.

That which distinguishes between a chance assemblage of Christian people and a church is that the
members of the local congregation are united into
church-estate by
a willing covenant made with
their Cod' and with one another (B. Browne,
A Booke u-hich sheweth, Middelburg, 1582, p. 3).
A company becomes a Church, by joyning in
Covenant' (B. Mather, An Apologie, p. 5). Yet
'

'

covenant is not necessarily formal, though
more desirable that it be so, for ' wee conceive the substance of it is kept where there
is a real agreement and consent of a company
of faithful persons to meet constantly together
in one congregation for the publick worship of
God and their mutual] edification (Cambridge
Platform, ch. iv.). The only fit persons to enter
into such a covenant, and hence the only proper
church-members, are those of personal religious
experience ; but, by a comparison with the
Abrahamic covenant of Gn 17 7 early Congregationalists argued that the children of such covenantthis

it is

'

,

ing members were included in the parents' covenant
and were themselves therefore church - members.
The status of such children, when grown to
maturity and not conscious uf a personal religious
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was a sore puzzle to New England Congregationalism from the middle of the 17th to the
end of the 18th cent., and led to the strenuous
controversies known as the Half- Way Covenant
discussions
but the belief of Congregationalism
has always been that the true material of churchmembership is to be found only in conscious and
purposeful Christian discipleship.
Such a local church as has been described should
have no officers but those of
example
pastors, teachers, elders, deacons, helpers' (A True
The 'pastor' 'hath the
Confession, ch. xix.).

lay delegates from such churches as the church
seeking advice chooses to summon, called to give
counsel in such matters as the ordination, installation, and dismissal of ministers, cases of discipline
beyond the power of the local church to control,
and similar ecclesiastical exigencies. Such councils
have always been a feature of American Congre-

faith,

;

gational practice, though not employed in Great
Britain.

—

NT

'

exhorting and applying especiallie
the 'teacher' that 'of teaching especiallie' (It.
Browne, A Booke which sheweth, p. 32). Both
preached, though the teacher gave special attention to doctrinal exposition.
Both administered
the sacraments. The ruling elder was a disciplinary officer, reckoned to the ministry, whose
work is to joyn with the pastor and teacher in
those acts of spiritual rule which are distinct from
the ministry of the word and sacraments' (Cambridge Platform, ch. vii.).
Only in the absence of
pastor and teacher could the ruling elder preach,
and in no case could he administer the sacraments. All three officers, known as 'teaching'
and ruling elders, were chosen by the congregation they served, and, in earliest Congregationalism, were ordained by representatives of the
congregation. Ordination, being considered but
the recognition of a charge in a particular church,
was to be repeated at each fresh entrance into
office.
But by the time that the Cambridge
Platform was adopted, in 1648, custom was changing, and ordination was passing from the membership of the particular church to the hands of those
In such churches where
already in the ministry.
there are no elders, and the church so desire, wee
see not why imposition of hands may not be performed by the elders of other churches' (ib. ch.
Ordinations by the membership of the local
ix.).
church ceased soon after the middle of the 17th
of

guiit

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

century. Two other classes of officers were recognized as to be chosen by the church.
Of these the
more important were deacons,' whose work was
'
to receive the offrings of the church, gifts given
to the church, and to keep the treasury of the
church, and therewith to serve the tables which
the church is to provide for, as the Lord's table,
the table of the ministers, and of such as are in
'

necessitie' (Cambridge Platform, ch. vii.).
Theoor
widows
retically desirable were
helpers
to minister in the church in giving attendance
to the sick (ib.) ; but, though an instance or two
of their appointment may be found in early English Congregational practice, none held office in
'

'

'

'

'

'

New

England.

Each

local

its faith in its

'There be synodes or meetings

of

sundrie churches, which

are when the weaker churches secke helpe of the stronger, for
deciding; or redressing of matters, or else tile stronger looke to
them for redresse (R. Browne, A Booke whteh 8hew«thl p. 30).
'
Allthough churches be distinct, and therfore may not be
confounded one with another and equall, and therfore have
not dominion one over another yet all the churches ought to
'

;

;

preserve chureh-ronuminion
Platform, ch. xv.).

The two

womanhood, its freedom, and its flexibility. The
number of officers supposed by early Congregationalism to be required by Scripture proved long
ago beyond the power of a small congregation to
maintain. Though instances of the teacher and
'

'

'ruling elder' continued late into the 18th cent.,

and a single example of the ruling elder' may be
found in the 19th, most Congregational churches,
on either side of the Atlantic, had before the close
'

of the 17th cent, reduced their officers to a pastor
and several deacons. These are the chief officers
of a Congregational church at the present time.
Of comparatively modern growth are such addiditional officers as a superintendent of the Sunday
School, a treasurer, a choir-master, and the like.
Only the pastor is now ordinarily ordained. In a

few churches deaconesses have been recently introduced, and, in most, several members are chosen,
usually annually, to serve with the pastor and
deacons as an executive committee by which the
admittance of members and other ecclesiastical
business are primarily considered, though with ultimate reference, on its recommendation, to the
whole body of the church.
The larger fellowship of the churches is expressed not only in the occasional councils, characteristic of the United States, of which mention
has been made, but in a close-knit network of
regularly recurrent meetings in which larger or
smaller groups of churches are represented. Some
Associations came into existence in Great Britain
in the time of the Commonwealth, and probably
survived the vicissitudes of the Restoration but,
beginning with that of Devonshire, organized in
1785, county 'Associations' spread rapidly through
England. The desire for a larger expression of
fellowship found embodiment in the additional
organization of a Union for Scotland in 1812,
'

'

;

church was from the first free to
own language, and to make
such tests for admittance to its membership as it
chose. Congregationalists from the beginning felt,
however, that churches had relations of fellowship
one with another, which were generally pictured
as those of sisterhood in a common family of God.
express

and
principles
3. Present
Congregational
organization. Early Congregationalism, as thus
described, has undergone much modification "in
detail, though its essential features still remain
Modern Congregationalism, like its
unaltered.
prototype, still conceives of the Church as a local
of
company
experiential Christians, autonomous,
yet owing fellowship to sister churches. But it
does not find, as its early leaders did, any hard
and fast pattern of the Church in the Scriptures.
It would emphasize the congregational as a desirable, rather than as the only rightful, polity.
Congregationalism sees the merits of that polity
in its democracy, its voluntaryism, its capacity
to develop full, rounded, Christian manhood and

—

'

principles of

one with
local

another'

autonomy

iCooihiiilit.-

.'1111]

fel-

lowship have always been the foci of Congregationalism, and the latter has preserved it from
Independency. The principle of fellowship gave
rise almost at the settlement of New
England i<>
the occasional council a meeting of pastors and

—

'

'

and

in 1832.
The latter
In the United States,
year.
'
was
ministerial
Association
voluntary

England and Wales

for

now meets twice a
the

'

first

In Conin 1090.
of ministers and lay
Consociations
delegates were organized in 1709. The system of
meetings representative of churches by pastors
and lay delegates was not generally introduced,
however, till the early years (if the 19th century.
It is now* universal in American Congregationalism.
A variety of nomenclature exists, but uniformity is now being sought, so that the local
groups into which churches are confederated shall

formed

in

necticut,

he

known

Cambridge, Mass.,
'

'

:is

'

Associations,'

and

flu'

larger Stale-

wide organizations as 'Conferences.' After preliminary gatherings representative of the Congre-
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nationalism of the United States as a whole, held
in Albany, N.Y., in 1852, and in Boston, Mass.,
in 1865, the 'National Council of the Congrega
tional Churches of the United States' was formed
in Oberlin, Ohio, in 1871, and has met biennially
Similar organizations exist in Canada and
since.
In 1891, an International
the British colonies.
Council, representative of world-wide Congregationalism, met in London, and subsequent sessions
were held in Boston in 1899, and in Edinburgh in
1908.

None of these representative bodies, though
eoniposed of delegates from the churches, posTheir
sesses judicial or legislative authority.
but such action, in
action is purely advisory
An imactual practice, carries great weight.
portant function discharged by the local Associations in Great Britain and America is that of
;

and
certification of ministerial good-standing
efforts are being made in America to constitute
the local Association the regular ordaining body
instead of the occasional council.
4. Relation to the State.— Original Congregationalism denied the existence of a State Church,
and practised voluntaryism in church maintenance
and ministerial support. As a party of protest it
;

_

At the same time it held,
civil rulers ought
to establish and mayntein by their lawes every
and true
his
of
God's
word,
relligion
pure
part
It
ministerie' {A True Confession, ch. xxxix.).
was natural, therefore, that wherever Congrecould not do otherwise.

with Calvinism in general, that
'

gationalism became the dominant faith, it entered
into an intimacy of association with the State, not
wholly justified, perhaps, by a strict construction

The political history of England
afforded few such opportunities. Under Cromwell,
Congregationalists enjoyed some State patronage
and, in 1658, a council of the Congregational
Churches of England, the Savoy Synod,' met in
London with Governmental approval, though not
directly called by the Government, its work being
a revision of the Westminster Confession and a
statement of polity. From the Restoration to the
of its principles.

;

'

1

been in a
present day Congregationalism has not
in Great
position to receive Governmental support
Britain, and therefore counts voluntaryism among
its cardinal principles.
In the New England colonies the situation was
widely different. In Massachusetts the political
franchise was from 1631 to 1664 confined by law
In New
to members of Congregational churches.

was similarly restricted from
Between 1638 and 1655 all the
1639 to 1665.
Congregational colonies of New England passed

Haven Colony

it

statutes basing ministerial support on universal
taxation. The colonial legislatures, though maintaining the theory of ecclesiastical autonomy,
were really the ultimate bodies of appeal in
ecclesiastical controversies.
By civil authority
'
Synods were called, composed of ministers and
doctrinal
representatives of churches, to discuss
and administrative problems in 1637, 1646, 1662,
'

1679, 1708, and 1741. The Congregational churches
were a real Establishment,' from the support of
which Episcopalians were not relieved in Massachusetts and Connecticut till 1727, and Baptists
and Quakers not till 1728 and 1729. This connexion with the State continued in Connecticut
Since
till 1818, and in Massachusetts till 1834.
then, in America, Congregationalism has had
has
but
voluntaryism
voluntary
support
purely
never been a fundamental contention in America
as in Great Britain. American Congregationalists
'

;

have, however, cheerfully acquiesced in the separation of Church and State characteristic of the

United States.
5. Continental

antecedents.— It

is

difficult

to
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estimate the possible influence of the more radical
Continental parties of the Reformation age in the
Their direct conorigin of Congregationalism.
nexion it is impossible to demonstrate, and English Congregationalism seems far more a radical
growth out of English Puritanism than any effect
of Continental discussions.
Nevertheless, the fact
deserves notice that many of the most characteristic positions of Congregationalism were anticipated by the radicals of the Reformation age,
notably the Anabaptists (see art. Anabaptism).
Originating in Switzerland in 1523 or 1524, and apparently
arising nearly contemporaneously in other parts ot the Continent,
the Anabaptists were known chiefly for their rejection of infant
baptism, their chiliastic hopes, their condemnation of oaths,
their opposition to war, their denial to Christian disciples of
the right to hold civil office, and their criticism of the Augustinian theology. Congregationalism followed them in none of
these things. But they also held that the Church is made up
of local congregations of experiential Christians, and that each
congregation is self-governing, and is empowered in democratic
fashion by the suffrages of its members to choose and ordain

own officers and administer its own discipline. They held
that the Bible is the all-sufficient rule of faith and practice.
In these principles Congregationalism agreed with them.
Drawn mostly from the ignorant lower orders of the population, though not without a few educated leaders, the Anabaptists were severely persecuted by Catholics and Protestants
alike ; and, in the opinion of their opponents, the movement
bore its appropriate fruitage in the frightful fanaticism in
Miinster in 1534-1535. The fanatical element was only a fraction of the Anabaptist party, however, and notably under the
lead of Menno Simons (1492-1559) it grew in orderly fashion,
especially in the Netherlands, where it obtained protection
from William the Silent, and became wide-spread among the
artisan classes. The terrible wars with Spain through which
the Netherlands independence was achieved drove thousands of
Protestant Dutch and Walloon working-men to England, where
they constituted a not inconsiderable element in the population
of London, and more than half the inhabitants of Norwichcities intimately identified with the beginnings of Congregationalism—at the very time when Congregationalism had its
of the Netherorigin. It is not probable that any large portion
lands exiles were Anabaptists, but there were Anabaptists
among them ; and it is not impossible that some more or less
unconscious infiltration of Anabaptist ideas may have prepared
the way for Congregationalism. Of this, however, there is no
direct proof, though the similarity between some of the principles of the Anabaptists and those of the Congregationalists
makes the question of a connexion an interesting problem.
its

6.

History.— The beginnings

of Congregational-

ism, »so far as they can be definitely traced, were
associated with Puritanism, of which it was the
most radical expression. The form of the Church
caused relatively little discussion in the early
when disyears of the English Reformation, and,
cussion arose, it was forced by practical rather
considerations.
theoretical
than by
England presented a most difficult problem at the beginning of

the reign of Elizabeth. A clergy and a populato
tion, a great proportion of whom, while eager
maintain England for Englishmen, were averse to
any considerable doctrinal changes, had accepted
with outward conformity the restoration of a uniform service in the English tongue, and admitted
the royal supremacy over the Church.
From a Governmental point of view it was eminently wise to
make the transition from Roman Catholicism as easy as posand to keep as many of the ancient clergy in office as
would acquiesce in the new institutions, without inquiring too

sible,

minutely into their spiritual fitness. From the religious standwas extremely distasteful,
point, however, such a course
Protestants who, like many
especially to those more earnest
who had gone into exile under Queen Mary, had drawn their
the abolition of such
men
desired
These
ideals from Geneva.
vestments and ceremonies as seemed to them calculated to
wished
preserve what they deemed Roman superstitions. They
in
to see an earnest, educated, preaching ministry established
which
every parish, and to institute a vigorous discipline by
the Church could be purged from unworthy members. They
were soon nick-named Puritans.' Their attempts to effect these
vestments and cereresults, especially the modification o
and her
monies, encountered the opposition of Elizabeth
an opposition based in large
spiritual agents, the bishops—
measure on a desire to avoid controversy and civil discord.
But this opposition aroused further questioning, which ushered
Men, of whom Thomas Cartin a second stage of Puritanism.
to ask whether a form of
wright (1535-1603) was typical, began
Church government that opposed reforms which seemed to
warranted. By 1569, Cartwas
desirable
Divinely
so
them
that
became
year Lady Margaret professor of
wright, who
the constitution of the
Divinity in Cambridge, was attacking
'
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of England itself, and urging its further reformation
along lines essentially borrowed from Presbyterianism as it
had been developed under the influence of Calvin and his dismodel
ciples. This seemed to him and to his party the Scriptural
of what a Church should be.
Cartwright held to the existence
of a national Church. The disaffected Puritan was not to
separate from it but to labour in it to introduce as much of
what he believed to be Gospel order and discipline as he might,
and to wait for the strong hand of civil authority to reform the
often-altered Church of England into full conformity to what
he deemed the Divine pattern. To come out from it and to
found different churches was no part of the duty of a ChrisThese views of Cartwright represented the opinions of
tian.

Church

;

the vast majority of Puritans

down

to the Great Rebellion.

To

the more radical thinkers of the time this condition of things seemed intolerable.
They would
come out from the Church and organize at once as
should be organized.
they believed the Church
1
They were Separatists. Such was an obscure
company of which Richard Fitz was pastor, which
was arrested in Plumber's Hall, London, 19th
June 1567, and has often been called the first
But their CongregaCongregational Church.'
'

'

though evident, was not systematically
developed. The first careful theoretic exponent
of Congregationalism was Robert Browne (1550 ?1633), whose life and doctrines are considered in
Whether through the inlluence
art. Brownism.
tionalism,

of his books, or as

an independent illustration of

the same tendencies which led Browne to separation, a similar movement soon showed itself in
London, under the leadership of a radical Puritan
clergyman, John Greenwood (5-1593), and a lawyer
Arrested
of ability, Henry Barrowe (1546 ?-1593).
in 1587, they were yet able to write from their
prison treatises of which Barrowe's A Biiefe Diseoverie of the False. Church, 1590, is the most imTheir sympathizers increased, however,
portant.
and, in 1592, a Congregational Church was formed
in London, or, if organized four or five years
earlier, as is possible, was then more definitely
established, with Francis Johnson (1562-1618) as
its
pastor and Greenwood as its 'teacher.' This
On 6th April
activity excited the authorities.
'

'

1593, Barrowe and Greenwood were hanged for
denying the queen's ecclesiastical supremacy, and
the rest of the church was gradually driven into
It found a refuge in Amsterdam, where
exile.
its experience proved stormy owing to exaggerated
attempts to enforce discipline.
The same causes which had resulted in the movements in which Browne and Barrowe were leaders
induced a company of advanced Puritans in Gainsborough and the region about Scrooby to organize
two Separatist churches, probably late in 1605 or
early in 1606. Of that in Gainsborough, Rev.
John Smyth (?-1612) was the leader
and in
that meeting in the home of William Brewster
(1560?-1644), postmaster in Scrooby, Rev. Richard
Clyflon, Rev. John Robinson (1576T-1625), and the
youthful William Bradford (1590-1657), in addition
to Brewster himself, were the most prominent.
Compelled to leave England, both congregations
found a refuge in Amsterdam, where Smyth and
his associates adopted Baptist principles.
The
Scrooby exiles, under the lead of Robinson, removed, in 1609, to Leyden but, being anxious to
live on English soil, even across the Atlantic, a
minority uf the church, under the spiritual over
sight of 'ruling elder' William Brewster, made
the voyage in the Mayflower, and established the
colony of Plymouth in New England in L620.
;

;

in 1616, a Congregational church,
exists, was founded in the Southward

.Meanwhile,

which

still

London by Rev. Henry Jacob (15631624), who had been a member of the Leyden
congregation.
It may be doubted, however, whether Congregationalism would have developed in
power on either
side of the Atlantic had it not been for the stimulus
of the great Puritan
struggle with Charles I.
district of

Puritan thought, despairing of securing the reforms desired in England, inclined to seek the
New World to which the Serooby-Leyden Pilgrims
had already shown the way. In 1628 the advanceJohn Kndicott,
guard of Puritan emigration, under
landed in Salem, Massachusetts. On 4th March
1629 the royal charter creating the Governor and
Company of Massachusetts Bay was sealed. The
same year the Salem colony was largely reinforced.
In 1630 no fewer than 1000 persons left old England for the new, and the emigration ran full tide
till the advent of the Long Parliament in 1640
changed the political situation in the homeland.
To the Massachusetts colony of 1629, Connecticut
'

'

was added in 1635-1636, and New Haven in 1638.
These settlers were Puritans, not Separatists.
They were, many of them, men of wealth and
position, and they had among them a large proportion of well-educated, influential ministers.
Yet the remarkable fact is that, on their arrival
in the new land, they organized their ecclesiastical
institutions, beginning with the church in Salem
in 1629, essentially on the model of Separatist
Plymouth. The explanation is that the Scripture
model of Church government seemed to them that
which Separatism had already anticipated, and,
under the freedom of the plastic conditions of new
settlements, they created churches of practically
the same type as the earlier Separatist congregations.
But, as has been indicated in the section
on the relations of Congregationalism to the State,
these New England churches became a real Establishment, and "enjoyed State support in a manner
for which the earlier Separatism never had oppor-

The
tunity, and which it repudiated in principle.
history of Congregationalism in 17th-eent. New
in
numbers
of
that
was
by
growth
England
largely
reason of the slow increase of the population, of a
declining religious enthusiasm, and of discussions
arising from the development of polity. Education
was fostered not only by lesser schools, but by the
founding of Harvard College in 1636, and of Yale

College in 1701.
all the churches
Calvinism, and
in organization,

There was lit tie doctrinal division,
representing the current Puritan
there was remarkable uniformity

worship, and method.
Congregationalism made slow progress in England from its permanent establishment in Southwark in 1616 to the meeting of the Long Parliament
in 1640.
Its chief representatives found refuge in
New England or in the Netherlands. But, with
the outbreak of the struggle between King and
Parliament, and the return of a number of the
exiles, it grew very rapidly.
Though the Westminster Assembly, which began its sessions in
1643, was overwhelmingly Presbyterian, it included five determined Congregational ists and
The desire
several at least partial adherents.
of Cromwell and the army for a large toleration was favourable to the spread of Congregationalism.
Congregationalists were appointed to
many important ecclesiastical and educational posts
under the Protectorate, and enjoyed the cordial
favour of Cromwell. The Savoy Synod, held in
London in 1658, gathered the representatives of
12(1 churches.
Congregationalists suffered with
other Nonconformists from the repressive policy
of the Restoration, but their churches were not
extinguished, and at the Revolution in 1689 the
Toleration Act secured them legal standing, under
rather onerous conditions, in common with other
Dissenters.
The enthusiasm of the epoch of the
si niggle between King and Parliament and of the

Commonwealth was

spent, and Congregationalism

shared in the spiritual decline of the first half of
It was touched, however, but
the 18th century.
slightly by the Arian and Socinian defection that
made such inroads on contemporary English Pres-
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During the

byterianism.

latter half of tlie ISth

it felt with increasing power the stimulus of
the great Evangelical movement which the \\ esleys
and Whitefield had initiated, and experienced a

cent,

profound spiritual reawakening which led to rapid
h.
County Associations were generally estabThe London Mislished between 17S5 and 1S10.
sionary Society, nominally an undenominational
for
the
gospel to the heathen,
organization
carrying
but increasingly Congregational in constituency,
came into being in 1795. The Home Missionary
Society was organized in 1819, and the Colonial
Missionary Society in 1836. The year 1832 saw
the formation of the Congregational Union of
England and Wales. The period from that time
to the present has been one of healthful growth

grow

and

t

spiritual fruitfulness.

In Scotland, Congregationalism did not gain a
till the last decade of the 18th
cent., when it won its way as the supporter of a

permanent foothold

warm, evangelical type of piety anil preaching.
Its hold on the Scottish people has been relatively
small, but it has proved a vigorous force in the
religious life of the nation.
The earlier part of the 18th cent, witnessed a
decline in the spiritual vigour of Congregationalism
in America as in England. From this condition in
America it was powerfully ai'oused by the ' Great
Awakening' in 1740-1742, through the preaching
of George Whitefield, Jonathan Edwards, and other
promoters of the revivals. The 'Awakening' led
to division of sentiment, though not to actual
separation, in the New England churches the

—

opposing its methods, which the
Lights favoured. With Jonathan Edwards
(1703-1758) a great theological development began,
essentially Calvinistic in fundamentals, but with
no little modification of historic Calvinism. This
was continued by Joseph Bellamy (1719-1790),
'

'

Old Lights

New

'

'

Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), Jonathan Edwards
the younger (1745-1801), Nathanael Emmons (17451840), Timothy Dwight (1752-1817), Nathaniel W.
Taylor (17S6-1858), and others, and produced the
most distinctive school of theology that America

has originated.
In the Revolutionary War the
Congregational churches sympathized warmly with
the colonial cause.
The year 1792 saw the heginning of a great epoch of revivals, which continued to recur at intervals till 1858.
By 1S00,
Congregationalism, which had been practically
confined to New England, began to spread westward with the settlement of the country, and the
process was initiated which has resulted in the
establishment of nearly three-quarters of the
present Congregational churches of the United
States beyond New England borders.
By 1815 a Unitarian movement, the roots of which
ran back into the 18th cent., was felt especially in
Massachusetts, and resulted in a separation, which
still continues, from the main Congregational body.

The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions was organized in 1S10 to do the work
indicated in its title.
Home missionary work
was begun by State bodies, commencing with
Connecticut in 1774, and resulted, in 1820, in the
formation of a Home Missionary Society of national
The American Missionary Association,
scope.
which has laboured chiefly among the Negroes
and the Indians, came into being in 1S46 and
the Congregational Church Building Society dates
;

from 1853.
World-wide Congregationalism has expressed its
fellowship in International Councils, of which
previous mention has been made.
7. Beliefs.
Congregationalism has been a system
of Church polity rather than a peculiar form of

—

faith.

with

early history it stood, in common
Puritanism in general, on the basis of

In

its
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The Cambridge Synod

Calvinism.

in

New

Eng-

land, in 1018, approved the doctrinal portions of

the Westminster Confession and the Savoy Synod
in London, ten years later, expressed a like conThe
currence, except for slight modifications.
'New England Theology' of the 18th and 19th
cents., whatever its departures from earlier CalIt
vinism, belonged to the Calvinistic school.
regarded itself as an improved or 'consistent'
Calvinism.
The Declaration adopted by the
Union of the Congregational Churches of England
and Wales in 1833 is distinctly, though mildly,
The National Council of the ConCalvinistic.
gregational Churches of the United States, held
;

Boston in 1805, was with difficulty prevented
from adopting a declaration that the faith of the
Churches was 'that which is commonly known
in

us as Calvinism.'
The Declaration was
frustrated by the determined efforts of those who
shibboleth.
But the later
deprecated any party
years of the 19th cent, witnessed a rapid decline of
interest in the older doctrinal discussions.
The

among

'

Declaration

'

adopted by the National Council
was designed by its omissions

at Oberlin, in 1871,
to

make

way easy for those of Arminian symThe Creed,' prepared in 1883 by a com-

the

'

pathies.

mission appointed by the National Council, maintains the same neutrality between Calvinism and
Arminianism. It will be remembered that these
various expressions of belief have the value only
of testimonies, each local church being free to
declare its faith in its own way. Since the last of
them was set forth, however, the Congregational
churches, in common with Protestantism generally,
have been passing through a period of theological
re-statement the result of Biblical criticism, of
the wide prevalence of an evolutionary view of
history, of the new emphasis on the Divine immanence, and of a quickened conception of social
service as a main aim of the Christian life, whether
of individuals or of Churches.
No body of Christians has on the whole been more willing to
welcome these newer views than the Congregational ists, but the degree in which they have been
accepted varies widely in different churches. It is
not sufficient, however, to disturb their sense of

—

fellowship and of continuity with their historic
past, or the broad fundamental outlines of their
conception of the meaning of the Gospel.

—

8. Worship.
The Congregational churches, at
their origin, shared to the full the Puritan objections to ceremonies and vestments which seemed
to savour of Romanism, and, like the more radical
Puritans in general, they rejected fixed forms of
prayer. They long confined the hymns of their
It was
services to rhymed portions of Scripture.
not till the first half of the 18th cent., through the
influence of the English Congregational hymnwriter, Rev. Isaac Watts (1674-1748), that this
prejudice against hymns 'of human composition'

The typical Congregagradually broke down.
tional service of the 17th cent, began with a
prayer
in words of the minister's own choosing, followed
by the reading of Scripture, generally with comments verse by verse, then the singing of a psalm,
the sermon, a second free prayer, a second psalm,
and the benediction.
This order was slightly
modified, very possibly through the influence of
the Westminster Directory, so that the sequence
became commonly a brief prayer of invocation,
reading of the Scriptures, usually without comment, singing, a long prayer,' the sermon, prayer,
This remained the
singing, and the benediction.
almost universal order till within half a century,
'

still constitutes an approximate outline of
The last few decades
Congregational worship.
have witnessed a large use of responsive readings,
anthems, and other efforts at the enrichment of

and

'

'
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and the individual freedom

of each congregation makes possible a considerable variety of
usage.
Opposition to some use of fixed forms of
prayer is waning, but Congregational worship is

service,

non-liturgical in its fundamental character.
since the
early days of Congregationalism at intervals of a
month or two months. Till near the close of the
18th cent. Congregational worship involved two
services, such as have been described, each Sunday,

still

The Lord's Supper has been observed

and
was

in large towns a mid-week 'lecture,' which
About the end of
really another sermon.
the 18th cent, the 'prayer-meeting' was generally
introduced for the cultivation of the Christian life

— by

prayer, Scripture exposition, singing, and
informal addresses, under the presidency of the
pastor, but with free participation by the laity.
It has been ever since a feature of congregational
worship, but its successful maintenance, save in
times of unusual religious interest, is generally
regarded as one of the most dilficult of pastoral

problems.
9. Characteristics.
Congregationalism has always favoured education, both in the pulpit and
in the pew.
In England many academies were
founded after the Toleration Act and throughout
the 18th century.
number of these have become
flourishing 'colleges,' their aim being to train a
learned ministry and to provide the higher educa-

spects, without forfeiting the essential autonomy
of the local church, Congregationalism, both in
Great Britain and in America, is at present dis-

The advisory
playing a centralizing tendency.
powers of Associations are being extended and
increased, and a system of superintendency, by
committees or individuals, without judicial or
mandatory powers, but with large advisory influThe watchence, is in process of development.
word of this movement, now felt on both sides
of the Atlantic, is 'a more efficient Congregationalism.'
II. Statistics.

thought, must be multiplied live-fold to represent
the total number of adherents.
In the following table only church-members are
included
:

—

'

'

A

tion for

laymen which

ecclesiastical

tests,

now

abrogated, then made unattainable in the Universities.
In the United States the Congregationalists
have been foremost among religious bodies in planting colleges and fostering schools. The Congregational spirit has not been sectarian, however, and
these institutions have been freely opened, and
have not been used as a means of denominational

propaganda.
in

Congregationalists have been greatly interested
home and foreign missions. The efforts of the

Rev. John Eliot (1604-1690), begun in 1646, for
the conversion of the Massachusetts Indians, led
to the incorporation by the Long Parliament, in
1649, of the first English Foreign Missionary
Society, the President and Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England.' The
establishment of the London Missionary Society
'

in 1795 and of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions in 1810 has already

been noted.

The flexibility of Congregationalism has made
easy to try experiments in methods of Christian work, and these churches, as a whole, have
it

always been ready to welcome novel activities
which seemed to promise greater usefulness in
Christian service.

—

10. Problems.
The problems of Congregationalism are those of democracy generally. That which
is most pressing is how to secure
efficiency without
sacrificing democratic liberty.
Congregationalism
has proved itself admirably adapted to rural conditions among a homogeneous population of intelliIt has been less successful in cities where
gence.
contrasts in wealth and education are extreme.
Each church being a self-governing, democratic
community, there is always danger that those congregations in the more needy parts of a city will be
unduly weak in resources both of money and of men
of ability.
Congregationalism endeavours, with
partial success, to counteract this tendency by
Home Missionary aid and superintendence. There
is also the
peril, in city communities, where congregations are gathered largely by elective affinity,
that a church may become essentially a religious
dub.
As in all democratic bodies, union for
strategic advance is often accomplished at the
cost of undue effort, or is not achieved at all.
In

order to

make

itself

more

efficient

in these re-

—

In the statistics of Congregationalism only those who have become churchmembers by a profession of personal Christian
experience are included. The figures, it is usually
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conspicuously lacked the faculty of organization,
and their foundations remained isolated.
Two
races have displayed a genius for method and
order the Roman and the English, and certain
developments of the Benedictine scheme due to
these nations show signs of connexionalism.
Thus Stephen Harding in 1119 inspired the
Cistercian method, whereby the religious belonged
Year
to an Order rather than to a single House.
by year the Abbots of the Houses met in consultation, and in theory not only the humbler
members, but the Abbots themselves, could be
transferred from convent to convent.
Since,

—

—

however, no systematic plan of rotation was
adopted, or even any rule that rotation should
take place, there was in practice much inertia.
And as the aims of the Order did not exalt evangelism, there was no special motive for circulation.
century later the English Benedictines moved
in the same direction, but the Italians evolved
farthest, producing the Silvestrine, the Celestine,
and the Olivetan organizations. Instead of officers

A

being appointed for life, they had fixed terms of
a General Chapter chose a nominating
duty
This line of
committee which selected them.
evolution culminated in 143:2, with the approval
;

CONNEXIONALISM.— There

are

many

sys-

tems of Church organization in which itinerant
evangelists link together scattered congregations,
and maintain a strong corporate feeling by regular
meetings among themselves, when they as a body
arrange the sphere of work for each, and often
Such
exercise other functions of government.
systems are usually styled Connexional,' and
is
also
more
that
name
loosely,
although
employed
it is such systems that are here compared with one
another. They flourish where a democracy, or an
oligarchy, is inspired with a zeal for propaganda,
and especially where a revival is prompted and
supported by Bible study.
Connexional elements may be traced even in
the Apostolic era, when the Apostles allotted
among themselves their fields of labour, and when
St. Paul and his comrades travelled widely, and
kept in touch with the churches they founded,
'

and by letters, and by delegates to
supervise, such as Timothy, and Tychicus, and
Titus.
But the Greek churches brought over the
Greek love of independence, and the Third Epistle
of John shows at the close of the Apostolic age a
both by

visits

local minister revolting against the
This
of any visiting missionary.

mere presence
tendency was

reinforced by a jealousy between the officers of
'
serve tables,'
business, appointed primarily to
and the gifted brethren, including those who were
set apart to give themselves to the ministry of the
word.
The local administrators steadily gained
in esteem at the expense of the travelling evangelists, and, when the Montanist movement failed,
the reaction within the Catholic Church practically
ended the career of the evangelists. They survived
only on the frontiers of Christendom, and we shall
see that connexionalism flourishes best in the

mission stage of a church, and in communities
which emphasize evangelism.
While a bureaucracy of church officials developed,
on lines suggested by the Roman civil service, there
was no room for connexionalism in this diocesan
system. But among the laity there arose a new
plan of organization, whereby those who were in
thorough earnest about their Christian life put
themselves under severe discipline as monks. Basil
for the East, and Benedict for the West, produced
bodies of rules to order the community life, and
these were widely adopted.
But neither the one
nor the other contemplated evangelism as a leading
feature salvation of self rather than salvation of
others was the chief aim.
Although the IroScottish monks had a loftier conception, yet they
;

of the Cassinese constitution.

Details of these

schemes are given by Abbot Gasquet in his
Introduction to Montalembert's Monks of the
West (Eng. tr. 1861-79).
It might have been expected that the friars
would show more originality, that their ideal of
brotherhood would express itself in a democratic
rule, and that their ideal of service would impel

them to steady organized work for others. But
the movement was soon captured by the Roman
Curia, and the time-honoured diocesan pattern
was adopted, with the slight changes needed for
definitely local groups of professed Christians
instead of areas within which a professed clergy
ministered to a population nominally Christian.
Thus friaries were grouped into congregations

under a provincial, and

all

were ruled

by a

The Roman monarchical ideal
minister-general.
prevailed in the plan of government.
But a similar movement, originated by Peter

Waldo

of Lyons, being discountenanced by the
was free to elaborate its own machinery
(Newman, Manual of Church History, i. 571-8).
In 1218 a conference was held at Bergamo, when,
amongst other matters, the polity came up for
An annual meeting was held, usually
discussion.
in Lombardy, when probationers were admitted to
membership after long training and testing. They
made promises of celibacy, poverty, and readiness

authorities,

to evangelize, quite on the Franciscan model. But,
once the initiate was admitted, he found himself
a member of a governing corporation, which not
only recruited itself and saw to the purity of the
whole body, but also required reports from every
part of the field, and administered the funds of
the community, gathered during the year. The
Lombards, indeed, with the Italian instinct,
decidedly preferred a single bead, chosen for life
and they favoured a general life tenure of all
offices.
The Germans, again, upheld the plan of
Waldo, that all offices should be terminable, and
that there should be no single head, but several
rectors. In this matter the two parties apparently
agreed to differ, maintaining their own customs
and recognizing the legitimacy of each others'
officers.
But the unique feature is that the annual
meeting had full powers, and actually exercised
;

them

in the appointment of all officers, in allotting
to each member his work, and in determining its
nature and sphere. To some extent this scheme

influenced

Moravian

the Bohemian Brethren and the
these
bodies
Anabaptists, though
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adopted the Italian plan of a single head holding
office for life.

In 1527 an important conference -was held at Augsburg, when delegates from the 'Brethren 'organized
on new lines (Lindsay, Hist, of Reformation,
Edinb. 1907, ii. 435).
All the officers of all the

congregations within a convenient district chose a
committee of themselves to act for the group, and
The districts
the committee chose a president.
associated on the same principle, and thus a
To these
pyramid of committees was erected.
people, popularly known as
Anabaptists,' is
therefore due not only the machinery of a single
congregation, which was presently taken over by
Calvin in his Institutio, and put in practice at
Geneva, but also the machinery for an alliance of
congregations, adopted in France during 1559, and
in Scotland next year, and so well known as the
But the Brethren had
Presbyterian scheme.
one feature which was dropped by the French, the
Scots, and the Dutch an order of evangelists
whose business it was to travel and propagate the
faith.
It is not quite clear how these were
appointed, or how their routes were determined
if, indeed,
appointment and travelling were not
spontaneous rather than systematic. And, although
several conferences were held, the persecutions of
the next few years were enough to disorganize any
machinery.
year after the fall of Miinster, an important
meeting was held a few miles away at Bockholt,
when the Anabaptists of Lower Germany and
England re-organized and adopted the connexional
plan (Barclay, Inner Life of the Religious Societies
the Commonwealth, 88). Each congregation sent
of
delegates to an annual meeting, which stationed
the ministers and arranged for the support of
those who itinerated, besides aiding poor congregations and members. This system was developed
in the Netherlands and up the Rhine, and, though
many divisions occurred, into Mennonites, Waterlanders, Doopsgezinden, Flemings, Old Flemings,
Frisians, etc.,
yet each body held to the connexional type. As most of these Connexions held
the doctrine of passive resistance, and objected
to bearing arms or taking oaths, they found
their position extremely awkward during the
Napoleonic era and the renewed conscriptions of
the last forty years have caused their practical
disappearance from Europe, and their emigration
to America (Barclay, op. cit. 243).
In the New
World may still be found the remnants of these
ancient bodies, and of kindred organizations like
the Schwenkfeldians, true to the connexional type
in that the annual meeting governs; but, as the
numbers have greatly diminished, the vote is
exercised not by officers alone, but by all male
'

'

'

—

—

A

—

—

;

members.
Recurring

to the Reformation period, we find
forty churches in Lombardy and Switzerland acting
together ; and a special convention was held at
Venicein 1550 (Newman, Hist, of Anti-Pcdobaptism,
l'hilad. 1S9G,
The Waldensian plan
pp. 327-9).
so well known in the vicinity had been adopted in
general outline, and the government lay in the
hands of the itinerant preachers, who associated

with themselves candidates under training, and
not only visited all the congregations, but also
ordained the local ministers,
These churches
mostly adopted anti-Trinitarian views, and were
but many
persecuted till they left the district
mbers went to Moravia and Poland, where they
spread their tenets, so that the 'Soeinians' were
indebted to them for hints on ecclesiastical polity
as well as on doctrine.
The Reformed Churches took over from the
Anabaptists the general scheme of organization,
;

and

especially

the principle that, whether in a

single congregation or
several congregations,
entirely in the officers.
have a voice and vote in
ordination rested with

in

a court supervising

the

was

power

vested

Ordinary members might
electing an elder, but his

the existing elders, who
thus tended to become a self-perpetuating caste.
Ruling elders were usually local, but preaching
elders or ministers Here liable to move in Germany
and Scotland the authority of the State was interposed in various matters, extending occasionally to
the location of a minister, and thus the autonomy
of the Churches was crippled.
Owing partly to
the high educational qualifications of the Reformed
ministry, and partly to general inertia, long tenure
of a pastorate became customary, and thus one
frequent feature of a Connexion was obscured.
But in theory the whole spiritual government of
a Presbyterian church resides with the ordained
members, and they have at least a veto on any
increase of their number, or on the translation of
any minister nor is his personal preference a
decisive factor any more than the wish of a single
While these theories are still upcongregation.
held, the connexional element is not extruded,
however little certain powers may be actually
exercised. Yet there has been much specialization,
so that ruling elders hardly rank themselves with
ministers on the ground of their common ordinaand their interests are so local that they
tion
hardly consider themselves a class apart from their
fellow-members, with a corporate life of their own
still less do the officers as such pursue systematically a policy of extension, a policy which seems
closely linked with the vigour of connexionalism.
In England, voluntary sects were unable to
organize till the general relaxation of government
in 1G40.
Then the General Baptists, who for
thirty years had been in close contact with the
Waterlanders of Amsterdam, entered on a vigorous
campaign of evangelism. As churches were gathered
in different parts of the country, they were kept in
touch, and the earliest minutes that survive testify
to some plan of organization.
Thus, thirty congregations in and near Leicestershire and Lincolnshire sent delegates to a conference in 1651, which
stated the faith and order which they held in
common in concise terms they set forth that
gifted men are set apart for preaching, and are
maintained by voluntary gifts. Five years later a
General Assembly was held in London, attended
by delegates from Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Bucks,
Northants, and other parts. The constitution of
the Assembly is not stated, but the minutes show
two classes of superior officers Elders are explicitly
said to be local, bound to serve their own congregations for life, and having no status in other
Messengers exercise a general
congregations
superintendence over whole districts, but are
forbidden to choose other Messengers without the
unanimous consent of the Churches. The minutes
are signed by ten Messengers and eight Elders
;

;

;

;

:

'

'

:

;

(Brit. Museum, Add. MSS36709).
In 1678, Thomas Grantham published

a folio on
primitive Christianity, and, when expatiating on
the officers of the Christian Church, he put in the
forefront the Messengers or Apostles, whose permanent functions were to succeed the original
to
'as Travelling Ministers,
plant
Apostles
churches, and to settle those in order who are
as Sheep without a Shepherd.' These, like the
elected
Bishops (or Elders) and leacons, were to he
by the free choice of the brotherhood and then
ordained and it is expressly laid down that the
[lower of ordination is not limited to those who
were already ordained, but is shared by all who
have, received the gifts of God's Holy Spirit.
Then, in discussing General Assemblies, which
were proved to he Scriptural, and were therefore
I

:
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held regularly by the General Baptists, not only
the Messengers and Riders who signed were
admitted to the meetings, hut also any gifted
The office of
brethren who chose to attend.
Messenger was evidently regarded askance by
some.
So, from the analogy of Timothy and
Titus, it was claimed by Grantham that, while
they had a larger circuit, had business in many
places, and so were greater servants than the
fixed ministers, yet they had no jurisdiction over
other bishops (Grantham, Ancient Christian. Religion, 180). Then, in a special treatise, Grantham
showed that the actual practice of the Brethren
was to send forth Men to act Authoritatively,
both in preaching to the World, and setting things
in order to remote Congregations, to exercise
Discipline by Excommunication of Offenders and
remitting the Penitent by ordaining them Elders,
and dispensing to them the Holy Mysteries or
'

;

Ordinances'

(op. cit. 160).

Grantham wrote on

his own authority only, but
probably expressed the feeling of the Ken districts
In the same
Lincoln, Hunts, and Cambridge.
year a meeting of the General Baptists, near Bucks
and Oxon, adopted a Confession, drawn up by
Monk, another Messenger, in which Article xxxix.

—
is

very explicit

:

'

General Councils, or assemblies, consisting of bishops,
and brethren, of the several churches of Christ, ami
being legally convened, and met together out of all the
churches, and the churches appearing there by their representatives, make but one Church, and have lawful right and
suffrage in this general meeting or assembly, to act in the
name of Christ, it being of Divine authority, and is the best
means under heaven to preserve unity, to prevent heresy, and
superintendency among or in any congregation whatsoever
within its own limits or jurisdiction,' etc.
elders,

In a long article, xxxi., Of Officers in the Church
of Christ,' we see a slight difference of opinion
as to the power of ordination
The bishop or messenger is to 'be chosen thereunto by the
common suffrage of the Church, and solemnly set apart by
fasting or prayer, with imposition of hands, by the bishops
of the same function, ordinarily and those bishops, so ordained,
have the government of those churches that had suffrage in
their election, and no other ordinarily as also to preach the
word or gospel to the world, or unbelievers. And the particular
pastor, or elder, in like manner is to be chosen by the
common suffrage of the particular congregation, and ordained
by the bishop or messenger God hath placed in the church he
'

:

;

;

hath charge

of,' etc.

(Ilanserd Knollys Society, Confessions of

after

16.89

the organization cornea into

light, and its records become continuous,
find not only this order of Messengers fully
rooted in the esteem of the Connexion, but
numerous Associations established, each of which
full

we

was supposed

have one Messenger at least,
to the General
As
Assembly.
everything depended on voluntary
consent, the choice of a new Messenger was a
matter of careful negotiation between the Assembly
and the Association concerned, usually extending
over more than a year, and generally the consent
was sought of the church where he was a member.
Ordination was by authority of the Assembly,
or of the Association concerned, and was usually
performed by the existing Messengers. In practice
the office was maintained by voluntary subscription, which, however, was not large enough to
free the officer from the necessity of supporting
The Messenger
himself, often by manual labour.
while

all

sent

local churches, in

many

cases, asserted their inde-

pendence. Then the foundation of the New Connexion of General Baptists effectually stopped the
revival of the Old Connexion, and attracted some
of its component parts.
Yet, even at the present
day, there are about a score of churches, unobtrusively pursuing their way, with their Messengers,
keeping up their General Assembly, and showing
still this primitive connexional system, though completely devoid of that which inspires it, the spirit
of propagandism.
In the 17th cent, this organization had been
copied and developed by the Society of Friends,
who were also in direct contact with the Dutch

Mennonite Connexion (Barclay, op. cit. 342).
While a group of local Friends formed a church
for local purposes, the provision of evangelists was
clearly beyond the power of such a group. At
first

George Fox organized, then associations of
and certified

local churches recognized, ministers

them

as fit to travel ; these then shared his responsibility, both gathering converts and organizing them into churches, even appointing the
first Elders (ib. 388).
By 1661 a regular Yearly
Meeting was established in London for the whole

Society (ib. 392). As custom became settled, it
was agreed that the Travelling Ministers were ex

members of this Yearly Meeting, and Fox
even applied to them the term 'Apostles,' which
the General Baptists also had borrowed from
The other members were to be chosen
Scripture.
by the quarterly meetings out of the local Riders,
but these did not always sit witli the Public
Labourers' (ib. 404). These Travelling Ministers
retained for themselves the right to organize and
officio

'

own work of evangelization, which
entirely into their hands when Fox passed
They met regularly on Monday and
Sunday to arrange where they would preach ;
they discussed openings for new work, and the
character of those who wished to be recognized as
ministers, and they kept a roll of their own memcontrol their
fell

away.

Faith, pp. 159,100).

When
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By-paths of Baptist History, London, 1871, p. 244).
The funds of the Connexion were vested in lay
trustees, on trusts so loosely expressed that the
Messengers never tried to assert any legal claim
to them. (The Minutes of Assembly are published
by the Baptist Historical .Society.)
As the Connexion lost vitality during the 18th
cent., whole Associations ceased to meet, and
therefore their Messengers died out, while the

to

representatives

usually resided for life within his district, and
visited all the churches there freely.
The order

was considered superior to the Eldership, both
But
priority and presidency being conceded.
there are no signs that the Messengers ever met
together apart from the Elders of local churches,
or that they acted as a corporate body. The Elders
were so far from any system of itinerancy, that
in
1606 it was resolved that no Elder might
leave his own people and be established as Elder
over another people in another place (T. Goadby,

bership

(ib.

381).

The

fervour of the age died down, and propaof less importance, so that the
Travelling Ministers lost their pre-eminence. In
1735 the Yearly Meeting forbade their meeting to control its own membership, and within
twenty years they were brought under the direction of Mixed Meetings, in which the dominant
element was a new kind of Elder, whose main
business was to administer, not to preach. Thus,
with the cessation of evangelizing came the transformation from the connexional type in the Society.
The pyramidal series of courts remains, but the
Travelling Ministers now form a very small element
in them, and in the Society.
The general decay of the 18th cent, was met
by the vigorous evangelism of Whitefield and
Wesley and, as crystallization took place, it
was on the connexional system. In 1744 six
and traced
clergymen and five lay preachers met,
the foundations of the Methodist polity
forty
in
a
deed
enrolled
Chancery
years later, Wesley
which settled the government of the Connexion,
while in the same year a Conference at Baltimore
organized the Methodist Episcopal Church in
America. The United Empire Loyalists laid the
foundation of Methodism in Canada, while from

gandism became

;

;
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England other Methodists spread throughout the
British dominions.
Questions of Church polity,
however, have been fiercely debated, and have led
England and America,
only partially been offset by reunions the very principle of these secessions calls
in question the connexional scheme.
As Wesley
organized it, the body with supreme authority
in spiritual matters was a Conference of a hundred
ministers.
These, however, he desired to act in
harmony with the whole number of mutually reand his wishes have invariably
ministers,
cognized
been respected. Thus all questions of doctrine, of
discipline, and of ministerial standing and employment, are settled by the ministers in full conclave.
It was against the exclusion of other members
that revolts chiefly occurred, and the resulting
bodies, such as the Primitive Methodists and the
United Methodists, temper their Conferences with
laymen in at least an equal proportion. Even
the Wesleyan Methodists now have a Representative Conference, with equal numbers of ministers
and laymen meeting first and dealing with all
matters of policy and finance. But here it is to be
noted that the trust deeds on which chapel property is held ensure that the enjoyment is secured
to the ministers stationed by the Pastoral ConThe Methodist Episcopal Churches have
ference.
moved on similar lines hut here the bishops
retain their exclusive powers, and when met as
a body they define the duties of each member.
While an increasing deference is paid to local
wishes, the supreme authority technically resides
in the Conference, and in England at least the
Conferences regularly exercise their powers. The
itinerant system is being encroached upon by
the claims of central offices or by the new system
of Central Missions, in which continuity of service
is regarded as important.
Wesley's three year
rule is also being relaxed, both in the parent body
by ingenious constructions of the Deed Poll, and
in the offshoots by open legislation.
The title of ' Connexion was adopted by other
bodies, such as the Calvinistic Methodists of Wales,
the Countess of Huntingdon's chaplains, and the
New Connexion of General Baptists. Historically
these originated almost independently of one another and of other bodies, and in their gradual
organization they have profited by the experience of Methodists and Presbyterians, besides
steadily rejecting the central feature of the everthus they have given
present Episcopal system
new extensions to the term Connexion.'
The Leicester preachers, who formed the nucleus
of the New Connexion of General Baptists, had
retained all power to themselves at first, and so
had the Yorkshire preachers who joined with them
but soon the local officers were associated, and,
when negotiations were undertaken with the Lincolnshire churches of the Old Connexion, they
explicitly repudiated the office of Messenger as
not of Divine institution, although they were ready
to discuss its expediency.
The first rules were
drafted by ministers alone, who advised that the
Association should be open only to ministers and
but the separate churches made steady
elders
efforts to secure local control by the whole body
to

many

secessions in both

which have
;

;

'

;

'

;

;

of local

Thus in 1817 their historian
to the effect that they were in their

members.

summed up

discipline strictly congregational, that each society
allowed no foreign control even from its own
Conferences or Association, and that the rights of

church members were sacred against the encroach-

ments

of their

own

Taylor, Hist. ofEng.
Gen. Baptists, Lond. 1818, ii. 468).
In that year
also the oasis of representation in the Association
was settled on such terms that the pastors were far
outnumbered by the lay delegates. Twenty years
officers (A.

later a new constitution was drafted, but was
carefully emended, to ensure the independence
of the churches and the united action was reduced
to the consideration of eases referred spontaneously by Conferences, churches, or individuals,
to the management of the academy and of some
publications, to the conduct of home and foreign
missions (J. H. Wood, Hist, of the Baptists, Lond.
Even as regards the ministry, the
1847, p. 278).
advisory committee to report on applicants had
equal numbers of laymen and ministers, while the
ministers had no joint function peculiar to them;

When we

selves.

note, also,

the disappearance

any itinerant system, it will appear that the
mere name of Connexion survived the reality in
this case
and since 1891, in order to establish
more intimate relations with Baptists of another
of

;

school, the meetings of the Association have been
reduced to a mere formal gathering.
Similarly, the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion has long ceased to show any connexional
vitality, and the methods of its churches and
ministers approximate to the Congregationalists.
In the Principality, however, the Calvinistic

Methodists have moved the other way, as is
shown in their adoption of the title Presbyterian
Church of Wales
yet, while the ministers are
ordained only with the approval of an Association,
and have part of their time claimed by the whole
body rather than by the local congregation, there
'

'

;

a feature of Connexionalism still discernible.
Many mission fields present good examples of
connexional principles. Oflcn the whole body of
foreign workers are associated into a Synod or
Conference, which reviews the progress of the
band, decides on plans, and allots the individual
members to their departments. Barely, indeed,
do the native converts have any voice at all in
such a meeting, though a native minister may
have a seat in Conference as a worker. Sometimes the decisions of the Conference are subject
to review by a committee chosen by the subscribers
who defray the expenses, and by this feature a
special complication is introduced into the connexional machinery. This power of the purse is
one of the most important factors in the modification of Connexionalism. Not only may a committee
sitting in Britain tend to regard the workers
abroad rather in the light of civil servants, to
be moved about at the will of an ecclesiastical
but also in home affairs a rich
Foreign Office
Methodist circuit often appears to obtain the
particular ministers it wishes, even against the
apparent good of the whole Connexion. Yet this
same power of the purse can manifestly be used to
stereotype connexional methods in the drawing
is

;

up

of trust deeds, so that all ecclesiastical property,

buildings and endowments alike, can be placed
under the control of the Conference of workers,
and not of local supporters.
Another menace to Connexionalism, as to all
other organizations, is the irrepressible ambition
In the early days,
of some men to wield power.
an outside autocrat like Constantine was able to
capture and transform the machinery of the
For many centuries within Christian
Church.
circles, a steady claim to supremacy has been put
forth from Home by an oligarchy of Pope and
cardinals, who have succeeded in rendering nearly
every revival subservient to their concentrated
rule. Nor is it needful to look outside connexional
circles
the corps of ministers most readily
arranges to perpetuate itself, excluding the mass
it reaches
of members from all direct influence
out beyond the stationing and supervising of its
own members, to the control of all activity, on
which it can at least interpose a veto. Such
:

;

encroachments have more than once excited revolt,
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and

led to the formation of other bodies in

which

such domination

is expressly guarded against.
of active self-governing workers
there has often arisen some commanding figure,
whose actual influence extends far beyond the
nominal position he holds but such a phenomenon

Within the body

;

equally common under any system of management, ami no such leader has proved able, or even
desirous, to found a dynasty which may subvert
the general principles.
In estimating the permanence of the type, we
have to bear in mind that details of organization
are not prescribed in the New Testament, but a
few principles are insisted upon as fundamental.
None is more urgently reiterated than
All ye are
brethren
one is your Master, even the Christ.'
the
is
of
the
Church
Again,
primary object
Go everywhere, tell all peoples,
evangelization
enlist the converts, instruct them in the ways of
Christ ; such are the purposes for which the
is

'

:

;

:

Church was

called into being.
brotherhood are thus to be

Propagandism and
inwrought in any

scheme. Now, as a matter of history, every
great revival of religion has been marked by an
appreciation of these elements, and has fashioned
its machinery on somewhat connexional lines.
True, the Franciscans were brought under the
control of the Curia, but the very struggle against
this, and the rapid degeneracy from the spirit
of Francis, show the natural relation of Connexionalism to these principles, so that the disappearance of the one imperils the existence of
the other. Similarly the transformation of the
connexional type among the old General Baptists
and the Friends reflects the decay of the spirit
of propaganda in those bodies.
But the great
Methodist Churches, with their firm grasp on the
evangelistic purpose of their existence, and their
warm fraternity, hold fast to the connexional
system as the best embodiment of their principles.
And whenever a revival takes place, even on
a microscopic scale, it seems natural that those
who are actively concerned shall meet simply as
brethren to consult and arrange mutually as to
the division of labour.
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CONSANGUINITY.— By

meant

'consanguinity'

is

blood-relationship, and more particularly,
close blood-relationship.
When we speak of a
consanguineous union, we mean that the two organisms are near relatives when we speak of a high
degree of consanguinity in a herd or in a community, we mean that there has been much inIt is desirable to know
breeding or endogamy.
;

what the

biological facts are in regard to the
results of the sex-union of closely consanguineous
organisms, but it must be admitted that clear-cut
facts are few. It should also be noted that, as the
range of living creatures expresses a very long
gamut, we must be very careful in arguing from
one level to another.
What is normal and apparently wholesome at one grade of organization
may not be desirable at another.
It seems to have been securely established that

some hermaphrodite animals habitually fertilize
their own eggs.
This autogamy has been proved
in some tapeworms and flukes
not auspicious
illustrations it seems sometimes to occur in the
freshwater hydra and a few other free-living

—

;

animals.
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There arc
though there

numerous

self -fertilizing

is no case known where
is impossible.
It may also be
that one hermaphrodite liver-fluke sometimes
inseminates another, so that the habitual autogamy
may be interrupted. In the great majority of
hermaphrodite animals, such as earthworms and
It
snails, cross-fertilization is the invariable rule.
is also relevant to recall the fact that in many of
the small Crustaceans, in many Kotifers, and in
some insects, such as Aphides, there may be longcontinued parthenogenesis generation succeeding
generation without loss of vitality, although the
eggs develop without any fertilization. In some
of the Kotifers the males are still undiscovered
Reaumur kept Aphides breeding parthenogenetically for over three years (50 consecutive
generations), and Weismann kept females of a

flowers,
cross-fertilization

—

;

common water flea (Cypris reptans) breeding in
the same way for eight years.
This shows that

at certain levels of organization a vigorous life
may be kept up for many generations, not only
without any introduction of fresh blood,' but
without the presence of any males.
number of careful experiments have been
made on in-breeding, but there is imperative need
for more. Weismann in-bred mice for twenty-nine
generations, and his assistant Von Guaita continued
the experiment for seven more generations, but
the only notable general result was a reduction of
the fertility by about thirty per cent. Some
experimenters, such as Crampe, have found that
the in-breeding of rats resulted in disease and
abnormality, but this was not observable in the
equally careful experiments of Kitzema-Bos. He
in-bred rats for thirty generations for the first
four years (twenty generations) there was almost
no reduction in fertility after that there was a
very marked decrease of fertility, an increase in
the rate of mortality, and a diminution of size.
These and other experiments on mammals, though
insufficient to be satisfactory as a basis for generalization, suggest that very close in-breeding may be
'

A

;

;

many generations without any
effects, and, on the other hand, that
there are limits beyond which in-breeding becomes
disadvantageous. It is certain that, if there be
well-defined hereditary predisposition to disease in
the stock, then in-breeding soon spells ruin.
Extensive experiments by Castle and others
[see Proc. Amer. Acad. xli. 731-786] on the inbreeding of the pomaceny (Drosophila ampelophila)
led to the general result that " inbreeding probably
reduces very slightly the productiveness of Drosocontinued for
observable evil

'

phila, but the productiveness may be fully maintained under constant inbreeding (brother and
sister) if selection be made from the more productive

families'" (J. A. Thomson, Heredity, 1908, p. 393).
Some of the histories of domesticated breeds are
so well recorded that they may be ranked as

carefully-conducted experiments, and it seems that
some very successful breeds of cattle such asPolled Angus have in their early stages of establishment involved extremely close in-breeding.
When we examine the pedigree of famous bulls

—

—

stallions, we find in some cases an extraValuable results
ordinarily close consanguinity.
have often been attained by using the same stallion
repeatedly on successive generations.
F'rom breeding experiments four general results
seem to be clear: (1) that progressive results have
usually followed mating within a narrow range of
that close in-breeding has a
(2)
relationship
great utility in fixing characters or developing
'prepotency'; (3) that close in-breeding may go

and

;

far without any injurious effect on physique
and
(4) that, if there be any morbid idiosyncrasy, close
in-breeding tends to perpetuate and augment it.
;
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Darwin paid much attention to the question of
in-breeding (see Variation of Animals and Plants
under Domestication [London, 1808], etc.), and his
general conclusions were

:

(1) 'The consequences of close interbreeding carried on for
too long a time are, as is generally believed, loss of size,
constitutional vigour, and fertility, sometimes accompanied by a
tendency to malformation.' (2) The evil effects from close interbreeding are difficult to detect, for they accumulate slowly and
differ much in degree in different species, whilst the good effects
which almost invariably follow a cross are from the first
'
manifest.' (3) It should, however, be clearly understood that
the advantage of close interbreeding, as far as the retention of
character is concerned, is indisputable, and often outweighs
the evil of a slight loss of constitutional vigour.'
'

From his researches on flowering plants, Darwin
concluded that there was 'something injurious'
connected with self-fertilization and although he
came to recognize that self-fertilization was more
frequent and more successful than he had at first
believed, he adhered on the whole to the aphorism,
'Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilization.' In
his book on Cross and Self Fertilisation (1870),
"
however, he says: 'If the word
perpetual" had
been omitted, the aphorism would have been false.
As it stands, 1 believe that it is true, though
perhaps rather too strongly expressed.' The fact
is that self-fertilization in flowers is for the most
part relatively, and not absolutely, injurious.
In the present state of our knowledge, it seems
fair to say that there is little biological evidence
to show that there is anything necessarily disadvantageous or dangerous in close consanguineous
unions. These seem often to occur in nature in
isolated and restricted areas, and they are frequent
;

It must be admitted that
effects sometimes follow prolonged consanguineous pairing in the artificial conditions of stockbreeding, but it must not be hastily inferred that
these evil effects are necessarily due to the consanThere may be persistence of unwholeguinity.
some conditions of life which have a cumulative
evil effect as generation succeeds generation, or
there may be some organic taint in the early
members of the stock which becomes aggravated,
just as a desirable organic peculiarity may be
enhanced.
Bateson expresses the view of most biologists
when he says

in successful breeding.
evil

:

It should perhaps be pointed out categorically that nothing
our present knowledge can be taken with any confidence as
a reason for regarding consanguineous marriages as improper
or specially dangerous. All that can be said is that such
marriages give extra chances of the appearances of recessive
Some of these are doubtcharacteristics among the offspring.
less bad qualities, but we do not yet know that among the
recessives there may not be valuable qualities also' (Mendel's
Principles of Heredity, new ed., London, 1909, p. 226).
'

in

AVhen we take into account such evidence as
there is from animals and from plants, and such
2
studies as those of Hutll [Marriage of Near Kin
1887), and the instances and counter-instances of
,

communities with a high degree

of consanguinity,

led to the conclusion that the prejudices and
laws of many peoples against the marriage of near
kin rest on a basis not so much biological as social.
See Markiagk.

we are

Litekatirk.— The literature has been given throughout the
but see also under Marriage.

art.,

J.

Arthur Thomson.
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Muslim (D. S. MargoliOUTH), p. 46.

H. HYSLOP), p. 30.
Babylonian (T. G. Pinches), p. 33.
Egyptian ((I. Foucart), p. 34.
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CONSCIENCE.—

The firm 'conscience' is derived from the Lat. conscientia, which meant originally 'joint knowledge,' or the knowledge which we
share with others. It soon came to denote, however, what we mean by concomitant knowledge,
that is, consciousness or self-consciousness, and
only in later literature had it the meaning which
we attach to 'conscience.' Even then it was not
exactly what we mean by it as the arbiter and

motive power in right and wrong. The Greek
This
equivalent of Lat. conscientia was o-wei'cStjcm.
was in use by Plato and the Stoics, and denoted
joint knowledge, and with the Stoics it also denoted
the knowledge of right and wrong.
In Cicero
conscientia can often be translated indifferently
'conscience' or 'consciousness.'
It is the same
with the French term conscinirr.
It is more distinctively in modern times that a
radical difference is marked between the idea of
consciousness and that of conscience. Consciousness with us is a purely intellectual function, a
generic term for the phenomena of mind, or for
that concomitant act of mind which Hamilton lias
well called the 'complement of the cognitive
'Conscience is a term with a moral
energies.'
import, though complicated with the intellectual,
and implies an emotional content at the same time.
'Consciousness' is thus a term for Psychology, and
conscience one for ICfhies, with (lie distinction,
however, that consciousness is implied iii the pro
blems of Hthies, while conscience is not necessarily
'Conscience'
so implied in those of Psychology.
is thus a name for the function of
distinguishing
between rigid, and wrong, and of enforcing the one
or preventing the other.
The difference between
the ancient and the modern conception of it is
'

'

determined by the difference between their ideas
of morality, and may be said to reflect the whole

p. 37.

between their ethical and religious
The morality of antiquity, in so far
was a subject of reflexion, hardly got beyond

difference

civilizations.

as

it

—

the conception of prudence except, perhaps, with
the Stoics. That of modern times involves the idea
of duty or devotion to a law which may require sacri-

There is no doubt a perfect reconciliation
between these two points of view when we come to
make a concrete examination of the facts to which
they are supposed to apply; but in their abstract
In its
formulae they seem opposed to each other.

fice.

conception of rational conduct antiquity sacrificed
a proximate to a remoter interest; modern ideas
assume to deny all interest or happiness, and to
demand unswerving obedience to law. But when
this is carefully scrutinized it often turns out to be
a sacrifice of the interests of the present life to a
The Christian
remoter interest in a life to come.
system was the originator of the phrases which
came to express inflexible obedience to duty but
this system was based on the immortality of the
soul, and on the rewards and punishments apportioned to the nature of one's conduct in this life.
Hence, when its moral conceptions are subjected
to analysis, they do not differ absolutely in kind
from those of antiquity, but they fake two worlds
into account where the ancient took only (•lie.
;

«' far
namely, the present world. The difference,
is a difference, was between a materialistic
it,
anil
the
view
of
life,
present
spiritualistic
also between merely intelligent action and such
action as involved duty with personal sacrifice.
The difficulty of comparing our modern conception of conscience with thai of the ancients is
apparent in Hie philosophy of Plato. Though he
used the etymological equivalent of the modern
term 'conscience',' this was not the term for one
of the main functions of conscience with us.

as

and a

CONSCIENCE
'Reason' was the function which did service for
conscience, and even this was not the motive
agency in the direction of the will, but the guide

The myth of the chariot with
the two Bteeds represents Plato's conception of the
moral nature.
Plato's distinction was between
'rational' and 'irrational' conduct, by which he
meant the distinction between intelligent and
Irrational action was under the
ignorant conduct.
influence of desire and passion, two unruly steeds
which in their behaviour never looked betore and
after, but rushed into action without deliberation or reflexion. Reason was the charioteer whose
function it was to direct these two steeds or imfor other influences.

pulses towards an end which represented knowledge of what the subject does, instead of blind
In this conception, however, reason furpassion.
nishes light but not power.
The motive agency
was in the desires and passions, and reason only
gave counsel or directed them, without providing
any other end than these impulses offered. It took

a more spiritual age to supply an end which was
distinct from that of sense and passion, and so to
modify the conception which gave rise to the more

modern idea of conscience. The distinction between
right ami wrong with Plato, and, for that matter,
ith all Greece, was that between the prudent and
the imprudent, between what was best for the
individual and what was injurious to him, and the
judge of this was intelligence, not conscience in
our use of the term. The nearest conception to
ours was the Stoic obedience to law, a law too
which sacrificed the impulses and started the
reflective mind towards the later Christian doctrine.
But it was still an appeal to reason, and
v\

tried to reconcile its opposition to passion by insisting upon traditional ethics in details. But other

Greek thinkers conceived reason as the director,
not the commander, of the impulses, and so the
Greek point of view was not that of the supremac}'
of conscience, but the supremacy of reason, thus
making prudence instead of law its standard of
The emotional element of conscience
morality.
the ancients did not recognize.
The influence
which introduced this factor into the conception

was partly the Christian

idea of sacrifice, and partly
the idea of respect for an inner law of life and
conduct, suggested by the Stoic ethics, and made
effective in the Christian system by the necessity
of eschewing politics.
This conception was ex-

formulated in later thought, and especially
in the ethics of Immanuel Kant, as represented
his
categorical imperative,' an unbending
sense of duty, regardless, in some thinkers, of
all consequences, and in others of pleasure and
plicitly

'

-in

Here it denotes not only the consciousness
pain.
of moral distinctions, but also an
impelling motive
or influence towards the execution of the right and
the evasion of the wrong.
The Furies, or Erinyes ('/.>'.), are often regarded as mythological representations of the Greek idea of conscience.
But this
interpretation of them is due to certain analogies with the more
modern conception of remorse as a punishment for sin inflicted

by conscience on the

transgressor. The Furies were not inner
monitors, but external agencies punishing the individual for the
violations of the moral law.
Remorse is an inner punisher. In
the rationalistic stage of Greek reflexion there was a tendency
on the part of some thinkers to give a subjective interpretation
to the idea of the Erinyes, but this never availed to suggest to
them the modern idea of conscience as a distinct function of the
mind. There was no tendency in Greek thought to combine
the ideas of reason, self-consciousness, and penitence for sin so
as to form the complex idea which has done so much service in
modern times. The consciousness of sin was not a characteristic of the Greek mind.

was the general character of Christianity that
rise to the new conception of conscience, and
was because it created a new morality. The
Greek never got away from the secular view of
Whatever his talk about the Divine, he
things.
associated it with the aesthetic and political view
It

gave
this
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of the world

;

his ethical interests

were confined

to

But Christianity
the present life and its joys.
extended the horizon of human hope beyond the
present, and created the brotherhood of man, a new
social feeling and interest.
At the same time it
brought a doctrine of personal salvation, based upon
the idea that the present life was a probation for a
better, and that man's only hope of happiness in the

w as his conformity to duty here. With
social ideal, the extension of man's horizon
of hope, and the strenuousness of his conception of
duty and limited probation, the idea of morality
was formed with a direct reference to a spiritual as
next
this

life

:

new

opposed to a material or carnal world. Moralitywas conceived as possibly demanding a sacrifice
of all that the Greek mind valued in life, namelj
the world of sense, or the intellectual world of
speculation which was only the grosser sense- world
a little refined. The transfer of happiness to a
spiritual world forced morality to neglect that end
here, and gave a very abstract meaning to duty.
It also laid so much stress on the moral law, and so
little on mere intellectual culture, that morality
became the important characteristic of the man
who was to be saved that is to say, his morality
and not his wisdom saved him. This, too, was
the consequence of the democratic as opposed to
the aristocratic view of social relations involved.
In all, however, it substituted moral for intellectual virtues, and started civilization on a newtack, which was to make conscience more important than culture, while it gave a larger content to the conception of man's moral nature. As
conduct rather than knowledge came to be the
condition of salvation, the idea of conscience took
root as the most important part of man's constitution, and it was appealed to not only to secure
individual salvation, but also as the characteristic
in man which reflected his lineage with the Divine.
The early Fathers defined conscience as the
director of man's spiritual nature, and the distinguisher between right and wrong. Apparently
not until Descartes did it take on the special import of an inner faculty to punish the soul for its
sins.
The function of remorse was recognized long
before, but it took philosophic reflexion to introduce the idea into the scholastic conception of con.

—

;

science.
The same conception prevails in Spinoza.
But this is entirely altered when we come to Kant.
He identifies conscience with the function of the
categorical imperative,' or sense of duty. Conscience, he says, is not the product of experience,
but an inherited or original capacity of the soul,
'

and

is identical with the law of duty.
This was
equally a departure from the ancient idea that it
was an intellectual function, and from the Cartesian
idea that it was the after-emotion of the soul in
It was not, with Kant, a
regard to conduct.
faculty of judgment determining means to end, or
deciding when any particular course was right or
wrong, but the faculty which impelled the right
attitude of mind towards any course which the judgment made right or wrong. The consequence was
that conscience was convertible with the inner sense
of duty or the compulsory nature of the moral law.
Bishop Butler's view preceded that of Kant
historically, but was much the same as that of the
great German. It did not have the same development, but it reflected the logical consequence of
Butler expounds his
the age toward this view.
conception of conscience in his Sermons, which are
an analysis of human nature. There is a tendency
to emphasize the emotional element, but the intelHe says
lectual is "admitted as essential to it.
:

'There is a principle of reflection in men, by which they distinguish between, approve and disapprove their own actions.
We are plainly constituted such sort of creatures as to reflect
upon our own nature. The mind can take a view of what passes
within itself, its propensions, aversions, passions, affections, as
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respecting such objects, and in such degrees and of the several
actions consequent thereupon. In this survey it approves of
one, disapproves of another, and towards a third is affected in
neither of these ways, but is quite indifferent. This principle
in man, by which he approves or disapproves his heart, temper,
and actions, is conscience (Serm. i. § 7 f.).
;

'

He

careful subsequently to insist that the
function involves reflexion,' and distinguishes it
from the appetencies or natural affections, as the
agency which can give their promptings stability
The conception at this point
and rationality.
takes on some resemblance to that of Plato, with
additions from the course of Christian development. But in completing his conce]jtion of it he
assigns a supremacy to conscience which is based
not on its power but on its right to prior judgment in questions of right and wrong.
'Thus,' he says, 'that principle, by which we survey, and
either approve or disapprove our own heart, temper, and actions,
is not only to be considered as what is in its turn to have some
influence which may be said of every passion, of the lowest
but likewise as being superior
as from its very
appetites
is

'

;

:

—

;

nature manifestly claiming superiority over all others insomuch that you cannot form a notion of this faculty, conscience,
without taking in judgment, direction, superintendency. This
is a constituent part of the idea, that is, of the faculty itself
and, to preside and govern, from the very economy and constitution of man, belongs to it. Had it strength, as it has
right had it power, as it has manifest authority it would
absolutely govern the world (Serm. ii. § 19).
:

;

;

'

In respect of the idea of authority, this view is
strikingly like that of Kant, but it contains an
element of judgment and emotional attitude after
the act which does not appear to make a part of

Kant's conception.
rational action which

Kant
is

starts with a law of
to hold good for all rational

beings, and makes this an imperative duty which
to regulate conduct without regard to consequences or external relations and conditions.
External deeds are with him neither good nor bad.
The only good or bad thing in the world is a good
or bad will, and any will governed by the categorical imperative,' or sense of duty, is moral,
regardless of what the external act is. One does
not need to know the means to an end or to reflect
on consequences in order to be virtuous in this
Neither the amount of intelligence or
conception.
wisdom nor the after-emotional effects of approval
or disapproval have anything to do with virtue, but
only the right attitude of the will and reverence
for the law.
The motive or mere sense of duty
was sufficient to determine the whole character of
conduct, and this motive constituted the nature of
conscience.
Both these schools or tendencies resulted in the
is

'

cqnception that conscience is a simple and unique
faculty of the mind. This was especially indicated
in the simplicity of its function in the Kantian
system, and in the view that it was not a product
of experience, and with the English thinkers it was
further favoured by the emphasis placed upon its
presence in man as an evidence of the Divine. The
Kantian argument for immortality and the existence of God pointed in a similar direction, as it
rested on the moral nature of man.
Both schools
treated conscience as an implanted
power -and
not the result of experience, and accordingly their
conception came into conflict with the implications of the doctrine of evolution.
This theory
attempted to derive conscience from various elements in man's social nature, and refused to regard
it as an implanted and unique faculty of tho mind.
The controversy between the two schools was made
clear by the relation of the idea of conscience to
the theistic interpretation of the cosmos. The last
of a Divine
resource of the theologian fur the
proof
existence had been the unique and moral character
of conscience.
Evolution had assumed that it had
proved its claims in all other matters, and was
reluct.'int to make an exception of conscience.
It
was only natural that it should so treat the
quest ion, and it was unfortunate for the theistic

view of things that
on the integrity of

it

seemed to stake its claims
argument regarding the

its

origin of conscience.
This controversy, however, is not the best
setting
for the consideration of conscience.
should
first see what we think it is as a fact, and we can
then discuss its origin. The tendency since the rise
of the controversy has been to consider conscience
not as a unique or simple faculty, but as a coinplexus of mental phenomena organized with reference to moral ends. Instead of being made a separate faculty the faculty Psychology having been
abandoned it is considered as the mind occupied
with moral phenomena. This enables us to conceive
it as the organization of all that intelligence and
feeling which are connected with the actions called
moral or immoral. There was an approximation
to this view in the conception of Butler, but it
was concealed by the prevailing interest in other
But, taking conscience as a complex
questions.
instead of a simple function, the present writer

We

—

'

'

—

would recognize three general elements in it
(1) The intellectual or cognitive element, which is
concerned with the perception of the means to
ends, and the fact of some end which we agree to
call the good as distinct from the merely true.
Other mental functions are called in to estimate
what shall be the good as distinct from the true,
but the intellectual judgment and perceptions are
:

involved in determining both the fact of this ideal
and the necessary means to its realization, and on
these means rests a part of the judgment of right
and wrong. In fact, right and wrong hardly have
any meaning without this conception of means to
ends.
(2) The emotioned element, which is primarily the valuation of facts and things in relation
to our welfare, whether they represent retrospective
or prospective feelings. Hence they divide into what
we shall call the judicial and the legislative feelThe judicial feeling represents the approval
ings.
or disapproval of self or actions in their relation to
the moral law. The legislative feeling is the sense
of duty, or categorical imperative,' and commands
obedience as the retrospective feelings pass judgment on acts already done. (3) The desiderative
element, or that mental state which may be called
reverence, good-will, or conscientiousness, and is representative of respect for law, where the sense of
duty represents a sense of compulsion often against
the desires. The highest condition of conscience
'

is that in which respect for law is substituted for
the imperative which feels a struggle against
natural desire.
These various elements will include all the
social instincts which ligure so prominently in the
theories of Darwin and Spencer and the evoluThe important point, however,
tionists generally.
is that they show the moral nature or conscience
The view solves
to be complex and not simple.
some perplexities in the evolutionist controversy.
The difficulty proposed by the older view, in its
effort to utilize the distinction between man and
the animal in respect of morality, was that evolution could not account for this new increment in the
process of creating man, ami that, since it was not
derived from anything like it in previous organic
life from which man was supposed to be developed
physically, a special creative act was necessary to
account for it in man. But with the analysis of
conscience into elements which may be found in
all consciousness, animal or otherwise, we may
suppose hat the process of evolution has only
organized or consolidated elements otherwise
separate into a systematic tendency to act in the
I

we call conscience. In this manner we
the uniqueness of the function, and so
distinction from animal life, while we at the
same time accept the evolution, if not of the eludirection

may admit

its

CONSCIENCE
ments, certainly of the organic whole for which
the term stands. The distinction as a whole between man and animal is preserved, whilo the
identity of their elements is maintained, evolution
being formative, not creative.
The consequence of this view is that conscience
is no more simple than the aesthetic faculty or any
other function of the mind. It receives a distinct
name merely because of the importance attaching
to certain fixed relations between

men and

their

conduct. All the functions of the mind are employed in the determination of action, and it seems
simple only because we are in the habit of seizing
some one particular mark in the whole for denominating the process and, in any case in which a
single term is used to denominate a fact, a natural
tendency arises to consider that fact a simple one.
But in matters of moral character there are many
mental states and many external relations involved,
and so long as conscience is a term to denote the
moral nature it must include all these factors.
The problem, however, of its origin is not so
important as its validity as a function of mind.
The perplexity created by the controversy of the
religious mind with the evolutionist was caused by
the original conception that its meaning and value
as a function of mind depended on its origin. The
assumption was that, unless it had a Divine origin,
In other words, its
its authority was impaired.
validity was made to depend on its creative origin
;

insteatl of

upon

its

judgment

of facts.

The

con-

sequence was that evolution only enforced the
conclusion which the theist admitted hypotheticBut once realize, as we do in all other
ally.
scientific and philosophic problems, that historical
origin does not determine validity, and the authority of conscience will depend on the same criteria
as those which determine ordinary truths, and not
upon any contingency of its remote source, whether
We do not
it be a simple or a complex faculty.
make any other scientific truth depend on the cause
of its origin but upon its conformity to facts and
the law or things. It must be the same with the
dictates of conscience. They are valid or invalid
irrespective of the mode of their origin, and because
of their relation to the welfare of the individual.
Literature. L. Stephen, Science 0/ Ethics, Lond. 1882, cb.
viii.
T. H. Green, Proleg. to Ethics, Oxf. 1883, bk. 11. ch. v.,
and bk. iv. ch. i. I. A. Dorner, Chr. Ethics (Eng. tr. 1887),
H. Paulsen, Syst. of Ethics
pt. I. ch. iii. 2nd div. 2nd sect.

—

;

;

;

(Eng. tr. 1899), bk. u. ch. vi. see also Butler, Sermons, ed.
W. E. Gladstone, Oxl. 1896 Darwin, Descent 0/ Man, Lond.
1871 and H. Spencer, Principles 0/ Ethics, Lond. 1893.
;

;

;
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in the art.

James H. Hyslop.
(Babylonian).— As is indicated
iii.
(vol.
p. 825), the Assyro-

CONFESSION

Babylonians felt strongly the consciousness of the
commission of sin and wrongdoing, and herein the
idea of conscience appears plainly, and must have
presented itself with all its force to their minds.
Confession of sin, in fact, can exist in all sincerity
only when conscience speaks to a man, and tells
him that he is in fault when,

—

*

Sitting in lamentation,
In bitter mutterings and pain of heart.

In evil weeping, in evil lamentation,
He mourns like a dove tearfully night and day,
his merciful god like an ox he lows, (and)
Bitter lamentation he constantly makes.' !
Assy r. -Bab. conception of sin, however,
;

To

The

from that prevailing in a Christian community, as the failings of a religious man belonging to those ancient nationalities might be due to
causes over which he had no control the effects of
the actions of evil spirits, or the ritual uncleanness
brought about by acts of forgetfulness or by the
effects of illness.
The disadvantage arising from
differed

—

this consisted in the disfavour of the gods, or of

the king as the gods' representative, and there
was a desire to avoid such disfavour in future by
>

VOL.

IV.

—3

rT.47iv.2pl. 26, 60

fl.
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(Babylonian)

refraining from the commission of the misdeeds
which brought it about.
This, though not the
Christian idea of conscience (including, as it does,
the feeling of remorse), may have tended to bring

about the frame of mind which we understand
thereby, or something akin to it.
An excellent example of the heart-searching*
of the Babylonians and their remorse of conscience is given by the 2nd tablet of the isurpuseries.
Here the afflicted man has not only to ask
himself whether he has committed the sins of
blasphemy, uncleanness, bribery (?) to thwart the
ends of justice, used false balances, removed his
neighbour's landmark, etc., but must also put to
himself searching questions as to whether he has
separated father and son (or other near relatives),
refrained from freeing the captive, failed to enable
the imprisoned to see the light of day, whether,

upright of mouth,' his heart was neverthefaithless, and whether, while saying 'Yes'
with his mouth, No was in his heart. 1 As these
queries run to about 80 lines, it will easily be
recognized that the Babylonian, in his conscientiousness, was exceedingly thorough.
In fact, we may, perhaps, see in the last of the
following lines something expressing the idea
which the word conscience contains
On account of his eye, which is filled with tears, (accept thou
being

'

less

'

'

'

'

:

'

lamentation ;
account of his troubled face, [accept thou his] lamenta-

his]

On

tion

;

On account

of his

mind

(?),

from which tears depart not,

[accept thou his] lamentation

;

On account

of his lips, on which a bridle is placed, [accept
thou his] lamentation 2
On account of his hands, which rest spread abroad, [accept
thou his] lamentation
On account of his breast, which complains like a resounding
3
flute, [accept thou his] lamentation.'
In this extract the breast, the seat of the feel;

;

ings, may be regarded as the inner conscience
of a man, and as practically synonymous with the
In the Laws
heart, when used in the same sense.
of Hammurabi, the person who had a complaint to
make was recommended to go before Merodach
and Zerpanttum in prayer, ' with perfection of
'Perfection of heart' would, therefore,
heart.'
seem to have been an expression equivalent to
freedom from the consciousness of sin a clear
In the fullest sense of the words,
conscience.
therefore, the great gods of Babylonia exacted,
for their favour, not only that rectitude in the
sight of the world which every right-iuinded person desires, but also a good conscience, such as
would urge one to repentance, contrition, reconciliation, and restitution when the interests of his

—

fellow-men were involved.

Numerous inscriptions, mostly of the nature of
penitential psalms and litanies, might be quoted
in illustration of the above, but very little fresh
information is to be obtained from them. 4 Their
cumulative evidence, however, shows the Babylonians in a most favourable light, notwithstanding that the objects of their worship were the gods
and goddesses of their national pantheon. Religious in the extreme, the constant aim of the
believer among them was a clear conscience, without which there was no hope of happiness, but, on
the contrary, pain and grief in this world, and, to
all appearance, separation in the world to come
from the deity whom they worshipped.
Literature.
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Sumerian SumAum sikur-e iuhhilla iraBabylonian
&apti-&u Ba lagaa nadd [bikU-sn liq£1].
Haupt, Akkad. u. sumer. KeiUchrtfttezte, Leipzig, 1881, no.
with additions. The text being imperfect, the above rendering is given with reserve. For a rendering without the additions,
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CONSCIENCE

(Egyptian).— The actual word
does not occur in the indexes of
conscience
Egyptological works which is a priori a significant fact. For not only must we suppose that the
word has no exact equivalent in the Egyptian
vocabulary (any more than have the terms sanction,' 'morality,' 'remorse,' etc.), but we must
also conclude that the literature of ancient Egypt
has nothing to say on the subject. Of course, we
find numerous writings on propriety, on duty, on
everything connected with the vast domain of
ethics in general
but there is nothing that bears
'

—

'

;

upon the phenomena of conscience in
Since, on the other hand, we still
find most delicate manifestations of what we
might call an organized conscience in Egypt, in
its literature and religious works, we must presume that the Egyptians had quite a different
directly

themselves.

conception of conscience from ours for both of the
senses in which the word is used to-day.
Psychologically, they connected it with very different

phenomena, and with methods of perception of
the
ego which are no longer ours. Morally,
conscience was regarded as playing a part in concepts grouped in a different way from that followed
by our method. Or, rather, Egyptian thought
arranged the operations of the moral conscience
in separate and independent categories, whereas
we make them a unity. It would take too long
to investigate whether this fact is due to the
general inability of the Egyptians to make abstract definitions, or, on the other hand, to the
'

'

method whereby Egyptian

intellectual civilization
originally formed the foundations of its knowThe latter is probably the more correct
ledge.

view.

These radical differences of terminology explain,
at any rate, why the question has never yet been
entered into in modern works of Egyptology.
These speak very often of the moral culture of
Egypt, but never of its conscience or of the possible formation of the same (the work of Flinders
Petrie, Religion and Conscience, is the only exbut note also the restriction
ception at present
made in the Literature at the end of this
In fact, the complete absence in ancient
article).
Egypt of definition or treatment of the subject
forces us to a long process of reconstruction of the
Egyptian conscience by means of the direct study
of whatever implicit manifestations of conscience
can be seen in the whole collection of Egyptian
Thus, inscriptions such as a prayer, a
writings.
hymn, a biography, or a copy of a deed of division
or a lawsuit or testamentary or epistolary papyri
or even magical incantations may supply a detail
here or there and the sum of such contributions
may gradually make it possible to reach a knowledge of Egyptian conscience. This study is necesbut it is indispensable
sarily a very intricate one
for our ultimate understanding of the duties and
;

;

;

;

;

divisions of Egyptian morality, of which so much
has been said. What follows cannot be any more
than a first attempt, of provisional character.
It is a common thing to read that the Egyptians
'
had a conscience superior to that of the other
peoples of classic antiquity.' Such an expression
is ambiguous. Its actual meaning, as Petrie rightly
notes (op. cit. 86), must be that the theoretical
standards were nowhere so well defined and apparently so high as in Egypt. The gradual de.
velopment of these standards can be followed in a
1
But the
long historical series of documents.
1
Especially if we use documents very much neglected as a
of the Roman era;
rule, such as: the 'Negative Confession
the 'Duties of the Governor* (Rekhmara inscription), and,
generally, the biographies of the first Theban
empire.
Hitherto we have made too exclusive a use of the celebrated
ch. cxxv. of the Hook of the Dead and of the ' Treatises on
Wisdom ' (inaccurately called ' Treatises on Morality ').
'

(Egyptian)

of this evolution constitutes an
inquiry
study
which belongs to moral and social history,
ft
amounts, in short, to an attempt to disentangle
the notion of the co-ordinate moral system, with
its

sanctions

and

its

more or

less

—

successful

attempts at a codification of duties the whole
being organized on the standards of which we have
just spoken. An investigation of this nature must
be accompanied by that of the word
duty,' because it is connected logically with the conception
of moral obligation, and with the various questions attached thereto (nature of duty, categories,
This has been the treatorigins, sanctions, etc.).
ment followed in almost all the works occupied
with the word conscience in general.
'

'

'

appears, then, to have been a mistake to study the
'duties' of Egyptian morality in connexion with conscience,
as Petrie has done (op. cit.) ; and an examination of his work
shows precisely that, among the hundreds of obligations and
prohibitions figuring among the duties, the majority (food
tabus, ritual and sexual tabus, etc.) arise from sources quite
apart from the true domain of conscience.
It

We

must, consequently, occupy ourselves ex'
conscience conclusively with the phenomenon
sidered by itself, i.e. that immediate intuition of
good and bad, that inward feeling, instinctive
(from its appearing innate), which shows itself
contemporaneously with an action. There is in it
'

a quasi-spontaneous disposition of the mind to
make the judgment (which it forms on actions
and intentions) subordinate to an idea that appears
to be sui generis.

Applying as it does to a dead race, and to a race
which has left no didactic matter of its own on the
subject, our study must be cautious, and should
begin by limiting our field of inquiry as much as
Thus we must dismiss as too wide the
possible.
definition that
conscience is the mass of intuitions as to what is good or bad,' because an apintuition may be an acquisition that has
Earent
ecome so rapid by force of habit that it seems
instinctive (either by individual education or by
This
hereditary transmission of the tendency).
'

suggests the subject of physical movements (e.g.
'struggling' movements) which seem instinctive,
but are not necessarily innate. Petrie (op. cit. 92)
shows very clearly that similarly the body of intuitions which we call conscience is the accumulated heritage of centuries.
Not one of the apparent intuitions brought to light by Egyptian
writings can be classed with any degree of certainty among the primordial phenomena. They
must be studied as one of the fundamental elements of a social morality composed of all the
individual consciences brought together, and it
belongs to ethics to investigate how heredity has
impressed them little by little until they have
the force of instinct (cf. A. Leroy, Religion des
'

'

primitifs, Paris, 1909, p. 211).
Thus limited, the question comes to be whether
there is in the body of Egyptian literature a
means of defining the initial element (we must
'

avoid the words innate and acquired '), or the
elements from which the Egyptian
moral conscience seems to proceed. In a question
of this type, if we do not want it to extend in'

'

earliest possible

definitely, it is a good method of procedure to
apply to Egypt the principal theories relating to
the origin of conscience among primitive peoples,

and to investigate whether what we know of
and ethics agrees with them.
Egyptian religion
At the very outset, it seems certain that the
Egyptian conscience cannot be brought into connexion with the Divine world of the nation. The
literary expressions employed in the question as
to
whether conscience is the herald of the Lawhave no precise
giver or the Lawgiver Himself
If we can prove that social
meaning here.
morality is the product of the body of individual
'

'

CONSCIENCE
show the initial separateness of
morality and any given religions system, we see
consciences, and

that this separation naturally affects the origin of
Now this separation of morality from
conscience.
religious beliefs has been attempted time after
since
time,
Tylor, in all the religions of uncivilized or semi-civilized

peoples.

But nowhere

is

phenomenon more scientifically clear than in
Egypt, where, from the time of the prehistoric
texts of the Funerary Books to the Roman Empire, the accession of the gods to the domain of
morality was a slow process.
Right down to
near the latter period, Osiris was almost the only
god connected with a moral idea (Ptah of Memphis
is perhaps an exception, if we judge by the latest
this

discoveries, in his temples, of stelse to the name
of
Ptah who hears the plaint of the wretched '
Petrie, Memjihis, i., Lond. 1908, p. 17 tf.]).
'

[cf.

The

other gods neither prescribed nor taught anything of molality. They only punished those who
did them wrong, and blessed their benefactors. It
may even be remarked, as one of the strongest
characteristics of Egyptian religions, that this
neutrality of the gods persists throughout the

whole domain of ethics.
The systems which base conscience on sympathy seem incapable of explaining its manifestations in Egypt.
Not one of the texts of the
monuments, e.g., or of the moral or popular literature, makes any mention of, or even allusion to,
anything of the nature of the Shinto doctrine of
kami. In Egypt, to follow the dictates of the
heart would lead to very different results from
those of a fundamental concept that ' the heart
'

'

'

'

good.' On the contrary, the total impression
given by Egyptian writings may be summed up
in two remarks which do not favour this system.
(1) We find a great lack of those ideas which are
often regarded as indications of the sympathetic
origin of conscience. These are the feelings which
are usually qualified with
temporary sanction,'
and are called the pleasure and joy of doing good,
and the remorse, regret, and repentance for evildoing.
Inversely, certain chapters of the Pyramids and the Book of the Dead, and certain
reflexions of the popular tales, offer lamentable
analogies, in point of sympathy,' with the present
mental status of the very lowest races among those
studied in the Congo (cf. Notes sur la vie familiale
et juridique de quelques populations au Congo
is

'

'

'

'

Beige, ser. iii. fasc. ' i. [Brussels, 1909]).
(2) The
'
study of sanctions properly so called (of very
different kinds, of course) reveals an organization

formation) which shows its connexion with
fundamental elements that are quite different,
and perhaps even totally opposite.
(i.e. a.

The history ot this will be examined elsewhere (see Ethics).
we should note this tangle— at first Bight
inextricable of the most various fundamental sanctions. The
lowest of these are based on violation of ' tabus,' and have no
possible connexion with any moral action whatever ; the others
show theniBelves as consequences, conceived from a utilitarian
point of view (and recognized as such by experience), of incoherent series of actions which are not arranged in any kind
of rational groups. We see this in the absolute and persistent
inability of the Egyptians to compose any kind of reasonable
list of sanctions.
All that we find (Treatises on Wisdom, Book
Here, however,

—

of the

Dead, Maxims, Proverbs, Instructions, etc.) are lists
formed in reference, not to classes of duties, but to the individuals or forces whence these sanctions proceed
the gods,
chiefB, the dead, the family.
Sometimes, indeed, there is a
suggestion of the motives of command or prohibition. But
then we_ find a vast confusion the career, renown, long life,
the gratitude of men, business gains and losses, eschatological
Few documentary sources give
conditions, reciprocity, etc.
the idea of a moral conscience with any other basiB better
than that of innate goodness or sympathy.'
:

:

'

The innate

'

'

appreciation of right and wrong,
which many regard as the irreducible, constitutive element of the moral conscience, seems at
first sight a good theory for
Egypt. There is probably no other ancient literature so impregnated
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with ideas of right and justice. Discourses like
the one supposed to be addressed by the king to
his vizier on the duties of the guardians of justice
(cf. Newberry, Rekhmara, Lond. 1900, p. 33), the
statements of eh. exxv. of the Book of the Dead,
and especially the constant references of the biogiaphical inscriptions to equity and hatred of
wrong in all its moral and social forms, would
seem to picture the very inmost mental state
of the race. A critical examination of the texts,
however, makes this tempting hypothesis untenable.
In eschatology, we find that the idea
'
of ' retribution or that lofty idea of the ' average
of years of good fortune (cf. Griffith, Stories of
the High Priests, Oxford, 1900, pp. 41-66) is of very
late appearance, and the most perfect injustice
been noticed the famous
preceded it, for as has
'
Negative Confession confines itself to a magical
'

—

—

'

affirmation without proofs.

Finally,

the moral

concept which

it supposes in relation to the actions
tins life is not ancient in respect of its insertion in the Book of the Dead ; there is no
getting over the plain fact that, while we have
for several years been in possession of about two
hundred specimens of the Book of the Dead of
earlier date than the XVIIIth dynasty, we have
not one containing a single line of the only moral
chapter of this literature. It is the same with the

of

ordinary inscriptions, where the development can
be followed from the mastabas of the IVtn dynasty.
Right and wrong do not appear at first except in
the form of affirmations of the lawful ownership
of various goods, or the absence of wrong done to
those things of which the deceased has need which
is quite a different thing.
Even reducing it to its
humblest form (as conceded, e.g., by Reville, Pro3
we cannot reach the
Paris,
1881,
276),
Ugom&nes
p.
evidence of a primordial, irreducible element, consisting of an innate feeling of right, for any one
of the ancient Egyptian cases. On the other hand,
it is not easy to find satisfaction in a system like
that taken up lately by Leroy {op. cit. 205), which
posits at the outset an irreducible innate idea of
right, while admitting the infinite and contra-

—

,

dictory variety of practical applications. It is an
evident paralogy to make, from the establishment
of a connexion by mental operation, an entity
existing by itself. The philological examination
of the texts that one would apply to this special
exposition might arrive some time at the evidence
of the primitive confusion of the notions of goodness and utility, but never at an abstract conception of right ; such a process would lead rather to
conclusions remarkably like that suggested by
the examination of the moral ideas of the races
recently examined in Equatorial Africa, in the
basin of the Congo, or in British East Africa.
Petrie's conclusion is the theory of utility brought
to perfection

{op. cit. 88).

by

heredity
may be summed up as follows The conscious idea
and wrong conforms at its basis with what is useful
or the reverse for the community. Passing centuries have
gradually done away with this idea, and have imposed on the
individual, and thereafter on his descendants, respect for it (if
not intelligence) so that his manner of appreciating it has,
like hereditary movements, become instinctive.
In fact, the
His views

:

of right

;

primitive reasoning of the ancestor has been transmitted to
his posterity in the form of propensities to conscience.
This theory of Petrie's is a remodelled form, to suit Egypt,
of the conception that we find elsewhere in all sorts of
'
analogous forms e.g. Ie precepte devient axiomatique dans la
conscience par heredite (Reville, op. cit. 276) ; or the elementary
l'utilite, l'opinion, les sentiments affectifs,
principles are
1 heredite' (O. Le Bon, Premieres civilisations, ed. 1905,
p. 95),
etc. The whole idea seems well adapted to the Egyptian world,
so well organized in all its workings for social co-operation and
;

'

'

utility.

But this is a narrow basis, and must be
broadened. Such a system does not explain why
Egypt, having the same constitutive elements of
conscience as the other African peoples, should
have developed its moral conscience further than
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A more precise and intricate mechanism
must be found, and can be found in the present
writer's opinion in a careful examination of

they.

—

—

A

of 500 or 600
precepts, ideas, or thoughts of

literature.

Egyptian

total

proverbs, maxims,
a moral type, extending from the IVth dynasty to
the Christian era, will suffice for this inquiry,
the business of which is not to define the idea of
duty or its working out (see Ethics), but to
find the elements of formation of what we call
The development of the
conscience in Egypt.
utilitarian and social datum will appear as the
result of the combination of two chief elements.
The first consists essentially in the feeling that
there is no indifferent action, and that every
This idea
action has consequences for its author.
is by no means of the same nature as that of right
and wrong. It is not even the idea of responIt
sibility, but it contains the latter in embryo.
also includes the future idea of reciprocity, applied
It thus reduces itself to
to the doer of the action.
If I do this, the same will be done to
the form
me (or will happen to me) then to the form : ' I
shall not do that, so that the 6ame may not be
done to me (or happen to me).'
comparison of
the mentality of the black African of today with
the Egyptian texts makes it possible to hold that
this idea of the necessary consequences of every
good or bad action is a truly innate idea, or, if
not innate, at least the most primitive instinctive
idea that can be found. It does not presuppose,
so far as appears, a developed intelligence or a
The African to continue our
long education.
'

:

'

;

A

—

—

illustration is surrounded by an infinite number
of forces and spirits of such importance that every
human action and movement affects them, for
good or ill we might almost say, most often for

—

And this pessimism, rightly remarked as a
characteristic of the African mind, is Btill visible
in Egyptian literature.
The action, with its consequences, agreeable or harmful or displeasing to
one or other of those innumerable spirits and
forces, begets the immediate perception of a good
or evil consequence for the doer. This is clearly
seen in the case of numerous interdictions of a
ritual nature, or in the mysterious vengeance of
spirits and gods offended unawares, or in violent
deaths.
The famous ch. cxxv. itself, looked at
from this point of view, shows itself to be comfrom
the very same elements as those of a
posed
Kavirondo or Ubangi native's conscience.
And
the idea that other men, neighbours and fellowmen, are linked, by their death or by their
guardian-spirits, to this sum of mysterious forces
brought into motion by every action, seems to
have supplied the natural means for the extension of this primitive feeling.
Whether tlie original mental operation is innate or not will
not be discussed here.
The positive fact is that what, in every

ill.

case, is described as the first manifestation of the feeling of
conscience among the 'non-civilized' Africans is at the
foundation of Egyptian mentality. Experiment naturally gave
this feeling derimteness and precision, and, low as we

may

judge it from the moral point of view, it started a great
forward movement on the day when it became the idea of
necessary reciprocity, attached to the actions or intentions.
Wo can still detect that stage very clearly in Egypt (especially
in the popular tales), when this idea is embodied in the
vague
form of a sort of fatality,' whoso consequences man lets
loose by his own action.
It Is only later, and in a very
that
this
mechanism is connected with precise
imperfect form,
interventions
(1) with the dead as punishing or rewarding
(cf., e.g., the expression 'your gods [i.e. your deified dead] will
bless you if you do,' etc.) (2) with the guardian-deities of the
dead. And yet, even in historic times, the perception of the
results of the evil action is attached to forces that are quite
vague and undefined, such as chance, misfortune, and accident.
These are the survivals, modified by time, of tho 'spirits' of the
most ancient Egyptian beliefs. Never have national religions
been able to rise higher.
'

:

;

If

we

find at the base of

and then,
responsibility,
fear,

Egyptian thought first
with progress, the idea of personal

we must demonstrate why

finally

(Egyptian)

this

sort

of

'

conscience

'

later

developed

so

differently in Egypt and among the African
peoples of whom we have been speaking.
second factor came into play, which was indispensable to the evolution, and it seems that it
was this factor which organized the Egyptian

A

conscience, with its special traits, with its imThe
but also with its nobility.
perfections
second element consists very probably in the idea
of order, or the idea of the harmony of the world
The first
later designated by the word koct/ios.
knowledge of 'order' in the progress and forces
of the world naturally began as purely material
order, in the domain of physics and geography.
have explained in art. Calendar (Egyptian)
the important part played in this question by the
observation of the stars, and the idea that the
Divine influences of the stellar powers governed
the world. As the heavenly vault set the example
of order, and directed events on earth, the knowledge of the laws and harmonies of the sensible
relation of this kind between
world followed.
the astral world and the earth seems to have been
made very much more natural in Egypt by the
character of the climate, in which the regularity
of certain rhythms and the well-defined character
of certain opposites were noticeable (the periodicity
of the Nile's rise, the fixity of the seasons and
winds, the contrast between the desert and the
The knowledge of this supposed
valley, etc.).
co-relation helped the Egyptians to establish the
first ideas of the correspondence that could exist
between this regular rhythm of the material world
and the individual efforts of men to associate their
own activity therewith in a beneficial manner.
Hence arose a more and more clear comprehension
of the identity of what is useful for man with
what is indicated by the order of astral powers.
Such a conviction must in its turn engender
gradually, as the foundations of intuitive conscience, the ideas of the necessity of all uniting
together for the common struggle, of the necessity
of solidarity, of the superiority of the general
interest over the particular, and of the dependence
of the individual upon the community.
The whole question, then, in the speoial case of Egypt, turns
upon the theory that the origin of conscience se rattache aux
efforts faits par l'homme depuis la prehistoire pour 6e civiliser
par la cooperation et la 60lidarite (G. Le Bon, Origines, 1906, p.

—

—

We

A

'

'

But, instead of general hypotheses, we have here docuof this evolution ; e.g. in the very frequent
references in the ancient texts to the important rdle, from a
moral standpoint, filled by the questions relating to water,
irrigation, and the struggle against the desert (cf. ch. cxxv. of
the Book of the Dead ; certain passages in the panegyrics of
the lords of Syut in the Xth dynasty ; or of Beni Hasan in the
The idea of a higher authority and an earthly
Xllth, etc.).
hierarchy being necessary in this world, as they are in the
celestial world, for the common good, is also a result of a
based
on the vision of the k<So>ios; this vision has
conscience
likewise impregnated all the literature of the moral type.
191).

mentary evidences

'

'

In conclusion, from the vague fear common to
all primitive societies, the nature and climate of
Egypt developed the more fertile and definite idea
of an arrangement of the forces and beings of the
sensible world into regular armies, some of which
are man's allies and preside over the progress of
the world, while others try to harass the world
The comprehension of conand so hurt man.
sequences was followed by the comprehension of
the necessity of social order, tho comprehension of
social interest, etc.
Owing simply to its complex
origin, Egyptian conscience never succeeded, in its
reasoned elaboration of duties, in separating ritual
titliu from the obligation of the moral domain.
These were for the Egyptian two different forms
of the necessary co-operation of men for the maintaining of the order requisite to society.

A satisfying counter-proof of this view is supplied by a
comparison with a certain number of living races in tho uneivili.'ed parts of Africa.
It might bo concluded that the
degree of organization of the moral conscience in Africa in
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usually proportionate to the clearness of the conception of
order in the terrestrial world, meteorological or astronomical
(cf., e.g., the comparative series of the collection of Monographics dcscriptives by Van Overbergh, Brussels, 1907 ff., with
what is said of the Bavili and of Benin hy R. E. Dennett, At the
Back of the Black Man's Mind, London, 1906, and Nigeria
Studies, 1910, for the various manifestations of conscience

among

these peoples).

The Egyptian idea, then, ends in something
analogous to the statement of Chinese
wisdom, that the natural order of the world is
bound up with its political, social, and moral
it.
identical with
order, and is even quite
very

Only— in spite of passages of certain texts

— the

Egyptians do not seem to have been able to
formulate this view with the same theoretical

—

clearness.
It is in any case curious to notice
and here we have probably more than a simple
coincidence that, just as the sanctions of Taoism
in China are of late date, so in Egypt the organization of definite sanctions (rewards and punishments in permanent categories) did not appear
until well after the actual organization of the
moral conscience.

—

The history of this organization will be discussed in art. Ethics.
We need only observe here (1) that the material «<So7io? has
become harmony, equity, and moral and intellectual truth by
a series of evolutions which can be shown philologically by the
series of Egyptian texts, and that this series is analogous to the
Beries which has gradually transformed the data on the human
voice, cry, or vibration, into concepts where the word voice'
is taken to mean the spoken word, and then becomes the
equivalent of Aoyos and (2) that the appearance of the moral
conscience, based on the comprehension of the kootxos, does
not in any way assume the attribution of a properly so-called
moral character to the beings or forces directing the koct/aos.
These simply did their own work in this world, without ever
making any express demand upon the Egyptian's co-operation
and the latter simply sought, for his own good, to bring his
efforts into harmony with those of the directors of the supposed
Hence he "derived, among innumerable other acquisiorder.
tions, a certain number of ideas on conscience, morality,
'

;

;

A significant fact in tbis
interdictions, obligations, etc.
in the majority of cases, the sanctions of these
respect is that,
obligations and interdictions are tacked on to all possible kinds
and
of beings
things, except beings of a Divine character.
LrnsRATTTRE. As was said at the beginning, the only work

—

W. M. Flinders Petrie's
book, Religion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, London,
Even here we must observe that the real question of
on
is
treated
conscience
only
pp. 86-109, the reBt of the book
being practically given up to a summary of Egyptian mythology
(pp. 1-85), and an examination of the various categories of
duties (pp. 109-163).
FOUCART.
really dealing with the subject is
little

1898.

GEORGE

CONSCIENCE

GREEK. — I.

(Greek and Roman).— I.
Definition. Conscience operates

—

when the individual passes an intellectual judgment on definite acts, accomplished or purposed,
of his ovyn, and decides whether these acts are
Such judgments, being selfright or wrong.
regarding, are always accompanied by self-satisfaction, or self-dissatisfaction, according as the
individual feels he has fulfilled, or fallen short of,
the moral law ; conscience punishes or approves,
deters or suggests. It has an intellectual side and
an emotional side ; it may be enlightened or the
Its enlightenreverse, sensitive or the reverse.
ment is to be estimated by the moral ideal of
the individual ; he may obey the moral law through
fear of punishment here or hereafter ; through
hope of reward here or hereafter; or simply in
order to realize the ideal self. The most educated
conscience is that of the man who has the highest
ideal, who wishes to realize the best life of which
humanity is capable. The sensitiveness of conscience depends partly upon heredity, and partly

Some people naturally
training.
shortcomings more acutely than others,
while indulgence in vice always tends to lessen the
shame felt at such indulgence.

upon habit and
feel their

2,

Homer and

early times.

— Although

there

is

in the Greek language the notion, in
later times developed by philosophers, that virtue
and sin have an intellectual side (Homer's phrase
for ' versed in wickedness
is
affe/ilo-na
ciSus,

embedded

'

37
'

'

knowing lawless deeds [see, for example, Oil. ix.
189, 428, xx. 287]), yet the most common moral
terms used in early times refer to the emotional
In Homer we have (1) alius
side of conscience.
(cu'6Vo,uai), used of those who feel reverence towards
the gods (II. xxiv. 503; Od. ix. 269, xxi. 28),
towards suppliants or guests (II. i. 23, 377, xxi.
Od. iii. 96, iv. 326), or of those who
74, xxii. 419
:

;

inhibit their

higher end

passions in order

(it.

v. 530,

to realize
442, vii. 93, xiii.

vi.

xv. 561, 657, 661, xxiv. 44

some
122,

Od. iii. 24, vi. 66, 221,
The subviii. 172, 324, 480, xiv. 146, xx. 171).
stantive may be rendered shame at offending gods
or men,' 'respect for the moral rebuke of others,'
(2)
'modesty,' 'sense of honour,' 'self-respect.'
If aldas sometimes approximates to the lawgiving
conscience which precedes an act, ato-xvrouai (Od.
vii. 305, xviii. 12, xxi. 323) generally represents
the shame (or the fear of it) inflicted by the
'judging conscience,' although it is not always
(3)
possible to distinguish between the terms.
The indignation felt by others at transgression is
Od. ii. 136,
represented by vip.eo-is (II. vi. 351
xxii. 40), but occasionally j-e/iccns is self-regarding
II. xvi. 544, xvii. 254),
(Od. ii. 64, 138, iv. 158
and on one occasion (Od. i. 263) ffeoos veaeo-l^ero
means he stood in awe of the gods.' (4) A feeling
of reverence for the rights of humanity is expressed
in //. xviii. 178 by oijias, and in II. vi. 417 by the
;

'

'

'

;

;

'

verb

cre/Sdo-<ra,To.

The moral sanctions of the Homeric Greek were
thus (i.) fear of the gods, (ii.) respect for public
opinion ((pans ivSpibv, Od. xxi. 323), and (iii.) selfrespect (Helen calls herself 'adog,' II. vi. 356), and
a sense of honour which sometimes led to deeds of
heroism. Achilles would rather die than fail to
avenge his friend Patroclus (II. xviii. 95 ft.) an
instance of devotion to duty which Socrates, in the
Platonic Apology (28 C D), quotes with strong
approval. Conscience, in fact, was acting, although
as yet no special word existed to represent it,
while the intellectual side was less developed than
the emotional.

—

3.

Individual

merged

in the citizen.

—The char-

acteristically Greek respect for public opinion
found freer scope as city life developed, and as
State discipline became the chief educator of the
Greek people. The citizen looked upon morality
as submission to the will of a corporate body.
lie here in obedience to our country's commands,' was the epitaph of the noblest heroes that
The law, in fact, was
Greece ever produced.
invested with a peculiar sanctity of its own, and
the individual found moral satisfaction in yielding
implicit obedience to the powers that be ; in modern
language, he surrendered his conscience to the
general conscience, and was content to be guided
by the latter. Plato (Crilo, 51 E) makes Socrates
'

We

personify the Laws, who point out that every
citizen has virtually agreed to abide by them, and
not to prefer his own sense of right and wrong.
That such was the belief of the historical Socrates
is

shown by Xenoph. Mem.

IT.

iv.

12,

where

rb

equated with rb SlKatov. It was generally
that the vast majority of men needed some
strong external constraint. Hesiod ( Works, 182 ff. )
dreads the departure of moral fear from the earth,
and the Platonic Protagoras (Prot. 322 B C) calls
alius and Jdcij the bonds of political and social life.
The language of jEschylus is stronger still. Who,'
asks Athene (Eum. 699), is righteous if he fear
nothing?' In a remarkable passage of the Ajax
of Sophocles (1073 ff.) it is stated that dtbfios and
aldus are a necessary defence to both States and
armies
that only bios and alax" v V c & n bring a
vbpnuov is
felt

'

'

;

man

Plato, in a yet more striking passage
safety.
(Laws, 699 C), makes <£6/3os and alSiis responsible
The
for the Athenian victories over Persia.
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Athenians, he says, had a despotic mistress in
alSus, through whom they were the willing slaves
of the laws (698 B), and those who would be good
must be similarly disciplined.
But, in spite of the ten4. Unwritten laws.
dency to merge morality in legality, the Greek
was aware that the individual ought to form
moral judgments for himself when the laws were
The jurymen at Athens swore to decide
silent.
suits according to the laws, but, when these were
no guide, to judge the case conscientiously (yviip-v

—

Tp apiary, Aristotle, Rhet. i. 15. 5 cf. vEscli. Eum.
674). Again, the Greek acknowledged certain great
unwritten laws,' of which Socrates (Xenoph.
Mem. IV. iv. 19 f.) mentions four to worship the
;

'

—

gods, honour parents, avoid incest, and repay
benefactors.
Occasionally the unwritten laws
might clash with those of the State ; then the
individual must decide between them. The tragedians are constantly depicting situations in
which a character has to choose between the
traditional code and some higher moral end.
Philoctetes is a good example, while Antigone
readily faces death rather than obey the edict of

Creon, and, by leaving her brother unburied,
violate the unwritten laws.
It is remarkable
5. Decay of State discipline.
that the notion of conscience was more clearly
at
the
time
when
the morality
apprehended just
of the masses began to decline, that is, during the
to
the
outbreak
of
the
period subsequent
Peloponnesian War.
The reason is partly that, as
the State discipline slackened, the vicious and
weaker characters, no longer having so firm a
check upon them, grew more immoral, while the
stronger and nobler natures (not necessarily the
philosophers) learned to obey an inner law of
righteousness. But the latter were comparatively
few, and Plato, in the second book of the Republic,
repeats the story of Gyges' ring in such a way as
to show his own belief that the many are incapable
of being virtuous for the sake of virtue.
6. Decay of State religion.— Not only the State
discipline, but the belief in the State religion, had
by this time lost much of the power it once possessed.
Few thinking men continued to believe
in the existence, let alone the providence, of Zeus,
Apollo, and the other Olympians. The story told
by Herodotus (vi. 86) of Glaucus and the Delphic
oracle illustrates how the State religion had once
been, in some respects at least, a good moral
influence.
When, however, the Divine sanction
failed to exert effective control, the individual
conscience more clearly manifested itself. In yet
another way did the decay of belief in the
Olympic
pantheon further the development of the idea of
conscience the early Greek had thought, with a
that
the
both
strange inconsistency,
gods
tempted
men to sin and punished sin ; at first he blamed
the gods for leading him astray then, deprived of
this excuse, he began to blame himself.
7. Other components in Greek religion.— But
there were other and more abiding components
than Olympian worship in the religion of the Greeks.
One should note the <pa.pp.aK6s, or scapegoat, mentioned by Hipponax (frag. 4ff., ed. Bergk) and

—

:

;

Aristophanes (Frogs, 733). Fear of spirits (probably 1'elasgian in origin, as it is not to be found
in Homer), especially dread of a murdered man's
ghost, gave rise to the ideas of an avenging
deity (aXatrrup), and
vpoarp&waios,

eVtrvijs).

of

blood-guilt

The

killer

(iraXa/miios,
might infect a

whole family, or even a State (Time. vii. 18).
Doubtless at first the infection (p,la<rp.a, pjos) was
regarded as something material, to be cleansed by
expiatory ceremonies, or it might even be personified (Furies, p-qrpos tyaoroi KiVes [JEsch. Choc.jih.
1051]) ; but in time the doctrine was spiritualized.

(Cyrop. VIII. vii. 18) speaks of the fears
that the souls of wronged persons bring upon
murderers, and of the avenging spirits (ira\ap.valovs)
which they cause to visit the unholy while Euripides interprets the Furies of ^Eschylus as the
stings of conscience (Orestes, 396).
Orphism introduced the doctrine that the soul
was exiled from heaven because of sin, and that
reunion could be achieved only by purification.
In Homer the gods lead men to transgress, but
Orphism taught that guilt arose from man himself.
Abstinence and rites were the Orphic means of
cleansing but, however degrading this teaching
might be in unscrupulous hands (Plato, Rep. ii.
364 E), it was possible to give it a spiritual
interpretation (vijtTTeuo-ai KaK&rrjros [Empedocles,
406, ed. Karsten]), and it most certainly helped to
The doctrine of opotuens
foster a sense of sin.

Xenophon

;

;

(becoming like unto God) is Orphic in origin, and
gave to the world an ideal which increased in
moral value as the idea of the Divine nature was
According to Orphism,
purified and ennobled.
man was good and bad, Divine and human. The
realization of man's dual nature must have tended
In the
to develop the individual conscience.
Pythagorean sect, which owed much to Orphism,
examination of the conscience was enjoined (according to C.Martha, Etudes morales surl'a?itiquit6,
1883) from early times, and in the Hippolytus of
Euripides we have an Orphic who is horrified at
the suggestion to commit a sexual offence. In the
history of morals the idea of physical impurity
generally precedes, and leads up to, the conception
of a guilty soul.

8. Morality and the human heart.— Whatever the
origin may have been, the 5th cent, witnessed the
development of the idea that the human soul (^vxh,
tpims, <ppv", fo0$) is the supreme judge in the sphere
The mere fact that philosophers like
of morality.
Xenophanes criticized the Homeric theology on
moral grounds, shows that they regarded human
This
nature as superior to religious tradition.
thought is specially prominent in the plays of
Euripides. The Ion is an angry protest of the
human soul against a conscienceless god who
ravishes maids and leaves them to their shame

(Ion, 892

880). The heart of man is considered
to be the seat possibly the source
of vice.
Chastity is said to reside in
0iVis (Baccha?, 314, 315, Hipp. 79, Tro.

cf.

;

—

by Euripides
and

of virtue

the

human

987, 988)

;

Theonoe

—

(Hel. 1002, 1003) has a

'

mighty

shrine of righteousness' in her 0iVis the unhappy
hands are pure; "the stain
Phaedra exclaims,
Conscience the lawis on my soul' (Hipp. 317).
giver and conscience the accuser are both manifest
The
dramas.
in these
countryman in the Electro,
is too honourable to consummate the marriage
which has been forced upon Electra Macaria goes
voluntarily and readily to an awful death in order
to save her kindred ; Orestes is tormented by the
consciousness of matricide. Like many other men
;

'

My

;

a sensitive moral nature, Euripides is painfully
aware that the times are out of joint oaths are
no longer sacred, and aldds has vanished from the
earth (Medea, 439). This dramatist, perhaps more
than his great predecessors, admired the beauty of
Alcestis and Macaria are worthy
self-sacrifice
successors to Prometheus and Antigone.
of

;

;

The Greek of the 5th cent, was thus fully aware of the
working of conscience, and he began to use special words to
describe it.
These laid stress, not upon the emotion which
follows a judgment of conscience, but upon the intellectual
One word is avrvota, 'deep
character of that judgment.
have
thought' (Eurip. And. 805), which does not appear to
Another is trvvttris,
become popular in the moral sense.
understanding,' used by Euripides to describe the remorse of
Orestes (Or. 390), by Menander (fr. incert. 86, Meineke), who
says that 'conscience doth make cowards,' and by Poiybius
'There is
The last passage is to this effect
(xviii. xxvi. 18).
no more terrible witness, or more formidable accuser, than the
But the most
conscience that dwells in each man's soul.'
_

'

:
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substan'
tive to <rvvtt&6s, meaning either (a) to be cognizant,' or (b) to
share in the knowledge of another.'
This verb expresses at
once the intellectual character of a judgment of conscience
and the dual nature of human personality. It is impossible to
decide when the term first acquired its moral meaning, but it is
UBed of a clear conscience by Sophocles (ap. Stob. Flor. xxiv. 6)
and (with a negative) by Plato (Rep. 331 A, ry nijSei' iavrw
aSiKov fvyetoort Vjficto «A7ri's), and of a guilty conscience by
Euripides (Or. 396) and by Aristophanes (Wasps, 999, Thesm.
Stobieus has collected a number of passages dealing with
477).
to cnn'ciSos in his Florilegimn, ch. xxiv., and it is interesting to
note that he attributes to Pythagoras an exhortation 'to feel
shame most of all before oneself,' and the statement that
conscience deals more cruel blows than the lash.
We are
reminded that the Pythagoreans laid stress upon self-examination, not as an exercise of memory, but as a moral discipline.
One other word for conscience may be noted here. A scruple
is sometimes called ivOvtuov,
'something lying heavy on the
heart (Herod, viii. 64; Thuc. vii. 60; Antipho, Tetral. ii. 1, 2,
4, 9 ; Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 739 ; Eurip. Her. Fur. 722).
is

o-iirotoa,

its participial

science.'

'

'

—A

Shame

before the self.
clearer distinction
now begins to be drawn between the shame which
results from fear of punishment or disgrace, and
the shame which accompanies loss of self-respect.
Democritus, a profound moralist without an ethical
system, looks for happiness in serenity of soul
Sin should be avoided, not
(fr. 9-11, ed. Natorp).
9.

through

fear,

(Sid t6 Stov,

but because

fr.

ought to be avoided
Even when alone, a man
45).
or say anything base. He should
it

ought not to do
be ashamed before himself rather than before
others (fr. 42).
He should no more do evil when
nobody will learn about it than when everybody
will do so
it is best to reverence oneself (iavrbv
;

The Attic orators not
/«lW7-a aideJaBat, fr. 43).
only emphasize the uneasiness of conscience resultfrom
the
fear
of
ing
discovery, but also extol the
life that is free from self-reproach, although the
two ideas are sometimes combined.
Antipho
i. 3, 3) mentions as moral checks both fear
and dread of sin (dSi/da), and he thinks that
a jury will be influenced by respect for 'the gods,
piety (toD evaefioOs), and themselves (Or. vi. 3, cf.
also vi. 1).
Isocrates (Nic. 39 A) bids us envy not
the rich, but those conscious of no sin. Fear of
punishment or of disgrace may be implied here,
but a clearer note is sounded in [Isocrates] 5 B
Never expect to hide a sin. Even if others learn
nothing of it, you will be conscious of it yourself.'
Lysias (Or. xix. 59) speaks of one who thought
that a good man ought to help his friends, even
In the
though nobody should know about it.
pseudo-Demosthenic speech against Aristogiton,
the writer says (780) that 'there are altars of

(Tetral.
(06/Sos)

'

:

1

justice, discipline, and honour (alSovs) among all
men ; the fairest and holiest are in the soul and
nature of the individual.' Socrates is made in the

Xenophontic Apology (§ 5) to avow that in the
past he has enjoyed the most pleasant possession

man can have, the consciousness that his life has
always been holy and just (cf. also Xen. Apol.
and Stob. Flor. xxiv. 13). Finally, a fragment of the comic poet Diphilus (ap. Stob. xxiv. 1)
denies that a man who is not ashamed before himself when he has done wrong can be ashamed before
a

§ 24,

who are ignorant of it.
10. Philosophy and conscience.
It has been
maintained, and as energetically denied, that this
clearer realization of the shamefulness of sin is
to be attributed to the work of the philosophers.
Both seem to have been due to the same cause,
namely, the decay of old beliefs, but it is perhaps
unreasonable to deny a real, though indefinite,
influence to philosophic ethics,
ft should be
noticed, however, that eivoiSa and to avvti.ob'S are
popular, not philosophic, expressions.
There are plenty of examples throughout the
course of Greek literature and Greek
history of
the individual deliberately following the dictates
of his better self, but such acts are
rarely associated with the words employed to designate conothers

—

'

The
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latter (rd awetobs, etc.)

generally

refer, not to the law-making conscience, but to
an adverso decision of the judging conscience, and
to the self-dissatisfaction which accompanies it.
Now, it was with the enlightenment of morality
that Greek ethical philosophy chiefly concerned

As a rule it passed over the shame that
accompanies wrong-doing, and never tried to make
the highest moral motive. Convinced that vice
is ignorance, both Socrates and Plato devoted their
lives to educating the moral sense
and Plato
constantly insists that mere conscientiousness,
like that, for example, of Euthyphro, is not sufficient.
But if sin is nothing more than a mistaken
notion of what is good, no place is left for shame
itself.

it

;

and remorse.

Carried to its logical conclusion,
the doctrine denies either the existence or the
reasonableness of moral praise and moral blame.
Socrates trusted to reason to guide him aright
in moral questions, and doubtless fathered any
scruples he might occasionally feel on his Sai^bviov
probably a hallucination of the sense of hearing.
Plato regarded as true morality only
(1) Plato.
that which springs from knowledge of the idea of
good. Morality founded on fear he continually
disparages, especially if the fear be that of public
opinion (cf. Crito, 47 C, Phozdo, 82
B, and Euthyphro, 12 C), though he admitted that the majority
of men were incapable of philosophic virtue, and
should be compelled to obey, not the fluctuating
general conscience, but the dictates of philosophic
rulers (Rep. 519, 520).
Consequently, aldiis is for
the many rather than for the few, and it and fear
form the two warders of the ideal State (Pep.
465 B). Towards the end of his life, Plato emphasized more the value of awe and reverence.
Every
legislator, he says in the Laws (647 A), will hold
moral fear in high honour fear, law, and true
reason are the principles that keep the appetites
in check (783 A)
strong public opinion restrains
a man from incest, the fear of committing which,
even unknowingly, makes a man ready to kill
himself ((Edipus, Macareus, 838 C). But what
Plato valued was the fear that checks crime, not
the shame that follows it, and he therefore set
little store
by the popular conception of to o-weiSos
it is the old man Cephalus in the
Republic, the
representative of the old morality, who is made to
sound the praises of a conscience void of ofl'ence,'
and to enlarge on the terrors of the wicked.
Conscience the lawgiver, though working in the
hearts of men, was as yet but feebly apprehended
as an idea, and herein the work of Plato bore fruit.
The keynote of his ethical philosophy is that the
really virtuous man must know what the good is,
i.e. must have an educated
morality. And when
a man knows what virtue is, he cannot help acting
for
no
one
is
;
virtuously
voluntarily wicked.
Sin is a disease of the soul (Gorgias, 479 B),
and he who sees this will submit to anything,
even to death, to rid himself of the plague. Even
though the gods and men are unaware who is
righteous and who is not, righteousness accompanied by all the punishments of sin is better
than unrighteousness accompanied by all the rewards of virtue (Rep. 366 D E). Plato felt that
the enlightened soul, brought face to face with
sin in all its nakedness, would turn from it in

—

—

A

'

'

:

;

;

'

disgust.
(2) Aristotle.

—

Aristotle, taking the end of man to
be a full and virtuous life, the result of habituation
and practical wisdom, never discusses conscience.

The first principles of the science of human conduct, he thought, were perceived immediately, by
a kind of intuition (afo$r)ats, Ethics, 1142 a). He
values highly self-respect, and the beauty and
desirableness of virtuous actions alSus he regards
sometimes as modesty, befitting only the young
;
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(1128 b), sometimes as a shrinking from the ugliness of sin (1116 a, 1179 b). Emphasizing as much
as Plato the necessity of an enlightened intelligence
for truly virtuous conduct, Aristotle did good
6ervice by insisting (again with Plato, Laics, 653 B)
upon the importance of training youth by habituation to love good and to hate evil (Ethics, 1104 b).
(3) Stoics.— It has been held that the Stoics,
with their individualism, their doctrine of the selfsufficiency of man, their neglect of public opinion,
their elaboration of the idea of duty (irpoartKov,
Kardpffuna), and their exhortations to live a life
according to the Divine reason implanted in the
heart of man, did much to develop the notion of
conscience. Some believe that they coined the
word ffweWT/ffit, but this is more than unlikely. By

described in the (of course
apocryphal) sayings of Bias and Periander recorded
by Stobseus (t'lor. xxiv. 11, 12), in Wis 17", in the
NT, in Diodorus (iv. 65. 7 Sib. rrp/ cvvelSriaiv tou
ffweiiTjcris

conscience

is

:

in Lucian (Amorcs, 49),
and in the proverbs assigned to Menander (Monoconscience is a god to all mortals).
tticha, 654
Chrysippus (Diog. Laert. vii. 85) used the word,

fiiffovf «Zs jjaviav nepiiarri),

:

but he meant, not conscience, but consciousness.

Even the later Stoic writers, Epictetus and Marcus
Aurelius, though they constantly mention the
action of conscience, seem purposely to avoid the
word ovvddricris. The fact is that all the Greek
words for ' conscience look, with scarcely an exception, to conscience the judge, and are associated
with shame. Plutarch, in his famous description
of conscience (Moralia, 476 F), says, in wonderfully
modern language, that it wounds and pricks the
soul.
Thought, which softens other pains, only
increases this
the guilty mind punishes itself.
The Greeks, familiar as they were with the working of conscience the legislator, had no special word
to describe it, although its emotional side is hinted
at in aldus. Now, the Stoics attributed absence
of emotion
(cnr&dtia) to their wise man
yet,
though he would not entertain fear of disgrace
Laert.
vii. 112, 116), he would feel alSiiis.
(Diog.
It was the legislating conscience, dpBbs \byos, that
the Stoics emphasized ; but, while Roman Stoicism
came to express this by conscientia, among the
'

;

'

'

;

it had no generally recognized name.
Epicureans. Perhaps it was the Epicureans
developed the idea of a guilty conscience, and
this would account for the Stoics avoiding the
term awclbriins. At any rate, Epicurus held that
sin is an evil only because of the fear of discovery
(Diog. Laert. x. 151), and a graphic description of
conscience the accuser is to be found in the poems
of the
Epicurean Lucretius (d« Her. Nat. iii. 10141023, cf. iv. 1135).
Probably, however, philosophy,
whether Stoic or Epicurean, had less influence than
the facts of moral experience, which were more
and more cossciously realized by the popular mind.
II. Summary.
From the earliest times the
Greeks had terms referring to the emotional side
of conscience in most of its aspects.
From the end
#f the 5th cent, aiivtau and avvoiSa. were used to
denote the intellectual aspect of conscience the
judge. Orphism had emphasized the dual nature
of human personality, while the gradual decay of
the State religion and of State discipline, along with
the intellectual movements of the 5th cent., forced
men to realize that they had a judge in their own
hearts.
The idea, present from the first, that a
man should feel shame before himself grew clearer
the hatefulness of sin was more acknowledged, and
is urged with unsurpassed moral force in the writings of Plato. From the first it was felt that man
owes allegiance to his better self that he must
obey, not only the traditional code, but the dictates
of an inner law.
Hinted at occasionally in aWiis,
thiB feeling was not crystallized into a special term ;

Greeks
(4)

—

who

—

;

;

but the philosophers laid stress upon educating
this better self, and thereby enlightening morality.

Of the individualistic schools, the Stoics insisted
on obedience to an inner law of reason, the Epicureans on the fears that follow wrong-doing. Tne
growth of the idea of conscience was due to the
philosophy merely
development of the people
tried to inspire higher ideals by which conscience
might judge. As the notion of conscience developed, morality appears to have declined. The
relaxation of the bonds of external discipline,
while it' caused the few to acknowledge an inner
judge and lawgiver, allowed the many to sink into
superstition and moral degradation.
;

It should be noticed in conclusion that among
the Greeks conscience was as yet scarcely connected with religion. The Christian's conscience
accuses the sinner before God
the Greek's conCf. general
science accused him before himself.
;

art.

Conscience.

II. Roman.— The Greeks, although they had
denoting the emotions connected with
moral self-criticism, failed to bring into common
use any term summing up all their experience of

many words

the action of conscience ; the Romans, richer in
words denoting obligation, crystallized into conscientia the different aspects of conscience soon
after Stoic teaching began to be effective.
i.
moral terms. Pietas, one of the
commonest moral terms, signifies a sense of

—

Common

duty,
not only towards the gods (Cicero, de Nat. Deor. i.
115, Top. 90), but also towards country, parents,
and friends. It combines the notions of loyalty,
respect, and (sometimes) affection. Fides faithfulness, trustworthiness), 'the foundation of justice'
(Cic. de Off. i. 23), was thought to be a virtue
peculiarly characteristic of the early Romans. It
is combined with pudor and probitas in Cicero (de
Rep. iii. 28), and moralists insisted that it meant
loyalty to intention rather than to the spoken
The formula ex animi
word (de Off. i. 40).
sententia was used of conscientious fulfilment of
an oath, while pudor denoted the shame which
prevents or follows a violation of the moral law.
But in no term is the notion of conscience more
clearly implied than in religio.
Originally used
of a feeling of awe towards an unknown object, it
came to mean a scruple as to the proper means of
propitiating a divinity. Cicero distinguishes it
from superstitio ; and though, when applied to the
worship of the gods, it contains little moral meaning, when used metaphorically it often denotes or
implies the action of conscience. Thus Cicero combines it with auctoritas, mquitas, Jidcs, and timor
in describing the character of certain witnesses, and
it often denotes conscientious carrying out of a
duty (ad Fam. xi. 29, pro Font. xiv. [40], pro
Roscio Com. xv. [45] Livy, xxiii. 11). The remorse
caused by conscience is not infrequently described
by such phrases as morsus animi (Livy, vi. 34), torinenta pectoris (Tac. Ann. vi. 6), B,ndflagella mentis
(Quint. Dcclam. xii. 28 ; cf. Juv. xiii. 194, 195).
2. Obligation to external, and to internal, law.
In early times obligation was felt to an external moral law ; it was only when the Republic
was tottering to its fall, and the State religion
ceased to hold the hearts and minds of men, that
the inner voice of conscience was heard more
We cannot trace the development of the
clearly.
idea so well as in the case of Greece, because, with
the exception of Plautus and Terence (who adapted
or translated Greek originals), there is very little
Latin literature of earlier date than the 1st cent.
B.C.
But it cannot be doubted that much of the
change was due to the teaching of the Stoics, especially of Posidonins and Panaetius, who exhorted men
to follow the deity within them, i.e. the Divine
reason, of which a portion has been given to each
(

;

—
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conception of this deity (Salfiuf),
this fragment of the Divine mind, this guide and
protector, must have helped to develop the notion
of conscience indeed, Epictetus (fr. 97) speaks of
God handing men over to be guarded by their
innate conscience.'
Cicero, in speaking of the
sanctity of an oath, warns us (de Off. iii. 44) that
he who takes an oath summons as witness God,
that is, his own mind' and the same writer is the
first to employ the noun conscic?itia (pro Iioscio
individual.

;

'

'

;

Am.

67).

The verb
I.

i.

61),

and

conscire occurs only once (Hor. Ep.
there used (with a negative) of a

is

Conscius is often used without
any moral meaning, but once in l'lautus (Most.
544) animus conscius has the sense of a guilty conscience this phrase and mens conscia are occasionally found with the same meaning in later writers
(Lucret. iii. 1018, iv. 1135; Ovid, Fasti, i. 485;
Sallust, Cat. 14). Ovid (Fasti, iv. 311) uses conscia
mens recti of a clear conscience that laughs at
slander; but in Virgil (Aen. i. 604), mens sibi
conscia recti probably refers to conscience the
guide, which leads men to differentiate between
right and wrong.
In the sense of
consciousness,' conscientia is
rare, but it is exceedingly common in most writers
after Cicero with the meaning conscience.' The
first time it occurs it is joined to animi (Cic. pro
Roscio Am. 67, conscientiae animi terrent' the
writer's rationalistic interpretation of the Furies),
and, as Mulder remarks (De conscientia: notione, p.
97 f.), the expressions animi conscientia, mentis conscientia (the latter in Cic. pro Cluent. 159) are
intermediate between the vague pectus, animus,
mens, on the one hand, and plain conscientia with
its full moral meaning on the other.
From Cicero onwards the idea of conscience
clear conscience.

;

'

'

—

'

grows more distinct and more full of meaning.
It is regarded as Divine (Cic. Farad, iv. 29) ; it
accuses and judges (Livy, xxxiii. 28
Tac. Hist.
iv. 72 ; Sen. de Ben. vi. 42)
it is a witness (Sen.
Ep. 43 ; Quint. Inst. Or. v. xi. 41 Juv. xiii. 198).
;

;

;

Bona

conscientia, mala conscientia, 'clear conscience,' 'guilty conscience,' are terms which do
not appear to be used by Cicero, but are common
enough in Seneca and other later writers. But
conscientia (with a genitive case added) not in'
frequently occurs in Cicero with the meaning of a
clear conscience,' which he calls 'fruit' (Phil. ii.
'a
reward' (de Rep. vi. 8), 'a joy' (ad Fam.
114),

and a comfort' (ib. vi. 6, 12).
Conscience the lawgiver valued as a guide.
The Stoic teaching, insisting as it did upon obedience to the Divine reason in the heart, led men
not merely to fear conscience, but to value it
'

v. 7),

—

3.

highly as a director of life. Cicero recognizes conscience as a lawgiver (ad Att. xiii. 20), and so does
the younger Pliny (Ep. i. 22), while the idea is
especially common in Seneca.
Conscience, from
Cicero onwards, is considered a better guide than
public opinion (Cic. de Fin. ii. 71, ad Att. xii. 28
Livy, xxxiii. 28 Pliny, Ep. i. 8, iii. 20 Sen. de
Ben. vi. 42), though it is difficult to decide whether
these are cases of the judging conscience or of the
legislating conscience
indeed, it is impossible to
;

;

;

;

distinct, as a judgment on
of course, a guide to future conduct.

keep these quite
past act
4.

is,

Summary.

— Conscience,

then,

a

was always

acting, but at first it took the form of a strong
feeling of obligation to an external moral law that
was sanctioned by tradition, religion, and the
As the influence of these grew weaker,
State.
men transferred their allegiance to their own hearts,
and realized that they had within them an accuser,
a judge, and a guide. The Stoic doctrine of a
Divine reason immanent in each individual was
a most powerful aid to a clearer conception of
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the writings of Cicero and Seneca,
who were both imbued with Stoicism, afford the
best evidence of the way in which the notion of
conscience developed.
The ethical terms used by the early Greeks
emphasized chiefly the emotional side of conscience
those used by the early Romans laid stress on
moral obligation. Among both peoples the development of the idea of conscience was due to the
decay of the State religion and of the State discipline, and the consequent turning of men's
thoughts inwards but, whereas the Greek philosophers made little use of the popular term t6
avvcid6s, and devoted their energies to improving
the moral ideal according to which conscience
judges, the Roman Stoics appear to have adopted
the term conscientia, and to nave made it express
conscience

;

;

;

more than its Greek equivalent. The Greek
word nearly always stands for a guilty conscience
far

;

the Latin word, although very often associated
with guilt, not infrequently denotes moral selfsatisfaction or the inner promptings of conscience
the lawgiver. Neither word is associated with
the State religion but, while philosophic religion
neglected to <rwci56s, conscientia was naturally
used as an equivalent of the Stoic 'guardian,' the
fragment of Divine reason implanted in the heart
of each individual.
Hence Christianity found in
conscientia a term whose fuller meaning it could
develop by its doctrine of the Holy Spirit accusing, exhorting, and leading into all truth.' But
it should be noticed that the ancients made no
attempt to analyze psychologically the conception
of conscience, which remained to the last popular
rather than philosophic, in spite of its adoption by
Roman Stoicism.
Literature.— C. F. von Nagelsbach, Bomer. Theologies,
;

'

Nuremberg, 1861, Die nachhomer. Theologie des griech. Volksglaubcns, Nuremberg, 1857; W. E. Gladstone, Studies on
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CONSCIENCE

(Jewish).— Conscience is an
essential element in the system of Jewish ethics.
It is the motive power and the last arbiter for the
moral rectitude of man it is the judge, and at
the same time the highest standard by which his
actions in his relation to God and to his neighbours
are measured. Conscientiousness in the fulfilment
of duties is a moral heightening of the principle of
duty, and is the necessary preparation for the
;

virtues of

mercy and

love.

The

principle

of

righteousness which underlies conscience may be
of a purely legal and ceremonial character, whereas
conscience goes beyond simple legal forms, and
springs from higher motives than those of obedience to the law and the performance of ceremonies.
The motive force is a truer conception of the relation between man and God, and the acknowledgment of the principle that human perfection can
be attained only by imitating, as far as human
'
power allows, the ways of God. The hallowing
of life' is the real object of all the laws, and still
more so of the moral injunctions and acts of con-

which supplement them and

science

assist

in

achieving the purpose of making the Jewish
nation a kingdom of priests and an holy nation
s
(Ex 19 ). More than once is the sanctification of
life enunciated in the Pentateuch, and the reason
given is because I am holy.' The holiness of God
is the ultimate reason and explanation of the laws
which would cause man, who had been formed
'

'

'
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'

in the

of God,' to reach a higher standard,

image

and place him almost on a par with the angels
(Ps 8°). As explained by the Rabbis, the various
instances recorded in the Bible of God's direct
communion with the Patriarchs were intended to
teach their descendants how to act. ' Just as God
clothes the naked (Adam and Eve), so should man
clothe the naked
just as God visits the sick
(Abraham), so should man make it his duty to
visit the sick
just as God buries the dead (Moses),
so must man bury the dead just as God comforts
the mourners, so must man comfort the mourner
in
(Gen. rabba, viii., Pirke R. Yehudah, § 25)
fact, all acts of charity and benevolence, all those
duties which a man is bound to perform, not in
virtue of a direct command or a legal prescription,
but prompted by his heart,' are to conform to the
Divine standard and promote the hallowing of life
the sanctification of God's name. And all the
blessings that follow from it peace, happiness,
charity, goodwill, love make man approach the
Divine. The seat of this higher conception of
;

;

;

'

;

'

—

—

—

—

moral duty self-imposed duty, not duty imposed
from without was placed in the heart,' which
stands in Hebrew for mind, sentiment, feeling,
conscience. 1 Hence 'a pure heart,' 'a clean heart,'
as mentioned by the Psalmist, means a clean conscience, a pure mind, a noble conception of duty
fullilled without any other motive than the desire

—

'

of self -sanctification.

In Jewish teaching, however, the legal and the
purely ethical have never been really separated,
but have been treated as concomitant principles.
For, as remarked above, the justification and explanation of the former were sought in the latter,
and both were to lead to the sanctification of life.
Thus we read
And the heart of David smote
him' (1 S 24 6 ). In Isaiah 58 these ethical principles
are summed up in a masterly manner, and show us
the workings of that spirit of holiness in the practical walks of life.
The other books of the Prophets teem with denunciations against hardness
of heart,' harsh treatment of widows, orphans, and
slaves, and dishonest dealings with one's neighbour.
Moral perfection is thus defined by the
8
He hath showed thee, O
prophet Micah (6
what
is good ; and what doth the Lord
man,
require of thee, but to do justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?' 'To
do justly was the particular realm of the mind,
the work of conscience for God's sake, the work
assigned to 'the heart' (cf. Concordance, s.v.
'Heart' ; and the expressions 'with all thy heart,'
'with the whole heart,' etc.).
'

:

'

'

)

:

'

These ethical principles and guides of life, in
addition to the legal prescriptions, found terse
expression in proverbs and maxims, saws of wise
men, and teachings left by venerated persons a
kind of moral compendia like the Books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes.
The authors of some of
the apocryphal books followed these examples, and
the Books of Sirach and the Wisdom of Solomon,
as well as Fourth Maccabees, are nothing other
than such moral compendia. Direct reference to
conscience we find in Sir 42 8 and Wis n 10 11 which
are in the spirit of Jewish ethical teaching. A
special class of ethical literature starts from the
same period, i.e. before the destruction of the
Temple, and it has continued to our day the
literature of Testaments,' or ethical wills of some
great personage. These circulated afterwards far
and wide, and became recognized moral guides
independent of the codes of laws which regulated
the strictly formal mode of life. It would bo out
of place here to discuss the whole range of ethical
teaching hence we must limit ourselves to those

—

'

),

—

'

;

1

Ah

will

be seen, there is no
conscience.

entirely with

'

1

Hebrew word which corresponds

(Jewish)

passages that refer to 'conscience,' uprightness,
moral responsibility, in the daily relations between
man and man references found scattered throughout these books.
brief survey of this branch of
literature, however, is imperative for the historical
sequence of such teachings, and in view of the fact
that ethics had not been reduced to a system, or
split up into sections differentiating the moral
value of one principle as opposed to another. All
stand on the same footing, and demand the same

—

A

There is no room for eclecticism in
attention.
these collections. The oldest example is perhaps
the Testament of Tobias, which emphasizes, as he
had done in his lifetime, the moral duty of burying
the dead one of those pious duties and works of

—

charity which the law does not prescribe, and
neglect of which is not punishable by its letter,
but whose fulfilment was a matter of conscience
for every pious Jew.
More important is the reference (To 14 10 to the History of Achiacharus
(Ahikar), since recovered and restored to its place
at the end of the Book of Tobit. This is a collection of wise maxims and guides to proper deeds
and moral actions, though in the versions preserved it is more in the nature of worldly practical
wisdom of not too elevated a type. Its interest
lies also in another direction
the form of address,
O my son,' etc., is repeated in a large number of
Richer is the
treatises to be mentioned later on.
harvest yielded by the Twelve Testaments, in which
word
conscience occurs for
the
very
apparently
the first time in Palestinian texts Reub. 4 3 Even
until now my conscience causeth me anguish on
account of my impiety (cf. Charles, ad loc. p. 9).
In other testaments the same idea occurs Jud. 205
where the corresponding word is heart,' and simi3
To this category of testamentary
larly Gad 5
teaching the present writer would assign also the
famous collection of the Fathers of the Synagogue,' called 'The Chapters' (Pirke A both) after
)

;

'

'

'

'

:

'

:

,

'

.

'

they had been grouped together in chapters. They
can only be properly understood as such testa-

mentary injunctions, the last wills of the leading
men of the Great Synagogue and their successors
in the high position of spiritual guides and leaders
of the people during the period of the Second
Temple. The authors have been grouped chronologically, and these chains of ethical maxims
served the purpose of being a chain of tradition.
In reality they are the principal ethical teachings
representing the ethical wills of those sages, and as
wills they fall naturally into their place, whilst
hitherto they had been a riddle.
few examples

A

may
'

"

suffice

:

Rabban Gamaliel, the son

of

R.

Judah the Prince, said
the Torah combined with

:

An excellent thing is the study of
moral discipline (derekh eres), for the practice of both causes
sin to be out of remembrance'" (ii. 2).l
'Hillel said
"Judge not thy neighbour until thou art come
into his place '"(ii. 6). According to R. Eleazar, the good way
to which a man should cleave is * the possession of a good
'
and
the evil to be shunned, a wicked heart (ii. 12, 13),
heart,'
where 'hearty no doubt, is to be taken in the Biblical sense.
" Let the honour of
'R. Eliezersaid
thy friend be dear unto
"
'
R. Jose said: " Let the property
thee as thine own
(ii. 14).
"'
of thy friend be dear to thee as thine own
(ii. 16).
Among
those who have no share in the world to come, R. Eleazar the
Muddaite places the man who puts his fellow-man to shame in
is
moral
and
not
the
sin
which
is
to be
It
the
legal
public.
'
shunned, and if committed it is to be expiated by repentance
and good deeds,' as is often repeated here (iv. 16 ; cf. Taylor,
Sayings of the Jewish Fathers-, Cambridge, 1897, ad loc.).
:

'

:

'

Round

this collection

of

maxims grew up a

whole cycle of similar teachings, accretions, and
additions from other sources, and examples drawn
from the lives of other sages. It also was commented upon by the most prominent writers of
One of the oldest is a small
subsequent ages.
Work (or Story) of R.
collection known as the
1 The
phrase derekh ere$ has hitherto been wrongly translated
'

'worldly business.' It can only mean, at least in this passage,
moral discipline,' and one of the later compilations intended to
serve as a moral guide bears the title Derekh eres.
'

'

'
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Judah the Prince' (Ma'aseh E. Yehudah ha-Nasi),
and later on developed into the Chapters of R.
Judah the Prince (1'irkc di Rabbenu lia-lfaddush).
Another is The Will of Eliezer the Great,' or
'The Ways of the Pious' (Savaath R. Eliezer ha'

'

'

gadol, or Orkoth Saddikim), agreeing in manyIt shows
points with the history of Achiacharus.
exactly the same development as other collections
of maxims, apologues, and saws in universal literature, inasmuch as, to one portion, or to a small,
old, and genuine section, other elements of a
similar tendency are added.
The names of the
reputed authors vary, and a compilation ascribed
originally to Talmudic authorities, i.e. Eliezer ben
Hyrkanos, is then transferred to a much later
Eliezer of the year 1050.
The substance, however,
is the same
and most of these collections merely
repeat older materials, increased in later times by
some similar maxims from other sources.
The
burden of the message of these collections is to
seek the judge in one's own conscience, and to find
the punishment for moral guilt in remorse of conscience, in the consciousness of a fall from a moral
height, and in the desecration or profanation of the
Sacred Name. In a much more elaborate manner
the theme is enlarged upon in the Chapters or
Maxims of K. Nathan' (Aboth di B. N.) of the
7th-8th cent., into which much of the accumulated
matter had flowed and in the book called Derekh
Moral Guide (of which two recensions have
eres,
been preserved ' Major and Minor '), and in the
Tanna debe Eliahu, in which the prophet Elijah is
the teacher. The feeling of inner responsibility
for moral faults and the glory in conscientious per;

'

;

'

'

—

'

'

formance of ethical deeds have found in this book
a powerful, and at the same time an elevating,
poetical expression. The way to shun sin, to lead
a pious, modest, exemplary life, full of humility
and charity, and to accomplish the duties of the
heart is here expounded in simple and withal
This book belongs still to the
dignified language.
Talmudic period, and is certainly anterior to the
'

'

>

9th century.
But the postulates of ethical teaching were not
limited to mere maxims, highly appreciated and
honouring to those who had formulated them, but
still of a purely theoretical value.
On the contrary, as far as possible, they were introduced into
the fabric of consistent legislation, and, though
many of the acts in question were not indictable
before the regular tribunal, the conscience and
religious principles of the individual remaining the
ultimate forum before which they could be brought,
some of them at least were brought within the
four corners of the Law, and were made offences
amenable to its rigours.
Starting from the prohibition of oppression, fraud, and violence against
widows, orphans, and strangers (Ex 22 21f -, Lv 19 33 ),
and, more especially, of fraud and overreaching in
business transactions (Lv 25"- 17 And if thou sell
aught unto thy neighbour, or buy of thy neighbour's hand, ye shall not wrong one another';
And ye shall not wrong one another but thou
shalt fear thy God '), the Rabbis have extended
the effects of these prohibitions very far, and have
very clearly defined the principle of overreaching,
and also established the rule that it applied to Jew
and non-Jew alike. They have shown a high conception of moral duty and obligation, and have
applied a lofty standard of moral rectitude in the
of these commands, which are called
interpretation
'
subjects left to the discretion of the heart
the 'heart,' of
{Debdrim ha-mesurim la-lcb
The law is called
course, stands for conscience ').
OncCah, from the hypothetical root of the Heb.
word honuh in the above Biblical passages. They
have made this law very severe, and any deviation
from its strict application makes the sale or pur'

'

;

'

;

'
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To take advantage in any way of
chase void.
favourable legal circumstances, or of ignorance, or
of quibbles, is sufficient to annul the transaction.
Oppression by means of word alono and not by deed is considered even worse than overreaching in the matter of money
'If a man repents, he must not be reminded
(Bab. mes. ' 586)
'
of his sins ;
If a man is a proselyte, he must not be told of his
heathen ancestry, for money can be restored, but spiritual
agony can never be made good.' 'Nor is a man to ask for tho
price of an object unless he has the intention of buying,' for he
is thereby deceiving the vendor, who is unable to read the
man's heart (Mishn. Bab. vies, ch. iv.; see also Lampronti,
Pahad Yi^haff, s.v. Ona'ah ' [the whole of the Rabbinical
literature on the question of overreaching, from the Mishna
down to the 17th cent.]). 'If a man, under a flimsy pretext,
withdraws from a bargain, they say : " May He who obtained
redress (by punishment) from the men of the Flood and the
from
men of the Dispersion (of Babel) be sure to obtain redress
"'
(Mishn.
(i.e. to punish) the man who does not keep his word
Bab. mes. iv. 2). In addition to overreaching, the Sages also
a good opinion under false
inveigh strongly against obtaining
'
pretences, which they call stealing a good opinion (Genebath
Da'ath): 'Of seven kinds of thieves, those who steal a good
opinion [create a false impression in their favour] are the worst,'
for, if they could, they would attempt to deceive the Almighty
He who deceives man by such
(Tosefta, B. Jfamma, vii.).
devices is like unto him who attempts to deceive God (Kallah
rab. fol. 18a).
Do not invite a man to dine with' thee when
thou knowest that he is not then inclined to eat ; * one must
not open a jar of oil or wine pretending to do it in honour of a
guest, if it [has to be opened as it] is already sold to a customer,
and thereby create a good opinion by false appearance of con'
sideration, be it a Jew or a Oentile (IhiUin, 94a ; Shulfyan
Arukh Hoshen Mishpat, ch. 228; and Maimonides in his
Principles of Ethics).
The reason for all these precepts is that they
:

'

'

'

'

'

are inimical to the sanctification of life, and cause,
the defamation of the Divine Name, which are in
the keeping of man's conscience, and left to the
discretion of the heart.'
A queen having lost her jewels, it was announced by royal
proclamation that whoever should find and return them within
'

*

would obtain a rich reward, but if after thirty days,
he would be put to death. R. Samuel b. Sosarti, having found
them, returned them after thirty days. When asked why he
did so, as he was exposing himself to suffer capital punishment,
" If I had returned the
he replied
jewels within the thirty
days, the people would have said that I had done so for the
reward ; I have therefore kept them till now, so as to show,
even at the risk of severe punishment, that one is bound to
"'
return the property found even if it belonged to a Oentile
'
(Jerus. Talm., Bab. mes. ch. ii.). Again, R. Shimeon b. Shet,.ah
bought an ass from an Ishmaelite. When his pupils examined
it more closely, they found a jewel hanging round its neck, and
master, it is a blessing from above, thou
they said to him: "O
"
"
hast become rich
;
whereupon he replied : I bought the ass
and not the jewel," and he returned the jewel to the Ishmaelite
thirty days

:

I

owner

'

(/&.).

would be easy to multiply examples and
maxims of an ethical character from the Talmudic
It

literature.

The Talmudic Sages coined a word for moral
obligation which affords us a glimpse into the
working of their mind. They use the verb hayi/ab,
from the Bibl. root hob, which means material
debt,' and employ it to designate man's moral
indebtedness,' his moral
obligation,' which he
must fulfil, lest by neglect he become 'guilty.'
The moral duty stands at least on a par with his
legal obligations, and most of the ethical duties
mentioned in the Talmud are regularly introduced
by the formula lutyyab adum, 'a man is bound'
(of course by moral conscience) to do this or that.
This formula has since become stereotyped, and is
'

'

'

never used in connexion with legal commandments.
In this ethical Haggada the material is not
arranged according to any system, starting, as it
were, from the fundamental principle of the love
of God or of His Unity, and then deducing from
it those secondary principles which form the subThe teaching was of a purely
ject of a moral life.
the people did not care to follow
practical nature
;

up to its theoretical beginnings. The Bible set
the example. There also the laws and commandments are not arranged in any systematic order,
and some of the fundamental principles are placed
next to matters of relatively minor importance.
At the end of the 9th cent., however, a great
change took place. Under the influence, indirectly
it
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and directly of Arabic, philosophic speculations, the Jews began to develop systems of religious philosophy in which special attention was
often paid to the ethical side of the Jewish faith.
Whilst, in the older period of Hellenism, Jewish
thinkers were influenced by Plato and the Stoa,
such as Philo and the author of thepseudo-Josephus
'On the Rule of the Intellect,' and were more or
less guided by allegorical interpretations of the
Bible, the philosophers of later times were mostly
under the influence of Aristotle and his Arabic
commentators, such as al-Farabi (t950), Ibn SIna
(Avicenna, 1 1038), Ghazali (t 1111), and Ibn Rushd

of Greek,

(Averroes, + 1198), while the purely theological
speculation of the adherents of the Kalam (the
Mutakallimun) also found followers among the

Jews.
Before referring to the Jewish philosophers, it is
of interest to mention a fact hitherto entirely
ignored in connexion with the dissemination of
their moral teachings.
Such collections of maxims
as are mentioned above were also put into verse,
and formed terse epigrams or long didactic poems
—a form better adapted to render them popular,
for the masses do not care for historical or theoretical investigations, and still less for philosophical
justifications of moral conduct.
Fragments of the
ancient saws of Ben Sira were then collected, and
other collections of a similar nature were made.
It is owing to this tendency that about that
period (9th-10th cent.) the Book of Sirach was
re-translated into Hebrew, as the language of
the newly discovered version testifies.
It is the
'
period of Achiacharus' in its modern recension
(Lukman, etc.).
century later no less a person
than the last of the great GionXm of Babylon,
Hai (940-1039), wrote his rhymed didactical poem
Musar Haskel also a kind of moral vade-mecum
adapted to the understanding of the people, and
taught in the schools and otherwise learnt
Erobably
y heart. It agrees also with the will of Eleazar,

A

—

'

'

Achiacharus,

A. few examples must

etc.

suffice.

(Jewish)

and to Wisdom the highest potentiality for good,
and considering that the highest aim is to be
attained by moderation, by the rule of the intellect
over the actions and thoughts of man, while others
incline more to the mystical side.
To the latter
category belongs Behay, the first philosopher to
write a special work on the Duties of the Heart
(such is the title of the book, Hoboth ha-Lebaboth).
'

'

He

human

conscience as the last arbiter
recognizes
and the true inward prompter and guide in all
moral actions which lie outside the specifically
He lays special stress on the
legal injunctions.
elevating and purifying influence of moral consciousness, and therefore leads up to a kind of
religious asceticism or Quietism, by recommending
retirement from life, abstinence, and prayer as
means for attaining perfection. Without being
morbid, he exhibits a high moral sensitiveness,
and has had a lasting influence upon succeeding
generations. One can trace his influence especially

a whole series of subsequent writings.
These philosophical writings, being almost all
composed in Arabic, had to be first translated into
Hebrew, and only then could they gain a wider
circulation.
The writings of Saadya thus reached
France and Central Europe, through the medium
of the Hebrew anonymous translation which was
used by Berechyah ha-Nakdan (second half of
12th cent.) in his two ethical compilations the
'Compendium' and the 'Refiner' (Hibbur and
He
Masref, ed. H. Gollancz, London, 1902).
eliminated the entire speculative part, and retained only the ethical, which he augmented with
excerpts from the writings of Ibn Gabirol, Behay,
and Nissim.
in

—

Of sin and repentance he says
From the passage Hob 14 lr
"
Return, for thou hast stumbled," we learn that we should
have an inward regret at our guilt, and that we should reflect
that our sins have proved unto us a wretched stumbling-block *
He speaks most emphatically of the
(p. 71, ed. Gollancz).
'

-

:

'duties of the heart.' All action rests upon the heart's intention and upon the secret thoughts their study must necessarily
precede the study of the physical, practical performance of the
commandments. And he goes on to relate the following
A pious man once said to his disciples, " If you had no sins
whatever, I should be afraid lest you had something worse
than sins." And they asked, " What can be worse than sins?"
He answered " Insolent
for
is
;

:

'

'

My

my

word

Fear the Lord

and with each of
Forgive the sin and
transgression of thy neighbour, and be ready to accept repentance and regret.'
Be not treacherous or seek strife, and
foster not rebellion" (vv. 75 fl.).
'When thou hearest the
defamation of thy neighbour, cover it up and pretend not to
have heard it' (vv. 88-89).
Wisdom is to walk in the path of
faithfulness and of the fear of God
and true understanding
Be an (honest) judge among thy
(character) is to avoid evil.'
In all thy transactions choose righteouspeople (vv. 114 ff.).
ness
have pity on the poor and miserable, and appoint an
adviser and admonisher to thy soul* (w. 135 ff.).
Let thy heart
(mind) beware of pride (proud insolence)' (168). 'Do not say
to thy neighbour, Conio to-morrow, when thou canst give
as
thou wouldst
to-day give and do not tarry.'
Judge thyself
Judge others '(170).
eon,

thy deeds

{jive

first

praise unto

Is

:

Him

'

(vv. 1. 3).

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

His contemporary Samuel Ha-Nagid imitated

Hai in Spain, in his Ben Ifoheleth ('Son of Ecclesiastes ').
On other didactic poems we need not
dwell.
To return to the Jewish philosophers, we note
that, though they were all bent on finding in
Judaism the highest expression of Divine truth,
and aimed at leading to the highest good, yet they
differed in their definition of the summum bonum
and in the means of attaining it. To cultivate all
the virtues was the road which led to the knowledge of God, and in this knowledge was to be
found the ultimate goal of human perfection, i.e.
Hence sometimes the intellect
nearness to God.
and moral conscience were not clearly distinguished
from one another. This is not the place to discuss
the various systems of ethics evolved by these

Jewish philosophers. It may suffice to point out
that every system of thought among Arabs and
mediaeval Scholastics is to be found among the
Jews.
Of those thinkers some like Saadya,
Gabirol, Ibn Zaddik, and Maimonides— are more
rationalistic, assigning to tho knowledge of God

—

:

written, Every one

it

pride,

that is proud in heart is an abomination unto the Lord"'
(Pr. 16») ( C h. exxii. p. 113 [Heb.]). Very beautiful is the chapter
devoted to 'the heart' (ch. iii. in the Mafref), in which the
author has skilfully collected verses of the Bible, teachings of
the Sages, and philosophical speculations, to show that Reason,
Law, and Tradition demand of a man the performance of those
by which human perfection can be attained, and that
man must be guided by an enlightened understanding and a
pure heart, i.e. by pure conscience.

actions

Of the same way of thinking as Behay was Abrab. Hiy an (middle of 12th cent.), although he
was more emphatic about fasting and repentance
to assuage the pangs of stricken conscience, and to
serve as the means of avoiding sin. Like Behay,

ham

he shows points of contact with the teaching of
Ghazali and of the Sufis (the pure brethren). Of
the Intellectuals, or, better, of those who derive
all the moral
virtues charity, piety, energy,
loving-kindness, love of God, moral rectitude, etc.
from the knowledge of God, and seek the road
to that knowledge in the
middle way,' the most
He enunciates his
prominent is Maimonides.
views in his commentary on the Chapters of the
on
in
the
the
Fathers,
chapters
Knowledge of
God in his great Compendium of the Law, in his
Guide of the Perplexed,' and in other writings.
The problem which agitated the philosophers of
that time, and, one may add, the philosophers of
religion at all times, was that of human free will,
with the concomitant problem of reward and
punishment, of virtue and vice, of human perHe decides unhesitatfection and debasement.
in accordance with the general consensus of
ingly,
Jewish opinion, that man is a free agent in all his
moral actions.
Man's soul is the seat of know-

—

—

'

'

1

'

'

'

CONSCIENCE
ledge, and from it alone emanates the impulse to
action or inaction (Introd. to Aboth, ch. viii.J.
It
is his moral conscience which causes reward or
punishment for deeds which are neither commanded

by the Divine

legislation nor forbidden by it
(Guide, iii. 17, fifth theory). In ch. liii. Maimonides
defines the meaning of the Heh. words hcsed
('lov-

ing-kindness'), mishpat ('judgment'), and seddkah
(' righteousness'), and says of the last:
'The term stddkdh is derived from sedek,
"righteousness."
denotes the act of giving every one his due, and of
showing

It

kindness to every being according as it deserves. In
Scripture,
however, the expression seddkah is not used in the llrst sense,
and does not apply to the payment of what we owe to others.

When

we, therefore, give the hired labourer his wages, or pav
a debt, we do not perform an act of siddkah.
But we do
perforin an act of sfddkdh when we fulfil those duties towards
our fellow-men which our moral conscience
imposes upon us
W h n we heal the wound ot 'he sufferer.
And again:
f ^rj
1 is a kindness
Sldukdh
prompted by moral
and is a
means for attaining perfection of the soul." conscience,
also insists on the
between
i

-

He

harmony

good

action and good thought in the exercise of human
free will the good must be
sought for its own sake
and the evil must be shunned because of its
inherent wickedness, not out of fear of
punishment
or in the expectation of reward (Com. to
Aboth,
i. 3, on the
passage: 'Be like servants who minister to their master without the condition of
receiving a reward '). He rebukes men who, though
they do not possess a certain virtue, yet, appreciating its perfection,
sometimes desire to make others believe that
they possess that
virtue.
Thus people, e.g., adorn themselves with the
poems of
others, and publish them as their own productions.
Also in
:

;

'

various branches of science, ambitious yet
lazy men appropriate
the opinions expressed by other persons, and boast of them
that they have originated these notions
(Guide, ii. 40).
'

And

he condemns men who seek honour at the
expense of others and spread insinuations and
slanderous statements (Hilch. Teshubah, iv.
He is no less emphatic in his condemnation 4).
of
those who try to overreach Jew or
Gentile, or
create a false opinion in their favour. Such men
1
are an abomination before the Lord, for the aim
and object of a moral life is to approach the
Divine.

'Having acquired the true knowledge of God, the knowledge
Hit Providence, and of the manner in which it influences
His creatures in their productions and continued
existence, he
man) will then be determined always to seek loving-kindness, righteousness, and judgment, and' thus imitate the ways
of God' (Guide, iii. 64, ad
cf.
Jer 9i3f).
Jin.
With this
sentence Maimonides concludes hiB Guide.
of

(i.e.

(Jewish)
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was deepened by these books of Musar, in which
the best teaching of the past was
placed before the

readers in as simple a language as could be commanded. Each author, following the bent of his
inclination, laid stress now on one side of the
moral life, now on the other. Thus, some would
exhort to fasting and ascetic
practices; others to
works of unselfish love of God and men others
would teach wisdom, moderation,
patience, and
freedom from passion ; but all were united in the
conviction that
— ~ .......u.4
human .in.
life w
is worthily
n ui ui
lived
when it is placed in the service of vGod, for only
the
benefit of mankind, and for the
glorification of His
name.
man's conscience must be pure, and
every one is equally responsible for thought as for
deed, whether prescribed by the Law or left to the

own

;

—

A

discretion of one's

own

heart, for

God

sees every-

thing, and nothing is hidden from Him. We are,
and ought to be, the judges of our
actions, and to
us is left free choice to decide which
to turn.
What lends special importance toway
this Musar
literature is the fact that most of these books of
Musar were translated at an early date into the
vernacular language for the benefit and instruction
of the middle-class Jews, who were not
sufficiently

acquainted with the Hebrew to read them in the
These books became the literaoriginal language.
ture par excellence of Jewish women
;
they were
translated into the Jewish-German and the JewishSpanish languages, and parts also into Arabic and
Persian, thus becoming real 'household treasures.'
Shabbethai Bass gives a list of no fewer than 120
such books in his
bibliography (Siftliei Yeshenim,
printed in the year 1680, fol. 15aj, exclusive of
the numerous commentaries on the
'Chapters of
the Fathers' (ib. fol. 18a).
A few of the more
prominent may be mentioned, for, besides reminiscences of, and direct
quotations from, the older
literature, the authors have added some more
instructions— personal expressions of their own
conceptions of the duty and moral obligation incumbent on every Jew.
Here, of course, the
notions of the fear of God and the love of God
prevail, for everything must be done out of that
love and for the sake of
hallowing His name by
moral actions, and thereby
sanctifying human

;

The next

period,

which commences almost with

the close of the philosophical era at the end of the
13th cent., shows the deep
impress of those two
streams of thought reaching down from the
past.
>The ethical and the philosophical, the
mystical
and the rationalistic, the purely practical and
the deeply spiritual, moral, and unselfish teaching
were caught up in one current and
gathered into

one stream (cf. Berechyah, above). A new word is
used to denote this new ethical literature— Musar
'Moral Discipline,' foreshadowed in Hai's
poem'
and occurring already in the Proverbs as moral
'

5 n etc.).
teaching' (1=, cf. 4
Henceforward it
denotes 'piety,' 'religious-moral life,'
embracing
the legal in a narrower and the ethical in the

U

largest sense. The works belonging to this period
inculcate the practice of virtue,
honesty, piety
resignation, charity, love of one's neighbour, and
sainthness of life. There is a
psychological reason
for the abundance of such books from the
13th
cent, onwards.
It was the time of the direst
persecution of the Jews in many lands, and, unless
the Sages and teachers of those
generations had
fortified the moral
courage of the harassed and
unfortunate people, every trace of consciousness of
the moral duties of man would have been
obliterated.
The sense of sin and chastisement, of
Divine visitation justified by inward
backsliding,
9 ' ot

co

lr

e to the Ta'rnudic
passages
113a).

i n.^J'l?
J A ?
(BulUn,
94a, and B. kamma,
'

quoted above

Nahmanides, in 1267, writes to his son from Acco a 'moral
which he enjoins, among other
things, that he be
modest and humble: When thou
speakest, benrfthv head and
lift up thine heart
(sursum corda .'), and speak quietly and
consider every man whom thou addressest as beine
greater
than thou art. If he be poor and thou
rich, or thou a greater
scholar than he is, then think that thou art more full
of guilt
or, if he be sinning, that he is
it
out
of
doing
ignorance,'
unintentionally, and not deliberately.
In all thv deeds and
epistle, in

'

•

thoughts remember
the world.

Him of whom

it is

said that His glory fllleth

Jonah of Gerona (+1263), known as the Ilasid and
Kaddosh,
te. Martyr, wrote, in the strain of
Behav, his famous 'Sha'arei
leslmbah, 'Gates of Repentance,' and Sefer ha-Yir'ah, 'Book
of the Fear of God,' where the
feeling of consciousness of the
gravity of sin and the duty of
are

repentance
expounded in a
He says: 'TJiere are people who believe
masterly manner.
that, if you do not transgress anv of the written
laws, you
cannot commit sin, for it is connected with active work
And
yet there is no greater loss for the soul than to
imagine that
purity consists only in not having gone the way of active sin,
and not also in the neglect of the
performance of deeds of
charity and of good works. For the highest perfections can be
achieved only by carrying out
injunctions (which are not
direct legal commandments, but ethical
demands), such as the
exercise of free will, love of
God, contemplation of His lovingthe
kmdness,
recognition of God's ways in His visitation of
man, and, above all, in the sanctifioation of His name by
worship, fear, and by cleaving unto Him'(,«a 'arei Teshubah
u. §§ 14, 17).
Do not pretend that thou art not able to
hy
word or deed, for, if thou refusest, thy strength will help
wane'
'Thou shalt not take a bribe (Ex 23») means also
(to. § ,0).
Thou shalt not allow thy judgment to be influenced by
flatten-,'
for the purity of conscience will
thereby be clouded (ib. § 98).
Almost contemporary with these were Yehudah the Pious in
Germany (12th cent.), and his pupil Eleazar of Worms (t 1"38)
and Yehiel b. Yekutiel in Rome (1278), as well as Moses of
Coucy in France (1233-45), who wrote ethical treatises and
guides for a moral life— the Book of the Pious,' Sefer Basidim
(Yehudah); the 'Perfection of Human
ila'alath
'

'

'

Conscience,'
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and the great Code of Laws, Sefer
hailiddoth (Yekutiel)
Miswoth ha-Gadhol (Moses of Coucy). Each of these men represents a special school of thought. The first two are of a
mystical disposition, Quietists the writer in Rome follows, on
;

;

the whole, the philosophical writers while the codifier of the
Law, like Maimonides, introduces chapters on ethical duties into
Be fair to ever}' one, be he a Jew or a Gentile.
the very Code
Money obtained by sweating the workman, or by buying stolen
Draw the
goods and idols as ornaments, brings no blessing.'
attention of the Gentile to his mistake (in any business transaction); and better live on charity and begging than approwill
be
a
Judaism
of
which
to
the
others,
disgrace
money
priate
and to the Jewish name.' 'Be honest with every one, no
matter to what faith he belongs.' 'Those who clip the coin,
who sell short measure, who practise usury, are a curse and
Do not say, " I will repay
there is no blessing in their money.'
'If any one
evil," but trust in God, and He will help thee.'
has defrauded thee or brought false witness against thee, or has
ruined thee, do not avenge the injustice by doing the same to
'Act in
him.' 'Do not listen to slander' (Yehudah Hasid).
such a manner that thou needst not be ashamed of thyself.'
Keep thine imagination pure, so that thy deeds may be likein
accordance
wise.
Know that the reward from the Lord is
with thy resistance to sin.' 'The highest aim and ambition of
man should be to fulfil tl>e commandments, to sanctify His
name, and to sacrifice himself for God's sake' (Eleazar). 'A
'Be true and
Whoever sows hatred reaps regret."
Sage said
" Let
honest, as our Sages say
your yea be yea and your nay
'
If a Gentile trusts you and relies upon your word, you
nay."
must in all your transactions Justify his confidence and be true
and honest, so that the name of God be sanctified (Yekutiel).
*
Whosoever is a novice in the fear of God shall say every
morning on rising "To-day I will be a faithful servant of the
Lord I will beware of wrath, lying, hatred, strife, and envy I
will not look (lustfully) upon women, and I will forgive those
Whoever forgives is forgiven hard-heartedwho hurt me."
ness and implacability are grave sins unworthy of a Jew'
(Moses of Coucy).
;

1

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

' '

:

:

'

'

:

;

;

'

'

;

The mystical philosophy of religion embodied in
the Zohar, the chief exponent of the later Cabbala, recognizes no less emphatically the call of
conscience. The fulfilment of moral duties is not
only a reward in itself, but it is the main cause of
the harmony of the world and of the uninterrupted
flow of Divine grace from the highest spheres down
to the mundane sphere.
Woe unto the sinners,
for they keep the Divine glory in exile,' is a conThe
stantly recurring phrase.
mystical philosophy
has in this case not contributed to weaken the
moral fibre, and a high tone of ethical loftiness
pervades the pages of the Zohar.
In conclusion, a few wills may now be mentioned.
That of Asher b. Yehiel is of special
interest on account of the fact that his code of the
Law, with slight modifications, is the direct source
of the recognized standard religious Jewish Code.
He died in 1327, and by his will continued the old
tradition, which was carried on to the end of the
18th cent, and even later. Among the authors
are men like his son, Yehudah b. Asher (t 1349),
'

Abraham, and his grandson Sheftel Hurwitz (17th
cent.), and the founder of the sect of the modern
Ifasidim, Israel Ba'al Shem-Tob (end of 18th
cent.).
Differing somewhat in their views on
Divine worship, they are at one in the conception
of moral duty and human responsibility, as lying
not in the fulfilment of legal commandments alone,
but to a greater degree in the performance of
moral obligations for which there is no incentive
by the promise of reward, and no threat of punishment for neglect.
'
Last, not least, the Shining Lamp,'' Menorath
ha-Ma'or, of Israel ben Joseph Alnaqua (t 1391),
the
Reshith IJokhmah.
preserved
partly in
Beginning of Principles of Wisdom,' of Elijah de
Vidas (16th cent.), and the compilation of Isaac
Aboab under the same name, Menorath ha-Ma'or,
contain the gist of the ethical and Haggadic teaching of the Rabbis. Though a rather large volume,
this book has been the household book of Jewry
from the time of its compilation (c. 1300) to the
present day. It has been translated into many
languages, and, together with the Book of Elijah
de Vidas, it is the Golden Treasury.
The love
of one's neighbour, and the principles of moral
rectitude, of moral duty, of the heinousness of
'

(Muslim)

clandestine sin and open hypocrisy, of the happiness -wrought by repentance and a clean conscience,
of loving-kindness and mercy as Divine attributes
to be imitated by man, of moral perfection to be
attained not only by outward ceremonial law or by
fulfilment of prescribed legislation, but by following
the inner voices of the soul and the unwritten
commands of the Divine in man, of the hallowing
of life and the sanctification of the name of God
Its aim is summed
of all this the book is full.
up in exemplifying the words of the prophet, in the
light of Maimonides' interpretation that the highest duty of man is to fulfil acts of hesed, 'loving-kindness,' mishpat, 'judgment,' and sSddkah,
righteousness : Eor 1 am the Lord which exercise

—

'

'

'

loving-kindness, judgment, and righteousness, in
the earth for in these things I delight, saith the
Lord' (Jer 9 s4 ). This has remained the guiding
principle for conscience in Judaism.
:

'

'

Literature.
article, see

—In

addition to the authorities cited

in

the

L. Zunz, Gottesdienstl. Yortrdge der Judenl, Frank-

Ethische Hagada,' also Zur Geschichte und
Literatur,!., Berlin, 1845, p. 122 ff. Sittenlehrer '; D. Rosin,
Ethik des Maimonides, Breslau, 1876 M. Lazarus, The Ethics
of Judaism, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1901-2 ; art. Ethics' in JE
Die Sittenlehrer,' in Jiid. Literat., ed. WinterS. Baeck,
Wiinsche, iii., Treves, 1S96, p. 627 ft. ; I. Suwalski, Hayyei
ha-Tehudi al pi ha-Talmud", Warsaw, 1893.
fort, 1892, p.

103

'

ff.,

'

;

'

;

'

M. Gaster.
(Muslim).— i. Names for the
normal manifestations of the
conscience, whether in individuals or in communities, are to be found in uneasiness about acts
perpetrated in the past, and the desire to make
amends for them, or in refraining from perpetration, on grounds of abstract right and wrong.
These manifestations are to be found among moral
agents with few or no exceptions, but they are not
always labelled with a name. Probably the nearest
equivalent in Arabic is the word al-zdjir, the
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—
phenomenon. The

'

restrainer,' defined as
of the believer, the

'

God's preacher in the heart
cast

therein which

light
to the truth j but it obviously
refers to the second group of manifestations only,
'
and its limitation to Believers is due to the fact
that in a sense, according to the Islamic system,
the unbeliever can do no wrong, as being outside
'

summons him

'

God's covenant. Eor the first group probably the
word sarira, the secret,' i.e. the secret self, would
be the nearest synonym this is the word used
God concerns Himself with your
in the maxim
'

;

'

consciences,' embodied by Omar I. in his InstrucThe modern Islamic languages
tions to a Judge.
employ conventional translations of the European
'

words in Turkish vijdan (properly sensation ') is
employed, in Arabic damir ('the hidden being').
But for the adjective conscientious it is probable
that a paraphrase would have to be used.
The maxim quoted
2. The conscience in law.
above was of the highest importance for the
development of Islam. Whereas St. Paul says,
'he is not a Jew who is one outwardly' (Ko 2*),
the Prophet's doctrine was, he is a Muslim who
is one outwardly,' i.e. who pronounces a certain
formula and pays a certain rate. In virtue of this
principle, and another to the effect that Islam
;

'

'

—

'

was before it, the Prophet's
most stubborn opponents and persecutors might
be admitted to the privileges of Islam without any
atonement for their former conduct being necessary,
or any guarantee that their conversion was dictated
by anything but fear. The phrase 'union of
hearts was applied to the winning overof opponents
cancelled all that

by bribes. The inquisition into people's private
character and opinions, carried on by some Islamic
sovereigns, was in open contradiction to the
Prophet's principles, and confession of secret sin was
so far from bring encouraged by the Prophet, that,
in a tradition of fair authority, he is represented
as doing his utmost to dissuade a man from confess-

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS
In the maxim quoted from Omar the reference
to the credibility of Muslim witnesses, into

ing.
is

which no inquiry may be made. Provided they
are not notorious evil-livers— a term which is
On the
clearly defined all Muslims are credible.

—

other hand, to religious performances the maxim
And Omar
'acts are by their intentions' applies.
held that the Divine power would intervene to

expose cases of shameless hypocrisy which would
seriously interfere with the course of justice.
So
3. Conscience as a guide to the individual.
far as the conscience is identical with the moral
sense, or instinctive notions of right and wrong,
the Prophet's system took little account of it
indeed, its tendency was to make the Prophet's
revelations and practice the sole source whence
knowledge of right and wrong could be obtained.
His followers constantly handed their consciences
over to his keeping, being unwilling to set their
The fact that he claimed
opinion against his.
obedience only in Ileitis et honestis shows that he
did not really claim the infallibility which logic
compelled his followers to ascribe to him. That
for, if the right
logic was, however, irresistible
of private judgment were once allowed, clearly
people could not be compelled to accept Islam at
all.
Although, then, there are occasional attempts
at basing a system of ethics on either reason or
the natural sense of right, these are not really in
accordance with the spirit of the religion. The
reference is regularly to the Qur'an, the practice
of the Prophet, and the sayings of his followers
'Whoso makes them his model goes right' is a
common saying. The scope allowed to the con-

—

;

;

:

by Muslim writers is
by the maxim noblesse
So the formula, I appeal from you to
i.e.
'your better self,' is occasionally
yourself,'
science in private affairs
similar to that indicated

'

oblige.

Hence the word abiy\f, refusing,' is often
applied by poets to a soul which declines of itself
to enter humiliating courses.
In Oriental despot4. The public conscience.
isms the sovereign does not, as a rule, pay much
regard to public opinion, and it might be hard to
find any case in Muslim history in which the
conduct of the sovereign had been of itself actively
resented
neither parricide nor fratricide, deheard. 1

kings,' and the maxim, 'even in your conscience
curse not the king
Ec 10 20 ), represents the prevail'

(

ing practice.

Noteworthy manifestations of the conscience.
Although the lives of the Muslim sovereigns, as
told by their chroniclers, frequently, if not ordi-

—

5.

narily, display absolute ruthlessness, yet in their
relations with those persons who
the part of

playea
the Hebrew prophets, conscientiousness seems to
have been the rule rather than the exception.
Cases in which the sovereign, however arbitrary,
permitted himself to be rebuked by a saint, and even

A

followed the saint's advice, are quite common. 1
might even denounce the doings of a Khalif
from the pulpit. 2 The following anecdote of the
Ghaznavid Mahmud b. Sabuktakin illustrates the
conscientiousness of an Oriental despot.
traditionalist was summoned to repeat edifying matter
before the Sultan.
The man commenced his
discourse before he had been asked, and a slave
was told to box his ears. The blow rendered the
preacher permanently deaf. The Sultan was deeply
distressed at this result, and offered abundant
the traditionalist declined
gifts in compensation
them all, saying he would accept nothing but what
had been taken from him, the power of hearing.
Requests from the Sultan for pardon were met
merely with a reference to the final judgment.
To this stubborn reply the Sultan answered with
an embrace. 3
There is a considerable literature on the desirinner man,' of which
ability of cleansing the
Ghazali's
Scrutiny of the Hearts
may be
mentioned as an example. 1
saint

A

j

'

'

'

Literature. — This

is

'

—

;

bauchery, nor even heresy, appears to have of
stirred up such indignation among the

itself

subjects as to cost a sovereign his throne. The
assassination of the monster al-Hakim, the Fatimid
Khalif (A.D. 1021), seems to have caused more
-indignation than his long catalogue of atrocities.
Cases are therefore of interest in which concessions
are made by the sovereign to the public conscience,
to the extent of salving it ; for such concessions
imply that the sovereign thought it worth salving.

A

fiction with which we meet in Egyptian history
more than once is the discovery of buried treasure,
enabling the sovereign to build a mosque there
being a doubt whether the Muslims would attend
worship in one which had been built out of illgotten gains. The murder of a brother was occasionally explained in an official document as an

—

accidental death, 2 etc. ; but, on the other hand,
clever usurpers not infrequently gathered followers
by stirring up public indignation against those

whom they wished to overthrow. The Umayyad
and' Abbasid dynasties both won their first triumphs
in this way.
It was at times thought worth while
to murder a saintly man and make it appear that
a sovereign had perpetrated the crime, with the
view of getting him dethroned.' Similarly, in our
time there have been suspicions of atrocities being
engineered in the Ottoman empire for the purpose
('
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of rousing the conscience of Europe.
The bestinformed political writers in the Kast insist on the
'
maxim, the people follow the religion of their

1
Yaqut, Diet, of Learned Men, ed. Margoliouth, 1910, vol. v.
Life of Ibn al-'Amid ').
2 Ibn
al-Athir, Ix. 161 (Cairo, 1303).
» lb. Ix. 29.

given in the article.
D. S. Margoliouth.

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS.-Conscientiousness
(from 'conscience' [q.v.]) may be described as an
attitude within the moral life, a source of virtue,
rather than one of the virtues. Judgment, with
its intellectual reference, and integrity, with its
emotional reference, are involved, imparting direction to conduct, and tending strongly to the adaptation of habit on the basis of new values.
Developed morality presupposes two main groups
of elements which interact with each other. These
are the objective and the subjective, often termed
the universal (or social) and the individual (or personal). The former consists of customs and usages,
of conventions, observances, and legal or quasi-

legal codes, of social and political institutions.
All, in turn, are integral to a cultural organization such as a race, a people, or even an epoch. The
latter, though inseparable from the former, consists of the peculiar contribution resultant upon

the reaction of individuals to the norms of the

So long as this response remains
unconscious or unrenective, personal character
misses complete distinctiveness, and tends to keep
the level of the general, customary average. But

social unity.

when, thanks to a subtle admixture of intellect
and emotion, men place themselves in a reflective
attitude towards the norms of the communal spirit,
conscientiousness supervenes, and obligation acquires an enhanced, because positively recognized,
influence upon character.
'

Conscientiousness, then, is reflective intelligence grown into
character. It involves a greater and wider recognition of obligation in general, and a larger and more stable emotional
response to everything that presents itself as duty as well as
the habit of deliberate consideration of the moral situation and
of the acts demanded by it '(J. Dewey, Outlines of a Critical
Theory of Ethics, 1891, p. 200).
;

In a word, conscientiousness
-

1

e.g. Tabari,

8
*

Yaqut, Diet, of Learned Men,

iii.

668.

Mukashafat al-qulub, Cairo,

is

marked by the

JRAS,
v.

1323.

1907, p. 309.
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presence of a reinforced requirement of conscience,
and by the effort to meet it. Yet, even so, the condition of moral anxiety, accompanied by habitual
introspection, can hardly be accepted as an equitable account of the matter.
This view savours
too much of temporary circumstances, associated,
'
say, with such supposititious entities as the Nonconformist conscience,' the
New England conscience,' or the like.
Possibly the Puritan strain
led Green to formulate his over-subjective analysis
'

:

'

There remain the cases (1) of reflexion on past actions of our
own, (2) of consideration whether an act should he presently
done, which it rests with ourselves to do or not to do. In both
these cases, the question of the character or state of will which
an action represents may be raised with a possibility of being
answered. Given an ideal of virtue ... a man may ask himself, Was I, in doing so and so, acting as a good man should,
with a pure heart, with a will set on the objects on which it
should be set ? or again, Shall I, in doing so and so, be acting
as a good man should, goodness
being understood in the same
sense?
The habit in a man of raising such questions about
himself as those just indicated, ia what we have mainly in view

—

.

.

.

when we call him conscientious {Prol. to Ethics, 1883, p. 322 f.).
But conscientiousness is not to be identified with
conscience in its extreme form of self-reflectiveness,' which investigates with the searching power
of an expert, in order to discover the slightest deflection from what it holds to be good. It is because
of its personal or individual character that it is
able to put forward a claim to independence of the
State or of any social order (S. Alexander, Moral
'

'

'

'

Order and Progress, 1889, p. 157 f.). Accordingly,
one may accentuate the subjective aspect of conscientiousness readily, and thus minimize the objective reference.
If it be reduced to a mere analysis
of internal moods, it may very well indicate weakness rather than strength of character.
The Bimply ethical temper is related to spiritual productiveness as mere good taste is to creativeness in poetry and art.
With so circumspect a step it makes no way ; and, though it
*

never wanders, never flies.

Forever occupied in distinguishing,
acquires the habit of fear instead of love nay, above all
Its maxims are maxims of avoidance,
things, fears to love.
which shape themselves into negatives, and guard every avenue
with the flaming sword of prohibition, "Thou shalt not" In
apprehension of possible evil, it dares not surrender itself to
any admiration and fling itself into unrestrained action for any
haunting end : the admiration must first be scrutinized, till it
has cooled and its force is gone ; the end in view is traced
through a thicket of comparisons, till it is lost in the wood.
Nothing, accordingly, is more rare than a character at once
balanced and powerful, judicial and enthusiastic ; and faultless
'
perception is apt to involve feeble inspiration (James Martineau,
Types of Ethical Theory'', 1886, ii. 00).
it

—

Thus the division of opinion regarding conscientiousness has its roots in the two groups of elements
inseparable from morality. If the objective factor
be emphasized, knowledge of social demands, or
insight into their nature, is viewed as the dominant
feature.
If, on the other hand, emphasis be laid
on the subjective factor, self-examination, with
anxiety about personal moods and feelings, assumes
primary importance.
In the Greek world, where our sense of conscientiousness had not developed, but where 'wisdom'
{irotpla, niveau, not yet ovrdonas) played a parallel
role, the community-aggregate of
predispositions
and tendencies in the realm of values
(cf. Grote,
Plato and the Other Companions of Sokrates, 1865,
i.
249) furnished plentiful material which was regarded as neither good nor bad. The wise man
was likened to an artist, who shaped this raw stuff
into the masterpiece of a model life. For
example,
'

'

1

Aristotle presents us with the general type of a subtle and
Bhifting problem, the solution of which must be worked out
afresh by each Individual in each particular case. Conduct to
him is a free and living creature, and not a machine controlled
by fixed laws. Every life is a work of art sliapod by the man
who lives it'(0- I'- Dickinson, The Greek View of Life*. 1907.
p. 137).

Accordingly, paradox though it may seem, virtue
was knowledge, in the sense that the superior, and
therefore thoughtful, citizen superimposed a conscious (reflective) attitude
upon the traditional
custom of the ToXirela. In this way the
'higher
law' of wisdom was made manifest.
But, leaving

the imperfect Socratics out of account (cf. Cynics,
Casuistry), it bore rather upon group-norms than
upon the independent conscientious judgment of
the individual. The internal thrust of the prinhad to await Stoicism and the Christian conciple
'

'

sciousness.

Nevertheless, the classical moralists of Greece
did originate the idea of inward principle, of individual reaction upon the cultural situation, with
the result that, consequent upon profound civil
vicissitudes, the Stoic conception of conscience,'
based on the independence of the wise man,' grew
up and acquired fixity. In this way, dynamic progress in morality, as contrasted with static custom,
was enlivened not, however, without pathological
accompaniments, because the restraints of the old
'

'

—

society weakened. Despite this, two heritages had
been prepared for the Christian consciousness the
conception of inner principle, mediated individually ; and the doctrine that, in the sphere of
morality at least, whatever might be said of religion, this inward principle must be adjudged by the
mind.
Thus the contrast between the two elements the objective or social and the subjective
or individual took definite shape. And successive
conceptions of conscientiousness witnessed, if not a
struggle, then a lack of balance, between them.
Atone time, as in the mediaeval view of 'prudence,'
the objective tended to assert itself ; at another,
as in the Puritan emphasis on 'righteousness,' the
subjective exercised primacy. In a word, men constructed their description of the source of virtue
on the basis of current relative evaluation of the
:

—

—

virtues.

The very fact, then, that the Christian consciousness has substituted 'conscientiousness' for the
'
wisdom of the Greeks and this finally suffices
to show that the internal and individual had won
full recognition.
The conscientious man must use
discernment, according to the inward principle,
with reference to the norms of social custom. Moral
progress and initiative pivot upon this. On the
other hand, this initiative is concerned about these
same customs to discover how they may be preserved lively. And yet, of necessity, this process
means that, because they are subjects of concern
and of consequent new estimate, they must alter.
Conscientiousness, then, may be described as
genuine concern, mediated intelligently, for all
such values. This cannot but result in approval
and disapproval ; and these attitudes are traceable
in part to emotional convictions about an inward
ideal.
So far as the conscientious man has made
this ideal his own, being able to say,
This one
thing I do,' it has become the way and the truth
for him.
in
the
conscientiousissue,
Accordingly,
ness turns out to be an energetic pursuit of an
individual-social ideal an ideal that appeals to
emotion mainly through objective associations,

—

'

—

—

'

'

'

—

and to

intellect

mainly through intelligent per-

sonal reactions to those associations.
The conscientious man is at once responsive to social
achievements and ends, and considerate of the one
principle whereby these ends are relegated to their
due places in a harmonious whole. He feels that
his own goodness is bound up with that of others,
hence personal assertion of the norm as he envisages
it
he knows that his own progress must depend
ultimately upon the clearness of his apprehension
of the inward
Thus reflective insight,
principle.
on the basis of affective conviction, grasping and
transforming group-norms, constitutes the moral
Por this
attitude known as conscientiousness.
reason, the latter is held to be the source and
It serves itself the central
guardian of virtue.
factor to be reckoned with in an active moral con;

sciousness.

Rut, further, this implies that conscientiousness
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the concrete processes "states" or "modifications" of this
we make
abstraction, just as in dealing with physical things
abstraction of their common properties under the name of
"matter," and then talk as if the things themselves were
are
there
matter."
physical
of
"forms
Properly speaking,
such things in
things and there are minds, but there are no
the actual world as "matter" and "consciousness," and we do
well to avoid using the words when we can help it' (Elements of
of
Metaphysics, p. 79 n.). In the text, with all the emphasis
insist that if by
italics, Taylor sayB " We cannot too strongly
" self-consciousness is meant a cognitive state which is its own
and
it is a psychological impossiis
no
such
there
thing,
object,
as self-consciousness.
bility that there should be any such thing
No cognitive state ever has itself for its own object. Every
itself
cognitive state has for its object something other than

Otherwise,
is characterized by disinterestedness.
it would not include a concrete estimate of the
here
Self-assertion
action.
an
of
entire import

For by
self-forgetfulness.
this quality the self-reference of conscientiousness
is merged in a larger whole.
So, if this quality be
find a place in
emphasized, conscientiousness may
the list of virtues. It would then stand as the chief
of the cardinal virtues, thus becoming more or less

becomes a species of

'

:

identical with what modern moralists have termed
the 'good will.' This implies that it is the guarantee, not of mental acumen or of esthetic taste,
but of goodness realizing itself throughout the
entire circle of a life which, in turn, draws sustenance from the norms of the community. In
these norms the conscientious man discovers new
stimuli to the inner principle. But the necessity

'

(i6. p. 79).

Taylor makes short work of consciousness and
we took his view, the writing of an article on
;

if

consciousness might be dispensed with. But, as
we are hardly able to conceive what is meant by a
is somecognitive state which has an object which
for reflexion rules out supposititious automatic
thing other than itself, we may be permitted to go
deliverances of an equally supposititious internal on.
It is scarcely consistent with the ordinary use
tribunal'
'conscience.' Briefly, vital interest in of
language, and certainly quite inconsistent with
the good, as the principle reveals it, at once sets the use of
psychological language, to speak of a
the conditions of their solution.
and
points
problems,
cognitive state in active relation with an object.
Fusion of sober judgment with earnest aspiration, For whom is the state, and who is aware of it?
and fusion of restraint, mediated socially, with But this
question may be better discussed at a later
fervent desire, both passing over into will, constiMeanwhile it may be safely said that the
stage.
tute the modern counterpart of the Greek 'wisdom.' word consciousness denotes some phase or aspect
And this species of ethical apperception which of our mental life, and that it is not identical with
also
imports our experience into a moral order, and
any of the other aspects which we apply to partiperceives that it is originated from a moral order, cular mental processes or states. It is not feeling,
is
the
It
is true conscientiousness.
pre-requisite nor is it willing, nor is it thinking; but these
and accompaniment of any end which moral beings states or processes have this at least in common,
can adopt for the completion of their well-being. that
The contrast
they are conscious states.
Hence its inevitable relation to questions which does not lie between feeling and consciousness,
pass over into the field of religion.
or between willing and consciousness, or between
See also Conscience, Ethics (Christian), Wisthinking and consciousness. The contrast lies bedom.
tween consciousness and unconsciousness. For the
Literature. — Besides the works mentioned in the text, see
characteristic of every mental state, or of every
iii. ch. iv.,
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What is consciousness? processes, and states come and go ; they cluster toFrom the dawn of modern philosophy the question gether, they occupy our attention, and they seem
has been discussed, and psychology and philosophy to pass into the unconscious. It is natural that the
have endeavoured to find a reply. The answers scene of their appearance should be likened to a
have been very various, but we may not summarize theatre, and that, while they have passed from the
them in this article. To summarize those given scene, they should have a sort of existence behind
from the time of Descartes onwards would be to the scenes. It may be well to quote the classic
And at illustration of Hume
write a history of modern philosophy.
inFor my part, when I enter most intimately into what I call
present the question is more widely and more
myself, I always stumble on some particular perception or
discussed than ever before. Some
'

—

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

i. ,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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:

'

philo-

cisively

sophers and psychologists
ing the name altogether,
results of the analysis of
For
of their philosophy.
writes

almost insist on discardwhile others make the
consciousness the whole
example, A. E. Taylor

:

perhaps the place to add the further remark that, if
we would be rigidly accurate in psychological terminology, we
very expression "consciousness" or "states
ought to banish the
"
of consciousness
from our language. What are really given
in experience are attentive processes with a certain common
'

This

is

We abstract this character and give it the name
character.
"
of
consciousness," and then fall into the blunder of calling
VOL. IV. 4

—

other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or
a perpleasure. I never can catch myself at any time without
ception, and never can observe anything but the perception.
When my perceptions are removed for any time, as by sound
so long am I insensible of myself, and may truly be said
sleep,
not to exist.

And were

all

my

perceptions removed by death,

I neither think, nor feel, nor see, nor love, nor hat*,
after the dissolution of my body, I should be entirely annihilated, nor do I conceive what is further requisite to make me a
perfect non-entity. If any one, upon serious and unprejudiced
reflexion, thinks he has a different notion of himself, I must

and could

All I can allow him
I can reason no longer with him.
Be may be in the right as well as I, and that we are
He may, perhaps, per*
essentially different in this particular.

confess
is, that
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ceive something simple and continued, which he calls himself;
though I am certain there is no such principle in me.
But, setting aside some metaphysicians of this kind, I may
venture to affirm of the rest of mankind, that they are nothing
but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, which succeed
each other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual
flux and movement. Our eyes cannot turn in their sockets without varying our perceptions. Our thought is still more variable
than our sight; and all our other senses and faculties contribute to this change ; nor is there any single power of the soul
which remains unalterably the same, perhaps for one moment.
The mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively

make

their

appearance

;

pass, re-pass, glide away,

and

in an infinite variety of postures and situations.
There
properly no simplicity in it at one time, nor identity in different whatever natural propension we may have to imagine that

mingle
is

;

and identity. The comparison of the theatre must
not mislead us. They are the successive perceptions only that
constitute the mind ; nor have we the most distant notion of the
place where these scenes are represented, or of the materials of
which it is composed (Hume's Works, ed. Green and Grose,
Lond. 1009, i. 534 f.). Or, again, a little further on
What we
call mind is nothing but a heap or bundle of different perceptions united together by certain relations, and supposed, though
a
certain
and
be
endowed
with
to
identity.'
falsely,
simplicity
simplicity

'

'

:

It is a curious passage, and the more we study
it the more curious it appears.
There is the suggestion of a theatre, so often made since by other
and
no
sooner
is
it
made than it is
psychologists,
withdrawn. Yet it has fulfilled its aim. It has
directed our attention to the stage, and has so far
served its purpose. But a theatre suggests a stage,

and players, and spectators.

These suggestions,

somewhat inconvenient, and raise
awkward questions. So we are told that 'the
of
the theatre must not mislead us.'
comparison
however, are

For

'

the successive perceptions only that
constitute the mind.'
One is compelled to ask,
What is a perception, and what is a succession?
Above we were told that several perceptions sucit

is

'

—

cessively make their appearance
pass, re-pass,
glide away, and mingle in an infinite variety of
postures and situations.' The perceptions make
their appearance to whom ? Hume had formerly
spoken of 'what I call myself.' So it is to what

—

that the perceptions appear, and
the passing, re-passing, and other movements
are perceived by himself. And yet the mind that
perceives, that looks on at the gliding show, is
nothing but the bundle or collection of different
perceptions. Is the mind aware that it is a bundle ?
Or that it is a collection? Whence came the
bundle or collection? And how does it recognize
itself to be a unity?
In the passage before us,
Hume is unable to state his argument without the
implication, in every sentence, of what he formally
denies.
He is in the presence of a unique fact
the fact of a succession of perceptions which recognizes itself as a bundle or collection. How is it so ?
We are careful to state it in his own language, for
that language implies the unity of the conscious
subject to which all the gliding appearances are
referred.
It would appear that we are face to face
with a unique kind of thing a thing which seems
at the same time to be knower and known, actor
and spectator, a show and the spectator for whom
the show is. For all these passing, re-passing, and
gliding appearances, so felicitously described by
Hume, had an existence only for himself; anil,
while other people may have similar experiences,
these particular experiences were for him alone.
And he was something more than the bundle of
perceptions, he was the self for whom the perceptions were. We do not require here to discuss the

he

calls himself

all

—

—

relation of

body and mind

(see

BODY ami WIND,

Brain and Mind, Mind), or of physiology and
psychology. Nor can we dwell on the attempts
to deduce (he unity of consciousness from the unity
of the nervous system.
There is a parallelism between the growth of mind and the growth of an

organized nervous system.
Physiology has often
given useful hints to psychology. There are. parallels between the evolution of the organism and the

evolution of consciousness. But, while that is so,
the fact of consciousness remains without parallel,
and its nature must only be described and not exIt is interesting, for example, to follow
plained.
Herbert Spencer through his works setting forth
the Synthetic Philosophy, from the First Principles, through Biology and Psychology to Sociology and Ethics. It is of special interest to mark
the description of the origin and growth of these,
and then to notice how psychology enters in. After
he has described the evolution of the nervous system, he seeks to correlate the stages of evolution

with a corresponding mental growth.

Whence

consciousness?
'

In

did

higher forms, instinct

it

How

about

come?

probably accompanied by ft
rudimentary consciousness. There cannot be co-ordination of
many stimuli without some ganglion through which they are
all brought into relation.
In the process of bringing them into
relation, this ganglion must be subject to the influence of each
must undergo many changes. And the quick succession of
changes in a ganglion, implying, as it does, perpetual experiences
of differences and likenesses, constitutes the raw material of
its

is

—

consciousness. The implication is that, as fast as instinct is
developed, some kind of consciousness becomes nascent' (Psychology, Lond. 1885, sect. 195).

So far we obtain only a raw material of conand some kind of nascent consciousness.
Another passage from the Psychology seems to show
how a consciousness must arise

sciousness

:

—

'
Separate impressions are received by the senses by different
parts of the body. If they go no further than the places at which
they are received, they are useless. Or, if only some of them
are brought into relation with one another, they are useless.

That an effectual adjustment may be made, they must be all
brought into relation with one another. But this implies some
centre of communication common to them all, through which
they severally pass and as they cannot pass through it simultaneously, they must pass through it in succession. So that,
as the external phenomena responded to become greater in
number and more complicated in kind, the variety and rapidity
of the changes to which this common centre of communication
is subject must increase
there must result an unbroken series
Hence the
of these changes, there must arise a consciousness.
progress of the correspondence between the organism and its
environment necessitates a gradual reduction of the sensorial
changes to a succession and by so doing evolves a distinct
consciousness a consciousness that becomes higher as the succession becomes more rapid and the correspondence more com;

—

—

;

'

plete (sect. 179).

It is interesting to note how, in the description
of the process, Spencer is constrained to assume,
as in existence, the consciousness whose genesis
He speaks of ' perhe is seeking to describe.
petual experiences of differences and likenesses'
in the ganglion through which the numerous
If these exist, then
stimuli are co-ordinated.
we submit that the work supposed to be effected

by consciousness is already being done. If these
stimuli can be co-ordinated by a ganglion, what is
the need of a consciousness to do a work already
As we read on, the
sufficiently provided for?
The impressions received by
wonder increases.
the senses must be adjusted, and the adjustment is
made through a centre of communication through
which they pass in succession. But this centre,
through which the impressions pass in succession,
does a business which is ever on the increase, and,
in order that its work may be done, a consciousness
must arise. Why? As a matter of fact, a consciousness has arisen something which is aware of
the various changes within itself, which also has a
certain powerof intervention. Butin the description
of the whole process no place is left at which a consciousness can enter in. Hither one must hold that
consciousness has been implicitly present from the
the terms
beginning, or it can never appear on
assigned to its entrance by Spencer.
That there is a relation between consciousness
and the nervous states of the organism is unquestionable.
But the origin and character of that relationship arc not sufficiently described by Spencer.
From the above account of the origin of consciousness, it appears as altogether a superfluous addition
The work of co-ordination
to a nervous system.

—

has been already accomplished, and has, iudeed,

CONSCIOUSNESS
automatically proceeded until the stimuli have
learned how to pass through a centre, and to pass
in orderly procession.
Yet, on the whole, consciousness is greatly needed in the system of Spencer.
For 'all mental action whatever,' we are told a
definable as the continuous
differentiation and integration of states of conAre the states of
sciousness' [op. cit. ii. 301).
the states of the
consciousness determined
little

further on,

'

is

by
Are they part of the integration and
matter and motion ? Or is there
only a parallelism between the two? Is psychophysical parallelism the ultimate word on the
Or is the conrelationship between the two ?
sciousness simply an epiphenomenon, a mere acin
the
metaphor of Huxley, is
companiment, or,
organism ?

differentiation of

it

simply the ticking of the clock which

for its function

is

mistaken

t

Leaving on one side the questions of the origin
of consciousness as unanswerable, and the further
questions of the relations of mind and body as too
large for our proper theme, let us ask, What is
really meant by conscious life, or, in other words,
by consciousness ? As we reflect on what happens
when we attend to the processes of our inner life,
we note three main characteristics: (1) There is

the fact of change without change, or without
the entrance of a new fact into consciousness, there
;

is

no consciousness.

Continued sameness would

mean unconsciousness.

(2) There is the preservation
or reproduction of previously given elements, with

some connexion between elements formerly given
and those that are new. (3) There is the inward
In the stream of the inner
life there are always present those three factors.
Thus synthesis is the fundamental fact of all consciousness. But the synthetic activity of consciousness has always a certain end in view. This will
become abundantly clear as we look at the mental
attitude towards an object. This attitude is threefold, corresponding to the three aspects of mental
Consciousness is always occupied with
activity.
some object. It is not needful to define the object
for our present purpose.
But, be it what it may,
unity of recognition.

an object of knowledge we seem to know
or to know something about it. (2) It brings

(1) it is
it,

;

us in some
tend to alter it, transform it, take
and
master
it.
desire
to have
of
it,
possession
a clearer view of its character, or to make it serve
our purpose. An object is thus related to us in
to us

way.

some pleasure or pain
(3)

We

;

it affects

We

three ways and these three are the fundamental
aspects of conscious activity knowing, feeling, and
striving, which are three aspects of the same mental
state, not to be separated from each other, not to
be thought of as successive in time, but elements
of one concrete experience.
From any of these
points of view we arrive at the conclusion of the
unity of the subject, which recognizes all these
attitudes as its own.
Cognition, recognition, or
any other name descriptive of the cognitive attiThe
tude, presupposes the unity of the subject.
feeling of pleasure in activity, or of pain in the
interruption of the activity, presupposes a central
point into relation with which the changing elements of consciousness are brought. Similarly,
it may be shown that all conative activity presupposes the unity of the subject, for it is the attempt
to bring the object into harmonious relations with
the other objects formerly or presently held toj

—

gether in our experience.
of view, as we look at
the living, moving, thinking, willing, concrete being,
we are presented with the fact of a unitary consciousness, of a real self, capable of a real experience.
Yet it has been possible for systems to be
constructed, theories of knowledge to be promulgated, psychological theories to be set forth, and

Thus from many points
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views to be argued, from which personalism has
been excluded, and all reference to self and the
unity of the self avoided. It is worth while to see

The possibility of it
this has been possible.
has not been without advantage in the interests of
What does science desire to accomplish ?
A man of science does not know anything, does
not desire to know anything, save the objects in
He seeks to
their causal relation to one another.
look at things as parts of Nature, strives to construct and to model them until he has arranged
them in their sequence as causes and effects. He
strives to find the linkages, and, when he has
linked all things together in a scheme which seems
to include the whole, he is satisfied with his work.
But, in order to fulfil this purpose, he has to make
himself a martyr to science. He is no longer a man
with his will and his purpose, a living, breathing
man with a life of his own he has become what
we may call an abstract spectator, a consciousness
which simply becomes aware of the ongoings and
the linkages of the energies of the universe. Such
a personality is not a real man. The standpoint of
He
the spectator involves certain abstractions.
has put aside all interests, all living attitudes, and
all the varied manifoldness of his concrete life, and
has converted himself into a mere onlooker, whose
whole aim is to understand the ways in which
It is so far an artithings are linked together.
ficial attitude, but in this abstraction from all that
relates to personal will and purpose lies the enormous strength of the scientific attitude. It enables
the onlooker to i egard the processes of the world
as the outcome of laws, to bring them into relations,
to master them, and harness them to the fulfilment
In fact, the scientific spectator
of his purposes.
who desires simply to know and to master the
system of the world, abstracts altogether from his
own life-interests, even from his own individuality,
becomes merely a spectator of processes which are
not for this individual or for that, but the same for
every one. Further, not only does he abstract from
how

science.

;

-

personal interests and from

all individual prohe finally comes to abstract from the
of
the
knowing subject itself, and to look
activity
at the world as a system complete in itself, and
independent of any subject. This mere abstract
all

clivities,

knower, who has detached himself from every

characteristic, attitude, and interest,
who simply watches the processes of Nature and
registers them, is a useful creature for many purposes, but he can scarcely be taken as a complete
and adequate representative of what consciousness,
or self-consciousness in the fullness of its concrete

personal

being, means.
Science must proceed after the fashion described,
But we ought to remind
to do its work.
ourselves of the limitations prescribed by this attitude. In particular, we are not to put this abstract
spectator, who has reduced himself to the stature
of a mere spectator, in the place of the living man.
The synthetic unity of apperception, to use Kant's
phrase, may be all that is required for the purposes
of explaining and describing the world, but this
abstract attitude of the subject is not sufficient
when we seek to speak of consciousness or of selfconsciousness as it is in living experience. In the
science of psychology we have also to assume this
abstract attitude. Before the psychologist are the
if it is

perceptions and thoughts, the feelings and emotions, the judgments and volitions, which he is to
He is well aware that the
study and describe.
only key to the understanding of them lies within
himself.
No one save himself is aware of these
conscious states, so far as they are his own. They
are for him part of his own individual experience,
and no one else has these particular experiences.
But he has to take them as typical, and the subject
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which has the experience becomes an abstract de-

tached subject, a spectator who stands outside of
the skull of everybody, and is supposed to have the
manifold life of every conscious subject open to his
It is necessary to make these abstractions
gaze.
to make them is indispensable for the solution of
particular problems, and helps us to attain to that
mastery of the world which is essential for the
fulfilment of the tasks of life.
It is not needful to
quarrel with the abstract attitude of every science,
or to accuse it of wilful neglect of many elements
in conscious life our quarrel arises only when these
special scientific aspects are set forth as complete
and exhaustive accounts of the world.
To deal rightly with the question of consciousness which we have in hand, we must not be
content to regard it as it appears in abstract
science merely as that which is aware of the
processes of the world's ongoing, or merely as the
abstract subject which meets us in psychological
To neglect the subject and all its inditreatises.
;

;

—

vidual experiences, hopes, fears, and wishes, is quite
right on the part of the physicist, the chemist, and
the naturalist and so to exclude the individual,
and to declare that biography forms no part of
psychology, is quite legitimate when the psychologist is seeking to understand the process of
consciousness in general.
But if the aim is to
understand the fullness, the manifoldness, the
as
well
as
the
complexity,
unity, of mental life,
the method is inadequate. The psychologist looks
at the inner life as mere contents of consciousness.
This consciousness only becomes aware of what is
;

going on, and from this point of view it is nothing
more. All contents are of equal value, or, rather,
they are of value simply because they have a place
in the stream of consciousness.
But this view of
consciousness is of value only to the
psychologist,

whose business

is to describe and explain the contents of consciousness, and to organize them into a
When
we look away from the peculiar
system.
business of psychology, and speak of men in their
habit as they live, we are aware of a great deal of

which psychology takes no notice. There is the
life which the poet sees, expresses, and
interprets
there is the life of which the historian writes, which
he seeks to interpret and to understand there is
the world of political, social, moral, and religious
interests
ana all of us are in that world each a
separate personality, characterized for selves and
others as personalities, with the power of looking
before and after, of foreseeing ends, and adopting
means to realize them, of forming ideals, and of
living up to them.
Again, in every act of ours, in
every feeling, every volition, and every thought,
we are conscious of a self which expresses itself in
aims and meanings. We see ourselves girt about
with duties, laden with responsibilities, and we feel
that we have a meaning in ourselves, and a place
;

;

;

—

in the world.

We are not called

Consciousness is the condition of all
knowing.
without consciousness there is no
mental life
mental life. A psychical fact is simply a fact in
consciousness, and it is nothing else. Unconscious
knowing is a phrase to which we can attach no
meaning. Just as little can we interpret a willing
of which we have no consciousness.
Like
Consciousness, therefore, is undefinable.
all ultimates, we must simply accept it as the condition of the explanation of all else, itself remaining
It may not be identified with the
unexplained.
sum of its states, any more than we can identify
a real whole with the sum of its parts. For, after
we have summed up the parts, there remains unA
accounted for the wholeness of the whole.
machine is not the sum of its parts, and an organism is something more than the sum of its structures
and functions. This statement, true of every whole,
It
is uniquely true of the whole of consciousness.
is not a faculty in addition to other faculties, as
is
is
from
it
different, say,
imagination
memory
implied in all the faculties of the mind. It is an
essential property of every process that goes on
within the mind. The simplest view is that which
regards consciousness as the sphere in which immediate experience goes on. We are baffled by the
very simplicity of the immediate operation of con;

;

We

are baffled also by the fact that
sciousness.
out of this simplicity are evolved all the results
of the activity of consciousness in relation to the
world and to self. Sciences, poems, histories, all
the outcome of human endeavour, are due to the
activity of consciousness. But what we are conscious of at any given moment is simply the
activities, and passivities, and the
with which they work. What we
is that consciousness cannot be deduced from anything else.
Certainly it cannot be deduced from the play of
unconscious forces, or from the elaboration of correspondences between the growth of consciousness
and the evolution of a nervous system. It may be
well to dwell for a little on the attempts made to
deduce consciousness from the play of unconscious
Latent mental modifications,' unconforces.
scious cerebrations,' are among the phrases used
W. James, in discussing the
in this connexion.
mind-stuff' theory, thus deals with the distinction
between the unconscious and the conscious being
of the mental state

mental states,
presentations
on here
insist

'

'

'

:

It is the sovereign means for believing what one likes in
psychology, and of turning what might become a science into
a tumbling-ground for whimsies. It has numerous champions,
and elaborate reasons to give for itself. We must therefore
accord it due consideration (Principles of Psychology, i. 163 f.).
'

'

In answer to the question, Do unconscious mental
states exist?, James enumerates no fewer than ten
an almost exhaustive list, submits them
proofs,
to a drastic criticism, and returns the verdict, ' Not
proven.' Of one proof he says
None of these facta, then, appealed to so confidently in proof

—

—

:

'

on to explain here the different

meanings which the self has for the psychologist,
and for all others, such as the poet, tiie historian,
the Jurist, the artist. In the works of all these we
are in a field of personal will and personal interest
in the company of the psychologist wo are
merely
in the presence of a consciousness which is reduced
to the aspect of being only aware of its contents,
and has no special interest in, or preference for, any
of these contents.
Such a potentiality we may
leave on one side as we proceed to deal with con;

sciousness.
What is it? Well, it is not to be
identified with the sum of all its states, or with
the sum of all its real or consistent presentations.
It is not the stream of changes which goes on within
it, or merely the awareness of the contents of that
stream.
It is not knowing, or willing, or
feeling,
for outside of it there is no
feeling, no willing, no

of the existence of ideas in an unconscious state, prove anything
of the sort.
They prove either that conscious ideas were

present which the next instant were forgotten or they prove
that certain results, similar to results of reasoning, may be
wrought out by rapid brain-processes to which no ideation
seems attached' (ib. 170). The tenth proof may be quoted more
'There is a great class of experiences in our mental life
fully
which may be described as discoveries that a subjective condi;

:

which we havo been having is really something different
from what we had supposed. We suddenly find ourselves bored
by a thing which we thought we were enjoying well enough or
in love with a person whom we imagined we only liked. Or else
we deliberately analyze our motives, and find that at bottom
they contain jealousies and cupidities which we little suspected
to be there. Our feelings towards people are perfect wells of
motivation, unconscious of itself, which introspection brings to
we constantly discover new
light. And our sensations likewise
elements in Bensations which we have been in the habit of
receiving all our days, elements, too, which have been there
from the first, since otherwise we Bhould have been unable to
distinguish the sensations containing them from others nearly
allied. The elements must exist, for we use them to discriminate
by but they must exist in an unconscious state, since we so
tion

;

:

;
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completely fail to single them out. The books of the analytic
school of psychology abound in examples of the kind. Who
knows the countless associations that mingle with his each and
every thought? Who can pick apart all the nameless feelings
that stream in at every moment from his various internal organs,
muscles, heart, elands, lungs, etc., and compose in their totality
his sense of bodily life? Who is aware of the part played by
feelings of innervation and suggestions of possible muscular
exertion in all his judgments of distance, shape, and size?
Consider, too, the difference between a sensation which we
Attention gives
simply have and one which we attend to.
results that seem like fresh creations ; and yet the feelings and
elements of feeling which it reveals must have been already
'
there —in an unconscious state (ib. 170 f.).

Thus far the statement of the proof of unconOf this
scious mental states is real and existent.
argument, or proof, so fully stated, James says
:

These reasonings are one tissue of confusion.
mind which refer to the same external reality

Two

'

.

.

.

states of

are described

"
as the same state of mind or
idea," published, as it were, in two
editions and then, whatever qualities of the Becond edition are
found openly lacking in the first are explained as having really
;

been there, only

in

an " unconscious " way.

It

would be difficult

to believe that intelligent men could be guilty of so patent a
fallacy, were not the history of psychology there to give the
proof. The psychological stock-in-trade of some authors is the
belief that two thoughts about one thing are virtually the same
thought, and that this same thought may in subsequent reflexions

become more and more

conscioits of

what

it

really

was

along from the first. But, once make the distinction between
simply having an idea at the moment of its presence, and subsequently knowing all sorts of things about it make, moreover,
that between a state of mind itself, taken as a subjective fact,
on the one hand, and the objective thing it knows, on the other,
and one has no difficulty in escaping from the labyrinth (p. 172).
all

;

'

He

deals with the latter distinction

thus concludes

and

first,

:

"
There is only one "phase in which an idea can be, and that
If it is not in that condition,
is a fully conscious condition.
then it is not at all (p. 173).
His language in dealing with the distinction
'

'

between simply having an idea and knowing all
sorts of things about it we quote fully, as it is of
the highest importance in view of what we must
discuss presently

:

'The truth is here even simpler to unravel. When I decide
I have, without knowing it, been for several weeks in love,
I am simply giving a name to a state which previously / have
not named, but which was fully conscious which had no residual
mode of being, except the manner in which it was conscious
and which, though it was a feeling towards the same person for
whom I now have a much more inflamed feeling, and though it
continuously led into the latter, and is similar enough to be
called by the same name, is yet in no sense identical with the
Again, the
latter, and least of all in an "unconscious" way.
feelings from our viscera and other dimly -felt organs, the feelings
of innervation (if such there be), and those of muscular exertion
which, in our spatial judgments, are supposed unconsciously to
determine what we shall perceive, are just exactly what we feel
them, perfectly determinate conscious states, not vague editions
of other conscious Btates. They may be faint and weak
they
may be very vague cognizers of the same realities which other
conscious states cognize and name exactly they may be unconscious of much in the reality which the other stateB are conscious
But that does not make them, in themselves, a whit dim or
of.
vague or unconscious. They are eternally as they feel when
they exist, and can, neither actually nor potentially, be identified
with anything else than their own faint selves. A faint feeling
may be looked back upon and classified and understood in
its relations to what went before or after it in the stream of
thought. But it, on the one hand, and the later state of mind
which knows all these things about it, on the other, are surely
"
not two conditions, one conscious and the other unconscious,"
that

;

;

;

;

of the

same

identical psychic fact' (p. 174).

Apart from the somewhat curious phraseology,
which would seem to imply that a state is conscious
which is rather startling the
of its own object
argument seems conclusive. Yet it may be well
to note that a reference to the conscious subject,
when we speak of a conscious state, is always in
But it is misleading to speak of conscious
order.

—

—

states cognizing faintly or fully, when we mean
that the subject cognizes through these states more
or less fully. But, as we follow James through
the subsequent evolution of his thought, we feel
that he seems to have departed from the conclusion
reached in the passages we have quoted. At all
events, he writes as follows
'I cannot but think that the most important step forward
:

that has occurred in psychology since I have been a student of
that science is the discovery, first made in 1886, that, in certain
subjects at least, there is not only the consciousness of the
ordinary field, with its usual centre and margin, but an addition
thereto in the shape of a set of memories, thoughts, and feelings,
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which are extra-marginal and outside of the primary consciousness altogether, but yet must be classed as conscious facts of
some sort, able to reveal their presence by unmistakable signs.
I call this the most important step forward, because, unlike the
other advances which psychology has made, this discovery has
revealed to us an entirely unsuspected peculiarity in the constitution of human nature' (Varieties of Religious Experience,
Again: 'The svb-conseiovs self is nowadays a wellp. 283).
accredited psychological entity; and I believe that in it we
have exactly the mediating term required.
Apart from all
religiouB considerations, there is actually and literally more life
in our total soul than we are at any time aware of. The exploration of the trans-marginal field has hardly yet been seriously
undertaken; but what Mr. Myers said in 1892 in his essay on the
Subliminal Consciousness is as true as when it was first written :
"
Each of us is in reality an abiding psychical entity far more
extensive than he knows an individuality which can never
express itself completely through any corporeal manifestation.
The Self manifests through the organism ; but there is always
some part of the Self unmanifested, and always, as it seems,
some power of organic expression in abeyance or reserve." Much
of the content of this larger background against which our conscious being stands out in relief is insignificant.
Imperfect
"
"

—

dissolutive
jingles, inhibitive timidities,
of various sorts, as Myers calls them, enter into
But in it many of the performances of
genius seem also to have their origin' (p. 611 f.).

memories,

silly

phenomena
for

it

a large part.

The sub-conscious

self can,

according to Sanday,

do even more wonderful things than these

:

Besides the upper region of consciousness, there is a lower
region into which the conscious mind cannot enter. It cannot
enter, and yet it possesses a strange magnetic power by which
the contents of the lower region are, as it were, drawn upwards
and brought within the range of its cognition. This lower region
is a storehouse of experiences of the most varied kinds ; in fact,
all the experiences that make up human life.' Having described
these experiences, the author goes on: 'All these things are
latent. The door of that treasure-house, which is also a workshop, is locked, so far as the conscious personality is concerned.
For it there is no "harrowing of hell," no triumphant descent
into the nether world, followed by a release and return of
captives on any large scale. The door is locked against any such
violent irruption. And yet, in some strange way, there seem
to be open chinks and crevices through which there is a constant
coming and going, denizens or manufactured products of the
lower world returning to the upper air of consciousness, and
once more entering into the train and sequence of what we call
active life, though, indeed, the invisible processes of this life are
It appears to be the function of the
just as active as the visible.
sub-conscious and unconscious states to feed the conscious.
There is that continual movement from below upwards of
which I have been speaking. A never-ending train of images,
memories, and ideas keeps emerging into the light. But only
in part are they subject to the will and conscious reason.
Only
And only in part do they come in
in part do they come at call.
fully organized form. . . . The wonderful thing is that, while
are
the unconscious and sub-conscious processes
(generally
speaking) similar in kind to the conscious, they surpass them in
They are subtler, intenser, further-reaching, more
degree.
penetrating. It is something more than a mere metaphor when'
we describe the sub- and unconscious states as more "profound"
(ChristologieSy Ancient and Modern, Oxf. 1910, pp. 142-146).
'

The wonderful passage just quoted prompts one
are told that
number of questions.
the door of the treasure-house is locked yet Sanday
seems to have obtained the key, for he describes the
treasures which are there, and the work which is
done there, and is able to compare it with the work
done in the upper air. He is able also to declare
that the processes down below are subtler, intenser,
to ask a

We

;

How has he
further-reaching, more penetrating.
to know all this? If it be so, what is the
use of a consciousness if the sub-conscious and the
unconscious can do so much better work, and at so
much less cost? As for ourselves, we are inclined
to say of these fancies that they are 'whimsies'
the word Professor James himself employed when
dealing with the question of the existence of unconscious mental states. James has seemingly changed
his view on the matter, and we submit that he was
bound to answer his own arguments as these are
These
set forth in his Principles of Psychology.
seem to us as cogent as they were before what
he calls the discovery in 1886. When he declares
that the sub-conscious self is nowadays a wellaccredited psychological entity,' we are surely entitled to ask what meaning he attaches to the word
'self in this connexion. In the interesting chapter
on the consciousness of self in the Principles of
Psychology\ he speaks of the constituents of the self
as the material self, the social self, the spiritual

come

—
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self,

and the pure ego.

going of our mental life from what is supposed to
have gone on in the sub-conscious self. We must
exhaust the possibilities of consciousness, as the
source of explanation, ere we seek to bring in the
sub-conscious and the unconscious as a positive
principle of explanation, as, from the very nature
of the case, it is impossible to bring these into

In the course of the discussays that the substantialist view of the soul

sion

lie
'is at all events needless for expressing the actual subjective

phenomena of consciousness as they appear. We have formulated them all without its aid, by the supposition of a stream of
thoughts, each substantially different" from the rest, but cognitive of the rest and " appropriative of each other's content.
At least, if I have not already succeeded in making this plausible
to the reader, I am hopeless of convincing him by anything I

could add now.
The unity, the identity, the individuality,
and the immateriality that appear in the psychic life are thus
accounted for a9 phenomenal and temporal facts exclusively,
and with no need of reference to any more simple or substantial
agent than the present Thought or "section" of the stream'
(op. cit.

i.

344).

It is true that this passage relates only to the
active subjective phenomena of consciousness as
they appear. Are we to have one method and one
form of process as applied to the phenomena of
consciousness, and another when we apply them
to the sub-conscious and the unconscious ?
Under
what heading are we to place the entity called
'the sub-conscious self?
Is it material, social,
spiritual ? Or is it the pure ego ? Yet the subconscious self is ' a well-accredited psychological
Are we to lay stress on the adjective
entity.'
•psychological,' or on the substantive 'entity'?

We should like to know a little more regarding
the sub-conscious self, but it seems that it is really
outside the
scope of psychological investigation.
The door is locked, and no one can find the key.
The effects of this doctrine of the sub-conscious
self
on psychology, ethics, and theology are
so far-reaching, and to us so disastrous, that a
thorough investigation of it and its claims is urgent.
That investigation cannot be made here and now
we are concerned with it only so far as it bears on
our present theme.
What are we to make of this wonderful subconscious self, which does such marvellous things?
Are we to take it as a positive conception, and with
Ilartmann use it as an explanatory principle, when
all other sources of explanation fail ? Then we say
with Hbffding
Psychology is on secure ground
only when it confines itself to the clear and certain
phenomena and laws of consciousness (Psychology,
Eng. tr. p. 73). True, Hbffding immediately adds
But, starting from this point, it discovers the
unconscious, and sees, to its astonishment, that
psychological laws prevail beyond the province of
conscious life. In what follows we shall adduce
some examples to make this clear.' Reference
is made to memory, to the
physiology of the
senses, to instinct, and to tact, to the fact that
an unconscious activity can be carried on simultaneously with a conscious, as when a spinner
turns the wheel, and draws out the thread, while
her thoughts are far away.' But, as the outcome
of the whole discussion, Hbffding cautiously says
;

'

:

'

:

'

'

:

1

Notwithstanding the intimate connection and close interaction between the conscious and the unconscious, the latter
remains for us a negative conception.
The unconscious
are cerebral processes just as much as the conscious,
Erocesses
ut whether, like these, they are of several kinds, we do not
know. Instead of speaking of unconscious thought or unconscious feeling, it would be safer if we wish to avoid all
hypotheses— to speak with Carpenter and John Stuart Mill of
unconscious cerebration, were not this expression unsuitable,
as suggesting, in the first place, the mistaken notion that there
may be consciousness of cerebration, properly so called, and
because, in the second place, it might appear to affirm that
there is nothing at all in unconscious activity related to what
we know in ourselves as conscious states (p. 81).

—

'

While mental activity may extend beyond consciousness, and while self may have a larger range
than the consciousness is aware of at any one time,
is not possible for psychology, or for clear
to seek for the principles of rational
explanation anywhere save in the conscious life
itself.
The unconscious must remain a negative
had
It is simply metaphor, and
conception.
metaphor at that, to speak of 'invasions,' of
'rushes' and
from
the
lower
world,
uprushes,'
and it is vain to seek for explanations of the onit

science,

'

clear consciousness, or into consciousness at all.
Instead of saying, with Sanday, that the function
of the unconscious is to feed the conscious, it would
be more consistent with the facts to say that the
unconscious and the sub-conscious are storehouses
of products manufactured by consciousness, and
kept in retentis until they are needed. Habit has

been described as lapsed intelligence, and is the
of repeated conscious processes, so often
repeated that they have become automatic. Similarly it may be possible to deal with all the
evidence of sub-conscious and unconscious activity
of the self so as to show that all or most of these
activities had conscious beginnings, and, in any
case, that they are not unrelated to conscious
activity either in the past or in the present.
At all events, it is not from these unconscious
or sub-conscious experiences that our evidence is
derived, out of which are built up those conclusions
which make up the science, the poetry, the history,
and the philosophy of the world. For the principles which underlie these achievements of the
human mind, the linkages which bind them together, and the certainty which they attain to are
derived from the conscious and not from the unThe basis of
conscious activity of the mind.
Its affirmations,
certainty lies in consciousness.
its intuitions, are the foundations on which we
build.
Not on invasions from the sub-conscious,
nor on uprushes from the unconscious come those

outcome

convictions of truth, reality, and necessity, which
turn the raw material of our experience into the
organized knowledge of the race.
'The necessity of thought which is manifested in the certainty
of particular acts of judgment owes its distinctive character in
the last instance to the unity of self-consciousness.
Every
particular judgment may be repeated, with the consciousness
of the identity of subject and predicate as well as of the act of
judgment ; starting from the same data, it is always the same
synthesis which takes place, and our self-consciousness cannot
exist apart from this invariability. Thus our judging ego, with
its unvarying activity, is opposed to particular acts of judgment
as a universal, as the same and the permanent which binds
together the different and temporarily separated acts of thought.
With the confidence of the movement in each particular case is
connected the consciousness of unvarying repetition, of return
In this constancy, which presents a general
to the same point.
law in contrast with the particular act, we are conscious of
judgment as something withdrawn from the sphere in which we
have a subjective choice and are free to bring about alterations ;
we are conscious of it in the same way as when it maintains
Because
itself in some particular act against contradiction.
this identity and constancy of our action is the condition of our
consciousness as one and undivided, it is also the final and
fundamental basis upon which we can fall back (Sigwart, Logic,
'

Eng.

tr.

i.

187).

It is one of the merits of Sigwart's great treatise
on Logic that he brings all the logical judgments
into close relation to the unity and identity of selfconsciousness. We know no work in which this
has been done so thoroughly and so convincingly.
Take another passage, dealing with certainty
:

'The certainty that a judgment is permanent, that the
synthesis is irrevocable, that I shall always say the same this
certainty can be forthcoming only when it is known to depend,
not upon momentary psychological motives, which vary as
time goes on, but upon something which is immutably the same
every time I think, and is unaffected by any change. This
something is, on the one hand, my self-consciousness itself, the
certainty that I am I, the same person who now thinks and
who thought before, who thinks both one thing and another.
On the other hand, it is that about which I judge, my thought
itself as far as regards its invariable content, which I recognize as identical each time, and which is quite independent of
the state of mind of the individual thinker. The certainty
that I am and think is final and fundamental, the condition of
:tll
thought and all certainty whatever. Hero there ran be none
but immediate and self-evident certainty; we cannot even say
that it is necessary, for it is prior to all necessity. In the

—
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same way, the certainty

my

consciousness that

think
is immediate and self-evident ; it is inextricably
interwoven with my self-consciousness ; the one involves the
other (p. ^40).
of

I

'

The form under which

consciousness exists

is

that of the distinction of subject and object. As
factors in the synthesis of consciousness there are
to be distinguished the object of which we are
conscious, and the subject which is conscious of the
object. The object is for the subject, and is either
a state of the subject, or an activity of it, or a
quality of external things. When this distinction
is clearly made, there is a clear consciousness ;

when vaguely made, there is a vague consciousness
when it is not made at all, there is no consciousWhen we are conscious, we are conscious of
something, and we are conscious of that something
only as we distinguish it from self, and place it
;

ness.

over against self as its object. We are not to enter
into the age-long controversy as to whether there
can be a merely sensitive consciousness which is
neither subject nor object, but consists only of
It has been widely contended
particular feelings.
that a purely sensitive consciousness is possible,
and that the reference to subject and object, which
all admit as characteristic of full-grown consciousThese
ness, arises out of associated experiences.
are classified as vivid and faint, the vivid coming
from the object, and the faint from the subject.

Out

of these particular feelings association builds
up the conception of both subject and object. But
Hume does not allow any validity to this conception ; it is only a fiction of the mind.
Herbert
Spencer, while he strives to account for the distinction of subject and object by the associationalist
theory eked out by the theory of evolution, does
admit, or rather lays stress on, the distinction

between subject and object, as a cardinal principle
of his synthetic philosophy. But the mere addition
of units of conscious feeling could never reach a
unitary consciousness. For these units of feeling
are each different from all the rest, and, as they
begin in time, they perish as soon as they appear,
unless they are held together by reference to the
self whose they are.
States of consciousness can
never be without a consciousness of states. If
there is to be a consciousness of states, there must
be a subject which discriminates itself from the
states, can hold them together for discrimination
or comparison, and can distinguish all of them as
states of itself.

Consciousness may range from the simplest
awareness to the closest discrimination.
It may
,be vague and narrow, or it may be clear and comThe lowest range of consciousness
prehensive.
may be dim and indefinite, as when we are dropping
off to sleep, or when our attention is directed to
something else. In fact, many impressions may be
made on our senses which rise only to the threshold
of consciousness, and perhaps may not rise even to
the threshold.
'

In these cases, consciousness approaches a vanishing point,

and often reaches and passes it. The object exists for us only
as a vague objectivity without definite significance.
They
emerge from this state only by a voluntary or involuntary
direction of our attention towards them. If, now, we choose
to call this state unconscious, and reserve the name of consciousness only for clear or distinct consciousness, we should say that
This has
very many mental states exist below consciousness.
often been done, and the theory maintained that we may have
manifold sensations and feelings without being conscious of
them. But this is simply the extravagance of confounding a
vague and imperfect consciousness with none, the truth being
that we may have vague and unobtrusive sensations without
directing our attention to them ; the lower limit of consciousness does not admit of being definitely fixed (Bowne, Introd.
to Psychological Theory, p. 239 f.).
'

The

truth is, that we are unable to express consciousness save in the form I am thinking this or
that, I am feeling pain, I am doing this act, or
I am intending to take such a course of action.'
It is quite true, as Hume says, that we always
'
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some particular

find ourselves in

this or that

state,

whatsoever

it

may

be,

we

state, but in every
find ourselves, ft

is not possible to interview a blank self, or to
abstract the ego, so as to have an idea of it as we
have of external objects, or of events of a particular
kind in consciousness, nor can we make our self
completely an object, for, even if that were possible,
there is always that
of the
subjective activity
subject which goes on while we seek to make the

While

ego completely objective.

this

is so,

yet

the further step which is so often taken, namely,
to abstract altogether from the subject, and to
make conscious activity only a stream of thought,

or a

mere aggregate, seems altogether

illegitimate.
of thought, without a single
of our psychic activities ? Even
a stream has its identity, and anything which we
can call a unity is something more, as already
observed, than the sum of its parts. But can we
really think of a feeling in abstraction from something that feels, or of a willing without a subject
that wills, or of a thought without a thinker ?
Can we really think of our psychical life in an
impersonal way ? It is possible to describe, as in
fact we do, the outward happenings of the world,
and in an impersonal way to say 'it rains,' 'it
'
'
thunders,' it hails,' it storms,' it is dark,' or it is
a stormy night.' Try this in describing the psychic

Can we have a stream
permanent subject

'

life,
is.
'

'

and immediately we
'

It thinks,'
of joy

it is full

'
'

feel
'

it

how incongruous

it feels,'

— wewills,'
can write

'

it is in

we

can
so, as
is too obvious,

it

pain,'

write

when
nonsense, but the incongruity
plainly put, to allow us for one moment to regard
it as an adequate account of the facts.
Even when a psychologist reduces the phenomena
of consciousness to a stream of thought, he is constrained in unguarded moments to speak of our will,
our psychical states, thus adding to the stream that
factor without which it could not have been even
a stream. In the mere statement of the case— a
statement which seems at first to eliminate the
necessity of a subject— one is forced to imply the
subject in every statement. One is compelled to
For ideas, feeling, or will are
imply a subject.
not there in a vacuum they are, after all, only
modes of consciousness.
may neglect a pain
which nobody feels, a pleasure which is pleasant
to nobody, or a will and a purpose which is the
Is it possible to imagine or
activity of no one.
conceive a perception of these inner experiences
where there is no perceiver, a perception which is
only the bare object perceived, a mere subjectless
feeling? How are we to account for the connexion
of all the events of seeing, hearing, feeling, and
for the recognition we have that we nave had these
experiences before, and that we have a memory of
them, without the supposition of a subject whose
experiences they were? Is it possible for any one
really to think of an impersonal stream of thought,
which binds into unity all the particular psychical
events of our experience, and to suppose, further,
an additional impersonal event, by which all the
other impersonal events are gathered into one,
while yet this additional event is only a phantom,
an illusion, although it has the strange power
of seeming to itself identical through all the
successive moments of its experience? Can we
really think so? Is it not easier, more consistent
with the facts, to assume the subject as real, as
present to all its states, and as able somehow to
hold them together, and to group them according
Can any one think of
to their real resemblances.
himself as the sum of the events of his experience,
with
addition
that it is he
the
only
inexplicable
who thinks them so? Hume boldly calls this a
fiction, and Stuart Mill calls it a 'final inexplicability,' and neglects it as a source of explanation.
Is it not the easiest solution simply to acknowledge
;

We
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that the ideas of persistence and duration find
their simplest explanation from the supposition
that we are, and know ourselves to be, identical in

time

?

While we have thus to postulate continuity of
the conscious subject for on any other supposition
we should be unable to account for the ideas of
change, continuity, or permanence there are
many questions which remain for discussion and
for settlement.
It is almost a matter of course to
say that psychical events as such exist only in so
far as they are present in consciousness
their
distinctive character lies in the fact that they are
conscious.
seeing, of which we know nothing,
a pain of which we are not aware, an act of volition
which takes place without our being able to notice
it, are not possible, for the seeing, etc., is only by

—

—

;

A

means of consciousness. While this is true, it is
also true that there are different degrees and modes
of becoming conscious.
When a consciousness has
attained to some fullness of self-possession, and is
in possession of the results of experience, there is
for such a consciousness a fund of experience
organized into masses, and any new experience can
take up a new feeling or idea into such an ideal
mass already formed. The process is so fully
described in many psychological textbooks that we
need not dwell on it here. Thus, we refer any
new experience of colour to the class of colours we
already know, and, being in possession of these
names, we name the new experience of colour
accordingly. But there was a time in the growth of
the subject when names were not in our possession.
These names of general ideas are formed gradually
from particular perceptions, which at the beginning
had no name. But even for the particular perception, or for the particular experience, there is this
indispensable condition, that there should be a
discrimination of the particular elements which
co-exist at every moment, and some notice taken
of them.
These two conditions must be present
before we can properly speak of consciousness at
all.

At

this earliest stage of conscious life, ere the
subject is in possession of the wealth of

organized

experience, the subject

is, as it were, lost in the
object.
'Our immediate consciousness of objects seems at first to be
a mere presentment of them to the passive
subject, to a self
that is not in any way occupied with itself, or even conscious
of itself at all. The outwardly directed
gaze seems simply to
admit the object, and not to react, still less to be aware of itself as reacting:, upon it. But, in the first
place, we have learned
to recognise that, whether we are conscious of it or
not, there
is always a reaction, an
analytic and synthetic activity of
thought, even in our simplest perceptive consciousness; for,
without this reaction, no idea of any object as distinct
and related to, other objects could ever arise to troublefrom,
the
self-involved sleep of sense.
Apart from such reaction, we
might say that the sensitive BUbject would remain for ever
confined to itself, were it not that in that case there would
properly be no self to be confined to
for where there is no
outward, there is, of course, no inward life. It is thus the
mental activity of the subject that creates for him a world of
objects, or, to put it more simplv, that enables him to become
conscious of the world of objects in which he exists. ... In the
second place, not only is the subject active in
perception, but
he necessarily and inevitably has an inchoate consciousness
of
himself as a subject, in distinction from the
subjects which that
activity enables him to apprehend.
For to apprehend an
effect, as such, is to distinguish it from, and relate it to the self
that is conscious of it. It is to refer an idea or
feeling to that
which is other ttrnn the self, to reject it from the
self and to
and such a rejection or repulsion
objectify it
necessarily
involves, on the other side, a withdrawal of the self from the
object. The simplest outward-looking gaze, which seems to
lose itself in the object to which it is
directed, yet recognises
;

;

that object as other than itself or its own state
and, indeed,
absorption in the object may be said to be its effort to
heal the breach, of which, in the very act of
perception, it has
become conscious. Hence we come to the result that, even in
its utmost apparent
passivity of perception, the mind is actios
and even in its utmost absorption in the object, it is conscious
of the self in distinction from it.
It is true that the subjective
aspects of the consciousness of objects are at first latent, or
they are present only in an imperfect and inchoate form.
Attention is not specially directed to them and in
any descrip;

all its

;

;

tion

which the individual would give

of his

own

consciousness,

they would generally be omitted. But they are always there.
For it is not possible, in the nature of things, that there should
be an object, except for a subject, or without that subject
distinguishing the object from itself, and itself from the object.
In this sense there can be no consciousness of objects without
" I " be
self-consciousness. Even, therefore, if the word
delayed
for a little, the inchoate thought of it cannot be wanting to one
who is conscious of objects as such (Edward Caird, The
Evolution of Religion, i. 183-185).
As we know consciousness in ourselves, it has a
'

beginning, a growth, and a history. Thrust into
the midst of conditions not realized, slowly learning
to find itself at home in the world, and gradually
coming to the knowledge that there is an external
order to which it is related, the self-conscious
being, in intercourse with things, comes, so far, to
the knowledge of the world and of itself. The
story need not be told here, but there is a story,
for the finite personality does come to the knowledge of itself. It learns to distinguish between
itself and the world.
But consciousness becomes
clear and definite when it recognizes that there
are distinctions among its objects, and relations
into which these can be gathered up.
These
relations become ever more clear and definite, and,
as knowledge progresses, consciousness finds itself
in an ordered world, and, just in proportion to its
recognition and mastery over the order of the
world, is its recognition of itself as the counterpart
of the order of the universe.
Its own rational
principles are realized there, and it becomes more
rational as it recognizes the objective value of its
own rational nature, as embodied in a rational
world. But we may not regard the distinction of
self and not-self as if it were identical with the
distinction of subject and object.
The first may
be called an ontological distinction, for it relates
to the distinction between two things which make
up the whole sphere of being, whereas the distinction between subject and object describes a mental
function.
The contents of the two are constantly
changing. At one moment the object may be this
and the
table, with its shape, colour, material
next moment it may be the mental process which
passed through the mind when the table was the
The object may be things in the outward
object.
world, or it may be the state of consciousness by
means of which we deal with the outer world. It
may be the thing I see, or it may be the vision
;

through which I see it. The distinction between
subject and object is the form under which consciousness always takes place subject and object
are a relation within one experience, and they are
essential to the reality of that experience.
It may be observed that the conception of self,
like all other conceptions, is one of gradual growth,
and the time of its full realization is, for us, not
are not to look for the self as if it were
yet.
laid on a shelf, a thing among other things.
It is
the subject of all experience, and usually it is the
last conception which is reached by the conscious
subject itself. This late recognition of the conception of itself may be paralleled by the late
emergence, in the history of thought, of the problem
of thought itself.
Nothing is nearer to us than
thought, and yet the problem of thought is one of
the very hardest to grasp. Spontaneous thought
deals with object", rather than with itself, and
reflexion is hard.
Thought bides behind itself ; it
is so occupied with its processes and problems that
it does not reflect on them, and, having reached
conclusions unreflectingly, often takes these as
original data given from without.
Knowledge is
taken for granted, and the knowing process was
for a long time utterly neglected.
Nor had knowledge any suspicion of the complexity of the knowing process, nor did knowledge find it necessary to
submit itself to an analysis of the process of knowing or to inquire into its own validity. It was
;
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inevitable that in the long run the question of the
but it could
possibility of knowledge should arise,
not arise until knowledge had been at work for a
some
to
attained
had
mastery over
long time, and
So is it with the problem of
itself and its work.

the self. As shown by Caird in the quotation
above, the consciousness of the self in the consciousness of objects is at first latent it may be delayed,
but it is always implicitly there. As a matter of
fact, it may always be latent and never come
into clear consciousness at all.
Self-experience
may be the only form which self-consciousness may
assume. The self may be so lost in the process of
experience, so absorbed in its feelings, desires, and
thoughts, that it may never reflect on itself, and
never ask consciously what it is. It may remain
;

Absorbed in its
this level all through life.
object, living out its experience of pleasure, enin the
and
interested
in
its
own
grossed
pursuits,
success of its plans, it may never seek to reflect on
its own nature or on the order implied in the most
on

One may be active, energetic,
far-sighted, wise, and yet may have never given a
hour
to
the
thought of that self which has
single
all these characteristics, for in the history of
simple experience.

its evolution the simplest and
most fundamental of all problems are the latest to
into
the
light.
emerge
The two factors subject and object which
always represent the form which experience has,

human thought and

—

—

are not, at the outset, explicitly distinguished,
and experience may go on all through life without
any clear consciousness of the distinction. Yet
the two inseparable factors are always there. It
is always possible, however, to focus our attention
on the one factor or on the other. The mind may
direct attention on the object or on the subject.
The consciousness of self may remain at the level
it may be so absorbed in
of mere self-experience
the object as never to ask itself about itself. It
may, indeed, neglect itself altogether, and may so
seek to formulate its experience as to make the
subjective factor disappear. Thus it may seek to
become a philosophy, and find a sufficient explanation of experience in a something which does not
require a subject of knowledge at all. But such
a philosophy, though it constantly reappears, is
after all inadequate to answer the questions which
constantly recur and which we need not here reFor immediately the question arises as to
state.
the subject for whom all experience is possible,
and, when we ask this question, the answer must
be that a self which is conscious at all has implicitly
within itself the possibility of a complete selfconsciousness.
Focusing our attention, then, on
this factor of experience, we can regard it as the
of
experience which takes up all particular
subject
experiences, rules them, binds them into a system,
and makes them elements in one consistent
experience. In this event self-consciousness would
have attained its ideal, for it would have reached
the goal of self-knowledge and self-control. The
conception of a perfect self-consciousness consists
in the fact that it is in possession of itself, and
can set the bounds of its own experience. Self;

knowledge, self-reverence, self-control

— in

these,

and not in finitude or infinitude, lies the conception
But for finite beings, for
of a perfect selfhood.
us men, this ideal is a goal, and cannot be an
actual attainment. For we do not set the limits
of our own experience we are subject to inrushes
from without, we have experiences which are inherently irrational, and we have feelings which are
sometimes uncontrollable, and generally there is
so much of our experience which is simply given
that we cannot be said to be masters of ourselves.
Yet the growth of a rational personality is measured
by the progress of the mastery which it has over
;
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the elements of its own experience, and the power
of placing every impulsive and merely emotional
element under the guidance of reasonable selfconsciousness.
Thus, then, we may regard the self as conscious

Knowof itself in all its manifold experiences.
ledge is possible, because all the objects of knowledge can be brought into relation to the self.
Objects out of all relation to the conscious self are
Whether we look at
for that self non-existent.
the self-conscious being from the point of view of
knowledge, or from the ethical, or the aesthetic,
or the religious point of view, the result is to
raise our estimate of the self-conscious being to
the highest. For each of these affirms that the

self-conscious being is the postulate without which
truth, beauty, goodness are without meaning or
worth. The conscious subject is the subject for
whom all objects are ; it is also the subject in
which goodness is realized, and ethics affirms that
the self is that in which goodness is to be realized
through a continual process of self-realization and
self-determination. The world of beauty has no
meaning without the seeing eye and the ideals
which the self in intercourse with the world builds
up for itself.
do not require to follow out the results of
the analysis of self-consciousness into its further
issues, or to enter into the discussion regarding an
Whoabsolute, all-inclusive self-consciousness.
ever seeks to follow out that argument into all its
consequences may find it fully unfolded in the
works of Hegel and his followers, as well as in the
works of Green, of the two Cairds, of Royce, and
It may, however, be said that it
of many others.
is scarcely possible to describe the totality of
things according to the analogy of one self. The
Hegelian philosophy is a perfect description of the
way in which an inchoate self arrives, or may
It is of the highest
arrive, at self-consciousness.
value from that point of view. But to make it
absolute seems too great a demand. For this is
a universe of many selves, and the unity of the
universe cannot be construed after the fashion of
the growth and evolution of one self.
While,
therefore, the world is indebted to the Hegelian
idealists for the analysis of self-consciousness, and
for the far-reaching results of that analysis, the
attempt to construe the life of the universe after
that analogy cannot be regarded as final.
Ere we close, it may be well to notice the

We

of Bradley, because it would
the contendings of this article invalid.

argument
his

summary

make

all

We quote

:

—

We had found that our ideas as to the nature of things as
and adjective, relation and quality, space and
and activity —were in their essence indefensible.
But we had heard somewhere a rumour that the self was to
chaos. And we were curious first to know
order
into
bring
what this term might stand for. The present chapter has
supplied us with an answer too plentiful. Self has turned out
to mean so many things, to mean them so ambiguously, and
to be so wavering in its applications, that we do not feel
encouraged. We found, first, that a man's self might be his
total present contents, discoverable on making an imaginary
cross section. Or it might be the average contents we should
presume ourselves likely to find, together with something else
which we call dispositions. From this we drifted into a search
for the self as the essential point or area within the self and
we discovered that we really did not know what this was.
Then we went on to perceive that, under personal identity, we
'

to substance

time, motion

;

entertained a confused bundle of conflicting ideas. Again the
self, as merely that which for the time being interests, proved
not satisfactory and from this we passed to the distinction
and the division of self as against the not-self. Here, in both the
theoretical and again in the practical relation, we found that
the self had no contents that were fixed or it had, at least,
none sufficient to make it a self (Appearance and Reality 2,
;

;

'

p. 101

f.).

In his

where

own

ironical

way Bradley had

said else-

:

"There remains still left a third moral, which, as I am informed, has been drawn by others, that if we are not able to rest
with the vulgar, nor to shout in the battle of our great schools,
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might be worth our while to remember that we live on an
island, and that our national mind, if we do not enlarge it, may
also grow insular that not far from us there lies (they say so) a

self-conscious life, the progressive realization of
the self in intercourse and in interaction with the
world and with its fellows, are thus among the
most sure of our beliefs, and among the most
indispensable of our postulates. Many further
questions arise which cannot be discussed here,
for the adequate solution of any one problem
involves the solution of every other. But no
problem can be solved on a merely impersonal
plane, and no category is of value except as a
function of the concrete personal life.

it

;

world of thought, which, with all variety, is neither one nor
the other of our two philosophies, but whose battle is the battle
of philosophy itself against two undying and opposite onesidednesses a philosophy which thinks what the vulgar believe
a philosophy, lastly, which we have all refuted, and, having
so cleared our consciences, which some of us at least might take
steps to understand (Ethical Studies, p. 38).
;

;

'

Perhaps Appearance and Reality is the endeavour
what the vulgar believe. But there is
no shred of belief of what the vulgar
believe.
Of the whole work set forth with such
to think

left in it

ability in the last

—

Literature. The following is a selection from the vast
Adamson, The Development of Modern Philosophy, 1903; Bowne, Jntrod. to Psyelioliterature dealing with the question:

named

treatise this
said, that it amounts to a demonstration of the uselessness of the attempt to
interpret experience from a mere abstract point of
view. Bradley linds that all the categories and
Inrelations of thought abound in contradiction.

amazing

much may be

The epistemological

interest

makes us unwilling

to

admit

Accordingly

it

seeks to make ideas all-embracing. At the same time it is
clear that this view is a tissue of abstractions. The impersonal
Idea is a pure fiction. AH actual ideas are owned by, or belong
We have
to, some one, and mean nothing as floating free.
already seen that the various categories of thought, apart from
their formal character as modes of intellectual procedure, get
any real significance only in the concrete self-conscious life
of the living mind.
Apart from this, when considered as real,
they become self-destructive or contradictory. The idealism of
the type we are now considering assumes that these categories
admit of being conceived in themselves, and that they are in
a measure the pre-conditions of concrete existence, and in such
a way that we might almost suppose that a personal being is
compounded of being, plus unity, plus identity, plus causality,
Thus personal existence appears as the outcome and
etc.
of something more ultimate and fundamental.
The
Sroduct
ctitious nature of this view has already appeared.
When we
ask what we mean by any of these categories, it turns out, as
we have seen, that we mean the significance we find them to
have in our self-conscious life. In the concrete the terms have
no meaning except as it is abstracted from our own personal
experience. The only unity we know anything about, apart
from the formal unities of logic, is the unity of the unitary
self
and the only identity we know anything about is no
abstract continuity of existence through an abstract time it
is
Bimply the self-equality of intelligence throughout its
experience. And the change which we find is not an abstract
change running off in an abstract time, but is simply the
successive form under which the self-equal intelligence realizes
its purpose and projects the realizing activity against the
background of its self-consciousness. Similarly for being itself
in the concrete it means the passing object of perception, or
else it means existence like our own' (Bowne, Personalism,
p. 263 ff.).
Again, 'The notion of the self can easily be taken in
such a way as to be worthless. We are asked of what use the
self is, after all, in explaining the mental life.
How does its
unity explain the plurality and variety of consciousm
and
the answer is that it does not explain it, and yet the unity
is no less necessary.
For the consciousness of plurality i's
demonstrably impossible without the fact of conscious unity.
This unity docs not, indeed, enable us to deduce plurality, and
hence the plurality must be viewed as an aspect of the unity,
but not as an aspect of an abstract unity without distinct inn or
difference, but a living conscious unity, which is our in its
manifoldness and manifold in its oneness. Taken verbally, this
might easily be shown to be contradictory, but, taken Don*
cnt.lv, it is the fact of consciousness, and none the less so
because our formal and discursive thought finds it impossible
to construe it' (ib. p. 2C1 f.).
;

;

;
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Personalism,

1908

;

Bradley,

1

the categories, and of their application?
'

1886,

Appearance and Reality, 1S93 (2nd ed. 1S97), also Ethical
Studies, 1876; Edward Caird, The Evolution of Religion, 2
vols. 1893
HofTding Outlines of Psychology, Eng. tr. 1892
James, The Prhiciples of Psychology, 2 vols. 1891, also Varieties
of Religious Experience, 1902; Green, Works, ed. Nettleship,
vol. i. (1885) KUlpe, Outlines of Psychology, Eng. tr. 1895, also
lntrod. to PhUosophy, Eng. tr. 1897 Lotze, Metaphysic, Eng.
tr. 1884
Ladd, Philosophy of Knowledge, 1897 Miinsterberg,
Psychology and Life, 1899 Shadworth Hodgson, The Meta-

of consciousness, the identity of the

;

,

;

herence, predication, quality, identity, causality,
unity, space, and time are full of contradictions.
When we arrive at the question of the self and its
reality, contradictions swarm more and more.
What is the way out of this network of contradictions ? They are somehow removed in the Absolute.
These contradictions are Appearance, and Reality
has somehow absorbed them into itself. But it
would be quite possible to show that the same
method used by Bradley to discredit Appearance
would work havoc also with the Absolute. That is
on the supposition that his logical procedure could
be carried out in the Absolute. The greatest contradiction we know is the contradiction between
the rigour of his logic as applied to Appearance,
and the slackness of it as applied to the Absolute.
Apart from this, is not the method of Bradley
simply an illustration of a wrong conception of

anything that cannot be conceptually grasped.

Theory,

logical

;

;

;

;

;

physic of Experience, 4 vols. 1898 Stout, Manual of Psychology, 2 vols. 1898-9; Sifpwart, Logic, 2 vols., Eng. tr. 1896;
Ward, art. 'Psychology,' in EBr§, also Naturalism and
Agnosticism, 2 vols. 1899; Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics,
1903; Wundt, Human and Animal Psychology, Eng. tr. 1S94;
Villa, Contemporary Psychology, 1903; Royce, The Spirit of
Modern Philosophy^, 1897, also The World and the Individual,
2 vols. 1900-1
see also the Histories of Philosophy, such as
Ueberweg, Hoffding, Erdmann.
JAMES IVERACH.
;

;

CONSECRATION.— 'Consecration,'

or 'dedi-

cation,' may be defined as the solemn setting apart
of persons or things for some particular religious
work or use. The essence of any such rite or ceremony is to be found in the performance, whenever

possible, of some act which is typical, or symbolical, of that for which the setting apart or
consecration takes place. This act, either from
the first or in process of time, is naturally accompanied by some announcement to the congregation
of what is being done or intended, and by forms of
prayer asking for the Divine approval and blessing but no such accompaniments are really essen;

the consecration itself, though they increase
the dignity of the occasion and tend to general
edification.
This is, indeed, true of all symbolical
rites and ceremonies in their ultimate simplicity,
and the Biblical narrative well illustrates the
truth in its account of the marriage of Adam
and Eve (Gn 2 2 -), where the essence of the marriage rite is described in the simple statement that
'the Lord God brought unto the man' the woman
whom He had made of the rib taken from his
tial to

side.

With regard, however, to the consecration of
persons or things in the stricter sense with which
we are now dealing, we see traces of the original
idea in various instances. The ordination of a
lector (reader) consists in permitting him for the
first time to read the Gospel in the course of the

A

service. 1
priest is made by permitting him (as
in the modern Roman Pontifical) to celebrate the

Holy Mysteries
simultaneously with the consecrat2
ing bishop; and in the same way an altar, and
even a church itself, a are consecrated by being
first used for
Holy Communion, and so on. Again,
there are cases where the act is more convenient y
I

and suitably symbolical rather than typical:

e.g.

Cf. Cyprian, Ep. xxxiii. 2, where he speaks of a young
'
Dominieo legit interim nobis, id est,
lector Aurelius thus
auspicatus est pacem, duin dedtcut Uctiourin (while he acta in
his new capacity as lector).
1

:

'

2

See Procter and Erere,

New Hist,

of Book of Com. Pr., Lond.

1901, p. 609 note.
8 CI. the letter of

Pope Vigilius to Profuturus of Braga (a.d.
consecrationem cuiuslibet ecclesiae in qua sanctuaria
non ponuntur celrhritutrm tanlum sciinus esse missaram.'
See J. Wordsworth (On the Rite of Consecration, p.
f.), who
points out the significance of the fact that the words xvptatcov
and Dominicum are used both for the Lord's House or Temple
and for the Lord's Supper or Sacrifice; see also Duchesne,
'

538):

Origines

du

eulte chrH. p. 404 (Eng. tr.).
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the doorkeeper of the church receives the keys of
the church doors, the sub-deacon receives the
chalice and paten (the vessels of his ollice), the
virgin is veiled to signify her marriage with
Christ (or His Church), the lector himself actually
receives a copy of those Gospels which he is hence-

forth privileged to read, and so on. The Greek
word commonly used to denote dedication of build1

itself sugings (iyKalvia cf. xcuvlfriv and Kaivovv
gests that the idea here emphasized lies at the
root of the ceremonies employed.
It is hardly necessary to say that the Christians
were not the first to introduce the practice of thus
consecrating, or dedicating, persons or things to
Apart from the well-known
religious purposes.
custom of the Jews (e.q. in dedicating houses, Dt
20 5 Ps 30 [title] or city-walls, Neh 12-"7 or the
Temple, 2 Ch. 5. 6 Jos. Ant. XI. iv. 7 f., XV. xi. 6),
both the Greeks and the Romans (and other
nations as well) observed such ceremonies for their
But for Christians,
priests and sacred buildings.
during a considerable period after the foundation
of their faith, anything hut the simplest and least
imposing ceremonies in connexion with consecration would have been both out of place and pracThis article does not deal
tically impossible.
(except incidentally thus far) with the ordination
of the clergy (see Ordination).
proceed,
therefore, to consider the cases (chiefly those of
consecration is
buildings) to which the word
more usually applied in the present day.
During the first three centuries of the Christian
era we have little evidence, if any, of regular rites
or ceremonies being in use when places or buildOf course,
ings were set apart for Divine service.
such places or buildings gradually became more
and more numerous, and more and more carefully
restricted to religious purposes, as persecution
decreased and the affairs of the Church became
)

;

;

,

;

;

We

'

'

But we can easily imagine that,
settled.
almost from the first, forms and ceremonies grew
up in connexion with their dedication for2 instance,
as J. Wordsworth has reminded us, the two
primary conditions were probably 'a transference
of previous ownership on the part of the Founder,
and an acceptance of the trust by the Bishop of
the Diocese '; and the only essential ceremony was
3
the solemn celebration of the Holy Eucharist.
more

;

The part played by the Founder or Builder would, in accordance with Jewish and heathen precedent, be a considerable
one
and Christian custom, acting in accordance with the
'

;

principles of

solemn

Roman

law,

and ceremonial

would prescribe the dedication by
The usitrpatiu juris of the

use.

Christian Society in its new home could hardly be otherwise
exemplified than by the Sacrament in which believers, gathered
under the presidency of their chief pastor, came together to
meet their Lord in His new house, to plead His sacrifice, and to
feast

upon

it.' 4

We have to dismiss as evidence the quotation
from Philo Judaaus, de Vita Contempt., given by
Eusebius (HE ii. 17. 9) and adduced by Bona (de
Reb. Liturg., Rome, 1671, I. xix.): iv iKiarrj 5e oUla
[of the Therapeutae in Egypt] ferny olnrma lep&v
because
6 KctAetrcu aefivetov Kal fxovaffTrjpiov K.r.X.
Eusebius's identification of the Therapeutae witli
the Christian ascetics of S. Mark in Alexandria is
And the statebaseless and next to impossible.
ment in the Calendar from the Library of the
Queen of Sweden, quoted by Baronius (Annul. A.D.
,

1

difneptucris is

another noun, and avaQelvat another verb.

2 Op. cit.
p. 6.
3 Cf. the two
corresponding
regulations from the letter of Pope
'
Vigilius, quoted above : omnes basilicae cum missa debent semper consecrari, et nullus presbyter missas celebrare praesumat
nisi in sacratis ab episcopo locis.'
These, though not so early as
they claim to be, probably embody ancient tradition (Words-

worth, I.e.). The Liber Diurnus, which gives us very early
Roman usage, speaks of dedications without missce publicce or
publiea processio, but these are (according to Duchesne, op.
cit. p. 404)
cases of monastic oratories not open to the public,'
so that the inaugural misste would be of a quasi-private
'

nature.
*

Wordsworth,

loc. cit.
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'

Aug. Romae

Kal.
dedicatio primae
57, no. 100),
ecclesiae a beato Petro constructae et consecratae,'
is unhistorical ;' and so, no doubt, is the assertion
attributed to Euodius (Niceph. ii. 3), who was the,
first bishop of Antioch, that .James was consecrated
first bishop of Jerusalem, and that the seven deacons
were ordained in that house in which Christ instituted the Lord's Supper, and where the Holy Ghost
descended on the Apostles.
It is not till the cessation of the persecution of
Diocletian that we are on safe ground with regard
to any actually recorded service of dedication.
Eusebius (HE x. 3) speaks of the restoration of
peace at that time being marked by the founding
of new churches, and, among other signs, mentions
iyKaivluv iopral Kara 7ro\eis Kal twv dprt. veoirayiov
TrpoaevKTijpiwf dqbupujaeit, a notable instance being
the dedication of the Church at Tyre (in the name
of Paulinus), which took place A.D. 314, and at
which the historian himself preached the inaugural

There was a large concourse of bishops,
and people on the occasion, and the Holy
were
apparently celebrated, but no other
Mysteries
distinctively initiatory ceremony is mentioned.
sermon. 2

clergy,

This occasion is historically important, because
it seems to be the first recorded instance, both
(1) of a kind of consecration service, and (2)
of a church with what is now commonly called a
'dedication,' i.e. consecrated under the title of a
Subsequently, instances of both
patron saint.
sorts

become more and more frequent.

As Duchesne (loc. cit.) has pointed out, the
church of S. Paulinus at Tyre is a representative
of one out of two types of church in the first ages,
viz. what we should now call the parochial church
Of this type there would
of a town or district.
sometimes be more than one needed and provided
in any single town or district, the principal one of
which would, of course, be the 'cathedral,' as we
now call it, where the bishop's throne was set up.
Churches of this type seem often to have been
known by the names of their founders or other great
persons connected with the place (e.g. at Tyre above,
S. Denys and others at Alexandria [Epiph. Hwr.
lxix. 2
PG xlii. 205], and S. Ambrose at Milan) 3
or by some great Christian doctrine or event (e.g.
kyla Xcxpla. at Constantinople [A.D. 360], or the
A church called Do'kvAaraais at Jerusalem). 4
minicum aureum was dedicated at Antioch by
Constantius in 341 (Socr. ii. 8 Sozom. iii. 5).
The other type of church was that which was
connected with the tombs of martyrs and other
In the catacombs (q.v. at Rome, and in
saints.
the burying-places (ccemeteria, polyandria) generally, the custom gradually grew up (1) of keeping
the anniversary of such persons' death (natalis) or
burial (depositio) by a service at their grave, their
very tombstone often forming the altar for the
consecration of the Sacred Elements and then (2)
of holding services there more frequently than
once a year. 6 After a time a church was built
;

;

'

;

)

;

over the spot, and called after the name of the
martyr or confessor who lay buried under its
altar (hence the term martyrium, and the like,
As churches had to be
applied to churches).
1 Cf. Mart.
Bier.; D'Achery, Spicileg. (Paris, 1655-87) torn,
The Church of S. Peter ad Vincula on the Esquiline was
dedicated in the name of both S. Peter and S. Paul on Aug. 1, in
the episcopate of Felix iv. (432-440). There may, however,
have been some church-building there before that date.
2
Quoted bv him at length (toe. cit. 4).
3 The Gel. Sacramentary (ed. Wilson, Oxford, 1S94, p. 140 f.)
contains 'orationes et preces in dedieatione basilicae quam
conditor non dedicatam reliquit,' and also '[missa] in ejusdera

iv.

'

conditoris agendis.'
4 The mediaeval cathedral at Aix in Provence is said to be
dedicated to the Transfigured Saviour and in later times we
have dedications like the Ascension, Corpus Christi, etc., or
even Holy Cross, House of Prayer, and the like.
a Hence what are called the
stations,' and the station days'
of early Roman service-books and calendars.
;

'

'
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more numerous than martyrs' tombs, it also
became sufficient to have some portion of a saint
or some small personal relic of him (pignora,
sanctuaria), perhaps only a piece of linen dipped
in his blood, or even portions of the Gospel or
of consecrated bread, to represent or symbolize
the 'patron' in eacli case; and eventually this
second type of church was adopted, though very
gradually, and not so universally as is sometimes
imagined, at all events throughout Western Chris-

tendom. 1

See, further, art.

COMMEMORATION OF

the Dead.
Perhaps we may

at this point distinguish yet a
third type of church of which we sometimes hear
ancient history, viz. buildings which were
adapted from secular or heathen purposes to
Christian.
It used to be held that this was the
origin of the basilica form of church, the Roman
law-court or business-exchange being turned into
in

a Christian building but this theory has been, we
think, successfully disproved of late years.'
do, however, hear of heathen temples being so
converted, though it is probable that in many
cases the old building was pulled down and a
new one erected with the old material e.g. the
Pantheon at Rome was consecrated by Boniface
IV. (608-614) under the title of S.
Mary ad
Martyres on May 13 and Martene (de Ant. Eitt.,
Antwerp, 1700, II. xiv. 4-5) gives other instances
;

We

;

;

in

both East and West. 8

Jewish synagogues were

also subjected to the same treatment. 4
As to the ceremonies connected with the dedication of churches, considerable diversity must have
prevailed from the first, if we are to judge by such
scanty evidence as we possess ; and this diversity
lasted in the West well into the Middle Ages. At
Tyre in 314, as we have seen, the ceremonial is of

the simplest ; a large assembly of bishops, clergy,
laity from the town and neighbourhood
assisted at the first celebration of the

and

Holy

Mysteries, and a dedicatory sermon was preached.
More than 200 years later the essence of dedication
was still distinctly recognized as consisting in the
public celebration of the Holy Communion and
nothing else. In 538, Vigilius, Bp. of Rome, writes
to Profuturus of Braga (in Spain) to the effect
that, in the case of ordinary churches, it is not
even necessary to sprinkle holy water by way of
6
consecration, since this is sufficiently effected by
the celebration of Mass in the case of churches of
the second type above described, the relics of
martyrs (sanctuaria) must be previously deposited
in the church, or, if they have been removed, they
must be replaced. The 'Leonine' Sacramentary
contains a missa in dedicatione [ecclesiae]
but
this is, of course, for use either after the dedicatory
rite itself or on the anniversary day. 6
It is noticeable that, while the earliest form of
;

'

'

;

'

the

'

Gregorian

Sacramentary does not provide

for the dedication of churches, the

'

Gelasian

'

does

;

combined with other evidence or indications given and discussed by Duchesne (op. cit.),
and

this,

suggests that, in this as in other cases, the local
Roman church was originally inclined to a severe
simplicity in matters of ritual, and that the fuller
ceremonies and forms of prayer whicli afterwards
obtained and are still in use in the Roman Communion are traceable to foreign or * Gallican
influences. 2 It seems not unlikely also that those
ceremonies in the Western rite which are distinctive of consecration proper are ultimately derived
from the East (e.g. from the Byzantine ritual), and
that only the part relating to the deposition of
relics in the new building is originally Roman.
The student cannot fail to be struck, as Duchesne
and others have pointed out, with the fact that
this deposition of the relics, as given in its fullest
form in the two most ancient Ordines Romani?
partakes distinctly of a funeral character, while
the Gallican ceremonies all point to the idea of
adapting the Christian baptism of persons to the
dedication of buildings. The modern Roman service is a combination of the two types of ceremony,
but in it the deposition of the relics is to some
extent outbalanced and overshadowed by the con'

'

'

secration rites proper.
concise description in detail of the regulations
of service as now provided in the Roman
Pontifical is subjoined, and will be found useful,
both because it exhibits most of the rites that have
gradually gathered round the occasion in Western
Christendom, and because it is the basis on which,
since tne Reformation, the Bishops of the Anglican
Communion have, with varying degrees of exactness, drawn up their Consecration Offices.
With regard to the first point, it will be well to bear carefully
in mind what J. Wordsworth has remarked in the valuable
treatise (On the Rite of Consecration, p. 13) to which reference

A

and order

I conjecture that (here), as usual, in
has already been made :
process of time, diverse ceremonies were heaped together without much regard to their congruity.' Wordsworth makes this
remark with special reference to the ceremony of the abece.
darium (see below), but one feels its applicability to a good
deal of the present overloaded service. As to post-lleforamtion
forms of consecration, the student will find a list of those in
use in the 17th century on p. '27 f. of the same treatise, and the
present Sarum Form on p. 30 ff. (with the music). This is much
the most satisfactory adaptation of ancient forms and uses,
Eastern as well as Western, that the present writer is acquainted
with. The S.P.O.K. also publish the forms authorized for the
dioceses of London, Truro, Worcester, Wakefield, and Winchester ; and of these the first three more or less follow the old
lines, whilst the last two are based on Bp. Andrewes' Form
It may be added that no Form would seem to be really
(1620).
adequate which does not provide that the consecrating bishop
shall conclude the consecration with a solemn Eucharist, either
at the time itself, or, if the service take place in the evening, at
a reasonably early hour the next morning.4 This provision is
made in the Form of the modern Irish Church, and in that of
the Church of the United States of America.
'

'

'

The similar description of the modern Eastern
with which this article concludes, will be likewise interesting both in itself and as illustrating
much that has been said during the course of our
rite,

See on this point a valuable paper by Wickliam Legg, in
no. lxxiii. of Ch. Hist. Soc.'s Tracts, p. 53 ft"., and another by J.
1

Wordsworth in no. Hi. of the same series, p. 19 ff. (already quoted).
Cf. also P. Lejay's article on the Ambrosian Rite in DACL, pp.
'
1437-9.
I would venture to
surest that the reaBOn of the
absence of the rite from this [English] form of consecration was
that the early British and Irish Churches only dedicated their
churches to living saints. In this case no relics could be had,
and therefore the rite was of necessity omitted ' (T. Olden on
the Leabhar lircac, 190(1, vol. iv. pt. ii. t S. Paul's Eccl. Soc.
p. 99).
3
I.

'

E.g. by O. Baldwin Brown,
p. 217 ff.
5 Cf.

Bede,

4 Cf.

Gel.

HE.

orationes et

eynagoga.'

i.

From

Schola

to

Cathedral, App.

SO.

Sacram.

p. 141 f. (ed. Wilson), which gives
precea in dedicatione loci illius ubi priua fuit

This, which is now such an important part of the Roman
rite seems originally to have been practised by Christians to
f
purify their private houses rather than their churches (see
Duchesne, op. cit. p. 407 [quoting Lib. Pontif. i. 127J).
8 P.
15, ed. Feltoe, Camb. 1896 ; the collect here speaks of
•hostias quas maiestati tuae in honore beati apostoli Petri cui
haec est basilica sacrata di-forinms,' and each of the other
formula) also mentions 8. Peter.
6

discussion.
i.
MODERN ROMAN USE.—i. Preparatory regu(1) Consecration may take place any day,
but by preference on Sunday or a Saint's day.
(2) The archdeacon is to give notice of the day

lations.

—

(3) The conseerator, the clergy,
fast before the service.
(4)
the evening before, the consecrating bishop
which
are to be deposited in t he
the
relics
prepares
church, placing them under seal in a suitable
casket, with three grains of frankincense and a
written record of the consecration, and laying the

fixed beforehand.

and the people should

On

i

P. 133 ff., cd. Wilson.
this point, see E. Bishop, Genius of the Roman Rite,
and Winkham Legg, Ree. Lit. Research, p. 3 ff.
;
One, that of S. Amand (Paris, 974) of the late 7th cent,
printed by Duchesne (op. cit. p. 456 ff.) the other, that of
Verona, edited by F. Bianchini (Anast. Eiblioth. iii. 48).
2

On

1899
a

;

*

See Wordsworth's remarks (op.

cit. p.

9

f.).
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casket on a bier with lighted candles under a tent

S.

before the principal door.
Vigil is kept, and
Nocturns and Lauds are sung before the relics that
2
(5) Inside the church a large number of
night.
articles have to be prepared for various purposes
during the service, and care has to be taken that
the church has a free passage round it outside.
(6) On the morning of the day itself the bishop
enters the church in ordinary dress, and sees that
everything is in order, and that the 12 candles over
the 12 consecration crosses on the inner walls are
3
He then leaves the church empty, save
lighted.
for one deacon vested in amice, alb, girdle, and
white stole, who stands behind the principal door,
when it is closed upon him.
2. The ceremony.
(1) The service proper is now
begun. The bishop, having fully vested himself,
and being attended by another deacon, a subdeacon, acolytes, and other ministers, goes to the
place where the relics are reposing, and the seven
Penitential Psalms are recited.
He then proceeds
to a faldstool before the church door, and, kneeling
there, after an antiphon and collect ('Actiones
4
nostras, quaesumus, Domine,' etc.), says with the
choir the first portion of the Litany.
The
next
is
the
(2)
exorcizing and
ceremony
blessing of salt and water, which, being afterwards
mixed and again blessed, are made use of in the
following manner First the bishop sprinkles himself and his assistants, whilst the choir sing the
usual antiphon,
Asperges me,' etc. ; he then
marches three times, preceded by two candlebearers, round the outside of the church, sprinkling
the walls as he goes, 6 the choir singing an approeach time he reaches the
priate responsory
principal door, he first kneels and says a collect,
and then performs this very ancient and dramatic
6
he stands on the threshold and strikes
ceremony
the door with the butt end of his start,' saying,

thus

1

—

:

'

;

:

'

Attollite portas, principes, vestras,' etc. (Ps 23'

Vulg. )

the deacon from within (see above)

j

in-

'
Quis est iste rex
quires, in the words of ver. 8,
gloriae ? and the bishop answers, Dominus fortis
at
et potens,' etc. ;
the third time those who stand
by call out Aperite,' the bishop makes the sign of
the cross on the threshold, the door is opened, and
'

'

'

the procession passes in, the bishop proclaiming,
Pax huic domui,' and the deacon from within
replying, In introitu vestro.'
(3) Whilst the bishop goes to the centre of the
building, two antiphons are sung, the use of the
second of which is very ancient,
Zaccha?e, festinans descende
(see above).
Then, during the
Veni, Creator Spiritus,' one of
singing of the
the ministers sprinkles ashes 8 in the form of a
'

'

'

'

'

This
has one.
1

is

most conveniently the west door,

2 All this

is

in

if

the structure

accordance with very ancient use, probably

Sacramentary of Drvgon, Bishop of Metz [826-855],
by Duchesne, op. cit. p. 487 ff., and described by

Gallican (see

quoted

Delisle, Mini,
p. 100 ff.).
3 Gallican.

sur

d'anciens

sacramentaires,

Paris,

1886,

Wordsworth,

still

op. cit. p. 16

;

cf.

Wickham Legg,

op. cit.

Pontifical of Egbert, 1853 (Surtees Soc), Benedictional of
Archbp. Robert (H. Bradshaw Soc); cf. Gel. Sacr. (p. 327, ed.
Wilson, 1894). The antiphon now is Adeste, Deus unus oninipotens,' etc. ; in the above-named Pontificals it is 'Zacchaee,
festinang descende,' etc., which now conies later in the ser'

vice.
6 This is

The second part of the Litany is next said to the
end, but with special petitions by the bishop, standing, for the church and its altar now in act of
being consecrated. After this the bishop says two
the second an ancient one ('Magmheare,
2
Domine,' etc.), and then, whilst the choir sings
the song of Zacharias (Lk l 68ff-), with antiphon O
collects,

'

etc., between every two verses,
he occupies himself in writing with the end of his
staff the letters of the Greek alphabet on the cross
aforesaid, from the left Western corner to the
opposite Eastern corner, and of the Latin alphabet
from right to left. 3
(4) This done, the bishop approaches within a
fair distance (spatio congruent*,) of the high altar,
and says three times
Deus, in adiutorium meum

quam metuendus,'

'

:

Domine, ad adiuvandum me festina,'
with the Gloria Patri.' Hereupon salt and water
are for a second time exorcized and blessed (with
intende, R7
'

new

ashes also are blessed and mixed
formula?)
with the salt and water ; then wine is blessed and
added to the mixture. 4 Finally, two prayers are
uttered

;

:

that the Holy Spirit may be sent
6
and (li.) that all kinds of

(i.)

down upon the mixture

;

The origin of this rite, which is probably Gallican, has
puzzled the learned. It has been connected with the cross
drawn by the Roman augurs in laying out a templuin, and by the
surveyors (agrimensores) in measuring out land for a colony (e.g.
de Eossi, Bullet, di archeol. Christ., 1881, p. 140 ff.). The application of the Becond usage is approved by Duchesne (op. cit.
p. 417), and by H. le Clercq and P. Lejay (DACL, p. 68, 1438).
On the other hand, Wordsworth (op. cit. p. 11 ff.) criticizes the
applicability of either usage to the rite in question. The surveyor's cross was, he says, one of 4 right angles,' like the St.
George's cross on our flags, cutting the four sides into equal
portions,' and the letters they used were in no way attached to
these lines, but scattered all about the plans.' It ifl therefore,
of the two, more likely that the peculiar Christian rite came
from 'a vague memory' of the old laying out of a heathen
temple than from the other and he prefers de Rossi's suggestion that the figure is really a Greek ^ and the initial of our
To write His name symbolicLord's name in that language.
ally upon the new church floor 'would be a very fitting mark of
His ownership.' He further conjectures that the ceremony
originally belonged to the laying out of the first sketch or
foundation of the building rather tHan to the actual consecration
cf. the Gr. ara.vpo-nriyi.ov and the modern lay(gee note 6 above)
ing of the foundation-stone. Theantiphon, 'Fundamentumaliud
nemo potest,' etc., and the Psalm 86, Fundamenta eius,' etc.,
which are found at this point in Bened. of Archbp. Robt., tend
It may be added that
to corroborate the view suggested.
the ceremony, as at present practised, is rather ineffective,
and does not appear to fit at all well into the rest of the
1

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

service.

Duchesne thinks that this and two other prayers which occur
on (Deus qui loca, etc., and Deus sanctificationum, etc.)
Gallican Rite from s*me Roman
Missa Dedicationis. This first one occurs in the Gelasian Sacrum, (p. 140, ed. Wilson) in such a Missa, but in the Missal of
Gellone, Egb. Pont., Greg. (472 Mur.), etc., in the same place as
now. The other two are both found in Pont, of Egbert and
-

may have been borrowed by the

Bened. of Archbp. Robt.
3 In some
early Sacramentaries it Beems as if the Latin alpha,
bet was written on both the intersecting lines, and we hear also
of the Hebrew alphabet being likewise sometimes U6ed. To
Wordsworth (op. cit. p. 12) the alphabet seems to be another
symbol of Christ as the word of God, not only Alpha and Omega,
but all that lies between, every element, in fact, of human
'

—

speech.'

the first of two sprinklings that occur see note 1
col. for comments on the origin of the practice.
Gallican. Egb. Pont., Bened. of Archbp. Root., etc.
7 The earliest word for ' staff here is cambuca
(or cambuta),
shepherd's crook,' perhaps derived from Kafnrreiv.
8 The introduction of ashes on which to write looks
very like
a later artifice to enable the bishop to do something which at
first he would have been able to do without
difficulty
(J.
;

on next
6

'

'

'

'

Wordsworth).

1

:

later

These crosses are

often to be found in our
English churches. 'It is said that the English use differed
from the foreign in having crosses both within and without.
The Irish use shows its primitive character in ordering the
crosses to be cut with a knife, no doubt on wooden posts,'
etc. (J.
p. 64).
4

61

Andrew's cross (dec ussis) on the lloorof the nave,

4 This
holy water is technically called in later times 'Gregorian, 'as though instituted by Gregory the Great ; its use seems
to have been common to both the Roman and the Gallican
Rites, though in the letter of Bp. Vigilius to Profuturus (a.d.
638) it is mentioned only to be disapproved of (' nihil iudicamua
officeresi per earn [ecclesiamjminime aqua exorcizata iactetur ').
The ordo of Verona (see note 3 on p. 60^) mentions the use at the
end of the Bervice, but this may be a later addition.
'

»

Gell.,

Egb. Pont., Bened. of Archbp. Robt., etc.

'
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benefits typified by it may accrue to the newly
consecrated building. The bishop then signs the
inside of the church door with two crosses, using
his stall', and uttering another prayer suitable to
the action. Returning to his former position, he
invites the congregation to pray for a blessing upon

the building,

'

per aspersionem huius aquae

:
vino, sale et cinere mixtae.'
(5) Consecration of the altar.

by singing Psalm 92

cum

— The choir begins

Judica me,' etc.), with the
2
while the bishop,
('Introibo,' etc.),
('

antiphon
standing before the altar, dips bis thumb into the
Gregorian water and makes a cross first in the
middle of the mcnsa and then at each of its four
Sanctificetur hoc altare,' etc.,
corners, saying,
each time. At the conclusion of the introit, the
'

'

'

bishop, having said the prayer

'

Singulare illud,'
etc., goes seven times round the altar, sprinkling
the holy water with a branch of hyssop, whilst the
antiphon Asperges,' etc. ) and Psalm 50 Miserere
8
mei, etc.) are said.
(6) All the walls and pavements of the church
inside are sprinkled in the same manner three
times, during the singing of Psalms 121, 67, and
Two prayers 4 (both
90, with various antiphons.
ancient) and a preface follow, the bishop standing
with his face towards the door.
(7) The bishop now goes up once more to the
altar, mixes some cement with holy water, which
he duly blesses, and throws what remains of the
water away at the base of the altar.
(8) His next duty is to go and bring the relics
solemnly to their new resting-place in, or 6 under,
This
the altar that has been prepared for them.
he does with much ceremony while the choir sings
Psalm 94 (' Venite, exultemus,' etc.), with several
antiphons. But, before entering the church with
his sacred burden, he carries it once round the
building outside, and delivers a set oration at the
principal door, on the duty of treating churches
with reverence 6 and on the importance of endowments, after which the archdeacon reads two
decrees of the Council of Trent. The bishop next
addresses the founder of the church as to his
intentions in maintaining it and the clergy attached to it, and, on being satisfied with regard
to them,' asks for the people's prayers on his
behalf, whereupon the responsory (' Erit mihi
Dominus in Deum,' etc., Gn 28 21 22 is sung. The
bishop also signs the outside of the door with
chrism, which he has brought down with him from
the sanctuary. At last the procession enters the
church itself bearing the relics, while Psalms 149
and 150 are sung, with various antiphons. After
a collect (' Deus, qui in oinni loco,' etc.), 8 the bishop
'

'

(

(

-

)

I This
ceremony seems to be somewhat delayed by the intrusion of the consecration of the High Altar and others if required,
though, no doubt, that ceremony consists in part of sprinkling
with the water.
- The usual introit at Mass.
3 The rite may be derived from the Christian
practice of
sprinkling holy water in their dwellings (see Duchesne, op. cit.
p. 407, and ef. Gel. Saer, p. 285 ff. [ed. WilsonJ, which provides
two forms of Jlenediotio aquae spargendae in donio '). See note
6 on p. 60* above.
b
4 These are the
prayers mentioned in note 2 on p. 61 above.
The preface is in Pont. Egb. and Bcned. of Archbp. Itobt.
6 It seems
probable that this might at one time take place on
another day or even, as has already been mentioned, not at all
In the Amhr. Pontifical (ed. Magistretti,
in certain cases.
Milan, ls'.'T), Punt. Egt<., ami Bcned. of Archbp. Robt., the de'

placed later in the service, 'after the blessing
in the Pontifical of Dunstan
of the linen and other apparatus
there ia a separate heading here: 'Iucipit ordo quomodo in
and similar evieeelcsia
Komana
Bancta
reliquiae conduntur'
dence is supplied by other Pontificals see Dewick's remarks in
a footnote io Wordsworth, op. cit. p. 22.
For ati early instance of reverence for churches in a hitherto
neglected portion of Christendom, cf. canons US and 68 of Rab)>

ii

ion of relics

is

;

;

first signs with chrism the receptacle in which the
relics are to be laid, and then places the vessel
2
While the antiphon
containing them therein.
Sub altare Dei,' etc., is sung, he censes the relics,
and fixes with the cement he has previously prethe confessio.
pared (see above) the slab upon
Further antiphons are sung, and other collects
'
cohabitatione [or coaptione],'
(' Deus qui ex omni
etc., and
Dirigatur oratio nostra,' etc.) are said
while this work is carefully completed.
4
The mensa altaris (i.e. the upper slab) is
(9)
then censed, anointed, and blessed with a number
'

'

of antiphons, collects, and Psalms (83, 91, 44, 45,
and 86). In this part of the ceremony oleum catc-

in,!
);,<
"

Bp "i Edessa(A.D. 411-135), quoted hyF.O. liurkitt, Early
148 f.
tern <
'hristianity, l,ondon, 1004, p.
All tluse (exhortation, decrees, and address) or any of them

.,.

mav

be omitted now.
'Jiened. of Archbp. Robt., Greg. (481 Mur.), etc.

used

is

for anointing, to typify the right of confirmation
as the completion of the initiatory rite.
(10) After this the 12 consecration crosses on the
inner walls of the building (see above) are each
separately visited to be anointed, censed, and
blessed, after the singing of Ps 147, an antiphon,

and two responsories.

has
(11) Incense is now specially blessed, and
then by the bishop's own hands to be formed into
5 crosses, placed with holy water, oil, chrism, and
wax on the 5 crosses of the mensa, and lighted with
8
antiphons and prayer ('Domine sancte,' etc.).
The ashes are carefully removed, the bishop says
another prayer and preface, 6 and Ps 67 is sung,
with an antiphon. The altar is yet again anointed
in silence, and, after two more prayers
Majestatem tuam,' etc., 7 and Supplices te deprecamur,'
near the altar
etc.), the bishop goes to his throne
and cleanses his hands with bread, while the subdeacons wipe the mensa with coarse towels.
(12) The other vessels and ornaments of the
church and altar are then similarly dedicated with
'

(

'

antiphons, responsories, Ps 62, and collects, and
at last, when the altar has been properly vested
and prepared, the Missa dedicationis is solemnly
celebrated.
At the end of the service the ashes on which the
alphabet was traced are removed, and the whole
church is cleansed.

Modern Eastern rite.— For this we must

ii.

take the Orthodox Greek Church as the norm.
Here there is a general resemblance to the Western
rite
but, though there has been a certain amount
of elaboration introduced into the service during
the last 200 years, 8 — partly, perhaps, in the direc9
tion of assimilation to Western usage,
yet it is,
on the whole, a simpler ceremony, and there are
;

—

important divergencies.
To begin with, there

a short and simple form

is

now

called 'confessio, id est, sepulchrum altaris.'
The term confessio is found also in many early books it is
equivalent to martyrium, and means the hollow place beneath
the altar which is still to be seen in some of the oldest Roman
churches, and which is the origin of the later and larger crypts,
marking the place of burial of the martyrs over whom the church
was first raised.
'
2 The
only direction now is that this should be done veneranPont, of Egb., as also in Greg.
ter,' but in the Ambr. Pontif. and
(481 Mur.), the rubric requires that a veil should be stretched
in front of the altar at this point (' extenso velo inter eos [sc.
Both the Bcned. of Archbp. Robt. and
ClericOB] et populum').
the Pont. Egb. characterize a prayer at this part of the service as
'oratio post velatum altare,' but it is not quite clear whether
here
mean 'vested' rather than 'veiled.'
the word does not
'
What this veil was which Duchesne considers Gallican is uncertain ; perhaps it was only the ordinary altar curtain, which
there is reason to believe used to be drawn before the altar at
1

This

is

;

'

the consecration in the Mass (see Wiokham Lcgg, op. cit. p. 9).
Bcned. of
» Gel.
(p. 139, ed. Wilson) and Greg. (4S2 Mur.),

Archbp Robt.,
4

;

II

as well as sanctum chrisma

chumenorum

Sections

etc.

(0),

(10),

and

seem each

to be of 'Gallican'

in Greg. (4S4-5

Mur.) and Bcned. of

(11)

Origin.

t>Gng.
t>

Both

Archbp.

(4Sf.

Mur).

of these are

found

I!i>l>>.

Ong. (486 Mur.) and Bcned. of A rchbp. Robt.
BSee Ncalc. Sen. Tntrod. to //•<'. of Salt. Ch., London,
1

P. 104S, etc
9 But see

what

is

said on p. GO

1

'

above.
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CONSECRATION
provided fur laying a foundation-stone. This concensing the site, the ehoir going in
procession with the bishop round the foundations,
of the saint in whose name
diroWkia
the
Bulging
the church is to be dedicated. Then, after a prayer
on the site of the future altar, the bishop takes a
stone, makes the sign of the cross with it, and lays
God is in
it somewhere on the foundation, saying,
the midst of thee,' etc.
In due time, when the church is built and ready
for use, the dedication {iynatvia) itself takes place.
The following articles have to be prepared beforehand 4 drams of pure wax, 20 drams each of

sists of first

'

:

mastic, myrrh, aloes, incense, resin, and ladanum,

2 vessels, some paper and twine, a litre of linely
powdered marble, relics of martyrs with a little
silver receptacle, holy chrism, 10 cubits of linen
cloth, 2 napkins, 4 pieces of white soap, a new
sponge, a vessel of wine, 4 pieces of cloth embroidered with the figures or names of the Evangel2
i and as
many dvTi/j.lvoia as
ists, the KaTaaapKiov
the bishop intends to consecrate (see below,
b
p. 63 ).
Then, on the evening before the day fixed for the
consecration, the bishop and clergy meet in the
new church. The relics are placed upon the oIokos
(paten) in three parts on the altar, and covered
with the doreplo-Kos and the d-qp. A short service
is conducted, consisting of the Blessing, the Trisagion, the Lord's Prayer, certain rporrdpia, and the
Dismissal (dTriXwis).
Next, if the church is to he fully dedicated 3 (i.e.
not as a mere oratory or for temporary use), the
relics are taken out into some neighbouring consecrated church, and laid upon the altar there
otherwise, this adjournment does not take place,
and whatever service there is, is performed in the
new building. Vigil is kept that night in presence
of the relics.
(1) There is a special eow^ptvos
(Vespers), with proper iSiS/xeXa and three proper
4
lessons (viz. 1 K 8~" 61 Ezk 43= 7 -44 and Pr &»-*).
(2) Later on, again, there is a special 6p6p6i (Lauds),
in which the Gospel is that of the saint of the
dedication the proper canon, with its nine odes,
This service is
is attributed to John of Damascus.
concluded with the great Doxology.
Next day, after a short rest, the bishop and
clergy assemble once more in the new church. In
one vessel the wax, mastic, etc., are all melted
together in a fire. In the other water is heated.
The mensa is taken off its supporting pillars, and
paper is wrapped round the latter, projecting an
inch above the top, so as to hold the powdered
marble when it is poured in. Thereupon the priest
begins the office of the Prothesis, while the bishop
proceeds to the old church, where he dons his
episcopal robes, and orders the Liturgy proper to
he begun. A procession is formed, in which the
people carry lighted tapers, the clergy the Gospels,
and the bishop the relics on his head. They start
for the new church, singing various rpondpia, and
marching round the precincts, till they reach the
doors, outside which the relics are deposited on the
i
After the irpoKclp-tvov, the Epistle
Terpa.ir65i.oi>.
13 20
n -""> and the
)
(djriaroXos; He 2
Gospel (Mt 16
are read.
After this, another procession takes place round
;

,

,

;

"

)

A linen cloth, the length of the Holy Table, forming the
its three coverings.
2 The bottom cloth
upon the Holy Table is so called. The
natural derivation of the word would be as if it were a substitute
(avri) for the mensa, and this seems to accord with the use of
the article ; but it is always spelt with i, not c, and pivao<; is said
to be a canister (Neale, op. cit. p. 186).
1

middle one of

3 The word for this is
to imply
t'i'Te0poi'ia>ieVo9, which is said
the setting up of the bishop's throne in it, because every church
in his diocese is potentially his cathedral, and becomes so for the
time when he is present (see Neale, op. cit. p. 1043, note, and
Fortescue, Orth. East. Ch., London, 1907, p. 404, note 2).
4 This
four-legged table usually stands near the iconastasis for
the use of the clergy (see Neale, op. cit. p. 1044).

63

the outside of the church, whilst they sing the 3rd
ode of the canon mentioned at 6p8p6s above. This
8
is followed by a second Epistle (He 9'" ) and Gospel

(Lk

lu 3"-'""1 ).

For a third time they march round the walls,
while the 6th ode of the canon is sung. Then the
relics are laid upon the TCTpairoSiov as before, the
bishop prays, and a rpoirdpiov is sung. Standing
before the closed church doors, the clergy sing
Ps 24 7ff-, some from within demanding Who is
1
the King of Glory?' and those without answering.
Thereupon the doors are thrown open, and the
procession enters the church the bishop, passing
up the nave, solemnly places the relics in their
chrism on them, and prays. The
receptacle, pours
powdered marble and the hot mixture of wax and
other ingredients are then poured round the base
and at the top of the pillars of the altar, and the
'

;

mensa is securely replaced and fixed thereon.
While the cement cools and dries, Pss 145 and
23 are sung.
They then swathe the bishop in the 10 cubits of
linen which have been provided, and fasten the
2 napkins over his arms, so that his vestments are
entirely protected from being soiled in the ceremonies which ensue. 2 After this he kneels down
(this being an unusually solemn attitude for prayer
in the East) and recites a long prayer of dedication,
and the deacon says the litany (iKrevij). Then the
bishop washes the mensa, first with the soap and
warm water during the singing of Ps 84, next
with the wine 3 while Ps 51™' is sung, using
the avTip-lvaia. to wipe it off; lastly, he makes
three crosses with the chrism (or oil) on the mensa,
spreading the oil from them all over the top, and
also on the pillars, while Ps 133 is being sung.
The vesting of the altar next takes place. At
the corners of the mensa the 4 cloths with the
Evangelists' names or figures on them are fixed
with the cement ; over them the KaraoapKiov, with
its four tassels at the corners, is spread, during the
singing of Ps 132 ; then, after washing his hands,
the bishop takes the outer covering (called iwevSuTns)
and unfolds it oyer the mensa while they sing Ps 93.
Lastly, he takes all the new d^n/xirtria which are to
be consecrated, and spreads them out, one on top
of the other, on the altar ; and on the top of all he
puts an avTi.jjXvoi.ov which has already been consecrated meanwhile Ps 26 is sung.
After this, first the altar, then the whole church,
Next the avTiidveia, are anointed, where
is censed.
they lie, with chrism into which the relics or something which has been in contact with them have
been pounded, so as to communicate their virtues
Each pillar in the body of the
to the avTi/j-lvo-ia.
church is likewise anointed with the sign of the
The deacon says a o-wairx?;, and the bishop
cross.
recites another long prayer.
Einally, the Liturgy
to the end as usual, the Epistle now being
proceeds
He 3 " 4 and the Gospel Jn 10~The Liturgy must be repeated for 7 successive
days on the new altar, and the new avTifilvota.
remain there as before. After that they are all
regarded as fully consecrated, and may be distributed as occasion requires. 4
It will thus be seen that at a consecration chief
stress is laid on (a) the erection of the altar in the
new church, and (i) the hallowing of the dvTi/j.iv<na,
which can never he a separate service, and is
;

f-

1

,

1 Neale
of
(op. cit. p. 1044, note) thinks this dramatic way
singing these verses is a modern interpolation from the Roman
in the 17th
rite, and that it was not known to (.Soar or his editors
or early ISth century. But this is somewhat doubtful.
2 S. Simon of Thessalonica
interprets this as symbolizing the
grave-cloths of our Lord (see Neale, in loc).
3 It has been
suggested as probable that a blooming vine-spray
or rose-branch was originally used at this point, and that the idea
of the wine was borrowed from the West.
4 Their
proper position in future is below the KaratrdpKiov, next
to the surface of the mensa, itself.
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The Syrians, however, are
peculiar to the East.
said to use slabs of wood instead of cloths for this
purpose, and in cases of necessity permit the
Eucharist to be offered on a leaf of the Gospels, or
even on the hands of a deacon. 1
See also Anointing, Euchakist, King, OrdinaSanctification.
— G.Sacrament,
Baldwin Brown, From Schola to Cathedral,

tion, Priest,
Literature.
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CONSENT. The usual meaning of the noun
consent is voluntary agreement to, or acquiescence in, another's proposal. The verb is used
to consent is voluntarily to accede to,
similarly
or acquiesce in, what another proposes or desires ;
to agree, comply, yield. The original meaning of
the word (from Lat. consentire = to feel, think,
judge, etc., together') is almost obsolete. It is
rarely used to denote agreement in sentiment,
'

'

'

'

:

'

opinion, or judgment, though this meaning is preserved in the phrases ' common consent,' ' universal
'
consent (consensus gentium). Thus we find it in
Sidgwick's Methods of Ethics" (1901), bk. i. ch. viii.
3.
are led, he says, to endeavour to set at
§
rest doubts as to the validity of the particular moral

We

judgments of men by appealing to general rules,
more firmly established on a basis of common con'

And

sent.'

1879

'

(

Matthew Arnold's Mixed Essays,
As to the
Equality '), we find the sentence
in

'

:

duty of pursuing equality, there is no such consent
among us (p. 49). Most of the primary, and some
secondary, meanings of the word have, however,
been taken by other words, so that we now speak,
e.g., of assenting to statements, doctrines, and
creeds, and of consenting to proposals. Examples of
this use of the word are to be found as
early as the
I2th cent, (see OED, s.v.).
stage logically intermediate between the
primitive and modern uses is the employment of
'
consent' to denote agreement in a course of action.
When the wills of many concur,' says Hobbes, ' to
one and the same action and effect, the concurrence
of wills is called consent' (Works, IV. xii.), and in
Lk 14 18 we read that all with one consent began
to make excuse.' There is no reference to the
sentiment, opinion, or judgment of the persons
concurring to act.
But in its modern prevalent use 'consent' denotes a type of volition which implies acquiescence
in what is proposed by another, an
acquiescence,
not in the proposer's sentiment or judgment, but
'

A

1

'

merely in his proposal. 2

The

state of

mind

pre-

ceding consent seems to include some reluctance to
the action proposed. The reluctance may be of
any degree, from mere indifference, through definite
disinclination (which may be due simply to lack
of light), to decided aversion.
In the typical case
of consenting, the reluctance is overcome without
ceasing to exist. When reluctance ceases, the end
takes on a more or less desirable character. An
end desired is our own, whatever be the psychological origin of the idea of the end.
It may have been
suggested by another because he approved of it or
desired its realization but, while the end is his
;

See art. Antiinenshun,' in HCA i. 91 f.
'There is a distiii-'! difference in consciousness between the
consent of belief and the consent of will. The consent of belief
in
a measure, a forced consent,— it attaches to what stands
is,
in the order of things whether I consent or no. The consent
of will is a forceful consent— a consent to what shall be
through
me (Baldwin, Handbook of Psychology, 1891, Will and Feelinir
"
1

'

2

'

'

p. 171).

'

and not attractive to us, there may be an
only,
indifference, at least, if not a more positive reluctance, to adopt it. When it touches us and creates
desire or wins approval, it becomes to that extent
our own end, and ceases to be what we acquiesce in.
consent to, that is, voluntarily acquiesce in, an
end which is not our own in the sense explained.
Consent so defined raises difficult moral problems.
The fact that a deed is done reluctantly does
not do away with the fact that it is willed, nor,
according to John Stuart Mill (Utilitarianism,
1901, ch. ii.), does it affect the morality of the
action.
It may affect our judgment of the character
of the person doing it, but the morality of the
volition depends upon the nature of the whole
result which was foreseen to depend upon the

We

volition.
The apothecary in selling poison to
Romeo said, My poverty, not my will consents,'
but he could not disclaim responsibility for the
He did not wish
poisoning proposed by Romeo.
the poisoning, yet the consent, though said not to
be of the will, might have been enough to hang
for (T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 1890, bk.
ii. ch. ii.).
A man who consents to a wrong action
'

'

'

may

plead poverty, compulsion, etc., as extenuating circumstances, but would these affect our
of his culpability, except in the same
way as similar considerations would affect our judgment of an action which he conceived and carried
out entirely on his own initiative ?
It is difficult to fix the nature and the
degree
of responsibility attaching to consent, since acquiescence in any particular case may signify

judgment

much

or very little.
It may mean, e.g., anything
between non-interference and full co-operation.
Would we give as much credit to one who permits
a good deed to be done as to another who actively
helps to perform it ? Would we blame equally
persons who allow an evil to be done, assist in doing
Salome consented
it, or do it entirely themselves ?
to the proposal of Herodias that John the
Baptist
should be beheaded, and demanded his head of the
Herod consented and ordered the execution
king.
(Mt 14 8ff ). Herodias, Salome, and Herod willed
the death. Were they equally responsible and
reprehensible ? Again, acquiescence in the same
deed may have a different moral significance in the

case of different persons.
Pilate consented to the
demand of the
to crucify Jesus Christ.
people
Jesus consented to die. The consent of the one
showed him to be a weak and unjust ruler the
consent of the other revealed Him as a Saviour of
men. It is clear, therefore, that, in order to determine the moral significance of an act of consent,
the whole complex result willed must be analyzed
into its elements and considered in their relation
to one another, and also in relation to the concrete
conditions in which the person willing finds himself.
The situation is often very complicated.
The acquiescence of Jesus in His own death, e.g.,
was an act of obedience to His Father's will, yet
consenting to that will involved the committing of
a crime by the Jews and Pilate. Matheson (Studies
of the Portrait of Christ, 1899-1900, bk. ii. ch. iii.)
thinks that the agony of Gethsemane was largely
due to His aversion to allow such a crime, and to
doubt whether it could be in accordance with the will
of God.
Taking up the cross for a Christian fremeans consenting to a course of action
quently
which lie does not desire, and cannot see the reason
nevertheless he
for, or the reasonableness of
acquiesces, in the belief that he is doing the will
of Gud, and that the will of tlod is good.
Submission of the will to authority of any kind
amounts, directly or indirectly, to acquiescence in
what is proposed by others. Obedience is consent,
;

'

'

;

so

is

compromise

cannot

;

We

co-operation involves it.
with others without

live in social relations

CONSEQUENCE-CONSISTENCY
do things for them
desire, and on which we
For it is not
to
not
be
able
pass judgment.
may
easy to know whether the ends which our fellow-men
set themselves to realize with our help are, on the
whole, good. The goodness of particular ends is,
within limits, relative to the individual. An end
which is good for one to aim at may be bad for
another. This is true irrespective of our conception
having, now and again,
which we do not ourselves

of the ultimate ideal of

to

life.

Even

if

the ultimate

good be one and the same for all, it is individualized
in a different form for every life, and each claims
the right to realize it in his own way. This seems
a legitimate claim, and consequently the good man
to special
may feel called upon to regard consent
ends which he does not desire, and is not in a
position to approve or disapprove, as a normal
fluty.
By recognizing the claims of his neighbours
to his love and help, he admits also their right to
expect him sometimes to acquiesce in their purposes
and to trust their judgments. He must act, not
on his own insight, but in dependence on that of
The
His will must consent to theirs.
others.
appeal of many proposals may depend not so much
on their intrinsic reasonableness, as on the persons
making them. Therefore the wise man is only
partially able to realize the ideal of a life according
to reason. He can scarcely hope that the ends which
his fellow-men seek are always good.
Moreover,
good men often come into apparent conflict with

one another, and co-operation

is

limited by com-

petition.

A more difficult problem is raised by a' considera-

tion of the fact that man's life is lived in a world
over whose course he has very little control. If the
world is the result of blind forces utterly indifferent
to human ends, the wise man has no ground for
hoping that life will ever be satisfactory. He cannot acquiesce in such a world. His mind and
heart must protest against it, however useless the
If these forces form a mechanical
protest may be.

system, whose operations can be traced and related,
man's intelligence may bow to the inevitable order,
and seek to understand it, but his conscience does
not consent to such a scheme. The moral will
would be inevitably opposed to a merely mechanical
cosmical process. It cannot acquiesce in a world
which is not based on moral principles, and which
is not ultimately amenable to human ends.
And even on this assumption a completely
is an ideal which is scarcely realizable
in the present state of existence. And,

rational life

by any one

Kant

(cf. Critique of Practical Reason)
maintained that immortality is a necessary moral
He maintained, moreover, that the
postulate.
existence of the supremely Good Will must be
postulated as creator and governor in order to
secure complete harmony between the perfect
moral will of man and the conditions of his happiThere appeared to be no other way of
ness.
guaranteeing the realization of the bonum con-

therefore,

summatum.

Many of the higher religions teach submission
to this sovereign will, whose ways are often inThe Christian
scrutable, as the highest duty.
position is that we should will that God's will be
done, and consent, therefore, to all that is involved
in the operations of that will, whether we like and
approve them or not ; know ing, in the words of St.
Paul, that all things work together for good to
them that love God' (Ro 8^). In a sense such a
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particular events,

and

to particulars of conduct,

even when unable to desire and approve them.
The practical problem then reduces itself to know-

what that will intends us to do.
synthesis of a different kind is attempted
some metaphysical systems, such as that of
Spinoza (cf. bis Ethics and Treatise on the Improvement of the Understanding).
Everything that
exists, Spinoza thought, follows eternally and
ing

A

in

necessarily from the being of the One Substance.
The end of life is to obtain rational insight of an
intuitive kind into this being, to see self as one of
its modes, and to acquiesce in the order of things.

—

When

the order of the Universe
Substance,
Nature, God, Truth, are Spinoza's terms is under-

—

stood, we more than acquiesce in it ; we find satisfaction in the knowledge.
Supreme and enduring
happiness consists in the intellectual love of God
intellectualis
Dei).
(amor
For consent in marriage, see MARRIAGE.
Literature.

—This

is

sufficiently indicated in the article.

David Phillips.

CONSEQUENCE.— If

a proposition p implies
a proposition q, but q does not in turn imply p,
then p is called the antecedent and q the consewhereas, if each implies the other, they
quent
;

are preferably called equivalents. Logical conseis thus the relation obtaining between a
conclusion and its premisses, such that if the premisses are true the conclusion is true. The reverse
of this relation the relation holding between the

quence

—

—

consequent and an antecedent is logical presupThat is, the consequent is logically
position.
presupposed by the antecedent for only if it be
true can the latter be true, whereas the antecedent
might be false and the consequent still true.
By causal consequence, on the other hand, is
meant the relation between an antecedent event
and its effect and the philosophically important
question at once arises, Are the two types of consequence the same? For a century it has been
believed that Hume and Kant proved successfully
that the relation between cause and effect is not
that of logical consequence, by showing that we
discover causal relations not by deduction, but by
;

;

observation and experiment, or inductively. But
this does not follow
for, though it is true that our
discovery of causal relations is usually made inductively, the relations discovered are logical.
Moreover, many causal relations have been deduced, to wit, those inferred in mechanics and
mathematical physics. Indeed, all causal laws can
be explicitly formulated as propositions of the type
p implies q. Perhaps what confuses us is that the
temporal relation between an antecedent cause and
its elfect is foreign to logical consequence, and that
the antecedent event seems to us, for practical
reasons, necessary for the effect, and not the effect
But the effect is quite as necessary for the
for it.
cause as the cause for the elfect and, though in a
temporal system, such as the world is, events
must be related in time, still this relation is logically accidental to the generic relation whereby
from the nature of one part of the world-system
we are enabled to infer the nature of another
part. This generic relation is that of logical implication, and is either the causal relation or a class
See
of which the causal relation is a member.
;

;

Cause, Causality.

'

a partial synthesis between the two
attitudes of acting from rational insight and conorder of the world. For, if its
to
the
senting
fundamental assumptions are true, a man acts
and
rationally in willing continuously
autonomously
the realization of the supremely good and reason-

view

effects

able will ; and also by consenting, in detail, to
vol. iv.
s

—

Literature.— Spinoza, Ethics,
cerninif

Hitman Understanding,

pt. i. ; Hume,
sects, iv.-vii. ;

Inquiry con.
B. Russell,

and lv.
T. Marvin.
(Ethical).— In so far as ethics

Principles nf Mathematics, London, 1003, chs.

iii.

Walter

CONSISTENCY

a theory, we must ask whether such a theory is
open to the test of consistency ; and in so far as
ethics bears upon conduct, we must inquire whether

is

consistency also applies to the practical sphere.

In

CONSISTENCY

06

regard to its theoretical aspect, the question arises
whether ethics is simply knowledge of moral facts,
or whether it must fashion an ideal to serve as a
rule for conduct whether, that is to say, it merely
If it be
describes, or also enjoins and commands.
merely descriptive, its sole aim will be to discover
the characteristic and essential features of morality.
The latter view has very largely come into favour
in modern times.
UtiliI.
Consistency in naturalistic ethics.
tarianism, Euda>monism, or the Ethics of Feeling,
It
to
the
of
morality.
explain
origin
proposes
starts from phenomena ; it examines the native
the
of
and
even
tries
to
trace
mankind,
capacities
development of these. It occupies itself with the
;

—

psychological analysis of impulses, feelings, and
emotions, with man's relations to his environment,
and his dependence upon, or relative independence

with his relations to Nature,
of, this environment
to his fellows, and to the communities in which
he finds himself ; with suffering and his reaction
against it with his estimate of things by means
of a ' value-judgment,' which may itself be variously construed, and with the origin of these valuejudgments. In so far as ethics bears this empirical
character, its business is to subject the conduct of
;

;

men

to historical and psychological investigation,
to analyze it, to discover, if possible, the laws
which actually regulate human life and which
furnish a standard of value for conduct, and to
determine the class of actions most conformable
to this standard. For this school, in fact, the only
important matter is to draw from the boundless
mass of material such general truths as will be
valid within this particular sphere.
It is impossible on these lines ever to get beyond
probability or merely relative points of view. An
ethical theory of this sort is inevitably tied down
to the relative.
Consistency can find no footing
All that is required is to bring the manifold
here.
data under general categories by induction. Empirical thinkers, and more especially sceptics, who
place their mark of interrogation upon everything,
will even tell us that the endeavour to introduce
consistency into ethics is a mere futility, and really
prevents us from doing justice to the facts.
moralist like Bentham, for instance, will have
nothing to do with consistency. For, though he
admits the validity of the general proposition that
morality is concerned with the good of the whole,

A

he yet holds that experience alone shows what
makes for this good. Laws derived from the facts
are only of relative value. A change in the facts
will necessarily involve a change in the laws.
Those who favour the historical method give
special prominence to the fact that ethical ideas
undergo extensive modifications, and that every
age has its own particular assortment of such
ideas, won from the most heterogeneous points
of view, and therefore quite incapable of being
reduced to unity. Ell'ete conceptions — vestiges of
earlier modes of thought still continue to operate

—

in certain circles, or in the general consciousness,
at a time when other usages and ideas, by no means
reconcilable with the old, have come to the front.
Hence, it is said, the collision of duties and the
existence of contradictory views of moral life are

what we might anticipate, and accordingly
the demand for consistency is sheer folly. Moral
are thus the result of a psychical and
Judgments
listorical process
the mere temporary compromise
between tlie competing interests of the day. To
look for consistency under such conditions is to
shut one's eyes to the facts. A like judgment must
be passed upon the theory which finds morality in
the spontaneity of our nature, which builds upon
instinct and unconscious tendency, and which, as
wholly averse to rational principles, would trace
just

—

(Ethical)

moral action to the impulse of an inherent goodness
in mankind, or of partly conscious, partly unconor, again, would even bring in
scious, propensity
the operation of a natural creative potency. On
;

this theory, also, the entire function of ethics is to
describe the impulses as they appear in experience.

The explanation ot this antipathy on the part of empirical
ethics to the idea of consistency is that the sysUrn merely
registers and describes the various types of ethical thought

action, classifying them under general headings, and refraining from any attempt to harmonize these, on the ground

and

that the moral "ideas and phenomena emerge in the most
diverse departments of human life, in the most disparate
phases of culture, and in ages most remote from one another,
and that accordingly they cannot well be brought into organic
unity. Indeed, many even maintain that the sphere of practice
is the proper arena for the irrational, for a power quite impervious to reason.
Here, it is said, we encounter the fact of
personality here the concrete, the merely particular, comes
into play that which in the last resort eludes the grasp of
thought. All general principles are therefore but bare abstractions, drawn from a limited field of experience, and as divergent
as the data they refer to.

—

;

—

Consistency in religious ethics. Frequently,
even religious ethics gives no more consideration to the idea of consistency than does empirical
The ethics of religion has usually been
ethics.
content to give sacred sanction to a traditional
morality, which has grown up amongst a people
under the most heterogeneous influences or it has,
at most, added sundry directions regarding ceremonial observances, ecclesiastical duties, and especiWe need not expect to find a
ally works of piety.
harmonious consistency under such conditions.
2.

too,

;

We have an instance of this in Jewish ethics, with its multifarious precepts regarding individual conduct, and regarding
The ethics of the
social, ceremonial, and political affairs.
Persian religion embraces a vast array of ceremonial and moral
ordinances, together with injunctions regarding social duties,
such as planting trees, killing noxious animals, and the like.
Jewish and Persian ethics, however, so far agree in resolving
all the various regulations into a formal unity, namely, the will
of God, as the source of all ; and it is the same will which fixes
the penalty of transgression and the reward of obedience.
A second type of religious ethics is that which admits a dualistic morality. In Buddhism, for instance, there is one morality
The universalism of
for the monks and another for the laity.
this religion was not carried to its final issues : thus, woman
was placed in a lower rank than man, and the system of caste
while
the
was left undisturbed ; and,
leading principle of
Buddhistic ethics was the complete surrender of desire in a life
of patience and contemplative wisdom, this was subsequently
enjoined in different degrees for layman and monk respectively.
The monks were required not only to eschew adultery, but to
abstain entirely from sexual intercourse, to avoid luxury, and
to give themselves to meditation. A distinction was also made
between venial and mortal sins. Rules of propriety were added
to moral obligations. A consistently developed ethical theory
is thus clearly out of the question.
The same "is true of the ethics of Brdhmanism. The Law
Eook of Manu contains an exposition of duties, as also injunctions regarding the retention of the caste system and regarding
submission to the Brahmans. On the other hand, there is, as
early as the Upanisads, the formula Tat tvam asi, 'That (the
Cosmos) art thou,' which bids each find himself in his fellowman ; and, while asceticism, solitary meditation, and withdrawal
into the forest count for more than family or business life, yet a
compromise

is

made between the two by the regulation that the
adopted only after a man has lived in a family

forest life shall be

and brought up a

son.

Consistency is likewise alien to the ethics of Roman Catholicism. For one thing, morality is here made to rest upon the
isolated flat of an external authority for another, a distinction
Moreover, the
is drawn between obligations and counsels.
sacrament of penance prescribes a series of external works
while, finally, the monastic ethics of the reliijiosi is severed
from the ethics of the laity.
;

;

would be wrong to imagine that
Nevertheless,
this double
religious ethics must necessarily assume
be no more than a mere aggreit
can
or
that
form,
gation of contingent and isolated commands, and
must in consequence lack consistency.
it

As a matter of fact, the ethics of Confucius, who put a check
upon belief in spirits, soothsaying, and exorcism, and who read
a Divine revelation in the natural and social order, exhibits a
more homogeneous and self-consistent character than any of the
above. 'The wise man obeys the law and awaits his destiny ;
that is the sum-total of duty.' This law sets forth the right
hierarchy of social relationship in the subjection of the wife to
the husband, of children to parents in family affection, which
in the separation of the
is to bo nurtured by ancestor-worship
in the subordinasexes, as providing a barrier for the people
;

;

'

'

;

tion of the

younger to the

older,

and

of the subject to the ruler.
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The law

also decrees that this Gocial order shall he
represent! d
in the ritual.
Kindness to the poor, the friendless, the widow,
and the orphan, is commended, and great stress is laid upon
faithfulness in friendship.
The governmental system should
aim at nurturing a peaceful, industrious, and contented people.
It quite accords with all this that Confucius sets
great store hy
ancient tradition and history, as exhibiting the decrees of heaven
in punishment and reward.
Observance of this moral order is
ftt the same time a
It is obvious that, notwithreligious duty.
standing the aphoristic form which this moral teaching tends to

assume, nearly everything is dominated by a single thought.
Finally, the ethics of Christianity exhibits certain features

which not only imply that the entire moral life is brought under
one point of view, but also set forth a consistent moral ideal.
3.

Consistency

in

rational ethics.— (a)

As

the

an abstract law.— While religious
ethics, therefore, either as giving formal sanction
to incongruous usages, or as
massing together arbitrary laws, or as separating the moral interests of
religion from those of the secular life, tends in the
•main to dispense with
consistency, the case is
The fundaquite different with rational ethics.
mental tenet of the latter school is that the moral
is grounded in the rational
and, even if a distinction be made, as by Kant, between
and
application of

;

practical
theoretical reason, the test of consistency holds
good in either. When Kant wishes to prove that
a breach of the universal moral law is indefensible,
he points to the contradictions which such a breach
involves. If we would test the validity of a maxim,
we have but to ask how it would work as a universal law.
Thus, for instance, the refusal to
implement a promise, were it made a universal
rule, would result in a state of things where no
promise was accepted, i.e. the maxim would defeat
its own purpose.
The criterion applied here is
therefore that of logical consistency.
Similarly,
in his Critique of Practical Reason, Kant resorts
to the logical categories as
furnishing a more precise definition of freedom. In one form or
another,
rational ethics makes out a case for an unconditional factor in morality, and it must vindicate
the claim of this unconditional and universal
principle to be supreme, i.e. to determine everything
that conies within its province ; in a word, it demands consistency.
Consistency in rational ethics is, primarily, the
requirement that the practical side of life in 'its entirety shall be brought to the test of the universal
moral law, and made subject to it.
Thus the Stoics maintained that all morality lay in the one
supreme virtue, namely, harmony with the law of nature or of
reason. From the same standpoint Kant treated
morality in a

purely formal way, taking reverence for the law as the sole
motive. This law, however, being as yet wholly
abstract, is
U\capable of positively determining the concrete materials of
conduct. Given conditions are brought within the
scope of the
law they are not, however, derived from the law, but
only
tested by it. For example, the institution of
marriage is not
deduced from the law, nor is its place in the ethical
economy
assigned by the law the sole question is whether, marriage
being assumed, the universally valid law can take effect in the
relationship. Strictly speaking, in such a case we can say only
that the law must not be infringed we cannot determine the
actual duties of marriage. It is, in fact, precisely on this account
that Kant distinguishes between duties of perfect and those
of imperfect obligation. Thus, for
instance, the obligation of
developing one's natural powers is an imperfect one, because,
while the maxim of such effort is
undoubtedly a law, the mode
and degree of the effort are in no way defined by it, but are left
to personal choice. Even on Kant's view,
therefore, there is a
certain permissive sphere in morals, to which the
consistency
of the moral law cannot be extended— a
sphere for casuistry, in
which particular cases cannot be decided by the law.
Kant's mode of applying the test of
consistency in the field of
rational ethics stands in contrast with that of Hirbart. On
the
one hand, the unifying principle from which Herbart Btarts is
an aesthetic a priori judgment regarding relations of
will, and
from this judgment proceed the ethical ideas. On the other
hand, he enumerates five such relations of will (recalling the five
axioms of Whewell), which he simply places side by side. To
look for consistency here is apparently out of the
question, as
these five ideas are neither traced to, nor derived
from, a single
principle. Closer examination, however, reveals that these ideas
are in fact held together hy the
of
a
thought
harmony in all the
principal relations of will, while a similar unifying potency is
attributed to the conception of
living society, which combines
all the ideas in harmonious
both
unity,
;

;

;

and

social relations of will.

individual
embracing
Looked at in this way, the ethics
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Herbart presents us with a much more concrete ideal than
Kant's universal abstract law, and so exhibits a higher
degree
of

of consistency.

in the structure of the concrete
(/<) Consistency
no, ml ideal.
-The criterion of consistency is
applied even more cogently by those who seek
by speculative methods to give the ideal a concrete form.
It was on these lines that Plato

fashioned his ideal Republic, which he regarded
as the highest image of the Good upon earth,
though his dualism stood in the way of a perIn the main, however,
fectly consistent theory.
he sought to delineate a harmonious antitype of
the Idea of the Good and it was his conviction
of the universal supremacy of this Idea that
moved him to incorporate in his scheme the concrete conditions of human life and the special
faculties of the soul.
In the Laws, it is true, he
somewhat lowers the Ideal in favour of the existent civic situation, yet this does not so much
imply a surrender of consistency as a desire to
actualize his ideal State amid given conditions.
The Idea of the Good which manifests itself in
the individual (as virtue) and in the State— the
macrocosm of
is set forth by Plato with the
strictest consistency as the
unifying principle of
morals.
This is even more true of Aristotle.
With him, the one nods is supreme in man, laying
down just proportions for all emotions and all
goods and, although he gives an empirical tabulation of the particular virtues rather than a
classification dominated by a universal
principle,
yet his guiding thought is that the dianoetie
virtues are concerned with the development of
the practical intelligence, while the ethical virtues
have to do with reason's mastery of the passions
In effect, therefore, according to
by exercise.
Aristotle, virtue is one, viz. the supremacy of
reason, which, however, can be adequately realized
only in the State the State itself, again, being
founded upon the home.
Aristotle also agrees
with Plato in linking his doctrine of virtue to
the Idea of the Supreme Good, but he concedes
a much wider scope to the operation of reason
in practical life, and thus carries out his ethical
doctrine in a more consistent way.
In modern times, J. G. Fichte and Schleiermacher
have urged the importance of unity in ethical
theory, and have given complete consistency to
the moral ideal. True, Schleiermacher discarded
imperative ethics and advocated the descriptive
method. In his opinion, however, ethics is not an
empirical or inductive, but rather a speculative,
science.
The moral ideal is not an ideal of obligation, but it is described as the ideal by which
men act— duty or in terms of the faculty which
manifests itself as lawful virtue or in terms of
the result of action— the highest good.
In all
this Schleiermacher applies the ideal with such
rigorous consistency as to demand that every man,
with due allowance for his individual nature, shall
construct and realize his ideal concretely and in
full detail.
He gives no place to the distinction
between perfect and imperfect obligations, or to
the collision of duties, since at every moment
only
one mode of action is ethically possible that,
namely, which in the circumstances best furthers
the entire moral process. Morality being an integral whole, every action is in its degree a reflexion of this whole.
The distinction he draws
between symbolizing and organizing action he
admits to be relative only, since each includes
the other in smaller compass
the same is true
of the universal and the individual factor.
Each
ethical province therefore in a measure embraces
the other, and, when combined, they constitute the
highest good a unity absolutely complete in itself.
The ideal has no gaps, and, consequently, nothing
;

man—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—
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The

ideal embraces the
conduct ; in fact, even the
given situation is deter-

is

merely permissive.
entire range of human
mode of action in any
mined by fixed rules.
According to Schleiermacher, reason is a power
which moulds nature to new issues ; and among
it is he who has most consistently
developed the thought that the whole spiritual life
of man is ethically determined, no phase whatever
being left out. His Theological Ethics bears the
same character.
It simply describes how the
religious impulse the Divine spirit operating as
the intensified power of reason works as the constraining motive in the determination of moral
action in its details, and how it strengthens this

modern thinkers

—

—

rational action (as it is called in his Philosophical
Ethics) without running counter to it or altering
its content.
The man who is in harmony with the
Spirit of

God

is,

in

thought and feeling, an integral

concentrated force, which manifests itself in the
moral ideal, and effects the highest good. This
concrete form of the ideal exhibits a far more
strict consistency and uniformity than does the
abstract idea of universally valid law.
(c) Consistency in the historical development.
can scarcely look for a more exigent standard
of consistency in ethics than that of Schleiermacher, but we may give more consideration to
the fact of development. Schleiermacher's ideal
No doubt he holds that the
is really timeless.
speculative view of ethics may be brought into

—

We

relation with historical science and practical life
by means of critical and technical studies, and
he desiderates that full account be taken of the
individual's special place in the Kingdom of God ;
he even grafts upon the ideal the laws by which
the whole course of conduct must be directed ;

but, nevertheless, he practically overlooks the
factor of development in the moral consciousness.
In his Kritik der bisherigen Sittenlehre he submits
the history of ethics to a searching investigation,
but from a purely critical point of view. This defect

was made good by
Hegel

;

J. G. Fichte, and notably by
1
1
subsequently also by Chalybdus, Harms,

and von Hartmann.* These thinkers took account
of the successive stages through which morality
had passed, and contended for consistency in
the ethical idea. As an example we may take
Hegel's Rechtsphilosophie, which also comprises
his ethics.
In the history of moral experience Hegel Bees a logically
necessary process of development. He argues that the component factors of the moral idea are exhibited in the several
stadia of the developing moral consciousness; that they are
all conserved in the highest stadium, and incorporated in the
all-embracing unity of the moral organism. From the premoral condition of the natural life, with its impulses, out of
which, in process of time, grows a system of wants, Hegel
differentiates the stage of abstract laiv, in which man is subject
to an external arbitrary norm, expressed primarily in the regulation of property and contract. Next, consciousness passes, by
an inner necessity, from this purely outward phase of freedom
to the stage of morality, which lays stress upon inner feeling in
an abstract and one-sided way. Advance is then made to the
stage of Sittliehkeit, or established observance, in which moral
thought allies itself with an objective content embodied in the
moral conmiunity. This content manifests itself first of all in
the family, which forms an expression of natural feeling, and
in which individual property becomes family property
it then
appears as civil society, with its system of wants, police regulations, and corporate institutions
finally comes the State,
which assimilates the results of the whole development. The
Slate conserves the family and civil society, in wlii h the
Individual finds his satisfaction it conserves the Inner disposiit contion, which now acquires a concrete ethical content
serves the sphere of abstract law, and even the life of natural
impulse together with its system of wants.
;

;

;

;

Now we may

possibly take exception to some
of the details of this sequence, but we cannot well
ignore its leading idea, viz. that man advances
from a state of nature to a state of average
System der spekula tin' n Ethik (l.eipz. lsr.o).
a See his admirable work Hie Formm der £//n'A(iv.-lin,
afterwards incorporated in his Ethik, ed. Wiese (1889), 12,
1

3

J'ltitnomenologie des sittliclten ficwusstseins (Berlin,

1

s7s),
17

ff.

lsTit).
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morality characterized by statutory law ; that,
passing from the stage of positive enactment, he
formulates the law abstractly as good disposition
and that, finally, he transforms this abstract
morality into concrete established observance,
thus arriving at a Supreme Good which recapituThe idea
lates in itself all the preceding stages.
of consistency in ethical knowledge is thus extended to the process of development, and at the
final stage we are brought to a provisional harmony in which the consistency of the ethical idea
is revealed as the economy of the moral organism.
(d) Consistency in the relation of Ethics to the
ultimate principle of Philosophy.
Speculative
moralists, however, carry consistency to still further
Not only do they assign to ethics, as a
lengths.
special science, its proper place in the system as
a whole as even Kant does, in his distinction of
theoretical and practical reason but they either
trace it to, or deduce it from, an ultimate unity, a
supreme integral principle, thus fitting it organically into a complete philosophical rationale of the
universe.
Such is the procedure of Plato, who
holds that true knowledge involves morality, and
that morality carries with it insight into truth,
and who therefore regards the science of knowing,
or dialectics, as the cardinal science, embracing
not only knowledge but also the supreme content
of knowledge, i.e.. true being or the Ideas, of which
the highest is that of the Good and Beautiful.
These Ideas Plato deems to be realities, so that
the True and the Good and the Beautiful are one.
The subject-matter of metaphysics or dialectics,
which embraces the knowledge of being, is identical with the Good and Beautiful
and, as this
highest Idea is Deity, metaphysics, religion, and
morality are in the last resort one just as truth,
goodness, and beauty cannot be dissevered. Plato's
differentiation of physics and ethics from dialectics
is due to the fact that the good and beautiful of
the actual world is only a copy of the real a mere
representation in material form, since the world is
the sphere of becoming.
Although Aristotle and the Stoics likewise
aspired to place ethics in its right connexion with
philosophy as a whole, yet their endeavours after
unity, their ideas of consistency, were not carried out so fully as Plato's, the reason being that
their interest in experience and the special sciences
;

—

—

—

;

—

—

was greater than his, and so far deranged their
On the other hand, we have
philosophical views.
a striking instance of consistency in the work of
Spinoza. Even his mathematical method, which
in reality is logical rather than mathematical,
supplies an illustration of this. He regards metaphysics, ethics, and religion as constituting an
integral whole ; and, further, his theory of the
parallelism of thought and extension enables him
to incorporate physics into this unity.
Here,
therefore, we have an attempt on a grand scale
to connect ethics organically with the entire
system, and to enforce the principle of consistsimilar course is
ency to its extreme limit.
followed by the Absolute Philosophy of Germany,
as exemplified by Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel,
and, as they take the historical process into account, their system is even more comprehensive
than that of Spinoza. Hegel looks upon man's
whole moral experience in its several gradations as
a phase of development in the self-manifestation of
the Absolute, or the Idea, which actualizes itself
in moral life in order to attain, in aesthetic in-

A

tuition, in religious conception, and, finally, in
philosophic thought, a survey of the whole proMoral life is thus an aspect of the Idea, a
cess.
Here consistency
stadium in its development,
reaches the acme of rigour. Schleiermacher, too,
endeavoured to bring ethics into organic connexion
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For him, as for
with his whole philosophy.
Sehellmg, the highest principle was in. inference,
Tliis prini.e. the absolute unity of opposites.
in virtue
ciple is confronted by the world, where,
of the underlying unity, the several opposites of
thought and being, real and ideal, manifest themselves as diverse, indeed, yet not inconsistent.
This interfusion of real and ideal, if the former
if
the latter preponpreponderates, is nature
;

Reason and nature, howderates, it is reason.
ever, tend towards a state of mutual adjustment,
reason becoming nature by its activity, and nature
likewise labouring to become reason. Thus ethics
becomes physics, and physics
opposition

confronts

true

Still another
ethics.
scientific knowledge.

Our thought is at once speculative and conditioned
by experience. Hence the science of reason and
the science of nature have each a speculative and
side.
The speculative
the empirical is history. The
reason is ethics
science
of
nature is Natur-philosophic,
speculative
while the empirical embraces the special natural
Ethics and history are interlinked by
sciences.

an empirical

science of

;

technical

and

critical studies.

Such

is

Schleier-

way of making ethics an organic part of
universal science.
It appears from the
4. General investigation.
foregoing synopsis that moralists dill'er very
greatly in regard to consistency as applied to
ethical theory, the main cleavage corresponding
to that between the empirical and the rational
macher's

—

If morality be reinterpretation of morality.
garded as merely a means to the greatest possible
must
be similarly interreason
itself
then
good,
preted, and, on this view, consistency comes into
consideration only in so far as it is conducive to
This general good, it is alleged,
the same end.
is best served by obedience to rules which have
been inferred from experience. But absolute laws,
laws permitting of no exception, are scarcely withGeneral rules
in the scope of such a hypothesis.
are deduced from limited empirical data, and, if
such data be augmented, the rules will be correThey are, by their very
spondingly modified.
structure, incompatible with absolute validity.

Should it be asserted, for instance, that a man
must, with a view to his own happiness, subordinate his personal interests to those of others,
this law will be recognized by him only so long as
he finds it to his own advantage. Thus ethics, if
it be but a means to a relative end, cannot itself get
beyond relativity, and must renounce consistency.
The same result follows when a purely empirical
theory of development is applied to morality.
Altered conditions or the progress of civilization
-

will necessitate a change in moral laws.
Since,
on this theory, ethics merely summarizes the best
directions for human well-being under given circumstances, and since the variability of such
directions and maxims is held to prove the relative
character of the science, strict consistency is put
out of court. As corroborative of this view, it is
alleged, in particular, that ethics must needs keep
within the limits of the attainable, and that it is
impossible to apply the idea of consistency at all
hazards. If we bear in mind the way in which
men really act, the way in which impulses, feelings, and passions are adjusted by the psychical
mechanism, and in which we become conscious of
this adjusting process, we can formulate rules
which, so far from remaining mere ideals, take
account of men's actual capacities and circumstances, and are therefore capable of being put
into practice.

But even the most extreme empiricism must
allow that morality emerges only when certain

demands are made in reference to the data
experience — demands which this school finds

of
so

(Ethical)
self-explanatory that

little

it

has recourse to

all

manner of sanctions' to establish their authority.
Without the antithesis of an ideal confronting the
'

data of experience as a regulative law, morality
It

impossible.

may, indeed, be said that

is

this ideal

simply the resultant of our empirical valuejudgments, a product derived from experience by
abstraction.
Thus, for instance, the law of altruism, as against egoism, may be traced to the
that
experience
other-regarding conduct brings an
increase of satisfaction. But the question then
is

whether this generalization is universally
;
and, again, whence comes the faculty by
which such generalizations are made. The truth
is, this faculty of abstraction is that by which we
colligate the manifold in a unity, on the assumption
that it is amenable to law. The ideal set up by
the moral reason is something more than an aggregate of rules, derived by abstraction from valuejudgments it is in reality reason's own craving
for unity, which it seeks to realize in the ethical
judgment it applies to the facts of volition. The
unity which is not overtly given in our various
impulses, feelings, and passions is demanded by
reason, and the demand cannot be met by anything
relative.
It is a fact that a number of moralists
take their stand upon the unconditional character
of morality
and this fact can neither be explained
nor explained away by the empirical school.
Reason cannot rest till it has moulded the manifold into a unity, and in the ethical field this
means not only that reason constructs ideals, but
arises

valid

;

;

that its ideals are consistent. It is, of course, true
that different epochs have different ideals, but
this by no means implies that the ideals of any
period were defective in the matter of consistency.
Reason has built up its ideals in ever-enlarging
form
it has in ever-increasing measure incorporated therein the various spheres of conduct ;
and, by defining the mutual relations of these
spheres, it has attained perfect symmetry in its
ideal.
Indeed, reason has at length reached a
point where it can survey the whole historical
sequence of ideals in a single view, and where it
seeks to grasp the process of development by which
the approved elements of the earlier ideals are
taken up into the ampler range of the later. In
short, if by an inherent necessity the moral reason
is to carry out its task of ideal-making, and if its
demand for unity is put forward unconditionally,
then the entire field of voluntary action must be
subjected to its authority, and its ideal must seek
to effect the complete organization of moral life.
In ethics, therefore, consistency is an unconditional
Since the whole spiritual life of
requirement.
man is touched by the will, it must of necessity
fall under the moral ideal.
It has been said, indeed, that the concept can
never reach the concrete, the particular.
But,
while this is the case, we can nevertheless form the
concept of the particular, and can accordingly
assign the particular to its proper place in the
ethical system, subordinating it to the whole in
such a way as to make it an organic part thereof
a component which, so far from causing any dislocation, really works with all the rest as mutually
complementary, and is thus wrought into the
harmony of the whole. If it be deemed pedantic
thus to bestrew the whole way of life with mantraps of duty,' it must be frankly conceded that
there are sections of life where movement must be
free, as, for example, the sphere of recreation, of
sociality, of imagination, or the aesthetic sphere.
But the moral ideal encompasses these tracts in
such a manner as to permit a certain freedom
therein, provided that there be no over-stepping of
the limits laid down by the moral system as a
whole. Here, therefore, we have no exception to
;

—

'
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the moral law, but simply an application of the
ethical principle that each sphere shall be dealt
with in its own way, while ever remaining a
constituent part of the moral organism, and keeping within its own bounds. Here too, therefore,
the unifying formative reason may manifest itself
in constructing ideals.
Further, consistency, to be effective, must be
complete. No doubt, it is at present a prevalent
view that a narrow and one-sided policy achieves
the best results. An oppressed class, for instance,
demands its rights these are not to be won, it is
said, by deliberations as to how that particular
section of society is to be fitted into the social
organism nothing but the ruthless enforcement
of its claims can secure for it
improved conditions
of life, though eventually, of course, such amelioration may benefit the whole.
Again, it is asserted
that a State attains prosperity not by enthusiasm
for the ideal of humanity, but by a self-centred
struggle for a recognized place in the council of the
nations. Or, again, the individual who has formed
new religious views must, it is held, not walk
softly or make compromises, but must carry his
views into effect ruthlessly, i.e. consistently.
Mankind, in short, makes progress only by the
one-sided pursuit of narrow aims. Society is so
constituted that, while one man is carrying out his
ideals with inexorable
consistency, his action is
being circumscribed by the interests of others.
The whole process culminates in the mutual
Thus the striving of
adjustment of interests.
reason for unity at length attains its end unconsciously, although the several parts seemed to be
inharmoniously distributed. Progress is secured
by mutual conflict. It is wrong, therefore, to lay
the burden of this final adjustment upon the
individual
all that we can expect from him is
consistency in his own particular sphere, and in
the advocacy of his special interests.
Plausible as such a theory may seem, and
numerous as are its champions, it is nevertheless
untenable. Were it
consciously put into practice,
it would forthwith
plunge nations, classes, muni:

;

;

—

and individuals in fact, human society
at large— into embittered strife, without a
single
Passions would become ramreconciling element.
must
pant, and animosities more virulent.
preferably hold to the other view, viz. that the
individual shall recognize the rights of others
that each class, each group, shall feel itself to be
an organic part of the larger whole, the State
and eacli nation a section of the human race and
that in the conflict of opinion every man shall take
pains to apprehend what is good in the view of
cipalities,

We

;

;

;

others.
As a matter of fact, it is not laid upon
men to prosecute their individual aims with relentless consistency, but rather to realize those aims
in a manner compatible with the ideal, so that
personal interests may be advanced without detriment to the larger whole. Such a mode of appre-

hending the moral task demands, without doubt, a
higher degree of intelligence. But a consistency
which is merely sectional is no consistency at all,
and is incapable of securing true progress, for it
carries within itself the seed of reaction, which
will sooner or later germinate. Moral
development
proceeds from the more simple conditions to the
more complex ; but, for that very reason, the prime
necessity is to gain control of these complicated
conditions by taking into account the various
relevant elements which
they contain, and by
subordinating them to the unifying and moulding
Our abiding problem is to
power of reason.
systematize the whole ethical data in harmony
with the ideal, for only such an issue can
adequately meet the unconditional demand for

unity which reason makes.

5.

(Ethical)
Consistency between the moral

practice.

— The

more

ideal

consistency

perfectly

and
is

formation of ideals, the less
possible is it to ignore the discrepancy between
the ideal and the actual moral situation. When
the reality is compared with the ideal, it appears
incongruous, contradictory, one-sided, narrow,
circumscribed, rent by antitheses in a word, bad ;
while the ideal itself seems but a futile and imattained

in

the

—

practicable demand.

with

ethics,

In particular,

it is

upon a

its special insistence

rational
logically

constructed ideal, which is mainly affected by the
discrepancy, so that its boasted consistency would
here seem to become abortive. Plato traces the
defects of the empirical world as compared with
the Idea to matter, and thus ends in dualism.
Spinoza deduces not only the inadequate ideas and
affections, but also the adequate ideas not only

—

—

—

human

—

servitude, but also human freedom from
the same mathematical necessity, and can therefore make his ideal avail at most only for the
favoured few.
Nor could Hegel dislodge this
discrepancy ; for, though he held the antithesis to
be the very mainspring of progress, and as such to
be subject to logical sequence, the contradiction

was not thereby removed.

Above

Kant

all,

felt

the opposition between the practical reason and
the natural propensities so intensely that he went
to the very verge of dualism. Even Schleiermacher
was forced to recognize a difference between the
speculative moral ideal and actual moral practice,
and accordingly he introduced in his Christian
Ethics a purifying activity,' which was in reality
a confession of the discrepancy. Now this contradiction seems to turn the consistency of the moral

—

—

'

a mere abstraction. Consequently many
thinkers of to-day would have us recognize a
certain irrational factor in the world, a factor
which necessarily precludes a consistent application
of the moral ideal to the facts of life.
According
to von Hartmann, the will is non-logical, and the
sole task of ethics is to evince this fact, moral
action being in the end simply an anodyne to the
will, which finds no satisfaction in any moral
result.
Here the antagonism is carried to such a
point that moral action is made a means to its
own ultimate abrogation. From all this it would
appear that the consistent formation of ideals, as
essayed more especially by the rational school of
moralists, comes to grief upon the incongruity
between the ideal and the actual.
ideal into

Now this would undoubtedly be true, were the
construction of ideals the final task of ethics.
Such, however, is not the case.
Nature, and
especially human nature, is so constituted that it
must have recourse to reason as a means to its own
harmony and

perfection.

The

first stage,

there-

the idealizing activity of reason, the outwhich is the rationally harmonized image
of nature.
But this is only the first stage and,
when once consistency has been realized here, a
further advance is made, for now practice is to be
moulded into conformity with the ideal. Thus
the contradiction above noted is simply a necessary
point of transition necessary, that is, if we are to
have ethical life or action at all. In other words,
if moral results are to he achieved by the rational
activity of the soul, then the end, the task set
and only
before us, must first of all be known
when it is known can we proceed to the task of
fore, is

come

of

;

—

;

The antithesis between (lie rational
realizing it.
ideal and human nature, as it is, is not an absolute
The truth is rather, that life, as we know
one.
it, awaits the rational action of the soul as the
medium by which it is to be harmonized and transThe initial, or idealizing, stage of the
figured.
moral process of reason is therefore responsible
for no more than the harmonious, consistent for-
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nation of the
consistency

ideal.

Once

this has

been attained,

makes the further demand

that the

ideal shall not remain a bare ideal, but shall be
It is impossible to rest satisfied with the
realized.
mere self-consistency of the ideal consistency
must also govern its practical application to life.
Now, as regards this practical accomplishment
of the ideal, we must bear in mind that there are
two factors in the process. There is, first of all,
the application of the ideal to the concrete facts of
its realization on the part of
life
and,
:

;
secondly,
the will. In either aspect we must take account
of consistency, i.e. of the requirement that the
unifying impulse of reason shall operate throughout

with absolute authority.

The application of the ideal to the concrete case
Kant's
implies the faculty of taste or judgment,—
the instinctive form of which is
Urtheilskraft,
In accordance with what has already
conscience.
been said, this immediate judgment of conscience
cannot be self-sustaining, but, in so far as it is
valid, it pie-supposes knowledge of the moral ideal,
as well as the right use of the concrete ideas of the
end which have been grafted upon the ideal by
education. Now, since practical life sets particular
tasks before us, and since a particular task requires
a particular time for its performance, the question
a given
arises, what action ought to ensue at
moment— for, of course, the ideal, as something
it
is
But
sides.
has
various
impossible
concrete,
to act consistently with reference to more than one
side at a time, and, if we take the one nearest to us
as the most important, our act will be consistent
The ecclesiastic, for
in a partial sense only.
example, may fix his mind so intently upon the
interests of his church as to be oblivious of other
duties.
Such a one-sided consistency is the result
of limitation, and leads to fanaticism fiat justitia,
mundus
may, in fact, find a conpcreat
sistency which is so rigid as to verge upon puersome
when
positive law, such as
ility, as, e.g.,
Sabbath-observance, is over-emphasized in the
manner of the Pharisees. The vital matter is
rather to keep the ideal before the mind in every
act.
Every act must be of such a kind as will, in
its degree and place, further the entire moral
each
process only so can the ideal be realized in
particular case. This may seem too great a burden
How
to lay upon the generality of mankind.
many, it may be asked, are so far advanced in
ethical knowledge, or so proficient in the exercise
of subjecting
qt their judgment, as to be capable
every case to such thorough-going reflexion ? The
which
their
trust
to
conscience,
may be
majority
said to express the average ethical culture of the
day, and at best they plead for some modification
of the universal law in view of their personal
For instance, in regard to the
circumstances.
obligation of philanthropy, they point to the state
of their resources, or to their responsibility to those
that have the first claim upon them and, on the
whole, they fare wonderfully well with this
instinctive judgment, for they are in this way
making a genuinely consistent application of the
The explanation is, of course, that every
ideal.
man finds himself in a certain situation, in certain
definite relationships and a whole array of actions
provision for one's family, assiduity in one's
have become matters of use and
calling, etc.
wont. With respect to such things there grows up
a certain moral conviction, which requires no
to
special preliminary consideration, since, so
speak, it has become transformed into flesh and
blood. Thus the immediate judgment of conscience
is, in general, the consistent application of the
ideal to the particular case.
It is different when one takes an active part in
public life. Exact knowledge will then be required,

—

:

!

We

;

;

—

;

—
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(Christian)

so that one's decisions
and a mature reflexion

may

be of the right kind

;

upun one's own faculty of
no more than proper. The same
we
are
confronted with imporwhen
thing applies
Here also a man must carefully
tant issues.
the situation, so that
facts
of
the
salient
all
weigh
his action may in its own measure meet the entire
moral demands of the occasion. The realization
of the ideal will in such instances call for a
developed tact and foresight, while these qualities
will also be needed in order to understand the
faculties by which, and the conditions in which,
we must act, as well as the laws of the objects we
wish to work upon. Self-knowledge and knowledge of facts are the pre-requisites of framing
right ends and applying appropriate means. No

judgment

will be

relaxation of consistency is discernible here, for it
is precisely the world as given which is to be
transformed by the moral ideal. On the contrary,
consistency demands that everything necessary to
the accomplishment of that great end shall he done.
When, however, the intelligence has been thus

brought to bear consistently upon particular cases,
then required, first, that the will shall harmonize with the intelligence, and, secondly, that
the appropriate mental and bodily organs shall he at
the disposal of the will. The former desideratum
is in this instance the fundamental union of the
will with the moral ideal, i.e. the good will combined with love or enthusiasm for the ideal. This
good will is also of crucial importance for particular
it is

But, in the second place, the volition
can be carried into effect only by the exercise of
the relative organs, and here the significance of
psychology and psychophysics for ethics comes into
view. We need not, however, speak of this aspect
in detail.
Enough has been said to show that in
ethics the idea of consistency, alike in the formation and in the practical realization of the moral
ideal, is of decisive importance.
volitions.
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CONSOLATION, COMFORT

(Christian).—
Consolation is an act or process of giving comfort
the state of being comforted ; or the condition and
consciousness of relief from anxiety and distress,
or of support in sorrow and atHiction.
Comfort is
a complex emotion induced by means of consolabut,
tion, or the act or process of comforting
although it is to be classed among the emotional
states, it has certain well-defined presentational
;

;

In its fullest, and especially in its religious, sense, there is the consciousness of a person
whose
words, or acts are the source of
aspects.

presence,
the feeling of comfort, and constitute the consoling
element.
Although there are several weakened
uses of the term comfort,' and it is often employed in an abstract and derived sense, the personal (or quasi-personal) source is always implied.
The immediate effect upon the will is that of solace
or soothing, restraint from agonizing or neurotic
The subeffort, and the inhibition of excited acts.
conscious effect is that of a tonic, and the will is
1
Whilst the
braced thereby for healthful exercise.
consciousness of a personal presence and influence
is the dominant feature in religious consolation,
there is always, in the background at least, the
that produces pain,
presentation of something
i See W.
James, Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 506.
'
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distress, or anxiety.
Probably in most cases the
cause of the painful feeling is at first the focus of
attention, but the process of consolation forces it

into the background as the comfort is being experienced. The consciousness of personal help and
support is the positive element in the case, whilst
the negative is the sense of relief and mitigation.
As consolation and comfort play an exceedingly
important part in the Christian consciousness and
in the offices of religion, the connotation of these
terms in devotional literature is in general identical with Scripture usage, from which it is derived.
The Heb. word ii(jn; (Ps 11950 Job 6'°) has its rootmeaning in the act of breathing pantingly or
sighing, probably as the expression of deep, sympathetic feeling on the part of the consoler. It
especially refers to God as the Comforter of His
people in their affliction, calamity, or persecution,
or even in their repentance.
In most cases, as in
Ps 119 50 76 comfort is given to the righteous, as
such, in their tribulation, but in some other
1
the comfort follows upon
instances, as in Is 40
repentance, and Jahweh is represented as having
from
His
state
of anger to that of pity
changed
and compassion for His people. The richest form
of comfort in the OT is probably what is often
13
1
designated the motherhood of God (Is 66 ).
The
conception of consolation and comfort
in general has no reference to sin, but refers rather
to the persecution, distress, and tribulation to
which the faithful are exposed. The word most
,

-

,

,

'

'

NT

frequently employed is n-aod/cXijo-is, whose primary
signitieance is that of the ministrations of one
called to assist, counsel, or relieve.
wapap.u9ia
3
(1 Co 14 only) refers to comfort given by word or
speech, whilst Trap-qyopla (Col 4" only) brings out
the aspect of soothing. The presence of God is the
dominant feature in Christian consolation, together
with the promises, assurances, and pledges of support and ultimate victory through Christ. God
as manifested in Christ is the Comforter of His
children
but more specifically the presence and
power of God realized in the Spirit, through whom
Christ returned to His disciples at Pentecost, indicate the significance of the Holy Spirit being
designated the Comforter (irapdKXjjros, Jn 14 16 26
;

-

15 26

16').

There are two instances in the NT where comfort may be considered to have reference to
repentance and forgiveness.
The first instance is that
of the second Beatitude (Mt 5 4 ), but it is by no
means certain that the 'mourning' (of irtpfloOxres)

refers to one's own sin.
The other case is in
2 Co 7 10 where it appears that St. Paul experiences the comfort on account of the godly sorrow
which is felt by the Corinthian converts. The
most familiar instance in devotional literature of
the function of comfort in remission of sin is in the
Book of Common Prayer immediately after the
Absolution, in the Office of Holy Communion
Hear what comfortable words our Saviour Christ
The personal ministrations of symsaith,' etc.
pathy, love, and support in the midst of sorrow
and pain are far more prominent in the NT and
in Christian literature than deliverance from the
evils themselves.
It is as though the inevitableness of suffering were recognized, especially the
forms of it that Christians are called upon to bear
for their Master's sake and as incidental to their
work of extending the Redeemer's kingdom. * All
that would live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer
12
In the sense, therefore, in
persecution (2 Ti 3 ).
which tribulation is regarded as partaking of
Christ's sufferings, and as the result of well-doing
,

:

'

'

1

'

The Arab-

dj

ju

signifies

the act of 'being kind

'
patient with (a person), and consequently

'

comfort.'

to,'

or

(Christian)

or endured for righteousness' sake, consolation is
not given in the form of the removal of such
grievances, but in the consciousness of the Divine
presence and approval, and the grace of God to support and sustain throughout all these experiences.
Whilst the Divine Being is the ultimate source
of comfort, the Father of mercies and God of all
'

comfort' (2 Co l 3 '), it is explicitly taught by St.
Paul that Christian believers should in their turn
become comforters of those who need sympathy
and strength. In harmony with this injunction,
the consolations of religion may be administered by
the officers of the Church and by all who have had
to pass through such experiences themselves. They
are to be the instruments whereby the Divine comfort is mediated and brought to bear upon other
souls and lives. Barnabas, who was exceptionally
gifted in this respect, was fitly surnamed son of
'

consolation'

(ulos wapa/cXr/crews,

Ac

4 36 ).

The circumstances under which the administration of consolation is needed by the Christian and
generally commented upon in devotional and in
homiletical literature will now be summarized.
(1) Physical or mental limitations, pain, or
distress.
The comfort consists in the knowledge
of the disciplinary value of suffering, the consciousness of the transcendent power of the
spiritual in the realized infirmity of the flesh,
and the acquisition and development of the gifts
and graces of sympathy, tenderness, and gentleness with other sufferers, together with patience
and fortitude.
Tunc non est melius remedium
quam patientia, et abnegatio mei in voluntate
Dei' (a Kempis, de Imit. Christi, lib. ii. c. ix. 6).
The classic example of this form of consolation is
that of St. Paul s
thorn in the flesh,' and his
comment thereupon, Most gladly therefore will I
rather glory in my weaknesses, that the strength
for when I am
of Christ may rest upon me
9
weak, then am I strong' (2 Co 12 '').
Here the
(2) Anxiety, perplexity, and care.
Christian needs the assurance that he is in the
hands of an All-wise and All-loving Heavenly
Father, and that, so long as he makes God's cause
and kingdom his chief interest and aim, all that
is necessary for the effective discharge of his duty
and the accomplishment of his work will be secured
to him (Mt 6 33 ). As God is in the whole environment of our life, so shall those who trust in Him
be under His direction, as they are beneath His
protecting hand.

—

'

'

'

.

.

.

—

—

The
(3) Depression and spiritual desolation.
best consolation under these conditions is the
exhortation to continue in the prayerful and persistent discharge of duty and Christian work, and
to wait patiently for the revealing of God's face
and favour, and especially not to rely too excluVon Hiigel points out
sively upon one's feelings.
the need for the sober and stable, consistent and
persistent, laborious upbuilding of moral and religious character, work, and evidence,' instead of
'

yielding to fierce and fitful,' wayward and fleeting feelings,' in the hours of darkness and isolation
of soul [The Mystical Element of Religion, i. 5f.).
The exercise of faith strengthens the Christian in
the consciousness that prayer for light and joy
will sooner or later be heard, and that the inner
witness will be given.
(4) Difficulty in Christian work, opposition and
Here the conflict of wills comes into
persecution.
and the determination of the heart against
play,
God and in defiance of the gracious influences that
are brought into operation. This is particularly
distressing when, as in the time of persecution,
the opposition assumes an aggressive form. Christians are exhorted in the
not to grow fainthearted or weary in hearing their testimony even
though they may have to seal it with their "blood
'

'

—

NT
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are encouraged to take comfort in the prospect and pronii.se of the ultimate triumph of the
truth and the all-conquering power of love which
refuses not to Buffer and to die.
Moreover, they
are to regard their Bufferings borne in love on
behalf of others as the means whereby the hearts
of t heir opponents and persecutors are to be reached,
and they are taught to pray and hope that the
opposition will be ultimately broken down. The
line of consolation adopted by the Fathers in encouraging the Churches to endure persecution was
in general to remind them of the predictions of our
Lord and the Apostles (Irenajus, adv. Swr. lib. iv.
c. xxiii.);
to point to the notable examples of
martyrdom, from the death of Abel to the passion
of our Lord (Cyprian, Ep. Iv.) and also to seek to
win the hearts of men by Christ's new way of
'
patience (Tert. adv. Marcion. lib. iv. c. 16).
Those who are bereaved are
(5) Bereavement.
comforted by the blessed memories of the past,
which ever remain as a sacred treasure, and by
the promises that they shall meet again those who
die in the Lord, for their life is assured in the
Resurrection life of the Conqueror of death and
the grave. St. Ambrose stated the ground of the
Christian's hope thus: 'Habent gentiles solatia
sua, quia requiem malorum omnium mortem existimant. . . . Nos vero ut erectiores praemio, ita
etiam patientiores solatio esse debemus ; non enim
amitti, sed praemitti videntur, quos non assumptura
mors, sed aeternitas receptura est (de Excessu
Fratris sui Satyri, lib. i. c. 71). St. Paul refers
to the state of the sainted dead, and their final
triumph through their Lord, and admonishes the
Thessalonians to ' comfort one another with these

They

;

'

—

'

words' (1 Th4 18 ).
(6) Death and the fear of death.
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work

of redemption, in drinking of the cup from
which Ho drank, and in being baptized with His
baptism. In tribulation incurred in the service of
humanity, and incidental to the accomplishment
of His work, there is, as St. Paul expressed it, the
filling up what is lacking of the afflictions of Christ
The Mystics of all schools have always
(Col 1").
been accustomed to direct the attention of the
persecuted to the cross of Christ as the chief
source of consolation, especially where sufferings
have resulted from devotion to His cause. In contemplating thus the marks of His pain and anguish
and the sense of desolation that He endured upon
the cross, they have realized that they were one
with Him in bearing reproach and ignominy, even
though they could not suffer as He did in expiation
of human guilt.
Moreover, the thought of the
transcendence of Christ's sufferings inspired a feelof
and
an inspiration to the believing
ing
gratitude
soul to endure the contradiction of sinners' without
complaint or impatience. John Newton, in his well'

known hymn, 'Begone,

—

unbelief,' etc., dwells

upon

thought 'Did Jesus thus sutler, and shall I
1
These considerations inspired the hymn
of John Keble, in The Christian Year, for Good
Friday, that to the cross the mourner's eye should
turn with softer power for comfort in earth's
darkest hour than on any bright day.
The full meaning of Christian consolation is not
exhausted apart from the conception of the mystic
union of Christ with the believer. There is a sense
in which the Church has ever been conscious that,
as Christ is the head of the body of believers, He
suffers not only for their sins, but in all the sorrows
and tribulation that God's people have to endure.
this

'

repine

'

'

God's consolation is, in this mystical sense, the
Beyond all realization of Christ's presence with us in all life's
other consolations the consciousness of the pres- painful experiences, in His humanity and His
ence and power of Christ the Resurrection anil the eternal priesthood.
The realization of God's
is
Life, who has triumphed over the last enemy
presence in Christ bears the promise of ultimate
assured to the believer. So closely related is the triumph, and, although Christ's disciples shall have
dying saint to his Lord, that St. Paul speaks of tribulation in the world, their final conquest is
him as being amongst those who are asleep in (or secured and guaranteed in His victory over all.
through) Jesus (5i& toD 'Irjaod, 1 Th 4"), and as
Literature.—There is no subject more frequently referred to
unto the Lord (Ro 14 s ). This thought is in the whole of devotional literature than consolation, but the
dying
For psychological
also carried out by St. John in the Apocalypse
specific treatment of it is somewhat slight.
see W. James, Varieties of Religious Experience,
treatment,
'Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord' (iv
London, 1902 (chapters on Saintliness and 'Mysticism,' and
13
This relationship ensures to the Conclusions)
Kvplifi, Rev 14 ).
Fr. von Hiigel, The Mystical Element of
Christian believers the hope of heaven, eternal Religion, 2 vols., London, 190S-9 (esp. the Introduction and pt.
Devotional works Thomas a Kempis, de Imitatione
iii.).
life, and a glorious resurrection.
Christian various editions and Eng. translations); St. Francis
Whilst the experiences here summarized call for de
Sales (frequent references scattered throughout his writconsolation, and that consolation is found in the ings); J. H. Burn, Manual of Consolation, London, 1902;
The Consoling Thougktsof St. Francis de. Sales,
-promises of Scripture and in waiting upon God, Pere Huguet,
Frassinetti, Consolation of a Devout Soul,
there is always an implicit reference to the Divine Dublin, n. d.
London, 1875; Cowper, Newton, Doddridge, etc., Comfort
Himself
as
the
source
of
comfort.
Being
R. Buchanan, Comfort in
primary
for the Mourner, London, 1822
Thomas a Kempis clearly expresses this when he Affliction, Edin. 1871; C. H. Spurgeon, Twelve Sermons for the
Unde non poteris, annua mea, plene con- Troubled and Tried, London, 1896 J. H. Jowett, The Silver
says
1907-8
E. Romanes, The Halloiring of
London,
Lining,
solari nee perfecte recreari, nisi in Deo, consolatore
Sorrow, London, 1896 H. Black, Comfort, London, 1910. Cf.
ac susceptore humilium' (de Imit. Ckristi, also Chrysostom, ad Stagiriurn (PG xlvii.) Honoratus, Ep.
fiauperum
ib. iii. c. xvi.).
In a secondary or derived sense, consolatoria (PL 1.); J. Hinton, The Mystery of Pain, London,
4
the words of God, His attributes, and His gifts are 1866, 1S70 C. Kingsley, Out of the Veep, London, 1880 S. A.
Brooke, Sunshine and Shadow, London, 1886; J. E. Hopkins,
often referred to as being in themselves comforts, Christ the Consoler", London, 1879, '1881.
J. G. James.
just as, in ordinary affairs, material things are
designated comforts' if they minister to our well(Greek and Roman). —In
being, not being luxuries on the one hand, or Greece the germs of a literature of consolation can
necessaries on the other.
Also it is one of the be traced to ancient times. The dead were comduties and privileges of Christian believers to be memorated in threnodies, which were designed
the means of communicating the comfort they also to console the bereaved, and a
great vogue
have received of God to other souls, by sympathy was enjoyed by a threnos of Pindar, in which the
and tenderness, and by the support of collective ideas of the Orphic eschatology were drawn upon
faith and intercessory prayer.
In the exercise of for consolation, and which is made use of in the
this function of consolation, the reflex action is pseudo-Platonic
dialogue Axiochos. In Athens it
experienced, which, in no slight degree, brings a was customary, probably after the Persian wars,
sense of satisfaction, and even of joy, in being of to engage a rhetor to deliver a funeral oration
service to suffering humanity.
like that, e.g., which Thucydides puts into the
Further, comfort is realized by Christians in the mouth of Pericles regarding those who had fallen
consciousness of community with their Lord in His in battle ; and it was usual at the close to address
the relatives in consoling terms. Several of these
sufferings, in being partakers with Him in the

—

—

—

:

'

'

;

:

;

;

'

;

:

;

;

;

;

'

;
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works of consolation generally, special
is made of the ideas expressed in the popular
diatribe of the Cynics, emphasis being laid upon
the thought that the home of the wise man is not
a particular city but the whole world. Here, too,
the writers drew extensively upon the examples of
celebrated exiles, such as Antenor, Evander, and

one, the cpitaphios of
Hyperides, is known to have been delivered in
322 B.C. The grounds of consolation are set forth
in ch. 20 of the Mcnexenos of Plato, which is a
parody upon the sophistic cpitaphios of the type
seen in that composed by Gorgias. Philosophy
likewise had at an early stage wrought out certain

these, as in

consolatory lines of thought, and it is possible that
the writings of Antisthenes the Cynic may have
suggested what Xenophon makes Socrates say in
the Apology. Aristotle's dialogue Eudemus on
the Soul,' and the Callisthenes on Mourning' of
Theophrastus, were also well stored with consoling
sentiments.
But the standard work of the kind
was that of Crantor the Academic (c. 270 B.C.) On
Mourning,' which was sent by the author to a friend
whose children had died, and which Cicero calls
aureolus et ad verbuui ediseendus libellus {Acad.
As it treated of sorrow not as a repreii.
135).
hensible emotion in the manner of the Stoics
but rather as a natural impulse, requiring only
to be kept within bounds, the hook found many
readers and, when Cicero, in 45 B.C., essayed the
composition of his Consolatio for his own comfort
after the demise of his daughter Tullia, he made
Crantor's work the basis of his own, while he
reproduced its ideas a little later in the Disp. Tuse.
Plutarch does the same thing in
(esp. i. 19-72).
the piece addressed to Apollonia. Epicurus also
had elaborated many comforting sentiments, as he
was specially concerned to deliver men from the
fear of death he sought to convince them of the
painlessness of dying, and of the absolute cessation
of perception thereafter, thus grappling with the
popular superstitions about the terrors of the under
world (Lucret. dc Rer. Nat. iii., with Heinze's

Diomedes.

orations are

still

extant

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

;

;

use

—

Literature. K. Buresch, Leipziger Studien, is.. (188G) 1
A. Gercke, in Tirocinium Philoloijum (Bonn, 1883) Skutsch,
Consolatio ad Liviam,' in Pauly-Wissowa, iv. 933 A. Giesecke,
De phihsophorum velerum qxux ad exilium spectant sententiis
;

;

'

;

W.

(Leipzig, 1S91).

CONSTANCY.—This

KKOLL.

quality is most clearly
manifested by instinct (q.v.) the innate tendency
to respond similarly to similar influences. Reasoning introduces variations. As a large part of the

—

experience of savages is due to instinct, their
conduct can be predicted till they are moved by
thought, and then they are erratic ; for guiding
principles are lacking, with the result that waywardness and fickleness are conspicuous. Attention
is irksome to them (as to children), and tasks that
are readily begun are swiftly abandoned. The
civilized man criticizes and often resists instincts,
while he compels the various choices that are open
to him to move in directions favourable to his
designs. Constancy may belong to a single thread
of a life, or it may be characteristic of the entire
An affection of love or
collection of activities.
hate may abide for years without having occasion
to display itself and without affecting the ordinary
conduct at length the opportunity comes, and the
In other
fires that had oeen hidden blaze out.
cases there are purposes which day by day mould
all the circumstances and call into their service
;

every power of body and mind.

com.).

Nor had the rhetoricians neglected the consolatory oration, and in the Hellenistic period
even from the time of Isocrates they had
?erhaps
ranied for this species of composition certain
rules, which in their later form are found in the
nidoSos imrcufiiijiv of pseudo-Dionysius and the irtpl

(1) Social influences and the necessity of obtaining a livelihood account for many sorts of constancy.
Personal tendencies to variation are subject to
limitations imposed by the opinions and plans of
others. To a large extent we must all comply with

These

forsake the career to which one has been bred, that
the trade or profession chosen secures the service
of the entire life.
Success requires patience and
perseverance. Hand and mind gain facility by
continuous endeavours, the spur to which is often
the necessity of providing for domestic needs.
Nevertheless, in the most mechanical calling there
may live affections and aspirations due to an ever
fresh willingness in the moss-covered well there
is spring water.
The soul can steadily rise, though
outwardly the man appears to be treading a millround. Fidelity to persons and to causes fre-

—

wapa/xvO-qTiKoii of

Menander

(4th cent. A.D.).

—

followed not merely by heathen, but
even by Christian, funeral discourses (cf. F. Bauer,
Die Trostreden des Gregor v. Nyssa, Marburg,
It is specially worthy of note that the plan
1892).
of composition elaborated by the rhetoricians was
taken over by poetry, the most outstanding
instance of this being the Consolatio ad Liviam
which bears the name of Ovid, and which is
neither a fabrication of the Renaissance period
nor, as was long believed, a product emanating,
under Seneca's influence, from the later school of
rhetoric, but a poem actually presented to Livia
upon the death of Drusus in 9 B.C. The rhetorical
scheme had also an influence upon the work of
Consolatio ad Flavium
Statius (esp. Silvce, ii. 6
rules are

'

:

Ursum').

us,

and

it is

so hazardous to

;

quently

makes

monotonous

music

in

what appear

to

be

histories.

Tendencies to constancy are not equally
strong in all natures. There are weather-cock,
and there are stubborn, souls for flexibility and
firmness are partly to be ascribed to constitution.
Undisciplined no one can be satisfactory, but the
Some
discipline required differs in each case.
(2)

;

the elements of a consolatory oration a
special place is given to the praise of the deceased.
According to the detailed rules for the £yi«b/iiov,
The disthis permitted of great amplification.
course likewise described the way in which the
his
and
would
be
received
ancestors
by
departed
the heroes of antiquity. The bereaved were also
shown that their experience was common to mankind, that not only individuals but whole kingdoms had perished, that life is simply a trust from
the Deity, and that excessive grief can profit
neither the mourner nor the dead. Instances were
also given of men who, like Priam, would have
been
died earlier.
happier had they
A distinct
species of this literature appears in
the consolations addressed to those who had
been banished, as, e.g., Seneca's letter to his
mother Helvia, and Plutarch's ncpl Qirytjs. In

Among

'

demands made upon

'

and fro and are in danger of
foundering, while others stick fast on the rocks
and look as if they would be battered to pieces by
the waves the Christian religion would guide the
one class and release the other. To change the
constitution is a miracle of which Christianity
believes itself to have the secret. Shallow soil can
hence
be deepened and rock can be dissolved
there may appear corn-producing fields, and
with
flowers.
gardens lovely ami fragrant
Only when
(3) When is constancy admirable?
it is a quality of aims that enrich human experience,
when it belongs to a purpose to convert moral
ideals to the actual, to acquire and spread truth,
vessels drift to

;

;

to respond gladly to

whatsoever

is

pure and lovely,

CONSTANTINB
to love men and to labour for their good, to
make one's life valuable to humanity. Such purwhereas evil motives,
poses admit minor changes,
such as pride, may lie behind some forms of
imconstancy. In order to maintain a vitally
is
portant consistency, superficial inconsistency
a
cannot
be
'There
often imperative.
righteous
adhesion to opinions the falsity of which has been

demonstrated, for
constancy in mistake is
constant folly.' Would not a resolution never
to vote differently, never to espouse another
faith, imply that i'n youth infallibility had been
acquired? An abiding loyalty to truth necessiBut
tates changes in beliefs, habits, and allies.
serious men cannot alter easily or without pain.
a
for
abandoned
The lower consistency is
higher,
and the abandonment is often accompanied by
loss of what is dear, without any apparent compensating gain.
Failing the
(4) The conditions of constancy.
predominance of one idea or affection, the ideas
and affections must be of a kind to work together
with a good measure of harmony. 'A double8
minded man is unstable in all his ways (Ja l ).
Serious and deep contradictions are ruinous. A
commanding purpose (or purposes that harmonize
with one another) will consolidate and organize the
impulses and desires, so that, from being a mob,
will
they are converted into an army. Noble aims
gather about themselves the strength and warmth
and after a time the habit
of the lower impulses
of beating down sensual and unsocial impulses will
cause the soul to move more and more easily on
the higher than on the lower paths. Courage will
be required, and sacrifices also. Devotion to the
interests of persons can survive the discovery of
unworthiness in those whom one loves and the
cause espoused can still be served, though it fails
to gain popular approbation
many waters cannot quench love' (Ca 8 7 ). Generally there is the
sympathy of some companions whose support helps
to keep the fires of zeal burning.
Especially is
constancy promoted if the general plan of life or
some particular design or way is believed to have
for then there is the
the favour of heaven
assurance of supernatural assistance, and all the
rills and streams of one's purposes seem to be
drawn into the river of God's will. The human
will is never so firm as when it thinks itself to be
merged in God's, and great confidence possesses
the aspirant to sanctity who reads, This is the
3
will of God, even your sanctification (1 Th 4 ).
v
In Oliver Crom(5) The effects of constancy.
well's Bible was the inscription, O. C. 1644, Qui
cessat esse melior cessat esse bonus.' Mere visits
to realms of thought, or occasional excursions into
'

—

'

:

;

'

;

;

'

'

—

'

any sphere of activity, are insufficient to make
deep marks on character, or to give skill in any
few warm days in
handicraft or profession.
winter can produce no harvest. Who can be an
accomplished musician, scientist, linguist, without
persistent toil ? Great are the differences between
favourite
the results of KaroiKiu and Trapoin^u.
word in the Fourth Gospel is ixtvu the branch
5
that abides' in the vine bears much fruit (Jn 15 ).
No wonder that Bunyan had an aversion to the
lives of Mr. Pliable and Mr. Temporary, seeing
that such men not only fail to reach the Celestial
City, but even discourage other pilgrims. By

A

A

:

'

is accunmlated and capitalized,
and the soul makes for itself a
which it is ashamed not to honour.
While the man becomes a law to himself, observers
can rely upon him and infer his future from his
past conduct, for there is logical connexion between
the past and the present. Constancy makes the
good better and the bad worse. See also PERSEVERANCE.

constancy power

skill is acquired,

tradition
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Literature.— J. SuUy, Outlines of Psychology, new ed.,
W. James, Psychology, London,
London, 1804, ch. on Habit
'

'

;

1892, vol.

ch.

ii.

iv.

;

T. Carlyle,

and bk.
Read, Natural and Social
xvii.

'

Beginnings,'

1'ast

iv. ch. iv.

'

and Promt,
Permanence

l>k.

ii.

ch.

Carveth

'

;

Elhics, London, 1910.

W.

J.

Henderson.

CONSTANTINE.— I. Life.— Flavins Valerius
Aurelius Constantinus was born on 27th Feb. of
a year uncertain, generally given as 274, but
1
The place was Naissus
probably a little later.
(Nisch) in Dardania (Servia) (Anon. Valesii, 2
Constant. Porphyrogenitus, de Thematibtis, ii. 9
;

Migne, PG cxiii.]). The fiction of his birth at
York, current in all medieval English historians
(the silence of Bede, HE i. 8, should be noted),
arose from a misunderstanding of the phrase
illic oriendo
(Panegi/r. vi. 4), which refers to his
accession, not his birth. Constantine's father, M.
Flavius Valerius Constantius (the surname Chlorus
is not found until late Greek writers), was a noble
Dardanian soldier, whose mother was the niece of
the emperor Claudius. His mother, Flavia Helena
Euseb. Vita Constantini* iii. 46),
(b. about 250
was the daughter or servant (Ambrose, de Obitu
Thcodosii, 42) of an innkeeper of Drepanum in
in
Bithynia, a city rebuilt by Constantine in 327
her honour and re-named Helenopolis. Her marwas
to
Constantius
probably irregular (Anon.
riage

[in

'

'

;

these pas1
Zosimus, Ties Gcstas, ii. 8
sages should not be pressed as more than morganatic [see Digest, xxv. 7]) until after the birth of
her son (cf. Constantine's legislation, infra, V. i.
d (2)). When Constantine was about 14, his father
was promoted by Diocletian to the rank of Caesar
(1st March 293), with the government of Gaul
and Britain, on condition that he divorced Helena
and married Theodora, daughter of the emperor
Maximian. Constantine did not accompany his
father, but was left at Diocletian's court at
Nicomedia, possibly as a hostage, until the growing jealousy of Galerius, after the abdication of
Diocletian and Maximian (1st May 305), compelled
him to a memorable ride across Europe to his
father's camp at Boulogne (Lactant. de Mortibus
Persecvt. 3 24 Anon. Vales. 3, 8), where he arrived
in time to share his father's victories over the Picts
Vales.

;

;

'

'

;

(Eumenius, Panegyr. vii. 7).
The death of Constantius at York (25th July
306) was followed by the proclamation by the
army of Constantine as Cresar (Zos. ii. 9
viii. 13,
VC i. 22,
'Augustus' in Euseb.
though this higher honour was not ratified by
Galerius until the following year [Panegyr. vi. 5
coins in Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet. viii. 72 Lact.
His seat of government was Treves,
25]).
which he embellished with many buildings. In
307 he strengthened his position by his marriage
at Aries to "Fausta, the daughter of Maximian.
The Empire was thus divided between six rulers
'

'

;

HE

;

;

MP

:

in the East, Galerius, Licinian (Valerius Licinianus
Licinius), and Maximin Daza ; in the West, Constantine (Gaul and Britain), Maximian, who had reassumed the purple, and his son Maxentius. But

Maximian, after a crafty intrigue against Constantwas captured and forced to strangle himself in
Feb. 310 (Lact. MP 29, 30 Eumen. Panegyr. vii.

ine,

;

while the death of Galerius at Sardica (Anon.
of
3, 8) in May 311 led to the division
the Empire between Constantine, Licinian, and
to
Maximin Daza. The three refused
recognize
Maxentius, whose tyranny in his province of
an exItaly, Africa, and Spain, gave Constantine
ix. 9. 2,
cuse for the invasion of Italy (Euseb.
VC i. 26 ; Nazarius, Panegyr. x. 19, 31 ; Zos.
He
ii.
14 says Maxentius was the aggressor).

20),

Vales.

HE

1
Seeck, Gesch. d. Untergangs d. antik. Welt, i. 435 n., gives
280 as the date, but his reference, C1L i.> p. 302, seems inaccurate.
s Hereafter cited as UP.
- Hereafter cited aa VC.
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crossed the Alps (Sept. 312) either

by Mt. Cenis or

by Mt. Genevre (see the eon temporary [A.D. 333]
Anon. Burdigalense, ed. Geyer in CSEL xxxix.
5), captured Susa and Verona (Oct.), and within
58 days of declaring war defeated the sluggish
Maxentius at Saxa Rubra, about 9 miles N.W. of
Home. The drowning of Maxentius in attempting
to escape over the Milvian Bridge (Ponte Molle)
Itin.

completed his triumph, 28th Oct. 312 (Anon. Vales.
12 Lact.
44 Euseb.
ix. 9
there is a
full account in Seeck, op. cit. i. 109-137).

4,

MP

;

HE

;

;

Constantine's victory was followed, early in 313,
by a conference at Milan with Licinian, and by
the marriage of Licinian to his sister Constantia.
The defeat of Daza by Licinian near Adrianople
(30th Apr. 313) and his death in August at Tarsus
left Constantine and Licinian in sole possession
—the ex-emperor Diocletian dying probably that
same summer (Seeck, op. cit. i. 459 f., following as
his source Idatius, Cons ulares Fasti, dates 3rd Dec.
But the concord of the two was
316) at Salona.
hollow. The first civil war between them was
ended by the triumphs of Constantine at Cibalis
(Vinkovci in Hungary), 8th Oct. 314, and Mardia
in Thrace (Anon. Va'les. 5 ; Zos. ii. 18-20), after
which a truce was patched up, Constantine leaving Licinian in possession of Thrace, Asia Minor,

Constantine now devoted himSyria, and Egypt.
self to internal reforms, from which he was called
away by the war with the Goths and Sarmatians
in Illyricum and Dacia (322) and the final struggle
with Licinian. The victories, in spite of Licinian's
superior forces, of Adrianople (3rd July 323) and
Chrysopolis (Scutari, 8th Sept. 323) were followed
by the humiliation and enforced death of Licinian
in 324 (Soc.
i.
4 ; Euseb. VC ii. 18 ; Zos. ii.
28 ; Eutrop. Brev. x. 6) and the re-union of the
Empire under one head.
The foundation by Constantine of a new capital
(4th Nov. 326 [Anon, ch Antiq. Constant, i. 3, in

HE

A. Banduri, Imperium Orientate, Paris, 1711];
see Burckhardt, Die Zeit, etc. 415
but de Broglie,
;

Viglise, etc.

i.

440 f., dates in 328) at Byzantium

is

one of the great events of history. In reality it
continued Diocletian's policy of ruling from N'ico-

media. It was dedicated on'llth May 330 (Gibbon,
ed. Bury, ii. 157 n.), under the title of New Rome.
The removal of the seat of government was completed by an entire re-organization of the Empire,
the new absolute monarchy of Diocletian which
had taken the place of the old principate being
consolidated and systematized (see Seeck, op.
cit. ii.).
Constantine's last years, though years
of peace, were unfortunate.
His character degenerated (Eutrop. Brev. x. 7), his expensive
building operations drained the Empire of its resources (Zos. ii. 32, 35, 38 Schiller, Rom. Kaiscr;

ii. 230),
his habits became effeminate, and
his jealousy of a rival made his family life miserHis eldest son Crispus, the offspring of an
able.

zcit,

early

irregular marriage with Minervina, had
ability in forcing the straits of Helles-

shown great

pont against the superior fleet of Licinian (:>'J3),
yet he was executed (July 326) at his father's command (Ainin. Marcell. xiv. 11), though the reason
for this act is obscure. This was followed,
possibly
a year or two later, by the execution of his wife
Fausta on the charge of adultery. 1 In 331 Constantine was forced to attack the Sarmatians, who
had encamped near the Danube. His victory
for his supposed defeat is a curious error of Gibbon

—

—

He died
217) was the last of his successes.
near Nicomedia on Whitsunday, 22nd May 337,
though he nominally reigned for four months
(until 9th Sept.) after his death.
(ii.

1
For detailed investigation of this domestic tragedy see
Qbrres and Seeck,
Die Verwandterimonle Constantin's des
xxx. (1887), 313 ff., xxxiii. [1S90J 63 ff.
Grosson, in
'

1

ZWT

In spite of the claims of Rome, he was buried
at Constantinople in the great church of the
Trinity (later called
Holy Apostles '), which
he had completed for the purpose the previous
Easter. At Rome the heathen senate enrolled him
among the gods (V. Schultze, Untergang d. gr.rbm. Heidentums, 1887-92, i. 66), though the medal
struck to commemorate this was made of a Christian type (King, Christian Numismatics, 1873,
p.
In 1204, his tomb was destroyed by the Latin
53).
crusaders on their capture of Constantinople.
'

Constantine's life, like that of Charles the Great, has become
legendary, and was one of the favourite romances of the
mediaeval Church.
On these see the critical studies of E.
Heydenreich, esp. Constantin der Grosse in den Sagen des
Mittelalters
in Ztschr. /. Geschichtswumcnschaft. ix. [1S93]
'

'

9. Iff.

II. Extent of the Church at the time of Constantine's 'conversion.' At the outset of an inquiry into the great change brought about by
Constantine, it is of importance to understand
the extent and influence of the Church and its
attraction for any statesman.
Materials for forming an esti(a) Numbers.
mate of the strength of Christianity under Diocletian will be found in Harnack's elaborate

—

—

survey (Expansion of Christianity, Eng. tr. ii.
[1904] 240-456). From a careful study it would appear that in the East the Christians, except in
a few towns, were still only a small minority,

—

at the most one-ninth or so of the whole (H.
Richter, Westrbm. Reich [1865], p. 85) and in the
West they would be considerably less. Unfortunately we do not know the population of the EmThe figure of Gibbon (i. 42), 120 millions, is
pire.

—

absurdly large J. Beloch (Bevblkerung d. gr.-rom.
Welt, 1886) gives it under Augustus at 54 milIf we take it at
lions, but this seems too small.
60 millions under Nero, the great famines, etc., in
the middle of the 3rd cent, would have reduced it
to slightly less under Constantine.
At the outside, therefore, the Christians would scarcely
number five millions (Gibbon's proportion, 4t>
[ii. 65], thus comes to the same result), or less
than the Jews, who numbered over six millions,
of whom one million were in Egypt.
In Rome
in 250 we calculate from Eusebius,
vi. 43.
11, that the Christians numbered between 40,000
and 50,000 in a city of nearly a million, i.e. -jV,
though this proportion would be higher in the
time of Constantiue.
In the country districts
the Christians were far less numerous than in the
towns.
But what the Christians lacked
(b) Influence.
in numbers they more than made up by their
organization, unity, wealth, and driving power.
In these matters
only the Jews could equal them,
but Judaism was hindered by its Law from ever
;

HE

—

becoming an international religion. The Christians, shut off from the pleasures of the world,
had grown immensely rich, while their morality,
sobriety, and enthusiasm would attract any states-

man who looked deeper than popular rumour.
For any statesman anxious to infuse new life into
a dying world Christianity had no rival except,
possibly, Mithraism, for Neo-Platonism, etc., had
no value for the vulgar nor must we overlook the
value to the statesman of the Christian doctrine
of immortality (Burckhardt, op. cit. p. 140).
III. Personal
relation to Christianity. The
personal relation of Constantiue (o Christianity
is a subject of much importance, as upon its
decision many questions, both theological and
;

—

As to the date of his
ecclesiastical, depend.
conveision the earliest authorities are contraLactant. Instit. Div. vii. 27, a work
dictory.
finished before 311, would bo conclusive, but the
passage has been shown by its editor, Brandt
(CSEL xix. 668), to be an interpolation. Equally
'

'

CONSTANTINE
conclusive would be sentences in the letter of
Constantine to the bishops at Aries in 314 or 316
(Optatus Milev. Mon. Vet. [CSEL xxvi. 208]), but
these probably reflect merely the opinions of
Zos. ii. 29 (cf. Soz.
Hosius (see infra, IV. (b)).
i. 3) dates the conversion after the execution
of Crispus, to the remorse for which he attributes
For our part we first detect a warmer note as
it.
to Christianity about 314, in Constantine's letter

HE

HE

As regards his
x. 5).
to Chrestus (Euseb.
whole relation to Christianity, the data are involved and have been variously interpreted, while
the difficulty has been increased by the delay of
The whole problem
his baptism until his death.
has been rendered additionally obscure by the
complex imperfect character of Constantine himoften
self
shrewd,
calculating,
superstitious,
whose one great instance of concruel, cynical
summate foresight alone entitles him to be called
Great.'
Brieger (Ztschr. f. Kirchengcsch. iv.
[1881] 163 ff.) and Gibbon make it altogether a
question of politics but, as Bury has pointed out
(Gibbon, ii. 566), this is to ascribe to Constantine
a freedom from superstition which, though natural
in an English deist of the 18th cent., was altogether unknown in the 4th. Schiller (op. cit. ii.
213) believes that bis ideal was a syncretistic
fusion of the best elements of Christianity and
paganism. But Constantine's powers of observation must have shown him the impossibility of
any such syncretism the refusal of precisely such
syncretism lay at the root of the whole persecuAs a summary of the followtion of Diocletian.
ing survey we incline to think that Constantine at
first leaned to toleration for political reasons, as
a system of balance or equal opportunity for
heathenism and Christianity and that the suc-

—

—

'

;

;

MP

—

vii. 21), and even late in his
he was still under its influence, so that,
his statue at Constantinople was a mutilated sun-god from Athens (cf. infra, V. ii. (c)

(Eumen. Panegyr.
reign
e.g.,
'

Sunday

a moral, conviction with the consequent effort,
but without unstatesmanlike haste, to supplant
heathenism by Christianity, and in certain directions (see infra, V. i.) to alter the laws accord;

The relapse of his last years was rather
degeneration than any reaction (Burekhardt) towards paganism, while at its best his
religion was probably a strange jumble (Niebuhr,
Bom. Hist., Eng. tr. [1828 ff.] v. 449) of creed and
ingly.

moral

'

'

superstition.
-

—

In early life. That Constantine's mother
Helena was a Christian before her divorce has
(a)

HE

i. 17)
but Eusebius
been asserted (Theodoret,
(VC iii. 47) ascribes her conversion to her son.
While there is no reason to identify his father
Constantius' leaning towards Monotheism (Euseb.
VC i. 17, ii. 49) with a belief in Christianity, it
is of importance to note his tolerant disposition.
;

During the great persecution of Diocletian it was
only in Constantius' provinces of Gaul and Britain
that there was any safety for Christians (Optat.
Milev. i. 22), 1 though even Constantius thought it
well to conform to the edict of Diocletian to

MP

the extent of destroying the churches (Lact.
viii. 13. 13).
Here and
15, as against Euseb.
there also there were one or two martyrs not
2
To
necessarily, of course, by Constantius' orders.
the tolerant practice and disposition of his father
we must add the influence of Nicomedia, at the
palace of which Constantine was brought up. The

HE

1

—

Spain, where persecutions abounded,

was

not, as

is

often

was under the charge of Datian,
Maximian.
For the martyrs in Britain
St. Alban (very doubtful),
Aaron, and Julius (more doubtful still) see Bede, HE, ed.
Plummer, ii. 17-20 ; Haddan-Stubbs, Councils, Oxford, 1869-78,
t. 6
Harnack, Expansion, ii. 410, n. 4.

stated, in his government, but

an

officer of

2

;

—

—

—

').

with Maxentins. Rumours
(/>) In his struggle
of the persecution in the East under Galenas and
Maximin Daza would confirm Constantine in his
conception of its folly and in his policy of toleraHe was therefore a willing
tion (Lact.
24. 9).
party in signing, with Licinian, Galerius' edict of
toleration (30th Apr. 311).
In his struggle with
Maxentius, the plea of Constantine's* invasion was
the deliverance of Rome from his tyranny and
ix. 9. 2,
i.
vices (Euseb.
33; Panegyr.
ix. 4 ; Julian, Cats., ed. flertlein, pp. 405, 422),

MP

HE

VC

and the Christians as such were tolerably treated
(Optat. Milev. i. 18). As regards the famous vision
at the Milvian Bridge opinion will always be

MP

In our earliest authority (Lact.
44,
written in 314, probably by the tutor of Crispus),
Constantine was warned in a dream on the night
before the battle to draw the monogram of Christ
divided.

;

cess of his arms and the identification of his vanquished foes with heathenism (cf. Constantine's
Oratio ad Sand. Coetum, 23-26, of which this is
the concluding thought) led to a policy of selfinterest passing into an intellectual, possibly even

77

the Christians, whose great basilica
towncd ii]) against the palace, the fact that, in
the court itself, l'risi -a the wife and Valeria the
(laughter of Diocletian, the influential eunuchs
Dorotheus and Gorgonius, and I.ucian the cham15), the reberlain, were Christians (Lact.
sistance of the Christians to Diocletian's edicts,
and the chaos produced by attempts to carry
out the edicts all must have impressed him with
the folly and impossibility of a policy of persecution (cf. Constantine's Orat. ad Sanct. Coet. 25).
Yet, while in Gaul, his personal cult appears
to have been that of Apollo or the sun-god
of

power

(.JrC )

u P on ' ne shields of his

soldiers.

For the form of the monogram and labarum, see SmithWe may note that the labarum
Cheetham, DCA i. 494.
(derivation unknown), or standard with this monogram, appears on Gr:eco-Bactrian coins of the 2nd and 1st cent. B.C.,
and also on Tarantine coins of the 3rd cent. B.C. (fit Soc. HE
v. 17, and Soz. HE vii. 15, for symbols of the cross as a sign ol
see also Schiller, op. cit. ii.
immortality on temples of Isis
205 n.
Madden, Num. Chron., 1877, p. 17 ff.). According to E.
Rapp (Das Labarum und d. Sonnencultvs, Bonn, 1865), there
is no well-attested use of the labarum as a Christian symbol
;

;

before 323 (see below,

p. 7S»>, top).

HE

The

familiar story is not found in Euseb.
which is silent on the subject, but occurs in
i. 4),
the later VC i. 28 (cf. also ib. ii. 55 ; Soz.
where Eusebius states that Constantine told it him

ix. 9,

HE

long afterwards and confirmed it with an oath,'
but gives no date. The value of this personal statement is discounted by the silence of Constantine
'

in his Orat.

ad

Sanct. Coet., where surely of all

places he would

have dilated upon it.
Oaths
with Constantine were also very common. Allowfor
exaggerations in the intervening years, we
ing
may take it that something external happened,
possibly a solar halo, which not unfrequently assumes the form of a cross, 1 and that this was
interpreted by Constantine as an augury of Divine

There is proof of the dream in
intervention.
the inscription by the Senate on the arch of ConThe ' instinctu divinistantine, dedicated in 315.
tatis' (GIL vi. 1139) there alleged as the cause
of victory (cf. Constantine, Orat. ad Sanct. Coet.
26) has been shown to be original and no later
addition (cf. Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Borne,
1892, p. 20 f. ; Garrucci, in King, op. cit. p. 20).
Additional proof is found also in tho pagan
'
te divina
in 313) ch. 4
Panegyr. ix. (written
'
tu divino monitus instinctu.'
pr;ecepta,' ch. 11
'
Whether this casleste signum,' as Lactantius,
1 This
explanation was first given by Fabricius (Bib. Graze.
8-29. Stanley (Eastern Church, p. 181) refers to the Aurora
Borealis of 1S4S and its curious popular interpretations ; cf.
Nazarius, Panegyr. (written in 321), ch. 14, of the hosts in the
8ky in 312-313 that were the talk of all Gaul.'
vi.

'

CONSTANTINE

78

was a miracle
siderations beyond our scope. 8
loc.

cit.,

calls

1

it,

brings in con-

ix. 9. 10, 11, VOL 40)
are told (Euseb.
that, after the victory of the Milvian Bridge,
Constantine erected at Koine a statue of himself,
with the spear he usually carried in his right
hand shaped like a cross. As evidence the VC is
almost valueless, and Brieger thought that the

HE

We

passage in

HE was an interpolation.

HE

;

—

But Eusebius

this statue in a speech at Tyre in 314
x. 4. 16), and this seems to decide its existence
the general belief in the East in 314 as to

mentioned

(HE
and

Constantine's position though the popular Christian
correct interpretation of
spear-cross was probably
more important evidence
designedly ambiguous.
of Constantine's favour for the Christians is his
handing over to the Roman bishop (before Oct.
313 ; see infra, p. 79 b ) of the domus Faustse,' a
,

rumour might not be a
the artist's work. 3 The

A

'

palace possibly of his wife, formerly belonging to
the Lateran family (Gregorovius, Rome in Middle
Ages [Eng. tr. 1894 11'.], i. 88), which became the
residence of the Bishops of Rome (Lib. Pontif., ed.
Duchesne, i. 191). The erection of the churches
commonly attributed to him (Lateran, St. Peter's)
is probably a little later, if we may judge from the
fact that they were built with pagan spoils (Greg.
op. cit. i. 92), though the small St. Paul's (fuori le
muri), the foundation of which was wrongly
attributed to Constantine, would come under the
head of the oratories restored after the edict of
Milan (Duchesne, op. cit. i. 178, 195 ; Lanciani,
On the
op. cit. p. 150 ff. ; Greg. op. cit. i. 100).
whole the evidence of Constantine's churches in
Rome (the list of which in the Lib. Pontif. is very
exaggerated) is inconclusive as to the date of his
conversion.
of
(c) Between SIS and 323.— After the victory
the Milvian Bridge, Constantine and Licinian
promulgated at Milan, in the spring of 313, a
free liberty to choose
second edict of toleration
that form of worship which they consider most
suitable' and restoration of forfeited churches

—

'

—

and property.

UE

x. 5, and for its original
For this edict see Euseb.
48.
Note the non-committal religious
Latin form, Lact.
references 'Quidquid est divinitatis in sede caelesti.' This
edict was second to that of Galerius, to which the 'hard
Mason (Persecution of
conditions' (aipia-m) of § 4 refers.
Diocletian, 1876, p. 327 ff.) has exploded the older idea (still
held in
i. 638) that ConBtantine issued a second edict of
toleration at Milan, before the Milvian Bridge, and that this

MP

—

DCB

was the

third.

But, until 323, Constantine kept a balance
between Christianity and heathenism, though
inclining more and more to the former (see infra,
IV. (c)). About 317, he selected the Christian
Lactantius to be the tutor of his son Crispus (b.
306[?] Jerome, de Vir. III. 80). From 315 onwards,
emblems (Mars, 'Genius Pop. Rom.,' Sol)
Sagan
isappeared from his coins, and indill'erent legends
took their place. This
(' Beata tranquillitas,' etc.)
;

period of neutrality was ended by his conflict with
In 319, Licinian had begun to oppress
Licinian.
the Christians, especially in his army (Workman,
Persecution in Early Church, 1906, p. 187 n.),
x. 8
though without much bloodshed (Euseb.
i. 7
for a clear
VC i. 49-56, ii. 1,2; Sozomen,
examination see F. Giirrcs, Die Licin. Christenverfolgung, Leipzig, 1875, esp. p. 29 ff. To this
persecution belong the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste
[see O. v. (iebhardt, Acta Mart. Selecta, 1902,

HE

i

J.

EL

Newman

and de Broglie

HE

pp. 166-181]). This foolish move gave Constantine
the opportunity of appearing as the advocate of
the Christians (323), who were really far more
numerous in Licinian's domains than in the West.
The struggle thus became a crusade, and the
labwrum was stamped on most coins (Euseb.
x. 9, FC'ii. 6-12; Schiller, op. cit. ii. 211
Madden,
Num. Chron., 1877, p. 5311'.).
After his conflict
(d) From SS3 to his death.
with Licinian, Constantine, according to Eusebius,
put his hand seriously to the work, forbidding
pagan sacrifices in general (see infra, p. 81"), and
building churches (VC ii. 44-46). But, on the
whole, his attitude to paganism was cautious,
though his aversion to the old faith would be
increased by his unfortunate reception in heathen

;

;

(Essays on Ecclex. Miracles, 1843, p. 103 ff.)
i. 216 ff.) give the best defence of this

(op. cit.

Rome

in 326,

which led to his abandoning

it

for

Constantinople. After this he seems to have
increased the privileges of the clergy (Soz.
i. 8, 9), and he rewarded towns that turned temples
ii. 5), in
into churches (Soc.
i.
18 Soz.
several cases because of immoral rites (cf. Euseb.
Laud. Constant. 8). Many temples were also
despoiled for the founding of Constantinople, and
by his expressed wish the new city was free from
organized heathenism (Euseb. VC iii. 48). At the
same time the existing temples of Byzantium
Cybele, Castor and Pollux, etc. were not destroyed, and the city itself was dedicated to Tyche

HE

HE

HE

;

—

—

(Fortuna), though without temple services (Zos. ii.
for this Tyche, Bury
21
Schultze, op. cit. ii. 281
'
refers to a study of J. Strzygowski, Die Tyche v.
Konstant.' in Analecta Graecicnsia, Graz, 1893).
By this time Constantine's conversion,' hitherto
;

;

'

chiefly political, had become an intellectual belief
in Christianity as an historical religion capable of

proof (see Constantine's remarkable sermon, Orat.
ad tianct. Coet., esp. chs. 4, 11, 18, 19, where the
Sibyl and Virgil's 4th Eclogue are appealed to).
The return of his aged mother Helena from her
pilgrimage to Palestine (undertaken in 326, possibly
because of her son's execution of Crispus), with
two nails from the Cross, one of which he turned
into the bit of his war-horse, 1 led to his foundation
at Jerusalem of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
i.
on the site of a temple of Venus (Soc.
17 ;
Euseb. VC iii. 30), and he also prepared a form
of common daily prayer for the army (Euseb. VC

HE

iv. 20).

Though not even a catechumen, Constantine
delighted in preaching sermons, in Latin, to the
applauding crowds one of these lias been preserved
But at the same
to us by Eusebius ( VC iv. 29).
time his alienation from Catholicism towards
Arianism was increasing (see infra, p. 80), helped
probably by the death of his mother Helena (c. 330
[Euseb. VC iii. 47] buried at Constantinople [Soc.
The fact that he did not take any steps
i. 17]).
either to become a catechumen or to be baptized
until be felt near to death, may be explained as
due either to political balancing, or to lack of
decision, or, more probably, to the belief that
baptism, like the heathen lustrations, ensured the
remission of sins, and to the growing dread of
He was finally baptized by
post- baptismal sin.
the Ariau bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia (Euseb.
VC iv. 62-63; Jerome, Chron., ann. 2353 [in PL
In the Greek Church he has practicxxvii. 680]).
ally been canonized by the title 'I<ra7rd<rroXos, Equal
to the Apostles.'
Into the large question of the advantage or otherwise to the Church of Constantine's adoption of
;

;

HE

'

UE

may be of interest to note that the signs would probably
tout<2
in hoc Bigno vinces '—and not Greek
be read in Latin
vita— as Constantine spoke Latin. The annalists are divided
on the subject.
8 Of. Eusebius' mistake (UK vii. 18) of a statue of /Esculapius

1 Soc. UK\.
ii.
1; too characteristic to be an
17; Soz.
invention. But tho rest of the chapter—' the Invention of the
Cross' must be discredited owing to the complete silence of
/(in.
of
the
Euseb. I'C iii. '.!(!, 30, and
BurtHgalmst (written 333
in CSEL nctix.n.
The story Is first found in Cyril of Jerusalem
(b. 315), Ej). ad Const. 3, the genuineness of which is, however,

at I'aneus for one of Jesus.

doubtful.

view.
- It

—

'

—

—

I

CONSTANTINE
Christianity as the State religion, we cannot enter.
The familiar lines of Dante {Inferno, xix. 115),
'

monumenta

1

'

:

'

!

1871, p. 248.

—

Church.— (a) Relations

of Church and State. Nothing was further from
the intention of Constantine than to abandon to
the Church any portion of his Imperial prerogative,
and this determination would be increased by the
sycophancy of the Court clergy. Into his adoption
of the new religion he carried all the old Roman
ideas, for his conversion was not a revolution in
Whatever
the political genius of the Empire.
crudity there may have been about his religious
opinions, his views as an official were clear. To
the Roman governor religion was a department of
the civil service. The consequences of this are
apparent in the after history of the Church. The
Emperor, it is true, could not be the Pontifex
Maximus of the new religion this title, retained
by Constantine, was dropped by Gratian (Zos. iv.
36), and in time lapsed to the Bishop of Rome
but the new autocracy founded by Diocletian and
himself (on this see Gibbon, ch. xvii., with Bury's
appendix) made this of less moment than for the
early Caesars. For that matter, the official title of
the new monarchy was the higher deus (Schiller,
In consequence, in the Eastern
op. cit. ii. 33, 34).
Church the Emperor was always the supreme head,
as his modern representative, the Czar, is to-day
but in the West the abandonment by Constantine
of Rome for his new capital gave the bishops of
Rome their great opportunity.
Thus Constantine and his successors, while giving
the Church Councils full liberty of discussion, insisted that their own consent was necessary to confer validity on the canons and they regulated the
business by Imperial commissioners, often la3'men.
So, at the Council of Aries, Constantine deputed
x. 5. 19
Bishop Marinus to preside (Euseb.
at the Council of Nice, Bishop
Mansi, ii. 469)
Hosius of Cordova (on this complicated question
see DCB i. 168, and, for the Rom. Cath. view,
*
Hefele, Councils, Eng. tr. 1871, i. 37 ff.); while at
the Council of Tyre (335) he sent the consular
Dionysius as commissioner (Euseb. VC iv. 42 PL
The doctrine asserted by Constantine
viii. 562).
was never wholly lost even in the Roman Catholic
Church, and was of great influence as late as the
Council of Constance (cf. also Articles of the
Anglican Church, no. 21).
To the Roman
(b) Constantine and heresy.
magistrate religious recusancy was tantamount to
Constantine
and his sucdisaffection.
political
cessors were therefore driven, almost before the
ink on the decree of toleration was dry, to deal
with heresies and schisms within the Church itself.
To allow the Church to be rent into diverse parties
would be to destro.y the very solidarity and universality ('catholic') which had marked it out to
the politician from all other religions as destined
Hence the anxiety of Conto become supreme.
stantine to secure the peace of the legitimate
x. 5. 20).
Catholic Church' (Euseb.
(i.) Constan tine's first intervention was in regard
to' the Donatists (q. v.).
For Constantine and the Donatists we have Optatus Milev.
'

'

—

—

'

'

;

;

HE

;

;

;

—

'

HE

ie Schi&mate Donatist. (written about 375)
la

neither

complete

nor

altogether

i.

22

f.

;

but Optatus

trustworthy.

hist, pertinentia,

bound

usually

CSEL

examination see O. Seeck, Quellen u. Urkunden uber
Anfange des Donatismus' in ZtSchr.f. Kirchentjesch. x. [1889]
and L. Duchesne, Le Dossier du donatisme. Paris, 1889.
In answer to the appeal of the Donatists (15th
forwarded by Anulinus, proconsul of
313)
Apr.
Africa, Constantine summoned Csecilian, bishop of
Carthage, and the ten accusing bishops to appear
'

critical

really

IV. Constantine and the

ad Donatist.

PL

!

a wider significance than the false
donation; and the judgment of Mill (Essay on
It is a
Liberty, ch. 2) deserves to be pondered
bitter thought how different the Christianity of
the world might have been, had it been adopted
as the religion of the Empire under the auspices of
Marcus Aurelius, instead of those of Constantine
For a contrary judgment cf. Newman, Arians,

have

Vet.

xxvi.
up with Optatus (best ed. of both by C. Ziwsa in
viii. 674 ff.).
Certain
[1893]; also by Dupin [1702] and Migne,
letters of Augustine (Epp. 88, 43) add to our knowledge. For a

Constantine to how much ill gave birth,
Not thy conversion, but those rich domains
That, the first wealthy Pope received of thee,'

Ah

79

possess a valuable collection of anonymous documents, Decern

We

also

die

505-568,

Rome before a synod over which he instructed
Pope Miltiades to preside (Euseb. HE x. 5. 18
August. Ep. 88, c. Crcscon. iii. 81). At the same
time, prompted by Hosius, bishop of Cordova, he
gave Ctecilian certain marks of his esteem (Euseb.

at

;

HE

The synod met (2-4 Oct. 313) in ' the
x. 6).
casa of Fausta on the Lateran,' and the decision
was given against the Donatists (Optat. op. cit. i.
23-24 ; Aug. contra Ep. Parmen. i. 10 Ep. 43, 5
On the further appeal of the Donatists,
[14]).
Crecilian was detained at Brescia (ib. i. 26), and
two bishops were dispatched by Constantine to
Africa to make inquiries ubi esset Catholica.' As
they reported in favour of Ca-cilian, the Donatists
pressed the appeal, and Constantine ordered the
x. 5. 21
case to be re-tried at Aries (Euseb.
1
Optat. op. cit. i. 26; Decern, Mon. Vet. iii. iv. v.).
About the same time (Feb. 15, 315) a commission
was appointed by Constantine to inquire into the
2
Of the decisions
guilt of bp. Felix of Autumni.
of Aries we have only fragmentary evidence (F.
Maassen, Quellen des canon. Bechts, Graz, 1870,
p. 188 ff.), and its date, 1st Aug. 314 or 316, is
3
As the
uncertain, though probably the latter.
Donatists were still not satisfied, Constantine
heard their appeal at Milan (10th Nov. 316;
Augustine, c. Crcscon. iii. 16, 67, 82, iv. 9, ad
Don. 19, 33, 56), and confirmed the decisions of the
Councils (August. Brev. coll. C'arth. d. iii. c. 12 ff.,
contra Ep. Parm. i. 11 ; cf. PL viii. 750). Constantine thereupon issued edicts confiscating the
churches of the Donatists (August. Ep. 105, 2, 9 ;
88, 3), though within a few years (5th May 321) he
adopted a policy of toleration or indifference
(Optatus, Dec. Mon. Vet. viii., Brev. iii. 40, 42; cf.
;

'

HE

Aug. ad Don.

Ep. 141,

56,

;

9).

(ii.) As regards other heretics, Eusebius (VCui.
Novatians,
63-65) tells us of his zeal against
Valentinians, Marcionites, Paulians' {i.e. followers
who are called
of Paul of Samosata), those
Cataphrygians (i.e. Montanists) and the confiscathe Catholic
tion of their meeting-places to
Church.' Thus, as Eusebius puts it, the savage
beasts were driven to flight.' Constantine's refusal
to heretics of the privileges granted to the Church
became part of the law of the Empire (Cod. Th.
xvi. 5. 1
Cod. Just. i. 5. 1 in 326).
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

the greater Arian difficulty which
(iii.) To
distracted the Eastern Church [see art. Arianism,
vol. i. p. 777] the attention of Constantine seems

have been drawn about the year 319. As a
majority of the bishops of Asia appeared to support
Alius' cause, Constantine, in the hope of ending
the dispute, first sent his confidential adviser
Hosius, bishop of Cordova, to Bishop Alexander of
Alexandria and the presbyter Arius, with a charthis
acteristic letter begging them to lay aside
insignificant subject of controversy and co-operate
to

'

'

1 If no. v. is
genuine, it was either dictated by Hosius or
shows interpolations. It does not seem to the present writer
that it can be safely used with reference to Constantine's
character and Christianity at this period.
2 This is the correct
form, not Aptungi. For the text of this
trial see Deo. Mon. Vet. ii., in CSEL xxvi. 197, and for its date

L.

Duchesne,

op. cit. p. 644.

3 So
Seeck, op. cit. but Duchesne, op. cit. p. 640, argues for
314 ; time for the events seems to the present writer to demand
the later dace. For the decisions see Dec. Mon. Vet. iv. (CSEL
viii. 818 ; August. Ep. 43.
xxvi. 206), also in
For the
viii. 815 ; Hefele, Councils, Eng. tr.
council see
ISO ff.
;

PL

PL
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with him in restoring unity (Euseb. VC ii. GIAs this failed, Constantine, on the advice of
TS).
Hosius(Sulpic. Severus, Chron. ii. 40, 5ed. Halm in
CSEL i.), summoned a Council which met at
The 'ecuNicjea (19th June-25th Aug. 325).
menical (oUov/jLhri, i.e. of the Empire,' cf. Lk 2 1 and
CIL, passim) character of the Council about 10
bishops from the West, and 308 from the East
i. 9)
ami
(Athanasius, ad Afros, 2 cf. Soc.
its importance alike mark the beginning of a new
era for Christianity. Its controversies do not
concern us but for our present purpose it should
be noted that the influence of Constantine for peace
'

'

—

—

HE

;

;

was considerable (Theod. HE i. 11), that the
Council was summoned in his name (Euseb. VC iii.
that Constantine presided at the opening (ib.
10 ft'.) and addressed it at its close (£6. iii. 21),
and that he communicated its decision to the
i.
But in 328
Church of Alexandria (Soc.
9).
there was a change of policy. Whether owing to
the influence of his sister Constantia, the widow
of Licinian, who had herself been influenced by
Eusebius of Nicomedia, or because Constantine
was now more in touch with the speculative East
than in his earlier years, he sought a less stringent
enforcement of Nicene doctrine. The Arianizing
Eusebius of Nicomedia, who had been banished at
the close of the Council, now reappeared and gained
the Emperor's ear. The result was seen in the

6),

iii.

HE

deposition of Athanasius

(cf.

vol.

ii.

169, or

p.

DCB i. 186) by the Council of Tyre
banishment by Constantine (336) to
Treves, the rehabilitation of Arius by Constantine
(Soc. HE i. 26), and the order that he should be
received back into fellowship at Constantinople
The death of Constantine left the Arian
(336).
trouble to his successors, under whom Arianism
became still more identified with Court circles.
We may point out that Constantine's whole
policy as regards heresy and unity fastened upon
the Church for sixteen hundred years a policy of
W.

Bright in

(335),

his

intolerance.
The result was soon seen in the case
of Priscillian (see Priscillianism).
The supposed 'Donation of
(c) Endowments.
Constantine,' all-important historically as this
falsehood proved, need not detain us. It carried
with it the story of Constantine's leprosy, and
baptism by Sylvester at Rome.

—

be found in PL viii. 567-578. Ita date was probably the 8th century. In 1229 two men who ventured to doubt
ita genuineness were burnt at Strassburg, and as late as 153:1 it
was deemed heresy to dispute it (Lea, Inquisition in XiddlB
Ages, 1888, iii. 5(18 n.). Its overthrow by L. Valla (in Danat.
Const. DecUim. in Brown, Fascic. Rerum Jsxpetend. [1090] i.
132) was one of the first results of the Renaissance.

The story

will

The benefactions of Constantine were, however,
considerable.
For instance, he sent Cajcilian,
bishop of Carthage, 3000 folles (</>oX\e?s), or purses,
i.e. nearly £18,000 (Euseb.
x. 6 ; cf. VC iv. 28).
Great sums were also spent on the building of
churches (Euseb.
x. 2. 3. 4), especially at Jeru-

HE

HE

salem

(Holy Sepulchre [Euseb.

VC

iii.

34-40]),

Bethlehem (ib. 43), Nicomedia (ib. 50), and Rome.
Of his benefactions to the great basilicas at Rome
we possess a list that seems authentic (PL viii.
803 fi'.), though many of the gifts mentioned are
later accumulations (Duchesne, Lib. Pout.

In trod.
Of great importance from another standp. 152).
is
his
order
of
of
the
point
hfty copies
Scriptures
'
legibly described and of a portable size' (Euseb.
i.

VC iv.'36).

or to the mines must not be branded in the
which is fashioned in the likeness of the
Divine beauty' (Cod. Th. ix. 40. 2, March 315;

games

'

face,

PL

In dividing estates, families of
(Cod. Th. ii. 25, in
Masters must not kill or
wantonly torture their slaves (Cod. Th. ix. 12,
Cod. Just. ix. 14 PL
chs. 1, 2 in 319 and 326
But the wording of this last law left
viii. 161).
many loopholes of escape, while fugitive slaves
must not only be given up (Cod. Just. vi. 1. 4, in
PL viii. 150), but could be examined by
317
torture (Cod. Just. vi. 1. 4. 6, in 317 and 333) or
deprived of a foot (ib. vi. 1. 3, undated). The
i.
abolition of crucifixion (Soz.
8) and the
viii.

slaves

334

119).

must not be separated

PL

;

viii.

376).

;

;

;

HE

breaking of legs (Aur. Victor, Circs. 41) would
But the illegality of
chiefly apply to slaves.
Christians being held as slaves by Jews (Euseb.

VC iv. 27 Cod. Th. xvi. 9. 1, 2, 4, xvi. 8. 6 cf.
Cod. Just. i. 10) witnessed rather to the growing
hatred of the Jews (cf. Cod. Th. xvi. 8. 1 ; Cod.
Just. i. 9. 3 PL viii. 130, in Oct. 315).
Gladiators.
Gladiatorial shows were pro(b)
hibited in 325 (Cod. Th. xv. 12. 1 PL viii. 2113
Cod. Just. xi. 44 cf. Euseb. VC iv. 25 Soc.
i.
IS), though the law was certainly not enforced
That at Constantinople there were never
in
Italy.
any gladiatorial shows may be ascribed to the
influence of Christianity, when we remember Constantine's bloody slaughters at Treves in his early
;

;

—

;

;

;

HE

;

;

(Eumen. Paneg. 12).
(c)
Adultery, etc.— (1) Concubinage was disallowed for married men (Cod. Just. v. 26 in 326
cf. Digest, i. 25. 7).
(2) Rape, etc., was to be
severely punished, the woman, even if not a conabettors, if
senting party, by disinheritance
slaves, by burning, if freemen, by banishment

life

;

;

PL

viii. 195-198, in April 320).
(Cod. Th. ix. 23. 1 ;
(d) Children, debtors, etc.— (1) Poor parents were
forbidden to kill their infant children, the care of
whom was henceforth to be an Imperial charge
(Cod. Th. xi. 27. 1, 2 ; for Italy first in 315 (PL viii.
322
121], then for Africa and other provinces .in
(PL viii. 236]). The Christian sentiment of this

law (cf. Lactant. Instit. vi. 20) is more obvious
than its correct political economy. Exposure of

was not forbidden until 374 (Cod. Just.
The growing poverty of the
Empire alone was responsible for Constantine's
allowing the sale of infant children by poor people
cf. Cod.
v. 7. 1, in 329 and 331
(Cod. Th. v. 8. 1
Just. iv. 43)— a practice forbidden in 294 by Dio-

children

viii. 51. 2, ix. 16. 7).

;

;

Illegitimate children
were legitimized by after-wedlock in the case of
free-born women (Cod. Just. v. 27. 1, 5, in 336;
viii. 387-389).
cf.
(3) Debtors must not be
scourged, or, except in special cases, imprisoned
(Cod. Th. xi. 7. 3, in Feb. 320; PL viii. 189).
Prisoners were not to be confined without air and
chains that cleave to their bones,'
light, or with
or to be imprisoned before trial (Cod. 'Th. ix. 3. 1,
viii.
2
Cod. Just. ix. 4. 1, 2, in 320 and 326
199 299).
cletian (Cod. Just.

I.e.).

(2)

PL

'

;

;

ii'.

PL

Clerov and Christian worship.—(a)

'Catholic' clergy were freed from the discivil duties (Cod. Th. xvi. 1, 2, in Nov.
viii. 102, 180), but in July 320
313, Oct. 319;
the abuse of this led to its restriction (PL viii.
200), as was also the case in June 326 (Cod. Th.

The

charge of

PL

xvi. 2, 6
PL viii. 314). (b) Exception was made
the lex Papia Poppaea against celibacy in
favour of the clergy, thus allowing them to inherit (Cod. Iii. xvi. 2. 4). (c) Public works and
the sitting of the courts were forbidden on Sundays,
;

V. Influence of Constantine's establishment of
Christianity upon legislation. The following are
the most important evidences of the growth, during
the reign of Constantine, of specifically Christian
laws or of the influence of Christian sentiment.

to

i.
Morals. (a) Slaves. There was no abolition of slavery; this was not a burning question
in the Early Church.
But slaves condemned to

in

—

—

—

'

Cod. Just. iii. 12. 2,
dies -oils' (Cod. Th. ii. 8. 1
dies
viii. 224 ; note the balanced
July 321
;

;

PL

'

(d) Manusolis,' winch would suit Mithraism also).
missions were permitted to be solemnly made in

CONSUMPTION
;

;

all Church Histories and Dictionaries (the art.
J. Wordsworth in Smith's DCB is of special value), and in
numerous monographs. (For a good list of these up to 1890

great fullness in

the release of slaves.

Pagan WORSHIP AND RITES.— (a)

iii.

by

Prohibi-

VC

see Richardson's Introd. in Schaff, Ante-Nicene Library,
'Eusebius,' pp. 465-465.) The following works are essential
for the general history : E. Gibbon, ed. J. B. Bury (1S96 new
and
edition, 1910 ff.), with valuable notes and appendixes
H. Schiller, Gesch. d. rom. Kaiserzeit, 2 vols. (Gotha, 1887).
Of special monographs mentioned in this study the following
may be singled out : J. Burckhardt, Die Zeit Constantin's det
Grossen (Basel, 1853; 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1880); O. Seeck, Gesch.
des Untergangs der antiken Welt, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1895-1901);
V. Schultze, Gesch. d. Untergangs d. gr.-rom. Heidentums,
Of older works, the conservative
2 vols. (Jena, 1887-92).
J. V. A. de Broglie, L'Eglise et Vempirp. rom. au ivt siecle t
3 vola. (Paris, 1856), A. P. Stanley, Eastern Church^ (1876 ;
brilliant portrait of Constantine), and G. Boissier's La Fin du
paganisme t 2 vols. (Paris, 1891), should not be overlooked.

ii.
pagan sacrifices in general (Euseb.
44, 45, iv. 23, 25).
That there waa auch a law may be inferred from Cod. Th. xvi.
10. 2, law of our divine Father,' but it was certainly notcarried
out in the West, where the progress of Christianity was but
slow (S. Dill, Roman Society in the Last Century of the W.
Empire 1898, vol. i. ch. i. ; cf. A. Beugnot, Hint, de la destruction rf« paganisme [Paris, 1835], i. Ki6ff.).
Moreover, Constantino more than once proclaimed liberty to the pagans to
enjoy their temples (Euseb. VC ii. 66, bO ; Constant. Orat. ad
Sanct. Coet. 11
cf. Libanius [c. 384], Orat. pro Templis [ed.
Foerster], iii. xxx Symmachus, Ep. x. 4). The question is well

tion of

;

;

*

t

;

;

discussed in de Broglie (op. tit. i. 446-451). Beugnot (op. cit.
i. 100) takes the
prohibition to refer to nocturnal and private
sacrifices only.

(b) The re-enactment, Feb. and May 319, of the
law of Tiberius against divination (Cod. Th. ix. 16.

PL

In Dec. 319 the conviu. 155, 162).
1, 2;
sultation of haruspices was allowed when public
buildings were struck by lightning (Cod. Th. xvi.
10. 1

;

PL

viii. 202).

Literature.—(a) Sources.—The estimate we form

of

Con-

etantine depends chiefly upon the value we attach to the
conflicting authorities. "Some of the Latin sources may conviii., 'Opera Constantini'; but,
veniently be read in Migne,

PL

as this is both incomplete and uncritical, and contains much
that is false, it should be used with care, especially as regards
Constantine's correspondence. For the Life of Conatantine we
gain most from the following The Panegyrists, inflated Gallic
orations delivered on state occasions, but with a valuable
residuum of fact. Two, delivered in 307 and 313, are of unknown authorship, three are probably by Eumenius ('297, 310,
311), and one by Nazarius (321); in Migne, PL viii. 681 fi\, or,
better, A. Biihren's XII Panegyrici Lat. (1874), to which
edition references have been made by number and chapter.
Another work of special pleading, though from a different
standpoint, is the de Mortibus Persecutorum (best ed. by S.
Brandt, in CSEL xxvii. [1897]). This work, ascribed in the MS
to an unknown L. Csecilius, was attributed before the close of
the 4th cent., e.g. by Jerome in 393 (de Vir. Must. 80), to L.
Ctecilius Firmianus Lactantius. The genuineness of this ascripcxxv.
tion has been assailed by his editor, S. Brandt
The date is
[1892]), and justified by Bury (Gibbon, ii. 531-532).
probably about 315. Of the works of Eusebius of Ca^sarea, the
HE, published early in 325, is of great value, but the Vita
Constantini ( VC) in four books, written between 337 and 340, is a
i. 1) rather than serious history
pious eulogy (see Socrates,
:

(SWAW

HE

by Heinichen [1868-70] good Eng. tr.
Of conby McGiffert and Richardson [New York, 1890]).
temporary non-Chriatian writers we may mention Constantine's
secretary Eutropius, Brevwrium ah urbe condita (ed. F. Ruehl,
A most valuable source
ii. [1878]).
1887, or H. Droysen in
is the anonymous fragment first printed by H. Valois, hence
called Anoiiymus Valesii (best ed. by Mommsen in Chronica
Minora, MGH [1892] i. 7-11). As the clerical passages in it
have been shown by Mommsen (op. cit. pref. p. 6) to be interpolations from Orosius, it was probably written before the
The valuable contemporary
establishment of Christianity.
pagan history of Praxagoras is known to us only in a brief

(best ed. of Eusebius

;

MGH

summary

of

Photius (in C. Miiller,

FHG iv.

2 [Paris, 1851]).

Of later writers we may single out Eunapius of Sardis (347His History (ed. C. Miiller, ib. iv. 7-56) was one of the
main sources of the anti-Christian Zosimus, whose History (ed.
L. Mendelssohn, 1887) was written towards the close of the 5th
The Oration on
cent., and is of great value in spite of its bias.
Conatantine of Julian the Apostate (ed. F. C. Hertlein, 1875-76)
Ammianus Marcellinus
is always of value for what it concedes.
(b. 330) in his great work Res Gestce (ed. V. Gardtbausen, 1874,
Eng. tr. Ph. Holland, 1609), though a pagan, treats Christianity
without bitterness. Another important source is the Chronicon
i. [1892] 199 &.).
Of the
Paschale (ed. T. Mommsen in
Christian historians, Socrates (HE) and Sozomen (HE), who
both wrote about 440, add little to Eusebius, while the later
Greek chroniclers may safely be neglected. For Constantine
and the Donatists see supra IV. b. (1), p. 79.
The Laws of Constantine, an important source, must be
studied in the Codes of Theodosius and Justinian, especially
As the Code of Theodosius is very bulk- (ed.
the former.
Godfrey, with valuable commentaries, 6 vols., Leipzig, 1736-46
also ed. Hanel, Bonn, 1842), the student may content himself
with the chronological excerpts in Migne, PL viii. 92-400. For
the Code of .histiniaji reference should be made to the ed. of
Almost as important as the written
P. Krueger (Berlin, 1877).
414).

MGH

;

sources is the evidence of Constantine's coins and medals.
The value of these has been well brought out by Schiller (op.
cit. infra).
For further study reference may be made to the
well-known works of H. Cohen, Descr. kist. dcs monnaies
frappees smis I'empire romain (Paris, 1863); J. Eckhel, Doct.
Num. Vet. vol. viii. (Vienna, 1797). Garrucci's Numinmatica
VOL. IV. 6

—
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Conatantiniana (Rome, I860) does not eeem to be in the Brit.
Mus. (1910), but is partly translated in C. W. King, Early
Christian Numismatics (Lond. 1873). M. Maddeu's 'Christian Emblems on the Coins of Constantine the Great' (in the
Numismatic Chronicle, London, 1877-78) is of great value.
(b) RECENT writers.— Constantine has been treated with

churches as well as in temples (Cod. Th. xvi. 2. 4,
iv. 7. 1
Cod. Just. i. 13. 1, 2, in 316 and Ap. 321
PL viii. 214 f.). As these manumissions were
made on Sundays, and especially at Easter, Christianity became associated in the public mind with

H. B. Workman.
CONSUMPTION (Economic). —Since The
Wealth of Nations gave the consumer rather than
the producer or the merchant the first right to
consideration, questions relating to consumption
have always been prominent in Economics, though,
especially in English books, they have not been
formed into a separate branch of doctrine. It was
thought that general questions about desire and
utility were matter for Ethics, and should have a
place in the preface, but not in- the body, of Economics. This is still a common view, even when it
is held that a true theory of consumption is the
keystone of political economy' (Keynes, Scope and
Method of Polit. jEcon.,Lond. 1891, p. 107). And the
special or more practical questions of consumption
are then taken up under the familiar heads of
production (q.v.)> distribution (q.v.), and public
finance or policy. The place which the general
doctrine of consumption is now likely to hold is
due to a better systematizing of the matter of
Economics as a science rather than into a series of
co-ordinate divisions. The theory of value is made
the centre, and from it come two questions, viz. the
conditions of demand and the conditions of supply.
The question of demand is that of consumption.
Its topic is utility, and its cardinal notion the
Law of Diminishing Utility. An object or service
has utility so far as it satisfies a desire. When
'

—

bought
it is

it is

bought

for its utility

;

when consumed
when pro-

only the utility that is destroyed
that is given to it.
it "is
utility

;

duced

The Law

Diminishing Utility is other things
being equal, there is always a point beyond which
the utility of a commodity diminishes for every
additional quantity of it that one possesses. It
might be called the Law of Diminishing Desire.
of

:

the familiar fact that as a desire
it becomes exhausted for the
is true not merely of appetites,
but of higher desires whose satisfaction begets
And it is true for indirect consumption
others.
(when commodities are used as means of production) as well as for direct consumption (when they
Simple though the law
directly satisfy a desire).
is, it has (1) an important theoretical use, and (2)
still more
applications.
practical
important
I. Theoretically it accounts for the price which
a buyer is willing to pay (a) for different quantities of the same goods, and (6) for different goods,
and so it accounts (c) for the prices that have to be
paid in any market.
(a) The first case is directly contemplated in the
law, and is best illustrated in the price that one
is willing to pay for any necessary commodity.
Necessaries have the greatest utility because they
are necessary, and in the pinch of famine they
command the highest prices. But beyond a certain
quantity they are not necessary, and then their
Its

basis

is

becomes satisfied
time being. This

—

CONSUMPTION
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utility is limited by the simple desire of consuming
them.
As this desire becomes satisfied, the
pleasure in consuming diminishes, and with it
the utility of the commodity, till it vanishes alto-

gether, because the desire is satisfied.
(b) Similar considerations are apparent when we
ask what we are willing to pay for different commodities.
It depends, of course, on our desires.
But the interest of the question is that these are
in competition, since we cannot satisfy them all

and the special
even if we had the means
economic interest of the question is that our means
are limited. It is the question how a given income
is spent.
And in terms of the general law we
have these two answers (1) every one seeks to
secure the greatest Total Utility from his income,
and (2) he does this by looking to the Marginal
Utility of his various purchases in order to make
The first statement is obvious,
it equal in them all.
but the second needs explaining.
By marginal
utility is meant the utility of any commodity, or
quantity of it, that a buyer is just willing to take
His debate with himself is
at a certain price.
always whether he could do better with his
shilling now or in the future and, if he buys and
regrets, it is always because he might have had a
greater utility for his shilling if he had bought
something else with it, or if he had kept it. To
spend well is not to buy the same degree of utility
u it Ii every shilling, for infinite or necessary utilities
;

:

;

The difference between the
which one gets them, and the price that
one would be willing to pay for them, is called
the Consumer's Surplus.
These notions of surplus utility, total utility,
and marginal utility are most clearly presented in
diagram. For every commodity there can be drawn
a curve representing all three. The shape of the
curve is different for different commodities and
for different consumers ; but in accordance with

are usually cheap.
price for

Y

(Economic)

CONTEMPT
of consumption.

It is

here that there

is

the nearest

connexion between Economics and Ethics.
The
moral ideal is that of complete living, and requires
a character having variety and depth of interests or
desires, quite as much as one having these in unity
or system, and so in harmony.
In economic progress there must he this variety and depth if the
and
utility of wealth is to grow with its increase
an obvious point is that many desires most of the

—

;

—

highei desires, intellectual, aesthetic, and social
are very little destructive of utility. The cost of
creating them, e.g. by education, is greater than
the cost of gratifying them, and is therefore much
the more important consideration. The most destructive desires need no learning.
It is also obvious from the nature of consumption
that no comment on an economic system can be
more severe than that it makes, or even lets, the
poor grow poorer while the rich grow richer. The
comment is often made, but it is made mainly on
the erroneous ground that the gain of one must
It has not been
always be the loss of another.
true in fact of our present economic system
still
the comment might
(see Distribution)
with advantage be more absurd on the face of it.
From the same point of view it would be a very
adverse comment on the progress of invention if it
could still be said that the labourer has not been
spared any of the severity and exhaustion of
muscular work that he had before the revolution
in industry.
For nothing tells more against a
wealth of life. But, on the contrary, the saving in
mere hardness of toil has been one of the best
fruits of invention (see Production).
While there is ground for charging defects in
consumption not to thriftlessness merely, but to
the bad distribution of wealth and the struggle to
have rather than to enjoy, there is a source that
is at least as serious.
So long as individual wealth
is devoted to the service of a few desires, its increase must be consumed with diminishing utility.
Luxury is for the most part such a spending, both
;

when it is for self-indulgence and when it is for
ostentation (see LUXURY). But the evil is not so
much in the presence of luxury as in the absence
of the desire for better things.
The pursuit of
wealth has been far more eager than the pursuit of desires wherewith to give it the fullest
There is not yet any general belief that
utility.
they can become so absorbing as those that need
no learning. The common view of education is
much more concerned with giving power to acquire
than power to enjoy
and we are all children
enough to enjoy no property of a thing so much as
that it is our own. Such reflexions do not point
to a want of progress but to the long way to go,
and to the fundamental way in which economic
;

depends on moral progress.
The statistics of consumption that have most
practical interest are concerned with the expenditure of small incomes. There are two methods uf
One, the 'intensive' method,
collecting them.
makes a minute study of individual families and
their mode of life.
It is most completely represented in the work of Le Play (1S06-1882) and his
school.
Examples of it though not so minute
are to be found in Booth, Life and Labour of the
People in London (1889-97) ; Kowntree, Poverty
and in Family Budgets (1896), collected by
(1901)
members of the Economic Club. The other, the

—

—

;

'extensive' method, looks rather to the quantity
Its chief expositor was Ernst Engel
(1821-1896), who formulated a law, usually called
of
which the main part is that as
Engel's Law,
income rises the proportion of it spent on food
diminishes.
And later statistics from various
countries give a general support to his view that
this proportion may be used as a
comparative
of its facts.
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measure of well-being, viz. the higher the proportion of earnings spent on food, the poorer a
community, and any class in a community. An
excellent example of the method is to be found
in the U.S. Bulletin for 1903 of the Bureau of
Labour.
The figures of income and expenditure furnished in detail by 2567 families in 33
'

States, representing the leading industrial centres
of the country, comprise the material for the
detailed study of the cost of living.
Certain
data which do not enter so much into detail were
collected in regard to the cost of living in 25,440
families.' For the United Kingdom the Board of
Trade carried out an inquiry, and published an
interesting memorandum on it in its Second
Series of Memoranda with reference to British and

Foreign Trade (1904), and within the last few
it has published extensive Keports on the
Cost of Living of the Working Classes in the
principal towns of the United kingdom (1908), of
Germany (1908), of France (1909), and of Belgium
The German Imperial Statistical Office
(1910).
published in 1909 a report on the cost of living of
892 families with a small income.
full account
of it will be found in the U.S. Bulletin of the
Bureau of Labour, May 1910.
years

A

—

Literature. A general treatment of the statistics of conis given in R. Mayo-Smith, Statistics and Economics
ii. of Science of Statistics), Loud. 1899, with a bibliographical note on p. 19 and a fuller treatment and note are
to be found in art. 'Konsunitionsbudget' in J. Conrad's
Handiobrterbuch der Slaatswissenscha/ten-, Jena, 1900. There
is a
Bibliography of Studies on the Cost of Living in the
Bulletin of the Bureau of Labour, May 1910.

sumption
(

= pt.

;

'

'

W. Mitchell.

CONTEMPT.— This word

is

used either

(a) in

the subjective sense of the act of despising, or
(6) objectively of the condition of being despised.
In illustration of (a), Murray (OED, s.v.) quotes
from Marbeck's Book of Notes (1581) the following
passage
Contempt consisteth chiefelie in three
things for either wee contemne onelie in minde
.
or lastlie when we adde words or deedes,
which have ignominie or contumelie ioined with
them.' One of the most familiar usages of the
word is in the technical expression 'contempt of
court,' as referring to any failure to recognize or
obey the ruler of a court of justice or other legal
authority. In the passive sense (b), the expression
more
bring into contempt may be adduced
rare is the use of a contempt as equivalent to
an object of contempt (Gn 38- 3 AYm).
I. Terminology.
In the primitive ages the
superiority of the physically strong over the
physically weak was accompanied by a feeling
of scorn, which readily reflected itself in speech.
The defeat of a foe, or the successful outwitting
of inferior skill or cleverness by force of arms or
cunning, tended to create a vocabulary of con'

:

:

.

.

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

—

tempt (see art. Boasting for similar phenomena).
The word o>iXds ('coward') in Homer came to
mean worthless and insignificant (cf. the
'

'

apostrophe

S

'

'

'

creature

poor

Ba\4,

').

All

lan-

guages exhibit the interjectional forms of conSometimes the same monosyllabic extempt.
clamation is used to express other emotions, so
that its exact force can be determined only by the
'

'

'

'

'

context (cf. tush
pish
pshaw or Lat. phy
or phu). There are also dissyllabic words such as
atat (or attat) in Latin, oud (Mk 15 s9 of derisive
and the like. Then we
joy or honor), avaunt
!

'

!

!

,

'

'

!

Greek comedy, and
I in malum crurein of Plautus and Terence. These
suggest obvious analogies in English and other
languages. Argumentative scorn expresses itself
have phrases like

4s Ko'paras

of

in the Latin use of scilicet, ironical or contemptuous assertion of what is obviously false (cf. nisi
vcro).

More obvious

of scorn or disgust,

as exhibiting the feeling
the opprobrious apostrophe

still,

is
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common
bulum,
'

cullion

*

to all languages (of. career, crux, pati'
'
22
cur,'
pand [Mt 5 ], v-upi [ib.~\,
dog,'
'

[Shakespeare, Taming of Shrew, IV. ii.
20],
geek and gull [Twelfth Night, v. i. 351],
John-a-dreams [Hamlet, II. ii. 595], zed [Lear,
II. ii. 69, a term of contempt, because last letter in
the alphabet], et hoc genus omne).
The Philistine
said to David,
I a dog, that thou comest to
me with staves ? (1 S 17 43 cf. After whom dost
thou pursue ? after a dead dog, after a flea ? (1 S
24 14 ).
The Eastern street dog is a type of all
that is cowardly, lazy, filthy, treacherous, and
contemptible' (HDB, s.v. 'Dog').
Both in the Heb. of the OT and in the Greek
of the NT the verbal forms expressing various
degrees of scorn, derision, or disparagement are
remarkably rich. In the OT we find na and nij
cns with the root idea of
[original meaning dub.]
rejection
pS where the idea of scorn is connected
with the mimicry of a foreigner's speech
and
In the NT we have dri/xtifa, dBeriu,
pity, 'smile.'
i^ovBevtw, Karcuppovto), irepappopitj, dXtywpiu, and the
14
35
expressive iK/j.vKTT]plfa (Lk 16 23 = 'turnup the
nose at').
The mimetic or descriptive verb is as
in
conspicuous
exhibiting the feeling of disgust as
in other cases (cf.
strut,'
swagger ') ; and the
word iK/ivKTTjplfa recalls Shakespeare's I will bite
my thumb at them {Romeo and Juliet, I. i. 48 f.,
a contemptuous action for beginning a quarrel) ;
to give her the avaunt,' i.e. to send her away
contemptuously (Henry VIII. II. iii. 10) or Pistol's
expression {2 Hen. IV. v. iii. 124), 'Pig me, like
the bragging Spaniard' (thumb thrust between
first and second fingers as a mark of contempt and
The word iinralKT^ (2 P 3 3 Jude 1S in
insult).
2 P 3 3 tp.Trai.-yij.ovTi is also found) suggests rather
more obviously external act or gesture than Kara41
It may be noted in passing
<Ppovt)tt)s (Ac 13 ).
that contempt takes in literature the form of
Satire
satire, in art that of caricature (see art.
in EBr» and Caricature in EBr w ).
From Lucilius down to the present day scorn is
an ingredient of satire.
Pacit indignatio versum,'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Am
'

'

)

;

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

O, what a deal of scorn looks beautiful
In the contempt aud anger of his lip '
!

where obviously contempt is regarded as of close
kinship with anger.
Disgust, aversion, and shrinking from an object
are undoubtedly marked features of contempt ;
sometimes this is accompanied by facial and other
physical reaction, sometimes it is merely intelOdi profanum
lectual, as when Horace remarks
'

:

'

vulgus et arceo (Od. III. i. 1). "While, then, we can
distinguish the main elements which make up
the emotion of contempt, its quality is capable
of multitudinous subtle gradations and internal
shadings, corresponding with the objects and
situations which call it forth.
3. Ethics.— (1) In the OT.— Contempt, as an
emotion which, like anger, finds expression in
word and deed, or as part of a mental condition,
naturally passes into the sphere of ethical judgment. It is an element in the character of the
Psalmist's God, as when he says, ' The Lord shall
have them in derision' (Ps 2 4 referring to the
rebellion of His disaffected subjects ; so of the
,

8
heathen, Ps 59 ).

In both passages the conception
of contempt is associated with laughter.
Such
graphic anthropomorphism is not obsolete
e.g.
R. Browning's lines,
:

'

can
Be crossed and thwarted as a man,
Not left in God's contempt apart . .'
(Easter-Day,
.

'

.

.

Happy

that

I

.

xxxiil.),

;

j

,

'

'

'

'

'

said Juvenal (Sat. i. 79) ; and it was a wholesome
loathing of decadent morals that inspired such a
satire as the Sixth, his ' Legend of Bad Women '
(Mackail). The contempt of satire is fierce and
bitter but it can also be genial, as in Don Quixote,
where the follies of mediaeval chivalry are held up
to derision.
There is a similar distinction in the
ait of the caricaturist.
2. Psychology.
The psychological analysis of
contempt has not often been attempted. It obviously belongs to the category of what Wundt
;

—

calls the objective emotions (Outlines of Psychology, ed. 1908, p. 197), and is generally to be
classified as a species of anger, finding a place in

what the same writer

distinguishes as the 'ex-

'

series of emotions, or in what
'
Royce prefers to call the restlessness and quiescence series (Outlines of Psychology, 1903, p.
178).
Macdougall, in his Introduction to Social
Psychology, draws a distinction between scorn
as a binary compound of anger and disgust, or a

citement-depression

tertiary compound, if positive self-feeling is added
to these, and contempt, which he regards as 'a

binary compound of disgust and positive selffeeling, differing from scorn in the absence of the
element of anger.' In ordinary usage, however,
scorn (q.v. and contempt are used interchangeand, while some kinds of contempt are
ably
notably free from anger and suggest serene selfesteem, e.g. the attitude of the educated towards
the illiterate, there are other forms in which one
may detect the element of indignation, e.g. the
loathing which a noble mind feels towards a cruel
or
In Shakespeare's Twelfth Night,
ignoble deed.
III. i. 157 f., Olivia remarks
)

:

:

where a failure

of ideal

associated with the sense

is

Divine rejection and wrath. The monotheistic
19
contempt for idol-making and idolatry (cf. Is 40 '-)
in prophetic literature is an expression of the
belief in God's unique and unapproachable rightIn the OT, especially in the Wisdom
eousness.
literature, the
scorner,' or contemptuous man,
He not only does evil,
(fj) is a familiar figure.
but scoff's at the good (Ps 1'), seeks wisdom and
finds it not (Pr 14 6 ), dislikes reproof (15 12 ), is an
abomination (24 9 ), and is punished (21", Is 29 20 ).
The scorner,' in fact, belongs to the class fool,'
which is so conspicuous in the teaching of Proverbs the fool despises wisdom (Pr 1'), his neighbour (14 21 ), and the duty of obedience to parents
17
Esau's despising of his birthright (Gn 25 34 )
(30 ).
was the indication of 'profanity' (He 12 16 ) or
spiritual apathy, in the same way that Israel's
of

'

'

'

:

contempt for Jahweh's statutes and judgments
16 43
Ezk 20 13 16 M Am 2 or for the word
(Lv 26
24
of the Holy One
(Is 5 ) was the sign of an evil
-

-

'

1

-

,

,

)

'

Objectively, national failure brings a
nemesis of derision (Jer 48- 6 '' 39 ), or such derision
heart.

may be an element of persecution (207 La 3 14 ).
have already cited the
(2) In the NT.
22
passage (Mt 5 ) where Jesus deals with the conterms
Raca
and Thou fool,' and
temptuous
condemns them on the ground that they indicate
a defective disposition of the heart and are therefore to be judged under the new law before the
same tribunals and punished by the same penalties
as were offences, like homicide, under the old dispensation. Thus, our Lord's treatment of contempt is in harmony with the principles of His
Moreover, so far as
general ethical teaching.
contempt was an anti-social sentiment and opposed to the recognition of the claims of a common
humanity, the law of compassion, and the sense
of the infinite dignity of the individual soul, it
was to be sternly repressed. 'Take heed that ye
w
despise not one of these little ones' (18 ), i.e. the
humble and helpless of humanity. The idea of
scornful rejection of the truth is contained in the
warning, He that rejecteth (aOerwi') you rejecteth
me' (Lk 10 16 ). Jesus thought of the Pharisees as
those that 'trusted in themselves that they were

—We
'

,

'

'

'

righteous, and despised (ctovOcmivras) others'

(18").
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He did not hesitate to use the language of contempt respecting the unreality of Pharisaic morals
on the ground that their whole life was an acted
zeal for righteousness was
play,' and that their
'

unwarmed hy

love for their brothers, for

men

as

'

nor did He scruple to use the term that
such
fox' (13 32 ) of Herod Antipas as summing up his
But contempt of
moral cowardice and cunning.
man for man, of class for class, the disparagement
sinners
of
even
of lowly conditions,
(as opposed to
their sins), is ruled out by the example and teachwas a transman
view
of
Christ's
of
Christ.
ing
valuation of all values.' The first promise of the
in
the Magniis
view
of
given
humanity
changed
He hath exalted them of low degree' (l*2 ).
ficat,
The Greek contempt for humility, the arrogance
iv.
(inrepvipai'la) which Theophrastus (Characters, §
defined as a certain scorn for all the world beside
from
the
for
ever
excluded
higher
oneself,' was
ethics of Christianity.
Evolutionary ethics, of
which the extreme is reached in the thought of
Nietzsche, still glorifies brute strength and satirizes the
slave-morality of the crowd, but the
'
will be tolerated by the
super-man who alone
world is not the embodiment of strength, physical
and intellectual, but the embodiment of perfect
Aristotle's lofty-minded man looks down
love.
but
upon others justly (for he judges truly)
most people do so at random (Ethics, iv. 3). Even
fails
to
of
the
limitation
however,
the
parenthesis,
convince us ; for in the same context we are told
for this reason
he is not lavish of praise
that
he speaks no evil, not even of his enemies, unless
it be to show his scorn.' Contrast this with Christ's
teaching, which enjoins the love of one's enemies
and exalts meekness. The noblest character of
ancient teaching 'walks, like contempt, alone'
(Timon of Athens, IV. ii. 15), and views his fellows
scorn(to quote Shakespeare again) through the
;

'

'

condition of being satisfied is a state of mind which
may be regarded as a purely ethical product, or as
a phase of religious experience. In the philosophy
of life we are able to differentiate three types of
contentment Oriental, Grseco-Roman, and. Christian ; and we propose to treat the subject under
these heads.
Royce, in his Outlines of Psychology

—

:

(1903), has classified emotions under two dimensions, namely, restlessness and quiescence. If this
classification be accepted, it is obvious that the
virtue of contentment gathers up into one experi-

'

;

ence the emotions of the quiescent order.

'

's

He is quite oblivious of the
brotherhood. In fact, his snobfrom that satirized
distinguishable
hardly
bery
by Thackeray, and is equally out of harmony with
the Christian spirit. Pride of birth, intellect, and
dominion is by Dante (Purg. x. xi. xii.) consigned
to the first terrace of purgatory, from which the
poet is escorted by the angel of Humility to the
sound of celestial voices, singing, Blessed are the
poor in spirit (xii. 3 ft'.).
human

—

is

—

'

'

'

'

despises its inferiors,
whether it take the form of reserve (clpuvela) or
of active scorn (C/3pis), is as incompatible with the
humanitarian ideal of Christianity as the institution of slavery. The treatment of any human
being as a chattel or instrument is no longer
Base things of the world and things
tolerable.
that are despised did God choose' (1 Co l 28 ). The
scorn of the man of the world for piety is an
index of an oblique moral vision (cf. the Master of
Ballantrae's contempt for his steward's Btrict and

is negatively the destruction of selfish desire and
ignorance, it is positively universal sympathy or
Cf. 'A Vow of the Bodhilove for all beings.
sattva' (Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism,

'

p.

;

notions ['my evangelist,' he calls him
Master of Ballantrae).
Paul warns the Thessalonians (1 Th 5 20 against
'
contempt of prophesy ings,' implying that manifestations of the Spirit have to be judged with
careful discrimination, and that they are not to
he distrusted because fanaticism or unreality acConcompanies them in particular instances.
tempt is often a form of bigotry, and the symptom
of defective charity or tolerance and not seldom

life I will sacrifice,

dear as

it is.

All sentient creatures

world
I'll

release,

and to eternal peace them

1*11

lead.

1

When

it is objected that contentment can find
no place in a scheme of life in which karma, or the
law of moral causation, prevails, the reply is made

;

implicit in a cold rationalism or in the materialism which rejects immortality and religion.
On the other hand, to be despised by the general

it is

Let no

my

In enlightenment no sorrows are found, no burning desires ;
"Tis enjoyed by all men who are wise.
from the turbulent waters of the triple

)

'

:

firm,

Even

ironically] in Stevenson's

no mean punishment.

398)

'For the sake of all sentient beings on earth,
I aspire for the abode of enlightenment which is most high
In all-embracing love awakened, and with a heart steadily

puritanical

is

'

'

The haughtiness which

man

12
despise thy youth' (1 Ti 4 ), or 'Let no man
15
to the cultidespise thee (Tit 2 ), is a summons
vation of moral dignity, which at all stages of our

element in the
the suppression of desire.

essential

life is

'

'

conscience

— The

This is common to Brahmanism and Buddhism.
Barth (Religions of India, Eng. tr. 18S2, p. 84) has
remarked that the Hindu mind recognizes 'no
medium between mental excitement and torpid
indifference.'
Pantheism, fatalism, the denial of
personality and of any real immortality but that
of the act— these impress upon all that the Oriental
produces a certain monotonous character compounded of satiety and ungratified zeal.' So far
as we can arrive at any conception of nirvana, we
may think of it as the serenity of the monk,
exempt from all desire, contemplating without
passion all that the average man holds dear love
and hate, power and oppression, riches and poverty,
fame and contempt and awaiting with complete
The nirvdiia-onataraxia the advent of death.
earth reached by the arhat is a pledge of the
refreshment from the
nirvdna-a.fter-dea.th, his
fire of passion
being the earnest of his refreshment from the fire of existence (cf. Poussin,
103
Bouddhisme, p.
[Buddhism, p. 14]). Some exponents of Buddhism point out that, while nirvana

:

'

Oriental.

I.

Oriental scheme of

'

St.

Martin Pope.

CONTENTMENT.— Contentment— the

'

claims of

:i

R.

ch. xxi.

'

contempt lends him (All

is

.

'

ful perspective' which
Well, V. iii. 48).

youth alone,

;

)

'

in

—

'

'
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the line Sower of
Christian personality. If, on the one hand, conpa
tempt is opposed to humility, reverence, c
sion, and love, it is, on the other hand, a legitimate
element of the moral indignation of which the
Founder of Christianity is the noblest exemplar.
Litkrati'Rr.
W. MacDougall, Introduction to Social Psychology, London, 190S, p. 135; F. Paulsen, System of Ethic,
Eng. tr., London, 1899, p. 577 ; T. H. Green, Prolegomena to
Ethics », Oxford, 1890, pp. 295-300, tor contrast of Christian and
Greek ideal, and p. 224 ff. for the humanitarian idea J. S.
Mackenzie, Manual of Ethics ». London, 1897, p. 196ff.; H. W.
Clark, Christian Method of Ethics, London, 1908, ch. vii.;
Theophrastus, Characters, ed. J. E. Sandys, London, 1909,
with note on § iv.; Aristotle, Ethics, ed. A. Grant, London,
1857, vol. ii. p. 72 ff.; J. R. Seeley, Ecce Homo, London, I860,

and not

life,

'

I

that the selfishness of the rich will bear inevitable
retribution in a future existence, while the sufferings of the poor, if the poor do not despair of them
and yield to temptation, will bring them a future
fortune.
On the other hand, it is argued that
human inequalities are not to be ascribed to the
diversity of the individual karma (Suzuki, op. cit.
Poverty is not the result of evil deeds.
p. 189 f.).
The economic sphere is not that in which the law
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a man lives in obscurity
and misery, he is not concerned to find the explanation of these things in the past, nor is he anxious
about the future. Social injustices and economic
inequalities are inevitable in the present order.
A virtuous man is contented with his cleanliness of con-

karma

of

If

operates.

4

science and purity of heart. ... In point of fact, what proceeds
from meritorious deeds is spiritual hliss only, contentment,
tranquillity of mind, meekness of heart, and immovability of
faith' (». p. 190 f.).

—

Again, the true conception of karma is not merely
individualistic ; that is, it is not true that our
deeds affect only our

own

fate.

These deeds

'leave permanent effects on the general system of sentient
beings, of which the actor is merely a component part ; and it
is not the actor himself only, but everybody constituting a
" Dharmadhatu "
(spiritual
grand psychic community called
universe), that suffers or enjovs the outcome of a moral deed
(ib. p. 192 f.).
'

In this

way

the inherent contradictions of the

Buddhist view of life are modernized by an enthusiastic exponent
nevertheless, the denial of a
Supreme Being and of personal immortality leaves
us with a scheme of life so mechanical and cold
that contentment becomes merely a fatalistic joyless acceptance of things as they are.
Granting
the admirable and even noble idealism of the
;

Oriental, we miss the cheerfulness of the Christian
saint who rests in the belief that a Universal Love
dwells at the heart of creation and sweetly orders
all that is.'
Moreover, the ideal of contentment

and the Cyrenaics, of whom Aristippus was the
head.
The watchword of the first was selfmastery — the practice of endurance and asceticism
that of the second, pleasure — the serene and untroubled pursuit of the pleasure of the moment,
;

Neither to Plato nor
regardless of consequences.
to Aristotle was the practical conduct of life of
such moment as the pursuit of truth and the ideal
With the advent
interpretation of the universe.
of the Hellenistic period, about 300 B.C., the
interest of the State or community became subordinated to that of the individual. The realism

Cynic and Cyrenaic was succeeded by the systems
Zeno and Epicurus, in which once more ethics
and an ethic, moreover,
the end and goal
which looks only to the interest of the individual.'
To Stoics and Epicureans the supreme interest is

of
of

'

is

;

the possession of individual independence, the
saving of one's own soul, and the ordering of life
nobly and happily. The Epicurean doctrine (see
Epicureans) was far from being a mere glorification of voluptuousness and immoral living.
The picture given by Seneca of the Epicurean
garden leaves on us the impression of a life of
plain living and high
frugality and leisure
thinking.' The pleasure which Epicureanism regarded as the end of existence was not mere

—

'

proclaimed by Buddhism is remote from life it is
it is the offspring of
too abstract and academic
the cloister, and consequently eclectic and esoteric.
Even when it glorifies compassion and charity, it
loses itself in vagueness, and, except in some rare
passages of the teaching of Sakyamuni, proclaims
a universal benevolence rather than specific acts of
sympathy. If love be 'the fulfilling of the law'
and the condition of true contentment, it has no
real place in a philosophy which denies the reality
of the ego, or in a religion in which saintliness is
synonymous with impassibility.
At the same time, it is but just to remember
that, whatever its stress on extreme renunciation
of all the joys of life may have been, BrShmanism
was far more human in its concept of contentment
than was Buddhism. Thus the Mahabhftrata (iii.
no end is there of
92, xii. 12502) can say that
greed [lit. "of thirst"], (but) contentment is the
highest good' (santosah paramath sukham), or we
may read in the collection of quatrains attributed
to Bhartrhari
Poor be he whose greed is great
if the mind be content, who is rich (or) who is
?
poor
2. Graeco-Roman.
While in Eastern thought
the extinction of desire is the summum bonum of
the ethical or religious life, a quite different idea
of personality was held by the thinkers of Greece.
They were frankly humanistic in their outlook.
The glory and power, the gifts and virtues, of the
individual life, the supremacy of reason and
:

;

'

'

:

;

'

—

wisdom, and the harmony and perfectibility of the
soul were cardinal points in their system.
We
begin with the Socratic identification of virtue and
knowledge. For a man to know what he is doing
and why in a word, wisdom this is his supreme
Without claiming to have discovered
possession.
an abstract theory of the Good or the Wise, and
while on the whole sceptical as to the possibility

—

—

a discovery, Socrates provisionally conceived of the (loud or the Wise as the faithful
performance of the customary duties of life, and
proclaimed that therein lay the secret of happiness.
of such

But what impressed his contemporaries was his
independence of judgment and fearless criticism of
conventional notions, rather than his love of knowThe result was the appearance of two
ledge.
opposing schools of thought— the Cynics, of whom
Antisthenes and Diogenes were the notable figures,

sensuality

;

'

it rattier consisted, in its liner

forms,

freedom from pain or disturbing elements (draThe pleasures of mind were nobler than
those of body. It is not material enjoyments that
of

poji'a).

'

it is sober reasoning,'
are the givers of pleasure
says Epicurus in his letter to Menooceus, searching out the reasons for every choice and avoidance,
and banishing those beliefs through which the
greatest tumults take possession of the soul.'
Another word that sums up the contented life is
;

'

atiripKeia ('self-sufficiency'), which
to be used in Christian ethics.
'

was afterwards

We

consider

self-

sufficiency a great good in order that, if we do not
possess much, we may be satisfied with little
Nowhere do we
(Diog. Laert. x. 130 on Epic).
find the spirit of Epicurean contentment so charmodes
of
the poet
as
in
the
Horace,
ingly expressed
who, enamoured of his Sabine farm (' satis beatus
unicis Sabinis,' Odes, II. xviii. 14) far from the
haunts and din of city life, urges his friends to
'sweet content' ('desiderantem quod satis est,'
Odes, III. i. 25), to calmness of outlook ('quid sit
futurum eras fuge quaerere,' Odes, I. ix. 12) or to
'

patient endurance
Aequam memento rebus in arduis
servare mentem'
{Odes, n. iii. 1 f.).
In such phrases we discover the fascination of the
:

'

Epicurean ideal 'of withdrawing from political
dialectical conflict to simple living and serene
leisure, in imitation of the eternal leisure of the

and

gods apart from the fortuitous concourse of atoms
that we call a world
Ethics,'
(H. Sidgwick,
'

'

EBi»).
Stoic conception of contentment may be
in the word dwdtiaa ('impassivity').
Stoic sage did not, like an Oriental yogi,
all
regard
phenomena as illusions; nor did his
essentially Pantheistic view of the universe destroy
Man
his sense of personal freedom and volition.
can enter, by virtue of his gift of reason, into
His one
relationship with the Eternal reason.
aim, indeed, is to live a life of reason, or, as the
Stoic phrased it, a life 'in conformity with Nature.'
Such a life is the true virtue, and is its own
reward, quite apart from external goods or advanThe average man conceives of pain, sicktages.
ness, and death as evils; to the sage living the
Human
life of reason they are merely indifferent.'
reason.
The sage
passions arc only diseases of the
'will strive to keep the mastery over such faulty
fancies, and be true to the consummate virtue,

The

summed up
The

'

CONTINGENCY
which

is

passionless

and calm.'

Such

is

the Stoic

apathy.

Capes (Stoicism, p. 10). 'not only the
absolute supremacy of reason, but its rightful claims l" be the
would make a solitude
only motive force within the soul, for it
of all besides and call it peace; but it implied no torpor ol
'It postulated,' says

will.
Such it was in our Lord's
Father.
acceptance of the cross as the will of His
Dante's words {Par. iii. 85), e In sua volontate e
nostra pace (see, the wonderful exposition of these
words in Morley's Life of Gladstone, i. 215), give
the secret of Christian calm.
It is also to be noted that contentment in the
NT is closely associated with the truth of immorbear the sufferings
tality. St. Paul can cheerfully
of this present time' as 'not worthy to be combe revealed in us'
shall
which
with
the
glory
pared
18
(Ro N ). And it is this belief that differentiates
his airdpKeia (' self-sufficiency ') from that of the
His steadfast equanimity does not
Epicurean.
spring from contemplation of the great negative
soon
that life must
end, but from the great positive
that true life has no end' (Medley, Interpretations
v. 1117 f.,
of Horace, 1910, p. 58, and cf. Lucretius,
Quod si tpiis vera vitam ratione guhernet,

a sanctified

such .is those
ecstatic reveries and mystic contemplati
which Eastern ascetics have enjoyed, in their attempts to close
to end almost ill pure
every pore and inlet of emotion, and
individual
being.'
nothingness of

This type of contentment is illustrated passim in the
writings of the Roman Stoics— Seneca, Epietetus
Contentment,'
(see esp. the latter's chapter on
Diss. i. 12 [Long's tr.])— and also in the Thoughts
of Marcus Aurelius (cf. esp. bk. viii. ).
'

'

—

Before considering the Christian
3. Christian.
ideal of contentment, with which the Stoic found
confronted in the early ages of Christianity,
we may glance for a moment at the OT. The pure
monotheism of the Hebrew saint and his unswerving belief in a Divine Providence shaped for him
an experience widely different from those which
we have considered above. The possession of God

itself

is

his true wealth.

'

The Lord

my

is

shepherd

'

'

divitiae

;

I shall not want' (Ps 23 ).
Sadness, pain, exile,
loss of wealth and property, drought and disease,

,

').

as Lightfoot suggested, there was a
reference in St. Paul's epistles to the Stoic ideal of
the sage and citizen of the world as alone possessing
absolute wealth and freedom, that ideal is trans'Already are
figured in the Christian experience.
ye filled, already ye are become rich, ye have
for Christ's
fools
are
us.
without
reigned
sake, but ye are wise in Christ we are weak, but
have disbut
we
have
are
glory,
strong
ye
ye
honour (1 Co 4 8 10 ). Cf. also the passage in 2 Co
°
as poor,
as sorrowful, yet alway rejoicing
as having nothing, and
yet making many rich
sublime
St.
Paul's
all
things.'
yet possessing
inner resources, as being one with Christ and the
sharer of His crucified and risen life, render him
in everything
independent of outward conditions
at every time having every self-sufficiency ... in
8 11
and
9
Co
enriched
);
finally, 'I
(2
everything
have learnt in whatsoever circumstances I am to be
in
Him that
all
I
have
...
strength
self-sufficing
all things to the full
giveth me power ... I have
and to overflowing (Ph 4 11 13 18 ). The Stoic attains
the other
his universal kingship by self-isolation

Moreover,

were nought compared with his unshaken sense of
God's presence and reality. Cf. the magnificent
17-19
which
psalm of cheerful submission in Hab 3
Cowper has reproduced in the well-known hymn,
Sometimes a light surprises, or the memorable cry
of resignation,' The Lord gave and the Lord hath
blessed be the name of the Lord
taken away
21
(Job l ). In the Wisdom books we lind happiness
associated closely with a common-sense view of
19 etc., or, more
life's limitations
e.g. Pr 15" 17'
3 13 -' 9 ).
nobly, with the possession of wisdom (Pr
So far as the Prophetic writings are concerned, a
and
social
clear apprehension of evils,
political, a
remorseless unveiling of injustice and oppression,
invectives
and fierce
against idolatry, meaningless
ritual, and false materialism, are combined with
unswerving faith in the Divine guidance and in

if,

We

'

'

;

;

;

'

1

l

-

'

;

;

;

—

'

the ultimate victory of the Divine righteousness.
The panic-stricken despair of the materialist is
nobly contrasted with the calm of the monotheist
in Is 30 15ff (cf. art. 'Contentment' in HDB).
Generally speaking, in the writers of the OT contentment is the fruit of faith.
In the NT the same association of contentment
with belief in God is evidenced in the teaching of
our Lord. The new feature is the sublime conIt is the Fatherception of God's Fatherhood.
hood of God which points Christ's warning against
anxiety and adds an immortal beauty to the words
inMt. 6 =4 34 Christdoesnot proclaim insensibility
He recognizes them, but calls
to the ills of life.
upon us to live as children, to believe that God
cares for us, and perfectly to trust the love, the
wisdom, and the power of our Heavenly Father.
This conception dominates the whole of His teachHe uttered warnings against the love of
ing.
40
wealth (Mt 6 19 ), against self-seeking (Mk 10 ),
12 13 18 ), 1 and against
against social discontent (Lk
4 -= e
The last passage
selfish slothfulness (Mt 25).
shows that Christ condemned inertia, while He
-

"

.

"

but
praised activity when its end was not selfish
'
the Kingdom of heaven.' It was no part of His
plan to encourage agitation against social and
institutions which
political evils, or against public
were inimical to the highest interests of humanity
but He proclaimed the positive conception of the
Kingdom of heaven, as an ideal of human life
wherein the interest of the individual became one
with the interest of the community in other words,
a corporate righteousness, the foundation of which
was love binding individuals and classes together.
The Christian conception of contentment never
;

;

1

grandes honiini sunt, vivere parce

aequo animo

1

Cf. Paulsen, System of Ethics, p. 491, for relation of conto covetousness.

tentment
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to life's limitations and ills a
mere passive attitude of (he soul; submission to
God's will in life and death is an energy or act of

makes resignation

'

-

'

-

-

'

:

'

(Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 305).

by incorporation
Godliness with contentment
'

(avrapKeias) is great

6
the
(1 Ti 6 )— thus does the Apostle sum up
wealth of the Christian saint. Heroism, patience,
in
courage, endurance, whether we look for them
the annals of persecution and martyrdom, or in
the daily round of common life with its constant
cares and trials, may be regarded as the fruits of
contentment, the airdpKa.a which inhabits what
Wordsworth calls the
'

gain

'

central calm subsisting at the heart
Of endless agitation.'

Literature.— For the Oriental aspects of the subject two
recent volumes, written from quite opposite points of view,
may be consulted: L. de la Vallee Poussin, Bauddhisme :
Opinions s«r Vhistoire de la dogmatiqus (Paris, 1909), and D. T.
Suzuki, Outlines of Matey ana Buddhism (London, 1907). Of
the former there is a concise summary in English: Buddhism,

tr. published by the C.T.S. in the series Lectures on the
to
History of Beligions. Besides works quoted there are also
W. W. Capes. Stoicism (Loud. 1SS0) W. L.
be named
Davidson, The Stoic Creed (Edin. 1907) W. Wallace, EpicurCom.
Christ
Laics
R.
W.
for
eanism (Lond. 1S80);
Dale,
of
F. Paulsen, Syst. of El hies (Eng.
Life (Lond. 1885), p. 157 f.
H. Sidgwick, art. 'EthlCB,
tr., Lond. 1899), pp. 491 and 503
in EEr" and Outlines of Hist, of Ethics, Lond. 1SSG (where
EBr art. is considerably altered and enlarged); J. B. Lightand Seneca).
foot, Pliilwuians*, Lond. 1878 (Essay on St. Paul

a

;

:

;

;

;

R.

Martin Pope.

CONTINGENCY.—The

term contingentia, as
actual and accidental in
applied to that which is
contrast to that which is logically necessary and in
accordance with law, originated with the Schoolmen. The idea involved goes back, however, to
the problems of Greek philosophy.

The thinkers
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of Greece, once they had discovered the significance
of general conceptions, and of the order of things
typified thereby, came to distinguish between the
world which moves in accordance with these con-

ceptions and that which is not wholly determined
by them. The former, at this stage of thought,
was identified with the sphere of the heavenly
bodies, the latter with the sublunary world, where
the rigid sway of law the authority of form and
conception was circumscribed by accident and
anomaly. It was only upon a basis of materialism
that Democritus was able to trace a rational order
throughout the entire universe, while Heraclitus,
the Eleatics, and the Stoics did the same only in
virtue of their pantheistic principles. The philosophy of the Church, on its metaphysical side,
attached itself, not to the two last-named schools,
but to Aristotle and the Neo-Platonists. In this
way it also took over the idea of contingency
and accordingly we find it urging, now, with Aristotle, the imperfection of the lower sphere, and
now, with Neo-Platonism, the disorganization of
the pure Idea by matter and sense. In the ecclesiastical philosophy, moreover, the term
contin-

—

—

'

'

;

'

gency' acquired a new meaning from its connexion
with Judseo-Christian Theism. It was now used to
express the volitional nature of the Creator, who is
not limited by universal laws, but actually reveals
the most profound elements of His being in the
contingency of what eludes these laws. Thus, as
Conceptual Realism (universalia ante res) evoked
counter-movements of an empirical character, and
interest in maintaining the freedom of the Divine
will tended to strengthen them, there arose in
Scholasticism various attempts to reconcile the
validity of the pure Idea with a recognition of the
actual compromises which ranged from the specifically Aristotelian systems to Mysticism and
Nominalism.
Not until the dawn of modern philosophy was
there a revival of the pantheism of Heraclitus and

—

the Stoics, as represented in the philosophies of
and,
it came to be recognized, in
consequence of the
newer investigation of Nature, that the laws of
the sidereal world are identical with those of the
lower sphere, there arose a fresh wave of pure

Nature that sprang up with the Renaissance

;

as

Rationalism which excluded contingency. Then
the mathematico-physical interpretation of the
world, with the system of Spinoza in the forefront,
made this revived Rationalism supreme. All the
more vigorous, however, was the reaction of that
Empiricism which, with its insistence upon the
fact of contingency, took shape in the hands of
Locke and Hume, of Leibniz and Kant for, in
spite of the fundamental Rationalism of the latter
two thinkers, the one distinguished between the
vtritts de raison and the viritte de fait, the other
between the rationality of the categories and the
The
contingency of the matter of experience.
having thus been placed upon the new
Eroblem
asis of a universal cosmic order, the Aristotelian
view of contingency as confined to the sublunary
world was, of course, discarded, as was also the
Neo-Platonic identification of contingency with
the irrationality of matter and sense. But contingency emerged once more in connexion with a
;

general cosmical movement in epistemology and
metaphysics, as the term was now used to signify
the irrational factor beside and within the rational,
and as the idea came into immediate touch with
the questions regarding the conception of Deity
the thought of a creative will which' acts without
motive was
that of a logical necespitted against
sity by which the world proceeds from the Idea.
It was in these cont roversies that the full
significance of the conception of contingency was at
;

length realized,

The various aspects of the problem must be considered in detail, as follows :
i.
The difference between the universal and
necessary categories of thought and the facts
embraced, unified, and controlled by these cateThe facts, as such, are irrational and congories.
cannot comprehend why this or that
tingent.
should exist ; and, even if any particular thing be
rationalized in virtue of its derivation from another,
yet that other itself remains contingent. Should
it be affirmed, however, that the whole manifold of

—

We

phenomena can

logically be deduced from the fact
a whole, a consummation which as
not even remotely possible, and remains at
best a logical postulate, nevertheless, the existence of the world itself would still remain irrational
and contingent. The truly incomprehensible thing,
as D'Alembert puts it, is that anything should
exist at all.
Here, in fact, we have the reason
why metaphysics must, in the ultimate resort, refer
the existence of the actual to the arbitrary fiat of
Deity, precisely as was done by Augustine and the
Nominalists, and, in another form, by the modern
theories of Schelling and von Hartmann. Yet even
so decided a rationalist as Descartes fell back upon
the same explanation of the world as a whole.
2. The contingent elements in rational and
The so-called 'cosmic
logical necessity itself.
'
'
law,' cosmic idea,' and cosmic unity are never
more than phantasms of the mind, or postulates,
and are incapable of actual realization. The objective fact is in reality a number of laws operating
together, by the simultaneous application of which
to the particular the latter becomes intelligible.
But this very plurality of laws makes the laws
themselves contingent, alike in relation to one another and to the ideal of the one supreme cosmic
law. Then there is the further difficulty of depicting the manner in which the real is controlled by
the laws. If we are not prepared to fall back upon
the myth of Plato's Ideal world, or of Scholastic
Realism, as is instinctively done nowadays by

—
—

of the world as

yet

is

—

'

—
of those who make much of the idea of law,
—we must interpret the laws of Nature as primarily
most

of subjective import, i.e. as lending order, form,
and perspicuity to the facts an import which is
undoubtedly involved in the orderly nature of the
world, though we cannot see how. This proeedui'e,
however, introduces an excessive degree of arbitrariness and contingency into the idea of law.
And if we seek, with the modern idealism of Kant
and Fichte, to explain the agreement of law with

—

reality

on the theory that the world

is

generated

by consciousness, yet the fact remains that the
application of the laws which regulate the world,
and are to be regarded as forming an organized
unity, is in all cases guided by some particular
interest of the mind engaged, and consequently
furnishes a rationale, not of the entire reality, but
only of that special aspect favoured by the interest
in question.
Such a selective and isolating procedure, however, and no other is possible, also
involves an element of contingency.
Even if we assume
3. The idea of individuality.
the existence of a universal rational order, yet we
must admit that every single concrete phenomenon
found in this network of rationality has a certain
individual content, i.e. it cannot be fully explained
by universal laws, but always exhibits some special
and distinct element not derivable therefrom. This
holds good alike of the simplest natural event and
of the most delicate complex of psychical life.
As
a matter of fact, the universe itself and its development do not form a particular case of a general
conception, but are absolutely unique. The problem of individuation is therefore identical with
the problem of contingency in its general sense.
The fact of individuality plays havoc with every

—

—

—

CONTINUITY
system of thoroughgoing rationalism, which accordingly usually endeavours to deny or ignore
the existence of the particular, or to interpret it
as something else. This is what Leibniz means
when he says that Spinoza would be right if there

were no monads.

—

On the principles
4. The problem of the new.
of a purely rational system, nothing new could ever
emerge in the world of the real. Everything would
be involved in the existence of the whole, and therefore eternally present therein ; or the apparently
r ew would be only a phase and form of forces always
present in unvarying quantity. It is clear, however, that on either alternative the new is got rid
of by a mere evasion.
In the first case, it still
persists as something that has emerged in the process of development, as that which distinguishes
the actual from the potential ; in the second, as
appearance and manifestation. A thoroughgoing
rationalism must, like the Eleatic school, repudiate
movement and becoming altogether, for, if it does
not, then the admission that something has come
into existence which was not contained in the antecedent situation implies an element of contingency.
Hegel, in importing into the rationality of the Idea
the principles of negation and transition to the
antithesis, and in basing metaphysics on the principle of becoming, really, though surreptitiously,
provides a place in his system for the contingent
and irrational.
Metaphysically expressed, this
contingent element is the idea of creation and
which
is
here applied to the particular
'positing,'

same way as to the universe in § 1 above.
Epistemologically expressed, it is the idea of a
causality of non-equivalence, as opposed to the
causal equivalence with which alone a consistent
rationalism can be satisfied. In the causality of
equivalence the nexus signifies identity of essence,
with a mere change of form.
In causal nonequivalence the nexus provides a place for the
new. The endeavour to reduce all our knowledge
of causes to the former category is hopeless, and
accordingly an element of contingency clings to
the conception of causality itself.

in the

5.

The connexion between contingency and

—

freedom.
Freedom, in the sense of self-determination by universal laws, and our concurrence
therewith, as contrasted with the haphazard of a
purely psychical motivation, involves per se no
On the contrary, as decontingency whatever.
termination by universal moral and social law, it
forms the true germ of the conception of law in
-general, which is first of all realized in the personal
sphere, and then transferred to the uniformities of
the world-process. In reality, however, the causal
'must' of the process of things, when judged by
the absolute standard of ideal values, manifests
itself as something contingent.
For, if these values
represent the true significance of the existent, it
is impossible to see why they should demand for
their realization this particular sphere of causality.
Moreover, freedom, in the sense indicated, implies
the exclusion of absolute rational necessity from
that sphere of objectivity which is at once the base
and the theatre of its activity, since it demands, in
the order of things, a certain elasticity, in virtue
of which it may intervene in the manifold and
mould it to its own ends. From this side also,
therefore, an element of contingency insinuates
itself into the conception of universal laws
a conception which is thus once more shown to include
an element of the merely actual, and to be no
longer a conviction of the absolutely valid. In relation, to the ideal of universal necessity, interrupted
or variable laws are contingent.
Here, in fact, we
touch the grounds, as well as the limits, of deter-

—

minism, which is never more than a deduction
from the axiom of the absolute rationality of
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things, and never reaches the

level

of a

truth

scientifically proved.
6. Contingency in the ideas of freedom themselves.
While the ultimate cognizable source of
the idea of law, and, therefore, of unconditional
necessity also, lies in the ideas of freedom, absolute value, and validity, yet the particular elements of that ideal order cannot be regarded as
in themselves necessary.
Our observation does

—

not carry us beyond an actual control of the soul
by ideas bearing this or that interpretation, but
we can never derive these from the conception of
absolute necessity. As regards their form, moral
ideas may be unconditionally necessary, but their
content is dependent upon the actual conditions of
human life. Here we come upon the root of the
old Scholastic controversy whether the moral laws
are good because God wills them, or whether God
wills them because they are good.
We thus see
that the idea of contingency pierces even to the
deepest sources of all ideas of necessity.
The problem of contingency, then, in its various
aspects, contains in mice all the problems of philosophy, just as from the opposite side they are all
contained in the problem of Rationalism.
The
question of contingency is in reality the question
as to the relation of the irrational to the rational,
of the actual to the logical, of creation to the eternity and necessity of the world. The reconciliation
of these opposites is impossible. The actual thinking activity of man consists in a continuous combination of the antitheses. Absolute Rationalism,
with Pantheism as its logical conclusion, and absolute Irrationalism, with its logical consequence of
the irrelation and incoherence of things, or Polytheism, are alike impossible. The linal synthesis
does not lie within the scope of human thought,
and all attempts to reach it lead to contradiction.
In its religious aspect, the idea of contingency
implies the vitality, multiplicity, and freedom of
the world in God, and, indeed, the creative freedom
of God Himself while Rationalism, on the other
hand, signifies the unity of the world, the supremacy
of the super-sensuous, the comprehension of all
things in a universal Divine law. Here, again, the
logical solution lies beyond us. In actual practice,
;

true, Judreo-Christian Theism takes cognizance
both sides at once, and is therefore, speculatively,
the most fertile religious principle. Even that interpretation, however, has its incoherences and its
contradictions.
But, in the last resort, it remains
to be said, such antinomies are ineradicably present
in every anti-theistic system as well
in Pantheism
and Nominalistic Empiricism alike.
Literature. — W. Kahl, Lchre vom Primal des Wilhns bei
Augustinus, Duns Scotus u. Descartes, Strassburg, 1886 R.
Seeberg:, Theol. des Johannes Duns Scotus, Leipzig, 1900; H.
it is

of

—

;

Rickert, Grenzen der naturwissensck. Begrijjslnhtung, Tubingen, 1902; C. Sigwart, Logikl, Tubingen, 1889 (Eng. tr.
1895); W. Windelband, 'Zum Begrift* des Gesetzes" (Berieht
d. III. internal. Congr. f. Philos. 1909) ; H. Rickert,
Psy'
chophys. Kau9alitiit. u. psychophys. Parallelismus (Phil.
Abhandlungen Sigioart gewidmet, 1900).
'

,

E. Troeltsch.
(Gr. ffv^eta, to <nive X h; Lat.
continuatio, continuum').
may perhaps distinguish three stages in the history of the notion
of continuity : (1) a pre-scientific stage, in which
the notion is no more than a simple description of
certain obvious facts of sense-experience
(2) a

CONTINUITY

— We

;

second stage, in which scientific philosophy first
arrives at an apparently clear and distinct conception of the continuous as a peculiar kind of
magnitude which cannot be divided into units.
This stage of reflexion makes its appearance for
the first time in the Eleatic criticism of the
assumptions of Pythagorean Geometry, and culminates in the Philosophy of Aristotle, in which
the conception of a uniform continuous motion
is
central for the whole doctrine of Nature.
'

'
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leads to the sharp contrast
Mathematically,
between Arithmetic as the science of non-continuous, and Geometry as the study of continuous,
magnitude, which we find carried out in the
elements of Euclid.
(3) The third stage, represented hy the labours of the 19th cent, mathematicians, and embodied in such theories of the
continuous as those of Dedekind and Georg Cantor,
consists essentially in the attempt to develop, by
means of an extension of the notion of number, a
purely arithmetical conception of the continuum,
and so to restore the correspondence, broken down
by Eleatic criticism, between Geometry and Arithmetic.
That the new mathematical conceptions
must, as they become more widely known, exercise
an important inlluence on the development of
it

philosophical thought in general is clear, though
perhaps yet too early to predict the precise
form which that influence will take.
1. The primary notion of continuity.
Here, as
in all study of the technical concepts of science, we
have to begin by going back to the history of

it is

—

Greek thought iu its expression in language. As
abundant evidence proves, the primary notion imhaving nothing between,'
plied by awexl* ls
'presenting no sensible gap, 'hanging together.'
Thus, with reference to space, we find Thueydides
speaking of the siege-works at Platrea as (wexv
oUrj/xaTa,
buildings without a gap,' which, as he
goes on to say, looked like an unbroken wall
'

'

So, with reference to time, in the medical
21).
nonwriters of the 5th cent, <rwexe?s irvperot,
remitting fevers,' are distinguished from Sta\el(iii.

'

itovtcs irvperol, 'periodical fevers,' and in Thueydides
'
(v. 85) a £vi>exy? p?<"s, or
uninterrupted address,'

contrasted with a free conference, in which each
made by one party is immediately answered
Eoint
y the spokesman of the other. In all these cases
we are dealing with a simple experience not yet
coloured by scientific reflexion.
Every one knows
the difference between an unbroken line and a
series of dots with sensible intervals between them,
between a steady persisting pain and one which
comes and goes, between the flight of a missile and
that of a bird. The former seem to hang toand it is this sensible
gether,' the latter do not
hanging together which the plain man has in
mind when he speaks of the former as continuous.'
So far no distinction has been made between a
continuous and a discrete kind of magnitude,
one which cannot, and one which can, be broken
up into ultimate units, themselves indivisible.
The plain man, for instance, would not object to
talking of a continuous series of integers {e.g.
those from 1 to 10), though he commonly looks on
an integer as a 'collection of ones' (exactly as
Aristotle did). He would call the series broken
only if one of the members were left out.
2.
The Pythagorean Mathematics and the
Eleatic criticism views of Plato and Aristotle.
Serious reflexion on the presuppositions involved in the notion of the unbroken first meets
us in the criticism of the Eleatic philosophers of
the 5th cent, on the mathematical and cosmological
views of their Pythagorean neighbours. Amid all
the uncertainty which surrounds the reconstruction
of early I'ythagoreanism, one thing seems certain. The Pythagoreans were primarily interested
in Arithmetic because they saw in it the key to
In particular, they
the interpretation of Nature.
looked on Geometry, the foundation of all genuine
as
an
physical science,
application of Arithmetic.
Things are made up of numbers' because they are
endowed with geometrical form and magnitude,
and are therefore ultimately made of points, and a
point is simply a unit having position (^oras Biaiv
The point differs from the 'unit,' or
lx m aa )number 1,' only in the additional peculiarity that
is

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

has position.' Hence, since a whole number
simply a 'collection of units,' and since
a geometrical figure is a collection of units having
position,' there is an absolute correspondence between Arithmetic, the science of number, and
This is why, in the Pythagorean
Geometry.
scheme of the sciences, retained by Plato in the
Republic and Epinomis, Arithmetic is made to
take precedence of Geometry. The later arrangement, followed by Euclid in which Geometry, so
far as it can be pursued without the study of
incommensurables, comes first (bks. i.-iv. vi.),
Arithmetic next (bks. vii.-ix. ), and then the theory
of surds (bk. x.)
is due to the effects of the
criticism of which we have now to speak.
The Pythagorean doctrine itself led very directly
to consequences which were fatal to its own assumpIf lines are simply made up of an integral
tions.
number of units,' it ought to be possible in theory
to answer the question how many points there are
in any given terminated line.
In other words, all
lines ought to be commensurable, since the unit
measures them all without remainder, just as any
two integers, even if prime to each other, yet have
1 as their G.C.M.
But an immediate consequence
of the Pythagorean theorem (Eucl. i. 47) itself is
that there is no assignable whole number of units
in the base of the equilateral right-angled triangle.
In other words, ^/2 is incommensurable with any
If the Pythagoreans employed a strictly
integer.
it

'

(d/)i9/x6s) is

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

scientific

'

method

for their

crowning achievement

'

—
—

the inscription of the dodecahedron in the sphere
they must likewise have known the construction
of the 'golden section' (Eucl. ii. 11), which introduces us to another irrational magnitude, »y/5.
'

'

The legends which assert that Hippasus of Rhegium
was drowned by the brotherhood for revealing one
or other of these facts show how acutely the
Pythagoreans felt the contradiction between their
assumption and their conclusion. Hence, it is not
wonderful that their critics should have pressed it
Parmenides (H. c. 475 D.C., accordto the utmost.
ing to Plato) had already attacked their fundamental position by asserting in his poem that,
since ny ibv ('what is not,' 'empty space') is a
body ') cannot
pure unreality, rb t6v ('what is,
be divided at all, because it is fwex^s "£" ('all
hanging together'), and 4bv (6vti Te\d£ei ('what is
touches what is '). In other words, a body cannot
be made up of 'units.' Similarly he had denied
the reality of all temporal succession. Time is not
made up of moments,' because what is never was
and never will he, since it is now, all at once, one,
unbroken {4irei vvv Igtiv, bfiov ttcLv,
txvvex^s). This
conclusion would be immeasurably strengthened
by the discovery of surd or irrational lengths
(i.e. lengths which have not, to the unit of measurement we assume, the \6yos, or ratio, of one whole
number to another). We may put the difficulty
The Pythagorean conception of the point as
thus.
a 'unit' of length involves the view that, if on a
terminated straight line AH we mark off points
corresponding to the successive integers, we have
only to make our unit of length sufficiently small
{i.e. to take our successive points near enough
together) to exhaust all the points of the line.
The discovery of a single 'surd' length is enough
'

'

'

'

'<£v,

'

'

in

show that

this is false.

However

close together

we take our points, we shall never have included
one which lies from the origin at a distance equal
to the diagonal of a square on the unit' length
or again, there will not be among them any point
at which a straight line is divided in extreme and
mean ratio.' Such a conclusion would, of course,
be destructive of Geometry, because it would
invalidate some of its most fundamental constructions.
How far the study of surds was advanced
'

j

'
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in the 5th cent,

we do not know, but probably not

in the Then! Hits (p. 147 I) If.) Plato
assumes the discovery of the successive quadratic
surds from x '3 to ^/ff to have been a recent
achievement of bis friends, Theodoras, Theaetetus,
and the younger Socrates. Plato and his school
are known to have given much attention to the
subject, which was especially advanced by Thesetetus, and an incidental reference in the early
Peripatetic tract on 'Indivisible Lines 'shows us
that they had already examined and named at
far, since

least two of the types of surd expressions studied
in Euclid x.
the dTroro^i) and the (k tvoiv 6i>o/j.aroiv.
But, even without the explicit, study of surd
magnitudes, results equally fatal to the Pythagorean identification of Geometry with applied

—

Arithmetic can be derived from the argument from
infinite divisibility, and it was this argument which
was specially pressed home by Parmenides' pupil,
Zeno of Elea (11. c. 450, according to Plato). To
appreciate Zeno's employment of the argument,
we need to bear in mind that what the Greeks
called dpiS/irfs is always a natural whole number or
integer. (Even in Euclid, the notion of a rational
fraction does not occur.
What we regard as
rational fractions he always treats as ratios of one
Now, argued Zeno, any
integer to another.)
length, however small, can be bisected, but no
number of repeated bisections will ever leave us
with an indivisible unit,' but only with a length
which can be bisected again. Or, since the argument shows that the 'units' in any length must
be infinitely numerous, if the 'unit' has any
magnitude at all, every length will be infinite,
while, if we take the units to be zeros, every
length will be infinitely small, since the sum of an
Yet again, if a point
infinity of zeros is still zero.
has magnitude, the addition or subtraction of one
will
alter
the
of
a line, while, if the
length
point
point can be added or subtracted without affecting
the length of the line, it has no magnitude, and is
nothing at all (see the fragments of Zeno in Diels,
'

'

'

i.
The famous
[1906] 130, 133 f.).
paradoxes of Zeno, dealing with the concept of
motion (for which see Diels, loc. cit. p. 131 f.

Vorsokratiker",

'

'

;

Burnet, Early Gr. Philosophy \ pp. 366-369 Milbaud, Les Philosophes-ge'omHres de la Grice, pp.
130-140), are all aimed at the same notion of space
and time as made up of minima of length and
duration, and, as against this conception, are
unanswerable. They do not, however, really prove
all that Zeno meant they should.
From Plato [Parmenides, 128 D) we learn that
;

Zeno's object was to
reinforce the doctrine of
Parmenides that the All is One,' by showing that
the rival theory that it is Many leads to absurd
results.
He meant, then, to show that space and
time cannot be continua of points or moments.
All that he really proved was that they cannot
consist of points or moments which themselves
have magnitude, that the 'elements' of a continuum cannot be 'units' homogeneous with the
continuum constructed out of them. He has, in
fact, shown that there must be more points on the
line, more moments in the shortest lapse of time,
than there are members of the series of natural
numbers, or, what conies to the same thing, that,
'

'

'

though every continuum

is

infinitely divisible,
adequate criterion of

not an
has not shown that the numbersystem itself is not capable of an extension which
would make it possible to establish a genuine oneto-one correlation between its members and all the
points of a terminated straight line.
Since, however, the Greeks had no conception of any method
of constructing numbers other than the
adding of
successive units to an aggregate, the effect of Zeno's
criticism was, in time, to effect a
complete revoluinfinite divisibility is

continuity.
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I'lato,
conception of Geometryindeed, clings to the old view of number as the
foundation of Geometry, but that was probably, as
we shall see, merely because lie did not share ho
common view which identified number with whole
number. But the Academy, whose results are
represented for us by the work of Euclid the last
of a series of <ttoix«w™(, all whose predecessors
seem to have been connected with the Platonic
school), re-arranged the curriculum of Mathematics
in a way which can have been due only to the
Eleatic criticism.
In the final form given to the
o-roixeia, or A-B-C, of the subject by Euclid, Plane
Geometry comes first (bks. i.-vi.), embracing the
theory of Proportion as re-cast by Eudoxus, so as
to make it applicable to incommensurables and
comniensurables alike (bk. v.), then Arithmetic
(where all the magnitudes are ex hypothesi commensurable [bks. vii.-ix.]), then the study of
Incommensurables (which, for the Greeks, meant
expressions involving quadratic surds [bk. x.]),
finally Solid Geometry, culminating in the inscription of the dodecahedron (bks. xi.-xiii.).
The
effect is that the question of the commensurability
or incommensurability of the lines dealt with is
never raised in the books which treat of Plane
Geometry. Only once does Euclid in these books
explicitly undertake the construction of a surd
magnitude viz. in ii. 11, the construction of the
golden section,' which had to be dealt with early
because it is required for the inscription of the
pentagon (iv. 11), and this in its turn for that of
the dodecahedron (xiii. 17). In ii. 11 alone is it
tacitly presupposed that a straight line possesses a
continuity which is more than the capacity for
being infinitely divided into aliquot parts, and it
is interesting to see that the scholia to the
proposition (Euclid, ed. Heiberg, v. 248-251) specially
call attention to the fact that the problem cannot
be represented by numbers,' is not explicable by
counters.'
may note that the researches of
the Academy into irrationals,' as represented by
Euclid x., do not go beyond the consideration of
various types of surds involving the extraction of
a square root. This limitation is, in fact, the
theoretical counterpart of the practical restriction
to constructions which can be carried out with
ruler and compass, for 'an analytical expression is
capable of construction by ruler and compass only
when it can be derived from given magnitudes by
a finite number of rational operations and square
roots, since the intersection of two straight lines,
of two circles, of a straight line and a circle, is
always equivalent to a rational operation or the
extraction of a square root' (F. Klein, Vortrage
iiber ausgcwdhlten Fragen der Elemental-geometric,
Leipz. 1895, adinit. ). A further discovery of the 5th
cent., which, if itcouldhave been followed up, would
have been even more fatal to the old arithmetical
treatment of Geometry, was that of the so-called

their

in

I

(

—

'

'

'

We

'

quadratrix (rtTpcrywi'i.foMra), made by Hippias of
Elis.
This curve, which gets its name from the
fact that, if it could be mechanically described,
it would solve the problem of
squaring the
circle,' has for its equation in polar co-ordinates
and
is thus the first example in
=
o
x
^
'

—

Sin

O)

i

7T

Greek mathematics

of a transcendental function.
Summing up, we may say that the actual effect
of the Eleatic criticism was to establish a sharp
distinction between number, as composed of units,'
'

and
'

fityeffos ('

unit

continuous magnitude

'),

which has no
simply ir\f,$os

or minimum.' A number is
an 'aggregate of ones' (Euclid vii., def.
and consequently any two numbers have a

'

'

lioi/dSoiv,
1, 2),
'

common

measure.'

The

straight line, being in-

finitely divisible into lesser straight lines, has
unit,' and hence two such lines often have
'

no
no
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numbers made up

common measure,' and are therefore incommensurable.
The point is put very clearly in the intro'

ductory scholium to Euclid

x.

(Heiberg, v. 415)

:

The Pythagoreans first began to investigate commensurabeing the first to discover it from their study of numbers.
For, whereas the number 1 is a common measure of ali numbers,
they failed to find a common measure of magnitudes (jueye&oi').
The reason is that any number, however you divide it, leaves
you with a least part which admits no further division. But no
magnitude, though you divide it ad infinitum, leaves you with
'

bility,

.
a part which is a minimum
itself be divided ad infinitum.*
.

.

but only with a part which can

Thus, owing to the criticism of Zeno, infinite
divisibility came to be regarded as the sufficient
In language the effect of
criterion of continuity.
the polemic was that the old deiinition of the point

unit with position,' which we know to be
Pythagorean, was replaced by that which now
stands at the opening of Euclid's Ele?nents,
point is that which has no parts (o-n/xeldv icrriv oD
In thus being indivisible the point
liipos oiBiv).
does not, of course, differ from the
unit,' or
'number 1 (floras) (cf. Plato, Republic, 525 E), but
it can no longer be called ixovds, because it is now
clearly seen that, unlike the unit,' the point cannot
be a measure of anything. Hence in Plato and
for
Aristotle novds always means the number 1
as a

'

'

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

point Aristotle always says o-q/ietov or anyiiri,
while Plato (see Aristotle, Mctaph. A 992 a 21) employed the designation dpxh ypa/i/iij!, 'the beginning
of the line.' There are perhaps still perceptible
traces of 5th cent, opposition to the consequences
'

,

which Zeno had drawn from

infinite divisibility.
a member of the Periclean
Protagoras, like Zeno,
'
'
refutation of the geometers,
circle, argued, in
that a circle and tangent have a stretch, not a
b
in
common
(Aristotle, Metaph. B 997
single point,
This looks like an attempt to deny the
85).
infinite divisibility of the line, and to identify the
minimum visibile with the unit of extension, and
thus to get rid of the notion of incommensurability.
,

it may be, as Burnet has suggested (op. cit.
that the formula Protagoras chose for his
Man is the measure of all things,' was
by opposition to the new doctrine of
magnitudes which have no common measure.' The
anti-mathematical argument of Protagoras led to a
rejoinder from his greater townsman Democritus, in
the catalogue of whose works drawn up in the 1st
cent. A.D. by Thrasyllus we find one on the contact of the circle and the sphere,' and another on
'irrational lines.' According to Plato and Aristophanes (Clouds, 144 ft'.), who are unwillingly
confirmed by Xenophon (Mem. IV. vii. 3, 5),
Socrates, too, was among the mathematicians, and
it may be noted that in the three chief places
where Plato makes him exhibit mathematical
interests (Meno, 82-85 B, Tkcmtetus, 148 AB,
Republic, 546 BC) a problem involving surd magnitudes is, in each case, under consideration.
Plato's attitude towards the problem raised by
the discovery of surds, and the recognition that
the infinitely divisible cannot be made of 'units,'
He is deeply inis, at first sight,
perplexing.
terested in the study ol surd expressions, and fully
aware of the infinite divisibility of pcytd-n, but
refuses to take the step of severing Geometry from
Arithmetic, and of selecting elementary Plane
Geometry (which can be studied without ' any reference to the existence or non-existence of units ')
as the subject with which Mathematics should
To the last he insists that Arithmetic, the
begin.
theory of numbers, is the foundation on which all
other branches of Mathematics should be based,
and the clue to their meaning. We can exempt
him from the charge of inconsequence only by
supposing that his retention of Arithmetic as the
corner-stone of Mathematics was duo to a conviction that number is not exhausted by the series
of the natural numbers, the novaSwol dpiOfiol, or

Hence
188),

'

relativism,
influenced

'

'

'

'

of units, which Aristotle always
If the
asserts are the only numbers there are.
concept of number be widened so as to take in the
surds, so Plato probably thought, we may still
adhere to the notion of one-to-one correspondence
of the points on a terminated line with the members of the number-series, without incurring any
of the difficulties which were fatal to the old

(Just so, our ordinary
Pythagorean geometry.
Analytical Geometry rests on assuming such a
of
the
points of the line with the
correspondence
complete series of the real numbers. ) That Plato
had formed some such conception of a possible
extension of the concept of number seems clear from

more than one consideration. The suggestion, as
Milhaud has shown (op. cit. bk. ii. ch. 5), explains

why

Aristotle regards

it

as a capital point against

Plato to insist that there is no way of generating
numbers except by the addition of units, and why so

is made in Metaphysics M of the complaint
that the numbers of which the Platonic Ideas
are composed are not all avixfiK-nrol, commensurable
with one another. Aristotle is, in effect, complaining that Plato's theory presents us with expressions
like ^/2, y^/3, a + Jb, and the like whereas he
himself holds that there is no place for them in the
number-series, just as Euclid is always careful to
speak of such magnitudes as iieyiB-n, and to sym-

much

'

'

'

'

;

them by straight lines and rectangles.
Positive evidence to the same effect is furnished by
a remarkable passage of one of Plato's latest
works, the Epinomis, the point of which is to
maintain that all Mathematics is really the study
of the generation and properties of numbers (Epin.
are particularly told here that the
990 C ft'. ).
names geometry and stereometry are altoand the former is said to be
misleading,
gether
'extremely absurd.' 'Geometry' is 'manifestly
an assimilation, effected by reference to surfaces,
of numbers which are not in their own nature
is the
similar ; and
stereometry
study of
numbers raised to the third power, and similar to
the nature of the solid, where again those which
are dissimilar are made similar by a further
device.'
(The passage should be read in Burnet's
edition, the only one in which the text has not been
bolize

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

perverted by editorial dullness.)
The passage just quoted represents the highest
development of the Platonic theory of number. It
is clearly an attempt to vindicate for the numberseries itself the same character of a continuum as
that which belongs to the straight line, by finding
room in it for numbers answering to the irrational
lengths of Geometry. If we followed out Plato's
suggestions in his own spirit, what they would lead
to would be something of the following kind.
Taking a terminated straight line, we might first
and 1 to its end-points.
assign the co-ordinates
Then, by infinitely repeated division, we should
get one and only one point corresponding to each
rational fraction between

serting further

and

Then, by

1.

points corresponding to all

in-

the

and 1, we should obtain
points corresponding to the whole series of algebraic
numbers. The resulting number-series would not,
however, exhaust the points on the line, and would
irrationals

between

therefore not possess the continuity of the pointseries, since it would contain no terms whose
co-ordinates are transcendental numbers, though
it would contain an infinity of points not obtainable by the process of repeated division.
Aristotle's statement that Plato refused to speak
of ' points,' but called them instead the beginning
of the line,' seems to indicate another attempt to
face a difficulty inherent in the current conception
'

From the earliest times of
whole number.
Pythagoreanism downwards, we lind it regularly
assumed that the number-series must begin with 1,
of

CONTINUITY
the 'unit.' But the criticism of Zeno had shown
that we cannot think of the 'point' as a 'unit
length.' If the correspondence between Geometry
and Arithmetic is to be kept up, as Plato wished
it to be, we must begin our number-series with

something which answers to a zero of magnitude

be 0, not 1.
in
Geometry the first number must
It was, no doubt, this character of the point as a
zero which led Plato to avoid recognizing it as a
'
distinct entity, and to call it the beginning of the
line.'
It seems most probable, however, that he
did not clearly draw the right conclusion that, in
the same way,
is the beginning of the numberseries.
More probably he thought of the point,
as Xenocrates is known to have done, as an infinitesimal line,' and must be added to the list of
thinkers like Leibniz, who have been led astray in
their theory of the continuous by this phantasm of
j

'

a thing which is somehow at once something and
nothing.
Further interesting contributions are made to
the theory of continuity in the puzzling dialogue
Parmenides. Without raising the question of the
purport of the dialogue as a whole, we may note
the references made in its antinomies to the
difficulty of regarding a continuum as constructed
out of real elements.
may take first the treatment of 'contact' (p. 148 Dff.). When a number
of things are in contact, each lies next to (<:0e| i}s
kcitcu) that which is in contact with it ; e.g. if a
straight line is made up of distinct units in contact with one another, the units must leave no
gaps between them, and each must have a definite
next adjacent unit. In modern phraseology, the
line must be a well-ordered assemblage of points.
Hence, in a series of n members there must be
It is therefore inferred that, 'if
(n-1) contacts.
there is not number in ra 6Xka (the things other
than the One,' the Many '), the One' cannot be
For Geometry this plainly
in contact with them.'
means that, if the points on the line are not units'
had shown that they are
criticism
of
Zeno
the
(and

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

no point on a line has an immediately
adjacent or next point. Since every integer has
a next integer in the actual number-series, this
means that the points on a terminated straight
line, taken in the order of their distances from one
of the end-points, cannot be symbolized by the
series of integers.
Continuity, as exhibited in the
line, must be something other than the mere unbroken succession of the whole number-series 1, 2, 3,
Later on (155 E-157 B), we have an argu.
re,
ment to show that the very conceptof change leads to
the thought of time as a series of moments which
have no duration, just as the points on a line have
no extension. When a body which was moving
comes to rest, or vice versa, there is a transition
from the one state to the other. This cannot take
place 'in time,' i.e. there is no interval, however
small, in which the body is neither moving nor at
in any
rest, but passing out of motion into rest
not),

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

;

given interval it is either moving or stationary.
Hence the transition occupies no duration, but
and we are compelled to
happens instantaneously,
form the ' paradoxical (dro7ros) conception of the
'instantaneous' (rb 4t;al<t>v7]s). The paradox seems
to lie in the fact that it is hard to decide whether
is reached
the moment at which the velocity
should be counted as the last moment of motion or
as the first moment of rest.
must, in the one
case, think of the time during which the body moves
as having no last moment, in the other of the time
during which it is stationary as having no first
moment an immediate consequence of the consideration that no moment has a next moment.
In Aristotle we meet with none of the anticipations of a riper thought which fascinate us in Plato,
but we have, by way of compensation, a very

We

—

'

'

m> far as infinite
explicit account of continuity, in
divisibility may be taken as a sufficient criterion
of it.

The notion

is

fundamental

in the Aristotelian

system, because the steady and uninterrupted process of the development of latent potentialities
into actualities, which, for Aristotle, constitutes
Nature,' depends in the last resort upon the uniform and continuous movement of the heavens,
'

and continuous movement demands the continuity
Hence any denial of the conof time and space.
tinuity of extension, duration, and movement is
The
fatal to Aristotle's whole Naturphilosophie.
tract on the Categories gives us the general view
current in Academic circles and presupposed by the
more special discussions in Aristotle's discourses
on Physics.' rb nbo-ov (quantum) has two species
'

—

'

the
also rb Siaiperbv),
Si.upiaii.ivov (elsewhere
discrete'; and rb crvvex^s, 'the continuous.' The'
'
vital difference between them is that the
parts
discrete quantum have no Kowbs
(p-dpia) of the
which they join;
Spos, or 'common boundary,' at
Aristotle
10
(for
always confuses the number
e.g.
of a collection with the collection itself, and many
of his attacks on Plato arise from inability to
see that, though there are many pairs of things
rb

'

'

in the world, there is
number itself is not a

no one

of the

unit of the

3.

'

only one number

2,

and

this

pair ') consists of 7 + 3, but
units of the 7 is identical with any
But the 'parts' of a 'continuous'
'

'

quantum always have such a common boundary,'
which, in the case of the line, is a point i.e. when
'

;

the terminated straight line AB is divided at C,
the writer reckons C as belonging both to AC, of
which it is the last point, and to CB, of which it is
the first, thus illogically counting the one point C
the present
twice over.
Similarly with time
moment 'joins on' (awaitTa) both to the past and
as the first
either
It
be
taken
future.
to the
may
or as the last moment of an unbroken time-series.
This is the really important point in the distinction
drawn for us between the two kinds of quanta,
since it implies, of course, that the avvc^is tt6<tov or
continuum is infinitely divisible, and therefore does
not consist of units or minima. It is added that
not all continua are composed of parts which have
e.g. since the past, present, and future
position
are not all co-existent, no part of time is 'anywhere'
The parts have not position,
relatively to the rest.
but only 'order' (-ni£ts), and so far resemble the
members of the whole number-series. (We must
:

'

'

;

not, of course, press this analogy too far, since it
would lead to the view that the 'parts' of time form
a 'well-ordered' aggregate, in which each term

has an immediately next term. Time would then
be made up of minima of duration, and would not be
continuous in the writer's sense [Categories, 5 b -6 *].)
More characteristic is the account given in Metairbaov (quantum) means
physics A 1020", 7 ft'.
that which can be divided into constituents inherent in it, whereof each is one and "this"' (t6
1

—

'

u>v tKarepov ?) %ko.o-tov %u ti
Such a quantum
rboe ti TrecpvKev elvai [1020", 8]).

dicuperbf els tvvirdpxovTa.
ko.1

is

a

w\fj0os, or assemblage, if it can be numbered ;
Thus a
/xfyeSos if it can only be measured.

a

can be divided into countable non-continuous elements, but a p.eye$os only into continua.
(We cannot, e.g., divide a line into points, but only
into lesser lines, so that infinite divisibility is
continuous
taken as the criterion of p.iye8os,
delimited (TreTrepacruevov) irX?)0os is a
quantity.')
whole number ; a delimited fiiye6os is a line, surface, or body, according to the number of its
dimensions. Thus there is only one kind of magnitude which is continuous in its own right (ko.9' o.vt6)
Time and movement are continua,
extension.
not in their own right, but derivatively (kotA
of their connexion with the
o-vuptfi-qKbs), in virtue
Since the trajectory of
p.eye6os per se, extension.
;r\7;0os

'

A

—
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a moving body is a continuum, the motion is a continuum also, and therefore also the time occupied
A fuller, but logically unsatisin the transit.
The
factory, account is given in the Physics.
Eleatics had held that the continuous is indivisible
Aris(a theory which meets us again in Spinoza).
totle points out that, on the contrary, only the
continuous is infinitely divisible (185'', 10). So we
are told in bk. V that motion (the fundamental
Nature ') is generally
category of a science of
held (doKa) to be one of the continua, and it is
'

'

'

in

the continuous that the

'

infinite

'

first

makes

noticeable.
Hence, those who give definitions of continuity commonly presuppose the concept of the infinite, on the ground that what is
divisible ad infinitum is continuous (200 b , 18). The
itself

'

'

point that the one primary continuum is spatial
recurs in bk. A, ch. xi. Time is relative to change
since it

we

only where

is

perceive
change that we are conscious of duration. If the
seven sleepers' woke up, they would not be aware
that time had elapsed during their sleep. They
would connect the former now with the subsequent
now, and make one of them.' To know what time
is, we have to ask in what way it is related to
(ixcrafioXri),
'

'

motion (n

tt)s

moves from

But what moves,

iarw).

Kivri<rews

somewhere

somewhere.

to

The

character of motion depends on that of the path it
Motion is thus continuous because its
traverses.
path is so, and time is continuous because motion
is.
Time is the number of motion in respect of
before and after (220 a 24).
The use of the word
number is unhappy, since Aristotle is never tired
of insisting that there are no numbers but the
/xoi'aSuds apiBixbs, the whole numbers made by
addition of units and the definition, taken strictly,
is thus inconsistent with the view that there is no
minimum of duration. The Platonic account (see
Timceus, 37 D, and the Academic collection of Spot)
that time is the measure (/lirpov) of motion, which
Aristotle sometimes repeats, is thus much more
accurate.
linally reach Aristotle's own formal definition
of 7-6 crwexfs in Physics B 227 a where it is given
as the last resultant of a whole series of previous
definitions.
Things are together (H/m.) when they
are in one and the same primary place (£v ivi
enclosed in the same circumrd-n-ifi
wpuiTifi), i.e.
ambient surface. Two things of which the extremities are together are in contact,' or touch
each other.
between (pKra^v) two
thing is
others, when something which is continuously
arrives
at
it
before
it reaches the end of
changing
the process of change (i.e. C is between
and B,
'

'

,

'

'

;

We

,

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

'

moving continuously from A to B, you pass
C before reaching B. Thus the derivative notion
of continuous movement is illogically employed to
define the 'primary' continuum of extension!).
We now define next after,' and immediately
if,

in

'

'

'

'

A

adherent.'
term in an ordered series is 'next
after (^<pc£ ijs) another when there is no term of the
'

same kind between them. The phrase adherent
to' (i%6tj.(vov) means both 'next after' a given term
and 'in contact' with it (6 &i» ^ipe^s bv Hwtvtcu).
'

Finally, continuity is a special case of immediate
adherence, which arises when the two 'ends'
(n(para) of things which immediately adhere become
one and identical (\{yw 6" civcu o-vvcxt* Srav rabrb
Alexyfrnrai Kal £v rb '^Karepov 7nr/>as oh HirTovTat).
ander of Aphrodisias, as we Irani from Simplicius,
found this passage bard to interpret, and with good
reason.
Apart from the logical hysteron proteron
already noted, there is a further difficulty involved
in the definitions of 'together' and 'contact.'
VVbat is meant by
the same primary place
Simplicius escapes from Alexander's uncertainty
as to whether the notion of continuity is not
tacitly presupposed by such a phrase only by giving
'

'

'!

a purely relative sense it may mean at will
'in the same town,' 'the same house,' 'the same
In fact, it has no definite meaning at
room,' etc.
all.
The same defect attaches to the subsequent
definitions, which depend on that of 'together.'
Two tilings are in coutact when their extremities
are together.' And such contact may exist without continuity. The extremities, 'as in the case of
things which are merely 'adherent,' may be
together and yet remain distinct. Such a definition does not satisfy our geometrical notion of
'contact.' However small we take the 'primary
place of the two extremities to be, so long as^the
extremities remain distinct, there is no contact.
However small the distance between a straight
line and a circle may be, so long as it remains
it
finite at all, the straight line is not a tangent
becomes a tangent only when there is one point,
and only one, which lies both on the circle and on
the straight line. Thus, surfaces which adhere
must be absolutely identical. Aristotle is, in fact,
assuming (with an eye to his astronomical theories)
that we can have a set of concentric spheres enclosed within one another so that no space is left
between the convexity of one and the concavity of
the next outermost, and yet that the convexity and
the concavity remain distinct surfaces. But this
it

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

is

geometrically impossible.

The one point of real interest which emerges
from the discussion is the hint of a connexion
between the notion of continuity and that of series.
As Aristotle states the connexion, it is open to unanswerable criticism, since the very impossibility of
dividing the continuous into units shows that a
continuum, as given, cannot consist of members
each having a next following term,' but the main
idea has borne remarkable fruit in our own days in
Cantor's ordinal definition of the continuum, and
a striking attempt has been made by Zermelo (in
Mathematische Annalen, Lix. iv. 514 ft'.) to show
that any continuous series (e.g. that of the points
on a terminated straight line) permits of an arrangement of its members such that every one has a
next following member. That no member of
such a series as given in experience has a next'
member is, with laudable inconsistency, insisted
on by Aristotle himself.
Nothing continuous can
be made out of indivisibles, e.g. a line cannot be
made out of points (Phys. Z 231", 24). For, by
definition, the extremities (fox<wa) of things which
are continuous coalesce, but an indivisible point or
moment has no extremities. The consequence is
that the line cannot 'consist of points, since even
by infinitely repeated division we can only break
it up into lesser lines, which are, again, divisible.
avvexo can be divided only into crwex'o or, as
Bradley has put it, space (and time) are 'lengths
of lengths of
nothing that we can find' (Appearance and Reality", London, 1897, p. 37). On the
straight line, e.g., we can find nothing but points,
yet it is not a series or class of points, but something more, though what that something is we
cannot say. This leads Aristotle to brealc with
the Platonic view that Arithmetic, Geometry, and
Kinematics form a single science with a single
Physics,' so he unhappily
body of postulates.
concludes, is distinct from Mathematics, and
Mathematics itself falls into two distinct doctrines,
each with its own peculiar postulates the theory
of the biuipidfiirov irbaov, or number, Arithmetic;
and Geometry, the theory of the trwcxh vbaov
and it is a logical fallacy to attempt to prove a
conclusion which belongs to the one science from
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

—

—

tin' postulates of the other (<m'k &pa ftrnx ^£ &\\ov
yfvovs /AcrafiavTa 8et£ai, olov rb yeu/xcrpiKbv dptd/.tr]TLKTJ,

Ann/. ]>vst. A 75", 38). Zono has at last ionic by
his rights, in spite of Aristotle's personal failure to
appreciate his historical significance.

CONTINUITY
To consider the way in which Aristotle goes on to develop the
view thai the regular and continuous development from potentithe lite of Nature, as we see
ality to actuality which makes up
it in
he evolution of the adult organism from the germ, and of
I

the germ, in turn, from the adult organism, or even ill any
steacb qualitative change from one opposite (e.g. white, hot,
to its contrary (black, cold, moist), depends upon the
domination of Nature bv the unending 'uniform' and continuous circular revolutions of the celestial spheres— would take
us too far from our immediate subject. We may merely note
that it is an indispensable feature of this view that these re'
volutions are irreversible,' and always take place not only with
uniform velocity, but in the same sense, since a sudden reversal
would be equivalent to a momentary breach of continuity. The
moving body would, Aristotle thinks, have to be twice at the
same point X, if X is to be both the goal of the movement in
one direction and the starting-point for the movement in the
other. iMotion in a straight line without reversal is excluded by
the assumed fiuitude of the universe, and thus, according to
curve
Aristotle, only the circle remains, since it is the only
of which 'every part is congruent with every other,' i.e. the
only curve of constant curvature. (For all this, see Physics M,
de ''"/", and del General., passim ; Metaph. A, chs. vi.-viii.)
From the special tract against Xenocrates and his assumption
of Infinitesimal lines which are indivisible (tie Lineis InsecaArishitihiis, a work of some early Peripatetic, apparently not
totle himself) nothing can be drawn for our purpose, though it
is historically interesting, as showing that the study of at least
Plato
back
to
some of the irrationals examined in Euclid x. goes
and his immediate followers, as does also the notion of the
•
Some interesting notices are preserved to us
infinitesimal.'
by Sextus Empiricus, in bk. x. of his attack on Dogmatic
of the
Philosophers, which reveal the fact that the polemic
formal
logicians
against Aristotle's whole conception of
Megarian
the gradual developmentof potentiality into actuality, of which
'

dn

'

)

read, e.g., in Metaphysics © KMO", 29-32, was connected
with a revival of Zeno's arguments against motion. Diodorus
Cronus (Sextus, contra Malhematicos, x. 86) specially attacked
the notion of a 'state' of motion, i.e. a time at which one
cannot say of a moving material point (an ajaepe? ui^a, i.e. a
'material* point,' not an 'atom 'in the sense of Democritus or

we

is at any
Epicurus, since the atom was not ap-epcs) that it
but only that it is moving/, om one position to another,
though one can, Diodorus admits, say that such a body must
at
H. The
and
afterwards
at
A
Aaue moved, when it is seen first
view of the realitv of a 'state of movement' here attacked is,
in fact, one of the chief difficulties inherent in Aristotle's whole
treatment of continuity.

position,

Nothing would be gained by following the history

of the notion of continuity in Greek philosophy
beyond the time of Aristotle. The Stoics, to be
sure, influenced later thought considerably by their
vigorous insistence on the idea of the absolute

continuity of matter, but neither they nor the
Neo-Platonists, whose doctrines may be called
the final outcome of Greek speculation, added
anything to what Aristotle had laid clown as
to the logical analysis of the concept of the continuous itself. The sharp division between the
two kinds of Troo-a, those which are divisible into
ultimate 'units' (the 'discrete' quanta) and those
which are not (the awexy, or continuous -wbaa),
as the criterion
_the adoption of infinite divisibility
of continuity, and the consequent view that in-

commensurables belong to Geometry and have no
place in Arithmetic were the permanent legacy
from the ancient to the modern philosophy of the

—

continuous.

—

The general acquiescence
3. Modern attitude.
in Aristotle's distinctions makes it unnecessary
to treat at any great length of the views of most
modern philosophers on the nature of a continuum.
For the most part these views have been determined by the conception of infinite divisibility as
the sufficient and necessary condition of conEven Descartes seems to have been
tinuity.
blinded to the real difficulties of the subject by
his familiarity with the practice of employing the
symbols of Algebra indifferently to denote rational
and irrational magnitudes. He appears never to
have asked himself what conception must be
formed of number, if we are to recognize such
expressions as \'3, V2, and the like as numbers,
and thus his Giometrie, with all its historical importance, can scarcely be called a contribution to
the philosophy of Mathematics. Nor does it appear that the continuity which he claims for

matter amounts to more than

infinite divisibility,
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the absence of real 'atoms' or 'units' of extension.
Eobbes explicitly accepts the Aristotelian
definition, 'Continua inter se turn spatia turn
tempora duo dicuntur, quorum est aliqua pari
cum, minis' (de Corpore, vii. 10)
Corpora etiam
continua dicuntur eadeni ratione qua
duo
duo spatia {ib. viii. 9). Spinoza even reverts to
the Eleatic position, according to which extension,
because continuous, is not really divisible at all,
and is supposed to have parts or elements only by
Substantia absolute inlinita est inan illusion
ex his sequitur
divisibilis
(Etkica, i. 13) ;
substantiam
nullain
corporeain, quatenus substantia est, esse divisibilem' (ib. corollariuin).
Hence he infers that quantitas is divisible only so
long as we merely imagine it i.e. think inaccurately
about it ; when we form the concept of it, we see
it to be
{Etkica,
infinita, unica, ct indivisihilis
It should follow that we can form
i. 15, schol.).
no concept of a plane, a straight line, or a point
a conclusion which would be the rcductio ad
'

;

.

.

.

'

'

:

'

'

.

.

.

—

'

'

—

absurdum of Spinozism. Similarly Kant's critical
philosophy throws no real light on the nature of

a continuum. Indeed, if we take seriously the
Ac.it/tetii:, with its account of the way in which
the mathematical concepts of space and time are
generated, we shall clearly be led to think of both
as composed of minima, and therefore not continuous, though, to be sure, this account conflicts
with the repeated assertion that both are infinite
synthetic unity of appergiven wholes.' (The
is just as
ception cannot help us here, since it
much manifested in the counting of the units of a
group of 'discrete' quanta as in that 'drawing'
of a line of which Kant has so much to say.)
So,
when we are told in the account of the 'Schematism of the pure Concepts of the Understanding that if we think of any number, e.g. 5 or 500,
the representation of a method
this thought is
for representing in an image an assemblage conformably to a certain concept,' we see at once
that Kant is thinking exclusively of the natural
How it
integers, which do not form a continuum.
can be true that the pure image of all magnitudes {quantorum) of the outer sense is space, and
that of all objects of the senses in general is time,'
and that the pure schema of magnitude (quantitatis) as a concept is number, which is a representation which comprehends in one the successive
addition of one to one,' remains an unsolved mystery, unless space and time are to be non-continuous
and the difficulty is only increased when
Kant goes on to say that both space and time are
quanta continua because no part of them can be
except in such a way that the part
given,
is once more a space or a time.'
Nothing can
conceal the fact that Kant is trying to combine
Aristotle's denial that a avvex^ can consist of
minima with a theory which requires the construction of space and time out of such minima.
He even repeats in this very connexion the old
that property
criterion of continuity, that it is
of magnitudes in virtue of which no part of them
It is, thereis the minimum (no part simple).'
antinomies
fore, not to be wondered at that the
of the Transcendental Dialectic have really nothing
What
to do with the problems of continuity.
their theses presuppose is merely the summation
of infinite series, and the difficulties Kant professes to find in such a summation exist just as
much where every term of the series has a next
term as where it has not e.g. the difficulty, if
there is one, about the completion of the synthesis
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

;

much when we
1 + i + L +

exists just as

consider 2 as the

=+...

sum

as when
2n
2
2
we ask whether the world had a beginning in
time,' as Hegel correctly saw. In principle, Kant,

of the series

.

'

.

.
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like Aristotle,

identities

the

divisible

infinitely

with the continuous.
Hegel's own account is so largely coloured by
metaphor, and so distorted by his determination
to prove that every concept is precisely what it
not (that, e.g., perfect continuity and absolute
discreteness are the same thing), that it is far
is

from easy to say what his real meaning is. Since,
however, he supposes Kant's second antinomy
(everything must be, and yet cannot be, composed of simple elements) to be concerned with
continuity (Werke, iii. 216), he, too, presumably
means by continuity no more than divisibility ad
His enthusiastic praise of Zeno, and
infinitum.
of Aristotle's treatment of the problems of space,
time, and motion, points to the same conclusion
The vagueness of Hegel's notions
(ib. p. 227).
may be seen from the fact that he actually regards
the Anzahl, or cardinal number, of a group as
itself a group of 'units,' and asserts that it is at
once continuous (because it is one group among
discrete
others) and
(because it is a group of
'

'

'

'

units

[ib. p.

Leibniz

233

may

f.]).

fairly

demand separate

considera-

tion, in virtue of the peculiar stress which he lays
on the Principle of Continuity as fundamental,
not only for Mathematics, but for Metaphysics.
This principle, as stated by him, is much more
than an assertion of the continuity of space, time,
and motion. Since his philosophy requires a denial of the validity of a vacuum, he is led further
to maintain the continuity of matter against all
forms of the atomic theory. Further, the conception is regarded as holding not merely of phe'
nomena, but of the substances or monads,' whose
interrelations and internal self-development are
the reality of which the extended and temporal
world is symbolical. Real substances form a continuous hierarchy, in which each member differs
from some other by a purely infinitesimal differ-

ence.
Or, as Leibniz himself states the principle
in a letter to Malebranche, dated 8th Dec. 1692,
'
datis ordinatis etiam quaesita sunt ordinata et
consentanea.' Hence the absolute continuity of
the series of monads has the continuity of the vari-

ous /xeytSy as an immediate consequence (Couturat,
Logique de Leibniz, p. 233 ft'.). A special case of
this principle is the correspondence between soul
and body, which Leibniz describes as follows
'God has from
Couturat, Opusc. et frag. p. 521)
the beginning constructed soul and body with
omnia quae in uno hunt per
such skill that
se perfecte respondeant omnibus quae in altero
fiunt.'
As to the nature of the continuity thus
asserted, we learn much from the dialogue on
motion composed by Leibniz on his journey of
1676 to visit Spinoza {op. eit. pp. 594-627). The
question there raised is whether the moment at
which a man dies may be regarded as at once the
last moment at which he is alive and the first at
which he is dead (as it must be, according to the
Aristotelian account of rb crwexe's). To say that
Aristotle's view is correct seems to violate the law
of contradiction ; to reject it seems to imply that
:

.

.

two moments — the

—

.

last of

life

and the

first

of

death are immediately adjacent, and, if moments
can be immediately adjacent, why not points?

But we are thus led to conceive of
(ib. p. 601).
extension and lime as made up of series of indivisible points and momenta (ib. p. 60S), and find
ourselves involved in the 'labyrinth of the con
tinuum.' For we are forced to say that the number
of points in the side of a square is infinite, and,
since we can draw one and only one parallel from
any point in the diagonal to a given side, and
since lliis parallel cuts two of the sides of the
square in determinate points, the diagonal will
contain the same number of points as the side,

and

This Leibniz
will therefore be equal to it.
regards as a proof that the line cannot be an
aggregate of points (ib. p. 611). The number of
points in each will, in fact, he argues, be identical
with the number of all numbers,' since in both
Leibniz's way out of the
cases it is infinite.
number of all
difficulty is to deny that there is a
numbers,' since, as he holds, such a number, if
there were one, would be the greatest possible
integer, but there is no greatest possible integer.
Hence there is no such thing as a ratio of one
infinite to another (ib. p. 612 f. ), and no assignable
number of poiuts on a line. There are as many
as we choose to take, but we never take all there
are to take. It is, indeed, true that every portion
of extended matter is actually infinitely divided,
but it is divided into portions which are themselves continua, not into points, and no portion is
actually divided into all the minor parts possible.
Thus, in the end, Leibniz adheres to the position
that the continuous cannot be composed of simple
elements, and it is for this very reason that space
and time and motion are regarded by him as
merely phenomenal, since the real, as we read at
the beginning of the Monadology, must be composed of simple elements. How these views are
to be reconciled with the further positions that
there is at least one continuum, that of the monads
themselves, which does consist of simple elements,
and that order in space is phenomenal of the order
of real monads, it is not very easy to see.
'

'

4. The number-continuum in modern MatheUnder this head it is impossible to say
more than a few words in the present article. The
reader who wishes for more information may be
referred to the works mentioned in the annexed
bibliography, especially to the brief and luminous
chapter on the continuum in Couturat's work, Lcs
Principes des mathe'matiques. As we have seen,
the first discovery of the continuum was due to
the discovery of incommensurable magnitudes in
Geometry, which led to the age-long severance of
the originally united studies of Arithmetic and
Geometry. It has been the great achievement of
the modern Theory of Assemblages to show that
the number-system is so far from being inadequate

matics.

—

to cope with the continuity of the points of the
straight line (the so-called 'linear continuum')
that the only precise definition of continuity we
can obtain is one which can be stated in terms
involving nothing but the properties of ordered

and that the only certainly
continuum is that of the ' real
In other words, it is no immediate
datum of intuition that the straight line is absoIts continuity is postulated,
lutely continuous.
not intuited, and means no more than the assumption that there are on every terminated straight
line as many distinct points as there are distinct
real numbers in a given segment of the numberreal
series, such as that composed of all the
To begin with, we have to see
1.
numbers
that none of the old familiar criteria of continuity
is really
adequate to express the property which
we have in mind when we speak of the continuousness of this number-series. It is clear that infinite divisibility is no such criterion, since it
gives us only a series corresponding to that of the
rational fractions. By no process of infinite division of a unit length could we ever arrive at such
numerical

known

series,

'

linear

numbers.

'

'

>0<

'

quotients as

/

...

j

-

;l

This corresponds to the

arithmetical consideration that the complete asand
semblage of rational fractions between
does not form a continuous series, since if omits
all the fractions which have surds for their numerEven the inclusion
ator or denominator or both.
in the series of all fractions having algebraical
1

CONTINUITY
surds in their numerator or denominator would
not make it completely continuous, since we
should still have no place left for the infinitely
numerous fractions involving
transcendental
numbers in their numerator or denominator. In
fact, it is possible to make such an arrangement
of the series of rational fractions, and even of
algebraical fractions, that each term of the series
has an immediately next term. In other words,
both series can be so arranged that each member
corresponds in order to one and only one member
of the series of natural integers, 1, 2, 3.
Their
ordinal number, or type of order,' is thus the
same as that of the series of integers itself. Nor,
again, is the number-continuum adequately defined
by the property that no term of the series as taken
in ascending order has an immediately adjacent
term. For tins would obviously be true of the
assemblage of rational numbers, and again of that
of all algebraic numbers, though neither of these
exhausts the whole of the number-series.
The
task of the modern theorist is thus a twofold one.
He has first to formulate a satisfactory definition
of the concept real number, showing not only
how the assemblage of real numbers is logically
related to that of integers or natural numbers,
but also how the existence of the real numbers
follows from that of natural numbers. Secondly,
he has to identify the peculiar characteristics
which distinguish the whole assemblage of real
numbers from those of natural or rational
or algebraic numbers that is, he has to point
out the criterion of the continuity of a series.
It is the achievement of Cantor to have first
stated this criterion exactly, and afterwards to
have re-cast it in terms involving nothing but the
notion of serial order, and entirely independent of
can here
any appeal to our intuition of space.
do no more than give Cantor's two definitions of the
linear continuum with such brief explanation as
is necessary for their comprehension.
To understand his original definition we have first to make
clear the meaning of the terms
point manifold,'
derivative.' By a
limiting point,' and
point
manifold is meant any aggregate of numerical
values whatsoever. Any point
is said to be
a limiting point of such a manifold M, if, given
a finite number e, however small, there is always
at least one point of the manifold
which is at
a finite distance less than c from X. (Such a
or
limiting point may,
again may not, be itself a
The 'derivative' of
is the
'point' of M.)
assemblage formed by all the limiting points of M.
When every 'point' of
is one of the limiting
also a
points of M, and every limiting point of
is
point of M, that is, when the manifold
'
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'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

We

'

'

'

'
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'

'

X

'

'

M

'

'

'

'
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ously a linear continuum satisfying the definition
It still, however,
(Couturat, Principes, p. 91 f. ).
remains the fact that Cantor's first definition retains the appearance of an appeal to geometrical
intuition.
The notion of distance,' in however
metaphorical a sense, is employed in explaining
both cohesion and perfectness. And this means,
as Couturat says, that the definition is essentially
relative.
It defines a continuous manifold only
by reference to another manifold (metaphorically
called space), which is already continuous, in
which it may have limiting points not contained
'

'

Hence it is only in
(op. cit. p. 92).
Cantor's second definition, where no notions but
those of serial order are presupposed, that ws get
an absolute definition ot a continuum by means
of its intrinsic properties.' To obtain the definition, we start again with certain auxiliary conconsider the type of order exhibited
ceptions.
1.
by the rational numbers which are >0 and
This series has three peculiarities (1) it is dethat
we
can
its
terms
so
is,
numerable,
rearrange
that they correspond one to one with the successive integers
(2) it has neither a first nor a
last term
(3) between any two terms there is
always a third and these three characteristics
are proved sufficient for the complete determination of the type of order exhibited by the series.
Any series possessing them may then be called a
series of the type of order r).
Next we have to
introduce the notion of what Cantor calls a
fundamental series.'
may confine our attention to the case of an ascending fundamental
series.
By this is meant a series in which the
terms have the type of order 77 just defined. Such
a series S is said to have a limit in tj, if there is
a term in -n which is the first after all the terms
of S.
then call any manifold perfect if all the
fundamental series contained in it have a limit
in it, and if all its terms are limits of
fundamental series contained in it. With these prethe
of
order
0, belonging to a
suppositions,
type
one-dimensional continuum, is defined as follows
'The manifold d (1) is perfect, and (2) contains
within itself a denumerable manifold E, such that
there is always at least one term of E between
in itself

'

We

<

:

;

;

;

We

'

We

'

'

'

'

:

any two terms of $.' The definition is manifestly
satisfied by the series of
real numbers, since it
can readily be shown that the series is perfect
in the sense defined, and that, moreover, there is
always at least one term of the series of the
rational numbers between any two real num'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

rational fractions,' on

bers (Couturat, op. cit. p. 93 f. ; B. Russell, Principles of Mathematics, London, 1903, vol. i. en. 36).
The two definitions are not exactly equivalent,
since we can construct series which satisfy the
second without satisfying the first (e.g., to take
an example from Couturat, the manifold composed
of the real numbers
1, together with those from
2 to 3 inclusive, satisfies the requirements of the
ordinal definition, but not those of the other,
since there is always a finite interval
1 between
the number 2 and any of those which precede it).
But every assemblage which satisfies the first,
or ' relative,' definition clearly also satisfies the
absolute.' This might be regarded
second, or
as a ground for doubting whether Cantor's final
result is quite the same thing as an analysis of
what is implicitly contained in the simple prescientific notion of continuity as unbrokenness.
But it remains true that his analysis succeeds in

the other hand, would satisfy the demand for
cohesiveness, but would not be perfect,' since the
surd fractions are obviously limiting points of the
series of rational fractions.
With the postulate
that to every real number from
to 1 we can
assign one and only one corresponding distance
on the straight line, the straight line is also obvi-

defining for us, by means of purely intrinsic pro'
real numbers, and
perties, the continuity of the
that we have no reason to think that Geometry
requires us to ascribe any different kind of conare thus finally
tinuity to the straight line.
enabled to remove the apparently insuperable
barrier established by the Eleatic criticism be-

M

'

M

'

own

identical with its

M

'

M

derivative,'
is said to be

is

M

said to

be perfect. Further,
zusammenhangend, or cohesive,' when, if any two points
of M, p p, be given, it is always possible to find
'

,

in

M any finite number of

points

p it p2

.

.

.

pn

.

.

intermediate between p and p such that the distances Po-Pk Pi-Pz
Pn-p are each less than a
given finite number e, however small e may be.
The definition of the linear, or one-dimensional,
continuum is, then, that it is a point manifold
which is both perfect and cohesive. It is manifest
that the series of real numbers between
and 1
satisfies these conditions, and that the removal of
even a single term from it would prevent this
•

.

.

'

'

realization.

The
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'

vol.
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tween Geometry and the theory of number. Every
geometrical proposition can once more be stated
in terms which involve only the notions with which
the study of number lias already made us familiar.
'This fact,' as Couturat says (op. cit. p. 97),
finally refutes all the doctrines which regard the
notion of the continuous as arising from sensuous
intuition and refractory to the understanding.'
Literature. i— i. Foe ancient Philosophy and Mathe'
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editions -

A. E. Taylor.

CONTRACT.— i. Definition.— Ii one makes
an engagement to go to dinner at a friend's house,
no contract arises, because the purpose of the
engagement is not such that the law will deal with
it ; or again, if one
buys an article in a shop for
ready money, that is not usually termed a contract,
because there the whole transaction is terminated,
as it were, on the instant but, if one undertakes
to pay for the article afterwards, a
continuing
;

contract emerges, because, in this case, the agreement gives rise to an undertaking which can be
From these
appropriately enforced by law.
examples we see that contract is really the
combination of two legal ideas— that of
agreement
anil that of obligation.
In the case of lie invitation to dinner there is agreement, but no
legal
obligation connected with it; in the case of the
saleof goods for ready money, the
obligation fades
as
soon
as
it
arises.
away
But, according in the
Indian Contract Act, for example, 'an agreement
enforceable by law is a contract (Sect. 2 (Ii)) and,
where we find such an agreement, we find a
legal
1 The
ordinary collected texts of ancient and modern philot

;

sophers have been omitted from

this

list.

an obligation, something for the law to take
bold of, directly affecting the contracting parties.
In other words, the agreement, as it has been put,
contemplates something to be done or forborne by
one or more of the parties for use of the others or
other,' to which the law can attach itself; and it
is generally said that it must be the intention, or
implied intention, of the parties that the relation
should have a legally binding effect. Sir Frederick
Pollock, writing with reference to the English law,
adds to the word 'agreement' the word 'promise'
But
(Principles of Contracf, 1902, pp. 2, 3, 5).
that is a minor subtlety. Theoretically, at least,
we can fix our attention on an agreement as the
starting-point in which there must be, as it is
frequently stated, the meeting of two minds in one
and the same intention. And thus the more
technical treatment of contract fits into those
statements of the doctrine in which it is regarded
as a phase of the legal will, constantly to be found
in the works of philosophical jurists especially
German jurists.
The relation represents the
meeting of individual wills in one intention, as
to the individual's endeavours to realize
opposed
his will by means of the materials found in the
world around him, which gives rise, logically, to
the conception of property. In the former case,
the individual meets his fellows in the latter, the
external, material world.
It has, however, been suggested that it is not
necessary, in order that a contract should be
entered into, that the wills of the parties should
be really at one (Holland, Jurisprudence 1 ", 1906,
eh. xii.).
Should we not say, it is argued, that
here emphatically the law regards not the will in
but the will as manifested voluntarily?
itself,
There are well-founded expectations which the law
endeavours to protect by its enforcement of contract, and these do not always arise from expressions
which truly represent the intention. What of the
case in which a party enters into a contract, resolved
all the time not to perform his part,
yet inducing
another party to enter into it on the contrary
supposition ? Surely the contract will hold good.
Is it not the will, as expressed, and nothing more,
that the law regards, leaving the question of a true
consensus on one side, as beyond its province
altogether 1 The language of positive systems of
law, it is said, moreover, is ambiguous on the
point; for the question is practically a new one,
and it has not till recently been seriously considered how far a true consensus, in the significance
explained above, is needed. In answer to this
doctrine, it may be maintained that, although the
inner agreement is a fact to be proved, and in some
cases is not allowed to be disproved, the agreement
itself is vital to the
theory of contract. The
inference drawn is that there was an agreement
and such inferences depend for their reasonableness and usefulness on the fact that in the vast
Without
majority of cases they are sound.
reference to the will to the inner intention, if one
chooses the expression of agreement would be
meaningless. It must in the last resort be connected with the man, with the personality and
not merely attach itself to outward forms of
Unless this is done, we obtain a view
expression.
of contract which is too scholastic to be
satisfactory.
The two main aspects of the agreement by which
the tie is created find their typical form in the
ideas of offer and acceptance, which give rise (o
a large body of law in a developed system. On
the other hand, such facts as error, fraud, misrepresentation, undue intluciiee, and force operate
mi the consent embodied in the agreement, and
may vitiate ii wholly, or create a flaw which
renders it reducible tr
one side. These are most
usefully studied in relation to some definite legal
tie,

'

—

;

;

—

—

;
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Again, the

State itself places certain
legal restraints upon contract generally, with
regard to its subject-matter; these are more
important from the standpoint of the general
In
Pollock's work on Contract, agreereader.
ments are said in English law to be unlawful
and void (1) if the matter or purpose with which
they deal is contrary to positive law (2) if it is
contrary to positive morality recognized as such
by law (3) if it is contrary to the common welfare,
as tending to prejudice the State in its external
relations, or in its internal relations, or as tending
to improper or excessive interference with the
lawful actions of individual citizens (op. cit. 275).
And we may say generally that the State will
refuse to recognize a contract not only when it is
simply illegal (without further explanation being
ottered), but also when the object is contra bonos
mores, or when it is against public policy and
cannot be allowed free scope in the State's own
organization. In the case of public policy, the
disputable points which arise are numerous, and
the dividing lines between what the State should,
and what it should not, do are extremely difficult

system.

;

;

'

'

Then we may couple with such restraints
the complicated subject of form. The modern
tendency is towards simplicity of form. Comto find.

plexity is undoubtedly repugnant to the spirit of
our own days, when the bustle of commercial
enterprise demands essentials and nothing but
essentials. A complicated form, however, prevents
a bargain from being rashly made, and it renders
it easier to prove afterwards what has taken place.
The tendency to reduce the 'solemn form' can
have free scope only so far as is possible with a

due regard to the exigencies of proof.
ii. CLASSIFICATION.
Contracts have very frequently been divided into principal and accessory
and this division is a good one. It is not so clear
that the division of the first class into onerous and
gratuitous, often made, is equally useful (although
Kant declared that it was the rational one) for
principal contracts seem rather to fall into several

—

;

;

distinct groups.
The following list will afford the
reader a bird's-eye view of the field of modern
contract.
It follows mainly the arrangement
given by Holland in his Jurisprudence.
I. Principal contracts.
Principal contracts are
those which are entered into, so to speak, for their
own sake, as opposed to accessory contracts.
(1) Contracts
of alienation. These may be
gratuitous, when they are contracts to give, but

—

—

are not generally so. In fact, a contract to give
is generally enforceable by law only in certain
limited cases. But gifts made in view of marriage
are not considered as mere gifts, for marriage is an
onerous consideration. Then under this head fall
barter and exchange, when regarded as contracts
distinct line should
and, more important, sale.
be drawn between barter and sale the essence of
sale seems to be, in the simplest words, the giving
of something for money.
Specific formalities are
generally imposed upon contracts for sale of
certain important classes of property, such as the
res mancipi of the Roman Law, 'real property,'
immoveables. Apart from these, perhaps the most
important variation in the views taken of the
contract by different legal systems is connected
with the transfer of the property sold. Sometimes
a contract of sale, in the usual case, per se, transfers
the property it has the power of transference by
;

A

;

—

Sometimes it has no such legal consequence
remains an agreement to transfer merely. The
parties to the contract, again, may have various
duties, but two of them are generally recognized.
The duty of the seller is to deliver the goods, and
the duty of the purchaser is to accept and pay for
them. These duties, regarded from the point of
itself.
it

;
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view of rights, yield the main rights of purchaser

and

seller.

—

Contracts deeding with hiring, loan, etc.
Hiring has largely superseded gratuitous loan;
of hiring has been extended in ninny
directions.
Two important branches of it in the
commercial world are contracts for carriage and
agency, lioth in commercial and in domestic life we
lind contracts for the hire of servants engaging
much attention. As regards immoveables, hiring
In a
is generally guarded by specific restrictions.
loan for consumption, we find money or certain
kinds of things given to the opposite party on the
undertaking that he shall on a future day return,
not necessarily the things themselves, but their
equivalent in kind. It is in connexion with this
branch of the law that the interesting problems of
how to treat usury from the legal point of view
arise.
In a loan for use, again, which is in essence
gratuitous, the identical thing lent is returned.
in deposit, one gives a thing to another in order
that the latter may keep it for him gratuitously
(2)

and the law

and restore

it

upon demand.

be observed that this group of contracts
very miscellaneous. Holland has attempted to
minimize the confusion by making the two principal
divisions of (a) contracts for permissive use, and
In the first class (a) he
(b) contracts for service.
places (1) loan for consumption (2) loan for use ;
and (3) 'letting for hire.' In the second (b) he
places contracts (1) for care-taking (2) for doing
work on materials (3) for carriage (4) for professional or domestic services ; (5) for agency (6)
for partnership. Then, under a separate head (c) he
places contracts for negative services, in which one
party undertakes to abstain from certain acts— a
mode of contract somewhat grudgingly recognized
by law. This procedure heljjs to introduce some
order into the mass of almost intractable material
although, for example, it places contracts for
partnership under contracts for service a doubtful
arrangement. The reader, however, may certainly
begin by taking the whole of the large class of
contracts with which we are dealing as capable of
being split up into three divisions permissive use,
service, negative service although he may afterwards come to consider the principles of grouping
somewhat strained. Partnership, which is thus
disposed of under 'service,' is said to be the
relation which subsists between persons carrying
on a business in common, with a view of profit
(Partnership Act, 1890) and the law of partnership widens out into the whole law of Joint Stock
Companies.
Agency deserves special notice. It is itself a
contract, as has been pointed out but it is also an
important instrument in extending the power of
contract.
It enables us, as it were, to move
objects at a distance. Through it, the contractor
can work at the other side of the world. In the
ordinary use of the term, agency is constituted
where one person is employed to act for another
to represent him in dealings with third perA. distinction between a general and a
sons.
but it is of doubtful
special agent is often made
value logically ; it seems to be most consistently
drawn between an agent whose business has a
defined scope and character, apart from the terms
of his agreement with his principal, and one who
is merely empowered to do certain specific acts.
The main logical point to be noticed in the law of
agency is that, when the agent contracts as an
agent with third parties, he binds his principal,
and then, so to speak, drops out of the transaction.
If he binds himself, he is something more than a
mere agent and any exceptions are modifications
On the other hand, it
of the general principle.
must be noticed that the agent does not really act
It will

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

;
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as the blind instrument of his principal, as the pen
His real usefulness arises from
or the hand acts.

an intelligent instrument, and without
the help of such intelligent instruments many of
the tasks of modern commerce would be quite

his being

impossible.

—

But marriage is only
(3) Contracts of marriage.
technically and in a somewhat strained sense a
No doubt it cannot be entered into
contract.
without the consent of at least two parties. But
the relationship stands by itself and even in a
system of law, like that of Scotland, which favours
the contractual construction, there are grave
difficulties in regarding it as a contract in anything
more than a very technical sense. In contract,
the tendency is to allow the contracting parties
to attach what conditions they please to their
bargain, provided these are not against 'good
morals' or public policy
it may be conditional
in its origin, and its duration is dependent on the
will of the parties. In marriage these features are
not present. When it is entered into, it is not
governed by private contract in its most important
particulars, but by the fixed rules of the law of
husband and wife. It cannot be entered into on
condition that a certain event shall happen, or that
it shall be dissolvable at pleasure, or that it shall
last for a certain fixed period of time. The relation
between the two persons, also, extends an influence
to their relatives and maintains that influence
even after death ends the marriage. The husband
and wife create not only their own status, but the
status of their children and that status can never
be taken away or infringed by the acts of the
;

'

'

;

;

1876, ch. ii.).
parties (Fraser, Husband and Wife
Such considerations, primarily applicable to Scots
Law, show us how marriage must be differentiated
from an ordinary contract. Of course, it may be
said that all" these restrictions are made merely
with the object of maintaining ' good morals and
2

,

'

furthering public policy. But the whole tendency
of contract is to leave the parties as far as possible
to shape their own bargain and, where we have
a relation so governed in its essentials by the law
so restricted to meet the needs, as the law conceives them, of family life as marriage is, it is
only in a very peculiar and, as we have said,
technical sense that it can be called contractual.
It derives its type not from the contracting parties,
but from moral and social considerations, which
are held to be superior to their wishes ; and these
considerations not only restrict it, but shape it.
distinction must, of course, be drawn between
an engagement to marry in the future an
'
in
and an
engagement
popular language
engagement which actually amounts to a marriage.
The former more nearly approaches a contract of
'

'

;

—

—

A

—

'

—

the ordinary type than the latter, provided it is
recognized by the system of law which governs it
as a tit subject for legal interference.
When that
is
the case, we find unfullilled engagements
frequently giving rise to actions for breach of
promise of marriage. On the whole, such actions
seem to be discouraged by (he systems of law in
vogue on the Continent and many jurists are of
opinion that they ought to be abolished in our own
country. But this opinion, it should be noted,
does not imply that actions for seduction should be
discontinued.
This is an unfortunate
(4) Wagering contracts.
name for an important group. In these contracts,
one of the effects of the contract, as regards profit
and loss, either for all the parties, or for some of
them, depends upon an uncertain event. But it is
;

—

almost,

impossible to deline

them

satisfactorily;

and that statement must be taken as merely
explanatory.
Broadly, bets and stakes are not
And the most imenforceablt) in modern law.

portant group under the general head is formed by
contracts of insurance marine, fire, and life
insurance, and less important types. Of course,
these are not logically gambling transactions, but
are rather attempts to eliminate the risks of the
unforeseen.

—

2.

Accessory

contracts.

— There

a

is

large

number

of contracts which may be entered into as
accessory to the main transaction ; and these

form, as previously stated, a second main branch
of the subject.
It may suffice to name a few of
them indemnity, suretyship, warranty, ratification.
promissory note forms such a contract.
Suretyship is in many systems a formal contract
and the guarantee may sometimes support an
obligation which is merely natural, i.e., which itself
cannot be enforced a curious point.
3. There are certain legal relations placed on
the borders, as it were, of contract proper, which
must not be forgotten. Thus the Indian Contract
Act speaks of certain relations resembling those
created by contract.
Broadly speaking, they
correspond to the Roman division of obligations
which arise not ex contractu, but quasi ex contractu.
They may, therefore, be described as quasi-

—

A

;

—

contracts; they have also been called 'implied
contracts ; but it is perhaps better to reserve this
name for those cases where the implication is most
clearly seen. They are, at any rate, analogous to
contract ; for it is necessary, in following out the
ramifications of a legal system, to hold that a
nexus analogous to that of contract is sometimes
created from force of circumstances, though not
by express agreement. Often the person bound
may reasonably be held to have agreed to the
'

formation of the

tie,

but that

is

not perhaps

Thus the doctrine
essential in all circumstances.
of negotiorum gestio consists, in principle, in the
management of the affairs of an .absent person (or
sometimes of a person merely unable to attend to
his affairs himself) by one who undertakes that
task without the knowledge of the other and, it
not infrequently stated, on the presumption that
the other, had he known the circumstances, would
have approved. There does not seem to be any
peculiar difficulty in treating of such relations,
except that they do not yield very readily to
;

is

analytic classification.

—

Extinction of contracts. Contracts
be extinguished in various ways by performance, by such legal facts as events which excuse
performance, or by release of performance. Or
there may be a substitute for performance interjected or it may simply happen that the nonperformance of the contract alters the whole aspect
iii.

—

may

;

and gives rise to a new set of rights.
Performance is the natural, and undoubtedly also

of affairs

mode of closing the transaction.
Social bearing of contracts. Contract,

the usual,
iv.

standing as

—

it

does at the centre of the great

department of Private Law, has many important
bearings on the general problems of society. It
forms an endeavour made by the State to set up a
sanction for expectations of good faith which have
grown up through the dealings of the averagely
fair-minded man. True, it has been suggested
that contract is merely the taking of a risk, since
the only universal consequence of a contract is to
make the defaulter pay damages ; but, as already
pointed out, it is the observance of contract that is
usually contemplated it is performance, and not
payment of damages, that makes the social wheels
go round. And the State, having brought its
sanction to bear on this enormous mass of relat ions,
finds itself compelled to interpose certain restrictions -to lay down those limitations of which we
havo spoken before. What precisely these ought
;

to be,

and how they ought

to operate,

depends on
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many different social considerations. Is the exthe
ploitation of the individual by his fellows—
driving of a hard bargain wrung from a man's
but not his will,
necessity, when his poverty,
consents, or the over-reaching of one not worldlywise—a fit matter for State interference? Are
combinations of 'labour' to be recognized wholly

Are
or partially, or altogether condemned ?
contracts for service to be regulated, when the
claims which arise under them bid fair to reduce
one party to the position of existing merely as an
instrument for the realization of another's personality instead of being an end in himself ? Slavery,
it is certain, cannot now be tolerated ; but how far
will the law, if it attempts to abolish various forms
of so-called practical slavery, accomplish good, or
how far will it merely afford encouragement to
laziness and fraud? These questions and many
others are among the implications of contract,
though doubtless they lead us far beyond the
subject of contract itself. Probably most of them
must be answered, not abstractly, but in relation

to the particular community with which we have
What is one man's
for the time being to deal.
freedom is another man's ruin. The character and
of
the
state of social advancement
community must

always be taken into consideration. But, however
that may be, the importance of the great branch
of law which deals with the right to another man's
conduct can never be safely ignored.
Literature.

— In

addition to the works mentioned in the

W.

R. Anson, Principles
text, the following may be consulted
of the English
of Contract™, 1906 ; G. J. Bell, Principles
of the Laiv of Scotland 10, 1899, for the Scots Law F. Pollock,
First Book of Jurisprudence, 1896, pt. i. ch. 8 Kant, PhiloA. Watt, Theory of
sophy of Law, Eng. tr. 1887, sect. 31 ;
Contract in iti Social Light, 1897.
A.
:

Law

;

;

W.

W.

WATT.

CONTROVERSY.— I.
is

not exclusively

The term 'controversy'
applied to the weapon with

which battles have been fought in the field of
theology and philosophy, and skill in disputation
has not been valued by professed dialecticians

Professor Edward Caird tells us that the
philosopher Kant was keenly alive to the uses of
controversial methods as a mental training, and
that in the year 1758 he announced to his class on
alone.

metaphysics that on two days in the week he

would treat polemically the doctrines expounded
on previous days, this being one of the most
'

to attain to profound views of
any question {Critical Philosophy of Kant, i. 162).
This polemical method consisted in first proving a
'
proposition and then trying to prove its opposite
an exercise of the intellect to which attention
has often been devoted in schools of learning, with
a view to cultivating a high standard of controTo Kant it did not so much bring
versial ability.
dialectic skill as rivet into the attitude of criti-

excellent

means
'

—

cism a mind already critical, even sceptical. The
essential thing for him, as for Socrates, was the
problem of knowledge, the limitations of our
knowing, the question how far we can know
anything at all. So throughout life he practised
earnestly the polemical method which he recommended to his students, using it as a touchstone
to test what is knowable and expose the illusions
of the understanding. To this attitude of mind,
this deep-seated love of inquiry and discussion, we
owe what is considered the greatest system of
philosophy of modern times a philosophy critical

—

alike in spirit and in name.
2. The Kantian 'dialectic,' however, is not a
new phenomenon in the history of philosophical

thought. In the connotation which it bears for
him, that of an arguing for and against, Kant
inherited the term from the Stoics and Aristotle.
But the practice of dialectic is to be connected
with the name of Socrates. As friendly discussion
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the market-place about the ethical problems
which alone were of interest or moment to him,
Socrates held it to be the ideal method of philoHe thought that there were answei
sophizing.
more or less definite, to these questions, and that
this was the way in which the answers were to
be got. This earnest conviction, this seeking after
truth in the belief that it is to be found, is one of
the essential respects in which Socrates is to be
distinguished from the class of professional Sophists
to which, in the eye of the ordinary Athenian, he
undoubtedly belonged. These men were in the
first place teachers of argument and rhetoric, and
regarded disputation of this kind as an end in
itself.
They argued in order to show their pupils
how arguing should be done they talked for
But they did not stop here. They were
victory.
from some points of view extremists in philosophy,
and they often took up a concept or idea with the
deliberate purpose of showing it to be full of conThe Sophist
tradictions, and hence unthinkable.
did not hesitate to tackle any question, or, as
Aristotle would say, to talk persuasively on any
As the exponents and popularizers of an
subject.
esoteric philosophy they were not for the most
part originators of new doctrine they raised problems in the spheres of ethics, politics, and religion,
debating freely, in a spirit of tolerant scepticism,
questions the mere discussion of which in the
eyes of the old-fashioned was not only new, but
impious and depraving. Like Abelard, who has
been called the mediaeval counterpart of such a
teacher as Protagoras, the Sophist at his best, they
thought that every question could be argued for
and against, or in Abelard's phrase, sic et non.
To them none was sacred. At the first glance,
criticism of this kind seemed wholly destructive ;
in

,

;

'

'

—

—

immediate

effects were undeniably
this beating about, this disputing
of supreme value, not only
in the interests of education, but also in the
narrower field of dialectic. It was owing to the

many

of its

pernicious.

But

and overturning, was

Sophists mainly that Aristotle was able to draw
attention to a clearly marked difference in the
matter of our thought. He saw that relatively
few problems belong, like those of mathematics,
to the sphere of what is strictly demonstrable, and
that beyond this, on the vast mass of questions
which puzzle and interest mankind, we can have
discussion, but can never have certainty.
3. It was, however, in the Middle Ages that
dialectic or discussion in the Platonic and Aristotelian sense became professedly the vehicle of
Bound as they were at
philosophical inquiry.
and authority, the methods
every step by tradition
of the Schoolmen were formal and pedantic ; in
this respect they were less fortunate than the
At the same time the
thinkers of antiquity.
mediaeval method of exposition, in so far as it was
a method of argument, was that of Hellas. To
write dialogues in the Platonic manner was no

longer the fashion, nor was it, perhaps, within
the powers of men of that age but, though the
written word was untouched by the finer graces
of poetry and imagination, yet never in the
history of philosophy and theology a sphere of
learning at that time co-extensive with literature
;

—

— have skill in

controversy and dialectical ability
brought wider fame to their possessors never were
;

these talents enthroned higher among the objects
of intellectual ambition than in the time of
Abelard and his rivals. These wandering teachers
of the Middle Ages, whose mission it was, after
the manner of the ancient Sophists, to popularize
the learning of the schools, were also in the most
literal sense gladiators in the arena of philosophical
controversy.
4. Turning from the sphere of history and
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speculative thought to that of everyday life, we
find that here the uses of controversy are less
In the ordinary sense
obvious, but not less real.
of the word it may he nothing more than negative
criticism, the mere raising of objections to a
doctrine or theory brought forward. But, even
so, it is of practical value in sharpening the
faculties and clearing up confusion in the mind.
For contradiction, whether it proceeds from conviction or not, is always stimulating, and even a
superficial discussion of most questions is enlightenWhen, however, controversy is fairly carried
ing.
on, that is, with candour and moderation, in a

honest inquiry, it is of great ethical and
educative value.
The prejudices of the fairminded rarely withstand the presentation of fact
or the persuasion of sincere conviction.
start,
most of us, knowing but one side of controverted
questions ; an argument with an intelligent
opponent will show us the other side, and expose
the weaknesses of both positions.
If our conclusions are sound, we shall realize their value;
if they are faulty, light will he thrown on the
premisses on which they are based. John Stuart
Mill, in his eloquent defence of liberty of thought
and discussion, says that every one ought to make
a habit of seeking this experience, and that outside the sphere of mathematics no man's opinions deserve the name of knowledge except in so far as he
has gone through the mental process which would
have been required of him in carrying on an active
controversy with opponents (On Liberty, ch. 2).
5. The benefit to the individual of such a knowledge of most subjects no open-minded person is
But there is a deeper aspect of
likely to deny.
the question. It has often, and rightly, been said
that controversy is the battlefield upon which
truth comes into collision with error, and that by
means of it alone we can acquire new truth. The
progress of the race is thus best served by unlimited
freedom of discussion, by such a right 'to argue
freely according to conscience' as Milton held to
he among the first of human liberties. Mill lays
stress upon another point.
It is a matter of
history that the ethical and religious doctrines of
the world owed their preservation and development to the fact that they were vigorously defended against attack in the earlier stages of their
existence.
What is true of sects and nations
applies equally to the spiritual life of individuals.
It is the convictions for which we must fight that
we are in least danger of losing. It is beliefs
which are most universally accepted, most rarely
questioned, that are apt to become least full of
meaning to us, even to be accepted by us
it would be easy to multiply
mechanically.
instances of this.
Can the precepts of Christianity, for example, he said to bear the same
literal meaning for us as they did for the Founder
and the persecuted of the early Church? Or, to
take the case of religion in Scotland, is there in
Scotsmen of to-day the fire, the blind devout faith,
the love of the Church, which animated their forefathers? Most people, even allowing for change
of circumstances and conditions, are inclined to
answer these questions in the negative. Certainly
creeds and opinions do seem to draw the breath of
life from the heat of battle, to grow faint and
This is one
languid when the struggle is over.
sense in which peace and harmony do not make
spirit of

We

retrogressions, hears

always onward and upward,

course is, as Hegel says, a zigzag movement,
tending now in the direction of one of these
opposite poles of thought, now in the direction of
another.
Dogmatism (to use Kant's expression
for these extremes), criticism, and scepticism
follow one another, and are succeeded by dogmatism a new dogmatism again.
But in this
struggle of theory with theory, of half truth with
half truth, the way is gradually becoming clearer,
the fresh starting-point is always a little higher,
and, human intelligence being limited and fallible,
all this can come about only in this way.
its

—

—

Literature.— The reader will find the source of most of the
ideas suggested above in such works as
E. Caird, Critical
Philosophy of Kant, 1889 ; Hegel, History of Philosophy,
Eng. tr. 1S92-96; and J. S. Mill, On Liberty, 1859, pt. ii. See
also well-known Histories of Greek Philosophy, such as that of
Zeller, of Ueberweg, of Erdmann, and of Schwegler. On
the significance of the work of the Sophists, the student may
be referred to G. Grote, History of Greece, new ed., 1S70, pt. ii.
:

M. Campbell Smith.

CONVENTICLE.—

The word is derived from
Lat. conventiculum, dim. of conventus. According
to Bingham [Orig. Eccles.), it originally signified
no more than an assembly, and was frequently
used by ancient writers for a church. It came to
he applied specifically to meetings of religious
associations, particularly private and secret gatherLater it became a term of
ings for worship.
depreciation or reproach, implying that those of
whom it was used were in opposition to the ruling
ecclesiastical authorities ; for example, it was
applied to a cabal of mutinous monks in a convent
or monastery.
Ultimately it came to mean religious meetings of dissenters from an Established
Church, held in places that were not recognized as
specially intended for public worship or for the
exercise of religious functions.
It implied that a
condition of affairs obtained in which the State
made a distinction between a form or forms of

whose practice and propagation were
authorized by statute, and such as were expressly
prohibited by enactment. This usage has received
legal sanction in Britain.
religion

In this sense the term 'conventicle' may be, and has been,
Harnack {Mission and Expansion of Chriswidely applied.
lianity^, 190S, ii. 318) uses it of the meetings of the adherents
of Mithraism in the Eastern parts of the Roman Empire
throughout the domain of Hellenism (Greece, Asia, Syria,
Egypt, etc.), in which regions it was a banned cult, while those
who professed it were regarded as belonging to a barbarous
and illicit sect (P. Cumont, Mysteres dc Mithra"2 Brussels,
1903). To attend 'conventicles^ was the hall-mark of fanaticism, according to Celsus, who represented the contemporary
opinion which cherished a lively contempt for all who attached
themselves to religions competing with the Imperial cultus.
,

1

for progress.

In accordance with the accepted usage of the
word, .Church historians properly assert that Christianity took its rise ecclesiastically from a conventicle. Such was the meeting in the Upper Room
of the first disciples of Christ after the Ascension
This gathering was the type of those
(Ac 1").
which soon began to meet for prayer, mutual
edification, and memorial observances, in private
houses such as that of Mary, the mother of John
12
(Ac 12 ). Within a short time they drew upon
themselves the suspicions of the Jewish ecclesiastical authorities, who branded the new faith as
impermissibly heretical, and instituted a persecution directed to the harrying and suppression of
these conventicles, one of their most zealous agents
being he who became the Apostle Paul.
When Christianity became a world-religion and
spread in all directions throughout the Roman

6. Every theory, however sound, has its limitaAll doctrines may he, in the main,
erroneous; at the best they can contain only a
part of the truth, for the truth lies always somewhere between the extreme positions on which
man takes his stand. While the progress of
knowledge, in spite of apparent disheartening

Empire, it was at first tolerated, and enjoyed
protection, along with many other
cults in vegue.
Religions bad to receive licence
from the State, which was jealous to secure itself
against the danger of conspiracies maturing under
the guise of religious confraternities.
Largely
through the influence of political considerations

tions.

Government
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Under these enactments the adherents

Harnack, Dill, Weinel, etc.) Chrisillkita.
tianity soon became suspect, and a rcligio
Its meetings thus became strictly conventicles.
Harnack applies the term to characterize such
15
and
house-meetings as that mentioned in Col 4
Schaft' uses it in his account of the primitive period

(see Gwafckin,

of

Ana-

baptism (q.v.), which had been propagated in
England by refugees from the Continent, were
ordered to leave the Kingdom. Even during the
subsequent reign of Puritanism, the meetings of
this particular body were regarded and treated
as descriptive of the ecclesiolae in ecclesia,' the after the same fashion by the Protector Cromwell,
who was incensed by their aggressive fanaticism.
as
of
the
Church
units
they
independent separate
existed in the various centres in which it had For other persecuted sects, with only one or two
found footing Rome, Corinth, etc. {Kirchengesch., exceptions, there was a breathing-space of toleraIn the succeeding century the cata- tion and freedom.
1851, i. 454).
After the Restoration of the Stuart dynasty,
combs (q.v. were the scene of Christian conventicles
The
Catacombs of Home, new ed., London, established Episcopacy once more became intolerant
(Withrow,
An Act of Uniunder the a?gis of Charles II.
1895, p. 104).
With the establishment of Christianity by Con- formity was promulgated in 1662, which ordained
stantine as the State religion, all its meetings were the expulsion from his charge of any clergyman
who refused to subscribe to everything contained
legitimized, and the term of odium could no longer
be rightly applied. In the 4th and 5th centuries in the Book of Common Prayer and to the docthe description again became applicable to the trine of the King's supremacy in matters ecclesimeetings of such Christian nonconformists as the astical, and held by the Solemn League and
Montanists and the Donatists, which were pro- Covenant of 1643, prohibiting such from exercishibited by the State under penalty of proscription ing his religious functions in private houses.
and death. This policy was rigorously encouraged 2000 clergymen were ejected from their livings in
by the leaders of the Churches enjoying State one day for declining to comply with these tests.
This enactment was reinforced in 1664 by a statute
recognition and support.
When the corruptions of the Church of Rome called the Conventicle Act,' which rendered
aroused a growing hostility in the 13th and 14th illegal any gathering in a private house for relicenturies, those who were united in the attitude gious worship attended by a number exceeding by
five the regular members of the household, under
of protest began to abandon the churches and to
associate themselves in private or secret meeting- penalty of fine, imprisonment, or transportation.
second version of this Act deprived these outed
of
supAgainst these the machinery
places.
and empression was quickly put into operation, and once ministers of the right of trial by jury,
In
into
conventicles
entered
more
Eng- powered any justice of the peace to convict them
history.
land the word was early applied to the meetings on the oath of a single informer, who was to be
of the followers of Wyclif, who, recognizing the rewarded with a third of all fines levied (D. Neal,
incompetence and neglect of the regular clergy, Hist, of the Puritans, new ed., Lond. 1822, iv.
sent out peripatetic preachers to meet the spiritual chs. 7, 8). Large numbers of nonconformists were
needs of the people. Both the practice and the put in jail.
Pepys, in his diary of August 7,
I saw several
word were carried by the Lollards (as the most 1664, observes
poor creatures
determined supporters of Wyclif were called) to carried by, by constables, for being at conventicles
He
Scotland, where they did much to initiate or ... I would to God they would conform.'
strengthen the movement of revolt from the ecclesi- refers to Quakers, who were amongst the worst
sufferers during the persecution consequent on the
astical domination of Rome.
It was not, however, till after the Reformation
passing of the Acts. Bishop Burnet, in his Histhat conventicle became a term with a legal tory of his own Time, 1724-34, i. 471, admiringly
how they resolutely declined to obey the
to
which
it
was
describes
connotation, according
descriptive
of the meeting-place or assemblage for worship or law, and openly and fearlessly continued their
consultation of those who departed from the prohibited meetings.
They would hold them in
Established Church of England. Queen Elizabeth, the street before the closed doors of their meetingThe
in her contest with Puritanism, strenuously asserted
houses, when these were shut by order.
the royal supremacy in matters religious and ecclesi- children, who might not be arrested because of
their youth, would also hold conventicles in the
astical, and insisted upon the rigorous application
of the Act of Uniformity, which demanded that all street in the absence of their parents in jail,
subjects of the realm must conform to the usages suffering patiently the jeers and cull's of magisand tenets of the Church established by law. trates and unsympathetic onlookers (F. S. Turner,
Clerical nonconformity was punished by deposition.
Quakers, London, 1889, p. 164).
Identical measures were taken during the same
As the result of the inquisition that followed, so
many ministers were deprived of their livings that reign to secure the suppression of Presbyterianism
their places either could not be filled at all or were in Scotland, where it had been the popular and
dominant form of religion since the Reformation.
filled by incompetent and unpopular substitutes.
Large numbers of the people refused to accept the From 1662 to 1678 various Acts were passed by the
ministrations of these substitutes, and gathered Privy Council and the Court of High Commission,
together for worship in private houses or other prohibiting conventicles and imposing penalties of
These conventicles were, under increasing severity upon those who attended them,
suitable places.
that name, expressly declared illegal. The 11th masters being made responsible for their servants,
Article of the Book of Canons (drawn up in 1603) landlords for their tenants, magistrates for the
the citizens of the burghs over which they presided.
the maintainers of conventicles
censures
12th, 'the maintainers of constitutions made in It was forbidden to supply denounced persons
with meat or drink, or to harbour or have interconventicles,' and the 73rd runs thus
course of any kind with them. These measures
Forasmuch as all conventicles and secret meetings of priests
and ministers have ever been justly accounted very hateful to proving unavailing to effect their purpose, it was
the state of the Church wherein they live, we do ordain that
ultimately enacted that attendance should incur
no priests or ministers of the Word of Uod, nor any other per- the
penalty of death. Those in command of the
sons, shall meet together in any private house or elsewhere to
military, find even the common soldiers themselves,
consult upon any matter or course to be taken by them, or
which
were
may any
upon their motion or direction by any other,
given authority to inflict it immediately on
way tend to the impeaching or depraving of the doctrine of the the spot of capture, without the formality of a
,

'

—

)

'

A

'

:

'

'

'

'

;

:

*

of England, or the Book of Common Prayer, or any
part of the government or discipline now established in the
Church of England, under pain of excommunication ipso facto.'

Church

—

legal trial an authority which was used without
scruple or mercy in numerous instances by such as
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This policy proved, however, quite
abortive.
The hulk of the religious population in
the south and south-west districts continued to
attend the conventicles, which were arranged and
conducted by the outed ministers.
Where the
congregation was too large for any suitable private
house, resort was had to barns, granaries, or such
like commodious buildings. Frequently, however,
Claverhouse.

the number of those who flocked to these illegal
gatherings amounted to thousands, and the result
was the institution of field-conventicles meetings
held, sometimes under cover of night, in the open

—

on moors or hills, or in glens and ravines, or
wherever safety and suitability could be combined.
These frequently lasted for hours, the preaching
taking up a large portion of the time. At such
conventicles, the ordinances of the Church according to Presbyterianism were faithfully observed.
Baptism was administered, and Communion was
dispensed, often to hundreds together, and even
thousands, the rite taking days to celebrate,
air,

several ministers officiating in turn.
When repressive measures became more severe and attendance at these gatherings was enacted to be a capital

the men came armed with such rude
weapons as were obtainable scythes, flails, etc.
Sentinels were posted at look-out points for the
royalist soldiery, aided by spies and informers,
offence,

—

;

often succeeded in surprising these meetings. It
was the attack upon such a conventicle that precipitated the battle of Drumclog, 11th June 1679,
which issued in the only victory gained by the
Covenanters (as the upholders of' Presbyterianism
were called), and the only defeat sustained by
Claverhouse (known in song as Bonnie Dundee '),
the most zealous and efficient of the military
persecutors.
During the years of persecution culminating in the Killing Times,' it is calculated
that some 18,000 people suffered in one way or
another for attending these conventicles.
Yet
they kept alive and deepened an intense religious
faith in the land, while greatly raising the moral
'

'

tone of many districts in which they were held, as,
at place, on the borders where pillagers and
moss-troopers became peaceful and honest. Their
impressive solemnity, intensified by the conditions
under which they were held, frequently turned
the hearts even of enemies present in disguise
(A. Smellie, Men of the Covenant, 1904 E. Simpson,
Gleanings among the Mountains, 1846 W. II.
Carslaw, Heroes of the Covenant, 1900).
After the Revolution of 16S8 and the accession of
William of Orange to the British throne, an Act of
Toleration was passed, relating to England, which
exempted from the penalties of the Taws against
conventicles those who took the oath of allegiance
and subscribed to the doctrinal sections of the
Thirty-nine Articles.
Meeting-houses were required to be registered, and then came under
In Scotland all the reprotection of the law.
pressive Acts were abrogated
Presbyterianism
was restored by the State to its ecclesiastical
supremacy.
Similar measures of suppression in Continental
countries resulted in the resort of the
persecuted
to similar kinds of meeting.
During the merciless
and prolonged attempt of Philip II. of Spain in the
Netherlands to compel conformity to the Roman
Catholic Church, the Protestant party headed
by
Les Gueux ('The Beggars') were forbidden free
exercise of their worship, and immediately fieldpreachings were organized all over the country, of
the same character as those in Scotland conducted
by the excommunicated ministers and surrounded
by armed guards and sentinels (Lindsay, History
of the Reformation, Edinburgh, 1906-7, vol. h.
ok. iii. eh. v.).
The same scenes were enacted in
the southern districts of France
during the heroic

e.g.,

;

;

;

—

struggle of the Huguenot Camisards ('les Enfants
de Dieu,' as they called themselves [see Camisards])
to assert religious freedom against the suppressive
measures of Louis XIV., inspired by Cardinal
Richelieu's vision of a unified France, spurred by
the incitements of Madame de Maintenon (herself
once a Huguenot), and encouraged by the eloquence
of the great preacher Bossuet.
Their field-conventicles were called desert-preachings the name
desert being borrowed from the Bible as descriptive of the solitary places, in wild mountain-regions,
in which the meetings were commonly held.
peculiarity of these Camisard gatherings was the

—

'

'

A

—

men and
large part played by the
prophets
women, and occasionally children, generally quite
uneducated and often normally of small capacity
for speech or thought who spoke or were accepted
as speaking under the direct inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, after the manner of the prophets in
the primitive Church (Peyrat, Hist, des pasteurs
du desert, Paris, 1842 ; C. Tylor, The Camisards,
'

'

—

London,

1893).

In the history of German Protestantism the
conventicle played a part in Pietism (q.v.). The
collegia pictatis, established by Spener and his
followers, provoked the opposition of the strictly
orthodox Lutherans, and considerable disturbance
was the result, as at Frankfort, where the police
interfered.
All sorts of scandal were rife about
these conventicles, and the over-enthusiastic manner
in which some of them were conducted lent colour
to the charges.
In Wiirttemberg a wise middle
course was adopted. Those conventicles in which
the great principles of Lutheranism were respected
received legal sanction, while the more radical

assemblages were banned (cf. PRE xv. 790, xviii.
612). In Sweden, Pietism roused similar opposition,
and a law of 1726 forbade all conventicles conducted by laymen, though private devotional
meetings under the direction of the clergy were
permitted, this law not being repealed until 1858
3

(PRE3

xviii. 33, 36).

At the present time, it is perhaps only in Russia,
with the Greek Church in a position of ecclesiastical supremacy recognized by the State, that
conventicles in the strict sense can still be said to
continue. Measures of repression are from time to
time directed by the Government against dissenting
sects which have incurred its suspicion and hosand the Douktility, such as the Stundists (q.v.
hobors (q.v.), who were denied the liberty of
private meetings for worship. The spirit of tolerance seems, however, to be rapidly gaining ground,
and nonconformists of any kind, on giving satisfactory assurances to the police, are generally
permitted liberty of worship according to their
accepted mode. The signs of the times point to
the spirit of religious toleration soon becoming
universal, with the consequent cessation of that
hostile and repressive attitude of State or Estab)

lished Church to any form of religion which resulted
in conventicles.
Literature.— This is sufficiently indicated in the article.

A. Mitchell Hunter.
Ethnic Conversion.—

CONVERSION. — i.

Conversion, the greatest of moral events, is not
the monopoly of one religion. It is a human as
As there is one blood in
well as a Christian fact.
the veins of all nations, and one breath in all
nostrils, so there is one Divine Spirit brooding
over and striving within all souls. God has made
all men with a capacity for conversion, with possibilities of response to the highest call (Ac 17 2 ').
And in every age and race there have been minds
that have turned to the light, hearts that have
felt the 'expulsive power of a new affection,' wills
that have striven, and not all in vain, to attain the
ideal.
need not grudge the name or the idea

We

CONVERSION
of conversion to many experiences recorded in nonChristian literature. ' Faciasne quod olini mutatus
Polemon?' 1 (Hor. Sat. II. iii. 253 f.).
The movement which was initiated by the religious teachers of Greece led to many conversions
from polytheism to monotheism, and it had its
saints and martyrs.
Dill has shown that, towards
the beginning of the Christian era, Graeco-Roman
it sent out an
philosophy became evangelical
array of preachers to convert men to a higher and
purerideal (Bom. Society from Nero to M. Aurelius,
Some of the schools
London, 1904, bk. iii. ch. ii. ).
even developed a true pastoral activity, exercising
an oversight of their members, and seeking to
mould their moral life and habits according to the
dictates of true wisdom' (Menzies, Hist, of Re'I regard myself,'
ligion, London, 1895, p. 301).
said Seneca, not so much as a reformed, but as a
transfigured man' (Ep. 6). The science of Comparative Religion is proving the truth of the
intuition that there is 'a light which lighteth
every man (Jn P). The conversion of Gautama,
afterwards known as the Buddha, is as real a fact
as that of Saul of Tarsus, Francis of Assisi, or any
other spirit that has ever obeyed the heavenly vision.
This pampered child of fortune turned from his
he
pleasures and palaces as illusion and vanity
sought and found, as he believed, the cause of
sorrow and the way to subdue it and he drew a
vast stream of mankind after him to the religion
of renunciation.
It was the best they could do ;
they followed the gleam they loved the highest
when they saw it. Similar phenomena are found
in Confucianism, Islam, and all other great reGod has not left Himself without witness
ligions.
in any nation, and the same choice between good
;

'

'

'

;

;

;

and

evil, between self-seeking and self-sacrifice,
presents itself in some form or other to every
human being. The spiritual ascent of man has
been accomplished by a long series of conversions,
from the lowest fetishism to the highest theism.
To Christian philosophy, every upward movement
of the human mind suggests that Christ, in His
universal relation to humanity, ma}' be able to pour
His new life into open hearts, even when there is
complete ignorance concerning the facts of His
history and work (Clarke, Outline of Christian
Theology, Edinburgh, 1898, p. 398). And yet, so
great is the difference between all such movements
and the experience which is called Christian conversion, that one cannot but acclaim the essential
truth of a well-known passage in Carlyle's Sartor
Mesarttts
Blame not the word [conversion] rejoice rather that such a
word, signifying such a thing, has come to light in our modern
Era, though hidden from the wisest Ancients. The Old World
knew nothing of Conversion instead of an Ecce Hortw, they
had only some Choice of Hercules. It was a new-attained pro'

'

:

'

;

;

Moral Development of man
hereby has the
Highest come home to the bosoms of the most Limited what
to Plato was but a hallucination, and to Socrates a chimera, is
now clear and certain to your Zinzendorfs, your Wesleys, and
gress in the

:

;

the poorest of their Pietists and Methodists' (bk.

—

ii.

ch. 10).

in the Bible.
The term converoccurs but once in the Bible (Ac
the close of his first great mission, St.
Paul went to Jerusalem to take counsel with the
Apostles and elders, and he and Barnabas passed
through Phoenicia and Samaria telling the whole
tale (iKdi-nyoufK v m) of the conversion of the Gentiles,
to the great joy of all the brethren.' It was a
momentous event, pregnant with the mightiest
issues, marking an epoch in the history of the

Conversion

2.

sion'
15 8 ).

'

(iTno-Tpotp-ij)

At

'

1

'

Polemon was a youth

who spent the
He once, when

of Athens, the son of Philostratus,
greater part of his life in riot and drunkenness.
intoxicated, entered the school of Xenocrates,

and was so struck with the eloquence of the academician, and
the force of his arguments, that from that moment he renounced the dissipated life he had led, and applied himself
totally to the

study

of philosophy.

After the death of Xeno-

crates he succeeded in the school where his reformation had
been effected (Lempriere, Class. Diet., ed. 1839, s.v. Toleinon ').
'

'
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In the

LXX

the verb (TriaTptipu stands for
3jD, and apn, and times without number for
?I5'7,
of the OT
convert occurs
l\v and yvn.
In
live times— in Ps 19 7 (Vulg. cotivcrtcns animas),
where
uses 'restoring' in Ps 51 13 , where
retains
sinners shall be converted,' while the
margin has shall return ; in Is V, where
her converts into
changes
they that return
in Is 6 10 where
of her
has turn again ;
and in is 60 6 where converted becomes in the
'turned.' In the NT (Tnarpicpu appears very
it is nine times rendered
frequently, and in
convert
but this word appears only twice in
19 20
5
(Ja
),
being everywhere else changed into
'turn' or 'turn again.' But, wherever the Gr.
word is followed by iirl rbv nvpiov, iirl rbv 6e6v, or
the like, it undoubtedly connotes all that is comworld.

AV

'

'

RV

RV
RVm

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

RV

'

,

'

'

'

'

,

RV

AV

RV

'

;

'

monly

by

signified

1415 OQ20 j J

p

The Bible

'convert,' e.g. in

Ac

9 36 11 s '

22«.

the drama of the conversion of the
world, of the turning, or rather the return, of man
to God.
The sacred writings must, in the last
resort, always determine and control our conception of the origin, growth, and nature of the
life.
Without them there would be no
spiritual
Christian conversion, for there could be no adequate
knowledge of God as revealed by Christ Jesus.
If we are able to trace the lineaments of the
soul of a Christian, it is because we have in
the Bible the gradually perfected norm of the

new

is

life.

i.
The OT.—The OT is a mine of gold for the
inductive study of the facts of conversion, but the
prospector has to encounter certain initial difficulties.
The subject of conversion is often the
nation as a whole, and the part played by the
individual is usually left to be inferred instead of
being directly expressed.
Again, the Oriental
mind is not analytic ; it reasons a priori it is
noumenal rather than phenomenal. Where the
West says, Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere
To
causam.'
causas,' the East is content with
search for secondary causes, to pry too
curiously
into the subjective conditions of spiritual experience, seems to it not only superfluous, but even a
little profane.
This is Jahweh's doing (Ps 118 23 ),
The king's heart is in the hand of the Lord as
the watercourses he turneth it whithersoever he
will' (Pr2P), 'None can stay his hand' (Dn 4 35 ),
are characteristic Eastern utterances. Once more,
the Hebrew habit of thinking in pictures due in
great measure to the absence of abstract terms
from the language causes many spiritual experiences to be clothed in a figurative or symbolical
garb. The psychologist must be a very skilful as
well as reverent exegete who would re-tell in
modern scientific phraseology the story of the
conversion of Jacob at Bethel, of Moses in Arabia,
of Solomon at Gibeon, of Isaiah in Jerusalem.
The last of these experiences, enshrined in an
incomparably vivid and illuminating page of auto1 8
biography (Is 6 ), presents a type of conversion
in Israel which is no doubt, in some respects,
;

'

'

'

'

'

:

—

—

"

unique and incommunicable, but in its broad outlines may be regarded as normative.
Four distinct momenta are enumerated in the thrilling
and transforming experience. There is a vision,
flashed upon the young Hebrew's inner eye, of the
King, Jahweh of hosts, whose glory fills the earth.
There is a conviction of sin, personal and national,
concentrating itself like a subtle poison in unclean
There is the unutterable comfort of absolulips.
tion, which comes in the hand of a Divine messenger, by the way of the altar, to a heart wrung
with anguish. And there is a mission, Divinely
ottered and humbly accepted, to live in the service
of God for the welfare of men.
Just because Israel's moral and spiritual ideal

—
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their conception both of

God and

of

man — was

purer than that of any other
nation of antiquity, conversion was to them a
more real and radical experience than elsewhere.
Theologically construed, conversion was, in their
eyes, always a reversion, not to a low hut to a
high type, not to an animal but to a Divine pattern.
This was not a movement contrary to nature ; it
was man rinding himself, realizing his own true
nature.
But the general point of view was inHistoritensely ethical rather than speculative.
cally, the one aim of the spiritual leaders of Israel
was to constrain the backsliding nation to return,'
to ' be converted,' unto Jaliweh.
Let the wicked
return unto .Jahweh,' Return ye, and turn yourselves from all your transgressions,' Turn yourselves, and live,' Take with you words, and return
unto Jahweh' (Is 557 Ezk 18 30 32 Hos 14-). The
Prophetic literature rings with the clear call to a
Conversion
definite change of spiritual attitude.
'

'

'

'

'

-

,

,

always equivalent to repentance and faith. But
the same Hebrew word (3!b>) expresses both the
turning to and the turning again from Jahweh,
conversion and perversion, and the two movements
form the perpetual systole and diastole of the heart
of Israel.
The possibility of conversion is based
upon the consciousness of Divine redemjition in
the past and the hope of Divine co-operation in
Return unto me ; for I have rethe present.
is

'

deemed

'

thee,'

Turn thou me, and

I shall

be

It was often personified by its lovers,
religion.'
and praised as a mother or a bride (Pr 2. 3), and
even as the eternal companion of Jaliweh (Pr 8).
The great aim of Hebrew parents no mention is
made of schools was so to train up a child in
the service of God and in the atmosphere of healthy
'

so

much higher and

[or,

—

—

'

'

piety, that in his manhood he should need no sudden,
violent, convulsive return unto Jahweh from a life
of sin and shame.
entirely such psedagogy
corresponds with our latest ideals of education, we
That the end was often realized,
shall see later.
we cannot doubt. Some of the noblest servants
of God knew that they were sanctified from their

How

womb (Jer l 6 Lk l 16 ). There was no
time when they did not reverence and love Jahweh,
no time when they played the fool, no time when
they needed to hear the arresting trumpet-voice,
Turn ye, turn ye
why will ye die ?' (Ezk 33").
But there are incalculable elements in human
nature as well as defects in the best education,
and the sons of many servants of Jahweh such
as Eli, David, Josiah showed that it is always in
man's power to abuse the mystery of his freedom
and defeat the grace of God.
Conversion in the OT was often a profound and
radical change. The desire for God the hunger,
mother's

,

'

.

.

.

—

—

—
—

the thirst, the panting, the fainting was pathetic
as it was passionate, and the response to the human
cry was the outstretching of a strong arm that not

only wrought deliverance from

evil,

but drew

men

that I may be] turned' (Is 44 22 Jer 31 18 ). God
alone can replace the old antagonism by a newdisposition, can change the stony heart into one of
ilesh.
The command, Make you a new heart and
a new spirit (Ezk 18 31 ), would be a mockery if it
new
were not accompanied by the promise,
heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I
26
put within you' (36 ), and unless there were a
Divine response to the prayer, Create in me a
clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within

Yet
into close and satisfying fellowship with God.
the joy of conversion was never quite full.
It
was for a long period troubled by the idea that
spiritual restoration must necessarily be followed
and attested by material prosperity. To the end
it awaited a fuller revelation of the Fatherhood
of God, the atonement of sin, and the hope of
immortality. There was to be a final answer to

me'(Ps51 10
The Book

(Ps80

,

'

'

'

A

'

).

of Psalms gives lyrical expression to
the joy of conversion, to the triumph of the soul's
return unto its rest in God. The Psalms have many
authors, and it matters little whether any singer
describes his first or a subsequent spiritual experience, or whether the I Psalms are intended to
mirror the heart of the nation as well as the individual.
Be that as it may, no human document
has greater value for the psychologist of conversion.
Here (especially in the Penitential Psalms,
6. 32. 38. 51. 102. 130. 143) he finds 'the sick soul'
sighing, groaning, despairing, sure that God has
'

'

hidden His

spending nights in sleepless agony,
tossing wearily to and fro, watering the couch
with tears. Here is the tortured conscience, whose
sins are exposed in the light of God's countenance,
gnawed with remorse, seized with the pains of
Sheol.
Here is the sense of inward uncleanness,
of hereditary sin, the horrible feeling of being sunk
in the miry clay of a deep pit from which there is
no deliverance. Here is the piercing cry out of
abysmal depths, the prayer for Divine mercy and
And here is the glimmering light in
forgiveness.
face,

the darkness, the blaze of spiritual illumination,
the clear vision of God, the sense of His redeeming
love and, lastly, the rapture of deliverance, the
gratitude that words can never utter, the desire to
tell to others what Jahweh hath done for the soul,
that sinners may be converted unto him.
At an early period the Hebrew nation began to
devote much care to the training of the young.
There was an enthusiasm for education (see Education [Jewish]), and the discipline was never
merely intellectual, but always primarily ethical
and spiritual.
The fear of Jahweh is the beginning [or, it may be, 'the chief part'] of wisdom
7
Here wisdom is almost equivalent to
(Pr l ).
;

'

1

'

'

the oft-repeated prayer, 'Turn us again, O God,
and cause thy face to shine, and we shall be saved'
ii.

3-
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The NT. — In
).

the

NT, conversion

is

the chief

end of all teaching and preaching. It has lightly
been called {Ecce Homo ", London, 1873, p. 243)
the true articulus stantis aut cadentis ecc/csiae.'
Jesus began His ministry by preaching repentance
and faitli (Mk l 16 ), which are together equivalent
'

to Christian conversion.

The

call

of

the early

Church was, Repent ye, therefore, and be con9
verted, that your sins may be blotted out' (Ac 3' ).
The language in which conversion is described varies
'

greatly, as do the subjective experiences of individuals ; but the root or core of the change is always
the same.
It is figured as a translation out of
darkness into marvellous light (1 P 2 9 ), as a being
born again, or ' from above (Jn 3 3 ), as a redemption from all iniquity (Tit 2 14 ), as a passing out of
death into life (Jn 5 24 ), as a turning from the power
of Satan unto God (Ac 26 18 ), as a new creation
17
(2 Co 5 ), as putting oft" an old and putting on a
new man (Col 3 9 ), as becoming children of God
16
(Ro 8 ), as having Christ dwelling in the heart by
faith (Eph 3 17 ), as a dying and rising again (Ro (i 2-8 ).
'

Practically, it is a new life which turns all the
All the
forces of one's being into a new channel.

made a man a sinner are
make him a saint. His careful-

energies that formerly

now employed

to

zeal, and revenge are directed
Co 7"). The converting power
never the mere force of truth, or the beauty of
holiness, but always the fascination of a l'erson.
The whole life of tlie convert organizes itself anew
around Christ living, dying, rising, and reigning;
He is the power of God unto salvation (Ro l 10 ).
The NT tells of multitudes who have been reclaimed from vice, and never gone back. Science
regards all facts with reverence, and the NT

ness, indignation,
against his sin (2
is

abounds

in sucli

transfigured realism as the

fol-
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change.

1

:

'

1738, ch. v. 3).

Paul describes his own conversion objectively
in the Acts, and subjectively in his Epistle to the
Romans. Ro 7 is the most searching analysis ever
St.

given of the divided self, the homo duplex. Whether
it mirrors a first or second or still later spiritual
conflict is immaterial, for each crisis is in many
respects the same. How forcibly the Apostle's selfdissection illustrates the teaching of the modern
psychologist

—

Christ. It is man's meeting with Christ, believing
in Christ, gaining new life in Christ. Intelligence,
emotion, volition are all mastered by the Author
and Finisher of Christian faith. The harmonious
functioning of every energy of the mind is the

!

Conversion and

'

—

and youth. "When they heard the gospel, they
were pricked with the sense of sin, they were
melted with the love of Christ, and they needed
no time of probation. But their conversion, however sudden, and however wonderful the attending
circumstances, was none the less sincere and lasting. They became the very opposite of their former
selves; their spiritual nature came again like the
llesh of a little child (Jowett, Theological Essays,
Sometimes the change was violent and
p. 40).
dramatic, as in the case of St. Paul, whose conversion is the most momentous in history ; sometimes it was quiet and unsensational, as in the
instances of Zacchajus, Matthew, Lydia, Timothy.
But, whether the type was explosive or gentle, the
change was radical and complete. And it is important to note that it was always the opposite of
a gradual and laborious reformation.
Easier to change many things than one is the common
Easier, we may add, in religion or morality, to change
the whole than the part. Easier, because more natural, more
agreeable to the voice of conscience and the promises of Scripture.
Take care of the little things of life, and the great
ones will take care of themselves, is the maxim of the trader.
But more true is it in religion that we should take care of the
great things, and the trifles of life will take care of themselves.
Christianity is not an art acquired by long practice ; it does not
carve and polish human nature with a graving tool it makes
the whole man first pouring out his soul before God, and then
casting him in a mould (Jowett, op. tit. 55).
'

saying.

.

;

;

'

For certain purposes, theology distinguishes conversion from regeneration. They are the human
and the Divine side of the same experience. Regeneration is the gift of God's grace, the power or
principle of the

new

life

implanted by His Spirit

;

is the act of human freedom, the voluntary turning of the heart to God. The one is a
7
the
necessity
ye must be born again (Jn 3
19
other, a duty
repent and be converted (Ac 3 ).
occurs
but
conversion
once,
Regeneration
may have
to be repeated.
Convert your conversion is the
keen counsel of Adolphe Monod (Saint Paul 3 Paris,

conversion

—

'

'

—

)

;

'

'

'

'

,

1859, p. 114).

St. Peter's faith

never

failed, for his

Master prayed for him, and his love never grew
cold but in a moment of temptation he denied his
Lord, and his need to be re-converted was painfully
evident (Lk 22 32 ). And if there is any truth in the
Domine, quo vadis < legend, he had yet another con;

.

.

'

Changes of Character,' calls attention to the fact
that
with the first believers the influence of
Christianity was almost always sudden.' He finds
that this lay in the nature of things. The earliest
converts had no Christian training in childhood

.

'The
.
basis of the twice-born character seems to be a
certain discordancy or heterogeneity in the native temperament
of the subject, an incompletely unified moral and intellectual
constitution. "Homo duplex, homo duplex !" writes Alphonse
Daudet. . .
Heterogeneity may make havoc of the subject's
life.
There are persons whose existence is little more than a
series of zigzags, as now one tendency and now another gets
hand.
the upper
Their spirit wars with their flesh, they wish
for incompatibles, wayward impulses interrupt their most deliberate plans, and their lives are one long drama of repentance
and of effort to repair misdemeanours and mistakes. . . . The
higher and the lower feelings, the useful and the erring impulses,
begin by being a comparative chaos within us they must end
by forming a stable system of functions in right subordination'
(James, Varieties of Religious Experience, London, 1902, lect.
viii. p. 167 ff.).
.

life.

Jowett, in a fine essay on

.

Peter turned, and rushed on Home,

died.'
Conversion plays too important a part
to be exhausted in a single decision.
The whole life of a man,' says Fraser of Brea, 'is a continued
conversion to God, in which he is perpetually humbled under
sense of sin, and draws nearer and nearer to God, with more
fervent faith and love, and daily walks closer with the Lord,
endeavouring at perfection. And God doth, as it were, act over
and over again His work in the heart, forming His people more
and therefore no wonder they meet with
exactly than before
something like a second, yea, and a third and fourth conversion,
especially where there are backslidings (Memoirs, Edinburgh,

the indivisible self into so many faculties, and
ascribing conversion to the exercise of one of them,
to the exclusion of the others.
Conversion is the
response of the whole personality whether regarded as mind, or heart, or will to the personal

perfect spiritual

And

and

:

—
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version at the very end of his life, ami it was again
a look on the face of Chris! thai wrought the

lowing: 'Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous,
nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall
And such were some
inherit the kingdom of God.
of you
hut ye were washed, but ye were sanctified, but ye were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and in the Spirit of our God' (1 Co
"
NT conversions have been classified as
6 9 u ).
mora], spiritual, intellectual, and practical (John
Watson, Inspiration of our Faith, p. 79 it'.); and
such groupings are useful, if not logically perfect.
There are conversions from sin to holiness, from
doubt to faith, from legality to grace, from selfishness to service.
But we must beware of analyzing

While the battle rages in the Apostle's soul,
while his heart is a kingdom divided against itself,
and in all the chambers of his being his moral ideal
is torn between friends and foes, his anguish is
wretched man that I am,' he cries,
pitiful.
'

'who shall deliver me?' (Ro 7 24 ). But in the end,
by the power of Christ, his higher self triumphs
over his lower

;

his divided spirit is healed

;

peace

and harmony take the place of civil war and turmoil and the most tragic lament in the Bible is
followed by the finest pa?an-song.
The supreme
3. Conversion in Church history.
task of the Church is the conversion of the world
the making disciples of all nations (Mt 281 *). The
apostolic and evangelic continuity of spiritual life
;

—

to he maintained, the Christian faith

is

—

is

to be

propagated, the Kingdom of God is to come, through
an unbroken succession of conversions. All the
preachers who have profoundly moved the heart of
mankind master-spirits like Chrysostom, Savonahave made conversion their
rola, Luther, Wesley
theme. And, from a scientific point of view, the

—

—

evidential value of conversions is the highest.
after thirty years of age, and
St. Augustine,' says Romanes,
other Fathers, bear testimony to a sudden, enduring, and extra'

'

ordinary change in themselves, called conversion. Now this
experience has been repeated and testified to by countless
millions of civilized men and women in all nations and all degrees
of culture.
It signifies not whether the conversion be sudden or
gradual, though, as a psychological phenomenon, it is more
remarkable when sudden and there is no symptom of mental
aberration otherwise. But, even as a gradual growth in mature
6
age, its evidential value is not less' (Thoughts on lieligion
,

p. 162).

The theology

of the

Church was early caught

in

the meshes of the problem of the relation of Divine
grace to human freedom in the experience of
conversion.
Thought has moved between two
extremes. On the one hand, the sovereignty of
God is emphasized, grace is irresistible, the number
of the elect is certain and must be made up, the
Divine good pleasure is certain to take effect.
Under such conditions, man, impotent in the grip
of original sin, is converted almost against his will.
He is scarcely more than an automaton his
salvation appears to be due to his mere good
;
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fortune ; he chances to be a vessel unto honour.
On the other hand, human liberty is accentuated
conversion is viewed as the outcome of forces
resident in man himself he has a native power to
repent and believe, and the new life is from first
to last a hard-earned, self-obtained, personal possession.
The age-long controversy between Augustinian and Pelagian, Calvinist and Arminian,
regarding the fact of conversion has now spent
much of its force. With the help of a better
psychology we can do justice to both the Divine
and the human initiative. God is all-operative
All
love, and man's whole equipment is His gift.
the conditions of human life are Divinely ordered,
and man has an intense consciousness of dependHe has nothing that he has not received.
ence.
But part of his equipment is his freedom. He is
above the mechanical order of nature. He has a
He is conreal and not an illusive sovereignty.
scious of acting of his own accord, and of using the
causal order for ends which he himself chooses.
He is a free, self-determining personality, and his
conversion can only mean that under the impulse
of love he voluntarily and joyfully surrenders
himself to God.
German theologian illustrates
the interaction of Divine sovereignty and human
freedom in conversion by the familiar process of
;

;

A

—

persuading and being persuaded Anregung und
Ueberzcugitng (Seeberg, art.
Bekehrung,' in
3
).
Every man is constrained by the love
of Christ but every man is fully persuaded in his
own mind. If the convert calls the grace or
fascination of Christ irresistible,' he speaks with
the enthusiasm of a lover but it is bad theology
to change the warm logic of the heart into a cold
dogma of the intellect. Man may after all use the
Divine gift of freedom to oppose it may be to
thwart the will of God. The wise use of individuality is to make Divine ends personal ends,
and to pour forth all the energy of one's being in
the service which is perfect liberty.
Conversion meant in the Middle Ages, as it still
does in Roman Catholicism, the adoption of a creed
and submission to the authority of the Church.
In Protestant theology it always means the rebirth of the soul, but in the Anglican Church there
is a strong tendency to regard regeneration and
conversion as independent experiences, separable in
Certime, and different in important aspects.
tainly, if regeneration is mediated by baptism, the
subject of which is usually unconscious of the
rite, while conversion is the deliberate turning of
the will to God, the personal acceptance of Christ
by faith, then the second process is often separated
from the first by a long interval ; and it is possible
to contend, as Anglican theology sometimes does,
that
a regenerated man is not necessarily a
converted man.' If the effect of baptism is that
'it remits all sin, original and actual; that it
bestows sanctifying grace, and endues the soul
with the heavenly virtues of faith, hope, and
that it makes the recipient a member of
charity
Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven (V. Staley, The Catholic Religion,
London, 1893, p. 243), there can be little need
for another religious phase called conversion.
But
this view appears to lose all touch with the central
truth and vital experience of the NT, to empty the
Christian religion of its moral and spiritual contents, and to reduce it to the level of a magical
formula.
Professor
4. Conversion in the light of science.
Henry Drummond was an eye-witness of the facts
of conversion, as the youthful comrade of Mr.
Moody in a great revival of religion. Prom that
time he never ceased to advocate a scientific treatment of the phenomena of the spiritual life, which
he happily called 'the contemporary activities of
'

PRE

;

'

;

—

—

'

;

'

—

the Holy Ghost.' There can be nothing presumptuous in the endeavour to classify the facts
and discover the laws of the new life. To the man
of science all facts are sacred, and before the fact
of conversion, as before any other, he will sit down
'as a little child.' Far too scanty attention has

been given to the human side of soteriology. In
order to understand the Saviour better, we must
look more to the saved. Christ asked that He
might be believed for the very works' sake (Jn
The serious
14"), and He worketh hitherto (5").
study of the facts of conversion may be the best
present-day mode of handling the Word of life.
The Christ of history may be reached through the
'

'

Christ of experience.
eternal
reiterates, is

Christianity, as

Harnack

life here and now in the
in His presence.'
Its best
evidence is the logic of life. Solvit ur ambulando,
it is proved by its present spiritual movements and
triumphs. In the realm of experimental theology,
'

power of God and

the twentieth century

may

join

hands with the

first.

During the last dozen years there has been a
remarkable response to the plea for a science of
conversion, for an empirical study of the soul of
a Christian.'
It has fittingly come from the
psychologist rather than the theologian ; and the
new quest has characteristically been urged with
The publication of
special keenness in America.
Starbuck's Psychology of Religion in the
Contemporary Science Series' (1899) marked an epoch
in the modern Church.
In this book and its
numerous successors the whole spiritual realm has
been annexed by science. Religious experiences
'

'

without number have been collected,

classified,

and described.
That cruel reticence,' whereof
Ruskin complained, in the breasts of wise men
which makes them always hide their deeper
thoughts,' has to a great extent been overcome.
Law and order have been introduced into an
apparent chaos. Theology, which has been too
long metaphysical, has become experimental
it has been brought into
line with the whole
scientific movement
it has found a concrete basis
in the facts of the spiritual life.
Dynamics have
taken the place of statics. Conversion is no longer
regarded as a mere mystery or portent, before
which we must stand in silent amazement. It
abides our question and becomes articulate. It
expresses itself in the language of the modern
mind. It welcomes the application of the canons
of science, and yields up many of its secrets to
patient and reverent research. It has a rationale.
It is seen to have discoverable relations to other
known psychological facts. And, in the spiritual
'

'

;

;

as in the natural world, God is a God of order. He
arranges everything upon definite principles. The
effect controls the spiritual life.
Arbitrariness must once for all be eliminated from
the fortunes of the soul.
God's action is always
causal, never casual. His sovereignty is as different
from the mere good pleasure of an Eastern despot
as day is from night.
The science of conversion is
still in its infancy, but certain conclusions seem to
have been securely won.
The re-birth
(1) There is a conversion period.
does not take place with the same frequency in all
the seven ages of human life, though a man may
be born again when he is old. Conversion is in
It is closely related
general a fact of adolescence.
to those great physical and mental changes which
mark the transition from childhood to youth and
manhood. It is the time of storm and stress, in
which Nature calls for readjustment all along the
line.
As reason, feeling, and moral sense mature,
they precipitate a spiritual crisis. The soul awakes
and aspires.
The spiritual development proceeds,
as a rule, pari passu with the physiological and

law of cause and

'

'

—
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and 10, followed by a less significant period at
among males the great wave is at about 16, preo d< M a
tai
wavelet at 12, and followed by a surging up at 18 or 10
Feeling plays a larger part in the religu >us
buck, op. cit. p. 34).
intolle.i ion
life of females, while males are controlled more by
and volition (ib. 65). 'Conversion for males is a more violent
incident than for females, and more sudden (ib. 96). And one
may say that if conversion has not occurred before 20, the
chances are small that it will ever be experienced (ib. 28).

at about 13

,

while

1

I

'

'

'

'

'That

—

the

Conversion is often sudden. This statement
is sometimes received with incredulity and even
contempt, but psychology completely justifies it
by bringing it into relation with other wellknown mental processes. There are moments, as

Browning says
'

(D.

When

I

the ideal type of conversion in a Christian land and
by Christian parents and by
which has made it less frequent than it should be
The Christ of History and of Experience, 368).
'The child is father of the man
And I could wish my days to bo
Bound each to each by natural piety.'
;

'

'linrch

W.

Forrest,

;

Some, indeed, deny that in this experience there
any conversion at all. Francis Newman distinguished the 'once-born' from the 'twice-born'
Christian, and this idea legitimate enough as a
protest against an exclusively revivalistic type of
conversion has been taken seriously by some
It is not a
psychologists and greatly overworked.
Christian idea. Jesus assumes in many indirect
human
heart
sinfulness
of
the
the
natural
ways
and its need of regeneration. Even the child who
is
sanctified from his mother's womb is twice-

is

in his Cristina,

—

the spirit's true endowments

Stand out plainly from

is

the scandalous neglect of duty

it is

'

(2)
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then have an experience which will make him a
If God's will fur him is realized, there
Christian.
will be no rude break, but a beautiful continuity,
'Of such is the kingdom of
in Ins spiritual Life.
God' (Mis hi"), said Jesus of the children of
Galih-o, and the prevention of a fall from the grace
vouchsafed to childhood should be the aim of all
education.

a wide induction
psychological development, and
proves that
waves
of
tidal
religious awakening,
among females there are two
Is

its false ones.'

—

Our

best thoughts are often startling intuitions,
Hashes struck from midnight.' The seeker after
truth utters his sudden Eureka,' and so does the
'

'

seeker after a Saviour (Jn I 41 4B ). Love, both
natural and spiritual, is often love at first sight
when two souls, like two dewdrops, rush into one,
the time element counts for nothing the psychoof eternity.
logical moment has in it the quality
Our wills and our hearts are ours to make them
decisions
momentous
may be
God's, and life's most
-

;

'

'

'

'

born. The most sky-blue and healthy-minded
Christian is regenerated. Science is here rendering a valuable service to theology. It has proved
that every man has a sub-conscious as well as a
conscious self, and that changes both small and
great occur in the subliminal region of the mind.
'Consciousness is a very poor witness to what takes place in
the abysses of soul life. The remembered experiences of
'

;

swiftly over.
The world and

its laws,' to quote Jowett again (op. cit. p. 53),
'have nothing to do with our free determinations. At any
begin a new life.' R. L. Stevenson prays the
Celestial Surgeon to stab his spirit broad awake ( Underwoods,
A word did it,' said Savonarola of his own conversion.
p. 46).
'

moment we can
'

Even those who have never avoided God, never
dishonoured Christ, often become suddenly and

'

individuals are pitifully fragmentary and puerile, and often
absurdly mistaken as to cause, process, issue, and object' (Hall,
Adolescence, p. 341).

We are largely the creatures of instinct and
profoundly conscious of their need of conversion ; unconscious imitation, and, if many things are
and there are creative periods of the mind when wrought into the fabric of our being without our
the repulsion from evil and the attraction to knowledge, why not the grace of God?
'Think you, 'mid all this mighty sum
good are tremendously strong. While, however,
Of things for ever speaking,
the actual change is frequently swift, there is
That nothing of itself will come,
almost invariably a season of preparation for it.
But we must still be seeking?"
Conversion is the climax of a gradation, the God 'giveth his beloved in sleep' (Ps 127 2 ), and
The His beneficence is as wonderful in an unconscious
crisis of a process more or less drawn out.
evidence on this point is all but unanimous. We as in a conscious regeneration. But see, on this
may even accept Vinet's strong statement Rome whole subject, art. Consciousness, p. 53.
The
might more easily be built, than a man converted,
(4) Conversion must not be stereotyped.
Such a prodigy is possible with God
in a day.
phenomena of the spiritual life are marvellously
but in a thousand, in ten thousand cases to one, complex, and psychology teaches us to resist every
we may safely predict that He will not perform it attempt to standardize, normalize, conventionalize
3
(Outlines of Theology 1870, p. 84). Vinet is here it.
Every individual has his own ancestry, his
perhaps misusing language, confounding the means own history, his own idiosyncrasy, and therefore
with the end, the way with the goal. He does not his own spiritual experience. The variety of grace
*for a moment deny that the final coup is often
God does not repeat
is like the variety of nature.
In such cases conversion is the Himself He loves originals more than duplicates.
instantaneous.
The conversion on the way to Damascus cannot be
firingof aslowly-laid train, the bursting of a silently
maturing bud, the transformation scene in the life- a pattern for all men. There need not always be
long drama of the soul. It is evident that much is the same tragic intensity, the same high lights,
lost by the deliberate postponement of decision.
the same deep shadows. The diversities of opera'Convert me, but not yet,' was Augustine's prayer. 'Men
tions of the selfsame Spirit must all be orthodox.
but they are not only
are quick to feel, and keen to know
But every man is tempted to make his own
for
decision
that
decide.
Yet
it
is
are
averse
to
slow, they
universe
experience a kind of law for other people.
decision
that
the
energetic
Christianity calls, it is for
A crisis Schleiermaeher thinks that the religious life is, in
calls, far more than for a mere impression in reponse.
has from time to time to be forced, a crisis of the wili (P. T.
its inception and growth, the product of feeling
Forsyth, Preaching and the Modern Mind, 1907, p. 131).
Herrmann believes that greater and higher than
There is a all the emotions within the Christian, there rises
(3) Conversion may be unconscious.
happy class of Christians who cannot tell when or and towers religious thought.' The type of rehow they began to believe who have no bitter ligious experience that seems native to a cultured
regrets, no broken lives, no ugly memories.' Theirs community is calm and restrained but the fervours
is the anima naturalitcr Christiana, the schone
of the Salvation Army and the Methodist meeting
Seele that has always been on the side of the angels.
are to the psychologist no less natural.
Theodore Monod tells of a French friend who thus described
It was the teaching of Bushnell that, under the
I cannot say that I had a very strong sense of
his conversion
pervasive influence of the Christian family, the sin. I
did to me as a
just felt happy in the love of God. God
child should grow up a Christian, and never know
mother will sometimes do to her child who has overslept himhimself to be otherwise. The Christian life, being self he woke me with a kiss (Moody, Sovereign Grace, Lond.
natural to man, should begin with the beginnings 1899, p. 116). The Christian of the unconscious type, who has
or upheaval, may join hands with
of conscious experience ; and a great wrong is never felt a single reaction
the convert who knows himself to be a brand plucked from the
done to a child when he is led to imagine that he burning, to whom conversion is a thing volcanic or cataclysmic,
must wait till he comes to years of discretion and in whom habits of years' standing are overthrown in as many
'

:

—

;

'

,

;

-

;

'

;

'

—

'

;

;

'

:

'

:

'
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Granger, The Soul of a Christian, London, 1900;
B. Cutten, Psycholoqical Phenomena of Christianity,
London, 1909 J. H. Leuba, A Study in the Psychology of
i. [1S90|
Religious Faith,' in Amer. Journ. of Relig. Psychol,
65
G. A. Coe, Reli'lioa of a Mature Mind, London and
New York, 1902, also The Spiritual Life, New York, 1900;
B Pratt, Psychology of Religious Belief, New York,
J
1007; E. D. Starbuck, Psychology of Religion, London,
New York, 1904 F. M.
1899, 1901 G. S. Hall, Adolescence,
Davenport, Priinitice Traits in Religious Revivals, New York,

[1805]; F.

so
moments,' and whose very organic impulses and desires are
himself
utterly transformed that he can scarcely recognize
'

(Pratt, Psychology of Religious Belief, p. 251).
In
(5) Conversion is stilla mystery.

—

G

•

ft'

phenomena lose none of their
Divine significance. Psychology has done much
and will yet do more ; it eveu asserts that, if we
know the person psychologically, we can prophesy
of his conversion, whether
quite correctly the type
sudden or gradual, quiet or excited' (Cutten, Psych.
P/isn. of Christianity, p. 255).
But, after all,
of conpsychology can see only the under side

scientifically, spiritual

'

;

;

CONVICTION.— I.

Conviction in relation to
that certain doctrines of reis seldom or never the result of a
true
are
ligion
rational process it rather springs from a feeling
in the mind that the doctrines suit a mental and
emotional condition and bring peace to the soul.
As Schopenhauer has well said
belief.

:

*
Man has, as a rule, no faculty for weighing reasons and disbecriminating between what is false and what is true and,
needs of nature impose
sides, the labour which nature and the
for the
upon him leaves him no time for such inquiries, or
education which they presuppose. In his case, therefore, it is
no use talking of a reasoned conviction he has to fall back on
belief and authoritv
(Religion: a Dialogue, tr. by T. B.
Saunders, 1SS9, p. 19).

'

We

;

;

'

Conviction implies active acceptance of proposiIt is not in itself any
tions as indubitably true.
have
proof of truth, because different people may
and some conconvictions,
diametrically opposite
in
results
lamentable
victions have led to most
denial of equality in human
persecutions, and in
in
discussBagehot remarks,
rights and liberties.
ing The Emotion of Conviction :
'Nor is this intensity a sign of truth, for it is precisely
differ most from each
strongest on those points in which men

forces is far from
inception and growth of the

and physical

proving that the
act.
spiritual life is not a Divine
'That it [conversion] may all be due

to so-called natural
Romanes, is no evidence against its so-called
whole question of the
supernatural source, unless we beg the
Even Ritschl, with all
Divine in Nature' (op. cit. p. 103).
his dislike for mysticism, never denies that God Himself is
present and operative in regeneration, using the_ religious
This wondersubstitute.
not
His
as
His
medium,
community
ful change," says Pfleiderer, is not arbitrarily brought about by
man himself, but experienced as a thing that has happened to
him it appears to him as the operation of a higher power, as
the gift of undeserved divine favour or grace. And is not. this
in truth the case ? Careful thought, in fact, can do nothing but
confirm what the believer holds as a truth requiring no proof
(Philosophy of Religion, Eng. tr. iv. [1888] 128).
'

causes,' says

'

'

'

other.

'

'

once shining with hues direct from heaven, is
The most solemn of all
soiled and bedraggled.
realities have been degraded into the passwords of
technical theology' (Life of Banyan, London,
But all that is needed to bring back
1880, p. 3i).
the bloom to the flower and the plumage to the
Human errors and
new
is
a
springtime.
wing
caricatures do not alter Divine facts, any more
wide
than the mists extinguish the stars.
survey of the data of the spiritual life leads to the
conclusion that the majority of conversions have
little of the picturesque or dramatic in them
that some take place beneath the threshold of consciousness ; that others are but dumb yearnings
of penitence and faith towards God ; that the
memorabilia of soul-life are usually very brief,
the convert sometimes limiting himself to the

A

;

I was blind, now
Yet every conversion enfolds in
the mystery of life whose

wondering exclamation, Whereas
'

—

—

;

-

Catholicism
Ignatius
I suppose, felt it
;

and both,

replaced

power and beauty will gradually be unfolded to
the eye, but whose inner significance no mind can

and more efficacious in promoting the
growth of the soul.
There is also what may he called a coercive
element in belief aud conviction. This proceeds
from pressure of environment, eventuating in the
of those around
imposing of the customary opinion
on the unresisting and undiscriminating mind.

conditions,

of the New
penetrate. The psychological study
Life will probably do mote than anything else to
immanence
the
of
convince the twentieth century
and the transcendence of God.
Literature. B. Jowett, Theological Essays, London, 1906
G. J. Romanes, Thoughts mi Religion', Loudon, 1896; Henry
Drummond, The New Evangelism, London, 1899; D. W.
Simon, Twice Born and other Sermons, London ; D. W.
Forrest, The Christ of Hist, and of Experience', Edin. 1901
John Watson, The Inspiration of our Faith, London, 1905
George Jackson, The fact of Conversion, London, 1908 N.
H. Marshall, Conversion or the New Birth, London, 1909;
O. Pfleiderer, Philosophy of Religion, Eng. tr. 4 vols London,
issil SS
Seeberg, art. JSckchrung,' in J'RE»; W. James,
Varieties of Religious Experience, London, 1902, pp. 189-268
A. H. Daniels, 'The New Life,' in Amer. Journ. of Psychol, vi.

—

in his anti

it

'

Fronde complains that conversion, like other
Christian doctrines, has been pawed and fingered
by unctuous hands for now near two hundred years.
The bloom is gone from the tlower. The plumage,

a Divine secret

felt

much as it is possible to feel it (Lit. Studies, 1S70, ii. 414).
All experience shows that the personal equation,
of each ego
idiosyncrasy, or state of development
is a prominent factor in the determination of conThe convictions of the two clever men,
victions.
Cardinal Newman and his brother F. W. Newman,
were widely apart, although their heredity was
the same, and their upbringing was under identical
these two
general circumstances. In the case of
thinkers, the divergence, of course, could only
and
emotional
different
their
to
have been due
mental natures in different stages of development,
- matter
was
conviction
of
same
the
for
subject
before the mind of each of them.
Conviction, then, as a feeling of reality indicating
truth, is not fully trustworthy in respect of probe assured that
positions as a whole, yet we may
when the feelings are stirred, there are elements in
the doctrines believed which are true relatively
both to some universal principles and to the correin man. For man is potentially,
sponding principles
though not actually, the measure of the universe.
The outer form of beliefs is often false, while the
inner life— that which awakens emotional response
—is true either for higher or for lower stimulation
to development. Convictions suitable and useful to
low stages of human evolution are eventually outare then
grown and seen to be erroneous. They
by others more true to outer and inner

'

2S
see' (Jn 9 ).

John Knox

Loyola in his anti-Protestantism
as

;

I

— Conviction
:

the reign of law is to eliminate God and mystery.
Law is only God's uniform method of working,
and He is in the field when He is most invisible.'
have not to deal witli a God remote from the
world and manifested only through occasional
interferences with the order of Nature, but with a
God whose dwelling and working are in the lives
Just as the correlation of brain states
of men.
with mental states does not prove the case of the
materialist, so the correlation of conversion with

itself

James Strachan.

1905.

in its
version.
Spiritual life, like natural life, is
Nothing
final cause and real nature inscrutable.
discover
that
to
notion
than
the
more
crude
be
can

certain mental

'

;

being studied

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

(J.

K.

Stout has said

:

There must ... in the framing of a belief be always some endeavour to conform to conditions other than, and independent
Our inability to attain ends
of, our own subjective tendencies.
otherwise Hum through certain moans constitutes a restriction
'

rii.e.ii.il activity within
of Psychology*, 1901, p.
ii

more

or less definite channels

'(Manual

r
.

ii'.7f.).

stand alone most
only the thinker who can
but readily come under the
people do not think,
It

is

;

CONVOCATION
personal influence of those who confidently and
plausibly proffer doctrines and statements for the
acceptance of ill equipped minds.
Respecting conviction as the resull of a mental
process, and determined l>y evidence, there is
usually a change of belief and of mind-content.
Here we have t lie force of evidence driving out old
belief and
substituting Dew conviction then leaves
old opinion and clings to new.
In this case the
feeling of reality comes as a response to the force
of evidence
applied by comparison and judgment.
'What is believed to be real (and so said to be
known) is
indeed
mainly a matter of intellection

1

i

and

In respect of

will.

but

;

it is

also a

,

the proximate cause of convid ion of sin
often fear of torments to conn',
yet we may
be sure that behind this fear there are certain
emotional and mental conditions
ripe for a change
_

not because

it is

to

the Welsh

a special form of affective
phenomena, but
warmth of colouring which
regarded as a sort of universal

accompaniment of the intellectual and voluntary
° f a " knowled e e
(°- T
Ladd, Psychology, 1394,
-

514?

Convictions are beliefs accepted and vitalized
by
the emotions of those convinced that realities are
indicated by them. The
acceptance of beliefs is
partly determined by the absence of contradictory
beliefs in the mind when the new
propositions are
tendered. This fact Buckle long
ago pointed out.
'The sense that anything we think of is unreal can
only come
when that thing is contradicted by some other
thing of which
we think. Any object which remains uncontradicted
is ipso
facto lieheved and posited as absolute reality (VV. James The
'

Principles of Psychology, 1905, vol.

ii.

p.

The absence

288 f .).

of antagonistic ideas in the mind
permits indiscriminately the acceptance of true
and of false forms of belief. Children
may be
brought, up to believe almost anything religious.
In the same way the presence of beliefs
antagonistic to proffered ideas
may as often keep out
the true as the false.
Bias towards false forms,
and erroneous prejudice, make
impossible the
advent of certain truths to the soul. Hence it is
that new general truths are seldom
acquired after
mental maturity. Minds
usually become hopelessly biased long before middle age.
While credulity may sometimes permit the truth to enter,
constant incredulity resists the truth and
hugs old

errors.

The

test of actuality

we

find in our

own

consciousness and life.
Whatever things have intimate
and continuous connexion with my life are
things
of whose reality I cannot doubt (James, op. cit.
Doctrines strongly stirring the
p. 298).
higher
emotions, and not conflicting with prejudice,
appeal with a force which carries conviction with
it, though the doctrines
may vary with all the
religions of the world.
Truth hides under many
forms.
may be sure that, in all these varying doctrines as applied to the human heart, there
is a living element of eternal
truth.
God does not
forsake the beings that have emanated from Himself.
Each soul has the conditions and the knowit
can
bear and make use of under the
ledge
religion
it is born to or
adopts.
2. Conviction
of sin is usually present in the
state of consciousness known as conversion
(q v
or change of heart.
It is a 'sense of sin,' a feeling of unworthiness and general wretchedness
accompanied by a strong desire to lead a better
life.
It is shown
by a more or less sudden distaste
for accustomed
thought, language, and
and by a new-found yearning within forconduct,
an improved state of being. Conviction may last for
days, months, or years before the crisis, or conversion, supervenes, and this is followed
by restfulness of mind and lightness of heart.
Conversion
is described
by Starbuck as a sudden forsaking of
the lower for the higher self
'

'

We

)

:

»J,

AP

CeS °'

stru SSl">g away from
A°righteousness
u.
... it

-I
which
i.

sin,

rather than of striving

seems to be a step in growth
into activity the
deeper instincts.
The feelings
;

calls

.

.

a higher state.
Viewing the phenomena observable at great

movement anion"

people in the years 1904-1905, we may
recognize, despite certain objectionable features
and mistaken views and conduct, the action of the
Holy Spirit in meeting the aspirations of those who
are struggling amid the difficulties and illusions of
the lower planes of emotion. It is
through the
power of the Spirit, which is the life-force of the
universe, that the transmutation of the emotions
is effected, and this must be at the
bidding of the
lower nature.
The raising of the emotions to
higher levels is part of the process of evolution,
and, when accomplished, is a sign of the soul's
development, or growth in grace.
LlTERATDRK.—The literature is given in the article.

matter

all

'

aS1

Though

religious revivals, such as the

because as conviction— having that
the word implies— it may be
affective

>

is

the higher intellectual,
assthetical, ethical, and religious realities,
feeling and choice
largely determine knowledge through the dependence of this
belief on them.
Yet we have spoken of this belief as feeling
joth feeling

in

consciousness, function so
In the tend
n is! conviction wc sec also an
strongly.
j
indication that the new life is
forcing its way even agalnsl the
persons will '('/Vie Psychology of Ueligi.oi !">.>, p. 111).

;

of
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which are the primal elements

G. A. Gaskell.
_,
.„ „
CONVOCATION.-This is the name given to
the general assembly of the
clergy of the Church
of England.
The older name was 'synod,' of
which convocation became the
equivalent when
English began to take the place of Latin in the
official documents of the Church.
We read of the
'Synode of London' in 1553, but of the 'convocation holden in London in 1562.
The synodal
activity of the Christian Church is coeval with her
life.
It gradually took form in
diocesan, provincial, and national synods, and these different
forms of synods were held wherever
Christianity
'

'

'

was established.

The British Church, in common
with the rest of Christendom, was familiar with
action— witness the Council of Verulam
iii
a.d. 446.
In Anglo-Saxon times, Church
Councils were assembled acourse with our Parliaments as national synods, while the
bishops and
clergy in addition were constituent members of the
great council of the nation.
In Norman times the conciliar
of the
conciliar

'

'

'

'

Church became

still

priors, archdeacons,

but the

first

known

greater.

activity
Bishops, abbots,

and deans were summoned;

instance of the representative

element occurs in 1225 under Langton. Later in
this century, however, we have
proof of direct
representation in a provincial synod, for in 1273
we find Archbishop Kilwarby issuing his mandate
to the Bishop of London in these terms
:

'You are to direct on our part each of the
suffragan bishops
our Church to call and bring with him to the
aforesaid svnod
three or four of the greater, more
discreet, and prudent
persons of his Church and diocese, that by the assistance of
their common counsel such
important affairs of the Church of
God
by_His aiding mercy may be brought to a happy conof

Four years later 'proctors of all
clergy of each
'
diocese were specifically named in a similar mandate.
In 1283,
Peckham ordered the
Archbishop

attendance of two proctors for the
clergy of each
diocese as well as one for each cathedral and
collegiate church, and this seems to have become
the rule for the Province of
Canterbury. In the
Province of York, the rule, dating from 1279, was
that two proctors for the
clergy should attend from
each archdeaconry. Side
by side with provincial
synods were diocesan synods, which were held
under their several bishops to enforce the decrees
of the provincial synods.
National synods fell
into disuse through the
jealousy felt by the two
Archbishops of their respective claims.
It is to he noted that this synodal action of the
Church preceded the attempt made by Edward I.
in 1295 to incorporate the
clergy into his newly-
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The king hoped
devised parliamentary system.
that the clergy would not only meet, as heretofore,
as the spiritual councillors of the Archbishops, but
that they would also add to their spiritual duties
the further duty of sitting in Parliament as his
council, especially to make it easier for him to
The king's attempt,
raise money by taxation.
however, failed through the refusal of the clergy
to obey the royal summons addressed to them,
through the Archbishops, in the famous prmThe Crown acquiesced, after
munientes clause.
1340, in the rule that the clergy should tax themselves in their Convocation, and in consequence
the attendance of proctors in Parliament did not
outlive the following century.
The writ with the
prcemunientes clause is still issued at the summonis never obeyed.
of
but
ing
every Parliament,
Convocation, however, is still summoned in both

Provinces
it

though
hinder

its

whenever Parliament is summoned,
would seem that there is nothing to
meeting at other times if the existence
'

of affairs shall so require.'
Convocation, in common with the Church of
England as a whole, lost much of its independence,
and at the same time much of its power and
The Act of Subinfluence, at the Reformation.
mission (25 Henry VIII. c. 19) embodies in its preamble an Act of Convocation abjuring all power
to make or act on any canons without the king's
consent ; and it affirms that Convocation always
had been, and ought always to be, assembled only
by the king's writ.
Accordingly, Convocation
was reduced to an instrument of the Supreme
Head or Supreme Governor for ecclesiastical
purposes, and was given the duties of considering^
forms of public worship, articles of religion, and
canons, though not as possessing any independent
effective authority,
indeed, it is now an established rule of law that canons made by the clergy
in Convocation are of no binding power over the
'

'

'

'

laity.

After the Restoration, Convocation prepared in
1661 the Act of Uniformity, revised the PrayerThe same
Book, and re-modelled the canons.
Convocation is remarkable as being the last to
grant a clerical subsidy acting, it is said, in
dropping the custom, upon a verbal agreement
made between the Lord Chancellor Clarendon and
Archbishop Sheldon. This has been declared to be

—

'

the greatest alteration in the constitution ever

made without an

express law.' Since this change
Convocation has ceased to enjoy any political
importance.
After the Revolution, the history of Convocation
is a story of bitter conflicts between the two
Houses, in which Atterbury, Wake, and Burnet
played leading parts. This conflict culminated in
1717, when the Lower House was about to censure
the writings of Bishop Hoadley, whereupon Convocation was prorogued by royal writ, and met no
more (except formally till 1741) until it was again
summoned for business in 1852, through the efforts
of Bishop Wilberforce and others.
Convocation now assembles concurrently with
Parliament, being summoned by a royal writ
addressed to the Archbishops. In Canterbury the
Upper House consists of 23 members, the Lower of
154.
In the Province of York the corresponding
numbers are 9 and 69. The custom of separating
into Upper and Lower houses dates from the end
of the 14th cent., when the inferior clergy began
to withdraw into a lower room, viz. one under
the chapter-house of St. Paul's Cathedral, or a
school-room in the crypt.
Though Convocation is described in Canon 139
of 1604 as 'the true

Church of England by repre
an uureformed body. The

sentation,' it remains
official

element

is

preponderant, and

the largo

body of stipendiary curates is without any voice in
the election of clergy-proctors. It is not surprising,
therefore, that Convocation exercises but little
influence over the minds of the majority of the
members of the Church of England, though it
affords an excellent opportunity for the more
highly-placed clergy to discuss affairs as they affect
the Church, and though its debates and reports
are of a uniformly high order, and are frequently
of permanent value.
See also art. CHURCH OF

England.

—

Literature. T. Lathbury, Hist, of Convocation?, London,
D. Wilkins, Concilia Mag. Brit., do. 1737
J. W.
E. Cardwell,
Joyce, England's Sacred Synods, do. 1S55
Ecclesiastical
R.
Oxford, 1842
Sijnodalia,
Phillimore,
W. Kennett, Ecclesiastical
Law'", London, 1895, vol. ii.
E. Gibson, Synodns Anglicana, ed. E.
Synods, do. 1701
Cardwell, Oxford, 1854, also Codex jur. eccles. Angl., London,
1713E. COBB.
1853

;

;

;

;

;

;
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CO-OPERATION.— Co-operation

(i.e.

literally

working together ') might express any combined
It
action of two or more persons for any purpose.
is used in general, and will be employed here, to
denote the combinations of working men for
production or distribution of commodities, including
incidentally some other forms of mutual help. In
1794, Dr. Shute Barrington, bishop of Durham,
established a co-operative store at Mongewell, in
the county of Oxford, for the benefit of the poor
of that and three small adjoining parishes.
quantity of bacon, cheese, and other articles was
procured from wholesale dealers to be subdivided
and sold at prime cost for ready money. The
salesman was an infirm old man who could not
read or write, but his honesty was unimpeached,
and he was allowed a shilling a week as well as
the benefit of the shop. The transactions of 1796
amounted to £223. The net saving to the poor in
the cost of their supplies was 21 per cent. In 1800,
the Rev. Dr. Glasse opened a similar village shop
at Greenford in Middlesex. The receipts for six
months exceeded £150, and the margin of saving
was from 15 to 25 per cent according to the nature
third was established about
of the article sold.
the same time at Hanwell, by the Rev. G. Glasse,
In all
vicar of that parish, with like success.
three cases, great good was done by avoiding the
burden of debt.
In 1795, a co-operative saw-mill was established
at Hull, and it continued in operation for a hundred
In 1796 a parish windmill was erected by
years.
subscription on Barham Downs in the county of
coKent, and in 1797 one at Chislehurst.
operative society at Nottingham has existed for
more than 100 years.
In 1844, a few workmen of Rochdale joined
in establishing a society called the
Equitable
Pioneers,' and that Society was so successful that
their example was followed in many parts of the
country. It now has more than 16,000 members
'

A

A

A

'

holding £300,000 in shares, and its sales amount to
£340,000 a year. A portion of its profits is yearly
The paid up
applied to educational purposes.
capital consists largely of accumulation of past
No credit is given. By its means the
profits.
workmen of Rochdale have been enabled to supply
themselves with necessaries of life, genuine in
quality and at a cheap price, and to accumulate
out of their savings and the profits of their trade
a capital sum averaging nearly £20 for each shareTliis Society was registered as a Friendly
holder.
Society under the Act of 1846.
In 1850, the Rev. F. D. Maurice, the Rev. Chas.
Kingsley, Mr. J. M. Ludlow, Mr. T. Hughes, Mr.
E. Vansittart Neale, and others, joined in the
formation of a Society for promoting Workmen's
Associations, and commenced a Working Tailors'
Association. The excellent motives and aspirations
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by which they were actuated had been eloquently

Annual Reports

by those accomplished
they could have found a body of
members and ollicers capable of carrying out their
ideas in a business-like manner, the associations
which they formed might have done lasting good.
As it was, their enterprise greatly impressed the
public mind and rendered it familiar with the idea
of co-operation. Though their initiative as patrons
of co-operation was a failure, they remained the
true friends, and in some sense the apostles, of the
co-operative movement, and to their advice and
counsel is due much of the success that has attended
that movement under the direct management of

passim H. W. Wolff, People's Banks : A Record of Social and
Economic Success 3 Lond. 1910.
K. W. BRAuKOOK.

of
Reports of Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies

set forth in a series of tracts

men

;

and,

COPTIC CHURCH.— Introductory. —When

Hellenic influence, and had, indeed, rather itself
influenced Hellenic thought.
It had certainly
impressed itself strongly on the imagination of the
Platonic idealists of Alexandria, as is evidenced by
Plutarch's treatise de Iside et Osiride and by bk. xi.
of the Metamorphoses of Apuleius.
But, although
at the beginning of the Roman period the native
priests still kept alight the sacred lamp of religious
knowledge, the general mass of the people had

entitled to share in the produce after a sufficient
sinking fund to replace the capital expended in the
plant has been set aside, and hence a system of
profit-sharing has been introduced, upon which, of
late, attempts have been made to establish productive businesses. There is reason to think, however,
that the distributive element in eo-operation will
remain its more prominent feature.
profit implies logically the sharing
this is the rock upon which some

productive enterprises have split. Yet it is evident
that the social reforms which were in the minds
of the early promoters of co-operation are to be
realized rather by the productive element of it
than by mere distribution, useful as that is in many
respects.

A

further development of co-operation has arisen
in the union of a number of stores to form a
wholesale society and the wholesale societies of
Manchester and Glasgow are striking examples of
the power of associations of working men to carry
;

on gigantic undertakings by means of small savings.
The Manchester society (to which more than 1000
societies contribute) effected sales of goods for
nearly £25,000,000 and earned profits exceeding
£600,000 in the last year recorded. It acts as the
hanker of the smaller stores, and transacts a vast
business in that capacity. It owns a fleet of ships,
and has warehouses both at home and abroad in
which a variety of industries are carried on. The
total number of societies registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act in the United
2800

;

the

number

of

become ignorant of a great number of the lesserknown deities, and of the meaning of much of the
ceremonial. Nevertheless, the main doctrines of
the old religion were as firmly rooted as ever. The
worship of the gods of the dead was still paramount, and especially there remained unshaken
the belief in the dead man-god Osiris, who had
been slain by the power of Evil, but who lived
again as king of the dead. The people still believed
in the so-called resurrection,' that is to say, they
thought it was possible that the dead might live
for ever if the same ceremonies were carried out
which enabled Osiris to escape corruption. Also,
if we may rely on such papyri as that containing
the tale of Setne Khaemuas and Si-Osiri, not only
was the weighing of the dead man's good anil evil
deeds still thought to be necessary before the soul
could pass the judgment-hall of Osiris, but very
elevated notions of morality and justice played an
important part in the hopes pertaining to eternal
On the other hand, the Greek syncretists
felicity.
of Alexandria had adopted the cult of Osiris and
and
had
transcendentalized it out of all knowIsis,
ledge, to suit the current Platonic doctrines of the
day according to them, the mysteries of the Egyptian religion were to be understood only by the
'

The sharing of

is

members exceeds

the amount of funds, £58,000,000. It
2,500,000
will be readily inferred from these figures how great
has been the influence of these societies upon the
welfare of the industrial population.
The same
inference may be drawn from the fact that, according to a previous return, 344 societies had built or
aided in building 37,000 houses for their members,
;

while more than £8,000,000 had been expended in
building those houses or been advanced to the
members to enable them to do so.

Another branch of co-operative enterprise has
had more success abroad than in this country.
People's Banks and agricultural credit societies
flourish in Italy and in Germany, and are nowIn Ireland, Sir
being actively promoted here.
Horace Plunkett has established a number of cooperative creameries with excellent results.

;

long study and strict asceticism.
Platonism had also involved the large Jewish comin Alexandria, and demanded from its
devotees, as we know from Therapeutic ideals, the
practice of asceticism and contemplation. There can
be little doubt that these two things (1) the belief
in a future life to be obtained through a god who
had himself overcome death, and (2) the transcendentalized form of Osiris- and Isis- worship adopted
by the Greeks, which demanded asceticism and
abstention from the desires of the flesh largely
influenced the early Christian communities in
Egypt.
I. Introduction of Christianity into Egypt— The
tradition that St. Mark was the earliest to preach
the gospel of Christ in Alexandria is first related
by Eusebius, but prefaced by the word <paoi. In spite
of the tradition being firmiy rooted to this day, it
has little historical value. When and by whom
the gospel was introduced into Egypt is unknown,
and, indeed, the whole history of the Alexandrian
esoteric, after

munity

—

—

is enveloped in obscurity until the episcopate of Demetrius (A.D. 189-231), when it appears
as a flourishing institution, with a school of philosophic learning attached to it which must already
have made its influence felt far beyond the city
Eusebius (HE vi. 11-13) states that thouitself.
sands' were martyred from Egypt and all the

Church

'

Literature.— G. J. Holyoake, Hist, of Co-operation in Eng.,
Lond. 1875-1879, and Self-help a hundred years ago, do. 1888
VOL. IV. 8

—

;

1876,

was first introduced into Egypt, it
found itself confronted not only by the religious
environment common to all Hellenistic provinces
of the Roman Empire, but also by the influence of
the old native religion. The latter, although beginning to show signs of the rapid decay which
was soon to overtake it, was still immensely powerful, especially in the towns and villages situated at
some distance up the Nile, away from Alexandria.
In certain ways it had scarcely been touched by

is

Kingdom

passim

from

Christianity

mere distributive store. The essential principle of
co-operation seems to be that the man who contributes his labour to the production of the commodity

;

1SG9,

,

;

and

Co-operative

;

if

the working men themselves.
The undertakings which experienced this early
check were productive those which followed the
lines laid down by the Rochdale pioneers were
distributive, though, in the long run, it has not
been unusual for a distributive store to find it
worth while to undertake productive business as
It is obvious that a productive enterprise
well.
has elements of difficulty that are absent from a

of loss

Congresses from

;
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Thebaid during the persecution of SeptimiusSeverus
in 202
and Clement [Strom, vi. 18), writing at
about this date, tells us that Christianity had
spread to every nation, village, and town,' so that,
even allowing for exaggeration, there can be no
doubt that the new faith had made great progress
;

'

during the first two centuries of our era. Harnack
(Expansion of Christianity", 1908, ii. 16611'.) has
collected a list of districts where we have definite
evidence of Christian communities prior to the
Archaeopersecution under Diocletian in 303.
logical research has borne out the literary evidence
in several of the localities.
They are as follows
the districts of Prosopitis, Athribis, Sais and
Arsinoe, Antinoe, Thmues, Philadelphia in the
Arsinoite nome, Alexander Insula in the Fayyum,
Hermopolis Magna, Nilopolis, Ptolemais in Pentapolis, Berenice in Cyrenaica, Oxyrhynchus, the
:

oasis of

Khargeh, and Esneh (Latopolis).

As

to

the form of Church government during the earliest
It is possible, though by
period little is known.
no means certain, that the Didache, or Teaching of
the Twelve Apostles, was compiled in Egypt, and
may represent the primitive form of Church government in that country. From this work, generally
assigned to the earliest age of the Church, the
order of bishops and deacons would appear at first
to have been entirely subordinate to that of the
'apostles' and prophets,' and to have been, at the
time of the writer, a comparatively recent organization.
The 'apostles' were itinerant missionaries
and evangelists, while the 'prophet' alone was
allowed to have a fixed abode in any locality.
The latter commanded extraordinary reverence,
and the first-fruits of the community were his by
He spoke in ecstasy, and presided at the
right.
Nevertheless, both from the warnings
Agape.
uttered in the Didache against false prophets, and
from the Shepherd of Ilermas, we know that the
office of prophet was frequently abused by fraudu'

lent persons, and

it gradually lost prestige until
the more thorough organization of bishops and
deacons eventually supplanted it. By the time of
the episcopate of Demetrius the form of government represented by the Didache would have
disappeared (if it ever had been in force in Egypt),
and we know that Demetrius himself was the first,
to appoint other bishops (three in number) outside
Alexandria, thus probably bringing the scattered
communities for the first time under his central
Hitherto they had probably been
jurisdiction.
under the direction of deacons and presbyters.
It is probable that the earliest Gospels in circulation in Egypt were not the canonical ones.
In
Clement's day, besides the four canonical sources
for the life and teaching of Christ, there were
still in general use two other
Gospels known as the
Gospel according to the Hebrews, and the Gospel
according to the Egyptians. There is every reason
to suppose that the.se two documents preceded the
four Apostolic Gospels in
Egypt, and were in all
probability the ones used by the earliest Christian
for
it
is
not likely that they
there,
community
would have forced themselves into popularity if the
four sources bearing more authoritative names had
been in the field from the first. Clement, however,
sharply distinguishes between these two Gospels
and the four canonical ones; and, although they
were apparently used side by side, it is evident
that the two earlier were beginning to be dropped
by the more orthodox at the commencement of the
3rd century.
The Gospel according to the Hebrews
was read chiefly by Jewish converts, either in
Aramaic or in a Creek translation. If appears to
have had Ebionite tendencies, in spile of its close
parallelism with canonical sources. The Gospel
according to the Egyptians implies by its title thai
it was intended for use either
by the native

Egyptians, as distinct from the Alexandrians, or
by the Gentile converts in distinction from
the Jewish. The latter inference is the more probable, as there seems to have been little attempt
at first to reach the masses of the native Egyptians,
the appeal of the new faith being made almost
entirely to those of Hellenic birth or education.
Here again we find that, in spite of the close
parallel between the known fragments and the
canonical sources, there is not only a tendency to
Modalism, but also a strong tinge of Encratism.
The latter was the doctrine of the Encratites (q.v.),
a very early sect within the Church, which set
up extreme asceticism and abstinence from sexual
intercourse as the Christian ideal. There can be
little doubt that the asceticism affected by the
devotees of Isis and the Jewish Therapeutic had
become thus introduced in very early times into
the Christian communitiesof Alexandria. Clement,
however, defends the Gospel according to the Egyptians from the charge of extreme Encratism.
It was hoped that the finding of the now famous
'Sayings of Jesus' at Oxyrhynchus by Grenfell
and Hunt would have thrown some light on these
early uucanonical versions ; not only have they
not done so, but their own origin is extremely
else

uncertain.
The first, series

of these 'Sayings' (eight, in number) was
1897 with a host of other valuable literary fragments,
on palajographical grounds, is to he assigned to
about the year 200 or shortly after. Each saying is prefaced by
'
the words 'Jesus saitu ; four have their equivalent in the
canonical sources ; one is too fragmentary to be made out and
three are new, with a tendency to mysticism and a harsh and
severe judgment of mankind. Harnack saw in them excerpts
from the lost Gospel according to the Egyptians USx&osUok,
Nov., Dec. 1S97), but other theologians and the finders them-

found

and

in

their date,

;

were not by any means unanimously in agreement with
him. The second series, found in 1903 on the same site,
written on the back of a land-survey list, is attributed to
Thomas and another disciple whose name is missing. This,
however, may only be a bold claim on the part of the writer.
They agree in form and in date with the first series, but differ
One of the sayings
in being less akin to canonical sources.
is almost exactly parallel with a quotation of Clement's from
the Gospel according to the Hebrews, and can therefore be
hesitation.
But whether each
assigned to that work without
series is a selection of sayings from any one Gospel or from
Grenfell
different Gospels is a matter of considerable doubt
and Hunt themselves came to the conclusion that the find was
a collection of sayings as such, and that the theory of extracts
selves

;

'

'

was unjustifiable.
There was also found at Oxyrhynchus a fragment of an uncanonical Gospel, which unfortunately breaks off just where it
appears to be closely parallel with the known passage from the
Gospel according to the Egyptians, in which Jesus is represented
as advocating extreme asceticism as the Christian ideal.
Altogether it must be admitted that the Oxyrhynchus finds
have served to puzzle rather than to enlighten us with regard
to the early Christian documents of Egypt.
But we are at least able to surmise that there

was considerable uncanouical competition with the
canonical sources, and that the uncanonical Gospels
w ere strongly tinged with the ascetic ideals pre7

valent at the time in Alexandria also, incidentally,
that a Christian community flourished as far smith
as Oxyrhynchus in A.P. 200, if not earlier.
Arcluvology also helps to throw light on this
early period of Christianity in Egypt, although
here again the evidence is scattered and obscure.
It was the custom at this time to fern the
mummies of the dead down the river, with wooden
tickets, or tessera; tied round the neck, bearing
the name of the deceased and of the cemetery to
which the body was to be consigned. A large
number of these tessera: exist in museums today.
Oneat least (in the Berlin museum) from Akhmim
was that of a Christian and, although the symbol
;

;

0?

to be considered post Constantinian in dale, there are good reasons fin- assignThere are also other
it
earlier
to
an
ing
period.
tickets couched in phraseology known to be Christian, but which cannot be absolutely identified as
such. They at least prove that in this neighbourhood
Christians were mummified and buried in the same

on

it

has caused

it
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cemeteries as their pagan brethren from which we
may presume that these early Egyptian Christians
still believed in the necessity of preserving the body
in order that the existence of the soul might be
assured (see Death, etc. [Coptic]). From the same
site there came the hue collection of tapestry, some
of which dates from the earliest times of the
Koman empire. The symbols of the fish and the
cross occur as patterns, and these have been thought
to have come from very early Christian burials.
If this be so, it points to a Christian community
existing in Akhmiiu early in the 2nd century.
also have as evidence the libelli, several of which

We

have been preserved to us. These were certificates
issued, during the persecution of Decius (A.D. 250),
to those who
to the gods.

had recanted by sacrificing publicly
Those to whom they were issued

were known as libellatici ; and, although it is not
always certain that it was a Christian to whom the
Melius was granted, the probability that it was
so is very strong.
Mention must be made of the
Epistle of Psenosiris (a presbyter who had fled to
the oasis of Khargeh, probably during the Decian
in which he commends a female exile
Iiersecutions),
It is also probable
'olitike to a fellow-presbyter.
that one at least of the mummies found at Autinoe
is the remains of a Christian burial that may be
dated as early as the close of the 2nd century.

The name of the deceased, according to Gayet, was Euphemiaan, a devotee of some Gnostic sect. The evidence for the
latter supposition is, however, slender. The cords which hound
the shroud were sealed with a curious mixture of pagan and
Christian sealingg, including the

Np

;

but,

if

the contention that

is evidence of a post-Constantinian age be correct,
the early date assigned must be abandoned. Another remarkable object from the same site is a shroud, with the figure of a
handsome woman painted on the exterior, in the manner of the
beginning of the 2nd century. The hand is represented as
clasping a peculiar form of gilt 'crux ansata,' or symbol
of life.
Whether this is Christian there must be considerable
doubt.

this syndx)l

—

Gnosticism and Arianism.
Although our
knowledge of the early Christian communities in
the upper country is so remarkably slight, when
once the Church became well established in Alexandria the Christians began to form an important
part of the community of that city, while the works
of Clement and Origen prove that the intellectual
stimulus of the pagan Hellenic schools was not
The famous catechetilost upon the Christians.
cal school, founded, according to Eusebius (HE v.
10), in the earliest days of the community, and presided over in turn by Pantajnus, Clement, and
Origen, was designed notonly to teach catechumens,
hut also to appeal, by a system of philosophy, to
cultivated pagans. In an age of apologists its
influence was very considerable, but confined enSuch a
tirely to those of Hellenic education.
propaganda was useless to the natives of the upper
The power, too, of Demetrius, as
country.
sovereign bishop of all Egypt, was very great and
he must have occupied a position similar to that
of the pagan Chief Priest of Alexandria and all
Egypt,' and the Jewish Ethnarch. This powerful
2.

'

'

;

'

was retained by his successors until it
its highest point under Athanasius, and
indeed, until the Council of Chalcedou.
the whole, too, at lirst the Alexandrian Church

position

reached
lasted,

On

had good opportunity

of developing itself free

from

interference ; for, with the exception of the persecutions of Severus in 202 and of Decius in 250, there
was little or no external pressure brought to bear
on the Christians. The real enemy at this time lay
within the Church itself in the shape of the Gnostic
The earliest record of the conflict between
sects.
those who professed a higher gnosis and the
preachers of the simple gospel is the dispute
St. Peter and Simon Magus, the latter of
appears to have been the first to associate
From PalesChristianity with Gnostic mysteries.

between

whom
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tine the esoteric cult quickly spread to Egypl by
what was called a 'counter-Apostolic succession' of

famous Gnostic teachers, and perhaps reached its
height in the systems promulgated by Basilides
and Valentinus, both of whom laboured in Egypt
(Epiphanius, Hmr. xxiv. 1, xxxi. 7). See 1! asii,ides, Gnosticism, Pistis Sophia, Valentinus.
We know from the Christian writers and apologists, chiefly from Hippolytus and Epiphanius,
how wide-spread Gnosticism became in Egypt, and
how it threatened to become a menace to the
Church in the early part of the 3rd century.
Perhaps the so-called letter of Hadrian to Servian
(in reality a 3rd cent, document) may be interpreted in this light when it speaks of
people who worship Serapis being Christians, while
'

those

who

themselves bishops of Christ are adherents of Serapie.
No Christian presbyter but is an astrologer, a soothsayer,
wretch. When the Patriarch himself visits Egypt, tie is
forced by some to worship Serapis, by others to worship Christ.'

call
.

.

a

vile

.

In spite of the venom which characterizes this
attack on the Alexandrians, it points to the fact
that the syncretism rife at the period had attacked
the Christian religion also. This is borne out to a
considerable extent by archaeological discoveries
in Upper Egypt.
The excavations at Antinoe
conducted by Gayet have revealed Christian burials
Some of the rock-cut
of a very peculiar type.
tombs had chapels built before the entrance,
stuccoed inside and covered with frescoes, most of

which have unfortunately perished, but what fragments have been discovered are typical of the

forms of Christian symbolism. Two of the
bodies at least in this cemetery were equipped
with wine-jars and baskets for bread, perhaps
intended for a mystic Eucharist for the dead, while
another burial contained a model in terra-cotta of
several persons seated at a table, the whole form-

earliest

ing a group, supposed to represent the Agape..
Many peculiar objects were found, including a
kind of primitive rosary, or board for counting
It is possible
prayers, surmounted by a cross.
that the old Egyptian idea that the welfare of the
soul depended upon the nourishing of the body
The bodies of
by magical food still survived.
Christians at this time were always mummified,
and in some cases the remains of martyrs were
preserved in the houses, for the gaze of the faithful,
in accordance with the pagan custom of the time
(Athanasius, Vita Antonii [PG xxvi. 967]). The
chapels and provisions of food may therefore be
a continuation of the old pagan custom whereby
the soul of the deceased was nourished by the
mystic food of the Eucharist. This is borne out not
only by one of the Acts of the Council of Hippo
(393), which forbade the burial of the holy elements
with the dead, but also by the fact that in the
oasis of Khargeh a number of Christian tombs
were provided with a chapel containing a niche for
food-offerings after the pagan manner (Myres,
Man, 1901, No. 91). On the other hand, we may
perhaps see in these peculiar customs traces of
some Gnostic rite, such as the mystic sacrament
mentioned in Pistis Sophia, performed for the remission of sins. Syncretism can go no further
than the mummy of the so-called Christian priest
from Der el-Bahari. It is probably of very early
date possibly the beginning of the 3rd century.
On the shroud the deceased is represented holding
in one hand a cup, in the other corn-ears according to Naville (Deir cl Bahari, 1S9S-1901, ii. 5),
emblems of the Eucharist. On his left shoulder is
the swastika emblem, and below is the barque of
Socharis adored by the gods Anubis and Apuat.
Although, during the persecution of Decius in
250, large numbers of Christians appear to have
recanted, the persecution of Diocletian in 303
found the Church stronger and resistance much
more stubborn.
Many were martyred, and the

—

—
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Copts reckoned their dates from this stormy period
—
the era of martyrs.' In the succeeding reign,
'

numbers languished in the dye factories of the
Thebaid, and in the porphyry mines of the desert

TU

xiv. 4); but with the acces('Mart. Pal.' in
sion of Constantine to sole power, Christianity was
the
State
as
religion, and thus placed in
adopted
a stronger position than ever before. But, al-

though, within the Church, Gnosticism was fast
waning, and the more fantastic sects had become
objects of ridicule, a new trouble broke out in 319,
owing to the preaching of Alius, a presbyter of
the Church of Saint Baucalis in Alexandria, on
the relationship of Christ to the Father.
This is not the place to go into the full details concerning the
doctrinal struggle which shook the Church to its foundations.
It is sufficient to say here that Arius implied that the Son was
He argued that, as the Son was beinferior to the Father.
gotten of the Father, there must have been a time when the
Son did not exist. Therefore the Son was not co-eternal with
the Father, and not of the same nature, but of like nature.
The Son was not God, or eternal, or omniscient, but a creature
(imcr/Ad), although, as such, beyond all mortal comparison.
The opposition to this doctrine was headed by a young deacon
in the

household of the patriarch Alexander, named Athanasius.

The quarrel proceeded with unprecedented bitterness and intriguing on both sides. The Emperor was appealed to, but,

rather than give a decision, he summoned a council of bishops at
Nicam to formulate a creed. Their decision led to the formulation of the famous creed of the orthodox party and to the
excommunication and banishment of Arius ; but, on his offering
a written explanation, the Emperor directed that he should be
received back into the Church.
Athanasius, who had meanwhile (328) succeeded Alexander as bishop of Alexandria, refused
to obey the Emperor's order, and, at a council of bishops held
at Tyre, he in his turn was deposed and banished. On the

death of Constantine in 337, Athanasius returned to Alexandria
with the Bupport of Constantine n. and Constans but, on the
death of the former in 340, Constantius ill., partner in the
Empire and an Arian, succeeded in deposing him, and had
Gregory elected as patriarch by a council of bishops held at
Antioch.
Athanasius withdrew only when an armed escort
and threats of violence on the part of its commander, who conducted the Arian patriarch to the city, compelled him to retire.
In the absence of Athanasius his supporters kept up constant
A temporary
rioting, and burnt the metropolitan church.
peace was later patched up, and Athanasius returned as bishop
but the death of Constans enabled Constantius again to depose
him not without violence, for the Athanasians resisted vigorThe bishop escaped into hiding with his friends, and
ously.
George of Cappadocia was chosen as Arian patriarch. The
succession, however, of the pagan emperor, Julian, led to
more rioting, and George was murdered. Athanasius returned
again, in spite of opposition at first on the Emperor's part, and
succeeded in holding his office through this and the following
reigns of Jovian and Valens (although the latter was an Arian)
until his death in 373. See, further, Arianism, Atitanasius.
;

;

—

But the seeds of discord had already been sown
in the Egyptian Church before the Arian controversy broke out.
During the persecution of
Diocletian, Peter, who was then bishop of Alexandria, and was in the end martyred, fled from
Alexandria. During his absence, Meletius, bishop
of the important see of Lycopolis, ordained and
intruded priests into other dioceses, and assumed
the character of primate.
He has also been

charged by Athanasius and Socrates, but without
good reason, with having denied the faith under
When affairs had settled down somepersecution.
what under Alexander, Meletius's case was brought
before the Council of Nicrea, and that assembly
severely censured him. During the life of Alexander, Meletius acquiesced quietly, but on the
accession of Athanasius he flung himself into the
ranks of the opposing party, seemingly not so
much because he sympathized with the Arian
doctrines as out of dislike to Athanasius, and, as
he possessed a considerable following, the quarrel
was thereby embittered and intensified!
The foregoing lends to
3. Eremite movement.
show that, as soon as Christianity began to get
the upper hand in Egypt, the Church itself was
rent with violent factions, which led to the disorder and turbulence which characterized the 4th
and 5th centuries. Meanwhile a new factor had
appeared on the scene a new movement which was
to have world-wide influence throughout the whole

—

We

Christendom.
have seen how, even in the
early days of the Church, when Christianity was
confined mainly to those of Hellenic birth or education, there was a tendency to asceticism or mysticism. In their extreme forms these two movements
led to fantastic Gnostic systems, but the more
sober and quiet side manifested itself among those
Christians who carried out their ascetic ideals, not
by withdrawing from the world, but by living in
the midst of their own households, observing fasts,
abstaining from marriage, and devoting themselves
to prayer and the care of the sick and the poor.
But, although these ascetic ideals, which affected
the Egyptian Church to such a remarkable degree,
and, through it, in later times the Church throughout the world, seem to have had their origin in
Egypt, it is curious to note that the native Egyptian
character in the past had exhibited little or no tendency either to asceticism or to mysticism.
Magic
in pagan Egypt was, and had always been, of an
eminently practical kind, and, so far as we can
judge, never included philosophic mysticism of any
sort
indeed, the native mind was incapable of
any of the higher subtleties of thought. It seems,
therefore, that these two potent forces were introduced into Egypt by the Greeks, through the
medium of Platonic and Pythagorean philosophers,
and associated with the native Egyptian religion
by the Platonizing of the Osiris and lsis cult.
know that the Jewish community in Egypt was

of

;

We

subject to an identical process. The fragments of
lost Gospels, as well as the works of Clement and
Origen, prove how these ideals, prevalent in the

pagan and Jewish communities of Alexandria,
exercised their influence on the early Christian
Church.
During the 3rd cent., however, Christianity began to make many converts among the
native worshippers of Osiris and lsis, among those
of the population who were little influenced by
Hellenic ideas, had little or no Greek blood in their
veins, and were quite as incapable of understanding Clement's or Origen's

conception of Christianity as Plutarch's theories about Osiris and
lsis.
Nevertheless, the ascetic side of the new
faith seems to have appealed strongly to them,
although the mystic and philosophic ideas interwoven with asceticism were not in the least
comprehended. The literal practice of asceticism
became at once a thing of paramount importance,
and its wide-spread influence was due in the first
place to the example of one man Anthony, the first
to cut himself off from intercourse with the world,
and to perform those extraordinary feats of endurance which appealed so strongly to the Egyptians,
and produced countless hosts of imitators.
Our chief authorities for the history of this

—

are The Life of Anthony (a work attributed to Athanasius), Cassian, and especially the
Lausiac History. The arguments of the school of
Weingarten, that these are monastic works of the
6th cent., may be said to have been finally disposed of by Dom Cnthbert Butler in his admirable

movement

Ln usiac History. Prom these sources
we draw a wealth of material concerning the ascetic

edition of the

movement, which

is supplemented
by the later
The first man who actually
act
Coptic documents.
led" the ascetic life, cut off from his fellow-men,
was one Paul, who was driven into the desert
during the Decian persecutions in 250, and there
may well have been others who were forced to
lead solitary lives owing to the same circumstances but if is to Anthony that the world looks
as the blunder of eremitic solitude.
;

Born probably about the year 260, otfellah parents. aVnthony
was converted to Christianity as a boy by hearing the Gospels
read in a church. (As he Is Said to have known no Greek, this
presupposes the existence <>f a Ooptio version at this early
date.) For fifteen ytars be li\ id with as.-.ti.-s, win, at that
time practised the ascotic life in huts built outside the town ;
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but, deeming this insufficient, lie withdrew to the desert, and
endured a life ot strict solitude in a cave lor upwards of twenty
years,
During this period large numbers were tired with hi>
enthusiasm, and the burning deserts of Lower Egypt, especial!}
those of Scete and Nitria, swarmed with solitaries who were
to
following his example. About the year 305 he was induced
of monks, and, later, he
quit his cave and organize these bands
was even
by Athanasius to come to Alexandria to

and
preach against Arianism. He died at an advanced age,
left special directions that his body should not be preserved
of
by mummification, as be had expressed his detestation
the Christians continuing this pagan custom. The ideals of
monachism that be left as a heritage are remarkable for the
fact that they possess little system. There was no particular
Rule of Life in the Antonian communities, although the elder
and more leading ascetics were looked to for advice, and sought

as arbiters in disputes. The monks would visit one another
frequently, and discourse on the Scriptures and the life of the
further
Spirit, but there were also those who dwelt in the
desert of 'cells,' who were hermits indeed, living out of sight
and hearing of their fellow-men and one another, enduring the
most extraordinary physical deprivations, and warding off abso-

by repeating long passages from
the Psalms and other Scriptures learnt by heart. Although the
monkB assembled on Saturdays and Sundays in the great chuivih,
the other days of the week were spent mostly in solitude.
The whole system was individualistic, each working for his
personal advance in virtue, contending against his fellows in
severities and mortification of the flesh, and striving, as Dom
Butler says, to make a record in austerities, and to outdo
the others in the length of his fasts, and his general observance
of the ascetic life.
About the same time that Anthony left his desert cavern to
organize his followers, Pachomius, another Egyptian, founded
a more cohesive system of monachism in the south, at Tabennisi.
Pachomius also was born of pagan parents, and, according to
the Coptic Life,' was for some time a member of one of the
communities of Serapis at Shenesit (Chenoboscium). These
communities, although hardly ascetic in the stricter sense of
the word, were priestly organizations bound by definite rules
and it is quite possible that Pachomius may have utilized some
points in their system when, after he had been converted to
Christianity, he founded his camobitic monastery of monks.
In place
Briefly, the Pachomian organization was as follows.
of the friendly and almost family relation of the monks to
one another in the Antonian communities, he substituted a
much more definite system. The monastery was divided into
houses presided over by a superior and steward, in each of
which the monks carried on a particular trade— gardening,
husbandry, carpentry, iron-work, dyeing, tanning, and so forth;
and these trades were carried on, not as penances, but as a
useful occupation in life. It would appear that the austerities
of the northern monks were not attempted, although any one
monk could practise especial severities if he pleased. Food
waB to be eaten in sufficient quantities for a man's daily need,
and meals were to be taken in common, although the cowl was
to be drawn over the head so that each should be invisible to
his fellow while eating.
They learnt the Scriptures by heart,
and assembled in the great church only on the more solemn
So rapid was the extension of Pachomius's system,
festivals.
that at his death (c. 345) it included eight monasteries and many
hundreds of monks, while his sister had founded a similar

lute intellectual stagnation

'

'

;

institution for

women.

It is difficult to

movement, which

give a just estimate of this
the most outstanding, not

is

only in Egypt, but in the entire Church of the
That the monks offered in many cases extime.
amples of great patience, self-denial, and singleness of heart and spirit is not to be denied. On
the other hand, few of his followers seem to have

been possessed with the kindliness and shrewdness
that are generally attributed to Anthony. Many
of them outdid one another in the severity of then
ascetic self-discipline, but it would appear in many
cases that the general result was a stunting of the
intellect and a narrowing of the outlook on life.

Amelineau, whose acquaintance with the documents of this period is very extensive, lias said
that it has been customary to hold up the monks
of the pre-Chalcedon days as a pattern of virtue,
and the Jacobite as a picture of vice, whereas, as
a matter of fact, there is little to distinguish
between the two that the Egyptian monk, although given to asceticism, was at times a very
ordinary mortal, mangeant net, buvant sec,' and
prone to irregularities of life. Certainly even the
most admiring chroniclers relate with perfect frankness sad lapses from virtue on the part of individual
ascetics.
This, however, does not imply that all
were bad, and there is no doubt that at first the
ascetics were, on the whole, animated by a high
ideal.
They threw themselves passionately on the
;

'

while be was in exile. It is highly improbable
that they understood the complicated doctrinal
it was sufficient for them that
point involved
Alius seemed to desire to dethrone the Son from
His equality with the Father. But, as lime went
on, they became fiercer, more bigoted, and a prey
to the inherent superstitions of their race. Childish
miracles and belief in innumerable devils took the
place of the old magic and demonology which had
fascinated the Egyptians in pagan times, while in
the following century the fact that hordes of fierce
monks could be summoned to Alexandria by the
patriarch led to the increase of religious turbulence
and sectarian strife.
There is no doubt that the adoption of Christianity as the State religion and the rise of monasticism were the immediate forerunners of a period
of steady deterioration throughout the Egyptian
Church. The death-knell of paganism was already
rung, and with it that of the culture and freedom
of philosophic thought that had made Alexandria
the intellectual centre of the Hellenistic world. In
379 the Emperor Theodosius attempted to force the
Christian faith on the entire population of the
l'oman Empire, and this was followed in 385 by
the sack of the temple of Serapis and the converMeansion of other pagan temples into churches.
while the character of the illiterate monks began
to assert itself, and their child-like faith in angels
and demons led to the communities of Scete being
accused by the patriarch Theophilus of Origenisin,
while the unscrnpulousness of the latter's methods,
as revealed in the incident of the Tall Brothers,
In
led to recriminations and unedifying quarrels.
fact, the power of the patriarch had risen to such
a pitch that he did not hesitate to consider that
those who were his theological opponents were
rebels against the Emperor, and, acting in accordance with this idea, he took some troops and
destroyed several of the Nitrian monasteries.
During the reign of his successor, Cyril, turbulence and disorder increased rather than diminThe Christians organized a wholesale
ished.
plundering of the Jews in Alexandria, whose
;

persuaded

'
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side of Athanasius during the-Arian controversy,
and sheltered him in their desert communities

quarters were sacked by hordes of monks and
fanatics, and the richest element of the community
was driven into exile. This was followed by the
murder of Hypatia, a young and beautiful woman,
who strove to keep alight the lamp of pagan culture by lectures on Neo-Platonic philosophy. The
bigotry and turbulence of the Christian mob at
this period seem to have known no hounds.
But,
as the Patriarchs grew more powerful, and the
Christians more fanatical, the relations between the

Egyptian Church and Constantinople became more
and more strained, until open rupture took place
on a question of doctrine, which was decided at a
Council held at Chalcedon in 451.
The controversy which had
4. Monophysitism.

—

been the cause of the Council of Nica?a was concerned with the relationship of the Son to the
Father.
The fresh divisions that were taking
place in the Church were now due to disputes on
the nature of the Son whether that nature was
human or Divine, or both. Cyril, who had already
been on bad terms with the See of Constantinople
when it was occupied by John Chrysostom, had
later taken a violent part in opposing the doctrines
of Nestorius, which implied that the Divine nature
was not incarnate in Christ, but subsidiary to the
human nature. The chief opponent of the doctrine of Nestorius was a young priest named
Eutyches, who, in his zeal to assert the Divine
nature of Christ, went further than the Alexandrian school and Cyril were prepared to go, by

—

asserting that, after the Incarnation, Christ had
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nature — the

Divine. Meanwhile, Cyril
only one
had died in 444, and Dioscuros, his successor,
warmly supported the cause of Eutyches, backed
by the majority of the Egyptian monks. Eutyches
was finally declared excommunicate and banished,
at the Council of Chalcedon, but he counted among
his adherents the majority of the Egyptian ChrisAdded to the ever-increasing friction betians.
tween Constantinople and the Alexandrian See,
due to the turbulence and fierce independence of
the Christians of Egypt, was the peculiar bent of
the Egyptian mind, unable to appreciate the
subtleties of argument indulged in by the Greeks
and Levantines. The attempts of the Arians to
dethrone Christ from His equality with the Father
they could understand, but two natures which
were yet one nature this was beyond their comHenceforward the cry was ' One
prehension.
Nature,' and it has remained so to this day.
Egypt at this time might be described almost as
one vast monastery, and the fierce ascetics of the
desert stoutly maintained the doctrine of the single
nature of Christ. The power of the monastic institutions was now almost paramount, and the
authority exercised by such monks as Shnoute
and Bgoul was enormous. The tendency was to
unite the systems of Paehomius and Anthony by
combining the ccenobitic or true monastic organization with the strict asceticism of the Antonian
eremites, and the network of monasteries was fast
extending all over the country.
The century follow5. During the 6th century.
ing the separation of the greater part of the
Egyptian Church from the orthodox at the Council
of Chalcedon is remarkable in Alexandria only for
the unedifying disputes between the Monophysite
patriarchs and the orthodox, or Melkites, as they
were called because of their adherence to the
Imperial inlluence of Constantinople, and, in the
upper country, to the growing power of the monThe land was held largely by the
astic system.
monasteries, whose ruins now are not the least
remarkable feature all over Egypt. The cultivation was chiefly in the hands of the monks.
It is
stated in the Life of Shnoute that his monastery
fed the prisoners captured from a raid of the
Blemmyes for three months at a cost of 265,000
drachma1 with 85,000 artabai of wheat and 200
artabai of olives. The numerous inscribed ostraka,
and the commencement of a vast Coptic literature,
consisting chiefly of Lives and Sayings of holy
men and monks, show the commercial and literary
activity of the monks.
They were strong enough
to prevent Imperial pressure for the over-exaction
of taxes, and in this way maintained to a certain
extent the dwindling prosperity of the country,
although the minority who were not connected
with the monastic institutions were crushed by
cruel burdens.
Hut religious life was gradually
sinking to a low ebb, and was distinguished by
little spirituality.
While the Alexandrians were
occupied with the opposing factions of Melkites
and Monophysitea, the monks of Upper Egypt
were engrossed in petty squabbles between monastery and monastery, or the enumeration of absurd
miracles wrought by the foremost ascetics.
Religious life, like political, was fast losing all dignity
and depth.
6. The Persian and the Arab domination.— In
the year 616 the break-up of the Imperial power in
Egypt began with the occupation of the country
by the Persians on behalf of the Sasanian king
Cliosroes.
For ten years they held sway in Egypt.
Whether the Copts welcomed their new masters is
a matter of some doubt. That they hated the
Byzantine domination is certain. Ever since Justinian had given the Melkite Patriarch the military
authority of a prefect, in the futile hope of coercing

—

—

,

the Monophysites into orthodoxy, the Copts had
been harried and oppressed by the Imperial power.
The whole nation now looked to their own elected
Patriarch, not so much as the champion of the
Monophysite doctrine, but as the leader of the
nationalists against the minions of Imperial

bigotry and corruption. The wonderful victories
Heraclius, who drove out the Persians and
re-conquered Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre,
were a cause of rejoicing to orthodox and Monophysite alike throughout the Eastern Empire, and
it is possible that a wiser statesman than the
Emperor might, amid the universal rejoicings of
Christendom, have secured some kind of reconciliation. But Heraclius would extend no tolerance
to heretics, with the result that a few years later,
when a sterner and more implacable enemy was at
the gate, the Copts of Egypt were ready to welcome
him. In 642, Egypt was ceded to 'Amr ibn al-'Asi,
who had conquered it in the name of Islam.
The Arab tradition is that the conquest was aided by the
of

treachery of one called Mukaukis (probably the Byzantine
honorific title fityavxys), who is generally supposed to have been
the Coptic Patriarch. It must be mentioned, however, that it
has been ably argued by A. J. Butler in The Arab Conquest of
Egypt (1902), that the Copts were intensely hostile to the Arabs,
and that the treacherous 'Mukaukis' was none other than
Cyrus, the Melkite Patriarch. It is' probable that the Copts,
after years of oppression on the part of the orthodox and Imperial party, welcomed their new masters as a change which, as
they thought, could not in any case be for the worse.

From the doctrinal and ethical point of view,
the Coptic Church has little history of interest
during its long subjection to the rule of Islam.
The Arab invaders imposed a poll-tax on all
infidels, and it is probable that from the first
many were converted to the faith of Muhammad
in order to avoid payment. For the first three centuries or more, it is true, considerable activity is
evinced by Coptic literature, which is represented
during this period by countless MSS, chiefly of
a homiletic character, or containing Lives of holy
men, although such important historical works as
the Chronicles of John of Nikiou must not he
overlooked. Such art as was still possessed by the
Christian workman was either suppressed or forced
The Copts, as
into the service of his masters.
they gradually became a smaller and smaller
section of the population, were ostracized by the
Muhammadans and cut off from all intellectual
stimulus and growth. They do not seem to have
shared in any way in the artistic and intellectual
triumphs characteristic of certain periods among
the Muslims. It is true that under some rulers
individual Christians rose to high office, but their
position was usually even more precarious than
that of their Muhammadan colleagues. Frequently
they were subjected to severe persecution, and were
and under Hakim,
forced to wear dark cloaks
since Muslim and Christian were much alike when
naked in the public baths, they were compelled to
have a cross branded on their bodies in order that
none of the faithful might wittingly be polluted
by contact with the infidel. Such a system was
bound in time to crush the Christians almost out
The monasteries dwindled, and
of existence.
finally, in the 17th cent., the Coptic language
itself ceased to be spoken, although certain portions of the Scriptures are still read in the churches
to this day in the ancient language. The Copts
seem to have been little influenced by the victories of the Crusaders, and, indeed, as Crusaders
and Copts looked on each other as heretics, little
co-operation would have been possible. It is interesting to note that the surrender of Constantinople
to the Turks seems to have reacted badly on them
even in their then wretched state of ignorance
for in the correspondence, so long after that event
as 1617, addressed by Cyril, then Coptic Patriarch,
to George Abbot, archbishop of Canterbury, we
;

;
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ii.
[1850] 3S5).
(Neale, Hist, of the Kctstem Church,
From the 16th cent, onwards the Roman Church
has made intermittent efforts to convert the Copts
to Roman Catholicism, but with little success.
They have clung to their own Monophysite doetrine, and to their ritual of St. Mark, with the same
Islam.
doggedness with which they have resisted
of today.— After cen7. The Coptic Church
turies of oppression and ostracism, the Copts today
are naturally a people apart. The males having
intermarried little with the Arabs, they are supposed to represent more faithfully the old Egyptian
but this is doubtful. Several of their tine
;

type

of them dating from Byzantine
times, are still in use, although stripped for the
most part of their woodwork and pictures. The
The
liturgy and ritual of St. Mark are in use.
Eucharist is in one kind, only the priests taking
the
communicants
to
the wine ; the bread is given

churches, some

wooden spoons, and confession

is

obligatory
before receiving the Eucharist. Women are not
allowed into the body of the church, but confined
There are live great fasts (1) the
to the narthex.
Fast of Nineveh, for three days and three nights
before Lent ; (2) the Great Fast Lent), occupying
55 days (3) the Fast of the Nativity, during the
28 days before Christmas; (4) the Fast of the
of the Ascension
Apostles, following the Festival
for 15 days prior to the
(5) the Fast of the Virgin,
are those
Festivals
The
Feast of the Assumption.
of the Nativity, el Gkit&s, or Baptism of Jesus, the
Great
Easter
Palm
(the
Annunciation,
Sunday,
:

(

;

;

Festival), Ascension,

and Whitsunday.

by the Muslims, until they were finally exterminated
of negro kings at the end of the
Abyssinia, however, remained Christian and
Monophysite, and its Metropolitan is still a Ooptio bishop appointed by the Bat rial <li of Alexandria.
tribes, or

On account of our sins we are become the
read
most contemptible of all nations and with the
overl brow 1.1 he Empire have lust the liberal arts

in
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Baptism

universal, and, though attempts have been made
in the past to enforce its early
till
application, boys, as a rule, are not baptized
old.
they are 40, and girls till they are 8D, days

—
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Semitic

peoples,
as among others also, an especial sac-redness
or significance was supposed to pertain to the
corners of structures, lields, and other objects.

for this conception can be most
widely traced among the Semitic peoples in connexion with buildings.
I. Bab. -Assyrian.
Among the Babylonians and
The hierarchy to-day Assyrians it took the form of making a deposit of
Circumcision is general.
and
12
and
consists of the Patriarch,
priests
bishops,
images under the corner or corners
inscriptions
and deacons. The Patriarch is always elected from of a temple, palace, or tower. The inscriptions
of
St.
in
of
the
the
monks
the
Anthony. were,
Monastery
Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods,
among
In recent years the Copts have acquired consider- usually in the form of hexagonal, octagonal, or
able wealth, and in some districts have become decagonal cylinders, or cylinders in the form of
Their barrels. Such deposits, placed under the corners
important members of the community.
fact or built into them, were found by Taylor at
willingness to be educated is shown by the
that, though they are only 6 per cent of the
Mugheir, Loftus at Senkereh, Kawlinson at Birs
children Nimroud, Botta and Oppert at Khorsabad, 1 and
of
the
cent
of
17
per
Egypt,
population
The great cylinder ot
is
enhanced
Rassam at Kouyunjik.
at school are Copts. This education
of a room,
by the schools of the foreign missionaries, which Ashurbanipal was found at the corner
to
a
the
of
that
enables
the
corner
of
a
sort
not
at
Many of the
building.
Copts
^supply teaching
become clerks and book-keepers occupations to chronicles of the Bab. and Assyr. kings were prewhich their talents are admirably adapted but pared and deposited in little receptacles of masonry
found
attempts to turn them into Protestants or Roman at the corners of walls. At Telloh, de Sarzec
Catholics are of doubtful wisdom. The monastic similar receptacles which contained bronze statu2
and female,
system is still in force, and some of the ancient ettes of human 3 figures, both male
The making of these deposits
monasteries are inhabited by a few monks but and of animals.
the monks themselves are narrow and ignorant, was probably, as in Egypt, accompanied by sacriwhile in a few cases they have not a very good fice. Thus Sargon of Assyria (722-705 B.C.) says
'To the brick-god,
reputation for an orderly life. With regard to (Cylinder Inscription, 1. 00):
to the chief
marriage, and more especially death, the Copts the lord of brick foundations, and
Muslim
a
sacrificial
of
their
I
offered
customs
lamb, I poured
of
the
have adopted many
architect, Bel,
4
a libation, I raised the lifting up of hands.'
neighbours.
is

The evidence

by the Patriarchs

—

—

;

;

This article cannot be closed without some mention of the
Copts as missionaries. During the 6th and 7th centuries the
whole of Nubia was Christianized, and for many years the Arabs
were opposed by the Christian kingdoms whicli had their centres
at Dongola, Aiwa, and Soba. But the missionary efforts of the
Copts did not stop here, for Christianity was afterwards introduced into Abyssinia. In connexion with this, mention may
be made of the recently found gravestone of a Coptic bishop
of the island of Sai, beyond the second cataract, probably dating
from the 9th cent. ; the ruins of churches between Kasr Ibrahim
and Wadi Haifa, the subject of a recent monograph by Mileham
{Churches in Lower Nubia, Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1910); and also
the newly discovered Nubian version of the Life of St.Menas, published (1909) by Budge for the Trustees of the British Museum.
The Christian communities of Nubia, which at one time extended from Assuan to the Blue Nile, gradually crumbled away,
from pressure exerted either by the neighbouring heathen

In emphasizing the importance of this custom, Perrot and
that king
Chipiez are led into one slight error. They Btate
Nabu-na'id (655-538 B.C.) sals that he sought for the cornerstones of Hammurabi and ot one of the Kassite kings, digging
the
identified
he
is
that
until he found them. The impression
corner-stones of the respective kings by reading the inscripis
tions deposited in connexion with them— an idea which
of Nalm-iia'id made
gained from a translation of an inscription
was young. \\ e now
by Oppert when the science of Assyriology

dans rant. ii. 328-333
1 See
Perrot-Chipiez, Hist, de Tart
and George Smith, Assyr. Discoveries, London, 1SS3, p. 59.
2 See TUBA vii. 57, and Plan A.
3

op. cit.

See Perrot-Chipiez,
en Chatdie, Paris, lsst, p. 53
*

;

329; E. de Sarzec, Dfcouvertes

ff.

See Lyon, Keilschrifttcite Sargons, Leipzig, 18S3, p.
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that a temenu was not a corner-stone, but a paved court
or terrace. Since such pavements were usually made of bricks,
each one of which was stamped with the name of the builder,

know

they were

easily identified.

—

In Egypt, foundation deposits
2. Egyptian.
have been found at several places. One made by
Thothmes IV. of the XVIIItli dynasty is reported
from Memphis ' another set was found at eacli
of the corners of a temple at Nebesheh built by
Aahmes II. of the XXVIth dynasty - another,
under a XXVIth dynasty building at Defenneh
founded by Psametik I. 3 a complete set belong4
and
ing to a building of Hophrah, at Naukratis
at three corners of a temple of the Ptolemaic
6
At Thebes, foundation
period, at Gemaiyemi.
deposits showed that a temple built by Queen
Tausert of the XlXth dynasty once stood on a
spot south of theRamesseum, although the temple
itself had entirely disappeared. 6
At Abydos,
foundation deposits, or the receptacles for them,
were found from Thothmes III. and Amenophis
;

;

;

;

7
III. of the XVIIIth dynasty, Sesostris III. of the
Xllth dynasty, 8 and Pepi of the VI th dynasty. 9
a
of its contents)
box
robbed
Koptos,
(though
was found under a threshold 10 at Kahun, a receptacle (still full) under the middle of a building
of Sesostris n. of the Xllth dynasty; 11 and, at
Illahun, deposits at the corners of a temple also
12
At Gizeh no
by the last-mentioned monarch.
such deposits were found under the temples be13
to
the
IVth
These
longing
deposits
dynasty.

At

;

Egypt consisted of plaques of copper or stone
on which the name of the builder was inscribed,
together with models of the tools and materials
which were used in the construction. At Defenneh, however, the bones of birds and animals offered in sacrifice were also found, together
with the ashes of sacrifices which had been consumed. These showed that the sacrifice was the
important feature connected with the deposits,
and that the other objects were incidental to it.
A similar deposit has recently been found under
the corner of the castle of a Nubian chieftain of
the time of the XVIIIth dynasty in Egyptianized
Nubia. This differed, however, from the Egyptian
in

deposits in that it consisted of ten mud-sealings.
These represent a conqueror wearing the Nubian
ostrich feather, who holds a crouching captive by
a cord. On a level with the chief's shoulder is the
14
figure of an animal like a dog.

—

The evidence for the saered3. Canaanite.
ness of corners and for foundation sacrifices in
ancient Palestine is of a more grim nature. At
Gezer the skeleton of a woman was found built
into the wall of a house at the corner. 16 More
numerous, however, were the skeletons of children
found under the corners, children having been used
for such sacrifices oftener than adults. 16 The sacrifices at Gezer, like the Egyptian deposits, were
not always placed at the corners. The skeleton
of a man, and sometimes those of children, were
found buried under the middle of a house or a
room. 17 With these sacrifices, vessels to contain
food for the victims were also buried, as sometimes
were lamps. Later, the sacrifices themselves were
omitted, but the bowl and lamp were still used as
foundation deposits. 18 At Megiddo and Taanach,
1
Petrie, Mem-phis, vol. i., London, 1909, p. 8.
2
Petrie, Nebesheh (Am) and De/enneh (Tahpanhes), London,
18S8, p. 14.
8 lb.
4
Petrie, Naukratis, London, 1886, p. 28.
p. 65.
6 Petrie,
Nebeslich, etc., p. 39 f.

6

Maspero, Manual of Egypt. Archxrologyb,
Abydos, vol. i., London, 1902.

p. 49.

7 Petrie,
8 lb. vol.
10
11

12
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14
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iii., 1904, p. 19.
ii., 1903, p. 11.
Petrie, Koptol, London, 1896, p. 11.
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and
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Gurob, London, 1891, p. 6.
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foundations were apparently consecrated by human
sacrifices, but those reported were not found at
the corners, but in the centre of the houses or
rooms. 1
From the sacred nature and im4. Hebrew.
portance of corner-stones, which in the earlier
time led to such ceremonies as have been described, certain literary uses have survived in the
Old Testament. Thus Jer 51 26 and Job 38 6 use
as synonyms for
corners
and
corner-stones
'foundations.' In Jg 20 2 and IS 14 3S 'corners'
is used
chiefs
in Zee 10 4
figuratively for
corner-stone is apparently a synonym for ruler.'
In Is 28 16 it occurs in an enigmatic passage, where,
whether the 'corner-stone' is a figure for a king
or a kingdom, or for trust in .lahweh or the relation of Jahweh to His people, the result is righteousness.
Such figurative uses of corner led in
two late passages to the thought that it was the
crowning stone of a corner, not the foundation

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

stone,

22
Zee 4 7 ).
(see Ps 118
corners of the altar are men-

which was important

In Zee 9 16 the
tioned as being

'

,

'

'filled.'

These were projections

which were sometimes called horns (see Altar
[Semitic], § 17).
Possibly, like the corners of
buildings, the corners of the altar were thought
to be specially sacred.
The sacredness which attached to corners was
Lv 19 27
applied by the Hebrews to the hair.
'
Ye shall not round the corners of your
reads,
heads, neither shalt thou mar the corners of thy
beard.' As under certain circumstances hair was
regarded by the Semites as sacred to Jahweh (see
'

'

W.

R. Smith, pp. 323-331), possibly the corners

were all considered to be sacred to Him. One
might infer from the statement of Herodotus
that they
(iii. 8) about the hair of the Arabs
sacrificed the

'

corners

'

of their hair to their god.
of the Levitical regulation,
their custom from that
of the heathen Arabs, or simply to keep locks
sacred to Jahweh untouched, it has produced
among the Jews of modern Palestine and elsewhere in the Orient and in Eastern Europe, as
well as among the strictly orthodox Jews of Russia
and Poland, the curious custom of permitting the
lock at each side of the forehead to grow long.
These locks are curled and permitted to hang
down in front of the ears, presenting a peculiar

Whatever the motive

— whether to dilferentiate

—

appearance, and distinguishing the Jew from all
other religionists in that land (cf. Mannheimer,
in

JE ix.

595).

Another Hebrew regulation, arising from the
sacredness of corners, was the law which forbade
a man in harvest to reap the corners of his field
9
(Lv 19 23"). Because the corner of the field was
sacred to Jahweh, the grain which grew in it must
be left, that the poor might come and gather it.
This regulation was generally observed in OT
Since the law
times, as the Book of Rutli shows.

was indefinite, however, just what this law demanded of a farmer became a matter of debate
when the oral law developed. The results of
these discussions were afterwards embodied in
the Mishnic tract Pe'ah, or 'Corner.' Perhaps
because the Bab. Jews were nearly all engaged in
commerce, this tract is copied in the Bab. Talmud
without additions. But in Palestine, where the
Jews were still agriculturists, the law of the
corner was still vital and developing, so that
the Jerusalem Talmud contains a Gemara upon
the Mishnic text.
The first problem to which the Rabbis addressed
themselves was how much the owner of a field
must leave for the poor in order to satisfy the law.
It was agreed that a just man would leave one'

'

1 See
e Schumacher.
Tell el-Mittescl/im, Leipzig,
Schun
45,54 Scllin, Tell Ta'annek, Vienna, 1904, p. 61.
;

1908,

pp.
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sixtieth of the held as a

'corner,' though the
amount might vary with the size of the field, the
number of the poor, and the richness of the yield.
If a man left one stalk standing, he could not he
held to have broken the law, for the sacred text
did not define the size of a corner. Seemingly all
questions were raised and decided by the
Iiossible
For example, they decided that a man
labbis.

law if he left the proper amount in
the middle of the field instead of in a corner that
the law applied to leguminous plants as well as
to grain
that it applied to the following trees
tanners' sumac, the carob tree, nut trees, almond
trees, vineyards, pomegranates, olive trees, and
the date palm. They had to decide when the
corner
should be estimated before the tithes
were paid, and when after when two men shared
a field, whether they must both leave a 'corner
if a man raised two kinds of grain in his field,
whether he must leave a corner for each if a man
left a
corner for the poor and they did not take
it, how long he must wait before he could take it
himself
whether, if something more than what
was intended were left in the field through forgetfulness, the owner could return for it, or whether
it must be counted as a
corner ; whether a rich
fulfilled the

;

:

;

'

'

;

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

man, who, when on a journey, had been compelled
to avail himself of pc'ah, was obliged to restore it ;
and many other points such as arose in administering the law.

—

Literature. G. Perrot and C. Chipiez, Hist, de Part dans
G. Maspero,
VanliquiU, vol. ii., Paris, 1SS4, pp. 32S-y."2
Manual of Eg'jp. Archo?ologyj, London, 1902, p. 49 ff. R. A. S.
Macalister, Bible Side Lights from the Mound of Gszer, New
York, 1906, pp. 168-171 J. A. Selbie, art. Corner-Stone,' in
i. 499b
c. J. Ball, art.
Cuttings of the Flesh,' § 5,
EBi, col. 973ff.; G. M. Mackie, art. 'Corner-Stone,' in Hastings' DCG i. 869 ff.; A. R. S. Kennedy, art. 'Corner, Cornerstone,' in Hastings' SD.fi, p. 160 ff. K. Kohler, art. Cornerstone in JE iv. 275 J. Z. Lauterbach, art. Pe'ah,' ib. ix.
;

;

'

;

HDB

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

George A. Barton.
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1.

An-

cient Rome.
For first-hand information on bribery
in ancient Rome we naturally turn to the speeches
of Cicero, pro Cn. Plancio and pro L. murena.
As we study these, we feel inclined to subscribe to
the dictum of Montesquieu upon the condition of

Rome and

her provinces under the Republic
'La
liberie etait dans le centre, et la tyrannie aux
extremites.' The provinces were the farm of the
Roman people, and the provincials were the live
stock to be fleeced by the governor. Whether a
Csecilius or a Cornelius obtained a province, it is at
once clear that the main aim of the governor,
during the year of his provincial life, was to acquire
enough money to purchase that supreme object of
his ambition the consulship.
In order to ingratiate himself with the people, he therefore
supplied the citizens of Rome with large quantities
of corn below cost price, the deficiency being made
When .the rivalry for the
up by the province.
consulship grew acute, it became usual for a
candidate, anxious to secure his election, to give
the people a munus, or treat,' in the way of a
munus, it may be remarked,
gladiatorial show.
sometimes cost the candidate a matter of seven
thousand pounds. All this expense came out of
the amount accumulated during the year of provincial life, and an ample margin had likewise to
be provided to bribe the jury who should try the
successful candidate for bribing the tribes. This
indirect bribery of the people dated from the
beginning of the 6th cent, of Rome.
:

—

'

A

For five hundred years,' writes Mommsen {Hist. iii. 40),
'
the community had been content with one festival in the year,
and with one circus. The first Roman demagogue by profession,
Gaiug Flaminius, added a second festival and a second circus [in
the year 220 B.C.] and by these institutions—the tendency of
which iB sufficiently indicated by the very name of the new
festival, "the plebeian games"
he probably purchased the
permission to give battle at the Trasimene lake.'
'

;

—
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the lex Cornelia punished with exile
those found guilty of bribing the electors with
money; it is therefore, evident that the direct
purchase of the voles of the electors must have
existed a considerable time before the passing of
that law. Indeed, as early as the year 432 B.C.,
we meet with the first law against ambitus, forbidding persons to add white to (heir dress to
Ne cui album,'
signify that they were candidates.
'
Livy informs us (IV. xxv. 13), investinientuni
In

l.")9

li.C.

'

addere petitionis liceret causa.'
This measure
reminds us of the (English) Corrupt Practices Act
of 1854, prohibiting the giving of cockades to

The lex Poetelia (358 B.C.) forbade candivoters.
dates to carry on their canvass anywhere save in

the Forum and Campus Martius.
'De ambitu,'
writes Livy (vil. xv. 12), 'ab C. Poetelio tribuno
plebis auctoribus patribus turn primum ad populum

est
eaque rogatione novorum maxime
qui nundinas et conciliabula obire soliti erant, conpressam credebant.'
The laws against ambitus increased in number, but
decreased in value. In 181 B.C. the lex Cornelia
Baebia was passed (Liv. XL. xix. 11). Attempts
were made to remedy the corrupt practices of the
day by the lex Gabinia, or Ballot Act (139 B.C.),
and the lex Maria. In the former it was enacted
that in elections voting should be by ballot, i.e. by
writing the name of the candidate on a ticket or
tablet (tabella). By the latter, C. Marius, in his
second consulate (104 B.C.), established the pontes,
or narrow passages to the voting-booths, by which
he designed the protection of the voters against
the evil influence of the astute electioneering
agents.
Regular agents (interpretes) were employed to arrange the bargain with the elector,
and the money promised (pronuntiata [cf. Cic.
pro. Plane. 45 Ep. ad Att. I. xvi. 13]) was paid
by the candidates themselves, either directly to
the paymasters [divisores [ef. Ep. ad Att. iv.
xvi. 7 ; pro Plane. 55]) for distribution, or to
trustees (sequestres) appointed by the parties, who
held it until the elections were over. Cicero, in
the de Lege Agr. (ii. 4), terms the lex Gabinia the
law whereby Liberty can assert herself without a
word
but in practice the voice of Liberty was as
much stifled then as it was afterwards in the ease
of the English boroughs.
In Rome, as in England,
electors appear to have habitually adhered to their

latum

;

hominum ambitionem,

;

'

'

;

contracts.

the lex JElia Calpurnia (67 B.C.), a heavy
was imposed on the candidate who should use
whether successful or not and this law

By
fine

bribery,

;

deprived him for ever of the right of holding an
office or sitting in the Senate, in this
respect
surpassing in stringency even the Corrupt Practices Prevention Act, under which the disability
to sit in the House of Commons or to vote at an
election to Parliament lasts only seven years.
This just law contains a provision which grates
somewhat harshly on our ears. If a person convicted of bribery secured the conviction of another
on the same charge, in the eyes of the law his guilt
was wiped out. The lex JElia Calpurnia seems to
have inflicted a fine on divisores and other agents,
thus recognizing a principle which was long ignored
in English legislation.
The law in question was
repeated, with additional rigour as to its penal
clauses, in the lex Tullia de ambitu, which was
passed in Cicero's consulate (63 B.C.). The purport
of this measure is given in the Scholia Bobbiensia
(p. 309) and in Dio Cassius (xxxvii. 29), as well as
by Cicero himself in several passages of the speeches
pro Murena (47, 89), in Vatinium, and others {pro
Sest. 133 ; Interr. in Vat. 37 pro Plane. 83).
In his desire for reform, Cicero was supported
by all true patriots, amongst others by Servius
Sulpieius, who wished for some change of the laws
;
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relating to elections under certain conditions, viz.
to establish eonfasio suffragiorum, or mass-voting,'
as a means of preventing bribery, whenever a fresh
election took place in consequence of an elected
'

We

magistrate having been convicted of ambitus.
also begin to hear of indices cditicii to try cases of
bribery. The Senate, on Cicero's motion, declared
by a senatus-consultum the provisions of the lex
AZlia Calpumia applicable to any candidate who
should keep about him hired followers, or who
should entertain the people with gladiatorial shows
except under the peculiar circumstances of its

—

—

being required by a testamentary disposition or
refreshments of any kind.
The last clause i3
of
perhaps the earliest law against
treating
which we find record.
In the provinces the lex
Colonics Genet iuie likewise forbade treating at
municipal elections.
By it and the provisions
sound wonderfully modern no candidate is to
he is not to
give, or cause to be given, dinners
have more than nine any day at dinner ; nor is he
to give, or cause to be given, bribes or gifts nor
is any one else to give dinners or bribes for him.
The penalty for the violation of this statute is five
thousand sesterces.
The lex Tullia of Cicero's
consulate conlirmed the provisions of the lex JElia
Calpumia, punished corrupt candidates with ten
years' exile, and indicted severe penalties on corIt prohibited the candidate from
rupt electors.
exhibiting gladiatorial shows or public amusements
within two years of the commencement of his
candidature.
If efficiently enforced, the lex Tullia should have
Roman history, however,
stamped out bribery.
'

'

—
—

;

;

shows how little effect this law exercised in put ting
an end to corruption. The price of the consulate
showed no tendency to fall. The quotations for
the year 54 B.C. show the enormous figure of ten

—

—

million sesterces practically £100,000 offered for
the first voting division alone.
few facts about
some of the chief men speak eloquently as to the
spread of bribery. In the year 62 B.C., Caesar owed

A

nearly £250,000 sterling.

When

twenty-four years
of age, Marcus Antonius owed £50,000
fourteen
years later his liability was no less than £300,000.
Cicero [Ep. ad A ft. IV. xv. 7) writes to Atticus
On
Bribery is at boiling point. Ecce signum
15th July interest on money rose from 4 to 8 per
cent.' This means that money was so much in
demand for the electors that the rate of interest
doubled. The Senate felt impelled to take action,
;

:

'

1

and in 61 B.C. two noteworthy decrees were passed.
By one it was rendered lawful to search the houses
of magistrates suspected of having money deposited
with them to be used for corrupt purposes (ib.
xvi. 13).
By the other it was enacted that any
magistrate in whose house bribing agents should
be harboured should be held guilty of a State
offence.
When Cicero (pro Plane.) speaks of a
sum of money hidden in the Flaminian circus, and
seized by the authorities, he clearly implies that
the concealers thereof meant the voters to find it.
I.

This ancient plan has hoen imitated in modern times. For
example, in 18G8 each freeman in the city ot Dublin received
liis 66 note from a hole in the wall.
At Shaftesbury, in 1774,
of the town, disguised as Punch, passed
through a
hole in the door twenty guineas to each voter, for which each
was obliged to sign a lull payable to a fictitious Olenbucket,
in order to disguise the nature of the transaction.

an alderman

The two decrees

of 61 B.C. were as ill obeyed as
their predecessors.
In the year 59 B.C. was carried
the lex Licinia da Social ic.iis, which forbade the
corruption of the tribes by means of the illegal
organization of clubs. This law brings before us
the difference between legal and illegal canvassing,
and at times the border line between the two was
thin.
For example, it was right and proper to
give treats or public shows to the voters in their
tribes (tributim), but it was illegitimate if
to

given

the people en masse (mtZgo).
It was right and
proper to employ liberalitas in the conduct of the
election, while it was wrong and improper to use
It was lilting that candilargitio (pro Mar. 77).
dates should look to their sodcUicia, or ' brotherhoods,' for assistance at the time of election ; but,
if they employed the sodales to mark off the tribe
into small companies (decuria;), each to be brought
by the wiles of one of the brotherhood to favour a
particular candidate, then the Licinian law pronounced this candidate guilty of using undue influence (on the modus operandi, cf. pro Plane.
Unsuccessful candidates could
44-47, also 37, 39).

be punished for ordinary ambitus, but only successful ones could be tried under the provisions of
the Act de Sodalk-iis. In 52 B.C. Pompeius intro-

duced a measure against bribery, intimidation, and
illegal influence, which applied to offences committed so far back as 20 years before his third
That the offenders were many is
consulship.
evident from the letters of Cicero. In Fam. VII.
ii. 4 he writes
I am kept incessantly at work by
the number of trials under the new Act.'
The
clause
retrospective
proved of grave importance,
and in the issue hastened the fall of the Republic.
Julius Cresar perceived the hopelessness of attempting to suppress corruption by statute, and he
endeavoured to minimize its effects by reserving to
'

:

himself the choice of half the candidates. Under
the Empire the all-important power of the Princeps
left no room for ambitio, save in the restricted
sphere of election to municipal office. The attention
of Augustus was directed not against electoral
corruption, but against the bribing of jurymen.
Cicero's reference to this is well known.
Clodius
had been acquitted on the charge of violating the
rites of the Bona Dea, when Cicero gave evidence
The jury,'
against the alibi which he set up.
sneered Clodius, did not give you credit on your
oath.'
Yes,' retorted Cicero, twenty-live out of
the fifty-six did the remaining thirty-one refused
you credit, for they took the bribe in advance.'
When we bear in mind the scanty amount of
legislation in early times, it is obvious that strenuous efforts at least on paper were made to put
down corruption. In practice, however, little was
done, and we feel inclined to think that many of
these laws savoured of the pious resolutions often
passed at public meetings nowadays. The laws,
like the resolutions, looked well. An unenlightened
electorate like the Roman may have a vague sense
of public
duty which we may call Imperialism.
Unless moved by this spirit, or unless highly
organized by the party system, it is almost inevitable that bribes will be employed with such
voters.
The Roman lacked this sense of Imperialism, and he certainly lacked the party spirit.
'

'

'

'

;

—

—

4

'

Party phrases,' writes Moninisen (iii. 300), were in free
circulation: of the parties themselves there was little trace in
matters really and directly practical. Throughout the whole
seventh century the annual public elections to the civil magistracies, especially to the consulship and censorship, formed the
real standing question of the day, and the focus of political
agitation; but it was only in isolated and rare instances that
the dilT.i'ent candidates represented opposite political principles; ordinarily the question related purely to persons, and it
was for the course of affairs a mailer of indifference whether
the majority of votes fell to a Ceocilian or to a Cornelian. The
Romans thus lacked that which outweighs and compensates all
the evils of party-life the free and common movement of the
masses towards what they discern as a befitting aim— and yet
endured all those evils solely for the benefit of the paltry gamo
of the rulinp; coteries.'

—

—

Creek history discloses a
2. Ancient Greece.
purer state of affairs than Roman, and this is due,
inter alia, to the fact that Imperialism and party
reece. Nicias
spirit prevailed to a large extent in
knew that he could reckon on the spirit of Imperialism when he reminded his soldiers, in dire
straits in the harbour of Syracuse, of to iuya 6vofia
(

tCiv 'AOrjvwv.

The democracy

of

1

Athens possessed
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a political education superior to the Roman, and
her citizens developed a sense of duty to the City
of the Violet Crown, not possi led to the same
extent by him who owed allegiance to the City of
the Seven Hills.
When no longer moved by these

better feelings, party spirit (iptdela) exercised much
influence.
Solon saw the useful aspect of loyalty
to party when he punished the citizen who, on the
outbreak of any sedition or attempt at revolution,
should stand aloof and take part with neither
side an enactment that we tind in some Continental constitutions.
Aristotle (Pol. v. ix. 11)
records the terms of an oligarchical oath taken on
'And 1 will be malignant,' it
assuming office.
runs, against the people, and I will devise against
them whatever evil I can.' In order to meet with
a parallel to this frank statement of one's duty to
his party, we must refer to the notorious remark of

—

'

President Andrew Jackson when he proclaimed
the doctrine, 'To the victors belong the spoils.'
The dependence of otlice on lot, the mode of electing
the elders in Lacedamion (Plutarch, Lycurg. 26),
rendered electoral corruption impossible in Greece.

One fact is highly significant. The word tieK&feiv,
the only Greek word for to bribe,' is a very rare
verb indeed, and its normal use is for tampering
with juries rather than with electors. Aristotle
does not recognize electoral corruption at all,
unless such be his meaning when he says that in
Carthage the most important offices, including
even the throne and the command of the forces,
were purchasable (uvriras, Pol. II. xi. 10), adding
the outspoken reflexion, It is natural that a man
should make money of his office if he has to pay
for it.'
Perhaps his meaning is that it may have
been possible to purchase high office in Carthage,
just as it was possible, till our own day, to purchase
commissions in the British army or judicial positions in France.
If his meaning is that office was
accessible only by bribery, and this seems to be
the view of Poly bins (VI. Ivi. 4), then in this
respect Carthage, in the opinion of Aristotle, was
unique in the ancient world.
The payment of persons invested with public
functions to induce them to use them unjustly,
and of juries to procure verdicts against the evidence, were, however, grave forms of corruption.
The quarrels of Demosthenes and jEsehines show
how untrustworthy the public functionaries became, and the history of Sparta illustrates the
same matter (Herod, ix. 87, 88).
Pausanias, for example, when attainted of treason, returned
'

'

'

'

—

—

to Sparta in the certainty that he could buy off his punishment
(Thuc. i. 131).
Laotychides, Pleistoanax, Astoychus, Cleandridas, and Gylippus all took bribes. Thucydides tells us (viii.
45) that the trierarchs and generals of the Lacedaemonian and
allied fleet all save Hermocrates took money from Tissaphernes to betray the interests of their country. Themistocles
(Herod, viii. 4, 5) took and administered bribes ; but it was to
save, not to betray, his country. Aristotle evidently thought
that the ephoralty in Sparta was corrupt. 'The ephors,' he
remarks, 'are chosen from the whole body of the people, so the
office often falls into the hands of very needy persons, who
accordingly have shown themselves corrupt' (Pol. u. ix. 19).
As he terms the ephoralty the keystone of the constitution,'
we may infer that Sparta was more corrupt than the majority

—

—

'

of the

Greek States.

One remark of Aristotle shows clearly
electoral corruption prevailed in Greece.
demns canvassing

how little
He con-

he condemns even the candidate's application for office.
The man,' he informs
us, who is fit for the place should have it, whether
he wants it or not. No one would apply for office
if he were not ambitious
and ambition and eovetousness are the most common motives to crime'
With regard to corruption, Aris{Pol. II. ix. 27).
totle was plainly afraid of the embezzling of
public
moneys, and the dishonest discharge of public
functions.
To meet the former abuse, he proposes
(V. viii. 19) that transfers of public money should
be made in the presence of all the citizens, and
;

'

'

;
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that duplicates of the accounts should be deposited
with certain bodies; ami, lo counteract (lie latter,
i.i
there should be certain distinctions ordained
by law for hose who have a good name for probity.'
In England and other countries the latter
provision is customarily observed.
Aristotle holds (hat
public officials should be absolved from the necessity of supporting themselves while serving the
State.
They must have leisure to govern. But
at the present time, he writes {Pol. III. vi. 10),
'for the sake of the profit to be made out of the
public purse and official position, men want to be
'

1

1

i

I

always in office.
They hunt after places with
such eagerness that one might imagine they were
invalids to whom health was impossible except
when in office.' These official salaries, however,
must not be so great as to excite cupidity. A
mere competence was not the goal of that 'ambition' which Aristotle regarded with such alarm.
In the West we are accustomed
3. The East.
to speak of the dangers of democracy but in this,
as in so many other particulars, no such language

—

;

—

prevails in the East.

In India till lately, at least
the people are not to be feared.
Blessed are
the poor and needy is the familiar account of Holy
Writ. St. James, however, stands in some dread
of the influence of the rich and powerful (cf. chs.
2. 5).
In the East the masses are never the objects
of attempts at corruption, but the classes are
whereas in the West the exact reverse holds good.
The corruption in the East assumes the terrible
form of being directed from below upwards. The
aged Samuel, when he invites the closest examination of his conduct, exclaims, Whose ox have I
taken ? or whose ass have I taken ? or whom have
I defrauded? whom have I oppressed? or of whose
hand have I received any bribe to blind mine eyes
therewith?' (1 S 12 s ). Amos, in his denunciation
of the rule of Jeroboam II., exclaims, They afflict
the just, they take a bribe, and they turn aside the
12
poor in the gate from their right (Am 5 ).
In the OT the acceptance of a bribe is expressly
forbidden (Ex 23 1 6 -*, Dt 16 19 ), and one of the
grievous woes of Isaiah is launched at them 'which
justify the wicked for reward, and take away the
s3
righteousness of the righteous from him' (Is 5 ;
34
cf. Job 15
26 ), while he that despiseth the
of
that
shaketh
his
hands
from
gain
oppressions,
shall dwell on high' (Is 33' 5 '-).
holding of bribes
Accordingly, Jehoshaphat forbade his judges to
7
cf. Ex 18 21 ), though it is
accept bribes (2 Ch 19
only too obvious that the Hebrews were by no
means unfamiliar with corruption (Is l 23 Ezk 22 18,
Mic 7 3 Mt 2S 1211''), among the cases being the betrayal of our Lord by Judas. Talmudic Judaism
was very severe on bribery, though it seems lo
have been permissible, before the time when the
judge received a regular salary, for him to accept
an equal amount from each of two litigant parlies
before trying a case (JE iii. 379-381).
Zoroastrianism, with its intense horror of false
hood, was naturally strongly opposed to bribery,
though no specilic mention of corruption occurs in
the extant Avesta texts. According to the late
Pahlavi vision of Arta- Vvraf (ch. Ixxix., ed. Hang
and West, Bombay, 1872, p. 194), the soul of the
bribe-taker suffered horrible torture in the world
to come.
Both in China and in Japan the corrupt
judge is severely punished and it may here be
noted that in ancient America, among the Aztecs,
such a judge suffered the death penalty in grave
cases of bribery, while for lighter forms of venality
be was degraded from office, with the additional
contumely of having his head shorn (Post, Grandrissderethnolog. Jurisprude/nz, Oldenburg, 1S94-95,

—

'

'

;

'

'

'

-

,

Am

'

.

.

.

;

,

,

;

ii.

is

328).

In the East it is always the people
always the officials who are bribed

who
;

and

bribe, it
in India
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the difference between East and West is conspicuous. It is perfectly true that the Hindu law-hooks
rank bribery in the class of 'open thefts,' and that
the crime was punishable by fine, confiscation of
property, banishment, loss of the case, etc. (Jolly,
Recht unclSittc[ = GIAP.\\. 8], pp. 125, 142); but,
in spite of this, the native Indian under British rule
is greatly puzzled by the apparent purity of the
English officials. That they are really incorrupt-

he cannot believe. He looks on incorruptibility
II. looked on honour and virtue.
Yet
he knows that he could not dare to offer a bribe to
the Burra Sahib directly. It must, he thinks,
be conveyed through successive grades of native
servants about the Court, and it will surely for,
after all, an Englishman is not different from other
mortals be accepted, if offered with sufficient discretion.
No experience can teach him that pure
administration of justice is an existing fact, or anything else but a means subtly devised for making
ible

as Charles

'

'

—

—

small bribes ineffectual.
A native became an Indian Civil Servant, and, as such, accepted presents. His principle in so doing was that of Francis
Bacon. He gave his judgment on the merits of the case. If the
plaintiff won, he kept his gift and returned that of the defendant, and vice versa. The hard thing is that the Indians understood and admired the attitude of this judge, while that of his
British colleague was incomprehensible to the native mind.
That incorruptibility is regarded as a rare virtue is clearly
shown in a memoir of the Hon. Onoocool Chunder Mookerjee,
who attained the position of a judgeship in the High Court.
'Such was the integrity of this remarkable man,' writes his
nephew, 'that, having taken a brief from one party in a case
and read it, he invariably refused a fee from the other side.'

—

We turn from the
4. Great Britain and Ireland.
East to the West, and we find the whole situation
changed. With us the tendency is to corrupt the
In Stuart days
people in many insidious ways.
the members of Parliament were corrupted because
they were not easily amenable to public opinion. It
was then thought necessary to lubricate the wheels
of political machinery with golden oil
but, as the
people gained more control, this bribery of their
representatives slowly passed away. Tampering
with judge and jury was once common in England.
;

A

statute of the reign of

Henry vu. in the year 1494 recites
customarily used within the city of
London among such persons as passen and been impanelled
upon issues joined between party and party.' The Dance of
Death, translated from the French in the same reign by John
Lydgate, and adapted to the England of his day, mentions a
juror who had given a false verdict for money. Stowe tells us
that in 1468 many London jurors were punished by having
papers fastened to their heads, setting forth ihow they had
been tampered with in such and such a suit. A letter from the
Bishop of London to Cardinal Wolsey, given't oy Grafton in his
Chronicle*, says that a London jury would find Abel guilty of
the murder of Cain. Jardine, in his Criminal Trials, p. 8,
maintains that the 'proceedings against persons accused of
State offences in the early periods of our history do not deserve
the name of trials they were a mockery of justice.'

that 'perjury

is

much and

;

The impeachment of Bacon made possible the
long line of incorruptible judges and immaculate
juries that justly forms the glory of England,
though the want of publicity gave a longer
duration to the existence of bribery by bestowal
of office and valuable consideration.
This stale
of affairs is painfully apparent in the reign of
George in. For example, 388 peers were created,
nearly all for political jobbery (May, Constitutional
Bad as matters were
History of England, i. 282).
in England, in Ireland they were a great deal worse.
'

wrote Lord Cornwallis, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland,
to the Mike of Portland on 12th Dec. 1798, to kick those whom
my public duty obliges me to court. My occupation is to negotiate and job with the most corrupt people under heaven.
I
despise and hate myself every hour for engaging in such dirty
work, and am supported only by the reflexion that without a
union the British Empire must be dissolved.'
Corruption in England, as in Rome, assumes the
shape oi bribery of the electorate. This reached
its widest development in the
days of George ill.
Writing to Lord North. 16th Oct. L779, the king
said, 'If the Duke of Northumberland requires
some gold pills for the election, it. would be wrong
not to satisfy him.' Aristotle laid down that man
I

long,'

'

I

was a

but the evidence of election
man is an aurivorous
gave her citizens bread and
circuses, England was no whit less lavish to her
electors.
Charles II. held that every man had his
political animal,

petitions goes to prove that

animal.

If

Home

price, and the perusal of the details of electionIf
eering almost tempts us to agree with him.
the struggle for the consulate in the 700th year
of the Roman Republic produced an offer of nearly
£100,000 for the vote of prcerogativa, it is humiliating to reflect that a little over a hundred years
ago, in 1807, when Wilberforce contested Yorkshire against Lord Milton and the Hon. Henry
Lascelles, the total expenses of the candidates
exceeded a quarter of a million.
In the same
year, at Wootton Bassett, the price of a single
vote rose from twenty guineas to forty-five. From
the will of Lord Vernon, £5000 seems to have been
the recognized sum paid in 1812 for a seat in Parliament.
At so recent a date as the General
Election of 1874, corruption was organized on a
The moment the trumpet is sounded
large scale.
for a General Election,' deposes a witness before
a Norwich Election Commission, there seems to
spring from the ground, as it were, a host of emThis form of corruption, the
ployment-seekers.'
bribing of voters by offering good wages for the
discharge of nominal functions during the period
of election, is now the subtlest form of bribery,
except perhaps the bribery which takes the form
of munificent donations to local charities.
The
days are gone when the beautiful Duchess of
Devonshire could buy a butcher's vote with a kiss,
when the genial Dick Steele could win over the
women with an apple stuffed with guineas as a
prize for the best wife.
America. In the far Western world, our
5.
cousins do not seem to have got rid of corruption.
Parts of the United States are no better than the
small boroughs of Southern England were before
the Corrupt Practices Act of 1883.
Venality
'

'

—

—

—

occurs, according to J. Bryce (American Commonwealth, ii. 238), chiefly in connexion with private
legislation.
Foreign missions and consulates,

department bureaus, custom-house and revenue
offices, army and navy contracts, postmasterships,
agencies, and places of all sorts are the spoils of
the victors.
The essence of the United States
system is that paid offices are given and taken
away for party reasons. In England, less than
sixty men vacate their places with a change of
ministry in America, all officials do so, except
;

those who are appointed after
passing the Civil
Service examinations.
Corruption, of course, is
not conlined to the taking or giving of money
bribes, for by graft there is the taking or giving
of bribes in kind.
Thus the person corrupted may
receive the allotment of a certain quantity of stock
or shares in a company, or of an interest in a profitable contract, or of a land giant. Another form
may be the doing of a job, e.g. promising a contractor that lie shall have the clothing of the police
or the cleansing of the city thoroughfares, in return
for his political support giving official advertisements to a particular newspaper which putt's you
promising a railroad president, whose subscription
to party funds is hoped for, to secure the defeat of
a bill seeking to regulate the freight charges of his
road, or threatening its land grants.
;

;

The

effects of

Andrew Jackson's famous

doctrine of 'To the

victors belong the spoils 'can perhaps best be seen in the operations of tbe Taminany King in New York City. The cost of
erecting and furnishing the Dounty Court House was estimated
in 1868 at $250,000, but before the end of 1871 about $1:1,11110,111111
had been expended upon it, and it was still unfinished. The it en is
of $404,347 for safes and $7600 for thermometers show how the

money had disappeared. The total price which the city
for the privilege "I bring ruled by Tammany from the
beginning of 1869 to Sept. 1S71— that is, thirty-two months—
to no less a sum than $81,000,000.

extra
p:iid

amounted
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France.— France believes as thoroughly as

America in the creed of Andrew Jackson. As in
Greece, so in France, direct tampering with the
The Wilson scandals
electorate hardly exists.
showed that political corruption was wide-spread
in the Republic
The public and private bribery
of the supporters of the Second Empire left many
evil traces behind it.
The embellishment of the
capita] fostered a spirit of jobbery, infecting all
The most dreadful
the departments of the State.
The
of all the scandals was the Panama affair.
thrift of France had subscribed fifty millions sterling for the piercing of the Isthmus of Panama,
undertaken by M. de Lesseps.
In 1892 it was
known that most of the money had disappeared,
and at the trial it was clear that corruption accounted for the disappearance.
Floquet avowed
that, when Prime Minister, lie had laid hands upon
£12,000 of the Panama funds, and had utilized it
in combating the enemies of the Government on
questions unconnected with the Canal (Bodley,
He based his defence on the
France, p. 503).
perilous doctrine that, under normal circumstances,
it was the right and the duty of the Ministry to
supervise the distribution of such subsidies so as to
prevent them from being used to the prejudice of
the Government (Chambre des Deputes Stance
du 23 D6cembre 1892). This principle has been
followed by ministers both before and since the
:

The party system is probably
the strongest purifying agent in Parliamentary
under
extended suffrage. But, as in
government
Rome, so in France. In neither country did the
and consequently, in both, corexist,
party system
ruption prevailed. No doubt, the general working
of the Parliamentary system assists the operation
It is, however, clear that the
of a corrupt policy.
absence or government by parties means the presence of bribery. 'The great motive power,' concludes Bodley (p. 515), to keep wavering members
on the path of parliamentary integrity is the party
system, and this is wanting in France.' Indirect
days of Floquet.

'
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(Introductory)

tampering with the electorate can always be observed.
There is a bridge to be built, or a lycit
to be instituted, especially in the arrondissiment
which shows itself faithful to the Government.
Here we must meet with the kind of corruption
we are certain to encounter in the future.
Perhaps we are not at liberty to forget,' writes Sir Henry
'

in his Popular Government (p. 106), that there are two
kinds of bribery. It can be carried on by promising or giving
to expectant partisans places paid out of the taxes, or it may
consist in the directer process of legislating away the property
of one class and transferring it to another.
It is this last which
is likely to be the corruption of these latter days.'

Maine

'

Corruption used to appeal to individuals now it
appeals to classes. The farmer is bribed with an
anticipation of prairie rent, and the artisan is bribed
by the prospect of protective legislation. The future
alone can disclose whether the old form or the new
form of corruption is the more dangerous.
;

—
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;
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COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY

—

ductory).
By cosmogony is
the origin of the universe.

141.

(Intro-

meant the theory of
The existence of a

developed cosmogony seems to be characteristic of
a somewhat advanced degree of thought. Among
the Australians, for example, such careful observers
as Spencer, Gillen, and Howitt record no cosmogonic myths, and the South American Indians and
even the Finns have but scanty legends of this
On the other hand, the Polynesians and
type.
North American Indian stocks have cosmogonies
The reason for this
of considerable elaboration.
deficiency in certain parts of the world evidently
lies in the amount of abstract thought required for
the development of a cosmogony for, though the
existence of living beings, especially those of
;

human kind, presents a creation problem which
even primitive man endeavours to solve in many
ways long before attempting to account for the
beginning of the universe, these solutions do not
come, strictly speaking, within the scope of cos-

J.

Jacobi),

p. 155.

Iranian (L. H. Gray), p. 161.
Japanese (M. Revon), p. 162.
Jewish (H. LOEWE), p. 167.
Mexican and S. American (K. Lowie), p.
Muhammadan (S. Lane-Poole), p. 174.
Polynesian (L. H. GRAY), p. 174.
Roman (I. F. Burns), p. 175.
Teutonic (S. G. Youngert), p. 176.
Vedic— See Vedic Religion.

168.

mogony, but rather within that of creation (?.".).
Yet it must be remembered that at least the rudiments of cosmogonic ideas may exist among tribes
which are not now known to entertain them. A
further element of difficulty is introduced into the
study of primitive cosmogonies by the unconscious
absorption of foreign elements derived from Christian missionaries, just as is the case with legends
of the Flood.
Throughout all cosmogony run certain basal
principles, and it is also noteworthy that legends
of this character, at first discordant and contradic-

gradually become harmonized and unified
with the progress of religious speculation. Costory,

mogonic myths, almost without exception, seek to
explain the creation of the world from the fewest
possible elements. Among the Babylonians, where
at least two divergent systems of cosmogony may
be traced, the primal element of the universe was
water, symbolized and ruled by Tiamat, the
personification of 'chaos,' until she was slain by
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the god Marduk. This cosmic ocean recurs in
other systems as well, notably in some of the
Hindu cosmogonies and in the Egyptian legend of
the Creation. Yet in various parts of the Nile
Valley different cosmogonies were held at Elephantine it was believed that Khnum had made
the cosmic egg from the mud of the Nile while at
Memphis, l'tah was said to have carved the earth,
like a statue, into its present form.
Among the
Greeks, with their highly developed philosophic
and abstract thought, a large number of cosmogonies were devised, the prime component of the
universe being ocean, according to Homer earth,
according to Hesiod ; air, according to Epimenides ;
ether, according to the rhapsodic cosmogony ;
water and earth, according to Hieronymus and
Hellanicus ; water and slime, according to Athenagoras and water, according to Thales. The Greek
cosmogonies may be divided into three classes
those beginning with a spiritual principle, as Zeus
those beginning with an abstract principle, as
Chaos, Time, and Night ; and those beginning
with a material principle, such as water, earth,
and ether. Of these, the third category is doubtless the most primitive, although even the Hesiodic
cosmogony is so highly developed that it is a
system of philosophy rather than of religion.
An almost equal degree of speculative thought
appears in the earliest record of India's cosmogony. The late 129th hymn of the tenth book
of the Rigveda describes the 'That,' or abstract
universe, as fired with inward meditation that
resulted in the creative Kama, which corresponds
strikingly and curiously with the cosmogonic Eros
of the Greeks.
Other Vedic hymns vaguely ascribe
the creation of the world to various deities, while
a late hymn of the Kigveda (x. 90) declares that
the world was formed from the different members
of the body of a giant.
In the later development
of Hindu thought the universe is the creation of
Brahma (or of Prajapati or some other All-God),
while the universe itself is conceived as a cosmic
egg a legend as early as the Brahmanas, and recalling the cosmic egg of Egypt, the Polynesian
creation-myths, and the Greek Orphic mysteries.
It is also noteworthy that creation is ascribed to
sexual congress in cosmogonies so diverse as the
Hindu, Maori, and Taoist.
The Greek and Hindu cosmogonies may be
termed jMasi-philosophie, while the Babylonian
creation-myth is rather one of opposition. In the
Iranian legend of the origin of the universe the
same element of opposition appeals, and at the same
time it may possibly illustrate the bond which
links the two.
The earliest form of the legend is
marked by a conflict between Ormazd and Ahriman,
and the entire cosmic process is a series of beneficent creations by the former and of maleficent
counter-creations by the latter, thus affording an
analogue, in a certain sense, with the conflicts of
the children of Papa and Rangi in the New Zealand
creation-myth. At a later period, however, philosophic speculation evolved the doctrine of boundless time,' from which both Ormazd and Ahriman,
represented by Eight and Darkness in ManichajIt is clear that this unitarian
ism, were sprung.
tendency is a later development; and if one may
from
it
would seem that the earliest
argue
analogy
Greek cosmogony, instead of being philosophic like
the Hesiodic version, was based on opposition, as
Hesiod's account itself seems in places to imply.
The order of creation naturally varies in different
cosmogonic legends. In one of the numerous
systems of Egyptian cosmogony the primal spirit
and primal matter co-exist from all eternity in
indissoluble union.
The primal spirit longs In
create, thus recalling the cosmic Desire [iL&ma,
and Greek systems. This
"E/iuis) of the Hindu
;

;

;

;

:

;

—

'

(American)

results in motion of the primal material, whose
basal qualities thus become visible. With the aid
of one of them the cosmic egg is formed, from
which arises He, the god of light, who forms the
world and all that it contains. In the Iranian
account, as given by the Bundahlin, the order of

earthly creation

is sky, stars,
sea, river, plants, animals, and

moon, sun, land,

A

certain
man.
the Greek cosmogonies, as represented by Hesiod, is shown in the Germanic
version given by the VohtspA, in that the creation
of the gods, to which the Babylonian creation

similarity with

tablets also refer, is elaborately described.
The
basal elements are primeval time, Ginnungagap
(which corresponds, in many respects, to the Greek

Chaos), and primeval matter. The gods Odin,
Hoenir, and Lodhur raise aloft the sun and moon (or
the earth). After this Midhgardh, the home of
mankind, is built the plants are produced by the
warmth of the southern sun the seasons are
ordained.
The home of the gods is then built, and
the three Norns, or Fates, appear, while the cosmogony closes with the creation of dwarfs and men.
In this last system the cosmic egg, which plays so
prominent a part in many creation-legends, is replaced by the cosmic tree, which is, at least to a
certain extent, paralleled by the golden lotus of
the Hindu Pwanas.
;

;

A curiously isolated cosmogony is found in
Chinese Taoism, which derives the four seasons
from the conjunction of the male and female prinThe four seasons, in their
ciples Yang and Yin.
turn, produce the eight kwa, or phenomena of
Nature, which are the source of the universe.
Equally isolated is the general type of the North
American Indian cosmogony, which is essentially
one of opposition. It presupposes the prior existence
In this
of another world before the earth of man.
world dwelt the gods, who gradually came into
conflict with each other, and in the struggle all,
with a few exceptions, were transformed into those
objects, both animate and inanimate, to which
they were in disposition most closely akin, thus
giving rise to beasts, birds, reptiles, trees, rocks,
and everything else. Meanwhile, the divinities
who had escaped metamorphosis departed to other
regions, the present world being occupied by

American Indians.
keeping with the late development
its pre-eminently philosophic
is almost no instance of an ethical
Few peoples seem
import being attached to it.
to have thought of a design -for which the world
was brought into being. The Iranians, however,
In

of

entire

cosmogony and

character, there

held that the universe was created for the glory
of Ormazd, who should finally triumph completely over the machinations and creations of
the evil Ahriman. In conclusion, it must be noted
that the concept of creation ex nihilo was practicIt is present
ally unknown to the ancient world.
neither in Babylonian, Egyptian, nor Greek and
its existence in Iranian thought is at least problematical. On the other hand, the keenest philosophers
of antiquity, the Hindus, evolved the idea as early
as the Kigveda, even though but vaguely, declaring
in the primal age of the
in a late hymn (x. 72. 2)
gods being was born of non-being (devanam purve
sad
'sat
ah
ajayata).
yttgc
;

'

:
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COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY (North
American). —
Athapascan family (widely distributed in many tribes from Hudson's Bay to the
—
The
Pacific).
Athapascans of the North-west
I.

attribute the

phenomena

of creation to a raven,
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whose eyes \\ ere fixe, whose glances were lightning,
and the clapping of whose wings was thunder. On
his descent to the ocean, the earth instantly rose,
and remained on the surface of the water. From this
1
being, also, the Athapascans traced their descent.
Yctl by name, it saved their ancestors from the
flood,

and succoured them by bringing them

lire

from heaven. It probably sprang, with the Mexican god Quetzalcoatl, from some common original
form. The more eastern Athapascans believe their
ancestors to have sprung from a dog, probably an
eponymous totemic being.
2. Iroquoian family (llurons, Mohawks, Oneidas,
etc., situated from the St. Lawrence to the lioanoake, and the Cherokees in Eastern Tennessee).
The Iroquois tribes believe in a similar myth.
Their original female ancestress fell from heaven.
There was as yet no land to receive her, hut presently it suddenly bubbled up under her feet, and
waxed bigger, so that ere long a whole country
was perceptible.' 2 Some Iroquois tribes, however,
believed that amphibious animals, such as the
otter, beaver, and musk-rat, beholding her descent, hastened to dig up sufficient earth from
beneath the waters to provide her with an island
3
Several Iroquois
upon which she might dwell.
tribes regarded a mountain near the falls of the
Oswego River in New York State as the locality
in which their forefathers originated, and the name

—

'

Oneida ('People of the stone') is held to
some such relationship.
3. Algonquian family (formerly distributed over
an area embracing a space from Newfoundland to
the Kockies, and from Churchill Paver on the north
The words for
to Pamlico Sound 011 the south).
'light' and 'rabbit' in the Algonquian tongue are
the same, so that Manibosho or Michabo, the sun,
their creative agency, has become confounded by
them with the rabbit. The myth relates that one
day, when Michabo was hunting, the wolves which
he used as dogs entered a great lake, and disappeared

of the

indicate

—

He entered the lake to rescue them, but it
there.
rose suddenly, overflowed its banks, covered the
land, and destroyed the world. Michabo dispatched
the raven to find a piece of earth wherewith to rebuild the land ; but, after having searched everywhere, the bird returned, and reported that it could
find none.
Then he ordered the otter to dive for
some, hut the animal returned to the surface without any. At last he sent down the musk-rat, which
returned with a small piece, which sufficed for
Michabo to re-create the solid earth as it now
stands.
The trees having lost their branches, he
shot arrows at their bare trunks, and the arrows
became new limbs. He then avenged himself upon
the malevolent beings wdio had caused the flood,
and married the musk-rat, by whose aid he peopled
the world.
4.
Muskhogean family (Creeks, Choctaws,
Chickasaws, Seminoles, etc., confined chiefly to
the Gulf States east of the Mississippi).
The
Muskhogees believe that before the Creation a
of
water
alone
was
visible.
Over
the
body
freat
reary waste two pigeons flew to and fro, and at
last espied a blade of grass rising above the surface.
Dry land gradually followed, and the mainland and
islands took their present shapes.
In the centre of
the hill Nunna C/ia/ui was the house of Esaugetuh
Emissee, the Master of Breath,' who moulded the
first man from the clay which surrounded his abode.
The waters still covered the earth, so that he was
compelled to build a great wall to dry the mudfashioned men upon. When the soft mud had hardened into flesh and bone, he directed the waters to

—

'

Mackenzie, Hist, of the Fur Trade, 1801, p. 83
Arctic Expedition, 1851, p. 239.
*SoC llist. of New York, c. 1650, iv. 130.
3 Relation de la NauveHe
France, 1636, p. 101.
1

;

Richardson,
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(American)

and gave the dry land to the
men whom he had made. Here we cannot doubt
that the appearance of the two pigeons signifies
the brooding of the creative spirit upon the waste
their present places,

The similarity of this myth to the
Creation story of Genesis is most remarkable*
5. Siouan family (I >akotas, Winnebagoes, Mandans, etc., dwelling on the right bank of the MisThe Mandan branch
sissippi and Missouri valley).
of the Sioux possess a very complete creation-myth,
which bears a strong resemblance to those of the
Karaya Indians of the Amazon and the Warrau
Indians of Guiana. They affirm that the entire
nation resided in an underground village near a
great subterranean lake. The roots of a grapevine penetrated to their habitation, and some of
the more adventurous of them climbed up the vine,
and were rewarded with a sight of the earth, which
they coveted because of its richness in fruits and
the plentifulness of bull'alo meat.
The pioneers
returned laden with grapes, the taste of which so
enchanted the people that they resolved to forsake
their subterranean dwelling for the delights of the
Men, women, and children clamupper world.
bered up the vine hut when about half the nation
had ascended, a corpulent woman who was climbing up broke the vine with her weight, and by her
fall filled up the gap which led to the upper world.
At death, the Mandans expect to rejoin their forefathers in their original seat, the good reaching
the ancient village by way of the lake, which the
burden of the sins of the wicked will not allow
them to cross. The cognate Minnetarees had a
tradition that their original progenitor emerged
from the waters of a lake, bearing in his hand an
car of maize a typical example of the culture-hero
myth. As regards the actual creation of the earth,
the Mandans had a vague tradition, resembling
that of the Muskhogees, concerning the brooding
of pigeons upon the primeval waste of waters.
6. Californian sub-families.
California was, and
is now, sparsely peopled by a number of Indian
tribes belonging to as many as twenty-one distinct
of waters.

—

;

—

—

linguistic families.

The mythologies of

these tribes

were, however, very similar to one another, and
were characterized by unusually well-developed
and consistent creation-myths, which are perhaps
best typified by that of the Maidu, formerly dwelling in the Sacramento Valley and the adjacent
Sierra Nevada. Their mythic era appears to fall
into a number of periods, each of which is dealt
with by a group of myths. It is in the first of these
that their creation-iuyth makes its appearance, with
the coming of Kodoyanpe the Creator, and Coyote.
They discovered the world, and proceeded to place
it in fitting order for its first inhabitants.
These
they made from small wooden images, but, as
conflict, they were metamorphosed into animals. Kodoyanpe conceived an
antipathy to Coyote, whose evil desires clashed with
his beneficent wishes, and resolved upon his destruction.
In this he was assisted by a being known as
the Conqueror,' who destroyed many monsters and
evil beings which later would have endangered the
life of men who were yet unborn.
In the last scene
of the cosmic drama Kodoyanpe is defeated by
and
takes
his
which
eastwards
Coyote,
flight
The
shows, at least, that he is not a sun-god.
Indians then spring from the places where the
small wooden figures of the 'first people' had been
buried.
Unlike most American creation-myths,
this is a veritable creative act, not a mere re-con-

they engaged in violent

'

—

In the beginning was
struetion of the universe.
only the great primeval w aste of waters upon which
Of
Kodoyanpe and Coyote dropped in a canoe.
the origin of these supernatural beings the Maidu
7

were ignorant; but a neighbouring people, the
Achomawi, pushed their cosmogouic legend much
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further back.
According to them, at first there
existed only the shoreless sea and the clear sky.
small cloud appeared thereupon, which gradually
increased in size, and then condensed until it became the silver-grey fox, the Creator. Then arose
The
a fog, which, condensing, became Coyote.
Ashochimi of California told of the drowning of
the world so that no man escaped. But, when the
waters retired, the Coyote went forth and planted
the feathers of various birds, which grew into the
various tribes of men. 1
7. Chinookan family (a distinct family, formerly

A

—

dwelling on Columbia Kiver). The creation-myth
of the Chinooks is practically the same as that of
the Maidu, and relates how Italapas, the Coyote,
encountering a heavy surf at a place called Got'at,
was afraid that he might be drifted away, and
threw sand upon the surf, saying, 'This shall be a
The future generations shall
prairie, and no surf.
walk on that prairie.' The Chinookan mythology
is rich in myths of the other world, and in cosmogonic sun-, moon-, and star-myths, which are dealt
with at length in art. Chinooks.
8. Caddoan family (Pawnees, Kichai, Wichita,
The
etc., dwelling in Nebraska and Arkansas).
Caddo believed that they came originally from the
under world, and related that the first individual
to emerge into the light of day was an old man,
carrying in one hand fire and a pipe, and in the
other a drum. He was followed by his wife with
corn and pumpkin-seed. They spoke of a creator,
Atius Tirawa, intangible and omnipotent, whose
house was the heavens, and whose messengers were
the eagle and the buzzard. He it was who called
sun, moon, and stars into being, and ordered them
their various circuits. 2
9. Shoshonean family (Hopi or Moqui, Comanches, etc., inhabiting a tract from Oregon to Texas,

—

—

and from Nevada to Colorado). The Shoshonean
stock had originally no conception of a Great Spirit.
They speak of the earth as always having existed,
and of the human race as having emerged through
an opening in the earth called theSipapu, which was
identified with the Grand Canon of the Colorado.
The dead they suppose to return to the under world.
The Sky-father and Earth-mother they hold as responsible for the upkeep of the universe.
10. Pueblo Indians of New Mexico (Zunis, etc.).

— The

Creator — Awonawi-

Zunis believe that the
Maker and Container of all existed before
the beginning of time, in the darkness which knew
no beginning. 3 He then conceived within himself,
and, projecting his creative thoughts into the void
He
of night, evolved fogs potent with growth.
next took upon himself the form of the Sun, the
father of men, who thus came into being, and by
whose light and brightness the cloud-mists resolved
themselves into water, gradually evolving into the

—

lona,

Then from his llesh, 'outdrawn
primeval sea.
from the surface of his person,' he made the seed
of two worlds, and fecundated the sea therewith.
By the heat of his rays green scums formed, which
became the 'Fourfold containing Mother-earth,'
and the 'All-covering Father- sky.' Terrestrial
life sprang from the embraces of these, and they
separated. These twain were described as transmutable at thought, manifesting themselves in any
form at will, as dancers may by mask-making'
Then, from the lowest
(Cushing, up, fit. '.Yi'M.
of the four wombs of the world, the seed of men
ami living things took form and grew, until the
lowest cave or womb view over-full of living and
half-finished creatures, men among them, and the
press became so great that Poshaiyankya, the
'

).

'Stephen Powers, Indian Triba of California, Washington,
1877,]). 200.
-<:. B. Grinnell, in J.M-'I., 1893, p. 113.
a F. 11.
(JuMhiiiK, 'Zuni Creation Myths,' in ls

(Babylonian)

wisest and

foremost of men, arising from the
nethermost sea, obtained egress from the first
world-cave through such a dark and narrow pathway that movement was difficult. Alone did
Poshaiyankya come from one cave to another into
this world, then island -like, lying amidst the
world-waters, vast, wet, and unstable. He sought
and found the Sun-father, and entreated him to deliver the men and the creatures from that nethermost world. In another variation of the legend
the people were delivered by one Janauluha, a
master magician, who, bearing a staff plumed
and covered with feathers, guided imprisoned
humanity upward to the light. He then created
birds of shining plumage, the raven and the
macaw, who were the spirits of winter and summer, and the totems of the two original clans of

—

Literature. In addition to the works cited in the article, Bee
A. Bastiaa, Vorgeschichllicke Schopfungslieder, Berlin, 1893 ;
de Charencey, Le Deluge d'apres les traditions indiennes de
1'Amerique du Nord,' in Revue Avie'ricaine, vol. i.
'

Lewis Spence.
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lonian).

— The

(Babycosmology generally accepted in

Babylonia had its origin at Eridu, the primitive
seaport of the country, on the shores of the Persian
Gulf.
Here the land was constantly growing
through the deposition of silt, and the belief consequently arose that the earth had originated in
the same way. The water of 'the great deep,'
accordingly, came to be regarded as the primordial
element out of which the universe was generated.
The Deep was identified with the Persian Gulf,
which was conceived as encircling the earth, and
as such was called the N&ru Marratu, the Bitter'
or Salt Kiver.' On its inner bank in the extreme
north was the Mountain of the World,' on which
the sky rested and the gods had their seat. An
early Babylonian map of the world (Cuneiform
Texts, xxii. 48) places at certain distances from
one another on the outer bank a number of nagS, or
coastlands,' which, however, seem to owe their
origin to the discovery of the existence of countries
beyond the region of the Euphrates and Tigris,
made subsequently to the period when the primi'

'

'

'

'

'

system of cosmology first became an article of
In one of the islands off the mouths of the
Euphrates and Tigris the Babylonian Paradise was
located, where the Chaldean Noah and other ancient
heroes were supposed to dwell.
Apiu, the Deep,' belonged to the orderly framework of Nature the waters of the annual inundation which irrigated the Babylonian plain poured
into it, and the trading vessels which brought
wealth and culture to Eridu passed over its bosom.
Hence it became the home of Ea, the culture-god
his palace was within it, and his throne,
of Eridu
Du-azngga, the holy mound,' was identified with
an island which had been formed on the eastern
tive

belief.

'

;

;

'

But there was another aspect
side of the Gulf.
under which the watery element could be regarded ;
the thunderstorm and the whirlwind rose out of the
Gulf, carrying destruction in their path, and the
itself had once burst its bonds and destroyed
mankind with a deluge. Under this destructive
and anarchic- aspect the watery element was known
as Tiamtu or Tinmilt (Heb. TeMm), which was
mythologically pictured as a dragon, the enemy
While Apsu, the
of the gods of light and law.

deep

n the origin of all things in the
Deep, bad
was a yet older
present orderly universe, Tiamal
whose
anarchic waters still existed beprinciple,
yond the limits of the universe, in the waters above
the firmament and the waters below the earth and
sea, which were always ready to break forth once
as soon as the barriers of law that Confined
1

1

liBh'W, 1898.

them were removed.

The conception

of

Tiamat
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probably emanated from Nippur in northern
Babylonia, and was harmonized with difficulty
with the cosmology of Eridu (Sayce, Religions of
Ann, nt Egypt and Babylonia, pp. 376, :i77).
The cosmological beliefs of Eridu are embodied
in a bilingual (Suuierian and Babylonian)
m,
discovered by Pinches [JllAS, 1891, pp. 393-408),
which, however, in its present form has been much
modernized by the introduction of lines referring
to Babylon and the other chief cities of later
Babylonia, and the substitution of Mcrudach, the
god of Babylon, for Ea, the god of Eridu. The
original version began as follows
No holy house, no house of the gods in a holy place had as

them

:

yet been

;

who, they say,

Here

;

The deep was uncreated, Eridu unbuilt,
The seat of its holy house, the house of the gods, unerected
All the earth was sea,
While within the sea was a current (literally watercourse,'
:

'

'

pisa?mu).

Then we

are told how
[Ea] tied (reeds) together to form a weir in the water,
He made dust and mixed it with the reeds of the weir,
That the gods might dwell in the seat of their well-being
The cattle of the field {Kdinnu), the living creatures in the
field, he created
The Tigris and Euphrates he made and set them in their
;

;

place,

Giving them good names.
Moss and seed-plant of the marsh, rush and reed he created,
He created the green herb of the field,
The earth, the marsh, the jungle,
The cow and its young, the calf, the sheep and its young,
the lamb of the fold.'

Of far later date is the so-called Epic of Creation,
which is really a hymn in honour of Merodach and
his overthrow of Tiamat and the powers of chaos.

As

this involved the creation of the existing world,
the poem is prefaced by an account of the origin of
the universe as it was conceived in the schools.
The cosmology is frankly materialistic, abstract
principles taking the place of the gods who are
themselves the offspring of the principles, in
flagrant contradiction of the rest of the Epic, in
which the god Merodach appears as the creator.
The Semitic idea of generation is invoked in order
to explain the creation, which thus becomes a
process of evolution, the old animistic
objects of
Sumerian worship being introduced to form the
links in the chain of development.
Water remains
the primordial element, hut an attempt is made to
reconcile the antagonism between the two
conceptions of this element, according as it is regarded
as anarchic or as under the dominion of law,
by

making Apsu (the Deep) and Tiamat (the watery
chaos) complementary principles whose union resulted in starting the evolutionary process. The
first lines of the
Epic run thus
When above unnamed was the heaven,
(And) earth below by a name was uncalled,
Apsu (the deep) in the beginning (risfii) being their begetter,
(And) the flood (Mummu) of Tiamit the mother of them all,
Their waters were embosomed together (in one place),
But no reed had been harvested, no marsh-plant seen
At that time the gods had not appeared, any one (of them)
By no name were they called, no destiny [was fixed).
Then were the gods created in the midst of [heaven ?],
:

1

;

Lakhtuu and Lakhamu appeared [the firstj.
The ages multiplied, they
.
Ansar and Kisar (the Upper and Lower Firmaments) were
.

created

Mummu,

'the flood' or

chaos,

who

is

with

Tiam.1t in the cuneiform text,
becomes the son of Tiamat and Apsu, ami is
accordingly explained by Damascius as the ideal
identified

world— that is to say, the world as it exists in the
mind before it is realized externally. Such an

explanation, however,

is

excluded by the Epic,

Mummu would rather correspond with the
'darkness' which in tin 1^ is said to have been
upon the face of the deep.'
According to the Babylonian legend, the appearance of the gods of light and order was followed
by
the revolt of Tiamat (or, as it would seem, according to another version, of Apsu). But the powers
of darkness and chaos were overthrown
by BelMerodach, who cut Tiamat in two, and stretched
the sky across one of the two halves, thus preventing the waters which were in her veins from breaking forth again, while the other half was similarly
conlined under the earth and sea, the springs of
which it feeds. The conquest of Tiamat was followed by the creation of man, who was brought
into existence in order to build temples and altars
and offer sacrifices and prayers to the gods. The
world, however, had to be prepared for the reception of man by fixing the movements of the celestial
luminaries, and so regulating the sacred calendar,
and then by creating plants and animals which
could be oll'ered or used in the service of the temple.
The heavenly bodies had existed before the war
with Tiamat, since the deities with whom they
were identified had been the offspring of the trinity
or triad of Anu, En-lil, and Ea.
Indeed, BelMerodach himself was originally a Sun-god.
In the Epic, allusion is made to another system
of cosmology, which ascribed the universe to the
creative word.
Merodach is described as destroying and creating by his word alone, and so proving
his fitness to destroy the forces of
anarchy and
create a world that should be governed by law.
Another system of cosmology was that which
emanated from Nippur (now Niffer) in northern
In this Tiamat, the dragon of the
Babylonia.
subterranean waters of chaos, was the elementary
principle, the earth having risen out of it in the
form of a mountain. The brood of chaos, composite creatures who belonged to a first and imperfect creation, continued to exist in the dark
underground, which was also the dwelling-place
of the ghosts and demons of night.
How the
world-mountain was believed to have been formed
we do not yet know. At the Syrian Hierapolis
(Membij) the waters of the deluge of the Babylonian
Sisythes were believed to have drained ofi' into a
cavern beneath the temple, which was accordingly
kept securely closed, and Simi, the daughter of
the supreme god Hadad, was said to have put an
end to the attacks of a demon by filling the pit in
which the monster lived, with the water of the
sea (Cureton and Kenan, in Pitra, Spicilegium
where

.

Solesmense,

iit

p. xliv).

Literature.— H. Gunkel, Schbpfvng tend CT«w.«(lS95) A. H.
Sayce, Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion as illustrated by the Religion of the Ancient Babylonians (1877), ch. vi.,
and Rclii/ions of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia (1902), pt. II. ch.
vi.
L.
King, The Seven Tablets of Creation (1902) ; M.
Jastrow, Die Religion Bab'floniens und Assyrians, Giessen, 19U9
;

.

.

.

Long were the

Aim

is

And of Aoa
Ulinos) and Aos.
ailed Bclos (Bel-Merodacb),
the fabricator of the world.'

'

built,

No reed had grown, no tree been planted,
No bricks been made, no brick-mould formed,
No house been built, no city founded,
No city built, no nian(ada?rt) made to stand upright

'
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Anos and Uliilos (corrupted into
and Davke (Damkina) is born a s

|

'

(Buddhist)

another progeny is derived, Lakhe and Lukhoa
(corrupted in Che MSS into Dakbe, Dakhos) and again it third,
KissarG and Assures; from which last three others
proceed,
also

days, forth came
their son, [Bel and Ea].'

.

.

.

The cosmogony of the Epic is reproduced by
Damascius, a contemporary of Justinian (de Prim.
1-25 [p. 384, ed. Kopp, 1826]).

Princip.
'

The Babylonians,' he says, like the rest of the barbarians,
pass over in silence the one principle of the universe and constitute two, Tavthe (Tiamat) and Apasun (Apsu),
making
Apason the husband of Tavthe, and denominating her " the
mother of the gods. " And from these proceeds an only-begotten
son M6ymis, which, I conceive, is no other than the
intelligible
world (i-otttos itoajaos) proceeding from the two
From
principles.
VOL. IV.
9
'

—

;

W.

A. H. SAYCE.
(Bud-
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dhist).

—

I.

Preliminary notes.

—

(1) In the earliest times, speculations on the universe were
apparently regarded as wrong. We may recall the attitude of
the Buddha towards (heretical) doctrines of the infinity or noninfinity of the world (see Agnosticism [Buddhist], vol. l. p. 221),
and his efforts to give a moral or psychological meaning to
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the researches of natural science when a monk wants to know
where the material elements (earth, water, etc.) stop in their
extent, the Buddha explains, by way of answer, how people are
delivered from desire and from existence. Obviously that is
where the problem lies the exterior world, in fact, exists only
as lone; as one is conscious of it {Digha, i. 215). 1
It is probable that a large number of Buddhists,
'

moralism

'

of

'mundane'

'

the
birds) are not always born from the womb or the egg
chakravartin kings (see art. Ohakravartln, vol. iii. p. 336 f.)
resemble gods far more than men, etc. none of this is cosmo;

—

their

master,
curiosities, — 'non-Buddhist'
— and were
disciplines (lokdi/ata),

logical.

2

Nevertheless, in order to understand the cosmowe must know the main lines of
the distribution of beings (sattvaloka). There are
immaterial
(1)
beings, who form the immaterial
category (dhcltu), the arupya they are nowhere ;
no
have
they
place in the receptacle- world (but
see below, § 8) (2) beings called material (rupin), 1
but of a subtle material they inhabit the higher
part of the 'receptacle- world,' i.e. the rupadhdtu,
or material category or region,' according as we
regard the beings or their habitation (see § 7) and
(3) material beings, of grosser substance the lower
they are in the scale, living in a world of gross
material, concupiscent (kamavachara, kdmabhuj,
kdmaprabhdvita), and subject to sensual and
especially sexual desire (men alone are capable of
continence, sainvara, in this respect) ; these beings
occupy the lower part of the receptacle-world,'
the kamadhatu, or
concupiscence category or

content with denying, on the one hand, a supreme
personal creating power (a lord, livara), against
the theists, the Brahmans ; and, on the other, the
innate independent power of things (svabhdva),
against the svabhdvavddins, the materialists. The
formula, The diversity of the world comes from
the act,' s contains for a well-informed Buddhist
the Alpha and Omega of the necessary cosmological
information.
But, long before the time when the Mahayanist
books demanded that the learned Buddhist, the
preaching Bodhisattva, must have a knowledge of
4
lay sciences, a Buddhist cosmology was formed,
constituting a very well developed collection of
various opinions and systematizations ; and, in
fact, accurate information on cosmological questions seems to have been as ancient as the statements defending or ridiculing the speculations of
this kind which we recalled above.

logical system,

Meaning

(2)

'

;

'

'

'

'

Cosmology seems to

—

:

'

—

'

'

There are, naturally, close connexions between these two
worlds,' for the first is made for the second, being created and
arranged to form a shelter for it. The whole of demonology,
anthropology, and theology {i.e. pantheology) is connected witli
cosmology. Although it is difficult to separate the two, we
shall give special prominence to the facts considered by our
sources as relating to the receptacle-world {bhajanaloka) e.g.,
the abodes of the gods, the length of their lives, the dimensions
'

'

'

;

1

cf.

-

Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, London,
'

the

1899,

i.

2S0

;

foolish questions' in Milinda, p. 295 (SBE xxxvi. 153).
cit.
i.
166, and Bendall's review in
op.
192, 7.

Rhys Davids,

Athenteum, June 30th, 1900 also Siksdsamuchchaya, p.
3
Karmajaih lokavaichitryam (Abhidhannakos'a, iv.
On karma as the causeof the universe, see art. Karma.
;

4

at.

1).

Bodhisattv.abhumi, ch. viii.
This last part, the destruction of the universe, has been
treated in the art. Aoks or tub Would (Buddhist), vol. i. p. 189.
The Abhidharma of the Pali language does not seem to include
e.g.

6

any lokapafiUatti.
d

This expression does not appear to exist in Pali, where we
find safikh'iialokn, 'material world' (including trees, etc.) (see
Childers, Diet ofthi J'uft Language, London, 1875, p. 453), and
otdtoHoka (-aiHtkii^aloka), 'room-world.' Spenee Hardy (see
Obilders, p. 299) translates 'the world of space' 'the far-

extended vacuum' (see Yisuddhimagga,

vii.

[JPTS,

7 The
pudgahi pannatti, which constitutes one of the sections
of the Pali Abhidharma (JPTS, 1383), is tin- enumeration and
definition of the various categories of 'individuals,' 'noble
individuals' (dryapudgalas), etc., from the moral standpoint,
particularly from tin point of view of their progress in the

way

'

of

nirnaoa (JPTS,

19(16, p. 133).

region.

2

On

the other hand, beings are divided into five
two good and three bad, called gati,
kinds of existence,' themselves further
subdivided into numerous anh-gatis (1) the gods
(devas) of three classes, according as they constitute the first dhatu (four kinds), or inhabit the
second dhatu (sixteen kinds and sixteen places,'
dvdsa), or inhabit the third dhatu, the kamadhatu
(six kinds and six 'places') (see below, § 6); (2)
men, who are allotted four places, the four continents (see below, § 4) (3) ghosts (pretas), one
place [see below, § 5 (iii-)] (4) animals, one place
[see below, § 5 (ii.)]; and (5) the damned, eight
places eight hells [see below, § 5 (i.)]. According
to this division, there would be twenty places in
the kamadhatu. Indeed, it is not at all a satis3
factory division, for there are numerous categories
of beings who have no place in it, notably the
asuras.
Many treatises, some of them of ancient date, regard the
asuras as a sixth gati, placing them between men and ghosts
(see JPTS, 1889, p. 105 [this is the opinion of the Andhakas
and several Uttardpathakas] ; Bumouf, Lotus, 1852, p. 309
categories,

'

'

destinies,'

:

'

;

;

:

[SBE xxi. 7] Pitaputrasamagama, ad Bodhicharydvatdra, ix.
73 JPTS, 1884, p. 158, etc.). But the authorities on Abhidharma i (Kathdvatthu,\m.l;the8a.rva.stiv3.dinSaihgitiparydya
Chandrakirti's Pahchaskandhapra[in JPTS, 1905, p. 102)
karana) 5 hold that the asuras are not a gati. Some of them
;

;

;

have the same colour, pleasures, and length of life as the gods
or the ghosts, and intermarry with them. 6 Nevertheless, the
asuras have a well-defined place or places (see below, § 5 (iv.)).
As regards the numerous demi-gods, good and bad genii,
vampires (raksasas), dragons (ndgas), divine birds (garmlos),
and celestial musicians (fjandharvas, cf. Mahdvyutpatli, 166),
some of them have a definite place in hell (demons of torture),
at the foot of Meru, or near the deities whose followers or
commensals they are (see below, § 5 ad Jin.) others have the
position rather of magician-ghosts. Popular mythology had
shrewd theories concerning them, but they do not appear to
have much importance in cosmology (lokaprajnapti).
jj

;

'

'

—

The most systematic work on
(3) Sources.
Buddhist cosmology is undoubtedly the second
Rupa is usually translatfd 'form,' uriitm, 'formless,' and
1

1

But, although 'matter is far from
being to us what rupa is to the Buddhists, the present writer
prefers the translation 'matter' (see (J. A. F, Rhys Davids,

arupya, 'formlessness.'

Buddhist Psi/chology, London, 1900,

p.

xliii

;

JPTS,

1884, p.

27

f. ; Maliuri/utpuiti, § 101, etc.).
Generally translated 'desire-sphere,' but 'desire' is inaccurate. There is desire, attachment (ruga), in the region of
matter,' but only 'attachment to life' (bnavardffa); in the
region of concupiscence there is also 'attachment to sensual
,< i,t)_
.is
.n.
I'll msi ins' (1,-n
Cf. al-Biruni on 'the different classes of created beings and
their names,' India, tr. Sachau (1910), eh. viii.
1
Buddhaghosa refers to Majjhima, i. 7:t; see Digha, \wiii.
'-

'

'

'

1891-3, p.

99]).

'

'

'

;

be the most accurate translation of lokaprajiiapti,
'world-teaching,' a term denoting that part of
the Sarvastivadin Abhidlmrma ('summaries and
systematization of matters of doctrine' [see
Abhidhamma, vol. i. p. 19]) which deals with
cosmological problems the origin, arrangement,
and destruction of the universe. 6
But the lokaprajiiapti deals also with questions
that we do not include as cosmological
the
Buddhists, in fact (at least the Sarvastivadins),
two
worlds
the
(loka)
bhajanaloka,
distinguish
6
'receptacle-world,' the universe as the abode of
world of
beings {sattva), and the sattvaloka,
There are,
beings,' i.e. the mass of living beings.
accordingly, two lokaprajiiapti, the first a cosmo1
=
logy,' the second a 'zoology' (sattva Z$ov).
'

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

The aim of the present article is to give an outline of Buddhist
cosmology, without entering into details (except on a few points
which have not yet been published, or are obscure), and without spending time over variants. It should prove interesting,
and profitable for the history of the Beets, to study the history
of the various theories, to distinguish the most ancient
elements and aspects of them, and to note the succession of
borrowings, inventions, and arrangements. Such a study,
however, is possible for only a limited number of the theories
we shall endeavour to pursue it wherever we can with prudence.

—

'

'

'

of the word.

'

'

frivolous

avoided

'

'

;

imbued with the

(Buddhist)

of their bodies, and their non-embryogeny are * cosmological,'
while their psychology and the right they possess or do not
possess to the exercise of virtue are zoological (sdttvalaukika).
The beings, likewise, in one and the same class, inhabiting the
same part of the receptacle-world,' may differ in their method
of generation ; men, serpent-dragons, and garudas (mythic

:

mm

'

•

1

--

-t

1

:

,.

.

1

;:

;

Avaddnaialaka, xli. Madhyamakncrtii,
&
Tanjur, Mdo, wiv.
;

Ii

,

Kathavatthu,

toe

it.

;

cf.

J 1'TS,

p.

-j<;9,

9

and note.

1884, p. 153.
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Abhidharma (Abhidharmaiast ra)

treatise of the

of

the Sarvastivadin school, entitled Prajfiaptiiastra,
the first section of which is the Lokaprajfiapti

(Tanjur, Mdo,

lxii.

see

;

On

'

Takakusu,

Jl'I'S,

1905,

based the
Abhidharmakoia of Vasnbandhu a (eh. iii. st. 1-44
sattvaloka, 45-102 bhdjanaloka), known particularly
for the commentary of Yasomitra, Abhidharmapp. 77,

117,

ko&ioyaklii/rt.

A

142).

this section

is
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(Buddhist)

The

'
Buddhists, admit four great elements' (mahnbhhta)i
called great because they are the substance ol all tnatei U
things they are earth, water, lire, and wind, or. as Mrs. Rhys
Davids expi esses it, earth-element, 9uid*element, flame-element,
and air-eiement (for their specific qualities reference may be
made to Dhammasaftgani, §962[=0. A. F. Rhys Davids, t'.nd.
Psych, p. 241], and t<> Pisuddhimapga, \i. |tr. by Warren,
re their functions in the human body
op. cit. p. 157],
are especially treated, Cf. also Maiihima, i. 185 and iii. 210

(b)

;

[quoted m A.K.V., Burn. 42a], and Stt tasamuohchayat p. 244,
a re-cast QtMajjhima, iii. 240), The 'great elements' constitute
the bhiUarujHt 'element-matter.' whence is derived element ary
matter,' 'dependent matter' (bhautilcam rupam, updddya
rupam), e.g. the sense-organs, in so far as they are distinct
from the eye of flesh,' etc. This kind of matter is subtle and
refined, in contradistinction to the elements that are solid and
gross (suksma, pranila; auddrika, hina).
'

Tibetan work of the end of the 18th cent.,

Dpag-bstiin-ljon-bzah ( = Kalpadruma), ed. bySarad
Chandra, Calcutta, 1908, refers to the same Abhi-

dharmakoht, which is quoted byGeorgi, Alphaoetum
Tibetanum (Rome, 1762), p. 470, and used, along
with other Sarvastivadin sources and the Chinese
literature of the two vehicles, by S. Beal, Catena
of Buddhist Scriptures (London, 1871), p. 15 f., the
most complete work that we have on the subject
as yet.

The ancient sources (Pali and Skr. 'Little
Vehicle '), which are the most interesting of all,
are somewhat scanty and scattered ; they will be
mentioned ad locum.
The Pali commentaries have had little attention
from this point of view. Probably most of the
information they contain lias passed into the works
of Spence Hardy, Manual of Budhism (London,
1860), and Legends and Theories of the Buddhists

,

'

The common Indian

belief that there is a fifth great element,
ether (or space, dkds~a)," is accepted by the Vaibhasikas,
the sutra mentioned above [2 (a)] and it would not
be dilficultto find documentary or logical arguments in their
favour. [--I ktiSa is reckoned a dhdtu (a term that often denotes
'element': prthividhatu, 'earthy-element,' etc.), and the
Abhidharma ranks it in the category of rupa (matter).] But
For the Sautrantikas and Madhyaniikas dkds'a is simply 'space'
(not 'ether'), 'void' (vyoman=s]iy), not a thing (artha), but
simply the absence of anything tangible, that which gives
place to things, whence its name (avakus'am daddtity dkaSam).^
This is only a name, as the past, nirvana, and the person
(pudaaia are only names (says a sutra). But the Buddhists do
not deny a 'far extended vacuum,' eternal, infinite, not made
(asaihskfta), the great nonentity to which, according to the
materialists (Digha, i. 35
Saihyutta, iii. 207), the senses and
intelligence return at death.
viz.

who quote

;

)

:

3.

The

small universe

:

general notions.

—

We shall see below (§ 9) that the Buddhists imagined great
'cosmoi,' or
chiliocosmoi,' but we shall first consider the
small universe,' the creative unit of these great combinations,
which extend to the farthest limits of space.
'

(London, 1866)."

'

2. Foundation
of the universe
the ' great
elements.' (a) An important cosmogonical feature
can be traced in the earliest Buddhisttexts, and
:

—

evidently pre-Buddhistic. When Ananda inquires as to the causes of earthquakes, Buddha
This great earth, Ananda, is
answers as follows
established on water, the water on wind, and the
wind rests upon space. And at such a time,
Ananda, as the mighty winds blow, the waters are
shaken by the mighty winds as they blow, and by
the moving water the earth is shaken.' 5 Another
sutra relates the questions of the Brahman
On the
Kasyapa 'On what rests the earth?'
circle of water.'
And the circle of water ?
On
the wind.'
'And the wind?' 'On the ether.'
And the ether ?
You go too far, O Brahman.
The ether does not rest on anything it has no
6
(see below, § 9).
support
1
By the kindness of Dr. Cordier, the present writer has been
is

'

:

—

:

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

'

'

;

'

enabled to use extracts from this work, for the dvipas in
Prof. Takakusu seems to be
(see below, § 4).
mistaken when he saya the section does not exist in Chinese
particular

(see p. 118 of his art.).
2 On this work see

the article in vol. i. p. 20
Burnouf,
Introduction d I'hist. du bouddhisme indien, Paris, 1844, pp.
663-574 ff. and the article of Takakusu. The present writer is
indebted to Mr. F. W. Thomas for a copy of ch. iii. (Tibetan tr.).
8 This source wilt be
quoted as A.K.V., and the folio in
the MS of the Societe asiatique will be given
sometimes
reference will be made to the MS of Burnouf (Burn.) in the
'Bibliotheque nationale.'
4 The
European works most frequently referred to in this art.
are: Warren, Buddhism in Translations (Cambridge, Mass.,
1896); Burnouf, Lotus de la bonne loi (Paris, 1852), and
Introduction d I'hist. du bouddhisme indien (Paris, 1844)
TLemus&t, Melanges posthunws (Paris, 1843); Georgi, Alphabetum
Tibetanum (Rome, 1762)
Koppen, Religion des Buddha
(Berlin, 1S57-59) Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet (London, 1895)
O. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology (London, 1900).
See also literature at art Aoes of the World (Buddhist).
5 See
Digha, ii. 107 (SEE xi. 45), and cf. Diiydvadtma, p. 204
also AAgultara, iv. 312
Milinda, p. 68 (SEE x.xxv. 100); Beal,
Catena, p. 47. The authorities of Remusat, Melanges posthumes, p. 79 f., sometimes add a circle of fire between water
and wind, and a circle of diamond (where the relics of the
;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Buddhas are enclosed) between wind and

ether.

;

:

'

'

:

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

Buddhist, and is used in a sense that is not specifically
Buddhist. What is not matter (rupa) thought, etc. although
becoming' par excellence, is not bhuta.
2 There is a
good summary on dkdsa, 'space 'or 'ether,' in
Vasudev Anant Sukhtankar, Veddnta according to Ii"
(Vienna, 1908), p. 52. See also Burnouf, Lotus, p. 51.', Slokavdrttika, pp. 380, 770 (ChowkhambS Skr. Ser.), tr. pp. 196, 435
(Eibl. Indica, 1907); Sarad Chandra, Tib. Diet. (Calcutta,
1902), p. 425
Siksdsamuchchaya, pp. 249, 323 Madhyamakavrtti, pp. 129, 271, 3S9, 413, 505, 528; Atiguttara, i. 170;
Majjhima, iii. 241 Eathdoatthu, vi. 6. 7 and C. A. F. Rhys
Davids, op. cit. p. 193 (ef. Visuddhimagga, JPTS, 1891, p. 124,
and JPTS, 1884, pp. 27, 29).
3 Akd&a is
great, since it gives place to the production
(bhava't) of all rupa, but it is not a bhuta' (Chandrakirti,

—

—

'

;

;

;

6
Quoted in A.K. V., and translated by Burnouf, Introd. p.
(seeSBE xxxv. 106); cf. MadhyamakavrUi, p. 166, n. 5;
t48
aukara, ad Brahmasutras, 11. ii. 4 Rfunanuja, ad 11. iii. 1. For
the Vedic origins of this notion, spoken of by Burnouf, cf.
Bfhaddranyakop. iii. 6; Aitareyabrdhmana, xi. 6. 4 'The sky
rests on the air, the air on the earth, the earth on the waters,
the waters on the reality (truth, satya), the reality on the
brahman, the brahman on the tapas (creative fervour)';
It is the space whence all these creatures
Chhdndogya, i. 9. 1
proceed and into which they again descend' (see Oltramare,
Thiosophie brahmanique, Paris, 1906, i. 292; Deusseu-Geden,
Phil, of the Upanishads, Edin. 1906, p. 214ff.).
;

'

The starting-point of the small cosmology is
the old Indian and Brahmanic geographical notion
in the centre of the world is a great mountain
(Meru, Sumeru = Himalaya), where the gods
To the
dwell, and round which the sun moves.
south lies India (Jambudvipa) to the other sides,
the other continents. The following is the Buddhist
description, in its most systematic form [Abhidharmakoia and commentary). When the time has
come for a new creation, after chaos, when everything is burnt up or volatilized (see art. Ages of
tue World [Buddhist]), the heaven of Brahma
appears first of all (and the gods who had been reborn in higher heavens come to be re-born here)
then the heavens of the gods Paranirmitavaiavartins, Nirmanaratis, Tusitas, and Ydmns (see
§ 6); next, much lower, come (1) the wind-circle
[vayumandala), infinite in surface, resting on
space, and 1,600,000 ijojanas (or leagues) in thickness. 4 On this wind - circle, the cloud of the
creation pours a sea of 1,120,000 leagues of golden
water in a circle of 1,203,450 leagues' diameter.
This sea, set in motion by the wind, gives (2) the
water-circle (apmandala), of 800,000 leagues' thickness, and (3) the golden earth {kahchanamayi
bhumi), which rises to the top like cream on milk,
320,000 leagues in thickness. The cloud then
pours on this golden earth gold, precious stones,
1 O. A. F.
Rhys Davids (op. cit. pp. 166, 197, 205) translates
mahdbhuta the things-that-have become, die grossen Gewordenen, ri yiyvoiieva, a far more scientific term thanelements or
nut possibly the expression mahdbhuta is preoTot^eia

;

;

'

Patlchaskandhaprakarana,
4

p. 275a).

Certain sources give the names of the whirlwinds of this
cf. below, p.
see Beal, Catena, p. 101
137.

wind-circle

;

;

According to Abhidharmakosa, iii. 87, the yojana=8 kroia ( =
the length the voice can carry) =4000 'arcs' (danda ?) =16,000
hands (hasta, i.e. 'cubits') =16,000x24 fingers (aiiguli).
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;

parallelepiped.

four islands '(dvlpa, dlpa). They are formed of
excellent earth, and rest on the golden earth, or
circle of gold {lednchanachakra), with a depth of
80,000 leagues of water (cf. Divydvadana, p. 197, 7).
These islands are supposed to be on a level with
the ocean, and it appears that, in this general
delinition, the small variations that constitute our
earthly mountains are not taken into considera-

is called Chakravala, and
'
small
also applied to the entire
universe,' lokadhdtu, or chdturdvlpaladolcadhutu,
'
four-continents-universe.'
Chakravala ("odfa, <h>ada, the Sakwala of Sp. Hardy)= circle,'
horizon (see E. Senart, Essai sur la Ugende du
bracelet.'
Buddha-, Paris, 1SS2, p. Off.). In the northern sources there
are a chakravdla-mouut&'m and a great-c/iafcraii<lfo-mountain,
called black mountains or time-mountains (kdlaparvata see
MaheSvara, ad Amarakofa, 2, 2, 2 Dharmaxanaraha, § 124

The outside mountain
is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

tion.

;

(1)

;

;

'

:

'

—

'

;

on the golden earth. It is 312^
leagues high and 312| broad, and 312£ leagues
above the level of the exterior ocean which it surrounds. This ocean is 322,000 leagues in extent, 2
and is bounded on the inner side by the Nemimdhara range (' felly-bearing '), 625 leagues in height
and breadth, and 312J leagues in projection (above
the ocean's level). Then there is an ocean of 1250
3
leagues; then Vinataka, inclined,' 1250 in height
and breadth, 625 in projection an ocean of 2500
leagues ; Aivnkarna, horse-ear,' 2500 an ocean
of 5000 Sudariana, beautiful,' 5000 an ocean of
10,000 Khadiraka, acacia (?),' 10,000 an ocean,
20,000; Isddhara, 'plough-pole-bearing,' 20,000;
an ocean, 40,000
Yugamdhara, yoke-bearing,'
Mount Meru, 160,000
40,000 an ocean, 80,000
leagues high, S0,000 leagues above the level of the

continents, rests

'

:

;

;

'

'

;

'

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

;

;

concerning Meru, see Bohtlingk-Roth, s.v. 'Meru'; Fausboll,
Indian Mythology, 1903; E. W. Hopkins, JAOS, 1910, p. 306;
Al-BIruni, India, i. 242, 327.
2 The Pali canonical sources seem very scanty
thus the
enumeration of the dvipas is missing in the chapter of the
'Fours 'in the Anguttara, while the Samyutta speaks of four
dipas, the possession of which is not so precious as that of the
four verities. See Spence Hardy, Mant/al, pp. 4, 14, Legends,
Warren, pp. 40, 64 Uahdvyutpatti, § 154 Dharmasaiip. 85

'

;

;

;

;

ocean, 80,000 leagues broad, and 320,000 leagues
in perimeter.
The distance, therefore, from the
axis of Meru to the Chakravala-inountain is
600,437'5 leagues; the diameter of the whole is
1,200,875 (Abhidharmako&a).
As regards the order of the mountains, we have followed
A.K.V ., Vivyuvadana (p. 217), Beal, Eitel (Uawibonkof Chinese
Buddhism, London, 1888); there are curious variations in MahdMahuvastu, ii. 300;
vyutpatti, § 194 Dharmasangraha, § 12")
Siksds. p. 246; Visuddhimagga, and Nem&alaka (Jataka, vi.
;

Cf. a curious discussion in Burnouf, Lotus, p. 844, on the
of these divergencies cf. alsoSp. Hardy,
Legends, p. 82. The names of the mountains are sometimes
doubtful, e.g. Ts'adhara, Isddhara, Isddhara, Isddhara, Isandhara. The dimensions of the mountains and oceans also differ.
The Pali documents have, as the starting-point of their calculations, a Meru of 16S,000 leagues high, with base 84x84, and
80,000above sea-level (ancient source, Anguttara, iv. 100) ; from
this, if we adopt a scheme that appears as classical in all sources,
we get 42,000 for the first ocean, and the same for the first
circular chain of mountains, then 21,000.
This would give
a greater total diameter than that which we got according to the
Aohidharmakosa. Now, Hie Pali JinalaihbSra has for the diameter of Chakravala 1,119,440 (Sp. Hardy, Legends, p. 80, seems
inaccurate), and the Visuddhimagga has 1,203,450, i.e. the number attributed by In- Koia bo the water-circle, which, according
;

.

.

I

A.K. V., exceeds Chakravala by 2575.
The seven concentric mountain ranges have the generic name
of Kuldehala, principal, noble mountains.' They are
oposcd
of gold, being excrescences of the golden earth.
They are like
One may ask,
walls,' their height and thickness being equal.
to

'

'

See an excellent map of the Chakravala (100,000 leagues to
an inch) in Gogerly, CeyUm Buddhism, Colombo. "
There an- numei
9 legends on bhi
ocean
Bee sp.
grt
Hardy, Legends, p. LSI. (in the Mahdsamudra we may refer
to Samyutta, v. 441.
The generic name "I tin '-e\ 111 till t'wl'
-in is
!,!,, Ul
Tibi tan ml nit,;l<<>,
lakes with gentle waves.
For tin ir particular names, see Dharmamfigraha, § 126;
Ohilders, 8.v. S&garo'
Sp. Hardy, Legends, p. 84
Remusat, op. cit. p. 80.
1

I

'

'

i

i

;

'

;t

<

•

i

>.

,

:

\

.

I

),

1

'

;

;

;

;

125).

.

;

;

;

Lalitavistara, p. 141);
§ 120; Dioydvadana, p. 214 ff.
Georgi, Alph. Tibet, p. 473; Koppen, Buddhism, i. 233; Waddell, Lamaism, p. 397 ; Eemusat, Fo-kow-Ki, Paris, 1836, p. 81,
Melanges posth. p. 71 Beal, Catena, pp. 21, 35. The Brahmans
have various nomenclatures for the continents, and notably one
of four: Bhadrds'pa (' good horses'), Jamba, Ketumdla, Cttarakurus (see E. W. Hopkins, JAOS, 1910, p. 308, aud art. Cosmo-

graha,

;

commentators on some

3

In the east is the Purvavideha, 'Eastern
4
Videha,' in the form of a half or crescent moon,
to which are attributed, nevertheless, four sides
three 2000 leagues (ynjnna) long, the fourth 350
leagues (perimeter, 6350 leagues). The men in
this continent dwell in towns and villages, and
live for 250 years
they are 8 cubits (hasta) in
height, and their faces, like the continent itself,
are half-moon-shaped. 6
e
Rose-apple(2) In the south is Jambudvlpa,
7
our continent, the continent
tree's continent,'
where the Buddhaa are born. It is a chariot in
form, with four sides three 2000 leagues long,
the fourth 35 leagues (perimeter, 6003-5). The
men there live 100 years at most 8 their height is
from 3 50 to 4 cubits they resemble the continent
in shape.
(3) In the west is the Aparngoddna (or
9
It
-"godanlya or -"goydna), Western pasturage.'
1 The
present writer does not know the source of Sp. Hardy's
Meru
is
curious description (Manual of Budhisin, p. 10)
round at the summit and at the base it is 10,000 leagues in
diameter, halfway up (at the sea-level) 50,000, and halfway up
the projecting part 30,000 leagues. On Brahmanical authority s

Lotus, in SUB xxi. 233
'
Siksdsamuchchaya, p. 246). Perhaps the great chakravala
envelops a group of small universes (see below, § g). Between
three universes, which form three tangent circles, there is a
dark region, ' intranmndane darkness (lokdntarika), a special
hell
a cosmic abyss, which recalls the andrambhana/h tamos,
unsupported darkness,' of Iligveda, i. 182. 6, vii. 104. 3 (see
Dlgha, com. on ii. 12 ; Sp. Hardy, Legends, p. 110 ; Burnouf,
Lotus, p. 832 ; and Beal, Catena, p. 64).
T-lie iron-mountain-range, Chakravala, like the

Lalitavistara [Halle, 1902], p. 132

—

each other by the sun turning round Meru, are

mountains. 1

name

1

of
4. Dvipas, 'islands 'or 'continents,' (abodes
2
In the 'exterior' ocean, facing the
eastern, southern, etc., sides of Mount Meru, and
lit up in succession at distances of 6 hours after

mankind).

—

this

(Buddhist)

however, whether they are perpendicular, or, like our mounThe answer is that they are really a little
tains, inclined.
broader at the base (A.K. V.). It is not clear whether they are
circular or form squares. They are often represented square
I-tsing believes the earth to be square, like Buddhist convents.
It is quite certain that, in the Sanskrit Abhidharma, Meru is a

earth, water, iron, etc., which form («) in the
centre of the system, Mount Meru ; (b) eight
mountains, or concentric chains of mountains,
seven of which (of gold) are quite near Meru and
near each other, while the eighth (of iron) is
almost at the very edge of the system ; (c) oceans
flowing between the concentric mountain-chains ;
and (</) islands, notably four great islands or
continents situated in the largest of the oceans
the 'exterior' ocean, between the 7th and 8th

gony AND Cosmology [Indian]).
3 Sarad
Chandra(7'i6e(an Diet. p. 1173 ff.) gives the names of
the mountains of the several continents— six, four, five, and two
respectively

—with

the

names

the wild beasts inhabiting

of

them.

Videha=the modem Tirhut; Tibetan lus-hphags, 'noble
body (play on the Skr. word deha, body '), because the human
height there is double what it is in our continent,' i.e. in the
Jambudvipa.
4

'

'

'

'
lihumivaidt, 'because of the influence of the place, as well as
the inhabitants of the Himalaya or the ylndhj a mountains, have
particular characteristics' (A. K. 1'. 266a; of. Sp. Hardy, Legends,
Notice the good foundation for this ethnographical obp. 85).
servation. The inhabitants of these parts of India are really of
Tibetan race or 'autochthonous.'
6 Also J<u,ibusao(.Hh)it,
hicket of jYimfcu-trees (Aiujuttara,
'

'

t

A.K.V. 252a).
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Indian),
Angutlara, i. 104 (1883). According to Sarad Chandra (Tib.
Diet. p. 1043), this continent is also named from the jam-jam
the
sound made by
falling from heaven of the leaves of the

iv.90; Sultanipata 652
,

On

7

this

name, see

;

art.

'

We nre m>l concerned with
wishing-tree into the river Ganges.'
the Buddhist geography of this continent (Sp, Hardy, Manual,
p. 15, etc.).

"The lV./miVw(/'7V>, I'.mt, p. 122) knows nnli one length of
human life (which is the same as that of Jambu)'. oassasatam

Life differs in one and the same continent
according to the period of the age of the world (see A.QBBOF THE

alpam vd bhiyyova.
VtoiM.n

I

This

B

:pl

,

,/.

vol.

Buddhist),
is,

1ml

i.

at least, the
</erO' Is

:l

p. ISO).

meaning

geneni|'liie;il

of the Tibetan

name.

Nab

ba-laii-
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is round, i.e. it has three sides of 2500 leagues
length of human life, 500 years;
(perim. 7500)
north, the Uttaraheight, 16 cubits. (4) In the
' '
'

;

(Auttarakaurava),
kuru, 'Northern Kuru-laai.
There arc neither
is an oblong, 4 x 2000 leagues.
length of life, 2000 years
villages nor towns
height, 32 cubits.

;

;

above dimensions are those of the Lokaprajiiupti and the

Tliu

Abhidharmakosa (ii. 53 f.). The Lalitavistara lias them arranged in this order— 9000, 7000, 8000, and 10,000 leagues Sp.
Hardv has 7000, 10,000 (in length and breadth), 7000, and 8000.
In the diagrams which the Buddhist cult (Great Vehicle and
;

'
3
Tantrism) uses for the offering of the universe,' the continents
are represented (1) half-moon (anlhachandra) and white, (2)
and (4)
triangular (tryaira) and golden, (3) circular and red,
:

square and dark blue.
According to the 'northern' sources, there are alongside oJ
each continent two small continents (upadvipas), of the same
shape but half the size, in the following order, starting from
N.E.E. Delia and Videha, Chamara (Chowrie [?]) and Aparachamara (Western Chowrie), Satas-island and Uttaramantrinisland, Kurus-island and Kauravas-island. Their inhabitants
are monstrous creatures with three eyes, legs, and ears (Kalpadruma). According to Jdtaka, i. 63 (Warren, p. 64), there is an
archipelago of 500 islands round each continent.
The Slahavyutpatti names the last four 'little continents'
according to the names of their inhabitants (cf. uttardh. kuravdh
[Mahdbhdrata, vi. 208])— &a(a, an inhabitant of Sata, an ancient
and Sdfhd have
geographical name, although the readings Siifa
a feminine appearance Tibetan gyo-ldan, 'deceitfur(=sat7ia)
Uttaramantrin - lam-mchog-hgro, 'best-waj--going.' For torus
and kauravas (sgra-mi-xfian and sgra-mi-stian-zla, according to
Desgodins), see Waddell, p. 399.
:

;

;

Unhappy existences
5.
DAMNED. 4 — (a) Hot hells.

Tiik

—(apaya).—(\.)
Twenty thousand

leagues under Jambudvxpa (the southern part,
or part under Bodh Gaya) is the Avlchi hell
a cube of 20,000 leagues.
(' no release' [?]), forming
Above it are seven other hot hells, called (in

descending order): (1) Sanjlva, 'reviving,' be(2)
cause winds re-animate the dying damned
Kalasutra, black string,' which cuts the damned
into pieces (cf. JPTS, 1SS4, p. 76) (3) Sahghata,
dashing together,' between mountains, etc.
(4) Raurava, 'weeping' ; (5) Maharaurava, 'great;
weeping'; (6) Tapana, 'heating' and (7) Praianana, greatly heating' (A.K. V. ad iii. 5S).
Some authorities (cf. A.K.V. and Beal, Catena, p. 57) think
;

;

;

;

'

that the hells are pyramidal in shape, each of them being
'
smaller towards the upper part, like a heap of grain.' We are
told also that each hell is 4000 leagues deep. According to the
Kalpadruma, there is, first of all, a layer of 600 leagues of white
and the
clay, then 500 leagues of black clay, then the Sailjiva
other six hells occupying 10,000 leagues, the last of them,
Pratdpana, reaching 19,000 leagues underneath the surface of
the Jambudvipa ; then the Avichi is 20,000 leagues. »
No name seems to exist in the earliest Pali texts for the burn'
ing great hell of Majjhima, i. 337, iii. 167, 183 (cf. Anguttara,
i. 13S), which is also the hell in which schismatics suffer for an
4
Angut'age of the world (kalpa) (see Chullavagga, vii. 5,
the later
tara, v. 76, etc.). This hell is clearly the Avichi of
-literature.ii
See, e.g., the description in Majjhima of the ma'

'

;

1 ir

=3

the

in

Abhidharmako&a.

Sp.

Hardy has

3-14285

{Manual,

p. 10).
2 Different from the Kurus (Central India) and the Southern
Kurus. It is Ptolemy's Ottarokorra (see art. Blest, Abode of
the [Buddhist], vol. il. p. 687, and [Hindu] ib. p. 093 f., and also
Aiiguttara, iv. 396, on the moral and spiritual characters of the
The Tibetan translation of this word, like
Uttarakurukas).
'

is onomatopoetic, sgra-mi-sflan,
disagreeable
(ku-rava ; ku-^/ru, ku, a pejorative, ni , 'to make any
'
noise '), for during the seven days before death, one hears the
disagreeable sound of the death.'
3 See Adikarmapradipa,' in Poussin, Bouddhisme
Btudea et
Matiriaux, Brussels and London, 1898, p. 224 ; Waddell, Lamaism, p. 398 (with plate) ; Georgi, Alph. Tibetanum, p. 472.
4 See art. Hell (Buddhist).
The chief sources for the Buddhist hells are A.K.V. fol. 256 Kalpadruma, p. 5 Mahdvastu,
i.
4 ; Nagarjuna's
Epistle,' in JPTS, 1886 ; Chandragomin's
'Epistle,' in ^ayisfa", iv. 29 ft. ; JPTS, 1884, p. 154 ; Beal, Cati »»,
92 ; and on the pains, Aiiguttara,
p. 57 ; Waddell, Lamaism, p.
\. 138 (Warren, p. 257)
Divydvaddna, p. 375 ; Majjhima, no.
129; Kathdvatthu, xx. 3. A comparison with the Brahmanical
and Hindu sources is instructive and necessary (see especially
'
Feer, L' Enter indien,' in^Z-d, 1S92, ii. [partly translated in the
JBTS of India, 1S94, pt. iv. app. ii.]).
6 Cf.
Waddell makes the hells
Sp. Hardy, Manual, p. 27.

several others,

sound

'

'

;

;

;

'

;

begin 11,900 leagues below the surface.
o Avichi, no refuge,' no release.'
The Chinese sources mention various regions in the Avichi cf. the sa<l<lharmaxmrtyu'

'

;

pasthdna (Nanjio, Catalogue, 1883, pp. 679, 804) quoted in
Siksdsamuchchaya, p. 69 f., the terrible-birds (3000 leagues),
'

'

the infernal precipice,'

'

'

the hole with wheels,' etc.

>

:

;

hundred years) two javelins pierce the heart of (In- damned, and
meet inside it and (3) pachchattavedatn ya, to be known only
by personal experience.' After innumerable centuries the guilty
one passes into the utsada, a zone which Burrounds the great
hell, and where there is access through four gates to the four
cardinal points, and there suffers the pain called vut(hdnima.
On each of the four sides of each hell there
are four utsadas (ussada ; osupat in Sp. Hardy,
'

;

27), excrescences (cf. narakakumbna,
'hell-prominence'), ante-chambers, or
'post-chambers,' of hell, in which the
damned in succession are tortured on leaving hell
which
(in
they are sometimes finally rejected).
liery pit,'
They are: (1) kukula (kukkula),

Manual,

p.

'hell-jar,'

rather

'

'

'

'

'

cliall'-fire

kunapa,
corpse-quagmire
razor-road,'
(3) ksuramdrga,

(cf.

(2)

;

'

etc.
giithaniraya)
(etc.=asipattravana, 'sword-leaved forest,' and
cruel
with
seemul-forest
birds)
idlmallvana,
river,' by its name Vaitarani", the
(4) the nadi,
Indian Styx, which is conjectured to be as early as
the Brahmanas (cf. Khdrodalca nadi [Majjhima],
;

'

'

;

'

A.K.V.

iii.

59).

1

Hell contains sixteen uteadas (brgyad-po lam-la Ihagbcu-drug,
'to each of the eight, sixteen utsadas' {A.K. V.]). A primitive
idea, which is more satisfactory, is to regard the four utsadas
as so many zones surrounding the igneous cage in the centre.
The damned of the Sailjiva live there for 500 years of 12
months of 30 days, but each day is equal to the length of the life

gods in the heaven of the Four Kings (see below, § 6), and so
life in the Tdpana being calculated as a function of the life
In the Pratdpana
of the paraninnitavas'avartin gods (see ib.).
life lasts for half of an antarakalpa (see art. Ages or the W'orld
[Buddhist], vol. i. p. 188), in the Avichi one antarakalpa
(A.K. V.). The interpretation of the Kola is, therefore, similar
to Buddhaghosa's (Kathdvatthu, xiii. 1), which fixes the existence of the damned, called kalpastha, lasting a kalpa,' at Jb of
of

on,

'

a (great) kalpa, while the Rdjayirikax understand a great kalpa
here (see the texts concerning schismatics quoted above). 2

'

'
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(Buddhist)

atanika (cf.
hdniraya, which has three names (1) ohhai ha
Sat'nyu'tta, iv. 126), 'six organs (suffering)' (2) saihku am&hata,
'reunion of javelins,' because every thousand years (or every

Cold

(b)

sources,

hells.

— According

eight cold

to the northern
are distinguished: (1)

hells

Arbuda, (2) Nirarbuda, (3) Atata, (4) Hahava,
Maha(5) Huhuva, (6) Utpala, (7) Padma, (8)
padma. (1), (2), (6), (7), and (8) are named from
the shape of their inhabitants in (1) and (2) the
damned are like arbudas, a round mass
bubble,'
'tumour,' 'first-month fetus'); in (6), (7), and (8)
they resemble lotuses. The names of (3), (4), and
the teeth of the damned,
(5) are onomatopoetic
the cold, produce
knocking against each other with
3
the sound atata, etc. (A.K. K.).
These hells', which are 2000 leagues deep, are
arranged in stages, like the hot hells, and near
a view which seems
them (Kalpadruma) or
;

'

'

*

(

:

—

—

;

they are placed in the intra-mundane
darkness' (lokantarika niraya), among the Chakravalas (Beal, Catena, p. 64, according to Abhidliarmaiastra Dialogues, ii. 9). Sp. Hardy (Manual,
in this darkness.
p. 59) places the ghosts (pretas)
The ancient Pali texts, Samyutta, i. 152, Angutand
v.
172,
tara,
Suttanipata, p. 123 (SEE x. 119),
give the same nomenclature with a few variants
and additions (Kern, Manual of hid. Buddhism,
Strassburg, 1896, p. 58) but the names, originally
at least, did not refer to distinct hells.
They denoted the periods, increasing by the multiple 20,
If
during which the damned person lives in hell
there were a load of sesamum seed containing sixty
bushels (20 lharis), and a man after the lapse of
1 On the
uteadas, see Morris, in JPTS, 1887, p. 144 Mahavyutpreferable

'

;

;

'

:

;

patti, § 215

372 note,
iii.

354,

JPTS,
p. 983
2

;

;

iii.

Burnouf, Lotus, p. 568 E. Senart, Mahdrastu, i. 0,
369, with which cf. Majjhima, iii. 185 (Neumann,
;

translates kukkulanirava wrongly as 'dogs' hell'),
1884, p. 155, 1SS7, p. 47 ; Sarad Chandra, Tib. Did.
p. 96 ; Suttanipata, v. 670.
different interpretation (ad Kathd-

Waddell,

Buddhaghosa gives a

vatthu,

xi. 5).

3 Arbuda = Tib. chu-bur, 'water-bubble ; nirarbuda = chubur-rdul-ba-can, dust-bubbles' (but elsewhere rdol-ba-can ['?]) ;
zer-ba,
then so-tham-pa, 'chattering of teeth,' and a-chu . '
"
"'
where one says Akiu
ui-pa-la Ita-bur gas-pa, where one
is split [by the cold] like an utpala,' i.e. the damned are split
into 8, 30, or 60 pieces, according to the number of i ietals of the
lotus after which the hell is called (Georgi, Alph. Tibet, p. 266 ;
'

.

'

;

ct.

Beal, Catena, p. 63,

and Waddell,

p. 95).

.
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every hundred years were to take from it one
sesarnum seed, that load would sooner dwindle
away than one Ahhuda hell and even as are
twenty Abbuda hells, so is one Nirabbuda hell.'
The Abhidharmakoia (iii. 84) has the same method
of counting for the arbuda, etc. Arbuda, etc., are

garlands,' and
mattas [Digha,

what

are called 'high numerals' (Mahavyutpalti,
246 [101-102], § 250 [9-14]; see Ages of the
[Buddhist], vol. i. p. 188").
(c) There are some hells about which we know nothing but

§

World

e.g. the Saihsavaka (Vimunavatthu, p. 50), and the
traditions of the Great Vehicle are rich in multiple inventions.
We may mention the hells that the Tibetans call 'ephemeral'
(hi-tshe-ba), which are the frontier hells of Beal (Catena, p.
135), Skr. prddeSika or pratyekanarakas(t) (see Mahdvastu, i.
458, and Burnouf, Introduction, p. 320). They are reserved for
small sins or for special categories of sinners (see art. Boduib
BATTVA, vol. ii. p. 744 ). They are found on the borders of the
hells, in the ocean, in the world of men, and in the deserts of
Jambudvipa. There are 84,000 of them.

the names,

'

(ii.)

Animals.

'

—The animals

form the class im-

mediately above the damned.
They are divided
into many categories (e.g. Majjhima, no. 129), and
their special abode is the exterior ocean ; but, as
everybody knows, they are met with in the world
of men, and (in spite of what certain heretics
'

'

say) not in the world of the gods (Kathdvatthu,
xx. 4).
'the dead' or 'ghosts.'— The
(iii.) Pretas,

dead have not yet
been systematized, as may be seen from the Petavatthu and the literature of every epoch (see artt.
Death, etc. [Buddhist], State of the Dead [Buddhist], etc.). Speaking generally, we may say that
the pretas dwell almost everywhere throughout the
world of men, but especially in the kingdom of
Yama, which is divided into 36 provinces, situated
500 leagues below Jambudvipa. There they live
500 years, a day being equal to a human month. 1
2
Their abode is espe(iv.) ASURAS, 'NON-GODS.'
cially in the caverns of Mount Meru, below the
level of the sea, where there are four towns of
11,000 leagues, at depths of 20,000, 40,000, 60,000,
and 80,000 leagues, namely, 'Shining,' 'Startassel,' 'Deep,' and 'Golden town,' with Rahu
(the spirit of the eclipse), Kanthainaladhara, Puspamaladhara, and Vemachitra as kings. 3 But they
often leave their abysses to conquer Meru, and
light with the 'Thirty-three gods and their vanguard (dragons and yaksas) hence the mistake
made by some authors in saying that they dwell
on the fourth stage of Meru.
There is an infinite number of yalcsas (yakkha,
'a being to be worshipped,' 'a powerful spirit'
popular beliefs concerning the

—

_

'

;

[Kern, Manual, p. 59]), terrestrial (bliauma, living
on the surface of the eartli and under the earth),
4
atmospheric, etc. Three categories occupy a special
place in our sources (Abhidharmakoia, iii. 56) as
inhabitants of Mount Meru.
On Meru there are four terraces (parisanda,
ban-rim) of 16,000, 8000, 4000, and 2000 leagues,
separated from each other by 10,000 leagues. The
fourth is reserved for the Four Kings, who are
classed as gods (devas) (see below, § 6)
the other
three are inhabited by (1) the yalcsas karotapanis,
bowl in hand,' (2) the yalcsas mdlddharas, bearing
;

'

'

A

'

1
study of the pretas with magical power,' and of the king
of the pretas (petti raja), as well as that ol' the guardians of the
hells' (who may bear the name of god [Kathavatthu, xx. 3]),
etc., belongs to the doctrine of existing beings rather than to
'

cosmology.
2
3

On

the asurati, see above,

p.

180;

and

art. Daitta.

—

'

'

dharvas, 'celestial musicians,' etc.,

class. 3

Ou the summit of Meru are the gods 'who
(t rdyastriihtdvatimsas), to the number of 100,000 (?), and,
above them (according to Digha), is their king
the India of the gods.'
Sakra, devanam inda,
Their town, 'Lovely view,' is 2500 miles square,
and contains the Palace of Victory (vaijayanta
[Majjhima, i. 253]), etc. They live for 1000 years,
one day being equal to 100 human years (Digha,
ii. 327)," and their height is J kroia.
Then there are palaces which might be called
(b)

have the Thirty-three at their head'
ias

;

'

aerial (vimdna)

'

'

;

i

'

'

'

sometimes
(paranirmita, and
the soverpari"), having Vasavartin,
king (Digha, i. 219). The name of these
created
over
the
things
by
gods means 'rulers
mitavaiavartins

'

wrongly

[?]

eign,' as

1 See
Mahdvyutpatti, § 163, 36-38 Burnouf, Introduction, p.
699 (quoting Georgi, p. 480); Mahdvastu, i. 30; Divydnuldmi,
water
p. 218 (which mentions ndgas, 'dragons,' resting on the
[udakanisrita] at the foot of Meru); Morris, Jl'TS, 1891, pp.
21-25. These genii, dii minores, are sometimes called devas,
and Mahdvyutpatti)',
especially the karotapanis (Dieynraddna
so also the bhaumds devas in LaUtavistara, etc. Dcva-putra,
'
'
god-son,' divine,' is sometimes an epithet of greater gods.
2
According to Latitavistara, p. 46, 19.
>See A.K.V. iii. 60; Beal, Catena, p. 71; Spence Hardy,
;

Man ital,

p. 26.

Here, as elsewhere, years consisting of 12 months of 30 days
In Ihr/jut inland, p. "25, the day of Sakra and of
air imant.
the Thirty-three is equal to only one human year ; hcnceatotal
ol 860,000 human years.
i'l'iit- Tibetan translation means 'non-measurable (vf-mdns)
in. hi
Thisc- palaces may he spiritual, i.e. they are coms.'
puseil of subtle matter: 'splendid, pagoda-shaped palaces,
movable from place to place by an effort of will' (Unilders,
Diet. p. 574); 6ee t'imdnavatthu, and Itohtlingk-Koth, s.v.
•»

kings are

l

6
:

160,000 leagues above Jambudvipa, i.e. 80,000
above the Thirty-three, and 80,000 leagues broad,
the palace of the ydmas gods, 6 whose king Suyama,
according to Digha, dwells higher up. Length of
= 200 human years ; height,
life, 2000 years, one day
| kroia.
'
or
satisfied
(d) The abode of the tu-sitas,
'
blissful ; the residence of a future Buddha before
his last existence
king, Samtusita ; length of life,
4000 years ; height, 1 kroia.
'
who have
(e) The abode of the nirmanaratis,
their pleasure in creation,' happy creators ; king,
A. K. V.,
to
the
Sunirmita, well-built.' According
the meaning of this name is 'enjoying self-created
the
inferior
in
contrast
with
gods, who
pleasures,'
enjoy objects which are presented to them on
account of their deserts (cf. Itivuttaka, p. 94).
Length of life, 8000 years ; height, 1| kroia.
(/) 1,280,000 leagues above Jambudvipa, 640,000
leagues broad, the abode of the 60,000 paranir(c)

as

;

;

although they

are not devas, ought to be regarded as belonging
to this category.
Half-way up Meru are the chariots of the sun (51
leagues), of the moon (a league further down), and
of the stars.
These deities do not form a special

referred to in Lulitavistara, p. 202.

;

Kbppen,

the yalcsas saddmadas (soda1
'always drunk.'

260]),

dhdtu).
[a) On the fourth terrace of Meru is the
retinue of the Four Great Kings (chdturmahdrdjakdyikas, eatu in imtlidrdjikas), 80,000 in all (?),'
and (higher up, if we are to believe Digha, i. 216)
the Four Great Kings, rulers of the cardinal points.
These are the first beings who regularly receive
the name of gods,' and are classed as such. The
length of their life is 500 years, a day being equal
to 50 human years, and their height is ^ kroia
= ^ yojana, league '). Perhaps the numerous ser(
vants and courtiers of the Great Kings, the gan-

According to Kalpadrumu, p. 6 Beal (( 'atena, p. 51) is of a
See Burnout, 1 ntrodtu-.tion, p. 601 (incorrect)
i. 24G;
Nagarjuna's 'Epistle,' In JPTS, 1886, p. '.'7;
Mahdvyutpatti, 5 171 UivyHvad&na, pp. 126,148,222; ilahavastu, i. SO, ii. 344, iii. 138, 254. The Mahdvastu apeak ol five
armies of asuras, but mentions only three kings Vemachil in,
Rahu, and Muehilimkt. The Kathdvatthu ^m. l)associatee the
companions of Vepaeiiitti with the gods, and the korakanjakas
with the pretas. On the war of the amras with the suras, see
Angultara, iv. 433; Jl'TS, 1908, p. 143, etc.
4 We
may mention the twenty light generals of the yaksas
different opinion.

ii.

Heavens of the concupiscence-world (kdma-

6.

;

(Buddhist)
(3)

'

\

iniana.'
c

The meaning

of

ydmas

is

not clear.

The Tibetan

is

hthab

bral-ba, 'free from battle,' because they have not to wage war
with the amras, as the Thirty-three have to do. The ydmas,

we have seen (8 3), are created before the chakravdla.
named in Lalitavistara, p. 44.

The
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others,' 'disposers of others' creations'

(('.

placed above the heavens of tho
karma-gods (gods owing to their merit) and the
birth-gods [Taitt. Up. ii. 8 Windisuh, Buddha's
Geburt, Leipzig, 1908, p. 15). Being by his nature

or
tr.), i.e. they themselves create,
they cause others to create, the objects of enjoyment which they desire. Length of life, 160,000
one day = 16,000 human years height, 1J

Rhys Davids'

;

invisible to the inferior gods, Brahma creates a
'
solid body for himself when it pleases him to
show himself to the Thirty-three (Digha, ii. 210).
In this respect there is some resemblance between
the Kenopanisad and Digha, i. 220. The connexion

;

years,

135
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Brahma were

A. F.

'

kros'a.

Some

sources regard Mara, the Satan of early Buddhism, as
the Supreme god of the world of concupiscence, and assign a
special place to him, Marabhavana, with 68,000 good assistants.
Length of life, 32,000 years (see Lalitacistara, index, and Heal,
Catena, p. 83, who adds, from the Chinese Dirghdgama, the
weight of the clothing of each class it varies from 1 oz. to

more marked with Majjhima,

is still

330,

i.

where

Brahma (thegod Brahma then called Baka, Heron')
tries in vain to disappear from the eyus of Buddha
'

;

i*. oz.).

;

of 'concupiscence' (kdmdbhogm) enjoy sensuous
but there is a progressive refinement in their food (see
C. A. P. Rhys Davids, Buddh. Psych, p. 197). In the higher spheres
the sexual act is accomplished by binding (dlihgana, among the
ydmas), by joining hands (pdnydpti, among the tuxitas), by
smiling (hasita, among the nirmdnaratis), or by a simple look
(Vcsita, among the paraninnitaoasavartins) (see A.K. V. iii. 02,
and Georgi, p. 4S3). On the birth of the gods, who do not come
out of the womb, although they are not 'apparitional beings'
(see § 7), see Beal, Catena, pp. 74, 78, and cf. Waddell, Lamaism,

The gods

pleasures

he was more successful with Varuna, the Vedic god.

:

with all major
The text which we have quoted, 'divine
and minor limbs complete (cf Majjhima, ii. 17, 1. 26), is clear
enough the ru^a-gods possess all the organs of the body. This
opinion, however, came to be regarded as almost heretical by
.

.

.

'

.

:

'

'

orthodoxy as well as by Northern orthodoxy (see Vibhahga,
418 Kathdvatthu, viii. 7, with the commentary, and A.K. V.
Smell (gandha) and taste (rasa) are solid food
[Burn. 44]).
(kavadikdrdhdra), and consequently cannot be perceived by the
gods of rupadhatu ; therefore noses and tongues are useless to
If
them.
these gods possess these organs, it is replied that it
The sexual organ is of no use
is merely for reasons of beauty.
to them, and it would detract from their beauty if it were not
hidden as it was in the body of Sakyamuni (see Suttanipdta,
= SBE x. 100, and elsewhere). This discussion, which we
p. 99
might consider rather frivolous, is characteristic of a part of
scholastic Buddhism ; there are some points in it which we shall
never see clearly, and about which the Buddhists themselves are
confused.
Pali

p.

p. 86.

The Four Kings and the Thirty-three are well-known in the
Brahmanical sources, and are much older than Buddhism.
There are several Brahmanical references to the ydmas
(suydmas), tusitas, nirmdQaratas (Mahdbhdrata, xiii. 18, 74;
Bee Burnouf, Introd. p. 604 f.), but they are probably borrowed
from Buddhism (tusita brahmakdyds).
The sextuple division of the gods of concupiscence appears in
the earliest Buddhist books, e.g. Majjhima, ii. 194, iii. 100,
Digha, i. 216 and the length of the lives is fixed just as in the
scholastic era ( Vibhaiiga, p. 422). But lists of gods, like Digha,
ii. 256 (six 6eries of ten divine groups, kdyas), seem to be older
than this sextuple division (see reference to ydmas, etc., on p.
;

261).

:

The Buddhists, making the most of the theory
of the four dhyanas (jhdnas, trances '), have established very coherent systems on the hierarchy of
The
celestial spheres.
the so-called ' material
complete table is as follows :
'

'

7. Heavens of the material world (rupadhatu)
or Brahma-world. Probably the most ancient
documents on divine beings superior to the devas

—

properly so-called, to the gods of desire, are Digha,
17, 34, 195.

1.

The following

'

is

a summary.

Ac-

cording to the 'names, expressions, turns of speech,
designations in common use in the world' (the indifference of Buddhists to what is not the way of
salvation is clearly shown in these precautions of
the ancient editor, who seems to have been conscious
that the Buddha regards such things as accessory
and on-sure), there are three classes of gods (or kinds
of existence, attabhdva), which must not be called
by each other's names, viz. (1) 'divine, having form
(or material, rtipi), belonging to the sensuous (or
sexual) plan (kdmdvachara), feeding on solid food,'
in a word, 'solid' (oldrika), 'formed of the four
great elements ; (2) divine, having form, made of
mind, with all major and minor links complete,
not deficient in any organs,' in a word, made of
mind' (manomaya) ; 2 (3) immaterial (formless),
'made up of consciousness (or thought, sanftd) only.
To the first class belong the six categories of
gods who enjoy pleasures (kdmabhuj), the Four
the paranirmitavai'avartins.
Kings,
must now consider the second class, rupdvachara, or gods of the realm of matter, of whom
Brahma is the ancient type and the representative
par excellence to such a degree that the world of
matter is called the world of Brahma.' The gods
here are born without parents, by apparitional birth
(aupapdtika) they are not immaterial, but their
matter is subtle (suks-ma, pranita), for they feed on
joy (pritibhaksa), and are luminous the same as
the first men (see art. Ages of the World [Buddhist], vol. i. p. 190*).
may compare the
ribhus of Mahdbhdrata, iii. 15461
They have
divine bodies, and not material forms (vigraha1
The idea of the progressive refinement
murti).
of the body of the gods is old [Satapathabrdhmana,
'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

We

'

'

'

;

—

We

'

:

'

X.

i.

5.

4

;

Taittirlya

Davids, Dialogues, i. 48])
the worlds of Prajapati
'

Upanisad, ii. 1-5 [Rhys
and with the Brahmans
;
(cf. Majjhima, i. 2) and

1
See Rhys Davids, Dialogues, i. 46, 259, 260 (line 2 to be read
The second has form.'
cf. Sumaiigalavildsini, ad loc.
.)
.

2

On manomaya,

also
3

A.K. V.

.

:

;

see art. Bodhisattva, vol.

265.

See Fausboll, Indian Mythology, p. 144.

ii.

b
p. 742 ,

note

J

;

FlRST-TRANCE heavens.

(i.)

—

(1)

Brahmapdr-

1
(or "kdyikas), retinue of Brahma ; length
20 small ages of the world (20 antarakalpas
= J great kalpa) height, J league. The heaven is
situated 2,580,000 leagues above Jambudvipa, 1
and is 1,290,000 leagues broad. These numbers
have to be doubled for the following heavens.
(2) Brahmapurohitas, 'Brahma-chaplains'; length
of life, i great kalpa
height, 1 league. (3) Maltabrahmdnas, 'Great Brahmas'; length of life, j
3
kalpa height, 1J league.
The common opinion is that there are as many stages as there
are classes of gods. But some say that Brahma has no distinct

sadyas
of

life,

;

;

;

'

only in the middle of the puroAita-heaven there is a high
storeyed tower, and this is the abode of Brahma.' Every tranceheaven has a king, ministers, and people (Beal, Catena, p. 95
cf. Afiguttara, ii. 126, where Brahuiakayika [life, 1 kalpa] is the
general name of the gods of the first trance). Contrast with this
Digha, i. 216 the retinue of the great Brahma does not know
where, why, whence Brahma is.' This text is not familiar with
purohitas. On the other hand, according to A.K. V., the Kashmirians do not distinguish the purohitas from the great Brahmas.
It will be noted that this plural, great Brahmas,' is strange,
because there cannot be, and in former Buddhist mythology
there was not, more than one Brahma. But the early texts,

abode

;

;

:

'

'

when mentioning

several 'pramomens' of different Brahmas,
probably believed to belong to different cosmoi or to different
ages of the world, have opened the way for this new idea. On
different classes of Brahmas, see below, § 9.
(ii.) Second-trance heavens.— (1) Parittabhas
('Limited splendour'); length of life, 2 kalpas ;
These figures are doubled for
height, 2 leagues.
the next five classes.
(2) Apramdnabhas, 'Im1

The Lalitavistara
Mentioned in Sarhyutta, i. 145, 155.
draws a distinction between °kdyikas and opdrsadyas

(p. 150)

(see also p. 44).
2
According to

Kalpadrama. Feer (A MO v. 535) says 256, i.e.
double the height of the heaven of the paranirmitamsavartins.
3 We
give the heights and lengths of life according to the
A.K. V. 'The first gods of the rupa-world are i yojana in
height another i yojana must be added for the following
As regards
classes, and one must double from the partUdbhas.
the length of life, the Pali sources have for these three classes
Warren, p. 290). The text
i, J, and 1 kalpa (Vibhahga, p. 424
quoted in the commentary to Kathdvatthu, xi. 5, however,
assigns a kalpa to the brahmakuyikas; but, according to
Buddhaghosa, it refers to a kappekadesa, i.e. a portion of a
The Abhidharmakoia has J, 1, 1J kalpa (see Feer,
kalpa.
v. 535); but its commentary, the \ ydkhyd, maintains
that kalpa must be taken to mean i kalpa, therefore J, J, J.
It refers to a large kalpa;_hut, according to the Kalpaihuma,
the length of life in the rupa-world extends from a small kalpa
16 small kalpas.
(/<, of a large kalpa) to
;

'

;

AMG
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measurable splendour.'
Radiant.'

*

sara),

l

Third-trance heavens.— (1) ParlUaSu(2) Apr aindnasu bhas,
beauty.'

(iii.)

'Limited

bhas,
1

Abkdsvaras {Abhas-

(3)

Immeasurable beauty.'

(3)

Subhakrtsnas {Subhn2

(

kinhciy -wrongly Subhakinna),
Complete beauty';
length of life, 04 kalpas, i.e. until the return of the
destruction of the cosmos by wind (see Ages of

the World

[Buddhist], vol.

i.

p. 188)

height, 64

;

Fourth-trance heavens.—

)

(

1)

Anabhrakas

{'Cloudless'); 125 kalpas and leagues (not 128,
which would be double that of the Subhakrtsnas)
these numbers are doubled for the following
;

'

Punyaprasavas, Merit-born (Tib.
bsod-nams-skycs), or perhaps Merit-begetting' (?).
Abundant fruit. 3
(3) Brhatphalas Vehapphalas),
(4)-(8) bear the generic name of Suddhdvdsa,
Pure abode,' whence Suddhdvdsikas, Suddh&vdsakdyikas, inhabitants of the Pure abodes.'* (4)
6
Effortless
Avrhas (A vihas),
(?).
(5) Atapas
(atappa=atdpya), 'No heat,' 'Cool gods.' (6)
Suarsas (Sudassa), 'Beautiful.'
(7) Sudarhtna
(Sudassin), 'Well-seeing.' (8) Akanisthas, 'Sublime' = not youngest,' not smallest'), also called
at the end
(or subordinated to) Aghanisthas,
*
at the top or
(nistha) of the compact' (agha), i.e.
the end of the material world'; 6 length of life,
16,000 kalpas ; height, 16,000 leagues.
*

classes.

(2)

'

5

*

(

'

'

'

'

'

'

(

'

The

number

o!

'

places' or

'

'

stages in the rupa-world,
therefore, is seventeen, according to the Abhidharmako£a (iii.
1
2) ; the Kashmirians suppress one of them (see above, p. 135 ').
The Pali tradition of Abhidhanna counts only sixteen it has
neither the Anabhrakas nor the Punyaprasavas, but it adds
the Asamjflasattvas (°devas, 'unconscious beings,' 'gods') as
follows Fourth trance. (1) Asaflflasattas, (2) Vehapphalas,
[In later documents, e.g. in
(3) Pure abodes, five in number.
total

1

;

—

:

v. 2-6, 10, tr.

Abhidhammatthasaihgraha,
p. 289,

the Asaflnasattas

same arrangement occurs

come

after the

Warren, Buddhism,
Vehapphalas and the
;

Northern

in

texts, viz. Lalitavistara,
p. 150, Dhannasaiigraha, § 123 ; Real, p. 85 (according to Dirghagama'i), which add the Amihjflasativas to the list of the

Koto.]?

'

vijflanasthiti (position [?] of intellect] (Digha, ii. 69, cf. Aiiguttara, iv. 40) (1) Brahmakayika, (2) Abhassara, (3) Subhaki^ha,

certain

Lastly,

sources

place

the heaves of

Mahamahesvara, the Great Lord, Siva, above the

—a

non-Buddhist idea borrowed from

l Abhassara
appears in several early texts, not as the name
of the third category of the second trance, but (1) as the general
name of the gods of the first rank (Saihyutta, i. 114) above
Brahma (cf. the gods 'of beyond' [taduttari] in Aiantttara, iii.

287); see, e.g., Digha, i. 17; Aiiguttara, iv. 89, v. 60. During
the period of chaos the future Buddha dwells among the

Abhassaras (see art. Aoes of thr World [Buddhist], vol. i. p.
190, on the Buddhist Genesis); and (2) as the general name
of the gods of the second trance in Aiiguttara, ii. 127 (life,
2 kalpas).

General

:

and, according to the trance (Aiiguttara, ii. 126), ... (4) Vehapphala, for which the catalogues of 'abodes of beings' (sattvdOn the
Asaflflasatta.
vdsa) have (Aiiguttara, iv. 401),
other hand, Majjhima, i. 2, enumerates Prajapati, Brahma,
Abhassara, Subhakinna, Vehapphala, and Abhibhu. To get a
classical
scheme very near the
(scholastic) scheme, the classes
of Abha and Subha had to be formed in imitation of the classes
of Brahma (pdrsadya, purohita); and this is what we find in
Parittabha, Appamanabha, Abhassara,
Majjhima, iii. 102
Parittasubha, etc. The Vehapphalas of Majjhima, i 2, are kept,
and in place of the Abhibhus are put four categories Aviha
Akanitpha, But Digha, ii. 52, adds the fifth category,
Sudassi (Stidardana). It is possible, therefore, to follow to a
certain point the scholastic work which has amalgamated
separate traditions and speculations; from an epithet like
dbhtisvara a class of gods was made, and in the end three
classes and three heavens were deduced from it.
.

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

—

8. Immaterial sphere [arupadhdtu, arupya).
There are two views on the arupya. According
to the first, which keeps to the letter of the canonical texts, 2 the arupya is not part of the receptacleworld it contains only 'spiritual' beings, free
from matter, disembodied intellects [vijndna),
"When the
consisting in thought (sanndmaya).
;

transmigrating vijndn-as are re-born (if we may say
so) into this category, they create the intellectual
apparatus (naman) for themselves, but do not
accumulate matter (rupa), or organs of knowledge (saddyatana).
Instead of
places,' the arupya presents four
aspects (akdra), according to the state of the
'

'

'

pure intelligences which constitute it. There are
the realm of the infinity of space [dkdsananty{2) the realm of the infinity of intellect
[vijndna ), (3) the realm of nothingness {akimchaniydyatana), and (4) the realm of neither consciousness {or notion) nor not-consciousness [naivasamjndndsamjndyatana)* according to the. kind of
meditation in which the mind finds itself absorbed
for 20,000, 40,000,
60,000, and 80,000 'great
(1)

ay atana),

Akanisthas

3

remarks on the origin and development of this theological cosmology. It is probable that Brahma was at first regarded as
the greatest god (see Digha, i. 222, ii. 210), and his name has
remained attached to the rupa-wor\d(see,e.g., Index s.v. Visuddhimagga,' Warren -Lan man, Buddhism in Traiislations, Cambridge, Mass., 1909, Subhakinhabrahmaloka, etc., and even
liupdrupabrahmaloka, material and immaterial Brahma- wo rid).
Scholars have established a hierarchy of beings according to
\

leagues.
(iv.

(Buddhist)

Hinduism (Mahdvyutpatti, § 161; Triglotte, 53;
1
Remusat, Fo-kouc-ki, p. 146).
We shall now venture to make some more or less hypothetical

name

of the

gods

of the third trance in Aiiguttara,

127 (life, 4 kalpas). In ii. 231 this expression means 'combut svbha is taken to mean beauty in A.K. V.
happy
265a Warren translates it lustrous.'
3 General name of the
gods of the fourth trance in Aiiguttara,
ii. 128 (life, ma kalpas).
*
Saihyutta, i. 26 Majjhima, i. 82. A future Buddha is never
re-born in these heavens, which are reserved for the Andgdmins, saints who obtain nirvana without being re-born in the
world of men {A.K. V. 207b J PTS, 1905, p. 102).
6 Tibetan
mi-che-ba, 'not great' (from abfhat); Chinese,
according to Beal, without heat," and, according to Eitel, 'no
thought.' These gods arc named in .S"a?J^/u^a, i. 35, 6< Do/ha ,'u.UO.
6 Lalitaristara, 44, 13
(nifpiagatdi chd kanakas' cha);
ii.

'

pletely

'

'

;

'

;

;

:

'

i

;

Mdh&yyutpattij§l§\\ Beal, p. 85, n. 10; Wogiha'ra, Asangas
BodMsattvabhumi, Leipzig, 1908, p. is, who quotes A.K.V.
Akanittha aji/estha, neither the youngest nor the oldest,' is an
epithet of the Maruts Rigveda, v. 59. 6, v. 60. 6). The Akanisthas are the most distinguished gods, panztatara (Digha, ii.
References to these gods are comparatively rare in the
286).
ancient texts. The Saihyutta uses the phrase uddhaihsota
'
akan>\t hagdmin, mounting .
going to the akanittha.'
7 It should be noticed that the
VHdmiign (p. 425) attributes
the same length of life (BOO kalpas) to the Asaflflasattas and to
the Vehapphalas; and Beal (p. 96), following the Vibh&Sd
(Narvastivadin), explains that the heaven of the Unconi
(like the world of Brahma) is inhabited by heretics.
By all
'

f

.

.

.

.

similar to that of the Brhatphalas. We
may, therefore, believe that the Asmiijiiin heaven does not
form a separate region, bhumi or pradet'a, and understand why

other reports,

it

is

the Abhidharmakos'a is not concerned with it in its nomenclature of the heavens of the r Spa- world. On the Unconscious, see
" <!>a, i. 28;
Rhys Davids, Dialogues, i. 41 note, ii. 66;

Kathdvatthu,

iii.

11.

3

kalpas.
ii.

4

three realms are vijndnasthitis 5 (Dlaha,
69; Ahguttara, iv. 40), 'meditations on wnich

The

first

—

an
[vijndna) dwells {.tt/^lfi)
which has in this world been absorbed
,

intellect

'

intellect
in one of

'

the meditations, space is infinite,' intellect is in6
'there is nothing,' and finds itself, for
finite,'
countless centuries, in the same meditation and
vijndnasthitis only, for intellect is disincarnated

—

and without any relations

to

matter {rupa).

Like

'

the Asaiijhdsattvas,
Unconscious,' the fourth
'realm' is not a vijiidnasthiti, but a sattvdvdsa,
dwelling-place of beings,' or an dyrrfana, place,'
for it does not include attachment to (or dwelling
of intellect upon) any kind of existence, being
established on an absolute indifference {upeksd).
'

'

i
See also Latitavistara, p, 4, 1. 12, 6. 12, 42. 12, 112. 3, etc.
"
This is the orthodox theory (Vibhaiiga, pp. 13S, 41!'; Kathdvatthu, viii. 8; Abhidharmakota, iii. 3, with conim. 224 a,
254 a, Chandrakirti's I'aftchaskandhaprakarana),
3 This is the 'summit of existence'
(bhgvdgra). It will be
Been (Waddell, Lamaism, p. 85, and art. Aj>ibdddha, vol. i. p.
01 b , inaccurate) that the Aka7iitfhabhaeana has been placed
serve
as a dwelling-place for
above the immaterial heavens to

Adilmddha.
* The numbers are
already given in Aiiguttara, \. 207, but
there thrv refer to kalpas wit hunt tin
pithet 'great.'
fi
See Ghilders, Diet. p. 671) Dialogues, ii. 66.
*» It is
very di 111 cult to form an exact idea of these meditations
or concentrations (samdpatti), especially of the second. Is it
the same as the contemplation of 'the invisible, infinite thought*
(vifltldna) of Majjhima, i. 329? This would be a doctrine similar
inula and the Vnguchdra. .See Compendium (P7'S,
tu the
It is well known that these 'concentrations' are
1010), p. 64.
given by Buddhist tradition as previous to Sakyamuni (e.g.
Majjhinia, i. 164 ; Warren, p. 336).
-

;

I

<
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But we must not regard

the double negation
'neither consciousness
as an absolute negation
of consciousness thought (chiUa) and its derivatives
{ckaitta) remain, although in a very attenuated
In fact, if thought happened to cease in
state. 1
these immaterial existences, the result would he
nirvana
and we know [Anguttara, i. 267) that
'non-converted' persons (pfthagjnna) may reach
'

.

.

.

;

\

them without being worthy

of nirvana, without
of falling back again

being free from the danger
among the pretax.

into hell or

'

'

Several schools maintain the existence of
matter in the
'
Immaterial World.' This refers to a 'tine or attenuated form
of matter,' according to the Mahdsdiiighikas, but such that it
includes the five kinds of perceptible knowledge Ivijfldntt*
kdyas). 2 The syllable a of drupya, formlessness (which is the
vrddhi, initial emphasis, of the abstract word derived from
arupa, 'formless'), is explained as a diminutive (isadarthe).
An argument in favour of this opinion is that the intellect
'

(vijiidna) needs a material support (as ray a), and this support
must be the special ' matter called hrdayavastu, ' heart-thing
(according to the A.K. V. the opinion of the Tamraparniyas, i.e.
'

'

the Buddhists of Taprobane, the Sinhalese). 3 Another argument
is that, according to the formula of
dependent origination
name (intellectual data) and matter (riipa) proceed from
vijndna.*
'

'

Cosmic systems, chiliocosms.

— It

is

possible
that the most ancient Buddhist cosmology did not
9.

imagine anything but the 'small universe,' the
chakravdla properly speaking; but, in documents
which appear to be very archaic (agreeing, in fact,
with what we believe we know of the teaching of
the Buddha), the notion of the infinity of the
world is stated from which arises that of the

—

existence of other universes {lokadhdtu) or chakravdlas similar to ours; 5 and in the Anguttara
(i. 227) we find great combinations of 'thousands
of universes/ which will remain the basis of the

we may thus

if

'great cosmology,'

A

express

it,

of a

thousand universes,
namely: (1)
system
'small chiliocosm,' sahassi chulanikd lokadhdtu G
or sahassadha loka [ib. v. 59)
(2) a system of a
million universes, a thousand small chiliocosms'
this is the middle chiliocosm,' dvisahassi nutjjhimikd lokadhdtu ( two-thousandth middle universe'); and (3) a system of a thousand million
t

;

'

;

'

'

universes, 'great chiliocosm,' or 'three-thousandth
great-thousandth universe,' tisahassl mahasahassl
lokad/idtu. 7
1
SeeKathdvatthu, in. 12 ; Beal, Catena, p. 91 ; C. A. F. Rhys
Davids, Buddh. Psych, p. 74 f. ; Saihgitisatta (Digha, xxxiii.),
in Burnouf, Lotus, p. 809 ; AngxUtara, v. 7, 318.
2 See
Beal, Catena, pp. 92, 104 : Wassilieff, Buddhimius, 1S60,
p. 237 (261).
3 See A.K.V.
(Burn. 28^), cited in Burnouf, Lotus, p. 513 (cf.
Walleser, Phil. Grundlage des dlteren Buddhismus, Heidelberg,
On the hadayavatthu, 'basis' or 'site,' of the
^1904, p. 106).
sensorium commune (ma7ias), see O. A. F. Rhys Davids, op. cit.
Visudp. 129, note ; cf. p. 173 and index : JPTS, 1884, p. 2S
dhimagga, JPTS, 1891, p. 124, and Burnouf, Introduction, p.
669 ; the rdle of the heart in the ancient Ilindu philosophy is
well known (Bohtlingk-Roth, s.v. Dhatu,' p. 934^).
4
Kathdvatthu, viii. 8 ; cf. Warren, Buddhism, p. 178, 1. 15,
and see also Saihyutta, iii. 63.
& The Brdhmanas admit the
infinity of the world upwards and
;

'

sideways (see Paflchavidis'abrdhmana, xviii. 6, 2, in Hopkins,
'Gods and Saints of the Great Brahmana,' Trans. Connecticut
Acad. xv. 25, July 1909). The theory that the world is infinite
across,

and

finite in

demned

upward and downward

directions,

is

con-

in Digha, i. 23 (Rhys Davids, Dialogues, i. 36; see
Agnosticism [Buddhist], vol. i. p. 224b, note).
A tradition
which was long in being attested (Attha.sdlini, § 374, quoted in
Burnouf, Lotus, p. 844, wanting in the Chapter of the Fours'
of the Anguttara, as Rhys Davids remarks, loc. cit.) states that
four things are infinite
space, the number of universes, the
number of living beings, and the wisdom of a Buddha.
6
Lokadhatu, masc. in Mahdvastu, i. 40, 7, and Siksdsa'

:

muchchaya,

p. 246; fern, in Pali, Mahdvastu, ii. 300, 16,
The word sukhavati,
the
Earuy.dpuy,darika, p. 4, etc.
happy' (see Blest, Abode of the [Bud.], vol. ii. p. 688 b), must
be understood as sukhdvati lokadhdtu, the happy world,' and
not as sukhdvati bhiimi, the happy earth or storey.'
7 The Skr. forms in
Mahdo-yutpatti, § 153, Bodhicharyavatarapafljika, adii. 14; 8dhasra4 chudiko lokadhdtuh ; dnsdhasro
'

'

'

; trimhasrqmahdsdhasro.
madhyaino
in Mahdvastu and e\sevrhere (trisdhasrd
.

.

LaUtavistara

.

.

.

.

iibersetzt, Berlin, 1S74, p. 208.
'

.
.

There are variants
See Lefmann,
.).
Chudika, chulika

(Pali-Prakrit chula, chu\a,
small,' cf. Skr. ksulla) is traced to
ehuda, 'top,' 'crest '(tuft left on the head after tonsure), but
see Saddharmapur>4ctrika, p. 327 (ksudrakalokadhdtu).

The
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(Buddhist)

meaning of the words dvisahus
Beems to be quite clear. The Anguttara says that the dviaahoiti
= 10u0 sahassi, and the t/s«/m.vsi = 1000 dvisahassi. Dvi and ti
traditional

1,

t

are exponents, not multipliers.
We find 1000, 1000 a, 1000*.
Schmidt's interpretation, 'das grosse Tausend der 3000 Vvelten.'
is wrung; and
Kdppen (Buddhismus, ii. 337) is also inexact, if
we can trust the Anguttara and the Abhidharmako&a. But it
must be remembered that the universes appear grouped in
triads in order to form the hell of 'intramundane darknesB*
which justifies the number 3000. But in the multiplication of
1000 by 1000 there are other differences which strike scholars :
'
The holy words of Buddha cannot be in disagreement ; how
is it then that there are so many differences in the accounts
found in the sutras and treatises (Abhidharmaidstras)^ For
instance, in regard to the number of mountains called Sumcru
(there is a Meru is each small, universe, chakravdla [sec above,
p. 131]), if we rely on the Agamas (=I'ali nikdya, 'canonic
collection') and the Eo&a, each great chiliocosm has one
thousand million, whereas the Suvarnaprabhdsa and the
A vataihsaka (Great Vehicle) say there are only ten millions.
Then with regard to the various measurements and the contradictory statements relating to the number of the rupa-heavens, 1
how are these differences to be accounted for? 2

—

'

In order to establish a sort of coherence anions
these multiplications of universes and on account
of theories on the more or less complete destructions of the world, the following arrangement has

been imagined

:

—

One thousand chakravdlas make a small chiliocosm, with
4000 continents, 1000 Menus, and 1000 heavens of Brahma-gods
(gods of the first trance). This small chiliocosm is surrounded
by a mountain which separates it from the neighbouring
small chiliocosms and there is by way of a roof, so to speak,
a heaven of gods of the second trance. The middle chiliocosm
includes 1000 heavens of this second trance, with as many small
chiliocosms beneath them
the walls reach up to the third
trance
it is covered by a heaven of the third trance.
The
great chiliocosm comprises 1000 heavens of this trance, and is
crowned with a heaven of the fourth.
;

;

;

The documents which show this superimposing
do not seem to be very old (Kfippen, i. 236;
Remusat, Melanges posthumes, p. 94 but Beal, p.
The LaUtavistara
103, cites the Vibhasd&dstra).
(p. 150) certainly does not know it, for it informs
us that the great chiliocosm contains a thousand
million [lOOkotis) heavens of each kind.
We uiust point out a certain number of cosmic multiplications
;

which are independent of and probably previous to the chiliocosmic conception; e.g. Mahdvagga, i. 6, 31 (Jdtaka, i. 63),
ayath dasasahassi lokadhdtu (where the reference is to 10,000
worlds and not to 1000*0 worlds); Digha, ii. 130, where the
gods of ten universes (dasdsu lokadhdtusu) gather together to
be present at the death of the Buddha. There are different
kinds of Brahma-gods; in Digha, ii. 261, Mahabrahma, 'the
great Brahma,' reigns over 1000 Brahma-worlds Majjhima, iii.
101, distinguishes between a Sahasso brahmd, 'thousandth
Brahma,' governing a sahassi lokadhdtu (cf. Anguttara, i. 277),
a Dvisahasso
.
and a Dasasahasso (10,000th- Brahma),
governing a dasasahassi lokadhdtu (cf. Samyutta, i. 146). See
Visuddhimagga, xiii. (Warren, p. 321 S. Hardy, Manual, p. 2,;
Burnouf, Lotus, p. 363) on the three 'fields' or 'domains'
Birth-domain (janmafl) comprises 10,000
(ksetra) of a Buddha
;

.

.

;

'

:

tremble at different moments in the li fe of a Buddha
(cf. Mahavagga, i. 6, 31).
Authority-domain (djfid) comprises a
hundred thousand times ten millions of worlds ( = 100 great
over all extends the protecting power of the
chiliocosms)
"formulas of protection" (the so-called partitas) given by the
Buddha. Knowledge-domain (jriana ) is without limit.' The
Mahdvastu mentions a buddhaksetra equal to 61 great chiliocosms, and an upaksetra equal to 244 great chiliocosms (i. 121,
cf. pp. xxxii and 471, and iii. 341).
In the later literature
great chiliocosm and buddhaksetra are, as a rule, synonjinous
(cf. Anguttara, i. 22S).
worlds

;

all

;

'

'

The chiliocosm did not satisfy the Buddhist
The Mahdvastu (l. 122) and the
imagination.
Mahdydnasutras consider that the number of
chiliocosms, or 'fields of Buddha,' is infinite iu
every direction (e.g. Lotus, xi. ; SUE xxi. 232),
and there are quoted, by the dozen, names of
these 'great universes' (e.g. KarundpundarVca) ;
and in the Avatamsaka we get a systematic arrangement of these chiliocosms.
On whirlwinds rests the Fragrant Ocean, which carries an
infinite

issue

number

of

world-germs (lokabija

[?]);

from

it

there

number — very far removed, indeed,
From each of these lotuses is born a universe

lotuses infinite in

from each other.

(great chiliocosm), above which (separated by whirlwinds)
there are three, then five, and so on up to the twentieth tier,
where there are 39 great chiliocosms. We are not told whether
this development of a world-germ is in the form of a tranche
or of a fan, or whether it is to be understood as an inverted
'

'

1 The text
says ariipa -heavens. This must be a mistake (see
above, p. 136).
2
Shou-lun, tr. in Beal, Catena, p. 103.
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But, on the other hand, we learn
3J-).
pyramid (1, 3 2 5 2 .
that the universe in which we are, the Sahatokadhatu, 1 forms
'
part of the thirteenth stage, and constitutes the field of the
Buddha Vairochana (see art. ADilHfDDHA, vol. i. p. 99^ note II),
and that, on the same level at the same stage, in the extreme
west, is the blessed universe of the Buddha Amitabha, the
Sukhdoati, where a kalpa of our universe is equal to a day and
a night (see art. Blest, Abode of the [Buddhist], vol. ii. p.
,

,

.

'

assumed that the function of the
trigrams was limited to questions of tribal or
domestic interest, and that nothing of a theological
or cosmological character was attached to them.
The trigrams were arranged in 8 groups thus

ever, safely be

—

6S8b).2

Literature. See preliminary note 3 on p. 130 f., and p. 131»,
note 4, and works mentioned throughout the article. See also
the tr. of the Abhidhammasaftgdha by Shive Zan Aung: and
C. A. F. Rhys Davids under the title Compendium of Philosophy (PTS, London, 1910), the tr. of Digha, ii., hy T. W. and
C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, ii. (Oxford,
Reference must also be made to Maujughos.aha1910).
savajra's Siddhanta, i. fol. 223-248.

L.

:

A

DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN.

AND COSMOLOGY
—COSMOGONY
We do not know the ancient Celtic ideas with
(Celtic).

respect to the origin of the world.
According to
Strabo (IV. iv. 4), the Druids, as well as others,
said that the soul and the world were immortal,

and that one day

fire

and water would

prevail.

On

the other hand, the Celts of the Adriatic said to
We fear only one thing, and that
is that the sky may fall on us' (Strabo, VII. iii. 8).
This belief in the fall of the sky is seen frequently
in the oaths of Irish epic poetry.
In a note on
the hymn of Ultan (verse 9) mention is made of
the two pillars of the sky.
These confused and contradictory ideas do not
enable us to re-construct Celtic cosmology. It
•would be dangerous, besides, to look for this
cosmology in the Christian legends of the Irish
Middle Ages, or in the so-called secrets of the bards
of the Island of Britain, or in the oral traditions
for the elements conof Arniorican Brittany
tained in these different sources are either foreign or

Alexander

'

:

;

modern in origin. See also art. Celts, vol.

iii.

—

p. 298.

Literature. Roget de Belloguet, Ethnog&nie gauloise,
Paris, 1861-75, iii. 137 ; C. Jullian, Histoire de la Gaule, Paris,
1907, i. 360, ii. 126, 175 ; H. Gaidoz in Zeitsehrift fur celtische
Philologie, 1897-1901, i. 27 1.
G. DOTTIN.
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COSMOGONY
—

(Chinese).

Chinese

theories of

cosmogony and

be said to be of comparatively
profess, however, to be based
on a system which claims an almost immemorial
antiquity, i.e. the 8 trigrams, which are usually
attributed to Fu-hsi (2852 B.C.), though somewhat
contradictory accounts are given as to their ulti-

cosmology

modern

mate

may

date.

origin.

represent

the

They

These figures were intended to
stalks

of

the

milfoil

[Ptarmica

which were employed by diviners in close
association with the lines which were produced on
the shell of the tortoise, as described in art. Com-

sibirica),

munion with the Dead
The stalks were divided

(Chinese), vol. iii. p. 731''.
into longer and shorter
lengths, and the order in which they were drawn
and disposed, in varying combinations of long and
short or strong and weak lines, was interpreted
'

'

'

'

1 This
expression seems to denote a great chiliocosni, but it is
certain that its natural meaning should be the small universe,

the chakrav&la in which we live. Saha is an adjective; we
find a fern, form sahel (Mahdvt/utpatti, § 154, 21 Divyaoadd/na,
Mahdvastu, ii. 379, 21 Lankdvatdra, in Burnout,
p. 293, 19
Introduction, p. 596
Karundpundarika, p. 119 Wilson, ii.
32 and probably Rdjtttarangini, i. 172, where A. Stein reads
mahi), and more rarely the mage, form saha (Triglotte, § 46, and
sahalokanatha, in Mah&vastu, ii. 886). This expression, which
has been translated 'enduring,' suffering,' or 'supporting'
(from root sah), is not clear. The Tibetan tnt mj.'d m
JaschUe, Tib. Diet., London, lssl, p. 174) dues nut shed any light
on the question, and the designation of BrahmS ofl Sahampati
(Sahapati) remains obscure (Burnout, Introduction, p. 594;
Beal, Catena, p. 16; Eitel, Handbook, i". i:;n.
-The present sources arc Keinusat, 1/
''times, p.
96; Beal, Catena, p. 121. The two authors differ on many
the
points; e.g. Beal regards Saha as the nan.'
thirteenth stage. Between the Scthd (.nitre of this stage) and
the Sukhdvati (regarded not as a chiliocosni butasaprivil
chakravdla, with no hell, and no cosmic mountains), there are
The original source Is the Avatali
10, hi in, in K^oot) universes.
a word which denotes a part of the Chinese canon of the Great
Vehicle (Nanjio, Catal.,
32 if., on which seo Taran&tho,
1888_, p.
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

i

l

—

p. 63,

and

Wassilictf,

Duddhismus,

esp. p. 157 [171Jf.).

(Chinese)

accordance with the arbitrary methods which
prevailed from time to time, but of which the
details have not been handed down, it may, howin

.

new arrangement was invented by Si-peh
(1231-1135 B.C.), during his two years' imprisonment at the hands of the ruler of the Yin dynasty,
and it is probable that to him is also due the
combination of the original 8 trigrams to form the
64 hexagrams which are the basis of the Yi-king,
or Canon of Permutations, commonly known as
the Book of Changes.
Si-peh, afterwards canonized as Wen-wang
= King Wen), appended to each of the hexagrams
(
an explanatory outline, giving the general sense
supposed to be conveyed by the figure, but his son
Tan, better known as Chow-kung (Duke of Chow),
added an analysis, showing how each line of the
hexagram was to be interpreted so as to contribute
to the general conclusion which his father had
established.
The deductions of King Wen, with
the analyses of the Duke of Chow, form the text
of the Yi-king.
Throughout the 64 chapters of
the original work there is nothing whatever of a
cosmological character the compilers were entirely
occupied with political and personal matters, endeavouring to learn from the omens furnished by
the stalks and their representative symbols the
probable results of certain courses of conduct
;

The harmless
in contemplation.
trifling, as it seemed to his jailers, with which
the prisoner, Si-peh, employed his leisure, was in
reality a means by which he was able to develop
his revolutionary schemes without let or hindrance
none but himself knew the significance attaching
to the harmless straws with which he amused
himself and when, in course of time, his liberty
was restored, he was enabled to consummate his
which were

;

;

schemes with complete success.
A new element is, however, introduced in the
10 Appendixes to the Yi-king which bear the
imprimatur of Confucius, though it seems probable
that only the first and second are properly attributed to him. To Confucius it seemed inevitable
that the thought which had been expended upon
the hexagrams, by sages so eminent as Si-peh and
his son, could not fail to be of permanent value,
and that, though the political conditions which
had first inspired their studies no longer existed, the
lessons which they contributed might be applied
with equal value to the troublous circumstances
of his own times.
Hence Confucius, in later life,
devoted a great deal of attention to the study of
the Yi-king, frankly acknowledging the difficulty
he experienced in the interpretation of its cryptic
phraseology, and in adapting its lessons to his own
enlarged conception of the scope of the work.
Later commentators, building upon the theory
thai the three lines of the
early trigrams represent
the three powers Heaven, Earth, and Manto
the
lessons
of the figures from
transfer
attempt
the smaller stage of human affairs to the larger
In the Appendixes,
theatre of universal Nature.
therefore, we discover, in an ever-ascending scale,
the application of the hexagrams to lie constitution
and course of Nature, the later chapters furnishing
sonic of the material out of which Chu-lisi (Chucius,
A. n. 113U-120U) developed his scheme of cosmogony
and cosmology, which now represents modern
Chinese philosophic thought on the subject.
A word of explanation may hero be necessary in
order to show the mechanism of the developed

—

I
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system of the Yi-king.
tinctive name, as well

Each trigram bears

a dis-

as a local habitation or
direction, together with a natural affinity, quality,
Thus the 6th group, as arranged by Si-pen,
originally the first group according to the earlier
system, consisting of 3 unbroken or strong lines,
etc.

'

'

denominated k'ien, which means 'untiring,'
'strength,' etc., and represents Heaven, a sovereign,
a father, ete. Its locality or direction is northwest; its affinity, ether ; its quality, humidity, etc.
is

The hexagrams

are formed by the combination
of 2 trigrams, and also have distinctive names.
Each line bears a certain relation to the other
lines
thus the first or bottom line in the lower
trigram is related to the first line of the upper
trigram, i.e. to the 4th line of the hexagram. The
position of the various lines is a most important
consideration sometimes a strong line is found
;

—

in a

'

weak

'

'

'

place,

and

vice versa.

The 7th hexagram, known as sze, is
zz=.
consisting of the 2 tri-

written thus

^^

:

representing water, and kw tin
representing earth, suggesting, by the
waters
collected on the earth, or, in
combination,
the language of the diviner, multitudes of people
for
mustering
purposes of defence or attack. The
'strong' or undivided line occupies the most imin the inner or lower trigram, i.e.
place
portant
the middle, second only to the middle place in the
outer, or upper, trigram, which is the paramount
position in the whole figure. The strong line,
therefore, occupying a secondary position, must
stand for the leader of the host were he to occupy
the highest position, i.e. the 5th line from the
bottom— the middle line of the upper trigram he
would represent the sovereign. These, of course,
are perfectly arbitrary preconceptions.
The Duke of Chow thus interprets the figure
The first

—

grams k 'an

:,

.

'

'

;

—

'

:

(reckoning from below), divided, shows the host going
forth according to the rules (for such a movement). If these
'The line
(rules) be not good, there will be evil.' Legge adds
is divided, a weak line in a strong place, not correct
this
justifies the caution which follows.'
'The second line, undivided, shows (the leader) in the midst
of the hosts.
There will be good fortune and no error. The
king has thrice conveyed to him his charge.'
•The third line, divided, shows how the hosts may possibly
have many commanders (in such a case) there will be evil.'
The third place is odd, and should be occupied
Legge explains
by a strong line, instead of which we have a weak line in it.
But it is at the top of the lower trigram, and its subject should
be in office or activity. There is suggested the idea that its
subject has vaulted over the second line, and wishes to share
in the command and honour of him who has been appointed to
be commander-in-chief. The lesson of the previous line is made
of none effect.
We have a divided authority in the expedition.
The result can only be evil.'
The fourth line, divided, shows the hosts in retreat there
is no error.'
The line is also weak,
Legge comments thus
and victory cannot be expected but in the fourth place a weak
line is in its correct position, and its Bubject will do what is
right in his circumstances. He will retreat, and a retreat is for
line

:

;

;

'

:

'

:

'

:

;

him the part

of wisdom.'

'The fifth line, divided, shows birds in the fields, which it is
advantageous to seize (and destroy). There will be no error.
If the oldest son lead the host, and younger men be (also) in
command, however firm and correct he may be, there will be
evil.'
We have an
Legge interprets the Duke's findings thus
'

:

intimation [in this passage]
that only defensive war, or
war waged by the rightful authority to put down rebellion and
is right.
"The birds in the fields "are emblematic
of plunderers and invaders, whom it will be well to destroy.
The fifth line symbolizes the chief authority, but here be is
weak or humble, and has given all power and authority to
execute judgment into the hands of the commander-in-chief,
who is the oldest son and in the subject of line 3 we have an
example of the younger men who would cause evil if allowed to
share his power.'
'The topmost line, divided, shows the great ruler delivering
his charges (to the men who have distinguished themselves),
appointing some to be rulers of States, and others to be chiefs
of clans.
But small men should not be employed (in such
positions).' Legge thus comments: 'The action of the hexagram has been gone through. The expedition has been conducted to a successful end.
The enemy has been subdued.
.

lawlessness,

;

.

.

i

;

now to the main deduction of King
which the above is the detailed explanafind the lessons of the hexagram thus
expressed: Sze indicates how (in the age which
it supposes), with firmness and correctness and
(a leader of) age and experience, there will be no
To
Wen,

turn
of

We

tion.

'

'

error.
It will

be observed, from this example, bow the
character of the lines (whether divided or undivided), their place in the hexagram (whether
odd or even, e.g. 1, 3, 5 or 2, 4, 6), and their
mutual relation to each other (2 corresponding to
5, etc.) are all of great importance in the expo
The
of the lessons they are supposed to convey.
mutual relation of the 2 trigrams in each hexagram
is also a matter of importance.
This specimen will serve to show how little there
is of any cosmological element in
the original
Book of Changes, and how far the modern commentators have wandered from the intention of
the compiler and his earliest expositor in fact, it
was only by an arbitrary forcing of the primitive
modes of divination, and the introduction of entirely
new ideas in the Appendixes, that Chucius succeeded in building up the system which is attributed to him, and which has only the slightest
A rough
affinity with the diagrams of King Wen.
parallel might be established between the diagrams
and our modern playing cards, in which the calendar
may be said to be represented, though with no
cosmological intention, the 4 suits representing the
4 seasons
the 13 cards in each suit = the 13
sidereal months
the 52 cards = the 52 weeks of
the year the 364 pips (including the value of the
coat cards) = the days of the year, etc. and, as
the cards are now employed by pretended fortunetellers as a key to the secrets of human existence,
so the hexagrams of King Wen came to be applied,
in course of time, to issues much larger than were
ever contemplated by their inventor.
The chief exponent of the modern system was
Chucius, whose name is pre-eminent amongst the
philosophers of the Sung school of the 11th and
12th centuries in China. Confucius and Mencius
were practical philosophers, but Chucius was not
content to accept the fact of Heaven and Earth,
which had been sufficient for the great teachers
who preceded him he endeavoured to establish a
systematic theory of the origin of all things, finding in the Yi-king, as he supposed, a groundwork
for his researches.
He was further aided in his
speculations by Taoistic and Buddhistic suggestions, as well as by other philosophic concepts
which may well have reached China by that time,
and which to an ardent and omnivorous student
would prove attractive. It is not unlikely that be
was familiar with Persian and early Christian ideas
propagated by the Nestorian teachers in the centuries preceding him.
It is very important to bear in mind that the
earliest conception of the Chinese regarding the
universe was a theological one. while the later
;

An illustration from Legge's Yi-king (£>BE, xvi.
may serve to indicate the method of inter-

71)

pretation.
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(Chinese)

His territories are at the disposal of the concmeror.
The
His sovereign,
commander-in-chief has done bis part well.
"the great ruler," conies upon Hie scene, and rewards the
officers who have been conspicuous by their braver] an
conferring on them rank and lauds. But he is warned to have
Small nun, ol
speci in doing so to their moral character.
ordinary or less than ordinary character, may lie ivwurili <l
with riches and certain honours but land and the welfare of
iis population should not be given into the hands of any who
are not equal to the responsibility of such a trust.'

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

system of Chucius is philosophical and it is owing
to this fact that Chucius found himself involved in
frequent difficulties in the endeavour to harmonize
;

the two. The ancient or theological concept takes
its starting-point from Shang-ti, or Heaven ; the
Taoistic or philosophic theory goes no further back

than the 'Great Extreme'; but Chucius, though
professedly no theologian, appears unable to elimin-
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ate from his system some traces of the ancient
conviction that behind all phenomena there is a
power, variously described as Heaven, the Controller,' the 'Great Framer' (or 'Potter'), etc.,
while he shrank from any suggestion of anthropomorphism, and disclaimed the view that that
power actively interfered in the affairs of men.
As a matter of fact, the theories of Chucius arc
'

not intended to account for ultimate beginnings
his conception of the present world is that it is but
one of a long series of similar existences which
have nourished in turn, and have been corrupted,
each disappearing eventually from view and giving
He makes no attempt to
place to a new world.
explain how the primal element came into being,
hut finds his starting-point in the theory of the
existence of a Natural Law which he denominates
Li (pronounced Lee), and a vital essence which he
calls K'i (pronounced Chee),
He does not inquire
wherein this Law resides, or where this vital
breath is derived from. The theologian may
contend for the recognition of a Divine creator or
framer, but Chucius, though he does not traverse
the argument, declines to discuss the subject. In
inquiring, therefore, into the evolution of this
present world, he finds its material basis in K'i
;

'

'

(vapour, breath, air, etc.), and its active principle
Li both eternal in their nature, as existing
before the clock of time began to strike, yet
admitting of a priority of order in the case of Li.
The alternate action and inaction of Li, in the
sphere of K'i, produced the positive and negative
forms, Yang and Yin, variously represented as
Light and Darkness, Heaven and Earth, Male and
Female, etc., whose vicissitudes constitute the
Tao, or Course of Nature, as reflected in the 4
seasons, the alternations of day and night, etc.
The Yang and Yin contain the 'Five elements' in
embryo, viz. metal, wood, water, fire, and earth,
of which water and fire are regarded as the simplest
forms. Each element possesses a Yang and a Yin
As a result
quality, and all are pervaded by Li.
of the interaction of these two forms
the Yang
and the Yin, which are in constant motion a
certain amount of
sediment is precipitated to
the centre of the whirling mass and becomes
Earth, whilst the more subtle excreta are flung
upwards to the outer ring of the circle, and become
Heaven. Earth remains motionless in the centre,
whilst the Heavens revolve continually, as the
movements of the heavenly bodies serve to show.
The myriad creatures were produced by the
spontaneous coagulation of the finer essences of
the five elements in the Yang-Yin, forming a hermaphroditic being or pair, which in course of time
separated and gave birth to the male and female
species which now constitute the human race.
It will be seen at a glance how far removed
these theories are from the system of divination
attributed to King Wen, and it seems inevitable
that they represent an interpretation of that
system entirely alien to the purpose which inspired
its first exponents.
From Chucius' own words, we
are led to conclude that the study of the Yi had
made little progress during the centuries which
had elapsed from the days of Confucius until his
own time. It seems probable that the later Appopularly ascribed to the great Master'
in

(Chinese)

Taoistic ideas, and applied to the

'

strong and
weak lines of King Wen the system of Yang
and Yin, which nowhere appears in the text of the
Yi, but which is suggested by the words of Lao-tze
'

'

'

in the l'ao-Te-King)
'Tao produced unity unity produced duality; duality produced trinity and trinity produced the innumerable objects
the innumerable objects, carrying the feminine or shadow
principle on the one side, and the masculine or sunlight
principle on the other, created a just harmony by their respect:

;

;

;

ive clashes of primitive

'

impulse or ether (Parker's

tr.).

be assumed, therefore, that the Chinese
cosmogony is of comparatively recent origin, and
that the ancients were content to accept the fact
of the universe without abstruse theorizing as to
its origin and method.
The Sung philosophers
adopted the trilinear figures of the Yi, but devised
a new diagram of what they called the Great
Extreme,' viz. a circle intended to represent the
ultimate principle Li, which, in their system,
indicates the limit of philosophical discussion. This
circle Mas subdivided thus
It

may

'

:

—

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

fiendixes,
limself, belong to a period long posterior, and
they seem to reflect opinions which began to be
current only in Chucius' days. Philosophers such as
Shao-yung (a.d. 1011-1077), of whom Chucius says,
'From the time of Confucius no one understood
(his [i.e. the relation between the Great Extreme,
the 8 diagrams, etc.) until Shao explained it,' and
Chow Tun-i (a.d. 1017-1073), to whom is attributed the circular diagram of the Great Extreme,
vehicle oi
apparently made use of the 1'/ 08
;i

to illustrate the interaction and constant gyrations
of the Yang and Yin, i.e. the primal essence, or
K'i in its 2 forms, the motive power in which is
Li.
Another circle represents the K'i as divided
into its constituent elements, i.e. the live active

—

water, fire, wood, metal, and earth.
Sometimes the four seasons are represented.
principles

From

these we may learn that, according to
Chucius, the world came into existence as a result
of the operation of Li, or 'Natural Law,' setting
in motion the K'i, or 'vital essence,' which, by the
interaction of its two forms, Yang and Yin, containing the 5 elements, threw oil, in its perpetual
revolutions, the excreta which coagulated respectively into Heaven, on the outward edge, and Earth,
in the centre
and that the vicissitudes of Yang
and Yin account for the regular succession of day
and night, the alternate waxing and waning of the
same being the cause of the four seasons ; and
that, when the great cycle, calculated as occupying
a kalpa, or 129,600 years, is accomplished through
the exhaustion of the Yang element in man, as
exhibited by moral declension and universal corruption, the whole system is resolved into its
constituent elements, and a new heaven and earth
are called into being.
Man's place in Nature. As to the place which
man occujnes in this system, since man is compounded of the five elements constituting the K'i, or
vital essence, in which the Li operates, he is
described as a microcosm a world in miniature
from which it follows that every man has within
him a 'spark of the Divine.' In some men the
Yang predominates; in others the Yin. Of the
former are the Sages, the great men of past and
present times the latter are represented by the
mean men, the dull, the criminal, etc. As in
the case of Nature, so man has his seasons of spring,
sun
i, etc., and his days and
nights, and, like
the world, comes to an end by the exhaustion of
the A "/, or vital breath. Hi- great business, thereline,
to inline and fashion his life so as to live
in conformity with the Tao, or observed order of
Ibe universe.' 'No contrariety* must be bis motto.
By so doing he may attain in time the proud
distinction of being an associate of Heaven and
;

—

—

;

'

'

i

—
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Earth.

As

to his future,

neither

Ijui-Izc,

I'mi-

nor Chueius has anything t<> aay probably,
from the philosophical poinl <>t view, death to
them, though they would not discuss it, meanl a
fucius,

j

return to the original chaos, like the universe at
the end of its cycle of existence; or, to express it
in the polite but equivocal phrase of ancient and
modern days, a 'return to Heaven.'
The philosophic idea was, however, too lofty
and illusive for common acceptance, and, during
the Sung dynasty, the tradition of a 'first 111.111'
was evolved, ascribing the ancestry of the human
race to a certain P'an-ku, of whom it is stated in
the Lu-she (Mayers' tr.)
:

When the gre.it first principle had given birth to the two
primary forms, and these had produced the four secondary
figures, the latter underwent transformations and evolutions,
whence the natural objects depending from their respective
influences came abundantly into being. The first who came
forth to rule the world was* named P'an-ku, and he was aiwo
called the "Undeveloped and Unenlightened ''(i.e. the Embryo).
'

'

This idea is now almost universally accepted by
the mass of the unlearned in China, and by not a
few of the scholarly class, being, as it were, a sort
of concretion of the indefinite theories of the
Chucian philosophers as to the origin of man.

—

The place occupied by spiritual beings. Though
Confucius and Chueius (16 centuries later) were
unwilling to enter into the question of spiritual
and though the latter expressly declared
the difficulties involved in such a theory, the fact
that the earliest records refer so frequently to the
existence of spirits made it necessary that a place
should be found for them in the Chinese philosophy,
and, accordingly, the Kuci-shen, or spirits, were
adopted as representing, so to speak, in personal
form, the activities at work in the changing
phenomena of Nature but the ancient doctrine
that the spirits are the ministers of God, carrying
out His behests, on the analogy of the officers of
State fulfilling the decrees of the sovereign, survives, in a somewhat debased form, in the popular
opinion which invests the earth and air with a
numberless host of good and evil spirits or
existences,

;

demons.
The place of God.

— In the earliest

days of which
we possess any record, Shang-ti, or God, appears
to have occupied a chief place in the mind of
China's rulers, but at the beginning of the Chow
dynasty (12th cent. B.C. we find the terms 'Heaven'
and Earth coming into prominence, representing
the operations of God in Nature and Providence,
and, as a consequence, Shang-ti is removed to a
greater distance than that intimate relation in
which he seems to have stood vis-a-vis his votaries
in the earlier days.
Later developments contributed towards the increasing of this distance, and
the attitude of Confucius towards metaphysical
and transcendental questions tended to widen the
chasm. Chueius appears to have relegated God to
a position of infinite remoteness and unknowableness, though he did not deny the possibility of
there being an ultimate ruling power, of whose
existence individual students must satisfy themselves; and he refers to the 'Great Pramer,' the
Root of the Great Extreme,' the
Heavenly
decree which set in motion the primal elements,'
etc.
His conviction seems to be that God, or the
Infinite,' invested the K'i, or vital essence, with
His own Li, or Law, and then allowed the creation
to develop itself spontaneously, He Himself
taking
no further active share in the affairs of Nature or
of human life.
Such a contention, indeed, was
directly contrary to the earlier beliefs, and led
Chueius, unwillingly, into conflict with the received
He, however, steadily refused to discuss
opinions.
the matter, and insisted that every man should be
fully persuaded in his own mind' and make his
own investigations. Here again the agnosticism
)

'

'

'

'

'

'
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Chueius was unable to overcome the immemorial
persuasion of his
fellow-countrymen, that the
'
Supreme Ruler interferes actively in the affairs

of
'

ut

the nation,

.-11111

sends forth His agents, includ-

Hence
sages, in fulfil His behests.
happens thatShang-l is still worshipped officially
by the Emperors of China, and Heaven is invoked
by the mass of the people, whilst the spirits are
ing spirits

; 1

1

1

.

L

it

i

solicited to exert
their petitioners.

their

influence

on

behalf

of

The theological concept has
thus survived the philosophical, and, by a strange
the
materialism
of Confucius and
inconsistency,
Chueius, as represented by the modern Chinese
literate, is exhibited in a country which, above all
others, is remarkable for its active and almost
frenzied addiction to the propitiation of spirits and
demons.
Litf.rature.

—J.

Legfge,

ill

SBt\

vol. xvi.

'Yi-king,'
[1882];
tr. of the works of the pliili^nph-T CI
foo-tze in The Chinese Repository, xviii. [Shanghai, 1S74J
of.
also the literature appended to art. Confucius.

T. M'Clatchie,

;

W. Gilbert Walshe.

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY

(Chris1. Early.
The early Christians were not
seriously perplexed by questions of cosmogony.
They bad come into a heritage, whereby they
had grown up into the current Palestinian-Jewish
ideas of the origin and constitution of the world.
tian).

—

—

Moreover, they looked out upon the world and the
whole realm of Nature from the purely religious
'In the beginning God (Gn l
was
standpoint.
the primary article of their faith. It was Jahweh,
the God of Israel, who had measured the waters in
the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with
the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth
in a measure, and weighed the mountains in
scales, and the hills in a balance. ... It is he
that sitteth upon the circle of the earth
that
stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and
spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in. ... I
am Jahweh, and there is none else. ... I form
the light, and create darkness I make peace, and
create evil. I, Jahweh, do all these things (Is
5
Psalms 8 and 104 express the same
4012-22 45 "').
idea of the sole, beneficent creatorship of God, and
in Psalms 33 and 148 creation by the spoken word
'

1

)

'

.

.

.

:

'

confidently expressed. The Book of Job is likewise pervaded by this belief, and the same is true
Pr 8 22 " 31
These seem to have been the primary
sources from which the early Christians drew their
conception of the material cosmos and God's relaThis simple religious view found free
tion to it.
O Lord, thou that
expression in their prayers
didst make the heaven and the earth and the sea,
and all that in them is (Ac 4"). And Jesus had
expressed His faith in the same direct and simple
is

of

.

'

:

'

To Him God was

way.

'

Lord

of

heaven and

earth' (Mt ll 25 ), who maketh his sun to rise on
the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the just
and the unjust (Mt 5 45 ). His heavenly Father also
feeds the birds of the heavens, and clothes the
20ff
grass of the fields (Mt 6 -). The disciples, like
their Master, were absorbed in the thought of the
loving care of God, and His gracious provision for
all His creatures.
'In him,' says St. Paul, 'we
28
live, and move, and have our being' (Ac 17 ).
But the profound and enduring impression which
Jesus made upon His followers soon constrained
them to associate Him with the Father in the
'

'

work

of creation.

It

was He who had brought

redemption from sin, and given them a glad new
sense of sonship with God. But Lordship in the
spiritual world must and did ultimately involve
equal Lordship in the material world and in the
whole realm of the Divine activity. This idea was
To us
early expressed by St. Paul, who says
there is one God, the Father, of whom are all
'

:

things,

and we unto him

;

and one Lord, Jesus
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whom

Christ,

through
6
through him (1 Co 8
'

all

things created
all

;
.

for in

and things
things, and in

things visible

and he is before all
161
cf.
things consist' (Col l

invisible

him

'

)

.

.

things, and we
him [the Son] were

are all

.

.

.

He

-

;

l

'

1

'-).

we understand,' says the author of the

faith

By
to

Eji.

the Hebrews, that the worlds have been framed by
the word (^^ari) of God' (He ll 3 ).
In the beginand the
ning was the Logos,' says St. John,
Logos was with God, and the Logos" was God
all things were made by him (Jn l 1 3 ; cf. Rev 4").
The specific use of the word Logos by the Fourth
Evangelist completed and confirmed a development
which had been in progress for several decades, by
which Jesus as the Son was definitely classed with
God the Father, and associated with Him in the
creation and government of both the visible and
the invisible world. It also tended to reconcile
and adjust the Christian faith to the late Jewish
development of the concept wisdom (Pr 8, Sir 24,
Wis 8, and the like) and the current Hellenistic
idea of the Logos (Book of Wisdom, Philo Judreus,
and the like).
Christian cosmology henceforth
was definitely related to the Person of Christ.
But the tragic fate which overtook Jesus, and
His own utterances concerning the machinations
of the
prince of this world,' together with His
teachings regarding His return,' and the day of
judgment,' and the 'last things,' made a deep and
solemn impression upon His disciples. Everything
seemed to constrain them to believe in the presence
of an opposing Satanic power in the universe (Ac 5,
St. Paul speaks of the
8, 13; Rev 2" and oft.).
lawless one
whose coming is according to
the working of Satan (2 Th 28 '-) ; he declares that
whole creation groaneth and travaileth in
the
pain together until now' (Ro 8~), and that 'our
wrestling is not against flesh and blood, but against
the principalities, against the powers, against the
world-rulers of this darkness, against the spiritual
hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places (Eph
6 12 ). The Book of Revelation attempts to describe
this great world-drama, this duel between good
and evil, and the final triumph of the Lamb that
hath been slain.' In this more or less incoherent
and dualistic view of things, we have the outcropping of Babylonian and Persian ideas, which
for several generations had been occupying a large
place in Jewish thought (see Test. Twelve Patriarchs, Bk. of Jubilees, Bk. of Enoch, Assump. of
Moses cf. Mt 4"- 12 24 '- 13 39 Jn 8 44 12 31 Ac 13 lu
2 Co ll 3 Eph 2 2 6 16 Ja 4 7 1 P 5 8 He 2 14 1 Jn 38 ,
and oft.). Christian cosmology, accordingly, becomes profoundly affected by the resurgence of
Bab. -Pers. -Jewish ideas, and takes on a dualistic
'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

;

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

cast.
'

The lapse into sins of the flesh on the part of
professing Christians, as well as the appalling
moral corruption of environing paganism, gradually
led to the conviction that sin has its primal seat in
the flesh.' Here, again, we have the outcropping
of ideas already rife in current Judaism and
paganism. St. Paul's teaching was more or less
infected by the half-assumption of the physical
basis of sin, and he exhibits a distinct tendency
toward asceticism (Gal 5 ,6I \ 1 Co 3 lff 7 lir-, Ro 7"").
The whole trend of thought within the Christian
'

'

-

Church gradually became reactionary and ascetic.
Some began to withdraw from marital and social
relations and to 'flee from the world.' Asceticism
entered as a constituent element into Christian
ethics, and soon coloured the whole view of things,
giving its character to contemporary cosmology.
If evil is inherent in matter, or, rather, if matter
is
inherently evil, the question of the creation and
government of the world by an all-wise and beneficent Goil becomes seriously complicated.
The
Christians were, as a rule, inclined to emphasize

(Christian)
'

the Genesis story of the Creation and Fall,' and
thereby to shield God from complicity in the introduction of evil into the universe. But there were
other and diverse accounts of the origin of the
cosmos and the entrance of evil into it.
The Gnostics were not only the first Christian
theologians,' but the first cosmogonists and cosIndeed, their primary concern was to
mologists.
discover and develop a theory of the cosmos which
should shield the Supreme Being from all complicity in, or responsibility for, its creation, which
seemed to them to involve also the production of
evil.
They, accordingly, assumed that the material cosmos arose through the more or less blind
and perverse activity of the Demiurge, who was far
removed from the Supreme God and the heavenly
Pleroma. Although man was created by the Demiurge, he yet received, through
Sophia,' sparks
from the Divine nature, and is struggling to get
free from his material bondage.
Ascetic discipline
is, accordingly, one of the means by which the
Gnostic is to overcome sin in the flesh,' and secure
salvation.
Another means is the rational revelation which the Logos made to the world when He
became manifest in ths Christ. The prince of
this world
must be overthrown by the Supreme
God, who has sent His Son to rescue men from
their bondage to evil = fiXij).
In all these Gnostic
views we have but the exaggeration or perversion
of ideas that were then present in current Christian
thought, and which had come as a heritage from
Judaism and environing paganism.
In other
words, Gnosticism (q.v. ) was but an aberrant form
of the Christian faith, and its crude and fantastic
cosmologies were, after all, only abortive efforts to
solve the riddle of the universe in a supposedly
Christian fashion. The cosmic views of the Gnostics
persisted in modified forms in Neo-Platonism (q.v.)
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(

and

in

Maniclueism

(q.v.).

The

Apologists, contemporaries of the Gnostics,
back, as a rule, upon the simple 'Creation'
and Fall stories of Genesis, and thereby escaped
the worst excesses. They also made ample use of
the Platonic-Stoic-Philonian Logos idea, and emphasized the mediatorship of the Logos in the
work of creation. They were likewise surcharged
with a belief in demons and opposing Satanic
powers, but they looked forward to the destruction
of the material cosmos and the overthrow of all
hostile forces.
Justin Martyr and Athenagoras
speak of God as having fashioned the world out of
formless material (OXij), but Theophilus declares
that God created all things ex nihilo (it; ovk tvrav).
Each based his assumption uponGn 1"-2 1( (Justin,
Apol. i. 10, 20, 59, 67 Athenag. Apol. for Christ.
15; Theophilus, Autol. i. 6, 7, 10, ii. 4, 6, 10; cf.
Tatian, Ac/dr. to Greeks, 5 and 12; Aristides,
Apol. 1 and 4). The Apologists, as a rule, thought
of evil as inherent in matter, and accordingly were
inclined towards asceticism
but they preserved, to
a degree, the simpler religious view of Apostolic
times, which they derived mainly from the OT.
Irenteus and Tertullian, Clem. Alex., Origen,
and Hippolytus reject the Gnostic theory of the
creation of the world by the Demiurge, and
emphasize the function of the Logos-Son in the
whole realm of the Divine activity.
The NT
writings are now quoted as authoritative Scripis
also
but
the
OT
drawn
ture,
heavily
upon to
But, as was
explain God's relation to the cosmos.
to be expected, these men were 'children of their
own times,' although seeking to pass on a heritage.
Some of the earlier crudities were retained, especially the belief in evil as somehow inherent in
With some slight aberrations,
materia] things.
the Church Fathers of the 3rd cent, were true to
the unformulated cosmology of the OT and NT,
coloured by the speculations of the Apologists
fell

'

'

-

;

;
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c.

(Iren.
V. xviii.

Ear.

iii.

I.

6, x.

1

f.,

xxii.

1, II.

x.

and

xi.,

Tort. adv. Eerm. 29-34 ami 45, adv.
adv. Mare. i. 15 and 16; Clem. Alex.
Str. vi. 16; Origen, de Prin., Prsef., i. ii., u. i. iii.
ix., in. v., c. Cds. vi. 49-61, Com. in Joh. i. 17 and
22 ; Hippol. PhU. i. 1 f., c. Noet. 9-14 cf. Arnob.
adv. Gent. ii. 58; Lactant. Div. Just. ii. in, \ ii. 5
I'ra.r.

;

19,

;

;

Symb. Apostol.).
The Nicene Fathers make no distinct advance
upon the cosmology of their predecessors. Athanasins refutes the heathen views of the origin and
constitution of the universe (c. Gent. 6, 7, 29,
35-40), and emphasizes the co-operation of the Son
in the work of creation (c. Arianos, i. 22, 29, ii. 21).
Eusehius, in his Prom. Evang., describes the cosmologies of the Phoenicians, Egyptians, and Greeks
(i. 6-11), and later expands the Creation-story of
the Hebrews, quoting, in confirmation of his own
views, from Philo, Origen, Dionysius Alex., Maximus, Plato, and others (vii. 10-22, viii. 13 f., xi.
Plato he assumes to have derived
29-38, xiv. 23).
his knowledge of the creation and constitution of
the universe from Moses.
Eusehius then sets
forth the teaching of the Stoics and Neo-Platonists

by extended quotations, testing always by the
Genesis story. The standard exposition of Gn 1
and 2 meets us in Basil's Hexaemeron. But the
treatment here is homiletical and fervently reIn this we are reminded of the early
ligious.
Christian view of things (NT Clem. Rom. 20 and
33 Herrn. Past. Vis. i. 3, 4, iii. 4, 1
Didaehe, 3
;

;

;

and 10).
Augustine has only incidental allusions

'

'

(Conf.

vii.

5-7,

9,

15-20, xii. 7, 8, 12, 15-29, de

and

is

surrounded and

sustained from beneath by the chaotic watery
Above is the lirmament, which supports
abyss.
the heavens as a fixed vault, furnishing a path for
the sun and all the planets. Beyond and above
the firmament are the fixed stars, and all the hosts
of heaven.
The waters above the firmament are
separated by it from the waters beneath, and serve
as a fountain to refresh the earth with timely
showers. Sheol, or Hades, was placed beneath the
earth, and served as the prison-house, or waitingThe cosmos as a whole
place, for departed spirits.
was conceived as having been created for the sake
of man and the heavenly intelligences, and as ruled
over in wisdom and righteousness. It reveals the
glory of God, and interprets His majesty and
eternal Divinity.

W.

M
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;

;
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'

Schopfung' and 'Welt'

2.

the

;

Diet, de Thiol. Cath., Paris, 1905, art. 'Creation.'

E. K.

Mediaeval and modern.
fall of

the

— In

Roman Empire

1

_>

acquainted with Neo-Platonic ideas, and he tried
to apply these to the Biblical account of Creation.
He departed from the views of the Fathers by
bringing in the theory that all things emanate from
God. His views are expressed in his book entitled
Concerning the Division of Nature, including under
Nature the sum-total of existence.
Nature in
this sense is divided into four species that which
creates and is not created ; that which is created
and creates that which is created and does not
create ; that which neither creates nor is created.
The first of these that which creates and is not
created is God as the essence, source, and substance of all things, the one Being who truly
exists.
Erigena's view is pantheistic, in that he
teaches that God created the world out of His own
essence.
He held to an all-including unity because God is all. It was easy for him to reconcile
his apparent pantheism with the teaching of
the Church, by saying that the Divine essence
was the nothing out of which the world was
'

'

:

;

—

—

created.

Through the Middle Ages the Schoolmen gave
attention to the subject of Creation. They

were content to accept the views which had been
handed down to them, and those who failed to
do this were sure to come into conflict with the
Church authorities. It was agreed that the universe came into being and was sustained and
governed by the Divine will. Whether the six
days of Creation were days of twenty-four hours
each was open to some discussion but two points
must be agreed to by the orthodox, viz. that the
universe was created out of nothing, and that it
was not from eternity, but had a beginning in
time. The most profound thinker on this subject
in the mediaeval period was Anselni of Canterbury,
who modified the traditional views by the intro;

The eschatological
element, which was so prominent in Apostolic
has
times,
practically disappeared in Augustine.
It began to wane at the opening of the 2nd cent.,
and diminished as the Church became established
in the Empire and set about to conquer the world.
In other respects the cosmological elements remain
in about the same proportions.
The picture which the early Christians made for
themselves of the cosmos and its related parts is
not easily portrayed.
The earth is, of course,
Civ. Dei, xi. 4, 6-23, xii. 10-15).

central in their universe,

1

little

to cos-

mology, but is chietly interested in defending the
Creator from complicity in the origin of evil. This
he does by assuming that sin has its principal
seat in the will. Rebellion against God on the
part of both angels and men was the beginning of
sin and the cause of
all our woes, with loss of

Eden
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(Christian)

(here was lit lie thought upon these subjects. The
leaders of the Church were content to follow the
teachings of the Fathers, and Augustine's inter
pretationof the formation of the world was accepted
without question. The first one to depart from
the accepted belief, or t<>
to explain it in a
In
philosophical way, was John Scotus Erigena.
his stud)' of the writings of Dionysius he became

Mitchell.

the period from
to the 10th cent.

duction of Platonic ideas. He explains (Monolog.
ix.) the meaning of the expression ex nihilo by
saying that there is no way by which anything can
be made by another unless it previously exists in
the mind of the one making it. Before creation
things existed eternally, from God and in God, as
ideas.
They did not exist as individuals, but in
the sense that God foresaw and predestined that
they would be made. They were in the Divine

mind as an example, similitude, or rule of what
was to be made. Before the making of the universe it was in the thought of the Supreme Being,
but no material existed out of which it was to
be made. Yet it was not nothing in its relation
to the reason of the One making.
By reasoning
in this
way Anselm is able to reconcile his philo-

sophical views with the accepted interpretation of
the account given in Genesis. There is one pas-

sage (Cur Deus Homo, i. IS) in which he implies
that perhaps the six days of Creation were different
from the days with which we are acquainted.
Thomas Aquinas discusses the subject at considerable length, but adds little to the current views.
He accepts the Biblical cosmology, admitting that
there is room for a difference of opinion about the
six days.
Like Albertus Magnus, he teaches that
Creation was a miracle which cannot he comprehended by the natural reason. He believed
that it was not possible to demonstrate that
matter was not eternal, deprecating the efforts of
other men to make the temporal character of the
material universe a matter that could be proven.
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He taught

was an article of faitli to believe
that the world was created in time.
Contemporary with the Schoolmen were the
various heretical sects, differing in some respects
from the orthodox in their views of the creation
and government of the world. The most divergent
from the commonly accepted views were the
dualistic sects, which at the same time claimed to
be Christian. They went by various names, such
as Cathari, Albigenses, and so on. They seem to
have gained their heretical views from contact
with the religions of the East, where dualism was
that

very common at the time. In general they held
that there were two principles, or spirits, or
which had to do with the making of the
universe visible and invisible.
These two were
the good and the evil, and both were from eternity,
though some held that the evil spirit was originally

creators,

good and had fallen from his first estate. The
evil spirit was the author of the OT, and the
maker of all visible Nature. He had created man
as a physical being, and was the cause of all
natural phenomena and all disorders in Nature.
The good spirit was the author of the NT. He
was also the creator of the human soul, which had
been captured and imprisoned by' the evil spirit.
In the later Middle Ages there arose various
schools of Mystics. Some of these were heretical
and frankly pantheistic.
Others, like Master
Eckhart, considered themselves orthodox Christians, but were unable to escape the suspicion
of pantheism.
Eckhart was in agreement with
Aquinas in his belief that there existed from
eternity a world of ideas distinct from the world
of creatures.
He explained what seemed to his
contemporaries to be pantheism, by saying that
creatures are made in time and out of nothing, and
that they existed from eternity in God in the same
sense that a work of art exists in the mind of the
artist before it takes material form.
The existence of the creation from all time was in the
Divine reason. God exists in created visible obThe external world is but
jects as their essence.
the reflexion of the innermost essence of God.
The modern Roman Catholic Church holds to
the teaching of Aquinas, but allows a difference of
opinion on unimportant points. What a Roman
Catholic must believe to-day in regard to cosmology
and cosmogony is defined by the Vatican Decrees.
The Council declared against the statement that
matter alone exists, and in opposition to the view
that the substance and essence of God and of all
things are one and the same also in opposition to
the view that finite things, both corporeal and
;

spiritual, or at least spiritual,

have emanated from

the Divine substance, or that the Divine essence
by the manifestation and evolution of itself became
things, or that God is universal or indefinite
Being, which, by determining itself, constitutes
the universality of things. The positive statement
by the Council was that God from the very beginning of time produced out of nothing the world
and all things both spiritual and corporeal.
The Protestant position, as given in the earlier
creeds, is merely a paraphrase of the cosmology
found in Genesis. The Westminster Confession
states
It pleased God in the beginning to make
or create out of nothing the world and all things
therein in the space of six days' (iv. 1). The
We believe
Uelgic Confession is more explicit
that the Father by the Word created of nothing
the heavens, the earth, and all creatures, as it
seemed good unto Him, giving unto every creature
its being, shape, forms, and several offices to serve
its creator.'
We believe hat le doth also uphold
and govern them by His infinite power lor the
service of mankind to the end that man may serve
all

'

:

'

:

'

t

His God' (Art.

There

it

xii.).

I

is,

(Egyptian)

of course,

no authoritative statement
cosmology

for Protestantism relating to Christian

and cosmogony. With the freedom of investigation which characterizes modern Protestantism,

there are many divergent views. Some still hold
to the statements of the older creeds, and believe
that the conclusions of science have nothing to do
with religion. The extreme holders of this position
maintain that the world was made in six days of
twenty-four hours each, but this view has a decreasing number of adherents. Others believe that the
account of Creation given in Genesis is strictly
scientific, and that the statements there found
correspond in a minute degree to the facts of
Others consider that the account in
geology.
Genesis agrees with the facts only in a general
Others
way.
regard the account as a myth or
legend corresponding to the Creation stories in

The only
Assyrian and Babylonian literature.
points upon which modern Protestants agree are
that God is the source of the universe
that it
came into being as a result of the free exercise of
His will and that it is continually under His
;

;

care and control.

See also

art.

—

Creation.
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tian).

— We

here

shall

three stages:
theology.

divide

earth-myths,

(1)

(Egyp-

this subject into
(2)

sun-myths,

(3)

— The attention of primitive
man was naturally
directed to explaining
—
tangible Nature the earth, the sea, and the
I.

Earth-myths.

first

The most elementary distinction between racial views is the
sex of the earth and of the abyss or sea, which
from its blueness was naturally thought to be of
the same nature as the blue sky the heavenly
oceau.
In Egypt the sky (Nut) was feminine, the
land (To) was masculine. Exceptionally in the
13th cent. B.C., when Semitic influence was
strongest, the sexes were reversed, as in Hebrew
shamayim ('heavens') is masculine, and 'ddamah
mists which lay on the land.

—

(' earth') is feminine.
Similarly in Babylonia, Ea
(the deep) and Anu (the sky) are masculine, while
Damkina (the land) is feminine. The same attri-

bution

is

adopted by Greek, Latin, and German,

in the New Zealand mythology.
Egypt was,
therefore, exceptional in the sex of land and sky.
These elements of land and water were thought
to have been evolved in the primal chaos of the
universal ocean (Nil or Nun), when 'not yet was
the heaven, not yet the earth, men were not, not
yet born were the gods, not yet was death'
(Pyramid of Pepy I., 1. 063).
This idea passed to Hesiod, along with the same sexes as in
Egypt
From chaos were generated Erehos (masc.) and black
Night (fern.),
And from Night again were generated Ether and Day,
Whom she brought forth, having conceived from the em.

and

:

'

brace of Erehos.'
(T/uogony, 123 tT.)
probably derived it through the Sldonians, who. Damasctua
'before all things place Chronos, and Pothos, and
Omichles. And by a connexion between Pothos and "mir-liU's,
as the two principles, are generated Aer and Aura.' This view
then seems to have prevailed in the eastern Mediterranean.
lie

asserte,

i

The

lifting
watery mists, which are
seen rising each morning from the Nile, the partof
from
the
earth and the raising of
them
ing

them

of

to the sky,

the

was a work variously attributed
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to

Ra

Shu

The
(the atmosphere).
forced apart from the earth

(the sun) or

heaven (Nut) was
and usually Shu
(Keb or Sell)

is

;

represented

upholding Nut over his head.
Similarly in New Zealand, the earth and heaven clave

together

in the darkness, and had produced gods and men. The gods
try to part them, but cannot until the god and father of
forests, birds, and insects strives; 'his head is now firmly

planted on his mother the earth, his feet he raises up and rests
against his father the skies, he strains his back and limbs with
mighty effort. Now are rent apart Kangi and Papa, and with
cries and groans of woe they shriek aloud. ... It was the fierce
thrusting of Tane which tore the heaven from the earth, so that
they were rent apart, and darkness was made manifest, and so
was the light' (G. Grey, Pulynes. Mythol., Lond. 1855 [reprint,
p. 3]).

In Egypt it was similarly assumed that Seb and Nut
had produced Ra or Shu before they were separated.
2. Sun-myths.
The genesis of the sun (Ra) is
variously attributed to Seb and to Nut. According to one view, Ra was the egg of the great
cackler,' Seb being, by a plaj' on words, equated
with the goose. In another view, Ra was born as
a calf of the celestial cow, or child of the skygoddess and this may be the motive for regarding
the sky as feminine. Another, and a more general,
view, when the theologic frame of creation came
forward, was to posit the formation of Ra direct
from the chaos Nun, and so make him an ancestor
of Seb and Nut.
Probably this view was that of
the Heliopolitan Ra-worshippers, as distinct from
the older Seb- and Nut-worshippers in the Nile

—

'

;

Ra came into being while as yet there
and there was nothing that
was no heaven,
was with him in that place where he was
resting in the waters of Nun, and he found no place
where he could stand (Erman, Religion, p. 26). Ra
then united with his own shadow, and from his seed
created Shu and Tefnut, in the midst of the chaos.
Shu certainly represents space or air, symbolized
by an ostrich feather Tefnut represents moisture.
From Shu and Tefnut were born Seb and Nut
and from them, in turn, the Osiride family, and
'

valley.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

;

;

mankind.
The heaven was regarded as an ocean parallel
with that on earth. It was on the heavenly ocean
that the sun, the moon, and the stars sailed in
To explain the sun's
ships each day and night.
re-appearing in the morning, they supposed a
nocturnal ocean beneath the world, on which the
sun sailed as by day.
The dead were, on this
view, considered as joining the boat of Ra, and
under
his
sailing,
protection, through the hours of
the night as well as of the day.
The gods associated with creation
3. Theology.
are many.
Khnumu, the Shaper,' who shapes
created all
living things on his potter's wheel,
that is, he formed all that exists, he is the father
of fathers, the mother of mothers ... he fashioned
men, he made the gods, he was father from the beginning ... he is the creator of the heaven, the
earth, the under world, the water, the mountains
... he formed a male and a female of all birds,
fishes, wild beasts, cattle, and of all worms'
He is
(Wiedemann, HDB, vol. v. p. 179 b ).
figured always with the ram's head, to signify his
creative power, and was worshipped at the source
of the Nile the cataract.
the Great
Ptah,
Artificer,' the Demiurge, shapes the sun- and
he is the god
moon-eggs on his potter's wheel
of law and order who created all things by Mrtat,
truth or exactness. Osiris formed with his hand
the earth, its water, its air, its plants, all its

—

'

'

—

'

;

'

cattle,

all

its

birds,

all

its

winged fowl,

all

its

quadrupeds.' This is the development of the primitive idea of Osiris as a god of
vegetation. Amon-Ra also, on the growth of his
worship when Thebes was the capital, became
the father of the gods, the fashioner of men,'
and all other things (see Wiedemann, loc. cit.).
VOL. IV.
IO

reptiles, all its

'

—
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Thoth, according to Hermopolite legend, when
in the chaos of Nun, created Seb and Nut by his
word
and they were parted asunder at HerThis creation by the word was the
mopolis.
highly spiritualized idea of later times, and is
seen in the Kori Kosrnou (500 B.C.), where ThothHermes is first of the gods.
Other sky-gods are Anher, lie who goes above,'
god of Theni or Girgeh and Horns as the sky,
supported by four pillars who are the lour sons of
Horus. The mixtures of ideas in litter times are so
complex, and so combined with the theology, that
we cannot touch on them here. Our object has
been to show the primitive ideas, and the various
nuclei of thought which were combined.
;

'

;

—

Literature. A. Wiedemann, Relig. of the Ane. Egyptians,
Lond. 1897, also his art. in HDB, vol. v. pp. 176-197 G
Maspero, Dawn of Civilization, Eng. tr., Lond. 1894 A
Erman, Handbook of Egyptian Religion, Eng. tr., Lond. 1907.
;

;

W. M. Flinders

Petrie.

— COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY

(Greek).
Since the word 'cosmogony' describes the origin
of the universe by the figure of birth, it suggests
to us in the first instance accounts of a mainly
Yet science also
poetic and mythological kind.

has its fairy tales, and one who sought for information about Greek cosmogonies might not unreasonably look for some account of that, for
If
example, which is contained in the Timmus.
this be introduced, so should those of one or two
other philosophical systems. We propose, therefore, to deal first with what may be called the
poetic cosmogonies, and afterwards with the philoWe shall devote rather more space to
sophical.
the former, as being probably less familiar to most
In the case of the latter, we shall take
readers.
three typical examples, describe them briefly, and
try to show the place of each in the history of
Greek thought as to the relation between God and
the world.
1.

find

Poetical cosmogonies.— i. Homer.—-We
Homer not a complete cosmogony, but

in

a cosmogonical kind, or, rather, of a
all he is concerned about is the
world in which we live. In II. xiv. 246, Oceanus is
the father (yheois) of all the gods, and in xiv. 201
he is the father, and Tethys the mother. The
latter name is usually derived (F. Lukas, Kosmotjonien, p. 154 n.) from d^aBat, 'to suck' (tt)0t] =
nurse '). Tethys will then symbolize the suckling
mother, Earth. But behind these Nature-powers
stands a third still more august, the goddess Night.
In //. xiv. 244, Zeus is referred to as younger, indeed, but more potent, than Oceanus
Night, on
the other hand, even Zeus fears to offend (ib. 259 ff. ).
follows
Damascius
Lukas, therefore,
(6th cent.
A.D.), our chief authority on the first principles
of the Greek cosmogonies, in supposing that, for
Homer, Night was the supreme geogonical conception (Damasc. irepl irpuiruy dpxuy, c. 124, ed. Kopp,
ideas of

geogonical, as

'

;

1826, p. 382).

—

To this head
2. Oldest Orphic cosmogony.
refers those fundamental conceptions which
in various fragmentary notices are directly ascribed to Orpheus. Not the least evidence of their
antiquity is their practical identity with what we
have found in Homer. Eudemus the Peripatetic
declared, according to Damascius {I.e.), that Orpheus
made his beginning with Night. John Lydus (6th
cent. A.D. ) stated that Orpheus' three lirst principles
Lukas

were: Night, Earth, Heaven (Lobeck, Aglnoph.
Plato, again, quotes a couplet as
1829, i. 494).
from Orpheus, describing Oceanus and Tethys as
the first wedded pair (Crat. 402 B), while he informs us in the Timmus (41 A) that Oceanus and
Tethys were the offspring of Earth and Heaven.
As the former statement is expressly referred to
Orpheus, we may be sure that he had the same
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real or fancied
authority for the latter. In this
Orpliic cosmogony, it will be seen, Oceanns and
a
are
degree less venerable than in Homer ;
Tethys

Earth and Heaven are the older pair. Yet the
is insignificant, and here, as in Homer,
Night is the supreme conception. According to

difference

Gruppe

(Griech. Culte, etc., 1887,

i.

613

the cos-

f.),

of II. xiv. was borrowed from the Orphic.
But the question of their relation is an extremely
difficult one, which cannot be discussed here.

mogony

Hesiod. — In the introduction to his Thcogony,
Hesiod actually names Earth, Heaven, and Night
— the reputed
—
Orphic trinity as the sources of the
3.

gods (verses 106-107) and one feels that, whatever
its origin, he is using a familiar and probably
already ancient formula. But, at the outset of the
poem proper, he proceeds to give us what in fact,
though not in name, is a cosmogony of his own
;

In the
Its outline is as follows
(verses 116-136).
beginning was Chaos, after whom, on the one
Gaia
and
on
the
came
other,
hand,
Eros, and,
Erebus and Night. Erebus and Night were the
parents of ./Ether (or Light) and Day. Gaia of
herself produced, first Uranus (Heaven), that he
might be a cover to her round about, and that she
might be a secure dwelling-place for the gods and
:

;

after

him the mountains and

seas.

Lastly, mating

with Uranus, she became mother of all the gods,
except the few who sprang from Erebus and Night.

At

the top, then, of Hesiod's cosmogony stands
Chaos. Its meaning has been variously interpreted
ancient
no less than by modern commentators.
by
It has been taken for Water, Air, Fire, and Space
(cf. for ref. Lukas, op. cit. p. 157 f.)Etymology
has been appealed to in each case. But no derivation seems more probable than that from x a or x a "
a
^
a)
a
-^
vos
to gape,' x
(the root of x
X^cr/xa, Lat.
Thus we get the meaning of
hisco, hiatus, etc).
and
this
the
manner in
further
accords
with
Space,
which Hesiod seems to have arrived at his first
viz.
In
abstraction.
pondering the
principle,
by
origin of the universe, he thinks away one by one
its various contents, until he reaches Space as
the final presupposition of all things. As Time
comes first in the Phoenician cosmogony given by
Eudemus, and, as we shall see, in some Greek
cosmogonies, so does Space in this of Hesiod.
Zeller (Pre-Socr. Phil. i. 88 f.) agrees with Lukas
that Space was Hesiod's first principle, and that he
reached it by abstraction, but thinks that Hesiod
pictured it 'as an immeasurable, waste, and formless mass,' while Lukas understands by it the mere
unlimited void.
On the next cosmogonical stage we have two
Gaia is
pairs, of which the first is Gaia and Eros.
Earth, not however as an element, but as a vaguely
conceived mass. There is, at first sight, something
detached about the appearance of Eros. He enters
the stage with the others, but seems to perform no
role.
But the reason is that he is a potency rather
than a person. He is the soul of all the unions
here recorded. He is the Eros, not of art, but of
early local cult like that at Thespia? (l'aus. ix.
27. 1), who was life and love in one, and was taken
over by the Orphics (cf. Gomperz, Gr. Thinkers,
i.
89, and, for the connexion of Eros with the
Orphics, J. Harrison, Proleg. to Gr. llclig. eh. xii.).
are not told hmr Gaia and Eros came into
*

>

y

We

They may symbolize matter and spirit,
but they are not derived from Chaos' as a higher
being.

The

ruling principle of the cosmogony
lmt that of sequence
is not that of cause and effect
in time.
only hear that Gaia and Eros came
afterwards (Iwara).
And the same is doubtless
true of the second pair, Erebus and Night.
They
are said to have come (k Xdeos, but the in may be
merely local (Space being referred to), or temporal,
or both.
Accordingly Gaia, Eros, Erebus, and
principle.

,

We

(Greek)

Night occupy together the second cosmogonical

A step further removed from Chaos are ./Ether
and Day, who are children of Erebus and Night.
So the unrelieved darkness gives place to the sucEarth also at this stage
cession of night and day.
gives birth to Heaven, that he may shield her
with his vault, to the mountains also and the seas
and then, when all is ready for their reception,
Earth and Heaven become the parents of the gods.
In Hesiod's cosmogony there is no real attempt
But it has, accordto explain the causes of things.
ing to Lukas, two elements of speculative worth
;

—

the conception of purpose in creation (the provision of a safe home for the gods), and the farreaching abstraction by which the poet goes back
to Space, and then step by step reconstructs the
world.
Passing by Acusilaus, a prose chronicler of the 6th
cent., and, like Hesiod, a native of Boeotia, whose
cosmogony, contained in Damascius, resembles
Hesiod's, and has also a marked Orphic colouring
(Lukas, op. cit. pp. 162-163), we come next to
He was a native of Syros, but
4. Pherecydes.
lived at Athens at the court of Pisistratus (6th

—

—

At Athens 'he founded an Orphic
B.C.).
community, though how far he was the disciple
and prophet of the Orphic doctrines we are hardly
able to say (Gomperz, op. cit. i. 86). His own work
has been lost, but numerous notices, which have
come down to us from ancient times, and which
relate to various parts of his cosmogony, enable us
to form, though with reserve on some disputed
points, a tolerably full as well as reliable estimate
of his system.
According to both Damascius (c.
124, ed. Kopp, p. 384) and Diog. Laert. (i. 119),
Pherecydes derived the universe from three first
principles Zas = Zeus), Chronos, and Chthonia
At the summit of the cosmogony,
(or Chthon).
cent.

'

—

(

He is probably best regarded
then, stands Zeus.
as a purely spiritual principle (so, e.g. Arist. Met.
xiv. 4, 1091a, and many moderns, but cf. e.g. Zeller,
op. cit. i. 91), so far as mind was consciously distinguished from matter at that early date. The
,

spiritual interpretation is confirmed by the statement of Proclus (5th cent. A.D.) which at the same
time presents a new and interesting phase of the
cosmogony that the Zeus of Pherecydes changed

—

—

himself into Eros when he meant to create the
world (Tim. 155). Zeus as such, therefore, stands
outside the world he is the principle of supreme
might. Chronos, the second member of the trinity,
naturally denotes the Time, in which everything
;

happens, and occupies an analogous position to
Space in Hesiod's cosmogony. Lastly, Chthonia
must be taken to mean either primary matter
(Lukas, op. cit. p. 170) or the Earth-spirit (Gomperz,
op. cit.

i.

principle

;

Some of

88).
the ancients asserted that water was Pherecydes' first
but this conflicts not only with Diog. Laert. but with

the more detailed account of the cosmogony given in Damascius.
A full discussion of this obscure and difficult question will be

found

As

in

Lukas, op.

cit.

pp. 168-170, or Zeller, op.

cit.

i.

93-91

n.

regards the relation of the three principles to

one another, Damascius implies that Zeus was in
some sense first but his exposition is purely Neo;

It is safer, therefore, to trust the more
Platonic.
objective Diogenes, according to whom the three
first principles of Pherecydes were alike eternal
(fjaav del).

The cosmogony begins when Chronos produces
from his seed Fire, Air, and Water, who then in
turn beget the five families of the gods. Thus gods
and elements alike are the offspring of Time. And
now Zeus-Eros plans to create the world. But at
this stage, according to Max. Tyrius {Dissert. \\\\.
also t'elsus aji. Origenc. Ccls.
p. 304, ed. Davis; cf.
vi. 42, et al.), a fearful conflict intervenes betwixt
Cronos (not to be confused with Chronos) and the
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dragon Ophioneus for the lordship of Nature.
Only when Cronos wins; and the dragon is cast into
the sea can Zeus set about his creative task. The
of a piece with the cosmogony,
episode is not quite
there is no Cronos
since Zeus is from eternity,
before him. But there is no reason to doubt that
Phereeydes employed the myth. Perhaps, as Philo
of Byblus states (ap. Eus. Prcep. Ev. i. 10, 33), he
borrowed it from the Phoenicians. In any case the

—

is clear
before the ordered world, the
k6<t/j.os, can be established, a victory must be won
over the forces of disorder.
The iinal stage is related by Clem. Alex. {Strom.
vi. 621 A)
Zas
Phereeydes the Syrian says
makes a mantle, large and fair, and broiders on it
earth and ocean and ocean's dwellings.' Again he
speaks (ib. 642 A) of the winged oak and the embroidered mantle that rests upon it.' The winged,
oak is no doubt the earth floating freely in space
a conception lately introduced by Anaximander
(Gomperz, op. cit. i. 89). The rest of the imagery
explains itself.
Points of likeness between the cosmogonies of
Phereeydes and Hesiod will readily occur to the
reader.
Here we only note points in which Phereeydes marks an advance. In the first place, Zeus,
according to the interpretation here followed, and
even on the lower, is a more spiritual conception
In the second, there is a certhan Chaos (Space).
The
tain suggestion of science in the cosmogony.
four elements are named before the formation of
the world.
So far, indeed, as our accounts go,
Phereeydes does not work the suggestion out. On
the other hand, he clearly treated Eros (Love) as a
cosmical principle, and one cannot but suspect that,
if his whole work had reached us, we should have
found that Zeus-Eros used the elements as materials

meaning

:

'

:

:

'

'

'

'

'

—

for his creative task.

Damascius (c. 124, ed. Kopp, p. 385) gives a fragof a cosmogony by the Cretan Epimenides
600 B.C.). In this cosmogony we meet for the
first time among the Greeks the doctrine of the
World-Egg. But it is little more than mentioned,
and so we shall pass at once to give some account
of the later Orphic cosmogonies, in which it plays
a prominent part.
Later Orphic cosmogonies.
In a former
5.
section we dealt with certain thoughts about the
origin of the world which were ascribed to

ment
(c.

—

Orpheus, but here we are dealing with entire
systems. They are highly mystical and pantheistic, and, though fanciful and grotesque, are most
naturally referred to a period of religious and
philosophical syncretism. Hence some critics like
Zeller (op. cit. i. 100ft'.) refuse to regard any of
them as earlier than the 1st or 2nd cent. B.C.
Others, however, assign a much earlier date to the

one which Damascius

tells us was contained in
the current Rhapsodies,' and which he describes as
the usual Orphic theology.
Thus O. Gruppe (in
Roscher, s.v. 'Orpheus') argues strongly, but
in
favour
of
view
the
that it was formed
cautiously,
in the 6th cent. B.C. on the basis of a still earlier
Orphic myth. To this system we now turn our
'

attention.

—

This includes what
(1) Rhapsodist cosmogony.
the Orphics taught both about the Divine nature
and about its relation to the world. The fullest
account of the former is contained in Damascius
He must, indeed, be
(c. 123, ed. Kopp, p. 380).
used with caution, owing to his Neo-Platonic bias.
Lukas points this out, but thinks he may be trusted
for the number, sequence, and names of his first
In this he seems to go too far, but,
principles.
if we combine all that is essential in Damascius
with what we learn from other sources, especially
Orphic fragments (for which cf. Gruppe, I.e. p.
1139), we reach the following result, which will be
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found in essential agreement with what, for example, is contained in Zeller (op. cit. i. 104) or in
s.v.
Phanes '). At the summit
system stands Chronos (Time). Next come
'

Gruppe (in Roscher,
of the

'

^Ether (bright, fiery substance, cf Stoic cosmogony
below) ana Chaos (Space). Lukas observes that,
though Time is named before Space, it is not
viewed as producing it, but mereiy as the active
principle, while Space receives that which arises in
Time (but cf. Zeller, I.e.). After ./Ether and Chaos
comes the Egg, which is viewed sometimes as the
offspring of Chronos and jEther (fr. 53), sometimes
as that of vEther and Chaos (Proclus, Tim. i. 138).
In either case it springs from ^Ether, and is thus,
as Lukas calls it, an Egg of Light. Damascius else'

.

it as apyvipeov,
silver- white.' And
deserves the name, not only because it was
formed from the light of heaven, but because from
it, as we shall see, Phanes, the light of the world,
proceeded. Finally, there issues from the Egg the
first Orphic god.
Damascius, who favours trinities,

where describes

'

it

him Phanes-Ericapa?us-Metis, which

calls

'

rally interpreted

above

all,

he

is

is geneLight, Life-giver, Counsel.' But,
'

Phanes,

Light,'

who becomes

—

at

will the light of reason, the light of life, and
for
is also Eros
the light of love. As first-born of

—

he

the gods he is Protogonos. There is something
sublime in these conceptions. But Phanes was
also polymorphic, a beast-mystery god,' a creature
monstrous and grotesque, as in the fragment quoted
by Proclus (Tim. ii. 130)
'

:

'

Head

Heads had he many,
and a bright-eyed

of a ram, a bull, a snake,

(J.

Harrison, op.

lion

'

cit. p. 651).

Such was the Orphic doctrine of the Divine
nature. It had one feature which, according to
Lukas, gave speculative value to the Rhapsodist
cosmogony. This is the effort to explain the origin
of life.
While many cosmogonies begin with a
Divine being, the Orphic sees in his God the
last stage in the evolution of life out of the lifeless.

We

have next to consider Phanes' relation to
He had in him all the forces, or
out of which it sprang. Hence, though
he was sometimes called its creator, he was
generally thought of as having given it birth.
The idea took the form of a theogony, in which
the successive dynasties of gods represent the
the world.

airipixara,

successive stages in the evolution of the world.
In this process, part of the god became the world's
life ; with the other he withdrew as sun into the

heavens, where only Night could look on him,
while his splendour amazed the other gods. But
when Zeus attained to sovereignty he devoured
Phanes.
Thus the old order was dissolved, but
thus also Zeus became the sum of all things. He
became Phanes (see next section), and from him a
new race of gods, a new world, sprang. In his
son, Dionysos, the god of the mysteries, Phanes
was born again. Like Phanes, Zeus became the

—

world Zei's /ce0a\ij, Zeus /ieWa, Aids 5' 4k ir&vTa
rirvKrai (fr. 123),
but, like Phanes also, he dwelt
apart, for his mind was the ether (Gruppe, in

—

'Orpheus' and 'Plumes'; PaulyWissowa, s.v. Orpheus ; Zeller, op. cit. p. 104 f.
J. Adam, Belig. Teachers of Greece, p. 95 f.
Lobeck, Aglaoph. 518 ff. fr. 120 ft'.).
The story of the swallowing of Phanes has
usually been explained as a device to recover for
Zeus his ancient dignity as source of life for had
he not long ago devoured Metis and borne Athene?
This could be done by showing that he swallowed
Roscher,

s.v.

'

'

;

j

;

—

Phanes who was also Metis. But Gruppe sees in
It was to depict
the story a different motive.
the periodical renewal of the universe, which he
regards as the ground thought of the Rhapsodist
cosmogony. This was a feature of Stoic cosmo-
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(see below) to which the Orphic doctrine has
other points of resemblance especially its pantheistic materialism, and its view of ./Ether as the
On the whole, it is
principle of Divine life.
difficult not to helieve that there was a close

gony

—

connexion between the two cosmogonies, on whichever side the borrowing lies.
(2) 'The cosmogony of Hieronymiis and Hcllanicus.
From the Rhapsodist theogony, Damascius passes
to one which he describes as i] Kara rbv 'lepwvv/xoi'
It is uncertain, and cannot
i(>epoix{vq ko\ 'EWdvtKov.
be here discussed, whether it was known to
Hellanicus of Lesbos in the 5th cent. B.C., or was
published under his name by Hieronymus in one of

—

the later pre-Christian centuries.

It

was generally

Orphic in character, but differed, as Damascius
from the current Orphic theology. We
cannot, indeed, be sure as to its precise form. This
is due chiefly to the fact that we find in Athenagoras (2nd cent. A.D. what is evidently a different
version of the same original doctrine.
The
differences will be afterwards mentioned.
Meantime we shall notice briefly the main points in
Damascius' version.
At the head of this cosmogony we find, not
Chronos, as in the last, but Water and Slime.
Out of these springs Chronos. This does not mean
that Time is not viewed as an active first principle,
but only that it is more concrete. Here Time Is
viewed as force force which presupposes matter
to work on.
The Orphic imagination runs riot in
depicting this force. Chronos is a winged dragon
with the heads of a bull and a lion, and betwixt
them the face of a god. He is Chronos-Herakles
- Ananke-Adrasteia.
Herakles
betokens his
might, Ananke his necessity, Adrasteia his inevitNext, Chronos produces ./Ether, Chaos,
ability.
indicates,

)

—

—

We met ./Ether and Chaos in the
Rhapsodist cosmogony, but here they follow after
primary matter, and so ./Ether is more grossly
conceived as humid (vbrepos). In the same way
Erebus is misty (o>ixAwii«s). Lastly, in the midst
of the vaporous space, with its mingled light and
gloom, Chronos produced an Egg {u>bv (yivvriaev).
This naturally implies that it partook of the substance with which space was filled. It was, therefore, formed out of grosser elements than the Egg
of the Rhapsodist cosmogony.
Thus also we are
told that it had within it the seed of male and
female, and likewise of all manner of things without life. For this very reason it better deserves
to be called a World-Egg.
But it is not an Egg of
Light. And, lastly, we have the same contrast in
the Divine feeing, the Maker and Ruler of the
world, who issues from the Egg. In his monstrous
and grotesque form he resembles the first-born
God of the other cosmogony. But he has lost his
title of Phanes, the god of light, and appears as
Protogonos-Zeus-Pan.
As compared with the current Orphic doctrine,
that just examined is marked by a certain coarse
realism.
Both in form and spirit it is less distinctively Greek. In some points, indeed, it closely
resembles the Phoenician cosmogony, and Zeller
maintains that its author borrowed directly from
that source [op. cit. i. 102-3 n.
but, on the other
side, cf.
Gruppe, in Roseher, s.v.
Orpheus,'
and Erebus.

;

'

p. 1141).
In describing the Orphic doctrine, Athenagoras, who was a
(
Ihristian, no doubt selected the cosmogony of Hellanicus and
llieronymus because he saw most in it to condemn, lint what
Specially concerns us is the form in which he presented it. The
series begins with Water and Slime, and out of these Ohronos*
Rerakles is evolved, Bub lure the resemblance to Damascius
ceases. No mention is made of .'Ether, Chaos, and Brebus.
Chronos-Herakles produces a gigantic egg, which breaks into
halves, of which the upper forms the heaven, and the lower the
earth. In this naive conception there is clearly no elemenj
"I
The egg has no special significance
speculative value.

beyond

its

shape.

On

the other hand, in the cosmogonies

(Greek)

described by Damascius, the World-Egg is an expression of the
profound thought that the universe is an organism, gradually

formed from an original germ, in obedience to the same law
which governs every living thing.
(3) Before leaving the Orphic cosmogonies proper,
we may briefly notice three others of minor im-

portance,

(a)

of Apollonius

The first and the best known is that
Rhodius (3rd cent. B.C.), who in the

494 ff.) puts into the mouth of
Argonautica
Orpheus some verses describing the origin of the
world.
Here the separation of the four elements
an idea
is ascribed to the action of Discord
evidently borrowed from Empedocles. The legend
of Ophioneus and Chronos, which was used by
Pherecydes (see above), is introduced in a somewhat different and, judging by internal evidence,
less authentic form (cf. Gomperz, op. cit. i. 91).
(b) Alexander of Aphrodisias (3rd cent. A.D.) gives
-us the following series
Chaos, Oceanus, Night,
Uranus, Zeus. This, it will be seen, resembles the
older rather than the later form of Orphic cosmo(c) Lastly, the author of the Clementine
gonies,
Recognitions (x. xvii.) gives a brief summary of
Some of the first principles,
Orphic doctrine.
notably the Egg and Phanetas, remind us of the
Rhapsodist cosmogony, but the account as a whole
is less coherent, and strikes one as probably less
accurate, than that of Damascius.
In one famous passage (Av.
6. Aristophanes.
693 ft'.) Aristophanes depicts the origin of the
In the beginning were Chaos, Night,
universe.
Erebus, and Tartarus. Into the bosom of Erebus,
Night laid a wind-born egg (Inrtjpi/iiop <p6v) from
which, as the seasons rolled, Eros sprang, gleaming with golden wings. Eros blended all things
together, and from their union Heaven, Ocean,
J.
Earth, and the race of the gods were born.
Harrison [op. cit. p. 626) calls the passage about
the birth of Love pure Orphism.' And, indeed,
Gruppe (in Roseher, s.v. 'Orpheus,' p. 1121) maintains that the gold-winged Eros springing from the
egg was part of the oldest Orphic doctrine. But
some details in the passage remind us of other
cosmogonies, especially that of Hesiod (cf. Lukas,
(i.

—

:

—

'

op. cit. p. 196).

The theologians,' as Aristotle calls those whose
doctrines we have been considering, represent a
perfectly distinct phase of Greek thought. " Their
mind was less scientific than that of the physio'

'

They made a far keener demand for a
vivid representation of the origin and development
Nor were
of the world' (Gomperz, op. cit. i. 85).
logists."

they satisfied with the current mythology.

Its

were perhaps too immoral.
Certainly its
cosmogony was too vague. And so they sought to
from
local
fill
its
legend, partly
gaps partly
up
tales

from the traditions of foreign peoples.
Gomperz has striven to show (op. cit. i. 92-97) that various
features in the Greek cosmogonies the World-Egg, the twofold nature of the Orphic godhead, in which the male and
female attributes were united, and the important position
occupied by Chronos as the Time-principle were ultimately
derived from Baby Ion, although the two former had probably
their direct source in Egypt, but a discussion of this question

—

—

would carry us beyond our present

limits.

—

The cosmoII. Philosophical cosmogomes.
we have examined, though not without
elements of speculative value, are essentially hypothose to which we now turn
thetical in character
represent the effort to explain the world on philoand
in each case from a
sophical principles,
For this very
distinct philosophical point of view.
be properly undercannot
however,
reason,
they
stood or appreciated apart from the general movegonies

;

ment

of Greek thought.
This, therefore,
also try very briefly to indicate.

—

we must

Ionian philosophers. The earliest
Greek philosophers were natives of Ionia in Asia
Minor. Beginning with Thales, who flourished at
Miletus about 6U0 B.C., they each sought to explain
I.

Early
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the universe from a single, and that a material
first principle.
They discussed more or less fully
ihe nature of the changes which the primary
matter underwent, but the ultimate cause of the
movement, by which the world in all its parts was
formed out of material elements, was a subject on

which Tliales and his immediate successors had
The reason was that they
little or nothing to say.
regarded the cause as inherent in the nature of
matter itself (Gomperz, op. cit. i. 56). This was also
true of Heraclitus of Ephesus (c. 500 li.C.) to him
also matter was organically alive (ib. p. 66). But
a great step in the history of Greek speculation is
marked by his doctrine of the Logos, by which he
gave expression to the thought that the worldforming process must be guided by Intelligence.
He taught, indeed, that all reality is material,
and that the primary element is Fire but, as he
assigned to the latter the attribute of reason, he
called it also the Logos.
In other words, the
Logos viewed on its corporeal side was Fire, and
Fire viewed on its spiritual side was the Logos
(J. Adam, op. cit. p. 224).
Here, then, a first
was postulated, which was at once
principle
material and rational, and it was on this basis
that the Stoic cosmogony (see below) was afterwards reared. But before that time the great
thinkers of Greece had sought to show that the
world was framed by God as at once a rational and
non-material Being, and Heraclitus at least paved
the way for that conception when he endowed his
First Cause with the attribute of reason.
2. The first Greek philosopher who traced the
world to a non-material agency was Empedocles
He did this in his doctrine of the
(c. 450 B.C.).
four elements, whose movements were determined
by the twofold agency of Love and Discord (J. A dam,
But a far more important step in
op. eit. p. 245).
the direction of idealism was taken by Anaxagoras,
who, though born rather earlier than Empedocles,
probably had the work of the latter before him
when he wrote (ib. p. 254). According to Aristotle,
it was Anaxagoras who first pointed to the real
cause of the movement by which the world was
formed. This cause he named Nous, or Reason, to
which also he seems to have attributed a mainly, if
not exclusively, transcendent existence (ib. p. 371).
3. Plato.
Though Anaxagoras did not make
:

'

'

;

—

much

use of his great conception, it led to farreaching results. Especially it brought into clear
view the opposition between matter and spirit.
TJie opposition may not be absolute, but it was
naturally the distinction between the two which
first occupied the attention of philosophers.
It
was the chief problem of Plato's Dialectic. But it
is with its cosmological aspect that we are here concerned. If the First Cause was purely immaterial,
how could He act on matter at all so as to create
the world ? In this question and the answer to it
lies the chief significance of the cosmogony which
Plato has set before us in the Timwus
Even apart from much that does not strictly belong to it,
the cosmogony of the Tirnceus is intricate, but here it will be
enough to consider its main ideas. For a fuller exposition and
:

discussion the reader may be referred to Jowett's Plato, vol.
or to Adam, op. cit. p. 3C0ff.

God formed

iii.,

the world out of a material so intractable that it could not be completely moulded
to His will.
But He introduced into the primary
substance as many proportions as it was possible
for it to receive' (Tim. 69 B).
The stubborn
power, which thus resists the Creator, Plato calls
Necessity.' It is the root of evil in the world,
the
and, as it will not wholly yield to God,
Creator in Plato is still subject to a remnant of
Necessity which he cannot wholly overcome'
(Jowett, Plato, iii. 391).
In forming the world, God gave it a Body and
also a Soul.
On certain portions of
(1) The body.
'

'

'
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primary matter, which was formless and chaotic,
God imprinted various mathematical 'forms 'and
Thus arose the four
'numbers' (Tim. 53 B).
elements of which the body of the universe was
The
idea
of
a
Divine
mathematician,
composed.
in which Pythagorean influence is plainly visible,
runs through the whole account of creation.
According to Plutarch, Plato said that God is
always playing the mathematician (Ocos del yea/iePlato describes the elements
(2) The soul.
rpef).
of which the World-Soul was composed, but his
account is highly metaphysical, and need not
It is enough to examine its
detain us here.
attributes.
Of these the first is Motion. It is
manifested in the movements of the planets
(Tim. 36 D), but it has other aspects, not directly
referred to in the Timmus, which are important
in estimating the nature of the World-Soul.
According to the Laws (x. 896 A), the essential
quality of soul is self-movement. Further, the
Soul is the cause of movement in other things,
and by movement (xixijcrir) Plato understood every
kind of change (ib., Phanirus, 245 C).
The
World-Soul, therefore, is the cause, not only of
of
and
but
also
combinalocomotion,
'separation
tion, growth, decay, and dissolution' (J. Adam,
The second attribute is Intelliop. cit. p. 368).
gence. It is here to be taken in the widest sense,
for we are given to understand that the WorldSoul apprehends not only ideas, but sensible realities, and such as lie between the two (ib. p. 369 f.).
On the other hand, the World-Soul, as described
in the Timteus, has nothing analogous to the
which, accordprinciples of anger and desire
ing to Plato, constitute so large and turbulent a
of
the
human
soul
Plato
(ib. p. 370).
portion
speaks of the World-Soul as created. In what
sense he used the term he nowhere precisely explains, but there can be little doubt that he thought
Such is the view of
of an emanational process.
the writer just quoted, who thus sums up the
At the beginning of Time,
cosmogonical process
God created the Universe.
spirit or soul went
forth from him, and inhabited the body which ho
redeemed from chaos by imprinting mathematical
forms on primordial matter (ib. p. 373).
'

.

.

.

'

'

:

A

The

universe, thus formed of body

and

soul, is

'

described as cIkuv rod -rot-ip-ov, ixovoycv-qs, image of
Thus it is related to
its Creator, only-begotten.'
Him as sou to father. Further, it is itself a god, a
On
0ebs aicrdijTds, or 'perceivable god' (Tim. 92 C).
the other hand, the Creator is a Being mysteriously
remote, hard to discover (ib. 28 C), who, when
He had made the world, abode in his own nature
(ib. 42 E).
may now see how the Platonic cosmogony
was an attempt to explain the world on dualistic
Since God as pure thought could have
principles.
no contact with matter, Plato was obliged to assume
for the work of creation some formative principle
separate from God Himself. Hence the separate
existence of the mathematical forms imprinted on
matter, and especially of the World-Soul incor'

'

'

'

We

of view
porated within it. It is from this point
that Caird describes the World-Soul as ' a kind of
bridge to connect two terms which it is impossible
really to unite' (Evolution of Theology in the Gr.

Phil.

ii.

266).

4. Although Aristotle (q.v.) effectually criticized
the theory of Ideas,' which Plato held to exist
apart from matter, yet his own doctrine was fundamentally dualistic, as appears from his view of the
Divine life as an energy of self-contemplation.
'

But

after his time

Greek thought swung round

to

the opposite pole.
Abandoning the dualism by
which mind and matter, subject and object, were
opposed to each other as mutually exclusive realities, it sought to explain the world by means of
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men sought where they
in their own subjective

This

a single principle.
felt surest of

finding it,
experience. Thus they hoped for a certainty which
they could never have about an object with whose

appearances only they were acquainted. It may
be added that the subjective trend in philosophy

of a general movement affecting the last
epoch of Greek national life, from Alexander the
Great onwards (Schwegler, Hist, of Phil. pp. 120122).
Now, the subjective life itself has two sides,
the one universal and spiritual, the other individual
and material. It was on the latter view of man's
nature that the Epicureans based both their ethical
and their physical theories. The Stoics, on the other
hand, appealed in their Ethics to man's rational
nature, while in their Physics they derived the
world from a material principle (for the reason of
this apparent inconsistency, see Schwegler, op. cit.
It will be seen that in their use of a single
p. 125).
principle the Stoics and Epicureans returned to
the point from which philosophy had diverged after
the time of Heraclitus, but, as R. D. Hicks remarks (art. Stoics,' in EBr n ), ' until dualism had
been thought out, as in the Peripatetic school, it

was part

'

was impossible that monism (or at any rate materialistic monism) should be definitely and consciously
maintained.' Both the Epicureans and the Stoics
had what may be called a materialistic cosmogony,
but that of the Stoics
turn.

is

and to

more important,

in
it

several ways
therefore we

the

now

cosmogony. — The

Stoic first principle
5. Stoic
was akin to the Fire of Heraclitus, but of a subtler
nature a fiery breath (irixu/ia) or ether (aW-f/p).
But in a more important respect it differed from
Heraclitus' first principle.
For the Stoic primary
substance was matter regarded in its distinctively
active aspect as force. Viewed in relation to the
actual world, it is thus described by K. D. Hicks

—

(loc. cit.)

:

Before there was heaven or earth, there wa9 primitive substance or Pneuraa, the everlasting presupposition of particular
things. This is the totality of all existence out of it the whole
visible universe proceeds, hereafter to be again resolved into it.
Not the less is it the creative force, or deity, which develops and
shapes this universal order or cosmos.'
'

;

So far the Stoic theory reminds us of much that
we have already met with in other systems. But
the mode of the creative activity, as conceived by
the Stoics, was altogether new. The Stoic primary
substance, be it remembered, is matter and force in
one (cf. Zeller, Stoics, etc., p. 148: 'the forming
force ... is in itself something material,' etc.).
Its force is that of tension, the expansive and dispersive pressure due to heat, and the extremity of
the tension

is

seen in the fact that all distinction
due to relative density, is lost

of particular things,

within

It

it.

cannot long withstand the intensity

of this inward pressure.
It sways to and fro, and
this movement cools a little the glowing ether.

Condensation begins, and with it the first distinction within the primal substance the separation of force from matter.
Matter is now the
relatively passive but, as first formed, it differs
but little from the pure activity of the substance
from which it sprang. It is the element of fire.
But again, as condensation proceeds, fire produces
air, and this in turn the grosser elements of water
and earth. Throughout the process, however, the
more active substance never quite surrenders its
own nature. Thus only a portion of air becomes
water or earth, and something of the pure Pneuina
itself remains in the ether which stretches above
and around the world. As already seen, the dis-

—

;

tinction of active

elements

is

and passive in the case of the four
and this appears still

only relative

;

further in the blending of the elements with one
another, and the formation of all particular things.
In the universe thus formed the finer substances are

(Greek)

those in which the tension of the primary substance
is greatest, and the solid are those in which it is most
relaxed, and in which matter appears most inert
and passive. And, finally, all the shapes and other
attributes of things are referred to the ethereal
force.
Here the need of a guiding Intelligence is
most felt. And in fact the force moving in the
world was to the Stoic the Soul of the World.
Although material, it was, like the Fire of
Heraclitus, also intelligent, even as the X6701
crwep/xaTiKol before the dawn of creation slumbered

within

it.

The Stoic cosmogony was the chief attempt
made by the Greeks not merely to derive but to
explain the origin of the world from a purely
material first principle.
It was ingenious, and
its account of the manner in which force works in
the material world contained elements of permanent
value.
But it went too far in treating force as a
For material energy is
genetic first principle.
always relative to matter as passive and inert.
Nor does it, indeed, appear that the Stoics conceived of force as anything else than the formative
aspect of matter (cf. Zeller, I.e.). Nevertheless, by
regarding it as a primary substance out of which
the world was evolved, they ipso facto ascribed to
it an independent reality.
Hence the Stoic first
principle was an abstraction which could explain
nothing.
6.
Before leaving
Neo-Platonic cosmogony.
the Greek cosmogonies, we must notice briefly a
second and very different attempt to explain the
origin of the world from a monistic standpoint.
refer to the system of the Neo-Platonists, who
belonged to the last period of Greek thought,
when Stoicism and Epicureanism had run their
course.
The Neo-Platonists taught that the ultimate source of being was neither matter nor
In this
spirit, but a real unity transcending both.
they might seem to quit the subjective standpoint
of the later philosophical
systems. Yet in reality
theirs was the most subjective of all.
They found
the key to the Divine nature solely in the subjective side of human experience, in the unity
given to outward impressions by the thinking subject.
They taught also that the material is less
real and perfect than the ideal world, that intellectual cognition is the pathway to truth and
goodness, and that actual contact with these
realities is attained only by means of an ecstasy,'
in which the distinction between subject and
object disappears.
The Neo-Flatonists claimed that their doctrine
was the direct outcome of Plato's teaching, but in
this they did less than justice to the objective
element in the latter. No doubt there were
features in Plato, especially the terms in which he
described the transcendence of God, which gave

—

We

'

some support to this claim. But Neo-Platonism
owed far more to Oriental influence, the causes of
which we cannot stop to inquire (cf. Ueberweg,
i. 222 f.).
It is, in fact, a blend of
It may be added that
the religious philosophy of the Alexandrian Jews
and the Gnosis of early Christianity are products
'
of the same elements, but under an Oriental form

Hist. ofPkilos.

Greek and Oriental elements.
'

(ib. p.

223).

Plotinus (A.D. 204-269) is the most representative
Of his doctrine, contained
teacher of this school.
in the six Enneads, which were published by
his pupil Porphyry, a very brief summary must
suffice
The first principle, from which Plotinus
derives the universe, is called by him the One, or
This supreme essence is absolutely
the Good.
It cannot be detranscendent, and incognizable.
scribed as either Being or Intelligence, for either
epithet would imply a limitation of its absolute
:

unity.

—

It

is

itrtneiva. tt}s ovatat

and also

tirtKava
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It is

foi)<reus.

Its title

supra-rational (wrepfJe/SijAos ttjv vov aivotv).
of 'the Good' immediately reminds us of the
Supreme Being in Plato. But, in spite of the
abstract manner in which the Good or the Idea
of the Good' is described in the Republic, it is clear
that Plato ascribed to it both being and intelli(For the meaning of 'the Good' in Plato,
gence.
and for a comparison with Plotinus, see J. Adam,
cit. i. 122,
op. cit. p. 446 f., and Ueberweg, op.
246 f.)
As the source of all things, the One produces first
of all the highest kind of actual being, which is
Mind (vovs), i.e. the Divine Mind (Ueberweg, op. cit.
In this Mind the Ideas (vo-nra.) are imi.
248).
manent. They are not, however, mere thoughts,
but parts of the Mind's essence, and for this
reason, on which Plotinus lays great stress, they
are absolutely true objects of thought. Thus the
Nous is at once the Subject and the Object of
knowledge in the first aspect Plotinus regards it
But how did
as at rest, in the second as active.
the Nous originate from the One? Plotinus regards this as a problem so difficult that it must be
'

'
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of the substratum, as their form is but a shadow
of the form pertaining to the Ideas.
The theory whose essential features we have
thus tried to give represents the last important
attempt made by Greek thought to explain the

not however, irrational, but only

'

It fails mainly through the
origin of the world.
abstractness of its first principle a Unity of which

—

not even Being can be predicated.
In its mysticism the Neo-Platonic theory of the
world reminds us not a little of the Orphic cosmoIt resembles them, indeed, both in form
gonies.
and in spirit, as might be inferred from the fact that
the notices of the latter given by Damascius are
interwoven with Neo-Platonic conceptions.

—
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approached with prayer (Enn. v. 1, 6). He finds
an analogy in the idea of radiation (irepl\an\pis).
The Nous arises from the One like brightness from
the sun (ib. ). The great difficulty, of course, was to
a source
explain how actual Being could arise from
to which the attribute of Being was denied. But
he finds a solution in the transcending power of
the One, which latter, as the superior, can send
forth from the superabundance of its perfection
the inferior, without having contained the latter,
as such, in itself (Ueberweg, op. cit. i. 247 ; Enn.

;

'

;

;

1894-1899.

'

v. 2, 1).

As the One produces Mind, so does Mind produce
Soul (i'vxv" yew? rovs, Enn. v. 1, 7). And, as
Ideas appear along with Mind, so does Body along
with Soul. As Plotinus expresses it, Soul, as it
issues from Nous, extends itself into the corporeal,
as the point extended becomes a line (ib. iv. 1).
Plotinus says that the Soul has a divisible element,
yet he also says that it is immaterial. He tries to
The
reconcile the two statements as follows
soul is per se indivisible, being divided only as
related to the bodies into which it enters, since
these could not receive it if it remained undivided
Ueberweg, op. cit. i. 249). The Soul
(si. iv. 21
in its entirety is present throughout the body, yet
'

:

I.

F.

Burns.
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brew).

— There

are

generally recognized

in

(Hethe

Scriptures two formal cosmogonies, the
of which is contained in Gn 2, beginning

Hebrew
earlier

with v. 4 or rather v. 6
This story, as we have it,
I. Cosmogony of J.
belongs to the pre-exilic, historical, Prophetic narrative of the Juda^an kingdom (J), which was in
course of composition from about the time of
Solomon until the middle of the Sth cent. B.C.
.

,

—

as we have of it in Gn 2,
assumes the world as already existing, and deals
only with its preparation for the use of man.
With it is connected the story of the Garden of
Eden, the Temptation, and the Fall and its consein all its faculties reason, memory, perception,
quences. The object is not so much to answer the
from
?
is
and even life-force
absolutely separable
question, How did the world come into existence
it.
There is a plurality of souls. The highest of as the questions, Where did man come from ? Why
beasts
?
all is the Soul of the World, but other souls have
differ
from
the
does man
especially, Why
also a separate existence of their own (Enn. iv.
does man have a sex consciousness and a sex
3, 7, iv. 9).
shame, which the beasts do not have? and, Why
Lastly, what is the Neo-Platonist view about the must man, who is the crown of creation, toil and
nature and origin of matter 1 In Plato, matter and labour to get his bread, and to reproduce his kind,
mind remain as two ultimate facts. Plotinus, on by the sweat of his brow and the agony of his
the other hand, declares that the soul, in virtue of body? So far as the nature of man is concerned,
its mobility, begets matter (ib. iii. 7, 10, iv. 3, 9
this cosmogony, while naively primitive, is full of
Now, so far as the a childlike wisdom and sweet spirituality, which
Ueberweg, loc. cit. i. 249).
it
so
far
as
i.e.
is
known
to
material
us,
possesses has commended it to all succeeding ages, and
form, it partakes of an ideal nature. But Plotinus which was doubtless the cause of this part of
is a saJthat
form
there
that
beneath
the J narrative being preserved at a time when the
recognizes
stratum (viroKelixevov), a something which is different Pentateuch was cast into the present form and
from the form and which might take other forms. prefaced by the great cosmogony of the Priestly
This substratum he calls the (3d0os, or depth,' of Code (Gn 1-24 ).
each thing, and he says that it has no real exIn the
of Gn 2, the earth is assumed as already in
He explains its nature partly existence,cosmogony
it is fiij 6v.
istence
a barren place on which there were no shrubs and no
because Jahweh Elohim had not yet caused rain to fall
by reference to the Ideas which are the objects of herbs, and
because — a charming bueolic touch, characteristic of
Nous. In its most general sense the term ii\n on it,
anthropomorphism of the whole narrative— there were no
And just the
('matter') is also applied to these.
men to till the ground. But a fountain 1 went up out of the
because they are objects of thought, they also
1
IN, practically a Sir. Ary. (the only other occurrence is Job
possess this quality of pido?, or depth.' But they
in EV mist.' LXX has jnryij, which, practically,
are nevertheless wholly real, like the Mind which 3627), rendered
Gunkel follows. This accords with the following narrative, the

The cosmogony, as much

'

;

—
—

;

'

;

'

'

knows them.

And

Plotinus says that the substratum of sensible things is only a shadow (elSuXov)

reference being apparently to the great source out of which
came all the rivers of the world. In this narrative the waters
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earth and watered all the face of the ground (v.6). Then, out
of the dust of the ground, moistened by this water, Jahweh
Elohim, like a potter, made man, and, having made him,
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, whereupon man
became a living creature. And, because he was made out of
the ground ('addmd), therefore he was called 'man' (M-/<n/t).
Then Jahweh Elohim planted a garden in Eden, far away to the
east, and caused all sorts of beautiful trees and goodly fruits to
grow there, and the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. Through the garden, coming from the fountain
which connected with the waters beneath the earth, flowed a
great stream, watering the garden and dividing, as it left it,
into the four great rivers of the world Pishon, Gihon, Tigris,
and Euphrates.
Jahweh Elohim put man in His garden to till it and guard it,
and permitted him to eat of all the trees in the garden, except
only of the tree of tlie knowledge of good and evil. Then,
seeing that the man was alone, He planned to give him a
helpmeet, and formed all the beasts and birds and brought
them to man, who named them. But among them was found
no mate for man. Then Jahweh Elohim caused man to fall into
a profound sleep, and, taking one of his ribs, clothed it with
flesh and made out of it woman
and her the man at once
recognized as his mate, bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh.
Woman ('iahsha) was she called, because derived from man
therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and
('ish)
cleaves to his wife, and they become (literally, by physical
union) one flesh. And the two of them, the man and his wife,
were naked, and were not ashamed. 1

—

;

;

The

story here told

is in

many

of its particulars

identical with the cosmogonies and cosmologies
which we meet elsewhere. The thought is world

thought, the out-thinking of primitive man almost
anywhere. When he asks himself the question,
Of what is man created ? the natural answer is
Dead, he returns to dust therefore, out of dust he
came and so, as the potter makes vessels out of
clay (dust mixed with water), God made man. So
breath, which is wind (a part of God's breath), is
the element of life for, if the wind or breath goes
out of a man, he is dead. So, again, the relation
of name to thing, which plays so important a part
in this cosmogony, is not characteristic of any one
people, but is a very wide-spread conception of
Name and thing are one. To
primitive men.
know the name is to know the essence of the
and to know is to have power over the
thing
utterance by Adam of the names of the beasts put
those beasts in subjection to him who had given
them their names. The serious plays upon words
Yidama and 'adam, 'tsh and 'ishs/id are based
upon the same theory of the identity of name and
Of course, this assumes that the primitive
thing.
language was Hebrew, in accordance with the
universal belief of primitive
peoples that their own
language was spoken by God Himself. The story
of the origin of mankind, told in the person of a
being bearing the name Man,' is common also to
various national cosmological myths. The same is
true of the relation of man and woman here described, and, to a considerable extent, of the garden
:

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

'

of God in which man was placed.
But, while much in the story may be classed
as universal primitive thought, there are also
certain ear-marks which unmistakably indicate
a Bab. connexion for at least some of the fundamental thoughts of our tale.
The park or garden which God plants, and In which He sets
the man whom lie creates, is far otf, in some remote land away

to the east. This is the case also with the Egyptian paradise';
but. when we note the name Eden, apparently the Bah. nlhni,
'
plain,' for the garden, and the names of the rivers which have
their source in it, we are obliged to recognize the influence of

Bab. thought.

The garden,

it is

true,

is

not in Babylonia, jet

beneath the earth are assumed it is only with the rain, which
comes from above, from Jahweh Elohim, that we are concerned.
;

(

'l.

skinner, ad

loc.

1
This story is a man's story, homo sezualis. In general it is
an interesting example of the methods of early thought. Man
measures the universe by himself, lie explains the relations
of all about him by what he knowB of himself. Woman
depends
upon man, and woman was made for man. She is a subordinate but very intimate part of himself. The rib is chosen
for the material of her construction because ribs are
relatively
numerous, and therefore superfluous, in man's e. imposition,
while at the same time a rib belongs so much to the inward
part of man, so to speak, as to establish by its use in the
Construction of woman the most intimate relation wilh himself.

(Hebrew)

the region out of which the rivers of Babylonia take
their origin.
It is a plain on the top of the mysterious
mountain of the north, where, in Bab. thought, the gods
had their abode. 1 Probably also the fourfold number of the
rivers connects itself with tiiose representations which we find
in early Bah. art of a four-divided stream, all the rivers of the
earth pouring out from one great fountain connecting with the
great deep, the waters beneath the earth. In the relation of
man to the beasts, before woman was created, there is also
at least a suggestion of resemblance to the story of the wild
primitive man, Eabani, in the Bab. Gilgamesh legend. Eabani
was made out of clay by the goddess Ishtar, in whom is the
womb of life. At the outset he consorted with the beasts of
the field.
He ate grass with the gazelles, he drank water
with the cattle of the field, he amused himself with the animals
of the water.'
Out of this condition he was raised to true
manhood by entering into relation with a woman, a priestess of
It was by finding a mate in
Ishtar, who came to entice him.
her that he developed out of a being like the beasts into
civilizable man.
So, apparently, in the thought of the Heb.
Btory, Adam was at first like Eabani, but no true mate was
found for him among the beasts of the field. His manhood
required a helpmeet of his own kind, bone of his bone, flesh of
his flesh.
Perhaps another Bab. element is the eating of the
tree of life, which appears in the sequel of this Btory, the Fall
of Man (Gn 3).
This bears a certain resemblance to the Adapa
myth, of which a copy was found among the Tell el-Amarna
tablets.
The cherubim also which God placed eastward of the
Garden of Eden, appear to be of Bab. origin. The peculiar
emphasis laid upon Assyria in the geography of the Garden of
Eden, and apparently on a very early Assyria, when Ashur, and
not Calah or Nineveh, was the capital of Assyria, when, in fact,
the city of Ashur was Assyria (for the Tigris is here made to
flow to the east of Assyria), leads one to ask whether the Bab.
elements in this story were not largely, or in some part, mediated
through Upper Mesopotamia, with which the ancestry of Israel
was connected by a very strong tradition. Cf., further, Cosit lies in

'
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But while the cosmogony of this story has
evident connexions with Bab. thought, snch connexions are ancient and remote. The characteristic colouring is evidently Palestinian.
It is the
native of a ¥'iilah land, a land of the ba'al, like
Palestine (where fertility comes directly from the
rain sent down from heaven), not the native of a
land like Babylonia (where fertility depends on the
overflowing of the rivers), who gives us in Gn 2
the picture of the barrenness of the world before
Jahweh Elohim sent rain and man tilled the
ground. It is worthy of note that similarly, in
the J version of the Flood story, the Flood was
caused by the rain which Jahweh sent from heaven,
not by the breaking out also of the waters of the
8
abyss beneath.
Another incidental evidence of the antiquity of
the J cosmogony, in addition to the allusion to
It is
Ass3'ria, is the relation of man to woman.
not the woman who leaves father and mother to
cleave to the man, but the man who leaves father
and mother to cleave to his wife an apparent survival of the old matriarchy, of which we also have
an example in the Samson story, where the woman
remains with her tribe or clan or family, and is
visited by the man (Jg 15 1 ).
In general, we may say of the cosmogony contained in Gn 2 that it is based upon a primitive
folklore developed in Palestine, going back to a
very great antiquity, into which have been absorbed, at some time or another, by an indirect
process, some elements of Bab. myth and legend,
possibly coming through the Mesopotamian region,
with which, according to tradition, the Israelitie
ancestors were closely connected.
In the form
in which it has conic down to us, it has been
thoroughly Hebraized, above all in the monotheism of its conceptions.
The Creation is due
to Jahweh only.
There is no other God men-

—

tioned.

He

Elohim (God), albeit He

is

of in a most anthropomorphic
Growing upon Canaanite soil, rooting

ceived

remote past, utilizing
1

In the

most

original

in

its

is confashion.

in

tlie

composition Bali.
of God

Heb. traditions the abode

(Jaliu) was in the south, in Sinai, or Horeb (cf. e.g. Jg 6 5 ,
Ex ll) 11 ) ; but, by a borrowing apparently from Can. traditions
(ultimately derived, probably, from Babylonia), it is also placed
in the mountain "f he north (cf. Ps 4(1, Ezk 1), as is the account
of the Deluge (Gn 7 IT.).
2
11
Of., for the latter, the P version of the Flood story (Gn 7 ).
I

'
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material indirectly derived, it shows, in the last
stages of its development, the high, spiritual
thought of the Prophetic narrators of the 9th and
8th cent. H.c, who paved the way for the great
writing prophets of the succeeding centuries.
The Btory was evidently popular among the
Hebrews, not on the side of what may be properly
called its cosmogony, but for its account of the
Garden of God in Eden and the Fall of man, which
we find particularly used in later literature in the
Book of Ezekicl (cf., for instance, ch. 28, and the
other chapters dealing with the fall of Tyre). It is
this element also which has profoundly influenced
The cosmogony proper is
Christian thought.
negligible in its influence on later thought, and
is manifestly in itself very incomplete.

Cosmogonic myths in Hebrew literature. —
more complete and more systematic cosmogony
contained in Gn 1. The composition of this

2.

A
is

chapter dates probably from the early post-exilic
but it is founded on old myths, which
appear in much older passages, and which display
a striking similarity to the cosmogonic myths of
Some of these passages it is worth
Babylonia.
while to consider before we analyze the more systematic and elaborate cosmogony of Gn 1.
"
Ps 89 7 14 is an old passage, of Galilajan origin (as
period,

12
is shown clearly by the use, in v. , of Tabor and
Hermon as landmarks of north and south), now
This is one of
later
Psalm.
of
a
forming part
those Psalms whose words imply a polytheistic
the
clouds
is like unto
'Who
among
conception
Jahweh, is equal to Jahweh among the sons of the
as
the waves
is
described
?
Jahweh
ruling
gods
He
of the sea, stilling the tumult of its billows.
:

'

has smitten and contemptuously treated Rahab.
With His strong arm He has scattered His foes.
This is referred to as a part of the Creation work
by which He founded the heavens and the earth,
the world and its fullness, Creation being depicted
as connected with a battle of Jahweh against some
monster, here called Rahab, and its allies, who are
foes of God or of the gods.
"
Ps 74 12 17 is similarly an ancient passage, ap1
parently of north Israelitic origin, in a Psalm
which, in its later form, is Maccabsean. Here God
is described as having, in olden time, done wonderHe divided
ful works in the midst of the earth.
the sea by His strength, He smote the heads of
on
sea-monsters
the
or
waters, He crushed
dragons
the heads of Leviathan and gave him for food to
the jackals a more specific note of that contemptuous treatment to which there is reference
That this is part of a Creation-myth is
in Ps 89.
shown by the following description, where, as the
result of this battle with the sea-dragons and
Leviathan, God digs out the fountains and the
valleys in which their waters run, dries up the
primitive rivers, forms night and day, moon and
sun, establishes the boundaries of the earth, etc.
The Book of Job, while itself of relatively late
In it we find
origin, is notably full of old traits.
a number of references to mythical monsters,
with whom God contended in connexion with the
Of these the most notecreation of the world.
12
worthy perhaps is Job 26

—

'-

:

'

he troubled the sea,
he pierced Rabab.
His wind spread out heaven,
His hand slew flying serpent.'

With

his strength
his skill

And with

—

We

have here two monsters Rahab (connected
with the sea) and flying; serpent (connected with
the heavens). The battle with the sea, indicated
in the first line, is connected with the piercing of
Rahab and bound up with this is the spreading
;

1
Cf., among other things, the almost exclusive reference in
the Asaph Psalter to Jacob, Joseph, and Benjamin, and the
use of Elohim instead of Jahweh differentiating this collection, or rather these collections, from the first book of Psalms,
precisely as E is differentiated from J in the Pentateuch.

—
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(Hebrew)

out of heaven by His wind, and the slaughter,
apparently in heaven, of another monster.
Chapters 40 and 41 deal much more fully with
two monsters, bore, however, differently named
Behemoth, whose home is on the dry land, and
the much more dreadful Leviathan, which inhabits the deep. These monsters were evidently
well known in Heb. tradition of a later date.
J9 " S2
we have a description of wo
Thus, in 2 Es 6
living creatures which God preserved on the fifth
day of creation Behemoth and Leviathan to the
former of whom He gave as bis habitation a part of
the dry land whereon are a thousand hills, while to
the latter He gave that seventh part of the earth
7" 9
we find the
occupied by the sea. In Enoch GO
same two monsters, with the further note that
who
the
barren
waste, is a
Behemoth,
occupies
male, while Leviathan, the monster of the abyss,
over the source of the waters, is a female. Enoch
54 8 corresponds somewhat more closely with the
account of the two animals in Job, in that it
describes the water which is above the heavens as
male, and the water which is under the earth as

—

t

—

—

In Job 7 12 and 9 13 we have incidental
female.
references to a sea-monster of the deep called in
one place dragon,' pjn, 1 and in the other Rahab, 2
'

which, with its allies, has been overcome by God
and imprisoned by Him. In ch. 38 there is no
mention of the monsters, but of a struggle of God
with the deep itself (v. 71 -): 'When the morning
stars sang together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy when God shut up the sea with
Acdoors, fastening it in with bars and gates.'
:

cording to the cosmogonic ideas of this book, God
spread out the sky, strong as a molten mirror'
'

18

upon pillars (26"), and above it
the
are the waters held up by the clouds (v. 8 )
earth rests upon a chaos of waters or a great sea
(37

)

;

this rests

:

Sheol or Abaddon
(v. )
6
Waters are closely connected with darkness,
(v. ).
and both those above and those below the earth
form the habitation of monsters.
Abundant other references, early and late, show
this to be certainly a very wide-spread view of the
origin of the world among the Hebrews and later
Jews. There are, however, slight variants of this
general view, and the monsters of the deep are
called by different names.
The deep itself and
the chaos to which the original deep belonged are
sometimes
designated
merely by words expressing
the sea, at other times by more technical titles
and the same is true of the monsters of chaos or
the deep.
The ancient myth is applied also to historical
events, very much as we may find parts of the
7

;

in the bowels of the earth

is

;

Nibelvnge.nlicd mixed up with actual historical
events of mediaeval history, or in Babylonian
literature events of the history of Erech combined with the Epic of Gilgamesh. 3 In Is 5I 9 the
delivery from Egypt is described in terms of the
old cosmogonic myth
The arm of Jahweh cut
Rahab in pieces, pierced the dragon.' In Is 30 7
is
called
Bahab
she he] pet h in
because
Egypt
In Ps 87 4 and elsewhere we find the same
vain.'
'

:

'

The myth is also applied
As God once created the earth

use.

eschatologically.
after destroying
the monsters of chaos, so He shall again, out of a
world reduced to chaos because of the wickedness
of man, re-create a new earth and a new heaven
1 See also Ezk
29>6a, Ps-Sol 22M>-M. j n Ezekiel the dragonis used in describing the fate of Egypt, and in the Psalms
Solomon, of Pompey ; but in both cases the ancient myth is
clearly in mind.
2 In Ps 40 5 [->l the
plural of this, r^habim, appears to mean
'false gods' ; and toh-Ci is used in the same sense in 1 S 12 21 and

myth
of

Is 41=9.
"

Folk-lore frequently exhibits this phenomenon.
So, for
instance, in the Wendish Spreewald one finds old fairy tales,
identical with those collected by Grimm, told about Frederick
the Great, Ziethen, and others of the same period.
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by the same means

the late Isaianic Apoca1
Here, however, we have (27 )
lypse, Is 24-27).
the swift serpent or
Leviathan
three monsters
flying serpent (which appears to he alluded to in
Job 3 8 inhabiting the waters above the firmament
and causing the eclipse) Leviathan the crooked
and
serpent, which is the sea encircling the earth
the dragon in the depths of the sea, which is the
(cf.

:

,

;

;

Am

3

9
serpent of
In a somewhat similar picture of the reduction
of the earth to chaos through the wrath of God,
in Jer 4 J3ir-, birds, men, and beasts are destroyed
.

;

mountains and hills lose their solidity and shake
to and fro
the light of the heavens is turned into
darkness and the earth becomes waste and void
the technical words for chaos
tohi% and bohH
;

—

—

;

used in

Gn

'

'

l 3.

Out of these various references we may reconstruct the general cosmogonic conception of the
Hebrews first, a condition of chaos and darkness,
a waste of waters, inhabited by monstrous and
noxious forms ; then a battle of Jahweh, with the
approval and rejoicing of the gods (divine or semidivine beings, stars, etc.), against the deep and
the monsters of chaos, in which in some way He
uses the wind. By means of this He spreads out
:

a firmament above, resting upon pillars, provided
with windows, 1 through which the waters above
may be let down upon the earth. Beneath, upon
the great void, He spreads the earth, a dwellingplace for living things, under which is the sea or
abyss (t'hdm).^ In this abyss, as also in the heights
above, still dwell great monsters, whom the Lord
has preserved there, whom no other than He can
control, and who are dangerous and noxious to
men and to the works of men.
This was not only the cosmogonic thought of
it also constituted an element of
the Hebrews
their religion, and was represented in their ritual
and religious paraphernalia. So, in the temple of
Solomon was a great laver, the so-called sea,'
3
and on the candlesticks
representing the t'hdm
of Herod's temple, as represented on Titus' Arch
at Rome, are apparently pictured the monsters of
that t'k6m which Jahweh had overcome. 4
This cosmogony clearly is closely related to that
of Babylonia, where we have the same contest
of Marduk (acting for the other gods, whom he
thereby largely supplants) with a great female
monster, Tiamdt? which is by root the same as
the Heb. t'h&m. This monster he splits in two,
He reduces
after inflating her with a great wind.
her various allies to submission, and, after treating her corpse with contumely, he divides it into
two parts, out of one of which he makes the
heaven, and out of the other the earth, the waters
being thus separated into two great seas, the one
above the firmament of heaven and the other
beneath the earth.
;

'

;

of

the

3. Systematized cosmogony
Priestly
Code. The Bab. cosmogony, as we know it in
the cuneiform texts, is contained in seven tablets.
Similarly the systematized cosmogony of the Heb.
4
Priestly Code (Gn 1-2 ), which formulates and
develops in a scientific and exact manner the
popular belief, is divided into seven days.
This cosmogony commences with the description of a condition where the earth was tf>hu and bohu {i.e. chaos) two
words evidently handed down from antiquity. This chaotic
darkness upon the face of
condition is further described as

—

—

'

c
t h6m.'
Te h6m, as already stated, is radically identical with
the IJab. TiamAl (here used without the article), and is evidently, like tohii and bohu, a technical term of the cosmogonic

1

'

Gn V", 2 K
On 7U 492», Dt
Cf.

7=- 19,

pa

myth.

(Hebrew)

Following this description of the condition of darkness,

The wind of
chaos, and enormity, the narrative proceeds
God was rushing upon the face of the waters.' 1 Here perhaps
we have a remnant of the myth which represents Marduk using
the wind as his weapon against Tiamat.
Having thus condensed the mythical material, which hulks
so largely in the Bab. story, and which evidently played an
equally important part in the common Jewish cosmogony, and
'

:

having altogether eliminated its polytheism, the Priestly narrator then proceeds on a higher plane to describe Creation as a
result of seven utterances of God. The order of these creative
utterances may be supposed to coincide in general with that of
the Bab. seven tablets, although this cannot be stated certainly,
owing to the fragmentary condition of those tablets.
First came light; second, the firmament in the midst of the
waters, to divide the waters beneath from the waters above ;
third, the separation of dry land and the springing of verdure,
trees, and the like upon the earth ; fourth, the creation of
sun, moon, and stars, which are set in the heavens, both to
give light and to rule the day and the night the latter, perhaps, containing a trace of the polytheistic conception of the
old astral worship, which it Is intended to correct by stating
that these rulers of day and night are creations of God fifth,
the creatures of the sea and the birds of the air, both of them
created out of water, among which it is noteworthy that the
writer recognizes the continued existence of the great sea1
monsters, dragons, serpents, etc., of the popular belief (v.- ), included in Job, Enoch, and Esdras, under the titles Behemoth and
Leviathan. The sixth day covers the creation of the creatures
In the note of the creation of man
of the earth and of man.
(v.26) we have a remnant of the more primitive anthropomorphic conception of God, of which the writer could not
in
the
statement that man was made in
divest
himself,
readily
the image of God ; and perhaps also an echo of the earlier
polytheism in the words put in the mouth of Elohim : Let rts
make man in our image.' Not that the writer means to speak
of more than one God of Israel, but he cannot yet altogether
divest himself of the thought of a plurality of gods in human
shape. The resting of God on the seventh day, and the establishment in connexion with that of an eternal Sabbath, are

—

;

'

peculiarly Hebrew ; for, although a rudimentary Sabbath existed among the Babylonians, it played no important part in
Bab. religion or mythology. The seventh tablet of the Baby-

lonian Creation-series, with which in Hebrew corresponds the
establishment of the Sabbath as a part of Creation itself,
contains a hymn of praise to Marduk as the creator.

The question arises, To what extent was this
cosmogony based on Bab. ideas ? We have already
seen that, in general, it is a statement, in precise,
scientific, monotheistic, and unmythological form,
of cosmogonic views prevailing among the people
Certain resembof Israel from an early period.
lances have also been pointed out between those
cosmogonic myths and the cosmogonic myths of
the Babylonians. It would seem that at some

early period Bab. cosmogony became known to
the people of Palestine. The general view at present is that, in some form, locally modified, the
Bab. cosmogony became the common property of
Palestine and surrounding regions during the
centuries of predominating Bab. influence in the
West (c. 2000 B.C.), and that the Hebrews adopted
that cosmogony, in whole or in part, gradually
2
modifying it to fit into their religion, eliminating
the polytheistic and grosser traits, and spiritualThe cosmothe
residue.
and
rationalizing
izing
gonic myth, accordingly, pursued the same course

1
Commonly rendered the spirit of God was brooding,' etc.
This rendering of the Heb. npn"]D is suggested by a supposed
connexion with an Aram. root. In Hebrew it occurs elsewhere
11
in a description of the vulture teaching its
only in Dt 32
young to fly, where it has been translated hovering.' This is
manifestly incorrect (but see Skinner on Gn 1-). The parent
birds do not hover over the young when turning them out of
the nest to fly for themselves, but make rushes at them, and
away from them. The LXX has preserved the correct tr. of
'

,

'

'

;

7828.

331S, Ps 42? 78", Pr 320.
V&, interpreted by comparison with nub. use.
the similar use in Bab. temples.
6 In the Bab.
myth we have also apsu, sea,' as a technical
term or name. At least once in Hebrew (Is 40") the corresponding root DON has the same sense.

K

3 1
* Cf.

'

1

the word nprnn of Gn l 3 , viz. eire^e'prro, was rushing upon.
This agrees with other references in Heb. literature to the use
by God of wind in creation (see above), and also agrees with
the Bah. myth.
2 Unfortunately we lack, up to the present time, a sufficient
knowledge of Phoenician cosmogony and the cosmogony of
other neighbouring peoples to prove or disprove this theory.
True, certain fragments of Phoon. cosmogony have come down
to us, claimed to be the relics of the writings of a certaiD
Sanchuniathon but, in the first place, it is very doubtful
whether such a man ever existed, and, in the second place,
what has been handed down has reached us in such a form that
it is almost impossible to determine its origins and connexions.
We do find, however, in Phmn. cosmogony, a creature, Tauthe,
which is the same as Tiamat and the Heb. Miom, and a Ban,
which appears to bo the Ik-brew hnhit to that extent Phosn.
remains may be said to support this hypothesis.
;

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY
as almost everything else in Hebrew ritual anil
The cosmogony in Gn 1 represents the
religion.
linal stage of its development, when the effort was
made to rid it altogether of its grosser and polytheistic elements, to spiritualize it, and to ht it
into the new scheme of the purified and reformed
religion of Israel, which the priestly schools of the

The

Captivity sought to establish.

may

as well as of order, of evil as well as of good.
Deutero-Isaiah was familiar, as we have seen,
with the popular cosmogonic myths, and apparently also with the more formal cosmogony

by Bab.

ultimately formulated in Gn 1-2* but its fundamental conception of the opposition of chaos,
darkness, and the deep to God he utterly rejects.
I am Jahweh, and there is none else, forming
light and creating darkness, making prosperity
and creating evil' (Is 45 6 '-). This is the highest
thought in the Old
expression of the creative
"
Testament. In Pr S 23 31 Creation is an expression
of the wisdom of God, which is almost hypostatized.
In some of the late Psalms we have very
beautiful and spiritual conceptions of Creation,
1
especially in Ps 104, but in principle these are
only poetic liberties with the cosmogony of Gn 1.
;

;

'

'

;

'

of

cosmogony as that contained

in

Gn

1-2

More and more this cosmogony became an essential part of the religion of the Jews, on which
Judaism and Christianity, almost up to the present time, have founded literally their conception
of the creation of the world.
Along with this
also some of the old mythological conceptions con-

.

compared with popular
4. Cosmogony of J
—
cosmogony and cosmogony of P. How does it
happen that two cosmogonies so radically different
in conception continued to exist side by side ? As
already pointed out, ch. 2 deals, not with the
creation of the world, but with the problems of
man. It finds him on the barren hills of Judeea.
It does not concern itself with their creation, but
with the manner in which they are made habitable, and the problems of the men who inhabited
them, who had been driven out, for their sins,
from the beautiful Garden of God in the fertile far
east, to live on, and to till, this land of thorns

Had the narrator been asked how
thistles.
the dry land, the heavens, etc., came into existence, he would doubtless, incompatible as the two
things seem to us, have told of a contest of Jahweh
with chaos and the monsters of the deep, and the
formation of an earth resting on the great deep,
with the solid firmament of heaven above, and the
waters still above that substantially the scheme
described in Gn 1, though not in the same sysTheotematized and highly developed form.
retically he believed in a deep beneath the earth,
as is shown in the fountain from which a stream
came out and watered the Garden of God, being
But
the source of all the rivers of the world.
practically this deep was negligible in Juda?a,
where one must look to Jahweh for water from
heaven and so even in the Flood-story of J the
water comes down only from above.
5. The highest and final Hebrew thought con4
cerning Creation. The cosmogony of Gn 1-2
lofty as it is in its monotheistic conception of
the power of God, did not reach the highest limits
of Hebrew thought.
Hampered by the old myths,
it stood perilously near dualism in reckoning chaos,
darkness, and the deep as existing, independently
and

—

;

—

1

Ex

Of., for instance, the
20, which, however
'

original

Code.

Word,'

is

,

form
far

at least

Fourth Commandment in
removed from the form of the
of the

much

earlier

There were men of the

period, but of a different school of thought,
with prophetic vision, and a higher, less hampered
spirituality, who had perceived and were teaching
a still higher thought, namely, that God was the
Creator of darkness as well as of light, of chaos

models to the extent that he adopted from the
seven tablets his arrangement by seven days but
even this seems improbable, for the seven-day
system was already in existence in Israel, and
The
constituted an integral part of its religion.
Bab. seven tablets of Creation were ancient.
is an element which would
Their
sevenness
naturally have impressed any people, but especially one regarding the number seven as holy and,
while there is no other evidence in the Biblical
passages, indicating acquaintance with the cosmosevenness,' it
gonie myth, of knowledge of this
nevertheless seems more probable that it formed
1
part of the popular scheme of cosmogony, even
though the events of the days of Creation may
not coincide altogether with the order of events in
the Bab. tablets, than that it was borrowed by
The
the Priestly Code from the Babylonians.
author of the Priestly Code cosmogony was concerned rather with those things which differentiate
the Heb. from the Bab. versions of the cosmogony.
And, indeed, the difference between the two is far
more striking than the resemblance. It is wonderful how out of the fantastical, puerile, and gross
fancies of the Bab. original there has been developed so sane, so lofty, and so spiritual 4a system
'
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from eternity.

same

author

final

possibly have been affected directly

of God,

than the Priestly

tinued to linger on. 2 Indeed, there is nothing in
Gn 1 to forbid them, and, as we have seen, the
writer of v. 21 evidently himself believed in the
existence of the mythical monsters of the deep.
What part these played in later Judaism one may
see from the Book of Esdras and from Enoch,
which have already been quoted, and finally even
from the Apocalypse in the New Testament, many
of the images and concepts in which, particularly
in ehs. 12, 13, 17, 21, reflect the ancient mythology
of the battle of the representative of the gods
with the dragons and monsters of chaos and the
deep.

—

Literature. The OT commentaries, especially those of
Delitzsch (Eng. tr.. Edinburgh, 1888-S9), Dillmann, (Eng. ti\,
2
Edinburgh, 1S97), Holzinger (Freiburg, 1898), Gunkel (Gottingen, 1902), Driver' (London, 1909), Ayles (New York,
A. B.
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4
Davidson (London, 1862), Dillmann (Leipzig, 1891), Budde
;

1896),

(Gnttingen,
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Duhm
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1886), Dillmann-Kittel (Leipzig, 1898),
2
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(Oottingen, 1902), on

and

Duhm
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'
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;
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;
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COSMOLOGY(Indian).
—COSMOGONY
Cosmological speculations were, in India as elsewhere, the first manifestation of philosophical
thought they are already met with in the Rig;

veda, in single verses as well as in entire hymns.
basis of these speculations, in the Vedic period,
was not a generally adopted theory or mythological
conception as to the origin of the world widely
differing ideas about this problem seem to have
been current, which the more philosophically minded

The

;

kind of

poets developed and combined. There is a
to
progress from crude and unconnected notions
more refined ideas and broader views but this
development did not lead to a well-established
cosmogony such as we find in the first chapter of
similar variety of opinion prevailed
Genesis.
also in the period of the Brahmanas anil Upanisads, though there is an apparent tendency towards
;

A

closer agreement. Uniformity, however, was never
» Ps 1487.
1 Cf. also Ps 3361-.
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achieved, even in the Puranas for all statements,
however contradictory, contained in the revealed
literature were regarded as truth, and might be
;

Cosmography, on
reproduced by later writers.
the other hand, had another fate. Different writers
of the same period are much more nearly at one
regarding the plan and structure of the Universe, at
least in its main outlines, than regarding its origin
and development ; but it goes without saying that
both sets of ideas cosmogonic as well as cosmo-

—

—

graphic are equally fanciful, and lack the basis
of well-ascertained facts.
The world, according to Vedic
I. Vedic period.
notions, consists of three parts earth, air, and sky,
or heaven.
But, when the idea of Universe is to
be expressed, the phrase most commonly used is
Both Heaven and Earth are
heaven and earth.
regarded as gods and as the parents of gods (devaputra), even although they are said to have been
generated by gods. Sometimes one god, Indra,
or Agni, or Rudra, or Soma, sometimes all the
gods together, are said to have generated or created
heaven and earth, the whole world and the act of

—

—

'

'

'

—

—

;

metaphorically expressed as building,
weaving. That heaven and earth
should be parents of the gods, and at the same
time have been generated by them, is a downright
self-contradiction but it seems to have only enhanced the mystery of this conception without
lessening its value, since it recurs even in advanced
It is avoided in the declaration that
speculation.
mother Aditi is everything, and brings forth everyand
from
herself, though in another place
by
thing
it is said that Aditi brought forth Daksa, and
Daksa generated Aditi. Here Aditi is apparently
a mythological expression for the female principle
in creation, and Daksa for the male principle or

creating

is

sacrificing, or

;

creative force.
The latter is more directly called
Purusa, man or male spirit, and is conceived as the
who
is transformed, or who transmale
primeval
forms himself, into the world. To him is dedicated

the famous Pumisasukta, Rigveda, x. 90, which
recurs, with variations, in the Atharvavcda (xix.
6), the Vajasaneyi Samhita (xxxi.), and the TaittiriyaAranyalca (iii. 12), and greatly influenced later
theosophical speculation.

As a specimen

of

Vedic

cosmogony we subjoin Muir's translation of
(from Orig. Skr. Texts, v. 368 ff.), though
or

the original, contains

rather

points

many

it

:

'

and Kisis sacrificed (7). From that
universal oblation were produced curds and clarified butter.
Me (Purusa) formed those aerial creatures, and the animals,
From
that universal sacrifice s|>i uhoth wild and tame (8).
the hyinna called Rich and S&man, the metres, and the Yajus (0).
From it were produced horses, and all animals with two rows of
When they divided Purusa,
teeth, cows, goats, and sheep (10).
into how many parts did they distribute him? What was his
mouth? What were his arms? What were called bis thighs
and feet? (11). The Brahmana was his mouth; the ltajanya
became his arms the Vaisya bis thighs the Sndra sprang from
his feet (12). The moon was produced from his soul ; the sun

offering, the gods, Sftdhyas,

;

;

Indra and Agni from his mouth and Vayu from
his breath (18). From his navel came the atmosphere from his
head arose the sky from his feet came the earth from his ear
When the
the four quarters; so they formed the worlds (it).
gods, in performing their sacrifice, bound Purusa as a victim,
there were seven pieces of wood laid for him round the fire, and
;

;

;

;

;

thrice v.vcii pi,r„.; of fuel

employed

(U>).

With

'

mythology

another remarkable hymn (x. 121) the poet inquires
who is the first-born god that created the world and
upholds it, and in the last verse he invokes him as
Prajapati, Lord of the creatures.' Prajapati later
became the current designation of the creator, and
In connexion with
synonymous with Brahma.
Visvakarman and Prajapati occurs what seems to
be an ancient mythological conception the highest
god is said to have originated in the primeval waters
as the Golden Germ (Hiranyagarbha) which contained all the gods and the'world, or became the
This idea was afterwards developed to
creator.
that of the world-egg, and of Hiranyagarbha =
'

:

Brahma.

An

entirely different treatment of the cosnioproblem is contained in the philosophical
hymn, Rigveda, x. 129 (cf. Taittirlya Brahmana,
for depth of speculation, is
ii. 8, 9, 3-6), which,
one of the most admirable poems of the Rigveda.

logical

Notwithstanding the labour

of many ingenious
of some passages still
a
remains doubtful yet
general idea of its contents may be got from the subjoined metrical
v. 356, note 530)
cit.
Muir
of
translation
{op.

interpreters, the

meaning

;

:

'

Then there was neither Aught nor Nought, no

nor sky,

air

beyond.
What covered all? Where rested all? In watery gulf profound ?
Nor death was then, nor deathlessness, nor change of night
and day.
That One breathed calmly, self-sustained nought else beyond
;

—one

It lav.

Gloom hid

in

gloom existed

first

sea,

eluding view.

That One, a void in chaos wrapt, by inward fervour grew.
Within It first arose desire, the primal germ of mind,
Which Nothing with Existence links, as sages searching find.
The kindling ray that shot across the dark and drear abyss,—
Was it beneath? or high aloft? What bard can answer this?
There fecundating powers were found, and mighty forces
strove,

—

A self-supporting mass beneath, and energy above.
Who knows, who ever told, from whence this vast
rose?

No gods had then been

born,

— who

then can

e'er

creation

the truth

disclose?

Purusa has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, and a thousand feet. On every side enveloping the earth, he transcended
Purusa himself is this whole
[it] by a space of ten fingers (1).
He is
[universe], whatever has been, and whatever shall be.
also the lord of immortality, since through food he expands (2).
Such is his greatness; and Purusa is superior to this. And
existing things are a quarter (or foot) of him, and that which is
immortal in the sky is three-quarters of him (3). With threequarters Purusa mounted upwards. A quarter of him again was
lie then became ditfused everywhere
produced here below.
among things animate and inanimate (4). From him Virai was
born, and from Viraj, Purusa. As soon as he was born, he
extended beyond the earth, both behind and before (5). When
the gods offered up Purusa as a sacrifice, the spring was its
clarified butter, summer its fuel, and autumn the [accompanying] oblation (6). This victim, Purusa born in the beginning,
they immolated on the sacrificial grass; with him as their

from his eye

sacrifice.

The unity of the Godhead as the cause of the
world, which is recognized in the above hymn, is
is called the
directly expressed in others where he
One, the Unborn, and placed above all gods. In
two hymns (Rigveda, x. 81, 82) he is invoked under
the name Visvakarman, 'All-creator,' who in later
became the architect of the gods ; in

it,

obscure

(Indian)

These were the first institutions.
the gods, the
great beings attained to the heaven where
ancient Sadhyas, reside (16).'
gods worshipped the
These

MTilir.

!lu>

Whence sprang
divine or no,
Its lord in

—this

world,

and whether framed by hand

even he can show.'
witli some cosmothe
of
Prajapati type, in
chiefly

heaven alone can

In the Atharvaveda

tell, if

we meet

hymns,
which the highest god and creator is conceived
under other forms, and invoked under various
names, such as Rohita (the red one), Anadvan
(the ox), Vasil (the cow), Kala (time), Kama
logical

(desire), etc.
Literature.

—J.

iv.

Muir, Orig. Sanskrit Texts, London, 1858-72,

L. Scherman, Philos. llymnen sua der
1, v. sect. xxi.
und Atharva-veda -Sa n hitd, Strassburg, 1837; P. Deussen,

ch.

Rig-

;

i.2 1 (Leipzig, 190G); K. F.
Allgem. Gesch. der Philosophic,
Geldner, 'Zur Kosmogonie des Rigveda' (Universitatsschri.lt
zur /eierlichen Einfiihrung des Iiekiors, Marburg, 190S).

Period of the Brahmanas and the Upanisads.
Brahmanas contain many legends about
world.
They usually
l'rajapati's creating of the
open with some statement like the following: 'In
the beginning was Prajapati, nothing but Prajabecome many"; ho
pati; he desired, "May I
created these
performed austerities, and thereby
worlds' (either the living beings, or heaven, air,
Besides Prajapati, other names of
and earth).
the creator are met with Svayaiiibhu Narayana,
Svayambhu Brahman, and even Non-Being. The
authors of the Brahmanas, being wholly engrossed
with liturgy and ceremonial, introduce these
of ritual
legends in order to explain some detail
2.

— The

:
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or the like; and therefore, after a few general
remarks on the creation of the world, they plunge
the specimens
again into ritualistic discussions (see
But the little
given hy Deussen, op. cit. p. 183 If.).
information they give is sufficient to show what
were in their time the popular opinions ahout the
Besides the statement that
origin of the world.
there
Praiapati was at the beginning of things,
are others, according to which the waters seem to
have
to
or
him
with
coeval
have been believed to be
preceded him. Thus it is said (Taittiriya Samhita,
the
in
that
vii.
1)
1, 5,
v. 6, 4, 2, and similarly
and
beginning there was nothing but the waters,
a
on
or
floated
them
over
went
as
wind,
Prajapati,
Connected with this order of ideas is
lotus leaf.
the now
developed conception of the

Upanisad,

vi. 2,

runa'thuB

it
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2

mentions only three elements

f.,

(SBE

93

i.

;

ff.):

In the beginning, my dear,
(Uddalaka speaks to S\ etakctu)
ml a second
there was that only which is (to 5k), one only, mthi
is not
Others say, in the beginning there was that only which
and from that which is
a
second
without
one
only,
(to nil 5k),
it be thus, my
could
how
'But
born.'
was
which
is
not, that
is
be
which
that
could
'How
dear?' the father continued.
born of that which is not? No, my dear, only that which is,
was in the beginning, one only, without a second. It thought,
That
"
may I grow forth." It sent forth Are. forth
May I be many,
"
fire thought,
May I be many, may I grow forth." It sent
hot and
water. And therefore whenever anybody anywhere is
Water
fire alone.
from
on
him
is
water
produced
perspires,
"
forth." It sent forth earth
thought, May I be many, may I grow
Therefore whenever it rains anywhere, most food is
(food)
then produced. From water alone is eatable food produced.
That Being (i.e. that which had produced Are, water, and
water,
earth) thought, "Let me now enter those three beings (Are,
with this living Self (fioa atma), and let me then reveal
earth)
more, fully
names and forms." Then that Being, having said, Let
1
world-egg in Satapatha Brahmana, xi. 1, 6, ff., (develop)
make each of these three tripartite" (so that fire, water, and
me
besides
which runs thus in Muir's translation (iv. 25)
earth should each have itself for its principal ingredient,
an admixture of the other two), entered into those three beings
In the beginning this universe was water, nothing but water.
etc.
The waters desired, " How can we be reproduced?" So saying, with this living self only, and revealed names and forms,
were perthey toiled, they performed austerity. While they
Here we have the first forerunner of Sankhya
Being
forming austerity, a golden egg came into existence.
Svetthe
Wherefore this golden egg ideas, which are more fully developed in
produced, it then became a year.
a male
divatara and some later Upanisads which form the
floated about for the period of a year. From it in a year
who was Prajapati. ... He
link between this period and that of
(puruga) came into existence,
connecting
to
desired
he
a
speak.
year
divided this golden egg. ... In
"
the Epics and Puranas. The genesis of the evolubhuval},
He uttered "bhur" which became this earth;
""""" — to these
"^ traced
of uauauja,^"
tionary theory
Sankhya can be
which became this firmament and "svar," which became that UOIiaiy
WieOlJ Ul
He
i. 2, p. 216) ; but
sky ... He was born with a life of a thousand years. the
Upanisads (see Deussen, op. cit.
life as one may perceive
treated
he
it
will
as
perceived the further end of his
over
here,
he went on wor- we pas's this subject
opposite bank of a river. Desiring offspring,
in himself with
shipping and toiling. He conceived progeny
The notions as to the structure of the Universe
his mouth he created the gods," etc.
ancient
another
of
comparison,
We append, for the sake
entertained by the Vedic poets continued to prevail
account of the world-egg from the Chhandogya Upanisad, in.
in the period of the Brahmanas and Upanisads,
It
19 <S£E i. 64 f.) 'In the beginning this was non-existent.
of as tribecame existent, it grew. It turned into an egg. The egg lay where frequently the Universe is spoken
in the three
The egg broke open. The two halves
for the time of a year.
partite : earth, air, and sky, symbolized
'
'
were one of silver, the other of gold. The 6ilver one became
bhuvah,
bhur,'
the
great utterances (vyahrtis),
this earth, the golden one the sky, the thick membrane (of
the mist
In Aitareya Aranyaka, ii. 4, 1, however,
'svar.'
white) the mountains, the thin membrane (of the yolk)
forth
with the clouds, the small veins_ the rivers, the fluid the sea.
it is said that in the beginning the Self sent
etc.
And what was born from it was Aditya, the sun,'
of Ambhas Marichi, Mara, and Ap.
'

:

;

:

'

;

;

:

'

'

While the authors of the Brahmanas treated
cosmogonic myths from their liturgical point of
in
view, the authors of the Upanisads used them
order to illustrate their great philosophical tenet
of the transcendent oneness of Brahman and its
presence in all created things. Accordingly, they
frequently substitute for Prajapati philosophical
abstractions, e.g. Brahman, Atnian, Not-Being,
or Being, and derive from this first principle the
worlds, or the Vedas, or those cosmical and psychical agencies which chiefly engross their speculations.
They develop and combine these notions
but it is to be understood,
in ever-varying ways
or it is expressly stated, that the first principle,
after having created things, entered them, so that
it is present in them, and, in a way, is identical
It is impossible
•with, and yet different from, them.
to reduce the variety of opinion on the origin of
in
the
contained
the world,
Upanisads, to one
general idea underlying them we shall, therefore,
illustrate them by some selected specimens.
In Brhad Aranyaka, i. 4, the creation is ascribed
to Atnian in the shape of a man (purusa) as there
was nothing but himself, he felt no delight, and
therefore 'made this his Self to fall in two, and
He embraced
thence arose husband and wife.'
In the same way he
her, and men were born.
Then he
in
exist
that
created all beings
pairs.
created other things, developed them by name and
the
to
and
entered
thither,
very tips of the
form,
he fitted in a razorfinger-nails, as a razor might
The
xv. 87).
in
a
as
fire
or
(SBE
case,
lire-place'
account of the world-egg in the Chhandogya Upanisad has already been quoted above. Of a less
character is a
mythological and more speculative
to
passage in Taittiriya Upanisad, ii. 1, according
which from this Self (Brahman) sprang space, from
from
space wind, from wind fire, from fire water,
water earth, from earth food, from food seed, men,
and all creatures. A n older account in Chhandogya
;

;

;

'

the worlds

;

it
(water) is above the heaven, and
heaven, the support. The Marichis (the lights)
is
the
earth,
Mara
The
(mortal)
are the sky.
and the waters under the earth are the Ap world.'
Nine or ten worlds are enumerated in Brhad Aranof wind, air,
yaka Upanisad, iii. 6, viz. the worlds
Gandharvas," sun, moon, stars, gods, Indra, Praja1
each of these worlds is woven
pati, and Brahman;
into the next higher one, 'like warp and woof.'
More importance is attached to a sevenfold diviThis was introduced hy the
sion of the world.
of the vyahrtis from three, the
'

That Ambhas

is

augmentation
usual number, to seven, which number first occurs
There we find
in Taittiriya Aranyaka, x. 27 f.
the following vyahrtis: 'bhur,' 'bhuvah,' 'svar,'
Now,
'mahar,' 'janas,' 'tapas,' and 'satyam.'
as the three first, the original vyahrtis {'bhur,
three
'bhuvah,' 'svar'), symbolically denoted the
worlds (earth, air, sky), so the four added vyahrtis

became names
('mahar,' 'janas,' 'tapas,' 'satyam')
Thus, in some later Upaof still higher worlds.
nisads seven worlds are mentioned, and in the
Aruneya Upanisad these seven worlds ('bhur'
from seven nether
'satyam') are distinguished
worlds
Atala, Patala, Vitala, Sutala, Kasatala,
of a
Mahatala, and Talatala. This last conception
twice sevenfold world was, in the next period,
.

.

.

:

developed in detail.
the Puranas.— While
3. Period of the Epics and
in the preceding period cosmogonic myths are of
an episodical character, the same subject is now

treated more at length, and for its own sake. Its
for
in the Puranas
importance is fully recognized
i.e. the succosmogony and secondary creation
worldcessive destructions and renovations of the

—

;

belong to the five characteristic topics (pahcha/aksana) of the Puranas.
which will lie dealt
1 In the
cosrnographv of the Yogabhdsya,
with in § 3, the names of the highest celestial spheres are
Mahendra, Prajapatya, and Brahma.
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The

variety of views as to the origin of the world
which obtained in the preceding periods still continues but there is a decided tendency towards
;

introducing some order.

The mythological

ele-

ments of cosmogony are mostly adopted from
Vedic literature, and further developed some are
both elements are variof more modern origin
ously combined. These mythological elements are
;

;

as follows: (1) the highest godhead, Brahman or
Atman, identified with Narayana, Visnu, Sambhu,
etc., according to the sectarian tendency of the
author; (2) the primeval waters or darkness; (3)
the Purusa or Hiranyagarbha, who sprang up
therein ; (4) the world-egg, which brought forth

Brahma

(or Prajapati, Pitamaha) ; (5) the lotus,
from which sprang Brahma the lotus itself came
forth either from the waters or from the navel of
Visnu (6) the intermediate creators, or mental
;

;

sons of Brahma, numbering seven or eight, Marichi,
etc.
(7) the successive creations and destructions
of the world.
Though the last-mentioned conception can be traced to a greater antiquity, 1 it was
only then developed into a gigantic chronology of
the world which reckoned by kalpas, manvantaras,
;

and yugas (see art. Ages of the World [Indian]).
This system was employed in order to reconcile
conflicting views on the origin of the world by
assigning some cosmogonic processes to primary,
some to secondary, creation, and by distinguishing

the several secondary creations.
But all these
attempts at systematic order resulted in greater
confusion, for primary and secondary creations
were inextricably mixed up with one another.
The framers of cosmogonic systems in the Mahdbharata and the Puranas freely laid under contribution the Sahkhya philosophy they took over from
it the evolutionary
theory as taught by Kapila, or
they tried to improve on it. As it formed the theoretical foundation of cosmogony, a brief sketch of
it must be given here.
According to Sahkhya philosophy, there are two
principles, entirely independent of each other: (1)
the souls, Purusas
and (2) Prakrti, original
nature, or Pradhdna (principle, viz. matter),
which is made up of the three gunas (secondary
elements) darkness (tamas), activity (rajas), and
goodness (sattva) in the state of equipoise. When
this equilibrium is disturbed through the presence
(or co-inexistence) of the Purusa, then from Prahrti
is developed Mohan or Buddhi, the thinking sub;

;

—

—

which

stance,

chiefly consists of sattva.

From

Buddhi

is developed Ahamkdra, a substance the
function of which is to produce the conceit of individuality. Ahamkdra produces the mind (manas),
the five organs of sense (buddhindriya), the five
organs of action (karmendriya), and the five subtle
elements (tanmdtrd).
The last, combining with
one another, form the five gross elements (mahdbhfda) space (or air), fire, wind, water, and earth.
These are the twenty-five principles (tattvas) of
Sahkhya. They and the order of their production
have been adopted, and adapted to the order of
ideas taught in the Upanisads, by the authors of
those parts of the Mahdbharata which deal with
the evolution of the world. In trying to reconcile
Vedic cosmogony with the principles of Sahkhya
philosophy, those didactic poets invented various
changes of the latter or of their arrangement,
though none of these attempts was generally
:

We shall mention only two points in
adopted.
which the epic writers departed from the Sahkhya
system and, at the same time, disagreed among
themselves.
cause,
to the

(1)

Brahman
Sahkhya

The_ established belief in a first
or Atman, was radically opposed
doctrine of two mutually inde-

pendent principles, Purusa and Prakrti; yet both
1 It

is

found as early as the SvcUUmtara and MaitruyaQa

Upanitjads.

(Indian)

views had to be harmonized somehow. No wonder
that opinion diti'ered widely on this head.
For
instance, Purusa is identified with Pradhdna, or
Hiranyagarbha with Buddhi, or Brahma with

Ahamkdra,

etc.

(2)

The Sahkhya

which

doctrine,

derived the elements from Ahamkdra through the
interposition of the transcendent tanmdlrds, seems
to have been thought unduly abstruse by those
poets who preached to a mixed audience.
They
therefore usually omit the tanmdtras, and make
the mahdbhutas the direct product of Ahamkdra,
just as in the Upanisads the elements are said to
have sprung directly from Brahman. It is needless
for our
purpose to multiply instances for details
the reader is referred to E. Washburn Hopkins'
work, The Great Epic of India, New York, 1901,
in which epic philosophy is exhaustively treated
It must, however, be stated that some
(p. 85 ff.).
1
2
scholars, e.g. Dahlmann, and Deussen, are of the
that
opinion
epic Sahkhya represents a preliminary
state of speculation, from which systematic Sah;

khya was developed.
The cosmological passages

of the Great Epic
belong to an age of transition, and none of them
seems ever to have been generally accepted as an
authoritative exposition of the subject. It is, however, different with another document which may
roughly be assigned to the same period the cosmofor it
gonic account in the Laws of manu, i. 5
(or parts of it) is quoted in a great number of
mediaeval works, and it may therefore serve to
illustrate the state of the views on cosmogony
which prevailed before the time when the Puranas
took their present form. We quote here Buhler's

—

fl'.

translation in

SBE

xxv. 2

;

9".

'

This (universe) existed in the shape of Darkness, unperceived,
destitute of distinctive marks, unattainable by reasoning, unknowable, wholly immersed, as it were, in deep sleep (5). Then
the divine Self-existent (Svayambhu, himself) indiscernible, (but)
making (all) this, the great elements and the rest, discernible,
appeared with irresistible (creative) power, dispelling the darkness (6).
He who can be perceived by the internal organ
(alone), who is subtile, indiscernible, and eternal, who contains
all created beings and is inconceivable, shone forth of his own
(will) (7).
He, desiring to produce beings of many kinds from
his own body, first with a thought created the waters, and
placed his seed in them (8). That (seed) became a golden egg,
in brilliancy equal to the sun ; in that (egg) he himself was born
as Brahman, the progenitor of the whole world (9). The waters
are called ndrdfi, (for) the waters are, indeed, the offspring of
Nara ; as they were his first residence (ayana), he thence is
named Narayana (10). From that (first) cause, which is indiscernible, eternal, and both real and unreal, was produced that
male (Purusa), who is famed in this world (under the appellation of) Brahman (11).
The divine one resided in that egg
during a whole year, then he himself by his thought (alone)
divided it into two halves (12) ; and out of those two halves he
formed heaven and earth, between them the middle sphere, the
eight points of the horizon, and the eternal abode of the waters
From himself (dtmanali) he also drew forth the mind,
(13).
which is both real and unreal, likewise from the mind egoism,
which possesses the function of self-consciousness (and is)
lordly (14); moreover, the great one, the soul, and all (products) affected by the three qualities, and, in their order, the
five organs which perceive the objects of sensation (16).
But,
joining minute particles even of those six, which possess
measureless power, with particles of himself, he created all
Because those six (kinds of) minute particles,
beings (16).
which form the (creator's; frame, enter (d-6ri) these (creatures),
therefore the wise call his frame iarira (the body) (17). That
the great elements enter, together with their functions and the
mind, through its minute parts the framer of all beings, the
imperishable one (18). But from minute body (-framing) particles of these seven very
powerful Purusas springs this (world),
the perishable from the imperishable (19). Among them, each
(succeeding) element acquires the quality of the preceding one,
and whatever place (in the sequence) each of them occupies,
even so many qualities it is declared to possess (20). But in the
beginning he assigned their several names, actions, and conditions to all (created beings), even according to the words of the
Veda (21). He, the Lord, also created the class of the gods,
who are endowed with life, and whose nature is action ; and
the subtile class of the Sadhyas, and the eternal sacrifice (22).
But from fire, wind, and the sun he drew forth the threefold
eternal Veda, called Rich, Yajus, and Saman, for the due performance of the sacrifice (28). Time and the divisions of time,
1

Mahdbhdrata-Studicn,

1902.
=

Op.

til.

i.

3, p. 18.

ii.

'DieSaipkhya-Philosophie,' Berlin,
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the lunar mansions and the planets, the rivers, the oceans, the
mountains, plains, ami uneven ground (24), austerity, speech,
pleasure, desire, and anger, this whole creation he likewise
produced, as he desired to call these beings into existence (26).
Moreover, in order to distinguish actions, he separated merit
from demerit, and he caused the creatures to be affected by the
pairs (of opposites), such as pain and pleasure (26). But with
the. minute perishable particles of the five
(elements) which
have been mentioned, this whole (world) is framed in due order
But for the sake of the prosperity of the worlds, he
(27).
caused the Brahmaya, the Ksatriya, the Vais\ya, and the Sudra
to proceed from his mouth, his arms, his
thighs, and his feet
(31).
Dividing his own body, the Lord became half male and
half female; with that female he
produced Viraj (32).' From
VirSj sprang Manu Svayaihbhu, who, desiring to produce created
beings, performed very difficult austerities, and (thereby) called
into existence ten great sages, lords of created
beings— Marichi,
Atri, Aiigiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Prachetas, Vasistha,
Bhrgu, and Narada (34, 35).' These secondary Prajapatis created
the other Manus, gods, demons, men, animals, plants, etc. Next
conies the account of the destructions and
secondary creations
of the world, the days and
nights of Brahma, the system of
yugas and nianmnlaras, etc. (For details, see Aok's ok the
.

.

.

'

Would [Indian].)
A very full discussion of the cosmogony in Manu and its
relation. to the accounts in other sources will be found in W.
Jahn, Lfber die kosmogon. Grundanschauxingen im Mdnavadharma-Mslram, Leipzig, 1904.
in the Puranas, in the form in which
down to us, is, on the whole, a
development of that which we have just

Cosmogony

they have come
later

described.

Here, too, the evolutionary theory of
so modified as to agree with the
Vedantic doctrine about the oneness of Brahman,
by assuming that Purusa and Prakrti are but two
forms of the Supreme Deity, who is identified with
one of the popular gods according to the sectarian
character of the work. An abstract from the
account of the creation in the Visnu Purana 1 may
serve to illustrate Pauranic cosmogony, if we
keep
in mind that the accounts in other Puranas are,
on the whole, similar in tenor, though they may
vary in details. According to the Visnu Purana,
the self-existent Brahman is Vasudeva ; he is
originally and essentially but one, still he exists
in three successively
proceeding forms Purusa,
Pradliana (both unevolved and evolved), and Kala
(time), the latter acting as the bond connecting the
former two. When the Supreme Deity enters
Purusa and Pradliana (the equilibrium of the three
gunas), then Pradliana produces Mahan or Buddhi,
which in its turn produces Ahariikara ; and so the
five subtle elements, the gross elements, and the
eleven organs are produced, much in the same
way
as is taught in Sankhya
philosophy. But the
Puranas teach, in addition to the evolutionary
that
each
or
element
theory,
generating principle
The gross
envelops the one generated by it.
^elements combine into a compact mass, the worldegg (brahmdnda), which rests on the waters, and
is surrounded
by seven envelopes water, wind,
fire, air, Ahariikara, Buddhi, and Pradliana.
In
the world-egg the highest deity, invested with the
guna activity, appeared in the form of Brahma,
and created all things. The same deity in the
guna goodness preserves, as Visnu, the Universe
till the end of a
kalpa, when the same god, in the
awful form of Kudra, destroys it. The third
chapter of the Visnu Purana deals with time, the
days and nights of Brahma, the duration of his
life, etc. (see Ages of the World [Indian]).
The
next chapter describes how, in the beginning of a
kalpa, Narayana, in the shape of a boar, raised the
earth from beneath the waters and created the four
lower spheres earth, sky, heaven, and Maharloka.

Sankhya has been

:

_

—

—

In the fifth chapter occur some more
speculations
of Sankhya character, and a description of nine
creations
'The first creation was that of Mahat, or Intellect, which is
called the creation of Brahma. The second was that of the
rudimental principles (tanmdlms), thence termed elemental
creation (Bhutasarga). The third was the modified form of
egotism, termed the organic creation or creation of the senses
:

(Aindriyika).
1

These three were

t he

H. H. Wilson, Vishv-u PvrdQa,

Prakrta creations, the

vol.

i.

(London,

1804).
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of indiscrete nature,

preceded by the indiscrete
principle. The fourth or fundamental creation (of perceptible
things) was that of inanimate bodies. The fifth, the Tairyagyonya
creation, was that of animals. The sixth was the Crdhvasrotas
creation, or that of the divinities. The creation of the Arvaksrotas beings was the seventh, and was that of man. There is
an eighth creation, termed Anugraha, which
possesses both
the qualities of goodness and darkness. Of these creations five
are secondary, and three are
primary. But there is a ninth,
the Kaumara creation, which is both
primary and secondary.
These are the nine creations of the great
progenitor of all, and,
both as primary and secondary, are the radical causes of the
world, proceeding from the sovereign creator.' >

The seventh chapter relates how Brahma after
the creation of the world created 'other mind-born
sons like himself about the number and names,
however, of these Prajapatis, or mental sons of
Brahma, the different Puranas do not agree. 2 Then
Brahma created Manu Svayarhbhuva, for the
protection of created beings.
Mann's daughter
Prasuti was married to one of the
Prajapatis,
Daksa, who thereby became the ancestor of a great
number of divine beings, mostly of an allegorical
character, as personified virtues and vices.
The preceding abstracts from the Visnu Purana
give some idea of the heterogeneous character of
the cosmogonic theory which henceforth was
generally adopted. Mythological and theosophic
notions inherited from the Vedic period have been
combined with notions of later origin genealogic
legends, the evolutionary system of Sankhya, and
the scheme of the Ages of the World— in order to
give a rational theory of the origin and development of the world in harmony with the teachings
of the Vedas.
But the materials proved too
refractory, or rather the authors were not bold
enough in re-modelling the old traditions hence
their work leaves the impression of
disparate parts,
ill-combined or only formally united.
The authors of the Puranas succeeded better in
delineating a plan of the Universe for the cosmographic notions which are contained in the Vedas,
and which have been sketched above under § i,
lent themselves
to such an undertaking.
The Great Epic readily
added little to the old stock of
cosmographic ideas, except a detailed description
of the earth and some
particulars about the hells.
There was, indeed, the ancient belief in worlds of
India, Varuna, Vayu, Agni, Aditya, Yama, etc.,
but the notions as to the situation of these worlds
(except those of Indra and Yama) seem always to
have been rather vague, so that the authors of the
Puranas were not over much prejudiced by tradition
in their endeavours to devise a
systematic cosmography. The system is practically the same in all
Puranas the following description of it is based
on the Visnu Purana, while for the discrepancies
in details the reader
may be referred to Wilson's
notes in his translation of the Visnu Purana.
The whole system of the worlds contained in the
world-egg may he divided into three parts in
agreement with the current expressions tribhuvana,
trailokyn, etc., 'the three worlds.' The middle
part, which is, however, many times nearer the
base than the top, is formed by the earth, an
enormous disk of five hundred millions of yojanas
in extent it is encircled by the Bokaloka
mountain,
and contains the continents and oceans. A description of the earth need not detain us here, as it will
be given in the art. Geography
(Mythical). Above
the earth are the heavens, and below it the nether
But actually the Universe is
worlds, or Patala,
divided into two parts for it consists of seven
upper regions, the lowest of which is the earth,
and of the seven nether regions. Hence
frequently
fourteen worlds are spoken of. To these two
divisions have been added the hells, somewhere in
the lowest part of the Universe. The number of
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

1

Wilson, op.

2 lb.
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f.

100,
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hells seems originally not to have been fixed (Vismu
Put-ana, ii. 6), though Manu (iv. 87) gives their

number

as twenty-one. 1
hells, there are seven nether worlds

Omitting the

(Atala, Vitala, Nitala, Gabhastimat, Mahatala,
2
Sutala, and Patala), and the seven upper worlds
(Bhur [the earth], Dyaus, Svar, Mahar, Janas,
Tapas, and Satya). Patala for this is also the
collective name of the seven nether worlds
extends downwards 70,000 yojanas below the
surface of the earth, each of its seven regions
having a depth of 10,000 yojanas. Patala is the
abode of Nagas, Daityas, and Danavas, and it
equals the heavens in beauty and magnificence.
Below Patala is the dragon Sesa, who bears the
entire world like a diadem upon his head, and who
is the foundation on which the seven Patalas rest.'
As said above, the hells, or narakas, are beneath
Patala ; but their exact situation cannot be made

—

—

'

out, because

some

jjlace

(Indian)

Pauranic account. Probably for this reason
these six hells each bear another name, as stated
by Vyasa, viz. Mahakala, Ambarisa, Raurava,
Maharaurava, Kalasutra, and Andhatamisra.
Above the hells are the seven Patalas Mahatala,
in the

them below, some above,

the waters which encircle the Universe. The cause
of this uncertainty with regard to the hells seems
to have been that originally they were not
distinguished from the nether worlds. For, as will
be seen below (§ 4), the Jains have seven hells
instead of seven Patalas, and find room for the
Asuras in caves below the earth and above the first
The upper regions
hell, instead of seven Patalas.
begin with the terrestrial sphere, Bhurloka ; the

next is Bhuvarloka, or Dyaus, which readies
thence to the sun while from the sun to the pole
star extends the Svarloka, or the heaven of the
gods. These three worlds are destroyed at the end
of each kalpa. The next higher world, Maharloka,
is not destroyed, but at the end of the kalpa its
tenants repair to the next region, the Janaloka,
;

the inhabitants of which are Sanandana and other
sons of Brahma. The sixth region is Tapaloka,
peopled by the Vairaja gods and above it is the
highest region, Satyaloka or Brahmaloka, the
inhabitants of which never know death. It must,
however, be stated that the different Puranas do
not agree regarding the inhabitants of the higher
heavens. The distance of these regions from one
another increases from below upwards Maharloka
is ten million
yojanas above the pole star, Janaloka
twenty, Tapaloka eighty, and Satyaloka a hundred
and twenty, millions of yojanas above the next
;

:

lower region.

A

somewhat different description of the Universe
given by Vyasa in the Yogabhasya, iii. 28. This
account, which may be ascribed to the 7th cent.
A.D., is much more detailed than that of the
Puranas, with which, however, it agrees on the
whole But it has also some curious affinities with
the Buddhist description of the world, in proper
names as well as in the part played by contemplaThe entire Universe is contained in the
tion.
world-egg, which is but an infinitesimally small
It consists of seven
particle of the Pradhana.
regions (bhurni), one above the other. The lowest
is Bhurloka, which extends from the lowest hell
to the top of mount Meru.
The second region,
Antariksaloka, reaches to the pole star. The third
is termed
Svar- or Mdhendraloka j the fourth
Mahar- or I'rdjdpatyaloka. The fifth, sixth, and
seventh regions, called Jana-, Tapa-, and Satyalo/cas, form together the tripartite Brahmaloka.
Bhurloka is subdivided into hells, Patalas, and
earth.
At the bottom of Bhurloka are the seven
Their names are
hells, one above the other.
Avichi, Ghana, Salila, Anala, Anila, Akasa, and
Tamahpratistha ; with the exception of Avichi, a
popular name of hell, these hells seem to be
identical with the envelopes of the world-egg

is

:

1 For
particulars, see Wilson, op. cit. ii. 215, and Hall's note
to that passage.
- Foi
variation! in other Puranas, sec Wilson, op. cit. i. 208.

:

Rasatala, Atala, Sutala, Vitala, Talatala, and
Above these seven bhumis is the eighth,
Patala.
the earth, Vasunuitl, with the seven continents,
etc., which may be passed over here.
As to the inhabitants of the seven regions of the
Universe, the following notions are found. (1)
In the Patalas, in the oceans and on the mountains
of the earth live the following classes of gods
Asuras, Gandharvas, Kinnaras,
(devanikayas)
Kimpurusas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Bhutas, Pretas,
Apasmarakas, Apsaras, Brakmaraksasas, Kusmandas, and Vinayakas in the continents live gods
and men, and on Meru are the parks and palaces
of the gods.
(2) Antariksaloka is the sphere of
the celestial bodies. (3) 'in Mahendra are six
classes of gods
Tridasas, Agnisvatas, Yamyas,
Tusitas, Aparinirmitavasavartins, and Parinirmitavasavartins.
(4) In Prajapatya there are five
classes of gods
Kumudas, Bibhus, Pratardanas,
Anjanabhas, and Prachitabhas. (5) In Janaloka
there are four classes Brahmapurohitas, Brahma:

;

:

:

:

kayikas, Brahmamahakayikas, and Amaras. (6)
In Tapaloka there are three classes Abhasvaras,
Mahabhasvaras, and Satyamahabhasvaras. (7) In
Satyaloka there are four classes Achyutas, Sud:

:

dhanivasas, Satyabhas, and Samjnasamjfiins. The
gods in the regions from Prajapatya upwards live
on contemplation (dhyanahdra) ; their powers and
the duration of their life increase by bounds from
below upwards the gods in Tapaloka are not reborn in a lower sphere, and the four classes of
gods in Satyaloka realize the happiness of the four
degrees of contemplation respectively savitarka,
savichara, anandamdtra, andasmitdmatra-dhydna.
Cf. art. Cosmogony and Cosmology (Buddhist).
The detailed knowledge of the structure of the
Universe was generally believed to have been
reached by contemplation this is expressly stated
by Patafijali in Yogasutra, iii. 26, and by the Jain
writer Umasvati in Tattvdrthddhigama Sutra, ix.
37.
Notwithstanding, or rather because of, its
became,
visionary character, Pauranic cosmography
1
The general belief
as it were, an article of faith.
in it, was not shaken even by the introduction of
scientific astronomy, though the astronomers tried
to remodel the traditional cosmography on the
;

—

;

basis of their science.

The

result of this

com-

in the following abstract
promise may be seen
a
from the SCtrya Siddhanta, xii. 29
ft".

'This Brahma-egg

is

hollow; within

it is

:

the universe, con-

it has the form of a sphere, like a
sisting of earth, sky, etc.
receptacle made of a pair of caldrons (29). A circle within the
Brahma-egg is styled the orbit of the ether (vyonum) ; within
that, is the revolution of the asterisms (bha)\ and likewise, in
;

order, one below the other (30) revolve Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
the sun, Venus, Mercury, and the moon below, in succession,
the Perfected (siddha), "the Possessors of Knowledge (tridi/dSeven cavities within it, the
dhara), and the clouds (31). . .
;

.

abodes of serpents (ndga) and demons (asura), endowed with
the savour of heavenly plants, delightful, are the inter-terranean
(patala) earths (35). A collection of manifold jewels, a mountain
of gold, is Meru, passing through the middle of the earth-globe,
and protruding on either side (313).'
Literature to §§ z and 3 has been indicated in the above. _

—

According to the Jains,
4. Jain cosmography.
the world is eternal, without beginning or end.
no
cosmogony, but they have
They have therefore
a cosmography of their own which differs widely
of
the
from that
Brahmans, especially with regard
The Universe
lo the upper spheres or heavens.
takes up only that part of space which, from this

1 It is
worthy Ol remark that in these cosmographic systems
worlds are assigned to the more ancient gods, viz. Indra, the
but not to Yisnu and Siva; indeed
Prajapatie, and Brahman,
Visuu s heaven, Vaikunjha, is wanting in those lists of heavens.
had not come under
Apparently the authors of cosmography
the Influence of popular Vaisnavlsm or Saivisru.

2
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Lokakasa

the remaining
part, Alokakasa, is an absolute void and perfectly
impenetrable to anything, either matter or souls.
The Lokakasa ia coterminous with the two substances Dharma and Adharma, the substrata of
motion and rest, which are, therefore, the indispensable conditions of the presence of all existing
The world is figured by the Jainas as a
things.
spindle resting on half of another ; or, as they
describe it, three cups, of which the lowest is
inverted and the uppermost meets at its circumference the middle one. They also represent the
world by comparison to a woman witii her arms
akimbo. ' Older, however, is the comparison with
a man (purusa). The disk of the earth is in the
lower part of the middle, and forms the waist of
the purusa ; below the earth are the hells, and
above it the upper regions. The entire world rests
on a big layer of thick water,' this on one of
'thick wind,' and this again on one of 'thin wind.'
The last two layers measure innumerable thousands
of yojanas.
The seven lower regions (bhiimis), one
below the other, are Katnaprabha, Sarkaraprabha,

circumstance,

called

is

;

'

;

'

Valukaprabha,
Pahkaprabha,
Dhumaprabha,
Tamahprabha, and Mahatamahprabha. Another
set of names for them is given by Umasvati
:

Dharma, Vamsa, Saila, Afijana, Arista, Madhavya,
and Madhavi (cf. the double set of names for the
hells in the Yogabhdsya, above, § 3). These regions
contain the hells
the lowest one has but five,
while the highest one, Katnaprabha, has three
millions of hells. Their inhabitants are the damned,
narakas, whose stay in hell is not without end,
but for fixed periods of time, varying from 10,000
years to 33 oceans of years, when they are re-born
in other conditions of life.
These regions are
separated from each other by layers of 10,000
but in the layer
yojanas containing no hells
separating Ratnaprabha from the earth are the
dwellings of the Bhavanavasin gods these dwellings are apparently the Jain counterpart of the
Brahmanic Patalas. Above the seven regions of
the hells is the disk of the earth, with its numerous
continents in concentric circles separated by rings
of oceans (see art. Geography [Mythical]).
In
the middle of the earth towers Mount Mem, 100,000
yojanas high, round which revolve suns, moons,
and stars, the Jyotiska-gods. Immediately above
the top of Mount Meru begins the threefold series
of heavenly regions styled Vimanas, and inhabited
by the Vaimanika gods. These regions are as
follows (1) the twelve kalpas, Saudharma, Aisana,
;

;

;

:

Sanatkumara, Mahendra, Brahmaloka, 2 Lantaka,
Mahasukra, Sahasrara, Anata, Pranata, Arana,
and Achyuta (the Digambaras add Brahmottara
before Lantaka
Kapistha and Sukra after it,
and Satara after Mahasukra) (2) the nine Graiveyakas (these heavens form the neck [griva] of the
man figuring the world hence their name) (3)
the jive Anuttaras, Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta,
Aparajita, and Sarvarthasiddha. The gods in the
Anuttara Vimanas will be re-born no more than
;

;

;

;

It is to be understood that all these twentyheavens are one above the other. Above
Sarvarthasiddha, at the top of the Universe, is
situated Isatpragbhara, the place where the souls
resort on their liberation (nirvana). The following
description of it is given in the Uttaradhyayana
Sutra, xxxvi. 57 ff. (SBE xlv. 211 f.)

twice.
six

:

*
Perfected souls are debarred from the non-world (Aloka)
they reside on the top of the world they leave their bodies
here (below), and go there, on reaching perfection (57). Twelve

;

;

1

Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, London, 1837, ii. 198.
2 About the Brahmaloka the
following details are given : in
the Lokantika gods (who will reach nimina after one
re-birth) ; and round it, in the cardinal and intermediate points
of the compass, N.E., E. etc., are situated the_ Vimanas of the
following eight classes of gods : Sarasvatas, Adityas, Vahnis,
it live

Arunas, Gardatoyas, Tusitas, Avyabadhas, and Arisjas.
VOL. IV.
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the

(Vimana) Sarvartha is the place called
isatpragbhara, which has the form of an umbrella (68> It ia
lorty-live hundred thousand yojanas long, ami as many broad,
and it is somewhat nn>re than three times as mail) mi.
Us thickness is eight yojanas; it is gi
ference (,r>!>).
ii.hM I,-, and decreases toward the margin, till it is inn r
than the wing of a fly (80). This place, by nature pure, consisting of white gold, resembles in form an open umbrella, as lias
been said by t he best of Jinas (01). (Above it) is a pure blessed
place (called Sita), which is white like a conch-shell, the aiika.
a yojana thence is the end of the
stone, and fomtfa-flowers
world (02). The perfected souls penetrate the sixth part of
the uppermost kros'a of the (above-mentioned) yojana (03).
There at the top of the world reside the blessed perfected souls,
rid of all transmigration, and arrived at the excellent state of
yojanat

ii

1

1,1

1

;

;

perfection

(04).'

In concluding our

exposition of

Jain cosmo-

graphy it may be remarked that the knowledge of
it seems always to have been popular among the
Jains, for the plan of the Universe as described
above is always before the mind of Jain authors,

ami they presuppose an acquaintance with
the part of their readers.
Literature. The above account

—

of

it

on

Jain cosmography

based chiefly on Umasvati's Tattvdrthddhuiama Sutra
the present writer in ZDMG Ix. [Leipzig, 1900]).

(tr.

is

by

H. Jacobi.
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The

(Iranchief Iranian texts on the creation of

the world are Vendldad i. and BundahiSn. Of these
the more elaborate is the latter, and according to
both Ormazd and Ahriman have existed from all
eternity a view which is as old as the Gathas
(cf. Yasna xxx. 3, which distinctly terms the two
spirits 'twins'
yema and xlv. 2). The pair are
parted by the ether (vdyu), and Ormazd dwells in
endless light,' while his opponent lurks in an
abyss of infinite darkness.
Ormazd, moreover,
was aware, through his omniscience, of the existence of Ahriman, but the evil spirit was ignorant
of the higher being until aroused to conflict with
him by beholding light. Thereupon, as Ormazd
created excellent lands, Ahriman sought to mar
his work by bringing into being plagues, moral
and physical. Herein the essential dualism of
Zoroastrianism finds one of its most important
it

—

—

—

'

illustrations.

Zoroastrian cosmogony covers a period of 12,000
which are divided into four ages of 3,000
years each. The first of these epochs is the age of
the spiritual creation, in which the creations remained ' in a spiritual state, so that they were

years,

unthinking and unmoving, with intangible bodies'
(BundahiSn i. 8 ; Selections of Zdt-sparam i. 22).
These spiritual creations bear a remarkable
analogy to the Platonic Ideas,' and Darmesteter
has sought (Le Zend-Avesta Hi., Paris, 1893, pp.
li-liii),
although without success, to trace an
actual connexion between the two.
Meanwhile,
Ahriman created demons for the overthrow of the
creatures of Ormazd, and refused the peace which
the celestial being offered him. Thereupon, they
agreed to combat for nine thousand years, Ormazd
foreknowing that for three thousand years all
things would go according to his own will, while
in the second three thousand
years the two spirits
should struggle in bitter conflict, and in the third
Ahriman should be utterly put to rout. The second
epoch of three thousand years was that of the
'

material

the order being, after the
heaven (including the
water, earth, plants, animals,
and man. The third period of three thousand
years begins with the eruption of Ahriman into
the good creation of Ormazd. The evil spirit
spreads disease, devastations, and noxious creatures,
throughout the world, harming and defiling water,
earth, plants, and fire, in addition to slaying the
primeval ox and the primeval man. Finally, however, the demoniac hosts are driven back to hell.
The remainder of this period is concerned with
the legendary history of the Iranian kings, so that
creation,

Amesha Spentas

heavenly bodies),

(q.v.),
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neither it nor the final eschatologic period comes
under consideration in an outline of the Persian

cosmogony.
is

Throughout the Avesta the creation of all things
ascribed to Ahura Mazda (Ormazd), as in Yasna

xvi.

1,

activity

although a certain
is

amount of creative
Amshaspands

also attributed to the

(Yasna lxv. 12; Visparad xi. 12; YaSt xix. 18).
In Yasna xxxvii. 1 occurs the striking passage
Here, then, we worship Ahura Mazda, who
created both kine and holiness, and created water,
created both good trees and light, both the earth
and all good things' (cf. xliv. 3-5). That this
of
belief was Iranian is shown
by the recurrence
similar
phraseology in the Old Persian inscripis
as
in
Nit.
A
Auramazda,
a, 1-8
tions,
great god
who created this earth, who created yon heaven,
who created man, who created peace for man, who
made Darius king, the one king of many, the one
ruler of many,' although similar phrases are not
:

'

'

:

unknown

in Assyrian inscriptions (Gray,

AJSL

xvii. 152).

The creation itself, according to the Parsi Afrin
Gahanbdr (tr. by Darmesteter, op. cit. pp. 180-187,
and edited by him in Etudes iran., Paris, 1883, ii.

318-333) and the BundahUn xxv. 1 (cf. also the
section of the Great BundahUn, tr. by Blochet,
xxxii. 223), occupied a year. The tradition
of a cosmic epoch of 12,000 years, although not
mentioned in the extant Avesta, must be of
considerable antiquity, for the historian Theopompus, an author of the 4th cent. B.C., says, in

RHR

a fragment preserved by Plutarch (de Iside ct
'
Osiride, xlvii.)
According to the Magi, one of the
gods conquers and the other is conquered for three
thousand years each ; and for another three thousand years they light and war, and one destroys
the works of the other ; but finally Hades loses,
and mankind shall be blessed, neither needing
nourishment nor casting shadows.' 1 The Iranian
cosmogony seems to have been geocentric, and,
'
the
according to DatUtan-i-Denik xxxvii. 24,
sky is in three thirds, of which the one at the top
is joined to the endless light, in which is the conthe one at the bottom
stantly-beneficial space
reached to the gloomy abyss, in which is the fiend
full of evil
and one is between those two thirds
which are below and above' (cf. YaSt xiii. 2).
This has led some scholars, notably Spiegel, to
seek to find the idea of the cosmic egg in Iran, but
of this, as Casartelli has well pointed out, there
seems to be little evidence. The question whether
:

;

;

the Iranian cosmogony presupposes a creation ex
nihilo has been much discussed, although it would
seem from the phrase in the BundahUn (xxx. 5),
when they were formed, it was not forming the
future out of the past,' that at least in the later
development of the religion this doctrine was
not unknown. The earlier texts, however, shed
little light on this problem, nor do the verbs used
of the creative activity of Ormazd (da, 'establish,'
'
cut ; taS,
dwares,
form,' cf. Gr. riKTuv) and
Ahriman (karat, 'cut') give much aid, although
dwares, taS, and karat seem to imply the elaboration of already existing material, while it may be
urged that da connotes, at least in some passages,
actual creation ex nihilo.
Equally dubious is the
problem of the origin of the Iranian cosmogony.
An elaborate comparison has been drawn by
Spiegel (Erdnische Alterthumskunde, i. 449-457)
between the Iranian and the Semitic, particularly
Hebrew, accounts of the creation of the world ; but
this is, to say the least, unproven. It is true that,
both in Genesis and in the BundahUn, creation
occupies six periods, but in the former the epoch
'

'

'

1
For the Gr. text, see vol. i. p. 203a where a different interpretation from the one here given (which agrees independently
with that ot I.agrange, JtB, 1004, p. 35) may be found.
,

(Japanese)

a week of six days, and in the latter a year of
six gdhanbars, and the correspondence in the main
between the order of the two accounts is a natural
sequence of development, and not necessarily due
It
to the borrowing of either from the other.
should also be noted that the Iranian account
makes no allowance for the seventh day of the
Biblical record, thus further increasing the improbOn the
ability of borrowing from either side.
is

other hand, the division of the earth into seven
karSvars, or zones,' which is mentioned repeatedly
in the Avesta (as in Yasna lxi. 5 ; YaSt xix. 82),
and is as old as the Gathas (Yasna xxxii. 3), is
doubtless late Babylonian in origin, especially as
the Semitic cosmogony likewise divided the earth
into seven zones (tubuqdti). This origin of the
Iranian karsvars seems more probable than the
view which
equates them with the dvipas
of Hindu cosmogony, which usually
(' islands ')
number seven, although they are occasionally
regarded as four or thirteen. They are not mentioned, however, before the Mahabharata and the
Purdnas, and are thus probably too late to have
influenced the Avesta (cf. Muir, Original Sanskrit
2
Texts, i. London, 1872, pp. 489-504 ; and, for the
proof of Bab. influence, P. Jensen, Kosmol. der
'

Babylonier, Strassburg, 1890, pp. 175-184).
The cosmogony of the Iranians, as outlined in
the Avesta and the Pahlavi texts, underwent some
slight changes in the course of time as a result of
philosophic thought. The reduction of the dualism
of the Gathas itself, no doubt, a reduction of an
to a monotheism gave rise to
earlier polytheism
the elaboration of the concept of Boundless Time
(zrvan akarana), which is hailed as a godling even
in the so-called Younger Avesta (Yasna lxxii. 10
NyaiS i. 8 ; Vendidad xix. 13). The Zarvanite
sect, which was an important factor in Parsiism as
early as the 4th cent. A.D., derived both Ormazd
and Ahriman from 'Boundless Time,' making the
evil spirit born first in consequence of the doubt of
Boundless Time,' while Ormazd did not come into

—

—

'

'

;

'

being until later, and was long inferior in power
In somewhat similar fashion, the
to Ahriman.
Kaiyomarthians, another Zoroastrian sect, held
that Ahriman, the principle of evil, was sprung
from Yazdan ('God,' i.e. Ormazd) because of his
sinful thought, if I had an adversary, how would
he be fashioned ?
(Cf the account of these sects
'

'

.

by al-Shahrastani, tr. Haarbriicker, i. Halle, 1850,
276-280 and see Spiegel, Erdn. AlterthumsEp.
unde, ii. 175-189 Darmesteter, Ormazd et Ahriman, Paris, 1877, pp. 314-338.) This extreme
,

;

;

which evil itself
unitarian
tendency, however, by
was traced back ultimately to Ormazd, was always
rejected by orthodox Zoroastrianism.
Literature.

— Spiegel,

Erdn. Alterthumskunde,

ii.

141-151

'Iran. Religion,' in Qeiger-Kuhn's
(Leipzig, 1873); Jackson,
Grundnss der iran. Philologie, ii. 6GS-673 (Strassburg, 1904);
Casartelli, Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion under
the Sassanldx (Eng. tr. by Jamasp Asa, Bombay, 1889), pp.

94-128
Lukas, Die Orundbegrife in den Kosnwt/onien der
alten Vblker (Leipzig, 1893), pp. 100-138; Soderblom, 'Theoand the Avestan Ages of the World,' in Dastur Soshang
Sompus
lemorial Vol. pp. 228-230 (Bombay, 1911).
;

Louis H. Gray.

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY (Japan-

—The

most ancient and most authentic
account of Japanese cosmogony is found in the
Kojiki ('Records of Ancient Matters,' A.D. 712).
ese).

The

following is the description of the genesis of
the universe contained in this valuable text:
'The names of the Deities that became (i.e. that were born)
in the Plain of High Lleaven, when Heaven and Earth began,

were Ame-no-mi-naka-nushi-no-kanii (the Deity Master-of-theAugust-Centre-of-Heaven), next Taka-mi-musu-bi-no-kami (the
High-August- Producing- Wondrous-Deity), next Kami-niusu-bino-kami (the Divine-Producing-Wondrous-Deity). These three
Deities were all Deities horn alone (i.e. spontaneously, without
being; procreated), and hid their persons (i.e. disappeared, by
death or otherwise). The names of the Deities that were born
next from a thing that sprouted up like unto a reed-shoot when
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the earth), young and like unto floating

oil,

drifted about medusa like, were tmiashi-ashi-kabi-hiko-ji-no.
kami (the Pleasant-Reed-Shoot-Prince-EUler-Deity), next Aine-

no-toko-tachi-no-kami(the Deity Standing-Eternally-in-Heavcn).
These two lxities were likewise born alone, and hid their
The five Deities in the above list are separate Heavenly
Eersons.
'eities (i.e. were separate from those who came into existence
afterwards).

'

1

'

The names of the Deities that were born next were Kuni-notoko-tachi-no-kami (the Deity Standing-Eternally-on-Earth),
nextToyo-kutno-nu-no-kanii (the Luxuriant-Integrating-Master.
'

These two Deities were likewise Deities born alone,
their persons. The names of the Deities that were
born next were U-hiji-ni-no-kami (the Deity Mud-Earth-Lord),
next his younger sister (i.e. wife) Su-hiji-ni-no-kami (the Deity
Mud-Earth-Lady) next Tsunu-guhi-no-kami (the Germ-Integrating-Deity), next has younger sister Iku-guhi-no-kami (the
Life-Integrating-Deity); next Oho-to-no-ji-no-kami (the Deity
Elder-of-the-Great-Place), next his younger sister Oho-to-no-beno-kami (the Deity Elder-Lady-of-the-Great-Place) next Omodftru-no-kami(the Deity Perfect- Exterior), nexthisyoungersister
Aya-kashiko-ne-no-kami (the Deity Oh-Awful-, or Venerable-,
Lady) next Izana-gi-no-kanii (the Deity the Male-Who-Invites),
next his younger sister Izana-mi-no-kami (the Deity the FemaleWho-Invites). From the Deity Standing-Eternally-in-Heaven
down to the Deity the Female-Who-Invites in the foregoing list
are what are termed the Seven Divine Generations. The two
solitary Deities above-mentioned are each called one generation
of the succeeding ten Deities each pair of Deities is called a
generation' (Kojiki, at the beginning of vol. i.; tr. B. H.
Chamberlain, ed. 1906, p. 16 f.).
From these very first lines of the sacred account
we have before us a genesis that is not lacking in
Deity).

and hid

;

;

;

:

The world appears as a nebulous,
grandeur.
moving chaos ; Divine beings develop in it byspontaneous generation, some being born in the
heart of space, others coming from a reed-shoot
that has arisen from the mud while others spring
up, at first solitary, then in pairs, following a
progress and bearing names that recall in a striking manner our theory of evolution. This rational
explanation of the ancient national myth did not
escape the Japanese commentators who elucidated
these texts in the 18th and 19th centuries.
;

*
The god U-hiji-ni and the goddess Su-hiji-ni,' says Hirata,
are so called because they contained the germs from which the
earth itself was to spring. The god Oho-to-no-ji and the goddess Oho-to-no-be are so called from the primitive appearance
of this earth. The god Tsunu-guhi and the goddess Iku-guhi
are so called from the common appearance of the earth and the
deities when they sprang into existence. The god Omo-daru
and the goddess Aya-kashiko-ne are so called from the perfect
character of the august persons of these deities. Thus the
names of all these gods were given them according to the
gradual progress of the creation.'
1
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Sometimes we have the original existence, in the
midst of the Void (sora), of a thing whose form
cannot be described, and from which the first god
is produced.
Sometimes, again, we have the birth,
'at the time when the country was young and the
earth was young, lloating like floating oil,' within
the country, of a thing in appearance like unto a
reed-shoot when it shows itself above the ground.'
Sometimes, again, all we are told is that, when
the Heavens and the Earth were in a state of
chaos, there was at the very outset a Divine man'
when the Heavens and the Earth began, there
or,
were Deities produced together.' Another version,
Before the
which is more original, says
Heavens and the Earth, there existed something
which might be compared to a cloud floating
on the sea, and having no means of support. In
the midst of this was engendered a thing re'

;

'

'

:

sembling a reed-shoot springing out of the mud ;
and this thing was immediately metamorphosed
into human form.' A last variant shows us once
more a thing produced in the midst of the Void,
which resembled a reed-shoot and changed into a
then a thing produced in the midst of the
god
Void, like floating oil, from which a god was
developed.' After this we see unfolding again the
series of the Seven Divine Generations (see the
Nihongi, Shukai ed. i. 1-4 ; W. G. Aston's tr.,
'

'

'

;

Yokohama,

1896,

i.

1 ff.).

All these texts are valuable from their very
incoherence, which, like the incoherence of the
Hindu myths on the same subject, proves their
authenticity and affords all the more interest from
the point of view of comparative mythology. In
the first place, indeed, this abundance of versions
enables us to trace in Japan the cosmogonic myths
of many other races e.g. the idea that gods and
men were sprung from certain plants an idea that
we meet with from the time of the ancient Greeks,
who believed that they had sprung from the earth
like cabbages, were born from certain trees, or
had risen out of a marsh, right down to the
:

Amazulu, who make

their

—

Unkulunkulu come from

a bed of reeds or even from a reed-shoot (which
corresponds exactly with the Japanese idea). In
the second place, by examining these most ancient
And, indeed, it cannot be denied that the above- texts in relation to each other, we can distinguish,
quoted myth conceals under the transparent sym- as far as is possible, the true native Japanese conbolism of its Divine figures an intellectual effort to
ception from the Chinese notions added thereto.
find a logical explanation of the genesis of the The idea of the
separation of the Heavens and the
universe.
Earth, with which the Nihongi begins, and which
To this slender outline of the Kojiki we may also exists in China (myth of P'an-ku), is found
now add the complementary picture supplied by again in India, Greece (Kronos myth), and New
the Nihongi (' Chronicles of Japan,' A.D. 720). Zealand (Kangi and Papa), and consequently it
This account is less simple, and is permeated by would be rash to affirm a simple Chinese imitation
Chinese ideas, which must be eliminated ; but, on here. But the whole passage on the In aud the
the other hand, it is also richer in various develop- Yd (the Yin and the Yang, the passive or female
ments borrowed from other indigenous sources.
principle, and the active or male principle, which
'Of old, Heaven and Earth were not yet separated, and the
are the mainspring of Nature in Chinese philosophy)
In and Y6 not yet divided. They formed a chaotic mass like an
is clearly only a little dissertation
of foreign
egg, which was of obscurely defined limits, and contained
germs. The purer and clearer part was thinly diffused and
metaphysics, preparing the way for the native
formed Heaven, while the heavier and grosser element settled tradition of
and
the
creators
of
Izanami,
Izanagi
down and became Earth. The finer element easily became a
Japan. As regards the cosmic egg which appears
united body, but the consolidation of the heavy and gross
it
is
found
numa
element was accomplished with difficulty. Heaven was therenext, although
among
great
fore formed first, and Earth was established subsequently.
ber of peoples, both ancient (Indians, Egyptians,
Thereafter Divine Beings were produced between them. Hence
Phoenicians, Greeks) and modern (Fijians, Finns,
it is said that, when the world began to be created, the soil of
etc.), and may therefore have been one of the sponwhich lands were composed floated about in a manner which
might be compared to the floating of a fish sporting on the taneous hypotheses which struggled for mastery
surface of the water. At this time a certain thing was produced
in the mind of the primitive Japanese, it seems
between Heaven and Earth. It was in form like a reed-shoot.
Now this became transformed into a god, and was called Kuni- more probable that it also was a product of
the same Chinese inspiration, especially when
toko-tachi-no-mikoto (the August Standing-Eternally-on-Earth).
Next there was Kuni-no-sa-tsuchi-no-mikoto (the August True- we consider the fact that this idea of the egg is
Soil-of-the-Country), and next Toyo-kumu-nu-no-niikoto (the
posterior to the indication of the male and female
August Luxuriant-Integrating-Master), in all three Deities.
These were pure males spontaneously developed by the operaprinciples, and that it does not harmonize very
tion of the principle of Heaven.'
well with the image of the fish employed immediAt this point the account breaks off, and the ately after. It is only at this point (' Hence it is
narrator gives us curious variants from the ancient said
.') that the real national account, agreeing
manuscripts (now lost) that he had before him. with that of the Kojiki, begins. Thus we see the
.

.
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leading line of the purely Japanese myth disentangling itself, viz. the essential notion of a float-

ing earth, from which springs
in turn engenders the human
way we have, along with the
the origin of man himself

a reed-shoot, which
form.

And

in this

origin of the world,

the cosmogony ter-

:

minates in a mysterious theogony, in which the
Divine and human elements are confused in an
insensible transition.
At this stage the last couple born in the Plain of
the High Heavens are commissioned by the other
'
gods to make, consolidate, and give birth to this
'

drifting land
'Hereupon all the Heavenly Deities commanded the two
Deities, His Augustness the Male-Who-Invites and Her August"
ness the Female-Who-Invites, ordering them to make, consolidate, and give birth to this drifting land." Granting to them an
:

heavenly jewelled spear, they thus deigned to charge them.
So the two Deities, standing upon the Floating Bridge of
Heaven (most probably, the Rainbow), pushed down the
jewelled spear and stirred with it, whereupon, when they had
stirred the brine till it went curdle curdle, and drew the spear
up, the brine that dripped down from the end of the spear was
piled up and became an island. This is the Island of Onogoro
(i.e. Self-Condensed) (Eojiki, 19).
'

(Japanese)

elements. It still remains, however, to complete the construction of the earth. This is the
task, after the death of Izanagi, of a descendant
of Susa-no-wo in the sixth generation the god
Oho-kuni-nushi (Master-of-the-Great-Land, i.e. of
Izumo), who is the hero of a new cycle of legends.
He is assisted in his work first by a dwarf god, a
sort of magician, from foreign parts, and then by a
mysterious spirit, which reveals itself as one of the
hero's own doubles.
One might be tempted to
think that here it is no longer a question of the
task of the material construction of the world, but
rather some political organization of the country
by a powerful chief. But this is not so, as is
shown by the following curious account taken by
the author from an old document at the very heart
of this legendary cycle, the Izumo Fudoki (' Topo
A.D. 733)
graphical Description of Izumo,'
The august god declared " The country of Izumo ... is
indeed a youthful country of narrow stuff. The original country
is still very little.
Therefore, I am going to sew a new piece of
tial

—

:

'

:

it."
He spoke ; and, as he looked towards the cape of
Shiragi (a Korean kingdom) to see whether there was not an
excess of land there, he said to himself "There is an excess of
"
land ; and with a mattock he hollowed out a cleft like that
between a young maiden's breasts ; he separated the part with
blows, like those dealt on the gills of a large fish (to kill it) ; and
cut it away .
. ;
and, fastening round it a thick three-strand
rope, he drew it along, balanced, as if by tsuzura (Pueraria
as a boat on
Thunbergiana) blackened by frost, and as smoothly
a river, saying : "Come, Land Come, Land ! " The piece of land
thus sewed on is to be found between the extreme boundary
of Kozu and the promontory of Kizuki, which has been formed
eight times. The post arranged in this way is Mount Sahime,
on the boundary between the country of Ihami and that of
Izumo. Moreover, the rope with which he dragged the land
along is the long beach of Sono. When he looked towards the
country of Saki, at the gates of the North (i.e. in the North),
to see whether there was not an excess of land there, he said :
"There is an excess of land" [as above, down to "Come,

land to

:

Izanagi and Izanami descend from Heaven to
this island and celebrate their union.
They give
birth first to a weakly child, which they abandon
in a reed-boat, and then to the islet of Awa (Foam),
which also they refuse to acknowledge. But, on
being told by the celestial gods that, if these
children were not good,' it is because the woman
spoke first in the marriage-ceremony, they resume
their work of creation under more favourable conditions, and give birth first to the island of Awaji
(Foam-way), and then to the other islands of the
archipelago. After this, they put into the world
in the same manner a whole tribe of Nature-gods.
Here, again, we observe the idea of evolution so
familiar to Japanese thought.
The god of Fire, Kagu-tsuchi, Izanami's lastborn, accidentally scorches his mother so badly
that she dies in a terrible fever.
Izanagi in
despair drags himself round about the body groanHe
ing, and from his tears is born another god.
buries his wife on Mount Hiba, on the borders of
the land of Izumo. Then, in the fury of his grief,
he tearb the matricide to pieces, the blood and
scattered members also changing into new deities.
He finally descends to Hado„ to recover his wife,
and finds himself face to face with a mass of putrid
matter. Horror-struck, he returns to the light of
day, and proceeds to elaborate ablutions in a river
of Kyushu, in order to get rid of the uncleanness
contracted in his sojourn with darkness and death.
Twelve deities are at this time born from his staff,
various parts of his clothing, and his bracelets, as
lie throws them on the ground ; then fourteen
others spring from the various processes of his
ablutions, among these being three illustrious
deities who are the last to appear, when he washes
his left eye, his right eye, and his nose, viz.
'

'

'

Ame-terasu-oho-mi-kami (the Heaven-ShiningGreat-August-Deity), Tsuki-yomi-no kami (the
Moon-Night-Deity), and Take-haya-susa-no-wo-nomikoto (llis Brave-Swift-Impetuous-Male- Augustthree deities — the

To these
goddess of the
Sun, the god of the Moon, and the god of the
Ocean, soon transformed into the god of the Storm
Izanagi proceeds to give the investiture of the
government of the universe

ness).

—

:

'At this time His Augustnesa tin' Biale-Who-Invites greatly
:
"I, begetting child after child, have at my
At once
begetting gotten three illustrious children."
jingiingly taking off and shaking the string of jewels forming
his august necklace, he bestowed it. on the Heaven-ShiningThine
"Do
Augustnesa rule the
Qreat-Augufit-'Deity, saying:
Plain of High Heaven." with tli is charge he bestowed it "ti her.
.
.
.
Next he said to the Moon-Night '<ity "Do Thine lugustness rule the Dominion of the Nutit." Thus tic charged him.
Next he said to His Brave-Bwift-Impetuous Male tagustness:
" Do Thine
{Koiiki, 50).
Augustness rule tin' Sea-Plain
So, then, is the universe organized in its essenrejoiced, saying
final

I

:

'

'

.

!

Land "]. The land thus brought and sewed on is the country
of Sada, which extends from the very borders of Taku to here.
When he looked towards the country of Sunami, at the gates of
the North, to see whether there was not an excess of land there,
he said: "There is an excess of land" [once more the same
"
words, ending with
Come, Land "J. The land thus brought
and sewed on is the country of Kurami, extending from the
borders of Taguhi to here. When he looked towards Cape
Tsutsu, of Koshi, to see whether there was not an excess of
land there, he said "There is an excess of land" [always the
same phrase]. The country thus brought and sewed on is Cape
Miho. The rope with which it was brought is the island of
Yomi (one of the place-names that are connected with the
entrance to Hades, situated in Izumo). The post arranged in
" Now we
this way is Mount Oho-kami, in Hahaki.
have
finished bringing land," he said. And, as he drove his august
" O-we "
staff into the ground, in the wood of O-u, he cried
!

!

:

:

whence the name O-u
4-1

1

1

'

(Izumo Fudoki,

ed. Obira, 180C, pp.

1.

?

'

This 'bringing of l^v*
—-.l-bi!;i), the naive
account of which ends with an equally childish
explanation of the name of the place, is a striking
illustration of the material character of the task
devolving upon Oho-kuni-nushi the finishing of
the work begun by the creator-couple, then continued by Izanagi on his being widowed, and
[

—

finally interrupted by Izanagi's death.
Only the
is different.
short passage in the
(ii. 366) shows the extent to which this

method
Nihongi

A

putting together of the country seemed a natural
work one night, in A.D. 6S4, a noise was heard
coming from the east like the rolling of drums
in the morning it was seen that an island had
suddenly risen out of the waves the conclusion
was hat the ominous noise was the din the gods
made when building this island in the darkness.
Without leaving Japan, we can trace the same
It is intended
idea of building in an Ainu myth.
to explain why the west coast of Yezo ends in
treacherous rocks, while the east slopes down
gently to the sea. The explanation is that, the
island was built by a Divine couple, and (lie
woman, who hail charge of the west shore,
neglected her task by speaking all the time.
In short, apart from spontaneous generation,
which is freely admitted for the primordial gods,
the creation of the world can be explained prin:

;

;

t
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cipally either liy a more or less precise normal
generation or by a Divine construction. The idea
of generation is theone that dominates the Japanese
myths, and is seen in its most material form in the
Nothing could be
story of Izanagi and Izanami.
more natural than this conception, for it is logical
to think that things, just as organic beings, could
not form themselves without connexion of male
and female. Among some peoples, the primitive
couple are placed at the very beginning of the

e.g. in Nicaragua, a man and woman,
Faiuagoztad and Zipaltonal, created the heavens,
the earth, moon, stars, and human beings the
whole world in Polynesia, Tangaloa and O-te-papa
are the parents of the islands and their inhabitants.
We have the same idea among the Japanese,
except that, being more metaphysical, and wishing
to rind the cause of the first couple, they imagined
vague terrestrial deities who had to precede the
first couple, and then went still further back to
far-oil' deities, some of whom are still attached to
the earth, while others appeared spontaneously in
Heaven. As to the idea of construction, it appears
chiefly, as we have just seen, when the task of
perfecting the work of creation comes into question.
These are two conceptions which are likewise found
among the ancient Greeks, and which were combined in the Pythagorean cosmogony.
We now pass from the formation of the world to
the laws controlling it. We find among the ancient
Japanese various attempts at explanations, which
sometimes even form a rudimentary cosmology.
What they wanted to explain first of all was the
cause of the great physical phenomena, beginning
with the phenomena of light, which are the most
striking of all to the primitive man, as they are to
the child.
For instance, Why do the sun and
moon not shine at the same time ? Because the
goddess of the Sun, enraged by a crime committed
by the god of the Moon, determined never to see
him again

evolution

:

—

;

—

:

Now when Arna-terasu-no-oho-kami wag already in Heaven,
she said " I hear that in the Central country of reed-plains
there is the Deity Uke-niochi-no-kami (the goddess of Food).
Do thou, Tsuki-yomi-no-mikoto, go and wait upon her." Tsukiyomi-no-mikoto, on receiving this command, descended
went to the place where Uke-mochi-no-kami was. Thereupon
Uke-mochi-no-kami turned her head towards the land, and
forthwith from her mouth there came boiled rice she faced
the sea, and again there came from her mouth things broad of
fin and things narrow of fin (i.e. fishes both great and small).
She faced the mountains, and again there came from her mouth
things rough of hair and things soft of hair (i.e. all kinds of
These things were all prepared and set out on one
Eame).
undred tables for his entertainment.
Then Tsuki-yomi-nomikoto became flushed with anger, and said " Filthy f Nasty
That thou shouldst dare to feed me with things disgorged from
thy mouth." So he drew his sword and slew her, and then
returned and made his report, relating all the circumstances.
Upon this Ama-terasu-no-oho-kami was exceedingly angry, and
said "Thou art a wicked Deity.
I must not see thee face to
face." So they were separated by one day and one night, and
dwelt apart' (Nihongi, i. 32).
'

:

a^

:

1

:

analogous
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incident,

in

which, however,

human

intervention is already making itself more evident;
the last, as the result of a simple mistake in ritual.
But in all three cases one and the same psychological process appears a process explaining the
normal order and the exceptional disorders of
And the
light by the human passions of the Sun.
story of the other gods would give us similar
motives for all the physical phenomena which
exercised primitive intelligence from the stability
of the solid sky, which the winds hold up like
pillars (Ritual, no. iv.), to the instability of the
soil, which the subterranean god shakes with earthquakes (Nihongi, ii. 124). Nor must we omit to
note how the resentment of a sea-princess against
a terrestrial god is offered as the explanation of
the fact that there is no communication between
the earth and the sea' (Nihongi, i. 107).
After these attempts to explain the greater
aspects of Nature, the ancient Japanese turned
their attention to lesser objects stones, plants,
animals. The thing which most impressed them
about stone was the spark they could get from it,
and this mysterious property the myths are quick
to explain, solving at the same time the same
question with regard to the fire-principle concealed
in tree and plant.
When a flint is rubbed, or two
pieces of wood are rubbed together for a time, fire
appears it must therefore be concealed in these
In order to exist thus in a latent
substances.
manner, it must have entered these substances.
But how? It is here that the hypotheses differ
more or less according to the various mythologies.
In New Zealand, Maui obtained from an old Divine grandmother, Mahu-Ika, one of her nails, which produced tire by

—

—

'

—

;

friction
only he extinguished this fire at once, started off to
J
renew his request, and continued until Mahu-Ika had to part
with all her nails one by one finally, she became enraged and
;

pursued him with her flames, and was prevented from consuming him only by an opportune fall of rain fortunately some
sparks got lodged in certain trees, and from them they can be
;

clearly the logical evolution of
the production of fire, first by knocking a stGBc, then by rubbing
certain bard woods. Alongside of th;s Maori Prometnt!Vi s we
may place the Prometheus of the Thlinkets, who fills the same
civilizing r61e on the nor'u-west coast of the Pacific : the hero
Yehl, in the shape cf a raven, Btole the heavenly fire, carrying
off a burnii. b brand in his mouth ; the fire fell upon stones and
pieces of wood, and it is from these that it can be extracted
The same idea is found among the Eskimos,
again to-day.
according to whom the rocks contain fire-spirits which are often
seen in the form of will-o'-the-wisps ; among the American
Indians e.g. the Sioux and Chippeways who believe that
flints are thrown down by thunderbolts ; among the black races
of Africa, who established the same connexion between heavenly

brought forth again.

This

is

—

—

and stones on earth and among the ancient Hindus, who
supposed that there were Agnis, apparently descended from
Heaven, in stones, plants, and trees, just as they knew them
to be present in the whole of Nature, in man, in the cloud, and
fire

;

—The same

even in the sea.
It is interesting to find this wide-spread myth in
the god of Fire was slain by his
Japan.
father, his blood leapt up in one place to the sky,
and there, in the region of the Milky
(Nihongi, i. 23, 29), it seems to have lit up certain
stars which, like Sirius, appear pale to-day, but

Sun-goddess, persecuted by her terrible brother,
Susa-no-wo, and indignant at his wickedness, hides
herself in a celestial cave ; and, when the other
gods make her come out by magic processes, the
world is lit up again (Kojiki, 52-05). In the same
way, again, Why, at a more recent time, did the

when the Japanese myths were
elaborated, certainly shone with a ruddy glow (cf.
Hor. Sat. II. v. 39; Seneca, Qucest. Nat. bk. i.);
in another place, this blood flowed over the ground,
and infused the fire-principle into plants and trees,
stones and rocks.
One variant of the Nihongi

heavens remain dark for whole days on end?
Because two priests were buried in the same tomb
on the separation of their coffins, the division of
night from day re-appeared (Nihongi, i. 238).
In the first legend, we have to do with a fundamental law of the universe ; in the second, with
an unusual phenomenon of such a kind as to strike
the imagination for a time in the third, with a
far less important occurrence in which we see
hardly anything more than a portent. The first
mystery is explained by an important act in the
drama played by the gods ; the second, by an

(i. 29) is particularly clear on this point :
At this time the blood from the wounds spurted out and
stained the rocks, trees, and herbage. This is the reason that
herbs, trees, and pebbles naturally contain the element of

:

Similarly,
of the

Sun

How does it happen that the brightness

is

one day totally obscured

?

—
;

;

When

Way

which, at the time

'

1

fire.

These myths, touching sometimes upon cosmogony, sometimes upon cosmology, but always
coming from the same desire to explain the most
varied phenomena, had, of course, to attempt to

all the strange things in the animal
For example, why has the b&he-de-mer
a
(trepang)
peculiar mouth ? Because long ago its
mouth was slit as a Divine punishment

account for
world.

:
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'

Anie-no-uzume-no-niikoto (Her Augustness the Heavenlyof fin and
Alarming- Female) drove together all the things broad "
the things narrow of fin, and asked them, saying
Will ye
"
respectfully serve the august son of the Heavenly Deities ?
upon which all the fishes declared that they would respectfully
serve him.
Only the btche-de-mer said nothing. Then Her
Augustness the Heavenly-Alarming-Female
spoke to the bicke" Ah
This mouth is a mouth that gives no
de-mer," saying
and slit the mouth with her small string-sword. So at
reply
the present day the Mche-de-mer has a slit mouth (Kojiki, 139).
:

:

!

1

'

In the same way the Breton legend explains
how the plaice, for making a grimace at the Holy
Virgin, ever after had a crooked mouth and an
Oceanic legend tells how the sole refused to sing,
and was trampled upon by the angered fishes, and
was flat ever after. In Japan itself a popular tale,
which is not in the sacred books, but which is
nevertheless undoubtedly very ancient, tells us
that the reason why the medusa has no bones to
sustain her shapeless substance is that, for being
stupid in the performance of a task entrusted to
her by the god of the Seas, she was so mauled by
blows that she was reduced to pulp. In all these
stories, as in that of the Biblical serpent condemned to creep for ever (Gn 3 14 ), the punishment
continues in the descendants of the afflicted animal
a very natural conclusion, since the established
fonn of the animal precisely constitutes the raison
d'etre of the myth.
We find myths of this kind to an even greater
extent in relation to man himself, his physical
nature, and, above all, his death, which shocks
his instinct of preservation.
Like all primitive
peoples, the ancient Japanese see in death an
abnormal phenomenon. Natural death does not
exist
death must be the work of some supernatural agent. The fatal fever of Izanami must
be a manifestation of the god of fire, and the last
illness of the hero Yamato-dake, who was seized
with a sudden chill in an icy shower, must be the
effect of the vengeance of the god of the mountain
when lie lost his way. Speaking in a more general
way, just as the majority of civilized races claim a
spiritual immortality which they deny to animals,
So primitive man liked to believe that physical
immortality would have distinguished him from
all other beings, if death had not been introduced
into the world by some mistake or as a rvysieiiuua
This conception is found equally
punishment.
among Hebrews and Greeks, Kafirs and Hottentots,
New
etc.
The punishment
Zealanders,
Fijians,
hypothesis is that of the Shinto myth
;

—

:

:

*

Ama-tsu-hi-daka-hiko-ho-no-ni-nigi-no-mikoto (His Augustness Heaven's-Sun-Height-Prince-Rice-ear-Ruddy-Plenty) met
a beautiful person at the august Cape of -Kasasa, and asked her
whose daughter she was. She replied, saying: "I am a
daughter of Oho-yama-tsu-mi-no-kami (the Deity Great-Mountain-Possessor), and my name is the Divine-Princess-of-Ata,

another

name by which

I

am

called being Ko-no-hana-saku-

ya-hiine (the Princess Blossoming-Brilliantly-Like-the-Flowers"
" Hast thou
of-the-Trees)." Again he asked :
any brethren ?
She replied, saying " There is my elder sister, Iha-naga-hime
(the Princess Long-, i.e. Enduring-, as-the-Rocks)." Then he
"
I
wish to make thee my wife.
How
charged her, saying :
will this be?" 8he replied, saying :" I am not able to say.
My
:

father, the Deity Great-Mountain-Possessor, will say." So he
sent a request to her father the Deity Great-Mountain-Possessor,
who, greatly delighted, respectfully sent her off, joining to
her her elder sister Princess Long-as-the-RockB, and causing
merchandise to be carried on tables holding an hundred. So
then, owing to the elder sister being very hideous. His Augustness Prince Rice-ear-Ruddy-Plenty was alarmed at the sight of
her, and sent her back, only keeping the younger sister Princess
Blossoming-BrUliantly-Like-the-Flowers-of-the-Trees, whom he
wedded for one night. Then the Deity Qreat-Mountain-Posscssor
was covered with shame at Princess Long-as- the-Rocks being
sent back, and sent a message, saying " My reason for respectfully presenting both my daughters together was that, by
sending Princess Long-as-the-Rocks, the august offspring of
the Heavenly Deity, though the snow fall and the wind blow,
might live eternally immovable like unto the enduring rocks,
and again that, by sending Princess lllossoming-BrilliantlyLike-the-Flowers-of-the-Trees, they might live flourishingly like
unto the flowering of the blossoms of the trees to enBure this,
I offered them.
But owing to thy thus sending back Princess
Long-as-the-Rocks, and keeping only Princess BlossomingBrilliaiitly-Like-the-Flowers-of-the-Trees, the august offspring
of the Heavenly Deity shall be but as frail as the flowers of
:

:

(Japanese)

the trees." So it is for this reason that, down to the present
day, the august lives of Their Augustnesses the Heavenly
Sovereigns are not long* (Kojiki, 140-142).
This curse seems at first sight to apply only to

the Imperial line, but there

no doubt whatever

is

was meant to explain
are mortal. This is proved by the
why
following variant of the Nihongi (i. 84)
Iha-naga-hime, in her shame and resentment, spat and
wept. She said: "The race of visible mankind shall change
swiftly like the flowers of the trees, and shall decay and pass
that, in primitive thought, it
all

men

:

'

This is the reason why the life of man is so short.'
There is a rather striking resemblance to be seen
between this myth and a legend of the North
American Indians the Pebble and the Busli were
with child at the same time, but the children of
the Bush were born first
that is why man is
subject to death. Iha-naga-hime also recalls in a
wonderful manner O-te-papa, the rock-wife of
Tangaloa, in Polynesian myth.

away."

:

;

Besides death, life also has its place, especially
light-hearted people like the ancient
Japanese, whom even Buddhism itself could not
subdue.
They sought to probe to the origin of
death, but they understood none the less that
this was not the only problem of their des-

among a

They admired life with its fertility and
another important myth proceeds to tell now, in
spite of the calls of the region of darkness,
humanity develops and triumphs in the immorIzanagi, the
tality of its perpetual rejuvenation.
father of men and islands, fled from the subterranean kingdom, pursued by the Furies, the
Thunderbolts, and all the horrible army of Hades.
tiny.

;

Last of all his younger sister Her Augustness the PrincessSo he drew a
Who-Invites came out herself in pursuit.
thousand-draught rock, and blocked up the Even Pass of Hades
(Yomo-tsu-hira-saka, forming the frontier-line between Hades
and the World of the Living), and placed the rock in the
middle ; and they stood opposite to one another and exchanged
leave-takings ; and Her AugustnesB the Female- Who-Invites
M
said
My lovely elder brother, Thine Augustness If thou do
like this, I will in one day strangle to death a thousand of the
folks of thy land."
Then His Augustness the Male-Who"
Invites replied
My lovely younger sister, Thine Augustness
If thou do this, I will in one day set up a thousand and five
hundred parturition-houses (the separate hut for a woman
about to be delivered). In this manner each day a thousand
people would surely die, and each day a thousand and five
hundred people would surely be born."
'

I

:

:

1

'

Irinami is thus conquered
Izanagi prevails
and in commemoration of his victory the Japanese
;

;

thereafter called themselves Ame-no-masu-hito-ra,
'
the heavenly surplus-population.'
All these stories the common aim of which was
to answer the innumerable questions of primitive

—

curiosity regarding the affairs of Nature and of
man, of physical phenomena and living beings, the
origin of the world and its present appearance, in
short, regarding evei-ything that afterwards constituted the complicated object of the sciences

— provide us with a mythology in which cosmogony

holds the place of honour, and cosmology is only
beginning to appear. The ancient Japanese felt
themselves enveloped in mysteries which they
would have been glad to solve ; but, as the limited
extent of their knowledge set strict bounds to
their attempts, they soon tired of looking for these
causes
they accordingly stopped short with in;

fantile explanations which seemed satisfying to
them, but which could scarcely approach a deep
investigation of the laws that underlie the sensible
world.
It was only under Chinese influence that
this type of investigation developed, and that the
ancient mythology became complicated with abstract principles, as we have seen in the typical
example of the story of the creation in the Nihongi.
This desire to harmonize national tradition with
the philosophical ideas of China, or even of Europe,
was bound to end in the most ludicrous theories in
the hands of the modern Shintoist theologians.
Thus, e.g., they attempted to explain the origin of
the stars, sometimes by investigating whether they
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might have sprung from the excess of material
stirred up and scattered into space by Izanagi's
spear, sometimes by supposing that the shell of
the primitive egg got broken, and that the fragments were caught up by the rotatory motion of
the sun and thus drawn into the astronomical
whirl (Hirata, Koshiden, 1812, ii. 36, 38).
But
these apologist fantasies are clearly foreign to the
cosmogony and embryonic cosmology of the
ancient Japanese.
simjile
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;

;

AND COSMOLOGY (Jewish).
— COSMOGONY
Speaking generally,
may be said that specuit

origin of the world was not
during the early Rabbinic period.
Between Biblical times and the era of the Jewish
philosophers, cosmology in the modern sense can
scarcely be said to have flourished, and ultimately
it is so closely connected with
philosophy itself
that separate treatment is scarcely possible. The
well-known verses of Ben Sira (Sir 3 21 ''),
lation

as

to the

encouraged

'

Search not the things that are too wonderful for thee
And seek not that which is hid from thee.
thou hast no business with the secret things
.

.

(tr.

Talmud and Midrash, and are applied
form of investigation (see JQR iii. [1890-1]
690; Bab. Hagiga, 113a, etc.; Midr. Bereshith
Rabba, ch. viii. cf. also parallel passages quoted
in JQR iii. 698). It
may also be said that, in most
cases where cosmological elements are found in
Rabbinic sources, the scientific character is subare quoted in
to this

;

ordinated to the religious. Leaving the Biblical
records, the following are the main groups of
writings, during this intermediate period, which
deal with the question of creation
(1) references
in Talmud and Midrash (cited above) ;
(2) special
references to the 'Logos' as distinct from other
means of creation (3) Klabbalistic writings and
references, such as the Sepher Yeslra and the
Zohar, etc.
With regard to the first class, the verses of Ben
Sira which have been cited are typical of the
disapproval displayed by the Rabbis towards cosmological study. With them should be carefully
compared the Gemara in the first Mishna of the
second percq of Hagiga (lib). This passage is the
:

;

locus classicus, though scarcely less noteworthy
are the beginnings of Genesis Iiabba and Tanhuma.
It is evident that the dislike of the Rabbis to the
study of cosmology was due to two causes the
fact that the material and method appeared to be
Greek in origin, and the fact that such study
sometimes led to atheism and apostasy. In support
of this the famous story of Elisha b.
Abuya (Aber)
(cf. Hagiga, 156 foot, etc.) may be recalled.
The
study of Greek mythology and philosophy leads
to Hellenization, and must be discouraged. 1
It
would seem, however, that the ardour for these
studies grew, in spite of checks from the Rabbis
and the latter seem to have abandoned a policy of
resistance and adopted a new attitude that the
creation of the world must be shown to have

—

;

—

Hence

the early chapters of Bereshith Rabba are devoted to proving that God, and God alone, is the
Creator.
There are clear traces of replies, on the
1

Cf.

Hagiga,

'Men are not

lid,

to

(sc. disciples),' tr.

0<}y2 rrpinp

expound
Streane.

.

.

.

n'B'jjDa

.

.

.

p(T)ii

;

'

;

—

whether private or
turbed.

Had

was not seriously disthe case, the doctrine

official,

this been

must have been pushed to its logical conclusion,
and it would have been alleged that the Torah
had some share in the actual work of creation
6). But, while
Torah to the
the
functions of
architect,
parchment
the Divine Creator are not only never usurped,
but, on the contrary, the supremacy of the Godhead in the work of creation is emphatically
stated.
Prom this it may be inferred that the
belief was never reduced to definite form.
The
same may be said of the passages in the Midrash.
Their purpose is homily, not science ; theii concern
is to praise the works of the Deity rather than to
investigate the ways of Nature or to explain the
This is clear from the
riddle of the universe.
verse of Scripture is regumethods employed.
larly interpreted by natural phenomena, and the
functions of heaven and earth, are derived philoHad the objective of the
logical]/ from the Bible.
Ra'jbis been practical, a different plan would have
been adopted.
As it is, arguments post factum
are quite legitimate and in keeping with the
purpose.
To imagine that the Rabbis would have been
content with such methods of argument, or would
have considered them adequate, is impossible for
two reasons.
(1) This would overlook the true
character of Haggada (i.e. allegoric homily) and
(2) it would imply ignorance of the scientific capabilities of the Rabbis.
It is only necessary to turn
to astronomy, in order to see what they could
achieve.
Hence it is desirable, for cosmological
purposes, to pass over Bereshith Rabba and most
Talmudical passages. It is also fair to exclude the
famous controversy of Hillel and Shammai as to
the relative precedence of Heaven and Earth 1 in
this category (Hag. 12a), because their objective
also was religion, not science.
On the whole,
the dogma of the creatio ex nihilo was accepted,
though not without reservations and even opposition.
In 2 Mac I 7* the author speaks actually
of a creation 4£ owe tvruv, but Wis ll 18 prefers
the theory of re-arrangement of existing matter
rather than creation.Philo allegorizes
God
gave the form, not the matter ; though, of course,
ultimately He is the Creator. According to the

plans of

O. Taylor),

depended entirely on the Divine power.
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(contrast B. Rabba, ed. Theodor, p.
the Bereshith Rabba compares the

;

'

.

(Jewish)

part of the Rabbis who are there quoted, to
opponents, who seem to have been Gnostics and
dualists, by whom the Biblical scheme of creation is
rejected in some cases it would seem as though
we were face to face with Pantheistic ideas, but
that would be difficult to establish. The creatio ex
nihilo is frequently affirmed, but this question, as
well as that of the eternity of matter, belongs to
Jewish philosophy rather than to cosmology they
cannot be considered without reference to later
writers, e.g. Maimonides and Judah Hallevi.
Each of the three great Semitic religions has
had to face the problem of harmonizing a doctrine
of pre-existence, in some shape or form, with a
concurrent belief in the creatio ex nihilo. In the
case of Christianity it is the Arian controversy.
Among the Muslims, the question of the Qur'an—
whether it was created or eternal was one of the
points on which the Mu'tazilite heresy turned.
But in Judaism, at least in the early period, the
question of the pre-existence of the Torah was
never a burning one.
It was the application to
the Torah of Pr 8 2a that gave rise to this belief.
Gnostic
ideas
were
Perhaps
originally responsible,
but at all events it is certain that Jewish theology,

j'jj,

the work' of Creation with two

an

A

;

:

1

This was one of

Macedon
2
1}

vAtjs.

the questions

asked by Alexander of

(see Tamid, 32tl, and B. Rabba, ed. Theodor, p. 13).
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beginning
Opifie. Mundi, the world was
created for the rnin ; and with the rriin all natural
in harmony.
This is perhaps
must
be
phenomena
an extension of the Midrashic thought that the
world was created rninn ms'a {B. Eabba, ed.
Philo's Logos does not
Theodor, p. 9, line 9).
perform quite the same functions as the Mislinic
or Targumic Logos or Memra if such a term may
be used. In Aboth (v. 1) we read that the world
was created by ten ninoND, or sayings ; that is to
say, "inti-i, And God said,' occurs ten times with
reference to the Creation.
Now this theory has
developed from what may briefly and conveniently
be described as the Targumic attitude the obThe Maamar, or
jection to anthropomorphism.
Memra, to some extent intervenes and becomes
the mouthpiece or instrument of creation.
This
gives rise to theories of Mediators, whether in
form of Demiurge or of Metatron, which are, however, often expressly repudiated
e.g. Bereshith
of de

—

'

—

:

Theodor, p. 5, 1. 10, and p. 27, 1. 3),
of the creation of angels is discussed.
The question is in itself unimportant.
Stress is laid on the fact that they could not have
been created on the first day, lest any share in the
work of the creation should be ascribed to them.
Metatron (nera 8pt>vov or metatorl) is mentioned
by name frequently (cf. Sanhedrin, 386, which is
a warning against ascribing Divine powers to
Metatron). It may be doubted whether it was ever

Rabbet, (ed.

where the date

believed that the Maamaroth actually exercised
functions ; it is more probable that the idea was
invented to account for the text, and repudiated
when felt to be dangerous. At all events it cannot
be included in true cosmology.
In considering the Cabbala, which, of course,
belongs really to a later period, the same air of
In the Sepfor Yeslra
unreality is experienced.
and simiJsj works, permutations and arrangements of numbers' and letters are the basis of
argument, and this is typical of the whole
a bbala.
close remystical outlook of the
lation is postulated between the real and the
unseen, between the written word and the
abstract idea of which it is the symbol hence it
was believed to be possible to extract the spiritual
from the physical form, i.e. from the word in
which it was confined. The deductions are, of
course, ingenious, but they are reached by literary
or quasi-philological arguments.
It is obvious
that either scientific investigation or carefully
selected tradition must form the foundation of
cosmology, and it cannot definitely be stated to
what practical extent the authors of Cabbalistic
reasoning desired their results to be taken. The
truth is that between the period of the Bible and
that of the mediaeval Jewish philosophers there is
no real cosmology. The Scriptures supplied the

A

£

;

needs of

all seekers, until

Judaism was brought

with Aristotelianism and NeoHitherto cosmology was not taken
in
the
scientific sense, it was mere
seriously
homily but henceforward it became an integral
of
the
It is
portion
system of each thinker.
impossible to discuss the theories of JUS? »:, creatio
exnihilo, in medieval times, apart from the rest
of the philosophy which was established upon it.
face

to

face

Platonism.
;

Literature.— There is a critical edition of the Midrash
Bereshith Rabba by J. Theodor (Berlin, 1903).
For those
unacquainted with Hebrew the Talmudic references may be
studied in M. L. Rodkinson's tr. (Ita(jiija = vol. vi.), New York,
or
in
L.
Goldschmidt's
Germ.
tr.
189!),
preferably
(Uerlin,
1897 <!.).
The treatise Ilagiqa was translated (with notes, etc.)
by A. W. Streane, Cambridge, 1891. Some idea of the Midrash
may lie obtained from S. Rapaport's Tales and Maxims from
the Midrash (London, 1907) Bee also JE, artt.
Cosmology,'
'

;
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COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY(Mexican
and South American).

—

I.

Mexico.

— On the origin

(Mexican and South American)

and constitution

of the universe the ancient Mexicans developed a number of complex and, in part,
In the earliest times, accorddiscordant myths.
ing to Sahagun's version, the gods assembled in
Teotihuacan for the purpose of debating who was
to govern the world and who was to be the sun,
for at that time there was no daylight.
deity
named Tecuciztecatl offered to illuminate the
world. His compeers asked who would act as his
mate, but none of them could summon sufficient
At last they
courage, each offering excuses.
delegated the task to Nanauatzin, who was
afflicted with the pox (buboso), and he cheerfully
The luminaries-elect then began a
acquiesced.
four days' penance.
fire was built, and both
made their offerings. After the four days had

A

A

elapsed, Tecuciztecatl and Nanauatzin received
their ceremonial vestments.
The gods ranged
themselves in two rows, one on either side of the
fire, and first called upon Tecuciztecatl to leap
into the flames.
The deity approached the blaze,
but recoiled from its excessive heat. Four times
he made the attempt, and four times he abandoned
it.
Then the gods ordered Nanauatzin to try.
He mustered up all his courage, closed his eyes,
and leapt into the flames. Immediately a crackling sound was heard. Then Tecuciztecatl followed
suit.
When the two deities had been completely

consumed by the

the other gods seateel themthem rise. After a long
sky assumed a reddish
and
there
appeared the light of dawn.
aspect,
The gods fell on their knees and turned hither and
thither, not knowing from what quarter the sun
would come, for the light of dawn was shining
everywhere. At last it rose from the east, swaying to and fro, and dazzling the onlookers with
its brilliancy.
Presently the moon rose from the
same cardinal direction. They appeared in the
same order in which the two gods had entered the
At first sun and moon were equally brilliant.
fire.
The other gods debated whether this was proper,
and decided in the negative. Then one of them
began to run, and struck Tecuciztecatl's face with
a hare.
Straightway it turned darker, lost its
splendour, and assumed the present appearance of
the moon. Though the sun and the moon had
thus been created, they were still stationary. The
How could we live
gods asked one another
under these conditions ? The sun does not move.
Are we to spend all our life among unworthy
mortals? Let us all die, so that our death may
animate these luminaries.' The wind then offered
Still the sun did not
to kill the gods, and did so.
begin to move. At last the wind blew so violently
that he forced the sun to commence its journey,
but the moon remained stationary for a while.
Thus, sun and
Finally, it also began to move.
moon became separated and assumed the habit
Had
of rising at different hours of the day.
Tecuciztecatl leapt into the fire before Nanauatzin,
he would have been the sun. 1
A somewhat similar version has been recorded
by Mendieta. Citlalatonac and Oitlalicue appear
as the primeval deities. The latter bore a Ilint,
which her enraged sons hurled to the earth. From
the shattered stone there developed 1600 gods, who
asked their mother for permission to create mankind. Citlalicue referred thom to Mictlantecutli,
who was to furnish them with the bones and ashes
The messenger of the gods
of the deceased.
received the required objects from the lord of the
under world, but, lest Mictlantecutli might recall
his gift, he fled in haste, stumbled, and broke the
bones.
He quickly gathered the fragments and
presented them to the gods, who enclosed them in
fire,

selves, expecting to see
period of waiting, the

'

:

i

Sahagun, Hist. gin. des chosts dc la Nouvelle-Esjiagm:

1880), 178-482.

(Paris,
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a bag and bespattered them with their own blood.
On the fourth day there issued forth a boy, and on
the eighth a girl. These became the ancestors of
The sun was not yet in existence.
mankind.
The gods assembled in Teotihuacan and announced
that whosoever would jump into the fire should
be transformed into the sun. One man ventured
to leap in, and the spectators anxiously watched
for the rising of the sun. In the meantime they laid
a wager that the animals present would not be
able to guess the place whence the sun would rise,
and, as the animals actually failed to do so, they
were all sacrificed. At last the sun appeared, but
did not move. Angered by his immovability, Citli
('Hare') let fly three arrows at him, wounding
him twice. The enraged solar deity hurled one

arrow back at the enemy, piercing bis forehead.
The gods then recognized their relative inferiority,
and consented to be sacrificed. Xolotl tore out
their hearts, and himself committed suicide.
Appeased by this sacrifice, the sun began his daily
course. 1

A

rather different tale is narrated in the ZumarThere dwelt originally in the
Codex.
thirteenth heaven a Divine couple, Tonacatecutli
and Tonacaeihuatl, who begat four sons, viz.
Quetzalcoatl,
Camaxtli,
Yayauquitezcatlipuca,
and Huitzilopochtli. After 600 years of inactivity
these four created the world.
Quetzalcoatl and
Huitzilopochtli created fire and a half-sun, the
first pair of human beings, the days, the denizens
of infernal regions, the heavens beyond the
thirteenth, and finally water and the monster
In the further creation the entire
Cipactli.
quartet participated. They formed the sea-deities
Tlalocatecutli and Chalchiuhtlicue, and then
created out of Cipactli the earth and her deity

raga

human pair, Oxomoco and
Cipactonal, begat a son who married a woman
shaped out of Xochiquetzal's hair. As the halfTlaltecutli.

The

first

little light, it was decided to
and accordingly Tezcatlipoca transformed himself into a real sun. Then the giants
were created. After Tezcatlipoca had shone for

sun gave forth but
perfect

it,

676 years (13 cycles), Quetzalcoatl hurled him into
the water, himself assuming solar functions, while
his enemy transformed himself v?to 5, tiger which
devoured the giant race.
In commemoration of
this event, there developed the constellation of
Charles's Wain, which represents Tezcatlipoca
descending into the ocean. After Quetzalcoatl had
served for an equal space of time, his rival hurled
him headlong with a blow of his paws, causing a
tempest that destroyed the majority of human
Then Tlalocatecutli reigned as the sun
beings.
for 364 years (7 cycles), but Quetzalcoatl drove him
away by means of a torrent of fire and installed
Chalchiuhtlicue in his place. She served in this
position for 312 years (6 cycles), then a deluge
occurred, mankind were changed into fish, and the
heavens fell down.
The divine quartet next
opened a passage under ground, and created four
men. By the joint efforts of all of these the sky
was raised to its present altitude. As a token of
his gratitude, Tonacatecutli transferred to his sons
the sovereignty of the stars, they settled in the
heavens, and by their migrations they are smoothing the path known as the Milky Way. Two
years later Tezcatlipoca first produced fire by
friction, and, several years later still, a new race
of man was created.
After the lapse of five years,
the gods decreed the formation of a new sun.
War was waged in order to secure a sufficient
number of human sacrifices for the sun, then the
gods fasted, drew blood from their own bodies, and
heaped up firewood. Into the blaze Quetzalcoatl
1

O.

Briihl,

1875-1887), 400.
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who thus became

the sun.
son,
Tlalocatecutli, however, threw his son into the
him
rise
as
the
thus
ashes,
moon, which
making
continually follows the sun without ever overit.
Both
luminaries
wander
taking
through the
air without ever reaching the heavens.
The Codex
Vaticanus mentions the bi-sexual deity Ometecutli
as the creator of the universe.
He creates the
cast his

first

human

pair,

Oxomoco and

beget Tonacatecutli, to
creation are duo. 1

whom

Cipactonal. These
the later stages of

The modern Tarahumare believe that the present
world was preceded by many others, all of which
were destroyed. In these earlier periods all the
watercourses flowed eastward, but now there are
also some rivers that empty into the Pacific.
Originally, the world was but a waste of sand,
which the bears put into shape. The rocks were
at first soft and small, but they grew to be large
and hard. The people grew up from the soil, and
the earth was quite level. At that time men lived
to be only one year old, dying like the flowers.
According to another tradition, they came from
heaven with corn and potatoes in their ears, and
were led by Tata Dios a solar character designated by a Christian name into the mountains,
the middle of the world. In the beginning, the
Morning Star was the only heavenly body to
illuminate the earth, and the 600 Indians then in
existence were greatly irritated by the surrounding darkness, for they were unable to do their
work and were continually stumbling about. The
sun and the moon were then children, dressed in
palm-leaf garments and dwelling in a house
thatched with palm leaves. The Indians at last

—

—

dipped small crosses into tesvino (native beer) and
with them touched the sun and the moon on the
Then they
chest, on the head, and on the back.
2
began to shine.

Maya.— The

creation-myth of **jgg ancient
cosmogony f the Maya stock
In-the beginning there were
heaven and water.,. u U t everything was
stagnant
and dark, ^jucumatz, Tepeu, and Hurakan held
a couHuiT and created the world,
forming mounFirst there appeared
tains, plains, and rivers.
the vegetable, and later the animal, kingdom.
But the animals were unable to call by name or
greet their creators, and were accordingly condemned to be killed and eaten. Next the gods
created men out of clay ; but, as this material
lacked vitality, it dissolved in the water.
Then
the deities invoked the aid of Xpiyacoc and
Xmucane, and created a man out of the wood of
one tree and a woman from the sap of another.
Both were able to move about and propagate thei r
kind, but they lacked intelligence and lived like
the brute creation. Accordingly the gods sent
showers of pitch which caused a flood, and wif
animals which destroyed the race. From the few
survivors are descended the small monkeys dwelling in the forests. At last there were created four
perfect men out of yellow and white maize Balam
Quitze, Balam Agab, Mahucutah, and Iquibalam.
2.

Quiche

now

is

the fullest

accessible to us.

:

These were intelligent, and were able to perceive
things far and near by the light of the morning
star, and to penetrate the most recondite matters.
Rejoicing in their powers, they thanked their
creators.
The latter, however, became envious of
their creatures and blew a cloud over their eyes,
so that they were able to see only what was near.
While the men were asleep, the gods created four
women for them. The race multiplied, but, as
they lacked patron deities, they moved to Tulan
Zuiva, where they acquired the necessary divinities.

Die Culturvolker Alt-Amerikas (New York,
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Tohil, one of these tutelary gods, gave fire to the
people, but it was extinguished by rain and hail,
and Tohil then created it anew by stamping his
feet.
Owing to the suffering undergone by the
people in Tulan, they abandoned the place under
Tohil's guidance, and, after long-continued migraThere sun, moon,
tions, reached Mt. Hacavitz.
and stars were called into being, though they did
not then shine as brightly as they do now. The
origin of these heavenly bodies, however, is differently accounted for in the myth of Hunahpu and
Xbalanque, the miraculously born twin heroes of
Quiche folklore. In order to avenge their father's
death, the brothers descend to the infernal realm

Xibalba, and slay their parent's murderers.
their father and his brother to rise as
moon respectively, while 400 youths
who had been killed by the Xibalba monarch's son
are transferred to the sky as stars. 1
The Maya proper of the present day believe that
the world is in the fourth period of its existence.
In the first era there lived the Saiyamwinkoob
('Adjusters'), the mythical dwarfish aborigines of
Yucatan, who are credited with the construction
of the ruins before the appearance of the sun.
As
soon as the sun appeared, these people turned to
stone.
found
in
the
of
Chichen
Figures
temples
Itza and other archaeological sites are supposed to
represent the Saiyamwinkoob. After a deluge,
another race, the Offenders,' came into being, but
again a flood destroyed the greater part of the
world, and the Masehualli, or modern Maya, rose
to power. Another deluge occurred and ushered
in the present period, during which a mixture
of all the previous inhabitants of Yucatan took
place. The present natives of Yucatan distinguish
seven heavens, each of which has a hole in the
centre, one directly above the other.
giant tree
(Bombax ceiba) sends its branches through these
se'/en openings, and by means of it the spirits of
the dead clamb'ei up to their final place of repose.
One version substitute? a ladder of vines for the
The Gran Dios of the white man is believed
tree.
to reside in the uppermost heaver.; while the lower
heavens are peopled by the older deities of the
natives, now degraded to the rank of subordinate
Below the earth there is an under world.
spirits.
The spirits of the dead first descend to this region
for a short space of time, but soon begin their
ascent to the upper worlds. Men who have died
in war and women who have died in childbirth are
absolved from the obligation to visit the under
2
world, and commence their ascent without delay.
The Chibcha philosophers postu3. Chibcha.
lated as the original substance chiminigagua light
enclosed in some undefined envelope. When the
light freed itself from this covering, it created
black birds which flew through the world, emitting
radiant air from their beaks. Later it created all
Mankind traced their
living things save men.
descent from a woman named Bachue (or Fuzaa
whom issued from a
and
both
of
chogue)
boy,
On reaching
lagoon in the vicinity of Tunja.
the
married
his
boy
companion, and their
puberty,
numerous progeny soon peopled the entire country.
According to another myth, mankind was created
by the cacicflies of Sogamozo and Ramiriqui men
out of yellow earth, and women out of hollow
plant-stems. As darkness reigned over the earth,
the cacique of Sogamozo bade his nephew, Ramiriqui, ascend to the sky and illuminate the world.
AccordNevertheless, the night remained dark.
ingly the cacique transformed himself into the
moon. An interesting cosmological concept was
of

They cause

the sun and

'

A

—

—

—

1
Brasseur de Bourbourg, Popol Vuh (Paris, 1801), 1-31,
187-103 ; Brtihl, op. tit. Hit.
2 A. M.
Tozzer, A Comparative Study oj the Mayas and

Lacandone* (New York and London,
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connected with the myth of Chibchachum. This
deity, angered by the inhabitants of Bogota, had
afflicted them with an inundation of the Sopo and
Tibito rivers. The Indians prayed to Bechica,
who put a stop to the devastation of the country
and punished Chibchachum by ordering him to
support the earth, which hitherto had rested on

wooden

props.
Earthquakes originated whenever
the tired Atlas shifted his burden from one shoulder
to the other. 1
number of essentially different
Peru.
4.
Peruvian cosmogonies are recorded in the earlier
writings. According to one legend, Con, a boneless son of the sun and the moon, created the world
and man, levelled mountains, and raised valleys by
his supernatural powers.
He is said to have come
from the north. J. von Tschudi regards him as
the deity of the Chimu, the natives of the northwestern coast district. Con became displeased
with the dwellers of the coast, and converted the

—A

region into a desert, though he mitigated this
punishment by allowing some rivers to flow through
the land so that the people might slake their thirst,
and also provided his creatures with wild herbs and
fruits. After him came Pachacamac, another son of
the sun and the moon, and Con disappeared. Pachacamac transformed into birds, apes, pumas, and
other animals the human race called into being by
bis brother.
He then created the Indians of histhem for their occupation -the
torical times,
giving
cultivation of fields and the growing of fruit.
Turruel's fuller account relates that in the beginning of the world Pachacamac created a man and

a woman, without, however, supplying them with
food.
The man starved, but the woman prayed to
the sun for relief, and the deity descended, comso
forted her, and impregnated her with his
rays,
that she gave birth to a son four days later.
Pachacamac, however, was angered at the thought
that she had supplicated his father rather than
himself, destroyed the infant, cut him in pieces,
and sowed the dismembered parts of the child's
body. From the teeth grew corn, from the bones
yuccas, and from the flesh all the other fruits and
vegetables. Thus, the Indians were indebted to

Pachacamac

for

their

food.

The

slain

child's

The
mother, however, clamoured for revenge.
sun again took pfty on h:r, "id c: ;atcd another
infant's
umbilimurdered
out
of
the
son, Vichama,

When grown to maturity, Vichama set
out to journey all over the world. In the meantime Pachacamac killed his mother and caused
birds of prey to devour her body, except the hair
and bones, which he left near the shore. Then he
created men and women, and appointed chiefs to
When Vichama learned of his
rule over them.
mother's death, he restored her to life fiom her
then he set out to
bones
hair
and
concealed
avenge her destruction. Pachacamac threw himself into the sea where afterwards stood the temple
and city named after him. Vichama devastated
the fields, and implored the sun to turn the people
of Vegueta into stone, because, he alleged, they
had participated in his mother's murder. Thus, all
Pachacamac's creatures were transformed into
stones.
Repenting of their deed, the sun and
Vichama transferred the former chiefs and nobles
to the coast, setting them up there as huacas to be
worshipped in the future. Then Vichama implored
The sun gave him
his father to create a new race.
eggs of gold, silver, and copper, from which there
common
developed the chiefs, their wives, and the
Still another legend derives
herd, respectively.
mankind from two male and two female stars sent
down to earth by Pachacamac. 2
cal cord.

;

1

2
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On

the shores of Lake Titieaca there developed
variants of another myth. Before the reign of the
Incas, the natives believed, there was no sun, and
their ancestors prayed to the gods for light.
Suddenly the sun rose radiant from the island of
Titieaca.
At the same time there appeared from
the south a white man of slim figure, who levelled
the mountains and caused springs to gush forth
from the rocks. Hence he was regarded as the
author of all things, the creator of the sun, manHe travelled northkind, and the brute creation.
ward, and never retraced his steps. In the course
of his journey he admonished the Indians to live
in peace.
The name by which he was commonly
known was Ticiviracocha. Some time after his
departure there appeared another man who cured
the sick and wrought miracles. The inhabitants
of Pueblo Cacha, however, rose against him, and
were about to stone him to death but he merely
raised his hands, and flames darted from the sky,
threatening to consume his assailants.
Taking
pity on the terrified Indians, he extinguished the
fire, leaving only the burnt rocks as evidence of his
power. He then wandered to the coast, spread his
cloak over the waves, and vanished from sight.
The name of this second wonder-worker was Viracocha.
For a more substantial creation-tale we
are indebted to Betanzos. Long ago, according to
his narrative, there rose from a lake Con Tici
Viracocha, who created heaven and earth and
mankind, but did not supply them with light.
Offended by man's ingratitude, he transformed the
race into stones. He again rose out of the lake
with several companions, created the sun in Tiahuanaco, and later the moon and the stars. Next,
he re-peopled the earth in the following way for
every province he fashioned a number of stone
images ; then he sent all but two of his companions towards the east, where they called into
being such people as their master had indicated in
his stone effigies
finally, he dispatched, with
similar powers, the two men that had remained
with him, one to Condesuyo, and the other to
Andesuyo, while he himself wandered to Cuzco,
creating human beings as he passed along. In
Pueblo Cacha he was attacked by the newly
created Indians, but reduced them to submission,
as in the version already quoted. In Cuzco he also
created a tribe, and gave to the place its name.
When he arrived at the seashore, he was joined by
his associates, and they all walked across the
sea as though it were solid earth. The full name
given to this creator is Con Tici Viracocha Pacha*
virayachaehic, while his assistants figure as
cochas generically. In Molina's version, the two
viracochas that remained with their master after
the others had set out on their mission are called
Ymaymana Viracocha, and Tocapo Viracocha. The
former was credited with having named trees and
plants, and with having instructed the Indians as
to their nutritive and medicinal virtues. Tocapo,
on the other hand, named the rivers, and taught
the people about the fruits and flowers. According to the same variant of the myth, the sun, while
rising from the Island of Titieaca in human shape,
addressed the ancestors of the Incas, promising
them that their descendants would rule the land
;

:

;

'

and subject many

tribes. 1

—

Primitive tribes. The Arawak of Guiana say
that, before the existence of mankind, a being
broke off twigs and pieces of bark from a silkcotton tree and threw them broadcast around him.
Some turned into birds others fell into the water
and became fish
still others fell on land and
5.

;

;

became

beasts, reptiles,

Warrau myth

men, and women.
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cit.
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Okonorote', a great hunter, once pursued a bird for
many days. At length he was able to shoot it, but
his

quarry

fell

into a deep pit and

was

lost to sight.

Okonorote', however, saw daylight in the pit, and
soon discovered a land down below, inhabited by
many quadrupeds. He hung a long piece of bushrope down towards the earth, and climbed down.
After a successful chase, he returned home with
some venison. The Warrau relished the food so
much that they decided to emigrate to the earth.
After many of them had climbed down, a woman
of large proportions got stuck in the opening, and,
though her fellow-tribesmen attempted to extricate
her, it was found impossible.
Accordingly, those
Warrau who were already on the earth were
obliged to remain in their new place of residence,
while those who were still in the sky-land could not
but stay in the upper regions. The same story, with
1
trifling modifications, is told by the Carib Indians.
The Bakairi, a Carib tribe living on the affluents
of the upper Xingu river, regard the sun as a
large ball made of the feathers of the red macaw
and the toucan, and the moon as a corresponding
ball of the tail feathers of the Cassicus.
The sun
is covered at night with a large pot, which is
removed at daybreak. During the rainy season it
is carried by a snail, during the dry season by the
The waning of the
fast-flying humming-bird.
moon is due to the successive appearance of a
lizard, an ordinary armadillo, and a giant armadillo, the last of which completely covers the featherball.
Corresponding explanations are offered for
solar and lunar eclipses.
Orion is a frame for drying manioc, the larger stars form doorpost knobs,
and Sirius constitutes a large cross-beam supporting
the frame on the side. The Pleiades are simply a

The firmament shows merely
pile of flour-grains.
a duplication of terrestrial affairs the Indians find
there manioc, cultivated soil, forests, etc. The
Milky Way is a huge tomtom, near which the two
culture-heroes, Keri and Kame, performed their
deeds. Other heavenly phenomena are regarded
:

as a jagnar, ant-eater, vulture, etc.
The place of a genuine cosmogony is taken by a number of
myths, accounting not so much for the ultimate origin as for the
more or less miraculous arrangement and regulation of observed
phenomena through the power of the twin culture-heroes, Keri
and Eame.

Practically every thing

now existing

in the universe

believed to have existed from the very beginning there were
even Borne Bakairi tribesmen and members of other tribes. Conditions, however, represented a sort of topsy-turvydom as compared with the present cosmos. In the beginning the earth was
the sky. Earth and Bky were in close proximity, so that it was
possible to walk to and fro. Keri bade the sky shift its position,
for his people were dying
but the sky refused to do so. Then
Keri decided to depart. Accordingly, he and all his tribe went
to the earth, and the sky rose to its present height. The sun
is

:

;

was

in the possession of the

Urubu vulture

;

when

the bird was

away, darkness reigned supreme. Owing to this darkness, the
Keri Baw him and
tapir fell into a pit belonging to the Urubu.
entered one of his front feet while Kame, who had entered a
little yellow singing-bird, was to inform his brother of everything
that was going on. When the vulture swooped down on his
prey, Ken seized him and, on pain of death, ordered him to
surrender the sun. The Urubu dispatched his brother to bring
the sun, but his messenger only came back with the dawn. Sent
back again, the vulture's brother offered Keri the moon, but the
hero persisted in his demand until the sun was presented to
him. Then he released the Urubu. The Bun was shining continually, and Keri did not know what to do with it, though
finally he covered it with a large pot, which was simply removed
to make daylight. Thus, the latter-day distinction of day and
night was first introduced. The moon was given to Kame.
Another quasi-cosmogonic tale accounts for the origin of the
Paranatinga and Ronuro-Kulisehu rivers. Keri and Kame were
sent for water. They found three pots with water, but broke
two of them, so that the water flowed down, forming the water;

courses in question.

The remaining origin-tales of the Bakairi, though for the
greater part belonging to the same cycle, are not cosmogonic at
all, but merely narrate the heroes' exploits in acquiring fire,
manioc, tobacco, the hammock, and other necessaries of life for
the benefit of mankind. 2

The

begins with a period when the
ancestors 01 the Indians lived in the sky. There
1

(Mexican and South American)

1

E. F.

1883), 378

Im Thurn, Among

the

Indiana of Guiana (London,

f.

2 K. von den Steinen, Unter den
Brasiliens (Berlin, 1894), 357-386.
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The Paressi, though members of the Nu-Arawak
family, possess a number of cosmic notions akin
to those of the Bakairi.
They also believe the sun
to be composed of red macaw feathers, which are
hidden in a gourd at night and uncovered by their
owner at daybreak. The moon consists of yellow
'
'
mutung feathers. The full moon begins to wane
when a thin spider appears on its edge, and it is
successively covered by four armadillos, the last
being the giant armadillo, Dasypus gigas. The
galaxy is dotted with countless yellow fruits, and
of the stars many are recognized as an ostrich,
jaguar, or some other animal. In the beginning
there was a woman named Maiso. Neither earth
nor water was in existence, and there was no light.
She took a piece of wood and introduced it into her
body, from which there then issued forth the Rio
Its muddy stream was soon followed by
the limpid waters of the Rio Paressi. Maiso then
placed land in the stream, and thus made the
earth.
Maiso also gave birth to many quasihuman beings of stone, first of all being DarukaThis couple
vaitere, who married Uarahiulu.
procreated the sun, the moon, and all the other
celestial beings, and assigned to each its place in
the firmament. Next, Darukavaitere begat parrots
and snakes, until Maiso made his wife conceive
Uazale, the ancestor of the Paressi and the first

Cuyaba.

really

human

being.

1

Of the Weltanschauung of the Bororo we have,
Like the
unfortunately, but a meagre sketch.
Bakairi and Paressi, they regard the sun and moon
as bunches of macaw feathers. Mankind are believed to dwell on a large island in a river.
The
sun and moon, or their owners, are on one side and
pass through the river when they meet, the moon
The Pleipasses by and becomes the new moon.
ades are the blossoms of a tree, Orion is looked
1
as a tortoise, and single stars are generally
up*,."
regarded as sand-fleas, Venus, for example, being
characterized ao the large sand-flea.' The rainbow
is supposed to be a large suamanistic water-snake.
meteor that appeared dining the second German Xingu expedition was regarded is the soul
;

'

A

of a

shaman bent on

dysentery.

afflicting

some Bororo with

2

The cosmogonic notions of the Jibaro of Ecuador
are insufficiently known. According to one tale,
the world was fashioned by a great spirit who
amused himself with manufacturing clay objects.
He constructed a large blue vessel, and placed it
where the sky is nowadays seen.
A more detailed account is given of the deluge. A member of
the Murato aub-tribe was fishing in a lagoon. A little crocodile
swallowed his hook, and was killed by the Indian. The mother
was so incensed at this deed that she struck
the water with her tail, and flooded all the country bordering
on the lagoon. All the Indians perished, save a single individual
who climbed a pivai palm, where he stayed many days in utter
darkness. From time to time he dropped a pivai fruit, but he
invariably heard it strike water. One day, however, the fruit
appeared to strike the earth. The Murato climbed down, built
a lodge, began to till the soil, and planted a piece of flesh from
From this there grew up a woman, whom he
his own body.
A deluge-myth derived from the Cafiari, but also
married.
attributed by Suarez to the Jibaro, records the escape of two
brothers, who fled from the flood to the top of a mountain, which
continued rising with the elevation of the waters. After the
flood the two Indians went in Quest of food, and on their return
were astonished to find some dishes already prepared in the hut
they had constructed. One of the brothers bid himself in order
to fathom the mystery, and discovered two parrot-women, who
set themselves to preparing the meal. Suddenly rushing from
his hiding-place, he seized one of the bird-women and married
her. The couple had three sons and three daughters, who became the ancestors of the Jibaro. a
of the crocodiles

The Caraya of the Araguaya River believe that
their ancestor, Kaboi, and his people once lived in
the under world, where the sun shone when the
earth was dark, and vice versa.
Hearing the call
of a bird, Kaboi decided to follow it.
He got to
1 Von den
Steinen, op. cit. 435-439.
2 lb. 613-516.
8

Rivet, Lcs Indicns jibaros (Paris, 190s), 91

f.

(Mexican and South American)

an opening leading to the earth, but, while his
companions succeeded in passing through it, he
himself proved too large and was able to get only
his head above ground. The other Indians gathered
many kinds of fruit, also honey and bees, as well
as dead and dry wood, and brought their finds to
the chief. Kaboi told them that, while the country
seemed to be beautiful and fertile, its inhabitants,
as indicated by the dry wood, could not live to the
old age that fell to the lot of their own people, for
in the under world the Indians attained a very
great age, and died only when they were too old to
move any part of their body. In spite of this
warning, the people preferred to stay above ground.
Accordingly, while their fellow-beings in the lower
regions are still in the prime of life, the descendants
of Kaboi's companions are destined to die.
At an
apparently later period, two powerful beings,
Tenira and Sokroa, hurled all the Indians into a
blazing fire and then destroyed each other in a
trial of strength.
Only two dwarf parrots and two
belated youths, returning from the hunt after the
destruction of their fellow-tribesmen, escaped.
When the young men set out on the next day
to hunt, they heard the pounding of mortars, and
on their return discovered that their meals had
been prepared by unknown hands.
This was
repeated on the next day. On the third day they
discovered that the food bad been cooked by the
two parrot-women, married them, and thus became the ancestors of the modern Caraya.
Another tale recounts the destruction of the Indians by a
The Caraya were out hunting and drove their game into
a pit. After taking out the captured animals, they dug up the
magician named Anatiua, and brought him to their village.
Frightened by his strange antics and unintelligible gibberish,
they fled from him, but Anatiua pursued them. He had with
him numerous calabashes filled with water. By breaking these,
he made the river rise until he had caused a deluge. The
Indians fled to the top of two mountain-peaks, but Anatiua
summoned to his aid several species of fish. Finally, one fish
possessing a beak-like mouth ascended the peaks from the rear,
pushed the people down, and thus drowned them. Only a few
of them escaped.
These descended to the valley when the
waters had fallen again. 1
flood.

The Caingang

of the State of

Parana

(Brazil)

a great flood which submerged the entire
world inhabited by their ancestors, with the exThe Cainception of a single mountain-peak.
gang, the Kadjurukre, and the Kame all swam
towards this summit, carrying firesticks in their
mouths, but only the Caingang and a small number of Kuruton Indians reached the goal, where
they stayed without food for many days, some
lying on the ground, while others, for lack of
space, were obliged to cling to the branches of the
trees.
They were beginning to give up hope when
they heard the singing of saracura (water-fowl),
which were carrying hampers full of earth. By
dropping this into the water, they caused the flood
The Indians shouted to them to make
to recede.
haste, which they did, asking the ducks to aid
them. In a short time they got to the summit of
the mountain and formed a platform, on which the
Caingang departed, those that had clung to the
branchesof the trees being transformed into Monito,
and the Kuruton into Caraya, Indians. Because
the saracura had begun their work in the east,
all the watercourses of the land flow towards the
west into the Parana. After the flood the Caingang established themselves in the vicinity of the
mountains.
The Kadjurukre and Kame, whose
souls had gone to dwell inside the sierra, began to
cut roads, and finally succeeded in getting out in
two opposite directions. The Kadjurukre entered
a level country watered by a brook and without
The
rocks, so that their feet remained small.
road of the Kame, however, led to a rocky region,
tell of

l P.
Khrenreich, Beitriigc zur Vblkerkunde Brasiliens,' Verbffentlichunqcn aus dem kuniglichcn Museum fur Vblkerkunde,
ii. (Berlin, 1S91) 39-41.
'
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were braised and swelled up to
As there was no spring there,
their present size.
water of the Kadjurukre. On
had
to
beg
they
ordered the
leaving the sierra, the Caingang
Knruton to look for the baskets and calabashes
which they had abandoned below before the deluge.
The Knruton departed, but were too lazy to reascend the mountain, so they remained where they
were and never joined the Caingang. During the
night following their departure from the sierra,
they built a fire, and a Kadjurukre made tigers out
of the ashes and coals, bidding them devour the
As he had not enough coal
people and the game.
left for painting the creatures he meant to fashion
made
the
next, he
tapirs, painting them with ashes
and bidding them eat game. But, as they were
hard of hearing, they asked him to tell them again
what to do. Being already engaged in creating
another species, the Kadjurukre answered gruflly,
Since then
Eat leaves and the branches of trees
they have eaten only foliage and the branches or
The Kadjurukre was making anfruits of trees.
other animal, which still lacked a tongue, teeth, and
several claws, when the day began to break. As
he was unable to complete the animal in the dayand
light, he quickly put a thin rod in its mouth
Hence
said, As you have no teeth, feed on ants
the imperfections of the ant-eater. The next night
the Kadjurukre resumed his labours and created
other animals and insects, among them the bees. In
the meantime the Kame had created other animals
to combat his rival's, such as the pumas, venomous
snakes, and wasps. All the Indians marched on
together. The young men of the Kadjurukre's band
married the girls in the Kame's, and vice versa and,
as there were still left a great many young men,
these married the Caingang women. For this reason
the Kadjurukre, Caingang, and Kame consider
themselves allies and relatives of one another. 1
The Tupi derive their origin from Monan, the

where

their feet

'

'

!

'

'

!

;

Offended by his creatures, this deity
caused a universal conflagration, which destroyed
all human beings save Irinmage.
Upon the solicitation of Irinmage, Monan extinguished the fire,
and afterwards gave him a wife. From the descendants of this pair there issued Monan Maire,
who acted as culture-hero, transforming men into
animals and establishing the cultivation of plants.
However, the Indians feared him for his magic, and
forced him to commit suicide. One of his descendants, Maire Poxi, dwelt in insignificance among
mankind, but finally ascended to heaven radiant
His son vainly attempted to follow,
w,ith beauty.
being transformed into stone. Another scion of
the same line, Maire Ata, begat the twins Tamenduare and Arikute. The brothers went in search
of their father, who resided in the east, and were
subjected to a number of tests. They proved their
miraculous powers by shooting an arrow into the
sky and sending an arrow into its notch, continuing this process until the chain of arrows was
complete. They further passed through clashing
rocks ('symplegades') and descended to the under
world. In the course of their wanderings Arikute
attacked his brother, who caused a deluge, from
which both were obliged to flee, seeking the
After the flood they re-peopled
shelter of trees.
the earth, becoming the ancestors of two tribal
creator.

divisions. 2

The Araucanians worship as their supreme deity
the representative of thunder, lightning, and fire,
the latter being regai'ded as the origin of all life.
This deity, Pillan, is believed to reside on the
highest summits of the Andes, and definite localities
1 Lucien
Adam, Le Parler des Caingangs,' Congres Internat.

(Mexican and South American)

are

still

named

after him.

appeared Mapu, the
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At a

later period there
creator of the earth, and

Pillan became his enemy, gradually assuming the
His messengei ami
character of an evil being.
subordinate genii introduced disease among the
Indians and their cattle, but could be driven away
by means of burning branches. One of these supernatural beings, named Cherruve, took the form of
comets and large meteors, and generally resided
near the crater of volcanoes. Smaller meteorites
were inhabited by another form of being with
human head and serpentine body. The moon,
Anehimalguen, was the wife of the sun, anil was
formerly regarded as a beneficent deity. More
recently, she is described as an ignis faluus, who
frightens the traveller by throwing herself under
his horse's body.
When the rider attempts to
lasso her, she flees and seeks refuge in the hut of a

witch. 1

RESUME. — While the material

available for comis far from complete, some interesting hisproblems present themselves to the student
of Central and South American myths.
So far as
homologies occur among neighbouring tribes, or
tribes linguistically affiliated, the theory of dispersion from a common source of origin offers the

parison
torical

readiest explanation of the similarities in question.
Thus, there can be no doubt that the Warrau and

Carib myths recorded by Im Thurn have a common
prototype, and the conception of sun and moon as
balls of feathers can hardly be supposed to have
originated independently among the Bakairi, ParThe surreptitious preparation of
essi, and Bororo.
food by bird-women constitutes so characteristic a
motive that, though the Jibaro are far removed
from the Caraya, we cannot assume that the incident developed twice, and we must depend on
future research to indicate more clearly the path
of transmission.
It is far more difficult to apply
this theory to the South American deluge-myths.
While in the northern half of the New World the
deluge-myth generally assumes a stereotyped form
from the Atlantic to the Pacific, embodying highly
characteristic elements, the South American narratives of floods do not seem to be united by any
In the absence of
striking element of likeness.
such homologies the possibility of independent
cannot
be
and
we might supdenied,
development
2
pose with Andree that, so far as the myths are
autochthonous, the flood motive has been suggested several times by local inundations. In view
of the cultural affinity of North and South America,
the question broached by Ehrenreich, whether
this relationship is exemplified in the mythology
of these continents, is of great significance.
As
Ehrenreich points out, the arrow-chain by which
heroes ascend to an upper world in British Columbian
mythology recurs among the Eastern Tupi, who
are separated from their northern kinsmen by fifty
degrees of latitude and the blocking of a passageway to another world by a person of generous proportions is equally prominent in the Warrau,
3
But, striking
Caraya, and Mandan cosmogonies.
as are these resemblances, they are as yet suggestive rather than convincing, and it must devolve
on future investigators to settle the problem of a
pristine community of cosmogonic tales in the
Western Hemisphere.
Psychologically, it is perhaps worth while to
emphasize the essentially unphilosophical character
A certain
of the South American cosmogonies.
degree of systematization is apparent in the Mexican, Mayan, and Peruvian myths but the bulk of
even these cosmogonic narratives is akin in spirit
;

;

'

des AmMcanistes, Xlle Session (Paris, 1902), 317-330.
2 P.
Ehrenreich, 7)i'e Mythenu. Legendender sildamer. Urvolker
und ihre Beziehungen zu denen Nvrdamerikas und der alten
Welt (Berlin, 1905), 30, 41, 49.

1

O. Burger, Acht Lehr-

1909), 88.
2 R.
Andree,
3

und Wanderjahre

Flutsagen (Brunswick,

Ehrenreich, op.

cit. 60,

32.

1891).

in Chile (Leipzig,
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and substance to the

folk-tales current among
their less civilized congeners in both Americas.
The Quiche myth is probably fuller of abstract

conceptions than any other Central and South
American creation-story, yet these metaphysical
portions of the Popol Vuh are relatively insignificant compared with the elaborate tale of the twin
heroes, which has numerous parallels on both continents.
Contrary to the traditional theory that
folk-tales are degenerate myths, it
might, therefore, be plausibly contended that myths are merely
Marchen with a speculative gloss, or secondarily
invested with a religious significance. This view,
however, which has been urged by the present
1
writer, still awaits intensive discussion.
LnrnATURB.

—This

is sufficiently

indicated in the article.

Robert H. Lowie.

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY
—
The account

hammadan).

(Mu-

in

the Qur'an of the
creation of the universe is founded upon an imperfect version of the story in Genesis. In xli. 8 ff.
it is written (Rodwell's tr.
Do ye indeed disbelieve in Him who in two days created
the earth?
and He hath placed on the earth the firm
mountains which tower above it, and He hath blessed it, and
)

:

'

.

.

.

its nourishments throughout it, for the
cravings of
four days then He applied Himself to the heaven,
which was but smoke and to it and to the earth He said
" Gome
"
ye, in obedience or against your will
and
they both
said •' We come obedient." And He completed them as seven
heavens in two days, and in each heaven made known its
office ; and He furnished the lower heaven with
lights and
Other references are xv. 15 ff., xvi. 3ff.,
guardian angels.'

distributed

all alike, in

;

:

:

;

:

xxxv.

12, etc.

The commentators Zaiuahshari and Baidawi,
whose remarks are abstracted in the notes to

Koran (Lond. 1734, p. 389), explain that
the
smoke or darkness of the heaven proceeded from the waters under the throne of God
(which was created before the heavens and the
earth), and rose above the water and, the water
being dried up, the earth was formed out of it
and the heavens out of the smoke which had
mounted aloft. It is added that the heavens were
created on Thursday
the sun, moon, and stars
on Friday, in the evening of which Adam was
made. The guardian angels were appointed to
ward oft' prying devils (Baidawi, ib. 211). The
Traditions add little to this vague material
God was but nothing was before Him, and His imperial
throno was upon water. After that God created the regions
Sale's

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

:

'

;

and the earth

and wrote everything on the tablet of His
own memory.' The angels were created from a bright gem,
and the jinn from fire without smoke, and Adam from clay.'
When God created Adam in paradise
the devil came and
took a look at him, and, when he saw him with a body, he
knew that God had created a creation which could not guard
;

'

'

.

itself

.

.

from hunger' (Mishkdt al-Maftibih,

cutta, 1810, xxiv.

i.

Matthews, Cal-

tr.

1).

Orthodox Muslim imagination has elaborated a
fantastic idea of the Creation out of these scanty
materials, aided by suggestions from foreign
sources (such as the seven spheres and seven
climates), but without allowing notions of science
or philosophy to trench upon revelation. Thus the
Qur'an (ii. 20, lxxviii. 6) states that the earth was
spread out as a bed,' or as a carpet ; so it manifestly must be a flat surface. The Muhammadans
interpret the sayings of their Prophet literally, and
believe that there are seven heavens, one above the
other, and seven earths, one beneath the other ;
anil they lay down the distances between them,
and the diameter of each, and the substance of
which each is constructed, witli much precision.
(These valueless speculations and opinions may be
read in some detail in Lane, 1001 Nights, London,
1859, Introd., note 2.) One account pretends that,
the seven superimposed earths being unstable, God
created a series of supports beneath them : first
He ordered an immense angel to go beneath and
'

'

'

hold the earth (or rather the seven earths) on his
'Lowie, 'The Test-Theme in North American Mythology,'

JAFL

xxi. (1908) 97-148, xxii. (1909) 431

ff.

(Muhammadan)

shoulders and beneath his feet, to support
him,
God created a rock of ruby, with 7000 perforations, from each of which poured a sea.
But the
rock stood upon nothing, so God created a
huge
bull called Kuyuta, with 4000 eyes, and an
equal
number of other features, to bear it up on his
back and horns. And under the bull God made
Behemoth (Bahamut), the giant fish, to lie ; beneath which was placed water, and under the water
and the knowledge of mankind fails
darkness,
as to what is under the darkness
(al-Damirl, Ibnal- Wardi, etc. ap. Lane, op. cit. ) ; but the
general
belief is that there lies Hell with its seven
stages,
iust as Paradise is supposed to be in the seventh
heaven or above it. Muslim philosophers naturally
did not always subscribe to such opinions, but, as
their philosophy was wholly borrowed, their ideas
;

'

'

,

of

cosmogony possess no

Ltteratdrb.

—This

is

original value.

given in the article.

COSMOGONY

Stanley Lane-Poole.
(Polynesian).

— Throughout

Polynesia the creation of the world is assigned to
Tangaloa, the god of heaven, who is thus named
in Tonga and Samoa, while in Tahiti, Raiatea, the
Hervey Islands, and elsewhere he is called Taaroa,
in New Zealand Tangaroa, and in Hawaii Kanaloa.
He dwells in the highest heaven, and is often
believed to have the form of a bird, this being his
aspect as the celestial wind-god. The sun is his
left eye, and he is likewise often the
god of the
sea, the mirror and the earthly representative of
the blue sky.
His wife is an enormous rock named
O-te-papa, by whom he became the parent of the
gods, the planets, the sea, and the winds. The
gods, in their turn, were the parents of mankind,
although, according to other accounts, Tangaloa
himself formed man of red earth. Besides O-tepapa, Tangaloa had other wives, by one of whom,
Hina, at once his daughter and his wife (as in
many other cosmogonic myths), some legends made
him the parent of heaven, earth, sea, and numerous
After man he created beasts, fowls, and
gods.
fishes.
Still other creation-myths ascribe the
creation of the sky, clouds, stars, winds, beasts,
'
the maker of
fishes, sea, and the like to Raitubu,
heaven, 'a sort of demiurge and the son of Tangaloa.
The earth is also explained, especially in the western
Society Islands, as the exterior of Tangaloa's body,
while in Raiatea he was believed to live in a sort
of mussel, throwing away the shells from time to
The myth of
time, and thus enlarging the world.

A

the cosmic egg was not unknown in Polynesia.
legend current in Hawaii, the Society Islands, and
Tahiti, made Tangaloa, in his aspect as a bird, a
prisoner for long ages in a gigantic egg. He finally
broke J:.his place of confinement, however, and the
two halves of the shell formed the heaven and the
earth, while the smaller fragments became the

islands.
Another tradition makes the islands bits
broken from the cosmic rock O-te-papa, as she was
dragged by her husband through the sea, or else
pieces broken off from the mainland by angry gods.
The myth of the cosmic egg recurs in New Zealand,
where mankind were believed to be produced from
an egg laid on the waters by a gigantic bird.

Tangaloa's exertions at the creation of the world
were so great that, according to some cosmogonic
legends of Polynesia, the salt sweat which streamed
from him formed the ocean.
From this ocean
Tangaloa attempted to fish the earth but, just as
land was appearing above the surface of the water,
his line broke, and the potential continent was
dashed into a mass of small islands. A similar
legend of Tangaloa fishing up the earth was found
in Samoa, though the inchoate condition of Polynesian cosmogony is again exemplified by the existence in this island of divergent myths on this
Two islands, Savaii and Upolu, were
subject.
;
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hurled from heaven by Tangaloa. He then sent
liis
daughter, Tori or Tuli, to people this first
land, and she, assuming the form of a snipe, settled
down upon the islands, bearing with her a creeper
which grew in the earth that formed beneath her

From the decaying leaves and tendrils of
the creeper came worms, which Tuli pecked in two
with her beak, thus forming human beings.
Both heaven and earth were regarded as impersonal in Samoa, Tahiti, and Rarotonga, and as
being so close together that men could not stand
upright, but were forced to crawl on the ground.
The two were separated, according to the Samoan
and Rarotongan versions of the myth, by a man
who pressed them apart. In Tahiti, on the other
hand, Ru, the sea-god, raised the sky to its present
elevation.
In Raiatea, a monstrous cuttle-fish held
the earth and the heaven together, but he was
killed by the sun-god Maui, whereupon the sky
rose up to heaven.
On the shoulders or the back
of this god the earth rests; and, when he moves, the
earth quakes. He is also confused with Tangaloa
as the deity who fished the earth from the sea,
while in other legends he takes the place of Tangaloa's daughter, Tuli, assumes the shape of a bird,
and forms man by dividing a worm in two. In
Tonga the earthquake is caused by the subterfeet.

ranean god Mafuike, who carries Samoa in his left
arm. This same phenomenon is elsewhere ascribed
to other gods, such as Maui himself in Tahiti.
Throughout this cycle of Polynesian cosmogonic
myth one fact, not without parallel in other religions, is clear.
O-te-papa, the primal barren
earth or rock, represents the female principle, which
is fructified and made to
give birth to all things
living, by the fertilizing ram which falls from the
superincumbent male Tangaloa, the sky. In New
Zealand the myth of the separation of earth and
sky undergoes a curious modification.
Originally Rangi, the sky, who takes the place of the general
Polynesian Tangaloa, who becomes a mere sea-god in this
was closely united in nuptial embrace with Papa, the
From this union Bprang countless children, but they
were forced to dwell in utter darkness. In discomfort at this

island,

earth.

gloomy existence, the offspring of the pair sought to separate
their parents. Tu-matauenga, the most cruel of all, urged that
Kangi and Papa be killed but Tane-mahuta, the god of trees,
urged that the pair be parted. All assented, excepting Tawhirimatea, the god of winds. The gods in turn now endeavoured to
break the embrace of their parents Eonga-ma-tane, the god of
cultivated plants, Haumia-tikitiki, the god of wild plants, Tangaloa, the god of fishes and reptiles, and Tu-matauenga, the god
of heroes.
Finally, Tane-mahuta pressed his back against his
mother and his feet against his father, thus parting Kangi from
Papa. Tawhiri-matea, however, was angry with his brothers
and followed his father, so that the wind and his children, the
storm winds, still make war on the forests and the sea, and only
man, the offspring of the terrible Tu-matauenga, is able to
resist them. Strife also arose among the gods who had remained
on earth, especially between the god of the sea and the god of
the forest, since the latter gave Tu-matauenga wood for fishingimplements, wherefore the sea is angry with men and seeks to
devour them. On the other hand, Ma-tauenga and his offspring,
mankind, were able to conquer all the gods, with the exception
of the wind which blows from heaven.
;

—

This version, although more detailed than any
other Polynesian creation-myth, is obviously of
much later origin than the legends current elsewhere in this part of Oceania.
Literature.

— Waitz-Gerland,

(Leipzig, 1872),

vi.

Anthropol. der Naturvolker
A. Bastian, Die heilige

232-239, 246-254

Sage der Polynesier (Leipzig,

1881).
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LOUIS H. GRAY.

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY (Roman).

— The

only Roman cosmogonies which go beyond
mere single statements about the origin of the world
are found in the works of later writers. They be-

a period when Roman culture
was permeated with foreign, and especially Greek,
elements. On the other hand, we meet with various cosmogonical ideas which
may be referred
without hesitation to the earliest Roman times.
We shall, therefore, give some account of these,
and afterwards inquire how far they enter into, and
long, therefore, to

(Roman)
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give a genuinely Roman character
mogonies of a later age.

Early cosmogonical ideas.

i.

the cos-

to,

— Nearly

all

the

cosmogonical ideas of the Romans were connected
with the god Janus, who is admittedly one of the
very oldest Roman divinities (cf. e.g. Herodian, i. 16
:

As

0eds dpxatoVaros r^s'IraXfas tirix&pi-os).

F.

Lukas

(see Literature) puts it, he is related to Juppiter
as the First is to the Highest. Accordingly, in the
public worship of the Romans the first sacrifice was
paid to Janus (Mart. Epig. x. 28. 2). As first in

time he was naturally also regarded as the cause
of all that followed after.
So Festus, explaining
why the first sacrifice was paid to Janus, adds
Jano primum fuisse supplicatum, quasi parenti, a
quo rerum omnium factum putabant principium.'
M. Val. Messala, the augur (50 B.C.), describes his
cosmogonical character more fully
qui cuncta
fingit eademque regit, aquae terraeque vim ac
naturam gravem atque pronam in profundum dilabentem, ignis atque animae levem, in immensum
in sublime fugientem, copulavit circumdato coelo,'
etc. (Macr. Sat. i. 9).
Martial (Epig. x. 28. 1)
describes him as sator mundi.' As the author of
organic life, he is described in a fragment of the
:

1

'

:

'

'
Saliaric
(Varro, Ling. Lat. 7, 26) as duonus
cerus' where duonus' = bonus, 'good,' and 'cerus'

— Hymn

'

connected with creo, Skr. kar, 'to make')
means a creative spirit, and, as it is an older word
for Genius, the creative deity of the family in
particular (Lukas, p. 200). As the author of life,
he was also invoked as Consivius (a conserendo,
Macr. Sat. i. 9, 16).
It is clear, then, that Janus was a cosmogonic
personage. But it is difficult to say what cosmic
principle, if any, was originally represented by
him. Here everything depends on the meaning of
the name, about which opinions have varied greatly
both in ancient and in modern times (cf. Roscher,
s.v. 'Janus').
Of the ancient explanations, that
which regarded Janus as a personification of the
Sun (Nigid. Fig. in Macr. Sat. i. 9, 11, etc.) has been
most generally adopted by recent writers, amongst
whom we include those who think of the sun's light
rather than the sun itself (cf. Roscher, I.e. Lukas,
p. 202, etc.).
According to another and very similar ancient view, Janus represented the Heaven
Sat.
i.
9, 11), and, further, we are informed
(Macr.
by Varro that in this character he occupied a place
of the highest honour among the Etruscans aurbf
wapa QovaKois oiipavbv \£yea6a.L kclI ttpopov Trdarjs Trpafews
Now, there is a
{ap. J. Lydus, De mens. iv. 2).
remarkable fragment of an Etruscan cosmogony in
the oracle of Vegoia or Vegone (see Gromat. Vet.
350 cf. Muller-Deecke, Die Etrusk. ii. 30 fi'., 165,
299, 312 ; Preller, Rom. Mythol. i. 172, 256), which
begins: 'Scias mare ex aethere remotum. Cum
autem Juppiter terrain Etruriae sibi vindicavit,'
etc.
Here we have a Latin translation, probably
of the 2nd or 3rd cent. B.C., of an ancient Etruscan
oracle, which, according to Preller, represents
ancient Italian popular belief. The oracle, which
relates to the protection of landed property in
Etruria, is thus prefaced by a priestly doctrine
about the origin of the world the Sea arose by
separation out of primal ./Ether and the same
must also have been asserted in the original oracle
about the Earth (Preller, i. 256 n.). But jEther
is practically the same as Heaven (see art. ./Ether
in vol. i. ; Roscher, s.v. Aither '), with which we
are told that Janus was identified in Etruria, and
Greek art.
it includes the notion of Light (see
Aether = Licht des
above; and Lukas, p. 208
Himmels'), which others regarded as the essential
Hence it is reasonable to supattribute of Janus.
pose that the early Italians not only regarded
Janus as creator of the world, but pictured his
creative activity after the manner described
(or 'kerus,'

;

—

;

:

—

'

'

—

'

'
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in the Etruscan oracle (Lukas, loc.
p. 172).

cit.

;

Preller,

— We

are now in a
2. Literary cosmogonies.
position to inquire how far the cosmogonies of the
later poets can be regarded as an independent
may fairly ascribe
product of Roman thought.
this character to any cosmogony which is based on
Franz Lukas lias
the ideas already described.
tried to show that this is the case with regard to
the theory sketched by Ovid in the Mctam,. i. 5 ff.,
and Fasti, i. 103 ff. Ovid's is also, so far as we

We

know, the only complete cosmogony whose dependence on primitive Koman ideas can be at all confidently asserted. To it, therefore, we shall now turn.
In the Metamorphoses we read that the world
was preceded by Chaos. This was not, however,
the empty void of the Hesiodic cosmogony, but the
substance with which space was filled,
'rudis in?rimary
t was a formless and confused mass
the parts of which all struggled
digestaque moles
with one another, by reason of opposite qualities of
moist and dry, hot and cold, etc. The process by
which the world arose out of Chaos is attributed to
what Ovid calls Deus et melior natura.' The
'
melior natura' is evidently the material force by
means of which order is brought out of chaos. Did
The passage is
it reside in matter from the first ?
not clear on this point (cf. Lukas, p. 208). But at
least it implies that at some point of time the Deity
either infused a higher nature into the primal substance, or gave effect to a higher power latent
within it. Forthwith the diverse elements separated from each other, and united with their like,
and the wholes thus formed took up a relative
position in accordance with their several natures.
Fire, the lightest element, flashed forth from the
topmost arch of heaven beneath it was the Air,
and lower still the Earth, while Water, encircling
the latter (' circumfiuus humor '), still further compressed its solid mass. Next, the Deity moulded
the Earth, which must here be taken as including
the liquid element, into a sphere, and formed it in
all its parts
seas, fountains, lakes, marshes, and
'

—

—

Lukas,

—

rivers, plains, valleys, hills,

and

zones.

He

like-

wise completed the severance of the jEther from
the Air, the region of cloud and storm. Then the
constellations, erstwhile hidden in Chaos, glowed
Life in all its grades appeared.
in the firmament.
The stars, as Divine Beings, dwelt in heaven
fish, bird, and beast tenanted their respective
;

homes, and lastly

Man was born.

The cosmogony
Bome

of the Fasti is similar, but with
notable differences. There is nothing here

about the 'Deus' or the 'melior natura.' The
former is absent because the poet is concerned with
the evolution of the four elements rather than with
the formation of the world ; and the latter, because here, whatever may be the case in the
Mctam., the evolution of the primary matter is regarded as due to its own indwelling force. Another
difference lies in the fact that the primary matter,
which is again called Chaos, is here expressly
identified with the god Janus.
This brings us
directly to the question whether the Ovidian cosis
to
be
as
regarded
mogony
essentially Roman.
Now, the mere fact that Ovid equates Chaos with
Janus counts for little, as the connexion of the
names depends on a fantastic etymology (cf.

Roscher, s.v. 'Janus,' pp. 35, 43). What is important is that the cosinogouical ideas contained in
the Fasti are expressly associated with the old
Roman god. The ground-thought of the passage
is the separation of the elements from
primal
matter in obedience to the law of its own nature.
The same thought is present in the Mctam., though
there the evolutionary process is ascribed in part
to a melior natura working along with a separate
Divine agency. We have seen, further, that the
'

'

p. 209).

The idea of a force inherent in primary matter,
which forms the basis of Ovid's cosmogony, appears
also in the representations which other poets give
As examples of these, Lukas
of Nature in general.
refers to Virg. Georg. ii. 336 ff., and JEn. vi. 724
In the former passage the poet ascribes the origin
of the world to the same force which at each new
spring-time clothes it with fresh life
ft".

:

Non

1

alios

prima crescentis origine mundi
aliumve habuisse tenorem
Ver illud erat ver niagnus agebat

Iiluxisse dies

'

;

(Teutonic)

separation of the elements from the primal .Ether
(and that apparently without reference to an
external agency) was an ancient Etruscan doctrine,
and that in all probability iEther and Janus were
Still the connexion of the
equivalent terms.
Etruscan doctrine with Janus rested on conjectural
But the fact that Ovid
etymological grounds.
expressly associates the same ideas with Janus is
strong evidence both that the former inference was
correct, and that we have here a genuine Roman
cosmogony. At the same time it is probable that
in the working out of the fundamental idea Ovid
was more or less indebted to Greek thought (cf.

;

Crediderim.

;

Orbis, et hibernis parcebant fiatibus Euri,
Quum priinae luceni pecudes hausere, virunique
Ferrea progenies duns caput extulit arvis,
Tmmissaeque ferae silvis et sidera coelo.'

In the second passage he speaks of the Soul
which animates the body of the world, which
streams through every member, and from which
every living creature sprang. In both these passages the poet, no doubt, borrowed freely from
other writers, and especially from Lucretius (see
But he gives expression to
Conington's Virg.).
the thought which we have seen reason to believe
was familiar to the Romans from the earliest

—

that, namely, of the evolutionary capacity
of matter.
Literature.— Roscher (see Cosmogony and Cosmology [Gr.J,
Literature '), where readers will find a full account and criticism
of views relating to Janus F. Lukas, Kosm. (see ib.) Gronwt.
Vet., ex rec. C. Lachmann, 2 toIs., Berlin, 1843-57; K. O.
Miiller, Die Etrusker, newed. by W. Deecke, 2 vols., Stuttgart,
1S77 L. Preller, Rom. MythoL, 2 vols., 3rd ed. by II. Jordan,
I. F. BURNS.
Berlin, 1881-3.

time

'

;

;

;
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(Teutonic).— The word 'Teutonic,' as we take it, is in
way descriptive of all peoples of Germanic
origin, such as the Scandinavian, German, Dutch,
its

The word

and Anglo-Saxon.

'

Teuton

'

first

ap-

pears in the 4th cent. B.C., and is then applied to
the Germanic tribe living around the mouth of the
Modern ethnologists join in the comriver Elbe.
mon division of the Teutonic race, as yet existing,
into three branches (1) the Scandinavian, (2) the
Low German, and (3) the High German. The
Scandinavian branch includes the Icelanders, the
Norwegians, the Swedes, and the Danes the Low
German branch includes the Frisians, the Dutch,
the Low or Northern Germans, the Flemings, and
the High Germans are the
the Anglo-Saxons
Germans of Middle and Upper Germany, of SwitzerFor convenience' sake it is
land, and of Austria.
just as well, however, to speak only of the Scandinavian and the German branches, since this is
both common and satisfactory. 1
As Teutons, these two great branches had a
common origin and a common faith in the superThus their myths are also essentially
natural.
identical, though the Scandinavian is much richer
than the German. This is especially the case with
reference to their cosmogony, for which we have to
:

;

;

depend almost entirely upon Scandinavian sources.
But whether the common stock of Teutonic belief
' Some divide the
entire Teutonic race into the Eastern,
Western, and Northern branches. Of these the Eastern, which
once consisted of Ostrou'"! lis, Visigoths, and Moesognlhs, is now
and the other two divisions are identical with the
extinct
German and the Scandinavian branches.
;

COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY
faithfully preserved in the Northern myths is
In reference to this
a matter of much dispute.
problem, two different schools have developed
the conservative, and the critical to which must
be added a number of more or less independent
investigators of a mediating type, leaning towards
the one side or the other, though, of course, having
much in common with both (cf. Literature at end
of art.).
It is, however, safe to say that most modern
scholars hold that Christianity in its earlier forms
has, in a marked degree, influenced the old Norse
poets, their songs, and their sagas, and consequently has made it very difficult to ascertain
which elements in this mythology are genuinely
is

—

—
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(Teutonic)

Teutonic cosmogony.

For such we have, as already

indicated, to turn to the North.
The two main cosmogonic sources of the Scandinavian branch of the Teutons are Snorri Sturlason's

Gylfaginning and the Voluspd. The former

was as follows
4

The important poem Voluspd especially
viewed with much suspicion, as may be well
for
noted,
instance, in E. H. Meyer's edition of it
(Voluspd, eine Untersuchung, Berlin, 1889), in
which he arrives at the conclusion that this great
cosmogonic source is a mere Christian poem in a
heathen disguise, composed in the 12th cent, by
Saemund the Learned. Several later authors do
not agree with this view, but rather consider it
erroneous, though they allow that the great song has
suffered from foreign influences, probably mostly
Christian.
Furthermore, it is generally held
that the author of this poem, as well as of all
the songs of the poetic Edda, is unknown, though
the various lays were all collected in the 13th
Teutonic.

:

There was, in times of old, where Ymir dwelt,
nor land nor sea, nor gelid waves ;
earth existed not, nor heaven above;
there was a chaotic chasm,
and verdure nowhere.

;

there

was the earth begrown

with green herbage.

The sun from the south, the moon's companion,
her right hand cast round the heavenly horses ;
the sun knew not where it had a dwelling
the moon knew not what power it possessed ;
the stars knew not where they had station.
;

The Aesir met on

Idha's plain

formed tongs, and fabricated

'

At

tables played at

home

;

;

tools.

joyous they were

;

to them was not the want of gold,
until there came Thurs-maidens three
all

powerful,

from Jbtunheim.

Then went all the powers to

their judgment-seats,
the all-holy gods, and thereon held council
who should the dwarfs' race create,
from the sea-giant's blood
and livid bones.

'

'

;

they altar-steads and temples high constructed
their strength they proved, all things tried,
furnaces established,
precious things forged,

century.

'

how-

Before Bor's sons raised up heaven's vault,
they who the noble Midhgardh shaped,
the sun shone from the south
on the structure's rocks

is

From the German sources little can be learnt concerning the cosmogony of the old Teutons. Indeed,
they tell us next to nothing of any of the beginnings,
and they have no prophecies with reference to the
future, while there is much of both kinds in the
Scandinavian myths. Traces, indeed, have been
found in Germany of a mythological belief similar
to the Scandinavian, and even identical with it.
Thus in Waitz's Merseburg MS (probably from
the 10th cent.) there are indications of a Balder as
an originally Teutonic character ; Odin is mentioned and Frija his wife, as is also a class of
beings named Idisi, who perform the same services
as the Valkyries of the Northern myths. These
names occur in certain magic formula; of undoubted
heathen character, which are contained in the
manuscript just mentioned. A similar source is
the so-called Wessobrunn Prayer from the 8th
cent., in which, according to Mullenhorl'and others,
there are traces also of an original Teutonic cosmogony with the concept of a large void and yawning abyss, etc. But this may have been derived
from Christian influences, as Wackernagel contends.
Another source is found in Tacitus' works,
in which he incidentally or otherwise touches upon
the belief of the Teutons (cf. esp. An. xiii. 57
Germ. ii.). From these notices it seems that the
old Teutons considered fire and water, and also salt,
as original elements. Similar notions are to be
found in Snorri Sturlason's Gylfaginning, chs. 5
and 6 (cf. below, p. 178, on the cow Audhumla licking salty stones in Ginnungagap). Finally, there
exists at Mainz a letter of Daniel of Winchester
(Ep. 15, Mon. Moguntina Coll.) to Boniface, the
missionary to the Germans, written c. 720, which
to some extent describes the cultus and beliefs of
the ancient heathen. In it there are some references to the origin of the world and of the gods
themselves.
These are really the only remains which we
possess from the German branch of the Teutons as
to the beginning of the world, except that in the
idiom of the language itself and in certain remaining forms of magic there are some recollections of
ideas once entertained by the original Teutons.
But from all these remnants brought together
there cannot be constructed anything like a
VOL. IV.
12

is,

ever, of less value as being very much a construction
from the period of its composition, so that we shall
have to draw mainly from the latter. According
to it, the origin of the world, with its resultants,

Then was Motsognir created,
greatest of

all

the dwarfs,

and Durin second

;

there in man's likeness
they created many dwarfs from earth,
as Durin said.'

Then

follows a list of some fifty-live dwarfs, which
the high gods created to be remembered as long as
mortal men exist on earth. And, as in Genesis
and most other cosmogonies, so in the Edda there
is a story of a double creation, for now we are told
that
There came three mighty and benevolent Aesir
•

to the world from their assembly.
They found on earth nearly powerless

Ask and Embla,
void of destiny.

;

—

had not,
nor blood, nor motive powers, nor goodly colour.
Spirit gave Odin, sense gave Hoenir,
blood gave Lodhur,
and goodly colour.'
Spirit they possessed not, sense they

•

According to this description of the Creation, we
find that before either heaven or earth was made
there existed a chaotic state with a deep yawning
chasm, later called Ginnungagap ('yawning gap').
This may be considered as the terminus a quo for
the Teutonic idea of creation. In the Voluspd the
story of the making of the world is given as here
quoted, but it would hardly be fair to make this
the only source of the cosmogony of the Teutons,
as long as there is another, which proceeds to a
much more detailed description. This is found in
the prose Edda of Snorri Sturlason, and under the
heading Gylfaginning, as before mentioned, but it
In the remaining
is rather too extensive to quote.
literature of the Eddas there are also a few other
references to the creation of the world and the
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origin of things, and these, together with the two
main sources just mentioned, otter the following
composite view of the Teutonic cosmogony.
Ginnungagap was limited to the north hy the
cold and frosty region called Niflheim, and to the

south hy Muspellsheim, with

its fire

and burning

In Ginnungagap itself the cold from
Niflheim, carried along by the twelve poisonous
rivers, the Elivagar from the fountain Hvergelmir
in the lowest deeps of the abyss, met the heat from
Muspellsheim, resulting in the first development of
life, which took form in a being similar to a man

heat.

and called Ymir, who was of immense size and
became the progenitor of the giants.
Along with Ymir there arose from the same
union of cold and heat a monstrous cow called
Audhumla — an original conception, it seems, and

as such the fructifying power. With her milk she
sustained Ymir, while she herself fed from the
salty stones in Ginnungagap, which she licked.
From her contact with the salty stones there grew
forth another being called Buri, who united with
Ymir's daughter Bestla, a sister of Mimir, the
water-demon. By Bestla, Buri had a son Bor, who
became the father of Odin, Vili, and Ve. Of these
Odin was the greatest, and as such he is sometimes
called the father of the gods.
Odin and his

brethren finally killed Ymir, drowning in his own
blood his entire progeny, the giants, with the exception of Bergelmir, who escaped, and, in his
turn, now became the father of a new race of
With Ymir's body the gods filled the
giants.
awful and dark abyss, Ginnungagap, and there
made the world. From Ymir's flesh they formed
the earth from his blood the rivers, lalies, and
seas from his teeth and smaller bones they made
the rocks and pebbles while from the larger bones
With his eyebrows
they formed the mountains.
;

;

;

they surrounded this new-made earth, and called
Midhgardh, outside of which there was the ocean
the whole being now overtopped by heaven,
which was made out of Ymir's skull and illuminated with sparks from Muspellsheim itself. From
the giant's brains the gods made the flying clouds
it

—

and the mists.

The next creative act of the Aesir, or high gods,
was the making of man. Originally he was made
into a pair from the mystic trees Ask and Embla,
which the sons of Bor found on the seacoast,
there.
To
these new-made beings Odin himself gave life,
Hoenir understanding, and Lodhur the blood and
the lower senses, placing all this in a most beautiful
form. Of man in his original state we noted the

when one day they were walking

following from the Vbluspd
Spirit they possessed not, sense they had not, nor blood, nor
motive powers, nor goodly colour spirit gave Odin,
sense gave Hoenir, blood gave Lodhur, and goodly
colour.' It should be remarked that Hoenir and
Lodhur are identical with Ve and Vili.
As we have seen, the dwarfs made another class
of beings with which men always had to contend,
and who probably represent a later stage in the
forming of the Teutonic myths, caused, perhaps,
by the resistance of an earlier race to the coming
invaders.
These dwarfs constituted a hostile
power of great number, and are mentioned at
many places in the Eddas and in the earlier Icelandic literature.
Prom the account of the creation of man we have
Been that trees have had a prominent place in the
Teutonic mind from the very beginning. Most important of these iocs was the great ash Yggdrasil,
which was the life-tree, the tree of cosmic unity
and of all existence, spreading its branches out
over the whole world, and reaching with its top
even to the abode of t lie gods, while sending its
roots under the world in order to support it.
Of
'

:

;

(Teutonic)

roots, one goes to Niflheim, wdiere it is
constantly gnawed by the subterranean serpent
Nidhbgg in order to destroy the tree and the world
the second root stretches to the region of the
giants, where it enters the spring of Miruir, the
great ruler of the nether world and the keeper of
the tree itself. From this spring even Odin has to
draw his wisdom. The third root reaches to the
home of the gods themselves, from under which the
sacred spring of Urd has its place, and whence
the Norns, the sole arbiters of all human destinies,
constantly scoop water to pour over the great ash,
so as not to allow it to wither. But, notwithstanding all this care, there will come a time when

these

;

the great tree will lose some of its leaves and
branches, and then it will begin to groan. This
will be the signal of Bagnarok, or the end of the
present condition of the world. Now the final
struggle between the gods and the giants, between
good and evil, shall be fought, when evil will be
After this the Yggdrasil will
for ever vanquished.
flourish as never before, and there shall be a new
a
new
with
earth, in which the hosts of the
age,
righteous shall dwell for ever in perfect bliss.
This is as nearly as possible an objective statement of the views of the early Teutons as regards
the beginning of the world. But no one can tell
whether these beliefs were not preceded by others

a more rude and simple character. This view
seems probable to the present writer.
But, as
the examination of this hypothesis would lead us
into the altogether uncertain, we shall have to
rest satisfied with the matter we have in hand, and
congratulate ourselves that we have so much.
Perhaps its philosophy may be summed up as
of

follows.
The early Teutons believed in a preexisting substance in a completely chaotic state,
out of which, through the incompatible forces of
cold and heat, there arose the primitive forms of
life, endowed from the beginning with reproductive
power. In this early state only the most monstrous
beings were produced beings like Ymir and his
In the generating forces of the
race, the giants.
cow Audhumla, as well as in the two trees Ask

—

and Embla, we meet new factors of organization,
forming gods and men, which have a very near
These are not generated outside of
relationship.
Nature, but within it, and are thus dependent upon
it.
Hence it follows that even the gods themselves
are temporal a parte ante, and not eternal. Undoubtedly this was the early idea of the Teutonic
race as regards the superior powers in which it
believed.

Furthermore,

the

gods are not real

but organizers forming the desirable
objects out of pre-existing elements, which may
have been considered as eternal. The gods may
be said to have been generated from Nature, while
man is the work of these gods through Nature, and
they all in common have to conquer their baser
instincts in order to remain free from trouble and
It is along these lines that the world itself,
curse.
considered as a whole, will proceed until, after a
final struggle, the new world, with its new conditions of happiness and bliss, shall be ushered in.
Such is the story of the cosmogony of the Teutons
contained in some of the most sublime poetry of
ancient literature. Few will doubt that it has, at
least in a measure, been influenced by early mediaeval Christianity, as Meyer and Bugge, together
with many others, have proved ; but none will
deny that in these Icelandic lays we possess the
essential strata of genuine Teutonic belief.
creators,

I
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;
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;

'

;

;

'
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;
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COUNCILS AND SYNODS.
Buddhist
Christian

(L.

—

de la Vallee Poussin),
p. 185.

Early (D. Stone),

COUNCILS

—

Christian
Mediaeval (D. S. Schaff), p. 193.
Modern (H. Thurston), p. 197.

p. 179.

—

(Buddhist).—

Before giving a short survey of the traditions relative to the
Buddhist Councils, it seems advisable tc state what these
Councils were. While it is impossible to accept the Buddhist
opinion, which views them as ecumenical assemblies after the
Nicene type, it is at the same time necessary to explain how
Buddhist monastic life, without the help of such solemn assemblies, nevertheless resulted in a sort of 'Catholicism,' and
secured the redaction aud the compilation of Canons of scriptures very like one another. The problem of the origin and
character of the early sects cannot be evaded, for sectarianism
and Councils
is as old as Catholicism in the Buddhist world
are said to have been held by the
orthodox to impugn
heterodox
to define their own
sectarianism, and by the
of
and
of the Sects
tenets.
As
the
the
Canons
history
peculiar
will be dealt with elsewhere, we shall say here only what is
necessary to avoid misleading ideas about the Councils, and to
justify our half-conservative, half-critical position.
;

'

I.

Councils, Canons,

'

'

'

and Sects.—-The

pro-

dogma of the Buddhists of the post-canonic
ages is that Councils were solemn synods of Saints,
where quasi-omniscient and sinless old men (arhats,
sthaviras) gathered in order to rehearse, to chant
together (sahgiti), the Word of Buddha (First
Council), or to re-state it against the heretical
views of innovators (Second and Third Councils),
or to approve the addition of new treatises to the
sacred lore, or to give authoritativeness to some
theory of exegesis (Third Council and Kaniska's
fessed

'

'

Council).
It is hardly necessary to point out that, as
regards the First Council, the ecclesiastical dogma
is untenable.
No European would admit the
authenticity of the whole Pali scriptures ; and
'

'

—without

troubling to refer to a number of
"specious arguments in presence of such facts as
are adduced by Rhys Davids (Buddhist India,
London, 1903, p. 176) or R. O. Franke ('Buddhist

—

Councils' in JFTS, 1908, p. 8), the relative lateness
of a great or the greater part of the Nikayas themselves is evident (see below, on the later Councils).
But it is safe to believe with Kern, whose critical

methods are by no means uncautious, that there
have been synods ( Qu'il y ait eu des synodes,
personne ne le nie [Geschiedenis, ii. 265]). Upani'

'

'

'

sads as well as Suttantas furnish many evidences
of the habit of discussing doctrinal matters. 1
shall venture to add (1) that Councils were sometimes legal sessions, of the type approved of in the
Pali Vinaya, held by the parochial or diocesan

We

(or even polydiocesan) clergy, i.e. a sahgha, in
order to inquire into accusations brought against a
monk or group of monks (First Council, ordeal of
Ananda [if it be historical], Second Council, on the
ten extra-allowances of the monks of Vaisali)
(2) that heretical views, no less than extra-legal
practices, may have been a matter of scandal, of
inquiry, of doctrinal appreciation by the soi-disant
supporters of tradition (Council on the Five Points
1
See, for instance, Dujha, i. 17S Rhys Davids, Dialogues of
;

;

the

Buddha,

i.,

Oxford, 1899, p. 244,

n. 2.

of Mahadeva?) there was on some occasions at
least more or less formal consensus of the con'

'

—

tending parties (3) that, possibly we dare not
say probably, for no human beim_ knows anything
about it, and
probably would be misleading
where no appreciation of probability is possible
immediately after the death of the Master, some
of his disciples, headed by Upali or Ananda or
;

r

'

'

—

Kasyapa, tried to ascertain at least a list of his
authentic sermons and teachings they agreed, let
us say, on the technical 'phrases' which are the
oldest form of the Prdtimoksa (cf. Mahdvyutpatti,
§25611'.), on the wording of the Benares sermon,
etc.
(4) that kings of old concerned themselves
with ecclesiastical affairs, as did kings of later
times 1 synods and doctrinal disputations, usual
in the Middle Ages, as we are told in many
2
sources,
may sometimes have acquired special
importance, owing to royal intervention (Asoka,
Kaniska?); (5) that some monasteries (and in
early times there were huge monasteries) were
Their living libraries
like permanent councils.
became Canons for the canonic shape which the
Word of Buddha (buddhapravachana) received at
;

;

—

'

'

;

when Word became Scripture, had been for a
very long time foreshadowed by the oral and
distribution of the Word into several
Baskets (Pitakas) and Collections {Nikayas). 3
last,

mnemonic

Real synods, regional or local, would have furnished Buddhistfl
with the idea of primitive and catholic Councils, if the
immemorial custom of conversing on the Law had not early
evolved this very idea, and if the sectarian spirit had not given
*
Our Scriptures are the Word of
to it a special importance
Buddha, for they have been authenticated by sinless and divineeyed witnesses.'
But, while acknowledging the possibility (even
the probability) of synods, we are at no loss to
:

point out more certain and farther reaching causes
of the facts to be explained, viz. the formation of
the body of the Scriptures, the general (if not
strict) 'consensus' of the sects of the Hinayana as
concerns Buddha's teaching, and, conversely, the
splitting of the Order into sects.
If one excepts the division of the clergy named drapyakae,
forest men,' or pratyekabuddhas, 'those who leave the world
'

to live as the saints of old' (rsipravrajyd [see Poussin, Bouddhisme, 1909, p. 355, and art. Tantras]), Buddhist monks have
never been hermits, ' rhinoceros-like solitaries.
A novitiate
so-called, and often prolonged apprenticeship, study, and service
at the feet of the preceptor, fortnightly confession, coenobitic
'

life,

1

and prolonged

We may cite

living together during the rainy season

AtSoka's

Bhabra Edict and

Pillar inscription at

Sarnath (V. A. Smith, Early History of India-, Oxford, 190S,
p. 150) also (possibly) his Edict on the Quinquennial Assembly
(Fourth Rock Edict [V. A. Smith, Aioka, Oxford, 1901, p.
116; Kern, Manual, 101]); on the assemblies convoked by
Harsa, see V. A. Smith, Early History, p. 322 Kern, loc. cit.,
;

;

and Geschiedenis, ii. 220.
2 For instance, Taranatha (Geschichte des Biiddhismus in
Indien, tr. Schiefner, 1869), Iiiuen Tsiang (Buddhist Records of
the Western World, tr. Beal, 1884),
3 On the oral transmission of the
Vinayas, see Fa-hien, xjtxvL
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were designed to prevent the admission of heterogeneous
True Buddhist life
elements or to lead to their expulsion. 1
was secured in every monastery, and the itinerant habits 2
which led the Brethren from their aboriginal country to the
farthest monasteries of the 'Universal Church' established
strong ties between the fraternities. Thus, the sons of Sakya
constitute only one family 'held together (not) merely through
their common reverence for their master, and through a
common spiritual aim,' 3 but by frequent intercourse and a
common fear of deviating from Buddha's practice. Rival
orders, whether Jain or Brahman, were a danger to orthodoxy,
although they were also a cause of it.
There are no bishops in the Buddhist Order, nor
even abbots in monasteries (vihdras) ; there was
no monk entitled by the Buddha himself, or by the
Church, or by 'Elders in number' (samba/nda), to
be the 'protection' (patisarana) of his brothers. 4
Nevertheless, the present writer is now inclined
to believe that Buddhism contains more of a hier2
5
archy than Oldenberg {Buddha p. 39o = Bouddha
p. 333) and be himself (Bouddhisme, Paris, 1909,
have
hitherto
to
admit.
been willing
p. 335)
The 'ecclesiastical age,' the number of years
elapsed since the admission into the Order, and
,

,

the 'sanctity' (arhat-ship), the number of years
elapsed since the acquisition of the passionlessness
of an arhat, are the principle of a hierarchy not
a constraining, but a very effectual one. The rule
of addressing an elder in religious life by a special
title, bhante, 'venerable,' instead of using the
primitive and levelling dv-uso, 'friend,' is attributed to the dying Buddha it was enforced at
an early epoch, though not at the very beginning. 5

—

'

*

;

Arhats were jealous of their privileges; they regarded it as a very grave crime unduly to claim
1 As too often
happens in such obscure fields, our documents
are double-edged, and one can use them to demonstrate con'
flicting theories original
orthodoxy as well as original
'
anarchy.' For instance, we are told of monks who had no
preceptors and received no exhortation or instruction,' wearing
.
.
improper garments, eating improper food
(Mahdvagga, i.
25, in SBE'xin. [' Vinaya Texts,' pt. i.] 151); of 'a certain monk,
who had formerly belonged to a non-Buddhist school, silencing
his preceptor by reasoning, and going back to that same nonBuddhist school (ib. \. 31. 8). Even old monks return to the
world or go over to a (schismatic) faction (ib. i. 36. 1). There
are monks who forbid novices the use of all food that is taken
with the mouth (ib. i. 57. 3).
Relations with non-Buddhist
devotees are forbidden (Pack. 41).
The ja$ilas, or ascetics
with matted hair, are said to have thrown their hair and their
sacrificial utensils into the river when Buddha converted them ;
oblations to fire are
nevertheless, the phrase natthi hutam,
of no use,' is with the Buddhists a heretical tenet (mithyddTsft),
It is not held as
just as it was probably with the ja{ilas.
absurd and impossible that a monk, when at the half month

—

'

'

.

'

'

the Pdtimokkha (' Book of Confession ') is being recited, should
Now for the first time do I notice that this rule, they
say
say, is handed down in the Suttas ..." (Pack. 73). Nay, we
find the case discussed of not a single monk, among all the
Brethren dwelling in some particular place, knowing the
'

:

Patimokkha (Mahdvagga, ii. 17. 5 [SBE xiii. p. xxxivj), hut
this would prove far too much.
It sometimes happens that the
sinful monks are strong, and the pious monks feeble
these
last are dejected, forced to silence in the safigha, and go away
;

to another country (Afiguttara, i. 68).
All these testimonies, and many others, e.g. the dishonest

method

of

securing concord and orthodoxy by manipulation of

the votes (Oldenberg, Buddha >, p. SQS-BottddhaP [tr. Foueher],
xx. ['Vinaya Texts,'
p. 336; Chullavagga, iv. 14, 26, in
pt. iii.] 66), establish at the same time: (1) that there are
germs of division, and no small danger of the Order's losing its
r

SBE

originality ; (2) that, conversely, there is a catholic and traditional spirit, asserting itself in the rules of excommunication,
etc.
That this spirit gained the upper hand is sufficiently
proved by the history of the Church, the constitution of
But the same history (growth of Mahasaugha,
Canons, etc.
Lokottaravada, Mahilyana, Tantrayana) confirms the view Unit
there has always been a Buddhism du dehors, a heretical,
popular Buddhism, which later gained the predominance.
* See
Minayeff, Reckerchcs sur le boudJhisme, oh. v., esp.
p. 116ff. ; cf. S. Levi, 'Saintes ecritures du Bouddhisme,'
Kibl. de vulgarisaConferences faites au Mu.s,'e Guimet,
tion, xxxi. (1909) 126.
3
xiii. p. xii ; see Poussin, Mvaion, 1005, p. 311.

AMU

SUE

4
Majjhima, iii. 8
Bouddha*, p. 335.
5

On

reference in Oldenberg

1

;

,

BuddhaP,

p.

397

=

Buddha.

'

1

eldernesa

'

;

'

'

4

It.

Here, again, one
is not primitive.

may urge

that the doctrine of

the-

'

'

'

(sahghapitdro, sahghaparindyaka).

z

Thus was evolved the idea of Patriarchs, vinayapdinokkhas,
chiefs of discipline,' or dchdryas, Masters,' who are supposed
by the Sinhalese and the Northern Buddhists to have successively controlled the universal Church.
Oldenberg rightly
'

'

observes that this idea of Patriarchs is foreign to the canonical
literature; but we are told in Digha, ii. 124, that such and
such a safigha possesses theras and pdmokkhas.*

The feeling of the unity of the Order, and the
actual striving to promote or to restore this unity,
assert themselves in the sermons of Buddha on
schism' {safighabheda),* the most hateful crime,
in punishment of which an eternity {kappa
age
of the world') of suffering is hardly sufficient! 6
In some cases Buddha goes so far as to forbid the
re-ordination of monks who have turned away to
schism (or who have followed schismatics). 7
But we ought to be aware that these sermons
contain a lesson to the rigorists,' or conservative
party, as well as to fosterers of division.
The following is reported to Buddha
A certain monk, Lord,
*

'

t

'

'

:

bad committed an offence which he considered as an offence,
while the other monks considered that offence as no offence.
Afterwards he began to consider that offence as no offence,
and the other monks began to consider that offence as an
offence.
Then those monks
pronounced expulsion
.

.

.

.

.

.

Then
against that monk for his refusal to see that offence.
that monk got his companions and friends among the monks on
his side, and sent a messenger to his companions and friends
among the monks of the whole country. . . And the partisans
of the expelled monk
persevered on the side of that
.'
Buddha piteously
expelled monk and followed him
exclaims
The safigha is divided
The saiigha is divided
but he has words of rebuke for the expellers
Do not think,
O monks, that you are to pronounce expulsion against a monk
" It occurs to us to do so." 8
for this or that, saying
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

:

!

1

'

'

*

:

'

:

One has to distinguish between what is really
important and what is not worth disputing.
Patimokkha, the essential rule of the Order, and

Dhamma,

the essential doctrine leading to salvation

= bodkisattvagaya, 'the cohort of
Bodhisattvas' (Santideva's Bodhicharydvatdra,
In the later Hinayana, safigha = chattdro
1).
the
four
owners
of, and the four candidates for,
jmrisayugd,
the fruits of sotdpanna
arhat (Kathdvatthu, Com. p. 32,
Madhyamakav-rtti, p. 478). This idea that saints (or quasisaints) only are real members of the safigha is visible in Saihchattdro cha pa^ipannd chattdro cha phafe
yutta, i. 233
fhitd esa sangho ujubhuto, and also in the history of Councils
(Chullavagga, xi., xii.) see discussion in Kathdvatthu, xvii. 6.
2
Chullavagga, xii.
3
Digha, ii. 77 (~SBE xi. 6): 'So long as the brethren
honour and esteem and revere and support the elders of
experience and long standing, the fathers and leaders of the
order, and hold it a point of duty to hearken to their words,'
etc.
(We have objections to the translation *of the order,'
and prefer 'of the fraternities, of the parishes.') Here, again,
the text shows that disrespect towards Elders was not impossible. Cf. the Vaisali legend.
* See
Buddhab,39$( = Bouddha2, 336), reference to Dipavaih&a,
v., Parivdra, 2; Kern.ii. 291; Samantapdsddikd, 292 (Vinayapitakam, vol. iii. [1881]). See also, on the Northern Patriarchs,
Kern, Geschiedenis, i. 216.
6 There are a number of
synonyms, or gtwrn-synonyms, which
are translated as follows
altercations, contentions, discord,
quarrels, divisions among the safigha (bheda), disunion among
the safigha (vaji), separations among the safigha (vavattfidna),
schism among the sai\gha(ndndkarava; SBE xvii. 288). There
is
disunion,' when the number of disputing monks does not
exceed eight
schism,' when they are nine or more (Chullavagga). It must he observed that the Vinaya has in view disbut it states that 'expelled' monks search
putes in a parish
for partisans 'in the whole country' (janapada), and that
The Abhi'expellers' give notice ahroad of the ex]>ulsion.
dharmakos'a distinguishes between common safighabheda and
it adds that
chakrabhedaQ), which is the real safighabheda
bheda supposes in the 'schismatic* (bhettor) the folly of believing oneself a Master (s~dstar), like Buddha.
6
Itivuttaka, § 18 = Afiguttara, v. 76 = Kathdvatthu, xiii. 1 =
Parivdra, xvii. 78 = Chullavagga, vii. 6. 4. [We are indebted
for these references to Prof. R. O. Franke.]
7 See
Chullavagga, vii. 6. 4 but ct. the whole paragraph.
%
Mahdvagga, x. 1; the translators of 'Vinaya Texts (SBE
xvii. 2s7) have: 'expulsion against a bhikkhu whatever be the
facts of the case
.
(yasiniin vd tasmiin vd).
1

In

Mahayana, saiigha

the celestial

Com.

ii.

st.

.

.

.

:

;

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

O. Frank*-, JPTS. 1903, p. 18f. Ilis
inquiry shows how much light can be derived from a careful
comparison of texts. It establishes the fact that 'in the older
canonical texts there appears a certain customary mode of
address, different from that prescribed for the future by the
this point, see

(Buddhist)

arhat-ship
they considered themselves as the
spiritual aristocracy of the Church, the universal
1
sahgha (cf. the legend of the judgment of Ananda).
There are not only Elders {thcra), but Older
=
Elders' {theratara
irpeo-^vrepos, therachirapabbathe oldest Elder on earth {pathavyd
jita), and
2
sanghathera) ; and these old monks are styled
Fathers of the Church,' Leaders of the Church

;

'

'

.

.
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— these

There

'

;

'

'

—

;

thereof.' 2

'

:

'

:

The
to

.

.

:

achiyoa at once occurs to us, according
allowable to do a thing on the ground that " my
teacher, has practised this or that"': this

principle of the

which

'it is

my

in Brahman circles, was maintained by
some Buddhists, the heretics of Vaisali (Chullai'agga, xii. 2, 8)
and it was to some extent agreed to by the orthodox, for we
are told that, when the First Council was just concluded, there
came a celebrated monk, Purana, with his 500 disciples, who
refused to adhere to the resolutions of the Council
The
doctrine and the disciplinary rule have been well sung by the
Elders nevertheless, even in such manner as it has been heard
by me, and received by me from the very mouth of the Blessed
One, in that manner will I bear it in my memory.' Neither the
Elders nor the pious writer have a word of rebuke for this

principle,

acknowledged

;

'

:

;

individualism (Chullavagga,

xi. 11).

There are, we say, evidences of a very tolerating
in order to assure concord, the most
tendency
;

reasonable are to yield, for discord

is the greatest
care to live 'well, without dispute,' and
the care not to lose any word of Buddha, whencesoever it might come, were both commended.
It may even happen that laymen are the
only
If he sends
supporters of some important texts
a messenger to the monks, saying, " Might their
reverences come and learn this suttanta otherwise
this suttanta will fall into oblivion,"
then
you ought to go even during the rainy season'
{Mahavagga, iii. 5, 9 [SBE xiii. p. xxxiv]).
But the care to be 'orthodox,' and not to alter
Buddha's practice (Buddha-achinna) has not proved
less effective.
Not only irregular practices, but
sinful theories (pdpikd ditthi), must be abandoned. 3
The legend of the Vaisali Council relates the
endeavours of the good ones to enforce the old

The

evil.

'

To sum up it is not to be believed that Canons
were compiled before a relatively late epoch, and
additions were possible for a long time after the
sacred lore had been converted into sacred books
the Pali Parivdra and A bhidhammas may be quoted
as evident additions. But already at the time of
the compilation of the Mahdparinibbdnasutta, the
notion of an authentic tradition, whose claims are
not to be overborne by isolated theras or by parish'

;

.

.

.

'

'

The Mahdparinibbdnasutta, without men-

tioning Councils, points out that one ought not to
Test content, in the matter of the orthodoxy of a
theory or of a practice, merely with the testimony
of a hearer of Buddha, of an Elder, of a
(parish)
sahgha, or of many Elders, but that one must
look at what we venture to style the original
source
Without praise and without scorn every
word and syllable 6 [of a hearer, of an Elder, etc.]
should be carefully understood, and then one must
go for them to the Sutra, look for them in the
If they are not to be found in the
Discipline.
Sutra, if they are not to be seen in the Discipline,
then you may come to the conclusion, "Verily,
this is not the word of the Exalted One"' (Digha,
'

:

ii.

6

124).

1
Majjhimu, ii. 245 ; cf.
dhaghosa that these very

iii. 128.
But we are told by Budlists were altered by heretics (see
1SS3 [not 1885], p. 98).
Majjhima, ii. 238 (nos. 103 and 104).

Aiigutlara,
2
3

i.

See SBE xiii. 226, note
is proTemporary expulsion
nounced against monks who refuse ... to renounce a false
'

:

.

.

.

doctrine.'
*

See below, p. 183.

•

Although Buddha said
Syllables are without any imyou ought not to dispute on mere trifles (Majjhima,
'

:

'

portance

:

clergy, had made its way.
And, without admitting a solemn consensus of the universal Church,
gathered in Nicene-like assemblies, one can understand how the ccenobitic and itinerant organization
of the clergy produced this common
patrimony
of all the sects to use Cecil Bendall's phrase
which underlies the sectarian development of the
'

See

;

SBE

xi.

67

;

Dialogues,

which we venture to

differ

ii.

133 (Rhys Davids'

somewhat

in

tr., from
cf. the

wording);

Sanskrit rendering of these criteria of authenticity in
Poussiu,

Bouddhisuw,

p. 144.

'

—

Canons known

—

to us. 1
'

Whilst, in order to explain the splitting into
and the diversity of the Canons, a Buddhist
would admit the mulasahgiti-bhrainia, 'decay of
the original chanting together of the Law,
rupture of the primitive consensus,' we shall rather
look at the manifold and numerous variants in the
wording, and not a few discrepancies in the mise en
osuvre of the common patrimony,' as the natural
sects

'

'

'

'

a (doctrinally and locally) diversified

result of

work on the oral
with

its

The

tradition.

Pali

Canon

itself,

'

'

loci communes, its repetiparallel stories with interchangeable
and
its
heroes,
contradictions, furnishes us with
the best idea of what this tradition was. Nay,
it would not be impossible to extract from this
Canon two or three Canons all complete, all like

tions,

polygeneous

its

one another, and

all conflicting.

the above observations are correct,

If

it is

not impossible to

work out a provisional theory concerning the origin and the
character of sects. 2
The legend of Purana and numerous
evidences of every kind prove that a central authority was
wanting, that the original precise dogmatism postulated by
some modern historians is purely conjectural, that Buddhist
monachism contained germs of localization or division. 3 But
'
'

'

this is not inconsistent with a sort of
Catholicism or
orthodoxy at least. Sects (bhedas) may arise and develop,
without being the results or the causes of formal schisms or
divisions of the Church (safighabheda), and without implying
repudiation or the prohibition of eating together or communicating together' with monks (asambhogaih safighena,
[Mahavagga, x. etc.]) a prohibition which is made known by
the repudiating parish to the parishes in general. There may
'

all
'

'

'

'

'

—

1 The consensus of the
different sects as concerns the sacred
character of many passages, in dogma or history, is not a proof
that these passages were unanimously acknowledged before the
Mutual borrowing from sect to sect was
splitting into sects.
by no means impossible opposition between sects was, on the
whole, restricted to a few rules of practice or a few doctrinal
tenets local traditions, or fresh acquisitions, by a particular
sect, by some monastery or group of monasteries, were, we must
admit, generally welcomed by the others. And it may be urged
that a sect possibly the Pali-speaking one which would butpass its fellow-sects in compiling an organized body of Scriptures
(or, to be more precise, in designing a drawer-desk in which to
put the Buddha's words) would exercise ipso facto a profound
and decisive influence on the Buddhist Order at large. It does
not follow that the traditions of this sect were the oldest, or
genuine and free from borrowing, or that they have not been,
since their earliest compilation, manipulated, developed, or
adulterated in many ways.
2 See art. Sects
We are not here concerned
(Buddhist).
with the Great Vehicle (Mahdydna).
3
Forest men are allowed to observe ascetic practices that
are more or less in contradiction to the principles of the middle
way between asceticism and laxity a principle solemnly stated
in the Benares Sermon.
;

;

—

—

'

'

8

'

:

:

rules. 4

'

;

'

Again, orthodoxy has two aspects not to rest
content with 'unreliable' evidences (see below),
and not to impugn systematically received opinions
Whatsoever monk
.
shall speak thus
" I cannot submit
myself to that precept, brother,
until I shall have inquired touching it of another
monk, an experienced master of the Discipline,"
that is a Pachittiya, a fault requiring repentance'
(Pack. 71).
preceptor,

'

'

'

'
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is

may trace strong catholic tendencies in the universal fraKrnit y
The order of the dying Buddha that,
(chaturdiia safiglia).
after his death,
the " Law " is the recourse, the lamp, the
From religious and intellectual needs
island,' has been obeyed.
has issued a system of rehearsing practical, legendary, and
doctrinal lore an ever-increasing and more or less organic
The schools which style
growth of the primitive wisdom.
themselves sthaviras (Thera, Theravddins) wrongly believe that
they maintain the doctrine ascertained in the Councils of the
Elders but the older and more historical conception is very
similar, viz. that there was a tradition, called the tradition of
the Elders, because the Elders were in early times the authoritative witnesses of the Buddha's word.

:

do not dispute

(Buddhist)

no reason to deny a priori that such a notion of the
l>h<inuiut.-Vinaya, as being more authoritative than individual
assertions or local traditions, is very old and even primitive.
Without turning the early monacbjsm into a Catholicism, one

are important
and happily there are
two monks who
not,' Ananda says to Buddha,
differ concerning the Eightfold Path, the Four
1
There are also Adhipatimokkha,
Efforts,' etc.
Ajjhiijwa, and Abhidhamma, subtleties or refinements or niceties concerning monastic life and
doctrine, but these are mere trifles.
When two monks differ (or believe that they differ) on
Abhidhamma, one has to content oneself with the mere statement of facts
You differ concerning the meaning and the
letter [of a Sutra]
well, do acknowledge that you differ, and

'

'

'

'

—
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munication.

utterances, Kasyapa the Great made the proposal
that tlie Brethren should assemble to rehearse the
The proposal was adopted, and
Lord's precepts.

'

Kasyapa was now entreated to select 500 Axhats.
This being done, it was decided that Raja^rha
should be the place of assembly. During a seven
months' session the Vinaya ("Discipline") was
the IJhamma
fixed, with the assistance of Upali
doctrine), with the assistance of Ananda.'
['* Law,
There are added some_ details regarding certain
errors or misdeeds of Ananda, who had to make
amends for them.
Lastly, a celebrated monk,
Purana, arrives when the chanting together' of
the Law is completed, and, although he admits that
the Law has been well sung by the Elders or
Arhats, he prefers to 'bear' the Law as he has
himself received it from the Master.
According to Oldenberg, 'what we have here
*
and
before us is not history, but pure invention
every one will agree with him, as far as the
whole
of
the
Vinaya and
'chanting together'
Dharma ( = Sutras) is concerned, although, in the
words of Kern, it is by no means incredible that
the disciples, after the death of the founder of their
sect, came together to come to an agreement concerning the principal points of the creed and of the
2
As concerns the minor details, whose
discipline.'
unhistorical _character is by no means evident
(misdeeds of Ananda, excommunication of Chhanna,
etc.), Minayeff thinks that they are to some extent
historical, and the present writer does not see how
this opinion can be proved to be either right or
3
He ventures to believe that it is right.
wrong.
The author of Chullavagga, xi., in order to embellish his history of the First Council (a legend or
a quasi-legend, an setiologic or apologetic construction which may cover some kernel of truth),
has used traditional data, which are neither more
nor less reliable than the whole of the ancient
Buddhist Tradition contained.in Vinayas or Sutras.
Moreover, it is not necessary to decide whether
these data are true or false in any case, they present us with useful evidence as to the early Church.

—

own

dialect 1
disciples to do so ; and diversity of language is 'more than
sufficient to cause distinction and what we may call liturgical
opposition. Details concerning monastic life, robes, and food
are also decisive in this regard discrepancies could not but
arise.
The Pali Vinaya states that extra allowances ought to
be tolerated in some provinces (Avanti); four monks make a
saiigha in Bordering countries,' nine are necessary in 'middle
:

'

'

countries (madhyamesu), etc.
later documents, such discrepancies did
not lead to scandal or rupture. Of course, a monk ought to
follow the rules to which he has subscribed as a novice but he
is not obliged to protest when he is the guest of monks who
use food forbidden to him conversely, his guests have no right
to force their own rules upon bun.'' But, as it is said, the
very water has taken fire (SHE xx. 119), the very evidence to
which we refer shows that intolerance, too, was by no means
impossible in such cases.
Diocesan varieties, which we may consider as the usual origin
of sectarian rivalries, did not prevent union and communion,
and, therefore, did not prevent collaboration on the Canonical
Literature. Anything that claimed to be 'Buddha's word'
Sutras attested by extraneous
obtained, as a rule, adhesion.
tradition (parasamayatas) were taken into consideration, for
;

;

'

'

between schools depend upon
exegesis rather than upon sources, and are more concerned
with the meaning of the Sutras than with their authenticity.
Schools work on a common literary stock, made up from
mutual borrowings, and they arrive at divergent conclusions,
even when they do not start from divergent dogmatical tenets.
As a rule, doctrinal contradictions do not disrupt the saiigha.
If the clergy of a diocese, through the action of a synod or
otherwise, draw up a synthesis of the Law, the objection is
ready at hand 'Yon alter the Law' (sdsanaih navakatani)^
No, we have not modified the cardinal principles, theological
later doctrinal contradictions

:

*

the answer. And this answer, be it right or wrong,
is probably accepted.
It may happen that a theory, for instance,
the pudgalavdda ('doctrine of a permanent ego '), would lead
some sectaries so far as to deny the authenticity of certain
Sutras ; or, conversely, it may be a question amongst the
orthodox whether such sectaries have any right to style themselves Buddhists, and yet they are recognized as 'scions' of the
tradition of the Elders.*
is

we consider the mutual relations of
their legal position as branches of the
universal Saiigha leaving out of account doctrinal divergences which are not, as such, of
paramount importance sects are not to be contrasted as hostile bodies, with closed traditions.
The dream of Bimbisara may be quoted as giving
a true symbol of the Buddhist church :
King Bimbisara once saw in a dream that a piece of cloth
was torn, and a gold stick broken, both into eighteen fragThus,

if

and

sects

—

—

ments. 6 Being frightened, he asked the Buddha the reason.
In reply, Buddha said 'More than a hundred years after my
will arise a king, named Asoka.
... At that time, my teaching, handed down by several
Bhiksus, will be split into eighteen schools, all agreeing, however, in the end, that is to say, all attaining the goal of final
The dream foretells this, O king, you need not be
liberation.
:

attainment of nirvana, there

afraid.'

II.

Traditions concerning the Councils.—

—

I. First Council or Rajagrha Council.
The Pali
canonical narrative of the First Council (Chullavagga, xi. [SBE xx. 370]) may be summarized in
the words of Kern: 7 'After the demise of the
Master, a certain Subhaddha said to his fellows
" Do not
are happily rid of the Great
grieve
Ascetic.
used to be annoyed by being told,
:

!

We

*

;

: '

As we know from

or moral,'

(Buddhist)

'diversities' without excomIt is/for instance, a fact that Buddhists used their
Buddha himself is said to have allowed his

be 'cantonments' without discord,

We

This beseems you, this beseems you not.'

now we shall be able to do what we
we do not like we shall not have to

like,

But
and what

do."

In order

to obviate the dangerous e Sects of such unseemly
1
Chullavagga, v. 33. 1 sakd ninttti, 'one's own language '—
understood by the commentary as meaning Buddha's own
language.' See Oldenberg, In trod, to Vinaya Pifakam (1879),
Minayeff, Pali Grammar (Guyard's French tr., Paris,
p. xlix
1874), pp. xxxix, xlix, and Pdtimokkha (1869), p. xliv.
2
I-tsing, Retigieux 6minents, tr. Ed. Uhavannes (Paris, 1894),
:

'

;

*

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

The narratives

of several sects

—

— Dharmaguptas, MahiSasakas,
Mahasai'ighikas are parallel with the Chulla-

Sarvaativadins,
vagga. Although there are manifold discrepancies, it is far
from certain that they furnish us with independent traditions. 4
The Chullavagga looks older, for it does not contain any allusion
to the rehearsing of the Abhidharma.
Much importance has been attributed by Oldenberg and
Franke to the fact that the Mahdpartnibbdnasutta 5 altogether
ignores the Council, although it tells of the indecent attitude
of Subhaddha (which, according to the Chiillavagga, was the
occasion of the Council) while, on the other hand, the Chullavagga depends (or seems to depend) on the Mahdparinihbdna
therefore, when the last text was compiled, the very idea of a
primitive Council had not yet appeared. The present writer
does not think that such weighty conclusions can be drawn
from a mere literary comparison of the documents. The very
argument would not have emerged if' the Pali Mahdpa rinibbdna,
like some northern editions of the Last days of Buddha,' had
been followed by the narrative of the Council ; and it is not
absurd to suppose that its redactor, for mere literary reasons,
abstained from giving an account of the Council.?
;

,!

;

1 Introd. to
Vinaya Pitakam, p. xxvii.
2 Kern, Manual,
p. 103. According to Digha, iit. 210, the divisions among the Jains at the death of the Jina caused Sariputta
to 'rehearse' the Law, to compile a mere numerical enumeration
of the dogmatic topics. There is much truth in this information.
3 As is well said bv OMenl-cn,', n, noted in I A, 1908, p. 7.
4 See R. O. Franke", ' Buddhist Councils,' in JPTS, 1908, p. 75.
g 'The Rook of the Great Decease,' the Pali narrative of the
last days and the funeral of Buddha, tr. Rhys Davids,
xi.,
and Dialogues, ii.

SHE

6

p. *48.

Kathdvatthu, xxi. 1

;

cf.

Majjhima,

ii.

245.

4 For more details, see art. Skits
(Buddhist).
& This
figure, 18, which does aot agree with our lists of sects,
causes of
possibly depends upon the IS bhelitknravatthus,
division in the Church' a fanciful list
'hullavagga, vii. 5. 2).
B
I-tsing',^ Recordqf the Buddhist Religion (tr. Ta
von
andct.
tr.
Taranatha,
Sohiefner,
Oxford, 1896), pp. 13-14; Of.
.si,
Petersburg, 1869, p. 274; and Watters, On Yuan Chwana
'The tenets of the Schools keep these isolated,
(1904), i. LG2fl.
and controversy runs high; heresies on Bpeciai doctrines lead
ways to the same end. . .'
many
i Manual
(1896), p. 101 f. (with some omissions).
'

—

:

.

See Dialogues, ii. 70.
7 See I A, 190S,
p. 8, note; also Nanjio, Catalogue of the
Chinese Trantl. </ th>- Dud. Tripitaka (Oxford, 1S5:;), no. 552,
We are indebted for this referenno
and SBE xi. p. xxxviii.
and this argument to M. Louis Kinot.J A typical instance of
the complexity of these literary and historical problems is
furnisbea by he various narratives ol the episode ol Purana.
I'innrirs than it is in
This ypisnde is more developed in «n
the Pali Vinaya ChuUavagga. According to the Vinaya ot the
Mahi&dsakas, Purana demanded the- insertion o( seven permisindoors, etc.) acrording
sions (keeping food indoors, coul, in
I

i

;

to the

vagga,

Dharmaguptas,
vi.

17-19, 20.

t,

Now the Pali Vinaya (Mahuol eight.
8?) states that the problem of the 'eight
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Council of VaiSali (Vesali).— According to a
tradition fully developed in Chullavagga, xii. (SBE
2.

xx. 386), and common at least to several sects,
there was held, in the year 100 or 110 after the
1
Nirvana, a Council to examine and condemn ten
extra-legal practices of the monks of Vaisali. The
inhabitants of Vaisall and surrounding country
(Vraja, the modern Braj) are known as Vrjis (Pali
Fditu), and the heretic monks as Vrjiputrakas
(Tali, VajjiputtaJcas). The heretical practices were
described, or technically pointed out, in short

—

*

two lingers,' another village,' dwellingsome of which were no longer inteland the other
xii.,
to were compiled, as is shown
alluded
Vlnayas
by the discrepancies in the interpretation of the
phrases
1

'

etc.

'

—

when Chullavagga,

filace,
igihle

1

phrases.'

We

may safely acknowledge the historical
of a vaisali&n controversy on ten
points of monastic discipline, but it is as yet imdraw from our documents any conto
possible
clusion regarding the importance or the date of
the event, the development of the monastic institution at that time, or the date of the Pali Vinaya
The present writer considers it a
as a whole.
misleading opinion that the whole Pali Vinaya
was anterior to the Vaisall Council because it
does not contain any allusion to the ten phrases.'
Further, as is generally admitted, the figures 100
and 110 are round numbers.
Oldenberg's remarks on Vaisall (Introd. to Vinaya Pifaham,,
and Buddh. Studien,' ZDMG xlii. 613) cannot be said to have
character

'

'

Bettled the question in favour of the priority of the Vinaya.
For a discussion of the arguments pro and con one may refer to
I A, 1908, p. 81 ff.
R. O. Franke defends an altogether different estimate of the
'
'
His argument against Rajagrha and
Vaisalian
legend.
Vaisall, is, in short, as follows The author of Chullavagga, xi.
(First Council), has turned into history the saying of Buddha
that 'after my death, O monks, the Law ought to be your
refuge.' Therefore, thought this ecclesiastical romancer, the
Elders compiled the Law just after the Nirvana ; and, as there
was no tradition whatever concerning this supposed Council,
he employed all the evangelical data which could he of use
for an
apostolic history. Again, Buddha was said to have
delivered many discourses (compiled in the Suttas or in the
Vinaya) concerning heretics who proclaim and hold as right
(dhatnma) what is wrong (adhamma), as Discipline (vinaya)
:

'

'

'

'

'

tm-DiscipIine (avinaya)' ; nay more, he predicted that
the Vajjis would be destroyed owing to their disrespect for
[Various misdeeds of the Vesalian
Arhats, their discords, etc.
during the lifetime of
Vajjiputtakas are also well ' known
Buddha, they adhered to the five points (ascetic exaggerations
of Devadatta), Chullavagga, vii. 4. 1
or, on the contrary, they
the
most
in
strange indulgences— eating, bathing, and
indulged
sleeping as they pleased, and permitting themselves sexual
intercourse (Vinaya Pipakam, iii. 23 ; Par. i. 7).] From these
data, the ecclesiastical romancer has constructed a history of
a schism (finally settled at Vaisali), parallel with his history
N3f the compilation of the Law (First Council), and showing
the same literary skill: '. . . The chronicle of the "Second
is not only a merely literary construction ; it
Council
does not even possess any relevant subject-matter. Whether
such monkish steam as those ten puerilities was ever let off

what

is

:

'

;

"...

(or seven) points' was discussed during the lifetime of the
Buddha, who, after having authorized the keeping of food indoors,' etc., withdrew this concession (see I A, 1908, p. 5). It
is not easy to draw any conclusion from such coincidences.
(1)
'

One may say that the Mahis'dsakas and the Dharmaguptas
have embellished the history of the Council through attributing to Purana some opinions alluded to and condemned in the
Vinaya; and this opinion is right enough, for Purana seems
not to have been a man to patronize extra allowances; and,
from a merely literary point of view, the Mahdragga (our Pali

recension, or some other edition of the subject-matter of the
Mahdvagga) is the probable source of the MahUdsaka informaBut (2) it is very probable, or rather certain, that the
tion.
redactors of the Vinaya (Pdtimokkha, Mahdvagga, etc.) have
*
antedated many prescriptions and many events, Buddha himself being said to have condemned practices or tenets which, in
fact, appeared only after his death, and became occasions of
'

disputes or schisms.

1 The date 100 anno nirvdni, according to the Chullavagga,
the MahUasakas (Wassilieff, in Taranatha, p. 291), the Dharmaguptas (Beal, Four Lectures on Bud. Lit. in China [London,
1882], p. 83, and Berlin Congress of Orientalists, Ostas. section,
p. 33), and Fa-hien (xxv., at the end); the date 110, according
I A, 1908, p. 104),
to the Sarvastivadins (Rockhill, Life, p. 171
Hiuen Tsiang (Watters, On Yuan Chwnng, ii. 73 f., cf. p. 75,
note). Taranatha (p. 42) sajs that the figure in the Vinaya of
;

'

Other schools

'

is

210 and 220.

has

ture.'

183

(Buddhist)

or no importance for the history of Buddhist litera-

little
i

—

The two Asokas and their Councils.
The Pali Vinaya (ChuUavagqa, \ii.) slates that the Vesali
Council was held in a.b. 100, but it does not nam
sovereign, and it contains no allusion to any later Council,
Other sources (Mahifasakas, Vfumnagupta8t BLDaSarv&$tivddtn$
[a.b. 110]) seem to be equally silent on these points.
(2) Pali later sources (Sinhalese sources) know the name of
the sovereign, Kalasoka, and they add that the Vesalian
3.
(1)

1

schismatics (Vajjiputtakas) in their turn held a Council, the
'Great Assembly,' whence issued the sect Mahasanghika, uf
the Great Assembly' while the Uahasangblkas are said by
other sources to maintain that this Great Assembly was held
immediately after the Rajagrha Council.
(3) Vasumitra, the author of a treatise on the sects, hitherto
undated (see Minayeff, Recherches, p. 196), who seems to ignore
Vaisali, tells us of a Council held in a.b. 100, at Pataliputra,
under Asoka, concerning * five points 2 the Council resulted
in the division between the Church and the Mahasanghika sect.
(4) Bhavya, the author of another treatise on the sects, relatei
the tradition of the Sammitiyas that a Council was held in
a.b. 137, at Pataliputra, under the kings Nanda and Mahapadma*
'

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

[concerning five points ?].
(5) According to the same authority, the Sthaviras say that a
Council was held in a.b. 160, at Pataliputra, under Asoka, concerning some controverted question, and that it resulted in th6
Mahasanghika schism.
(6) According to Taranatha (p. 44), during the lifetime of
A3oka, Vatsa, a Brahman from Ka^mir, a monk or even an
elder (sthavira) preached to the common people the doctrine of
the existence of a soul, and caused no little discussion among
the clergy. The noble Black (drya Kdla or Kr$na), who had
succeeded I>hltikain the protection of the Law, 'assembled the
whole body of clergy in the Puskarini-monastery, in Mam
(Marwar), and after a session of three months the followers of
Vatsa and Vatsa himself were converted.
This Council appears in an altogether different light, namely,
as 'the collection of the Scriptures' through the elder Vatsiputra, in Tanjur, Aldo, 132, where it is dated a. b. 400, and in
Bhavya, with the figure 200 or 400.-* Thg sect of the Vatsi'

'

'

1 To the
present writer it appears that one might safely
maintain the reverse. It is a pnori probable that the discourses of Buddha on schisms, the prediction of the misfortune
of the Vajjis, and the fanciful attribution to them of extra-legal
practices, either ascetic or sinful, far from being the literary
cause of the legend of a schism, are the consequence, the reflexion of some tradition relative to some historical events in
And the
which the Vajjis (or Vaisalians) were concerned.
dispute on the 'ten points' was probably such an event. We
are greatly mistaken if a part of the Vinaya, nay, of the Pdtimokkha itself, is not made up of new (we do not say modern)
acquisitions of the earliest Buddhist discipline, acquisitions
mainly due to the development of the Order and to the
necessity of stating rules for new cases acquisitions which
were, of course, antedated and solemnly attributed to Buddha

—

For instance, when Buddha is said to have first
authorized and finally withdrawn some allowance, have we not
some right to suppose that the Church itself had modified its
rules? We know little of this early history. Buddhist Vinaya
and Sutra may he compared with an apocryphal Gospel where
the decisions of Nicaea and the Canons of Cluny may be found
side by side with Apostolic traditions. We have only a few
episodes which bear an appearance of truth, in so far at least
that they are not piously antedated but amongst them is the
*
Council of Vaisali. The ten points have not been concocted
from the data of the Vinaya by pseudo-historians, even if the
narrative depends on the Vinaya, as B. O. Franke has proved
on the contrary, it is not impossible that the Vinaya
it to do
has been largely amplified owing to many Vaisali-like disputes.
2 Five doctrines on
Arhat-ship and the Path, the originator of
which is named Mahadeva, and sometimes Bhadra (see below,
p. 184b, and JRAS, 1910, p. 413).
3 The word
'king' (Tibet, rgyal-po) is in the singular (see
Rockhill, Life, p. 18G, note), but Nanda and Mahapadma are
two persons (cf. Taranatha, p. 01 Wassilieff, p. 47 [51]). Nanda
seems to have been the second or third successor of Asoka (see
himself.

;
'

'

'

;

;

V. A. Smith, JRAS, 1901, p. 851).
See Bhavya ap. Rockhill's Life, p. 1S7. In the words of the
a Council held in the year a.b. 137 (see (4) above)
latter,
.
the monks continued to quarrel for sixty-three years afterwards, that is to say, till a.b. 200 and 102 years later (i.e. a. b.
302) the Sthavira and Vatsiputriya schools verified the canon
["rightly collected the doctrine "].' The present writer holds
against Rockhill, (1) that gnas-brtan gnas mahi bus must bt
translated Sthavira Vdtsiputriyena (or Oputrena), that is to say,
the Elder named Vatsiputra collected the doctrine'; (2) that
the figure 102 is wrong Bhavya's brgya phrag gflis may be or
must be 200 (see Jaschke, Tibet. Grammar, Eng. tr., London,
1S83, p. 31 n.), and Mafijusrhsahasavajra, quoting Bhav\a, has
We have 137+03 = a.b. 200. If we
flis brgya, that is to say, 200.
add 200, we have 400, the date of the Vatsiputriya Council
We
according to Tanjur, t. 132, fol. 32 (Taranatha, p. 208).
prefer to take the figure 200 of Bhavya as the total 137+63,
for the phrases de-nds lo brgya phrag gnis hdas pai rjes la,
de rjes lo flis brgya hdaspar maybe translated: 'then (tatas)
two hundred years being elapsed, then, after two hundred
years (cf. Taranatha, p. 298, line f.). [The dispute of 63 years,
says Taranatha (p. 61), lasted 100 years from its commencement
till its final settlement.1
•*

'

.

.

.

.

.

;

'

;

*
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is
putriyas, adherents of Yateiputra,' scions of the slhaviras,
well known for its theory of a soul (pudgala).*
at Pataliputra,
(7) Sinhalese sources: a Council in a.b. 236,
of
the
orthodoxy
under Asoka (Dharmasoka), which proclaimed
the Vibhajyavdda ('doctrine of the distinction'), to which
belongs the Pali or Sinhalese Church, and authenticated the
last of the Pali Abhidhanna treatises, the Kathavatthu.
'

The obvious

conclusions are

as

follows.

(«)

Nothing precise was known concerning the origin
of the Mahasahghikas.
They claimed to be
ancient and orthodox. Others styled them heretics
and schismatics. The Sinhalese identified them
with the Vesalian Vajjiputtakas, but there is no
some
evidence in favour of this identification
;

sects believed that they originated out of the disthat
pute on the five points,' and it seems certain
was a
they admitted the 'five points.' (b) There
'
tradition of a Vesalian Council on ten points,'
date uncertain, no mention of king ; and (c) a
'

a Council

of

tradition

on

'

some controverted

'

five points' ;
question,' more precisely on
date^un(d) The
certain, and probably no mention of king,
monks of Ceylon supposed that their Kathavatthu,
a catalogue of heresies, had been first preached
by Buddha; they were well aware

mysteriously
that the book was modern,' nay, that it had been
revealed by Tissa Moggaliputta, some centuries
and they had reasons to admit
after the Nirvana
that their Scriptures, inclusive of the Kathavatthu,
had been rehearsed in a Council, which could not
be the Vaisali Council, since the Chullavagga
ignores Tissa and the Kathavatthu.
'

;

It was reasonable to place all the important events in the
had
history of the Church ' under Asoka, a sovereign who
'
and
evidently been a second mover of the Wheel of the Law ;
this was done. [Note the exceptional mention of Nanda and
Hahapadma, above, p. 183.1 Again, Pataliputra was the evident
seat of such meetings. Our Northern documents are scanty
and conflicting, but they give the impression that there was no
certain tradition of the date of Atoka 100, 110, 137, or 100 are
be extracted ('no oil
figures out of which no chronology can
:

out of sand,' na sikatdbhyas tailam).

Sinhalese tradition places the Vaisali Council in 100 under
Kalasoka, and the Pataliputra Council in 230 under Dharmasoka.
'
Besides the Northern figures for Asoka (100 (110), 137, 100),
there was a fourth figure, a.b. 230 (17 or 19 years after his coronation in A.B. 217, 219). We are not concerned with the question
whether these were fanciful or traditional computations. In
'concocted' in
fact, the authors of the ecclesiastical history
Ceylon admitted this figure, without troubling themselves very
much to adjust it to some other chronological details of their
own and, as they maintained the canonic date of Vaisali, and
were at a loss to name the sovereign reigning in a.b. 100, they
a ' black Asoka,' KdUUoka—a. mere iilolum libri.i
'

;

imagined

narrative of the Third Council is
open to serious objections as concerns the rehearsal
of the Pali Canon and of the Kathavatthu as it
stands now, and as regards the solemn declaration
by the whole clergy that Buddha was a Vibhajof the
javadin, i.e. that he adhered to the tenets
school of this name. But some details are historical, and the story itself rests on historical ground.
Asoka's inscriptions are explicit enough as to the
know
king's intervention in clerical questions we
that lie decreed expulsion (' putting in white [i.e.
layman's] garments ') against [monks or] nuns.
The Sinhalese tradition may be relied upon when
it affirms that such rules were enforced against
bad monks, pseudo-Buddhists' s but that heretics' were ill-treated by the king seems rather
On the other hand, it is unfortunate
incredible.
that the inscriptions contain no allusion to a
'Council,' and sonic historians feel obliged to place

The Sinhalese

:

'

'

;

—the

reading is certain— is translated gnasa conjecture of Schiefner for gnas-pa ;
Vaisi-putra, a conjecture of the present writer's for gnasmabi
Kern says that the Vateipuonyafl are 'evidently the same
bu.
as the Vajjiputtakas of the ISiuhalesc] Chronicles (Manual, p.
HI); that is to say, in their 'genealogy' of the sects the
Sinhalese give to the Vatsiputriyas the old name Vajjiputtakas.
But there is only qwasi'-hoinophony between these two names.
-See V. A. Smith, JRAS, 1001, p. 865. We are much indebted to this authority.
s.c Nainatitapasadika, Vinaya, iii. 312 (read line 19 apapabforced lo quit the order']; cf. Sits dmmvehchaya, p. 66
biieti,
(which forbids suon spiritual usurpation of the 'civil power'),
and Lulu* ufthe Uvud Law, SUE xxi. oh, xii. 17.
1

Vdtsipidriya

mahi bu

;

Vatm

is

'

''

'

(Buddhist)

the Council in the short time between the Pillarinscriptions and the death of the king (see ii. 126).
But the question is whether the Council was what
it is said to have been, a 'Nicene' Assembly,
and not rather a series of synods or dogmatic
disputations.

Until the Kathavatthu has been thoroughly
studied and compared with Northern documents,
be impossible to describe the ancient
it will
but we already possess a
doctrinal discussions
few hints which may prove useful.
hero of the Third
(a) The name of Tissa Moggaliputta, the
'

'

;

'

Council and the defender of the Vibhaj javadin faith, is quoted
in the books of a rival sect, the Sarvastivadins. The Vijtldnakiya, a treatise of this sect, 'is a tedious argumentative
treatise combating the views of a Moginlin who denied the
.'
(Watters, On 1'iian
reality of the Past and the Future
Chwang, i. 374). This 'thesis of the omni-existence' (sarvdis disstivdda), which gave their name to the Sarvastivadins,
cussed in the Kathavatthu (i. 6-10). It is at least possible that
a Moggaliputta maintained the system or method of distinction
in the sermons of Buddha on
(vilibajia") which already appears
sabbam atthV) 'Does anything exist?' (Saihyutta), and is employed in some places of the Kathavatthu.
the 'five points'— the five
fact
that
(b) It is an interesting
theories attributed to a schismatic, Mahadeva by name, concernto the
ing the Arhat-ship and the Meditation— which, according
northern sources, were discussed under Asoka and formed the
of the Mahasaiighika schism,— are also discussed in the
'

.

.

'

'

origin

Kathavatthu

(ii.

1-6).

x

Further, the first heresy condemned in the Kathavatthu—there in the truest and highest sense a soul (pudgala)1'—\a
known from the Northern sources as the capital tenet of the
that the proVatsiputriyas' (see above, p. 184); and we believe
blem of the soul aroused division in the earliest times. The
(c)

'

Is

'

second heresy— 'Can an Arhat
very ancient, etc.

fall

from Arhat-ship?'— is also

To sum up it seems almost certain that a
number of heresies discussed in the Kathavatthu
:

occasioned discussions, synods, and
Asol^ and even before his
that there was a Kathavatthuppa/carana, a
'book on controversies,' which could be easily
completed, and, in fact, has been enlarged through
many and manifold additions. There is no reason
to doubt that, in a primitive form, it was in some
way connected with Tissa Moggaliputta.
The documents concern4. Council of Kaniska.—
or less at variance,
ing this Council are late, more
2
and, moreover, very vague.'

may have

divisions in the days of

time

;

'

It

seems that

this

Assembly

is,

for the Sarvastivadin School,

what Moggaliputta's Council is for the Vibhajjavadin School of
Ceylon—an apologetic ouim'-invention. Like the Vibhajjavadins, the Sarvastivadins possess treatises on Abhidhanna, and
maintain that these are authoritative (word of the Buddha) their
''

;

authenticity or authority was, they say, recognized at the
Council held under Kaniska, and, moreover, a Commentary on
the 46Md/iorma-treatises (Vibhdxd) was compiled or written on
It must be observed that the Abhidharmahiia,
this occasion.
while stating the conflicting theories of the Vaibhasikas (scions
of the Sarvastivadins, relying on the Vibhdfd)&nd of 'the Sautrantika (who consider the iii/Aui/uirina-trealises as human
works), does not mention, we think, Kaniska's Council ; further,
that all the Kasmiras (monks of Kasrnir, the stronghold of the
Sarvastivadins and Vaibhasikas) are not Vaibhasikas.
'

The

narratives of this Council are to

some extent

4
dogmatic legends, and seem only to bear witness

As
to the literary activity of the Sarvastivadins.
is well said by Takakusu, until the treatises of this
school shall have been made accessible to scholars,
it will be vain to argue about the Council or its
Sarvastivaproceedings (see artt. Vaiuhasikas,
dins).
lSeeJIlAS, 1910, p. 413.
2 Kern, Manual, p. 121 (see

Kern
also Geschiedenis, ii. 869).
Ilium Tsiang,
gives a summary of the narratives of Fa-hien,
Taranatha (Tibet. Leliensbesclircibung Sakya Minus, r. von
V.
A.
Smith
(Early
History,
Schiefner, St. Petersburg, 1S49).
new evidences, especially Takaknsu's observap. 249 ff.) adds
I

The date of Kaniska, in the present writer's opinion, has
nut yet been ascertained; but there is nothing to prove that
the Sarvastivadins' books are either earlier or later than

tions.

Kaniska (q.v.).
a It seems certain that the two Abhidharmic collections have
nothing in common.
with Kerns opinion
* The
present writer cannot agree
'somehow an
(Manual, p. 122) that, as a result of the Council,
agreement, a modus vivendi, was hit upon on the base Ol the
of the IS sects.' Such an
principal truths unassailed by any
the fact that the
iNlirpi.lation of the legends is opposed by
Sarvastivadin character of the Council seems to be proved.
.
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li.in

We

11.

to note a tradi-

must be content simply

SI

11 1

A.

—a

—

11.

milra Wassilieff, ap. Taranatha,
(

p. 298).

:

ft".

A.D. 249,
'

;

;

'

'

lxix. 3).

;

'

;

;

'

'

:

;

clergy.'

By means of his diocesan Council the bishop
had the advice of his presbyters and their assent
to his decisions in the exercise of discipline and

;

;

;

;

COUNCILS

:

various kinds of Councils.— The Councils
Church may he classified as follows
Diocesan, being the assembly of a single
diocese
(2) Provincial, being of all the dioceses
comprised in an ecclesiastical province (3) Councils of united provinces, being assemblies of several

The

1.

of the early

:

(1)

;

;

neighbouring provinces, sometimes called Plenary
Councils (concilia plenaria) (4) Patriarchal, being
of the provinces united in one patriarchate, sometimes called Plenary or Universal Councils (concilia
(5) National,
plenaria or concilia universalia)
being of the provinces existing in a country,
sometimes called Plenary or Universal Councils,
frequently identical with Primatial and Patriarchal Councils (6) General Councils of the East
or of the West, being of all the provinces in the
East or the West ; (7) General Councils repre;

;

;

whole Church
(8) Ecumenical Councils, being Councils whose
decisions were accepted by the whole Church.
To these may be added (9) the Councils held at
Constantinople in the 4th and following centuries,
senting in their constitutions the

;

1

as the Home Councils (avvo&oi ivdijuomac)
(10) the Mixed Councils {concilia mixta) of the
9th and following centuries, held in regard to
matters of Church and State.
diocesan
2. The constitution of Councils.
(1)
^Council consisted normally of the presbyters of
the diocese, meeting under the presidency of the
The rule of the bishop was not regarded
bishop.
as being rightly exercised altogether independently
of the presbyters, although he had the power and
the responsibility of decisions.

known

;

and

—

A

In the letters of St. Ignatius of Antioch the authority of the
bishop is constantly viewed as being exercised in connexion
with the presbyters (see, e.g. ad Eph. 20 ad Magn. 6, 7 ad
Trail. 3). St. Cyprian (Ep. xiv. 4), writing to his presbyters
and deacons, says
From the beginning of my episcopate 1
determined to do nothing separately of my own judgment,
without your advice and without the assent of the laity.' The
advice of clergy and laity was sought by the bishop in regard to
those whom he ordained. St. Cyprian (Ep. xxxviii. 1) writes to
In the ordination of
his presbyters and deacons and laity
clergy it is our custom to consult you beforehand, and to consider in common counsel the character and deserts of individuals'; and a canon of the 6th cent. Gallican document,
known as the canons of the Fourth Council of Carthage
(canon 22; see Hardouin, Concilia, i. 980), which passed into
the general Western canon law (Decret. 1. Ixxiv. 6), enacted
'that a bishop is not to ordain clergy without the advice of his
clergy, so that he may look for the assent and witness of the
;

,

;

'

:

'

:

'

'

people.'
1

The nomenclature is not uniform

;

but

it

prevents confusion

to use General for Councils representative of the whole Church
'
in their constitution, and Ecumenical for those whose decisions
'

'

'

are accepted by the whole Church.

I

Alexandria, to consider the case of Arius (see Epipb. adv. Hoer.
A 6th cent. Gallican canon in the so-called Fourth
Council of Carthage (canon 23 see Hardouin, i. 980), which
passed into the general Western canon law (Decret. n. xv. 7
that a bishop is not to hear the case of any one
[0]). enacted
without the presence of his clergy and the judgment of the
bishop shall be void if it is not confirmed by the presence of the

;

'

on the advice

For instance, a Carthaginian Council, probably earlier than
is described by St. Cyprian (Ep. i. 1) as composed of
and my fellow-bishops who were present, and our fellowpresbyters who 6at with us.' At a Roman Council held a little
later there were present, besides Cornelius the Bishop of Rome
and the Roman presbyters, five bishops who happened to be at
Rome at the time (Cornelius in Cypr. Ep. xlix. 2). About A.D.
320, Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria, summoned a Council <Tf
the presbyters, together with certain bishops who were then at

;

,

dependence

of the bishop

matters other bishops were sometimes associated
with the Council.

Litkratukb.— Almost all the books on the history of Buddhism C. F. Koppen, Die Ueliniun des Buddha, Berlin, 1859,
ii. in;
W. Wassiheff, Dor Ihiddhismus, St. Petersburg, 1800,
H. Kern, Geschiedenis run hct
p. 37 [Fr. tr., Paris, 1S65]
liuddhisme, Haarlem, 1881-84, ii. 232 [French tr. by O. Huet,
Bihl. d'Etudetdv Miaii Quintet, x. and xi., 1901-3], Manual 0/
H. Oldeniii.
Buddhism
Indian
[1896) 8), p. 101
(GIAl'
berg, Buddha, sein I.eben ... p. 399 (5th ed. Stuttgart, 1906
2nd Fr. ed., Paris, 1903, p. 337), Introd. to Vinaya Pitakam,
Budclhistische Studien (XDMG lii.
p. xxv, London, 1S79,
[1S9S1 012); J. P. Minayeff, Baddizmu, St. Petersburg, 1887,
Must*
[Ft. tr. 'Recherches sur le bouddhisme,' Bibl. d'Et. du
Guimet, iv., 1894] Vincent A. Smith, Early Hist. 0/ India*,
Oxford, 1908. Some monographs may be noted V. A. Smith,
'The Identity of Pivadasi with Asoka Maurya and some connected Problems' (JRAS, Oct. 1901, pp. 827-S5S) L. de la
Valine Poussin, Les Conoiles bouddhiques (Muston, 1905 [tr.,
I A, 190S]), and 'The Five Points of Mahadeva and the Kathavatthu' (JRAS, 1910, p. 413); R. O. Franke, 'The Buddhist
Councils at Rajagrha and Vesali' (JPTS, 1908).
Original
Pali Vinaya (tr. SBE xiii. xvii. xx.)
Bources aro chiefly
Tibetan treatises on sects, in Wassilieff, Buddhismus RockChinese
1884
the
Pilgrims
Buddha,
London,
hill, Life 0/
(Fahien [tr. Legge, Oxford, 1886] Hiuen Tsiang [Watters,
On Yuan Chwang, London, 1904-5]).
L. de la Vallee Poussin.
(Christian
Early, to A.D. 870).—
'
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(Christian)

this

of those in liis diocese the diocesan Councils' had
The normal constitution of such
their origin.
Councils was that they consisted of the bishop and
of
the
diocese, though in important
presbyters

400—Vateiputra's
700
Mahasammatiyas' Council;
Council under Bhutika and Buddha-

aa to later Councils: A.B.

Council;
A.

From

the selection of candidates for ordination, and,
moreover, knew the mind of his diocese when he
came to meet other bishops in the larger Councils.
As the diocesan Councils arose from the
(2)
relation of the bishop to the presbyters of his
diocese, so the provincial and larger Councils had
their origin from his relation to the other bishops
The local Council concerning
of the province.
Arius, held at Alexandria by Bishop Alexander,
mentioned above, led to that bishop convening a
i. 6).
The
Council of many bishops (Socrates,
still larger Council of Nicsea (A.D. 325) was also
and this
due to the controversy about Arius
Council formulated a specific provision for the
holding of provincial Councils in order that the
excommunications of individual bishops might be
revised by the bishops of the province, and the
danger of injustice consequently lessened.

HE

;

'In regard to the excommunicated, whether of the clergy or
of the laity, the sentence passed by the bishops of each province 6hall have the force of law in accordance with the

canon which enacts that those who have been excommunicated
by some bishops shall not be admitted by others. Inquiry
must, however, be made to Bee that the bishop has not passed
the sentences of excommunication from smallness of mind, or
from love of strife, or from some such perversit)'. In order,
then, that such an inquiry may be held, it has seemed good
to decide that during each year, in each province, Councils
be held twice in the year, that all the bishops of the province
together, and that such inquiries be made, and
that thus those who have evidently offended against their
bishop may be seen by all to have been reasonably excommunicated, until the assembly of the bishops may think well
to pronounce a milder sentence in their case. The Councils
are to be held, the one before Lent, in order that all smallness
of mind may be put away, and that the gift may be offered
'
to God in pureness, the other in the autumn (canon 6 see

may meet

;

Hardouin,

i.

323-326).

This canon of Nicaea is of great importance as
illustrating (a) the purpose of revising the acts
of individual bishops by the holding of provincial
and (b) the connexion between the
Councils
exercise of the bishop's authority and his power
of excommunication. Similarly, it was enacted by
the Council of Antioch in 341 that,
if any one be excommunicated by his own bishop, he may not
;

'

be admitted by other bishops unless he has been restored by his
own bishop, or unless a Council has been held and he has
appeared before it and made his defence, and convinced the
Council and obtained a new decision. This decree applies to
and all ecclesiastics (canon
laity and presbyters and deacons
see Hardouin, i. 595).
'

;

end of
Apart from exceptions at Kome
the 5th cent., and in Spain in the 7th cent., to
of
members
constituent
the
be mentioned later,
provincial and larger Councils were bishops only,
and
deacons
and
lay
people
though presbyters
The earliest instances
were sometimes present.
at the

of Councils of a character to be reckoned with
Councils are those held during
provincial or larger
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the 2nd cent, in Asia Minor concerning Montanism,
ami in many places concerning the date of Easter.
Such scanty evidence as exists ahout these Councils
indicates that the members of them were bishops
v. 16, 23, 24
Libellus Synodionly (see Euseb.
cus, in Hardouin, v. 1493-1490
Salmon, in Smithiii.
DOB
938
Wace,
Hefele-Leelercq, Conciles, i.
At the African Councils held
128-130, 151-153).
in the middle of the 3rd cent., presbyters and
deacons and lay people were present (see Cypr.
Epp. xvi. 4, xvii. 1, 3, xix. 2, xxx. 5, xxxi. 6,
xxxiv. 4, Iv. 5, lix. 15, lxiv. 1), and expressed their
opinions, sometimes in opposition to that of their
bishop (ib. xvii. 3, lix. 15) but the actual decisions
were the work of the assembled bishops, who alone
were the constituent members of the Councils.
For instance, a Council summoned to discuss the
question of the validity of baptism administered
by schismatics was held at Carthage on 1st Sept.
256.
Besides the eighty-seven bishops from proconsular Africa, Numidia, and Mauretania, who
were the members of the Council, there were
present presbyters and deacons, and a large
number of lay people.
That only the bishops
were the constituent members of the Council is
shown by the judicial pronouncements being their
work alone (see Sententioe Episcoporum,' in 5.
Cypriani Opera; cf. Cypr. Epp. i. 1, xix. 2, xliv.,

HE

;

;

;

;

'

xlv. 2, 4,
lxxiii. 1).

lix. 13, lxiv. 1, lxx. 1, lxxi. 1, lxxii. 1,
The Councils held at Antioch in 264 or
265, and 269, to consider the charges against Paul
of Samosata, are described by Eusebius as consisting of bishops.
Presbyters and deacons were
present at Antioch in connexion with the Councils,
and at one of them a presbyter took a prominent
part in the discussions ; but there is no reason to
suppose that these Councils differed from those at
Carthage, so as to include others besides bishops as

constituent members possessing votes, though the
letter written to announce the decision of the last
Council of the series was in the name of ' bishops,
'
presbyters, and deacons, and the Churches of God

Euseb. vii. 27-30).
Similarly, the Arabian
Councils about 244 consisted of bishops, though
Origen, who was a presbyter, took part in a conference held in connexion with one of the Councils,
and appears to have spoken in the actual proceedings of another Council, but on the invitation of
the bishops, not as a member of the Council (see
Euseb. vi. 33, 37). The constituent members of
the Councils held in the 4th cent, were bishops,
and any presbyters or deacons or ecclesiastics in
minor orders who might be the representatives of
absent bishops and empowered to vote on behalf
of those whom they represented.
Thus, at Elvira
in 305, twenty-six or thirty-six presbyters were
present, had seats, and signed the decrees in a
group after the bishops ; deacons were present
standing and lay people were present. But the
decrees were described as the decisions of the
bishops (see Acts of Elvira,' in Hardouin, i. 249,
In like manner, at Aries in 314 some pres250).
byters and deacons and ecclesiastics in minor
orders were present in attendance on bishops or
as representatives of absent bishops; but the
natural inference from all the evidence is that
the only constituent members of the Council, that
is, those with a right lo be pi,' ent ami vote, were
bishops and representatives of absent bishops (see
Acts of Aries, in Hardouin, i 266-268; cf. Euseb.
x. 5).
So again, at Nicsea in 325, many presbj ters,
deacons, and acolytes were present as attendants
of bishops; Athanasius, then an archdeacon in
attendance on the Bishop of Alexandria, was prominent in discussions connected with the ('ounril
laymen took part in conferences before its formal
and the Emperor Constantino, though
opening
still
unbaptized, was present at some of the pro(see

;

'

'

;

;

(Christian)

the head of the State.
But the
the authorities show that bishops
of absent bishops were the
only constituent members of the Council (see
Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 6-14
Socrates, i. 8-14 ;
Sozomen, i. 15-25 cf. Bright, The Age of the
i.
78).
Fathers, 1903,
Till nearly the end of the 5th cent, the evidence
suggests the same conclusions as those which have
been mentioned in regard to the Councils of the
2nd and 3rd and early 4th cents., namely, that
at provincial and larger Councils bishops alone
were entitled to be present and vote, or, if unable
to attend the Council, to nominate representatives
with power to vote in their absence that they
frequently brought with them to Councils presbyters or deacons in attendance on them and for
purposes of consultation, but without votes and
that they often were careful to ascertain the mind
of the lay people about the matters which it was
the work of the Council to discuss and decide
upon. In the series of Roman Councils held in the
latter part of the 5th cent, and during the early
years of the 6th cent., the constitution of some
in
Councils was the same as already described
other Councils of the series the presbyters and
deacons, who were the precursors of the cardinals,
appear to have held a position like that of the
ceedings,

as

accounts of

all

and representatives

;

;

;

;

;

For instance, presbyters apparently
shared in the authority of the bishops at the
Council held in 495 (see the 'Acts,' in Hardouin,
ii.
941-948) and both presbyters and deacons at
different instance
that held in 499 (ii. ii. 959-963).
of others than bishops being members of provincial
or larger Councils is in the Spanish Councils of the
7th cent., which included abbots, as, for example,
the Eighth Council of Toledo in 653 (ib. iii. 967). 1
It is
3. The relation of the laity to Councils.
important to distinguish two separate matters
the position of the Christian laity as such, that is,
as members of the Christian society, the Church;
and the position of the representatives of the
State.
(1) As already mentioned, Christian lay
people in earlier times probably a multitude who
were allowed to come in, and probably including
women as well as men, 2 and in later times selected
representatives were present at Councils. Neither
in diocesan nor in larger Councils do they appear
to have been members with votes.
They were
present in order that they might (a) express their
discussion
under
on
matters
see, e.g.,
opinions
Cypr. Epp. xvii. 3, lix. 15 (b) bring abuses to the
knowledge of Councils see, e.g., canon 4 of Fourth
Council of Toledo (633), in Hardouin, iii. 580 (c)
know the decisions which the members of the
Councils made ; see, e.g., the letter of Viventiolus,
the Archbishop of Lyons, summoning the Council
of Epaon (517), in Hardouin, ii. 1046.
(2) As the
friendship of the State towards the Church increased, and the relations between them became
closer, the Emperors, or their representatives, and
great men of the State were present at Councils.
At Nica;a (325), Constantino, though unbaptized,
and therefore in no sense a representative of (he
Christian laity, was present (see above) and the
bishops.

;

A

—

:

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

Emperors were represented, and were in some
cases present, at four of the other six Ecumenical
Councils (see below), namely at Ephesus (431),
Chalcedon (451), Constantinople (6S11), and Nicsea
(787); see 'Acts of Ephesus,' p. i. cap. xx.; 'Acts
Arts of 'oiistantinople,'
'halccdon,' Acts i., vi.
1 The
position of the presbyters in the Roman Councils and
that of the abbots in the Spanish Councils mentioned above
,v. nH through which the
probably had much to ilo with the
Kn- ish' provincial Councils in the L3th cent, included abbots
and priors and representatives of cathedral and collegiate
and
of
beneficed
parochial clergy. This, again, was one
Chapters
cause of the privileges of the Lower Houses of the Canterbury
and York Convocations.
* Cf. Ac l 1J -28 for a parallel in Apostolic times.
of

'

<

;

1

(
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Acti.

'Acts of Nicrea,'

;

Ads

i.,viii.,in

Hardouin,

i.
1345-1348, ii. 53, 403-405, iii. 1056, iv. 33-40,
481-485. Instances of illustrious laymen, present
at Councils ol the Church as representatives of the
State, are not infrequent in later times, particuCouncils see,
larly in Spanish and Anglo-Saxon
Council of 495
e.q., the Acts of the Roman
(Hardouin, ii. 943) the Second Council of Orange
eleven out of the series of sixteen
in 529 (ib. 1102)
Councils held at Toledo from 589 to 701, the laymen
at which were in some cases chosen by the Council
itself, and in other cases appointed by the king [ib.
and the Councils at Cloveshoo in 747 and 822
iii.)
Side by side with
(ib. iii. 1952, 1953, iv. 1245).
these Councils, to which lay representatives of the
State were admitted, there were Councils restricted
to bishops, as, e.g., the Sixth and Seventh Councils
of Toledo (038 and 040) and the Councils of Hertford (073) and Hatfield (GS0) (see Hardouin, iii. 008iv. 5, 17, 18
cf. Bright,
Bede,
610, 023-025
3
Chapters uf Early Eng. Oh. Hist. 1897, pp. 276,
Hunt, The English Church from its
357, 358
;

;

;

;

HE

;

;

,

;

Foundation

to the

Norman

Conquest, 1899, pp. 137,
151).
Lay people were members of the mixed
Councils held on matters of joint interest to Church
and State and these sometimes included women,
as, e.g., the abbess Hilda at Whitby (004), and the
abbess -Elfleda at the Council on the Nidd in
Northumberland (705) (see Hardouin, iii. 993, 1820
Haddan-Stubbs, Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents, 1869-1878, iii. 101, 206).
Diocesan and
4. The convocation of Councils.
provincial Councils were convoked by the bishop of
the diocese and the metropolitan of the province
In regard to larger Councils it is
respectively.
necessary to consider the relation of 1 the Emperor,
and (2) the Pope and any initiative of the Pope
in regard to local Councils may be discussed
together with his relation to the larger Councils.
(1) Each of the seven Ecumenical Councils was
summoned by an Emperor Nica^a (325) by Constantine the Great (Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 5, 6); 1
Constantinople (3S1) by Theodosius I. (Socrates,
v. 8
v. 7)
Sozomen, vii. 7 ; Theodoret,
Ephesus (431) by Theodosius II. and Valentinian
III. (see 'Acts of Ephesus,' p. i. cap. xix., xx., in
Hardouin, i. 1343-1348) ; Chalcedon (451) by Marcian and Valentinian III. (see Acts of Chalcedon,'
p. i. cap. xxx.-xxxvi., ib. ii. 45-52) Constantinople
(553) by Justinian (see 'Acts of Constantinople,'
Coll. i., ib. iii. 56) Constantinople (6S0-1) by Constantine II. (see 'Acts of Constantinople,' Act i.,
ib. iii. 1056); and Nicaea (787) by the Emperor
Constantine VI. and the Empress Irene (see 'Acts
of Nicsea,'
Divalis sacra,' and Act i., ib. iv. 21;

;

—
(

)

;

—

HE

;

;

'

;

;

'

24, 36).
(2) Pope Victor I. appears to have given the
initiative for the holding of local Councils to discuss the Paschal question in the 2nd century. Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus, mentions that the Asiatic
Council was summoned by him at the desire of
Victor (see his letter in Euseb.
v. 24).
This
makes it probable that the Councils held in other

HE

same time on the same question were
convoked because of a wish expressed by Victor.
The relation of the Popes to the convoking of the
seven Ecumenical Councils must be considered in
some detail, (a) It came to be believed that Pope
Sylvester I. had shared in, or agreed to, the summoning of the Council of Nicoea (325) by Constanplaces at the

In the address of the Sixth Ecumenical
tine.
1 In connexion with his
summoning of the Council as well as
with his presence at it, there is need ot remembering that Constill unbaptized.
He was baptized shortly before
his death by Eusebius, Bishop of Nicomedia (see Euseb. Vit.
Const, iv. 61, 62 Socrates, i. 39 Sozomen, ii. 34 Theodoret,
i. 32
St. Ambrose, de Obit. Theod. 40
St. Jerome, Chron.
sub anno 354. This evidence is too early and strong for it to be
credible that Constantine was baptized at an earlier date
by Sylvester, Bishop of Rome (see Liber Pontificalia, xxxiv.).

stantine was

HE

;

;

;

;

;
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Council (Constantinople, Gsoj to Constantine iv. it
is said that Constantino the Creat and Sylvester,
Bishop of Borne, summoned the Council of Nicsea
(Hardouin, iii. 1417), and in the Liber VontificalU
(\xxiv.) it is said that this Council was held with
his assent.
If it is the case, as Kuiinus (HE i. 1)
says, that Constantine acted in accordance with the
views of the bishops, there is strong probability
that the Bishop of Koine would be one of those consulted, (b) The Second Ecumenical Council, held at
Constantinople in 381, was summoned from the
East only, and no Western bishop took part in it.
There is no evidence 1 and no probability that the
Pope had anything to do with the convocation of
it.
(c) Pope Celestine I. took no part in the summoning of the Third Ecumenical Council, held at
Ephesus in 431. (d) The circumstances connected
with the summoning of the Fourth Ecumenical
Council, held at Chalcedon in 451, are complicated.
They justify the words of Pope Leo I. himself,
that the Council was held by the command of the
Christian princes and by the consent of the Apostolic See '(St. Leo, Ep. cxiv. 1), and the courtly
phrase of the Emperor Marcian, that the Council
was to take place at the suggestion of the Pope
(Opera S. Leonis, Ep. lxxiii. ), if some latitude of
interpretation is allowed to this phrase.
They are
inconsistent with the statement of the bishops of
Mcesia in their letter to the Emperor Leo that the
Council had been assembled by the order of Leo,
the Roman pontiff, who is truly the head of the
bishops, and of the venerable bishop Anatolius'
('Acts of Chalcedon,' cod. encyc. 12, Ep. Episc.
Mces. sec. ad Leonem Imper.,' in Hardouin, ii.
The facts are as follows. After the Robber710).
Synod of Ephesus in 449, Pope Leo I. asked the
Emperor Theodosius II. to summon a Council of
bishops from all parts of the world to meet in Italy
2
He twice repeated the same request
(Ep. xliv.).
(Epp. liv., lxix.), though on the second occasion he
said that the Council would be unnecessary if
without it the bishops would subscribe an orthodox
statement of the faith (Ep. lxix.). He also asked
Valentinian III., the Western Emperor, and his
mother and his wife, Galla Placidia and Licinia
Eudoxia, to support this reqnest to Theodosius
(Epp. Iv.-lviii.). Soon after St. Leo's third letter
to Theodosius, that Emperor died. His successors,
Pulcheria and Marcian, wrote to St. Leo that they
'

'

'

'

'

were willing to convoke a Council, evidently intending that it should be held in the East (St. Leo,
Ep. Ixxxiv.), but circumstances had changed since
St. Leo had expressed his wish for a Council, and
he wrote two letters to Marcian and another to
Pulcheria, dropping the wish for a Council, and
in the second letter to Marcian urging that it
would not now be advisable to hold one (Epp.
After the writing of
lxxxii., lxxxiii., Ixxxiv.).
the first of these letters, and before the second and
third, the Emperor Marcian convoked the Fourth
Ecumenical Council. When the Council had been
summoned, St. Leo wrote two letters to Marcian.
In the first of them, dated 24th June 451, he said
that he had hoped for the postponement of the
Council, but that, since the Emperor had determined on its being held, he would not offer any
hindrance, and appointed representatives to be present at it (Ep. lxxxix. 1).
In the second letter,
dated 20th June 451, he wrote that, though he
had requested the postponement of the Council,
he would not oppose the Emperor's arrangements
! The
reference to the letters of Pope Damasus to Theodosiu8
in the synodical letter preserved by Theodoret (HE v. 9) concerns the Council of 382, not that of 3SI ; see v. S.
2 In
making this request, St. Leo may possibly have been influenced by the appeals made to him by Flavian of Constantinople
and Eusebius of Doryl»um : see G. Amelli, S. Leone Magna e
VOriente, Rome, 1SS2, pp. 41-49; Spicikgium Cassinense, Monte
Cassino, 1S93, i. 132-137.
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The

attitude of Pope Vigilius
1).
(e)
{Ep.
towards the Fifth Ecumenical Council, held at
in
553, was in some respects the
Constantinople
opposite of that of St. Leo towards the Council
xc.

(Christian)

Celestine

Pope

sent

I.

as

the

legates

bishops

Arcadius and Projectus and the presbyter Philip(d) At Chalcedon (451) the Imperial compus,
missioners (see 'Acts of Chalcedon,' in Hardouin,

In his condemnation of Theodorus
of Chalcedon.
of Csesarea, Pope Vigilius mentions that such a

53,

ii.

65,

68,

69,

89,

93,

113,

272,

273,

308),

and in the sixth session the Emperor Marcian
Council had been contemplated at a meeting at (see 'Acts of Chalcedon,' Act vi., ib. ii. 485which were present, besides the Emperor and the 489), acted as presidents ; the chief place among
the members of the Council was held by the
civil officials, many bishops, including the Bishop
of Constantinople and the Bishop of Milan {Fragm.
Paschasinus, Lucentius,
legates of Pope Leo I.
damn. Theod., in Hardouin, iii. 8). Vigilius himself and Boniface (St. Leo, Epp. lxxxix., ciii. cf. 'Ep.
more than once expressed a wish that the Council Syn. Chalc.,' in Opera S. Leonis, Ep. xcviii. 1
should be held (' Ep. ad univ. Eccl.' and Constitu- 'Acts of Chalcedon,' Acts i., iii., in Hardouin, ii.
'
(e) At Constantinople (553), Eutytum,' in Hardouin, iii. 3, 12, 13) but when it had 53, 310, 365).
been convoked by the Emperor and the time for chius, Bishop of Constantinople, was president
should
be
'Acts
of
that
it
had
he
desired
it
(see
arrived,
Constantinople,' Coll. viiL, in Harholding
of douin, iii. 201)
the Pope was neither present nor
postponed, and held aloof from the proceedings
it ('Acts of Constantinople,' Coll. i., ii., in Harrepresented. (/) At Constantinople (680-681) the
douin, iii. 63-66). (/) Pope Agatho I. took no Emperor Constantine IV. presided ('Acts of Conpart in the summoning of the Sixth Ecumenical stantinople,' Act i., ib. iii. 1056); the legates of
(</)
Council, held at Constantinople in 680-681.
Pope Agatho I., the presbyters Theodore and
It was stated by Pope Adrian I. that the Seventh
George, and the deacon John held the first place
Ecumenical Council, held at Nicaea in 787, was by among the members of the Council ('Acts of
his appointment ('Acts of Nicaea,'
Hadriani Constantinople,' e.g. Acts L, xviii., ib. iii. 1056,
{g) At Nicaea (787) the legates of Pope
Scriptum,' ib. iv. 818) but the Council was con- 1401).
voked by the Empress and the Emperor on the Adrian I. the archpresbyter Peter and the abbot
of
ConstantiPeter
of
the
Tarasius,
presided ('Acts of Nicaea,' Acts i., vii., ib.
suggestion
Bishop
nople ('Acts of Nicaea,' 'Apol. ad pop. a Tarasio,' iv. 28, 456).
6. The ratification of Councils.
ib. iv. 24, 25), and the only fact to justify the
(1) The decrees
Pope's statement appears to be the practical assent of the seven Ecumenical Councils received civil
which he gave after receiving the letter from the sanction '.from the Emperors (a) in the case of
Empress and the Emperor announcing their inten- Nicaea (325) by a letter from the Emperor Constantion of convoking the Council (' Acts of Nicaea,' tine (see Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 17-20 Socrates, i.
'Divalis sacra ad Hadrianum,' ib. iv. 21-24).
9 Sozomen, i. 21 Gelasius of Cyzicus, Act. Cone.
The president of Nic. ii. 36) (6) in the case of Constantinople (381)
5. The presidents of Councils.
a diocesan Council was the bishop of the diocese, by an edict of the Emperor Theodosius I. (see
of a provincial Council the metropolitan of the
(c) in the case of
Socrates, v. 8 ; Sozomen, vii. 9)
province, and of a larger Council the chief bishop Ephesus (431) in substance by letters and decrees
present, or a bishop locally eminent, or some of the Emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian
The presidents of the III. (see 'Acts of Ephesus,' in Hardouin, i. 1616,
bishop of special note.
seven Ecumenical Councils were as follows. («) 1669, 1716) ; {d) in the case of Chalcedon (451) by
At Nicaea (325), Hosius, the Bishop of Cordova, pre- the decrees and letters of the Emperors Valentinian
III.
and Marcian, and a letter of the Empress
sided (see the list of signatures in Hardouin, i.
311, 312; cf. Socrates, i. 13).
Possibly the reason Pulcheria (see Acts of Chalcedon,' p. iii. cap. iii.the
he
held
this
xiii., ib. ii. 660-6S8) ; (e) in the case of Constantiwhy
position, notwithstanding
presence of Vito and Vincentius, the legates of nople (553) by an approbation of the Emperor
if we may trust the statement of Zonaras
I.
Euseb.
Const,
iii.
Vit.
7
Justinian,
(see
Pope Sylvester
Theodoret, i. 7
{Ann. xiv. 8), which in this matter has the support
Socrates, i. 13 Sozomen, i. 17
2
of
i. 311, 312), and the fact
in
Hardouin,
general
probability
(/) in the case of
strong
signatures
that he was a Western bishop presiding in a Council Constantinople (680-681) by thesignature and edict
held in the East, was that he was appointed by the of the Emperor Constantine IV. (see Acts of ConEmperor Constantine, whose chief ecclesiastical stantinople,' Act xviii., 'Edict. Const.,' in Haradviser he was. Both St. Athanasius and Theo- douin, iii. 1436, 1445-1457, 1633-1639)
{g) in the
doret, however, speak as though his prominence at case of Nicaea (787) by the signing of the decrees of
the Council by the Empress Irene and the Emperor
Councils was due to his personal eminence.
It is unnecessary that I should speak
St. Athanasius writes
Constantine VI. (see 'Acts of Nicaea,' Act viii., ib.

—

;

;

'

;

;

'

—

;

—

—

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

'

;
;

;

;

;

'

;

'

:

of the great Hosius, happy in his old age, a true confessor.
This aged man is not unknown, hut of the greatest distinction.
What Council has there been of which he was not the leader,
and in which by his right words he did not convince all?'
(Apolotj. de fuga, 6). Theodoret, after quoting this passage,
continues
Hosius was Bishop of Cordova, and was prominent
at the Council of Nicasa, and took the first place among those
who assembled at Sardica (HE ii. 15).
It is unlikely that credit ought to be given to a
.

.

.

'

:

'

statement of Gelasius of Cyzicus, a writer in the
second half of the 5th cent., universally regarded
as usually untrustworthy, that Hosius presided as
the representative of the

Pope (see his Act. Cone.
Nic. ii. 5). (b) At Constantinople (381) the presidents were successively Meletius, Bishop of
Antioch ; Gregory of Nazianzus, Bishop of Constantinople ; and Nectarius, Bishop of Constantinople. Neither the Pope nor any Papal representative was present,
(c) At Ephesus (431), St. Cyril
The Acts of the
of Alexandria was president.
Council say that he ' took the place of Celestine,
the most holy and most sacred archbishop of the
Romans' (see 'Acts of Ephesus,' in Hardouin, i.
1353,

1465,

1468,

1485,

1509,

1512,

1527,

etc.).

iv. 485).

3

With

the exception of the Second Council
and the canons of the Fourth, the decrees of the
seven Ecumenical Councils were (a) subscribed by
the Papal legates, or (b) both so subscribed and
subsequently approved by the Pope, or (c) eventuThe decisions of
ally approved by the Pope.
Nicaea (325) were subscribed by the Papal legates
(2)

'Acts of Nicaea,' in Hardouin, i. 311-312);
Ephesus (431) were subscribed by the
Fapal legates and referred to with approval in
letters by Pope Sixtus III. (see Acts of Ephesus,'
ib. i. 1527
Epp. Xysti III. ad Cyrillum,' in
(see

those of

'

'

;

1
Julian, Bishop of Cos, and a presbyter Basil are also said to
have been appointed as papal legates, but do not appear to
have held the same position at the Council as the three mentioned above (see St. Leo, Epp. Ixxxvi., xc, xcii., xciii.).
2 The evidence afforded about this Council by Zonaras is not
valuable
but there is no reason for doubting his statement
;

referred to above.
3 There is no record in this case of a formal edict aflcr the
OoonoU ; but the whole course of events after the Council shows
that the decrees were regarded by the State authorities as being
in force.
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Coustant, Epp. Bom. Pontif. col. 1231-1240)
of Chalcedon (451) were subscribed by the Papal
legates and accepted by Pope Leo I. (see 'Acts of
Chalcedon,' in Hardouin, ii. 465-46S St. Leo, Ep.
cxiv.); those of Constantinople (680-681) were
subscribed by the Papal legates and accepted by
;

I

;

'

Acts of Constantinople,' in
II.
(see
Hardouin, iii. 1424, 1425, 1469-1478, 1729-1736);
and those of Nictea (787) were subscribed by the
Papal legates and accepted by Pope Adrian I. (see
In the case of
Acts of Nicrea,' ib. iv. 456, 819).

Pope Leo

'

the Fifth Council, held at Constantinople in 553,
Pope Vigilius at first dissented from the action of
the Council (Vigilius, Comtitutum of 553, ib. iii.
10-48), and the Council struck his name from
the diptychs ('Acts of Constantinople,' Coll. vii.,
ib. iii. 186, 187)
but he afterwards changed his
mind and declared his approval of the decisions
(Vigilius, Ep. Decret. ; Constitutum of 554, in
Hardouin, iii. 213-244).
7. The relation of the Emperor to Councils.
After the time of Constantiue the Great, the close
relations between Church and State led not only
to the summoning of Councils and the ratification
of their decrees by the Emperors, but also to an
influence sometimes greater, sometimes less in
many other ways. But, whatever the aggressiveness of certain Emperors and the sycophancy of
prominent members of the Church at some times,
the State recognized, and the Church maintained,
that the work of ecclesiastical decisions and legislation belonged to the Church, not to the State.
few instances from Church and State may
Both the Second
suffice to illustrate this fact.
and the Third Ecumenical Councils, in asking the
Theodosius
1. and
the
Emperor
Emperors Theodosius and Valentinian III. respectively to ratify
their decisions, spoke of the decisions themselves
as wholly their own work, independently of the
State (see Acts of Constantinople,' 381, and Acts
of Ephesus,' Act v., in Hardouin, i. 808, 1501The Emperor Constantine the Great, in
1510).
giving circulation to the decrees of the First Ecumenical Council, said
Whatever is determined
in the holy assemblies of the bishops is to be regarded as showing the will of God (Euseb. Vit.
;

—

—

—

A

'

'

'

:

'

The Emperors Theodosius

and
Valentinian III. wrote to the Third Ecumenical
Council that they had sent Candidian to be their
Const,

iii.

20).

II.

'
to have no share in the discussions
take place about doctrine
for it is
unlawful that one who is not on the list of the
holy bishops should mingle in the affairs of the
Church' ('Acts of Ephesus,' p. i. cap. xx., in
Hardouin, i. 1345). The Emperor Marcian addressed the Fourth Ecumenical Council
Our will
to be present at the Council is that we may ratify
those things which are done, not that we may
exercise any power (' Acts of Chalcedon,' Act vi.,
ib. ii. 465).
The historian Theodoret records a
dialogue between the Emperor Constantius II. and

representative,

which

may

;

'

:

'

Pope Liberius, in which Liberius insisted, and
incurred banishment for insisting, that St. Athanasius must not be condemned without a fair trial
by ecclesiastical authorities and a sentence passed
upon him after such a trial in accordance with the
rules of the Church (see Theodoret, HE ii. 16).
The same principle of the independence of the
Church is emphatically declared in the letter
written by Hosius, Bishop of Cordova, to the
Emperor Constantius II., in which he said
:

'Push not yourself into the affairs of the Church, neither give
commands to us about them but rather do you learn them
from us. God has committed to your hands a kingdom. He
has entrusted us with the affairs of the Church. And as he
who should steal your rule would be resisting God who appointed it, so do you be afraid on your part to take upon yourself the affairs of the Church and become guilty of a great
offence.
It is written, "Render unto Caisar the things that
;
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are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's." Therefore it is not lawful for us to bear rule upon the earth, and you,
.
Thie is my
Sire, have not authority to burn Incense.
determination ; I unite not willi the Ariane, but anathematize
their heresy.
I subscribe not against Athanasius, whom we
and the Church of the Romans and the whole council acquitted
(St. Athan. Hist. Avian. 44).
.

.

I

'

Such instances show that, while the Church
acquiesced in the use of the most extravagant
language to describe the Emperor, as when the
Imperial commissioners and others called him 'the
divine head,' the divine and immortal head,' 'our
most divine lord,' or when a letter from him was
styleda 'divine letter' (see, e.g., 'Acts of Ephesus,'
p. i. cap. 19, 20
Epp. Catli.' cap. 17, and Acts of
Chalcedon,' p. i. ; Epp.' 20, 36, Acts iv., xi., xiv. p.
'

'

'

;

'

iii.

7, in

5.

cap.

Hardouin,

1344, 1345, 1616,

i.

ii.

was not allowed
that the Emperor had any right to dictate what
the Councils should do.
The
8. The relation of the Pope to Councils.
subject of the relation of the Popes to the convoking and confirming of Councils has been dealt
with above. It is necessary to examine also the
view of the Papal authority taken by the Councils.
As of the Emperor, so of the Pope, language of a
strong kind was used at and by the Councils. It
must suffice to quote some of the most remarkable
instances.
At Ephesus (431) the Papal legate
Philip described St. Peter as the prince and head
of the Apostles, the pillar of the faith, and the
declared that
foundation of the Catholic Church
36, 52, 413, 545, 572, 664, 668), it

—

'

'

;

and always lives in his successors and gives judgment'; and in this context
successor and
referred to Pope Celestine as the
he

'

up

to this time

'

representative

Hardouin,

of St. Peter ('Acts of Ephesus,' in
and the Fathers of the
;

1477, 1478)

i.

Council, in giving sentence against Nestorius, used
the words,
necessarily impelled by (awd) the
canons and by {4k) the letter of our most holy
Father and fellow-minister, Celestine, Bishop of
the Roman Church' ('Acts of Ephesus,' Act i.,
At Chalcedon (451) the Papal
ib. i. 1421, 1422).
head of
legate Paschasinus called the Pope the
all the Churches' ('Acts of Chalcedon,' Act i., ib.
ii. 67, 68)
and the Fathers of the Council in their
letter to the Emperor Marcian spoke of the Pope
'
as the invulnerable champion whom God provided,' and in their letter to Pope Leo described
him as the head of which they were the memwas entrusted by the
bers,' and as him to whom
Saviour the guarding of the vine,' the Church
iii.
of
Chalcedon,' p.
('Acts
cap. 1, 2, ib. ii. 643,
At Constantinople (680-681) the
644, 655, 656).
F'athers of the Council wrote to Pope Agatho
commit to thee, as the chief ruler of the
universal Church standing on the firm rock of
the faith, what is to be done,' to give effect to
and described the
the decisions of the Council
Pope's letter to the Emperor as uttered about
divine truth by the chief head of the Apostles'
('Acts of Constantinople,' Act xviii., ib. iii. 1437Yet, notwithstanding all such statements,
1440).
the Councils did not regard the Papal utterances
as settling anything
they examined and tested
the judgment of the Popes ; they assented to these
as conforming to orthodox standards
they did
not shrink from declaring a Pope to be a heretic.
At Ephesus (431) the condemnation of Nestorius
was not passed until after the most elaborate con
sideratiou of his case, though the letter of Pope
Celestine condemning him was before them ( Acts
At Chalof Ephesus,' Act i., ib. i. 1353-1434).
cedon (451) there was a like examination of the
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

We

;

'

;

;

'

Tome

of Pope Leo, and it was eventually approved
consonant with the confession of great
Peter' ('Acts of Chalcedon,' Act v., ib. ii. 455,
The Fifth Ecumenical Council, held at Con456).

as being

'

stantinople in 553, insisted on condemning Theo-
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dore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret, in spite of the
resistance of Pope Vigilius ('Acts of ConstantiThe Sixth
nople,' Coll. viii., ib. Hi. 187-208).
Ecumenical Council, held at Constantinople in
680-681, anathematized Pope Honorius I. as a
heretic
and with reference to the letters of
Sergius and Honorius declared
;

:

'

We find

that these documents are altogether alien from the
doctrines of the Apostles and the decisions of the holy Councils
and all the accepted holy Fathers, and that thev follow the
false teachings of the heretics.
We entirely reject them, aud
we execrate them as destructive to the soul. Moreover, we
have determined that the names of the very men whose doctrines we execrate as impious are to be cast out from the
holy
Church of God, namely Sergius. . . . And besides these, we
have decided that Honorius, who was Pope of the elder Rome,
is to be cast out of the holy Church of God and anathematized
together with them. ... To Theodore of Pharan, the heretic,
anathema. To Sergius, the heretic, anathema. To Cyrus, the
heretic, anathema. To Honorius, the heretic, anathema.
To
Pyrrhus, the heretic, anathema (' Acts of Constantinople,'
'

Acts

xiii., xvi.,

A

in

Hardouin,

iii.

1332, 1333, 1385).

comparison of the different parts of the evidence shows that, while the Pope was regarded as
the chief bishop of Christendom, and while his
authority and influence were great, the Councils
held that it was for them and not for him to decide
in matters of doctrine and
discipline ; and that,
while the ordinary and normal desirable process
was that Pope and Council should be in agreement,
and that what the Council decided the Pope should
accept and give effect to, a necessity might arise
of a Council taking its own line in
opposition to a
Pope, and even of condemning him as heretical.

As regards the disciplinary power of the Pope,
regulations of the Councils of Niceea (325) and
Sardica (343) are of special importance. Canon 6
of Nicsea assumes the possession by the
Pope of
a certain patriarchal authority in Italy, parallel
with that of other patriarchs elsewhere, referred
to as an illustration in a way which
may imply a
primacy on the part of Borne
The old customs in Egypt and Libya and Pentapolis are to be
:

'

preserved so that the Bishop of Alexandria shall have authority
over all these, Bince this is customary also in the case of the
Bishop of Rome. In like manner, in Antioch and in the other
provinces the rights are to be preserved to the Churches.'

Canons

3, 4, and 5 of Sardica provide for appeals
Home in certain cases. They enact that, if a
bishop has been deposed by the bishops of his province, there may be an appeal to the Bishop of
Rome, who is to decide whether the appeal is to
be allowed or not if it is allowed, the Pope is to
nominate bishops from the neighbourhood of the
province in question to act as the court for the
second hearing of the case
if the appellant can
persuade the Pope to do so, the Pope may send
presbyters of his own to act as his legates {ehai

to

;

j

iv Tfl ^ovaiq. ai/rou rod cVktkottou

avBevrlav roinou trap

e^oirds re ttjv
oD dTretrTaW^aay) in the court
.

.

.

thus formed.
9. The authority of Councils.— The degree of
authority which a Council possessed varied greatly
with its character.
local Council in itself could
make no claim to acceptance wider than in the
locality to which it belonged, and its decisions

A

were always open to revision by a larger and more
representative body.
Thus, a diocesan Council
had authority for its diocese, and a provincial
Council for its province, but in each case this
authority was subject to appeal from the diocese to
the province, from the province to a uuion of
provinces, and from any smaller Council to a Council
of the wholo Church
and as the Council was more
;

fully representative, so its authority was greater.
But a Council, however fully representative in
constitution, was not finally authoritative simply
because of that constitution. The ratification of
its decrees by the
Emperor gave civil sanction,
and the assent to them by the Pope supplied a
further ecclesiastical step (cf. the famous saying of
St. Augustine,
lam emm dc hac causa duo con'

(Christian)

missa sunt ad sedem apostolicam inde etiam
Causa fiuita est
utinam
rescripta venerunt.
'
aliquando finiatur error [Scrm. exxxi. 10]). But
the Council did not become Ecumenical, in the
sense in which that word has been here used, and
so completely binding on the whole body of the
Church, without the general acceptance by the
cilia

:

:

Church of its doctrinal decisions, since a Council,
however representative in constitution, might fail
to represent the real mind of the Church, just as a
civil body of the most
completely representative

so far as constitution is concerned,
fail to represent the real wishes of the
nation which elected it. This acceptance by the
whole body of the Church was given to each of
the seven Councils which have here been called
Ecumenical.' In the case of these Councils the
acceptance was not always easily or immediately
received. For instance, the First Ecumenical Council, that of Nicjea (325), proved to be the occasion
of controversy rather than the settlement of it,
and did not receive universal acceptance for more
than fifty years, until after the Second Ecumenical
and the
Council, that of Constantinople (381)
decisions of the Seventh Ecumenical Council, that
of Nicsea (787), were for a long time without acceptance in the West, were actually rejected by
the Council of Frankfort (794) under a misunder1
standing of their meaning, and only gradually
came to that recognition in the West which, added
to the Eastern acceptance, constituted universal
approbation. An instance of the way in which a
Council not representative of the whole Church by

character,

might

'

;

constitution may become Ecumenical through
universal acceptance of its doctrinal teaching is in
the Second Ecumenical Council, that of Constantinople (381), which was summoned from the East
only, and which no Western bishop attended. The
authority of the Ecumenical Councils is thus that
of the whole Church.
The idea of authority,
whether as resident in the Church or as expressed
by Councils, was based on the belief that the
Church, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, was
giving effect to the teaching of Holy Scripture
and the deposit of faith committed by our Lord
to His apostles.
St. Athanasius described the
work of the orthodox bishops at Nicrea (325) as
having been to collect the sense (SidVota) of the
Scriptures (de Deer. Nic. Syn. 20). The work
done at Constantinople (3S1) was described by the
bishops who met at Constantinople in the following
year, who were almost the same as those of the
Council of 381, in the words
We, whether we have endured persecutions or tribulations or
the threats of monarchs or the cruelties of rulers or some other
its

'

'

:

'

the hands of the heretics, have borne these for the
sake of the faith of the gospel which was ratified at Nicam in
Bithynia, by the three hundred and eighteen holy Fathers
under the guidance of God. For this which we have been
at pains to preserve ought to be sufficient for you and for us
and for all who do not wrest the word of the true faith. It is
the most ancient faith. It is in accordance with our baptism.
It teaches us to believe in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Ghost, and consequently in one Godhead
and Power and Essence of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Ghost, the dignity being equal and the majesty coeternal in three wholly perfect Subsistences or three perfect
We also preserve unperverted the doctrine of
Persons. .
trial at

;

.

.

of Nicma (787) affirmed the lawfulness of
reverence of honour' (TtjairrtKii npoaKvirqais) addressed to the
images of our Lord and the saints, but condemned any offering
of
real worship of adoration (aXyj&nij XaTpnia.) to them (' Acts
What the Council
of Nicaia,' Act vii., in Hardouin, iv. 450).
of Frankfort (704) rejected was the offering of adoration
Allata est in medium quaestio de nova Graecorum synodo quam
de ailorandis iinaginibus Constantinopoli [obviously a blunder
lor Nic-ca] fecerunt, in qua seriptuni habebatur ut qui imaginibus sanctorum ita ut deificae Triuitati servitium aut adorationem non impenderent anathema iudicarentur. Qui supra
Band issinii patres nostri omnimodis adorationem et servitium
renuentes contempserunt atque consentientes condeninaverunt (canon 2 in Hardouin, iv. 904). This ascribes to the Nicene
Council (787) exactly what that Oounoil had rejected the offering to images of the adoration due to the Holy Trinity.

The Council

1

'

'

'

:

'

'

—
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the Incarnation of the Lord, receiving the tradition that the
without soul or without reason
dispensation of the flesh is not
or imperfect, and being fully convinced that the Word of (1ml
was perfect before the ages and became perfect man in the
v. 9).
last days for our salvation (see Theodoret,
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(Christian)

question arises as to the degree of their authority
St. me disciplinary enactin certain other matters.

ments obviously dealt with local and temporary
BE
circumstances, and therefore have only local and
reason
as
their
the
temporary force, as, e.a., regulations about letters
bishops gave
AtEphesus(431)
in
for the approval of the letters of St. Cyril that of commendation made at Chalcedon (4.~>l
but in other matters of discipline it is
canon
11
with
the
in
no
discordant
'were
they
respect
is
involved
how
far
a
principle
Scriptures inspired by tod or wit h the faith which 'less easy bo decide
has been handed down, which was set forth in the which may tend towards some degree of permanent
great Council by the holy Fathers who assembled authority.
An instance may show the complexity of the problem thus
at Nicsea,' and, as their reason for the condemnaraised.
The First Ecumenical Council, acting in accordance
tion of Nestorins, that his teaching was 'wholly
with the condemnation of usury' in canon 20 of the Council
alien from the faith of the Apostles and the of Elvira (305), the excommunication of 'ministers who lend
in
for
interest' in canon 12 of the Council of Arlee (3141
of
Act
Hardouin,
money
v.,
Ephesus,'
gospel' ('Acts
the regulation in the forty-fourth Apostolical Canon, thai
i. 1505).
At Chalcedon (451) the letter of St. Cyril and
'a bishop, priest, or deacon, who seeks interest from those who
of Alexandria to John of Antioch was read, conowe him money must either cease from the practice or he
Since many who are in the list of the
taining the following passage
deposed,' enacted that
Concerning the Virgin Mother of God how we both think clergy, moved by covetousness and the spirit of gain, have
and say, and concerning the manner of the Incarnation of the forgotten the divine word which says, "He hath not given his
Only-Begotten Son of Ood, we will speak briefly, necessarily,
money upon interest," and lend and require one per cent per
not by way of addition, but as a full completion, aa we have
month, the holy and great Council declares that, if any one
received from the beginning from the divine Scriptures and
after this decree be found to be receiving interest ... he shall
from the tradition of the holy Fathers.'
be deposed from the clerical office and his name shall be struck
17); and this canon passed into the ordinary
The Tome of St. Leo. which also was read to the off the list' (canon and
law of both East
West, and became part of the Corpus
Council, appealed chielly to the evidence of Holy iuris canonici (Decretum, I. xlvii. 2, n. xiv. 4 (8)). This canon
Scripture, but likewise to the creed confessed by differs markedly, on the one hand, from doctrinal decisions
the whole body of Christians. After the Tome had concerning central truth and, on the other hand, from regulations of merely local and temporary import.
been read, the bishops exclaimed
io. The work of the Seven Ecumenical Coun*This is the faith of the Fathers. This is the faith of the
Thus do we all believe. Thus do the orthodox cils.
It has already been indicated that the
Apostles.
believe.
Anathema to him who does not so believe. Peter Ecumenical Councils dealt with matters of veryhas spoken thus through Leo. Thus did the Apostles teach.
character and importance, some doctrinal,
varying
Piously and truly has Leo taught. Thus taught Cyril. Eternal
others disciplinary.
be the memory of Cyril. Leo and Cyril taught alike. Thus
Anathema to him who does not so
taught Leo and Cyril.
(1) Their ^reat work was in regard to the
believe. This is the true faith. Thus are we, the orthodox,
(a) By the accepttheology of the Incarnation.
minded. This is the faith of the Fathers (' Acts of Chalcedon,'
ance of the Nicene Creed, and in particular of the
Act i., ii., in Hardouin, ii. 121, 305).
in
of
same
essence
as the Father
it
the
At Constantinople (553) the bishops declared
phrase
(ofioofoios r<f Jlarpl), the FIRST COUNCIL OF NlC^A
Being gathered together, before all things we have briefly
confessed that we hold that faith which our Lord Jesus Christ,
of
Christ
affirmed
the
real
(see CON(325)
Deity
true God, delivered to His holy Apostles, and through them to
FESSIONS, in vol. iii. p. 836, and Creeds [Ecuthe holy Churches, and which the holy Fathers and doctors
who succeeded them delivered to the peoples committed to menical]), {b) The First Council of Constantitheir care' and described themselves, in their condemnation of
nople (381) ratified the work of the Council of
heresy, as lighting the light of knowledge from the divine
Nicsea (325) in regard to the Deity of Christ and
'

)

;

*

'

*

:

:

*

;

:

—

—

'

'

*

:

*

;

'

Scriptures and the teaching of the Apostles' ('Acts of Con-

stantinople,' 653, Coll.

viii.,

in

Hardouin,

in. 1S9, 194).

The bishops

at Constantinople (680-681) stated
We have examined the synodical letter of Sophronius of
holy memory, once patriarch of the holy city of Christ our God,
Jerusalem and, as we have found it to be in harmony with
the true faith and in accordance with the teachings of the
Apostles and the holy approved Fathers, we have judged it to
be orthodox and have received it as profitable to the Holy
described themselves as
Catholic and Apostolic Church
following the five holy Ecumenical Councils and the holy and
approved Fathers,' and as defining the faith 'according as the
prophets from the beginning have taught, and Jesus Christ
Himself has instructed us, and the symbol of the holy Fathers
s
has delivered to us
and in their letter to Pope Agatho I. said
of their work: 'On us shone the grace of the all-holy Spirit,
bestowing His power through your continual prayer, so that
we might root out every tare and every tree that bringeth not
forth good fruit, and commanding that they should be consumed with fire. And, agreeing in heart and tongue and hand,
:

1

;

'

;

'

'

;

we have put forth, by the assistance of the life-giving Spirit, a
definition most free from error and most certain, not removing
the ancient landmarks, as it is said, which God forbid, but
abiding by the testimonies of the holy and approved Fathers'
(' Acts of Constantinople,' 680-681, Acts xiii., xviii., in Hardouin,
1333, 1400. 1440).

Jii.

At
'

Nierca (787) the bishops defined their work
Thus the teaching of our holy Fathers is strengthened,
:

that is, the tradition of the Catholic Church, which has received
the Gospel from one end to the other. Thus we follow Paul,
who spoke in Christ, and all the company of the divine Apostles
and the holy Fathers, holding fast the traditions which we have
received
and wrote to the Empress Irene and to the Emperor
Constantius vi. : ' Following the traditions of the Apostles and
the Fathers, we are bold to speak, being of one mind in the
concord given by the all-holy Spirit ; and being all brought
together in one, having the tradition of the Catholic Church in
harmony with us, we are in accord with the agreeing voices set
forth by the six Ecumenical Councils' ('Acts of Niciea,' Act
'

;

vii,,

in

Hardouin,

iv. 456, 473).

For their great doctrinal decisions the Ecumenical
Councils thus possess the authority of the universal
Church, and base their work on that tradition of
the faith which goes back to and rests on the
authority of our Lord Himself. A more difficult

;

in particular,

ism

its

condemnation of Apollinarmaintained that our Lord

— the heresybywhich

—

did not possess a higher human soul or spirit
protected the completeness of Christ's manhood
see canon 1

;

:

"The confession of faith of the three hundred and eighteen
Fathers who were assembled at Nica3a in Bithynia shall not be
abolished, but shall remain and every heresy shall be anathematized, especially that of the Eunomians or Anomaoans, the
Arians or Eudoxians, the semi-Arians or Pneumatomachians,
the Sabeliians, Marcellians, Photinians, and Apollinarians.'
It has been thought by some that this Council
affirnied the longer form of the Nicene Creed,
sometimes called the Constantinopolitan Creed
;

(see

Confessions, and Creeds, ut snpra).

The First Council of Ephesus

(431),

by

(c)

its

approval of the letters of St. Cyril of Alexandria

and its condemnation of Nestorins, affirmed the
one Person of Christ, so that it is accurate to call
the Blessed Virgin Mary 'the Mother of God'
{6€ot6kos)j and to say that God was born and died.'
{d) The Council of Chalcedon (451) ratified the
work of the three earlier Councils by its affirmation
of the Deity, complete manhood, and one Person
of Christ, and by its acceptance of the original
Nicene Creed and the Constantinopolitan Creed
(see Confessions, and Creeds) and declared also
the distinctness and permanent reality of Christ's
two natures of Deity and manhood by accepting
the Tome of St. Leo and by acknowledging
*

;

'two natures, without confusion, without change, without
rending, without separation, while the distinction of the
natures is in no way destroyed because of the union, hut rather
the peculiarity of each nature is preserved and concurs into
one Person and one Hypostasis' (Act v., in Hardouin, ii.
453-450).
(e) The Second Council of Constantinople
by its condemnation of the Three Chapters
—that is (1) the person and writings of Theodore
f

(553),

'
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of Mopsuestia, (2) the writings of
defence of Nestorius and against

Theodoret in
Cyril of

St.

Alexandria and the Council of Ephesus

and

(431),

the letter of Ihas to Maris— rejected anew the
Nestorian heresy and affirmed the doctrine of the
one Person of Christ. The words of the sentence
of the Council are
'We receive the four holy Councils, that is, of Nicaea, of
(3)

:

and
Constantinople, the First of Ephesus, and of Chalcedon
we have affirmed and do affirm those truths which they denned
in defence of the one and the same faith.
We declare those
who do not receive these Councils to be apart from the Catholic
Church.
We condemn and anathematize, together with all
other heretics who have been condemned and anathematized
by the aforesaid four holy Councils and bv the Holy Catholic
and Apostolic Church, Theodore who was Bishop of Mopsuestia
and his wicked writings, and the wicked writings of Theodoret
against the right faith and against the twelve chapters of the
holy Cyril and against the First Council of Ephesus, and his
writings in defence of Theodore and Nestorius. Moreover, we
anathematize also the wicked letter which Ibas is said to have
written to Maris the Persian, which denies that God the Word
was incarnate of the holy Mother of God and ever Virgin Mary,
and 60 was made man '.(' Acts of Constantinople," 553, Coll. viii.,
in Hardouin, iii. 193, 194 ; cf. Evagrius, I1E iv.
38).
;

(/) The Third Council of Constantinople
(680-681) condemned the Monothelite heresy, according to which there is only one will in Christ,
and affirmed the reality of His human will as well
as of His Divine will. After declaring their adherence to the Councils of Nicaea (325), Constanti-

nople (381), Ephesus (431), Chalcedon (451), and
Constantinople (553), and after reciting the original
Nicene Creed and the enlarged Nicene or Constantinopolitan Creed (see Confessions, and Creeds,
ut supra), the bishops said
:

'This holy and orthodox creed of the Divine grace was in
itself enough for the complete knowledge and confirmation of
the orthodox faith
but since the author of evil has never
ceased to find a serpent to help him, and thereby to diffuse his
deadly poison among the human race, and so to find fit
instruments to accomplish his will we mean Theodoret, who
was Bishop of Pharan ; Sergius, Pyrrhus, Paul, Peter, who
were bishops of this royal city also Honorius, who was Pope
of old Rome ; and Cyrus, who held the bishopric of Alexandria ;
also Macarius, who was recently in
charge of Antioch, and his
disciple, Stephen he did not fail to bring through them
scandalous errors on the whole Church by disseminating in new
fashion among the orthodox people the heresy of the one will
and one operation in the two natures of the one Christ our
true God, one Person of the Holy Trinity, . . . the heresy
which serves to take away the fullness of the Incarnation of
the one Lord Jesus Christ our God by means of a crafty notion,
and which impiously brings in the idea of His rationally
quickened flesh as being without will and operation. ... In
like manner, following the
teaching of the holy Fathers, we
proclaim two natural wills (foXjjo-eit Jjroi 6ekri)ia.Ta.) in Him, and
two natural operations, without division, without change, without severance, without confusion, and two natural wills not
opposed to one another— God forbid as the wicked heretics
said, but his human will following, and not resisting or opposing, but rather subject to His divine and almighty will'
(' Acts of Constantinople,' 680-681, Act xviii., in Hardouin, iii.
;

—

;

—

—

1395-1400).
(<7) The Second Council of Nioea (787) dealt
with the contentions of the Iconoclasts that Christ
might not be represented in a material form
because of the infinity of the Godhead, or, as the
more moderate members of the party taught, that
the representations of Him might not be venerated.
In view of these contentions, the Council affirmed
the teaching of the six earlier Ecumenical Councils,
and proceeded to declare that the material representations of our Lord were the visible signs

of the reality of the Incarnation, and that the
veneration of these and of the images of the
saints— which was to lie distinguished from the
adoration due to God alone— lifted the thoughts of
the worshippers to the realities which these visible

things represented

:

'We, holding fast in everything the decrees and acts of our
divinely guided Fathers, proclaim them with one mouth and
one heart, adding nothing to, taking nothing away from, the
things which they delivered to us, but in these we are strong,
in these we are established ; we so confess, we so teach, as the
six holy Ecumenical Councils have defined and determined.
And we believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of all
things visible and invisible ; and in one Lord Jesus Ihriat, His
only-begotten Son and Word, through whom all things were
made ; and in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Life-Giver, conl

(Christian)

substantial and co-eternal with the Father and His co-eternal
Son— the Trinity uncreated, undivided, incomprehensible, uncircumscribed, which wholly and alone is to be adored and

venerated and worshipped, one Godhead, one Lordship, one
Dominion, one Kingdom and Power, which without division is
apportioned to the Persons, and without confusion is joined to
the Essence. And we confess that One of the same holy and
co-essential Trinity, our Lord Jesus Christ, the true God, in th«
last days for our salvation became flesh and was made Man, and
by the saving dispensation of His passion and resurrection and
ascension into heaven did save our race and set us free from

The Lord of glory Himself, God who became
Man, saved us and set us free from idolatry. To Him, thereidolatry.

.

.

.

be glory to Him be grace to Him be thanksgiving to
Him be praise to Him be majesty. His is redemption and salvation.
He alone is able to save to the uttermost. This is the
work of no other men, who came from the dust. He Himself,
tore,

;

;

;

;

through the dispensation of His incarnation, has fulfilled for us,
on whom the ends of the world are come, the words foretold by
the prophets.
And we greet the words of the Lord, and of
the apostles, and of the prophets, by which we have been
taught to honour and magnify, first her who is actually and
the
Mother
of
really
God, who is above all the heavenly powers,
and then the holy powers of the angels, the blessed and illustrious apostles, the glorious prophets, the victorious martyrs
who fought for Christ, the holy and God-fearing doctors, and
all the saints
and to seek for their intercessions, which are
able to make us at home with God, the King of all, if we keep
His commandments, and strive to live virtuously. We greet,
moreover, the figure of the honourable and life-giving cross,
and the holy relics of the saints and we receive and greet
and embrace the holy and venerable images, according to the
primitive tradition of the Holy Catholic Church of God, that is,
our Holy Fathers, who both received them and determined that
they should be in all the holy churches of God, and in every
place of His dominion. These honourable images, as has been
said before, we honour and greet and honourably venerate,
namely, the image of the Incarnation of our great God and
Saviour Jesus Christ and of our unstained Lady, the all-holy
Mother of God, of whom He was pleased to become flesh, that
He might save us and set us free from all wicked idolatry
and of the holy and bodiless angels, who appeared in the form
of men to the* righteous and the figures and images of the
divine and far-famed apostles, the God-speaking prophets, the
triumphant martyrs, and the saints so that, through their
representations, we may be led to the recollection and memory
.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

of them who are represented, and may attain to some share in
their holiness. ... In proportion as the saints are beheld by
their images, those who behold them are uplifted in memory
and affection of those who are represented, so as to assign to
these greeting and honourable veneration, not the real adoration which, according to our faith, is due to the nature of God
only ; but that to these, as to the figure of the honourable and
life-giving cross, and to the holy Gospels, and to the other
sacred objects, there should be brought incense and lights to
do them honour, as has been the pious custom of men of old '
('Acts of Nicasa,' 787, Acts iv., vii., in Hardouin, iv. 264,
265, 456).

(2)

Of the work done by the Ecumenical Councils

in addition to the protection and development of
the doctrine of the Incarnation, only a few representative instances can be given. The decision
in regard to the schism caused by Meletius, Bishop
of Lycopolis, intruding into other dioceses and
ordaining in them ; the decision about the dispute
as to the right day for keeping Easter ; the regulation that ali were to pray standing on Sundays, at
Nicaea (325) ; the assigning of the first place after
the Bishop of Rome to the Bishop of Constantinople, at Constantinople (3S1); the prohibition of
simony and the regulations about deaconesses, at
Chalcedon (451) show the wide scope of the disciplinary enactments of these councils.
II. Other important Councils.
Illustrations of

—

—

Councils other than the Seven Ecumenical Counmay be placed in three groups.
(1) Ihc Councils held at Constantinople in 869
and S79. That in 869 was regarded in the West,
and is still regarded by the Church of Rome, as
the Eighth Ecumenical Council.
Its chief work
was the condemnation of Photius, one of the
claimants to the See of Constantinople, who in
866 had issued an encyclical letter in which he
attacked the Westerns for (a) keeping Saturday as
a fast ; (b) eating milk and cheese during part of
Bent (c) not allowing married men to be priests ;
(d) restricting confirmation to bishops
(e) teaching the double procession of the Holy Ghost (Ep.
i. 13, in
Migne, PC? cii. 721-742) and who in 867
had presided at a Council at Constantinople which
had anathematized the Pope (' Acts of Constancils

—

;

;

;
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869,

in

The
Hardouin, v. 749-1196).
is regarded in the East as the

to the history of the Creeds

Council held in S79

Eighth Ecumenical Council.

It

reversed the pro-

ceedings of the Council of 869 ami acknowledged
Photius.
Legates of the Pope were present at it,
and assented to its work; but it was eventually
repudiated by the Pope. The absence of Eastern
acceptance of the Council of 869 and of Western
acceptance of the Council of 879 makes both these
Councils to be without that universal acceptance
which is a condition of ecumenicity.
of Nieasa (325) and the
(2) Between the Council
Council of Constantinople (381) a series of Councils

AHan controversy were held. The
most important of them were those at Antioch in
341, with supplementary assemblies later in the
same year and in 344, which drew up live Creeds
which in themselves were orthodox, but which
played into the hands of the semi-Arians by the
use of ambiguous expressions about the Deity of
Christ ; at Sardinia in 343, which defended St.
and the simultaneous Council at
Athanasius
Philippopolis, which condemned him and accepted
the fourth of the Antiochene Creeds at Sirinium
in 351, 357, and 358, which were favourable to the
semi-Arians, and the third of which drew up a
Creed of the same character as the Antiochene
Creeds; at Ariminum in 359, which accepted a
at Seleucia in 359, which
semi-Arian Creed
accepted the same Creed as that adopted at
Ariminum and at Alexandria in 362, which, on
the temporary return of St. Athanasius to his See,
dealt with the various practical difficulties which
had arisen through the dominance of the Arians
concerning the

;

;

;

;

during the reign of Constantius II.
(3) Particular Councils of special importance.
(a) The Councils of Laodicea, held between 341 and
381, of Carthage in 397 and 419, and the Quinisext, or Trullan, Council of Constantinople (692)
made regulations in regard to the books which
series of Councils
might be read in church. (b)
held in the 5th cent, in Africa and Palestine and
Italy were concerned with the Pelagian heresy.
With these must be placed the highly important
Second Council of Orange (529), which condemned
Semi-Pelagianism, and definitely asserted the
need of Divine grace both to lead man to choose
good and to enable him to give effect to his choice
but took pains to avoid exaggerations in the
opposite direction, by adding to the canons the
following statement

—

—

A

;

:

'
When grace has been received through baptism, all the
baptized, by the help and co-operation of Christ, are able and
ought to fulfil those things which pertain to the salvation of
the soul, if they are willing to labour faithfully. That any are
predestined to evil by the power of God, we not only do not
believe, but also, if there are any who wish to believe so great
an evi], we say anathema to them with all abhorrence. This
also we healthfully confess and believe, that in every good work
it is not we who begin and afterwards are aided by the mercy
of God, but God Himself in the first instance inspires into us,
without any good deserts of our own preceding, belief in Him
and love for Him, so that we both faithfully seek for the sacrawith His help to
ment of Baptism, and after Baptism are able
'
fulfil those things which are pleasing to him (' Acts of Orange,'

529, in

Hardouin,

ii.

1101, 1102).

These decisions at Orange were accepted as ex-

mind of the Church (see
Pelagianism, Semi-Pelagianism). (c) A Council was held at Constantinople in 543, to which
the Fifteen Anathematisms on Oriijen, which are
sometimes ascribed to the Fifth Ecumenical Council, probably belong.
They include the anathema,
If any one maintains the legendary pre-existence
of souls and the monstrous idea of restitution which
follows from it, let him be anathema' (see Harpressing the general

—

'

iii. 284).— (d) The Third Council of Toledo
was the occasion of the Spanish Church and
nation repudiating their traditional Arianism, and
accepting the Catholic faith as expressed by the
orthodox Councils. It is of importance, in regard
vol. iv.
13

douin,
(589)

—
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and to controversies

between the East and the West, that the clause in
the enlarged form of the Nicene Creed was recited
at this Council a> 'ex l'atrc et Filio procedcntcin
The Quinisext, or
(see Hardouin, iii. 472).
(e)
Trullan, Council of Constantinople (692) reaffirmed the doctrinal declarations of the six
Ecumenical Councils which had by that time
been held, and added to them a series of disciplinary canons which became a recognized part
of the Eastern canon law.
(/) The Council of
Frankfort (794), expressing the general mind of
the Church, condemned the heresy of Adoptianism,
declaring that it ought to be utterly rooted out of
the Church' (canon 1 see Hardouin, iv. 904, and
Under a misapprehension,
cf. art. Adoptianism).
it rejected the decisions of the Second Council
b
of Nica3a about images (see above, p. 190 n. ).
'

—

—

'

;

—
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Daewell Stone.

(Christian: Mediaeval, 870-1400).
— COUNCILS
The Councils of this protracted period were not

important from a doctrinal standpoint, as compared
with the Ecumenical Councils from 325 to 869, or as
compared with the later Councils of Trent and the
Vatican. The dogma of Transubstantiation is the
only dogma which was defined (at the Fourth
Lateran, 1215) that had not been defined by one
These
of the first eight Ecumenical Councils.
Synods are, however, of unusual value for the

light they throw upon the clerical manners of the
period, and the advocacy they gave to some of
the greater social and ecclesiastical movements of
the Middle Ages. They legislated upon the relation
of the Church to the Empire, upon the prerogatives
and election of the Popes, upon Church reforms,

simony and priestly concubinage,
its punishment, upon the details
the conduct of worship, priestly dress and
manners, upon the crusades, upon the evils of feud
(through the truce of God), and upon the tournaments. As regards locality, Rome was all through
the period the chief centre of Church assemblies.
Down to 1200, few Synods, of which any account is
preserved, were held outside Germany, France,

especially against

upon heresy and
of

Italy,

and England.

The important Synod

of

Szoboles (1092) in Hungarian territory was one of
the exceptions. After 1150 the Spanish Synods
came into prominence on account of the regula-

A

not-

tions touching heresy and its extirpation^
able feature is that not only the Synods in Rome,
but many outside of it, were presided over by
Popes in person or through their legates. Such
were the Synods in France, Germany, and Italy,
attended by Leo IX., Urban II., Innocent II., Alexander III., Lucius III. The presence of the supreme
head of Christendom gave to the acts of such
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Synods a semi-Ecumenical importance. The period resignation being accepted by the assembled
witnessed seven Ecumenical Councils, the first in Fathers. Descending from the throne, he implored
the West, and all called and presided over hy forgiveness for having usurped the supreme seat
ClePopes. The decrees of some of them are of less of Christendom by simoniacal purchase.
importance than the legislation of some of the ment II. was then seated.
The Synodical legislation of 1000-1050 shows a
local Synods, such as the Reform Synods held
in Rome in 1049, 1059, etc., the Synod of Cler- great revival of interest in ecclesiastical discipline
mont (1095), which set the first crusade in motion, and order, and is characterized by three notable
the Synod of Verona (1184), which took up heresy, features a strong movement towards the moral
and the Synod of Tours (1229), which, in addition reform of the clergy, the check put upon feuds and
to other important regulations aimed against bloodshed, and the repression of heresy. The
heretics, forbade laymen to possess copies of the
Synods of Pavia (1018), presided over by BeneWe shall treat the subject under five dict VIII., of Goslar (1019), Seligenstadt (1022),
Scriptures.
and Bourges (1031), busied themselves with quesheads.
I. 870-900.
The Synods of this dark age, so far tions of reform, especially with the incontinence
of
were
are
known
to
as they
us,
only
temporary of the clergy. The deposition of all clerics who
and local importance. The subjects discussed had wives or concubines was decreed, from subwere crimes against the clergy and their punish- deacon to bishop. The Synod of Seligenstadt re-

—

—

ment, the payment of tithes, the rights of patrons
over church livings, marriage and divorce. No
new measures of Church reform or ecclesiastical
No new statements of
polity were taken up.
No Synod of importance
doctrine were made.
was held at Rome. The Synod of Tribur, near
Mainz (895), was one of the best of them (see
Hefele, iv. 552 ff.). It was attended by the three
great

German

archbishops,

Hermann

of Cologne,

Haito of Mainz, and Rothod of Treves, by 19
bishops, and many abbots. Twelve of its 58 canons
concern marriage, which is declared valid only
when the parties are equals. A man having a
concubine was expressly permitted, in addition, to
take a wife. A man committing adultery with
another man's wife was forbidden to marry her,
even if the husband died. The old Roman law
evidently still had its influence, but the movement
of the Church was in the right direction, and at
the Roman Synod (1059) under Nicolas II. a layman was forbidden, under pain of excommunication,
to have a wife and a concubine at the same time.
II. 900-1050.
The 10th cent, witnessed even
fewer Synods than the 9th (Hefele, iv. 571), and
this, according to the canonist Hergenrother, was
a sign of the decay of Catholic discipline {Kathol.
The Ottos and Henry III.
Kirchenrecht, 342).
had a taste for calling Synods, regarding them-

—

selves as the successors of Constantine, Theodosius,

Marcian, and other Roman Emperors. After the
year 1000 there is a very noticeable increase in
the number of Synods. Here, again, no theological
dogma is stated which had not already been
defined.
The prerogative of the Papal Chair,
which was to form such a conspicuous subject of
Conciliar discussion after 1050, was not touched
upon, except incidentally at the Synod of St.
Bale, near Rheims (991), where Gerbert, afterwards Sylvester II., took a prominent part, and
Archbishop Arnulf was deposed. Sylvester, on becoming Pope, restored him (Hefele, iv. 637 ff., 654;
Loofs, DogmengeschS, Halle, 1906, p. 249).
Synod of Rome under Sylvester (998), in the spirit
of Nicolas I., imposed a penance of eight years upon
Robert, king of France, for his marriage with his
and the Archbishop of
blood-relation, Bertha

A

;

prelates, who had assented to
the incestuous relationship, were suspended. Of
the Synods which took up the cases of individual
Popes, the Synod of Rome (963) deposed John XII.
and elected Leo VIII.
the Roman Synod of 964
reinstated John XII.
and another Roman Synod
Otto the Great called the
(964) restored Leo VIII.
last of these Synods.
The most famous of them,
the Synod of Sutri, has a permanent interest, as
bearing upon the relation between a Council and
the Papacy. It was controlled by Henry III., and
disposed of three Popes and elected a fourth.
Benedict IX. resigned, Sylvester III. was imprisoned, and Gregory VI. deposed himself, his

Tours and other

;

;

cognized the crying evil of excessive masses, when
limited a priest to three a day. The legislation
against the deep-rooted evil of uninterrupted feud
and blood-revenge begins with the Synod of

it

The Synod

Poitiers (1000).

of

Limoges

(1031)

threatened the interdict as punishment for such

The

which started in France
The agreement of peace
was
from
1034, which required a
(pax Dei), dating
cessation of warfare all the days of the week, was
found impracticable, and (about 1040) Synods in
Southern France established the treuga Dei, the
peace or truce of God, whereby cessation from
bloodshed was ordered from Wednesday evening to
Monday at sunrise, thus including the sacred days
of the Ascension, Passion, Burial, and ResurrecLater Synods, as the Synod of Narbonne
tion.
(1054) and the great Synod of Clermont (1095),
under the presidency of Urban II., extended the
limits of the truce to the Lenten period and other
holy seasons of the Church year. This humane
legislation was confirmed by the first three Ecum-

feud.

legislation
perfected there.

enical Councils of the West (1123, 1139, 1179);
and, in putting a check upon the barbarism of
mediaeval society, it stood probably for a more
remarkable measure than the principle of arbitration in international disputes which is now gaining
recognition. The Synodal action on heresy opens
with the Synod of Orleans (1022). There had been
no call for repressive measures for hundreds of
years, as heresy was practically unknown in

Western Europe. It appeared again in Southern
France and Northern Italy and at Orleans, in the
presence of Robert, king of France, and his consort,
13 persons were burned for erroneous teachings
;

This legislation was taken up by
practices.
the Synod of Arras, Southern France (1025), which
condemned heretics who had emigrated from Italy
and rejected baptism and the Lord's Supper,
annulled the Church.
despised marriage, and
Again, at the Synod of Rheims (1049), heretics
were condemned. This legislation was renewed
at a later time and elaborated by many Synods,

and

'

'

culminating in the measure of the Inquisition laid
III. at the Fourth Lateran, the

down by Innocent

rules of the Synod of Tours,
Innocent's successors.

— In

and the decrees

of

Hildebrandian
They are a sign
period, Synods are numerous.
of a new age in Church history, and an indication
of the administration of vigorous personalities.
Their decisions had much influence on the permanent policy and practice of the Latin Church.
Hildebrand (Gregory VII.), the most imposing
figure of the period, lent the great weight of his
III.

1050-1122.

this,

the

presence at these Synods anil his confirmation
Other powerful Popes who
to their enactments.
did the same were Leo IX., Nicolas II., and
The chief subjects legislated upon
Urban II.
were the Papal prerogative as involved in the
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ceremony of investiture, clerical concubinage, ecclesiastical simony, the mode of electing the Pope,
and the crusades. The so-called Keform Synods,
assembling in Rome, which took up the first
three questions, form an epoch in the history of
the Western Church, and bear the same relation
to the earlier periods of the Middle Ages that the
reformatory Councils of Pisa, Constance, and
Basel bear to their last period. The Lord's Supper
was the only question of a doctrinal nature to
be discussed, being taken up in connexion with the
dynamic theory advocated by Berengar of Toms
The doctrine of the transmutation of
(d. 1088).

the elements was assumed, the word

'

transubstan-

'

not being used. Through the influence
tiation
of Lanfranc, Berengar's views were condemned in
Rome (1050). He failed to appear at the Synod of

Vercelli (1050), over which Leo IX. presided. His
case was subsequently taken up at several Synods,
notably at the Roman Synods (1059 and 1079).
At both of these Synods he retracted his view,
but afterwards recalled his denials, declaring that
The 113
they had been made through fear.
bishops present at the Synod of 1059 he called
'wild beasts.' The protection of Gregory VII.

The famous law regulating Papal
and confining it to the cardinals was
Roman Synod of 1059, under the
the
at
passed
presidency of Nicolas II. The law was elaborated
at the Ecumenical Council of
III.
Alexander
by
1179, and again at the second Ecumenical Council
at Lyons (1274).
The Reform Synods began at the opening of the
period in 1049. At the Roman Synod of 1047,
Clement II. had already declared against simony,
saved

him.

election

and punished some bishops who practised it. The
Roman Synod of 1049, under Leo IX., declared war
in earnest against the two evils of simony and
clerical marriage, renewed the old laws on the
sub-deacon
subject, and forbade to clerics, from the
up to the higher orders, the exercise of religious
functions so long as they were married or kept
concubines. This legislation was repeated the
same year by Synods at Rheims and Mainz, both
presided over by Leo. Vigorous laws were also
passed by the Roman Synods of 1059 and 1061,
under Nicolas II., and by the Synod of Melli, near
Monte Cassino (1059), presided over by the same
The energy with which the canon of
Pontiff.
celibacy was pushed is shown by Nicolas' despatch
of legates to propagate the Papal views, and the
action of the Synods of Vienne and Tours (1060)
along the same line. Gregory VII. won for himself
a foremost place among Papal reformers by the
boldness with which he advocated moral reforms,
and the suffering he was ready to undergo in their
interest.
Simony, clerical concubinage, and lay
investiture were the three evils against which he
waged vigorous war. At the Lenten Synod in

(1074), the first of his pontificate, he ordered
holding ecclesiastical offices by purchase to
them, and all guilty of the crimen
fomicationis, that is, having a wife or a concubine,
to desist from saying mass. To the resistance
offered by localities and bishops to the latter decree
was added the unfavourable action of the local
Synods of Paris and Erfurt (1074). But such

Rome

all

relinquish

Synodal action was as a passing cloud. Other
Synods came to Gregory's aid, and those held
at Rome year by year renewed the war and the
legislation condemning the marriage of the clergy
was repeated again and again, even in far-off
England, as at the Synods of Winchester under
Lanfranc (1076), at London under Anselm (1102,
1108), and at Westminster (1138), etc. These Synods
extended the war to the sons of priests, who were
excluded from succeeding to the benefices held by
;

their fathers.

The Roman Synod

of 1083, the last
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under Gregory, placed

in

one

and the same

sons of priests, the sons of adulother bastards, anil pronounced
The difficulty met
ineligible for ordination.
with in putting a stop to the marriage of clerics is
shown by the action of the Hungarian Synod of
Szoboles (1092), which, for the sake of peace,
granted priests already married the indulgence to
keep their wives (see Hefele, v. 204 ffi).

category the

and

terers,

all

them

A positive prohibition of lay

investiture was laid
in the Lenten Synod at Rome
Henceforward the custom was illegal whereby the Emperor and princes had inducted bishops
and abbots into their office by the gift of ring and
This right Gregory now reserved for the
staff.

down by Gregory
(1075).

spiritual authorities, to whom it properly belonged.
The principle was asserted at one Council after
another, and thus the moral weight of Conciliar
action was added to the heroic boldness of Gregory
in his personal struggle with Henry IV., until the
matter was finally settled by the Concordat of

Worms

(1122).

Synods undertook an easy task when they
began to urge Western Christendom to endeavour
to rescue Jerusalem and the other sacred sites
from the grasp of the infidel. The spirit of
as well as the impulse of piety, was
touched when the appeal was made to assert by

chivalry,

arms the right of the Church to the localities
where the Redeemer was born, had died, and lay
The subject was
in the grave for three days.
first brought to the attention of a Council at
the Synod of Piacenza (1095), when an embassy
appeared from the Emperor Alexius calling for
aid against the encroachments of the Turk upon
the Eastern Empire. At the Council of Clermont
(1095), presided over by Urban II., the first crusade

was determined upon. Urban's address, picturing
the distress of Jerusalem, fired the heart of the
large assembly with such enthusiasm, that the cry
arose,

'God

wills

it,

God

wills

it,'

and multitudes

More effective sermon was never
cross.
preached, and at once throughout Central Europe
was heard the noise of preparation for the main
army which was to start under Godfrey, and the
preliminary swarms under Peter the Hermit,
Walter the Penniless, etc. See Crusades.
IV. 1122-1400 (the Ecumenical Councils).
This period of 280 years is marked by seven
Ecumenical Councils, a great increase in the
number of local Synods, and their spread over all
Western Europe. They were called forth by the
crusades, the spread of heresy, the conflicts of
the Popes with the Emperors, the evils in the
Church which called for reformation, and other
considerations. The inclination of the Popes to
strengthen their hands and carry out their plans
through the action of Synods continued to be a
marked feature of the Papal policy, as it had been
The greatest of the
in the Hildebrandian age.
took the

—

—

Popes Alexander
and Innocent IV.

Innocent

III., Gregory IX.,
Synods and laid
The Ecumenical
Councils were called by Popes, and the secular
prince had nothing to do with their being
Thus the theory of the ancient
summoned.
Church was set aside (see Dbllinger-Friedrich, Das
88
The Papal ratification gave
ft'.).
Papstthum,
authority to their decrees, and the first canon of
Auctoritate sedis apost.
the First Lateran runs

their

projects

III.,

— summoned
them.

before

'

:

prohibemus,' etc. It is true that the approbation
of the assembled prelates is sometimes mentioned,
and it was assumed that it was given. The formula
'
Sacro
ran
Sacro approbante concilio,' or
'

:

The
praesente concilio.' So the Fourth Lateran.
seven General Councils were as follows
so called from
(1) Tlie First Lateran (1123),
having met in the Lateran Church in Rome, was
:

—
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— following

—

the counting of the Latins the 9th
Ecumenical Council, or the next in the list after
the Council of Constantinople (869). It was called
by Calixtus II., ami had for its principal object the
ratification of the Concordat of Worms, known
also as the Pactum Calixtinum.
By that pact the
Church reserved to itself the exclusive right of
investing bishops with the ring and the crozier,
and of inducting them into the spiritual functions
of their sees, while the temporal prince retained
the right of inducting them into the temporalities
and of being present at the elections. Our reports
of the First Lateran vary in giving the number of
attending bishops and abbots as 300-997. It was
the first Ecumenical Council to enjoin clerical
celibacy.
Following the example of Urban II. at
Clermont, it granted indulgence of sins to all
participating in the crusades, and, in addition, it
took their relatives and their goods under the
special protection of the Church.
(2) The Second Lateran, or 10th Ecumenical
(1139), was opened with an address by Innocent
II., witnessed the close of the disastrous
Papal
schism which had distracted the Church for nine
years, and pronounced against the heresy of Arnold
of Brescia (see Otto of Freising, de gestis Frederici,
ii. 20).
It also condemned simony, priestly concubinage, and the ministration of the sons of priests,
and introduced a new element in forbidding, for a
term of years, tournaments. Like the First Lateran
and the Third Lateran, it enjoined the truce of

God.
(3)

The

(1179),

ander

Third Lateran,

or

11th

Ecumenical

was summoned and presided over by Alex-

287 or, according to other reports, 300
or 396 bishops were present, besides many abbots
and other clergy. It celebrated the establishment
of peace between the Papacy and
Frederick
Barbarossa. It made some additions to the rules
for electing a Pope.
Falling back on the 12th
canon of the Second Lateran, it legislated against
heretics, especially the Cathari and Patarini, and
III.

ordered separate burial-places and churches for
lepers.
(4)

The Fourth Lateran, or 12th Ecumenical
was, with the Council of Constance, the

(1215),

most important ecclesiastical assembly of the
Middle Ages, and one of the most eventful in all
Church history.
Its two chief acts were the
declaration of Transubstantiation as a dogma of
the Church, and the establishment of the InquisiThe Council was called by Innocent III.,
and attended by 412 bishops, 800 abbots, the
representatives of many absent prelates, also the
representatives of the Emperor Frederick II., the
Latin Emperor of Constantinople, the kings of
England, France, Aragon, Hungary, and Jerusalem,
and other crowned heads. The Latin patriarchs
of the East were also there.
The sessions were
opened with a sermon by the Pope on Lk 22 16
With desire I have desired to eat this passover
with you.' In his letter of convocation, Innocent
had announced as the objects of the Council
measures for the re-conquest of Jerusalem and the
betterment of the Church.
The business was
issued by the Pope, and free discussion in his
Imperial presence was not, to be thought of. The
doctrine of the Eucharist was discussed for the
first time at a General Council, and the
assembly
made the formal declaration that Christ's body
and blood are truly contained in the Sacrament of
the Altar under the forms of bread and wine, the
bread being transubstantiated into the body and
the wine into the blood (Mansi, xxii. 982; Mirbt,
The formal adoption of the IncjuisiQuc.llen, 133).
tion by the Council introduced its harsh and
un-Chnstian measures into the body of the
The Synods of
discipline of the Latin Church.

tion.

'

:

(Christian)

Verona (11S4), Avignon
(1215) had already taken

(1209), and Montpellier
definite action, but these

were local assemblies, although the

first

was under

the presidency of a Pope. The Inquisition, thus
established by the highest authority of the Church,
for both Pope and Ecumenical Council ratified it,
was intended to crush freedom of thought wherever the Catholic Church went, and deliberately
commended those measures of the civil power
which resulted in tens of thousands being brought
to the stake for errors of opinion. The third canon
calls heresy heretica foeditas, and not only summoned all bishops to search out and punish heretics
with ecclesiastical penalties, but required rulers,
upon pain of excommunication, to clear their
realms of heresy by the use of the sword. More
especially was the decree launched against the
Albigenses and the Catholics who girded themselves with the sword for the reduction of that
people to the faith were promised the same indulgence that was offered to those who took part in
the crusades against the Saracen (Mansi, xxii.
986 ff. Mirbt, Quellen, 133 ff.). The Council also
approved Innocent's proposed crusade, which was

—

—

;

;

fixed to start in June 1217.
The Pope promised
as Ins own contribution a vessel for the crusaders

from Rome and its vicinity, and £30,000 in money.
for sins was extended to those who
contributed to the expenses of the enterprise, as
well as to those who went to the East. The speedy
death of Innocent deprived it of his powerful
support, and, in spite of the efforts of his two

The indulgence

successors, Honorius III. and Gregory IX., it was
never realized, unless the bizarre expedition of
Frederick II. in 1229 be regarded in that light.
To these decisions of greater moment were added
a series of acts of a moral and ecclesiastical nature,
which would of themselves render the Fourth
Lateran one of the notable Councils in the history
of the Church.
The further establishment of

—

monastic orders was forbidden a canon repeated
with an important modification at the second
General Council of Lyons (1274). The Jews and
Saracens were ordered to wear a different dress
from the Christians, lest unawares there might
be carnal intercourse between them, and the Jews
were forbidden to appear out of doors during
Passion week, and excluded from public office.
Tournaments were forbidden for three years, on
the ground that they would interfere with the
crusade. This rule was repeated at the Ecumenical
Council of Lyons (1245).
13th
(5) The First Council of Lyons, or the
Ecumenical (1245), was called by Innocent IV.,
who had fled from Rome to escape Frederick II.
It took the place of the Council called by Gregory
IX., whose assemblage had been prevented by the
violent action of Frederick and his son Enzio.
Innocent, in his opening address, called attention
to five wounds of the Church, namely, the low
estate of the clergy, the distressed condition of
Jerusalem, the Greek schism, the menace of the
Tatars in Eastern Europe, and the persecution of
the Church by Frederick II. The last was the

greatest and most painful

wound

of all,

and

itself

With the assent of the
Council, Innocent formally deposed Frederick from
Ins throne. No ecclesiastical Synod before or since
has taken such ominous action against an exalted
monarch. Frederick was unequal to the contest,
and died, defeated (1250).
(0) The Second Council of Lyons, or the 14th

justified the assembly.

Ecumenical (1274), was summoned by Gregory x.,
and attended by 500 bishops, 70 abbots, and 1000
other ecclesiastics. Gregory opened the proceed16
the text which
ings with an address on l.k 22
Innocent III. had used in 1215. The main topic
was the re-union of Christendom.
The Greek
,
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Church was represented by Imperial delegates
Germanus, patriarch of Constantinople, the archbishop of Nieaea, and other bishops. The Emperor
through his representatives announced his acceptance of the double procession of the Holy Spirit,
.mil the primacy of the Apostolic see. The Apostles'
Creed was sung in Latin, and then in Greek. A
termination of the Schism seemed to be at hand,
but the articles of agreement, when they became
known in the East, were rejected, and the Council
proved a failure at
(7)

its historic point.
'ouneilqf Vienna, or the 15th Ecumenical
1311 -May 6, 1312), was called by
v., the first of the Avignon Popes, at the
of Philip the Fair of France. The reports

The

(October

Clement

demand

<

10,

of the Council are unsatisfactory, but among the
chief objects of business were the abolition of the
order of the Knights Templar, the establishment of
peace between the two contending wings in the
Franciscan -order, and the condemnation of Boniface
viil. as a heretic.
The condemnation of Boniface,

which Philip had strenuously demanded, was, after

much discussion, set aside, in view, it is supposed,
of Clement's concession to the French sovereign

that the Templars should be destroyed.
V. 1122 - 1400 (important local Synods). Speaking in a general way, the local Synods of this
period derive their chief importance from their
regulations concerning the detection and punishment of heresy. They throw much light upon the
religious conditions and clerical manners of the
After the Council of Vienne, and until
period.
the close of the 14th century, Synods no longer
had the importance they had had before. This
was due to the distracted condition of Western
Christendom, resulting from the exile of the
Papacy to Avignon, to the growing tendency to
freedom of thought and expression, as manifested
by Dante and by the publicists in the age of
Boniface Viil., and the increasing tendency, since
Boniface VIIL, to autocratic Papal government
through bulls. Among the more important of the
local Synods were the following
(1) Toulouse
(1119), which passed important legislation against
heretics. (2) Tours 1 163), attended by 17 cardinals,
124 bishops, and 414 abbots.
Alexander III.
Thomas a Becket, whose
presided in person.
difficulties had begun, was present.
The Synod's
regulations against heresy are of historical importance. (3) The Council of Clarendon (1164), a
mixed council of laymen and bishops, passed the
famous Clarendon Constitutions, which struck at
the root of ecclesiastical arrogance as represented
by such prelates as Thomas a Becket, and led

—

:

—

(

to his flight from England.
(4) Verona (1164),
presided over by Lucius in., passed a lengthy and
notable decree concerning the trial and punishment
of heretics.
It makes the first Conciliar mention
of the pauperes de Lutjdurw, or Waldenses. Walter
Map, the English litterateur, was present, and has
left us an interesting account of the examination
and appearance of the humble Wahlensian representatives.
Impenitent heretics were turned over
to the worldly authority, and magistrates and
princes were ordered to aid bishops in spying out
heretics and bringing them to trial, on pain of
excommunication. (5) The Synod of Trires (1227)
has a place of importance on account of its canons
which bear upon the administration of the
sacraments (see Hefele, V. 944-55). (6) Toulouse
(1229), presided over by the Papal legate, celebrated
the close of the bloody crusades against the
Albigenses, prescribed the final punishment of the
house of Toulouse, and passed notable canons for
the punishment of heretics, its 14th canon forbidding laymen to have in their possession the Old
and New Testaments in the original or in translation.
The laity men and women were ordered

—

—
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to attend the Communion three times a year, and
to visit (he confessional the same number of times,
upon pain of being suspected ol heresy. Toulouse

was in the centre of the territory most infected
with heresy. There the Papal inquisitors were
most active in the 13th century, and many Synods
in that region and in Spain
at Beziers, Tarragona,
Narbonne, Albi, etc. repeat the rules for the
detection and punishment of the unfortunate
victims of the Inquisition.
When, in a later
century, persecutions for witchcraft were carried
the bull of Innocent VIII.
on, it was a Papal bull
and a book the Malleus maleficarwm which
encouraged that awful movement) rather than the
acts of Synods.

—

—

—

—

—

—

LlTEHATl'ltF..—The Collections of the Acts of Councils, by
Labbe-Cossart, 17 vols., Paris, 1674 ; Hardouin, 12 vols., Paris,
1715, and additional vol. 1722; esp. Mansi, 31 vols., Venice,
1759-98, continuation, Paris, 1000 ff. valuable excerpts are given
;

by Mirbt, Quellen zur Geschichle des J'apsUums-, Tubingen,
1901.
For the history of the Councils and succinct statement
of their acts
C. J. von Hefele, Conciliengesch. nach den
Quellcn bearbcitefi, 9 vols., Freiburg im Br., 1873-1S90 [vols,
v.-vii. rev. by A. Knbpfler ; vols. viii. and ix. prepared by
:

A. G. Hergenrother]. For the English Councils: David
Wilkins, Concilia Magnce Britannia} el Hibernice, 4 vols.,
Lond. 1737 Haddan-Stubbs, Councils and Eccles. Documents
relating to Great Britain and Ireland, 3 vols., Oxf. 1S69-78 ;
Gee-Hardy, Documents illustrative of English Ch. Hist.,
Lond. 1890. For list of Collections of Councils for other
countries, see E. Friedberg, Lehrbuch des kathol. und evangel.
Kirchenrechts^, Leipz. 1903, p. 143. For works on Canon Law :
especially E. Friedberg, op. cit. ; Philipp Hergenrother,
Lehrbuch des kathol. Kirchenrechts\ ed. by J. Hollweck,
Freiburg im Br. 1905 ; cf. also, Dollinger-Friedrich, Das
Papstthum, Munich, 1S92 ; art. 'Concil' in AVetzer-Welte, iii.
779-810 ; the works on Church History, esp. A. Hauck,
J.

;

Kirchengcsch. Dcutschlands,
ii. in 4th ed. 1904].

4 vols., Leipz.

and
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1887-1903 [vols.
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i.

Modern, 1400-1910).—

It will be convenient to deal with the Councils of
this period under four separate heads.
Supremely

important as were the dogmatic pronouncements
both of Trent and of the Vatican, they were them-

two dissimilar assemblies,
deliberating under the stress of quite different
combinations of circumstances, and animated by
a notably different spirit. On the other hand, the
ecclesiastico-political influences at work in the
early part of the 15th cent., owing to the Great
Schism, were absolutely unique in the history of
Christianity, while, from the outset of this period,
the high relief and importance given to General
Councils (owing to the gravity of the crisis and
the desperate nature of the evils, which only an
Ecumenical assembly could remedy) tended to
throw altogether into the background the decrees
of diocesan and provincial Synods, and to rob
them of all dogmatic character and influence.
have, then, for our four divisions
(1) The Councils of Pisa, of Constance, and of Basel-FerraraFlorence, all of which were held under the shadow
of the religious anarchy created
by the Great
Schism of the West, and in all of which the position and power of a concilium generate in itself was
a question of primary importance. (2) Trent, the
great Reformation Council, in respect of which
the Fifth Lateran may be regarded as an ineffective preliminary, overshadowed by the really
important work which the Papal legates and the
Fathers of Trent, in spite of disheartening political
obstacles, carried steadfastly to a conclusion.
(3)
The Council of the Vatican, giving expression to
that recognition of the Papal magisteri/um and
that acquiescence in the policy of centralization
which three centuries of peace, organization, and
discipline had bred in the hearts of the more pious,
if not
always the more learned, representatives of
also require to give
the Roman obedience.
(4)
some brief consideration to the local Synods which,
in these last four centuries, have done little more
than popularize the great principles of dogma and
selves the utterances of

:

We

—

We
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To the

discipline laid clown at Trent.

influence of

these Synods as a whole is also largely due the
extension of those anti-Gallican tendencies which
eventually took formal and articulate shape in the
definitions of the Vatican.
i. Councils of Pisa, Constance, Basel-FerraraFlorence. (1) Council of Pisa. The one outstanding fact in the religious situation at the
beginning of the 15th cent, was the division of
Christendom owing to the Schism. All attempts
to bring about an accommodation between the

—

—

rival Popes,

Gregory

xil.

hitherto proved abortive.

and Benedict

The

had

XIII.,

situation

was

in-

tolerable, and patience was becoming exhausted.
Finally, in Jul}' 1408, cardinals belonging to both

Papal courts met at Livorno and proposed as a
solution the via concilii gene.ra.lis vtriusque obediential, appointing 25 March 1409 for the meeting
of such an assembly.
The appeal evoked considerable response.
At its maximum the attendance numbered from 22 to 24 cardinals, 80 bishops,
87 abbots, etc., while 102 bishops unable to attend
in person sent procurators.
In its eighth session
(18

May) the Council proclaimed

itself

ecumenical

and canonically convoked. On 5 June it deposed
both the reigning Popes as notoriously guilty of
schism and heresy, and empowered the cardinals
then at Pisa to elect a new Pope in their place.
The choice fell upon Peter Philargi, Archbishop
of Milan (Alexander v.). But, as neither Benedict
XIII. nor Gregory XII. was willing to submit, the
only immediate result was that there were now
three claimants to the Papacy instead of two. As
for the second avowed purpose of convening the
assembly at Pisa (the causa reformationis), it
was agreed that a more careful preparation of
measures of reform was necessary than could then
be attempted. Any such projects must, therefore,
be left for the consideration of another Council
to meet in three years' time. Accordingly, on
7 Aug. 1409, the new Pope dissolved the assembly.
It has been the custom to speak of the Council of Pisa with
scant respect as a foolish expedient, foredoomed to failure,
which only added to the divisions of Christendom. Moreover,
on the ground that it was not summoned by a legitimate Pope,
or by the whole Church, or generally acknowledged, it has not
usually been allowed, except by avowed Gallicans, to rank
among the Ecumenical Councils (cf. e.g. Hefele-Leclercq, Conciles, 1907 ff., i. 89); but a much more favourable view of its
aims and its results has recently found acceptance (see esp.
Bliemetzrieder, Das Generaikonzil, 306-339). In any case, the
assembly at Pisa certainly did much to pave the way for the
solution ultimately reached.

—

Council of Constance. Alexander v., the
Pisa, died within a year of his
when he was succeeded by John XXIII.
(Baldassare Cossa), who, though not the monster
of depravity his enemies have depicted, was certainly unworthy of his high position, and was himself the cause of scandal rather than a promoter
of reform.
Nothing in John's behaviour seemed
to promise an end of the Schism, and so, after an
abortive Council at Rome (1412), which mainly
(2)

Pope elected at
election,

occupied itself with Wyclif's writings, Sigismund,
king of the Romans, put pressure on John and
forced him to summon a Council to meet at Constance on 1 Nov. 1414. Under Sigismund's patronage, a vast and rather motley assembly gathered
there, with the triple object (1) of defining the
true doctrine of the Church with regard to the
teaching of Wyclif and Hus (causa Jidei) ; (2) of
putting an end to the Schism (causa unionis) and
(3) of reforming the Church alike in its head and
in its members (causa reformationis).
In respect
of the first object a long series of propositions was
extracted from the writings of Wyclif and his
Bohemian followers, and these were unanimously
condemned. On the question of Communion in
one kind the Council drafted a detailed decree, in
which the custom of the Church was approved,
that the Sacrament of the Eucharist
should be
;

'

(Christian)

received by those who consecrated it under both
kinds, and by the laity only under one,' seeing
that it must be most firmly held that the Body
and Blood of Christ are contained entire both
under the species of bread and under the species
of wine.'
In the 15th session of the Council (6 July 1415),
Hus, who, in spite of his safe-conduct from King
'

Sigismund, had been kept in close confinement
for several months previously, was, after his refusal to retract his errors, solemnly degraded from
the priesthood and burnt at the stake. No special
pleading can palliate this breach of faith, whether
the main responsibility falls upon Sigismund personally or upon the ecclesiastics of the Council
(see Wylie, The Council of Constance to the Death

of John Hus).

Meanwhile, as regards the healing of the Schism,
the path of the Council had not been so easy. In
spite of John's favoured position as the convoker
of the assembly under the protection of Sigismund,
men were not slow to declare that a settlement
could be reached only by the resignation of all
three Popes. To destroy the numerical preponderance of the Italian bishops a plan was adopted
of voting by nations (Italian, German, French,
English, and, at a later date, also Spanish) to the
exclusion, in the general sessions, of the system
previously adhered to, which based the decision
upon the simple majority of voices. The outcry
against Pope John made itself more insistently
heard, and on 20 March 1415 he fled from the city.
Despite the desertion of its official president, the
Council, at the instigation primarily of Zabarella,
Decrees
d'Ailly, and Gerson, passed the famous
of Constance,' declaring itself to be ecumenical
and lawfully convened asserting the claim of a
General Council, in so far as it holds its jurisdiction immediately from God, to the obedience of
all men, even
though of Papal dignity ; and
finally proclaiming that contumacious resistance
to its authority was a crime legally deserving of
punishment, and involving, it might be, the guilt
of schism or heresy.
The formal deposition of
John, on the grounds of simony, immorality, and
the fostering of schism, followed shortly afterwards. Gregory XII. resigned, and Benedict XIII.,
after he had been forsaken by the King of Arragon,
was also deposed (26 July 1417). Finally, Odo
Colonna (Martin V.) was elected Pope (11 Nov.
1417) by 23 cardinals and 30 deputies— six from
thus at last ending the
eacli of the five nations
Schism.
A few spasmodic attempts at reform were also
made before the Council dispersed. Serious differthe Italian
ences of opinion among the nations
bishops, for example, favouring the Papal claim
to Provisors led to the decision that, while certain general decrees should be passed upon matters
as to which all were agreed, the Pope should be
left free on the contested points to arrange Concordats with the different nations separately. The
periodical convening of General Councils was also
determined upon, the first to be held at Pavia in
1423 ; and on 22 April 1418, Martin V. dissolved
the assembly.
The ecumenicity of the Council of Constance is a subject of
much debate. No one, practically speaking, denies that char'

;

—

'

'

—

—

acter to the Council after the election of Martin v. Again, the
doctrinal decrees condemning Wyclif and Hus are certainly
that
covered by the declaration of Martin v. in the lastsession,
'
he desired to maintain and to ratify the decrees, in matters of
faith,' which had been determined by the assembled Fathers
But the decrees maintaining the superiority of a
General Council over the Pope were not, so it is held, arrived
at concUiariter but rather tumultuariler. In any case, Martin's
language obviously suggests that he did not approve the decrees of Constance en blue, while, if he excepted anything from
his sanction, it must have been the bold, and up to that time
almost unheard of, pretension to exalt conciliar authority at
the expense of tho Papacy, which in 1682 became the founds-

concUiariter.
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tion of the famous Galilean Articles (see, e.g., Hefele-Leclercq,

Candles, i. 69-72). By no Roman theologian of the present
is the ecumenicity of the Council of Constance admitted

day

without reservation.
(3) Council of Bascl-Ferrara-Florence.— In accordance with the provisions of Constance, Martin
v. was bound to convoke a Council at Pavia in
1423
this was done, but the small attendance,
the transference to Siena on account of plague,
and other causes, furnished a reasonable pretext
for dissolving the assembly altogether in May
1424.
Deference, however, was still paid to the
agreement arrived at in Constance regarding the
periodical recurrence of Councils, and Basel was
Martin v.
selected for the next meeting in 1431.
died before the day appointed, and Eugenius IV.,
who succeeded him, looking with apprehension at
the spirit which had already manifested itself in
the handful of delegates present at Basel a spirit
which still persisted in treating the Pope as only
the caput ministeriale ecclesice— decided to dissolve
the Council even before the end of 1431.
period
of great distraction followed.
Eugenius, who had
to some extent been misinformed regarding the
condition of affairs at Basel, and who was also, no
doubt, honestly influenced by the desire to facilitate the re-union of the Greeks by summoning a
Council in some, to them more accessible, town in
Italy, was eventually constrained, by the determination of the prelates at Basel and the political
support accorded them, to set aside his bull of dissolution and to sutler the Council to proceed.
Meanwhile the assembly had explicitly renewed
the decrees of Constance asserting the supremacy
of a General Council over the Pope, and denying
to the Pope the right of dissolution without the
consent of the Council itself. Notwithstanding
this, Eugenius found himself compelled to pronounce (decernimus et declaramus) the continuity
of the Council of Basel as a legitimately constituted assembly from the beginning, to declare
pure et simpliciter that it was in the enjoyment
of his favour, and to annul {cassamus, revocamus,
etc.) whatever he himself had attempted 'to its
prejudice or against its authority.'
During the period which followed, beginning
with the 16th session (5 Feb. 1434), the assembly
passed many useful decrees of reformation, but,
by its almost entire abolition of annates and
reservations, it bore very hardly upon the financial
resources of the Holy See.
With regard to some dogmatic points in the
proposed re-union with the Greeks there was
;

—

A

,

further friction between Pope and Council, and
the unstable peace was at length entirely wrecked
over the question of the locality to which the Orientals should be invited for the discussion of their
differences.
On this point Eugenius stood firm,
and when, on 18 Sept. 1437, he convened a Re-union
Council to meet at Ferrara, Christendom at large
gave him its support in the long run. The remnant
of the Basel assembly, after defining, on 17 Sept.
1439, the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception
of the Blessed Virgin (Mansi, xxix. 184), proceeded,
under the leadership of Card. Lewis Aleman, first
to suspend and then to depose Eugenius ; and
on 5 Nov. 1439 they elected a new anti-Pope,
Felix v. But the common sense of Europe re-

volted against this renewal of the Schism. The
handful of prelates at Basel were gradually deserted by their supporters.
In 1448 they were
banished from the city, migrated to Lausanne,
and eventually, in 1449, made their submission to
Nicholas v.
Meanwhile, at Ferrara, whence in Jan. 1439 the
assembly, for sanitary reasons, was transferred to
Florence, a conspicuously representative deputation of the Greeks, headed by Joseph II., Patriarch
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of Constantinople, and the Emperor John Pala:ologus, had gathered for the lie-union Council,
influenced mainly, no doubt, by the hope of inducing a united Christendom to make common
cause in resisting the Turks. The path of conciliation was a very thorny one, but eventually

the Filioquc difficulty was broached, and in the
end the Western doctrine was accepted by all the
Greek representatives save Marcus Eugenicus of

Ephesus. Agreement was also arrived at concerning the use of unleavened bread, the
epiquestion in the liturgy, the doctrine of
purgatory, and, with more difficulty, the Roman
primacy. Most, but not quite all, of the matters
discussed were enshrined in a Papal bull Lcetentur
colli (6 July 1439), which informed the world that
the decree of union had received the signature of
the Greek representatives.
Though the main object of the Re-union Council
had thus, for the time being, been attained, it
continued to sit on, probably as a counterpoise
to the schismatical assembly at Basel.
Several
other Eastern Churches the Armenians (autumn
of 1439), the Jacobites (1442), and, after the sessions
of the Council had been transferred to the Lateran,
the Syrian church of Mesopotamia (1444), and
certain Maronites and Nestorian Chaldeeans (1445)
sent in their submission.
The conspectus of
doctrine, however, in the respective decrees of
union, notably the decretum pro Armenis and the
decretum pro Jacobitis (Denzinger-Bannwart,
Enchiridion Symbolorum 10 Freiburg, 1908, nos.
695-715), though very important as an indication
of theological opinion, is not usually regarded as
an infallible pronouncement, being considered as
aiming rather at disciplinary instruction than at
'

clesis

'

—

—

,

definition of
The question

dogma.

of the ecumenicity of the decrees of BaselFerrara-Florence has been much discussed, and the theologians of the extreme Gallican school in the 17th and 18th
centuries habitually maintained that the anti-Papal edicts of
Basel, like those of Constance, were to be regarded as the duly
authorized expression of the voice of the Church assembled in
General Council. At present the more received view asserts
that, while the sessions at Ferrara-Florence may be regarded
as ecumenical, those at Basel can claim ecumenicity only for
the decrees passed before 1437 and concerned with the suppression of heresy, the peace of Christendom, and the reform
of the Church.
The Papal approval necessary for their validity
cannot be considered to have extended to any other matter
(see Hefele-Leclercq, Cmiciles, i. 80-86, and Baudrillart in Diet.
Thiol. Oath. ii. [1905] 125-128).

—

The

Council of Reform (Council of Trent).
pretensions of the Councils of
Constance and Basel had had disastrous results.
The hope of reform in the Church was almost
crushed, for the very mention of the word Council
awakened resentment and mistrust. Still the energetic protests of such men as Savonarola and Geiler
of Kaisersberg kept the idea alive, and, when the
friction between Julius II. and Louis XII. induced
the latter to threaten the Pope with a General
Council and to organize the schismatical assembly
at Pisa (1511), the need of reform was put forward
as a rallying cry. Julius responded by anathematizing the conciliabulum and its authors, hut at
the same time he convoked a Council himself, the
Fifth Lateran (1512), generally reckoned the 18th
General Council. It was not numerously attended,
and, though it was prolonged by Leo X. until
1517, the work of reform in the Church, with
which it professed to identify itself, was taken in
hand very half-heartedly. Some useful decrees
were passed concerning Papal provisions to benefices, etc., but the chief work accomplished was
the condemnation of the Pragmatic Sanction of
Charles VII., for which was substituted a Concordat with Francis I. (18 Aug. 1516). This received the formal approval of the Council, 19 Dec.
1516 and in the bull Pastor cetcrnus, issued with
the approval of the assembled Fathers in the
2.

The extravagant

'

;

'
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same connexion, the Pope was declared

to possess

authority over General Councils, which he had
also the right to convoke, transfer, and dissolve
(Mansi, xxxii. 967). Indirectly the 'Gravamina'
drafted by Wimpfeling in 1510, which in many
respects were based on the Pragmatic Sanction
of Bourges, received their' answer in the same
bull.

There was little, then, in the proceedings of the
Fifth Lateran to still the clamour for the suppression of abuses, which made itself heard more and
more insistently after the revolt of Luther in 1517.
Soon the appeal came, in a form not to be ignored,
from the great ruler and statesman who found
himself called upon at the same time to maintain
the peace of the German Empire and to uphold the
ancient faith. The preliminaries of the Council
which Charles v. aspired to control form a long
and extraordinarily intricate history, the details
of which have only recently been given to the
world in such collections of original documents as
the Nuntiaturberichte aus Dcutschland and the
nova collectio, iv., edited for
Condi. Trident.
the Gorres Gesellschaft by Ehses, or, again, the
lifth volume of Pastor's Gesch. der Pdpste.
The
Council was first to have met at Mantua on 23
May 1537 (Ehses, p. 3), but the unwillingness of
the Protestants to take part in an assembly on
Italian soil, together with the numberless political
complications, as well as the disagreements be.

.

.

tween Pope and Emperor, caused many delays.
In 1542, Paul III. summoned the Council to meet
at Trent on 1 Nov. of that year, but the difficulties were such that, a beginning was not made
until 13 Dec. 1545. Three Roman cardinals pre-

—

?•£>'

sided as legates over its early sessions del Monte
(afterwards Julius III.), Cervini (afterwards Marcellus n.), and Reginald Pole? The city of Trent
had been selected, as situated upon Imperial territory, though south of the Alps, and easily accessible both from Germany and Italy.
In the 8th
session (11 March 1547), on account of the appearance of the plague, the transference of the Council
to Bologna was decided upon, in spite of the
Still, as Charles's
opposition of the Emperor.
bishops remained at Trent and the numbers at
Bologna were very small, no decrees were passed
during the two sessions held there. To put an
end to the impossible situation, Paul III. prorogued

(Christian)

always used in quoting the decrees of Trent (thus,
for example, the famous ordinance for the founding of seminaries in every diocese is cited Cone.
Trid. sess. xxiv. de Reform, cap. 14 '), we must
understand the public and solemn sittings in
which the Fathers met to record, by an as nearly
as possible unanimous vote, the acceptance of
No disdecrees already prepared and agreed to.
cussion took place at these sittings the subjects
debated
had
been
fully
already
pronounced upon
in preliminary
general congregations.' Further,
in anticipation of these general congregations,
articles
were usually drafted by
schedules of
the legates, and then certain theologians (theologi
themselves
had no vote, were inwho
minorcs),
vited to express their opinion thereon before the
assembled Fathers, to assist them in forming a
judgment. At the same time it had been arranged,
almost from the beginning of the Council, that
doctrine and discipline should be discussed simultaneously. The Pope had wished the dogmatic
the
questions at issue between the Catholics and
Protestants to be authoritatively defined before
reform
to
their
attention
the Fathers turned
Charles v., ou the other
within the Church.
hand, had wished these delicate points of doctrine
to be deferred, and he demanded precedence for
the correction of abuses. The Council compromised by issuing, at each session productive of
legislation, a body of ordinances de Rcformatione
together with a varying number of dogmatic
decisions and canons. All questions were decided
not by nations, but by a simple majority of voices.
Practically speaking, only prelates of episcopal
dignity and the generals of religious orders had
votes, though Paul III., in the first period of the
Council, allowed the procurators of certain German
bishops to vote, on the plea that the state of that
country rendered it difficult for bishops to quit
The Italian sees had at all times
their dioceses.
a great numerical preponderance. France, owing
to its rivalry with the Emperor, sent hardly any
Prorepresentatives except its ambassadors. No
testants appeared in the first period of the Council,
but in the second period, under Julius III., a body
of Protestant divines of course under a safeconduct— attended the deliberations which preceded the 15th session, in view of the possibility
of arriving at some compromise regarding the
concession of the cup to the laity.
They were
not allowed a vote, being in that respect on the
'

;

'

'

'

—

the Council on 17 Sept. 1549.
Julius III. again convoked the Fathers in 1551,
and business was transacted in the 13th to 16th same footing as those Catholic divines who were
sessions (11 Oct. 1551-28 Apr. 1552)
hut, on the not bishops. A safe-conduct was also offered to
fresh outbreak of hostilities against the Emperor,
Protestants of all countries in the 18th session
the
of
when
the Elector of Saxony seemed (4 March 1562), but none availed themselves of
troops
to threaten the safety of the Council, another the invitation.
For various causes several of
the sessions were barren of all legislation. For a
prorogation took place.
Finally, Pius IV. (29 Nov. 1560) summoned the summary of the decrees and canons of the Council,
bishops to Trent for the third time. They should see art. Confessions, vol. iii. pp. S39-841.
have met .at Easter, but the work of the Council
The publishing of a revised index of prohibited
did not begin until Jan. 1562. The Pope's interest books, as well as of a Missal, a Breviary, and a
in the proceedings, which were pushed on with
doctrinal Catechism (the famous Catechism us ad
great energy, was manifested alike in the sending Parorhos), which last had already been set in hand,
of five Cardinal legates to represent him, and in was left to the charge of the Holy See and, with a
the voluminous correspondence maintained by the recognition of the need of Papal confirmation for
Pontiffs nephew and secretary, Card. Charles Bor- its decrees, the great Council concluded its work.
A convenient summary of the more noteworthy
romeo, afterwards canonized (see Susta, Die rota.
Curie iind d. Condi v. Tr. unter Pius IV.). The additions made by the Council of Trent to the
17th-22nd sessions were held between 15 Jan. and body of doctrine previously defined is afforded by
17 Sept.,15ft2r after which followed a long period
the Profcssio Fidei Tridrntina, commonly known
Its Confessional
of stormy discussions which nearly brought about as the Creed of Pope Pius IV.
the abandonment of the Council but, thanks to importance is indicated by the fact that at the
the tact of the Papal legates, two other public present day a convert joining the Church of Rome
sessions were held in July and November.
The is required to make such a profession of faith in
25th and concluding session took place under the the same or equivalent terms.
Formerly the
Creed of Pope Pius itself was always used, but
presidency of Card. Morone, 3-4 Dec. 1563.
of
It should be noted, as regards the method of
has
been
employing a
given
latterly the option
procedure, that by the word session,' which is shorter form. Per contra, when in the year 1714
;

;

\*

;

'
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Form for admitting converts from

Chwreh of
Rome was drawn up and approved by both Houses
of the Convocation of Canterbury, the proselyte,
if in holy orders, was to lie asked: 'Dost thou in
articles added
particular renounce the twelve last "
in
he confession commonly called
the Creed of
Pope Pius IV.," after having read them and duly
considered them?' to which the proselyte was
'I do upon mature deliberarequired to answer
tion reject them all, as founded upon no warrant
of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the word of
Cod' (see The Month, Jan. 1907, pp. 1-18). This
Anglican form for the reception of a convert has of
recent years been considerably modified.
Prof. Fid. Trid. is quoted in full in art. Cona

th&

i

—
:

fessions, vol.

iii.

The Vatican

p.

84

when almost all described themselves as
inopportunists rather than anti-infallibilists may
be inferred from their subsequent submission, and
may be illustrated from the famous letter of
Newman to the Bishop of Birmingham, which,
made public through an indiscretion, showed upon
the face of it that it was written to his bishop in
absolute candour. Herein, at the very time that
he describes the projected definition as the work
of 'an aggressive insolent faction,' he remarks:
When we are all at rest and have no doubts, and
at least practically, not to say doctrinally hold
the Holy Father to be infallible, suddenly there is
thunder in the clear sky,' etc.; while, again, the
conclusion of the letter makes ii manifest that the
writer had no intention of doing otherwise than
loyally to accept the definition, if it were pronounced (see Colleetio Lacensis, vii. 1513). On the
other hand, Manning (not then a Cardinal) seems
to have been the chief and most energetic of the
organizers of the movement within the Council to
press forward the definition as a matter of the
sincere

'

'

1

f.

—

Council. The first hint of Pope
3.
Pius IX. 's intention to convoke an Ecumenical
Council seems to date from 6 Dec. 1864, and a little
later all the Cardinals resident in Rome were invited to send in their written opinion upon the
proposal. The majority favoured it, but a few
feared political complications.
Only two of the
twenty-one, when speaking of the purposes to be
served by such an assembly, made any reference
to a definition of Papal infallibility (Granderath,
Gesch. i. 44). The matter being further brought
to the notice of a select number of bishops in all
parts of Europe, together with certain Catholic
Orientals, an almost unanimous reply was received
in favour of the scheme.
The motive principally
insisted on was the dangerous and subversive

nature of much modern religious teaching, which
rendered it desirable to emphasize the powers
inherent in the Holy See as against the Gallican
and Erastian tendencies of the times. In 1868,
accordingly, a bull was issued convoking the
Council for 8 Dec. 1869.
special Congregation
of Cardinals had already been appointed to prepare the topics to be discussed and pronounced upon,
and, in subordination to this, five separate subcommittees, or
commissions,' were created to
deal with (i.) Doctrine, (ii.) Discipline, (iii.) the
Regulars [i.e. Monks and Nuns), (iv.) the Oriental
Churches and Foreign Missions, and (v.) Politicoecclesiastical questions.
Considerable uneasiness
was aroused in circles of Gallican sympathy by
the strong Ultramontane bias of many of the
preliminary arrangements. The selection of consuitors invited to sit on the commissions a selection which excluded such scholars as Dbllinger and
von Schulte evoked protest from many moderate
men, e.g. from Cardinal von Schwartzenberg,
Archbishop of Prague.
The endorsement by the C'wilta Cattolica, 6 Feb.
1868, of a wish, attributed to many influential
French Catholics, that the definition of Papal
infallibility might be carried by acclamation, was
taken to indicate the mind, not only of the Jesuits,
but of Pius IX. himself. The occasion was used by
Dollinger to publish five articles anonymously in
the AZ of Augsburg, in which the main purpose
of the forthcoming Council was assumed to be the
definition of the Pope's infallibility, and the doctrine was attacked on historical grounds.
The
articles were reprinted under the pseudonym of
'Janus,' and were widely read outside Germany.
Other publications, deprecating a pronouncement
in favour of infallibility, were issued
by Mgr.
Maret, titular Archbishop of Sura, anil Mgr.
Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans.
The Papal constitution Multiplices inter of 27
Nov. 1869, determining the procedure of the Council
and affirming the Pope's exclusive right to decide
what matters should be submitted for discussion,
also gave considerable dissatisfaction
and, when
the known opponents of the proposed definition
were systematically excluded from the 'deputa-

A

'

—

—

;
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(Christian)

and from other sub-committees appointed in
the Council, it became clear that the iniallibilists,
secure in their overwhelming majority, intended
to carry things with a high hand.
They were,
moreover, better organized, more nearly unanimous, and more energetic than their opponents, who,
from the fact that the objection was, in the
case of the greater number, one of expediency, not
of principle, lacked cohesion, and were far from
presenting a united front. Even those who most
pressed the historical dilliculty knew that it was
largely founded on a series of highly debatable
incidents about which we have no clear informaThat the opponents of the definition were
tion.
tions'

'

—

—

utmost urgency) see Granderath, Gesch. ii. 69, 73),
and he himself made no secret of the policy of the
committee organized by him, to exclude from the
deputatio de fide every name known to be adverse
to the definition.
This, however, was the work of
a section, who were carrying through a plan of
campaign on constitutional lines. It was not the
work of the Pope or the Curia (cf. Friedrich, Gesch.
iii.

175).

The first two public 'sessions' of the Vatican
Council transacted only formal business (8 Dec.
but previously to the third
1869, and 6 Jan. 1S70)
session, which took piace on Low-Sunday (24 Apr.)
1870, a considerable amount of work was done, and
the Constitutio dogmatica de Fide Catholica was
It consists of a prothen passed unanimously.
logue and four chapters (i.) of God the Creator of
all tilings, (ii.) of Revelation, (iii.) of Faith, and
followed by 18 canons
(iv.) of Faith and Reason
which sum up the principal points defined, and
the
contrary propositions to anathema.
subject
The errors so condemned included some of the
fundamental conceptions of Pantheism, Naturalism, and Rationalism for example, canon 4 of (i.)
runs thus
;

—

—

;

:

shall say that finite things, both corporeal and
spiritual, or at least spiritual, have emanated from the Divine
'

If

any one

substance, or that the Divine essence, by the manifestation or
evolution of itself, becomes all things; or, lastly, that God is
universal or indefinite being, which, by determining itself, constitutes the universality of things, distinct according to genus,
species, and individuals: let him be anathema.'

Again, in ch. ii. the Council, developing somewhat the doctrine defined at Trent (sess. iv.),
declares that :
The books of the Old and New Testament [as enumerated by
the Council of Trent] are to be received as sacred and canonical,
1

not because, having
with all their parts
been carefully composed by mere human industry, they were
afterwards approved by her [the Church's] authority, or merely
because they contain revelation, with no admixture of error
but because, having been written by the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, they have God for their author, and have been delivered
as such to the Church herself.'
It is to be noted also that, contrary to the usage
in their integrity,

.

.

.

;
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of earlier General Councils, the Vatican decrees
are formally issued, not in the name of the Ecumenical Synod, but ' in the name of the Supreme
Pontiff, with the bishops of the whole world as-

and judging with us.'
An
amendment, proposing to add the word definientibus to the sedentibus Nobiscum et judicantibus
universi orbis episcojiis of the decree, was rejected
after a somewhat heated discussion.
sembled round us

Twenty of the general congregations (10th to
29th) which preceded the third session were given
up to questions of disciplinary reform, the most
interesting of which was perhaps the proposal to
draw up one form of elementary catechism, the
use of which should be obligatory throughout the
whole Church. But this, like other disciplinary
schemes, came to nothing, owing to the premature
termination of the Council.

Much time

was, how-

ever, wasted in debate, and the Papal ordinance
of 20 Feb. 1870, for abbreviating the discussions
and introducing a form of closure, despite the
violent protests it elicited from the minority, was

really a necessary measure.
By this time, however, the energetic agitation
of Manning, Senestrey, and other leading infallibilists, resulting, for example, in a petition for
the definition, signed by 480 of the Fathers, had
matters so far that the subject could not
Eushed
e shelved.
Originally the question of Papal
infallibility had not formed part of the proposed
decree ' on the Church of Christ (see Coll. Laccnsis,
vii. 567-578), but it was later on added to the
schema, and became the subject of the liveliest controversy. The Cardinal Presidents in the general
'

congregations opposed rather than favoured the
efforts to declare this discussion urgent, but they
yielded eventually to the agitation headed by
Manning and Senestrey (Granderath, Gesch. in.
Fourteen sittings were devoted to the in270).
fallibility question in general, and sixty-four
speeches were delivered before the closure was
Thirteen other sittings and fifty-seven
apjdied.
speeches were devoted to amendments. Finally,
when the vote was taken (13 July 1870), of 601
Fathers present 450 voted placet, 88 non placet,
and 62 placet juxta modum.
Throughout the
debate not more than three or four speakers had
openly expressed disbelief in the doctrine itself ;
the minority, as a rule, contested only the opportuneness of defining it.
Before the public session, 18 July 1870, many
of the minority left Rome.
Of the 535 Fathers
resent only two voted non placet.
The whole
S ecree de Ecclesia Christi, like its predecessor,
consists of four chapters.
Ch. i. concerns the
Apostolic primacy of St. Peter, ch. ii. the perpetuity of the primacy in the Roman pontiffs,
ch. iii. the powers and nature of the primacy,
and ch. iv. the infallible teaching of the Holy
See. The kernel of the doctrine thus set forth
is expressed in the terms
quoted above, in art.
Confessions, vol. iii. p. 628 a
Owing to the heat of summer and the outbreak
of the Franco-Prussian War, fewer than 200
Fathers stayed on in Rome. Some further discussions on matters of discipline took place, but
the occupation of Rome by the Piedmontese troops
occurred soon afterwards, and on 20 Oct. 1870, Pope
Pius IX. formally prorogued the assembly.
Severe criticisms have been directed by many Old Catholic
.

and other writers

(cf. e.g.

Littledale, art.

'

Vatican Council,' in

EBr$) against the procedure followed in the Vatican Council,
more especially with regard to the infallibility dellnition. It
has been urged that the minority were coerced into a simulated
acceptance of the decrees, that the assembly was not representative, that the majority was largely formed of Italian,
missionary, or titular bishops, who came without mandate
from any appreciable body of the faithful, 1 that free discussion
1

It

bos been pointed out, for example, that Mgr. Darboy
Archbishop of l'aris, represented 2,000,000

(iuopportunist),

(Christian)

was not permitted,

etc.
There is no doubt foundation for some
of these objections, but the facts remain that, owing to the
facility of locomotion, the assembly was not less, but immensely
more, representative of the Catholic episcopate than any of its

predecessors ; that the vast majority were whole-hearted in
favour of the definition ; that in no Council of the Church has
it ever been the custom to attach weight to the suffrages of the
bishops in proportion to the population of the dioceses they
represented ; that the greater part of the opposition, whether
*
insincerely or not, had from the beginning styled itself
No special
opportunist,' not anti-infallibilist, and so forth.
pleading can disguise the fact that the subsequent action of the
faithful at large has as completely justified the Fathers of
the Vatican as the subsequent action of the faithful justified
the Fathers of Nicaea or Chalcedon.
If the inopportunist
bishops made their submission, as they all did without exception, we may assume that either they followed the dictates of
their conscience in so doing, or else they were convinced that
their flocks would not support them in any act of schism.
Whether we hold that the ultimate appeal lies to the collective
voice of the bishops or to the sense of the great body of the
faithful, the definition in either case, from the point of view
of the Roman Church, is full}' justified. The sensitiveness to
the rights of minorities displayed by the critics of the Council
is, after all, a thing of modern growth.
Any alleged highhandedness or irregularity of procedure at the Vatican could
probably be paralleled many times over in the history of earlier
Councils. No view of the Divine constitution of the Church
has ever regarded the assistance of the Holy Spirit as promised
only to the learned few in any episcopal assembly, while the
plea that the minority had not been able to make their objections heard, after all the discussions on the spot, and after the
sensation caused, long months before, by the writings of
Dollinger, Dupanloup, and others, cannot be treated seriously.

—

4. Councils other than Ecumenical.
Upon the
plenary Councils, provincial Councils, and diocesan
Synods of this period, little need be said. Although elaborate disciplinary regulations aiming
at the correction of abuses among both clergy and
people were passed in such Councils as those of
Mainz (1451), Sens, or, more correctly, Paris (1528),

Cologne (1536 and

1549),

and Augsburg

(1548), still

the political disturbances of the times, and the
moral anarchy which almost necessarily follows
in the wake of a fundamental change in religion,
stood in the way of any lasting improvement. It
was to the Council of Trent that men's eyes were
turned (not altogether in vain) to inaugurate anew
era, and the annual diocesan Synods and triennial
provincial Councils, which in many places (e.g. at

Milan under

St. Charles Borromeo) were convoked
in strict obedience to the Tridentine decrees (sess.

de Reform, cap. 2), undoubtedly helped
greatly to turn the Council's measures of reform
to practical account.
But under Pope Sixtus v.
the important Papal constitution Immensa (22
June 1589) profoundly modified the conditions
which affected the legislation of these provincial
Synods. It was now required that the decrees of
provincial (though not diocesan) Synods must be
submitted to a Roman Congregation, and could
be promulgated only after correction, and subject
to the modifications, or even the additions, of the
congregation in question. This measure, which
was made the ground of animated protest at the
Vatican Council (see Granderath, ii. 179 11".), has
greatly furthered the centralizing tendencies at
work in the Church of Rome during the last three
centuries, but it has also much diminished the
xxiv.

importance of provincial synods, now practically
deprived of their independence. The same cause
was probably not without its effect in bringing
about the almost entire neglect of such Councils
during the 17th and 18th centuries. In comparatively modern times possibly as a result of the
religious reaction which followed upon the French
Revolution a renewed energy began to make itself
In France, for
felt in convoking these assemblies.
example, in the year 1849 Provincial Councils were

—

—

came from the States of the Church
But statistics of
with a population of less than 1,000,000.
people, while 65 bishops

The 2,000,000 of the
kind are plainly most fallacious.
diocese of Paris include the hordes of the Commune who twelve
months later became masters of the city, imprisoned the Archdeath.
would
be as reasonable
him
to
It
and
condemned
bishop,
to argue that Manning represented the six millions of London
and the adjacent counties comprised in uis diocese.
this
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held at Paris, Rheims, Tours, and Avignon and
in 1850 at Albi,
Lyons, Kouen, Bordeaux, Sens,
Aix, Toulouse, and Bourges. In Central Europe
there were provincial Councils at Vienna (1858),
;

Gran

Cologne

(1S5S),
(1863), etc.

(1860),

Prague

(1860),

Kalocsa

In the United States six bishops
assisted at the first Provincial Council of Balti-

more

(1829), but at the lirst Plenary Council,
which met at Baltimore in 1852, the presence of
six archbishops and twenty-six bishops marked
the developments of Roman Catholicism in the
New World. In England four Provincial Councils
have been held since the restoration of the hierarchy,
viz.
jn 1852, 1853, 1859, and 1873.
Historically speaking, apart from the Vatican
Council, interest during the last three hundred
years has centred chiefly in conventions of a rather
unorthodox character.
Such, for example, was
the Gallican Assembly of the clergy summoned
by Louis XIV. (1681-1682), which drew up the
famous four Gallican Articles: (1) denying any
jurisdiction of the Pope over the royal authority
in temporal matters ; (2) declaring the Pope to
be inferior to a General Council
(3) limiting
the exercise of the Papal prerogative by the
Conciliary decrees and by the customs of the Gallican Church ; and (4) affirming that the Pope's
definitions, even in matters of faith, become irreformable only when confirmed by the consent
of the whole Church,
Louis XIV. imposed the
teaching of these Articles upon the clergy throughout his dominions but, in the face of uncompromising Papal opposition, he eventually withdrew
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of the Gorrea Gesellschaft, are announced to be in the press ;
ten or twelve volumes are contemplated) J. Le Plat, Monumentorum ad Hist. Cone. Trid. spectanttuta Collectio, 7 vols.,
;

Louvain, 1781-1787 I. v. Dollinger, Ungedruckte Berichte u.
Tagebucher z. Gesch. d. Con. v. Tr., 2 vols., Nordlingen, 1876;
A. v. Druffel-Brandi, Monumenta Tridentina, 4 vols., Munich,
1885-1897 J. Susta, Die rum. Curie und das Con. c. Tr. loiter
Pius IV., 2 vols., Vienna, 1904-1909; T. v. Sickel, Zur Gesch.
des Concils v. Tr., Vienna, 1872 L. Maynier, Elude histor. sur
le Cone, de Trente, Paris, 1S74
O. Braunsberger, Beati P.
Canisii Epistulce et Acta, vol. iii., Freiburg, 1901; L-. Pastor,
Gesch. der Pdpste, vol. v., Freiburg, 1909. The two standard
histories are, of course, Siorza-Pallavicino, Isloria del Cone,
di Trento, Rome, 1652 (3 vols., written, with access to the
archives, from the official and Ultramontane standpoint) and
Pietro Soave Polano (Fra Paolo Sarpi), Hist, del Cone.
Trid.'1 Venice, 1629 (conspicuously anti-Papal in tone, and
often distorting facts in the interest of the writer's prejudices).
J. A. Froude's Lectures on the Council of Trent, London, 1S96,
treats only of the first period of the Council, and is written
without any reference to the abundant new material published
The Canons and Decrees of the
within the last fifty years.
Council of Trent have been translated into English by J.
;

:

;

;

;

'

1

,

Waterworth, London,

1848.

—

Germany

iv. The Vatican council.
The Acta and Decreta of the
Vatican Council, with a very large number of documents bearing
upon the preliminaries of the Council and the discussions to
which it gave rise, have been printed in vol. vii. of the Collectio
Lacensis, Freiburg, 1890. The chief Histories are those of E.
Cecconi, Storia del Cone. Ecum. Vaticano, 3 vols., Rome, 18721879 J. Friedrich, Gesch. d. Vat. Koncils, 3 vols., Bonn, 18771887 (this is written from the Old Catholic standpoint)
T.
Granderath, Gesch. d. Vat. Eonzils, 3 vols., Freiburg, 1903-1906
(in the preparation of this work the author was afforded every
facility by the Roman authorities, and it may be regarded as
in some sense the official history
a French tr. is in course
of publication); H. E. Manning, The True Story of the Vatican
Council, London, 1877 cf. also E. Ollivier, L'Eglise et I'e'tat
au Concile du Vatican, 2 vols., Paris, 1879; 'Quirinus'
(I. v. Dollinger), Romische Briefe, Munich, 1370 (a collection of
critical and denunciatory letters which appeared in the Allgemeine Zeitung there is an Eng. tr., London, 1S70).
v. OTHER COUNCILS.
The principal collection is Acta et
Decreta Sacrorum Coneiliorum recentiorum, 7 vols., Freiburg,
1869-1890, but the proceedings of many of the provincial and
other Synods, e.g. those of Baltimore, Westminster, and Maynooth, are published separately. A very famous local collection is also the Acta Ecclesiee Mediolanensis, 2 vols., Milan,

the so-called

1599.

;

;

them in 1693.
Very similar was the
of the

'

spirit which,

glowing out

'

Febronianism,' or Josephism,' current in
in the 18th cent., manifested itself at

Synod of Pistoia (1786). The Synod
was convened by Scipio Ricci, Bishop of Pistoiaat
the
Prato,
instigation of Ludolph, Grand Duke
of Tuscany ; and it passed a long array of decrees
on points of canon law, ceremonial, the rights of
the secular authority in religious matters, etc.
all very Gallican and Jansenistic in spirit.
Pius VI., in the bull Auctorem fidei (1794), condemned 85 propositions of the Synod of Pistoia ;
and Ricci, in 1799, and again in 1S03, made humble

—

submission to the censure thus passed.

—

—

Literature. i. GENERAL. Most of the great collections of
the Councils, e.g. those of Mansi, Hardouin, Labbe and Cossart,
It may be noticed, as the
etc., have already been mentioned.
contrary has been implied in a printed advertisement emanating
from the publisher himself, that at the date of writing (Oct.
1910), the volume of indexes long ago promised as vol. xxxvi. in
the facsimile reprint of Mansi has not yet appeared. On the
Canon Law of Councils, see Wernz, Jus Decretalium, Rome,
11106, ii. 22, 720 ff.; P. Hinschius, System des kathol. Kitchenrechts, Berlin, 1869, iii. 333 ff. Upon the relations between Pope
and Council, see J. Tunnel, Hist, dc latheol. positive du Concile
de Trente au Concile du Vatican, Paris, 1904, pp. 300-405.
ii

Fifteenth cestuby councils.— Hefele-Hergenrother,

Coneiliengesch., Freiburg im B. 1SS7-1S90, vii. viii. ix.; Haller,
others, Concil. Basilieitse, Studien und QueUen, vols, i.-v.,
Basel, 1896-1904 ; H. Finke, Acta Concil. Constanc., Miinster,

and

1896 (only one volume published); H. v. d. Hardt. Magnum
cecum. Constant. Concilium, 6 vols., Frankfort and Leipzig,
1697-1700; Monumenla Concil. General. Scsc. XV., published
by the Vienna Academy, 3 vols., Vienna, 1857-1896 J. Haller,
Papsttum und Eirchenrefonn, vol. i., Berlin, 1903; F. P.
Bliemetzrieder, Das Generalkonzil im grossen abendldnd.
Schisma, Paderborn, 1904 L. Pastor, Gesch. der Pdpste, vols,
i.
and ii. 4 Freiburg, 1904
M. Creighton, History of the
Papacy from the Great Schism, i.-ii.-, London, 1897; H.
Finke, Forsch. u. Quellen z. Gcsch. d. Eonst. Eonzils, PaderL. Salembier, he grand schisme d'Occident 2
born, 1889
Paris, 1900 (Eng. tr. 1908); N. Valois, La France et le gr.
schisme d'Occid., 4 vols., Paris, 1896-1902; V. Vannutelli, //
Concilio di Firenze, Florence, 1S99 J. H. Wylie, Council of
Constance to the Death of John Hus, London, 1900.
iii. Council of Trent.— F. Baguenault de Puchesse, Hist,
du Cone, de Trente, Paris, 1870 [still the best general view in
Bmall compass] A. Theiner, Acta Genuina Cone. Trid., 2 vols.,
Cone. Trid. Diariorum, Actorum, EpistuZagrabiffi, 1874
larum, Tractatuum nova collectio, vol. i., ed. S. Merkle, Freiburg, 1901; vol. iv., ed. S. Ehsea, Freiburg, 1904 (two other
of
volumes
this great work, which appears under the auspices
;

;

,

;

,

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

:

Herbert Thurston.

COUNSELS AND PRECEPTS.—According
'

to the doctrine of the Catholic Church, ' precepts
are commands laid upon every Christian, obedience
to which cannot be avoided without risking the loss
of eternal salvation ('quae sunt necessaria ad con-

sequendum hnem aeternae

beatitudinis,'

Thomas
'

'

Summa, II. i. qu. cviii. art. 4). Counsels
or counsels of perfection are suggestions of very
virtuous ways of living, by the following out of
which a man may arrive more quickly and better
at eternal life ('per quae melius et expeditius
Aquinas,

'

'

potest homo consequi finem praedictum,' ib.), but
which he may yet refuse without incurring blame
or imperilling the salvation of his soul (' consilium
autein in optione ponitur ejus cui datur,' ib.).
The 'precepts' are the new law of the gospel.
Counsels are something added to that law.
This formal doctrine is simply a statement of
the judgment formed by the Church on Christian
living a reasonable account of certain plain phenomena which came within the view of all ob'

'

—

It was obvious from the very earliest
times that some men renounced more of the world's
goods, honours, and pleasures than others did
accomplishing, as it seemed, a more complete
dedication of their mental and bodily powers to
the Lord. These were naturally thought of as
living a fuller and higher kind of spiritual life.
The judgment was in accord with that of St. Paul
25 "
where the virgin state is reckoned
),
(1 Co 7
superior to the married, although he that marries
has not sinned.

servers.

;

-

The distinction between a higher and lower Christian life meets
US in Hermas (iav ce Tt ayaSov n-oojenjs cictos rrjs ivTO\r\<; tou 6eov,
aeauTui TrepiTroiijcrn S6£av Trtpurtroripav Ka\ ecrn ivCo^orepoi irapd
in Terflew ov l^eXAes cleat [Sim. v. 3. 3, cf. Mand. iv. 4. 2J)
tullian in greater detail (ad Uxor. i. 3, ii. 1, adv. Marc. i. 29, de
Monog. i., de Pudie. 16) in Cyprian, who repeats almost the
words of his master (' nee hoc jubet Dominus sed hortatur
nee jugum necessitatis imponit, quando maneat voluntatis
carnis desideria castrantes majoris
arbitrium liberum .
tu

;

;

'

'

;

.

.
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'

gratiae praemium in coelestibus obtinetis [de Habit. Virg. 23]) ;
in Origen, where a new idea is introduced and a new passage of
Scripture referred to (' Donee quis hoc facit tantum quod dehet,
id est ea quae praeceptasunt, inutilis servus est si autem addas
eris' [ad Horn.
ali'i'iid praeeeptis, tunc jam non inutilis servus
where
iii. :]); in the pseudo-Clementine Epistles to Virgins,
there is a repetition of Hernias' teaching (Ep. ad Virg. i. 4) ; and
in Methodius, who teaches, as Tertullian does, the lawfulness of
marriage, but the superior sanctity of the virgin state (Conviv.
iii.

13, 14).

Tiie rise of Monastieism gave a new importance
to the distinction between a higher and lower
Christian life. Hitherto the contrast between the
most obviously ascetic and the most naturally
human kinds of life had been plain but less striking, less clamorous for reasoned expression, than it
was when the whole Church became aware of the
self-denial of St. Anthony and his followers.
The drift of crowds of nominal Christians
into the Church, which followed the conversion of
Constantine, tending, as it did, towards a relaxation of the earlier strictness and a lowering of the
general standard of Christian living, still further

supreme

emphasized the distinction, and made the formulating of a theory of Christian life which would
cover all the observed facts an absolute necessity.
It is noticeable that the early monks themselves
neither elaborated nor seemed conscious of the
theory that their lives were the following out of
counsels of a higher way and transcended the
obedience to the commands obligatory on all

It was St. Ambrose who explained
Christians.
their position for them, and formulated more
clearly than any of his predecessors the doctrine
'
of ' counsels and precepts :
Ofncium autem onine aut medium aut perfectum est, quod
'

'

(

aeqne Scripturarum auctoritate probare possunius. Habenms
etenini in Evangelio dixisse Doniinum Si vis in vitam aeternam
venire, serva niandata. Dixit ille quae?' etc., following Mt
Haec sunt media othcia, quibus aliquid deest.
1917-19, adding
Denique dicit illi adolescens Omnia haec custodivi,' etc., following w.-°- 21 adding, Hoc est igitur perfectum ofncium (de
Here for the first time in this connexion the
OJlc. Min. I. xi.).
passage which afterwards became a standard proof of the
doctrine is quoted from St. Matthew (see also, for St. Ambrose's
statement of the doctrine, de Vid. xii.). The use of the expresmedium and perfectum ofheiuni suggests that St.
sions
Ambrose felt the influence of Stoic philosophy. St. Augustine,
in his Enchiridion (121) and elsewhere, and St. Jerome (adv.
:

:

'

:

'

'

,

'

'

Jovin.

i.

'

'

teach as St. Ambrose does.

12),

far the doctrine of the distinction between
'
'
counsels and precepts appears to have been
quite a natural and probably an inevitable explanation of observed fact. The way of Christ
was a way of renunciation. It is thus that He
Himself sets it forth when He demands absolute

So

'

'

poverty (Mt 19™-) and recognizes virginity per12
sisted in for the Kingdom of Heaven'3 sake (v. ).
It was obvious that some Christians accomplished a
others.
Yet
the
renunciation
than
more complete
general conscience of the Church refused to count
blameworthy those who renounced less. It followed that the life of more perfect renunciation
was a higher kind of life voluntarily entered upon
by those who wore ambitious of perfection. It is
probable that the doctrine thus enunciated by St.

Ambrose and

St.

Augustine was wholesome

for

There was continually set before
lofty kind of life, and this was recognized as worthy of peculiar praise on earth and as
the Church.

men a very

inheriting a great reward in heaven.
The doctrine of 'counsels' and 'precepts' was
worked out by the Schoolmen, and made to serve a

purpose which was not conducive to spiritual life
the Church. As the power of the Church to
remit the temporal and purgatorial punishments
of sin came to be more and more insisted on, the
need was felt of a theory which should justify the
power claimed and ultimately make less hopelessly
unintelligible the distribution of indulgences. The
existence of a treasury of merits ('thesaurus
ineritorum' [Ps.-Clem, vi.
Unigenitus Dei Filius,
and it was placed at the
1343]) was supposed

in

;

;

Church

disposal of the head of the

This treasury was
of Christ

;

for distribution.
infinite merits
of those who,

with the

filled

and the superfluous merits

had done

of perfection,

by following the counsels

more than was required (opera supcrerogationis)
for their

own

In operibus poenitentiae

'

salvation.

(

supererogaverunt ad mensuram debitorum suorum,
et multi etiam tribulationes injustas sustinuerunt
patienter, per quas multitudo poenarum poterat
expiari si eisdeberetur,' Thomas Aq. Siimma, suppl.
In the end the conscience of the
qu. xxv. art. 1).
Church was shocked, and the Reformation precipitated, by the shameless sale of these indulgences.
Luther and his fellow-Reformers, in attacking the
traffic, traced it back first to the theory of a
treasury of merits and then to the doctrine of
'counsels' and 'precepts' (Luther, Werke, Erlangen edition, 1826-57, lx. 256, v. 216, iv. 451 ;
It is plain,
Articnli Smalcaldki, iii. 3, 39).
however, that, although the existence of the
treasury of merits was logically deducible from
the doctrine of counsels and 'precepts,' the deduction need never have been made. The Schoolmen might have stopped short of it; probably
would never have thought of making it but for
the necessity of completing and strengthening the
doctrine of the remission of penalties. Also the
Reformers might have recognized as justifiable
and inevitable the original distinction between
'

'

'

'

'

'

counsels of

and obligatory

perfection

precepts.

Their position probably would have been stronger
if they had.
In another way also the doctrine of 'counsels'
and precepts,' as elaborated by the Schoolmen,
militated against spirituality, viz. by lowering the
harder
general tone of the Christian life. The
Sermon
sayings of our Lord, especially those in the
as
reckoned
counsels,'
on the Mount, came to be
and so removed from the life ideals of ordinary men.
Thus among the 'counsels,' ordinarily reckoned as
twelve, are to be found loving our enemies, giving
alms not only from our superfluity, not swearing
without necessity, and so on (see H. Lammer, Die
'

'

:

vortrident. hath. Thevl., Berl. 1858, p. 171 Vi.). It is
inevitable that at periods of low spiritual vitality
there will be a tendency to transfer into the catawhich make
logue of counsels of perfection duties
demands on devotion, in communities

very high
where the Catholic doctrine is fully accepted. This
constitutes a serious danger and a real objection to

the doctrine.
The Protestant theologians denied that there
was any choice given to man between a higher and
a lower kind of Christian life. The fundamental
command to love the Lord with all the heart was
binding upon all, and, as there was no possibility
of doing more than this, so every failure to attain
to the fullness of such love was sin (Luther, xiv.
Cases like that of the young man in the
35).
bidden to sell all and follow
Gospel who was
Christ (Mt 19 1 ™-) were met by the assumption that
cases was to an individual,
in
such
the command
under pain
absolutely binding on that individual
deliberate disobedience ;
and
definite
of
sin
of the
of
but, having nothing to do, either as a suggestion
higher perfection or as an example of eminent
comvirtue, with those to whom such a personal
mand was not given. This was Wyclif's position
Christi obligat quemonnque ipso
(' omne consilium
It ignored the distinction (made,
consultunr).
however, only in Mt., not in the parallel passages)
between 'if thou wilt enter into life' and if thou
wilt be perfect.' This theory that a counsel was
simply a precept given to an individual— according
to Wyclif only to an 'heroic' individual— was modiand counsels came
fied by the later Reformers
to be considered as means suggested to certain
individuals whereby they might fulfil the com'

'

'

'

;

'

COURAGE
'

mandnients of which the counsels seemed to be
refinements.
Sometimes for these particular individu.-ils the 'counsel' was the only means by which
'

the original commandment could be fulfilled at all.
Luther, opposing Eck, says that 'counsels' are not
'supra' but 'infra praecepta'; because they are
only means of conveniently fulfilling commandThus virginity is not a counsel to be
ments.
adopted at will or refused. It is a means, perhaps
for some the only means, of fulfilling the law of
chastity. To such individuals it is evident that
to refrain from marriage is a precept, absolutely
obligatory. To the others it is not a counsel of
perfection, since, being able in the married state
to observe the law of chastity, there is nothing to
be gained by renouncing marriage (Luther, de Votis
Monasticis, viii. 5S3, 30 ft'.).
The result of the Protestant theory is a reversal
of the previous judgment of the Christian conscience
about those who follow the evangelic 'counsels.'
life of virginity or of voluntary
poverty ought
no longer to be considered a very eminent Kind of
devotion.
It is a confession of weakness, an
absolutely less perfect way of following Christ
than that of the ordinary citizen of the world.
In comparison with the old Catholic judgment that
the way of greater renunciation is the way of
nobler devotion, the Protestant view appears
strained, and is not in accordance with the voice
of the general conscience.
It is not possible to
alter the judgment of the common man's conscience
so as to bring it into line with the deductions
which theological thinkers make from the positions
In spite of
forced upon them by their polemics.
their~theory, Protestants still continue to regard
as peculiarly admirable the lives of those who have
sacrificed wealth, honour, or bodily desire for the
sake of Christ (for full discussion of this fact see
Append. III. of J. O. Hannay's Spirit and Origin of
Christian Monastieism, 1903). It is, however, to be
observed that the Protestant theologian's denial
of special honour to lives of complete renunciation
has had a certain effect. Protestantism is less
rich than Catholicism in examples of heroic ChrisThe general tendency of Protestantism
tianity.
has been to raise to a high level the common
Christian life and to develop certain virtues of a
kind suitable to the lives of citizens. It has not
made for, and, except in comparatively rare instances, has not achieved, the production of unique
saints, like, for example, St. Francis of Assisi,
whose devotion lays hold upon the popular imagination. This failure must be attributed to the
denial of the doctrine of counsels and precepts,'
and the consequent unwillingness of Protestant
teachers to hold up for admiration lives which must
always be rare, and are never imitable except by
those who realize the peculiar glory of very great
kinds of renunciation.
Further, it has happened that certain evangelic
sayings, regarded by the Schoolmen as counsels of
perfection, have, in times of high religious vitality,
laid hold of the consciences of earnest Protestants
and compelled obedience. Thus, during the 17th
cent, in England, our Lord's teaching about the
non-resistance of evil fascinated the early Quakers.
In a Catholic community their kind of life would
have been recognized as a following of a counsel of
perfection, and they might very well have become
an Order within the Church.
The refusal of
Protestants to recognize the distinction between
counsels and precepts had a double effect. It
forced the Quakers, who in this matter thought
as Protestants, to defend their literal obedience
to the commands of Christ as the only way of
following Christ. It obliged those Christians whose
consciences did not forbid them to use force in
self-protection or in the interests of society, to

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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condemn the

position of the Quakers as fantastic,
exaggerated, and definitely wrong. The same sort
of thing happened in Germany and Flanders at the
time of (lie Anabaptist protest against the possesand less strikingly in
sion of private property
Other similar eases (see J. O. Ilannay, up. tit.
;

eli.

The greater and more

fully organized
Protestant Churches have thus been deprived of
the services of many very enthusiastic men and
women who might have been most valuable in
deepening the spirituality of the general life and
the teachers of these Churches have been obliged
to read glosses into certain passages of Scripture,
notably certain passages of the Sermon on the
Mount, in such a way as to obscure their plain
i.).

;

meaning and weaken

their original force.
It appears, therefore, that in formulating the
doctrine of 'counsels' and 'precepts' the Catholic
Church did no more than endorse and give scientific
expression to the natural and obvious judgment of
conscience which recognized in the life of great
renunciation a peculiarly high kind of life that
by formulating the doctrine the Church ran the
;

risk of deductions being made from it which would
in the end outrage, and actually have outraged,
the consciences of sincere believers and the further
risk of the list of 'counsels' being enlarged and
that of 'precepts' diminished, until the common
man's standard of life was seriously lowered. It
appears also that Protestant theologians, in refusing
to endorse the natural judgments of conscience,
have not succeeded, in fact, in preventing such
judgments being made by their followers, but have
deprived Protestants of an incentive to a lofty
kind of life and have risked, and actually suffered,
the loss to organized Protestant Churches of souls
who have felt the need of heroic self-sacrifice for
the sake of Christ.
;

;

in text, and J. Schwane, De operict consiliis
Evanqelicis, Miinst. 1S6S K.
'Consilia Evangelica,' in PRE*, vol. iv. ; R.
Rothe, Theol. Ethilfi, Wittenberg, 1869-70, vol. iii.
Smyth, Christian Ethics', Edin. 1893; L. G. Smith, The
Characteristics of Christian Morality, London, 1875.
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has figured as one of the
prominent virtues in every ethical system. Yet it
has from early times given trouble to scientific
moralists, because it seems at first sight compatible
with an utterly worthless or vicious character.
This is, however, only the case where it is identified with fearlessness {q.v.).
Absence of fear in
physical danger may be the result of temperament
and so contain no moral element at all, while a
certain dread of moral evil is not exclusive of
courage as usually understood. Thus the Greek
philosophers discerned that, to gain an accurate
notion of courage, it was necessary to define things
worthy or unworthy of fear.
In some of Plato's Dialogues, notably the Laches
and the Protagoras, we are made to see the difficulty
of finding a place for courage in any system which
recognizes the paramount position of wisdom or
knowledge in moral life, since not only do brute
beasts show spirit and endurance in combat, but
the conduct of men in vigorous military efforts
loses the meritof courage if prudence suggests that
the forces are adequate to the occasion. In the
Republic, however (bk. iv. 429 f.), Plato distinctly
lays down the principle that the Guardians of the
City (in whom the virtue of courage principally
resides) must acquire that quality by a sound
training in the nature of things to be feared and
of things not to be feared.
Aristotle, in bk. iii. of the Nie. Ethics, submits
the whole subject to a searching analysis. Accord
ing to bis principle of the Mean, courage lies be
tween rashness on the one hand and cowardice on
the other. As fear, the foreboding of evil, is not
-
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altogether to be disparaged, Aristotle, like Plato,
has to distinguish legitimate from illegitimate fears,
and finds that courage exists where danger is
despised from a noble motive from preference of

—

that which is most honourable. He subsequently
distinguishes real courage from five spurious forms
(1) that which is induced by respect for authority,
or for opinion (2) that which comes from knowledge that the danger apprehended is not real
:

;

—

;

(3) courage arising solely from emotion
anger or
vengeance which man shares with some animals
of
a
the
(4)
courage
hopeful temperament (5) the
courage of ignorance which cannot recognize danIt
ger.
may, perhaps, be said that this distinction
between genuine and spurious courage corresponds
for the most part to the modern distinction between
moral courage and that which is purely physical.
Although Aristotle in his general treatment of
courage seems somewhat nearer to the modern
ideas than Plato, in one respect Plato would seem
he includes in courage
to us more satisfactory
the power and will to resist evil generally, or to
hear calamity without flinching whereas Aristotle
would restrict the term to its primary military
significance, regarding other meanings as derivative or metaphorical.
Certainly it seems illogical
to refuse the epithet of 'courageous' to a man
who is not alarmed but stands to his duty in a
shipwreck or an earthquake, while allowing it to
one who behaves in like manner during the attack
on a city.
Courage thus held its place with the three
other virtues wisdom, justice, temperance in the
'
system of Greece and Rome. These cardinal
virtues were combined with the three Christian
to
form the
and
of
faith,
charity,
hope,
graces

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

'

seven virtues inculcated in the Christian morality
Yet in the new atmosphere,
of the Middle Ages.
courage or fortitude, as it is commonly called in
this connexion underwent some transmutation.
who derived his ethical system from
St. Ambrose
the Greeks via Cicero, and passed it on to St.
and
through him to the Western
Augustine,
world would make fortitude include boldness in
To a certain
withstanding temptations to sin.
But he also
extent, he agrees here with Plato.
dwells much on heroic endurance of physical suffering as shown by the Christian martyrs. It would
seem probable that the martyr-cult must have
tended in the direction of emphasizing the passive
side of courage or fortitude, by which it is
assimilated to patience or resignation.
The Christian idea of fortitude is expressed in
many admirable works of mediaeval art. Many
readers will recall Ruskin's remarks on the Fortitude of Botticelli (Mornings in Florence, iii.)

—

—

—

:

'Botticelli's Fortitude is no match, it may be, for any that are
coming. Worn, somewhat and not a little weary, instead of
standing ready for all comers, she is sitting, apparently in
reverie, her fingers playing restlessly and idly
nay, I think,
even nervously, about the hilt of her sword
and yet, how
swiftly and gladly will they close on it, when the far-off trumpet
which
she
will
hear
all
her
reverie.'
blows,
through
;

—

.

.

.

be noticed that by mediaeval Christian
moralists fortitude is regarded as the corrective
of accidie (q.v.), the sin of gloom and inaction.
It
seems thus to contain necessarily an element of
cheerfulness, a resolution to live in an atmosphere

may

of hope.

—

The abandonment of an

intellectual position,

which

has been reached by honest effort, for fear of the
further efforts which may be required to recon-

stitute one's theories in the light of new knowledge, is a cowardly proceeding, and ought to
receive more reprobation than it commonly incurs.
Of cowardice (ignavia) as the opposite of courage,
It is commonly due to constilittle need be said.
tutional timidity not checked by habits of selfcontrol, or to a selfish propensity to exaggerate
the importance of personal dangers and risks ; or,
again, to a want of appreciation of ideals worthy
of risk on the part of those who desire to attain

them.

—
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COURTESY.—See Civility.
COUVADE.— See Birth.
COVENANT i. Introduction.—A

covenant

a bond or agreement entered into between two
persons or groups of persons, or between a man or
a group of men and a god or gods. The covenant
thus entered upon may be for a specified time, or
for all time ; it may cover certain clearly-defined
purposes, or it may be indefinite. The covenant
state is usually produced, or at a later time
symbolized, by artificial means eating or drinking together drinking, or being inoculated with,
one another's blood or by exchange of names ot
of articles belonging to the covenanting parties.
The relation produced by the covenant, as well as
the real intention of these ritual acts, is still in
debate. According to some writers, the covenant
produces kinship and introduces the stranger into
the clan which now adopts him.
He who has drunk a clansman's blood is no longer a stranger
but a brother, and included in the mystic circle of those who
is

—

—

:

;

;

'

have a share in the life-blood that is common to
(W. R. Smith, p. 315 ; cf. Hartland, LP ii. 237).

all

the clan

'

This is regarded as the primitive purpose of the
covenant, and, moreover,
a blood-covenant with a
if the individual kinsman made
'

stranger, the whole of each tribe was hound thereby,' while
'
the original form of alliance . . . was always and necessarily
between clans, not between individuals ( Jevons, Introd. to
Hist, of Religion, 99, 142).
'

Perhaps there are few virtues that have varied

more than courage

—

'

—

—

It

knightly spirit of the Franks despised Eastern
subtlety as mean and cowardly.
Non-military
times call for the exercise of patience more than
for that of intrepidity,
though both are essential
to the well-being of any people, and there is
occasionally cause for fear lest a comparative contempt for merely physical courage, or spirit,' may
bring about general slackness of effort. On the
whole, however, the actively combative powers
are likely to retain their importance in popular
esteem.
There is one kind of courage which seems especially to belong to a highly civilized society intellectual courage.
By this is to be understood the
power and determination to follow loyally and
reasonably one's own beliefs and principles, irrespective not only of the disapproval of neighbours,
but also of painful disturbance in one's own mind.

in their

manifestations

Tin' actual evidence hardly supports these views,

among

different peoples and at different times.
There is
always an aesthetic as well as a purely moral
element in the conception of courage, ami human
notions vary even more about the beautiful than
about the good. Thus, during the age of chivalry
in the West, the maturer civilization of the East
looked on the aggressive, unreasoning courage of

hardly ever produced kinship or blood-relationHence another theory maintains that the
ship.
covenant relationship is that of the identity of

the Crusaders as crude and barbarous, while the

individuals,

nor does the covenant producing kinship appear
the lowest races. Generally the covenant

among

an engagement between individuals, between
representatives, or between tribes; but. there is

is

who

are mutually inoculated by cer-

COVENANT
tain ritual actions of which the blood-covenant
is a well-known, though probably a late, instance.
is produced identity of aims and interests,
as well as mutual agreement and sympathy.
Each has a part of the other in his keeping, and this part

There
'

not only assimilates each to the other by transmission of properties, but is a pledge, deposit, and hostage. Thus identity
of interests is secured, and the possibility of mutual treachery
or wrong is prevented, not only by the fact that injury done to
B by A is equivalent to injury done by A to himself, but also
by the fact that, if B is wronged, he may work vengeance by
the part of A which he possesses (Crawley,
injuring
Mystic Rose, 237).
Without laying too much stress on the latter
'

.

.

.

part of this theory, it is certain that the covenantrelationship as one of identity fits the facts better
than as one of kinship. Yet it may be observed
that, if the covenant produces identity of aims
and interests, since the aims and interests of the
individual are largely those of his kin, the covenant state will so far produce a kinship relation.
But, as a third theory, it is maintained that the
ritual act (eating together, transfusion of blood,
etc.), while it involves the parties to the covenant
'
in certain duties to each other, serves as a conductor of conditional imprecations,' of potential
punishments for the transgression of these duties

(Westermarck, Moral Ideas, i. 590, ii. 208 art.
Cursing and Blessing, p. 369 b below).
Frequently the parties to a covenant take an
oath to keep it, or execrate vengeance on each
other if it is broken. And, as many examples

eating, especially where
the food is exchanged, or the mutual exchange
of common possessions, makes men entirely dependent upon each other, makes their aims and
interests the same, or produces identity or, accordHere, primiing to the first theory, kinship.
tively, the act of eating or exchange is itself the
covenant, but the food or articles exchanged are
also seen to be vehicles of conditional oaths or
curses verbally pronounced.
At the same time,
witnesses human or Divine may be called to the

compact which has been made. The purposes for
which a covenant is entered upon are, e.g., friendthe
ship and comradeship between individuals
adoption of a stranger into a kin-group mutual
aid and protection assistance in war, in revenge,
or in some hostile purpose peace between tribes
after war
commercial purposes union between
the members of a society or association, usually at
;

—

show, the food, drink, blood, etc., is itself the
oath or curse, or is the vehicle of either. Thus,
in Madagascar, the oath-takers pray that the
liquid may poison him who is faithless to the bond

(Dumont d'Urville, Voy. pittoresque autour du
monde, Paris, 1834-1835, i. 81). Or, as in Morocco,
a compact of friendsiiip is sealed by eating together at the tomb of a saint, and, according to
the food will repay him who
the phrase used,
breaks the compact (Westermarck, i. 587 j cf.
'

'

b

1

below, p. 369 ).
Examples show now the working of the principle
contained in one of these theories, now that involved in the others, but the kinship theory is
seldom observed in the complete form which the
It is not impossible
theory itself presupposes.
that the primitive covenant contained both the
idea of mutual identity and that of a conditional
curse, for the two are not mutually exclusive, as
various examples suggest. But it should not be
forgotten that the covenant frequently implies
no more than faithfulness to the object of the
covenant, without any thought of its producing
identity of persons, of aims, or of interests, much
less of kinship.

—

2. Covenants between men.
Of all the various
outward signs of the covenant, that to which most

attention has been drawn is that each party to it
drinks or is inoculated with the other's blood, or
that t/iey smear each other or some sacred object
with it. Where the parties to the covenant form
two groups, selected individuals undergo the ceremony, which usually forms an indissoluble bond
(see

Blood

cited

;

there).

Brotherhood

[artificial],

and works

Probably the idea that kinship

—

means blood -relationship a relationship which
can be produced by the blood-covenant— is not
More primitive is the idea that conprimitive.
and drinking together, exchange of
names, garments, weapons, and the like, will produce a close bond, whether involving identity or
relationship, between two unrelated persons. Here
the underlying ideas are that the whole adheres
in the part, that whatever has been in contact
with a person, whatever is his, is for all practical
purposes himself that for another to obtain possession of it brings the owner under his control
hence to offer it to another is in effect to offer
tact, eating

;

;

;

;

;

;

the time of initiation into it, etc. It is obvious
that, since a covenant brings the parties to it into

such close affinity, their responsibilities towards
each other are great and must be accurately fulfilled, while also there are produced many mutual
privileges.

Where a common meal

;

,
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Thus mutual

oneself.

covenant, there
of in

common

identity,

and

is the chief feature of a
is the idea that what is partaken
establishes a bond of union or of

this

is

still

more marked where

there is an exchange of food.
It is possible that
the covenant-meal may have been the earliest
form of the covenant, and it should be observed
that, quite apart from the theoretic view of the
effects of mutual eating common among primitive
For, wherpeoples, there is a natural basis to it.
ever men eat and drink together, they tend to be
But, where the
friendly towards each other.
theoretic view prevails, the eating together of unrelated persons produces automatically the covenant-state. The stranger who eats with the Arab
is no longer a stranger
the two parties have
entered upon a bond of friendship, with mutual
obligations which are absolutely sacred. The same
is true elsewhere, as among the Omaha Indians,
;

with whom,

if

an enemy

'
appear in the lodge, and receive a mouthful of food or water,
or put the pipe in his mouth ... he is bound for the time
being by the ties of hospitality (Dorsey, 3 RBEW, 1884, p
'

271).

In general the stranger is regarded as a source
of potential evil.
Hence to give him food identifies him with his host, and probably at the same
time makes him liable, should he do wrong, to a
conditional curse swallowed with the food.

We

covenants of mutual friendship expressed
by eating together, especially where there has
hitherto been hostility between the parties. Thus
in Morocco persons who wish to be reconciled join
hands before a holy man or at a saint's tomb,
usually after partaking of a common meal. This
is the usual method of sealing a compact of friendIf any party to the compact is guilty of a
ship.
breach of faith, it is commonly said that
God
and the food will repay him,' the food being the
vehicle of a conditional curse (Westermarck, ii.
28 31
16
3 1""
623-624 cf. Gn 26
see also the article
Cursing and Blessing, p. 373 b ). Between villages, clans, or tribes, which have been at war, on
the cessation of hostilities the covenant of peace is
almost invariably marked by a common meal or a
A typical instance is found
species of sacrament.
among the Battas, who, on making peace and
forming unions, divide the heart of a slain animal
find also

'

"

;

;

into as many pieces as there are chiefs present.
Each chief roasts his piece, holds it up, and says
:

'
If I should ever violate my oath, I am willing to be slaughtered like the bleeding animal which lies before me, and to be
'
devoured like the piece of heart I am about to eat (Featberman, Soc. Hut. of the Races of Mankind, London, 1881-1891,

ii.

333).
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the Ceramese the covenant of peace
between two villages is entered upon by the people
of one village making a feast to which those of the
other are invited. The chiefs drop some of their
blood into a dish of food, and weapons are also
dipped into it. The food is then eaten alternately.
similar feast is also held at the other village,
and the covenant is complete. Here there is a
combination (found elsewhere also) of the bloodcovenant with the covenant-meal (Riedel, De
sluik- en krocsharige rasscn, The Hague, 1886, p.
128 cf., for a similar instance among the Nilotic
Negroes, Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, London,

Among

A

;

1902,

ii.

795).

Drinking together is another common form
ceremony, the draught being frequently accompanied by an oath, while, as many
examples show, the liquid partaken of is regarded
as the oath itself, which will harm the breaker
of it.
But there is also such a simple form of
friendship covenant as that of the aborigines of
Formosa, who put their arms round each other's
necks and drink simultaneously a cup of wine

of covenant

Survivals
(L' Anthropologic, v. [Paris, 1894] 352).
of such a ceremony as this are well known.
Nor

improbable that drinking each other's blood
making of a covenant was an extension of
such a practice, while it is a common custom
to mingle some blood with the liquid which is
drunk.
As the basis of a covenant of friendship, the
exchange of names is very frequent among savage
tribes, the name being regarded as part of the personality, while the sacred nature of the act is seen
in the fact that the name is usually not revealed,
lest
any one should do its owner harm by making
use of it.
In such a case the alliance is indissoluble, and forms one of the most sacred of
bonds. Other exchanges of personal belongings
garments or weapons form the basis of covenants of friendship, and will make lasting friends
of men who have been enemies.
temporary
exchange of wives is occasionally found as a
means of sealing a compact, especially among
Australian tribes, with whom also, on the occasion of making peace between tribes or certain
other alliances, a general exchange of wives takes
for the time being.
By this means the
place
identity or union of the two parties is assured (cf.
is it

at the

—

—

A

vol. i. p. 125 (6)
JAIxxiv. 169, 173).
occasionally the vehicle of the covenant
state.
Thus, among the Orango in the Bissagos
Archipelago the ceremony for sealing a friendship
is to spit in each other's hands.
The Masai spat
at a man with whom they swore eternal friendship (Hinde, Last of the Masai, London, 1901, p.
and among the Somalia a stranger becomes a
47)
member of his host's family by the host spitting
in his right hand and rubbing it on the stranger's
forehead (Paulitachke, Elhnogr. Nordost-Afrikas,
Berlin, 1893-1896, p. 246).
Opposite theories of the meaning of this rite are found.

Adultery,
Saliva

;

is

;

Mutual spitting is regarded as an interchange of life, since by
many peoples saliva is held to contain the element of life
(Crombie, Trans. Inter. b'L Cong., 1891, p. 249fl.). Westermarck, on the other hand, is of the opinion that saliva is the
vehicle of a conditional curse, since the Masai spit copiously
when cursing (op. cit. ii. 209). Spitting among the Masai is
also reported to be a sign of the greatest goodwill and a compliment (Johnston, op. cit. ii. 833).
Covenants of peace between tribes which have

been at war are frequently sealed by a common
meal (see above). In some cases the material of
the covenant-meal is the llesli of a human victim.
Thus, the people of Vate kill one or more of their
number and send the llesh for consumption to the
hostile tribe with whom they desire peace (Erskine,
Journal of a Cruise aiming the Islands of the II'.
Pacific, London, IS53, p. 334). In ol her alliances the
cannibal meal is found. Chiefs among the Bambala

Bantu tribe), in making a covenant against future
bloodshed, partake with their followers of the flesh
of a slave fattened for the occasion.
Any chief
who kills a slave after such a covenant must pay a
fine to every village which took part in the bond
(JAI xxxv. 404, 409). This is equivalent to that
form of the blood-covenant in which the blood of a
slaughtered victim is drunk by all the parties to
the compact (cf. Herod, iii. 11; and the case of
Catiline and his fellow-conspirators, who drank
the blood of a slave in wine).
pleasanter practice, and one ultimately based
on the fact that sensuous satisfaction tends to
goodwill, is that of smoking the calumet among
American Indian tribes which had been at war.
It was also done at the ratification of treaties and
as a symbol of hospitality, and was regarded as so
sacred that to break the covenant thus made
would have been followed automatically by fatal
(a

A

consequences.
Other ceremonies are used elsewhere, with the
purpose of making a covenant of peace binding.
In Tahiti a wreath was made of green boughs, to
which each party contributed. Two young dogs
were exchanged, and a band of cloth was made
The wreath and the cloth were then
together.
ottered to the gods, and imprecations were uttered
on those who should break the covenant (Ellis,
Polynes. Researches, London, 1829, i. 318 ; see
other instances in Farrer, Military Manners ami
Customs, London, 1885, p. 16211'.).
Where the bodies of the parties to a covenant
are cut to obtain blood, the marks of the wounds
serve as tokens of the covenant. Similarly the
garments or weapons exchanged will be constant
reminders of it. At other times a cairn is set up
as a witness of the covenant state (cf. Gn 31 4S
Frazer, in Anthrop. Essays presented to E. B.
Tylor, Oxford, 1907, p. 131 If.).
In later times, and in more advanced civilizations, the covenant becomes simply a bond or oath
for mutual support, or for amity between men
;

more or less animated by a common purpose.
Here there is little or no idea of kinship or identity, though some of the older ritual acts may
survive, and the parties to such bonds recognize a
brotherly feeling existing between themselves as a
result of their bond and of their common purpose.
In fact, the covenant at all times is intended to
produce solidarity among those who are parties to
it, though in these later covenants brotherhood is
not actually and automatically produced. And,
though the breaker of the covenant risks great
dangers, these are not supposed to result automatically from the oath which he has taken, as in
many instances from savage life.
The
3. Covenants between men and gods, etc.
ceremonies and symbolism of covenants are even
more important than the words of contract used,
Hence,
and, in fact, they constitute the covenant.
in great measure, all religious ceremonial and
worship is the expression of a covenant relationFor the worship paid,
ship between men and gods.
men expect the god to perform duties towards
them, and this worship also tends to confirm that

—

But there are certain ceremonies,
relationship.
especially those of a sacramental or sacrificial
nature, in which the covenant relationship appeal's
more emphatically.

In all sacrifices in which the
victim is, or represents, the god, and in which a
sacramental meal is made of his flesh, the meal is
the expression of a close union or a covenant
between the god and the group of worshippers.
This is seen in the fact that all the worshippers
partake, while there are instances, as in Hawaii,
where a refusal to eat would be followed by death
(Bastian, Der Mcnsch, Leipzig, 1860, iii. 152).
But, even where the slain animal is not the god,
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the sacrifice or the meal which follows it
desire for union with the god, and is an expression
In this case, as
of a covenant alliance with him.
in
of

covenants between men, there is a common meal
which the two parties to the covenant partake

—the god and the group of worshippers. In the
OT, God is often represented as making a covenant
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(American)
Similarly, in the rites used at

puberty
an individual animal guardian or
manitou, and in the relative positions in which the
individual and his manitou stand to each other,
there is the suggestion that this relation is essena covenant one. Blood-letting is the most
tially
Thus, the Mosquito
significant of these rites.
Indians are said to have sealed their compact with
the manitou by drawing blood from different parts
of their body (NR i. 740).
Among the Indians of
Honduras each youth formed a contract with his
identity.
for obtaining

with individuals and their descendants, or with
B Ex 6 4 24«S Dt 5s, Jer
Israel (Gn 9' 15 U , Nu 25
341S ), and the probability is that sacrifice was the
basis of all covenant rites between God and the
5
nagual, by offering some of his blood to it,
individual or the people of Israel (cf. Ps 50
such friendship was contracted between them
Jer 34 18 ). This is particularly noticeable in the 'whereupon
that, when one of them died, the other did not survive'
elr
15
with
Abraham
(Gn
case of the covenant
America, 1740, iv. 13s).
(Ilerrera, General Hist, of
lff
and with Israel at Sinai (Ex 24 -). In the first
The American Indian youth generally killed the
case there is no mention of a sacrificial meal, and animal which was to be his nutnitou, and used its
in the second the blood of the sacrifice is sprinkled
skin as a 'medicine-bag.' There was thus some
on the altar and the people, thus uniting the kind of blood-covenant between the youth and his
covenanting parties, since the altar is the token guardian, and, as in Omaha Indian belief there
of God's presence. This rite of sprinkling image was a bond between them so close that the man
or altar and worshippers, or the analogous custom acquired the properties of the animal, so generally
of the worshipper shedding his blood or sprinkling
it was held that the youth would not survive the
18 28 ), is widely spread, and
it on the sacra (cf. 1
death of his nagual and there was a common idea
constitutes a simple method of union with the god of the identity of the two, or perhaps of an inter—in other words, of effecting or strengthening the change of life between them.
covenant relation with him, or of reminding him
The meal eaten by survivors at a death, and
In other cases the covenant ritual consists repeated on anniversary occasions, and of which
of it.
in placing and leaving the worshipper's hair,
the ghost is supposed to partake, has the intention
in the
of uniting the ghostly and human eaters, and of
clothing, etc., on the altar, but frequently
OT the sacrificial meal may be regarded as the preserving the goodwill of the ghost by showing
It is thus a species of
basis of the covenant the god or his worshippers that he is not forgotten.
with covenant with the dead. This is still more closely
eating together and renewing their union
each other. Hence, according to one theory, the marked in cases where the mourners eat the dead
meal itself unites god and men in an act of com- man himself perhaps the origin of the funeral
munion (W. R. Smith, p. 271); or, according to feast. Other methods of this implicit covenant
another view, the food is here again the vehicle of with the dead may be looked for in such rites as
conditional curses mutually transferred to god and that of the mourners cutting themselves, letting
worshipper (Westermarck, op. cit. ii. 623 ft'.). Both the blood drop on the grave, making offerings of
purposes may, however, be served by the sacrificial their hair, or anointing themselves with the fat
meal. It is certainly the case that, in the view of or decomposed matter of the corpse. These are
the OT writers, breaking of the covenant by the analogous to the similar rites in connexion with
individual or the nation was followed by punishthe cult of gods (see Hartland, op. cit. ii. 277 ff.
"
ment (Dt 17 2ff -, Jos 7 nff 23 16 Jg 2 20 2 K 18 9 12 ), Jevons, op. cit. 41 fl'.).
while blessing followed its being observed (Ps
Various customs in human covenants in which,
132 12 ). In any case, what holds true of these OT e.g., the parties hold an animal which is sacrificed,
sacrifices is true of similar sacrifices elsewhere.
its blood being sometimes sprinkled on a sacred
Indeed, in some aspects the mere offering of sacri- object, or are sprinkled with sacrificial blood or
fice to a god, thus propitiating him, is the token of
that of an animal not apparently sacrificial— are
an alliance with him hence the worshipper asks probably connected with that type of covenant
and expects help from the god to whom he, for sacrifice in which the parties are a god and a group
The same is true of the vows of men. Here, perhaps, the sacred nature of the
his part, is faithful.
made to a god by a worshipper, in which he pro- sacrifice makes it an important basis of the human
finises certain things, usually a sacrifice, for some
covenant, while sacrifices are frequently the vehicles
of a curse or, again, the god to whom the sacrifice
specified help given him by the god.
In the OT other things are found as signs of a or the blood is ottered is regarded as a third party
Divine and human covenant, e.g. the rainbow in to the covenant (for examples, see Brotherhood
16
the case of Noah and his posterity (Gn 9 ), though [artificial], vol. ii. pp. 859 b 870"; Wellhausen,
2011
here a covenant sacrifice appears also (S -); cir- Reste arab. Hcid.-, Berlin, 1897, p. 128; Lewin,
cumcision is the token of the covenant with Israel
Wild Races of S.E. India, London, 1870, p. 228).
10
(Gn 17 '-), though it is to some extent a sacrificial In many human covenants a god is expressly called
and in Ex 31 16 the Sabbath is to be kept for upon as witness to the contract, as in the similar
rite
a perpetual covenant. For marks or cuttings on appeal in the case of an oath. The god is then
the body as signs of a covenant, see Badges.
expected to visit with his wrath the breaker of the
Totemism, as 'an intimate relation which is covenant (cf. Herod, iii. 8 Tylor, Prim. Cult.*,
of
kindred
a
between
to
exist
group
supposed
London, 1903, ii. 342; Wilson, Western Africa,
people on the one side and a species of natural or 1856, pp. 210, 392).
Literatcre.— A. E. Crawley, The Mystic Rose, London,
artificial objects on the other side, which objects
vol. ii.; F. B.
are called the totems of the human group' (Frazer, 1902; E. S. Hartland, LP, London, 1S95,
J.
Introd. to History of Religion, London, 1890
Totemism and Exogamy, London, 1910, iv. 1), is Jevons,
Kohler, Studien iiber die kunstlidie Verwandtschaffi.'ZFifJF,
des
essentially a covenant relationship, since both v. 415 ff.; A. H. Post, Studien zur Entu-icklungsgesch.
and Leipzig, 1889 W. K. Smith,
parties have entered explicitly or implicitly into Familienrechts, Oldenburg
London, 1S94 H. C. Trumbull, The Blood Covean alliance for mutual help and protection. This Rel. Sem.2,
1S96;
nant, London, 1887, The Threshold Covenant, Edinburgh,
covenant state is generally furthered by various E. Westermarck, Origin ami Development of the Moral
J. A. MacC'ULLOCH.
ritual acts, by which men assimilate themselves to
Ideas, London, 190G-190S.
their totem, these being analogous to the covenant
The group of men
(American).— The substitution of
rites between human beings.
an artificial for a natural basis of subsistence had
is, in effect, identified with the animal species
which is their totem
the relation is one of the effect in America, as elsewhere, of establishing
1
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the gods as the principal members of the agricultural community.
On their co-operation the
maintenance of such a community depended. To
some extent the obligation was mutual for, while
men reaped much benelit from the encouragement,
advice, and practical assistance of the gods, they
were beholden to men for the sustenance tendered
definite and tacit, if unthrough sacrifice.
written, covenant thus came into being between
gods and men, any human breach of which was
visited with Divine punishment. The arrangement
was purely one of self-interest on both sides. Man
felt the necessity of placating the only beings
from whom he could obtain foreknowledge of
seasonal and other changes, and, deeply sensible
of the value of supernatural assistance, he rewarded it as handsomely as he could by gifts of
such food, drink, and clothing as in his sight
appeared most desirable.
Commencing this practice by an 'understanding'
with the earlier tribal deities, he later extended it
to the 'great gods' of the heavens and earth,
whom from time to time he admitted into his
pantheon. He felt that the wealth accruing from
this co-operation with Divine beings should he
This applied to the fruits of the
fairly divided.
earth produced under supernatural guidance, and
to such live stock as had been raised under the
;

A

—

same

auspices.

A

step further, and

we

perceive

that the logical outcome of such a policy was to
set apart such fields and flocks as would satisfy
the god, for his own special use these to be
worked and tended by (in all probability) the most
skilful labourers.
Thus, according to Gumilla
(Orinoco Illustrado, Madrid, 1745, vol. ii. p. 278),
a tribe of the Guayanos, in consternation at an
eclipse of the moon, at once commenced work
upon a plantation for the moon-spirit, considering
the eclipse to be a sign of his displeasure at their
failure to supply him with a separate held of maize.
The gods of Peru had their own herds of llamas
and pacos, the flesh of which was largely consumed on their altars, while the wool, woven into
astral
cloth, was burned to provide them with
clothing, or used in the provision of raiment for
their images and attendants.

—

'

'

When mere animal sacrifice fails, either, as in
Mexico, owing to the lack of large animals, or,
perhaps, because of a more sanguinary popular
temperament, the blood of human victims is supThus the Mexican
plied to the gods as nutriment.
Huitzilopocbtli lived wholly upon human sacrifod
ce, countless thousands of victims, for the most
part members of hostile tribes, being slain annually
upon

his altar.

cultivator

The hunter,

too, as well as the
his debt to the

and herdsman, paid

who assisted him to track his game in
dreams.
Thus the Nicaraguan tendered to his
gods,

and rabbit-gods clotted blood wrapped in a
and the Otomi oll'ered blood to the great
Cloud-serpent, Mixcoatl.
Dwellings, too, were
supplied to the Divine beings.
The natural conclusion of the savage in these
circumstances is that a breach of his covenant
witli the gods brings upon him calamities of every
There is much temptation on the
description.
part of the cultivator to withhold a portion of
the firstfruits or other sacrifice and, should this
temptation overcome him, Ik; becomes an easy prey
to the malevolence of the slighted deity.
The
Peruvians believed that in such a case the offended
god sent an evil spirit to haunt the wrongdoer,
and that it lay in wait for him in his habitual
resorts.
His crops failed, his health gave way
under some terrible disease, his stock perished.
Such were thought to be the consequences of
hucha, or sin, in Peru
and, in the event of a
national calamity, every member of the comdeer-

cloth,

;

;

munity was rigorously examined, until, the guilty
one being discovered, restitution was forced from
him. Throughout the two Americas the idea of
the covenant with the gods was quite as current
and its inevitable workings have
as elsewhere
been observed in the economy of nearly every
;

tribe.
Literature. B. Sahagun, Hist. General de las Cosas de
Nueva Espaiia, Mexico, 1829-3U Bartolomeo de las Casas,

—

;

Apolorjetica Historia, Seville, lf>54 ; Pedro de Arriaga, Extirpacion, Madrid, 1620 Villa-Gomez, Carta Pastoral contra
las Idolatrios, Lima, 1649.
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COVENANTERS.—The

subscribers

of

the

National Covenant and the Solemn League and
Covenant rejected the theory of the Divine right of
kings, and vigorously opposed the absolutism which
crushed the liberties of the people. In the days of
James VI., before the Covenants, the conflict was
begun. George Buchanan in 1579 published his
De Jure Regni apud Scotos, in which he taught
that kings are chosen and continued in office by
the people, and, in particular, that the Scots had
always claimed and exercised the right to call

wicked rulers to account. Two Scotsmen had
already dealt with the old question of the right of
kings. As early as 1521, John Major asserted in
his History that the people first made kings, and
could dethrone them while Hector Boece in his
History, published in 1527, assumed that the royal
authority is derived from the people. In 1584,
Buchanan's book was condemned by Act of Parliament, and in the same year were passed the Black
Acts,' which declared, contrary to the teaching of
Knox, that the king was head of the Church as of
the State, that assemblies should not meet without
;

'

that there should be bishops who
should be appointed by him, and that ministers
should not discuss public affairs under pain of
treason. When these statutes were framed, James's
adviser was James Stuart, Earl of Arran, who had
succeeded Esrne Stuart, Lord of Aubigny. Leaving the court of Henry III. of France, in which
the doctrine of royal absolutism was cherished,
D' Aubigny had proceeded to Scotland, on the
mission of the Guises for the restoration of Mary
Stuart and the Catholic religion, and there had
taught the young king to be an autocrat. The
Scots, however, feared a popish plot and honestly
or dishonestly he approved the drawing up of the
Negative Confession, assailing Romanism, which
in 1581 was signed by James and his courtiers.
While D'Aubigny was directing the king, Andrew
Melvill was leading the Church and inveighing
against 'the bloodie guillie of absolute authority.'
By his influence the Assembly of 15S0 condemned
his sanction,

;

Episcopacy; and in 1581 presbyteries were established with the king's consent, and the Assembly
approved the Second Book of Discipline. The Raid
of Ruthven, which was devised for the liberation
of James from the hands of D'Aubigny, was sucbut it could not make the king forget the
cessful
Frenchman's lessons in absolutism
and, when
Arran was the chief counsellor, the Black Acts,
with their assertion of the royal supremacy, were
passed. Though Arran's rule terminated in 15S5,
James was able, two years later, to persuade the
Parliament to declare that all ecclesiastical property belonged to the crown.
For a time, however, James did nothing for the
bishops, and before and after his marriage seemed
;

;

In 1590 the Assembly
to favour Presbyterianism.
ordained 'the subscription of the band of mainteaning religion and confession dc novo,' and, in
1592, Presbyterianism received from Parliament its
Magna Charta,' whereby the ecclesiastical courts
were legalized, and the liberty of the Church was
ratified by the abrogation of the Black Acts, so
far as they interfered with its authority in matters
'
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royal favour to Presbyterianism
was of short duration, and in 1596 Andrew Melvill
told James that he was 'but God's sillie vassall,'
ami said
I must tell you,
Sir, as diverse tymes before, so now again
there are two kings and two kingdomes in Scotland there is
Christ Jesus and His kingdome the Kirk, whose subject King
James the Sixth is, and of whose kingdome not a king, nor a
of religion.

:

'

;

head, nor a Lord, but a member.'

did not convince, and James, casting
aside tradition, called by his own authority Assemblies, which yielded to his pressure. At last in
1610 an Assembly restored Episcopacy, and in 1612
the Estates ratified the new order of ecclesiastical
In justification of his authority,
Sovernment.
ames published, in 1598, The True Law of Free
Monarchies, and set forth the Divine origin of the

The words

royal power.
'

'
Monarchy, he wrote, 'as resembling the Divinity, approacheth
nearest to perfection, as all the learned and wise men from the
He declared that kings are
'

beginning have agreed upon.'

called Gods by the prophetical King David, because they sjtupon
God his throne upon earth, and have the count of their ministration to give unto him.' Scripture texts were used to show that
'
the people should pay obedience to the king as to God's lieutenant on earth, obeying his commandments in all things, except
directly against God, as the commands of God's minister, acknowledging him a judge set by God over them, having power to judge
them, Dut to be judged only by God, to whom only he must give
account of his judgment.*

In the Basilikon Boron, published shortly after
The True Law of Free Monarchies, James instructed his son to know and love God, who had
made him a little God to sit on his throne, and
rule over other men.'
True to his exalted notion of his office, James
used his authority to change the government of the
Church, and then turned to the customs and forms
In the Assembly of 1616, called by
of worship.
him, and the first which met after 1610, a new
Confession of Faith, Catechism, Liturgy, and Book
'

Canons were projected and in an Assembly at
Perth in 1618 royal coercion secured the passing of
the famous Five Articles, which were startling

of

;

innovations

in

the

Scottish ritual.

When

the

government of the Church had been changed and
the ritual modified, the king was satisfied with the
exercise and recognition of his supremacy
but,
while by his actions and writings he showed his
attachment to the theory of the Divine right of
kings, he ruled in the Church through Assemblies,
and, though these were coerced, he preserved the
;

recognized forms of legislation.
Charles I. succeeded to his father's belief in his
Divine right, and continued, but without tact or
In
discretion, the assertion of royal absolutism.
May 1635 he signed the warrant for a Book of
was
in
the
which
imposed
Canons,
following year
upon the Scottish Church, without the sanction
Reference
of either an Assembly or a Parliament.
was made in the Book itself to a Liturgy, afterwards known as Laud's Liturgy, which was ratified
in 1636, and in 1637, on the sole authority of the
king, was sent to Scotland. The Canons, as they
made no outward change in the Church, did not
stir the people, though they saw in them a violent
exercise of royal power ; but the Liturgy, also
devised by the king as an autocrat, roused a
popular clamour, and set the nation against him.
The Liturgy met with instant opposition, and the
riot which occurred in the church of St. Giles,

Edinburgh, when it was first read, inaugurated a
revolution which spread through the greater part
of Scotland. The Scots, ever fond of legal bonds
of

association, prepared a document which is
as the ' National Covenant,' and multitudes

known
signed

it.

The document was prepared by Johnston of
Warriston, one of the ablest of the lawyers,
and the Rev. Alexander Henderson, minister of
Leuehars, who was the ecclesiastical leader of the
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Presbyterians and with them most probably was
It included
associated Hope, the king's advocate.
the Negative Confession of 1581, which James VI.
had signed ; a list of the Acts of Parliament confirming the Confession and the Covenant proper,
by which the subscribers bound themselves to
defend their religion and their king as guardian of
it.
The signing of the Covenant was begun on 28th
Feb. 1638, in the Greyfriars churchyard, which
contained the burial-place of George Buchanan,
whose De Jure helped to drive James towards
absolutism. If the first Covenanters, drawn from
all classes and representing the greater part of the
country, were rebels against the king's tyranny,
Yet
their document infringed no law of the land.
it was the bond of a nation against the sovereign,
and, with troubles in England, Charles was forced
He appointed the Marquis of Hamilton
to yield.
as his commissioner, who tried to divide the
Covenanters by means of a new Covenant, the
King's Covenant, which included but did not
enforce the Confession of 1581
and, when the
project failed, Hamilton in his master's name
and the
a
a
free
Parliament,
Assembly,
promised
abolition of the Courts of High Commission which,
with bishops among the judges, tried ecclesiastical
cases.
The Presbyterians did not admit that the
royal assent was necessary for an Assembly, and
accordingly they called one, which met on 21st
;

;

;

November in Glasgow. The Marquis of Hamilton
appeared as the king's representative, and the
members chose Henderson as moderator and Johnston of Warriston as clerk.
Henderson and his associates had summoned the
bishops, but these refused to recognize the authority
of the Assembly
and, when their cases were considered, the commissioner declared the proceedings
The Presbyillegal, and dissolved the Assembly.
terians, however, were undaunted, and the business
was continued, without and in spite of the king's
The bishops were deposed, and
representative.
some of them excommunicated the Book of Canons,
the Liturgy, and the Five Articles of Perth were
condemned, and the Courts of Commission abolished.
Thus did the Covenanters in the Glasgow Assembly
answer the king with his absolutism. The Earl of
Argyle accepted the Covenant in Glasgow, and it
had been signed by the Earl of Montrose in Edin;

;

burgh.

War was inevitable,

and Charles devised schemes
which he had no money. He attempted, howby representing that
and the
the Scots were preparing an invasion
for

ever, to irritate the English

;

'

An

Scots, in defence of their honesty, published
Information for all good Christians within the
Kingdome of' England.' Another document appeared, the Large Declaration,' which Dr. Balcanquhal wrote and Charles authorized. It was
the king's version of his troubles with the Scots,
and was not a contribution to truth. Something
more than a distribution of pamphlets was required
to settle the quarrel between the people and their
king, and Charles mustered an army of 21,000

men

at Berwick. The Scottish forces, numbering
20,000 men, were entrusted to Alexander Leslie,
who had followed the profession of arms on the
Continent.
Marching southwards, he fixed his
quarters at Dunse Law, twelve miles from Berwick.

First Bishops' War was a demonstration and
not a battle, and on 18th June 1639 commissioners
arranged the Pacification of Berwick, which secured
their demands for the Covenanters.
By the Treaty an Assembly and a Parliament
were to meet ; and on 12th August the Assembly
sanctioned the Acts of the Glasgow Assembly,
that they might have undisputed legal validity.
The members requested the Privy Council to require
every one in the nation to sign the Covenant, and,

The
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so doing, violated the rules of toleration. The
Earl of Traquair, the king's commissioner, ratified
the proceedings of the Assembly, though Charles
indicated to Archbishop Spottiswoode that what
Parliament
had been done could be undone.
approved the action of the Assembly in overthrowin
or
his
action as
spite
ing Episcopacy ; and,
commissioner to the Assembly, Traquair refused
assent in the king's name, and against precedent
dissolved the Parliament.
War was once more
inevitable, since the nation's demands, in spite of
the Treaty of Berwick, had been refused. Charles
summoned an English Parliament, known as the

Short Parliament, and dismissed it when supplies
He sucfor a war with Scotland were refused.
ceeded, however, in collecting a force at York on
22nd August 1640 and on the 20th of the same
month Leslie entered England with an army of
The Second
20,000, and marched to Newcastle.
Bishops' War was no more romantic than the
First and commissioners were appointed to meet
at Kipon, and to arrange terms of peace on the
basis of the abolition of Episcopacy and the recognition of the Covenant. The troubles in England
forced Charles again to yield to the Scots, though
not till 10th August 1641 was an arrangement made
with the Long Parliament, which had taken the
business out of the hands of the king.
Hoping to create a party in his favour, Charles
in 1641 visited Scotland, and remedied further
abuses, especially in the Privy Council and Court
of Session, which by his own act were filled with
his partisans.
He expected to strengthen the
opponents of the Covenant, already represented by
the Incendiaries and the Plotters or Bandera. The
Earl of Traquair and Sir Robert Spottiswoode, the
archbishop's son, were the chief men among the
Incendiaries, who had been the advisers of Charles
from the time of the Covenant while the Plotters
were led by Montrose, who had passed to the side
of the king, perhaps through jealousy of Argyle's
prominence among the Covenanters. The affair
known as The Incident,' whether it was a fact or
merely a story, told against the king, and, when he
departed from Scotland in October, he had neither
weakened his enemies nor strengthened his own
;

;

;

'

party.

In August 1642, Charles raised his standard at
Nottingham, and the Civil War in England was
begun. The king and the Parliament each sought
the aid of the Scots, who, though themselves
divided, were in great numbers favourable to the
Parliameutary cause. The Parliament informed
them that an Assembly at Westminster had been

appointed to consider 'a reformation in church
discipline and ceremonies ; and on 2nd Aug. 1643
the General Assembly, associated with the Convention of the Scottish Estates, put forward the
Solemn League and Covenant, drafted by Alexander Henderson, as the condition of an alliance.
The subscribers to the Covenant were to bind
themselves to preserve the Reformed religion in
Scotland, to secure in England and Ireland a
reform in doctrine, worship, discipline, and government, according to the Word of God and the
example of the best Reformed Churches to seek
the extirpation of Popery, prelacy, superstition,
heresy, and schism and to defend the privileges of
the Parliament, and also the person and authority
of the king.
The English Parliament accepted the
Covenant on 25th September, and in Jan. 1644,
Leslie, who had been created Earl of Leven, led
an army into England, which helped to secure the
In his difficulties,
victory of Marston Moor.
Charles granted a commission to Montrose, and,
after an arrangement with the Marquis of Antrim,
sent him a wild horde of Irish and Scoto-Celts.
Victory after victory in Scotland was gained by
'

;

;

though at the expense of horrible
by the savages of his army ;
and he did not know defeat till September 1645,
when he met David Leslie, Leven's nephew, at
Philiphaugh. The triumph of the Covenanters was
secured, and was cruelly celebrated in the execution
of Sir Robert Spottiswoode and other Malignants,
as the Royalists were called.
In England, the Parliamentary party, after their
victory at Naseby, had no further need of the
Scots and they, on the other hand, being opposed
Montrose,

cruelties perpetrated

;

by the Independents, despaired of the success of
the Solemn League and Covenant. Charles understood the situation, and in May 1646 threw himself
into the hands of the Scots.
Yet he would not
accept their Covenants, and they would not support
him. Had he agreed to their terms, they would
have defended him but they handed him over to
;

the English Parliament, on condition that his life
should be spared, and the money due to them be paid.
One last effort to save their king was to be made
by some of the Scottish nobles. The Earls of
Loudon, Lanark, and Lauderdale visited him at
Carisbrooke Castle, and made a compact, known
as The Engagement,' according to which they were
to find an army for him, and he was to establish
Presbyterianism in England for three years. In
the Scottish Parliament, the nobles, barons, and
commissioners from the large towns showed by
a decided majority that they trusted the king,
though the clergy, on the other hand, would not
believe that he was sincere.
Hamilton, however,
raised an army of 10,000 men, who when they
reached England were met by Cromwell and
'

defeated.

Charles was executed on 30th Jan. 1649, and
Covenanters and Royalists alike were horrified.
Charles was the victim of his cherished principle
of the Divine right of kings, which, bequeathed to
him by his father, destroyed the peace of Scotland,
turning a loyal people into rebels whom history
has justified. James was a despot who knew the
value of discretion but Charles, with an erroneous
doctrine of his personality and an archaic theory
of his power, was destitute of tact, and the Scots
strenuously opposed him in the defence of their
liberties.
Yet, though he was a tyrant in their
have remembered that he was
eyes, they would
their king and would not have taken his life.
Six days after the execution at Whitehall,
Charles II. was proclaimed king by the Scottish
Estates, though he was to be acknowledged only
on condition that he accepted the Covenants. The
zeal of the Covenanters was not diminishing, and
just before the death of the king they secured the
Act of Classes, which excluded from civil and military posts all who were hostile to the Covenants.
Montrose cared nothing for the Estates, and still
dreamed that the country might be subdued. He
failed, however, to gather the Royalist army of
his visions, and yet would not cease from romantic
expeditions and attacks. At last he was taken,
and was beheaded on 21st May 1650 at the Market
Cross of Edinburgh. Charles II. landed in Scotland
in June, and, according to an agreement already
made, accepted the Covenants. His presence was
a menace to England, and on 22nd July, Cromwell
;

crossed the Border. David Leslie was in command
of the Scottisli army, which in the rush of events
was now gathered for the defence of the king,
though many of the Covenanters, led by Johnston of Warriston and James Guthrie, minister of
In
Stirling, did not put their trust in Charles.
their fanaticism they succeeded in banishing all
Malignants from the army, and so interfered with
Leslie that Cromwell secured a decisive victory at
Dunbar. Immediately after the battlethey prepared
a Remonstrance against the government of Argyle
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his friends,

and presented

it

to tlie

of Estates, with the declaration that tliey rejected
Charles till lie proved the reality of his profession.'

,

'

Argyle was forced to choose an alliance with the
Remonstrants or with the Malignants, and he
gave his support to the friends of Charles. The
Committee of the Estates accordingly passed a
Resolution in condemnation of the Remonstrance,
and the Estates abolished the Act of Classes. On
1st Jan. 1651, Charles was crowned at Scone, and
Malignants and Resolutioners alike were satisfied.
Cromwell, however, was still in the country, and
once more David Leslie was placed in command
In hope of a rising in favour of
of an army.
Charles, the Scots marched into England, but
Cromwell followed and utterly defeated them at

'

:

Scotland was subjected to English
Worcester.
rule and, though toleration was enforced, Resolutioners and Remonstrants continued their quarrel,
till in 1653 the General Assembly was closed and
Enthusiasm for the
its
meetings forbidden.
Covenants was no longer national but sectarian.
The National Covenant had been the protest of a
realm against the absolutism of the king, and the
Solemn League and Covenant had been framed for
the reformation of religion by those who believed
that the true Church should be Presbyterian. In
the events which followed the National Covenant,
Charles had been compelled to submit to the Scots,
and after his death the Covenanters, true to
the Solemn League and Covenant, became the
guardians of Presbyterianisrn. Fanaticism divided
them, but the factions were none the less devoted
to the Church which James and Charles I. had
assailed, and to its worship and government which
had been saved from the hands of the destroyers.
Scotland hailed the Restoration with joy, as the
English rule was ended and the king was to reign
who had been crowned at Scone. The Remonstrants or Protesters alone, in their anxiety for the
Church, did not share in the joy, and soon it was
seen that they were not foolish iu their alarm.
Charles nominated a Privy Council, without waiting for a Parliament to advise in the selection
and, while the members of the Council were with
him in London, he entrusted the government to
the Committee of the Estates, which had not acted
;

;

after 1651.
Remembering injuries and destitute
of gratitude, he committed Argyle to the Tower,
and then sent him to Scotland for trial, and at the
same time issued an order for the seizure of Johnston
of Warriston, who, however, escaped to France.

.The Committee of Estates, recognizing the attitude of the king to the Covenanters, broke up
a meeting of Protesters, and seized among others

James Guthrie, the minister

In their
of Stirling.
eagerness to please they issued a proclamation
against all unlawful and unwarrantable meetings
and conventicles
and, in decreeing that there
without his Majesty's
should be no meetings
how the men in the
showed
special authority,'
king's service no longer opposed the absolutism and
'

'

;

'

supremacy which had been fatal to his father. It
seemed at first that Charles, though ruthless
towards the Remonstrants, would uphold the
Church for the sake of the Resolutioners and
James Sharp, minister of Crail and professor in St.
Andrews, whom the Resolutioners had sent to
London, returned on the last day of August with
a communication to the Presbytery of Edinburgh.
We do resolve,' Charles WTote, to protect and
preserve the government of the Church of Scotland
as it is settled by law
but, while he referred to
the government as it existed, he soon afterwards
put a strange interpretation on his words. On 1st
Jan. 1661, a Parliament with carefully selected
members met, and in its sessions passed a multitude
of Acts.
In an oath of allegiance, Charles was
;

'

'

'

;
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declared 'supreme Governor of this kingdom over
all
persons and in all causes '; and a Rescissory Ac!
which revoked the legislation of every Parliament
after 1633, destroyed whal the nation had built up
The
in the struggle against royal absolutism.
Church 'settled by law,' to which Charles referred
in his letter to the Edinburgh Presbytery, was no
longer Presbyterian, and in a communication to the
have, after mature
Privy Council he wrote
deliberation, declared to those of your Council here
our firm resolution to interpose our royal authority
for restoring of that Church to its right government by bishops, as it was by law before the late
troubles, during the reigns of our royal father and

Committee

We

grandfather of blessed memory, and as it now
stands settled by law.' The Church was Episcopal,
but only one of the bishops was alive and four
;

men,

of

whom

were James

Sharp and Robert

London

to receive episcopal

Leighton, set out for
consecration.

The second

session of the

'

Drunken Parliament,'

it was called, began on 8th May 1662, and, after
an Act for the restitution and re-establishment
of the ancient government of the Church by archbishops and bishops,' the prelates were admitted to
the dignity of an Estate. Thereafter the Covenants
were declared to be treasonable, and holders of
offices of trust were required to abjure them.
Another Act was tragic in its consequences.
Patronage had been abolished in 1649, and the
election of ministers had been entrusted to the

as

'

The Parliament now decreed that
every minister who had been ordained after 1649
should receive a presentation from the patron, and
In the west and
institution from the bishop.
south nearly three hundred men refused to comply
and churches were closed till 'curates' were found
In the third session of the Parliament
for them.
the Earl of Rothes took the place of the Earl of
Middleton as the king's representative, though the
Earl of Lauderdale was the real director of the
kirk-sessions.

;

business.
disorder.

Ecclesiastical affairs

were in hopeless

The churches from which the

ministers

had been excluded were almost empty, and the
people flocked to private houses in which these
men preached. The Parliament sought a remedy
in an Act which required the outed ministers to
abstain from preaching, and the people to attend
the churches. Fines were to be imposed on those
who would not obey, and the Privy Council were
to receive reports from the curates regarding
'

'

Before the close of the Parliament,
Johnston of Warriston, who had been apprehended
in France, was sent to execution.
Argyle and
James Guthrie, and also a man named Govan, had
been condemned ; and Warriston followed them to
the scaffold and to martyrdom for the Covenants.
The victims of the king's wrath were few, and
Argyle and Guthrie, conspicuous champions of
the people's rights, might have satisfied his
vengeance ; but Warriston was pursued till his
death was accomplished. Samuel ltutherfurd, the
Principal of St. Mary's College, St. Andrews, was
summoned to appear at Edinburgh, and died before
he could answer. In his Lex Rex he had set forth
the democratic principles which George Buchanan
taught in the De Jure ; and, when he could not be
brought to sentence, his book was publicly burned
by order of the Government.
Without consent of the Church, Charles II.
changed its constitution, and the men who would
not obey his orders were driven from their livings.
James VI. had forced or corrupted Assemblies and
Parliaments to be his agents, while Charles I. had
imposed the Canons and Liturgy with neither
Assembly nor Parliament. It is true that Charles
II. acted through a Parliament and through his
Privy Council, but the Parliament was not freely
offenders.
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and the Church itself was not consulted.
evicted ministers could urge the Presbyterian claim of free assembly. Their theory of the
Divine origin of the Presbyterian polity might be
denied, but they could point to Knox and Melvill
as the upholders of the Church's freedom, and to
the struggles and successes of the first Covenanters.
Many of the ministers quietly accepted the Episcopacy ordained by the Drunken Parliament,' bvit
the men 'who were ejected, and not the men who
conformed, were obedient to the Presbyterian
tradition, and as heirs of the Covenanters were
entitled to their name.
Opponents of the royal
absolutism and advocates of ecclesiastical freedom,
the second race of the Covenanters were destined
to bear testimony through suffering to their
devotion to the lost liberties of their Church.
Fines were imposed by the Privy Council on
those who neglected the ministrationsof the curates,
and soldiers were quartered on offenders till these
were paid. At Archbishop Sharp's suggestion the

elected,

The 300

extreme Episcopalians objected to the Indulgence
as an Act of Erastianism.
Lauderdale, though
responsible for the Indulgence with any clemency
involved in it, was an avowed supporter of the
royal absolutism and under him the Parliament
;

of 1669 declared in the Assertory

Act

'

that his

Majesty hath the supreme authority and supremacy

over all persons, and in all causes ecclesiastical
within this kingdom and that, by virtue thereof,
the ordering and disposal of the external government and policy of the Church doth properly
belong to his Majesty and his successors, as an
inherent right of the crown.'
Burnet, the Archbishop of Glasgow, was deposed
for his opposition to the king's authority in the issue
of the Indulgence, and Leighton, who succeeded him,
proposed an 'accommodation' for peace between
Presbyterians and Episcopalians. The scheme was
futile, as compromise pleased no one, and Leighton,
resigning the archbishopric, departed to England.
The Indulgence did not remove the opposition of
Court of High Commission was re-instituted to the Covenanters, and they flocked to the condeal with breakers of the law, and the troubles venticles, carrying arms for safety in attack. The
increased when Covenanters, to whom an Act of Government, on the other hand, showed no leniency.
Indemnity had not extended, were ordered by the In 1670 an Act was passed which required any
Court to pay their fines. In the disaffected districts one on oath to give information regarding conventhe people were galled by the tyranny of the Council ticles and the men who attended them and anin imposing fines, quartering soldiers, and breaking
other Act made death and confiscation of goods the
up conventicles {q.v.) for worship. Passive obedi- penalty for preaching at conventicles. Not content
ence was not a favourite custom of the Scots, and with these severities, the Parliament decreed that
a rising of the oppressed was to be expected. Sir punishment, even to exile, should be inflicted on
James Turner, the most zealous of the soldiers of those who had their children baptized by the
the Government, was in Dumfries, and on 15th non-conforming ministers, and also on those who
Nov. 1666 was attacked and taken prisoner by a for three successive Sundays absented themselves
company of men from Galloway, who had been from the parish church. The conventicles, in spite
stirred by a shameful tale of cruelty.
From of the Government, did not cease, and the Bass
Dumfries they marched, 3000 in number but Rock was turned into a prison. In 1672 the
untrained, across the country to Lanark, where Parliament declared the ordination of ministers by
they renewed their adherence to the Covenant. the Covenanters a crime, and decreed that parents
Intending to pass to Edinburgh, they turned on should be punished who left their children unbaptheir way to the city, as Sir Thomas Dalziel, a tized by the curates for more than thirty days.
fanatic Royalist who had served in Muscovy, was For some reason a second Indulgence was published.
on their track, and they reached Rullion Green, It was offered to eighty of the clergy, and some of
on the southern slopes of the Pentlands. Dalziel them accepted it, but the Covenanters were not
with his disciplined force routed them. Some were quieted. The Government in their straits decreed
that magistrates for the burghs and landowners
killed, many fled, and at least fifty were taken.
Two of the leaders, John Neilson or Corsack and in respect of their estates were to be made reHugh M'Kail, who was a preacher, were tortured sponsible for conventicles, and householders were
with the boot in presence of the Council, that they to answer for their families and servants. Another
might reveal a supposed league with the Dutch, step was taken in 1675, when letters of interand were afterwards sent to the scaffold. Ten communing were issued against 100 persons,
men, and then five, were hanged in Edinburgh, including men and women of social position, who
and the work of execution was continued in Glasgow were not to he harboured or fed or clothed by any
and Ayr. Many of those who had been engaged one. Though landowners in 1674 had been made
in the rising were fined and their lands and goods responsible for their tenants and servants, they
confiscated.
To Dalziel was given the task of were required in 1677 to take a bond for all persons
quieting the disturbed places, and with his ruth- on their lands. Many of these men in the disturbed
less severities he terrorized the people.
In 1667, counties, though friendly to the Government,
however, a respite was offered when Lauderdale, would not sign such a bond and in February
who had overthrown Rothes and Sharp in the 1678 a host of 6000 Highlanders with 3000 LowCouncil, intimated an indemnity, under conditions, landers was sent to Ayrshire and let loose for
for the Pentland rising.
While many accepted plunder. The Duke of Hamilton and also the
the terms, the sternest of the Presbyterians Earls of Atholl and Perth appeared with expostularefused obedience to a Government which required tions before the king, and, though Charles approved
conformity to an Episcopal Church and ignored the Lauderdale's actions, the Highlanders were withCovenant.
drawn. The disorder increased, however, in spite
After the indemnity no further step towards of indulgences and coercive Acts and the year
conciliation was taken till 1669, when an Indulgence
1679 witnessed among other tragedies the murder
From the day of his
was offered. It was ordained that vacant parishes of Archbishop Sharp.
might be given to ministers who were willing to acceptance of the archbishopric there were few
and the Covenanters
the
those
who
even
collation
from
and
who
him,
bishops
respected
accept
would not take collation might have the manse hated him as their fiercest oppressor. Travelling
and glebe, without the stipend, if they agreed, to St. Andrews he was murdered at Magus Muir,
among other conditions, to administer the sacra- three miles from the city, by a band of men who
ments to their parishioners alone.
Forty-two had been outlawed for attending conventicles.
ministers, professing their adherence to Presby- These men were not taken, though a proclamation
and another tragic
terianism, were admitted but the most zealous of was issued for their arrest
the Covenanters inveighed against them, and event was to increase the troubles. On 27th May
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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anniversary of the Restoration— a company
men gathered in Rutherglen, and, after
extinguishing the bonfires, affixed to the marketcross a paper denouncing the Acts of Parliament
The same company,
against Presbyterianism.
increased in numbers, held a conventicle on the
Sunday which followed; and Graham of Claverhouse
of eighty

with a troop of soldiers was sent to disperse

it

and

to seize the men who had appeared at Rutherglen.
At Drumclog, two miles from Loudon Hill, where

the conventicle had assembled, an engagement
took place, and Claverhouse was defeated. The
victors determined to form a camp, and many
flocked to it. The Government, on the other hand,
made ready an army, and the king sent the Duke
of Monmouth to command it. The battle of Bothwell Bridge was fought on '22nd June with disastrous
results to the Covenanters. They had enthusiasm
but, divided over the Indulgences, they quarrelled
when they should have been drilling themselves
for action, and there was no capable and trusted
leader.
While the number of the dead was not
great, more than 1000 prisoners were taken and
conveyed to Edinburgh. For months many of the
wretched men were confined in the Greyfriars
churchyard. Two of the ministers were hanged,
and five men, who had not been involved in the
death of the Archbishop, were sent for execution
to Magus Muir, that the murder might be avenged.
Many were allowed to leave their prison, after
taking a bond not again to bear arms and others,
to the number of 250, were packed into a ship
sailing to Barbados, that they might be sold into
The ship, however, was wrecked on one
slavery.
of the Orkney Islands, and 200 of the unfortunate
men, who were kept under the hatches, were
drowned.
;

;

Monmouth, an Act of Indemnity was
passed for those who had been at Bothwell Bridge,
and a third Indulgence for ministers was published.
Thanks

to

Conditions, however, were attached, and there
were few who did not reject them. Clemency was
accordingly thrown aside, and diligent search was
made for those who had been at Bothwell. The
thumbkins and lighted matches to the fingers were
used by the savage soldiers of the Government to
force unwilling informers to reveal their secrets.

Oppression again had its natural consequences, and
wild men were made wilder. The Presbyterians
who still remained staunch to the Covenants
separated from communion with those who had
accepted the Indulgences, and deliberately threw
off allegiance to the king. Two ministers, Richard
Cameron and Donald Cargill, were the leaders, and
they and their followers called themselves Society
and were known as Cameronians,
People,'
Wanderers, Hillmen, or Whigs. On 22nd June
1680, Cameron and Cargill with some of their men,
twenty-one in all, entered Sanquhar and affixed to
the market-cross a declaration that they disowned
Charles Stuart as king for 'his perjury and
breach of covenant to God and His Kirk.' These
men did at Sanquhar, in the time of Charles
Stuart, what England and Scotland afterwards
did when James Stuart was king.
Cameron
and Cargill were marked by the Government, and
at Aird's Moss, on 20th July, Cameron was killed,
when he and Hackston of Rathillet, with some
of the Hillmen, were attacked by a company of
dragoons. Hackston was executed at Edinburgh
with a display of abominable cruelty, and Cargill,
who was not at Aird's Moss, became the leader of the
Covenanters. He appeared in October at Torwood,
and in a great assemblage excommunicated the
king, the Duke of York, the Duke of Lauderdale,
and others and, though the sentence was futile
and the action altogether fanatical, the devotion
to a cause consecrated in the tradition of the
'

;
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country made Cargill a hero in the eyes of the
persecuted Whigs. He, too, was to die for the
Covenant, and in 16S1 was executed in Edinburgh.
In 1681 the Duke of York appeared in Scotland,
and, in place of Lauderdale, acted as Royal
Commissioner. After the Act for securing the
Protestant religion, the Parliament, at bis direction
and to suit his purposes as a Catholic, passed an
Act which declared that the kings of the realm
derived their power from God, succeeding to it by
lineal descent, and that the succession could not
be changed. This declaration, in favour of the
Divine right of the king, was followed by the Test
Act, which required every holder of office to swear
that he owned the»Protestant religion as set forth
in the Confession of 1567, acknowledged the
supremacy of the king in all causes, would not
consult about any State matter without royal
licence or command, and would never endeavour to
alter anything in the Government of the country.
Never before had the Scottish Parliament displayed
such abject subservience. Eighty of the ministers
refused to take the test, and left their parishes ;
and in January 1682, fifty of the Covenanters
published at Lanark a fresh declaration, and
burned the Succession and Test Acts. The Society
People' were counted rebels, as they were, and
were treated with savage cruelty Dalziel and
Claverhouse, merciless leadersof the rudest soldiers,
earned infamous reputations
and, when the
troubles were at an end, men continued to talk of
the Bloody Clavers,' while they spoke, too, of
the Bloody Mackenzie,' the Lord Advocate, who
was pitiless in his prosecutions. Their victims
were fined or sent to slavery, and some were shot
and some were hanged. In November 1684 the
Society People published their
Apologetical
Declaration,' drawn up by James Renwick, a
young minister, which contained a warning to
their persecutors that they counted them, and
would punish them, as the enemies of God and His
covenanted work and they did not shrink from
An oath of abjuration of the
killing their foes.
Apologetical Declaration was at once prepared by
the Government, and he who did not take it might
be shot without pretence of trial. John Brown of
Priesthill, in whose house were found bullets and
treasonable papers, refused to take the oath.
Whereupon,' wrote Claverhouse, I caused shoot
him dead, which he suffered very unconcernedly.'
A few days later, though Claverhouse was not the
perpetrator of the deed, an old woman and a girl
were drowned at Wigton, as they would not abjure
the Apologetical Declaration.
James II. ascended the throne in 1685, and the
Estates expressed their gratitude for the blessings
which they owed to the sacred race of their most
glorious kings, and to the solid, absolute authority
wherewith they were invested by the first and
fundamental laws of the monarchy.' Acts were
passed against the Covenanters, and in one it was
declared that any person who preached at or
attended a conventicle was to be punished with
death and confiscation of goods. The accession of
James marked no change of policy in the treatment
of the Covenanters, and the first year was known
as 'the black year, the killing time.' Argyle, in
the plot with Monmouth for the removal of
James from the throne, landed in Scotland in 1685 ;
but he received no help from the Covenanters,
whose cause, at an earlier time, he had forsaken.
The plot ended in failure, and Argyle was taken
and carried to Edinburgh, where he was beheaded.
Before he arrived in the city, the Government
'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

resolved to make sure that their prisoners, who
might be in sympathy with him, were securely
warded. About 200 of the Covenanters were

accordingly removed to Dunnottar Castle.

Men
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and women were thrown together into a vault,
with hut one window for air, and the space hardly
gave them room to sit down. Days passed before
any of them were removed, and then forty men
were sent to another vault, where a break in the
wall gave the only current of air. After two
months those who were alive were taken to Leith
and, while a few promised allegiance, the majority
were sent as slaves to the Plantations.
James was a Roman Catholic, and, whatever
his schemes were for the return to Rome of the
nations over which he was king, he determined to

of the Affairs of Scotland from the Restoration of Charles If.
(1660-1677), Edin. 1818 Sir J. Lauder of Fountain'hall, Historical Observes of Memorable Oecurrents in Church and State
JlERKLESS.
(1680-1686), Ban. Club, Edin. 1840.

;

repeal the penal laws against the Roman Catholics.
The Scottish Parliament, which again and again
had admitted the royal absolutism, would not
consent to more than a serious consideration of his

and was

communication regarding the repeal,

Thereafter the Privy Council received
an intimation from him that his prerogative
enabled him to dispense with all laws, and he
charged the Council to rescind the penal laws.
Even the most subservient Government could not
ignore the fact that Scotland dreaded a return
of Popery. James accordingly extended to the
Presbyterians the toleration he desired for the
Catholics, and they were allowed to meet in private
houses or chapels, if no disloyal doctrines were
preached. The .Society People,' however, were
excluded from the new Indulgences, as they had
thrown oil' allegiance to the king, and they continued in their opposition and frequented their
Their leader was James Renwiek,
conventicles.
and in February 16S8, having refused to acknowledge the Government, he was put to death, the
The year which
last martyr for the Covenants.
witnessed the execution of the Covenanter in

dissolved.

'

Edinburgh witnessed also the arrival in London of
William of Orange and the flight of James.
In the period between the imposition of the
Liturgy and the death of Charles I., and, again, in
the period between the Restoration and the
Revolution, the Covenanters were the guardians of
freedom. After the Restoration the nobles and
barons, as if there had been no Covenants, admitted
with extraordinary servility the despotism of
the kings and even the Covenanters themselves
were not united, since those who profited by the
Indulgences submitted to the king, who was an
ecclesiastical autocrat. The Society People alone
were faithful to the Covenants.
inRecognizing Presbyterianism as Divinely
;

'

'

stituted, and declaring, therefore, the rights of
their Church to be those of the Redeemer, they
fought for Christ and the Covenant ; and at last
threw ofi' allegiance to the king as the enemy of
their Lord. In Scotland throughout the 17th cent.

the royal absolutism was displayed almost entirely
in affairs of the Church, and there was no clear
issue, without appeals to religion, between despotism and liberty. Yet in the sphere of the Church,
where tyranny pressed, and where a contest alone
was possible, the Covenanters asserted the rights
of the people.
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COVENANT THEOLOGY.—
definition.

—By

this

term

is

i. Preliminary
designated a type of

theological thought which expresses the relations

between God and man

in the

formula of a covenant

or legal agreement, formally entered into by two
It was specially common
contracting parties.
among the English Puritans, from whom it passed
to their descendants in America. On the Continent
is first found among the German Reformed
theologians in the second half of the 16th century.
Its best known Continental representative is
Cocceius (John Koch, 1603-69), who is often
1
Through him and
wrongly said to be its author.
his successors (Burmann, Witsius, and others) it
received its most elaborate literary expression, and
ever since has constituted one of the recognized
It is
or Reformed theology.
types of Calvinistic
the purpose of this article to explain the nature of
this type, and to give some account of its origin
it

and

history.

2. Nature of the covenant theology.— (1) The
covenant idea and the covenant theology distinAt the outset it is necessary to distinguish
guished.
between the covenant idea and the covenant
theology. The covenant idea is common Christian
property. It is an inheritance of Christianity from
the OT, which frequently describes the relation
between Jahweh and His people in terms of a
covenant, entered into either with individual
Israelites (e.g., Noah, Abraham, Phinehas, David),
or with the nation as a whole. The covenant
theology describes a special type of Christian
thought which gives this idea a central importance
not elsewhere assigned to it, and uses it as the
organizing principle of the entire theological
system. According to this scheme, God at the
Creation entered into an agreement with Adam as
the federal head of the race, promising to him and
to his descendants eternal life on condition of his
obedience to the Divine command that he should
not eat of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, and threatening him with eternal
death for himself and his descendants in case of
Adam having failed to stand
his disobedience.
the test, God entered into a second agreement with
Christ as the second Adam, on behalf of the elect,

—

promising them forgiveness and eternal life in
consideration of Christ's perfect obedience and
satisfaction imputed to them by faith, as well as
all the gifts and graces which are necessary to the
realization of this supreme blessing in experience.

The covenant theology

in its

developed form

is

a

of doctrine in which the entire system of
divinity is expressed in the terms of these two
covenants, and man's assurance of salvation based
upon the fact that he is included within the latter.
In order to understand its origin and significance,
it is necessary to consider the problem which it

scheme

was designed

to solve.

—

assurance. This
(2) The covenant as a ground of
problem was, in a word, the reconciliation of the
of salvawith
man's
assurance
of
God
sovereignty

The federal theologians, as they are called,
were Calvinists. Their major premiss was the
absolute sovereignty of God. Man, in their view,
had no independent right as against his Maker.
Unquestioning submission to the Divine command
was his duty. Perfect obedience, were such possible,
carried with it no merit, and could guarantee no
admitted to the
reward.
If, then, man was to be
Divine fellowship or assured of the Divine favour,
it could be only by some voluntary condescension
on God's j>art, establishing by arbit rary enactment
So by Stron j (Systematic Theologif, Philad 1907, p 6121
tion.

'

).

:
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relations which had no necessary foundation in
nature. The importance of the covenant for these
theologians consisted in its assurance that such
condescension had, as a matter of fact, taken place.

the covenant God not only hound Himself to a
certain definite line of conduct, so far as man was
concerned, and in so far restricted the freedom
of His own choice, 1 but He made known in
detail to His creature the nature and conditions
of His gracious purpose, and so removed the uncertainty to which he would otherwise have been
exposed.
'God.' says Thomas Sliephard, in his preface to Bulkeley's

By

Gospel Covenant;'
as also since his

•

might have done good to man before his fall,
without binding himselfe in the bond of

fall,

Covenant ... but the Lord's heart
to his owne) that

is

so full of love (especially

cannot be contained so long within the
but it must beforehand overflow and
many streames of a blessed Covenant.'
Arminian theologians also made use of the
covenant idea. 3 But for them it had less im-

bounds

of secrecie,

it
.

.

.

breake out into the

portance, because their view of the relation between
man and his Maker was founded on natural right.
Thus, Arminius, while recognizing that God dealt
with our first parents by way of covenant, distinguished between the law of nature, which God
wrote on the heart of man, and the symbolical
law, or law of precept, which deals with matters
in themselves indifferent apart from the Divine
command. While it is man's duty to obey in either
case, the latter obedience is 'far inferior,' and 'is
not so much obedience itself as the external
profession of willingly yielding obedience
Works,
To the Calvinistic theologians,
Eng. tr. ii. 370).
on the other hand, the highest virtue consisted in
submission to the will of God simply because it
was God's will, and the covenants gained their great
importance because they defined the specific form
which, from age to age, that will assumed for man.
This precision of statement explains the
prominence of the covenant idea in Puritanism. Puritanism, as is well known, is a type of thought which
'

(

makes much of uniformity. The Puritan believed
God had not only revealed a way of salvation,
but had established certain institutions and laid
down certain laws, by means of which this salvation was to be mediated to those whom God had
chosen to enjoy its blessings. He was a churchman as well as an individualist, and valued the
covenant not only as the ground of personal assurance to the individual Christian, but as the charter
that

which established the existence and defined the
laws of the Christian society.
s

From this fact two further consequences follow
which are necessary to the complete definition of
the covenant theology (a) the covenant famished
the framework for the treatment of Christian
ethics; and (6) it gave the key to the Christian
:

interpretation of history.
(3) The covenant as the standard of Christian
duty. —The use of the covenant as a standard of
duty, important as it later became, is derivative,
not primary. The earlier theologians knew of but
one covenant between God and man,
namely, the
covenant of grace. In this the Father, in consideration of Christ's promise of obedience even
unto death, agreed to accept His satisfaction as an
1
Cf. John Preston (The New Corenant, or the Saint's
Portion,
London, 1029): 'These words contain a further and a greater
favour expressed to Abraham than the former words do
that
is, I will not only tell thee what I am able to
doe, I will not
only express to thee in generall that I will deale well with thee,
e *c
but I am willing to enter into covenant with thee
that is, I will bind myself, I will ingage myself, I will enter into
bond, as it were, I will not be at liberty any more, but I am
willing to make a covenant, a compact and agreement with
.

.

thee,' etc. (p. 70).
2

The Gospel Covenant, or the Covenant of Grace
opened, etc.
preached in Concord in New England, by Peter Bulkelev
London, 1646.
3 Cf.
Arminius, Works, Eng. tr. by Nichols, London, 1825 ff
n. 369 ff., 389 ft".;
Limborch, Compleat System, Eng. tr by
Jones, London, 1702, bk. iii. ch. i. 5 7, p. 211 ff
.

.

.
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equivalent for the punishment due by guilty man,
and to accept the persons of the elect as righteous
for His sake.
God's dealings with Adam in
Paradise wen; not brought under the covenant idea
except in so far as the promise to Eve that her
3
seed should bruise the
serpent's head (Gn 3' ) was
regarded as an anticipation of the later covenant
of grace.
In the course of time, however, the idea
was extended to include all God's dealings with
man, before as well as after the Fall.
Two
covenants were distinguished
the covenant of
works made in Paradise with Adam as the federal
head of the race, and the covenant of grace made
with Christ, the second Adam, or with the elect in
Him as their representative. In the former, God
reveals the substance of the moral law as the
condition which He prescribes for the attainment
of salvation. In the latter, He
acquaints men with
the machinery which He devised for the
repair of
Adam's fault. But the substitution of the second
for the first covenant does not render the moral
law obsolete it only alters man's relation to that
law. After as well as before the Fall
perfect
holiness is essential to salvation, and not the least
of the blessings of the covenant of
grace is its clear
repetition of the substance of the law originally
promulgated in Paradise. The covenant of grace
differs from the covenant of works in the fact that
it adds to the law the
promise, i.e. the disclosure
of the means through which Adam's
original fault
is to be
and
the
repaired
blessings of salvation won
by Christ to be mediated to the elect. Accordingly, the covenant of grace includes, with the
substance of the moral law, institutions of
worship
(i.e. sacraments and ceremonies) which,
varying
from age to age, typify Christ, and seal to believers
the grace which He has merited for them. 1
The literature of the covenant, therefore, is full
of discussion as to the nature of the Church and of
the sacraments. Since the sacraments are
signs
and seals of the covenant of grace, it is essential
that they should be rightly administered, and that
those only should be admitted to partake of them
who are really entitled to the privilege. Here we
find differences of opinion among those who were
agreed as to the general significance of the covenant
.and were at one in their opposition to Arminianism.
Some held that the regenerate only had any right
to the privilege of the sacraments 2 others were
willing to take a Christian profession (i.e. a dogmatical, as distinct from a justifying, faith) asprima facie evidence of right of admission to the
sacraments. 3 The controversy as to the
half-way
covenant, which agitated New England in the
latter part of the 17th and in the 18th cent., is an
echo of these earlier disputes.
There was also difference of opinion as to the
extent to which the conditional language
properly
applicable to the covenant of works eould be
In the
rightly employed of the covenant of grace.
case of the covenant of works we have to do with
a real condition. The whole significance of the
agreement into which Adam entered with his
Maker turned upon his possession of the freedom
of contingency.
But, in the case of Adam's
descendants, such freedom is lacking. The contracting party in the second covenant is Christ,
the second Adam and one of the most important
considerations in the compact into which He entered
with the Father was that the Holy Spirit should
1 The
later Covenant theologians, interested in showing the
uniformity of God's method with man, carry back the idea of

—

;

;

;

the sacrament to Paradise, and associate it with the law as well
as with the Gospel (cf. Thomas Blake, The Covenant Sealed, or
a Treatise of the Sacraments of both Covenants . . . London
1665, p. 9 ff.).
2
e.g. Richard Baxter, Plain Scripture Proof of Infants'
Church-Membership and Baptism* (London, 1656), p. 327,
quoted by Blake, op. tit. p. 114.
3

Thomas

Blake, op.

cit.

p. 114.
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With the recognition of the twofold covenant a
have now
further distinction is introduced.
the contrast between the covenant of works entered
into between God and Adam, the substance of
whose requirement is repeated in the law given on
Sinai, anil the covenant of grace under its twofold
administration, the OT and the NT. Another
distinction meets us in William Ames (Amesius), 1
and was further developed by Coeceius and his
successors in the early part of the 17th century.
These theologians, while making use of the general
formula already described, distinguished within
the administration of the old dispensation various

be granted to the elect to make possible a faith of
which they are incapable by nature. It would
seem, then, an abuse of language to speak of any
condition to be fulfilled on the part of the elect as
distinct from Christ, and this was the position
taken by some of the more rigorous Puritans.
Christ, they held, was the sole party to the covenant
8
1
of grace.
Others, however, distinguished two
the covenant of redemption entered
covenants
into between the Father and the Son, and the
covenant of grace made with the elect through
Him. The covenant of grace, no less than that of
works, they regarded as conditional, the difference
being that in the former case the sole condition was

We

:

grace, all agreed that no one could be saved whose
life did not conform to the standard which it
revealed. Of all heresies Antinomianism (g.v. ) was
most abhorrent to the Puritan, and many controversial tracts reveal the eagerness of the advocates
of the covenant theology to clear their skirts from
any imputation of sympathy with so abominable
and dangerous an opinion. The assurance in which
the Puritans rejoiced was indeed an assurance of
salvation, but it was a salvation which included
ultimate conformity to the Divine law. 3
inter(4) The covenant as a key to the Christian

—

pretation of history. Thus far we have considered
the covenant theology primarily on its practical
side,

but

it

had an important theoretical

marked by characteristics of their
Thus, there are the periods (1) from Adam
from
Noah to Abraham, (3) from
Noah, (2)
Abraham to Moses, (4) from Moses to David, (5 )
from David to Christ, each of which has its own
In like manner, the
institutions and sacraments.
NT has its own divisions, e.g. (1) from the Advent
to the Resurrection, (2) from the Resurrection to
the Second Coming, and (3) the Final Consummation
in the world to come.
Such a treatment made it
possible for those theologians to do more justice to
the facts of Biblical history than was possible under

historic stages

faith in Christ, which faith was itself made possible
through the gift of the Spirit.
But, whatever difference of opinion there may
have been as to the conditionality of the covenant of

signi-

own. 2
to

the more rigorous scheme of their predecessors.
Robertson Smith, speaking of the federal theology
'
with all its
of Coeceius, says with justice that,
'
defects,' it is the most important attempt, in the
older Protestant theology, to do justice to the
'
historical development of revelation (Prophets of
Israel, Edin. 1S82, p. 375).

Thus the covenant theology has a

threefold sig-

ficance as well, since it furnished the formula for the
Christian interpretation of history. The Biblical
writers speak of a number of different covenants
entered into by God with different individuals at

nificance.
In the first place, it is a theory of salvation in the second place, it is a programme for
conduct ; in the third place, it is a philosophy of
The section that follows will attempt to
history.
show how the different interests cross and re-cross
in the course of the history.

Protestants were agreed that God followed
a uniform method in His treatment of men, and
hence could not admit any essential difference in
principle between the covenants but they could
not shut their eyes to the contrast between the
covenant with Moses at Sinai and the new covenant
foretold by Jeremiah and the prophets, which the

antecedents.

Apostle Paul identifies with the Christian gospel
nor could they overlook the contrast drawn by
Paul himself between the promise to Abraham and
the law given by Moses. Thus, the relation between these different covenants constituted a
problem, the solution of which furnished the
nearest approach to a philosophy of history which
the theology of the time possessed.
In general, it may be said that it was the disposition of the earlier Protestant theologians to minimize the difference between the Christian gospel and
All the
its preparation in the religion of Israel.
Reformers recognize the contrast between the OT
and the NT, and devote a section of their theology
But they are
to a discussion of their differences.
agreed that these differences are superficial, and
that, in substance, the two Testaments are the
same. What the old dispensation shadows forth
in types, the new fulfils in reality, but both alike,
the OT and the NT, the law of Moses and the
gospel of Christ, are to be regarded as different
forms of the one covenant of grace (cf. the West*
minster formula, one covenant under different

The Heb. word n"!3, tr. ' covenant in our versions, denotes
either a treaty or alliance entered into between equals (e.g.
between Abraham and the Amorites, Gn 14 la AV and ItV

different times, and it was natural that the problem
of the relation of these covenants one to another
should engage the attention of Christian theolo-

gians.

;

;

administrations,' Westm. Con. vii. 5, 6).
1 So John
Saltmarsh, Free Grace, or (he Flouring* of Christ's
Blood freely to Sinners-, London, 1646, p. 125; Tobias Crisp
(1600-1642), Christ Alone Exalted. 1643-U.
*e.g. Daniel Williams, Gospel Truth Stated and Vindicated,
etc., London, 1692, a reply to Crisp.
3 This consciousness of strict moral responsibility found expression in the National Covenants, to which reference will
presently be made, as well as in the large space givento tho
exposition of the moral law in the Catechisms of Puritanism.

;

—

(1) The
3. History of the covenant theology.
The Biblical basis for the covenant
theology is found partly in the account given in
the OT of various covenants made by Jahweh with
4
Israel 3 or with representative Israelites, partly in
the Pauline identification of the Christian gospel
with the new or spiritual covenant prophesied by
Jeremiah and other prophets.

—

'

,

'confederate'; Hiram and

Solomon,

1

K

5 1 '-,

AV

and ItV

'league'), or a constitution or ordinance establishing the relation between a monarch and his subjects (e.g. David and the
3
This
Israelites, 2 S 5 ; Zedekiah and his people, Jer 348-18).
difference of meaning; is not without its bearing on the later
history.

transactions described in the OT by the
covenant (rr"l3), we find that they fall into two classes
in which Jahweh reveals to His servants a purpose
which He has conceived independently of man, and whose
execution is dependent upon no one but Himself, and those in
which the conduct of the people with whom the covenant ia
made is a determining; factor. Of the former class are the
covenants with Noah and Abraham to the latter belong the
covenant at Sinai and the later covenants with Jehoiada (2 K 1 1 17 ),
Hczckiah (2 Ch 2910), an d Josiah (2 K 23 3). The promise to
Noah that day and night shall no more fail (On S--), or to
If

term

we analyze the
'

'

—those

;

1
Medulla S.S. Theologies, Eng. tr. The Marrow of
(1676-1638)
Sacred Divinity, 1642, chs. xxxviii., xxxix.
BQass (Geten. det pnit. Dogmatik, Berlin, 1857, it. 265),
following Schweizer (Reform. 6laubenslehre t i. 103 ff.) and
Schneckenburger (Vernleichende IXtrstellung, etc., ii. 140),
regards this disposition to apply the covenant form to tho
different stages in the history of religion as characteristic oi
the Reformed theology from the first, and finds its beginnings
in Uullinger and Leo jud.
2 e.g. at Sinai (Ex 195 24"- [E) S4™. 27. 2S [jj 311«, Lv 2'3 [P]
in the plain of Moab (Dt 291- 21).
24 s "I'"'-, Dt 4")
<m. Noah (On DM? (P], Is 54 10 Jer S8*> '-'): Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob (On 1518 [J] 172-21, Ex 2* r.ir, Lv 26-12 rpj,
2 K 13*>,
Oh Hi -, l's 105«- 10, Nth 98, Jer 34M); Phinehas,
(Nu 2r.i'-f- (I'D; Joshua and Israel (Jos 24-' [E]); David (l's
803- 28. 34. .19 13212, J e r SS21, cf. 2 S 7, 1 Oh 17); Jehoiada and
tho people (2 K 11", 2 Oh 2316) Hezekiah (2 Ch 29'«) Josiah
(2 K 23-3) and Ezra (Ezr 10»).
;

,
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;

;

;
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that in his Beed all nations shall be blessed (Gn 12^
etc.), is obviously not in the same class with the promises which
accompanied the giving; of the Law to Israel, which were, in the
nature of the case, conditional upon the future conduct of the
Israelites.
Yet both alike are described by the same word.
Besides these covenants there is also frequent reference in
the prophets to a new covenant which Jahweh is to establish
willi redeemed Israel in the future (Jer 3131-33, c f jg 42 6 49s fj5 y
H
6921 618, Jer 32-*o 505 Ezk 166°- 63 2037 3425 3726, Hog 2' - >).
Unlike the old covenant, this is to be inward and spiritual, a
law written on the hearts of the people (Jer 31 33 ), and will be of
t

,

,

It was only when the rise of a new
icism.
religious
derived from Catholicism, bat
type, historically
independent of it, brought the question of the distinctive nature of Christianity again into (he foreground, that the subjects which engaged Lrenaeus
thought became again of general interest. This
condition emerged at the Reformation, and one
of its consequences was the revival of the covenant
1

idea.

everlasting validity.

This new covenant the NT identifies with the Christian gospel,
which is contrasted with the Mosaic law as the former or old
covenant (Gal A^, He 915. is, C f. 89, 2 Co 36). Like the latter, it
was sealed with sacrifice—even the blood of Christ, who by His
voluntary obedience and submission unto death has rendered
the older sacrificial system superfluous and become the mediator
of a new and better covenant (He T 23 S 6 9 1224 ), since it is an
20
everlasting one (13 ). This new covenant is symbolized in the
cup which Jesus gave to His disciples at the Last Supper (Mt
"

262s Mk 1424, Lk 2220, 1 Co 1125).
u has its anticipation in the
covenant of promise made by Jahweh with Abraham (Gal 31 7
cf. Eph 212, Ac 3- 5 ), which, being prior to the Law, could not
be superseded by it.
We find thus in the NT the same double usage which we found
in the OT, the word Smflrjjoj being used now to denote a free
promise of God, as to Abraham and his seed, and later to Christian believers in the gospel, now of a series of precepts and orders
given through Moses and his successors, and conditional in their
effects upon the obedience of the people.
In He 9 16 the idea of the covenant is interchanged with that
of the testament, or will a substitution which explains the
uniform rendering of Sia0rj*oj in the Vulgate by the Lat. testamentum, and its frequent translation in AV by the word
testament (e.g. Mt 262s , Mk 1421, Lk 2220, 1 Co 1125, 2 Co 36. 14
,

,

—

'

'

He

722

9'5ff.)-

In view of the emphasis laid by the Biblical
writers upon the covenant idea, and their use of
the conception to describe the different steps in
the Divine training of mankind, it is surprising
that it should so early and so completely have
fallen into the background.
Irenaeus is the only
early Christian writer who makes much use of
it.
He distinguishes several different covenants
(StadJjKTj, testament um) into which God has entered
with man, and regards the study of their nature
and relations as a legitimate subject for Christian
1
His interest in the subject is,
investigation.
doubtless, due to the fact that, like St. Paul, he
was chiefly concerned with the question of the
nature of the difference between Judaism and
Christianity a difference which naturally expressed itself in the contrast between the old
covenant and the new. When this question fell
into the background, as it soon did, the covenant

—

phraseology went out of use.
Augustine makes
no use of the idea in his City of God, and it plays
no important part in the theology of Roman Cathol"

1 While in one
passage (m. xi. 8) Irenaeus distinguishes four
distinct covenants (namely, those with Noah [so the Greek text ;
the Latin reads 'Adam,' and substitutes Noah for Abraham,

omitting the latter], Abraham, Moses, and Christ), in general
he recognizes only two, namely, the old covenant, or law, given
through Moses, and the new, or gospel, given through Christ
rv. ix. 1, xxxii. 2).
(in. xu. 11
According to this division, God's
dealing with man in the pre-Mosaic period is not to be conceived
under the covenant relation, the reason being that law is not
needed by those who are just (iv. xvi. 2). The Law, by which
Irenaeus means the Jewish ceremonial law, was added later
because of sin, and was destined in time to be replaced by the
Christian gospel, or new law of liberty (lexvivificatrix, iv. xxxiv.
4), as the means through which alone full righteousness and
;

made possible.
have thus in Irenaeus three distinct stages in the process
of the Divine training of
the pre-Mosaic period, typified
by Abraham, in which man works out his own salvation through

salvation are

We

man—

obedience to the natural law written on the heart the period
from Moses to Christ, in which his salvation is conditioned upon
fidelity to the Jewish ceremonial law; and the period of the
gospel, in which the ceremonial law is abrogated, and salvation
depends upon man's free fulfilment of the moral law, which
Christ has reaffirmed and reinforced with new sanctions.
While, in general, the covenant idea is applied to the two
later of these periods only, in principle the three belong together, and, in one passage, the covenant idea is extended
backwards to include the pre-Mosaic period. In this, as we
Bhall see, Irenaeus is typical of the development of the later
covenant theology.
On the theology of Irenaeus, cf. Werner, Der Paulinismus des
Irenaus,' in TU, Leipzig, 18S9, pp. 179-202. On the significance
of Irenceus in early Christian
theology, cf. W. A. Brown,
Essence 0/ Christianity Edinburgh, 1903, p. 64 ff.
;

'

,
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But, though Catholicism contributed

little tlirectly

to the preparation for this type of theology, its indirect contribution was great.
The conception
of God as lawgiver and judge, the expression of
Christ's work in terms of satisfaction and equivalence, the conception of the Christian Church as
the inheritor of the rights and privileges of the
Jewish Church, and the loss of St. Paul's sense of
the novelty of Christianity as a historic religion,
all helped to prepare the way for the use by Protestant theologians of OT legalistic phraseology
to describe a type of religious experience whose
characteristic feature was the denial of the possibility of salvation by works.
(2) The beginnings of the covenant theology.
In tracing the history of the covenant theology in
Protestantism, we have to recall the distinction

—

made between the covenant idea and the
covenant theology. The idea of the covenant or
testament is used by all the Reformers to express
God's gracious revelation to His people, both before
and after Christ. Two such revelations were distinguished, the OT and the NT, agreeing in substance, but differing in administration, and the
nature at once of the agreement and of the difference forms the subject of a special locus in the
early Protestant dogmatics {e.g. on the Law and
the Gospel ; on the difference between the OT and
the NT). 1 But the conception was not given the
structural importance in the system which it later
acquired, and which warrants us in speaking of a
covenant theology as distinct from the covenant
already

idea.

We

may take Calvin as typical of all the Reformers.
He distinguishes the Gospel not merely
from the Law, but from earlier gracious revelations
of God within the OT, yet he hastens to add that
we must not imagine that the Gospel has

succeeded the whole Law in such a sense as to introduce a
method of salvation. It rather confirms the Law, and
proves that everything which it promised is fulfilled. What was
shadow, it has made substance. When Christ says that the Law
and the Prophets were until John, he does not consign the
fathers to the curse, which, as the slaves of the Law, they could
not escape. He intimates that they were only imbued with the
rudiments, and remained far beneath the height of the Gospel
doctrine.
.
Hence we infer that, when the whole Law is
spoken of, the Gospel differs from it only in respect of clearness
of manifestation' (I nstitutes, 11. ix. 4). 2
'

different

.

.

1 Thus Calvin finds the
agreement (1) in the common hope of
immortality (2) in the fact that both were established by the
mercy of God (3) in that 'they both had and knew Christ, the
Mediator, by whom they were united to God and made capable
of receiving his promises.' The difference consisted (1) in that
in the old covenant the heavenly inheritance was exhibited
under the form of temporal blessings, which was not the case
in the new (2) in that the OT typified Christ under ceremonies
which exhibited only the image of truth, the shadow, not the
substance,' whereas the NT gives us both the full truth and the
entire body ; (3) in that the OT is literal, and the NT spiritual ;
(4) in that the OT is one of bondage, the NT one of liberty and,
finally, (5) in that the OT is for one people only, while the NT is
for all.
Cf. Brown, Essence of Christianity, p. 103 f.
2 It is instructive to
compare Calvin's view with that of
Irenaeus.
He follows Irenaous in conceiving of two covenants
or testaments, the Old and the New. He agrees with him further
in that he does not apply the term covenant to God's primitive
;

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

revelation to Adam in Paradise. He differs from Irenteus in that
he brings both covenants under the conception of grace rather

than of law. Irenaeus, like the early theologians in general,
conceived salvation primarily in terms of the fulfilment of law.
To Calvin, as to all the Reformers, salvation is a means of repairing the damage wrought by man's transgression of law. Like
Irenaeus, Calvin regards both covenants as expressions of a single
principle. But, whereas Irenieus carries forward the idea of merit
from the Law and applies it to the Gospel, Calvin carries back the
idea of free grace into the Law, and interprets the latter by the
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but will receive them as sons of God and
This promise
heirs of eternal life in Jesus Christ.
consists in the offering through the gospel of the
Son of God, with the double benefit which He
brings, namely, the remission of sins and renewal
after the Divine image through the life-giving
These gifts are made known to us outSpirit.
wardly, by the word and by visible signs, as a
testimony of agreement between God and our-

In thus emphasizing the essential unity of God's

elect,

dealings with His people, Calvin is representative
of all the Reformers. Luther 1 and Melanchthonrecognize no difference in principle between God's
dealings with His people under the old dispensation
and under the new. The first specific treatise on
the covenant which the present writer has been
able to discover is that of the Swiss reformer,
Henry Bullinger, which bears date 1534, and has
for its title De Testamento sive fcedere Dei unico et
Bullinger, like his predecessors, recognizes
3
only one covenant, namely, the covenant of grace.
The beginnings of the covenant theology in a
found
on
German
are
to
be
technical sense
soil,
and precede the more famous school of Cocceius by
more than half a century. Its representatives were
Reformed theologians who, under the influence of
a warm and vital piety, had developed a theology
which differed in several respects from the stricter
predestinarianism of Switzerland and France. This
In the
theology had three main characteristics.
first place, it used the conception of the Divine
covenant, with its synonyms, the Church or the
Kingdom, as a comprehensive theological idea to
express the purpose at once of creation and of
redemption, and to give unity to the rest of the
In the second place, it associated this
system.
conception with the idea of the believer's mystic
union with Christ
and, in the third place, it
deduced from the combination of these two confrom the doctrine of prethan
rather
ceptions,
destination, its doctrine of the perseverance of the
The two best known representatives of
saints. 4
this theology were Caspar Olevianus and Zacharias
Ursinus, the authors of the Heidelberg Catechism. 6
Olevianus' most important dogmatic monograph,
published anonymously in 1585, is entitled De substantia foederis gratuiti inter Deum et electos,
This work, as the title
itemque de medits, etc.
indicates, discusses the nature of the free covenant
between God and the elect, and the means through
which its substance is communicated to us. The
substance of the covenant consists in God's promise
and oath that He will never be angry with His

ceterno.

;

former. We may say, indeed, that the characteristic feature of
the Reformed theology is the attempt to use legal phraseology
to express a gospel which is essentially anti-legal and the reason
why the covenant idea finds such favour with its representatives
is the fact that the covenant expresses an obligation voluntarily
assumed on either side, and hence not properly to be brought
under the sphere of necessity.
J Cf. the references in
Kostlin, Luthers Theologie in Hirer
;

geschichtlichen Entwickluhg und ihrem inneren Zusammenhange'', Stuttgart, 1883, 2 vols., esp. ii. 376 ff., Eng. tr.
ii. 369 ff.
2 Cf. his Loci
Communes, ed. Kolde, 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1890,
esp. p. 211 ft".
3 The
design of Bullinger's treatise is to show that the gospel
is older than Judaism, Muhammadanism, and Catholicism ;
indeed, that it goes back to Noah, Enoch, Seth, Abel, Adam,
who without circumcision pleased God through faith.' He holds
that there is no Christian virtue commended in the NT which
was not equally exemplified in the words and deeds of Abraham.
Of. the citations given by Rockwell, Die Doppelehe des Landgra.fen Philipp von Uessen, Marburg, 1904, p. 223, note 2.
4 So
Heppe, Dogmatik des deutschen Protestantismus im
16ten Jahrhundert, Gotha, 1857, i. 143 ff.
Heppe is the
best authority on the German Reformed theology, and this
'

work gives much information concerning works otherwise

inaccessible to English readers. Cf esp. pp. 139 ff ., 188 ff .
B Besides Olevianus and Ursinus,
Heppe mentions, as representatives of the covenant theology, Andrew Hvperius, Professor
of Theology at Marburg from 1541 to 1504 (Methodi theologies
sive proscipuorum Christ iamv religionis locorum commuiiiunt,
Basel, 15G0); Peter Boquinus, Professor of Theology at Heidelberg, died 1582 {Exegesis divines atque humanee Koiviovias,
.

Heidelberg, 1561); Joachim Curaeua (Exegesis perspieua et
ferme Integra controversion de sacra ccena, 1574, ed. Seheffer,
Marburg, 1853) Sohnius (' Methodus theologiaB,' Opp. ed. 3, i.
234 ff.); Raphael Kglin, Professor of Theology in Marburg
;

(Diexodus theologica de magna illo insitionis nostras in Christum mysterio Rom. 6 ; De fcedere gratics ex loco Rom. 8 31
Marburg, 1613), and esp. the theologians of Bremen, Matthias
Martinius (Christians doctrines summa capita, 1603), and
Ludwig Crocius (De perseverantUi sanctorum libri septem
dogmaticiet apologetici, Bremen, 1616).
,

selves, and are confirmed with inner efficacy by
the free gift of faith through the infinite mercy
of God to the elect.
The work is introduced by a
discussion of the following questions: (1)
is

Who

God, the author of the covenant? (2) Who is man,
with whom God establishes His covenant? (3)
What is the nature of the covenant itself ?

Even more

striking in its historic significance

an earlier treatise of Olevianus, the Expositio
1
Symboli, in which the Apostles' Creed is interpreted under the form of an exposition of the
covenant of grace, the articles of the Creed beingregarded as a brief statement of the terms of the
covenant. It is to be noted that the first book of
the De substantia foederis also takes the form of
an exposition of the Apostles' Creed, the second
book being given to the proofs of the covenant.
Under this head Olevianus discusses the function
of the Church, and more specifically the word and
the sacraments. Here we see the covenant idea
given structural significance and made a comprehensive conception under which the whole
content of Christian faith and practice may be
2
brought.
Olevianus recognized in principle but a single
covenant, namely, the covenant of grace. It was
reserved for his successors (e.g. Raphael Eglin,
and Matthias Martinius) to extend the covenant
idea to the relation of man before the Fall and
to distinguish two covenants that of works and
that of grace. 3 With this distinction the scheme
of the covenant theology in its later form is com-

is

—

plete.
(3)

The

covenant

Parallel with the

we

in

theology

Puritanism.

movement already

—

described,

on the other side of
the channel. In English Puritanism, as we have
the
covenant
idea
found congenial
already seen,
soil, and the later treatises of Cocceius and his
school owe quite as much to the impulse gained
from English writers 4 as to the German theofind another developing

logians already referred to.
Expositio Symboli Apostolici, sive artiexdorum fulei, in qua
gratuiti in deris aeterni inter Deum et fideles brtmtet
perspicue traetatur, Frankfort, 1576.
While agreeing in substance with Olevianus, Ursinus does
not give the covenant so important a place in the structure of
His views are set forth most fully in his Sum of
his system.
the Christian Religion of 1698 (Corpus doctrines christians
ecclesiarum a papatu reformatarum, contiuens explieatiuues
catecheticos D. Zacharice Ursini
studio Davidis Parei
This work was the outgrowth of Ursinus' lectures on
.).
the Heidelberg Catechism, first published in Geneva in 1684
afterwards in a fuller edition by David Pareus in 1591. Pareus'
work was a revision and amplification based upon his own notes,
and included much matter for which Ursinus was not responsible. This matter the later edition of 1598 omits, and it
may be regarded as the most authoritative statement of Ursinus'
views. It was often reprinted, and was translated into English
under the title, The Sumine of Christian Religion, by Dr. Henry
Parry, London, 1645.
The discussion of the covenant is introduced by Ursinus
between Questions 18 and 19, which deal with the mediatorship
of Christ, and the gospel, and includes the following sub-heads
(1) What a covenant is
(2) Whether it can be made without a
mediator; (3) Whether there be but one and the same covenant, or more
(4) In what the old and the new covenant
and
in
what
they differ.
agree,
M'f. Heppe, op. cit. p. 197. It is an interesting question
when the idea of the covenant of God with Adam first makes
its appearance.
We find no trace of it in our canonical Scriptures. Schmidt (art. Covenant in EBi) finds the first appearance of the idea in Sir 17 13 but the reference is not altogether
clear, and other commentators refer the passage to Sinai.
4
Among Cocceius' teachers, besides Martinius and Crocius,
was the English Puritan, William Ames.
1

summa
et

-

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

;

:

;

'

'

,
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idea makes its earliest appearance in English history in practical rather than
theoretical form, in the National Covenants entered
into by the Scottish people and their rulers.
These were solemn engagements, in which the
nation as a whole pledged itself to he true to
the revealed will of God as set forth in the Scriptures, and interpreted with the stern literalism
of the Puritan conscience.
Such a national covenant is the so-called Second Scottish Confession, a.
practical appendix to the early Confession of Knox
(1560), to which the people publicly subscribed in
the year 1581. It was frequently renewed in the
course of the later history, and played a momentous
part in the struggles of the Stuarts with their rebellious fellow-countrymen.
It is not strange that
an idea familiarized to the Scottish people in so
dramatic a way should have received early literary

The covenant

expression. See art. Covenanters.
One of the earliest Scottish monographs on the
covenant bears date 1596, and is by Robert Rollock
(1555-1598), a distinguished Principal of the University of Edinburgh (Qucrstiones et Mesponsiones
aliquot de fadcre Dei deque sacramento quod
Here already there is
foederis Dei sigillum est).
emphasized the close connexion between the covenant and the sacrament which is characteristic of
the later history. 1

English monographs were frequent during the
half of the 17th century.
An anonymous
bearing date 1616, is dedicated to the
and
of the town of Feversham
magistrates
mayor 2
in Kent.
Like Olevianus, its author uses the
covenant idea as a framework for the exposition
of the Creed.
His practical interest is apparent
in his emphasis upon the importance of renewing
one's covenant made in baptism through a continual repeating' of it, which takes place in catechizing the children of the faithful (p. 63). Other
treatises by John Preston (The New Covenant, or
the Saints Portion, London, 1629), and George
Downame (The Covenant of Grace, or an Exposition upon Z&l 73 74 76 Dublin, 1631), are likewise
first

treatise,

'

-

-

,

practical in nature.
The theological significance of the idea is apparent in the place given to it in systematic treatises.
William Ames (1576-1633) in his Medulla S.S. Theo-

-

Marrow

3
logian (Eng.
of Sacred Divinity, 1642)
distinguishes two covenants the law or covenant
of works given to Adam in Paradise, having as its
symbols the two trees of the Garden (I. x. 33), and
the covenant of grace made with the redeemed
through Christ. Ames traces the various steps in
the administration of the covenant of grace, distinguishing not only the periods before and after
Christ (the OT and NT), but also, under the first,
the periods from Adam to Abraham, from Abraham
to Moses, from Moses to Christ and, under the
second, the period from Christ to the end of the
world and the eternal reign of the saints in heaven
In this he anticipates the
(I. xxxviii.
xxxix.).
later teaching of his pupil Cocceius.

tr.

—

;

Even more detailed

is

the description of the

covenant given by Ussher in his Body of Divinity.*
Here the nature of the compact made by God with

Adam

is described in great detail, and man in the
person of our first parent is declared to have pro1

Mitchell (Westminster Assembly, London, 1883, p. 377) cites
early Scottish representative of the covenant
theology, but the present writer has not been able to verify the
reference.

Howie aa another
2

The covenant between God and

man

playnely declared in

down the chiefest points of Christian religion, London,
1616.
a Cf. also William
Perkins, A Golden Chain, or the description
laying

of theologie (Workes, Loudon, 1635, i. 70 f.); An exposition
of the sy'mbole or Creede of the Apostles (ib. p. 164 ff.); John
Downame, The Summe of Sacred Divinitie, London, n.d., bk. i.
ch. xvi., bk. ii. ch. i.
* A
Body of Divinitie, or the Summe and Substance of
Christian Religion, London, 1645.
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mised by that power which he hail received to
keep the whole law, binding himself over to
punishment in case he did not obey (p. 126).
On the other hand, the covenant of grace was
made by 'God alone,' who, immediately after
man's fall in Paradise, declared to Adam His
gracious purpose to save the elect through Christ
'

'

(p.

158).'

Through Ussher the covenant idea received

its

It
confessional expression in Puritanism.
appears in the 21st article of the Irish Articles,
of which he was the author, and from them passed
to the Westminster Confession of Faith, in which
2
it forms the subject of a special chapter (vii.).
The covenant was frequently discussed in the
It appears not
latter half of the 17th century.
only in the works of the great Puritan theologians,
first

Richard Baxter (1615-1691), and John Owen
(1616-1683), but in many monographs by men less
known to fame, e.g. John Saltmarsh, 6 Thomas
3

4

William Allen,' Edward Leigh, and
Blake,
Daniel Williams. 9
It filled an important role
the controversies that divided the dillerent
parties in the Church, and a correct understanding
of its nature and scope was regarded as one of the
prime requisites of a sound orthodoxy.
Thus, as we have already seen, the stricter and
the looser predestinarians were divided as to the
The
conditionality of the covenant of grace.
stricter predestinarians denied that it was conditional at all.
Like Ussher, they held that God
alone was its author, or, at most, God and Christ.
Representatives of this view were Saltmarsh and
Others, like Owen and Baxter himself, held
Crisp.
to a true conditionality. They distinguished between the covenant of redemption, made between
the Father and the Son, and the covenant of grace,
made by the Father with the elect in Christ ; 10
and, while they held that the redeemed were
enabled to fulfil their part only through the grace
which Christ had merited for them, yet they
believed in preaching as though all depended upon
1 Cf. also The Marrow
of Modern Divinity, in two parts, 1645,
6

8

in

by E. F. edited with Introduction, Notes, and an Appendix,
Bibliographical, by C. G. M'Crie, 1902. The
Biographical and
'
epoch-marking, if not epoch-making," work, as
M'Crie calls it, reads
Touching both the Covenant of Works,
and the Covenant of Grace with their use and end, both in the
time of the Old Testament and in the time of the New (Confessions of the Church of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1907, p. 69).
2 Even more
prominent is the use made of the covenant idea
in the Sum of Saving Knowledge, a brief compendium of doctrine which appeared in Scotland in 1650, and is bound up with
the Confession and Catechisms in many of the later Scottish
editions.
Here the language of bargain and sale appears in its
baldest form (e.g. Head II.: 'By virtue of the foresaid bargain,
made before the world began, He, i.e. Christ, is, in all ages,
since the fall of Adam, still upon the work of applying actually
the purchased benefits unto the elect and that He doth by way
of entertaining a covenant of free grace and reconciliation with
them through faith in Himself, by which covenant He makes
over to every believer, a right and interest in Himself, and in
all His blessings.'
3 Cf. his Plain
Scripture Proof of Infants' Church-Membership and Baptism*, London, 1656 (pp. lOOff., 112ff., 223ff.,
326 ff .), as well as his Preface to Allen's Discourse on the Nature,
Ends, and Difference of the Two Covenants, London, 1073.
4 Cf. his Doctrine
of Justification by Faith, chs. viii. xiii.
Treatise on the Doctrine of Perseverance (Works, ed. Goold,
xi. 205), Edin. 1851-55, Salus Eleclorvm Sanguis Jesu, or the
Death of Death in the Death of Christ (Goold's ed., x. 168 ff.).
5 Free
Grace, or the Flowings of Christ's Blood freely to
Sinners'2 London, 1646.
6 Vindicice
Foederis, or a Treatise of the Covenant of God,
entered with mankinde, etc., London, 1653, The Covenant
Sealed, or a Treatise of the Sacraments of both Covenants,
and
polemicall
practicall, especially of the Sacraments of the
Covenant of Grace, London, 1655.
7 A Discourse
of the Nature, Ends, and Difference of the Two
Covenants, London, 1673.
y A Treatise
In
of the Divine Promises, in lire books.
the foure last a declaration of the covenant itself, the bundle
and body of all the Promises, London, 1633.
9
Gospel Truth Stated and Vindicated, wherein some of Dr.
C)~isp's opiniwns are considered, and the opposite tndhs are
vlainly stated and cnnlirnwl, London, 1692.
io Cf. Owen, Doctrine of Justification b<i Faith, ch. viii. (
Works,
ed. Goold, v. 191).
1649,

,

sub-title of this

'

:

:

'

:

;

,

.

.

.
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the action of the human will. The tract of Williams,
already referred to, gives an interesting picture of
the questions in controversy, and the extent to
which the stricter party were willing to carry their
logic.

That these controversies were not confined to Old
England, but speedily found their way across the
water, finds interesting confirmation in a treatise
of Peter Bulkeley, which appeared in London in
1646, and is entitled The Gospel Covenant, or the
Covenant of Grace opened. It gives the substance
sermons preached by its autlior in his parish in
New England. He speaks of great
had arisen about the covenant, and
some busybodies who called the preachers legall
preachers,' and said that they were wholly ignorant of the covenant of grace, and
shut up
under a covenant of workes.' The reference is
evidently to the rising Antinomianism which is
associated with the name of Anne Hutchinson,
'
that wretched Jezabell,' as Bulkeley calls her
(p. 293).
Bulkeley, who himself seems to have
been a man of moderate views, gives a list of the
questions in dispute, e.g. (1) whether the covenant
of grace was made between God and man, or only
between God the Father and Christ (2) what is
of

Concord, in

divisions which

'

'

.

.

.

;

the meaning of the reference to Abraham's seed in
Gal 3 16
(3) what the covenant of Sinai was,
whether of works or of grace (4) whether justification may be evidenced by sanctification
(5)
whether the commandment commanding faith be a
commandment of the law (6) whether faith be
;

;

;

;

acondition antecedentto justification or only consequent; and (7) whether the conditional promises
be promises of free grace or no (Preface, p. 3).
The theoretical difference had its practical effect in the
doctrine of the Church. The question here turned on how far
it was possible to preserve the purity of the Church in the
administration of the sacraments and ecclesiastical discipline.
AU but the Baptists agreed that the covenant of grace, like the
Abrahamic covenant of the OT, included the children of believers,
and therefore defsnded the practice of infant baptism. But this
position raised perplexing questions as to the administration of
the other sacraments. Since baptism could rightfully be administered to some who were not regenerate, why should the
Lord's Supper be confined any more strictly? Why not recognize that the covenant conferred upon the children of believers
certain ecclesiastical rights which extended beyond the circle of
the elect, and be willing to accept a dogmatical, as distinct from
a justifying, faith as the sufficient ground for admission to the
Supper 1 This was the position taken by Blake in his interesting
treatise entitled The Covenant Sealed a position which brought
him into a controversy with Baxter, in which it must be confessed that he puts that sturdy defender of the larger liberty to
Bore straits to defend his more exclusive position on this point. 1
These practical controversies also had their echoes in America.
The question as to those who could rightly be admitted to
the Lord's Supper was one which agitated the New England
churches for many years, and in the so-called half-way covenant
the laxer practice advocated by Blake was long prevalent. 2

—

A typical example of the Puritan treatment of
the covenant is William Strong's posthumous
Discourse of the Two Covenants (London, 1678), a
voluminous treatise of 447 large quarto pages, the
substance of which was originally delivered in the
form of sermons.
Comparing it with similar
treatises by Continental writers, we notice its
practical interest, which appears (1 ) in the constant
application of the points made to the different
classes of people living in Strong's own
day (2) in
the emphasis laid upon the obligations created by
the covenant as distinct from its benefits
and
(3) in its full discussion of the covenant relation of
the children of believers. On the last point he
leans to the views of Blake rather than to the
stricter views of Baxter. He claims federal holiness
for the children of the righteous as distinct from
the personal holiness of regeneration but he does
;

;

;

1

Of. pp. 114, 189.
Blake's argument with Baxter turns upon
the question whether faith that is short of justifying entitles to
baptism, but the principles involved apply with oven greater
force to the more radical position taken
by Blake with reference
to the Lord's Supper.
'Of. F. H. Foster, A Qenetie History of the New
England
Thojloyi/, Chicago, 1U07, p. SIB.

not specifically apply the principle involved to the
question of the Lord's Supper.
The most eminent
(4) Cocceius and his school.
representative of the covenant theology is unis
John
as
he
better known by
Koch,
or,
doubtedly
He was born in Bremen
his Latin name, Cocceius.
in 1603, studied Hebrew under Matthias Martinius,
and theology under Ames and Crocius. He was

—

Professor of

Theology successively at Bremen,

1630-1636 ; at Franeker, 1636-1650, where he succeeded Ames and at Leyden, 1650-1669, where he
died.
He became the leading opponent and reformer of the scholasticism [of his day, and by his
more historical treatment of theology prepared the
way for the later discipline of Biblical Theology.
In this attempt he found a fruitful clue in the
covenant idea, which he used as the organizing
principle of his system.
Cocceius' leading monograph is entitled Summa
doctrinm de fcedere et testamento Dei, and was
'
After a discussion
published at Leyden in 1648.
on the meaning of the word fcedus, or covenant,'
he defines the covenant of God as nothing else
than the Divine declaration of the method (ratio)
of perceiving the love of God and of obtaining
union and communion with him' [Opera, Amsterdam, 1673, i. 10). It differs from human covenants
in the absence of the mutual feature.
God alone
initiates it, yet it becomes complete only when
man by God's grace binds himself to accept its
;

'

'

provisions.

a

Cocceius, like earlier theologians, distinguishes
of works and that of grace.
The sum of the former is the law, both natural and
written. It is made with Adam for himself and
for all his descendants, except Christ.
It was
abrogated in a fivefold way ( 1 so far as the possi(2) so
bility of its fulfilment is concerned, by sin
far as its condemnation is concerned, by Christ, as
set forth in the promises and apprehended by
faith ; (3) so far as its terror is concerned, by the
promulgation of the new covenant ; (4) so far as
the struggle with sin is concerned, by the death of
the body and (5) so far as all its effects are concerned, by the resurrection from the dead.
The new covenant is the agreement between the
Father and Christ as the second Adam, wherein
God declares His purpose, in consideration of Christ's
atoning sacrifice, to save certain individuals by
working in them faith through the word of promise
and the gift of the Spirit, and to confirm the same
by the institution of the Church, with its sacraments. This covenant is set forth in various ways,
both before and after the coming of Christ. It was
made known to Adam in Paradise through the
institution of sacrifice, and renewed to Abel, Enoch,
Noah, Abraham, and to all the people of Israel

two covenants, that

:

)

;

;

through Moses. But its most glorious promulgation was through the coming of Christ Himself in
the flesh, and the full revelation of God's loving
In this connexion,
purpose which He made.
Cocceius

is

led to treat at length of the difference

between the economies of the OT and of the NT,
and to indicate wherein the superior excellence of

NT

the
consists.
The novelty of Cocceius' treatment consists not
so much in the special ideas which he enunciates as
in the detail in which they are carried out, and,
above all, in the free use which he makes of the
Biblical material. The idea of the twofold covenant,
1
Later enlarged edd. 1654, 1660. The covenant is also treated
at length in Cocceius' Summa Theologioe ex Sacris Soriptwria

repsbUa (Leyden, 1602, Amsterdam and Geneva, 166f>), of which
the covenant of works forms the subject of the eighth locus, and
the covenant of grace of the fourteenth and following loci.
2 Cocceius
distinguishes between that form of covenant in
which no condition is required on man's part(e.<;. the promise to
Noali that day and night shall never fail) and the more usual
form, which includes the stipulation of acceptance and obedience
by man.

COVENANT THEOLOGY
we have seen, goes back to Coeceius' teacher,
Matthias Martinius; the distinction of different
periods within the OT dispensation is recognized by
Ames, but there is a breath of freedom and of
originality about Coeceius' treatment which gives
It broke away from the
it a distinction of its own.
prevailing tradition of the contemporary scholasticism, and it called forth, as such innovations
always do, bitter opposition on the part of those
who sat in the seat of authority.' Coeceius, temperate and devout as he was, soon found himself
the centre of a bitter controversy, and, what was
probably the last thing in the world which lie
intended, the founder of a school.
as

Among the representatives of the school of
Coeceius may be mentioned Wilhelm Momma, 2
Francis Burmann, 3 Johann Braun, 4 Johann van
der Wayen, 6 and Hermann Witsius. 6 The treatise
of Witsius on the economy of the covenants was
early translated into English, and had

many readers
both in England and in America. It is one of the
best sources for the knowledge of the covenant
7
theology in its later and more developed form.
After an initial discussion of the covenant in
general, Witsius begins by describing the covenant
of works.
He takes up successively the contracting
parties, the law or the condition, the promises by
which it was accompanied, the penal sanction
which was attached to it, and the sacraments by
which it was sealed. He speaks of its violation by
sin, and its consequent abrogation by God in
favour of the new covenan t of grace. Like Coeceius,
Witsius distinguishes between the covenant of redemption, made by the Father with the Son, and
the covenant of grace, made by God with the elect.
The substance of this is set forth under the familiar
theological heads of election,' effectual calling,'
'
regeneration,' faith,' etc. ; and then its different
economies or dispensations in the OT and NT,
with their several sacraments and ceremonies, are
discussed at length.
With this treatment, the covenant theology
reaches its final development. Those who come
after add nothing in principle to that which has

man's

'

'

'

gone before.
(5) The later history.

—

It is not necessary to
follow the later history in detail. Treatises on the
covenant continued to be written both in England
and on the Continent. Ezekiel Hopkins, Bishop
of Londonderry, left the manuscript of a series of
sermons on the doctrine of the two covenants,
posthumously published in 1712, in which he declares that of all the mysterious depths in Christian
religion, there is none more necessary for our
information or more influential upon our practice
than a right apprehension and a distinct knowledge
of the doctrine of the covenants (p. 2). Thomas
Boston, a Scottish Presbyterian (1676-1732), wrote a
treatise on the covenant of grace, 8 which was often
republished both in England and in America, and
1
Among the leaders in the attack upon Coeceius were Samuel
'

'

Maresius, Professor of Theology at Groningen, and Gisbertus
Voetius, Professor of Theology at Utrecht.
2 De varia conditionc et statu ecclesiee Dei
sub triplici
aeconomia patriarcharuni ac Testamenti Veteris ac denique
Novi, Amsterdam, 1673, 2 vols., 4th ed., Easel, 1718.
3
Synopsis Theologian et speciatim ceconomiee fosderum Dei ab
initio sceculorum usque ad consummationem eorum, Utrecht,
1671.
4

Doctrina fcederum, sive

elencticce,
6

systema theologies didactical

et

1688.
theologies Christiana?, 1689.

Amsterdam,

Summa

De cecouomia fcederum Dei cum hominibus libri ic, 1677.
Others who were influenced by Coeceius were Abraham
Heidanus (1597-167S; Corpus theologice christians in xv. locos
digestum, 1086) and van Til (Theologia' utrhisque compendium
cum naiuralis cum revelatce, Leyden, 1704), though in the case
6
7

of

both these writers the Cartesian influence

(of.

Gass, op.

cit. ii.

300

ff.

321, note).

is

also apparent

8 A View
of the Covenant of Grace, from the Sacred Records,
posthumously published by his son, Thomas Boston. Boston also
left among his papers a similar treatise on the covenant of
works,
which was published in 1798, with a preface by Michael Boston.

\
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had the rare compliment paid it of being embodied,
with scarcely the change of a word, in a work
written nearly a hundred years later (.J. Colquhoun,
Treatise on trie Covenant of Grace) 1 not, indeed,
without handsome acknowledgment on the part of
the borrower. On the Continent, Turretin 2 gave
the covenant idea a large place in his theology, and
with his system it passed to America, to reappear

—

the federalism of the Princeton theologians,
Charles and A. A. Hodge. 3 It has continued down
day to form one4 of the prominent tenets of
evangelical Calvinism.
On the other hand, Jonathan Edwards makes
While the covenant
little use of the covenant idea.
in

to our

occasionally mentioned in his history of redemponly incidental, and the idea
no formative influence upon the structure
of the work.
This is the more striking because of
the extent to which Edwards holds fast to the
main tenets of the older Calvinism. The reason is
not far to seek. Edwards' primary interest was in
the eternal law of things. Not will, but nature,
is

tion, the reference is

exercises

To such
in his thought of God.
a theology the covenant idea, born as it was of the
effort to limit the Divine arbitrariness, was foreign.
With the stricter predestinarians, like Crisp and
Saltmarsh, the covenant idea had long been simply
a form into which the wine of a very different
6
Edwards, before all
gospel had been poured.
things the original thinker, was not interested in
was no content to
a
form
to
which
there
preserving
To the federal theologians, on the
correspond.
other hand, the covenant idea answered a real
need. Their conception of freedom involved power
to the contrary, both in the case of man and of God.
In the former case, it was the foundation of human
responsibility, and the covenant of works was
conceived as a real transaction between different
individuals. 6 In the latter case, it gave free scope
to the electing grace of God and the covenant of
grace, as we have already seen, had its significance
as determining the channel within which God, in
the exercise of His Divine sovereignty, had determined to confine the river of His grace. God
might have acted otherwise, if He had chosen, so
the argument ran, but He was pleased to do thus
and so, and this sovereign pleasure He has made
known to us through the gracious covenant
into which He has entered with man through
was fundamental

;

Christ.
It is,

no doubt, the weakening

of this conception

freedom in our day which explains the falling
into the background of the covenant theology.
Arbitrariness, whether on man's part or on God's,
is no longer the prevailing danger against which
theologians are concerned to guard, and, in a world
of law, other terms than those of private agreement
seem better fitted to express the profoundest and
of

most abiding relationships between God and man.
It would, however, be a mistake to minimize the
services rendered

Christian progress.

by the covenant theology

to
Artificial in its account of the

between God and man, it was in reality
Edinburgh, 1818. Among others to whom the author ex-

relation
1

presses his indebtedness are the following, not hitherto mentioned in this art. : Cloppeuburg, Moor, Erskine, Brown, Hervey,
Gib, Muirhead, and Gill.
2 Francis
Turretin, Institutio Thcolo<jire Elencticce, Geneva,
1679-86 (Opera, New York, 1847, i. '613ff., Locus viii. ; ii.
151 ff., Locus xii.).
3 Charles
Hodge, Systematic Theology, New York, 1871-73, ii.
117 ff., 354 ff.; A. A. Hodge, Outlines of Theology, rewritten and
enlarged, New York, 1879, pp. 309 ff., 367 ff.
4 Cf. the use of the covenant idea
by Timothy Dwight, in his
Theology, Explained and Defended (Middletown, lsis, i. 437,
ii. 207 ff.).
6
Heppe (op. cit. i. 143 ff.) calls attention to the difference of

interest which separated the early covenant theologians from the
Btricter predestinarians, with whose teaching their system had so
much else in common.
6 This interest
appears with special clearness in the American
federalists.
Cf. A. A. Hodge, op. cit. p. 310L, Questions 5, 9.
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designed as a protest against arbitrariness. Untrustworthy in its view of the development of the
Biblical religion, it helped to prepare the way for a
more scientific treatment of the Biblical history.
To its more earnest advocates the covenant theology, as distinct from the type of thought which it
opposed, expressed the difference between a God
whose purpose was known and whose character
could be trusted, and a God whose nature was
mysterious and whose actions were unpredictable.
Few terms were richer in experimental significance
to those who had been trained to understand it
than that which gives its title to this article, for
none more fully revealed the heart of God. Writing to his son-in-law, Fleetwood, Cromwell sends
the following message to his daughter
Bid her
be cheerful, and rejoice in the Lord, once and
again if she knows the covenant, she cannot but
do so.' '
The covenant,' says Edward Leigh, in
the title to his Treatise of the Divine Promises,
Lond. 1633, is itself the bundle and body of all the
'

:

;

'

'

promises.'

—

Literature. The more important works on the covenant
have been cited in the article. On the Biblical usage, see A. B.
Davidson, Thiol. ofOT, Edin. 1904, p. 239 BE., and his art. 'Covenant,' in HDB; art. 'Covenant,' in EBi R. Kraetzschmar,
Die Bundesvorstellung iui AT, Marburg, 1896; Valeton, in
xii. [1892] 1-22, 224-260, xiii. [1898] 245-279
A. Bertholet, Die Stelluw] der lsraeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden,
Freiburg, 1896, pp. 46, 87 ft., 176, 214 W. Robertson Smith,
Rel. Semfi, London, 1894,
pp. 269ff., 312ff., 479ff.; W. M.
Ramsay, art. Covenant,' in Expositor, 5th ser. viii. (Nov. 1S9S),
;

ZATW

;

;

'

321-336.

On the history of the covenant theology in general, cf. Diestel,
Studien zur Foderaltheologie,' Jahrb. f. deutsch. Theol. x.
[Ootha, 1865] 209ft.; T. M. Lindsay, art. 'Covenant Theology,' in the Brit, and For. Evangel. Review, July 1879, p. 521ft.
G. P. Fisher, Discussions in Historit and Theology, N.Y., 1880,
pp. 355-409 M. Schneckenburger, Vergleiehende Darstellung
des luther. und reform. Lehrbegrijfs Stuttgart, 1855, ii. 140 ft.
J. H. A. Ebrard, Christl. Dogmatik^, Kbnigsberg, 1863, i. 77 ft.
and the relevant sections in the histories of W. Gass (Gesch. der
prot. Dogmatik in ihrem Zusammenhange mit der Theol. iiberhaupt, Berlin, 1857, ii. 234 ft.), and A. Schweizer (Die Glaubenslehre der evangel.-refoi-m. Kirche, Zurich, 1844, i. 103 ft.). Cf.
also Emanuel Graf von Korff, Die Anfdnge der Foderaltheologie
und ihre erste Ausgestaltung in Zurich und Holland, Bonn, 190S.
The most reliable account of the beginnings of the covenant
theology in Germany is found in H. Heppe, Dogmatik des
deutschen Protestantisms im liiten J ahrhxindcrt, Gotha, 1857,
i. 139 ft., 188 ft., in which
a full description is given of the
content of many works otherwise inaccessible to English
readers. The theology of Cocceius and his school is fully discussed in the works of Gass and of Diestel, already mentioned,
where references to the literature may be found.
On the
covenant theology in Puritanism, cf. C. G. M'Crie, The Confessions of the Church of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1907, p. 66 ft.; A. F.
Mitchell, The Theology of the Reformed Church, with special
reference to the Westminster Standards (in Report of Proceedings
of the Second General Council of the Presbyterian Churches,
'

;

;

,

;

,

;

1880, p. 477).

Besides the works cited in the text may be mentioned
F. Gomarus, De Foedere Dei, 1594
Wendelin, Systema
Majus, 1656 J. Ball, Treatise on. the Covenant of Grace, 1645
Burgess, Vindicia Legis (referred to by Blake, in his Covenant
Sealed); Cotton, The Covenant of God's Free Grace (1645);
;

;

;

and

S. Charnock, Discourse of God's being the Author of
Reconciliation (Nichol's ed. of the Puritans), iii. 371 ft.
H.
Malcom, in his Theological Index (references to the principal
works in every department of religious literature), Boston,
1868), p. 130, gives the titles of a number of works not accessible to the present writer, but without exact description
(e.g.
Hulsemann, De Pacta Dei Musaeus, De Pactis Dei cum
Uominibus; Bostock, On the Covenant of Grace; Bell, Covenant
Grace
and
Works
Nature
of
;
of
Dixon,
of the Two Covenants
Taylor, Un the Covenant of Grace ; Kelley, The Divine Covenants, etc.).
A good monograph on the history of the covenant theology is
still a desideratum.
\,y.
;

;

ADAMS BROWN.

COVETOUSNESS.— Oovetousness in

its

most

general meaning expresses an eager desire to gain
some possession on which the heart is set. At Brat
the desire, though strong, may be innocent and

even commendable. Thus Caxton says (Geoffroy
de la Toiir-Landry, I. ii.)
'She ever coveyted the
pees and love of her lord,' and Shakespeare represents the King in Henri/ v. (Act iv. So. 3) as
saying

'

:

Letter 199. f'arh It's edition, quoted In Lindsay, in Brit,
For. Evangel. Rev., July 1S79, p. 021 ft.

and

am

I

It yearns

me

I

not covetous for gold,

who doth feed upon my cost
not if men my garments wear
;

;

Such outward things dwell not in my desires
But if it be a sin to covet honour,
I am the most offending soul alive.'

In the

monly

AV

of the Bible the word
of evil significance, but it

'

covet'

is

:

is

com-

also used to

translate words of good import.
Thus in 1 Co
12 31 we have St. Paul's exhortation, ' Covet [RV
"Desire"] earnestly the best gifts.' Keen desire,
however, was usually associated with unworthy
objects, and Hobbes [Leviathan, I. vi. 26) went so
far as to declare
Desire of Iliches [is called]
'

:

Covetousnesse

a name used alwayes

:

in significa-

tion of blame.'
In distinction from avarice (q.v.), covetousness
emphasizes the desire for things not possessed ;
avarice, the undue retention of actual possessions.
Thus, in covetousness the very desire may constitute an evil, and possibly St. Paul, in his declaration of the way in which sin came home to him

(Ro7 71f '), dwells upon the part played by the Tenth

Commandment

in the process, because inordinate
there condemned.
The possessions
not be an evil in themselves, but the
heart's desire may be unduly set upon them.
An
all-absorbing passion for material possessions may
be restrained by the experience of their inability to
constitute real happiness in life, and by the knowledge that, sooner or later, all material things
must be left behind at death but this passion is
effectively curbed only when a still more passionate
desire for the nobler possessions of mind and spirit
and life lays hold of the heart.
The evil in covetousness may be due, however,
not merely to the strength of the desire, but to the
fact that the object of desire is the possession of
some one else. It may be noble to seek to possess
the spiritual insight or the Christian grace of
another, for the imparting of such a gift ennobles
and enriches both giver and receiver ; but to desire
a neighbour's land or goods is to seek his impoverishment. When Ahab coveted Naboth's vineyard (1 K 21), and David coveted Uriah's wife
(2 S 11), they fell into deadly sin, and similar
desires bring shame and guilt on those who cherish
them. When these desires are expressed in acts,
they are condemned by the law as crimes. True
restraint is exercised only when the rights of others
are recognized and honoured.
The very spring of covetousness is found in the
common experience that what is not possessed

desires

are

sought

may

;

The

seems always most desirable.

virtues

and

defects of actual possessions are known by the
owners, but the blessings that are beyond reach
are painted by the imagination in glowing colours,
and incite the heart to ardent desire. This tendency
has led to some noble achievements, but it is also
the source of amusing comedies, and of many of the
deepest tragedies of life. The very opposite state
of mind is happily represented in the reply that
James Smetham gave to a friend when he was
asked to go to Rome and Venice
I suppose I ought to wish to go with you to Rome and
:

'

will ever drive me to
Rome and Venice. My difficulty is to appreciate our little backgarden, our copper beech, our weeping ash, our little nailed-up
rose tree, and twisting yellow creepers' (Letters of Jajnes
Smetham, London, 1892, p. 86 f.).

Venice.

.

.

.

Nothing but a

Literature.

— H.

st-nse of

duty

L. Martensen, Christian Ethics (General),
Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics,
Oswald Dykes, The Manifesto of the

Edin. 1885, p. 106ft.;
Edin. 1902, p. 365; J.

King, London, 1887,

COW

:

1

(Hindu)

By Jove,
Nor care

p. 450.

(Hindu).

1

— The

J).

MACRAE Tob.

belief in the sanctity of

cow, which is a very prominent feature of
Hinduism, seems to have been inherited by the
Indians from pre-historic times, before they and
For the place of the cow in other religions, see art. Animals
Un'

1

in vol.

i.

p. 506

ft.

COW

(Hindu)

A

In the
vesta 1 we
the Iranians had separated.
meet with a Divine being called geus urvan (or
Goshinun), lit. 'the soul of the cow,' who is regarded as the personification and guardian of
living beings.
Similarly, in the Kigveda the
mystical relation between the cow and the universe is several times alluded to. 2 It is further
developed in the Atharvaveda, one hymn of which
(x. 10) is addressed to Vasa, the prototype of cows,
and a kind of generating principle of the universe
and another (iv. 11) to Anadvan, the primeval ox,
In Vedie
to whom a similar function is attributed.
times the word go, cow,' was used to express some
other ideas, not merely in an allegorical way, but
rather in a mystical sense so as to suggest a
mysterious connexion between them and the cow.
Thus in the Naighantuka (the ancient list of Vedie
synonyms, on which Yaska commented in the
Nirukta) the word go, which originally and usually
denotes cow,' is given as a synonym of (1) earth,
(2) heaven, (3) rays of light, (4) speech, and (5)
3
The Earth especially was conceived under
singer.
the figure of a cow, and is so represented in later
This idea goes back to the Vedie
mythology.
Samhitds.
In a hymn, or rather a prose piece, of
the Atharvaveda (viii. 10), Viraj, who 'verily was
this universe in the beginning,' is extolled, and she
is said to have come to various classes of beings
in paragraphs 22-29 she comes to Divine beings
and men, who milk from her things characteristic
of their functions— the milker, the ealf, J and the
milking-vessel being stated in each case. Paragraph 24 runs thus
'She ascended; she came to men; men called to her: "O
"
rich in cheer, come
of her Manu son of Vivasvant was young
;

'

'

;

:

!

;

"calf"] ; earth was vessel her Prthi son of Vena milked
from her he milked both cultivation and grain.' 5
[lit.

;

;

This passage contains the germ of a
myth which
has been fully developed in the Puranas."
'

Prthu, son of Vena, having been constituted universal
monarch, desired to recover for his subjects edible plants,
which, during the preceding period of anarchy, had all perished.
He therefore assailed the Earth, which, assuming the form of a
cow, tied from him and traversed all the heavenly regions. At
last she yielded to him, and promised to fecundate the soil with
her milk. Thereupon Prthu flattened the surface of the earth
with his bow, uprooting and thrusting away hundreds and
thousands of mountains.
Having made Svayaihbhuva Manu,
the calf, he milked the Earth, and received the milk into his
own hand, for the benefit of mankind. Thence proceeded all
kinds of corn and vegetables upon which people subsist now
and always. By granting life to the Earth, Prthu was as her
father
and she thence derived the patronymic appellation
Prthivi (" daughter of Prthu "). Then the gods, the sages, the
demons, the Raksasas, the Gandharvas, Yaksas, Pitrs, serpents,
mountains, and trees took a milking vessel suited to their kind,
and milked the Earth of appropriate milk. And the milker and
the calf were both peculiar to their own species.'
;

This story is most frequently alluded to in classical Sanskrit literature.
In legends and popular
stories the Earth is occasionally said to assume the
figure of a cow, especially in times of distress, and
to implore the gods for help, or to give advice to a
king or queen, to whom she appears in a dream.
Again, the mythical identification of the Earth
with a cow furnishes the basis of many poetical
conceits, e.g. that a king should milk the Earth
tenderly in order to get plentiful revenue, etc. (see
1

Yasna, xxviii. 1, xxix. 5. 9 (for a complete list of references, see Bartholomae, Altiran. Wurterb. 1540 (Strassburg,
e.g.

SEE

of. also the Pahlavi texts translated in
v. 20 f., 103,
402, xvii. 380, xxxvii. 237 ff.
2
On the cow in the period
e.g. i. 153. 3, viii. 90. 15, x. 11. 1.
of the Rigveda, see Macdonsll, Vedie Mythol. (=
iii. la),

1901)

;

GIAP

Strassburg, 1897, Index, s.vo. 'Cow,' 'Cows'; and Zimmer,
Altind. Leben, Berlin, 1879, p. 221 ff.
3
Naigh. I. i. 4, 5, II. iii. 16. Classical lexicographers attribute
still further meanings to the word go ; e.g. Hemachandra in tl.e
Anekdrthasaihgraha (i. 6) enumerates the following meanings :
sun, water, eye, heaven, heavenly quarter, kine, ray of light,
thunderbolt, earth, arrow, and speech.
4 The Hindus
suppose that a cow yields milk only in the
presence of her calf.
6 Harvard Oriental
Series, viii. 514.
6 The account in the text is from the Vizriu
Purdya (Wilson's
More details given in other
tr., London, 1864-70, i. ch. xiii.).
Puranas are mentioned in Wilson, i. ISSff.
VOL. IV.
15

—
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B'6ht\ingk-Tloth, Sanskrit- W6rterb.,St. Petersburg,
1855-75, s.v. 'Co,' 12).
The identification of cow and speech has not
given rise In popular myths, but, as speech is regarded as something Divine in origin ami holy in
character, it added to the sanctity oi the cow,
though this identification was perhaps due not
so much to a
popular association of ideas as to
a chance similarity of sound between the two
words 170, 'cow,' and gii, 'to sing,' or perhaps gvr
'speech.'
The sanctity of the cow, which has been shown
to underlie certain ancient mythical conceptions,
has a practical bearing on religion. It was considered a heinous sin to kill a cow or to eat her
flesh.

A

well-known verse 1 says: 'All that

kill,

eat, and permit the slaughter of, cows, rot in hell
for as many years as there are hairs on the body of

the cow so slain.' The same feeling is already
present, but not yet, so strongly developed, in
Vedie times.
The Satapatha Brdhmarta, when
prohibiting the eating of the lle-b oi the cow
1, 2, 21), adds the
interesting statement:
Yajnavalkya said: "I, for one, eat it, provided
that it is tender.'" And the Grhya Sutras permit
the slaughter of a cow on the arrival of a guest,
(iii.
'

But this
especially at a wedding or a sacrifice.
ancient practice was given up in later times, when
substitutes for the flesh of a cow became the rule
in the entertainment of guests. 2
In the Great Epic the sacredness of the cow is a
firmly established fact.
Chapters 69-82 of the
Anuidsana jiarvan of the Mahabharata, 3 which
chiefly treat of the giving of cows and the merit
acquired by it, contain much curious information
about the religious ideas regarding the cow, which
became deeply engrained

in

the

Hindu mind

through the superstitious veneration of the cow.

The reason

alleged for its sacredness is that
cows are the essential requisites for sacrilice,
and that 'with their milk and with the Havis

manufactured therefrom they uphold

creatures

all

of the universe' (81. 2)
they are themselves sacred
and capable of cleansing others. Not only are the
cows themselves sacred, but the five products of
;

—

the cow (panchagavya) milk, curds, ghi, dung,
and urine are means of purifying man, and are
used in many ways for that purpose, some of
which are rather disgusting. But the pious are
told 'never to feel any repugnance for the urine
and the dung of the cow (ib. 78. 17).
curious
myth relating to the latter item is told in the

—

A

'

Mahabharata

(xiii.

82)

:

Sri, the goddess of Fortune, who had left the demons for the
came to the cows, desiring to reside in them. They
would, however, have nothing to do with that fickle deity, but
in the end they were moved by her entreaties and consented to
honour her
Do thou live in our urine and dung both these
are sacred, O auspicious goddess

gods,

'

:

;

'

I

Cows

are the daughters of the heavenly Surabhi
('the fragrant one,' so called from the peculiar
smell of cows), who was created by Prajapati from

breath (Satapatha Brahmana, vii. 5.
This notion gives rise to the following myth
his

2, 6).
:*

Daksa the creator, for the sake of the beings he had created,
drank a quantity of nectar. He became gratified with the
nectar he had quaffed, and thereupon an eructation came out,
diffusing an excellent perfume all round. As the result 0( that
eructation, Daksa saw that it gave birth to a cow which he
called Surabhi." Thi9 Surabhi was thus a daughter of his,
which had sprung from his mouth. The cow called Surabhi
brought forth a number of cows, which came to be regarded as
the mothers of the world.'
'

1

"

Mahabharata, xiii. 74. 4.
The ancient practice was noticed by a writer

of the 7th

cent., Bhavahhuti, in his dramatical play irttarardmarharita,
4th Act ; but, as the scene is laid in the remote past, we cannot
draw any conclusion from it with regard to the usage at the

time of the author.
3 We
quote from Pratapa Chandra Ray's translation (Calcutta,
1893).
4

Mahdbharata,

xiii.

77.
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There is also a cow-heaven, Goloka, the residence of Surabhi. Once the mother of cows practised austerities, and so pleased Brahma by her
freedom from cupidity that he granted her immortality and assigned her as residence a region above
the three worlds, the famous Goloka, while her
1
daughters live among men. In another account,
however, Surabhi is said to dwell in Rasatala, the
for
and
to
have
in
the
nether
lowest region
world,
daughters the Dikpalis, or goddesses presiding over
the heavenly quarters. The cow-heaven, Goloka,
the epics and the
is frequently mentioned in
Puranas. It is described as a kind of paradise, a
most beautiful place of the greatest splendour and
happiness, which can be attained only by the most
pious and virtuous, especially by givers of cows
and by their worshippers. For the cow became
the centre of a peculiar worship, with proper
mantras (Mahabharata, xiii. 80. 1-3, 78. 24 f.) and
2
The devotees had to recite the names of
rites.
the cows, and to bow their heads in reverence to
them (ib. 78. 16), and they were enjoined to subsist
on the five products of the cow, to bathe, using cow
dung at the time, etc. For some religious purposes the devotee has to live and to sleep among
cows in a cow-pen, or to follow a cow everywhere,
as did Dillpa in the story told in the second book

of the Raghuvai'nia.
Lastly, attention may be called to the story
according to which Krsna, one of the most popular
gods of India, passed his youth among cowherds
and became the lover of the gopis, their daughters,
especially of the lovely Badha. This fact illustrates the high reputation which resulted from the
connexion with cows, since even herdsmen were
thought the fit guardians and companions of the

highest god.

Reverence for the cow has not diminished in
modern times. 3 It is well known that the Hindus
of the present day are filled with horror at the
slaughter of the cow, which is therefore prohibited
in native States under treaties with the English.
Literature. The literature is given in the article.

—

COYOTEROS.— The
division

of

the Apaches

H. Jacobi.
Coyoteros are a tribal
(a. v.),

said

by Drake

(Indian Tribes of the United States, Philadelphia,
1884, i. 424) to have been the largest and fiercest
of all the Apache tribes, although, owing to the
indiscriminate method in which tribal names have
been applied, it is difficult to make certain that
other tribes are not included in the estimate of its
size.
The original home of the Coyoteros was on
the head-waters of the Gila, between that river
and San Carlos but they were of nomadic habits,
and ranged through Arizona and western New
Mexico.
Geographically, they are divided into
two groups Pinal Coyoteros and White Mountain
Coyoteros. The greater number of them are now
located on the San Carlos reservation, with other
tribes of the Apaches.
They took a prominent
part in the rebellion caused by the discontent
which followed when the Apaches were moved
from their tribal grounds to a reservation.
The Spanish name Coyotero is said to have been
given them on account of the fact that they subsisted partly on the flesh of coyotes, or prairie
wolves (Hardy, Travels in the Interior of Mexico,
i.
London, 182'J, p. 430, quoted by Bancroft,
Ruxton (Juurn. Etlinol. Soc. Land., 1st ser.,
474).
ii. 95 [1850]) calls them
coyoteros, or 'wolf -eaters.'
It is suggested, however, that the name may have
been derived from their roving and unsettled
habits (Hodge, Handbook, p. 356).
Among the
;

—

NR

1

Mahabhdrata,

Itohilingk-Koth,
•J

iii.

102.

For other references to Goloka, see

t.v.

GIAP

Of., further, Hillcbrandt, Riluallit. (=
burg, 1897, p. 88.
See the very full discussion of this suhject in
'•'

iii.

PR

2), Strass-

il.
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ff.

Tonto Apaches they are known as Paldwi or
Pawilkna (Gatschet, Yuma-Spr. i. [1883] 371, 411
ZE xv. 123), while the Navaho name for them was
;

Silkd, *on the mountain' (ten Kate, Synonymic,
Amsterdam, 1884, p. 6).
In culture they did not differ materially from
the other Apaches.
Among the Apache tribes
themselves, distinctions were recognized in the
character of the weapons, the distinguishing mark
of the Coyoteros being the method of winging the
arrows. These bore three feathers on the shaft,
which was of reed, finished with hard wood and
tipped with iron or flint (Cremony, Life among the

Apaches*, San Francisco, 1877, p. 103). Like other
members of the Athapascan linguistic stock, they
readily assimilated the culture of neighbouring
tribes ; and, just as the Lipan followed the Comanche, the Pinal Coyoteros showed traces of
Pueblo customs.
Their nomadic habits, as well
as the character of the country, were unfavourable
to any great advance in civilization, while their
habitat in Sierra Blanca was peculiarly adapted
to the raids by which, like other Apaches, they
Their captives were
acquired food and wealth.

held as slaves until ransomed or sold. The Pinaleiios earned an unenviable notoriety by their success in this tribal pursuit (see Bartlett, Personal
Narrative of Travels in New Mexico, New York,
1854).
Apaches are divided into elans, but these
are not totemic. Their names are taken, not from
animals, but from natural features of their locality.
Affiliation of the clans in different tribes is recognized.
Among the Coyoteros, clans have been
recorded, counterparts of which have been found
among other Apache divisions and also among the

Navahos; while Bourke (JAFL iii. [1890] 112) records a number of identifications between the White
Mountain Apaches and the Pinal Coyoteros.
The Apaches displayed little care in the disposal
of their dead. The method followed by the Coyoteros is described by H. C. Yarrow ('A Further
Contribution to the Study of the Mortuary Customs
of the North American Indians,' 1 RBEW, 1881,
p. lllf.), who says they take the least possible
trouble.
hole in the ground made by a tree
stump or a stone is found, and into this they cram
The stone or
the body, partially wrapped up.
stump is then rolled back. They mourn for thirty
loud
at
intervals
lamentations
but,
days, uttering
he adds, unless they are reminded of it, this is

A

;

frequently forgotten.

—

Literaturb. References to the Coyoteros are scattered
through the literature dealing with the Apaches (see above,
and at end of art. Apaches, in vol. i.); cf. also especially footnotes, passim, in Bancroft, NR and F. W. Hodge, Handbook of American Indians ( = Doll. SO BE, Washington, 1907),
pt. 1, under 'Apache' and 'Coyotero.'
E. N. Fallaizk
;

—

CREATION. J. The conception in primitive
heathenism. The principle of causality is a necessary category of thought. The desire for knowledge of the nature and origin of things is inborn.
It stimulates the eager wonder and prompts the
clamorous questions of every child and savage.
Primitive man is philosophical in so far as he does
not take things as a matter of course, as he makes
the phenomena around him objects of reflexion, as
he is keen to understand how everything came
He is mentally a child, with a child's
about.
vague fears of the unknown, a child's love of a
thrilling tale, and a child's readiness to be satisfied
with any explanation, however grotesque and
absurd, of the things which arouse his interest.
Curiosity and credulity are the characteristics of
the primitive mind, and the roots of all mythology,
which has not inaptly been called primitive metaphysics.' At the same time it has to be remembered
that the childhood of the race included the maturity
of the individual, and in not a few creation-myths

—

'

CREATION
there are features which reflect the vices and
passions of grown men as well as the simplicity of
children.
The theories of the savage are of necessity like their inventor, matching his barbaric
manners and customs, his crude emotions and rude
conduct.
Primitive man stands helpless in the
midst of a universe of which he knows not the
laws, but he is of imagination all compact, and
therefore never at a loss for an answer to the
questions which are the subject-matter of science
and philosophy. He can explain the phenomena
of Nature, the making of the universe, the descent
of man.
The background of all myths is the
experience of primitive man interpreted by himself.
The tales he spins, the theories he invents, may be
grave or gay, prosaic or poetical, attractive or
repulsive, clever or absurd
enough if they satisfy
him. He does not know how defective is his logic,
how riotous his fancy. He is experimenting in
thought as best he can, and the science of the
modern savant has been evolved out of the errors
of the simple savage
Jevons, Introd. p. 9).
But the problem of origins has to be solved by
religion as well as by philosophy, though it is
approached from a different side and in a different
Man has not only a speculative, but a
spirit.
religious instinct.
Religion is one of his native
;

'

'

(

vital forces,

without which he would have what

Schelling termed 'an original atheism of conscious-

No one

can manufacture bis religion, which
a native personal datum all that he requires is
the due exercise and cultivation of Nature's supreme
It is this element in the common consciousgift.
ness of all generations which makes the search for
a Creator a continuous pursuit.
The question
whether ' the savage state
represents an
early condition of mankind (Tylor, Prim. Cult. 3
i. 32), or whether we
might as well judge the wine
by the dregs as primitive man by the savage'
(Gwatkin, Knowledge of God, 1908, i. 253), may be
left open.
For in the genuine products of the
religious sense, uncontaminated by the fancies of
the mythopceic faculty, there seems to be no contrast of high and low.
Increasing research into the
mental habits of the least advanced races of mankind now living tends to demonstrate that, side
by
side with the most foolish, tedious, and often
repulsive myths, there is almost invariably a high,
if vague, conception of a
good Being who is the
Maker of all things, the undying Guardian of the
moral life of men.
The evidence is presented
with adequate thoroughness and with
literary
charm in the writings of Andrew Lang and F. B.
ness.'

is

;

.

.

.

'

'

"Jevons.
A.

Lang stands in wonder before the high gods of low races
(Making of Iteligimi'*, p. 173 fl.). He must needs smile at the
'

'

opinion expressed by Flint in the earlier days of Comparative
Religion (in Faiths of the World, Edin. 1S82, p. 413), that at the
religious scale ... it is always easy to see how
how little conscious
wretchedly the divine is conceived of . .
of his own true wants
\ is the poor
worshipper (ib. p. 253).
He is convinced that the animistic theory of Spencer and Tylor
does not fit the facts.
The high gods of savages are not ghosts
It is a positive fact that among some of the lowest
(p. 250).
savages there exists, not a doctrinal and abstract Monotheism, but a belief in a moral, powerful, kindly creative Being,
while this belief is found in juxtaposition with ghosts, totems,
fetishes, and so on' (p. 254 f.).
Lang presents 'an array of
moral and august savage supreme Beings ; and he believes
that 'an old, nay, an obsolete theory that of degeneration in
religion— has facts at its basis, which its very supporters have
ignored, which orthodoxy has overlooked (p. 252).
He finds that 'the belief in relatively pure creative beings,
whether they are morally adored, without sacrifice, or merely
neglected, is so widely diffused that Anthropology must ignore
them, or account for them as " loan-gods," or give up her
He observes that the idea of a Good
theory' (ib. p. 229).
Maker, once reached, becomes the germ of future theism,' and
he seeks the highest confirmation of his theory in the
religion
of Israel, which is probably a revival and
purification of the
old conception of a moral, beneficent creator, whose creed
had been involved in sacrifice and anthropomorphic myth'
(Lang, Myth, Hit. and Rel. i. 329).
'

bottom of the

.

'

.

.

'

'

'

'

—

'

—

'

'

Unfortunately

\

this

involution

of

religion

in
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but universal. When primitive
man tries to explain how the world was made, his
speculative faculty lands him in all kinds of error

mythology

is all

and confusion
and whimsical,

;

his theories are incredibly childish

'

Savages begin ... by mythically regarding various animals,
spiders, grasshoppers, ravens, eagles, cockatoos, as the creators
or recoverers of the world.
As civilization advances, those
animals still perform their beneficent functions, but are looked
on as gods in disguise' (ib. i. 241 f.).

Bunjil, the South Australian maker of men and
things, is identilied with the eagle-hawk ; Cagn,
Bushman Creator, with the mantis-insect ; and
even Brahma or Visnu, with a boar, a fish, or a
tortoise.
Among the native tribes of America the
hawk, the coyote, or the musk-rat is the demiurge ;
among others the crow, the raven, or the hare plays
the chief r61e in the task of creation.
If the
Creator does not partake of the character of a
totem or worshipful beast, he is identitied with a
wizard or medicine-man. Every race has had its
legendary account of the origin of things, and,
while creation-myths can never be far in advance
of the ideas and sentiments of a people, they may,
and often do, lag far behind. Religious conservatism makes adult nations slow to put away the
childish things that faith has once consecrated.
If a creation-legend has found its vates sacer, and
been incorporated with the ritual of the altar,
scarcely anything short of a miracle is strong
enough to charm it from the popular mind.
2. The conception in civilized paganism.
All
the early ideas of creation are, of course, geocentric.
The ' earth ' of which mythology otters an
account may be but a circle of hills and valleys
known to some wandering tribe. But the great
phenomena of Nature sun, moon, and stars, day
and night, storm- wind and thunder-cloud, birds
and beasts and men are much the same everywhere, and they form the warp and woof of all
cosmogonies. In spite of immense diversities of
detail, there is a family likeness in the creationmyths of the world. Nothing is more striking
than the parallelism between Hesiod's savage
stories and those of the Maoris and Mangaians of

the

—

—
—

to-day. The primitive mind, working on the same
materials, seems everywhere to evolve the same
crude and infantine speculations regarding the
origin of things. Cf. the artt. on Cosmogony and

Cosmology.

—

The religious history of Egypt, ex(1) Egypt.
tending over many thousands of years, is the history
of a theism almost choked by an animism which
and birds and trees. The priests of
the temples, who were the advanced thinkers of
the nation, endeavoured to be true to the high
theistic tradition, and therefore chose to regard
the innumerable popular gods as only various
manifestations of the one Divine creative energy.
Even the priests were benotheists rather than
monotheists, worshipping one god as if there were
no other, ascribing to him all the highest attributes of deity, but without any idea of logically
denying the reality of other gods. Ptah, the chief
god of Memphis, whom the Greeks identilied with
Hephaostus, was called by his priests the masterAt Elephantine, in the
artisan,' i.e. the Creator.
clay district beside the cataracts, Khnum was the
demiurge, who moulded his creatures like a potter.
At Hermopolis it was Thoth who made the world,
deified beasts

'

speaking

from

it

into existence.

'

That which flows
that which he

mouth, happens, and
speaks, comes into being.'
his

The following hymns date from at least 2000 B.C. (1) To
Ainon-Ra : 'Hail to thee, maker of all things, lord of law,
father of the gods ; maker of men, creator of beasts. . . . The
one without a second
.
king alone, single among the gods.'
'
(2) To Ptah : To him is due the work of the hands, the walking
of the feet, the sight of the eyes, the hearing of the ears, the
breathing of the nostrils,'the courage of the heart, the vigour
of the hand, activity in body and in the mouth of all the goda
.

.
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animals

and men, and

of all living
is in the heart

:

Who

has directed the rapid course of the wind and of the
clouds? What skilful artist has made the light and the

and speech,

intelligence

'

and whatever is on the tongue
(Renouf, Orig. and Growth of Rel. of Anc. Egypt, p. 220).
In a papyrus at Turin, the following words are put into the
mouth of 'the almighty God, the self-existing': 'I am the
maker of heaven and of the earth, I raise its mountains and the
creatures which are upon it I make the waters. ... I am the
maker of heaven, and of the mysteries of the twofold horizon.
It ia I who have given to all the gods the sold which is within
When I open my eyes, there is light when I close
them.
them, there is darkness. I make the hours, and the hours come
into existence. I am Chepera in the morning, Ra at noon, Tmu
And the following is an extract
in the evening (ib. p. 221 f .).
from a hymn preserved in the museum at Bulak 'Hail to thee,
lord of all existences, the support of things, the
Amon-Ra .
support of all things. The One in his works, single among the
Lord of truth, father of the gods maker of men,
gods
chief maker of the
. Most glorious one,
creator of beasts
earth after his image, how great are his thoughts above every
God Atmu, maker of men .
listening
giving them life
to the poor who is in distress, gentle of heart when one cries
whatever

darkness?
Those are the things that
.

Heaven and its lights were first made by his word
then, in succession, the waters, the solid land, the
But his
plants, the annuals, and, lastly, man.
rival tried to undo all the work, to spoil the fair
He confronted light with darkness, he
creation.
;

:

;

.

.

.

I

unto him

.

.

.

.

virtue,
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In Egypt, however, as everywhere, the mythical
mingled with the religious, the irrational with
See Cosmogony and Cosmology
the rational.
(Egyptian).
The problem of the origin of things
(2) India.
naturally fascinated the brooding mind of India.'
For ages the East was plunged in thought,' and
brought up a few pearls, with many empty shells,
from the depths. Some of the hymns of the Rigveda are, if not monotheistic, at least henotheistic
in their pure and lofty idea of creation. Varuna
is praised as the maker of all things
Truly admirable for grandeur are the works of Him who has

—

'

'

:

'

separated the two worlds and fixed their vast extent of Him
who has set in motion the high and sublime firmament, who
has spread out the heavens above and the earth beneath.
This Asura [Lord], who is acquainted with all things, has
propped up these heavens, he has fixed the boundaries of the
He is enthroned above all the worlds, universal king
earth.
Beall the laws of the world are the laws of Varuna.
tween this earth and the sublime heaven above, all things,
O Varuna, are of thy creation (Darmesteter, Set. Essays, p. 284).
:

.

.

demons against angels, and to life, love,
and truth he opposed error, vice, hatred,
and death. Since then, the history of the world
has been the history of the conflict between the
two kingdoms of good and evil, wherein this earth
is the broad field of battle.
See, further, Cos-

pitted

'

(if).

O

'

!

'

.

.

I wish to ask Thee, O Mazda,
Creator of all things
(ib. p. 290 f.).

'the Lord Wisdom') and Ahriman (Angra Mainyu,
destructive spirit ') were independent of each
Ormuzd created this material world as a
other.
kind of rampart between the two invisible realms.

'

.

O

of Persia teaches that from the
beginning the kingdoms of Ornmzd (Ahura Mazda,

;

.

.

The theology

:

.

.

beneficent Spirit,

.

mogony and Cosmology

(Iranian).

Lagarde and other scholars have strongly maintained that
the Hebrew cosmogony in Gn 1 is in some respects dependent
onlthe Persian creation-story, particularly as regards the order
but it is more probable that the Persian influence
of events
on Israel did not begin till after the time of the writing of the
Priestly Document to which Gn 1 belongs. Be that as it may,
the Persian dualism, with its eternally opposed principles of
light and darkness, good and evil, had its obvious parallels in
Greek thought, and was revived in Manichajism, while even
shrewd thinkers like J. S. Mill have thought that the defects
of the universe can be best explained by supposing the Creator
hampered through the insufficiency and intraetableness of the
materials with which He had to work (J. S. Mill, Three Essays
;

on Religion, Lond. ed. 1904, pp.

178, 186).

Greece.— See Cosmogony

(5)

and Cosmology

;

.

.

.

'

But

in India, too,

we

see the inevitable conilict

between religion and mythology, with religion
often defeated and defiled. The gods of the Vedas
are, on the whole, of the usual polytheistic type,
and side by side with the majestic hymns of
creation we find a crowd of fanciful, humorous,
often obscene, myths of the making of the world,
all in flagrant contradiction with every pure reliconception.

gious

See

Cosmogony and Cos-

mology (Indian).
The advanced thinkers

of the Vedanta accepted
a philosophy of idealism, and carried it so far as to
affirm that the world of phenomena had no real
existence; to the enlightened it was all illusion
only to the soul which was entangled in the
deception of the senses did it still appear real.
Instead of explaining the universe, they explained
it away, and they did not deem it necessary to
answer the question, Who created maya?'
The Avesta, the sacred book of the
(3) Persia.
Persians, begins with the words, 'I proclaim and
worship Ahura Mazda, the Creator.' The religious
poetry of Persia does not stop short of monotheism,
while its mythology and theology teach a dualism
of the most pronounced type.
;

'

—

'

It is through me,' says Ahura to his prophet, Zoroaster,
'that the firmament, with its distant boundaries . . . subsists
pillars to rest upon ; it is through me that the earth,
me that the sun, the moon, and the stars take their
radiant course through the atmosphere : it was I who formed
the seeds in such a manner that, when sown in the earth, they
should grow,' etc. (Darmesteter, op. eit. p. 288).

without
through

Much more poetical is the following piece, which
in its eager questioning singularly resembles Job
38-39
*

:

me the truth, O Ahura What was the beginning
good creation?
the father, who, at the beginning of time, begat

Reveal to
of the

Who

is

!

Order f

Who

has traced for the sun and the stars the paths that
they must follow ?

Who makes the moon increase and decrease?
Who has fixed the earth and the immovable stars to establish
them firmly, so that they might not fall? Who has fixed
.

i

the waters and the trees'?

.

.

(Greek).

Biblical conception.— The OT has three
types of ideas regarding the Creation, embedded in
three strata of its literature. (1) The first is found
"
The narrative has all the fresh charm
in Gn 2 4b 25
of the ancient writing (J) to which it belongs. _ It
is full of naive anthropomorphisms, representing
God as moulding, breathing, planting, walking,
and it undoubtedly has a background of popular
3.

The

.

But the writer adorns whatever he
touches, transfusing old legends with a new spirit,
so that 'in depth of moral and religious insight
the passage is unsurpassed in the OT' (Skinner,
Genesis, 52). There is no attempt here to represent
heaven and earth ; these are
the creation of
mythology.

'

'

taken for granted speculation is not yet advanced
The
enough to grapple with such magnitudes.
whole interest centres in the making first of man,
and then of a pleasant and fruitful place for his
;

abode.

See, further,

Cosmogony and Cosmology

(Heb.).

of creation doctrine is found in
It was the mission of this
the Deutero-Isaiah.
prophet to comfort Israel in her exile, and he
fulfils it by giving her a lofty conception of God
(2)

Another type

He teaches that Jahweh is not
the Creator.
merely the God of Israel, but the only God, who
brouglit all things into being by a free act of
Who hath measured the waters in the
creation.
Lift up your eyes on
hollow of his hand?
1J - 6
).
high, and see who hath created these' (Is 40
infinite sea and sky.
the
than
Jahweh is greater
It was this prophet who made the creatorship
'

.

.

.

-

of Jahweh a fundamental Jewish belief, and it is
to be noted that in his doctrine there is not the
faintest echo of the old creation-legends, not the
remotest suggestion of a primeval chaos, or of a
conflict between light and darkness, to say nothing
of a slaying of 'dragons of the prune.' As if to
lay the ghosts of all such superstitions, he makes
the God of creation say: 'I am Jahweh, and

there

is

none

darkness;

I

else.

make

I form the light, and create
peace, and create evil: I am
7
all these tilings' (Is 45«- ).

Jahweh, that doeth

CREATION
Pure religion has gained an absolute victory over
mythology.
(3) The third type of cosmogony is found in

Gn

This majestic prologue to the Bible belongs
to those Priestly Writings (P) of the post exilic
which
form the greater part of the Hexaperiod
tench. Our interpretation of the opening sentences
is affected by our solution of a difficult and delicate
Most scholars now read the
problem of syntax.
passage thus
When God began to create the heaven and the earth — the
1.

:

'

earth being without form and void, and darkness being upon
the face of the deep, and the spirit of God brooding upon the
face of the waters God said, Let there be light, and there was

—

light.'

If this exegesis is correct, the writer teaches a
dualism.
He thinks of a dark watery chaos existing before the creation began, and gives it the
name
Tehom ('the Deep'), which is evimythical
dently the Ileb. equivalent of the Bab. I'iamcit.
This is the first of many parallels between the two
famous Epics of creation. See, further, Cosmo-

gony and Cosmology (Heb.).
The doctrine of a creation

—

out of nothing ex
nowhere expressly taught in Holy Scripture.
The first near approach to it occurs in the
words of the mother of the Maccabees i( ovk 6ptwv
2s
iiroiijcrev airi. 6 deds (2 Mac 7 ), which are too
definitely rendered by the Vulgate ex nihilo fecit
nihilo

—

is

:

:

Dais. The Wisdom of Solomon, on the other
hand, distinctly reproduces the Platonic doctrine
of the creation of the world
out of formless
In the NT the
matter,' $ &/j.6plpov CXtjj (11").
Divine creation of the world is presupposed in
many sayings of our Lord and His Apostles, as in
those which mention the foundation of the world
l 20 ),
(Mt 25 3J Lk 11 M Jn 17 M Eph l 4 He 4 3 1 P
the creation of man and woman (Mt IP/ " 6 Ac
"
and those which represent Him
17 24 26 1 Ti 2 13 )
as the Maker of heaven and earth (Mt ll 25 Lk
10 21 Ac 17 24 ), the Source of all things (Ro 11 s6
6
6
1 Co S
Eph 4 ), the Father who through the Son
made the world (Jn l 3 Col l 15 " 18 He l 2 ). Faith
grasps the fact that the worlds have been framed
by the word (prj/xaTi) of God so that what is seen
hath not been made out of things which do appear
ilia

'

,

,

,

,

,

1

,

;

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

'

;

'

(fir]

iK

4>a.Lvot>Ui'u}v,

The Greek

He

ll 3 ).

conception. — While

the old cos4.
mogonic myths were fading in the light of the pure
of
the
wise
men
of
were
Greece
Israel,
religion
turning upon them the light of philosophy. The
great decisive step which the Ionian cosmologists
took once for all consisted, as Grote and Zeller
Jiave shown, in the substitution of impersonal
causes acting according to law in place of personal
causes acting arbitrarily. Burnet expresses the
matter by simply saying that they left off telling
tales.'
This was the beginning of a new era in
the evolution of thought, and 'history teaches
that science has never existed except among
those peoples which the Greeks have influenced'
'

{Early Greek Phil., 1892, pp.
of

For details
8, 27).
Greek speculation, see Cosmogony and Cos-

mology (Greek).
5. The dogmatic

—

conception. Till recent times
the Church's doctrine of creation was based on the
acceptance of Gn 1 as literal history, and particularly on an ungrammatical exegesis of the first
three verses. Most of the Fathers, the scholastics,
and the Protestant theologians believed that the
world was miraculously created out of nothing, in
six days, some six thousand years ago.
This was
a truth of revelation, which closed all questions.
Luther comments on Gn 1, that Moses is writing
history and reporting things that actually happened' (' meldet geschehene Dinge'). The matter
therefore cannot be treated speculatively.
To
reason about it were profane.
God was pleased,'
says Calvin, that a history of the creation should
'

'

'
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and he repeats a story of Augustine's about
a good old man, who, when some one pertly asked
what Cud did before the world was created,
answered He made a hell for the inquisitive
exist,'
'

.

.

.

'

:

(Instit.

xiv.

I.

But the doctrine

1).

of creatio ex

cannot be deduced from Gn l 1 "*, which
This
rather, as we have seen, teaches a dualism.

nihilo

was, indeed, the explicit doctrine of some of the
early Fathers, who remained in closer touch with
the Jews, and therefore correctly interpreted the
passage in question. Justin Martyr, quoting Gn
3
l'"
says that Plato (whom he accuses of atticizing
Moses) and his followers 'and we ourselves' have
thence learned that through the Word of God the
whole world came into existence out of things
subjacent and before declared by Moses (Apol. i.
Clement of Alexandria also maintained that
59).
Plato took from Moses his doctrine of a formless
a
matter, expressly referring for the latter to Gn l
,

'

'

(Strom,

v. 14).

But Christian thought could not rest in a
dualism, whether Mosaic or Platonic or Gnostic.
The doctrine of an eternal matter was seen to be
a dangerous rival to the doctrine of the eternal
Logos, and almost with one accord the theologians
of the East and West alike set themselves to
demolish the pagan conception of an uncreated
With the LXX or the Vulgate instead of the
\?/.
Hebrew text before them, they honestly counted
Moses as a monist. But, though revelation thus
seemed to be on their side, they still habitually
based their doctrine upon reason.
They were
Christian philosophers meeting other philosophers
on common ground. Their arguments have been
restated in C. M. Walsh's recent book, The Doctrine of Creation (1910).
'God alone is without
If
beginning' was the thesis they defended.
matter were uncreated, it would be equal with
God a second God. If there were two first principles, they would be incommunicable without a
third, which would be the ultimate principle.
Plainly the one must come from the other, and,
yet more plainly, matter from God rather than the
reverse.
To be Lord of all, God must have created
matter. If it were uncreated, the world could not
be constructed out of it, for it could not be receptive of the qualities which God wished to impose
upon it, unless God Himself had made it such as
He wished it to be. That which is capable of
being made into an artistic world must itself have
had a wise and skilful Maker.
These arguments are certainly sufficient to prove
the dependence of all things upon God, and the
derivation of all things from God. But the affirmation of a time or rather an eternity in which
God was not a Creator, in which the universe was
Some of the
non-existent, is another matter.
greatest minds found it impossible to conceive such
acosmism. Origen held that before the creation of
our world God had created others, as He will
create others after ours, without beginning or end
that matter, or the substance underlying all the
i

;

—

—

—

;

successive worlds,
III. v.

3-4).

eternally created (de Princip.
Augustine had the deep and pregnant
is

is a
continuous creation (de Civ. Dei, xii. 25). Scotus
Erigena, the profoundest thinker in the Middle
Ages, taught that God's working is equally eternal
with His being that creation is involved in His
essence that He necessarily manifests Himself in
the world that He precedes it not in time but only
in the idea, as its cause (de Dirisione Naturae, iii.
Thomas Aquinas confessed that reason could
25).
only be satisfied with the assumption that the world
had no beginning that, God being the svfficiens
causa immdi, the cause must apparently always
have its effect and that the doctrine of a beginning, or the non-eternity of the world, is to be

thought that the preservation of the world

;

;

;

;

;
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received sola fide, by an act of pure faith, in deferMundum incoepisse est crcdience to authority
bile, non autem demonstrabile vel scibile (c. Gent.
The Thculogia Gerii. 38; Sum ma, i. 46, 104).
'

:

'

'

manica

It belongeth
lias this profound passage
unto the Will, and is its property, that it should
What else is it for ? For it were
will something.
vain, unless it had some work to do, and this it
cannot have without the creature (or creation).
Therefore there must be creatures, and God will
have them, to the end that the Will may be put
in exercise by their means, and work' (ch. 51).
Jacob Boehme likewise saw that a hidden will,
which did not become present to itself in the object
of its creation, would not attain to manifestation
for itself, and so would remain unconscious.
6. The philosophical conception.
Philosophy
entered upon a new era when it first ventured to
ignore and then to repudiate the orthodox doctrine
of creation.
For a time it claimed its independence very modestly and tentatively. It seemed
still content to bend the knee to authority.
Bacon
made a distinction between 'one who philosophizes
according to the sense alone,' and 'Sacred Writ'the former representing matter as 'self-existing,'
the latter as 'from God.'
That 'matter was
created from nothing, we know by faith,' as it
is
one to which those philosophies could not rise'
Hescartes introduces
( Works, ed. Spedding, v. 491 ).
his revolutionary ideas in the humblest tone.
It
may be believed, without discredit to the miracle
of creation, that the nature of things purely
material is much more easily conceived when they
are beheld coming
gradually into existence,
than when they are only considered as produced at
once in a finished and perfect state' (On Method,
:

—

—

'

'

.

.

.

Locke did not feel justified in rejecting the
doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. He maintained that
the impossibility of conceiving the making of
something of which no part existed before cannot
be regarded as a reasonable criterion to set a limit
to the operations of an infinite Mind.
To him the
existence of an extra-mundane Creator was capable
of demonstration.
Its evidence, if he was not
mistaken, was equal to mathematical certainty

v.).

(Hum. Understanding iv. 10). Such demonstrations were numerous during the age of Natural

and changing thought into a dreaming play

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

ception

theism with pantheism, and is what modern theism
to pantheistic exaggeration' (Fraser, Phil, of
Theism', p. 83). Spinoza regarded the traditional
theory of creation as making the nature of God
arbitrary and the existence of the world a matter
of chance. He therefore entirely rejected it. For,

owes

Natura naturans, or Nature active,
in a manner be called the Creator of his
Natura naturata, or Nature passive, these are
thougli his

may

consubstantial and co-eternal, neither before nor
after the other.
There is no beginning in the
universe there can lie no end. The existing order
of things is the only one possible, and in its involuntary evolution it (lows from its cause, the one
infinite reality, with the same mathematical necessity with which the angles of a triangle are
derived from the triangle. Fichte follows Spinoza
in emphatically repudiating the doctrine of creation, calling it 'the root error of all false metaphysics and dogmatics,' which perverts the idea of
God from the outset, investing it with caprice,
;

:

The will to create,' says Lotze, is an absolutely eternal predicate of God, and ought not to be used to designate a deed of
His, so much as the absolute dependence of the world upon His
will, in contradistinction to its voluntary emanation from His
nature ' (Out. of Phil, of Ret. 74). ' It is a sensuous representa'
tion,' says Lipsius, to trace creation back to a single act now
lying in the past, or to speak of a first beginning of creation ;
rather is the whole world-development, so soon as it is viewed
religiously, to be brought under the idea of creation, consequently to be regarded as without beginning or end (Dotpnatik,
'

'

'

293).

We cannot do

,

Religion, and Coleridge, not without reason, complained that men had come to regard the relation
of the Creator to the universe in the same light as
that of a mason to his work. Such mechanical
deism easily gave place to pure materialism. It
was Spinoza who led philosophy into more fruitful
fields.
As opposed to those mechanical concep'
the developed idea of God as the omnitions,
present Life of the world, constantly operating in
and through natural laws, is common to educated

of

fancy ('ein trauniendes Hiantasiren,' Werke, 1845,
v. 479).
Hegel accepts the category of creation,
but tills it with a new content. 'God,' he says,
is the Creator of the world
it belongs to His
being, His essence, to be Creator ; in so far as He
is not this, He is imperfectly conceived.
Creation
is not an act undertaken once upon a time.
What
belongs to the Idea belongs to it as an eternal
moment or determination' (Werke, 1832, xii.
God does not create the world once ; He
157 f. )•
is the eternal Creator.
This eternal self-revelation, this actus, is His notion, His definition' (ib.
n. 181).
Ohne Welt ist Golt nicht GoW (xi. 122).
Schleiermacher felt that the idea of a beginning of
God's creative activity places Him as a temporal
being in the domain of change. He regarded the
work of God as Creator as one with His work as
Preserver, and the two together as identical with
the totality of causation in Nature (Dcr christl.
Glaube, 1889, i. 294-297).
All the English Idealists agree in identifying
the Creation with God's self-manifestation, which
they regard as an eternally necessary moral act.
It is of the very essence of mind or spirit,' says
John Caird, that it contains in it the necessity of
self-manifestation in objective form, and therefore
that which we speak of as " the creation of the
world " must be conceived as the expression not of
arbitrary will, but of the very nature and being of
God (Fund. Ideas of Christianity, i. 84 f.). Green
expressed the same profound thought more daringly
by saying that the world is as necessary to God as
God is to the world. The words of two leading
German thinkers will show how the later philosophy and theology have welcomed the new con-

better than close this section with

the calm pronouncement of the Nestor of Scottish
philosophy
:

'

'

I do not find,' says A. C. Fraser,
that the presence of order
and design within the cosmos means that the cosmos must
have had a beginning. That the universe should exist without
either a beginning or an end of its orderly metamorphoses,
does not seem le9s consistent with the ideas of theism and
providence, than the hypothesis of its sudden creation in time
whatever that may mean.
We seem to be born into
an unbeginning and unending divinely natural evolution*

—

.

.

.

(Theism?, pp. 125, 133).
scientific
7.

—

The

Science has
conception.
widened man's cosmic view and increased his
cosmic emotion. His doctrine of creation is transfigured in the light of astronomy and geology,
His vision of the
biology and palaeontology.
making of this world at a certain recent time, and
of the rest of the universe with it, is replaced by
a grander vision of the slow and progressive formation, by the action of physical forces, of a
universe in which countless new worlds are being
formed to-day just as this one this satellite of the
sun was formed hundreds of millions of years ago.
His idea of a primeval chaos, which found expression in all his antique cosmogonies (as in 611 l 3 ), is
discarded for the conviction that, when ho goes
back as far as the wings of imagination can carry
him, this universe, however changed in aspect, is
And his old belief that there are
still a cosmos.
just as many species of plants and animals as
there were different forms originally created by
the Infinite Being; and that these different forms,
according to the laws of reproduction imposed

—

—

'
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others, but always forms like
themselves' (Linnaeus), has yielded to 'a view of
with its several powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or
into one ; and, that, whilst this planet has gone
cycling on according to the lixed law of gravity,
from so simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are
6
being evolved' (Darwin, Origin of Species p. 403).
'The progress of science,' as Driver frankly ad'
mits, has brought the Cosmogony of Genesis into
sharp and undisguised antagonism with the Cosmoand to expect to find in it
gony of science,
supernatural information on points of scientific fact,
is to mistake its entire purpose' {Genesis, p. 33).
There is nothing, however, in the cosmogony of
science that is in conflict with that conception of
a great and good Maker of the world which is
found at the heart of so many primitive and
savage religions ; or with Isaiah's idea of a Creator
who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his
hand, and meted out heaven with the span, and
comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure,
and weighed the mountains in scales, and the
hills in a balance ; or with the Platonic faith
Let me tell you,
expressed in the Timceus
then, why the Creator created and made the
universe.
He was good, and desired that all things
should be as like Himself as possible' (Jowett,

upon them, produced

life,

,

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

:

iii.

613).

The scientific conception of creation has important bearings upon religion. It has at once made
God greater and brought Him nearer. It has not
only immeasurably expanded the heavens which
declare His glory, but it has substituted the action
of an immanent for the action of a transcendent
Creator.
The general effect of the intellectual
movement of modern times,' says J. Fiske, has
been to discredit more than ever before the Latin
idea of God as a power outside of nature and occasionally interfering with it' (Through Nature to
God, 147). The Great Original' can no longer be
conceived as a Demiurge or Master-builder, putting forth His power once and then staying His
hand His creative action is spread all along the
line of gradual development, revealing itself in
ever higher potencies. And in place of a God
beyond the stars, who created the world once upon
a time and then was content with seeing it go,'
we have a Spirit who is closer than breathing,
and nearer than hands and feet.'
'

'

'

;

'

'
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(Bab.-Assyr.)

Further research into the ultimate nature of
matter seems destined to upset many hypotheses.
'There

'

is

nothing,

said

Lord

Kelvin,

'DetweeD absolute

scientific belief in a Creative power, and the acceptance of the
theory of a fortuitous concourse of atoms. ... If you think
strongly enough, you will he forced by science to tho belief in
God which is the foundation of all religion' (Nineteenth 'enfc
June 1903). And now, even the atomic theory of the origin of
things, after a vogue of more than 2000 years, is at length being
set aside, for it is found, as Sir O. Lodge savs, that the ' atoms
of matter,' instead of being ultimate, 'are liable
.
to break
<

,

.

.

up or explode, and eo resolve themselves into simpler forms,'
called electrons, which again are described as knots or twists
or vortices, or some sort of either static or kinetic modification,
of the ether of space' (Life and Matter, 28, 32).
Ether 'is
probably the fundamental substratum of the whole material
'

the
world, underlying every kind of activity, and constituting
'
very atoms of which our own bodies are composed (The Substance of Faith, 74).
If any one thinks that ether, with all its
massivenesa and energy, has probably no psychical significance,
I find myself unable to agree with him' (The Ether of Space,
'

1909, p. 114).

The scientific idea of creation as involution and
evolution has thus brought us nearer than ever to
'the Mind which, like our own, must underlie the material
The process of evolution
fabric,' the Nous of Anaxagoras.
'

can be regarded as the gradual unfolding of the Divine
Thought, or Logos, throughout the universe, by the action of
Spirit upon matter' (Substance of Faith, 59). There are some
who recognise in this extraordinary development a contact
between this material frame of things and a universe higher
and other than anything known to our senses
a universe
capable of infinite development
long after this planet
shall have fulfilled its present spire of destiny, and retired cold
'

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and lifeless upon its endless way (Life and Matter, 199 f.).
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;

;

;
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Hebrew.

Bab.-Assyr. (T. G. Pinches), p. 231.
Buddhist (J. H. Bateson), p. 232.
Christian (A. E. Burn), p. 237.
Egyptian (J. Baikie), p. 242.

— See 'Jewish.'

Jewish (H. Hieschfeld), p. 244.
Muhammadan (S. Lane-Poole),
Parsi (N. Sodeeblom), p. 247.

CREED (Bab.-Assyr.).—Though the religion of
Babylonia and Assyria was practically homogeneous, there were probably nearly as many
different beliefs as there were States or provinces
and the creed of the people became modified from
time to time, either through the progress of thought
or on account of political exigencies. These changes
in the beliefs of the people, which sometimes bore
upon the nature of the gods whom they worshipped,
were in some cases such as to form either important

p. 246.

they have formulated the articles of their belief
has yet come down to us, except the well-known
legends of their gods (which, however, are more of
the nature of sacred books), and certain introductions to incantations.
That they should have
formulated a statement of their religious beliefs,
however, would not by any means have been either
an impossible thing or against their ideas of religious
Often enough, and seemingly at all
propriety.
periods, they declared their creeds in the names
variations in the original creeds, or transformations they bore. Thus, in the time of Lugal-anda and
such as might have made a fresh statement of their Uru-ka-gina (c. 4000 B.C.), we meet with names
similar to the following (S)ur-Bau, man of Bau' ;
position needful.
Notwithstanding that this was the case, it is not Ura-Dumuzi, servant of Tammuz ; Enim-Surucertain that in any of the centres of religious pak 1 -zida, 'the word of Surupak is true,' or the
teaching the priests ever thought of putting forward
1 Or Sukurra.
This was the god of Surippak, or Suruppak,
anything in the nature of a creed, as we understand now Fara, which was the city of Ut-napistim, the Babylonian
the word to-day indeed, no document in which Noah.
;

'

:

'

;

'
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Amar-ASnan, 'the corn-god's steer,' etc.;
j
and names of the same character continued to be
used all through the succeeding periods. During
the early Semitic period (2000 B.C.) there occur
names like Summa-iiu-lA-tlia, if God were not my
god ; Summa-ilii-ld-SamaS, if my god -were not
the sun-god' Sin-IA-Sanan, 'Sin (the moon-god)
has no equal'; Zcr-panUum-ummi, Zerpanitum is
my mother'; Yanm-ilu, Jah is God'; NabiumNebo is god,' etc. In Assyrian literature we
ilu,
likewise find such names as AiSur-taklak, I trust
in Assur ; Tukulti-Ninip,
my trust is Ninip,'
with its synonym Tukulti-Apil-Uarra (Tiglath'
is
son
of fi-sarra ; Usurtrust
the
pileser),
my
Amat - Ea, keep the word (or command) of Ea
Sin-Sadiia, Sin is our mountain (of defence),' etc.
Some names express belief as to the identity of
divinities
possibly in opposition to those whose

like

'

'

'

j

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

was different for instance, Nabti-yA'u, 'Nebo
and such
Jah
Yd-Dagunu, Jah is Dagon
names as Yd-dbini, 'Jah is our father,' form an
creed

:

'

is

'

'

;

;

interesting series. The Babylonians, like all the
Semites, were intensely religious, and seldom
objected to asserting their creed ; indeed, some of
the above names show that the Western Semites
in general announced it boldly, and that what men
called themselves became, as it were, a challenge
to such as they regarded as heterodox.
Naturally, these are very short professions of
faith, and it is doubtful whether longer ones are
Sometimes, however, it seems
likely to be found.
to have been considered necessary to make some
kind of a statement before beginning the utterance
This took the form of a recital
of an incantation.
of some religious or mythological event, which

the

justified

mystic words and

which were to follow.

Among

the ceremonies
these are the stories

of the various evil spirits, the poetical description
of the vine of Eridu, and the primitive account of

the Creation prefixed to, and forming part of, the
incantation to toothache. The composition most
like a creed, however, is that known as the
bilingual story of the Creation, which is prefixed
to an incantation for purification
:

—

Incantation. The holy house, the house of the gods, in a holy
place had not been made
A plant had not been brought forth, a tree had not been
created
A brick had not been laid, a beam had not been shaped
A house had not been built, a city had not been constructed
A city had not been made, the inhabitants had not been
;

;

;

;

installed (?) ;
Niffer had not been built, E-kura

had not been constructed

1

;

Erech had not been built, E-anna 2 Jiad not been constructed
The Abyss had not been made, Eridu had not been con-

;

The

structed ;
holy house, the house of the

made

scat

gods— its

had not been

;

The whole

of the lands were sea.
When within the sea there wa;s a stream,
In that day Eridu was made, E-sagila was constructed
which
the god Lugal-du-azaga had founded within
E-sagila,

—

the AbyBS.

Babylon was

built, E-sagila was completed
He made the gods and the Anunnaki altogether,
The holy city, the seat of their hearts' joy, as supreme he
;

proclaimed.
Marduk bound together a reed-bank before the waters,
He made earth, and poured it out against the bank,
To settle the gods in a seat of joy of heart.
of mankind with him.
the beasts of the Geld and the living creatures in the
desert ;
the Tigris and the Euphrates, and set (them) there.

Aruru made the seed

He made

He made

Well 3 proclaimed he their nam.-.
Herb, the marsh-plant, the reed, and the thicket, he made
He made the verdure of the plain
The lands (and) the marshes were the reedv
The cow, her young, the steer ; the sheep, her young, the
;

;

1

of the fold
Plantations and forests also.
;

The goat and the wild goat were dear (?) to him.
Lord Marduk made a bank on the sea-shore,
.

.

1
8

.

.

[whijeh at

The temple at
'

Or,

first

he

Niffer.

as (being) good.'

made

not,
2

The temple at Erech.

he caused to be.
[He ma]de [the plant], he made the tree—
[Everything] he made there
[He laid the brick], he made the beams
[He constructed the house], he built the city
[He built the city], he established the community ;
[He built the city Niffer], he built E-kura the temple ;
[He built the city Erech], he b[uilt E-a]na [the temple].
Hen the obverse breaks off, and, where the text becomes
legible again, on the reverse, it is an incantation for purifica-

—

;

;

tion, similar to

many

others in Assyro-Babylonian literature.

seems probable that the other centres of Divine
worship in Babylonia had similar statements of the
creed held in the place, and this presupposes theoAt
logical schools and colleges for the priests.
present we do not know much, if anything, about
them but the temple-libraries may ultimately
yield information upon the point, together with
statements of their beliefs similar to that transIt

;

lated above.
Cf. also artt.

Babylonians and Assyrians, and
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Bab.).
Literature.— M. Jastrow, Bel. Bab. u. Assyr., Giessen,
1905 ft.
T. G. Pinches, Eelig. Ideas of the Babylonians
(Jouni. of Vic. Inst., 1895), Rel. of Bab. and Assyr., London,
1906, La Rel. des Babyloniens 200O ans avant J.-C (1st Congr.
for Hist, of Religions, Paris, 1900), 'Ya and Yawa' (PSBA,
of Mero1892), The Bab. Gods of War (ib. 1906), The Legend
dach' (ib. 1908), 'The Goddess Istar'(*. 1909); F. Delitzsch,
Babel und Bibel, Leipzig, 1905, p. 74, and passim.

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

T. G. Pinches.
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(Buddhist).— Nearly six centuries before the birth of Christ, at a time when religious
speculation in, India was rife, Siddhartha Gautama,
the son of a Sakya chieftain, went forth from his
home to 'seek after what was right.' Reverence
and affection for the founder of one of the world's
greatest religions have led his disciples, during
in different Eastern countries,
to embellish, in apocryphal literature, the story of

many centuries, and

Gautama's life and teaching. But it is beyond
doubt that the scheme of life, religious faith, and
moral standards attributed to the founder of Buddhism represents his actual teaching. In regard to
this the greatest authorities on Buddhism are
agreed.

that Gautama
it is recollected,' says Rhys Davids,
did not leave behind him a number of deeply simple
from which his followers subsequently built up a
system or systems of their own, but had himself thoroughly
elaborated his doctrine, partly as to details, after, but in its
fundamental points even before, his mission began ; that, during
his long career as teacher, he had ample time to repeat the
over again to
principles and details of the system over and
his disciples, and to test their knowledge of it ; and finally, that
his leading disciples were, like himself, accustomed to the
that wonderand
trained
to
subtlest metaphysical distinctions,
ful command of memory which Indian ascetics then possessed ;
when these facts are recalled to mind, it will be seen that much
more reliance may reasonably be placed upon the doctrinal
'

When

'

Buddha

sayings,

parts of the Buddhist Scriptures than upon correspondingly
late records of other religions' (Buddhism, p. 86 f.).
p. 206 f., Eng. tr.) speaks to the same
Oldenberg (Buddha,
'
to refer
general effect : On the whole we shall be authorized
to Buddha himself the most essential trains of thought which
we find recorded in the sacred texts, and in many places it is
words in which
probably not too much to believe that the very
the ascetic of the Sakya house couched his gospel of deliverance
have come down to us as they fell from his lips. We find that,
throughout the vast complex of ancient Buddhist literature
which has been collected, certain mottoes and formulas, the
some of the weightiest
expression of Buddhist convictions upon
of religious thought, are expressed over and over

problems

He made mankind —

lamb

(Buddhist)

for all.
Why may not
again in a standard form adopted once
these be words which have received their currency from the
founder of Buddhism, which had been spoken by him hundreds
and thousands of times throughout his long life, devoted to

teaching?'

[n

the valley of the Ganges, the birthplace of

Buddhism, there was, at the time when the new
maze of interacting
religion came into being, a
ideas, which Rhys Davids (Early Buddhism, p.
follows:
as
classified
has
(1) The very wide
23)
and varied group of ideas about souls supposed
to dwell within the bodies of men and animals,
and to animate moving objects in Nature (trees
and plants, rivers, planets, etc.). These may be
summed under the convenient modern term of
Animism. (2) We have later and more advanced
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ideas about the souls supposed to animate the
greater phenomena of Nature. These may be
summed under the convenient modern term of
have the still later idea of a
Polytheism, (3)
unity lying behind all these phenomena, both of
the first and of the second class— the hypothesis of
a one First Cause on which the whole universe in
its varied forms depends, in which it lives and

We

moves, and which is the only reality. This may
be summed under the convenient modern term
In
of Monism.
(4) We have the opposite view.
this the First Cause has either not been reached in
thought, or it has been considered and deliberately
rejected but otherwise the whole soul-theory has
been retained and amplified, and the hypothesis of
the eternity of matter is held at the same time.
This may be summed under the convenient modern
term of Dualism.
;

'

These modern Western terms, though useful for
never exactly fit the ancient Eastern thought.

tion,

must never forget that the

clear-cut distinctions

classifica-

And we
we now use

were then perceptible to only quite a few of the clearest
thinkers. Most of the people held a strange jumble of many of
the notions current around them. The enumeration here made
is merely intended to show that, when Buddhism arose, the
country was seething, very much as the Western world was at
theories on all sorts
the same period, with a multitude of
There was
of questions ethical, philosophical, and religious.
much superstition, no doubt, and no little sophistry. But,
owing partly to the easy economic conditions of those times,
partly also to the mutual courtesy and intellectual alertness of
the people, there was a very large proportion of them who were
earnestly occupied in more or less successful attempts to solve
the highest problems of thought and conduct (i6. p. 24).
Traces of the influence of all these ideas upon
his mind can be found in the teaching of Gautama,
but the current beliefs satisfied neither his nature
nor his aspirations. In two authoritative texts he
reveals the reasons why prevailing beliefs were
impotent to satisfy him, and why he set himself to
endeavour to get to the fountain-head of truth.
The first is as follows :
An ordinary unscholared man, though himself subject to old
age, not escaped beyond its power, when he beholds another
man old, is hurt, ashamed, disgusted, overlooking the while his
own condition. Thinking that that would be unsuitable to me,
the infatuation of a youth in his youth departed utterly from
.

—

.

.

'

4

me

'

(Afiguttara,

i.

146).

The other text says

:

Before the days of my enlightenment, when I was Btill only a
Bodhisat, though myself subject to re-birth, old age, disease,
and death, to sorrow and to evil, I sought after things subject
also to them. Then methought Why should I act thus? Let
'

:

me, when subject to these things, seeing the danger therein,
6eek rather after that which is not subject thereto, even the
bliss and security of Nirvana (Majjhima, i. 103).
After having followed, to no purpose, the paths of
metaphysical speculation, of mental discipline, and
of ascetic rigour, Gautama reaped on one memorable night the fruit of his prolonged spiritual
effort, the truth of things being of a sudden so
'

supreme

clearly revealed to him that thenceforth he never
swerved for a moment from devotion to his creed
and to the mission that it imposed upon him.

The enlightenment which Gautama received, and
which was regarded by himself and his followers
as a victory over all the powers of darkness, is
uniformly described as

*a mental state of exaltation, bliss, insight, altruism. The
different Suttas emphasize different phases, different facets, as
But they regard it as one and the
it were, of this condition.
same upheaval of the whole mental and moral nature, will,
emotion, and intellect being equally concerned. Thus one Sutta
(the Maha-saccaka) lays stress on the four Raptures, and the
three forms of Knowledge another (the Dvedha-vitakka) on the
certainty, the absence of doubt ; another (the Bhaya-bherava)
on the conquest over fear and agitation ; another (the Ariyapariyesana) on the bliss and security of the Nirvana to which
he then attained.'
In the first of these Suttas the recital ends :
'
When this knowledge, this insight, had arisen within me,
heart was set free from the intoxication of lusts, set free
from the intoxication of becomings, set free from the intoxication of ignorance. In me, thus emancipated, there arose the cer" Re-birth
tainty of that emancipation. And I came to know :
is at an end.
The higher life has been fulfilled. What had to
be done has been accomplished. After this present life there
will be no beyond." This last insight did I attain to in the last

—

;

my

watch

of

the night.

Ignorance was beaten down, insight arose,
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(Buddhist)

darkness was destroyed, the light came, inasmuch as I was
renuouB, aglow, master of myself (Rhys Davids, Early
I

p. 35

Buddhism,

f.).

Having received enlightenment, Buddha proceeded to Benares. There he met some of his
former disciples, the five ascetics, and explained
to them the fundamental truths of his religion
an exposition preserved in the Dhammachakkappavattana Sutta, the Sutta of the Foundation of
the Kingdom of Righteousness.

—

'This expression is usually translated "Turning the wheel of
the Law," which, while retaining the Buddhist figure of speech,
fails to represent the idea the figure was meant to convey
the
rendering in the text gives up the figure in order to retain the
underlying meaning. The "cakra" (Pali cakka) is no ordinary
" is " he
"
of
it
is
the
a
cakravarti
and
dominion;
wheel;
sign
who makes the wheels of his chariots roll unopposed over all
the world" a universal monarch. Dharma (Pali Dhamma) is
not law, but that which underlies and includes the law, a
word often most difficult to translate, and best rendered here
" law "
by truth or righteousness; whereas the word
suggests
ceremonial observances, outward rules, which it was precisely
the object of Gautama's teaching to do away with. I'ravartana
is
in
motion
the
comonwards,"
(Pali ppavattana)
"setting
mencement of an action which is to continue. The whole
phrase means, therefore, "To set rolling the royal chariotwheel of a universal empire of truth and righteousness"' (Rhys
Davids, Buddhism, p. 45).
The full text of the Sutta is as follows :
;

—

—

'There are two extremes which he who has gone forth ought
not to follow habitual devotion, on the one hand, to the
passions, to the pleasures of sensual things, a low and pagan
way (of seeking satisfaction), ignoble, unprofitable, fit only for
the worldly-minded and habitual devotion, on the other hand,

—

;

to self-mortification, which is painful, ignoble, unprofitable.
There is a Middle Path discovered by the Tathagata— a path
which opens the eyes, and bestows understanding, which leads
to peace, to insight, to the higher wisdom, to Nirvana. Verily
it is this Aryan Eight-fold Path
that is to say, Right Views,
Right Aspirations, Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right Mode
of Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right Rap!

;

ture-

Now this is the Noble Truth as to suffering. Birth is attended
with pain, decay is painful, disease is painful, death is painful.
Union with the unpleasant is painful, painful is separation from
the pleasant and any craving unsatisfied, that, too, is painful.
In brief, the five aggregates of clinging (that is, the conditions of
;

individuality) are painful.
Now this is the Noble Truth as to the origin of suffering.
it is the craving thirst that causes the renewal of
Verily
!

becomings, that is accompanied by sensual delights, and seeks
that is to say, the craving
satisfaction, now here, now there,
for the gratification of the Benses, or the craving for a future
life, or the craving for prosperity.
Now this is the Noble Truth as to the passing away of pain.

—

Verily it is the passing away so that no passion remains, the
giving up, the getting rid of, the emancipation from, the
harbouring no longer of, this craving thirst.
Now this is the Noble Truth as to the way that leads to the passing away of pain. Verily it is this Aryan Eight-fold Path, that
is to say, Right Views, Right Aspirations, Right Speech, Conduct,
and Mode of Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and
Right Rapture* (Rhys Davids, Early Buddhism, p. 61 f.).
!

!

This concise statement contains all the essential
elements of the Buddhist creed. The great deliverance, of which Gautama himself was conscious,
and the means whereby he had attained it, formed
the basis of all his subsequent teaching. It was
this gospel of deliverance which won his earliest
and which they in turn were commissioned by the Buddha to preach to suffering men.
Sixty monks were soon enrolled as converts of the
new faith, and they were sent forth as its first
In sending them forth, Gautama thus
apostles.
addressed them
disciples,

:

am

delivered from all fetters, human and divine. You,
are freed from the same fetters. Go forth and
wander everywhere, out of compassion for the world, and for
the welfare of gods and men. Go forth, one by one, in different
directions. Preach the doctrine, salutary in its beginning,
middle, and end, in its spirit, and in its letter. Proclaim a life
of perfect restraint, chastity, and celibacy. ... I will go also
to preach this doctrine (Mahdvagga, i. 11. 1).
'I

too,

O monks,

'

When

the band of believers was increased to a
thousand, Gautama preached his 'burning' firesermon, on a hill Gayaslsa, near Gaya
The eye is burning
Everything, O monks, is burning.
The sensation produced by contact
visible things are burning.
with visible things is burning— burning with the fire of lust
:

'

.

.

.

;

enmity, and delusion, with birth, decay, death, grief,
lamentation, pain, dejection, and despair. The ear is burning,
sounds are burning the nose is burning, odours are burning
the tongue is burning, tastes are burning the body is burning,

(desire),

;

;

;
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objects of sense are burning. The mind is burning, thoughts
are burning. All are burning with the fire of passions and
lusts.
monks, a wise and noble disciple
Observing this,
becomes weary of (or disgusted with) the eye, weary of visible
things, weary of the ear, weary of sounds, weary of odours,
weary of tastes, weary of the body, weary of the mind. Becoming weary, he frees himself from passions and lusts. When
free, he realizes that his object is accomplished, that he has
lived a life of restraint and chastity, that re-birth is ended'

(Mahdvagga,

i.

21. 2

ff.).

Shortly before his death the same teaching was
again committed to the faithful Ananda
Ananda, I am now grown old, and full of years, and my
:

:

;

1

—

drawing to its close I have reached eighty years
my sum of days and, just as a worn-out cart can only with
much care be made to move along, so my body can only be kept
going with difficulty. It is only when I become plunged in
meditation that my body is at ease. In future be ye to yourselves your own light, your own refuge seek no other refuge.
Hold fast to the truth as your refuge look not to any one but
'
journey

is

—

;

;

;

yourselves as a refuge

(Si ahd-parinibbdnd-sutta ,

ii.

32, 33).

Gautama afterwards delivered a summary of the
duties of the monks who were to be the missionaries of his faith to the world :
Which then, O monks, are the truths (the seven jewels) it
behoves you to spread abroad, out of pity for the world, for the
good of gods and men ?_ They are (1) the four earnest reflexions (smriti, satipatthana
on the impurities of the body,
on the impermanence of the sensations, of the thoughts,
'

:

;

of the

conditions

existence) ; (2) the four right exertions (sammappadhdna viz. to prevent demerit from arising,
get rid of it when arisen, produce merit, increase it) ; (3)
the four paths to supernatural power (iddhi-pdda ; viz. will,
effort, thought, intense thought) (4) the five forces (pafltd-bala ;
viz. faith, energy, recollection, self-concentration, reason); (5)
the proper use of the five organs of sense ; (6) the seven
"limbs of knowledge (bodhy-aiiga viz. recollection, investigation, energy, joy, serenity, concentration of mind, equanimity) ; (7) the noble eight-fold path (Mdhd-parinibbdna, iii. 65).
of

;

;

;

'

In order to form an accurate judgment regarding
the meaning of the teaching of Buddha as set forth
in the Dhammachakka-ppavattana Sutta, it is
necessary not only to explain the terms used in
the Sutta, but also to understand the doctrines
which it involves.
In subsequent Suttas each
word, each clause, and each idea in the Discourse
It is
fully commented and enlarged upon.
possible, in the light of these explanations, to
arrive at a true conception of the meaning which
the Discourses conveyed to early Buddhists. From
the same sources a general idea of the underlying
beliefs may be gained.
is

—

I. The Buddhist scheme of life.
In Buddhist
thought man is not regarded as a soul residing in
a physical body, or as possessing a soul which may
be separated from the body and continue to exist.
A belief in self or soul is regarded so distinctly as
a heresy that two well-known words in Buddhist
terminology have been coined on purpose to stigmatize it. The first of these is sakkaya-ditthi, the
heresy of individuality,' the name given to this
belief as one of the three primary delusions (the
others being doubt, and belief in the efficacy of
rites and ceremonies) which must be abandoned at
the very first stage of the Buddhist path of holiness.
'

The other

'

the doctrine of soul or
attavdda,
self,' which is a name given to it as a part of the
chain of causes which lead to the origin of evil.
It is there classed with sensuality, heresy (as to
eternity and annihilation), and belief in the efficacy
of rites and ceremonies as one of the four upadances, which are the immediate cause of birth,
decay, death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and
is

—

—

despair.

What then is man ? He is an aggregate of
different properties or qualities called skandhas,
or aggregates.
These skandhas are as follows
(1) the material properties or attributes (Hi pa) ;
(2) the sensations (vedana) ; (3) the abstract ideas

—

:

(4) the tendencies or potentialities (lit.
'confections,' sahkhara); and (5) thought, reason
(vinndna).
It is distinctly laid down that none of these
skandhas separately, nor the skandhas as a whole,
is the soul.

(sannd)

:

(Buddhist)

'Therefore, O monks, whatever in the way of material form,
sensations, perceptions, etc., respectively, has ever been, will
be, or is, either in our case or in the outer world, or strong or
weak, or low or high, or far or near, it is not self \ this must
he in truth perceive, who possesses real knowledge. Whosoever regards things in this light, O monks, being a wise and
noble hearer of the word, turns himself from sensation and
When he
perception, from conformation and consciousness.
turns therefrom, he becomes free from desire by the cessation
of desire he obtains deliverance ; in the delivered there arises
a consciousness of his deliverance : re-birth is extinct, holiness
there is no more a return
is completed, duty is accomplished
to this world, he knows' (Mahavagga, i, 6. 44 ff.).

Gautama

refused not only to give a definite

answer to questions concerning the relation of the
body to the soul, but even to discuss the matter.
The question whether the soul is the same as the
body, or different from it,' was one of the Indeter'

minates, prohibited questions.
It is the union of the skandhas which
individual

makes the

:

'

Every person, or thing, or god is therefore a putting together,
a compound. And in each individual, without any exception,
the relation of its component parte is ever changing, is never
the same for two consecutive moments.
It follows that no
sooner has separateness, individuality, begun, than dissolution,
There can be no individuality
disintegration, also begins.
without a putting together there can be no putting together
without a becoming there can be no becoming without a
becoming different and there can be no becoming different
without a dissolution, a passing away, which sooner or later
will inevitably be complete' (Khys Davids, Early Buddhism,
:

;

:

p. 57).

The great
Life,' called

of

fact

life

is

the

Paticca-Sammuppdda

(i.e.

'Wheel

of

origination

through dependence): (1) on account of Ignorance, the sankharas (2) on account of the sahkharas, Consciousness (3) on account of Conscious(4) on account of Name
ness, Name and Form
and Form, the six Provinces (of the six senses) j
Contact
(5) on account of the six Provinces,
Contact, Sensation ; (7) on
(6) on account of
account of Sensation, Craving (8) on account of
Craving, Attachment (9) on account of Attachment, Becoming
(10) on account of Becoming,
Birth; (11) (12) on account of Birth, old age, and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

death,

grief,

lamentation,

suffering,

dejection,

and despair.
Buddhism teaches that everything in life has a
cause, and that the Wheel of Life must revolve,
one cause leading to another, according to an
But there is no attempt to
irresistible law.
This
explain the ultimate cause of all things.
Doctrine is embodied in the familiar stanza, which
is engraved upon many an image of the Buddha,
and impressed upon the moulded ashes of the

dead

:

all the phenomena sprung from a cause
The Buddha the cause hath told,
he tells, too, how each shall come to its end,
Such alone is the word of the Sage ( Vinaya, i. 40).
Death does not cause the Wheel of Life to cease
to turn it is only a link in the ceaseless chain of
existence. At the moment of death a new life
comes into being. The skandhas re-combine, under
conditions determined by the amount of merit or
'

Of

And

'

;

demerit which their previous combination has
accumulated. The man is the same as his predeAnd yet he is not
cessor in the chain of re-birth.
the same he is on a higher or a lower scale of
existence, according as his previous life has been
good or bad. This is karma (q.v.), the doctrine on
which the whole of Buddhism turns.
Existence is conjoined with pain pain to which
;

—

there is no ending. The conditions which make
an individual are the conditions that give rise to
Birth, death, disease, unions, separations,
pain.
unsatisfied cravings, in fact all that goes to make
from beginindividuality, are painful; existence,
ning to end, is painful.
But why this pain of life, this life of pain ? The
second truth answers the question. Ithys Davids
says that the last words in this Noble Truth might
be rendered the lust of the Mesh, the lust of life,
'
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ami the love of
dhism, [i. ").")).
says (p. SO),
thirst,

which Gautama affirmed

suffering

'

world (Early BudThe author of The Creed of Buddha
with reference to this craving, or
this present

to be the origin of

:

'Desire for the pleasures, or rather for the joys, that
minister to the real self is wholly good. It is desire for the
pleasures that minister to the lower self; it is the desire to
affirm the lower self, to live in it, to cling to it, to rest in it
it is the desire to identify oneself with the individual self and
the impermanent world which centres in it, instead of with the
Universal Self and the eternal world of which it is at once the
centre and the circumference : it is this desire, taking a
thousand forms, which is evil, and which proves itself to be
evil by causing ceaseless suffering to mankind.
If the self is to
be delivered from suffering, desire for what is impermanent,
changeable, and unreal must be extinguished ; and the gradual
extinction of unworthy desire must therefore be the central
;

—

purpose of one's

life.'

The question that Gautama set himself to solve
was the cessation of the pain consequent upon and
inherent in existence itself, and the answer to his
search was the attainment of Nirvana, by way of
the Noble Eight-fold Path.
2. The Eight-fold Path.— The divisions of the
path are, as already stated
Right Views, Right
:

Aspirations, Right Speech, Right Conduct, Right
Mode of Livelihood, Right Effort, Right MindThe four stages of the
fulness, Right Rapture.
path are: (1) The 'entering upon the stream,
which follows on (a) companionship
Conversion
with the good, (J) hearing of the law, (c) enlightened
;

The unconverted man is unwise, under the influence of sin,
enmity, and impurity but if, by one or more of
the means just mentioned, he has arrived at a
perception of the 'four Noble Truths,' he has
become converted, and has entered the first path.
While in this path, he becomes free successively
from the delusion of self, from doubt as to the
Buddha and his doctrines, and from the belief in
the efficacy of rites and ceremonies.
Better than
universal empire in this world, better than going
to heaven, better than lordship over all worlds is
(this three-fold) fruit of the first path
(Dhammapada, verse 178). (2) The path of those who
will only once return to this world. The converted
man, free from doubt and the delusions of self and
ritualism, succeeds in this path in reducing to a
minimum lust, hatred, and delusion. (3) The path
of those who will never return to this world
in
which, the last remnants of sensuality and malevolence being destroyed, not the least low desire
for oneself, or wrong feeling towards others, can
arise in the heart.
(4) The path of the holy ones
>more exactly, worthy ones, arahats in which the
saint becomes free from desire for material, or
immaterial, existence ; from pride and self-righteousness, and ignorance (Rhys Davids, Buddhism, p. 108 f.).
Several words are used in this description of the
Eight-fold Path which require explanation.
reflexion, or (d) the practice of virtue.
;

'

'

;

;

;

—

i.
Bight Views. Right Views refer principally
to the four truths, enunciated in the Dhammachakka-ppavattana Sutta, and the 'three signs,'
which include (a) the first of the four truths, (b)
impermanence, and (c) non-soul, i.e. the absence of
a soul.
Impermanence and non-soul are both
declared to be the 'signs' of every individual,
whether god, man, or animal.
ii. Bight
The Buddhist faith does
Aspirations.
not teach the suppression of all desire, but the
suppression of evil desires, low ideals, useless
cravings, idle excitements, by the cultivation of
the opposite right desires and lofty aspirations.
In the Majjhima (iii. 25) examples are given of
right desire, e.g. the desire for emancipation from
sensuality, aspirations after the attainment of love
for others, the wish not to
injure any living thing,
the desire for the eradication of wrong, and for
the promotion of right dispositions in the heart.

—

—
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(Buddhist)

— To shun

the company of the
witless; to hold communion with the wise; to
this is a great
give honour where honour is due
blessing (Maha-parinibbdna Sutta, i. 31).
iv. Bight Conduct.
The two most important
features of this quality are love and joy. Love,
in the Pali, is mettfi, and the Metta Sutta (Sutta
Nipata, viii. 7-9) says
As a mother, even at the risk of her own life, protects her
son, her only son, so let him cultivate love without measure
towards all beings.
Let him cultivate towards the whole

Bight Speech.

iii.

:

—
:

'

world

— above,

below, around

—

a heart of love unstinted, unof differing or opposing interests.
Let a
mindfulness all the while he is awake,
whether he be standing, walking, sitting, or lying down. This
state of heart is the best in the world.'

mixed with the sense

man maintain

this

Again, the Majjhima. (i. 129) :
'Our mind 6hall not waver. No evil speech will we utter.
Tender and compassionate will we abide, loving in heart, void
of nialice within. And we will be ever suffusing such an one
with the rays of our loving thought. And with that feeling as
a basis we will ever be suffusing the whole world with the
thought of love, far-reaching, grown great, beyond measure,
void of anger or ill-will.'
And the Itivuttaka (xxvi.)
All the means that can be used as bases for doing right are
not worth the sixteenth part of the emancipation of heart
through Love. That takes all those up into itself, outshining
them in radiance and glory, just as whatsoever stars there
:

'

be, their radiance avails not the sixteenth part of the radiance
of the moon.
That takes all those up into itself, outshining
them in radiance and glory just as in the last month of the
rains, at harvest time, the sun, mounting up on high into the
clear and cloudless sky, overwhelms all darkness in the realms
of space, and shines forth in radiance and glory just as in the
night, when the dawn is breaking, the Morning Star shines out
in radiance and glory— just so all the means that can be used
as helps towards doing right avail not the sixteenth part of the

—

—

the heart through Love.'

of

emancipation

The joy of the faith
logues of the Buddha'

referred to in the

is

'

Dia-

:

When

'

these five Hindrances have been put away within
him, he looks upon himself as freed from debt, rid of disease,
out of jail, a free man, and secure. And gladness springs up
within him on his realizing that, and joy arises to him thus
gladdened, and so rejoicing all his frame becomes at ease,
and being thus at ease he is pervaded with a sense of peace,
and in that peace his heart is stayed (Rhvs Davids, Dialogues
of the Buddha, i. 84).
'
v. Bight Mode of Livelihood.
hurts and
'

—

Whoso

harms living creatures, destitute of sympathy for
any living thing, let him be known as an outcaste

'

Vasala Sutta, Sutta Nipata,

vii. 2).

—

(

vi. Bight Effort.
This signifies 'a constant intellectual alertness.'
The three cardinal sins of

Buddhism

are

sensuality (dosa), ill-will (moha),

:

and stupidity or dullness (rdga) ; the

last

mentioned

being regarded as the worst.

The 'Pour Great

Efforts'

(sammappadhdna) are

the effort or exertion (a) to prevent sinfulness
arising, (b) to put away sinful states which have
arisen, (c) to produce goodness not previously existing, and (d) to increase goodness where it does

SBE xi. 63 n.).
(iddhipadcl) are
four means by which saintship is obtained, viz.
(a) the will to acquire it, (b) the necessary exertion,
(c) the necessary preparation of the heart, and (</)

exist (Maha-parinibbana-sutta,
'The Four Roads to Saintship

investigation

(SBE

xi. 63).

'

—

vii. Bight Mindfulness.
This is closely connected with Right Effort. Dialogues in the Digha
(ii. 290-315) and Majjhima (i. 55 f.) are devoted to
the subject:

'The disciple, whatsoever he does, whether going forth or
coming back, standing or walking, speaking or silent, eating or
drinking, is to keep clearly in his mind all that it means, the
temporary character of the act, its ethical significance, and
that, above all, behind the act there is no actor (goer, seer,
eater, speaker) that is an eternally persistent unity.'
viii.

Bight

Bapture.

(verses 197-200) this
scribed

— In

the

Dhammapada

Right Rapture

is

thus de-

:

'

It is in

very bliss
hate us

we

dwell,

we who

hate not those

who

;

Among men
It is in

very

Among men
It is in

worn

full of

bliss

weary and

very bliss
;

hate, we continue void of hate.
dwell, we in health among the ailing

we

we

sick,

we continue

;

well.

dwell, free from care

among

the care-
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worries, we continue calm.
It is in very bliss we dwell, we who have no hindrances ;
We will become feeders on joy, like the gods in their shining

Among men

splendour

full of

1'

—

'

'

not used with a moral significance. The eightfold description of the perfect life is of such vital
importance for the correct understanding of the
Buddhist creed that it may be convenient to summarize the meaning of each division of the path
1. Right views; free from superstition or deluis

:

sion.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Right aspirations high and worthy of the
intelligent man.
Right speech kindly, open, truthful.
Right conduct peaceful, honest, pure.
Right livelihood bringing hurt or danger to
no living thing.
Right effort in self-training and self-control.
Right mindfulness; the active, watchful
mind.
Right rapture earnest thought on the deep
;

;

;

;

;

;

mysteries of life.
Gogerly (Journ. Ceylon As. Soc., 1865) gives a
slightly different rendering
Correct doctrines.
1. Correct views (of
:

truth).
2.

Correct thoughts.

3.

Correct words.
Correct conduct.
Correct (mode of
obtaininga) live-

4.
5.

7.

Correct
Correct

8.

Correct

(Buddhist)

from pride and the lust

of the flesh,

and the

—

lust of exist-

and the defilement of ignorance him even the gods
Such a one whose conduct is right, remains like the
broad earth, unvexed like the pillar of the city gate, unmoved like a peUucid lake, unruffled. For Buch there are no
more births. Tranquil is the mind, tranquil the words and
deeds of him who is thus tranquillized, and made free by wisence,

envy.

clear perception (of
their nature).
Inflexible veracity.
Purity of conduct.

;

having obtained the fruit of the Fourth Path, and immersed
themselves in that ambrosia, have received without price, and
Their old karma is exare in the enjoyment of, Nirvana.
hausted, no new karma is being produced their hearts are
free from the longing after future life ; the cause of their existence being destroyed, and no new yearnings springing up within
them, they, the wise, are extinguished like this lamp (Ratana
That mendicant conducts himself well who has
Sutta, 7. 14).
conquered (sin) by means of holiness, from whose eyes the veil
of error has been removed, who is well-trained in religion, and
who, free from yearning, and skilled in the knowledge, has
attained unto Nirvana (Sammdparibbdjanii/a Sutta, 14).
The word Nibbdna (Pali for Nirvana) occurs
few illusonly infrequently in the Pitakas.
trations of its tise in the Dhammapdda are given
These wise people [speaking of Arahats], meditative, persevering, ever full of strength, attain to Nirvana, the highest
'The mendicant who delights in diligence,
bliss' (verse 23).
and looks with terror on sloth, cannot fall away, he is in the
If thou keenest thyself
very presence of Nirvana (verse 32).
no
as silent as a broken gong, thou hast attained Nirvana
angry clamour is found in thee (verse 134). [The preceding
verse condemns harsh speaking.] 'The Buddhas declare the
best self-mortification to be patience, long-suffering the best
for he is no (true) monk who
(thing of all) to be Nirvana
strikes, no (true) mendicant who insults others* (verse 1S4)
'There is no fire like lust, there is no sin like hate, there is no
misery like the skandhas, there is no happiness like peace.
Hunger is the worst disease, the sankdras the worst suffering
knowing this as it really is, is Nirvana, the highest bliss' (verse
Those who are ever on the watch, who study day and
202 f.).
night, whose heart is set on Nirvana, their sinfulness dies away
their Asavas go to an end '] (verse 226).
[lit.
In the light of these passages, what is Nirvana?
.

;

'

'

'

A

:

'

—

'

'

;

'

;

;

:

'

'

'

it means 'going out,' 'extinction.'
cannot mean the extinction of the soul.

In the original

Mental

Buddhism,

'

—

Describing Nirvana, Rhys Davids says (Early
p. 72 f )

tranquillity.

—The
3. The hindrances in the way.
in the way of treading the Eight-fold
lity.

hindrances
Path, and

thus securing deliverance, are very clearly detailed.
'
the
They are described under different headings
Five Hindrances,' 'the Ten Fetters,' and 'the

—

Four Intoxications.'
(re) The Five Hindrances [nivarand) are sensumind or body, worry, and
wavering. These all'ect a man like debt, disease,
and
(b) The Ten
anxiety.
imprisonment, slavery,
Fetters (sangyojanas) are (1) delusions about the

ality, ill-will, torpor of

—

:

soul (sakkaya-ditthi), (2) doubt (vieikicchd), (3)
reliance on ceremonies (silabbala-pardmasa), (4)
sensuality (kdma), (5) ill-will (patigha), (6) desire
for re-birth on earth (rupa-raga), (7) desire for rebirth in heaven [arupa-r&ga), (8) pride (mdno), (9)

self-righteousness (uadhacca),( 10) ignorance (avijja).
(c) The Four Intoxications consist in the mental
infatuation arising from sensual pleasures, from the
pride of life, from ignorance, and from speculation.
The ultimate aim -Nirvana. When the
4.
traveller has resolutely trodden the Eight -fold
Path, overcome the Hindrances, broken the Fetters, and resisted the Intoxications, he has reached
the goal of all Buddhist ambition and effort

—

—

—

Nirvana.
'To him who has finished the Path, and passed beyond sorrow, who has freed himself on all sides, and thrown away every
Him whose senses have
fetter, there is no more fever of grief.'
become tranquil, like a horse well broken-in by the driver who
'

;

It is

and

tion.

tranquil-

.

Holy meditation.

sinless occupation.

Perseverance in duty.

medita-

'

the extinction of that sinful, grasping condition of mind
heart, which would otherwise, according to the great mystery of Karma, be the cause of renewed individual existence.
That extinction is to be brought about by, and runs parallel
with, the growth of the opposite condition of mind and heart ;
and it is complete when that opposite condition is reached.
Nirvana is therefore the Bame thing as a sinless, calm state of
mind ; and, if translated at all, may best, perhaps, be rendered
"holiness" holiness, that is, in the Buddhist sense, perfect
peace, goodness, and wisdom' (Rhys Davids, Buddhism, p.
Ill f.). See, further, art. Nirvana.

A

efforts.

;

dom' (Dhmnmapdda, verses 90, 94-96).
They who, by steadfast mind, have become exempt from evil
they,
desire, and well-trained in the teachings of Gautama

It

A

lihood.
6.

free

;

In conformity with the Pali text, all the divisions of the Eight-fold Path are described hy a single
word 'right. This is, perhaps, the best translation of the original sammd.
The word signifies
'
going with ; used as an adjective, it is rendered
'general,' 'common,' or 'corresponding,' 'mutual';
as an adverb, 'commonly,' 'usually,' 'normally,'
or 'fittingly,' 'properly, 'correctly.' It is used,
in a secondary sense, to mean round, fit and perfect, normal and complete.
Right,' therefore, in
the sense of 'correct' has to be understood, i.e. in
agreement with the teaching of Gautama. The word

2.

is

:

.

'One might fill columns with the praises, many of them
among the most beautiful passages in Pali poetry and prose,
lavished on this condition of mind, the state of the man made
Many are the pet
perfect according to the Buddhist faith.
names, the poetic epithets, bestowed upon it, each of them
for theyiire not synonyms— emphasizing one or other phase of
this many-sided conception— the harbour of refuge, the cool

—

cave, the island amidst the floods, the place of bliss, emancipation, liberation, safety, the supreme, the transcendental, the
uncreated, the tranquil, the home of ease, the calm, the end of
suffering, the medicine for all evil, the unshaken, the ambrosia,
the immaterial, the imperishable, the abiding, the further shore,
the unending, the bliss of effort, the supreme joy, the ineffable,
the detachment, the holy city, and many others. Perhaps the
"
most frequent in the Buddhist texts is Arahatship, the state
"
of him who is worthy
and the one exclusively used in Europe
is Nirvana, the "dying out," that is, the dying out in the heart
of the fell fire of the three cardinal sins—sensuality, ill-will, and
stupidity '(Saihyutla, iv. 251, 261).
_

;

Such, then, according to the authoritative Buddhist scriptures, is the creed of Buddhism. But is
it the whole of the creed which Gautama preached
to the world ? Was this the faith by which Buddha
won the 'deepest heart of the East'? The new
religion was materialistic, i.e. Buddha denied the
soul, or ego ; atheistic, i.e. there was no place for

God

in his

regarded

all

system of thought; pessimistic,
existence as intrinsically evil

;

i.e.

he

egoistic,

scheme of life he taught men to think of
themselves and their personal welfare; nihilistic,
i.e. he regarded
Nothing as the supreme reality.
i.e.

in his

We
lldcnberg says of the philosophy of Buddha
have a fragment of a circle, to complete which,
and to find the centre of which, is forbidden, for
'

(

:
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would involve an inquiry

it

after things

Kattenbusch traces the Old Roman
Creed back to the year + 100 A.D., and finds in it the
archetype of all other forms in l»il h Hast and West.
Other writers, notably Zalm and Sanday, conjecture an Eastern type, a sister form, which they
trace back to Antioch, regarding the later legend
of Apostolic authorship, taught, c.q., by Rufinus

do not contribute to deliverance and happiness'
Some writers have accepted
(op. cit. p. 208).
this view, and have sought to complete the circle
from its segment, and to find its centre, arguing that a creed involving materialism, atheism,
pessimism, egoism, and nihilism could never have
achieved the triumph which attended the propaganda of Buddhism and therefore only a part,
and not the whole, of Buddha's teaching has been
handed down. It is claimed, for instance, that the
central truth of Buddhism was 'the conception that
the Universal Self is the true self of each one of us,
and that to realize the true self is the destiny and
the duty of man.' The early triumph of the faith
may be difficult to understand, but there is no
ground for assuming that the Buddhist scriptures
contain an incomplete statement of the great, central, and essential truths preached by Gautama.
Details of the teaching may be lacking, but we are

A.D. 400), as enshrining this

(c.

— that

which

:

II.

born

of the

Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary,

And in the Holy Ghost,
10. (the) Holy Church,
11. (the) remission of sins,
12. (the) resurrection of the flesh.

III. 9.

At first we can trace only bare allusions, as in a
where
passage of Marcion's revised New Testament
he speaks of the covenant which begets us in the
Holy Church,' and implies that the words Holy
Church were contained in the Baptismal Creed
which had been taught him in Rome before his
breach with the Church in A.D. 145. So, again, in
two passages of Tertullian
'

'

'

:

de Virg. Vel. i. : 'The rule of faith, indeed, is one altogether
... of believing in one God Almighty, Maker of the world, and
in His Son Jesus Christ, born of Mary the Virgin, crucified under
Pontius Pilate ; the third day raised from the dead, received in
the heavens, sitting now at the right band of the Father, about
to come to judge quick and dead, through the resurrection also

1

of the flesh.'
de Prccscr.

actly as the Mahayana school worshipped God.
From the time of the deification of Buddha, Buddhism took a new lease of life, and became one of
the world's greatest religions. Modern Buddhism
presents to the world to-day a curious combination
of the earliest teaching and its later developments.
Monier-Williams thus summarizes the achieve-

years in

:

he stretched out
the hand of brotherhood to all mankind by inviting all, without
exception, to join his fraternity of celibate monks, which he
Then he
wished to be co-e\tensive with the world itself.
abolished the Brahminical "ways of salvation," i.e. Yajua
"sacrifices," and Bhakti "devotion to personal gods," and
substituted for these meditation and moral conduct as the only
road to true knowledge and emancipation. And then, lastly,
he threw open this highest way of true knowledge to all who
wished to enter it, of whatever rank, or caste, or mental calibre
Without
they might be, not excepting the most degraded.
doubt, the distinguishing feature in the Buddha's gospel was,
that no living being, not even the lowest, was to be shut out
from true enlightenment' (Buddhism, p. 96 f.).
Literature. T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhism'18 London,
1899, also Earl}/ Buddhism, do. 190S, Buddhist Suttas (SBE,
vol. xi.), Oxford, 1900, Dialogues of the Buddha, do. 1899,
Questions of King Milinda (SBE, vols. xxxv. xxxvi.), 1890-4
R. Spence Hardy, Manual of Budhism?, London, 1880;
H. Oldenberg, Buddha, 1SS1 (Eng. tr., London, 1882), 5th ed
Berlin, 1907 T. W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg, Vinaija
Texts (SBE, vols. xii. xvii. xx.), Oxford, 1881-5 R. S. Copl'eston, Buddhism Primitive and Present?, London, 190S D. J.
M. MonierGogerly, Ceylon Buddhism, Colombo, 1908
Williams, Buddhism, London, 18S9, The Creed of Buddha,
London, 1908
Timothy Richard, The NT of Higher
Buddhism, Edinburgh, 1910 Max Midler and V. Fausboll,
Dhantmapada and Sittta Sipala (SBE, vol. x.), Oxford, 1881
P. L. Narasu, The Essence of Buddhism, Madras, 1907.
J. H. Bateson.
first

—

Who was

crucified under Pontius Pilate and buried,
the third day He rose from the dead,
He ascended into heaven,
V. Bitteth at the right hand of the Father,
8. thence He shall come to judge living and dead.

;

:

8.

6.

;

its earliest

I

6.

—

did was this

1.

4.

There can be no doubt that Gautama's scheme
of life and religious teaching lost its charm over
the minds of men in the course of a few centuries
among other reasons, on account of its negations,
and the absence of an effective dynamic. Hence
the rise of the Mahay-ana school of Buddhism, and
its new doctrine, namely, (1) help from God to save
oneself and others from suffering (2) communion
with God, which gave the highest ecstatic rest to
the soul and (3) the possibility of participation in
the nature of God, so that mortals might become
One result quickly folDivine and immortal.
lowed. The old Buddhists of the Hinayana school
were unwilling that their teacher, Sakyamuni,
should occupy a second place in the new creed,
and so they deified him, and worshipped him ex-

'

of truth

in the

believe in God, (the) 1 Father Almighty ;
2. And in Christ Jesus, His only Son, our Lord,

I.

in possession of its essence.

the land of its birth
What the Buddha then

modicum

the Apostles had agreed on such a form,
East and West passed through many
It will be convenient to quote this
modifications.
Old Roman Creed
OLD ROMAN CREED.

;

ments of the Buddhist faith in
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(Ecumenical)

and Paul.

which

,

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

What the (Roman) Church has made a
xiii.
token with the African Churches has recognized one
God, Creator of the universe, and Christ Jesus, of the Virgin
Mary, Son of God, the Creator, and the resurrection of the
'

:

common

:

flesh.'

With scanty references in Dionysius and Novatian,
we pass on to the 4th cent., when Creeds come out
to the light of day, and, greatly to our advantage,
Marcellus, Bishop of Aneyra, who had been kindly
received as an exile by Bishop Julius of Rome
(c. A.D. 337), left on record his acceptance of the
The accuracy of his
faith of the Roman Church.
quotation, recorded by Epiphanius, is confirmed
by the testimony of Rufinus, priest of Aquileia,
who (c. A.D. 400) wrote a commentary on this form,
and compared with it the slightly different form of
It is quite possible that Kattenbusch
Aquileia.
has minimized the evidence for the existence of
He
similar Eastern forms of the 3rd century.
thinks that the Creeds of Ca'sarea and Jerusalem,
recovered from the pages of Athanasius and Cyril,
were derived from the Roman Creed after the date
when Paul of Samosata was deposed (c. A.D. 272)
and that the Roman Creed was altered to meet the
needs of the East, and became the parent of Creeds
in Asia Minor and Egypt as well as in Palestine.
At present the theory of Kattenbusch still holds
the field, and is supported by Harnack but his
critics are closing him in on every side.
Kunze,
working on the same lines as Zahn, reconstructs an
Antiochene Creed of the 3rd cent., which he claims
as an independent sister form
;

;

:

;

CREED OF ANTIOCH.

;

— The Apostles'
— Within(Ecumenical).
two generations from the Apostles

CREEDS
Creed.

I. 1.

IL

2.

And

Him

I.

all

the ages, through

whom

also the ages

were estab-

lished, and all things came into existence.
3. Who, for our sakes, came down and was born of

acateehist at Borne produced the famous form which
lies at the root probably of all similar forms, certainly in the West, and reflects without question
the recent teaching of the great Apostles Peter
1
Hence, also, the evolution of the thought of a Divine Saviour
in the person of Avalokitesvara (q.v.), which was a purely metaphysical invention, and of Maitreya, the future Buddha.

I believe in one and an only true God, Father Almighty,
Maker of all things, visible and invisible.
in one Lord Jesus Christ, His Son, the only-begotten
before
and firstborn of all creation, begotten of

Mary

the Virgin,

4.
5.

1

The

found

And crucified under Pontius Pilate, and buried,
And the third day rose according to the Scriptures,
definite article is enclosed in brackets
Greek text of Marcellus.

in the

when

it is

not
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And ascended

6.

into heaven.

7.

And

is coming again to judge quick and dead.
[The beginning of the third article has not been re-

8.

III.

9.

corded.]
10.
11. Remission of sins.
12. Resurrection of the dead, life everlasting. 1

The Creed which Zahn has reconstructed from
the Didascalia, a book written in the 3rd cent, not
from Antioch, affords an instructive contrast.
CREED OF THE DIDASCALIA.
I. 1. I believe in God
Almighty.
II. 2. And in our Lord Jesus "Christ (His
Son?), who for us
came and

far

was born of (Mary the?) a virgin,
and was crucified under Pontius Pilate and died,
the third day rose from (the ?) dead,
and ascended into the heavens,
and s'tteth on the right hand of God the Almighty,
and is ct ming with power and glory to judge dead and

3.
4.
6.

6.
7.
8.

living.

And

in the Holy Ghost . .
10. (a Holy Church?) . . .
12. resurrection of the dead. 2

III. 9.

.

The

uncertainties attending such reconstructions
stand in marked contrast with the comparative
certainty with which we can trace back the Old
Roman Creed, the only really doubtful point about
which is the question whether originally it did not
read
I believe in one God, the Father
Almighty,'
which is suggested by the testimony of Tertullian.
Tertullian, in his criticism of Praxeas, the first
modalist Monarchian (that is to say, a theologian
who confused the distinctions between the Divine
Persons), says {adv. Praxean, i.) 'He routed the
Paraclete, and crucified the Father.' Under these
circumstances we can commend the prudence of
the leaders of the Roman Church if they dropped
the word 'one' as liable to misunderstanding.
'

:

:

Zahn quotes a passage from Eusebius

which

in

heretics are said to have accused the Roman Church
of re-coining the truth like forgers, and makes the
acute suggestion that the reference was to some

Baptismal Creed. We cannot suppose that the immutability of the Roman Creed
praised by Rulinus would necessarily extend
through all the past centuries.
3
Again, Loofs, comparing 4th cent. Eastern
Creeds, endeavours to prove the existence of an
Eastern type which would include the word one
in Article I. with a reference to the Creator
'
crucified under Pontius Pilate
and in the third
division the words 'catholic' and 'eternal life.'
But the resultant form would be on the same plane
of development as the Roman, as compared with
the theological Creeds of the 4th century. There
is always the possibility that such a Creed
may
have been brought to the East from Rome in the 2nd
century. Justin Martyr has close coincidences of
4
language, which, in Kattenbusch's opinion, prove
his acquaintance with the Roman Creed,
though
Zahn 5 thinks that he is quoting his own Creed of
Ephesus. The same may be said of Irenaaus, whose
writings must be searched in the light of these
opposing theories before we can decide whether he
brought his creed from Rome

change

in the

'

'

:

'

;

:

e. Uar. I. x. 1
'The Church, though dispersed throughout
the whole world, even to the ends of the earth, has received
from the apostles and their disciples this faith [She believes] in
one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and
the sea and all things that are in them and in one Christ Jesus
the Son of God, who became incarnate for our salvation and in
the Holy Spirit, who proclaimed through the prophets the dispensations of God and the advents, and the birth from a virgin,
and the passion, and the resurrection from the dead, and the
ascension into heaven in the flesh of the beloved Christ Jesus,
our Lord, and His [future] manifestation from heaven in the
" to
glory of the Father
gather all things in one," and to raise up
anew all flesh of the whole human race, in order (hat to Christ.
Jesus our Lord and God and Saviour and King, according to the
:

:

;

;

1

-

Jv.
'

Thenl. Littrrnturblatt, xwiii. [101
'

1
1

10, 221.

Neuere Beitrage zur Gesch. des apost. Symholunis,'

Kirchl. Zeittehr.

vii. (1890)23.
SyTniolik, Tubingen, 1902, i. 19.
* Das
apost. Symbol, ii. 288.

in

that every tongue should confess to Him," and that

execute just judgment towards

he deduces the existence of an early Syriac Creed. 1
This includes mention of the Creation in Art. I. ;
confession of our Lord Jesus Christ as God, Son of
God, Light from Light, who came and put on a
body from Mary the Virgin of the seed of the
house of David, from the Holy Spirit, and suffered

(or was crucified), went down to the place of the
dead, rose, ascended, sat on the right hand of the
Father, is judge of the dead and of the living
confession of the Holy Spirit, followed by [And I
believe] in the coming to life of the dead [and] in
the mystery of Baptism (of the remission of sins).'
After all, it does not matter which way the
question as to the form is answered ultimately,
since the facts taught were the same in the East as
;

'

;

in

Rome.
The later

history of the Creed is still at some
know that it was used by the
points obscure.
Abbot Pirminius, who founded monasteries at
Reichenau and Hornbach. It is quoted in the
Codex Einsidlensis 199 of the 8th cent., and the
Dicta Abbatis Pirminii, which was written about
A.D. 730.
Probably it was brought into its present
shape at Luxeuil or Bobbio. All the later additions, such as descended into hell and 'communion
of saints,' were in use in the Gallican Creeds of the
5th cent., with the exception of maker of heaven
and earth.' This latest addition may have come in
some way through the travels of Columban, who
in Burgundy and Rha^tia came across relics of the
Old Latin Church of the Danube, and the stream of
influence which hail flowed from the East in earlier
times. 2 Nicetas of Remesiana had both maker of
heaven and earth and communion of saints in
his Creed
and the Faith of St. Jerome, recently
discovered by Morin, which is another connecting
link between East and West, probably includes
phrases which St. Jerome had learned in his native
Pannonian Creed. Any way, we can make sure
that it was from Rome that the Received Text was
finally spread, since there are indications that
Pirminius was quoting from a Roman source, and
there would be every reason for the decision in
favour of a revision of the Old Roman Creed in the
light of experience which had found each of the
added phrases useful. The desire of Charles the
Great for uniformity, and his careful inquiries
about the different uses in Gaul and in Rome, led
to the triumph of this Revision throughout the
Western Church, as the Creed of daily use, although
the Baptismal Creed of the Church of England
still retains certain Gallican peculiarities,
only-

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

begotten
mini 11 at

(

= tin igenitus,

the.

after death.'

not unicus), 'shall come

end of the world,' and 'everlasting

life

3

The

Nicene Creed.— The history of the
Nicene Creed begins with the Council of Nica-a,
when the Creed presented by Eusebius of Coesarea
was deliberately revised to guard against the
doctrines of Arianism.
Whether he had composed
it for the occasion, or had
simply quoted verbatim
2.

1

Apost. Symb. p. 37.

He should

all.'

While Irenn'us has some phrases which remind
us of the Roman Creed, the lack of any mention of
the Holy Ghost at the end of this rule of faith
makes it doubtful whether bis personal creed was
any more than a short ChristologicaJ confession,
the longer form quoted above representing a summary of his ordinary teaching on the lines laid
down by tradition. Here is a problem which
demands further investigation, and we must say
the same of the very interesting researches of
Connolly in the writings of Aphraates, from which

XNTW,

2 T.
»

(Ecumenical)

will of the invisible Father, " every knee should
bow, of things
in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the
earth, and

'>

1900, p. 202.

Barns,

Ot. A. E.

'

Some Creed Problems,'

Bum, The

in

JThSt,

1906, p. 601.

Apostles' Creed, London, 1900, p. 8

t
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the Creed of his Church, is uncertain. So far as it
goes, it no doubt follows the lines of the Creed of
Caisarea, as his opening words imply ; but he adds
a free warning against Sabellianism, and a Baptismal Creed is not likely to have ended abruptly
with mention of the Holy Ghost. But the Council
was aot satisfied. Prompted by Hosius, Bishop of

Cordova, the Emperor Constantine himself proposed the insertion of the term homoousios, which
against all evasions of Scripture teaching.
guarded
'ther changes may be noted by comparing the two
forms.
Creed of Eusebius.

We
L

We

believe

one God, the Fathe
Almighty, the maker

in

1.

of

all

and

I.

invisible.

in one Lord Jesus
Christ, the Word of
God, God of God,
Light of Light, Life
of Life, Son Only-begotten, first born of

II

2.

Who

8.

for

as

lived

a

S.

and

flesh,

We

1.

And
And

And ascended

4.

And

will come again in
glory to judge the
quick and the dead.

And we

believe also in

one Holy Ghost

Concerning

whom we

Lord Jesus
the Son of
God, begotten of the
Father,
only-begotten, that is of the substance of the Father,
God of God, Light of
Light, very God of
very God, begotten,
made,

salvation

and

dently affirm that so

we

5.

Suffered,
And rose the third day.

6.

Ascended into heaven.

8.

III.

9.

coming to judge the
quick and dead,

Is

And

in the

worlds, by
things were

for

our

sal-

down

came

from heaven,
and was incarnate of
the Holy Ghost and
the Virgin Mary, and

8.

and was incarnate and
was made man,

3.

4.

was

and was

4.

the

5.

was made man,
and was crucified for
us
under Pontius
Pilate, and Buffered
and was buried,
and rose again the

ascended
into
heaven,
and sat at the right

6.

and

7.

and sitteth at the right
hand of the Father,
and is coming again

crucified

buried,

and

6.

rose

again

third day,

and

7.

third day, according
to the Scriptures.
ascended
into

heaven,

hand of the Father,
and is coming in glory
to judge the quick
and the dead, whose
kingdom shall have
no end.

'

8.

with glory to judge
the quick and the
dead; whose kingdom shall have no

'

III. 9.

And

11.

and

in one Holy Ghost,
the Paraclete, who
spake in the prophets,

essence (hypostasis) or being
That He was
(ousia),' or
made,' or is changeable or
mutable,' those the Catholic
Church anathematizes,

III.

9.

*

'

every

362 that all the scheming and creed-making on
Arian lines came to an end, when the most influenthe semi-Arian leaders, who had consistently
opposed the introduction of un-Scriptural Avoids,
such as komoousios, into Creeds, were won over to
the orthodox side because they found that only
thus could they guard the sense of Scripture.
tial of

About this time many local Creeds were revised
by the insertion of Nicene terms. By far the
most important was the revised Jerusalem Creed,
which is found in a treatise of Epiphanius, Bishop
of Salamis, called The Anchored One, written
about A.D. 374. A French scholar of the 17th
cent., Denys Petau, pointed out that this was the
Creed afterwards ascribed to the Council of ConBut it was Hort 2 who first pointed
stantinople.
Studies of Arianism, Cambridge, 1S82, p. 54.
Dissertations, Cambridge, 1876.

end.
in the Holy Ghost,
the Lord and Giver of
life, who proceedeth
from the Father, who
with the Father and
the Son together is

And

worshipped and glorified, who spake by
the prophets

hold,

—

Two

visible

Jesus
only -be-

;

Holy Ghost.

But those who say 'Once He
was not,' and Before He was
begotten He was not,' and He
came into existence out of
what was not,' or "That the
Son of God was of a different

the

gotten Son of God,
of
Hie
begotten
Father
before
all
worlds— that is of
the substance of tlie
of
Father,— Light
Light, very God of
very God, begotten,
not made, being of
one substance with
the Father, by whom
all things were made,
both
are
in
that
heaven and that are
in earth who for us
vation

8.

so clearly, the victory
of Nicrea was a surprise rather than a solid conquest a revolution which a minority had forced
through by sheer strength of clearer Christian
1
Therefore a reaction was inevitable and
thought.
a long controversy followed. It was not till A. D.

2

all

both

invisible.
in one Lord

men and

:

one baptism of
repentance for the
in

10.

remission of sins,
10. and in one Holy Catho-

12.

and

in the resurrection
of the fiesh, and in
the life eternal.

inoneHolyCatholicand
Apostolic Church,

11.

We

12.

baptism for the remission of sins.
We look for the resurrection of the dead,
and the life of the

He Church,

As Gwatkin has shown

1

all

And

Christ,

only-be-

made,

as

and so we think, and so we
have held aforetime, and we
maintain this faith unto the
death, anathematizing
godless heresy.

earth,

and
II. 2.

came

lived

God,

heaven and
and of all

of

things

Lord Jesus

one

of

Bubstance with the
Father, by whom all
things were made,
both those in heaven
and those on earth.
Who for us men and for

Epipiianius.

believe in one

the Father Almighty,

whom

invisible.
in one

And

We

maker

before

;

confi-

1.

gotten Son of God,
of
His
begotten
Father,
very God,

6.

7.

Believing each of these to be
and to exist, the Father truly
Father, and the Son truly Son,
and the Holy Ghost truly Holy
Ghost, as also our Lord, sending forth His disciples for the
preaching, said, 'Go teach all
nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost.'

I.

heaven and
and of all

of

visible.
in one

7.

III. 9.

Creed of

one God,

maker

things visible and in-

things visible and

our

suffered
rose again the
third day,
to the
Father.

8.

1

the Father Almighty,
earth,

Man among men,

6.

347).

iiuve in

And

2.

believe

flesh,

6.

I"

Christ, the

down and was made

citizen

among men,
4.

(c.

Creed of Jerusalem.
I.

one God, the Father
Almighty, maker of

not

;

our salvation

was made

Lectures

Christ,

every creature, before
all the ages, begotten
from the Father, by
whom also all things

were made

Cyril taught his catechumens in his Catechetical

in

all

And

II. 2.

1.

things visible

out the importance of the argument which may be
built up on the fact, ami his theory connecting it
with Cyril of Jerusalem has been arcepled by most
critics.
He compared it with the form which

II.

Creed of Nicene Council.

239

(Ecumenical)

acknowledge one

world to come.

Three important changes must be noted, which
tend to prove that Cyril was the author of this
revision, since they agree with the teaching in his
lectures (i.) Art. 7 from sat to sitteth; 2 (ii.) Art. 8
from in glory to with glory 3 (iii. ) Art. 12 from res-urrection of the flesh to resurrection of the dead.* To
these we add the skilful insertion of some of the
Conciliar language, including the term homoousios,
which marked the return to full communion with
Athanasius and his allies. What could be more
natural than that Cyril, after his return from exile
in A.D. 362-364, should so revise his Creed?
Epiphanius had connexions with Jerusalem and
had lived in Palestine, so his acquaintance with
the Creed is easily explained. The theory has
been questioned by Lebedell", who maintains that
Epiphanius wrote down the original Nicene Creed,
and that the revised Creed has been interpolated
;

;

1

Cat. vi.-xvui.

3 lb. xv. 3.

2 lb. xi. 17, xiv. 17-30.
4/6. xviii. 1-21.
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by a copyist. He also maintains that the Jerusalem
Creed reconstructed from the pages of
Cyril is the
invention of scholars. 1 Gibson also calls attention

new

to the

material in the second division of the

Creed new both to the Creed of Nicaea and to the
Creed of Jerusalem, so that even if the Creed of
Jerusalem lies at the basis of the Enlarged Creed,
it has been revised
by the help of other Creeds, as
those of the Apostolic Constitutions and the Church
of Antioch.' 2 This dependence had not
escaped
the notice of Hort, and the sources
may be regarded as one, since the Seventh Book of the
Apostolic Constitutions comes from Antioch, and
was put together c. A.D. 375. Cyril's
friendship
with Meletius, Bishop of Antioch, is quite
enough
to explain why he should also make use of the
Creed of Antioch.
'

We may regard the case for the opposition as
not proven,' but it is clear that Hort's
theory
tested again in the light of all new evidence.
He supposed that the subsequent connexion of the revised Creed with the Council of
Constantinople in A.D. 381 could be explained by
the suggestion that Cyril brought it to
prove his
orthodoxy. But, since Cyril's leader, Meletius,
became first President of that Council, there
could be no question about Cyril. A more
probable theory has been suggested by Kunze. After
the death of Meletius, and the resignation of
Gregory of Nazianzus who succeeded him, the new
Bishop of Constantinople was Nectarius, Praetor
of the city, who at the time of his election was
unbaptized. His name seems to have been suggested to the Emperor by Diodore of Tarsus. At
the end of the Council of Chalcedon (A.D.
451)
all the Bishops
signed the decrees with little
notes. One of them, Callinicus,
Bishop of Apamea
=
(
Myrlea) in Bithynia, referred to the Council of
Constantinople as having been held at the ordination of the most pious Nectarius the
Bishop, and
Kunze suggests that there was some connexion in
his mind between the Creed and the consecration
of Nectarius.
Probably the revised Creed was
professed at his baptism, and became from that
date the Baptismal Creed of the
It would
city.
naturally be quoted in the Acts of the Council,
now lost, from which it was cited at the Council of
Chalcedon as the Creed of the 150 Fathers, the
original Nicene Creed being accurately distinguished from it as the Creed of the 318 Fathers.
It is not easy to decide on the true form of the
text cited at Constantinople, since the form
quoted
at the second Session varied from the form
quoted
at the sixth Session, and both from the form in
Epiphanius. Copyists were continually at work
assimilating the forms, and to them may be attributed the slight variations found in the
pages of
Epiphanius which are printed in italics.
It is
possible that the variations in the texts used at
Chalcedon represent the already divergent texts
used at Constantinople and Rome. 3
The later history of the Creed is coming out into
clear light.
It is probable that the words 'and
the Son in the clause about the Procession of the
Spirit were added not by the Council of Toledo
in A.D. 589, when King Reccared
accepted the
Nicene Creed and abjured Arianism, but by later
The Creed thus interpolated spread
copyists.
into Gaul.
In A.D. 802, Charles the Great sent
a deputation to consult Pope Leo on the text
controversy having already arisen in Palestine
between representatives of the Eastern and Western
Churches on the point. Leo freely admitted thai
it was quite orthodox to teach that the
Spirit
proceeded from the Father and the Son, but depreTheological Messenger, 1902 (a summary ot his argument
'

must be

'

'

was published in JThSt, Jan. 1903, p. 286 0.).
* The Three
Creeds, p. 171.
» Of. A. E.
Burn, Facsimiles of Creed Texts, Camb. 1908,

p. 10.

(Ecumenical)

cated the insertion of the words in the Creed, the
Roman Church agreeing with the Eastern theoHe even advised the
logians as to its form.
Emperor to give up singing it in his chapel, thus
emphasizing the interpolation. But the use continued, and in A.D. 1014 the Emperor Henry n.
prevailed on Benedict VIII. to chant the Symbol
at the Holy Mysteries
and thus came in the use
of the interpolated Creed.
The Western theologians start from the point of
view of the immanent Trinity, from meditation on
the coinherence of the Divine Persons, while their
Eastern brethren are willing to accept the
phrase
from the Father through the Son,' as
guarding
the truth that there is only one Fount of
Deity.
It is one of the saddest facts of
history that a
merely verbal difference should keep Churches
apart, since frank explanation on both sides could
clear up the theological as well as the historical
'

'

;

'

question.

1

The 'Athanasian' Creed.— The history of the
so-called Athanasian Creed— more
correctly desig3.

nated, after the analogy of the Te Dcum, by its
first words,
Quicunque vult— is still at some points
obscure.
But we are no longer in doubt as to the
dates of the important MSS. With the
help of
photographs, palaeographers are enabled to decide
that some MSS belong to the Sth cent. ; one, in the
famous Ambrosian Library at Milan, may even be of
the end of the 7th {Cod. Ambrosianus, O. 212
sup.).

The famous two-portion theory, put forward by
Swainson and Lumby, has been shown to rest on
precarious foundations, and may be dismissed without further notice.
have not yet reached
ultimate certainty about small details in the text,
the order of certain words, the use of the
conjunction et, or the claim of the form surrexit
against
the reading rcsurrexit, but any polishing which
the Creed had received in the course of its
long
history is of small account, now that we can say
that it reaches us substantially as it was written.
It belongs to the class of individual,
private confessions of faith, and is,
properly speaking, an
instruction rather than a Creed, which
may be
offered as a substitute for the
Apostles' Creed, or
a canticle parallel to the Te Dcum, with which it
found its way into an appendix to the Psalter
from the end of the 8th century.
There is little doubt that it can be identified
with 'the Faith of the holy prelate Athanasius'
commended by a Synod of Anton, which was presided over by
Bishop Leodgar (c. A.D. 670), to be
learnt by heart by all clergy.
Some forty years earlier, in A.D. 633, it had been
quoted by the Fourth Council of Toledo together
with the so-called Creed of Damasns. The clauses

We

quoted were

4, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37,

(39), 40, so that it is evident that the Spanish theologians had the whole text before them.
can also trace quotations with great probability in the sermons of Coesarius of Aries, the
great preacher of the 6th cent. (t543), as has been
proved beyond question by Morin.Any doubts which maybe felt about the authorship of the pseudo-Augustinian sermon 244 do not
affect the general
argument. Morin pointed out
that the Creed reproduces both the qualities and
the literary defects of Csesarius.
In his recent
lectures at Oxford he was disposed to put the date

We

later. 3

The proof is not yet forthcoming that the
Quicunque belongs to the time of tesarins, if it is
not from his pen. The argument of Waterland,
(

1

Of. A. E. Burn, The Nicene Creed, London, 1909, p. 40 ff.
2 'Le
Symbole de S. Athanase el son premier tenioin Saint
Claire d'Arlea/ in Heine
tieitieiine, wiii. (1900) ;;:;7 it.
2JThSI, .Ian. 1911, p. 101. His Briticism of all current
theories, including his own, is loo sweeping, hot deserves most
:

If,

careful study.
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carries

that it belongs to Apollinarian times,
weight. The fact remains that the illustration from the constitution of man's nature in clause
still

much

35, though it had been used freely by St. Augustine, as before him by St. Ambrose, was misused
for one nature in
by the Eutychians, who pleaded
Christ, as soul and body make one nature in man.

After the rise of their heresy, Catholic writers
shrank from using it, but there is no hint that the
author of the Quicunque feared such doctrine, since
he could easily have inserted teaching that Christ
is consubstantial with us in the one nature as He
is consubstantial with the Father in the other.
Such phrases had been used in Gaul by Cassian
before the rise of Eutychianism, and so were ready
to hand.
Waterland points out that the Unity of Christ's
Person is taught, but not as if it were endangered
There is not a word of the
by Nestorian error.
Mother of God, or of one Son only, in opposition
to two Sons, or of God's being born, suffering,
dying the kind of expressions of which the Creeds
'

—

are full after Nestorius's times, and after the Coun1
cil of Ephesus.'
Indeed, the parallels to clauses
32-35 in Vincentius and Faustus are, as it were,
sharpened by subtle turns of phrase, just as we
find Alcuin and Paulinus of Aquileia sharpening
by slight changes their quotations from the Quicunque, against the revived Nestorianism of the
Adoptianists of the 8th century.
Moreover, there is a new line of argument which
was not open to Waterland. In the recently discovered writings of Priscillian we have trustworthy
evidence of a heresy which spread from Spain to
Gaul in the beginning of the 5th cent., and which
called for close vigilance and reasoned arguments
from Church teachers to counteract it. The de
Fide of Bacchiarius is the apology of a monk who
came from Spain into Gaul at that time, and was
closely examined by the Gallican bishops as to his
faith, and it is a significant fact that it has been
preserved only in the Ambrosian MS of the QuiThe heresy of Priscillian was both
cunque.
He confused the
Sabellian and Apollinarian.
Persons of the Trinity, and denied that the Lord
had a human soul, as the following passages may
suffice to prove.
In his Blessing over the Faithful
he writes
For thou art God who
art believed as one God, invisible
in the Father, visible in the Son, and art found as Holy Spirit
united in the work of both' 2 and 'Finally our God assuming
flesh, assigning to Himself the form of God and Man, that is, of
:

'

.

.

.

;

human flesh "... 8
language so inaccurate was vehemently
forward
as Catholic teaching, there was need
put
of a summary of Catholic belief on the Trinity and
the Incarnation, which should lay due stress on the
responsibility of the intellect in matters of faith,
and at the same time do justice to the moral
aspect of these problems, and prove that faith
worketh by love, that only they that have done
The Quicunque
good shall go into life eternal.
exactly meets these requirements.
May it not
have been written for the purpose 1 *
This suggestion of the present writer has been
6
warmly accepted by Kiinstle, who has made a
special study of Spanish canons and treatises
he
vitiates the arguPriscillianism,
against
though
ment by assuming that all such writings against
Priscillian must have a Spanish origin
for which
there is no proof.
From the time of Antelmi the parallels in the
Commonitorium of Vincentius of Lerins have been
held to prove his acquaintance with the Quicunque,
if not his
authorship, which seemed probable to

Divine soul and

When

—

1

Critical History, p. 149.
Ed. Schepss, Vienna, 1889, p. 103.
lb., Tract, vi. § 99.
Cf. A. E. Burn, Introd. to the Creeds, p. 144.
6
AntiprisciUiana, p. 222.

2
s
*
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Ommanney (1897) as to Antelmi (1693). Perhaps
Cerit is rash to attempt to discover the author.
tainly Waterland's quotation from the funeral
sermon which Hilary of Aries preached after the
death of Honoratus, his predecessor both in the
See of Aries and in the Abbey of Lerins, if it
suggests acquaintance with the Quicunque, suggests also that Honoratus, rather than Hilary,
was the author
A daily witness wast thou, moreover, in thy most sincere
discourses of the confession of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit
:

'

:

nor surely has any one treated so emphatically, so clearly, of the
Trinity of the Godhead, since thou didst distinguish the Persons
therein and yet didst associate them in eternity and majesty of
glory ( Vita Honorati, 38).
With this we may compare a quotation from a
sermon on the same lines by Faustus, who, like
Hilary, had been a loyal disciple of Honoratus
'Therefore, beloved, that we may gain that which he has
obtained, let us first follow that which he taught and, first of
let us believe Father and Son
all, let us hold the right faith
and Holy Ghost (to be) one God. For, where there is unity,
there cannot be inequality and, since the Son, because He is
God, is perfect, complete, and full, that fullness certainly cannot
be described as "less" (in Depositione S. Hwwrati).
'

:

:

:

:

'

Whatever may be thought about the

praise here

Honoratus as a teacher on the very lines
of the Quicunque, there can be no question as to
the ability and earnestness of the community
which he had gathered round him during the years
In their happy island-home was
A.D. 420-430.
focused all that the Gallican Church could show of
learning and piety. Their age contrasts favourably with the following century, when Cassarius
represents the last hope of the ancient culture,
and when the rising tide of barbarism was about
to sweep away all its landmarks a century in
which the composition of the Quicunque would
seem to be incredible.
given to

—

The arguments of Brewer, that the Quieunque is a work of
Ambrose, have not received any measure of support, and do
not seem to be based on any fresh evidence but they certainly
strengthen the argument for a 5th cent, date, by proving, far
more conclusively than any one has hitherto discovered, that
St. Ambrose, no less than St. Augustine, came close to the very
language of the Creed.
The early history of the Creed is, however, of
The
less importance than the history of its use.
St.

;

interest in Church music, which was
fostered in the schools of Charles the Great, led to
Abbot Angilbert of St.
its use as a Canticle.
Riquier (c. 814) records that it was sung in procession on Rogation Days, and before long it was
But such was not
so sung in the Office of Prime.
the only use made of it, or, indeed, the most
since
the
extremely interesting preface
primitive,
to the (so-called) Oratorian Commentary, possibly
from the pen of Theodulf of Orleans, speaks of its
use by clergy as a manual of Christian teaching,
which reminds us of the Canon of Autun as well
as of the use made of it by Ca:sarius. Addressing a Synod, the writer' says that he has carried
out their instructions to provide an exposition
of this work on the Faith, which is up and down
recited in our churches and continually made the
Similar
subject of meditation by our priests.'
use is directed in the 9th cent, by many prominent
teachers Hayto of Basel, Anskar of Bremen, and

revived

—

Hincmar

of

Rheims.

In the Middle Ages the use at Prime spread
everywhere, and recent researches have proved
that the whole service of Matins, including Lauds,
Prime, and Terce, was most popular in England as
a preparation for the Mass. William Langland,
in
Piers the Plowman,' at the end of the 14th
cent., writes of the duty of all classes to cease
from work on Sundays, 'God's service to hear,
Both Matins and Mass.' But the fact remains
that comparatively few of the people understood
Latin, although the devout layman of the upper
classes who could afford to possess a breviary
would, of course, be able to read and follow it in
'
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the Office. There are several early translations
into the vernacular, at. one time Norman French,
at another Old English but there is no evidence
of any wide-spread acquaintance with it in such
translations. In the First Prayer Book of Edward
VI. the English
Reformers directed that the
Athanasian Creed should be sung or said' after
the Benedietus, at the greater Feasts.
In the
Second Prayer Book the number of Feasts was
increased at which the use of it was obligatory,
and only in 1662 was it substituted for the Apostles'
Creed, which had hitherto followed it.
In the
the present day no amended
controversy of
translation is likely to bring peace, such as the
translation put forward by the Archbishop of Can;

'

terbury's Committee. The real crux lies in the
difficulty which is felt about using the warning
clauses in a mixed congregation on days when it
is impossible to preach an explanatory sermon.
relaxation of the rule, such as permission to use it
at the first evensong of the Festivals of Christmas,

A

and Whitsunday (when the clergy, and
presumably the instructed faithful, could well make
Easter,

(Egyptian)

1909 A. E. Burn, Introd. to tlie Creeds, London, 1899 ; E. C.
S. Gibson, The Three Creeds. Lond. and N.Y. 1908; F.
Kattenbuscb, Das apostol. Symbol, Leipzig, 1900 ; K. Kiinstle,
Antipriscilliana, Freiburg i. Br. 1905 ; J. Kunze, Das nicdn..
konstantinopol. Symbol, Leipzig, 1898 ; C. H. Turner, History
and Use of Creeds and Anathemas, London, 1908; D. Waterland, A Critical History of the Athanasian Creed, ed. J. R.
King, Oxford, 1SV0; T. Zahn, Das apostol. St/rnbolu7n, Leipzig,
;

A. E. Burn.

1893.

—

CREED

(Egyptian). In seeking to arrive at
a conception of the Egyptian creed, we are met
by the fact that, generally speaking, the Egyptian

never attempted to formulate or define a body of
doctrine with regard to the multitude of gods
This absence of any
worshipped in his land.
systematic theology is due mainly to the prevalence of the idea of the local god. The Egyptian
State rose out of a number of small independent
tribes, and, even after the unification of the kingdom at the beginning of the Dynastic period, the
original subdivisions still existed in the shape of
the nomes or provinces, roughly 42 in number,
into which the land was divided.
Each original
'

'

tribe possessed its own local god, supreme in his
district ; and these gods continued to be

it,

own

suggests,

worshipped as

as the author of the Oratorian Commentary
'a subject of meditation'), would meet
the difficulties of wounded consciences on both
sides.
The Homan Catholic Church uses it still in
Prime, chiefly in Advent and Lent. The Eastern
Church has only put it in an Appendix to the

Hour

Offices,

—without any directions for use.

Conclusion.
Looking back over the history of
the three great Creeds, one is amazed at the comparative simplicity of the great truths thus singled
out by the common sense of the Church, through
the centuries, as of primary importance.
are
not concerned with the credibility of miracles as
such, only with the evidence that the first witnesses believed that Christ rose from the dead and
sent down His Spirit. The earliest forms of Creed
present an Historic Faith which summed up their
gratitude for the mystery at last revealed through
the Spirit to the Church, with the assurance of
forgiveness of sins and resurrection to a better
life.
The theological terms of the Nicene and
Athanasian Creeds do not bring in metaphysics of
set purpose, or condemn the Church to wander in
a barren wilderness of controversy. Athanasius
himself did not invent or suggest the use of the
phrase of one substance.' He was moulded b}' it.
He found in it a bulwark of the ancient belief
that the Son was one with the Father (.In Hi 3 ")
and to be worshipped with Him. He had no word
for 'Person.'
It was reserved for the genius of
Augustine to make that term current coin, even
though he shrank from the boldness of his thought.
Let us note that it was on psychological rather
than metaphysical lines that he approached the
problem, led on by deep musing on the mystery of
ins own personality to speculation on the deeper
mystery of Divine Personality. And in the first
part of the Quicunque, whether the author owed
little or much to Augustine, it is by the measure
of such musings that it must he valued.
The very
bravery of the antitheses ranging through the
great series of Divine attributes uncreated, inshadows forth the truth
finite, eternal, almighty
of the equal glory and co-eternal majesty, and
excludes every rationalistic explanation
SabelBut this is definitely
lian, Arian, or Priscillianist.
the Creed of the Church teacher, face to face wilii
errors which are common to the human mind in
every age and everywhere. In the hour of death
the words of the ancient Baptismal Creed suffice
as an anchor of the soul
entering info that
which is within the veil (llo 0'").
See also ( iMI.n-.iuns.

We

'

—

—

—

'

.

.

.

'

'i

:<il,y,

—

H. Brewer, Das togenanntt Athanas. Glauminis tin Werk des heiligen Ambrosius, Padcrborn,
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separate divinities, though they
were, in many cases, mere duplicates of those
existing in other localities. The Egyptian never
attempted to bring any unity out of this confused
mass of deities, to reduce to order the conceptions
held with regard to them, or to discard their inconsistencies and contradictions.
If, as frequently
happened, one local god came to be acknow-

ledged in another locality, his new worshippers
simply took over his old titles and myths, regardless of the fact that thus they sometimes duplicated
the legends of their own local god, and sometimes
introduced contradictions to them. The extraordinary confusion of ideas thus produced is
apparent everywhere, and can perhaps be seen
most clearly in the different strata of beliefs with
regard to the life after death which lay side by
side in the Egyptian mind, apparently without its
ever being perceived that they were inconsistent
with one another, or at least without any attempt
being made to remove their contradictions and to
arrive at a coherent system of belief.
This statement has to be qualified to some
extent by the fact that, at certain periods of
Egyptian history, particular gods did rise to much
more than merely local supremacy, and attained a
more or less general acknowledgment. Thus from
the time of the Vth dynasty the solar god Ba, who
was looked upon as the founder of the reigning
house, rose into prominence, and from that time
onwards secured fairly general acknowledgment,
the local gods being frequently identified with
him. In the XVIlIth dynasty, again, Amen, the
local god of Thebes, rose, with the rise of the

Theban
was not

princes, to a position of supremacy which
lost till far on in the decline of the Empire.
the worship of Osiris, the god of the dead and
of the resurrection
probably one of the very oldest

And

—

—

Egyptian cults was always more or less general,
though he, too, had his local supremacy. In spite,
however, of these exceptions, the local gods still
continued to be worshipped side by side with the
deity whose cult was for the time prevalent, and
their myths were still accepted, regardless of the
fact that they might be cither identical with, or
uf

It is
to, those of their brother god.
evident, therefore, that we cannot expect to find
any single and definite summary of doctrine which
can be called the Egyptian 'creed.' All that can
be done is to summarize the beliefs most generally
accepted on certain aspects of religion.
I. Beliefs with regard to the Creation and the
cosmic gods. Various attempts were made to
arrive at something like a systematic idea of the

contradictory

—
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cosmic gods and their relationship to the Creation.
The most complete and pojnilar of these was due
to the priestly college of An, or Heliopolis (the
Bihlical On).
The priests of the sun-god at this
town from the most ancient times the most noted
theological centre of Egypt elaborated at a very
early period a scheme of the relationship of the
various members of the cycle of cosmic gods to one
another and to the universe, and their doctrine of
the great Heliopolitan ennead gives us what was
perhaps the prevailing belief in the land, though it
was held with various modifications in different
localities.
In their scheme there existed in the
beginning a primordial liquid element, the Nun or
Nu, from which there emerged the sun-god KaTum. Ka-Tum begat of himself, and produced
the male and female divinities Shu and Tefnut,
who may be regarded as representing air (or the
firmament) and moisture. From Shu and Tefnut,
or perhaps by a fresh procession from Ka, came
Seb and Nut, the earth and the starry heaven, and

—

—

from Seb and Nut came the two further pairs of
gods, Osiris and Isis (the Nile and the fruitful
ground [?]), and Set and Nephthvs (the barren desert
land and its animal life [?]). The Creation reached
its present form by the interposition of Shu, the
air-god, who came between Seb and Nut, the earth
and the heavens, as they were locked in embrace,
and lifted up Nut, who since his interposition
stands arched over Seb, her hands and feet touching
the earth at the cardinal points, and her body
adorned with the stars.
The Heliopolitan ennead must have been formulated at a very early period of Egyptian history,

Pyramid texts the list of the nine gods
is given as above.
The popularity of this scheme
gave rise to various imitations of it, and other
towns and districts formed enneads of their own,
for in the

sometimes displacing one of the nine gods of Heliopolis to make room for their own local god, sometimes adding him to the nine, careless of the fact
that thus their ennead contained ten divinities.

Even as thus modified to suit local preferences,
however, the Heliopolitan scheme did not meet
with universal acceptance, and side by side with
doctrine of creation there existed other beliefs
At Memphis the fabriquite inconsistent with it.
cation of the world was attributed to Ptah, who
carved the earth like a statue at Elephantine to
Khnum, who fashioned the world-egg like a potter
working with his wheel and at Sais to Neith,
who wove the universe as a weaver weaves a piece
of cloth.
In the Creation-story preserved in the
famous legend of the destruction of mankind, the
heavens are represented, not by the woman-goddess
Nut, but by the celestial cow, across whose body
the sun-god journeys in his barque. It is probable
that this attempt at a scientific grouping of the
gods and explanation of the Creation was not so
much a popular doctrine as a cherished possession of
the various priestly colleges, who elaborated it and
modified it to suit their local tastes and rivalries.
its

;

;

.

See
2.
life

Cosmogony and Cosmology

(Egyp.).
Beliefs with regard to immortality and the
after death.
In dealing with these, we come

—

into touch with what probably makes the nearest
approach to a universally accepted body of doctrine
to which the Egyptians ever attained.
The idea
of immortality has been nowhere more tenaciously

held than in ancient Egypt, and the documents
relating to it have an overwhelming preponderance
in the religious literature of the nation.
The most
accepted form of belief is that associated with the
Osiris appears in the
cycle of Osiris legends.
Heliopolitan ennead, though in a comparatively
subordinate position but as early as the period of
the Pyramid texts he figures in a much more
important role as the god of the dead and the
;
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(Egyptian)

life to the blessed dead.
The
myth do not concern us but, briefly,
the doctrine of the Egyptian religion taught that
Osiris, a beneficent god and king, after being
slain by the treachery of Set his malevolent
antithesis, was restored to life again, justified
before the gods against the accusations of Set, and
made god and judge in the under world. Already
by the time of the Vth dynasty the idea had been
conceived that the story of Osiris was repeated in
the case of each Pharaoh, and the conception
gradually filtered down, until it was held that
every man who was possessed of the necessary
knowledge might after death become an Osiris, be
restored to life, be justified before the gods, and
enter into everlasting blessedness. Practically the
Egyptian believed, from the earliest historical
period, that, because Osiris died and rose again,
and after being justified entered into everlasting
life, therefore those who believed in him would
share the same destiny. Ch. cliv. of the Book of
the Dead makes the definite assertion of parallelism
between the god and his worshipper
Homage to thee, O my divine father Osiris Thou hast thy
thou didst
body with thy members. Thou didst not decay
not become corruption. I shall not decay
and I shall not
see corruption ... I shall have my being, I Bhall live, I shall
I
in
shall
wake
germinate,
up
peace.'
It is impossible to say whether or not the
Egyptian believed that Osiris suffered death on
his behalf certainly he believed that there was an
essential connexion between the death and resurrection of Osiris and his own immortality. This

source of immortal
details of his

;

:

'

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

with no essential variations, throughout the whole historic period.
Definiteness ceases at once, however, when we
pass from the fact of immortal life to the manner
in which it is to be spent.
Nowhere is the jumble
of inconsistencies, which seemingly never worried
the Egyptian mind, more hopeless than here. The
prominent beliefs regarding the state and the
abode of the blessed dead are at least four in
number, each quite distinct from, and quite inconsistent with, all the others. The oldest and
most wide-spread belief was that after death the
deceased leads a second life under much the same
conditions as those which ruled the first, dependent
upon constant supplies of food and drink, and
partaking in his new existence of joys similar to
those of his former state. In this state the centre
of the life after death is the tomb.
Another very
ancient idea places the abode of the dead in heaven,
where they shine as stars in the firmament, and
are privileged to take a place in the barque of the
sun-god and to accompany him on his voyage
through the heavens. A third conception assigns
to the blessed dead a life of blissful labour and
The
pleasure in the Egyptian Elysian Fields.
dead man flies up to heaven like a bird, or ascends
a gigantic ladder, and, after passing through many
Field
difficulties, arrives at the Sckhct-Aaru, or
of Bulrushes,' where he spends his time in the
belief is held,

'

same agricultural pursuits and field-sports which
had occupied him on earth.
Finally, another belief was that the souls of the
departed dwell in the under world through which

—

the sun passes during the hours of the night a
land that in the daytime is one of darkness and
desolation. Only at night, as the sun in his barque
asses through the twelve domains of the darkness,
S o the deceased experience something of joy and
activity in the hour when he traverses the particular
domain in which their lot is cast. Later the belief
arose that the illuminated soul, if instructed in the
proper formula;, might share the voyage of the
god through the Duat, or under world, instead of
merely being gladdened by a passing glimpse of
him.
These various views co-existed with the
Osirian doctrine, though they are essentially quite
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can be accomindependent of it, and, indeed,
modated to it only with difficulty. The popularity
of the last of them— the belief in the abode in the
Duat, and the voyage of the sun-god there—was
of the XlXth and
mainly confined to the period

XXth
3.

dynasties.
Beliefs with regard to the nature

and

attri-

gods.— Discarding

.

'

:

.

.

:

;

fish live in the river and the birds under the heavens.
Amen is thus the creator and sustainer of being. Further,
a god of mercy and justice, listening to the poor who is
in distress, gentle of heart when one cries unto him deliverer
of the timid man from the violent, judging the poor and the
Lord of mercy most loving, at whose coming
oppressed. .
Maker of beings, Creator of existences, Sovereign
men live.
of life, health, and strength, chief of the gods. We worship thy
on
. . . we give thee praise
spirit, who alone haBt made us,
account of thy mercy to us.'
in the papyrus of
to
from a

whereby

'

is

;

.

.

.

Ra

hymn

Again,

:

.

.

j

;

.

and inscrutable, one alone,

niscient, and
of thought

'Thou art unknown, and no tongue is worthy to declare thy
Millions of
only thou thyself. Thou art One.
tell the number of
years have gone over the world I cannot
those through which thou hast passed. Thou dost travel through
of
thousands
hundreds
millions
and
unknown spaces requiring
This thou doest in one little moment of time.'^
.
of years.
Strangely enough, it is in the hymns to Osiris,
.

eternal, omomnipresent ; while the development
under Akhenaten gives the further
conceptions of His spirituality, His universality,
and His personal relationship to His adorer. All
of
this was overlaid and confused by the chaos
which forms the
merely local aspects of divinity
was
this
still
but
surface of Egyptian religion
the nature of the God behind the gods of Egypt.

invisible

Hu-nefer, we have a remarkably clear statement
of the unity, the eternity, and the inscrutable
nature of the god
likeness

.

;

..."

.

.

the whole, while the hymn to Aten is imthan the
measurably finer as a poetical composition
be said to
hymns to the other gods, it can scarcelytwo
points
present any very original thoughts,
All the statements about the
being excepted.
be
could
Aten
the
of
and
creative
sustaining power
from hymns
fairly matched in substance by phrases
The real distinctions of the
to Ra and Amen.
who is
a
poem are its acknowledgment ofrule god
are not for
universal, whose providence and
its
and
lands
profession
Egypt alone, but for all
of a personal relationship of faith and inspiration
between the royal psalmist and his divinity.
Summing up, we find that, in his best presentain
tions of his faith, the Egyptian professed belief
a self-existent God who was the Creator and Preserver of all things, merciful and gentle, specially
careful of the most helpless of His children,

On

'

.

.

'

Aten, the god whom Amenhotep IV. (Akhenaten)
In most of
attempted to make sole god of Egypt.
these hymns we are met by a great and almost
of
epithets which are
meaningless accumulation
in the most
applied indifferently to various gods
aside as mere
these
fashion.
Setting
bewildering
of eviformalities, we generally find a residuum
dence as to the nature of the god who is being
addressed. Thus, from a fine hymn to Amen at
Cairo, we have the following
Sole form, producing all things, the one, the sole one, who
creates all beings. All human beings have come from his eye,
and the gods from the word of his mouth. He it is who makes
who creates that
for men
pastures for the herds and fruit-trees
he

mankind ... the smaU bird

'

all that is of merely
local significance in regard to the various divinities,
what
it is possible to arrive at a fairly clear idea of
the Egyptian believed concerning the nature of the
to be found in the
gods. The material is mainly
various hymns extant, and especially in those
addressed to Ka, to Amen-Ra, to Osiris, and to the

butes of the

(Jewish)

in the egg, chirping within
the egg.' Aten is
the shell, thou givest it its breath withm
of all mankind, appointomnipresent, and is the universal god
their diversity of appearand
different
abodes,
ing to men their
to
from
Kush, and in the
hills
In the
Syria
ance and speech.
one his place, thou framest
plain of Egypt, thou givest to every
his length of
their lives, to every one his belongings, reckoning
As a divider thou dividest the strange peoples (ct. Ac
days
in the world,
Further, Aten is the source of all fertility
17M-SB)
rain for the outthe maker of that Nile in heaven which brings
world which
landish folk, and of the Nile from the nether
'Thou placest a Nile in heaven, that it may
fertilizes Egypt.
in heaven is
Nile
the
Lord
of
Eternity,
O,
rain upon them. .
from below
cometh
that
for the strange people ... the Nile
the earth is for the land of Egypt, that it may nourish every
and the maker of
field
Finally, he is the creator of the seasons
with a
the far-off heaven for his own abode. The hymn closes
Thou art
notable declaration of personal relationship to God
save thy son
in my heart, there is none other that knoweth thee,
and
wise
in
him
thy
made
hast
designs
Thou
thy
Akhenaten.
Thou hast raised them up for thy son, who came
might .
forth from thy limbs, the king living in Truth, the Lord of the
Two Lands, Nefer-kheperu-ra-ua-en-ra.'

issue of

.

;

the most human of all the gods,' that
we find, on the whole, the most endless multiplication of ceremonial epithets, and the greatest dearth
of statement as to his nature and attributes. There
of
are, of course, in the hymns and other portions
the Book of the Dead frequent references to his
functions as the bestower of immortality, and
prayers that the deceased might share in everbeyond that there is little that distinlasting life
guishes him from such gods as Amen and Ra. One
of the best known of his hymns has the following

LITERATUBE.-A. Erman, Handbook ofEgyp. Relunon,Umdon 1907- E. Naville, The Old Egyp. Faith, London, 1909,

The circle of the solar disk is under his orders ; winds, rivers,
inundation, fruit-trees, as well as all the annual plants. . . .
Every being invokes him, every man adores his beauties. Deheart.'
lightful for us is his love ; his grace environs the

WMF.

otherwise

'

;

:

There is nothing here which might not be said
of Ra, Amen, or any other of the great gods.
By far the most remarkable statement of belief
in Egyptian religious literature is to be found in
the hymns addressed to the Aten, or vital power
of the solar disk, the god of the heretic king
These hymns, the
composition of which has been ascribed to the king
of
that belief in a
the
elements
himself, express

Akhenaten (XVIlIth dynasty).

sole god, invisible, spiritual, and universal, which
Akhenaten endeavoured to make the national
The longer of the hymns has been
religion.

frequently translated, and its teaching may be
summarized as follows
To Aten is ascribed rule over the times of the day and the
activities of men and animals. The strength in which men go
:

forth to their labours comes from him, ami nil the bh s.sing* with
which the creatures, even to the fishes in the river and the
ilvpths of the sea, are endowed are his gifts. He is confessed as
the source of life, alike in man and in the smallest of created
existences.
'Thou createst conception in women, making the

G
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(Jewish).— Articles of

modern sense were unknown

creed

in

the

in the earlier period

No necessity
of the post-Biblical Judaism.
to God in other
been felt to express man's relation
4-4
10 13 and similar
forms than those found in Dt 6
belief in God being
The
OT.
of
the
passages
to the
revelation
of
based on the Biblical report
the character of a postupatriarchs, and assuming
mere
a
considered
was
law
His
late, obedience to
The simplicity of this system
logical consequence.
with the elaborate array of
had

contrasts strangely
It is
articles of faitli adopted in later centimes.
that
therefore desirable to examine the factors

bridged the gulf.

absorb a
It was inevitable that Judaism should
certain amount of the metaphysical speculations
The first outcome
of the various Greek schools.
In the concluding
of this was Philo's theology.
the 'Creation of the
chapter of his treatise on
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World'

he gives the

(de Opijicio Mundi, ch. Ixi.)
result of his investigations in the

form of the
following _/?ue lessons taught by Moses
(3) the world is
(1) God has real existence
(2) God is one
'

'

:

;

created (4) the world
the world.
;

is

one

;

;

(5)

God's providence embraces

The early Jewish Rabbis, however, being concerned with the practice of the Law rather than
with speculations, sought to check their propagation among the people.

'The work of creation,' the Mishna teaches, 'should not be
studied by a company of two, and the Chariot not even In
solitude, unless the student be sagacious and capable of drawing the right conclusions' (Hagvjd, ii. 1).

The terms 'work of creation' and 'Chariot' stand
for metaphysics in general.
In an additional note
the Mishna says explicitly that for him who inquires into
'

what is above and below, what was heretofore and will be
hereafter, or deals lightly with the glory of his Maker, it would
be better for
never to have been born.'

Mm

21
Moreover, Ben Sira (Sir 3 '-) utters a solemn
warning against the study of metaphysics, and
several authorities of the Talmud (of the 4th cent.
A.D.), commenting on the words both of the Mishna
and of Ben Sira, make no other concession than that
of allowing the communication of the headings
'

of the chapters' to scholars of ripened

wisdom

We

find, however, in the
to formulate, in a negative
way, something like a creed.
The following,' we read (Sank. x. 1), have no part in the
fol.

(Hagiga,

13).

Mishna an attempt
4

'

future happiness he who asserts that the resurrection of the
is not intimated in the Torah ; that the Torah is not of
Divine origin ; and the heretic'
:

dead

The passage thus enjoins, by way of climax, the
belief in retribution after death, revelation, and
the existence of God ; and we shall see, later on,
that the same passage was made the basis of real
articles of creed.
The authorities of the Talmud,
however, proceeded in a different way. Instead
of formally demanding theoretical belief, they
selected from the moral code three of the most
important prohibitions, viz. idolatry, incest, and
murder, and laid down that death was to be chosen
rather than transgression even under compulsion
An enlarged list of laws was
(Sank. fol. 74).
imposed upon mankind in general under the name
of the Seven Noachian Laws,' forming the nucleus
of a religious system.
They comprised the
'

command

of jurisdiction,

and the prohibitions of

blasphemy, idolatry, murder, incest, robbery, and
the eating of flesh from a living animal {Sank. fol.
A kind of creed in epigrammatic form is
56).
HilleTs famous recommendation to the heathen
who desired to learn the essence of Judaism in a
moment
What is hateful to thee, do not do to
thy neighbour' (Shabb. fol. 31).
The first steps in the changing of this attitude
were indirectly prompted by Muslim theologians,
who created a speculative theology known by the
'

:

name

of

Kalam.

The Muhammadan

criticism of
interfered with

the anthropomorphisms of the OT
the Jewish antipathies to metaphysical research,
and the struggle was carried right into the Jewish
camp by the sect of the Karaites who, rejecting
all Rabbinic tradition and attaching no value to
the authority of Mishna and Talmud, took up the
method of the Mu'tazilite (dissenting) Kalam for
their own needs.
The consequence was that
Rabbanite Jews were compelled to follow suit
and to employ philosophic arguments for the

revealed religion.
This marks the
beginning of the religious philosophy of the Jews,
and its oldest expounder was Sa'adya of Fayyum,
who died in 942 at Sura, in Babylonia. In his
work on Creeds and Beliefs he set aside the
warning of the Mishna against metaphysical
speculation, on the plea that the Sages did not
forbid honest reflexion [Amdnat, ed. Landauer,
He was also the first to venture a definip. 21).

defence of

'

'
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(Jewish)

'
tion of the idea of creed.
Faith,' he says, *is a
notion arising in the soul with regard to a subject,
the true nature of which has been recognized
'

What he really means is conviction
gained by one of the various processes of recogni{ib.

11).

tion, such as personal perception, truthful evidence,
As none of these applies
logical conclusion.
to the tenets of the Jewish religion, he adds, as a
fourth source, ' reliable tradition based on revela'
a phrase which marks the difference between
tion
the creed of Rabbanite Judaism on the one side,
and Muhammadan as well as Karaite Kalam on
the other. Beyond this first attempt, however,
Sa'adya has specified no real articles of faith, employing for the remainder of his theories the usual
methods of the Mu'tazilite Kalam, which held
sway among Jewish philosophers for two centuries

and

—

afterwards.

The heterodox colouring of the Kalam in the
writings of the famous Arab philosopher Avicenna
(Ibn Sina), in connexion with the criticism of
Muslim theologians and the growing pretensions
of the Karaites, gradually brought about a reaction in favour of a more decided accentuation
of the tenets of Rabbanite Jewish religion. As
its doctors, however, had little practice in formulating articles of creed, they again turned to the
Arabs, who employed the term 'aqida (plur. 'aqa'id)

for this purpose. The first Muslim who formulated
articles of creed was the famous Abul-Laith Nasr
of Samarkand (f993), who laid down the tenets
of his faith in a work entitled 'A quia (Cod. Brit.
Mus. Add. 19413), written in the form of a catechism. Of greater popularity, in fact the standard
work on the subject, is the Aqa'id of al-Nasafi

which, it is probable, served Jewish
writers as a model for the formation of their
For it should be noted that
the first Jewish work which contained something
approaching axioms of faith did not see the light
till that period.
About 1140 the poet and philosopher Judah Hallevi of Castile composed his
famous work al-Khazari in defence of the despised
faith.'
The book (which is written in Arabic) is
based on a narrative dealing with the search of
the king of the Khazars for the right belief.
Being dissatisfied with the doctrines offered to
him by a philosopher of the Avicenna type, a
Christian scholastic, and a Muslim doctor of the
Mu' tazilite school, he finally asks a Jewish Rabbi
for his creed. The last named, in contradistinction
to his predecessors with their more or less specu(t 1142),

articles of creeds.

'

lative theories, answers :
I believe in the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, who led
the children of Israel out of Egypt with signs and miracles
our belief is comprised in the Torah' (al-Khazari, p. 44).
'

.

.

.

This formal confession is subsequently supplemented by the following sentence
:

To this [prayer] the believer attaches the following articles
of creed ['aqa'id] which complete the Jewish belief, viz. (1)
the recognition of God's sovereignty, (2) His eternity, (3) the
providential care which He bestowed upon our forefathers, (4)
that the Torah emanated from Him, and (5) that the proof of
all this is found in the delivery from
Egypt' (ib. 154).
'

From

these words

of articles of creed

we conclude

that the notion

was familiar to Judah

Hallevi,

though he saw no necessity to formulate them for
the benefit of his Jewish brethren.
Sweeping
away speculation of all kinds, he substitutes for it
a priori belief, from which everything else follows
as a necessary consequence [ib. 270).
In order to
show the contrast between his attitude and that of
religious speculators, he reproduces in ten axioms
the system of the Karaite Kalam (ib. 275-278).
Judah Hallevi's omission to condense the results
of his investigations into a similar system is thus
far quite consistent with his views.
A more
definite attempt to formulate axioms of belief on
Arab-Aristotelian lines was made by Abraham b.
David of Toledo (1101) the author of a work (like-

—
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wise written in Arabic) which hears the name alAqlda al-rqfi'a ('The Lofty Creed'). The first
part is purely speculative, but the second consists
of six somewhat crudely formed dogmas, viz.

'

(2) His unity or
(1) God's existence and incorporeality
oneness (3) His attributes (4) His rule of the universe ; (5)
belief based on tradition and belief in prophecy
(6) metaDivine
names
of
God,
Providence, and human free
phorical
;

;

;

;

will.

This attempt was subsequently eclipsed by
Abraham's contemporary Moses Maimonides, who
supplied what he considered to be a want, being,
no doubt, urged to take this step by the continued
attacks of Muslim theologians, as well as by his
inborn love of systematizing. It is to him that
Judaism owes the famous Thirteen Articles of
Creed,' which both in abridged Hebrew prose and
in verse were introduced into the Jewish prayerbook, and which enjoy an unbounded popularity
among Jews all over the world. It is doubtful,
however, whether this was his aim. The Articles
were originally composed in Arabic, and form part
of his commentary on the Mishna, Sank. x. 1 quoted
above. A perusal of these Articles makes it clear
that they were meant, in the first instance, as a
protest against various Christian and Muhainmadan
statements: (1) that Biblical anthropomorphism
was a departure from pure monotheism (2) that
Moses' prophetship was eclipsed by that of
Muhammad (3) that the Rabbis had altered the
Torah (4) that the law of Moses had been abrogated
by that of Muhammad and (5) that the Messiah
was still expected. The Hebrew version of these
Articles by Samuel b. Tibbon (c. 1200) is attached
to the ordinary editions of the Talmud.
For the
'

;

;

;

;

for liturgical purposes prefaced each
paragraph with the words I believe with perfect
words which are absent from Maimonides'
faith
It was Samuel b. Tibbon who placed
original.
the word J'DKrrS (' to believe ') at the head of several
articles.
Of the diverse attempts to reproduce
these articles in poetic form the most popular is
the Yigdal hymn by an unknown (but probably
1
Spanish) author. Those who followed Maimonides,
writing on the same subject, as Hisdai Crescas
(t 1410) and Isaac Abravanel (1437-1508), have
added nothing new, and need not, therefore, be
'

'

There now remains a word to be said on the
tenets of the creed of the Karaites. By rejecting
the Rabbinic method of interpreting the Bible,

they avoided the Muhammadan charge of having
altered the Torah, and, being disciples of the
Mu'tazilite school, they were under no suspicion
regarding their conception of Biblical anthropomorphisms. They had, however, to defend their
belief in (1) the prophetship of Moses and the other
prophets (2) the validity of the Torah, and their
own interpretation of it and (3) the arrival of the
Messiah. Now the ten axioms reproduced by
Judah Hallevi (see above) touch only the meta;

;

physical side of the question, and it was left to
others to supply the religious element. Judah b.
Elijah Hadassi (1149) was the first to attempt this
by grouping the Karaite laws round the Decalogue.

Kaleb Afendopulo, who

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

God'a unity is absolute, and is not to be compared with
other units which are subject to division.
God is incorporeal and, therefore, exempt from any
accidental attribute. Theanthropomorphisticpassages
in the Bible must be taken metaphorically.
God's unity is without beginning.
No other being besides God must be worshipped. This
also holds good for angels, spheres, and elements.
Prophecy is a distinction granted to human beings of
superior degree, whose souls enter into intimate
connexion with the Creative intellect.
Moses is the father of all prophets both before and after
him. He is distinguished from other prophets by
four characteristics. (1) With no prophet did God
hold direct intercourse as with Moses (Nu 12 8 ). (2)
God did not appear to Moses in dreams, as to other
prophets (v. 6). (3) Other prophets experienced in
the hour of vision a weakening of their vital power,
and a great fear (Dn 108 1(J ), which was not the case
with Moses. (4) Other prophets were obliged to
wait for revelations (2 K 315), whilst Moses was
-

VIII.

to solicit them (Nu 9s Lv 16 s).
of Divine origin: 'It is incumbent to
believe that the whole of this law, as it is in our
hands this day, is the Torah which was revealed to

empowered
The Torah is

,

Moses. It is all Divine, which means that it reached
him by what is metaphorically termed speech.'
IX. This law will not be abrogated, nor will there be any

other law of Divine origin.
X.
XI.

Nothing

will

be added

to, or taken away from, it.
God knows the actions of all mankind.
God rewards those who obey the Law, and punishes

its

transgressors.

XII.

The Messiah

will arrive

without

fail,

no matter how

long he tarry.
XIII. Resurrection of the dead.

It can easily be seen that these thirteen Articles
consist of three groups, viz. I.-V.,VI.-IX.,X.-XIII.,
reducing the whole system to the three fundamental principles of belief in God, Revelation, and
Retribution after death. This reduction was,
indeed, carried out and proved by Joseph Albo
(first half of 15th cent.) in his work on 'Funda-

mental Principles' (Introd. and pt. i. oh. 4). It is
impossible that Maimonides should not have been
this, but the anti-Muhammadan as well

aware of
as

tendencies of several of the
paragraphs cannot be mistaken. The anonymous
redactor of the most popular recension of these
anti-Christian

1497) wrote

(in

an

troduction to Hadassi's work, extracted from
the following ten Articles
I. God is the creator of all creatures.

init

:

He is one and

II.

:

II.

—

further considered.

purposes of this sketch the following short abstract
of the Articles must suffice
I. God exists, and is the cause of all existing beings.
III.

(Muhainmadan)

Articles

eternal.

III.

Every [other] existing being

IV.

God sent Moses and

ail

is

created.

other prophets mentioned in the

Bible.

V. The law of Moses is true.
VI. Believers must have knowledge of the Torah and

its

interpretation.

The Sanctuary [at Jerusalem] is the palace of the Most
High King.
The resurrection of the dead [will take place] at the

VII.
VIII.

time of the arrival of the Messiah.
IX. There will be a final judgment.
X. Just retribution.

In view of the close relationship between the paragraphs I.-IIL, IV.-VIII., IX.-X., the artificiality
of the number ten is conspicuous. Israel Haddayyan
of Alexandria, who (in 1257) composed a digest of

the Karaite laws, condensed the Articles into the
following six: (1) God; (2) the messengership of
Moses
(4) the Torah
(3) the other prophets
and (6)
revealed through Moses ; (5) Jerusalem
the day of judgment.
Literature.— Sa'adya b. Yusuf Al-Fayyuml, Kitab o?Amdntit wa'l-Ptiqaddt, ed. S. Landauer, Leyden, 18S1 Judah
;

;

;

;

Hallevi, Kitab al-Khazari, tr. from Arab, with an Introd. by
Hartwig Hirschfeld, London, 1905 ; E. Pocock, Porta Mosis 8.
dissertationes aliquot a R. Mose Maimonide, Oxford, 1G55, pp.
133-180; Josef Albo, Se/er Ikkarim . . . (ed. W. and L. Schlesinger, with Introd. by L. Sehlesinger), Frankfort a. M., 1844;

Judah

b.

Elijah Hadassi, Eshkol Hakkofer,

etc.

(Hebrew), Eu-

patoria, 1836; A. Neubauer, Aus der Pctersburger Ribliothek,
etc., Leipzig, 1S66; S[ebastian] Miinster, Tredecimavticulifidei

Judororum, Worms, 1629 J. B. Carpzov, OTW njiDN 'ens?,
Leipzig, 1661; J. Lindsay, The Jews' Catechism, containing
Abraham b. David
the Thirteen Articles, London, 1825
;

;

Das Bitch Ernunah Ramah Oder der erhabene Qlaube,
into Germ, and ed. by Simson Weil, Frankfort a. M., 1852;
Guttmann, Die Reliqi»mphih>sor<hicdes Abr. ibn Daud aus

Halevi,
tr.

J.

Toledo, Gottingen, 1879; E. G. Hirsch
ii. 148-152.
Articles of Faith,' in

JE

'

CREED

and K.

Kohler,

Hartwig Hirschfeld.
(Muhammadan). — The Muhammadan

creed or profession of faith (kaliinat al-shnhada,
or, shortly, knlima) is the well-known formula, 'I
testify that there is no god hut God, and I testify
that Muhammad is the apostle of God.' It is one
of the articles ('aqa'id) of faith ['imein), and also
one of the five pillars' of practical religion (din;
1
According to Luzzatto (Mrbo, Leghorn, 1S56, p. IS) and
Zunz (I,it<-raturgesch. der synarjofj. Poesie, Berlin, 1805, p. 607),
this hymn was completed in 1404 by Daniel ben Judah Dayyan
of Rome,
'

CREEDS AND ARTICLES
see Islam). The creed as a whole is not formulated
in the Qur'&n ; but the tirst article is enunciated
xii.
in Sura
'Say, "lie is'One God; God the
<

:

Eternal ; lie begetteth not, nor is begotten, nor
The creed, howis there one like unto Him."'
ever, occurs in a tradition of 'Omar, the second
the
related
that
who
Prophet, on being
khalif,
asked to deline Islam, said : ' Islam is that thou

no god but God and that
Muhammad is His messenger ; and be steadfast in
and
fast during the month
and
charitable
prayer,
bear witness that there

is

;

Ramadan and make the pilgrimage to the
Ka'ba if it is in thy power' (Mishkdt al-Masdbih,
tr. Matthews, Calcutta, 1810, I. i. 1).
According
to the Shark al-Wiqaya (ap. Hughes, DI, s.v.
Creed '), the kalima is to be recited by every
Muslim aloud and correctly, with full comprehension of its meaning and belief in his heart, at least
once in his lifetime, and to be always professed
of

;

'

CREED

—

I.

'

'

'

antagonist that their confessions (varana) did
not agree Yas. xlv. 2). The word translated confessions implies a choice, and the corresponding
verb is used in the middle voice with fra- as a
technical term to express the profession of a
religion, especially of the Mazdayasnian faith
'

'

(

'

:

'confessor,' fravardne,
of faith,' etc.
Although

fravarctar,

'I

make my

from the very
Erofession
eginning Zarathushtrian Mazdaism thus meant a
sharp contrast with surrounding worship and
Zarathushtra's mother
practice (cf. Vend. xix. 6
had invoked the Ahra Mainyu), neither proselynor
doctrinal
discussions
aims
produced a
tizing
:

creed in the same sense as in Christianity. The
Zarathushtrian reform was of a moral, economic,
and ritual kind, rather than intellectual. But the
Avesta contains several formulas, used on different
occasions, e.g. in putting on the sacred cord, on
rising in the morning, in the nydyUhes and other
These formulas sum up the most
prayers, etc.
peculiar tenets and practices of the Parsi religion.
It may be that some of them originated during the
Sasanian restoration, owing to the need of briefly

own

from Christianity
mention only the most
In
the
formulas.
post-Avestan time
important
the Parsis who settled in India were required to
present a summary of their beliefs and sacred
customs to Indian rulers.
2. In its shortest form the Fravardne (Yas.
distinguishing their
and other rivals.

faith

We shall

xxvii. 12; Yt. xiii. 89, etc.) contains
Fravardne Mazdayasn o, Zarathushfour points
I profess myself a
Irish, Vidaevo, Ahuratkaesho
Mazda-worshipper, a Zarathushtrian, an anti-devil
the
a
servant
of
demons),
(or proclaimer)
(enemy
of the Lord.' That is, the believer declares himself
(1) a monotheist
(2) a member of a historically
founded religion
Or, to put it
(3) a dualist.
differently, (1) the revealed God is Ahura Mazda
(2) the revealer is Zarathushtra
(3) the peculiar
bigher form of life instituted by the revealer as
the due service of God consists in the fight against
the demons. Those points are co-ordinated in a
way characteristic of revealed or founded religion
(cf. Transactions of the 3rd Int. Congr. for the
Hist, of Eel., Oxford, 1908, ii. 403 ft'.). (4) The
last word seems to sum up comprehensively the
whole faith, yasno designating more particularly
the Divine worship, and tkacsho designating the
doctrines and tenets of religion in general. Additions are sometimes made to the Fravardne:
homage to the genii of the gdhs (hours, watches),
of the days, of the months, of the seasons, of the
xi. 16, xii. 1,
:

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

'

:

(

worshipping religion, and renouncement of all evil
beings and things' (E. S. Dadabhai Bharucha,
Khorda-avestd-arthah, Bombay, 1900, p. 2).
more explicit creed is formed by the Has
3.
xii. and xiii. of the Yasna, designated, according
to Anquetil Duperron, by the Parsis as Fraoreti,
'confession,' 'creed,' and called after the opening
words Frastuye, 'I praise' (Yas. xi. 17— xii. 7),
Yas. xii. 8-xiii., as divided
and Astuye, I avow
by Darmesteter). Astuye, with the shortest Fravardne, belongs, e.g., to the prayer of the investiture
with the kosti. Frastuye is placed at the head of
each Yasht and of each Patet, and it occurs in a
shorter and in a longer evidently more original
form, which contains elements of really ancient
It begins with the usual Avestan triad
aspect.
I avow good thoughts, good words, good actions.'
In the course of the confession, cattle-stealing and
destruction of the villages of the Mazdayasnians
are abjured
folk and cattle ought to live in
peace. All communion with demons and their crew,
with sorcerers and their crew, and with all kinds
of adversaries and devilish, treacherous persons,
is abjured.
As Zarathushtra abjured the devils
in his colloquies with Ahura Mazda, so the Mazdayasnian and Zarathushtrian gives up communion
with them.
In addition to the predominating

A

'

(

Stanley Lane-Poole.

According to Yets. xxx. 2,
man must make a choice between the two creeds
In the beginning the
or 'confessions' (dvareno).
Holy Spirit said of himself and of his spiritual
(Parsi).

years (Introd. to the Yasna ; Yas. xi. 10, xxiii. 5
esp. in the five gdhs recited at the live hours of
prayer of the day and contained in the Khordah
Avesta [the book of prayer], etc.); or a more
authentic addition homage to the Amesha-Spentas (Yas. xii. 1), or other amplifications.
A still
shorter form Yas. xii. 8) runs thus
I profess
myself a Mazda-worshipper, a Zarathushtrian,
having made both my avowal and my profession
Another short formula in Pahlavi
(of faith).'
runs: 'I declare my adherence to the Mazda-

'

without hesitation until his death.
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(Parsi)

—

—

:

'

;

and

fight against the devils,

in particular against

savage disturbance of the regular cattle-breeding
village-life (' the Mazda- worshipping religion suppresses battles

and lays down arms'), two other

features of this creed deserve attention
(a) the
importance of tradition this creed has been professed
by the waters, by the plants, by the cattle,
by the Creator, by the first man, by Zarathushtra,
by Vishtaspa, by Frashaoshtra and Jamaspa, by
all the Saoshyants
(b) the excellence of intermarriage between the nearest relations, repudiated
and interpreted in a different sense by later Parsiism.
The xvaetvadatha, or next-of-kin-marriage, is also
exalted by the Astuye.
4. Anquetil Duperron describes the ceremonies
to bo undertaken by an unbeliever desiring to join
the Parsi faith. The Parsi creed belonging to that
:

;

;

and included by Spiegel in the Khordah
Avesta is evidently mnch later than the Avestan
formulas. It rims 'The good, pious, right religion,
which the Lord of the created beings has sent, is
the one brought by Zartiisht. The religion is the
religion of Zartiisht, the religion of Ormazd, given
to Zartiisht.' The reception of an outsider into
ritual

:

the Parsi

communion

an unheard-of thing

is,
;

in fact, nowadays almost
such requests have been

rejected lately.
5. The Mazdayasnian who confesses his sins and
is, of course, in quite a different
position from a proselyte not belonging to the
sacred blood.
The explicit formulas of penance,

seeks absolution

Patets, give a good idea of what was considered by
later Mazdaism to be essential to the Parsi practice
and faith. In the so-called Iranian Patet,' after
having enumerated at length the sins and wickednesses repented of, and having referred to the fact
1 Translated
by Spiegel, Av. ubersetzt, Leipzig, 1852-63, iii.
219 ff., and Darmesteter, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-93, iii.
167 ff.
ed. de Harlez, Manuel de Pehlcvi, Paris, 1S80, p. 144 If.
The Pazand Patets (cf. West, Girl' ii. 109 f.) are now accessible
in Antia'9 Pazend Texts, Bombay, 1909, pp. 11S-152.
;
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that the same faith had been professed by the men
of the holy tradition, mentioned in the Frastuye,
and by Adarbad Mahraspand (4th cent. A.D.), the
believer proclaims that neither happiness nor a
longer life, power nor wealth, nor even the penalty
of death, can separate him from the right religion,
because he dreads hell and hopes for paradise.
6. On the arrival of the emigrating Parsis at
Sanjan in A.D. 716, they presented to the Indian
prince of Gujarat a list of sixteen Hokas, composed
by the most learned of their dasturs, and containing
the principal rules and tenets of their religion,
selected and stated in a way fitted to conciliate
the ruler, without denying or concealing the real
content of Mazdaism. The points were as follows
(1) the adoration of Ahura Mazda, of the Sun, and
of the five elements (2) silence during the bath,
in reciting prayers, in presenting offerings to the
fire, and in eating
(3) the use of incense, perfumes, and flowers in religious ceremonies ; (4) the
honour accorded to the cow ; (5) the use of the
sacred shirt, string, and cap
(6) singing and
music at weddings (7) the adornments and perfumes of ladies ; (8) the precepts of generosity in
:

;

;

;

and Savage)

(Primitive

giving alms, and of digging tanks and wells (9)
the precept to extend one's sympathies to all male
and female beings (10) the ablutions with gomutra
;

;

(euphemistically called 'one of the products of the
cow ') ; (11) the wearing of the sacred cord in praying and in eating
(12) the sacred lire fed with
incense; (13) the five devotions every day; (14)
conjugal fidelity and purity (15) the annual ceremonies in honour of the forefathers; (16) the precautions to be observed by women after child-birth
and during menstruation. There exist different
versions in Gujarati and Sanskrit.
;

;

Literature.

— D.

Menant, 'Les Parsis,' Bibl. d'Uiules du
Dosabhai Framji Karaka,
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CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS

(Primitive
and Savage). i. Introduction. While revenge is
the action of an individual against one who has
done him wrong, punishment is the action taken by
society against one who has transgressed its laws.
Revenge may, however, be followed up by a group
of persons in sympathy with the injured person, in
this case passing over to the blood-feud (q.v.)
and
individual or collective revenge may be recognized
the
as
the
form
of
by
society
specific
punishment
to which it lends its sanction or its aid.
Men seek
revenge because they feel that their rights or
interests have been encroached upon.
The act of
revenge is one strictly of self-defence, and is
primarily a reflex action. It seeks to destroy or
render powerless what constitutes a menace, but
it contains a rough notion of justice, of the idea
that no one can intrude upon the rights of another
without suffering the consequences. The exercise

—

i

—

;

;

Hebrew

A. MacCulloch), p. 248.
Assyro-Babylonian (T. G. Pinches), p. 257.
Buddhist (T. W. Rhys Davids), p. 260.
Primitive

of justice

by a community or its representatives
who is obnoxious to it, or to

against an individual

any of its members, is based primarily on the feeling
which underlies revenge.
Punishment is to some
extent vengeance the vengeance of society for its
own preservation. The criminal must sutler, must
expiate his crime, whatever other notions may in

—

time enter into the idea of punishment. Private
vengeance and public justice are thus so far similar
in their point of view and in their action, save
that the latter tends to be more discriminating

and impartial.

Not the

individual sufferer himself,

but others judge and condemn the guilty person.
Public justice at lower stages is extremely limited,
and side by side with it exists private or collective
vengeance {e.g. the blood-feud). This is to some
extent justice, since society recognizes the right to
its execution.
It has become a specific form of
punishment because society has sanctioned it. Or
public justice may, again, recognize private revenge
by handing over the evil-doer to the injured person
or his relatives, or by

making him

or

them the

Hindu

(\V.

(J.

(II.

Loewe),

p. 288.

Muhammadan (Th. W. Juynboll), p. 290.
Parsi (M. N. Dhalla), p. 294.
Roman (J. S. Reid), p. 296.
Teutonic and Slavic (O. Schrader), p. 300.
executors of justice. Public justice, save in the
case of a few crimes which more particularly
menace the existence of society as a whole, has
to content itself with regulating private revenge,
or with suggesting a system of compensations.
Finally, as it advances, often through the growing
supremacy of chiefs, it eliminates private revenge
more or less completely, though this can hardly be
said to be true of any savage society.

The simplest form of regulated revenge is the duel— the right
of the injured party to challenge the aggressor to single combat,
or the case where the aggressor must stand up to the throwing
of spears (as in some Australian instances), or must submit to
the plundering of his house. Or, again, revenge is regulated by
being limited to a cretain period or to certain offences. The
blood-feud is the best example of regulated revenge (see Post,
Grundriss der ethnnl. Jurisprudenz, ii. 236ff.; Westermarck,
Moral Ideas, i. 498 ff. see § 6, ii. (1) below).
In the earliest times, if men, like some of the
higher apes, lived in separate families, the family
would, when necessary, assist any individual
member of it in following up an act of revenge,
because they were bound to be in sympathy with
him for the wrong done. Thus individual revenge
It is
easily passed over into collective revenge.
out of this feeling of sympathy that justice, strictly
which any individual
so called, arises. Actions
;

by

aggrieved are generally those by which all
individuals feel aggrieved when they are done to
themselves and the condemnation of such actions
tends to formulate itself as a custom or law which
feels

;

cannot be transgressed without risk of incurring
the hostility of the society or of individuals composing it. Custom is, in fact, a strong expression of
savage man's sense of right and wrong, and it is
the test by which actions are judged, although,
indeed, some of the actions, from a strictly ethical
point of view, may be indifferent. Hence, both
collective revenge and public justice are the expression of moral indignation, though the latter
For, the more men
expresses it more strongly.
realize their solidarity, the

more

one regarded with indignation by

is

ill done to
as a result of

any

all,
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the working of sympathetic emotion. And, as the
done has transgressed that customary law,
the expression of what is right and what is wrong,
the punishment inllicted is an expression of moral
indignation at the wrongdoer. It may be out of
all proportion to the offence committed, and in such
a ease is on a level with mere unthinking revenge,
but, generally speaking, at lower levels of savage
society, punishment has some proportion to the
offence.
It is at higher levels, in barbaric and
despotic societies, that punishment is most cruel
and disproportionate to the offence.
The tendency of punishment to supplant mere
revenge (which is occasionally regarded as wrong)
is aided by the fact that the latter often causes
great inconvenience to the society, and tends to
multiply the revengeful actions. The society, by
itself or by its heads, steps in, therefore, between
the avenger and the wrongdoer, and decides upon
the punishment, or restrains the amount of vengeful action.
Thus the judgments of a central tribunal are gradually preferred to revengeful acts.
Casalis says of the Basutos that the chief has been
given powers over all the community because of
the fear of anarchy arising out of private revenge
(The Basittos, 1861, p. 225). The injurious results
of the blood-feud are well recognized by savages,
among whom the head-men or the chief will often
or it sometimes gives
interfere to stop its excesses
place to an appeal to them, or to the payment of a
as
the
a matter of private
offender,
compensation by
This
arrangement, or one suggested by them.
compensation generally tends to pass into a regular
practice, with a graduated scale of payments according to the magnitude of the offence (§ 5). With the
growth of the power of the chief, he not only advises or suggests, but determines and orders the
carrying out of justice over a wider field. Moreover, where the injured person or his representatives are too weak to take revenge against a
powerful tribesman, or, on the other hand, where
revenge is out of proportion to the offence, the
sympathetic emotions of the society, being aroused
in the one case for the victim and in the other for
the aggressor, gradually contribute to the formation of a tribunal in some shape or form, and to
the cessation of private revenge.
Yet private revenge often exists side by side with
punishment by a tribunal or a chief. This is
natural when we consider what savage character
is.
But, on the whole, there is a tendency to make
such revenge the expression of judicial action.
Thus it may be recognized as the right way of
punishing certain wrongdoers, provided that it
does not exceed certain limits. This is particularly
true where the husband is allowed to avenge himself on the adulterer.
Or it may be permitted that
the criminal caught red-handed in certain crimes,
e.g. theft, should be slain at once.
Or, again, the
blood-feud may be the approved method of punishing the murderer. Or the aggrieved person or his
relatives may be chosen as executioners of the
sentence passed by the tribunal. Thus, among
many of the Bantu tribes, a murderer proved
guilty is given over to the relatives of his victim
to deal with him as they choose (Macdonald, JA1
xxii. 108).
Many other instances might be cited.
Private revenge sometimes continues alongside or
in spite of established judicial tribunals in the
case of large societies scattered over wide areas, and
in which there is little feeling of homogeneity,
and hence little prospect of general sympathetic
action in favour of an aggrieved person.
Revenge
may also be pursued in all societies in matters not
usually taken cognizance of by the laws.
2. Crime, morality, and
Even in the
religion.
earliest stages of human history man may have

—

ill

—

;

—

dimly

felt it ethically

wrong

to murder,

commit
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adultery, or steal, apart from the fact that the instinctive act of revenge brought it home to him
that in committing such actions he was trespassing
against the rights of another. These crimes are so
universally condemned that there can have been
do time when they were not regarded as deeds
The sense of
which it was wrong to commit.
wrongness with regard to these and other acts was
increased
with
the
of
growth
largely
society, of the
group in which men lived, because such actions
tended to destroy the unity of the group. Custom
laid down that there were certain things which
must not be done, and it was, therefore, highly

Nor is it improbable that,
to do them.
even at the very earliest stages of the growth of
the ideas of right and wrong, man may have
thought vaguely that in doing wrong to another he
was incurring the anger of whatever worshipful
being or beings he was aware of. This thought
also would become more definite with the growth
of society.
Where a group of men living together
worship a being whom they believe to be interested
immoral

in the group, any transgression of custom will
be regarded as transgression against him, because
the customs would certainly be regarded as having
been instituted by him. Whatever constituted a
menace to the group or any of the individuals composing it was also an offence against the divinity,
who naturally favoured the community and not
him who menaced its existence. The god is apt to
punish the group for the breach of custom, and
hence the offender is made to suffer speedily for
his evil-doing, in order to avert this. Some crimes
are punished by the group as a whole. Others are
not so punished, but the group approves of the act
of revenge by which the offence is requited.
Revenge or punishment is thus supposed to satisfy
the anger of the god. Some support for the view
here taken is found in the fact that the divinities
of very primitive tribes are also to some extent
moral governors, who are thought to dislike particular crimes and to punish them. Among savages
at a higher level there is a certain amount of
evidence proving that their gods take account of
Whether
crime and are guardians of morality.
or not it be true that all morality from the first is
connected with religion, it is at least certain that
religion soon strengthened and assisted morality
by its insistence on the fact that the god or gods
of the group desired its welfare, and that all offences
against that welfare were thus more than offences
against laws imposed by men.
A regular
3. The administration of justice.
organization for enforcing justice or maintaining
custom hardly exists at the lowest levels of society,
though its beginnings may be seen. Justice is a
matter of individual action and yet, as among
the Yahgans of Tierra del Fuego, where the feeling
of the community gives support to the existing
customs, some help in avenging wrongs may always
be looked for from relatives or neighbours (Hobhouse, Morals in Evolution, i. 46, citing Hyades
and Deniker, Miss, scient. du Cap Horn, Paris,
This is an approach to collective revenge,
1891).
and, as a rule, the greater the wrong, the more
likelihood is there of the avenger being supported.
But, wherever crime is regarded as a serious breach
of tribal custom, the breaker of a custom is the
breaker of a law, and his action arouses strong disapproval. Hence, society approves the action of
the avenger, e.g., in cases of murder or adultery;
or it takes joint action against the wrongdoer.
The latter course is most frequent in the case of
crimes which are regarded as bringing the whole
community into danger or subjecting it to Divine
anger, e.g. sorcery and incest (breaches of exogamous custom). Or, again, a whole clan or tribe
will put to death or banish a man who makes him-

—

;
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a nuisance to every one, as among the Eskimos,
where a whole village has occasionally risen
against and slain an atrocious murderer (Nansen,
Eskimo Life, 1893, p. 163).
Conjoint action by
the community is found amongst the Mpongwe,
who drown or burn the murderer (Burton, Two
Trips to Gorilla Land, 1876, i. 105), and is common
among Australian tribes, where the whole camp
joins in punishing the ill-doer (Westennarck, op.
cit. i.
171).
But, even when such joint action
occurs, individual revenge or blood-feud is commonly found, nor is it condemned by society.
Indeed, it is usually the case that any one disregarding the duty of revenge is held in contempt,
and this tends to show the general disapproval of
crime by the whole group or tribe.
Where public justice is administered by certain
individuals, it seldom ousts the practice of private
revenge, and in general takes cognizance only of
public offences (sorcery, incest), or of various petty
crimes. But this court may be effective in enforcing or in regulating private revenge, or in
council of elder men
arranging compensation.
is frequently found
among Australian tribes, who
try various offences and decide upon the punishment (Fraser, Abor. of N.S. Wales, Sydney, 1892,
p. 39
Woods, Native Tribes of S. Aust., AdeBut it is probable that, as
laide, 1879, p. 34
).
among the Central Australian tribes, these offences
are breaches of the strict marriage laws (incest),
and murder by sorcery. In such cases the elders
arrange for an avenging party to go out and punish
the offenders (Spencer-Gillen a pp. 15, 477; b 25,
556 ft".). In some instances the council has nothing
to do with cases of murder, adultery, etc.
and
only those relating to property or to litigation are
brought before it (Nagas [Stewart, JRASBe xxiv.,
1855, p. 609], Kandhs [Dal ton, Eth. of Bengal, Calc,
1872, p. 294], and Formosans [Letourneau, L'Evol.
juridique, p. 94]). Or, as among some N. American
tribes (Ojibwas, Wyandots, etc.), the avenger
appears before a council, and, having obtained
judgment in his favour, demands compensation.
If this is not given, he falls back on revenge
xii. [1897] 407).
In many cases,
(Kohler,
too, the council (as in the case of the chief) delegates
the execution of justice to the person who would
otherwise be the avenger. Sometimes the leading
men of a group will intervene to prevent disputes
or to arrange composition.
Less usual are the
instances where the decision of a council is taken
as final in all private cases (Todas and other
aboriginal Indian tribes [Shortt, TES, new ser.
vii., 1868, p. 241
Forsyth, Highlands of Cent. India,
1871, p. 361], Tagbuana [Worcester, Philippine
Islands, New York, 1898, p. 107], and a few others).
Thus, generally speaking, the savage council seldom
constitutes a court in the strict sense of the word.
With the advancing power of the chief, the
administration of public justice passes largely into
his hands yet even here private revenge
the bloodfeud, or the right of the husband to punish incases
of adultery is still used and permitted, and often
the chief's prerogative is exercised only when
appeal has been made to him. But there now
comes into great prominence, especially among
higher savage tribes, a regular system of compensation or fines for various crimes, payable to the
aggrieved person or his representatives, or, in some
find also in many places
cases, to the chief.
regular codes of laws, with punishments appointed
for different offences.
Sometimes the chief merely
intervenes to prevent excessive revenge and to
suggest compensation, as among many American
Indian and African tribes ; sometimes his power
of intervention is limited to certain crimes,
generally
those of a public kind or, again, he merely acts
as arbiter or adviser rather than as
judge. But,
self

'

'

A

ft".

;

ft".

,

;
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;

—

;

—
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the more his power is established, and the more
autocratic he is, so much the more do his functions
as judge increase. This is especially true of many
of the chiefs and petty monarchs of Africa, and in

general of all tribes whose social organization is high.
Frequently the chief may associate with himself a
council of elders
or, again, as among the Kahi-s,
village chiefs judge lesser matters, while chiefs of
clans hear appeals against their judgments and
try all more serious crimes, aided by the advice of
a council (Letourneau, p. 87). With few
exceptions, where justice is administered by a chief he is
careful to act in strict accordance with the established customs.
There is, however, a tendency
among chiefs to regard avery real or imaginary
offence against themselves as a serious crime, while,
where their power is autocratic and fines are paid
to themselves, or where they are naturally cruel,
there is great danger of injustice and of atrocious
But, with the
punishments being meted out.
decay of private revenge, the administration of
;

justice becomes more definite and strict, especially
as we advance from savage to barbarous societies.
The court or chief maintains order, upholds the
rights of every member of society, and punishes
all crime.
Generally speaking, wherever a tribunal
exists, it is seen to be a guarantee, not found in
the exercise of mere revenge, that all offenders
shall Buffer, and suffer proportionately to their
offence.

Where

cases are brought before a council or a
a palaver usually takes place, at which both
are
Sometimes the method
parties
fully heard.
of the oath or ordeal is resorted to in order to
discover the truth and to point out the guilty
The oath is frequently in the form of a
person.
curse, and accompanies the drinking of a poison
or of some liquid, which is supposed to act fatally
upon the perjurer or the guilty. The oath is thus
a species of ordeal. But the ordeal may occur by
itself in various forms
the ordeal by fire, by redhot metal, or by boiling oil or water, in which cases
the innocent person is not burned, or his wound
heals within a certain time ; the ordeal by water
remaining under water for a certain time without drowning, or passing safely through water in
which crocodiles lurk the ordeal by poison (see
Oath Ordeal Post, ii. 459 If. ). The person
who is proved to be guilty, if he has not already
succumbed to the ordeal, is then punished according
to the nature of his crime. Among savages, secret
societies, such as the Duk-Duk of New Britain,
supplement the action of private revenge or public
justice where these are imperfect, and punish any
one who commits crime.
The idea of what con4. Variety of crimes.
stitutes crime in savage society is largely akin to
that entertained in civilized societies. But there
are important exceptions to this, bound up with
the nature of savage society and belief, e.g. breach
of tabu or religious custom, sorcery, and the like.
Again perhaps as a natural outcome of uncontrolled revenge operating in later times
there is
the idea that accidental woundings or homicides
are equally punishable with those committed
intentionally, though in many cases there is an
approach to the modern view of accident, and a
distinction is made in the punishment indicted, or
no punishment follows (cf. Westennarck, i. 217;
chief,

:

—

;

;

;

—

—

Post,

—

214).

ii.

Sometimes

killing in self-defence

is

punishable, though not to the same extent as
murder
and, frequently, there is a distinction
between meditated crime and that committed in
More serious is the view
the heat of the moment.
entertained by most savage tribes that, while to
kill or to steal from a fellow-tribesman is wrung,
these actions when committed against strangers or
members of another tribe arc not crimes, and are
;
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even praiseworthy. They are apt to be considered
wrong, however, if they are likely to bring the
vengeance of the other tribe upon the tribe of the
offender. With the dawn of a higher morality and
a wider sense of responsibility this view tends to
Again, we generally meet with the
disappear.
idea that the weight of the crime varies both
to
the rank (ami often the age and sex)
according
of the offender

Chiefs or

men

and according to that of the victim.
of rank may commit crimes with

impunity or with slight punishment, but crime
committed against them is generally punished
more severely than that against lesser men. This
is especially seen where the system of composition for crime prevails, the blood-price or the
fine varying strictly according to the rank of
the victim, and often also according to the rank
of the offender.
These views continue to prevail
in higher societies.
Approximating to the custom
of more advanced civilization, there is frequently
a distinction made between a first crime and its
A first offence may be punished comrepetition.
paratively lightly a second or third will receive
the utmost penalty death or banishment.
Thus among the Bambara, for a first theft a hand is ampu;

—

tated for a second the penalty is death (Letourneau, p. 7S).
first theft with corporal punishment, a
second with amputation of some finders, a third with amputation of a hand and lips, a fourth with death (Petroff, Report
on . .
Alaska,' Tenth Census of the United States, Washington, 1SS4, p. 152).
Among the Wakamba, a first murder is
punished by a fine, but on a second conviction the murderer
is killed at once (Decle, Three Years in Savage Africa, 1898,
;

The Aleuts punish a

'

.

p. 487).

In general, those crimes which may be considered
public, inasmuch as they are committed against
the customs, or to the danger, of the whole community, are sorcery (involving, according to current
belief, all natural death), breaches of the customary
marriage laws (incest), sacrilege (breaking of tabu),
and treason.
Private crimes those committed

—

—

against private persons include murder, adultery,
Some
unchastity, theft, perjury, and the like.
of the latter may be regarded as public crimes if
are
committed
the
because
chief,
they
against
of the relation in which he stands to the community. There are, of course, many lesser crimes,
while, especially where chiefs have the power of
making laws, there is a tendency to multiply
With the greater development of savage
offences.
society, and with the gradual formation of a central administrative body taking the place of mere
public opinion and custom, these private crimes
are regarded less and less as offences against an
individual, and more and more as breaches of law
and transgressions against social order. But it is
rather at the next higher stage, in barbaric and
semi-civilized societies, that a real approximation
to this view is found.
Punishment administered by
5. Punishments.
public justice in savage society has generally the
intention of making the offender suffer pain, and
is thus analogous to punishment inflicted as an act
of private revenge.
The lex talionis, or principle

—

of equivalence in punishment, is perhaps originally
connected with the reflex and instinctive movements of the person who is hurt, and who attempts
to make the aggressor suffer a similar hurt by a
natural process of imitation. There must be blow
for blow.
At the same time this movement is one
of self-preservation, and this also is an element of
all punishment.
Such instinctive resentment is,
however, indiscriminate in the amount of vengeance which it employs, and this primitive instinct
of blow for blow, whilst suggesting the lex talionis,
is not sufficient as an explanation of it.
may,
therefore, with Westermarck (i. 179), look for a
further explanation of it in the feeling of selfregarding pride which desires to bring the aggressor
to the same level as the sufferer, and in the social

We
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feeling that members of the same society have
equal rights, and hence, if one makes another
suffer, he must suffer in a similar way and to the
same extent.
The simplest form of the lex talionli is found in
the idea of life for life, wound for wound, eye for
But it also assumes some
eye, tooth for tooth.
curious forms for example, especially in the case
of the blood-feud, there is often the desire that the
vengeance should fall on one of the same rank, or
the same sex, or the same age, as the victim— the
real aggressor thus escaping.
Again, the vengeance is exacted with the same kind of weapon,
and in the same manner. Or, where a system of
compensations and lines exists, these are in due
proportion to the amount of pain caused. Or it is
seen working in still another way
the thief is
deprived of sight, of an arm or hand ; the perjurer
loses his tongue
the adulterer or ravisher is castrated or, again, the thief must not only restore
the goods stolen, but must submit to be pillaged
to the same extent (see Post, ii. 238 ft'. ; Hobhouse,
;

:

;

;

i.

84, 91).

But, while the lex talionis is found as an underlying principle both in savage and in more advanced
systems (cf. e.rj. the OT and the Bab. Code of
ffammurabi), there is often a disposition to exceed
it, so that methods of private revenge as well as
public punishments are often out of all proportion
to the crime committed, especially in places where
the people are naturally cruel, where a despotic
chief rules, or where it is held that a Divine as
well as a human law is transgressed. In the last
case, as well as in cases where the chief is regarded
as Divine or as having Divine authority, any
transgression of law is apt to involve the whole
Hence the punishsociety in Divine vengeance.
ment is swift and proportionately severe (cf. Durkheim, 'Deux lois de revolution penale,' A Soc iv.
64 ff.).
Savage acts of revenge, unregulated or
regulated, as well as methods of punishment, are
also often excessive, since they involve the punishment of an innocent person in place of the real
offender (in many instances of the blood-feud or
of the lex talionis), or that of innocent persons
in addition to the real offender (his wife and
children, especially in cases of sorcery, and these
as well as fellow-clansmen in some instances of the
blood-feud), as a result of the idea of solidarity

—

and

collective responsibility a principle lingering
on in more advanced societies.
In a few cases capital punishment seldom or
never occurs. But, as a rule, it is meted out in
most tribes for one or other of such crimes as
sorcery, murder, incest, treason, sacrilege, adulSome tribes punish capitally only
tery, and theft.
for sorcery and murder, or for sorcery and adultery
but not un(especially with the wives of chiefs)
;

commonly

all

these offences

are

liable

to

the

punishment of death. Further, in such despotic
kingdoms as Ashanti or other regions of Africa,
as well as sporadically elsewhere, even small
offences are punishable with death, at the capricious will of the chief (Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples,
1887, p. 166 ; Kollmann, Victoria Nyanza, Berlin,
1899, p. 170 f.).

The methods of death vary ; they include decapitation,
strangulation, hanging, stabbing or spearing, cudgelling or
flagellation, empaleinent, crucifixion, drowning, burning, flaying alive, burying alive, throwing from a height, stoning, sending
the criminal to sea in a leaky canoe, cutting in two, lopping off

the limbs. In some cases, where the crime is believed to be
particularly offensive to the gods, the criminal is offered in

while this is not an unusual way of obtaining
victims where human sacrifice prevails (Melanesia [Codrington,
Melanesians, 1891, p. 135], Sandwich Islands [von Kotzebue,
Voy. of Discov. into the S. Sea, 1821, iii. 248], Tahiti [Ellis,
Polynes. Res., 1829, i. 346] ; cf. Caesar, vi. 16 [Gauls] ; Grimm,
Teut. Myth., 1S82, i. 45 [Teutons]). In certain regions where
cannibalism prevails, criminals are killed and eaten, probably
as an extreme form of gratifying revenge and 9howing contempt

sacrifice,
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von Martius,
Cannibalism, § ii. 15 Codrington, p. 344
Travels in Brazil, 1824, i. 88).
Of all these methods the most cruel are found in Africa,
where also mutilation before death, as well as other tortures,
is practised (cf. Letourneau, pp. 71, 81, 82, 88
Post, ii. 274

(cf.

;

;

;

Westermarck,

i.

;

195).

—

feet (or parts of these), nose, ears, lips ; castration ;
and plucking out the eyes. All these are found
commonly in Africa, among Amer. Indian tribes,
in the South Sea Islands, and occasionally elsewhere. Flogging or beating with various instruments on various parts of the body back, hips,
shoulders, legs, stomach is also used (in S.
EnAmerica, among the Mongols, in Africa).
slavement is found as an occasional punishment for
crime or for debt (commonly in Africa and in the

—

—

Malay Archipelago, and

sporadically elsewhere)
or, where the criminal has failed to pay the due
compensation, he is often enslaved, or the usual
;

is inflicted upon him.
He becomes
the slave of his victim or of the latter's family, or
of the chief, or he may be sold.
Confiscation of
goods, in whole or in part, is a frequent punishment in cases of theft. Banishment occurs here
and there (New Zealand, Mongols, some African
tribes) as a punishment for certain crimes, but it
is often the result of general bad or unruly
behaviour threatening the peace of the tribe (see
Westermarck, i. 172 Steinmetz, Ethnol. Stud,
zur ersten Entwiek. der Strafe, vol. ii. ch. 5). Lack
of filial duty among the Kafirs, and lying among
the Bannavs of Cambodia, are punished with
banishment (Lichtenstein, Travels in S. Africa,
1812-15, i. 265 Mouhot, Trav. in Central Parts of
Indo-China, 1864, ii. 27). Other punishments are
various forms of dishonour cutting off the hair,
insulting exhibition or parade of the culprit, dressing in women's clothes. Imprisonment as a punishment is rarely found among savages, but instances
«.re noted in various parts of Africa (Krapf,
Travels
in E. Africa, 1860, p. 58 Letourneau,
pp. 80, 84; Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 51).
There is also a wide-spread system of compensation or fine for certain offences.
This method of
indemnifying the victim or his relatives is itself a
species of punishment, though, where the aggressor
is wealthy, it is easy for him to pay for his crimes.
The system probably originated in the custom
of paying blood-money to the relatives of a murdered man. The aggressor, to avoid a blood-feud,
would offer presents to the relatives to appease
their anger, while at the same time appealing to
their love of gain.
This, defective as it may be
from the point of view of justice, was soon seen to
have the good effect of staying the excesses of the
blood-feud, and would be encouraged by the community or the chief. Similarly, compensation for
theft may also have been suggested by the custom
of subjecting the chief to pillage of his goods. The
system of compensation was largely adopted, and
passed over into the administration of public justice
as a method of assessing criminal actions. But it
was far from being universally accepted either in
systems of private revenge or in public punishment,
and, even where it prevails, certain crimes cannot
be compensated for, e.g. sorcery and deliberate
murder. It has a wide-spread vogue, however, as a
regular custom, or as an alternative to punishment
in cases of murder, adultery, seduction, theft, etc.
(cf. Post, ii. 256 ft'., for a list of peoples among
whom it is found). Where it prevails, a regular
system of payments is fixed according to the injury
done, according to the rank or sex of the victim,
and sometimes according to the rank of the

punishment

;

;

—

.

—

the wife and children of the
aggressor suffer with him, or are sold as slaves.
Or, where compensation has not been paid, wife
and children may be taken with the defaulting
or he himself may sell
criminal and enslaved
them in order to obtain the wherewithal to pay the
In the first two instances the
compensation.
savage doctrine of human solidarity is seen at
work a principle emphasized in the blood-feud,
where the murderer's family or clan is often held
responsible for his act and the members are liable
to be slain for it.
As a further form of indignity and punishment,
the body of a criminal is often left unburied, or is
thrown into the forest to be devoured by wild
beasts (African tribes [Post, Afr. Jur. 1. 46]
Eskimos [Rink, Tales and Trad, of the Eskimo,
Cent. America [Preuss, Die Begrab.
1875, p. 54]
der Amer., Konigsberg, 1894, p. 301]).
6. As has already been said, a distinction is
drawn even by the most backward peoples between
Some examples of
public and private crimes.
both will now be discussed, showing the attitude
of the savage with regard to them and the punishments meted out to the aggressors.
i. Public
Crimes. As examples of public
crimes may be taken sorcery, incest, and sacri;

Other punishments consist of various bodily
mutilations cutting off legs or arms, hands or

.
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or his household

.

;

aggressor.
In many instances in such serious crimes as sorcery, murder, or crimes committed against a chief

—

—

;

;

—

lege.

—

As distinct from magic, which is
(1) Sorcery.
authorized for the public good, sorcery, though its
methods may often be similar, is almost universally
punished by the common action of a tribe or by
the central authority acting in its name.
The
sorcerer is employing unlawful means for antisocial ends, especially to bring about the sickness
or death of his neighbours, or to cause sterility in
field or fold.
Further, inasmuch as the crime is
an anti-social one, it is for that very reason a crime
the
against
divinity of the social group, its guardian
As among the Eskimos, it is
or tutelary spirit.
adverse to the interests of the community and to
the supreme rule of things in which the people
believe (Rink, op. cit. p. 41).
Further, where
invoked in magic are evil and maleficent,
they are such as are opposed to the rule of the
benevolent spirit or divinity, according to the
usual dualism which prevails in savage religion.
Thus, sorcery is condemned on religious as well as
on social or moral grounds, and those who are
most active in pursuing it are generally the
Moreover, the
approved fetish-men or priests.
divinities are sometimes said to abhor witchcraft
and to punish it in the future life (Rink, p. 41
Parker, Euahlayi Tribe, 1905, p. 79 Codrington,
As it is a wide-spread belief that all sickp. 274).
ness or death is due to unnatural causes, one of
which is sorcery, there is a wide field for the
exercise of public justice against the sorcerer, who
is generally regarded as a murderer of a particularly
offensive type.
Hence, not only in the lower
culture, but at higher levels, law, and custom condemn him. He is a danger to society he offends
against its gods and, because of the solidarity of
the society, it may be visited by them for his
Therefore he is almost invariably punoffence.
ished with death. Sorcery is sometimes the only
crime which is so punished, while the method of
In most cases the
death is often very cruel.
authorized magician, medicine-man, fetish-man,
takes
or
witch-doctor,
steps to discover the
priest,
When he is found, he is often subjected
sorcerer.
If this does not kill
to an ordeal, e.g. by poison.
him but proves him guilty, he is then publicly put
to death. The ordeal is thus equivalent to the
spirits

;

;

;

;

trial of

the suspected person.

Among Australian tribes, with whom all natural death is
attributed to sorcery, death is the invariable punishment. The
medicine-man identifies the guilty pereon, an avenging party
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arranged by the council of old men, and the culprit is followed up and slain (Spencer-Gilleu\ pp. 46 f., 477; b 25, 650).
With the Eskimos, the angekuts are hostile to sorcerers and
cause them to be put to death (Rink, pp. 34, 41 Petroff, op.
tit. p. 162).
The punishment of death was generally meted
out to sorcerers, who were much feared among the American
Indian tribes of all degrees of culture, from the lowest tribes
up to the Aztecs, the method of death being often cruel—
and cudgelling (Vera
e.g. burning (Wyandots, Guatemalans)
Paz). With the Aztecs the victim was sacrificed to the gods
is

;

W

xii. [1897] 412-416
462 ; cf. Tost, ii. 396 ; Kohler, ZVR
Waitz, Anthropologic, Leipzig, 1869-1872, iii. 128). Among the
Nufors of New Guinea sorcerers are stabbed and thrown into
the sea (ZE viii. [1SS8] 193), and the punishment of death is
usual in N. Guinea and among the peoples of the Malay penin'
Het stafr. bij de volken van het mal. ras,' in
sula (Wilken,
Bijdragen tot de taal-, land-, en volkenkunde van Ned.-lndie,
The Hague, 1883, p. 21). In Fiji, where witchcraft exerted the
influence
on the niinds of the people, the person
strongest
detected in using it wa9 slain (Williams, Fiji, 1870, i. 248).
In New Caledonia, old women are often put to death as sorceresses, and men who are suspected of causing death by sorcery
are formally condemned and forced to jump over the rocks
into the sea (Turner, Samoa, 1884, p. 342). In W. Africa, any
one may kill the sorcerer ; but generally after detection by the
witch-doctor an ordeal is necessary, and the spirit of the ordeal
sometimes kills the sorcerer. Otherwise he is put to death,
and hie private property is often confiscated (cf. Nassau,
Fetichism in W. A/r., 1904, p. 123 ; Kingsley, IF. A/r. Studies*,
1901, p. 169 ff. ; Letourneau, p. 68; Post, A/r. Jur. ii. 66-67).
Among the Lendu, a forest tribe of Uganda, the sorcerer is
executed, and his body is thrown into the bush (Johnston,
Uganda Protectorate, 1902, ii. 664 f.). In E. Cent. Africa, when
the suspected Borcerer has been discovered before the assembled
community by the witch-finder, he must drink a poisoned
If his stomach rejects it, he ia acquitted ; if it causes
cup.
his death, this proves him guilty. In some cases he is burned
alive (Macdonald, A/ricana, 1882, i. 43, 206 ft". ; Letourneau,
p. 69). In S. Africa, witch-doctors discover sorcerers, who are
thought to be very numerous and powerful. When discovered,
they are put to death (Casalis, The Basutos, p. 229 ; Decle, op.
cit. p. 76 ; Maclean, Kafir Laws and Customs, 1838, p. 35 ff.).
Where the punishment of death is not inflicted, the sorcerer
may be sold as a slave (some African tribes [Post, A/r. Jur. ij.
66-37]) ; and occasionally a fine is all that is demanded, but this
is very rare (Bondei natives [J A I xxv. 227]).
Not infrequently the punishment is visited on the relatives
of the sorcerer and upon his goods. Sometimes all these are
destroyed (Decle, p. 163 (Matabele] ; Post, A/r. Jur. ii. 66-67,
149 [Zulus and other African tribes]). In Bali, the parents,
children, and grandchildren are put to death, and the property
is confiscated (Crawfurd, Ind. Archip., Edinb. 1820, iii. 138).
In the Babar Archipelago, the sorcerer and all his adult bloodrelations are slain, and the children given to the relatives of
his victim to sell as slaves (Riedel, De sluik- en kroeshar. Rassen,
The Hague, 1886, p. 346). Among many W. African tribes,
while the sorcerer is executed, his family are sold as slaves

(NR

ii.

(Post,

ii.

;

67, 164).

Incest. — While the

civilized man's horror of
(2)
incest is usually confined to cases of marriage or
sexual relations between parents and children or
brothers and sisters, among primitive and savage

peoples the bars to marriage, while generally including these, usually extend much further.
Where the classilicatory system prevails, the
society is divided into classes, from certain of
which a man must not choose a wife. Or, again,
he may not marry within his totem, his clan, his
Again, marriage may
village, or even his tribe.
be prohibited within the kindred absolutely, or
within the kindred on the mother's side, where
mother-right prevails (generally a totemic prohiIn the last case a man might marry his
bition).
or a
wife's daughter, or his brother's daughter
brother might marry a sister by a different mother,
since they would be of different totems.
But, as
a rule, these unions are also looked upon with
abhorrence. Thus, while in savage life consanguineous unions are, with certain exceptions, regarded as incestuous, the prohibitions have usually
a much wider range, and all breaches of exogamous
law are equally regarded as incestuous. While
adultery is mainly punished as a private offence,
incest is an offence against the whole group, and
is often considered to bring ill-luck and Divine
punishment upon the group, who are collectively
It is, therefore, punished as a public
responsible.
;

and Savage)

(Primitive
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found. With rare exceptions, the prohibition extends also to all sexual relations outside marriage
between persons belonging to exogamous groups.
(For various theories of the prohibition of marriage, of exogamy, and of the horror of incest, see
Westermarck, Marriage, 1894, p. 310 ff. ; Lang,
Social Origins, 1903
Durkheim, La Prohib. de
l'inceste et ses origines,' A Hue i. [1898] 64.)
Some examples of the belief that incest brings
ill-luck or is obnoxious to the gods may be cited.
Ruin to the crops, continuous drought, continuous
rains, are the result of incest, according to the
Dayaks, the Battas, the Galelareese (who also
attribute earthquakes and eruptions to the same
1
1900, ii.
crime), and other tribes (Frazer, GB
212-213 ; Post, ii. 388). They must be atoned for
are
and
the
criminals
a
sacrifice,
punusually by
ished.
Or, as in Kalir and Aleut belief, the
the
are
unions
incestuous
of
monsters,
offspring
'

;

,

Kahrs believing this to be brought about
ancestral spirit (Shooter, Kafirs of Natal,
45
gard
p.

Petroff, op. cit. p. 155).

;

by an

1857,

The Samoans

re-

as a crime abhorred by the gods (Turner,
comp. 92), and the Pasemah believe that those
mitting it are annihilated by the gods (Post, i. 41).
As in many cases both adultery and unchastity
are supposed to bring general misfortune, or to
be abhorrent to the gods, it is possible that with
such peoples the marriage-laws are believed to
it

have been ordained by the deities.
Among the Australian tribes, the usual punishment

for

breaches of the exogamous customs was death, occasionally
cutting and burning. As among the Central Australian tribes,
the punishment is determined by the head-men, who organize
a party to carry out the sentence (Westermarck, Marr. p.
The
299 f. ; Spencer-Gillens pp. 16, 100, 496; b 136, 140).
Veddas, often wrongfully accused of practising brother-sister
unions, abhor incest, and punish it with death (Nevill, in The

Taprobanian, Bombay,

n.d.

,

i.

178).

The same punishment

is

Macusually inflicted throughout Melanesia (J A I xviii. 282
donald, Oceania, 1889, p. 181). The Kandhs, Gonds, and other
aboriginal tribes in India also punish incest (marriage within
the same tribe, gens, etc.) with death (Percival, Land o/ the
viii. [1888] 146).
Among
Veda, 1864, p. 346; Kohler,
the BhDs it is punished with banishment (Kohler, ib. x. [1892]
68).
Throughout the Malay Archipelago the death punishment
was often of a very cruel kind committing to sea in a leaky
vessel, drowning, or throwing into a volcano, burying alive,
S
killing and eating (W'U«n, Globus, lbt. [1891] 22 ; Frazer, &B ,
ii. 213-214 ; Riedel, op. cit. pp. 195, 232, 460).
Similarly, among
the American Indians, death was the usual punishment
ii.
xii. [1897] 412-416;
406, 669; Frazer,
(Kohler,
;

ZVRW

—

XR

ZVRW

Totemism, 1887,

p. 69).

Possibly in some of these cases the victims were regarded as
expiatory sacrifices offered to the gods or spirits. In some
instances of supposed incest, animal sacrifices are offered, or
the blood is sprinkled on the ground to avert drought and
The death of
Bterility (Frazer, G&, ii. 212-213 ; Post, ii. 389).
the criminals or of the animal victims averts danger and a
curse from the community.

As opposed to exogamy, most peoples have
rules forbidding marriage outside a
certain circle, narrower or wider as the case may
be the family, clan, caste, tribe, etc. Such a
marriage is regarded as disgraceful, and in some
cases as a crime which may be punished in various
ways. But these rules have a different origin from
those of exogamy, and result mainly from pride,
antipathy, or prejudice (see Westermarck, Marr.
endogamous

—

p.

363
(3)

ff.;

Post,

Sacrilege.

i.

32

— Of all forms of sacrilege in savage
ff.).

is the most
Tabu is an interdiction upon doing or
an
some
embargo placed
particular thing,
saying
on some thing or some person or persons, the
infraction of which is frequently supposed to carry
its own punishment automatically, preconceptions

life,

that which concerns breach of tabu

general.

looked upon with so much

about tabu bringing about the fatal result through
auto-suggestion. But, as the person who breaks
the tabu is supposed to spread the danger by a
species of contagion, and as breach of tabu fre-

it is unheard of ; but, where it does
occur, death to both offenders is the usual punishment, though lighter punishments are occasionally

quently brings disaster to the tribe or its land,
even where the automatic punishment may be
looked for, he is often punisned by society as a

offence.

Usually

horror that

it is
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or
whole, because he has sinned against the gods,
has committed a breach of social order involving
is put to death, for such
He
results.
supernatural
a dangerous person is safer out of the way. Tabu
need be considered here only in so far as it illusMany
trates the savage view of public crime.
irrational tabus have probably been imposed at
one time by public opinion for some definite reason
If
arising out of experience, real or imaginary.
something is conceived to be dangerous for any
reason, e.g. on account of its connexion with spirits
or gods, then it is wise to avoid it. The avoidance

constitutes a tabu, and it becomes sacrilege to
Other tabus, those on food-stuffs or
break it.
animals at certain seasons, have been imposed as
a wise precaution, or in the interests of a class or
chiefs
sex.
Many others are wilfully imposed by
or priests.
Generally all tabus have a supernatural sanction, and the automatic punishment
is regarded as the working of the Divine anger.
Tabus are sometimes of a private sort (tabus on
have a public charproperty), but more often they
of food-supply,
acter—protective (as in the cases
interdiction of places, etc.), political, sexual (as in
the case of incest), or more purely religious. Tabu
has to some extent subserved the growth of the

idea that crime is wrong. Thus, where a tabu is
and the thief is beplaced on private property
lieved to sutler automatically for his theft (cf.
Turner, p. 185 f. ), it is obvious that this belief
would foster the idea that theft is wrong. On the

other hand, many breaches of tabu, though crime
in the eyes of the savage, have nothing inherently

immoral

in

(Letourneau, p.
which
is the violation of conspicuous tabus
death.
regarded as sacrilege meriting

is

harvest
Thus, with most savage tribes the fruits of the
cannot be partaken of until the firstfruits have been offered
or eaten sacramentally by selected individuals—chief
a

to
god
or priest— or by all the people. In many cases to eat them
before this solemn ceremony would be visited with Divine
[Ellis,
anger— madness (Fiji [JAI xiv. 27J), or death (Tahiti
is thus held to follow
op cit. i. 350]). But, even where death
automatically the act of sacrilege, detection carries with it a
or
confiscation
Zulus
the
as
(death
among
public punishment,
of all the man's cattle [Frazer, Gfl2 ii. 826]) and Polynesians
i.
(Moerenhout, Voy. aux lies du Grand Oefan, Paris, 1837,the
An analogous crime is that of boiling milk among
631).
to cause cows to go dry, and
pastoral Masai. This iB believed
as an insult to the sacred cattle, with death or
is

punished

fine

P- 425).

and Savage)

Africa are put to death or sold as slaves, and this
men ;
is generally true of all savage 'mysteries' practised by
infraction of oaths and
while, as in some African mysteries, any
covenants by their members is believed to be punished by the
i. 110;
iw»
Paris,
1SS3,
cimlisis,
des
Bel.
peuples
god (Reville,
female Njembe
CF, p. 317). Similarly, as in the case of the
of women must not be
society in W. Africa.'the mysteries
looked on by men under pain of death (Nassau, op. cit. p. 261 ;
well as sacred
as
CF, p. 318). In some cases, religious rites
in the Marquesas Islands, where a
places are tabu to women, as
woman is put to death if she touches the sacred ground where
festivals are held (Melville, Marquesas Islands, 1846, p. 100).
the
Examples of the dangerous results of tabu-breaking by
automatic working of suggestion, even in cases where the
breach has been unconscious, and has been made known to the
will
be
found
of
a
time,
breaker sometimes only after long lapse
xxix ; Old
in Dennett, Folk-lore of the Fjorl, 1898, pp. xxvi,
New Zealand, by a Pakeha Maori, London, 1863, p. 96; JAI
automatic _ results
ix. 458.
Suggestion also produces similar
where magic, ghostly warnings, etc., are believed in, and
where a man thinks that he is a victim of these (see Erskine,
W. Pacific, 1853, p. 169 ; Howitt and Fison, op. cit. passim ;
Thomson, Savage Island, 1902, p. 98).
It should be observed that, where there are definite laws
the breach of which
against the marriage of certain persons,
would be incest, these persons are generally tabu and must
not speak to each other. Similarly, as a precaution against
who must not
adultery, men's wives are tabu to other men,
even speak to or touch them (cf. Bastian, Loango-Kiiste, Jena,
1874-76,
ii.

W.

i.

168, 244).

PRIVATE CRIMES.—Among

private crimes,

murder, adultery, unchastity, and theft
be examined here in detail. Some of these,
tend to become public
e.g. adultery and unchastity,
to procrimes, since they are sometimes believed
duce evil results upon the whole tribe or upon its
land— a visitation by the offended spirits.
'no
Tylor has pointed out that
(1) Murder.
known tribe, however low and ferocious, has ever
admitted that men may kill one another indis(CB xxi. 714). This statement is
criminately
ideas of the horror of
supported by the express
murder entertained by many even of the lowest
murders are extremely
savages. In many tribes,
But generally the
rare, and are felt to be wrong.
and it is confeeling of abhorrence is restricted,
sidered a harmless or even praiseworthy action to
But the
tribe.
or
clan
kill outside the limits of the
limits of the restriction vary considerably among
is a
murder
for
different peoples.
Blood-revenge
duty or a custom insisted upon by public opinion
often
and
legally
in most savage societies,
perof the time
mitted, while it is probably a survival
when no supreme authority existed for the execution of justice. Though in many cases the relatives
of the murderer or any members of his clan or
tribe are slain in revenge, because of savage man's
idea of human solidarity and of the collective guilt
of the murderer's family, clan, tribe, or more speciof the lex talionis
fically because of the working
(son 'for son, daughter for daughter, etc.), and,
though the custom often gives rise to tribal wars,
directed
yet the evidence shows that the revenge is
in the first place most frequently upon the murderer himself. Often his death satisfies the desire
for vengeance, and it is only where it has been
found impossible to lay hands on him that the
vengeance falls on another. In the insistence upon
which it
blood-revenge as a sacred and moral duty,
is disgraceful and irreligious to avoid (sometimes
because the dead man's ghost finds no rest till the
first upon the
vengeance falls), and in its falling
murderer, wo see exemplified the general savage
those of

may

—

'

them.

Where society imposes a punishment for breach
In
of tabu, that punishment is generally death.
was most fully
Polynesia, where the institution
or even the
of
infraction
tabu,
developed, every
merest suspicion of it, was visited with death,
the victim being usually sacrificed to appease the
calamities were public
gods, since all diseases and
manifestations of their wrath at breach of tabu
some other cases it
in
But
61).

a very heavy

(Primitive

district of

(Johnston, Kilima-njaro Expedition, 1886,
.

.

obvious form of sacrilege is the viewing of various
sacra by those to whom they are interdicted, e.g. women and
or the communication of initiation secrets to the
children
Uninitiated or intrusion upon sacred mysteries— those of men
by women, those of women by men. Among the Australians,
no woman may look upon the sacred mysteries of the men on
must never be
pain of death, anil the lundun, or bull-roarer,
shown to a woman or child. If it is, the woman and the man

A more
;

;

it (and sometimes his mother and 6isters) are put to
Death is also the punishment to women who look
upon the sacred totemic drawings, or (among the Arunta)
intrude upon the place where the sacred objects are kept.

who shows
death.

is told to boys
Generally the danger of revealing these things
at initiation (sec JAI il. 271, xiii. 448, xxv. 311; Howitt and
Fison KamOaroi and Kurnai, 1880, p. 268 ; Spencer-Qillen',
same is t rue
The
t> 600
ii. p. 889).
vol.
also
11
above,
132,
pp
of the natives of the Papuan dulf (J A / xxxii. 425). Among the
Indians of Brazil, women arc warned off the mysteries l.\ the
chance sight of wlm-h
playing of the iurnpari |ii|»'s, the mere
Death
is punished with death (Wallace, Amazon, 1896, p. 349).
(he
is also the penalty for infringing the initiation rules among
;

Torres Straits tribes (Haddon, JAI xix. 336). The initiation
rites of girls arc also tabu to men in most districts, generally
under pain of death, inflicted by the women (Keade, Savage
Africa, 1S03, p. 246; Crawley, Mystic Rose, 1902, p. 297).
Intruders in the mysteries Ol the Porro fraternity in the Tiinui

1
Where a local tribunal exists, it
justice.
arrange the blood-feud and set the machinery

view of

may

in motion, or it may £o further and, after hearing
the respective sides, give judgment in favour of the
to be done, someavenger, and appoint execution
times by him ; or it may try to arrange a compenwhere it is strong enough will its
But
sation.

only

decisions be enforced or its suggestions be heeded.
This action of the local tribunal may be regarded
in the light of a compromise, where the custom of
1 Other
occasional causes of a blood-feud are wounding,
i. 239).
adultery, seduction, rape, and kidnapping (cf. Post,

J
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blood-feud continues after the rise of such tribunals.
It is thus a step towards justice being done in the
The progress to true
case of private wrongs.
justice is further seen where the central authority
to decide guilt, and to
in
furbid
to
revenge,
steps
award punishment. Frequently the practice of
compensation, the vxrgeld, takes the place of the
blood-feud oris even obligatory, the relatives being
satisfied with the payment of a heavy fine, fixed
according to rank, sex, age, etc. (cf. Post, i. 249 ft'.).
Where the acceptance of compensation was seen to
lessen the protracted hostilities in the case of the
blood-feud,

it

would be fostered by custom and

;

Blood-Feud).

It should be noted that, though there are marked
exceptions to the rule, infanticide is very widespread and meets with little or no disapproval,
while the killing of the sick and aged, not out of

wantonness but for certain definite reasons,

uncommon

in

many parts of

the world.

is

not

Similarly,

though by no means generally, it is often the case
that a master has the right to kill his slave (Post,
In a few cases infanticide is punished with
i. 373).
death or in some other way, or is regarded as
wrong and liable to bring misfortune ; and, where
the killing of aged parents for the specific reasons
referred to is not customary, parricide, when it
does occur, is regarded with abhorrence, and is at
once punished (cf. Westermarck, i. 402 ft'., 386;
Steinmetz, op. cit. ii. 153 ft'.).
Where blood-revenge does not exist, as well as
in many cases where it does, the murderer is punished by the community, or by some special
authority, though it is not always easy to distinguish, from the statements made, between true
blood-revenge and the administration of justice.
In most cases the punishment is death.
the Fuegians, the murderer is placed under a ban,
of hunger, or death is inflicted by his fellows
(Hyades-Deniker, Mission scient. du Cap Horn, viii. 374, 243).
Among some Australian tribes, as has been seen, the council of
elders arranges the avenging party in cases of murder by sorcery.
But, as among the tribes of N.W. Central Queensland, the camp
or a council of the camp punishes the murderer (Roth, Ethnol.
Studies among the N.W.C. Queensland Abor., 1S97, pp. 139, 141).
With some tribes a ceremony of spear-throwing at an offender
appears to take the place of the blood-feud proper (\Vesterlnarck, i. 171). The Eskimos and Aleuts occasionally make
common cause against a murderer and put him to death (Nan:
sen, op. cit. p. 162 ; cf. Petroff, op. cit. p. 152). W ith many N.
American Indian tribes the murderer had to appear before the
chiefs for trial, but he was often handed over to the relatives of
his victim for punishment (Cooper, Mishmee Bills, 1873, p. 238 ;
v
Morgan, League of the Iroquois, Rochester, 1851, p. 330 ; Schoolcraft, Ind. tribes, Philadelphia, 1851-60, i. 277 ; Adair, Hist, of
Amer. Ind., 1775, p. 150). Many African tribes also inflict
capital punishment on the murderer, the chief frequently deciding his guilt and enforcing the sentence (Westermarck, i. 189 ;
Letourneau, pp. 80, 83-S4 ; Johnston, op. cit. ii. 882 [murderer
executed by warriors among the Mutei]), or, as among the
Mpongwe, the community burn or drown him (Burton, Two
Trips to Gorilla Land, i. 105). Capital punishment for murder
is also found in Polynesia and New Guinea (Turner, Samoa, pp.
178, 295, 334 ; Thomson, JAI xxxi. 143 ; Chalmers, Pioneering
in N.G., 18S7, p. 179). In other cases, banishment, usually followed by death, is found, or, as among the Omahas, a species of
boycotting and penitential expiation in the case of a murderer
whose life has been spared (Dorsey, in S RBEW, 1884, p. 309).
Or, in some instances, as in the commutation of blood-revenge,
a fine is all that is insisted on for murder (Shooter, Kafirs of
Natal, p. 103 ; Casalis, op. cit. p. 228 ; Griffith, JRASEe vi.
[1837] 332 [Mishmis, offender cut to pieces if fine is not paid]
Johnston, op. cit. ii. 8S2 [Kamasias, confiscation of goods of
murderer and his relatives]).
This fine is not seldom a real
commutation of blood-revenge, and the composition is often
recommended or expressly insisted on by the central authority.
If it is not paid, the murderer is generally put to death (cf.
Letourneau, pp. 72, 80, 89, 95 ; Elphinstone, Kingdomof Caubul,
1839, ii. 105; Von Martins, Beit, zur Ethnoq. Amer., Leipzig,

Among

and perishes

;

1S67,

i.

130).

The vengeance

of the society upon the murderer
belief that he is a source of
He is infected with the tincleanness of death, or is surrounded by spirits,

part due to the
danger to the group.
is in
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especially that of his victim, who will afllict not
only him but others. Hence he is tabu, and, if he
is not put to death, he must undergo ceremonies of
purification, or be isolated from his fellows, as in
the case of the Omahas (see above, and cf. Kohler,
1
i.
331 ft'.).
xii. [1897] 408; Frazer, GB
These ceremonies, or the period of isolation, are
then a species of punishment.
In some cases it is expressly said that murder is
punished because it is hated by a Divine being, or
is a breach of his law.
This is the case among the
Omahas (Dorsey, loc. cit,), while in other instances
murderers are believed to be punished after death
(Australians by Baiame [Parker, op. cit. p. 79],
Andaman Islanders [Man, JAI xii. 161-2], Melanesians [Codrington, p. 273 ft'.], New Hebrides
[Turner, Samoa, p. 326], Aweniba [Sheane, JAI,
xxxvi. 150ft'.], American Ind. [above, vol. ii. p. 685*]).
(2) Adultery.— Since in all savage societies the wife
is regarded as the property of her husband, adultery
is generally a serious crime.
Before betrothal or
marriage the woman may dispose of herself as she
chooses, though here the father or guardian has
sometimes the right of controlling her action, but
after marriage her husband has entire right over
her.
Adultery is therefore regarded as an infringement of the husband's proprietary right, and is
frequently a serious form of theft. Add to this
the working of jealousy, and it is easy to understand why to the savage mind adultery is so serious
an offence and often a capital crime. In many
instances, even where there is a regular tribunal,
the husband and those whose
duty it is to help
him have the right of dealing as lie pleases with
the culprits, especially if he catches them in flagrante delicto. The local tribunal and, in any case,
custom and opinion justify his action, and often,
He may,
indeed, expect him to avenge himself.
however, in such a case be liable to hostilities from
the relatives of the w ife or her paramour and in
a few cases, where the established tribunal is
jealous of all such personal action, he may be
punished by it, especially when he has put the
woman to death instead of inflicting a lighter
punishment. Or he may appeal to the tribunal,
with confidence that due punishment will be visited
upon the offenders, the execution of this punishment being occasionally allotted to him.

ZVRW

authority and in many cases, though not all, its
existence may be traced to the intervention of the
central authority, the elders of the tribe, or the
chief (see

(Primitive and Savage)

r

;

The punishment of death not only for adultery but, in some
cases, for slight indiscretions or even for touching a wife, especiPost, ii. 358 ;
ally the wife of a chief (Bastian, op. cit. i. 244
MacLennan, Studies in Anc. Hist., 2nd ser., 1896, p. 412), is
visited upon the offending wife or the paramour or both, either
a
by the husband or by a legal tribunal, among large number of
;

Westermarck,
peoples (see Adultery [Primitive and Savage]
l. 290
Post, ii. 362, 371) and in some cases adultery is the only
;

;

;

crime which

is

capitally punished (Mishmis

[JRASBe

vi.

[1837]

Occasionally the punishment is meted out to the wife
only after repeated offences (Macdonald, Africana, i. 140). In
other cases the seducer has to suffer slavery, mutilation,
emasculation, beating, or some other bodily indignity; he must
submit to his wife's being outraged ; or he must pay compensation, usually equal to the value of the woman, to the injured
husband (Post, ii. 366-9, 373; Letourneau, pp. 20, 43, 65-66, 78,
83, 95).
Similarly, where the unfaithful wife is not put to death,
she is mutilated, disfigured, beaten and ill-treated, enslaved,
repudiated, divorced, or prostituted (Post, ii. 364-5 ; Letourneau, pp. 37, 65, 66). In a few exceptional cases the wife is not
The^e
punished (Westermarck, Marr. p. 122 Post, ii. 370).
various punishments are usually inflicted by the husband, but
occasionally by a tribunal or by the chief. Adultery is occasionally the cause of a blood-feud or of a species of blood-revenge
(du Chaillu, Equat. Africa, 1861, p. 51 Letourneau, p. 96).
The punishment of adultery is sometimes in proportion to
the rank of the offenders or of the husband or, where a system
of fines is in use, the fine is similarly proportioned (Post, Afr.
Jur. ii. 82-83 ; Letourneau, pp. 65-68 ; Johnston, op. cit. ii.
590, 689 Ellis, Ewe-speaking Peoples, 1890, p. 2U2).
Generally,
too, adultery with a chief wife is more severely punished than
with a lesser wife or concubine (see Concubinage).
332]).

;

;

;

;

As a

general rule, in savage societies the wife
can obtain no redress for the husband's adultery
but there are occasionally exceptions to this even
at low levels {e.g. with some Australian tribes), and
the husband is punished more or less severely, oi
;
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his adultery (or even bringing a second wife or
concubine to the house) is a ground for the wife's

divorcing him (see Adultery [Primitive and
Savage], § 6 Westermarck, ii. 432 ; Post, Afr.
Jur. i. 465, ii. 72).
There is a certain amount of evidence that
among savage tribes adultery is regarded as a
grave moral offence, which may bring general
calamity, or must be expiated, or which is offensive to the gods, or will be punished in the next
world (see art. Adultery, § 8 Crawley, op. cit. p.
143 f. ; Mason, JRASBe xxxvii. [1868] pt. 2, 147 ff.
[Karens]; Westermarck, ii. 675; Perham, JRAS
Straits branch, no. 8, p. 150 [Sea Dayaks] ; Man,
JAI xii. 157 [Andaman Islanders] ; Sheane, JAI
xxxvi. 150 IF. [Awemba] ; Codrington, Melanesians,
Jones, Ojebway Ind., 1861, p. 104).
p. 273 tf.
(3) Unchastity.
Unchastity before marriage is
variously regarded among savage peoples. In some
instances a girl is allowed the utmost licence, but
in many quarters unchastity is reprobated more or
less severely.
The difference in attitude doubtless
involves differing moral conceptions, but there can
be little doubt that much is due to the question of
the girl's position. If she has been betrothed in
early years to a prospective husband, she is expected to remain chaste, or she may be repudiated.
Or, again, unchastity is held to lower her value in
her father's or guardian's opinion, because a smaller
bride-price will be obtainable for her. But, as the
severity of the punishments shows, unchastity is
frequently regarded as a moral offence even among
some very low tribes (see Westermarck, Marr.
;

;

—

;

p. 61

ff.),

and

it is

sometimes thought to he

offen-

sive to the higher powers, or to bring misfortune on
the tribe or the crops. Hence it must be expiated
in one way or another, as well as punished (St.

John, Forests of Far East, 1863, i. 63, 69 [Dayaks]
Mason, JASB xxxvii. 2 [1868], 147 [Karens];
2
Frazer, GB ii. 212 [Battas] ; Bastian, Indonesicn,
Berlin, 1884-99, i. 144 [Ceram] ; Reclus, Prim. Folk,
London, 1891, p. 52; Post, Afr. Jur. i. 460;
Westermarck, Marr. p. 61 [Loango]
Casalis,
Basutos, p. 267).
;

;

The punishments are

various, and may be inflicted by the
Sometimes both
house-father, the tribunal, or the chief.
seducer and seduced are put to death (Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 70

[Marea,

Beni-Amer]

;

Cunningham,

Uganda,

1905,

p.

290

[Baziba] ; Johnston, op. cit. ii. 747 [Kavirondo] ; Dawson, Aust.
Abor., Melbourne, 1881, p. 23 [W. Tictoria] Post, ii. 376 [Nias]).
In other cases the girl is put to death (Post, ii. 375 [some
or she is banished or enslaved (Westermarck,
arr. p. 66 ff. ; Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 72 ; Cunningham, op. cit.
p. 102 [Bakoki] ; Ohanler, Through Jungle and Desert, 1896,
p. 317 [Rendile of E. Africa] ; Post, ii. 380 [some Malay tribes]),
or she is scourged (Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 71-72), or has to pay a fine
to the chief (Post, ii. 380).
In some of these cases the seducer
shares the punishment, but generally he has to pay compensation or a flue, usually equivalent to the value of the girl
(her bride-price or blood-price), and sometimes much heavier
(Post, ii. 376-6 ; Westermarck, ii. 426-6, 436). In some instances
he must also marry the girl, and often, if the fine is not forthcoming, be is enslaved. Seduction may at one time have been
;

a

common

cause of a blood-feud, later compensated for by fine,
it still leads to a feud (Post, Afr. Jur. i. 81).

but occasionally

—

Proprietary rights are recognized by
savage tribes, most of whom condemn or abhor
while all of them punish it in one way or
another.
The thief is frequently punished by the
owner of the stolen property (more especially when
he is taken red-handed) and in such cases the
latter may even have the right to kill him or enslave him. Or he may force him to restore the
stolen goods or their value, and sometimes two,
three, or more times their value, or may subject
his belongings to pillage.
Here, generally, custom
has arranged a system of regulated composition.
In other cases the thief is punished by the tribunal,
or the chief, with death, enslavement, banishment,
or he is forced to pay a
mutilation, or beating
In
line, or to restore the goods or their value.
general, the higher the value of the goods stolen,
Theft.

(4)

all

theft,

;

;

and Savage)

(Primitive

the heavier the punishment. Stealing such
things
as any tribe sets much store by cattle,
products
of the held, weapons, and the like is
usually
Sometimes the punishment
severely punished.
depends upon the place from which the theft is
made (field, garden, or house), the time at which
it occurs (night or
day), or whether the thief is
taken in the act, and also upon the social position
of the person robbed or of the thief.
Usually, too,
the punishment increases when acts of theft are
repeated, a notorious thief being usually put to
death.
Where a system of fines exists, there is
generally found a regular scale of values for different things. And, when a fine or composition is not
paid, the thief is often killed, enslaved, or punished in some other way. But, before
undergoing
punishment, the prisoner's guilt or innocence may
be attested by oath or ordeal. In
many cases
property is protected by tabus involving the thief
in an automatic punishment or in the results of a
curse.
Or, again, when a thief cannot be found,
resort is often had to cursing him, a
god being
invoked to punish him (see Westermarck, ii. 63 ff.).
In some instances the gods are said to abhor
and punish theft either in this world or the next
(Andaman Islanders [Man, JAI xii. 161]; some

—

—

Polynesian and Melanesian tribes [Turner, Samoa,
Codrington, op. cit. p. 274; Macdonald, Oceania, p. 208] some American Indian
tribes [above, vol. ii. p. 685" Bossu, Trav.
through
Louisiana, 1771, i. 256]; Dayaks [Brooke, Ten
Years in Sarawak, 1866, i. 55 Perham, op. cit.
pp. 301, 326;

;

;

;

149]).

p.

The

thief is killed

when taken

in the act,

by the Fuegians
1839, ii. 180), peoples of the Malay
Archipelago (Westermarck, ii. 8), Maoris (Moerenhout, op. cit.
ii.
John^
181^, some African tribes (Westermarck, i. 2S9, ii. 13
ston, ii. 591 ; Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 92-3)
or he is enslaved (Tost,
ib. ii. 93).
Among peoples with whom capital punishment for
various kinds of theft exists are some Australian tribes (Letourneau, p. 28) tribes of the Malay Archipelago (Javanese, Alfura,
Bataks, Achinese, etc. [Post, ii. 434
Westermarck, ii. 81) the
Shans (JAI xxvi. 21); American Indian tribes (Post, ii. 434;
ii. 658
Petroff, op. cit. p. 152
Harmon, Voyages, Andover,
1820, p. 348 Von Martius, op, cit. i. 88) Polynesian and Melanesian tribes (Westermarck, ii. 9 ; Post, Anfange des Staats- und
Recktslebens, Oldenburg, 1878, p. 224; Letourneau, p. 54 f.);
African tribes (Letourneau, pp. 64, 67
Westermarck, ii. 12
Post, ii. 88 f.). Enslaving or banishment (especially in cases of
repeated theft) is the punishment among the Fantis, Yolofs,
and
other
African
tribes (Post, ii. 87; Letourneau, p.
Diagara,
64), the Karens (habitual thieves [Mason, JASB xxxvii. 2, 146J),
tribes of the Malay Archipelago (Westermarck, ii. 8), Maoris
(Post, Anfange, p. 224), some Anier. Ind. tribes (NR ii. 658;
Dodge, Our Wild Indians, Hartford, 1882, pp. 64, 79 Dall,
Alaska, 1870, p. 382), Mongols (Post, op. cit. p. 224). Mutilations of various kinds as an application of the lex talionis
(cutting oft fingers, hands, arms, feet, or legs, plucking out the
eyes, or even cutting off nose or ears, and castration) are found
among several African tribes (Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 81, 88, 90-92
Westermarck, ii. 12), peoples of the Malay Archipelago (Westermarck, ii. 8; Post, Anfange, p. 223; Riedel, op. cit. p. 232),
Ainus (Batchelor, Ainu ana their Folklore, 1901, p. 285), various
Mongol tribes (Post, op. cit. 223), Kamchadales, some Amer.
Ind. tribes (Letourneau, p. 19; Post, op. cit. p. 223), and in Fiji
(Williams, Fiji, p. 23). Beating or flogging occurs among the
Brazilian Indians (Post, op. cit. p. 222), Kalmuks (ib, p. 222),
and Borne African tribes (Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 88, 91 f.).
Probably the earliest form of revenge for theft, apart from
death, was retaliation in kind. The victim of the theft would
either pillage the thief or seek to recover his property. Acts of
pillage are found sporadically sanctioned by public opinion
(Maoris [Ellis, iii. 126]; in Malaysia [Letourneau, p. 75]); but,
where these occur, they may be in default of restitution.
Sometimes simple restitution of goods suffices, but more fre*
quently this accompanies another punishment or the enforcing
of a twofold or manifold restitution (Indians of Brazil [Von
Martius, i. 88] Amer. Ind. tribes— Wyandots twofold [1
t
1881, p. 66]
Mayas [NR ii. 658] Kirghiz ninefold [Georgi,
Russia, 1780-S3, iii. 337] Malay Archipelago twofold or more,
sometimes a fine (Westermarck, ii. 8 Post, Anfange, p. 218J
African tribes, twice to ten times the value [Westermarck, ii.
12
Sometimes confiscation of a
Post, Afr. Jur. ii. 84, 86]).
thief's whole property oci-urs (Cunningham, Uganda, p. 304;
Post, ii. 439). Such forms of compensation
Johnston, ii. 882
may be regarded in the light of a fine, greater or less, according to the magnitude of the theft, or the genera] feeling with
regard to its wickedness. Sometimes also severe punishments
death, mutilation, etc.— may be expiated by a fine. Among
Australian tribes a not uncommon method is that the thief is
challenged to single combat by his victim.
(King and Fitzroy, Voyages,

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;
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;

;
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which they are written (Sumei ian)
shows that they -were drawn up during the Sumerian period, and the}' may, therefore, date from

always severely

punished when it occurred, and perhaps to he regarded as a form of sacrilege, is that of stealing
ii.
offerings, etc., from a grave (Westermarck,

in

The crimes or misdeto therein are not serious, and
class
of
rather
to
the
offences
against morals
belong
than to really criminal acts. Nevertheless, they are
and
of
considerable
are
interesting,
exceedingly
importance in that they contain the earliest ordinances in existence concerning punishment for
3500 B.C., or even earlier.

meanours referred

51S-9).

which mark the beginning

7. At those festivals
new year or the ottering of firsffiuits among
savages, and which are usually accompanied by
ceremonial confession of wrongdoing and hy ritual

of a

the contagion of
purifications and riddance of
wrong, very frequently there is considerable licence,
and such crimes as may be then committed are not

wrongdoing

:

If a son say to his father, "Thou art not my father," they
At such festivals there is may shave him, put him in fetters, and sell him for silver.'
afterwards punished.
If a son say to his mother, "Thou art not my mother," they
great excitement, with much drinking, dancing, may shave his' forehead, lead hiin round the city, and drive him
Crimes would then be readily committed, forth from the house.'
etc.
'If a wife hate her husband, and say to him, "Thou art not
but had not to be accounted for, because they
occurred during a sacred season, while their con- my husband," they may throw her into the river.'
'If a husband say to his wife, "Thou art not my wife," he
tagion had already prospectively been got rid of, shall pay her half a'mana of silver.
or would shortly be got rid of, by the ceremonial
If a man hire a slave, and he dies, is lost, runs away, gets
locked up, falls ill, he shall pay as his hire every day half a
purifications usual at such periods.
measure of grain.'
of
the
most
tribes
asylum
right
Among
savage
or sanctuary for the criminal is clearly recognized,
Though the above laws refer only to adopted
the sanctuary being generally a place sacred to sons, the respect for foster-parents which the
gods or spirits, or the abode of sacred persons punishments for denial of them imply shows
of the Sumerians was in
(priest or chief), in which it would be dangerous how strong the feeling
The adopted son might be sold as
for the avenger or the executioner of justice to this matter.
a slave, and it may be supposed that a real son
shed the blood even of a criminal (see art. Asylum
would have been treated with even greater severity.
Post, ii. 252 if.).
SUMMARY. The execution of justice among The denial of a foster-mother brought upon the
an
on
the
tribes
whole,
rough
is,
extremely
culprit all the disadvantages of slavery, as is imsavage
and ready process. Where the practice of private plied by the shaving of his forehead. His being
revenge is common, it militates against the inde- taken round in the city was probably for the purand impartial weighing of the evidence pose of making his misdemeanour known; and
Eendent
And, even where driving him forth from the house implied his being
y a disinterested tribunal.
a recognized tribunal, it generally either left in utter destitution, or relegated to the
exists
there
lacks the most elementary requirements for the position of a slave.
Inequality in the status of the husband and the
discovery of truth as found in a civilized court of
justice.
Impartiality is seldom found, the weigh- wife is implied by the differing punishments for
it
alone
and
the
reliance
of
evidence
the
same or similar offences. Divorcing a husband
being
upon
ing
of a
practically unknown the common resort to ordeals was punishable with death, but the divorcing
wife only incurred the fine of half a mana of silver.
is an extremely defective method of arriving at the
in many cases not only does the guilty There is no doubt that women had fewer rights
truth
escape, but, where he is punished, the innocent than men in ancient Babylonia, but it must be
often share his punishment. Punishments, too, admitted that they are not altogether their equals
are often extremely severe. On the other hand, even now.
The last law of the five shows the respect paid
the evidence seems to show that there is a general
hatred of crime among savages, and that it is to property. The penalties inflicted are rather hard
of
rare
occurrence
among upon the hirer, who is responsible for a slave whom
comparatively
probably
he has hired, even if a misfortune befalling him is
many tribes.
Literature. — E. Durkheim, Deux lois de 1'evolution penale,'
not due in any way to the fault of the hirer. PerASoc. vol. iv., Paris, 1901, De la Division du travail social, do.
haps it was necessary— the Sumerians may have
in
Morals
T.
L.
Evolution,
London,
19U6,
Hobhouse,
1893;
been (criminally) careless of other people's property
dans
les
L'
Evolution
vol. i. ch. 3
C. Letourneau,
juridique
delivered into their hands in any case, if the hirer
diverses races humaines, Paris, 1891 M. Mauss, La Religion
et les origines du droit penal,' RHR, vols, xxxiv. xxxv., Paris,
thought the conditions too severe, be could easily
1896-7
A. H. Post, Grundriss der elhnol. Jurisprudenz,
stipulate, on hiring, that he should not be visited
Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1894-5, Afrikan. Jurisprudenz, do.,
with the full rigours of the law in the case of an
1887 S. R. Steinmetz, Ethnol. Sludien zur ersten EntwickE. Westermarck,
luna der Strafe, Leyden and Leipzig, 1894
accident happening.
Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas, London, 1900-8
2. The next laws in chronological order with
ff.
also
the
other
authorities
cited
1878
See
ZVRW, Stuttgart,
which we come into contact are those drawn up
in the article.
J. A. MacCULLOCH.
by the great Babylonian legislator, Hammurabi,
is now preserved in the Louvre at
(Assjro- whose code
Here we have a list of crimes and punishBabylonian). These are revealed to us mainly by Paris.
the "Bab. codes of laws, of which three have been ments far more complete than any which the
found the first and the last, fragments only ; the ancient nations of the East preceding the Jews
have ever handed down.
second that of Hammurabi nearly complete.
How far these laws were regarded as binding is
1. The first (the earliest known) are the Sumerian
conditions of life probably changed
laws, of which examples occur in the 7th tablet of doubtful the
from
time to time and it is unlikely that the
work
This
the l/lutinabi-Su (' punctually ') series.
contains specimen-phrases for students of Sumero- same ideas regarding penalties and punishments
as in
Akkadian, the laws being among the legal and for breaches of the law prevailed in Assyria
other phrases which the student had to learn. Babylonia, notwithstanding that the Assyrians
studied those old Bab. laws. Perhaps the tablets
of
Ashurtime
dates
from
the
the
tablet
Though
the Ulutirulbi-iu series, like many another
banipal (c. 650 B.C.), there is no doubt as to the of
and the laws of H ammura bi
period during which these laws and their penalties ancient composition,
were in force their reproduction in the contract- himself, were kept in the libraries at Nineveh,
tablets of the time of the dynasty to which Ham- simply because they were ancient and venerable
murabi belonged indicates that the code of which works, useful to the law-student. Upon this point,
be better able to judge later on.
they formed part originated previous to c. 2000 B.C. however, we shall
vol. iv.— 17
'

'

'

'

;

—
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In considering such a matter as that of crimes
anil
punishments, it will probably be admitted that
the Babylonian mind was not trained in so severe
a school as that of the Roman or the modern legist.
Moreover, the difference in the manners and customs of the East and the West, to say nothing of
the question of period, must be taken into con-

Thus, many offences against morality
and decency were probably not thought worthy of
punishment by the Babylonians, notwithstanding
that they may have been regarded as most reprehensible.
Bigamy was not a punishable offence,
and the game-laws were probably merely rudimentary. Bribery was not punishable, except when
it was intended thereby to pervert the ends of
sideration.

justice.

Nothing is said, moreover, concerning bestiality,
blasphemy, breach of ritual, drunkenness (except,
perhaps, in the case of priestesses and devotees),
lying (though we know, from certain texts see
Conscience [Bab.], above, p. 33 that this was a
thing unpleasing to the deity), malice, prophesying
falsely, the desecration of holy days, speaking
evil of rulers {Use majesU), uncleanness, usury,
and many other things which are not only regarded
as crimes or misdemeanours among the European
nations, but also appear as such with the ancient
Hebrews.
Idolatry, magic, sorcery, intercourse

—

—

with demons and spirits, and prostitution were
naturally not counted as crimes
though blas;

phemy,

sacrilege,

and similar

offences against the
certainly

gods were probably severely punished

—

the latter (sacrilege). Whether blasphemy was a
crime or not probably depended upon the place
and the deity, for none would speak slightingly
of a deity in the place where he was worshipped,
1
It is to be noted, however, that
except a fanatic.
nothing certain can be stated with regard to many
modern
acts which
Europeans would consider as
crimes in law, for the simple reason that we have
only one code in any sense complete, namely, that
of Hammurabi (c. 2000 B.C. ), and even that has gaps.
The death penalty. In the Code of Hammurabi,
as is fitting, respect for what is just holds the first
place, and the penalty for false accusation of killing
is death (§ 1).
In the case of a (false) accusation of
sorcery, the accused person had to dive into the
river, and, if the river refused to drown him, the
accuser suffered the penalty of death, and the
accused took the house of his dead defamer.
Death, in fact, was the penalty of any false accusation in which a life was involved.
In all other
cases, a false witness bore the cost of the action

—

(§§ 2-4).

Next to the safety and integrity of the person,
that of the property of a man was held to be the
most sacred. Theft was not generally punished
with death, unless the property stolen belonged to
a temple or to the palace (of the king), in which
case the receiver suffered the same punishment
In later times, the penalty for sacrilegious
theft (with the damage inflicted upon the images of
by stripping them) seems to have been death
3
by fire ({'inches, The OT in the Light, etc. , p. 561).
(§ 6).

deities

Strange, however, is the severity of the law (§ 7)
ordaining death for buying the property of a
man, either from his own hands or from those of
his slave, without witnesses or contracts or for
receiving such property on deposit.
Probably
possession of a man s property without justifying
documents suggested receiving it on false preIn all probability the word sillatu, when applied to some;

1

thing spoken against a deity, corresponded with

'

blasphemy,'
we understand it. The followers of Samas-sum-uUiu (Sans
duehinos), Ashurbanipal's brother, who uttered sillatu against
the god Aasur, were put to death after their lips (mr. tongues)
had been torn away (Assur-bani-apli, cyl. A, col. iv. 66 ff.). In
another passage, referring to chiefs of (lambulu, the culprits
were flayed after the tearing out of their tongues (O. Smith,
Atturbanipal, London, 1871, pp. 137, 71 a.).
as

(Assyro-Baby Ionian)

which the laws of the Babylonians evidently wished to discourage, the more especially
as it presupposed the neglect of those legal form's
to which the people seem to have paid special
fences,

attention.

Though theft did not entail the death-penalty,
the neglect or failure to pay lines and make restitution transformed it into a capital offence (§ 8).
There were probably two reasons for this the
sacredness of property-rights, and respect for the
law. Theft, with the sale of the stolen object, was
even more severely punished, as the penalty was
not only death, but the restitution of the property,
in addition, to both parties (the owner, and the
person to whom the property had been sold), the
purchase-money being returned in full (§ 9). It
seems not improbable that a purchaser of property
sometimes found himself in serious difficulty, for,
if he could not produce the seller or witnesses, he
was regarded as a thief, and was executed accordingly (§ 10)- This law naturally presupposes that
he had no documentary evidence of the purchase.
claimant of lost property had likewise to be
careful, as absence of witnesses was regarded as
proving him to be a rogue and the penalty in that
case, again, was death, because he had falsely
accused the person claimed from (§ 11).
Housebreaking, too, entailed the death-penalty,
probably because theft was regarded as being in
contemplation, though the damage to the house was
The housenaturally taken into consideration.
breaker was killed and buried in front of the
breach (§ 21)
an undesirable position in any
country where the dead were regarded as returning to visit the living. Brigandage was also punished with death (§ 22). Theft at a house where
a fire had broken out, under the pretence of entering to extinguish it, entailed being thrown into
the flames (§ 25). One is left to surmise that the
thief got out if he could.
Offences against the person were likewise punished severely.
Kidnapping a freeborn child was
a capital offence (§ 14). Negligence which proved
fatal to any person was punished with death and
such would be the penalty if a badly built house fell
on the occupier and killed him the builder had
constructed a defective dwelling, possibly from
motives of cupidity. In the case of the dependants of the owner, the lex talionis seems to have
been applied, for the death of the owner's son was
punished by the death of the builder's son (§§ 229,

—

A

;

—

;

;

230).

The position of slaves as a man's property probably had greater importance than any respect that
may have been regarded as due to their persons,
and the death-penalty was therefore applied in the
following cases allowing a palace slave or serf to
escape, or sheltering him (§§ 15, 16) or detaining
an escaped slave (§ 19). Evidently it was regarded
as the duty of a citizen to restore a slave to his
owner, especially if that slave belonged to the
Getting a barber to mark a slave wrongpalace.
fully was, it seems, equivalent to stealing him
(§ 227), and was punished with death and burial in
his (the wrongdoer's) own gate.
It was likewise a
serious olfence if a soldier (redd) hired a substitute ;
and, besides the death-penalty being enforced, the
substitute might take the soldier's house (§ 26)
apparently the dwelling allotted to him by the
State. In the same manner, a highly-placed official
could neither himself hire a substitute, nor accept
a mercenary as substitute (for another), and incorporate him, the penalty being death in both cases.
The duties of a 'wine-woman' (meaning, evidently, a woman keeping a public-house) included
assisting the government by capturing criminals
and, if she failed in this, she also met with the
penalty of death (§ 109).
:

;

—

;
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The real nature of these wine-houses, which were
kept by the wine-women, has yet to he discovered.
That they were places of evil repute seems certain,
and a devotee not dwelling in a cloister who opened
a wine-house, or who entered a wine-house for
drink, was burned to death (§ 110). It seems to
have been the duty of wine-women to accept payment for their drink in kind and any such woman

—

1

(§§ 196, 197, 200).

;

refusing to do this, or accepting a low tariff, might
be thrown into the river (§ 108), she having thereby
contravened the law.
Infidelity and incest were also under the pain of
An adulterous woman and
capital punishment.

;

;

—

A

'

A

—

A

—

—

'

—

'After the father," apparently
'
'

=

(

The

lex talionis also existed for injuries inunintentionally in the course of professional
For death or loss of sight
(surgical) attendance.
after an operation for a grave injury or for a
cataract (?), the penalty was loss of the hands— the
same as for a son striking his father, the object in
both cases being the same, namely, to prevent a
serf's slave
repetition of the misfortune (§ 218).
having been treated for a grave injury, and dying
under the operation, the penalty was restitution
If the slave lost an eye
slave like slave ') (§ 219).
(
flicted

to imply that un-

'after the father's death.'
'

But perhaps step-mother is meant, in which case after the
consummation of the marriage may be intended.
3 According to the tablets (Ungnad, op. cit. iv. nos. 14, 19), an
adopted child who was rebellious was sent away, or, as in the
Sumerian laws (see p. 257 b ), sold into slavery. Ill-treatment
'

A

an adopted child entailed loss of property to his benefit (£6.
nos. 14, 16).
4 A slave-wife
denying her husband's mother was marked (by
of

a tonsure) and sold.*

'

'

A

;

2

—

;

—

The severity of the penalty would seem
chastity was presumed in such a case.

etc.).

not stated. In each case, however, they refer to a
freeman injuring a person of his own rank but
a freeman committing the same oti'ence against a
man of inferior rank got off by paying a fine (1
mana for the limb or the eye of a serf and i mana
for the teeth, with lesser indemnities in the case of
a slave). For striking a man of equal rank on the
head, also, the lex talionis did not apply, but a fine
If the man
of 1 mana of silver was inflicted.
struck was of superior rank, the striker received
60 lashes in the assembly with .an ox-hide whip
serf striking a serf paid 10 shekels of
(§ 202).
silver (§ 204), but a slave striking the head of a
freeman lost his ear (§ 205). Thus were intentional
injuries atoned for.
For unintentional injury, even in a quarrel,
things were different. In such a case, a freeman
hurting another had only to swear that he had not
struck him knowingly, and was then responsible
only for the physician's fees (§ 206) and, if death
ensued, he made amends by paying 4 mana of
silver, and for the son of a serf J only (§§ 207, 208).
Striking a freeman's daughter, so that she lost her
expected offspring, entailed a fine of only 10 shekels
of silver (§ 209), and, if the woman died, they
killed the smiter's daughter.
The punishment of
the culprit was in such a case a sore affliction,
calculated to sadden him for the rest of his days,
but here, as in other cases, the innocent suffered
for the guilty simply because the Babylonians
would not admit that a woman was the equal of a
man, and said that, whatever the sex, the penalty
must be ' a life for a life.' Striking a slave- woman
with the same serious result entailed a fine of 2
shekels of silver, and, if she died, J mana (§§213, 214).
In this case it was not slave for slave,' probably
because the expected offspring had to be allowed
for, the fine, it appears, being more than the value
of a slave.
Among the worst examples of the mutilationpenalty, however, are those quoted by Ungnad
{op. cit. iv. 63, no. 1049), where, if certain people
bring action against each other, their noses are
to be pierced and their hands dislocated, and in
this condition they are to go to the market-place
at Sippar. In another case {ib. no. 1051) the hair
of the forehead was to be shaved on account of
bringing an action, the alternative being a fine (no.
An attempt to rescind, by legal action, the
1050).
gift of the king, entailed a fine of 10 shekels of
and
silver,
covering the claimant's head with hot (?)
bitumen {ib. vol. iii. no. 458). This last text comes
from the independent State of liana (ThureauDangin, RA iv. 17). The punishment for false
witness was a fine of 2 shekels of silver (Ungnad,
ib. 707).
iii. no. 699), and shaving of the forehead

A

1

with alternatives (mutilations,

Fines,

Whether these punishments could be compensated
by a money-payment, or in any other way, is

for

her paramour were to be tied together and thrown
into the water, unless pardoned (apparently), the
former by her husband, and the latter by the king
Violation of a virgin-wife dwelling with
(§ 129).
her father entailed death to the man, but exile (?)
thriftless woman making
to the woman (§ 130).
her poverty an excuse for marrying again during
her husband's absence, was condemned to be thrown
into the water (§ 133) the punishment meted out
to a disreputable woman who repudiated her husIn the law reports (see Ungnad,
band (§ 143).
Hammurabi's Gesctz, iii. nos. 1,8; iv. 776), a rebellious or faithless wife was thrown down from the
tower, or sold into slavery (no. 7) ; and slavery (as
a milk-maid ?) in the palace was the punishment
meted out in such a case, in a text from the
Khabur (Johns, in PSBA xxix. 177; Ungnad,
For incest with a son's bride the
op. cit. no. 5).
penalty was drowning (§ 155) and for incest with
a mother, 2 death by lire for both (§ 157).
Mutilation. This penalty was not uncommon,
and in some cases roughly indicated the crime by
destroying that which was regarded as the oil'ending member. Thus, if the son of a chamberlain
(palace-favourite) or of a public woman denied his
foster-parents, his tongue, the organ with which
the denial was made, was cut out (§ 192). In the
case of an adopted son learning who his real father
was, despising in consequence his foster-parents,
who had brought him up, and returning to his
father's house, the punishment was loss of an eye
3
nurse substituting, without the know(§ 193).
ledge of the father and mother, another child for
one who had died whilst in her care, was punished
by the cutting off of her breasts, thus ensuring, as
in most punishments of this nature, that the
son
offence should not occur again (§ 194).
striking his father was punished by the loss of a
hand the limb with which the offence had been
slave striking a freeman's
committed (§ 195).
son received the same punishment as a slave deny4
ing his master, namely, the loss of an ear probably as a mark that he was a criminal, and a
warning that he was untrustworthy (§§ 205, 282).
As we have seen above (p. 258 a ), defamation, when it
was a question of a life, was a capital offence, but in
other cases a less severe punishment was decreed
thus, if a man raised the finger against (accused
of unchastity) a priestess or a married woman, the
punishment was the shaving of the forehead a
proclamation to the world that a misdemeanour
had been committed. Priests alone, in all probability, shaved the whole of the head, so that
there was no danger of the obliteration of the
distinguishing mark, whilst it lasted.
'

259

(Assyro-Babylonian)

Exceedingly interesting, a»d among the laws
which have attracted the most attention, are those
ordaining retaliation. Injury involving the loss of
an eye entailed the loss of an eye to the person
who had inflicted the injury, and it was the same
for the other members of the body
bone for bone
{i.e. broken limb for broken limb), teeth for teeth

'

I
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had to pay the

after an operation,»the physician
owner half his value in silver.

A

veterinary

surgeon who had operated upon an ox or an ass,
which had died thereafter, paid to the owner a
quarter of

its

value

was want

cases,

of

The crime,' in these
judgment, and the
'

225).
skill or

(§

penalties were probably as near as the framers of
the Code could get to the just mean in each case,
for the slave or the animal might have been of
greater or less value, taking the injury into consider1
In the case
ation, but the penalty was the same.
'

'

of a man hiring an ox, and causing its death by
negligence or by blows, the penalty was ox for ox
(§ 245), and the same penalty was imposed if he
had broken its foot or cut its nape, thus rendering
the animal useless (§ 246). Destroying the eye of a
hired ox entailed an indemnity of half its value in
silver (§ 247)
and breaking off its horn, cutting off
its tail, or piercing its nostril was made good only
a
quarter of the animal's value (§ 248).
by
paying
'
Act of God left the hirer free from obligation
;

(§ 249).

Though not a crime, an accident which brought
an owner within the purview of the law arose from

On the first occasion, in
Injury by a mad bull.
which the bull's viciousness could not be known,
there was no penalty (§ 250) but the death of a
man by a known vicious bull, horned and at large,
entailed a penalty of h mana of silver (§ 251), and
^ mana if the person killed was a slave (§ 152).
In certain cases (see above, p. 258 b the punishment for theft or dishonest dealing was death, but
the case of an employe differed. Thus, if a man
hired to do the work of a farm stole the wheat and
the vegetables, and these things were found in
his hands, his hands were cut off (§ 253).
Here
again, we seem to have an instance of vengeance
against the offending members for he who, instead
of working for the benefit of his employer, used
his hands to rob him, was accounted worthy of this
mutilation.
In one case not very clear in the Code,
the person who took away necessary things and
weakened the oxen had to make up the damage he
had caused (§ 254) and in another, if he lent out
the oxen or stole the grain, so that he was unable
to cultivate it, he had to pay 60 gur for every
gan of ground left uncultivated (§ 255). It seems
strange that a thief, in such a case as this, should
be let off so easily, but it was the same for other
things a man stealing a watering-machine paid
5 shekels of silver, and the theft of a shadouf or a
plough entailed an indemnity of 3 shekels (§§259,
The question naturally arises whether, in
260).
this inscription, the verb Saragu has always the
herdsman was under the
meaning of to steal.'
same liability as the farmer— if a man, duly in
receipt of a salary, reduced the oxen or the sheep,
or their natural increase, he had to make up the
amount (§ 264) and, if lie changed their natural
increase, or sold it, the penalty was that he made
up the amount to the owner tenfold (§ 265).
Deprivation of office. Apparently only one kind
of misdeed entailing this is referred to in Hammurabi's Code, and, as is fitting, it bears upon the
administration of justice. If a judge changed a
sentence, thus making it to be of no effect, he was
punished with twelvefold restitution of the sum
involved in the lawsuit." In addition to this, he
was dismissed from the justice-seat, never to return nor was he to sit with other judges when
trying a case (§ 5).
Imprisonment. It is noteworthy that, in all the
enactments of the Code of Hammurabi, there is no
;

)

;

;

—

A

'

;

—

;

—

mention of imprisonment.

The Babylonians, how-

1
Such are the disadvantages of the cut-and-dried legislation
of a code.
2 Twelvefold restitution is
frequently referred to in contract*
of late date, hut this is for changing the record, and is not confined to the judges.

(Buddhist)

had prisons, as the expressions bit
and bit kill, and the fact that arrests were
ordered by the king, show. 1 In all probability,
however, they were not houses of detention as a
punishment, hut simply places where an accused
person or a criminal could be confined until tried
An interesting text referring to this
or punished.
is printed in Cun. Texts, vi. pi. 8 (Ungnad, op cit.
iii. no. 743), in which a man speaks of being placed
in bit drarri by his j udges, whose names he gives.
He states that he was not to be released until
he had fulfilled a certain order probably the
delivery of a document, but the details are not
ever, certainly

sibitti

—

clear.

Possibly imprisonment was more common in
later times than at the early period of Hammurabi's dynasty.
letter published in Recueil des
Travaux, xix. 107-108 (82-3-23, 845), asks: 'Why
child and placest him in the prisontakest thou
house (bit kili) ? None shall take him, and thou
must bring him forth (again).
Send my son
quickly.' Confinement was also effected in a man's
own house
Shut up Arad-Bau (who sits in the
city-gate of Hadad) in his own house with the
men (Pinches, Outline of Assyr. Gram., 1910,
The reason of this order is not stated, but
p. ii).
something of the nature of a revolt or conspiracy

A

my

'

:

'

be suggested.
Resistance to Assyrian dominion entailed all
kinds of horrors, and, though the Assyrian king
may have regarded such resistance as among the
worst of misdeeds, and worthy of all the pains and
tortures which he inflicted, it hardly comes within
the scope of the present article.
Nevertheless,
there is one noteworthy instance of punishment for
what might be described as a crime, though those
who suffered for it were only obeying their king's
orders.
Certain Elamite magnates had been sent
by Te-umman, the king, to Ashurbanipal, king of
Assyria, asking for the delivery of certain fugitives.
The message was an insolent a one (Sipir merihti),
and the Assyrian king had the ambassadors detained.
It seems not improbable that Te-umman
made preparations to invade Assyria before the
return of his ambassadors on the occasion of their
final visit to Assyria ; so, after the defeat and decapitation of Te-umman, they were shown his cutoff head, the sight of which is said to have driven
them mad. The success of the Assyrian arms had
such an effect on Rusa, king of Ararat, that he
sent ambassadors to Arbela to greet Ashurbanipal,
who showed them the bodies of the Elamite ambassadors with the insolent message which they
had brought.

may

'

'

—

Literature. V. Scheil, 'Code des lois de Hammourabi,' in
de la dfUgation en Perse, iv., Paris, 1902 R. F. Harper,
The Code of Hammurabi, Chicago, 1904 Pinches, The OT in
the Light, etc. 3 London, 190S,
561
pp. 174, 175-177, 185, 488-525,

M6m.

;

;

;

,

and, esp. Peiser, Kohler,
Leipzig, 1904-1910.

and Ungnad, Hammurabi's Gesetz,
T. G. PlNCIIES.
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(Bud-

—

Crimes are for the most part committed
by irreligious people and the punishments are
determined upon and carried out (even under
hierarchies like Rome and Tibet) from political
dhist).

;

1

The

British

Museum

tablet D.T.

1,

generally called

'

Warn-

to kings against injustice' (W Al iv.2 pi. 4S), which
refers to certain penalties, is rather a tablet of rewards and
punishments, mostly referring to the rulers of the land ; but
it is unfortunately not clear in every part.
Among other
maxima given it is stated that a king's ill-favour towards his
princes or his burghers was likely to entail in the one case an
rebellion.
It
is
and
in
the
other
untimely end,
interesting,
however, on account of its references to imprisonment: 'The
eon of Nippur, Sippar, Babylon, committing wrong, is caused
ings

— where the wrong has been done, the
town shall pour out (? supply provisions) to the fortress (Y).'
'The sons of Sippar, Nippur, and Babylon, giving their provi-

to enter the prison-house

sions to the stallions, ate the stallions for their provisions
they were delivered into the custody of the foe,' etc.
Jt Treacherous' seems also to be a possible rendering.
'

—
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Every member of the Order resident in the locality
had the right to attend such a, Chapter and, if
the matter were too complicated to be adequately

or legal, rather than from religious, motives. It
how
is, therefore, a complicated problem to decide
far a religion, dominant at any time in a country,
is or is not an important factor either in deciding
what acts shall be called crimes, or in determining
the punishments for them. This is so even when
the facts are known and classitied and no attempt
has yet been made to write the history either of
crime or of its punishment in any Buddhist country.
The following remarks must, therefore, be tentative and imperfect.
It will be convenient to discuss the subject (1) as regards the Order, and (2)
as regards the laity.
The standard text-book of Canon
I. The Order.
Law consists of the ancient Rules of the Order, as
Paticurrent in the time of the Buddha (see
mokkha,' in art. Literature [Buddh.]), edited,
about fifty years after his death, with notes and a

;

considered in so large a meeting, it could be referred to a committee of arbitrators chosen by the

Chapter (ib. iii. 4911'.).
The above are rules and practices evolved by the

;

'

commentary, and accompanied by twenty supplementary chapters. These additions by the editors
show the development that had taken place, during
that interval, in the interpretation of the Rules
themselves as well as in the method of enforcOf the 227 Rules, more than 200
ing them.

—

relate to matters of deportment, to the common
property of the Order and the proportion allowed
to each member, to the time and manner of taking
The penalty for any infraction
food, and so on.
that
of these minor regulations was repentance
is, the offender had to confess his fault to a brother
bhikkkv, and promise not to repeat it. This penalty
involved forfeiture of any property held contrary
to the regulations.
The major offences were divided into two classes
parajika and samghadiscsa. The former class
comprised four crimes the sexual act, theft,
murder, and putting forward a false claim to
The penalty was expulsion
religious insight.
from the Order, or, to use the words of the Rules,
he has fallen into defeat, he is no longer in
communion.' l The notes and supplements discuss
cases raising the point whether some act does or
does not amount to an infringement of one or
other of these four Rules.
The cases put are
ingenious, and the decisions harmonize in a remarkable way with the equitable views of modern
writers on criminal law.
The second of the above two classes comprises
five offences depending on or inciting to sensual
impurity; two connected with building a residence
without obtaining the approval of the Order two
with slander two with stirring up discord in the
Order
one with intractability
and one with
general evil life (being a disorderly person). The
penalty for these offences was suspension for as
many days as had elapsed between the offence and
its confession.
suspended member of the Order
is under disability in regard to 94 privileges of an
ordinary member he is to take the worst seat or
sleeping-place, cannot sit on a Chapter, cannot
travel without restriction, and so on. 2 When the
fixed number of days has passed, the suspended
bhikkhu may be rehabilitated. Both suspension
and rehabilitation can be carried out only at a
formal Chapter, where not fewer than twenty
regular bhikkhus must be present. There are somewhat complicated rules to ensure the regularity of
the proceedings, the equity of the decision, and
opportunity for the putting forward of the defence.
These are too long even to summarize.
We must be content to note that, for instance,
the rules as to the constitution of the court are
given in Vinaya Texts, ii. 263 ff., iii. 46 those as
to the accusation being invalid, unless brought
forward under the right heading, in ii. 276 ff.
those as to both parties beiug present, in iii. 47.
;

—

'

;

;

;

;

A

—

;

;

1

3

Vinaya Texts, i. 4 f.
The whole of the 94 are given

early Buddhists, for use among themselves only
they do not give, or pretend to give, any adequate
treatment of the question of crimes, or of that of
punishments, but they show that the early Buddhists had a very fair grasp of the general principles underlying the equitable administration of
criminal law, and that in the matter of punishment they took, as might be expected, a lenient
view. They show also that, at the time when
Buddhism arose, such crimes as murder and theft
were no longer looked upon as offences against
individuals only, but had already come to be considered as offences against the community, as
moral offences in themselves in other words, that
this step forward in the treatment of crime was
not in any way due to Buddhism, but was the
outcome of Indian civilization.
The Buddhist scriptures frequently
2. Laity.
refer to their ideal of a perfect king, a righteous
who
rules
in righteousness, without punishking
ment, and without a sword (adandena asattkena).
In the Kutadanta, 1 King Wide-realm's country is
harassed by dacoits, who pillage the villages and
townships and make the roads unsafe. He thinks
to suppress the evil by degradation, banishment,
tines, bonds, and death, but his Buddhist adviser
tells him that there is only one method of putting
an end to the disorder, that is, by providing
farmers with food and seed-corn, traders with
capital, and government officials with good wages.
If this method be adopted,
the king's revenue
will go up
the country will be quiet and at peace
and the people, pleased with one another and
happy, dancing their children in their arms, will
dwell with open doors.' In the legend the plan
;

—

—

—

'

Vinaya Texts,

ii.

366

ff.

;

;

succeeds and it represents, no doubt, fairly accurately, the Buddhist vague ideal of the right
theory of crime and punishment. In the Buddhist
historical chronicles we have no instance of its
;

having been realized. Crime and its punishment
have been dealt with according to the views current at each time and place, and it would be impossible, with our present evidences, to attempt
any statement as to whether, and in what degree,
those views have been modified by the Buddhist
ideal.
Literature.

— Vinaya,

Rhys Davids and H.
xii., xvii.,

the

ed. H. Oldenberg, London, 1879-83
Oldenberg:, Vinaya Texts (SBE, vols,
Rhys Davids, Dialogues of
;

xx.), Oxford, 1881-86;

Buddha, Oxford,

1899.

T.
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(Celtic).—
The treatment of crime and of criminals among
the ancient Celts is wrapped in great obscurity.
Csesar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 13) informs us that the
Druids of Gaul were judges in both public and
private disputes, and that they awarded damages
and penalties and we are told (ib. vi. 16) that,
when human sacrifices were offered, criminals were
sacrificed in the first instance, before recourse was
had to innocent victims. It is not improbable,
therefore, that among the Celts, as among the
Greeks, Romans, and other races, the idea prevailed that certain forms of conduct were displeasing to the gods, and that, in consequence,
communion with deity could not be re-established
without the purification of society by the death or
expulsion of the persons who were guilty of such
I.

;

conduct (see
vol.

iii.

p.
i.

Communion with Deity

749).

135
Digha,
Buddha, i. 175 f.
1

in

2<5l

(Celtic)

;

tr.

In this treatment of
in the

[Celtic],
its

un-

present writer's Dialogues of the
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deck,

(Ir.

Welsh

cle

[now

cognate with Gr. 5{x°V- ai ), meant acceptable ; and the other Celtic terms relating to
character show the prevalence among the Celts
of the same moral conceptions as among other
men of Indo-European speech. The idea of a
defilement attaching to crime is found in a statement made in the Ancient Laws of Ireland (iii. 97),
that body and soul are both defiled by committing
crimes.
2. Side by side with the penalty of sacrifice, and
probably connected with it, was that of exclusion
from participation in religious rites. Csesar (vi. 13)
tells us that any contumacy with respect to the
judgments of the Druids was punished by exclusion
from the ritual of sacrifice and this sentence, he
says, was the severest among the Gauls, since the
men so punished were treated as outlaws, and were
cut oft' from all the rights and privileges of human
In Gaul there appears to have been a
society.
measure of centralization in the administration
of justice, since the assembly of the Druids,
meeting, according to Csesar, in the territory of
the Carnutes, held a court for the trial of cases
brought from every district around. In the case
of the Druids it is clear that the decision was in
the hands of the religious leaders of the community
and this suggests that among the Celts, as in other
early communities, the ethical and the religious
aspects of crimes and their punishments were not
'

obsolete],
'

;

;

The conception of
very clearly distinguished.
outlawry, or the loss of civil status, was a marked
feature of the Celtic treatment of wrongdoers in
the historical period, but this form of punishment
was resorted to only in extreme cases. In Irish
law, and to a somewhat less extent in Welsh law,
recourse appears to have been had with extreme
reluctance to the punishments of death and outlawry.
3. In Irish law, also, it is remarkable that
imprisonment and all forms of corporal punishment, whether by mutilation, beating, or torture,
are conspicuous oy their absence, and mutilation
and imprisonment are rarely alluded to in the
Welsh laws. It is not impossible that ordinary
crime was almost as rare in Ireland and Wales in
ancient times as it is to-day, and that the communities in question seldom found it necessary to
have recourse to very extreme punishments.
4. Another feature of Celtic law, which links it to
certain ancient forms of social organization, is the
emphasis laid by it upon the responsibility of the
family group for the conduct of its members, as is
seen especially in the case of the crime of homicide
1
Both in
(see, further, art. BLOOD-FEUD [Celtic]).
Ireland and in Wales the family group of the

slayer had to pay compensation to the family
group of the slain for the loss of one of their
number. This collective aspect of criminal jurisprudence is one of the chief differences between
the older Celtic point of view and that of the more
J

In Ireland the family groups in question were
and ind/me.

geilfine, dcrbjine, iarjine,

known

day

but even in Ireland (Anc. Laws of Ireland,

conduct, just as, in the process of compurgation
by oath in Welsh law (see below), the witnesses
who were called to testify on oath gave evidence
quite as much to the general character of the
accused as to his nonperformance of a particular
The types of character which are always
act.
abhorred by communities where custom rules, as
it did among the Celts, are those which are indifferent to the observance of customary prohibitions (in Homeric language those of men lacking
in ai'Siis), such being conspicuous by their want of
One of the
scruple and by the quality of Cftus.
Celtic roots for 'good'

(Celtic)

individualistic jurisprudence of the present

desirable members by the community it is probable that attention was paid to the general type
of character no less than to specific acts of wrong

as the

;

iii.

245) the penalties for all crimes except killing fell
on the offender, provided he had the means of

—

paying.

In the case of Ire5. Sources of information.
land there is a large body of knowledge relating
to crimes and punishments, as well as to other
branches of law, contained in the Ancient Laws of
Ireland (Rolls Series, 1869-73). This work comprises various legal treatises, such as the Senchus
Mtir, the Corus Bcscna, the Book of Aicill, etc.
These treatises are the work of the Brehons (the
hereditary lawyers of Ireland), who decided the
The body of
cases that were brought to them.
law in question retained its authority among the
Irish until the beginning of the 17th century.
The law of England, which was introduced into
Ireland by Henry II., was for a long time hardly
followed except within the English pale, which
consisted of Louth, Meath, Westmeath, Kildare,
statute of Henry VIII.
Dublin, and Wicklow.
(Stat. 13, c. 3), promulgated in 1522, mentions that
English law was not observed beyond the counties
named. The main body of Irish law is called the
Cdin ; local modifications of general laws were
called urradhus, and inter-territorial regulations

A

cairde.
6. In the case of Wales there is abundant
information concerning criminal procedure in
the Ancient Laws of Wales, published under
the editorship of Aneurin Owen in the Rolls
There is also a very conSeries (London, 1841).
venient edition of the so-called Gwentian Code,
published by A. W. Wade-Evans, under the title
Welsh Medieval Law, from a Harleian MS (Brit.
Mus. 4353) of the 13th cent. (Oxford, Clarendon
Press, 1909), to which references will be made in
this article.
The Welsh laws consist partly of a
Code, issued under the royal sanction and authority

Hywel Dda, and partly of a collection of legal
maxims arranged in groups of three, or triads.
The Welsh laws are based on a recension of
existing customs by the prince Hywel Dda (' Howel
the Good') (c. 930), and vary somewhat for the
The oldest
different regions of the Principality.
MS is the Black Book of Chirk, now in the
of

National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth (12th
which appears to have been a form of the
code of Gwynedd (N.W. Wales) ; hence its usual
name, the Venedotian Code. Another form of the
Code is known as the Dimetian, or the Code of
Dyfed (S.W. Wales), perhaps better regarded as
that of the larger area known as Deheubarth (the
Southern region), while another form is usually
known as the Gwentian, from its supposed association with the district of Gwent (S.E. Wales).
It is probable, however, that this Code, as WadeEvans has shown, was that of Powys (Mid- Wales).
The Code of Hywel is found in a Latin as well as
a Welsh form, but the precise relation of these
two forms is uncertain.
7. Attitude of the community to crime.— Among
the Celts the community recognized the right
cent.),

of

vengeance

(Ir.

digal,

Welsh

dial),

whereby

the individual or his family might themselves
obtain satisfaction or compensation for a wrong
This right, however, was one that
done to them.
was greatly restricted in practice, and was not to
be put into operation except when other remedies
failed.
Ancient Irish law, and probably at one
time Welsh law, made no distinction between
crimes and torts (though originally some offences
as offences against religion),
may have been viewed alike
as cases for compensaami dealt with them
AVhereas in modern comtion through payment.
munities crime is regarded mainly as an offence
against the State, though individuals may be
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an outlaw, his liabilities shall be on the family of his mother,
i.e. they pay the full debt of a stranger out of their own
rightful sMa ("legal units of value") for his liabilities, and they
The case in which a man may be
obtain his body-tine. .
killed with impunity i.e. every man is exempt from liability
for killing him is when these things before mentioned were
given for him, and the king has not neglected to restrain him,
and he is not on the land of any particular person, and there is
no particular person who feeds him. But, if the king has
neglected to restrain him, and if he is not in the employment
or hire of any particular person in the territory, he (the king)
shall pay for his crime and, if he be killed, the body-fine of a
stranger who has a bescna- (" modus vivendi ") compact shall be
paid for him. Neglect of restraint on the part of the king
means that he did not restrain him to the employment of a
particular person, or did not have him living on a particular
land, or fed by a particular person.'
This passage is of interest as being one of the
few passages in the Ancient Laws of Ireland which
The
refer to the royal power or responsibility.
reference is important, inasmuch as it shows that,
even in Ireland, the king had a clear place in the

crime has sunk largely into the background. In
Welsh law there are abundant traces of an earlier
state of things resembling that of Ireland, but
there are also signs of the growth of a point of
view resembling that of modern States.
8. In Ireland, if the guilty party did not pay the
amount which the Brehons awarded, the party
that was aggrieved was allowed to exercise his
right of vengeance by means of reprisals or private
In Wales, the latter process was called
war.
myned ar herw (' to go on a plundering expediand
the regular term in Welsh for plunder
tion'),
was anrhaith ('absence of law'). The aggressor,
if his family cared to support him, might oiler
resistance, or might become an outlaw, and, in
that case, the avengers, if they chose, might put
There are indications, however,
him to death.

—

system of the community, though the
In Wales
Brehons made little mention of it.
the term direit, though not used in the Laws,
meant originally a person who was outside the
social order.
11. In the Anc. Laws of Ireland (iii. 463) the
text of the Book of Aieill says, 'The life of every
law-breaker is fully forfeited,' but this is explained in the commentary as follows
'That is, it is lawful to kill the thief without name, who is
not known, when there is no power at the time of committing

avenging a dead body
Between two kindreds who do not originate from
:

the same
gwlad ("a district under one rule"), commencing a claim on
the first day of the week following that wherein the dead was
murdered if there comes no answer by the end of a fortnight,
The second is, if the two
the law makes vengeance free.
kindreds are in the same cantrev ("hundred"), commencing
if there
a claim on the third day after the dead is slain
comes no answer by the end of the ninth day, the law makes
vengeance free. The third is, if the two kindreds are in the
on
the
third
same cymwd ("comniot"), commencing a claim
day after the dead is murdered if there comes no answer by
the end of the sixth day, the law makes vengeance free.'

:

;

the trespass and he (the slayer) is exempt on account of every
person killed in his (the thief's) guise.'
The various cases that might arise under this head
;

;

are then considered, and it is said (op. cit. p. 469)
The person who is exempt from liability for killing the thief
is he from whom he came to thieve, or who is entitled to e'ric:

'

;

the theft. If he (the slayer) be the person to whom
not due for the theft, full body-fine is due from him
him, whether there was or was not power to arrest
Or, according to others, it may be lawful for any person
to kill him, whether the person to whom he came to thieve, or
'
It is then
the person to whom he did not come to thieve.'
there is no exemption for killing a person in the guise of the
or when
thief, when he is seen stealing the sids ("chattels"),
the track of any particular thing stolen was found after him. If
he was not seen stealing the sCds, or if the track of the particular thing stolen was not found after him, there shall be
was or was
paid full body-fine for killing him, whether there
The person who came to inflict a
to arrest him.
not

fine for

In three MSS of the Welsh laws (X211b, W99b,
and U55a; see Anc. Laws of Wales, i. 778, and
Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 306) there is found the
following statement

<!ric-fine is

for killing

him.

:

'
There are three incitements to revenge ; one of them, the
The second is, seeing the bier of
shrieking of female relations.
the relative going to the graveyard. The third is, seeing the
grave of their relative without enjoying satisfaction.
'

The Welsh laws make the following exceptions
to the persons

who

as

could take part in a blood-feud

power

(Wade-Evans,

op. cit. p. 187) :
And if there be any one of the kindred of the murderer or
the murdered who is an ecclesiastic in holy orders or a religious
or leprous or dumb or an idiot, he neither pays nor receives
They are not to take
any of the galanas ("blood-fine").
vengeance for a person murdered, nor is vengeance to be
taken on them and it is impossible to compel such by any law
to pay anything, nor are they to receive.'
In Ireland (see Anc.
9. Family
champion.
Laws of Ireland, iii. 83, note) there existed the
institution of family champion, whose place it was
to avenge family quarrels. The championship in
'

;

—

question formed one of the seven grades of a
The Welsh laws contain no reference
territory.
to this institution.

—

—

In the Book of Aieill the most
10. Outlawry.
important treatise on Irish criminal law (Anc.

Laws

What

of Ireland,

iii.

381) — the

is

question

asked,

is it that makes a stranger of a native
freeman and a native freeman of a stranger ? The
answer is as follows
:

'That is, an outlawed stranger he is defined to be a person
frequently commits crimes, and his family cannot exonerate themselves from his crimes by suing him for them,
until they pay a price for exonerating themselves from his
crimes, i.e. seven cumhals (a cnmhal = 3 cows) to the chief
and seven cumhals for his seven years of penance are paid to
the Church, and his two cumhals for cairde-relations are paid
to each of the four parties with whom he had mutual cairderelations and when they (the family) shall have given in this
way, they shall be exempt from his crimes until one of them
gives him the use of a knife, or a handful of grain or until he
unyokes his horses in the land of a kinsman out of familyAnd, if they give him these, they shall not be
friendship.
exempt from his crimes, until they pay the same amount again
for exonerating themselves from his crimes (ib. p. 386).
:

who

;

;

;

'

.

legal

The Welsh legal triads state (Wade-Evans, Welsh
Medieval Law, p. 264) that there are three legal
*

.

—

;

that this power was restricted in Irish law by
making the right purely personal, to be exercised
only by the person who had been specially wronged.

periods for
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The son whom he had begotten before he had been made an
outlaw is to be like every other lawful man of the family. As
to the son whom he may have begotten after he had been made
'

wronged thereby, Irish legal practice, which was
in the hands of a hereditary caste of arbitrators
called Brehons, developed to an unusual degree the
remedial aspect of compensation for wrong to the
sufferers— an aspect which in the English law of

wound upon the body may be safely killed when unknown and
without a name, and when there was not power to arrest him
at the time of committing the trespass,
for every

one killed in his

and there

is

exemption

guise.'

Administration of justice.— In Ireland the
treatises is
picture presented by the Brehon legal
that of a community without an official magistracy
or police, where the remedy in the case of any
wrong done (whether a crime or a tort) was in the
form of damages assessed by an arbitrator pos12.

hereditary expert knowledge of Irish
custom, the main problem for the arbitrator being
in each case the accurate assessment of damages,
which varied with the status of the person wronged;
with the act committed, and with other circum
Allusions to the king's power or laws
stances.
In Anc.
are very rare in these legal treatises.
Laws of Ireland (iii. 409) we are told that the
crimes of the man who violated the king's laws
were adjudged on the seven houses in which he
got beds, that the penalty for violating the king's
laws varied according to the nature of the tenancy
and local laws, and that there was a penalty for
of the king's
supplying lodging to the violators
laws, and similarly for the violation of a king's
but it is clear that the idea
inter-territorial law
of a crime in its relation to the community as a
whole was in Ireland more implicit than explicit.
In Wales the Laws refer to brawdwyr ('judges'),
who had a recognized status in the community,
but whose payment appears to have come mainly
from the parties to the action.

sessing

;
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—
Effect of intention.
The distinction between
Crimes in Welsh
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13.

criminal and non-criminal injuries was recognized
though without altering the type of
compensation required. Whenever a wrong action
was shown to be due to malice aforethought, the
fines on account of it had to be doubled. Intention
had always (see Anc. Laws of Ireland, iii. 469,
471) to be taken into account in the case of theft,
wounding, and homicide. In op. cit. iii. 139 there
is a minute discussion of the fine due for the intention to wound, when the attempt to wound was
not successful.
The Welsh process of galanas
('recovery of compensation for murder') was
always combined with the recovery of the fine
for sarliad (' insult') a combination which shows
that, in historic times at any rate, intention was
clearly recognized. It is said, for example (WadeEvans, op. cit. p. 255), that an unintentional blow
is not sarhad.
In Irish law (Anc. Laws of
14. Responsibility.
Ireland, ii. 45) it is recognized that certain persons
could not be considered responsible for their actions,
and the rule is laid down that
'a fool, a madman, a male idiot, a female idiot, and a dumb

in Irish law,

—

—

person Bhall not be distrained their adult guardians
their crimes and get their wages Bhall be distrained.'
:

In op.

cit. iii.

who bear

157, it is said
incites a fool is he
:

The man who
who pays for his crime, in
which case the man who commits the crime, i.e. the fool, is
exempt for this is the instance in which fines of design are
paid, another man who paid had not designs.'
In some cases (see op. cit. iii. 159) there was a
difference of opinion, and we read
When a fool has committed a furious assault alone, of his
own accord, without cause, without enmity, it is then lawful to
'

;

:

*

up for his crime or, according to others,
compensation must be paid on his account by his family or the
person with whom he i8. If there be enmity, each of them
pays compensation.'
give every fool

;

In op. cit. iii. 501 it is stated that neglect on the
part of the sane in not looking after the insane
to be compensated for
and, according
to op. cit. iii. 507, damages would have to be paid
for leaving an epileptic lunatic unguarded.
The
same conception underlies op. cit. i. 157, 161, where
it is stated that a person is liable to distress for the
crimes of his messenger and of his hired woman,
and a man is also liable to a fine for the crime

would have

;

of his jester.

;

tongue of another person.' It is further stated (ib. p. 259),
that no one is to make answer or satisfaction for an act of his
bondman, except for theft.'

The extent to which children could be held
responsible was carefully considered in Irish law,
and the Anc. Laws of Ireland (ii. 66) discuss
minutely the question of their responsibility at
various ages, as well as that of their parents and
In op. cit. v. 151, it is stated
foster-parents.
:

'

Little boys are safe in all the rights of lawful
sports, until
they have come to the age of having to pay damage of dire
(" restitution-fine ") for violence.'

in respect of their first

and second crimes,

were placed on the same footing as boys.
The Irish treatises make no
15. Advocacy.
mention of advocacy, but the Welsh legal triads
contain the following statement

—

:

Three persons who are entitled to an advocate for them in
court a woman, and one with a natural impediment in
speech,
and an alien <>i foivi^n s|>
ti.'
'

:

16. Crimes in Irish law.— The forms of what
would now be called crimes, or serious wrongs,
with which Irish law deals, are homicide, wounding

and mutilation, criminal assault,

theft, assault,
insult, libel,
slander, using charms,
trespass, damage to property (both living and
dead), gross negligence, absconding and harbouring a fugitive, abduction, stripping of the
dead, and disturbance of the peace.

perjury,

treason.

—

Penalties in Irish law. The normal penallaw consisted in the payment of certain
which were assessed by the Brehons (see
The principle underlying these fines was
above).
that they were viewed as the equivalents of the
amount of vengeance which the person or persons
aggrieved would be justified in exacting in a particular case.
Hence an important consideration
which entered into the assessment of every fine
was the value and status of the person injured.
Irish law (as well as that of Wales) was based upon
the principle that each person and thing in the
In the
community had a definite legal worth.
case of persons, various considerations entered into
the calculation both of a person's dire- fine ('honourIn the
price') and of his trie-fine, ('body-price').
Anc. Laws of Ireland (v. 97) it is asked what it is
that gives dire ('honour-price') to a person, and
the reply is 'desert and worth and purity.'
Of
desert it is further explained that it refers to
property, of worth that it refers to the person's
word, and of purity that it refers to his deed. In
the matter of rank as conferring status, there were
in Ireland two chief grades: (1) the saer-nemed,
and (2) the dacr-nemed.
In op. cit. v. 15, the
former are said to consist of 'churches, chiefs,
poets, and ftine (free tenants), while the latter
consist of the practisers of every art in general.
passage from one of these grades into the other
(with a consequent change in honour-price) was
possible. A saer (' free')-man might become a daer
('unfree')-man by selling his land or his property
or his body into servitude, while a daer-ma.n might
become a sacr-msm by purchasing land or law or
freedom by his act or by his husbandry, or by his
talent which God bestowed upon him.'
loss of
honour-price might result from a defect of character.
In op. cit. i. 55 it is said
18.

ties of Irish
fines,

'

A

'

A

'

'

:

"There are four dignitaries of a territory who may be
degraded a false-judging king, a Btumbling bishop, a frauduan unworthy chieftain who does not fulfil his duties.'
Again, in op. cit. p. 57
'False judgment and false witness and false testimony and
fraudulent security and fraudulent pledging and false proof and
false information and false character-giving and bad word and
bad story, and lying in general, whether in the case of the
Church or the laity, every one of these deprives the man who
is guilty of such of half his honour-price up to the third time,
but it does not deprive him with regard to every one of them
:

lent poet,

:

In Welsh law (Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 255) it is
stated that
'afreemanis to answer for his alltud (" foreign servant") in
every claim for which he is not to lose the tongue, and life, and
limbs for no one is to lose tongue and life and limbs by the

Women,

—

law. The above were
17.
crimes or serious wrongs also in Welsh law, with
the omission of the using of charms, and the
addition of arson, waylaying, indecent assault, and

—

until the third time.'

The Irish law-treatise referred to enters minutely into the question of the loss of full and half
honour-price in the case of kings, bishops, chiefand it is of interest to
tains, poets, and others
note the importance attached in Irish law to
character and right conduct.
It was not character alone, however, that
;

determined honour-price, and Irish law reflects
differences of opinion as to the extent to which it
depended upon a man's profession, his separable
property, or the rank of the chief under whom he
served.

Apart from the cases already mentioned, where
is stated that under certain circumstances a
wrongdoer might be put to death (see above), there
is no reference to the death-penalty in Irish law,
nor is there any reference to imprisonment. The
king appears to have had power to assign a wrongdoer to the service of a particular person, but no
mention is made of imprisonment as a form of
it

punishment. The only reference to castigation as
a form of punishment is in the case of a child
under seven, who could be chastised only by its
In certain cases other fines called airer
parent.
('redemption') and smaeht ('discipline') were ex-
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acted, and there are occasional references to pen-

ance.
like Irish,
19. Penalties in Welsh law.— Welsh,
law was based upon a consideration of the status
of the individual, and upon the determination of
the legal worth of every person and object (living
or dead). These ideas enter prominently into the
questions of sarhad and galanas, the former being
compensation for insult, and the latter compen-

Thus the same dominant

sation for homicide.

Welsh and Irish law, and they
In
clearly go back to a similar stratum of ideas.
Welsh law, however, the central power of the king
in each territory had attained greater prominence
than in Ireland, with the result that the fines
called dinvy and camlwrw for various offences
were not paid to the individuals wronged, but
usually to the king and the same rule governed a
third of each galanas ('body-tine'), while sarhad
was paid to the person or persons wronged. In
certain cases a part of the camlwrw was payable
to persons other than the king, and in the case of
a religious community the whole of the camltorw
appears to have been paid over to the abbot and
the lay impropriators. The dinvy was a larger
fine, paid directly to the king (according to a Latin
text of the Laws written about 1250), for fighting,
The penalty of emastheft, and criminal assault.
culation was imposed upon a ravisher who could
not pay the fine, and a bondman striking a freeman
was liable to have his right hand cut oft".
Though there is no allusion in the Welsh laws
to imprisonment as a penalty for any specific
offence, yet the fact of imprisonment is implied in
more than one passage. For example, in WadeEvans (op. cit. p. 177) we read that the smith of
the court was to receive four pence from every
prisoner olf whom he should remove irons. Again,
of the court-porter it is said that he is to get four
who shall be lawfully
pence from every prisoner
imprisoned in the court. One MS (U45a) gives
imprisonment as one of the lawful excuses for
conceptions govern

;

neglecting a summons.

The Welsh word carchar

('prison') is derived from the Latin career, and is
a term used in Welsh for the fetter placed on an
animal to prevent it from straying. It is therefore probable that liberty was impeded, whenever
necessary, more by the use of chains and fetters
than by confinement in a building.
Though Irish law contains no reference to a
death penalty, Welsh law has a few allusions to
the penalty of hanging. This was in Wales the
recognized punishment for theft (as is stated in the
Mabinogi of Manawyddan fab Llyr). In Wade-

Evans

(op. cit. p. 213)

we read

:

One person escapes from an admitted theft with flesh and
skin on his back [viz.] a necessitous alltud ("alien ") who shall
have been three nights and three days without alms, without
relief, and who shall have traversed three trevs ("townships")
daily, with nine houses in every trev ; and then, owing to
'

hunger, shall commit theft, and then shall be caught with
He is to be let free without gallows
flesh and skin on his back.
and without payment.*

Similarly, if a thief was found burning a house
stealthily, and was caught, his life would be forfeited.
In the case of a thief the Welsh laws
recognize the penalty of sale.
Among the fines mentioned in the Welsh laws is
that of dilysdod ('acquittance'), which was enforced as a payment to a woman by her ravisher.
This was probably meant as a payment to guarantee her status as a virgin in the eyes of the law.
There was also a similar payment called gwaddol,
payable by a man who failed to rebut a charge of
criminal assault upon a woman walking alone.
In Irish law
20. Medium of payment of fines.
the terms used in estimating fines are cumhal and
'
s(d.
By a cumhal was originally meant a female
bond-slave,' but, in course of time, the word came

—
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mean the equivalent
The method of payment

to

in value of three cows.
of lines was in a fixed

proportion of certain goods. When half a cumhal
had to be paid, it had to be in one species of goods ;

when one cumhal was required, it had to be in
two species and, when three or upwards of three
;

cumhals were required, they had to be in three
In that case one-third would have to be
species.
in cows, one-third in horses, and one-third in
silver.
Of the cattle one-third had to be male,
one-third of the horses had to be mares, and onethird of the silver by weight might be copper
Ase'd was defined as follows (Anc. Laws of
alloy.
Ireland, iii. 463)
'
A common easily divisible Bid means two
dead chattels, or one dead chattel the value
lessened by its being divided.'
:

live chattels

of

which

ia

or
not

Of s(ds the most prized was a milch cow. In
Welsh law the fine called camlwrw consisted of
three kine, paid as a rule directly to the king, and
sometimes doubled. The fine called dinvy consisted of twelve kine, paid directly to the king,
Sarhad and
and was also sometimes doubled.
galanas were paid in various ways, as directed in
The coins mentioned in the Welsh
the Laws.
laws are: (1) keinhawc kyfreith, 'a legal penny'
(2) keinhawc
(see Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 330)
ib. )
cota, a curt penny
(3) dimei, a half-penny
and (4) punt, a pound.'
;

'

'

'

'

(

;

;

'

21. Initiation of legal process.

— In

Ireland the

aggrieved party compelled the aggressor to submit
the case to arbitrators, by levying distress (Ir.
athgabhail) upon the latter. In its most solemn
form the levying of distress required that the
person aggrieved should fast against' theb aggressor
(see Asceticism [Celtic], vol. ii. p. 72 ), that is,
call Heaven to witness that he would starve to
death if his opponent did not submit the case to a
Brehon. The consideration of questions connected
with distress is one of the most elaborate sections
of Irish law.
In Wales, in keeping with the
greater development of the central power, a man
could be called to appear in answer to a gwys
('summons'). The legal method of accusing for
theft is described in Wade-Evans (op. cit. p. 245).
Even in Ireland certain people (Anc. Laws of
Ireland, i. 105, 107) might be arrested for their
liabilities, instead of being distrained upon, and
the circumstances under which this process might
take place are fully considered.
In Irish law a pledge had to be given (op. cit.
i. 277) to stop the process of fasting, especially in
judgments of theft, robbery, and violation and
the contingencies arising from the giving of the
pledge and its possible loss form an important
In Wales, the
section of the Law of Distress.
term mach ( pledge ') was used in the Laws only in
In criminal proconnexion with civil matters.
cedure the accused person had to obtain a gorvodog,
i.e. a personal surety, for one who was charged
with crime (see Wade-Evans, op. cit. pp. 258f.,
In the Irish legal treatises the question of
312).
evidence is not discussed to the same extent as it
is in the Welsh laws, and it is noticeable that the
latter assign considerable prominence to the oath,
both of the accused and of his compurgators, as a
'

;

'

of clearing his character.
The Welsh term
for this process was to put a person upon his rhaith
(a word cognate in formation with Lat. rectus),
and, in this process, he had to bring forward a
certain number of persons to swear on his behalf
to the justice of his claim or defence as a whole.
22. Penalties for particular crimes.— (1) Homi-

means

cide.— (a) In Ireland homicide was divided into
intentional

and unintentional.

The

fine for the

former was double that of the latter. The account
given in the Senchus M6r suggests that there was
some difference of opinion as to whether homicide
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should in

cases be treated as a matter for coni-

all

but the customary
through payment,

fiensation
aw with its Cric ('body-tine') appears to have
In the case of secret homicide the
prevailed.

concealment was regarded as a separate act, and
compensation had to be paid for it accordingly.
When a freeman was slain by a freeman, the slayer

to pay the amount of his own honour-price,
together with a tine of seven cumhals, as comFor concealment the
pensation for the death.
slayer paid honour-price, together with seven
cumhals. If the body was found, the fine for concealment was remitted. Looking on at a murder
was a wrong which was liable to a tine. Whenever
a person found a dead body, he had to give information at once otherwise, he was liable to the

had

;

a looker-on, or, according to others, of an
accomplice. The Anc. Laws of Ireland (iii. 101,
consider
with great fullness the various cases
etc.)
that might arise in connexion with homicide.
fine of

As illustrating the growth of a different mental attitude
from the preceding, it may be stated that the commentator to
the Cams Bescna treats homicide, and all other wrongs done
with malice aforethought, as being in the nature of exceptions
to the ordinary law, and holds that the slayer should be given
up, with all his property, to the family of the slain man.

In Wales the term for a murder-fine was
galanas, and, along with the murder-fine, in every
case of homicide sarhad (' compensation for insult ')
had to be paid. The amount of the murder-fine
varied with the status of the person murdered.
The murderer was helped to pay by his kinsmen,
to the fifth cousin, and the liabilities of these were
fixed by law. According to the Welsh law (WadeEvans, op. cit. p. 193), a third of every galanas
was paid to the king, and also whatever of the
murderer's chattels was from time to time obtainThe reason given is that it is for the king
able.
to enforce where it is not possible for a kindred to
do so.
The murder-tine of a king was three
times the amount of his sarhad with three augmentations the amount of his sarhad being as
'

'

(6)

;

follows :
'a hundred kine for every cantrev ("hundred") in his kingdom, and a silver rod which shall reach from the ground to the
king's pate, when
finger, with three

he shall sit in his chair, as thick as his ring
knobs at the top and three at the bottom as
thick as the rod and a golden cup which shall hold the king's
full draught, as thick as the nail of a ploughman who shall
have ploughed for seven years, and a golden cover thereon as
thick as the cup, as broad as the king's face.'
;

There was a similar murder-tine for the heirof the household
apparent. The galanas of a chief
was a third of the king's, without privileged gold
and silver.'
steward, a judge of a court, a
falconer, a chief huntsman, a chief groom, and a
page of the chamber all had the same galanas,
consisting of nine kine and nine score kine with
For the galanas of the
three augmentations.'
other officers, except the chief of the household
and the priest of the household, six kine and six
score kine with three augmentations had to be
In the case of the priest of the household
paid.
the murderer had to submit to the law of the
Synod.' The laws fix the galanas of various other
persons, but it is suilicient to mention that the
galanas of a free Welshman of pure descent conthree kine and three score kine with
sisted of
three augmentations.' This was also the amount
of the galanas of a king's serf, while the galanas
'

A

'

'

'

'

'

For
of a nobleman's serf was half of this amount.
a thief there was mi galanas. (For various quessee
tions connected with homicide,
Wade-Evans,
op. cit. pp. 236, 24S, 252 f., 264, 294, 299 f., 320.)
In the case of :i fratricide the kindred were not to
pay galanas with the murderer.
In the Anc.
(2) Wounding and mutilating.— (a)
Laws of Ireland (iii. 349, etc.) there is a very full
discussion of the penalties due for wounding and
mutilating, and the various wounds and losses
that might be indicted are considered in great

(Celtic)

a hand, an eye, or a tongue,
every person was to be paid,
in the opinion of some the full ^ic-fine should
be paid for the mouth, the nose, and the tongue.
According to op. cit. iii. 472, the sick maintenance
of a wounded person had to be compensated for,
and a substitute had also to be provided. Among
the wrongs requiring compensation was that of

For a

detail.

foot,
half the trie-fine of

and

shaving bare the beard or the whiskers.
(b) In Welsh law there is an assessment of the
worth of each part of a person's body (see WadeEvans, op. cit. p. 190 f.). The following quotation
will suffice to illustrate the list of values
All a person's members when reckoned together are eight
:

'

A

in value.
person's finger is a cow and
a score of silver in value. The worth of the thumb is two kine
and two score of silver.
person's nail is thirty pence in
value.'

and four score pounds

A

With reference to a serf's limbs there
in MS U27a which reads as follows

is

a passage

:

the serf's limbs by law is as much as the worth
The galanas and the
of the king's limbs according to worth.
sarhad, however, of every one are paid according to his status
when a limb Bhall be broken.'

The worth

'

(3)

Arson.

offence,

and

meet

to

of

it

—The Welsh laws alone deal with this
refer to the necessity of

compurgation

:

an accusation of the crime of burning stealthily be
brought against a person, the oaths of fifty men will be
1

If

necessary for him. If he obtain his rhaith ("acquittance"), it
if he obtain it not, he becomes a
will be sufficient for him
saleable thief. A saleable thief is worth seven pounds.'
;

case of attempted arson by a thief has been
mentioned above.
This crime is also specifically
(4) Waylaying.
mentioned only in Welsh law, as follows
Whoever shall waylay pays twofold, because it is a violence
and that
against a person to kill him, and a theft to conceal
is the one place in law where violence and theft become con-

The

—

:

'

;

And it is to be thus denied the oaths of fifty men to
deny wood and field, and three of them under vow to abstain
from flesh and woman and horse-riding.'
nected.

;

This offence
cation.

was punished by hanging and

confis-

Criminal assault.— (a) Irish law required
the payment of a heavy fine for attempting to
violate a person's wife, and a still heavier fine for
actual violation (see Anc. Laws of Ireland, i. 163,
167, 177, 181). In op. cit. ii. 405, we read as follows
(5)

:

the girl has been defiled within the age of seven years,
body-fine shall be paid for her, and honour-price in right of
full body-fine also till she reaches the age of ten, and half
the honour-price of her father ; two-thirds of body-fine for her
from the age of ten forth till she reaches fourteen, and half the
honour-price of her father ; and there is no division of the
body-fine from that forth.'
'

If

full

God

;

(6) Welsh law punished criminal assault, according to one account, as follows
Whoever shall commit a rape on a woman, let him pay her
:

'

gobr (" maiden fee ") to her lord and her dirwy ("fine ") and
her dilysdod ("acquittance") and her agweddi ("dowry")
and her sarhad (" fine for insult ") he pays to the woman and,
if she be a maid, let him pay her cowyll (a gift payable by the
husband to the wife on the morning after the marriage).'
Some texts add : ' and a silver rod to the king in
;

;

manner he is entitled and, if the man cannot
pay, his testicles shall be taken.' (For the oath of
the woman and the oaths of fifty men required for
compurgation, see Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 237 f.)
In Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 240, the case of assault
by two men upon two women is considered as
follows
the

;

:

'
If two women shall be journeying through any place and
there be no one with them, and two men meet them and violate
them, they are not to be compensated. If, however, there be
one person with them, although ever so little, unless he be a
carried child, they lose none of their right."

In

MS

U42a the following

is

added

:

shall be violated, if she know not who has
not to pay amobr ("maiden fee"); since the
he loses her amobr; and,
king preserved her not from violation,
be doubted in that respect, let her give her oath
ii ibe woman
thai she knows not who violated her, and that she was violated
'

A woman who

violated her,

is

as aforesaid.'

One
as

'

violation of a woman
legal triad speaks of the
one of the three disgraces of a kindred.'
Indecent assault.—In the Welsh laws (Wade-

(6)
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Evans, op.
occurs

cit.

p.

270) the following statement

:

Three sarhads of a woman there are, one of which is augmented, and one diminished, and one is a complete sarhad.
When a kiss is given her against her will, a third of her sarhad
The second is feeling her with the
is wanting to her then.
conhand, and that is a full sarhad to her. The third is being
nected with her against her will, and that is augmented by the
•

third.'

thief

'

'

with
(7) Theft.— {a) Irish law deals very fully
the various fines which have to be paid in the
of
the
amount
case of theft,
compensation varystolen.
ing chiefly with the nature of the object
Among such objects are land, cattle, grass, rushes,
turf, fruit, fish, boards, firewood, wattles, etc.;
and among the special cases considered are that
of stealing from a house and from a hunter's
cooking-tent, and that of stealing a smith's tools.
According to the Anc. Laws of Ireland (iii. 4G3),
it was lawful to kill the unknown or nameless
cit. iii.
thief, but this right was personal only (op.
There was a further rule that no one was to
469).
a
thief.
with
trade
and
(b) Welsh law dealt severely with thieving,
punished it (probably when habitual) with execuIn Wade-Evans (op. cit. p. 188)
tion by hanging.
there is a list of naw affeith lledrat ('the nine
accessaries of theft '), which are given as follows
:

The first of the nine accessaries of theft is devising deceit
and seeking an accomplice. The second is agreeing concerning
the theft. The third is giving provision. The fourth is carryThe fifth is
ing the food while accompanying him (the thief).
The
tearing down the cattle-yard, or breaking the house.
sixth is moving what is stolen from its place, and walking day
and
informing as
or night with it. The seventh is knowing
to the theft. The eighth is sharing with the thieves. The
ninth is seeing the theft and concealing it for reward, or
buying it for worth. Whoever shall deny one of these acces'

him give the oaths of fifty men without bondman
and without alien.'
There is a reference to the death-penalty for
is
stealing in the following statement, where it
said (ib. p. 189) that one of the nine persons who
are to be believed in giving their testimony, each
one of them separately on his oath, is
*
a thief without hope of mercy concerning his fellow-thief,
saries, let

to the gallows; because credible is his w'ord
concerning his companions and the chattels they thieved,
without a relic ; and his companion is not to be destroyed on
his word, but is to be a thief for sale.'

when brought

In the case of the stealing of goods entrusted to
a guardian, if the keys are safely in his custody
and a breach has been made into the house,
the Book of Cynog (a text of the Laws) says it is easier to
him if there be chattels of his own taken together with
the other chattels which were taken by stealth from him. He
all the persons in the
is, however, to swear conjointly with
house as to his being clear as to those chattels. If the soil,
however, be excavated under the house, after he has carried
out the law that he is clear, the king owns the soil, and there
is to be no guardian answerable for it.
Every chattel which a
guardian asserts to have been brought to him to be kept, let
him make good, except the chattels conveyed through the
'

believe

v

267

(Celtic)

who Bhall be placed upon sureties is not to be
destroyed. No one is to make satisfaction or answer for an
act of his bondman saving for theft.'
dealt with assault
(8) Assault.— (a) Irish law
under the same section as wounding and mutibetween a * red
distinction
lating, and drew a
wound' (with bloodshed) and a 'white wound'
Laws of Ireland
In
the
Anc.
(without bloodshed).
lump-blow is defined. For a clean
(iii. 352 n.) a

A

'

soil.'

The case of theft by a necessitous alien has been
already mentioned. The theft of a king's cat had
to be made good as follows :
'
Whoever shall kill a cat which guards a barn of a king, or
shall take it stealthily, its head is to be held downwards on a
clean level floor, and its tail is to be held upwards and after
that wheat is to be poured about it until the tip of the tail be
hidden, and that is its worth. Another cat is four legal pence
;

in value.'

A

dog, on the other hand, might, according to
some MSS, be stolen with impunity
:

*
There is no dirwy for a dog, although it be taken stealthily,
nor camlwnv. The oath of one man is sufficient to disown a
dog, for it is a back-burden of an unclean animal.'

The triads in the Dimetian Code, however, say
that a dog-stealer should pay a eamlwrw. Regulations as to the manner of bringing a charge of
theft legally and of compurgation in the face of a
charge are given in Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 244 f.
thief might be punished by being sold, and
the value assigned to a saleable thief is seven
pounds. In Wade-Evans (op. cit. p. 259) are found
the following further provisions as to theft

A

'

'

:

lump-blow two cows were an adequate compensation, while for the foul lump-blow airer-tine (one

was exacted.
Welsh law (Wade-Evans, op. cit. p.

of the lesser fines of Irish law)
(6)

punishes assault as follows
Whoever

'

193)

:

shall strike a person, let

him pay

his sarhad, first

because attack and onBet constitute a sarhad to every person ;
and a penny for every hair pulled out from his head by the
root and a penny for every finger which shall touch the head ;
and twenty-four pence for the front hair.'
;

Again,
'

If

pence
off his

a person strike a bondman, let him pay him twelve
... if a bondman strike a free man, it is just to cut
right hand, or let the bondman's lord pay the person's

;

'

sarhad (ib. p. 194).
It is clearly stated

(ib. p. 259) that a blow
received unintentionally is not sarhad, and the
not need expiation
did
buffets
three
following
one by the lord on his man in ordering him in the day of
battle and fighting and one by a father on his son to punish
him and one by a chief of kindred on his relative in order to
:

'

;

;

counsel him.'

law, though severe upon
treachery, and all forms of deceit, does
with
not deal specifically
treason, but in Welsh
law the following passage occurs (ib. p. 202)
Whoever shall commit treason against a lord or waylay, is
(9)

Treason. —Irish

lying,

:

'

and, if he be caught, be is liable to
he be not caught and he will to be reconciled
to his lord and kindred, a twofold payment of dinvy and
galanas is to be levied on him and, if he repair to the court of
the Pope and return with the Pope's letter with him, and
show that he is absolved by the Pope, he has his father's trev
to forfeit his father's trev

be executed.

;

If

;

("homestead").'

In Ireland, treachery deprived a person of his full
honour-price.
(a) Irish law dealt with false
(10) Perjury.
swearing, more especially in the case of conit with a fine (Anc. Laws of
and
visited
tracts,
Ireland, iii. 397). False witness also lowered a

—

man's honour-price.
with perjury (anudon)
(b) Welsh law deals chiefly
in relation to suspected testimony (see ^'adeEvans, op. cit. p. 260 f.), but denial of suretyship
and contract is also discussed (ib. p. 230).
(11) Insult.— (a) In Irish law the maintenance
of a man's honour was a primary consideration,

and certain

lines

in

addition

to

the

dire-fine

('honour-price') appear to have been specially
instituted for the defence of personal honour.
Among these are the enech-gris ('blush-fine'),
the enech-ruice ('defamation'), and the enech-lan.n
To ask a question with
of honour ').
(' reparation
a view to exposing a blemish (Anc. Laws of Ireland,
iii. 347), and to give a person a nickname, rendered
the offender liable to a fine (op. cit. iii. 93), while
one form of insult specifically mentioned (op. cit.
iii. 409) was that of opposing a bishop on a 'hill of

meeting.'
(b) Welsh law attached the utmost importance
maintenance of a person's dignity, and compensation for sarhad (' insult') plays a prominent
therein.
The violation of a person's propart
tection constituted one specified form of insult.
of a man
(12) Libel.— (a) In Ireland the fort
who tolerated satire or satires (Anc. Laws of Ireland, v. 169) lost its dire, or honour-price, but in
another passage (op. cit. i. 59) it is stated that
did not
satirizing, though done intentionally,
cause loss of the full honour- price until a person
evaded the law with respect to it. Satirizing a

to the

dead person was also liable to

fine (op. cit.

i.

185,

189).
(b)

There

is

no

specific

mention of

libel or satire
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Welsh law, and, in view
Welsh poets, at any rate
in

appear that satirizing on

At an

of the practice of the
after 1300, it would
their part was tolerated.

earlier date, libel

under sarhad.

was probably counted

— (a)

In Ireland the Ancient Laws
a fine for slander.
(i. 175, 177) specifically mention
fine was also obtainable for circulating a calumnious story (op. cit. i. 195, 199), or for wrong(13) Slander.

A

fully

questioning a person's legitimacy

185,

(i.

193).
(b)

The Welsh laws make no

specific

mention

of

slander (cnllib) other than slander against women
(Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 238), or against an innocent man for murder, and probably included other
slander, along with libel, under sarhad.
There is no reference to
(14) Using charms.
this offence in the Welsh laws, but in Ireland the

—

whether
person committing it was liable to a fine,
it was committed against a human being or against
a dog (see Anc. Laws of Ireland, i. 177, 181).
(a) Irish law in several passages
(15) Trespass.
defines the compensation required for various
forms of trespass, such as dirtying a road (op.
cit. iii. 76 n.), bringing a horse into the narrow
part of a road (ib.), the digging of a churchyard,
and the removal of bones from a churchyard.

—

'

'

The type

of fine called the smacht-fine was levied
chiefly in the case of trespass by men or animals
(see Anc. Laws of Ireland, iv. 83, 87, 89, 93, 95,
107, 109, 111, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123, 141, 145,
(b) The forms of trespass which are specifically
mentioned in the Welsh laws are excavating the
land of another to hide anything therein, making
a snare, digging a kiln-pit, or building a house on
another person's land. The fine inflicted was four
legal pence, with certain additions in particular
:

cases.
(16)

—

Damage to property. (a) Irish law had
to say regarding offences arising under this

head (Anc. Laws of Ireland,

i.

167,

169, 171, 175,

The Book of

185, 189, 233, 235, 237).
iii. 357, 358) deals

Aicill (op.

very fully and humanely
with the maiming, mutilation, and over-working
cit.

of animals.

justice.

InAVales the law (see above, p. 265") appears
have been a little more sympathetic towards
necessitous aliens, and Welsh law also provided
that an alien of foreign speech should have an
(b)

to

advocate.
(19) Abduction.
(a) Irish law (op. cit. iii. 403,
541, 543, 545) deals very fully with the question
of abduction in its effects upon family life.
The
children of the abducted woman belonged to her
mother's family, and might be sold by them, but
the father was bound to buy them if they were

—

sold, and if he got them gratis he was bound to
educate them.
(b) Abduction was a punishable offence in Welsh
law, and the various contingencies which arose in
connexion therewith are fully dealt with in the
Laws (see Anc. Laws of Wales, pp. 86, 88, 92,
204 and Wade-Evans, op. cit. pp. 237, 238, 239).
In Ireland there
(20) Stripping of the dead.
was a fine for stripping the dead in general, and
the slain in battle in particular (see Anc. Laws of
and a Welsh legal triad
Ireland, i. 175, 177)
speaks of the three disgraces of a dead body

—

;

;

'

'

when

when

it is slain,

is left

it is stripped,

lying.

—

'

;

'

A

also inllicted for neglect of fencing.
Attendants,
too, were punishable for not guarding the houses
of persons of dignity (op. cit. iii. 511), and a similar
penalty was inllicted for neglect in not guarding a

captive

(iii.

499

f.).

A

was

judge who was negligent
were sane

liable to a fine (iii. 305), and so
adults for not guarding the insane.

believed that blotches arose

judges

who pronounced

false

The

Irish
cheeks of

on the
judgment.

The two instances of punishable neglect
mentioned in Welsh law are the following (Wade(6)

Evans, op. cit. 258, 268) :
(1) If two persons shall he walking through a wood, and the
one in front let a bough Btrike the one in the rear so that he
loses an eye, he is to pay the worth of an eye to the other.
(2) If a spear were not so placed as to prevent its point from
accidentally killing a person, its owner, in case of such a death,
had to pay a third of the slain person's fjalanas.

—

Absconding and harbouring a fugitive.
offence in Irish law to entertain a
who was known, and there was also a
for
penalty
supporting and advising the women
and children of foreigners, as well as for feeding

was an

fugitive

and when

—

it

—

Breach of the peace. The Welsh laws contain no explicit references to offences under this
head but Irish law (op. cit. i. 231, 235) required a
fine for quarrelling in an ale-house, and also for
;

disturbing a

fair.

—

It is probable that in Irish law
(22) Adulter!/.
adultery should be counted with the above offences,
but the absence of a clear distinction in Irish law
between crimes and torts makes it difficult to class
adultery with crimes, as was done in some countries.
In its effect upon the honour-price of a
person, adultery, according to the Anc. Laws of
Ireland (i. 57-61), was more disastrous for ecclesiastics than for laymen
but, in the case of all
;

and cohabiting with a kinswoman
upon the honour-price as unIn the case
faithfulness in word (op. cit. i. 59).
of adultery by a married man the Welsh laws
require (Wade-Evans, op. cit. p. 239) that he
should pay six Bcore pence to his lawful wife as her
wynebwerth ('compensation for insult'). When
a wife committed adultery, her husband was
entitled to thrice the sum of his sarhad (ib. p.
242), and it is further stated (ib. p. 244) that she
loses her agweddi ('dowry'), while her chattels
are brought by her kindred to her husband. One
alike, adultery

In Wales all damage to property, whether
living or dead, had to be compensated for in accordance with a scale of legal worth laid down
in the laws.
(17) Gross negligence.
(a) In Irish law cases of
the kind are, for the most part, dealt with under
other heads, such as trespass and damage to property but the expression trespass of viciousness
with neglect is used for the offence of bringing a
fine was
horse into the narrow part of a street.
(b)

(18)
(a) It

from

(21)

153).

much

(Celtic)

or sheltering a stranger generally (Anc. Laws of
Ireland, iii. 385, 387, 389). In the same manner a
person feeding a houseless person was liable to a
fine, the intention in all these cases doubtless
being to make it difficult for persons to escape

had the same

effect

of the three disgraces of a kindred, according to a
Welsh legal triad, is to bring another woman to

the house, supplanting the wife and driving her
forth.

In the present article Celtic crimes and punishments have been considered chiefly with reference
to Ireland and Wales, owing to the fact that it is

only for these countries that legal treatises of the
type here considered are obtainable. In Celtic
Scotland the law was based upon a development
of the same ideas as those which are embodied in
the law of Ireland. The legal practice of Brittany
and Cornwall, too, doubtless closely resembled
that of Wales but it would be highly interesting,
if it were possible, to know what modifications of
the Irish system were developed in Scotland, and,
;

similarly,

what

local

variations of

the British

system arose in Cornwall and Brittany. In the
absence of legal treatises such an inquiry would
have to be based mainly on historical and linguistic
evidence.
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Chinese character for crime is significant
of the attitude of the nation towards the infraction of law, being composed of the radical for
failure,' under that for net,' representing the net
in other
of the law descending upon the offender
words, crime or sin (for the terms are used
interchangeably) is regarded as consisting not so
much in the commission of a condeninable act as in
the discovery of the fact and the infliction of penal
consequences. For this reason the term is an unfortunate one when applied by Christian missionaries to a Chinese audience, for the majority of
those thus addressed would strongly object to be
denominated 'criminals,' although the intention in
the mind of the speaker is merely to bring home to
them a sense of sin.
1. Early enactments.
The Chinese penal code
is based upon enactments for which a remote
is
and
the earliest system of
claimed,
antiquity
punishments is ascribed to the Emperor Shun
(2255 B.C.), who is said to have established the
'Five Punishments' which were in vogue to the
end of the Chow dynasty (255 B.C.), viz. (1) branding on the forehead, (2) cutting off the nose, (3)
'

'

;

'

'

'

—

'

'

maiming,

The

castration,
founder of the
(4)

and

(5)

death.

Han dynasty

H

'

'

;

'

'

'

Another power which they must cultivate is that of counting alternate numbers at a
the
great rate whilst administering the strokes
man kneeling on one knee at one side of the victim
calls out the odd numbers, whilst the other counts
the even numbers, and this requires long and freit also presents an opportunity
quent rehearsal
for sharp practice,' for the number called does not
necessarily correspond with the blows struck ; and
it is very easy for skilful performers to run up
a very large total of figures without applying an
equal number of strokes. Thus a man condemned
to receive 1000 strokes may be let off with 700 or
so if he has a proper understanding with the lictors,
though the full number is reported by them viva
voce at the time of imposition.
The rod is steeped
for some months in a saline bath before it is considered fit for use, as this is said to ensure that
mortification will not set in when the flesh is
lacerated ; it no doubt also increases the sufferings
of the victim.
(3) Banishment, for a limited period, to a distance not exceeding 500 li (= 170 miles).
Here
again 5 degrees are admitted, viz. 1 year and 60
blows, 1J years and 70 blows, 2 years and 80 blows,
2i years and 90 blows, 3 years and 100 blows.
(4) Transportation, for life, to any distance varying from 2000 to 3000 li ( = 1000 miles), with 100
blows in extraordinary eases the distance is increased to 4000 li, or the criminals are condemned
to reside in malarious or savage districts. The
exiles are nominally required to render military
service, but are usually permitted to engage in
humble occupations, such as the managing of inferior pawn-shops, etc.
The wives of criminals are
expected to accompany their husbands into exile,
and their children and other relatives may do so if
Bannermen are subjected to the cangue
willing.
(see below) in lieu of banishment.
(5) Death by strangulation, decapitation, or the
so-called 'lingering- process.' The death sentence
is usually confirmed by the
Emperor but in cases
of murder, piracy or highway robbery, rebellion,
uttering false coin, forging official seals, arson,
robbery with violence, criminal assault on girls
under 12 years of age, fraudulent methods at
public examinations, or smuggling salt, the local
authority is empowered to put the sentence into
execution at once, unless extenuating circumstances can be urged for delay. In cases of piracy,
to them.

;

(202

B.C.)

enacted the 'Three Penal Sentences,' viz. (1) life
shall be given for life, (2) compensation for wounds,
and (3) imprisonment for robbery.
The first regular code of penal laws is represented as being brought into operation in the Ts'in
B.C.), comprehended under six heads,
the 5th of which, represented by 11 vols., is occupied with criminal laws concerning treason, robbery,
theft, homicide, criminal intercourse, disturbing
graves, quarrelling and fighting, and incendiarism
and, though each succeeding dynasty has contributed some modification or addition to the original
enactments, the ultimate source of inspiration may
still be traced even in the existing legislation.
The laws of the present Manchu dynasty, which
in China bears the name of the Ta Ts'ing, or
Great Pure Dynasty,' may be grouped as follows
—(1) The Ta Ts'ing Lu Li, or 'Penal Code of the
Ta Ts'ing dynasty,' which is subject to revision
The sections included under the
every 5 years.
first term, Lit, may be described as the original
laws or statutes and those under the second head,
Li, as the supplementary clauses, or common law,
established by precedent or usage. (2) The Ta
Ts'ing Hui Tien, or Regulations of the Ta Ts'ing
(3) The edicts and decrees issued by
dynasty.'
Emperors and high provincial officials. (4) Customary law.
The first of these, the Lu Li, is comprehended
in 2906 octavo pages, the criminal laws being
enumerated in the 6th division, arranged under
the following heads: (1) robbery and theft, (2)
homicide, (3) quarrelling and fighting, (4) abusive
language, (5) indictments and informations, (6)
bribery and corruption, (7) forgeries and frauds,
(8) incest and adultery, (9) miscellaneous offences,

dynasty (249

;

'

:

.

(2) Flogging witli a heavier cane of bamboo,
in. by J in., in cases of
about 3 ft. 6 in. by
greater gravity, the number of blows ranging from
(10 to
100 nominally, but reduced in universal
practice to 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 respectively.
Manchu subjects, or lianncnnen,' are punished
with a whip instead of the bamboo.
In administering the punishment the lictors are
so expert that they can apply 1000 sounding blows
to the bare flesh without raising a blister, or drawblood if required with three strokes, and actually
make the flesh fly if they set themselves seriously
to work.
(This is done by the dragging stroke,
which is different from the usual up-and-down
method the cane when it reaches the flesh is
drawn back along the surface, and in a short time
the skin is literally torn oil' in strips.) This skill
in applying the bamboo is said to be attained by
long practice on a block of bean-curd, a substance
resembling a stiff custard, the beaters kneeling
face to face, and striking alternately on the beancurd which is placed on the ground between them.
When they have learned to strike the substance a
great many times, producing an appreciable note
each time, without breaking the delicate surface
of the custard,' they are supposed to be proficient,
and are allowed to exercise their art on the unfortunate human beings who may be surrendered
'

(Chi

'

'
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;

'

(10) arrests and escapes, and (11) imprisonment,
judgment, and execution.
2.
Punishments. The modes of punishment
which are recognized by the code are five
(1) Flogging on the thighs with a light bamboo
in.
cane, about 3 ft. 6 in. long by j in. wide, and
thick at the end. The punishment admits of 5
degrees of severity, nominally from 10 to 50 blows
but in actual practice only 4, 5, 10, 15, and 20
blows respectively are administered.

—

:

^

;

;

'

;

'

;

'
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highway robbery, etc., the criminals are decapitated, and their heads exposed over the city gates
as a warning to all.
The penalty of strangula(a) Strangulation.
tion is inflicted in the cases of murder of a stepson
by a stepmother, abuse of parents or paternal
grandparents, abuse of husbands' parents or grandparents also in certain cases of homicide where
premeditation is not alleged, or where death is

—

;

brought about by indirect means also in cases
of opening coffins and rifling the dead, refusing to
pay tribute, or inciting to riot. In extreme cases
the process is aggravated by the method known as
three strangulations and three recoveries,' which
;

'

means that the victim is throttled into unconsciousness three times, and restored to animation before
the final garrotting takes place. In some instances
high officials who have offended are presented by
the Emperor with a silken scarf, with which they
are expected to strangle themselves in lieu of
the heavier and more disgraceful punishment of
(6)

—
Decapitation. Decapitation

is

the penalty

the case of a large number of offences,
especially those of a treasonable nature a classification which includes: (1) rebellion, (2) disloyalty
(as, e.g., destroying or attacking the Imperial
tombs, palaces, etc.), (3) desertion, (4) parricide,
(5) massacre (i.e. where three or more persons are
inflicted in

—

killed), (6) sacrilege, (7) impiety, (8) discord, and
The treasonable character of
(9) insubordination.
these oflences consists in their being hurtful to the
Sovereign either in his person, his property, or his
honour, or the persons and property of his subjects.
The principal offenders are sometimes sentenced to
the ling ch i.
The third form of capital
(c) the
ling cKi.
punishment, i.e. the ling clii, or lingering process,'
which is popularly supposed to consist in an indefinite number of cuts inflicted on the victim's
body, before the administration of the coup dc grace,
does not amount, in ordinary cases, to more than a
few slashes on the face and body before the final
blow is struck. It is intended to make the death
process more lingering and shameful, as the words
but the degree of aggravation of
ling clii mean
the penalty is left very much in the hands of the
executioner. The lingering process is ordered in
the case of treason against the Imperial person,
palaces, or tombs, no distinction being made between principal and accessaries also in the case
of parricide, murder of a husband, etc.

—

'

;

;

—

The death cage. Another form of capital
punishment is the standing cage,' which consists
of a tall frame or coop, in which the victim is
placed, the floor being a foot or so from the
ground. His neck is enclosed by the bars which
form the top or lid of the cage. In this position
he is unable to touch the floor with his feet, but a
number of bricks are inserted upon which he is
permitted to stand, and these are gradually removed until at last lie is practically suspended by
the neck, unless death intervenes, as generally
happens, the process being hastened by the administration of an opiate supplied by a relative or
Victims of this form of punishment have
friend.
been known to survive four days of torture, even
when exposed to the burning rays of the summer
(d)

'

sun.
(6)

are then brought together and fastened in position
upon the wearer's shoulders, and an inscription is
added stating the nature of the crime committed,
The weight of the cangue is generally from
etc.
20 to 30 lbs., but larger frames are sometimes used,
in which as many as five men can be secured.
In
some cases the hands of the sufferer are also inserted in smaller holes as in a pillory.
In either
instance it is impossible to reach the mouth with
the hands, and the prisoner has to be fed by others.
The cangue is generally exhibited in the daytime
at the spot where the offence was committed, and
at night the bearer of it is removed to the prison,
where, in the majority of cases, he is relieved of
his burden until the next day.
The imposition of
the cangue may cover a period of a few days or
may continue for three months, and is ordered in
cases of stealing, gambling, damage, extortion, etc.
(7) Branding is also in vogue in cases of stealing, and the designation of the crime is indelibly
stamped upon the forearm, e.g. Stealer of grain,'
stores,' or silver,' as the case may be.
Chinese thieves
3. Methods of Chinese thieves.
are divided into various classes, whose methods
differ very considerably ; for instance, in order to
obtain entrance to a building, some elect to prise
open the window or doors, or lift them off the
hooks which do duty for hinges, while others prefer
to throw a rope, with grapplers attached, to the
balcony or roof, and climb up hand over hand
others drill holes in doors with the usual carpenters'
instruments, or burn out a piece of the woodwork
by means of a blow-pipe and a brazier of lighted
charcoal, so as to insert the hand and withdraw
bolts and fastenings
others, again, employ a
bamboo pole for vaulting or scaling walls anaesthetics are used by some thieves for rendering the
occupants of a house unconscious ; holes are also
bored in walls, or subterranean tunnels are made
by experts in these departments.
The swift-horse,' or constable (see below), being
himself an ex-thief, is familiar with the methods
of the several classes, and the individuals composing
them ; and can always diagnose with accuracy the
cases which are submitted to him.
4. Punishment of women.
Special punishments
are reserved for women, such as piercing the breast
with a hot iron, in the case of attempts on the life
of a husband, assaulting a mother-in-law, etc.
When the bamboo is ordered, the blows are usually
inflicted on the mouth or hands, in order to avoid
exposure of the body.
Martial law. Martial law is particularly
5.
'

'

decollation.

A

The cangue.

minor form of punishment

which

'

is recognized by the Li, or
supplementary
laws,' is that of the 'great collar,' or 'wooden
neck-tie,' as it is nicknamed, generally known

amongst Europeans as the 'cangue' (from the
Portuguese canga

=

yoke).

It consists of

a heavy

wooden framework in two parts, through which
the head of the victim is introduced by means of
a scallop on the inner edges of each the two parts
;

(Chinese)

'

—

;

;

;

'

—

—

and summary punishment is meted out to
In ancient
offending soldiers by their officers.
the
days
penalty of tearing asunder by five horses
was exacted in certain cases ; even now the death
penalty is prescribed for such oflences as circulating
severe,

false rumours, attempted rape, etc.
6. Character of enactments.
The punishments
above enumerated may seem to be exceedingly
severe, but it must be remembered that, until
quite recent years, there was no police force of
any kind in China, the only substitute being the
local beadle, or tipao, in each district or division,
with his subordinates, including the 'swift-horse,'
or thief-catcher
and the result of long experience
was the conviction that severity, at all events in
the promulgation of the law, was necessary,
though its application might be tempered with
and the Chinese penal code, though it
mercy
may not satisfy the high ideals of 20th century
Christianity on the score of justice and equity,
for the repression of disorder, and the gentle
coercion of a vast population, appears to be equally
mild and efficacious (G. T. Staunton, The Ta Tsing
Leu Lee).
The almost total absence
7. The conduct of law.

—

;

;

'

'

—
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another feature which is
machinery
worthy of notice. There is no such thing as the
assistance of counsel for
no
of
a
jury
empanelling
the prosecution or the defence; no association of
for asseveration
no
demand
on
the
bench;
judges
upon oath. The magistrate sits alone to try the
case, unless he decides upon inviting another
The cases for and
magistrate to assist him.
against are prepared by self-constituted lawyers, a
class
of
somewhat degraded
literary men, who do
not appear in person before the court. The magistrate is furnished by his secretaries with whatever
information he may require as to law or precedent,
and decision is given, ordinarily, without long
The accused cannot be punished until he
dela5'.
confesses his crime ; and, should he hesitate to do
so, the means are available by which such confession may be elicited.
Some of these methods
have the sanction of law, whilst others are enforced without such authority. The legal instru-

of legal

is

;

ments

of torture consist of

wooden

presses for

squeezing the ankles or fingers, and the bastinado
in addition to these, however, there are many
others which have been in force until quite recently,
but which have now been nominally abolished
such as forcing the victim to kneel upon hot bricks,
iron chains, powdered glass, sand, or salt twisting
the ears suspending the body by the thumbs or
fingers
tying the hands to a bar placed under the
knees, so as to bend the body forward in a kneeling
;

—

;

;

;

posture, etc.

—

'

'

spired

'

many people prefer to settle their cases out of
by resorting to the tea-houses,' which are
the equivalents of our public-houses, and submitting the question to the arbitration of those
present the nearest approach to trial by jury
and the practice has become so well established
that these tea-houses are often called Little Halls

that

'

court,

—

;

'

of Justice.'
9.

Standard of guilt. —An interesting feature of

the Chinese enactments

punishment, in

many

is

cases,

that the standard of

not measured by

is

the character of the offence, but by the amount of
secured by the offender
the penalty, for
profit
instance, of stealing 120 oz. or more of silver is out
of all proportion to that which is incurred by
stealing 1 oz. it is assessed on a scale indeed which
would seem to place the act in an entirely different
category of crime, for the latter is punished by 60
blows, the former by strangulation.
10. Treason.
The punishment of treason is
;

;

-

—

particularly severe, and the list of crimes which
are classified as treasonable is very comprehensive.

The penalty

of making even an attempt against
the persons, palaces, or tombs of the Imperial
house is execution by the lingering process, and no

distinction is made between principals and accessaries (though in ordinary cases of crime a careful
discrimination is made, and accessaries before the
fact are punished one degree less severely than the
All male relatives of the condemned,
principals).
in the first degree, i.e. father, grandfather, sons,
grandsons, paternal uncles and their sons of the
age of 15 or older, are sentenced to decapitation,

together with

all

other male relatives, within the

limit of age, who may be living with the
offender at the time.
Male relatives of the first
degree under the age of 15, and all females similarly related, are distributed as slaves amongst

same

the great

officials.

The property of the condemned

confiscated by the State.
All who renounce
country and allegiance are liable to decapitation.
11. Homicide.
The definition of homicide is
also very comprehensive, no fewer than 10 possible

is

—

;

horse so that he cannot continue his journey and
stranded in the wilds, by the administration of
noxious substances to the mouth, eyes, ears, etc.
(4) kill(in such cases strangulation is decreed)
ing by means of dangerous weapons, such as firearms, etc., though used only in play by luring a

is

;

;

person into danger by false representations, e.g.
leading a man to walk into deep water, assuring
him that it is shallow and fordable (strangulation
is the penalty in these cases also) ; (5) killing a
person by mistake when intending to kill some one
else (the penalty for this offence is beheading) ;
(6) killing accidentally when
using legitimate
instruments or weapons (compensation is deemed
sufficient in such cases)
(7) killing through carelessness (punished by beheading)
(8) killing by
the administration of improper medicines (punishable by beheading, but, if inadvertence can be
urged in defence, compensation and retirement
from medical practice are ordered) (9) killing by
means of traps and snares (punishable by blows
and banishment) (10) killing by the utterance of
threats which lead to suicide on the part of the
threatened person (punished by strangulation).
The removal of a body from the spot where the
murder has been committed is treated as a capital
In cases of injury produced in fighting
offence.
and quarrelling, a careful assessment is made of
the amount of damage done
e.g., the tearing
away of one inch of the opponent's hair is punishable by 50 blows, the breaking of one tooth by
100 blows, of two teeth by 60 blows and a year s
imprisonment. Causing a person to be incapable
of becoming a parent is punished by 100 blows and
banishment to a distance of 3000 li, and, in the
;

;

;

;

Popular courts. So great is the terror inby the law-courts and the pens which do
duty for prisons (the Chinese word for prison
means originally a corral,' or stable for cattle),
8.
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(Chinese)

cases being included under the term, viz. (1)
killing with deliberate intent, the penalty of which
is decapitation
(2) killing in an affray, where
perhaps no special individual is singled out for
slaughter (the punishment in these cases is strangulation) ; (3) killing by depriving of food or clothing,
by the removal of the ladder by which the victim
has reached an inaccessible position and is unable
to return, by taking the bridle from a rider's

;

case of male offenders, with forfeiture of estates.
12. Privileged classes.
There are no fewer than
ten instances where privilege is claimed, as in the
case of those enjoying hereditary rank, or high
office, or relationship to the reigning dynasty.
These classes are excepted from the ordinary processes of law, and the Imperial sanction must be
obtained before the law can be put into operation

—

against them. No privilege, however, of whatever
kind can avail in a case of treason. The circumstances of the accused, in ordinary cases, are
taken into account: as, e.g., extreme youth, i.e.
under the age of 15 years or extreme age, i.e. 70
;

years and upwards
infirmity, too, is recognized
as an occasion for the exercise of lenity and the
relaxation of the heavier penalties, with exemption
from torture. The condition of the parents of the
accused is also taken into account, and an erring
son is mercifully dealt with if it be shown that \
his parents
depend upon him for support ; even
the death penalty may be remitted in the case of
an only son, lest his parents should be deprived
of the worship which is expected from him after
their decease.
Women
13. Favourable treatment of women.
are seldom imprisoned, except on capital charges,
or for adultery, but are placed in the custody of
their nearest relatives and, if they are arrested
when in a pregnant condition, the full penalty of
the law is not exacted until 100 days have passed
after parturition. Injured husbands are permitted
to kill, out of hand, the guilty wife and her paramour, if discovered in flagrante delicto ; but, if the
parties have already left the apartment where the
;

—

;
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was committed, or surrender themselves to the
husband, or some little time has elapsed since the
event, the husband is not justified by law in exact-

act

ing the extreme penalty. A master who is accused
of killing a slave is not regarded as guilty of a
capital oU'enee, but a slave who murders his master
is sentenced to ling ch'i as guilty of petty treason.
potestas. The patria potestas is
14. Patria
still in force in China, and the slaughter of one's
offspring is dealt with as a minor offence, or indeed
as no offence at all, if, for instance, a parent
has been struck by a son or daughter. The law
decrees that the penalty for striking or cursing a
parent is death, as was the case with the Hebrews.
The killing of a pro15. Professional bullies.
fessional pugilist, or 'strong man,' is not regarded
as murder, on the ground that such persons voluntarily subject themselves to danger and death,
and must be prepared to take the consequences of

—

—

their rashness.
16.

The law

of debt.

— In cases of debt a stated

allowed by law for repayment, viz. three
after the expiry of the time stipulated in
the original arrangement between the parties. In
the event of this period of grace being allowed to
In
elapse, the debtor is liable to the bastinado.
some cases the creditor will take up his quarters at
the house of the debtor, and continue to live at
his expense until the debt is discharged.
The fear
of being unable to meet one's obligations before
the Chinese New Year causes many suicides to
take place at that season.
17. Bad company.
Amongst miscellaneous enactments it is worthy of notice that the sons of
families enjoying hereditary rank, and officers of
period

is

months

—

government, are prohibited from associating with
prostitutes and actors, under penalty of 60 blows.
18. Treatment of domestic animals.
Special
laws are enacted with a view to the proper treatment of domestic animals; e.g., when draught
animals are improperly harnessed, and sores are
thus produced on the back or withers, the penalty
of such carelessness is 20 to 50 blows.
Similar
are imposed in cases of insufficient feedpenalties

—

ing, etc.

—

19. Care of the young.
Amongst the laws relating to the care of the young, it may be noted that
the age of consent in China is 12 years in the
case of both boys and girls, and that a recent edict
decreed that smoking on the part of boys under
18 was a punishable offence.
20. Improper conduct.
The comprehensiveness
of the Chinese penal code is remarkable ; there is
a
circumstance
connected
with law and its
hardly
infraction for which provision is not made
and a
large liberty is extended to judges in the treatment of what is described as improper conduct
an expression which is interpreted to mean
offences against the spirit of the laws, though not
necessarily involving an actual breach of the letter
'

'

—

;

'

'

—

thereof.
21.

Lynch law. — In addition

to the ordinary

legislation there are

many unorthodox methods in
amongst the people in country districts,
is very common, and the treatment of
crime by the people themselves often induces

£ractice
-yncli law

cruelties which fully deserve the designation of
'
savage.' Theft is severely punished, as are also
fraudulent practices in connexion with marriage
favourite method is the suspension
negotiations.
of the culprit by his thumbs and great toes to a
horizontal branch, so that the body is arched like
a bow sometimes a large stone is placed in the
middle of his back to increase his sullerings. In
extreme cases, where death is decreed by the
village tribunal, a fiendish ingenuity is exhibited
in the invention of new methods of torture.
In
the case of village feuds ' a life for a life is the

A

;

'

(Egyptian)

universal standard of justice ; annual outbreaks of
a kind of vendetta are common in some districts,
and continue until the blood-feud is settled by the

slaughter of an equal
sides.
22.

Reform.

— The

number

of persons

on both

revision of the penal code, so

as to bring it into conformity with
is at present under consideration

Western models,
and a number
;

of Chinese commissioners visited Europe last year
[1910] for the purpose of studying Western prison
methods, with a view to a reform of the Chinese
houses of detention.
Literature.— G. T. Staunton, The To. Tsing Leu Lee, London, 1S10; A. Lind, A Chapter of the Chinese Penal Code,
Leyden, 1S87 J. Dyer Ball. Things Chinese'', Shanghai, 1903 ;
Herbert A. Giles, A Glossary of Reference, Shanghai, 1900;
W. Gilbert Walshe, Ways that are Dark, Shanghai, 1906.
;

W. Gilbert Walshe.
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tian).

— There

which guided

ment of crime.
was arbitrary

(Egyp-

no

reliable record of the principles
the Egyptian judge in the punish-

is

There may have been much that
in the administration of justice,
even in the best bureaucratic period of the New
Empire, but that rules dating from a remote age,
and attributed to the god Thoth, were appealed to
is certain.
charge given by the king to his
newly appointed vizier is preserved, but scarcely
touches this question.
The Negative Confession in the Book of the
Dead (see Confession [Egyptian]) contains a long
list of moral and religious obliquities, including
adultery, falsification of measures and weights,
and cursing the king. More to our purpose is a
list of charges brought against a shipmaster at
Elephantine, preserved in a papyrus at Turin
amongst his offences are breaking into stores and
stealing the grain, embezzling corn put in his
charge, extorting corn from the people, burning
a boat and concealing the fact, also adultery, and
apparently the misuse of cattle bred by the sacred

A

;

Mnevis sire.
There is no record whether the
charges were proved, or of the punishment.
decree of King Horemheb to repress military
exactions and oppression in Egypt imposes a
severe penalty on the unauthorized commandeering of boats the offender loses his nose and ears,
and is transported to the frontier city of Zaru
(agreeing with Diodorus' account of the city of
Rhinocolura) ; and soldiers who stole hides were
to be beaten with 100 lashes so as to open five
wounds, and to restore the property to its owners.
Other documents indicate Ethiopia as the place
of banishment, where perhaps convicts were forced
to toil in the gold mines. The condition of suspected persons after examination by beating on
their hands and feet must have been miserable in
the extreme, but probably the law contrived to
make it still worse for the convicted criminal
in the end.
Accounts of several criminal trials
are preserved of robbers of the royal tombs
(in Breasted, Anc. Records, London, 1906-1907, iv.
499-556), and of a conspiracy in the harem against
the life of the king (ib. pp. 416-456). The punishment of the men and women condemned for participation in, or guilty knowledge of, the conspiracy
is not specified, Dut it was evidently death in some
form, and many seem to have been permitted to
commit suicide.
Two of the judges and two
custodians who had misconducted themselves with
female criminals during the time of the trial were
condemned to lose their noses and ears; one of
these committed suicide, while a fifth was perhaps
let off with a severe reprimand.
From the end of the Middle Kingdom there is a
decree of a King Antef deposing a nomarch (?) and
high official of the temple of Coptos, apparently
for harbouring the king's enemies.
He and all his
descendants were deprived for ever of the power

A

;

'

'

—
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to hold the office.
The consequences of desertion
to another country are hinted at in the story of
the
who was plainly in peril of
fugitive Siuuhe,
death (Maspero, Cuntc.i popvlcmrt*', Paris, 1906, p.
In the treaty between the Hittite king and
62).
Ramses II. restoration of deserters and free pardon
for them are stipulated for on both sides.
F. Ll. Griffith.
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A

(Greek).—

I.
crime may be considered as an act of disobedience to a Divine command, and, as such,
or
punishable, if at all, by Divine retribution
;

in its stricter sense, as an offence against
the ethical sense of the community, for which a
But it
definite punishment is prescribed by law.
is only gradually that the latter notion has been
In the Greek States, none of which sucevolved.
ceeded in working out a scientific system of jurisprudence comparable with that of Rome, many
crimes continued to be treated, as in primitive
communities, as wrongful acts done to an individual, for which he was entitled to claim compensation in a court of law (see Maine, Ancient
Law 1 ", ed. Pollock, London, 1907, p. 379). Although the familiar distinction between a crime
and a tort was increasingly recognized with the
progress of time, acts definitely criminal in character (as being injurious to the community, such as
else,

homicide and theft under certain conditions) were
technically made the subject of a civil action (Ski;)
rather than of an indictment (ypafir)). Even in the
latter the State was only indirectly concerned for
a further distinction was made between a private
and a public prosecution, and in private prosecutions, which formed by far the more numerous
class, the prosecutor was regarded as acting for his
own satisfaction rather than as fulfilling a public
duty (see Demosthenes, xxi. 25).
;

It

limits of an article like the
the material existed, to describe in detail, or

would be impossible, within the

present, even

if

even satisfactorily to summarize, the progressive development
in the establishment of legal penalties for crime by the various
divisions of the Hellenic race, from the dawn of history down
to the time when their independence was finally lost. All that
we shall attempt is a short survey of the general ideas relating
to the subject of crimes and punishments which prevailed from
time to time according to the most important literary records,
together with some account of the particular remedies provided
by the Athenian law-courts, in the period for Iwhich our information is most abundant, namely, the 5th and 4th cents. B.C.
For States other than Athens the necessary evidence is almost
entirely wanting, and there is not much advantage in recording
such scraps as have come down to us, when it is impossible to
present them in their proper setting, or to make a trustworthy
estimate of their value.
There is the less inconvenience in
taking this course, inasmuch as the pre-eminence of the
^Athenian judicial system is reflected in the remark that the
Atheniana invented the regular administration of justice
Still, it would be a mistake to
(Jilian, Var. Hist. iii. 3S).
suppose that the Athenian courts were a unique product of
Of the better-known Greek States it
Hellenic civilization.
seems probable that Sparta was the most backward and the
existence of an elaborate judicial organization in remote and
semi-barbarous communities such as Gortyn and Western
Locris leads to the conclusion that great commercial cities like
jEgina, Megara, and Corinth had a legal system as highly
developed, if not so famous, as that of Athens herself (L.
Whibley, Greek Oligarchies, London, 1896, p. 177).
;

2. With crime in the wider sense, as a breach of
religious obligation, and the Divine punishment
which it thereby merits, w« do not propose here
to deal, since they will be sufficiently discussed

elsewhere [e.g. EniNYS, Eschatology [Greek]).
Nevertheless, the gradual growth of a system of
was so largely conditioned by rei'urisprudence
igious belief that we cannot entirely put out of
view the religious as distinct from the legal aspect
Their connexion is
(see, generally, Maine, p. 381).
most strongly marked in the case of the most
of
all
of
that
homicide. In the
crimes,
important
primitive age, for which our authority is to be
found not only in the Homeric poems, but also in
the writings of the Tragedians, so far as they
reproduce the old legends, beliefs, and customs
vol. iv.
18

—
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prevalent in the Epics now lost, it was universally
believed that the shedder of blood was pursued and
punished by the avengers ['Epivms) of the slain man
These super(.Esch. Cho. 401; Soph. El. 113).
natural visitants may be regarded as the embodiment of the curse pronounced by the injured victim
against the wrongdoer (.Esch. Theb. 70), or even
as the punishment itself (UoivaX). In Homer, however, they never appear as punishing murder, but
rather as protectors of parents against wrongs dune
to them by their children, and as guardians oi the
The mother of Meleager
sanctities of family life.
cursed her son for slaying her brother, and prayed
for his death ; her prayer was heard by the Erinys
that walks in darkness (II. ix. 571).
Similarly,
we find (Edipus visited by the curse of Iocasta
the Erinyes were summoned to
(Od. xi. 280)
avenge the dishonour done by Phoenix to his
father Amyntor (//. ix. 454) and, so far as can
be seen, they were ready to visit every crime
committed against the ties of family or society
(Ameis-Hentze on Od. ii. 135). There is nothing
in Homer to show that the Erinyes did not punish
homicide in a proper case and, inasmuch as they
avenged wrongs done to kindred, they might well
have been found harassing Orestes for the murder
of his mother, if Homer had narrated this version
of the story (T. D. Seymour, Life in the Homeric
;

;

;

Age,

New York

and London, 1907,

p.

89).

The

subjects handled by the Tragic poets, being more
nearly concerned with the ideas of crime and
punishment, regularly present the Erinyes as the
avengers of bloodshed, and more particularly of
the murder of kinsfolk.
Their victim, driven
from place to place, in his vain effort to escape
(.<Esch. Eum. 210), was attacked by madness (Eur.
Iph. Taur. 14S1) or wasting sickness (Or. 398 ft'.),
until he either was released by death or effected a
reconciliation with those whom he had wronged ;
such was the fate of the matricides Orestes and
Alcrureon.
3. Again, in primitive times punishment was
believed to be exacted in this life (II. iii. 278 is
exceptional), and the vigilance of the retributory
power to be as unvarying as it was relentless.
And, when experience seemed to show that the
offender often escaped with impunity, it was easy
to reply that vengeance was certain, even if it

was slow to come (.•Esch. Ag. 58, wrreooiroo'oi'
Ant. 1074; Jebb on (Ed. Col. 1536);
and that retribution would visit his descendants,
even if the original offender was allowed to escape
(II. iv. 160
Solon, frag. 4. 27ft'.; Rohde, Psyche*, ii.
Until a comparatively late date this was
228).
one of the excuses alleged by the Stoics, who were
hard put to it to reconcile the existence of moral
evil with their doctrine of Providence (Cic. Nat.

'Epivvv; Soph.

;

Deor.

iii.

90).

But these crude notions

failed to

satisfy the curious inquirer or the ardent champion
of Divine justice.
.rEschylus, a profound religious
thinker, attempted to justify the gods by the assertion that the sin of the ancestor begets a tendency
to sin in his descendants (Ag. 755-766), so that
the actual sufferer is punished, not directly for his
ancestor's guilt, but because he himself has yielded
to temptation.
But popular superstition required
a less subtle solution. Even if the innocent must
suffer for the guilty, it could not be supposed that

the guilty themselves escape altogether.
Hence
belief in punishment after death, which
properly be called post-Homeric, though it
appears in an isolated passage of the Neicvla (Od.
xi. 576-600
It was a
see Seymour, p. 468).
leading tenet in the creed of the devotees of
Orphism (Plat. Rep. 304 E Rohde, Psyche*, ii
The same doctrine took firm root in the
128).
convictions of the initiated, who had availed
themselves of the reward offered to the partici-

came the

may

;

;
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pators in the Eleusinian mysteries, that they, and
they alone, could look forward to a blessed existence after death (Soph. frag. 753) ; though how far
it is correct to speak of the
symbolism of the
'

'

mysteries themselves is a difficult and doubtful
question (Kohde, i. 294 ff.). From such sources
the doctrine spread even to philosophic circles,
where it provided the material for several of the
myths in the writings of Plato (Phazdo, 110 B,
Rep. 614 B, Gorg. 523 A), as well as for those of his
imitator Plutarch [Sera Num.. Vind. p. 563 ff. Gen.
Socr. p. 590), and was countenanced by the Stoics
in their efforts to make common cause with the
upholders of the popular religion (A. C. Pearson,
;

'

Fragments of Zeno and Cleanthes, Cambridge,

1891,

p. 146).

The

power of the spirit of the murdered man to exact vengeance persisted throughout
4.

belief in the

the historical age, but the practical consequences
to the murderer in the attitude of his fellows were
widely different in Homeric society from those
which prevailed at a later time. The homicide in
Homer was under no disability, so long as he kept
outside the range of the influence exercised by the
clan among whom the murder was committed but
within those limits his life was forfeit to the kinsmen of the murdered man {Od. xv. 271(1'.). So
long as the murderer remained at home, the kinsmen were bound to exact the blood-penalty, if
they themselves wished to avoid the wrath of the
dead man's ghost only by permanent exile, by
renouncing for ever the ties of home and country,
could even one who had accidentally caused the
death of another escape from the vengeance of the
blood -feud. Such is the inference to be drawn from
the fate of Patroclus (/Z. xi. 769 ff., xxiii. 8511'.).
But once he readied a new country, no moral disgrace and no religious tabu attached to the person
of the fugitive murderer, although his act was
;

;

deliberate.

Even assassination seems

no
Exile, how-

to excite

moral disapprobation {Od. xiii. 267).
If the relatives
ever, was not always inevitable.
were willing to accept a fine, the murderer might
by a payment acceptable to them compound for
his life, and remain at home (II. ix. 628-632).
There is nothing here of ceremonial uncleanness,
or of the propitiation of an offended deity (Rohde,
a murder is a wrong done to the family
i. 271)
which has lost a member, and it is for them to
exact a suitable expiation. The only reference to
in connexion with homicide is
judicial proceedings
;

in the description of the shield of Achilles (//.
xviii. 497-508).
Unfortunately, however, critics
are not agreed on the nature of the trial scene ;
and the question is still open whether the issue to
be tried before the elders was one of fact had the
blood-price been paid or not? or whether the
community had undertaken to decide the question
of right, when a blood-price had been offered and
refused.
(See, on the one hand, Seymour, p. 89,
and Lipsius, Das attische Reeht, p. 4 ; and, on the
other, Leaf, in loc, and Maine, p. 406.)
5. When we pass to historical times, we find
an entirely different state of affairs.
The only
adequate explanation of the change seems to be
that in the interval a new religious influence had
grown up, strong enough to modify completely
the Greek conception of murder.
This was the
Delphic cult of Apollo, which at one and the same
time emphasized the moral guilt of the shedder
of blood, and by its ceremonies of purification
opened the means of escape from (he need for a
But it is not easy to understand
blood-requital.
why the possibility of compounding by a money

—

—

line, which the Homeric poems attest, should have
given way to a stricter estimate of guilt (Kohde, i.
267; Demosthenes, xxiii. 28, 33), which appears to
be a reversion to the primitive rule that every

(Greek)

murder must be expiated by blood

(^Esch.

Cho.

It has usually been inferred that the prac311).
tice of Homeric society was a temporary deviation

due to special conditions, which suspended the
normal development of Greek ethics (T. Gomperz,
Greek Thinkers, Eng. tr., 1901, ii. 4).
6. The Athenian criminal code.
However this
may be, when we at length reach the system
administered by the Athenian courts, we find
that the punishment no longer depends upon the
choice of the individual avenger, but is prescribed
by the State (Demosth. xxiii. 69), although the
kinsman is still required to appear as the instrument which sets the law in motion, unless the
murderer has been forgiven by his victim before
his death {ib. xxxvii. 59).
The circumstances and
motive of the homicide are no longer regarded
as indifferent, but the various grades of guilt
Thus (1) the
are distinguished with precision.
supreme court of the Areopagus, instituted, acthe
on
occasion
of the trial
to
the
legend,
cording
of Orestes, had jurisdiction in cases of wilful homicide (ipdvos fk-ownos).
The judges were the Council
of the Areopagus, a body recruited from those
who had served the office of arrhon and had
passed a subsequent scrutiny, under the presidency of the 'king' archon, who, as exercising

—

the priestly functions of the old kings, testified
by his presence to the religious character of a
The penalties of death
and confiscation of goods followed a conviction
trial for blood-guiltiness.

(Demosth. xxi.

43).

The Areopagus

also

had

jurisdiction over cases of wounding with malicious
intent (rpadfia ^k wpovolas), of arson (iritpKai'd), and
The
of poisoning ((papp-aKbiv 4a.v tis airoKrdi'y Sous).
penalty for wounding and for poisoning, if death
did not result, was banishment and confiscation of
property if the poisoning was followed by death,
it was punished in the same manner as murder
committed by violent methods.
(2) The second of the courts dealing with homicide
sat at the Palladion, a sanctuary of Pallas, outside
the walls, on the east side of Athens. Here were
tried cases of involuntary homicide, and of conspiracy against the life of another (/Joi'Xe mis Arist.
Resp. Ath. 57. 3), as well as those relating to the
killing of a slave, a resident alien, or a foreigner.
The sentence on a person found guilty of involun;

:

tary homicide required him to remain in exile until
he had appeased the relatives of the deceased, or,
he failed to do so, for a definite (but not ascertained) period. The death of a non-citizen seems
if

also to have been punishable with banishment.
(3) Not far from the Palladion was the Delphinion,
or Temple of Apollo Delphiuios, where all were
tried who alleged that the liomicide committed was

The examples given are
the slaying of an adulterer taken in the act, death

justifiable or excusable.

on the

battle-field

identity,
contest.

and the

in consequence of mistaken
fatal result of an athletic

(4) Of minor importance was the court in the
precinct of the hero Phreatus (Lipsius, p. 130), on
the Pirams peninsula, where any person was tried

in exile for involuntary homicide, was
accused of murder or malicious wounding committed before he went into exile. In such circumstances the accused pleaded his case from a boat
moored off the coast.
The judges in the three courts last-mentioned
were a body known as the i<f>&ai, 51 in number,
about whose qualifications and mode of appointment there is no information except the vague
statement that they were chosen from among the
well-born citizens. Their number may lie explained
by the king archon being counted as one of them,
or may be due to the same principle as prevailed in
the jury-courts the necessity of an odd number in

who, while

'

'

—
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order to secure the decision of a majority (Lipsius,
d. gr. Staatsp. 18; otherwise Gilbert, Handbuch

This system seems to have
alterthitmcr'1 p. 136).
lasted from the time of Draco until about the year
400 B.C., when, in place of the ephetie, a panel of
,

ordinary jurymen
sius,

p,

The

41).

was substituted (Lippresident in these courts was

(ijXiaoTcu)

'

king' archon.
(5) Lastly, there is the court of the Prytaneum,
of
the four tribal 'kings' (0iAo/3acri\ers)
composed
together with the 'king' archon, who, when the
actual criminal could not be discovered, conducted
a ceremonial trial of the weapon or of any other
inanimate object, such as a stone or a piece of
timber, by means of which a death had been caused.
At the conclusion of the trial the inanimate instrument of death was cast beyond the boundaries of
A similar proceeding took place if
the State.
the death was due to an animal (Arist. Besp.
Ath. 57. 4). Here we have obviously the survival of a custom which went back to a remote

always the

antiquity.
In regard to trials for homicide, the following
points of interest may be noted, (a) The connexion
of the trial with the primitive blood-feud is preserved in the requirement that the prosecution
must be undertaken by the nearest relatives of the
deceased, (b) The trial always took place in the
open air, in order to avoid any possible pollution
to those present from being under the same roof
with the accused, (c) The fact that the place of
trial was always a temple is derived from the time

was protected by the right of
asylum, until he had agreed with his adversaries on
the amount of the blood-price. (</) The accused
could withdraw himself from the trial not later

when the

slayer

than the conclusion of his opening speech (Demosth.
xxiii. 69), and, so long as he remained abroad, his
life was protected
but, if he returned to Athens,
lie could be put to death with impunity,
(e) Ceremonial purification was required before even an
involuntary homicide could be restored to his full
(/) The court of the Areopagus was closely
rights.
associated with the cult of the Erinyes, who appear
as the accusers of Orestes not only in xEschylus,
but in the account preserved in Demosth. xxiii. 66
;

(Rohde,

p. 269).

At Sparta, cases of homicide were tried before
the council of elders (yepowia), where other public
proceedings also took place (Arist. Pol. iii. 1, 1275b,
From a case in which permanent exile was
10).
the penalty for an act of involuntary homicide
- committed
in childhood (Xen. Anab. IV. viii. 25),
it has been inferred that the rule of primitive
had
received hardly any modification. For
society
offences punishable with death the Spartans adopted
the curious rule that, if a man was once acquitted,
he remained still liable to stand a second trial
The death penalty was carried
(Gilbert, p. 89).
out by night and the condemned man was either
in
strangled
prison or thrown from a height into a
;

hollow called KaidSas (Plut. Ages. 19 Thuc. i. 134).
We hear also of banishment, disfranchisement, and
money tines being inflicted as punishments but
our information is so meagre that we can seldom
distinguish the various crimes to which they were
assigned it appears, however, that cowardice in
battle was punishable with exile (Thuc. v. 72), and
TraiSepaiTTla with permanent disfranchisement (Plut.
Mor. p. 237 C). In Bceotia murder trials took
place before the council (Xen. Hell. VII. iii. 5).
;

;

;

To return to Athens it is desirable, before proceeding further, to mention certain salient characteristics of the administration of the Athenian
criminal law which distinguish it from the system
established in Great Britain.
Every criminal proceeding was assigned to the office of a magistrate
or board, who took charge of the necessary docu:
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ments, heard all the preliminary applications, and
presided at the actual trial. But these officials
were very far from exercising the functions of a

modern judge.

They had no

legal

training or

experience, but were simply laymen holding office
for a year, a few being chosen by election, but the
majority owing their position to the chance of the
Their duties were for the most part minislot.
terial, and at the trial they exercised no control
over the jury, who were supreme as representing
the sovereign people. These latter in criminal
trials a panel, generally 501 in number and often
far larger, chosen by an elaborate system from a
body of 6000 dicasts annually enrolled— were little
apt to stop an irrelevant argument, if it appealed
to their fancy, or to require every statement of an

—

advocate to be proved by strict evidence (Mahaffy,
Social Life in Greece 3 London, 1877, p. 387 ff.).
Their freedom from responsibility tempted them to
decide according to the caprice of the moment, and
their ignorance enabled advocates to misrepresent
the law without any check but the speech of the
other side. Moreover, they were often swayed by
political prejudice and passion, and even, as we are
credibly informed, were prepared to swell the State
revenues by confiscation of the goods of the accused
in order to improve the security for the jurymen's
pay ( Aristoph. Ea. 1359 f Lysias, xxvii. 1). They
voted by ballot, and a simple majority prevailed.
In many cases the sentence was fixed by law (dyibv
but, where it was left to the discretion
drlfiriTos)
of the court (i.yiiv ti^t)t6s), the jurors had only a
choice between two alternatives, as presented to
them by the contending parties. It is obvious that
,

.

;

;

any wider liberty would have been attended with
serious practical difficulties.
If the crime of treason (irpoSoala.) was not precisely defined in their code, it was not because
the Athenians cared little about the security of
On the contrary, the
their constitutional liberty.
names of Harmodius and Aristogiton were always
cherished, and special privileges granted to their
descendants, in order that the Athenians might
never forget the dangers from which their ancestors
had been liberated. Charges against the oligarchical party of conspiring against the democracy
(Aristoph. Eq. 236), or against some popular leader
as aiming at a tyranny, were freely bandied to and
fro
the troublous times of the Peloponnesian

during
"tyrant," these
with you are all in all, Whatsoe'er is brought
before you, be the matter great or small (Aristoph.
Vesp. 4881'., tr. Rogers). The importance attached
to the safety of the democracy is attested by the
provision of a special process (elcrayyc\ia) for the

War: 'Aye "conspiracy" and
|

'

of traitors.
Historically, indeed, it
be regarded as a survival of the only form of
criminal procedure known to the primitive State,
in which there is no distinction between a criminal
trial and an act of legislation (Maine, pp. 383, 393).
But in practice this solemn proceeding was reserved
for the trial and punishment of serious public
offences which do not admit of delay (Harpocr. s.v.
law of Solon entrusted the AreociaayyeXla).
pagus with the trial of those who conspired to
overthrow the democracy (Arist. Besp. Ath. 8. 4)
but it was at a later date which has oeen fixed as
either about the middle of the 4th century (Lipsius,
Hundred
p. 192), or soon after the fall of the Four
(Thalheim, in Hermes, xxxvii. [1902] 342 ff. )— that
a comprehensive enactment enumerating and defining various treasonable acts {i/6/j.os cloa.yyc\TiK6s)
was passed into law. The offences comprised in
it may be divided roughly into four classes:
(1)
attempts to overthrow the constitution, either
actual or constructive (2) the treacherous surrender
of a fortified place or of a military or naval force
(3) desertion to the enemy, or assistance given to,

impeachment

may

A

—

;

;

;
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or bribes received from, them 1 (4) corrupt advice
given by a speech in the assembly (Hyperid. iii. 22).
Either as included in the scope of this enactment
or as authorized by earlier or separate legislation,
j

made for proceeding by impeachment against those who made deceitful promises to
the people, and against ambassadors who were false
The
to their duty (Demosth. xix. 277, xx. ]35).

we

find provision

procedure, as might have been expected, was entirely different from that of an ordinary criminal
indictment. An impeachment might be either instituted before the Council of the Five Hundred or
brought direct to the Assembly. In the former
event, if the Council approved the prosecution, the
accused was forthwith arrested (or held to bail in
a case of lesser importance), and the Oeaixodirai
were authorized to bring the matter before the
Assembly. If the matter came in the first instance
before the people, it was customary to direct a
and
preliminary investigation by the Council
from that point the procedure was the same as if it
had been initiated before the Council. The trial
was either held in the Assembly, or, according to
the more usual practice, remitted to one of the
ordinary law-courts. If the trial took place in a
law-court, the number of dicasts was at least 1000,
and we read of as many as 2500 being empanelled
(Dinarch. i. 52). The penalty was usually death
and confiscation of goods, and invariably so after
about the middle of the 4th cent.; but there are
grounds for thinking that before this time it
was subject to assessment, or was sometimes fixed
beforehand by the people, conditionally upon
conviction.
As an additional penalty, in order
to mark the enormity of the crime, the body of
a traitor was refused burial in Attica (Hyperid.
2
ii.
In early times, in order to encourage
20).
;

prosecutors to undertake proceedings, it was provided that any one who failed to obtain a fifth
part of the votes should not be liable to the usual
fine of 1000 drachma;
but in the year 330, when
the facilities thus given were abused, the privilege
;

had been withdrawn (Demosth. xviii. 250).
The remedy of elcayyMa was also prescribed for
certain offences of a less serious character, such as
official

of

maladministration, particularly in the

an arbitrator or in the dockyards

;

office

and also

to

rectify wrongs committed against those who were
in a dependent position, or had special claims to proIn the latter
tection, such as orphans or heiresses.
case the process, though called by the same name,

was altogether

different, but was distinguished
from the ordinary indictment in various respects,
to the advantage of the prosecution.
Thus the
(1) was not restricted in point of time,
Erosecutor
ut was allowed to speak as long as he wished
(2) was subject to no penalty, if he failed to secure
a fifth part of the votes and (3) was not required
to make use of a writ of summons (irpda kXijo-is) when
But,
laying his plaint (Wyse on Isa'us, iii. 46).
instead of going to the Council or to the Assembly,
the prosecutor made his
denunciation to the
chief archon (^ttuW/uos), who exercised a criminal
jurisdiction in this matter corresponding to his
;

;

'

'

superintendence of inheritance cases. The
chief archon was, in fact, in a position similar to
that of an Englisb Lord Chancellor, who, as represented nowadays by the judges of the Chancery
official

Division, has full jurisdiction over the persons and
properties of his wards, and can punish for contempt of Court those who offend against his
decrees (cf. Demosth. xliii. 75).
But, whereas the
1

A famous

instance of a trial of this

kind was the prosecution

(Greek)

English judge exercises plenary powers, the Athenian archon, apart from a limited power of imposing
fine, only conducted the interlocutory proceedings and prepared the case for the decision of the
dicasts.
In this connexion we are informed that
the analogous offence of injuring parents included,
besides corporal injury, refusal of food and lodging,
and neglect in performing the customary rites at
son convicted of maltreatment of
the tomb.

a

A

parents was punished with complete disfranchisehis case was by
ment (&.Tip.la), but the procedure
way of an ordinary indictment before the archon
Whether there was any other
(Lipsius, p. 351).
penalty is unknown ; but, even apart from a prosecution, candidates for office were liable to be rejected on the scrutiny {SoKifiaala), and speakers in
the Assembly ran a similar risk, if it could be
shown that they were guilty of undutiful conduct.

m

for

Proceedings
heiresses

done to orphans
might be taken against

injury

(4ttIk\7ipoi)

and
their

guardians, and

in the latter case also against their
or their nearest male relatives, if these

husbands,
attempted to avoid the obligation imposed upon
them either to marry the heiress or to furnish her
with a suitable dowry. The penalty was assessable by the court but, though Isseus (iii. 47) speaks
of the extreme punishment as applicable to such
cases, it is unlikely that the offence usually entailed
more than a heavy fine together with disfranchisement. There was also the offence of injuring an
orphan's estate (otnov dpfpaviKou KaKoxrews), which
appears to include misappropriation or unlawful
retention, as well as fraudulent or negligent mismanagement. As another parallel to the Lord
Chancellor's powers, it may be mentioned that the
chief archon had jurisdiction in lunacy for to him
was preferred an indictment by the relatives, when
it was alleged that any one had become incapable
of managing his private affairs (Arist. Resp. Ath.
The chief archon had also jurisdiction in
56. 6). 1
the indictment for idleness (ipylas ypaip-q), generally
supposed to have been capable of enforcement
against a man who had no property and refused to
exert himself in order to obtain an honest living.
Unfortunately, the information respecting it is
scanty, but it has recently been suggested (Lipsius,
p. 340) that its real purpose was not so much
educational as to vindicate the concern of the State
for the due preservation of family property, and to
punish the dissipation or improper alienation of an
Draco is said to have made death the
inheritance.
penalty (Plut. Sol. 17), but Solon (or Pisistratus)
substituted a fine of 100 drachmae on the first and
second conviction, and complete disfranchisement
on the third (Poll. viii. 89).
The king archon, whom we have already met
in connexion with murder trials, was the presiding
magistrate in prosecutions for impiety {aaifjua).
This offence had a wide ambit, ranging from acts
of sacrilege to the expression of speculative opinions
on the origin and government of the universe. It
corresponds, therefore, in part to blasphemy, which
is still an indictable offence in England, although
;

;

'

'

A

prosecutions are nowadays practically unknown.
prosecution for impiety was a convenient weapon
in the hands of the obscurantists, if they desired to
check the growth of revolutionary opinion, or to
interfere with the teaching of a successful opThus it was used against Diagoras of
ponent.
Melosand Theodorus the Cyrenaic, for publishing
atheistic doctrine (schol. on Aristoph. Man. 323
Diog. Laert. ii. 101) against Anaxagoras for calling the sun a fiery mass (Diels, fragments der
a
Vorsokratiker, i. [Berlin, 1906)294); against ProThe best-known instance is that of Sophocles, against whom
;

;

instituted by Lycurgua against Leocrates, who was alleged to
have abandoned his country after the fatal battle of Chaironca.
- It is
interesting to find that the last-named provision was a
traditional usage of immemorial antiquity, since it is implied in
the story of the burial of l'olynices by his sister Antigone (see

proceedings of this kind are said to have been taken by his son
Iophon ( Fit. Soph. Plut. Mor. p. 785 A)— although the story
may well have arisen from the malicious gibe of a comic poet

Eur. Pheen. loan).

(Lipsius, p. 300).

1

;
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;

and against Socrates, whose indictment charged
him with corrupting the young men by introducing'
the worship of deities other than those recognized
by the State (Plato, Apol. 24 B). On the other
hand, AJcibiades was impeached (danyyi\6ii) on the
delation (/u^wts) of an informer for holding a
mock celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries in his
own house (Plut. Alcib. 22) and an information

SIktj) hail been devised to
prevent the commission of the offence at all, or at
least to minimize its occurrence
and, if it was
committed, in addition to the ordinary indictment

for slander {KaK-qyoplas

;

;

was
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where the culprit was to be found and requiring
them to seize him (tfprrynais), by an ordinary
indictment (ypatpfi), or, lastly, by a civil action
(SIkt)).
Similarly, he thinks it difficult to imagine
that any one who was proved to have committed
assault and battery could escape punishment at
Athens (liv. 17). For, in the first place, an action

tagoras for opening his treatise on the gods with a
existed
profession of inahility to say whether they
or nut, or what they were (Diels, ii." [1907] 525)

for assault {ypa<pr) ii/3pews), there was an action for
battery (5kij ak/as), or, if the offence was so grave
as to require it, a prosecution for unlawful wound-

(IvSe^ii)
against Andocides for taking
part in a sacrificial act, while under a disability
The sacripreviously imposed (Andoc. i. 71).
legious robbery of sacred property from a temple
was treated as a distinct crime, and was punishable
with death, deprivation of the right of burial, and
confiscation of goods, on an indictment preferred
Thus
before the thesmothetw (ypa<pr) iep<xrv\las).
various forms of procedure may have been open to

laid

ing (rpaiiiMTos) before the Areopagus (see above).
In certain circumstances there was still another
remedy. When Demosthenes, acting as choregus
at the Dionysia, was grossly assaulted by Midias,
instead of contenting himself with a personal
suit, he made a public complaint (irpofio\i)) before
the accuser, as Demosthenes (xxii. 27) takes occa- the Assembly in order to obtain the authorization
sion to remark
but, so far as our information of the people for the institution of proceedof course, was to make full use
goes, the trial always took place before a heliastic ings. The object,
court.
single exception, known to us from the of the prejudice which would be excited against
and
7th speech of Lysias, relates to the charge of the defendant by a decree of the people
in the case of an aspiring politician, it
uprooting the stump (cttjkcSs) of a sacred olive-tree. perhaps,
Here the cause was pleaded before the Council of might be more advantageous to obtain the adthe Areopagus, under whose supervision these vertisement of a public debate on his wTongs than
In this case the to rest content with the satisfaction to be gained
olive-trees had been placed.
had
punishment was fixed by law death for destroy- from a heliastic court alone. But the TpojioX-fi
ing a tree, and banishment for removing a stump. only a limited range, being confined, according
to our authorities,; as now interpreted (Lipsius,
For impiety in general, however, the penalty
death, banishment, confiscation of goods, or money p. 214 f.), to charges against sycophants, i.e. false
was left to the assessment of the jury, as is accusers, or those who had made use of legal profine
known from the celebrated trial of Socrates.
ceedings in order to extort money, or for some
Adultery (/ioix^'a) was treated at Athens as a fraudulent purpose, but only when their false
and against
was
with
and
criminal offence,
punished
severity,
professions had misled the people
as was natural in a society which tolerated concu- those who committed an outrage during the prosuch
as the
be
on
an
of
certain
The
adulterer
festivals,
religious
might
prosecuted
gress
binage.
If a vote was given
indictment laid before the thesmothetee (Arist. Dionysia or Eleusinia.
the
and
the
sentence
was
the
accused
Ath.
59.
3),
(KaTax^iporrovla),
prosecutor
probably against
Resp.
left to the decision of the court (Lipsius, p. 432).
proceeded to lay his complaint before the thesmoBut the injured husband could also take the law thetee (Arist. Resp. Ath. 59. 2), and the trial
He might either kill the proceeded in the ordinary way. There was, howinto his own hands.
adulterer, and plead justifiable homicide in answer ever, one peculiarity which, according to a recent
or he might view, attached to the trial of a irpopoh-q as disto any proceedings taken against him
detain or exact sureties from him, until he was tinguished from all other prosecutions in which the
In
In the latter case, punishment was assessable by the court.
satisfied by a money payment.
however, the alleged adulterer could maintain an ordinary cases, as we have already seen, the
action for false imprisonment (adttcws eipxOyvtu ws judges were compelled to select one of two
alternatives
but, in the speech against Midias,
fioixiv) against the husband, and, if successful, was
released from any undertaking he had given under Demosthenes invites the jury to assess any penalty
If the husband continued to live with a
which they think adequate, and implies that this
-duress.
declared adulteress, he suffered disfranchisement
may range from death or confiscation of goods to a
and the adulteress herself was forbidden to enter paltry fine (§§ 21, 151, 152). (See Goodwin's Demosthe temples or to wear the customary ornaments of thenes against Midias, Cambridge, 1906, p. 161 ;
If she infringed these restrictions,
free women.
otherwise, Lipsius, p. 218.)
Of the other processes mentioned above, the most
she might be subjected with impunity to any injury
short of death ([Deni.] lix. 87). Stringent penalties important was the arrest, which was applicable to
were in force against those who procured youths certain classes of offenders, when openly detected
or girls for immoral purposes (irpoayuyetas), and in crime. These were known comprehensively as
a total disability was imposed automatically upon malefactors (KaKoipyoi), and specifically as thieves
those who had prostituted themselves, so that, if (xX^irTOt, a term not including every offender of
they exercised any civil right, they became liable this kind, but only such as stole by night or in a
to an indictment (ypatpi) ^Taipij<rews), and, if con- gymnasium, or, if the theft took place by day
Cf. also art.
and under other conditions, stole property of the
victed, to be sentenced to death.
value of more than fifty drachmae, or, if the crime
Adultery (Greek).
In dealing with other crimes of violence against was committed in the harbours, of more than
persons or property, we have to take into account ten drachma} [Demosth. xxiv. 113]), kidnappers
a large variety of procedure. Thus Demosthenes (dfopairoSmrat), highwaymen (XuTrooirrai), burglars
Such
(xxii. 25 ft'.), having occasion to point out that
(toix<>V<5x o ')> and pickpockets (paWavTwrdpioi).
Solon, in providing different remedies for single cases came under the jurisdiction of the police
crimes, intended to ensure that no law-breaker magistrates known as the Eleven, and the punishIf the crime was admitted,
should go free by reason of the poverty or in- ment was death.
capacity of his accuser, illustrated his remarks by punishment followed at once but, if it was denied,
the example of theft, in which the injured party the culprit was kept in durance until trial (Arist.
might proceed either by way of arrest (airayuiyii), Resp. Ath. 52. 1), unless he was bailed out by three
by leading the magistrates themselves to the spot citizens (Antiph. v. 17). The process of arrest
;

A

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;
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seems gradually to have been extended, so that it
was sometimes employed against murderers, as in
the speech of Antiphon, de ccede Herodis, and in

by bribery or collusion,
to the same penalty (o woo£ei>(as
Similarly, a resident alien (/teVoiKos), who
neglected to enroll himself under a patron, could be
indicted (airpoiTTaaiov yparp-q) before the third archon,
known as the ' polemareh,' who exercised over
P-iroiKoi. the same jurisdiction which belonged to
the chief archon in regard to full citizens.
lie

An entirely
that of Lysias against Agoratus.
distinct application of the process must be recognized when it was directed against those who,
while under disability (drt/xoi), had usurped the
privileges which they had forfeited, and against
In the lastexiles who had returned home.
mentioned cases the penalty was assessable, except
for those who were already under ban of death. If
the intending prosecutor had not sufficient strength
or courage to arrest the felon himself, he could
fetch a magistrate to the spot and get him to act
It is probable that this proceeding was
(4<priyri<ns).
the complement of arrest, and applicable to the
same crimes but the evidence is scanty, and
touches only the cases of theft (Demosth. xxii.
26), the harbouring of fugitives, and the secret
retention of State property (Suid. s.v.).
There is often mentioned, in conjunction with
This
arrest, the process of information (&8ei£ts).
answers to the second kind of arrest mentioned
above, and was employed against State-debtors,
returned exiles, murderers, and generally all who,
being under disability, frequented places or performed acts from which they were excluded by
law. In the case of State-debtors the presiding
officers were the thesmothetce (Demosth. xxiv. 22)
in other cases the Eleven (Arist. Iiesp. Ath. 52. 1).
The penalty naturally varied according to the
gravity of the offence, and was often assessable, as
in the case of a disqualified dicast assuming to act
as such (Arist. Resp. Ath. 63. 3) but, if a Statedebtor usurped the functions of a public official, he
was liable to the death-penalty (Demosth. xx.
;

;

;

156).
If a man whose goods had been stolen was either
unable or unwilling to use the process of arrest, he
might proceed by way of indictment for theft (ypa<j>T)
kXoittjs) before the thesmothetce, as an alternative to
the civil action for the same delict. Draco's code
had made death the sole penalty for theft (Pint.
Sol. 17), but later legislation allowed the court to
fix the
Imprisonment might be inflicted
penalty.
in addition to the main penalty, and disfranchisement followed a conviction.
For personal injury resulting from an assault, or
for acts of shameful and indecent insult to the
person of child, woman, freeborn man, or slave, the
appropriate remedy was an indictment for wanton

assault (ii(3ptws ypaipTi), before the thesmothetce. The
essence of the offence, as distinguished from the
battery which might be made the foundation of a
civil action (aUias Siktj), lay in the motive which
mere blow, accordprompted the outward act.
ing to Aristotle (Rhct. i. 13. 1374a, 13), is not necessarily a sign of wantonness, but only when the
object to be attained is the disgrace of the sufferer
or the pleasure of the striker. The penalty was
assessable, and might amount to death in serious
cases but it was subject to the peculiar provision
that the vote was taken immediately after the
verdict on the main issue, without the usual opportunity being given to the parties to recommend
their respective assessments (Lipsius, p. 428 f. ).
AVe must next consider offences connected with
the unlawful assumption or fraudulent exercise of
Pericles had carried a law that
civil privileges.
an Athenian citizen must be the offspring of a
father and mother who were both Athenians
and it was re-enacted in
(Arist. Resp. Ath. 26. 4)
the archonship of Euclidcs, with a saving clause to
guard existing rights. Any one who exercised the
rights of a citizen without being entitled to them
was liable to indictment by a common informer as

A

;

;

(£evlas ypaip-q), and, if convicted, was sentenced to be sold as a slave. Further, if such a

an alien

(Greek)

person procured bis acquittal

,

was amenable

ypa<p-/)).

It is obvious that the existence of such proceedings opened a
favourable field for the crime of malicious prosecution, and
helped to swell the class of persons who made their living by
preying on the fears of their fellow-citizens. The plays of Aristophanes are full of references to the contemptible class of
sycophants which flourished during the latter part of the 5th
cent. and, in order to protect society against their depredations,
the fullest opportunity was given to proceed against them by
indictment or otherwise (Isocr. xv. 313 fl\), and the assessment
of the penalty was in the discretion of the court.
,

—

the
It is remarkable that the offence of perjury
only crime which Homer (II. iii. 278) mentions as
was convisited with punishment after death
sidered, if committed by a witness in the course
of a trial, to demand nothing more than a civil
remedy (^evSofiaprvpluv SIkt)) although disfranchisement was one of the consequences which might
result if the defendant lost such an action (Isajus,
and it followed automatically if he was
v. 17)
convicted three times. On the other hand, falsely
to swear to the service of a summons rendered the
perjurer liable to criminal proceedings (^euowXjrrei'as
ypatpri), in which he might even be punished with
death (Demosth. liii. 18).
triple conviction led
to the same result as the similar conviction of a

—

;

;

A

perjured witness.
An indictment for bribery (SJipuf) might be laid
not only against officials, but against all others
who received, or gave, or promised a bribe, with
the object of conferring or procuring an advantage
to the detriment of the State or of any individual
citizen.
Moreover, a magistrate who, at the expiration of his term of office, was convicted, at
the scrutiny conducted by the \oyuiTat, of having
embezzled or taken bribes, was fined ten times the

The
in question (Arist. Resp. Ath. 54. 2).
penalty of tenfold compensation also attached to a
conviction on the general indictment, and was
exacted from any official convicted of the embezzlement of public funds, on an indictment
before the thesmothetce (kXottt) S^fxocrtuiv, or Uputv,
A separate indictment (SeKaapov) exXpyp.dTwv).
isted to meet the case of bribes given to, or
received by, a member of the Assembly, the
Council, or the jury-panel, or an advocate
for the purpose of
influencing a
(avvrtyopos),
The
decision by any of the bodies concerned.
only penalty mentioned is that of death (Isocr.
amount

viii. 50).
The earliest

recorded instance of the bribery of a jury is that
Anytus, afterwards notorious as the accuser of Socrales, who
succeeded by this means in escaping an adverse verdict after
the failure of the expedition to Pylos in 409 (Arist. Resp. Ath.
Demosthenes is said to have been ordered to pay a fine of
27).
fifty talents in connexion with the affair of Harpalus (Plut.
Dem. 26); but neither from this not entirely credible statement, nor from the mention by Dinarchus of the death-penalty
drawn as to the penalties incident to
(i. 60), can any inference be
an ordinarj' prosecution for bribery.
of

Debasing the coinage was a crime punishable
with death (Demosth. xx. 167, xxiv. 212).
Military offences were tried before the generals,
with a jury composed of the comrades of the
offender.

Our

authorities distinguish refusal to

when summoned (iarparela^), cowardice in the
ranks (XiTrora^ou), loss of the shield in flight, and
corresponding delinquencies in the naval service
Conviction was followed
(avavpiaxtov, \i7roi<aiTiou).
by loss of civic rights, but not by confiscation of
join

property.
If a State-debtor procured the erasure of his
the register without liquidating the
debt, both he and the official by whose neglect or
fraud the State had been prejudiced were liable to

name from
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indictment before the thesmothetw (aypaipiov) and
any one whose name was wrongly inserted could
take similar proceedings against the wrongdoer
officer did not
(\pev5eyypa<prjs), or if the proper
erase his name after he had paid (fJoi'XfiVeus).
The general formula defining grades of punish;

ment distinguishes bodily suffering and money
payment (6',ti %PV Ttadtiv airoTelaai). Death, as we
have seen, was not infrequently imposed by law
i)

;

but, on the whole, the temper of the administration was lenient, and a death sentence was less
frequent in practice than might have been expected from the place which it occupies in the
code.
striking testimony to the humanity of
the Athenians is the abhorrence excited by any
punishment involving torture or mutilation and
penal acts of this kind are hardly ever mentioned
in literature except as characterizing the excesses
of tyrants or the savagery of barbarians (see esp.
jEsch. Eum. 186 fl'.).
imprisonment is rarely
mentioned as a penalty (Lys. vi. 22 ; Plat. Apol.
37 C) ; and it might be said that, where we immure
the criminal for the benefit of society, the Athenian

A

;

code secured the same end by disfranchisement
This requires a few words of explanation.
(an/ila.).
For the members of a modern State, who are more
conscious of the burdens attaching to citizenship
than of its privileges, an effort of imagination is
needed in order to realize what complete disAthens
franchisement meant to an Athenian.
was a comparatively small city, as measured by
the standards of to-day, with a proletariat slaveclass, and a considerable number of resident aliens
and yet at the same time an imperial city, proud
An
of its past and with a world-wide reputation.
Athenian citizen valued his civic privileges as
from
his
life.
To
be
excluded
as
holding
highly
any office or exercising any public function in a
community where all citizens aspired to share in
the government, and to be forbidden to appear in
the market-place or to take part in any public
festival where every one lived in the open air, and
where the frequently recurring festivals were the
chief enjoyments of life, placed a ban upon the
convicted man which made him an outcast from
Thus we find disfranchisement,
all his fellows.
with or without confiscation of goods, as a normal
for
kinds of serious offences, such
all
punishment
as sacrilege, treason, bribery, embezzlement, and
In these cases
i.
to
74).
parents
(Andoc.
injury
but it was also
the disability was permanent
adopted against State-debtors as a means of enforcing payment, and was removed as soon as the
;

;

1

was discharged.
There were also cases
partial disability, as when a man was forbidden
speak in the Assembly, or to become a member

liability

of
to
of
in
to

the Council (Andoc. i. 75). So, if the prosecutor
a public indictment threw up his case, or failed
obtain a fifth part of the votes, he lost the
right of again instituting another proceeding of
the same kind (Demosth. xxi. 103). Cf. also art.

Atimia.
Lastly, it remains to notice the formalities
If the
attending the execution of the sentence.
sentence was one of death, or if imprisonment
was involved in it, the convicted person passed
under the charge of the Eleven, who had control
over the State prisons. Common criminals, known
as malefactors (KanoOpyoi), were fastened in a frame
and cudgelled to death (diroru/iirai'iir/tos) by the
executioner (oY^uoj). The same official undertook
the duty of throwing into the pit (ch rb fiapatipov
a form of execution which was at one
iixpaktlv)
time employed for traitors (Plut. Aristid. 3 Xen.
'

'

—

;

Hell.

I.

vii.

20).

The more

familiar

penalty,

however, which is mentioned for the first time
during the domination of the Thirty (Lipsius, p.
77), was to give to the condemned criminal a cup
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of hemlock-juice (Kthveiov),

which was administered

1
official acting under the orders of the Eleven.
the accused was condemned to be sold as a slave,
ho was handed over to the Trw\i]Tai, who sold him
to the highest bidder. Confiscated goods were sold
by the same board, and, in order to prevent concealment, a common informer was permitted to
make a schedule (aTroypa<pifi) of any property which
he alleged to be liable to confiscation, and, if ho
succeeded on the trial of the issue, he was entitled
to retain for himself three-quarters of the value
(Demosth. liii. 2). Sometimes, in important cases,
a special body of commissioners (forT/rcd) waa
appointed to make an investigation of the property
Fines imposed by the court
liable to seizure.
were collected by the irpaKropes, who handed the
the
over
to
treasury officials (dwoddKrai).
money
The enforcement of the negative penalty of disfranchisement was secured by the severe punishment provided for those who ventured to infringe
the limitations imposed upon them by their

by an
It

sentence.

was the criminal code
7. Such, in rough outline,
which was administered in the Athenian law-courts
at the height of their power. That a legal system
so searching and comprehensive should have come
into existence within so comparatively short a
but the spirit of
time is remarkable enough
humanity and enlightenment which it displays,
the variety of procedure, the minuteness of subdivision designed to meet every possible manifestation of crime, and the securities taken against
every form of personal violence, alike show that,
in the province of law, Greek civilization did not
fall far short of the eminence which it attained in
The defects of the system, as
art and literature.
has already been indicated, were due to its faulty
administration by the juries, to the absence of a
trained legal profession, and to the non-existence
;

of records to secure continuity of decision.
The laws of
8. Views of Plato and Aristotle.
Athens were the expression of the best opinion of

—

an unusually intelligent community, and even the
most advanced thinkers, who were ready enough
to criticize defects in the constitution, found hut
When
little to improve upon in the criminal code.
Plato set out, in the 9th book of the Laws, to
provide the citizens of his pattern State with a
revised series of statutes, the

amendments which

he advocated were made, not so much from dissatisfaction with the Athenian code, as from a
desire to preserve intact the essential features of
his reformed community.
Thus, he objected to
the punishment of disfranchisement, and to that
of perpetual banishment, because they would
interfere with the permanent occupation of the
lots which were assigned to the citizens (855 B, C).
For similar reasons, fines were to be inflicted more
sparingly than was usual at Athens and a more
frequent resort to flogging and the pillory forms
of punishment odious to the Athenian mind, however familiar at Sparta (Grote, Plato, London,
was recommended. The motive
1865, Hi. 433)
;

—

—

which prompted these changes, and which informs
the whole body of his legislation, is derived from
his conception of the real nature of crime and the
object which punishment should seek. It should,
however, be remembered that, as his citizens were
a carefully selected and highly educated body, he
anticipated that crime would be a rare occurrence,
and that legislation was needed only by way of

precaution against the perversity of human nature
Now, Socrates had taught that virtue
is fundamentally a matter of knowledge, and that

(853 C-E).

1 There are occasional references in Greek literature to
stoning as a traditional mode of execution for heinous offences
but it was rather a survival of the custom of human sacrifice
than the enactment of a legal code. See J. O. Frazer, Pausanias,
London, 1898, iii. 417 ; Verrall on .ffisch. Ag. H07,
;
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wrongful action necessarily proceeds from ignorHence the paradox that no one is willingly
ance.
for, if a man knows the good, he will
unjust
;

To this doctrine Plato consistently
follow it.
adhered in his latest work (860 I), E), and it is
obvious that it cuts at the root of the common
distinction <>f jurisprudence between voluntary
and involuntary wrongs. But Plato did not deny
the existence of injustice or of voluntary wrong
{ik-ovtna anapTrj/mTa)
only he gave a new connotation to these terms, based upon the principles of
own
his
psychology. Thus, injustice is due to the
dominance in the soul of unreasoning emotion
either anger or desire, the stimulus of pain or of
pleasure but if, on the other hand, the emotions
are controlled by the reason, it is no longer possible
for a man to commit an unjust act, although his
actions may be misguided and harmful to others.
For, though the reason may be strong to master
the lower impulses, yet its successful operation
may be impeded by ignorance or prejudice and
in this manner voluntary error is possible (Grote,
It follows that the chief aims of the
Hi. 399).
law-giver will be at once by education to subdue
the passions, by compensation to make amends to
the sufferer, by prescribed penalties to deter, and
1
by enforced penalties to chasten and reform.
Above all, the spirit of his laws must be such as
to strengthen and guide the rational faculty by
prescribing such beliefs as are agreeable to absoIt is only when the evil is recognized
lute reason.
as incurable that death is a suitable penalty, best
for the criminal himself, and useful as an example
;

—

;

;

to others.
Plato recognized two aspects of punishment, the
corrective (Adam on Rep. 3S0 B) and the preventive, both of which are to be distinguished from
a purely vindictive exercise of authority (Gorg.
324
525
; Prot.
Lcgg. 854 B, 934 A). In the
same way Aristotle distinguished vengeance, the
of
which
is
the
satisfaction of the inflicter,
object
from chastisement directed to the good of the
criminal (Ehct. i. 10, 1369b, 13; Eth. Nic. ii. 3,
1104b, 16); and, in entire agreement with Plato,
he held that, whereas good men may be admonished, others, whose vice is incurable, must be
Elsewhere he speaks
cast out {ib. x. 9, 1180a, 9).
of corrective justice (5iop8orra<{ii> tHnawv) as proceeding by arithmetical proportion, indemnifying the
injured party by subtracting from the gain of the
wrongdoer an amount equivalent to the loss of his
victim (ib. v. 4, 1132a, 10), as distinguished from
distributive justice, which seeks to establish a
geometrical proportion according to the respecbut in
tive merits of the individuals concerned
the Politics, where we might have looked for a
reasoned treatment of punishments, nothing of
the kind is to be found.
It is unnecessary to detail the provisions which
Plato recommended for the punishment of sacrilege, homicide, and wounding; but it deserves to
be remarked, as showing that he was alive to
the defects of the Athenian jury-courts, that he
refrained from drawing up precise enactments to
fit every possible contingency, because he trusted
largely to the discretion of his select and welltrained court, which was established to take the
place of the Council of the Areopagus (876 B-E).
It should further be noticed that, while generally
adopting, with slight alterations, the provisions of
the Athenian code, in dealing with the offence of
battery he left the beaten person to defend himself
as best he might, unless he happened to be twenty
In thus
years older than his assailant (879 C).

A

A

;

;

1
Similarly the Stoics, as reported by Seneca, de Clem. i. 22. 1.
practical reformers they were very far from carrying to its
logical conclusion the doctrine that all crimes are equal, notwithstanding the banter of Horace (Sat. i. 3. 121) and Cicero

As

(jiru

Mur.

01).

(Hebrew)

training the young to endure blows, and in inculcating reverence for old age, Plato was showing his
preference for the methods of Spartan discipline.
But the most extraordinary of all Plato's legislative experiments was the intolerant enactment
against religious heresy. He distinguished three
classes of heretics: (1) those who do not believe
in gods at all
(2) those who believe that gods
exist, but do not concern themselves with human
affairs (3) those who believe that the gods may be
Of
propitiated by prayers or sacrifice (885 B).
these classes the third is the most pernicious ; but
any one who was found guilty of impiety as falling
under any of the three classes, even if his conduct
was otherwise free from blame, was to be imprisoned for five years and, if at the end of that
time he was still unrepentant, he must be put to
death (909 A). Further, if the offence of heresy
was found aggravated by bad conduct, the offender
must be kept in solitary confinement until he
died, and, after death, refused the rites of burial.
Literature.— The chief authority on Athenian jurisprudence
is J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht vnd Rechtsverfahren, pt.
;

;

;

com-

work is not yet
Leipzig, 1905, pt. ii., 1908 ; but, as the
to the same writer's revised
plete, it is still necessary to refer
edition of Meier-Schbmann, Der attische Process, Berlin,
1883-1887. See also C. F. Hermann, Lehrbuch der grim.
Rechtsalterthihner, ed. Thalheim, Freiburg, 1884 ; G. F. Schomann, Lehrbuch der griech. Alterthumer*, ed. Lipsius, Berlin,
der griech.
1897, esp. vol. i. pp. 606-537 ; G. Gilbert, Handbuch
Staatsalterthumer?, Leipzig, 1893, esp. vol. i. pp. 421-407.
There are also numerous articles bearing on the subject by
T. Thalheim, in Paulv-Wissowa. For the primitive beliefs
i.,

E.

connected with the blood-feud, see
Tubingen, 1907, i. 259-277.

Rohde, Psyche*,

A. C. PEARSON.
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(Hebrew).
strictly speaking, is an offence against
the law of a State, which the State punishes, as
distinguished from sin against God, and other
wrongdoing of which the State takes no cognizance.
This idea had not been formulated by the Israelites,
and there is no Heb. word exactly equivalent to
crime was a form of 'evil' (jn,
our 'crime.'
ra). In the same way there was no one general
it might be denoted by
term for punishment
Sidj (g e mul) and other words for 'recompense'; or
words for 'sin' or
and
other
(dir6n)
by' p"
as an effect
iniquity (punishment being regarded
of sin), or by forms of the root ips (pqd), visit.'
and
The crimes
punishments recognized by the
Israelites may be classified thus (only the more
common Heb. words are given)
I.
I. CRIMES
blasphemy
Religious offences
Lv 24 10 -' 6 )
(derivatives of ya brk, >)-u gdp, pa n's,
25
breaches of ritual, as to food (Lv 7 ), uncleanness
S0
or
(7 ), sacrifice and offerings (19* etc.); idolatry,

—Crime,

A

'

'

;

'

'

'

:

:

:

;

the worship of false gods (Dt 13)
illegitimate
assumption of the priestly or prophetic office (Nu 16.
divination, sorcery, and witch17, Dt 18-°)
magic,
"
9 14
15 32ff-)
}; Sabbath-breaking (Nu
craft (Dt 18
16
Israel on the. part
perjury (Ex 20 ) war against
was regarded as an
of idolatrous nations, which
offence against Jahweh (cf. II. I).— 2. Offences
21 13 2 K 14 5 )
against the State: treason (1 K1 9
bribery and oppression (Ex 23 ).— 3. Sexual
la
s8
Lv 18 ); prostitution
offences: bestiality (Ex 22
0ir
s9
(Lv 19 ); incest (Lv 18 -); sodomy (Lv 18").—
adult cry (deriva4. Offences against property:
14
tives of rati, n'p. Ex 20 ); kidnapping (Ex 2V) ;
or
otherwise
damage
causing
leaving pit uncovered,
21 28 36 22 10 )
theft (Ex
through carelessness (Ex
seduction or rape of
22 25
22'" 5 )
usury (Ex
aM
16
).— 5 Offences against
daughter (Ex 22 \ Dt22
"- 27
13
).
the 'person murder (Ex 20
injuries (Ex "l
—6. Offences against the family cursing parents
(Ex 21").
;

;

;

;

;

,

"

,

-

;

)

;

;

1

:

)

;

:

PUNISHMENTS:

I.
Religious penalties.—
might be atoned for by
washings, and other rites:
for by
touching an unclean thing was atoned

II.

Many

ritual

sacrifices,
e.g.

offences

seclusion,

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS

known to be dangerous, if the ox killed a
„,„„„
ll" 8 - ).
Bearing false witness on a capital charge (Dt

keeping an ox

-' 3
not
)
eating flesh of an animal
(Lv 5
for by washing one's
properly killed was atoned
clothes and person, and remaining unclean until
Sacrifices seem to be
the evening (Lv 17").
all sins which could
required in connexion with
be forgiven. A person in a state of uni-leanness
could not be present at the Temple services, or
partake of the l'assover.
1

sacrifice

;

beiDgCEx 2r»).

21-'

:

(Ex

2218,

[stoning])

;

;

;

;

28
According to Lv 27 '-, human beings

may be
('devoted') to Jahweh; and, if so
to death.
Probably only
criminals or heathen enemies (cf. above) were
subject to such treatment.
'an
(b) Mutilation is involved in the principle
24
is
eye for an eye,' etc. (Ex 21 '). No instance
mentioned of the application of this law, but we
and
of
thumbs
off
the
the
cutting
may compare
6 7
Mutilation is
).
(Jg l
great toes of Adonibezek
mentioned in 2 Mac 7 4 and blinding in the cases
s1
K
25 7 ).
Zedekiah
and
of Samson (Jg 16
(2
to a maximum of forty
(c) Flogging, limited
3
slavea
betrothed
on
was
inflicted
25
),
stripes (Dt
and on her partner in the
girl guilty of fornication,
offence (Lv 19 20 ), 1 and for other minor offences. The
references in Proverbs imply a large use of this
punishment, especially for children and in the
it is spoken of as used in the synagogues for
24
The actual practice
religious offences (2 Co ll ).
in ancient Israel was much more severe than the
and Priestly laws.
prescription of the Deuteronomic
Ex 21 20'' deals with cases in which a master flogs a
male or female slave to death, and decides that he
is not to be punished unless the victim actually

made herem

devoted, must be put

'

-

;

,

.

,

Dt

Lv 206- 27 [stoning]) idolatry (Ex 22-", Dt 131"
blasphemy (Lv 2410-23 [stoning]) false claim to be a
prophet (Dt 135-10 [stoning]); intrusion of alien into sacred
38
Sabbath-breaking (Ex 31»).
187)
place or office (Nu l'l 310etc.

;

.

2115-17,

;

;

to inflict.

Ex

209,

14
of sexual immorality: incest (Lv 20
24 [stoning]); adultery or un[burning]); unchastitv (Dt 2221natural vices (Lv 201° i 6 ) fornication on the part of a priest's
of a
daughter (Lv 219 [burning]); fornication on the part
betrothed woman (Dt 22-"-" [stoning], On 38'-" [burning]).
witchcraft, magic,
Various religious and ritual offences

'

'

_

forms

Various

but sometimes for gross forms of immorality. A comparison of
cases offences punished in
parallel passages shows that in some
one chapter by cutting off are pun ished in another by death
On the other hand, some offences punished by
(of. Lv 18. 20).
without valid
'cutting off' seem to us trivial, e.g. omitting,
matters
excuse, to observe the Passover (Nu 9'3), hut such
certain
might not seem trivial to the Israelites. It is practically
offences
various
for
the
inflicted
was
never
death
that
regularly
is
off.'
The
difficulty
which were to be punished by 'cutting
was
Code
it
compiled
explained by the history of the Priestly
by Babylonian Jews its authors had no experience in inflicting
death penalties, and no immediate prospect of such experience.
They indulged in a theoretical severity, untempered by practical
necessities they used the term cutting off,' because it would
also serve to describe excommunication from social fellowship
and religious privilege— a penalty within the power of the exiles
'

human

1

Kidnapping (Ex 211 *).
la, mi m injury to parents (Lv

Excommunication was practised in later Judaism, but it is
The
doubtful how far it bad any equivalent in ancient Israel.
off from the
I'rie-itlv Code prescribes the penalty of 'cutting
the ritual laws,
people 'for numerous offences, mostly against
'

281

(Hebrew)

)

Heathen nations stubbornly fighting against Israel were to be
be massacred in
subjected to the ban (enn, hercm), i.e. to
2
honour of Jahweh, according to certain texts (e.g. Dt 7 ). The
excomleading instance is Jericho (Jos 6-1). In later Judaism,
munication of varying degrees of severity was inflicted_ for
herein
name
ancient
and
the
offences
ecclesiastical and other
was used for the severest form.
;

NT

;

Some laws and historical precedents show that
God Himself was held to inflict punishment on

by direct intervention—Divine
Thus (Lv 10"-) Nadab and Abihu are
struck dead by Jahweh for offering the wrong sort
of incense and the adulteress who has denied her
to the trial bij ordeal
guilt and submitted herself
7
causeth a dies under his hand
The
12 n ).
1
(cf. Jg 8
by drinking 'the bitter water which
curse' is smitten by God with disease— 'her belly Roman scourging, the Egyptian bastinado, and the
7
No
5rot'
shall
her
and
).
(Nu
shall swell,
thigh
various forms of flogging amongst heathen peoples,
instance is recorded.
were much more severe than the Jewish forty
2. Secular penalties.— (a) Death.— This penalty
stripes save one.'
is often prescribed without specifying how it is to
of the person.—The figurative
(d) Exposure
be inflicted. In many instances the culprit was description of the punishment of Jerusalem in
to
slain with sword, spear, or dagger, according
Ezk 16 3a may imply that this punishment was
the convenience or choice of the executioner (e.g. inflicted on adulteresses in Israel but, as these
There
of Baal, 1 K 19 ).
Elijah and the prophets
chapters were written in Babylonia, the imagery
is no clear case of beheading in the OT, though
may have been suggested 2by heathen practices.
a
dead
from
severed
body (e.g.
the head was often
Jer 20 njsno, mahpeketh ; Ac
(e) Stocks (e.g.
51
In the NT, John the Baptist 16 24 to {cXok).
Goliath, 1 S 17 )2
22 3 ), or as a result of
(Mk 6 s7 ) was beheaded, and James (Ac 12 'slain
(/) Slavery, for theft (Ex
with the sword.'
'Hanging' is referred to in debt(2K4',"Neh5 5 ).
Dt 21 22 but what is in view is probably exposure
is
not
appointed in the Law as
(g) Imprisonment
22
Pharaoh's chief baker
after execution (cf. Gn 40
a punishment. It was used for the detention of
Jos 8 20 the king of Ai). Stoning seems to have offenders before trial, or pending execution, as well
been the most usual mode of capital punishment, as in cases where it was desired to keep a dangerand burning to death was inflicted for some offences ous or obnoxious person under restraint, or to
secure the persons of slaves and captives. There
(see below).
The Bible and the Apocrypha refer to other is no evidence that terms of imprisonment were apforms of execution practised by heathen nations. pointed expressly as a punishment, except in Ezr 7
Thus 2 Mac, in describing the Syrian persecution,
Law ; the
(A) Exile is not appointed in the
mentions throwing down from the wall of a city fugitive from
exile himself (Absalom,
justice might
beating to death on a wheel or drum 2 S 13 s7 ). Exile is mentioned as a penalty inflicted
(6 ),
19 w
26 2
to death with fire
), and torturing
(riiimvov, 6
by the Persians (Ezr 7 ).
5
Crucifixion, a common Roman punishment,
for immorality is probably a
(7 ).
(i) Childlessness
s7
20
was used in the case of our Lord; and He 11
20
visitation
Divine
).
(Lv
Daniel
Penalties in money and goods. Compensation
speaks of martyrs being sawn asunder.
(_;')
and his accusers were thrown to the lions (Dn 6). is required for theft, and in cases where person or
was
sometimes
death
The severity of the
carelessness or
penalty
property has been injured through
enhanced by refusing to allow the relatives of the malice. In cases of mere carelessness an equivalent
culprit to bury the corpse (2 S 21'°).
means literally
1 The Hebrew
tihyeh)
biqqoreth
(rrtin
mjz
The following is a list of the crimes for which there shall be an examination (RV they shall be punished ').
the mode of execution is The
and
death was inflicted
interpretation given in the text is commonly adopted,
is stated
Cf. the use of the term 'examine' for
is probably correct.
given in square brackets where nothing
'torture.'
on this point, we have no information

certain occasions
visitation.

;

K

,

'

;

1

)

-

,

;

,

,

.

111

-

—

t

'

'

'

;

;

:

Various forms of homicide murder (Ex 21 12 Lv 2417) ; child(Lv 202 [stoning]); manslaughter, if the avenger of
blood caught the slayer outside the city of refuge (Nu 35**);
:

Bacrifice

,

2

The Aram, whijf, sh'roShu (Kethib), or 'ens', sh'rdshl (Q«re
and RVm 'rooting out'), is interpreted in this sense by
;

AVm
EV,

etc.

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
e.g. for theft the thief must restore fourfold, fivefold
31
1
(Ex 22 ), or sevenfold (Pr 6 ). Compensation for
the killing of a slave by an ox known to be dangerous is fixed at thirty shekels (Ex 21 32 ) ; for the
seduction of a daughter at fifty shekels, the seducer
to marry her (Dt 22251 ) ; for a false accusation of

unchastity against a newly married wife, one
hundred shekels, to be paid to her father (Dt 22 19 ).
In some cases tines might be accepted in place of
See also
capital punishment (cf. below, III. 5).
Ezr 7 36

—

.

Numerous acts are
(k) Unspecified penalties.
enjoined or forbidden without any penalty being
attached to the breach of the law ; e.g. hybrids
must not be bred (Lv 19 19 ).
III.

Moral and religious significance.—

—

We may distinguish, on the one
I. Progress.
hand, the practice of the Israelite monarchy, and,
on the other, the system of law embodied in the
Deuteronomic and Priestly Codes. The practice of
the monarchy is shown in the Book of the Covenant
19
(Ex 2P-23 [E]) and in the references in the narThis practice was a development from
ratives.
earlier times
changes must have come about as
the Israelites passed from the nomad period to that
but our
of the Judges, and again to the monarchy
information is not sufficiently full to enable us to
trace this development. Even for the monarchy
our data are meagre our extant narratives were
intended to edify later generations, and references
to objectionable features in early practice have
probably been largely omitted, especially when
they were connected with David and others who
were regarded as representatives of true piety.
Moreover, the Deuteronomic and Priestly Codes
never had a fair trial as the working laws of an
they always remained more
independent State
or less religious ideals. Such theoretical codes may
be both higher in some respects and lower in others
than the actual practice of their own time. For
instance, provisions that call for large sacrifices on
the part of the powerful and wealthy in the interests
of the poor are easy to prescribe on parchment, but
On the other hand,
difficult to enforce in real life.
the cruel penalties by which enthusiasts seek to
promote and safeguard religion are mitigated in
their practical application by considerations of
Deuteronomic scribe in the quiet
humanity.
seclusion of his study, or whatever corresponded to
a study in those days, might enjoin wholesale
massacres without compunction but he might have
shrunk from putting into force his own laws on
;

;

;

;

A

;

real living

men, women, and children.

At the same

time, the available evidence

makes

Judah had continued an inthe development of its legal
dependent
system would have been in the direction of
humanity and righteousness, under the influence of
the prophets of the school of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel, and of the priests who shared their views.
For instance, according to ancient law, if a man
were guilty of a heinous offence, his family might
share his punishment [e.g. Achan, Jos 7" 4f ", and the
"
kinsfolk of Saul, 2 S 21 1 9 ). But Dt 24 1C forbids
the practice. Again, marriage with a half-sister
was regarded as lawful for Abraham (Gn 20 12 [E])
and for Amnon (2 S 13 13 ), but is forbidden by Lv IS 9
On the other hand, (lie later legislation shows a
tendency to religious fanaticism, and towards the
subordination of public welfare to the material
and probably this
interests of the priesthood
tendency would not have been altogether defeated
it

probable that,

if

State,

.

;

if

Judah had remained an independent State.
The final redactors of the Torah combined

(Hebrew)

to inconsistent laws ; crude, primitive
customs were placed on the same level as the moro
humane enactments of later times. Obviously this
happened because these Babylonian Jews were
compiling a record, and not providing for practical

was given

compensation was required (Ex 22 ) ; but, where
there was moral guilt, the compensation was heavier,
J

the

v.n ii his earlier and later codes, without attempting
to reconcile or co-ordinate them ; equal sanction

needs.

—

There is no formal classifica2. Classification.
The
but certain principles are implied.
inclusion of secular laws in the Torah indicates
that all crime was regarded as sin against God, and
that the administration of justice rested on Divine
authority. This is an axiom of all religions as to
tion,

but it was more emphasized in
the ideal State
ancient times than it is now, because religion and
the State were more intimately associated. Hammurabi, for instance, receives his laws from the
26
sun-god, Shamash. Ezk 20 is a striking illustration of the way in which the actual legal system of
even
Israel was regarded as a Divine institution
iniquitous laws are imposed by God as a punishment
Moreover also I gave them statutes that
were not good, and judgments wherein they should
not live.' On the other hand, the protests of the
of their
pre-exilic prophets against the corruptions
times involve a distinction between secular and
Divine law the two might clash.
The modern recognition of purely religious
offences, with which the State does not deal, is not
found in the OT. As in mediaeval Christendom,
such offences might incur secular as well as rethe idolater was to be put to
ligious penalties
death. Again, the Law does not clearly distinguish
;

;

'

:

;

;

between human punishment and Divine visitation

;

the penalties of similar offences may include both
of sexual immorality are
e.g. in Lv 20 some forms
in other cases it is said
to be punished with death
that the culprits will die childless. The prominence
visitation
Divine
to
suggests a distinction
given
between crimes which can be detected and punished
by men and those hidden from men, but known to
God, and dealt with directly by Him. The imposition of a tine for such offences as homicide and
seduction (II. 2. {J)) shows that these were regarded
partly as offences against property.
There is a distinction drawn between wrongs
done to a free Israelite, to a slave, and to foreigners
of a free man is
respectively
e.g. the slaying
severely punished, but a slave may be beaten to
death provided he does not actually die under the
rod (Ex 21 20 '-) ; if an ox known to be dangerous
kills a free man, the owner may he put to death
29
but, if the victim is a slave, thirty
(Ex 21 )
The stranger
shekels are paid to his master (v. 3 -).
within thy gates' (the gcr, or 'resident alien')
enjoyed the protection of the law, and alliances
were maintained with some neighbouring States ;
otherwise history suggests that might was mostly
right along the borders cf. David's doings in the
8
Negeb (1 S 27 '-), the Danite conquest of Laish
(Jg 18), and the exploits of Samson (Jg 14f.).
The list of omissions and
3. Range of offences.
commissions recognized as crimes indicates a high
The
standard.
moral
wrongfulness of ritual irregularities is, indeed, exaggerated by treating them as
On the other hand, the Pentasins and crimes.
teuch strives to promote social righteousness in
law does not venture
many matters which modern
15
In .leal with; e.g. Dt 24
enjoins the prompt payment of wages, and Lv 19" forbids lying. But the
difference is only apparent; the Pentateuch combines moral admonition with legislation, and draws
no hard and last line between the two. Again, the
of social development
comparatively low stage
reached by the Israelites excuses such blots as
the toleration of polygamy and slavery, and the
absence of any full recognition of international
;

;

;

;

'

;

—

morality.
4.

Subjects

of

punishment.

— In

some

cases

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
ox that had
e.g. an
animals were put to death
stoned, and its
cored a man or woman was to28 be
29 S2
Lv 201"-).
cf.
flesh might not be eaten (Ex 21
Animals and even goods which could be burnt
ban
or
(Jos 7 ).
might be destroyed in the herein,
death tor
In earlier times the family might be put to
III.
head
its
i), but the
(cf.
a crime committed by
;

-

'

,

in Dt 24
is forbidden, as already noted,
There is nothing to show at what age young
for their actions.
persons became legally responsible
The census in Nu I s included all males from twenty
at which Levites began
years old and the age
their service is variously given as twenty-five
s5
24
(Nu S ), or thirty (4 ), although responsibility
.

practice

;

Nothing is said as to
account of mental
exemption from punishment on

must have begun

earlier.

weakness.
the
Naturally the legal codes did not recognize
and wealthy might
principle that the powerful
often
but
with
they
;
crimes
commit
impunity
in practice, as is shown by
enjoyed much licence
the narratives of Micah and the Danites of David
;

and Uriah

;

Amnon, Tamar, and Absalom

:

and

the frequent protests of the prophets.
of severity of punish5. Humanity : adjustment
ment to heinousness of crime.— The legal codes
the
that
were evidently anxious
punishment should
be justly proportioned to the offence, hence the
found in the
retaliation,
of
obvious principle
equal
codes of many peoples, of an eye for an eye, and a
for
tooth for a tooth,' and the laws providing
or person.
compensation for injury to property

Canaan or Babylon. Moreover, during long periods

the Egyptian kings exercised a suzerainty over
share in moulding the
Syria and Egypt had its
1400
life of Canaan (cf. the Amarna tablets, c.
Something, too, may perhaps be due to the
B.C.).
Israelbondage in Egypt but not much, for the
in the
ite tribes for the most part lived a nomad life
border provinces.
The recently discovered Code of Hammurabi
shows how much
(king of Babylon, c. 2100 B.C.)
the Israelite institutions had in common with those
There are numerous parallels beof Babylon.
tween this Code and the Pentateuch, especially the
22
Both,
ancient Book of the Covenant, Ex 20 -23.
eye
for instance, lay down the principle of an
the
both
etc.
for an eye,'
punishment of
prescribe
death for kidnapping; and both direct that if a
;

The

list of

capital offences

(II. 2. (a)) is

and includes some which, according

to

a

;

'

;

is in charge of some one else's cattle he may
clear himself by an oath and need not make comof Ijammurabi was cerpensation. As the Code
as late as
tainly known in Babylonia and Assyria
the Exile, Israelite legislation may have been inthe
fluenced by it at any time ; but
parallels may
be largely due to common dependence on the
primitive tradition of Arabia.
the ethical and religious value of
In

man

little

modern

do not permit so severe a punishment, e.g.
But, as
insult to parents, Sabbath-breaking, etc.
we have said, it is doubtful whether death was ever
ideas,

comparing

Israelite justice with that of other nations, we have
to distinguish the practice of the monarchy and
earlier times, as depicted in the history and Ex
20 22 -23, from the ideal set forth in Deuteronomy
and the Priestly laws. It will have been seen that
our knowledge of the early practice is fragmentary.
It is possible, too, that the redactors of the literaevidence that was discreditable to
ture

ritual offences
and, at any
regularly inflicted for
sense of
rate, the laws are due to an exaggerated
the wickedness of such acts rather than to reckless
The use of barbarous punishmentsseverity.
is
burning alive, mutilation, and flogging— strictly
limited ; and there is no trace, either in the Law
of the torturing of witnesses or
or in the
;

suppressed

history,

accused persons in order to obtain evidence.
The principle of blood-money 28is" 32recognized only
provides that,
to a very limited extent Ex 21
the
if an ox known to be dangerous kill any one,
if there be
that
but
to
be
shall
death,
owner
put
the
laid upon him a ransom, then he shall give for
is laid upon him
redemption of his life whatsoever
s
slave
the
to
shekels
—in the case of a slave thirty
owner. Similarly, any one flogging his slave to
the
under
death, without the slave actually dying
loss of his slave
rod, is sufficiently punished by the
20
slaves the
(Ex 21 '-) and in the case of injury to
of
lex talionis is not to be enforced, any mutilation
21 2 J '-).
for
(Ex
atoned
slaves being
by emancipation
"- 19
for bodily
permits compensation
So, too, Ex 21
the other hand, Nu
injury to a free man. On
35 3i. 32 p) prohibits the acceptance of blood-money
a
for intentional murder, or even the release of
man who has committed unintentional homicide
from the obligation of remaining in a city of refuge
till the death of the high priest.
6. Connexion with methods of administration of
nations.— Israel was always part of
justice in other
the international system which comprised Western
Asia and Egypt and there was a constant action
and reaction between the various members of this
was a group of nomad
system. At the outset, Israel
of its Law was the
tribes, and the original basis
The position of the
tribal custom of the Bedawln.
the
avenger of blood, goes
go'el, the next-of-kin,
back to this source. The settlement in Canaan
must have led to the adoption of many Canaanite
laws. Now, Canaan and all Western Asia were,
from a very early period, dominated by Babylonia
:

'

,

'

'

'

long,
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(Hindu)

the conquests of Sargon I. of Akkad (c. '27im B.C.)
extended to the Mediterranean, so that the institutions of Canaan were partly shaped by Babylonian
ami
influence.
But, again, both the Canaanites
the Babylonians probably sprang originally from
anil
so
that
Babylon all
Israel, Canaan,
Arabia;'
drew from an original common stock of tribal
determine
to
difficult
is
it
and
very
customs;
whether a law is a purely Israelite survival from
this common stock, or has been derived through

;

'

1

(

;

;

has been
Israel, though it is not likely that this
But, as far as our
done to any great extent.
information goes, it does not appear that the
administration of justice in ancient Israel differed
Semitic
conspicuously from that of neighbouring
nations in the same period, as illustrated, for
And in such
instance, by the Code of Hammurabi.
matters Israel would compare favourably with
Greece, or Rome, or China, or with most Christian
nations before the close of the 18th cent. A.D.

The Deuteronomie and

Priestly ideal aims at a

level of social righteousness which has never been
attained in practice, and ranks with the Utopias of
modern social reformers. The Priestly legislation
by an undue care for the

indeed, disfigured
material interests of the sacerdotal caste; but
neither the practice nor the theory of the religious
law of Israel includes anything like the Inquisition
and similar systems instituted by the Christian

is,

Church.

Literature.— Art. Crimes and Punishments,' in II DB ;»tt.
bei den
Justice,' in EBi, and 'Gericht und Recht
of
Hebraern,' in PRE' (bv Benzinger) the relevant sections
the OT A rehceologies of Ewald, Benzinger, and Nowack and
the standard commentaries on the Pentateuch and other Biblical
art. on that subsee
the
of
For
the
Code
Hammurabi,
passages.
vol. v. p. 584, and S. A.
ject by C. H. W. Johns in HDB,
Cook. The Lawsof Hoses and the Code of Hammurabi, London,
'

'Law and

;

;

W.

1903.

H. Bennett.

(Hindu).
CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS'crime'
or

of the terms designating
offence in Sanskrit are essentially religious in
and
their nature, and no strict line between sins
has ever been drawn. The
punishable offences
contain long lists of the
DhxftnaMstras

—I. Most
'

'

(law-books)

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS (Hindu)
—
declared to be in truth
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various degrees of crime or guilt from mortal sins,
such as sexual intercourse with one's mother,
daughter, or daughter-in-law, down to crimes
merely rendering the perpetrator unworthy to
receive alms, such as receiving gifts from a despicable person, subsisting by money-lending, telling
lies, serving a Sudra, or to crimes causing defile-

ment, such as killing birds, amphibious and aquatic
animals, worms or insects, and eating nutmegs and
the like. Analogous lists of sins may be found in
the ancient religions literature of the Buddhists of
India.
Many of these sins recur among the offences
mentioned in the secular laws of the Brahmans.
Thus the killing of a cow, the sacred animal of the
Hindus, is a punishable offence as well as a crime.
The commission of a heavy sexual offence is to be
visited with punishment by the king, and at the
same time the stain caused by such sin is to be

removed by religious atonement. Killing a Brahman, or depriving him of his gold, is a crime
deserving capital punishment of an aggravated
form, no doubt because the religious law affords
protection

special

to

the

sacred

of

person

a

Brahman.
Many eccentricities of the criminal
law are due to the religious element entering
it.
Thus the sacredness ascribed to
into
largely
a
the V edas comes out in the following rules
Sudra listening intentionally to a recitation of the
:

Veda

have his ears filled with molten tin or
lac
if he recites Vedic texts, his tongue shall be
cut out if he remembers them, his body shall be
The sanctity with which Brahmans
split in twain.
shall

;

;

are invested has led to establishing the principle
that no corporal punishment shall ever be resorted
to in the case of a criminal of the Brahman caste.
Nor could the banishment of a Brahman be connected with the confiscation of his property, the

ordinary consequence of banishment. The Siidras,
on the other hand, were treated very badly, because they were considered to have no share in the
re-birth caused for the higher castes by their
initiation with a sacred prayer from the Vedas.
Thus, e.g., a Brahman who abuses a Sudra is
condemned to pay no fine.
Sudra, on the contrary, undergoes corporal punishment, if he only
assumes a position equal to a member of a high
caste, in sitting, in lying down, in conversation, or

A

on a road.

Money-lending is viewed as an unholy
Brahmans are, therefore, forbidden to practise
Certain kinds of interest on loans are
usury.
entirely prohibited. Among sexual crimes, intercourse with the wife of a spiritual teacher is looked
upon as a very heavy offence, equal to incest, and
so is intercourse with a Buddhist nun.
Gambling
is stigmatized as a sinful practice, though some
legislators do not object to gambling in a public
gaming-house, where the king may raise a certain
percentage on the stakes. False witnesses are designated as thieves of words. Heaven is the reward
of a witness who speaks truth
in the contrary
Other crimes of the
case, hell will lie his portion.
Brahmanical law savour of Oriental despotism, as,
e.g., when the forgery of a royal document is
visited with capital punishment.
The caste system
becomes visible in the gradation of crimes and
to
the
caste
of the offender,
punishments according
as will be shown below.
2. 'Punishment' (dnnda) in the Code of Manu
(vii. 14 ff.) is personified as a god with a black hue
and red eyes, created by the Lord of the World
as his son, and as an incarnation of Law, formed of
Brahman's glory. Punishment is declared to keep
the whole world in order, since without it the
stronger would oppress the weaker and roast them,
like fish on a spit the crow would eat the consecrated rice ; the dog would lick the burnt oblation
ownership would not remain with any one and
all barriers would be broken through.
Punishment
act

;

;

;

;

;

the king and ruler,
it has to be inflicted by the king on those
deserve it. The king in person should every
day decide causes in the court when brought before
him, or else he should send a Brahman acting as his
king when punishing the wicked is
deputy.
comparable to the god Varuna, who binds a sinner
with ropes. If a king does not strike a thief who
approaches him, holding a club in his hand and
proclaiming his deed, the guilt falls on the king
the thief, whether he be slain or pardoned, is
The king should first punish
purified of his guilt.
by admonition, afterwards by reproof, thirdly by a
fine, after that by corporal chastisement (Manu, viii.
As a matter of fact, fines are by far the most
129).
common kind of punishment in the criminal code
of the Sanskrit law-books, and they were equally
common, shortly before the times of British rule, in
the Hindu kingdoms of Rajputiina (Tod), Mysore
is

although

who

A

;

The fines might extend to
(Dubois), and others.
confiscation of the entire property of a criminal ;
but in such cases, according to Narada (xviii. 10 f.),
the tools of workmen, the weapons of soldiers,
and other necessary implements are to be exempt
from confiscation. Capital punishment, in various
aggravated forms, such as impaling on a stake,
trampling to death by an elephant, burning, roasting, cutting to pieces, devouring by dogs, and
mutilations, are also frequently inflicted, even for
The jus talionis,
comparatively light offences.
which is so universally represented in archaic legislations, becomes especially conspicuous in these
punishments. Thus a criminal is condemned to
lose whatever limb he has used in insulting or
attacking another. The thievish fingers of a cutpurse, and the evil tongue of a calumniator, are to
be cut off. A Sudra using insulting language is to
have a red-hot iron thrust into his mouth, or boiling
oil dropped into his mouth and ears. The breaker of
a dike shall be drowned. The killer of a Brahman
shall be branded with the figure of a headless
corpse, a drunkard with the flag of a distillery
shop. Banishment, public disgrace, imprisonment,
fetters, forced labour, beating, and other forms of
chastisement are also mentioned. Brahmans, however, are not to be subject to corporal punishment.
Nor is this the only privilege enjoyed by Brahmans,
who are allowed special indulgences in almost every
case, the reduction of punishment in consideration
of the rank of the person being one of the most
salient features of the ancient legislation of India.
Thus a Ksatriya insulting a Brahman must be
fined 100 panas a Vaisya doing the same, 150 or
200 panas a Sudra doing the same must receive
On the other hand, a Brahcorporal punishment.
man shall pay only 50 panas for insulting a
for
25
insulting a Vaisya, and
Ksatriya,
panas
nothing at all for insulting a Sudra. A similar
gradation of fines may be observed in the punishment of adultery and many other crimes. If a man
insults a Brahman by offering him forbidden food,
he shall be amerced in a heavy fine and, if he
gives him spirituous liquor to drink, he shall be
;

;

;

put to death.

Another characteristic feature

of
is the infliction of worldly
for
violations
of
the
law,
religious
as,
punishments
from religious mendicity is
e.g., when an apostate
doomed to become the king's slave. King Asoka,
as early as the 3rd cent. B.C., appointed censors

the Indian criminal code

who were charged to enforce the regulations concerning the sanctity of animal life, and the observance of filial piety. King Harsa, in the 7th cent.

inflicted capital punishment on all who
to slay any living creature.
King
Kumfmipala of Gujarat, in the 12th cent., is said
to have confiscated the entire property of a mer-

A.D.,

ventured

chant who had committed the atrocious crime of
Hindu Raja of Kolhapur, in
cracking a louse.

A

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
A.D. 1716, issued a rescript ordaining due punishment for all those who should he discovered to
entertain heretical opinions in his kingdom. This
union of Church and State was specially marked
under the rule of the Maratha kings ; but even
in 1S75, when Dr. Buhler visited Kashmir, he
found the Maharaja eagerly intent on looking
after the due performance of the prayaschittas, or

penances prescribed for breaches of the commandments of the Smrti. The enforcement of these
religious punishments otherwise rests with the
caste, which levies tines for every breach of the caste
rules, and, in serious cases, excludes the offender.
(See

Expiation and Atonement [Hindu].)
;

;

;

;

;

Jolly.

J.
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(Japan-

Long before the dawn of Japanese history,
Chinese travellers to Japan brought back accounts
of that country which contain our earliest information on this subject, dating from the later Han
dynasty (A.D. 25-220). One of these notices says
'There is no theft, and litigation is unfrequent.
The wives and children of those who break the
laws are confiscated [sold as slaves], and for grave
crimes the offender's family is extirpated.' Another
account says
The laws and customs are strict.'
There is not much to be learned about crimes and
punishments from the mixture of myth, legend,
and chronicle which takes the place of history in
Japan for a thousand years previous to the 7th
cent. A.D., though we hear of a stall' or gild of
ese).

:

'

:

executioners, and ofoapital- punishment by decapitation and a punismnent by fine had its origin at
this time, but it was only for such offences comparatively few in number as involved ritual unAn ordinance,
cleanness according to Shinto.
enacted in 801, regularized what was, no doubt,
an old practice, by which neglect in connexion
with the ohonihe, or coronation ceremony, the
eating of flesh, visiting the sick, being concerned
in any way with capital sentences, or touching

—

;

—

anything impure during the month of special
avoidance of impurity, subjected the culprit to
an ohoharahi ('greater purification'), i.e. he was
obliged to provide the materials for the ceremony
This eventually became
of his own purgation.
simply a fine. Other ritual offences which required
mrgation were incest, wounds given or received,
Iestiality, and leprosy. Homicide had to be atoned
for in the same way, but the ritual character of the
offence appears from the circumstance that even
justifiable homicide caused uncleanness.
Weipert thinks that in these fines for ceremonial purification
we have the first source of Japanese criminal law (quoted by
Florenz in TASJ xxvii. [1S99] 67); but, in the opinion of the
present writer, the evidence hardly bears out this conclusion.
Weipert's theory does not account for the gravest of all punishments, that of death, nor does it apply to robbery, rebellion,
adultery, arson, and other grave offences. Moreover, the absolution ceremony was seldom performed for individual offences.
The Mikado twice a year celebrated a great purification ' of
the offences of the nation, and similar minor celebrations were
usual before all the great ceremonies of Shinto. In such cases,
There
of course, the idea of a fine was out of the question.
is abundant evidence that a criminal law existed from very
ancient times which had nothing to do with the purgation of
'

'

were five, viz. capital punishment, exile, penal servitude, beating (wiTh a stick), and scourging (with
a whip). These are simply copied from the ( 'hinese
code.
Of the older five punishments of China
branding on the forehead, cutting off the nose,
maiming, castration, and death— only the first
and last were ever practised in Japan.
History
of Japan, published by order of the Japanese
Government (1893), mentions treason, contumely
(slander [?]), unfilial conduct, immorality, and so
forth [sic], as the eight great crimes of the Taihorio.
Perhaps the excuse for this very unsatis-

—

A

'

'

—

Literature, G. Biihler's and J. Jolly's translations of
Sanskrit law-books, SBE, vols. ii. vii. xiv. xxv. xxxiii. J. Tod,
Annals and Antiquities of Rajasihan, revised ed., Calcutta, 1894;
J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs, and Ceremonies, tr.
Sir R. West, 'The
by Beauchamp, 2nd ed., Oxford, 1S09
Criminal Law and Procedure of the Ancient Hindus,' Indian
Magazine, 1893; V. A. Smith, The Early History of India", OxK. T. Telang, 'Gleanings from Maratha Chronicles,'
ford, 1908
Trans, 9th Congr. of OHentalists, London, 1893 A. Steele, The
Law and Custom of Hindoo Castes, new ed., London, 186S
J. Jolly, Recht und Sitte, Strassburg, 1896, pp. U5-4i>i( = GIAI'
U- 8).
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(Japanese)

was based on the laws of the Tang dynasty of
China, though modified somewhat in accordance
with Japanese usages. The penalties prescribed
It

'

ritual offences.

Eventually the fines for ceremonial offences fell
into abeyance, owing to a strong current of Chinese
influence which set in during the 6th and 7th cents. ,
and which led in 702 to the enactment of the code
of civil and criminal law known as the Taihorio.

factory enumeration is the circumstance that a
very substantial part of this code has not come
down to us. It is the basis of all subsequent legislation. When the Taiko Hideyoshi came into power,
in the latter part of the 16th cent., he contemplated
its re-enactment for the whole country, but he died
before giving any practical effect to his intention.
At first the Tokugawa Shoguns (1600-1868) followed the old method of making the laws known
to those only who were required to enforce them.
But this rule was subsequently modified. New
laws were read to the people, and inscribed on
notice-boards set up in conspicuous places. Towards
the end of the Tokugawa period, a reaction to the
The authorities conformer policy took place.
sidered it expedient to keep the people in ignorance
of all but the most general principles of criminal
law, thinking that the unknown would inspire
greater terror. Such meagre information as they
vouchsafed to the people was contained in a few
brief edicts inscribed on notice-boards at the Nihonbashi in Yedo and other conspicuous places throughout the Empire, prohibiting the evil sect called
Christian, conspiracy, insurrection, plotting to leave
the village to which one belonged, murder, arson,
and robbery. That was all. This system left room
for much that was arbitrary in the administration
of the law, which varied considerably in different
parts of the Empire. The judicial officials did very
much as they pleased.

A Japanese servant of a member of H.M.'s Legation stole a
few dollars, and was handed over to justice. Three months

was received from an official, who gave his master
the option of having him released there was no room for him,
or decapitated. Needless to
it was explained, in the prison
alternative was accepted.
the
former
say,
later, a visit

—
—

One of the worst features of the early Tokugawa
legislation was the implication of the offender's
family in the crimes of its head.
If a man or woman, sentenced to be crucified or burned, had
male children above 15 years of age, they were similarly executed, and younger children were placed in charge of a relative
until they reached that age, when they were banished. Even
when a parent suffered the ordinary capital punishment of
beheading or hanging, it was within the discretion of the judge
Wives and daughters
to execute or exUe the male children.
were exempted from the rule of implication, though they might
be reduced to the ranks of slaves (Brinkley, Japan, iv. 56).
Thunberg (Travels in Europe, Africa, Asia, Eng.
tr. 1795-96) says that, in the towns, a whole street
was often made to sutler for the malpractices of a
single individual, the master of a house for the
faults of his domestics, and parents for those of
their children. These cruel provisions were greatly
modified in 1721, but the more lenient rules were
not applicable to the samurai class. Theft was
'

'

severely punished, usually with death, which was
the penalty also for swindling or attempted extortion by force.
Pickpockets, however, were let off
with branding, or rather tatuing, though a repetiNot before the
tion of the offence involved death.
close of the 18th cent, was the execution of a pregnant woman deferred until after her delivery.
The law up to the close of the Tokugawa period
required that an accused person must be induced
to confess before his guilt was finally determined.
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The

result

was

freely applied.

a
to

that, in

many

The commonest

cases, torture was
device was to bind

man with ropes in some constrained position, or
make him kneel upon a grating of wooden bars

edge upwards, and then to pile weights on
On the whole, the tortures emploj'ed
judicially in Japan were not so cruel as those used
in mediaeval Europe.
A samurai was not sent to
prison. If his offence was not grave enough to call
for immediate suicide, exile, or decapitation, he
was ordered to go into confinement in his own
house. There were different degrees of this kind
of imprisonment, the most severe of which involved
a complete cessation of egress and ingress for him-

})laced
lis knees.

and his family.
Siebold, writing early in the 19th cent., gives a
description of the penal code of Japan at that time,
which was similar in all essential respects to the
Taihorio, introduced from China If 00 years before.
He draws a broad distinction between the punishments of the samurai and those of the common
In the latter case, the culprit might be
people.
self

simply cut down by the man of higher rank whom
he might have insulted or injured, or if he had
been caught in the act of committing a grave
offence.
CruciDecapitation was more usual.
fixion, burning, and sawing off the head with a
bamboo saw were also practised. There were two
kinds of crucifixion.
In one the criminal was
lashed not nailed upside down to a cross which
had two bars, one at the head and one at the feet,
between the two being a small seat upon which the
weight of the victim rested. At a given command
an expert spearsman stood on each side, and the
two drove their spears simultaneously so that they
passed crosswise through the vital organs. Death
was instantaneous. Burning was a matter of form.
The culprit was tied to a stake and strangled before
the fire was lit. Sawing off the head was of rare
occurrence, and was limited to such heinous crimes
as chief- or parent-murder. The name and offence
of the criminal were usually inscribed on a board

—

—

which was set up close to the place of execution.
Sometimes the offender was mounted on a sorry
nag and led round the city, with a similar placard
fastened to his breast. The head might be set on
a post, and allowed to remain from five to ten days.
Sometimes the body was hacked to pieces, or made
a subject on which the samurai might test their
skill and the temper of their swords.
In later times
it might be handed over for dissection.
Among
minor punishments at this period were branding,
the pillory, and degradation to the hinin, or pariah
caste. For political offences by men of the samurai
class, banishment to an island was the usual form
of punishment
and there is an ancient instance
of a Mikado being so punished.
The term was
for
life, though there was a minimum
commonly
limit of live years. A milder form was an injunction to live under supervision at a distance from
the capital. Whilst his case was under trial, the
accused was confined to his own house, with the
same forms as if he were in mourning. When the
offence was committed unintentionally, a partial
or complete confiscation of his property might be
;

the consequence. Deprivation of office or incapacity
for holding office was not unusual.
Occasionally
the offender was allowed to become a monk of a
certain order, known as komuso, who wore a baskethal with a small grating in front, completely conThis was never removed, and
cealing his face.
practically he was a beggar who roamed the highways, playing on a ilute in order to attract the
attention of the charitably disposed,
Harakiri.
This well-known institution is of
considerable antiquity. It is of purely Japanese
origin, and consists in making a cruciform incision
on the belly, whence its name, which means belly-

—

'

(Japanese)

The happy dispatch

'

of some writers is only
Sometimes a determined man succeeded
in ending his life in this way, or he might complete
the act of suicide by stabbing himself in the throat
with the same instrument a short sword or dagger
with a blade nine inches in length. Harakiri might
be simply a form of suicide, or it might be the duty
of a man of the samurai class under various cir'

cut.'

a joke.

—

cumstances, such as hopeless family troubles or
loyalty to a dead superior, or as a protest against
the wrongful conduct of a superior. For example,
when the Japanese Government yielded to the demands of France, Russia, and Germany for the
retrocession of Liaotung, forty military men emphasized their protest by committing suicide in the
time-honoured fashion. A common motive was to
free from punishment the family and relatives of
the person involved, who would otherwise, under
the old law, have shared his guilt.
Very frequently, however, harakiri was no more than an
honourable form of execution. It was carried out
with great ceremony, the incision being only for
form's sake, and the real execution consisting in
decapitation by a friend. In 1869, a motion was
brought forward in the Japanese Parliament in
favour of the abolition of harakiri, and 200 members out of a house of 209 votd against this proHarakiri is no longer recognized by law,
posal.
though it cannot be said to be extinct.
Vendetta.
Japanese samurai was permitted
by law to avenge the murder of a parent or chief
but, before exercising this right, he was bound to
give notice to the authorities, and, when cutting
down his enemy, to repeat some such formula as
I am A. B.
You are X. Y., who murdered
this
my father at such a time in such a place. ThereIn justification of this
fore do I now
slay you.'
law, an ancient Chinese saying is often quoted to
the effect that 'a man must not allow the same
heaven to cover himself and his father's enemy.'
It is now abrogated, but was in vogue up to the
teacher of the present
Restoration of 1868.
It is to be observed that
writer was a victim.
fines have no place in the pre-Kestoration legislation a circumstance which is adverse to Weipert's
view that Japanese criminal law had its origin in
the imposition of fines on offenders against the
ritual law of the older Shinto. Kaempfer (History
of Japan, Glasgow, 1906, ii. 114) notices this feature
of the former Japanese law.
When the treaties were
Extra-territoriality.
negotiated which opened Japan to foreign trade in
1859, the criminal code was in a very unsatisfactory

—A

;

'

:

A

—

—

It was scarcely known to the people,
and was administered in a most irregular, arbiIt was quite out
trary, and often cruel fashion.
of the question to ask foreign Powers to make their
amenable
to
it, and, indeed, the Japanese
subjects
were probably not sorry to be relieved of such
Hence
arose the so-called extraresponsibilities.
territorial jurisdiction,' by which the Japanese
Government transferred to foreign Powers the

condition.

'

jurisdiction over their subjects

when

the latter

were defendants in a civil case, or the accused
When in 1868 the
under a criminal charge.
Mikado resumed the reins of authority, it was
felt that such an arrangement was contrary to
the dignity of the Japanese nation, and in any
case a radical reform was a palpable necessity of
the situation in the interests of humanity and
good government. A code was, therefore, drawn
up and promulgated in 187 1. It was simply a selection from the codes of the two Chinese dynasties
Ming and Ts'ing modifications being introduced
into the amount and nature of the punishments
Barbarous modes
prescribed for different offences.
of execution were eliminated, the death-penalty
merciless
and excessive
was greatly circumscribed,

—

—
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(Japanese)
A

person who has suffered
they sometimes work in the mines.
injury by crime lodges his complaint at the police ottice, or
with the procurator of any court having jurisdiction over the
crime in question. Policemen can arrest an offender whose
crime was committed in their presence, or which the complain-

whippings were abolished, and the punishment
was introimprisonment with corrective labour
duced for the first time. A second code was notified in 1873, by which many new and more humane
actually committed. In all other cases
these codes, an offender ant avers to have seen
provisions were added. By
they can arrest by warrant only. Bail is allowed at the diswho has been sentenced to a term of penal servitude cretion of the judge. Accused persona are often kept in prison
which
before
for a considerable time
trial, and no lawyer is allowed to
is placed in the penitentiary of the district in
be present at the preliminary examination. The conducting of
lie has been tried and sentenced, and work suited
criminal cases, from the very beginning down to the execution
is
and
to his age, physical condition,
acquirements
of the criminal, if he be condemned to suffer death, rests with
allotted to him, so that by toil and labour he may the procurator, who unites in his own person the functions of
be gradually brought to repent of his past misdeeds public prosecutor and grand jury.'
The reforms of 1882 extended to the judiciary,
and be restored to virtue.' The punishment of
death was by hanging or decapitation, the latter which was now separated from the executive.
form being considered more severe owing to the Judges, procurators, barristers, notaries, and a
as well as law-schools, were
prejudice entertained by most Japanese against new system of police,
any mutilation of the body. In certain cases, the established. Under the new regime there are far
was
In Tokugawa times
within
the
in
iron
stocks
fewer
prison
punishments.
yard
capital
pillory
substituted for imprisonment, and fines might be the number of persons consigned to jail in Yedo
permitted in the case of ofl'ences by officials, per- was about 7000 annually, and of these over 3000
sons inadvertently implicated, aged people, infants, were executed. At present the yearly number of
maimed or deformed persons, or females.
capital punishments for the whole Empire averages
But these codes still preserved an essentially above eighty.
It is claimed that, on the whole, the new legisChinese character, and they contained many provisions which unduly favoured officials and the lation has resulted in a body of law in unison with
samurai class. A husband was permitted to kill the most advanced principles and the most approved
the lover of his wife or concubine along with the procedure of Western jurisprudence all punishwoman herself, if caught in the act but, if a cer- ments not recognized as consonant with modern
tain time had elapsed, the punishment was penal civilization being abolished, due provision being
servitude for one year, while under the older law made for adapting penalties to degrees of crime
the husband could, in this case, only recover a (the previous legislation left the judge too little
had discretion), the rights of suspects and criminals
penalty of no great amount. If a woman who
been guilty of adultery or incest was, on the dis- being guarded, and the privilege of appeal guaranto
commit
shame
driven
This contention is substantially correct,
her
teed.
of
by
guilt,
covery
All men are
suicide, the punishment of the male offender was though traces of old usage remain.
increased one degree, even though lie might have not equal before the law, the military retaining
bad no knowledge of the woman's intention to do some special privileges. Kobbery with violence is
Masters and parents were punished with much still punishable with death, and a man does not
so.
render himself liable to any penalty for beating
less severity for offences against their servants and
children than in the contrary case. Abusive lan- his servant, unless death ensues. The preliminary
for
servitude
entailed
official
to
an
examination of prisoners is secret, the assistance
penal
guage
one year if the person insulted was of the highest of counsel not being allowed. This last feature
rank for ninety or sixty days if of lower grades. will soon be modified. Trial by jury is unknown.
In Jan. 1879, the practice of using torture to compel
In 1899, after protracted negotiations, treaties
confession rendered necessary by the old principle were concluded with foreign Powers, by which the
that confession must precede condemnation was extra-territorial jurisdiction was abolished, and all
abolished, and it was enacted that the evidence of foreigners became subject to Japanese law.
Prisons.
Under the old regime, imprisonment
witnesses, documents, or circumstances, or the admissions of accused persons, should alone be taken was not one of the recognized forms of punishment,
for
it
was
as bases
determining guilt.
necessary to provide some places of
though
It will be seen that, although these codes marked
detention for prisoners who were awaiting their
The inmates
a considerable advance on the Tokugawa system, trial, sometimes for long periods.
The cells were
they still left much to be desired, when viewed suffered very great hardship.
from the more enlightened standpoint of Europe. wooden cages open to the four winds, and the
New legislation was therefore initiated, after a arrangements for sanitation, food, and clothing
The internal
thorough study of the various systems of European were of the most wretched kind.
law, with the assistance mainly of French jurists. discipline was entrusted to the elder prisoners—
Distinguished service was rendered by G. Bois- generally hardened criminals with results which
Soon after the restoration of
sonade in framing the new codes, which, after may be imagined.
arduous labour and repeated revision, came into the Mikado's authority in 1868, a commission was
1st Jan. 1882. They have an essenfrom
sent
to
visit a number of foreign prisons and make
operation
A further revision of the a report, and ultimately a complete change was
tially French character.
Code of Criminal Procedure was effected in 1890. effected. Sir Henry Norman, who recently visited
2
B. H. Chamberlain, in his Things Japanese gives the convict prison of Tokio, says {Real Japan, 1892)
the following account of the present system
The dormitories are enormous cages formed of bars as thick
of

'

—

;

;

—

—

—

,

—

:

,

:

'

Crimes are

of three kinds

:

'

(1) against the State or the
of the public credit, peace,

Im-

and
health, etc. ; (2) crimes against person and property and (3)
and (2) into major
police offences. There is a sub-division of (1)
and minor crimes. The punishments for major crimes are (1)
death by hanging (2) deportation, with or without hard labour,
for life or for a term of years (3) imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for life or for a term of years. The punishments
for minor crimes include confinement, with or without hard
The punishments for police offences are
labour, and fines.
detention for from one to ten days without hard labour, and
fines varying from 5 sen to 1-95 yen. The court which tries
persons accused of major crimes consists of three judges that
for minor crimes, of one judge or three, according to the gravity
of the charge
and that for police offences, of one jnge Ae paix.

perial Family, and in violation

;

:

;

;

;

;

Contrary to Western usage, an appeal is allowed, in the case of
Criminals condemned to
major crimes, for a trial of facts.
deportation are generally sent to the island of Yezo, where

Thick
There is not a particle of furniture.
as one's arm.
Each dormiquilts, or futon (the Japanese bed), are provided.
not
tory holds 96 prisoners. The sanitary arrangements could
No vermin could harbour anywhere. It
well be improved.
was almost an ideal prison structure. The punishment cells

were hardly ever occupied. There was no Hogging. Two hundred prisoners were employed making machinery and steam
Wood-carving, weaving,
boilers, working nine hours a day.
are also
pottery-making, and paper- and cloisonne-making
among their occupations. Only a few are so clumsy or stupid
as to be employed in pounding rice or breaking stones.'
Literature.—The present writer's acknowledgments are due
to F. Brinkley, Japan and China, London, 1904, vol. iv.
and
P. F. von Siebold, Nippon", Leipzig, 1897, vol. i.
in TASJ,
Longford, 'Summary of the Japanese Penal Codes,'
Consult also B. H. Chamberlain,
vol. v. (1S77) pt. ii.
2 London, 1891; G. Bousquet, Le Japon,
Things Japanese
;

:

,
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W.

G. Aston, Shinto, London, 1905 ;
A. von Siebold, Dcr Eintritt Japans in das europ. VolkerHistory of the Empire of Japan, 1893,
recht, Berlin, 1300
of
the
order
Department of Education, Tokio
published by the
G. Boissonade, Projet de code de procidure criminelle pour
Vempire du Japon, Paris, 1SS3, also Projet revisi du code pinal
pour Vempire du Japan, Paris, 1SS6 A. B. Mitford, Tales of
Old Japan'', London, 1874 (for harahiri); Friedrichs, Zum
x. (1892) 351-375; Kohler, 'Studien
japan. Recht,' in
aus dem japan. Recht,' ib. x. 376-449.

Paris,

1877, vol.

ii. ;

;

;

;

'
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W.

G. Aston.

AND PUNISHMENTS

—CRIMES
The transition

(Jewish).

from the Biblical to the Mishnic
period is marked by external and internal limitations in the functions of the Jewish tribunals.
Externally, the Jewish courts of justice lost the
power of inflicting capital and other punishments,
a power exercised by the Roman procurators and
and in the course of time the limits to
officials,
the jurisdiction of the Beth Din were still further
narrowed. Internally, we note a growing tendency
towards the restriction of certain forms of punishment, by making it a matter of difficulty to secure
a conviction. In practice, capital punishment was
obsolete long before the fall of the Jewish State,
and, in all probability, long before the courts were
deprived of the legal power of inflicting it. This
31
is clearly shown by such NT passages as Jn 18
and the Talmud. Thus, in Jerus. Sank. 18a (p.
228 of M. Schwab's tr., Paris, 1888) it is stated
that this right was suspended some forty years
before the fall of the Temple, and that the right

—

—

,

of giving decisions in questions involving financial
matters had been already abolished in the time of
R. Simon b. Shetah, that is to say, during the

Bab.
reign of Alexander Jannreus (d. 76 B.C.).
Sank. 41a brings out this fact even more emphaticNor may the trial and crucifixion of Jesus
ally.
It is
be cited as an instance to the contrary.
now the generally accepted opinion, among both
Jewish and Christian scholars, that the trial of
Jesus was not carried out in accordance with Jewish
law, and that His execution was an act in which
Pharisaic Judaism had neither initiative nor share.
Thus Robertson Smith (EBr* xxii. 812, at end of art.
The meeting in the palace of the high
Synhedrium ') writes
priest which condemned our Lord was exceptional. The
'

'

:

proceedings also on this occasion were highly irregular, if
measured by the rules of procedure which, according to Jewish
tradition, were laid down to secure order and a fair trial for
the accused.' So also Montefiore (Synoptic Gospels, i. [London,
The trial of Jesus— if trial it can be called—.
1909) 345 f.)
It
violates that [Rabbinic) law in almost every particular.
violates Jewish
does not follow because the trial of Jesus .
law in many important points, that therefore the account given
of it cannot be true. There have been illegal trials at all times,
and even the flimsiest legal forms have sufficed to get rid of an
That there was any meeting of the full Sanhedrin
enemy.
is most doubtful; doubtful also is the part played by the
"Scribes" and Pharisees; but that the Sadducean
priesthood
"
was at the bottom of the arrest and of the trial "... cannot
reasonably be doubted.'
'

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

In the passage from the Jerus. Talmud mentioned
above, R. Simon b. Yohai, a tanna of the 2nd cent.,
expresses bis gratitude for escaping the responsibility of condemning a human being to death.
Other passages, of a similar character, in the
Talmud and Rabbinic writings point to the same
conclusion that the Romans took away from the
Beth Din the right to inflict capital punishment.
In addition to these restrictions imposed from
without, the sentences of Jewish tribunals were
mitigated by various internal and voluntary
limitations. It may perhaps be that, in proportion
to the severity with which Rome exercised the
power removed from the local courts, these felt
themselves drawn to the side of leniency in other

—

tendency to leniency was
originally spontaneous, however much it may have
in
afterwards
consequence of external
developed
harshness ; it began while the Sanhedrin still held
the power of life and death. An exact date cannot be
given it is difficult to tell whether and when punishments enacted in the Pentateucual legislation were
directions.

;

But

this

(Jewish)

and to what extent
Does that legislation
represent primitive practice, or did the mitigating
force of the Mishnic recensions of these laws at all
The orthodox
times modify their execution?
Jewish belief, which regards the Oral Law as a
contemporary concomitant of the Written Law and
of equal force, would take the latter view, namely,
that the traditions embodied in the Mishna
accompanied the practice of all Mosaic enactments.
It is, however, held by many that the Tannaitic
law was new and original ; that in early Mishnic
times it was felt that the Pentateuch demanded
the death sentence too readily, and that the Rabbis
took steps to prevent such sentences from being
This subject need not be discussed
carried out.
here it is sufficient to show that the death penalty
was almost abandoned, without entering into the

carried out in all literalness,

and with what frequency.

;

question of whether this was brought about by

new

prescriptions or not.

death was surrounded by many
law demanded
preliminaries and obstacles. The
not only the presence of two satisfactory eyemust
whose
support vigorous
witnesses,
testimony
from
scrutiny (see Mishn. Sank. iv. v., ed. Strack,
which all quotations are taken), but also, before
committing the crime, the accused must have
received formal warning from the bystanders as to
the consequences of his act ("¥"!?!?, ib. v. 1 Bab.
Sank. 86, 806 Tos. Sank. xi. 1, ed. Zuckermandel,
Pasewalk, 1880, p. 431). No circumstantial evidence whatever was admissible, nor could the
accused be convicted on his own confession. The

The

infliction of

;

;

in
examining and in challenging
witnesses, the necessity of proving hathraah, the
elaborate aids given to the accused all tend to
show that the infliction of capital punishment must
have been practically impossible ; and this seems to
have been the precise aim which the Rabbis had
Makkoth la records the dictum that a
in view.
Sanhedrin which condemned a prisoner to death
seven
once in
years earned the reputation of
'
destructive (rrrari)
according to R. Eliezer b.
in
once
seventy years sufficed; while R.
'Azarya,
Tryphon and R. 'Aqiba state that, had they been
have succeeded in
present, they would always
advancing some plea to invalidate the proceedings
Nor was this tendency
in favour of the prisoner.
limited to cases of capital punishment alone it
was extended to other branches of criminal law,
The eighth chapter of
e.g. to the lex talionis.
Baba Qamma shows quite clearly that even in

stringency

—

'

:

;

not have been
early days this command could
intended to receive literal interpretation, for a man
who had lost his eye could receive no compensation
through a similar injury being done to his assailant.
worth of
Compensation could consist only in the
the eye being restored to the loser, and this was
estimated by assessing the value of the injured
before and after the
party, if sold as a slave,
of
accident, the difference representing the amount
Rashi on Ex 21 24 ).
cf.
the damages (incidentally,
Even when acapital sentence had been pronounced
and was about to be carried into execution, every
chance of proving his innocence at the eleventh
The court
hour was accorded to the accused.
remained sitting all day in order to receive appeals,
and an elaborate system of signals was devised to
event of any unexpected
stay the execution in the

known (Mishn. Sank.
piece of evidence becoming
Punishment was to be so arranged as to
of the offence by other
prevent the repetition
to act as a deterrent, and
parties, in other words,
to secure the extinction of the crime itself and
Thou shalt put away the
of its consequences
vi.).

'

:

wrong from thy midst' 'and all Israel shall hear
ami shall sin no more.' Care had to be taken that
no additional suffering or humiliation was incurred
;
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by the guilty party. Any dishonour to the body
resulting from the punishment was to be avoided,
in so far as it was not expressly provided bj
the sentence. In executions and in flagellations,
particular caution had to be exercised in this
respect.

Capital punishment as ordered by the Beth Din
could be effected by lapidation (nS-pp), burning
or strangling (pjn) (see
(.-12-1^), decapitation (rin),

p

and
Mishn. Sank. vii. 1
n'3^ i-ippi nin'p ysi*
Singer's Prayer Book, London, 1900, p. 262). Crucifixion, as a means of death, was a Roman form. The
last two methods are not mentioned in the Pentateuch, where, in fact, stoning is most usual. There
:

;

seems no reason to doubt that s'qild and s e rephu
in the Pentateuch mean what is commonly known
as stoning and burning but the provisions of the
;

Mishna show a great alteration in the manner of
the execution. In the case of burning (Mishn.
Sank. vii. 2), the criminal was firmly fixed in pitch,
up to his knees. A strong cloth, covered with a
soft wrapping, was twisted round his neck, and its
two ends were pulled by officials. The soft cloth
was added to avoid unnecessary pain and in order to
prevent death by strangulation. The criminal was
thus forced to open his mouth, into which there
was poured a stream of molten lead which instantly
consumed his vitals, death being speedy and
merciful.
The Parthians treated the body of the
Roman general Crassus in a similar manner after
Carrha? (53 B.C.). R. Eliezer b. Sadoq, a tanna of
the 1st cent., relates that once he saw the daughter
of a priest who had committed unchastity (Lv 21 9
bound in vine tendrils and burnt (Sank. vii. 2
Tos. ix. 11, etc.
Contrast the burning of R.
'Aqiba, in A.D. 135, after the Bar Cochba revolt,
when sponges of wet wool ["idji ty P'SP] were
placed round his heart to prolong the agony). In
Bab. Sank. 52b, R. llama b. Tobia ordered Imarta,
a priest's daughter who had lived unchastely,
to be wrapped in vine tendrils and burnt.
Both
these cases are distinctly reprobated.
In the
former, the Sanhedrin which could have permitted
such a method is said not to have been competent
In the latter instance it is suggested that
(bdqi).
the Beth Din may have been Sadducean, or that
the narrator was too young to remember details.
Any departure from the procedure described above
is stated to be illegal.
In the case of stoning also, modifications were
adopted with a view to hastening death. Mishn.
Sanh. vi. 4 states
)

;

'

'

:

The height of the place of stoning was twice a man's length.
One of the witnesses pushed (isn'm) the criminal on the loins so
that he fell down (forward) on to his breast, and the witness
immediately turned the body over on to its back. If the
criminal was already dead, then the duty was accomplished,
but, if he still lived, then the second witness took a stone and
cast it on to his heart.'
'

v

all the bystanders followed suit
According to the Pentateuch, the witnesses had to cast the first stone,
since it was through their testimony that the
execution took place (Dt 17 7 ). With the hurling
down of the criminal may be compared the procedure with the scape-goat in Mishn. Yoma, vi. 5.
The official pushed (<]ni) the goat backwards, so
that it rolled down and immediately became dismembered. In some cases the body was hanged,
or rather crucified, after execution, for a limited
period (Mishn. Sanh. vi. 4).

If necessary,

until death intervened.

Decapitation (Mishn. Sanh. vii. 3; Bab. Sa?ih.
524) was practised with a sword, in the same way
as with the Romans but R. Judah b. Elai, a tanna
of the 2nd cent., objected on the ground that it
involved degradation. To strike oil' the head of a
man who was standing caused the body to fall
down, and for this additional humiliation there
was no authorization, consequently R. Judah
;

vol.

iv.

— 19
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(Jewish)

describes a different method, viz. beheading with
an axe (D'aip, kott£s) on a block. The other Rabbis
considered this method even more humiliating, and
It seems that the criminal was tied
rejected it.
to a post, in order that the body should remain
Finally, strangulation (16.) was carried
upright.
out as in the preliminary process of burning, only
that the two ends of the cloth were pulled so hard
that they caused death.
The object of these modifications was, in the
On
first place, to mitigate the horrors of death.
this account a cup of drugged wine and incense
(p; ho Di33 npS hy B-i'ip) was given to the criminal
in order to produce insensibility {e.g. Bab. Sanh.
The second
15- 3 and other references).
43«,
motive was to avoid desecrating the body beyond
the necessities of the death penalty. The pursuit
of both these aims caused a great internal restriction of the functions of the Jewish tribunal.
The various crimes for which the penalty was
death are enumerated in Mishn. Sanh. vii.-xi.
Lapidation is the punishment for eighteen offences

Mk

,

— including incest,

sodomy, bestiality, blasphemy,
idolatry, the giving of one's children to Molecli,
the
Sabbath-breaking,
sorcery,
necromancy,
cursing of parents, criminal intercourse with a
betrothed virgin, the inviting of others to idolatry,
the perverting of a whole city, the practice of
magic, and for the stubborn and rebellious son.
Burning was reserved for a priest's daughter who
violated her chastity, and for nine forms of incest

— only, however,

when committed during

the

life

Murderers
of the legal wife.
of an apostate city (Dt 13 13 )

and the inhabitants
were beheaded, and
one who beat a
the following were strangled
parent (ef. Vergil, Aen. vi. 609), one who kidnapped a Jew for slavery, a sage who opposed
his superior authorities, a false prophet, one who
:

prophesied in the
terer,

name

and one who bore

priest's

of false gods, the adulfalse witness against a

daughter.

The number of crimes for which stripes could be
was very large (Makkoth, iii. etc.). This
penalty could, with certain restrictions, be imposed
the
by
judges at their discretion, unless the
Scripture demanded a specified punishment for
some particular sin. In no case could the stripes
exceed thirty-nine, and, whenever possible, fewer
were given. The presence of the judges was
obligatory. (For full details, see Mishn. Sanh. xiv.
inflicted

= Makkoth,

iii.

;

also

Abrahams, Jewish

The Mishna (Makkoth) enumerates

fifty

Life.)
trans-

by flagellation. Maimonides,
in the Yadh ha-Hazaqa, gives a far longer and
more comprehensive catalogue. A culprit who
received stripes was ipso facto freed from excision
(n-i.3), and recovered all those rights from which
his crime might have debarred him (Mishn.
gressions punishable

Sanh. xiv.

15).

The principle of making the punishment as
lenient as possible, suaviter in re, operated also
in respect of those sins the punishment of which
was reserved for the future life. The famous tenth
chapter of Sanhedrin gives a list of those who have
no share in the world to come, but every endeavour
is made to make the list short.
The principle is
that all Israel are entitled to a share (onb a; ^ST^: bs
N|n c)\y) pSn) unless they forfeit it.
He who says that the doctrine of the resurrection is not
contained in the Pentateuch (according to other readings, 'he
who denies the doctrine of resurrection ') he who denies the
inspiration of Scripture the Epicurean according to R. "Aqiba,
he who reads external (i.e. uncanonical) books he who utters
Abba Saul says, whoso
.
enchantment over a wound
pronounces the Tetragrammaton.' In all these cases reference
should be made to the commentary of Maimonides (ed. Holzer).
Seven persons— three kings (Jeroboam, Abab, and Manasseh)
and four private individuals (Balaam, Doeg, Ahithophel, and
Gehazi)— are deprived of their future life, but in each case the
Rabbis sought for extenuating circumstances in order to find a
'

;

;

;

;

.

.

;
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Similarly, excuses are made for
the generation of the Flood, and for the generation of the
Wilderness.

loophole from perpetual doom.

Excommunication

could,
according to Bab.
Berakh. 19«, be imposed for a variety of offences,
all of a less heinous nature than those punishable
by stripes. It consisted of three grades of separation (1) n'zifa, (2) niddui, and (3) herein.
The
period of n'zifa was one day, of niddui seven days,
:

while hcrem could be indefinite. One who died
impenitent under niddui was not buried with the
usual ceremonies, and the force of herem was very
severe.
In the Middle Ages the power of herein
was great owing to the institution of the Ghetto,
but it was always felt to be a terrible weapon, e.g.
in the cases of Uriel Acosta and Spinoza.
The
very gravity of herein caused great reluctance to
inflict it, and it was very sparingly employed (see
Abrahams, Jewish Life, pp. 52, 292). Cf. art.

Blasphemy

(Jewish).
The penalty of excision (rnj) prescribed by the
Pentateuch was not carried out by human agency,
except in so far as guilty parties were scourged ;
hence this mode of punishment scarcely calls for
consideration in this article. But, just as in the
case of exclusion from a share in the future life,
a fate which also could not be determined by
human agency, so, too, in the case of excision, the
Rabbis attempted to find pleas for the wicked. In
Mishn. Sanh. xiv. 15 it i9 stated that all those
condemned to excision find immediate pardon after
receiving their scourging, if they are penitent.
This conclusion is illustrated by a play on the
words of the text (Dt 25 s ), 'Lest thy brother be
brought to dishonour in thy sight' ('iSpii), R.
'
Hananya b. Gamaliel says as soon as he is scourged
Fines
(njjjp^p) he becomes thy brother in thy sight.'
were imposed by the Bible for breaches of moral

—

—

:

conduct in sexual matters (Dt 22, Ex 22), and for
allowing a dangerous ox so much freedom that it
killed a slave.
In other cases the Mishna knows
nothing of this means of punishment. In the
Middle Ages fines were sometimes paid to the
general funds of the community by persons liable
to be scourged for a breach of Pentateuchal legislation.

Imprisonment, though known in the Bible (e.g.
Joseph and Jeremiah), was not frequently practised
in Mishnic times.
As a means of punishment, it
was employed in what may be described as indirect
crimes, that is to say, for the contumacious and
for the suborner. It could be imposed if conclusive
evidence was not forthcoming though there was a
strong presumption of guilt, or if a person punished
twice by flagellation had committed the offence a
third time.
These cases are dealt with in Mishn.
Sanh. ix. 5, and Bab. Sanh. 816.
He who has been scourged, and has repeated the offence, Is
'

Din to a dungeon, and fed with barley bread
One who slays another without witnesses
sent to a dungeon and fed on scanty prison fare (D'DI "ly urh

sent by the BPth

until his belly bursts.
is

The Gemara explains that the scourging refers
stripes wliich always accompanied the
the difference in the two
penalty of excision
expressions for food is also explained. According
to R. Shesheth, the method is the same, only in
each instance different stages are quoted
the
prisoner was in each case first given very scanty
fare until his belly contracted, then barley was
given to him so that it caused him to burst. The
impractical nature of the treatment is clear proof
that no Rabbi had ever heard of a case of its
to the

;

:

application.

Such a rare situation us the Mishna

presupposes makes it plain that the penalty of
imprisonment could scarcely ever have been inflicted.

It must be remembered that, in the time of
which the Mishna speaks, most of the decisions

were theoretical (see Strack's introduction to his
edition of Mishn.
Sanhedrin-Makkoth, p. 5*)
consequently we have there recorded the practice
of an earlier period.
In the Middle Ages there
was a great revival of Jewish jurisdiction (see
Abrahams, Jewish Life, p. 49, etc.). In Spain (ib.),
up to 1379, Jewish courts could impose punishments and even pronounce a death sentence, which
was carried out by the civil courts. Imprisonment
was a form of punishment adopted by Jews, though
it seems probable that they made use of the
;

ordinary prison
for their

own

—or

some separate portion
The institution

offenders.

—

of it
of the

Jewish Quarter gave the Beth Din greater powers
and fostered the growth of two principles (1) that
it was unpatriotic for a Jew to cite another Jew
before the civil courts and (2) that no mercy was
:

;

to be

shown

The

to the informer.

activity of the

Jewish tribunal in secular matters can scarcely be
said to have survived the breakdown of the Ghetto,
though in religious questions its authority remained unshaken. In many instances, plaintiff
and defendant have, of their own accord, agreed
voluntarily to submit their differences to the
arbitration of the Beth Din rather than to the
civil judge
a system at present in great vogue in
the East End of London. By this means many
disputes are settled without taking up the time of

—

the magistrate. But this does not belong to the
domain of criminal cases. Here the jurisdiction
of Jewish courts has long ceased.
Literature.—The Mishna, Qemara (Pal. and Bab.), and
Tosephta of Sanhedrin-Makkoth should be carefully studied.
For the Mishna there are critical editions (1) with vocab.,
notes, and trans., by H. L. Strack, Leipzig, 1910 (2) by Samuel
Krauss, Leyden, 1909, with introduction, notes, and glossary (3)
for those who are ignorant of Hebrew, a tr., with notes, etc.,
has been prepared by Hulscher (Fiebig's Series), Tubingen, 1910,
with special reference to NT questions Maimonides' comm. is
edited by J. Holzer, Berlin, 1901. The Jerus. Talm. is translated
by M. Schwab, Paris, 1888. The best edition of the Tosephta is
that of Zuckermandel, Pasewalk, 1880. See articles in EBr9
on Synhedrium,' in JE on 'Capital Punishment,' 'Stripes,'
'Excommunication,' 'Crime,' 'Punishment,' 'Hatra'ah,' 'Admission in Evidence/ etc. in the present work, see Adultery
(Jewish), Blasphemy (Jewish) cf. 1. Abrahams, Jewish Life
in Middle Ages, London, 1896; A. BUchler, 'Das Synhedrion
in Jerusalem und die Todesstrafen der Bibel und der jiid.:

;

;

;

'

;

;

nachbiblischen Zeit,' in
in

JE'm.

MGWJ,

1906; see also bibliographies
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(Muham-

madan). i. Introduction. In Ancient Arabia,
crime was often regarded as impurity, and punish-

ment

as purification.

In

Muslim

tradition also it

mentioned that a certain adulterer who desired
do penance for his sin said to the Prophet,
tahhirni ('purify me'), whereupon he was stoned
is

to

to death. 1
In the heathen period, manslaughter and other
crimes often gave rise to bloody feuds among the
Arab tribes. The revenge of the injured party or
of the members of his family or tribe extended not
only to the guilty person who had killed or injured
any one, but also to all who belonged to the same
family or tribe. It is true that by this solidarity
of family and tribe the public safety was in some
respects benefited but, on the other hand, there
was the disadvantage that many innocent persons
had to sutler for the sins of their relatives, and
that long-continued blood-feuds often arose from
insignificant beginnings. Usually on both sides an
attempt was made to put to death as great a
number as possible of enemies of high rank in return for each fallen tribesman for many regarded
;

;

as insufficient

mere

retaliation

by which no

(rjisris),

greater injury was done to the other party than
had actually been suffered. Blood-guiltiness was
sometimes bought oil' by means of a great number
of camels, but the acceptance of such a price of
'
1 See I.
GoIdzSher, Das Strafrecht im Islam (Ivc. cit. infra,
pp. 101, 104 n. 2), and Mtthamm. Studien, 1S89-90, i. 27 n.
'
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blood ['aql or diva) was often regarded as a humiliaSee, further, Blood-Feud (Muslim).
The blood-feud was so deeply rooted in the
customs of the Ancient Arabians that it was imfor (he Prophet completely to forbid it.
tion.

possible
In Islam, therefore, retaliation remained permis-

sible, though with important restrictions. Not longafter the Hijra, circumstances at Medina compelled
the Prophet to issue regulations as to this matter,
in order to prevent the old blood-fetid from conhe therefore
tinuing even among the Muslims
strictly forbade a Muslim to revenge himself on a
fellow- believer for blood-guiltiness dating from the
heathen period. If, however, a Muslim were
attacked unjustly by a fellow-believer, he retained
the right of retaliation
and, if he were killed,
his heirs had also this right, but the question must
henceforth be properly investigated, and only the
guilty person himself might be punished after his
It was, moreover, estabguilt had been proved.
lished that for Muslims only the qisas, i.e. the
talio in the most restricted sense of the word, was
permissible the attacked party must not do any
greater injury to the attacking than he had himself suffered.
Redemption of the blood-feud was
permitted for Muslims, but the acceptance of the
blood
instead of retaliation was not
of
price
expressly made a religious duty.
;

;

;

If any one gains forgiveness from his
See Qur'an, ii. 173-174
neighbour, [the one party] must conduct his case [concerning
the price of blood] with moderation, and [the other party] must
of
blood
the
pay
willingly. That is a mitigation from your
price
'

:

Lord.'

If the guilty person had acted deliberately, he
in future pay the price of blood himself, as a
only if he had killed or
personal punishment
wounded some one accidentally did his relatives
remain obliged to support him in the payment of
the price of blood.
For other crimes not consisting of killing or
wounding, the Prophet did not in general issue

must

;

Only in consequence of
regulations.
special circumstances he prescribed a hadd ('fixed
penalty') for some misdemeanours. The bestknown instance is described in art. Adultery
express

(Muslim). When Muhammad's wife 'A'isha was
accused of adultery, it was prescribed in Qur'an,
xxiv. 1-5, that a person who was guilty of fornication (zina) should be henceforth punished with
100 stripes of the whip, but that they who accused
an honourable woman of that crime unjustly must
be punished with 80 stripes (see, further, art.
Adultery [Muslim]). Other instances of fixed
-penalties are the hadd for theft, which is prescribed
in Qur'an, v. 42-43, and the hadd for highwayrobbery (ib. v. 37-38). In other cases, when no
special punishment is prescribed, the judge is
entitled to inflict such punishment on the culprit
as seems to be the most suitable in view of the
circumstances. This form of punishment is called
ta'zir

'

(

correction

').

Muslim canon law thus distinguishes three
categories of crimes and punishments: (1) the socalled jinayat, i.e. misdemeanours consisting of
killing or wounding, which must be punished
either with retaliation (qisas) or with payment of
the diya ('price of blood') or other damages; (2)
adultery, robbery, and other crimes, which must
be punished with a fixed penalty (hadd) and (3)
all other kinds of transgressions, which must be
;

punished with ta'zir ('correction').
According to Muslim canon law, the punishment
must be regarded in some cases as a haqq Allah
('right of Allah'), in other cases as a haqq ddami
('human right'). When, for instance, a Muslim
has the right to exact retaliation or the payment
of the price of blood, such a case concerns haqq
ddami, just as when he reclaims stolen or loaned
property, or demands the payment of a sale price.
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In these cases the injured person (or his heir) may
also give up his right and forgive the injurer.
In cases in which the judge has to decide as to
a right of Allah,' certain special principles apply.
'

In

many

traditions

expressly put in tin- forebase His relation to man,
on compassion and forgiveness that He is, therefore, always ready so far as
is possible to cover the sins of His servants with
the cloak of love, but only on condition that they

ground that God
above everything

it is

will

else,

;

also act in this
way and cover both their own sins
and those of their fellow-men.
On the ground of these traditions, the judge, the
witnesses, and the culprit must all do their best to
prevent the infliction of punishment, if it is a haqq
Allah. The culprit is then not bound to acknowledge his guilt if he is accused ; he may even
revoke his confession before the judge ; for the
witnesses it is not regarded as meritorious to give

the judge must
against the culprit
expressly point out to the accused the means by
which he may escape punishment and he may not
condemn him before his guilt has been proved,
according to the demands of the canon law, even
though he personally knows with complete certainty
that the crime has actually been committed.
In practice, the crimes which must be punished
with hadd can hardly ever be proved except by the
voluntary confession of the culprit, because the
To prove fornication,
legal proof is too difficult.
for instance, it must be possible to call four
witnesses who have all observed the act (see
Adultery [Muslim]). If the guilty person does
not desire to do penance for his crime, and in this
way to purify himself from his sin, it is therefore
If, however,
usually impossible to punish him.
his guilt is formally certain, the judge is obliged
to inflict the hadd precisely according to the
regulations of the canon law.
2. Retaliation (qisas).
According to the Muslim
law-books, retaliation is still permitted in only
two cases (I) when any one has deliberately 1 and
2
killed another, the heirs of the latter
unjustly
have the right to kill the murderer (2) if any one
is deliberately and unjustly wounded or mutilated,
he has the right to revenge himself on his injurer,
if it is possible to make him sutler precisely the
same wounding or mutilation.
According to

evidence

;

;

—

:

;

Muslim lawyers, this is in general possible only
when a hand, foot, arm, leg, ear, finger, nose, toe,
tongue, eye, or tooth, or other part of the body,
has been cut off or destroyed. Moreover, retaliation is in both these cases permissible only (1) if
the guilty person was of full age when his crime
was committed, and in the full possession of his
intellectual powers
(2) if the injured party is at
the same time an equal of the guilty person.
According to the majority of Muslim lawyers, a
slave is not the equal of a free man
only the
IJanafites hold that the rules of retaliation are
applicable also to a free man who has killed or
wounded the slave of another. If an unbeliever is
killed by a Muslim, it is not, as a rule, permissible
to take vengeance for blood on the latter unless
the deceased unbeliever had been expressly
promised protection of his life by a Muslim. Also
the father may not be put to death when he has
;

;

killed his son.

Those who have the right to demand revenge for
blood are the heirs belonging to the first and
second classes, the 'asabat and the dhavm'lfar&'id
1
According to Muslim canon law, the question whether the
culprit acted deliberately or not depends on the sort of weapon
with which his act was accomplished. The opinions of the
various jtyA-schools differ as to the details.
2 The
qi$a$ is not applicable to one who has killed or wounded
another if he had a right to do so. He, for instance, who finds
a thief in his house, or any one outraging his wife, may im-

—

not only in
kill him without incurring penalty
defence, but also in vengeance on the offender.
mediately

self-
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(see art.

Law [Muhammadan])

according to the
however, wives cannot exercise any

Malikites,

;

If the heirs give up their right to qisas, the
qisas.
the price of blood
guilty person is obliged to pay
the
[diya) according to the Hanafites, however,
in this case, if the guilty
demanded
be
cannot
diya
deceased
it.
If
the
to
himself
agree
person does not
has left various heirs, and some of them are willing
to spare the guilty, no vengeance for blood may be
exacted, hut only the diya.
Vengeance for blood is carried out personally,
under the supervision of the judge, by those who
have instituted the proceedings against the guilty
If there are several who demand it, one
person.
of them is appointed to carry out the punishment.
3. The price of blood for manslaughter (diya).
The price of blood for manslaughter may be
demanded (1) when any one has been killed
heirs give up
deliberately and unjustly, and his
their right to exact the qUas (2) when any one has
been killed unintentionally. 1 In both cases the
dinar of gold,
diya consists of 100 camels, or 1000
or 12,000 dirhanis of silver (according to the
;

—

:

;

But
Hanafites, however, 10,000 dirhams of silver).
in the first case the so-called heavy,' and in the
second case the 'light,' price of blood is incurred.
In the fiqh it is accurately decided what sorts of
camels must be given in each of these cases. If
gold or silver is paid in place of camels, according
to some Muslim lawyers a greater sum may be
demanded for the heavy diya than for the light
but according to others it is not so and, according
to the later opinion of Shall' i, no fixed payment of
100
gold or silver is due, but the worth of the
The light price of blood must be paid
camels.
so-called
the
within a period of three years by
of
'aqila, i.e. by those who pay the 'aql ('price
To these 'aqila belong, according to the
blood').
Hanafites and Malikites, all asahat (i.e. the male
relations on the paternal side) of the culprit, and
according to them he must also himself pay part of
the sum incurred according to the Shafi'ites, on
the other hand, neither the culprit himself nor his
blood-relations in the direct line belong to the
'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

Dhu'l-qa'da, Dhu'l-hijja) ; further, if the deceased
was a mahram (i.e. a relation whom it is forbidden
to marry) of the culprit; according to others, however, they are in this case liable only to the 'light'
diya.

For the death of a woman only half the price of
blood can be demanded for the death of a Christian
or a Jew, according to the Malikites, also only half
the diya, according to the Shall' ites only one
third, but, according to the Hanafites, the full
If any one kills the slave of another,
price of blood.
according to most Muslim lawyers he must himself
make good to the owner the full value, even though
this cost more than the diya for a free man ;
according to the Hanafites, however, the owner
has never a claim to more than the value of 100
camels decreased by one dinar. If the culprit was
under age or mad, the price of blood must be paid
out of his property by the guardian or curator ; if
the culprit was a slave, his master is responsible,
but he can free himself from all further obligation
by giving up the slave.
In addition to the qisas or the diya, manslaughter
demands a kaffara '('atoning sacrifice [); and,
according to Qur'an, iv. 94, this must consist in the
be
setting free of a Muslim slave, or, if this cannot
done, in fasting for two months. The feeding of
of
cases
other
60 poor persons, which in some
is in this
kaffara may take the place of fasting,
Accordinsufficient.
most
case, according to
faqihs,
is
ing to the Hanafites and Malikites, this kaffara
incurred only when any one has been put to death
accidentally (on the ground of the words of Qur'an,
iv. 94)
but, according to the Shafi'ites, also if the
culprit has acted intentionally.
The
diya and other damages for wounding.
4.
The wounded person, as has already been noted,
if he gives up his right to qisds, claims the diya in
if the
place of it (according to the Hanafites, only
is incurred
guilty person agrees). The full diya
of
the
a
the
of
wound, part
body is
when, because
lost (e.g. the nose) of which a man has only one
he who loses a part of the body of which men have
two (e.g. an eye, ear, hand, or foot) may claim the
half of the diya as damages in the same way J
of the full price of blood is incurred for an eyelid,
for a joint of a finger 3V of
•rV for a ringer, and
the diya. The rules and distinctions concerning
the diya for manslaughter apply also to the diya
for lost parts of the body.
Damages are incurred also for wounds for which
no qisas can be demanded, as, for instance, those
which are caused by stabbing or cutting the
conbody. In the Muslim law-books, regulations
sorts of these wounds are
cerning the various
worked out in detail. Ten of them (all wounds
caused by cutting on the head or the face) are
known as the shijaj the mudiha is a wound which
has cut to the bone, etc. The damages which the
;

;

—

;

;

'aqila.

When

the Muslims after the great conquests
established themselves in Egypt, Syria, Persia,
and other lands, the Old Arabian family-organization partially lost its importance, and there arose
a new grouping of persons who had the same
interests to defend.
According to the Hanafites,
the same rules concerning the payment of the price
of blood are applicable to these new groups as to
the blood-relations of the guilty person according
to them, therefore, all persons belong to the 'aqila
who are bound to give t heir mutual support to each
other (among others, neighbours, those who practise
the same profession, those who belong to the same
the
army-corps). The heavy price of blood, on
other hand, may be demanded only from the culprit
himself; and, according to most faqihs, he has no
right to postpone payment. According to the
;

'

'

Hanafites, however, he also is only obliged to pay
sum within a period of three years.
is killed
(3) Besides the cases in which any one
either intentionally or accidentally, Muslim lawyers
the
in
which
a
third
case
culprit
distinguish yet
did, indeed, attack the deceased intentionally, but
without meaning to kill him. In that case the
They
'aqila must pay the so-called heavy' diya.
are also obliged to do this, according to some
Muslim lawyers, if he has killed another accidentof Mecca or during
ally, either in the sacred tcrrit ory
one of the four sacred months (Muharram, Rajab,
It must be noticed that, according to Muslim lawyers, any

the

'

1

one who has accidentally lolled another is punishable even if
no fault attached to him in bo doing. The price of blood may
even be demanded if, for instance, any one has fallen from the
roof and in his fall has killed another.

;

culprit

must pay depend

in

some

cases on an

and are then
express regulation of the law-books,
called arsh ; in other cases they must be fixed by a
sentence
(hukftma), according to the loss
legal
suffered by the injured. An expert has then to
estimate what value the body of the wounded
and after the wound,
person would have had before
If it appears that the value of
if he was a slave.
his body was diminished by, for instance, ,'j, the
of the full
to pay
judge sentences the culprit
If any one has been wounded simultaneously
i/ii/11.
he may claim damages for each
in' several

A

places,

in some cases may
separately, and therefore
receive even more than the diya for manslaughter.

wound
5.

Misdeeds which must be punished with a

hadd.— For the hadd

in

consequence of zina, see

(Muslim). The punishment for
some
apostasy from Islam, which is regarded by
Muslim jurists as a hadd, is treated in art.
art.

Adultery
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Apostasy (Muhammadan).

have therefore

been lost, the thief must- pay damages in its place.
According to the Hanafite doctrine, however, the
thief is not obliged to make such [payment of
damages if the hadd for theft has been applied to

here to treat only of the other fixed penalties, viz.
those for qadhf, wine-drinking, theft, and high-

way

robbery.

—

(1) Qadhf.
By this the Muslim canon law
understands only such slander as is meant in
Quran, xxiv. 4. Since only slander of honourable' women is mentioned there, the crime of
qadhf consists, according to Muslim lawyers, of
the accusation of fornication brought against a
muhsan (i.e. an 'honourable' person, who is,
moreover, a free Muslim of full age, in the full
possession of intellectual power) without its being
possible to adduce proof by fotir male witnesses.
lie who is guilty of this crime must be punished
with 80 stripes if he is a free man, and with 40 if
he is a slave. This hadd is not enforced if he is
under age, or insane, or if he is the husband of
the slandered woman and swears that she is guilty,
invoking Allah by means of the so-called Wan (see
art. Law [Muhammadan]).
According to some
Muslim lawyers, the slandered person has the right
of excusing the punishment of the guilty, but not
according to others ; there is also a difference of
'

opinion as to whether the heirs of the slandered
person have the right of exacting this hadd.
(2) The hadd for the drinking of wine and other
strong drinks consists of a certain number of
stripes, on the ground of the tradition as to the
way in which the Prophet punished drunkards in
Medina. As to the number of stripes, there is a
difference of opinion: according to the Shafi'ites,
the punishment consists of 40, according to the other
fiqh-sc\\oo\s, of 80 stripes for a free man, and the
half of that number for slaves.
The guilt of him
who is accused of this crime can, according to

canon law, be proved only by two male witnesses,
or by the confession of the guilty.
Moreover, the
punishment is not applicable to minors, insane
and
unbelievers.
persons,
(3) The hadd for theft depends on the command
given in Qur'an,

v.

42, 43,
thief cut off the

'

From

the

man

thief

and woman
hands, as a warning
example from God.' According to the Shafi'ite
and the Malikite doctrine, a thief after his first
theft must lose the right hand, after the second
the left foot, after the third the left hand, after
the fourth the right foot, and after the fifth and
following thefts he must be punished by ta'zlr.
According to the Hanafites, however, the thief
must never lose more than the right hand and the
left foot
if he continues to steal after his second
offence, he must be kept in prison until he is reformed.
Theft is, however, punished with this hadd only
when the stolen article had been put away in a
proper manner, and, moreover, had a certain value
(the so-called nisCib).
According to the Shafi'ites,
the hadd is applicable only if the value of that
which is stolen is at least £ of a dinar (about 3
shillings)
according to the Hanafites, only if the
worth was at least one dinar, or 10 dirhams
according to the Malikites, \ of a dinar, or 3
dirhams.
The hadd for theft is also not applied if the thief
was under age or insane, or if he could make good
a certain claim to the stolen property. The last is
the case if one of those who have taken part in a
battle steals something from the booty before it
has been divided among the
or if a Muslim
troops,
steals from that which was intended for the general
use of Muslims.
If one of a married couple steals
something to the injury of the other, according to
some Muslim lawyers the culprit must be punished
with hadd, but not according to the opinion of
;

;

;

others.

The person whose property was
right to reclaim the stolen article

;

stolen has the
if this has

and,
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him.
(4)

The hadd

from Qur'an,

for

v. 37,

highway-robbery

38

is

deduced

:

'The punishment for those who fight against Allah and his
apostle, and pass through the land spreading disaster, shall be
thai they shall be slain or crucified, or have their hands and feet
cut off cross-ways, or that they be banished From the land . .
unless they reform before they fall into your hands. God
forgiving and compassionate.'

.

is

Since, therefore, this hadd was not accurately
defined, there arose much difference of opinion
among Muslim lawyers as to the punishment of

highway-robbers. The various opinions cannot all
be mentioned here in detail. According to the
Shafi'ite doctrine, four cases must be distinguished
(1) if the culprit has only made the road unsafe,
he must be banished (2) if he has also practised
robbery (namely, in the sense that he would incur
the hadd for theft if he were not a highwayman),
his right hand and left foot are cut oil' (in the case
of a repetition of the offence, the left hand and
right foot as well) ; (3) if he has deliberately
murdered any one, he must be put to death, even
though the heirs of the murdered person were
willing to content themselves with the diya (4) if
he has as a highway-robber robbed and killed, not
only is he punished with death, but his corpse is
exhibited for a time on a cross. According to the
other madhhabs, regulations obtain which are
:

;

;

partially different.

When the robber repents before he has been
captured, the special hadd for highway-robbery is
no longer applicable to him, but he remains, for
instance, obliged to restore that which has been
stolen
and, if he has killed any one, the heirs of
the latter have, just as in other cases, the right of
exacting the qisas or diya.
When no special pun6. Ta'zlr ('correction').
ishment is prescribed, the judge, as has already
been noted, must condemn the culprit to the
punishment which seems to him to be the most
He may,
suitable in view of the circumstances.
for instance, send him to prison, exile him, or
sentence him to be publicly put to shame or
scourged, etc. According to the Malikite doctrine,
he is even entitled in this case to condemn him to
as many stripes as are prescribed in the case of
hadd, or even more ; according to the other fiqhAccordschools, however, this is not permissible.
ing to them, the ta'zir must always be less severe
than a liadd. The ta'zir is, among other things,
applicable to a thief when the stolen property has
not so much value that the culprit must be
condemned to the hadd furthermore, in general,
to all kinds of transgressions for which no other
kind of punishment or any special atoning sacrifice
;

—

;

(kaffara) is prescribed.

The judge is not always obliged to apply the
ta'zir; according to the Shafi'ites, only when the
injured person expressly requires him to punish
the culprit; and, according to the Hanafites and
Malikites, also when he is convinced that the latter
will not reform without punishment.
hadd, on
the other hand, must always be inflicted when the
guilt of the culprit lias been proved, because this
is expressly prescribed in the canon

A

punishment

law.
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CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS

(Parsi).—

From

the list of the contents of the original
twenty-one nasks of the Zoroastrian canon, the
bulk of which is irretrievably lost, we find -that
seven of them consisted of the ddtik, or legal
Of these the
literature (Dinkart, viii. 1, 11).
Vendiddd, 'the Leviticus of the Iranians,' is preserved in its entirety, and this work, with some
other portions of the extant Avesta and Pahlavi
books, forms the chief source of our information on
the criminal law of the ancient Persians.
OU'enders against law are punished, first, in this
world, according to the penalties laid down for
various crimes and, secondly, in the next world.
The usual form of corporal punishment is the prescription of a certain number of stripes (updzana)
with the two implements aspa-aStra (' horse-goad ')
'

'

;

and sraoSo-carand ('scourge').

The number

of

such stripes prescribed for different crimes ranges
between five and ten thousand. The extravagant
number of strokes and the physical impossibility
of a human being enduring this torture have led
scholars to think, with Spiegel, Geiger, and Darmesteter, that the stripes were not actually meant
to be laid on the culprits, but that the number of
strokes either meant that the sinner should kill so
many noxious creatures, or that they were so many
strokes inflicted upon the realm of darkness, or
that they were only meant to impress on men the
gravity of the crimes. For instance, it is prescribed that a woman who has been delivered of a
still-born child shall refrain from drinking water for
the good of her own health for some time Vend.
(

The violation of this precept is punish60-72).
Now this would
able with two hundred stripes.
be brutal, and the later writer of the Rivdyat
states that in such a case, if she should thus drink
water to avert serious illness, it would be sufficient
for her husband to atone for her fault before a
Dastur by patct, or 'penitence' (Old Rivdyat, p.
vii.

quoted by Darmesteter in SHE iv. 92, n. 5, Le
Zend-Avesta, ii. 112, n. 88). In the later Pahlavi
period, these stripes are converted into money
value, and certain fines are laid down for the
various number of stripes. Very often the word
986,

'
worthy of death,' is loosely employed
Some
to denote the hideousness of a crime.
unatonable.'
offences are termed andperctha,
The chief among them are the burying, burning,
and eating of dead matter, and sodomy.
The characteristic feature of the Mazdayasnian

marqarzdn,

'

law

is that it prescribes very rigorous punishment
for the violation of the rules of sanitation and
hygiene ; for it is said that the man who violates
these rules imports or furthers epidemic, and
endangers human life. The punishment for the
ill-treatment of the various classes of dogs is exorbitant, and is calculated to ensure good treatment of this faithful animal, who as a sentinel
guards the llocksof the faithful, and protects them
from the attacks of wolves anil other wild beasts,
as also from the depredations of thieves and
bandits.
Any wilful barm done to so useful an
animal is believed to deprive the community of
his services, and to expose life and property to

danger.
Capital punishment is prescribed for the man
who carries a dead body alone, and for the man
who falsely undertakes to cleanse one defiled with

(Parsi)

Strange as

dead matter.

it

may seem,

only ninety

who commits murder.
stripes are prescribed for one
Instances are found in Persian history in which
out to manslayers.
capital punishment is meted
When the Sasanian king Ardashir discovers the
queen to poison him, he consults the
Dastur as to what should be done in the matter.
The high priest thereupon replies that one who
attempts to take the life of another deserves death
(Kdrndmak-i Artakhshir-Papakdn, ix. 16-17).
The cruel punishment of cutting off the hands,
ears, and other parts of the body, is not unknown.
Darius orders the nose, ears, and tongue of his
rebel victim to be cut off, and his eyes to be put
out (Old Pers. Inscriptions on Mount Behistan, ii.
see F. H. Weissbach and W. Bang, Die
74, 89
plot of his

;

altpersischen Keilinschriften, Leipzig, 1893, i. 21).
There are seven kinds of outrages,
I. Assaults.
which are called in Pahlavi pdyak vinos, and in
i
Sanskrit
papani, meaning 'chief crimes'

—

paddn

(Shdyast la-Shayast, i. 1; Patet Pashimani, hi.).
These are (1) dgcrepta, 'stroke' when a man lifts
his hand and wields a weapon with the intention
to strike a blow, he becomes guilty of this crime
(Vendiddd, iv. 17). The punishment for the first
offence is five stripes with the aspa-a&tra and live
The penalty increases
with the sraolo-carand.
the crime,
proportionately with the repetition of
until, on the eighth committal of the same, the
man is termed apeiotanu, of sinful body,' and is
to be punished with two hundred stripes (16. 18-21).
This is the name of the
(2) avaoiriita, 'blow.'
assault wherein a man brandishes a weapon ( Vend.
:

'

iv. 17).

and the

He receives ten stripes for the first crime,
maximum penalty of two hundred stripes

for
prescribed in his case if, without atoning
his previous crimes, he repeats it seven times (ib.
The penalty for this
(3) areduS, 'wound.'
22-25).
crime begins with fifteen stripes, and makes the
the repeticulprit liable to two hundred stripes on
(4)
tion of the same for the sixth time (ib. 26-29).
This is punishable with
xvara, 'sore wound.'
first crime, and two hundred
for
the
thirty stripes
(5) tacatfor the fifth repetition (ib. 30-33).

is

vohunl,

'bloody wound.'

The penalty

is

fifty

the fourth comstripes for the first offence, and
mittal of the same raises the punishment to two hun'
dred stripes (ib. 34-36). (6) asto-bid, bone-breakof seventy stripes
ing,' begins with the punishment
for the first offence, and closes with that of two
hundred stripes for its third repetition (ib. 37-39).
or caus(I)frazd-baodhah, 'rendering unconscious
The punishment for this crime is
ing death.'
first offence, and two hundred
for
the
ninety stripes
for the second (ib. 40-42).
The Pahlavi Shayast la-Shayast variously speaks
of eight or nine classes of crimes (i. 1,3d. 1). The/orman and sraoSo-carand are the additional sins mentioned here. Certain degrees are assigned to the
various crimes, and the bodily punishment is converted into fines. Thus the degree of the smallest
crime, farmdn, is estimated at four stars (a star
of
being equivalent to four dirhanis). The degrees
the crimes rise in proportion to the gravity of the
three
offences, until the tandfur sin is estimated at

hundred stars (i. 2, xi. 2,
Theft.— The tdyu,
2.

xvi. 2-5).
'thief,'

and

hazanha,

heir
'robber,' 'bandit,' who rob the faithful of
cattle and property, are severely punished. Accorda
true
of
declaration
faith,
ing to the Mazdayasnian
Zoroastrian undertakes to put down these crimes
I

(Yasna,

llaoma is invoked to warn the
2).
cunning movements of the thieves
and Kashnu, the angel presiding over
and
spoken of as the best killer, smiter,

xii.

faithful of the
(ib. ix. 21),

(ruth,

is

and
destroyer of the thieves
7f.).

him

The

to

sacrifices offered

bandits (Yasht,
to

xii.

Khurshcd, asking

help the pious to withstand

these evil
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forces, is said to lie equivalent to ottering the
same to Ormazd (Yt. vi. 4; Nyaisk, i. 14), and
Ardvisfira is invoked to pour down her waters as a
source of torment to the brigands Ys. lxv. 8). The
routing of the thieves and robbers is eagerly
prayed for [Ys. lxi. 3). The man who takes a
loan from another, with the evil intention of not
returning it, is a thief and the commentator explains that, if he bluntly refuses to restore it, he
becomes a robber [Vend. iv. 1).
The culprits had either to pay fines, or their ears
and hands were cut off, or they were imprisoned.
(

;

If a man stole a dirham (about 7d.), he had to pay
two dirhams, one of his ears was cut oil', ten blows
with a stick were inflicted upon him, and he was
imprisoned for some time [Sad Dar, lxiv. 2-3). If
he stole another dirham, four dirhams formed
his fine, he had to forfeit his other ear, to receive
twenty blows, and to be imprisoned for a period

twice the length of that inflicted at the time of his

crime (ib. lxiv. 4). The third repetition of
the crime was punishable by cutting off his right
hand [ib. 5), and if, persisting in his evil work, he
finally stole five hundred dirhams, he was to be
hanged [ib. 6). The bandit who had robbed a person of something by violence, had to restore to the
owner four times as much as he had taken, or he was
to be killed if public safety required it [ib. 11 ; cf.,
further, on theft, Dinhart, viii. 20. 123, 21. 1-14).
first

—

The man who lies to
3. Breach of contract.
Mithra is guilty of Mithro-druj, and brings death
to the whole country [Yt. x. 2).
The faithful are
exhorted not to violate contracts entered into with
any one. The six important forms of contract are
(1) word-contract, (2) hand-contract, (3) the contract to the value of a sheep, (4) the contract to
the value of an ox, (5) the contract to the value of
a man, and (6) the contract amounting to the value
of a field Vend. iv. 2).
The penalty for breaking
these contracts begins with three hundred stripes
with aspa-altra and an equal number with sraoSocarana, for the violation of the first class of
:

(

and rises to the maximum punishment of
a thousand stripes each in case of the breach of
the final contract, namely, the field -contract (ib.
contract,

11-16).
4. Crimes connected with the defilement caused
by corpses and dead matter. The earth, being
one of the sacred elements of nature, is to be kept
pure from defilement. Ahriman created the sin
of interring corpses in the earth, for which there
is no atonement ( Vend. i. 13, iii. 39), and it is
.therefore the sacred duty of the faithful to disinter
the dead bodies, wherever possible. If a man lets
a corpse remain buried, and neglects his duty to
dig it out within six months, his punishment is
five hundred stripes with each of the two punish-

—

ing rods. The penalty is doubled in the case of a
corpse remaining buried for a period of one year,
and if it is not disinterred within a period of two
years, it makes the man guilty of anapcretha, for
which there is no atonement (ib. iii. 36-39).
Under no circumstances is a corpse to be carried
by a single person, lest he should be defiled.
Capital punishment is meted out to him who
violates this precept.
The culprit is to be removed
to a barren place, and to be kept there until he
old, after which his head is to be cut off (16.

grows

The man who does not properly observe
15-21).
the rules of removing the
corpse to the top of a
mountain, and fastening the body with brass or
stones by the feet or hair, to prevent the dogs and
birds from carrying the dead matter to water and
trees, is to be punished with two hundred stripes
If a man, happening to touch a
(ib. vi. 47 f.).
corpse in the wilderness, approaches water and
trees without cleansing himself, he receives four
hundred stripes with each of the two instruments (ib.
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Wilful carrying of the dead matter
104-106).
to water or lire makes one worthy of death (Sad
Dar, lxxii. 1). Unnecessary waste of anything is
deprecated, and a man who throws more cloth on
the corpse than is essential has to Buffer the
punishment of four bundled stripes, rising to one
thousand stripes with both the whips, in proportion to the quantity thus wasted ( Vend. viii. 23-25).
Among the worst crimes created by Ahriman is
that of cooking corpses, for which there is no
atonement, and of which the penalty is death
viii.

The
(Vend. i. 17, viii. 73 f.; Strabo, p. 732).
eating of the carcass of a dog or the corpse of a

man makes one unclean for ever, and it is prescribed that the heart of the man guilty of this
crime shall be torn out, and his eyes put out
(

Vend.

vii.

23

;

Sad Dar,

lxxi. 2

p. 123).

The ground on which a dog

;

Grand Kivayat,

man

has died is
not to be tilled for a period of one year. The man
who does not observe this rule is punishable with
The man who tills the
two hundred stripes.
ground without cleansing it of the bones, hair,
urine, and blood lying on it becomes a peiotanu,
and receives two hundred stripes with the two
instruments of punishment as a penalty ( Vend.
vi. 8f.).
It is sinful to throw bones of a dead
dog or a dead man on the ground, as the
marrow flowing from them pollutes the ground.
The penalty of throwing a bone of the size of the
top-joint of the little finger is thirty stripes, and
rises proportionately, to the maximum penalty of
one thousand stripes when the body of a dead dog
or a dead man is thrown on the ground (ib. vi.
10-25).
Bringing back fire into a house in which
a man has died, within nine nights in winter and
a month in Bummer, is punishable with two hundred stripes with the aspa-aMra, and two hundred
with the sraoSo-carana (ib. v. 43 f.).
The
ill-treating the dog.
5. The crime of
Iranians held the dog as the sacred animal created
by Ormazd, and rigorous punishments are prescribed for his ill-treatment.
The giving of bad
food to various classes of dogs is punishable with
fifty to two hundred stripes, in accordance with
the importance of the class of dogs ( Vend. xiii.
Seven hundred stripes with each of the
24-27).
two implements are prescribed for him who smites
a bitch that is with young (ib. xv. 50). Five
hundred to one thousand stripes are the lot of
those who kill various kinds of dogs (ib. xiii. 4,
The murder of a water-dog is to be atoned
12-15).
for by ten thousand stripes, or by carrying ten
thousand loads of sweet-scented wood to the fire,
or

—

an equal number of barsom twigs, or by carrying the same number of zaothra libations to the
waters, or by killing as many snakes and other
noxious creatures, or by helping to contract
marriage between the faithful, and by doing
various similar redeeming works (ib. xiv. 1-18).
or

—

6. Crimes relating to women in
menses.
Elaborate rules are laid down for the period of
menstruation, during which a woman remains in
seclusion, the violation of which is generally
punishable in the next world. Intercourse with a
woman during this period amounts to wilful murder, burning of the life-giving seed, and is punished
with thirty stripes for the first ollence, and rises
to a penalty of ninety stripes in case of its repetition Vend. xvi. 14-16).
The penalty rises to one
thousand stripes when the offending parties wilfully and knowingly indulge in the crime, and the
man has to atone for his sin by an additional
performance of meritorious deeds, as those of killing about nine thousand noxious creatures such as
If the
snakes, frogs, and ants (ib. xviii. 67-74).
woman who has brought forth a still-born child
drinks water for the good of her own health, she
(
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—

becomes a.pes"dtanu her offence is punishable with
two hundred stripes (ib. vii. 70-72).
regarding the purificatory rites.
7. Crimes
Capital punishment is meted out to him who
officiates as a cleanser without himself being well
versed in the rites of cleansing. His hands are to
be bound, his head is to be cut off, and his body is
to be thrown to the vultures Vend. ix. 47-49). A
later work prescribes that he shall be nailed with
four nails, his skin taken off, and his head cut off
(Fraser Rivayat, p. 398, as quoted by Darmesteter
in SBE iv. 135, n. 1, Le Zend-Avesta, ii. 170, n. 55).
Zoroaster denounces this
8. Unnatural crime.
deed as the worst crime against morality Vs. Ii.
is
its
creator
Ahriman
Vend. i. 12). There
12).
is no sin greater than this, and the man practising
This
it becomes worthy of death (Sad Dar, ix. 2).
is the only crime which entitles any one to take the
law into his own hands, and to cut off the heads of
the sodomites and to rip up their bellies (ib. ix.
3 f ). The Datistan-i Dcnlk (lxxvi. 3) modifies this,
and states that, before taking the law into one's
own hands, one should try to impress the heinousness of the crime on the minds of the wicked
sinners, but, if that is of no avail, one may kill
The sodomite is called a
them on the spot.
demon, a worshipper of demons, a male paramour
of demons, a female paramour of demons, a wife of
demons, as wicked as a demon he is a demon in
his whole being while he lives, and remains so
after death (Vend. viii. 32). The faithful should
not have any intercourse with such a man, except
by way of attempting to reclaim him from this

—

(

—

(

(

.

;

inexpiable crime (Ddtistan-i Denik, lxxii. 10). The
crime puts one on a par with Ahriman, Afrasiyab,
Zohak, and other wicked ones (Sad Dar, ix. 5), and
greatly increases the joy of the Evil Spirit (ib. 6).
Eight hundred stripes with each of the two rods
is the penalty for him who has been forced by
violence to this crime, but there is no atonement
for him who voluntarily submits to it Vend. viii.
26 f.). The same crime committed with a woman
is equally heinous (Sad Dar, ix. 7).
and abortion.— See Adultery
9. Adultery
(Parsi) in vol. i. p. 133 f., and Feticide.
(

—
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CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS (Roman).—
Eoman law

never acquired on

criminal side the
clearness and precision which characterized its
civil applications, in an ever increasing degree,
until the collapse of the Empire came.
Among
the many causes for the imperfect development of
criminal law, the most important is the comparatively large influence which political conditions
exercised upon the definition and punishment of
crime.
Under the democratic system, when the
its

assembled citizens were in theory sovereign, evoluwith the advent of autocratic
tion was slow
rulers Sulla, Julius Ca?sar, and the Emperors
change proceeded apace, and criminal administraFor the purposes
tion was made more systematic.

—

;

—

of our brief exposition, three sections of the subThe first comprises
ject may be distinguished.
the notions attached to crime, the gradual abridgment of the gulf between criminal law and morality,

(Roman)

and the widening jurisdiction of the State over
offences.
The second branch concerns the procedure leading up to punishment the third, the
nature of the punishments inflicted. Needless to
say, the boundaries between these three divisions
;

cannot be precisely drawn.
In the earliest days of the Roman community,
most functions of the State were rudimentary,

and there was

little

scope for the public punish-

of actions committed by citizens, even when
they shocked the moral sense. Much was left to
the vengeance of heaven, and in some cases any

ment

make himself the champion of the
offended gods. The close-knit organization of the
family (familia) and the clan (gens) also greatly
restricted the scope of criminal law and, though
the framework of the gens early fell to pieces, that
of the familia retained many of its primitive

citizen could

;

elements until Roman civilization succumbed.
Survivals in the historical period clearly show
that the head of the family (paterfamilias) once
possessed uncontrolled authority (imperium) oyer
the lives of all who were in his power. The wife,
the child (born in the family or brought into it by
adoption from without), and the slave were in this
respect all on the same level. Of course ancestral
custom (mos maiorum), powerful in every age of
Rome, restricted in practice the exercise of this

authority, though in principle it was absolute, and
required it to be used with a certain formality and
The law stepped in later and
reasonableness.
protected to an increasing extent the freeborn
members of the family. New forms of marriage
enabled the wife to escape from the absolute
imperium of her husband. Examples of the execution of women by family decree are found in the
2nd cent. B.C., and of men in the 1st but the bare
right of the head of the family to put to death
those subjected to him was only removed by Constantine, and the cruel exposure of newly-born
children was permitted long after his time. Even
the slave was protected by the Imperial legislaSee art. Constantine, above, p. 80.
tion.
In so far as the State corrected crime, the
supreme magistrate, whether known as rex, dictator, consul, or prcetor, was, in the remoter age,
in the same position as the paterfamilias, that is
;

to say, his imperium was, within its own sphere,
in principle unlimited, though he would often have
to submit, in the case of citizens, to the force
majeure of custom, and in the case of aliens to
that of treaty obligations. The Republic introduced, as one of its few fundamental innovations,
the right of appeal (provocatio), which entitled
every citizen to a trial by his fellow-burgesses in
all weightier matters.
Only in special circumstances, which will be described later, was he
subjected to arbitrary treatment during the

The protection afforded by the
at first valid only against magisacted within the city and a thousand
paces outside, but it was gradually extended to
Italy and even to the provinces. The changes
which were brought about by the Empire were
profound. As in other departments of government, so in criminal administration, the Emperor
became supreme. From the first his autocracy
was practical, and in the end it was undisguised.
Apart from the traces of primitive practice
the first glimpse
preserved in later institutions,
afforded to us of the criminal side of Roman law is
given by the fragments of the Twelve Tables.
Republican age.

provocatio
trates

was

who

Punishment of individuals by special enactment
is for(privilcgium), i.e. by an act of attainder,
The State recognizes as offences against
bidden.

itself only a few acts— treason (perduellio), aggravated murder (parricidium), arson, theft of grain
from the soil, lampooning, and possibly false witness.

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS (Roman)
The definition of crimes was vague, especially (as
was natural) in he case of treason, but later legislat

precision to the legal view of crime,
and extended the range of criminal inquiry. Sulla
carried out a great codification of criminal law,
and grouped crimes under eight or nine heads. To
tion gave

more

each group a separate court (qucestio) was assigned,
each with a fundamental law, dealing carefully
with the substance and the forms of its jurisdiction, and Sulla's regulations were further elaborated by Julius Csesar and Augustus. The courts
set up by Sulla dealt with the following crimes (1)
extortion by officials in the provinces (repctnndcc);
(2) theft to the detriment of the gods (sacrileginm),
or of the State (peculatus) ; (3) murder and offences
akin to it brigandage, misuse of criminal procedure in capital cases, poison, magic, arson, and
:

—

wrecking (4) public bribery (ambitus) (5) treason
(now termed maiestas) (6) forgery (falsum); (7)
;

;

;
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made it cover disrespect for, or attacks on,
the recognized religion of the State. Regard for
religion was a matter of civic duty, though the
State did not force religious observances on the
citizen as such until the conflict between Christianity and the Empire became acute in the 3rd
century. Till then, a Christian's religion would
rarely bring him into antagonism with the government, unless some public function, such as that
of magistrate or soldier, required him to join
in heathen ceremonies.
The deitication of the
Emperors provided for the first time a cult which
was common to the whole Empire, and rendered the
But the
position of the Christians more difficult.
ideas,

persecutions which they suffered were due mainly
to local fanaticism, and were seldom enjoined or
favoured by the central administration. When
Christianity became the Imperial religion, both
heathenism and heresy were treated as public

the infliction of bodily damage (iniuria) ; (8)
public violence [vis) and (9) kidnapping [plagium).
The crimes mentioned are only the principal ones
which came before these courts, for they also dealt
with many other outrages (such as sexual offences)
by direction of particular statutes, under conditions
which are difficult to determine. Augustus established separate courts to deal with (1) adultery,
which had not been previously treated as a public
crime and (2) usury, against which many Republican statutes had been directed (mostly in vain),
and the offence of artificially raising the price of
corn.
Later on, many forms of wrongdoing, e.g.
delatio (the trade of the informer), received special
attention from the government.
Thus, by the
time of the early Empire, a multitude of deeds,
not formerly punishable, or punishable only by
fine, came to be included in the category of crimes,
while others that bad been vaguely classed together as criminal were separated and precisely
defined.
As will be explained later, many acts
which did not come before criminal courts properly
so called were subject to punishment in other
The repression and prevention of crime
ways.
were much more rigorously carried out by the
For instance,
Empire than by the Republic.

offences.

Augustus first effectively suppressed brigandage in
Italy and piracy on the high seas. The range of
private vengeance, which was wide in the early
age, was now narrowed almost to vanishing point,
and only violent attacks against which there was
no defence but violence excused homicide. The
Twelve Tables permitted the nocturnal thief to be
killed unconditionally, but later the killer had to

of panic, many citizens, as well as members of
allied communities, were arbitrarily executed.
This was done in the interest of religion, over

;

;

prove urgent need for his action.
One department of crime needs special comment
that of treason, the treatment of which is vital
in Roman history at every period.
The old

—

name

perduellio indicates by its derivation that
treachery in connexion with war was solely or
viewed as treason in the early days but
soon the name was made to cover any act which
the assembly of citizens could be induced to regard
as a deadly injury done to the community at large.
In the later age of the Republic, the offence was
called maiestas, which is an abbreviation for
crimen maiestatis ijnminutce, a charge of impairing the greatness of the country. The range of
acts which might come under this description was
wide, so that many breaches of a citizen's or a
magistrate's duty, besides those closely connected
with war, belonged to this category. With the
establishment of the Empire, treasonable actions
came to be viewed as directed against the Emperor
alone.
This was the natural ultimate development of the Republican idea that insults to the
higher magistrates were treasonable. One of the
most interesting Roman applications of the doctrine
chiefly

of treason,

;

and one somewhat remote from modern

As has been stated, the absolute control of the
chief magistrate over punishment was abolished
on the foundation of the Republic. The right of
appeal (provocatio) entitled the citizen to a trial by
his fellow-burgesses, and the magistrate who set
the right at naught was himself subject to penalty.
But limits were imposed on the provocatio, some-

times by law, sometimes by custom. At first the
dictator was not bound to grant an appeal, but he
was placed in the same position as other magistrates by a lex Valeria, enacted in 301 B.C.
Military rule naturally excluded the provocatio.
The idea that a lex Poreia, passed before 108 B.C.,
withdrew from the commander in the field the
right to impose the death penalty, rests on a WTong
inference from a passage in Sallust (Jug. 59). The
statutes which conferred power on Sulla, and
on the Triumvirs in 43 B.C., established naked
The
autocracies, and legalized the proscriptions.
Senate from time to time claimed the right to
authorize the magistrates to inquire into offences
and to punish them without regard to the assembly.
The earliest recorded example of this usurpation is
afforded by the suppression of the so-called Bacchanalian conspiracy in 186 B.C., when, in a time

which the Senate exercised an unquestioned superbut later the special criminal commission
was used as a political engine. After the deaths of

vision,

the Gracchi many of their supporters suffered in this
way, though the younger brother was the author of
laws which were designed to put an end to such

proceedings. The decree of the Senate, commonly
known as senatus consultum ultimum, which empowered magistrates to attack by force and slay
men whom the senators chose to regard as rebels,
was a device which belonged to the decadence of
the Republic. It was first put into force against
the younger Gracchus and his followers ; the
slaughter of the elder with his partisans was not
even covered by this form. The decree was repeatedly passed and acted on afterwards, though
its legality was fiercely contested by the democrats.
Apart from the special criminal commissions issued
by the Senate, and the senatus consultum ultimum,
some cases existed in which custom sanctioned the

summary punishment

of

a wrongdoer.

Thus

err-

ing Vestals were sentenced to death by the Pontifex Maximus, though in the later Republican
age they were sometimes arraigned before the
citizen who transgressed against the
assembly.
rights of a foreign people could be surrendered to
that people. One who did not appear when summoned to military service could be sold into slavery,
and so might the burgess who disregarded the call
of the censors at the periodical registration of

A
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citizens
citizens

and their property.

In these instances the

were deemed to have passed judgment on
themselves by their absence (Cic. pro Case. § 99). It
may be added that, in the last century of the Re-

sometimes asserted,
though they were not allowed to exercise, the
of
to
death
summarily any one
putting
privilege
who insulted them. This was assumed to be in
accordance with the provisions of the ancient
leges sacratm, which rendered the persons of the
tribunes inviolable. These laws, like others of an
early date, merely decreed against the offender the
vague condemnation contained in the words sacer
public, the tribunes of the plebs

him be accursed'). The scholars of the
and the tribunes along with them,
held that the clause deprived the guilty man of all
legal protection, gave every citizen the right to
decide upon his criminality, and allowed his blood
to be shed without blame, though, from the earliest
esto {'let

later Republic,

days of Roman civilization, some public control
must have existed over such executions.
The establishment of the plebeian tribunate (494
B.C.), the enactment of the code of the Decemvirs
known as the 'Twelve Tables' (450 B.C.), and
the laws which were adopted when the Decemvirs
were overthrown (449 B.C.) had a profound effect

(Roman)

attendant on the eomitial system led to a new
arrangement, and in 149 B.C. the epoch-making
lex Calpurnia repetundarum established a special
court (quasstio), with delegated authority to try
governors who were charged with robbing the proAs has been stated
vincial subjects of Rome.
above, Sulla placed all recognized crimes under the
sway of such standing courts, and, though recourse
to the more cumbrous process before the comitia
was still possible, it was rarely attempted. The
qucestioncs were exempted by law from the operaOccation of the magistrates' veto (intercessio).
sionally temporary courts were established to deal
with particular offences. In this way the men
who had trafficked with Jngurtha were punished,
and Clodius was tried and acquitted by special

judges. The jurors were originally drawn from
the Senate, for which Gaius Gracchus substituted
the equestrian order. Sulla reinstated the Senators, but after 70 B.C. the two bodies shared the
privilege with men of a somewhat lower station.
Both qualifications and procedure were varied from
time to time by legislation. The quaistiones continued to exist till the 3rd cent. A.D. , but the

parallel jurisdictions which the Empire introduced
continually impaired their authority until they
course
of
criminal
of
were
the
The
extinguished.
upon
justice.
right
There were modes of punishment which did not
appeal was strongly confirmed. Arbitrary punishments of individuals by the assemblies, apart from depend on an arraignment before a criminal trithe provisions of general statutes, were forbidden. bunal, properly so called. The censors in the time
Such resolutions of the assemblies were called of the Republic could penalize the citizens in many
Cicero rightly contended that his ways, degrading their status, and even inflicting
privilegia.
banishment in 58 B.C., by an act of the comitia on them pecuniary loss. They were not bound by
was
unconstitutional.
The Twelve the criminal statutes, and took cognizance of moral
centuriata,
Tables also prescribed that no citizen's caput, that and social offences which were outside the purview of the laws. But succeeding censors were
is to say, his life or his status as a burgess, should
be placed in peril except before the 'greatest not tied to the decisions of their predecessors.
The
forms of civil law were employed to vindicate
which
we
must
{comitatu
maximo), by
assembly
understand the comitia centuriata. As the prin- some breaches of public order, and also to provide
redress
for certain forms of fraud which could not
State
crime
in
the
earliest
was
cipal
days
pcrbe adequately punished by exactions in money.
duellio, or treason connected with war, it was
natural that the assembly which comprised the Not only in Rome, but in every municipal comwarriors, past and present, of the nation should munity, there were fines which were recoverable
constitute the highest criminal court.
On the by civil process, on the public behalf. In some
other hand, a man's property could be assailed in private suits, the defendant, if condemned, incurred
either of the two other assemblies, the comitia additional penalties which were not pecuniary.
tributa, which met under the presidency of a The judgment inflicted on him a stigma [ignominia
magistrate invested with the imperium, or the or infamia) which impaired the value of his citizenconcilium plebis, which was summoned by the ship and left him under many disqualifications for
plebeian tribunes, and was organized, like the public life. The circumstances were such that the
comitia tributa, on the basis of the local tribes. losing litigant was held to have been specially
An old statute permitted all magistrates to impose bound to honourable action, as when one partner
in business had cheated another, or a guardian
fines without appeal, up to a definite amount;
beyond the limit, one of the two assemblies had to defrauded his ward. Theft, when practised by one
decide.
No motion in a criminal trial was con- citizen against another, without violence, was
stitutional which invited the citizens to combine a technically not a crime, but condemnation in a
suit for damages in pursuance of theft carried
personal punishment (porna) with a fine {multa).
The inconvenience of using as courts of justice ignominy with it. The same stigma rested ipso
the legislative assemblies, at which hundreds of facto upon men engaged in occupations regarded
thousands of citizens had the right to be present, as degrading, that of an actor, for instance, or a
was very great. The criminal trial, for the more public auctioneer (prccco), or a gladiator.
Roman jurisdiction over offences was exercised
important offences, required four meetings at
stated intervals before the final verdict could be at first only as far as the Romanus ager extended,
but it may be inferred from a line in that is to say, in the regions of Italy possessed of
given
Plautus, which describes the burgesses as making burgess rights. Outside this pale foreign law prea pastime of their duties as judges (Captivi, 475), vailed. After the Social War (90-89 B.C.), Italy
that there was little ceremony about cases of less was parcelled out among Roman municipalities,
All acts of assemblies were in and tliere had to be a division between tlie local
consequence.
theory subject to the elaborate rules of veto on jurisdiction and the central courts in Rome.
which the whole Republican government was Little is known of the principles on which the
based but custom seems to have restricted within discrimination was based, but we read with some
narrow hounds heir application to criminal affairs. surprise that the statute of Sulla relating to
The tribunes of the plebs acquired a prominent murder restricted the court at the capital to cases
Before the end of the Repubposition as prosecutors for high crimes and misarising in Rome.
demeanours, though at Rome no burgess was ever lican period, the rule was established that a Roman
in theory debarred from entering on a criminal
citizen outside Italy could claim to be tried in
prosecution, unless he had forfeited the right by
Italy for any serious offence, and in the provinces
some misconduct of his own.
The difficulties the authority of the provincial governor in matters
'

;

;

t
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of jurisdiction tended perpetually to encroach upon
the autonomy of the municipalities and ]
pies.
As is well known, the Roman government granted
Jewish
communities.
to
the
special privileges
The advent of the Empire brought about a great
transformation in the criminal law of Home, as in

other parts of Roman polity. The paramount
authority of the Emperor, and, in particular, his
power of pardoning, led ultimately to a complete
recasting of criminal procedure both in Rome and
outside it. At Koine new officials, especially the
prirfcctus urbi and the prwfectus praitorio, graduand, in the end,
ally acquired a large jurisdiction
practically all important charges came to be tried
As
by officers who were Imperial nominees.
the world became Romanized, local diversities
in privilege disappeared, until the celebrated
decree of Caracalla was passed (A.D. 212), which
conferred the franchise on the whole Empire, and
led to uniform, or nearly uniform, legal practice
all over the Roman dominions.
In the early days
of the Empire every citizen had a right of appeal
to the Emperor, as is exemplified by the ease of
St. Paul (Ac 25 12 ), but by the 3rd cent, each provincial governor received from the Emperor the
right of the sword (ius gladii), which enabled
him to dispose of the lives of provincial citizens,
except in the case of Roman senators and members
After the
of the municipal senates (decurioncs).
accession of Augustus to power, the Roman Senate
became a high court of justice, trying for the most
part senators who were charged with the more
serious crimes.
But, just as tiie quwstioncs were
ultimately destroyed by the dominance of the
Emperor, so the jurisdiction of the Senate was
reduced to municipal proportions under the monarchy established by Diocletian and Constantine.
As in Italy, so in the provinces, the extent of
local autonomy possessed by the different cities
and peoples who were subject to Rome varied
greatly while the great process of assimilation
was being carried out. The tendency, however,
to increase the authority of the Roman governors
was strong from the first, and in the end nothing
but a limited control in matters of police, and in
other minor affairs, was left to the municipal
courts, Italy being placed in this respect on the
The history of
same footing as the provinces.
all

;

'

'

-

police jurisdiction, at all periods of Roman history,
is obscure.
During the Republican period, citizens
of the criminal class at Rome seem to have been
dealt with severely, little regard being paid to
their right of appeal.
Indeed, the value of the
provocatio greatly depended on the willingness of
the magistrates in the last resort, of the tribunes
to secure it to the burgess, while to the redhanded assassin or the thief taken in the act the
leges Valeria? and Porcioz were of little avail.

—

—

The nature

Roman

of the

punishments

inflicted

by the

State varied greatly in the course of its
can clearly discern a time when the
if it interfered at all, inflicted the
penalty of death and no other. Under the system
of trial before the comitia, this was the only
punishment which the chief assembly, the comitia
But the custom was
centuriata, could assign.
early established whereby the culprit, before the
final verdict was given, could shake the dust of his
country from oft' his feet and go into exile. In
this case, at the final hearing the plea was put in
that he had changed his soil with a view to exile'
(solumvcrtisse exilii causa), whereupon the assembly
passed a resolution known as intcrdictio aqua et
igni (in the full form tecto was added), refusing
the offender (now no longer a Roman) the right to
receive the chief necessaries of life shelter, water,
and fire within Roman territory, as technically
defined by the phrase Romanus ager, which for
history.

We

community,

'

—

—
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this purpose was never deemed to extend beyond

The quccstiones, in the case of the more
Italy.
serious offences, followed the earlier practice of the
Exile was such a common incident in
centuries.
the early civic community that many treaties made
between Rome and other States included a clause
binding the contracting parties to give harbourage
Until tho time of the Social War,
to outlaws.
which led to the enfranchisement of Italy, a
Roman could find a refuge no further away than
for the murder
of Clodius in 52 B.C., had to place himself beyond
the bounds of the peninsula, at Massilia. Aliens
within the Romanus ager could be warned to quit

Tibur (Tivoli) but Milo, condemned
;

it

by the magistrates, unless international agree-

ment stood in the way. This form of removal
was called relcgatio. But after the Hannibalic

War

the government readily disregarded treaty
obligation, and the repeated indiscriminate expulsion from Rome of Latins and other Italian
allies did much to bring on the great Social War.
This form of banishment was extended to Roman
The rehgatus
citizens in the Imperial period.
was merely ordered to live in a particular place
This
was the only
the
Emperor's pleasure.
during
restriction on the person's privileges as a citizen,
and Ovid, banished to Tomi, was careful to insist
that he was only relegatus, not exul.
Cicero laid it down in the year 66 B.C. [pro Coze.

§101) that exilium was not a punishment known
to Roman law, but a means of escape from punishment yet he himself broke through this technical
principle three years later, when, as consul, he
passed a law to check public bribery. Thereafter
exilium was freely used as a penalty, and new
forms of it were devised in the Imperial age. The
old intcrdictio aqua et igni tended to fall out of
use, and for it was substituted the deportatio in
insulam, rendered familiar to us by Tacitus and
Juvenal, who describe the islets of the /Egean as
;

crammed with exiles.
The death penalty, except in the military sphere,
was, as we have seen, hardly ever exacted in the
Republican age, but in the more important cases
it could not be so escaped under the Empire.
Probably nothing else so fostered the bitterness
entertained by the nobles against the Imperial
system on its first institution. Yet the infliction
of death was exceptional in the first two centuries,
and was confined chiefly to the more important
crimes which came before the Senate and the
Both these authorities were, practiEmperor.
bound by
cally, law-making powers, and were not
From the
as
were the regular courts.
statute,
accession of the Severi (A.D. 193), capital punishment became more and more common, and the
of offences to which it was allotted was
In the end not only treason
and murder, but arson, magic, coining, kidnapping,
aggravated violence, and a number of other wrongThe forms
ful acts might be treated capitally.
of execution were also changed and extended.
was
tied to a
offender
a
the
as
rule,
Originally,
stake and flogged, then released and beheaded.
This was symbolized by the bundles of rods
which
(fasces), each containing an axe (securis),
were carried by lictors in front of a magistrate
invested with the unimpaired imjierium. In the city
the axe was laid aside. Beheading by the axe was

number

continually increased.

common

in the earlier Imperial age (cf.
later, when the sword

but was forbidden

Rev 20 4 ),
was sub-

stituted. The old formula; connected with the passing of a death sentence by the comitia centuriata
show that, before the time when escape into exile
was permitted, the condemned criminal was someThe practice was
times flogged and crucified.
revived by the Empire, according to the custom
of our ancestors' {more maiorum), as the saying
'
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During the main part of the Republican
period, crucifixion was restricted to slaves, except

went.

in rare instances, such as the case of men convicted of misconduct with Vestals.
quaint
early method of disposing of one who had slain
a near kinsman (parricida) was to sew him up in

A

a sack with a cock, an ape, and a serpent, and
then to drown him. The Vestal was walled up,
and died of starvation. In both these cases the
sentence had originally a domestic character, and
we have in them strong evidence of the primitive
objection to the shedding of blood within the
domestic circle. The Vestals were the daughters
of the great State family, and were condemned by

(Teutonic and Slavic)

that St. Paul suffered the punishment (2 Co

1 1

25
)

The soborn free (Ac 22a8 ).
an eye for an eye, and a tooth
called lex talionis
for a tooth
seems to have been sanctioned, probably with an order of a court, by the Twelve
Tables.
Under the absolute monarchy, after Diothough he was
'

—

'

—

'

came to the throne, mutilation of various
kinds was permitted for a number of offences, and
often hear that Christian martyrs were subjected to it, and so, a little later, were heretics
The suband worshippers of the old gods.
jection of free men to torture during judicial
of the
in
soon
after
the
foundation
inquiry crept
Empire, and in the end became regular in certain
cletian

we

the Pontifex Maximus, who stood to them in the
relation of paterfamilias. Something of a religious
character attached to the spilling of the criminal's
But the gods of the
blood by the community.
Later,
family could receive no such ottering.
when the paterfamilias executed a member of
his family, he was regarded as the deputy of the

cases.

tine on religious grounds. The equally cruel death
by burning was also familiar to the Empire. It
was applied, by a crude sort of homoeopathic retaliation, in the age of the Twelve Tables, to the
citizen guilty of arson, and, later, it was occasionThe
ally a form of vengeance for military crime.
killing by fire of the Christian martyrs was techniBefore the estabcally a consequence of treason.
lishment of the Empire, the exposure of offenders
to death in the arena, by wild beasts, was rare,
though we hear of it as inflicted on slaves, deserters,
or prisoners of war. But later it became one of
the commonest forms of execution, and it lasted
into the Christian period, being still in use in the
time of Justinian. Malefactors who were executed
in prison, like the Catilinarian conspirators, were
usually strangled by the carnifex, or public execu-

When the qucestio
forfeited to the exchequer.
was substituted for the comitial trial, this penalty
ceased.
The confiscation of Cicero's property was

magistrate. The cross was used against free men
without scruple by the Imperial administrators,
until its employment was abolished by Constan-

tioner, under orders from the city
of police, the tresviri capitales.

commissioners

We

hear also, in
of wrongdoers being hurled from

Republican Rome,
the Tarpeian rock on the Capitoline hill and the
same thing happened occasionally later, by order
of the Senate while the Twelve Tables prescribed
this form of punishment for bearing false witness.
The application of it in the age of the Empire
seems to have been restricted to no particular
Penal servioffences, and to have been irregular.
tude was a novelty introduced by the Empire.
Criminals were often condemned to work in the
mines, which were mostly the property of the
government, or to do other menial services, sometimes in chains, slaves and the lowest class of
freemen chiefly being exposed to this kind of
Another kind of penal slavery was
suffering.
;

;

enforced enlistment among the gladiators. While
the Republic lasted, citizen rights were completely
lost only as a secondary consequence of condemnation for serious wrongdoing, but such loss was
later on bound up directly with deportatio and the
more severe forms of penal servitude. In all ages,
some particular privileges of the citizen might be
taken away while others were left. Imprisonment
was not regularly inflicted on criminals either by
the early or by the later Roman law. Incarceration was temporary, for purposes of inquiry, or
for safe custody, till a sentence was carried out,
although, on the other hand, the condemned debtor
could beheld in bondage by his creditor.
Bodily
chastisements were seldom imposed in the Republican epoch, excepting in the cam]), where
mutilation and scourging occurred, until the latter
was forbidden by a lex Porcia. In the 2nd cent.
B.C. earlier leges Porcia;

had protected citizens

their civil capacity against stripes.

in

Yet we know

As has been mentioned above, public fines were
days partly inflicted by the magistrates
without appeal, partly ordered by the comitia or
qucestio after appeal, and partly recoverable by
civil process.
Although the legislation which
ensued on the fall of the Decemvirs rendered it
for
a
illegal
prosecutor to propose a personal
penalty along with a pecuniary fine, yet in cases
of perduellio the condemned man's property was

in early

special legislative act, and was irregular, but
Caesar introduced forfeiture for aggravated murder
(parricidium), and Augustus for treason {maicstas) ;
and, later, it usually followed upon relegatio and
In the case of other offences there
deportatio.
was, under the Empire, as a rule, partial confisca-

by

The oppressive regulations connected with
the Imperial fiscus, and the lex Papia Poppcea,
which penalized celibacy, led to frequent and
extensive deprivations of property.
It only remains to note that, while the Republic,
in theory at least, treated all citizens as equal before
the criminal law, the later Empire frankly respected persons. Subjects were divided into two
classes, the 'more honourable (honestiores), and the
more humble (humiliores) or plebeians (plebeii).
The higher class consisted of national and provincial senators, knights (equites), veteran soldiers,
and certain grades of Imperial officials. These
were exempt from crucifixion, from death in the

tion.

'

'

'

arena, from penal servitude, and from scourging
and torture and it was a privilege even of a local
senator (decurio), after the 2nd cent., that the
governor of the province could not put him to
death without a confirmation of the sentence by
the Emperor. The regular Imperial courts took a
more extensive cognizance of crimes committed by
;

slaves than
Literature.

was the case

—The

earlier.

whole criminal law

of

Rome

has been

Mommsen

in his Horn. Strafrecht
by which earlier works on the subject are,
the main, superseded. For the judicial system of the later
with
its
complicated arrangements, the work of O.
Empire,
Karlowa, Horn. Recktxgcsch. (Leipzig, 1885) is most valuable.
A brief summary will be found in theart. 'Judicium,' in Smith's
Diet, of Antiquities'-*, lSyu-1891; more information in the artt.
'Judicium' and Praofectus,' in DarembergSaglio, Diet, des
J. S. REID.
antiquiUtf, lSR6ff.

exhaustively treated by T.
(Leipzig, 1899),
in

'
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—

(Teutonic

and Slavic). I. General conceptions of crime
and punishment. (1) Teutonic. We learn from
Tacitus that the practice of blood-revenge was an

—

—

important element in 1the legislation of the Teutonic
The word used to express
peoples of his time.
the execution of such revenge appears in nearly all
the Teutonic languages
thus, Goth, tori/can,
gawrikan, A.S. torScan (Eng. 'wreak'), O.H.G.
re/than (Germ,
rdchen),
'avenge,' 'persecute,'
:

The

'

punish.'

possibility of

revenge to wergeld
1

frYrm. 21

pinqui

quam

commuting

anil fine is also

blood-

mentioned by

'Suscipere tarn inimicitias seu patris 6eu proamicitias necesse est.'
:
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'

;

1

'

'

likewise Goth, skuldo, skula,

'

'

'

'

below.
of Tacitus, however, bloodremission by wergeld and line were
treated as something more than the private affairs
The injured group,
of the families concerned.
instead of exacting blood-revenge, might, as is
2
cause
(Sache ;
implied in Tacitus, refer its
Goth, sakjo, O.H.G. sahha, A.S. .sacu [Eng. 'sake'],
O. Norse, sok) to the public assembly. The compensation fixed by this tribunal was regarded as in
some sense a penalty, and the amount was shared
between the injured party (or his relations) on the
one hand, and the chief or (in republican States)
the community on the other. 3
If we regard the intervention of the public
assembly as involving no more than an attempt on
the part of the tribe to bring about a peaceful
settlement of such feuds as were especially
4
dangerous to the common weal, then the germs
of the procedure among the Teutons may be
In the main,
referred to a very remote age.
however, the offences dealt with by the assembly
(Goth. ma]>l, A.S. mafSel, O.H.G. mahal, O.Norse,
mdl) in its judicial capacity would be, alike in
antiquity and in the time of Tacitus, those which
are included under a term common to Greek and
Sanskrit, viz. &yos = agas, expressing an idea that
must go back to the dawn of Aryan history (cf.
a
art. Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 50 ).
Of the primitive Teutonic terms applied to
crimes against the community or its tutelary
deities, and punishable by the community, special
account must be taken of the following three:
O.Sax. sundea, 'misdeed,' O.Fris. siune,
(1)
'crime,' A.S.
synn, 'transgression,' 'wrong,'
'enmity' (Eng. 'sin'), O.H.G. suntea, 'sin'; (2)
Goth, frawaurhts, A.S. forwyrht, O.Sax. farwurht,
'sinful'; (3) Goth.
'sin,' O.H.G. farworaht,

dttlgs, 'guilt,' etc., see

Even by the time

revenge and

its

'

'

"

fairina, 'ground of accusation,' O.Norse firn,
A.S. firen, O.H.G. firina, crime,' sin.' Of these
the nearest equivalent to Gr. #705 = Skr. agas&re
the first series (O.Sax. sundea, etc., probably
related to Lat. sons, 'guilty'), and the second
being
(Goth, frawaurhts originally signifying
liable ; cf. Germ, eine Strafe verwirken, to incur
a punishment '). In seeking to render the primitive connotation of these words, we must, of
course, guard against introducing Christian ideas
yet the fact that the Church selected precisely
these terms to express the conception of sin, i.e.
transgression against God, shows that even in
heathen antiquity they must have implied some
notion of trespass against the gods. The third
series (Goth, fairina, etc.) has not as yet been
Some connect it with
satisfactorily explained.
Lat. per in periuro, perperam, Gr. iripav, and
'

'

'

'

'

period drawn relatively fine distinctions
within the general idea of wrongdoing. Among
the various groups of words thus employed are the
forms with the prefixes mein- (esp. O.Norse meineiSr, A.S. mAn-d\> [cf. O.Eng. manswear'], O.H.G.
mein-eit [Germ. Meineid,
perjury ']) and missa(Goth. missade\>s, O.H.G. missitat, 'misdeed'),
implying respectively the attributes of deceitfulThis deepened
ness and perversity in conduct.
conception of wrongdoing is also indicated by the
words Goth. skanda = O.H.G. scanta, 'disgrace';
O.H.G. scama, 'sense of shame,' and O.H.G. lastar,
early

'debt,'

'debtor,' O.H.G. sculd, seulda, A.S. scyld, which
to be
are all derived from Goth, skal, sknlum,
owing,' and mean literally the obligation to pay
(wergeld or tine), and then, figuratively, guilt in
general, whether before God b or man (ef. art.
Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 49 ). For the Goth.
'
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as

'

O.H.G. buoza, O.Sax. bota, O.Norse but, 'fine,'
which are cognate with Goth, batiza, batists,
better,' best,' and originally signified repair of

damage ';

(Teutonic and Slavic)

'a deed thai goes beyond,' i.e.
interpret
beyond the crimes usually entailing blood-revenge
others connect it with Goth, ferja, snarer,' O. 1. '(I.
fdra, A.S. /av, 'snaring,' and regard it as Minifying an offence involving the element of secrecy.
It is in any case certain, as appears also from the
1
language of Tacitus, that the Toutons had at an

Tacitus, and, as may be inferred from the affinity
of A.S. were, M.H.G. were, 'wergeld,' with Skr.
vaira{vi. 1!lood-Feud [Aryan], vol. ii. p. 724''), it
goes back to the primitive history of the Teutonic
race.
From that remote age come also the terms
1

;

O.Norse

lostr,

'vice,'

'error,'

'disgrace,'

from

lahan, 'to blame' (cf. also O.Irish locht, 'error').
The primitive Teutonic word for 'punishment'
is found in the series: O.Norse viti, A.S. viite
(M. Eng. and Scots wite), O.H.G. wizzi; it is
related to Goth, fraweitan, 'avenge,' O.H.G.
wizan, 'punish,' and far-wizan, 'punish,' banish,'
and, as connected with the root rid (Lat. video),
seems to be equivalent to the Lat. aniinadvertcre
form
in aligtiem, 'to proceed against one.'
peculiar to the Western Teutonic dialects is
O.H.G. haramscara, A.S. hearmsccare, i.e. something imposed as a disgrace (O.H.G. haram, A.S.
Aecwro=O.Slav. sramu, Kuss. soromii, 'disgrace').
The O.H.G. anton, anadon, 'punish,' blame (cf.
O.H.G. anto, anado, 'indictable offence') is exclusively German, as are also the much later and
still etymologically obscure words M.H.G. strafe,
punishment,' and veime, vehme.'
(2) Slavic.
Turning next to the Slavs, we note
that, apart from the treaties of Prince Oleg (A.D.
912; Jirecek, no. 1) and Prince Igor (A.D. 945;
Jirecek, no. 2) with the Greeks, the earliest
Russian document of a legal character is the
collection of ancient prescriptive laws, decrees of
and Christian - Byzantine enactments,
princes,
known as the Russkaja Pravda. This has been
handed down in two forms, a shorter and a longer,
and its original draft is attributed to Jaroslav
(1019-54), by whose sons it was brought to comhave, accordpletion (Jirecek, nos. 3 and 4).
ingly, no direct information regarding the legislation of the earlier centuries, and must fall back
upon a posteriori arguments and philological data.
From the records of the ancient annalists we infer
that in the period before the migration, i.e. in the
early centuries of the Christian era, the social
fabric of the Slavs was of a character which may
be outlined as follows. The Slavic people were a
congeries of clans and tribes, each group resting
2
At the head of each
upon a basis of kinship.
group stood the elders (stareSina), who are called
zupani (from iupa, domicile ') by some foreign
3
and pfjyes by others. 4 In the early
writers,
centuries of our era the Slavs had borrowed their
word kiinezi, 'prince,' from the Teutons (O.H.G.
kunina, king, etc.). The form of government
was purely democratic, and the decision of all
6
questions rested with the public assembly.
'

A

'

'

'

'

—

We

'

'

'

'

1 Germ. 12 : 'Distinctio
poenarum ex delicto . . . Diversitas
dum
supplicii illuc respicit, tamquam scelera ostendi oporteat,

puMimtnr.jlagitia abscondi.'
2
Nestor, Chronicle, xii.
'They lived each with his kindred
over his
(rodu), and upon his own territory, every one ruling
:

1 Germ. 21:
'nee implacabiles durant [inimicitiae] ; luitur
enini etiam homicidium certo armentorum ac pecorum numero.'
2 Germ. 12: 'Licet
apud concilium accusare quoque et discrimen capitis intendere.'
3 lb. :
'equorum pecorumque numero convicti mulctantur :
pars mulctae regi vet civitati, pars ipsi qui vindicatur, vel
propinquis eius, exsolvitur.'
* Germ. 21 :
periculosiores sunt inimicitiae juxta libertatem.'
'

own

kindred.'
'

Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, cap. 29
Principes hi popull
habent nullos praeter zupanos, senes, seniores, maiores natu.'
3

>

:

Maurikios, Ars militaris,

p. 2S1)
5

:

(ed. Scheffer, Upsala, 1664,
7roXAoi prfyts Kat a-o-vixfyoivois exoeres Jrpbs dAAjjAous.
xii.

Procopius, de hello Gothico, iii. 14 : ro yap tuiri javra,
ovk apxovrai wpbt di-fipo? fr&i a ^' * v

2<cAa07j>-ot T€ jeai 'Avrai,
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As among the Germans, the legal relation of
the various clans to one another was based upon
the laws of blood-revenge, of which the primitive
Slavic designations are found in O.Slav, misti,
Russ. mesti, revenge,' and O.Russ. vrazida, Pol.
wrozda, etc., lit. 'enmity.' That the practice of
blood-revenge persisted among the Slavic peoples
until the dawn of historical tradition, and among
the Southern Slavs, indeed, until recent times, has
'

been shown in Blood-Feud (Slavonic), vol. ii. p.
There is no doubt, moreover, that in very
733
ancient times the blood-revenge could be adjusted
by means of the wergeld, and this holds good
whether the Russ. term for wergeld, viz. vira, is
of cognate origin with the above-mentioned Skr.
vaira and A.S. were, or was borrowed from one of
the Teutonic dialects. If the latter alternative is
the right one, the original Slavic term must be
looked for in such words as Czech hlava (Russ.
golova, head '), Pol. wrozda, or Serv. krv (Russ.
krovi, blood '), all of which mean both homicide
and the compensation paid therefor.
In process of time blood-revenge was gradually
abolished, and
superseded by ransom (Russ.
The Russkaja Pravda, which in its
vykupu).
older form sanctions blood-revenge only in cases
of murder or serious bodily injury, and confines it
fi'.

'

'

'

'

'

'

within certain degrees of kinship, brings us to this
stage, as in other cases it substitutes for blood-

revenge

the prodaia,

'compensation,' 'money'

payment for an offence,' lit. sale (of vengeance ?).
The prodaza either fell to the chief alone, or was
'

shared between him and the injured party. That
for which compensation was paid was usually
called za obidu, but it should be noted that obida
is the common term for aSiKla, and is not limited
to its

modern sense

tongues were

'

of

insult.'

drawn upon

then

The
for

classical

words to

express the idea of compensation ; thus we find
Gr. epitimia, originally penance imposed by the
Church,' then
compensation for any offence,'
while from the sphere of Latin culture comes
'

'

penja (Lat. pcena).

The question arises, however, whether in the
case of the Slavs, as in that of the Teutons, the
conceptions of crime and punishment in general
did not spring from the narrower ground of transgression against the community and its tutelary
deities.
Of Slavic terms for 'crime' there is
only one which is represented in all the various
viz.
O.Slav, grcchii, 'sin,' a word etymodialects,
Berneker, Slav. etym.
logieally obscure (cf.
It is
Worterb., Heidelberg, 1908 ff., p. 350f.).
certainly the case that this word, as used in a
literary tradition under Christian influence from
the first, is, in general, practically equivalent to
sin against God,' precisely like the O.H.G. suntca
and Goth, frawaurhts (see above)
it always
signilies a transgression in the ecclesiastical sense,
while a civil offence is called prestuplinie.
It
should be borne in mind, however, that, as grMi.it
is found in all the Slavic dialects, it must go hack
to heathen times and it is natural, therefore, to
see in this word the Slavic (as in suntea or
frawaurhts the Teutonic) equivalent of the Gr.
And since, as we saw above, all
d705 = Skr. agas.
matters were referred for decision to the public
assembly, and as there is also evidence for a
primitive Slavicword signifying 'tribunal' (O.Slav.
sadil), it will hardly be counted rash, the present
writer thinks, to assume that here too, as among
the Teutons (for the concilium, see above), and
also the Macedonians, the tribal assembly was a
'

;

;

1

(K naXaiav fitOTevoviTi' *>" oi« touto aurot? rue
npaynaTtav del Ta T« £u'u</»opa K ai Ta bvaxoKa es Koivhv (public
assembly) oyerac.
1
De rapitalibns rebus vetusto MaceCurtius, VI. viii. 2f»
donum modo lnquirebat exercitus, in pace erat volffi.' Cf.,
further, O. Hoffmann, Die itakedonen (Qottingen, 1906), p. 21.
SjjlJ.OKpaTia

'

:

(Teutonic and Slavic)

court which might deal inter alia with offences
[arichit) against the community and its gods.
That such infringements of the public interest are
not mentioned in the IliisskajaJ'ravda is explained
by the fact that the latter is not, and does not
purport to be, a complete legislative code.
In the Slavic languages there are two distinct
'

groups of words signifying punish,' punishment':
(1) the derivatives of a root fear- (O.Slav, and
O.Russ. karati, Czech kdrati, Pol./;arac,'punish');
and (2) those of a root kaz- (cf. Russ. nakazdti,
'punish,' kazni, 'heavy civil penalty,' kdzniti,
The fundapunish,' Czech kdzati, kazniti, etc.).
mental meaning of the latter seems to be something like banish,' perhaps in the sense of Gr. 51kt\,
Seltcvv/xi, 'law,'
punish (cf. Russ. pokazdti). The
first-named group goes back to a primitive form
*
which
is
kara,
found, with or without derivatives, in many Aryan languages, and means
and
'war'
(O.Pers. kdra, 'army,' Lith.
'army'
kdras, hart, 'war' and 'army,' Goth, harjis,
O.Pruss. karjis, Irish cuire, 'army').
If this
series be correctly interpreted as originally denoting 'the national army drawn up for war'
'

'

'

'

'

Schrader, Eeallexicon, Strassburg, 1901, p.
f. ), one is tempted to take the further step of
connecting karati, 'punish,' with the judicial
functions which we have conjecturally ascribed
to the Slavic 'assembly' (cf. also napv-q = f-q/j-la in
Hesychius).
As it
2. Particular crimes and punishments.
cannot be expected that the present article should
deal with the entire criminal law of the ancient
Teutons and Slavs, the writer proposes simply to
emphasize sueli aspects of the subject as may be
judged of special importance for the readers of
this work.
A. CRIMES. Here it will be the writer's special
object to determine which of these first developed
a definite terminology. There is, unfortunately,
a great lack of preparatory works in this field,
1
particularly on the Slavic side, so that only a few
of the more important points can be referred to.
We saw above that the Teutonic and Slavic
races from the very first drew a distinction between
those offences which, as directed against the
community, had to be punished by the community
{i.e. the public assembly, and subsequently the
State), and those which, bearing merely on the
individual, were subject to the laws of bloodrevenge or the private fend. Even at a very early
period, however, we find that penal offences coming
under the latter category, such as murder or flagrant theft, were really assigned to the former, so
that it is impossible to make the distinction in
question the principle of an exact classification of
crimes. But we can hardly doubt that the species
of crime referred to by Tacitus (Germ-. 12), viz.
cowardice in war and treason, 2 was always clearly
discriminated from that which embraced personal
The
assault, ordinary homicide, robbery, etc.
original Teutonic word for 'cowardice' would
seem to be found in the O. Norse argr, A.S. earh,
(O.

349

—

—

H.G. arag,
Lombard arga (a term of abuse),
while an old term for ' treason
cowardly
appears in O.H.G. herisliz, 'desertion from the
army.' An O.Russ. term for a related crime was
perevitU (cf. Russ. otvHu, 'answer,' O.Russ. rn-e,
'public assembly, O.Pruss. waitidt, 'speak'),
secret treasonable communication of intelligence,'
for which, of course, as for the crimes mentioned
by Tacitus, the penalty was death (Pskovskaja
'

'

'

;

1

'

Gramota, Jirecek,

We

ix. 14).

shall, therefore, treat of the various offences,

apart from those against honour, under the follow1

For the Teutons, Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaltirliimer,
the best work available.
Iguavi et imbelles, proditores et transfugae

C23ff., is still
-

'

p.

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
crimes against the person, (2) crimes
against property, and (3) crimes against morality.
It is creditable
(1) Crimes against the person.
to the Teutons that they discriminated between
killing in general and murder, i.e. (according to
the ancient point of view) the wilful and secret
human life a
(or, at least, stealthy) taking of
crime denoted by the following series of words:
Goth, matirbr, O.Norse morel, O.H.G. mord, cognate with the Lat. mors, mortis, 'death,' though it
should be observed that Ullilas (Mk 15') uses the
term in connexion with Barabbas, who is said to
have committed a maiirbr (06vos) in the insurrection (tv t% or&aei), and, therefore, not in secret.
The idea of secrecy receives its first distinct expression in the exclusively German forms compounded with muhh, viz. miihhilswcrt, muhhildri,
meuehelmord ; cf. O.Irish formuigthe, 'absconA somewhat different shade of meaning
ditus.'
appears in the Slav, razboj, which is the usual word
for murder in several of the Slavic languages,
and which in Old Russian means both highway
According to the
robbery' and 'ambuscade.'
ing heads

:

(1)

—

—

'

'

'

4 and 5), one who
(Jirecek,
kills another openly in a quarrel or at a feast may
be absolved by money, but, if one sets out to
commit razboj without any quarrel, the people
shall not pay a fine for the razbojnikU, but shall
surrender him absolutely, with wife and child, to
the potokil and the razgrablcnie' (for these punishments, see below). Of the numerous Teutonic
terms for the infliction of bodily injury only the
In the Lex
Frisian doleh need be referred to here.
Frisionum it is the most comprehensive term for
familiar
of
all
kinds.
wounding
phrase is dath
cf. also the
und doleh, killing and wounding

Ritsskaja Pravda

iv.

'

A

'

'

;

O.H.G. noeh

tolk noch t6t.

Doleh comes from

Goth,

'debt,' related

to

dulgs,

O.Slav,

dliigu,

and O.Irish dliged, 'duty,' 'law,' 'right.'
There was thus a term signifying 'debt,' 'obligation,' common to all the languages of Northern
Enrope, and this acquired the special meaning of
obligation to pay compensation for bodily injury,'
and eventually that of the injury itself. Beyond
this, however, no rigid distinction was made
between homicide and wounding, and O.Norse
words like vig, sdr, and drep may signify either.
In the Russkaja Pravda the only difference is that
the fine for homicide is termed vira, while that
for wounding is termed prodaia (see above)
Should any one strike with the sword, but not
cause death, he shall pay [to the prince] three
grivennicks, and to the person injured one grivenbut, if he does
niek, and money for the doctor
cause death, the vira must be paid (Jirecek, iv.
'debt,'

'

'

'

:

'

1

;

'

24).

—

Crimes against property. Of all crimes the
to acquire a precise terminology was theft
this takes us back to primitive Aryan times cf.
(2)
first

Skr.

—

stend-

and tdyu-,

'thief,'

O.Iran,

;

taya-,

'theft,' O.Slav, tati, O.Irish tdid, 'thief,' and
also Gr. kX^tttw, Lat. elepere, Goth, hlifan, and Gr.
form common to all the Teutonic
Lat. fur.
<t>iiip,
dialects is represented by Goth, stilan, while all

A

the Slavic languages have terms corresponding
to O.Slav, krada, krdsti, 'steal.' The fact that in
all these languages the words connoting secrecy
are related to the terms for thief,' theft,' steal
O.Slav, taj
(e.g. Skr. stayit-, 'secret,' to stendto tati; O.Pruss. aukliptas, 'concealed,' to Goth.
was
shows
that
it
the elehlifan, etc.) clearly
ment of concealment which distinguished theft
from open robbery (Goth, biraubon, A.S. rfafian,
O.H.G. roubbn and O.Slav, grabla, Kuss. grdbliu,
As robbery, however, was not
Pol. gratii, etc. ).
in primitive times counted dishonourable (cf.
Schrader, Reallex. s.v. 'Raub'), and as, even in
historic times, theft was often punished more
'

'

'

;

;

(Teutonic and Slavic)
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severely than robbery, it is obvious that the ethical
ideas of later ages must have undergone a complete
transformation. The horse-thief was punished with
It is
signal severity by Teutons and Slavs alike.
recorded, e.g., in the Vila Lndgeri, i. 26 (ed. Broner),
that by order of Duke Wittekind of Saxony a
horse-thief was put to death by stoning, while the
above-cited passage of the Pskovskaja Gramola
puts the horse-thief (konevoy tali) and the incencf.
O.Fris. morthbrond) on a
diary (zaiigalniku,
level with the perevelnikil (see above) they are all
liable to the penalty of death.
In the ancient
Teutonic codes the general term theft comprises
:

'

'

a large number of subordinate species with distinct
names, for which, so far as the present writer is
aware, the Slavic codes furnish no equivalents.
Thus we have O.H.G. walaroupa, A.S. wcelredf,
'stripping of corpses,' and O.H.G. herireita, etc.,
ravaging,' i.e. the perpetration of crime especially robbery in bands.
Closely allied to this is
Heimsuchung (O.Kris, hemseke; in Scots Law,
hamesucken), domus invasio in aliquam familiarn,'
which, however, may be committed by a single
person, and in that case resembles the modern
Hausfriedensbruch (Lombard curtis ruptura, quod
'

—

'

—
'

'

est oberos facere
(3)

').

Crimes against morality.

— In marked contrast

to the class of crimes against property, the class

embracing what would now be reckoned crimes
against morality has a singularly meagre vocabulary. This is, of course, explained by the great
change that has taken place in men's ideas regarding sexual morality (see also art. Chastity [Teut.
and Balto-Slav.]) a change for which, alike in
Teutonic and in Slavic countries, the way was
prepared by the Christian Church. With reference,
first of all, to incest, the Teutonic family of
languages, so far as the present writer knows, has
but one specific term applicable to this crime, viz.
A.S. sib-leger, 'lying (i.e. cohabitation) within the
family,' which points unmistakably to family
In Anglo-Saxon glosses the Lat.
exogamy.
incestum is rendered lwe.med, which, however,
means coitus simply lawful or unlawful, or even
adulterous. No O.Russ. term for incest' (modern
Russ. krovomeSenie, 'blood-mixing') is known to
the writer. Any such term would, of course, bear
the stamp of the Church.
find, for instance,
that the metropolitan Johannes II. imposed penance
upon marriages between persons as far apart as the
fourth degree. In northern Europe, however,
even in pre-Christian times, marriage within the
family-group would doubtless be prohibited on
economic grounds, although a moral repugnance to
consanguineous unions would not then exist.
The crime of adultery, as was shown in art.
Chastity (Teut. and Balto-Slav.), vol. iii. pp. 499503, could be committed only by a wife, a married
man being held culpable only in case of intercourse
with the wife of another. The terms applied to
this offence are of very general connotation ; e.g.
O.H.G. huor, O.Norse and A.S. hdr, signify any
kind of illicit intercourse; similarly O.H.G.
ubarligida, 'adulterium.'
higher degree of
precision belongs to A.S. forliges, 'adulteress,'
lit.
'she who lies amiss.' The oldest Russian
designations are smilinojc, zastavanie, liobodejanie,

—

—

'

We

A

'

ete.

—

of course, of ecclesiastical origin.
The
name is izmena, 'treason,' 'unfaithfulThe punishment of this offence among

all,

vernacular
ness.'

—

—

the Russian peasantry the primitive vyvodu is
described in art. Chastity (Teut. and Balto-Slav.),
vol. iii. p. 501
it is identical with that inflicted
by peasant criminal law upon the female thief.
;

Finally, rape was in all probability regarded
originally as a species of robbery of the abduction
of women.
In the glosses to the Lex Salica the
'
phrase per virtutcm moechari, to violate by force,'

—
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is

'women-

rendered

stealing';
forcibly,'

cf.

by thiuucrofen, theorofa,
also O.H.G. notzogon, 'to abdnct
notneman, A.S. nydnccme,

notnumft,

In Old
(not is lit. 'force').
'
violence,' is also used
nasilie,
for the crime of rape.
It would be interesting to know the Teutonic
name for the corpore infantes, who, according to

O.Norse notktekt
Russian the term

{Germ. 12), were punished by being submerged in a marsh. It seems probable that the
reference is to sodomy (O.Norse sorSittn, stro^inn,
muliebria passus '). There seems to be no recorded
evidence regarding the Slavic practice in this

Tae.

'

respect.
B. Particular

punishments.— Kere we

dis-

tinguish (1) capital punishment and outlawry,
(2) corporal punishment, and (3) abridgment of
personal freedom.
(1) Capital punishment and outlawry (banishment). That the penalty of death, as decreed by
the public assembly, was known to the Teutons is
shown by Tac. (Germ. 12). 1 The commonest form
of execution was hanging, and the root-word
denoting this penalty is common to all the Teu-

—

tonic languages: Goth, galga, O.Norse galge,
A.S. gealga (Eng. 'gallows'), O.H.G. galgo. In
ancient Russia likewise, according to the passage
already cited from the Pskovskaja Gramota, the
perpetrators of more atrocious crimes were executed
by order of the public assembly (vice) or of the

and in this case also resort was usually had
the gallows (Sreznevskij, s.v. 'Povesenije,
Povesati se ').
Among the Teutons, outlawry (banishment,
exile), i.e. expulsion from the tribe, was in its
chief,

to

'

'

practically equivalent to capital punishThe most ancient word applied to a
person so proscribed is retained in the Lex Salica
as wargus, hoc est expulsus de eodem pago (cf.
Goth, gawargjan dduhau, to condemn to death,'
O.Norse vargr, 'wolf and 'outlaw,' A.S. ivearg,
'
the malefactor sentenced to the gallows or to
outlawry,' etc.). He was altogether outside the
law (O.Norse utlagr, A.S. utlagh), and any one
who met him might kill him, and was, indeed,
bound to do so. This penalty was often combined
with 'laying waste' (O.H.G. wuostan) i.e. the
members of the judicial community assembled
together in order to burn or demolish the criminal's
effects

ment.

'

'

'

;

house and property. The term outlawry,' supplemented thus by the idea of ravage, corresponds
with the potoku or potokii and razgrablenie of the
oldest Russian legal documents. The latter word
the former should possibly
means plundering
be translated 'expulsion,' 'banishment' (Russ.
'

'

'

;

'to cause to flow,' tefcii, 'flow').
The
penalty affected not only the criminal, but his wife
and children also, and was inflicted for murder
tocitl,

lit.

with robbery, horse-stealing,

arson (see

above,

b

303 , and Sreznevskij, s.v. 'Potoku'), and
similar grave crimes.
For the special objects of this article it is a
question of great importance whether the execution of criminals among the Teutons was as the
foregoing observations regarding their conceptions of crime suggest a religious ceremony, i.e.
whether at bottom it was designed to operate like
a sacrilice in appeasing the wrath of the gods. The
affirmative has the support of such distinguished
writers on the history of law as H. Brunner
2
(Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, i. ) and R. Schroder
6
(Lchrb. d. deutschen Bechtsgeschichie ), though E.
Mogk (ASG xxvii. [Leipzig," 1909] 17) has recently
called in question the practice of human sacrilice
among the Teutons. In any case there is the
p.

—

—

'

1
Proditores et tranafugas arboribua snapendunt, ignavoa et
imbellea et corpore infamea coeno ac palude, iniecta insuper

crate, mergunt.'

(Teutonic and Slavic)

evidence of a passage in the Vita Wulframi 1 to
show that among the Frisians executions were
performed at the festivals of the gods (cf. Miillenhoff, Deutsche Altertumskunde, Berlin, 1870-1900,
As regards the Slavic practice the
iv.
244).
present writer has no evidence to oiler.
Punishments involv(2) Corporal punishment.
ing mutilation of the body cutting off the nose or
ears, severing the hands or feet, blinding the eyes,
or even severe flogging in so far as they were not
simply preliminary to the death penalty, were in
all likelihood introduced at a relatively late period.
In primitive times, among Slavs and Teutons alike,
even the infliction of bodily injuries was dealt with
by private revenge, and the practice survived till
the time of the Russkaja Pravda (cf. Jirecek,
or if he has been beaten till blood comes or
iii. 2
till he is blue, it is not necessary for him
this man
to seek an eye-witness. ... If he cannot avenge
himself [mlstiti], he shall receive for the crime [za
obidu see above] three grivcnnicks, but the doctor
Such vengeance would, of
[receives] the wages ').
course, be carried out according to the principles
of the lex talionis, and cannot, therefore, be
regarded as punishment in the technical sense. In
course of time private revenge for wounding was
superseded, both among the Teutons and among
the Slavs, and partly in consequence of their
mutual relations, by a regular system of fines.
more difficult question to decide is when and
how corporal punishment found its way into the
ancient codes. On the one hand, such penalties

—

—

—

'

:

—

—

;

A

were probably first of all inflicted upon slaves and
serfs, who, of course, could not pay the regular
fine.
The Lex Frisionum, 2 for instance, recognizes
corporal punishment only in two cases, viz. (a) as
merely antecedent to the penalty of death, for
those who had been taken in the act of robbing a
temple (cutting off the ears and castration), and (&)
as meted out to a delinquent serf whose master
refused to pay the fine. Similarly the Russkaja
Pravda (Jirecek, iii. 16): 'if a serf (cholopu)
strikes a free man, but takes refuge in the house,
and his master refuses to give him up, then let
afnother] serf be taken, and the master shall pay
twelve grivennicks for him. But if afterwards the
man who was struck finds him, he shall beat him
(da bljuti ego). So far as the present writer knows,
this is the earliest record of beating as a legal
penalty in Russia. On the other hand, the credit
of introducing corporal
punishment must be
assigned to the clergy, as is proved with special
In point of fact,
clearness in regard to Russia.
the clergy suffused the conception of punishment
with new ideas, such as, e.g., that it amends the
For the
evil will, deters others, and the like.
attainment of these ends they believed after the
example of the Byzantine legislation, which had
elaborated this system with great fullness— that
such bodily penalties as blinding, severance of
hands, etc. (many of them on the Mosaic principle
of ' an eye for an eye '), and flogging formed the
appropriate means. Accordingto Jaroslav's UstavU,
the ecclesiastical counterpart to the Russkaja
Pravda, a sorceress, e.g., must be punished
(kazniti) after conviction, and she must further
pay a fine (penja) of six grivennicks to the metroThe nature of the kazniti appears from
politan.
a warrant of the Russian metropolitan Johannes II.
(1080-89), according to which the officers shall
'smartly chastise' (jaro kazniti), i.e. flog her, 'but
'

—

—

1

—

'

Mos

erat

.

.

.

ut corpora hominuni daninatorutn in suorum

deorum . .
saepissime diveraia litaret modis :
videlicet gladiatorum animadversionibua interimena,
alioa patibulia appendena, aliia laqueia acerbiaaimo vitam
extorquens, praeterea1 et alioa marinorum eive aquaruiu
fluctibus Bubmergebat.
2 Cf. It.
im Miltelalter,
Das Strafrccht d.
Ilia,
Leipzig, 1901, p. 189.
Bolemniis

.

quosdam

Friam
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not to death, nor cut off her limbs.' It is a wellknown fact that under the power of the clergy, the
Czars, and the serf-holders, Hogging became the
recognized mode of punishment in Russia, and it
is curious to note how a punishment so degrading,
and, originally, quite unknown, should in time
come to be practically a public requirement.
Less than a feneration ago a Russian village would furnish a
scene like this a sedate and well-to-do peasant, the head of a
house and the father of a grown-up family, unshrinkingly lays
himself on the ground in order to receive his tale of lashes, and
when the business is over, he trudges homewards, conversing
upon trifles with his companions in punishment (of whom there
might be thirty on a court day) and smoking cigarettes (cf.
Ulebu Uspenskij, Vlastl zemli, 1882, p. 60ff.).
It is also recorded that a Russian peasant actually asked for twenty-five
strokes of the rod, and that, when he had got them, he said
'Thank you, that did me good. I was drunk yesterday, fooled
away fourteen roubles all I had in the kabak, and ill-used my
:

:

—

—

wife.
I have now got my deserts' (V. Hehn, De moribus
Ruthenorum, 1892, p. 214). Another, who had just been beaten
and was asked why, answered
For a good reason, bdtjuiika.
our
'

:

A man

is

not punished for

occurs here
kind.

We

— no, Heaven forbid
have a master.

found

who

trifles in

'

!

No such

place.

We

thing

have not a master of that

Such another master is not to be
Old Russia comments Turgeniev,

in all the district.'
relates the incident (Zapiski, 1898,

'

!

xiii.).

Punishment

by abridgment of personal
law-breaker might have his liberty
by enslavement or by confinement. The former method was resorted to at an
early date, but for the most part only as the concomitant or sequel of other penalties, and need
Imnot, therefore, be further considered here.
prisonment, on the other hand, alike in the Teutonic
(3)

freedom.

— The

restricted either

and

in the Slavic area, is of relatively late origin,

is evident from the fact that Goth, karkara,
O.H.G. charchari, A.S. carcem, are derived from
Lat. career, and the Russ. tjurima, prison,' from
Germ. Turin. In Russia the introduction of penalties
involving the abridgment of personal freedom was
likewise due to the influence of the Church. The
most ancient mode of restraint was putting in the
stocks'; cf. the Russ. kolddka, denoting two
boards with a hole for the foot
kolddnikii,
'convict,' and Pol., Russ., and Little Russ. diiby,
shackles for the feet,' from dubu, oak,' oak-log.'

as

'

'

;

'

'
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CRIMINOLOGY.— I. Penal codes.— Theactual
extent to which any penal code may be made to
contribute to the repression of crime depends much
more on the justice and equity of the principles
on which it is founded, and the tirmness with which
it is administered, than on the severity of its
Those who are familiar with the
Erovisions.
istory of crime in Great Britain will remember
that in the 18th cent., when capital punishment
could be inflicted for a hundred offences other than
murder, crime flourished exceedingly. Similarly,
in the early part of the 19th cent, crime was
rampant, and a further impetus was given to its
growth by the uncertainty of the death penalty.
Thousands of death sentences were passed, but
only a small proportion of them were carried out,
so that offenders came to regard the sentence with
contemptuous indifference. Again, in the latter
VOL. IV. 20

—
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half of the century the long and severe sentences
of penal servitude, which seemed to prisoners themselves, as well as to many others, vindictive in
aim and effect, had no repressive influence on
crime, the numbers of those in penal servitude
at that time being more than three times as great
as in 1910. No real and steady fall in crime took
place till in 1879 the Summary Jurisdiction Act
put an end to these long sentences. Almost simultaneously a uniform system of prison administration and treatment was inaugurated, and all local
prisons were handed over to the State. The coincident fall in crime which began then, and has

steadily gone on since, may fairly be ascribed, to
a large extent, to these two reforms, which may
be said to combine mitigation of penalties with

From
uniformity and certainty of application.
time to time the penal treatment of offenders
oscillated

between extreme severity and extreme
when both these principles were in

laxity ; but,
force at the

—

same time denoting instability of
administration
the very worst results ensued.
About the year 1830, when capital sentences were
freely passed and not inflicted, the convict population of Great Britain, with its population of 15
millions, consisted of no fewer than 50,000 persons,
some in hulks and prisons at home, others in penal
settlements and Colonies.
The cost of maintenance, which was enormous, was surpassed only by
the futility of the system of punishment. Subsequently the Penal Servitude Act of 1853, and the
refusal on the part of our Colonies to receive
convicts, put an end in Great Britain to transportation. The number of convicts meanwhile declined,
till in 1852 it was 17,000
and in 1878, when the
local prisons were handed over to the State, it
amounted only to 10,000. At present (1910) the

—

;

number

is about 3000.
Recrudescence of severity in punishment occurred

now and

then, as, for instance,

when

flogging

was

freely resorted to in order to put down garrotting
but on the whole the tendency of our criminal law,
since the Prison Act of 1865 at all events, has been
in the direction of leniency in prison treatment;
and the results have been satisfactory. To a large
extent this spirit of leniency may be regarded as
in itself a reflexion of the improvement in the
character and conduct of our people, which, again,
depends largely on the general advance in civilization, together with the spread of education, intelligence, temperance, and other influences designed to
elevate the people.
Such influences have a much
larger share in preventing crime than any punitive
measures can have in repressing it ; nevertheless,
a penal code of some kind is an unhappy necessity
for every civilized State.
Imprisonment in some
form, therefore, appears to be the only means at
our disposal, short of capital punishment, for the
;

punishment or restraint

of those persons

whose

conduct renders them a danger to society.
2. Foreign penal systems.
A glance at the
penal systems in other countries that of our own
being reserved for consideration later on is of
interest in connexion with the subject.
England,
to her shame, too long neglected the warnings of
the far-seeing John Howard. The overcrowding
of her gaols, the indiscriminate herding together of
criminals of both sexes, and of all ages and varieties,
and the total neglect of the authorities to bring any
religious or moral influences to bear on the unhappy
inmates, produced an inevitable crop of profligacy,
moral and physical corruption, wide-spread disease,
and death. When at last she woke up, and found
that proper sanitary buildings and separation of
prisoners were essential to reform, and when
Pentonville Prison was built in 1842, an impetus
was at once given to sane administration.
Since
then England has been amongst the foremost of

—

—

—
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manner.' He describes the state of the convict camps as teeming with abuses indiscriminate association, negro women constantly having babies,' 'terrible cruelties and even murders,'
and bad sanitary conditions (see the pamphlet published by the

the nations in the search for some equitable, moral,
and scientific scheme of prison treatment calculated to reconcile the rights of society with the
rehabilitation of the criminal so as to enable him
It is, however, to
to return to a law-abiding life.
the United States that the palm must be given for

—

Howard

Even

No
progressive, experiments in this direction.
methods of reform and no social experiments
appear too costly or troublesome to the indefatigable philanthropists of America who take up this
to
if only they are reasonably likely
reclaim criminals.
Starting with the root-idea,
which may be over-sanguine, that no one is absolutely irreclaimable, they have established at
State ReformaElmira, and other prisons, or
tories,' a
system based on the indeterminate
sentence, combined with conditional liberation on
parole when the prisoner gives satisfactory evidence
somewhat strict discipline, with
of reform.
instruction in skilled
drill of a military character
industries moral, religious, and secular education,
united with various kinds of amusement, are
expected to alter character, and turn the subjects
into good citizens. Further, every one is enabled
to profit pecuniarily by his own work, and is
expected to demonstrate his fitness for discharge
Probation
but he must first find employment.
officers supervise and help those on parole, and
misconduct leads to forfeiture of licence.
From this sketch of the system, which is a type
of others, it will be seen that Elmira is practically
a reformatory for adults, who are received up to
the age of thirty. All are known as 'inmates,'
not prisoners, though they are under sentences of
from one to a possible twenty years. Considerable
success is claimed for the Elmira system, but
statistics are not convincing as to the number of
reclaimed cases, originally alleged to be 80 per
cent.
According to a report of the New York
Prison Association, which recently analyzed the
cases on parole from Elmira,
probably not over
70 per cent of men paroled can be classed as
reformed,' while some other authorities put the
'Society is best protected,'
percentage at 50.
they say, 'by the reform of the criminal.' One
however
the actuality of the
point emerges,
incorrigible, of whose too frequent appearance at
Elmira they make complaint. The tracing and
following up of the reclaimed is difficult in so vast
a country, with unlimited facility for travel.
But, if the United States has some of the best
and most progressive prisons, it has also many of
the worst in Christendom. Race prejudice against
the negro, who is held to be either irreclaimable or
Labour Laws which, in
not worth reclaiming
many of the States, either prohibit altogether or
restrict the sale of prison-made goods, and so
keen prisoners idle, or employed in unproductive
work constant changes of the wardens or governors
as political parties come and go
public apathy
and a
and parsimony in regard to prisoners
subject,

;

;

;

'

—

;

;

;

;

—

general desire to make prisons pay their way
these are the conditions which make the state of
most of the county and city gaols fall very far
short of modern ideals. The late Secretary of the
Howard Association, Mr. Edward Grubb, made a
tour of some of these prisons in 1904, and found
them very unsatisfactory, and in startling contrast
to the State Prisons ami Reformatories. He says
:

'These institutions (county and city gaols), designed for the
for prisoners awaiting trial, and for the Berving of
short sentences by misdemeanants, are, with little exception,
far from satisfactory, even in the Northern States. The best I
Baw was al Boston. At Indianapolis, and at Cleveland and
Mansfield (Ohio), to say nothing of the South, the gaols were,
for tin most part, far from clean, and the prisoners were shut
up together, with full opportunity to corrupt each other.
Mansfield they were engaged
Kitlier they had no
occupation (at
in
if employed (as at the House of Correcplaying at cards), or,
tion at Cleveland), they were working in a very halfhearted

most part

Association).

the better class prisons, many of the
privileges extended to prisoners seem to breathe
a freedom which would probably be unsuitable for
our class of habitual.
Buying and selling, the
free use of tobacco for smoking and chewing, cardplaying, cinematograph exhibitions of prize-fights,
and so on, are too advanced expedients for moral
improvement to appeal to British sentiment.
Like everything else in the United States, crime
is on an immense scale.
country so huge in
in

A

'

A

'

itself,

containing such a varied population, black

and white, and receiving every year hosts of
immigrants from everywhere, is, in the nature of
Further,
things, a hunting-ground for criminals.
it has almost as many penal
systems as it has
States, so that it is difficult to estimate the general

on crime of any special penal measures. The
Americans themselves, however, are drawing
public attention to the appalling list of murders
committed not only to the large proportion that
go unpunished, but also to the small percentage of
cases in which the death penalty is inflicted after
a conviction has been obtained.
They are also
holding an inquiry into their methods of administering the criminal law, which hitherto have been
so slow and uncertain as to lead to the belief that
crime is getting out of hand. They seem to be
already on the way to find out that a firm administration of criminal law is essential to the repression
effect

—

of crime.

The penal systems

in force in Continental coun-

very widely from one another. Several,
like Russia, France, and Portugal, adhere to transportation as a punishment for the more serious
kinds of crime, although Great Britain discarded
this penalty as costly and ineffective more than
The principle of cellular conhalf a century ago.
finement on the separate system, which was established by law in England in 1865, finds favour with
all European nations, as it does with all British
Colonies, and with progressive Japan ; but in
tries differ

practice it is by no means universally adopted.
The magnificent modern prison built by France at

Fresnes has been designed for separation, but
there is considerable scope for association also,
It may be said
in order to prevent overcrowding.
generally that all the European nations which have
built prisons in recent years have designed them
with a view to carrying out separation. In Belgium,
where much public attention has been given to
prison treatment and the repression of crime,
cellular confinement has been carried to its utmost
limits.
Prisoners have been kept in solitude compnlsorily for ten years, after which they have been
offered a modified form of association, which many
are said to have refused, so that instances are on
record of over twenty years of this kind of seclusion.
Of late there has been a revulsion of feeling on
this question, and the new school of penologists
are now working for drastic reform. Russia, too,
carries out the Belgian system in several of her
prisons.

Austria-Hungary was said

to

have had

only 15 per cent of her prisoners under the separate
system a few years ago, although approving of
tnat system in theory. Many of the new prisons
are of a palatial character, but none of them
our own in sanitation, and we possess an
surpasses
undoubted advantage in having the whole prison
under the single control of
system of the country
tiie State— an advantage which has been found
verv difficult of attainment in the other countries
of Europe, and practically impossible in America.
The results of the various systems are very
difficult to disentangle from the official statistics
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supplied by each country. For purposes of comparison with our own results it has been found
impossible to arrive at any definite or valuable
conclusions.
If murders only were reckoned as a
test of the amount of crime, Great Britain would
certainly rank high but this would give a false
idea of the extent to which other serious crime
Offences against the person are much
prevails.
more common in some countries than in others,
while offences against property form the bulk (as
in our own country) of the crime in others.
There
is,
however, one conclusion which can be drawn
from the general survey.
Recidivism is rampant
everywhere. In France it has been specially prevalent, and the recrudescence of crime, particularly
amongst the Apaches, or hooligan class of youths,
who commit murderous assaults on police and
others, is of sinister omen, and has already led to
a revival of capital punishment. Whether or not
these phenomena are to be regarded as only temporary manifestations of a prevailing state of general
social unrest, of which we have had recent examples
in the strike-riots in France, Germany, and Wales,
it is certain that a heavy responsibility rests on
those who preach anarchy. It is well they should
remember that crime is a much worse social evil
than discontent, and that they are probably stimulating the one by encouraging the other.
;

3. No universal system of punishment practicAlthough the study of crime has alreadyattained to the doubtful dignity of an ology,' and
learned experts of most of the civilized nations

able.

—

'

have been laying their heads together in congress
for several years with a view to investigating its
causes and devising remedies for an evil from
which they all suffer alike, it cannot be said that
criminology is yet by any means to be reckoned
amongst the exact sciences. Human nature with
its faults and foibles may be the same all the world
over, but the different phases of criminality, the
different moral standards, and the different national
temperaments which characterize various races, all
tend to modify our pre-conceived ideas as to the
possibility of repressing crime, as a general evil
affecting the world at large, by any remedy, or
by any set of remedies, whether preventive, reformatory, or punitive in intention, which can be
held to be of universal application. It is well to
understand that there is no royal road to the
solution of complicated problems of this kind.
We are in the habit, from time to time, of instituting more or less disparaging comparisons between
our own methods and those of our neighbours in
matters of social reform.
Introspection of this
kind is undoubtedly a national characteristic that
is highly advantageous, tending, as it does, to
check complacency and stimulate progress; but
we must not lose sight of the fact that many
features of the judicial procedure and the penal
systems in force amongst Continental nations are
utterly foreign to our ideals, and ill-adapted to
our use. The well-known practice, for instance, of
'
interrogating accused persons which, in our eyes,
amounts to heckling of a particularly cruel and
'

vindictive type, is so foreign to the basic principle
of our criminal law, which holds every man
innocent until his guilt is proved, that wT e could
not, if we would, fit so incongruous a practice into
our scheme of things. In the same way, the lifelong periods of solitude and seclusion in vogue
with some Continental nations, by the side of
which our brief terms of mitigated separate confinement seem unheroic and contemptible, are so
repugnant to our national sentiments of justice
and humanity that we decline even to look at

them.
It has been said that every country has the governit deserves.
The dictum applies with equal

ment
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cogency to its laws, to its administrative machinery,
and to the penal and disciplinary measures which
it deems necessary for the guidance and control of
its citizens.
may assume, in fact, that every
country knows best the main lines on which its
subjects can be kept in order ; and it will bo found
that national habits and customs, national sentiment, and national temperament are factors which
have much more to do with the shaping of penal
systems and codes of moral discipline for peoples
than the degree of civilization to which these

We

We

find, accordingly, that
peoples have attained.
the civilized countries generally differ very widely
in the matter of criminal law administration, that the range of variation is almost
as great as that which distinguishes civilized from
uncivilized methods, and that each country seemingly adopts the practice which to a large extent
may be said to reflect the genius and character of
its people, just as it selects the guillotine, the
electrocution chair, or the rope for the infliction of
the death penalty. It is probably for these reasons
that International Prison Congresses do not waste
their time and energies in the fruitless search for
an ideal and universal penal system
but seek
rather to improve existing systems, or to discover
some general principles, or some details in working,
that may be adapted to those which are already in
force, and which are presumably suited, in their
main outlines at all events, to the countries in
which they have had their origin and development
all due weight being given, on the other hand,
to the consideration that indigenous plants do not
always thrive in foreign soil.
It would appear, then, that very little is to be
gained by comparing or contrasting one penal
system with another when they are not really
parallel, and much less by trying to glorify one at
the expense of another.
may feel convinced
that our own system, which has been evolved from
our experience by steps so deliberate that they
never can be said to approach rashness, is fairly

from one another

;

—

We

adapted to our present-day requirements ; but it
is very doubtful whether it would meet the wants
of different states of society in other countries, or
even in our own under the social conditions that
prevailed half a century ago. The criminals of

that period would undoubtedly have been attracted,
rather than repelled, by the comparative amenities
of life in a modern prison.
Hosts of them would
have taken a long-wished-for rest in so comfortable
a retreat, seeking compensation, in a restoration
of their health and energies, for any inconvenience

boredom they might have had to put up w ith
while undergoing moral repairs. It must seem
strange to those who are unfamiliar with our
British moods of self-depreciation and pessimism
that the very confident theorists who are never
tired of reminding us that we are on an entirely
wrong track, and that our system is a fiasco, should
Outpractically all be found in our own camp.
siders take by no means so disparaging a view.
Recognizing, as they do, the enormous reduction
that has taken place in recent years in our number
of criminals, they look somewhat askance at the
rhetorical explanation, which is frequently resorted
to in similar cases, that improvement has come in
spite of the system ; they regard the system, as a
matter of fact, with a much more favouring eye.
Further, it is a matter of some significance that,
after due allowance has been made for the effects
of family tradition, our progressive and up-to-date
younger brothers in Australia, who are neither
visionaries nor dreamers of dreams, follow very
The fashionclosely our procedure and practice.
able outcry against modern penal treatment is
really traceable to the fluent pens and forensic
accomplishments of ex-criminals, who by their
or

'

'
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ex parte allegations seem to have captured the
greater part of the press and a considerable portion
of the general public.
In Crime and Criminals (1910) the present writer
made an effort to stem the tide of delusion and
misrepresentation on the subject, but it still adThe basis of this pessimistic outcry is a
vances.
complete fallacy. Prison treatment, we are told,
is a failure because
it neither deters nor reforms
the habitual criminal.' But all the authorities are
agreed that the distinguishing characteristic of
the habitual criminal is that he actually prefers
his vocation to the humdrum alternative of a
'

steady and active working life. The writer's own
intimate and first-hand acquaintance with the
living type enables him emphatically to confirm this
Whether the habitual
discouraging conclusion.
criminal's vicious
are innate or acpropensities
it
is
his habits, when he
certain
that
quired,
reaches maturity as

we

practically ineradicable.

find

The

him

in prison, are
spirit of the road

seems to be in him, and his predatory instincts
have already developed into fixed habits, so that
he is, to all intents and purposes, a hopeless
Here lies the difficulty. No system
incorrigible.
yet invented can fairly be expected to alter a

person of this type. To correct the incorrigible
appears to be a feat analogous, both in sound and
are not, howsense, to squaring the circle.
ever, without some means for dealing with him.
If methods of cure are not feasible, prevention and
The Borstal system
restraint are still open to us.
of treatment for the incipient habitual, and preventive detention for the veteran, typify these two
modern prison expedients respectively. For the
present, however, the writer is more concerned
to point out the fallacious reasoning on which the
No notice whatever
theory of failure is based.
is taken of the important fact that the number of
habitual criminals at present in business has been
brought within such manageable proportions that
it may quite reasonably be said that we have them
in a ring fence. The same set pass in and out of
prison with apparently unvarying regularity, and,
for the most part, for the same kinds of offences.
Specialization in crime, indeed, has become so
marked in our time that the police authorities of
Scotland Yard claim that they can, in most
instances, tell, from the manner in which a clever
burglary or robbery has been planned, the name
of the expert who committed it.
One might fairly
expect that the reduction of a standing convict
population of 10,000 persons in 1880 to 3000 persons
in 1910 would be considered a respectable achievement under any system, and would give rise to
some doubt, if not disbelief, in the minds of thinking people, as to the truth of the failure theory.
The current of general opinion, however, if we are
to judge from the press, sets in quite the opposite
direction ; and we are led to believe that we
are going from bad to worse because habituals
and incorrigibles, although they decrease steadily

We

in numbers, decline to amend their ways,
or to vanish en masse into the obscurity of some
honest calling. It is well we should cherish no

enough

illusions on this subject.
Our repressive measures
stand in constant need of tightening up for this
intractable class of criminal, and our reformatory
methods in like manner need constant widening in

if we are to arrive at better results
but no
conceivable combination of them will ever succeed
in totally eliminating those obnoxious persona from
the community. In regard to the system itself, it
is not claimed that the mere absence of failure
denotes the presence of perfection. It is quite
conceivable, and perhaps even probable, that more
good might be accomplished in other countries by
a different set of principles and machinery ; but it

scope,

;

claimed that our own system has produced fair
and that it is better suited to our
national requirements than any exotic system with
which we are acquainted.
But, if public
4. Theories of punishment.
opinion is unsound in regard to the treatment of
the criminal, public sentiment is maudlin and
general
unhealthy on the theory of punishment.
tendency to minimize almost to vanishing point
individual and personal responsibility, and to set
up in its stead the fantastic substitute of a collective and huge unlimited liability company,
comprising the whole body politic, is a pernicious
feature of our time. Surely a more demoralizing
doctrine, destitute alike of the sanction of religion,
morality, law, and common sense, has never been
promulgated for the edification and guidance of a
Those who aspire
free and self-respecting people.
to regenerate society by this egregious piece of
social philosophy are hugging a very vain delusion.
It abolishes at a stroke the exercise of free will,
without which society could not hold together, and
it is quite outside the realm of logic.
any sane
individual in the community be permitted, even in
the name of philosophy, to divest himself of his
social and moral responsibility by the simple process of becoming a criminal, it is obviously open to
any, or all, of the other individuals of whom society
is composed to claim a similar privilege.
premium

is

practical results,

—

A

B

A

thereby placed on evil-doing, and every man is
tempted to become a law unto himself. The practical result of such a relaxation of our moral code
would undoubtedly be that the maintenance of
social order would be rendered difficult, if not impossible
we should find ourselves retracing our steps
in the direction of barbarism
and, incidentally, we
should find the world a distinctly unpleasant place
is

;

;

to live in.
It is not to be
supposed, however, that the theory
of personal responsibility is to be applied ruthlessly
to those who are, from mental deficiency, actually
incapable of fully appreciating the significance
of their offences, and who are, to this extent, not
answerable for unsocial conduct. It should be the
aim of any humane system to apply disciplinary
methods very sparingly, if at all, to this unhappy
class, who at present amount to 3 or 4 per cent of

Hitherto these hapless
prison population.
offenders
weak-minded, but not insane,' in the
have been a source of
of
the
Courts
language
much anxiety to the magistrates who have had to
deal with them, as well as to prison authorities
who are constantly receiving them on short and
useless sentences. In prison they have been treated

our

—

'

—

under a very modified form of discipline, and efforts
have been made to improve their conduct and condition.
Medical protection has shielded them from
actual physical detriment, but the atmosphere of a
is by no means conducive to their
institution
penal
moral improvement, nor is it one in which they
should be compelled to live even for short periods.
The Royal Commission on the Care and Control of

the Feeble- Minded has fully recognized this weak
and legislation is now urgently needed to
carry out their recommendations.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the
principle of vicarious responsibility, if applied in
practice, would not tend to the repression of crime.
Nevertheless, it is vehemently insisted on at street
corners, in the pulpit, and in the press, while the
dramatic possibilities of impulsive criminality and
temporary irresponsibility are exploited in sensaspot,

drama.
Many good and benevolentlyminded people seem to get periodically consciencetional

stricken on behalf of the criminal as a victim of
circumstances. Not only are they willing to bear
the burden of their own small vices, but also, in
their emotional fervour, to take up his larger ones.
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his crimes, however heinous.
They
almost apologize to him for his existence as being a
victim of heredity, and palliate his misdeeds on tho
grounds of his bringing up, so that every vulgar
felon comes to think he is in reality a very ill-used

and condone

person. Criminals are consequently quite ready
to adopt the extenuations and excuses which are
urged in their behalf, not only by their legal advoIn the
cates, but also by theorists in criminology.
writer's recollection, twenty or thirty years ago,
'
poverty and drink were the two main causes
but now
given by prisoners for their downfall
these pleas have gone out of fashion, in favour of
and
slum-life,
unemployment, parental neglect,
'

'

'

;

embarrassment. That such social evils
although
twenty years ago they were much worse anil much
more common no candid inquirer can deny ; but
that they have had any material influence on the
manufacture of the professional criminal who
selects his own calling, or, as he himself might
financial

exist to a deplorable extent at present

—

—

own

a very doubtful
A prolonged study of the actual
proposition.
living specimen has led the writer to the conelusion that the professional criminal is possessed
of qualities which would enable him to emerge
with ease and credit from any, or all, of these
alleged social disadvantages, if only he had the
will to make the attempt.
The inexperienced,

put

'

it,

chooses his

pitch,' is

occasional offender is much more handicapped by
those conditions, and he is not generally gifted
with the staying or enterprising characteristics of
the old hand. It is much more probable that the
genesis and development of the latter type are
traceable to a gambling spirit which characterizes
his class.
In his spells of freedom the race-course
is the special scene of his recreation.
Familiarity
with risks breeds contempt, and he gambles with
liberty much more light-heartedly than others do
with stocks and shares. But the cure of social
evils which are so wide-spread is of necessity a
very slow process. Their total extinction, if such

a thing were possible, would unquestionably tend
to the prevention of much crime and human
but there would still be left a subsuffering
stantial residue of crime unconnected with these
social evils, and society would be compelled to
protect itself from this by the infliction of some
kind of punishment. Even in the ideal Socialist
community of the future, when it gets into working order, this problem is not unlikely to crop up,
and compel attention but meantime what are we
to~do with the persistent offender ?
Another strange theory which is promulgated by
the apologists of the criminal, and which bears on
;

;

the ethics of punishruent, has a somewhat captivating effect on short-sighted reformers. There is,
we are told, something immoral, or unfair, or at
least pusillanimous, in inflicting punishment on a
guilty person in order to deter others from crime.
Except on the grounds that the guilty person is
punished with excessive severity, or beyond his
deserts, this specious theory cannot be sustained.
If we beg this part of the question, as is generally
done for the pur-poses of the argument, the immoral
and unjustifiable nature of the proceeding is clear
enough. Otherwise the practice is both rational
and equitable.
The actual criminal suffers no
wrong, the strictly non-criminal person is totally
unaffected, while the person with dormant criminal
proclivities, who is tottering on the verge of
criminality, is provided with a strong and valuable
incentive to virtue.
Encouraging the others
cannot be considered an immoral expedient in
dealing with crime. The deterrent principle, which
has always been recognized by law, is in reality a
Its
double-edged weapon of the highest value.
effect on the actual offender may be, and often is,
'

'

absolutely negative;
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but on others

i(s

force

is

incalculable, and invariably many times greater
and more far-reaching than on the individual,
This fact is too often ignored by those who criticize and under-rate the deterrent effects of penal
measures and systems which do not absolutely
disclose superficially the indirect effects which
they
Statistics show clearly enough
really produce.
that our penal system deters occasional and first
it
has
little
deterrent
effect
offenders, though
very
on habituals. Present-day conditions of imprisonment are not real punishment to this latter class at
all, but merely a form of restraint which removes
them from temptation for the time being. The
most recent device, therefore, which has been
adopted for dealing with them in the Prevention
of Crime Act of 1908
that is to say, preventive
detention for long periods — is really a measure of
inhibition and restraint, adopted primarily in the

—

interests of society, although the extension of time
that will be at the disposal of the authorities for
effecting moral improvement in the prisoners themselves is also expected to yield more encouraging
results.
In regard to the principle of determent,
the only profitable use to which the habitual can
be put, until he renders himself more amenable to
reformatory influence, would appear to be to make
him a warning to other people for whom prison has
more terrors. This, after all, is a trifling reparation for him to make to a community on which he
persistently preys for a living, whether he be in or
out of prison.
But these various doctrines which tend to the
extenuation, or, it might be said not unfairly, to
the encouragement, of crime are quite overshadowed

by the much wider and more comprehensive one
that we have no right to punish, and no moral

justification for punishing, our fellow-creatures at
all.
Count Tolstoi was the leading exponent in
recent years of this impossible creed, and he

gained many disciples, who have been attracted,
apparently, by the magnetism of his genius. In
his novel Resurrection he makes his hero Nehludof,
who is really a replica of himself and his own
theories, ask the question, By what right do some
punish others ? Why, and by what right,
Seople
o some people lock up, torment, exile, flog, and
kill others, while they are themselves just like
those whom they torment, flog, and kill ?
It is
obvious to plain people that the latter part of this
question embodies the underlying fallacy of the
whole theory. The greater part of society is lawabiding, or at all events non-criminal in conduct.
If an individual member is permitted to torment,
flog, or kill another individual member with impunity, why should society collectively be denied
the same right? Every State or community has
an inherent moral right to make laws and regulations for the maintenance of social order.
If social
laws are merely optional in character, and no
to
are
attached
their
violation, they cease
penalties
to have any force outside Utopia, so that every
man's hand is against his neighbour. The mind of
this gifted philosopher in his latter years seems to
reflect the state of chaos and anarchy to which his
teaching led him, so that at the last he was utterly
weary of the world and its problems. Theories
denying the right of society to punish, which have
no foundation whatever in the Moral Law (on
which the regulations of all civilized States ultimately rest), have no more than an academic
'

'

However suitable
interest for practical rulers.
they may be for the land of dreams in which
Tolstoi's spirit seemed to dwell, they are quite
unfit for a practical world, in which a mere touch
of the actual suffices to shatter them to pieces.
It may be regarded, then, as axiomatic that
punishment in some form is essential for the cor-
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rection of persons who inflict wrong on society ;
that the right to punish is in no sense immoral ;
and that, every system of correction should have in

a penal element. It is true that these principles
are strenuously denied by theorists who hold that
prison treatment should lie purely reformatory
but no one pretends to have devised a working
scheme for carrying out this beneficent intention
with full-grown criminals. All prison treatment
must be, in the nature of things, to some extent
penal, since it deprives persons of their liberty.
Even Elmira imposes this restraint. To a large
number of criminals, moreover, deprivation of
drink is penal, while others find regular work a
it

;

kind of punishment.
that the ideal prison

is

It cannot be contemplated
to abolish these restrictions

on liberty under any coming regime. It is already
on record, that a prison without work existed some
years ago under a local authority, and the results
were found to be neither reformatory nor deterrent. It came to be known as a Reading-ReadingReading Gaol,' and one prisoner explained his
return to it by saying he had come back to finish
his book.
Many sanguine persons are too ready
to assume in tins connexion that a kind of FreeLibrary treatment, combined with musical entertainments, will alter the nature and habits of even
hardened criminals
but those who live outside
doctrinaire circles know that much deeper moral
and spiritual influences are needed for those who
persistently covet and desire other men's goods.
At the present time it is the fashion to decry, or
'

'

'

;

to ignore,
chaplains.

much

of

the

silent

work

of

open to even a suspicion of inhumanity. But, as
this is merely a visionary possibility, we can only
look meantime for such a mitigation of the conditions under which these two measures are ordered,
or carried out, as will meet with the approval of a
humane and just public. Much has already been
done in this direction. Capital punishment is now
practically reserved for the worst cases of wilful
murder, though it is still on the code for a few
other offences, such as treason, setting fire to public
arsenals, etc.
6. Capital punishment.
Without entering into
the merits or demerits of capital punishment, we
shall note some facts in connexion with the subject
which tend to justify us in the use of it.
return
laid before the House of Commons in 1907 shows
that most of the chief European States, and most
of the States in America, retain the death penalty
in their codes, though many of them use it sparBaron Garofalo, the President of the Appeal
ingly.
Court at Naples, in his book on Criminology (see
Lit. at end of art.) tells us that in Italy, where,
since 1876, there have been no executions except

—

A

under military law, homicides average 3814 a
He
year, compared with about 300 in England.
notes similar results in Belgium and Prussia, where
few executions take place. In Switzerland, when
the death penalty was abolished, murders increased
75 per cent in five years, so that several Cantons
re-introduced the penalty. In France, in 1824,
were allowed by law to add extenuating
circumstances' to their verdicts, with the result
that the annual average of executions fell to 1 8 in
Homicide was meantime increasing,
1901-1905.
but in 1906 Government brought in a Bill for
abolition.
Soon after a brutal murder occurred
and public feeling was so
Paffaire Soleilland
so that, instead
stirred that the Bill was dropped
of the death penalty being abolished, it became
much more common. In America, Mr. Hugh C.
Weir tells us (in The World To-Day, in regard
to a recent census of American crime) that in
only 1*3 per cent of our homicides do we secure
a conviction.'
Further, he states that Chicago
averages 118 murders a year. London, which has
of Chicago, has only 20.
four times the
population
It is notorious that the death penalty is seldom
carried out in the United States by law, though
Since
lynching is often practised mercilessly.
1868, abolition has been discussed eight times in the
House of Commons, and negatived on each occasion
by large majorities. Several committees and commissions have decided in the same sense. The
opinion of the Scottish Judges at one of the In'

juries

-

prison

This work is very often carried on
under the most disheartening of conditions, espeThe writer knows,
cially amongst the habituals.
however, that prisoners themselves, who show any
wish to do better, get an enormous amount of
encouragement, guidance, and help from the chaplain
and that they appreciate the unadvertised
work of his department much more highly than do
the general public, or those who write on prison
;

reform.
5. Penalties a necessity.— Although reformatory

treatment is an essential element of every good
is nevertheless lacking in two important respects. It is inapplicable in practice to
the prisoners with very short sentences, who constitute the bulk of the whole prison population
and it embodies none of that deterrent principle
which is necessary not only for the repression, but
also for the prevention, of crime.
It is obvious,
therefore, that pains and penalties of some kind
must be resorted to in order to check or restrain
habits of crime
and it is very important that
these penalties should bear some proper and aderelation
to
the nature of the offence, the
quate
character of the offender, and the general sense of
prison system, it

;

;

No
public justice as between injurer and injured.
longer is it necessary to brand, or mutilate, or inflict permanent
on
those
whom
it is our
injury
interest to cure.
Society has, however, the right
to seek redress (not revenge) at the hands of wrongand
it
is
doers,
compelled to take this course if it
would prevent the substitution of private vengeance for public justice. Now, the only medium
through which this redress can be exacted at present
the purse or the person of the offender, so that

is

in the last resort

we

fliction of capital

punishment or to some form of

are driven either to the in-

imprisonment. The offender, in fact, is confronted
with the footpad's usual alternative, 'Your money
or your life,' or at least a part of it.
If any one
could invent a less objectionable form of punishment which would restrain the criminal, and at
the same time reform him, and deter him and
others from the committing of crime, he would
merit public gratitude, and lay our penal code less

'

'

—

—

;

'

quiries

was

:

'
It would not be for the interests of humanity that the wellconducted and useful members of the community Bhould be
more exposed to deprivation of life by murder in order that the
lives of the murderers may be saved.'
A French Professor of Law put the same idea pithily, when ho
Baid that if abolition were sanctioned it should be announced
that— 'henceforth the law in France will guarantee the lives of
none but murderers.'

An

incidental justification of the death penalty

would seem to be that, under it, the newspaper
hero of a sensational crime passes quickly into
oblivion ; whereas, if he is left in prison, his career
furnishes endless opportunities for the dissemination of unauthentic, unwholesome, and demoralizing gossip in the press, which makes a direct
appeal to the perverse imitative faculty of other
criminals.
Lastly, it is the opinion of Lacassagne,
anil many other observers, that the English statistics of crime are probably the most satisfactory
in

Europe.
Willi a view to securing a fair trial, and to
preventing mistakes in capital cases, both law ami
custom in England provide elaborate safeguards.
An accused person, after having the charge against
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him investigated successively by coroner, magistrate, and Grand Jury, is tried by Judge and Jury,
when he lias the option of giving evidence in his

own

After conviction he can take his case
behalf.
If unsuccessful
to the Court of Criminal Appeal.
there, he can lay before the Home Secretary, either
in petition or through his legal advisers, any
additional evidence that may not have been forthcoming at his trial. Every scrap of evidence in his
favour is most carefully examined, and, if there
the slightest suspicion of any mental deficiency,
medical experts in criminal lunacy examine him,
and report to the Secretary of State before a final
decision is made to carry out the sentence of the

is

law.

—

Criminal offenders, other
7. Penal servitude.
than those who pay the penalty of death, are
sentenced in this country either to penal servitude,' which is mainly served in convict prisons,
the sentences ranging from three years to life or
to 'imprisonment,' which is carried out in local
prisons only, the sentences ranging from three days
Death sentences are carried out
to two years.
'

;

—

Convicts that is to say, those
sentenced to penal servitude— generally undergo
the first part of their sentences in local prisons in
separate confinement the remainder is served in
a convict prison, where they work in association,
for the most part out of doors, though some work
The length of the period of separation
in shops.
varies at present from three months to one, accordto
the
antecedents of the convict. This part
ing
of the sentence is most criticized by reformers, as
and likely to lead to mental
inhumane
being
troubles, morbid introspection, irritation, and misconduct. As a matter of fact, results do not bear
out this a priori reasoning, nor is the treatment as
severe as is commonly supposed. The Stage is
responsible for a good deal of misconception on the
Although 'separate' confinement is, for
subject.
controversial purposes, called 'solitary,' the two
at local prisons.

:

are quite different.

Solitary,

as

or,

it is

called

legally, 'close confinement,' is never resorted to
except as a punishment for offences committed in
prison, and it is ordered solely by the Governor
or superior authority.
Under separate confinement
a man works in his cell for the greater part of the
day, but he gets many reliefs. He is allowed at
least one hour's exercise daily, attendance at one
chapel service on week days, and generally two on
Sundays he is also unlocked for various sanitary
and he is freservices, and sometimes for school
quently visited during the day by officials governor, chief warder, officers serving him with work,
meals, etc. Further, he is under careful medical
supervision with a view to preventing mental or
;

;

—

physical injury. The period of separate confinement, nevertheless, is one of the vexed questions
Its effect is penal,
of prison treatment at present.
in so far as the average convict dislikes it on the
other hand, it does not seem to be without advantages in the direction of reformation of character
for those who wish to profit by them.
Introspection is not necessarily all morbid, and a period of
seclusion gives time for reflexion and for a kind
of moral readjustment, while it affords many
opportunities to the chaplain for influencing the
mind of the prisoner, away from the distractions
of association with fellow-prisoners who too often
;

urge him

in wrong directions.
When this part of his sentence is over, a convict
is drafted to a convict prison, where he works on
the land at reclaiming, tilling, gardening, quarryor at building, with allied industries ;
ing, etc.
or in shops— at tailoring, shoemaking, carpenter-

—
;

ing, printing, book-binding, moulding, fitting, or
other useful employments. He sleeps and takes
hLs meals in a separate cell, which is well warmed,
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He is warmly clad, and
lighted, and ventilated.
has a very good and ample plain diet, without any
canteen privileges. His working hours are much
shorter than those of outside labourers, and the
work, which is not laborious, is very carefully
graduated to his physical capacity, while at the same
time it is chosen, as far as possible, with a view to
utilize any skill he may have, so as to fit him for
honest employment on discharge. His education,
both religious and secular, is carried on by the
chaplains and schoolmasters, and he has an excellent supply of instructive and interesting books
to read.
By way of stimulating self-help, he is
made to pass through successive grades or classes,
by earning marks for industry and good conduct.
Each step gained entitles him to additional prison
privileges, as well as to a considerable money
gratuity on discharge, and to a remission of sentence
up to one fourth for men and one third for wdhien.
On release, he can avail himself of the help of a
Discharged Prisoners' Aid Society to get work.
He is, of course, kept under close supervision and
strict discipline
but no bullying is allowed. Conversation is prohibited except as a special privilege
at stated times for exemplary conduct but under
the conditions of associated out-door labour a good
deal of talking is carried on, which, though not
recognized, is inevitable. Misconduct of any kind
renders him liable to forfeiture of the privileges
which he may have already gained.
From this necessarily brief sketch it will be seen
that the scheme is undoubtedly punitive in effect,
;

;

but it is also reformatory in intention. Strict
conduces to self-control, steady and
regular employment to the work-habit, the system
of progressive privileges to industry, good conduct,
and self-help ; while the moral and educational
and the
training tends to strengthen character
whole scheme is designed to fit the prisoner for
earning an honest living on his release.
The latest device of our penal system for dealing
with the habitual criminal is preventive detention.
The Prevention of Crime Act (1908) gives power
to declare a man who has been leading a persistently criminal life to be an habitual criminal.
Such a person is to be sent in the first instance to
penal servitude for not less than three years, and
he may be kept for a further period of not less than
five, or more than ten, years in a state of preventive
detention by order of the Court.
special place
of detention is to be provided, in which more indulgences and privileges can be granted than in a
convict prison, so as to make the general conditions
of life less onerous, and to foster habits of industry
and self-control in the inmates, and fit them for
This new plan for dealing
conditional licence.
with recidivism is, in fact, a modification of the
indeterminate sentence. So much attention has
been given in vain to the reclamation of the professional criminal that the step is taken mainly
for the protection of society, though hopes are
entertained that he, too, may benefit under the
new conditions, with more time available for effecting cures. Preventive detention does not come
actually into force till 1911, but responsible authorities expect good results from it, since they have
advocated for years some means of imposing a more
discipline

;

'

'

A

permanent kind

of restraint on this intractable
In the United States the indeterminate sentence and the release on parole are
worked on such liberal lines that many thoughtful
Americans say serious crime is trifled with, under
while our Legislature
the guise of reclamation
hesitates to entrust the liberty of the subject, even
though he be a confirmed criminal, to the discretion
of prison authorities, who might keep him for life.
Mr. Grubb tells us that the average term of actual
detention at Elmira is about one and a half years.

class of offender.

;
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It certainly seems strange to us that a dangerous
burglar, or a coiner, or even a murderer of 30
years of age should be set free, cured in so short a
time, when we require a year, or two years, to cure
Borstal youths of 16 to 21 years of age under a
system very similar to that of Elmira. If such
things can be done in America, we must either have
much to learn from them, or their reputed success
must be doubtful, or the subject must be a very
different one from the British specimen.
Unfortunately, the statistics on the question are not

capable of verification, although undoubtedly good
results are obtained in many cases.
Meantime we
adopt such parts of the American system as seem
suited to our national requirements.
In regard to punishment by
8. Imprisonment.
'imprisonment,' as distinguished from penal servitude, local prisoners now enjoy many more advantages <in the matter of associated labour than they
did when the separate system was established by
law in 1865. Associated work in shops or working
parties, under strict supervision, is now carried out
at all local prisons, but out-door employment,
except in the grounds, or at officers' quarters, is

—

'

'

as the situation of the prisons in or
near large towns does not give much scope for
actual labour on the land. The term of separate
confinement for local prisoners, which had been
fixed at three months by the Prison Act of 1865,
was limited by the Act of 1877 to one month, and
is now commonly reduced to a still shorter period.
limited,

Very large numbers of local prisoners are unskilled
workers, and are under such short sentences that
cell employment of some kind is necessary, unless
they are to be kept in idleness, which is utterly

The last Report of the Prison
Commissioners shows that 61 per cent of males
and 62 per cent of females were sentenced to two
weeks or less 93 per cent of males and 97 per cent
of females to three months or less and only 562
per cent of males and 1'91 per cent of females to
six months and over.
For prisoners with short
sentences the effect of imprisonment is probably
penal and deterrent rather than reformatory, since
little in the way of training can be accomplished
in short periods.
The low diet of the short sentence
has a like effect, the object being to make the
lesson for a petty or occasional offender short and
sharp, so that he may not come back. A spell of
brief seclusion for this class is surely a salutary
Local prisoners are housed in comfortprovision.
able and sanitary cells of 700 to 900 cubic feet, kept
at a proper temperature, and well lighted and
ventilated.
Daily exercise and chapel service
relieve the monotony of the cells.
Diet, which is
not on so liberal a scale as that of convicts, is
graduated according to length of sentence, and
is carefully adjusted to the physical requirements
of the prisoners, while medical officers have a
demoralizing.

;

;

hand in ordering extra food in special cases.
Like the convict, the local prisoner works his way
through the stages of a progressive system, earning
privileges for industry and good conduct, and forfeiting any he may have already obtained if he
free

is idle or breaks the rules.
He can also earn
remission of a part of his sentence if it is more than
a month but this, too, is liable to forfeiture.
Secular instruction is given him under the direction of the chaplains
and religious ministration
is provided for by them and by the
clergy of the
different denominations to which the prisoners
belong. All these regulations are subject, in their
working, to medical safeguards and restrictions
and they are carried out generally on liberal lines,
so as not to cause individual hardship.
There is
a gradual relaxation of conditions for the wellconducted as their sentences proceed. Those convicts who reach the Long Sentence Division at the
;

;

;

end of ten years are allowed to purchase out of
their gratuity some approved articles of extra diet,
but not alcohol or tobacco.
The tendency of recent
9. Borstal treatment.
legislation has been towards a lenient treatment,
especially of the young and of first offenders. The
Probation of Offenders Act gives power to the
Courts to release the latter, and order them to
come up for judgment if called upon. The Children Act prohibits all children under 14, and practically all young persons under 16, from being sent
and the Prevention of Crime Act
to prison at all
establishes a new form of sentence and a new type
of Institution for offenders between the ages of 16
and 21. The sentence is detention under penal
discipline in a Borstal Institution for not less than
one and not more than three years. This is intended for those whom, by reason of criminal

—

;

habit or tendency, it is expedient to detain for
long periods under such instruction and discipline
as appear most conducive to reformation and the
The treatment adopted in
repression of crime.
these Borstal Institutions closely resembles that
of Elmira, already described.
It is based on a
well-devised scheme of moral, mental, and physical
training, combined with specific instruction in some
trade or skilled industry designed to fit the inmates
for honest living.
Rewards are given for industry
and good conduct penalties are inflicted chiefly
;

by forfeiture of privileges conditional licence is
extended to those who are deserving and work is
also found for them on discharge ; while an AfterCare Association of benevolent workers supervises
them, and gives not only encouragement, but moral
and material help, so as to enable them to lead
useful lives.
Over 5U0 youths are now under
training and the land, buildings, and trainingof
Feltham
Industrial School have been purship
chased from the London County Council for their
A scheme on similar lines has
accommodation.
also been established for girls; also a modified
Borstal treatment for youths in prison whose sentences are too short to let them have a full course.
Splendid results have already been obtained, and
;

;

;

still

better are expected
established.

when the

Institutions be-

come firmly

Habituals and vagrants.— From the outline
given of our penal system, as bearing on the general
subject of crime and its punishment, candid readers
will see that it is not unjust or unmerciful, and that
it does not sacrifice the interests of the criminal to
those of the community. The general principles on
which it is based would seem to be that it should
be penal without being vindictive, reformatory
without being demoralizing, and deterrent without being inhumane. Administrators who keep a
watchful eye on statistics are quite alive to its
weak points, in so far as it fails to reform or deter
10.

It is notorious that it
certain classes of prisoners.
does not reform individual professional criminals,
who come back time after time to prison, though
it reduces the numbers of this class very considerably by cutting oil' the recruits. It is idle to expect
that they will ever be totally eliminated but it is
highly probable that the new remedy of preventive
detention will considerably limit their depredations, and deter many from entering their ranks.
The system, again, seems to be ineffective with
vagrants, who have been increasing lately at the
Prison life sits lightly on an
rate of 4000 a year.
idle class, and measures of indulgence in the nature
of physical comfort, dictated by an exaggerated
sentimentality, are not likely to check idle habits.
Unfortunately, much of our social teaching at
To labour
present tends to encourage this evil.
truly to get one's own living' has become for many
persons a very disagreeable obligation and State
Aid, which is a popular panacea for social evils, is
;

'

;
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too often invoked where energy and
would be the more manly remedy while Society
is too often called upon to saddle itself with the
To a large extent
vices and follies of individuals.
these doctrines would seem to be responsible for an
idle spirit in our lower ranks.
According to the
last official returns, no fewer than 33,766 persons

self-reliance

;

found their way to prison in 1910

for

offences

against the Vagrancy Acts. When it is borne in
mind that several more thousands of this idle class
are in workhouses and at large, it will be obvious
that the question of dealing with them is becoming
very urgent. No economic remedy for mere unemployment will meet their case, since the workhabit in practically all of them has been lost.
Committee appointed in 1905 to investigate the
subject made recommendations that such persons
should be dealt with otherwise than under the
Vagrancy Acts that they should be treated, not
as criminals, but as persons requiring detention on
account of their mode of life. The object aimed
at is to train and compel them to do some kind
of work, so as to aid the solution of the problem
which they themselves present. Legislation is now
urgently wanted to carry these recommendations

A

—

into effect.

—

Kecent
ii. General results of our penal system.
enactments in reference to inebriates, first offenders, habituals, and youthful delinquents, together
with the recommendations of committees for further legislation for weak-minded prisoners and
vagrants, suffice to show that our penal system
has by no means reached perfection or finality.
But how far has it served its purpose in the reSome general considerations
pression of crime?
have to be taken into account in deciding this

We have no trustworthy data for estimating with any approach to accuracy the sum
Undetotal of crime committed in the country.
tected and unproved crime still flourishes, and we

question.

can judge the proportion it bears to detected crime
We know, however,
only by general indications.
that our methods of detection and identification of
criminals have improved, so that it is at least probable that less crime goes undetected now than in
former years.
Further, we know that life and
property are as secure with us as elsewhere, and
that respect for

human

life is

certainly greater in

v

this country than in most civilized countries. But,
although we can base no conclusions on figures
representing the total criminality of our population, we have, in the daily average population of
our prisons, a statistical basis for estimating com-

parative progress or retrogression. The figures are
simple they have been arranged on the same lines
since the local prisons were handed over to the
State in 1878 and they include all the proved crime
of the country, both minor and grave. If, then, we
compare the daily average population of the prisons
of England and Wales in 1880 with that in 1910,
we get the following results
;

;

:

[England and Wales.]

Tear.
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much

the light of social 'sports,' instead of
anti-social offenders and public nuisances.
An
attempt was made by the Inebriates Act to stem
the evil by applying curative treatment to cases
of inebriety, and placing them under control and
medical care for prolonged periods. The intention
of the Act was good, and it was based on scientific
teaching, but, unfortunately, it did not work well
in practice.
No legal obligation had been placed
on the local authorities, who were expected to cooperate in the scheme, to provide accommodation
and maintenance for patients, and the Courts were
reluctant to deprive of liberty, for the long periods
necessary for cure, any persons except the most
confirmed inebriates. These, as might have been
expected, quickly relapsed into their former habits
on discharge, and the Act was thereby discredited.
For those who were less confirmed in drinking
in

habits, and who might have gained benefit from
the Act, it became a dead letter. The liberty of
the subject in their case amounted to liberty to
ruin themselves, and to inflict trouble, anxiety, and
expense on their friends. Further, disputes arose
between the local authorities and the Treasury as
to the cost of maintaining the Homes, which led
to further deadlock.
Committee of Inquiry has
already recommended that, in order to meet these
the
State
should
take over the control
difficulties,
of the Homes.
Whether or not this proposal be
carried out, the Act requires stiffening in some
way, if it is to fulfil its object. The occasional
drunkard also needs more attention. If he is to
be restrained from drifting into the habitual class
before his will-power disappears under continued
indulgence, cumulative penalties must be dealt out
to him more freely, and the risk of becoming an
inebriate under the Act must be constantly kept
before his eyes.

A
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CRIOBOLIUM.— Like

R. F. QUINTON.
the taurobolium (wh.

was a sacrifice performed in
connexion with the worship of the Great Mother
of the Gods and Attis, with the difference that the
victim was a ram instead of a bull, and was slain
see) the criobolium

honour of Attis. When the criobolium was
given in conjunction with the taurobolium, the
altar was, with rare exceptions, inscribed to both
deities
whereas, when the taurobolium alone was
given, the inscription was usually to the Mother
only, though symbolic decorations on the altar
even then often indicated the participation of
in

;

Attis.

Unlike the taurobolium, which, if not an original
feature of the worship of the Great Mother in
Asia, was borrowed by her priesthood at Rome
from the Cappadocian religions which were brought
there in the early 2nd cent. A.D., the criobolium
seems to have been a special sacrifice instituted
after the rise, and on the analogy, of the taurobolium, for the purpose of giving fuller recognition
to the duality of the Great Mother and Attis, which
had recently become more prominent through the
rise of Attis to greater importance.
There is nothing to indicate its existence either in Asia or in

(Old Testament)

Italy before

its first

Mother and

celebration in honour of the

Attis.

In the absence of direct evidence, we may suppose the criobolium to have been similar to the
taurobolium both in details of ceremony and in
Its celebration was wide-spread,
spiritual effect.
and its importance such that it could be an alternative to the

taurobolium (OIL

vi.

505, 506),

though

the latter was held in greater esteem. It was
inevitable that the ancients should draw a comparison between the pagan doctrine of purification

and regeneration through the taurobolium and
criobolium and the Christian doctrine of redemption through the blood of the Lamb (Firmicus
Maternus, de Error. 27-28).
Literature.

— See references under TAtntOBOLiuM.
Grant Showerman.

CRITICISM

(Old Test.).— Criticism is the art
of estimating the qualities of literary or artistic
work. M. Arnold defined it as 'a disinterested
endeavour to learn and propagate the best that is
known and thought in the world ' {Ess. Crit. i. 38).
It is not to be mistaken for censure or dispraise
the expression of hostile or unfavourable opinions.
Realizing that the word verges on this adverse
significance, Pater and others have preferred to
'
'
speak of literary appreciations ; and certainly
the true Bible critic desires chiefly to share his
admiration with his reader. But ' criticism ' and

—

the allied terms should be used without prejudice,
to signify the effort of the mind to see things as
they are, to appraise literature at its true worth,
to judge the records of men's thoughts and deeds
impartially, without obtrusion of personal likes or
dislikes.
In distinction from
lower (a term
seldom used), or textual, criticism, which aims at
the
text
and
ascertaining
genuine
meaning of an
'

'

'

'

author, higher (a term apparently first used by
Eiehhorn), or historical, criticism seeks to answer a
series of questions affecting the composition, editThe
ing, and collection of the Sacred Books.
higher critic's task is to show how the ideas of any
particular writing are related to the environment
in which they grew, to the spirit of the age, to the
life of the people, to the march of events, and to the
kindred literary productions of other times or, it
may be, of other lands. It is a scientific method
of 'searching the Scriptures.'
It substitutes the
inductive for the a priori mode of inquiry, observa-

and experiment for tradition and dogma. It
a new application of the Socratic principle that
an unexamined life of man or book is not worth
tion
is

—

—

living.

The
light

movement, which has shed a flood of
on the OT, and given the Church a new and
critical

more human conception of the mode of revelation,
did not begin till the middle of the 18th century.
The traditional view of the composition of the
Sacred Scriptures was a bequest from the Jewish
to the Christian Church, which no one ever thought
of closely examining.
There were, indeed, a few
sporadic attempts at literary criticism, which ran
counter to the received opinion.
Theodore of
Mopsuestia relegated some of the Psalms of David
such as the 51st, 65th, and 127th to the period of
the Exile.
Ibn Ezra, the acutest Jewish scholar
of the Middle Ages (1070-1138), detected a number
of anachronisms in the Pentateuch, but advised
the reader who understood these things to be discreet and hold his tongue. Luther was a fearless
critic of both the OT and the NT.
He asked what
it would matter if Moses was not the author of the
Pentateuch he saw that the Book of Kings was
more credible than that of Chronicles he surmised
that some of the Prophetic books received their
and he would have prefinal form from redact ors
fcrred if the First, Book of Maccabees instead of
Esther had been included in the Canon. Spinoza's
'

—

'

—

;

;

;

i
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philosophical acumen anticipated not a few of the
modern critical results.
Ex his omnibus,' he says,
'luce meridiana clarius apparot, Pentateuchum
non a Mose, sed ab alio et qui a Mose multis post
'

saeculis vixit, scriptum fuisse' (Trait. Iltcol.-polit.
vii. ).
Richard Simon, the French Oratorian, observed some double accounts of events in the
Pentateuch, and suggested a diversity of authorBut the critical opinions of these and other
ship.
individual writers were mere obiter dicta, which
made little impression upon the mind of the Church,
and never disturbed her dogmatic slumber. They

inaugurated no
It

movement.
one who was neither a scholar

critical

was reserved

for

man of science, the Frenchcourt-physician Jean Astruc, to discover
the critical secret, and to forge the novum organum
which was to destroy and to overthrow, to build
and to plant.' His study of the Pentateuch was
the parergon of a busy life chiefly devoted to the
writing of books in his own special department,
and his supreme merit was that be brought to the
search of the Scriptures a mind thoroughly trained
in the methods of science.
In this pioneer work he
left a perfect example for the imitation of all his
followers.
As a devout Catholic believer he
takes his readers into his confidence in a beautiful
preface he refrained for a while from publishing
his book, fearing that he might, much against his
will, put a weapon into the hands of the freethinkers les esprits forts of his time. He could
not doubt, however, that his discovery would
serve to remove some serious difficulties from the
pages of Scripture, and in his seventieth year he
was constrained to give his book to the world
The very title of the work at once gave
(1753).
expression to the characteristic modesty of a true
seeker after truth. He merely offered Conjectures
sur les mtmoires originaux dont il paroit que Moyse
s'est servi pour composer le livre de la Genise.
He
did not know whether they would he accepted or
rejected, but in either case nothing could ever alter
his 'love of Truth and of Religion.'
It is worth
while to state his argument in his own words here
slightly abridged.
In the Hebrew text of Genesis, God is designated by two
different names. The first is Elohim, for, while this name has
nor a theologian, but a

man and

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

other meanings in Hebrew, it is especially applied to the
Supreme Being. The other is Jehovah, m.v, the great name of
God, expressing his essence. Now one might suppose that the
two names were used indiscriminately as synonymous terms,
merely to lend variety to the style. This, however, would be
an error. The names are never intermixed there are whole
chapters, or large parts of chapters, in which God is always
called Elohim, and others, at least as numerous, in which he 'is
always named Jehovah. If Moses were the author of Genesis,
we should have to ascribe this strange and harsh variation to
himself. But can we conceive such negligence in the composition of so short a book as Genesis ? Shall we impute to Moses a
fault such as no other writer has committed ? Is it not more
natural to explain this variation by supposing that Genesis was
composed of two or three memoirs, the authors of which gave
different names to God, one using that of Elohim, another that
of Jehovah or Jehovah Elohim?'
;

That Astrue was conscious of leading the students
of Scripture into untrodden paths is proved by the
motto from Lucretius (i. 926 f.), which he put on his
:
title-page
1
Avia Pieridum peragro

loca, nnllius

ante

Trita solo.'

In the 500 pages of his book he carried his critical
analysis through the whole of Genesis and the
beginning of Exodus, as far as the point where the
distinction of Divine names appears to cease (Ex 6).
He discovered some passages which he could not
attribute either to the Elohist or the Jahwist.
He displayed his results by arranging the whole
text in four parallel columns. His attempt had
the inevitable defects of all pioneer work, and he
was far from dogmatizing as to the details of his
criticism.
But, with a true scientist's confidence
at once in the precision of his methods and in the
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general accuracy of his conclusions, he wrote at the
end of his prefatory exposition
'So we must either renounce all pretence of ever proving anything in any critical question, or else agree that the proof which
the combination of these facts affords amounts to a complete
:

demonstration of the theory of the composition
I have
propounded.'

of Genesis

which

Astruc's Conjectures received but a cold welcome

own

Catholic, communion.
No single compatriot of his inherited the critical mantle, and it
was destined to be the work of a long succession of

in his

patient

German

scientific theologians to

continue

and complete the process of literary analysis which
the brilliant Frenchman had begun. The great
Hebraist Eichhorn came to know Astruc's theory
at second-hand, and deliberately refrained from
reading the book till he had independently, and
still more thoroughly, gone over the same
ground,
with the same general results.
He had no difficulty in finding a good many criteria besides the
Divine names to differentiate the original documents, and, instead of pausing at the beginning of
Exodus, he carried his investigations to the end of
the Pentateuch, expressing the opinion long since
antiquated that the last four books were compiled
from separate writings of Moses and some of his
contemporaries. F.ichhorn's results were published
in an Einleit. in das
(1783), and, as he had
some of his friend Herder's gift of style and love of
the Bible as literature, his book made almost as
profound an impression on his age as Wellhausen's
Prolegomena has made on ours.
The only contribution which Britain offered to
the solution of the critical problem in its earliest
phase was the work of Alexander Geddes, a Scottish
priest, educated in Paris, where he had had the
privilege of studying Hebrew at the Sorbonne.
His Holy Bible faithfully translated from corrected
Texts of the Originals, with Various Headings, Explanatory Notes, and Critical Remarks (1792), followed by a separate work entitled Critical Remarks
on the Hebrew Scriptures (1800), gives vigorous exHe was a remarkable man
pression to his views.
and no mean scholar, who certainly deserves to
be remembered among the pioneers of criticism
but by excess of zeal the perfervidum ingenium
Scotorum he led criticism astray, and tended on
the whole to discredit the movement.
Scorning
the timid theory of Astruc and Eichhorn,— that
Moses used only two fundamental documents in the
composition of Genesis, he launched the hypothesis
that the whole Pentateuch was nothing but a collection of loose scraps, of various age and
worth,
probably compiled in the time of Solomon. He
had no difficulty in pointing out an immense number of these originally independent fragments, in
the conjunction of which he saw no
orderly plan or
leading motive. He thus became the author of the
'Fragment Hypothesis,' which was introduced
into Germany by Vater, who translated or
paraphrased a large part of Geddes's Critical Remarks.
Vater thought the Book of Genesis was composed
of thirty-nine fragments.
The theory made much
noise for a time, but received its death-blow at the
hands of the greatest OT scholar of last century,
Heinrich Ewald of Gottingen, in his Die Composition der Genesis kritisch untersucht, which he wrote
when he was a youth of nineteen (1823). Geddes's
Aberdeen
opinions cost him his priestly office.
consoled him with a doctorate of laws.
Meanwhile a real and important advance, from
which there have been nulla, vestigia retrorsum,
was made by Ilgen, Eichhorn's successor at Jena.
This fine scholar who afterwards acquired a
scholastic fame similar to that of Arnold of
Rugby
detected the presence of two writers in Genesis,
each with an unmistakable style of his own, who
This
habitually use the Divine name Elohim.
discovery did not receive much attention at the

—

—

AT

—

—

—

—

—

;
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was not till
publication (1798),
it was independently made again by Hupfeld,
more than half a century afterwards, that its
significance was recognized by the foremost scholars
of Germany.
It is now accepted as one of the
and

its

it

assured results of criticism. As the second Elohist
is devoted to the ideas and institutions of the
Levitical system, he is usually known as the
Elohist is
Priestly Writer,' while the name
reserved for the earlier author, who, like the
Jahwist, is more akin to the prophets.
Still another step in advance was taken at Jena,
this time by one of Ilgen's most brilliant pupils.
As a candidate for the doctor's degree (in 1805),
de Wette presented a Dissertatio Critica on the
Book of Deuteronomy, which proved to be epochmaking. He argued, from the individual qualities
of style and the definite circle of ideas which he
observed in this book, that it stands by itself,
distinct in origin and purpose from the rest of the
Pentateuch and he identified it with the law-book
which was at once the manifesto and the programme of the reforming party in the reign of
Josiah (621 B.C.). This brilliant theory brought
the critical movement for the first time into direct
contact with Israel's national history.
It shed an
intense light upon the record of a great spiritual
crisis.
Criticism thus ceased to be merely literary,
and became the handmaid of the history of religion.
De Wette's hypothesis has now been tested by the
scholarship of a century, and Deuteronomy is
universally regarded as the key to the interpretation of the spiritual evolution of Israel.
Attention was next directed to the Book of
Joshua, which the Jewish canon sharply separates
from the Pentateuch and places at the head of the
Former Prophets.' Already, in 1792, Geddes had
*
joined it to the Pentateuch, regarding it as compiled by the same author.' Careful and minute
investigation convinced de Wette and Bleek that
this procedure was correct.
The real affinities of
Joshua are with the writings which precede, not
with those which follow, it. Of the Five Books of
Moses it forms the necessary continuation and
completion, taking up the various threads of the
narrative and recording how the promises were
fulfilled and the laws enforced.
Subsequent criticism has confirmed this view, by proving that each
of the Pentateuchal documents, with its favourite
phrases and formulae, reappears in the Book of
Joshua. Hence it is now the established practice
to speak and write of the Hexateuch, or Six Books
(revxos, 'a weapon,' being post- Alexandrian Greek
for a book), instead of the Pentateuch.
For the next half century there was one inspiring name which dominated the study of the OT.
Wellhausen, who dedicated his Prolegomena to
my unforgotten teacher, Heinrich Ewald, with
gratitude and honour,' was one out of many who
felt the spell of this scholar's genius.
It must be
admitted, however, that Ewald lent his authority
to a hypothesis which for a considerable time
retarded rather than furthered the progress of
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

He began where Astruc and Eichhorn
and neglected Ilgen's discovery of the two
Regarding an undivided Elohist document, which he called the Book of Origins,' as
the groundwork of the Hexateuch, and finding
its unmistakable ideals and formulae giving order
and unity to the whole structure, he maintained
that the Jahwist sections were merely added to
supplement the work of the Elohist. This was the
famous 'Supplement Hypothesis.' Defended by
Bleek, Schroder, and many other scholars, it was
viewed for long as the citadel of criticism but it
could not permanently stand the cross-fire to
which it was subjected, and it has now no more
than a historical interest.
criticism.
left off,

Elohists.

'

'

'

;

In 1834, Eduard Reuss was lecturing on OT
theology at Strassburg, and applying his strong,
keen intelligence to the critical problem, which he
approached from the historical rather than from the

He found it psychologically inconliterary side.
ceivable that a nation should begin its history with
a fully developed code of laws. He thought it
inexplicable that a whole succession of prophets
should ignore their country's laws, which they of
all men ought to have reverenced.
How was he to
solve the enigma ? The critical movement, at the
point which it had then reached, did not help him
much, for Deuteronomy was the only book of the
OT, apart from the Prophets, which had yet been
replaced in the historical environment out of which
it grew.
Reuss's problem was to determine the
age and origin of the 'Law of Moses' and the
Psalms of David.' The answer came to him, as
he told long afterwards, rather as an intuition than
as the result of a careful and exhaustive investigation.
It was this
that in the true historical
sequence the Prophets are earlier than the Law,
and the Psalms later than both. In the following
year (1835) practically the same theory was in'

—

dependently propounded by Vatke in his Bibl.
Theol. wissenschaftlich dargestellt, and by George
in his Die alteren jiid. Fcste.
If neither of these

books commanded any great attention, the reason
was that they were too theoretical. They did not
present a thorough analysis of the language and
ideas of the Books of Scripture. Vatke's work
was, indeed, a very remarkable instance of the
successful application of Hegelian principles to the
study of a national and literary development. But
it

was intended only

for the initiated,

who were

sealed of the tribe of Hegel. The author warned
off the very threshold of his book all who did not
understand the master's terminology. Reuss, who
tried to read it and failed, deferred the publication
of his own conclusions for nearly half a century.
His L'Histoire sainte et la loi appeared only in 1879,
and his Geschichte der Schriften des
in 1881. One

AT

most brilliant pupils, K. H. Graf, professor
at Leipzig, had forestalled him by a dozen years in
his Geschichtl. Bitcher des
(1866), and consequently the theory is known to all the world as
the Grafian Hypothesis.'
Hupfeld, one of the eminent Hebraists of Halle,
where he was the successor of Gesenius, brought a
fresh mind to the problem of the literary composition of Genesis, and was rewarded with more success than almost any previous scholar.
Indeed, it
was he who most nearly read the riddle of the
sphinx, and it is a remarkable fact that his book,
Die Quellen der Genesis (1853), was published
exactly a century after the famous Conjectures of
Astruc.
Having shaken off the obsession of
Ewald's 'Supplement Hypothesis,' he had the
good fortune to repeat Ilgen's almost forgotten
discovery of the two distinct Elohist writers in the
Pentateuch. He laid bare the work of the Priestly
He demonstrated
Writer (the second Elohist).
the close affinity of the first Elohist to the Jahwist,
and the wide difference between both and the
Under his spell each
writer of the Grundschrift.
of these ancient writers seemed to come forth a
with
a
style which revealed the
living personality,
man. He showed that the additions by which J
was alleged to have supplemented P were often
entirely out of harmony with the latter's circle of
His own theory was that the productions
ideas.
of three originally independent writers (now known
as J, E, and P) were at length combined by an
editor, who
fortunately for us left his sources
much as he found them, being content to establish
of his

AT

'

—

—

a merely superficial unity.
The literary problem of the authorship of the
Hexateuch was thus solved. But the vitally im-

CRITICISM

he worked
By careful comon the one hand,
much more fully developed than the law-book
small in size but great in value known as the
'Book of the Covenant' (Ex 20--23), and, on the
other hand, much less fully developed than the

(621 B.C.) as his first starting-point,

backwards and forwards from
parisons he proved that

D

it.

—

is,

—

The inference was inevitable that
Priestly Code.
these three strata of legislation belong to three

The Priestly Code, however, is partly historical, partly legal, and Graf
felt constrained to divorce these two elements,
ascribing the historical to a pre-exilic, and the
legal to a post-exilic date, with some centuries
between them. But this part of his theory comnor to the left
mended itself neither to the
widely separated ages.

right

As

the Priestly Code is a compact and
and as the style of its narrative
no way from the style of its legal
as
a whole be either pre-exilic or
it
must
sections,
post-exilic. Now, this was one important question
as to which the most eminent critics remained for
a while divided among themselves.
Nbldeke,
Riehm, and Dillmann were on the one side Reuss,
Kayser, and ultimately Graf himself, on the other.

wing.

indivisible whole,
portions differs in

;

Then came a new generation

of scholars,

with

Duhm, Kuenen, and Wellhausen at their
who vigorously attacked the problem once

head,

more,
and almost unanimously declared in favour of the
post-exilic theory, thereupon proceeding to adjust
their conceptions of the whole OT literature and
history to this revolutionary conclusion.
Duhm in his Theol. der Prophctcn (1875) chose a
new point of view. The work of the prophets gave
him the sure historical vantage-ground from which
he could look both before and after, and a keen
scrutiny of all the conditions of the problem convinced him that the phenomenon of prophecy is
independent of every Mosaic law but the moral law
written in the heart. To him the great prophets
are not the children of the Law, but the inspired
creators of the religion of Israel.
Prophecy is the
supreme initial fact which transcends explanation.
The Levitical system, which gave the death-blow
to prophecy in the post-exilic age, could never have
been its nursing-mother in earlier times.
The
inner expansion of the prophetic spirit nowhere
requires the Law for its explanation or illustration.
The traditional succession
Mosaism, Prophecy,
Judaism cannot, therefore, be maintained. Judaism is not a mere revival of antiquity it is a new
fact.
The post-exilic poems sung in fervent praise
of the Law have a freshness of feeling which betokens something other than an artificial restoration.
On the assumption that Ezra, working on
the basis of Ezekiel, was the real creator of JudaWhile the whole
ism, everything becomes clear.
previous history of Israel, internal and external,
can be traced out independently of the Priestly
legislation, the whole subsequent history is just the
history of the Law. The study of the Prophets
thus proves that the Grafian hypothesis is both
psychologically and historically superior to the

—

—

;

traditional one.

For

it is less

likely, as
"

Kuenen

" Grundschrift
dropped
from the sky some few centuries before any one
wanted it
than that it grew up in its own
historical environment when its hour had come'
{Histor.-C'rit.
Inquiry, etc., Eng. tr. 1886, p.
says, 'that the so-called
.

xxxvii

.
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portant historical question of the date of the several
writers, ami of their relations to the other authors
of the OT, still left much work to do. Graf, as we
have seen, was inspired by the teaching of Reuss,
and developed his master's theory {op. cit. supra).
Taking the date of the publication of Deuteronomy

.

f.).

Wellhausen's Geseh. Israels appeared in 1878,
and of its reception in Germany Pfieiderer says
:

for the new hypothesis, derived from the
parallel development of law, ritual, and literature, wereexhihited
1

The arguments

with such cogency that the impression produced on German
theologians (especially of the younger generation) was almost
irresistible. ... It was a special merit in Wellhausen's book to
have excited interest in these questions outside the narrow circle
of specialists by its skilful handling of the materials and ite
almost perfect combination of wide historical considerations
with the careful investigation of details, and to have thus
removed OT criticism from the rank of a subordinate question
to the centre of theological discussion (Development of Theology,
Eng. tr. 1890, p. 259).
Kuenen was perhaps justified in regarding
'

as the
publication of Wellhausen's book
"crowning fight" in the long campaign' (op. cit.
The work of criticism was not yet
p. xxxix).
ended. But, at any rate, its methods were vindiThe subsecated, and its main results assured.
'

the

quent history of the critical movement is, therefore,
outward rather than inward, supplying matter for
an interesting chapter of general Church History,
a record of the spread of criticism to one country
after another, of the opening of the doors of colleges
and schools to critical teaching, and of the gradual
leavening of the modern mind with a new concepOf the direction
tion of the Bible and of revelation.
of the current of educated opinion there cannot be
doubt.
any
'

For, while the tired waves, vainly breaking,
Seem here no painful inch to gain,
Far back, through creeks and inlets making,
'
Conies silent, flooding in, the main (A. H. Clough).

It

would be strange

make

a brave fight for

if

traditionalism did not

life, and the battle has often
freedom has sometimes been
purchased at a great price. Those who are born
The cause of the
free have a sacred heritage.
scientific study of the OT has been championed
and won for England by Colenso and Stanley,
Cheyne and Driver for Scotland by Davidson,
Robertson Smith, and G. A. Smith for America
by Briggs and Harper, Toy and Brown to name
in each instance but a few scholars out of many.
Criticism is represented in modern Judaism by
Montefiore, and the writers of the JE ; in the Rom.
Cath. Church by the Abbe Loisy, Baron von
Hugel, Pere Lagrange, and Salvatore Minocchi.
It has become, as Sanday says, international and
inter-confessional.
And, since all light and truth
are of God, Biblical science can bring to Churches
and nations nothing but good. It is inevitable
that the art of criticism should sometimes be
practised by men of little faith, or of no faith, and

waxed

hot.

Critical

;

;

—

that in their case the critical spirit should be
rather than sympathetic, the critical
weapon destructive rather than constructive. The
Of
fault is not in the instrument but in the user.
two scientists who study the open book of Nature,
one sees only a strange adjustment of the atoms
of dead matter, while the other has a vision of the
And of two critics of the
living garment of God.
literature and not dogma,' the
Bible, which is
one is merely conscious of the pathetic upward
strivings of the human spirit, while the other bows
in reverence before a revelation of the immanent
God of truth and love.
Appeal is often made from criticism to archaeology. Excaptious

'

ploration is called to be the handmaid of revelation. The spade
is taken to confirm the pen.
Many confident statements have
been circulated in the name of this romantic young science,
which is bringing so many old things to light. ' Wherever
archaeology has been able to test the negative conclusions of
criticism, they have dissolved like a bubble into the air (Sayce,
Monument Facts and Higher Critical Fancies, p. 25). Assyri"
'
"
ology has for ever shattered the critical theory which would
From buried
put the Prophets before the Law' (p. 87).
palaces, from monuments, from long-lost libraries, 'a voice has
gone up rebuking the scorner (J. Orr, The Bible under Trial,
But is criticism really opposed by the facts of the
p. 121).
monuments, or only by illegitimate inferences deduced from
these facts? On many points archaeology is certainly quite
neutral, and on many others it is in perfect accord with the
views of the critics. While it has to some extent confirmed the
Bible statements regarding Shishak, Omri, Ahab, Jehu, Sargon,
and Sennacherib ; while it has proved that the art of writing
was wide-spread in the East long before the Hebrew invasion of
'

'
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contradictory, accounts of the same events that
are found in close juxtaposition. It has explained
the moral and theological crudities of the Bible as
the early phases of a gradual religious evolution.
It has denuded the desert pilgrimage of literary
For the
glory, only in order to enrich the Exile.
Psalms of David it has substituted the Hymnbook of the Second Temple,' into which are garnered
the fruits of the religious thought and feeling of
centuries. To the legendary wisdom of one crowned

Canaan while it has found in Hammurabi a law-giver far older
than Moses it has not hitherto appreciably affected a single
critical conclusion as to Israel's historical and literary develop*
ment.
Archaeology has refuted only the argument which
;

:

Prof. Sayce has imaginatively attributed to critics : the arguments which they really use, with, of course, the entire position
it has left absolutely untouched'
LOTs p. xx). Sayce, Hommel, and Winckler have
rendered splendid service as archaeological specialists, and every
discovery they have made has been welcomed but science
would prefer to receive their facts neat, instead of having them
Prof. Orr is the ablest
diluted with cheap anti-criticism.
opponent of criticism in this country, but he has personally
accepted a good many of its results and, when he still contrasts
the traditional with the modern position by saying that the one
scheme is naturalistic ; the other is positively Christian there
must in the long run be a more decisive choice between them
(ExpTlxvm. [1907] 125), he is needlessly confusing the issue.

which depends upon them,
(Driver,

,

'

many

:

—

The progress of criticism has been slow. The
labour has been spread over a century and a half.
Every critical theory that had ever been advanced
has been severely tested and strenuously contested.
Criticism is bound to be self -critical, proving all
things and holding fast that which is good. It is
not to be imagined that finality has been reached
on every minor detail of criticism. All along the
line there are matters that still await adjustment.
In the improvements which it is receiving at the
hands of a new generation, the Grafian theory
resembles the Darwinian.
Allusion can be made to only a very few points. (1) The

—

Prof. B. D. Eerdmans, Kuenen's pupil and successor, is reHe begins his Alttest.
garded as the leader of a reaction.
Stvdien (Giessen, 3 parts, 1908-10) by announcing that he has
School. Criticism has been
quitted the Graf-Wellhausen-Kuenen
*
wrong from the outset. Astruc led her into false tracks (p. iv).
The theory which uses the Divine names as a guide through the
labyrinth of the traditions is an error, and must be set aside
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

these writings (Heb. Rel. p. 241 ff.). (3) The division of Isaiah into
at ch. 40 is indisputable, but in both parts there are
sections that require to be removed into different historical
settings, and in nearly all the Prophets some later additions
and redactions have been discovered. <4) The Psalter as a whole
is probably post-exilic, but it is in the nature of things scarcely
possible to determine the precise environment into which each
poem should be fitted, and the theory that many of the Psalms
reflect MaccabaBan and Ptolemaic conditions has not met with
much acceptance. (5) The Wisdom literature and the relation

two parts

developments to Greek thought still need much
While Job is recognized as post-exilic, and Ecclesiattention.
astes may be little older than Daniel (which belongs to the
great field of Apocalyptic literature), it still remains probable
that the kernel of the Book of Proverbs represents the oral
wisdom of Israel in the time of the monarchy.
Some gains obtained by the criticism of the Old
Testament may be mentioned. It has established
of its later

the broad principles that God never spoke a word
to any soul that was not exactly fitted to the
occasion and the man'; and that 'separate
from this context, ... it is no longer the same
perfect Word (Robertson Smith, OTJCP, 1892, p.
10 f.). It has reconstructed the history of Israel
of that other modern principle
in the
'there
light
is no history but critical history.'
For the incredible dogmas of verbal inspiration and the equal
divinity of all parts of Scripture, it has substituted
a credible conception of the Bible as the sublime
record of the Divine education of the human race.
It has traced the development of the religious conceptions and institutions of Israel in a rational
order.
Moving the OT's centre of gravity from
the Law to the Prophets, it has proved that the
'

.

'

—

history of Israel is fundamentally and essentially
the history of Prophecy. It has made a sharp and
clear distinction between historical and imaginative
writing in the OT, and so enhanced the real value of
both. It has appreciated the simple idylls of Israel's
folklore, pervaded and purified as they are by the
spirit of tne earliest prophets, and used by them to
transfuse the devotion of a higher faith into the
veins of the peonle.
It has thrown
aa Astruc
light
saw that it would on the many duplicate, and even

—

—

Instead of taking these names as literary criteria, let
us have an historical-religious investigation of their meaning.
In the Book of the Covenant (Ex 20—23*0, Elohim cannot
The 'judges'
It is a real plural.
refer to the God of Israel.
(Ex 216 22 8 9 ) are gods. This is the key with which the new
critical school opens the door.
Polytheism is to be found not
only in the 'Book of the Covenant,' but in the narratives of
For the knowledge of the history of Israel it is of
Genesis.
great importance to see clearly that the legends which have
been gradually collected in Genesis have received but a faint
monotheistic colouring.' Round the figures of the patriarchs
have gathered (1) stories in which the polytheism is undisturbed,
and (3)
(2) others which recognize Jahweh as one of the gods,
others in which the polytheism has been adapted to monotheSome parts of P which to Eerdmans is a fiction
istic faith.
are much older than the Exile, and round all the ancient
legends there have gradually accumulated many additions and
redactions, dating from the earliest to the latest times.
Eerdmans has failed to take account of the fact that for the
recognition of J and E in the Hexateuch there are many other
important criteria— language, style, point of view, religious
tendency besides the Divine names. It will be found that the
difference between him and his master is after all not very
great. His vigorous and suggestive criticism is a trumpet-call
to all OT scholars to re-examine their position, and they are
cheerfully responding but it does not appear that the solid
walls of P have been shaken.
Literature (chiefly additional to books cited above). J. W.
Colenso, Pentateuch and Book of Joshua critically examined,
7 parts, London, 1862-79; Th. Ndldeke, Die AT Literatur,
Leipzig, 1868, also Untersuchungen zur Eriiik des AT* 8, Kiel,
1869; A. Kuenen, Histor. Krit. Onderzoek", Leyden, 1885-93
(Eng. tr. of pt. 1 under title The Bexateuch, London, 1886);

(p. 94).

'

.

'

ear.'

Jahwist and Elohist have often been called prophetic writers,
as if they had come under the influence of Amos and Hosea
but Gunkel has made it appear very probable that the stories of
J and E, which in his view represent the work of schools rather
than of individuals, had taken shape in all essentials by 1200
B.C.
While, on the one hand, we must assume their existence
in order to account for the appearance of the Prophets,' they
have, on the other hand, much that must needs have been exceedingly offensive to the Prophets (H. Gunkel, The Legends of
Genesis, Eng. tr. 1901, p. 140 f.). (2) While scholars like Baudissin
and Kittel nold that the Law of Holiness (Lv 17-26) precedes
Deut., and Driver and Kyle that it is later than Deut., but prior
to Ezekiel, Addis has argued very ably for placing it after botb

.

of

it has preferred the popular
philosophy
For a religious history which
generations.
looked like an inverted pyramid, it has given us
one which is comparable to an ever-broadening
stream the record of a winding but unwavering
progress in the moral and religious consciousness
of a people.
Instead of crowding the most complex
institutions and ideals into the infancy of the
first
nation, it has followed the order of nature
the blade, then the ear, then the full corn in the

head

;

*

'

1

;

'

'

'

'

-

'

—

—

'

'

—

;

—
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CRITICISM (New Testament)
CRITICISM (New Teat. ).—The criticism of
NT may lie treated in two divisions — that of

the
the

Gospels and Acts, and that of the remaining
In the Gospels and Acts we are dealing
books.
with narrative material, which may, therefore, be
approached from the standpoints and methods of
But in the
(o) literary, (ft) historical, criticism.
Epistles and the Apocalypse we have to do with
books where the historical element is subordinate
and the literary predominant. Consequently, literary methods of criticism will find further scope
than historical methods, and there is likely to be
less divergence of opinion on the results obtained.
I.

Criticism of the Gospels and Acts.—

To

the dispassionate inquirer the present state of
this department of investigation must be strangely
bewildering. This is not due to variation of opinion
in the region of literary criticism, for there it has
long been seen that the possibility of obtaining
sure results is very limited in scope, and agreement
has been largely reached on all points where agreement is possible. But, in the region of historical
inquiry, results are surprisingly contradictory, and
there seems at present to be no likelihood of agreement being reached.
I. Literary criticism.
So far as the Synoptic
Gospels are concerned, important results have been
reached by the methods of literary criticism. These
may be briefly summarized as follows, (a) It has
been shown that the Second Gospel was used in the
1
(6) It
compilation of the First and Third Gospels.
lias been further shown that behind the First and
Third Gospels lies a compilation of the Lord's Sayings = Q) which directly, or after passing through
intermediate stages, was used by the editors of
these later Gospels. 2 (c) It has also been made
probable that the editor of the Third Gospel used,
in addition to Mark and Q, at least a third written
source but no agreement has been reached as to
its scope. 3
(d) Some recent attempts to analyze
the Second Gospel into two or more documents

—

(

;

which were originally distinct rely more upon
historical considerations than upon purely literary
methods, and are too recent to have been fully
considered. 4
In the Fourth Gospel literary critical methods
have recently found much play. Wellhausen 6 has
attempted to find traces of composite authorship,
and he has been followed by Spitta, 6 who endeavours to distinguish between a Grundschrift, to

*

which he assigns a very high historical value, and
a Bearbeitung. But it may be questioned whether
the unity of the book is not too apparent to be
7
lightly shaken.
The attempt to analyze the Acts into its original
sources rinds ever new disciples. The latest is
Harnack, 8 who finds in Ac 2-15 a compilation of

three documents. But the grounds alleged do not
to support the conclusions. 9 On
the other hand, the identity of the editor of the
Acts with the writer of the
sections and

seem adequate

'

We

'

1

Studies in the Synoptic Problem, ed. Sanday, 1911.
2 For recent
attempts to reconstruct Q. see A. Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, Eng. tr., Lond. 1908 B. Weiss, 'Die Quellen der
synopt. Uberlieferung (TU~ xxxii. 3 [1908]) and Studies in the
Synoptic Problem (ut supra\
3
Weiss, op, cit.
*
Wendling, Die Entstehung des Marcus-Evangetiums, Tubingen, 1908 Bacon, The Beginnings of Gospel Story, New Haven,
1909. See Survey of Recent Literature on Synoptic Gospels,'
in Review of Theology and Philosophy, July 1909 and Williams,
in Studies in the Synoptic Problem.
;

'

;

;

'

;

6

Das Evangetium Johannis,

Berlin, 1908.

6 Das
Johannes-Evangelium als Quelle der Geschickte Jesu,
Gbttingen, 1910.
7 See in criticism of
Wellhausen, Gregory, Wellhausen und
Johannes, Leipzig, 1910 for earlier Partition Theories,' Sanday,
Criticism of the Fourth Gospel, Oxford, 1905 and, for recent
literature, Review of Thcol. and Phil., Feb. 1911, and Bacon, The
Fourth Gospel in Research and Debate, New York, 1910.
8 The Acts
of the. Apostles, Eng. tr., Lond. 1909.
» See
Clemen, in the Hibbert Journal, July 1910, p. 780 £f.
'

;

;
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with the editor of the Third Gospel has received
the weighty support of Harnack himself, and on
1
Those
purely literary grounds is hardly deniable.

who dislike this conclusion have to fall back upon
historical considerations.
So far we have been dealing with literary
criticism in its efforts to determine or to detect
underlying sources in the narrative literature of
the NT. It will be seen that the most important
and assured results have been reached in those
cases where the data are the fullest.
The use of
Mark in Matthew and Luke has been rather
observed than discovered

and,

;

if

Mark

did not

exist, literary analysis certainly could not reconstruct it out of the later Gospels.
For that very
can be at the
reason, attempts to reconstruct

Q

best but tentative.
The attempted analysis of
these books into sources which are not now extant
is a matter of great difficulty, arising from the
fact that the writers have so re-cast any sources
which they may have used that reconstruction of
them is now almost impossible. It is for that
reason that attempts on purely literary grounds to
re-discover sources used in the Acts are little likely
to succeed.
2. Historical criticism.
It is, however, in the
region of historical criticism that the variety of
opinion spoken of above chiefly exists. And the
reason of it is not far to seek. Inquirers into the
Gospels and Acts are divided, broadly speaking,
into two classes, guided by different conceptions as
to the right method of approaching the narratives,

—

and consequently employing

different standards
or criteria in estimating their value as historical
material.
(1) Investigators of the first class start from the
assumption that the facts of history which lie

behind the narratives are purely natural facts,
similar in nature to other facts known to us.
In
particular, they take it for granted that Jesus

was

a man, whose personality underwent the normal
process of gradual development, so that the growth
of His intellectual conceptions can be traced on
psychological lines. Inquirers who are guided by
prmciples like these are, of course, bound to apply
to the material before them such criteria as the
following, (a) Does a writer state as fact an event
which lies outside the range of the known laws of
Nature ? Then, not only did the alleged event not
happen, but some account must be given of the
nature of the process which enabled the writer to
state as fact what is incredible.
Under this head
the whole of the so-called miraculous element in
the Gospels and Acts is removed from the. sphere
of history, and translated into the realm of myth,
legend, popular exaggeration, symbolism, allegory,
or transference of the miraculous from other departments of tradition into the life of Jesus. In
the early days of criticism this generally led to the
transference of the Gospels into the 2nd cent., 2 in
order to allow time for the growth of legend round
the few traditional facts of the life of Jesus. More
recently it has been argued that such growth may
have been very rapid, and is consistent with a 1st
cent, date for the Gospels. 3 (b) The mental development of Jesus must be similar to our own, and it
1 Luke the
Physician, Eng. tr. Lond. 1907 see also J. C.
Hawkins, Horce Synopticce, Lond. 1899.
2 The Second
Gospel is now most generally assigned to a.d.
c. a.d. 80, and the First' to varying datea
between the publication of Mark and the end of the century.
The tendency nowadays is to push the Synoptic Gospels and the
Acts backwards rather than forwards. This is illustrated by
Harnack's admission that the Acts may have been written 'so
early as the beginning of the seventh decade of the first century
,

;

60-70, the Third to

'

(Acts, p. 297).

now (Neue

Untersuch. zur Apostelgeschichte,
Leipzig, 1911) places Acts before the death of St/ Paul, St.
Mark and St. Luke earlier, and St. Matthew shortly before or
after a.d. 70. The present writer has argued for a date about
a.d. 60 for St. Matthew (ExpT, July 1910).
3

Harnack
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not possible that He could have taught doctrines
which appear to us to be logically inconsistent.
This has been applied in particular, in recent
times, to the problem of the eschatological teaching in the Gospels as compared with the moral
teaching of Christ. Christ, it is argued, cannot
have been both the same unclouded thinker of the
moral sayings and the apocalyptic fanatic of the
We must, therefore, give
eschatological passages.
up one of the two as historical, and the teaching
as
most
chosen
conveniently to be got
generally
rid of is the eschatological, 1 which is then reas
an
intrusion
into
Christ's teaching of
garded
elements derived from Jewish Apocalyptic writ-

is

Of course,
ings, remoulded in Christian circles.
on lines like these the task of criticism is very
largely one of explaining away the evidence which,
at first sight, the Gospels set before us as to the
facts of Christ's life.
It would be impossible to give here an exhaustive
list of all the ways in which criticism attempts to
do this, but the following are some of them
Adaptation of Christ's life to the narrative and prophecies of
the OT. (This would account in part for the narrative of the
Virginal conception, the stories of the Magi, and of the flight
into Egypt, etc.) Adaptation to His life of heathen mythology
(the Virgin birth). Adaptation to His life of the current Jewish
doctrine of the Messiah. The attribution to Him of sayings
prophetic of later events, e.g., the manner of His death, or the
fall of Jerusalem.
The hardening into narratives of fact of
words spoken by Him in allegory or metaphor.
The main difficulties which many will feel with
criticism of this kind are these
(a) It starts from presuppositions with which the evidence of
the narratives immediately conflicts, (b) Its methods of explaining the origin and genesis of much of the evidence are conjectural
and fanciful not the application of scientific principle, but an
appeal to any or every supposed cause that might have given rise
:

:

—

—

—

to the creation of the evidence,

(c) Its results are hopelessly
precarious. The Jesus who emerges from its labours is sometimes a simple-minded lover of God, who is crushed between the

political and theological wheels of
teacher of high value ; sometimes

His day sometimes an ethical
a dreamy enthusiast, who died
because He deluded Himself into the belief that He was the
Messianic King. The Gospels, as manipulated by the uncertain
methods of this sort of criticism, seem capable of yielding a
picture of any sort of Jesus that the critic desires.
;

Investigators of the second class approach
the subject from a very much wider and more
liberal historical background.
They argue that a
cursory reading of the Gospels gives us at once a
consistent picture of One whose personality, whilst
truly human, yet transcends the limits of human
personality as elsewhere known to us.
They,
further, argue that the same kind of evidence
which is given to us in the Gospels is also given,
without break of continuity, in the history of the
Christian Church so that the Gospels are only a
first stage in a continuous stream of evidence to a
(2)

;

Person, dead yet living, human yet more than
human. In view of this deepest and most profound
fact of human experience, we cannot, they urge,
apply to the Gospel evidence those rough and
ready tests of the historical which critics of the
first class are so eager to use.
Christ is reported
to have worked a miracle.
The critics of the first
class say at once
The miracle did not
(a)
therefore (b) the narrative is very late,'
happen
or (c) it is to be explained as due to one of the
causes summarized above,' and {d) it is worthless
as evidence of historical fact.' Christ is reported
to have worked a miracle.
The critic of the second
class will say at once, 'Why not?' 'What does
this mean save that from the inexhaustible
treasure-house of the Personality of Jesus flowed
some influence or power which so dazzled the
minds of the witnesses that they recorded their
impression in the simple words that have come
down to us?' Or, again: Christ is reported as
having taught moral principles which presuppose
'

:

'

'

;

'

'

1

But

see A. Bchweltzer (The Quest of the Historical Jesus,
Lund. 1 Din), who rightly refuses to eliminate the eschatological element from the life of Christ, but over-emphasizes it.
Buff. tr..

the continuance of human society, and as having
spoken about the Kingdom of heaven as something
which was to leaven human society. He is also
near approach
reported as having announced the
'
of the Kingdom, and His own
Coming to inaugurate it, as the Son of Man coming on the
clouds of heaven.' Critics of the first class say
Christ cannot have spoken these two
at once
must choose
divergent lines of teaching.
between them.' Critics of the second class will
rather argue that we are dealing with two types
of teaching which are ultimately harmonious
that difficulties arise if we unduly press, or too
literally interpret, sayings of the one or the other
type and, in particular, that underlying the apocalyptic utterances are statements of profound truth
as to the future of the world, and of the relation of
Christ to humanity, which are essential for a right
'

'

'

'

'

:

We

;

;

understanding of His being.
So long as NT critics start from different
assumptions, and employ different methods, it is
obvious that they will arrive at different conclusions.

It is clear that sooner or later

some

agreement must be reached, if possible, as to the
truly scientific method of approaching the Gospels
and Acts, and as to the principles or criteria by
which we are to test their historical value. In
other words, are we or are we not to look upon
them as isolated records which can be examined in
and for themselves, regardless of the continual
corroboration in history of the more than human
Personality to which they bear witness? Or, is
the representation of Jesus as given in the Gospels
as a whole one which the experience of the Christian Church in later history has proved to be
If the latter be the truer
substantially true?
alternative, we shall be bound to approach the
witli some such canons of criticism as these:
Gospel
(«) We are dealing with a record of One whose
personality and force of character transcend, as is
proved by the witness of history, all human knowcannot, therefore, rule out as evidence
ledge.
statements which ascribe to Him power and influence which are not found in normal experience
of life.
(6) There is, therefore, a general probability in favour of the credibility of the Gospel
The area of uncertainty arises later
narratives.
in the attempt to reconstruct from them the
facts
as they occurred. For instance, the
original
narrative of the raising of Jairus' daughter will
leave us with the certainty that an impression was
made on the minds of the witnesses of that event
that a dead person had been brought back again
What death and life here involve can
to life.
never be known to us. The substantial fact is
that the force and power of the Personality of
Jesus effected this astonishing thing that the
numbered
girl, who otherwise would have been
with the dead, took her place, through His influence, once more in the world of living men and

—

We

'

'

'

'

women.

The question of the necessity of approaching the
Gospels as historical witnesses, with some sort of
presuppositions in favour of, or against, their testimony, has not yet been treated in a serious scientific
Yet nothing is more certain than the
manner.
fact that historians approach all ancient documents
These are, in large
witli certain presuppositions.
our experience of life
part, inferences drawn from

treated as a whole. The question concerning the
Gospels takes the form whether there is in our
experience any element which should influence us
in the case of these books which is absent when we
The
are dealing with other ancient literature.

historian who answers No will necessarily approach
the Gospels with a presupposition against their
And this presupposition seems to be due
evidence.
to a denial on his part of an element in life which
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others affirm, and which causes them to say Yes.
This element is the sustained witness of the Christian consciousness to a Personality now acting upon
human life, of which they find the first account in
the Gospel history. It lias always claimed to be
not merely witness to the powerful influence exerted
by the life of Jesus as recorded in the Gospels, but
witness to the influence of Jesus Himself, exerted
on individuals, not merely through the record of
His life, as the memory of a dead friend may
influence one living, but immediately as living
This sustained witness
Spirit upon living spirit.

is a psychological fact which is deserving of more
serious treatment than has hitherto been accorded
to it. If it is in any sense true as a phenomenon
of consciousness, then it necessarily becomes a presupposition with which the inquirer must approach
the Gospel evidence. If the Personality of Jesus
acts upon consciousness through the whole period
of history since His death in a way in which no
other personality known to us has ever acted, then
it will be clearly unscientific to apply to the record
of His life the same axiomatic rules, as to what is
or is not probable, that we are tempted to apply to
the evidence as to the personality of ordinary inThis does not make any investigation
dividuals.
into the life of Jesus useless, or lead us to accept as
literally true anytliing or everything that has been
recorded about Him. The ordinary rules of historical investigation will apply in large part to
the Gospels as to other ancient literature. But
it will cause us to exercise caution in ruling out
evidence which points to the presence in Him of
resources of power over psychical and natural
phenomena which we should reject in other

cases.

What

has been said above applies mainly to the
Gospels, yet it also concerns the Acts. For there,
When we read
too, the same question arises.
anything that is of a non-natural kind, are we on
that ground to relegate it to a position of late date
and historical valuelessness ? This is what Harnack
He speaks of the narrative
does, e.g., with Ac 1.
of the Ascension which it contains as probably the
latest tradition in the Book. 1 The only reason
apparently for that judgment is the nature of the
event recorded. But what if behind the narrative
lies a historical fact, the precise nature of which
can only be dimly surmised behind the stron"
colours in which it has been painted ? Christ had
left the disciples finally
that they knew. No
more would He appear to them as at the Galilrean
Lake.
He was henceforth to be with them in
another sense. And He was to come again. What
if some strange experience of fact lies behind this
narrative ? Need it then be so late in date ? What
prevents it from being one of the earliest traditions
of the Christian Church ? St. Paul is witness to
such a tradition.
Criticism of the Gospels and Acts which is based
on quite unscientific presuppositions that is the
point introduces hopeless confusion into NT criticism.
It condemns offhand certain narratives as
fictitious, and then invents the most improbable
causes to account for their genesis and growth.
This is not criticism based on principle, but arbiWe
trary and captious rejection of evidence.
want, if possible, some sort of scientific method or
and this can he reached only by a prefirinciple,
iminary investigation of all the facts. Christ as
resented in the Gospels, Christ as experienced in
E istory, Christ as experienced in modern life, is
this all of a piece, one long' consecutive witness to
a supernatural Christ? If so, whatever other
:

—

—

—

Harnack actually makes the presence in the Acts of the
narrative of the Ascension an argument against ascribing the
book to a date before a.d. 78, though on other grounds he
inclines to an earlier date (p. 291).
But see now his more
1

recent treatment of the date of Acts
VOL. IV. 21

—

b
(cf. p. 31 9 ,

note

3,

above).
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method may be wrong, nothing can be more fundamentally unsound than the attempt to go to the
Gospels and from the lirst to eliminate that element
to which Gospels, history, modern consciousness,
all alike bear testimony.
The above considerations apply also to the Fourth
But here the further question arises, Is
Gospel.
the Christ here presented the same as the Jesus of
the Synoptic Gospels? Is there, in other words,
behind the Fourth Gospel a substantial basis of
historical fact, due allowance being made for the
translation of this into the language and thought
of the period of the writer or writers who composed
the book half a century or more after Christ's life ?
To that question different answers will probably
always be given by people who approach the Gospel
with different presuppositions.
Interest has recently been directed in particular to the narrative
of the raising of Lazarus.
On the one hand, it is
contended that, in view of the importance which
attaches to it in the Fourth Gospel, it could not
have been omitted in the Synoptic Gospels if it
was a fact of history with winch the writers of
those Gospels were acquainted. 1
On the other
hand, it is urged that the narrative does not
receive the emphasis which some modern critics
2
assign to it, and that the argument from the
silence of St. Mark and the other Synoptic writers
is hopelessly precarious. 8
In the debate about
the authorship of the Fourth Gospel interest has
centred largely in the theory of Schwartz 4 (based
upon an alleged statement of Papias that James
and John were killed by the Jews) that John died
too early to admit of his being the author of the
Gospel."

Quite recently the whole Johannine question has
been raised into a new atmosphere by a new discovery.

The

old

axiom

of critical

who

writers

denied the Johannine authorship of the Fourth
Gospel was that the book is thoroughly Alexandrian in spirit and phraseology. Some writers

have always urged that, in spite of apparent
parallels with Alexandrian terminology, it is
This has recently received
thoroughly Hebraic.
striking confirmation from an unexpected quarter.
In 1909, Kendel Harris published from a Syriac MS
a volume to which he gave the title Odes and Psalms
of Solomon. He argued that these Odes were not
Gnostic, but Christian, and that they date from
the last quarter of the 1st century.
Harnack 6
believes them to be of Jewish origin, edited by a
If he is right, it follows that a large
Christian.
part of the supposed Alexandrian element in the
Fourth Gospel is really Jewish. And Harnack
draws the conclusion that in the Johannine theology, apart from the Prologue, there is nothing
If this is true, and
essentially Hellenic' (p. 119).
if the date assigned to the Odes is right, a great
many arguments for a 2nd cent, date for the Fourth
Gospel, and a large number of objections to the
Johannine authorship, cease to have any validity.
It is possible that the
Odes of Solomon will
prove as epoch-making for the Johannine question
as was the publication of the Book of Enoch for
the Synoptic Gospels. 7
'

'

'

1 F. C.
Burkitt, The Gospel History and its Transmission,
Edin. 1906, p. 221 ff.
- J.
Armitage Robinson, The Historical Character of St. John's

Gospel, Lond. 1908, p. 34
3
p.

ff .

W. Sanday, The Criticism of
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the

Fourth Gospel, Oxf. 1905,

f.

Liber den Tod der Sonne Zebedai,' in Abhandl. d. koniijl.
Gescllsch. d. Wissmsch. zu Goltingen, Phil. -hist. Klasse, new ser.,
4

'

vii. 5.

5

See against this Sanday, p. 103

ff.
Armitage Robinson,
ff.
Cf. also Spitta's examination of Schwartz's theory in
[1910] 39 ff., and Schwartz's reply, ib. p. 89 ff.
Ein jud.-christliches Psahnbuch aus dem ersten Jahrhundert (TU in. v. [1910] 4, published separately, Leipzig, 1910).
7 See, on the Odes, Strachan, in ExpT, Oct. 1920
Bernard, in
JThSt, Oct. 1910 (holds the Odes to be Christian Baptismal
;

p. 64
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Criticism of tiie Epistles
alypse. I. The Pauline Epistles.
II.

—

and Apoc-

— The

move-

of criticism in recent years with regard to
the Pauline Epistles has been in the direction of a
return to tradition. With few exceptions, critical
writers are disposed to admit as Pauline 1 and 2
Thess., Gal., 1 and 2 Cor., Romans, Philippians,

ment

Of these, 2 Thess. is the most
doubted. It is argued that, viewed as literature,
it reads like an imitation of the First Epistle,
whilst from a theological point of view the second
chapter presents us with an eschatology different'
from that found elsewhere in St. Paul. Harnack
has recently attempted to meet this second objection, ana to preserve the letter for St. Paul by
the novel argument that the First Epistle was
written to the Gentile converts at Thessalonica,
whilst the Second was written for the Jewish
converts there.
The Epistle to the Galatians has been the
subject of much controversy with respect to the
date of writing and the people addressed. The
theory revived and advocated by Ramsay, that the
Churches addressed are to be found in the southern
part of the Roman province of Galatia, would
make it possible to date the letter at any time
after St. Paul's visit to these Churches on his
second journey. Thus Zahn 2 dates it from Corinth
on the second journey. Ramsay 8 himself prefers
a somewhat later date, from Antioch, between the
second and third journeys. Against this it may
be urged that St. Paul would probably have
preferred to make a personal visit from a place so
near to Southern Galatia as Antioch, instead of
writing a letter. Others still prefer the older
chronology, which placed the letter in close concomnexion with 1 and 2 Cor. and Romans.
6
23
favours the view that
parison of Ac 16 with 18
the editor of the Acts believed that St. Paul visited
the old kingdom of Galatia but that does not, of
course, settle the question of the locality of the
churches to which the letter was written. The
strongest argument in favour of the later date is
the close resemblance in tone between Galatians

and Philemon.

A

;

and Romans.

The return
above

is

to a traditional position spoken of
illustrated by the present state of critical

opinion with regard to the Epistle to the Colossians.
A generation ago it was assigned to the 2nd cent,
by a majority of critical writers, the arguments
alleged being that the Epistle contained a Christology too developed for the age of St. Paul, and that
the false teaching was a 2nd cent, form of Gnosticism.
But, although some of the more advanced
critical writers still believe it to be post-Pauline,
the view is gaining ground 4 that the Christology
is not necessarily un-Pauline, and that the teaching, if in any sense Gnostic, is an early form of
Gnosticism, which there is no reason to place outside the life of St. Paul.
Denial of the authenticity of Ephesians is more
wide-spread. Its theology is said to be too advanced for St. Paul, especially in respect of the
Person of Christ, and the doctrine of the Church ;
whilst the difficulty of reconciling the address to
Ephesus with the entire lack of local colour has

never been quite satisfactorily explained. But, if
Colossians be admitted to be Pauline, these

Hymns dating from the time of Justin Martyr] Menzies, InOdes regarded as written by Gentiles
Spitta, in
impressed with the truth of the .Jewish religion]
xi. (1910] 193 fl. and 259 IT. [holds strongly to Jewish
character] Gunkel, ib. p. 291 if. [maintains Gnostic origin].
1 Das Problem lies zweiten
Thessabuiicherbriefs, 1910 ( = Sitzungsberichte dcr kbnigl. preuss. Akad. der Wissensch. xxxi.
;

terpreter, Oct. 1910 [the

;

ZSTW

;

19101
2 Inlrod. to the NT,
Eng. tr.3, Edin. 1909, i. 199.
I Historical Com. on
Galatians, Lond. 1899, p. 242.
4 The
Epistle is regarded as Pauline by llarnack, Julioher,
Olemen, von Sodon, von Wrede, Abbott, 1'eake, and MnlTatt.

In view of the fact
force.
the elements of the Christology of these
be found in St. Paul's undoubted
Epistles, it is quite arbitrary to argue that he
would not have written them, if the circumstances
necessary to the development of his thought on
these lines had arisen. And to argue that they
could not have arisen is mere dogmatism about the

arguments lose their
that

all

can

letters

unknown. 1
The Pastoral Epistles are regarded as postPauline by a number of critical writers, on the
following grounds

:

This is
(1) The style and language are not those of St. Paul.
true if stated in the form that style and language differ from
those of the other Epistles. But, if genuine at all, the letters
clearly date from a later period of St. Paul's life than any other
And it is not at all clear why changed
of his extant writings.
circumstances should not have caused a corresponding change
in the Apostle's expression of his thought.
(2) The nature of the false teaching combated is said to be
that of a period which lies outside the probable limits of St.
Paul's life. This is pure conjecture. There can be no evidence
that teaching of the kind presupposed, whether it be an early
form of Gnosticism or a debased Judaism, had not begun to
affect the Churches at a very early date.
(3) The Church, as described in these letters, has a developed
organization. The main point here is the status of the ejri<r*o7ro5.
here synonymous with
If, as seems probable, this term is
late
jrpto-flvTepos, the Epistle must not be brought down too
not, that is to say, into the 2nd cent. and would suit a date
at the end of St. Paul's life.
(4) There is a lack of other testimony to support the evidence
of these letters that St. Paul was released from his imprisonment at Rome. There are, however, hints elsewhere in the NT
that the Apostle was so released. Cf. Ph 224, philem ~, and Ac
28 30 which, as Harnack 2 has recently urged, implies that St.
Luke was acquainted with the fact that St. Paul was released.
If the evidence of the Pastoral Epistles on that point be
admitted as historical, the other objections to their authenticity
For it is not difficult to suppose
lose much of their weight.
that the Apostle, feeling that his departure could not be long
delayed, might well see the necessity of making provision for
the future organization of the Churches, which were soon to be
deprived of his guidance. In any case it is difficult to believe
that any one but St. Paul could have written 2 Timothy. 8

—

—

,

In the case of the last Epistle ascribed by tradito St. Paul, the Epistle to the Hebrews,
critics are almost unanimous in their
But
verdict that the letter cannot be Pauline.
of
none
the ancient or modern conjectures as to
the authorship is more than a shrewd guess.
4
Tertullian thought of Barnabas;
Luther, of
7
6
Apollos;" Harnack, followed by Rendel Harris 9
and Peake, 8 favours Priscilla and Aquila Ramsay
I0
and Canon (now Bishop) Hicks prefer Philip the
tion

modern

;

Evangelist.
2. The Catholic Epistles.
Here, too, opinion is
divided into two main classes. On the one hand
are the writers who defend the traditional authorship of most of these documents, on the ground
that they can find no reason for rejecting it. On
the other are the critics who seem to be possessed
at the outset by the feeling that it would be
treasonable to admit that tradition can ever be
right in its ascription of these writings to Apostolic
authors. And yet, how little probable it is that
none of the earliest Apostles except St. Paul should
How
have left behind them any written record
very probable it is that others besides St. Paul
How
letters
should have written
improbable it

—

!

!

1 The
authenticity of Ephesians is denied by the majority of
German writers and by Moffatt, but is asserted by Abbott and

Peake
2

;

Harnack and julicher think the question an open one.

Acts, p. 40.

3 An intermediate
position is taken by those who believe that
genuine Pauline fragments have been worked into these Epistles
by a later writer. So Harnack, McGiffert, Moffatt, Kuoke,

Peake.
4 .;,- I'mlicitia, !».
So recently Weiss, Bartlet, Ayles, and
Dibelius (Der Verfasser des Uebracrbriejes, Strasslmrg, 1910),
regards Hebrews as originally a Sermon, not an Epistle.
& Enarr. in Gen. 48. 20.

who
6

7.NTW

1

Side Lights on

8

Com. mi Hebrews (Century

»

Luke

i.

[1900] 1(1-41.

NT Research,

the Physician,

Lond. 1908.
Bible), Edin. 1902.
p. 301.
Philip is

Lond. 190S,

as representing the Ca'sarean Cliurih.
10
Interpreter, Apr. 1909.

regarded
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that the Church should have failed to preserve
some such writings, and should rather have let
them slip into oblivion, and preserved instead 2nd
There
cent, writings which went by false names
is an a priori
probability in favour of the traditional
is

!

authorship, and something approaching to overwhelming proof of its impossibility is required
before it can be set aside.
From the perusal of
the objections repeated, with as much certainty as
of
were
axioms
Euclid, by successive
though they
critics of the advanced type, the candid reader rises
with the feeling that they are forced conclusions
from evidence which is capable of more than one
If there were no tradition as to
interpretation.
'
I could only conclude
authorship,' he will say,
that these writings were composed within the first
150 years of the existence of the Christian Church.
But within that period I find no reason why some
of these writings should not have been written by
the men to whom tradition assigns them. On the
other hand, I do see reason to suppose that the
'

early Church would have preferred to preserve
Apostolic rather than later documents.'
Apart from 2 Peter, where the argument from
literary dependence on Jude seems fatal to the
Petrine authorship, the arguments against the
authenticity of the other members of this group
seem insullicient to outweigh the tradition in their
favour. They are of the following nature
1 — The writer is
(a) Against James.
arguing against St. Paul's
teaching about Justification by Faith, or against a corrupt
form of it the Greek of the letter is too good for St. James
:

;

;

the writer does not refer to early controversies such as that
about the admission of Gentiles into the Church he makes no
reference to, or use of, cardinal doctrines of the primitive
anil
Church, such as the Messiahship of Jesus, His death
'
resurrection the reference to healing through the elders is
a mark of late date ; the condition of the Christians addressed
is that of a late and decayed Christianity.
The chief question here has turned on
(6) Against Peter.
the nature of the persecution implied in the letter and the
bearing of that upon the date of the authorship.
Ramsay 2 has
tried to show that the references to persecution imply a date
Others prefer the reign of Trajan 3 (on the
about a.d. SO.
ground that the references to persecution in the Epistle accord
well with the account given by Pliny to Trajan) or of Domitian. 4
But there is really no ground for so pressing the language of
the letter as to make it impossible to suppose that it was written
during the Neronian persecution. 5 Then, as afterwards, there
may have been reason to urge Christian converts to let it be
known that they were suffering as Christians, and not for
moral offences which would have been inconsistent with their
profession. The other main ground for rejecting the Petrine
authorship of the letter is its alleged Paulinism. But we may
admit a certain amount of Pauline influence upon the writer
without necessarily denying that St. Peter can have been the
author. Arguments against the authenticity on this and other
to be captious and arbitrary, such as This is ungrounds seem
'
likely,' or That is improbable in the case of St. Peter.' After
all, how very little we know of the Apostle's life after a.d. 44
And how are we to determine what he may or may not have
written, or how much or how little he may have Been of St.
Paul in the later years of his life V
(c) Against 2 Peter.— The dependence of the writer upon
Jude is really fatal to the authenticity of the letter. The case is
The composer of that
parallel with that of the First Gospel.
book has carefully worked over the Second Gospel in such a
way that it is little likely that Matthew or any other Apostle
can have written it. So in the case of 2 Peter ; if it is dependent
on Jude, it is improbable that Peter or any Apostle can have
penned it. (Attempts have been made to save the rest of the
letter by supposing ch. 2 to be an interpolation dependent on
Jude.) Further arguments against the authenticity of the
Epistle are found in its late attestation, and in its reference to
St. Paul's Epistles (310).
The reference to the Apostles ; the
(d) Against Jude.
'
reference to the Faith ; the supposed similarity between
the teaching combated and the teaching of the 2nd cent. Carpo;

'

;

—

'

!

—

'

cratians.
(«)
1

iv.

The

The

question of the authorship of the

Johannine Epistles

commentator, Oesterley {Expositor's Gr. Test.
thinks that the arguments for and against an early

latest

[1910]),

date are equally balanced. He suggests that the Epistle may
have been written by St. James, but that it was originally a
great deal shorter than it now is.
2 Church in the Roman Empire^, Lond. 1697, p. 282.
3 So
Pfleiderer, Jiilicher, Cone, and others.
4 So von
Soden, Harnack, and recently Gunkel (Die Schri/ten
des ST, 1909).
5 So the most recent
commentator, Hart, in Expositor's Gr.
Test. v. (1910).
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so closely connected with the complicated question of the
authorship of the Fourth Gospel that it is best to pass them
over in a cursory survey of NT criticism like the present. They
;u-<' widely
regarded as by the same writer aHthe Fourth Gospel,
is

though some would separate tho Secnml and Third Epistles
from the First, and attribute them to a different author.

These arguments may be divided into two classes
literary, and (2) those which rest upon the
supposed background of ideas and of ecclesiastical
development suggested by the writings inquestion.
The arguments of the first class are the most likely
to lead to
positive conclusions, and in one case they
do so, as is recognized by most critical writers,
:

(1)

including some who in other respects come to
conservative conclusions. It is generally admitted
that the literary dependence of 2 Peter on Jude
rules out the Apostolic authorship of the former.
Ilere, then, we have one case where the Church
has admitted into its Canon a writing of a later
date, because it bore an Apostolic name. But how
does it stand with the other writings ? Here the
literary argument leads to no such positive result.
1 Peter may depend on Romans and
Ephesians,
but St. Peter may have written it nevertheless.
Jude shows acquaintance with St. Paul's Epistles,
but why may not the Jude to whom the letter has
generally been assigned have been so acquainted ?
When we turn to the arguments of the other class,
they fail to carry conviction to minds which are
not prepossessed with the conception that none of
these writings can be Apostolic.
Modern investigation has
3. The Apocalypse.
done much, and will do more, to rescue this book
from the fetters of traditional lines of interpretation,
and to reconstruct the atmosphere in which it was
written, and in which therefore it ought to be read
and interpreted. The following are the main points
at issue
It is now very widely held
(1) The authorship.
that Apocalypse and Fourth Gospel cannot be by
the same author. This is, of course, not a new,
but an ancient critical inference (cf. Dionysius of
vii. 25. 15).
Alexandria, ap. Eus.
(2) The date.
Was the book written in the reign of Nero, or of
Domitian ? The majority of recent writers favour
1
the later date.
(3) Dependence upon earlier
literature. Attempts have been made to show that
the book in its present form is a Jewish Apocalypse
re-edited by a Christian, or a composite work into

—

:

—

HE

which fragments of Jewish Apocalypses have been
These attempts at analysis
loosely incorporated.
of the structure of the book may be said to have
failed. The unity of purpose and idea is too obvious.
No doubt, the writer was deeply read in the OT,
and very probably also in current Jewish ApocaBut the book is no mere comlyptic literature.
of fragments of earlier writings. 2 In
another form, however, attempts to prove dependence of the writer upon the past have met
with success. Since the publication of Gunkel's
Schbpfung und Chaos (1895) it has become increasingly clear that the writer has made very large
use of ancient myth, and of language and symbol
long current in Apocalyptic writings. Not, of
course, that such borrowing is peculiar to him.
The long stream of Prophetic and Apocalyptic
speakers and writers from Isaiah downwards, not
excluding our Lord Himself, have this in common,
that they do not entirely create a new language as
the vehicle of their teaching, but largely adopt and
borrow the words and symbols of an earlier age.
To take a simple example, the writer of the Apocalypse, like all the writers of the NT where they
are dealing with the future, borrows very largely

pilation

'So Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John*, Lond. 1907; and
the latest commentator, iloffatt, in Expositor's Gr. Test. v.
(1910).
2 That the author
may have employed and worked into the
scheme of his book portions of earlier writings is, of course,
quite probable, but difficult to prove.
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That, of course, will be readily (c) ; the crux ansata. or handled cross (d) ; the
admitted. But modem investigation has penetrated crux decussata or St. Andrew's cross (c) ; the
the Maltese or rayed cross
behind this simple handing on of phrase and gammate cross (/)
the Lorraine cross, with double or triple
symbol from writer to writer, and has sought to (g)
show that much of the common symbolism so traverse (h) the cross perronnic, that is to say,
transmitted goes back to a primitive mythology, mounted on steps (i).
the origin of which is bidden in the speculation of
b
c
d
e
a
h
i
/
g
peoples whose history lies on the border line where
history fades into the obscurity of legend. This
is, no doubt, largely true, and, if true, is of great
importance for the right interpretation of the
Apocalypse. If the author is making use of an
ancient myth, which has passed through a long
Flo. 1.
course of transmission, it is probable that much
I. Non-Christian crosses.
I. The equilateral
of the detail which forms part of it will be repeated
cross.
The equilateral cross, like the straight line,
by him because it is already there, and therefore the
curve, the circle, the crescent, the triangle,
it has no particular significance for him. We shall,
etc., forms so simple and natural a geometrical
therefore, look for the outstanding ideas behind
figure that in many instances it could not fail to
his pictures, and not seek to press a historical
present itself spontaneously to the imagination in
allusion, or a forecast of some detail of future
and
out
of
quest of a sign to indicate anything that extends
every phrase
symbol.
history,
Summary. If we turn now from this survey to in the principal directions of space— the sky, the
a forecast of the future, there is reason to think earth, rays of light, the wind-rose, etc. and, by
that the NT criticism of the days to come will, if an extension of meaning, to stand for the abstract
we may judge from the general tendency of the notion of space itself. It is easy to understand
more recent writings, more and more emancipate how, in the symbolism of some peoples, the cross
may have served as a conventional representation of
itself from those prejudices which have made it a
certain material objects whose contour it suggests
byword in the past. There is much that is hopebirds on the wing, men with outstretched arms,
ful.
On the one hand, there is a readiness to
admit that the larger part of the NT writings have a double-headed hammer, the bow and drill apparatus for producing fire, etc. But, everywhere, it
quite correctly been assigned by tradition to the
used, above all, to repreOn the other, there is not the same may be said to have been
1st century.
sent radiation or space. 1
eagerness to maintain the correctness of tradition
Thus we find that the equilateral cross was
in all its details that once inspired writers of the
b
conservative school. Such a popular Introduction
as that of Peake (1909) may be taken as a good
example of the newer spirit, which is anxious
neither to affirm nor to deny traditional positions,
but only to come to the conclusions to which the
evidence points, and to keep an open mind where
the evidence is inconclusive. Of course, prejudices
die hard, and the determination to keep the
Fig. 2.2
Catholic Epistles out of the 1st cent, has still
much life in it in Germany. But, speaking adopted by the Chaldeeo-Assyrians as the symbol
to
be
a
school
there
seems
of the sky and of its god Anu (see fig. 2, a).
The
generally,
growing up
of critical writers who are freeing themselves from
the axiomatic, dogmatism, whether theological or
As this
anti-traditional, of the past century.
school increases, it may be hoped that, even with
regard to the Gospels, something like a really
At
scientific method of inquiry may be reached.
present it must sadly be confessed that the
Prolegomena for such an inquiry have yet to be

from

Daniel.

;

;

;

+tTtX#g»ft
—

—

—

—

—

Hh

written.
Literature.— This

is given in the footnotes.
J. Moffatt s
Introduction to the Literature of the Neiv Testament (Edinburgh, 1911), which appeared too late to be used in this article,
should he specially referred to, as the most complete survey of
the field of NT criticism. See also reviews of the book by the
present writer in KxpT, May and June, 1911.

W.

CROMLECH. -See Death and
the Dead

C. Allen.
Disposal of

(European).

CROSS. — The

cross (Lat.

crux)

is

Fio. 3.s

same peoples represented the sun and its eight
regions by a circle from which eight rays pro-

the figure

4-

produced by two lines intersecting one another,
usually at right angles. This figure gives rise to

5*

numerous varieties according to the direction of the
limbs and the form of their extremities. W. Berry
in his Encyclopaedia Hcraldica mentions no fewer
than 385 different crosses, but the greater number
have scarcely any interest except for decorative art
and the science of heraldry. From (he point of
view of religious symbolism the only important
types are the following the equilateral cross, called
also the Greek cross (« in illustration)
the socalled Latin cross [crux immissa or capitata), in
which the lower limb is longer than the three others
[b) ; the Tau-sbaped (potencfe or commissa) cross
:

:

Fig. 4.4

ceeded (2, b). By coupling these rays in pairs there
was produced the radiated cross which the king of
1 At the same lime it must not be
forgotten that the cross,
the triangle and other geometric figures, is sometimes
merely ornamental in origin, with no symbolic significance
whatever.
2 See Rawlinson, WA I, vol. ii.
pi. 48.
3 See Perrot Chipiez, i. 308; cf. Layard, Monuments of
Nineveh, 1849-53, pi. iv.
4 See Schliemann,
Won, Paris, 1885, No. 1959.

like

CROSS
like the
Assyria wore suspended round his neck,
cross worn hy a Commander in our orders of
knighthood (see fig. 3).
Schliemann lias noted the presence of the cross
the pottery and the whorls of the Troad.

upon

The solar meaning of this synihol is attested
by its alternating with the rayed disk. At times
the two emblems appear in juxtaposition (see
fig. 4, a).

Among the Greeks the sceptre of Apollo assumes
at times the form of a cross (cf. coin of Gallienus
reproduced in Victor Duruy's Hist, dcs Romains,
The cross is
Paris, 1885, vol. viii. p. 42), tig. 4, b.

associated with the representation of Castor and
Pollux, perhaps in order to emphasize their stellar
character (so on coin of Caracalla).
In India likewise the equilateral cross alternates
with the rayed disk. On an ancient coin repro-

duced by General Cunningham (Bhilsa Topes, 1854,
terminate in
pi. xxxi.) the branches of the cross
arrow-heads (see fig. 5).
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presence upon religious monuments did not fail
In astonish the companions and the successors of
Columbus, who saw iii it a trace of a visit paid by
St. Thomas, the apostle of the Indies (see Congris
tnternat. des Americanistcs, vol. i., Brussels, 1879,
We know nowadays that these crosses
501 If.).
]).
aie designed in allusion to the four quarters from
which rain conies, and consequently to the winds
that blow from the four cardinal points (see G.
Mallery, in 10 RBEW, 1893). The cross of preColumban America is a veritable wind-rose,' and
we can perceive how it thus became, among the
Toltecs, the symbol of the god who dispenses the
celestial waters, Tlaloc (see A. Reville, Religions
'

du Mexique,

Paris, 1885, p. 91 [also in Eng. tr.]).
According to Reville, the Mexican cross was called

the

'

tree

fig. 8.

Fig. 6.1

avant

le

christianismc, Paris, 1906, pp. 252-257),

holds in one hand the mallet which symbolizes the
thunderbolt, and in the other a jar or olla (see
fig- 7).

Fig. 7.2

The

found in like manner in Mexico, in
Peru, and above all in Central America, where its
1

2

cross

is

See Flouest, Deux steles de laraire, Paris, 18S5,
See Revue Cellique, 1870, p. 2.

pi. xvii.

or

the

'

tree

of

life.'

more or less resembling a parrot.
was the symbol of the god Quetzalfeathered serpent), who himself also,
stands for a god of the wind
to
Reville,
according
[op. cil. p. 82; see also Thomas Wilson, The SwasFor a cross, representing
tika, 1896, p. 93311'.).
the four winds, as thought of by the Dakotas, see
tastic

bird,
this

Perhaps

statuette of a Gaulish deity, discovered in France
in the department of Cote d'Or, we see the tunic
covered all over with crosses. The god, who is
Sucellus (on whom cf. Kenel, Religions de la Gaule

'

fecundity

in the ruins of Palenque
a bas-relief representing persons in the act of
adoration before a cross, on which rests a fan-

coatl

Among the Gauls, as well as among the peoples
belonging to the Bronze period, the cross appears
frequently on pottery, jewels, and coins (see G.
de Mortillet, Le Signe de la croix avant le chrisHere again the
tianisme, Paris, 1866, p. 44 ft'.).
emblem is clearly solar (see fig. 6). On the

of

There has been found

(the

CROSS
Among

the Chinese, the equilateral cross in-

scribed within a square,

-j-

,

stands for the earth.

According to Samuel Beal (Indian Antiquary,
18S0, p. 67) there is found in China even the
dictum 'Cod fashioned the earth in the form of a
It is curious to meet with an analogous
cross.'
The aspect of
symbolism in a Church Father.
'

the cross,' writes Jerome [Com. in Marcuni), ' what
is it but the form of the world in its four directions? [Ipsa species crucis, quid est nisi forma
quadrata mundi ?]. The east is represented by
the top, the north by the right limb (looking from
the cross), the south by the left, the west by the
lower portion.'

—

The handled cross and t/ie cross potenc(e. The
potencte form T> produced by suppressing the
upper limb of the Latin cross, is called also the Tau
cross, because it reproduces the form of the Greek
letter Tau.
The magical virtue which down to
our own day has been attributed to this sign
owes its origin unquestionably to the veneration
paid by the Egyptians from their pre-historic days
to the handled cross, or key of life, represented
by a cross potencte surmounted by a handle (see
This cross, which is met with on the
fig.
11).
2.

has been noted on bas-reliefs, tombs,

Its presence

pottery, jewels, coins, from Sardinia to Susiana,
along the shore of Africa, in Phrygia, Palestine,
and Mesopotamia. Upon monuments of Phoenician or Hittite origin it is held in the hands of
kings or priests, as with the Egyptians, and is
associated with the tree of life and the lotus flower.
Its extreme symbolical importance led the peoples
it from the Egyptians to combine it
with such emblems of their own as presented an
analogous form or suggested a cognate idea. Thus
the Phoenicians derived from it a mixed emblem,
in which the handled cross is grafted upon the
cone representing the goddess Astarte or Tank,

wdio borrowed

'

who

she

gives life

'

(see

fig.

12).

The Greeks anthropomorphosed

it

so as to repro-

duce the features of their goddesses of life —
Aphrodite, Harmonia, Artemis of Ephesus, etc.

-

(see tig. 13).

Fig. 11.

most ancient monuments

of the Egyptian monarchy, is frequently to be seen in the hand of
a god, a priest, or a king. Archaeologists have
maintained by turns that it represents a Nilometer
(Plucke), the key of a canal-lock (Zoega), a jar
upon an altar (Ungarelli), a degenerate form of
the winged globe (Layard), a phallus (Jablonski),

the loin-cloth worn by the Egyptians (Sayce). In
the paintings on the tombs it appears to be employed by the divinities to awaken the dead to
a new life.
The following inscription may be
read upon a bas-relief of the 12th dynasty, where
the goddess Anukit is seen holding the extremity
of the handled cross to the nostrils of the king
Usertesen III. 'I give thee life, stability, purity,
like Ka, eternally.'
Elsewhere the ideogram
formed by the handled cross in the hieroglyphic
script,
(pronounced anlch), signifies 'life,' 'living'
(E. M. Coeinans, Manuel de lanrjuc igyptienne,
Ghent, 18S7, pt. 1, p. 46). Whatever may be the
material object of which the handled cross is the
representation, its abstract sense is not doubtful
it is a symbol of life, of the vital
germ, and it is
not without reason that it has been called the ken
1
of life.
:

T

:

62
Fio. 13.

T

With the Gauls the
comes to stand for the
hammer of Thor, which was regarded not only as
an engine of destruction, but also, after the manner
of the storm, as an instrument of life and fecundity.
Even with the Egyptians the two-headed mallet,
J

,

became

with

the
'

in the hieroglyphs a

meaning of
Le Culte de

Harlez,
tianisme' in

La

Latin cross, \,

'crusher,' 'avenger' (de
la croix avant le chris-

Science caiholiquc, 15th Feb.

18'JO,

p. 163).

Egypt there have been found a whole series
of signs which mark the transition from a handled
cross, or cross ansala, to the chi-rho, or monogram of Christ (see fig. 14).
In

f f f

X XX

The handled cross or a similar sign is met with
also in India (see fig. 15), and in America, where

1
0«

<l2

Fio. 12.

From Egypt

the key of life, now become a
magical ami propitiatory sign, spread to the
Phoenicians and then to the whole Semitic world.
1

]

See, however, Wiedemann, Religion </</ altcn Agypler,
1890, p. 157 f., who maintains that bhe ankh connotes
s with
merely a hand or fillet, and is only hoinniiyr,
ankh,
so that 'it has nothing to do with a cms-;.'
2 From a eoin of
Paphos (CIS, vol. i. fasc. i. p. 0).
Prom a eoin of Carthage (Barclay V. Head. Coins in tin'
British Museum, London,
No. 3t>).
1881, pi. xxxv.,
4 From
intaglios of Sardinia (J. Menant, Pierres t/ravees de la

M mister,
'life,'
:l

Haute

Asie, Paris, 1S83-85, vol.

ii.

pp. 250, 208).

Fio. 15.4
it

is

found engraved on monuments in the ruins

of Palenque, as well as on tlic pieces of pottery.

recovered from

i

he mounds.

Lenormant, in QA, 1ST6, p. 6S.
Dechanne, llythologie de la Greet antique, 1370, fig. 145.
3 Chi-rhos of Philai
(Letronne, 'La Croix ansee a-t-elle etc
employer poui e primer le nionogramme du Christ? itiMAIBL,
i

- P.

'

vol. xvi. pi. i. figs. 47, 48, 49).
4
a silver

On

Chronicle, vol.

ingot (Edw. B. Thomas, in the

iv.,

new

series, pi. xi.).
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manuscript two persons appear to
be in the act of adoration before a tree which
affects the form "T*i alu where a parrot-like bird
lias taken the place of the upper arm of the cross
In a

Maya

'

(see

fig.

16).
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are bent towards the right (fig. 17, «), ami sauvasti/cu when they are turned to the left
(lig. 17, b),
it is already found upon the
domino-shaped ingots
of silver which preceded the use of coins, and then
the
coins
themselves. The Buddhists emupon
ployed it largely. A notable instance of its use,
along with other symbols, is in the classical
representation of the Buddkapada, or footprint of
Buddha (see fig. 19), among the bas-reliefs of the

Fia. I6.i

3.

The ga.innw.te

cross,

or gammadion.

— This

cross derives its name from the fact that it can
be resolved into four gammas joined at right
angles (see fig. 17). In spite of its apparently
Fio. 19.

famous

Fia. 17.

Amaravatl. It passed, no doubt,
along with Buddhism, into the iconography of
China and Japan, where it occupies a pre-eminent
place on the pedestal of Buddhist statues, and
even at times adorns the breast of Buddha and the
Bodhisattvas. 1 In China, moreover, the swastika
found a place among the written characters, where
it conveys the notion of 'plurality,' and, by extension, of
abundance,' prosperity,' long life
(Thomas Wilson, The Swastika, p. 799). The same
is the case in Japan, where, according to de Milloue,
it represents the number 10,000, and consequently
the idea of abundance and prosperity [BSAL, 1881,
stfipa of

'

'

Fio. 18.

complicated structure, it is, next to the equilateral
cross, the form most widely diffused throughout
all antiquity.
It has been met with on terra-cotta
articles at Hissarlik, from the time of the second
or burnt city.
In Greece proper and the islands of
the Archipelago it makes its appearance first upon
articles of pottery with geometrical ornaments,
which form the second period of Greek ceramics.
It is frequent upon the ancient vases of Cyprus,
Rhodes, and Athens. Upon an Athenian vase, in
a burial scene, it appears thrice repeated before
the funeral car.
Upon a vase of Thera it accompanies the image of the Persian Artemis. Elsewhere it adorns the vulva of an Asiatic goddess.
"Upon a vase now at Vienna it appears as an ornament on the breast of an Apollo standing upon
a quadriga (cf. Goblet d'Alviella, The Migration
of Symbols, London, 1894, pi. i.). It became a
favourite symbol on coins, and passed along with
the other monetary symbols of the Greeks into the
numismatic art of all the Mediterranean peoples.
This cross is also found engraved upon those hutshaped funeral urns which have been dug up in the
terramares of N. Italy. It likewise appears on
the jewels and the weapons, not only of Gallic, but
also of German and Scandinavian peoples. 2 In company with the wheel and the thunderbolt, it adorns
the votive altars of the Gallico-Roman period, from
Aquitaine to Great Britain. In the Caucasus it
has been noted upon
weapons and jewels which go
back to the Bronze period. In Lyeaonia, on a
Hittite monument, it is introduced as an ornament
on the border of the robe of a person engaged in
offering sacrifice.
In India, where it bears the name of swastika
(from su, 'well,' and asti, 'it is') when the limbs

"Sees RBEW,

1884, p. 32.

2 In the north it has received
the name fylfot ('many-footed '),
but the assimilation implied in this name is very uncertain.

See, further, Renel, op.

cit.

pp. 217-220.

p. 191]).

The Empress

Wu

'

'

(684-704) of the

Tang

dynasty decreed that it should be used as a sign for
the sun (Yang y Yu, in Wilson's Swastika, pi. 2).

Even at the present day the Hindus make

frequent use of this figure, which they may trace
in their account books and, on certain occasions,
on the threshold of their houses. According to Sir
2
George Birdwood, they distinguish clearly between
the swastika and the sauvastika, the first representing the male principle and the god Ganesa, the
second the female principle and the goddess Kali.
In an extended sense, the first stands for the sun
in his diurnal course, or for light and life
the
second for night and destruction. The sect of the
Jains in India has chosen the swastika as the
;

emblem

of the seventh of their twenty-four saints,
or Tlrthahkaras (Colebrooke, On the Jainas,' in
Asiatic Researches, Calcutta, 1788-1836, p. 308).
The gammate cross has been met with sporadically also on bronze articles among the Ashantis
of Africa ; and also on native implements from
'

In the
Paraguay, Costa Rica, and Yucatan.
ancient Maya city of Mayapan it adorned a stone
slab which bore also the image of the solar disk,
exactly as in Gaul, Italy, Asia Minor, East India.
In N. America it is seen among the crosses engraved
on shell and copper ornaments from the mounds,
and the Pueblo Indians still use it to decorate their
3
trinkets, bead necklaces, baskets, and rugs.
From the circumstances in which the gammate
cross has been traced or employed, it follows that,
in every instance in which a symbolical meaning
has been attributed to it, it is a sign of good omen,
1 The Buddha Amitabha
(Musee Guimet) al60 in Wilson's
;

Su'astika, pi.

i.

2

Old Records of the India

3

See

d'Alviella',

1

Office,

trailers le

Far

London, 1691.

p.

x

f.

West, Brussels, 1906, p. 160.
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propitiation and benediction, an emblem of
prosperity, of life, of safety [the sauvastika, where
a distinction is drawn between the two forms of
the gammate cross, is an exception which proves
the rule]. But whence comes this general function
of luck-bringer and talisman? There is scarcely a
symbol which has given rise to such diverse interMen have seen in it, e.g., running
pretations.
water (Waring), the air or the god of the air (R. P.
Greg), fire or the bow and drill apparatus for producing fire (Emile Burnouf), the lightning (W.
of

Schwartz), the female sex (George Birdwood),
the union of the two sexes (J. Hoffman), a Pali
monogram (General Cunningham), the reunion of
the four castes of India (Fred. Pincott), the nautilus
[Gr. iroXvirovs, cf. the fylfot] (Frederick Houssay),
cranes flying (Karl von den Steinen), the primitive
god of the Indo-Europeans (de Zmigrodzki), the
sun in his course round the heavens (Ludwig
Miiller, Percy Gardner, Edw. B. Thomas, Max
Muller, Henri Gaidoz, Goblet d'Alviella).
It might even be maintained, on the strength
of the monuments, that, after having served as a
symbol of the sun in motion, the gammate cross
came to symbolize astronomical motion in general,
and thus to be applied to the moon, the stars, the
sky itself, and to everything that appears to move
of itself water, wind, lightning, fire, etc.
In this

—

way it would readily become a symbol of prosperity,
or the appurtenance of such
deities as secured the development of man and of
fertility,

Nature

blessing,

(see figs. 20, 21).

resurrection

and

salvation.

'

determined to

I

know among you nothing

save Jesus Christ and
writes St. Paul (1 Co 2 2 ).
The
early Christians saw the cross in all the intersecting lines which presented themselves to their
view in ordinary life, in art, in Nature. The sign
of the cross' was their favourite symbol.
'At
every step, at every movement, at every coming
in and going out,' wrote Tertullian at the beginning
in putting on
of the 3rd cent, (de Corona., 3),
our clothes and our shoes, in the bath, at table
in the evening, lying down or sitting, whatever
attitude we assume, we mark our foreheads with
a little sign of the cross.' Moreover, Christians
had to defend themselves against the charge of
pagans that they paid adoration to the cross like
an idol.
Cruees non colimus nee optamus,' wrote
Minucius Felix. 1 But it is plain that the great
mass of Christians attached a magical value to
this sign.
At all events they used it as a form of
exorcism, a means of warding off unclean spirits.
One of the most ancient portable crosses, found
in a Christian tomb at Rome, bears the inscription
The
Crux est vita mihi ; mors, inimice, tibi
cross is life to me ; death, O enemy [the devil], to
thee '). Soon the cross came to work miracles of
itself.
People went the length of marking cattle

him

crucified,'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

(

3
protect them from disease.
according to a Roman Catholic archaeis
than
a
of Christ ;
P.
more
Didron,
figure
ologist,
it is in iconography Christ Himself or His symbol.
'
Thus a legend has been created around it as if it

with

it to

The

cross,

were a living being thus it has been made the
hero of an epopee germinating in the Apocrypha ;
growing in the Golden Legend ; unfolding and
completing itself in the works of sculpture and
8
painting from the 14th to the 16th century.'
This is an allusion to the celebrated mystical poem
;

of

Giacomo da Varaggio (13th century), where

how, after the death of Adam, Seth
planted upon his tomb a branch taken from the
tree of life.
When the slip had grown into a tree,
Moses obtained from it his magic rod. Solomon
took from it the wood for his temple. Finally,
the executioners of Jesus cut from it the materials
for fashioning the cross.
This cross, buried upon
Golgotha, was disinterred in the time of the
and
Church commemorated
Helena
the
empress
its discovery by appointing the 3rd of May (13th
as the annual festival
in
the
Eastern
Church)
Sept.
of the Inventio Cruets.
Carried off by Chosroes,
it was
recovered
by Heraclius fourmiraculously
teen years later, in honour of which event the
Church instituted another annual festival on the
14th of Sept., the Exaltatio Crucis. Lost once
more after the Muslim invasion, it is to reappear
finally in the sky at the end of the world.
The Holy Cross had its special churches as it
had its festivals ; not a few cities even were named
in its honour.
Thus Boman Catholic writers
admit that the cross has become the object of a
veritable cult.
'The cross,' writes Didron (loc.
cit.), 'has received a worship similar, if not equal,
to that of Christ
this sacred wood is adored
almost equally with God Himself.' Many churches
miraculous relics, alleged
their
possess, amongst
fragments of the cross.
legend, intended to
their
abundance, relates that these fragexplain
ments had the miraculous prerogative not only of
it is related

.Solar

gammodion.

Lunar gammadion.

l

1

Fio. 21.

Fio. 20.

The question may be asked whether the gammate

cross can be assigned to a single birthplace. Its
two most ancient known habitats are the one in
the burnt city of the- ruins at Hissarlik, the other
among the terramares of N. Italy. It is possible
that both of these districts borrowed it from the
:

valley of the Danube during the Bronze age. From
these two centres it may have spread while retaining its double significance as a solar symbol and
as a sign of life or of blessing on the one hand,
towards the west, to the extremities of the Celtic
and German world on the other, towards the east,
by way of the Caucasus, India, China, and Japan.
Again, has the gammate cross of the New World
an independent origin ? The supposition is by no
means inadmissible that it arose spontaneously.
But the answer to this question depends in some
measure upon whether infiltrations of Asiatic
iconography did not make their way across the
ocean during the era of pre-Columban civilization.
And this is a problem winch appears to be yet far

—

—

;

from being solved.

—

II. The Christian cross.
The cross in the
Christian sense is the cravpds or lignum
infelix, a
wooden post surmounted by a cross-beam, to which
the Komans, following the example of the Greeks
and the Easterns, nailed or attached certain classes
of condemned criminals till they died.
The fait

that Jesus suffered death on the cross lias converted this infamous figure into a symbol of
1

From

a Gallo-Belgic coin (E. F. F. Huchcr, L'Art gaulois,

Paris, 1865, p. 109).
2

W.

From a Cretan

ii.

fig. 7).

coin

(Numismatic

Chronicle., vol. xx. [No. 31

;

;

A

healing diseases, but even of reproducing and
multiplying themselves indefinitely.
Strangely enough, the early Christians, in spite
of the importance they attached to the cross,
refrained from reproducing it in their iconography.
1

Migne,

PL

iii.

346.

2 de
Itossi, BulUtxno di Arch. Cristiana, 1873, p. 138; see,
further, art. Charms and Amclets (Chr.), vol. iii. p. 426.
» P.
Didron, Uistoire de Dieu, 1843, p. 351.
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first three centuries (with possibly a
single exception, that of the equilateral cross cut
on a sepulchral inscription, which de Rossi believes
may be assigned to the end of the 2nd or the
beginning of the 3rd cent.) the cross of Christ is
invariably dissimulated under the form of an

During the

a trident, an
recalls its image
anchor (see figs. 22, 23), a ship with rigging; or
under the forms of the cross already employed by
object which

other cults

.

:

the cross potenctc and the
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(American)

gammate

Church.
Thus the Pope has the privilege of
having carried before him a cross with three
bars, while cardinals and archbishops have to be
content with two, and bishops with one.
Finally, the cross served also in the prime of the
Middle Ages as a symbol of certain popular rights.
Such were the market crosses in Germany, which
implied the municipal jurisdiction the perrons, or
crosses mounted upon a column, which in certain
towns of Belgium and Germany were regarded as
an emblem of jurisdiction, and even as the palladium
of local liberties.
When Charles the Bold wished
to punish the inhabitants of Liege, he carried away
their perron and set it up for six years at Bruges.
For a number of centuries the phrase to take
the cross' meant to devote oneself to fight the
infidels.
Hence the orders of knighthood and the
crosses of honour, the bestowal of which has now
;

'

Fios. 22, 23.1

The

cross potencie, according to certain
archaeologists, is, by the way, the form which
most accurately recalls the instrument of crucifixion employed by the Komans.
At the close of the 3rd cent, the Christians
cross.

designated Jesus Christ by a monogram composed
of the first two letters of '\i\uom Xpitrros,
or

^,

of XPiotos,
bar,

v^-

^£ or ^E,

The

addition of a transverse

exhibits the cross or, better

still,

Christ upon the cross, especially when, by an after
process of simplification, the chi-rho becomes
or
Further, the Latin cross already appears
"j".

T

upon certain coins of Constantine, although

this

emperor, true to his policy of religious eclecticism,
shows no scruple about introducing on the same
coins representations of Mars or Apollo as gods.
Julian, of course, suppressed both cross and
chi-rho.
But, after his time, the cross finally
takes its place upon coins and even upon the
diadem.
At the same time it asserts
Imperial
itself under its proper form in funeral inscriptions,
upon altars, reliquaries, lamps, jewels, and even
upon the facades of houses and the tops of basilicas,
wliere it takes the place of the monogram ; and
before long it may be seen furnishing the ground
plan of churches. In the 5th cent, the employment of the cross potencie becomes rare except in
Celtic countries, where it continues to show itself
in inscriptions.
In like manner the gammate
cross now appears only sporadically, in the west
and the north of Europe, upon tombstones and
sacerdotal vestments.
The so-called Latin cross and the equilateral
cross were at first employed without discrimination.
Only gradually did the equilateral come to be the
specialty of the East, and the form with unequal
limbs that of the West.
As to the crucifix, i.e. a cross with the body of
Jesus nailed to it, this
representation does not
make its appearance till the 7th century. The
art of the Middle Ages was not slow to heighten
its realism still more.
But at the same time a
distinction was drawn between the cross of the
Passion, which is accompanied by all the implements of crucifixion, and the cross of the Resurrection, with which Jesus ascends to heaven.
The first is painted sometimes green, because it
was cut from a tree sometimes red, because it
was stained with the blood of Christ. The second
is painted sometimes blue, the colour of the
sky
sometimes white, as symbolizing the invisible
Divinity. It is this last which is carried at the
;

;

head

of processions.

The
1

cross

became a hierarchical symbol

in the

See T. Roller, Les Catacombes de Rome, Paris, 1881, vol.

xix. nos. 8

and

11.

i.

pi.

nothing to do with religion.
After all that we have said, it is needless to
stop to examine theories, ancient or modern, which
seek to claim a pagan origin for the Christian
cross, on the ground that earlier cults had cruciform signs among their
symbolism, while others

would discover in pre-Christian crosses prefigurations of the Crucifixion.
must content ourselves with referring the reader to the respective
supporters of these theories {e.g. Emile Burnouf,

We

AbW

Gabriel de Mortillet, Mourant Brock,
Ansault, etc.).
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;
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cross.
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(American). —

articles,

Goblet d'Alviella.
The appearance of the

symbol among the semi-civilized and savage
peoples of America in all probability admits of a
genuine two-fold interpretation. It amalgamates
in all likelihood two cognate ideas (1) that of the
cross as a symbol of the four winds belonging to
or emanating from the four cardinal points ; (2)
that of the world tree,' tree of life,' or tree of
cross

:

'

'

'

our flesh' (Mexican
Tonacajuahuitl), analogous in
some ways to the Scandinavian Yggdrasil, or cosmic
The
tree, whose roots surrounded the universe.
in its pictorial and mural form, was probably
evolved from the second as an art convention.
There can be no question of the genuine aboriginal
character of the cross symbol as found in America.
Its origin appears to have been analogous to that
of the symbol in use in the Old World evolution
from a symbol of the four cardinal points but
first,

—

;

any

hypothesis of its importation from

Europe
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would require much weightier proof of
European or Asiatic colonization than has yet
been advanced, and is easily discounted by the

or Asia

unquestionable signs of its wide-spread aboriginal
use throughout the American continent.
On the discovery of Yucatan, where the lieutenants of Cortes found crosses at Cozumel and
elsewhere, the wildest theories were propounded
to account for their appearance in the New World.
These crosses were about 3 ft. in height, and were
usually found in an enclosure called teopan, or the
buildings surrounding a temple. The Spanish missionaries believed that they had been introduced
by the apostle St. Thomas, or that early Spanisli
colonists, driven out by the Moors, had sought
refuge in America, and had brought with them
The missionaries then prothe sacred symbol.
ceeded to inquire after representations of the
Crucilixion itself, and it was discovered that one
had existed in pictorial form on a manuscript
which had been buried to prevent its destruction
by the invaders, but which had subsequently
This figure undoubtedly
rotted underground.
represented a human sacrifice to the Sun, always
intended in Mexico when the word 'God' (Teotl)
was employed, as in the present instance, without
any indication of the particular deity which the

was meant

to represent.
of the four winds. As a symbol
of the four cardinal points from which the winds,
and therefore the rains, came, the cross was well
'
'
entitled to the designation of tree of our life in
the arid climate of Yucatan. To each quarter of
the heavens a quarter of the ritual year belonged.
The Aztec goddess of rains, Chalchiliuitlicue, bore
a cross in her hand, as most of the principal deities
of Egyptian mythology carry a cognate symbol,
'
the ankh, or key of life ; and, in the feast celebrated in her honour in the early spring, victims
were nailed to a cross and shot with arrows.
Quetzalcoatl, as god of the winds, is represented
as carrying a species of cross, and his robes
figure
i.

—

As a symbol

'

were decorated with cruciform symbols. The form
which we find, for example, in the famous basrelief of Palenque, and which was also discovered
upon the temple walls of Cozumel, Popayan, Cundmamarca, and elsewhere, was undoubtedly a
conventional form evolved from that of a tree,
consisting of the lower part of the trunk and two

The Mayan designation of the
cross -branches.
cross was indeed Vahom clie, the tree erected or
set up.' In the Palenque cross, at the ends of the
branches knobs appear, which are probably intended to indicate leaves or fruit. On the summit
'

is

perched a bird, probably a turkey, decked out

in the brilliant plumage of more brightly-feathered
fowl. The cross in question was probably regarded
as in some measure the pedestal of the living turkeyfetish.
The flesh of the turkey was a staple of
Mexican diet, and in this way, it may be, the bird
had become associated with the idea of subsistence
and the ' tree of life ' itself. In any case the cross
of Palenque was known as Quetzalhuexologtiahuitl,
or 'tree of the plumed turkey.'
priest stands
on the proper right of the bas-relief, offering as a

A

a small human figure made from maize
paste, and not a newly-born child, as some authoriOn the proper left stands an acolyte,
ties state.
At the roots of the
offering up a stalk of maize.
cross a hideous head appears. It is that of Cihuacohuatl (female serpent), or Tonantzin (our Mother),
sacrifice

—

to give her her Mexican designation the earthgoddess, the most bloodthirsty of the Central
American deities in her lust for human flesh, and
the one from whom the tree of life has its being
'

'

and nourishment.
Many American peoples believe in the
of the cross as a symool whereby rain

efficacy

may

be

obtained. The rain-makers of the Lenni Lenape
draw the figure of a cross upon the ground, with
extremities towards the cardinal points, and on
this they place a gourd, some tobacco, and a piece'
of red material, afterwards invoking the rain-spirit.
The Creeks, at the ceremony of the Busk,' celebrated to the four winds, dispose four logs in the
shape of a cross, the ends of which are set to the
cardinal points, and in the centre of these they
kindle the New Year's fire. The Blackfeet used
to arrange large boulders in the form of a cross,
on the prairies, in honour of Natose, 'the old man
who sends the winds.' The Muyscas of Bogota,
in order to sacrifice to the goddess of waters, extended ropes across a lake, thus forming a gigantic
cross, at the point of intersection of which they
cast in offerings of precious stones, gold, and odoriferous oils.
In the State of Wisconsin many low
cruciform mounds are found, exactly orientated.
These were probably altars to the four winds. In
the mythology of the Dakotas the winds were
always conceived as birds and the name of the cross
in the Dakotan language signifies the mosquitoits

'

;

'

hawk spread out.'
2. As the
world tree.' — In those Mexican and
Mayan pictures which deal with cosmology the
'

world tree

is depicted as standing in the centre of
its roots deep in the waste of waters,
branches among the clouds, as if in search of
rain.
The Mexicans worshipped the tree as Tota
(our Father), whom they further described as god
of the waters and of vegetation,' although he also
appears to have some connexion with fire. Among
the Kiche (or Quiche) of Guatemala, women
desirous of children sought out a tree overhanging
a pool, to which they prayed as the emblem of

the universe,
its

'

and this indicates the possible phallic
;
origin of the tree of life. The vax che, or ceiba
tree, is still an object of veneration in many hamlets of Central America.
The sacred pole of the
Omahas typifies the cosmic tree, the centre of the
four winds, and the dwelling of the thunder-bird ;
and tree-burial among the western tribes of North
America probably bore some mythical relation to
placing the dead in the tree of life. The Mbocobis
of Paraguay believe in a tree by which the dead
once climbed to Paradise, and the Yurucares of
Bolivia in one whence mankind originally emerged.
The sacred tree also appears symbolically throughout America in the form of the poles and stakes
which surround the prayer - houses and hivas of
fertility

American tribes.
Literature. Ixtlilxochitl, Historia Chichimeca (ed. A.
Las Casas, Hist, Apoloyetica,
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.
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NuevaEspafla, lib. i.
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cap. vi., Madrid, 1729 Cogolludo, Hist, de Yucathan, lib. iv.
de Charencey, Le Mytlie de Votan,
cap. ix., Madrid, 1688
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Lewis Spence.

CROSS-ROADS.— Cross-roads

are very gener-

ally regarded as the dwelling-place or resort of evil
spirits, ghosts, etc., and hence are considered un-

lucky or even dangerous, while various expedients
are resorted to in order to ward off their dangers.
On the other hand, they are sometimes associated
with a divinity probably, in the first instance,
because images of the divinity were placed there to
counteract the powers of evil, and a cult of the
Or they
divinity was observed at the cross-ways.
may be regarded as sacred in themselves. Thus in
the Avesta a formula runs
sacrifice ... to
the forkings of the highways and to the meeting
of the roads' (SBE xxxi. [1887] Si'Jl).
In ancient
India they were not to be defiled or obstructed
But the
{ib. xxii. [1884] 182, xxxiii. [1889] 158).
reverence for such a divinity of cross-roads was
soon mingled with the fear of the demoniac in-

—

'

:

We

CROSS-ROADS
fluences, and we find the divinity often regarded as
sharing in the characteristic evil and horrible traits
of the very demoniac beings which he or she was
supposed to hold at bay. The association of evil
beings or of a divinity with cross-roads is an
extension of their association with roads in general,
and is already found among some lower tribes in

connexion with the rough paths leading through
forest or jungle, and with their intersections.
I. Burial at cross-roads.
(a) There is evidence
that the dead were sometimes buried at cross-roads,
and this would bo one reason for their being
regarded as particularly ghost-haunted places a
belief which is certainly very remote and widespread. Among the ancient Hindus there was a
practice of erecting a dagoba or stupa (a mound in
which the bones and ashes were placed) at crossroads.
These were to be erected there in honour
of a king of kings or a Tathagata (Mahaparinibbann Sutta, v. 26, vi. 33 = SBE xi. [1881] 93, 125
cf. Oldenberg's remarks, Rel. des
Veda, Berlin,
In Slavic lands, cairns and tumuli
1894, p. 562).
are often found at cross-roads, and the older literature sometimes refers to a cult of the dead there

—

—

;

(Grimm, Kleinere Schriften, Berlin, 1865, ii. 288).
Other instances are reported among the Greeks,
Germans, etc. (Lippert, Rel. der eitrop. Culturvblker, Berlin, 1881, p. 310
Wuttke, Deutsche
;

Volksabergl. der Gegcnwart, Berlin, 1900, § 108

;

Winternitz, Denkschr. der kais. Akad. der WisIn Hungary, persensch., Vienna, xi. [1892] 68).
sons believed to have succumbed to the malice of
a witch or demon were sometimes buried at crossroads, to deliver them from this influence, as
witches had no power there an unusual belief

—

ii. [1884] 101).
This is an instance of the
riddance of evil at cross-roads (see § 5). It is not
impossible that one reason for honourable burial
at cross-roads was the desire for re-incarnation.
Among the Mongols, among many N. American
tribes, and in W. Africa, children are often buried
by the side of a path or road, in order that the
ghost may have an opportunity of entering some
woman passing that way, and so being re-born of
her (Letourneau, Sociology, 1893, p. 239 Owen,
Folk-lore of the Musquakie Ind., 1902, pp. 22-23, 86
Dorman, Prim. Superstitions, Philadelphia, 1881,
p. 35 Kingsley, Travels in W. Africa, 1897, p. 478).
As more women are likely to pass a cross-way than
on any single path, the chances of re-incarnation
would be greater there.
(b) But in the case of persons whose ghosts are
regarded as dangerous, another reason for burial
at cross-roads must be sought. Among such persons are those who have committed suicide, and
occasionally murder. Custom and law in England
prescribed that the suicide should be buried at a
cross-road, with a stake driven through his body.
A stone was also placed over the face (Stephen,
Hist, of Grim. Law, 1883, iii. 105
FL viii. [1897]
199. The custom was abolished in 1823). Criminals
also were executed at cross-roads, e.g. Tybum, the
meeting-place of the London, Oxford, and Edgeware roads. Stake and stone were intended to
prevent the restless ghost from wandering and
troubling the neighbourhood. It has also been
suggested that the constant traffic over the grave
would help to keep the ghost down, or that the
number of roads would confuse it, and so prevent
its finding its way home, or that the cross would
act as a disperser of the evil energy concentrated
in the body or the ghost, or that sacrificial
victims (these being frequently criminals) were
formerly slain on the altars at cross-roads, which
were therefore regarded as fitting places for the
execution and burial of criminals, after the introduction of Christianity (FL viii. 264 Westermarck,
MI, 1908, ii. 256 EBr 11 vii. 510). To this it

(FLJ

;

;

;

;

;

;
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should be added that suicides were generally buried
in out-of-the-way places ; and the cross-roads, being
a place of evil repute, would naturally be selected
for the grave.
The underlying thought is that of
riddance of the contagion 01 evil, and in no better
be effected than at the cross-roads
could
this
place
A parallel custom of burying at the cross(see § 5).
roads the bodies of children still-born or born
feet-foremost (a mode considered unlucky) is found
in Uganda, where also the bodies of suicides, with
the tree on which they hanged themselves or the
hut in which they took their lives, were burned at
And it is noticeable that women who
cross-roads.
pass that way throw a few blades of grass, or sticks,
or stones, on the grave to prevent the spirits from
entering them and being re-bom (Roscoe, Manners
and Customs of the Baganda,' JAI xxxii. [1902] 30,
'

and Frazer, Totcmism and Exogamy, 1910, ii. 507,
iii. 152).
In Greece, persons who murdered father,
mother, brother, or child were slain at a place outside the walls where three roads met, and their
bodies were exposed naked (Plato, Leg. ix. 873).
2. Ghosts, spirits, and demons at cross-roads.

— Cross-roads

are universally believed to be the
resort of evil spirits.
As places of burial,
cross-roads would naturally be haunted by the
ghosts of the dead but also, as ghosts would be often
passing along the roads from other places of burial
to their former homes, they would be more numerous at cross-roads.
The ghostly train is often
seen on roads, but more particularly at their intersections ; hence, to see them one would naturally
go there, as in the Abruzzi, where, at the festival
of the dead, the thronging ghosts can be seen at
the cross-ways by any one standing there with his
chin resting on a forked stick (Finamore, Credenze,

common

;

costumi abruzzesi, Palermo, 1890, pp. 180-2).
But, besides ghosts, all kinds of evil powers frequent
the cross-ways.
This is a wide-spread belief in
India, one particular class of demoniac beings
bhuts being usually found at cross-roads, while
other waylayers lurk there also (Oldenberg, 267
Crooke, PR i. 290 FL viii. 330 SBE xxx. [1892]
49).
Among the Muhammadan peoples, crossroads are one of the numerous resorts of the jinn
(Lane, Arabian Society, 1883, p. 37). In Russia,
vampires are thought to lurk by night at crossroads, ready to attack the belated traveller (Ralston,
Russ. Folk-Tales, 1873, p. 311). In Europe generally, witches were associated with the cross-ways.
There they gathered up money scattered by the
devil there, too, they met, and, in some cases, the
Sabbat was held at the junction of roads, especially
on Walpurgis night, when they might be seen by
him who put on his clothes inside out and crept
backwards to the place while the ringing of consecrated bells on that night hindered their dancing
with the devil at cross-roads (Grimm, Teut. Myth.
[Eng. tr. 1880-8], 1074, 1115, 1799, 1803, 1824;
Stewart, Superstitions of Witchcraft, 1865, p. 128).
On the other hand, witches are occasionally reIn
garded as having no power at cross-roads.
Naples it is held that they must go round them on
their way to a meeting, as they cannot pass them
and in Hungary cross-roads are believed to neutralize
their evil powers (FL viii. 3 ; FLJ ii. 101).
Here,
probably, the form of the cross acts as a prophylactic.
Sprites, kobolds, and fairies are also
sporadically associated with cross-roads (Grimm,
838, 1115
Goethe, Faust, III. i. 40). In medieval
superstition there was no better place than a
cross-road for the purpose of evoking evil spirits,
especially the devil, and making a compact with
them. The magical treatises then current explicitly
set this forth
thus the Clavicula Solomonis says
For magical operations a secret, remote, deserted,
and uninhabited place is necessary, but best of all
are the cross- ways.'
usi, e

—

—

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

'
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This notion is found in the 6th cent, story of Theophilus, and
in the old tradition it was at a cross-road near Wittenberg that
Faust sold himself to the devil. The custom was to go to the
cross-way by night, and there make a magic circle in which
cabalistic signs were inscribed, and then to call up the devil.
Similarly, witches made their compact with Satan at cross-ways.
In the case of the Swedish witches in the 17th cent., they first
put on a garment over their heads and danced near a cross-road.
Then, going to the cross-road, they thrice called on the devil to
come and carry them to the meeting-ground. When heappeared
they promised to serve him body and soul, and he then conveyed
them to the Sabbat (Grimm, 1074 Baring-Gould, Curious Myths,
de Jean Fauste, Amsterdam, 1674 ;
Hist. .
1888, p. 630
Gorres, Die christl. Mystik, Regensburg, 1842, bk. vi. ch. 16 ;
Wright, Narratives of Sorcery and Magic, 1851, i. 134, ii. 249 f .).
;

.

;

.

was propitiated at the yearly festival of the dead
by a sacrifice of cakes the offering to Rudra Tryambaka, for the deliverance of descendants from
his power, and for the securing of his beneficent
action.
This was offered at cross-roads, because
Rudra roves on the roads, and the cross-road is

—

'

known to be his favourite haunt'
Brahmana, SBE xii. [1882] 408, 438 f.).
road

(Satapatha-

The

cross-

also the halting-place of the

Agnis (ib. 439,
Travellers addressed both paths and crossn. 1).
Adoration to Rudra, who
roads with mantras
is

'

:

dwells on paths ; adoration to R. who dwells at
In the
cross-roads' (ib. xxix. 366, xxx. 180).
yearly ritual the connexion of ghosts with the
Lesser
evil divinities
is also apparent.
cross-ways
also had their cult at cross-Mays, but usually
for specific purposes
the repelling of disease or
demoniac influence, or the contagion of evil. To
get rid of disease, one should go by night, naked,
to a cross-way, and there make an offering of rice
with a mantra, returning in silence without looking
back. This must be repeated until the evil spirit
also § 5.
(Pisacha) appears and says, I will end your ailThe origin of the belief in the presence of evil ment' (Katha-sarit-sdgara, Tawney's ed., 1895,
agencies at cross-roads may be found in the simple i. 256). The sacred writings also ordain that a
fact that, as people were more numerous at cross- student who has broken a vow of chastity must
roads, so naturally would all evil powers be, such offer an ass to Nirriti, goddess of destruction, at a
at least as were so often associated with roads or cross- way, then put on the skin and proclaim his sin
Men always fear demons and spirits which (SBE ii. [1897] 289 cf. xxix. 361). Elsewhere he is
paths.
they believe lurk on the edge of the forest path or directed to light a fire at the cross- ways, and to offer
rude roadway, ready to pounce upon the belated an ass to the Raksasas and an oblation of rice to
Nirriti (ib. xiv. [1882] 117 ff.).
traveller, and in many cases roads are believed to
be infested by them (Monier- Williams, Bel. Thought
In Japan, phallic symbols, chimata-no-kami, or
and Life in India, 1883, p. 216 ; Maspero, Dawn of road-fork gods,' were set up on roads, and worHence they would shipped at cross-roads and waysides, as protectors
Civilization, 1894, pp. 632,636).
be regarded as lurking at the intersections of roads, of travellers. They were said to have been proespecially by night, when wayfarers were uncertain duced from the articles thrown down by Izanagi in
of the direction in which they ought to go (cf. Ovid,
his flight from Hades, or at his purification (see
further reason may be sought in vol. ii. p. 700 b ). Their festivals were held at crossFasti, v. 3).
the fact that paths and roads often form bound- roads outside the capital, or at the frontier, at the
end of the 6th and 12th months, or in time of pesaries, as is shown by the fact that images and
altars of boundary-gods often stood on roadways tilence, while offerings took place at other times.
(MacPherson, Khonds, 1865, p. 67 ; cf. § 3). Rites of Other phallic symbols, sahi-no-kami, or preventive
riddance and aversion intended to drive evil powers deities,' were also worshipped at roads and crossoff the fields or tribal lands would, in common
roads, and hence came to be regarded as guides and
friends of wayfarers. Their cult was popular, they
belief, have the tendency to force them on to the
boundaries a kind of neutral ground (for such were inquired of in divination, or prayed to before
a journey or an offering was made to them by
rites, see Frazer, GB*, 1900, iii. ch. 3, §§, 13, 14, 15,
passim ; Ralston, Songs of the Russian People, travellers on their journey. Accidents on a jour1872, pp. 211, 396).
And, as boundary so frequently ney were the result of neglecting them. But the
signified road, or was marked by a pathway (as in
primitive function of all these deities seems to have
Samoa [Brown, Mclanesians and Polynesians, 1910, been that for which they are still addressed in the
in
see
other
this
art.
there
would
;
),
p. 339]
examples
liturgies, viz. protection against the unfriendly
here be another reason for evil spirits haunting beings and evil spirits of pestilence from Hades.
roads.
Hence the cross-ways, where boundaries or
'Whenever from the Root-country, the Bottom-country
= Hades], there may come savage and unfriendly beings,
paths met, for the reason given above, would again
if they go below,
be more open to their presence and influence. Evil consort not and parley not with them, but, watch
above, prokeep watch below; if they go above, keep
powers associated with cross-roads are, in fact, tecting us against pollution with a night guarding and with a
often stated to be also found on roads and bound- day guarding.'
one
norito—
Three
of
these
are
mentioned
in
Yachimata-hiko,
or
a
is
found at cross-ways
aries,
boundary-stone
the Eight-road-fork prince, Yachimata-hime, the Eight-road-fork
(cf. Grimm, 1051, 1113, 1804, 1821 ; Crooke,
princess, and Kunado, whose name, 'Come-not place,' is sugHence magical rites which are effective on gestive
i. 290).
of his functions as a repeller of evil beings. The first
roads are still more effective at cross-roads, as many two are represented as male and female figures with sexual
Another phallic god,
organs, the last as a simple phallus.
instances of their use in both cases show.
Saruta-hiko, dwells at the eight cross-ways of Heaven, and is
Divinities are said to have acted as guide to Ninighi on his coming to earth.
3. Divinities at cross-roads.
'Road-ancestor
or
with
also
called
associated
cross-roads.
This
is
He
is
deity,' and is
Dosojin,
frequently
sometimes with the intention of repelling those found at cross-waysin the form of a phallic boulder, over which
is stretched a rope supported by bamboos.
Jizo, the Buddhist
evil powers which otherwise would throng them,
children's god, now occupies his place at cross-ways (Aston,
though, as examples show, there is a tendency for Shinto, 1905, pp. 300, 187, 189, 191, 197, 340).
the protective divinity to take on some of the
The phallic origin of these gods, in accordance
aspects of those evil powers, as in the case of with the well-known property ascribed to the
Hecate. Or again, since evil powers are connected sexual organs as warders off of evil spirits, their
with cross-roads, divinities whose character is evil protective powers against demoniac and pestilenrather than good are often worshipped or propiti- tial influences, and their ultimate position as gods
ated there.
of travellers recall the position of the Greek Hermes
In India, from early times, the cross-ways were
and the Hernne (cf. p. 333").
the abode of sinister gods, especially of Rudra,
Among the Teutonic peoples occurred a yearly
lord of ghosts and of evil powers generally, who
procession of the image of a god or goddess (Frey,
,

For these reasons, wayfarers took precautions at
the cross- ways. In India, mantras must be said ;
e.g. at a bridal procession the bridegroom had to
They should not
say, May no waylayers meet us
be stopped at, and the traveller should pass with
his right hand turned to them (SBE ii. 226, vii. 200,
xxv. 135, 150, xxx. 49). Similarly, in Sweden, no
bridegroom will stand near a cross-road on his
envy and
wedding-day a precaution against
malice (Chambers, Book of Days, 1863, i. 45). See
'

'

!

—

—

'

'

'

;

'

A

'

—

;

[
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Nerthus, Holda, Berchta, etc.) round each district,
for the purpose of promoting fertility (Tac. Oerm.
40; Grimm, 213, 251, 268, 275). In later tradition
the remembrance of this procession was mingled
with the myth of the Furious Host or the witches'
jaunt, headed by one of those divinities a myth
which in pagan times told of an aerial course of
the god or goddess with their subordinates, correof their images followed by
sponding to the course
It was connected
the jubilant crowd on earth.
with the latter, and perhaps in part originated
from it, as an etiological myth (cf. Grimm, 1055These processions, doubtless, went round the
56).
boundaries', and the divinity would then be associated with boundaries, and so with roads and crossways. In some of the later traditions, cross-roads
appear to be unlucky to these wandering hosts,
now become demoniac and associated with sorcery,
with the devil and witches.
Berchta's waggon
breaks down at the cross-roads, so also does that
of Frau Gauden, and the help of a mortal is necessary to repair it (see the traditional tales in Grimm,
275, 926).
Perhaps there is here a distorted reminiscence of a halting of the procession of the image
and waggon at cross-roads, either for a sacrifice to
the divinity, or for the performance of some rite
by which his or her protection would be secured
against the evil powers of the cross-roads. Later,
when the divinity became a more or less demoniac
being, the folk-memory of the halting of the waggon
produced the story that the waggon broke down.
The divinity no longer repelled evil influences at
cross-roads, but was now subject to these influences,
cross-roads being unlucky to him or her, as in the
On the other hand, it is
case of witches (cf. § 2).
not impossible that offerings were laid at crossroads for the divinities to partake of in their aerial
As her
wanderings, as in the case of Hecate.
images stood there, so probably images of some of
these Teutonic divinities may nave been set up at
This is suggested by traces of a cult
cross-roads.
to gods or ghosts of the dead at cross-roads (the
haunt of souls), anathematized by the Church.
Prayers, offerings, and the consumption of such

—

offerings, votive offerings (vota;

pedum similitudines

quas per bivia ponunt), and the ritual lighting of
candles and torches at cross-ways (bivia, trivia) are
all forbidden, and the prohibitions probably apply
to Celtic as well as to Teutonic custom (S. Eligius
and Burchard, in Grimm, 1738, 1744; de la Saussaye,
Religion of the Teutons, Boston, 1902, p. 290
Grimm, Kleinere Schr. ii. 288). Sitting on a bull's
;

hide at cross-ways in order to consult the future
is also forbidden.
The hide was probably that of
an animal sacrificed there (Grimm, 1744, and cf.
his comment, 1115, and the common ritual use of
the skins of sacrificial victims elsewhere). Divinities were also sometimes seen at cross-roads by
their worshippers (Grimm, 1202).
The cult of
divinities, Teutonic and Celtic, at cross-roads is
further borne witness to in the occasional references in witch-trials to ghastly offerings made to
demoniac powers (their successors) at cross-roads,
as in the trial of Alice Kyteler and her accomplices
at Ossory in the 14th cent., in which there is reference to a sacrifice of living animals torn limb from
limb and scattered at cross-roads, or of nine red
cocks and nine peacocks' eyes (Wright, i. 28, 30).
Among the Greeks, Hecate, a goddess whose cult
was probably introduced from the north, and who
had several varying aspects, was associated with
cross-roads as Hecate r^odm;.
Her primitive connexion with these and also with roads and doorways
was probably that of an averter of ill. Her images
or symbolic figures stood before doors and at crossways, to keep out ghosts and to counteract the
gloomy influences prevailing at cross-ways. In both
cases the chief evil influence to be averted was that
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of the ghosts of the dead. These images were called
^Kdraia, and frequently represented her in triple

form.
Through her connexion with roads and
cross-roads, she, as Hecate 4voola, was the helper
and guide of travellers who sought her aid (schol.
ad Theocr. ii. 12). But she was also regarded in
a more sinister light. As an infernal goddess, she
was ruler of ghosts, phantoms, and demons, causing
them to appear on earth to frighten travellers, associated with sorcery, and seen often on moonlight
nights with her ghostly train and baying hounds,

In this character she

like the Teutonic Holda.

was more particularly Hecate rpl/xopipos, of a malicious and dangerous nature.
Hence she had to be
invoked and propitiated, lest she should send harm
on men. The triple form of the goddess has been
variously explained, but, in all probability, it arose
from the fact that her images at cross-ways had
faces looking down the converging roads, so as to
watch over each. In her we see a goddess who, at
first regarded as an averter of ills, is later associated with those very ills which she averts. She
can keep them at bay, or she can cause them to
appear, and she herself is imaged in their sinister
forms.
Offerings were made to Hecate at crossroads, and her images there were consulted for
divination.
Monthly offerings were made to her
at cross-roads by rich people, in order to get rid of
evil influences and to render her favourable. These
were called 'Ekot^s Seiirva, or suppers of Hecate,' and
included cakes set round with candles, fish, eggs,
cheese, honey, etc. These dishes of food were often
consumed by the poor. They were connected with
the rites of riddance performed in her name. Houses
were swept and fumigated, and the sweepings taken
away in a potsherd to a cross-road, and there thrown
down, the bearer going away without looking back.
It would be natural also to get rid of the food remaining in the house before the purification. Thus
the evils, or the ghosts which had infested the house,
were sent away, and the ceremony may only accidentally have been connected with the goddess of
cross-roads.
It resembles other rites of riddance
at cross-roads, primitive in character, and usually
unconnected with a divinity (see § 5). These purifications were called dfrBv/ua. (see Harpocrat. and
schol. on jEsch. Choeph. v. 96
Plut.
Suidas, s.v.
Qucest. Rom. iii., Qticest. Conv. 708 F; schol. on
Arist. Plut. 594 Lucian, Dial. Mart. i. 1
Athenaeus, vii. 125, 127, viii. 57, xiv. 53
Porph. de Abstin.
ii. 28).
Travellers also deposited offerings at crossAn serological myth told how Hecate, as
roads.
a newly born infant, was exposed at a cross- way,
but rescued and brought up by shepherds (schol.
'

;

;

;

;

;

on Lycophron, 1180). This probably points to an
actual custom of exposure at cross-roads (found

made use of to explain Hecate's
connexion with them.
Hermes, as god of roads and boundaries, and of
travellers, was also associated with the cross- ways
as an averter of ills. On roads and boundaries,
but especially at cross-roads, stood a heap of stones
with a pillar, later rudely shaped in human form.
The passer-by added a stone to the heap, as a rite
of riddance and in order to avert the evil influences associated with the place.
These became
the more shapely Hernia? of later times, used as
boundary and mile and direction posts, and placed
at cross-roads as well as on streets, roads, and at
doors. The phallus was a prominent object upon
them (Herod, ii. 51), in accordance with the belief
also in Chaldasa),

in phallic emblems as averters of ill.
case of the Hekataia, these Hermee
several heads, and for the same reason.

As

in the

had often
Offerings

were made to them, and were sometimes eaten by
hungry wayfarers. Theophrastus in his Characters describes the pious man pouring oil on the
sacred stones (Hernia?) at cross-roads, falling on
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and saying a prayer before passing on
liis way.
Cf. Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 36 f.
Christianity replaced the divine images at crossor images and shrines of the
crucifixes
ways by
Madonna. At the latter, especially, flowers and
candles are oil'ered and prayers said, exactly as in
the case of the Hermse and Hekataia (Trede, Das
Beidentkum in dcr rom. Kirche, Gotha, 1891,

his knees

iv.

205, 208).

An example of a cult of a divinity at crossroads from a lower level of civilization is found
among the Yaos of the Shire Highlands who,
when on a journey, offer a little flour to the
god Mulungu at a place where two ways meet,
exactly as in the case of Greek and Roman
travellers, to Hecate, Hermes, or the Lares (see
vol.

ii.

p. 358").

—

The connexion of
4. Omens at cross-roads.
supernatural beings, divine or demoniac, with crossroads caused these to be regarded as places where
omens might be sought. In East Central Africa

a traveller who comes to a cross-way lays two
roots, carried for the purpose of divination, against
the blade of a knife laid horizontally. He points
If the
to one road saying, Shall I take this one ?
If they fall, he
roots remain still, he takes it.
takes the other (Macdonald, Africana, 1882, i. 215).
This resembles the rite used by the king of Babylon,
probably to discover whether he should proceed on
the way to Jerusalem to attack it. He stood at
the parting of the way, at the head of the two ways,
he shook the arrows to and fro,
to use divination
he consulted the teraphim, he looked in the liver
21
(Ezk 21 ). In Germany it was a custom to listen
at a cross-way on Christmas or New- Year at midIn this way the seeker heard or saw what
night.
would befall him during the year. Or, if he heard
horses neigh or swords rattle, there would be war
The listening was
(Grimm, 1113, 1812, 1819).
intended to catch what the spirits were saying as
In Japan a method of crossto coming events.
road divination (tsuji-ura), used by women and
lovers, is to place a stick representing the god
Kunado at a cross-way at dusk, and to interpret
the words spoken by passers-by as an answer to the
question put by the inquirer. Another method is
to sound a comb three times at a cross-road by
drawing the finger along it, then, worshipping the
sahi-no-kami, to say thrice, O thou god of the crossroads-divination, grant me a true response.' The
answer is found in the words spoken by the next
'

'

'

:

'

'

or the third passer-by (Aston, 340).

With

this

may be compared a Persian custom of sitting at
cross-ways by night and applying to oneself as an
omen of good or evil all that is said by passers
In
(J. Atkinson, Women of Persia, 1832, p. 11).
Germany a girl went to a cross-road to discover
whether she would be married during the year, or
she shook out a table-cloth there. Then a man
appeared and saluted her. The future husband
would be of the same height and appearance
(Grimm, 1115, 1797). An old Hindu custom for a
man to discover whether a girl will make a good
wife is to let her choose one of several clods taken
from lucky and unlucky places, one of the latter
being a cross-road (Uldenberg, 510). In India the
balance for ordeals was erected at a temple or in a
cross-road a favourite abode of Dharmaraja, the
god of justice, when he appears on earth {SBE

—

xxxiii. [1889] 104).
5. Magical rites at

—

cross-roads. The sinister
character of cross-roads made them particularly
efficacious as

to

charms and

magical
perform
places
aversion or riddance of demoniac
influences (cf. p. 331 b , bottom : 'best of all are the
1
Evil powers, or perhaps the divinicross-ways').
rites, especially of

1

In

Kozma

is

of the opinion that the use of the sign of the cross

charms has no reference to Christianity, but to the form

of

ties whose images stood there, lent their influence to
the success of the rite. A few examples of general
magical rites may be cited first. Sitting out or
working spells at cross-ways was used among the
Teutons as an evil kind of magic, for raising
tempests, etc. The details are not known (Vigfusson-Powell, Corpus Poet. Boreale, Oxford, 1883,
In the Hindu Grhya Sutra, visiting a
i.
413).
cross-road at twilight, lighting a fire there, offering
rice and repeating charms, together with other

ritual observances, is recommended to those who
desire gold, or companions, or a long life, or who
wish to be rulers, etc. {SBE xxix. 431, xxx. 119,
charm for recovering lost property is
124, 125).
addressed to Pushan, the sun, who watches over

A

the ways, and the rite includes placing 21 pebbles
at a cross-way.
They are symbolic of the lost
property, and counteract its lost condition (AtharvaVeda {SBE xlii. 159, 542]). In Kumaon, to cause
rain to cease, a harrow is fixed perpendicularly at

a cross-way. The god of rain, seeing it in this
unusual condition at such a place, learns that injustice is being done, and makes the rain cease.
Or sugar, rice, and other objects used in ritual are
placed at a cross-way and defiled, till the rain is
ashamed to fall on them (PR i. 76-77). At Naples,
to detach a husband from his mistress, a wife goes
barefoot and with unbound hair to a cross-way.
There she takes a pebble, places it under her left
armpit, and repeats an incantation. This is done
at a second cross-way, with the pebble under the
right arm, and at a third, having it between the
chin and breast. Returning home, she throws it
This is an
into a cesspool (Andrews, FL viii. 7).

example of the belief that all things at cross- ways
are charged with the magic or evil energy concentrated there, or are unlucky. Plants growing
on boundaries or on cross-ways are believed to
'
possess magical power (see Reiss, Aberglaube,' in
In Bombay a charm
Pauly-Wissowa, i. 47).
against the evil eye is to carry seven pebbles
picked up at the meeting of three ways (Campbell,
Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom, Bombay, 1885,
p. 208).

In the case of rites of riddance and aversion the
underlying idea is that the evil powers lurking at
the cross-ways are compelled to take over the evil
(disease, ill-luck, etc.)

which

is

of

demoniac

origin,

or is impure and a source of danger. In some of
these cases the powers of the cross- way are proOr the rite takes place
pitiated by an offering.
there, because the place is one where the contagion
of evil is more likely to be got rid of or transferred
to another, while Oldenberg suggests (p. 287) that
the cross-way was used because, after the rite, the
performer would go one way, the evil or unlucky
influence the other.
simple example of riddance
of fatigue is found among the Guatemalan Indians,
who, on passing the usual pile of stones at a

A

cross-way, gather grass, rub their legs with it, spit
on it, and then lay it with a stone on the pile,
thus recovering their strength (Frazer, GB- iii. 4).
Rites for riddance of disease at cross-ways are
wide-spread. To rid themselves of any disease of
demoniac origin, hill-natives of N. India plant a
stake in the ground at a cross- way and bury some
The rice (prob. the vehicle of transrice below it.
ference) is disinterred and eaten by crows [Pit i.
In Bihar, during sickness, certain articles
290).
are placed in a saucer and set at a cross-road
(Grierson, Bihar Peasant Life, Calcutta, 1885,
Similarly, in ancient India, such rites
p. 407).
were commonly performed at cross- ways, as specific
instances in the sacred books show.
patient
possessed by demons was to be anointed with the

A

would thus be used as an act
the cross-ways (FLJ
101).
of imitative magic, producing the effect obtained by the crossway itself.
ii.

It

CROSS-ROADS (Roman)
remains of a sacrifice of ghi and fragrant substances
(probably because the latter are obnoxious to
demons') and placed on a crossroad. A wicker
basket with a coal-pan was set on his head, and
some of the sacrifice was sprinkled on the coals
(Ath.-Veda [SBE xlii. 32, 51!)]). In another charm
for riddance from hereditary disease, the patient
is set
on a cross-road, and there washed and
'

sprinkled. The charm includes the words, May
the four quarters of heaven be auspicious to thee
In other cases not only riddance but the
(ib. 292).
transference of disease to another person is effected.
Thus an ancient Hindu charm to avert evil runs
'
then do we
If, O evil, thou dost not abandon us,
abandon thee at the fork of the road. May evil follow
'

!

:

after another (man)!' The commentary explains
this as a charm to remove all diseases, and the rite
includes the throwing of three rice-puddings at the
cross-road (ib. 163, 473). In modern India, to get
rid of smallpox, some of the scales from the
of earth decked
patient's bod3' are placed in a pile
with flowers at a cross-way. The disease may
then be transferred to some passer, the original
at an outbreak
patient recovering (PR i. 165). Or,
of smallpox, a pot of wine, bangles, money, cakes,
incense, and a cloth with the image of the goddess
of smallpox, are offered to her, and then left outside the village at a cross-road.
Any one touching
these or meeting the priest who carries them out
The goddess
will take the disease and die at once.
receiving the offering passes on to the next village.
Here offering and vehicle of aversion are combined,
'
and the articles are called nikasi, averters.' Probably the poor, in eating 'E»rdT7)s Sehrrov,— at once an
ran the risk of
offering and a vehicle of aversion,
transference of evil to themselves rather than
In Bohemia, to get rid of fever, an empty
starve.
pot was carried by the patient to a cross-road, and

—

thrown down. He then fled. The first passer who
it would get the fever, and the patient
would be cured (GB 2 iii. 22). In Suffolk a cure
for ague is to go by night to a cross-way, turn
round thrice as the clock strikes twelve, drive a
tenpenny nail up to the head in the ground, and
then retire backwards before the clock is done
The next person passing over the nail
striking.
will get the ague (County Folk-lore of Suffolk, 1S95,
For other European instances, see Wuttke,
p. 14).
kicked

cit.

passim.
Lustral rites of riddance at cross-ways are also
In India one who had committed a
crime had, after other rites, to go to a cross-way
and repeat the formula, Simhe me manyuh. Then
he was free from all crime (SBE xiv. 330). In E.
Africa, when a child is able to speak, it is taken to a
op.

common.

cross-way, washed and rubbed with oil, and given
to the father, who may then, but not till then, cohabit
with his wife, else the child will die (FLR [1882]
Riddance of the contagion of death is also
v. 168).
effected at cross-roads, by carrying there the thing
or things which have suffered impurity. In India,
at a death, the fire became impure, and with the
receptacle was carried out and placed on a crossway with the words, I send far away the fleshdevouring Agni.' The bearer then walked round
it three times, keeping his left side towards it,
beating his left thigh with his left hand, and returning home without looking back (SBE xxix.
In the orthodox death-rites of modern Brah247).
raans, lamps are set at cross-ways (Colebrooke,
All over E.
and
Essays, 1873, iii. 180).
Life
Africa, at a death, the water used in washing the
body, the ashes of the fire, the thatch of the hut,
and the remains of the dead man's food, are buried
at a cross-way (nuilekano), or deposited there with
'

broken pots, egg-shells,
1

Cf. D.

W.

1907, p. SOI

f.

etc.

(Macdonald, Africana,

Bousset, Uauplprohleme der Gnosis, Gottingen,
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riddance or
109; FLR v. 168). Other
In Nijegorod,
aversion also occur at cross-ways.
the Siberian plague is kept off by slakes driven into
the ground at a cross-way (Ralston, Songs, 395).
In Bali, at the periodical expulsion of devils, offerings of food are placed at a cross-road for the
demons, who are summoned to partake of them
and then go out of the houses to this feast (GBP iii.
In Bohemia, in order to get rid of witches,
80).
youths meet on Walpurgis night at a cross-way
and crack whips in unison. The witches are thus
driven off (;6. iii. 92). With the monthly purifications in Greece (§ 3) may be compared a custom in
Gujarat of sweeping houses and laying the refuse
at a cross-road as a rite of riddance of evil (CampFor other rites at birth among the
bell, 329).
a
Chams, see vol. iii. 347 350.
The custom of burying suicides at a cross- way
has thus in all probability some connexion with
rites of riddance at cross-roads. The danger brought
about to the community was in this way got rid of.
Images of diseased limbs hung at cross-ways were
perhaps less votive offerings than magical means of
ridding the limb of the disease hy transferring it to
the spirits of the cross-way or to a passer-by.
Not im6. Cross-roads and the four quarters.
probably the sacredness of cross-roads may be
connected in some cases with that of the four
winds, coming from the four quarters of the heavens
or the four corners of the earth, which were worshipped as gods and creators, and gave a sanctity
to the cross (q.v.) among pre-Christian races, esperites of

i.

,

—

cially in

North America

(see art.

Am).

Hence

ceremonies for scaring evil spirits were efficacious at
cross-ways, because they looked approximately to
the four sacred quarters. Thus, in the Gujarat
marriage-ritual of the Bharvads, balls of flour are
flung to the four quarters as a charm to frighten
In Peru a
off evil spirits (BG ix. [1901] 1. 280).
yearly rite of riddance in connexion with the four
quarters took place at the square of each town, out
of which ran four roads leading to the four cardinal
Four Incas of the blood royal, with lance
points.
and girded mantle, stood in the great square, till
another ran down from the temple of the Sun,
carrying a message that the Sun bade them as his

messengers drive all evils from the city. They
separated and ran down the four roads to the four
quarters of the world. Relays of runners received
the lances from them, and finally set them up at a
boundary, which the evils might not pass (Garc. de
la Vega, Royal Comment., 1869-71, ii. 228; Bites
and Laws of the Yncas, Hakluyt Soc. ,1873, p. 20 ff.
b
The Yorubas have a cult of
cf. vol. iii. p. 308 ).
the four winds, and a figure with fonr heads called
Olori merin is usually found on a mound near the
centre of the town, so that each head faces one of
the four points. Thus he protects the town, and
no pestilence brought hy the four winds or hostile
force arriving by the four roads can attack it.
Formerly these roads passed out of the city by the
four chief gates on each side (Dennett, Nigerian
This connexion of crossStudies, 1910, pp. 70, 85).
ways with the four quarters does not universally
hold good, more especially in the case of the meeting of three roads, and only forms one of many
reasons for the superstitious connexion with cross;

roads.

—

Literature.
This is mentioned throughout the article.
There is no special work on the subject.
J. A. MacCulloch.
(Roman).— It was a custom
of the Roman peasant, in order to ensure the prosperity of his crops, to make a procession round
the marches of bis land, praying the while to Mars
for protection against visible and invisible disease,
In
ravage, and storm (Cato, de Agricult. 141).
ancient times these various evils were regarded as
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demons who gloated over suffering, and this explains why Fever (Febris) was worshipped in Rome
as a goddess (G. Wissowa, Bel. u. Kult. der Homer,
Munich, 1902, p. 197). But, if such noxious spirits
were prevented by the invocation of Mars from
intruding upon the tilled land, they would tend
to haunt the boundaries ; and, as the latter were
often formed by roads, it came to be believed that
the roads were traversed by demons as well as
by human beings. Now, the place where several
roads converged whether by the bifurcation of one
thoroughfare (ambivium, bivium), or by the intersection of two (quadrivium or trivium, according
as the way by which the traveller approaches is
counted or not see H. Usener, Dreiheit,' in Bhein.
Mus. lviii. [1903] 339)— was naturally a focus of
human intercourse as every one must pass the
trivium, trivialis came to mean 'common,' known
to all.' For corresponding reasons, cross-roads were
The
regarded as the special resorts of demons.
Romans believed that things connected with the
cross- ways had magical powers, and this superstition doubtless rests upon the idea that demons
haunted the spot, and infected the surroundings
with their supernatural influence. Thus, for instance, frogs boiled at the cross-way were a cure
for fever (Pliny,
xxxii. 113) a person who by
night sets his foot upon filth at the cross-way is

—

'

;

;

'

HN

;

thereby bewitched (Petronius, 134) while the perplexity and anxiety which fall upon the traveller
in a strange district as he comes to the cross-roads,
and hesitates as to the way he should take (Ovid,
;

Fasti, v. 3; Minucius Felix, Octavius, xvi. 3), would
be ascribed to the haunting demons, as would also
the actual choice of the wrong way (Roscher, vol. i.
p. 1890).
Again, the cross-way was occasionally
the site of the special object revered by the fetishhabet
vetus
worshipper (Tibullus, I. i. 11 f.
'

:

in

trivio

florida

serta

lapis

').

.

The

.

.

fetish

was

decorated with wreaths and by such homage, as
also by prayers and votive offerings, it was hoped
that the demonic powers would be induced to refrain from injuring their devotees, and to act as
the dispensers of grace and sure guidance.
Anthropomorphic deities of this character had
likewise a place in the Roman religion, but the
cult was not indigenous.
Some of the deities were
simply taken over from foreign religions ; others,
while of native origin, became the tutelary spirits
of cross-roads only at a later period. To the former
group belongs the goddess Trivia, who, from the time
of Ennius (Seen. 121 [ Vahlen]), is often mentioned in
Latin poetry, and sometimes, though more rarely,
in inscriptions (OIL x. 3795 [Capua]: 'Dianae
Tifatinae Triviae sacrum').
She was in reality
the Hecate Trioditis of Greek mythology, and,
like the trivium, was of triple form ( Usener, loe. cit.
Hecate was a gloomy and malipp. 167 f., 338 f.).
cious goddess, and, in order to propitiate her,
recourse was had Grmco ritu to every possible expedient, such as loud nocturnal invocations (Virgil,
JEn. iv. 609: 'nocturnisque Hecate triviis ululata')
and offerings of food at the cross-roads. The latter
fact explains why the trivium was a resort of
dogs
(Ovid, Fasti, v. 140) and famished people (Tibullus,
I. v. 56, with the comments of
In the
Oissen).
Imperial period we find quite a system of goddesses
of the
cross-way, all of non-Roman origin, and for
the most part linked together in groups as Bivije,
Triviaj, or Quadrivire, especially in Upper Germany. They were apparently indigenous to that
region, and their cult forced its way thence into
Lower Germany and the countries about the
Danube (M. Ihm, in Roscher, iv. Iff.). In some
districts we find also male deities of the crossway
(OIL xii. 5621 [Gaul]
(de)is dea(bus) Bivis Trivis
Deo Trivii Bellicus
Quadrivis'j vii. 163 [Britain]
donavit arain ').
;

'

:

'

:

Our knowledge of these deities is derived from
votive offerings, principally small altars with inscriptions, which throw no light, however, upon
the character of the associated cult.
In many
cases the dedication was made in fulfilment of a
vow, and the donors were mostly soldiers. The
vow would, no doubt, be made for the purpose of
winning the protection of the deity during a journey or throughout a campaign, and so ensuring a
safe return therefrom ; for by this time such deities
were regarded, not merely as local guardians of particular cross-ways, but as divine patrons of all roads.
Similar ideas were current regarding the genuinely
deities to whom was latterly assigned the
tutelage of the cross-roads. These were known as
the Lares compitales,' and were worshipped mainly
at the place 'ubi viae competunt' (Varro, de Ling.
Lat. vi. 25 ; G. Wissowa, in Pauly-Wissowa, iv.
792 if.), i.e. the cross-way. But the word compitum
must have had a further meaning, for Cicero {de

Roman
'

Lege Agr. i. 7) explicitly distinguishes between it
and trivium as is rightly observed by Wissowa
(Bel. u. Kult. d. Bbmer, p. 148 f.), it also signified
the point at which the boundaries of the fields
converged. The worship offered to the Lares at
the eompita was an expression of the belief that
they were the guardians of the soil (Tibullus, I. i.
;

19

'

f.

:

agri custodes').

Originally, therefore, the

Lares were invoked as patrons of field-boundaries,
while their association witli cross-roads was a later
development, due to the circumstance that boundary and path frequently coincided. In this acquired
character they are known to us from such dedications as are found in OIL xi. 3079 (Falerii)
Laribus compitalibus vialibus semitalibus,' and xiii.
6731 (Mainz): 'Laribus compitalibus sive quadrivialibus sacrum.'
The next stage was that the
Lares became the gods of roads in general, as like'

:

wise of travellers, who therefore made to them the
of dedications as were offered Deabus
Quadriviis. The dedicated objects were placed in
shrines, and, as these shrines of the Lares were
set up at the cross-roads, they too bore the name

same kind

Compita (Persius, iv. 28).
We must not confound such erections at the
cross-way with fabrics reared over the cross-way.
The rectangular towers which we find surmounting

two passages intersecting at right angles suggest
the thought that they were originally built over
cross-ways. Of such towers, nine in all are known
(Baumeister, Denkmaler d. /class. Aliertums, iii.
[Munich, 1889] 1S67). The most famous of them is
the JanusQuadrifrons in the Forum Boarium, dating
from the 4th cent. A.D. (H. Jordan, Topographs
der Stadt Bomim Altertum, I. ii. [Berlin, 1885] 471);
but its original purpose was that of a monument of
honour, and it is impossible to say whether the
ancient Roman ideas regarding cross-roads were
present to the minds of its builders. In any case,
these ideas were by no means extinct at that time,
for, even as late as the Middle Ages, it was still
frequently necessary for the preacher to castigate
the practice of lighting candles and offering sacrifices at the cross-roads (see, e.g., C. P. Caspari,
Kirchenhist. Anecdota, Christiania, 1883, i. 172,

—a

practice which is undoubtedly a
in some cases perhaps of
Even at the present day, in Italy,
the cross-way is the favourite site for the chapels
of patron saints (Th. Trede, Das Jhidenlhum in der
175, 199)
vestige of

Roman,

heathen,

ritual.

romischen Kirche, Gotha, 1891,
Literature.

iv. 205).

—This has been given throughout the article,
R.

CROWN. —As
may

'

ing between diadem and crown
However those names have been from
'

'

WuxscH.

a preliminary to this article it
be advisable to cite Seidell's words distinguish'

'
:

antient timo9 confounded, yet the diadem strictly was a very different thing from

OROWN
n.d.

is

diadema, was a fillet of linen
or silk, sometimes adorned with precious stones, or
This was the
of gold.
band
flexible
occasionally a

(ib.

dones,

which

a mystery society, and

the like or at festival dances such as are found
among savages and European peasants (cf. Abbott,

Macedonian Folklore, Camb. 1903, p. 31), or, again,
from royal personages wearing a more ornate and
valuable form of the customary head-dress. The

men, Fuegians, etc.), but, from being merely useful, it soon becomes also ornamental or has ornaments of various kinds affixed to it tufts of

—

wood shavings, teeth, shells, etc.
or it may be worn only on special occasions, like
the coils of wire bound round the forehead and
nape of the neck by Mukamba youths at dances
(JAI xxxiv. [1904] 139). The fillet, thus widely
worn, would have a distinctive character, or would
be more decorative or formed of more precious
material, when worn by persons of higher rank
and it is a direct forerunner of the royal fillet or
diadem worn by kings as an emblem of sovereignty,
either with or without some other distinctive headThe gold lunula; with the characteristic
dress.
chevron decoration of the Bronze Age, found in
the Celtic area, may be classed with ornaments of
this kind, and were perhaps worn by chiefs
(Dechelette, Man. d'arch. pri-hist. celt., Paris,
1910, p. 353 Komilly Allen, Celtic Art, Lond. 1904,
More elaborate crowns are derived from
p. 39 1.).
the simple fillet or diadem by the addition of decorations around its circumference, as, e.g., by
fixing upright feathers in it (Fuegians, American
Other elaborate head-dresses, combining
Indians).
the fillet and crown, or evolved from the former,
are often worn by special classes or at special
;

;

;

times.
Thus a Tibetan female head-dress (chiefs wife) consists of a
crown of large amber disks, in each of which is a coral bead,
with similar ornaments on satin bands, holding the hair plaits
together (Kockhill, Land of the Lamas, 1891, p. 184). Among
the Kabyles rich women wear a coronal head-dress of highly
ornamental open metal work, with numerous pendent ornaments and chains and a female head-dress in Java consists
of a richly adorned head-band with star-like ornaments stuck
round the upper edge (Hutchinson, Living Races of Mankind,
IV.

—22

i. 702).
of royalty such a crown was worn by the Incas
It consisted of a turban with a tasselled fringe, in
were set upright two feathers of a very rare bird, the
emblems of the Inca, which no one else might wear.

peculiar
This head-dress was buried with him, and two new feathers had
to be procured for each coronation. The heir-apparent wore a
similar fillet or fringe of a yellow colour as his insignia (Prescott,
the king's
Peru, 1890, p. 11 f. ; Stoll, 467). Among the Mayas
crown was a golden diadem wider in front, surmounted by a
of
plume of feathers which no one else might wear under pain
were
crowned
by the kings
death (NR ii. 635). Mexican kings
of Tezcuco with a diadem higher in front and running up there
to a point, and adorned with beautiful feathers. The diadem
was made of thin gold plates or woven of gold thread, and it
warriors wore
hung down behind over the neck. Noble Aztec
head-dresses of feathers set in gold fillets (ib. ii. 148, 375-6, 406,
All such crowns have followed the line of development
441).
which has produced the European crown from the diadem (5 8).
For savage head-dresses, see Spencer-Gillen b , 687 ; E. Grosse,
Anfange der Kunst, Freiburg, 1894, ch. 6 ; Stoll, 119 ; Johnston,
Uganda Protectorate, 1902, pp. 729, 787, 843, 808, 880 Deniker,
Races of Man, 1900, pp. 178, 371, 602, 622 ; Mary Kingsley,
Travels in W. Africa, 1897, p. 224 ; and for the head-dresses
and Persia, see
peculiar to the higher classes in Bab., Assyria,
;

crown, as a distinctive head-dress, may thus be
traced back to very early times. Following upon
elaborate methods of dressing the hair, such as are
found among Polynesian and African tribes, the
next step is to decorate the hair with bones, teeth,
shells, feathers, leaves, flowers (see § 2), or other
ornaments. Or a band or fillet of fibre, skin,
leather, ivory, or metal serves to prevent the hair
from falling over the face. This is found among
the lowest tribes (Andamanese, Australians, Bush-

VOL.
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As an emblem
of Peru.

—

;

;

a fanfeathers, of fish teeth, or dog's teeth coronets, or the dri,
of white feathers of the egret (JAI xix.
[1S00] 369).
Among the tribes of Brazil the men at feasts wear
a coronet of bright red and yellow toucan's feathers, disposed
in regular rows and attached to a circlet of plaited straw.
These feathers, being specially prepared, are very rare, and the
coronets are never parted with (Wallace, Amazon, 1896, pp.
Chiefs in Haiti wore a gold circlet similarly decorated
194, 202).
in der Vblkerpsych., Leipzig, 1908, p. 467 ;
(Stoll, Geschlechtsleben
and, for a similar head-dress worn by chiefs among the Lacan-

—A

feathers, fur, or

on the forehead surmounted by an imposing head-dress
12
Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, 1910, p. 68).
the natives of Torres Straits are found head-dresses of

shaped arrangement

'

of

i.

ii.

Among

true emblem of royalty, the /ScwiXefas yvuipio-fta
(Lucian, Pise. 35), or insigne regium (Tac. Ann.
xv. 29).
On the other hand, the Gr. ariatavos, Lat.
corona, a wreath or garland of real or artificial
(usually gold) leaves, was not a distinctive royal
emblem, and was applied to the victor's, the
'crown' (see also Trench,
bridal, the festal
Synonyms of the NT, s.v. oritpavos, SidSijua). The
same distinction occurs in other languages, e.g.
German Krone, the royal crown, Kranz, a garland.
The English word crown' comprehends all kinds
of coronal head-dresses, royal and other.
distinctive headI. Coronal head-dresses.
dress of persons of high degree, but especially of
kings and princes, originated from the custom of
wearing various kinds of head-dresses, coronal,
etc., on festal or other occasions, or by particular
classes of people men as contrasted with women,
or, vice versa, rich as contrasted with poor, chiefs,

—

78,

1.

shells

Honors, 1672, c. 8, § 2).
The Gr. diiSnua, Lat.

medicine-men, members
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A circle of jewelled gold, the upper
393-4, 399).
edge heightened to four or more points, surrounding a jewelled
rank (Lane, Arab.
cap, was formerly worn by Arab ladies of high
head-dress worn by chiefs, and
A
Sanioan
Society, 1883, p. 218).
by girls at certain dances, consists of a triple band of teeth or

or was ; and it was no other than only a
Nor appears it that
flUet of silk, linen, or some such thing.
any other kind of crown was used as a royal ensign, except only
in some kingdoms of Asia, but this kind of fillet, until the
beginning of Christianity in the Roman Empire' (Titles of

what a crown now

333.
Rawlinson, Anc. Monarchies, 1862, i. 133, ii. 199, iv. 191,
The huge or elaborate masks and head-dresses worn at the
in mysteryperformance of totemio or tribal ceremonies or
sometimes
dances by Australians, Melanesians, Africans, etc.,
assuming a form more or less coronal, need only be referred to
here as decorations reserved for certain persons, and worn only
They are insignia
on specific occasions and at no other time.
of office, or form part of the necessary costume, sometimes symb
bolic or representative (see Spencer-Gillen»- passim ; Kingsley,
xix. [1889-90] 364).
483 ; Deniker, 179 ; Brown, 60 ff. ;

JAI

2. Chaplets.— From the custom of decorating
the hair with flowers on festal occasions as a method
of betokening joy, arose the use of chaplets or
wreaths (ariQavot., coronxc), though these may be
also connected with the simple fillet or hair-band
Among
into which flowers are sometimes stuck.
savages, it is with the Polynesians and occasionally
the Melanesians that the general wearing of flowers
or regular chaplets is found most extensively.
Among the former, women at dances wore wreaths
interwoven with their hair, and garlands and
wreaths on forehead and breast. This custom has
been largely given up since the introduction of
i.
Christianity (Ellis, Polynes. Researches, 1831,
Hutchinson, i. 6, 9,
cf. also Brown, 317
134, 216
of
similar
for
a
wearing
practice
11, 17, 18; and,
wreaths of grass and leaves among the Sakais, ib.
The custom was sporadic in America thus
i. 90).
the Nahuas wore garlands at banquets and dances
(NR ii. 284, 290). Among peoples of antiquity
the wearing of wreaths on festive occasions was
wide-spread. From an early time in Egypt chaplets
{meh) of lotus, myrtle, etc. were worn by the guests
at banquets (Wilkinson, ii. 3S, 330), and the custom
was also in use among the Greeks and Romans.
it
Perhaps under the influence of Greek usage
referred to
spread to the Hebrews, and is often
as a common practice at times of rejoicing, especi2 s Let us crown
ally in the Apocryphal books (Wis
Ezk 23 42 , Ca 3", Jth 15 13
ourselves with rosebuds
18
8
7
cf. Acts of Thomas,
Sir 32 2 2 Mac 6 3 Mac 4 7
crowns of myrtle and other flowers at a banquet,
in W. Wright, Apoc. Acts, Lond. 1871, ii. 149).
Wreaths and crowns were also worn ritually at
festivals of the gods and at sacrifices (see next art.
13
Tertullian writes that,
2 Mac 67 ).
cf. Ac 14
besides the wreaths ofl'ered to the gods or their
;

;

;

,

'

'

,

;

,

,

;

;

,
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'

images, the very doors, victims, altars, servants,
and priests are crowned {de Cor. 10). The sacrificer wore them (cf. the wreaths worn by Persians
over their tiaras at sacrifices [Herod, i. 132]), and
they were placed on the heads of the victims
(Teutons [de la Saussaye, Bel. of the Teutons,
Boston, 1902, pp. 368, 377], Hindus [MonierWilliams, Bel. Thought and Life, 1883, p. 247],
for other instances, see
Mexicans [NB iii. 359]
Tert. de Cor., Pausan. ed. Frazer, v. 7. 7, vii. 20. 1,
viii. 48. 2, x. 7. 8, and notes
Granger, Worship of
'

;

;

Animals were
1895, pp. 2S7, 306).
with them on festal occasions (Celts
[Arrian, Cyneg. 34. 1], Persians [the crown royal
on the horse's head, Est 6 8 ]). Garlands and crowns
are also worn at sacred dances (Mexico [NB iii.
392], Melanesia [Haddon, Head-Hunters, 1901, pp.
113, 187]; see also above).
They were placed on
city gates (Jos. BJ IV. iv. 4), on temples (crowns of
67
gold on the Jewish temple, 1 Mac 4 ), or were
worn by conquering armies (Jth 3 7 15 13 ), or given as
much coveted prizes at the games. In the last
instance, from the myths associated with the
origin of the custom and from the ritual used in
the making of the wreaths, their religious aspect
is evident.
Crowns were also worn by the pilgrims
to the temple of the Syrian goddess at Hierapolis
(Lucian, de Dea Syria). In the Taurobolium the
candidate was crowned with gold and wreathed
with fillets before undergoing the baptism of blood
(Frazer, Adonis-, 1907, p. 229) and in the Mithraie
initiations one of the rites was the presenting of a
crown on the point of a sword to the candidate,
who put it on his head and then transferred it to
his shoulder with the words, Mithras is my crown
Wreaths
(Tert. de Cor. 15, de Praise. Beer. 40).
were also worn by those initiated into the mysteries
In the baptismal
of Isis (Apul. Metam. xi. 24).
ceremonies of the Mandseans a crown was used
(W. Brandt, Die mandaische Religion, Leipzig,
the

Romans,

adorned

;

'

'

1889, pp. 108, 113).
Wreaths are also

—

—

wreaths on their heads
Booths and wreaths suggest a former

to sit in booths with
30

,

Vespasian, but was resumed later. Among Christians also it became usual, the bridegroom wearing
a garland of myrtle, the bride of verbena (Sid.
Apoll. Carm.S, 'ad Anthem.'); and it was regarded
as improper for the unchaste to wear them (Chrysos.
Horn. 9 in 1 Tim.). The wearing of bridal garlands
and crowns is still customary over a great part of
Europe Switzerland, Germany, Rumania, and in
the north.

—

In the Greek Church ritual of marriage the bridegroom crowns
the bride in Nomine, and the bride the bridegroom, while the
priest blesses them and says, O Lord, crown them with glory
The service is hence called ajcoKovQia toO
and honour.'
In Macedonia the bridal wreaths are made of
aTe<t>avuin<tTos.
real or artificial flowers, or are silver garlands belonging to the
church ( T i o-T^ava). They are exchanged in church at the
crowning ceremony trr^avta^a applied to the whole wedding
Ealston (op. cit. p. 27!))
rite (Abbott, op. cit. pp. 168, 173).
describes a local ceremony in Russia. In church, over the
heads of the bridal pair the groomsmen hold crowns, and must
press them on the heads, but not hurriedly, else ill-luck and
The rite is called vyenchanie,
misfortune would follow.
crowning.' In Servia, when a youth dies, a girl representing a
bride comes to the grave carrying two crowns. One is thrown
to the corpse, the other she keeps for some time. This is part
of the old ritual of the death-wedding (Ralston, 310 ; see O.
Schrader, Totenhochzeit, Jena, 1904, and Artas Religion, vol.
In Germany and Switzerland the bri.lal wreath of
ii. p. 22 f.).
myrtle is made by the bridesmaids, but occasionally elsewhere
more elaborate crowns are worn, formed, e.g., of a series of
diminishing circlets, one above the other, to which are fixed
flowers, beads, figures in metal, some of which are probably
intended as amulets. They are not worn by girls known to be
already enceinte- (see Stoll, 455 f., 459; Kossmann-Weiss, Mann
und H'eib, Stuttgart, 1890, ii. 184, 1SS). Among the Letts the
bride wears a crown of gold paper and silk, on a framework of
She receives it from an honourable
wire and pasteboard.
matron, who keeps it for the use of the brides of the district
The elaborate Norwegian bridal crown is handed
(?'o. ii. 190).
down as an heirloom in well-to-do families, but in each village
is kept for the poor
it, as well as a set of bridal ornaments,
bride's temporary use (Chambers, Book of Days, 1S63, i. 720-721
'

—

'

'

'

;

worn at the end of harvest in
European folk-custom. They are made of the last
ears of corn, sometimes with the addition of flowers
and tinsel, and are worn often by the person who
lias cut them.
He or she represents the corndivinity, and is drenched with water as a fertility
charm. In this case the wreath is the direct link
between the corn and the human representative of
the divinity of the corn (Frazer, Adonis", 195 f.;
Ralston, Songs of the Buss. People, 1872, p. 250).
At the Jewish feast of Tabernacles a festival of
ingathering of fruits it was customary for the

Jews

first rejected by the Church, as it rejected
generally all wearing of flowers on the head.
But the custom was already found among the Jews,
the bridegroom wearing a garland or crown (Is 61 10
Ca 3"), the bride a 'beautiful crown' (Ezk 16 12 ).
The custom was in abeyance from the time of

at

(Jub. 14 ).
cult of vegetation.
Hence also divinities associated with fertility or with the crops wore wreaths
of corn
e.g. Isis, who was said to have discovered
corn (Tert. de Cor. 7 Aug. de Civ. Dei, viii. 27; cf.
also the wreaths of corn worn by the children sacrificed to Artemis [Pausan. vii. 20. 1]). In European
May-day customs, besides the hoops covered with
garlands and carried in procession, girls wear
chaplets, as do also the May or Whitsuntide
queen, and the May king or Jack-in-the-Green,
besides being dressed in or adorned witli leaves.
These chaplets are an important part of the symbolic dress of a former anthropomorphic representative of the vegetation spirit (FL xi. [1900] 210;
Wilde, Anc. Cures, Charm.'!, etc., 1890, p. 101 f. ;
Frazer, Gil- i. 191111'., 21311'., Early Hist, of the
:

;

Kingship, 1905, p. 166 f. ).
Bridal chaplets and crowns. These are
3.
already found in antiquity worn by the bride or
bridegroom, or by botii (Tert. de Cor. 13). They
marked an occasion of joy, but may in some cases
have had a magical purpose, in warding off evils
from the head. Being used by pagans, they were

—

Hutchinson,

ii.

427).

the Hindus, from Vedic times, the custom of wearing
garlands or crowns of precious metal or tinsel at marriage has
been common, and they are believed to have a protective
the head.
efficacy against evil spirits which might enter by
They are worn both by Hindus and Muhammadans (Crooke,
iii. 443 b ).
Among
i. 239
Kossmann-Weiss, ii. 164, 167 ;
the Muhammadans of Egypt the bride wears a pasteboard cap
or crown under the veil which covers the head and face, and to
Mod.
are
attached
of
value
ornaments
(Lane,
which
externally
Among the Nahuas,
E'jiii'Iians, 1846, i. 220, Arab. Soc. 234).
r
bride and bridegroom were crowned with garlands (-V/.' ii. 2. >7).
For Chinese bridal crowns, see Hutchinson, i. 140 ; and for
Polynesian and Fijian bridal wreaths, ib. i. 19, and Letourneau,
Evil. o/Marr., 1907, p. 124.

Among

PR
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;

—

and crowns. Among the
4. Funeral chaplets
Greeks and Romans the dead were crowned with
chaplets, or these were placed as offerings on
tombs (Lucian, dc Luctu, 11; Tert. de Cor. 10 see
next art. § 2). In Egypt it was customary to place
of the
chaplets of flowers or leaves on the head
mummy at the funeral ceremony, and these sometimes remained on the head in the coffin. They
were called the crown of the true voice,' and
assured to the deceased, through the power of
Tlmtli, the right intonation, without which the
magic fomralse were useless, or perhaps signified
that he would be crowned triumphant and justified
in the other world.
Special gardens were set
apart for the Bowers used in making these wreaths.
The statue which represented the mummy was also
crowned with flowers, and the funeral ritual concluded with a prayer in which it was said of the
deceased, 'Thou wearest the crown among the
;

'

Part of the ritual also consisted of brandishing the oirhikuu over the statue, and repeating a
'Nut has raised thy
formula, pari of which ran

gods.'

:

Horns has taken his diadem and his powers,
I,
Sel has taken his diadem ami his powers, then the
diadem has come out of thy head and has brought
lira.

CROWN
the sods to thee.' This referred to the myth of
Nut raising the head of Osiris, and the grids Bonis
and Set placing the crownsof the north and the south
upon it. This would be done to the dead, and the
magic virtue in these crowns, or in the urceus
which adorned them, would bring the gods into his
Garlands and wreaths decked the tombs,
power.
just as the tomb of Osiris was said to have been
Clowned with flowers and wreaths were also worn
by guests at feasts in honour of the dead before the
final burial (Maspero, Etudes de myth, et d'arch.
;

(g., Paris, 1893,

218, 306, 316, 318, 358 f. ; Pleyte,
Justification,' Actes du b™' Cong,

i.

'La Couronne de

intern.dcs Orient., Leyden, 1884,pt.vi. 1-30; Wilkinson, i. 403, iii. 396, 430, 432 ; Plut. de Isid. 21 ; see
Charms and Amulets [Egyp.], vol. iii. p. 431 b on
models of diadems of Osiris buried with the dead,
who, assimilated to the god, would wear those
,

in the other world).
Flowers and garlands
are also carried to the graves in modern Egypt.
In the Brahmanic funeral ritual the bodies of
the dead are decked with wreaths and flowers.
Wreaths are also ottered in the funeral rites and

crowns

given to Brahmans (Colebrooke, Life and Essays,
i. [1900] 137, xi.
1873, ii. 173, 175, 178, 193 ; cf.
[1900] 93, 122-3).
Among the Nahuas, a statue
was placed beside the body of a dead king, with a
garland of heron's feathers on its head (Nli ii. 606).
Wreaths and garlands were also used in Polynesia
and Melanesia to decorate the dead, or the altars
in the houses used as depositories of their bodies

SBE

(Brown, 387 Ellis, i. 404). The early Christians
refused to make any use of funeral chaplets (Tert.
de Cor. 10; Min. Felix, 12, 37 Clem. Alex. Peed. ii.
8), but it was not long before the prejudice against
them was overcome. As a symbol of the martyr's
;

;

death a crown is found among the emblems on
tombs, and chaplets or wreaths became a common
adjunct of Christian funerals. In modern Greece
dead maidens and children even are crowned with
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indust. au molten dye, Paris, 1872-6, ii. 66 f. ; Chambers,
Book of Days, i. 673).
Eight magnificent votive crowns of
Reccesvinthus, king of the Spanish Visigoths, his queen, and
family, dating from the 7th cent., were found in 1868 at La
Fuente de Guarraz near Toledo (Labarte, i. 499; F. Lasteyrie,
Descr. du tre'sor de Gvarrazar, Paris, 1800; Chambers, ii. 660).
Another beautiful specimen is that of Svintilla, king of the
Visigoths (621-631), now at Madrid. On the whole subject, see

the works cited, and

Way, Arch. Journ.

xvi.

253 ff.

DC A

;

i.

460, 506.

Crowns or wreaths of gold formed a species of
tribute presented by subject peoples to kings, an
example being found in the tribute of crowns
commuted to a money payment, the crown-tax
paid by the Jews to Demetrius and Antiochus
(1

Mac

XII.

10 29 ll 35 IS 37

iii. 3).

-

3
",

2

Mac

14 4

;

Josephus, Ant.

crowns. — The

practice of special
Priestly
head-dresses being used to mark oil' certain classes
led to the use of these by medicine-men or priests,
and not infrequently they took a coronal form, or,
as in Greek and Roman ritual, chaplets were worn
6.

by priests.
Among the

Buriats the shaman formerly wore a crown conan iron ring with two iron convex arches crossing it at
right angles an elaboration of the simple fillet or band (EliE
b
iii. 16 ).
In Mexico the chief priest of the great temple wore a
crown of green and yellow feathers, his assistants merely having
their hair plaited and bound with leathern thongs. The priest
of Tlaloc at the festival of the god wore a crown of basket-work
sisting of

—

closely fitting below and spreading out above, with many
plumes rising from the middle of it. The Toci priest, in offering
sacrifice to the Mother-goddess, had a square crown, wide
above, with banners at the corners and in the middle (JViJ ii.
307, iii. 341, 356). In Japan part of the distinctive dress of the

Shinto priest is a black cap (eboshi) bound round the head with
a broad white fillet (Aston, Shinto, 1905, p. 204). Among the
Teutons the Gothic priests belonged to the nobility, the pileati,
those wearing a cap, as compared with the common people, the
capillati, with flowing hair
garlands were also worn (de la
Kaussaye, 366; Grimm, Teut. Myth., 1880-81, pp. 91, 909).
Tibetan priests at their ceremonies wear a species of helmet
mitre, fitting over the back and crown of the head, and of a red
or yellow colour, according as the wearer belongs to the one
or the other great Buddhist sect (RockhiU, op. cit. p. 85 f.).
Sculptures in Cappadocia show the ancient priest or prieBt-king
of that region wearing a high round head-dress encircled with
fillets and ornamented in front with a rosette or bunch of jewels
the god beside him wears a high pointed head-dress (Frazer,
Adonis?, 101 ff.). The priests of Sandan (Heracles) at Tarsus were
called crown-wearers,' and elected to that office. One of them,
Lysias, wore a golden laurel wreath (Athen. v. 54 Frazer, 111).
The high-priest of the Syrian goddess at Hieranolis wore a
Dea
golden tiara, the lesser priests a hat (ttiAos, Lucian, dc
Syria, 42). The ancient Parsi priests wore high conical headdresses (Stoll, 463), and Assyrian priests a kind of high truncated
cone or mitre of imposing appearance, or sometimes a richly
ornamented fillet (Rawlinson, ii. 199, 275, 278). Babylonian
also to the gods, or a
priests wore an elaborate mitre, assigned
second kind of mitre, or occasionally a horned cap. The head
is usually represented covered in sacrifices and other rites (r'6.
iii. 434).
Among the Hebrews the priests' mitre or head-dress,
;

;

flowers (Abbott, 193).

chaplets as offerings.— Crowns
and garlands being so intimately associated with
are
a
common species of sacrificial
cult, they
ottering, besides being placed on the heads of
Pausan. ii. 17. 6, v. 12. 8
victims (see next art.
At the feast of Ceres
Lucian, de Dea Syria).
women presented corn-wreaths as an ottering of
In India,
firstfruits to her (Ovid, Met. x. 431 ff.).
wreaths, garlands, and flowers are frequent objects
in most sacrifices. The Egyptians ottered chaplets
and wreaths to the gods and laid them on the
altars, and presented golden diadems with the
urjzus at the shrine of the statue of a king
(Wilkinson, iii. 356, 417). Of great interest are
the votive crowns of early mediaeval times. These
were ottered by monarebs to shrines or churches,
and dedicated by them to God on some particular
occasion.
There is no doubt that, besides imitation crowns, the actual crowns were often dedicated
in this way and occasionally used for coronations.
They were suspended by chains over the altar, and
from the inner side usually hung a richly-jewelled
cross.
Other ornaments were suspended from the
lower edge, or the dedicatory inscription was sometimes formed of separate letters depending from it,
e.g. in the crowns of Svintilla and Keccesvinthus
the pensile letters form the inscriptions, 'Svintilla
5.

Crowns and

;

;

Reccesvinthus Rex olleret.' Belamp often depended from these
crowns, and from them the pensile corona: lucis of
churches have originated.
The iron
Examples of such votive crowns are numerous.
crown of Lombardy is a band of iron (said to have been hammered out of a nail of the cross) enshrined in a circlet made of

Rex

'

ott'ert

and

'

sides the cross a

six gold plates,
This
together.

richly enamelled

crown

is

known

and jewelled, and hinged
to have been used at the
all probability a

coronation of Agilulfus in 591, and it was in
votive crown (Fontaniui, de Cor. ferrea, 1717

;

Labarte, Arts

'

;

njljm plur. (««apis, AV bonnet,' RV head-tire,'
covered with a piece
392»,' Lv 813), was made of swathes of linen
of fine linen hiding the seams of the swathes and reaching to the
forehead.
Possibly it resembled the Assyr. and Bab. conical
to a conical
cap, truncated (cf. Jos. Ant. lit. vii. 3, 'not brought
form'). Josephus says it resembled a crown. The high-priest's
mitre or turban (Ex 28*- 3'), nsisp (a word applied by Jos. Ant.
m. vii. 3 to the priests' mitreaiso), probably differed in shape
In addition a plate of gold, f'x (jre'raAo^),
from the former.
was fastened on blue lace and affixed to the front of the mitre
It bore the words Holy to Jahweh.' The
or on the forehead.
29 6
plate is also called nil, diadem or mark of separation (Ex
cf. 3930-M 'the plateof the holy crown of pure gold'), and is on
the mitre. This suggests a fillet rather than a plate, worn
round the mitre (cf. Sir 451 2 'gold crowns,' and 1 Mac 10 20
where Alexander sends to Jonathan a crown [ore'^ai'os] of gold.'
In Is 281 the }"x is parallel to .tib;:, diadem '). If the f •? was a
what
fillet of gold, there would then be a close correspondence to
Josephus (2?./ v. v. 7)says of the golden crown or fillet (<7Te'<f»aros)
with the sacred characters, which surrounded the mitre of fine
ribbon.
The
a
blue
suggest
descriptions
linen, encompassed by
'

'

Ex

28*> 29»

'

'

'

'

'

,

,

'

'

a head-dress like the royal Persian khshatram, a cap swelling
out to the top, and surrounded by a fillet or diadem (see § 8).
mitre
Josephus gives adifferent description of the high-pnests
in Ant. V. vii. 0, which is not reconcilable with the description
and
in the other passage, and which is far from clear (see

UDB

EBi,

s.v.

'

Mitre').

Occasional references are made in early ecclesiastical writings to a head-dress worn by the clergy
during service. The mitre of a bishop, a bead-dress
cloven above into two erect tongue-shaped parts,
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was at

first an Eastern head-dress, especially
characteristic of Phrygia, and hence formerly
called I'hrygium.'
It is rarely alluded to before
A.D. 1000, but in 1049 Leo IX. placed a mitre on the
head of Eberhard, Abp. of Treves (PL cxliii. 595).
From this time the references become much more
'

common, showing that the use was spreading.

The

mitre is usually made of fine or rich material,
embroidered, and often studded with gems. From
the back depend two fringed bands hanging over
the nape of the neck.
It is unknown in the
Eastern Church, but is worn by all Roman Catholic
bishops and by abbots exempt from Episcopal
Its
jurisdiction and others privileged to wear it.
use was discontinued after the Reformation in the
Anglican Church, but it is now commonly worn by
bishops, and has always been a symbol of their
office (see W. H. Marriott, Vestiariwm Christianum,
Lond. 1868, p. 22011'. Hefele, 'Inful, Mitra, und
Tiara,' Beitr. z. Kirchengcsch., Tub. 1864, ii. 223 f.
;

;

DCA,

In the earlier centuries,
virgins assuming the veil wore a headdress called
a mitre (Bingham, Ant. VII. iv. 6 ; Isidore, de
Eccl. offic. II. xviii. 11). The Papal tiara (a word of
s.v.

'Mitre').

Persian origin, signifying a high head-dress) is a
swelling pointed and closed head-dress, which has
varied much in shape (in the 14th cent, it was
dome-shaped and oval). To this was added, at
some date unknown, a single crown (symbolizing
the temporal sovereignty of the Popes) encircling
the lower part, and, probably in the 12th cent., a
second crown was set above this. The third crown
was added by Urban v. (1362-70). At the top is
fixed a small ball and cross of gold, and, as in the
case of a mitre, two bands hang down behind
(Hefele, op.

cit.).

—

As various
7. Divine crowns and chaplets.
plants were sacred to the gods, chaplets of such
plants were often associated with them. Tertullian
(de Cor. 7) cites a work on crowns by Claudius
Saturninus, which described how every flower,
branch, or shoot was dedicated to the head of
some divinity.
Hence the custom of offering
chaplets to the gods, of crowning their images
with them, or of representing them wearing chap-

also wear crowns (Pausan. ii. 17. 4, 6,
In
1; Granger, 251, 305; see next art.).
cases the crowns with which images are
represented are replicas of the kingly crown, or,
where a king was held to be divine, he often wore
the head-dress peculiar to the god with whom he
lets.
v.

They

11.

many

was

identified.
The god was naturally regarded
as a heavenly king who wore the royal insignia
and, contrariwise, the divine king wore the insignia
of the god.
;

In Mexico, at the festival of Huitzilopochtli his image was
crowned with a paper crown, wide at the top and set with
plumes.
Many other Mexican images wore crowns, or were
adorned with them at festivals, and crowns were also worn by
their human representatives (NR ii. 322, 337, iii. 344, 352, 369,
385, etc.). The images of the snake-goddess found in the jEgean
area wear a high tiara, over which a Bnake rears its head (see
On the head of the god sculptured on the
fig. in vol. 1. p. 143).
rocks at Ihreez is a high pointed cap adorned with a fillet and
several pairs of horns, and the goddess of the Hittite
sculptures
at Iloghaz-Keui wears a flat-topped head-dress with ribbed sides ;
this is also worn by her female worshippers (Frazer, Adonis?, 100,
105). The goddess Cybele wore a turreted crown, and so also did
the Syrian goddess, Atargatis (Lucr. ii. 606 ; Lucian, de Dea Si/r.
31). Persian divinities wear a tiara like that of the kings or that
worn by court officials (ltawlinson, iv. 333), and on the monuments of the Mithraic cult the god is frequently represented
'
wearing an Oriental tiara (Toutain, I.a Legende de M.,' Etudes
de la myth.,
281 ft.). The crown of gold and precious
1009, p.
stones which David captured and placed on his head belonged
to an image of the Ammonites (2 S 1280).
jjab. and Assyr.
divinities are usually represented wearing the characteristic
head-dress of the monarchs a rounded cap with parallel horns
encircling it from behind, and curving upward towards the front
without meeting. This head-dress sometimes symbolizes the
divinity on the astrological tablets (ltawlinson, ii. 244, iv. 334;
Uaspero, /'mm of Civilization, 1S04, p. 655). Bab. divinities are
also said to have been crowned with golden crowns (Kp. Jer.9).
In the Descent of Ittar, at the first gate of Hades the
keeper

—

In Egypt
deprives Istar of the mighty crown of her head.
the statues of the gods were often crowned with chaplets and
wreaths, but, besides this, they are usually represented with
some symbolic head-dress the sun, and horns, or plumes, or the
urceus and disk, etc.
But they frequently wear the crowns
characteristic of the kings the high white crown of the south,
or the red crown of the north, or both together, enclosed or side
by side, just as the kings wore their emblems e.g. the king as
Ammon wore the tall hat, with long plumes, of the god. Osiris
is frequently represented, e.g. in the small golden images of the
god as a mummy used in the festival of the month Choiak, or in
the judgment scenes, wearing the white crown flanked by two
plumes, or with the uroeus, worn also on the crown of the sungod. The ate/ crown is also worn by some gods (Wilkinson, iii.
ch. 13 Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, 1903, passim Book of the
Dead, evii.-exxii.).
Images and pictures of Hindu divinities
usually show them wearing simple or elaborate crowns or tiaras,
sometimes with a nimbus. Or separate crowns form part of the
decoration and dress of an image. These are often of great value,
and are encrusted with precious gems diamonds, pearls, rubies,
etc
The myths and sacred books occasionally refer to the
crowns of the gods (Wilkins, Hindu Myth.?, Calcutta, 1882;
Monier-Williams, 219, 449). In Buddhism the figures of Buddha,
of Bodhisattvas, and (in Tibet) of the divinities of the Buddhist
pantheon are frequently represented with crowns or coronal
head-dresses or tiara-like structures (wilkins, 225 Rockhill, 103,
131, 293 Grunwedel, Buddh. Kunst, Berlin, 1900 Stoll, 692).
'

1

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

In later Christian art, God the Father is represented with the current regal or imperial crowns,
or with the Papal tiara encircled, according to the
period, with one, two, or three crowns, but also
sometimes, as if to show His superiority to the
Pope, with five crowns. In earlier art, Christ is
sometimes represented with the brow encircled by
a diadem, and later with the regal or imperial crown
or the Papal tiara
to this is sometimes added
the crown of thorns, which, by itself, is figured
in many other representations, especially of the
Crucifixion.
Where the Trinity is represented
as one Person with three faces, the head is often
adorned with a single crown or tiara (A. N. Didron,
Chr. Iconography, Lond. 1886, passim). The Virgin
is also represented with a crown, or is depicted in
the act of being crowned by the Father or the Son
or the Trinity with the crown of a queen or empress,
reference being made to the texts Ps 21 3 8 6 as in
the case of the crowning of the Son by the Father
after the Ascension.
This was in accordance with
the legend of the Virgin's coronation in heaven
after her Assumption.
Angels and Christian virtues, and even the figure of Death, are often represented with a crown (Didron, passim).
Some of
the Gnostics crowned their sacred images (the Carpocratians [Iren. adv. Hair. i. 25. 6]), and from this
or from the similar pagan practice the custom
passed into the Christian Church, and images or
pictures were crowned with special ceremonies
when they were dedicated (Trede, Das Heidenthum in der rbm. Kirchc, Gotha, 1891, i. 104, 283,
ii. 343 ff., iv. 245-48, etc.
for the modern Roman
usage, see Cath. Encyc. vii. 670). Images of the
Madonna on waysides are also crowned with chaplets (Trede, iv. 208).
8. Royal crowns.
have seen (§ 1) that the
royal crown originated from the wearing of a special
head-dress by special classes, or it is a specialized
form of the ordinary head-dress. Among the higher
savages, some such head-dress is worn by chiefs,
like the band of cloth worn round the temples as a
kind of crown by some chiefs in E. Africa, or the
;

,

;

— We

frontlet or crown with a wig of woman's hair worn
by chiefs in Samoa (Macdonald, Africana, i. 16;
Brown, 316 ; cf. also the other instances in § 1).
turn now to the higher nations of antiquity.
In Assyria the royal crown consisted of a headdress of felt or cloth, shaped as a cone rising in a

We

gracefully curved line, and truncated at the apex.
The upper part receded into the lower, so that
the top alone was visible and projected above the
former.
It was ornamented with red and white
bands with embroidery or plates of gold. Round
the lower edge was a band or diadem rising in front
with a large rosette, with the ends hanging down
behind the ears to the shoulders. Sometimes such

CROWN
a fillet, higher in front or uniform in width, is worn
and in the earlier sculptures the tiara is
lower than in the later. The queen wore a diadem
with turrets like the crown of Cybele (Rawlinson,
alone,

ii.

100, 10S

;

Stoll, 210, 459, 463).

In

Babylon the

kings wore the horned can, the symbol of divinity
a kind of rounded cone with a double pair of
horns surrounding the sides and front, or a towershaped headdress with or without these horns,
terminating in a coronet of feathers. The lower
It was
space was decorated with rosettes, etc.
made of richly coloured felt or cloth. The higher
a
wore
in
in
and
both
classes,
Babylonia,
Assyria
distinctive head-dress (Rawlinson, i. 133, iii. 433
crown of
The
719;
Stoll,
459).
royal
Maspero,
Persia, the khshatram, was a high cap of bright
coloured felt or cloth, swelling out slightly towards
the flat top, and terminating in a projecting ring.
Round the bottom ran a fillet or band of blue
spotted with white the diadem strictly so called.
It was adopted by Alexander and his successors.
In some cases the kings are represented wearing
more or less ornamental diadems or radiated
crowns, or a head-dress resembling that of the
Medes a high-crowned hat, with ribbed sides,
called tiara or kidaris ( = khshatram), the latter
word being applied to the royal tiara (Rawlinson,
In Egypt, diadems were worn by
iii. 86, iv. 155).
princely personages, but that peculiarly symbolic
of royal authority was the urceus-serpent, of metal
or gilded wood, the coiled body forming the diadem,
and the head poised above the forehead of the
monarch. It was also affixed to other head-dresses
worn by the king in common with the gods.

—

;

'

'

—

—

Of these the most important were the white crown of Upper
Egypt, a tall conical head-dress swelling out slightly in front
and terminating in a rounded knob and the red crown of
Lower Egypt, cylindrical in form but widening out upwards,
and with the back part carried higher than the front. The
combination of the two crowns, the white worn within the red,
was called pshent. They were put on at the coronation and on
bas-reliefs, female figures symbolic of the two Egypts, each
crowned with the respective crown of her district, stand on
either side of a king wearing the pshent. In other cases, Nubti
or Set and Horus crown the king, and goddesses invest the
queen with her insignia. two long feathers and the globe and
horns of Hathor. These crowns were also worn in battle and
on other occasions, and they, with other forms, were common
to gods and kings. Thus the king is described as son of the
Sun, decked with the solar crowns (Wilkinson, ii. 327, iii. 361 ;
Maspero, 265 M. Brimmer, Egypt, Camb. U.S.A., 1892, p. 12
A. Moret, Du Caractere rel. de la royauU pharaoniquc, Paris,
;

;

—

'

'

;

;

1902, p. 310).

linen head-dress, descending in front over the
breast, and terminating in a queue fastened by a
Fillets of gold and, occasionally, radiated
ribbon.

crowns were worn by the Ptolemys.
Hebrews a common word for crown

Among

the

which

is TJJ,

consecration or mark of separation,'
signifies
and is applied both to the gold plate or fillet of the
6
s0
high priest's mitre (Ex 29 39 ), and to the royal
diadem or fillet, which may have been of gold or
10
of embroidered silk decorated with jewels (2 S l
12
o
the only reference to coronation cf. Zee
ll
Another word, rrjpji,
9 16 the stones of a crown ').
is also used, both for the royal crown and for the
M
30
crown in a symbolic sense (2 S 12 Ezk 21 Is 28',
This word may signify a
Job 19 9 Pr 49 etc.).
to the bridediadem, since in Ca 3" it is applied
36
can be
groom's garland, but in Job 31 the ni?!,
bound to the head. This may refer to a head-dress
of a turban form.
Possibly the diadem proper
surrounded another head-dress of a turban shape,
or like the Persian or Assyrian examples.
The crown of a conquered monarch was sometimes set on the head along with the conqueror's
own diadem. In 1 Mac 1 1 13 Ptolemy set the crowns
of Egypt and Asia on his head when entering
12
Antioch in triumph (cf. Diod. Sic. i. 47 Rev 19 ).
The early Christian emperors wore fillets or
diadems of gold adorned with jewels, or of rich

K

silk (the latter finally disappearing in the

time of

Justinian [Labarte, ii. 39]). The diadem is sometimes worn alone, or it surrounds a cupola or
jewelled cap, the combination of cap or tiara and
diadem resembling that of the Persian kings. In
antiquity the fillet or diadem easily passed over into
a crown by the addition of a row of ornaments or
symbols to the upper edge of the circumference of
a metal diadem. This is already seen in the corona
muralis, navalis, vallaris, etc., or in the radiate
crowns of the Persian kings, the Ptolemys, and
Nero and later Roman emperors. The form of
these radiate crowns is also connected probably
with the radiate nimbus with which kings were
often represented, and which was the adornment of
the sun-god as well as of other divinities in art.
Such crowns were thus a symbol of the monarch's
divinity (Dieterich, Nekt/ia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 419
Didron, i. 34 ff.). Crowns, as distinct from diaIn
dems, appear in early mediaeval Europe.
England the diadem soon gave place to the crown.
William the Conqueror and other Norman kings
wore diadems ornamented on the upper edge with
trefoil uprights, and the crown form soon became
;

The first English example of an
elaborate.
arched crown dates from the reign of Henry iv.
The coronets of English peers are circlets of gold,
variously ornamented according to rank (like the
crowns of Continental nobles), and enclosing a
The
crimson velvet cap edged with ermine.
the latest that
earliest is the ducal coronet, 1362
of barons, 1660 (see Legge, English Coronation
Records, 1901).
9. Sacred and magical aspects of the crown.
We find, sporadically, medical or magical virtues
ascribed to wreaths and chaplets Athen. xv. 16, and
cf. the magical efficacy attributed to bridal and
This would
to funeral wreaths in Egypt, §§ 3, 4).
be a natural result wdiere garlands were made of
the flowers or leaves of sacred plants or trees.
Wherever the king is honoured as divine, the
crown, as the peculiar symbol of royalty, will have
a magical character, more particularly as it is so
frequently worn also by the gods.
more

;

—

(

The golden wreaths and chaplets of oak leaves worn by early
Greek and Italian kings, as well as by other persons in later
times, are supposed to have originally marked the wearer as vicein
gerent of a god of whom the oak was the sacred tree, and
which as well as in the wearer of the wreath he was supposed to

be incarnate (Cook, FL xvii. [1900] 315 Frazer, Kingship, 198 fl .).
While this is not impossible, and while, generally speaking,
wreaths of leaves or flowers may denote a connexion with
divinities, it is probable that the diadem of a monarch did not
necessarily denote his divinity, though, as representing the
rehighest sovereignty, it was natural that gods should also be
presented with it. The god was represented under the highest
forms known to men, and these were generally royal.
;

In religious ceremonies the king wore a striped

'
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'

'

—

,

;

'

,

,

,

,

;

The regalia of kings tend always to be regarded
as peculiarly sacred. In some quarters possession
carries with it the right to the throne,'
of them
and they have wonder-working properties, as among
the Malays (Frazer, Kingship, 121, 124 ; Skeat,
'

Malay Magic,

1900, pp. 23, 59).
Generally speak'
ing, the word crown comes to be used figuratively
In Egypt the
for all that the monarchy implies.
urazus diadem, emblem of sovereignty, had a
'

magical power, and could execute the king's secret
burn
purposes or inflict vengeance. It is said to
it threw itself upon
his enemies with its flames
those who approached it, and choked them in its
The supernatural virtues thus communicoils.
cated to the crown gave it an irresistible force, and
the royal crown was also regarded as having divine
power (Erman, Die dgyptische Bel., Berlin, 1905,
also
Maspero, 265, Etudes, i. 78-79 ; cf.
p. 40
Etudes, ii. 134, for other magical crowns and for
of
the
crowns
the
dead, see
the magical powers of
Crowns may have been occasionally used as
§ 4).
choice
of a
in
the
of
instruments
divination, e.g.
the crown is
king. In a Transylvanian folk-tale
'

'

;

;

;
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destined king

(J.

(Greek and Roman)

a hillock. It rises,
on the head of the

laid before the assembly on
floats in the air, and lights

Haltrich, Deutsche Volksmnrchen*,

Vienna, 1SS5, p. 195). The Yornbas of W. Africa
look upon the royal crown as possessing magical
powers, and sheep are occasionally sacrificed to it
by the king himself (MacGregor, Jour. Afr. Soc.,
Crowns are sometimes
no. 12 [1904], p. 472).
mythically said to have descended from heaven
npon the king's head (Bousset, Gnosis, Gottingen,
There may also have been current
1907, p. 147).
an idea that the life of a king depended on the
In the Manda^an myths of
of
his
crown.
safety
the conquest of the dark powers Ur and Ruha by
Manda d'Hajje and by Hibil Ziwa, Ur is deprived
by both heroes of his crown of living lire,' in
which his strength lies, and in this way he loses
all his might (W. Brandt, Manddische Schriften,
Gottingen, 1893, pp. 131, 175, 178). These myths
are certainly based on some current belief in the
magical virtue of the crown.
In
10. The crown in early Christian thought.
the NT the victor's crown at the games (o-rtdtavos)
is used symbolically of the reward of a faithful
Christian course, the incorruptible o-ritpavos being
contrasted with the corruptible (1 Co 9- 5 cf. 2 Ti
26 ). It is a crown of righteousness (2 Ti 4 8 ), the
'

—

;

'

'

'immortal crown of glory' (6 d/xapdvrtvos rijs 66£-ns
4
Ja l 13 Rev 2 10 ;
oritpavos, 1 P 5 ), the crown of life
11
cf. 3 ).
Hence in visions of heaven the crowns are
4
The elders in Rev 4 wear crowns
prominent.
'

'

,

(

in the Ascension of Isaiah the
prophet sees crowns laid up in the highest heaven
for the saints in Barlaam and Josaphat, Josaphat
sees the people of the heavenly city with crowns in
their hands (J. F. Boissonade, Anec. Grceca, Paris,
(ariipavoi) of

gold

;

;

Christ has on His head 'many
diadems' (StaSnuara iroWd, Rev 19 12 ), one fillet bound
above the other, signifying different sovereignties
1
where the dragon has ten diadems). This
(cf. 13
conception is already found in later Judaism ; the
faithful receive crowns and palms (2 Es 2ja 45 ). The
wearing of garlands and crowns on earth being obnoxious to the early Christians on account of pagan
associations, stress was therefore laid on the worth
of the symbolic heavenly garland (o-re'ipa.vos), and
especially the immortal crown of martyrdom (Mart.
of S. Polycarp, 17 ; Tert. de Cor. 15, Why do you
condemn to a little chaplet, or a twined head-band,
the brow destined for a diadem ? '). Lactantius
(de Mort. Pers. 16) describes the martyr's garland
of victory as
an unfading crown laid up in the
kingdom of the Lord.' In Hernias (Sim. viii. 2) the
angel commands garlands of palms to be brought
out for those in whose rods he found branches with
fruit (cf. also Euseb.
v.
1 [Letter of the
Churches of Vienne and Lyons]). Such references to
the crown of immortality or joy or to the martyr's
crown are copious in early Christian literature, and
the symbol of the crown also appears in Christian
Hands stretched from heaven present
archaeology.
crowns to the martyrs, or angels descend and crown
them (Didron, i. 95). The crown by itself, or with
a palm branch or other symbols, is also symbolic of
the eternal reward in heaven offered to the victor.
1829-31,

iv.

360).

,

-

'

'

HE

liiTKUATi'RE.— L. F. Day, 'The Crown, its Growth and
Development,' Magazine of Art, vol. xi. (1888); W. Jones,

Crowns and Coronations, 1883
indttstriels

au moyen

Age,

;

J.

Labarte, HiMoire des arts

Paris,

187'2-5

;

O.

Stoll,

OeaehUchtsUbm in der Votki'r^ucholoijie, Leipzig,
ff., and other works cited throughout the article.

Das
1908,

p. 462

J. A. MacCullocii.
and Roman).— The words aritheir variants are used by
Greeks and Romans of circular ornaments that
could be placed on the head, carried in the hand,
or hung on a support as ottering or decoration,
either made of, or artificially representing, or by
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<pai>os,

corona,

their decoration

and

more or

less

remotely suggesting,

The origin
flowers, leaves, or fruits of the field.
of the custom of wearing such ornaments lay probably in the mere instinct of decoration rather
than in any notion of a symbolical significance in
the plants used. Such decorations are a natural
expression of a joyful state of mind, and, as the
primitive worshipper attributes to his deity feelings like his own, they would be considered acceptable to the gods. As expressing joyfulness, they
would in time become customary or de riaueur on
all festal

occasions,

whether sacred or profane.

1. The use of crowns for religious purposes is
not mentioned in Homer nevertheless the use of
sprays of foliage for dedicatory purposes seems
at
to have prevailed very early in the vEgean
Cnossus was found a spray of foliage made of thin
gold plate and wire in a flat bowl (BSA viii.
[1901-02] 25), and the employment of natural sprays
probably preceded that of metal imitations by long
Now the most convenient and decorative
ages.
way of carrying such sprays, or of attaching them
to cultus-tigures, was to twine them into wreaths,
which could be worn on the head of the worshipper or placed on the figure of the deity.
;

;

As early as the 7th cent, such garlands were essential in
practically all sacrifices (Sappho, quoted by Athen. xv. 674e).

In Aristophanes (Thesm. 440 ff.) a widow who had supported her
five children by making wreaths complains that more than halt
her business has gone since Euripides persuaded people that
there are no gods.

Being part of the furniture of cultus, the wreath
imparted sacredness to the wearer for the time
the slave in Aristophanes considers that,
being
while wearing a wreath, he cannot be beaten by
his master (Plut. 20 f. ).
;

2.

The

essentially joyful

the

of

associations

wreath are proved by the fact that mourners did
not wear them at funerals.
Xenophon, while
in sign
sacrificing, heard of the death of his son
of mourning he took off the crown that he was
had
that
his
son
he
heard
But
when
wearing.
died like a brave man, he resumed his crown and
Max.
v.
At
the
sacrifice
with
10).
(Val.
proceeded
mournful ceremonies, such as the Spartan Hyacinthia (Athen. iv. 139), the crown was not worn ;
;

the Sicyonians used flowers only, instead of wreaths,
in sacrificing to the Eumenides at Titane (Paus. II.
Where we see wreaths, fillets, etc., dexi. 4).
posited at a tomb, these are brought as offerings to
the spirit of the deceased, not as tokens of mournSuch wreaths the Christians regarded as
ing.
essentially offerings to a deity, and therefore to
The
be condemned (cf. Justin Mart. Apol. i. 24
Christians do not worship the same gods as tho
heathen, or offer up libations or incense, or bring
them crowns or sacrifices' ; so, too, Minucius Felix,
p. 43, ed. Ouzel, 1652, 'nee mortuos coronamus ').
Typical of the Greek custom is the beautiful
Attic lekythos (JHS xix. [1899] pi. 2), showing
a tmnia tied round the tombstone, oil-flasks and
wine-jugs, some with wreaths laid over them,
ranged on the steps, and a woman bringing a
tray full of wreaths and tienice. Sometimes tombstones were made with a receptacle suited for
holding a crown of leaves (Arch. Zeit. 1871, pi.
The dead body itself was crowned (Karaaridxiv
42).
tov veKpbv, Eur. Pliam. 1632), as part of the last
honours, in keeping with the washing and anoint'

:

ing of it, and dressing it for its last journey
Members of some associa(Lucian, de Luctu, 11).
tions, such as the lobaccbi, were entitled to a
crown at their death, provided out of the common
funds (E. S. Roberts, Introd. to Gr. Epigr. ii.
Cambridge, 1905, pp. 91, 160). Inscriptions of the
Phrygian Hierapolis often mention the arerpavwriKdv,
a sum left by tlie deceased, the interest on which
was devoted to the annual renewal of wreal lis on
his

tomb (Humann,

etc.,

Berlin, 1898, p. 129),

Altcrtumerv. Hierapolis,

At a Roman

funeral there
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were carried not merely crowns offered by the
mourners, but such as the dead might have won
In later times, the idea of
by his own deeds.
the propitiation of the dead gradually dying out,
the wreath came to be laid on the tomb merely
but it would be hard to
as a mark of honour
say where the primitive significance of the usage
the
modern.
into
merged
By far the greater
number of the crowns actually preserved come
from tombs but this is only because the conditions
in tombs are more favourable than elsewhere for
the preservation of them, as of other antiquities.
3. In ritual the use of wreaths was manifold.
They might be used, as tcenice were used, to
decorate the image of the god (see SchreiberAnderson, Atlas of Classical Antiquities, London,
1894, xiv. 3).
They could be worn by those who
performed the sacrifice. They could be offered up
(Daremberg-Saglio, tig. 1984). They could be used
thus
to decorate the victims (Lucian, dc Sacr. 12)
was Iphigenia decorated (Eur. Iph. in Awl. 1477).
The garlands brought by the priest of Zeus at
;

;

;

Lystrato Barnabas and

13

l'aul (Ac 14 ) were either
or decorations for the oxen which
he proposed to sacrifice. Garlands were used to
decorate the shrine, the altar, sacred trees, and all
The
sorts of instruments and vessels employed.
whole scene was thus made at once cheerful and
solemn, the objects so adorned being brought into
Woollen fillets
intimate relation with the god.
served the same purpose, whether made up into circular form, or merely hung on the victim or object,
or used to attach it to the figure of the deity.

offerings to

h

4.

The wearing of crowns by

deities is closely

we have seen, with the custom of
offering crowns to them at sacrifices. When special
plants were associated with certain deities, a wreath
of such a plant was a natural attribute and a
convenient means of identification, although the
latter feature would appeal less to the ancient
worshipper than to the modern archaeologist. The
associations of vegetable crowns are in many cases
quite clear. Demeter and Persephone wear barley
the Dodonrcan Zeus wears oak Apollo has laurel
Athene, olive (which she wears as a rule round
her helmet) Aphrodite, myrtle Heracles, poplar
or styrax
Dionysus and his train wear ivy
Poseidon on coins
(seldom, if ever, vine-leaves)
struck by Antigonus Gonatas or Doson, and on a
rare coin of Aradus of 174 B.C. (Brit. Mus. fatal.
Coins, 'Phoenicia,' pi. iii. 18), has a curious marine
plant Fucus vesiculosus ) a bust from Puteoli representingalocal water-deity is crowned with grapes
and vine-leaves (Roscher, Lex. i. 1686). But these
;

;

;

;

(

'

;

the prospective priest of the
Augustan cult says, I shall wear a golden crown
and Tertullian speaks of the golden crowns of the
provincial priests (de Idol. 18, with Oehler's note).
Busts of such priests, and an actual bronze crown
from Ephesus, as well as representations of such
crowns on coins of Tarsus, make this clear, and
throw light on such a title as lepevs rwv 2e/3tnrrwi'
Kai (rT€(pavTj(p6pos rod avp-iravros avr&v oikov (Jahrcs19)

'

public festivals is expressly included in the privileges of the priest of Poseidon Heliconius at
atratriToh dyuxriv [Michel, Recueil,
Sinope (orltpavos
Such official crowns
Brussels, 1896-1900, p. 734]).
are to be distinguished from those awarded to
priestly officials by their grateful fellow-citizens on
their retirement from office or even after their death
These are analogous
(Dittenberger, op. cit. 470).
to the crowns awarded to other officials.

;

Probably the most important crowns from a
ritual point of view were the
priestly coronets
b
(cf. above, p. 339 ) worn by the officiating persons,
whether professional priests or not. When the
crowns were made of flowers or leaves, these were
usually of the kind sacred to the deity served,
although in a very great number of cases the plant
used seems to have been laurel. This may have
been owing to its purifying property, although in
many monuments the appearance of laurel may be
The wreaths
due to defective representation.
worn by priests were sometimes, especially in
later days, decorated with medallions appropriate
to the cult. A priest of Cybele (relief in Capitoline
Museum [Baumeister, Denkm., Munich, 1SS5-88, p.
801]) wears on a laurel wreath three medallions representing the Idsean Zeus, Attis, and another deity.
Domitian, when presiding at the Capitoline Games,
wore a crown decorated with images of the Capithe
toline triad Juppiter, Juno, and Minerva
flamen dialis and the high priest of the Flavian
dynasty, who supported him, had crowns also
containing the image of the Emperor himself
Recent discoveries have
(Sueton. Domit. 4).
further illustrated this practice. The crowns worn
by high priests of the Imperial coitus were not
merely of bronze but of even more precious metal,
elaborately decorated with busts of the Emperors.
(i.

professional priests and all magistrates who in
virtue of their office take part in public rites [ib.
The right to wear a crown at all
332, note 24).
all

;

lover's practice of hanging garlands on the door of the
object of his affections is explained hy Athenjeus (xv. 670d) as
inspired by his desire either to honour the beloved one (just as
the doors of temples were garlanded), or to honour Eros (the
beloved being regarded as his image, and the house therefore a9
his temple), or, having been robbed of the ornament of his soul,
to give to the robber his body's ornament in addition. In speculations such as these we see the idea that these garlands were,
at any rate, a semi-religious kind of offering.

In Epictetus

,

(dvad^aaOai, etc.) rhv rou deov orttpavov is equivalent
to assuming the priesthood (Dittenberger, Or'u ntis
Greed Inscriptiones Selectee, vol. ii., Leipzig,
1905, no. 767, note 14), and <XTe(pavq<p6poi. include

;

The

—

'

[Brit. Mn:. fatal. Cuius, 'Galatia,' etc. p. 167).
So essential was the crown in the cult that Xa/3e<V

connected, as

them

'
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Ocst. Arrh. hist. ii. 245 f.).
Another
'
peculiar form of ritual crown is the arohieratic
crown shown on certain cuius of Syrian Antioch
d.

ficfte

'

;

;

appropriations are not exclusive Zens, for instance,
is usually laureate
as we have already seen,
the laurel seems to have been the plant most
for
wreaths.
Various deities are
used
commonly
represented in Greek art wearing crowns of a more
elaborate kind. That of the Hera of Polycleitus
at Argos was decorated with figures of the Graces
and Seasons, probably in high relief and on coins
(of Argos, Elis, Croton, etc.) and other works of
art Hera is usually shown wearing a somewhat
elaborate crown with floral designs in relief. On
coins of Mallus, Cronus wears a metal diadem
and Cybele is commonly represented as Citygoddess wearing a walled crown (see City). The
Cyprian Aphrodite, in statues, terracottas, and
coins of Cyprus, wears a richly decorated crown,
obviously meant to be of metal on some coins of
Salamis and on a stone head from Dali she has a
peculiar crown made of semicircular plates (Brit.
Mus. Catal. Coins, 'Cyprus,' p. cxi). Often she
seems to be identified with the City (ib. ). At
l'aphos she wears a combination of the Oriental
polos, decorated with palmettes, and the walled
:

;

;

;

;

On some Cypriote terra(ib. pi. xxii. 10).
we also find a decoration of palmettes or
sphinxes (Brit. Mus. Catal., Terra-cottas,' A 275).
These rich crowns are characteristic of the Oriental
element in her cult ; nevertheless the ordinary
Greek Aphrodite often wears an elaborate metal
crown, and sometimes, though descended from the
early polos of the queen-goddesses, it is in form
curiously like a modern royal crown' (JUS xxv.
[1905] 78). A variety of the metal artipavos worn by
various goddesses is known as the a-rt<p&vt) it rises
to a point in front, and narrows as it passes to
the back of the head, which it does not completely
crown
cottas

'

'

;
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One

(Greek and Roman)

the most widely distributed
forms of crown in art is the crown of rays, which,
like the nimbus, represents the divine light emanating from the persons of deities or heroes. But
such a halo was probably not represented by a
concrete crown until comparatively late times.
of crowns as prizes probably had a
5. The giving
The material rewards offered in
religious origin.
heroic times seem to have been replaced at a fairly
date
in
the
6th cent, at latest by crowns
early
of leaves, etc. (Paus. X. vii. 3, of the Py thia Marm.
Par. 38 = 588 B.C. note that the palm, being unsuitable for a crown, was carried as a branch).
The festivals at which crowns were given were
under the special patronage of the local deity, and
the material for the crown would be gathered from
the local sacred enclosure, although in the case of
the Pythia the laurel was brought all the way
from Tempe (Frazer on Paus. X. vii. 8). It was only
in later days that the crown of foliage olive,
was replaced by a metal crown,
laurel, pine, etc.
so that in the 2nd and 3rd cents, of our era the
decoration carried by the victorious athlete was an
elaborate structure more like an urn without a
bottom than anything else (Dressel in CIL xv. 2,
no. 7045).
The crowns thus won were often dediin the case of a tie, which
cated in the temple
was for this reason called lepi, the crown remained
the property of the god (JHS xxv. 17 f.). But the
rewards might also be carried away by the winners,
and the entry of such a winner into his native city
was a solemn function, as when Pausiniachus
brought home to the Carian Antioch the crown of
the Delphic Soteria (Dittenberger, Or. Gr. Inscr.
234. 31).
At Eloea in Asia Minor, when Attains
III. (138-133 B.C.) was received in state by the
he
was met by all the state officials and
citizens,
by the winners in sacred festivals carrying their

surround.

of

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

crowns with them

(ib.

332. 34).

From the

use of crowns as rewards in actual
and other contests, such as musical or
literary (an ordinary term for being victorious with
a tragedy is o-recpavovaBai, cf. Bacchylides, frag. 33,
Jebb), is probably derived their use as marks of
honour generally. They could be given as rewards
for good service to the community
and decrees
of Greek communities rewarding their officials or
members
are
the
commonest
of exprivate
among
6.

athletic

;

tant

official

documents.

Thus the Athenian council and people in 151 B.C. vote a
laurel crown to Protagoras the priest of Asklepios for his
services to the shrine (Michel, 0S9); at Lissa in Asia Minor in
the 3rd cent. B.C. a similar crown is voted to Menekrates
for his general good services to the community (Dittenberger, 67); at Ptolemais in Egypt the artiste of the gild of
Dionysus and the Brother Gods grant a crown of ivy, to be
given at the Bionysia, to their life-president Dionysius, son of
Mussus (ib. 60). At Delphi services to the shrine and State
are rewarded with ' a crown of laurel from the god's grove, ac'
cording to the traditional Delphic custom (ib. 346 ; Sylloge -,
Leipz. 1898, p. 216). An Athenian decree of 100 B.C. records* the
crowns conferred on the ephebi and their kosmetes by the
Council and Assembly, and by the Salaminian demos, and on
their hosmvtes by the ephebi (Roberts, Epigr. ii. 65). A list of
the eighteen crowns (of gold or laurel) conferred on Cassander,
son of Mcnestheus, waB inscribed on a marble slab in the temple
of Apollo Smintheus in the Troad (Michel, Bee. 1312).

Such honorific crowns were presented not merely
to individuals or associations, but to a whole people
or their official representatives ; thus the Athenian
people received crowns from various States, such
as Paros, Andros, Cnossus, etc. (IG ii. 700, 701).
The mural, rostral, and civic crowns of the Romans
were special developments of the crown as reward for services to the State.
7. From employing the crown as a reward, it
was but a step to presenting it as tribute, often
with a sense of favours to come.
Strato, eon of Gerostratus, king of the Phoenician Arvad,
went to meet Alexander the Great and crowned him with a
golden crown, at the same time laying his father's dominions at
the conqueror's feet (Arr. Anab. ii. 13. 8). Machares, son of
Mithradates, offered a crown to I.ucullus worth 1000 gold pieces,

begging for an alliance with Rome (Plut. Lucull. 24). Simon
the Hasmonsean sent a golden crown and palm as tribute to
Demetrius of Syria (1 Mac 13 37 ). Plutarch (.-Em. Paul. 34) says
that at the triumph of .Emilius Paullus were carried 400
golden crowns which the conquered States had sent to him as
the prize of his victory.

Thus the crown became the symbol of victory,
even more than the palm-branch. It is the most
common attribute of Victory in art and Christi;

anity, in spite of certain protests (cf. Tert. de Cor.),
adopted it whole-heartedly as a symbol of spiritual
victory.
8. The crowns received
as civic rewards or
honours were, like athletic decorations, frequently

dedicated at shrines (Rouse, Gr. Vol. Offerings,
Camb. 1902, p. 266). At Athens those conferred by
a foreign State had to be dedicated in the Parthenon, perhaps to prevent C/3pis (jF)schin. in Ctes.
Crowns of less importance were usually kept
46).
When the semi - barbarian
by the recipients.
princes Spartocus and Pierisades of Bosporus were

voted golden crowns by the Athenians, the decree
laid down the very form of words which was to be
inscribed on the crown when dedicated (Hicks, Gr.
Hist. Insert, Oxf. 1901, p. 140).
To judge by the
lists in inscriptions, vast quantities of such crowns
must have been in the temples. Sometimes the
lists record the terms of the dedication
e.g. from
the Delian treasure-list (Dittenberger, Syll. 3 588.
102) a golden laurel-crown bearing the inscription 'Publius son of Publius Cornelius consul of
the Romans' (i.e. Scipio Africanus, who probably
made the dedication in 194 B.C.).
9. The crown, being part of the apparatus of
religious service, was worn not only at sacrifices,
but also at other ceremonies, such as musical or
which were under the patronage
literary contests,
of a deity.
Such were the sacred contests at
which Pliny says it was originally the custom to
wear crowns of natural leaves (HN xxi. 4), the
use of crowns variegated with flowers being later,
and the use of artificial crowns later still. Demosthenes (in Mid. 16) describes golden crowns
among the sacred vestments worn by the chorus
which he provided at the Dionysia. Musicians
;

'

'

are often represented wearing crowns (SchreiberAnderson, Atlas, vii. 9, lxxviii. 7; Baumeister,
Denkm., fig. 591). The use of crowns at bridals
was undoubtedly religious, and therefore condemned by Tertullian (de Cor. 13). It is the
bridal crown that is carried or worn by Eros and
Hymenreus. Religious also must have been the
origin of the decoration hung outside the housedoor at Athens after the birth of a child an olive:

wreath for a boy, a woollen fillet for a girl. On
the other hand, we may well hesitate to see any
direct religious significance in the use of crowns at
banquets. They were connected especially with
drinking, and were probably first used to promote
cheerfulness.
It
may be doubted whether the
theory that they mitigated headache (an ancient
mentioned
by Aristotle ap. Athen. xv. 674)
theory
was more than make-believe.
Whatever may
have been the original significance of the use of
crowns on such occasions, it was doubtless included
in the general condemnation of the custom of
wearing crowns on the head which was uttered by
more than one Christian apologist (Minucius Felix,
The Christians used flowers both
Tertullian).
loose and in garlands, but not on their heads,
doubtless because the wearing of them was so
intimately associated with pagan cultus.
10. The diadem worn by monarchs, though possibly its resemblance to tlie tainitt with which the
heads of deities were often adorned may have
given it a suggestion of Divine significance, was
probably not religious in origin. In any case it

was adopted by Alexander the Great from the
Persian king, so that its original significance must

CRUSADES
be sought in the East. The plain round decoration
seen, e.g., on the portrait-head in the Louvre called
Antiochus the Great (Bevan, House of Seleucus,
Lond. 1902, frontisp.), or on heads of Seleucus anil
Philetserufl on early 1'ergamene coins, is probably
not a diadem, but a sacred fillet.
The laurel
crown is rarely, if ever, represented on the portraits of living Greek kings.
It is worn by the

dead and divinized PhiletseniB, sometimes intertwined with a diadem, on coins of Pergamum.
It was worn by Julius Caesar and by
practically
all the
Emperors from Augustus onwards, while,
until the time of Constantine, they eschewed the
diadem.
It
was
a
royal
symbol, despite its origin,
of honour, but not of
Even the crown
divinity.
that is being placed on the head of Augustus by a
female figure, herself wearing a walled crown and
veil, on the famous Vienna cameo (A. Furtwangler,
Ant. Gemmen, 1900, pi. 56) representing the Emperor's apotheosis, is a sign of honour merely, not
of divinization. This crown is of oak leaves. When
the early Emperors wished to express divinity by a

exhausted.

its

;

;

p.
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Inst.

v

;

in

Iwan

v.

MuUer'B Handbuch,

v.

3(Munich,

1890),

Priesterdiademe,' in Jahreshefte des Oesterr. Arch
(Vienna, 1900) 245 ff.
G. F. HlLL.

Hill,
ii.

CRUCIFIX.—See

Symbols.

CRUCIFIXION.— See

Crimes and Punish-

A

clear recognition of this

;

ments.

and

Shi'ites (qq.v.), and of the dynasties and subdynasties of tjmayyads, 'Abbasids, Fatimids, Idrlsids, etc. (see, for complete lists, S. Lane-Poole,
Mahommedan Dynasties, 1894) and the revolt of
the 'Carmatians' (q.v.) at Kufa under Hanidan
ibn Ashat or Qarmat, and the pillage of Mecca
by
these Mahdists in 929. But, with the rapid rise
of the Seljuk Turks, all this was
changed, and
Constantinople was separated from the Muslim
merely by the Dardanelles, and threatened by a
Turkish fleet constructed by Greek captives. So,
in the spring of 1088, Alexius Comnenus in a

CRUELTY.—See Humanitarianism.
CRUSADES.— Causes of the Crusades.

—The

and,

and not the belief once fashionable that the
Crusades were a sort of 12th cent, outbreak of
madness or chivalry, lies at the root of a right
understanding of history.
2. The rise of the Seljuk Turks.— In the 9th and
10th cents, the powers of resistance of Constantinople had been assisted by the disunion of the
Muslim. There were rival Khalifates of East and
West (Western Khalifate inaugurated by 'Abd
al-Rahman III. in 929) the struggles of Sunnites

;

2,

controversy

fact,

;

'

Iconoclastic

of the old struggle.

;

de I'Acad. des Sciences de
St.-Petersbourg,
(1859); Egger-Fournier, art. 'Corona,' in
Daremberg-Saglio's Diet, des antiguMs, Paris, 1886-90 Saglio,
art. 'Diadema,' ib.
Mau, art. 'Diadema,' in Pauly-Wissowa's
v. 303 f.
Stengel and Oehmichen, 'Die griech. Kultusix.

'

The

above all, centuries of pernicious land laws had
sapped her vitality. The provinces of Asia Minor
consisted of vast domains cultivated by serfs under
absentee landlords at Constantinople, or belonging
to ecclesiastical corporations exempt from
military
burdens. The result was inevitable. One by one
the provinces which had hitherto stood out against
the Muslim succumbed. The respite which Constantinople had provided had been invaluable. The
Greek Empire had saved Europe in her hour of
weakness. But now missionaries had subdued the
barbarians, and under Charles the Great had welded
Europe, in idea at least, into one great Christian
commonwealth, under one leader of the faithful
at Rome (Xmas Day, 800). Whatever its internal
weakness, the idea of the Holy Roman Empire
was of tremendous power for dealing with a nonChristian foe. The conflict between Crescent and
Cross was bound to be renewed under a new form,
with a new champion of Christendom, and in a
wider arena, no longer as a frontier war, but one of
inter-continental character.
Thus the Crusades
(upon the seven or nine divisions of which stress
should not be laid) must be regarded as a new form

Mem.

RE

but under the great

;

;

'

altertiimer

')

(867-1057) regained much lost territory in both
Asia and Europe, through the conquests especially
of John Zimisces (963-75
Antioch recovered, 969).
But, with the close of the 11th cent., the powers
of resistance of the Eastern Empire were becoming

this radiation, so far, represents

vol.

fire

yeomanry by reforming the land laws and emancipating the serfs. As a result, the Basilian dynasty

religious significance.
Literature.— Pliny, II N xxi. Iff.; Athenaus, xv. 671 ff.
Tertullian, de Corona Militis Stephani, Nimbus u. Strahlenser.

through 'Greek

Emperor Leo the Syrian (718, often mistakenly
and his son Constantine v.
(740), the Eastern Empire recovered her strength

B. Bury, Later Roman Empire, London, 1889,
As part of his general programme
ii. bk. 6).
back the Saracens, Leo endeavoured to
abolish the 'eikons,' and tried to develop a
strong

any conand not merely an imaginary halo.
first living Roman
Emperor to wear
it, so far as the evidence of coins goes.
But it was
not until the time of Caracalla, who introduced a
silver coin called the antoninianus, on which the
Emperor's head is radiate, that the radiate crown
became common in representations of monarchs.
It was apparently not worn
by the Emperors after

kranz,' in

chiefly

called the Isaurian)
(J.

Nero was the

6th

stantinople, 674-6; 2nd siege, 716-8; deliverance

for driving

crete crown,

Constantine the Great, obviously because of

for centuries presented a
secure barrier against all attacks from the side of
Asia.
The first shock of Muslim conquest had
found her unprepared (first Saracen siege of Con-

vol.

crown, it took the radiate form. The same thing
could be expressed by placing a star over the
Emperor's head. On coins struck after his death,
Divus Augustus is frequently represented wearing
a crown of rays. The use by a king of this radiate
crown, properly the head-dress of the sun-god, is
found on coins representing Ptolemy III. of Egypt
(247-222 B.C.). In Syria it appears first on coins
struck by Antiochus Epiphanes (175-164 B.C.),
who expressed his godhead thus, as well as by
placing a star over his head. It may be doubted

whether
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had not Constantinople

;

I.

Crusades may be defined as the technical
name given to certain special events in the long
struggle between the Muslim and the Christian.
For the immediate or special causes of
any particular Crusade, see below.
Of general causes,
whether political or religious and ethical, the
following may be noted.
I. The decay of the
Eastern Empire.— The
reader even of liberal culture is often ignorant of
the fortunes of the great Empire that continued at
Constantinople the name and authority of Rome.
He fails, therefore, to recognize the debt which
the common civilization and
Christianity of Europe
owe to it (cf. F. Harrison, Meaning of
History,
1894, chs. 11 and 12).
Charles Mar'tel saved the
West at Tours (Oct. 732) from the Saracen invaders, but his eflorts would have been fruitless

letter (Recueil, iv. 131

ff.

;

or, better,

Hagenmeyer,

Kreuzzugsbriefe, Innsbruck, 1901, p. 12) to Robert
1
besought the aid of the Latins.
In 1039 the Turkomans defeated Mas'ud, the Ghaznavid, at

of Flanders

rianiyiian, subdued Persia, and elected as their head AbuTalib-Tughril Beg, the grandson of Seljuk b. Yakak of Samarqand

I

1
For the controversies over the genuineness of this letter, see
Bury's Gibbon, vi. 251 n., or, more fully, Hagenmeyer, op. cit.
pp. 10-44. The date is from Hagenmeyer, whose de'fence of its
genuineness (against P. E. D. Riant, Alex. Com. Ep. Spuria,
Geneva, 1879) may be accepted.
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In 1055,
pervert, possibly, from Christianity to Islam).
of Baghdad from the Ruyids, Tughril
through his deliverance
was constituted ' sultan or captain of the bodyguard of the

(a

'

'Abbasid Khalifs. His son Alp Arslan (1063-72) conquered and
ruined the Nestorian kingdom of Armenia (1064) and Georgia,
and after three campaigns defeated and captured the Greek
Emperor Romanus Diogenes, at Manzikert near Lake Van (26th
Aug. 1071); ! and, as a result of the consequent weakness and
dissensions, the Seljuk Sulaiman won Anatolia and Antioch,
the seat of the Seljukian dynasty of Rum being established at
Nicaea (1077-1300). Moreover, in 1070-1, Jerusalem had been
taken by a lieutenant of Malik Shah, Atsiz ibn Auk the
Khwarizmian, from the mild rule of the Fatimid Khalifs of
Egypt, and its Government handed over to the exactions of
the Turkoman Ortuk b. Aksab (see below). 2 The Ortukids
were expelled 2Gth Aug. 1098 by the Fajimids, and retired to
Edessa. 3
3.

The

pilgrims and the

Holy Places.

—The

influence of the Holy Places upon the Middle Ages
was not due to historic the historic sense was not

—

—
yet born but to religious and

psychological senti-

The Middle Ages were powerless to realize
an idea without turning it into the concrete. Of
Christ and His saints men must have visible images.
By a sort of logical inversion they went one step
further.
Where the image was, there was the
ment.

Thus the image, or material realization,
became the vehicle of grace, possessing not only
sanctity but life, while the spiritual was constantly
assuming form and colour. Hence, to the mediaeval
mind the Holy Places were far more than religious
or historical memorials.
They were themselves
sacramental an essential part of the spiritual
spirit.

—

The

provision of the age.

early origin of

pil-

grimages to Jerusalem is seen in the journey of
Helena in 326, the foundation by her son Constantine of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
i.
Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 30,
17
(Socrates,
34-40), and the record in 333 of the Bordeaux

HE

;

ages, including the desecration by al-Hakim, had
appealed to a distracted Europe in vain. But, by
the close of the 11th cent., a new Europe had
arisen, instinct with religious chivalry, conscious
of its spiritual unity, no longer distracted
by
heathen Huns and Northmen. By the recital of
the wrongs of the pilgrims a nerve was touched
'

and the sensation vibrated to
(Gibbon, vi. 258). Politically
was
Europe
ready.
Gregory vn., as part of his
immense plans, first conceived (Dec. 1074) the idea
of arming Europe against Asia (Epp. ii. 31), 1 and
the two expeditions of his Norman ally and prowho had already contector, Robert Wlscard
quered Sicily from the Saracens into Greece
(1081-2, 1084) might have established as a preliminary step the Normans at Constantinople, and
the Papal supremacy over the Eastern Church,
but for the death of Robert at Bundicia in Epirus
(17th July 1085), leaving his Eastern dreams to his
son Bohemond. The diversion of these into the
Crusade was easy and natural, while in the Fourth
Crusade we see the reversion to Robert's original
Nor must we forget that, in addition to the
plan.
religious motives to the strength of which the
utmost importance should be attached the East
was to the 11th and 12th cents, what the New
World was to the Elizabethan sailors. Motives of
commerce, wealth, adventure, and religion were
united (cf. the six camel-loads of Tancred's spoils
[Alb. Aq. vi. 23
Recueil, iv. 479], or the letter of
Hugh de Reitaste {i.e. Rethel] boasting of the 1500
marks rental he had won [in Guibert, Gesta Dei
per Francos, vii. 38 Recueil, iv. 254]).
of exquisite feeling
the heart of Europe

;

'

—

—

—

—

;

;

The drift of the times is clearly seen in the popularity of the
romance Vita Caroli Magni et liolandi (ed. Ciampi, Florence,
pilgrim (see Itin. Anon. Burdignlense, in CSEL
to John Tilpinus or Turpinus, Archbishop of
1822), assigned
xxxix. Iff. Eng. tr., A. Stewart [London, 1887]). Rheims, 773. In this romance, which was accepted everywhere
On the conquest of Jerusalem by Omar (638), the as history, Charles achieves the conquest of the Holy Land.
Gaston
s.v. 'De Pseudo-Turpino
Paris,
(in Hist. Poet, de
Christians had been assured of their religion a
Chart., Paris, 1805 or enlarged, 1905), shows that the first part
quarter was assigned to the patriarch and his was composed in the 11th cent, by a Spaniard the second part
and
the
c.
1110
a
monk
Places
of
were left in their
Vienne. There is an Eng. metrical tr. by
by
people
Holy
The 'Abbasid Khalif Harfln al-Rashid T. Rodd, 2 vols., 1812.
hands.
5. The system of Penance.
powerful motive
even presented Charles the Great (23rd Dec. 800)
both
to
the
with the keys of the Sepulchre (Eginhard, de Vita
pilgrimages to the Holy Places and to
Carol. Mag. ch. 16).
On Jerusalem lapsing to the the consequent Crusades may be traced in the
Fatimid Khalifs of Egypt (969-1076), special con- current Penitential system of Europe. In the 11th
cessions were granted to the republic of Amalfi for and 12th cents, this system was in full operation.
see the effect when Urban II. at Clermont
the transport of pilgrims. But the era of tolerance
was changed when the famous Hakim (al-Hakim proclaimed a plenary indulgence to all who enlisted
for
the
Crusade (Mansi, xx. 827 cf. Girald. Camb.
Abu-' Ali al-Mansur), the Fatimid Khalif (996-1020),
burnt the Church of the Resurrection and destroyed de Princip. Instruct. 238 [ed. G. F. Warner, in
the Holy Sepulchre (27th Sept. 1010 for date, see Bolls Series, 1891] see also Rohricht, Erst. Kreuz.
Rohricht, op. cit. 9 n.). On his assumption of 21, n. 5). To this should be added the temporal
The cruec signati were freed from
divinity (1017), in his new hatred of the Muslim, advantages.
they were
al-Hakim once more granted toleration, and the arrest for debt, and from usury
the Pope was the guardian
pilgrimages recommenced, greatly stimulated by guaranteed justice
the new outburst of piety in Europe which marked of their wives, families, etc. In consequence the
the 11th cent., and by the re-opening (see Rohricht, crusaders were a mixed company, debtors and
in Hist. Tasclienbuch, Leipzig, 1875, v. 5), through criminals abounding.
II. History of the Seven Crusades. 2
i.
the conversion of Stephen of Hungary (997-1038),
First Crusade. To the general causes already
of the old land-route which was followed as early
as 333 by the Bordeaux pilgrim.
But under the detailed no special cause need be added save
rule of Ortuk the cruelties inflicted upon, and the though very doubtfully the preaching of Peter
exactions from, pilgrims, hitherto fixed at two the Hermit.
Peter (b. 1053) of Amiens (Guibert, Gesta Dei per Francos,
gold pieces a head, became excessive (William of ii. S), stirred by the wrongs he witnessed in 1090 and 1094 at
Tyre, Hist. i. ch. 10 Urban II. at Clermont in Jerusalem (Alb. Aq. Hist. i. 2-4), on his return to Europe is
Guibert, Gesta Dei per Francos, ii. 4 [Recueil, iv. said, according to the well-known story, to have addressed the
Either a way of redress must be found, or Council of Ban and aroused Urban it. to a sense of the need
llo]).
of a Crusade.
The last part of this story, to the doubtful
the pilgrimages must cease. 4
character of which von Sybel first drew attention, appears
The wrongs of previous in Albert of Aachen (llist. i. 6; cf. Anna Comnena, Alex. x.
4. The new Europe.
2S4), and is otherwise unknown (cf. Bernard's contemptuous
For the battle, see Finlav, llist. Greece, iii. 32-t Oman,
Thence it was
into the
363.
;

'

;

;

;

;

—A

We

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

—

—

;

—

1

;

Bist. 0/ the Art of War, 217-9.
For date, see Rohricht, Erst. Kreuz., 233 n., from Mujir-alDin's llist. de Jerusalem, tr. Suvaire, 1^70, p. 09 f.
3 For
date, Bee Rohricht, I.e.
i There is a
comprehensive study of the German pilgrims in
R. Rohricht, Beitr&ge -. Geseh. d. Rreuz. vol. ii.; <-f. also
P. V.. I). Riant, Kxji'ditinna tt I'ilerinaiie:: ilex .V'fm/i'/m/v.-.' ,n
Te.rre Saint*, 1'aris, 1SU5-9, and H.
Raynaud, Itinera ires u
Jerusalem, Paris, 1877.

8).
Chanson
reference, Ep.
copied
d'Anlioehe of the pilgrim Richard (a romance without historical
value, written e. 1145 first ed. by A. P. Paris, 2 vols., ISIS, tr.
;

1

Cf. the letter of Sylvester it.,
[ed. .1. Ilavet, Paris, 1689], p. 22),

May

984 (Epistolos Qtrbtrti
is, however, of very

which

doubtful value and authenticity.
Divisions into seven or nine of what was
tinuous struggle are arbitrary but useful.

in reality

a con-
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Peter is not mentioned by Guibert or others as present
at Clermont.
Oi Peter's preaching In picardy and Berry after
Clermont there is, however, little doubt (see Guibert, op. cit.
Anna Comn. I.e.), but Urban n., a disciple of Gregory ir.,
ii. S
would use rather than follow his preaching. For Peter, see the
186'2).

\

;

Hagenmeyer, Peteraer Eremite (Leipzig,
which traces the genesis of the myth.

critical
L879),

At

monograph

of

the Council of Plaisentia (7th

March

1095) the

of Alexius Oomnenus pleaded the peril
of Constantinople {Mansi, xx. 802; Guibert, op.
cit. ii. 1), but Urban II. postponed the decision
until after a second Council at Clermont (18th-

ambassador

27th Nov. 1095; Mansi, xx. 821ft'.). There, amid
*Deus vult,' the undertaking was commenced, a red cross {hence the title 'Crusade')
1
So far as
being sewn on the breast or shoulders.
the Muslim world was concerned, the times were
cries of

opportune, the great Seljuk Empire of Malik Shah
having broken up, at his death (1092), into four
warring portions.
Egypt had recovered its possessions, and in 1096 the Fatimid vizier Aphdal
Jerusalem
from Ortuk. While the main
conquered
expedition was preparing, a vast mob, chielly from
the Rhine districts, under Peter, Walter the Penniless, and Walter de Poissy, with a goose at their
head (Alb. Aq. i. 30; Guibert, op. cit.; Recueil, iv.
251), after

and

massacring (May 1096) the Jews in Spires
(Salomo bar Simeon, in Neubauer and

Worms

Stern's Quellcn zur Gesck. der Juden in Deutsche
Berlin, 1892), crossed Hungary, and, with thinned
numbers, arrived at Constantinople (30th July
On crossing into Asia, they were over1096).
whelmed (21st Oct. 1096), near the river Dracon
and at Civitot, by Kilij Arslan, the son and successor (1092-1106) of Sulaiman (Anna Comn.
Alex. x. 274 ; there is an excellent account of this
Crusade in Rohricht, Erst. Kreuz. chs. 2, 3, or in

Hagenmeyer, Peter d. Eremite, chs. 4-6).
The main Crusade was under Godfrey of Bouillon,
Hugh of Vermandois, Robert of Normandy, Robert
of Flanders, Raymond of St. Gilles and Toulouse,
Bohemond, and his nephew Tancred (see lists in
Alb. Aq. ii. 22. 3), with a vast host of barons, etc.
Marching through Hungary, the various forces
converged on Constantinople (Godfrey, 23rd Dec.
1097
Bohemond, c. 10th April 1097), and were
carried over the Bosporus by the anxious Greeks.
After Alexius had secured their homage (Alb. Aq.
ii.
16-18, 28) and reviewed the hosts (of whom
Fulcher of Chartres enumerates nineteen nations,
or about 60,000 armed horsemen [see Alb. Aq.
ii.
41] plus a vast mob of pilgrims and camp
;

followers), they captured Nicaea, the capital of
(19th June 1097), defeated the Turks at
Dorylamm (Eski-Shehr, 1st July 1097), crossed
the desert in a burning summer, captured Antioch
after an exhausting siege of nine months (21st
Oct. 1097-3rd June 1098), during the dire famine
of which many deserted for home (Alb. Aq. iii.
50-52, iv. 34) until stopped by the discovery of a
2
Holy Lance, and defeated the vast relief forces of
Kerbugha of Mosul (28th June). After ten months'
delay, the remnant of the crusaders, reduced now
to less than 40,000 all told (Rohricht, op. cit. 183 n.),
disdaining the proffered terms of the Egyptians,

Rum

marched on Jerusalem (13th May-6th June 1099),
the capture of which (15th July 1099) was followed
by the massacre of 70,000 Muslims and Jews,
women and children included (Alb. Aq. vi. 20-23).
Eight days later Godfrey was elected king (real
advocate of the Holy Sepulchre') of Jerutitle,
salem (22nd July 1099 William of Tyre, op. cit.
ix. chs. 1-12).
His overthrow of the Egyptians
at Ascalon (12th Aug. 1099) was followed by the
disaster of his death (18th July 1100).
The two
*

;

1
For critical examination of this Council, see Rohricht, Erst.
Kreuz. 235-9. For Urban's other Councils after Clermont, at
which also he preached the Crusade, see ib. 22.
2 On this
incident, see Raymund of Agiles, Hist. Francorum,'
'

in Recueil,

iii.
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and cousin, who succeeded
him, slowly extended the limits of the kingdom
which began to decline
1109;
1124),
Tyre,
(Tripoli,
Baldwins, his brother

after 111.1.
At its widest extent, the four
B&lem were:

(i)

fief h of the kingdom of Jew
the principality ol Jerusalem; {'-') the county

"i Edi isa, which fell to Baldwin the brother of Godfrey, who
had detached himself from the main host for the purpose in
1097 (3) the principality of Antioch claimed by Bohemond,
and always inclined to independence; 1 (4) the county of
Tripoli.- The settlement of the kingdom on a feudal basis was
marked by the gradual compilation (see Bury'8 Gibbon, vi.
App. 16 ; Stubbs, Itin. Reg. Ricard., Iutrod. p. xc) of that most
;

interesting code of feudal customs, etc., the 'Assize of Jerusalem,' a as also by the foundation, for itsdefence, of the various
orders of military knights (see below, p. 361).
Litbraturk. The original sources for the First Crusade are
to be found for the most part in the ponderous though incomplete Recueil des historiens des croisades [Hist, accident.],
5 vols. (Paris, 1S44-95)— a collection which supersedes that of

—

Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos (Hanover, Hill), used by
Gibbon. In vol. i. (1) there is a good Itinerary of the various
Crusades, by S. Jacobs. Of the sources the following are the
moat important: (1) Gesta Francorum, by an unknown S.
He deItalian knight who took part in the First Crusade.
posited his book at Jerusalem, possibly in the Holy Sepulchre,
where it was frequently consulted by other writers, of several
of whom it forms the basis.-1 (2) Guibert of Nogent (b. 1053),
Gesta Dei per Francos; almost entirely dependent on (1).
Guibert was present at Clermont, and writes down to 1104. 6
(3) Raymund of Agiles, Hist. Francorum qui ceperunt Jerusalem also dependent on (1) a narrative by a Provencal eyewitness. 6
(4) Fulcher of Chartres, Hist. Hierosolymitana ;
the only eye-witness of the events in Edessa continues down to
1127
also depends on (l). 7 (5) Baldric, Archbishop of Do!,
Hist. Hierosotymitana, written in 1108 entirely founded on (1).U
a vivid narra(6) Albert of Aachen, Hist. Hierosolymitana
tive of the First Crusade, written after 1120 really copied from
an unknown crusader from Lorraine, together with use of (l). 9
a friend of Tancred, for
(7) Ralph of Caen, Gesta Tancredi
whose exploits he is of great value. 10 (8) Ekkehard of Aura,
near Kissingen (d. 1125), Hierosoiymita. He went to Palestine
in 1101, and was there about six weeks. 11
(9) Cafaro di
Caschifelone, de Liberations civitatum Orientis. The writer
(b. 10S0) went out in Aug. 1100, returning in July 1101 (see
Introd.
It
is
of
value
for Genoese
Recueil, v.,
p. xvii).
special
matters up to 1109. ^ Other minor sources of no great historical
value, including the poem of Gilo of Toucy and Foulk, Vice
Ierosolymitance (written c. 1125 [see Recueil, v., Introd. cxlv])
are ed. in Recueil, vol. v.
(10) Of Greek writers, Anna
Comnena (b. 1083), owing to her position as daughter of the
Emperor Alexius, cannot be neglected, due account being paid
to her biaa. ia
Of modern works dealing with the First Crusade (see also
below) the first critical study was H. v. Sybel, Gesch. des
ersten Kreuzzugs*, Diisseldorf, 1881. Two German historians
have since spent a lifetime in the preparation of a series of
important monographs: H. Hagenmeyer, Peter der Eremite,
Leipzig, 1879 (for First Crusade, see chs. 5 and 6), with a good
'Chronology (1094-1100) in Appendix, and his Die KreuzzugsJ.

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

'

1

history, see E. G. Rey, 'Resume chron. de la hist.
d'Antioche,' in Re cue de I'on'ent latin, iv. 321 ff., 1896.
2 On the limits of these fiefs, see
Jacobs, in Recueil, i. [1]
Introd. ch. 2 or Lane-Poole, Saladin, New York, 189S, p. 26 f.
For tables of kings, dynasties, rulers, etc., see Lane-Poole,
1

For

its

;

op. cit.
3 Best ed.

by de Beugnot, 2 vols. , 1841 and 1843 ; for a critique,
see Gaston Dodu, Hist, des institutions monarchiques dans le
ropaume latin de Jerusalem, Paris, 1894.
4 Best ed.
by H. Hagenmeyer, Heidelberg, 1890, with introduction and notes ; also in Racueil, iii. 121 ff.
5 In
Recueil, iv. 113-263.
6 See C.
Klein, Raimund v. Aguilers (Berlin, 1892), and v.
In Recueil, iii. 231-310; Migne,
Sybel, Erst. Kreuz. 15 ff.
Civ. 591-666.
7 See v.
Sybel, op. cit. 46 ff. ; Hagenmeyer, Gesta Franc, p.
58 ff. ; Recueil, iii. 311 ff., or Migne,
civ. 826-942.
*See v. Sybel, op. cit. 35ff.; Recueil, iv. 1-111.
9 See
Hagenmeyer, op. cit. 62-68, or B. Kugler, Albert v.
Aachen, Stuttgart, 1886, who maintains his value as against
v. Sybel's doubts ; Recueil, iv. 265-713.
io
civ. 489-590, or Muratori,
Recueil, iii. 5S7-71C ; Migne,
On Ralph, see v. Sybel, op. cit.
Script, rer. Ital. v. 285-333.
64 ; Hagenmeyer, op. cit. 69.
11 Best ed.
by P. E. D. Riant, in Recueil, v. [1895] 1-40, or,
separately, by H. Hagenmeyer (Tubingen, 1877), with valuable
introduction. The ed. in Martene (Ampliss. Collect., 1729, vol.
v. coll. 513-35) is very defective, and that in Pertz by Waltz
For many events
vi. 265 ff.) is scarcely complete.
(31
Ekkehard is our only source (see Recueil, v., Pref. p. vii).
12
Recueil, v. 48-73; or Pertz, MG1I xviii. 40-8; or, separately,
ed. by L. T. Belgrano, Rome, 1S90.
13 Of her J. terms
exxxi. ; or 2 vols,
(complete ed. in Migne,
in Corpus script, hist. Byz. [Bonn, 1S2S-97] ; or ed. Reifferscheid
[Teubner], 1884), the books dealing with the First Crusade
(x.-xiv.)arein the Recueil des historieiis des croisades [Historiens
grecs], i. 1-204 (2 vols., Paris, 1875, 1881, with Lat. paraphrase;

PL

PL

PL

GH

PG

the 2nd vol. contains annotations only).
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briefe (,1088-1100), Innsbruck, 1901, with complete bibliography
of all minor sources, magazines, etc.; R. Rohricht, Gesch. des

Kreuz., Innsbruck, 1901 (perhaps the best single work),

erst.

and Beitrdge z. Gesch. d. Kreuz., 2 vols., Berlin, 1874, J 878.
P. E. D. Riant must not be overlooked among those who
have done good work (cf. Recueil, v.). His Invent, crit. des
lettres (768-1100), Paris, 1S80, is of value for advanced work.

—

2. Second Crusade.
For many years the Latin
kingdom had heen threatened by the growing
power of the Atabeg amir of Mosul, Tmad-al-Din
Zengi, or Zanghis, twisted by the Latins into
Sanguineus (1127-14th Sept. 1146), l to whom must
be attributed the first stemming of the tide of
Latin conquest.
His capture and massacre of
Edessa (25th Dec. 1144) 2 was followed by the successes of his great son, Nur-al-Dln Mahmud.
The

of Edessa aroused the West, chiefly through the
preaching of St. Bernard (see art. Bernard, vol.
ii.
p. 530), first at Vezelay before Louis VII. (31st
March 1146), then later in the Rhine valley, 3 where
the persecution of the Jews which usually attended
a Crusade had broken out. As a result of his meeting with Bernard at Spires (27th Dec. 1146), the
fall

Emperor Conrad III., with reluctance, took the
cross (E. Vacandard, S. Bernard, Paris, 1895, ii.
288 ff. ). Conrad started from Bamberg (May 1147)
by the overland route, with about 100,000 followers, including many women, and, after a disorderly journey, reached Constantinople, followed
closely by Louis, who set out from Metz (11th

June 1147). An attempt of Conrad to push on
was followed by the loss of 30,000 Germans, and
he was forced back upon Nicoea to await Louis.
From there the armies marched, though in two
divisions, to Ephesus, whence the wounded Conrad

returned, after Christmas, to winter at ConstanLouis, however, and a part of the Germans
tinople.
under Otto of Freising, continued their march.
Otto's force was cut to pieces near Laodicea, and
Louis was disastrously defeated in the defiles of
Phrygia (Odo, op. cit. vi. a remarkable story),
but managed with diminished forces to reach
Antioch (19th March 1148). Meanwhile Conrad
set sail from Constantinople (10th March 1148),
and reached Acre in April.
The two armies
mustered at Palma, near Acre (24th June 1148).
But the attack on Damascus failed (Bernhardi, op.
cit. 563-78), and Conrad sailed home
(8th Sept.
Bernard
1148), followed by Louis (Easter, 1149).
and Suger thereupon planned a second expedition,
and at a Council at Chartres (7th May 1150) 4
Bernard was actually elected commander-in-chief
an office which he refused (Bernard, Ep. 256).
The miserable termination of the crusade led to a
reaction of anger against St. Bernard (de Consid.
ii. 1).
As an important episode in the Crusade we
may note the undesigned conquest, by an English
fleet, of Lisbon from the Moors (Bernhardi, op. cit.
:

—

579-90).
Literature.— For the Second Crusade the

chief sources, in
addition to William of Tyre (see below), are Odo de Diogilo
(Deuil), de Pro/ectione Lud. Vtl. (in Migne, PLclxxxv. 1205 ff.),
and two anonymous writers, Gesta Lud. VII. and the IlUt.
gloriosi Ijudfi For Conrad, see Otto of Freising, de Gest. Frid.
i.

34-39, 43-45, 58-59 [in Pertz,

MGI1

xx.].

Nicetas Acominatos continues the work

of

Of Greek writers,

Anna Comnena from

more fairness (see Recueil [Hist, grecs], Paris,
Of modern works, B. Kngler, Analektenz. Gesch. des
1876).
zweit. Kreuz., Tubingen, 1878, 1SS5, and Neue
Analckten,
Tubingen, 1885; W. Bernhardi, Conrad ill., 2 vols., Leipzig
1118-1206 with

1883 (esp. pp. 691-684).
3.

ish
1

Third Crusade.— In 1164 and 1167 the Turkamir Shiracouali (Asad al-Din Abu-l-ljarith

For

2
3
4

see Lane-Poole, Saladin, chs. 3 and
Bib. des croisades (Paris, 1829), iv. 78 ff.

life,

U ichaud,

For date, see Bernhardi, Conrad

Tyre, op.

III.

518 n.

4,

;

and

J. F.

William of

cit. xvi. 4.

Odo

of Deui], op. cit. i. 1
Bouquet, Recueil, xii. 91.
this Council, which Mahillon, Baronius, and others
put
in 1146, thus leading to
grave error, repeated in most writers,

Bee E. Vacandard,
6

;

For

A.

,S.

Bernard,

ii.

430

ft.

Duchesne, Hist. Franc. Script., Paris, 1641,
or, better, ed. by A. Molinier, under the title Vie
Grew, Paris, 1887 (written 1163 and 1172).

iv. 390 ff.
de Louis le
;

Shirkuh) attacked the Fatimids of Egypt and
their Frank allies.
But the treacherous designs
of the advisers of Amalric of Jerusalem (1162-73)
to seize Egypt led the Fatimids to turn to the
Turks for help. After the burning of Cairo (i.e.
Fustat, 12th Nov. 1168), Amalric was forced to
return ; but Saladin, at the command of Nur-alDin, destroyed the Fatimid dynasty (Sept. 1171),
restoring Egypt to the allegiance of the'Abbasid
Khalifs of Baghdad (William of Tyre, xix. 5-7,
On the death of Shiracouali
12-31, xx. 5-12).
(23rd March 1169), his nephew the Kurd Saladin
(Salah-al-Din b. 1137) without delay (26th March)
was recognized as his successor as vizier of Egypt.
The disunion due to the death of the Sultan Nural-Din (15th May 1174) was not taken advantage
of by the Latins, who allowed Saladin to extend
and consolidate his dominions (Syria, 1174-6). The
:

inglorious expedition of Philip of Flanders (Aug.
1177-Easter 1178), and the great defeat of Saladin
at Ramleh by 375 knights under Reginald of
Chatillon (25th Nov. 1177), led in 1180 to a truce
for two years.
The violation of the truce by
Reginald of Chatillon's seizure of Karak, and

subsequent plunder of Arab caravans (1179, 1182,
1186), and the rapid decay of the kingdom of Jerusalem through dissensions, finally issued in a determined attack by Saladin, whose soldiers were
now trained in Fiank methods. His great victory
at Tiberias or Hattin (4th July 1187) was followed

by the

siege (20th Sept.)

and capitulation

salem on 2nd Oct. 1187. '

of Jeru-

Saladin's siege of

Tyre

(Nov. and Dee. 1187) was thwarted by Conrad of
Montferrat, but the rest of the country was overrun, and a conditional promise was made of the
surrender of Antioch if not relieved within seven

months.

Meanwhile Europe once more armed, being
by the tidings which reached it (end of
Camb. de Princ. Instr. 239]) of the
loss of Jerusalem.
The first to move was the great
Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa, who as a young
man had taken part in the Second Crusade. Starting from Regensburg (11th May 1189), Frederick
crossed Hungary and Bulgaria, and wintered at
Adrianople, sore harassed, as usual, by the treachery of the Greeks. Soon after Easter 1190 he
terrified

Oct. 1187 [Girald.

crossed the Bosporus, avoiding Constantinople, and
struggled through the deserts of Cilicia. On the
death, by drowning, of the great Emperor (10th
June 1190) in the Saleph (Geuk Su or Calycadnus,
Itin. Ric. 55), the Germans made their way, in part,
to Antioch (June 21st), in part to Tripoli.
Literature. For this expedition we have the narrative of
two spectators Tageno of Passau, Descript. Expedit. Frid. I.

—
;

M. Freher, Germ. Jier. Script, i. 406-16, ed. Struv, Strassburg, 1717), and the anonymous Exped. Asiatica Frid. I. (in
Canisius, Led. Antiq. iii. (2) pp. 498-526, ed. J. Basnage [Amsterdam, 1725]). For modern works, see A. Chroust, Tageno,
Ansbert, und d. Hist. Peregrinorum, Graz, 1892.
Richard of England (Nov. 1187) and Philip
Augustus of France (Jan. 118S) had been the first
to take the cross.
But, owing to their quarrels,
they did not start from Vezelay until June 1190.
They journeyed together to Marseilles, and by
separate fleets (Genoese and English) to Messina
(in

(23rd Sept.), where they wintered. Sailing in the
spring, and on the way conquering Cyprus in a
fortnight (Itin. Ric. 18311".), Richard arrived at
Acre (8th June 1191), which Guy de Lusignan had
sat dowTi to besiege (28th Aug. 1189) and Saladin
to defend, both sides
passing through the extremes

and famine. Richard had been preceded by Philip (20th Apr.), and on 3rd July a
united assault was made on the town, which surrendered on the 12th of the same month. The
quarrels of Philip and Richard were, however,
of pestilence

1 See
Ernoul, in L'Extoirc de Eracles, xxiii. 55 If. (Recueil, ii.
For the events nt the years
82ff.), for interesting narration.
1187-9, see R. Rohricht, Bcitriige z. Gesch. d. Kreuz. i. 116-208.
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disastrous, anil, on 31st July, Philip set sail home.
Richard with 100,000 men marched down the coast
to Jaffa, protected hy his fleet, and on 7th Sept.

at Arsuf a great defeat upon Saladin
(good narrative in Itin. Etc. p. 259). After six
weeks' delay in re-fortifying Jaffa, Richard twice
marched within sight of Jerusalem (Jan. and June
1192), but was forced to fall back on Ascalon.
Dissensions, treason, luxury, and immorality (cf.
Itin. Ric. pp. 284-5) among the crusaders, and
trouble at home (ib. p. 334), led Richard to come
to terms with Saladin (2nd Sept.).
The Christians
were to retain the coast from Tyre to Jall'a, and to
have free access to the Holy Sepulchre. On 9th
Oct. 1192, Richard left Palestine. Such small
successes as this Crusade had accomplished were
inflicted

wholly due to his marvellous skill and daring (of
the latter the most remarkable illustration is in
Ralph Coggeshall, Chron., Rolls Ser. 1875, pp. 41On the death of Saladin at Damascus (4th
51).
March 1193) his dominions were divided, and the
Christians obtained a respite, a great victory being

won by German

crusaders in 1197, which led to the
recovery of the coast towns.
Literature.
chief sources.

— For

Richard's Crusade the following are the
Itin. Regis Ricardi (ed. by

The anonymous

(1)

W. Stubbs, with

valuable Iutrod. in Rolls Ser. 1864).
The
old ascription (due to Gale's ed. 16S7) to Geoffrey Vinsauf is
incorrect. Stubbs (Introd. op. cit. xli ff.) advocates" the authorof
a
canon
of the Holy Trinity in Aldgate, by
ship
Richard,
whom it was published 1200-20 (ib. p. Ixx). It is now generally
agreed (in spite of Stubbs, I.e. p. lviii) that it is a free Latin
translation of a French poem of a Norman knight called Ambroise,
the minstrel of Richard (ed. by F. Liebermann and R. Pauli in
xxvii. [1SS5] 532 if., also ed. Gaston Paris, VEstoire
Pertz,
de la guerre sainte, 1S97 ; the poem was discovered in 1873). (2)
Sundry references in the Chronicles of Roger Hoveden (ed.
in
Rolls
Stubbs,
Ser., 4 vols. 186S-71) ;i Matthew of Paris (ed.
H. R. Luard in Rolls Ser., 7 vols. 1872-83); and Ralph de
Diceto (ed. Stubbs in Rolls Ser., 2 vols. 1876).! (3) Two contemporary narratives : the anonymous Libelliis de expugnatione
Terra Sanctce (printed, with the Chronicle of Ralph Coggeshall,
in Rolls Ser., ed. J. Stevenson, 1876, p. 209 ff. ; also in Martene
(Ampliss. Coll. v. 644, 1729),! and the crusader's journal (Stubbs,
Itin. Ric., Introd. p. xxxviii) in Benedict of
Peterborough's
Gesta Benrici II. et Ric. J.i (ed. Stubbs, in Bolls Ser. 1S67). 2
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(4) The great Arabic
d. 1234), the friend of
1

work

Bohadin (Baha-al-Din, b. 1145,
Saladin (ed. with French tr. under title
of

La Vie du Sultan Youssof ' (i.e. Saladin), in Recueil des hist,
des croisades [Hist, orient.] iii. [Paris, 18S4] ; also ed. Schultens, Leyden, 1732). The tr. of O. W. Wilson, published by the
Palestine Pilgrims Text Society (London, 1897), is said by LanePoole to be unscholarly. 3 Of modern works, S. Lane-Poole,
Saladin, New York, 1898, is of special value. Lane-Poole speaks
in high terms of F. L. C. Marin's Hist, de
Saladin, 2 vols.,
Paris, 1768. G. L. Schlumberger, Renaud de Vhdtillon, Paris,
3898, may also be consulted.

—

As the so-called Fourth
4. Fourth Crusade.
Crusade, in spite of Innocent m.'s intention, never
became a Crusade at all, but simply a successful
attempt by the Latins to seize Constantinople and
the Eastern Empire, for our present purpose it may
be dismissed. Note should, however, be taken of
the ancient hatred thus accentuated between
Greek and Latin ; of the evidence the Crusade
affords of the fatal dissension between the Eastern
and Western Churches, the existence of which was
one great cause of the failure of the Crusades (cf.
b
below, p. 350 ) ; of the indifference of the great
trading towns of Italy, especially Venice, to all
motives except gain ; and of the terrible weakening
in powers of defence of Constantinople which the
Latin conquest and pillage (12th-13th Apr. 1204)
and subsequent Latin rule (1204-61) produced.
From the first, the Crusade, which Innocent III.
had preached immediately on his accession, was
betrayed by Venice, which had agreed to provide
1 For the
Crusades these works can also be read in the convenient ed. by F. Liebermann and R. Pauli, in Pertz,

MGU

xxvii. (1886).
2 The above have been
extracted and translated by T. A.
Archer, Crusade of Richard I.. London, 1888 (in ' Eng. Hist, by
Contemp. Writers series).
3 Bohadin's
can
be corrected by the works of Ibnpanegyric
al-Athir (1160-1233), History of the Atabegs (the euemies of
Saladin) and Al-Kamil, or the Perfection of History (ljoth in
Recueil [Hist, orient.], vols. i. ii., Paris, 1S72-87).
'
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sea-power (March 1201). The ostensible object
was Egypt, the centre of Muslim power but, while
the crusaders were assembling at Venice, the Republic concluded a treaty with the Sultan of Kgypt
(13th May 1202) to divert the Crusade, in return
for valuable commercial privileges in Alexandria
and Jerusalem (see Rury's Gibbon, vi. 385 n., 528).
The price the Republic wrung out of the crusaders
was four marks a horse, two per man, or £180,000
(Pears, Fall of Constantinople, p. 234). As they
had nothing wherewith to pay, the crusaders were
then disgracefully used by the doge Henry Dandolo,
and Roniface of Montferrat, for their own purposes.
Until recent investigations, historians, including
Gibbon, were successfully misled by the official
narrative of Villehardouin, who seems himself to
have been in the plot.
;

'

Literature.— Of G. de Villehardouin, Conquete de Constant.,
the best editions are by N. de Wailly, 3rd ed. (1882), who still
maintains V.'s candour, and E. Bouchet, 2 vols., Paris, 1891.
other sources are (1) Gunther's Historia (ed. P. E. D. Riant,
1875 also in Canisius, Antiq. Lect. iv.) (2) the eye-witness
Robert de Clary, Li estoires de chiaus qui conq. Const. (MS
privately published by P. E. D. Riant in 1868 ed. by Ch. Hopf,
Chron. grico-rom., Berlin, 1873, p. Iff.); (3) the anonymous
Deeastalio Constant, (another recent discovery
ed. in Pertz,
SIGH xvi., and, better, in Hopf, op. cit. p. 86 ff.). Of modern
writers, E. Pears, Fall of Constantinople, London, 1885, should
be specially studied for its clear survey; see also G. Finlay,
History of Greece from its Conquest by the Crusaders, etc., Edinburgh, 1851.
;

;

;

;

—

At the Lateran Council (Nov.
5. Fifth Crusade.
1215), Innocent III. unfolded his plans for a new
Crusade. The cross was taken, among others, by

Andrew II.

of

Hungary, who arrived at Acre

(1217),

but accomplished nothing.
In May 1218 some
Northern crusaders under John de Rrienne sailed
from Acre to Damietta. After a siege of seventeen
months, Damietta was captured (5th Nov. 1219)
but, owing to discord, was lost again (8th Sept.
;

1221).

At

his coronation in Rome (Dec. 1220), and on
marriage with Yolande of Jerusalem (Nov.
Frederick II., the wonder of the world,' had
taken the crusaders' oath. Finally, after excommunication for delay
by Gregory IX., Frederick
landed at Acre with only 600 knights (7th Sept.
1228)
but, owing to his excommunication, the
Military Orders refused to serve under him. Hy
treaty, however, with the Sultan al-Kamil Muhammad (1218-38), but chiefly through the dissensions
of the Turks, Frederick obtained (24th Feb. 1229)
the cession of Jerusalem (save the Temple), Bethand on 18th March 1229
lehem, and Nazareth
crowned himself in Jerusalem.
Hearing that in
his absence Gregory IX. had instituted a Crusade
against him, Frederick returned from Acre and
landed at Brindisi (10th June 1229).
In August 1239, on the appeal of Gregory IX., an
abortive French Crusade, under Theobald, king of
Navarre, set sail from Marseilles ; followed (June
1240) by Richard, earl of Cornwall, who had taken
the cross at Winchester (June 1236), and Simon
de Montfort. Richard reached Acre on 11th Oct.
(Matt. Paris, iv. 71), and by purchase secured the
release of many captives {ib. iv. 141-3).
Nothing,
however, was accomplished, and on 3rd May 1241
he returned home ( ib. iv. 144). In 1243, by negotiaRut the
tion, Jerusalem was once more restored.
calling in of the Charismians (an Eastern tribe
driven from their homes by Genghis Khan) as allies
by the Sultan of Egypt led to the annihilation of
the Templars and Hospitallers at Gaza (14th Oct.
1244), the sack of Jerusalem, and the massacre of
his

'

1225),

;

;

30,000 of its inhabitants.
Literature. For the Fifth Crusade, in addition to Ernoul,
we have as special sources (1) James of Vitry, Hist. Hierosolymitana (in Bongars, Gesta Dei, i. 1047 ff.), 2 who was an eyewitness of the siege of Damietta (see his JSpistola de capta
Damiata [ed. J. Gretser in his Hortus S. Crucis, Ingolstadt,

—

:

1

The treaty

2

There

is

is hinted at by Ernoul (Recueil, ii. 250).
an Eng. tr. by A. Stewart, London, 1896.
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Regensburg, 1734]) and the
Bernard the Treasurer (sue
below, p. 351i>). (2) The Gesta obsidionis Damiattx (Muratori,
Rerum Hal. Script, viii. 1084 f.). (3) de Quinto bello Sacra
Testinwnia Minora (ed. R. Rbhricht, Geneva, 1882, for Soc. de
This work contains a most useful collection of all
l'orient lat.)-

1610, or in his Op. Omn., vol. 3,
continuation of William of Tyre by

;

the smaller Belgian, English, French (including Ernoul), German, Italian, Scandinavian, and Spanish sources; also Quinti
belli Sacri Script. Min. (ed. R. Rbhricht, Geneva, 1879-82, for
the same Society). (4) For Frederick n. we have Richard de S.
Germano, Chron. (1180-1243), in Muratori, op. cit. vii. 1002-13
xix. 323 ff. Of modern writers, for the Crusade of
Pertz,
Andrew and the capture of Daruietta, see R. Rohricht, Studien
zur Gesch. d. fiinften Ereuz., Innsbruck, 1891, ch. 2. For
Frederick II., Rbhricht, Die Kreuzfahrt Fr. II., Berlin, 1872
(printed also in his Bcitrage z. Gesch. d. Kreuz., 1874).
;
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—

The fall of Jerusalem before
6. Sixth Crusade.
the Charismians led St. Louis IX. to take the cross.

He sailed from Aigues-Mortes (25th Aug. 1248)
with 1800 ships and at least 50,000 men, wintered
in Cyprus, and reached (5th June) Damietta, which
the Saracens abandoned. After six months' delay
the French poshed on towards Cairo, but were
almost annihilated (8th Feb. 1250) at Mansurah (see
Oman, op. cit. 33S-50). Compelled to retreat, Louis
was captured (15th Apr.-6th May 1250), but secured
his freedom from the Mamluks by a ransom of
400,000 livres and the surrender of Damietta.
After four years in Palestine, spent in the fortification of the seaports, Louis departed without
having reached Jerusalem, arriving home 11th
July 1154.

—

Literature. For this Crusade, see the narrative of the eyewitness J. de Joinville, Hist, de S. Louys IX. (most convenient
ed. is that of Natalis de W'ailly with Fr. tr. (1808, 1874), or the
Paris ed. of 1701) E. J. Davis, Invasion of Egypt in 3247 (1S97),
is a good modern account.
;

Seventh Crusade.— In 1263 the sultan Bibars
(Baybars al-Bundukdari) of Egypt began the
7.

systematic conquest of Palestine (Arsuf [1265],
Safed [1266], Jaffa [1268], and Antioch [12th June
In July 1270, Louis IX., provoked by the
1268]).
loss of Antioch, set off from Aigues-Mortes with
36,000 troops, but was induced to turn aside to
Tunis, in the siege of which he died (25th Aug.
1270). Edward of England (afterwards Edward I.)
reached Tunis (9th Oct.), and, after wintering
there, readied Acre (9th May 1271) just in time
to save the city from the Muslims.
Owing to his
father's failing health, Edward was driven to patch
up a ten years' truce, and return (14th Sept. 1272).
Throughout his life he, however, cherished the

Meanwhile the growing
quarrels of the Military Orders, and the rivalry of
Genoese, Venetians, and Pisans, led to renewed
disasters, in the strip of the Latin kingdom still
left
by the capture of Tripoli (1289), and finally
of Acre (18th May 1291), when the massacre of
60,000 Christians closed 'the World's Debate.'
In a sense the Crusades, as the struggle of Muslim and
hope of further Crusades.

—

may be said to have been continued by the slow
conquest of Spain from the Moors, by the war of Sigismund
with the Turks (1306), by Muhammad ir.'s capture of Constantinople (1458), by the great naval victory of Don John at
Lepanto (lf>71), and that of John Sobieski at Vienna (Sept.
1683). But all motive of rescue of the Holy Sepulchre, etc., was
now lost, and the sole idea was political — to roll back the
Invasion of the Turks from Europe.
Literature. For the Seventh Crusade, the expedition of
St. Louis is in William de Nangis (ed. II. Geraud, 2 vols.,
For Edward we have T. Wykes in Annates
Paris, 1843).
Monastici ((Rolls Scr.] ed. Luard, vol. iv., 1800); and the
Chroniam of Walter Gisburn or Hemingburgh (ed. H. O.
Hamilton, 1848, vol. i. pp. 329-37). For the final siege of Acre
the anonymous <lc Ezciaio urbis Acconis, in Martene, A mpliss.
Collect, v. 767-84; and Abu-1-Fida's account in RecueU [llisl.
Christian,

—

or.) vol.

i.

Causes of failure of the Crusades.
— 1. Lack
of sea-power. — This applied especially
to the early Crusades.
The long march overland
from Germany or Fiance through Hungary, the
III.

Eastern

Empire,

then

across

the

deserts

and

mountains of Asia Minor, would have tried the
ability of Alexander or Napoleon at the head of
their seasoned legions.
It was fatal to Godfrey of
Bouillon and Louis VII. and, of course, to the

undisciplined thousands who followed Walter the
With sea-power, Barbarossa might
Penniless. 1
have won. On the field of battle the crusaders

were irresistible. But entangled among mountains
and deserts their numbers became their ruin. The
lack of sea-power, the possession of which would
have led to success, was the effect of a still deeper
cause.
Sea-power in the Mediterranean was in
the hands of the Greeks, or of the cities of Italy
Venice, Genoa, and Pisa. Of these, Venice, once

—

was now the

the subject,
ally of Constantinople
(see Bury's note, Gibbon, vi. 381), and Genoa was
chiefly intent

on

guarding

its

trade with

the

The sea-power of England and North
Europe was used advantageously at Jaffa in 1102
and 1 107, but was not available for the transport
Crimea.

the Continental crusaders. After the First
Crusade the West woke up to the advantage of a
But the Greek Empire had now become bitterly antagonistic to all Crusades (see
below, § 2), and so sea-power was denied by
the Greeks and Venetians, except on exorbitant
terms (cf. above, Fourth Crusade').
But the chief
2. The division of Christendom.
cause of failure was undoubtedly the disunion of
the crusaders, and the deep hatred between the
Greek and Latin Churches. A united Christendom
would have been invincible it recoiled broken and
The disunion was
dispirited by its own divisions.
Of
of a double nature national and religious.
the national dissensions the Third Crusade will
serve as an example or, better, the fact that at
Acre, when it fell, there were no fewer than
seventeen independent commands. From the first
the Crusades were a French rather than a German
movement and the Germans— the Empire, in fact
Of the religious
in consequence did little.
dissensions largely also national the antagonism
between the Greek and Latin Churches and
Empires was even more fatal. The Greeks after
the First Crusade rarely did anything to assist the
Crusaders, and often secretly thwarted them.
3. The bad organization of the Latin kingdom.
The conquests achieved by the First Crusade
were organized on a feudal basis. Latin in character, by over-taxation and intolerance it hopelessly estranged the natives (H. G. Prutz, Kulturof

sea-power.

'

—

:

—
;

—

;

—

—

—

gesch. d. Krcuzzuge, p. 167), especially the native

Churches (Nestorians, etc. ). There is some evidence
that Jerusalem was betrayed to Saladin by Chris-

One result of
tian Melchites (Recueil, ii. 85 n.).
the feudal system, when worked in connexion with
a country of enervating climate and constant
warfare, was the number of heiresses, and, in
3
consequence, of disputed and changing successions.
The only sound element in the country in this
matter Mas the organization of the Military Orders,
with their constant succession of new blood from
Europe.
IV. Results of

—

the Crusades.— 1.

Political.

The immediate political effects have been dealt
with under the several Crusades. Other consequences were
as the
(1) Increased importance of the Papacy,
embodiment of the unity of Christendom, and the
:

leader in the call to war, in spite of the fact that
Urban II. in his summons left out those great ideas
of

military

method

and

politico-ecclesiastical

conquest upon which Gregory had impressed the
stamp of his character. But the crusaders were
the soldiers of the Pope, who alone could remit
their vows.
By the 'Saladin tax a tenth of the
revenues of the' clergy were poured into the Papal
The increased importance attached to
coffers.
Oman (»p. cit. 233) points out the geographical ignorance
'

1

shown

in these land routes.
-Si.- .stub l,s, llin. Ret). Ric, Introd. pp. lxxxix-cxl, for a
brilliant analysis of the causes of the fall of the Latin kingdom,
and consequent failure of the Crusades.
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indulgences through the Crusades, and the effect
on the Papacy, must not he overlooked. How
completely the Papacy was identified with the
conception of Crusades is seen in the disastrous
extension of the idea to all the wars engineered or
encouraged by the Papacy against its enemies, e.g.
the Ubigenses against Frederick n. and Manfred;
In the long run this
or against the Hussites.
j

po« ei >>f inaugurating a Crusade told by its misuse
against the Papacy, and was one cause of its fall.
(2) Weakness
of the Eastern Empire. Unfortunately, one result of the Crusades, especially
of the Third Crusade, was the weakening of
Constantinople, this altogether apart from the
and thus of the barrier of
fatal Fourth Crusade,
Europe against the Muslim (see Pears, op. cit.
This result the exact opposite of the
ch. 5).
intention was the direct outcome of the religious
feud between the Greek and Roman Churches.
An important
(3) Rise of the military Orders.
consequence was the foundation of the various
Orders of military monks, whose influence and
history overleap the narrow limits of the Crusades

—

—

—
—

—

—

Hospitality [Christian], MonastiOf these the oldest, the Hospital of St.
John of Jerusalem, was in existence as a hospital for

(see also
(ft)
CISM).

1
On the
pilgrims at an early but unknown date.
institution of the Templars the hospital was turned
into a Military Order.
(6) The famous Order of
But its
the Temple was instituted about 1118.
real start was not until Bernard at the Synod of

To Bernard
1 128) lent it his advocacy.
was assigned the composition of its Rule, the
2
greater part of which, however, is by a later hand.
was founded in
(<•) The Teutonic Order of Knights
1190 at the siege of Acre. Its vast importance for
European history by its conquest of Prussia from
the heathen must not be forgotten, (d) There was
a fourth Order, Knights of St. Thomas of Acre, of
interest as almost purely English. 3
2. Commercial and social.
(1) Growth of liberty.
—The expenses of the crusaders led to the sale of
Troyes (Jan.

—

estates, advowsons, town-rights, manorial rights,
etc., to merchants, burgesses, and others ; and so,
to the growth of liberty. The sales to the Jews led
by reaction to an outbreak against them (W.

Cunningham,
Commerce,

vol.

Gtoioth

of

Eng.

Industry

and

[5th ed., Cambridge, 1910] p.
In commerce we see the opening up of the
205).
East to the West (H. G. Prutz,
ulturgesch. d.
Kreiiz.), especially to Venice and Genoa (Cunningi.

K

As the monks did not go
147, 198).
on crusade, the sales of estates ministered much to
their wealth, and to that of the Church generally.
(2) Introduction of Aristotle to Europe.— The
ham,

op. cit.

contact of East and West led James of Venice to
bring back and translate (1124) the books of
Aristotle, including the Physical Works, previously
known only in imperfect translations. The effect
of this was one of the causes of the rise of Scholasticism (see H. B. Workman, Christian Thought to
the Reformation,

London, 1911,

—

ch. 9). 4

Theological. Through the realization of the
sufferings of the Saviour
powerfully aided by
the Crusades (cf. the Crusaders' Hymn,
Salve,
of the historical but
the
idea
caput cruentatum')
dying Jesus was formed side by side with the
growing mediaeval conception of the sacramental
3.

—

'

—

1 See
Rohricht, Erst. Kreuz. 11 n. Recueil, v., Pref. cix., dates
about 1060, from William of Tyre, xviii. 4 and 5. W. Heyd,
Gesch. d. Levant ehandels im Mittelalter (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1870,
French tr. by F. M. Raynaud, Paris, 1885, i. 103-6), argues
against the accepted view that it was founded by merchants of

Amalfi {Recueil, v. 401).
2 See
Bouquet, Recueil, xiv. 232; Labbe, Cone. x\i. 360;
Op. Bernard, ii. 513, in PL clxxxii. 010.
8 For its
history, see Stubbs, Itin. Ric, Introd. p. cxii n.
4 The
influence of the Arab philosophers upon Western
thought must not be put down to the Crusades, as it came

through Spain.
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'The primitive Christian
and eternal Christ.
The sacred places stirred
intuitions were restored.
the imagination, and led it to the Christ of the
Gospels (Haruack, Hist. Dogma, Eng. tr. vi.
[1899]

9).

Litekatubjs.— Original Sources.—The particular sources
Orusades have already been noted under each.
The best work
It remains to add the more general works.
covering the whole period is William of Tyre (b. 1127), whose
intimate acquaintance with Palestine was supplemented by a
knowledge of Arabic. His Hist, rerun) tn poitdiiis transmarinis gestarum (Recueil [Uist. occid.], i. [1844]) isone of the great
works of mediaeval history, and should be studied even by those
who cannot afford time for research. Until recent years it was
the basis of all histories dealing with the Crusades. Books i.-xv.
(to 1144) are indebted to earlier writers, esp. Albert of Aachen
It was continued
xvi.-xxiii. (to 1184) to his own observation.
in French by Ernoul, who was present at the battle of Uattin
and the capitulation of Jerusalem, down to 1220 by Bernard
the Treasurer, down to 1231 and by anonymouB writers, down
to 1277 (see J. M. de Mas Latrie, Chroniaue d'Ernoul et de
Bernard le Trtsorier [Paris, 1871] or A. P. Paris, G. de Tyre H
The whole was
ties amtinuateurs, 2 vols.
[Paris, 1870-80]).
translated into French before the publication of the continuation
(de Beugnot, Recueil [liist. occid.], i. pref. p. xxv) under the
absurd title of L'Estoire de Evades Ernpereur (i.e. Heraclius),
the opening words of the Historia in Recueil, vols. i. and ii.
For the charters, etc., of the kingdom of Jerusalem, see R.
ierosolymitani, Innsbruck, 1803,
Rohricht, Regesta regni
Of the general Oriental sources, "Ali-Ibn-al-Athir's (b.
1004.
1160) history from 1098-1100 will be found in Recueil [Hist, or.],
for the BeveraJ

;

;

;

;

;

U

189 ff.
Modern Authorities. Special monographs, including the
valuable works of Hagenmeyer and Rohricht, have been
indicated under the several Crusades, of general Histories the
following may be noted E. Gibbon (ed. Bury [new ed. in prep.
1911], with appendixes, corrections, and notes by S. Lane-Poole)
is valuable for the First Crusade, poor for the others, and
misleading for the Fourth, on which, however, when the main
idea is corrected, he is full and good. The best summary for
the general reader is T. A. Archer and C. L. Kingsford, The
Crusades, London, 1894, but without notes. Complete surveys
are found in Bernard Kugler, Gesch. der Kreuzzugc, Berlin,
1880, and L. Bre^hier, L'Eglise et I'oricnt an moyen age, Paris,
1907. The older F. Wil'ken, Gesch. d. Kreuzzugc, 7 vols.,
Leipzig, 1807-32, and J. F. Michaud, Hist, descroisades, 5 or 6
also new ed. Brussels, 1S57, Eng.
vols. (Paris, 1812-17, 1825-9
tr. in 3 vols, by W. Robson [18521), may be neglected without
much loss. For the kingdom of Jerusalem the most accurate
account is in R. R6hricht, Gesch. d. Ebnigreichs Jcrus.,
Innsbruck, 1898. The reader may also consult C. R. Conder,
The Latin Kingdom 0/ Jerusalem, London, 1897 ; E. G. Rey,
Les Colonies franques de Syrie, Paris, 1S83 (social history, etc.).
Military matters are dealt with in C. W. Oman, Hist, of the
Art of War, London, 1898, bks. iv. and v. ; the Greek view in
G. Finlay, Hist. 0/ Greece, 7 vols., ed. H. F. Tozer, Oxford,
1877, vols, ii.-iv. Guy le Strange, Palestine under the
S. Lane-Poole, Moors in Spain,
Moslems, London, 1800
London, 1897; H. G. Prutz, Kullurgesch. d. Kreuzziige, Berlin,
1883 (in many points exaggerated), deal with important sidematters. For the Children's Crusade of 1212, reference may be
made to G. Z. Gray, Children's Crusade, New York, 1898.

—

i.

:

:

;

H. B.

Workman.

CRYSTAL-GAZING.—' Crystal-gazing'
name

for the
of visions

is

the

attempt
provoke the
by concentrating the gaze
appearance
on any clear depth a crystal, a glass ball, water
in a vessel, water in a pond, a mirror, a piece of
With
polished basalt, or anything of the kind.
current

to

—

certain subjects it sufiices to stare into the darkness of a funnel ; in fact, granting the faculty for
being hallucinated in the course of gazing fixedly,
say at ink in the palm of the hand, or at ink in
an ordinary inkstand the details are unimportant.
In practice the easiest method is to look steadily,
for perhaps five minutes, at a glass or crystal ball
laid on any dark surface, at the distance from the
eyes of a book which the experimenter might be

—

—

If the gazer has the faculty, he usually
reading.
sees a kind of mist or a milky obscurity cover the
ball, which then seems to become clear and black
pictures then emerge. Sometimes the ball ceases
to be present to the consciousness of the gazer, who
An
feels as if he were beholding an actual scene.
Arabian author of the 14th cent., Ibn Khaldun,
1
describes the experience in similar terms.
Any one who is fortunate enough to have the
command of leisure and solitude for ten minutes
on four or five occasions can discover whether or
;

1 Notices et Extraits des MSS dc la Bill. Nat. xix. 221
A. Lang, The Making of Religion, Loud. 1898, p. 368 f.

f.

;

cf.
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not he or she has the faculty of seeing 'crystal
The gaze should not he prolonged when
visions.'
the eyes hegin to feel fatigued, or if a sense of
somnolence appears to he approaching. Solitude
is here recommended, because the mind, though it
may follow any train of thought, is not the better,
in the experiment, for the irresponsible chatter of
the frivolous and talkative. In actual life, in the
rare to rind
present writer's experience, it is very
any person who has the leisure and the resolution
to make solitary experiments of the duration of ten
minutes on four or five occasions. None the less,
in spite of the scarcity of time and the insistent
demands of society, it is now admitted, even by a
number of orthodox students of experimental psychare proology, that hallucinations of sight really
voked in some sane and honourable and educated
These
a
clear
into
people
depth.
persons, by gazing
see crystal visions representing persons, events,
and places, known or unknown, familiar or unfamiliar, to the gazer, and not summoned up by
'

'

any conscious attempt to

'

'

'

'

It is manifest, then, that the production of visual
hallucinations by various modes of crystal-gazing
is of world-wide diffusion and unknown antiquity ;
and that the use of the practice has been the
discovery of knowledge not otherwise accessible,
though knowledge of the future has not perhaps

—

—

'

peasants. But, when many experiments had made
certain that the faculty is far from being very
rare among members of both sexes, young or old,
in all ranks and all degrees of education, attention
was drawn to the use of crystal-gazing in many
was
ages and lands as a form of divination. It
found that the pictures seen by the 'scryer,' or
and
to
sent
to
be
by spirits,
gazer, were supposed
indicate events distant in space or destined to
occur in the future ; or they revealed persons guilty
Thus crystal-gazing got
of theft or other crimes.
a bad name, and was associated with invocation of
evil spirits, and even now the average man or
it

woman

thinks crystal-gazing synonymous witli
'Tell me what horse will win the
Derby,' says the average man, 'and if you succeed
Another
I'll believe that there is something in it.'
criticism is, 'What is the use of it?'
Savage
and
the
almost
people of
everywhere,
peoples,
Greece, Rome, Egypt, the subjects of the Incas in
South America, and the magicians of the Middle
Ages and later thought they found the use of it'
to be the gaining of knowledge not accessible by
any normal means.

divination.

cited,

Then he gazes into the water, over
tilled with water.
The
which tho god is supposed to place the spirit of the thief.
was, according to their account, rcfUvitd
imageof the spirit
and

'

.

.

.

W.

was

(after
1851], and

Gregory [Animal Magnetism,

H. Mayo [Truths in Popular
Superstitions, Frankfort, 1849]) the first author to
examine seriously the question of crystal-gazing.
She herself possesses the faculty, and she analyzed
the phenomena in her own experience. She found
that the visions represented (1) lost memories which
thus arose into her upper consciousness ; (2) ideas
or images which might or might not be present to
London,

her normal consciousness (3) visions, possibly teleof knowpathic or clairvoyant, implying acquisition
of
ledge by supernatural means.' The examples
this last class which the author gave were not very
her
to
has
known
writer
but
the
striking
present
be much more successful.
It has been the writer's fortune to meet a large
number of very normal persons of both sexes, and
often of high intelligence and education, who, on
making experiments in a subject entirely new to
them, exhibited the faculty in various degrees. In
its lowest form figures of persons and objects were
not in the colours of
seen in black and white
Letters in the printed Roman alphabet
nature.
were also seen.
higher form of the faculty is
the beholding of figures in the costumes of various
nations, engaged in various ways, some of them
romantic in other cases they appear to represent
some unknown incident in history.
Personages
known or unknown to the gazer very frequently
occur. The figures, wearing the colours of nature,
move about in a free natural way, and often remain
long in view, even when the crystal, after being
In some welllaid down, has been taken up again.
attested cases two persons see the same crystal
vision simultaneously, or one after the other.
But,
in the second category, the writer has only once
known the vision novel to the gazer— to be fitted
later with a real objective counterpart, discovered
;

'

;

;

A

;

—

1

W.

Polynesian Researches, London, 1S30, ii. 240.
Bourke, 'Medicine-men of the Apache,' 9

Ellis,

2 J. G.

RBEW

(1S92), p. 401.
Jli. A. Smith,

68

'Myths

of the Iroquois,' S

RBEW

(1888), p.

f.

4 R.

'

Thus, iu Polynesia, when any ohject has been stolen, the
floor of the house
priest, after praying, has a hole' dug in the

'

been much sought in this fashion, except in modern
Europe, and in a well-known anecdote of the
Regent d'Orleans told by Saint Simon.
Miss Goodrich Freer, in her essay already

'

—

'

'

'

'visualize.'

is quite as certainly authentic
the coloured visions of arithmetical figures,
which, as Sir F. Galton has convinced science, arise
mind's eye of many persons on the
before the
mention of numbers. In both cases, so far, the
'
visions are attested only by the numbers and
personal character of the seers.'
A third kind of visionary experience is perhaps
less common than we might suppose.
Many persons are unacquainted with illusions hypnagogiques
the bright and distinct views of faces, places,
persons, and landscapes, usually unfamiliar, which
flit before the closed eyes in moments between
like those
sleeping and waking. These pictures,
of crystal vision, come unsummoned, and often
do
not rewe
which
or
places
represent persons
member ever to have seen. People who have no
disbelieve
are
to
illusions
those
of
apt
experience
that other people have it. In short, all kinds of
experiences visions of numerals in the mind's eye,
illusions hypnagogiques, and crystal visions are
automatisms,' and are not produced by the action
of the conscious intelligence.
Before the experiments of the Society for Psychical Research, in the matter of crystal-gazing, were
made (1890-1910), most persons of sense believed
that the faculty for seeing such hallucinations was
a mere fable of romance-writers, or a delusion of

This set of facts

as

'

in the water, and being perceived by the priest, he named the
who had committed the theft.' ! Pere
Lejeune, S.J., found that among the American Indians of his
flock (about 1660), the medicine-men made their patients gaze
into deep water, and, if they saw in it visions of anything
edible or medicinal, it was exhibited and was supposed to do
them good. Captain Bourke of the U.S. cavalry discovered that
among the Apache Indians the medicine-men used quartz
crystals, by looking into which they could see everything they
wanted to see. 2 Among the Iroquois the phantasm of the person who has bewitched another is looked for in a gourd full of
3 The Huilleche of South
water, in which a crystal is placed.
America gaze into a smooth slab of black stone.' 4 In the 17th
cent, the people of Madagascar divined by gazing on crystals,
and according to de Flacourt divined successfully. 5 The Zulus
and the shamans of Siberia gaze into vessels full of water. 6 The
Inca king Yupanqui used a crystal. 7 Australian savages use
8 The Romans used water in a vessel
crystals or polished stones.
of glass.9 In Egypt and in India ink is used, whether in a black
spot on a piece of paper or in a drop in the palm of the hand.
Examples of mediaeval and modern practice are collected by
Miss X.' (Miss Goodrich Freer) in Proc. of Soc. for Psychical
•
Research, v. 4S6.

individual, or the parties,

Fitzroy, Narrative of Voyages o/ II. M.S.

London,

1839,

ii.

Adventure,

384.

de Flacourt, Hist, de Madagascar, 1'aris, 1061, ch. 76.
6 H.
ot the Amazulu, London, 1808,
Callaway, Religious System
r
86.
p. 341; .IAI xxiv. (1894) 15. >, citing Rychkov, Zhurnal, p.
'Cristoval de Molina, Rites and Laws o/ the Vncas, ed.
and tr. Markhaiu, Hakluyl N'"'- 1S73, p. 1'.'.
a A.
IMI
K.
The
Parker,
of
Religion,
I,angloh
Making
p.
Lang,
v.m.
The Eua/Uayi Tribe, Load
»
Varro, in Aug. de Civ. Dei, vii. 36.
o E.
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What

accidentally.
its details,

unknown

lie

to

saw actually existed in all
him and to the writer, who

was looking on at the experiment, made in his
s;i7. the writer met at St.
smoking-room. In
Andrews a young lady who was visiting the place
for the lirst time and who had never heard of
I

crystal-gazing.

Being presented with a glass

hall,

made a number of experiments. The method
was that any one who pleased (and all were but

she

very recent acquaintances of the gazer) thought of
anything or anybody that he or she chose. The
lady then looked into the glass ball and described
what she saw. A dozen cases of her success (which
included seeing persons unheard of by her, in
places unknown to her, persons dressed and occupied
as inquiry proved that they had been clad and
engaged at, or shortly before, the hour of the
experiments) are published in the writer's The
Making of Religion, pp. 90-112, from signed and
attested records. Many other successful cases are
known to the writer, and, during the course of the
experiments already mentioned, it very rarely
occurred that the gazer saw nothing, or something
not consciously present either to the sitter's mind,
or what is more curious to the mind of a sceptical looker-on, not the sitter.
If telepathy be the
cause of such occurrences, they illustrate the
casual and incalculable quality of that agency.
For example, in some experiments a lady in the
south of England was to try to send impressions to
a gazer, who had never heard of her, in the north
of Scotland.
The message, of a very simple kind,
did not arrive ; what arrived was a vivid picture of
certain singular incidents of a private nature which
hail much impressed the distant communicator, but
which she had no intention of transmitting. As
fortuitous coincidence could not explain so many
successes in the experiments of 1897 the crystal
pictures being full of minute details the writer
was reduced to supposing that some unascertained
cause, going sometimes beyond telepathy as usually
defined, was at work.
Many other curious examples of the possession of the faculty, apparently
accompanied by telepathy, have occurred in experiments by friends and kinsfolk of the writer
healthy, normal men and women. The gazers have
never shown any traces of drowsiness or dissociation, or even any tendency to form theories about
their experiences, except in one instance, when
experiment destroyed the theory.
In the writer's opinion experiments of the kind
described are more trustworthy than investigations
into the hallucinations of professional and trained
female hysterical patients in French hospitals.
Pierre Janet has published such experiments with
professional neurotics at the Salpetriere in his
Nivroses et idies fixes (Paris, 1898). His account of
the experiences of Miss Goodrich Freer in her
paper, already cited, is of the most fantastic
character, as becomes manifest when her narrative
is compared with the document which, in addition
to his own imagination, is his source.
In affairs of
this sort few people who have not personal experience of unaccountable successes can be expected
to believe in them
while few who have been
present at such successes, and have had their own
thoughts read (of course without physical contact
'muscle-reading' between the sitter and the
crystal-gazer), can persist in scepticism. It is plain
that in most countries and ages crystal-gazing in
one form or another has been practised, anil successes would greatly increase the hold of priest, or
Fraud
witch, or medicine-man, over his patrons.
would doubtless be used wherever it was possible
knowledge normally acquired would be presented as
of supernatural origin. When fraud is excluded,
successful crystal-gazing offers a problem even
more difficult than success with other automatisms

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

vol.

iv.

— 23
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such as the so-called

'

'

divining-rod

and the

tilting
to present to the

table.
These automatisms appear
normal consciousness knowledge within the range
though we cannot tell
how the sub-conscious mind in many cases obtains

of the sub-conscious mind,
its

information.

Literature.— As this subject has attracted attention only in
recent years, the literature of it is very scanty, and m<
ol it
has been cited by Miss Goodrich Freer (0
Hiss S .') in Proceedings of the Society far Psychical Research, vol. v. pp. i-e,
521, vol. viii. pp. 458-535, 259, 270; reference should a]
be
made to A. Lang:, The Makiria of Religion, London, 1908, and
later editions, pp. 90-113
N. W.' Thomas, Crystal Oozing, its
History and Practice, London, 191)5; E. W." Lane, !/...,..
Egyptians*, London, 18(S0 Quarterly Review, voL lix. L. de
F. W. H. Myers,
Laborde, Commentaire, Paris, 1841
Uiunan Personality, London, 1903.
I

'

;

;

;

;

Andrew Lang.

CUCHULAINN

CYCLE.— i. Cuchulainn, the
hero of the Ulster cycle of romance, is
regarded as a re-incarnation, or avatar, of Lug
Lambfada, 'the long-handed,' the solar deity of
the ancient Irish ; he is considered in his birthstories sometimes as son of Lug, sometimes as Lug
himself re-born. His mother was Deehtire, sister
of king Conor (Conchobhar) of Ulster ; she and
fifty young maidens, her companions, were transformed into a flock of birds who disappeared for
three years from the king's court, and were found
in the neighbourhood of Brugh on the
Boyne,
where are tumuli traditionally believed to be the
burial-places of the Tuatha De Danann deities.
Here Deehtire gave birth to a babe in one version
of the tale it is revealed to Deehtire by Lug that
be himself is her little child (i.e. that the child is
a re-incarnation of himself)
in another, Lug is
the noble young warrior whom she lias espoused.
chief

.

;

;

The idea of re-incarnation is not unfamiliar
In the tale called 'The Wooing of Emer it

in Irish literature.

'

is stated that the
knowing;
that his re-birth would be of himself,' i.e. that only from himself could another such as he have origin ; and in the tale of
'The Generation of the Swineherds,' which explains the origin
of the Bulls who take part in the great mythological warfare of
the Tain B6 Cualivje, we find that these prodigious kine have
gone through a series of incarnations before their final appear-

men of Ulster wished to provide a wife for Cuchulainn,

ance as

'

bulls.

Throughout

his career,

Cuchulainn

is

watched

over by his divine kinsman, Lug, and he points
proudly to bis connexion with Lug when questioned
as to his origin.
He has also a father, Sualtach or
Sualtam (variously spelt Soaltainn, Soalta, etc.),
to whom, according to one of the birth-stories,
Deehtire is married by king Conor after her connexion with Lug. The stories are much confused,
and there are suggestions in one of them of an
incestuous connexion between Deehtire and her
brother the king himself.
The child is named
Setanta by Lug's command. Little is known of
Sualtach ; though usually regarded as a human
being, he is more than once called in Old Irish
literature Sualtach sldhe or Sualtach sidhech, i.e.
Sualtach of the fairy haunts
and he is spoken
of as possessing through his mother, who was an
elf woman,
the magical might of an elf (cf. Book
ofLcinster [LL], 58a, 24 Coir Anmann, Ir. Texte,
iii. sect. 282).
Like all the personages of the cycle,
he is clearly regarded as a mythological being.
His name has become curiously mixed up with the
genealogies of Fionn mac Cumhall (cf. Brit. Mus.
MS Egerton, 1782, in which he appears as Fionn's
grandfather). In the Tdin Bo Cualnge he comes
to his son's aid when he is exhausted by the labours
of the war, and arouses the hosts of Ulster t<> his
assistance.
He is there called Sualtach or Sualtam, son of Becaltach (Becfoltach) mac Moraltach,
father of Cuchulainn mac Sualtach' [LL 93re).
He was killed by falling accidentally upon the rim
'

'

;

'

'

;

'

of his

own

shield.

Although Cuchulainn is the prime hero of Ulster,
and his feats of heroism are performed and his
wars undertaken in defence of that province, he is
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nevertheless said (in MS Harl. 5280, fol. 53 B,
Brit. Mus.) not to 'belong to Ulster'
and, when
the whole of the male inhabitants of that province
were overtaken by the physical weakness which
recurred among them at intervals, and which seems
to have been the result of some sort of geis, or
*
tabu,' Ciichulainn and his father Sualtach were
exempt and able to fight. Though usually and
officially described as of splendid appearance and
with ruddy and golden hair, Ciichulainn is sometimes spoken of as a dark sad man ('Wooing of
Emer' [Arch. Rev. i. 72]), or a 'little black-browed
man (Mesca Ulad, p. 29), which would not suggest
descent from the Ultonians
in connexion with
Ciichulainn's original name, Setanta, Rhys points
out that there was a district between the Mersey
and Morecambe Bay once inhabited by a people
;

'

'

'

;

and refers to Ptolemy s mention
(II. iii. 2) of a harbour of the Setantii, the position of
which corresponds with the mouth of the Ribble
An obscure Irish poem
(Celt. Heath. 455 and note).
relating to Ciichulainn alludes to a Setantian stream
a coracle against the
(curoch fri sruth Setinti,
stream of Setanta') {Leabhar na hUidhre [LU~\
called Setantii,

'

1256).
2. Ciichulainn's precocity is abnormal
already
at the age of seven years he performs his first
feats, and can fight with and destroy warriors
of renown ; his lengthened war of the Tain Bu
Ciialnge, sustained single-handed in defence of
Ulster against the combined forces of Munster,
Leinster, and Connauglit, and continued during an
entire winter, from before Samhain, or Hallowe'en
(Oct. 31st), till after St. Bridget's Festival (Feb. 1),
is represented as having taken place when the hero
was only seventeen and still a beardless youth
and he is said to have died at the age of twentyseven (Ann. Tighernach).
Among his feats performed when lie was a mere child is that from
which he received his heroic title of Ciichulainn.
Cu (gen. Con), hound,' was a title often bestowed
to denote a hero of renown, in reference to the use
of large hounds in battle and the bravery shown
by them. Ciichulainn says of himself
I was a hound
strong for combat,
I was a hound who visited the
troops,
I was a hound to guard Emania.'
He received this name from his combat with a
;

;

'

:

'

fierce dog, said to have been brought from
Spain
(gloss in LU), which guarded the fort of Culann, a

smith of Ulster, and which was slain by the boy
scarcely six years old. The child
himself took the office of the watch-dog until one
of the dog's whelps was sufficiently grown to
Henceforth the name Cu Chulainn,
replace him.
Hound of Culann,' clung to him.

when he was

'

It is said in Mesca Ulad that a district extending from Usnech
Meath northward along the coast to Dun Dalgan (Dundalk),
and called Conaille Muirthemne and Cualnge, belonged personally to Ciichulainn (Todd Lecture Series, 1889, i. 2). It embraced
the present county of Louth and parts of Meath and Westmeath. At that time the province of Meath, with its overkingship of Tara, had not come into existence, and Ulster
extended southward to the Boyne, touching the provinces of
Leinster and Munster at the Hill of Usnech in Westineath.
This district seems to have been bestowed on the hero by
king
Conor, and was not his by inheritance. Ciichulainn's own fort
was Dun Dalgan (now Dundalk).
His wife was Emer, daughter to Forgall the Wily, a landowner
in

Lusk, in the present county of Dublin. A special tale
relates his wooing of Knur.
Though she appears to have been
his only real wife, she had numerous rivals, of whom the most
formidable was Fand, wife of Manarmaii mac Lit, a goddess
who enticed him away for a time into fairy-land.
near

3.

The Red Branch. — Ctiohulainn

figure of a grouji of

as 'the

is

the central

champions commonly known

of the Red Branch,' so called
of the three halls in the kingly
palace of

Champions

from one

Maeha or Emania (now Navan Fort, S.W.
Armagh, where ratlis remain to the present day).
The history and teats of these heroes are described
F.main

of
in

a series of over a hundred distinct

tales.

There

are, besides these longer tales,

numerous detached

episodes which fill up gaps, so that the career of
each hero of importance can be traced from birth
to death in a very complete manner.
They form
a connected whole in the mind of the story-teller
and reader, much as the originally isolated tales
referring to Arthurian knights ultimately came to
be formed into a complete cycle of stories. The
three most prominent champions, who are frequently exposed to tests of strength or prowess
against each other, are Conall cernarh, trie Victhe Triumphant,'
torious,' Lajghaire buadach,
and Ciichulainn ; but Ciichulainn invariably proves
himself to be the greatest hero of the three.
'

'

These tales seem to have originated in, and deal
largely with, that eastern portion of Ulster which
lies between the R. Bann and Lough Neagh on the
west and the sea on the east. The capital was
Emain Macha, and within this area lay the forts
and dwelling-places of most of the chief heroes of
the Ulster cycle. The king, who appears in the
tales as ruling from Emain Macha, is named Conor
(Conchobhar), and his death is synchronized with
that of our Lord in Jerusalem.
The reign of
Conor and the exploits of the heroes are thus
traditionally laid in the first century.
Though
kin" Conor and all the champions are accepted
by R. O'F'laherty (Ogygia, Dublin, 1793, pt. iii.
c. xlvi.-xlviii.) as historical personages, there is
no place found for them in the Annals, though
Conor is said, in some versions, to be the son of
Fachtna/«<A«c/t, 'the Wise,' who, according to the
Annals of the Four Masters, ascended the throne
of Ulster in the year of the world 5042 (152 B.C.).
The entry runs: 'a.m. 6042. The first year of Fachtna
fathach in the sovereignty of Ireland' and fifteen years later
we have the entry of his death 'a.m. 5057. Fachtna fathach,

—

;

:

son of Rossa, son of Rudhraigh, after having been sixteen years
in the sovereignty of Ireland, was slain by Eochaid feidhleach
(i.e. the constant sighing).'

But this attempt to connect king Conor with a
all Ireland was evidently a late one, and is
the less to be taken into account as there is no
sign in these tales that the central province of
Meath, with its capital at Tara, had at this time
been erected into a separate division, or that any
over-king (called in Ireland Ard-Ri, or 'High King')
as yet reigned over Ireland.
Ulster is represented
as haughtily independent, and each of the other
provinces had its own king, who acted with perfect
freedom independently of any central authority.
The provinces, or Four Great Fifths,' of Ireland
were, at the time of which we speak, Ulster,
Leinster, Connauglit, and East and West Munster.
Meath, the future central royal province, created
for the support of the High Kings of Ireland who
ruled from Tara, did not then exist.
Nor, considering that F'achtna died 137 B.C., could he have
been father to Conor, who reigned in the beginning
of the 1st
century. Another and probably older
version makes king Conor son to the druid and
poet Cathbad, by Nessa his wife, a woman warrior.
Though Conor's death is synchronized with the moment of
king of

'

our Lord's crucifixion, the Annals of Tighernach date his death
at 48 B.C. O'Flaherty, probably observing some of these inconsistencies, says that the king came near committing BUicide,
but lived fifteen years after.'
'

We may

regard these attempts to

fit

the career

Conor and of the Champions of the Red
Branch cycle into the actual history of Ireland in

of king

much the same light as the connexion of the heroes
Nibelungen with the early history of the
Teutonic peoples or of king Arthur's knights with
the history of Britain. The tales sprang up at a time
when the power of eastern Ulster was still a li\ ing
of the

The
tradition among the literary class in Ireland.
ratlis at many of the sites of the traditional forts,
such as Emain Macha (Navan Fort), the king's
dwelling in Ulster, and Rath Cruachan or Rathcrogan (Co. Roscommon), the fortress of Queen

CUCHULAINN CYCLE
Meave

of

Connaught, show that the legends were

connected with known historical sites, but it is
unnecessary on that account to consider the actual
personages of the cycle or their careers as historical.
They are plainly regarded as mythological, and
the chief events and wars in which they were
engaged bear a mythological interpretation.
The tales have a close relationship to the legends
of the race of gods known as the Tuatha D6
Danann a few of them, indeed, both in style and
Such are
subject, belong equally to both cycles.
'The Wooing of Etain and 'The Dispute of the
Swineherds.' The pedigrees of the heroes of the
Red Branch are all traced up to the Tuatha D6
Danann, although, according to the Annals, there
is a lapse of 1500 years between the two epochs.
Rudhraigh, or Rury, is the head of the house, and
from him and from the goddess Maga, daughter of
Angus na Brugh, by her marriages with Ross
ruadh, the Red,' and Cathbad the druid, all the
chief heroes are descended (see genealogies in
E. Hull's Cuchullin Saga, Introd. p. lv). The
extraordinary feats and prowess of the champions
are supposed to be accounted for by their divine
According to this descent, Ciichulainn is
origin.
grandson of Maga, who is mother to Dechtire,
which brings him within the kingly line of Ulster,
and denies the statement that he ' was not of
Ulster (see above).
Probably that statement
was merely an effort of the story-tellers to explain
what they could not otherwise understand, viz.
why Ciichulainn and his mortal father Sualtach or
Sualtam were exempt from the curse which prostrated the whole male population of Ulster in sickness at a critical moment in the history of their
;

'

'

'

province.
4.

Cuchulainn as a sun-hero.

— Ciichulainn

was

therefore, on the one side, directly connected with

Lug, the sun-god, and, on the maternal side, with
Maga, a Tuatha De Danann goddess. King Conor
also is called a dia talmaide, or terrestrial god, in
and Dechtire, his sister, the mother of
1016
Cuchulainn, is called a goddess Ciichulainn mac
dea Dechtire, the son of the goddess Dechtire

LU

;

:

'

'

(LL 1236).
The two marvellous

Bulls for the possession of
which the great war of the Tain B6 Ciialnge was
undertaken were of supernatural origin, and had
existed under many different forms before they
were re-born as bulls they had been first swineherds of the gods of the under world, then ravens,
Under each
warriors, sea-monsters, and insects.
of these forms they had lived through vast periods
of time ; out of them they had come after a terrific
struggle which shook the borders of Ireland, only
to pass again through some new transformation
;

These struggles
Texte, III. i. 230-278).
proved to be preludes to the war of the Tain, in
which all Ireland was destined to engage, and to
the gigantic struggle at its close between the two
Bulls themselves, in which both were torn to
The mythological warfare of these Bulls,
pieces.
the Finn bennach, or 'White horned,' and the
'
Bonn, or Dark' or 'Brown' Bull, belonging respectively to the East and West of Ireland (Ciialnge in
Co. Down, and Rath Cruachan in Connaught),
seems to symbolize the struggle between summer
and winter or the struggle between day and night.
The Donn is a terrific creature in strength and in
size.
On his back fifty little boys could play
their games.
He moves about accompanied by
fifteen (or fifty) heifers.
His ferocity and violence
are so great that, when he is driven into a narrow
pass, he revenges himself by trampling his keeper
to death and treading his body thirty feet into the
earth.
His bellowings strike terror into all who
hear him, and those who meet him after his final
conflict with the Finn bennach are trampled and
(Irisclie
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gored to death. This conflict, which lasted a day
and a night, and during which the Hulls traversed
the whole of Ireland, was ended by the Donn
tearing his adversary to pieces and returning, head
in air, to his native home in Ciialnge, where, in the
madness of his frenzy, he placed his back to a
'
hillock and
vomited his heart up through his
mouth with black mountains of dark-red gore,'
and so expired. In like manner Cuchulainn is in
every way abnormal. His rapid development and
his prodigious strength and powers are everywhere
When he is about to perforin any
insisted upon.
special prodigy of valour, his whole person expands
and undergoes an extraordinary change he grows
monstrous, terrific, so that his own friends cannot
recognize him; he is known as 'The Distorted'
;

The Madman from Emain Macha.
'

'

(riastartha), or

When

he puts forth his strength, his appearance
so terrific that none can stand before him
his
very look destroys his foes, not by twos or threes
but by hundreds ; a stream like dusky blood,
representing his energy, rises upward from his
forehead, and over his head his bird of valour
hovers (cf. the light over the head of Achilles
is

;

'

'

caused by Athene, //. xviii. 205 [Butcher-Lang's
tr. p. 372 f.]).
His body gives oil' a heat which
melts the snow around him, or raises to boilingvats
water in which he is successively
three
of
point
immersed. Yet this formidable personage is frederided
quently
by his enemies for the boyishness
and insignificance of his usual appearance. Prime
heroes, until they experience his hidden p»wers,
refuse to fight with him
Queen Meave is visibly
disappointed when she first comes face to face with
the champion who has been holding her forces at
bay through weeks of combat, and killing them by
the hundred merely by his look on one occasion
he has to blacken a moustache with blackberry
juice in order to present a more manly appear;

;

ance.
If we regard Ciichulainn as the sun-hero, these
indications of his unimposing appearance at ordinary times, succeeded on occasions by strange
distortions and manifestations, seem aptly to re-

present the impression which might be produced
on the savage mind by the contrast between the
orb of the sun on ordinary occasions and its appearance in eclipse. Again, the line poetic simile of
the threefold hues of his hair, and the account of
his splendour when he appears before the forces
of Meave to display his person in its natural
beauty, seem designed to illustrate the glory of
the full sunshine of summer so, too, do the heat
generated in his person, the energy of his movements, his wandering habits, and the destructive
power of his look.
may also note that blindness befell all women who loved him
which may
have reference to the difficulty of gazing
Sossibly
on
sun.
is
that
the
It
Ciichulainn's
irectly
possible
light, from which he so hardly escaped, with the
twenty-seven sons of Calatin, hideous and crooked
beings, who formed armies out of puff-balls and out
of the foliage of the oak, and came furiously riding
on the wind's swift clouds,' may symbolize the
hiding of the sun's face before the armies of the
storm,' i.e. the massive clouds, formed, as it might
seem, almost out of nothing. (Cf. a similar sort of
incantation in The Death of Muirchertach mac
Erca,' RCel xxiii. [1902]; the 'Battle of Kat
Godeu,' Skene, Four Anc. Books of Wales, i. 277 f.,
ii.
138 ; and
The Mabinogion of Math, son of
Mathonwy,' Lady C. Guest's Mab., Lond. 1877,
remarkable
'tabu,' or geis, of Ciichup. 416.)
lainn' was to 'see the horses of Maininnan mac
Ler' (i.e. the billows of the ocean-god), which
might be a reference to the apparent extinction
of the sun's rays when he sinks down at night
beneath the ocean waves.
;

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

—
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He is called Setanta. The house seems
to represent one of the tumuli on the Boyne, thought of by the
people as fairy haunts or dwellings of the gods. It is in this
direction that the birds take flight (Windisch, Ir. Texte, i.
134-14!), text only ; Summary in Nult, Voyage of Bran, ii. 72-74)

Cuchulainn possesses two magic steeds which
rise out of the Grey Loch of Slieve Fuaid and Loch
Dubli Sainglenn respectively, and which lie tames
by springing unawares upon their backs and wrestFor a whole day they career
ling with them.
around the circuit of Ireland, the horses endeavouring in vain to throw their rider. Henceforth they
are his obedient chariot-horses, a grey and a black,
possibly symbolizing day and night. After his
death they return into their respective lakes again
(G. Henderson, Feast of Bricriu, London, 1899,
sec. 31, p.

39

boy resembling Conor.

(2)

'

f.).

three) main recensions, with considerable
variations in arrangement, detail, and literary
*
Tdins, or cattle-raids,' form the subject of
style.
a number of romances, which arose naturally out
of conditions of life in which wealth consisted in
the possession, not of land or money, but of flocks

say

and herds, the acquisition of which, by fair means
or foul, formed one of the chief objects of every

The long central tale
chief or person of position.
of the Tdin Bd Cualnge, or Cattle Spoil of Cualnge
(pron. Cooley), i.e. of Ciichulainn's country in Co.
Louth and Down, is preceded by a number of lesser
tains and short stories describing the efforts of
Queen Meave of Connaught to collect cattle and
other provisions for her army, or otherwise elucidatbrief outline
ing special points in the main epic.
of this composite tale is as follows :
The war was undertaken by the united provinces of Ireland,
under the leadership of the Amazonian Queen Meave (Medb) of
Connaught, and the guidance of Fergus mac Roy (or Roichj, a
former king of Ulster, who had been deposed in favour of king
Conor, and had gone into exile into Connaught. He consented,

A

out of revenge, to lead the foe against his own people.
The main object of the war was the capture of the Donn, or
Brown Bull of Cualnge, which Meave desired to possess, but
which had been refused her. The romance takes the form of a
number of separate episodes usually combats undertaken by
warriors from Meave's army contending with Ciichulainn, who,
alone and single-handed, guards the borders of Ulster durii ig the

—

The warriors and men

of Ulster are all disabled

from fight through a mysterious sickness brought upon them
by the curse of Macha, one of the goddesses of war and it is not
until the close of the Tdin that they arise from their lethargy
and comedown in force to fight the final battle. Meave is finally
defeated and forced to fly in rout across the Shannon at Athlone
but the Bull, though captured by her and driven westward, ends
its career by fighting with and killing Meave's own Bull, the Finn
bennach, and finally returns to its own country, where it dies by
;

;

its

own

ferocious energy.

The combat of Ciichulainn and Ferdiad at the ford of Ath
Ferdiad (Ardee) forms a long episode in the story, and is probably in its expanded (LL) form a late introduction.
There are a large number of poems in thisepisode others are
found occasionally in the remaining portions of the Tdin. Some
of the Ulster prose romances contain poems others do not.
;

;

6.

the more important of

Among

the

stories

relating especially to the career and deeds of the
hero Cuchulainn are the following-:

—

Two chief variants exist, con(1) Ciichulainn's Birth Stories.
tained in LU(\\0Q A.D.)and in Egerton, 17S2 B.M. (16th cent).
Considerable differences appear not only in the details of these
In
a wonderful troop
stories, but in their general meaning.
of birds comes one day to devastate the plains of Emain Macha.
King Conor (Conchobhar) mounts his chariot with his sister
Dechtire to hunt them. They pursue them till nightfall in a
storm of snow, and arrive at an isolated house, inhabited by a
man and woman. The woman gives birth to a son, who i9
carried by Dechtire to Emain Macha. The child dies, and in a
vision by night Lug mac Ethlenn appears to Dechtire and tells
her the child who had died was himself, that it was he who had
arranged all that had happened to her, that she will hear a child
by him, and that he will be himself her son. Conor bids her
marry Sualtam she becomes whole and well again, and obeys
his behest. She then bears a child, Sc-tanta, afterwards called
Ciichulainn. In a discussion which follows, the babe is formally
handed over to the charge of the chief bard and warriors of
Ulster to rear, and to Finnchoem, Dechtire's Bister, fco foster.
In the other chief version, Dechtire lias disappeared for three
years with fifty maidens they return as birds to devastate the
plain of Emain Macha. Conor and his warriors follow them.
They reach a hut, which expands into a noble house, inhabited
by a princely young man and woman. They learn that it is the
house of Dechtire, whom they do not recognize. (The young
man is evidently Lug.) In the night Dechtire gives birth to a

LU

;

;

Amazon of Alba or Britain (other versions say
Scythia, east of the Alps' ; Kuno Meyer, RCel xi. 442-153, and
Arch. Rev. i. [18S8], revised for E. Hull's Cuchullin Saga,
pp. 56-84). There exist separate versions of Cuchulainn's education with Scathach (cf. Whitley Stokes, RCel xxix. 1908).
(3) The Tragical Death cfConlaech relates Cuchulainn's mortal
combat with his own son Conlaech, or Conla, born of Aiffe in
Alba after Cuchulainn's return to Ireland. He had left a ring
with Aiffe for the boy, with a proviso that he was never to reveal
his name to any stranger. He learns only when the youth is
dying that it is his own son whom he has killed. The story has
a strong resemblance to the Persian tale of Suhrab and Rustam
(li'riu, vol. i. pt. i. p. 113 ; C. Brooke, Reliques of Irish Poetry,
Dublin, 1816, p. 363, metrical version).
Ciichu(4) The Sickbed or Wasting Away of Cuchulainn.
lainn deserts Emer for Fand, wife of Manannan, who in a
series of beautiful poems describes the glories of Magh Mell,
Plain of Happiness,' the invisible Irish Elysium, and woos him
thither. A dramatic episode at the close of the tale describes
Emer's attempted revenge and the contest between the two
women for his affection. The tone is lofty (YVindisch, Ir. Texte,
i. 197-234
[text only]; O'Curry in Atlantis, vols. j. and ii. ;
Leahy, Old Irish Romances, i. 51 [Eng. tr.] ; Thurneysen, Sagen
aus dem alten Irland, 81).
This is a long rambling tale founded on
(5) Bricriu's Feast.
the motif of a contest for priority and for the carving of the
Scathach, the

5. The stories relating to Ciichulainn are of
different ages, and often vary in different versions,
the long tale of the Tain B6 Cualnge, in particular,
having come down to us in two {some critics would

entire winter.

The Courtship of Emer describes Cuchulainn's wooing- of
and his long apprenticeship to arms under

bis future" wife,

—

'

—

*

Champion's Bit*

(ed.

George Henderson, for Irish Texts Soc,

ii., 1899 ; Windisch, Ir. Texte, i. 254-303).
Tales connected with the death of Cuchulainn and the events
immediately preceding and succeeding it are the Great Rout
of Magh Muirthemne (S. H. O'Grady in E. Hull's Cuchullin
Saga), Cuchulainn's Death (Whitley Stokes, RCel iii. 175-185),
the Red Rout of Conall Cernach, the Lay of the Heads, and
Emer's Death. The events leading to his death form the subject
of the long tale entitled the 'Battle of Rossnaree' (Edmund
Hogan, Roy. Ir. Acad., Todd Lectures, vol. iv., 1892).

vol.

:

All accounts agree in making Cuchulainn die
The Ann. Tigh. place his age at 17, the
H. 3,17, in the Lihrary of
usual account, but
The year of the Tain was
Trin. Coll. Dubl., says
the 59th of Ciichulainn's age from the night of his
birth to the night of his death.' The actual heheading of Cuchulainn is variously ascribed to
Lugaid, son of Curoi, whose father Cuchulainn had
slain by treachery, with the aid of Curoi's adulterous wife Blatlmait, and to Ere, son of Cairpre, or
Cairbre niafer, who had been slain in the battle of
In a poem by Cinaeth O'Hartigan
Rossnaree.
(ob. 975), in the Book of Ballymote, we read
(
Erc's mount, whence is its name ?— Ere was son
of Cairpre niafer, son of Ros ruadh, king of Laigben
It was Ere who cut his head off Cuchu(Leinster).
In revenge for this deed, Conall cernach
lainn.'
It is
killed Ere, and brought his head to Tara.
said that his sister Acaill, who came out of Ulster
to lament her brother, grieved so sorely for his
death that her heart burst within her.
pathetic
lament for her is cited by O'Curry [MS Mat., ApThe battle of Muirthemne, in
pendix, p. 514).

young.

—

—

MS

'

:

:

A

fell, was inspired by revenge for
mac Daire, king of
Munster, and Cairpre. It was led by the sons of
the slaughtered men.
The Phantom Chariot of Cuchulainn,—This is a curious piece,
in which the old hero is summoned from the dead to testify to

which Cuchulainn

the deaths of Calatin, Ciiroi

the truth of St. Patrick's teaching before Leary, king of Ireland.
He appears before the king in his old form and Bplendour, performing his 'champion feats, and beseeching Ha- king to receive
Christianity (< !".. inn; Crowe, Joum. of the Kilkenny Arch. Soc,
1

>

4th series, 1870-71).

other tales relating directly to Cuchulainn
are the following:
the Irish
(1) Tdin B6 Regamna, or appearance of the aforrigu,

Among

goddess of war, to the hero before the war of the Tain, to foretell her own intention to take part against him (ed. Windisch,
Ir. / rffl, 11. ii. 241-254 [with tr.]).
extortions and cruelties prac(2) Siege of Hoicth, relating the
tised by Athairne, chief bard of Ulster, on the Leinster men,
and the revenge takes by Leinster in shutting up the defeated
remnant of the Ulster warriors on the hill of Howth (ed. Whitley
Stokes, in RCel viii. 49 68).
.:)
77, / ,,<• iieati<»i >f ih<- llltonians, describing a night-raid
bj the warriors of Ulster when in n state of intoxication,
mac
right across Ireland, into the territory of their enemy Ciiroi
Daire of Tara-Luachra in Kerry, [and the efforts of Ciiroi to
(

made

CULDEES

'

;

monastic Church ?
There is no contemporary account preserved of
the rise of the Culdees our sources are incidental
and of late date. 1 According to the Books of
Leinster and Lismore, St. Moling, who founded the
monastery of Tech Moling in County Carlow,
entered a society of Culdees. He died c. A.D. 700 ;
and, if he was a Culdee, he is, along with St.
Mochuda, among the earliest whose names are
In the manner of the Iro-Scottish
on record.
Church, the Culdee societies were often composed

Literature.— large
text and Eng. or Genu. tr. in Windisch-Stokes, Insche Texte,
Atlantis (ed.
the numbers of the RCel
;
Leipzi", 1S80
contains
by O'Curry), and Kilkenny Archmol. Journ. (which
Borne tales edited by O'Beirne Crowe); Proc. Royal Ir, Acad.,
Irish MSS Scries, and Todd Lecture Series the ZCP; hnu the

;

;

ft*.

;

Journal of the Irish School of Learning Irish Texts Soc. vol. 11.
Anec.
Ossianic Soc. vol. v.
Archaeological Review, vol. i.
Oxvn., Mediaival and Mod. Series, etc. Tlie Tain Bii Cualnge
has been published from the Book of Leinster version by E.
Windisch, with Germ, tr., Leipzig, 1905 text (only) of version
from the l'ellow Bk. of Lecan and Leabhar na h L'idhre, in Erin,
vol. i. pts. 2 and 3, ed. bv Strachan and O'Keeffe, Dublin, 1904,
The
etc.
tr. (only) from same MSS by L. Winifred Faraday,
Cattle Raid of Cualgne, London, 1904
Eng. trs. from Add. MS
18748 Brit. Mus., by S. H. O'Grady in Eleanor Uull's The
;

;

;

;

;

189S, pp. 110-227.

trs. of a large number of complete romances wdl be
E. Hull's Cuchullin Saga, with chart of the tales and references also A. H. Leahy, Heroic Romancesof Ireland, 2 vols.,
German trs. in R.
1905, and The Courtship'.of Ferb, London, 1902;
French
Thurueysen, Sagen aus dem alten Irland, Berlin, 1901;
en Irlande,
trs. in H. d'Arbois de Jubaiaville, Epopie celtiqua
MS Mat. of one.
in
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Portions
O'Curry,
1S92.
Paris,
and
Customs
Manners
and
of the
Irish History, Dublin, 1S61,
Ancient Irish, 3 vols., London, 1S73 J. Rhys, Celtic Heathen<fom(Hib. Lect.), London, 18SG; Nutt-Meyer, Voyage of Bran,
2 vols. London, 1895-97. Lady Gregory gives a free rendering
also D.
of the stories in her Cuehvlain of Mvirthemne ; see
Lit.
Hyde, The Story of Early Gaelic Lit., London, 1895, and
Hist of Ireland, London, 1S99; E. Hull, Text-book of Irish
manners
For
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2
literature, vols.,
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W.
History
of
see
P.
and customs,
Joyce,
land 2 vols., London, 1903, and O'Curry, Manners and Customs

English
in

;

;

Head

(Cenn), or

'

,

As it stands, its
preserved in the Leabhar Breac.
orthography and grammar prove it to be centuries
later than the 8th cent., but its original may go
back to Maelruan. During Maelruan's lifetime (in
A.D. 747), Chrodegang composed at Metz the Rule
and this
which formed his clergy into canons
Rule may have been brought into Ireland from
Irish establishments on the Continent, suchi.as
Honau in Elsass. The Culdees certainly develop
the appearance of secular canons ; we find them fill-

ELEANOR HULL.

(as above).

Prior, or

Abbot, with twelve others, on the analogy of Christ
In very late times we iind in
and His disciples.
Armagh a Prior and five" brethren (probably a
diminution in number, due to hostile pressure).
The Culdees, throughout their history, are connected with a few deliuite localities, although in
some cases the evidence is the mere mention of the
name in the chartulary of a monastery. At first
having the marks of anchorites, they gradually
take on the appearance of secular canons. The
Rule of Maelruan (died c. 791) bears the description Here begins the Rule of the Cele de.' It is

;

found

members— the

of thirteen

;

Cwhullin Saga, London,

367

that the Irish name was the direct derivation of
Deicolae or Colidei. The objection to both of these
theories is the specialized use of the term file de;
had it been applicable to monks and anchorites in
in the pages of the
general, why is it not found
8th cent, historians, whose concern was with a

destroy them bv persuading them to enter an iron house encased
littr.l
in wood, which had beneath it a subterranean chamber
with inflammable materials (ct. Branwen, daughter of LOT, in
u hitley
the Mabinvnion, and the Destruction of Duid Rlgh [ed.
imStokes in ZCP iii.]). The warriors escape by Cuchulaiun e
mense strength he breaks through the walls and lets them out
Ir. Acad., Todd
(Mesca Ulad, ed. W. M. Hcnnessy, Roy.
Lecture Series, i., London, 1SS9).
,«,..,
Ethics (Celtic).
See, further, art*. Celts and
number of the tales will be found with
A

;

CULDEES.—

The Culdees belong to the later
Church (see art.
history of the ancient British

more especi[British], vol. iii. p. 631),
The mystery in
ally in Ireland and Scotland.
which they were enveloped has been to a great
removed through the researches of Dr.

Church
degree

William Beeves, published as an essay
Cele de,
Ir.

commonly

Acad. xxiv.

called Culdees'

[1873]).

The term

'

On

;

(Trans. Boy.
'

Culdee

'

'

ing a subordinate Levitical position in cathedral
establishments, chiefly engaged in the choral parts
of the worship
they became especially associated
also with charitable care of the sick and poor, and
the distribution of alms. The latter seems to have
'

the

has

of the form Culdcus, first coined by
Hector Boeee in his Scotorum Histories, 1526 (for
word 'Culdee,' see OED, s.v.). The Irish name

been one of their earliest and most characteristic
The endowments for these purposes may
have proved a means of their later corruption.
Their affinity with the regular canons enabled the
cile di (mod. Ir. ciile de) corresponds with the
The latter, with the support of powerful patrons, to
Culdees.
probably Irish origin of the
cile is
oust them from their positions. Finally, they disprimary meaning of the common word
are
for
which
from
meanings
secondary
'companion,'
appeared in St. Andrews, e.g., they are named
derived, such as 'husband,' 'servant.' Cile Con- the last time in 1332.
of the
The only mention of the Culdees in England is in
(hobair, cile Conculaind, found in the texts
old heroic tales of Ireland, mean 'faithful follower connexion with Athelstan's visit to York in A.p.
or personal attendant of Conchobhar, or Ciichulainn
936 (Colidei) ; there is also a possible reference in
the cultores clerici of a Privilege by King Ethelred
(see H. Zimmer, Celtic Church, Eng. tr., London,
In Wales
Cile di, therefore, will mean com- granted to Canterbury (Cotton MSS).
1902, p. 98 ff.).
of God.' The special
servant
or
faithful
panion
they, presumably, appear once in a reference by'
of a term
Giraldus Cambrensis to the Coelibes vel Colideos
difficulty is to account for the restriction
having this meaning, and obviously applicable to of the Isle of Bardsey in the 12th cent. (Gir. Camb.
all monks and anchorites as servants of God, to
vol. vi. p. 124, Rolls Series).
1
the comparatively few cases in which it is found.
Reeves sees in the Culdees the disappearing
There is no mention of the cile di in the histo- Celtic Church; the Culdees are the drooping
rians Adamnan, Cumin, Eddi, or Bede and the in- remnant in which that ancient Church finally
ference is that the use of the term was unknown to succumbs. The present writer prefers to see in
them. Reeves says we may safely regard cile di them not an inert residue, but a recrudescence, a
as the Irish translation of semis Dei, which came burst into flame of the old Celtic religion, stimuIThe earliest known instance of the combination cile di
to be an ordinary term in Church writers for
not in its technical sense of Culdee ') is in the gloss
monks, and became known to the Irish through (though
the commentary on the Psalms ascribed to Columba of
to
the writings of Gregory the Great, who was a Bobbio, preserved in the Old Irish Cod. Mediolanensis (about
favourite author in Ireland. Skene (Celtic Scot- 850 a.d. ed. Ascoli, Codice irlandese dell' Ambrosiaua, Rome,
cuius (Dei) iste est is first exland 2 1887, ii. 226 ff.) endeavours to prove that 1878, fol. 30 c, 3). Here the Vulg.
and is then
ad ilium

grown out

traits. 3

_

;

'

'

'

;

'

;

,

Dekola had the express meaning of 'anchorite,'
that the cile di were anchorites, and consequently
word
1 A
striking parallel in Welsh to cele de is the common
for 'hermit'— meudwy. Men is from the root mag, which appears in Cornish as
genitive of

maw, 'boy'; -dwy is
dm, modern Welsh duw, 'God.'

for the older duiu,

pcrtinet,'
plained as equivalent to 'iste
amal asmbcrar is cele dee infer hisin, 'as it is said,
glossed:
" This man is a servant of God." *
2 Von
Pflugk-Hartung ('Die Kuldeer' in Ztschr. f. Kmhengesch. xiv. [1894]) erroneously says fifteen.
3 As
to this point, see especially Grant, 'The Culdees,
Scottish Review, 1888, p. 217ff.
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lated perhaps
institution.

Roman

by conflict with the rival
The honourable title die dt comes
native form shows

and

it

from the people, as its
must have been elicited at the sight of special
devotion and piety. A revival of religion at some
is implied.
given period, and not decay,
Literature.—This

is

sufficiently

indicated throughout the

T.

article.

CULT, CULTUS.— See

CULTURE.— To

;

Jones Parry.

Religion, Worship.

Bacon the world

is

indebted

for the term, as well as for the philosophy of, culture

While

of

(Adv. of Learning, 1605, II. xix. 2).
itself the notion of culture may be broad enough
to express all forms of spiritual life in man,
underintellectual, religious, ethical,—it is best
stood intensively as humanity's effort to assert
This effort is
its inner and independent being.
observed in a series of contrasts, due to the division
of man's functions into intellectual and activistic.
The most general contrast is that between nature
and spirit, with its dualism of anirnality and
humanity. With the ideal of culture, man is led
to live a life of contemplation rather than one of
towards
conquest, while his attention is directed
the remote rather than towards the immediate.
Viewed socially, culture is contrasted with industrial occupation, the two differing in their
From the social standpoint,
valuation of work.
as in
again, the culturist inclines towards egoism,
a 'culte du moi' (Maurice Barres), instead of
of
value
the
In estimating
towards altruism.
culture, the standard is usually the eudamionistic
or
of
life
the
whether
asked
thinking
one: it is
the life of doing is better calculated to give man
desires of the soul.
happiness, or to satisfy the
The treatment of the culture-problem is to be
conducted in connexion with the culture-consciousness of an individual or a nation, rather than
like an order
by means of any objective memorial,
of architecture, a type of sculpture, or a school of

—

Such an introverting method
poetry or painting.
is qualified to express the essence of Classicism
and Romanticism, the two types of Western
culture-activity,

—
—just as it

is sufficient

to discern

the culture-motive in a man of genius, like
That which culture
Michelangelo or Goethe.
seeks is an acquaintance with the strivings and
ideals of a favoured nation and a gifted soul.
I.

History of cultuke-coksciousa'ess.—-Not

until the dawn of modern times was the supremacy
of intellectualism called in question, or the probBrahmanism postulated
lem of culture raised.
enlightenment as the means of salvation ; Paganism
looked to the intellect to give man happiness ;
Scholasticism pledged its belief in conceptual
It is true that the Preacher of the Old
doctrines.
Testament bewailed much study and the endless
making of books, in the fear that the increase lsof
knowledge was the increase of sorrow (Ec l ),
while Stoicism sought to turn from dialectics to
ethics ; nevertheless, humanity waited until the

modern times before it directly reintellectual life.
Although the term
modernus was introduced in the 6th cent, by
Cassiodorus Variarwm, iv. 51), and used effectively
by Roger Bacon (Eucken, Gesch. der philosoph.
Tcrminologic, Leipzig, 1879, p. 169), modernness in
the form of culture-consciousness was not expressed
coming

of

pudiated

its

(

until Francis Bacon inquired concerning the nature
and advantages of letters. His professed aim in
the Advancement of Learning being to fashion a
perfect 'globe of knowledge' (II. xxv.), he prepared
the way for this by arguments drawn from sources
sacred and secular.
Biblical tradition informs us that the day on which God
rested and contemplated his own works was blessed above
the six days of labour, while the primary work ui man in the
'

'

Garden of Eden was intellectual, in that it consisted in viewing
Moses was praised for his
and naming God's creatures.
his wisdom while the advent
Egyptian learning Solomon for
of the Saviour witnessed the subduing of ignorance among the
of the Spirit was expressed
descent
doctors of the law and the
by the gift of tongues, 'which are but vehicula scie-ntiae.'
With Apostles and Fathers the same intellectualism prevailed
lib. i. vi.). As to human proofs, mythology shows how founders
of States were but demi-gods, while inventors of new arts were
among the gods themselves ; moreover, ancient history reveals
;

;

;

the superiority of such thinkers as Socrates, Aristotle, Cicero,
over their contemporaries Xenophon, Alexander, Cfflsar
(ib. vii.).

Bacon's own estimate of culture, while often exof
pressed so as to show the greater 'dignity'
thought, seems to consist of eudamionisni, inasmuch
as it extols learning for its power to please to
promote, indeed, the interests of the suavissima

—

The Novum Organum (1620)
asserts, not Knowledge is pleasure,' but Scientia
est potentia'; its aim was to indicate man's
so that,
ability to rule by means of knowledge,

vita

[ib. viii. 2, etc.).

'

'

instead of emphasizing the resthetical in culture,
it tended to surrender the latter to industrialism.
With such a presentation of the culture-problem,
and the accompanying emphasis upon the 'work

of contemplation,' Bacon, who was a Renaissance
thinker, made possible the three-fold development
of modern intellectual life in the ages of Enlightenment (1625-1789), of Romanticism (17811857), of Realism (1857-present day).
I. The Enlightenment.— On the aesthetic side,
the Enlightenment fostered Classicism, although
its own rationalistic spirit, political earnestness,

and relentless criticism of religion removed it
In its own
from the influences of the Graces.
way, the Enlightenment developed a static system

natural religion (Herbert), of natural rights
of ethics
(Grotius), as also a naturalistic system
Spinoza
(Hobbes) and of knowledge (Locke).
he declared
expressed the spirit of the age when
the highest motive in man to be rational and
disinterested love of God (' amor Dei intellectualis

of

'

[Ethica, 1677, V. xxxii.]).
This blind rationalism, however, was destined to
undergo repudiation, and in the Counter-Enlightenment of Rousseau, Vico, Lessing, and Herder the
Where Bacon
culture-problem was rehabilitated.
had had behind him the free sestheticism of the

Renaissance, Rousseau was confronted by the
formal culture of Classicism, whose rafpnements
he felt called upon to denounce. Taking a stand
at once eudsemonistic and socialistic, he declared
that unhappiness and injustice were attributable
This was the
to man's departure from nature.
theme of his Discours stir les sciences et les arts
whether
the
he
discussed
where
question
(1750),
the establishment of culture had been for man's
on the
well-being only to conclude negatively,
ground that art and science weaken the original
In his Discours sur Vorigine
virtues of humanity.
et les fondements de Vinigalitt parmi les hommes
(1753), his view is social rather than eudamionistic,
inasmuch as he attributes injustice to the intellectualistic programme, which, involving the

—

more rapid advance of some beyond others, had
even where it had
brought about inequality
furthered the progress of impersonal science and
a la nature.'
Retournons
Hence the maxim,
art.
'

nouvelle Uiloise (1761) breathes a yearning for
the idyllic condition of man's nature-life, while

La

Emile (1762) deduces a system of education which,
cannot return to nature and
recognizing that man
abide there, advises a natural method of mental
of nature to man rather
a
restoration
development,
than a return of

man

to nature.

liacon and Rousseau had considered the
worth of culture for individual happine
and social well-being, Vico and Herder sought to
show how essential to humanity is an everenlarging mental life which, if based upon nature,

Where

-

practical
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Vico's Scienza nuova (1725) —
'Metaphysics

advances beyond it.
a work at least half a century in advance of its
age postulated the ideal of a unified humanity,
whose organic nature, as conceived by Vico,
contrasted strikingly and pleasantly with the
mechanical views of society peculiar to the EnVico,

who

—

,

unfolding its intellectual nature in such a
way as to evince the ideas of God as a unity, and
the soul as immortal.
While Lessing carries on
his discussion in a humanistic fashion, he does not
fail to emphasize the rationalistic element embodied
in the revelation of God and the soul as ideas.
Herder's Idecnzur Philos. der Gesch. der Menschhcit

,

was apprehended by Winckelmann, who found in
it the exaltation of reason and the idealization
and, in his mind, classic consciousness expressed the free rather than the
characteristic, the static rather than the dynamic.
In this spirit, he frames his memorable definition
of beauty
According to this notion, beauty
Bhould be like the purest water, which, the less
taste it has, is regarded as the most healthful
because it is free from foreign elements' (Werke,
Dresden, 1808-25, bk. iv. oh. ii. § 23). Winckelmann
thus seeks to express the classic ideal as a purely
intellectual and formal one, which will appear in
connexion with two other utterances almost as
famous as the above appreciation of the classic.
In the one he praises the simplicity of classic
beauty as a rare wine drunk from a transparent
glass (ib. § 19) in the other he likens the antique
ideal of beauty to a spirit drawn from the material
order as by fire (ib. § 22).
Lessing's Laokoon
its very title pledging it to Classicism
(1760)
exalts the ideal of Apollo by limiting art and
This aesthetic reason is
culture to the beautiful.
given to explain why Laokoon does not scream,
although Lessing, in styling his work an essay on
the limits of poetry and painting,' was aware that
in plastic the idea of the temporal and changing
is out of place.
With the appearance of Kant's
Critique of Pure Reason (1781) and the French
Revolution (1789), the Enlightenment was virtually
ended, although its effect did not at once pass
;

'

:

;

—

'

away.
2. Romanticism.
The age of culture began as
Kant emerged from rationalism, and by means of
philosophic criticism transcended the conceptual
views of the Enlightenment.
In the Critique,
Kant used the term culture when he said

—

'

whole

that which pleases universally without requiring
a concept' (Bernard's tr. 1892, p. 67), expresses the
nature of culture as the intellectual life of man
Kant's intellectualism,
apprehended intuitively.
far more original and valuable than his moralism,
is thus expressed in a system of transcendentalism
and it was this transcendental element that affected
the romantic school of philosophy and poetry.
Schiller, alive to the intellectualistic in Kant,
was not unaffected by his heroic and relentless
moralism, which he glorified in his essay Ueber
Anmuth u. Wiirde (1793), although here he seeks
to transcend both Goethean grace of sense and
Kantian dignity of ethics, by means of the ideal
of humanity as the Zusammenstimmung zwischen
dem Sittlichen und Sinnlichen ( Wer/ce, ed. Hempel,
1868-74, xv. 213). Schiller's use of the term 'Kultur'
is confined almost exclusively to the Briefe iiber die
aestket. Erziehunq des Menschen (1795), where he
comments on the harmonious culture of the Greeks
'

(1790-1792) involves Lessing's ideas of progress
of humanity as one, while itself
The
isolating the idea of Humanitdts-Bildung.
peculiarity of Herder's work is that in it the
culture-concept operates in a naturalistic manner,
involving the notion of a continuity of, rather than
a conflict between, the natural below and the
spiritual above, whereby the inner life of humanity
is developed from the outer order of things.
Herder introduces certain stages of development
from nature-peoples to culture-peoples, and thus
tends to make his plan more plausible.
The rationalism that had marked the early
Enlightenment was reproduced in the ideals of
Classicism al though the organization of aesthetical
science by Burke and Baumgarten tended to soften
The significance of Classicism
its conceptualism.

—

the

'

and Vico's ideal

t

of

;

tion,

beauty

completion

'

discovered that primitive

distinguishing three periods mythological, heroic,
human wherein are found three kinds of language,
as also three ideals of social life.
Lessing, who barely escaped the rationalism of
the Enlightenment, relaxed sufficiently to produce
his booklet, Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts
4
(1780, tr. Robertson
1896), wherein the religious
consciousness is conceived of as a Divine revela-

of

the

p.

language and literature are poetical, describes the
developing culture-consciousness of the race by

—

is

tr.'-, New York, 1896,
730) ; yet it was the Critique of Judgment
(1790) which, by means of its new aesthetic norms,
was destined to take its place in the history of
Kant's theory of beauty and taste, as
culture.

culture of reason' (Miiller's

—

lightenment.
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'

:

(Let. vi. ), distinguishes theoretical, practical, and
aesthetical forms (Lett, ix.-x.), and discusses the
Believing
practical value of culture (Let. xxi. ).
that the end of human existence is to be con-

ceived ethically, and yet realizing that man is by
nature a creature of sense, Schiller seeks to account
for the culture, or aesthetic education, of mankind
by distinguishing three stages— physical, aesthetical,

his

and moral (Let. xxiv.). Thus, in achieving
moral destiny, man uses the aesthetical as the

mean and mediator between the extremes

of the
physical and the ethical, urges Schiller, just as
Lessing had sought to account for the rational
Schiller's
education of man by means of religion.
confidence in culture, as expressed in the Aesthct.

Bildung, seems to abate somewhat in his Essay
Vber naive und sentimentalische Uichtung (1796),
where, like Rousseau, whom he mentions approvingly (Werke, xv. 506), be signalizes a return
to nature, or the naive a term of special signi'Sentimental'
ficance with the French {ib. 487).
is borrowed from the English of Sterne, whom also
The
Schiller does not fail to mention [ib. 480).
evils, rather than the benefits, of culture are discussed in this study of culture-types (ib. 483), and
the whole essay, praising antiquity for its objective
naivete', values the sentimental only as it sincerely
The distinction between naive and
seeks nature.
sentimental forms of culture is based upon nature ;
The poet either is nature or
hence Schiller says
he seeks her. One makes a naive poet, the other
a sentimental one' (ib. 492).
Genius consists in
na'iveti, and only as the genius is naive can he
Homer among the ancients and
exist (ib. 479).
Shakespeare among moderns are esteemed naive
poets, because they apprehended nature immediately (ib. 488).
Upon the cultural basis of naive
and sentimental, Schiller distinguishes three forms

—

'

:

of poetry

—idyllic,

satirical,

and

elegiac.

Idyllic

poetry is of the naive order, because it expresses
the immediate sense of nature in the feeling of
The poet is satirical when he takes as his
joy.
subject the alienation of man from nature, and the
contradiction between the real and ideal (ib. 497).
Where satire is sharp, elegiac poetry is sad, being
the poet's lament over the loss of nature in an
'

'

age of culture. While Schiller seems to condemn
culture and modernness, while he appears to postulate paganism as the true life of humanity, he is
careful to express the thought that above both
naive and sentimental there is a third form of intellectual life to be viewed as ideal culture, which
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shall

have power to restore to humanity

unity

(ib.

402

its lost

f.).

As prophet

of the Romantic School, Friedrich
Schlegel felt the force of Kant's transcendentalism,
but was more inclined to base his culture upon the
Ego of Fichte, and, while he appreciated Schiller's
sesthetics of the naive, he himself showed a disposition to adopt the sentimental, or romantic,
culture of the infinite. In Schlegel's mind, Goethe's

Wilhelm Mcister, the French Revolution, and
Fichte's Wissensehaftslehre were the three greatest
tendencies of the age (J ugendschriften, ed. J. Minor,
1882; Athenccum, §216); from them maybe traced
a triple Romantik poetical, political, philosophical,
in form.
Fichte himself was an ardent believer in
culture ; coming after the French Revolution and
postulating constructive material culture, he conIn his Beitragc
trasts strikingly with Rousseau.
zur Berichtig ling iiber die franzbs. Revolution, 1793,
the term 'Cultur' is of frequent occurrence; it is
identified with the inner freedom and rationality
of Kantianism.
No human sensation or impulse,
no action or passion, is esteemed of value unless it
makes for culture, or the exercise of all man's
towards complete freedom as a goal ( Werlce,
Ejwers
eipzig, 1846-47, vi. S6). In the State, the culture
of freedom should be the aim, declares Fichte (ib.
101), while the true fatherland is that State which

—

the most highly cultured (ib. vii. 212).
Such
Fichte's own culture-philosophy.
Yet the
Fichtean element that appealed to the Romanticist
was the Ego, whose free activity was for Fichte
is

was

the leading principle of

all

culture.

Schlegel,

however, develops romantic culture by emphasizing
the sesthetical activity of the Ego, whence he derives his doctrine of Ironie, the watchword of
In essence, Ironie consists in a
Romanticism.

work

of self-creation and self-destruction, due
to the Ego's striving after an impossible ideal
(AtJmiceum, §51). In poetry, this subjectivism is
called transcendental where it begins as satire
with its contrast between ideal and real, changes
to the sadness of elegy, and ends as an idyll which
identifies the two (ib. § 228).
Where Schiller used
'

'

sentimental,' Schlegel employs transcendental,'
of which style he considers Dante the prophet,
Shakespeare the centre, and Goethe the climax
'der grosse Dreiklang der modernen Poesie' (ib.
§ 247). In thus styling Shakespeare transcendental,
'
'
naive
and ' sentiSchlegel invests Schiller's
mental' with the historical sense of ancient and
modern an idea carried out systematically in Die
Griechen und Homer (1797). Grecian poetry, declares Schlegel, begins with nature and aims to
reach beauty through culture (p. 10) ; modern

—

—

poetry aims at subjective sesthetieal power rather
than objective beauty (p. 79), whence arises a
striving after the poetical as something transcendental, a Sehnsucht which is destined to remain
unsatisfied (p. 103).
This type of poetry contrasts
strikingly with the compact culture-consciousness
of Classicism, wherein Kunstpoesie' and Naturpoesie' are in complete harmony (A thcncnum, §252).
Thus, as the culture-consciousness of the Enlightenment bad arisen in England, that of Romanticism
bas been seen to bave originated in Cermany.
There was, of course, a French Classicism and a
French Romanticism, but perhaps the most direct
contribution to culture that France was to make is
found in the third period that of Realism.
The inception of the Realistic, or
3. Realism.
Naturalistic, movejnent may !»' noted as early as
when
Henri
1831,
Beyle (de Stendhal) produced
his Le Rouge et le noir.
This Naturalism, or
Beylisme,' as its author styled it, involved a
direct egoism and an indirect nihilism, destined to
open the modern mind to new views and values in
the intellectual world. Beyle was analyzed and
'

'

'

—

'

'

—

by the aid of Taine in 1857, Zola in 1880,
and Paul Bourget in 1883 (lluneker, Egoists, 1909,
Another root of this realism is found in
p. 4f.).
Flaubert, whose Madame Bovary (1857) resulted

classified

in a

'

Bovaryisme,' or
culture-philosophy called
Illusionism, hardly in keeping with the acknowledged realism of Flaubert. Another frank attempt
to be realistic appeared with Baudelaire's Fleurs
du inal (1857) under the head of 'Satanisme.'
These three tendencies re-appear in the rhapsodies
of the German 'superman, 'Nietzsche, who was probably affected no less thoroughly by Max Stirner's
The Ego and his Own, (1845), which delivers its
author from both pagan Classicism and Christian
Romanticism, while it rivals the early Christians'
'contemptus mundi' by its contempt for spirit and
truth (see pp. 464, 478, 484). This egoistic nihilism
and activism, involving the transmutation of individualistic and social standards of value, was
originally pursued by Nietzsche in the milder form
of Romanticism, due to the influence of Wagner's
music, which Nietzsche employs to explain the
Where both Classiorigin of Greek tragedy.
cism and Romanticism had agreed in regarding
Grecian culture in the form of Apollonian calm-

ness, Nietzsche, who was guided by the dynamic
ideal of musical art, and who had profited by
Schopenhauer's distinction between intellect and
will, introduced the idea of a Dionysiac element,
in accordance with which the intellectual realm
of culture and refinement was set off against
the voluntaristic one of barbarism and passion.
Nietzsche had carefully noted Schiller's use of
naive,' and had also appreciated its significance
in the psychology of Classicism ; nevertheless, he
was anxious to show that the Greeks had achieved
the naive of Apollo only by a mighty conquest
over the barbaric and titanic of Dionysus (Die
Geburt der Tragodie, 1888, § 3).
To Schiller's
'

naive poets, Homer and Shakespeare, he adds the
name of the artist Raphael, whose 'Transfiguration' reveals, in art-symbolism, the eternal sorrow
and contradiction of the world, expressed as it is
on the lower and darker half of the canvas, which
portrays the struggles of the possessed, and the
vision of peace and intelligence shining in the
transfiguration above (ib. § 4). But, with his desire
to conceive of culture in the activistic fashion
peculiar to the art of music, he seems to have
approved of the Dionysiac and to have welcomed
Followits entrance into modern culture (ib. § 19).
ing Nietzsche, Sudermann has elaborated a kind
of culture-philosophy which, while attracted by
the Grecian sense of harmony, agrees with Schiller
in its Apollonian view (see, e.g.. The Joy of Living,
tr. Wharton, 1907, Act i.), but which is
perhaps
more ready to assert that, after all, the will is
so superior to the intellect that the passions are
destined to triumph over the spirit in man. This
supremacy of the Dionysiac seems to explain the
sensuality and irrationalism of man, who accounts
'
for his viciousness by saying, Es ist das Heidenthum in uns' (cf. Axelrod, II. Sudcrmann, cine

Htudie, 1907, p. 63).
The realistic culture that signified a kind of
Dionysiac revolt against conventionality was accompanied by the criticism of various nationalities
by cultured patriots. In Russia, Turgenietf made
ideal war upon society under the romantic banner
of 'Nihilism' (Fathers and Children, 1861, tr.

Hapgood, 1907, ch. v.), and repudiated his country
for its lack of ideas :
Our dear mother,' says he, Orthodox Russia, mi;rht sink
down to the nethermost hell, and not a single tack, not a single
because even the samovar, lindenpin would he disturbed,
bast slippers, shaft-arch, and the knout' these renowned products of ours— were not invented by us (Smoke, tr. Ilapgood,
'

'

.

.

.

—
'

1907, ch. xiv.).

In Norway, Ibsen used egoism and nihilism to
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arouse his country to a sense of intellectual selfIn Brand (1865) lie idealizes the Norrespect.
wegian; in Peer Gynt (1S67) he satirizes him;
while in Emperor and Galilean (1873) he seeks to
indicate the coming of a 'third empire' of selfhood,
destined to supersede the Christian empire of the
spirit,' as that had overcome the 'pagan empire
In America,
of the flesh' (Pt. ii. Act iii. Sc. iv.).
where the national consciousness was ahsorbed by
activity and weighed down by Puritanism and
Philistinism, the call to culture was sounded long
ago by the free spirit of Emerson. His address,
The American Scholar (1837), contains an ideal
programme for the promotion of national culture
and in a spirit at once Athenian and American,
he discusses the influences of nature, literature,
and activity, which promote the culture of Man
Thinking,' while he also emphasizes the scholar's
duty toward his age, which, in Emerson's mind,
was no longer the classic or romantic, but the
In far different manner from
philosophical one.
the Apollonian and Socratic serenity of Emerson,
Poe emphasized the Dionysiac in the form of the
morbid and mysterious with their inherent sense of
'

;

'

contradiction.
The significance of Poe was really
that of the decadence that later was to repudiate
Kealism. This was to come about through Baudelaire, but was not to become effectual until the
end of the 1 9th century, with Verlaine, Mallarme,
Villiersde l'lsle- Adam, Huysmans, and Maeterlinck,
as well as Swinburne. The culture-consciousness of
the decadence, dissatisfied with the limitations of
Realism, made use of the morbid, the vicious, and
the mysterious in order to sound anew the depths
of the soul.
By means of symbolism, it sought
to find something objective to express the psycho-

In the north,
logical profundity that it affected.
this symbolism was developed systematically by
Ibsen.

But by far the most systematic culturist critique
of national life was carried on by Matthew Arnold,
who was sufficiently nihilistic and egoistic in spirit
to entitle his work Culture and Anarchy (1869),
and who was sufficiently radical to direct it against
Protestantism and 'Hebraism.' Arnold's method
was that of a free Socratism, in the course of whose
application he finds it expedient to praise Plato
and St. Paul for their intellectualism (ch. iv.),
and Lessing and Herder for their spirit of national
culture.
Calling himself a 'man without a philosophy,' Arnold was possessed of sufficient conceptualism to treat culture to an analysis of its
four-fold root, whence he regards it : ( 1 ) as an
internal condition of humanity rather than animality ; (2) as a growing and becoming rather than
a resting and a having ; (3) while it was so general
as to advance mankind rather than the mere individual, within whom (4) it consisted of an expansion
of all his powers, instead of some one in particular,
as the religious (ch. i.).
This broad humanistic culture Arnold identifies with something suggestive of
Schiller's 'grace and dignity,' by calling it 'sweet-

ness and light'— an expression which he borrows
from Swift, as Schiller had borrowed from Sterne.
In contrast with his nation's faith in machinery,'
Arnold exercises a faith in culture, by means of
which he is led to say that the England of his own
day was little in comparison with the England of
Elizabeth (ib.).
This sesthetical reflexion upon
the industrial age of coal was accompanied by a
critique of the moralistic, or Puritanical, carried
on in connexion with the distinction between Hellenism, with its 'spontaneity of consciousness,'
and Hebraism, with its 'strictness of conscience'
one the principle of thinking, the other of doing
(ch. iv.). Arnold's philosophy of history, observing
that Europe has been subjected to a double treatment of culture and civilization, places Hellenism
'

—
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at the head of spiritual development in the West,
while it accounts for its failure to rule by calling
it
premature,' whence Hebraism was enabled
to govern the world.
With the supremacy of
'

Hebraism, which Arnold treats more kindly than
Nietzsche treated Christianity when he saw its
transvaluation of pagan values,' there comes a
Itenaissance revival of Hellenism, which, like
original Hellenism, so suffered from lax morals
that Hebraism, in the form of Puritanism, was
again called upon to rule by means of strict obedience (id. ). Believing that Hellenic sweetness and
light is the one thing needful, Arnold believes also
that it may further the cause of Hebraism, which
can only gain from an infusion of Socrates' disinterested play of consciousness' (ch. v.).
Indeed,
Hebraism seems never to have relinquished its hold
upon Arnold, who, in Literature and Dogma (1875),
esteemed conduct as three-fourths of human life ;
hence we may speak of his Hellenizing culture
as morality touched wT ith sweetness and light.'
Without appreciating the strength of Arnold's
sentiments, popular culture is now busy with the
more entertaining features of science, art, and
philosophy, its devotees being organized into groups
not without resemblance to the Precieuses Ridicules
and the Femmes Savantes of three hundred years
'

'

'

'

'

ago.

II. J'BE PROBLEM OF CULTURE.— As the definition of culture has implied, the contrast between
nature and spirit, animality and humanity, activity
and contemplation, inner and outer, immediate and
remote, contains a problem for the human species
which belongs to nature, but which, nevertheless,
contemplates a trans-natural or spiritual goal for
The most essential element in the
humanity.
psychology of culture is that which relates to the
intellect and the will, with the accompanying
contrast between the life of culture and that of
With the question presented upon the
activity.
intellectualistico-voluntaristic basis, the two remaining problems of humanity and happiness will
follow in a natural order.
When contrasted with
I. Culture and activity.
the outer life of activism, the interior and conof
culture
assumes the form
character
templative

—

an intense problem of values, especially in an
age where naturalism is exalted by science and
where industrialism deafens the ear to the Know
Hence society has
of intellectualism.
thyself
scruples against culture, which, it is urged, unfits
man for life in the outer world among men and
The antinomy between intellect and will
things.
has long afflicted the Indo-Germanic consciousness,
and as far back as the days of Vedanta philosophy
it had sought to reconcile the conflicting claims of
the Sahkhya of thought and the Yoga of action
by declaring that the pursuit of knowledge and the
performance of work were both necessary to bring
man to the highest spiritual state of workless
contemplation (Bhagavad-Gita, ch. v. ). With the
Greeks, who were both Apollonian and Dionysiac,
the ascendant principle was the intellectualistic
one for, while Aristotle based life upon ivipyeia,
he found eidai/jiopla. to consist in an energy tempered
by moderation and perfected by contemplation
of

'

'

;

It was in this spirit that Bacon
7).
exalted the work of contemplation.' Voltaire's
attack upon culture was carried on in the same
eudamionistie manner ; accordingly his pessimistic
Candide (1758) urges man to work without thinking, as the only means of rendering life bearable,
whence follows, at the conclusion, the familiar
maxim, 'II faut cultiver notre jardin.' In the
history of French scepticism, the same advice had
been given by Montaigne, who also counsels one to
assume the consciousness of a dumb animal in
11 nous faut abestir pour
order to find wisdom

{Nic. Eth. x.

'

—

'
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nous assagir' ('Apologie de Kaymond Sebond,'
Essais, Lyons, 1595, bk. ii. ch. xii.).
But tbe classic example of the genius who sought
peace by harmonizing inner with outer life is
Goethe, with his Torquato Tasso (1789) and Faust.
Developed in Italy, where Goethe came into living
contact with Hellenism, Tasso was submitted to
the classic form of treatment, which was hardly
fitted for the strivings of the unhappy hero with
his Werther temperament.
The display of soulstuff, with its conflict between intellectualism and
activism, is carried on in the comparison between
Tasso and Antonio, the man of affairs for, even
when crowned with the wreath taken from the
bust of Virgil, as a sign of his success in completing
his Jerusalem Delivered, the poet is envious of the
practical man, who has just returned from an
important mission. In the course of this drama of
the inner culture-consciousness, Goethe takes the
opportunity of introducing certain maxims which
have become famous. Thus in his jealousy of
Antonio, Tasso exclaims, I feel myself more than
ever of double soul' (Act ii. Sc. i.), referring to the
duality of soul embodied in Faust (i. 759). The
;

'

poet's incompleteness is celebrated in the words,
Talent is formed in solitude, character in the
stream of the world (Act i. Sc. ii.
while it is
declared that self-knowledge comes not from within,
but rather out in the world amongmen ( Actii. Sc. iii. ).
Where the Princess celebrates the poet's sorrow by
calling it 'charming' (Act i. Sc. i.), Tasso at last
confesses the profundity of his inner contemplative consciousness, in the memorable Goetheanism,
Some god gave me power to tell how I suffer
This Goethean nostalgia for
(Act v. Sc. v.).
activity has recently received brilliant recognition
in Paul Bourget's Le Disciple (1889). Faust's sense
of two souls within expresses the conflict more
profoundly, while it solves the problem more decisively as the victory of the active altruist over
the thinking egoist, or the merging of the two in
the unity of life, the consciousness of which leads
Faust to bid the holy moment stay : Verweile
doch, du bist so schon (ii. 6953).
The culturist, however, will object to this activistic treatment of the problem, and persist in his
contemplation, however painful it may be for him.
Moreover, intellectualism claims that action stands
in need of the thought-principle, inasmuch as the
will comes to consciousness only in ideation, as was
confessed by the arch-voluntarist, Schopenhauer,
when he made the will-to-live objectify itself as
Platonic ideas World as Will and Idea, tr. Haldane and Kemp, 1883-6, § 25). Apart from thought,
activity defeats itsown humanisticaims, for, 'where
there is no vision, the people perish (Pr 29 18 ). The
'

'

)

;

'

'

(

'

recent egoistic

movement in literature reacts favourwhich

so interior in its nature

ably upon
as to make most diilicult any social
interpretation
of the contemplative. Thus Maurice Barres stands
for a ' culte du moi in the tour d'ivoire of selfhood (of. Huneker, Egoists, in loe.). In the same
Anatole France, although apparently a bespirit,
liever in collectivism, is not without egoistic and
intellectualistic traits.
These appear brilliantly
in The Bed Lily, where Paul Vence's opinion of
seems
to
Napoleon
express the author's view of
activists in general
'A poet, he knew no poetry but that of action. His great
culture,

is

'

'

'

:

dream

of life was earth-bound.
His youth, or rather his
sublime adolescence, endured to the end, because all the days
of his life were powerless to form in him a conscious maturity.
Such is the abnormal condition of all men of action. They live
entirely for the moment, and their genius is concent rated on
one single point. They do not grow. The hours of their lives
are not bound together by any chain of grave disinterested
reflexion.
They do not develop one condition merely succeeds another in a series of deeds. Thus they have no' inner
life.
The absence of any ir.ner life is particularly noticeable in
Napoleon. ... He lived outside himself (Stephen's tr., 1U0S,
.

.

.

;

'

ch.

iii.

p. 40

f.).

Where the culturist grants the validity of activism, he yet sees its limits, if not its dangers ; or,
as Bergson, a pronounced activist, has expressed
it
'It is presumable that, without language, intelligence would have been riveted to material
It
objects that its interests led it to consider.
would have lived in a state of somnambulism,
exterior to itself, hypnotized by its work (U Evolution cr(atrice e 1910, p. 172). Such a condition of
exteriority, observed by both France and Bergson,
would seem to be the unhappy state of mankind,
apart from the intellectual deliverance that comes
through culture the man of genius, raised above
nature, is enabled to transform the energy of action
into the work of contemplation, as Flaubert's principle of violence in art resulted in rhetoric.
2. Culture and humanity.
While it goes without
saying that man was meant for humanity, or for the
perfection that belongs to the species, it does not
follow that this perfection must be intellectual:

'

,

;

—

For Bacon it was easy to identify Veritas
with bonitas (Adv. of Learn. I. viii. 2) but the
modern notion of humanity's realization of the
good is often elaborated in defiance of the intellectually true. In ancient thought, Plato's Republic
banished poetry and the drama from the State but
this drastic measure was in the interest of truth
as man's chief good (bk. x. 595-605).
In modern
times, Tolstoi has opposed decadent culture, because, like Kousseau, he thinks that progress in
intellectualism has brought about inequality, as
also for Plato's reason that art does not yield
truth. Tolstoi opposes the notion that art belongs

istic.

;

;

to superior souls alone (What is Art? tr. Maude,
'Art,' says Tolstoi, 'should unite
1889, ch. viii.).

men with God and with one

another'; whence he

arraigns, as inimical to this religion of humanity,
all art that is superstitious, patriotic, and sensual
With a condemnation of modern
(ib. ch. xvii.).
art almost universal, Tolstoi surrenders to the
genre and sympathistic, as represented by Dickens,

Hugo, Dostoievsky, Millet, Breton, etc. His attack upon Shakespeare was provoked by the perception that the poet slighted the labouring classes.
Ernest Crosby having made such a socialistic criticism of Shakespeare, Tolstoi proceeded to criticize
his dramas, upon aesthetic and philosophic grounds
(A Critical Essay on Shakespeare, tr. Tchertkoff,
In addition to this
1906, pt. ii., Crosby's article).
social scruple against culture, there is also an
ethical detent, based upon the thought that intellectual superiority in a nation seems to involve a
pyramidal arrangement of the social order, where
the enlightened few are supported by the mass
of labouring people, whereby injustice arises. The
failure of the aesthetical to redeem mankind urged
Schopenhauer to put ethics in its place, with the
idea that, since not all can be artists, they should
all be moralists, and that even in the cultured
person the aesthetic moment is so transitory that
it necessitates the permanent moral treatment of
life in the complete denial of the will-to-live ( World
as Will and Idea, tr. Haldane and Kemp, 1896,
§§27,52; also bks. iii. iv.); culture, however desirable, does not seem to be imperative like morality,
but the argument involved
activity, and the like
is not really one of physical necessity, but of
for, inasmuch as 'the earth is the
spiritual value
planet of hunger, or the planet where one eats'
(A. France), it might be argued that through
necessity food is as important as virtue, ai'd tbe
economic the equal of the ethical. The question is
one of values, as also one of psychological litness
whence the culturist concludes that morality and
social life stand in need of the enlightenment and
evaluation|thatcan come only when truth and beauty
are pursued for their own sake. The most perfect
conception of social life seems to have found ex;

;

;
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pression in ancient times, when it was said, Many
shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased' (Dn 12'). In the endeavour to promote
the interests of an enlightened State, it is not out
of place to commend culture and foster genius, for
it must not be forgotten that humanity is in part
to be conceived in humanistic fashion, which involves the exaltation of letters and arts, or the
'humanities.'
Where culture is
3. Culture and happiness.
challenged by activism and socialism, it is finallj'
criticized by eudsemonism, on the ground that it
fails to satisfy the soul.
Here re-appears the contention of activist and socialist, who will assert
that the disinterestedness demanded by culture
can result only in diverting man's attention from
immediate necessities, which, like eating, drinking,
clothing, shelter, are imperative for the Sons of
Martha' to consider. Both nature and natural
society point to the place man is supposed to occupy
in the actual world
hence the interior life of culture can only unfit him for his vocation as a living
being, so great is the preoccupation which culture
demands.
Hence, with the physical and social
struggle for existence, the contemplator is likely
to be left stranded in the onward flux of events, so
that all that makes for culture threatens the wellbeing of man. Modern educational systems have
'

—

'

Wundt, by showing how similar are inteland volition, tends to do away with the conbetween the idealistic and activistic methods
of promoting human happiness, and to postulate a
unity of thinking and doing, of inner life and outer
that of

lect

flict

existence.
Literature.— M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, London,

1869; H. Black, Culture and Restraint*, New York, 1901;
B. Bauch, 'Sittlichkeit u. Kultur,' in ZPhP oxxv. [Leipzig,
1905] 53-68; R. Eucken, Culture in Fundamental Concepts
of 1'hilos., tr. Phelps, New York, 1SS0; F. H. Giddings,
'The Economic Significance of Culture,' in Pol. Sci. Quar.
vol. xviii., Boston, 1903, pp. 339-461 ; E. Krieck, Personlichkcit
u. Kultur, Heidelberg, 1910; H. Lotze, The Mierocosmus, tr.
Hamilton-Jones, Edinburgh, 1885, bk. viii. chs. 1-3 ; W. Ostwald, Die Forderung des Tages, Leipzig, 1910 F. Paulsen,
Ethics, tr. F. Thirty, London, 1899, bk. iii. ch. 5; J. C. Shairp,
E. G. Sihler, TestiCulture and Religion, New York, 1870
monium Animte, or Greek and Roman before Jesus Christ,
New York, 1909 ; G. M. Stratton, Experimental psychology
and its Bearing upon Culture (esp. ch. 15), New York, 1903
;

;

;

Vierkandt, 'DieGrunde furdieErhaltungderCultur.'in Philos.
Sludien, xx. [Leipzig, 1902] 407-55.

Charles Gray Shaw.

;

long been realizing this utilitarian principle, with
the result that humanity now, instead of connoting culture, stands for social efficiency while
'culture courses' in the curriculum are included
among the non-essentials. To this argument
against disinterested enlightenment, the culturist
may reply by noting that these practical interests
will take care of themselves in connexion with
man's instinctive life, just as they will ever assert
themselves in human education as demands made
by the inquiring interested mind. But the'cultural
interest in remote ideals may safely be furthered
in the life and education of man, who is necessarily
predisposed in favour of the immediately useful.
With regard to culture as a means of promoting
happiness, the central question is one of the possession or pursuit of knowledge.
Classicism, which
had culture without the culture-problem, upheld
the possession of knowledge as affording the highest
It is reasonenjoyment hence Aristotle said
able to suppose that the employment (of wisdom) is
more pleasant to those who have mastered it than
to those who are yet seeking' (Nic. Eth. x. vi.).
Mediaeval Komanticism relaxed somewhat from
this identification of knower and knowledge, as
when the Troubadour, or Trouvere (finder), suggested that the search after that which could be
found constituted our true happiness. The culture
of Modernism is not wanting in instances of representative individuals who have protested that the
search after truth is more satisfying than the securing of knowledge itself. Thus it was that the CarIf I held truth
tesian, Pere Malebranche, said
captive in the hand, I would open it in order to
it
Cours
cle
la philosophic,
again' (Mazure,
pursue
ii. 20)
while Butler declared
Knowledge is not
our proper happiness ... it is the gaining, not
the having, of it, which is the entertainment of
the mind' (Sermons, xv.). More brilliantly and
more forcefully Lessing said
If God were to hold in His right hand all truth, and in His
'

'

;

'

:

;

'

:

'

:

;

:

'

the single, ever-living impulse to seek for truth, though
coupled with the condition of eternal error, and should say to
me, "Choose!" I would humhly fall before His left hand, and
"
Pure truth is, after all, for Thee alone "
Father, give
say,
left

'

!

!

(Rolleston, Life of Lessing, 1889, ch. xvii.).

Finally, our

modern psychology,
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CUP- AND RING-MARKINGS.— 1.

—The name cup- and ring-markings Descripgiven
—
called drawings
— they cannot be
sculptures which are found on rock-surfaces
'

'

tion.

is

to certain signs

or

and

articles of use in all parts of the world, from
lire-historic times down to the primitive peoples of
the present day. Wherever found, they are distinguished by the same characteristics with great
variety in details. In all cases there is the central
cup, hollow, or depression, surrounded by one or
more concentric circles or rings. These rings take
many varying forms. Sometimes they are comsometimes they are only semi-circles
plete circles
at the top or bottom of the cup sometimes they
take the form of spirals. At times and this is
very usual when they are found in any number
sets of cup- and ring-markings are united by lines
or ducts making a variety of figures ; and again,
at times, the outermost circle has a number of rays
issuing from it and converging towards the central
depression or cup. Wherever they have been observed, they are the work of peoples in the Neolithic
stage of culture, whether in the actual Neolithic
Age of the pre-ljistoric past, or among peoples who
at the present time exist at that stage of culture.
The localities where archaic cup- and ring-markings are now known to exist are world-wide. Some
of the finest examples are in the British Islands.
It was in the year 1859 that Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson first called attention to them in a paper in the
Journal of the British Archaeological Association,
in the course of which he refers to cup- and ringmarkings on the rocks in Northumberland, and
claims to have been the first to note such markings
In 1867, Sir James Simpson
as far back as 1835.
published his book entitled Archaic Sculpturings
of Cups, Ch-cles, etc., on Hocks, in which he described all those that were then known in Scotland,
Northumberland, Cumberland, and Yorkshire, and
in a series of beautiful plates he illustrated every
variety of form which they exhibit.
It is now known that archaic cup- and ringmarkings exist in all parts of our own country,
not only on scarps of rock, but on the stones of
so-called
Druid circles, from Inverness-shire to
Lancashire, Cumberland, and the Isle of Man on
stones
forming avenues on cromlechs on
great
the stones of chambered tumuli in Yorkshire
on stone cists or coffins in Scotland, Ireland, and
Dorset on pre-historic obelisks, or solitary standon walls in subterranean
ing-stones in Argyll
in
Picts' houses in the Orkneys and Forfarshire
pre-historic Scottish forts ; near old camps ; and
;

;

—

—

'

'

;

;

;

;

While significant of the remoteness inherent in
the culture-ideal, such utterances are not normal
expressions of the culture-motive, which is more
like the Troubadour, or finding, instinct in the

human mind.
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like

'

;

'

;

'

'

;
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on isolated rocks, scarps, and stones. They are
found in the Cheviot Hills, on the moor near
Chatton Park in Northumberland there engraved
on the boulders may be seen central cup-like deincised concentric circles.
pressions surrounded by
Some of the finest examples in the British Islands
;

In Ireland
are at or near Ilkley in Yorkshire.
precisely analogous markings, or rock-scribings,'
as Wakeman calls them, are found at Mevagh, Co.
Donegal, on the sides of Knockrnore Cave, near
Derrygonnelly, Co. Fermanagh, as well as the
magnificent series of double spirals at New-grange,
Dowth, and Lough Crew, Co. Meath, which belong
to a somewhat later stage of culture.
Outside the British Islands, other archaic examples, besides those in the Morbihan, may be
noted at Malta, where, in the spring of 1910, the
writer saw the very fine series painted, not incised
in the hypogeum at Hal-Saflieni.
They also
occur incised at Hagiar Kim and Mnaidra, in
Malta, and in the Giganteja at Gozo on the rock
on which the great Cathedral of Seville is built
on the steps of the Forum at Rome on the pedestal
of a statue from Athens in Scandinavia, in China,
in India, and in North and South America.
Present-day instances in which a precisely similar
scheme of ornamentation may be observed are
found among the natives of Central Australia
(which will be more particularly described when
we come to discuss the meaning to be assigned to
them), in Fiji, in Easter Island, and other parts of
the Pacific Ocean, as well as in certain parts of
Africa.
Further, among races who tatu, particularly the Maoris of New Zealand, a very similar
set of designs may be observed.
It is an axiom
2. Theories as to significance.
of Anthropology that primitive man never gave,
nor does he give, himself trouble merely for an
'

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

aesthetic purpose, but always had some practical
object in view. Hence the theories proposed in
explanation of cup- and ring-markings fall into

first would explain them by
magic the second, as (a) primitive star-maps, or (b) rude maps of the neighbourhood, showing the position of hut-circles, or (c) a
primitive method of writing, or at least of communicating ideas.
Sir James Simpson, after meni. (a) Religion.
tioning, only to reject, the Swedish archaeologist
Nilsson's conjecture that these markings were

The

two groups.
(a) religion,

or

(6)

;

—

Phoenician in their origin, came to the conclusion

that they are archreological enigmata,' but he went
on to suggest that they were probably ornamental
and possibly religious,' adding that, though in the
first instance probably decorative,' they were also
emblems or symbols, connected in some way
with the religious thought and doctrines of those
who carved them' (up. cit. pp. 92, 115, 117).
In 1872, Phen6, in a paper read before the British
Archajological Association, argued that the purpose
of cup- and ring-markings was a religious one, and
that it was connected with sun-worship.
In 1878, Romilly Allen, an acknowledged au'

'

'

'

thority in all that pertains to early Christian art,
read before the British Archaeological Association

an exhaustive paper on the remarkable

series of
After
Pre-historic Rock-sculptures at Ilkley.'
a
list
of
all
localities
in
which
the
giving
pre-historic
rock-sculptures were then known to exist, followed
by a detailed account of those at Ilkley, he proceeded to notice various theories as to their origin
'

and meaning. It may be observed that among the
markings at Ilkley there is one set of cups and
lines arranged in the form of the swastika, a pattern
of universal prevalence from the Mycenaean age
onwards, which is noted by Schliemann to have
been found on a very large number <>i spindlewhorls discovered at Troy, and is found in India

as a religious symbol, and survives among ourselves
as the arms of the Isle of Man. Its occurrence
here would seem to carry back its use as a symbol
Allen's own
of some sort to pre-historic times.
theory is that cup- and ring-markings were most
as
used
religious symbols, and were
probably
connected, as Nilsson suggested, with sun- and
also
He
thinks, with Nilsson, that
Baal-worship.
the pre-historic sculptures belong to the Bronze

Age.

In the following year C. W. Dymond read an
interesting paper before the same Association on
some rock-markings in the same neighbourhood,
with copious reference to Schliemann's discoveries
In this he makes a special
at Troy and Mycenae.
point of that discoverer's theory that the cups
surrounded by complete circles represent the sun,
and those surrounded by incomplete or semi-circles,
with or without rays, i.e. ducts, represent the
rising or setting sun. In this connexion it may be
noted that among the rock-paintings of the native
Australians described by R. H. Mathews (in JAI
xxv. [1896] 145) is one which almost certainly
represents, along with a figure of two hands joined
The
at the wrist, the sun rising or setting.
significance of this will appear later (see below,
a
Dymond also notes one stone containing
p. 366 ).
a most remarkable arrangement of markings, which
he says he at first took for a rude representation
of the planetary system, but which he afterwards
thought might be an allegorical or symbolical
representation of a goose (Joum. Brit. Arch. Assoc.

xxxvii. 86).

As recently as 1900, H. G. M. Murray-Aynsley,
in her book on Symbolism of the East and West,
describes the cup- and ring-markings which she
had observed in the course of her travels in India,
and compares them with those known in Europe
and as to their significance she assigns all alike to
sun- and star-worship.
In his recent book Ancient Britain and the

;

Invasions of Julius Cazsar (London, 1907), Rice
Holmes ranges himself with those who would see
these markings some religious significance,
is hopelessly wrong in assigning them,
as he does, to the Bronze Age.
Still keeping to the theory of their religious
significance, it may be noted that Col. RivettCarnac, who has made a special study of the
archaic rock-markings of India, particularly as
they occur among the Kumaun Hills, suggested
that they are connected with foViyam-worship the
central mark or cup representing the lihgam, the
in

though he

;

the yoni. The rich, he supposed, put up a
monument, the poor merely carved a symbol.
In his Pre-historic Times 6 1900, Lord Avebury
comes to the conclusion that we have as yet no
satisfactory clue to the meaning of these engravings (p. 158), and he assigns the ruder, and therefore evidently more primitive, engravings, i.e. the
simple cup- and ring-marks in all their variety, to
the Neolithic Age, or, as we prefer to say, at any
As regards
rate to the Neolithic stage of culture.
the meaning to be attached to the symbols, R.
Munro says
Although much has heen written on the subject, none of the
circle

,

'

'

:

'

theories advanced to explain their meaning has nut with general
acceptance. That they had a symbolic meaning in the religious
conceptions of the people is evident from the frequency with
which they are found on sepulchral monuments, but any interpretation hitherto advanced on the subject, beyond t\w ^<:n< tul
religious idea, seems to be pure conjecture' (Prehistoric Scotland, p. 217 f.).
(A) Magic— In 1892, and again in 1896, Miss
Russell propounded, with a wealth of argument
illustration, before the same Association, the
theory that simple cups and circles are intended to
represent eyes, and that those having a line or duct
through them represent eyes transfixed with a

and
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the solution of the
javelin, and that accordingly
problem as to the meaning 01 these Bigns is to he
found in regarding them as charms against the
The prevalence of this superstition
Evil Eye.
among primitive races the world over is unguesl ionable, and it survives to-day, with more intensity
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society
organized on a basis of totemism
in relation t" which cup- and ring-markings
(./.<.
are found to have a living and definite significance.
thai

is

1,

Some tew

years ago tbe theory

now under consideration might

have been included under those which would give a religion*
significance to cup- and ring-markings, but recent research has
made that impossible.
J. O. Frazer, in his great work on Totemism and Exogamy

than anywhere else among civilized peoples, in
shown in his (4 vols., London, 1910), has proved that totemism dees not belong
Italy, as Elworthy has conclusively
to the category of religion, but is altogether of Bocial significance,
books, Tlve Evil Eye (London, 1S95), and Horns of and this was the opinem of me. tudehte before the publicahad
it not been
so
tion of his book settled the matter for all time. Totemism is
Honour (London, 1900),
that,
and worship, and
for later discoveries, this might have stood as a not religion, because religion implies reverence
the totem is never worshipped, though it is treat ed with respect.
held
be
even
and
it
may
good working hypothesis
It is the brother, never the god, of its human relal [on
to have some share in the meaning which we shall
Before we can exhibit the relationship between
assign to them. Magic is not only the science, but cup- and ring-marking and totemism, however, we
it lies at the very root of the religion and social
must first deal, as briefly as possible, with totemism
arrangements, of primitive folk, and it may well as it exists in Australia, especially among the
have its part in the explanation to be advanced for Arunta.
the universal prevalence of these mysterious signs.
The Arunta reckon by male descent, but their totemism is
ii. (a.) It has been held that cup- and ring-markand not by
special and peculiar in that it is reckoned by locality
matter what the totem of
ings were connected with astrology and intended parentage at all, i.e. every child, no
totem of the district in which
for rude maps or plans of the stellar and planetary iU parents may be, belongs to the
The Arunta system is based on the
it may happen to be born.
heavens. This theory need not detain us, as it
They hold that each living Arunta is defollowing beliefs.
could not by any possibility apply except to a very scended from, or rather is the re-incarnation of, an ancestor who
times. Each
few cases, in which the designs may seem to be lived in what are known as the Alcheringa' (q.v.)
of these Alcheringa ancestors is represented as carrying about
arranged in some sort of definite order having some with him or her one of the sacred stones or sticks, which are
in
resemblance to the position of the constellations
Each of these churinga is
called by the Arunta churinga.
the sky, or some appearance of being intended to closely associated with the spirit part of some individual. In
;

'

represent the sun, moon, and planets.
intended
(b) There is the view that they were
for maps of the locality, marking the position of
the neighbouring ratbs, or oppida, for the benefit
of wayfarers, whether the inhabitants themselves
or strangers. This theory is associated with the

names of Greemvell and Wilkinson in England,
and of Graves in Ireland, and was definitely applied
by the latter to the Irish examples.

is also the view that they were a primior at least of communicating
This
ideas.
theory was propounded by llivettCarnac as an appendage or alternative to his theory
that they were connected with Kragram-worship.
In 1903 he read a paper before the Royal Asiatic
Society entitled 'Cup-marks as an archaic Form
of Inscription,' in winch he suggested that they
were a very ancient form of writing.'
In discussing our own theory we shall see how
these two ideas may be combined, by a reference
not only to the evidence from Australia, but also
to the 'painted pebbles,' with alphabetiform signs,
which Piette discovered in the cave of Mas d'Azil
in the Pyrenees, and which belong to the Palaeolithic Age, and to the similar signs found on and
in dolmens in Portugal in the same year, down to
the signs which distinguish the work turned out
by modern potteries in civilized lands. It may be
noted here that Wood-Martin also had already
suggested that cup- and ring-markings might be
the first step made by primitive man towards
(c)

tive

There

mode of writing,

'

'

writing' {Pagan Ireland, p. 571). E. Cartailhac
had made the same suggestion in 1889 in his La
France prthistorique dapris les sipulturcs et les

monuments (p. 247).
thrown
3. Cup- and ring-markings, in the light
upon them by recent research and discoveries
and
Central
of
Northern
native
races
the
among
Australia.

— In the year 1899, Spencer-Gillen's epoch-

making book on The Native Tribes of Central
It was followed in 1904
Australia was published.
by the same authors' Northern Tribes of Central
same
and
in
the
Australia,
year A. W. Howitt's
Native Tribes of South-East Australia was pubThese, with K. Langloh Parker's The
Euahlayi Tribe (London, 1905), and the researches
H. Mathews and other travellers and observers, are our authorities on the tribal and
social arrangements and customs of the Australian

lished.

of K.

aborigines.
The characteristic feature of all these tribes is

the place where they originated or stayed, as in the case of some
of the Witchetty Grub people, or where they camped in their
wanderings, there were found what the natives call oknunikilla,
At each of these spots a certain numi.e. local totem centres.
ber of the Alcheringa ancestors went into the ground, each
carrying his churinga with him. His body died, but some
natural feature, such as a tree or rock, rose to mark the spot,
Thus the
while his spirit part remained in the churinga.
country is dotted over with these oknanikilla, each one connected with one totem. The rock or the tree marking the
and
it is this idea
abode
is
known
as
the
nanja,
spirit's
spirit's
of spirit individuals associated witli the churinga, and resident
in certain definite spots, which is at the root of the totemio
system of the Arunta tribe. These spirits are ever waiting to
be re-born, and consequently they are ever on the look-out for
likely

women through whom

they

may

receive re-incarnation.

Hence arises the most curious feature of Arunta beliefs, and the
most marked characteristic of their life. They are entirely
Acignorant of the meaning and effect of sexual intercourse.
cording to their belief, it has nothing to do with the actual pro-

duction of offspring at best it only prepares the woman for the
entry of the spirit-child. Consequently a woman never knows
when a spirit-child may enter her womb, and, as a result,
wherever she may become aware that she has conceived a child
it belongs to the totem of that locality irrespective of the totem
to which she or her husband may belong. Hence, among the
Arunta the exogamous classes are totally distinct from the
totemic clans. The child inherits the churinga nanja of his
ancestral spirit, and consequently belongs to his own ancestral
totem. In some localities the spirits are particularly active, in
others they are more otiose, but the result is the same in all
cases when the spirit-child enters a woman, the churinga is
dropped. When the child is born, the mother tells the father
the position of the tree or rock near to which she supposes the
child to have entered her, and he and his friends then search
This is usually, but not always,
for the dropped churinga.
supposed to be a stone one marked with the device peculiar to
the totem of the spot, and therefore of the new-born child. If
it should not be found, as is sometimes the case, a wooden one
is made from the tree nearest to the nanja, and the device
peculiar to the totem is carved upon it.
In each oknanikilla, or local totem centre, there is a spot
known as the ertnatulunga. This is the sacred storehouse,
usually some cave or crevice in some unfrequented spot among
the hills carefully concealed. In it are numbers of the churinga,
often carefully tied up in bundles. (With this custom and the
ideas connected with it, Frazer [' Folklore in the Old Testament,'
in Anthropological Essays presented to E. B. Tylor, Oxf. 1907]
compares the phrase used in 1 S 2523.) The name churinga, it
No
should be noted, means a sacred and secret emblem.
woman, under pain of death, may ever pry into the secrets of
the ertnatulunga boys on initiation at puberty are allowed to
the
of
is
it
ceremony
handle
their
see and
part
churinga nanja
of admission to the mysteries of the tribe— but only a part.
Another and very important part is the painting on face and
body of the youth who has successfully passed through the
ceremonies of initiation, and is considered worthy of the honour,
with the device peculiar to his totem, and he is then taken to
the ertnatulunga. The old women know that he has been there,
To the younger
though they know nothing of the ceremonies.
women it is a matter of the deepest mystery, for no woman dare
and near
approach the gap in which is the sacred rock-painting,
to which lies the ertnatulunga.
;

—

;

;

The above description of the beliefs and ceremonies of tbe Arunta was necessary to the full
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our subject, and

AND RING-MARKINGS

has brought
understanding
These are not
us at last to rock-paintings.
have
been
noted all
to
Arunta
the
they
peculiar
over Australia. But those previously described
are not of the special type which concerns our purThese
pose, which are found among the Arunta.
rock-paintings fall into two groups (a) ordinary
similar
to
those
rock-drawings
already known, and
corresponding with the drawings of the Palaeolithic
the
cave-people,
primitive Egyptians, Italians,
and others, in many parts of the world, and the
Bushmen among modern savages ; and (b) certain
other drawings which belong to a class of designs
called churinga ilkinia, and regarded as sacred, or
secret, mysteries, because they are associated with
the totems.
Each local totemic group has certain
of these belonging to the group, and preserved on
rock surfaces which are strictly tabu to the women,
The designs on
children, and uninitiated men.
these churinga ilkinia, as on the churinga nanja,
are each distinctive of some special totem, and are
Now these
so understood by the initiated natives.
special totemic designs of the Arunta consist of
precisely the same patterns as the rock-sculpturings
of

it

;

:

or paintings which are the subject of this article.
They may all be classed as cup- and ring-markings.
There is the central dot corresponding to the cup,
surrounded by concentric circles or semi-circles,

and arranged in varying patterns, sometimes joined
by lines which run through and connect them,
1
exactly as the ducts do in the sculpturings, and
each varying pattern has its own distinctive meanOne
ing which the native at once recognizes.
pattern belongs to the Witchetty Grub totem,
while others belong to the Emu, Kangaroo, Plumtree, Snake, Sun, Moon, etc., totems, as the case

may

be.

Considering, then, that primitive man may be
held to have everywhere, though with local modifications, passed through the same or similar stages
in his evolution from the lower to the higher plane
of social organization, we may hold that we are
justified in assuming that in these Arunta drawings

and designs, with their well-known and recognized
significance, we have, as Wood-Martin suggested
(Pagan Ireland, p. 47, note), the solution of our
problem, and may with confidence assert that the
basal meaning of cup- and ring-markings, wherever
found, whether belonging to pre-historic primitive
man in Europe or Asia, or to modern primitive
man in Australia, is not religious, but social that,
wherever found, they were totemic in their origin,
and are connected with magic but not with
;

religion.

Thus these mysterious
said to constitute the

'

signs may with justice be
heraldry of primitive man,'

and they would be known and understood by all
whom it might concern, even as the Arunta understand them to-day, just as the followers of a
mediaeval knight, his squires and men-at-arms,

recognized the blazon on the shield of their lord,
or the crest on his helmet in battle or joust, or
the pennon fluttering from his castle keep, and as
the flag is recognized among civilized nations at
the present day.
It would take us too far to trace the possible
connexion between the now discovered totemic
significance of cup- and ring-markings and the
lihgam-cult or Nature-worship of a later stage of
culture, but we may note the primitive phase of
this idea in the Arunta theory of the spirit-child
conceived beside some sacred rock or tree.
similar notion meets us, as Rivett-Carnac points
out, in Switzerland and
Italy, and probably
further research would find it elsewhere also. The

A

Mvmro (op. cit. p. 219) says, 'The cup-and-ring with gutter
channels has not been found outside the British Isles,' but iu
Australia the line represents the 'gutter channel.'
1

totem of the locality

spirit-child belongs to the

—

in

which it is conceived, and the churinga both the
nanja, the portable stone or stick, and the ilkinia,
the rock-drawing, each sacred and secret is the
totem-badge, bearing the special design peculiar
to that totem.
Here we have its living and present
Ancient rocks and stones inscribed
significance.
with cup- and ring-markings are in many parts of
Europe associated with ideas belonging to the
worship of the generative powers. Menhirs and
monoliths not only have those marks, but are themselves symbolic of the mystery of the reproduction
of life.
In Switzerland they are still known as
the babies' stone,' and, bearing this primitive
notion in mind, we may see a justification for
describing simple cup-markings on standing stones
as representing inverted female breasts, as is done
in art. Canaanites (vol. iii. p. 178*).
With the
same association of ideas in Brittany and other
Celtic districts, childless women bring offerings
to the menhir, and more than one standing-stone
has been christianized by the placing of a cross

—

'

upon its summit.
Finally, it is quite possible that in cup- and ringmarkings we also behold one of the earliest efforts
of mankind to convey ideas by means of signs, and
that in this sense therefore they are a form of writThe Arunta read their meaning both in the
ing.
rock-paintings, the churinga ilkinia, and upon the
sacred sticks or stones, the churinga nanja, and
indeed have been known on occasion to employ
'

the latter as message-sticks or stones,'
in their case the churinga is more in the

although
nature of
a safe-conduct, rendering the bearer tabu, than an
actual means of conveying ideas.
Other tribes, as
the Itchimundi, employ real message-sticks, but
are
a
kind
of
to
mark the heads
they
merely
tally
of the message, and the markings have no special
as
conventional
to
meaning
signs
convey a definite
announcement. Still these signs, and such as the
Palaeolithic folk inscribed on the pebbles at Mas
d'Azil, or such as are found on Neolithic dolmens
in Portugal and in certain parts of Scotland, may
lie at the root of the alphabets of the yEgean, and
form the germ of our European alphabets. But,
if cup- and ring-markings are to be taken at all as
a method of conveying ideas, i.e. as a method of
writing, it can only be of the very rudest, compared with which oghams and runes are finished
It is better to take them simply as
alphabets.
totemic signs, having regard to their Arunta
affinity, and to relate them to heraldic tokens and
modern potters' marks as being tribal and family
badges and marks of ownership.

—
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CURSING AND BLESSING.— I.

Introduc-

—

Cursing and blessing are perfect opposites,
and are therefore appropriately taken together for
The preponderance of
analysis and description.
tory.

evil-wishing over good-wishing is obvious, but deserves consideration. Like the preponderance of

over good spirits in early religions, it
points to absence of harmony or failure of adaptation in the relations of man to Nature and of man
But this very defect may be a condition
to man.
of progress, a mark of the struggle.
The habit, in its twofold or polar aspect, is universal both in ordinary social life and in religion,
evil spirits

organized and unorganized.

transcends all distinctions of race, and is, in fact, a permanent outcome of the working together of language and
thought for by this double mechanism are expressed wish and will, desire and determination,
in that form which is, as it were, midway between
psychosis and action. This does not imply that
verbal utterance is a stage preceding action we
describe it as intermediate, just because cursing
and blessing in their earlier forms have the appearance of being based on an unconscious theory that
the word is nearer the end than is the wish, and
that the act alone reaches, or rather is, the end.
It follows that, in the fluid state of categorical
It

;

'

A

distinction, in fact, between magic and religion,
as the form of man's relation to his environment,
seems to be a matter of temperament rather than
of time.
Two types certainly exist for cursing
and blessing, and they will be fully discussed below;
here it is premised that we have no right to
assume the priority of the magical type, or even
its exclusion, simultaneously, of the religious.
There are, moreover, many neutral cases.
2.

;

thought which we assume for early culture, it
would be both easy and natural to assimilate the
spoken wish to the realized fact, by any appropriate
means. Such artificial actualizing of the blessing

or the curse is typical of all except the higher
It will be illustrated
stages of the evolution.
later on. In passing, we may note that to describe
such assimilation as a 'material' or 'concrete'
tendency, or to describe the primitive mind as
being essentially materialistic,' is to draw a false
In view of the very rudimentary
distinction.
analysis of natural laws and of mental categories
arrived at by early man, it is better to describe
his mental operations by some such term as holopsychosis, or whole-thinking,' just as his language
has been described as holophrastic. All the components are there, but they have not yet been
resolved. The examples cited below will illustrate
this also, besides serving to indicate that some of
the earliest cases of human expression are actually less material and less concrete than the latest.
The curse and the blessing are an excellent example of a product of the two powers thought
and word (or logos)— and of the inhibition of such
a product from becoming fact.
The reasons for
the inhibition need no description they are, however, the defining conditions of the curse or blessing
as such, though these conditions are always, as it
were, about to be transcended. This result is most
conspicuous at the highest point of the curve traced
by the general habit, and corresponding to a stage
when words, as such, possess more moment than
they do either before or after. As distinguished
from desire on the one band and from actualization (in artificial embodiment) on the other, the
curse or the blessing is the spoken word.
may
well suppose that the ascription to words of such
super-verbal potency as a typical curse involves
coincides with a period of mental evolution, and of
linguistic evolution, when man became at last
completely conscious of the power of speech,' of
the faculty which he had so laboriously
acquired.
Then the word was res, not nomen. The arrival
at such a point of realization amounts to a
crystallizing out of at least one important category from
'

'

'

'

—

;

We

'
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the primal fluid of nervous life. It will he noticed
that, if terms like 'concrete' and 'material' are
employed, we must admit that the half-civilized
and highly organized Moor is more ' primitive
than the lowest savage.
It also seems to the writer an unnecessary and
illegitimate proceeding to draw a sharp division
between the magical and the religious blessing or
curse, or to assign priority to the former type.
savage Australian may curse his fellow mentally
or verbally, in a form as far removed from magic
as profane swearing among civilized men is from
religion. Or, again, if he has a god, he may invoke
him to execute his spoken wish. On the other
hand, we find the higher religions frequently adopting a magical form ; and we can sometimes trace
the religious form passing into the magical. The

General character.

—A

curse or blessing

is

a wish, expressed in words, that evil or good may
befall a certain person. The wish may be expressed
by a god or spirit, in which case it is a fiat, and is
wish, will, and fact in one. It may be expressed
for the speaker's own good or ill. It may be, again,
a mere wish or will or an appeal to another (usually a supernatural) person to execute it; or accompanied by, or embodied in, a material object. This
may be an image of the result desired a vehicle of
transmission an object representing the curse or
the blessing or a physical action by the speaker
to|or towards the intended person.
;

;

;

;

For the uttered wish without condition, reference, or assimiwe may compare the case vividly described by
Turner. The Samoan has a system of organized cursing, but at
times he resorts to the natural method, and curses on his own
responsibility.
Discovering a theft from his garden, he shouts
in a loud voice, May fire blast the eyes of the person who has
stolen my bananas
The cry rang throughout the adjacent
plantations, and made the thief tremble. They dreaded 6uch
uttered imprecations.' 1 In Luang-Sermata, usual curses are:
Evil shall devour you
and so
Lightning shall strike you
on. 2 Such is the type of the simple curse or blessing found in
all races, and surviving belief in magic and in
supernatural
sanctions among the unthinking members of the highest
lative action,

'

'

'

i

'

'

!

!

civilization.

When accompanied by a material vehicle or
or action, assimilative or assisting
or symbolic, the adhesions of the wish become
innumerable, for it links itself to the phenomena
of every form of tabu, magic, and symbolism.
At
the back of all these there is the primary connexion
embodiment

with ncuro-muscular discharge. Here the wish may
be simultaneous with, or subsequent to, the impulsive action, just as will may be not prior to,
but accompanying or following, an action of which
it is the cerebral echo.
In Melanesia the act of blessing involves the bestowal of mana
by physical contact. A man will give a boy a start in the world
by placing his hand on the boy's head, thus imparting to him
a portion of his own mysterious power. 3 In the Solomon
Islands, inland people are supposed to have more mana than
coast people. When they go down to the coast, they considerately avoid spreading out their fingers, for to point the fingers
at a man is to shoot him with a 'charm.' 4
the
Blessinjr among
Masai consisted of spitting upon the recipient." Far more
common is the use of this vehicle for the curse, or as a symbol
6
of contempt or insult.
So the Masai spat while cursing. 'If
a man while
in his enemy's eyes, blindness is
cursing spits
supposed to follow.'' The Sakai are believed to be able to do
I il. Turner, Samoa, Lond. 1SS4, p. 184.
* J. G. F.
Riedel, De sluik- en kroesharige rassen,
p. 317.
3 R. H.
x. [1881] 285.
Codrington,
> lb. 303.

Hague,

1886,

JAI

6 J.

«

Thomson, Through Masai Land, Lond.

1887, p. 165

Riedel, 259, 295, 400.

7 S.

L.

and H. Hinde, Last of the Masai,

1901, p. 48.
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injury by 'sendings' and 'pointings.' 1 Among the Fiort of
West Africa, a sale of property becomes complete when the
seller has blessed the article sold.
He raises his hands to his
arm-pits, and throws them out towards the buyer. Then he
This ceremony is called
breathes or blows over the article.
'
ku vana mulct, giving the breath,' and is equivalent, says
Dennett, to a 'God bless thee.* 2 It seems rather to be a personal imposition of the speaker's good-will upon both buyer and
thing bought, without any supernatural reference. There is
here as yet no symbolism the intention is immediate. Ex'

'

;

amples of symbolism might be multiplied indefinitely. The
shaking off of the dust of the feet is a familiar case. In Morocco
a suppliant at the sly id of a saint will call down misfortune upon
an enemy by sweeping the floor with his cloak, praying that the
enemy may be swept likewise. 3 It is hardly necessary to point
out that mere impulsive action, deliberate magic, and symbolism
Bhade into each other continually.
Among the Hebrews, a blessing was imparted by the imposition of hands.** In blessing a multitude, the hands were uplifted. 5 Refinements are inevitable
thus, in the Greek Church
the gesture of benediction is made with the right hand, the
thumb touching the tip of the ring-finger, the other fingers
being erected. In the Latin use, the thumb, fore, and middle
fingers are erected, the others being doubled on the palm of the
hand. In the Rabbinical blessing, the priest places the fingers
of both hands in pairs— the forefinger with the middle, the
ring with the little finger, the tips of the thumbs, and the tips
of the forefingers, respectively touching one another: thus the
:

ten fingers are in six divisions.
Other components of the wish, as it becomes a rite, may also
undergo differentiation. Thus the Talmud holds that the mere
power of the spoken word is efficacious. 6 The priest pronounces
the blessing in a loud voice. So, in Islam, an important detail
is the audibleness of the benediction.
The Talmud also speaks
of cursing by an angry look. This needs to be fixed.
Such a
curse has been described as a mental curse.'? The YaSts have
a remarkable dualistic personification 'the cursing Thought'
of the Law of Mazda; the 'strong cursing thought of the wise
man, opposing foes in the shape of a boar, a sharp-toothed
he-boar, a sharp-jawed boar, that kills at one stroke, pursuing,
wrathful, with a dripping face, strong and swift to run, and
rushing all around.* On the other hand is the personification
of ' the pious and good Blessing.' This Blessing (dfriti) is twofold—by thought and by words. It is notable that the blessing
by words is the more powerful ; but the curse (upamana) by
thought is more powerful than that by words. 8
'

—

The indeterminate character of primitive thought
makes interchange easy between thought, idea,
and act, and also between mechanical,
and verbal force. Thus a curse or blesspsychical,
ing may be regarded now as a spirit, now as a
word,

now

as a word, but in each case it is charged
thing,
with energy. Or, again, it may be regarded as
travelling along a material or psychical conductor,
or as embodied in a material object, its energy
then being potential, ready to become kinetic when
discharged. It is important to note that these
early views are held in comparatively late culture,
especially in religion, and there show every sign
of being living beliefs, not survivals.
When we remember the emphasis laid in all but
the latest culture on words and names, we can
appreciate the confusion, or rather the shifting,
between the material and the verbal notion of a
ourse or blessing. Thus, in whatever form it is expressed, the curse or blessing, like all expressions
of an idea enforced by strong emotion, has a
dynamical certainty. Irish folklore has it that a
curse once uttered must alight on something ; it

and may descend
was aimed at if his

will float in the air seven years,

any moment on the party

it

;

guardian angel but forsake him, it takes forthwith
the shab-e of some misfortune, sickness, or tempta9
tion, and strikes his devoted head.
Curses
in old Teutonic proverbs
operate
10
What
quickly'; they are 'not to be turned aside.'
Grimm describes as the 'savage heartiness' of the
curses which he records is the emotional force
which has so much to do with making an impression,
i Skeat and
Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay Pet) insula,
'

*

*

Lend. 1906, ii. 199.
2 R. E.
Dennett, At the Pack of the Black Man's Mind, Ixmd.
190C, p. 48.

whether

in the direction of 'suggestion' to the
victim or, generally, of the ascription of 'power'
word or act. Emotional force as a factor in
the making both of magic and of religion deserves
recognition. It is well illustrated by blessings and
when their forms are
cursings in their growth
fixed, naturally the form is everything, and a curse
uttered casually and without heat may still be
efficacious. To tlie priestly blessing in the synagogue
magical powers were ascribed, and the OT states
that the word once pronounced is irrevocable. 1
The Talmud warns against looking at the priest
while he is pronouncing the blessing, for 'the
glory of God is on him.' It is a natural process of
suggestion working through strength of emotion,
fear of ill-will and enmity, and reinforced by a
complex of associated ideas relating to the essence
of words and the energy of souls, that gives to the
curse or blessing its independent 'power.' As it

to the

;

put by Westermarck, this

is

'purely magical power, independent of any superhuman will
is rooted in the close association between the wish, more
particularly the spoken wish, and the idea of its fulfilment.
The wish is looked upon in the light of energy which may be
transferred by material contact, or by the eye, or by means of
speech to the person concerned, and then becomes a fact.
This process, however, is not taken quite as a matter of course ;
there is alwaj's some mystery about it.' 2

...

—

Just as sin is looked upon as a substance charged
with injurious energy,' so the curse is a baneful
3
substance,' like the materially conceived badi of
the Malays, and the l-bas of the Moors. Good and
evil in all but the higher stages of thought are
constantly 'embodied,' either by analogy, personi'

'

much more normal and prevalent
mode of mere mental objectitication. To illustrate
this last we may compare the precisely identical
fication, or the

method, used in science, of conceiving

Tylor, Oxford, 1907, p. 371.
6 r jV
*Gn48'7, ML 1013,
922, Lk24»0.
6 Ber.
1 O. Levias, in JE, s.v.
19rt, 56a.
'Cursing.'
«
xxiii. (' Zend-Avesta.' ii.) 12, 153.
y
Wood-Martin, Elder Faiths of Inland, Lond. 1902, ii. 57 f.
10
Grimm, Teat. Myth. (Kng. od., Lond. 188S) iv. 1690.
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of

a force

as a graphic straight line.
This conception is characteristic of the curse

and blessing

in their social

and

religious history.

Arabs when being cursed will lie on the ground that the curse
may fly over them.* Among the Nandi, if a son refuses to obey
*

his father in any serious matter, the father solemnly strikes the
sou with his fur mantle. This is equivalent to a most serious
curse, and is supposed to be fatal to the son unless he obtains
forgiveness, which he can only do by sacrificing a goat before
his father.' 6 Berbers strip before taking an oath, to prevent
'
it from clinging to their clothes. 6 Plato speaks of being tainted
*
'
8
by a curse.' ' Arabs fear the magical nature of an oath. The
'water of jealousy' was believed by the Hebrews, as causing a
curse, to go into the bowels, to make the belly to swell, and the
9
The Kachinzes 'bless' their huts by sprinkling
thigh to rot.
them with milk. 1 " The Nubians, before eating the tongue of an
animal, cut off the tip, believing that 'here is the seat of all
curses and evil wishes.' 11 Among the islanders of Leti, Moa,
and Lakor, a man who has quarrelled with a woman is afraid
to go to war lest her curses may bring death. 13
Hence the recipient of a curse is anxious to neutralize or
divert it. In the last case cited the man is at pains to secure
forgiveness by making presents to the woman. In Melanesia
the curse is an engine of authority. A chief will curse a man
by way of a legal 'injunction' ; the matter is put right by the
method of tola, the offering of a gift. On receiving this, the
chief sacrifices to the spirit, lio'a, on whose power his curse
rested. ia In Samoa there is the same system, particularly for
the enforcement of the rights of property. In a case of theft,
the injured party gives the priest a fee of mats. The priest
curses the thief the latter, to avoid the otherwise inevitable
result of sickness or death, deposits at the door of the priest an
equivalent for the stolen property. Then the priest prays over
'the death bowl' that the curse may be 'reversed.' 14 The
Maoris employed an elaborate ritual for cursing and its reversal.
;

Thelatterwas u-hakahokitu thetohtmga employed tocounteract
the curse chanted a karakia containing such words as these
*
Great curse, long cursp,
;

:

Great T.iau, "binding curse,

^ome

hither, sacred spell

1

Cause the curser to lie low
In gloomy night !' 15
1

4

3

Westermarck, 'L'Ar. or the Transference of Conditional
Curses in Morocco,' Anthrojwhgical Exsays presented to 8. h\
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CURSING AND BLESSING
The Todas have a curiouB ceremony for anticipating mischief
to the sacred cattle. The point of the rite is that the assistant
in the dairy, the kaitmokh, is cursed and then the curse is at
once removed. The dairy-priest, the palul, pours milk and
clarified butter into the outstretched hands of the Jutftmokh,
who rubs it over his head and whole body. The palol chants a

curse
hill

'
:

fall

Die

may

he

;

down on him

;

tiger catch him ; snake bite him ; steep
river fall on him ; wild boar bite him !'

liners iniers that the kaltmokh is being made responsible
for any offence which may have been committed against the
.
The kaltmokh having been cursed, and so made
dairies.
.
responsible, the curse is then removed in order to avoid the
evil consequences which would befall the boy if this were not
'

eta

.

1
Toda sorcerers impose diseases by cursing-spells,
*
and remove them with some such formula as, May this be well
disease leave!' 2
Thus a blessing may neutralize a curse.
Hicah's mother cursed her son for his theft when he confessed,

done.'

So far, we have cases in which the curse or
blessing preserves its mental or verbal character,
'mental' being taken to include artistic materialFor the corse
ization, as in sympathetic magic,
or blessing, as such, is distinguished from physical
injury or physical benefit precisely because it
stops short of physical action by the subject upon
the object. But the two were bound to be combined ; the mixed type of curse and blessing is as
common as the pure, and in certain stages of
culture is considered to be the more etlicaciinis.

The bestowal

;

Blessings and curses are capable both of descent
of ascent, genealogically.
Thus, we find it
stated in Sir 23" that 'the scourge shall not depart
from his house' ; and in Pr 20 7 'a just man that
walketh in his integrity, blessed are his children
after him.'
The Basutos appear to have the belief in the descent of the
4
curse; Casalis compares it with the case of Noah and Ham.
The Greek conception of the Erinyes laid stress on this a curse
might work down to the grandchildren, and even utterly
5
bid
and
cook
to
a
race.
the
Maoris,
you go
extirpate
Among
your father would be a great curse, but to tell a person to go
and cook his great-grandfather would be far worse, because it
;

'

who has sprung from hiui.'s
The energy of a curse may spread. As Irish
folklore puts it, it 'must alight on something.'
Plato speaks of it tainting everything with which
it comes in contact.
The Bedawin will not take an oath within or near the camp,
'
because the magical nature of the oath might prove pernicious
to the general body of Arabs, were it to take place in their
vicinity. 7 The Moors hold that it is bad even to be present
when an oath is taken.' 8
remarkable detail is very commonly found,
namely, that ' a curse may return to the man who
uttered it.
Curses, like chickens, come home to
'
roost ; ' they turn home as birds to their nest. 8
The Karens have a story to the following eil'ect
'There was a man who had ten children, and he cursed one
but the curse
of his brethren, who had done him no injury
did the man no harm, and he did not die. Then the curse
returned to the man who sent it, and all his ten children died.' 10
Here there is a moral valuation, but the earlier
non-moral conception of the intrinsic energy of the
With it
curse constitutes the point of the story.
may be compared the Roman notion that certain
imprecations were so awful that even the utterer
suffered as well as his victim. 11
As with the force of tabu and similar conceptions, physical contact is the most efficacious
means of transmission.' If we regard the curse
or blessing as being the mental idea of a desired
material result, then, like all ideas in an impulsive brain, it produces motor energy in the form
both of words and of action. Thus, besides the
uttered form, we have, by association, paths of
realization by means of sympathetic or symbolic
action.
Examples have been cited of such 'assisting' of the wish, by gestures, direct or indirect.
included every individual

'

A

'

:

;

have also, by association, the more highly
differentiated method of sympathetic or symbolic
material model or symbol of the
creation.
result is desiderated as a pre-embodiment of it
later this becomes a cause and a guarantee of the
result.
The simplest form of this method is the
use of the 'wax image.'
In this, model and
symbol shade into one another. The image represents the recipient, and the utterer of the wish
either utters it over the image, or works upon the
image the material result wished for.
1
Rivers, The Todas, 1906, p. 138 ff.
2 lb. 260.
3
jg 173.

A

;

*
6
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'

'

'

end of which

is attached his protector, each should
regard the string as a bridge or a wire for transmission.
But it would be more logical to credit
them with a correct, than an incorrect, application
of a physical law, and to argue that they consider
will to be conducted by any part of the ether
rather than by the wire. It seems more consistent
with the evidence to regard these conductors as
being merely the nearest thing to physical contact.
The sense of touch is bound up with all
direct physical action upon an object, well-doing
'

'

and

ill-doing, and colours all ideas of it. Similarly,
of curses acting at a distance in
the case of the Australian sorcerer at a hundred
miles we are not entitled to credit the belief with
a reasoned or even unconscious substratum of a
quasi-scientific theory of the velocity and displacement of an imprecatory particle.
It is quite
possible that in the case of conductors of various
we have
such
as
food
and
drink,
magical 'forces,'
to deal as much with the associational idea of
property as with that of kinship, or of contagion.
With this proviso, such metaphors may be emWesterinarck writes
ployed.

—

when we read

—

'

'

:

The

wish or a curse depends not only upon the
possesses from the beginning, owing to certain
qualities in the person from whom it originates, but also on the
vehicle by which it is conducted just as the strength of an
'

efficacy of a

potency which

it

—

electric shock depends both on the original intensity of the
current and on the condition of the conductor. As particularly
efficient conductors are regarded blood, bodily contact, food,

and

drink.'

As

1

early types of the ideas, referred to above,

which are connected with that of the fulfilment
a wish, we may cite the following

i.

of

:

A

'

If this were your (his
Maori would say to a stone
Or
enemy's) brain, how very sweet would be my eating of it.
he might call any object by the name of his enemy, and then
proceed to strike or insult it. This process was a curse,' tapa
tapa, or tuku tukufi Here is the material for the development
In the Toda
of the image-method and the syuibol-method.
curse the recipient apparently has it rubbed into his body with
milk and butter. It is quite legitimate to regard this as a case
where the sound and the breath touch the food, and hence the
:

'

'

'

'

conditional curse to the
recipient. The Moor transmits his
appealed to for protection by grasping him with his hands,
or by touching him with his turban or a fold of his dress, even by
In short, he establishes some
grasping his child or his horse.
kind of contact with the other person.' 3 Psychologically it is a
case of prolepsis rather than the conduction of a curse whose
fulfilment is only contingent. Similarly the Moorish suppliant
may slay an animal at the door of the man. If the latter steps
over the blood, or merely sees it, he incurs a conditional curse.
Such a curse may be involved in the food eaten at a meal to
seal a compact. The phrase runs that the food will repay
him who breaks it. The eaten food 'embodies a conditional
curse.' 4 Conversely, for, as Westermarek puts it, 'the magic
wire may conduct imprecations in either direction,' if a Moor
not
gives food or drink to another, it is considered dangerous,
"
only for the recipient to receive it without saying In the name
of God," but also for the giver to give it without uttering the
same formula by way of precaution.' B In the case of a stranger
receiving milk, it is held that, should he misbehave, the drink
would cause his knees to swell.' 6
'

man

'

'

'

'

'

Ml

when

efficacious

it touches
dealing with

confers

When

it.

'

'

'

We

more

the man who
vehicles and
media of curses and blessings, we are not entitled to suppose that even in their highest development the mind is conscious of a process of conduction.' To us it appears obvious that, when a
suppliant holds one end of a string to the other

receives

and

of a blessing is

man who

the

;

she rendered the curse ineffective by a blessing. 3

59.
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On

similar principles a curse may be applied to
something that has belonged to the recipient, or
to something that may come in his way.
The aborigines of Victoria 'believe that if an enemy pets

such
possession of anything that has belonged to them, even
things as bones of animals which they have eaten, broken
weapons, feathers, portions of dress, pieces of skin, or refuse of
any kind, he can employ it as a charm to produce illness in
the person to whom it belonged. They are, therefore, very
careful to burn up all rubbish or uncleanness before leaving a
camping-place. Should anything belonging to an unfriendly
tribe be found at any time, it is given to the chief, who preserves it as a means of injuring the enemy. This wuulon is lent
to any one of the tribe who wishes to vent his spite against anyone belonging to the unfriendly tribe. When used as a charm,
the wuulon is rubbed over with emu fat, mixed with red clay,
and tied to the point of a spear-thrower, which is stuck upright
in the ground before the camp-fire. The company sit round
watching it, but at such a distance that their shadows cannot
fall on it.
They keep chanting imprecations on the enemy till
the spear-thrower turns round and falls in his direction.' *

This example contains in solution a good many
There
of the principles connected with cursing.
is also the buried curse.
In Temmber one can make a man ill by burying in his path
such objects as sharp stones or thorns, uttering a curse
during the burial. These articles are extracted later from the
victim's body by the surgeon. 2 In the neighbouring islands of
Leti, Moa, and Lakor, the buried articles are pieces of sirih from
The cursing
the victim's own box, or a scrap of his hair.
accompanies the burial, but there is no need to place the
embodied curse in the man's path. Burial is enough, for here
the object buried is a part of the man. 3
Thus we come back to the symbolized result.
'

'

Again, in connexion with tabu upon property,
Codrington observes that in Melanesia
*

a tarnbu approaches to a curse, when it is a prohibition resting
of an unseen power,' that, namely, of the
In Ceram a trespasser incurs the sickness wished or
In
it in a tabu-mark. 5
Samoa the 'silent hieroglyphic taboo,' or tapui, contains a
curse; thus, the white shark tabu, a coco-palm leaf cut to
represent a shark, contains the wish, May the thief be eaten by
a white shark '6

on the invocation
tindalo.*

determined by the owner who embodied
'

!

Even before the

ethical stage of the curse or
reached, their force varies, chiefly
There
character
of the wisher.
to
the
according
is, of course, to begin with, the mere
power of the
word or of the wish ; and the curse of any one,
*
however ignorant' he may be, is not to be dis7
regarded.
But, as a rule, superiority of personal
power or position increases the power of the blessing or the curse.
Among the Tongans the curses of a superior possessed great
is

blessing

'

'

the party who curses is considerably lower in rank
efficacy
than the party cursed,' the curse had no effect. 8 ' Without any
8 The principle of the
dispute the less is blessed of the better.*
whakahokitu ceremony of the Maoris is that a curse will yield
to the mana of a man who can summon a more powerful atua
than that of the original curser. 10
'

if

;

The importance and influence of parents, especially of the father, have an enormous etl'ect.
The Nandi regard a father's curse as being 'most serious.' 11
Among the Mpongwe there is nothing which a young person
so nuu'h deprecates as the curse of an aged person, and
12 The Moorish
proverb has
especially that of a revered father.'
it that 'if the saints curse you the parents will cure you, hut
The
if the parents curse you the saints will not cure you.' 13
'

Hebrew belief in the inevitable efficacy of a father's blessing or
curse was remarkable. The blessing was regarded as an invaluable heritage. 'In deed and word honour thy father, that
a blessing may come upon thee from him. For the blessing of
the father establisheth the houses of children but the curse of
the mother rooteth out the foundations.' 14 From this passage
it has been suggested that
the reward which in the Fifth
Commandment is held out to respectful children was originally
a result of parental blessings.' 16 The Scots proverb is similar
A faither's blessin" bigs the toun
A mither's curse can ding it doun.' i"
In Greece such beliefs were no less Btrong. Plato puts it that
the curses of parents are, as they ought to be, mighty niram^t
their children, as no others are.' And he instances the cursing
The man
of their sons by (Edipus, Amyntor, and Theseus.

who

assaulted his parent was polluted by a curse.i According
to the Koreans, 'curses and disgrace in this life and the hottest
hell in the world hereafter are the penalties of the disobedient
or neglectful child.' -

The last two cases show the automatic production
a curse hy the sin itself a notion distinctly
tending towards the ethical development of these

—

of

relations.
The Barea and

Kunama believe that the blessing of the old
people is necessary for the success of any undertaking, and that
their curse is inevitably efficacious. 3 Even elder brothers and
sisters among the Greeks had the preponderance in this respect
over the younger
the Erinyes always follow the elder-born.' 4
'

;
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In Muhainmadan countries
the curses of
priest or wizard.
"
saints or sharifs are particularly feared. 1

The

belief in the

of curses

power

and blessings

has a striking and widely extended application in
the relations of the well-to-do with the poor and
needy, and of the host with the guest. In the former
case the idea that the blessing of those who have
nothing else to give, or the curse of those who
have no other remedy, is therefore efficacious, may
have some connexion with the belief and practice.
In the latter case may perhaps be seen a naturally
regardful attitude towards the unknown and therefore mysterious.
He that giveth unto the poor shall not lack but he that
hideth his eyes shall have many a curse.' 18 'Turn not away
'

;

thine eyes from one that asketh of thee, and give none occasion
to a man to curse thee for if he curse thee in the bitterness
of his soul, he that made him will hear his supplication. '1° The
Greek beggar had his Erinys. 20 The Damaras would not think
of eating in the presence of an}' of their tribe without sharing
their meal with all comers, for fear of being visited by a curse
from their Omu-kuru (or deity) and becoming impoverished.' 2 !
In Morocco, itinerant scribes go from house to house, 'receiving presents and invoking blessings' upon the donors. For
the latter it is a profitable bargain, since they would be tenfold
repaid for their gifts through the blessings of the scribes.' A
Moor starting on a journey gives a coin to a beggar at the gate
'so as to receive his blessings.' 22 The Nayadisof Malabar invoke,
in their prayers, blessings upon the higher castes who give
them alms. 2^ Anionjj the Ova-Herero 'no curse is regarded as
heavier than that which one who has been inhospitably treated
would hurl at those who have driven him from the hearth. '24
An offended guest 'might burn the house with the flames of
his anger.' ^ Guests and suppliants had their Erinyes. 28 To
;

'

'

1
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an abundance

—

'

scanner, Tonya

'

to die, 'gives

good things of
among the Hebrews and the Arabs. 7
Among the Bogos the blessing of a father or a master is
essential before taking up an employment or relinquishing it,
a business, or contracting a marriage. s The Moors
engaging in
*
the curse of a husband is as potent as that of a
say that
father.' 9 Westermarck points out that where the father was
invested with sacerdotal functions
as was the case among the
ancient nations of culture his blessings and curses would for
that reason also be efficacious in an exceptional degree.' 10
Obviously the wishes of one who is professionally
in touch with the magical or the supernatural are
more efficacious than those of ordinary men.
'The anathema of a priest,' say the Maoris, is 'a thunderbolt
that an enemy cannot escape.' U A Brahman may punish his
foes by his own power alone/ viz. by his words. 1" A Rajput
raja, being cursed by Brahmans, was 'under a ban of excommunication even among his friends. 13 There is a story that the
curse of a Brahman girl brought a series of disasters on a raja
and his kindred. 14 According to the Talmud, the curse of a
scholar never fails.15 The Gallas dread the dying curse of a

:

p. 64.

when about

chief,

benediction,' a wish for
this world.' *> Similarly

;
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CURSING AND BLESSING
the case of hospitality Westermarck applies the principle of
the 'conditional curse,' 1 which will be discussed below.

Parallel with the case of the poor and needy
that of the servant and the wife.

is

'

In West Africa
the authority which a master exercises over
a slave is very much modified by his constitutional dread of
witchcraft.' 9 'Slander not a servant unto his master, lest he
curse thee.' 3 'Thou shalt not command [thy man-servant or
thy maid-servant] with bitterness of spirit; lest they groan
In Morocco
against thee, and wrath be upon thee from God.' 4
it is considered even a greater calamity to be cursed by a
Shereefa, or female descendant of the Prophet, than to be
cursed by a Shereef.' 5 'The bouses,' says Manu, 'on which
female relations, not being duly honoured, pronounce a curse,
perish completely, as if destroyed by magic' 6
'

'

Special applications.

3.

— The

circumstances in

which blessings or curses are uttered, and the
persons upon whom they are directed, are obviously both numerous and varied. A few special
cases may be cited, which have a bearing upon the
nature of the uttered wish. Children, in particular,
are the recipients of the blessings of parents. 7

The blessing of Ephraim and Manasseh by Jacob became
the Jews the regular formula by which parents blessed

among

their children.
Among the Malagasy, at a circumcision, the
guests present honey and water to the children, and pronounce
8
blessings upon them, such as May they prosper
Among
the Maoris, when a child was a month 'old, the ceremony of
tua was celebrated, in which the tohunga pronounced a karakia
of blessing: 'Breathe quick, thy lung,' etc. 9 Jewish teachers
to-day bless their pupils. In Fiji all prayer was concluded with
Let us live, and let our
malignant requests against the enemy
'

'

!

'

:

10

'

enemies perish

!

The curse is particularly the weapon of the
wronged and oppressed against their more powerful enemies, and of zealots against their bigoted
opponents. In the Bible it is especially forbidden
to curse God, parents, authorities, and the helpless
deaf. 11 To bless God is to praise Him. Yet Orientals
have a tendency to curse God, even on the slightest
12
Blessing the king is
provocation in daily life.
implied or explicit in ceremonies of coronation,

and on solemn occasions.
')

:

my Yajamana'

to

O honeyed and

'

;

divine ones,

mix
'

'

with each other for the strength and vigour of our Yajamana.'
The ceremonies of anointing and the like often involve a blessing.^ In the last example, the vehicle is personified. A Jewish
author records a Roman custom of gagging prisoners, when
condemned to death, to prevent them from cursing the king.'S

The connexion
remarkable. The

food with the practice is
blessing of food came in later
Judaism to be a giving of thanks, and the idea
was that food received gratefully acts as a bless17
The bismillah of Islam has a similar prining.
At an
ciple behind its use in this connexion.
earlier stage, no doubt, the blessing, if used, was
either positive or negative, removing injurious
18
properties, but in either case simply magical.
of

In the Banks Islands an invocation of the dead,' the lataro,
celebrated. Food is thrown for the souls of the dead with
such words as these
They who have charmed your food, have
clubbed you
drag them away to hell, let them be dead.'
In connexion with this is a practice of cursing a man's eating
if an accident befalls the recipient of such a curse, the utterer
says
My curse in eating has worked upon him, he is dead.' 19
Among the Maoris, what was almost a sense of modesty and a
principle of honour grew up about the ideas of food and its
preparation. A typical formula for the counter-curse is:
'
Let the head of the curser
Be baked in the oven,
Served up for food for me,
Dead, and gone to Night 2°
'

is

'

:

.

.

.

'

'

;

'

:

'

!
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that the vapour rose from his head like steam from an oven,'
this remark caused a tribal war. 1
The regular term
for food, kai, was discontinued at Rotorua, because it
happened
to be the name of a chief. To use the term kai would in that.
case have been equivalent to a serious curse against the chief. 2

and that

Down

to a late period in the history of Christi-

was a personal arrangement' the
Church only stepped in to pronounce its blessing
upon the union. The Hebrews had a benediction
both for betrothal and for marriage. 3 The old
Roman marriage by confarrcatio included a bene'When
dictio, formulae for which are extant.
St. Ambrose says that
marriage is sanctified by
'

anity, marriage

;

'

the benediction,' he refers to one case only of a
general practice, lasting through the Middle Ages,
of concluding all private arrangements with a

Tims all sales of goods and property
blessing.
were blessed.
The application of the curse as a protection
of property and as a method of punishing theft

The early Arabs
cursed the thief in order to recover the stolen
4
The method is conspicuous in Samoa.
goods.
Tabu is a prohibition with a curse expressed
or implied.' 6
The embodiment of the wish in
leaf or wooden images is termed in Polynesia
has been incidentally noted.
'

rahui or rani, but we cannot always infer even
the implied wish in prohibitory tabu."
Allied
The
principles inevitably shade into each other.
ancient Babylonian landmarks appear to have
been inscribed with curses, such as
Upon this
man may the great gods Anu, Bel, Ea, and Nusku
look wrathfully, uproot his foundation, and de'

:

The same practice was
stroy his offspring.'
followed by the Greeks. 8 Deuteronomy refers to
the Semitic practice
Cursed be he that removeth
his neighbour's landmark.' 9 Taken over by Christianity, the practice survived, for example, in the
'
English custom of beating the bounds,' in which
the priest invoked curses on him who transgressed, and blessings on him who regarded the
7

'

:

The gods of Egypt bestowed a blessing on the Pharaoh, when
The abb iqeka of
they presented him with the symbol of life. 1
the raja included a blessing, embodied in the consecrated water
'O water, thou art naturally a giver of kingdoms, grant a

kingdom

371

To curse, kanga, was in effect to apply to another man any
word which 'bad reference to food.' It is recorded Mint a
young man, seeing a chief in a copious perspiration, remarked

p. 649.

Some details
trate adhesions

be put together which illusand developments. In Melanesia

may

cursing by way of asseveration is common a man
will deny an accusation 'by' his forbidden food,
or ' by a tindalo. 11 The self-invoked curse, which
we shall discuss below, passes in civilization into
a conditional blessing, as in the English oath,
'So help me, God.' In practical ethics 'profane
swearing' is originally sinful, because of the
irresponsible and unofficial use of the Divine
name ; later its sinfulness is limited to the spirit
of resentment with which it is charged.
In
'
Melanesia, the practice of vivnag, or
sending
oil',' is instructive for comparison with that found
in civilization.
man will say, with a gesture
towards a tree, vawo aru! which is equivalent to
12
telling his enemy to be hanged thereon.
The limits of the blessing are well preserved
in the Catholic distinctions between panis benedictus and panis consenratus, and between benedictio vocaiiva and benedictio constitutiva.
The
earlier principle, as we have seen, was to connect
and
and
execration.
blessing
consecration, cursing
It is in accordance with the extension of this
principle that the curse is embodied in the 'accursed thing,' and that the transgressor of the
:

'

A
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3
4
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prohibition himself becomes the 'accursed thing'
This was the case with Achan, and
or the curse.
with enemies 'devoted' to destruction. 1 On the
same principle a blessed man is a blessing.' s
In the OT accursed (AV), herem, should be devoted' (RV)— devoted to God, not accursed from
God. 3 Similarly with the Greek translation dvd9e/ia.
Such a thing is withdrawn from common use, either
as 'vowed' to God, or as put under a ban, in which
case it has a species of 'holiness.' 4 As a rule, a
In
tiling devoted to destruction is under a curse.
Canon Law the development of anathema into
excommunication is complete.
Here we arrive at the cursings and blessings of
the community. In early culture a headman or
body of old men may represent the community
'

'

'

'

'

'

in this function.

The State officials of Athens prayed for the health and safety
'
of the people.' Greek State-liturgies included a commination
5 Mediservice,' in which curses were invoked upon offenders.
aeval and modern Christianity combine a service of commination
with the Lenten penance. This ha9 historical connexion with
'

the early Hebrew rite, celebrated on Ebal and Gerizim. Six
tribes stood on Mount Ebal to curse those who disobeyed the
Law, and six stood on Mount Gerizim to pronounce the corresponding blessings upon those who kept it. The priests and
Levites stood in the valley between, and on turning their faces
to Gerizim pronounced a blessing, and on turning them to Ebal
pronounced a curse. 6 The Talmudic idea that a curse has
especial efficacy when pronounced three hours after sunrise is
noteworthy in connexion with such formulated conditions as
'in the sight of God and of this congregation.''

Throughout their history, private cursing and
blessing preponderate over public, and unofficial
over official. As the moralized stage in religion
'
supersedes the magical, the mere power of the
word is confined to private practice, and perhaps
with
The enormous
sinister
becomes more
secrecy.
collections of private diras and imprecationcs which
have survived from Greek and Roman times, chietly
in the form of leaden tablets or symbolic nails,
inscribed with curses consigning an enemy to the
infernal powers, testify to the hold retained by
the primitive theory of the curse, just as the prevalence of profane swearing in modern civilization
shows the convenience of the mere form, emptied
of all content except vague resentment, for the
The hold
satisfaction of a particular emotion.
exerted by the simple mystery of magic upon the
popular imagination is echoed in literature, and the
motive of the efficacious curse is still employed in
'

narrative fiction.

Nothing perhaps more strikingly

illustrates the
extent of Divine resentment than the cursing of
the ground for the sins of man (Gn 3 1 "-), or the
extent of human resentment than the action of a

curse beyond the grave.
The Maoris took precautions

to prevent enemies from getting
'
possession of their dead relatives' bones, lest they should dreadfully desecrate and ill-use them, with many bitter jeers and
curses.' 8 The Banks Islanders watch the grave lest some man
and beat
wronged by him [the dead man] should come at night
'
with a stone upon the grave, cursing him.' Also, when a great
man died, his friends would not make it known, lest those whom
he had oppressed should come and spit at him after his death,
or govgov him, stand bickering at him with crooked fingers and
9 The Greek
Erinyes comdrawing in the lips, by way of curse.'
plete in the world beyond the grave the punishment which they
began on earth. 10 The Arabs of Southern Morocco 'maintain
that there are three classes of persons who are infallibly doomed
to hell, namely, those who have been cursed by their parents,
those who have been guilty of unlawful homicide, and those who
have burned corn. They say that every grain curses him who
'

burns

it.' 11

curses and the belief in
death has been drawn out by
punishments after
Westermarck. 12

The connexion between
Jos 6"\ Dt

726.
>Gnl2>.
s.v.
Curse' cf. Driver on Dt 7 2
Lv 27 28f Ac 23 12 for the ransition between the
idea and excommunication, see Ezr 108.
1

8
4 Cf.

'

HDD,

6

o

9

n

t

;
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See L. R. Farnell, Evolution of Religion, 1905, pp. 196, 200.
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8

Codrington, 209.
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12
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;

;

away.

Thus the Greek farmer, when sowing cummin, would curse and
1
Esthonian
all the time, else the crop would not prosper.
fishermen believe that good luck will attend their fishing if
beforehand they are cursed. A fisherman will accordingly playhis
resentin
order
to
receive
some practical joke on a friend
words. The more he storms and curses, the better the
ment
other is pleased every curse brings at least three fish into his
net. 2 To obviate punishment for ritual sin, or to procure absolution,' a Behari man will throw stones into a neighbour's house.
The result is the reception of abuse, or even of personal

swear

m

;

'

violence.3

Conditional cursing and blessing.— What
4.
Westermarck terms the conditional curse,' which
he was the first student to remark, is an important development of the principle of cursing and
blessing, and has had considerable influence in the
making of morality, especially in the sphere of
good faith, honesty, and truthfulness. Put in its
'

lowest terms, the energy of a conditional curse is
the supernatural energy of an ordinary curse or of

embodiment, in a latent state. This is discharged by the act, if or when it takes place,
its

against which the curse is directed. The principle
is less
applies also to blessings, but this application
4
frequent.
The term l-'dr,' Westermarck writes, is applied by the Moors
to a compulsory relation of a peculiar kind in which one peison
stands to another. The common expression, Anafdralldhu
" I am in God's 'dr and
your 'dr" implies that a man is
'drak,
bound to help me, or, generally, to grant my request, whatever
it may be, as also that if he does not do so his own welfare is at
"
'dr
"In
God's
stake. The phrase
only serves to give solemnity
" I am under the
to the appeal
protection of God, and for his
sake you are obliged to help me." But the word l-'dr is also
used to denote the act by means of which a person places himself
'

'

:

Had

l-'dr 'dlik, "This is
in the said relationship to another.
'dr on you," is the phrase in common use when an act of this
to
kind is performed. If the person so appealed to is unwilling
'
l-'dr
he
answers,
yibriii
fik, May this
grant the request,
'dr recoil upon you." The constraining character of l-'dr is due
of
a
conditional
to the fact that it implies the transference
if you do not do what 1 wish you to do, then may you
curge
other evil happen to
die, or may your children die, or may some
vou. That l-'dr implicitly contains a conditional curse is exstated by the people themselves, although in some cases

Bdd

:

—

pressly

this notion

faded away.'

vague, or possibly have almost

may be somewhat
6

acts which establish l-'dr all serve as
outward conductors of conditional curses.' 'Ar
be made by taking the son and giving him to

The various
'

may

the father, saying, 'This is'drfor you.' Another
method is to present food. If the man accepts, he
is bound to do what is asked of him.
Refugees
enter a tent or merely grasp the tent-pole, saying,
6
An injured
'I am in God's 'dr and your 'dr.'
husband may put 'dr upon the governor, to get
redress, by going to him with a piece of his tentcloth over his head or he may leave seven tufts
of hair on his head, and appeal to another tribe.
The conditional curse is obviously supposed to be
seated in' the tent-cloth or tufts of hair, and
from there to be transferred to the person invoked. 'Ar may be made by piling stones. Two
men making an appointment, and one failing to
makes a cairn at the spot, and
appear, the other
takes the breaker of faith to it. The latter is
to
then obliged
'give him a nice entertainment.'
cairn may be
Similarly, with ordinary curses the
If a muleteer buys a new mule, his comused.
rades ask him to treat them. If he refuses, they
;

'

'

'

.

;

-,

In what may be called the lighter side of cursing,
there is a curious set of customs connected with
ideas of luck, and perhaps based on the notion that
material injury may be discounted or diverted by a
verbal or make-believe injury in other cases, on
a notion that the spirits may be stimulated by
scolding and abuse in others, again, it is perhaps
evil and obstructive spirits that are being driven

Colenso, Maori Baa », 1805, p. 28.
vKsch. Eumen., passim.
lb. chs.

I.

li.

1

Theophrastus, HtsC. Plant,

viii. 3.

Boecler-Kreutzvvald, Der Elisten abergldubische Gebrauche,
GB- i. 97.
p. 110 f., quoted by Frazer,
xxix. [1897] 482.
» J ASH ii. [1892]
69? '
* Westermarck, 'L'Ar,' passim, also 'The Influence of Magic
on Social Relationships,' in Sociological Papers (1905), MI i.
686 ft., ii. 684 ff., and passim.
2

ls.-,4,

I

•
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L-'Ar,' 361.

6 lb. 302.
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God to send misfortune on
By way of revenge upon a niggardly
make a cairn, and each takes a stone
therefrom, and, as he throws it away, says: 'As
we dispersed this heap of stones, so may God
disperse for him that which makes him happy.'
The sacrilice of an animal on the threshold is the
most powerful method of making 'dr. To seethe
a cairn, asking

the mule,

man.

scribes

Over such an animal the bisnullah, In the name of God,' is not pronounced
and it cannot be eaten by the sacrificer or the
1
The
person invoked, but only by the poor.
blood

is sufficient.
'

;

practice
'

is resorted to for a variety of purposes
to obtain pardon from
the government or to induce the relatives of a person who has
been killed to abstain from taking revenge or to secure assistance against an enemy or mediation in the case of trouble.' It
plays a very important part in the social life of the people.' 2
:

;

;

'

employed to put pressure upou/irera and
dead saints usually to restrain the former, and
the
of the latter. Making cairns,
assistance
compel
or tying rags, near a siyid is 'dr upon the saint.
It is also

—

I promised
knotted, and the man says
thee an offering, and I will not release thee until
thou attendest to my business.' 3 Here we approach
the conditional blessing.' Again, a man, invoking
revenge, strews burnt corn on the floor of the sly id,
I threw, O saint, So-and-so as I threw
saying
this corn.'
This is 'dr on the saint,' as Westermarck points out, but at the same time it is an
act of symbolic magic.' 4
Forms of ordeal, and the whole theory of the
oath, as well as its practice up to the latest
stages of civilization, depend on the principle of
the conditional curse, often embodied in symbolic

The rag is

'

:

'

'

:

'

'

action.

The curse as an engine of law is well exemplified in Samoa.
theft has taken place the injured party pays the ' priest to
curse the thief and make him sick.
If the thief falls ill, he
restores the stolen property, and the 'priest' prays for a reversal of the curse. Again, suspected parties are summoned by
the chief. Grass is laid on the sacred stone, the village-god,
and each person places his hand thereon, saying : ' I lay hand
on the stone. If I stole the thing, may I speedily die ' The
use of grass is said to refer to the implied curse ' May grass
grow over my house and family
So, in ordinary disputes, a
man will say 'Touch your eyes if what you say is true.' 5
In the same way, European boys ' touch wood ' as a guarantee

A

'

;

!

*:

'

!

:

of truth.

An

be regarded as essentially a conditional self-imprecation, a curse by which a person
calls down upon himself some evil in the event of
what he says not being true.' 6 All the resources
of symbolic magic are drawn upon in the multitudinous examples of this principle.
oath

'

may

In Tenimber the swearer prays for his own death if what he
says is false, and then drinks his own blood, in which a sword
has been dipped.? The Malay drinks water in which
daggers,
'
If I turn traitor,
spears, or bullets have been dipped, saying
may I be eaten up by this ' dagger or spear '8 The Suniatran
oath is still more explicit : If what I now declare is truly and
really so, may I be freed and cleared from my oath ; if what I
assert is wittingly false, may my oath be the cause of my destruction 1 8
The Greek opicos was, at an early period, the
object sworn 'by.' The Ostyaks swear on the nose of a bear,
which animal is held to have supernatural power. 10 Hindus
swear on the Sanskrit Earivarhda, or on water of the Ganges, or
touch the legs of a Brahman ; Muhammadans, on the Qur'an
Christians, on the Bible. 11
The accused person in Calabar drinks a ju-ju drink called
If I have been
mbiam, and repeats these words
guilty of this
crime . . . then, Mbiam, Thou deal with me I' 12 'Eating the
fetish and ' drinking the water of cursing ' are prominent forms
of the ordeal in Africa and elsewhere.
The Hindu iapatha
denotes both oath and ordeal. The medieval trial by combat
was preceded by an oath, and thus defeat was tantamount to
13 The formula of the ordeal of the
Eucharist ran : 'Et
perjury.
:

I

'

;

'

:

'

'

'

aliter est quam dixi et juravi, tunc hoc Domini nostri Jesu
Christi corpus non pertranseat guttur meum, sed haereat in
si

•

Westermarck,
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4 lb. 37i.
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faucibus meis, strangulet

me suffocet me ac

interficiat

me

statini

momento.'i

in

In the contract and covenant a mutual conditional
curse is largely used.
Thus the 'dlu'd of the Moors is the mutual form of 'dr. Chiefs
exchange cloaks or turbans and it is believed that, if any of
them should break the covenant, he would be punished with some
grave misfortune.' 2 Reconciliation is effected, among the sunn'

;

people, by joining right hands the holy man who superintends
'
This is 'dtiM between
wraps the hands in his cloak, saying
;

:

s

A common

meal also

a covenant. If one partv
breaks faith, it is said: 'God and the food will repay him.'" 4
In the pela rite of Ceram, celebrated to settle a quarrel or to
make peace, both parties attend a feast, and eat food into which
drops of their blood are let fall and swords dipped. This
they alternately eat. 5 Reconciliation of two men in the islands
of Leti, Moa, and Lakor, one man having cursed the other, is
effected by the men eating together. 6 To ratify a bond of fraternity in Madagascar between two parties, a fowl has its head
cut off, and is left bleeding during the rite. The parties pronounce a long mutual imprecation over the blood
O this
miserable fowl weltering in its blood
Thy liver do we eat.
Should either of us retract from the terms of this oath, let
him instantly become a fool, let him instantly become blind, let
this covenant prove a curse to him.'?
you.'

ratifies

'

:

I

.

.

.

The mutual conditional curse, it must be noticed,
allows the curse proper to be more or less lost in
the material symbolism of union. Since, moreover,
all these analogous principles pass into one another so inevitably and gradually, we do not seem
entitled to press the principle of the curse too far.
In reconciliatory ceremonies, for instance, it is possible that the idea of union is sufficient
the idea
of the curse may adhere to it, but not essentially.
The oath carries with it the punishment for perjury.
According to Roman legal theory, the
sanctio of a statute is the penalty attached for
breaking it. But in ancient States all laws were
accompanied by a curse upon the transgressor. 8
True to its mission of serving where other methods
fail, the curse receded as police efficiency increased.
In the earliest culture, however, as that of the
Australians, the personal efforts of the rulers work
together with the impersonal energy of the supernatural engines they employ.
5. The blessing and the curse as invocations.
The distinction between the magical and the
curse or blessing is not to be overreligious
emphasized. The two forms merge into one anand
either
is as
other,
magical or religious as
the other, while neither is the more efficacious.
draws
in
his
own person the various
god
together
threads of supernatural force. Among these are
Their inherent mystery
cursings and blessings.
of power still depends on the will of the utterer.
His invocation of the god to execute for him his
heart's expressed desire is rather a long circuiting
than a guarantee of the result. The independent
force of the wish, in fact, tends to remain even
when the wish is merged in prayer. The personal
quality of the utterer is still the characteristic of
his wish.
Psychologically, it is difficult to limit a
desire by making it an invocation
to divide the
attention between the object of the desire and the
expression of the desire on the one hand, and an
intervening divinity on the other, is a matter of
Thus it is rarely the case that, when a
training.
man says God bless you he is conscious of the
reference to God, any more than when he says
Bless yon
Further, there is the tendency for the principle
of the curse, if not of the blessing, to become itself
personified. This result is found as far back as the
stage of culture represented by the Maoris. The
cursing thought' is personified in the Avesta
so is the 'pious and good blessing.' The Greeks
Behind this there
personified the curse as Erinys.
may be the notion of a persecuting ghost, whose
;

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

;

'

'

!

'

'

!

'

;

'

1

2
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as
anger or curses in later 1 times were personified
an independent spirit.'
Allegorical figures of
curses were included by painters in pictures of
2
the wicked in hell.
Subsequently the Erinyes
became the ministers of Zeus. 3 The steps by
which a curse or blessing becomes an appeal to a
the
god, a prayer that he will injure or benefit
person intended, are not indistinct. The Melanesian curses in the name of a lio'a, a powerful
His connexion with the lio'a gives or adds
spirit.
4
The efficacy of the mere
efficacy to his curse.
word naturally is increased, not by the will of the
The
his power.
spirit invoked, but by the use of
Talmud and the OT supply examples of the ancient
used
with
be
of
the
Lord
name
the
idea that
might
5
Among the Hebrews
advantage in any curse.'
the Name had peculiar importance. In the next
the form of a conditional
place, the appeal may take
blessing upon the god. In the Yajur Veda we read
Smite such a
the formula, addressed to Surya
'

'

'

'

:

This method
one, and I will give you an offering.'
is clearly more efficacious.
Vagona in the Banks
It consists
Islands is the most serious of curses.
in procuring the intervention of a supernatural
7
The story of Balaam (Nu 22-24) includes
power.
6

a belief that the Divine power can be moved to
A further step is taken
effect the injury desired.
when the moving is in the form of compulsion. As
develop into prayers, so prayers may
Brahma is the
develop into spells or curses.
of the gods, but it is also the prayer, and
energy
'
'
'
'
'
8
api. is both prayer and curse ;
governs them.'
9
so is the Manx word gwee.
Prayer is often possessed of magical power, just as a Toda spell is in
the form of a prayer. 10 Even in Greek religion the
u
deity is constrained to effect a curse or a blessing ;

curses

may

even the personified curse, the Erinys, works by
12
Thus the
a spell-song which binds the victim.
phrases, by,' for the sake of,' and the like, are
but vague expressions of the actual relation between the invoker and the invoked.
In the Bank8 Islands, cursing by way of asseveration is
'

'

'

'

described in English terms as swearing by a forbidden food,
'
with a
or by some powerful tindaloM The Toda palol prays
'
'
or ' May
gurgling utterance in the throat : May it be well
it be blessed . . . with the buffaloes and calves ; may there be
no disease ; . . . may clouds rise, may grass flourish, may water
spring . . . for the sake of certain 'objects of reverence.' This
'

!

'

idith, is

used in special connexion with the name of a

term,
god, and involves the idea of supplication

;

it is

also

employed

in sorcery. 14

A

modern Christian prayer

for

a blessing 'for

'
Christ's sake is thus widely different, in the condition appended, from the Toda or Melanesian type.
so
to
Magic,
say, has given place to emotion, though
itself originating in emotion, of another kind.

6. Connexion with morality.— Law gradually
takes over the function of the curse, as a form of
retribution ; while prayer may still retain its use
in cases where human intervention fails, or even
as a spiritual replica of human intervention. The
moralizing of the curse and the blessing within
these limits follows the course of ethical evoluIn the OT the undeserved curse has no
tion.
16
effect, or may bo turned by God into a blessing.
The justice of the wish is left to the decision of
God while it follows that an unjust curse or
blessing is a sin against the All-Just. The Greeks
modified their theory of the hereditary transmission of a curse by arguing that each generation
;

i
Westermarek, i. 379.
> Demosthenes, Aristogitmi, i. 52.
3 Westermarek, I.e. (with authorities).
4 Codrington, 51.
6 Westerman-k, i. f)G4 (with authorities).

6
'
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Oodrinfrton, -J17.
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»Rhys,

10 Rivers,
460, (63.
".dJsch. fiunxn. 832.
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vi. 61. 8.

Farnell, 196.

14 Rivers, 214 f., 2:i0.
18 Codrington, 217.
is Pr 22->
s
Apost.Const. iv.6; Oheyne, art. 'Bless26», it 29
ings and Cursings,' in Klii i. 692.
1

;

At one end of the process we
commits new sins.
have an invocation to the gods, as in the Surpu
of the Chalda^ans, asking for relief from the effects
of a curse, not for forgiveness ;- or 'the thief invokes God while he breaks into the house,' the
bandit the Virgin. 3 At the other, the god rewards
1

or punishes independently of human invocation,
4
and with absolute justice. According to Aquinas,
a malcdictio is efficacious only when made by God.
In the mouth of man, however uttered or however

deserved, it is per se inefficacious. But, when this
stage is reached, cursing or blessing has become a
contradiction in terms.
Literature. —The literature has been given fully in the footnotes.
A. E. Crawley.

CUSTOM.— In

discussion

his

course of

the

on 'Custom and the Moral Life,' Wundt writes
for an
as follows {Ethics, Eng. tr., i. 131 f., 151
unfavourable criticism, see Ladd, Philosophy of
27
New
f.)
1902,
Conduct,
York,
p.
:

:

'
A custom is any norm of voluntary action that has been
However rigorin a national or tribal community.
one is
ously individual conduct may be prescribed by custom,
And it is
.
still left free to obey or disobey, as one chooses. .
custom, too, that transfers the principle of freedom, which in
the animal consciousness does not extend beyond the realm of
In custom
habit, to the general consciousness of society. ...
the settled habits of the human race and of its subdivisions still
retain the character of consciously operative motives. Instinct
is habitual conduct that has become mechanical ; custom,
habitual conduct that has become generic. ... It is true that

developed

.

custom
custom

But these, like
the obligatory kind. They consist

own means

finds its

of compulsion.

itself, are never of
neither in subjective commandments like the moral laws, nor
in objective menaces like the laws of the state.'

Custom is closely connected both with habit and
with usage, the distinction of each from the other
being thus well set forth by Wundt {op. cit. p.
156

f.):

'Habit covers all and every form of voluntary action that,
Habit is an
whatever reason, we have made our own.

for

.

.

.

If the acta of the individual
individual rule of conduct. 5
accord with the habitual action of the community to which he
Custom forms a smaller
belongs, habit becomes usage.
Custom is habit it
circle within this general field of usage.
is marked by the regular recurrence of voluntary actions.
Custom is usage it is always the custom of some community.
But it has, further, what usage lacks— a normative character.
Conformity to custom is not, like conformity to usage, a matter
of individual choice custom has the sanction of a moral constraint, which the individual cannot disregard without personal
. .
While, therefore, individual habit is left
disadvantage.
does not
absolutely and entirely to choice, provided only that it
conflict with the more comprehensive rules of social conduct,
usage exercises a practical compulsion through the example
that it sets, and custom raises this compulsion to the dignity of
a constraining norm.'
the other hand, custom, with its social basis,
.

.

.

:

:

;

.

On

tends to become habit in the individual, producing,
it may be, an impression of oddity when he moves
in a circle where the custom is different, so that
in countless cases custom and habit may stand in
But if custom, in the main,
sharp antithesis.
individual
produces habit, habit in its turn, if the
result of previous enpossessing it, whether as a
vironment or in virtue of personal idiosyncrasy, be
strong enough to impress his own particular habit
on his fellows, may intluence custom, or even give
rise to a new custom of greater or less extent (for
some interesting specific instances, see JE iv. 396 ;
the custom of R. Judah b. 'Illai to
e.g. 'it was
bathe his face, hands, and feet in warm water
before Sabbath began. This also was adopted by
the Jewish community '). This, by the very nature
of every social organism, is comparatively rare,
and, if custom is thus to arise, it must meet a
hitherto unfelt, need of
real, even though perhaps
or in part. Otherwise we
society, either in whole
true
in
its
custom
sense, but the more
not
have,
1

2

Farnell,

CGS

i.

(1S90) 77.

Zimmern, Beitrage zur Kcnntnis der

1896, pp. 3, 7, 23.

bab.

Rcl.,

Leipzig,

Summa a. 2. xxvi.
733.
Westermarek,
then, 'custom is used of individual habit, as in EV of
Lk 4 1(i (where Or. has t& eiwflbs qutu), it is, strictly speakinir,
s

6 If.

inaccurate.

4

ii.

'

-

CUSTOM
evanescent 'fashion' or 'vogue.' For custom
concerned with the constant needs of society,

;

and is
in conditions ot life or
'subject to change only with change
in the forms
theories of living and, as this change is reflected
001
of custom, custom is as truly a picture of the moral
are the expression
man's
habits
as
a
ness of the community
be formed
can
Habits
constantly
of his individual character.
habits
they are, are conanew, because new individuals, whose
into existence. But custom, national habit,
stantly
;

coming

'

endures while the nation endures (Wundt, op.

We have seen
ally interactive.

highly

the domain of religion it is custom which has
largely influenced ritual and been in part responsible for the rise of myth ; it is custom, in the last
resort, that is the chief factor in the evolution
of law, which, to primitive man, is inextricably
interwoven with, and inseparable from, religion ;
custom conditions the entire existence of almost

cit. p. 104).

that custom and habit are mutuUnder conditions now prevailing,

even amongst primitive peoples, custom is by far
the more potent factor, and yet it would seem
that this was not always the case. There must
have been a time when no form of organized
so widely
society existed, and when men were
scattered because of the fewness of their numbers
that individualism must have prevailed far more
than it now does. Then it was that habit, not
custom, was the dominant factor and it would
seem that, as individual habit met individual
the
habit, each modifying and being modified by
as
other, the composite resultant was crystallized
custom ; while custom meeting with custom— perindividual
the
now
and
affected
even
by
again
haps
habit of some specially strong individuality— was
in its turn blended into an amalgam of custom of
wider scope and influence, until at last there was
evolved one of the great determinants of society as
a whole. 1 At the same time it must be borne in
mind that such a reconstruction is entirely hypo-

every individual, even in the most highly civilized
communities, from the hour of his birth to that
of his death.
Indeed, the most daring radicalism
and the most pronounced individualism have their
own customs; for without custom there can be no

type of human thought or of human activity.
Such being the case, it is but natural that in the
earlier stages of civilization custom should be held
to be Divinely sanctioned, and that any breach of
it should of itself constitute a serious crime, so
that the Khonds of India, the Kamchatkans, and
the pagan Greenlanders hold the breaking of an
old custom to be one of the greatest of sins

;

;

;

and incapable

;

and doubtless always were, on approximately the
same mental scale, it would seem that, as Wundt
says (op. cit. p. 161),
one man may contribute one thing

to a custom, and another
another but the custom as a whole is a common creation,
which cannot be analyzed into individual elements, for the
factors are all operaindividual
the
various
that
reason
simple
tive at one and the same time, and that it is consequently
impossible for the individual to separate his own particular
contribution from the contributions made by others' (cf.
'

;

Wundt's criticism of this entire scheme of reconstruction,
summarized thus [p. 1641 'Custom has, so far as we
know, but one course of development, and that is from preUsage, fashion, and
ceding customs of kindred contents.
on
the other hand, constitute a mixed medley of new
habits,
forms and relics of a long dead past. Transformation and new
difficult
of discrimination
formation are here often enough
but there is no such thing as an entirely new custom ').
the
To
however,
man,
problem of the
p. 159ft.,

:

;

primitive
For him
origin of custom seldom arises.
enough that such and such a custom exists

it
;

is

and

his sole explanation, if one be sought from him, is
that, as the Kafirs say (Leslie, Among the Zulus
and Amatongas, Edin. 1875, p. 146), 'it was so

have
commanded by Narundere, the
it, that it was so
'All-father' (Taplin, in Woods, Nat. Tribes of S.

done by

my

fathers,' or, as the Narrinyeri

Australia, Adelaide, 1879, p. 55). In this connexion it must not be forgotten that a custom
may persist after its original cause has ceased to
be operative, and that in such a case it may have
an entirely different reason and motive assigned it
At the same time,
(cf. Wundt, op. cit. p. 139 ft'.).
for specially important or striking customs, or
for particularly remarkable natural phenomena,
setiofogical myths may be invented with the most
honest intentions imaginable, so that custom comes
to be one of the factors, as Lang well points out
in his Custom and Myth, in the genesis of the

myth.
In view of the homogeneity and lack of sharp
distinction which characterize the more primitive
1

The theory

Herbert Spencer [Principles of Sociology
that custom originated in ancestor-worship,

of

1893, §§ 629, 693),

too biased and one-sided to deserve serious consideration.

(Hopkins, Religions of India, London, 1895, p. 531
Steller, Beschreibung von dem Lande Kamtschatha,
Frankfort, 1774, p. 274 Kink, Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo, London, 1875, p. 201 f.)
while violation of custom provokes the wrath of
the deified ancestors amongst the Basuto (Casalis,
disaster and harm
Basutos, London, 1861, p. 254)
follow such infringement amongst the Ewe and
Aleuts (Ellis, Ewe-speaking Peoples, London, 1890,
Elliot, Alaska and the Seal Islands, New
p. 263
and the Ainu, in such an
York, 1886, p. 170)
the wrath of the gods (Batchelor, Ainu
fear
event,
;

Custom
of historical proof.
is already existent at the earliest historical time
and in the most primitive modern social conditions
of which we have any knowledge, and, in view of the
fact that all members of any primitive society are,
thetical
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be said
stages of the human race, custom may
there to permeate and to control well-nigh every
and
moral
mental
man's
and,
of
activity
phase
rise (or is it
although impaired in part by the
rather the recrudescence';) of individualism, it still
exercises this potent power to a very great oxIn
civilized peoples.
tent over the most

is

3,

is

;

;

Whether,
of Japan, London, 1892, p. 243f.).
however, Wundt is right in saying (op. eit. p. 134)
that custom was at first an act of worship seems
open to question.
With the evolution of a specific concept of law,
a distinction may be drawn between law and
custom, as when Plautus (Trin. 1033, 1037) makes
Stasimus say
Ambitio iam more sanctast, liberast a legibus,
Mores leges perduxerunt iam in potestatem suam
and a few lines further on he utters the profound
truth, valid even when taken in the cynical spirit
'

'

:

'

.

.

.

'

;

of its speaker :
1
Leges mori serviunt
a phrase which, like the
'

'

—

Talmudio maxim, 'Custom always precedes law' (Soferim, xiv. 18), might
almost any treatise on
for
motto
the
as
well serve
the origin of law while in like manner Justinian
;

'

expressly says that long prevailing customs, being
sanctioned by the consent of those who use them,
assume the nature of laws' (Instit. I. ii. 9).
it becomes possible to draw such a disbetween custom and law, infringement of
the former, unless distinctly coincident with and
an offence
protected by law, no longer constitutes
of which legal cognizance must be taken, although
even so advanced a code as the Jerusalem Talmud

When

tinction

iv. 3) authorized the courts to punish
transgressors of custom equally with transgressors
of law— a survival of some such stage as that of the
African Wanika, amongst whom, if a man dares

(Pesahim,

'

make a larger
he should wear a

to improve the style of his hut, to

doorway than

is

customary;

if

of dress to that of his
The strictly legal distinction between lex, mos, and amsuetudo
is thus summarized by Isidore of Seville (Etymol. v. iii. 2f.):
Lex est constitutio scripta. Mos est vetustate probata couConsuetudo autem est ius
suetudo, sive lex non scripta.
quoddam moribus institutum, quod pro lege suscipitur, cum
nee differt scriptura an ratione consistat quando et
deficit lex
commendat.'
ratio
legem
finer or different style
1

'

.

;

.

.
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instantly fined' (C. New, Life, Wanderings, and Labours in E. Africa, London, 1873, p.
Yet this failure of modern law normally to
110).
give legal protection to custom does not mean that
non-observance of custom, whether such infringefellows, he

ment

many pages of a book dealing, say, with the
peoples of Africa or of Polynesia, he will find
mention of customs that seem to him ridiculous,
disgusting, or immoral all of which judgments,
from the point of view of his own civilization, may
be perfectly true. And yet, in the words of Wundt

ethically indifferent.
And yet, the separation

(op. cit. p. 264),
'
the moral value of the personality is relative ; it varies with
the stage of development to which moral ideas have attained.
.
.
Judgment of the moral value, whether of the individual or
of society, depends not upon the absolute value of their disposition and action, but upon the relation of these to the stage of
moral evolution already achieved.

is

he careless, indifferent, unwitting, compulsory, or deliberately intentional, goes scot-free.
such
violation may, and often does, lead to
Any
social ostracism of greater or less extent, even
when the infringed custom in question may be

between custom and law
is by no means complete, even from the
legal point
of view for it is custom, as is well known, that
forms the basis of the vast body of common law in
England, whence it was adopted in N. America. 1
Into the details of the common law distinctions
between general and particular customs the latter
;

—

category applying only to particular districts or to
those engaged in particular occupations, and not
recognized, except in a few States, by the common
law of the United States it is unnecessary to
enter here. Suffice it to say that a custom, to be
enforceable at common law, must be both definite

—

and reasonable, and that it must have been used
uninterruptedly and undisputedly 'so long that
the memory of man runneth not "to the contrary,'
this latter phrase being understood to mean from
the accession of Richard I. in 1189 (whence the
rejection of particular customs in the United
States, since none such could there possibly date

from such 'time immemorial').
Law, being normally derived from custom, is for
the most part in harmony with it ; so that in
practically every affair of everyday life one avoids
all conflict with law if one
simply follows custom.
At the same time, just as custom may be in sharp
contrast with habit, such may be its relation to
law.
In this case the law in question whether as
being due to the caprice of the ruler or to the more
advanced ideas of the governing classes is not, as
is usually the state of affairs, derived from
custom,
but from the weaker source of individual, class, or

—

—

other minority requirements. Under these conditions law usually succumbs to custom and remains
a dead letter, so that, for instance, 'under the
Hindu system of law, clear proof of usage will
outweigh the written text of the law' (Mayne,

Treatise on Hindu Law and Usage, Madras, 1878,
p. 41); while the Roman jurists (Instit. I. ii. 11
Digesta, I. iii. 32) laid down the maxim that a law
may be abrogated by desuetude or by contrary
usage.
Nay, law being even more conservative
;

than custom, the change of custom may be such
that a law even one which
initially may have
been far in advance of custom may come to be so
much behind and below the altered custom that it
is resolved, for this
very reason, into a mere dead
letter, and must either fall into oblivion or be
amended to meet the changed conditions of the
social organism.
In general it may be postulated
vthat no law can be enforced against the prevailing
custom ; even chiefs and kings, with the
apparently
despotic powers that attach to them in primitive
society, prove unequal to the task (cf. the examples
quoted by Westermarck, MI i. 162) ; and the
lamentable failure of many laws designed for the

—

—

I

highest benefit to society and drafted by men of
unimpeachable ethical character proves
were
proof necessary that custom is really supreme
over law in the highest as well as in the lowest
stages of civilization.
As has already been noted, custom is subject to
the most complete transformations, both in motive
and in manifestation. Before the average man has

—

—

A similar system of common law formerly prevailed in
Prance, as in the custom ot Normandv, of Paris, etc.. and the
same was true of Germany almost until' tho close of the Middle
Ayes.
1

read

—

.

It is doubtful whether any custom whatever, no
matter how repugnant to our present aesthetic or
moral sense it may be, can ever have arisen without some reason which immoral or foolish though
such reason may seem to us commended itself to
the people adopting it as subserving some highly
desirable social end. Thus, the killing of an aged
parent is rightly a crime of unmitigated turpitude
to us, yet from the point of view of many primitive

—

peoples (see artt.

and Old

Age

;

—

Abandonment and Exposure

cf.

also

Westermarck,

op. cit. p.

there is much to be said in its favour and
in many other cases what seems to us a most
immoral act is really due to sentiments which we
can only regard as praiseworthy and, in the best
sense of the term, as moral. On the other hand,
there are to be found amongst every people, side
by side with customs regarded as moral (i.e. commending themselves to the best ethical judgment
of the highest thinkers of the people in question),
customs deemed immoral in other words, detrimental to the best interests of the society under
consideration.
All this merely means that, as
society develops to a higher and higher ethical
customs
once
stage,
justified by specific conditions

386

ft'. )

;

—

then existing have no longer such justification,
so that they survive only by force of inertia or as
pandering to the baser side and the lower strata of
a society which, as a whole, has taken a marked
step in advance.

Midway between the moral and the immoral
custom stands what we may call the unmoral or
indifferent custom one whose observance or nonobservance is a matter of ethical unconcern and
indifference
but it must be noted that the unmoral custom is likely, in course of tune, to be
regarded as immoral or wrong (although, of course,
the reverse frequently happens, so that the custom
once held to be unmoral and indifferent evolves
into a custom deemed moral and ethically imperaIn point of fact, most unmoral customs
tive).
have doubtless passed through the moral stage
but custom qua custom is, like law, neither moral,

—

;

;

immoral, nor unmoral. Nor should it be forgotten
that a custom once held to be moral may come to
be viewed as unmoral or even immoral, and that
still later, with further changes in the status of
society, such a custom may again develop, usually
through the unmoral stage, into a moral rule.
But, though the ultimate basis of every custom is
moral and religious, a custom once firmly established tends to become more and more divorced
from true ethical and religious considerations and
questions, until at last even those most strenuously
adhering to a custom may be, as has already been
noted, entirely unaware of its real provenance.

A custom

almost universally regarded as moral

by a given society may be held by some of its
members to be immoral, or at best indifferent.
Here, as in the case of law, there emerges a
marked characteristic of all custom, when once it
has gained sway. This characteristic is thus summarized by Westermarck [op. cit. p. 160)
:

'Custom regulates external conduct only. It tolerates all
Kinds of volitions and opinions if not openly expressed. It
does in. I'onilrmn the heretical mind, but, the luretiial act.
It demands that under certain circumstances certain actions
I

CUSTOM (Hindu)-CYBELE
be either performed or omitted, and, provided that this
demand is fulfilled, it Lakes no notice of the motive of the agent
or omitter. Again, in case the course of conduct prescribed by
custom is not observed, the mental facts connected with the
with in a rough and
transgression, if regarded at all, are dealt
which hardly admit
read; manner, according to general rules
shall

of indivklualisation.'

This brings up the difficult problem of how far
one ought to conform to a custom which he deems
not merely unmoral and indifferent, but immoral
To an indifferent custom no one,
and wrong.
unless he be iinically hyper-ethical or— as is here
more usually the case— wantonly iconoclastic (i.e.
should
delighting in flouting custom as custom),
if
object to accord obedience, at least externally,
for no other reason than merely to avoid disturbing
social amenities or to avert unfavourable comment
on the score of oddity and crankiness.' If,' writes
the great Apostle of the Gentiles, meat maketh
flesh for
my brother to stumble, I will eat no stumble
evermore, that I make not my brother to
13
of the
discussion
admirable
Paul's
8
cf.
St.
Co
;
(1
entire question of the unmoral custom in Ro 14).
The case is far different, of course, with regard to
customs that are felt to be positively immoral and
wrong. This question is more fully discussed in
Here it may be sufficient to
art. Conformity.
is always that any
point out that the presumption
custom is felt to be moral by the community or
'

'

'

'

organism within which it prevails. The
burden of proof must rest on him who ignores or
In any
wilfully violates the custom in question.

social

'

'

judgment as to obedience or disobedience to
a custom, account must be taken of the history
and meaning of the particular custom under consideration, and there must be full appreciation of
of compliance with or
the ethical
final

implications
violation of the custom as regards the moral etiect
of such action both upon self and upon others.
Above all, the individual, if he is to be sane in his
judgment, must be constantly on his guard against
and the excessive individpersonal idiosyncrasies
ualism of modern times— the 'right of private

judgment' run mad.
Literature.— Wundt, Ethics, Eng. tr., London, 1S9V ff. (esp.
i. ch.
3, 'Custom and the Moral Life); Westermarck,
London, 190(5-8 (esp. vol. i. ch. 7, Customs and Laws as
Expressions of Moral Ideas') Lubbock, Originof Civilisation,
London, 1889, p. 448 ff.; Lang, Custom and Myth'', London,
1885 Greenstone, 'Custom,' in JE iv. 395-398 Holdsworth,
Hist, of Eng. Law, ii.-iii., London, 1909 Bauduin, De consuetudine in iure canonico, Louvain, 1888 Fanning, Custom,'
vol.

'

it J,

;

;

;

;

'

;

in Cath. Encyc. iv. 576
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f.

(Hindu).

—The

Sanskrit

word

is

'religious custom,' 'established usage.'
The binding force of custom is fully recognized
Thus it is stated in
in the Sanskrit lawbooks.
the Code of Manu (i. 108) that achara is tran-

.achara,

scendent law, and that, therefore, a twice-born
man should always be careful to
(i.e. high-caste)
The whole body of the sacred law
follow it.
(Manna), according to a favourite scheme, is
divided into the three parts— achara (rules of

conduct), vyavahara (rules of government and
and exjudicature), and prayakhhitta (penance
The well-known Code of Yajfiavalkya
piation).
head
comprises the following subjects under the
of achara : purificatory rites (samskara) ; rules of
conduct for young students of the Veda ; marriage
and duties of women ; the four principal classes
and the mixed castes ; duties of a Brahman householder ; miscellaneous rules for one who has comlawful and
pleted his period of studentship ; rules of
forbidden diet ; religious purification of things ;
manes
the
;
worship of
sraddhas, or oblations to
the deity Ganapati ; propitiatory rites for planets ;
duties of a king. See Dharma and Law (Hindu).
J.
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(Muslim).— See

Law

Jolly.

(Muslim).
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Mutilation.

(KvBfKr,).— The great

Mother Deity

of the Phrygians, known also, and especially in
the cult language of the Romans, as the (ireat
Mother of the Gods, or the Great Idrean Mother of

the Gods (Magna Deum Mater, Mater Deum Magna
Her worship had its origin in Asia Minor
Idaea).
in pre-historic times, possibly prior to the advent
of the Phrygians, which is placed at about 900
B.C. ; became prominent in early historic times in
Galatia, Lydia, and Phrygia, where the various
forms of the Cybele legend agree in localizing the
origin of her cult ; and was most strongly cenIts most sacred seat in the
tralized in Phrygia.
East was at Pessinus, a Galatian city near the
borders of Phrygia, but once a part of the great
Phrygian Empire, where the symbol of the goddess, a small meteoric stone, was preserved. From
Asia Minor the cult spread to Thrace and the
islands, and finally to Greece, though it never
became popular there owing to its un-Hellenic
In 204 B.C., in response to an oracle to
nature.
the effect that Hannibal could be driven from Italy
if the Idrean Mother were brought from Pessinus,
the sacred stone was transferred to Rome, and the
cult was adopted by the State and located on the
Palatine (Livy, xxix. 10-14). It first became of
great importance in the Roman world under the
Empire, when it spread from Rome as a centre to
Like the cults of Mithra and
all the provinces.
Isis, it was one of the most obstinate antagonists
of Christianity, and disappeared only after the long
struggle between the two religions which culminated in the victory of Theodosius over Eugenius in
A.D. 394.
As the cult of Cybele probably suffered little
modification in Greece and Italy, the original character of the goddess may be inferred from what is
known of her in Greek and Roman times. She
was identified by the Greeks with Rhea, Ge, and
Demeter, and by the Romans with Tellus, Ceres,
Ops, and Maia. She was known as the universal
mother of gods and men, as well as of the lower
creation though her character as the mother of
wild Nature was especially prominent, as was
manifested by the orgiastic wildness of her worship, her sanctuaries on the wooded mountains,
and her fondness for lions, which are frequently
Her
associated with her in art and literature.
early attendants in legend, the Korybantes, Idsean

—
—

Daktylci, and sometimes Kuretes, were wild demonic beings, probably ithyphallic (Georg Kaibel,
GGN, 1901, p. 488 ff).
The priests of Cybele in historic times were
eunuchs called Gallui, who first appear in Alexandrian literature about the 3rd cent. B.C. Clad
in female garb, they wore their hair long and
flagrant with ointment, and celebrated rites to the
accompaniment of flutes, cymbals, tambourines,
and castanets, yelling and dancin" themselves into
a frenzy until their excitement culminated in selfscourging, self-laceration, and exhaustion. Their
consecration to the service of the goddess sometimes consisted in self-emasculation. Priestesses
also took part in the cult.
Like Venus and Adonis, Isis and Osiris, etc.,
Cybele and Attis were usually associated in worship, and formed a duality symbolizing the reThe
lations of Mother Earth to her fruitage.
birth,

growth, self-castration, and death of Attis,

the son and lover of Cybele, signified the springgrowth, and death of plant life (see Attis).
celebration corresponding to the annual spring
festival at Rome, which extended over the period
March 15-27, thus including the equinox, consisted in a kind of sacred drama of Cybele and
Attis, and no doubt existed in Phrygia also.

ing,
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Cybele usually appears in art seated on a throne,
draped, with mural crown and veil, accompanied
by Rons. The tympanum, cymbals, patera, sceptre,

with his attributes,
garlands, and fruits, and Attis
the Phrygian cap, pedum, syrinx, and the pine,
Niobe on
The
so-called
her.
with
also appear
Mount Sipylus is a Cybele, and the Cybele of
is
one
of
the best
in
now
Formiae,
Copenhagen,
no
sculptural representations of her. She inspired
no imIn
literature
first class.
art
of
the
of
piece

portant work except Catullus lxiii. is devoted to
in the
tier, though she is frequently mentioned
Her religious importliterature of the Empire.
ance lay in her mysticism and in the closeness of
her contact with the common people, and was
very great in spite of the gross practices which
grew up around her cult.
Literature.— See references under artt. Great Mother and

GRANT ShOWERMAN.

Attis.

CYCLE.— See
lainn Cycle,

Calendar, Arthur, Cuchu-

etc.

CYCLOPS.—See

Giants.

CYNICS. — The name
which

'dog,' with

To the

it

is

derived

from kiW,

was connected

in

several

Athens, beyond the
Diomean gate, on a spur of Lycabettus, was a
gymnasium known as the Cynosarges. Unlike the
ways,

(a)

east of

Academy and Lyceum (schools for youth of free
Athenian parentage), it was provided for children
of mixed blood.
Antisthenes, son of an Athenian
of this name by a Thracian slave woman, taught
his disciples here after the death of Socrates, his
second master. Kwoeapyes is compounded of kAuv

white dog.' The story ran that the
gymnasium stood on or near the site of an ancient
sanctuary of Hercules (the Cynic tutelary, cf.
Wilamowitz-Moilendorff, Euripides' Herakles'*,
Berlin, 1885, i. 102f., 130), and that, on the first
occasion of sacrifice to the hero, a dog rushed in
and seized a portion of the ottering. The designation refers, possibly, not to the colour of the dog,
but to the flash-like effect of its speed upon the
spectator, (b) The epithet dog was soon adopted
by Cynic teachers Antisthenes, the downright
doubtless as a
dog,' Diogenes, the 'royal dog'
symbol of their return to the simplicity of animal
nature and habits, or of endurance and hardihood
it was also
(cf. Plato, Rep. ii. 375 f., v. 415 f.)
applied to them by their opponents for less flattering reasons, connected with displays of audacity,

and

00765,

lit.

'

'

'

—

'

—

'

'

;

coarseness, and immodesty (cf. Winckelmann,
Antisth. Frag., 1842, p. 8f.). (c) Eventually the
epithet became so associated with the sect in the
popular mind that the Corinthians placed a marble
dog upon the pillar erected by them over the grave
of Diogenes.
I. History.— (a) Personal.— The Cynics flourished
prosperously for about a century after the death
As their teaching
of Socrates (399-299 B.C.).
contemplated a way of life rather than a philosophical system, and as their works are lost, or
known only in fragments and by late reports at
second-hand, we are not informed in detail about
the history of the sect. Indeed, Antisthenes,
Diogenes, and Crates excepted, many representatives are little more than names to us.
Antisthenes of Athens (c. 444-371 B.C.), at first a pupil of
Gorgias the Sophist, and a Mate learner' (cf. Plato. Soph. 251)
with Socrates, Plato implies one too old to learn, founded
the movement. Diogenes of Sinope (c. 412-323) was his most
He appears to have
notable, notorious, and popular follower.
won many disciples, prohably at Corinth principally, where he
was sold as a slave to Xeniades, whose sons he taught. Among
them were Monimus, a slave from Syracuse, an admirer of
Crates Onesicritus of /Kgina (fl. c. 327), an officer who wont to
Hindustan with Alexander the Great, and interested hiluseU
in a comparative study of the Indian GvmnOBOphists and the
Cyuics (c(. (J. Grote, Plato and the Other Companions of

—

;

—

i. 158 f.) ; his sons, Philiscus and Androsthenes;
of Sinope.
More
distinguished associates, eminent for other reasons than their
mere connexion with Cynicism, were, possibly, Phocion the
'
Good (c. 402-317), the Athenian statesman whom Demosthenes
feared, Anaximenes the rhetorician, and, certainly, Stilpo (fl.
c. 310), the influential Megarian (see Megariaxs), whose combination of Cynic moralism with genuine devotion to metaphysics
paved the way for Stoicism (o.v.). Finally, we have Crates of
Thebes (fl. c. 320), the third leader of the Cynics, who, unlike
his predecessors, was a man of some position and wealth.
Perhaps Eryson, the Achaean, taught him (cf. Diog. Laert. vi.
Crates counted among his followers his wife Hipparchia
85).
of Maronea, a woman of good family, whose incurable infatuation
for the wandering philosopher overcame the opposition of her
parents to the unpropitious union; her brother, Metrocles,
whose social standing seems to have lent him weight; and his
initiates, Theomentus, Cleomenes, Demetrius of Alexandria,
Timarchus of Alexandria, Menippus of Sinope (fl. c. 273), a
satirist who influenced Varro (82-37), the Roman poet (see
Neo-Cynics) ; and Meleager of Gadara (cf. Diog. Laert. vi. 99),
who may be classed with Menippus. The Ephesian Echecles was
also of the Crates-Metrocles circle, and he taught Menedemus,
a furious ranter, once the pupil of the Epicurean Colotes of
Lampsacus ; Menedemus seems to have been the last of the
regular Cynic succession. Thrasylus (c. 306) is reported as a
Cynic acquaintance of Antigonus Cyclops (cf. Plutarch, de
Vitios. Pud. 531 [ed. Bernardakis, vol. iii. p. 376] ; Beg. ct imp.
apoph. ; Ant. 182 (15) [ed. Bernardakis, vol. ii. p. 29]). Diodorus
of Aspendus (fl. c. 300), a belated Pythagorean, who adopted
Cynic asceticism, may be placed on the fringes of the sect ; he
is said to have conventionalized the garb of the mendicant
of Cyrene (fl. c. 300), called the 'atheist,'
Cynic. Theodorus
'
emphasized the theological radicalism of the later Cynics,
while Sodates may have represented the movement under one
of the earlier Ptolemys (322-247?). Later we And his pupil, the

Sokratesi, 1S85,

Menander Drymus, and Hegesams Clocus
'

'

witty exhorter, Bion of Borysthenes in Pamphylia (fl. c.
and furnished
250), who boxed the compass of the rival schools,
ammunition to Horace (cf. R. Heinze, de Horatio Bionis
imitatore, Bonn, 1889) and Teles (fl. c. 250), the Cynic-Stoic
contemporary of Chrysippus, a spouter of hortatory harangues
on afiidcfiopa (cf. Wilauiowitz-Mollendorff, Philol. Untersuch.
facile

;

iv. [1882]

292 f.).

Running over the names, one

is

compelled to

notice the large proportion of Cynics who came
from the outskirts of Hellenic culture Pontus,

—

Thrace, Syria, Pamphylia, Egypt, for example
they were not nurtured in the pure Greek tradition.
By the time of Menippus, the Syrian
satirist (c. 280-65 B.C.), Cynicism bad gone to seed
not seldom,
in mere antinomianism and quixotry
perhaps, in even less reputable manifestations.
Its significant doctrines passed over into Stoicism
through Zeno of Citium (336-264), the pupil of
Crates even the attempt of Aristo of Chios (fl. c.
260), Zeno's disciple, to revive the Cynic contempt
for science and liberal culture within Stoicism
failed, although he taught his famous pupil,
Eratosthenes of Cyrene and Alexandria (276-196),
the cosmopolitan humanitarianism of Diogenes.
No doubt, Cynicism survived sporadically, almost
;

;

;

—

as a 'mendicant order' in all likelihood, often of
sorry scoundrels, till its re-appearance, in Roman
Imperial times (cf. J. Bernays, Lukian u. d.
Kyniker, Berlin, 1879), with Demetrius, the
contemporary of Seneca, and others (see NeoCynics). But its essential contribution had been
absorbed into Stoicism, which always retained
traces of Cynic tendencies, as nuiy he noted even
so late as Epictetus (cf. Diss. iii. 19-22; R. D.

—

Hicks, Stoic
95 f.).

and Epicurean, London,

1910,

p.

—

Sodo-phUosophical origins. Greek reflexion
originated in the desire to know for the sake of
knowledge and, in this sense, philosophy became
a life. Thus, the problems of knowledge and of
conduct never lay far apart. But, as aspects of
one whole, they struggled for mastery, with vary(I>)

;

ing fortune. The Cynics represent an extreme
science and culture had ceased to
phase, in which
be held as of any value that was not pragmatic,
and 'philosophy' had been reduced to the most

elements of paradoxical utilitarian
This issue was one natural result of the
antecedents of the Greek municipal
societies, and of the reaction upon their conventions
after the displacements due to the Persian war
beggarly

practice.
historical

CYNICS
(490-45 B.C.). The difficulty was to adjust the
ToXirela to empire, the particularism of the Greek
and it
citizen to the oniversalism of mankind
;

took shape in the lengthy controversy about p6/u»
<t>0<ns (see CASOISTBY), in which the Cynics
played the most partisan r61e (cf. Dewey-Tufts,
Very briefly, the
Ethics, 1908, pt. i. ch. vii.).

and

development of the Hellenic municipal societies
had been as follows. The corporate family was
an outgrowth of ancient religion, and appealed to
Thus,
religious sanctions (cf. Solon, frag. 12).
domestic law and the rule of the family -group
were integral parts of the 'Divine favouring fate'
within a man (cf. Pindar, 01. ii. 94, ix. 28, 100,
The wider
110, xiii. 13; lXem. vii. 30, viii. 35).
civic law and municipal government were evolved
gradually on this basis (cf. Fustel de Coulanges,
La Citt antique u Paris, 1895, bk. iii. ch. xviii. ;
bk. v. ch. i.). Local customs, conventions, and
laws thus acquired great authority, and overflowed
life to such an extent that it hardly existed
private
in the modern sense.
The State claimed the
citizen's time, intelligence, service,
his whole life
even, in return for the inestimable advantages
,

—

—

bestowed, inestimable because only when endowed
with them could a man enjoy a worthy human
career (cf. S. H. Butcher, Some Aspects of the Greek
Genius 3 1904, p. 47 f.). Accordingly, individual
independence did not flourish the man had not
So the opposition
emerged from the citizen.
between old norms and new experiences remained
more
or
till
the
latent,
less,
Sophists (q.v.) broached
it with their pupils, and Aristophanes and Euripides,
each in his characteristic way, ventilated it before
the public at large. The theoretical side of the
controversy most probably reached the Cynics
through the influence of Gorgias upon Antisthenes
the practical or social deductions through Socrates,
to whom, in his last years, Antisthenes resorted.
Put the Cynics were imperfect Socratics, who
interpreted the Athenian sage in a fashion of their
own, and it must be confessed that Socratic
irony and contemporary socio-political changes
gave colour to their anarchism.
The social conditions are perplexing, because
they oscillated in a twofold movement. On the
one hand, and negatively, the decay of age-old
beliefs (cf Aristophanes, Nub. 396 f 1060 f 1420 f
Plato, Rep. ii. 358-65) sapped confidence in the
adequacy of national institutions. Could the State
justify its pervasive interference with the individual,
by rendering sufficient return ? This question
its terms becoming clearer gradually
provoked
the sequel was reflective ethics. And,
'inquiry
as reflexion bodes search for a stable principle, the
that this had not been found was

—

,

;

'

'

'

'

.

. ,

.

—

,

.

;

—

;

possibility

Hence a critical movement in theory.
The Peloponnesian War (431-405) forced similar
issues upon the average man in daily life (cf.
Thucyd. iii. 40-44, 82, v. 89). The generous
implied.

assurance of high vocation that nurtured Pindar,
Themistocles, jEschylus, Sophocles, Pericles, and,
as a glorious consummation, Plato, beat feebler
and feebler. On the other hand, and positively,
new men broke into the ancient State, bringing
new associations. Traditional civic usages bore
less meaning for them, because they did not share
the compensation to the full. Necessarily, they
felt other aspirations, and gravitated towards
other standards. The straits of war drove the
rural population upon Athens, just as, during
prosperous peace, strangers had flocked to her
Inaction and demoralization bred a progates.
letariat, neither citizen nor slave, which strained
the ordinary resources of government. In addition,
the marvellous instances of individual development,
the glory of the Periclean epoch, set a potent
And the energies and personalized
example.
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aims bore manifested had to

find fresh channels.

We [Athenians] alone regard
takes no interest in public affairs, not
as a harmless, but as a useless, member of society
Pericles could say

'

i

man who

a

'

(Thncyd.

ii.

But, political
or gone, this socialized unity
40).

autonomy shrunk
lost, its power to

Accordingly, what more natural than that
social reform should at ract iiumj' ?
What more
natural than that they should concentrate upon
the personal ideal, avrcipKeta (cf. Gomperz, Gr.
Denker, 1903 [Eng. tr. 1905], vol. ii. bk. iv. chs.
'The honest man is Nature's noble'
i.-iii.)?
(Eurip. frag. 336). But, what may honest moan ?
The Cynics were to extract their answer from
Socrates (q.v.).
Plato makes Socrates speak as follows, in his
famous speech of defence
If you say to me, "Socrates, this time ... we will let you off,

charm.

'

'

I

'

'

:

'

but upon one condition, that you are not to inquire and
"
Men of
speculate in this way any more." ... I should reply
Athens, I honour and love you but I shall obey God rather
than you, and, while I have life and strength, I shall never
cease from the practice and teaching of philosophy, exhorting
i meet after my manner, and convincing him,
any one whom
"O
my friend, why do you, who are a citizen of the
saying
great and mighty and wise city of Athens, care so much about
laying up the greatest amount of money and honour and
reputation, and so little about wisdom and truth and the
greatest improvement of the soul, which you never regard or
heed at all? Are you not ashamed of this?'" (Apol. 29).
:

;

:

This represents

the Socratic spirit admirably.
left no methodical system, nor did he
prescribe specifics for social ills. Devotion to the
Athenian State, and respect for the higher personal
life, were the poles of his character and teaching.

But Socrates

He

could say of the State

:

'Our country is . . . higher and holier far than mother or
father. . .
When we are punished by her . . . the punishment
is to be endured in silence. . . . Whether in battle or in a court
of law, or in any other place, he [the citizen] must do what hi9
and
his
city
country order him. . . . This is the voice which I
seem to hear murmuring in
ears, like the sound of the flute
'
in the ears of the mystic (Plato, Crito, 61, 54 ; cf. J. Adam,
.

my

Crito, 1888, Introd. p. xivf.).

That

is, Socrates preserved intact the old Greek
consecration to the r/tios of the City-State, with its
subordination of the individual to the community
as the will of the gods, and as the most valuable
In practice, he
(useful) relation for the citizen.
identified himself completely with Athens, whose
But,
vicinity he seldom left (cf. Plato, Crito, 52).
at the same time, touched by the ampler experience
of the new age, he strove to universalize the
Whether the individual is a part of
individual.
a wider teleological system or no, becomes thus for
Socrates a secondary question ; and what he is
mainly interested to maintain is that each man for
himself should work out such a system in his own
life
(E. Caird, Evolution of Theology in the Gr.
Philosophers, 1904, i. 70). Socrates could, thereTo have no wants at
fore, declare to Antiphon
all is, to my mind, an attribute of godhead
to
have as few wants as possible, the nearest approach
to godhead' (Xenoph. Mem,, i. 6).
That is, his
asceticism was no end in itself, but accessary to
the desire to secure due scope for the higher
activities of manhood.
The positive purpose thus
involved a negative element. Now Socrates lived
all this, but left no authoritative exposition of it.
Accordingly, his imperfect followers seized upon
one or other aspect of his personality, and pushed
it, to the exclusion of the compensating factors.
The Cynics so enforced this negative moment
that they placed freedom in actual renunciation
of so-called superfluities' (Hegel, Werke, 1842,
'

'

'

:

;

'

'

'

Eng. tr. Hist, of Phil., 1892, i. 480-81).
Historical circumstances occasioned their revolt
from the communal ideas of the City-State. The
'
wise man will not govern himself according to
enacted laws, but by the law of virtue (Antisthenes,
ap. Diog. Laert. vi. 11). The sole authentic citizenship is citizenship of the world (Diogenes, ib. vi.

xiv. 139,

'
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had impressed the Athenians with it, on the
In short, under
Cynics abstracted Socratic independence from the occasion of the Leontine embassy (427 B.C.), when
conditions whence it drew its strength and relevance, Antisthenes was a lad of seventeen. The future
and identified virtue with unbridled protest against Cynic leader became a pupil of Gorgias, and then
social relations.
Bury me on my face,' said taught rhetoric before joining the Socratic circle.
Diogenes to Xeniades, for, ere long, everything And, while it is likely that the epideictic 'display,'
entitled the Controversy between Ajax and Odysseus
will be turned upside down (Diog. Laert. vi. 31-32).
The Cynics lost recollection that the Socratic for the Arms of Achilles, belongs to a later period,
dialectic was an incidental means to disclosure of the list of the writings of Antisthenes preserved by
the fundamental principles of morality. They Diog. Laert. (vi. 15 f.) proves that he was a praccould
think only of the barefooted old man, titioner, not only of rhetoric, but also of dialectic,
indefatigably disputing in the open streets, and with its more or less subtle and verbal treatment
In addition, one must recall that Greek
setting himself against society (Grant, Ethics of of terms.
Aristotle", 1874, i. 171). Thus minded, they turned oratory as a practical art, employing both rhetoric
upon contemporary norms and, holding nothing and dialectic, dates from Gorgias (cf. F. Blass,
stress of social exigency, the

03).

'

'

'

'

'

holy, flouted
coarsely.

human

ties scornfully, violently,

and

—

—

Teaching. (a) Theoretical. Avowedly, the
Cynics were bent upon a practical end. Indeed,
it is often asserted that they repudiated scientific
training and mental culture, with no little ostenIt
This is probably an over-statement.
tation.
would be nearer the mark to say that they subordinated scientific inquiries to the attainment of
2.

virtue, regarding intellectual discipline as indifferent in itself.
Thus, while they combated
men of the Plato type, and held aloof from the

constructive schools, they could not, and did not,
escape the theoretical problems of their age. Logic

and epistemology, it is true, had not reached clear
this had to await Aristotle.
Neverdefinition
;

Die attische Beredsamkeit

v. Gorgias bis zu Lysias,
Leipzig, 1868, p. 1 f.), and that, as a result of the
development of their polity, which made him who
is master of the stone on the Pnyx
master of
Athens (cf. E. A. Freeman, Historical Essays, 2nd
and
came
128
rhetoric
dialectic
series, 1873, p.
f.),
to be of extreme utilitarian consequence to the
Athenians (cf. Isocrates' review of his life-work,
'

'

Or.

xv.

295

f.).

Language was now a potent

weapon, and the study of terms indispensable.
Accordingly, we are forced to conclude that, whatever slight Antisthenes and his fellows may have
put upon 'science,' 'learning,' and 'culture' at
a later time, when engaged upon their ethical
mission,' the founder of the Cynic movement was
educated in a 'scientific' atmosphere, and knew
'

fortunately,

the necessity for technical discipline in the 'art of
words.'
No doubt, the studies of Protagoras,
Prodicus, and Hippias, in etymology, synonymy,
and the like, were little more than beginnings in
the abstractions of grammar and, obviously, the
science of Logic was even less advanced, the nature
of negative propositions especially offering insol nble
problems, whence the vogue of the Sophistic
elenchus.
Yet the Sophistic influence upon the
'imperfect' Socratics is so pervasive that, before
he repaired to Socrates at last, Antisthenes must
have been carried away by it. The jibes of Plato
Rep. ii. 372 D, v. 454A(?);
{Phrr.do, 101 Df. (?)
Themt. 155 E; Soph. 251 B, 230 D; Philcb. 14 D (?)),
Aristotle (Met. iii. 2(?), iv. 29, vii. 3 Top. i. 11), and
others {e.g. Cicero, ad Attic, xii. 38) would seem to
indicate that Antisthenes and the rest either relapsed into sophistical quibbling in theory, or
failed to keep step with the contemporary advance
of scientific inquiry.
For, even if Xenophoifs testimony to the acquirements of Antisthenes {Symp.
iv. 41 f.) be suspect on account of his evident Cynic
leanings, the references of Plato (Cratyl. 389 f. (?)
Phileb. 44 C cf. K. Barlen, Antisthenes u. Platon,
1S81 K. Urban, Ueber d. Enoahnungen d. Philos.
d. Antisthenes in d. platon. Schriften, 1882; F.
Diimmler, Akademika, Giessen, 1889, p. 148 f.), the
partial admission of Aristotle (Met.v. 29), his serious
refutations {de Soph. El. xx. Rhet. ii. 24), and the
remark of Cicero {de Nat. Deor. i. 13) warrant the
probable inference that, while Antisthenes had

treatise

once known better, and

theless, with the Sophists,

if

not earlier, the ques-

tion of the relation between language and thought
had asserted itself, sometimes in logomachies that
seem trifling to us. And, in this connexion, a distinct negative or critical movement became mani-

The contemporary Megarians, for example
K. Prantl, Gesch. a. Logik, Leipzig, 1855, i.
33 f. ; G. Grote, op. cit. i. 122 f. ), with whom the
Cynics had some affiliations, revelled in eristic
gymnastics. The Cynic leaders, Antisthenes and,
probably, Diogenes, evinced kindred tendencies,
as their fragmentary remains, scattered references
fest.
(cf.

'

'

in Plato and Aristotle, and the reports of later
writers indicate. Possibly the same was true of
In other
Crates, Monimus, and their followers.
words, ere the ethico-political doctrines of the sect
had sunk to the level of a social mannerism,
*
Whose dog-like carriage and effrontery,
Despising infamy, outfac'd disgrace,'

the Cynics partook in theoretical discussions of the
day, occupying a position akin, apparently, to that
of the Megarians (q.v.), and one not far removed,
in ultimate principle, at least, from the Cyrenaics
(q.v.).

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

Thus, Epictetus {Diss. i. 17, 12) attributes to
Antisthenes the saying, The examination of terms
is the beginning of education.'
Similarly, Plato
(Euthyd. 277 E, cf. Crat. 384) records that, according to Prodicus, a right use of terms is the
Unbeginning of knowledge' (cf. Protag. 337).
'

'

owing to the loss of Antisthenes'
On Words, we are unaware how these

statements should be interpreted.
Conceivably,
they imply no more than Plato (Thcazt. 201 E) and
Aristotle {Met. viii. 3) assert.
On the other hand,
it is certain that, through the peculiar notions
about evidonco entertained in their law-courts,
committees of the popular assembly (cf. R. J.
Bonner, Evidence in Athenian Courts, Chicago,
1905), the Athenians had long been familiar
with forensic dialectic, as ^Eschylus' Orestes
(458 H.c.) suffices to show.
Furthermore, at the
time when the other Greek arts reached their
zenith (c. 440 B.C.), rhetoric, the t^x">? of words,
had flourished for a generation in Sicily, under
Corax of Syracuse (c. 465 B.C.); and Gorgias, accompanied by one of its chief exponents, Tisias,

;

;

still posed as a disciple
of Socrates (this would be Plato's view), he had
reverted to the empiricism of Gorgias, and had
fallen thence into theoretical scepticism, regarding
'
science as negligible except for purposes of direct
in short, a
utility, as with Hippias— had become,
In a word, although they started
'barbarian.'
from the Socratic insistence upon definition, the
Cynics never reached theoretical solutions in fact,
they regarded them as impossible, perhaps even
as worthless.
Remembering, then, that Logic had no independent existence, the little that we know of Cynic
logic may be traced to Socrates for its primary
impulse, and to the Sophists, especially Gorgias
and Hippias, for its content. The effort of Socrates
'

;

OYNIOS
to deiine tlio ideal Good, to replace a physical or
cosmological by a logical tpivis, had not reached
complete success (cf. Xenoph. Mem. iii. 9. 14, iii.
8. 3, i. 3. 2).
It was an aspiration rather than a
final achievement.
The problems therefore were
(1) to formulate a definition carrying universal
its content
to
state
(3) to explain
(2)
validity
:

;

;

how man might realize it in life. Such fragments
of Cynic logic as we have are remnants of a
theoretical effort connected with the first problem;
Cynic ethics, a practical reply to the second and
third.
The former represents a reversion to the
the latter follows mainly from undue
Sophists
emphasis upon, and isolation of, one aspect of the
person of Socrates, filled out probably, as regards
;

inconsistent universalism (cosmopolitanism), by
elements drawn chiefly from the teaching of
its

Hippias.

Turning to the logical side, then, we find that
for Antisthenes a satisfactory definition must be
the statement of the essence of a thing.
But,
seeing that things consist of parts, the only definition practicable would be a description of these
parts as actual components of a whole (cf. Plato,
Soph. 251 f.). Accordingly, the thing itself, being
simple, is indefinable ; it may be named, but the
name tells nothing of the essential reality (cf.
Aristotle, Met. i. 3).
Diogenes is reported to have
said, when Plato was talking to him about ideas
and using the terms 'tableness' and 'cupness,' 'I
"
see a table and a cup, but I see no " tableness or
"
"cupness
(Diog. Laert. vi. 55 cf. Plato, Parmen.
132 B). That is, according to Cynic epistemology,
general ideas exist solely in the mind, individual
This is the earliest distinct
things alone are real.
expression of Nominalism.
Logically, it results
in the conclusion that no judgments are permissible
Man and good
except judgments of identity.
are different from one another. You cannot predicate good of man '; you can say merely, man
is man,' 'good is good' (cf. Plato [?], Hipp. Maj.
304
Grote, op. cit. ii. 47). This led immediately
to the assertion, put into the mouth of Dionysodorus by Plato (Euthyd. 2S6 B), that contradiction
If so, the paradox issues
(or error) cannot occur.
that false and contradictory propositions are impossible, which implies, in turn, that all propositions
are equally true. As the question of logical form,'
to which such reasoning might apply, in the sense
that form does not guarantee truth, had not yet
been considered independently, the Cynics meant,
probably, that predicates, because applicable to
many subjects, could not be attached more exclusively to one than to another. But we are able
only to conjecture as to this (cf. Plutarch, ado.
Colot. 1119 Cf. [ed. Bernardakis, vol. v. p. 45 f.]
In any event, however, it
Plato, Parmen. 130 f.).
is evident that the conclusion of the matter is in
the Sophistic vein. Objects, when 'composed'
of single factors, may be defined.
Simple objects
('ultimates'), being perceptible only to sense, are
susceptible of nomenclature, but are unknowable as
such. The distinction here raised really between
percepts and concepts is valid enough. But the
inference of Verbalism, instead of carrying out a
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

A

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

—
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Cynics may be traced to the coalescence of several
elements; and very probably this is more evident
it was to the Cynics themselves in their
But the numerous stories
period of transition.
related about their leaders (for the sake of the
story), and the scantiness of the documentary
evidence, render a dispassionate account very
difficult.
Still the following constituent factors,
at least, can be traced witli some certainty: (1)
common man, sturdy and
Socrates, the plain,
independent ; (2) the Eleaticism of Antisthenes'
teacher, Gorgias ; (3) the 'return to nature' of
Hippias and Euripides; and (4) the momentary

now than

'

'

exigencies of daily

Athens and

life in

in Hellas.

(1) The Cynics descend from the Xenophontic,
not the Platonic, Socrates (cf. S. Ribbing, Ueber
d. Verhdltnis zwischen d. Xenoph. u. Platon.
Bcrichten iib. d. Persbnlichkeit u. d. Lehre d.
Sokrates, Upsala, 1870 ; F. Diininiler, loc. cit., and
This is the Socrates
Antistlicnica, Halle, 1882).
who, as we saw above, made independence an

attribute

of

godhead

(cf.

Xenoph. Mem.

i.

6).

Yet, for him, asceticism was a means to an end
(cf. Xenoph. C'yn. xiii.), not an end in itself, as it
became with the Cynics. The endurance which
he praised was no unusual or new thing it related
to ordinary life, and, naturally, had been accentuated by the early
moralists (e.g.
proverbial
Hesiod, Opp. Di. 287 f., 411 f.).
Quickened by
moral sincerity, Socrates protested against the indignity put on labour as a friend of the common
folk' (Xenoph. Mem. i. 2), he held work to be more
honourable than idleness (ib. iii. 8. 9, 10). It was
this side of his character that attracted Antisthenes, and produced in the disciple a parody of
the master's temperate protest against the enervating habits of the luxurious city.
common
(2) But, alongside of this moralized
sense,' a distinct theoretical element operated, of
which the Cynics were, in a way, unconscious.
Socrates had taught that virtue is a 'science'
(Aristotle, Eth. Nic. iii. 8. 6), meaning thereby
that virtue was communicable.
Now, although
about
Gorgias dismissed metaphysical speculations
'
Being, and thus showed that the science could
not be concerned with
nature,' he hinted, by
implication, at an internal (rational) One. That
is, his argumenta ad hominem
emphasized the
homo. Accordingly, although he denied what he
held to be an unconditional object out of relation
to self, he still left self as the One, even the
This survival of Eleatic docunexplored One.
trine reappeared in the Cynic interpretation of the
of
side
Socratic
positive
teaching courage, justice,
wisdom are identical they are knowledge or, as
Antisthenes put it theologically, the gods are
many Kara viixov, they are One Kara <pvaiy. Reason,
the organ of this knowledge, is the prerogative,
not of men, but of mankind (cf. Diog. Laert. vi.
;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

105 ; Xenoph.
Aristotle, Pol.

power lamy

Mem.
I.

i.

xiii.

6/u\etv.

If

:

;

19 ; Plato, Meno, 71
Reason bestows the
incommunicable theoreti2.

;

10).

logical

cally, at all events by means of the current education, it can be recognized and liberated in practical
In short, Will becomes the content of
activity.
the ' science ' of the sole Good virtue. As against

they entangle themselves in a paradoxical inquiry
such as that typified by Alfred de Musset's question
Le cceur humain de qui, le coeur humain
de quoi ? (cf. A. Ed. Chaignet, Hist, de la psych,
des Grecs, i., Paris, 1887, p. 189 f., note 4; Grote,
op. cit. i. 168 f., note 1).
ethical doctrines of the
(6) Practical.— The

Platonicabsolutism, with its aristocratic tendencies,
which separate men from each other, the Cynics
assert a democratic unity.
They admit a pragmatic universal in the shape of a plan of life.
Thus okeios \&yos came by essential content, despite
nominalistic logic (cf. Diog. Laert. vi. 12, 103). No
matter what the theory, essence could be exhibited
in overt conduct.
return to nature
(3) The Cynics preached a
as an escape from social convention with its ills.
Here they stood in line with Hippias and Euripides.
Man ought to be self-sufficient. They meant by

—

and epistemological analysis, leads back to
Sophistic scepticism which, once more, is hardly
distinguishable from Sensationalism (cf. Aristotle,
Met. iii. 5).
The Cynics thus seize the negative
element in the Socratic dialectic process towards
definition, but omit the positive. As a consequence,

—

'

'

—

—

'

'
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this that there is a human 'nature,' beyond the
accidents of citizenship, language, and even race
(Eurip. frag. 1050), and that civil institutions are
unjustifiable because they interfere with the cultivation of this common possession. As Hippias
said: 'All of you who are here present I reckon
to be kinsmen and friends and fellow-citizens by
nature, and not by law ; for by nature like is akin
to like, whereas law is the tyrant of mankind, and

often compels us to do many things which are
against nature' (Plato, Protag. 337); or, as Isohas brought it to
crates put it: 'Athens
" Greek " should be
thought no
pass that the name
longer a matter of race but a matter of intelligence' (Or. iv. 50). Hence Cynic cosmopolitanism.
The Cynics proposed to realize this unitary nature
by denuding themselves of wants, by eschewing
obligation to the 'resources of civilization.' Simwere
plicity, temperance, ability to fend for self,
Hence their anto be the means to this end.
archism.
(4) Even before the Peloponnesian War, the
Hellenic world had grown conscious of new displacements, and the course of the struggle accentThe 7roXirefa lacked the
uated this condition.
Conflexibility needed to meet the transition.
.

.

.

'

'

sequently, men became aware increasingly
a separation between the organized State and
transient society (cf. G. A. and W. H. Simcox,
Demosthenes and JEsehines On the Crown,' 1872,
As has been said above, the citizen
p. lxviif.).
no longer found absorbing vocation in his citizenship loyalty was on the wane. Besides, the war
of

'

:

produced special eli'ects of its own. The unity of
Hellas and the independence of the rival cities
proved to be incompatible ideals the gulf between
rich and poor yawned wider the itch for personal
recognition brought disregard of social responsia country'
bility; and numerous men 'without
roamed over all Greece (cf. Isocrates, Ep. ix. 10).
The system of education had forfeited the confidence of many (cf. Isocrates, Or. xiii. 292 f., xi.
230f„ x. 208 f., xv. 84f., 259f.), while, on the
other hand, the people were untouched by the
things of the spirit (cf. Isocrates, Or. xi. 230,
ii. 23 f., viii. 161 f., xv. 168 f.), as, indeed, Aristotle
asserted later (Eth. Nic. i. 5. 3). Every one was
finding fault with his neighbour the efficiency of
These
democratic government was in doubt.
grave matters were at once the incentives to, and
the immediate objects of, the Cynic 'mission.'
Unfortunately, hindered doubtless by the temper
;

;

;

of the time, the Cynics, who surpassed all in
fearlessness, appear to have employed no weapon
more potent than contentious abuse, and to have

prescribed no remedy more practicable than an
Better known to the
impossible renunciation.
masses than any other teachers, their extravagance and licence rendered them easy marks for
ridicule and resentment, so that the seriousness of
the evils which they attacked legitimately was
overshadowed by the bizarre conduct of the critics.
Few, if any, constructive results were accomplished
in the 4th cent., as the state of affairs under
Eubulus (354-338 B.C.) serves to show (cf. IsoJ. Beloch,
crates [c. 353 B.C.], Or. xv. 270 f.
Die attische Politik scit Perikles, Leipzig, 1884,
These
173
influences,
then,
f.).
probably
along
p.
with others, now irrecoverable, moulded the Cynic
;

ethics.

Although the Sophist was a Tex"oypi<pm, the
and Gorgias belonged
teacher of a practical art
very distinctly to this type a man of Antisthenes'
quality, when deflected by Socrates, could easily
pick holes in Sophistic practice (cf. Plato, Soph.
250 A); he and, more emphatically, his follower,
Diogenes, might retain portions of the Gorgian
method (cf. Aristotle, lihet. iii. 17. 7), the temper
'

—
—

'

Seeking reputation and gain, the Sophists
could not be entirely disinterested (cf. Xenoph.
Cyn. xiii.). Perforce they had to adapt themselves
to popular tastes ; and Gorgias, conspicuously,
seems to have conformed himself to current prejudices in like manner, Hippias' ideal of a union
between the Greek States, just because it was not
original with him, serves to illustrate a similar
Such pliability, amounting often to
tendency.
hollowness, revolted Antisthenes, when contact
The times
with Socrates had converted him.
It was not
appeared to call for sterner stuff.
enough to suggest moral notions by elegant discourses
Independproselytes must be secured.
ence was needed above all else; and this could be
condition that a man found his ideal
on
justified
purposes within himself (cf. Eurip. Troad. 988
Plato, Rep. ii. 366 E). Thus the Cynics came to
regard virtue, not as good, but as the Good, and
this as an implicit quality inherent in manhood,
made explicit in the 'wise man' (i.e. Socrates
universalized by Cynic pragmatism) for without a
universal there could be no philosophy (cf. Plato,
No matter at what cost, the
Parmen. 136).
never.

;

;

;

;

must develop and guard

'

this possession
i. 41), for on it depended the
of life
Everyself-sufficiency.
thing must be sacrificed for it ; indeed, this complete sacrifice was regarded as the essence of
virtue.
On the other hand, vice was the sole
evil ; and the intermediate values of life, high
'

sage

(cf.

Cicero, de Off.

—

one great issue

—

or low, positive or negative, wealth, position,
health, poverty, shame, sickness, even death
Thus self-control imwere wholly indifferent.

—

not the moralizing of human relations, but
their total eradication, because they are invitations to weakness or to submission (cf. Diog.
Laert. vi. 93). So the Cynics came to 'exceed'
the nature at which they had arrived the subAnd there
jective tendency overpowered them.
are signs that, like the Stoics afterwards, they
wavered here (cf. Diog. Laert. vi. 2, 6, 13, 30, 31,
63, 72)
yet their professed ideal was to possess
no home, no city, to be beggars and wanderers
For man comprehends by nature
(cf. ib. vi. 38).
plied,

;

;

is just and true (cf. ib. vii. 53), and this
internal nature is to be set free as against the
law or convention of society. The declaration of
Hippias (Plato, Protag. 357 D), transmuted now
into a <pii(ris avSpuirlv-q, is elevated into the single
The insight
principle capable of moral authority.
wise man,' Avon by renunciation, becomes
of the
the supreme test and, according to its judgment,
all laws, institutions, and arrangements of society

what

'

;

are found arbitrary and harmful. They hamper
and enslave true manhood for, morally viewed,
men are free, and therefore equal, just because
they possess a specific virtuous nature in their own
individual right.
Consequently, man is able to
realize the Good only if he renounces them.
Society is the great Sophist (cf. Plato, Hep.
therefore it ia
492 A
it renders evil absolute
infinitely better to be an uneducated beggar than
Thus the
an educated echo of 'civilization.'
Cynics desert their theoretical Nominalism, and
fall into the old paradoxes resultant upon the
clash between personal ideal and social opporCasuistry (their species of sophistry)
tunity.
marks them for its own, and antitheses displace
As always, their anarchism ends in
reasoning.
;

)

;

;

without fraternity, liberty and
The sociobut barren words.
and helplessness of Hellas
political
An ulterior prinled to this extreme conclusion.

communism,
equality

for,

are

indecision

the innate prerogative of simple manhood,
came to be viewed as the only escape from conciple,

temporary

evils.

to political, Bocial,

This indifference of the Cynics
and domestic obligations led, of

CYRBNAICS
(of. Diog. Laert. vi. 12).
Curiously enough, however, they did not advocate
and
quietism (cf, P. W. Bussell, Marcos Aureliits
the Later Stoics, 1910, p. 51f.)as a result of their
The
misand
Cynic
repudiation.
nonconformity
sionary' became a familiar figure, and he lived in
Like Crates, he was a 'doorface o'i the public
opener' (Diog. Laert. vi. 86), hut he seems, as a
rule, to have been taken more jocularly than BeriNor is this wonderful. Strange as it may
ously.
appear, the besetting sins of Athenian character
—vanity and self-sufnoiency found a new incarnation in the censoriousness and self-advertisement
As a matter of fact, they had
of some Cynics.
not investigated morality with due care, and so
deliver
could
not
themselves from paradox.
they
For, after all, consistent Cynicism is tantamount
to a confession of failure. Deny the existence of
the problem, as the Cynics did in relation to
Athenian economic conditions, for example, and
Vanity of vanities,' saith the
you have solved it
preacher, 'all is vanity'; whereas the greatest
of vanities is apt to be the preacher himself.
It is possible, and too easy perhaps, to judge
Cynicism as the temporary exaggeration of a
liut, after all, it dealt with the immortal
clique,
things of life, and in later times left its mark upon
ancient thought
Epictetus could idealize even

course, to antinomianism

'

—

—

'

!

;

Diogenes

[Diss:

iii.

An

24).

overwhelming

per-

sonality like Socrates transmutes the fluid tendencies of his epoch, and outpaces the average
man. Nevertheless, Socrates was of his age, and
could not escape its limitations. Antisthenes and
his followers started from this temporary factor,
and, by confining the Socratic doctrine to it, im-

Rudely enough,
pressed the ordinary mind.
perhaps, they proved that Greece still had a
conscience.
They exercised the magisterial and
reproving function (cf. Epictetus, .Diss. ii. 21),
emphasizing the force and conviction, though not
the dignity and sublimity, of the master ; yet this
very bias freed them from the sordid passions of
self-interest

which so

afflicted their

contemporaries

Diog. Laert. vi. 85 f. Xenoph. Symp. iv. 34 f.).
their denunciation of slavery showed, they had
a glimpse of a sublime idea, and were enabled consequently to enter a splendid protest against the
otiose compromises and superficial conformities of
the day. And, if their zeal outran discretion, or even
decency, it must be recalled that they were bred
of a society which lived in puris naturalibus to a
(cf.

;

As

degree incomprehensible by us; that, by insistence
upon the moral significance of much that had been
deemed non-moral, they aired questions to which
otherwise Aristotle's saving common sense might
never have been applied (cf. e.g. Eth. Nic. x. 6).
As a result, they paved the way for the conclusion
that virtue is not a theory, but a spiritual state
Their
it is dynamic over against the trivial.
defence of a thesis doubtless blurred their vision
of the seminal personality of the 'wise man.'
Notwithstanding, they did make the 'sage' the
moral norm, and thus gave the first hint that the
"Return to nature," so far from implying reversion to animalism, and the reduction of man's
needs to the level of the beasts, was found to
involve fundamental differentiation of reasoning
man from the unreason of the brute or the inertia
of matter, to place man on a unique spiritual
plane, and eventually to summon him from individual isolation to conscious brotherhood with
kind' (G. H. Kendall, Marcus Aurclvus Antoninus
to Himself, 1898, p. xlvi).
Driven by a theory
which spelt failure, the Cynics could not perceive these great issues but ideals, whose end is
not yet, originated with them.
See also Casuistry, Cyrenaics, Megarians,
Nko-Cynics, Socrates, SorinsTS, Stoics.

—

'

;
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addition to the works mentioned in the textl
Ueberweg-Heinze, Grand/ iss </. Oesch. d. Philos. i. 1 " (V.nu),
given a complete nummary of the technical literature sec § 7,
for the primary and secondary sources for the history of Greek
philosophy §8, for literature on the pre-philosophieal period
of Greek culture
§ 37, for literature on the Cynics specifically.
For the English reader the hest work is still E. Zeller,
Socrates and the Socratic Schools, Eng. tr., Loudon, 1868, and
successive reprints; W. Windelband, llist. of Anc. 1'hilosophy, Eng. tr., London, 181)9, is also very valuable the most
brilliant and readable account of the Cynics is to be found in
Th. Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, Eng. tr. vol. ii., London, 1905.
With special reference, as a rule, to the social, political, and
literary environment, the following works may he added
T. C. Finlayson, Essays, Addresses, and .Lyrical Translae
tions, London, 1893, p. 194 f.; P. Girard, L'Educ. atMn. au v
O. Apeit,
et au iv siecle avant Jtsus-Christ'*, Paris, 189]
Beitr. z. Gesch. d. gr. Phil., Leipzig, 1891 (the essay on Cosmoi'olit.
R.
in
E.
Institutions
Hammond,
Antiquity);
politanism
A. Croiset, hist, de la
of the Anc. G-recks, London, 1895
24(1 f.
P.
Utt. tjrecque, torn. iv. [Paris, 19U0J pp.
3(if.,
Dechanne, La Critique des traditions rcligieuscs ehez les
R. Hirzel, Der Dialog : tin
Orecs, otc, Paris, 1904, p. 217 f.
literarhist. Versuch, i., Leipzig, 1895; M. Clerc, Les Meleques
athi tiiens: Etude sur la condition legale, la situation morale et
le rdle social et e'eonomique des etrangers domicilii a Athenes,
H. Francotte, De la Condition des itra/ngers dans
Paris, 1893
H. Sidgwick, Lecles cue's grecques, Louvain and Paris, 1903
tures on the Philos. of Kant, etc., London, 1905 (the essay on
the Sophists); Ed. Schwartz, Charaktcrkojife d. antiken Lit.,

—

Litkratpiie

(in

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

2nd

series, Leipzig, 1910, p. 1

f.

R. M. 'WhNLEY.

CYRENAICS.— The name given to a school
thinkers founded at Cyrene, a Greek colony
on the northern coast of Africa, towards the beginning of the 4th century B.C. It is one of the
earliest attempts and perhaps the most thoroughgoing to base the conduct of life on the pursuit
The founder of the
of the individual's pleasure.
school was Aristippus. He came to Athens to hear
to the end of his
whom
he
reverenced
Socrates,
life (Diog. ii. 65, 76), and whose scholar, in spite
of the differences between them, he always avowed
himself to be (ib. 74). Socrates would never really
have accepted the pursuit of mere personal pleasure
as the end of life
indeed, in the Memorabilia
(ii. 1), Xenophon gives us an account of a keen
dispute between him and Aristippus on this very
Yet the pupil might fairly have claimed
point.
to teach nothing inconsistent with his master's
fundamental principles. Socrates, in fact, while
claiming that man's rational life lay in the search

of

—

—

;

'

'

what was truly good, had yet left undeterthis true good might be (see Sidgwick,
The Cyrenaics
History of Ethics, pp. 24, 31).
argued that it could be found in nothing but
pleasure, which was the one thing manifestly deafter

mined what

and which all creatures, unless perverted,
did desire and choose (Diog. ii. 87, 88, 89).
This ethical doctrine seems to have been closely
connected with their general view— derived probably
from Protagoras that the individual was limited
man could
to a knowledge of his own sensations.
sirable,

—

A

know only what appeared

to him, not

were in themselves, nor even what
and there was thus
to others
possibility of a rational assertion
was noble or not in itself. All we
;

what things

they appeared
apparently no
that anything

could know of
'goodness' was what was pleasurable to us (Diog.
93
Sext.
adv.
Math.
vii. 191-200).
92,
;
Empir.
There was thus no room for the Cyrenaics to admit
fundamental differences of quality in pleasure and
One
this, it would seem, they fully realized.
pleasure was no whit better than another (Diog.
ii. 87), nor could the source from which it sprang,
however base that might be called, make any
In this they were
difference to its worth [ib. 88).
profoundly at variance with Plato and Aristotle,
who both argued for absolute standards of value
and of truth, standards going beyond the mere
opinions of individual men [e.g. Plato, Bepub.
bk. vi. ad fin.
Arist. Metaph. bk. iii. c. 5. 1009",
The famous disEth. Nic. bk. i. c. 8. 1099 a ).
cussion in the Philebus (36 C f.) as to the possiii.

;

;

bility

of

a distinction

between true and

false
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sonal life called by the name of Death's Advocate,' and accused of luring men to suicide (ib. 86

pleasures, parallel to that between true and false
opinions, is in all probability written with an eye
It is of great interest
to the Cyrenaic position.
also to note that this initial scepticism of theirs
led the Cyrenaics to turn aside from scientific
inquiry into Nature, as from useless speculation
(Diog. ii. 92).
The anecdotes told of Aristippus and his biting
wit give a vivid commentary on his theory. His
seems to have been one of the great experiments
in life' that the Greek philosophers were not
afraid to make.
Resolute, daring, and self-controlled, on one side it recalls the great Socratic
tradition of unswerving obedience in practice to
that argument which seemed the best,' and even the
'
Socratic scorn for non-essentials ; it was better
to he a beggar than a dunce if the first had no
money, the second had no manhood (ib. 70). But
there is a sinister side as well. Aristippus will take
anything he can get from Dionysius, the tyrant of
I went to Socrates when I wanted
Syracuse.

'

;

Cic. 'fuse.

83).

i.

Annikeris, at the cost of consistency, gave a
It is plain that
gentler tone to the whole system.
the question between what might be called individualistic and altruistic hedonism, between the
pleasure of oneself and the pleasure of others, was
coming to the front and pressing for solution.
According to Annikeris, there were such things of
genuine worth as friendship and patriotism (which
Hegesias had denied). The wise man would suffer
for his country and still be equally happy, although
he got little pleasure from it, and pleasure alone
was the end. The happiness of another was not a
reasonable object of choice, yet the wise man
would endure for the sake of his friend (Diog. ii.

'

'

;

'

96, 97).

Theodorus, called 'the Atheist,' seems to have
been the closest, both in keenness of intellect and
in hardness of temper, to the original founder.
the foolish could
Friendship he dispensed with
not use friends, and the wise man had no need of
them (ib. 98). There was nothing to be ashamed
of in theft and adultery and sacrilege, provided
one escaped the penalties (ib. 99). He seems to
have differed slightly from Aristippus in that he
felt the need of laying more stress on the attitude
of the mind, and less on the external goods of
chance as necessary for the well-being of man.
Thus he was led to say that the vital matters
were not ' pleasure and pain,' these in themselves being indifferent, but 'joy' and 'grief,'
which in their turn depended on prudence and
This at least is the interpretation suggested
folly.
by Zeller for a somewhat obscure passage in Diog.

'

knowledge,
(ib.

come

I

He

78).

to

you when

does not

I want money'
demand constancy from
it matter to him if
{ib. 74) ?
Money and

;

his mistresses ; what did
others sailed in his ship

what money could get are not
used, and used freely. The evil

to be shunned, but
lies in being bound
pleasures, not in enjoying them (ib. 75 ;
Let them be as vivid as
Stob;eus, Fluril. 17, 18).
'
calm ' so near indifference, afterpossible the

by our

—

wards advocated by the Epicureans, is scorned
as nothing better than sleep (Diog. ii. 89)
but let them not defeat their own object by fettering the mind (ib. 66, 67). The 'smooth motion'
of the Cyrenaic pleasure was always motion, but
the rippling motion of a great sea which should

—

'

never be roused into storm. Though circumstances
may, prevent the wise man from obtaining this
always, yet he will be able to attain more of it, and
in a more intense form, than any one else (ib. 90, 91).
Aristippus himself was always famous for his easy
mastery over all circumstances, prosperous and
adverse alike and the line of Horace (Ep. I. xvii. 24)
that pictures him at peace in the present, yet
striving for greater things' (' Tentantcm maiora,
fere prcesentibus cequum '), gives us Cyrenaicism at
;

98, and it is certainly probable.
About the time of the later Cyrenaics, Epicurus
was developing a more subtle and elaborate form
of the doctrine, and after the 3rd cent. B.C. we do
ii.

not hear of Cyrenaics as distinguished from EpiSee also artt Hedonism and Philocureans.

sophy

(Greek).

—

'

its best.

The pressure of the practical problem, how to
attain the maximum of individual pleasure, is shown
in the divergencies of his successors.
Hegesias
felt the inevitable pain of life so keenly as to disbelieve in the possibility of anything deserving the
name of happiness (Diog. ii. 94). The most that
for his
could be hoped for by the wise man,
acting^
own interest alone, as a wise man should, was to
and
this
could
be
attained
from
suffering,
escape
best by indifference to external things (ib. 95, 96).
Here we reach a strange likeness to the Stoics
and Cynics, and, stranger still, we find this leader
of what purported to be the school of vivid per-

'

Literature. No writings, other than fragmentary, of the
The chief ancient
Cyrenaics themselves are in existence.
Diogenes Laertius, de Clarornm Philosophorum Vitis, bk. ii. 65-104, c. S, 'Aristippus' [for the ethical
doctrines of the school and the character of Aristippus], Paris,
1878 Sextus Empiricus, adversus Mathematical, bk. vii. 190See also
200 [for the metaphysical position], Leipzig, 1840.
F. W. A. Muuach, FragmetUa Philusophorum Grcecorum, ii.
397 ff., Paris, ISO"; H. Ritter and L. Preller, Bistoria Philosophise Grmcce, Cyrenaici,' 204-213 B, Gotha, 1SS8 F. Ueberweg, Grundriss der Gesch. der Philos.s, Berlin, 1S94-9S, i. 95 ff.
E. Zeller, Socrates and the Socratic Schools (tr. Reichel), ch.
xiv. [very clear and thorough, with copious quotations and
der
reference's],' London, 1868; J. E. Erdmann, Grundriss
Gesch. der T'hilos* Berlin, 1895-96 (Eng. tr., London, 1890), i.
S!) If.
H. Siilsrwick, Historn of El hies, i. c. ii. §§ 2-4 [brief, but
G. W. F. Hegel, Geschichte der
illuminating], London, 1890
authorities are

:

;

'

;

;

;

;

Philosophic,

ii. 1.

c. 2.

C. 2 [the

work

of a master], Berlin, 1833.

W.

Pater, in Marius the Epicurean, London, 1885, gives incidentally a vivid though 6omewhat rose-coloured sketch of the
system.

E.

M. STAWELL.

D
DACOITY. — This

term, which

is

derived from

Hindi dakait, 'robbery belonging to an armed
to shout,' is now
band,' probably from dukna,
usually employed as an equivalent for brigandage
(or, technically, the conspiracy of five or more men
to engage in an act of robbery, or the actual commission of such an offence) arising from, or at least
existing in, an unsettled condition of some of the
'

It is in this
administrative districts in India.
bense that it is used with regard to Burma.

more
Originally, however, it referred to a much
and curious condition of society, in which
not
an
was
violence
with
occupation
only
robbery
but a religious and caste duty. Robbery was a
of the
hereditary profession, although the ranks
Dacoits were continually augmented from the outdefinite

The system reached its greatest development
the Native State of Oudh (shortly before its
Dominion in
incorporation within the British
India), owing to the incapacity of its native rulers.
side.

in

DADU, DADUPANTHIS
also prevalent in nearly every Native
was encouraged by the rulers, who
the proceeds of the robberies as the
The Dacoits rarely comtheir
toleration.
of
price
mitted their depredations near their native haunts,
or even within the State which harboured them.
As their victims were usually strangers, the
Dacoits were not the objects of fear and hatred
on the part of their neighbours, who were not,
therefore, anxious to betray them to the authorities.
Their raids were carefully planned, and the members of an expedition made their way to their
rendezvous singly or in small bands, disguised as
pilgrims or as holy water-carriers or as bullockAfter carrying out their plans, they made
drivers.
their way back to their jungle fastnesses with
almost incrediblo rapidity. As a rule, they preferred to avoid bloodshed, but on occasion they did
not scruple to take life.
The Dacoits were usually of low caste, and their
social and religious customs were of a totemistic

But

it

was

State,

anil

shared

in

character, exogamous marriage being the practice.
Their raids were undertaken only when the omens
were favourable, and after the exercises of religion.
The deities of most of the Dacoit clans or septs
were Kali or Devi (an axe sacred to her being
carried by Dacoit leaders in Central India) and
Sorruj Deota (the sun-god).
The British authorities in India made great
efforts in the decades preceding the middle of last
century to stamp out the practice, but, as it was
rooted in religion and social custom as well as

encouraged by misrule in Native States, the task
was very severe and the evil came to life again
when it had been apparently stamped out. But,
with the final annexation of Oudh, its great stronghold no longer proved a shelter for the robber
clans, and Dacoity since the Mutiny has been
indistinguishable from local brigandage, to the
suppression of which the police are adequate.
;

The attitude of the British authorities to
Dacoity, as in the similar cases of Thuggee (see
Thags), affords an instance of interference with
but it brings out
native religions and customs
clearly the rationale of such action in that the
custom must be recognizably of an anti-social and
criminal character.
;

Literature. — J.

Huttou, Pofmlar Account of the Thugs and
E. Balfour, Cyclopaedia of India*,
Dacoits, London, 1857
London, 1885, i. 874. See also the literature under Thaos.

Thereafter he turned his face towards the south,
making new disciples and strengthening his old
a
Qg whom were some nobles. After a
year in Ajnber he went to Naraina, a village about
from t lie capital and s from Sambhar,
miles
S.W.
40

ones,

and there died

shastras and temple services for trade with foreign
About the time of the Reformation in
parts.
Europe and a little before Dadu's birth, a Reformation of Hinduism had spread over all northern
India, from Bengal to the Pan jab, and south
towards Bombay.
Kabir, the founder of the

Kabirpanthis {q.v.), had very thoroughly done a
reformer's work round Benares.
Nanak, from
whom, under his ninth successor, came the Sikhs,
had fought idolatry and superstition in the Panjab.
The influence of these two spread far and wide,
and hundreds of earnest souls were protesting
against the grosser abuses in Hinduism.
Dadu was early affected, and his religious convictions led him to spend his life in preaching the
Reformation doctrines over the midlands, between
Ahmadabad and Delhi. He lived for a time in
Sambhar, where his monument is, and where his
coat and sandals are kept as relics and worshipped.
Amber, the old capital of Jaipur, was Dadu's home
for a time, where a house of his followers still
flourishes, and in the modern capital we have the
headquarters of the Nagas.

Dadu

visited Delhi,

and had an interview with the famous Akbar.
vol.

iv.

— 25

in

\.

1603.

D.

152 disciples to continue the work
followers.
His teachings arc
embodied in the Bctni, a poetic work of 6000
In its 37 chapters various religious subverses.
jects are treated, such as: The Divine Teacher,

Dadu
among

left

his

many

Remembrance, Separation, The Meeting, The Mind,
The Hymns
Truth, The Good, Faith, Prayer.
appended are set to music, and are suitable for
public and private worship.
2. From the Bani it appears that Dadu condemned and rejected much that was new and false
in Hinduism, and that he re-discovered and taught
much truth about God, man, and salvation.
He rejected: (l)Tho Vedas and Qur'an as ultimate truth (2) the Vedantic philosophy (3) ritualism and formalism (4) the corrupt priesthood
(7) the
(6) idolatry
(5) caste and caste marks
use of the rosary (8) pilgrimages and ceremonial
on
the
transnew
He
threw
ablutions.
(9)
light
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

migration of the soul, holding that

all possible
The
re-births happen in man's one life on earth.
moods of mind and the quality of actions give the
soul the birth of a fox, a goose, a pig, an ass,, and
such like.
(10) He held that the
gods Siva,

Visnu, and Brahma were only men who bad
been canonized. Their pictures and statues had
been made and preserved as object-lessons, to teach

men

their history.

was not evil in
evil by allowing

(11)
itself.

Maya, the world, matter,
The bad man made it
mind away from

to lead his

it

Worldliness, and not the world, is evil.
I am not a Hindu,
(12) He again and again says
nor a Musalman. I belong to none of the six
I love the merciful God.'
schools of philosophy.
His doctrines about God, man, and salvation
included the following.
'I have
Forsake all evil.'
'Forsake not the One God.
found that God is the unchangeable, the immortal, the fearless,

God.

'

:

the joy-giving, the best, the self-existent, the almighty, the
beautiful, the glory -of-all, the pure, the unimaged, the unseen,
the incomprehensible, the infinite, the kingly One.' 'He is
'

I have
brightness, effulgence, light, illumination, perfection.'
made all things teach me of God, and I know that He is immanent in the universe with all its properties and elements.'

God

;

John Davidson.
DADU, DADUPANTHIS. — i. Dadu (a.d.
1544 to 1603) was born in Ahmadabad, of Brahman
His father, LodI Bam, had left his
parents.
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the Creator.

is

'So powerful is the Lord, that by one word He created all.'
'His works are wonderful, and cannot be fully understood
He alone does all and gives power to all. He blesses all His
servants and is not proud.' 'He created us after a model He
had formed of His plans, His wisdom, His works, no man can
Where nothing was. He made all and when He
see the limit.'
Become as nothing before Him, and
wills it becomes nothing.
.

'

:

'

;

love

Him

God

alone.'

the Preserver of all.
I adore
I meditate on Him, who preserves all.'
brahma, the unsurpassable. My God is the Holy One.
is

'

'

the ParaI

worship

the pure and unimaged one.'

Man is

made

to worship God.
who persuades you to serve

a creature, and

Who is so wretched as the man
Not for a moment even let God's
other gods?'
1

name depart
that
from your heart.' 'My soul, if now thou knowest not
" What
God's name is the chief good, thou shalt repent and say,
a fool I was!'" 'The world ia an ocean of pain, God is an
ocean of joy. Go to this ocean and forsake the useless world.'
'

Conscience spoke clearly in Dadu.
'

I

have done very wickedly

art the
'

God

of patience.

no other like
everything.

my

me
I

my life

I

so

vile.'

sin against

am

sin.'
'I
sins are infinite

of

;

O Lord. Thou
the blame belongs.

be not angry,

To Thy servant

all

'

There is
unjust in
God, forgive

I ain a sinful servant.
I sin in every action, I

have forsaken Thy service.

I

am

Thee every moment.

O

the only great sinner in the whole world. My
From the beginning to the end
countless.'
ignorance, the love of the world,
'

and

have done no good

;

I have lived in
false pleasure, and forgetfulness have held me.'
I have
lust, anger, suspicion, and have not called on Tby name.
'
I
life in hypocrisy and the sins of the senses.'
spent
deliver
I
cannot
is
bound by many fetters, ily soul
helpless.
'

am

mv

Thou art
I am a prisoner.
beloved alone can.'
deliverer.
Save me, O God most merciful.' 'The evil is in
reveal Thyself and slay all
soul, my heart is full of passion

myself.

my
mv

Mv

'

;
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mine enemies.'
gotten Thee,

O

'

sorely afflicted, because I nave fordeliver me.'
cannot endure the
;

My soul

God.

Dadu knows

I

is

pain

that

it is

sin

which separates the

soul from God.
The longest poem in the Bani is
'
called Separation.' It is the wail of a woman sick
of love and maddened by the pain of separation.

I am full of love. I greatly desire Thee. O Lord, my beloved,
The wife, separated from
come and meet me now is my time.'
her husband, calls day and night, and is sad. I call my God,
my God, 1vehemently thirsting.' My whole soul calls as the
Chdtrag. My beloved, my beloved, I_ thirst for Thee, I long to
see Thee. Fulfil my desire.'
O Chdtrag Thy voice is sweet.
Why is Thy body so black ? I am consumed of love. I call day
and night, O Thou, O Thou.'
To whom shall the wife tell her
?
whom
send news to her absent one ? Watching his
By
pain
As the opium-eater
return, her grief turns her hair white.
longs for his opium, the hero for war, the poor for wealth, so
longs my soul for God.'
'

'

;

'

'

1

'

'

Dadu had cast aside the Vedas, the gods, and all
men hold to be the means of salvation. He

that

found nothing in the past or in the present, and
so he rushes into the future and says
'When will He come? When will He come? My beloved,
when will He reveal Himself? Sweet will He be to me. I will
embrace Him. Without Him I must die. Body and soul will
:

find joy

when God

reveals Himself.'

Dadu knows from his wants what the meeting
ought to be and what ought to be revealed to him,
and so he calls on God to come as the Divine
'

'

'

Teacher,' 'the Deliverer.'
3. Dadu's disciples are called Dadupanthis ('they
of the path of Dadu ').
They exist in considerable

numbers and in two divisions.
(a) The Laymen, 'the Faithful,' the Servants.'
These may marry, and follow any respectable trade
or profession. In theory they are supposed to have
given up Hinduism. They ought to store their
minds with the Bain, and use their creed and
prayers.
Discipline is lax, however, and so in
'

practice there are various stages of attainment.
At times the connexion becomes very slender
indeed, for a dole to a begging sddhii is sufficient to

maintain

it.

in the Mutiny.
They are a fine class of men, and
their training to read the Bani and to arms prevents
them from falling into dissipation.
These nave come from a great
(3) The Utradis.
and prosperous ' school ' in the Panjab.
The

—

founder was Baba BanwarJ Das. These Dadupanthis take to medicine and money-lending, and
many of them are very rich.
These may not touch money,
(4) The Virkat.
but have to live on the alms they get. They wear
salmon-coloured clothes and devote themselves to
study.
They seldom stay long in any place, Dut
are guided by grain and water' (i.e. food) in their
movements. 'The Master' has with him from
one or two to many disciples boys whom he has
adopted and whom he trains. The present writer
has seen them travel about in as large a school
as 150.
They teach not only the Bani, but also
difficult Sanskrit books relating to Literature,

—

'

—

'

'

Philosophy, and Religion.
(5)

The Khakis

('ashes-covered').

—These Dadu-

panthis accentuate austerities, wear few clothes,
have long coiled hair, and smear themselves with
ashes.
They usually go about in small companies,
and believe that, like the stream, they keep pure
by constant movement.
4. The present condition of the Dadupanthis.
Hinduism, against which Dadu protested, has, in a
modified form, found its way amongst them again.
It has come in by way of the intellect, and many
are Vedantists.
It has also come in by way of the
heart, and many use the rosary, worship the Bani
as an idol, and prostrate themselves Defore the
sandals and old clothes of Dadu.

—

Literature.— W.

W.

Hunter, IGI*, London, 1885-87,

vi.

vii. 63, and artt.
W. Crooke, Tribes
Amber,' Naraina
Castes of the N.W. Prov. and Oudh, Calcutta, 1896, ii.
236-239; E. W. Hopkins, Religions of India, London, 1S96,
J. C. Oman, Mystics, Ascetics, and Saints of India,
p. 613 f.
London, 1903, pp. 133, 189 A. D. Bannerman, Rajputana
Census Report, Lucknow, 1902, p. 47 f .
'

'

'

344,

;

and

;

;

(b)

The

These are

Priests,

*

the Esoteric,'

'

the Masters.'
their ranks by

monks, and keep up
adoption from the better castes. They devote
themselves to a religious life and to teaching the
Bani ; but this does not prevent them from bearing
arms, practising medicine, lending money, or from
agricultural pursuits.
Only 52 of Dadu's' original
doors of
disciples opened, mainly in Rajputana,
Dadu' (Ddilvaras) and adopted successors. Some
of these seats have prospered in wealth and learning, and some have almost passed away.
They
a good deal of what, in relation to
Produced
[induism, may be called Protestant Literature,
written in verse, and in the common tongue
(Bhtlsd).
Probably much of this has been lost,
for it has never been collected, printed, or trans'

all

'

lated.

The present distinctions arise not from difference
in belief, but from locality and modes of life of the
Dadupanthis.
The 'seat'
(1) The Khdlsas ('the pure, ruling').
of these is Naraina (Jaipur).
Here Dadu died, and
here lives his successor, the head of all the Dadupanthis.
They all contribute something to keep
up the dignity of their head and here, once a year,
a great gathering (Mela) is held.
Their name,
(2) The Naga-s (soldier monks).
from nagna ('naked'), refers to the simplicity of
their dress when they go to war. Their founder was
Sundra Das, a Rajput of Blkanlr, who, seeing the
value of the sword, before the Pax Britannica filled
the land, trained his followers to serve as merThere are at present about 20,000 of
cenaries.
them, in 9 camps, near the Jaipur borders, which
they defend. They have fallen far behind in the
modern accomplishments of the soldier in drill and
anus. They have only the sword, the shield, and
the match-lock.
They were faithful to England
1 A bird
supposed to drink only the rain from heaven.

—

;

—

John Traill.
The Babylonian Dagan.

DAGON.—
—DAGAN,
In Bab. and Assyr. texts
I.

a god appears whose

name is written with the syllabic signs DA-GAN.
The objections of Jensen (Kosmologie, 449 ff.) to

the phonetic reading of these signs have been set
aside by the discovery of new texts in which gan
receives a phonetic complement, e.g. Da-qan-na
(Vorderas. Bibl. i. [1907] 231), and, in the Tell
el-Amarna letters (Winckler, 1896, nos. 215, 216),
Da-ga-an (without the determinative for 'god').
meet also Dagan-ni, with a different sign for
gan (Jensen, op. eit. 449 Jastrow, Bel. Bab. 137)
and in one case Da-gu-na (Bezold, Catalogue, 1889-

We

;

;

99, iv. 1482).

In Babylonia, Dagan first appears in personal
names on the obelisk of Manishtusu (c. 2400 B.C.,
Meyer), namely, Karib (tyDagdn (A. v. 8), GimilDagdn (A. xi. 15), and Iti-Dagdn (C. xvi. 7). The

37th year of Dungi, king of Ur, took its name from
the building of the temple of Dagan (Vorderas.
Bibl. i. 231).
king of Isin (2145 B.C., Meyer)
bore the name of Idin-Dagdn, and his son was
Ishme-Dagdn. In the prologue to the Code of
Hammurabi (iv. 27 f.) the king describes himself
as 'warrior of Dagan, his begetter.' Dagan is
mentioned in several other early Bab. inscriptions
(Jensen, op. cit. 449).
seal-cylinder published
by de Clercq (Cytindrcs orientaux, 1888, no. 245)
bears the inscription
Dagdn-abt, son of IlmiDagdn, servant of Dagan,' and in the Ira-myth he
is mentioned along with Anu (KIB vi. [1900] 60,

A

A

'

line 25).

In Assyria this god first appears in the name of
the king Ishmi-Dag&n (c. 1900 B.C.). Itti-Marduklialatu, an Assyrian ruler whose date cannot be
determined, calls himself 'the chosen of Ann and
Dagdn' (WincUler, Unlers., 1889, p. 139). Ashur-

DAGAN, DAGON
(885-860 B.C.) calls himself

nasirpal

Aniu and Dagan' (Layard,

PI. 1, line

1

;

'darling of
I wii.

WA

for the year 879 H.c. was
Dag&n-btl-n&air (Kill i. [1889] 204).

came from Caphtor
in.

They

(prob. Crete).

mentioned as invading Palestine

Ramses

The eponym

10-11).
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(1190 B.C.).

are

in the 8th

They seem not

first

year of
to have

named
Shamshi-Adad

brought Dagdn with them, but to have adopted
him from the Canaanites among whom they settled,

B.C.) also

since he

(825-812 B.C.)and Sargon (722-705
mention Dagan in connexion with Ann

175, ii. [1890] 39, 41).
Dagiin is not
found in personal names after the 9th cent., ami
his worship seems to have died out in the later
days of the AssjTian empire. Saigon's reference
to him is an archaism.
In tablets from the kingdom of liana, on the
upper Euphrates near Salhijeh, Dagan is mentioned
in oaths along with Shamash (PSBA xxix. [1907]
177 ff., xxxi. [1910] 292 Ungnad, BASS vi. [1909]

(KIB

i.

;

Vorderas. Schriftdenkmdler, vii. [1909]
204), and in one of these the personal name
Yashshuh-DagAn occurs. In a tablet from the
5, p. 28

;

capital of this kingdom, Shamshi-Adad, patcsi of
worshipper of Dag.tn,
Assyria, styles himself
builder of the temple of Dagan in the city of Tirqa
In
xi. [1908] col. 193).
(ZA xxi. [1908] 247;
a tablet of gana published by Thureau-Dangin
xiv. [1909] 149) several priests of Dagan are
(J
mentioned, and the name Izra'-Dagdn occurs. In
the Cappadocian tablets also the name Iti-Dagan
'

'

OLZ

A

is

found (Sayce, Babyloniaca, i. [1907]).
Canaanite writer of two of the

the

Finally,
Tell el-

letters bears the name Da-ga-an-talcala
(Winckler, nos. 215, 216). It appears, accordingly,
that the cult of Dagan extended all the way from
Babylonia to the shores of the Mediterranean.
On the basis of a derivation of Dagan from dag,

Amarna

'fish,'

writers have assumed that he was a
and have appealed to the legend narrated

FHG

Berossus

ii.

[1885]
(Muller,
by
Lenormant, Fragments eosmogoniques, 1872,
6f.

MVG

Hrozny,

;

beings, half-fish

49611'.;
p.

[1903] 25211'.), that seven
half-man, came out of the

viii.

and

Persian Gulf and taught the primitive inhabitants
The first of
of Babylonia the arts of civilization.
these was called Oannes the second, Annedotos
and the last, Odakon. The last is supposed to be
the same as Dagan and, on the strength of this
identification, the numerous fish-men depicted in
Bab.-Assyr. art (Ward, Seal-Cylinders, 1910, pp.
217, 282, 355 f., 385, 410) have been supposed to be
representations of Dagiin (e.g. Layard, Nineveh,
1849, ii. 353 and pi. at end of book
Schrader,
1874,
KAT"; 1882, p. 182; and in Riehm,
xi. [1885] 29511'. ; and most
Menant,
p. 250
of the popular handbooks). Odakon, however, has
nothing to do with Dagan, but is the Sumerian
;

;

;

;

HWB\

RHR

;

fish-god U-ki-di-a, or U-di-a-ki, who is associated
fish-god Han-ni, the prototype of Oannes
(Keisner, Hymn., 1896, pp. 91, 137 ; Hrozny,
The fish-men in Bab. art represent
viii. [1903] 258).
Ea, the god of the sea, and his attendants ; but
with these Dagan is never identified (Jensen, op.

with the

MVG

KAT
AT

3
Zimmern,
p. 358
Hrozny, op. tit.
im Lichte d. alt. Orients 3
A. Jeremias, Das
On the contrary, Dagan is constantly
p. 470).
equated with En-lil, or Bel, the god of the earth.
In the passages cited above he is associated with
Anu, the sky-god, in the manner in which Bel is

cit.

451

261

;

;

,

;

,

WAI

(i. 4, no. 15,
ordinarily associated, and in
line 611'., iii. 68, 21 ed) the identity of the older
Bel of Nippur with Dagan is asserted (see Baal
in vol. ii. p. 295 ; Jastrow, Rel. Bab. 137, 142, 145,

219).

—

In the OT Dagon
2. The Canaanite Dagon.
appears as a god of the Philistines who had a
temple at Gaza, and a temple and image at Ashdod
3f
23
11 J ).
Jerome in his
(Jg 16 '-, 1 S S--\ 1 Mac lu*
com. on Is 46 l (where some Gr. texts read 'Dagon'
instead of
Nebo ') says
Dagon est idolum
Ascalonis, Gazae et reliqnarum urbium Philistim.'
The Philistines were a non-Semitic people who
-

'

'

:

dynasty (Muller, Egypt. Researches, 1906, p. 4!l).
It seems to be identical with B6th-Dag8n (Jos 15 41 )
which is either the modern Beit-Dejan, 6 miles
S.E. from Jaffa, or Dajun, li miles farther S. and
with Bit-Daganna of Sennacherib (Prism-Insc. ii.
65 = KIB ii. 92). There was another BSth-DagOn
Jerome knows a Kepherin Asher (Jos 19 27 ).
2
16
14
Dagdn (OS, ed. Lagarde [ 1887], 104 235 between
Diospolis and Jamnia. There is also a modern

—

—

,

)

Beit-Dejan, S.E. of Nablus. All these are doubtless
survivals of ancient place-names, and indicate a
wide diffusion of the cult of Dagon in Canaan
before the Philistine conquest.
borrowing of
Dag6n by the Philistines is not surprising,10 since
the
Canaanite
'Ashtart
(1 S 31 ) and
they adopted
the Syrian Atargatis (see Ataroatis in vol. ii. p.

A

165). Whether Marnas (Aram. Mama, our Lord '),
a deity of the Philistines at the beginning of our
era, is the same as Dagon is unknown (see Baethgen,
'

Beitr., 18S8, p. 65 f.).
Dag6n seems also to

many

fish-god,

is found in place-names that are older
than the time of their conquest and that lie outside
of their territory.
Bayti-Duquna appears in a list
of the Egyptian king Ramses in., which is copied
from an earlier original of the XVIIIth or XlXth

have been a god of the

Phoenicians, either through survival from primitive Canaanite religion, or through adoption from
the Philistines (cf. Philo Byblius in Muller,
The Etym. magn. says that
iii. [1885] 567 f.).

FHG

Betagon

(Beth-Dag6n)

is

Kronos

among the

Phoenicians.
Sayce (Higher Criticism, p. 327)
reports a seal bearing in Phoenician letters the
inscription 'Ba'al-Dagfln,' and the inscription of
Eshmunazar, king of Sidon, contains the words
land of Dagon,' or
pi nsix, which may mean
merely corn-land.'
The theory that D:\g6n is derived from dag,
'fish,' and that the image of Dagon was half-man,
half-fish, is not found in old Jewish sources such as
the Targum and Talmud, or in Josephus it first
appears in Jerome, who interprets Dagdn as
compounded of n and [id,2 and renders it piscis
This
tristitiw (OS, ed. 'Lagarde , 32'; cf. 189").
'

'

;

theory was adopted by Jewish commentators of
the Middle Ages, from whom it has been inherited
by modern scholars. It is still defended by Cumont
(in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, iv. [1909]), Baethgen (Beitr.
65), Lagrange (Rel. slm. 131), A. Jeremias (op. cit.
In support of this view it is urged (1) that
470).
but it may come
Dag6n is derived from ri, fish
equally well from jm, 'corn,' and may be a foreign
word for which no Heb. etymology is to be sought.
4
after the account of how Dagfln's
(2) In 1 S 5
head and hands were broken off, the Heb. text
reads vjj; -ix-ji jirn p-i, only Dagon was left upon
him,' winch David I£imhi translates only the form
of a fish was left.' Wellhausen (Text Sam., 1871,
p. 59) reads ton instead of |Vra, and translates only
his fishy part was left
but Lagarde (Proph. Chald.
'his
1872, p. Ii), with more probability, reads
body,' or, with the LXX, we may suppose that ii
has fallen out of the text before pri. In any case
this does not prove, as Klmhi says, that 'from his
navel down Dagon had the form of a fish, and from
his navel up the form of a man.' (3) Derketo, or
Atargatis, at Askalon had a fish's tail (see Atargatis in vol. ii. p. 166), and she was possibly the
consort of Dagon. But, even granting that the
two were consorts, which is not known, there is no
reason why Dagfln should have had the same form
'

'

;

,

'

'

'

'

,

;

°ii3,

as his spouse. The Sumerian fish-god
as wife the corn-goddess Nisaba (71/ VG

Udaki

viii.

lj;is

[1903]
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and similarly the fish-goddess Atargatis may
have had as consort the com-god Dagdn.
(4)
Coins of Arados and of Askalon dating from about
350 B.C. depict a tri ton-like figure holding a trident
in his right hand and a fish in his left (Head. Hist.
Num., 1887, p. 666 Hoffmann, ZA xi. [1896] 279 f.
Lagrange, Bel. sim. 131). These are supposed to
be Dagon, but there is no proof. They are in pure
Greek style, and far more probably depict Neptune.
Accordingly, there is no better evidence that Dag6n
was a fish-god than there is in the case of Dagan.
From the seal referred to above we learn that he
was one of the b^dlim, who in Canaan were pre7 5
'), and
dominatingly agricultural deities (Hos 2
on this seal an ear of corn is depicted. According
to 1 S 6 6 Dag6n was discomfited by Jahweh's
sending mice which destroyed the crops. This
looks like an agricultural divinity. Dagon must
also have been a warder-off of disease, since he was
attacked by Jahweh's sending tumours upon the
He was also the leader of
Philistines (1 S 5 6fr-).

263),

;

;

I

,

his people in war, who delivered their enemy into
their hand (Jg 16 23 '-) and in whose presence they
set the ark as a trophy (1 S 5-). He was worshipped
in joyous festivals with athletic Bports (Jg 16'- 5 ).
The one rite of his cult that is known to us is his
priests' avoidance of treading upon the threshold
of his sanctuary (1 S 5 5 Zeph I 9 ).

—

,

This is
3. The identity of Dagan and Dgg6n.
doubted by Jensen (Kosinol. 449 ft. ) and by Moore
(EBi i. 985), but is accepted by Schroder, Baethgen,
Baudissin, Sayce, Bezold, Zimmern, Jastrow,
Hrozny, and Lagrange. It is probable for the

—

(1) The two names are precise
following reasons
etymological equivalents. Heb. 6 is a modification
of an original d, and is represented in Assyr. either
by d or by il: e.g. AmmOn, Assyr. Amm&nu
AshkeMn, Assyr. Iskaliina. Hence Heb. Dagon
is rightly reproduced by Assyr. Dagdn, or Dagitna
(Bezold, Catalogue, iv. 1482). The occurrence of
the two forms shows that the resemblance is not
:

;

accidental.

(2)

The Canaanite Dagdn-takala

in

the Amarna letters (Winckler, 215f.) must have
been a worshipper of Dag6n. (There can be no
doubt that this is the name of a god, in spite of the
lack of determinative.) (3) The Heb. name BethDdg6n appears in the annals of Sennacherib as

Bit-Daganna. (4) The combination Dugdn-Bdal
on the seal referred to above is analogous to the
combination BH-Dagdn in Babylonia.
(5) The
statement of Philo Byblius (FUG iii. 567 f.) that
Dag6n was the son of Ouranos and Ge points to
his identity with Bel-Dagan, the earth-god of the
Bab. triad. (6) The character of Dag6n, so far as
we know it, as a national god of agriculture and of
war, corresponds to the character of the Bab.
Dagan.
4.

The

(KAT-,

p.

—

origin of
Dagan- Dagon. Schrader
lsiF), Delilzsch Wo lag das Parodies f,
on the
(

1881, p. 139), Sayce {Higher frit. p. 325),
basis of the association with Anu, regard
as a Sumerian deity whose cult was adopted

Dagan

by the
Semitic Babylonians, and by them passed on to
Mesopotamia and Palestine but his name never
occurs before 2500 B.C., and then only in the
All the personal
inscriptions of Semitic kings.
names compounded with Dagan are Semitic, and
many of them show the West Semitic type that is
frequent in the period of the dynasty of {] ammurabi.
Now that it is known that Babylonia was invaded
by the Amorites about 2500 B.C., and that the first
dynasty of Babylon was Amorite (Meyer, Gesch.*
i.
[1909] 463 ft'.), the theory has become exceedingly probable that Dagan was a god of the
Amorites, whose worship was brought by them
from their original home into both Babylonia and
Palestine: so Bezold {ZA xxi. [1008] 254), Meyer
(op. cit. 467), Jastrow (lid. Bab. 220), Clay(.l mum*,
;

Cook (Rel. Anc. Palestine, 1908, p. 92).
This theory is favoured by the fact that Hammurabi
in the prologue to his Code (iv. 28) speaks as though
Dagan were the ancestral god of his race.
If Dagan-Dagon was originally the god of a
people speaking a language similar to Hebrew,
then the most probable etymology for his name is
the one given by Philo Byblius (FHG iii. 567), and
suggested as an alternate by Jerome, that it is the
same as Can. -Heb. )ji, 'corn.' This agrees with
the facts noted above, that both in Babylonia and
in Canaan he was a god of the earth and of agriculture, and that on a seal he is called ba'al and
has the emblem of an ear of corn (so Movers,
L. Miiller, Schroder, Pietschmann, Wellhausen).
Jensen in Baudissin (PEE 3 iv. 426) suggests a
derivation from Arab, dagn, 'copious rain.'
p. 147),

—

Literature. See the bibliographies under Baal, Canaanites
S
and, for the older literature, Baudissin, art. Dagon/ in
iv. (189S); also Menant,
Le My the de Dagon,' in
xi.
Jensen, Kosmolooie der Babylonier, 1890, p.
(1S85) 295ff.
449B.; Sayce, Higher Crit. and 'Man., 1894, p. 325 9. Moore,
art.
Dagon,' in EBi i. (1899) Thenius-Lohr, Com. on Sam.,
H. P. Smith, Com. on Sam., 1899, p. 38 Cumont,
1898, p. 30
art. 'Dagon,' in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, 1909; Jastrow, Religion
Bab. und Assyr. i. (1905) 219 f.
Hrozny, Oannes, Dagan,
und Dagon,' in
viii. (1903) 94-106;
Zimmern, EAT*,
1903, p. 358
Lagrange, Eludes sur leg rel. Sim", 1905, p. 131
im Lichte des alien Orients 3 1906, p.
A. Jeremias, Das
470; Clay, Amurru, the Home of the Northern Jemites, 1909,
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DAIBUTSU

('Great Buddha').— The name
given to several colossal images found in Japan.
These vary in size, posture, material, etc. some
indeed are not much larger than the ordinary size
of the human body, and scarcely deserve the title
of daibutsu popularly assigned to them.
Some of
them are of wood, but the majority are of bronze
some are in a sitting posture, others in a standing
one recumbent figures, such as are seen in Ceylon
or Burma, are never found in Japan. The Buddhas represented are Vairochana, Amitabha,
Avalpkitesvara (Kwannon), Ksitigarbha (Jizo),
and Sakyamuni, but there are also representations
For the purof other Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.
poses of this article, three daibutsu only will he
considered, viz. those at Nara, Kyoto, and Kamakura. These are the daibutsu that are properly
;

;

;

so called.

—

This was erected under
1. Daibutsu at Nara.
the auspices of the Emperor Shomu Tenno (A.D.
724-748), the most zealous, perhaps, of all the
It is of
Buddhist Emperors of the country.
especial interest to the student of the religious
history of Japan, as being connected with Shomu's
audacious but successful plan of planting Buddhism firmly on the soil of Japan by proclaiming
its essential identity with the Shintoism indigenous to the country. In this plan the Emperor was
ably assisted by a Korean priest of the name of
Gyogi, who must be considered as the true parent
of the Ryobu, or amalgamated Buddho-Sbintoism,
which continued in force until the Meiji era.
Gyogi's plan was to impress the native mind with
the dignity of Buddhism by the erection of a
colossal statue of Buddha set up in a temple
architecturally worthy to be the religious centre
of the country, and then to absorb into the organized system thus established the whole of the
native cults which were then, as now, hound up
with the life and worship of the nation. This
could not be done without the sanction of the
Shinto priesthood, and the instruments chosen to
1

1
Gyogi, the descendant of a Korean king, was born in a.d.
60S in Japan, where his family had been domiciled for some
time. Ordained to the priesthood ftl 18, he s<>i>n distinguished
himself by his practical schemes for the improvement of the
country road-building, etc. lie became spiritual adviser to
the Emperor Shomu and his consort Kdnvyo, and inaugurated
the movement for the amalgamation of the two religions then
existing in Japan—undoubtedly with the best of intentions.
He died in 749, just before the completion of the daibutsu.

—

DAIBUTSU
secure their assent were Gyogi himself and the
According to the
Uilaijin Tachihana no Moroye.
Daibutsu-engi, Gyogi was sent to Ise, nominally
for the purpose of prayer, hut actually, it would
seem, to confer with the authorities at the Ise
shrines.
similar messenger was dispatched to
the Hachiman shrine at Usa in Kyushu. The
results of these preliminary meetings having been
found satisfactory, a formal embassy was sent,
with Tachihana no Moroye at its head, to propitiate the Sun-goddess, and the result was a
formal reply, conveyed first in a dream to Shomu,
and then in a definite message, that the Great
Sun-goddess was pleased to identify herself with
Dainichi (' great sun ') Nyorai, whose true essence
was the great Buddha Vairochana. Thus was laid
the foundation of that great system which taught
the Japanese to see in the gods of Shinto manifestations of the deities of Buddhism, and enabled

A

them

to become Buddhists without ceasing to be
Shintoists.
This was in 743. The colossal image
was the perpetual memorial of the alliance thus
cemented. The casting was completed in 749, the

inauguration ceremony was held forthwith, and

the whole work was finished in 751. The statue,
which is in a sitting posture, is 53 ft. in height,
higher than the similar image at Kamakura.
It stands in the Daibutsu den, or Hall of the
Daibutsu,' in the Todaiji Temple at Nara, the
building in which it is enclosed serving to some
7 ft.

'

extent to conceal the magnificence

of

its

pro-

portions.
It

to

was the

desire of the

Emperor and Empress

have Gyogi perform the ceremony of inauguraBut he did not live to see the completion of

tion.

At the New Year's festivities in A.D.
Shomu and Komyo had received from Gyogi
the vows of the Bodhisattva, and had retired from
the world, abdicating in favour of their daughter
Koken. Gyogi, feeling the approach of death,
then designated a fit person to take his place—
an Indian monk of the name of Bodhisena, known
in Japan as Baramon Sojo, or the Brahman archbishop.
(Japan was at the time feeling the effects
of the Muhainmadan upheaval. Refugees from
India, Persia, and Central Europe, gathering at
the court of the Tang in Singanfu, had continued
their wanderings as far as Japan, and in the
reigns of Shomu and Koken we find not only Buddhist monks from India, but Manicha-ans, and
even a Nestorian Christian doctor, at the court
the statue.
749,

of Nara. )
"

When the day for the inauguration of the
statue came, Bodhisena mounted the platform
and 'opened its eyes' with a brush dipped in
water. The whole congregation had its part in
the ceremony, for a long string, fastened to the
brush, passed among them for those who would
to take in their hands.
The congregation comprised the ex-Emperor Shomu and his Empress,
the reigning Empress Koken, and all the magnates of the court. It was an imposing congregation in another sense, for, in the parlance of
the day, Shomu was an incarnation of Kwannon
Ryoben, who was considered to be the founder of
the temple, was looked upon as an incarnation of
;

Maitreya Gyogi, of Manjusrl and Bodhisena,
Samantabhadra. The Buddhist doctrines that
were at that time uppermost in the mind of Japan
were those known as Kegon, contained in the
mystic Scriptures of the Avatamsaka.
;

;

of

The Nara daibutsu has experienced many vicissiIn 855 its head fell oft' and was with diffi-

tudes.

culty restored to its position ; in 1180, during the
civil wars, the
temple was burned, and the head
melted. The image remained headless until 1195,
when it was restored, through the efforts mainly
of Jugen,

a disciple

of

Honen, who had been

in

China, and who travelled through Japan on a
wheelbarrow collecting money.
In 1567, the
temple was burnt, but the daibutsu remained
uninjured. Time, however, has necessitated many
repairs from generation to generation.
Very

little, probably, of the original material now remains, yet the daibutsu has retained its identity
throughout all its changes.
2. Daibutsu at Kyoto.
We have seen that the
temple enclosing the daibutsu at Nara was burnt
The temple
during the civil troubles in 1507.
remained in a ruinous condition for many years,
and this suggested to Hideyoshi, who became
Kwampaku in 1585, the idea of reconstructing
it on some other site, and
of placing in it a
colossal image which should be more magnificent
even than the one at Nara, and which should also
be a perpetual memorial of himself. In 1586 he
selected a site on the Amida-zaka at Kyoto, and
commenced the erection of his temple. It did not

—

seem as though Heaven were propitious to his
The first temple, built of wood brought
designs.
from the districts of Tosa, Kii, and Kiso, and containing a wooden daibutsu (of LochanaBuddha),
160 ft. in height, was destroyed by an earthquake
in 1596.
Nothing daunted, Hideyoshi set to work
again on a more substantial structure. On Jan.
15, 1603, the casting of the bronze daibutsu having
been completed up to the neck, the building and
scaffolding caught fire and were destroyed, and,
Hideyoshi being by this time dead, no immediate
attempt was made to repair the disaster.
A year or two later, however, Tokugawa Iyeyasu,
being anxious to reduce the family of Hideyoshi
to impotence, suggested to Hideyori that the
completion of the daibutsu and temple would
form a very fitting tribute to the memory of his
great father. Hideyori and his mother fell into
the trap, and ruined themselves financially with
the carrying out of Hideyoshi's magnificent but
extravagant design.
Hideyoshi's structure was

150 ft. in height, 272 ft. in length, 1674 ft- in
The roof was supported by 92 pillars,
with an average diameter of 5 ft., and the sitting

depth.

Lochana-Buddha was 5SJ ft. in height.
the whole was finished, Iyeyasu picked a
with
quarrel
Hideyori over an insult, real or pretended, supposed to be conveyed to him in the
The dedication cereinscriptions on the bells.
monies were postponed, and it was not long before
Iyeyasu took up .arms against the family of Hideyoshi and crushed it for ever.
Hideyori's daibutsu was destroyed by earthquake
in 1662, and the copper used for coinage.
No
interest attaches to its successors.
The present
daibutsu
dates
from
1801.
Kyoto
figure of

When

—

This image, though
3. Daibutsu at Kamakura.
smaller than the one at Nara, is much better
known. It stands in the open, amidst beautiful
surroundings, and is constantly being photoNo illustrated description of Japan
graphed.
would be complete without it. It is an image of
Amida, 49 ft. 7 in. in height, and may be taken
as marking an era in Japanese Buddhism. The
daibutsu at Kyoto had no real spiritual signification
it was erected by men devoid of religious
That at
faith, for purposes of self-glorification.
Nara symbolizes that union of Buddhism and
Shintoism which was made possible by an acceptance of the peculiar tenets of the Kegon school,
with Vairochana as its chief Buddha. The Kama:

kura daibutsu is an image of Amida, and marks
the period when Vairochana was going out of
fashion, and Amitabha, with the sects devoted to
his worship, was coming to the front.
It is said that the idea of having a daibutsu at
Kamakura first occurred to Minamoto Yoritomo
in A.D. 1195, when he was assisting at the cere-
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monies of the re-dedication of the Nara image
after its restoration.
Yoritomo, dying in 1195,
did not live to see the completion of his design.
It was not, however, suffered to fall to the ground,
Ita no Tsubone, one of the ladies of Yoritomo's
court, undertaking to collect funds for the purIta no Tsubone's efforts were supplemented
pose.
by a priest named Joko, who was also active in
wooden image was
collecting contributions.
erected in 1241, the bronze one in 1252.
The first
was dedicated to Amida, the second apparently
to Sakyamuni. But the present image, representing Amida, is said to be the very image erected in
1252, in which case we have an image with a
double dedication to Sakyamuni and to Amida.
Ni son
This, however, presents no difficulty.
ichi ('two blessed ones with one personality')
is a common doctrine of the Jodo sects, Saky-

A

—

amuni and Amitabha being looked upon as identipersonality and
name. Like the daibutsu at Nara, this image
was originally enclosed within a temple. But the
temple was destroyed by tidal waves in the year
1369 and again in the year 1494, and no attempt
has been made since the last catastrophe to rebuild
it.
Strange to say, the metal does not seem to
have suffered at all from the inclemencies of the
weather.
A. Lloyd.
cal in essence whilst distinct in

them with

stones. 1 This seems to imply that some
2
peoples were supposed to worship Asuras.
As regards the second synonym of Daitya, mentioned above, viz. Danava, we find this word, as
well as danu, from which it is derived, used in the
Rigveda very much in the same sense as the later
asura.
female danu is mentioned (I. xxxii. 9) as
the mother of Vrtra (vrtraputrd). She came in later
times to be regarded as the mother of the Danavas ;
for danava might be taken as a metronymic from
danu, and mythologists, of course, gladly availed
themselves of this etymology in drawing up their
legendary genealogies. The Daityas are derived
from Diti, as the Danavas from Danu ; but there
is this difference, that danava was an ancient name

A

demons which gave rise to a myth of their
descent, while daitya is a name derived, after the
Vedic period, from a somewhat ill-defined and evidently not popular deity, Diti. She is mentioned
thrice in the Rigveda 3 and several times in the
Atharvaveda, almost always in conjunction with
the well-known great goddess Aditi, apparently as
her sister, to whom she may be said to owe her

for

existence, through a popular etymology which regarded aditi as formed by a privative and diti, just
as asura was derived from sura. Diti, a product
of priestly speculation, would scarcely have given
rise to the popular name Daitya ; but the latter
was apparently formed as a ' pendant of Aditya
a name which already in the Rigveda denoted a
class of deities including some of the highest gods,
and at the same time had been regarded as a metronymic from Aditi. So, to match it, the foes of the
'

DAITYA. —The word

daitya, the formation of

which is explained by Panini (iv. 1, 85), etymomeans 'descendant of Diti,' just like
Daiteya and Ditija it occurs in classical Sanskrit
literature from the Epics downwards, and is there
with Asura and Danava, which are
Xonymous
This article
iady found in Vedic literature.
must, therefore, treat of all three Asuras, Danavas, and Daityas as denoting one kind of demons
or enemies of the gods.
The word asura originally had not an altogether
evil meaning, and it is still used in the Rigveda as
an epithet of the higher gods, especially of Varuna '
but even there it has in other places the meaning
'inimical to the gods.'
In the Brahmanas and
Upanisads the latter meaning is exclusively given
to the word asura, which is there the common
name of demons as enemies of the gods. Both the
Asuras and the gods are descendants of Prajapati.
According to the Satapatha Brahmana, the Asuras
were created from the downward breathing of
2
Prajapati, and entered the earth
they had darkness and magic (mayo) assigned to them by him, 3
and held to untruth. 4 Originally they had divided
the world with the gods, 6 and once built three
But they constrongholds, one in each world.
tinually contended against the gods, and, though
they were more numerous or more powerful than
the latter, 6 they were in the end always defeated
by them. Frequently they were put to flight by
Indra, with or without the assistance of Brhaspati.
Thus at last they were driven from the earth and
logically

;

—

—

;

;

the regions above. 7
From these statements it appears that the authors
Brahmanas and Upanisads regarded the
Asuras as the pre-eminently evil ones once 8 it is
even said that their alleged battles with the gods
are fictitious, and that they became degraded
through their own wickedness. It is, however, to
be noted that they are enemies only of gods, not
of the

;

of men
some peoples (the Easterns and others)
are even said to be of Asura-nature, and it is added
that they make their burial-places round and line
;

1

Asurya

(adj.

and

subst.) in the

not to demonB.
2 xi.

8

1. 6, 8.

4 ix. 6.
1, 12ff.
6 Jlrhad
Arartyaka,
7

4. 2, 6.
»i. 2. 6, Iff.
I.

1. 6, 9.

ii.

8. 1.

Satapattia lirdhmuna,

6 lb. xi.

Rigveda

xiii. 8. 1, 6.

refers to gods,

and

—

—

—

Adityas the Asuras were named, by another
metronymic, Daitya, after Diti, though this goddess had scarcely any hold on the imagination of
the people.
The only myth related of Diti in the Ramayana
4
(i. 46) and the Puranas
betrays a similar tendency.
It is to the following effect
:

In the battle between the gods and the Daityas, which ensued
on the churning of the ocean, the latter were worsted and slain.
Diti then performed austerities, and asked Kas^vapa for a boon,
viz. that she might give birth to a son who should vanquish
Indra. Easyapa granted the boon on condition that she should
remain entirely pure for a thousand years. During her pregnancy Indra watched her closely, and at last found her in an
impure position. Thereupon he entered her womb, and divided
the embryo into seven parts, which became the seven lords of
the Maruts, or winds.

The present writer is of opinion that this myth
was invented in order to explain that the Daityas
are the elder brothers of the gods.
For tnarut
is also used, at least in classical Sanskrit, as a
of deva, 'god.' The motive of the myth
synon}
lies, obviously, in an etymology which derives
diti from the root del, 'to cut.' 6
The myth itself
is evidently not an old one, for it rests on the
that
the children of
the
are
assumption
Daityas
Diti, and that they were killed in battle by the
T

m

gods.
In epic and classical Sanskrit literature, where
Asura, Danava, and Daitya are interchangeable
terms, these beings continue to be regarded as
rivals, and, occasionally, as deadly foes, of the
gods ; but the attitude of the writers has decidedly
changed since the composition of the Brahmanas.
Thus, the great epic contains^ several stories in
which the Asuras Vrtra, Bali, Sambara, Namuchi,
and others— are spoken of as virtuous and wise ;
1
Satapatha Brahmana, xiii. 8. 1. 6, xiii. 8. 2. 1.

—

2 It
may be remarked, as illustrative of the godless character
of the Asuras, that the secondary word sura. ^'od,' was formed
from asura, the latter being wrongly understood to be a-sura,
'

'non-god.'
3

According to Bbhtlingk-Hoth (Sir.

Wvrtrrb.,

St

1876, 8.v. 'Diti'), the Diti of the Rigveda is different
Diti of the Atharvaveda.
4 Of.
Wilson, Vismi Puraria, ii. 79, note \._

Petersb.,

from the

be mentioned that the Mahabhurata (ix. 38. 32 fl.)
contains an entirety different account of the origin of the
Maruts they were formed from the vital seed of the j'tf i Mail• It

may
;

kanaka

falling into the river Sarasvati.
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as their
and some Asuras are acknowledged by gods
and
friends and proteges, e.g. Prahrada by Vismi,
Bana by Siva. Moreover, they were not believed
to the
to
conform
but
of
wickedness,
to lead a life
They had a teacher and
precepts of the Veda.
in the person of
priest of their own, a pwohita,

Usanas, a descend-

Sukra, otherwise called Kavya
1
ant of the great ?« Bhrgu.
the Asuras, Patala, is
Finally, the abode of
but
described not as a dwelling-place of demons,
as equalling, and even surpassing, the heavenly
literaregions in beauty and splendour. In popular
seem to have been looked
ture, also, the Asuras
for bk. viu. of
upon with a decided sympathy,
the story of buryacontains
the Kathasaritsagara
of a romantic epic,
prabha, apparently the subject
to
the hero of which is an Asura who is held up
a
our admiration. People seem to have cherished
the
similar feeling towards the Asuras as towards
them.
with
Patala
the
regions
Nagas, who shared
On the other hand, whenever the contention of the
Asuras with the gods becomes the subject of the
with the Vedic authors,
writers, they are at one
and describe the Daityas as demons given to deeds
and
of violence, skilled in sorcery and magic power,
able to make themselves invisible or to assume any

other Puranas which need not be detailed

in
here. 1

,

The Puranas, however, have another account ot
the origin of' the Asuras at the first creation of the
world
:

four orders of

beings
Brahma, being desirous of creating the
his minrt
termed gods, demons, progenitors, and men, collected
icentrated, the quality of darkness
Whilst thus
into itself.
first born,
pervaded his body, and thence the Asuras were
Brahma then abandoned that form
issuing from his thigh.
which was composed of the rudiment of darkness, and which,
became
night.'
deserted
him,
by
being
Wilson says in a note: 'These reiterated, and not always
are explained by the
very congruous, accounts of the creation
of the
Puranas as referring to different kalpas, or renovations
A better
world, and therefore involving no incompatibility.
have
reason for their appearance is the probability that they
been borrowed from different original authorities.
the origin of the Asuras, it is probable
As
'

...

regards
that the myth quoted above has been developed
from the statement in the Brahmanas mentioned
of
at the beginning of this article. The genealogy
a new
the Asuras is of later growth, and introduces
element of confusion into the accounts of them.
firstHow, for instance, could Hiranyakasipu, the
born of all Daityas and Danavas, rule over the
whole race of Daityas and Danavas, who, according
to the Pauranic theory, sprang from his children
and grandchildren ?
in
2
It has been said above that the Asuras reside
shape at will.
The Mahabhdrata and the Puranas contain ac- Patala, and the Satapatha Brahmana already
are
the
Yet
of
Asuras,
earth.
the
and
entered
they
genealogy
states that they
counts of the origin
in details.
not restricted to Patala, but may own towns and
which, however, differ considerably
sons of Brahma, fortresses on earth, in air, and in heaven. Thus
Marichi, one of the six mental
or
a
the three sons of Taraka possessed three towns,
produced by his will a son, Kasyapa, praiapati,
thirteen daughters which, united into one, became the famous Tripura,
secondary creator. He married
he
of Daksa, who was also zprajapati. 1
which Siva reduced to ashes with his mystical
( putrikOs)
of
first place in the list of these thirteen daughters
arrow. The Paulomas and Kalakanjas inhabited
to
second
the
and
Daksa is always given to Aditi,
the flying town Hiranyapura, which was destroyed
Diti but the latter was the eldest, as is expressly by Aijuna (Mahab. viii. 33 f., iii. 173). Another
one
but
live on
had
Diti
20.
xii.
207,
stated in Mahab.
tribe of the Danavas, the Nivatakavachas,
He the shore of the ocean, where Arjuna vanquishes
ruler of the Asuras.
son, Hiranyakasipu, the
three
had
about
Prahrada
stories
etc.
most
Asuras,
In
if.
168
had five sons, Prahrada,
).
them (ib. iii.
Virochana's son was Bali, the scene is laid in the upper regions, where they
sons, Virochana, etc.
whose son was Bana. These Asuras and then- acquire power even over the three worlds, till some
but
s
the Daityas
god slays them.
,,,..,
progeny are, properly speaking,
account of this genealogy,
The belief that the Asuras dwell in the regions
popular usage takes no
and regards all enemies of the gods as sons of Diti. below has been common to all Indian sects. Thus,
the world of
By Danu, another daughter ofareDaksa,
Kasyapa according to the Northern Buddhists,
enumerated the the Asuras, who, besides the Daityas, comprise
had 33 or 40 sons, among whom
most famous Asuras. The sons and grandsons of the Raksasas, Yaksas, and similar demons, is the
Danavas
or worlds of
these are said to be countless they are the
uppermost of the four Apayalokas,
as far below the
about the Daityas
proper, but the above remark
suffering and it is situated exactly
fourth
the
is above
son
Indra
of
world
the
as
them.
earth
to
by
the
also
of
Kasyapa's
surface
applies
is held
is the famous Asura
it.
Among the Asuras the foremost rank
daughter of Daksa, Simhika,
of the sun
off by Visnu, and who
cut
who
causes
was
head
demon
whose
the
eclipses
Rahu,
by Rahu, 3
occasionand
The Jains reckon the Asuras, or, as
ever since persecutes sun and moon,
and moon.
cause of eclipses).
as the lowest
ally swallows them (mythological
they call them, the Asurakumaras,
the
and
became
of
Kasyapa,
class of the Bhavanavasin or Bhaumeyaka gods,
Danayus, the fifth wife
mother of Bala and Vrtra, the Asuras who were assign them the uppermost part of Ratnaprabha,
4
Kasof
wife
sixth
the
residence.
their
and
as
Kala,
killed by Indra
the highest hell-region,
a class of
of Asuras are given in epic
yapa, cave birth to the Kalakeyas,
great many names
Asuras.
Accordingly, the MaM.bharata (l. 65) and classical Sanskrit literature, some of which
five
add the names
daugh- have already been mentioned.
derives the whole race of Asuras from
in
ters of Daksa.
of a few more who are frequently mentioned
Simhika was connexion with the god who slew or overcame
According to the Visnu Purana,*
the sister of Hiranyakasipu, and wife of Vipra- them
Bala, Vrtra, Namuchi, Trisiras, Jambha,
as the same source does and Paka were slain by Indra Madhu, Kaitabha,
chitti, a son of Danu, and,
not mention the above-named wives of Kasyapa, Bali, Mura, and Nara'ka by Visnu (who is thence
or Krsna
the ancestresses of called
them
make
not
or at least does
Daityari, foe of the Daityas)
there are practically only Pralamba
separate Asura families,
by Balarama Sambara by Pradyumna
the
Puranas,
who
also
of
Asuras
acknowledged
by
two races
destroyed Tripura;
Andhaka by Siva,
There are variations Sumbha, Nisumbha, and Mahisa by Devi Taraka
viz. Daityas and Danavas.
Ilvala and Vatapi
and
1 It mav be mentioned in this connexion that Indra, by killing
Bana
and
by Karttikeya j
.

'•

;

;

;

;

;

;

_

A

We

:

;

;

;

;

;

Vrtra, incurred

Brahman, and
(.Mahabhdrata,

the
in

sin of brahmahatyd, or murder of a
consequence lost his celestial kingdom
Still, Vrtra is but

101, v. 10, xii. 281, 342).
enemy of the gods.

iii.

an Asura and an
Maha2Cf. V. Fausboll, Indian Mythology, according to the
bhdrata, London, 1903, p. 3ff.
3 Not enumerated in the Visnu Purana, but in some others,
.

e.g. Vayu Purana (Bibl. Ind.),
* See Wilson, op cit. ii. 60.

ii.

74

f.

by Agastya.
1

Wilson, op.

cit.,

in his notes to pp. 26, 09

mentioned that the Vayu
yusa(ii. 7, 30
U D
s

ff.

It

may

be

of Danagives the progeny

Ke rn°, i£«ai'o/ fndian Buddhism (GIAP

the works quoted there,
4

Puma

ff.).

p._

57, n. 7.

Tattvdrthddhigama Sutra,

iv. 11, tr. in

iii.

8),

1896

..„„..
lx.
ZDili,

„.
31».

;

and
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The Asuras

(Daityas, Danavas) constitute the
highest class of demons they are the enemies of
the gods, and not of mankind indeed, men seem,
as a rule, excluded from their sphere of action.
This is the principal point in which they differ from
the remaining classes of demons, such as Raksasas,
Yaksas, Nagas, etc., who sustain hostile or friendly
See art. Brahmanism.
relations with men.
In conclusion, an opinion must he noticed which
most
has been put forward by some writers
]
recently by the Danish scholar V. Fausbbll
viz. that the wars of the Suras and Asuras are
;

;

—

—

but a mythological account of what originally was
a strife between the Aryans and the aboriginal
inhabitants of India.
Fausbbll includes among
the Asuras other classes of demons, Raksasas,
Yaksas, Nagas, etc. a course which, as has just
been pointed out, cannot be admitted. As regards
the Asuras proper, with whom alone we are
concerned in this article, his theory is without
foundation, and is quite unnecessary. The Indians
had at least two war-gods Indra, and, in later
Warlike gods presuppose, in
times, Karttikeya.
India as elsewhere, enemies with whom to wage
war, and those enemies were the Asuras, Danavas,
or Daityas.

—

—

Literature.

—This has been sufficiently indicated in the course
HERMANN

of the article.

DAKHMA.— See
the Dead

J ACOBI.

Death and Disposal of

(Parsi).

DANAIDS.— The

Danaids (AavalSes) were the
daughters of Danaus. Their number is variously
Hecatceus
(schol. on Eurip. Orest, 872)
given
enumerates twenty, and Hesiod (ap. Hecataeus,
loc. cit.) fifty; the latter figure has won general
acceptance. Their fame is enshrined in two legends
the one telling how they murdered their bridethe other
grooms during their wedding night
how, after death, they were condemned to pour
water into vessels full of holes.
I. The standard form of the first legend is that
given to it by iEschylus it forms the basis of the
story as found in the Bibliotheea of Apollodorus,
ii.
12 fF. (cf. schol. on Homer, 12. i. 42), and
Hyginus's Fabulce, 168 (cf. schol. on Stat. Thcb.
ii. 222
schol. Strozz. on German. Aratca, p. 172,
ed. Breysig).
We find part of it in the extant
IWnSes of /Eschylus the first portion of his Danaidtetralogy and the entire myth in the prophecy of
:

—

;

;

;

—

'

—

Prom. Vinct. 853 ff. The story is
as follows.
The fifty Danaids flee, under their
father's direction, from Egypt to Argos, in order
to escape from the unwelcome suit of their cousins,
Prometheus

in

sons of ^Egyptus. The youths, however,
them, and, by mere superiority of
force, compel the maidens to marry them. Danaus,
however, commands his daughters to kill their respective husbands, and all of them obey save one,

the

fifty

set out after

Hypermnestra, who spares Lynkeus out of love.
Hypermnestra, saved from her father's vengeance,
and at length reconciled to him, continues the lineage of the family, and by inheritance secures for her
acknowledged husband the over-lordship of Argos.

The

scene of the

myth thus Argos, and, indeed,
the mere name of the father and his daughters
indicates this locality, as in Homer the Argives are
most frequently referred to as Aavaol. Since the
publication of Preller's Griecliische Mythologie (cf.
ii." [Berlin, 1861] 45 ff.) the
myth has been commonly interpreted as relating to the scarcity of
water in thirsty Argos' the slaying of the bridegrooms is taken to mean the drying up of the
This hypothesis is still adhered to by
springs.
Ed. Meyer [Forschungen zur alien Gesr.h. i. [Halle,
is

'

;

1892] 74)

and Waser
'

(in

Op.

Pauly-Wissowa,
cit.

p. 41

f.

iv.

2089),

but its lack of evidence is on a level with its failure
in lucidity (cf. P. Friedlander, Argolica, Berlin,
It is certainly true that the full,
1905, p. 24).
though not identical, lists of the Danaids given by
Apollodorus, ii. 16, and Hyginus, Fab. 170, contain
at least one name, Amymone, which is also the
name of a fountain in Argos and, while there may
be another here and there which could be appositely
applied to a spring, this cannot be said of the
majority. Amymone, moreover, is the subject of a
special myth, which bears no resemblance to that
of the others she yields herself to Poseidon, who
and
in return reveals to her the springs of Lerna
she bears to him a son named Nauplius (Apollod.
The purport of
ii.
14 and 23 Hygin. Fab. 169).
this story is, in fact, the direct opposite of the
Danaid myth the latter really implies that the
maidens, in order to preserve their virginity, do not
shrink from slaying even their bridegrooms. It is
true that this aspect is not made explicit in the
story as related by /Eschylus, who lays stress on
the Danaids' hatred of the jEgyptiads only, not of
men in general, and speaks of their timidity of
His reason for making this alteration
character.
is revealed in the only passage of any length that
now remains of the third portion of his Danaidtetralogy (fr. 44), in which Aphrodite extols the
might of love, and so vindicates Hypermnestra and
her disobedience to her father's cruel command.
The ^Eschylean rendering, however, is really a
transformation of the original myth, as appears
from the following considerations. (1) The slaying
of men by the Danaids has always formed the kernel
of the myth.
(2) Their fruitless labour of waterdrawing after death, as will be shown below (§ 2),
is an indication of the fact that they were never
married. (3) The only extant fragment of the epic
AavalSts represents them as beings of Amazon-like
nature. From this epic, which, according to the
Borgia tablet (Jahn-Michaelis, Griech. Bildcr2
), contained 6500
chroniken, Bonn, 1873, p. 76,
lines, or about half the number in the Iliad,
Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iv. 120-124), when
giving examples of brave women, cites the cases
not only of Leaina and Telesilla, but also of
the Danaids, and in support thereof quotes from
And then the daughters of
the epic as follows
Danaus armed themselves quickly by the wideflowing stream of the lord Nile.' We may, therefore, infer that the characterization of the Danaids
in this epic was quite unlike that given by J&schylus. Amazons have no occasion for a father's
;

:

;

;

;

K

'

:

care, or for an admonition to guard their virginity j
and, in point of fact, Danaus himself, as has been
(cf. Ed. Meyer, op. cit. p. 73), is a
mere phantasm, having neither a cult nor a special

long recognized

myth of his own.
The story of the Danaids

as slayers of

men and

adepts in the use of arms must, accordingly, be
brought into line with the Amazonian myths.
These have been admirably dealt with by J. Topffer
(l'auly-Wissowa, i. 1754 cf. also the same writer's
AttischeGenealogie, Berlin, 1889, p. 191 fl'.; Kretschmer in Glotta, ii. [1908] 201 if. O. Braunstein, Die
politische Stellung dcr griech. Frau, Leipzig, 1911,
In the myths of the Amazons, Tbpffer
p. 69 ii'.).
sees fragmentary reminiscences of a pie-Hellenic
gynaikocratic race which survived for a considerable period in Asia Minor, but had at one time
been spread over Greece proper and the Archiin the
pelago. The Danaid myth finds a parallel
slew their
story of the women of Lemnos who
a
coincidence
than
more
it
is
and
husbands,
perhaps
that Hypsipyle, one of these Lemnian women,
should appear in Argos, associated with the legend
regarding lie institution of the Nemean Gaines
by the seven Argive heroes who marched against
Thebes. It is also worthy of note that Bellerophon,
;

;

'

'

I

DANGI
the earliest traditional antagonist of the Amazons
in Lycia, came originally from Argos (II. vi. 186).
Now, as we find Amazon-like women the Danaids,
namely in Argos, it is natural to infer that they
had made the same journey as Bellerophon had
come, that is, from Argos to Lycia. As a matter
of fact, the Danaids bear the name of a pre-Hellenic
tribe.
For, since the Canaanite Philistines have
been identified with the Palisatu mentioned in the

—

—

—

of Ramses III. (1200-1175 B.C.)—one of
the tribes which worshipped Minos and brought
their civilization to its highest development in
Crete during the 2nd cent. B.C. (cf. Bethe, in
lihein. Mus.lxv. [1910] 200 ft'., with lit. and proofs)
we can no longer doubt that the Argive Danaoi
and the Danuna mentioned in Egyptian documents
as early as the 14th cent. B.C. were one and the
same people (Ed. Meyer, Gcsch. d. Alterthums, i. 2
[Stuttgart, 1909] 226).
word or two must be added regarding Hypermnestra, the only one of the Danaids who spared her
bridegroom, and the mother of the royal race of
Argos. Her story, even more than that of Amymone, runs directly counter to the specific bearing
of the Danaid myth. Account must also be taken
of two additional facts.
(1) Of all the Danaids,
Hypermnestra alone had a cult in Argos (cf. Hygin.
Fab. 168 = schol. Strozz. on German. Aratea [172,
ed. Breysig], who speaks of a fanum,' while Pausan.
ii. 21. 2, refers to the tomb of Hypermnestra and
her husband in the city of Argos). (2) Lynkeus,
again, is a standing figure in Peloponnesian legend,
while the other sons of ^Egyptus are but empty
names.
may, therefore, assume that Hypermnestra, like Amymone, was a later addition to the
group of the Danaids, designed to bring each of
them into the imposing genealogical fabric of
This is confirmed by the
Argive mythology.
legend that Lynkeus killed his sisters-in-law and
their father (schol. on Eurip. Hekuba, 886). According to Archilochos (fr. 150, in Malalas, Chronogr.
iv. 68), Lynkeus was depicted as a conqueror who

documents

—

A

'

We

robbed Danaus of both his dominion and

his

daughter.
process of reducing the originally Amazonlike Danaids to human proportions, as we find it
already consummated in /Esehylus, led at length
to the complete obliteration of their characteristic

The

quality of hostility to men. After the murder of
the ^Egyptiads they all marry again. Their father
gives them, without a price, as rewards to the
victors in the games (Pindar, Pyth. ix. 112 f.) a
story which had originally no connexion with the

—

-Danaids (P. Friedllinder, op. cit. p. 17).
The scene of the man-slaying was laid among the
streams of Lerna (Pausan. ii. 24. 2; Parcemiographi, i. 10S), but also in Argos itself on the
acropolis, where, as noted by Pausanias (loc. cit.),
there stood some memorial of the sons of jEgyptus.
2. The earliest literary record of the tradition
that after death the Danaids were doomed to the
endless and aimless labour of pouring water into
vessels with holes is found in the pseudo- Platonic
Axiochus (3rd cent. B.C.), 371 E. In the 5th cent.
B.C., Polygnotus, in his pictures of the under
world, had portrayed men and women characterized as
unconsecrated
engaged in a like task
(Pausan. x. 31. 9; cf. Plato, Gorgias, 493 B,
Rep. 363 D). Accordingly, Wilamowitz-Mollendorff
(Homer. Untersuehungen, Berlin, 1884, p. 202) and
Kohde (Psyche, Tubingen, 1891-94, pp. 292-297)
have advanced the hypothesis that this penalty of
fruitless labour forms a later accretion of the

—

'

'

—

—

Danaid myth.
But Bolide's assertion that the
Danaids were dreXeis, i.e. that they had not attained
their WXos by marriage, suggests that the conception of the Danaids as aimless water-drawers in
Hades may possibly be older than he believes.
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This drudgery, in fact, was regarded among the
Greeks, and is regarded even to-day, e.g., in the
Tyrol, as the lot of the unmarried in the under
world (Waser in Pauly-Wissowa, iv. 2087, 60 ff. ;
P. Friedliinder, op. cit. p. 28).
The relative antiquity of this element in the
is likewise borne out by a further remark of
Kohde, viz. that the Danaids could be associated
with the task of drawing water only at a time when
they were still thought of as unmarried. Even in

story

Pindar's day (Pyth. ix. 112), however, this was no
longer the case while, according to vEschylus, at
;

two of them, Amymone and Hypermnestra,
For that form of the
yield to the power of love.
myth which, as made known to us by the surviving
verse of the epic Aa.va.l5es, represented the Danaids
as Amazon-like women hostile to men, we are thus
brought to a date not later than the 6th cent. B.C.
least

It must, therefore, have been about that time that
the lot of the unmarried in Hades the unending
labour of drawing water was first ascribed to the
Danaids.
Once this feature had been added to their story,
however, and had become effectually grafted upon
it, the Danaids would come quite naturally to be
regarded as drawers of water even in their lifetime.
In this way they would then be brought into connexion with Lerna in Argos perhaps originally
the district haunted by their ghosts and at length
the water-nymph Amymone would be numbered
with them. It accords with all this that Danaus
was extolled as the hero who provided Argos with
water so Hesiod, fr. 24 [ed. Rzach], a verse given
by Strabo, viii. 370, and again (371) in a simpler
rendering, which, however, is of special interest, as
it states that it was not Danaus, but the Danaids,
who made Argos, once waterless, a well-watered

—

—

—

—

:

'

land.'
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DANCING.— See Processions and Dances.
DANDIS.—See Yogis.
DANGI ('highlanders,' Hindi dang, a hill').—
A tribe of Dravidian origin, which at the Census of
'

1901 numbered 97,422, almost entirely confined to
Central India, Rajputana, and the Central Provinces, in which last they are described as originally robbers and freebooters, whose home was in

the

Vindhyan range.

They are doubtless etbno-

Gond and Bhil tribes
which occupy the adjoining hills but they are
rapidly becoming Hinduized, and have now gone
so far as to call themselves Rajputs, and to claim
descent from a mythical Raja Dang of the Raghubansi sept. In the Jhansi District, from which we
have the most complete account of the religion of
the tribe, they rank aa low-caste Hindus they
cremate their adult dead, and perform the irdddha,
or mind-rite, through Brahmans.
Like all castes
on their promotion to a higher social rank, they are
logically connected with the

;

;

particularly careful to avoid ceremonial pollution.
This results in its most serious form from the
In this case the offender, in
killing of a cow.
order to procure restoration to caste rights, must
make a pilgrimage to the Ganges, feed his tribesmen and Brahmans, or perform the mock marriage
of the idlagrama ammonite, representing Visnu,
with the tulsi, or holy basil tree. This rite, of
course, necessitates the payment of liberal fees to
Brahmans.
If the offender prefers to do so, he
may purchase restoration to caste by paying the
marriage expenses of two poor children of the
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of fortune, which is wont unjustly to be ofttimes reputed to the
wounded.' Until the summer of 1303, he made common cause
with his fellow-exiles at Siena, Arezzo, Forll, and elsewhere, in
attempting to return to Florence by force of arms and with
GhibeUine aid, but ultimately broke with them, and found it
for his fair fame to have made a party for himself (Par. xvii.

They now worship the ordinary Hindu

Kamachandra, Krsna, Siva, Durga, and
others.
Special regard is paid to the minor gods
of the village, especially to those who cause and
remove disease, such as Sitala, the goddess of
smallpox, and Hardaul Lala, the deified hero who

deities,

;

vinces, 1901,

i.

Census Report Central Pro-

;

W. Crooke.

165.

DANTE.—
x. Life.— Dante Alighieri was born at Florence, some time
between May 18 and June 17, 1265, of an old Florentine family
of supposed Roman descent.
His father, Alighiero di Bellincione Alighieri, was a notary who adhered to the Guelf faction,
for which his ancestors had fought.
Cacciaguida, Alighieri's
great-grandfather, who appears in the Paradiso as the founder
of the house, is mentioned in a recently discovered document
of 1131 as Cacciaguida, filius Adami.' The poet was the only
child of his father's first marriage, but had a step-brother and
two step-sisters (one of whom appears in the Vita Nuova)
younger than himself. Two episodes chiefly colour his early
life:, his romantic love for Beatrice (probably the daughter of
Folco Portinari and wife of Simone de' Bardi), whom he first
saw at the end of his ninth year, and who died on June 8, 1290
and his friendship (gained by his first sonnet, written in 1283)
with the older poet, Guido Cavalcanti, who died in August 1300.
At an early age he fell under the influence of the Florentine
philosopher and statesman, Brunetto Latini. Recent research
tends to confirm the statement of his early biographers concerning his studying at the university of Bologna a sonnet,
now generally accepted as his, shows that he was in that city
shortly before 1287. Dante served in the Florentine cavalry at
the battle of Campaldino on June 11, 1289. After the death of
Beatrice, he lapsed into a mode of life which he afterwards
recognized as morally unworthy, and seems to have had relations
with several women, the exact nature of which is uncertain.
To this epoch belongs a series of satirical sonnets interchanged
between him and Forese Donati (cf Purg. xxiii. 115-119). About
1296 he married Gemma di Manetto Donati, a lady of a noble
Guelf house, by whom he had four children. He entered public
'

;

;

.

in 1295, with a speech in the General Council of the Comin support of modifications in the Ordinances of Justice,'
the enactments by which nobles were excluded from the administration of the Republic. In May 1300, he acted as Florentine ambassador to the Commune of San Gimignano, and in the
same year, from June 15 to August 15 (two months being the
statutory term of office), he sat by election in the Signoria, the
chief magistracy of the Republic, as one of the six priors. In
this year, the Guelf party, which then swayed Florentine
into the rival factions of Bianchi and Neri,
politics, split
'Whites' and Blacks.' The former (to which Dante himself
and Guido Cavalcanti belonged) was, in the main, the constitutional party, supported by the burghers of the city the latter,
led by Corso Donati, the brother of Forese and kinsman of the
poet's wife, was more aristocratic and turbulent, looking to the
Pope, Boniface vm., and relying upon the favour of the populace.
As prior, Dante probably played a leading part in opposing the
interference of the Pope and his legate, the Franciscan cardinal,
Matteo d'Acquasparta, in the affairs of the Republic, and in confining the leaders of both factions (including Guido Cavalcanti
and Corso Donati) within bounds: in the following year, 1301,
we find him, though no longer in office, still supporting an antiPapal policy by his votes and speeches in the various councils of
the State. On November 1, 1301, Charles of Valois, with French
troops, entered Florence as Papal peacemaker,' and, with every
circumstance of treachery and licence, restored the Neri to
power. It is uncertain whether Dante was in Florence when
this occurred, or in Rome on an embassy from the Bianchi to
the Pope (as asserted by Boccaccio and Leonardo Bruni, but
disputed by later writers). In any case, a charge of malversation
in office and hostility to the Church was trumped up against
him he was sentenced to confiscation of his goods, two years'
exile, and perpetual exclusion from public office (January 27,
1302), and finally to be burned to death (March 10, 1302), if he
should ever come into the power of the Commune.
The rest of Dante's life was passed in exile, in the latter part
of which he was joined by his two sons and one of his daughters,
though he seems never to have seen his wife again. In the
Com trio (i. 3) he speaks of himself as having 'gone through
well nigh all the regions to which this (Italian) language extends
a pilgrim, almost a beggar, showing, against my will, the wound

life

mune

Between the latter part of 1303 and the end of 1306 we
at Verona at the court of Bartolommeo della Scala at
Bologna, where he may have made a more lengthy stay possibly
at Padua (though the document once regarded as attesting his
presence there in August 1306 is now disputed); certainly in
Lunigiana, with the Marquis Franceschino Malaspina (October
1306). We now lose sight of him for several years, during which
he is said to have left Italy and gone to Paris.
In September 1310, the newly elected Emperor, Henry vn.,
entered Italy, with the avowed object of restoring the claims of
the Holy Roman Empire, and healing the wounds of the country.
Dante, recognizing in him the new Lamb of God to take away
the sins of the world, threw himself heart and soul into his
find

controls cholera (Crooke, Popular Religion , 1896,
i. 138 f.).
Bhumiya, the god of the soil, is represented by an old snake, which is worshipped in
June-July. At marriages they perform a rite to
propitiate the sainted dead, known as deva pitra
('ancestor gods') ; but they have no definite idea of
Their sacred trees are
their nature or functions.
the plpal {Ficus rcligiosa) and the chhonkar {Procows
of the household, as
The
sopis spicifjcra).
emblems of Laksmi (goddess of good fortune), are
worshipped at the Divall, or feast of lamps ; and
horses at the Dasahra.
Literature.— W. Crooke, Tribes and Casf.es of the NorthWestern Provinces and Oudh, Calcutta, 1896, ii. 246 ff. Central
Provinces Gazetteer, 1870, p. 250

'

'
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2

'

'

;

'

:

;

him

;

;

'

'

We find him, in the spring of 1311, paying homage
enterprise.
to the Emperor in person at Milan, and writing terrible and
eloquent letters to him and against the Florentines from the

Oasentino, whither he had, perhaps, been sent on an Imperial
mission. By a decree of September 2, the Florentine government included the poet Ln the list of exiles to be excluded from
amnesty. In April 1312, Dante was with the Emperor at Pisa,
and there Petrarch, a little boy of seven, saw his great predecessor for the first and only time.
Although he had urged
Henry to lay Florence low, reverence for his fatherland (so
Leonardo Bruni writes) kept Dante from accompanying the
the city during the
which
ineffectually
besieged
army
Imperial

autumn

of this year. Henry's death (August 24, 1313) annihilated the poet's hopes. His movements again become uncertain.
It is possible that he retired for a while to the convent of Santa
Croce di Fonte Avellana, in the Apennines, and afterwards
sought the protection of Uguccione della Faggiuola, the great
By a decree of November 6, 1315, Dante
GhibeUine, at Lucca.
with his sons, Pietro and Jacopo, was placed under the ban of
the Florentine Republic, and sentenced to be beheaded if taken.
The poet was further and finally excluded from amnesty by
His famous letter to a Florena provision of June 2, 1316.
tine friend, preserved to us by Boccaccio, refusing to accept
recall to Florence under dishonourable conditions, probably
belongs to this year. It is most likely that, in 1315 or 1316,
Dante went again to Verona, attracted by the fame of Can
Grande della Scala, upon whom he based what remained of his
hopes for the salvation of Italy. About 1317 he finally settled
at Ravenna, at the invitation of its Guelf ruler, Guido Novello
da Polenta. There with his children, surrounded by a little
group of friends and disciples, he passed the last years of his
A curious process for sorcery held at Avignon in 1320
life.
against Matteo and Galeazzo Visconti, in which Dante's name is
mentioned, suggests that the poet visited Piacenza in that or
the preceding year, and, if the Qucestio de Aqua et Terra is
authentic, he went to Mantua and again to Verona about the
same time. In August 1321, he was sent on an embassy from
Guido da Polenta to "Venice, to avert an imminent war, and,
returning to Ravenna sick with fever, he died there on September 14 of that year. He was buried with much pomp in the
church of the Friars Minor, crowned with laurel, 'in the garb
of a poet and of a great philosopher.'

—

Works. Dante's works fall into three periods:
the period of his youthful love and enthusiasm,
finding expression in the poetry and prose of the
Vita Ntwva; (b) the period of the litme, his later
studies and
lyrics, his linguistic and philosophical
researches, bearing fruit in the Italian prose of the
Convivio, the Latin prose of the do Vulgari Elo2.

(a)

quentia, and his passionately developing political
creed and ideals, represented by the dc Monarchia
and certain of his Latin letters ; (c) the period of
turning, for the reformation of the' present, to the
contemplation of another world, to the divine
from the human, to the eternal from time' {Par.
xxxi. 37, 38), in the Divina Commcdia, with which
are associated the prose Latin epistle to Can Grande
della Scala, and the revival of the pastoral muse
of Vergil in the two Latin Eclogues.
first book, which
(1) The Vita Nuova, Dante's
is dedicated to Guido Cavalcanti, tells the story of
his love for Beatrice in thirty-one lyrical poems,
a prose
symmetrically arranged, and connected by
I'he lyrics (twenty-five sonnets, one
narrative.
in
shorter
and
two
three
poems
canzoni,
ballata,
the canzone mould), written from 1283 to 1292,

cover a period of nine years, while the prose commentary, composed between 1292 and 1295, weaves
the whole into unity. Its earlier chapters, in particular, show the influence of the Provencal troubadours, together with the philosophical re-handling
of their theme of chivalrous love which we find in

DANTE
the poetry of Guido Guinizelli of Bologna, whom
Dante elsewhere claims as his father in the use of
'sweet and gracious rhymes of love' [Purg. xxvi.
99). The first of the three canzoni, Donne ch'avete
intelletto d'amore,' marks an epoch in Italian
poetry. The later portions of the book are already
strongly coloured with the Christian mysticism
There is
which inspires the Dlvina Commcdia.
much sheer allegory in the details and episodes,
but the work as a whole is not to be taken in an
It is a mystical reconstruction
allegorical sense.
of the poet's early life, in which earthly love becomes spiritual, but, being thus exalted above
itself, falls to earth again when its sustenance and
inspiration are removed, only to rise once more in
repentance and humility to a clearer vision and a
larger hope, with the resolution to turn to the
daily work of life until such time as the soul may
become less unworthy to attain the ideal which it
has discerned.
(2) Besides the pieces inserted in the Vita Nuova,
there exists a large body of lyrical poetry from
Dante's hand, known collectively as the Einie (or,
It consists of (a)
less correctly, the Canzoniere).
occasional poems in the ballata and sonnet form,
Dante's
at
various
times
in
life, which
composed
have not yet been satisfactorily collected or freed
from spurious pieces (b) a series of fifteen canzoni,
which Boccaccio, probably following the poet's intention, arranged in a definite order to form a comTwo of these canzoni seem to belong
plete work.
to the period of the Vita Nuova ; the rest represent
the period in Dante's life between the death of
Beatrice and the inception of the Divina Commcdia.
They give variety, dignity, and technical perfection
to the metrical form which the early Italians had
received and developed from the Provencals, and
introduce, partly from the Provencal, two entirely
new varieties to Italian poetry. Their subjectmatter is partly philosophical love, in which the
seeker after wisdom depicts his quest with all
the imagery of an earthly lover's pursuit of an
adored woman partly, it would seem, more tan'

;

;

human passion
themes. One of the

partly, ethical and didactic
noblest of the series is the
Tre donne intorno
canzone of the three ladies
al cor mi son venute' (probably written c. 1304)
in this the legend told by Thomas of Celano and
St. Bonaventura, of the apparition of Poverty and
her two companions to St. Francis, is transformed
into an allegory of Dante's own impassioned wor-

gible

;

'

:

;

ship of Justice, which contains the Divina Commcdia
in germ.
(3) The Convivio, Dante's chief work in Italian
prose, is an attempt to put the general reader of
the epoch into possession of an abstract of the
entire field of human learning, as attainable at the
beginning of the 14th cent., in the form of an
allegorical commentary upon fourteen of the poet's
own canzoni. Its basis is the saying attributed
to Pythagoras, to the effect that the philosopher
should not be called the wise man, but the lover of
wisdom a conception which Dante elaborates in
the terms of the chivalrous love poetry of his age,
personifying Philosophy as a noble lady whose
soul is love and whose body is wisdom, and identifying love with the study which is the application of the enamoured mind to that thing of which
The work shows the influence
it is enamoured.'
of the de Consolatione Philosophic of Boethius (its
professed starting-point), Isidore of Seville, the
Didascalon of Hugh of St. Victor, the Trtsor of
Brunetto Latini, and the Aristotelian treatises and
Summa contra Gentiles of St. Thomas Aquinas.
Dante's aim is to make the mediaeval encyclopaedia
a thing of artistic beauty, by wedding it to the
highest poetry, and to show the world that the
Italian vernacular was no less efficient than Latin

—

'
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as a literary medium. At the same time, it was
to be his apologia pro vita sua, justifying his own
conduct as a man and as a citizen, and, incidentof earthly
ally, explaining certain of his poems
love as inspired purely by philosophical devotion.
Internal evidence show'* that it was composed between 1306 and 1308. It was left unfinished, only
the introductory treatise and the commentaries
upon three canzoni having been written.
(4) The de Vulgari Eloquentia, the earliest of
Dante's Latin works, seems to have been begun
shortly before the Convivio (probably in 1304 or

Like the Convivio, it was left unfinished,
130o).
only two of the projected four books having been
In the first book, starting from the
written.
origin of language, Dante considers the rival
claims for pre-eminence of the three romance vernaculars French, Provencal, and Italian and
proceeds to examine in detail all the various dialects of the last, none of which he finds identical
with the ideal language of Italy

—

—

:

'
The illustrious, cardinal, courtly, and curial vulgar tongue
in Italy is that which belongs to every Italian city, and yet
seems to belong to none, and by which all the local dialects of

the Italians are measured, weighed, and compared.'

As Mazzini well said, Dante's purpose here is
to found a language common to all Italy, to create
a form worthy of representing the national idea
the purpose which he was ultimately to fulfil
by writing the Divina Commcdia. In the second
book, he defines the highest form of Italian lyrical
'

'

—

canzone
poetry, the

;

distinguishes the three sub-

—

worthy of treatment therein Arms,
Love, and Virtue and elaborates the poetical art
of its construction, from the practice of the Provencal troubadours (Bertran de Born, Arnaut

jects alone

;

Daniel, Giraut de Borneil, Folquet of Marseilles,
Aimeric de Belenoi, Aimeric de Pegulhan, together with the French poet, king Thibaut of
Navarre), the poets of the Sicilian school (Guido
delle Colonne and Rinaldo d'Aquino), and the
poets of the dolce stil nuovo (Guido Guinizelli,
Guido Cavalcanti, Cino da Pistoia, and himself).
refers to his own canzoni as those of the
friend of Cino da Pistoia,' and it is possible that
he intended to dedicate the work, when completed,
to Cino, as he had done the Vita Nuova to Caval'

Dante

canti.
(5)

The

election of

Henry

of

Luxemburg

to the

Empire, in November 130S, drew the poet back
from these philosophical and linguistic studies to
the political strife that was about to convulse
Confronted with this new situation, of
Italy.
apparently unlimited possibilities for his native
land, he felt that all that he had hitherto written
was fruitless and insignificant. It was probably
about 1309, in anticipation of Henry's coming to
Italy, that Dante composed the de Monarchia,
should one day be convicted of
fearing lest he
the charge of the buried talent.' For Dante, the
purpose of temporal monarchy or empire, the
single princedom over men in temporal things, is
'

to establish liberty and universal peace, in order
that the whole of the potentialities of the human
race, for thought and for action, may be realized.
In the first book he shows that this universal
monarchy, thus conceived, is necessary for the
well-being of the world ; in the second he attempts
to prove, first from arguments based on reason and

then from arguments based on Christian faith, that
the Boruan people acquired the dignity of empire
by Divine right. It is a cardinal point in Dante's
reading of history that the history of the Jews and
the history of the Romans reveal the Divine plan
on parallel lines, the one race being entrusted with
the preparation for the Gospel, the other with
the promulgation of Roman law. For him, as for
mediaeval political theorists in general, the Emperor of

his

own

day,

when duly

elected

and
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crowned, is the successor of Julius and Augustus
no less than of Charlemagne and Otho. The third
book proves that the authority of such an Emperor does not come to him from the Pope (the
coronation of Charlemagne being an act of usurpation on the part of the latter), but depends immediately upon God, 'descending upon him without
any mean, from the fountain of universal authority.' Divine Providence has ordained man for two
ends blessedness of this life, which consists in the
:

exercise of his natural powers, and is figured in the
Earthly Paradise ; and blessedness of life eternal,
which consists in the fruition of the Beatific Vision
in the Celestial Paradise.
To these two diverse
ends, indicated by reason and revelation respectively, man must come by the diverse means of

philosophy and spiritual teaching, and, because
cupidity, he must be checked and

of human
directed :
1

Wherefore man had need of a twofold directive power acthe Sovereign Pontiff, to lead the
race to eternal life in accordance with things revealed

cording to his twofold goal

:

human

and the Emperor, to direct the human race to temporal
in

accordance with philosophical teaching.'

This, then, is the purpose of

each

in

;

felicity

Church and State,

its

own

to

the

a certain
field,
former in that
pertaining
mortal felicity is ordained for immortal felicity.
We here find in its full maturity the general
conception of the nature of man, of government,
and of human destiny, which was afterwards
transfigured, without being transformed, into the
framework of the Sacred Poem (Wicksteed).
(6) Dante's political letters are a pendant to the
de Monorchia, but coloured by the realities, and
finally embittered by the circumstances of the
Emperor's expedition. From the Messianic fervour
of his appeal on Henry's behalf to the princes and
peoples of Italy (Ep. v. [' Oxford Dante '], written
in 1310), we pass to the prophetic fury and swva
the most wicked
indignatio of his address to
Florentines within (Ep. vi., March 31, 1311), and
his rebuke to the Emperor himself (Ep. vii.,
April
16, 1311), when the former were organizing the
national resistance to the Imperial power, and the
latter seemed to tarry.
To the latter part of
1314 belongs the eloquent letter to the Italian
cardinals in conclave at Carpentras after the
death of Clement V. (Ep. viii.), urging the elec-

independent

superiority

'

'

'

'

tion of

an Italian Pope to return to

Rome and

reform the Church.

Of Dante's private and personal correspondence, the only specimen that can
be unhesitatingly accepted as authentic is the
famous letter to a Florentine friend refusing the
amnesty in 1316 (Ep. be.) j but two others, apparently accompanying two of his lyrical poems,
addressed to Cino da Pistoia (Ep. Hi., <:. 1305) ami
Moroello Malaspina (Ep. iv., c. 1306 or 1311), are

probably genuine.
(7) The authenticity of the letter to Can Grande
della Seala, though much disputed, is
gradually
becoming generally recognized. Written apparently between 1318 and 1320, it dedicates the
Paradiso to Can Grande, interprets the opening
lines of its first canto, and explains the
allegory,
It is the
subject, and purpose of the whole poem.
starting-point for the study of the mystical aspect
of the Divina Commedia, alike in its
appeal to
the authority of St. Augustine, St. Bernard, and
Richard of St. Victor for the power of the human
intellect to be so exalted in his life as to transcend
the measure of humanity, and in its unmistakable
claim for the poet himself that he has
n tinpersonal recipient of a religious experience too
sublime and overwhelming to be
adequately expressed in words.
(8) Dante's first Eclogue, a pastoral poem in
Latin hexameters, was written about 1319, in
t

1

answer to a Latin poem from Giovanni del Virgilio,
a lecturer at Bologna, who had urged him to write
a Latin poem and come to that city to receive the
laurel crown. It is a beautiful and gracious poem,
in which the Vergilian eclogue becomes a
picture
of the poet's own life at Ravenna in the comparative peace and calm of his latest years.
A second
Eclogue in the same spirit, sent to Giovanni del
Virgilio by Dante's sons after the poet's death, is
somewhat inferior, and was, perhaps, only in part
actually composed by him.

(9) The Quwstio de Aqua ct Terra professes to
be a philosophical question concerning the relative
position of water and earth on the surface of the
globe, publicly discussed by Dante at Verona on
January 20, 1320. Its authenticity has of late
found several able defenders, but must still be
regarded as highly problematical.
(10) It is impossible to decide at what date the
Divina Commedia was actually begun. According
to Boccaccio, the first seven cantos of the Inferno
were composed before the poet's exile, and he was
induced to take up the work again in consequence
of his recovery of the manuscript in 1306 or 1307.
Although this seems contradicted by internal evidence, there are some indications that these cantos
were originally conceived on a different plan from
that ultimately adopted in the poem. It is possible
that the poem, as we now have it, was begun
about 1308, interrupted by the Italian enterprise
of Henry of Luxemburg, and resumed in the years
after the latter's death.
While there are no certain and definite allusions in the Purgatorio to
events later than 1308, there are references in the
Inferno, by way of prophecy, to occurrences of
1312, and possibly (though this is more open to
question) of 1314, while the Paradiso (xii. 120)
contains what appears to be an echo of a Papal
bull of 1318.
An allusion in the first Eclogue
shows that, by 1319, the Inferno and the Purgatorio ('infera regna ') were completed and, so to
speak, published, but that Dante was still engaged
upon the Paradiso ('mundi circumllua corpora
astricolseque') and we learn from Boccaccio that
the last thirteen cantos had not yet been made
known to the world at the time of the poet's
death. In any case, it seems clear that the Divina
Commedia as a whole, whenever it may have been
begun, although the action is relegated by a poetic
fiction to the assumed date of 1300, should lte
regarded as the work of the last period of the
poet's career, when the failure of his earthly hopes
with Henry of Luxemburg had transferred his
gaze from time to eternity, and, himself purified
in the fires of experience and adversity, he might
lawfully come forward as vir j>ra:dicans juslitium,
;

'
to remove those living in
state of misery, and to lead

this life from their
to the state of

them

felicity.'

Dante's primary source of inspiration for the
Divina Commedia is the actual life of his own
times which he saw around him, interpreted by
the story of his own inner life. His aim is to
reform the world by a poem which should present
man and Nature in the mirror of eternity. But he
While the
has, inevitably, his literary sources.
sixth book of the Aineid may be called his startingpoint, Dante was probably acquainted with some

many mediaeval accounts of visits of a living
whether in the body or out of the body,' to
the other world, the bmmortale secolo, which, be«
ginning with the Visio Sancti PavZi and those
recorded in the Dialogues of St. Gregory the
Great, became especially abundant in the latter
though the only one that
part of the 12th cent.
has left notable traces in the Divina Commedia
is the
Visio Tnugdiili of the Irish Benedictine
Marcus (1149). Of the Latin poets, next to Vergil,
of the

man,

'

;
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he was most influenced

1)3'

Lnran, while Ovid and

liis main
sources for classical mythology, and Livy and Orosius for classical history.
Cicero was familiar to him from his early man-

Statins are

hood
but he shows surprisingly little acquaintance with Terence and Horace. The Latin versions
of Aristotle, the Vulgate, and the works of St.
Augustine permeate the poem with their influence.
lie knew no l'lato at first hand (he was almost
completely ignorant of Greek), save, perhaps, the
'Tinueus in the Latin version of Chalcidius, but
there is a strong vein of Neo-1'latonism in the
poem, derived in part directly from the pseudoAristotelian de Causis and the Dionysian writings
(either in the translation of Scotus Erigena or
Certain elethrough the medium of Aquinas).
ments in his thought came from Boethius and
St. Gregory the Great, while, of later mediaeval
writers, the influence of St. Peter Damian (esp.
his de Abdicalione Episcopates), of St. Bernard,
and of Richard of St. Victor is especially marked.
Indeed, the mystical psychology of the whole
poem is largely based upon the de Prceparatione
animi ad Contemplationem and the de Gontemplatione of the last-named writer.
Of the poet's
own contemporaries, Albertus Magnus and St.
Bonaventura impressed him less than did St.
Thomas Aquinas, the influence of whose Aris;
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Matelda, the realization of Leah, who, in the
mystical system of Richard of St. Victor, symbolizes 'affection inflamed by Divine inspiration,

in

and composing herself to the norm of justice.'
Then he Mini can rightly comprehend the history
of Church and State, as represented in tin- allegorical pageant, and is prepared fur a further illuminai

tion.
Beatrice, symbolizing the Divine Science as
possessing Revelation, thence uplifts the poet
through the nine moving heavens of successive
preparation, corresponding to the nine angelic
orders, into the true Paradise, the timeless and
spaceless empyrean heaven of heavens, where her
place is taken by St. Bernard, type of the loving
contemplation in which the eternal life of the soul
consists
and, after the impassioned hymn to the
Blessed Virgin placed upon Bernard's lips, the
poem closes in the momentary actualizing of the
soul's entire capacity of knowing and loving, when
the Love
desire and will move in harmony with
that moves the sun and the other stars,' in an
anticipation of the Beatific Vision of the Divine
Essence.
In describing the spiritual lives of Hell, Purga;

'

'

'

tory, and l'aradise, Dante has given a summary,
illumined by imagination and kindled by passion,
of all that is permanently significant in the life
and thought of the Middle Ages. He is throughout
totelian treatises, his Summa contra Gentiles, and harking back to a primitive ideal of Christianity,
Summa Throloqice, is profound and all-pervading. freed from the corruptions and accretions of the
Under the tree of an
Recent investigation points to Dante's acquaint- subsequent centuries.
ance with the mystical treatises of Mechthild of Empire renovated by the power of the Cross,
Magdeburg and Mechthild of Hackeborn, though Revelation is seated on the bare ground as
it is questionable whether either of them can he
guardian of the chariot of the Church, with no
attendants save the theological and moral virtues,
identified with the Mateldaof the Earthly Paradise.
There is a certain element of Joachism in the who bear nought save the seven gifts of the Holy
Divina Commedia, but Dante was probably ac- Spirit. But the ideal is never realized, because,
quainted with the doctrines of the Abbot of Flora side by side with the conquest of the world by
only at second hand, in the Arbor Vita; Crucifixes Christianity, had come the conquest of the Church
The alleged donation by Conof Ubertino da Casale (1305), which is chrono- by the world.
the last of the sources of the poem, and stantine of wealth and territory to the Papacy is
logically
from which (together with the life of the Seraphic for Dante the turning-point in history, and the
Father by St. Bonaventura, and, perhaps, the primal cause of the failure of Christianity, which
earlier legend by Thomas of Celano) he derived
was bearing such bitter fruit in the corruption of
mankind. The supremely significant event of his
his conception of the life and work of St. Francis
own century is thus the rise of St. Francis, and his
in the Paradise
The Divina Commedia is an allegory of human marriage with Lady Poverty, as the tirst attempted
life and human destiny, in the form of a vision
return to the ideal of Christianity that Christ had
of the 'state of souls after death
it is likewise,
left.
This, in its turn, having proved but a passing
in the mystical sense, a figurative representation episode, the poet can only look forward to the
of the soul's ascent, while still in the flesh, by the coming of the deliverer, the mysterious Veltro, the
three ways of purgation, illumination, and union,
Five Hundred Ten and Five,' to be sent from
to the fruition of the Absolute in that half-hour
God to renovate the Empire and to reform the
Church by other methods. For the rest, men at
during which there is silence in Heaven.'
Above and around the material universe is the all times are masters of their fate,' through the
celestial rose of Divine Beauty, flowering in the
supreme gift of free-will, to put violence upon
rays of the sun of Divine Love, still to be completed which, as Richard of St. Victor had said, neither
by man's correspondence with Divine Grace while befits the Creator nor is in the power of the
on earth the threshing-floor of mortality by use creature.' The soul of man works out its own
or abuse of free-will, character is formed, and salvation or damnation; and the tragic fact conhuman drama is played out. The dual scheme of sists simply in the soul's deliberate choice of evil.
the de Monorchia is transplanted from the sphere The Inferno departs less than the other two canof Church and Empire to the field of the individual
ticles from mediaeval tradition in its structure and
soul. Man, in the person of Dante, vainly attempts
machinery but it is here that the dramatic side
to escape from the dark wood of alienation from
of Dante's genius is especially displayed.
The
truth, and is barred by his own vices from the
tragic impression is intensified, on the one hand,
ascent of the delectable mountain (felicity, or, by the wasted virtues of the lost (the patriotism of
perhaps, knowledge of self) ; but Vergil, repre- Farinata degli Uberti, the fidelity of Piero delle
senting human philosophy inspired by reason, Vigne, the scientific devotion of Brunetto Latini,
guides him through the nine circles of Hell (reali- the high conception of man's origin and nature
zation of the nature and effects of sin), and up the that impels Ulysses to his last voyage)
and, on
seven terraces of Purgatory (setting love, the soul's the other, by frequent and effective use of dramatic
natural tendency to what is apprehended as good, contrasts between the souls in Hell and those in
in order, and purifying the soul from the stains
Purgatory or Paradise (Francesca da Rimini and
still left after conversion) to the
St. Peter Celestine and King
Earthly Paradise, Piccarda Donati
which in one sense is the happy state of a good Manfred Guido and Buonconte da Montefeltro).
conscience, and in another the life of Eden regained In the Purgatorio, with its sunsets and starshine,
by the purgatorial pains. This life is personified its angel ministers, its allegorical quest of liberty,
'

;

'

'

'

'

—

—
;

;

;

;

;
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in

which the souls

—

Dante is the last poet
3. Position and character.
of the Middle Ages, and the first of the modern
He has given perfect poetical utterance to
world.

find the very purgatorial pains

a solace to be willingly undergone, Dante breaks
almost completely from legend and theological
tradition, and presents a conception of the second
realm which is entirely his own. The Purgatorio
depends less than the Inferno upon the splendour
of certain episodes, though many of these are
among the most beautiful in the poem. It is in
its sustained harmony and all-pervading tenderness that it makes immediate and universal appeal
The noblest passages of the
to heart and mind.
Paradiso are lyrical rather than dramatic, and
there is naturally less action and less individuali-

:

With the exception of St.
Bernard, who is a singularly vivid character, the
human aspect of the souls in bliss is somewhat
zation of character.

since they have
become 'sempiternal flames' the suggestion of
in
after the third
held
being
abeyance
humanity
sphere (where the stretch of the earth's shadow
lost in the glory of their state

—

passed), until it reappears in celestial splendour
in the tenth heaven.
Notwithstanding this, we
are sensible of no monotony in the passage through
for it is part of the poet's
the higher spheres
conception, worked out alike in the allegorical
imagery and in the spoken narratives of each
is

;

sphere, that, although each soul partakes supremely
of the Beatific Vision, which is one and the same
in all, yet there are not only grades, but subtle
differences in the possession of it, in which the

As Wicksteed
previous life has been a factor.
puts it, the tone and colour, so to speak, of the
blessed
is
affected by the
fruition
of
the
heavenly
nature of the moral warfare through which they
'

rose to spiritual victory.'

The human

interest in

the Paradiso seems concentrated in such episodes
as the appearance of Piccarda Donati and Dante's
colloquy with Cacciaguida, or the exquisite passage
where Beatrice, her allegorical office completed,
resumes her place, in the unveiled glory of her
human personality, in the celestial rose. The
mystical poetry of the Paradiso is unsurpassable
above all, in the closing canto it reaches a height
of spiritual ecstasy for which it would be hard to
find a parallel elsewhere in modern literature.
Shelley wrote of the Paradiso that it is 'a perand Manning,
petual hymn of everlasting love
Post Dantis paradisum nihil restat nisi visio
:

'

;

'

Dei.'

The metre in which the Divina Commedia is
written, the terza rima, seems to have been
created by Dante from the sirventese, the Italian
form of the Provencal sirventes, employed by the
troubadours for political or satirical compositions
in contrast to the statelier canso, or canzone, of
His style has the highest qualities of terselove.
ness, condensation, variety of intonation, passion,
The closely packed imagery is hardly
vividness.
ever introduced for its own sake, but to exemplify
and clarify his meaning. Even at the heights of the
Paradiso, he does not shrink from uncompromising
The beauty
realism in his similes and images.
and fidelity of his transcripts from Nature are
He can render a comlikewise unapproachable.
scene in a few lines, sometimes in a single
plete
fine, whether it be the flight of birds, the trembling
of the sea at dawn, or the first appearance of the
Dante's eye
stars at the approach of evening.
was free and open to external nature in a degree
'

new among

poets.

.

.

But

light in general is
source of poetic beauty
.

what would otherwise have been artistically silent,
and has proved the most influential interpreter of
If it can no
rnediasval thought to the present day.
longer be said, without considerable reservation,
that he created the Italian language, or that he
founded Italian literature, it is certain that he first
showed that modern literature in general could produce a work to rival the masterpieces of antiquity,
and he first gave to Italy a national consciousness.
His character is reflected in his works profoundly
reverent to what he deemed Divinely ordained
authority, but no less enkindled with prophetic fire
against the abuse and corruption of that authority,
whether in Church or State, and absolutely fearless

'

his special and chosen
(Church, Dante, 1901, pp. 149, 163). Dante's fidelity
to Nature has been well compared with that of
Wordsworth. And, when he turns from Nature
to the mind of man, 'his haunt, and the main
region of his song,' no such revealer of the hidden
things of the spirit, save Shakespeare, has ever
found utterance in poetry.

relentless in his hatred of
baseness and wickedness, above all in high places,
for
with
a
boundless tenderness and
but
capacity
compassion liable to be carried to excess, both in
and
in
action, by his impassioned hunger
speech
and thirst after righteousness ; conscious of his own
but
ever struggling against pride, and
greatness,
exalting humility above all other virtues ; listena
while
to
the song of the antica strega, the
for
ing
siren of the flesh (Purg. xix. 58), but borne up
'even to the sphere of fire' by the eagle of the

in his reforming zeal

;

;

spirit

(Purg.

ix. 30).

The visionary

experience,

upon which the whole Divina Commedia is based,
was, it would seem, a sudden realization of the
hideousness of vice and the beauty of virtue, the
universality and omnipotence of love, so intense
and overwhelming that it came upon him with the
but this
force of a personal and special revelation
was not all we gather from the letter to Can
Grande that the poet himself experienced one of
;

;

those contacts with the Divine attributed to the
great saints and mystics of all creeds in which, as
George Tyrrell puts it, the mind touches the smooth
sphere of the infinite, but is unable to lay hold

—

of

it.

—

—

Literature. I. Biography. Our earliest sources for the
of Dante, in addition to his own worka and a few extant
documents, are a chapter in the Istorie Florentine of Giovanni
Villani (t 1348), the Vita di Dante of Boccaccio (t 1375), the
insignificant sketch by Filippo Villani (t e. 1405), the more
life

authoritative and critical treatise of Leonardo Bruni (t 1444),
and the first commentators. There are ten 14th cent commentators upon part or the whole of the Divina Commedia,
including both Dante's sons and the author of the so-called
Ottimo Vommento, who professes to have known the poet per-

The most important is
sonally.
Imola (1379-1410), edited by Vernon

Benvenuto Rambaldi da

and Lacaita (Florence, 18S7).
recent publications should he especially mentioned :
G. Biagi-Passerini, Codiee diplomatico dantesco (documents,
in course of publication); C. Ricci, L'uHimo ri/ugio di Dante
Alighieri, Milan, 1891; M. ScheriUo, Alcuni capiloli delta
biografia di Dante, Turin, 1S96 ; various volumes of Isidoro del
Lungo ; Paget Toynbee, A Dante Dictionary, Oxford, 1898,
also Dante Alighieri, his Life and Works, London, 1910 ; N.
Zingarelli, Dante, Milan, 1903 (a work on an exhaustive scale
with full bibliographies). For the disputed story of the letter
of Frate Ilario, cf. Wicksteed-Gardner, Dante and Giovanni
del Virgilio, London, 1902 ; Rajna, in Dante e la Lunigiana,
Milan, 1909 ; V. Biagi, Unepisoaio celebre nella Vita di Dante,

Among

Modena,

1910.

MINOR WORKS.— A

critical edition is gradually being proItaliana, of which the de Vulgari
Eluquentia(ed. Rajna, Florence, 1896)and Vita fluova (ed. Barhi,
Florence, 1907) have appeared. The Rime are incomplete and
unsatisfactory even in E.Moore's Tutte le Opere di Dontt, 1894
(the 'Oxford Dante,' which is of the highest authority for the
text of all the other works). A more recent edition, Vita Ntwva
and Canzoniere, by Wicksteed-Okey, is in the Temple Classics.
Michele Barbi's long-promised edition of the Rime is much
needed. There are critical editions of the Kelogre by Wicksteed
II.

duced by the Societa Dantesca

Dante and Giovanni del Virgilio) and Albini, Elorence, IQ0S
The translations of the Latin Works (Howell and Wicksteed) and
of the Convino (Wicksteed) in the Temple Classics are provided
with full critical commentaries a more recent version of the
Convivio is by W. W. Jackson (oxford, 1909). For the problem
of the de Aquaet Terra, see Moore, Studies in Dante (second
series, Oxf. 1899), and V. Biagi's ed., Modena, 1907.
III. Divina Commedia.— The best Italian editions with commentaries are those of Scarta^zini (epoch-making, but now a
of the text wit h Englittle out of date), Casini, and Torraca
lish translations and notes, by A. J. Butler, the Temple Classics
(in

;

;

DAPHLA-DARDS
editors

(Wicksteed, Oelsner, Okey), and

W. W. Vernon

(Readings
chiejly based on the Commentary of Bmvenuto
da Imola, new ed. 1-ond. 1906-09).
IV. SuvsiDIARY Literature.— The reader must be referred
to Toynbee's Dante Dictionary and the bibliographies included
in Zingarelli.
Dante literature has, especially of Late \ Lars,
assumed colossal proportions. Among English works stand out
pre-eminently the three volumes of Moore's Studies in Dante,
Toynbee's Dante Studies and Researches, Lond. 190'2, and Dante
in English Literature, Lond. 1909. Church's well-known essoj
.

.

.

holds its place as the most suggestive of introductions to the
divine poet. The Florentine quarterly publication, // Bullet lino
delta Societd Dantesca Italiana, is indispensable to students.
still

Edmund

Gardner.
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—

A tribe
(Daffla, Dapla, Dophla).
occupying a section of the Himalaya lying N. of
the Darrang and Lakhinipur Districts, Eastern
Bengal, and Assam. They numbered 954 at the
Census of 1901 but the greater part of the tribe
is found in independent territory beyond the
British frontier, whence, driven by famine or the
oppression of the Abors, they have recently shown
a tendency to migrate into the Darrang and
Lakhinipur Districts. They call themselves Niso,
Nising, or Bangni, the last name meaning 'men.'
According to Mackenzie (Hist, of the Relations of
the Government with the Hill Tribes on the N.E.
Frontier of Bengal, 541), Mirl, Daphla, and Abor

DAPHLA

1

;

Abor, vol. i. p. 33) are names given by the
Assamese to three sections of the same tribe in(see

habiting the mountains between Assam and Tibet.
'Their principal crops are summer rice and mustard, maize,
and cotton, sown in clearances made by the axe or hoe in the
forest or in the jungle of reeds.

Their villages, usually placed

on or near the banks of rivers, consist of a few houses built on
platforms raised above the naked surface of the plain, presenting a strong contrast to the ordinary Assamese village.
Under the houses live the fowls and pigs which furnish out the
village feasts, and the more prosperous villages keep herds of
buffaloes also, though these people, like so many of the nonAryan races of Assam, eschew milk as an unclean thing
.

.

.

'

(Mackenzie, op.

cit. 641).

—

Ethnology. The Daphlas are probably connected with the great Bodo (q.v. ) or Bara race,
which includes the Kachari, Kabha, Mech, Garo,
and Tippera tribes, and they are by origin TibetoBurmans, who followed the Mon-Anam from N.W.
China between the waters of the Yang-tse-kiang
and the Ho-ang-ho (Census Report Assam, 1901, i.
Their language is closely related to that of
120).
the Aka, Abor-Miri, and Mishmi tribes.
1.

We know a good deal about Abor-Miri and Dafla. Robinson
[J R AS Be, 1851, p. 131] gave us grammars and vocabularies of
both in the middle of the last century, and, to omit mention of
less important notices, in later times, Mr. Needham has given us
a grammar of the former, and Mr. Hamilton one of the latter'
and see
(G. A. Grierson, Census Report India, 1901, i. 262 f.
E. A. Gait. Assam Census Report, 1891, i. 184).
2. Relations with the British Government.
'

;

—

The independent portion of the tribe has long been
accustomed to make raids in British territory.
Even in 1910 it was found necessary to send an
expedition against them. This is due not so much
friction with the British authorities as to
larrels between the independent and the settled
branches of the tribe. In 1872-3 one of these outbreaks occurred because the men of the hills claimed
compensation for losses of life believed to have
been caused by infection introduced from the plains.
On this being refused, they raided British territory
and captured several slaves (Mackenzie, 31).
Much information regard3. Religious beliefs.
ing their religion has been collected since, in 1S72,
E. T. Dalton gave the first account of them
(Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, 36)

to
r

—

:

'
I never heard of Dophla priests, but Robinson says
they have
who pretend to a knowledge of divination, and by
inspection of chickens' entrails and eggs declare the nature of
the sacrifice to be offered by the sufferer and the spirit to whom
it is to be offered.
The office, however, is not hereditary, and
it is taken up or laid aside at pleasure.
So it resolves itself into
this, that every man can, when occasion requires it, become a
priest. t Their religion consists of invocations to the spirits for
protection of themselves, their cattle, and their crops, and
sacrifices and thank-offerings of pigs and fowls.
They acknow-

priests

1 The
origin of the name, which, as pronounced in the
Lakhinipur District, would be written Domphild, is unknown.
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ledge, but do not worship, one Supreme Being, which, I
conceive, means that they have been told of such a Being, but
know nothing about him.'

During the Census of 1881 (Report, § 150(1'.;
Mackenzie, 54311.) it was ascertained that (he
Mikirs and Daphlas worship Yapum and Or
the latter the malignant spirits of lie dead, lie
former a sylvan drity or demon, who sulliccs I'm
the needs of everyday life, though in critical
conjunctures some great god has to be gained over
by the sacrifice of a m ithan or gayal (Bos frontalis).
'A hill Miri told me how he had once, while a boy, actually
,

I

I

Yapum. The character of this god is that he lives in
and all the beasts of the forest obey him. My informant
was throwing stones in a thicket by the edge of a pool, and
suddenly became aware that he had hit the Yapum, who was
sitting at the foot of a tree in the guise of an old grey-bearded
man. A dangerous illness was the consequence, from which
the boy was saved by an offering of a dog and four fowls made
by his parents to the offended Yapum, who has since visited
him in dreams' (Mackenzie, 643).
They also count the Sun among their deities ;
but their great god, who must be propitiated by
the sacrifice of a mithan, is Ul or W'i, of
no
Daphla cares to speak much for fear of incurring
his displeasure.
His character may be guessed
from the Assamese equivalent of his name,
or
seen a
trees,

whom

Yom

Yama, the Hindu god

of death (ib. 544).
E. A.
Gait (Census Report Assam, 1891, i. 223) adds:
The general name for God is Ul, but there are also special
'

names

for each particular deity. Most of their gods are
inimical to men, and have to be propitiated by sacrifices. The
chief gods are Sonole, the god of heaven ; Siki, who presides
over the delivery of women Vogle and Lungte, who hurt men ;
and Yenpu, who injures children. Then there is Yapum, the
god of trees, who frightens to madness people who go into the
forest; Chili, the god of water; Prom, the god of diseases;
Sotu, the god of dumbness ; and numerous others. There are
a few beneficent deities, such as Pekhong, the god of breath,
and Yechu, the goddess of wealth. To all these gods, sacrifices
are offered. When a person is ill, a sorcerer (deondic) is called
in, and chants an incantation in a loud singsong voice, which
he sometimes keeps up till he works himself up into a frenzy of
excitement. The Dallas believe in a future life, but cannot say
much about it, except that they expect to cultivate and hunt
there. The dead are buried in a sitting position, and a small
shed is put up over the grave in it rice and drink are placed,
and a fire is kept burning for five days. The mourners sacrifice
fowls, pigs, and sometimes mithun, the blood of which is
sprinkled over the grave ; the flesh they eat themselves.'
;

:

B. C. Allen (Census Report Assam, 1901, i. 4611.)
gives an account of similar beliefs among the allied
tribes of this group
the creation legends of the
Mikirs and Garos, and the conception of the other
world held by the Miris, Mikirs, and Garos.

—

—

Literature. E. T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal,
Calcutta, 1872; A. Mackenzie, Hist, of the Relations of the
Government with the Hill Tribes of the N.E. Frontier of Bengal,
Calcutta, 1S84 ; Reportsofthe Census of Assam, 1S81, 1S91, 1901 ;
B. C. Allen, Gazetteers of the Lafchimpur and Darrang Districts,
Calcutta, 1906.
CROOKE.

W.

DARDS. — The

Dards are an Aryan race inhabiting the country round Gilgit, between Kashmir
and the Hindu Kush, and down the course of the
Indus to near where it debouches on the plains.
Colonies of the tribe are also found farther east in
Baltistan, where they are known as Brokpas, or
Highlanders.
Along with the Khos of Chitral
and the Hindu Kush Kafirs of Kafiristan, Dards
are classed by the present writer as descendants
of the PUachas, or '(lfio<pdyoi of Sanskrit writers.
This is not accepted by all scholars, but no alternative has hitherto been suggested.
Although of
Aryan origin, their language cannot be classed as
either Indian or Iranian, having issued from the
parent stock after the former branch had emigrated
towards the Kabul Valley, but before the typical
characteristics of Iranian speech had become fully
developed. They are mentioned by Herodotus (iii.
102-105), though not referred to by their present
name. On the other hand, Sanskrit writers knew
them as Daradas, and they are the Derclai of
Megasthenes and Strabo, the Daradrai of Ptolemy,
and the Dardae of Pliny and Nonnus. Most of
the Dards belong to the tribe of Shins, whose
headquarters may be taken as Gilgit, and their
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some closely allied form
of speech.
By religion, the Dards of the present
day are nearly all Musalmans, but the Brokpa
colonies in Baltistan profess the Buddhist faith of
It is not known at what period
their neighbours.
the Muhammadan Dards were converted to Islam,
language

is

either Shina. or

to the middle of last century, when a
reformation was carried out by Nathu Shall, the
Governor of Gilgit, on behalf of the Sikhs, it held
but a nominal sway. Even after Nathu Shah's time
remains of the old pre-Islamitie beliefs have survived, so that many Dard practices are very different
from those enjoined on the followers of the Qur'an.
For instance, until about eighty years ago the dead
were burnt and not buried, and this custom lingered
on sporadically down to the last recorded instance
in 1877.
memory of it still survives in the lighting of a fire by the grave after burial. Instead of
considering the dog as unclean, they are as fond
The
of the friend of man as any Englishman.
marriage of first cousins, which is frequent among
but,

down

A

true Musalmans, is looked upon with horror_ by
the purer tribes of Shins as an incestuous union.
Although the Muhammadan lunar calendar has
been introduced, an ancient solar computation,
based on the signs of the zodiac, still exists.
According to Biddulph, Islam has not yet [1880]
brought about the seclusion of women, who mix
Young men
freely with the men on all occasions.
and maidens of different families eat and converse
'

together without restraint.' The levirate custom
has a strong hold, and this often leads to two
sisters being the wives of the same man simultaneously, though such a practice is forbidden by
Muhammadan law.
The Dards received Muhammadanism from three
From the south (i.e. Afghanistan)
directions.
came the Sunnls, and that branch of Islam is now
From the Pamirs in the
prevalent in Chilas.
north came the Maula'I sect (famous for its winebibbers), and this doctrine is now commonly held
north of Gilgit. On the other hand, the people
round Gilgit and to the south are mostly Shi'ahs
converted from Baltistan.
On the Buddhist Dards, or Brokpas, of East
Baltistan their nominal religion sits even more
lightly than on their Musalman fellow-tribesmen
The only essential Tibetan practices
to the west.
which they have adopted seem to be the dress of
The
the men and the custom of polyandry.
religious ideas of the Brokpas were examined by
Shaw in 1876, and of late years by A. H. Francke,
whose researches into the ancient customs and
well
religion of the neighbouring Ladakh are
known. The information gathered from these two
sources agrees closely with the traces of the ancieut
Shina religion observable in other portions of the
Dard area, and from the whole we get a fairly clear,
if incomplete, idea of its general character.
According to Francke, the origin of the world'
is believed by the Brokpas to be as follows
'
Out of the Ocean grew a meadow. On the meadow
grew three mountains. One of them is called "the
White-jewel Hill," the second "the Red-jewel
On
Hill," and the third "the Blue-jewel Hill."
the three mountains three trees grew. The first
is called "the White Sandal-tree," the second
"the Red Sandal-tree," and the third "the Blue
Sandal-tree." On each of the trees grew a bird,—
"the Wild King of Birds," "the House-ben," and
"the Black Bird," respectively.'
Francke adds: 'As regards the system of colours, we are
:

decidedly reminded of the gLing chos, or pre-BuddMst religion
of Tibet (see aLmo cuos). I am inclined to believe that the
three mountains were thought to exist one on the top of the
other; the lowest being the blue mountain and tree forming
the Under-world, the red mountain and tree being in the middle
and representing the Earth, and the uppermost being the while

tree forming the Land of the Gods. But in other
respects the story of the origin of the world is at variance with
the gLing chos, according to which the world is framed out
of the body of a giant, while here it grows out of the water, as in
Indian legends.'

mountain and

Nothing

like this

Quoted from a private communication.

in

'

'

'

'

past,'

honoured almost like a god.
Francke mentions water, milk, butter, and
flower offerings as sacrifices, and also burnt offerand
ings of the pencil-cedar (see below). Sheep
and in one
goats are also ottered to the gods,
song— that of the ibex hunter— the hunter carries
all the necessaries for the offerings along with him
when following his quarry, and after the lucky
shot they are at once ottered to the gods.
Farther west, we also come across traces of
Buddhism. A rock-cut figure of the Buddha is still
to be seen in a defile near Gilgit, and throughout
the Gilgit and Astor valleys, as well as elsewhere,
there can be found ruined chortens (q.v.), whose
forms can even now be distinctly traced. One of
the Shin festivals, the Tahni, which commemorates
the destruction of an ancient king who devoured
2
his subjects, seems to have a connexion with a

the race,

who

is

also

similar festival among the Iranian fire-worshippers
In neither case, however, can we
of the Pamirs.
consider such remains as part of the true ancient
Dard religion. They are just as exotic as Islam.
The practical side of Dard religion, as distinct
from speculative theories regarding cosmogony
and the like, is best described by Shaw in his

account of the Brokpas (p. '29 ft'.), which fully
from other
agrees with the information derived
The real worship is that of local spirits
sources.
or demons, much like the cult of similar beings in
the neighbouring Ladakh. Closely connected with
this worship is a kind of cedar or juniper tree
and
(Juniperus excelsa), called in Shina chili,
by
the Brokpas shukpa. In every village in which
Shins are in a majority there is a sacred chili stone,
the
more
or
less
is
still
which
dedicated to the tree,
has its own name
object of reverence. Each village
for the stone, and an oath taken or an engagement
made over it is often more binding than when
the Qur'an is used. Shaw's account of the local
be taken
Brokpa goddess of the village of Dab may
as a sample
'Her name is Shiring-mo. A certain family in the village
:

This person has to
supplies the hcreditarv officiating priest.
and fastings
purity himself for the annual ceremony by washings
not even
for tlie space of seven days, during which he sits apart,
members of his own family being allowed to approach him,
to abstain
same
the
period
are
during
compelled
although thev
food.
other
and
sort
of
unholy
beer),
from onions,"salt, chanq (a
At the end of this period ho goes up alone to the rocky point
above the village, and, after worshipping in the name of the comhe renews
munity the deity who dwells there in a small cairn,

which wcro

the branches of the "shukpa" (Jtenipenu txeeUa\
the old branches being carefully
placed there the previous year,
slowed away under a rock and covered up with stones.
'
.
.
Formerly the priest used to be occasionally possessed
.

and

60.

1898, p.
Leitner, Dardistan in 1868, 1888.
an interesting fact that all over the / i.wha region
customs which
there are traditions pointing to ancient cannibal
word
were put a stop to by some hero or god. Tho Sanskrit
nhtrliti means cater of raw tlesh.'
i

2 It is

'

1

cosmogony has been noted

it may be that it has been
from Tibet. At the same time it
partly borrowed
or Nftijims, who are
the
Klumo
that
be
noted
may
prominent characters in the gLing chos, are also
met, under the form of snakes, in Gilgit tradition,
and, according to Leitner, the earth is there known
'
as the Serpent World.'
From the hymn from which Francke has culled
the preceding information he also extracts the
following two names of deities, Yandring and
Mandede Mandcschen. These names are, at any
rate, not Tibetan, and are therefore probably Dard.
In another prayer, the name Zhuni occurs as that
of a house-god.
Mummo, which properly means
uncle,' stands in the collection of hymns for the
forefather 'or Adam of
i.e. the
uncle of the

other Shin tracts, and

DARDS
in that state to dance a devil-dance, giving
but these manifestaforth inspired oracles at the same time
tions have ceased for the last twelve or fifteen years [written in
The worship is now simply one of propitiation inspired
1876).
by fear, the demon seeming to be regarded as an impersonation
of the forces of nature adverse to man in this wild mountainous
country. Sacrifices of goats (not aheep)are occasionally offered
at all seasons below the rock, by the priest only, on behalf of
donors. They talk of the existence of the demon as a

by the demon, and

;

pious
misfortune attaching to their tribe, and do not regard her with
any loyalty as a protecting or tutelary deity. In each house
the fireplui
.insists of three upright stones of which the one
at the back of the hearth is the largest, 18 inches or 2 feet in
On this stone they place an offering to the demon
height.
from every dish cooked there, before they eat of it. They also
there the firstfruits of the harvest. Such is their houseElace
old worship.'

This belief in demons is universal over the Dard
They are called Yach. They are of gigantic
size, have each only one eye, in the centre of the
forehead, and, when they assume human shape,
may be recognized by the fact that their feet are
turned backwards. 1 They can walk only by night,
and used to rule over the mountains and oppose
area.

the cultivation of the soil by man.

dragged people away into their

They

often

recesses, but, since

the adoption of the Muhammadan religion, they
have relinquished their possessions, and only occaTheir oath is by
sionally trouble the believers.
the sun and moon, and they are not invariably
malevolent. On the occasion of their weddings
they borrow the property of mankind for their
rejoicings, and restore it faithfully, without the
lender being aware of the loan. On such occasions
they have kindly feelings towards the human race.
The shadow of a demon falling on a person causes
madness.
Fairies, known as Barai, are also common. They
are as handsome as the demons are hideous, and
are stronger than they.
They have a castle of
crystal on the top of the mighty mountain of
has
which
a
garden containing only
Nanga Parbat,

one tree composed entirely of pearls and coral.
Although they are capable of forming love-attachments with men, like Lohengrin they have a secret,
and they never forgive the human being who discovers it. Death is the only possible recompense
for the indiscreet curiosity.
They sometimes take
the form of serpents {Nagas or, feminine, Ndginls).
While the shadow of a demon causes madness,
that of a fairy confers the gift of prophecy.

Divination is still practised, in spite of Muhammadanism. The diviner, or Dainyal, is one on whom
the shadow of a fairy has fallen in sleep. When
performing his or her office, the diviner is made to
inhale the smoke of burning juniper wood till he
insensible.
When he revives, the neck of a
v is
newly slaughtered goat is presented to him, and he
sucks the blood till not a drop remains. He then
rushes about in a state of ecstasy, uttering uninThe fairy appears and sings to
telligible sounds.
him, he alone being able to hear. He then explains
her words in a song to one of the attendant musicians, who translates its meaning to the crowd of
spectators.

Amongst miscellaneous customs, we must

first

of all mention the remarkable abhorrence entertained for everything connected with a cow (we

have already remarked the fondness for dogs). The
touch of the animal contaminates, and, though they
are obliged to employ bullocks in ploughing, the
Dards scarcely handle them at all. They employ
a forked stick to remove a calf from its mother.
They will not drink milk or touch any of its
products in any form, and believe that to do so
causes madness. There is nothing of reverence in
this.
They look upon the cow as bad, not good,
and base their abhorrence on the will of the local
So also in India. Compare the hoofs of the European devil
and the Diable boiteux. Whitley Stokes tells of an Irish legend,
according to which the devil could not kneel to pray, as his
knees were turned the wrong way.
VOL. IV.— 26
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Marriages are celebrated with much cere-

gods.

mony, for an account of which the reader is referred
We trace a survival of
to Biddulph (p. 78 ft.).
marriage by capture in the bridegroom selling out
for the bride's house, surrounded by his friends and
equipped with bow, arrow, and battle-axe. An
essential part of the dress of a Shin bride is a
lillet of cowrie shells bound round her head.
the bride and bridegroom take their first meal
together, there is a scramble for the first morsel,
as whichever eats this will have the mastery during
the future wedded life. After the birth of a child
the mother is unclean for seven days, and no one
Ordeal
will eat from her hand during that period.

When

practised. Seven paces are measured,
a red-hot axe-head is placed on the open palm
on which a green leaf has first been
spread. He must then deposit the hot iron at the

by

fire is still

aiid

of the accused,

place appointed seven paces distant, and, should
any mark of a burn remain on his hand, it is a
proof of guilt. Magic has a prominent place in
Dard ideas, and written charms are in great request.
They are even attached to the mane and forelock
of a horse.
They confer courage and invulneraCertain springs are supposed to have the
bility.

power

anything impure, such

of causing tempests if

as a cowskin, is cast into them.
The principal festivals are as follows
The word
(1) The Nos, in celebration of the winter solstice.
means fattening,' and refers to the slaughtering of the cattle,
:

—

'

on the pastures, which takes place. This
necessary because the pastures have become covered with
snow, and only sufficient fodder is stored to keep a few animals
alive through the winter. On the second day the Talcni, already
mentioned, is celebrated.
(2) The Bazono, in celebration of the commencement of
The sacrifice is a sheep, which must be lean and miser
spring.
fat after the grazing
is

The word means

able.

'leanness.'

(3) The Aiboi, which took place in the first week in March,
has now fallen into desuetude. It was said to mark the time for
pruning vines and the first budding of_ the apricot trees. In
some respects it resembled the Indian olx. Prominent features

H

were mock fighting amongst the men, and the licensed cudgelling of men by women. Its cessation is due to the Musalman
reform movement of Nathii Shah.
(4) The Ganoni celebrated the commencement of the wheat
harvest, and is still kept up. At dusk on the evening before
the festival, a member of each household gathers a handful of
ears of corn. This is supposed to be done 6ecretly. A few of
the ears are hung over the door of the house, and the rest are
roasted next morning and eaten steeped in milk. The Dards of
the Indus Valley below Sazin do not observe this festival.
(6) The last festival of the year, and the most important, is
the Chili, which formerly celebrated the worship of the juniper
Within
tree, and marked the commencement of wheat-sowing.
the last eighty years the rites connected with the tree-worship
have ceased, out the ceremonies connected with sowing are still
maintained. Bonfires of chili wood are, however, still lit, and
the quantity of wheat to be used in the next day's sowing is
held over the smoke.
It will have been observed how frequently the
sacred chili, or juniper tree, has been referred to
in the foregoing pages. In former years the worship

of this tree

was performed with much ceremony,

and hymns were sung
it

for the fulfilment of

In prayers to
desire, it was addressed
of the fairies, who has

in its honour.

any

The Dreadful King, son
come from far.' The chill
as

'

stone, at the entrance
of every Shin village, has already been mentioned.
On it offerings to the chill were placed, and from
full account of the
it omens were deduced.
ceremonies connected with its worship will be found
in Biddulph (p. 106 fi'.).

A

To sum up. The present writer has met in none
of the authorities on the Dard religion any reference to a Supreme Deity, corresponding to the
In translations from Christian scripKafir Intra.
tures, the Musalman word Ijuda has to be used
for God.' The centre of the worship seems to be
the chill tree, a mighty son of the fairies and the
'

;

in which the Dards dwell
peopled by spirits, some benevolent, and some
malevolent, probably personifications of the powers
of Nature, who exercise a constant influence on
the lives of the human beings who dwell under

whole mountain region
is
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their sway.
Most of tUe worship is in the form of
propitiation of the malevolent spirits, though we
find
prayers addressed to the benevolent
occasionally
chili.
Over the whole is spread a complex mist.
see traces of the Magian religion of Iran ; of
Buddhism, left behind on its way to Central Asia;
and, in modern times, Islam, in strong possession.
The pure Dard religion has nothing in common
with any of them. Attempts have been made, but
in the opinion of the present writer entirely without
any justification, to connect it with the religions
of India, and (with better reason) with the ancient
gLing chos religion of Tibet. It is a pure Naturereligion of an agricultural and pastoral people,
dwelling in a barren land, amidst the highest
mountain ranges in the world. The languages of
the Pi&Cicha people, of which the Dard languages
form an important group, are, as has been stated,
something between Indian and Iranian, and one of
their most characteristic marks is the wonderful
way in which they have preserved ancient Aryan
forms of speech almost unchanged down to the
present day. The same may be said of the Dard
It retains many of the characteristics
religion.
of the oldest form of Aryan religion with which
we are acquainted. There is the same adoration
of a special plant (in the Vcdas the soma, and

We

amongst the Dards the
ship, mixed witli terror,

chili),

and the same worpowers

of the personified

of Nature.

—

Literature. F. Drew, The Jummoo and Kashmir TerriG. W. Leitner, The Languages and Races
tories, London, 1S75
of Dardistan, Lahore, 1877, also the same writer's Dardistan in
1S66, 1S86, and 189S, Woking, no date
J. Biddulph, Tribes of
the Hindoo Koosh, Calcutta, 1880 R. B. Shaw, Stray Arians
in Tibet,' JRASBe.
(1878), vol. xlvii. part i. p. 20ft.; A. H.
Francke, Ladakhi Songs (privately printed, Leipzig), 4th series
(contains Dard songs, including a cosmogony).
;

;

'

;

George A. Griekson.

DARKNESS.— See Ligiit and Darkness.
DARSANA.— The

term dariana, the literal
which is
seeing,'
sight,' is more
usually employed in Sanskrit literature with a

meaning

'

of

'

'

derivative or

inmetaphorical significance, as
'
perception,' i.e. mental or spiritual vision.
It is thus at once expressive of one of the most
characteristic and fundamental thoughts of Indian

sight,'

—

the meditative and mystical attitude
mind which frames for itself an idealistic conof the universe ; e.g. Manu, vi. 74
ception
1
He who is possessed of true insight (darfanasampanna) is not
bound by deeds,
But the man destitute of insight (da rfanena vihina) is involved

philosophy
of

:

in the cycle of existence.'

The word is also used of the vision of sleep, a
dream or dreaming, wherein the mind perceives
and learns independently of the exercise of the
1

bodily senses.

Thus dariana is thought, perception in general,
the application of the mental faculties to abstract
conditions and problems and ultimately denotes
thought as crystallized and formulated in doctrine
or teaching— the formal and authoritative utterance of the results to which the mind has attained. 2
In this sense it is practically equivalent to itistra.
As a technical term, dar&ana is applied to the six
recognized systems of Indian philosophy, which
give many-sided expression to Indian thought in
its wiliest and most far-reaching developments.
These form the six darianas, systems of thought
and doctrine properly so called, viz. the PHrvaand Uttara-mim&msa (the latter more usually
known as the Vcdanta) the Saiikhya and Yoga;
Of these, the first
the Nyfii/ft and Vai.srsi/.a.
consists mainly of explanation and comment on the
ritual texts of the Veda, while the second expounds
the widely known speculative and idealistic philo;

;

i
e.g. Bariv. 1285.
Sdstradariin is onewho bu
Be.g. Mtiliuhhdrata, xii. 11045.
insight into, intuitive perception of, the meaning of the sdstras.

of India.
The third and fourth are nearly
related to one another ; and of these the ancient
a materialistic theory of the
formulates
Sdhkhya

sophy

—

universe, which the Yoga in its essential elements
equally ancient then takes up and interprets in a
The Nyuya and Vaiiesika are not
theistic sense.
systems of philosophy at all in the ordinary acceptation of the term ; the former treats of logic and

—

literary criticism, the latter of natural philosophy
and the physical constitution of the universe. The
precise date at which these systems originated or
were first reduced to order and writing is unknown ;

they represent, however, the outcome and final
residue of Indian thought and speculation, extending probably over many centuries.
There is no reason to believe that the six darianas
contain all that the mind of ancient India conceived, or to which these early thinkers endeavoured
It would seem probable, howto give expression.
ever, that, while much has been lost, and the extant
treatises are often fragmentary, enigmatic, highly
figurative, and difficult of interpretation, there has
been preserved in the darianas, and in the tradi-

tional and literary sources upon which they have
drawn, the best that India had to give of speculation and thought upon the problems and conditions

of

life.

A

1

somewhat

tion,'

similar
'

'

inquiry,'

word

discussion,'

is

tarka,

'

investiga-

which also in course

of time was used to denote the science or system
which was its outcome and fruit. It was then
later employed in the same manner as darsana,
specifically of the recognized philosophical systems.

The former term, however, seems never to have
obtained the same degree of acceptance or currency
as the latter, which in the usage of writers of all
periods was the ordinary and appropriate designation of the six systems to which alone orthodox
rights and authority were secured.

A.

DARWINISM. —

S.

Geden.

It has become customary to
give the title of Darwinism to that particular
of evolution which is
of
doctrine
the
development
associated with the name of Darwin (1809-1882),
and which began, in 1859, with the publication in
England of his Origin of Species. The central
feature of this development of thought has been
the conception of evolution as the result of Natural
It has
Selection in the struggle for existence.
caused so great a change in the general tendencies
of knowledge that Romanes probably did not exaggerate the effects when he described them to be
without parallel in the past history of mankind.
Nearly all the departments of thought related to
the subject of religion and ethics have felt the
effects of the revolution.
At first sight the Origin of Species accomplished
'

nothing in

itself

'

very remarkable.

The theory

of

evolution had long been in the air. "While the
conception of continuous development in the
universe had come down to us from the Greeks,

the modernized and scientific theory of it had
become a commonplace of knowledge by the middle
Kant's nebular hypothesis,
of the 19th century.
further developed by Laplace and Herschel, had
familiarized the world with the idea of development
In Geology,
as applied to the physical universe.

workers like Murchison and Lyell had brought
home to men's minds the same conception in connexion with the history of the earth. Even in the
idea of continuous debiological sciences the

velopment by the modification of existing types
was strongly represented by Lamarck ami many
other distinguished scientists. But before Darwin
all these separate developments lacked vitality.
In the last resort they rested largely on theory.
1 For the literature and detailed expositions of the six systems
see the separate articles VKD29ZA, etc.

DARWINISM
In particular, the idea of the evolution of life
by gradual modification was unsupported by any
convincing argument drawn from tacts and evidence furnished by the existing conditions of life.
The most characteristic position was that which
had been reached in Biology. Controversy turned
upon the meaning of species. These were held
to be permanent and immutable.
While it was
admitted that there might be a certain amount of
small variation of forms, species were considered
to represent special acts of creation at various times
in the past history of the earth.
Among the
leading representatives of the biological sciences,
permanence of species was the accepted view.
Down to the publication of the Origin of Species,

said Darwin,

'all the most eminent
living naturalists and geologists disbelieved in the mutability of species. ... I occasionally sounded
not a few naturalists, and never happened to come across a
one
who
seemed
to doubt about the permanence of
single
species (.Life and Letters, ch. ii. [vol. i. p. 87 in 1887 ed.]).

Lamarck's theory, by which he accounted for
divergence of types by the accumulation of the
inherited effects of use and disuse of
organs, was
ridiculed.
Cuvier had become the representative
of prevailing opinion,
according to which the past
history of life was one of constant cataclysms and
of constantly recurring creations.
Finally, this
scientific view was powerfully reinforced
by all the
indefinite authority of general and popular
opinion,
which took its stand on a literal interpretation
of the Hebrew account of creation in six
days,
contained in the first chapter of Genesis.
It was into these intellectual conditions that the
doctrine of organic evolution by Natural Selection
was launched by Darwin in 1859. The distinctive
feature of the doctrine of development which it
put
forward was that it accounted for the evolution of
life by the
agency of causes of exactly the same
kind as are still in progress. It exhibited modification and progress in life as the result of the
process
of discrimination always going on in the
struggle
for existence.
It was by formulating the
conception of this kind of 'Natural' Selection as the
mechanism by which the transmutation of species
is effected, and then
by supplying in the Origin of
Species an enormous and well-organized body of facts
and evidence in support of it, that Darwin
instantly
converted scientific opinion and succeeded in
carrying the doctrine of evolution towards a new horizon.
The theory of the mechanism of Natural Selection
formulated by Darwin was extremely simple.
'

There is,' he said, no exception to the rule that every
organic
being naturally increases at so high a rate, that, if not destroyed,
the earth would soon be covered by the
progeny of a single pair
(Origin of Species, ch. iii. [p. 79 in 1909 ed.]).
'

'

This tendency to increase beyond the conditions
of existence is accompanied
by an inherent tendency
in every part, organ, and function of life to
vary.
'As many more individuals of each species are born than
can possibly survive, and as, consequently, there is
a'frequently
recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any being, if it
vary ... in any manner profitable to itself, under the complex
and
sometimesvarying conditions of life, will have a better chance
of surviving, and thus be naturally selected. From the
strong
principle of inheritance, any selected variety will tend to

pronew and modified form (»., Introd. [p. 5 in 1909 ed.]).
the Darwinian doctrine of the survival
of the fittest.
It presented the whole succession
of life as a theory of descent from
simpler forms,
under the stress of the process of competition for
the conditions of existence.
The far-reaching effect produced by the publication of the Origin of
Species and by Darwin's theory
of Natural Selection was
undoubtedly due to two
main causes. The first of these was the immediate
illumination which it threw on some of tha most
difficult problems of the
special sciences which were
most closely concerned. This has been often discussed, and n,s oJ^T?o^ y;;] tendencies are now
well understood.
The second 'v" aus e was the

pagate

_

'

its

This

is
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character of the impression which the doctrines
produced on the general mind. The nature of this
impression is much less clearly understood. It is,
however, in this second relationship that the full
and more lasting significance of Darwinism has to
be appreciated.
The general mind almost from the
beginning
perceived with sure instinct, and far more distinctly
than the representatives of the
special sciences
the
reach
of
the
concerned,
theories to the establishment of which Darwin had
brought such a
It appeared to
convincing array of evidence.
many at first as if the whole scheme of order and
progress in the world was now presented as the
result of a purely mechanical process.
The inter-

position of mind or of Divine agency appeared to
be excluded. Man himself seemed to be
deposed
from the place he had occupied in all previous
schemes of creation. It was true, indeeel, as has
been pointed out, that before Darwin the idea of a
continuous development in the physical and
biological worlds alike had inspired
speculations in many
quarters; but this conception, being rejected by
current opinion, had left no permanent impression
on the general mind. It was not until Darwin's
work appeared, Sir William Huggins affirmed in
his Presidential address to the
Royal Society in

1905, that the new evidence was perceived by
opinion to be overwhelming in favour of
the view that man is not an independent
being, but
is the outcome of a
general and orderly evolution.
At the first presentation, therefore, of Darwin's
theories popular attention became fixed, with an
extraordinary degree of concentration, on the
nature of the destructive changes which the
doctrine seemed to involve in the ideas which had
hitherto been closely associated with
prevailing
The most familiar ideas of the
religious beliefs.
system of religion which had for generations held
the Western mind seemed to have had their
foundation removed. Instead of a world created
for man in six days of
twenty-four hours each, men
saw a history of development stretching away
back for ages and a;ons into the past. Instead
of a being standing, by special creation,
independent
and alone, as he had previously been conceived,
man was presented now as but the last link in a
of
evolution.
With
process
Lyell's extension of
the conception of time in geology and Darwin's
extension of the conception of evolution, the old
order in thought seemed to have been
scientific

swept away.

William Huggins (loc. cit. ) graphically describes
the revolution as it appeared to a
contemporary
from the standpoint of science
Sir

:

The accumulated tension of scientific progress burst
upon
the mind, not only of the nation, but of the whole
intelligent
world, with a suddenness and an overwhelming force for which
the strongest material metaphors are poor and
inadequate.
Twice the bolt fell, and twice, in a way to which
history
furniBhes no parallel, the opinions of mankind
may be said to
have been changed in a day. Changed, not on some minor
points standing alone, but each time on a fundamental position
which, like a keystone, brought down with it an arch of
connected beliefs resting on long-cherished ideas and prejudices.
What took place was not merely the acceptance by mankind
'

of new opinions, but complete inversions of former
beliefs,
involving the rejection of views which had grown sacred by
long inheritance.'

The new doctrine seemed, in short, to gather up
into a focus the meaning of a number of
developments long in progress and revolutionary in their
nature, the recognition of which in their due place
and importance had long been resisted in Western
thought. It seemed to give cumulative expression
to intellectual tendencies which, since the
period
of the Renaissance, had
struggled against the overpowering weight of accepted and often intolerant
The hrst condition, therefore,
religious beliefs.
was a kind of intellectual Saturnalia. The effects
were felt far and wide, at almost every centre of
learning, and in almost every department of thought,
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philosophy, and

Kenan

religion.

Huxley

in

England,

France, Haeckel in Germany, were
representatives of one aspect of a movement of
in

which Darwin in hiology, Tyndall in physics, and
Grant Allen in popular science represented another.
Most extravagant conceptions became current even
in circles of sober and reasoned opinion. Religious
beliefs were said to have been so far shaken that
their future survival was assumed as the object of
pious hope rather than of reasoned judgment. They
were, according to Kenan, destined to die slowly
out, undermined by primary instruction and by
the predominance of a scientific over a literary
education, or, more certainly still, according to
Grant Allen, to be entirely discredited as grotesque
fungoid growths which had clustered round the
thread of primitive ancestor-worship.
The deepest effects of the movement were felt
in England and the United States, and this for
reasons to which still other causes contributed.
When Darwin published the Origin of Species, the
resemblance which the doctrine of Natural Selection, making for progress through the struggle for
existence, bore to the doctrines which had come to
prevail in business and political life was recognized.
Almost every argument of the Origin of Species
appeared to present a generalized conception of
the far-reaching effectiveness of competition.
Darwin lifted the veil from life and disclosed to
the gaze of his time, as prevailing throughout
Nature, a picture of the self-centred struggle of
the individual, ruthlessly pursuing his own interests
to the exclusion in his own mind of all other
interests and yet unconsciously so pursuing them
as it was the teaching of the economics of the
day that the individual pursued them in business
not only to his own well-being, hut to the
progress and order of the world.
It soon became apparent that the crudities of
conception which prevailed in such inflamed and
excited conditions of thought were carrying men
altogether beyond the positions which the doctrine
of evolution involved.
It also became gradually
evident, as these first impressions were lived
through, that the acceptance of the evolutionary
faith implied conclusions which were not only

—
—

;

in kind, but more significant, more
and even more revolutionary although
a different sense than those which the
first Darwinians contemplated.
Those who had realized the depth and reality of
the spiritual hold of religion on the human mind,
perceived from the beginning how superficial were
judgments like that quoted from Kenan, to the
effect that religious systems had no
place in the
future development of the race. But it was when
the subject came to be approached in the light of

different

striking,
in quite

—

—

the evolutionary doctrine itself that the true
nature of the situation became apparent.

The Darwinian doctrine of biological evolution
had centred in the principle of utility. Every
part, organ, and function had its meaning in the
stress out of which types and races had come.
Nothing had come into existence by chance, or
without correspondence with environment.

The

consistent labour of all the first Darwinians had
been to give prominence to the necessity for the
establishment and reinforcement of this
the
central arch of the doctrine of evolution by
Natnral Selection. It was evident, therefore, that
while, on the one hand, the sanctions of faith and

—

experience must remain exactly what they had
always been for the religious life, the concept <>f
revolutionary nature was the explanation which
the doctrine of evolution would be itself bound In
give of the phenomenon of religion in the light of

own central principle. Whal was the meaning
of these systems of religious belief which had filled

its

such a commanding place in the social evolution
To dismiss the phenomena as merely
of man?
meaningless and functionless was, the present
writer pointed out, impossible and futile, in the
face of the teaching of the doctrine of evolution.
They must have some significance to correspond
with the magnitude and the universality of the
scale on which they were represented.
As observation was carried from primitive man
to the most advanced civilization, the importance
of the subject was not diminished but increased.
The history of social development in its highest
phases was largely the history of a group of
Western peoples who have been for many centuries the most active and progressive nations of
the world. The civilization of these peoples was
the most important manifestation of life known to
us, first in effects on the nations included in it,

and now, to an increasing degree, through

its in-

fluence on the development of other peoples in the
world. This group of Western peoples had been
held for thousands of years in a system of belief
giving rise to ideas which have profoundly modified
their social consciousness, and the influence of which
has saturated every detail of their lives. These
ideas had affected the development of the Western
nations at every point, and had filled their history
with the intellectual and political conflicts to which
they had given rise. They had deeply influenced

standards of conduct, habits, ideas, social instituThey had created the distinctive
tions, and laws.
ethos of Western civilization, and they had given
direction to most of the leading tendencies which
are now recognized to be characteristic of it (cf.
Civilization). How could it be possible to dismiss from consideration the enormous phase of
human history of which this was an example, as
if evolutionists had no concern with the causes
which had produced it (cf. Kidd, Social Evolution,
ch. i.)?

Further consideration, therefore, made it evident
that, if the theory of organic evolution by Natural
Selection was to he accepted in human society, it
would have to be accepted, like any other principle
It
in Nature, without any reservation whatever.
would be necessary, accordingly, to seek for the
function of religious belief in the evolution of
society on a scale proportionate to the magnitude
of its manifestations.
Throughout the forms of life below human
society, the stress through which Natural Selection
operated was that of the struggle for existence
between individuals. But in human history the
fact upon which attention had to be concentrated
was that we were watching the integration of a
social type.
It was the more organic social type
which was always winning. The central feature
of the process was that it rested ultimately upon
mind, and implied the subordination of the individual, over long tracts of time, to ends which

fell far beyond the limits of the individual's own
consciousness.
Correspondence with environment
in the case of human evolution, therefore, involved
projected efficiency. It was a process of mind.
If we were to hold the process of evolution as a
mechanical one with no spiritual meaning in it,
there would be no rational sanction whatever for
the individual to subordinate himself to it. The
race was destined, therefore, under the process
of Natural Selection, to grow more and more

religious.

The ethical,

philosophical, religious, and
which were subordinating

spiritual conceptions
man to the larger meaning of his

own evolution
constituted the principal feature of the world's
in
subordip"t«
stood
all
others
history, to which
relationship.

'

"

As the early Pzz™'"
\lEve continued to
struggle with tjf! j^ws and principles of the stres9
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B.

between individuals enunciated in the
Origin of Species, and as it has become increasingly
evident' that the application of the law of Natural
Selection to human society involves a first-hand
consideration of all the problems of mind and
of the situation
philosophy, a remarkable feature
has presented itself. This has consisted in the
of sufficient
minds
of
limited
number
extremely
scope of view and training to enable them to
deal with the new and larger problems that have

of existence

arisen.
The exponents of philosophy, untrained
in the methods of science and largely unacquainted
with its details, have necessarily continued to be
without a fully reasoned perception of the enormous
importance of the Darwinian principles of evolu-

own subject. The biologists, on the
other hand, continuing to be immersed in the facts
of the struggle for existence between animals, have
in consequence, on their part, remained largely
unacquainted with the principles of social efficiency
The dualism
in the evolution of human society.
which has been opened in the human mind in the
evolution of this efficiency has, in the religious
and ethical systems of the race, a phenomenology
of its own, stupendous in extent, and absolutely
characteristic of the social process. But it remains a
closed book to the biologist, and the study of it he
is often apt to consider as entirely meaningless.
The position has, therefore, most unusual features.
tion in their

Darwin made no systematic study of human
But, where he approached the subject
society.
in the Origin of Species, it was to disclose the
bewilderment produced on his mind in attempting
to apply the principles of the individual struggle
He seemed to
for existence to social evolution.
think that Natural Selection must be suspended
in civilization

:

'We civilized men,' he said, 'do our utmost to check the
process of elimination [of the weak in body and mind] ; we
we
build asylums for the imbecile, the maimed, and the sick
institute poor laws and our medical men exert their utmost
skill to save the life of every one to the last moment {Descent
of Man, ch. v. [p. 1CS in 1S71 ed.J).
;

;

'

Darwin thus exhibited no perception

.

of the fact

that this sense of responsibility to life, which is
so characteristic of advanced civilization, is itself
part of the phenomenology of a larger principle
of Natural Selection. That the deepening of the
social consciousness, of which this developing
our fellowspiritual sense of responsibility to
creatures is one of the outward marks, is of
of the
characteristic
as
immense significance
higher organic efficiency of the social type in the
which
seemed
a
for
was
existence
meaning
struggle
to escape him.

Alfred Kussel Wallace, in approaching the study
of

human

society in bis

book Darwinism

(1889),

displayed the same inability to distinguish that
it is in relation to the capital problems with which
the human mind has struggled in philosophy,
ethics, and religion that we have the phenomena
The
of Natural Selection in social evolution.
qualities with which priests and philosophers are
concerned, he asserted, were altogether removed
from utility in the struggle for existence and
he even mistakenly used the suggestion as an
argument in support of religion. Here also the
fact in evidence was that the naturalist, with his
mind fixed on the details of the individual struggle
for existence as it takes place between plants and
animals, has been altogether at a disadvantage,
both by training and equipment, in attempting
to deal with the laws and principles of social
efficiency.
Huxley reached an almost equally
characteristic contradiction in the Romanes lecture
delivered at Oxford in 1893, in which he attempted
to make a distinction in principle and meaning
between the social process and the cosmic process,
the lesson of evolution, like the lesson of religion,
;

B.
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being, of course, that they are one and the same.
Sir Francis Galton, one of the last and greatest of
Darwin's contemporaries, recently also exhibited
this characteristic standpoint of all the early

Darwinians.

He

put forward claims

for

a now

science,
Eugenics,' which he lias defined as a
science which would deal with all the influences
that improve the inborn qualities of the race, and
would develop them to the utmost advantage by
'

'scientific breeding.'

The

list of

qualities

which

Galton proposed to breed from included health,

energy, ability, manliness, and the special aptitudes required by various professions and occupaMorals he proposed to leave out of the
tions.
question altogether as involving too many hopeHere once more we see the
less difficulties.'
difficulty with which the naturalist is confronted
in attempting to apply to human society the
merely stud-book principles of the individual
struggle for existence as it is waged among plants
and animals. The entire range of the problems
of morality and mind are necessarily ignored.
The higher qualities of our social evolution, with
all the absolutely characteristic phenomena contributing to the highest organic social efficiency,
remain outside his vision.
are as yet only at the beginning of this
'

We

phase of

knowledge.

The

present

remarkable

situation, here of necessity only lightly referred
to, in which the biologists and the philosophers
remain organized in isolated camps, each with
the most restricted conception of the nature and
importance of the work done by the other and
of the bearing on its own conclusions, cannot be
expected to continue. One of the most urgent
needs of the present time is a class of minds of
sufficient scope and training to be able to cover the
relations of the conclusions of each of these sets
of workers to those of the other and to the larger
See also art. EVOLUTION.
science of society.
Literature.
Life

and

—C.

Darwin, Origin of S}jecies, Descent of Man;

Letters of Charles Daricin, ed. F. Darwin 2 , Lond. 1887 ;
B. Kidd, Social Evolu;

A. R. Wallace, Darwinism, do. 1SS9
tion, Lond. 1894, art. 'Sociology,' in
Emlution and Ethics, Lond. 1S93.
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DASNAMIS.— See Saivism.
B. ALI B. KHALAF.— Dawud

DAWUD

b,

b. Khalaf, called al-Zahirl (with the kutiya Abu
Sulaimau), a jurist celebrated as the originator
of the Zahiriyya school in Muslim theology, was
born in'Kufa, A.H. 200 [ = A.D. 815] (or, accord=
ing to other authorities, A.H. 202 [ A.D. 817]),
of a family belonging to Isfahan.
Among the
many eminent teachers under whom he studied
in his youthful travels were two of the leading
theologians of Islam, viz. Ishaq b. Rahawaih
(tA.H. 233 [ = A.D. 847]) of Nisabiir, with whom
he enjoyed personal relations of the most intimate
character, and Abu Thaur (Ibrahim b. Khalid) of
Baghdad (tA.H. 240 [ = A.D. 854]). Having com-

'AH

pleted his career of study, he settled in Baghdad,
where he soon established a great reputation, and
began to attract pupils in large numbers. His
audience, in fact, commonly numbered about 400,
and included even scholars of established repute.
At this time Baghdad possessed another teacher
of renown, Ahmad b. Hanbal (t A.H. 241 [ = A.D.
855]), the Nestor of ultra-conservative orthodoxy,
whose name is borne by the Hanbalitic party.
Dawud sought to come into friendly relations with
Ahmad, but all his advances were repelled, as he
lay under the suspicion of having affirmed, while
at Nisabiir, that the Qur'an was a created work
a doctrine which Ahmad had attacked with great
vigour and at heavy personal cost. It was even
said that Dawud had been punished for his error

—

by Ishaq

b.

Rahawaih.

Though Dawud met
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these allegations with a distinct denial, Ahmad
nor was the strain
refused to receive him
relieved by the fact that the system promulgated
with that of
in
coincided
Dawud
many
respects
by
Ahmad, and was even fitted to lend it support.
Although Dawud, in his travels as a student,
had applied himself eagerly to the study of the
Hadith, prophetic tradition,' he has no outstanding reputation as an authority on that subject.
In point of fact, he is said to have given currency
to only one prophetic dictum of note, which came
to be associated with his name through the instru-

still

;

'

mentality of his son,

well-known

Abu Bakr Muhammad,

a

The saying

is

bel esprit of his day.

He who

loves and pines and hides
(his torment), and dies thereof, is to be regarded as
a martyr.' As a teacher of jurisprudence, on the
other hand, Dawfld's influence was enormous, and
here he ranks as the founder of a distinct school.
He allied himself with the system of the Imam,
al-Shafi'i, for whom he manifested an extraordinary reverence, and to whose high qualities
(mandqib) he devoted two of his books. But, while
Dawud found his starting-point in the system of
Shali'i, he at length developed a new method in
the deduction of sacred law a method which,
in its results, diverged from that of his master in
the most pronounced way, and at the same time
brought its author into collision with the universally received views of Muslim jurisprudence.
According to the prevailing doctrine, the bases of
juristic deduction were (1) the ordinances attested
by the Qur'an ; (2) those which had the support of
tradition ; (3) the consensus ('ijma) of recognized
authorities ; and (4) the conclusions established by

as follows

'

:

—

speculative reasoning from analogies (qiyas), and
by deduction of the ratio legis ('illat al-shar)
from given ordinances. In cases where positive
injunctions derived from the first three sources
proved inadequate, the reflective insight (ra'y,
opinio prudentium) involved in the fourth was
regarded as valid ground for juristic reasoning.
Dawud, however, denied the legitimacy of this
last-mentioned source, i.e. the ra'y, and all that it
implied, as also of all inquiry into the reasons of
the Divine laws and the analogical arguments
founded thereon.
The only sources of juristic

deduction which he recognized were the positive,
or, as he calls them, the 'evident' (zahir), i.e. the
Qur'an and Tradition. As for the consensus, he
restricted it to the demonstrable
agreement of
the companions of the prophet' ('ijma al sahaba),
assigning no more precise limits to the scope of
In thus running counter to the prothis factor.
cedure of the dominant schools, Dawud found
himself in alliance with the extreme section of the
party known as the asliab al-hadith ('traditionalin contrast to the ashab al-ra'y ('speculative
ists')
and became the founder of the Zahiriyya
jurists'),
school, which is accordingly also called the madhhab Dawud. It is true that he brought himself
to the point of conceding the admissibility of the
'obvious analogy' (qiyas jali) plainly indicated by
positive injunctions, but only as a last resource.
As a preliminary of delivering judgment, moreover,
he demanded an independent investigation of tradition, and deprecated a mechanical adherence to
the established doctrine of a master or a school
'
The automatic repetition of the teach(taqliit).
ings of one who is not infallible is pernicious, and
shows blindness of judgment.'
Out upon him
who, having a torch (i.e. tradition) wherewith lie
may light his own way, extinguishes his torch,
and moves only by another's help.' Men should
not blindly follow any human authority, but
should examine the sources for themselves.
til Dawfld's
writings, a list of which is given in
the Kittib al-Fihrist, nothing is now extant, but
'

—

—

'

would be possible to reconstruct his doctrines
from quotations in later literature. Biographical
writers are at one in extolling the piety and
sincerity of his character, and his abstemious
mode of life. His fame spread far beyond the
confines of his domicile, and from the furthest
limits of the Muhammadan world those who were
came to him
perplexed with theological problems

it

=

He died in Baghdad in A.H. 270 [ A.D.
for light.
Vast as his influence was, however, his
883].
which,
owing to its limited scope, did
system,
not adequately meet the requirements of juristic
practice, failed to gain a firm footing in public
Numerous Muslim

scholars associated thembut their adherence was largely
theoretical, and, except in a single
instance, the system never attained an authori-

life.

selves with

it,

personal and

tative position in the official administration of
Its solitary success in this respect was
justice.
achieved in the empire of the Almohads in Spain
and North-West Africa, the founders of which,
repudiating all adherence (taqlid) to particular
schools, held that the appeal to the traditional

sources was the only permissible procedure. The
history of Muslim learning down to the 9th cent.
A.H. contains the names of famous adherents of
the Zabiristic principle in many different countries.
The most important, and, in a literary sense, the
most eminent, of these was the valiant Andalusian,
Ibn Hazm, 'All b. Ahmad, who expounded the
Zahiristic method in his works, and applied it not
only to the jurisprudence of Islam, but to its
dogmatic theology as well.

—
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DAY OF ATONEMENT.— See

Festivals

(Hebrew).

DEACON, DEACONESS.— See Ministry.
DEAD. — See Ancestok-worship, Death and
Disposal of the Dead, State of the Dead.

DEiE MATRES.— The Dem

Moires are diviniof uncertain character and function, whose
is found chiefly in the Celtic and German
provinces of the Koman Empire (cf. art. Celts, vol.
How far they are to
iii. pp. 280, 286, and passim).
'
be identified or associated with so-called Mother'
other
peoples is a matter of
goddesses among
dispute and will be discussed later. But there
is evidence on Celtic and Germanic territory, and
to some extent outside these limits, of a fairly
definite cult of goddesses called usually Matres or
Matrona;, and depicted in accordance with wellestablished conventions.
Knowledge of them is
ties

worship

derived entirely from inscriptions and monuments,
of which a large number (over four hundred insurvivals
scriptions) have been preserved apparent
of their worship have been detected in the beliefs
and traditions of the Celts and Germans of later
ages but no certain reference to them has been
found in ancient literature. There is no reason
for applying to them, as is sometimes done, a
of St.
passage cited from Yarro in the de do. Dei
Augustine (vii. 3, Unde dicit etiam ipse Varro,
quod diis quibusdam patribus et deabus matribus,
Varro's
sicut honiinihus, ignobilitas accidisset ').
reference is probably general, and certainly the
context in St. Augustine does not suggest an application to the particular divinities in question.
;

;

'

The inscriptions discovered up to the year l*s, w.-rc published
and classified by Dun in his very important monograph on the
MatronenkuUm (cited hereby this short title; for exact referAdditional material
ences, see the Literature at end of article).

DE^3 MATRES
was included

in Hun's art. in Rosoher (s.v. 'Matres'), and later
disooveriea will be taken account of, together with the results
of later discussion, in the course of this article.

The name

of

the

divinities appears in three
forms in the inscriptions: Matres, Matronce, and
•
Matrce (the last being the nominative case

inferred from the datives Matris and Mntrnbus).
fourth form *Mairce is held by some scholars to
be preserved in five inscriptions, but the evidence
for it is in no case clear.
Three of the inscriptions
in question are lost, and in the other two
a stone
altar at Dijon and a relief at Metz— the readings
are very uncertain. 1
The form * Matrce may be
due to Celtic influence, an old Celtic nominative
*
*
singular Malar having been latinized as Matra
and a dative plural * Matrabus developed from it,
perhaps with the aid of Celtic datives in b (cf.
Matronenkultus, p. 10). But, in view of such
analogous Latin forms as nymphabits, fatabus,
fliabus, natabus, etc., the Celtic explanation cannot be deemed necessary. 3
In the case of the
dative plural Matris, the parallel formation heredis
(=heredibus) has been similarly used as evidence
against the theory of Celtic influence. 3 Whatever
be the explanation of the Latin words in question,
there is one inscription which is generally held to
show a Celtic (Gaulish) form of the name. This is
preserved in the Museum at Nimes and reads, in

A

—

Greek

letters, Mtn-nc/3o Na/iatwi/ca/So /S/jotouoV.

The

epithet Nau.avoiKa[So is almost certainly local = to
the Nemausian Mothers ; but the tr. of (iparovoc is
more doubtful. If it contains the root of the Ir.
brdth, 'judgment,' it may well mean ex judieio,
and be equivalent to the common formula ex
imperio.*
'

'

Matres and Matronal appear to be synonymous,
though their geographical distribution, as will be
seen later, is somewhat different. They even occur
as equivalents on a single inscription
Matribus
sive Matronis Aufaniabus domesticis' {Matronenfcultus, no. 207); and the same epithet is sometimes found in combination with both terms (cf.
'Matribus [V]acaII[i]neis' [ib. no. 215] with
'Matronis Vacal(l)nehis' [ib. nos. 224, 225, 227]).
But such close association of the two is exceptional,
and certain distinctions have been pointed out in
their use.
Ihm (Roscher, p. 2466) shows that
Matres is accompanied by epithets of greater
veneration (' augustae,' deae '). Hild
(DarembergSaglio, iii. 1636) tries to make out a difference
in the fact that men
pray oftener to Matres, and
women to Matrona; but his figures can hardly
be regarded as significant.
Roach-Smith (in his
\il/, rtanea
Antiqua, vii. [1878-80] 213) argues that
the Matronce were concerned
primarily with the
feminine principle in Nature, with maternity and
offspring, while the Matres presided over the
'

:

'

;

(

fruits of the earth and, in
general, over public
business.
None of these distinctions,
however, is really established as valid. It is perhaps
a significant fact, which is pointed out
by Haverfield [Arch. JEl. xv. 320), that Matrona; does not
occur in any land where the cult is

and private

demonstrably
imported and the name may be really the Celtic
Matrona, which survives in the French Marnc and
a few other names of places, rather than the Lat.
Matrona.
Since there is no evidence outside of
1
In support of 'Maine, see Hirschfeld, CIL xiii. no. 647s;

against it. Ihm, Matronenkultus, p. 12 ff.
2 See
Haverfield, Archieol. -Eliana, xv. [1892] 32. Sommer
BandbiKh der lateinischen Laut- u. Formenlehre,
Heidelberg'
19° 2 t P- 3<i °. explains such forms
by the analogy of deabus.
.
Matronabus also occurs (see Nolizie degli schiavi, 1S97,
p. 6).
3 See
Siebourg, Westdeutsche Zcitschrift, 18SS, p. 115 and

Bonner Jahrbucher,

••See Thurneysen,

re-

;

'

character

of the divinities bearing the name
Matrona is also quite uncertain. 1 On the whole,
then, Matres and Matrona; seem to be equivalent
in sense, and neither of them is
probably Roman
in origin.
In the following discussion the two

words

will be used
interchangeably, except where
a distinction is explicitly made between them.
The dates of the monuments to the Matres or
Matronce range all the way from the time of
Caligula (Matronenlcnltus, no. 35) to that of Gordianus (ib. no. 361). They are found
chiefly in Cisalpine Gaul, Gallia Narbonensis, Gaul proper, and
Lower Germany, and to a limited extent at Rome
itself, in

Britain,

and

and

in Spain. 2

Those at

Rome

in Britain are
apparently due to soldiers or
tradesmen, and do not prove the local existence of
the cult ; and the same may be true of the few inscriptions preserved on the Spanish peninsula. The
latter, however, are taken by d'Arbois de Jubainville as evidence that the Celtiberi
had the
worship in common with the Gauls and the epithet
'Gallaicis' favours the supposition. 8
Still more
remote provinces are brought into relation with
the cult by the inscriptions, Matres Pannoniorum
et Delmatarum,' preserved at
Lyons (Matronenhiiltns, no. 394), and 'Matres Afne Itahe Galla?,'
preserved at York {ib. no. 34S). But no inscription to Matres or Matronce has yet been found in
either Africa or the Illyrican provinces south of
the Danube, and it seems probable that the names
indicate simply military service in those
regions
on the part of the dedicants or of their soldiers. 4
Monuments are commonest on the west bank of
the Rhine and in the vicinity of Lyons and the
tribes among whom the
worship chiefly flourished
appear to have been the Vocontii, Arecomici,
Allobroges, Seqnani, Lingones, and Ubii. There
are almost no traces of it in Aquitania or western
Narbonensis, and few in the region east of the
Rhine. 6 The geographical distribution of the names
is, in general, as follows: Matronce seems to be
the only form in Cisalpine Gaul,
though some
abbreviations are doubtful, and it is the
prevailing
form in Germany; *Matrie occurs chiefly near
Lyons
;

'

;

1

The comparison between Matrona; and MatrHna

is

old.

See, for example, Pictet in RCel ii. 8. On the occurrences of
MatrSna, see Holder, Altcelt. Sprachschatz, s.v. For the view

that

Ligurian, not Celtic, compare H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, Premiers habitants de r Europe^, Paris, 1SS9, ii. 169, and
G. Dottin, Manuel pour sertrir a I etude de Vantiq. celtique,
it is

Paris, 1906, p. 240.
2

in

For a map showing their distribution, see Haverfield's art.
Arch. jF.l. xv.
See RCel xiv. [1893] 376; also J. Leite de Vasconcellos,

3

des Alt-Irischen, Heidelberg

1009, p. 190, and Rhys,
Celt. Inscr. of France and Italy,' Proc
Brit Acad. ii. [1905-6] 291.
It should be said that some
scholars do not hold the
inscription to be Celtic. D'Arbois de
Jubainville (RCel, 1890, p. 250)
explains it as Latin and Breal
(RA xxx.. [1S97] 104) as Italic. The latter scholar translates
'

must be

garded as uncertain and, if it was pronounced
long, as is likely enough, this might simply mean
that the familiar Latin word had been substituted
for the Celtic.
The substitution would have been
entirely natural, and the two words would have
come to be regarded as identical. The fact that
Matrona appears regularly in the singular, whereas
the Matrona; are named in the
plural and depicted
in groups, might show a
divergent development of
the two cults, but would not
preclude a common
origin.
Moreover, there is some doubt, as will be
shown later, whether the Matres or Matrona:
were not sometimes conceived and represented
Even if the identification of Matrona;
singly.
with Matrona should be accepted, it would not
become any easier to make a distinction between
Matres and Matrona;, for the Celtic (or
possibly
pre-Celtic) Matrona, like the Latin, appears to be
a derivative of the simple word for mother.' The

cv. [1000] 86.

Bandbuch
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inscriptions, the quantity of the o

;

PpaTovSe by merito de, comparing Oscan brnteis.

Religioes de Lusitania,
4

ii.

[1905] 176

See Ihm, Bonner Jahrb.

ff.

xcii. [1892]

258,

and Matronen-

'

Jcultus, p. 120 ff., for inscriptions to
Campestres,'
etc., in Africa and the Danube provinces.
5 On certain evidences

in

"Trlviae,*

recently pointed out for such worship
the Palatinate, see Grunenwald, Wettdaitsche Zcitschrift
*

1906, p. 239

'

ff.
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and in Gallia Narbonensis and Matres is common
in Gaul proper and in Britain.
So far as we have direct evidence, then, concerning the worship, it belongs to the Celtic and
Germanic provinces of the Roman Empire, the
chief points of radiation being Gaul and Lower
Germany. With regard to its origin and early
;

history there is difference of opinion. The theory
that it was a general Indo-Germanic institution
(set forth most fully by Becker, Kuhn's Beitrdge,
iv. [1868] 146 11". is rejected by most recent investigators, though the relation of this to other cults of
Mother-goddesses among various peoples presents
obscure problems which are not by any means to
be summarily dismissed. This subject will receive
further mention, but in the meantime clearness
will be undoubtedly served by confining the discussion, as Ilim has wisely done, to the narrower
range of forms which are evidently related. These
are common to Celts and Germans, and both peoples
have been held to be the original possessors of the
worship. The probabilities are rather in favour of
the view that the Celts first developed it and that
the Germans borrowed it from them. The oldest
dated monument (Matronenkultiis, no. 35, of the
age of Caligula) has been found in northern Italy,
and the cult was undoubtedly native also to
southern Gaul. It is unlikely that the Celtic
population of either of those regions derived it
from the Germans, and all that is known of the
relations of Germans and Celts down to the beginning of the Christian era favours the theory that
the Germans, in such matters, were the borrowers
or imitators. 1 It is possible, of course, that both
peoples possessed the worship equally from the
beginning (cf. Siebourg, op. cit. p. 97 also Much,
xxxv. 31511'.), or that they derived it independently from older populations which preceded
them in the occupation of western Europe. Attention has already been called to the uncertainty
concerning the history of the names Matres and
Matrona; themselves.
The Mother-goddesses, in the restricted sense in
which they are now being considered, were apparently conceived in triads.
Only one inscription
tribus Campestribus,' CIL vii. 510,
(' Matribus
preserved in Britain) designates the number but
the goddesses are often depicted in groups of three,
and no monument representing a different number
is definitely associated with them
by an inscription.
The position and arrangement of the Matres vary
somewhat on different monuments, the prevailing
type showing three draped figures, seated beneath
a canopy or arch, wearing round head-dresses like
a nimbus, and holding baskets of fruit on their
knee. The middle goddess is usually distinguished
from the others in some fashion, either by the
size and position of her figure or by a difference
in head-dress.
On one monument she is seated
while the others stand, and on another she stands
while the others sit. It is hardly to be supposed,
however, that there was any distinction of rank
or function among the divinities.
Such variations
in the type were doubtless purely artistic in
pur2
On a very few monuments, notably the
pose.
Metz relief (Matronenkultiis, p. 43, fig. 7), the three
goddesses are represented as standing.
)

;

ZDA

;

i

Of. Matronenkultiis, p. 67

the Teutons, 1902, p. 88

ff.

ff.

See

;

and 0. do la Saussave, Relig. of
on the early relations o[ Celts

also,

and Germans, d'Arbois de Jubainville, Premiers habitants,

ii.
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Kluge, in Paul's Grundriss, i.2 [1901] 324 ff. ; Bremer,
[1001] 787 ff. It. Much, Deutsche Stammeskunde, Leipzig'
1900. p. 41 ff.
Kauffmann, in Zlschr. des Vcr. fur Volksk. ii!
[1892] 24 ff., disputes the adoption of Mother-worship by the
ff.;
ib. iii.2

;

Germans, except when they had practically abandoned'their
But there is considerable evidence on the other
nationality.
side.
See Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb. cv. [1900] 95 ff.
2 Cf.
Malroncnkultus, pp. 47-48, and Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb.
cv. 100.
For an attempt to connect the type with Or. representations of the .Mother of the Gods, see Loesclicke, Bonner
Jahrb. xcv. [1894] 281.

It is doubtful how far monuments representing
groups larger or smaller than three are to be associated with the worship of the Matres. Five dancing
women on a relief at Avigliana probably do not
themselves represent the goddesses, though the
monument is inscribed Matronis (see Matronenkultus, p. 48). A group of two figures on a relief
at Poitiers, holding cornucopia; and baskets of
fruit, has also been taken to represent Matres.
But the existence of other goddesses known to
have been worshipped in pairs renders the identification extremely doubtful. 1
The single figures
of a goddess riding a horse, often referred to in
the past as an equestrian Matrona,' 2 are now held
to be Epona, a divinity of distinct character, whose
worship appears, however, in the same regions as
that of the Matres. 3 Occasionally, in fact, Epona
and the Mother-goddesses are associated on the same
monument. 4 It is, of course, possible that Epona
was originally, as Kenel (Les Religions de la Gaule
avant le christianisme, Paris, 1906, p. 281) suggests,
only a Matrona with specialized function (mire
'

'

'

spicialisie).

Of dubious connexion with the Matres, likewise,
numerous statuettes of single figures, without

are

names, more or

less resembling the inscribed
representations of the goddesses. Some of these
fruit
or cornucopias, and have the
figures carry
same head-dress as appears on the larger monuments
others represent women with babes a
conception in itself suitable enough to Matres or
Matrona, though not in accordance with the usual
convention. Ihm rejects all such figures, insisting
upon the triadic group as characteristic of the
cult (Matronenkultiis, p. 53 ff.) and the existence
of statuettes of the regular triad rather counts in
his favour, making it more difficult, as Siebourg
has argued, to identify single figures as Matrona;. 6
It is even doubted whether the numerous statuettes of women with babes or fruits represent
goddesses at all. They may be merely votive
but in the case
offerings or talismanic images
of
many of them the symbolism appears to indicate local or personal divinities similar in
function to the Matres. The most reasonable
conclusion, perhaps, is to recognize the probable
existence of many related forms of worship, and
at the same time to restrict the names Matres
and Matronat to monuments actually so inscribed
or exhibiting the customary figures of the three
divinities.
The geographical limits already laid
down for the cult were made up on this basis, and
it does not seem wise to extend them by the
inclusion of doubtful monuments. 6 The term

—

;

;

;

'Mother-goddesses,' which is applied, especially by
French archseologists, to a great number of these
statuettes of various types, is sometimes used very
'

1
Deabus Vercanae et
Cf., for example, the inscription,
Medunae,' at Treves and see, for other references, Matronenkultiis, p. 53 ff., and Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb. cv. 98 ff.
2 Becker's
reitende Matrona,' Bonner Jahrb. xxvi. [1858]
;

'

91

ff.

See Matronenkultiis, p. 65 ff. S. Reinach, RA 1895, p. 103 ff.
Reinach gives a map of the distribution of Epona monuments,
which may be compared with Haverfield's map for the Mothergoddesses. For some modification of Reinach's statements, cf.
Dangibeaud, Revue des etudes anciennes, vii. [1905] 236 ff.
4 See Domaszewski, Rel. des r6m. Heeres, Treves, 1895,
p. 60.
6 See the Bonner Jahrb. cv.
98; also Monceaux, Revue historiijue, xxxv. [1887] 256.
of
under
On the statuettes
the types
consideration there
is an extensive literature.
See esp. Matronenkultiis, p. 63
Tudot, Figurines de Vipoque. gallo-romuine, Paris, 1800
Vallentin, in RCel iv. [1879] 28; Monceaux, Rev. hittorique
xxxv. [1887] 256 ff.
Chauvet, Hypothese sur une statuette
A. Blanchet,
antique, Angouleme, 1901
Figurines en terrecuite de la Gaule romaine," Mim. Soc. Ant., 6th series, i. [1890J
65 ff., x. (1901] 189 ff.
Baillet, ilim. de la Soc. archiol. et hisff.
de
xxix.
399
[1905]
Gassies, Revue
VOrlianais,
torique
and A. J. Reinach,
des itiides anciennes, viii. [1900] 65 ff.
Pro Alesia, iii. [1908-9] 426 ff.
For a map of Gaul showing
the distribution of Mother-worship in the more inclusive sense,
see Rene!, Les Religions, p. 286.
s

;

,

;
;

;

'

;

;

;

;
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loosely.
striction

Thus

pleading against the re-

(iassies,

Mother-worship to Gaul and
Venus, Juno, and Dcmetcr as
mires and other writers (see, for example,
A. Wirth, Dcmae, Vienna and Prague, 1892, ]>.
05) have compared the Matres with the Semitic
Statuettes, moreover, of the sorts just
'AvrdpTat.
referred to have been found in widely separate
for example, in Greece,
regions outside of Gaul
1
Italy, and Northern Africa.
of

Germany,

the

cites
;

:

The

not

the impossibility, of
keeping the worship of Matres and Matronal
distinct from all other cults is hardly less apparent
in the case of inscribed than in that of uninseribed
monuments. For the ancients themselves associated, and doubtless to some extent identified,
these divinities with others. Just as in the case
of several of the more important individual gods
of the Celts and Germans, so with regard to the
difficulty,

if

Matres, the modern investigator is puzzled by the
uncertain meaning of the interpretatio Romance.
Roman conquerors and romanized provincials alike
were eager to identify the gods of the northern
barbarians with those of the old classical pantheon,
and the resulting equations are neither consistent
with themselves nor easy to understand. 2 The
Matres, in this way, are sometimes associated with
the Parcm, on the evidence of a few inscriptions
Matribus Parcis.' But it is not clear that an
identification of the two groups was intended by
the dedicants in question. Moreover, the modes
of representing the Matres and the Parcai are
quite different, and their fundamental characters
appear to have been dissimilar (see below, p. 410,
and cf. Matronenkultus, p. 66 ft'., and Haverfield,
Arch. JEl. xv. 326).
The association of the
Fates with the Matres is also doubtful, and finds
no positive support in the inscriptions. 3 In the
ease of the Nymphce, whom some investigators
have brought into relation with the Matres, there
is little reason for the comparison, beyond the
fact that both kinds of divinities have numerous
monuments inscribed with local epithets. 4 Evidence is slightly better, as Ihm has shown, for
connecting the Matres with the goddesses of the
cross-roads (q.r.) named on various monuments as
'Biviae,' 'Trivia;,' and
Quadriviae,' though the
matter is by no means certain. 6 But the divinities
who may with most probability be identified with
the Matres are those who were called Campestres,'
Junones,' and Suleviae.' All these names appear
both independently and in combination with Matres
or Matronal, and it is hard to say whether they
stand for goddesses originally distinct and later
identified with the Matres, or whether they were
originally mere epithets of the Matres and afterwards came to be used independently. At all
events the divinities concerned were closely associated in the end with the Mother-goddesses. The
Junones, in the sense now under consideration,
should probably, be distinguished from the Roman
Junones, conceived as the geniuses of women.
They are very likely only Matronal worshipped
under another name, and the chief seat of their
cult appears to have been Cisalpine Gaul. 6 The
'

'

'

'

'

Cf. S. Reinach, Bronzes figure's, p. 15, and Blanchet, Mim.
de la Soc. des Antiquaires, v'i. [1901] 10, p. 197 ff.).
2 Cf., for
example, the various views about Taranis and
1

Teutates discussed by Reinach, HCel xviii. [1S97] 137 ff.
3 See
Matronenkultus, p. OS ff., and Esperandieu, Musie
Calvet, inscriptions antiques, Avignon, 1000, p. 69 f.
4 See
Matronenkultus, p. 93 ff. The old comparison has been
recently repeated by J. Leite de Vasconcellos, Religioes de Lusi-
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Campestres have sometimes been described as
goddesses of the fields, but it is more probable
that they were the special protectors of the
military camp, or rather that their name was the
epithet applied to the Matronal when conceived
as exercising this function.
In the case of the
Suleviai it is more probable that we have divinities
originally distinct from the Matres, though of
closely similar character and function.
Inscriptions to them are far less numerous than those
to the Matres or Matronal, but their geographical
1

distribution is similar.
The origin and meaning
of the name Suleviai is unknown, though it is
to
the
British Dea Sul, wortempting
compare
shipped at Bath (Aquas Suits), and to seek an
in
the
Celtic
root
sul (0. Ir. suit, ' eye ').
etymology
If this theory is right, the meaning of the word
would be similar to that of Tutelm*
In the absence of all ancient literary treatment
of the Mother-goddesses, the only evidences of
their divine functions are those furnished by the
artistic representations of the divinities, and by the
The customary figures
epithets applied to them.
of the Matres have been described already.
The

though numerous, contribute very

epithets,

little

new information. Many of them are simply general terms of veneration, such as augustaV ' deae,'
'divas,' 'sanctae,' perhaps also 'dominse,' though
the application of this to the Matres is not certain. 3
'

'

Nemetiales is possibly equivalent to sanctae,'
but seems rather to be connected with the tribal
of the Nemetes or with some locality (see
Rhys, p. 102 ; Matronenkultus, p. 16). Other
epithets denote the special protective relation of
the goddesses to individual dedicants or their
families
for example,
meae,'
suae,'
paternse,'
'

'

name

'

'

'

;

'conserva'maternae,' 'domesticae,'
'trisavse,'
'
indulgentes.' By far the greater number
contain the names of nations, tribes, or localiAfrae Italae Gallae,' Italoe Gallae
ties, such as
Germana; Britanna;,' Omnium gentium,' NoriC33,'
Treveroe,' Nanavo-iicapo, and the numerous
non-Latin or half-latinized names which, though
largely unexplained, are held to belong chiefly to
this class.
few of the latter have been brought
into relation with definite place-names like Julitrices,'

'

'

'

'

'

A

'

'

'

'

MahlineAlbiahenae,'
Nersihenae,'
hee,' connected respectively with Julich, Elvenich,
Neersen, and Mechelin ; but the great majority
seem to go back to pre-Roman names, since dis4
The names Aflims, Saitchamims,
placed and lost.
and Vatuims— over against the latinized forms
Ajliabus, Saithamiabus , and Vatuiabus which
are of special interest as exhibiting very archaic
forms of the Germanic dative plural ending, are
also presumably of local significance. 6 The
only
native epithet which seems to have reference to
function is 'Gabise,' with its compounds 'OIlogabia;' (on two inscriptions at Mainz), and 'AlaEven this is
gabia?' (on an inscription at Biirgel).
neihiae,'

—

not beyond dispute, and

meaning

its

ticularly individualizing at
translated the ' Givers,' the

not par-

is

ft is usually
All-Givers (cf Pandora) a name which is quite consistent with the
representations of the goddesses. The etymology
is easy in Germanic (cf.
geben, 'give,' etc.), where
best,

'

'

—

1 See
Siebourg, de SulevisCampestribus Fatis, Bonn, 1886 Ihm,
Matronenkultus, p. 76 ff. and Roscher, s.v. 'Matres,' p. 2475.
- See
Siebourg, de Sulevis, etc., and Bonner Jahrb. cv. [1900]
89 ff. and Ihm, Matronenkultus, p. 78 ff.
3 See
Matronenkultus, p. 98, and Rhys, Celtic Heathendom,
1892, p. 102 ff., the latter comparing the Gaulish Comedovce.
4 On this class of
epithets, see particularly von Grienberger,
;

;

;

6 See
particularly Ihm's art. Junones II.' in Roscher. The
ProxumcB, sometimes identified with the Matres, seem to
correspond rather to the regular Roman Junones (cf. Molnoien-

Eranos Vindobonensis, Vienna, 1893f p. 253 ff., and Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb. cv. 79 ff. A wholly different theory,
connecting epithets in -nehae with Ne"he, the name of a hot
spring at Dax, and explaining them as Iberian or Ligurian, was
proposed by O. Jullian, Revue des etudes anc. iii. [1901] 212.
See also his Hist, de Oaule, ii. 131.
5 See
Kauffmann, op. cit. ii. 44, and Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb

leultus, p. 97).

cv. 94-95.

tania,
5

ii.

193.

With Matronenkultus,

in
p.

87

ff.,

cf.

Ihm's later remarks in

the Bonner Jahrb. xciv. [1S93] 165, and Haverfield in the Arch.
jKl. xv. 326.
'
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divine names are perhaps to be
derived from the same root; but in the Celtic
the root gab usually means
which
in
languages,
is more
take,' rather than give,' the explanation
It is possible, therefore, that the epithet
difficult.
Olloform
the
that
and
in
is Germanic
origin,
has a Celtic appearance,
gabi«,' in which the prefix
Gerof
the
Celtic
of
the
case
a
adoption
is

other

several

'

'

'

simply

manic Alagabias.' 1 The interpretation proposed
for Gabiw is supported by several divine names
in Lithuanian (' Matergabia,' Polengabia') which
2
have similar form and meaning.
With regard to the nature and function of the
been held. Accordgoddesses, various theories have
'

'

ing to older views, now generally abandoned,
the ancient Celts,
they were deified druidesses of
or prophetesses of the Germans, or symbols of the
3
The occathree Gauls or of the three seasons.
sional association of the Matres with the Parcce
has led to their interpretation as divinities of
but the evidence for this has already
destiny
a been shown to be slight.
And the repre(p. 409
sentations of the goddesses, together with the few
on
the question
bear
epithets that seem to
indicate that they
(• Indulgentes,' 'Gabia;,' etc.),
of wealth
divinities
local
were primarily friendly
and fruitfulness. As such, their functions would
resemble those of Fortuna or Pomona rather than
those of the Fates, though the two conceptions
would be naturally associated, and occasional
Parcw might be
equations between Matres and
Ihm, in denning them as
expected to appear.
the two
combines
giitige Schicksalsgbttiiinen,'
characters, and his definition may be allowed to
too
not
to
large an
imply
stand, if it is understood
element of Fate or too close an approximation to
same
At
the
Parca:.
the
of
the classical conception
the
time, the sphere of the goddesses should not, on
evidence of the reliefs, be too narrowly restricted
The conventional
to the care of lands and flocks.
which was doubtless of
representation of them,
classical origin, may have been purely artistic in
a complete expression of
sense
no
in
and
purpose
the cult. Even the number three, which is also
;

)

'

characteristic of

monuments

Proxumm,

of

Parca;,

and Nymphce, may be a formal device for representing the plural and have no literal significance.

the
Certainly the distribution of the worship,
occasional association of the Matres with Mars,
and such epithets as campestres and victrices,' all
connecting the goddesses with the military camp,
suggest a considerable extension of their powers
and various dedications by
in one direction
women imply their influence over still other phases
were doubtless vaguely
functions
Their
of life.
'

'

'

;

conceived by their worshippers, and ought not
to be narrowly defined. As the tutelary geniuses
of tribes or localities, they presided over all the
interests of the people, and gave success to all
kinds of undertakings. They belong, in short, to
a stage of religion in which departmental deities
were scarcely conceived, and their cult doubtless
survived, with slight alteration, even after the
4
development of gods with specialized functions.
Although the cult of the Matres was wide-spread
is
shown
as
sense
and in a
influential,
by the
'

'

numerous monuments and

also

by occasional

Kern, Verslagen en Meiiedeelingen dcr K. Akademie
Ihm,
van Wctenschappen, Amsterdam, 1872, ii. 304 ff.
MatronnikuHus, p. 48; Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb. cv. 98; and
1

Cf.

;

Much, Peetgdbe tiir It. Heinzel, p. 262. The possibility of
Celtic Gabiai in the- sense ot '(.livers,' is by no means to be
denied. See Stokes, ITrkeltiselicr Siiriirhsrhatz, «.('. 'dub.' in
Kick's Fergleichendet) WOrterbuch dcr indogerm. Sprachen,
1894,

ii.

105.

2Cf. Schrader, Reallexicon, Strassburg, 1901, p. OSO, and von
Grienberger, Archie fur slac. 1'hilul. xviii. [13 For references to these explanations, see Malroncnkultus,
p. 65 f
«Cf. Siebourg, Bonner Jahrb. cv. 87; Anwy], Celtic Religion,
London, 1906, p. 42, and CeR iii. 11900] 26 ff.

temples of the goddesses, yet in the Roman period,
from which our evidence comes, it does not appear
to have belonged to the higher social classes. All
the dedicants, so far as can be determined, are
persons of low rank, except perhaps the tribunus

militum of a single inscription (Matroncnlcultus,
no. 394), and it is possible that he is offering on

The fact, too, that the
behalf of his soldiers.
worship is not mentioned in literature is further
evidence that it belonged mainly to the humbler
1

people.

So popular a worship can hardly have failed
to leave traces of itself in later ages in the regions
where it flourished, and apparent survivals of the
ancient cult have been detected in the beliefs of
both Celts and Germans in mediaeval and modern
There can be little doubt that the fairies
times.
of western European folk-lore, particularly in the
Celtic countries, correspond in part to the Matres.
It is hard to speak precisely of the history of the
lower mythology, which is far from precise in its
own distinctions and one cannot expect to keep
by themselves the descendants of a single group
;

The modern fairies undoubtedly derive some of their characteristics from
the ancient Fates, as their name itself implies.
minor

of

divinities.

But the Matres also,

in their character of divinities

wealth and good fortune, have much in common
with the benignant fairy they were associated in
and
antiquity, as has been seen, with the Parcm
they must be allowed to share with the goddesses
of destiny in the later development of fairy
2
The identification of Matres and
mythology.
fairies, moreover, is occasionally supported by
definite evidence, such as the existence of an
ancient inscribed monument in the neighbourhood
3
of a fairy mound or dwelling.
Possibly, too, one of
of

;

;

the modern Welsh
('The Mothers'),

names

may

Y Mamau

of the fairies,
back to

point

the

old

relation. 4

In some peculiar instances the worship of the
Mother-goddesses appears to have survived in a
of the
quasi-Christian form. The representations
Matres at Metz are said to have been venerated
until the 18th century as the 'three Marys'
(Matroncnkultus, no. 385, p. 162, also p. 74 ft'.).
the worship
Similarly, at Thumb, near Nideggen,
of three maidens representing Faith, Hope, and
connexion
with
into
been
has
brought
Charity
and the same
traces of the Mother-worship
for
the
account
to
been
has
proposed
explanation
Schwellmarie, and
'Drei Merjen,' Bellmarie,
Krieschmarie, who are worshipped at Diirboslar,
6
near Julich, as protectors of infants. It is possible
that the images of the Matres may have started
such cults even after the actual worship of the goddesses had been entirely forgotten. Thus various
local dedications to the Madonna are probably
due to the discovery of old statues which were
conceived by the worshippers as being in some
but these statues, in
sense miraculous images
so far as they represent single figures, have been
seen to be of doubtful connexion with the cult of
the Matres in the restricted sense of the present
;

;

discussion. 6

One conspicuous modern
1 On
temples
Kauffmann, op.

of

the Matres,

literary reference to
see Matroncnkultus,

p.

51;

Oriinemvald, Westdeutscht
On thedidicauls, Matronenkultu*,
Zeitschrift, 1906, p. 239 ff.
Celtic Heathendom, in;); Siebourg,
p. 62 ff. 'and Index; Rhys,
Bonner Jahrb. cv. 91 if.; and Lehner, it', oxix. sniff.
and the Saxon, ed.
- Of. T.
Wright, The Celt, the Roman,
du »»«,»
1ST;, p. ;;::s If.,"and A. Maury, Croiiunces ct Irgcndex
1 ff., both of whom, perhaps, go too far in
Age, ed. 1S96, p.
identifying Matres and the Fates.
3 On an instance at St. Romainen-Gal, see Vallentin, RCcl iv.
tit.

ii.

[1892]

36;

'

'

'

i

[is7!ii:;:i

* Cf.
6 See

.

OSee
Soc.

Rhys,

Celtic Folklore, 19ni, p. 174.

A.'Schoop, Bonner Jahrb. ex. (19031 364.
lihvs, Celtic

arc/u.'o'l. et

hist,

Heathendom,

102,

and

Baillet,

de VOrliarnaix, xxix. [19051 408.

Mim. de

la

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

But Eckerdivinities in question.
niann [Gesprache mit Goethe, Jan. 10, 1S30) testifies that Goethe himself acknowledged no source
except a passage in Plutarch which said that the
ancient Greeks spoke of 'Mothers' as divinities.
The reference seems to be to Plutarch's MarcelhiSj cap. 20, where the Sicilian M^x^pes, worshipped at En gyion are mentioned. Very little
is known of their cult or nature, and that little
does not indicate any close resemblance between them and the Matres of the Celts and

the subject

is

Max Ihm's Der Mutter- oder Matronenknltus unci sein<;
Denkmaler (Bonner Jahrb&chcr, Ixwiii. [1887J 1-200). An
earlier work by J. deWal, De MncdtzrdmhUnnrii, Lejd.ii, 1S-H-,
is superseded by Dun's investigations.
The principal contri'

'

and Germanic

butions since the Matronenknltus are'. Ihm,

art.

'Matres,' in

Rosi bi r, ii.
2464 ff. ; J. A. Hild, art. Matres,' in Dap mbi rg
p.
Sagllo, iii. 1635 ff. ; F. Haverfield, in Archceol. jEliana, xv.
R. Much, in '/.DA xxiii. [1891] 315 ff. F. Kauff[lS92]314fl.
Ztschr.
in
dee Ter.f&r Volkskunde, \\.(\wlyiitt. ;Th. von
mann,
Grienberger, in E'ratios Vindobo?iensis, 1893, p. 253 ff. ; M.
Siebourg, in Bonner Jahrbiicher, cv. (1900) 78 ff. H. Lehner,
ib. cxix. [1891] 301 ff.
Valuable collections of references are
'

'-'.

;

;

;

j

Germans. 1
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(Introductory)

Lmut&TURB.—The moat important treatise on

'

Mother-goddesses, the familiar passage on Die
Mutter' in the second part of Goethe's Faust,
has been sometimes associated with the Celtic

given in Holder's Altcelt. Sprachschatz, Leipzig, 1896, under
Matres,' Matrae,' Matronas,' and under the various epithets
and many illustrations of the monuments are to be found m Inlieciwil general des bas-relief s de laGaule romaine, in process of
publication by E. Esperandieu (Paris, 1907 ff.). For references
on statuettes, see p. 40S b above.
F, N. ROBINSON.
'

'

'

;

I

I

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD.
and Primitive (E. S. Hart-land), p. 411.
/Egean.— See Tombs.
Babylonian (S. H. Langdon), p. 444.
Buddhist (L. de la Vallee Poussin), p. 446.
Celtic.
See Celts, Aryan Religion, and
Introd.

Indian, non-Aryan (\V. Crooke), p. 479.

Jain

—

Death

(Pre-historic Europe).

Roman

IV.

Abandonment and premature

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Separation of soul and body.
Before the funeral.
Disposal of the corpse.
The grave.
Funeral ceremonies.
Grave furniture and food.
Precautions against haunting.
Return from the funeral.
Lingering of the soul.
Purification of the survivors.
Funeral feasts.
Funeral games and dances.

burial.

XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII. Mourning.

XVIII. Purification of house and village.
XIX. Destruction or abandonment of house and property.
XX. Tabu of name.

XXI. Second funeral. Ossuaries.
XXII. Effigies of the deceased.
Literature.

—

The horror of death is universal
It depends not so much on the
pain that often accompanies dissolution as upon
the mystery of it and the results to the subject and
to the survivors the cessation of the old familiar
relations between them, and the decomposition of
the body. This horror has given rise to an obstinate
disbelief in the necessity of death, and to attempts,
continually repeated in spite of invariably disastrous
experience of failure, to escape it. Even the most
natural and inevitable decease is persistently
ascribed to causes not beyond human control ; and,
on the other hand, legends of the origin of death
are familiar and wide-spread.
The picture thus
presented of the desperate refusal of mankind to
accept a cardinal condition of existence is one of
the most pathetic in the history of the race.
II. Origin of death.
The best-known type of
the story of the origin of death is that contained
in Gn 3.
There it is represented as the result
of disobedience to the Divine command to abstain
from the fruit of a certain tree. Disobedience is
not a very uncommon cause of death in stories
elsewhere.
I.

Introductory.

among mankind.

—

—

1

Of.

p. 505.

(Pre-historic Europe).

III.

X.

Showerman),

Teutonic— See Aryan Religion, and Death
Tibetan

Introductory.
Origin of death.
Death believed to be unnatural.

XI.
XII.
XIII.

(G.

—

Matrontnkxdtus,

p. 58 S.

(L.

A.

Waddell),

Vedic— See Vedic

p. 475.
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p. 484.

Slavic (O. Schrader), p. 508.
Syriac. See 'Babylonian.'

—

II.

Jacobi),

—

Chinese (W. G. Walshe), p. 450.
Coptic (P. D. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF), p. 454.
Early Christian (E. K. Mitchell), p. 456.
Egyptian (II. R. Hall), p. 458.
Europe, Pre-historic (R. MuNRO), p. 464.

Greek (G. Sergi), p. 472.
Hebrew. See 'Jewish.'
Hindu (A. Hillebrandt),

(II.

Japanese (A. Lloyd), p. 485.
Jewish (W. H. Bennett), p. 497.
Muhammadan (S. Lane-Poole), p. 500.
Parsi (N. Soderblom), p. 502.
Phoenician. See 'Babylonian/

p. 509.

Religion.

Among; various tribes of New South Wales it is said that the
people were meant to live for ever. But they were forbidden to
approach a certain hollow tree. The wild bees made a nest in
the tree, and the women coveted the honey. In spite of warnings
by the men, a woman attacked the tree with her tomahawk, and
out flew a huge bat. The bat was Death, which was henceforth
free to roam the world and claim all that it could touch with
its wings (K. Langloh Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe, London,
1905, p. 98; R. Brough Smyth, The Aborigines of Victoria,
London, 1878, i. 42S). The story told by the Baganda of
Central Africa is to the effect that Kintu, the first man, after
undergoing various tests well known in folk-tales, is allowed to
marry Nambi, one of the daughters of Mugulu (Heaven, or the
Above). Her father sends them down to the earth with gifts,
which include a hen, telling them to hurry lest they meet with
Nambi'fl brother Warumbe (Death), at the moment absent, and
forbidding them to return to fetch anything that they may
have forgotten. On the way Nambi remembers that it is time
to feed the hen, and consents to Kintu's immediate return
for the millet she has forgotten. Mugulu is angry at the disobedience, and the result is that Warumbe claims to go with
Kintu
It is vain to object.
Warumbe accordingly goes
and dwells with Kintu and Nambi on the earth. Nambi
Warumbe asks for one, but
gives birth to three children.
Kintu puts him off. In course of time many more children
are born
but, when Warumbe repeats his request, Kintu
again temporizes. Out of patience, he threatens to carry them
all off
and the children begin to die. On appeal to Mugulu,
another of his sons, Kaikuzi (the Digger), is sent to bring back
Warumbe. Warumbe, however, sinks into the earth. General
silence is proclaimed, and Kaikuzi goes into the earth to pursue
him. He forces Warumbe out but there are some children
feeding goats at the place, and on seeing him they cry out
The cries break the spell Warumbe returns into the ground,
and by Mugulu's command he is allowed to stay (Johnston,
Uganda Prot., Lond. 1902, ii. 700). According to the Masai of
the Uganda Protectorate, a superior being or demiurge directed
a Masai, when a child died, to throw away the body, uttering a
spell: 'Man, die and come back again; moon, die, and remain
away.' But, when a child that was not his died, the Masai disAfterwards, when he tried the
obeyed and reversed the spell.
;

;

;

;

on one of his own children, he found it bad lost its effect
and now, when the moon dies, it comes back, but man does not
return (Hollis, Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. 271).
In the legends of some peoples, death is the
result of a god's curse unconnected with an act
of disobedience.
The Bataks of Palawan in the Philippine Islands relate that
their god used to raise the dead to life again. But they deceived
him once with a shark wrapped up like a corpse. When he
discovered the trick, he cursed them to remain for ever subject
to suffering and death (Ethnol. Survey, Phil. Islands, ii. [1905]
More poetical is the Japanese tale of Prince Ninighi, who
188).
Her
fell in love with Princess FIourishing-like-the-Flowers.
father, the god of the Great Mountain, consented to her marriage, and Bent with her her elder sister, Long-as-the-Rocks. This
spell

;
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was frightfully ugly, and the bridegroom sent her
Thereupon the god cursed his son-in-law, declaring that

back.

(RHR

his posterity should be frail as the flowers
liv. [1906]
Haida story accounts for death by the fact that men
169).
were formed of grass and salmon-berry bushes. But the Haida
have another legend, according to which men were made by the
The decision
Raven, who decreed that they should never die.
was changed at the instance of the Wren, that he might have a
place of resort under their grave-scaffolds (Jesup Exped. v.
[1905] 210, 23S).
Among the Quinault Indians of British Columbia, where Eagle and Raven are the joint authors of things as
they now are, Eagle proposes that when men die they shall
come to life again. Raven, however, opposes this, and has his
way. He regrets it when his own daughter dies and cannot be
revived, but it is then too late {op. cit. ii. 111).

A

The enmity
animals

is

1

'

The phases

the
part in the legends.
only one more.

among Negroes, Bantu,
found in two forms.
The Hottentot
version is that the hare was charged by the moon with the
Like as I die and rise to life again, so you
message to men
also shall die and rise to life again.' But the hare conveyed the
Like as I die and do not rise to life again, so
message thus
you also shall die and not rise to life again.' The angry moon
split the hare's lip with a blow but the mischief was done and
was irremediable. Hence the hare is a tabued animal to the
Hottentots. Among the Bantu the chameleon is made the
messenger. But he is a slow creature, and after his departure
the Superior Being changed his mind and dispatched the lizard
with the message of death. The lizard overtook the chameleon
and arrived first.
When afterwards the chameleon delivered
his message, it was too late the irrevocable decree had been
conveyed (Bleek, Reynard the Fox, Lond. 1864, pp. 71, 74). In
Calabar a dog and a sheep are the rival delegates and it is
through the fault of the dog that we die (Journ. Afr. Soc. v.
The ill-will of the antelope is alleged by a tribe
[1906) 194).
on the Ivory Coast as the reason for death. A man was sent
to the great fetish of Cavalla for a charm against death. He
was given a stone to block the path by which it came. But
the antelope, offering to assist, maliciously sang a spell which
rooted the stone to the spot (Journ. Afr. Soc. vi. [1907] 77).
is

a

'

:

;

The Todas of the Nilgiri Hills say
first no Todas died.
After a time a man
and the people, weeping bitterly, were taking
the body to the funeral place when the goddess
Teikirzi took pity on them and came to bring him
back to life. But she found that, though some of the
people wept, others seemed quite happy. She therefore changed her mind, and, instead of raising the
dead man, ordained the funeral ceremonies (Rivers,
Once more.

that at

died,

Todas, Lond. 1906, p. 400). When in the Scandinavian mythology Baldur was slain, the goddess Hel
promised to release him if all things wept for his
death. This too, though not in its present form
an serological story, possibly arose to account for

(ABW

the permanence of death.
The foregoing are but specimens of the sagas
told in the lower culture concerning the origin of
death.
They exhibit the universal incredulity
of mankind as to its naturalness and necessity.
III. Death believed to be unnatural.
I.
The
In practice, among the races of
escape of the soul.
the lower culture, death, if not caused by violence,
is generally ascribed to the action of supernatural
In a
beings, as gods or spirits, or to witchcraft.
few cases, as among the Wadjagga of Central
Africa, the weakness of old age may be reckoned
among its causes (Globus, lxxxix. [1906] 198).
Sometimes sickness and death are ascribed to the
escape of the soul from the body.
Thus, among
the Hareskins of Canada, sickness is believed to
be due to this cause, and it is the task of the
medicine-men to capture the errant soul and oblige
Ettsufie, a supernatural being who is perhaps a
personification of death, to enter the patient for the
purpose of replacing it (Petitot, Trad, ind., Paris,
The details of the belief
1886, p. 278, cf. p. 434).
in the soul, its escape and restoration, cannot here
be discussed. It will be sufficient to say that from
Siberia to Australia, from Puget Sound to the
islands of the Eastern Archipelago, means are
taken to prevent the soul from wandering, and
to bring it back if from any cause it departs for the
permanent loss of the soul means nothing less than
death.
Some peoples have developed the theory that
lie soul is not single but
multiple, and that some,
or one only, of these souls reside in or about the

A

—

'

:

'

204).
is

the result of curse or
it as the

Another Eskimo tale accounts for
issue of a dispute between two men, one

of whom
desires men to be immortal, the other to be mortal
their words are probably also spells (Kink, Tales,
1875, p. 41, citing Egede).
known in North America relates that,

tale widely

when the

first

death occurred, an attempt was made to bring the
soul back from the land of the dead.
But some
prohibition was broken, the returned sonl was
greeted too soon, and it vanished wherefore there
is no return for mankind from the spirit-land (the

—

;

:

A

Edin.

have space to mention

sky-god, tired of this interference with the eternal laws, transported her to the moon (Cabaton, Nouvelles Recherckes sicr tes
Chams, Paris, 1901, p. 19). Many other nations connect the
moon with death.

The Melanesians of New Pomerania tell the
story of the message wrongly transmitted. The
Wise Spirit ordained that snakes should die, but
men should slough their skins and live for ever.
His brother, the Churl, reversed the decree
x. [1907] 308).
In the Shortland Islands the
people (also Melanesians) relate that the great
foremother of the race sloughed her skin at intervals and remained eternally young.
The catastrophe of her death occurred because she was once
disturbed in the operation by the screaming of her
child, who was unluckily allowed to witness it.
This was the way death came into the world
similar story is told by
(FL xvi. [1905] 115).
the Baluba, on the borders of the Congo State ;
but there the
operation is interrupted by the
woman's fellow-wife (Globus, lxxxvii. [1905] 193).
According to the Hupa of California, people used
to renew their youth, when they grew old, by
sleeping in the sweat-house. But this happy condition came to an end, we learn from a ceremonial
formula, because a certain mythological personage
was unfaithful to his two wives, who in revenge
took the two children they had borne him and
buried them alive. When the children came up
again they put them back, declaring that thenceforward every one should do that way (Goddard,
Hupa Texts, Univ. California Pub. i. [1903-4] 75,
366). The Eskimo of Greenland relate that the first
woman brought death by saying Let these die to
make room for their posterity (Crantz, Greenland,
In these stories, death

We

man

;

;

spell.

naturally suggest death
therefore, not wonder-

is,

,

:

i.

It

The Arunta relate that, before there was any moon in the sky,
died and was buried.
Shortly afterwards he rose from
the grave in the form of a boy. When the people ran away for
fear, he followed them, shouting that if they fled they would
die altogether, while he would die but rise again in the sky. He
failed to induce them to return. When he died, he re-appeared
as the moon, periodically dying and coming to life again but
the people who ran away died altogether (Spencer-Gillen a 564).
The Chains of Further India see a female figure in the moon.
She was agoddess who raised all the dead to life, until the great

'

:

Lond. 1820,

moon

life.

among the Australians, as among
Hottentots, the moon plays a considerable

ful to find that

story very wide-spread in Africa
alike,

of the

and restoration to

or the slackness of one of the lower
many people as the cause

of death.

A

1900, pp. 252, 436]

Similar to the Eskimo stories just cited are some Australian
The Kaitish and Unmatjera say that formerly, when
men were buried, they came to life again in three days ; and the
Kaitish declare that permanent death is due to an old man who
was displeased with this arrangement and wanted men to die
once for all. He secured this effect by kicking into the sea the
body of one who had just died and been temporarity buried
(Spencer-Gillen ', 513). So also the Wotjobaluk story runs that,
when people died, the moon used to say, ' You up-again ; but
an old man said, 'Let them remain dead,' and since then none
has ever come to life again except the moon (Howitt, 429).
stories.

regarded by

and Hottentots

(Introductory)

Cherokee stories [19 RBEW,
may be taken as typical).

lady, however,

I

body.

:

Thus, according to the Balong of the Cameroon, one soul is
in the body of the man himself, a second may bo embodied in an elephant, a third in a wild hog, a fourth in a

housed
I
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This seems to multiply a man's chances of
personal misfortune. For every mishap suffered by one of the
secondary souls — more strictly of the body in which it is immured reacts on the person concerned, and is able to draw
after it disease and death. If, for example, any one comes
home from hunting, or from the field in the evening, and says
I shall soon die,' and if death really occurs, it is clear that one
of his outside souls has been killed by a hunter through the
slaughter of a wild hog or a leopard or some other animal in
which the soul was incarnate, and that the man's death is the
natural consequence (Globus, lxix. [1896] 277).
2. The act of a supernatural being.
The act of
a god or of the spirits of the dead is also a cause of
death known widely in the lower culture.
Death
by lightning is an obvious instance of the former.
leopard, and so on.

—

:

'

'

'

—

But

it

is

accident

one. Death by
due either to a supernatural being or to

by no means the only

is

witchcraft.

On the island of Keisar, one of the Moluccas, sickness is sometimes ascribed to the malignant spirit Limsirwali, or to the

god who dwells in the sky or the sun (the latter from anger at
neglect of some old custom), or to the spirits of the dead who
have not been duly honoured (Itiedel, De sluik- en kroesharige
rassen, Hague, 1K86, p. 419). The aborigines of Kola and Kobroor
(also in the Moluccas) hold that the nitu, or spirits of ancestors,
kill the living to feed on their souls (ib. p. 271).
The Navahos
attribute a death to the direct action of Chinde, described as
the devil —probably a malignant spirit (1
[1881] 123).
Among the causes assigned by various tribes of Negroes for a
death, the act of a fetish and that of a deceased relative are
enumerated (Clozel and Villamur, Coutximes indigenes de la Ci'Jte
d'lvoire, Paris, 1902, p. 303 Spieth, Ewe-Stdinme, Berlin, 1908,
attribute almost all deaths, sickness,
p. 255). The Andamanese
and calamities ' to the machination of spirits ; and all sudden
deaths are ascribed to the malign influence of the evil spirit of
the woods, or to that of the evil spirit of the sea (J I xi. [18S2]
288, 289). In the north-west of Australia every illness is ascribed
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the Warraniunga the divination is accomlittle mound of earth is
plished differently.
raised on the exact spot where a man has died.
ceremonial visit is paid to it within a day or two
after the occurrence, and a search is made for tracks
of any living creature.
According to the tracks
found, conclusions are drawn as to the totem of
the guilty person. The Warramunga commit the
body not to the earth but to a tree. Similar ceremonial visits are paid to the tree for the discovery
of some indication of the person who has caused
the death. If unable to identify the person or his
tribe, the relatives may at least find a beetle of a
kind supposed to resemble a man, and by killing
it may ensure the death of the enemy, whoever he

Among

A

A

may be. When everything else fails, they pay a
further visit and thrust a fire-stick into the body,
with certain ceremonies.
Then, returning hurriedly to the camp, they sit down quietly for two
all
food
and drink. After
from
days, abstaining
this period has passed, each of the persons who
has taken part in the rite imbibes a mouthful of
water and spits it out secretly in various directions.
This is regarded as sufficient to cause
retribution to fall on the author of the crime,
and they expect to hear his death-cry (Spencer-

;

'

A

to the djuno,

an

evil spirit

icarrunga (Internat. Archie,

—

otherwise

known

as

warruga or

xvi. [1904] 8).

Witchcraft. But by far the most usual
cause assigned for a death is witchcraft the malicious act of some open or secret foe, performed
not by the obvious means of violence, but by the
subtle and mystical arts of magic. This does not
exclude the action of angry or envious spirits, for
they are frequently held to inspire the evil-doer
or his ill intentions may be accomplished by their
aid. The Mission Indians of California, indeed, in
their legend of the origin of death, attribute the
first death in the world to witchcraft. No one had
died before ; but, with the success of the first
practitioners of witchcraft, death came into the
world (JAFL xix. [1906] 55). Witchcraft, in fact,
is the ordinary reason given by savage and barbarous peoples for a death. On such an occasion,
one of the foremost duties of the survivors is to
discover the exact cause of death, and to ascertain
and punish the author of the mischief. For this
purpose the ancient Gauls used to put widows to
the question like slaves if detected, the unfortunate wretches were executed with fire and all sorts
of torture (Csesar, de' Bell. Gall. vi. 19).
Peoples
as far apart as the Balong already mentioned and
the Koryaks of Siberia make a post-mortem examination. In the Wimmera district of Victoria
(Australia) the clever old men and relatives of the
deceased watch the corpse through the night.
They see the wraith of the slayer approaching
with stealthy steps to view the result of its
machinations. Having apparently satisfied itself,
it disappears in the direction of the hunting
grounds of its own people, and the relatives of
the deceased know what tribe to retaliate on. In
New South Wales the Tharumba repeatedly rub
the body with a mixture of burnt bark and grease.
Some of the old men scrape a portion of it oft'
when dry, and throw a few pinches of it on the
embers of a fire kindled for the purpose. By the
way the smoke rises they judge the direction of
the murderer's camp.
party is sent out to
avenge the death. After identifying the murderer by a repetition of the process, this is accomplished, not by violence, but by incantations and by
terrifying the victim, so that he really believes he
must die (Mathews, Ethnol. Notes, 1905, pp. 145,72).
3.

—

;

;

A

Gillen", 52611.).

Sometimes the dead man takes a more active
part in the indication of the cause of death. This
common among the Negroes. Various branches
of the Ewhe-stock go to the house of the tro
(fetish, god) and there inquire through the priest,
who answers, speaking from an inner room, in an
assumed voice believed to be that of the ghost
is

(Spieth,

Ewe-Stamme,

258, 260, 286, 492, 636, 752).

So

in Europe it has been believed, up to quite
recent times, that the ghost of a murdered man
(though not through the medium of priest or religious rites) will communicate the fact of his
murder and call for vengeance on the slayer.
Other Negroes draw the information from the corpse. The

Agni of Indenie cause it to be carried through the village on
the heads of two men, who are made by the priest to run and
turn round in all directions, until by some movement or arrest
of the bearers it points out the guilty person.
The ceremony
practised by the Ngoulango is not so laborious. Three stakes
are fixed in the earth, one representing the fetish (god),
another a deceased relative, and the third a living inhabitant
of the village, presumably suspected beforehand. If the corpse
touch the stake representing the fetish or the deceased relative,
a sacrifice of a few fowls is offered, and there is an end of the
matter. If, on the other hand, the suspected man be indicated,
he is immediately seized and put to an ordeal or, in case of
avowal, he is led away into the bush to execution (Clozel and
;

Villamur, op.

tit. 157, 362).

In Africa the ordeal is
usually by means of some
and frequently, in the case of chiefs
and important persons, all the relations are compelled to undergo the test. Among the Wadjagga,
a Bantu people on the Eastern side of the continent, however, it takes the form of an oath upon
the ashes of the fire at which the funeral feast is
sort of poison,

cooked (Globus, lxxxix. 198).
Ordeals, it need
hardly be said, were for ages applied to persons
in Europe accused of causing death and other evils
by means of witchcraft. A common method was
that of the ordeal by water, reported, so early
as the 3rd cent. B.C., by Phylarchus, of the Thebi
or Thibii, a tribe occupying the country about

Trebizond (see Ordeals, Witchcraft).
Elsewhere it is deemed enough to convey to a
wise man some relics of the deceased.
Among the Siusi of the north-west of Brazil on the occasion
'

'

of a death not long ago, some articles of clothing, together
with the alleged poison conjured by the witch-doctor out of
the body of the patient, were sent after his death to a distant
They inquired
tribe, which included practitioners of renown.
into the matter, performed their conjurations over the relics,
'

'

calling the murderer, and solemnly burnt the poison.' It was
believed, according to a well-known principle of witchcraft,
'
that at the instant the ' poison fell into ashes the enemy,
whoever he was, died (Globus, xc. [1906] 328).
'

In general, throughout South America,

it

would
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the duty of the medicine-man to
put himself into communication with the spiritworld and discover the culprit, who, at all events

morsels.
Then he
thrust into a grave

with

among some trihes, is thereupon put to death, and
burnt with all his family and goods. If this were
omitted the deceased would himself avenge his
death on his relatives (Inlernat. Archill, xiii. [1900],
Suppl. 70 Anthropos, i. [1906] 880).

alive,

horses

(RHR

it

is

3.

Loud. 1832,

i.

898).

IV. Abandonment and premature burial. — I.
Abandonment of the dying. — Among many savage
peoples

it is

their fate.

customary to abandon the dying to

The Verkla-mining

of Australia, when death approaches,
leave the dying person alone, as comfortably as possible, near
a fire, and quit the neighbourhood, not returning for a considerable time (Howitt, 450). The Baumanas of the French
Sudan with loud cries abandon a dying man, for fear that he
may drag one of them into the grave with him (Steinmetz,
Rechtsverhdltnissc, Berlin, 1903, p. 161). The fear lest the eyes
of the dying man will fasten on them, and his
ghost then
molest and even kill them, causes similar conduct
among some
of the Ho in German Togo (Spieth, 032). The
Selung of the
Mergui Archipelago, off the coast of Burma, take the patient
across to a desert island, and there leave him (L' Anthropologic,
xv. [1904] 434). The Dorachos of Central America led a dying
person to the woods, and left him, with some cake or ears of
corn and a gourd of water, to his fate (i
115).
2. Burial before death.
As an alternative to

RBEW

—

leaving the sick or the aged to die, they may be
buried while still living.
The Indians of the Paraguayan Ohaco, oppressed by the
feeling of helplessness and by superstition, when hope of
recovery is gone, neglect the patient and deny him food and,
;

he should die in the village during the night, he is reto a distance, and there left to die in solitude, or death
hastened by premature burial (Grubb, Among the Indians of
the Par. Chaco, 1904, pp. 41, 45). The tribes of
Navitilevu,
Fiji, place the dying man in the grave, with food and water.
As long as he can make use of them, the grave remains open
when he ceases to do so, the earth is filled in and the grave
closed (J A J x. [1S81J 144). In the Gazelle Peninsula of New
Pomerania, one who is too long in dying is wrapped in pandanus
leaves and carried out to the dead-house (ARW x.
[1907] 309).
Among the Northern Maidu, persons who were long eick were
securely tied up, in a squatting position, in a bear-skin, with
small objects of personal use (the usual way of
preparing a body
for the grave), and buried before death
(Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist. xvii. [1905] 245). The Hottentots used either to
bury old
and superannuated persons alive, or to carry them away to a
cleft in the mountains, and leave them with
provisions for a
few days, to be starved to death or devoured by some wild
beast (Thunberg, Travels, Lond. 1795-6, ii. 194). So the various
Bantu tribes of South Africa either abandoned the dying or
buried them before death (Campbell, Trav., Lond. 1815,
pp. 428,
615
Kidd, Essential Kafir, Lond. 1904, p. 247).
lest

moved
is

;

;

Practices like these

may have had more than
Economic causes doubtless played
their part.
The care of the living was more imperious than that of the dying and, where conflict
arose between these two duties (as it often must
in savagery), customs would grow
up out of sad
necessity, which would be continued when the
necessity had ceased. Such causes would be aided
by the beliefs current in the lower stages of culIn West Africa it is not uncommon that a
ture.
one origin.

;

protracted sickness wearies the attendants.
'They decide that the body, though mumbling inarticulate
words and aimlessly fingering with
pied by

its

personal soul

;

its

arms,

is

that has emerged.

no longer occu" He is dead "

;

and they proceed to bury him alive. Yet they deny that they
have done so. They insist that he was not alive; only his
"
body was moving"' (Nassau, Petichism in W. Africa, Lond.
1904, p. 64).

More potent, perhaps, is the universal dread of
death and horror of a corpse. This horror is very
lively in the Yakuts.
Among them old people
burdened with years or disease often begged their
children to put an end to their life. The funeral
feast was held for three days
neighbours and
friends were invited to it, and the dying
person
;

received the place

of

honour and the choicest

was led out into the forest,
dug beforehand, and buried
utensils, provisions, and

arms,

xlvi.

[1902] 212).
bed.

Removal from house or

—Where

not

it is

customary to go to the length of burial

alive,

horror of the corpse leads very generally to the
removal of the dying from among the living.

;

In old Tahiti, people were held to be killed by the
gods (aft/a),
either of their own motion or because they had been bribed
by
an enemy. It was the business of the priest to ascertain to
which of these alternatives the death was to be attributed. He
took a canoe and paddled Blowly near the house in which the
corpse lay, watching for the flight of the soul, which it was
believed he could see. From the shape assumed by the soul in
departing he judged of the cause of death (Ellis, Poltjn. Res.,

his

It is a

common

practice, e.g., of the North American tribes to
of the house or camp (1
123,

RBEW

cam- a dying person out
154, 157, 201

;
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487).

The Sinhalese frequently

take a person dangerously ill from the house and place him in
an adjoining temporary building, in order that, if he dies, the
house may escape pollution (Davy, Ceylon, Lond. 1821, p.
The Kanitchadals are reported to have had the custom
289).
of abandoning the cabin where death had taken
place, because
they believed that the judge of the subterranean world paid a
visit to it, and caused all whom he found there to die.
But, as
the construction of a new cabin gave much trouble to people
who had neither axes nor mattocks, they took care to transport the sick out of their cabins, for fear that death would surprise them there when it was too late (Georgi, Description
de
,
. Russie, St.
Petersburg, 1777, iii. 91). In the island of
Luzon, among the Serranos, when a sick person does not show
signB of recovery, a family council is held and a fixed sum
voted for his cure. When this is spent, the patient is removed
from his bed and laid upon a hide on the ground outside the
house. A child is posted to fan him and keep off the flies, and
only water is given him until he dies (Sawyer, Inkab. of the
Philippines, Lond. 1900, p. 277). Among the Basuto, when
death is seen to be at hand, the patient is taken out of the hut
to a screen, because it is said the manes (melimo) obtain easier
access to the latter than to the interior of the hut. In fact, a
hole is cut in the screen to enable them to enter, as they cannot
do so through the doorway of mortals. There the patient dies,
often not without the active assistance of the two old women
.

who

are set to watch

The motive

him (FL

xv. [1904] 255).

of the procedure in all these cases

—

would seem to be the same the horror of the
corpse and the fear of pollution of the dwelling by
its presence.
A description is given in the Report
of the Palestine Exploration Fund for 1902 of a
Samaritan assembly to celebrate the Feast of the
Passover in 1898, at which a woman became very
ill and a
cry was raised to remove her to a tent
outside the camp, lest the camp should be deliled
a
dead
by
body a ritual ban perhaps derived from
some passages in the Hebrew law. In this case
the defilement would extend to the whole congre-

—

gation.

There are, however, some cases of removal (ho
motive of which is different. In the Reef Islands
there are certain houses called
holy houses,'
which, if we may trust the report, seem to be
connected with the cult of, or at all events with
the belief in, superior beings. These houses are
empty. If a man is sick and does not die quickly,
he is put into one of these
that he may die
'

'

quickly

'_

Warundi

(JAI xxxiv. [1904] 230). Among
of German East Africa the dying

the

are
carried out and placed on an ikitabo (a sacred
circle, either public or belonging to the family).
There the priests recite a sort of litany consisting
entirely of conjectures as to the origin of the sick
man's malady, which appears to be ascribed to the
deceased father or other manes of the family (van

der Burgt, Warundi, 1904, art. 'Temple'). With
these we may compare a remedy prescribed by the
'(Ionian Jews for one in extremis.
It is to carry
him to the cemetery and lay him down there for
He
die
hours.
there
but, if he
twenty-four
may
has the good luck to live, he will quickly make a
complete recovery' (Mtlusinc, viii. [1896-7] 278).
In Europe a very wide-spread custom is to take
a dying man out of bed, and to lay him on the
earth or on straw. This is practised from Ireland
to the Caspian Sea.
In the Malay Peninsula a
dying man's mosquito-curtains are opened, 'and in
some cases, at all events,' he is taken out of his bed
and laid upon the floor (Skeat, Malay Magic, 1900,
A Nambfitiri Brahman in Malabar is
p. 398 n.).
placed on a bed of kuia-grasB in the verandah, or
some convenient place outside the foundations of
the house (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes, Madias,
i

'

;
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In Cochin a Nayar is removed to the
1909,
ban- ground floor, as it is considered sacrilegious
to allow the last breath to escape while lying on a
'

v. 214).

bed and
supposed

in a room with a ceiling, which last is
to obstruct the free parage of the

breath' [Sep. Census of India, xx. [1901] 102).
The reason alleged by those who practise this
removal in Europe is that a man cannot die on
feathers (sometimes game-feathers, sometimes
those of domestic fowls), and consequently that to
lie on them adds to his agonies and makes his
The Cheremiss of
death hard,' or unlucky.'
Kozmodemjansk declare that, if he were allowed
to die on a feather-bed or a felt coverlet, he would
be forced in the other world to count the feathers,
or the hairs of the felt (Smirnov, Pop. finnoiscs,
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be the regular incantations of an expert, similar
to those in use during sickness, as among the
Uayaks of Borneo (Fulness, Home-Life of Born
survival
Head-hunters, Philad. 1902, p. 50).
of some such custom may be found in Europe,
on the death of a Pope or of a king of Spain,
In these cases a high official of the court calls
with a loud voice three times the name of the
deceased, and, receiving no reply, he certifies the
••

A

death.
VI. Before the funeral.

— Death having occurred,

a number of significant customs are observed, only
some of which can be enumerated here. Others
will be reserved for a subsequent section.
In the British
1. Opening of doors and windows.
Islands and all over Europe it is usual to open all
doors
and
windows.
Nor
is
the
i.
These
seem
Paris, 1S98,
137).
reasons, however,
practice confined
to be invented to account for a practice of which entirely to the uneducated classes. It was reported
the real origin has been forgotten. Alb. Dieterich about twenty years ago (30th Aug. 1890) to have
(Mutter Erdc, 1905, p. 27) has endeavoured to been performed at the death of a dignitary of the
explain it as an attempt to bring the dying man Church of England (NQ, 7th ser., x. [1890] 170).
into touch with the earth, so that the soul may In France, Germany, and Switzerland it is not
This is
pass without delay into the realm of the dead uncommon to take a tile off the roof.
beneath.
Monseur (RHB liii. [1906] 204, 301), sometimes done before death, with the object of
For the soul
comparing it with other usages relative to the easing the departure of the soul.
earth, attributes it simply to a survival of the cannot escape unless the way be made open to it.
custom of lying on the earth at a time when such Often, however, the window is permitted to remain
luxuries as bedsteads and feathers were unknown.
open only for an instant, the return of the soul
These reasons, however, do not account for the being feared (Ztsrhr. des Vereins fur Volkskunde
= ZVV] xi. [1901] 267). In China a hole is made
found
in
and
Sweden,
Germany,
requirement,
[
elsewhere, to place the moribund person on straw, in the roof (Tylor, Prim. Culture, 1871, i. 409
and afterwards to burn the straw. So the Wends JAI xxxiii. [1903] 103) and this used to be the
in the Spreewald lay him on fresh straw spread on practice of the Basuto wherever a man died within
the ground, 'else no one would be willing to lie in the hut (Journ. Afr. Soc. iv. [1905] 204).
2. Observances in the house.
the bed afterwards.' The straw is subsequently
Throughout Europe
burnt in the open held, and the water wherewith it is a common practice to stop all clocks in the
the corpse has been washed is thrown over the house, and to cover all mirrors, or to turn them
spot where the fire was made. Any one who passes with their faces to the wall, immediately after a
It may be conjectured that the latter was
across that spot before the birds have down over it death.
a few times becomes withered up (von Schulen- done to avoid puzzling and misleading the ghost in
its
All water-vessels are
There
efforts
to quit the house.
Wendisches
Volksthum,
110).
1S82,
burg,
p.
Various reasons are assigned for this
can be little doubt that the real object of the emptied.
custom is to avoid the death-pollution upon the custom, the most usual being perhaps a desire
It is probably a survival of the practice of
to prevent the ghost from drowning itself.
bed.
The
removing the patient from the house before death. ghost is certainly conceived in many places as
and a special jar or
It has naturally the effect sometimes of hastening
thirsty or needing a bath
death and it is performed in Europe avowedly for bowl of water is provided for its use. In Greece,
that purpose, in the belief that it abridges the bread and water are placed in the death-chamber
In some parts of France a
sufferings of the dying and is therefore an act of (JAI xxiii. [1894] 37).
kindness. The same purpose is assigned for the jar of water is placed beside the corpse (liTP xiv.
removal of the pillow, which is an obvious [1899] 245). The Wends of the Spreewald place
attenuation of the practice of removing the patient a dish filled with water under the bench on which
the corpse is laid out, for which a sanitary reason
from bed.
V. Separation of soul and body.— The usual is now given (von Schulenburg, op. cit. 1 12). The
Mordvins
of
the
of
death
is
of
the
theory
process
separation
put a cup of water on the window-sill of
the soul from the body. The soul may, however, a dying man's house, for, on quitting its corporeal
from
the
before
death
in
dreams.
as
body
separate
envelope, the spirit must wash (Smirnov, i. 357).
Sickness is frequently held to be such a separation. Hindu rites require the heir (but apparently not
The distinction between such a separation and until after cremation) to place in the habitation of
that of death is that the latter is final. Occasion- the deceased a small vessel full of water, over
ally it is requisite that the soul be caught as it which he ties a thread to the ceiling, and lets it
The population of Nias believe that the hang down as a sort of ladder for the prana (lifeescapes.
chief of a village, especially if rich and possessed breath, spirit) to descend and slake its thirst
of descendants, has more souls than one, of which during the ten days following; and a handful of
one is an hereditary essence called the ehiha. rice is placed as food every morning beside the
This must be received in his mouth by the son of vessel (Dubois-Beauchamp, Hindu Manners*, Oxf.
if not, it is
It is probable, therefore, that the
the dying man, if there be a son
1906, p. 488).
received in a purse for the purpose of securing that object of throwing away water standing in any
the deceased will watch over the family money vessels for household use is to prevent the deathpollution conceived as contamination by the touch
(Modigliani, Viaggio a Nias, Milan, 1890, p. 277).
So among the Greeks the nearest relative received of the ghost. This is confirmed by the practice in
the last breath of the dying man in a kiss.
some districts of the Landes in the south-west of
Efforts are often made to recall the sold, not France where, after the death of the father or
merely as a remedy for sickness, but to restore mother, for a whole year the cooking vessels are
one dead.
They may consist in simple cries to covered with a cloth and their previous order rethe soul to come back, as among some Tongking versed, though the reason now alleged for the
tribes (Lunet de Lajonquiere, Ethnog. du. Tonkin practice is to recall the memory of the deceased
and renew the grief (Cuzacq, Naissanee, manage,
sept., Paris, 1906, pp. 263, 274); or they may
'

'

—

;

;

—

;

;

,

;
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1902, p.

162).

See also

§§

below.

I

ices.— Another custom is that of
3. Telling the
a Dayak dies, as soon as
telling the bees.'
the head of the household
is
removed
the body
calls over the names of all the children and other
members of the household, to prevent the soul of
the dead from alluring their souls away, in which

When

'

case they would die. This ceremony is repeated
on the return from the funeral (Int. Arch. ii.
The catastrophe to be prevented here
[1889] 182).
is exactly that which it is desired to prevent by
the practice common in Europe of telling the bees
Some one goes to the
of the death of their owner.
hive, knocks, and whispers the fact to the tenants,
sometimes also informing them who their new
owner is.
humming heard inside the hive is
taken as an indication that they will remain. If
the ceremony be not performed, they will all die or
go away. Sometimes they are put into mourning
by attaching a piece of crape to the hive, or the
hive is turned round or removed, or a piece of turf
These are all expedients against the
laid on it.
attempt of the ghost to lure the bees away, though
other interpretations have been given by the
people who practise them and who have lost the
The precaution is by no means conreal reason.
In Cornwall the bird-cages and
fined to bees.
indoor plants are put into black. In various parts
of France all the domestic animals must be informed, crape must be attached to the pigsties
and to the cat. Even the trees must be told, and
sometimes put into mourning. Elsewhere similar
customs obtain (Choice Notes, FL, 1859, pp. 65, 90,
180, 210 Sebillot, Folk-lore de France, Paris, 1904-7,
iii. 103, 375
Lloyd, Peas. Life in Sweden, Lond.
1870, p. 131).
Among the Cheremiss the people
even avoid watching a funeral procession from the
window, for fear that the dead man may take
them with him (Smirnov, i. 137). The prohibition
against watching a funeral procession from a win-

In the Aaru Archipelago, when a member of the
family dies, all the women leave the house with
hair hanging loose, to wail upon the shore, tumbling head over heels, and smearing their bodies
with dirt and mud (Riedel, Sluik- en kroesharige
Even in a much higher civilization,
rassen, 268).
the conduct of the mourners is characterized by
At the death of a Maltese, two or three
excess.
women, called ncuuieha, were hired. Dressed in
long mourning cloaks, they entered the house
singing a dirge. After damaging and destroying
certain parts of the property of the deceased, they
threw themselves on their knees before the coffin,
singing the praises of the dead, and cutting off
handfuls of their hair, which they spread over the
coffin (Busuttil, Holiday Cust. in Malta, 1S94, p.

A

128).

It is obvious that the wailing, though doubtless
originating in emotions common to humanit} has
everywhere taken on more or less of a ritual charThis is seen alike in the excesses, in the
acter.
fact that it is emphasized almost everywhere for
men, in the prescriptions of time and place when
and where it is to be repeated, and in the more
measured forms into which it tends to pass. Among
the latter are the dirges equally familiar in all
quarters of the globe. There is little difference in
the substance of dirges.
'Ah, ah me! Why hast thou died? Was there lacking to
,

;

;

dow

is

thee food or drink? Why then hast thou died? Ah, ah me
Hadst thou not a beautiful wife ? Why then hast thou died?'
and so on. runs the lament in the Ruthenian tongue of the
ancient pagan Prussians (FL xii. [1901] 300). The Hereros of
Now he is dead, he who always was
German S.W. Africa cry
so good
always he slaughtered cattle always did he say,
"Take only, take only " (S. A/r. FL Journ. i. [18T9] 63). For
one killed in war the Mundurucus of South America chant
Thou art dead we will avenge thee. For that we are in the
world, to avenge our own who fall in fight. Our enemies are
not braver or more men than we are. My brother, my son, we
come to bury thee. Thou art dead to this end wast thou
born. Thou art dead in war because thou wast brave to that
end our fathers and mothers brought us into the world. We
must not have fear of enemies. Who dies in war, dies with
honour not like one who dies of sickness.' And reply is made
by women in the name of the dead 'My mother, my wife, you
I died in war because I was brave
will die in your hammock
(Int. Arch. xiii. Suppl. 114).
!

not uncommon.

'

:

Wailing and dirges.— The custom of wailing
The wail frequently begins before
universal.
death, as among the Hottentots, who are said to
'
surround a dying person, and set up such a terrible
howling as were enough, one would think, to fright
the soul out of the body.' But this is nothing to
The kraal shakes under
what succeeds the death.
the raging din ; you hear them miles off' (P. Kolben,
Present State of the Cape, Lond. 1731, p. 312).
Where the funeral does not take place the same
day, the wailing often breaks out with fresh force
on that occasion ; and it is kept up for periods of
varying length among different peoples from a few
hours to months, or even years. Naturally, in the
latter case it is only certain relatives (chiefly widows
of the deceased) who indulge in it, and only at
stated times of the day. Widows and other relatives, among many peoples, go to wail at the grave.
The wailing is renewed at certain intervals of time
on the anniversary of death, or at certain feasts,
or on the occasion of the exhumation of the bones.
Elsewhere, among the Kaffirs, a son away at a
distance, when his father dies, must wail on bis
4.

is

'

—

—

return every time he enters the kraal during tinnext six months (Kidd, 250 f.). In many cases the
men join in the wailing, while in others, perhaps
among related peoples, it is left chiefly or entirely
It may be accompanied (at lirst, at
to women.
all events) by the wildest demonstrations of grief,

amounting to temporary

(Introductory)

ing, with music and dance, the men joined in the wailing, which
The next day a raid was made upon the
lasted all night.
wardrobe of the deceased, and every woman who could get
hold of an article of his costume put it on, and went round in
procession, until the ceremony appeared like a fancy-dress ball.
All their heads were strewn with ashes, that covered with dirt
their faces and bodies as they rolled and tumbled in the dust.
The proceedings lasted for fifteen days, becoming gradually less
and less an exhibition of sorrow, and more and more the subject
of evident enjoyment, until they finally degenerated into a
festival of music and dancing (Frobenius, Heicten-A'cgcr d. agypt.
Sudan, Berlin, 1893, p. 408).

VI. g and

insanity.

a stae;e less than that, l>r. Junker deseribes the conduct
women and slaves of a ruler of the A-Sande "f tin- Sudan.
Sixty or seventy women went round the seriba wailing, turning
somersaults, rolling in the dust, pretending to search in everj
Where is Fadl 'Allah? Lie
corner, crying out, 'O my lord
Lie!' Tin v crawled about on hands and knees under the proIn the evenjecting roots, constantly howling and lamenting.
At.

ol tin'

!

!

;

;

'

:

'

;

;

;

—

:

'

;

Probably these specimens fairly represent the
a gentle reproach
general matter of the dirges
to the deceased for dying, and thus leaving those
who were dear to him praise of him sometimes,
as in the Irish keens,' in great detail and vows
to avenge him. In the more rudimentary cultures,
dirges have not developed the wailing, so far as it
is articulate, is confined to a few words or phrases.
The ritual character of the wailing is expressed
very clearly, not only in the dirges, but also in the
:

—

;

'

;

;

mourners to wail.
Mandans of Dakota, 'those who
for it in some way by the other friends
and those who mourn the longest are paid the
most' (1 RBSW 161). The Chiriguanos of South America
caused their dead to be bewailed thrice a day morning, noon,
and evening for several months at the grave by women hired
practice of hiring

Among

the Gros Ventres and

mourn are always paid

of the deceased,

—

—

purpose (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 105). In Malta, as we
have seen, and throughout the Nearer East, hired waiters are
universally employed. Among the Bedui of Abyssinia it is
the prostitutes who act in this capacity (Munzinger, OUaft.
t" Calabria, so necessary is wailing
sin, I.-, Basel, LSS3, p. l"' 11 )deemed that, if a stranger dies, women are hired t<» attend
In
ral and wail over the dea.l (Uainage, Wanderings, 1868,
fur the

i

p.

7:i).

The reasons for the rite have been a subject of
much discussion. There may be more reasons than
one.

In

the

lirst

place, there can be little

doubt
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that excessive demonstrations of grief may, in sunn'
cases, be traced to the desire to avoid suspicion of

having been accessory to the death.

Bentley exthat in the Congo basin, where Unpressly asserts
belief in witchcraft is so powerful and so cruel,
an ostentatious exhibition of grief is to avoid the
charge of witchcraft (Pioneering on the Congo, Lond.
In Angola, however, the noise is
1900, ii. 259).
supposed 'to drive away the spirits' (JAFL ix.
[1896] 16). Similarly, it is believed by the Klamath
Indians of the north-west coast of the United States
that for three days during the funeral ceremonies
the soul is in danger from the O-mah-d, or demon.
'To preserve it from this peril, a fire is kept up at
the grave, and the friends of the deceased howl
IV 107).
around it to scare away the demon (1
The Basuto hold that the spirits (we may assume
that the ancestral spirits, including perhaps the
immediately deceased, are meant) become enraged
with any one who is so heartless as not to cry at
the funeral of friend or relation, and punish him
with some terrible sickness (Martin, Basutoland,
In some of the Moluccas the wailing
190.'(, p. 9'2).
is intended to affect the departed, to bring the
to
its
or to render it conscious of its
senses,
spirit
new condition (Uiedel, op. cit. 465).
That the wailing is meant to affect the departed
in some way seems to follow from the contents of
the dirges, and from the fact that they are in many
cases (perhaps usually) addressed directly to him.
The sorrow expressed, the praises, the appeals to
return, cannot but be supposed to have an effect on
the spirit, which is believed to be hovering near
and to partake in the ceremonies performed.
wide and careful comparison of the customs of the
South American Indians has led Theodor Koch to
infer that the native is fully convinced that the
dirges are understood by the deceased ; and he
suggests that the chief motive is conciliation
the placation of one whose natural disposition
would be hostile (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 114, 117).
'

UBE

A

—
A

That

this motive does operate seems certain.
striking example is furnished by the Ja-Luo of
East Africa. When a person dies, the whole village wails with great fervour for days, if not for
months, and at stated intervals, according to the
conventions laid down for the case. When a barren
woman dies, the wailing is commenced in the usual
The brothers and sisters of the deceased
way.
hasten to the place ; and the first who arrives takes
a sharp acacia-thorn, sticks it into the sole of the

1

Immediately all
corpse's foot, and breaks it off.
wailing ceases, and it is never renewed (JAIxxx'm.
344).
Hobley, who reports this ceremony, could
obtain no account of its object.
There cannot,

however, be much doubt that the thorn is intended
to prevent the deceased from walking after death
and troubling the survivors. (A similar case is
reported from the Moluccas by Riedel, op. cit. 81
see also § XI. 2 below.) A childless woman would
naturally be envious and malicious, and would have
no descendants over whose well-being she might he
supposed to watch. Released, therefore, from the
fear that she would leave the grave for hostile
purposes, they would have no further motive for
;

conciliating her.

But it cannot be admitted that fear is the only
reason for wailing. There is abundant evidence
that the dead are believed to regard their surviving
relatives in particular, their descendants with a

—

—

measure of affection

(at least of friendly interest),

not unmixed indeed with caprice, that they are
often dependent on them for the sacrifices and
other means of rendering comfortable their existence in the world of the departed, and that they
grant them favours and good fortune if satisfied
with their treatment and general conduct.
In
these circumstances, it seems inevitable to convol. iv.

— 27
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elude that the wailing is, in part at all events,
a genuine expression of affection, and is inended to call forth corresponding feelings in the
deceased.
5. Toil' t of the corpse.
Among the earliest cares
after a death is the toilet of the corpse.
The
Yakuts perform this ceremony before death, in
order doubtless to avoid embarrassment to the
relatives by the defilement of death (RIIll xlvi.
The body is usually washed. In the lower
208).
stages of civilization it is often merely painted.
Whether washed or not, it is in these stages
The colour varies, but in the vast majorpainted.
The bones of
ity of cases recorded it is red.
Neolithic dead in Europe are frequently found
painted with red. Some of the Australian tribes
rub off the outside skin, leaving the white under
skin exposed a practice not unconnected with the
belief that the dead return white, as ghosts or
white men (cf., e.g., Parker, Euahlayi, 91). The
eyes are carefully closed, and the eyelids weighted
to keep them shut.
The uncanny look of a corpse
with staring eyes accounts, partly, but not fully,
for the universality of this practice.
The ghost
has not yet wholly deserted his mortal tenement,
and the reason given by the Nicobar Islanders is
probably not far wrong, namely, that it is to prevent the ghost from seeing (hid. Cens. 1901, iii.
At least it prevents the eerie feeling of the
208).
survivors that they are being watched. The best
clothes of the deceased are commonly put on the
body. Very often, relatives and friends contribute new clothes for the purpose. Among many
peoples, as among the Chinese, and, indeed, among
European peoples, the deceased has in life prepared
special clothes, for the dead must enter the spiritworld in their best array. Sometimes, as in various
districts of Germany, they are buried in their
Ornaments, jewels, and partiwedding-clothes.
cularly amulets, are not omitted. By a parsimony
to
understand, some peoples remove the most
easy
valuable clothing and ornaments before cremation
or burial, but they are more usually left.
Where
shoes are worn, the deceased is shod, for he has a
long journey to take. Such, for example, is the
custom in many parts of Europe ; and it extends
in Great Britain as far back at least as the Late
Celtic period.
The toilet is concluded by binding
the corpse in the'attitude in which it is to he buried
or otherwise disposed of.
This attitude in all the
lower planes of culture is very generally squatting,
as we find among the pre-historic dead of Europe.
It is often explained as that of the infant in its
mother's womb more probably it is that of natural
rest.
If necessary, the sinews, as among the Basuto
(Journ. Afr. Soc. v. 357), or even the backbone,
as among the Bechuana (JAI xxxv. [1905] 308),
may be cut to admit of the body being bound in
the proper position. Among the Slavic populations of Germany, as well as among the Masurs,
it is customary to throw out the water used for
washing the corpse, together with the vessel containing it, after the coffin as the funeral leaves
the house, by way of precaution against haunting.
In Silesia the water and water-vessel are buried
where no one will step over them, else they will
cause a wasting disease. The Wends scatter millet
upon the poured-ont water, for this will prevent
the birds from eating it when afterwards sown
(Tetzner, Slawen in Deutschland, Brunswick,
1902, p. 375; Tbppen, Aberglauben cms Masuren*,
iii. [1893] 150;
von
Dantzig, 1867, p. 108;
I

—

-

—

;

ZVV

The Negroes in
Schulenburg, op. cit. p. 110).
Jamaica throw out the water after the hearse or
upon the grave (FL xv. 206, 88). On the other
hand, it is said to be the custom in Oleai, one of
the Caroline Islands, to drink the water in which
dead children have been washed (Globus, lxxxviii.
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Possibly this is a means of securing
that the children shall he born again.
6. Mummification.—-The process of mummifythe body, either with or without
ing, or drying up

embalmment,

is widely
practised.
In Australia, the Unghi occasionally dry the body in the smoke
o! a Are made with green boughs of a species of sandalwood,

it about to visit the places frequented by the
deceased during his life. The Kaiabara also dry the body of a
man of note, and carry it about for six months (Howitt, 467,
The same rough-and-ready way of preparing a corpse is
469).
found more or less throughout the west of Africa. It is thus
that a Niamniam chief in the Upper Nile basin, and a king of
the Warundi in German East Africa, are prepared for burial
Some of the
(Frobeniua, op. cit. 409; van der Burgt, 40).
tribes of British Central Africa attain the result by repeatedly
Cent. Afr.,
rubbing the corpse with boiled maize (Werner, Brit.
The
v.
Soc.
body ol the
Journ.
163
434).
Lond. 1900, p.
Afr.
viscera being first
king of the Baganda was squeezed dry, the
then
replaced
removed, butter rubbed into it, and the viscera
(JAl xxxii. [1902] 44). The Baoule of the Ivory Coast take out
the intestines, wash them with palm-wine or European alcohol,
Introduce into the cavity alcohol and salt, afterwards replacing
the intestines and sewing up the body. These and other prebut it
parations, however, do not entirely prevent corruption ;
comes to an end in about three weeks, givingway to desiccation,
and the body ultimately presents the appearance of an Egyptian
tribes
dry
mummy (Clozel and Vi'llamur, 115). Some Philippine
the corpse by fire, while among the Betsileo and Antankarana
of Madagascar, as frequently in the South Seas, it is dried in the
this process, in Erub
air, the fluids being assisted to escape. By
and the Murray Islands, it is described by Haddon as becoming
almost as light as pa-pier mdchi (Sawyer, Philippines, 258, 277
Madagascar au debut dn xx' siecle, 1902, pp. 282, 286; Haddon,
Torres Str. Exped. vi. [1908] 136, IIcad-Hunters, Lond. 1901, p.
Islands were dried in the
81). The bodies of chiefs in the Society
sun, the more corruptible parts removed, the moisture extracted,
and a species of embalmment practised with fragrant oils (Ellis,
North
Polyn. Res. i. 400). A number of tribes in America, both

and then carry

;

;

and South, practise desiccation, usually by fire. Some of the
former inhabitants of Virginia and the more southerly Atlantic
States used to perform a very elaborate process in the case of
their kings and other important men, disembowelling them and
and so forth, or, in some
filling the cavity with beads, celts,
it separately
cases, removing the flesh altogether and preserving
or not at all (1
131, 132 ; Int. Arch. xiii. Suppl. 65, 66, 62,
The practice of desiccation is very ancient.
79, 81, 88, 93, 103).
Not only are buried mummified bodies constantly found in the
seats of the older civilizations of South America ; they have also
been found in pre-historic graves in North America.

RBEW

object of mummifying is in many cases, as
it was in ancient Egypt, to preserve the body as
a permanent habitation, or at least as a place of

The

It is not unconnected with
resort, for the soul.
the cult of the dead (see Ancestor-worship
[Egyp.], vol. i. p. 440, and 'Egyptian' art. below,
Where other peoples set up images of
p. 458).

who practised desiccation or
embalmment were enabled to keep the bodies
the deceased, those

flesh,

from entering them' (Gregor, Folk-Lore of N.E. Scot. 1881,
Although in recent times it was believed that connipp
that
'ji)(',).

tion followed the omission of this precaution, it is probable
of
at an earlier period it was believed that the ghost partook
Iron is a well-known
against the attacks of

them.
supernatural beings.

preservative

The wake.— A formal announcement of the
others
death, and an invitation to the kindred and
whom it may concern to come and perform the
funeral rites, are given by messenger or by drum,
communities in low
or, at the present day in many
During the interval
civilization, by firing guns.
of
the
between the toilet
corpse and its final disknown in this
posal it is watched— a ceremony
it involves one or
because
country as the wake,
8.

more

all-night sittings.
The corpse of an Australian

of the

Wimmera district of Victhe

watched by the clever old men and relatives, for
witchpurpose of gaining a hint where to look for the slayer by
craft (Mathews, Elhnol. Notes, 145). Elsewhere in Australia
the object is to guard the corpse 'from the spirits' (Parker,
In this they agree with the Sabobas of California,
op. cit. 85).
who hold that until burial the soul hovers near the corpse, and
a certain demon iB on the watch to seize it and this is prevented
xvi. [1903] 169).
the
vigilance of the survivors (JAFL
only by
kept awake by the
Among the Garos of Assam the watchersasare
wild beasts and enter
voung men of the village, who dress up
and antics.'
howls
with
their
the house, to frighten the women
More probably, the real reason is to frighten away the ghost or
other evil-disposed spirits (Playfair, The Garos, Lond. 1909, p.
The Koryaks, who practise cremation and burn the body
107).
on the day of the death, or a day or two after, allow no one to
in the house. The deceased is consleep while the corpse is
sidered still a member of the family, and, to entertain him,
vi. [1908] 110).
they even play cards on his body (Jesup Exped.
Cards are, of course, a modern introduction from the RussianB
but they, no doubt, replace Borne other mode of amusement
So in some of the
necessary to keep the watchers awake.
in a separate apartMoluccas, while children watch the dead
are played, the
ment, smoking and drinking go on, and cards
In others of the
is prepared for burial.
the
before
corpse
night
and
islands the corpse is watched until it is put into the corhn,
awake. Two
to
and
riddles
keep
the watchers ask
play games
and adorned with corals,
days and nights it sits in state, clothed
first
the
in the house
night ;
gold, and silver. The soul remains
liable to encounter the
and, 'if any one in the house sleeps, he is
other islands,
soul in dreams, and to sicken in consequence. In
confused and Btunned immediately
again, the soul is held to be
and the
after death, like a man who has fallen from a tree
kinsmen watch through the night, until it may be supposed to
have recovered its senses (Riedel, 80, 267, 210).
to
beliefs
similar
founded
are
upon
The wakes of Europe
course. The Wends awaken
these, and follow much the same
into the sleep of death (the soul
every' one, that none may fall
as among the
of the deceased may perhaps entice them away,
DavakB [Int. Arch. ii. 182]), and even the cattle are roused
and the seed-corn handled (Tetzner, 375 von Schulenburg, 1 10).
the nearest relations
in
only
the
Hungary,
Bulgarians
Among
They relieve the tedium by
actually watch beside the dead.
whether the soul
games, among others divining by card-playing
In the Landes the
of the deceased is saved (Globus, xc. 140).
libations to the
neighbours watch the body, making copious
wakes have long
memory of the departed (Cuzacq, 159). Irish and
debauchery
been a byword of extravagant merry-making
and English wakes used to be little, if any, better (cf. Croker,
Lond. 1881, p.
Researches, 1824, p. 170; Aubrev, Remaines,
as
the
do, that
aB
if
Gilyaks
seem
would
thought,
they
It
30)
silence in the house of the dead is sin. Eor that reason, among
the latter, so long as the corpse remains in the house, custom
be
and joking to
kept up (A h W
requires amusements, laughing,

toria is

;

'

;

;

themselves without

difficulty.
Thus, the ancient Macrobioi put the body, after drjt.ig it,
covering it with plaster and painting it like the living man,
into a hollow block of crystal, Bet it up in the house for a year,
and offered sacrifices to it, afterwards removing it and setting
The
it up, with similar blocks, round the city (Herod, iii. 24).
aborigines of Virginia and Carolina placed the bodies of their
kings and rulers in a large hut under the care of priests or
medicine-men, apparently for a Bimilar purpose (1 RBEW131).

Elsewhere, as among the Bangala of the Upper
Congo (JAI xxxix. [1909] 451) and other African
tribes, and in the South Sea Islands, mummification is a means of preserving the body until a convenient time for the funeral, which is frequently
postponed, for one reason or another, over months
or even years. But this object does not of necessity
exclude the former.
7. Feeding the dead.
Many other observances
take place, which we need not describe here.
Two, however, may be referred to. The sitting in
state of the dead, in the Aaru Archipelago of the
While
Moluccas, has already been mentioned.
he so sits, food is offered him by the members of
his family.
Offerings of food and drink to the
dead before burial are frequent in the lower culture sometimes, as among the Tho of Northern
Tongking, they are even placed in his mouth.
These offerings are found in both hemispheres.
Even in modern Europe they are not unknown.

—

;

In the Department of I,oir-et-Chcr, France, everything in tho
is eatablo iB thrown into the death-chamber (HTP

house that

(Introductory)

xv. [1900] 382). De la Martiniere reports, in the 17th cent. that
in Russia, after death, it was usual to bring a basin of holy
water for the soul to bathe, and to place a piece of bread on the
not die of hunger on the long
corpse's head, that he might
On account of the possijourney before him (ZVV xi. 435).
his finger in it to taste it, the
bility that the ghost will put
watchers of the corpse about Konigsberg, in the east of Prussia,
avoid drinking brandy (4 >» Urquell, ii. [1S91] SO).
A different' precaution was taken in the north-east of Scota piece of iron, such as a
land, where, immediately on death,
whatever meal, butter,
knitting-wire or a nail, was stuck into
or whisky [was] in the house, to prevent death
cheese
,

[1905] 20).

;

;

viii.

[19051472).

at death.— The horror of the dead has
9. Tabus
Everywhere, contact
already been mentioned.
with a corpse entails a condition for the adequate;
which we must have recourse to the
expression of
In
(Jr. word dratfeua.
Polynesian word tapu, or the
is 'pollution'
English the word usually employed
or ^defilement.' Since, however, neither of these
the
words, nor any other in the language, conveys
we have
full force of the Polynesian or the Greek,
in modern times been fain to borrow the word tapu
or tabu from the former tongue, for the condition

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD
a. person or thing set apart ami shunned for a
not
religions or quasi-religious reason, including
only objects to which we should attribute sanctity
and invest with terror on that account (as the Avk
among the ancient Hebrews), but also such as excite
(at least in our minds) horror, disgust, and execration.
corpse is always tabu. And, as one of
the most remarkable characteristics of tabu is its
excessive contagiousness, the greatest care is needed
It is not
in approaching or dealing with a corpse.
quite clear whether the corpse is feared in and for
itself as a dead body, or as the vehicle of death, or

of

A

whether it is feared owing to its connexion with
the disembodied spirit. The rule observed among
widely sundered peoples, that every one who kills
another even a warrior who has slain an enemy in
battle must undergo purification, perhaps points
In any case, from the
to the last alternative.

—

—

contagious nature of tabu, the prohibitions consequent on a death reach far beyond the persons
who have been compelled to perform the last offices
about a corpse. They extend to the whole house,
the whole family, the whole clan, the whole village,
nay, to the very fields, and even sometimes to the
heavens.
An unburied body fills the Yakuts with horror and fear. All

Nature, indeed, feels uneasiness violent winds arise, storms
howl, fires break out, strange noises, mysterious cries, are
heard and, if it be a shaman who is dead, these manifestations acquire fabulous proportions (RIIR xlvi. 211). The result
of this mysterious sympathy of the various elements is that
no work can be done until the body is disposed of. All labour
in the entire settlement used to be stopped when a Koryak
No one went hunting or sealing,
died, until his cremation.
nobody went to fetch wood, and the women did no sewing
(Jesup Exped. vi. 104). Among the Central Eskimo, singing
and dancing are forbidden during the first days after a death.
Moreover, for three days no one is allowed to work on iron,
wood, bone, stone, ice, snow, leather, to empty the oil-dripnot comb
pings from lamps, or to clean lamps women may
their hair or wash their faces and all sexual intercourse is
forbidden. It is believed that the soul stays with the body for
three days after death. During that time any violation of the
tabus affects it so much with pain that by way of retaliation it
brings heavy snowfalls, sickness, and death (Boas, Eskimo of
Barea and Kunama
Baffin Land, 1901, pp. 131, 14-1). Among the
of Abyssinia there is neither ploughing, nor sowing, nor grinding until the corpse is buried (Munzinger, op. cit. 528). In many
of the Molucca Islands all work is forbidden in a village while
the corpse is unburied (Riedel, 16S, 197, 223, 341, 414).
At Athens, according to Cicero, after the burial the grave was
sown or planted as a kind of expiation, that the fruits might be
rendered to the living. The statement seems to imply that the
earth was put under a ban or tabu, either by the death or by the
viii. 40
Farnell, Quits
burial (see the passage discussed in A R
Gr. States, 1896-1907, iii. 23). Among the Bambala, a Bantu
where a
people of the Congo basin, the inhabitants of a village
death has occurred forsake it during the period of mourning,
and Bleep in the open (JAI xxxv. 417). It is customary on the
continent of Europe to put up on the house a cross of wood
or straw, or in Holland and Flanders to pile trusses of straw
before the house (Bull, de FL, ii. [1893-95] 346). The ancient
"Romans hung up a branch of cypress or pine. This practice
is probably to be traced to an intention to give notice of the
state of tabu. The hatchments on houses in Great Britain seem
:

;

;

;

W

;

owe their existence to the same cause.
The prohibitions are naturally emphasized when the person
dying is a king or a chief. When a Kaffir headman or man of
importance dies, all the people of the kraal shave their heads
and are unclean. They may not drink milk or transact business
with other kraals until the witch-doctor has cleansed them
(Kidd, Essential Kafir, 1904, pp. 247, 249 Cape Rep. Nat. Laws
Com., App. 21). Among the Nilotic Kavirondo, the villagers do
not cultivate the fields for three days after the death of any one
of importance. But, if it is a chief who has died, no one cultivates the fields for ten days (Hobley, op. cit. 28). In Tibet, on
the demise of the Dalai or the Tashi Lama, the work in all the
to

;

public and private offices, all business and market gatherings,
For thirty days women are
are suspended for seven days.
forbidden to put on their jewellery, and neither men nor women
may wear new apparel. All classes refrain from amusements
and festivities, and from going into groves for pleasure, sports,
or love-making. Rich and respectable men, when their parents
die, abstain for a year from taking part in marriage ceremonies and festivities, and undertake no journeys to a distance

(Chandra Das, Journey to Lhasa, 1902, p. 256). We may suspect our own analogous customs on the death of any near
relation, or important person in the neighbourhood or the
State, to be due to the same origin as those on the death of a
XVII. i.
Kaffir headman or the Dalai Lama. See also §§ VI. z

—

;

VII. Disposal of the corpse. I. Object of rites.
chief ohjects of the proper disposal of the

— The
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corpse and the fulfilment of all the rites and customs in connexion therewith are to free the living
from the defilement of death and to give rest to
the deceased. Until they are all ended, the soul
is not finally dismissed to its place in the other
it is not united to the company of the
fathers, it is not elevated to its due position in the
household or tribal cult, and it continues to haunt
the survivors unpleasantly. This belief is little
short of universal in the lower culture, and might
be illustrated from all quarters of the globe. The
significance of the funeral ceremonies among the

world,

ancient Greeks and Egyptians is a commonplace
In modern Europe the prejudice
of anthropology.
in favour of Christian burial in consecrated earth,
with the full rites of the Church, may be traced to
the same cause.
Yet for special reasons these
2. Denial of rites.
rites are everywhere denied to certain classes of
the dead.
(a) Babes and children under the age of puberty,
or uninitiated in the tribal rites.—

—

In India, where the practice of burning the dead is prevalent,
children are generally buried. In some cases at least, and
possibly in all, this is done with a view to securing their rebirth, for the common practice is to bury in or quite close to
the house, often under the threshold. Similar practices for the
same reason prevail among many other peoples of the Old and
New Worlds (Hartland, Prim. Pat., 1909-10, i. 227). Funeral
honours are denied by the ThO of Tongking to children under
eighteen years of age and unmarried women. They are simply
put into the bier and taken by the priest alone to the grave
(Lunet, op. cit. 163). Among the Negroes of West Africa and
some of the Bantu and Nilotic peoples, where burial is the
ordinary practice, rites are denied to children, who are, indeed,
often thrown out into the bush : the Wadjagga bury them in
the ditch that serves as the village latrine, subsequently digging
up their bones and throwing them away (Leonard, Lower Niger,
1906, p. 16S; Globus, lxxii. [1397] 43, lxxxix. [1906] 109; Cunningham, Uganda, 1905, p. 344). In civilized Europe unbaptized children are commonly buried without ritea.
(b)

Slaves and

common

people.

—

the Haida in Masset, slaves are thrown into the sea
In Oregon they were thrown out
v. [1905-9] 54).
into the woods or left wherever convenient (Mem, Am. Anthr.
Assoc, i. [1906] 170).
Very widely in Africa ordinary and
are simply flung out and
and
slaves
especially poor persons
left to the wild beasts. Common people in the Marshall Islands
used to be sewed into a mat and put into the sea (Steinmetz,
op. cit. 438). The Ahts of Vancouver Island wrap old women
and men and boys of no rank in the tribe in old blankets and
leave them on the ground (Sproat, Scenes and Studies of
Savaqe Life, London, 1863, p. 259). A worthless fellow is
buried without rites in the New Hebrides (Rep. Austr. Assoc.

Among

(Jesup Exped.

iv. [1892] 730).

The Wadjagga throw

childless

men and women

into the forest (Globus, lxxxix. 200).

The

foregoing classes are probably regarded as
impotent for good or ill after death, just as they
life, and therefore needing no
In other cases, however, this reason

have been during
consideration.
will not apply.

—

The manner
{c) Those who die a 'bad death.'
of death frequently determines the death rites to
be performed, because it determines the fate of
The list of
the deceased in the other world.
'
deaths regarded as ' bad is not identical all over
the world, but a wholesome horror of suicide
generally prevails. Christian Europe agrees with
pagan Africa in performing only maimed rites, or
denying them altogether, in the case of such as

have taken their own

life.

Suicides 'are held by the Ewhe of Togoland to have been
driven mad, either by rage or ill-treatment, or by some angry
ghost, malignant spirit, or god. A suicide defiles the land and
hinders the due rainfall. The relatives of the deceased must
therefore be fined. A stake is driven through the body, which
is dragged into the bush and there huddled into a hastily excavated hole. The subsequent solemnities are few and meagre.
No drum is heard, no dances are executed, no fire is lighted in
the street, no sacrifice is slain for him. A few bananas and
are
pig-nuts and a little maize are laid beside the grave, two guns
The
fired, and the obsequies are over (Spieth, op. cit. 276, 274).
Choctaws of North America dispose of their dead on scaffolds,
and afterwards collect the boues with great ceremony. But
they bury at once without the usual obsequies any one who

commits suicide

(1

RBEW 168).

Death by lightning

is

also widely attributed to

the direct action of a god.
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Among the Bechuana, if a thunderbolt kills a man, no one
complains, none weeps all unite in saying that the Lord has
done right. They suppose the victim to nave been guilty of
some crime, probably stealing, for which the judgment of
Heaven has fallen on him. The beliefs of their neighbours, the
Basuto, Zulus, and Baronga, are similar (Arbousset, ExploraCasalis, Basutos, Lond.
tory Tour, Cape Town, 1S46, p. 225
1861, p. 242; Callaway, Rel. Syst., Lond. 1870, pp. 60, 118;
As to the
Junod, Les Ba-ronga, Neuchatel, 1S98, p. 422.
of
'Lord'
and
see
art. Bantu, vol. ii.
'Heaven,'
meaning

hogs (TES, new ser., ii. [1863] 236). By way of special honour,
the Paharias of the Santal Parganas do not bury their priests,
but lay them under the shade of a banyan (Bradley-Birt,
Indian Upland, 1905, p. 308). The Caddoes of North America
leave unburied the warrior slain in battle (I RBEW 103). Some
African tribes, as the Latuka and the Wadjagga, also leave the
slain warrior unburied.
But among the Wailjagga the reason
is said to be that to bury him would draw a similar fate on

p. 364).

Africa, both East and West, apart, and deprived
The belief that a woman thus
of ordinary rites.
dying is under a curse, and becomes a malignant
ghost or vampire, is widely distributed. Special
precautions are, therefore, taken against her despecial rite in the shape of a sacripredations.
fice is sometimes performed to keep her quiet, as
in Yunnan (Anderson, Report on Exped. to W.
different
Yunan, Calcutta, 1871, p. 131).

;

;

Divine anger may be manifested, indeed, in any
accidental death the attack by a wild beast, the
bite of a snake, drowning, a fall from a tree.
:

The Dayaks of South-East Borneo do not bury such as die
by accident ; they are carried into the forest and laid on the
ground (Int. Arch. ii. 181). The Malays of the Patani States
inter in a waste place or cast out to the dogs and vultures
'those who die of being killed,' as they phrase it— that is to
say, in any violent, sudden, or unusual way (Fasc. Mat. ii.
[1904] 77).

Death by drowning is often regarded as the
by the water-spirit of a victim hence no

seizure

;

effort is made to save him.
Persons drowned, or Bhot, killed by wild beasts or by falling
from a tree, are held in the Babar Archipelago to be slain by
the messengers of Rarawoliai, the war-spirit, in order that he
may feed on their souls. Their bodies may not be laid out in
the house or seen by children they are left naked. They are
put on scaffolds, with merely a piece of red linen thrown over
them. Sacrifices of pigs are offered to Upulero, who is invoked
on behalf of their souls. The pigs are not as a rule eaten, for
fear of misfortune. Ultimately the body is laid on the ground
in a spot set apart for such as have been slain by Rarawoliai
In the northern peninsula of Halmahera no
(Riedel, 361).
funeral feast is solemnized for those who are unlucky enough
to die away from the kampong, nor are their souls worshipped, unless they fall in battle (Int. Arch. ii. 209).
;

Everywhere those who die from the effects of the
poison-ordeal, so commonly administered in Africa
to discover a witch, are held to be slain by the
'
fetish.'
The body is usually denied sepulture,
and is thrown into the bush. To die of certain
diseases is to be struck by a god, or at all events
tabued. Such diseases are cholera and smallpox
commonly in India, smallpox or leprosy in the
island of Nossi-Be near Madagascar (Steinmetz,
378), consumption in Cochin -China (Aymonier,
Excursions

et Reconnaissances, xvi. [1883] 171).
the Agni of the Ivory Coast, when by
(§ III. 3) the corpse obstinately
whose witchcraft has caused
the death, it is concluded that the deceased has
offended some spirit, and he is denied burial as
a punishment for the offence (Clozel and Villamur, op. cit. p. 120), or perhaps, we may conIn ancient
jecture, for fear of the enraged spirit.
Greece executed criminals, though buried, were
denied the customary rites
traitors and those
guilty of sacrilege were refused burial at home

Among
means

of divination
refuses to disclose

;

3
(Rohde, Psyche , Freib. 1898, i. 217). On Nossi-Be
executed criminals and outcasts from the family
are not buried in the family grave wherefore in
the other world they are condemned to find no
rest (Steinmetz, loc. cit.); and the Ewhe bury
them without rites (Globus, lxxii. 42). Down to
modern times, in Europe it used to be the
?[uite
ate of certain classes of executed criminals to
have their remains exposed on gateways and other
places of public resort, until they rotted away.
Repulsion, horror, dread, whether caused by the
infringement of some tabu or by the anathema of
supernatural beings, are doubtless the cause in all
these cases of exceptional treatment and denial of
the customary rites.
(d) Persons held in reverence are also under
anathema or tabu. Their sacred qualities set
them apart from mankind.
;

The Masai, whose reason for not burying ordinary persons is
said Ui be that the bodies would poison the soil, bury their
medicine-men and rich men (Hollis, 305). The Inhabitants of
Corisco Island, off the West Coast of Africa, lay their great men
and twins (see art. Twins) under a sacred tree (Nassau, 41).
The Sea Dayaks expoBe their priests on a raised platform a
privilege, however, which others may share, if they desire.
The rest are buried, except such as die in battle, who are left
where they fall, surrounded with a paling to keep away the wild

—

others (Frobenius, 451
(c)

Women

;

Cunningham, 370

dying

;

Globus, lxxxix. 199).

childbed

in

buried

are

in

A

A

expedient

is

mentioned below

(§

XI.

2).

(/) Lastly, in the progress of civilization it has
been held that burial cannot be accorded to the
corpse of a man who has died in debt, until his
creditors have been satisfied. This barbarous denial of rites necessary to future happiness seems to
have been the law in mediaeval Europe.
corpse
was arrested for debt in the neighbourhood of
Shoreditch as lately as 1811 and, though damages
were recovered against the creditors by the representatives of the deceased, the fact witnesses to
the late survival in England of the belief that the
corpse of a debtor could legally be deprived of
cf. ih. 356 and
rites (NQ, 8th ser. ix. [1896] 241
x. 63).
Even yet in many places the island of
Celebes and West Africa, for example (V"AnthroDennett,
pologic, iv. [1893] 626 Globus, lxxii. 42
Black Man's Mind, 1906, p. 46) the dead cannot
be buried until his debts are paid ; and among
the Fantis, at all events, he who has the temerity
to bury a man becomes liable for his debts (Cruickshank, Eighteen Years on the Gold Coast, Lond.
The incident is the foundation of
1853, ii. 221).
a number of folk-tales, from India to Ireland, and
has repeatedly formed part of a literary plot.
The modes of disposing of
3. Mode of disposal.
the corpse may be enumerated as (a) cannibalism,
(b) sub-aerial deposit, (c) cave deposit, (d) water
burial, (c) earth burial, (/) preservation in hut,
(g) cremation.

A

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

Cannibalism. See art. CANNIBALISM, vol.
and below, § XV.
To leave the body on the
(6) Sub-aerial deposit.
ground was probably the earliest, as it is the
simplest and most savage, form of disposal of the
dead.
Ordinary people are still by many tribes,
as we have seen, simply thing aside. Among the
Masai, burial is a special honour conferred only on
a man of wealth or a medicineman. All medicinemen are descendants of one family of supernatural
origin.
may conjecture that the meaning of
the tradition of supernatural origin is that their
ancestor was a stranger belonging to a tribe on a
somewhat higher level of civilization, where burial
was customary (Hollis, 305, 325). Burial is, however, not necessarily a mark of advancing civilizaThe Seri of the Californian Gulf, who are
tion.
among the lowest of known savages, bury their dead
288 *). On the other hand, the religion
(77
of Zoroaster seems to have imposed the rite of
exposure of the corpse, to be devoured by dogs
and vultures, in comparatively civilized times on
a reluctant people, who were previously in the
habit of burying their dead. It appears, in contrast
with the rite of the Masai medicine-men, to have
been at first only the practice of the sacred caste,
and to have been enforced by them on all believers
under the most awful sanctions, both temporal and
A thousand stripes are denounced in
spiritual.
the Zend-Avesta on him who shall bury in the earth
the corpse of a dog or of a man, and not disinter
(a)

iii.

p. 194,

We
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he

before the end of the second year ; but,
is no atonement for
delay beyond that time, there
ever and ever. Death and damnation are his fate.
Indeed, merely to omit the exposure of the corpse
within a year, though other parts of the ritual may
have been complied with, is to be liable to the same
the faithful [SBE
penalty as the murder of one of
IV. xlv. 8, 31, 52).
may perhaps measure the
of
by the violence
uniformity
securing
difficulty
of the language and the terror of the threatened
It must have been almost as uncompenalties.
fortable to be a heretic in Persia as in mediaeval
and post-mediaeval Europe. Nor have the Parsis
of their high civilization, abanof India, in
if

it

(c)

spite
this distinguishing characteristic of

tho Neolithio people
in caves at variformerly inhabiting Liguria, have been found
ous points along the Riviera, notablj under sUlaguiific floors
in the Bas-Moulins cave at Monaco (L'Anthnip. xii. [1901] 7).
but still very
recent
more
of
a
much
dale,
Among examples
ancient, is that of the Hebrews (.e.g. the cave of Machpelah,
Gn 23'9 259 35-7ff. 5013), aI „i the custom is not yet wholly extinct
In the Moluccas, the Philippines, the Sandwich
in Palestine.
Islands, as well as in the coral islands of the South Seas (both
Melanesian and Polynesian), where caves abound, the practice
after desiccation, the
prevailed of depositing the bodies, or,
bones, in caves and clefts of the rock often all but inaccesIn some of the islands the custom is now restricted to
sible.
6aid to be to premotive
is
the
and
of
the remains
chiefs,
vent desecration by enemies, though probably it was at one
time more general (Ellis, Polyn. Res. i. 405; JA1 x. 141).
the chiefs are
Similarly, among tho Betsileo of Madagascar
In Africa
deposited in caverns (Mad. au xxe siecle, 290, 291).
it was the
to south
it is found sporadically from north
common practice of the Hottentots and the special privilege
of the kings of 0,uissanga and Quiteve (Kolben, 313 Rec. S.E.
side of the North
Africa, vii. [1901] 378, 382). On the western
American continent it has been recorded of many tribes from
Alaska U> Mexico, as well as in the Aleutian and West Indian
islands.
Among some of the Pueblo peoples of Arizona and
New Mexico the practice seems a relic of the former habitation
When they were occupied as dwellings, the dead
ot the caves.
were frequently buried in the furthest recesses and the same
caverns or other clefts and shelters of the rocks have been
retained by a very natural conservatism as the appropriate
348, 355; Am. Anthr.
dwelling-places of the dead (IS

their

Tarsi' art. on present subject (p. 502).
of Ceylon, like the ancient Chinese,
with
the
corpse in the jungle, covered
simply lay
leaves and brushwood (Tennent, Ceylon, Lond.
Interior
1859, ii. 442; Davy, An Account of the
liel.
of Ceylon, Loud. 1821, p. 117; de Groot,

See

faith.

'

;

The Veddas

;

ii. 368).
Syst. China, Leyden, 189211'.,
Among the Australian tribes and those of Tasmania the most varied methods of disposal are

found

;

— exposure, cannibalism, burial, cremation.

RBEW

was usually on a rude

Where exposure was practised, it
The latter is
of a tree.
platform of boughs, or in the branches
to the very
regarded by the Unvnatjera as an honour denied
old and infirm, and to such as have violated tribal customs
(Brough Smyth, i. 108-121 Howitt, 456-474 Spencer-Gillen'>,
Abor.
Tasmania,
xvi.
of
Arch.
Roth,
Int.
8;
[1904]
606-545;
Lond. 1890, pp. 128-134). The same honour is also paid by
the Andamanese to those esteemed worthy (Ind. Cens. Rep.,
on
stages, or
In fact the exposure of the dead
1901, iii. 65).
cross-bars
by suspension from the branches of a tree, or from
in the Eastern
Bupportcd on poles, is very widely spread
of the tribes of Assam.
Archipelago, and is practised by some
the American continent, deposit on scaffolds,

new ser., 656).
This method of disposing of the corpse, rude as
seems, has been capable, as in ancient Egypt,
of developing grandiose sepulchres, by artificial
excavation and the provision of pompous doorof a
ways, and thus of influencing the development
national architecture. Even where, as in Sicily,
such a result was not attained, artificial excava-

vi.,

it

;

;

The Hurons and some other tribes put the corpse into a cottln
or box of bark or wood (often a hollowed log)^a custom also
followed in British Columbia, where the grave-box was frequently deposited on the ground and covered with leaves
[1SS7] 111. The
158-164, 166, 168, 169,; 5
(1
various Reports on the N.-W. Tribes in the Brit. Assoc. ReBrit. Columbia.
ports describe the customs of the Indians of
Ruder
than these
x.
v.
[190S] 142).
54,
See also Jesup Exped.
They think it a horrible
was the custom of the Blackfeet,
worms and vermin that
practice to expose the body to the
So they leave it for the wild beasts
live in the ground.'
and birds, above ground, on a hill-top or in a tree (B.A. Rep.,
Petitot, Trad. Ind. dv. Canada Nord-ouest,
1887, p. 192
leave the dead on the
Paris, 1SS6, p. 492). The Eskimo often
ground, though some of them have learnt to use grave-boxes
IS
[1899] 312). The Kamtchadals
(11 RBEW, 175, 193
devoured
be
dead
to
by dogs. The
used to throw away their
same
Chukchi, Gilyaks, and other Siberiau tribes followed the
cremation the Yakuts,
practice, or else disposed of the corpse by
'

RBEW

RBEW

'

;

'

'

;

v
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;

from
however, used to put them in boxes and suspend them
the trees or put them on rough scaffolds in the forest (.'< luo
Amer. Anthr. viii. [1906] 289).
xlvi. 211
Expe-d. vi. 104
In New Caledonia the dead are placed on the summit of a cliff,
on a bed of leaves or dried grass (L'Anthrop. xiii. [1902] 547).
;

The

RBR

;

on the
necessity of sub-aerial deposit either

of trees has
ground or on scaffolds or in the branches
forced upon
been, in some at least of these cases,
In the
soil.
of
the
condition
the
survivors
the
by
the
higher latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere
for months, and it is imfrozen
is
often
ground

with the

possible during that period (especially
rude tools available) to dig. Even with the apcivilization this is found
pliances of an advanced
Canadian settlers often
impracticable in Canada.
themselves
during the winter with
have to content
in a mortuary,
placing their dead above ground
and leaving them there until the spring. They
follow the example of some of their aboriginal

only

predecessors and neighbours.
The Naskopies still 'suspend their dead from the branches of
and entrees, if the ground lie frozen too hard to excavate,
deavour to return in the following summer and inter the body
ill

RBEW 272).

was frequently practised. Enormous numbers of such tombs, attributed to the Siculi, have
been explored in the mountain of Pantalica near
It is obvious that
Syracuse (L'Anthrop. xii. 190).
cave burial, whether in natural or in artificial
in
rocky or mounhollows, can be adopted only
tainous regions, and then only where the geolomode of burial
is
suitable.
gical formation
in other
widely extended in Africa and found
of the globe is that of sinking a perpenparts
dicular shaft in the soil and excavating, at or near
the bottom, a side-vault in which the body is
lent themselves to the
placed. These graves have
a presuggestion that their form is derived from
vious practice of cave burial. They are actually
found in some of the Fiji Islands concurrently
with burial in caves (JAI x. 144).
Ordinary
chamber-tombs excavated in the rock are found
Side
in Crete, as on the mainland of Greece.
by side with them at Knossos and belonging to
the same period, classed by Evans as the Third
Late-Minoan Period, have been found also excavated in the soft rotten limestone both simple
of a shaft and
pit-graves and graves consisting
side-vault ; as though all three types of grave
common
had diverged from one
original, and that
The conclusion, so far
original a natural cave.
last-named
the
as regards
type, is perhaps rendered all the more probable by its recurrence elsewhere around the Mediterranean, where burial in
natural or artificial caves was practised (Archmologin, lix. [1905] 391 ff.).
into the sea
(d) Water burial— To fling a body
or a river is one of the easiest ways of getting rid
thus disfor
That doubtless is the reason
of it.
posing of the corpses of slaves or common people
But
in
various
2
places.
(&)),
(see above, VII.
for every case of water
it does not account
Where the object is not merely to get
burial.
rid of the body, but to prevent the deceased
from returning to plague survivors, probably few
more effectual means are known to peoples in
the lower culture than to throw the corpse into
the water for water is usually esteemed a barrier
tion

On

or in the boughs of trees, was extensively pracIn the interior of North America it was
tised.
the common mode of disposal, the object being
to keep the body out of the way of carnivorous
beasts and to facilitate desiccation.

'

distri-

buted mode of burial is in caves.
Human bones, remains of sepulture of

We

doned
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Cave burial.— An archaic and widely

A

;
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maleficent spirits, and particularly to the
dead.
The corpses of pregnant and barren women (who are naturally evil-disposed), and of lepers, are regarded in Tibet as
specially tabu. They are, accordingly, either thrown beyond
to

hills and dales, or packed in horse- or ox-skins and thrown
into the waters of the great Tsang-po River (Chandra Das,

nine

op. cit. 255). The Guayakis of Paraguay and the Cherokecs
commit their dead to the waters of the nearest river ; the GoshUte of Utah sink them in springs, possibly for fear of the

departed spirit (L'Anthrop.

xiii.

658

;

1

RDEW ISO).

This may have been one of the reasons for the
occasional practice of water burial found in various
parts of the world, as among the sect of Bhagar
Panthis in the Panjab [Hep. Cans. Ind., 1901, xvii.
168), or some of the West African tribes (Nassau,
On the other hand, water burial is sometimes
233).
regarded as an honour.
One who is specially beloved or beautiful is, in the Bismarck
Archipelago, not buried but laid in a boat pulled far out to
sea, and there the boat and its contents are sunk (Thilenius,
Ethnog. Ergeb. axis Melanesien, ii. [1903] 230). To fling the
dead into the sea was quite common in Polynesia.
The
Chibchas of New Granada were reported by Oviedo to lay their
chiefs in golden colfins and sink them in the water (Int. Arch.
The corpse of the slain Baldur, with his wife
xiii., Suppl. 60).
and steed, and the gift of Odin's ring Draupnir, was laid in
his ship upon a funeral pyre and launched forth
blazing on
the sea. Myth as it is, this tradition doubtless records the
striking spectacle of many a Viking's funeral.

In various parts of the world earth burial or subaerial deposit in canoes is found
a relic perhaps
of earlier exposure to the waves.
Thus it was not
infrequent for a Viking to be laid in his ship and

—

howe heaped over it.
Inhumation. — The position of the grave is
determined by various considerations.
Among
some peoples there is no fixed rule and it seems
the

(e)

;

that the dead may be buried anywhere, according to
convenience or the caprice of the survivors. This
is said to be the case with some of the Bantu
The
tribes, as the Matabele and the Barotse.
latter, however, bury in secret, from which we may
probably infer that the object is to leave no clue
to the burial-place lest it be violated by wizards
{JAI xxiii. 84; Beguin, Ma-Rotst, 1903, p. 115).
In some of the Moluccas, graves are scattered
everywhere outside the villages (Riedel, 81, 225).
The Chileotin are said to bury wherever the death
occurs (Jesup Expect, ii. [1900-8] 788). Among the
Chinese and other nations in the Extreme East the
situation of the grave is determined by diviners,
whose art is called in Chinese fung-shui, defined
by de Groot (iii. 935) as a quasi-scientific system,
supposed to teach men where and how to build
raves, temples, and dwellings, in order that the
fead, the gods, and the living may be located
therein exclusively, or as far as possible, under
the auspicious influences of Nature.' The practice
is, therefore, founded on the conviction that the
dead dwell in the grave exactly as the living
dwell in a house.
This conviction is by no
means confined to China and the surrounding
countries ; it is explicit or implicit everywhere in
the lower culture. The imagination clings to it
and mankind has found it extremely difficult to
get rid of the notion, though it has continually
come into collision with the teachings of the higher
philosophies and religions. Accordingly, the dying
man's own wishes are often consulted as to the
place of his burial, or it is determined after his
death, as in the Babar Archipelago (Riedel, 359),
by supposed movements of the coffin in answer to
questions put to the corpse. This is, of course, a
If is more
species of divination.
commonly decided
by the manner in which the dead arc regarded,
that is to say, whether fear, on the one hand, or
affection and hope for future benefits, on the other
hand, predominate in the minds of the survivors.
'

;

But see
(i.)

§

XIX.

—

As an illustration of the latter
Children.
may be taken the wide-spread custom of

motive
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in, or at the door of, their
mother's hut.
comparison of the reasons alleged
for so doing, and of other practices and beliefs, leads
to the conclusion that the object is to obtain a rebirth of the child.
The custom is found in Africa East and West, in the Panjab,
and among some of the Naga tribes of Assam, in Java, in the

burying children

A

Andaman

Islands, among the Karo-bataks, the Creeks, the
Seminoles, the Chols of Southern Mexico, and in several of the
Molucca Islands. On the island of Keisar it is suggestive that
children are buried under their parents' sleeping-places, while
in the Aaru Archipelago they are not buried, but hung up in the
house above their parents' beds. In Tibet a new-born child
who dies is kept in the house or on the roof. The ancient
Italians buried their dead children under the eaves of the
house and to this day the Russian peasant buries a still-born
child under the floor (Hartland, Prim. Paternity, i. 227; JAI
xxvi. [1897] 200 1
lis Starr, Jfotes Ethnog. S. Mexico,
ii. [1902] 74
Riedel, 421, 267 Chandra Das, 220).
;

;

RBEW

;

;

;

—

Others than young children. Burial or subaerial deposit at a distance prevails among the
Australian tribes and among the Negroes and
Bantu.
It is, however, far from being the universal practice among
either the Negroes or the Bantu. Among both these races the
head of the household is frequently buried within his own settle(ii.)

ment or compound, or, as among the Kaffirs of South Africa, in
the cattle kraal. Various tribes of Negroes bury in or near the
On the Ivory Coast several burv under the hut
village.
(Clozel and Villamur, 118, 157, 321, 336, 410, 467). With some
of these, as well as the West African Bantu, burial under the
floor of the house, or in the kitchen-garden adjoining, is a distinction reserved for a chief, or a specially beloved relative.
In others the custom seems more general, and the head of the
household at least is usually buried in his own house (Nassau,

61; Leonard, 169; Spieth, 256, 634, 702, 762; JAFL ix. 17).
The same rule applies to the Nilotic and Bantu tribes on the
other side of the continent (Johnston, 554, 632, 693, 715, 748,
779, 793, 880; Casati, Ten Years in Equatoria, Loud, and N.Y.,
1891, i. 303
Gessi, Secen Years in the Soudan, Lond. 1S92,
p. 32; JAI xxxii. 265; van der Burgt, op. cit., art. 'Enterrement'; Werner, 157, 163, 165).
In Madagascar the practice differs with the
;

tribe.

The Betsimisaraka, Sakalava, and other

tribes bury at a distance in solitary places, and
their graves are greatly feared, while the Betsileo

and Hovas bury on the roadside and even between
the dwellings (Mad. au xxf slide, 278).
A similar diversity is found among the forest and pampas
tribes of South America, some of which bury under the hut.
The Uananas bury on small islands in the river (water is
notoriously difficult for the dead to cross) or else in the hut
But in the latter case the hut is
occupied by the deceased.
The motive in both
deserted (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 85).

North America, tribes like the Ilupa,
Shuswap and Thompson Indians, to
mention no more, laid their dead near the village or encampinent.
Some, like the Creeks and Seminoles, buried them under
the house. Others, such as the Nomlaki of California, buried
them at a distance. The Zuhis, who, like other Pueblo tribes,
probably in former times buried their dead in their cavedwellings, still pursue the practice in their modern houses on
the mesas (la RDEW 336, 345, 346, 365). Many of the islanders
of the Eastern Archipelago and the Pacific Ocean bury in the
dwelling of the deceased but there is no uniform practice.
In
obviously fear.
Wichita, Nez Perces,
is

;

In the interior of Viti Levu (Fiji), for instance, in the province of Ka, many persons were buried before the threshold
of the house, or in case of men under the clan dormitory ;
elsewhere the dead are buried at a distance because they are
In Assam the grave is
feared (Anthropos, iv. [1909] 88, 90).
dug in front of the house (JAI xxxvi. [1906J 96). In ancient
Assyria and Babylonia the ordinary dead were buried under
the floor of the house (ARW x. 105). What looks like a relic
of the same custom ia found among the Lolos of Western China :
the day after the funeral a hole is dug in the death-chamber,
and a formal prayer offered that the star of the deceased will
descend and be buried in that hole. It is believed that if this
were not done the star would fall and possibly hurt some one
(JAI xwili. 103).

The burial-place is frequently in a grove or
Chiefs or
thicket, afterwards shunned as sacred.
medicine-men, like Bantu monarcha and Buriat
shamans, are, in particular, recipients of this
Chiefs and prirsls on the island of
honour.
Itotuma are buried on the hill-tops (.1 A 1 xx\ii.
On a hill or a headland a noble
is'.isj 431, 432).
Norseman loved to liave his howe or barrow. The
|

Arapahos, the Wichita, and other North American
tribes lay their dead commonly on hills or bluffs.
Among many peoples each family or each clan
has its own place of burial, whether the mode
of disposal of the dead be by cave burial, in-

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OP THE DEAD
This
limitation, sub-aerial deposit, or cremation.
was the custom of the ancient Greeks (Rohde, i.
229) as well as of the ancient Hebrews and it is
continued to this day in the Holy Land (Wilson,
Peasant Life, I5S). Nor is it confined to a comparatively high stage of civilization. It is a natural
;

and by no means uncommon outgrowth of the
feeling of kinship ; and, where ancestor-worship
exists in a developed form, it adds strength to it
by concentrating the cult about one spot.
The Chinese custom dates from barbarism and the practice
of /uiuj-shui has never necessitated its abandonment (de Groot,
iii. 829).
Every clan of the Baganda, and even of the Muhammadanized Swahili, has its burial-place (JAI xxxii. 61 Velten,
Sitten umi Gcbraiichc, 1903, p. 259).
Every family of the
Chechens in the Caucasus and of the Barea and Kunama in
;

;

Abyssinia has

vault (Anthropos, iii. [1903] 734 ; Munzinger,
On the Gold Coast, among the Tanala of Madagascar,
528).
the Nicobarese, and some of the British Columbian tribes the
families have common burial grounds (J Al xxxvi. 183 ; Globus,
IxnriT. 361 ; Int. Arch. vi. 24 Jesup Exped. i. 336, v. 64).
The Uralis of Southern India have a common burial-ground
at Nirgundi, in which all are finally laid to rest; but each
sept has its own burial-ground close to its village, where the
preliminary obsequies are celebrated (Thurston, Castes and
Tribes, vii. 250). The Chama of Further India and the Khasis
of Assam practise cremation ; their ashes are deposited in the
family sepulchre (Cabaton, Chama, 48; Gurdon, Khasis, 1907,
pp. 132, 140). As society becomes more highly organized, the
custom contributes materially to the family pride, and it bocomes emphasized by kings aud nobles. The kings of ancient
Scythians and modern Kaffirs, Tongau chiefs and English peers,
agree in displaying the same vanity.
its

;

Where, strictly speaking, there is no family
sepulchre, sometimes, at least, the body is buried
upon the property of the deceased or his family.
The ancient Norseman's howe was upon his own land. The
Quiche of Central America buried in their maize fields (Int.
Arch. i. (18S9], Suppl. 71).
The Buquidnones of the Philippines and the Mossi of West Africa are laid in their own cultivated fields (Sawyer, 347; L'Anthrop. xv. [1904] 6S7); and the
Chains have their family cemetery close to their richest cornfield (Cabaton, I.e.).
In these cases probably the deceased is
thought to guard the fields aud enhance their fertility. Among
the Igorots, however, where the dead man is buried in his own
cleared land, unless he has selected some other spot, the place
is abandoned (Sawyer, 313).
The modern Corsicans lay their
dead in the earth or in a little building called a chapel on their
own property (RTP xii. [1897] 523).
Other distinctions, as has already been noted,

are often made between the dead. On the island
of Keisar, one of the Moluccas, a great nunu-tree
stands in an open square in the centre of every
Beneath that tree the forefathers sleep,
village.
and the dead of rank are still buried around them.
It is thus a sacred place, and feasts are held there
The same character attaches to the
(Riedel, 422).
Men's House, or Bachelors' House, necessary to a
village in other islands of the East Indies ; and
often there, if not every man, at least every important man, is buried, and his bones are preserved after the final rites (cf. Globus, xciv. [190S]
166, 168).

—

(/) Preservation in house.
Many peoples preserve the body above ground in the house, either
with or without previous desiccation or mummilication.
This practice originates in a rude and archaic
condition of society, and is frequently abandoned,
as civilization progresses, in favour of temporary or
burial.
Thus in Tahiti, a native tradition, which doubtless represents
something like the real sequence of custom, speaks of a period
when the dead were allowed to remain on a kind of stage in the
house in which they had lived, and which continued to be
But by and by separate houses
occupied by the survivors.
were built for the dead small temporary buildings, where they
were laid, and whence they were drawn out to be exposed to the
The corpse was visited from time to time by
ra}-s of the sun.
the relatives, and was rubbed every day with aromatic oils.
The bones were ultimately deposited in the family marce, or
temple, or else buried, except the skull, which was wrapped
in native cloth and preserved, often suspended from the roof

permanent

—

of the dwelling-house (Ellis, op.

cit.

i.

404).

all reverence for the dead, and all
precautions in the shape of desiccation and perfumes, the custom of keeping the body in the
dwelling during the process of decay must have
been found intolerable. Tribes to which immediate
burial was repugnant therefore usually
adopted one

Notwithstanding
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two courses
they abandoned the hut to the
corpse, or they removed the corpse until dissolution
had been carried far enough to render it no longer
of

:

offensive.
Hit.Wago^o of Kasl Uri.a keep the corpse of man "I rani,
hut until it putrefies, while they mourn and drink pomlie.
then placed on a scaffold in the open air until only the bones
are left, when they at last are buried (Steinmetz, 211). The Attiwandaronks, or Neutrals, of North America kept the body in the
house until the stench became intolerable.' It was then placed
on a scaffold in the open air, that the work of decay might be
there completed. The remaining flesh being scraped from the
bones, the latter were afterwards arranged on the sides of the
cabinB in full view of the inmates until the Feast of the Dead,
the great day of general interment periodically held (Hale, Book
of liites, 1883, p. 72). The Muong or Mon of Tongking kept the
corpse in a coffin for three years in the house, before the altar
of ancestors
but they palliated the results of dissolution to
some extent by fixing a bamboo tube iu the lid of the coffin
and carrying it up through the roof to permit the foul gases to
escape (Lunet, 352). In West Africa the Baoule embalm and
preserve the corpse in the hut for months or years. In spite of
It then
embalmment, the odour for three weeks is horrible.
gradually diminishes, and by the end of two months the corpse
presents the appearance of an Egyptian mummy. In this state
it is kept until the convenient time for the final rites, with which
it is laid in a grave under the hut (Clozel and Viilamur, 115,
The Yumbos of South America also mummify their dead,
118).
and hang them up in the house under the thatch (Int. Arch.
In the Gilbert Islands the body of a king or
xiii., Suppl. 79).
warrior is often wrapt in mats and preserved on one of the crossbeams of the hut (ib. ii. 43). On the other hand, the Saccha of
South America lay out their dead in the house, pull down the
house over him, and abandon it to him (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl.
The practice of abandoning the hut to the dead is fol86).
lowed in many other places. Its motive is fear whether of the
death-pollution or of the ghost is probably no more than a
question of terminology. See §§ IV. 3, VI. 9, XVIII., XIX.

Si

j

.i

in the
It is

'

;

—

(g) Cremation is a mode of disposal of the dead
that has been adopted from time to time by nations
widely scattered over the earth. It is the ordinary
mode in India among the aboriginal peoples, as well
as among the Hindus it extends through Further
India to Tongking, and has obtained a footing by
Hindu influence on some of the East Indian islands.
It is practised by many tribes of Siberia and of the
Pacific slope of North America.
In ancient times
it was also practised widely (though perhaps not
exclusively) by the tribes of the North American
plains and of the Mississippi basin and Atlantic
It is customary among some of the
shores.
northern tribes of South America, and among
the Melanesians of North New Mecklenburg and
New Hanover, two of the islands of the Bismarck
Archipelago. The funeral mounds of Europe witness to its use in pre-historic times, from the south
of Russia to the British Isles.
The practice seems
to have begun on the Continent in the Neolithic
age. It became general during the Age of Bronze,
and was continued right down to the Christian
era, and among many tribes probably down to their
conversion to Christianity. To the northern invaders who founded the dynasties and the polity
predominant during the Homeric age of Greece we
may with some confidence attribute the introduction into the Eastern Mediterranean of cremation,
foreign as it was to the usages and beliefs of the
Mycenrean age. From Greece, or directly across
the Alps, it spread to Italy and, though among
the Romans it never succeeded in entirely ousting
the prior practice of inhumation, it became throughout the Roman Empire the fashionable mode of
disposing of the dead among the official and
wealthier classes. It is sporadic or occasional in
many other parts of the world.
More than one reason may have conduced to the
practice of cremation
(i.) Tribes without a settled abode may have
found it convenient, if they desired to carry about
the remains of their dead, or to remove such remains beyond the possibility of desecration by
their enemies.
Some such motives perhaps operated in the case of the Cocopa
Indians, who occupy the lower valley of the Colorado River.
By the annual floods of the river they are driven from the bottom
;

;

:

lands to the higher grounds.

'The annual irrigations are

of
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great regularity, and have affected the habits of the tribes in
various ways.' On the death of an adult, his effects are collected
for distribution among others than his relatives. The body is
laid on a pyre beside his hut and, after all the claimants have
been satisfied, the corpse and the rest of his goods are burnt,
together with the hut and any neighbouring huts belonging to
the clan that may happen to catch fire. The survivors then abandon the site (Amer. Antkrup. iv., new ser. [1902], 480). The Man
Cdc are an immigrant people of Northern Tongking and, though
they have been settled as cultivators of the soil in the mountainous region of that country for many generations, their villages
are still constantly removed from place to place, to suit their
rudimentary method of agriculture. They formerly burnt their
dead, and carried the ashes with them in their migrations. But
the custom has been generally given up, because the accumulated ashes of generations became an intolerable burden. It
continues, however, in the west of the Red River basin, where
the bones, after incineration, are placed in earthen jars (Lunet,
The Northern Maidu cremated only those who died far
246).
from home and in such cases the ashes were taken home and
there buried (Bull. Am. 31*ts. Nat. Hist. xvii. 242). A similar
vi.
practice was recorded among the Algonquins (Charlevoix,
[1744] 109), among the Haidaof Masset (Jesup Ezped. v. 54), and
other tribes.
;

;

;

peoples hold that it is possible to "work
witchcraft by means of the bodies of the dead. It
is probable that this may have been at least a

Many

contributory cause, inducing migratory tribes to

burn their corpses.

Another very powerful motive for cremation
the desire to be quit of the ghost. Various
for this purpose (see XL).
Cremation is only one of these, but it is not the least
This is best observed where cremation
potent.
is exceptional, as on the continent of Africa.
Among the Yaos and Mang'anja a woman who was accused
of witchcraft, and who refused the poison-ordeal, was burnt
(ii.)

is

means are adopted

(Macdonald, Africana, 1882, i. 104). In West Africa burning is
especially the mode of disposing of bodies of criminals, by which
are meant persons accused of witchcraft, some of whom are also
burnt to death (Nassau, 234). The Wakulwe and other tribes in
the neighbourhood of Lake Tanganyika believe that a month or
two after death the process of decomposition brings back the
bones to life. A mysterious being called Nkiua animates them
and by means of the new body thus formed it sets about torturing, and even killing, some other member of the family of the
deceased. In order to prevent this, the corpse is dug up and
burnt to ashes. Not a bone must be left, for even the smallest
would suffice to give shelter to the Nkiua. A witch-doctor, or
diviner, presides at the ceremonj', while an assistant asperges
the body with a sort of holy water, saying, Sleep in peace, sleep
in peace' (L' Anthropologic, xvi. [1905) 375). The Nkiua thus
roughly corresponds with the Vampire of Europe, whose misdeeds
were often stopped by a similar process of burning. But there
is this difference that, whereas in Europe only some persons were
credited with becoming vampires, among the African tribes in
question all corpses are exhumed and cremated.
We have already seen that persons who die an evil death are
denied the ordinary rites. Among such persons are usually
reckoned those who die of smallpox, in childbed, by murder or
suicide.
In Siam the corpses of these persons are treated preIt is alleged that if this
cisely like the corpses of the Wakulwe.
were not done the spirits of the departed would return and tor;

'

ment

their friends (Globits, xiv. [1SG8] 27).

The Chingpaws

of

Burma bury; but burning is simulated in the case of those
who die of smallpox or by violent deaths (Anderson, p. 131).
Among the Kols of Chota Nagpur, where cremation is the ordi-

nary mode of disposing of the corpse, the body is burnt, and the
remains of the bones are picked out and put into an earthen pot.
This is carefully closed, taken home, and hung on a post until the
final ceremony, which does not take place until the hdrbCr feast.
We are expressly told that in this way the deceased is prevented
from entering his former dwelling (Hahn, Einfiihrung in das
Gebiet der Kolsmission, 1907, p. 83). The same fear of the ghost
is visible in the ceremonies at the cremation of the former kings
of Kandy. Some of the calcined bones were collected and put
into an earthenware pot, which was closed and sealed. The remaining ashes were buried. The pot was placed on the head of
a man, who was masked and covered all over with black, and was
carried by him to the mahaivcllc-ganga. At the ferry the masked
bearer was put in two canoes lashed together and covered with
boughs in the form of a bower. These canoes were drawn to
midstream by two men swimming, who when they reached that
point pushed them forward and hastily swam back. The masked
man then took a sword in one hand and the urn in the other, cut
the urn in two, and at the same moment plunged into the
Btream. Diving under, he came up as far down stream as posThe canoes
sible, swam to the opposite side, and disappeared.
were allowed to float away (Davy, 162).
It has already been mentioned that the ancient

Pueblo tribes of the south-west of the United
States buried their dead in their cave-dwellings.
Concurrent with this custom, however, there was
another, by which the dead were cremated. The
co-existence of these two customs was held by

(Introductory)

Cushing, one of the most careful and acute of observers, to be due to the coalescence of two peoples
namely, of Yuman and Piman tribes of the lower
Colorado region who practised cremation, with
the true Pueblo tribes, who practised cave burial.
The Zuiiis have now abandoned cremation, if they
ever practised it.
They insist that, should they
incinerate the bodies, there would be no rain, for
Intheir dead are the mvannami (rain-makers).
cineration, they believe, would annihilate the
365; 22
[1904] 175 ; 23
being (13

—

—

'

T
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[1904] 305).

Thus cremation

an effectual protection of
the survivors against haunting and injury by the
dead. It is more than this it thoroughly frees the
ghost from the bonds of this life, and fits it for
union with the society of the departed in the life
(iii.

)

is

:

beyond.
The Wayana of French Guiana burn their dead, that the soul
may fly up to heaven on the smoke (Int. Arch, xui., Suppl. 87).
Among the Laotians of Further India the higher classes are
'

'

cremated encased in a puppet representing a mythical bird
called Hatsadiling. It is said that, in order to obtain Nirvana,
the bird must be killed. Accordingly, a woman ceremonially
shoots an arrow at it ; and then the fire is lighted. There is, of
course, a mythological tale of the slaughter of the bird in the
first instance by a heroine who was an incarnation of a goddess ;
and the woman who shoots the ceremonial arrow pretends to be

a descendant of the goddess. But there can be little doubt that
Hubert's conjecture is correct, that the myth is of secondary
formation, and that the bamboo bird really convoys to the other
world the eoul when released, together with it, by burning
(L'AnnfeSoc.ix. [1906] 238). In this case the shooting would be
the ritual slaughter of the bird, in order to put it into the same
condition as the deceased. Among the Haida of Masset, persons
killed in battle or by any violent means, were believed to go,
after death, to the abode of a supernatural being named Taxet,
which was suspended in the air. To enable them to do this their
bodies were burnt otherwise they would be refused admission.
The precaution, however, seems to have been neglected with
regard to friends killed in war at a distance from home contrary
to their practice in other cases. The practical difficulties were
in decay
probably too great, and the custom may have been
(Jemp Exped. v. 54). The king of the Batutsi in East Africa
was never buried. His body was exposed in his hut until putrefaction had advanced so far as to show the first worm. The
hut was then set on fire, and was burnt with all its contents.
When the conflagration came to an end and nothing was left, it
was believed that the king had returned to heaven, whence,
according to the tribal legends, his ancestors had been exiled,
and whither this was the prescribed method of returning (An:

—

thropos,

iii. 6).

But the ghost is often conceived of as inhering in the calcined
bones, and not completely disposed of until some further ceremony has been performed. The rites at the cremation of the
king of Kandy are an example of this. Indeed, it is common
among the tribes of India which have been influenced by Brahmanism to throw the ashes into some sacred water, as a means
Elsewhere they are put
of uniting the dead with the fathers.
into an urn or other receptacle, and buried, or kept in the house.
This custom is familiar to us among the classic nations of
antiquity. The covers of the urns were sometimes removable,
in order to placate the spirit of the dead by periodically pouring
libations

VIII.

upon

his ashes.

of the grave.— On
something has been said above in deal-

The grave.— I. Shape

this subject

ing with cave burial. The grave is the residence of
the departed and efforts are not wanting in various
parts of the world to render it as comfortable as
circumstances permit. As already pointed out,
the Chinese practice of fungshui is traceable to
It is possible also that the widethis motive.
spread practice of abandoning the hut to the dead,
whether buried beneath it or exposed above ground,
may have the same motive, in addition to that of
escaping the infection of death. The destruction
of the hut above the corpse, which frequently takes
;

is a common
place, need not preclude it, since it
service to
principle that things intended to be of
the dead must themselves be killed by breakage,
Where burial does not take
or even burning.

place in the hut, a hut or shelter
over the grave.

is

often erected

This is the practice in lands as far apart as South America
and the Philippines or New Guinea (Int. Arch, xiii.,
Suppl. 79
r
Chalmers, Pioneer Life, lS9. >, pp. 53, 110.
Sawyer, 203, 355
210); while, among the Baganda and other tribes of East Central
I xxxii.
Africa, kings and chiefs at least are thus honoured (J A
*
44, 92
Cunningham, 31, 22i van der Burgt, art. Enterre;

;

;

;
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this hut, as the abode of the deceased, becomes
;
his shrine or temple, where his spirit is invoked. In this district
of Africa miniature huts or shelters over the graves of lesser

ment ') and

persons are not uncommon. By the Lendu the miniature hut
is erected explicitly as a shelter for the spirit, which is supposed
to remain seated on the grave for two months after burial
(Cunningham, 3J7). Elsewhere, as in New Uuinea, the shelter
is as much for the convenience of the mourners, who go thither
to weep, as of the departed (Chalmers, 110).

resting-places of the dead are
also provided with regard to their comfort, often
to magnilicence.
The Ewhe of West Africa bury beneath their huts. Rich
people are buried deeper than poor, and the cavity prepared
for them is as large as a room (Spieth, 634). The pre-historic
graves of Crete, circular chambers of stones covered with

The underground

mounds or domes,

are modelled on the huts of the living (AR IK
The same intention is apparent in
[1904J 265, viii. 620).
Etruscan tombs. So far, indeed, was it carried that, when
cremation was adopted, the urns in which the ashes were
placed were miniature huts. But the most striking and
splendid examples of tombs as the dwelling-places of the dead
are found among the ancient Egyptians (see § VII. 3 (c)).
vii.

Externally the shape of the grave has varied as
as its internal arrangements. In Europe
the pre-historic dead of rank and importance were
huried beneath round or elliptical barrows, frequently of huge dimensions a custom found in
many other parts of the world. These barrows
are raised of stones or earth, and enclose cists of
large slabs, within which the bodies were deposited.
And they are generally surrounded with a trench
from which the earth for the barrow has been
taken, sometimes also with circles of stones.
Where an elaborate structure of this kind is not
made, it is quite common to cover the grave with
a heap of stones, or with a simple mound of earth.
Where, as among many tribes, the grave is shallow,
the stones, or often (according to the nature of the
country) a pile of branches, may be intended chiefly
to defend the body against wild carnivora. Against
human beings they are more often defended by
fences, or smoothed and levelled down so as to
remove the traces of burial, as is the practice of
various South American tribes {Int. Arch, xiii.,
Where mounds
Globus, xc. 305).
Suppl. 92, 97
or huts are erected over graves, they become, with
growing civilization, pyramids of wrought stone
and mausolea.
2. Position of the corpse.
It is a very general
custom in the lower culture to bury the dead in a
crouching or squatting position. This is the natural

much

—

;

—

position of rest during life for peoples who have
not the civilized appliances of chairs, tables, and
bedsteads.
It is accentuated in the case of the

dead by binding the body, sometimes even breaking
the bones for that purpose.
The body thus
prepared is usually laid on one side in the grave,
just as the skeletons in Neolithic and later graves
in this country are found.
Sometimes, however,
it is placed seated or lying on the back.
Examples of both have been described among the West
Australian natives (Calvert, 41, 42). Extended burials (lying at
At Knossos, bodies have been
full length) are not so common.
found both flexed and extended. Extended burials were
customary among the pagan Anglo-Saxons. The Wichita of
North America (Dorsey, Wichita, 1904, p. 13), the Brignans of
the Ivory Coast (Clozel and Villamur, 467), and the Yanadis of
Southern India bury in the same attitude, but the last with the
face downwards (Thurston, vii. 426).
The direction in which the body lies in the grave
different peoples, and even among
the same people. In the pre-historic graves of this
country, as well as of other countries, skeletons
have been found quite differently orientated, though
sometimes in the same barrow ; and the explanaThe Wotjotion of the variations is still to seek.
baluk of what is now the Wimmera district of
Victoria, in the Commonwealth of Australia, had
an elaborate system by which everything in the
world was supposed to be divided among the
totem-clans. Every totem had its own point of
the compass ; and a man was buried with his head
towards the point of the compass appropriate to

differs

among

(Introductory)
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This arrangement is
his totem (Howitt, 453).
extremely rare, if not unique. More usually the
direction is determined by either the rising or the
setting sun.
Thus the Ngeumba

of New South Wales bury with the head
towards sunrise (Mathews, 72) the Awemba of Central Africa
xxxvi. 167), the Maidu of California (Bull. Am. Mus. Nat.
Hist. xvii. 243), and the Wichita bury with the head turned
to the east. On the other hand, the Lillooet (Jesup Exped.
ii.
269), the Mancagnes of Senegambia (L'Anthrop. xvi. 63),
and the Brignans (Clozel and Villamur, I.e.), agree with the
Christian populations of Europe in burying in the reverse
direction. The Solomon Islanders bury with the feet turned
inland (Codrington, Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 254). Tribes
which preserve a tradition of migration to their present habitat,
frequently bury with reference to the direction from which
they believe their ancestors to have come. For this reason
some of the Bantu tribes of South Africa bury so as to face the
North (Dannert, 3 Kidd, 248). This practice 6eems to be connected with a belief that after death the soul journeys back,
as among the Miao of the Chinese province of Kwei-chow
;

(JAl

;

(Anthropos, iii. 409), to the ancestral seats of the race. Among
the Wanyamwezi of East Africa a man who dies in a strange
place is buried with his face to his mother's village (Burton,
Lake Regions of C. Afr.'- Lond. 1860, ii. 26). Muhammadan
peoples bury so that the dead may face Mecca.

—

The corpse is further defended
3. Coffins.
against external influences by a case or coffin. In
the early stages of culture a coffin is wanting
and, if it is deemed desirable to protect the body
from the earth, this is done by means of the niche
or recess at the bottom of the grave-shaft so
common in Africa, or a covering of boughs is laid
over it before the earth is thrown in. Even yet
some peoples in a comparatively high stage of
civilization reject a coffin.
Wood is the usual
material for a coffin.
Originally, probably a
hollowed tree-trunk, as still among the Niamniam
(Frobenius, 410), it has evolved into elaborate
forms, painted, as among the Ibouzo on the Niger
(Anthropos, ii. [1907] 102), or carved, as among
the Eskimo and Indian tribes of the North-West
of America, and the Dayaks of Borneo.
These
carved coffins or grave-boxes, however, are not
intended to be put under ground. In this connexion the richly carved sarcophagi of late Roman
and early mediaeval times will be recalled.
;

A very general custom prevails in South America, where the
art of pottery is developed, of putting the dead into large
urns. In pre-historic Crete it was a well-known practice to
enclose the body in a terra-cotta chest called a larnax (Arch&oIn Japan, bodies were often buried in
logia, lix. 396-400).
sarcophagi of wood, stone, or terra-cotta (Archceologia, lv.
[1897] 474). The Chinese, when, as often happens, especially
among the rich, the dead are disinterred to be buried elsewhere in accordance with the demands of fung-shui, place the
bones in large earthen jars (de Groot, iii. 1058 ; Lunet, 90).
The Tagbanuas of the Philippines bury children in jars (Sawyer,
Under the floors of pre-historic temples in Palestine
313).
numerous remains of new-born children have been found buried
in jars(Frazer, Adonis 2 , 1907, p. 82).
The Balearic Islanders,
according to Diodorus, cut up the corpse, put the pieces into an
urn, and erected a cairn of stones over it (Diod. Sic. v. 18). The
bones, after being denuded of their flesh, were buried in urns
by many of the tribes inhabiting what is now the United States
(Amer. Anthr. vi., new ser. [1904], 660). A similar practice is
recorded by a Chinese traveller in Tibet
xx. [1907]

(ZVRW

And the Kukis of Assam, after the body has undergone
115).
preliminary decomposition, clean and preserve the bones in
a vase, which they open on all important occasions, pretending that in thus consulting the bones thej' are following the
wishes of their deceased relative (.A R
xii. [1909] 448).
'

'

The

W

burial of cremated bones in urns has been

common wherever cremation was

practised by
peoples acquainted with the art of pottery. Burial
in ships or boats has already been referred to.
Sometimes, as among the Siusf of north-western
Brazil, a coffin is fashioned out of the canoe of the
deceased by cutting it in two and placing the body
between the two halves (Globus, xc. 327). Lighter
materials are often employed for the coffin. On
the Gold Coast it is made of wicker-work, reeds,
or bark (Journ. Afr. Sue. vii. [1908] 202).
On the
other hand, more than one coffin is sometimes
employed in the case of a wealthy or important
In this wasteful practice African
personage.
barbarians agree with the cultured peoples of

Europe.
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Nor

the object of a coffin always, or entirely,
to protect the body. Possibly its original intention
was to protect the living from the visits of the
dead.
is

This was expressly alleged to Nelson by one of the western
Eskimo as the reason for the grave-boxes in which the dead are
It was better,' he
deposited on the shores of Bering Strait.
said, to keep the dead in grave-boxes, for it kept their shades
from wandering about, as they used to do besides, it was bad
The latter
to have the dogs eat the bodies' (18
312).
thus appears a mere subsidiary reason or after-thought.
'

'

;

RBEW

Although, however, we may suspect the desire
of imprisoning the deceased to have been a primary
motive in the provision of a coffin, the desire to
provide for his comfort in the grave was probably
also— perhaps equally present. That the intention
of a coffin is not always to bottle up the soul with
the body is clear in such cases as that of the Siusi
just referred to, where a hole is left expressly to
enable the ghost to go and come, and thus preserve
its temporary connexion with the bones until the
time for final severance arrives.
IX. Funeral ceremonies. I. Time offuneral.
The length of time required to elapse between
death and the funeral varies from a few hours to
many months. Sometimes, as in the west of
Africa and the Solomon Islands, it may extend for
years, while the preparations for duly honouring
the deceased slowly proceed. At length, however,
the time comes when the solemn ceremony which
is to sever the dead from the living is appointed to
take place. The night is not infrequently reckoned

—

—

—

the appropriate time.
The Hopi of North America conduct their funerals at night
(Ztschr. Etkn. xxxvii. [1905] 034), the Dayaks of Sarawak at early
dawn (Anthropos, i. 169). The Manansa of South Africa and
the Negroes of the Lower Niger bury in the evening (Holub,
Seven Years in S. Africa, Lond. 1881, ii. 210 ; Leonard, 159) ;
while the Basuto dig the grave after dark, but defer the actual
It must be performed before
burial until just before dawn.
the children wake, for they must not see the body (Martin, 9U ;
Journ. A/r. Soc. v. [1906] 357).

The reason for the selection of the darkness as
the season for burial seems to be that the survivors
then cast no shadow, which is often confused with
the soul, and hence that the deceased, or any evildisposed spirit, would have more difficulty in
The souls of
capturing and retaining souls.
In
children are particularly liable to attack.
the Southern Nicobar Islands, burial takes place at
sundown, before midnight or early dawn, expressly
that is, the souls
in order to prevent the shadows
of the attendants from falling into the grave
and being buried with the corpse (Ind. Cens. 1901,

—

—

iii.

209).

— Throughout the rites and
Touching
observances attendant on death, two motives — two
—
are
found
struggling for the mastery.
principles
2.

the dead.

On the one hand, there is the fear of death and of
the dead, which produces the horror of the corpse,
the fear of defilement, and the overwhelming desire
to ban the ghost.
On the other hand, there is the
affection, real or simulated, for the deceased,
which bewails his departure and is unwilling to let
him go.
Thus, though the touch or even the
neighbourhood of the corpse causes defilement,
there are not wanting peoples with whom it is a
ritual necessity for mourners to touch the corpse.
The islanders of Mabuiag, Torres Straits, and the Negroes of
Jamaica agree with the people of the British Isles and the
In Europe the
neighbouring Continent in this requirement.
reason usually alleged ia that it prevents being haunted by
the deceased. The German-speaking population of Iglau in the
hills between Bohemia and Moravia kiss the foot of the corpse
that they may not be afraid, which we may interpret in the
same sense (ZVV vi. [1896] 408); while in Montenegro every
one who attends a funeral must kiss the corpse (JAI xxxix.
94).
Among the Bulgarians all relatives kiss the right hand
of the corpse,

'

saying,

them who was born
breast and touches

Forgive me.'

Iu addition, each of

same month bends over it brci^t to
head with his own thrice (Strausz, Dw

in the
its

Bulgaren, Leipz. 1898,

p. 450).

—

Circumambulation.
Another
that of walking round the corpse.
3.

ceremony

is

When

(Introductory)

poem of Apollonius Rhodius
buried their dead comrade Hopsus, they marched round him
So among the populations of
thrice, in their warrior-gear.
India which practise cremation, the son or other relative who
The custom of
lights the pyre first walks thrice round it.
walking round the corpse, or the grave after burial, is recorded
of peoples as far apart in space and in culture as the Central
the Argonauts in the

Eskimo, the Russian Lapps, the Buriats, the Shans, and the
Arawaksof British Guiana. It has even been recorded as solemnly
performed around the coffin of a clergyman's wife in Oxfordshire no longer ago than 1799 (NQ xi., 8th ser. [1897], 428). At
Beauquesne in the Department of Somme (France), after placing
the coffin in the grave the mourners go thrice round the grave
backwards (RTP xv. 154).
The direction of the procession is probably sun-

though it is rarely recorded and it is usually
performed thrice. There can be little doubt that
the rite is magical, intended to keep the dead in
the grave and prevent him from disturbing the

wise,

;

survivors.

Cf. art.

Circumambulation.

—

Carrying out the corpse. More widely spread
the custom of taking the corpse out of the
house by some other way than the ordinary door.
Among peoples in the lower culture, from South
Africa to Greenland, from Alaska to the farthest
limits of Asia, the East Indian Archipelago and
the isles of the Southern Ocean, where the huts
are not provided with windows the dead are taken
out by the smoke-hole, or a hole in the roof or side
of the hut specially broken for the purpose, or, as
among the Koryaks, by raising a corner of the tent.
Where a window exists it is often utilized for the
purpose. The hole is closed immediately after the
passage of the corpse, the object being to prevent
the deceased from finding his way back. As civilization progresses, the custom is gradually confined to the corpses of those that have died evil
4.

still is

deaths.
A Norseman who, by his character or the circumstances of
his death, was deemed, like Thorolf in the Eyrbyggia Saga,
likely to give trouble after death was carried out in this
fashion. On the Continent of Europe suicides are frequently
thus carried out and it would seem that the practice is not
unknown in England (JVQ iv., 8th ser. [1893], 189). Of the
earlier and more general custom a relic has lately been dis;

covered by H. F. Feilberg in Jutland, in a bricked-up doorway existing in some farmhouses and called the 'corpse-door*
(FL xviii. [1907] 364). The Matse tribe of Ewhe carry out the
body of a priest through a hole in the roof (Spieth, 756). The
Wadjagga remove the corpse of a childless woman through a
hole in the side of the hut opposite to the door (Globus, lxxxix.
On the island of Nias the same course is taken with a
200).
woman dying in childbed ; while the Toba-bataks break up the
floor of the house (the houses being all built upon piles) and
throw down the corpse of such a woman, with imprecations, to
men who are waiting beneath to tie it up fast. On the other
hand, they take the corpse of an important man out through

the wall (Kruijt, Animisms, Hague, 1906, pp. 264, 252). All
these dead are formidable, either from the manner of death or
from character and position.

Among the Masurs of East Prussia and in Bulof children,
garia, when parents lose a succession
the last to die is taken out through the window
(Tbppen, Abcrgl. aus Masurcn-, 112 ; ZVV-ai. 208).

Here, perhaps, the successive children dying are
regarded as the same child returned and re-born
(Hartland, Prim. Pat. i. 200). In that case the
object is to prevent access by the dead infant to
its mother, that she may not bear it again.
To prevent
return.
5. Other precautions against
the return of the dead, it is not enough to take out
The
dead man
unusual
the corpse by an
way.
must be prevented from seeing the way back. It
out feet
is
carried
the
that
is for this reason
body
foremost— a practice shared by the civilized nations
of Europe with the savages of Mabuiag in Torres
Or he must be
Straits {Torres Str. Expcd. v. 248).
confused and puzzled.

—

The Christian Indians of Tumupasa agree with the Basuto in
Arch, xiii.,
changing the place of the door of the Inn, (Int.
to and
Suppl. 92 Martin, 91). The Atonga swing the corpse
The Siamese not only break an opening
fro (Werner, 161).
through the house-wall, but having got the body out they
hurry it at full speed thrice round the house (Tylor, Prim.
Cult. ii. 23). The Chains turn the bier about from time to
lime, and by marching obliquely they cause the corpse to take
the most diverse positions, in order to bewilder the soul and
Analogous
hinder it from returning home (Cabaton, 47).
;
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(Introductory)

an pays de Moab
The Negroes of Jamaica

(Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes

In Leitrim the longest possible
road is taken to the churchyard IFL vii. [1896] 181) ; and it is
probably for the same reason that both in Ireland and in
Germany the corpse is carried thrice round the church.
practi esare found in Europe.

I'aiis, 1908,

pp. 100, 105).

t

when

a dead body wishes to go forward,
when it does not wish to go, it
it is easily carried
gives great trouble [FL xv. 453).

aver that,

In various places in Europe a number of precautions are observed. The chairs or benches on
which the coffin has rested arc thrown down (East
Prussia; Iglau). The coiliu is lifted thrice over
the threshold and thrice rested upon it— an indication to the deceased that this is a solemn and
An
final farewell (Styria; Wends; Mordvhis).
axe is laid on the threshold or hung over the door
as soon as the corpse has passed (East Prussia

;

A

performed on Car Nicobar which

is perhaps
a dramatic representation of the unwillingness of the dead to
be buried. The funeral procession is met by another band of
bearers
men who drive the
back by force, struggling over the
corpse, some dragging it towards tin: grave and others towards
the village, until it often falls to the ground. An eye-witness
on one occasion tells us that the women and children, who
stood at a distance, began to cry out for fear lest the curpso
should forcibly enter the village. In the end, however, it was
picked up and thrown into the grave in a heap, and then the
usual sacrifices were offered (J J.7xxxii. 218,221). The ceremony
was said to be performed only in the case of men of the highest
repute (ib. 222).

;

Sweden).

Water

(in some places the water used in washing
the corpse) is thrown out, with or without the

ceremony

is

—

it, after the funeral procession
(East Prussia; Poland; various parts of Germany).
In Greece not only is water thus poured out and
the vessel broken, but also all the water stored
in houses along the route is thrown out after the
Kodd,
procession has passed (JA I xxiii. 35, 41
More than
Oust. Mod. Greece, Lond. 1892, p. 124).
one motive has probably gone to form this custom.
Purification may be intended but the object also
is to prevent the return of the dead, for they,
like other supernatural beings, have a difficulty
in crossing water. In Greece, indeed, the custom
of Hinging out water is said to ease the burning
later and probably Christian
pains of the dead— a

Men, however, have not
7. Farewell speeches.
been content with such broad hints to the dead

interpretation.

thee no more' (-1 H If vii. 503). During cremation among the
Chams, a man, who bears the significant title of Master of

vessel containing

;

;

In Brittany the dead of the commune of riouguiel are carried
across a small arm of the sea called the Passage d'Enfer,
instead of being taken b}- land (a much shorter route) to
In the same way the Haida
the cemetery (JiTP xv. G31).
carry a shaman to his burial by water, even though the burialplace can be reached more easily by land. It is said that they
do not fear a dead shaman like other dead people, but they
want ' to handle his things,' and hence, we may conjecture, to
pack him off so that he cannot return to interfere with them
In Sweden, linseed is strewn outside
(Jesup Exped. v. 53).
'
the house to prevent the deceased from appearing as a wan-

It is a common belief that supernatural heings
such a case count the seeds a task that will occupy
The practice of strewing seeds is, in
So
fact, another attempt to puzzle and confuse the ghost.
the Swedes also strew hay-seed on the road and about the
grave, believing that Satan is thereby deprived of his power
over the deceased' which may be a Christianized form of the
superstition (Lloyd, 131, 134). Among the Iban of Sarawak,
ashes are strewn over the footprints of the bearers to prevent
the soul of the dead man from finding its way back to the
The practice
house to haunt the living (Anthropos, i. 169).
would appear to be not unknown in some parts of Europe. A
few years ago at Budapest a woman who was supposed to have
died in hospital returned home. She was taken for a ghost.
The doors were slammed against her, ashes were strewn on the
ground, and her husband refused her admittance (Daily Chron.
30 Aug. 1904). The barefooted dwellers on the Congo strew
thorns along the path from the house to the grave (Z V V xi. 266).
In the Solomon Islands the return from the funeral is by
^another road than that along which the corpse was carried, lest
the ghost should follow' (Codrington, 254)— a practice likewise
followed in Corfu (Rodd, 124).
Many peoples erect barriers
Thus the Koryaks (who
against the ghost in returning.
cremate the body) strew twigs around the pyre, representing a
dense forest which is supposed to surround the burning-place.
An attempt is made to obscure the tracks of the officiant, and a
line is drawn across the road, over which the mourners jump
and shake themselves. This line is supposed to represent a
river.
The Chukchi customs are similar. A small cup and the
bunch of grass used in washing the corpse are hidden separately
on the path the one will transform itself into a sea and the
other into a dense forest (Jcsiip Exped. vi. 112, vii. [1904-9]
It should be pointed out that it is by such means that
528).
the hero or heroine escapes in stories, including the incident
of the Magical Flight from the pursuit of the Ogre, and that
the Chukchis and Koryaks are only making use of means of
defence familiar to them in their traditions.

dering

must
them

—

spirit.'

in

until daylight.

'

—

,

'

:

These specimens of the various methods of preventing the return of the dead will suflice for the
Reference will be made to others below.
present.
The dead man is
6. Reluctance of the corpse.
often supposed to be reluctant to quit his home.
Among the Nawar, or Eastern Gypsies, as well as
the length of
among other Arab tribes, he goesbearers
even to
forcible resistance, compelling the
return and leave him for two or three days unburied to the great detriment of the public health

—

—

their return as described in
They have told them in
previous paragraphs.
plain terms that they are not to come back, that
and a considerable
is
definitive
the separation
;
part of the funeral ceremony is often devoted to

and defences against

this purpose, enforced both

by speech and symbol.

Among the Bataks of Sumatra, prior to the burial the begu
(soul or individuality of the deceased) is made to understand
by a Shamanistic ceremony that it belongs no more to the living,
and must not consort with them. Then, after a dance, a vessel
filled

with djcrango

round
and it

it.

is

brother

(a

specific against the begu)

carried

is

Some parts of the body are rubbed with a piece of it,
thrown on the corpse with the words 'Thy younger
:

(or

mother, or other relative)

will

converse with

behind at the house. His business is to curse it
and then to adjure the deceased not to come back to torment
The Muong or Mon of Northern
his family (Cabaton, 48).
Tongking perform an elaborate series of rites with this object.
They begin on the night following the death. The witch-doctor
comes and recites invocations, accompanied by a bell to drive
away evil spirits. He advises the soul of the departed to go to
the other world and find relatives who have preceded him
In order to guide him in his journey he enumerates
thither.
these relatives by name, pointing with his finger towards the
Then he casts lots to
spots where they have been buried.
ascertain whether the dead man has understood him. If the
lots be unfavourable, he begins again as many times as may
be necessary. The second night a ceremony is performed in
honour of the ancestors, and also of the tutelary spirit of witchdoctors. These are prayed to show the deceased the way to
the dwelling of the superior genii, with whom he will find help ;
and the witch-doctor again casts lots to ascertain if he has
been understood. The third night the ceremonies and offerings
are specially in honour of the tutelary spirit or genius 01 witchdoctors, who is requested to conduct the soul to the grave
where the body will he, and which has been dug during the
day. Before the procession starts for the grave, the witchdoctor again casts lots to satisfy himself that the soul knows
At the grave two altars have been
the way to the tomb.
improvised, one in honour of the manes of the deceased, and
Amid the
the other dedicated to the genius of the earth.
witch-doctor
the
prays the former not to torment the
wailing,
survivors, and the genius of the earth to keep him in peace
Regrets,

is left

(Lunet, 360).
The Lolos of Western China give the deceased specific instructions as to the route he is to take. On the way to the
grave 'the priest recites the Jo-mo, or Road Ritual, and he
accompanies the coffin a hundred paces from the house. This
ritual begins by stating that, as in life the father teaches the
son, and the husband the wife, it is only the priest who can
teach the dead man the road that his soul must travel after
death. The threshold of the house is first mentioned, then the
various places on the road to the grave, and, beyond that, all the
towns and rivers and mountains that must be traversed by the
bouI till it reaches the Taliang mountain, the home of the Lolo
race. Here the priest says that he himself must return, and
entreats the dead man to pursue his way beyond the grave
alone. The dead man then enters Hades, and stands beside
the Thought Tree and the Tree of Talk, and there he thinks of
the dear ones left behind and weeps bitterly. After this ritual
is read, the priest returns to the house, and the coffin goes
on to the grave' (JAI xxxiii. 103). On the island of Serang,
in the Moluccas, the priest prays the previously dead to do
no harm to the soul, but cordially to receive it, winding up
with a prayer to the Lord Heaven and the Lord Earth to let
all sicknesses go away from the commune with the soul of the
On the Western Continent similar
deceased (Riedel, 141).
Before the body of a
intimations are given to the departed.
Hupa was lowered into the grave, he was addressed : Don't be
'

lonesome for what you have left. While you were living your
time came. May it be well with the people where you used to
live !' This, we are told, is to prevent the ghost's return and
More
consequent misfortune to the family (Goddard, 70).
coarsely among the Greeulanders a woman waves a lighted
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The Agni

behind the corpse when it is taken out of the
There is nothing more to be had here
house or tent, crying

chip to

and

'

'

1

:

In Central Africa, likewise, as among the
made over a man's grave, promising that
the survivors will take care of his wife and children, and
expressing the hope that he will become a good spirit in the
next world (J A I xxxvi. 157 cf. Journ. Aft. Soc. v. 436).

(Crantz,

i.

Aweinha,

237).

;i

the grave to supply the departed with spirit to entertain his
friends in the next world (Leonard, ltiG). These customs are

—

Death at a distance from home. The desire
to find one's last resting-rdaee at home, among;
and
one's kindred and friends, is natural to man
it has been translated into a number of ceremonial
which
of
such
the
emphasize
necessity
prescriptions
8.

;

a burial.
Sometimes, as among the Lillooet of British Columbia, the
deceased is buried in a temporary manner where he dies, and
the following year his bones are brought home to be buried
with his kindred. If this is impossible, the body is burnt and
Sometimes
the ashes carried home (Jcsup Exped. ii. 270).
only a single bone is brought home, as in the case of Roman
soldiers.
Among the Ho of Togoland, when a man of importance is killed in war, he is buried on the spot but later
the grave is opened, his bones, hair, and nails are taken out,
put into a cottin, and carried home, or at least his brothers on
the maternal side must bring home his finger- and toe-nails and
A large proportion of the modern
his hair (Spieth, 277).
Albanians (at least of the men) die away from home, owing to
Their bones are collected and sent
their migratory habits.
home or at any rate the skull or a single bone is brought back
(Rodd, op. cit. 127). When a Spartan king was killed in war an
image was buried in his place (Herod, vi. 68). In some of the
villages around Cosenza an image is made of a member of the
family dying away from home, and laid on his bed, and the rest
of the family standing around bewail him (Dorsa, Usi e nelle
credenze pop., 18S4, p. 93). At Ouessant in Brittany, when a
sailor died at sea, a cross was taken to the house and made to
represent the corpse. In the isle of Sein his portrait was laid
on it, or, in default, some object that had belonged to him. The
clergy attended, and a funeral procession and service took
place' over this representative of the body (RTF vi. [1891] 156,
xiv. 346). When a man belonging to the Man Tien of Northern
Tongking dies at a distance from his home, the priest calls back
his souls (for a Man Tien is endowed with a plurality of souls),
and causes them to enter a doll made for the purpose, to which
funeral honours are then accorded (Lunet, 253). In Montenegro a dummy body is made with the clothing- of the deceased
wailing and all other rites except actual burial are performed
over it (J A I xxxix. 92).
Among the Basoga a few of the
relations go a little way from home, cut a twig, wrap it up in
bark-cloth and treat it in all respects as the corpse, all the
ceremonies being performed upon it, including burial (Cun;

;

;

ningham,

118).

Proceedings like these are doubtless much more
than mere make-believe to the people who indulge
in them.
Probably in the first instance a relief to
the feelings of the survivors, they must be held to
be of real value and importance to the deceased,
who attains by their means his due place in the
other world and the rest which can come only by
means of the proper ceremonies. See, further,
§

XL

X. Grave furniture and food.— The dead must
be gratified with food, and with some or all of his
most cherished worldly possessions. The practice
of depositing these, either in the grave or upon it,
is literally world-wide.
Both fear of the dead and
affection for him have concurred to carry it very
often to extravagant lengths.
Few examples will
be required of a rite so well known.
X.

Food and drink.

—

In Tanembar and Timorlaut, two of the Moluccas, when
children under two years of age die, the mother milks her
breast into their mouths before burial (Riedel, 30(>). So, when
an Urali of the Dimbhum jungles is about to be buried, a cow
buffalo is brought near the car on the burial-ground, and a little
milk drawn ana poured three times into the mouth of the corpse
(Thurston, vii. 255). The practice of placing food and water on
the grave is recorded of several of the Australian tribes ; it is
sometimes continued for many days (Howitt, pp. 448, 455, 467,
474). Among some of the Hill Tribes of Assam, these offerings to
the dead are kept up for a year (AHW xii. 453). Some of the
Papuan tribes plant taro beside the grave (ZvRW xi\. 168),
The Iroquois, who practise sub-aerial burial, deposit with their
dead a sack of flour, flesh-meat, his spoon, and generally whatever maybe necessary for one who has to take a long journey
The Achomawi Indians
(/
14(), quoting di- la Potherie).
of California placed with the body quantities of food consist ing
of dried fish, roots, herbs, etc. (ib. lfil).
In Guatemala, provisions of maize and flesh were given (Stoll, Die Ethnologic der
Tndianerst&mnu von Guatemala, Oeyden, 1SS9, p. 71). The
Warraus of Guiana laid round the body bread, fruits, and dried
fish (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 65).
And it may be said generally
that similar practices are recorded of all the tribes on the
American continent.

RBBw

of

pombe, or rum is commonly given among the Negroes. On the
Lower Niger, two casks of rum or palm-wine are poured over

spuL-'-h is

;

(Introductory)

West

Africa provide the deceased with blood
(reminding us of the incidents recorded by Homer, Od. xL),
food, and drink (Clozel and Villamur, 25). Of drink, brandy,

fro

followed not only by the Negroes, but by most of the branches
of the wide-spread Bantu race. The Kaffir tribes in the south
slaughter an ox and lay a portion of its entrails on the grave.
The Baganda in the north bring food and pour beer over the
grave.
But it is not only in the islands of the Indian and Pacific
Oceans, and among the ruder peoples of Asia, Africa, and
America that the practice of providing the dead with food and
drink obtains. The civili2ed Koreans agree with the Mannans,
one of the Hill Tribes of Travancore, in putting into the mouth
of the corpse a quantity of rice (J A I xxv. [1S96] 347) ; Ind. Cens.
Rep. 1901, xxvi. 349). The carcasses of sheep and oxen, with jars
of honey and oil, were among the gifts added by Achilles to the
pyre of Patroclus (77. xxiii. 16G) and remains of the funeral
banquet have been found carefully placed in graves of the prehistoric population of Greece. Nor has the custom of giving
food to the dead ceased even yet in the south-east of Europe
among populations of Greek tradition. In Bulgaria, for three
days after a burial, women go every morning to the grave,
kindle tapers, fumigate it with incense, and pour over it wine
and water. On the fortieth day a woman goes with a priest
carrying a cake, some hdlliva (a funeral food made of boiled
grain, sugar, almonds, sesame, parsley, and pomegranate seeds),
and a bottle of wine, all of which she places on the grave, ' that
the earth may be cleared from the eyes of the departed.' The
priest repeats prayers, fumigates and levels the grave, digging
a hole in it, into which he pours water and buries some of the
food. Nor is this all. On every commemorative festival for
the dead, the women go to the grave with their tapers and
incense, and pour wine or water over it. Moreover, fruit (formerly also other food) is often laid on the grave. Widows whose
deceased husbands were much addicted to coffee have been
known to pour black coffee daily into an opening in the gravemound (Strausz, Die Bidgaren, 1898, pp.'451-53). In Macedonia,
an apple, a quince, or some other fruit is thrust between the
feet of the corpse before the funeral (Abbott, Macedonian FL,
1903, p. 197). In Montenegro, apples are thrown into the grave
and, in some parts, oranges and bits of bread are among the
objects hung on a young tree planted at the head of the grave
(J Al xxxix. 93). Elsewhere, some of the kolliva cakes baked
for the commemorative festivals are broken
up over the grave,
the rest being consumed by the mourners or given away (Rodd,
Amelineau, the distinguished Egyptian scholar, reports
126).
that at Chateaudun, in France, he has known a widow place
a cup of chocolate on her husband's grave every day, for more
than a year (RIIR lii. [1905] 10 n.). The Wends and Kashubs, Slav populations of North Germany and Prussia, put a
lemon into the hand of the corpse; and, among the Wends,
children are said to be supplied with eggs and apples ; while
men addicted to drink are given pipe and brandy-flask, otherwise they will have no rest in the grave (Tetzner, Die Slau-en
in Deutschland, 1902, p. 462 ; von Schulenburg, Wend. Volkst.,
pp. 113, 110). In Croatia there is a wide-spread custom of
setting eggs, apples, and bread on the newly made grave for
the hungry soul, and offerings of food are brought at every
Hallowmass (Globus, Ixxxv. [1904] 39).
The Bulgarian priest, as we have seen, digs a hole in the
grave, more conveniently to pour down the water and bury the
food. At Tronis, in ancient Phocis, was the grave of the herofounder, who was daily worshipped with sacrifices and there
was a permanent hole communicating with the interior of the
tomb, through which the blood of the victims was poured, while
the worshippers consumed the flesh on the spot (Paus. x. iv. 7).
Frazer, commenting on the passage, has adduced a number of
cases of Greek and Roman tombs in which a permanent passage
for food and libations has been found, and parallels from various
parts of Africa, Peru, the East and West Indies, and elsewhere.
;

;

:

These examples might without difficulty be added
to ; but a more or less permanent communication
between the living world and the interior of the
grave was sometimes, as we shall rind hereafter,
made for other purposes than the supply of food.
Wives and dependents. Another custom,
2.
almost too well known to need illustration, is
that of killing, or burying alive with the corpse,
his wives, his slaves, and other dependents or
friends.
This custom attains its greatest extension, of course, at the funeral of a chief or king.
Its object is to provide for his comfort and his dignify in the other world, by giving him suitable
companions and retinue. The best-Known example
is that of sat%
(q.v.), by which the Hindu widow was
burnt alive on her husband's pyre— a rite abolished
in British India in 1829, but still surviving in the
The rite was probably
native State of Nepal.
common to Aryan-speaking peoples while in a state
of savagery, but abandoned as they progressed in

—
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civilization, and re-introduced, after centuries oi
disuse, anion*,' the Aryan conquerors of Upper

India, for reasons that can now only be the subject
of conjecture, ami perpetuated under the ecclesiSeveral of the
astical influence <>f the Brahmaus.
non-Aryan tribes of hulia practised, until quite
recent times, the analogous rite of burying alive
slaves, or making a raid for heads to adorn the

tomb {Crooke, Things Indian, Lond.

1900, p. -140,
also Anthropos, iv. 473).
We need not follow the custom throughout the world. But,
as showing that it prevailed among Aryan-speaking peoples, it
may be of interest to recall that it is recorded by Caesar and

Mela ol the Gauls, who practised cremation (Cies. Bell. Gall.
19; Mela, iii. 2), and the Thracians (Mela, ii. 2); that it is
in the Irish legends (O'Curry, Manners and Cu&t., Dublin,
and that the slaughter and cremation by Achilles
1 878, i. cecxx.)
of the twelve valiant Trojans on the pyre of Patroclus are only
to be thus explained, though the fashion had changed before
Homer's day. Among the Bulgarians of the Volga it was found
by the Arab traveller, Ibn Fadhlan, in the year 921 or 922, when
he witnessed the immolation, on a young chief's funeral pyre, of
a girl, who seems to have been formally wedded to the dead
youth before being thus sacrificed (RIIR lii. [1905] 325). The
old Slavs appear likewise to have put to death wives, companions, and slaves at the funeral of a person of importance
and, when they buried an unmarried man or woman, a wedding
scene was enacted during the ceremonies an obvious relic of
such incidents as that recorded by Ibn Fadhlan.
Such relics are found elsewhere. Among the Bavenda in the
Transvaal, if a virgin boy dies, a girl is sent after him into the
other world to be his wife there. She is not now actually put
to death the witch-doctor knows of a ceremony which is quite
as effectual for the benefit of the dead boy as her death (JAI
xxxv. 381). Among the Wadjagga, or Wachaga, a Bantu tribe
of Central Africa, another series of ceremonies is appointed for
each of the widows, whereby 'she frees herself from death'
possibly here the contagion (Globus, Ixxxix. 198). The Tolkotins
of Oregon, with whom cremation is the rule, force the widow on
the funeral pile
but, though they scorch her more or less
145).
severely, they do not burn her to death (1
It is, for obvious reasons, rarer to find a husband
vi.

known

;

;

—

;

—

;

RBEW

put to death with a wife than the converse. But
probably the story told in the Arabian Nights of
Sinbad, who was buried alive with his dead wife,

was founded on a barbarous custom
by some tribe in the East.

really practised

may

commit

defeated

;

expected to
the death of an only

sisters is

when his wife dies, or upon
and anv attempt to evade compliance

suicide

male child

(Ellis,

is

promptly

Tshi-spcaking Peoples, Lond. 1S87, 287).

After the abandonment of the custom of putting
to death relatives and dependents, its relics continue to exist often for ages. Centuries ago it was
but the
abolished in Japan, China, and Korea
living slaves once sacrificed were for long, and
indeed still are in places, represented by figures
in permanent or perishable material, according to
the wealth or lavishness of the survivors. To the
same origin are due the statues and statuettes of
servants and family found in Egyptian tombs. The
Man Quang Trang, of the province of Hung-Hoa
in Northern Tongking, build a small hut beside the
barrow, and place near it a doll representing a man
or a woman, to be the companion of the deceased.
Striking the doll, they bid it look well after him
;

*

(Lunet, op.

cit.

275).

It is perhaps necessary to add that many of our
accounts of the immolation of human victims on
the occasion of a death represent some, at all
events, of the victims as dying willingly, or even
committing suicide. It is conceivable that voluntary deaths may, in a certain number of cases, be
the result of intense grief. The vast number, however, of deaths apparently voluntary are, as in the
case of the Hindu widow or the dependents of a
Gaulish chief, constrained by custom and the knowledge that refusal, while it destroys the religious
merit of the act, will entail compulsion, or at least
that life will be speedily rendered intolerable.
It is probable that in the begin3. Property.

—

(a) Domestic animals.—In a comparatively early stage, domesticated animals are often the chief wealth. Such animals are
slaughtered not merely as food, but to accompany their owner
When a Herero dies, certain of his
into the other world.
favourite cattle are at once killed, expressly in order to prevent
the ghost from returning and molesting the survivors. On the
following day the rest of his favourite cattle are slain as a sacrifice to the dead, and the horns are arranged on a tree adjacent
to the grave (Dannert, 49). The Abipones of South America,
who bury with their dead their entire property, or burn it in a
bonfire, when a chief or a notable warrior dies, ceremonially stab
the horses that were dearest to him, and fix them on stakes

around the grave (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 61). The Tangkhuls
of Manipur kill a buffalo, in order that the creature may go with
the dead into the next world and butt open the gates of heaven,
which are kept shut against him (JAI xxxi. 307). Here the
buffalo officiates as psychopomp; in other countries it is the
dog. Whether it was in this capacity that some of the Lillooet
hunters' dogs were killed does not appear. Their bodies were
suspended from the four poles usually erected over the grave to
sustain the ornaments, weapons, tools, and other valuables of
the deceased, or such of these objects as were not buried w ith
him (Jesup Exped. ii. 269). In pre-historic barrows of England,
Where they are not of
animal bones are frequently found.
accidental occurrence, however, they are usually the remains
But in one Late Celtic interof food deposited with the dead.
of
horses
have been found with
skeletons
at
the
ment,
least,
the remains of a chariot (Greenwell, Brit. Barrows, Oxf. 1877,
In Prussia, in graves of the Neolithic age, the warIn Russia,
horse has been found buried with the warrior.
what are called Scythian barrows and kurgans (pre-historic
grave-mounds) frequently yield the remains of horses and
similar relics are recorded of Frankish graves on the Rhine,
as well as of Magyar and Polish graves dating from heathendom,
and of the various heathen tribes of Siberia. Some, like the
Poles, buried also the falcon and the dog with their master
(Int. Arch. i. [1SS8] 53). In all these cases the animals appear
to have been designed not by way of food, but in order to
accompany the deceased for use or state in the life after death.
Only a few of the more interesting examples can
(Ii) Goods.
here be enumerated of a custom practically universal from the
remotest times of which either history or archaeology yields any
record. The Negroes of Jamaica, when they think a man has

p. 456).

The husband of a woman of the blood-royal of the Natchez
In
was required to submit to this rule (1 RBEW 1ST).
Ashanti, with the king's permission, any of his sisters may
marry a man who is pre-eminently handsome, no matter how
low his rank and position may be. But a man of low rank who
have thus married one of the king's
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(Introductory)

nings of human civilization, when a, man died, his
out im property was destroyed, or left with the
This,
body, whether buried or simply exposed.
in fact, is still done by many tribes in various
Its primitive
parts of the world (see § XIX.).
purpose may have been to escape the death-pollution which would attach to everything closely
associated with the deceased. His meagre property
would be in a sense identified with him, and must
therefore be put away from among the living.
Such a practice, it is obvious, if everywhere persisted in, must have prevented that accumulation
of wealth which has rendered progress in the arts
of life possible.
Consequently, most peoples have
learnt to cut it down to comparatively small dimensions, giving only a selection from the goods left
behind by the deceased, or reducing their gifts to
a mere symbol.

;

—

been killed by witchcraft, bury him fully armed and equipped
When a Tangkhul
to take vengeance on his slayer (FL xv. 88).
is killed by a tiger, a hunting-dog, a sharpened thorn, and a
strong spear are put into the grave, that the deceased may
have a helper and weapons to defend himself if he chance to
meet a spirit-tiger on his way to heaven (JAI xxxi, 306). The
Alsea Indians of Oregon placed goods of all kinds with the
corpse, because the bodies were animated, and moved about
at night if they so willed. Easy exit from the graves was
afforded, and the things deposited were for use of the dead in
such circumstances (Amer. Anthr. iii., new ser. [1901], 241). Prehistoric burials in the Aleutian Islands have been found, in which
the corpse has been mummified in a lifelike posture, dressed,
armed, and provided with implements, as if engaged in hunting,
fishing, sewing, etc. With these burials have been found effigies
of the animals that the deceased was supposed to be pursuing,
also religious masks and paraphernalia, all the objects, however,
being models in carved wood (Contr. N. Amer. Ethn. i. [1S77J
90).
Among the objects put into the grave by the Thompson
Indians was the medicine-bag or guardian-spirit of the deceased
{Jesup Exped. i. [1900] 328).
In Europe the corpse is often provided with corresponding
In some districts of France, if the deceased could read,
gifts.
his Book of Hours was put between his hands if he could not,
A twig of box
it was enough to put the rosary over his arm.
blessed on Palm Sunday was often placed between his fingers ;
and, both in France and in Spain, it is believed that this branch
if
he
be
found
will blossom every spring in the tomb
worthy of
entering heaven (Laisnel de la Salle, Croyances et ligendes du
centre de la France, Paris, 1875, ii. 72). Among the Wends of
the Spree Valley and Lusatia, among the Masurs, and in Pomerania, a hymn-book is put into the coffin (von Schulenburg, 110
aus dem 6sU. HinterTdppen-, 108; Knoop, Volkssagen
pommern, Posen, 1885, p. 164). In the 17th cent, it seems to
;

;

.

.
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have been not unusual, in various places, to put a knotted cord
either into the hands of the corpse or upon the grave. The object
of doing so, it may be conjectured, was to enable the dead to perform a penitential exercise neglected during life, or to deceive
the powers of the other world into the belief that he was an
assiduous penitent. Ilowever that may be, the practice was
condemned as superstitious by the Synod of Ferrara in 1612,
but with so little effect in France that Thiers, in his Traitd des
*
superstitions (1697), thought it necessary to repeat the prohibition (Liehrecht, Gerv. Tub., 1856, p. 226). In the same century
a French physician and traveller found among the Russian
Lapps the custom of putting into the corpse's hand a purse
with money, to pay for entrance into Paradise, and a passport
addressed to Saint Peter and signed by a priest. A variant
custom was to put a number of kopecks, or other small coins,
in the mouth of the corpse, and in its hand a testimonial to
the character of the deceased, addressed to Saint Nicholas by
the bishop of the locality (ZVV xi. 434, 435). The anxiety
in Europe to provide the dead with every comfort sometimes goes beyond the verge of grotesqueness. The Prussian
Lithuanians, when the coffin has been put into the grave, open
it, put a few coins under the corpse's head, a piece of earth on
either shoulder, adding some of the small treasures of the
deceased, and, if he were a magistrate, his whip (Tetzner, 85).
In Voigtland, where the objects which the departed most delighted in are assiduously laid in his grave, his umbrella and
goloshes have been known to be included (Kohler, Votksbrauch
im Voigtlande, 1867, p. 441). In some ancient graves in Wurttemberg, attributed to the Alamanni, is found on either side of
a body a wooden foot in the form of a last. It is conjectured
that these artificial limbs are intended as toll to the ferryman,
or to the keeper of the bridge of the dead, or the porter of the
under world, in redemption of the real limb (ZVV xi. 457). But
they may be intended to supply the place of a limb lost by
accident in the long journey from this world to the place of
the dead.

shown

Perhaps the most pathetic of all objects found in
graves are the toys buried with children. They
are found almost all over the world, not less in
The sarcophagus of a
Europe than elsewhere.
child named Crepereia Trypluena, of the time of
the Antonines, found at Rome in 1S89 and now in
the museum of the Capitol, contains, besides her
betrothal ring, her jewels and her doll.
The
Masurs lay nosegays and gilded apples in the hands
of children, so that when they reach Paradise they
may be able to play on the2 great meadow provided
for that purpose (Tbppen
The Wends give
I.e.).
eggs and apples to their dead children (von
Schulenburg, I.e.). The sterner Bosnians consign
them to the other world with their school copy,

books and slates

(ZVV x.

[1900] 119).

To women, who frequently own no property
except their toilet utensils and personal adornments, household implements and those of their
daily occupations are given. But all the objects
buried with the dead are by no means his property.
It is a widely spread custom for the survivors to
add contributions, sometimes of large amount a
custom practised in all stages of civilization, equally
by some of the Australian tribes and by the Bulgarians of Europe, who throw money into the grave

—

before

it is rilled

up

(Strausz, Bitlf/aren, 450).

The tendency to economy in these deposits begins
with the accumulation of property, though its
operation is sporadic and uncertain. It may be
said in general terms that among most peoples the
entire property of the deceased is not buried or
destroyed at his death. The greatest sacrifices of
property would, as a rule, be on the death of a
king or great chief. And even in those cases a
part would be given for the whole, or a symbol for
In burials of the Late Bronze or Early
the reality.
Iron age at Hallstatt and in Schleswig, rude images
of oxen have been found (ARlFv. [1902] 5); and
Cant. Lyon found a decayed model of a canoe
under a cairn beside an old Eskimo grave on
Southampton Island (Boas, Eskimo of Baffin Land,
The models of boats, granaries, houses,
p. 61).
and so forth, recovered from Egyptian graves,
were doubtless all intended to do service in the
other world for the originals. Gaulish warriors
were buried sometimes in their chariots with their
horses but often enough, both in England and in
France, excavations reveal the fact that no more
than the wheels had ever been placed in Late
;

(Introductory)

The coin so
graves (Greenwell, 455 ft".).
frequently put into the mouth of the corpse, from
the far east of Asia to the Atlantic Ocean, is
usually interpreted as an obolus for the ghostly
ferryman or the porter of the other world. This
may be its use but it is probably only an economic
survival of the practice of giving a larger amount
of property as an outfit for the other world and
Sometimes only old and
for the journey thither.
sometimes merely a
worthless things are given
Both customs are
pretence of giving is made.
illustrated in funerals of the natives of the Tami
The
Islands, to the north-east of New Guinea.
ancient practice was to set the body afloat on the
ocean in a canoe. Those of them who cling to the
practice provide an old and miserable canoe, with
mast, rudder, and sails equally bad, often merely
The valuables of the deceased are laid
indicated.
on the platform of the canoe, with a couple of coconuts, but taken away again before the canoe is
pushed into the sea (ARWiv, [1901]344). In some
parts of the Tyrol the convenient theory is held
that the dead man cannot be happy if buried with
any money or rings about his person. Careful
search is therefore made, and these objects are
removed to avoid any such misfortune (Zingerle,
Sitten des Tir. Volkcs, Innsbruck, 1871, p. 49).
The objects buried or left on the grave are often
broken and rendered useless. This is said to have
been done in order to prevent stealing.
Thus,
among the natives of British Central Africa, ivory
and beads are first ground to powder, in order, we
are told, to make them useless to witches and
robbers (Werner, Natives of Brit. Cent. Afr., 159).
The real reason for this widely dilfused custom lies
deeper. In the eyes of the people who practise it
the breaking of the object is the equivalent of the
death of the human being to whose service it is
dedicated. It is thus killed in order that its ghost
may follow the ghost of the dead into the spiritworld, there to serve the purposes which it served
Thus the Ho of
in this world when whole.
Togoland lay broken cooking-pots on the grave,
expressly to serve the deceased for cooking-pots
The Hupa of
in the other world (Spieth, 634).
California lay in the grave, with the corpse, his
other
and
property, shell-money
clothing, weapons,
and dance-regalia all first destroyed by breaking.
On the grave are placed dishes and utensils, four
large burden-baskets, each with a hole burnt in
the bottom and a stake driven through it. Clothes,
torn into strips, are hung on the poles laid across
the grave. The reason for destroying the articles
buried is said to be to prevent grave-robbery. But
the same people tell us that all the objects accompany the spirit to the under world (Goddard, 71).
We are, doubtless, justified in believing that the
prevention of grave-robbery is a secondary reason.
An interesting case is reported from Lincolnshire, in which a
widow put her husband's mug and jug on his grave, having first

Celtic

;

;

—

I was that moidered with
broken them. She told the rector
crying that I clean forgot to put 'em in t' coffin. ... So I goes
and does f next best. / deads 'em both over his grave, and says
I to mysen, My old man, he set a vast of store, he did, by yon
and when their ghoastes gets over on yon side h'll
mug and jug,
hoher out, " Von's mine, hand 'em over to me," and I'd like to
see them as would stop him a-having of them an' all (FL ix.
[1S98] 187). Thus the anxiety to provido the dead with an outfit
for the other world, which is the real intention of the customs
have
just passed in review, whatever secondary motives may
come to be mixed up with it, lingered in England down to the
last quarter of the 19th cent., and perhaps lingers even yet in
'

:

'

remote

districts.

—We

have
Objects used in the funeral rites.
class of objects put in, or upon, the
grave for a different reason. They are not necesbeen
sarily the property of the dead ; but, having
used in the funeral rites, they are contaminated
with death, and are no longer lit for the service
of the
living, lest they spread the infection
4.

now reached a

further.
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Hence the Yakuts break and throw on the g rave-mound the
used

in

shovels, the sledges, the stakes— in a word, everything
the funeral (HUH xlvi. 211). The Apache also leave the shovel
on Hi. grave
Anthr., new ser., vii. [1906] 493) ; the Kelanesians ol li.it
throw it into the sea {Bep. Auslr. Ass. Iv. T'JV).
The
in Central Africa, throw on the tomb the door of

Mm.
.

Warundi,

tin' but, and the basket with which the earth has been taken
not oi ihe gnueiyan iler Burgt, 39). Among the Baganda, all
who have taken part in the burial must wash their bands with
moist plantain fibre, and the fibre thus used is put on the
The Negroes in Jamaica, as we have
xxxii.

grave

(JAI

47).

throw on the grave the water in which the corpse
In Europe similar practices are found.
(§ VI. 5).
In France the bowl which has contained the holy water used for
tomb and
aspersion during the ceremonies is thrown into the
the
formerly in Brittany the incense brazier was buried with
In Central Silesia everycoffin (Laisnel de la Salle, ii. 79).
the
the
rags,
for
the
toilet
of
comb,
used
sponge,
corpse—
thing
needle
Even
the
coffin.
into
the
soap, and so forth— is put
and thread used for sewing the shroud must not be removed,
seen, often

was washed

;

but

left

hanging to

it

(XV V

But economy sometimes
Brunswick the bier and tools remain
iii.

161).

prevails. In some parts of
only for a few days on the grave (io.
as if the infection were then at an end.

viii.

[1898] 437).

It is

Another motive may,
however, be present they may be placed there to keep the
dead man down as long as there is any chance of his returning,
and be removed when this is over. The author cited adduces in
favour of this suggestion the fear of the dead betrayed in the
haste with which the relatives left behind in the house, when the
:

funeral procession has started, shut the door in order that the
dead may not fetch any one else. But this is a wide-spread

custom.

—

Among many peoples, the
5. Blood and hair.
delirium of grief, or more often perhaps (in accordance with well-established custom) the desire to
divert suspicion of having caused the death by
witchcraft, and the fear of the deceased himself,
lead the mourners frantically to cut and wound,
and even to mutilate, themselves.
The practice was forbidden to the ancient Hebrews by the
Deuteronomical legislation (14') hence we may conclude that
it had been previously in use among them, as well as among
their neighbours. It is universal among the Australian Black;

reported from Polynesia, Melanesia, the East
fellows,
Indian islands, and from North and South America. In very
many of these cases the custom is to let the blood drip over the
informed that
corpse. Of Australian tribes, we are definitely
after the body was placed in the ground the mourners stood or
knelt over it in turn, and were struck by a large boomerang on
the head until the blood flowed over the corpse. In other cases
the blood drips upon the grave after it has been filled in (JAI
xxiv. [1S95] 187
Curr, Austr. Race, Melbourne and Lond.
Spencer-Gillen*, 507, 509 FL xiv. (1903) 336).
1886-87, ii. 179
Among the Orang Sakei of Sumatra the kindred, making a
cross-cut with a knife on their foreheads, drop the blood on the
bei den Volkern Indoface of the corpse (Wilken, Haaropfer

and

is

;

;

;

.

nesians,

Amsterdam, 18S6-1887,

p. 19).

.

.

Four North American

Indians from Montana, who were executed for murder at
Helena, on the head-waters of the Missouri, in December 1890,
were mourned by two squaws. One of the squaws cut off two
of her fingers and threw them into the grave. The other gashed
her face. Both caused the blood to flow into the grave
(Letourneau, UEv. rel., Paris, 1892, p. 187).

We

>

may assume, without much risk of mistake,
that the rite in its complete and undegraded form
included the dropping of the blood upon the dead
body, and where this is not done the rite is in
decay. Probably also it is only persons standing
in certain specific relations with the dead who
are commonly expected to perform it. This is
certainly the rule with some of the Australian
tribes.
may suspect it of other peoples also.
If it has not been recorded, that may be because
the point would be likely to escape not merely the
casual traveller, but any one whose attention has
not been specially drawn to it. But it is by no
means invariable (e.g. the Arawaks mentioned below, § XVII. 1). The meaning of the rite has been
the subject of much discussion. It is not merely
a propitiatory ottering it may be this, but it is
much more. A comparison of the blood-covenant
and other blood-rites renders it almost certain that
one object, at least, is that of effecting a corporal
union with the dead. But is that the only object ?
First of all, there can be no question that the
intention is to cause suffering to the survivors.
This will be better discussed when we come to the
section on Mourning' (§ XVII.). Further, human
blood is frequently given for medical purposes, or
to strengthen the recipient (Strack, Das Bint, 1900,

We

;

'
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It is, therefore, not
27 ft'.
Spencer-Gillen", 401).
mourners'
impossible that the object of letting the
blood drip over the corpse may be to strengthen
This
world.
in
next
the
the dead man for bis lire
would be quite consistent with the avowed intensorrow
or
of
tion
pity (Torres Sir.
expressing
Exped. vi. [1908] 154). But there is, mi far as (ho
no
evidence
is
writer
aware,
pointing depresent
;

Moreover, it is
cisively to this interpretation.
always necessary to remember that rites different
a
in intention are often similar in expression
fact which makes their interpretation a matter of

—

peculiar difficulty.
Parallel with the rite of dropping blood on the
corpse is another mourning rite that of cutting or
tearing the hair and burying it with the corpse, or
dedicating it at the grave. It is even more widely
diffused than the former.
At the cremation of Patroclus his comrades cut off their hair
and heaped it on the body and Achilles, cutting off the golden
lock that his father had vow ed to offer at his return home to the
river Spercheios, put it into the dead hands to bear away (II.

—

;

So the mourners among the Sioux cut locks of
and fling them on the body and these locks are
bound up with it, and with the dead man's valuables, before it
Locks of
is put into the grave-box or coffin (1 RBEW 159).
human hair have been found with mummies in the ancient
cemetery on the bay of Chacota, in southern Peru, and a large
lock of soft human hair was found beneath the head of an infant
(Rep. Peabodj/ Mus. xi. [1S7S] 285 ff.). Arab women cut their
hair on the death of a husband, or of a father, or other near relation, and spread the tresses on the tomb, or hang them on
xxiii. 135-141).

their hair

;

LP

ii. 220);
stakes or cords above it (Jaussen, 94 ; Hartland,
while among the Raji of the United Provinces of India 'the
children of the deceased and his younger brothers get their
heads, beards, and moustaches shaved, and the hair is thrown
on the grave' (Crooke, TC iv. 213). Among the Chechenes of
the Caucasus the long queue of hair of the widow of the deceased
is cut off and thrown into the grave ; down to the middle of
the ISth cent., it is Baid, her ear used to be thus sacrificed
(Anthropos, iii. 735). The practice is not yet obsolete in modern
Europe among the Montenegrin women. Not very long ago,
indeed, when the men habitually shaved their heads and
suffered only one long crown-lock to grow, that was cut off and
thrown into the grave (JAI xxxix. 93).

But, as with the dropping of blood, it is by no
means everywhere that the hair is dedicated in
this

It

way.

is

often burnt.

The Bilqula of British Columbia, and some of the Central
Tribes of Australia, e.g., dispose of it thus (Brit, Assoc. Report,
1891, p. 419
Spencer-Gillen >>, 607, 620). The latter, indeed,
sometimes mix it with some of the hair of the deceased and make
it up into a girdle, which is worn by the avenger of the dead
b
during the punitive expedition (Spencer-Gillen 543 ; cf. 614).
;

,

More

usually, however,

we

are not told

what

is

done with the hair. In some instances this may
be due to omission to observe, or forgetfulness to
record, on the part of the reporter, a portion of the
rite

that

is

of importance.

In the majority of

we are probably right in assuming that the
disposal of the hair is not an integral portion of
the rite that, in fact, the rite has ended with
Whether the dedication
the cutting of the hair.
of the locks at or in the grave, or by burning, has
in such cases ceased by ritual decay, or whether
the dedication never took place, it is difficult to
One object, at all events, of the dedication
say.
of the hair is, like that of the blood, to form a bond
of union with the dead.
The converse rite of taking a lock of hair of the dead may be said to be
world-wide. Nor is it confined to a lock of hair :
it extends in some cases to the nails and pieces
of the garments.
In the West Indian island of
cases

—

St. Croix the persons who wash the corpse prior
to burial always take a lock of hair, a garment, or
at least a fragment of a garment, in order to pre-

vent the spirit from molesting them (Hartland,
LP ii. 319). It must be borne in mind that,
according to the theory of sympathetic magic, any
portion of a human being, such as hair, nails, skin,
bones, and so forth, which has become detached, is
still,

in spite of separation, in effective sympathetic

union with the body of which

it

once formed part

;

for the personality inheres in every part of the
body. The doctrine extended to the effigy, the
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clothes, the property, and even to the personal
name; so that anything done to any of these
done directly
objects affects the owner as if it were
He is in a sense present in each of them.
to him.
Not only, therefore, if I take a lock of a dead man's
hair do I establish effective union with him so as
to prevent

him from

inflicting

any

harm upon me

;

but, conversely, if I give him a lock of mine or a
blood, we are bound together by a
drop of
similar bond.
It is sometimes suggested that, as
in the case perhaps of the dripping of blood, the
of
hair
on, or giving it to, the corpse is an
throwing
attempt to endow the dead with some of the vital
survivors.
This is, according to
of
the
strength

my

but there is no
Bavage theory, not impossible
Another sugdirect evidence in support of it.
sacrifice to the
of
human
gestion is that it is a relic
dead the gift of a part for the whole, or a mere
symbol. Human sacrifices, as we have seen, are
common enough. Evidence, however, of the intention of a gift of hair, as a commutation of the
practice of human sacrifice, does not, so far as we
;

—

It would seem more likely in the
exist.
gift of blood or of severed members, such as those

know,

of the Montana squaws above cited ; but even
there proof is wanting. On the other hand, there

evidence that sometimes where the rite is not
completed by giving the hair to the corpse the
intention is merely purification, as where tho hair
is cut at the end of the mourning.
Before leaving the subject it may be added that,
while among many savage peoples there is weeping
as well as blood-letting over the corpse, in Europe
it is believed that tears ought not to be allowed to
Even to weep overmuch, apart
fall on the body.
from the corpse, is wrong, because it prevents the
dead from resting in the grave. There are many
stories in European folklore of the dead who have
appeared to survivors to reproach them with their
excessive grief, and have exhibited their shrouds
wet with their tears. Eurther, it is most important not to allow anything worn by a survivor to
be buried with the corpse, or put into the grave.
To do so means decline and death to the person to
whom the article belongs hence it is sometimes

is

;

done maliciously, and is reckoned witchcraft.
In the lower culture it is not unusual
6. Fire.
to light a fire at or on the grave a practice common
in Australia, where the reason assigned is to warm
the ghost. The tribes about Maryborough add a
further reason to keep away the spirits of dead
blacks of other tribes, or of bad men of their own

—

—

:

tribe (Howitt, 470).
These fires at or on the graves are maintained for varying
periods, according to the tribe, or the amount of affection for
the deceased ; and sometimes several are lighted. The same
custom is found on several of the Melanesian islands and
those of the East Indian Archipelago (L'Anthrop. xiii. 775 ;
JAI xxxiii. 120; Rep. Austr. Asa. iv. 711; Anthropos, i. 23,
iv. 46f> ; Haddon, Torres Str. Rep. v. 249, 260
Riedel, 142,
143 ; Kruijt, 310), among various peoples of Further India and
Assam (Lunet, 330 ; JAI xxxii. 135, xxvi. 200), among the insular Caribs and tribes of South America (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl.
;

of Mexico, who
night after burial. All their
burial-caves are consequently blackened with smoke (Lumholtz,
The
Seminoles of
Unknoivn Mexico, N.Y. 1903, i. 70, 3S3).
Florida make a fire at each end of the grave and keep it up
for three days, while after nightfall torches are waved in the
air, that the bad birds of the night may not get at the dead
The practice of lighting fires at the grave
man (5
521).
is reported of the Hupa (Goddanl, 70, 72) and the Yurok on the
other side of the continent in California (Powers, Contrib. N.
A m. Ethnol. iii. [1877] 58). The latter believe the fire is necessary
to light the spirit of the departed on its perilous journey to the
The same belief and consequent practice were
other world.
known to the Algonquins and the Klamath of the North-West
keep up a fire for the three days which are occupied with the
funeral ceremonies, holding that, until they arc finished, the
soul of the dead is in danger from O-inah-a, said to mean
In addition to lighting the fire, the survivors
tho devil.
howl around the grave in order to scare away the demon

67, 59, 81). In North America, the
bury in caves, light a fire the first

Tarahumares
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;
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HRISW

107).

From the numerous remains
mounds of the United States

of fires in the pre-historic burialthere seems reason to conjecture

(Introductory)

that at one time the practice of lighting fires at the grave extended over a wide area, of which the modern instances cited
17, 25, 47, 71, 78).
may be the survival (S

RREW

More than one reason, as we have seen, is alleged
for the custom.
On the one hand, it is to warm
the ghost, and to light and comfort it on its way to
the other world ; on the other hand, it is to drive
away evil-disposed beings. The use of fire and
lights for the latter purpose is widely extended.
It is, beyond reasonable doubt, the origin of the
European practice of the lights in the death
chamber, of the candles sometimes put into the

dying hands, 'of the consecrated tapers that sur
round the coffin at the funeral. Similarly, lights
are kept burning in the chamber with a new-born
child and its mother, as a protection against
witches and fairies and they are used for the like
purpose on many other occasions. But there is
another reason equally potent, namely, to keep
away the dead man himself. This reason may not
be operative in all cases, as in Australia where it
is definitely believed that the ghost haunts the
fire on the grave, or among the Yurok where it is
required to light the ghost in its perilous passage
of a greasy pole across the chasm to the other
;

world. But in other cases it is clear that the fire
is a defence against the dead man himself.
One Australian tribe is said to go the length of cutting off the
corpse's head and roasting it in the fire made upon the grave.
When the head is thoroughly charred, it is broken up into little
'The
hits, which are left among the hot coals of the dying fire.
theory is that the spirit, rising from the grave to follow the
but,
tribe, misses its head and goes groping about to find it
being bereft of its head, it is, of course, blind, and therefore, not
being able to see the fire, gets burnt. This frightens it so
terribly that it retires into the grave with all expedition,
and never again presumes to attempt a renewal of social intercourse with the human denizens of this world (JAI xiv. [1S85]
We have already seen that among the Eskimo of Greenland
88).
a lighted chip is waved behind the corpse when it is taken out
of the house, with a clear intimation to the dead to be gone
In the Southern Nicobars a fire is made, even before
(§ IX. 7).
the burial, at the entrance of the hut, out of chips from the bier
and coco-nut husks, on purpose to bar the ghost while, before
the grave is filled in, the spirits of those present are waved out
of it by a torch, thus rendering unmistakable the intention to
place a barrier of fire between the living and the dead (Ind.
Cens. Rep., 1901, iii. 209). So, too, among the Ewhe of Togoland, who bury under the hut, a fire is maintained during the
whole period of mourning, and strongly smelling herbs are
burnt in it to keep the ghost at a distance (Globus, lxxxi. [1902]
The same motive may account for the practice in some
190).
districts of Europe of burning on the road from the house to
the cemetery, after the funeral procession has passed, the straw
on which the corpse has lain (Am Urquell, vi. [1896] 201).
;

'

;

—

XI. Precautions against haunting. I. Burning
Ceremonies of the kind referred to in
IX. 8 seem to be directed to securing the soul,
of
the body, and performing over il the
in default
funeral rites. This was expressly the case in China
But it is not only where the
iii.
847).
(de Groot,
body is not obtainable that the soul is buried.
the soul.

—

§

Several of the tribes of Northern Tongking collect the souls of
the deceased and bury them, either with the body or apart in a
separate grave (Lunet, 163, 244, 274). The mixed Melanesian
and Polynesian population of Savage Island stand in great fear
of the aitu, the spirit of the departed. Their injunction to a
dying man is 'If you leave us, go altogether.' At the burial,
heavy stones are thrown upon the grave to keep the aitu down.
Prior to the burial they spread a piece of white bark-cloth
beside the body, and the insect that first crawls upon it is careit is the mo'ui, the
fully wrapped up and buried with the body
soui.
Further, a dome of concrete is made over the grave to
prevent the ghost from rising (Thompson, Savage Islami, Lond.
So tho inhabitants of the
1902, p. 62; JAI xxxi. [1901] 139).
Nicobar Islands bury beneath the body a cloth carefully wrapped
up, which is believed to contain the soul (Int. Arch. vi. [1893]
24).
Among some of the Ewhe of Togoland, when one has been
fatally bitten by a snake (one of the kinds of evil death), on
the ninth day after burial the witch-doctor starts before dawn
His
for the place in tho bush where the deceased was bitten.
object is to fetch the soul, lie takes only one man with him,
:

;

so as not to frighten it. He performs incantations, summons
the soul, and addresses soothing words to it.
Presently he
is joined by the young men of the village, who unite in endeavouring to console the ghost. They dig up the earth from
the spot where the fatal wound was given, and put it in a jar,
which is bound with some white fabric. The jar is put on the
head of somebody who has previously met with the same
and with the firing of guns the
accident, but has recovered
proceBsion returns to the house. Thence, accompanied by those
;
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who have remained

at home, they proceed to the place in the
bush where the unfortunate man has been buried. They set
the jar upside down on the grave and leave it there : it contains
the soul (Spieth, 290 ; cf. 75(5, 700). Among the Brassmen of the
Lower Niger a man who dies with unhealed sores (therefore 'a
had death') is buried apart from the ordinary burial-place.
But his soul is afterwards evoked, and with an elaborate ceremony embodied in a wooden figure and buried in the proper

—

place (Leonard, 168).
2. Binding and

mutilating the body. The intention of burying the soul is to prevent its wanderabout,
haunting the survivors, and perchance
ing
causing them misfortune or death. This is, of
have
course, by no means the only precaution.
already met- with many, and there are some others
which must be noticed here. The binding of the
body in the attitude proper to burial (see § VIII. 2)
has this at least for one of its objects. It is indeed
often expressly reported as the object (e.g. JAI
x. 145).
It is said in Lincolnshire that
when
the corpse is placed in the coffin you must never
forget to tie the feet, else the dead may return,
or some other spirit may take possession of the

We

*

for his own purposes' (Gutch and Peacock,
The practice of
Lines. County FL, 1908, p. 240).
tying the feet, or at least the great toes together,
is, in fact, not uncommon in Europe.
saw that the
But biuding is not enough.
sinews and the backbone were sometimes cut.
The Basuto and Bechuana are not alone in these practices
they are found in other African peoples. The customs of
Australia are even more revolting. The Herbert River tribes

body

We

;

beat the corpse with a club, often so violently as to break the
bones and incisions are made in the stomach, on the shoulders,
and in the lungs, and are filled with stones (Howitt, p. 474). A
tribe in Western Australia, as has been mentioned, burns the
head and breaks up the charred bones, for the express purpose
of preventing the deceased from haunting the survivors.
It is
said that certain of the Negroes of Bahia break all the long bones
and twist the neck of the corpse (Rodrigues, L'Animisme
/Hichiste ties negres de Bahia, 1900, p. 119). When one has
been killed by lightning, the Omaha of North America are
accustomed to bury the body on the very spot where the death
occurred, face downwards, and the soles of the feet previously
The practice in Europe, though not
8lit (JAFLli. [1889)190).
literally identical, has been parallel down to within the lifetime
of the present generation.
It is not very long since suicides
were buried at cross-roads with a stake through the body.
Another way of dealing with them was to cut off the head
and place it between the legs. A mediaeval corpse which had
Buffered this mutilation was found a few years ago in a Btone
coffin in Royston Church, near Barnsley (FL xii. 101).
Bodies
have been found with the same mutilation in a cemetery
in Albania, dating probably from the 4th or 6th cent. a.d.
(L'Anthrop. xii. 663); it was well known throughout Europe
in the Middle Ages, and was practised as lately as the year
1892 among the Lithuanian population of Somenishki in the
Government of Kovno (Am Urquell, v. [1894] 87), in the latter
case avowedly that the deceased might not be in a condition
to 'walk' and injure the fields; for suicides are believed to
walk in the shape of Germans, or else as he-goats, to mislead
wayfarers, or with the weapon or cord in their hands with
which they have taken their lives. They injure the fields by
"causing hail and storms and the touch of their bodies blights
the earth hence they are buried in waste places (Am Urqittll,
;

'

'

;

:

iii.

[1892] 60, 52, 53).
of vampires has already

The cremation

been mentioned (§ VII.
3 (57)). A dead man who gave trouble among the ancient Norse
by haunting was often taken up and burnt. Sometimes milder
measures were successful, as in the case of Thorolf Halt-foot,
who was removed to another grave with a wall so high that none
but fowl flying could cross it (Morris, Ere-dwellers, 1892, p. 92).
The fencing of graves is by no means always to protect the dead
probably it is quite as much for the protection of the living.
Thus the Cheremiss fence the grave with Btakes that the dead
may not get out and walk the fields (Smitnov, Pop. finnoises, i.
138).
Many of the South American tribes with the same object
Btamp down the earth upon the corpse and the Achagoas even
cover the grave with mortar and carefully fill up every morning
any cracks that may have taken place (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl.
;

;

Cists, urns, coffins, and grave-boxes also serve the purpose of shutting in the dead, that they may not torment the
survivors ; and perhaps this was their original intention.
Among the natives of South Australia it seems to have been
the custom to stop and fasten up all the orifices of the body,
93, 96).

doubtless to keep the ghost within (JAI viii. [1879J 393)— a
practice adopted by the Malays (Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 401).
of Nias bind not only the fingers and toes,
but also the jaws, and put stoppers in the nostrils to keep in
the soul (Modigliani, Nias, 1890, p. 283).
A more barbarous
precaution is practised in Bulgaria, where sometimes a needle
is stuck into the navel of the corpse (Strausz, Bulgaren, 454).
On the islands of Ambon and Uliase, in the Moluccas, this
form of protection is used only in the case of women dying in
child-bed. In such a case thorns and pins are stuck between
VOL. IV. 28
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the joints of the fingers and toes, in the knees, shoulders, and
elbows, eggs of liens or ducks are laid under the chin and .innpits, and a portion of the corpse's hair is brought outwards and
nailed fast between the coffin and its lid. These elaborate precautions are intended to prevent the deceased from getting out
of the cotlin and Hying awaj in the form of a bird, to plague
men and pregnant women. Even if she succeeded In getting
out, it is believed that she wuuld not forsake the eggs (Kiedel,
81).
It

should, however, be said that the corpse

is

sometimes
just men-

wounded with quite a different intention from that
tioned. The l*i ri of South America open the breast
i

to let out

the soul (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 87). Another South American
tribe, the Lengua of the Paraguayan Chaco, in accordant- with
a well-known principle of sympathetic magic, cut open tho
stomach of one whose death they attribute to witchcraft, and
insert a stone and some charred bones. This is supposed to
revenge the death by killing the wizard (JAI xxxi. 296; cf.
Hartland, LP ii. 109). Some of the Naga tribes of Assam wound
the corpse on the head, that the deceased may be received as
a warrior with distinction in the other world (JAI xxvi. 198;

ARM'

xii. 454).

—

XII. Return from the funeral. The deceased
being thus comfortably provided for and ad monished
by word and deed to stay where he lias been put, or
to go into the other world, and in any ease not to
meddle with the living, the mourners return from
the grave. What they have to dread is that, in
spite of these and other precautions, the ghost may
attach himself to them and thus succeed in getting
home again. For, as is obvious from what has
already been said, the dead man is regarded as by
no means willing to be deprived of the society to
which he has been accustomed. Accordingly the
burial is often conducted with the greatest haste.
Thus among the Bontoc Igorot of Luzon, when the corpse has
been put into the coffin, it is hustled away with the help of
many willing hands; no time is wasted at the graveside; the

—

tilling up of the grave is done in the shortest possible time
probably, in the case witnessed by Jenks, not over one minute
and a half ; and away the mourners hurry, most of them
at a dog-trot, to wash themselves in the river (A. E. Jenks,
Bontoc I go-rot, 1905, p. 78). On the other hand, so deeply
defiled are the members of the family considered by the Papuan
tribes, and so impossible is it for them at once to get rid of the
ghost, that they erect a hut on the grave and there camp for
six weeks or more, the widows in particular huddled in one
corner away from the rest, invisible and unwashed (ARW iv.
The Ojibwa widow springs over the grave and then
345).
rune zigzag behind the trees, as if she were fleeing from some
one. She thus dodges the ghost of her husband, that it may
not haunt her (Jones, Ojebivay Indians, 1861, p. 99).

Specimens of the obstacles put in the way of the
ghost have already been given. Without going
over the same ground, a few examples may here be
noted of the methods of preventing the ghost from
attaching itself to those who have taken part in
the last rites.
The Batak priest, as the grave is being closed, beats the air
with a stick to drive away the souls of the living men (ARW
In the Southern Nicobar Islands the family return
vii. 604).
to the hut, where they sleep. The next day it is purified by
brushing and washing, the mourners bathe and are anointed
on the head and Bhoulder by a priest, and a lighted torch is
waved to drive away the spirits (//id. Cens. Rep., 1901, iii. 209)
In North-Eastern Rhodesia all spit on the grave when it is
filled up, and return to the village without looking back.
This
is now said to be a precaution against giving a clue to some
watchful hyaena to dig up the body it is more likely that the
custom originated in a precaution of a different sort (Joiwn.
A/r. Soc. v. 436). The Masurs of Eastern Prussia hold that the
deceased accompanies the first bearer home, whereupon the
latter asks him: 'Have I made thy bed properly? If not, I
will make it better.' Only then is the ghost appeased and goes
back to the grave (Toppen 2 110). The Mordvin mourners stop a
little distance from the graveyard, and one of the gravediggers,
with the same tool that he has used to dig the grave, draws a
circle round them.
This is repeated twice. When they reach
the house, the oldest woman of the family throws in their way a
log and a cutlass, over which they step. The intention of the
cutlass is to frighten the deceased, who, according to popular
In the Babar Archibelief, is at their heels (Smirnov, i. 364).
pelago four stakes with cross-beams are set up over the grave
and a piece of coarse red cotton stuff stretched across them in
the form of a canopy. A piece of rotan is fastened to one of
the stakes, and one end of it is held by the villagers present.
The rotan being held taut, the head of the household, counting
from one to seven, cuts it in two with one blow of his parang'.
The end left in the hands of the survivors is brought back by
one of the kin to the house of the departed, as a symbol that ail
intercourse with the departed is broken off, and that he now
belongs to the kindred in the other world (Riedel, 359). The
firing of guns and beating of drums, so usual at a funeral in
various parts of Africa, is probably intended to drive away the
Elsewhere, as in Melanesia, it is avowedly hunted away.
ghost.
'

'

;

,
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XIII. Lingering of the soul.— The unwillingness
of the soul to sever its earthly ties is not easily
So far from retiring into the other
overcome.
world when the last breath has left the body, it
habitually lingers at the place of death, or with

the corpse.

The Huron ghost walks in front of the funeral procession,
and remains in the cemetery until the feast of the dead by
and eats the
night, however, it stalks through the village
;

leavings of the food of the living (Le Jeune, Jesuit Rel. x. [1636]
In a Negro funeral in Jamaica the ghost sits on the coffin
143).
(FL xv. [1904] 208). The Korean ghost, more luxurious, rides in
a sedan chair (J A I xxv. 351). About Kbnigsberg, if you look
through the gravedigger's arm when the coffin is being let down
into the grave, you can see the ghost (Am Urqnell, H. 80).

In the belief of peoples in every part of the world
for a period variously stated
many months, or even an indefinite period.
Indeed, as already indicated, the
as the permanent resiconceived
is
often
grave
dence not merely of the body, but of the soul.
Where the belief in a world of the dead is developed,
the ghost usually departs at latest after the performance of certain rites to be discussed hereafter
Meanwhile it is necessary to attend to
(§ XXI.).
its wants by the placing of food and sometimes a
The tribes of Central
shelter on the grave.
Nigeria considerately leave a small hole in the
where
it may go in and out (L. Desgrave-mound,

haunts the grave
from a few days to

it

plagnes, Le Plateau central nigirien, Paris, 1907,
It even sets at defiance the
pp. Slit, 257, 262).
precautions taken to prevent it from returning to
its earthly home.
A common superstition in Europe is that a mother who dies
leaving a suckling returns for six weeks after the funeral to
suckle her little one. According to the Bulgarians, the ghost
on the
lingers for forty days in the bouse, and returns again
first Easter Day until the first Whitsunday after the funeral
(Strausz, 451, 458). The Minangkabau Malays of the Padang
Highlands keep the seat and bed of the deceased clean and tidy
for a hundred days, lest the ghost be offended ; for it haunts
the house during that period (Bijdragen tot de Taal- Land- en
Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie, xxxix. [1890] 70). Among
the Yakuts the ghost wanders round the body, visits the places
the dead man frequented in bis lifetime, and tries to complete
any work he has left unfinished. In the silence of the night the
ghosts of men attend to the cattle and meddle with the harness,
while the ghosts of women may be heard washing up the dishes,
sweeping the rooms, tidying the granary or the chests, sighing
and whispering the while. The survivors may sometimes even
see them sitting tranquilly in the firelight or walking about the

(ItUR xlvi. [1902] 224).
When the
Purification of the survivors.
is ended, all who have taken part in it
must commonly be purified. As the necessity for
is
purification attaches also to all mourners, and
sometimes deferred until, or perhaps more fredeath
of
the
the
after,
completion
quently repeated
rites, the examples following are, in order to avoid
repetition, not confined to the immediate return
The most usual methods of
from the funeral.
purification are by fumigation and bathing.
The Euahlayi of New South Wales fumigate themselves beside
A widow covers herself with
the grave at ami after a burial.

fields

—

XIV.

funeral

mud

and Bleeps beside

a

smouldering

lire all

night.

Three days

afterwards she and her sisters (who might have been her husband's wives) are chased down to the creek, where a fire has
She catches hold of the smoking
previously been Lighted.
bush putting it under her arm she jumps into the creek with
As it goes out, she drinks
it and extinguishes it in the water.
On
of
water.
some
the smoky
emerging she is smoked at the
fire ami rails t«, her husband, who is supposed to answer her.
Not until then is she allowed to speak the only utterances
on
to her up to that time have been lamentations,
fiermitled
ter return to the camp another fumigation, apparently of the
entire population, is made, and she continues to wear mourning
for many months (K. Langloh Parker, Euahlayi Tribe, pp.
86, 8S, u:i).
Among the Northern Tribes of Central Australia
the women are released from their ban of silence by a ceremony, of which the chief item consists in their brushing themselves all iner with burning twigs hikeu r.-in a lite they have
r
>Tj4
Yakut gravelighted fur the purpose (Speiicer-tiilleu
diggers, on returning from the cemetery, purify themselves at a
fire made of chips of the coffin, before they enter the iiuyl
(HUH xlvi. 211). When a Bechuana widower is married, both
be and bis new bride must undergo an elaborate fumigation
ie the Bangala one who touches a dead
(J A I xxxv. 807); at
circle "f tire For puri6cat&on (JAI xxxix.
bodj is placed In
The Manganja mourners not only bathe, but rub themlit).
selves with
medicine- water' (Itattray, Some Folk-lore Stories
;

;

f

1

',

-i

'

.

).

(Introductory)

and Songs in Chinyanja,

1907, p. 94).

The ancient Hebrews

accounted every one who touched a dead body or a grave,
or who came into the tent where a corpse lay, unclean for
and he was excluded from the community and
seven days
He was sprinkled on the third
from all religious rites.
and again on the seventh day with the water of separation,'
So
in which were mingled the ashes of the sin-offering.
it attached to
contagious was his uncleanness or tabu that
clean person who
everything he touched, and even to the
man after the sprinkling
sprinkled him. Moreover, the unclean
on the seventh day was required to bathe, and both he and the
clean person who sprinkled him had to wash their clothes nor
ir
was either of them reckoned clean until the evening (Nu 19«
;

'

;

-

the ISontoc Igorot of Luzon all who take part in
the burial hurry to the river to wash (Jenks, 79). Among the
Indians of the Paraguayan Chaco they drink hot water and
then bathe in hot water. The near relatives are considered
unclean for a time and are excluded from the village. Before
in hot water
re-entering it they purify themselves by washing
and putting aside the tokens of their mourning (Qrubb, Among
The Lillooets of British Columbia hold
the Indians, p. 44).
from
the grave.
on
feast
funeral
the
returning
immediately
The members of the household of the deceased pass the next
four days in fasting, lamentations, and ceremonial ablutions.
Their hair is then cut, they are painted and oiled, the hair is
tied up, and they hold a second feast with more cheerful
countenances. A young widower often goes into the forest
alone for a year, builds himself a sweat-house, and drives the
'bad medicine' of his dead wife out of his body by repeated
A young widow during the whole
sweating or hot baths.
ceremonial washings
period of mourning undergoes continuous
or cleansings, for the double purpose of lengthening her own
who
life and rendering herself innocuous to her next husband,
would otherwise be short-lived (JAI xxxv. 137ff.). Among
the Thompson Indians the widow or widower, immediately
after the death, goes out and passes through a patah of rose
bushes four times. Among other ceremonies, a widower washes
in the creek and cleans himself with fresh fir-twigs morning and
or branches
evening for a year. It is significant that any grass
on which a widow or widower sits or lies down will wither up

5').

Among

(Jesup Fxped.

i.

332, 333).

The meaning of these ceremonies is probably
expressed in the belief of the Pima of California,
who hold that ghosts are uncanny things to have
about; they are liable to touch sleeping persons,
which is a summons to accompany the ghost back
Hence the
to the shades {26
[1908] 194).
Lillooet widow must free herself from the ghost,
both for her own sake and for that of her next husband. And the contagious character of the deathof the Hupa
pollution is shown by the custom
which requires every one who has touched a corpse
to cover his head until purification, lest the world
be spoiled' (Goddard, Hvpa Texts, 1904, p. 224 n.).
In Europe similar beliefs and practices have pre-
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'

vailed throughout historic times.
The ancient Greeks put at the door of the death-chamber a
vessel full of pure water obtained from another house, so that
all who came out might purify themselves (Rohde, Psyche, i.
It is still a very wide-spread custom on the Continent to
219).
meet the funeral party, on returning to the house, with water
and towel, that all who have taken part may wash their hands
before entering. In Istria the water is poured over a firebrand
two generations
(Globus, xcii. [1907] SS). In Central France,

to the
ago, the members of the funeral party used to hasten
nearest brook or pool. In some of the villages so contagious
was the pollution held that, if the funeral procession passed
any clothes banging out to dry, the clothes were always washed
In the Tyrol all inagain (Laisnel de la Salle, ii. 79, SO).
habitants ol the house are assembled and fumigated by the
house-father before the corpse leaves the house to be absent
a speedy death. In
of
from this ceremony is to run the risk
another district when a dead body is carried out, every one must
forthwith wash his clothes, otherwise a second corpse will soon
lie borne out (von Zingerle, pp. 49, 60).
Funeral feasts.— feast is usually (in the
;

A

XV.

lower culture invariably) a part of the funeral
rites.
Frequently, indeed, a feast is partaken of
in the presence of the corpse, another (sometimes
stated intervals)
kept up fur days, or repeated at
on the return from the funeral, and a third when
the rites are closed by lite second funeral, or
re-burial of the bones (S XXI.), and the mourning
conies to an end.
i. Before the funeral.
Among the Gilbert [slanders, when the corpse's toilet is com-

—

In the meantime a feast with
dancing and songs is prepared outside the hut where the
body lies; and every one in turn, after his wailing is over,
lasts for three days before the
which
the
and
feast,
goes
joins
interment takes place (Int. Are/,, ii. [1889] 42). in the Oaucs
was kept in the house for
Valley, Colombia, the dried corpse
two months before burial, and during the whole of that period
pleted,

the wailing begins.
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drinking-bouts, dirges, and singing- con tests took place in
honour of the departed (Globus, xc. 305). The relatives and
friends of a deceased Araueanian sit round the corpse on the
hare ground and weep for a while. Others, weeping, bring f
and drink, of which all partake (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 105),
At the death of an Ainu, a large cup of food or a cake of millet,
unit water ovsakr, are placed by the head of the corpse after
it has been laid out.
The corpse is addressed in a farewell
speech, and invited to partake, before he quite leaves the survivors, of food and drink such aa he loved, 'for this is our
* >« >« I

After the food has
good-bye feast made specially for you.'
remained by the corpse for some time, it is taken and reverently
among the nearest relations. Millet cakes and sake are
also Drought into the hut and handed round to all present,
every one, before drinking, offering two or three drops to the
Part of the millet cake is eaten, and the
spirit of the dead.
remainder buried in the ashes of the hearth, a little piece by
each person. After the burial these pieces are collected and
carried out of the hut to the domestic shrine (Batchelor,
A hiu and their Folkl., Lond. 1901, p. 650). Among the ancient
pagan Prussians the body was dressed and placed upright on a
bench. The nearest relations then sat down beside it, carousThe
ing with beer and wailing (FL xii. 300; Tetzner, 23).
ceremony among the Masurs is more elaborate. A messenger
is sent through the village to summon to the burial, and the
is
numerous.
On
side
of
room
where
one
the
company usually
the corpse lies is a long table, the middle of which is occupied
by the corpse, while all around it are seats for the men. The
women sit at another long table on the other side of the room.
After two tedious funeral songs have been sung, schnapps and
curd-cakes are served. The schnapps for the men is served in
bottles with one glass, out of which all drink in turn for the
women it is served in a bowl with a spoon, and every woman
takes a spoonful or two as the spoon and bowl pass down
the table. The curd-cakes are handed round in a white apron
or a basket (Toppen 2 103).
The custom of eating and drinking in the presence of the dead is wide-spread in Europe as
elsewhere ; further examples will be adduced

divided

;

,

hereafter.
2.

After the funeral.

—A

feast follows the dis-

posal of the body.
The Ainu mourners return

to the hut; the men make sacred
willow emblems, called inao, pray, eat, drink, and get helplessly intoxicated (Batchelor, 559).
Among the Uriya of Orissa
the feast occupies several days (Rice, Occasional Essays, Lond.
So the pagan Norsemen feasted for three nights.
1901, p. 66).
The Masurs, whose ceremony prior to the burial has just
been described, on returning find the tables and benches bo
arranged that men and women, who had previously sat apart,
can sit together and the schnapps is mixed with honey and
served in bottles. Sometimes it is burnt before being mixed,
and is then called by a special name. At noon a meal of fleshmeat, fish, and groats thickened with honey is served. All day
the men remain in the house comforting the bereaved, and
likewise comforting themselves with the remains of the food
nor do they separate until the evening
and with drink
(Toppen 2 104). In some places the corpse, before removal, is
covered with a table-cloth, and the same table-cloth is put on
the table at the subsequent funeral meal (ib. 111). In Ille-etVilaine neither wine, nor cider, nor coffee, nor liqueur appears
at the table; the conversation is carried on in a low tone as
the guests finish they retire (A. Orain, FL de I'llte-et-VHainc,
A great contrast is afforded by the Frisian
ii.
11898] 294).
population of the marshes on the right bank of the lower Weser.
They hurry from the church to the house, where piles of cakes,
of
rows
wine-bottles,
clay pipes, plates of tobacco, matches,
long
and cigars await the guests, and the feast begins. Hitherto
stillness and whispering have reigned in the house. Now eating
and drinking know no bounds; soon the tobacco-smoke fills
the house, until it is impossible to see three paces ahead all
tongues are loosened chattering and jesting, laughing and
drinking, the clinking of glasses and the general good humour
increase from hour to hour (ZVV ix. [1899] 65). In various
parts of Europe it has been found necessary to put a limit by
statute or local regulation to the expenditure on the funeral
feast and the other abuses connected with it.
;

;

,

;

v

;

;

Among many

peoples the feast

is

held at, or

even upon, the grave.
The Ojibwas, who deposit their dead on the ground and
cover them with a light roofing of poles and mats, as soon as
this is finished, sit in a circle at the head of the grave and
present an offering to the dead of meat, soup, or 'fire-water.'
This, except a certain quantity kept for a burnt-offering, is
consumed by the mourners (P. Jones, loc. cit.). In the Nicobar
Islands, the day after the funeral a feast is held at the grave
'
in the presence of the dead,' at which the rein fives and friends
bind themselves, according to their degree of kindred with the
departed, to abstain from certain food, drink, and enjoyment
for a longer or shorter period, the longest terminating with the
great feast of the dead, when all the ceremonies are concluded
The Gilyaks burn their dead. When the
{Int. Arch. vi. 25).

cremation has been accomplished, they sit round and partake
of the flesh of dogs, killed there and then at the burning-place
to

accompany the soul of the deceased. They eat a portion of
it and throw the rest about in all directions, probably for the
deceased, afterwards adjourning to the ytirt, where further
refreshments are provided (AKW viii. 473).
The ancient

Romans used

(Introductory)
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manes on the ninth day after the
and the meal was taken there. The

to offer to the

funeral at the grave ;
funeral meal is still, or was quite lately, taken in the cemetery
at Argentiere in the Department of the Hautes Alpes, France
and the cure and the family of the deceased sat at a table
placed upon the grave itself. As soon as the meal was over,
every one, led by the next-of-kin, drank to the health of the
departed (Laisnel de la Salle, ii. 81). The custom is not inertly
wide-spread; it descends demonstrably from a great antiquity.
Neolithic graves are often found containing remnants of a
feast, in the shape of broken bones of animals and traces of

;

a

fire.

As already mentioned, the. feast following the
funeral is by no means always concluded at one
sitting.
The ancient Norse were, and the Uriyas are, however, quite
abstemious in this respect compared with some other peoples.
In the Moluccas, on the island of Keisar, the kinsmen ordinarily
feast for twenty days in the house of the dead, and, after
enjoying all sorts of delicacies, wind up the solemnity with
The Tanembar and Timorlaut Islanders enjoy
dog's flesh.
from ten to a hundred days' festivities (Riedel, 421, 300). The
Lepers Islanders go on 'eating the death' for a hundred days
(Codrington, 287); while the Malagasy outdo them all. The
length and brilliancy of their feasts are, of course, proportiojied
to the wealth of the deceased. Rum flows without stint from
morning to night and every one present is more or less plunged
in drunkenness. So long as there is anything to eat and drink
the feast goes on, and nobody thinks of going away. The
funeral feasts of high and noble persons have been known to
last for months (Mad. au %7fi Steele, 284).
Or, on the other
hand, the feast may be renewed at stated intervals. The
ancient Prussians held their funeral meals on the third, sixth,
ninth, and fortieth days (Toppen-, llln.). The Muhammadan
Malays feast on the day of the funeral, and on the third, seventh,
and fourteenth days (Skeat, Malay Magic, 407). The Chinese
of Northern Tongking feast every seven days for a month (Lunet,
On the death of a Buriat shaman the funeral feast is held
89).
at the burning- place, and repeated on the third day, when his
cremated bones are collected and deposited in a hole hewn in
the trunk of a big fir, and the rites are at an end for the time
(J A I xxiv. 135). This simplicity may be contrasted with the
Fijian custom, which requires that wailing proceed in the house
On the fourth day a feast
for four days after the death.
is held, and it is followed by others on the tenth, thirtieth or
fortieth (when the tomb ib "dressed), and the hundredth days
(Anthropos, ii. 74). Among the Patagonians the wailing lasts
for fifteen days after a death. It is accompanied with feasting
on horseflesh and drinking-bouts, and is renewed every month
under the same stimulating influences, and closed at the end
of a year with a three days' celebration (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl.
;

103).

A

feast is often held at the completion of the
funeral ceremonies or of the period of mourning
(see §

XXI.).

—

3. Object of funeral feasts.- The object of these
feasts is not simply hospitality to the invited
guests ; they indeed very often contribute their
full share in kind.
Nor is the object merely the
enjoyment of those who partake, or a natural

reaction from sorrow, or ostentation on the part
Doubtless some or
of those who provide them.
all of these impulses do enter into the motives
for the frequently repeated and usually extravagant displays, and the gluttony and carousing inseparable from them. But there are deeper reasons
for the observance.
The above reasons would be
insufficient of themselves to account for the prac-

shared by civilized Europeans with savage
Ainu, of holding the first formal meal in the
presence of the corpse, or on the grave, if they
would not indeed positively repel it. Moreover,
the ceremonial of such a meal is not always that
of abandonment to the
of the table and
pleasures
of social intercourse ; and, finally, the deceased is
himself, even after cremation or burial, regarded
as one of the convives. The belief that the dead
man is present and joins in the feast is very widespread, and is evidenced in more w ays than one.
tice,

T

In the German districts of Prussia a seat is left for the dead
man, and food and drink are placed for him. The old Prussians
used to throw the food and drink destined for him under the
table (Toppen 2 111 n.).
The Thlinket of British Columbia are
divided into two intermarrying classes, descendihle exclusively
through women. When a man dies, his body is carried out by
members of his wife's class, and the members of his own class
,

give them a feast. Before distributing the food the name of
the dead is pronounced, and a little of the food is put into the
fire.
By this means he is believed to receive it (26
431 ; cf. 462). The utterance of the name is a call to its owner
In various Melanesian islands,
to come and receive his portion.
when the name is pronounced, the chief mourner with some
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of the food in his hand says expressly, 'This is for you, and
throws or puts it aside for the deceased (Codnngton, 2/1,
on the Zambesi,
Anion],' the Ohinya'i or Chinyungwe,
282, 2S4).
a portion of the drink and the blood of the slaughtered
a hole made for the
sheep are poured into the grave, through
make an offering to
purpose (JAI xxiii. 421). The Veddas
the newly dead, and afterwards consume it themselves (Rep.
Moluccas the
Oxford Cong. Hist. Rel. i. 62). On some of the
soul after burial is believed to haunt the neighbourhood of
the house. On the fifth day a wooden image of the deceased is
of rice, pork,
a
meal
and
prepared, the soul is enticed into it,
and chicken is presented. The mouth of the image is daubed
Eat,
with some of the food, and the deceased is addressed
the
drink, and watch over us, that no sickness arise.' After
deceased has finished, the feast of the survivors begins, and
It is not quite clear from the
lasts all night (Riedel, 395).
has been
food
that
identical
of
the
whether
they
partake
report
do. The Cheremiss,
placed before the image but probably they
on the fortieth day, go to the cemetery to invite the dead man
to join the feast and to bring him back. In one district one of
the convives impersonates him dressed in his best clothes. He
is seated in the place of honour, and is treated as the master
the widow of the deceased addresses him as husband, the
children as father. All night he eats, drinks, and dances with
the rest. In the intervals of the dances he relates his life in
the other world and his pleasure at meeting again those who
have predeceased him he begs them not to sorrow on his
account— rather let them oftener repeat the feast of commemoration (Smirnov, i. 143). So, the Kols of Chota Nagpur
provide a meal in the dead man's house, to which they summon
a man from the Mahali, a neighbouring mongrel tribe with
whom they never otherwise eat. He comes to the banquet,
and there represents the deceased. Until he has done this, no
meal can be eaten in the house. When the meal is finished he
departs, and the house is thenceforward pure, and no longer
haunted by the dead man (Hahn, KolmussUm, 84). There is
a similar practice among some of the North American tribes
(M. A. Owen, Folkl. of MusquaJcie Indians, Loud. 1904, p. 83).
'

:

;

;

;

The ritual character of the meal is rendered
obvious also by the fact that very often it consists, wholly or in part, of a special kind of food.
Pulse was partaken of by the Romans, and it
figures prominently in the funeral feasts of many
Cakes and biscuits of
parts of modern Europe.
various kinds are also used, from Wales to the
Volga and the Greek islands. It is probable that
this ritual food represents the flesh of the corpse,
and is a long-descended relic of funeral cannibalism.
The Abbe Dubois, describing the ceremonies
attending the cremation of the king of Tanjore,
who died in 1801, and two of his wives, informs
us that some of the bones which had escaped complete destruction were ground to powder, mixed
with boiled rice, and eaten by twelve Brahmans.
The object of this rite was the expiation of the
for these sins, according to
sins of the deceased
popular opinion, were transmitted into the bodies
of those who ate the ashes (Dubois-Beauchamp,
This is precisely parallel to the old Welsh
366).
custom of sin-eating,' whereby, when the corpse
was brought out of the house and laid on the bier,
;

'

a man was found whose profession it was to perform the ceremony. A loaf of bread was banded

to him over the corpse before the funeral procession
started, and a mazar-bowl full of beer with a piece
in
of money (in John Aubrey's time sixpence),
'

consideration whereof he tooke upon him {ipso
facto) all the Sinues of the Defunct, and freed

him (or her) from walking after they were dead'
(Aubrey, ltemaines,e&. 1881, p. 35). In the Bavarian
Highlands a different interpretation was put upon
a similar practice. Formerly, when the corpse had
been laid on the bier and the room carefully washed
and cleaned, the housewife prepared the LeichenHaving kneaded the
nudeln, or corpse - cakes.
dough, she placed it to rise on the dead body
before baking. Cakes so prepared were believed
to contain the virtues and advantages of the departed, and to transmit to the kinsmen who consumed them his living strength, which thus was
retained within the kin (Am Urquell, ii. 101).
Perhaps we may interpret in the same way an
obscure rite at the funeral feast of the Man COc
in Tongking.
Before the meal begins, the priest
presents to .ill the relatives in turn a piece of
llesh to be smelt.
At the meal each of the guests

(Introductory)

receives a piece of flesh, and the priest is paid with
a leg of pork (Lunet, 245).

Similarly, in a MS of the ISth cent., preserved in the British
it is related of the tribes about Delagoa Bay that they
generally kill some beast in proportion to the ability of the
deceased, and, digging a round hole, they lay the deceased at
full
his
length ; when, opening the beast, they take out the
paunch yet reeking, and lay it upon the face of the deceased,
and, after dancing round the corpse, tear this paunch to pieces
and tumultuously eat it. This done, they bend the corpse round
while warm and lay him in the hole, casting in some part of
the guts [of the slaughtered beast], and closing the hole up ;
ending this odd funeral with dancing' (Rec. S.E. Africa, ii.

Museum,
1

[1898] 460).

Ritual food with another meaning is found
the Baganda, where fowls are, as a rule,
tabu to women. The reason they assign for this
tabu is that death came into the world by the
disobedience of a woman, who insisted on returning to heaven for food for a fowl (see § II.).
But at the death of a man a fowl is cooked, and
each of his widows eats of it prior to the distribu-

among

tion of his widows and effects ( JAI xxxii. 48).
The distribution of articles of food to persons,
whether relatives, friends, or the poor, who do not
share in a formal meal is an extension of the
feast.
In Sardinia, on the seventh or ninth day after death savoury
cakes are prepared and sent hot from the oven to all the relatives and neighbours, and to all who have joined in the funeral
but the funeral supper is confined to the imceremonies
At
mediate family (Ricista Trad. Pop. Ital. i. [1893] 959).
Gainsborough, penny loaves used to be given away at funerals
In Bulgaria the
to all who asked for them (Ant. xxxi. 331).
villagers Ibring fruit for the departed, or for the previously
dead, and it is distributed among the children at the funeral
(Strausz, 446). Among the Uriyas, on the death of a rich man,
copper coins and fried rice are scattered as the funeral procession passes (Rice, 55). On the island of Mabuiag a heap of
food is piled up close to the platform on which the body
Again,
lies, and afterwards divided among those present.
a few days afterwards, when the skull has been removed
and cleaned and is handed over to the relatives, another
quantity of food is provided by the mourners, and distributed
In both cases
to those who have assisted at the funeral.
it seems to be consumed at home (Torres A'(r. Rep. v. 250, 261).
;

The money doles given to the poor in our
country are probably a commutation of the

own

tribution of food (see

192).

Brand and

Ellis,

ii.

dis-

The analogous customs in India and elsewhere
may be set down to the same cause. Doubtless,
however, all have been affected by ecclesiastical
The fact that the gifts frequently
influences.
include lavish doles and entertainments to ecclesiastics, both in Europe and in Asia, is evidence very
difficult to gainsay.
Often the feast is merely a farewell banquet a
send-off of one who is unwilling to go at the
termination of which the deceased is formally but
firmly shown the door.
Thus about Konigsberg, in Prussia, a place is set for the dead
man at the feast, in order that he may share it; and, when it is

—

—

open all doorB, that the ghost may depart
ancient Prussians used to drive
Urquell, ii. 80). The
'
Be off you have eaten and drunk '
the ghost out, saying :
(Tetzner, 23).
Among some of the Brazilian tribes, at the
end of the feast, the widow, accompanied by the other women,
and weeping, used ceremoniously to thank the men for their
presence and help, and in the name of the deceased to call
for a parting drink, that he might forthwith enter on his
journey ; for he could not set out while his friends tarried
over, the bearers

(Am

!

with him (Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 112). The Tarahumares of
Mexico hold three feasts for a man, but four for a woman
These begin within a fortnight after the death
and are increasingly elaborate, each lasting a day and a night.
lie is told to take away
All the mourners talk to the departed,
all they have given him, and not to come and disturb the
survivors. The second feast is given half a year after the first,
the third and largest later still. The sacred cactus, hikuli, is
thought to be very powerful in chasing away the dead, driving
them to the end of the world, where they join the other
departed. Hence it is steeped in water and the water sprinkled
over the people and hifam-danoing and singing always play a
prominent part in all festivities. At these feasts for the dead
other dances also take place tesvino. the national stimulant, is
drunk and the survivors drink with the dead. At the third
feast a large earthen bowl full of water is the subject of a
ceremony by the shaman, at whloh he finally lifts it up and
throws it in the air. It falls shattered to pieces, and the people
dance and trample on the fragments. The function concludes
with races by the young people. 'The men have their ball, and
as they run' they scatter ashes to the four cardinal points to
(see § XVIII.).

;

;

;
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cover the tracks of the dead. They return rejoicing, manifesting their delight hy throwing uptheir blanket*, tunics, and
hats, because now the dead is at last chased off.' Not until
after tho last function will a widower or a widow marry again,
'being more afraid of the de:ul than are other relatives'
(Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico, i. :;x4h\).

Elsewhere tin; motive is staled to In: tlio rest
or the happiness of the deceased— often, however,
with somewhat more than a hint at the henelit of
the survivors.
Thus, among the Bulgarians of Hungary, hefore the hurial
a meal takes place, at which every one receives a loaf of hread

and a taper wound with a cloth. The tapers are kindled in the
house, and then extinguished. The bread is then eaten, and it
In a room adjoining that
is believed that the soul is now saved.
where the corpse is being waked another meal goes forward,
for the well-being of those who are left behind and that he may
slumber for ever (Globus, xc. 140). The Igorot dead in Luzon
is admonished not to come and make the survivors sick, hut to
protect them from other anito (manes) he is reminded that,
when they make a feast and invite him, they want him to come,
but that, if another anito kills off all his relatives, there will be
no more houses for him to enter for feasts.
The Igorot are
very fond of feasts it is assumed that death makes no difference
in this respect consequently this last argument is considered
very weighty (Jenks, 79).
Among the Yakuts the horses or
cattle killed for the feast are ridden or driven by the dead to
the other world, and so add to his comfort or his state (RI1H
xlvi. 208).
The Barotse take the same view. They no longer
kill slaves, but they kill and eat the oxen, which will secure
to the dead a favourable reception at the hands of his ancestors
(Beguin, Les Ma-Rotse, 116). So, again, the Melanesian population of Aurora think that, if they do not kill many pigs, the
dead man has no proper existence, but hangs on tangled
creepers, and to hang on creepers they think a miserable
thing. That is the real reason why they kill pigs for a man
who has died there is no other reason for it but that.' The
deceased and the ghosts of others who have previously died
are believed to come back to earth to attend his funeral feast
(Codrington, 282, quoting a native account). In Angola it is
held that the condition of the dead in the other world will
depend upon the amount of food and drink consumed in their
tambi, or mourning, which lasts from one to four weeks and
during that period wailings alternate with feasting and merrymaking (JAFLix. 16). The same idea may perhaps underlie
the pathetic Silesian custom of adorning the house with garlands and green boughs at the funeral of an unmarried, especially of a betrothed, person, and of rendering the funeral meal
a complete marriage-feast, to which others than the immediate
relatives, mourners, and bearers are invited (ZVY iii. 152).
Sometimes a more direct spiritual and unselfish motive is
expressed. In Bulgaria at the meal taken before the funeral,
every one, before drinking, pours a few drops of wine on the
God forgive the sins
ground before the corpse and says
of N.N.' After the burial the priest incenses the room, and
*

'

;

;

:

'

;

;

'

:

then takes his place at the top of the table, saying :
God
forgive N.N.' During the meal, as the guests sit round the
he from time to time says: 'Eat and drink and say
"God forgive N.N.'"; and the guests accordingly respond in
chorus (Strausz, 450, 461). So, in the Lebanon, among the
Christian population, a ritual food of boiled wheat, flavoured
with spices, almonds, hazel-nuts, walnuts, or pine-seed, is
'

table,

distributed

among

the relatives, and especially to priests, often

at the exit-door of the church. As they take it in passing, they
say: 'May God bless him for whom we eat this now.' The
same formula is used when it is eaten in the house of mourning

(FL

ix. S).

—

XVI. Funeral

games and dances. Funeral
games, familiar to us in classic literature, are of
very wide distribution. They cannot be separated
from dances, for there is no hard and fast line between the two. Many dances are mimic contests,
and the ceremonies are by some observers reported
as dances and by others as games. Whether dances
or games, however, it would appear that the object
is the same, viz. to drive away either the dead or the
evil spirits to whose influence death is due, and to
free the living from the resulting fear a purpose
which in process of decay first becomes divination
as to the state of the deceased, and then is
explained more simply as for the mere amusement
of the deceased or the survivors.
Naturally this
object is not clear in every reported instance.
Insufficient attention on the part of the reporter is
sometimes the reason for this but perhaps quite
as often the decay of the ceremonies themselves,
and the loss by those who practise them of their
real meaning, are as much to blame.
Among the Bongo of the Egyptian Sudan a
large heap of stones is erected over a grave, and
upon it a number of votive poles are erected,
adorned with notches and incisions, with their

—

;
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forked tops made to resemble horns. The meaning of these poles or stakes is said to have passed
from the memory of the inhabitants at all events
Sehweinfarth [Heart of Africa, Lond. 1874, i. 304),
during bis twelve months' stay in the country, failed
Howto obtain any information on lie subject.
The
ever, there is no doubt as to what is done.
entire village takes part in tin! digging of the grave,
in covering it, and in planting the votive poles ;
and, when this is finished, they all equally shoot
at the poles with arrows, which are left where they
strike. The Yanadis of Southern India perform, on
the sixteenth or some later day after death, a cerehandful of clay is
mony called peddadinamu.
squeezed into a conical mass representing the soul
of the deceased, and stuck up on a platform, where
the eldest son spreads cooked rice before it, lights
a lamp, and burns incense. It is then taken with
the rest of the cooked rice to a tank. There the
recumbent effigy of a man is made close to the
water with the feet to the north. This effigy is
anointed with shikai (fruit of the Acacia concinna)
and red powder. The conical image is set up at
its head
the rice, made into four balls, is placed
near its hands and feet, together with betel and
and
the son salutes it. The agnates then
money,
seat themselves in a row between the effigy and
the water, with their hands behind their backs so
as to reach it. In this way they slowly move it
towards the water, into which it finally falls and
becomes disintegrated (Thurston, vii. 428). These
two customs of widely differing peoples are manifestly directed against the deceased.
Sioux practice known as the ghost-gamble
presents the deceased as engaged in the contest.
His effects are divided into many small piles. A
man is selected to represent the ghost, and he plays
for these piles of goods against all the other players.
The playing is with wild plum-stones, which are
marked like dice. When the deceased is a man,
only men play when a woman, only women play
Of the real meaning of a con(1
195).
test of this kind we get a glimpse in the custom
of the Bulgarians of Hungary, who while away
the tedious hours of the wake with games, among
others with card-playing to divine whether the
soul of the departed is saved or not. At an earlier
stage it probably did not merely divine, hut
determined, the fate of the soul, or its relations
with the survivors (Globus, xc. 140). In the south
of Ireland, formerly, on a similar occasion songs
and stories, blindman's buff, hunt the slipper, and
dancing were among the amusements. We are
four or five young men will sometold also that
times, for' the diversion of the party, blacken
their faces and. go through a regular series of
gestures with sticks, not unlike those of the English
morris-dancers.' This disguise and these evolutions
in the presence or immediate neighbourhood of the
corpse, there can be little doubt, were more than
mere diversion. Comparison with other customs
suggests that the players represented supernatural
personages ghosts or devils (Croker, Researches,
;

I

A

;

A

'

'

;
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'

—

170).

This is certainly the case with savage dances in
which masked and disguised figures appear. The
assumption of the disguise is, according to the
almost universal view of savage peoples, enough to
cause the performer not merely to represent, hut
actually to be for the time, the supernatural being
represented ; and the appearance of such figures is
quite common at death-dances.
Thus in the western islands of Torres Straits the performers
personify the ghosts of persons recently dead, and they mimic
in the dance the characteristic gait and actions of the persons
'
so personified. 'The idea,' writes Haddon, evidently was to
convey to the mourners the assurance that the ghost was alive
and that in the person of the dancer he visited his friends ; the
assurance of his life after death comforted the bereaved ones
'
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(Torres Str. Rep. v. 256). In conformity, probably, with this
object, a buffoon is provided, also disguised, whose antics as
he follows the other performers are provocative of mirth. But
the object ia not the same in all savage death-dances. Among
the Bataks the dance seems to he performed by the guru alone.
The guru in such cases is a woman it is her business to protect the living' against ghosts. She dances both before and
after the burial. As the grave is rilled in, she lays about her
with a stick, not, however, to drive away the ghost, but the
souls of living persons— obviously to prevent their getting into
the grave, or into the undesirable society of the dea,d(ARW
;

vii. 603).

Among

the Beni Anier of Abyssinia, in spite of Islam,

women

occupy a privileged and almost a sacred position. It is the
women who perform the funeral-dance and one of the sisters
of the deceased, having dressed her hair in masculine fashion,
parades with his sword and shield while his praise is sung
(Munzinger, 327). The sex of the performers renders it probable
that the object of the dance is prophylactic, and the appearance
of a personification of the deceased is intended to do more than
;

give assurance to the relatives of his continued life it is to mollify
him by singing his praise, so that he may do no harm to the
survivors. So to ward off evil influences (probably to drive
away the ghost) is the object of the dance practised by the
Damaras ami performed backward and forward over the grave
(Kidd, Ess. Kafir, 251). On the burial of a chief among the
Ibouzo on the Niger the last ceremony is called i kwa ota,
bending the bow.' The young men, clad in short drawers and
wearing caps of monkey-skin, scour the town, brandishing
shields and cutlasses, as if they were starting on a warlike
expedition. With an urgent air and panting as they go they
utter a ferocious chant. Advancing in serried ranks they
brandish the cutlasses over one another's heads, and the clash
of the weapons is heard from afar.
From time to time they
strike their shields and leap to right and left as they chase the
evil spirits before them (Anthropos, ii. 105).
:

'

But there is another kind of dance sometimes
performed on these occasions, of which we have
had a glimpse in some of the foregoing the comic

—

or burlesque.

Among the Indians of the Paraguayan Chaco a woman who
has lost a child joins in a procession in circuit round a fire made
outside the house. Young men appear dressed up as dragon'
flit to and fro, provoking laughter by their antics and
flies, and
the capital imitation of the insect they present' (Grubb, 45).
We are not told here the nature of the pranks played ; but in
many cases they are certainly of a priapic and what we should
call obscene character. The description of the funeral of a king
of Loango in the ninth decade of the 18th century reports
performances of this kind carried out by players who were clad
in feathers and masked with the heads of spoonbills. Similar
dances are performed on the island of Yap on various (not
necessarily funeral) occasions, especially on the death of a young
girl (Globus, Ixxxvi. [1904] 361); and in the Aaru Archipelago
they are presented at the termination of the mourning, as
an intimation to the widow that she is now at liberty to
marry again, and as an incitement to her to do so (Riedel, 26S).

was such a dance as this that was imputed by
legend to Baubo when Demeter was plunged in
grief for the loss of Kore and we may conjecture
that it was an archaic Greek funeral rite. Its
meaning probably was to drive away death, evil
spirits, and mourning by the exhibition of the
instruments of life, which are widely used as
amulets, and of the process of reproduction. It
was not that these called up pleasurable thoughts
and memories, and thus operated to banish the
unpleasant and sorrowful thoughts. They had a
It

;

magical force of their own that conquered death and
But the burlesque nature of the dance, if not
obvious from its inception, must have tended to
grow, because it was meant to relieve sorrow as well
as to expel death.
Any burlesque, therefore, that
produced laughter would be dragged in to assist,
with the natural result that among many peoples
the priapic ceremonies were gradually forgotten
and entirely superseded by merely comic antics, or
ceased at any rate to play more than a subordinate
part in funeral ceremonies.
XVII. Mourning .— Reference has already been
frequently made to the state of tabu induced by
the occurrence of a death.
It remains to consider
evil.

1

a, HI tie more
closely the effect upon survivors connected with the deceased by neighbourhood or

kinship.
The whole village or settlement is in the lower
culture often attainted by (lie occurrence of a
The rule among the Kaffirs of Smith
death.
Africa has already (§ VI. 9) been mentioned, and

(Introductory)

stand as a type of many others. But it ia
more particularly the near relatives and those who
have been brought into contact with the corpse

may

it

who

are affected by the death-pollution, most of
the widow or widower. Moreover, the period
of mourning, and therefore of tabu, varies among
different peoples, and according to the relationship
of the mourners to the deceased, or his rank, from
a few days to many months and even years.
all

Practices.

1.

—

off the coast of New Guinea, death lays the
Dancing is forbidden, and no
traveller may enter. A circuitous path must be taken through
the surrounding bush in silence (Chalmers, 41). Among the
on
the
occurrence
of
a death, strict continence is
Manganja,
required of the chief mourners and the elders of the village
(Rattray, 95). On the island of Aurora the wives and parents
of the deceased abstain from going out as usual for a hundred
days. The restriction is particularly severe on female mourners,
who are forbidden to go into the open their faces may not be
seen they stay indoors and in the dark, and cover themselves
with a large mat reaching to the ground. The widow, however, goes out thuB covered morning and evening to weep at
the grave. All who are in mourning refrain from certain food ;
the immediate relatives may not eat any cultivated food. They
are restricted to gigantic caladium, bread-fruit, coco-nuts,
mallow, and other things which must be sought in the bush
where they grow wild.
A cord is worn round the neck to
indicate mourning and abstinence from 'good food (CodringIn the Nicobar Islands the mourning begins from
ton, 281).
the feast at the grave t in the presence of the dead.' Two
degrees of mourning are distinguished the lighter, in which
all relations and friends abstain until the torch-feast, three
months later, from singing, gambling, dancing, adornment of
the person, and in the house of mourning from certain food;
and the deeper, which concerns the immediate relations
(especially the husband or wife), and extends over a longer
period until the great feast of the dead, and in which, in addition to avoiding the enjoyments just mentioned, they must
abstain from certain foods, from smoking and betel-chewing
(Int. Arch. vi. 25). The ancient Hurons likewise observed two
degrees of mourning the greater lasted for ten days. During
that time the mourners remained lying on their mats with their
faces to the earth without speaking, and replying with no more
than a simple exclamation to those who came to visit them
They went out only at night for necessary purposes they did
not warm themselves in the winter, or eat warm food.
A lock
was cut from the back of the head as a sign of the deepest
sorrow. The lesser mourning lasted all the year. Visiting was
permitted during this period, but no salutations, nor the greasing of the hair. But women, although they might neither do
these things nor go to a feast, might order their daughters
Neither wife nor husband married again during
to do either.
the year,
else they would cause themselves to be talked
about in the country (5
111, translating Jesuit ReL).
the
Arawaks
of South America the nearest relations of
Among
the deceased cut his widows' hair short, and the widows laid
aside their clothing. Some months later a drinking-feast was
held, at which all the men of the village assembled and
scourged one another with whips made of the fibres of a
climbing plant, until the blood ran in streams, and strips of
skin and muscle hung down. Those who participated often
died of their wounds (Int. Arch, xni., Suppl. 77, 71). Among
the Charruas the widow and the married daughters and sisters
of a man each cut a finger-joint off and inflict other wounds
on themselves. They also remain shut up alone in their dwellings for two full months, fasting and lamenting. The husband,
on the other hand, does not mourn for his wife, nor the father
for his child.
Grown-up sons, however, remain for two days

On

Teste Island,

whole settlement under tabu.

;

;

'

:

:

;

'

'
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entirely naked in their huts, and almost without food. Then,
having suffered the infliction of certain painful wounds on the
arm, the mourner goes forth quite naked into the wilderness,
where he rests all night up to the breast in a hole previously
dug in the earth, over which he builds himself a little hut, and
stays there for two days without eating or drinking. On the
third day his friends bring him food and lay it down, hastening
away without speaking a word. It is only after the expiration
of ten or twelve days that he may return to the village (Int.

Arch,

xiii., Suppl. 72).
In South America, as in many other places, the women especiwere made tobear the weight of the mourning observances.
In Guiana, mourners laid aside all clothing and adornments
(among some tribes even the women went stark naked)
and retired into solitude. The women in particular concealed
themselves, and ventured out only early in the morning ami
late in the evening to weep at the grave.
Among the Ubayas
and Guaycuru the women and slaves were forbidden to speak
for three or four months. Among the former they were allowed
the
latter
a
general
fasting and
diet;
among
only
vegetable
abstinence were the rule on the death of a chief (if>. 73, 75, 7<0.
The Warramunga women in Central Australia light with one
another and cut one another's scalps and all who stand in
any near relation to the deceased, reckoned according to the
ClaseiflcatOry system, cut their own BCalpS open with yainsticks besides, the actual widows even searing the wound with
a red-hot I'ml -stiek.
A strict ban of silence is also imposed 011
women who reckon as wives, mothers, sisters, daughters, or

ally

;
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;

2.

unbind

is

an

it

and wear

it

Those who wear

loose.

clothing go naked, or wear scanty, coarse, or old
worn-out clothes. Ornaments are laid aside or
covered up. Those who habitually dress in gay
clothing put on colourless black or white garments. Ainu mourners at a funeral wear their
coats inside out or upside down (Batehelor, 106).
Among the Bangala a man sometimes wears a
woman's dress in token of sorrow (J A I xxxix.
453).
Peoples who ordinarily cover their heads

—

—

uncover them, and vice versa. Women, especially
widows, cover themselves with a veil, and hide
a practice pointing probably to the
in the house
contagiousness of the tabu. Hut mourning garb is
more than merely distinctive it is, like other
mourning rites, intended to express sympathy for
the deceased and grief at his loss it is intended
to call forth pity, to avert the suspicion of foul
play on the part of the mourner, and to deprecate the angei or ill-humour of the deceased at his
It has sometimes been suggested that
separation.
there is a further motive, namely, the desire to
escape by means of disguise the persecution of the
careful examination fails, however,
deceased.
to disclose sufficient evidence in favour of this interpretation. Protection is often held to be needed ;
but it usually takes a different form. The Charrua
mourner is armed with a stick, the Ewhe widow
with a club. And various other means are taken

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

We

"have referred iu an earlier section (§ VI. 9) to the reon cultivation, hunting, and other kinds of labour.
In Europe, death tabus have been and still are practised.
Among the ancient Romans the touching of the corpse entailed

—

strictions

and the near relatives and the house itself were
deemed impure, requiring ceremonies of purification. In the
south of Italy in modern times the impurity is not such as to
prevent friends from paying visits of condolence, which indeed
But they must be
they are required by etiquette to do.
No fire
received by the mourners seated on the bare floor.
pollution,

hence the
can be lighted in the house for several days
mourners are dependent on tbeir friends for food. A lamp,
however, is kept alight in the death-chamber, probably for
do
not
shave
their
The men
reasons already considered.
beards for a month (Ramage, Nooks and By-ways of Italy,
Liverpool, 1868, p. 72). In Malta no fire used to be lighted for
three days ; when dinner was kindly sent by some relative or
friend, the mourners ate it sitting cross-legged on the floor they
were debarred from the ordinary use of the furniture. Women
were secluded in the house for forty days, but men went out
on the seventh day with their faces unshaven (Busuttil, Holiday Cystoma in Malta, 131). In ancient Athens all relatives
who were reckoned within the ayx l(TTeta were affected by the
defilement of carrying out a corpse and assisting at a funeral
and after the funeral the house could not be entered save by
those naturally thus polluted, at any rate not by any woman
(Seebohm, Or. Tribal Sue, Lond. 1895, p. 79). Although this
in Greece
particular prohibition does not seem to be observed
now, there are others pointing to the same region of ideas.
After a death the house is kept unswept for three days, and it
is imperative that the broom then used be burnt immediately.
The men allow the beard to grow; and during mourning the
sweetmeats usually brought in before the coffee to entertain
In Maina the men scratch their faces
visitors are omitted.
with their nails, and the women cut off locks of hair to fling
into the grave. In Northern Greece the women dress in white
and keep the head uncovered, with the hair hanging down
(Itodd, 125). In Bulgaria, on returning from the funeral and
before the funeral meal is set, the chips caused in making the
coffin are collected and burnt, in order to burn the sickness
remaining in the house a ceremony of purification. For forty
days the men neither shave nor cut their hair the women
neither oil their hair nor dance the Horo for a year. Before
the burial and the day after it no one in the house works, on
In various
peril of having chapped hands (Strausz, 451, 452).
parts of Germany nothing must be lent or given out of the
house before the funeral, and only the most necessary work
;

:

;

;

mourning garb

;

;

—

— Everywhere

those who habitually
hair long cut or shave it
cut or shave it allow it tu grow. Those who paint
omit the painting. Those who braid their hair

;

;

Garb.

essential part of the observances.
Primarily it
seems intended to distinguish those who are under
the tabu. For this reason it is usually the reverse
of the garb of ordinary life. Peoples » ho wear their

'

;
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For some time after the funeral there must bo
no washing in the house, and the mourning clothes must not
In the North
be changed on a Sunday (Wuttke 8 161, 467).
Riding of Yorkshire the fire was put out at the moment of
death and not lighted again until the body was carried forth.
In Cleveland, however, tins seems to have hern disregarded in
favour of the requirement to keep a lire lighted [or purposes
referred to above (} X. 6)(Gutch, FL Yorkshire, Will, p. JUn).

must be done.

mothers-in-law of the deceased. They are Dot released from
this ban until the final mourning ceremonies have been comcover one or even two
pleter! enacted—a period which maj
years (Spencer-Oillenb, 521, 525). Among the Ewhe of Togoiaml the mourning lasts for six months, that being the time
taken by the deceased to reach the kingdom of the dead, lie
and for the first six weeks of mournis buried beneath the hut
hut concealed, only
ing a widow must remain in the same
leaving it to bathe and for other absolutely necessary purposes.
When she goes out she goes entirely naked, with bowed head,
eves bent down, and arms crossed over her breast, that no
In fact, she
mischief may befall her from the dead man."
has nothing so much to fear as the deceased. She carries a
club to drive him awav, for he may wish to renew marital
For greater
death.
would
be
and"
that
relations with her,
not answer any
security she sleeps upon the club. She must
call, Beans, flesh, fish, palm-wine, and rum are forbidden to her
and the food and drink that she is allowed must be sprinkled
with ashes, to prevent her deceased husband from sharing the
meal, in which case she would die. By way ol further proshe
tection, on the charcoal fire that burns by night in the hut
strews a powder consisting of peppermint-leaves dried and
rubbed down, mingled with red pepper. This produces a
encounteraverse
to
dead
man
is
such
as
the
smoke
naturally
A man undergoes similar seclusion on the death of his
ing.
In Ague the widows
wife, but only for seven or eight days.
are not let out of the dead-hut until after six months and even
then they must submit to tedious purification ceremonies
before they are quite free (Globus, lxxii. 22, lxxxi. 19U).
Among the Matse tribe of Ewhe the mourning for the oldest
man or woman in the family lasts from five to seven months,
for others one to two months. The entire period does not last
beyond a year, unless in case of mourning by a spouse who
lived happily with the deceased, and who may choose to mourn
for another year. For a widow the restrictions are very severe.
She must sleep on the mat on which the deceased lay until his
burial she must remain in a dark part of the hut instead of on
a stool she must sit on a stone the clothing must be made of
similar stuff to that in which the corpse was buried she may not
put on any other clothes at midday or evening she may greet
nobody she may talk with nobody she may not walk through
the main street of the village if she has occasion to go to see
any one she must steal round by a path on the outskirts of
she must stay in the hut, and is not allowed to
the village
when she goes out she must put a maize-cob (?)
leave it often
between her toes lastly, if she has things to sell she must
not haggle over the price, for if the wares she has for sale
remain on her hands it will be unlucky, and, when her mourning comes to an end and she wants to sell anything, nobody
It is said that if a widow omits to observe all these
will buy.
customs strictly the mourning will stick to her and eat her up,
with the consequence that she will go crazy and never cease
chattering. A prospect so terrifyiug causes the tabus to be
strictly observed (Spieth, 754).

or lights, incense and foul smells, exorcism—to drive off the ghost or to hold it at arm's
In short, open war rather than guile is
length.
the favourite defence. But so protean are human
motives that it is impossible to aver that in no
case is disguise the intention.
The death of a member of the
3. Duration.
community inflicts a wound not merely on the
individual relatives and friends, but on the community as a whole. His place knows him no
more ; and time is required to fill the void thus
created and to heal the wound. As we have seen,
he is regarded as still in a sense living, and even
They
active, though his activities are uncanny.
are at first likely to cause injury to the survivors,
from his bewilderment and resentment at being
cut off from the relations he has hitherto sustained
with the society of which lie has been part. The
efforts of the survivors are, therefore, directed to
soothing him, to guiding his footsteps to the
permanent home of the dead, and smoothing his
There he will find those who
reception there.
fires

—

have gone before, he will be admitted to their
society, the counterpart in the unseen world of
the earthly community he has left. But the home
of the dead and his place in it are not reached all
Until he is admitted, he is not at peace,
at once.
and the survivors are subject to the risk of visits
from him. Kather, he hangs about them, the contagion of death is upon them more or less heavily,
according as they were more or less nearly connected with him in his lifetime, or according to
the length of time that has elapsed since the
death. The length of the period of tabu thus set

up

varies

among

different peoples.

Our records

•
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are very imperfect, and accurate statistics are not
available.
All that can here be done is to note a

few examples showing how

it is

reckoned

in

some

typical cases.
In the Babar Archipelago mourning lasts to the next new
moon, and is brought to an end by bathing in the sea (Riedel,
363).
Among the Lenguas of Paraguay the relatives cut their
hair, and the mourning lasts until it has grown again {Int.
Arch,

xiii., Suppl. 76).
Among the Musquakies it lasts for
At the end of that time the mourners wash and
paint themselves, relinquishing the old torn garments they
have been wearing for whole ones, and a feast is set. The
deceased is summoned, and a representative appears, who
'
joins in the festivity. He is called the ghost-carrier.' When
sunset is near he departs toward the west with an escort of
young men. It is believed that he carries the ghost to the
Happy Hunting Ground, and on his return he is called by the
name of the dead man whom he has represented (Owen, FL
of Mus'iuakie Indians, 80). In the New Hebrides the mourning lasts for 100 days (Codrington, 281). A year is supposed
to be the period of mourning among the Agni of Baoule on
the Ivory Coast ; but very often it is reduced to 6 or even
3 months, except for the widows, who must always mourn the
full year.
Although funeral ceremonies are proceeding during
this period, the actual burial may be postponed for years (Clozel
and Villamur, 115). In Korea the length of mourning depends
on the degree of kinship. For father, mother, husband,
adoptive parents, or first-born son, it is 27 months, though
nominally 3 years ; for relatives under 19 years of age it may
be as little as 3 months (J A I xxv. 342). Among the Ewhe the
survivors mourn in the hut for eight months. A feast is then
held, the remains of the food when it is finished are thrown
away, and the mourning is over : they say they have to-day
sent the dead to his brethren those who have gone before
(Spieth, 258).
Among the Dayaks all the kindred are ' unclean for a short period, from 3 to 7 days ; they can pay no
The house also
visits, and are restricted in diet, and so forth.
is
unclean.' Then fowls are slaughtered, the mourners and
the entrances of the house are daubed with the blood, and so
But for the immediate relatives husband, wife, and
purified.
children— the tabu lasts much longer ; nor are they released
until they have held the tiwah, or final feast of the dead, which
gives the soul of the deceased admittance into the city of the
dead, and is a costly solemnity to be provided for out of his
estate.
During that period they must wear mourning garb,
and neither widow nor widower can marry again : hence the
tiwah is held as quickly as possible {Int. Arch. ii. 182). The
Warramunga mourn until the body has decayed away, and
left nothing but bones
a process extending over a year, or
even two years. The bones are then taken down from their
temporary resting-place in a tree and, with one exception, put
into an ant-hill as a permanent burial-place. The one exception
is the radius of one of the arms.
It is brought to the camp,
where wailing and gashing of the limbs are repeated. After
certain ceremonies the bone is solemnly smashed and the fragments buried and covered with a stone. As soon as this has
been done, the spirit of the dead goes back to the camp of
ancestral spirits of its totem, and there awaits its turn for
re-incarnation. The mourning is over (Spencer-Gillen b , 530 ff.).
Among the Dieri, who hold that the deceased haunts the grave,
when his footsteps are no longer to be traced the surviving
spouse washes away the ochre from his or her countenance,
smears it with a fresh mixture of ochre and fat, and is free to
marry again {Globus, xcvii. [1910] 57).

thirty days.

'

—

'

'

'

—

—

—

Attention has been drawn to
4. No mourning.
common rule that the mourning tabus weigh
more heavily on the women than on the men. The
necessity of the labour and vigilance demanded
from the latter for the provision of food, and for
the

protection from wild animals and human foes, may
probably form at least an excuse for their comparative exemption. Instances of total exemption
are not quite unknown. In ancient Greece it is
said the men of Keos wore no mourning garb
and the same state(Rohde, Psyche, i. 257 n.
)

;

ment

is made of the inhabitants of some of the
Moluccas (Riedel, 395).
Where there are no
outward signs there is probably (not certainly)
no tabu. In the district of Kita (French Sudan),
however, we are told, mourning is almost unknown for either sex. When a married woman
dies, her sister is offered to the widower, even
before the funeral is over and the widower often
marries again in eight days, though some wait
longer a month or two months while others take
;

—

;

a concubine at once. If a man dies, his widow
may marry as soon as she likes, unless she is
pregnant, when she must wait until the child is
born (Steinmetz, 150). In Scguela, on the Ivory
Coast, the burial and funeral dance take place the
same day, and there is an end of the matter mourn:
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quite unknown (Clozel and Villamur, 337),
Among the Meo of Northern Tongking the funeral
rites last for three days, during which the
only
sign of mourning is that the hair is untied and
allowed to hang down upon the shoulders. There
are no other mourning customs and apparently no
tabus.
For a day or two some food is laid on the
grave for the deceased, and then he is forgotten
(Lunet, 318).
XVIII. Purification of house and village. In
spite of the elaborate precautions to prevent the
dead man from returning (§§ IX. 5 XI., XII.), he
is often thought to be present in the dwelling after
the actual disposal of the corpse (§ XIII.). Accordingly, either after the body has been removed or
at the completion of the ceremonies (which may be
long subsequent), measures must be taken to
purify the place and remove the tabu. This is
accomplished by driving away the ghost.
At the last of the funeral feasts of the Tarahumares the deceased, as we have seen, is driven
away. Three feasts are required to get rid of a
man, but four to get rid of a woman, because she
cannot run so fast, and it is therefore harder to
chase her off(LumhoItz, i. 387). Noise is a potent

ing

is

—

;

means

of driving away ghosts, and indeed all inconvenient and hostile spirits. For, though often
dangerous, they are all fortunately not only easily
deceived, but possessed of very weak nerves. In
these ceremonies there is often no clear distinction
drawn between the different kinds of spirits, all
alike being liable to be bluffed and tricked and
frightened by the same means. It is impossible
to say whether the guns universally fired in West
Africa at Negro funerals are directed against the
ghost or against other spirits. In South America
the Macusi tire before the hut in which the corpse
is lying, to scare off both the ghost and the evil
spirit that has caused the death {Int. Arch, xiii.,
Suppl. 88). Drums, trumpets, musical instruments
of all kinds, shouts, and yells are all very commonly
employed. Among the ancient Greeks, brass was
beaten to drive away spirits (Rohde, Psyche, ii. 77).
In the Tyrol an approved method to banish a ghost
is for the householder to collect his keys and jingle
them. He can thus drive the ghost to the boundary
of his property.
Over the boundary, however, he
must not step on peril of being torn to pieces
(Zingerle, 57).
Many of the funeral dances, as
already mentioned, have the same intent.
In various parU of Europe, especially among Slav populations, the house is solemnly swept out after the funeral. Among
the Dayaks, after the tiwah, or final feast of the dead, the
priests take a besom made of the leaves of certain plants,
moisten it with blood and rice-water, and asperge all who have
taken part in the feast and everything in the house, to sweep
away the pollution.' The priests then start in procession for
the river. As they set out, the others beat the walls and floor,
and the priests invite all causes of ill-luck to mount on them
they pretend to totter beneath the weight and arrived at the
river they load little floats with the misfortunes thus cleared
out, and send them to the great black ship in the middle of
the sea, where the king of the small-pox dwells {Int. Arch. ii.
When a death among the Thompson Indians of British
201).
Columbia took place in a winter house, it was purified with
water in which tobacco and juniper had been soaked, fresh firboughs were spread on the floor every morning, and tobacco
and juniper placed in various parts of the house. But, if more
than one death took place in the house, or if a death took place
in a summer house, then the house was burnt (Jesup JBsepsd.
The ancient Greeks employed black hellebore in the
i. 331).
An evil
purification of their houses and flocks (Rohde, ii. 73).
death' requires special ceremonies of purification, as among
the Ewhe, where the whole village is defiled by a suicide, and
the kindred are called upon to pay special compensation for
the defilement and the risk of drought (Spieth, 274, 276 see
'

;

;

'

;

§ VII. > (c)).

XIX. Destruction or abandonment of house and
The purification of house and village
property.

—

presupposes a settled life and a certain advance in
At a lower stratum of culture, where
the huts are of little value and easily erected, or
where economic, defensive, or sentimental reasons
have not as yet rooted the population to one spot,
civilization.
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the house is destroyed or abandoned, or the whole
settlement may be quitted and a new site chosen.
In many of such cases, it may he noted, the deceased
is either buried beneath the hut, or left unburied
within it.
The Australian natives commonly remove the camp when a

Among the Bantu it is usual only to burn or
pull down the hut of an ordinary person ; hut if a chief dies the
entile kraal La quitted, at all events for a time among some
The reason given hy the Ngoni for
tribes it is burnt down.
abandoning the house is not that the ghost of the deceased
always lives there, but that it may return to its former haunts
(Elmslie, Among the Wild Ngoni. Edinb. and Lond. 189!), p.
The coast is therefore left clear for it. Similar customs
71).
are reported of various tribes of Negroes, North and South
American Indians, the Andaman Islanders, the Karens, the
Yakuts, the Kamtchadals, of many of the peoples inhabiting
the great Eastern Archipelago and the Melanesian Islands, the
Central Eskimo, and others.
The Ainu assert that it was
customary when the oldest woman of a family died to burn
down the hut, because they feared the ghost would return
malignant and bring evil upon them. She is now given a tiny
hut to herself, and when she dies it is burnt (Batchelor, 130).
In earlier times at the death of a Japanese sovereign the
capital was removed to a fresh site (Aston, Shinto, 1905, p. 252).
A relic of the custom of destroying the house is found in some
of the Nicohar Islands, where the supporting post is cut through,
or so severely notched that it requires renewal (Ind. Cens. Rep.,
The Cheremiss, more economical still, when the
1901, iii. 209).
coffin is placed on the cart, pray the dead man not to take
away his house, but to leave it to his heirs (Smirnov, i. 137).
A relic of the abandonment of the house may perhaps be found
in the modern Roman custom by which the family, if they can
find refuge anywhere else, abandon the house and remain away
a week (Hare and Baddeley, Walks in Rome, 1909, p. 433,
death occurs.

;

'

'

quoting Story).

;

\

•

;

;

250).

Many peoples, however, consider it sufficient to
delay the appropriation and division of the goods
for such a period as is requisite to elapse before the
departed attains his linal destination in the land of
the dead a period often coinciding with the completion of the mourning rites.
During this time
the property, like the widows, remains under

—

tabu.
In New Georgia the final rites are performed and the bones
disposed of at the end of 100 days. Not until then can the
property be touched (J A I xxvi. 403). Among various Bantu
tribes nothing is touched until the mourning is at an end.
Among the Minangkabau Malays of the Padang Highlands
in Sumatra, where the husband goes to reside with his wife in
her village, his goods are divided the day after his burial,
because his soul at once goes back to his own family village.
When the wife dies, on the other hand, the husband has the
right to remain in the house for 100 days. During that time
the marriage-bond is deemed not to be entirely sundered, and
he has common use with his wife of her property. On the 100th
day she departs for good to the land of souls. The property
can then be disposed of (Bijdragen, xxxix. [18901 VI). The
Thompson Indians of British Columbia placed a portion of the
property of the deceased in or near his grave. Such as was not
so given up to him was divided among his relatives. But no
one could with impunity take possession of his bow and arrows,
leggings, or moccasins nor was it safe for any one who had not
a strong guardian-spirit to smoke his pipe. Clothing taken was
washed or put for some time in running water, and afterwards
hung out for several days while the traps and snares of the
deceased were hung up in a tree a considerable distance from
human habitation or graveyard, for a long time before being
used (Jesup Exped. i. 331). In Europe, among the Sorhs of the
Spree Valley deep mourning lasts for four weeks. The inheritance remains untouched until it comes to an end though the
nearest relations are mourned for a year (Tetzner, 325).
j

At an early stage of culture all the property of
the deceased was buried with him or destroyed
at his death. Either the custom or relics of it
are reported from every quarter of the globe. Its
object seems to have been not merely to give the
property over to the deceased, that he might enter
the spirit-world with all his earthly possessions
and state, but to prevent his haunting them to
the discomfort of the survivors.
Originally, no
doubt, it was to get rid of the death-pollution,
for the practice often extends beyond his property to all objects associated with him. On the
Melanesian island of Bougainville a man's work
and its produce are regarded as the supreme manifestations of his personality, inseparably linked
with their author (if F-K IF xxiii. [1910] 351). Doubtless the same view was taken elsewhere
and it
accounts for the destruction of his crops and fruittrees so constantly reported from the East Indies
and Melanesia.
Naturally his garments and.
bedding, where such things are in use, are impregnated with his personality, are indeed a part of
himself. The superstitions connected with witchcraft afford abundant evidence of this.
In Europe the Votiaks throw away in the forest or into a lake
;

all the clothing of the deceased (RTP xiii. [189S]
In
254).
Worcestershire it is ominously said : ' The clothes of the dead
not wear long' (FL xx. [1909] 346). In Lincolnshire it is
believed that, even though they be put away, they will rot as
the body decays in the grave {Antiquary, xxxi. [1895] 332). In
the French Department of llle-et-Vilaine it is believed that
everything belonging to the departed will soon disappear: his
clothes, despite all that can be done to preserve them, will be
promptly eaten by maggots ; his cattle will die by accident or
From the
disease, if not sold to the butcher (Orain, ii. 299).
Hebrides to the Caucasus the bed on which death took place is
burnt or thrown away (see § IV. 3).

will

A custom so hostile to the growth of civilization
to the individual greed of survivors could not
maintain its ground.
Hence all sorts of compromises to satisfy the consciences, the fears, the
and

affection,
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There the canoes are too valuable to be destroyed
accordingly a few chips are cut off them, and a ligure-head'
detached (ZVRW xiv. [1900] 337). Tho same principle is applied
m Malta, where the hair is cut off the tail of every horse in the
The hired mourners cut away branches ol BUCfa ine D
stable.
form arbours in the courts, disturb the furniture in the house,
overturn the flower-pots in tho windows, break some of the
ornamental furniture, and, carrying the fragments t« a retired
spot, throw them into a cauldron of boiling water, in which they
mix soot and ashes, afterwards staining all the doors in the
house with the liquid (Busuttil, 130, 128). Among the Kirghiz
no one will mount the steed of a dead man without first reversing
the saddle, with the object, no doubt, of unhorsing his former
owner (ZVV xii. [1002] 16). The Sioux used to gamble away
the effects of the dead in a ceremony called the 'ghost-gamble,'
in which the dead man himself was conceived to take part
or his effects were given away among those who
(1 RBEW 105)
took part in the funeral rites, even though the family might
he left destitute and one or more of his horses was shot and
under
the
burial -scaffold (ib. 169, 164). The Nicobarese,
placed
before appropriating anything belonging to one who has died,
require it to be purified by the conjurations of a minloven
(priest or sorcerer) (Featherman, Races 0/ Mankind, ii. [1887]
Islands.

and the avarice of the

survivors.

the Hareskins of North America part of the clothing
distributed among the relations, part interred with the body,
rest tabued and burnt, or thrown into the water or to
the winds (Petitot, 272). In some of the villages of Serang a
part of the sago-plantation of the deceased is destroyed ; in
others a tabu is merely laid upon it, redeemable by a third
person on payment of a large gong, a sarong, and ten dishes.
He thus appropriates it, and afterwards gives it back to the
blood-relations (Riedel, 142, 143). In others of the Moluccas the
dead man is allotted a share of the trees of various kinds in his
plantation, and these are cut down the rest remain to the survivors (ib. 360, 394). A similar practice prevails on the Taini

Among

is

and the

;

;

;

;

XX. Tabu

of name.

— Many peoples avoid

men-

tioning the dead by name, or even prohibit it. In
some cases the intention seems to be to forget the
deceased. This is expressly stated of the Arawak,
But
Salivas, and other South American tribes.
the intention to forget probably arises from fear.
The Insular Caribs feared the souls of their forefathers as evil
The Guaycuriis and Lenguas
spirits, and never named them.
not only never mentioned the name of the deceased, but on the
occasion of a death the survivors changed their own names so
dead man (or death, or the evil spirit which had
caused the death) when he came again to find them. Among
the Guajiros, if the name of the dead was mentioned in the
family-hut the penalty was death, or at least a heavy line
The Yabim of New Guinea avoid
(Int. Arch, xiii., Suppl. 99).
mentioning the names of the dead, lest their ghosts may be
disturbed at their occupation in the forest of eating otherwise
uneatable fruits, and their anger be thus incurred (ZVRW xiv.
336).
Among the Lillooet the name of a dead person must
not be uttered for a year or more, not so much out of regard
to the feelings of the surviving relatives, as on account of the
mystic connection which is supposed to exist between names
and their owners. To utter or use the name of a dead person is
to affect and disturb his ghost or spirit, and draw it back to its
earthly haunts. This is inimical both to the ghost itself and to
the person using the name, and thus attracting the ghostly influence.'
But time removes the danger (J A I xxxv. 138).
It should be observed, however, that this widely
as to baffle the

'

spread tabu is not inconsistent with the cult of the
dead.
On the islands of Nossi-Be and Mayotte
near Madagascar a king at his death becomes
sacred
he is believed to have taken his place
among the gods yet no one in the district dares
henceforth to utter his name (Steinmetz, 383). So
;

;
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departed. A common curse accordingly is May the earth
Bantu tribes, where ancestor-worship the
not consume your body!' (Abbott, Maced. Folkl., 210; Rodd,
of the dead and all similar
is the religion, the
This is in curious contrast to the belief in the Western
127).
leads
that
a
custom
sounds are tabued—
frequently
Church, as well as among the Chinese and other nations of the
East, that total absence of decomposition is an infallible mark
to considerable, though usually not permanent,
no means unof the of saintship. Such contrasts are, however, by
changes in the vocabulary. This extension
common in all kinds of superstition.
rule of avoidance Is not confined to the Bantu : it
The process of decomposition is, therefore, frequently assisted
by artificial means. Some examples of this have already been
is found in other parts of the world.
the deceased is the more
of the dead is very well incidentally given (§ VI. 6). Thus
The tabu of the
his comfort
speedily dismissed to his final destination, alike to
known, and need not be further illustrated here. and that of the survivors. A different motive, however, someSolomon Islands the souls
the
In
the
times underlies the practice.
If widely spread, it is not universal.
who are held to have saka (to be hot with
ancient Egyptians the opposite rule prevailed. of chiefs and others
power) become ghosts of power. At Saa, on the island
The great desire of an Egyptian was to continue spiritual
of Malanta, common people are buried in a common burialbe remembered by the place, and their flesh is allowed to decay in a natural way. But
his ghostly existence.
weak so long as the
Accordingly the it is believed that even a ghost of power isused
living was one means to this.
to be, and still is
Hence water
continues to smell.
statue of a high official under Psammeticus I., in corpse
in some places, poured over it to hasten decay.
Exposure,
at Berlin, bears the following remark- sinking in the sea, and cremation— all of theni occasionally
the
able sentences in the course of its inscription: practised probably owe their use to the same motive. For.by
nails of
'
corpse, the wonder-working
the gods of this temple recompense you if taking the skull, hair, or called the
the mana— of the ghost is then
power what elsewhere is
is prowhose
!
you pronounce
secured for the benefit of the survivors (Codrington, 260 ff.).
Nor is it only by such indirect means that the final ceremony
nounced lives ; and if another see that you act
wait no
thus towards me, he will do the same for you' is accelerated. Some of the South American tribes
than ten to fourteen days. After the lapse of that time
There is in the contempla- more disinter
lix. [1900] 1S5).
the body, strip the flesh from the bones, and after
they
conthan
a
more
den
tion of
Steinen, 458,
mystical
an elaborate ceremony re-bury the latter (von
peoples
xv. [1002] 200). The Choctaws were said to have
505;
nexion between the name and its owner ; the
a set of venerable old gentlemen,' with very long nails, whose
is part of its owner, and while it lives the owner
business it was to tear the flesh off the bones and burn it with
too survives.
the entrails preparatory to the final deposit of the bones in
a the l.one-house (1
So in South Tetoen, on the
XXI. Second funeral. Ossuaries.—
168, 169).
a few days after the death of a king the bones
practise earth- island of Timor,from the
very large number of peoples
flesh and other soft parts of the body
are
burial in one form or another, the ceremonies are and separated
not until nothing but the skeleton remains does the wailing
not completed until the bones have been taken up, begin, ' for it is only then that the dead is dead indeed.' The
suitable to the rank of the
cleaned, and put into a place of final deposit. In skeleton is accorded a funeral
deceased the flesh is simply thrust into a hole (Kruijt, 330).
'

among many

name

name
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Museum
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name
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my name
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name
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;

of the cases of sub-aerial deposit, also, the
bones are collected at the end of a certain period
and put into the tribal or local ossuary. Until
tins rite has been performed, the dead man is not
at rest, anil in many cases the mourning is not at

many

an end.
I. Decay or destruction of

the flesh.— "Hot

merely

the journey of the soul often long and difficult
it is bound to the body until the process of decay
is complete.
Indeed, so refined a conception as
that of the soul immaterial and independent of
the body is beyond the imagination of the lower
is

:

culture.
Woiikatjerri man told a missionary in South Australia that
in the grave the flesh separates from the bones ; the bones that
remain are the kutchi, the ghost; while the flesh goes as
mungara, the soul, to heaven, where it reveals itself as still
So at
xcvii. 5G).
living, by thunder and lightning (Globus,
the other end ot the world the Hurons called the bones of the

A

dead atisken (souls), believing that we have two souls, both
divisible and material, and yet both rational one leaves the body
at death, but remains, however, in the cemetery until the feast
of the dead [see below], after which either it is changed into a
turtle-dove, or, according to the more general belief, it goes
'

;

;

Where the decay of the flesh is left to natural
means, the length of delay before the bones are
differfinally disposed of differs very widely among
ent peoples in different climates.
The Kukis of Manipur are satisfied with the decomposition
a month or so
they wrap what remains in a new cloth
and bury it (J A I xxxi. 305).
Fifty or a hundred days' suffice
Few tribes elsewhere
in the Banks Islands (Codrington, 267).
exhume their friends in less than a year. Many wait two years
or more. The Chinese of Tongking after three years take the
hones from the coffin, enclose them in jars, and re-bury them in
the grave, over which a small mausoleum is erected, or in
columbaria on the hillsides (Lunet, 90). There is some evidence
that a similar custom was formerly followed in China itself (de
of a dead
Groot, iii. 1070). Among the Bulgarians the parents
child after three— in some districts, after as long as nine— years
let them lie for a
dig up the bones, wash them with wine, and
whole vear in the church before they are again buried (Strausz,
Throughout Europe it was customary during the Middle
458).
and
Ages and later to dig up the bones after a certain period
custom is usually ascribed
place them in a charnel-house. This
to want of room in the churchyard. The explanation is hardly
the origin of the custom is more likely due to causes
sufficient
of

'

'

:

'

:

considered here.

Feast of the Dead.— The tendency to postpone
immediately
the final ceremony, where it involves exhumation
to the body it marks the corpse,
born again.'
or the collection of exposed bones or of ashes, is
grave after the feast, never to leave it unless it be
'This is why they call the bones of the dead atisken, "the
accentuated among small but closely organized
souls'" (.5 R1SEW 114, translating Jesuit Bel. 1636). The Torcommunities by making a common ceremony,
adjas of Celebes hold that the soul cannot enter the village of the
dead so long as the body stinks, that is, until the soft parts have often called the Feast of the Dead, for a number
stinks
it is stall a human being
as
the
soul
So
[sic]
Even among the Bororo of Brazil,
long
of the departed.
perished.
will not admit it
(Mejisch), and the dwellers in the land of souls
where the exhumation is so speedy, the relics of one
into their territory (Kruijt, 328). The Caribs likewise were perbe
cannot
disposed of alone one dead man
suaded that the dead did not go to the land of souls so long as
person
the flesh remained. Kites performed by the Betsileo of Madamust wait for a second, and the two leave the
gascar are intended to facilitate putrefaction and the transforin
company (von den Steinen, 510). In
village
mation or re-incarnation of the dead in a snake called the
these cases there is usually a common grave or
fanany, supposed to issue from the decaying corpse (van
The stock example is that of the
Tabou
et totimism* d
of
dc
Bites
p.
213,
passage,
1009,
deposit.
place
Gennep,
In the Aaru Archipelago all the
Madagascar, 1004, p. 277X
Hurons, who every twelve years used to dig up the
on bis grave, and his
possessions of the deceased are collected
who
had died since the last Feast of
of
those
bones
relatives must lay food there every day, until all the flesh has
If
the Dead. The bones were first, of all cleaned.
rotted away from his bones and they can he ceremonially transferred to trie family burial-place. The transfer is preceded by a
had not finished its work, all the remaincorruption
the
feast, and the ceremony already referred to which gives formal
unless
off
and
burned,
body
ing Qesh was stripped
It is
268).
authority to the widow to marry again (Biedel,
was so newly buried as to be practically whole.
obvious that, until the flesh has perished, the soul is still within
it clings to iba
reach it has not yet entered its final home
The bones were then wrapped in sacks or blanket s,
a
li\
man.
fed
like
the
So, too,
ing
property and must" be duly
covered with rich robes of beaver skin, taken
Greek Church in its burial service prays that the body may 'be
over. They
Three years after
severally into the cabins, and mourned
dissolved into its component elements."
weic afterwards brought together, and a feast was
burial the body is disinterred, and, if found thoroughly detin a
composed so that the bones can be removed to the ossuary, it field in their presence, with funeral games,
soul of
is looked upon by the
to a large pit,
people as a certain proof that the
subsequent day they were taken
the dead is at rest.
Partial or total absence of decomposition
where they were all buried together, with much
of
on the other
the sinfulness and sad
The other soul is attached
as it were, and remain* in the

to the village of souls.

;

2.

'

'

:

'-'»<;,

;

;
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ceremony and the distribution of gifts (5
We need not determine whether these rites
L2).
are more elaborate than those of other nations, or
whether they are only more vividly described. It.
1

certain that similar rites take plaee elsewhere.
their dead, deposit the ashes
Thence they remove them to
in small cairns.
of winch one belongs to
bone
repositories,
larger
these
every branch of a clan. The contents of
after the settlement
repositories are periodically,
of all outstanding disputes between the members
of the clan, removed, with sacrifices, dancing, and
other rites, to the common sepulchre of the clan, a
massive stone building, where the remains of all
the departed members of the clan eventually rest
(Gurdon, 140). Corresponding ceremonies are observed elsewhere in India, and are common in the
East Indian islands. They economize the energies
of the survivors, and concentrate them on one
occasion ; but their chief value is to bring home to
the members of the clan or community their comis

The Khasis, who burn

mon

life,

with

its

common

sorrows and joys— in a

word, their unity among themselves and with their
dead.
The final destina3. Destination of the, remains.
tion of the remains, like the preliminary disposal,
same
the
is by no means
everywhere. This will
have been inferred from the examples just cited.

—

Various Australian tribes, after carrying the bodies or the
bones about with them for a time, either bury or deposit them
The Choctaw's
in the branches of trees (Howitt, 467, 470, 471).
of Carolina had a common bone-house (1
109), which
The name of
doubtless was regarded as a sacred building.
temple is expressly given by older writers to the repositories of
the dead Indians of Louisiana and Virginia, where religious rites
were constantly performed, at all events to departed chiefs
Of the natives of Sofala, in S.E. Africa, it was
124).
(I
After
reported by the old Portuguese writer, Joao de Barros
the flesh of the body is consumed they take the bones of their
or
ancestors
descendants, or of the wife who bore many children,
whom
and keep them, with signs to denote
they belonged
to, and every seven days in the place where they keep these
bones, as in a garden, they spread cloths and lay a table with
bread and boiled meat, as if they were offering food to the dead,
to whom they pray,' afterwards eating the food thus offered
cleansed
(/fee. S.E. Afr. vi. [1900] 113,209). The Caribs hung the
bones in a basket from the rafters of their dwellings (Boyle,

RBEW

HBEW

'

:

Archceol. Rep., 1903, 142); and in the Banks Islands, while the
bones of a favourite son were hidden in the bush, some of them

would be hung up

in

the house (Codrington, 267).

Among

the

Andaman Islanders the relatives weep over the bones, each of
them taking a bone, and the nearest relative taking the skull
and lower jaw, and carrying theni about for months suspended from the neck. Sometimes the bones are bound to posts
of the hut (Trans. Ethnol. Soc., new ser., ii. [1S63J 37).

—

The rite of exhuming
4. Object of the practices.
or collecting the bones and making a permanent
disposition of them is thus generally connected
with, or has for its object, the definitive severance
of the dead from the society of the living, and their
union with the fathers in the life beyond. The
ceremonies for this purpose, however, are not
always concerned with the bodily remains.
On the Timorlaut and Tanenibar Islands, ten days after the
burial of a warrior who has fallen in battle, tile people of the
village assemble on the shore, the men armed and the women in
An old woman calls back the soul with wailing.
festival array.
bamboo with all its leaves is then erected in the ground, a
loin-girdle on the top. This bamboo is regarded as a ladder, up
which the soul climbs to its destination. The semitu (a sort of

A

shaman) pronounces a eulogy on the deceased, punctuated by the applause of the audience. When from the movement of the bamboo it is judged that the soul has climbed to the
is severed in two and the loin-girdle burnt, to
bamboo
the
top,
prevent the soul from subsequently wandering about or causing
mischief. A dish containing rice and an e^, previously provided for the ceremony, is also broken to pieces. Appeased in
this way, the soul betiikes itself to the little island of Nusnitu,
off the north-west coast of Seelu, one of the islands of the group
which is believed to be the dwelling-place of souls. The bones,
The
it would seem, are disposed of at a latertime (Riedel, 307).
Chechenes of the Caucasus hold what is called a Bed-memorialfeast a short time after the funeral. It is believed that the
deceased has then reached the other world, but lies in bed there
and cannot rise until this feast has been celebrated. It is therefore held as soon as possible, and consists of funeral games
chiefly shooting and horse-racing— followed by eatingand drinkThe honour done to the deceased ia measured by the
ing.
drunkenness. Before it is over the four best horses which have
taken part are consecrated— the horse which has won the first
priest or

—
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(Introductory)

prize to the deceased in whose honour the feast is held, and the
others to three of his ancestors by name. This consecration does
nut involve the entire lossol the animals by their owners, but
only permission to the dead t<> whom they are consecrated 'to
rni.. them whither thej will."
The final or great memorial-feast
for two years, when it is given by the
is. however, not held
widow, She then lays aside her mourning;, and may many the
brother or some other relative of the deceased (Anthropos, iii.

730).

As

to the races and other contests at the Bedmemorial-feast, see § XVI. They are expressly
intended to affect the condition of the deceased in
Pre-historio remains in various
the other world.
parts of both the Old World and the New point to
the great antiquity of practices of exhumation and
re-burial of the bones comparable with those discussed above.
Among the practices
5. Disposal of the skull.
which we have just considered, special mention has
several times been made of the skull of the deThe skull is sometimes worn or carried
ceased.
about for a time, most frequently that of a man by
In such a case it is perhaps merely a
his widow.
dear memorial of the deceased, or at most an
amulet. Thus in the Andaman Islands, where the
bones are broken up and made into ornaments, and
the skull is worn down the back tied round the
neck, usually, but not always, by the widow,
widower, or nearest relative,' not only is great
importance attached to them as mementoes, but
they are believed to stop pain and cure diseases
by simple application to the diseased part (Ind.
But amulets are on their
( 'ens. Rep., 1901, iii. 65).
way to become objects of cult. Accordingly, wherever we find bones, especially skulls, preserved in
the house or in a special shrine, whether common
or not to other similar relics of the family, or clan,
or even of a larger community, we may suspect a
more or less developed cult, though it may not be
expressly recorded by our authorities. In many
instances, however, this cult is recorded.

—

'

'

'

Folk-tales of the western islands of Torres Straits, in accord
with the practices which obtain in those islands, describe the
hero picking scented leaves, with some of which he rubs the
skulls of his father and mother, and on others of which he beds
them. They describe his telling the skulls his adventures, and
inquiring as to the future. They tell the responses made to him
by the skulls in his sleep, and the success which attended his
following their directions and observing their warnings (Torres
In the
cf. 250, 251, 257, 258, 261, 362).
Str. Rep. v. 41 ff., 47
Solomon Islands the skull is regarded as hot with spiritual
power and by its means the help of the ghost can be obtained.
At Santa Cruz it is kept in the house in a chest, and food is set
before it, for 'this is the man himself (Codrington, 202, 264).
Similarly, a Fan chief in West Africa keeps in a chest the heads
of his ancestors, and invokes its contents on the eve of great
events, such as war or the chase (Roche, Au Pays des Pahoidns,
;

;

'

1904, p. 91).

It is this belief in the spiritual power associated
with the head even of an enemy that forms the foundation of the practice, common in the East Indies,
The head is not a mere trophy ;
of head-hunting.
'
it is an object of heart-felt veneration, an earnest
'
Those who
of blessing to the whole community.'

were once our enemies hereby become our guardians,
our friends, our benefactors' (Furness, op.

cit.

65,

59).
They are addressed, soothed, and propitiated
on all proper occasions ; and it is to them that the

happy owner ascribes his plentiful harvests, and
his immunity from sickness and pain.
XXII. Effigies of the deceased.— Many peoples
complete their funeral ceremonies by the erection
Thus the Kafirs of the
of an effigy of the dead.
Hindu Kush, one year after the death of an adult,
set up a coarsely carved wooden statue, and in-

augurate it with a feast (Kobertson, p. 645). The
of British Columbia erect on the
grave a wooden figure, carved and painted as nearly
as possible in the likeness of the deceased a practice of considerable antiquity, since posts carved
with human faces are found on ancient graves,
the ownership of which has passed out of memory
(Jesup Exped. i. 329, 335, 405). In such cases the

Thompson Indians

—
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more than

85,

;

him away' (Simtii
passim]), or 'fate has carried
ribbil-Su).
Aslmrbaiiipal, describing the death of
'
of
his
the
fate
that
night came upon
Tarkii, says

When

;

him.''

;

The

'

that sleepeth, he that dieth when together [they lie ?],
In death they preserve not their (solid) form.
When the gallic 1 and the guardsman have greeted them,
The Anunnaki, the great gods, assemble.
Mammit, fashioner of destiny, with them fixes destiny.
Death and life they arrange.
But of death the day they make not known.' 2

Thus man, whose destiny

—

'

;

;

;

'

Ethnographic, xiii. [1900], and William Crooke, Death Rites
among the Dravidian and other Non-Aryan Tribes of India,' in
Anthropos, iv. [1909]. See also the following series of articles.

Sidney Hartland.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD
other Semitic

Babylonians regarded the present life
as incomparably superior to that beyond the grave.
It is not likely that the Sumerians, whose religion
forms the principal element in the religious ideas
of the Babylonians, differed from this pessimistic
view of death so universal in antiquity. For the
Sumerian period we have no direct statement concerning the life beyond the grave but the evidence
concerning their burial customs, their sacrifices to
the dead, their communion meals with the souls of
the dead, etc., is abundant. The word employed
by them for the soul is zid, lit. the rush of wind,'
and is translated into Bab. by napiMu, breath,'
which may also mean throat and organs of
respiration.' The dread of death is revealed in
the expressions for dying. In Sumerian the word
to seize away.' The early Bab. expresis dirj, lit.
sion is, his god has gathered him (ilu-Su ikter-Su),
as yet found only for women in the phrase, when
her god gathers her' (see Cuneiform Texts of t lie
Br. Mux. 1 , ii. 24, 27 viii. 5a, 17
12c, 18
17c, 18
Meissner, Assyr. Stud. iii. [Berlin, 190I5] 53;
Schorr, Altbub. Rechtsurkunden, i. [Vienna, 1907]
races, the

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

1

;

Hereafter cited as C.T.

;

at birth had already

been fixed by Mammit, identical with Ban, goddess
of childbirth, must pass a second ordeal before the
same goddess and the judges of Arallu. 3
After mortal dissolution the soul descended to
Arallu, the desolate land,' to pass at best a dreary
existence, in the dust and shadows of Hades. The
body, in which the departed soul had still a lively
interest, was either buried or burned, and the
kinsmen supplied it with food, drink, clothing,
and the implements which characterized the occupation of the person on earth. Cremation and
body-burial existed side by side from the earliest
In cases of cremation, the ashes were
times.
gathered carefully in an urn, in which jars of
drink (beer in the early period, water in the later),
bread, etc., were placed, to provide for the immediate needs of the soul. At Nippur funeralurns of this kind were found in the court of the
'

Literature. On death and death rites in general, see E. B.
Tylor, Primitive Culture, London, 1871(41903), vol. i. ch. xi.,
On certain Burial Customs
xii.
ii. ch.
J. G. Frazer,
as illustrative of the Primitive Theory of the Soul,' in JAI
xv. [1886] 64-104 R. Hertz, 'Contribution a une etude sur la
repr6sentation collective de la mort,' in ASoc x. [1905-6] 48-137;
A. van Gennep, Les Rites de passage, Paris, 1909, ch. viii.
E. S. Hartland, Legend of Perseus, ii. (London, 1895) ch. xiii.
The death rites of a particular people and its ideas on the subject of death must ordinarily be studied in the ethnographical
accounts of that people. Many have been cited in the foregoing
article. Detailed studies relating to special areas have been made
by Theodor Koch, 'Zum Animismus der sudamerikanischen
Indianer,' forming the Supplement to lnternat. Archiv fur

E.

and determined by

He

Examples might be multiplied, for the practice is
wide-spread. But at this point funeral ceremonies
merge into cult of the dead (see Ancestor-

common with

is lleeting

Shall hatred exist in the land for ever?
Doth the river rise bringing floods for ever?

of an offering of food, enticed into it for a temporary
sojourn. It is implored to eat and drink, and to watch over the
survivors that no sickness may betide them. A general feast of
the family follows (Riedel, 395). Among the Lolo of Northern
Tongking, with a stalk of a kind of orchid and some wisps of
paper a figure of the deceased, about 10 centimetres high, is
made. It is placed in the house between the wall and the roof,
or fastened to one of the partition-walls, and serves the purpose
of an ancestral tablet, such as the Chinese dedicate (Lunet, 331).

— In
(Babylonian).

man

'

means

worship).

life of

the decrees of the gods of the lower world, says
the poet :
Build we an house for ever ? seal we (our tablets) for ever ?
Do brothers divide their inheritance for ever?

;

vol.

'

'

that.

a respected Ostiak dies, his nearest relations make a
of the deceased, and
figure of him, which is kept in the tent
enjoys the same honour as himself when alive. At every meal
the figure is brought in every evening it is undressed and put
to bed every morning it is dressed and set in the usual seat of
the deceased. The figure is honoured in this way for three or
four years and then thrown into the grave (Abercromby, Finns,
An Ojibwa widow ties up a bundle of
Lond. 1898, i. 169).
clothes in the form of an infant she lies with it and carries it
about for twelve months, as a memorial of her departed husband.' Then she discards it with her mourning, and is free to
marry again (Jones, Ojeb. Ind. p. 101). Among the Maidu in
California a periodical burning of gifts in honour of the dead of
the tribe or village takes place. On the first such occasion after
the death of a person an image representing him is often made
of skins, stuffed, and burnt, along with the gifts (Bull. Am. Mus.
Nat. Hist. xvii. [1902] 36). In a certain Turkish tribe a wooden
Image of every dead man is laid in his grave (ARWv. 31). How
far effigies like these may be identified with the departed may
be questioned. In any case, they are only of temporary use, or
entitled to respect for a very limited period. Elsewhere, however, images are expressly made as an embodiment for the spirit.
Among the Bantu people of Bondei, on the east coast of Africa,
when the head of a house dies he is washed and shaved by his
maternal uncle. His hair, finger-nails, and toe-nails are taken
and incorporated in an earthen image, which thereupon becomes
a mzimu, the object of religious rites paid to the dead (JAI
On the islands of Leti, Moa, and Lakor, in the
xxv. 236).
Moluccas, there are men who carve statues of a special sort of
wood for funeral purposes. On the fifth day after burial one of
these statues is procured, and the soul of the deceased is, by
'

(Babylonian)

who compares Gn

25 8 ), or she has gone to her
fate (ana iimati-Sa illikii [C.T. vi. 476, 13 f.] ana
Simtim ittalak [Code of Hammurabi, viii. 5f. and

memoeffigies are, so far as our reports go, simple
rials.
In other cases they seem to be something

;

stage-tower in the earliest period (before 3000 B.C. ).
Two vast lire-necropolises have been partly excavated near Lagash, at modern Surghul and
el-Hibba. Here the bodies were placed in narrow
clay casings upon a brick platform, wrapped with
inflammable material and covered with soft clay.
The body was reduced to ashes by burning wood
After the fire was exover the clay casing.
tinguished, a small hole was opened in the clay
baked and quite imwas
now
which
casing,
perishable, and the results of the cremation were
examined. In cases where the heat reduced the
body to ashes, these were removed, placed in an
If, however,
urn, and buried in the family plot.
the heat did not reduce the body to ashes, the clay
casing became the tomb and was left in situ. The
more important families owned vaults, or rather
narrow brick rooms, in which the urns of the
family were placed, the pavement being drained
by tile sewers descending to the water level.
[These sewers were wrongly taken for wells by
certain archaeologists.]

Cremation appears to have been the rule in
certain parts of ancient Sumer and Akkad, as in
the region south of Lagash ; but in other parts
interment in coffins and vaults is more frequent.
In the case of those burials in which bodies were
committed directly to the earth (as represented on
the Vulture Stele, c. 3200 B.C., where soldier- are
buried in a huge pile, being covered with earth
simply), every vestige has long since disappeared.
Preservation of the body seems to have heen a
sentimental rather than an essential matter; never1 A conductor of the shades to the lower world (ef.
Craig,
Assyr. and Bab. Religious Texts, Leipzig, 1895, lxxix. 9, and
Lan"clun, Sinner. Buh. Psnhns, Paris, ['.mil, pp. .'ill, :r,).

2

KB

vi. 1,

228.

is called 'the god of Investigation,
41, 07 f.) and as a star he appears
as the tfakkabkiptimltitti, 'star of the judgment of the dead'
(ii. R. 49,'rio. 3, 4ll).

>Nergal, god of Arallu,

and

of

judgment' (C.T. xxiv.

;

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OP THE DEAD
theless both Sumerian and Semite exercised much
care in this respect. At Ur brick vaults of considerable size containing several skeletons were
excavated by Taylor. Ordinarily each skeleton is
accompanied by jars, platters for bread and food,
the deceased's seal, combs, and, in case of women,
even brushes (for colouring the eyes?). The cheaper
method of interment consisted in placing the body
upon a slightly raised platform of bricks, which
was first covered with a reed mat. Over the body
was fitted a large cover, made of one or two pieces

baked clay, and large enough to admit both the
body and the articles of food and raiment. Taylor
found round platforms, in which case the body lay
with knees drawn towards the chest. 1 A still more
economical method of burial consisted of a clay or
porcelain coffin of capsule form, made by fitting
together two huge bowls. Bodies were even mutilated and crushed into a huge vase, accompanied
Common in later
in all cases by food and drink.
of

is the bath-tub-shaped coffin, deep but not
which the body sits upright, with the back
against one end, and the limbs stretched out along
the bottom, the whole being, of course, protected
The rlask-shaped coffin,
with a clay covering.
bulging towards the base, is common in the late
The excavators of Assur found many
period.
elaborate stone family-vaults, probably of kings
and priestly families. To each of these an opening
at the west end, closed by a stone not too difficult
to be moved, made access to the vault possible.
Stone staircases led down to these openings. At
the east end the vaults at Assur generally conThe Assyrians
tain a small niche for a lamp.
employed such vaults both for body burials, the
in
found
skeletons being
orderly rows side by
side on the pavement, and for cinerary urns.
The latter are cone-shaped and made of baked

times

long, in

445

(Babylonian)

consumed the elements and wore the
raiment left for his use. Although the Sumerians
and the Babylonians continued to deposit these
symbols of the material needs of man in the graves
of the dead, they soon rose to a more spiritual interpretation, in which, behind the symbolic bread
and drink, lay the mystery of communion with
the deified souls and with Divine life itself. Each
family seems to have made monthly offerings to
the shades of its ancestors, which consisted in a
communion meal at which images of the departed
were present. In official accounts of the early
soul actually

period we find frequent reference to offerings made
1
list of
to the statues of deceased persons.
official sacrifices in the period of Sargon of Agade
mentions a lamb offered to the statue of an ancient

A

2
and Gudea, a later
prays for his own statue

Sumerian king, Entemena
priest-king

(c.

2400

B.C.),

;

receive mortuary sacrifice. 8 Entries
in official documents occur, stating the items of
the monthly sacrifice for the souls of deceased persons whose service to the State had been great.

that

it

may

More
is especially true of kings and priests.
frequently the documents mention the mortuary

This

who have died, a Feast
of All Souls, occurring monthly and performed by
the priests in various temples. The word ordinarily employed in the ancient inscriptions is
'
kianag,
place where one gives to drink ; but
the notion of ' place is often lost, and the idea of
drinking is made to cover sacrifices of animals,
That
bread, cakes, etc., as well as of liquors.
these sacrifices really consisted in a communion
sacrifices for all the souls

'

'

is made evident from one inscription which
states expressly that the kianag was eaten.
Another word also Sumerian, and employed
for the parentalia less frequently in the early

meal

—

—

period, but ordinarily by the Semites is kisia,
breaking of bread,' where the emphasis is laid
upon the eating of bread at a common meal (kispa
'

clay.

Thus we

see that cremation was practised at
The
all periods
probably for sanitary reasons.
earliest graves are found in the temple courts, but

—

these sacred spots must have proved altogether
inadequate for the vast populations of Sumer,
Babylonia, and Assyria. The only practical method
would be to set aside certain parts of the city (as
at Ur), or whole districts (as at Surghul).
The Sumerian word for the departed soul is
creation of darkness
{gig-dim), which,
gidim,
idim,
by apocopation of the initial letter, became
2
There
edim, and passed into Semitic as edimmu.
is no doubt that the Babylonians regarded the
souls of the dead as minor deities, capable of
interfering for good and evil in the affairs of men.
Whether, in fact, the entire conception of divinity
rests ultimately upon the notion of ancestor-worship
'

'

*

cannot be determined from our sources. We can
no longer doubt that the Bab. conception of the
spirits of disease and misfortune, rests
absolutely upon the notion of evil ghosts which

devils,
rise

from

hell to

and

torment humanity.

See

Demons

Spirits (Assyr.-Bab.).
Although the souls of those whose bodies were
improperly buried, or whose memories were not
cherished at the parentalia, return to the earth
and must be driven back to the nether world by
incantation and ritual, yet the vast majority of
souls lead a shadowy existence in the dreary land of
the dead. See State of the Dead (Assyr.-Bab.).
We come now to that significant part of Bab.
religion the communion with the souls of the dead.
We have seen that the kinsmen of the dead provided the soul with food and raiment in the grave.
These are remnants of an ancient belief that the

—

The word occurs in the most ancient
of the fourth month as sig-ba, and later as
kisig-ninazu, or month of the breaking of bread
This month
to Ninazu, god of the lower world.
was followed (in the calendar of Nippur) by the
month of the feast of Ninazu. These two months
correspond with our December and January, or
the period of greatest darkness, when the gods of
the under world, as deities of the shades, whither
the sun-god and the god of vegetation had de-

kasapu).

name

We

fortuscended, were particularly honoured.
nately possess a letter from Ammiditana, a king
of the first Semitic dynasty, concerning the feast
of the breaking of bread fur the fourth month

(December)
Unto

milk."

The

which the body lay in a cramped position
appear to have been called napalsu&u (v. It. 16, 44).
2
Possibly connected with idim, 'oppressed,' 'weak and
miserable (s?e Langdou, Sumer. Gram., Paris, 1911, p. 221).
coffins in

'

Here we have direct evidence

for

a communion

meal,
breaking of bread,' for the souls of the
dead, permanently adopted by the Semites at an
early period. At Eski Harran an inscription has
recently been found containing the autobiography
of the nigh priest of the temple of the moon-god
of Harran.
In col. iii. he refers to the monthly
sacrifices which he performed for the souls of the
departed. After a reference to the raiment which
he wore for the service he says
'

:

'

Fat sheep, breads, date wine, cypress oil, fruit of the
garden ... I broke 4 unto them. As incense offering, the
choice incense as a regular offering I fixed for them and placed
before them.'

priest here performs for the kinsmen
Thureau-Dangin, liecueil de tablet tes chalcUeniies, Paris, 1903,

The high
1

1

:

Sunima-ili, son of Idin-Marduk, say, Thus eaith Am" Milk and butter for the
:
kisiyga of the month
Nenenig are withheld. As soon as thou readest this tablet,
may thy superintendent take 30 cows and 60 ka of butter and
come to Babylon. Until the kisigga is finished, may he supply
*

miditana

p. 247, obv. i. 12 ; de Genouillac,
1909, p. 36, obv. v. 9.
2
Constantinople, 10S1, rev. 1.
3 Gudea
B 55.

Statue,

7,

TabUUes
4

urchai'jtiiS, Paris,

aka^ap-iunuti.
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the sacred ceremony of breaking bread for the
souls of the dead. The expression 'placing incense
before them refers to the statues of the departed,
whose souls are thus represented at the communion
meal, and whose portion is the incense. In an
incantation service against evil souls, stools are
brought for the souls that they may sit at the
service of breaking of bread. 1 Ashurbanipal restored the memorial services for the souls of his
'
The reguroyal predecessors, of which he says
lations for the breaking of bread and the pouring
of water for the souls of the kings who preceded
me I arranged for.' 2 The king himself was supposed to perform this ceremony, as appears from
another passage: 'The regulations of the day of
offerings the king gave not, but the high priest
3
The practice of pouring water to the soul
gave.'
in connexion with the common meal gave rise to
the title pourer of water,' applied to one's nearest
kinsman. This appears in the terrible curse so
common in the Semitic period, May God deprive
him of an heir and a pourer of water 4
The repose of the soul, we may say even its
immortality, depends upon the communion sacrifice performed monthly for it by its kinsmen.
Keal immortality consists, therefore, in leaving
male descendants and the prayers of kings seldom
fail to plead with the god for male lineage.
In
actual practice the family paid the priests for performing the ceremony of the breaking of bread,
and consequently separate temples, called (-kisigga,
'

:

'

'

'

!

;

or bit kasap kispi, were built for this purpose. 6
It is highly probable that the State had a regular
fund to provide for the Feast of All Souls, for we
find official accounts containing entries for this
fund at all periods.
Concerning the wailing for the dead our sources
are meagre. In an ancient Sumerian inscription
there is a probable reference to an official wailer,
whose pay is mentioned along with the food placed
in the tomb. 6 Wailings at the death of a king are
described in a letter of the period of Ashurbanipal.
The chief great men clothe themselves in garments
of mourning, and wear rings of gold, and the
official singer sings. 7
The burial of an official (?)
is reported to the king in the following manner
The tomb we made he and the woman of his palace rest
8
in peace
the psalms (?) are ended
they have wept at the
:

'

;

;

;

grave a burnt-offering has been burnt the anointings (?) are
all performed
rites of loosing in the house of washing and
the house of baptism, ceremonies of incantation, penitential
psalms
they have finished.' »
wailed
for his departed comrade EaGilgames
bani six days and nights. 10
the mother of
Nabonidus, last king^ of Babylon, died, the king's
son and all his troops put on mourning and wailed
;

;

;

.

.

.

When

The following month was entirely devoted to official mourning for the king's mother."
Traces of embalming have not been found, but
Herodotus says that the Babylonians embalmed
in honey, 12 and a text has been cited which mentions embalming with cedar oil. 13 At any rate,
embalming is not characteristic of Bab. burials,
and the custom may be due to Egyptian influence.
Literature.— (a) Burials.— Perrot-Chipiez, Eistoire de
three days.

Paris, 1882-99, ii. 247-378, based principally upon the
reports of the explorers Layard at Nineveh, Taylor at Ur and
Eridu, and Loftus at Warka ; for the fire-necropolises at
ZA ii. (1887) 403-30 ;

I'art,

Surghul and el-Hibba, see Koldewey,
1

H. Zimmern, Beitrdge, Leipzig, 1896, pp. ICO, 12-14.
Lehmann, Shatnashshumutcin Leipzig, 1892, L.8 rev. 1.
King, Chronicles, ii. (London, 1907) 74, 6.
Memorial Deed of Melisupak, vii. 9-11;
iv. 86, 19;
72, iv. 20
Hinke, A A'eiv Boundary Stone of Nebuchad-

2 0. F.
*
4
ib.

,

EB

;

nezzar, Philadelphia. 1907, p. 291.
'•'/.A xxi. (Heidelberg, 1908) 248,
obuiif, v. (Leipzig, Pins) 619, 17.
fl
nikagina, Cone Ii ix. 83.
7
s

"
12

;

Nippur, H. V. Hilprecht, Explorations in Bible Lands, Edinburgh, 1903, passim (also a discussion of the whole subject)
at Sippar, V. Scheil, line Saison de fouilles a Sippar, Paris,
;

1902, p. 65

ff.

Burial customs, beliefs, etc.— Meissner, Zeitschr.
fur Eunde des Morgenlandes, xii. (Vienna, 1898) 59-66 A.
Jeremias, Leben nach dem Tode : llolle und Paradies (' Alt.
Orient' i. [1900] 3); M. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Anuria,
Boston, 1S98, pp. 695-611 S. Langdon, Bab. Eschatology,'
(b)

;

'

;

in Theological Essays,

New

York, 1911.
S.

Bcilriige

zur Assyri-

Harper, Letters, Chicago, 1900, p. 473.
tnk/Uu, prob. same root as kalu, psalmist.'
i" KB vi. i.
Harper, 437.
224, 14.
11 Herod, i. 198.
Ib. lii. 2, 130, 13-16.
K. 7866, col. 1. 4, cited by Meissner,
xii. (1S9S] 61.
'

WZEM

Lanodon.
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—

I.
Death inevitable and painful.
(Buddhist).
There are certain questions that must have an
absolute and definite answer (ekdinsavyakaranilt).
Asa type of these the commentators cite: 'Will
all beings (sattva) die?
Buddha said: "Short, O
monks, is the life of man ... we must do good ;
1
impossible that what is born should not die."
In other words, 'Life, indeed, ends in death.' 2
'All men fear death.' 3 For death is accompanied
by physical and moral suffering the formulae
of dependent origination enumerate
sorrow,
lamentation, misery, grief, despair' as the com4
For death is only the beginpanions of death.
ning of a new existence for the punishment of
sins death and punishment (danda) are almost
synonymous. It is in order to avoid death, and
the consequent second death in order to gain immortality that the Hindus practise the religious
life, the holy behaviour {braJi/macharya) which enables one to pass above the sun, which is death
'

it is

;

'

:

—

—

(lhuhmanas).
If death inspires fear, it also generates that
salutary emotion (samvega) which ends in a distaste for pleasure and existence.
Death must be
6
Visits to the 'cemetery,' the place
thought of.
of cremation, or the place where dead bodies are
left, and meditation upon the corpse and the various

aspects of decomposition, play an important part
in the spiritual hygiene of the Buddhist monk, be
he a beginner (navaka), a more advanced disciple
{iaiksa), or a perfect disciple.
They even become
absorbing for some, who are called 'cemetery

We

find a number of
monks' (see TANTRAS).
details regarding the treatment of the dead 6 in
the Buddhist texts.
To know that 'life ends in death,' and to be
resigned to this law, is, as we learn from several
conversion-stories, to know the essentials of Buddhist doctrine and to escape from the fear ami the
control of death. To detach oneself from the things
of which death will deprive one, to detach oneself
from the body itself, is to abolish pain thus a
man suffers when he sees a woman whom he loves
in the possession of another man ; he ceases to Buffer
:

1
Abhidharmakosavydkhyd, MS of the Societe Asiatique,
355a, 7 (hereafter cited as A.K.V.).
2
Dhammapada, 14S ; see Fausboll's ed. 1900; Max Muller,
SBE x. [1S9SJ 41 ; and II. Oldenberg, Buddha, sein Leben, etc.5,

Stuttgart, 1906, p. 278.
3
Dhammapada, 129; cf. Bodhichan/dratdra, ix. 166; Milinda, p. 145 f. (SBE xxxv. 200); Siksdsamnchchaya, p. 206;
Jdtakamdld, xxxi. 61, xxxii. (tr. Speyer, Garland of Birth
Stories, London, 1895 [-Sacred Books of the Buddhists, vo], i.]).
4 See P. Oltramare, Formnlc
boudd'liiqtte des douzc causes,
Geneva, 1909, p. 27; Aetti/'pakarana, p. 29. But in ld.jlin, ii.
305, and Vibhahga, p. 37, sorrow, etc., are defined as the conse-

quences of every cause of suffering.
r See
II. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, Strassburg,
'

n. 6.
Cf. and ct. 'Sutlanipata, 574 f. (SHE x. 106)
1896, p. 65,
'
6 On this subject, see the Chinese,' 'Japanese,' and 'Tibetan
artt. on Death and Disposal of the Dead ; and cf. Khys Davids,
BuddhUt India, London, 1903, p. 78 ff., and sources cited, esp.
'

AMG

ii.
IXgha, ii. 295 Csoma, tr. Feer, Analyse du Eandjour,
(Lyons, 1881)194; A.E.V., fol. 239: When a man has fulfilled his
time, when a man is dead, his friends burn his honoured body
with fire, or submerge it in the sea, or bury it in the ground,
or leave it to dry, wither, and disappear with wind and heat.
But what is called thought, mind, intellect, being saturated
informed,' paribhdvita) with faith, morality, indifference,
(or
religious instruction (srttta), goes up above, attains to a privileged state (cisesa), goes into the heavens.'
;

6;

I

"

(Buddhist)

for the necropolises at Fara and Abu-Harab, see Mitteil d.
deutschen oriental. Gesellschaft, Berlin, 1896-1911 for tombs
and coffins at Babylon, ib. xxxvi. 12, xxxviii. 13 ; at Assur, ib.
xxi. 36, xxv. 48, 65, xxvii. 29, xxxi. 10, IS, xxxvi. 23, etc.; at

'

'
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to love [Majjhima, a. 223).
the saint [arhat] lias no fear of death [Ahguthis time without desire
awaits
ii.
he
17.'!);
tara,
and without fear [Therigathot, 196, 703 see art.
Suicide [Bud.]), for he is freed from desire, he
knows that this existence is the last existence for
him [Therigatha, 705; Dhammapada, 39). For
others death is only a passing for the saint it is
'interruption' or 'annihilation' (samuchch/tcdii).

whenever he ceases

Tims

;

;

1

hateful to men, it is not less so to the gods (d eucw),
If death
though certain texts say that the gods are perfectly happy
for them is acconi(Anguttara, v. 291). It is not that death
die
pauied by the sufferings of human death, for they usually
without suffering (A.K.V., fol. 2546). But, the greater the
enjoyments of the gods, the more painful it is for them to give
them up; death for them is not 'suffering consisting in suffer§ 112, 4), but it causes
suffering of death (Mahdvyutpatti,
ing,"
'
'
death
suffering consisting in the change to be accomplished at
(see H. O. Warren, Buddhism, Cambridge, Mass., 1890, p. 1M)
The Erahmanic views are all alike, or very similar (see, e.g.,
is

'

Vishnu Purdna, vi. 6, in Wilson, Works, London, 1870, s. 208).
The Buddhist doctrine
2. Definition of death.
'
is opposed to that of the unbelievers (deniers [of
the other life]), according to whom the intellect
scatters into the ether, while the material
( vijiidna)
elements (bhuta) of the body return to the mass of

—

'

the earth, sea,

etc. (cf. Digha, i. 55; Samyutta,
207) ; it is also opposed to the popular idea of
the transmigration of the soul, well expressed by

iii.

flitting from tree to tree
(Sumaiigala-vildsinl, p. 114; S. Hardy, Manual of
Deatli is the
Budhism, London, 1860, p. 390).
end of life the end of a life or of an existence (see

comparison with a bird

—

§ 3) ; or, more exactly, death is the dissociation of the organism constituted at birth to experience the fruits of a certain set of actions. This
organism, both material and mental, does not contain a single stable principle ; it continues to renew
itself moment by moment in other words, it undergoes an 'incessant death' (cf. Warren, Buddhism,

below,

;

p.

252

;

Madhya makavr/li,

p. 174, n. 4)

;

but death

marks the end

of this homogeneous renewing it is
the separation of the constituent elements of the
pseudo-individual, the dissociation of the elements
(skiindlia), i.e. of the gross elements (mahabhuta,
3
rupakaya) and of the vijndna, or intellect.
must consider for a little this idea of vijndna.
There is nothing permanent or individual in the
complex union of the skandhas, which lasts from
Men were led, however, to regard
birth to death.
it as 'individualized,' like a town with the vijnana
as master. The later works of Abhidhamma teach
that, from the origin of an existence, the first
thought, the thought which gives rise to the forma:

We

tion of the

new being

in

the matrix [pratisamdhi-

'

'

conception-intellect '), gives birth to certain thought, which is the master part of the
existence, and is called bhavdhga, or bhavangasantati, 'existence-limb,' 'existence -limb -series,'
because it is the limb of existence. 4 This thought
evolves into an uninterrupted and relatively homogeneous mental series, like the flow of a river. To
look at it in a somewhat different way, this thought
constitutes what we might call the foundation of
the soul, the support and origin of particular
thoughts, which interrupt it. At the end of life,
at death, it disappears by being transformed into
'thought in a dying state,' 'dying thought,'
Existence, i.e.
'falling or emigrating thought.'
one existence in the series of existences, is ended
1
in J. H. Thicssen,
'Gotami
the
the
of
Thin,'
See, e.g.,
story
Die Legends von Kisdgotami, Breslau, 1S80; Rogers, BuddhaParables, London, 1S70, p. 93; E. Hardy, Buddhismus,

vijiidna,

?hosa's
liinster, 18'JO, p.
2 See Wenzel's

124.

tr. of 'Nagarjuna's Friendly Epistle,' 98 f.,
On the five prognostics announcing death
1886, p. 27.
heaven (bodv becoming ugly, decaying of flower-wreaths,
Wenzel refers to Iu cuttaka', § S3, ami Ihrydraddna,?. 193.
3 See
Digha, ii. 395 ( = Warren, p. 308); Visuddhimagga, in
Warren, pp. 241, 252 Vibhaiina, p. 137.
'

JPTS,

'

in

etc.),

;

*

Abhidhaminatthasangahii', in JPTS, 1SS4, p. 25 see S. Z.
C. A. F. Rhys Davids' tr. and notes, Compendium of
PTS, 1910 (Index, s.v. 'Bhavanga').
;

Aung and
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(Buddhist)

anew exat the disappearance of the bhavanga
istence commences, in a new slut us, since the
dare
'thought in a dying state' is reflected (we
not say continued) in a 'thought in a stair oi
transti.nn.il
being 'born.' Death, then, is the
;

1

'fundamental thought' called bhavanga,
'limb of existence,' into 'emigrating thought'

of

this

(chyutichitta).*

'
When the dead man is laid out upon his bed of death, the
sinful action for which he is responsible, oi he motive (or sign)
of this action, presents itself at the dour of his spirit. Then
there is inaugurated the series of rapid intellectual operations
= 'swiftness which ends in absorption with this object
1

(jamna

')

and there is further pro(taddrammana),
"
duced the "emigrating thought depending upon the bhavanga,
aramnumatp katvd)." When that disappears,
(bharanga-visnyam
the " thought in a state of being born is produced and this,
because of that action (or that motive for action) which presents
itself before the spirit, moved by uninterrupted passion, belongs
to an evil destiny.' 4
3

(action or motive)

;

On the other hand, death is often regarded as
the end of a particular organ or sense, the jintenLife, the activity of the
driya, the vital sense.
on
organs, 'the persistence, subsistence, going
of the bodily and mental functions or states' pre5
the living
a
'vital
supporting
organ'
supposes
and
complex as the water supports the lotus,
the
playing a part analogous to that assigned by
breath
the
(or
Vedanta school to
principal
6
Death,
breath in the mouth,' mukhya prdna).
series
of
the
'the
will
be
interruption
therefore,
to
[of evolution] of the vital organ corresponding
7
a given existence' [Nettippakarana, p. 29).
.

.

.

'

'

'

Leaving out of 'consideration the schools which pay little
vital sense,' some schools do not make it
attention to the
The theologians who admit an 'intermediate
die at death.
state (antardbhava) between two existences properly so called
'
to the vital sense in the mechanism of
assign a special r61e
'
Life would then be prolonged from existence
transmigration.
as these continue to be existences beto existence, as
'

'

'

long
A. AM'.,
longing to the same category (nikdya-sabhdga) (after

Burnouf MS,

68a).

The schools are not agreed as to the nature of the jivitendriya,
as may be seen from Kathd.vatthn, viii. 10. Pali theology appears
to regard it as the eighteenth term of the rupakkhuuda (S.
Hardv, Manual, p. 399). But the Dhammasatiigani treats it sucAbhidharniacessively as mental and as material (rupa). ' The
koia makes it an arupa chiltaviprayukta, immaterial, having
no connexion with thought' (see DhapnasarngraJut, p. 09), as
178
vi. [1906]
f.).
do also the Yogacharas (see Muscon,
'
It must not be forgotten that life' is attributed to the body
(A.E.V.SVia: 'The body lives when it is endowed with sense
and not
(sendriya), i.e. life is of the body endowed with sense,
of a soul (dtman): and it is the body [and not a soul) which,
when robbed of sense, is called "dead"'). By 'sense' or
'
'
senses must be understood either the organs of sense which
is just
depend upon the jivitendriya, ' or Vue jivitendriya, which
The working and
the same as the kdyendriya, body-sense.'
the kiiyenpersistence of the intellect (vijildna) depend upon
drinn, which, at death, perishes in various parts of the body
in the
according to the state in which re-birth is to take place :
feet for a future damned soul, in the navel for a future man, in
.
.
the heart for a future god
(A.K.V. 254a cf. and ct. Beal,
Catena of Buddhist Scriptures, London, 1S71, p. 41; 6ee also
Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 254 f. ; Oldeuberg, Buddha*,
P- 265 )r.
.

;

.

Instead of jivita, jivitendriya, we sometimes find
the terms dt/us, 'life,' and nsman, 'heat'— a
8
'What is the ground
popular conception of life.
of persistence or continuity of the five senses ?
'—
Heat '— And of heat ? '—
Life '— And of life ?
'Life.'
(Just so the radiance of a lamp depends
on its flame, and vice versa [Majjhima, i. 295].)
Similarly, death is defined as the disappearance"
'

'

'

'

—

'

"

We

1
conceptional
read, however, in A.K.V. 213a: 'the
state (at conception), upapattibhava, forms a series with the
" mortal " state
(at death).'
2 There is no death without ' emigrating thought,' therefore
trance or rapture is an obstacle to death (cf. Dhammapada,
ed Fausboll, Copenhagen, 1855, p. 299).
3 See
Aung-Davids, Compendium, pp. 29, 74, registering, or
identifying, of the object.'
J
xvii. 1133-1139 (from proofs kindly lent by
'

Visuddhimagga,
C. Lanman). See C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Psychology,
London, 1900, pp. 132, 134 Compendium, p. 150 f.
s See C. A. F.
Rhys Davids, Psychology, 19, 192 S. Hardy,
Manual, 402.
8 Jivitendriyarn Vti prdna iti (A.K.V. 313a; cf. Bodhichary;

;

dratdrapaiijikd, p. 4S7).

1 Cf.
VisudcUiimagga, xvi. ad fin. (JPTS, 1891, p. 137).
8 P. Oltramare, op. cil. p. 2S ; and C. A. Foley, in JRAS,
1S94, p. 328.
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An

of heat (Mahdvyutpatti, § 245, 53).
ancient
stanza associates the intellect (vijndna) with Oyus
and usman. 1
The Dignaga school delines death
as the ' destruction of the vijndna, of the organ,
and of life,' and claims authority from this definition to deny (in opposition to the Jains) that trees
'die.'
In the old version of the last days of the Buddha (Digha, ii.
106 SEE xi. 44), it is said
The Blessed One rejected the
dyusainkhdra' (according to Rhys Davids = 'the rest of his
allotted sum of life '). In the Sanskrit sources (Bivydvaddna,
The Blessed One
Mahdvyutpatti, 5 235, 62) we have
p. 203
enters such concentration of thought as to control his
"
vitality-virtualities" (jivitasamskdrdn adhiffh&ya), and he
begins to reject his "life-virtuallties" (dyuhsaiiiskdrdn).' The
plural ('virtualities,' 'co-efficients of life') indicates, according
to a commentator, that life is not one thing but a collectivity.
The Sautrantikas say that dyus, 'life,' means the multiple
samskdras which co-exist (having for nature the four or five
skdndhas), and is nothing beyond these samskdras (A.K.V.,
fol. 74).
The Majjhima (i. 296) enumerates the dyusarnkhdras
as follows dyus, heat, and intact senses, which disappear at
death, but persist in life even when plunged into the deepest
'

'

'

:

;

'

:

;

:

ecstasies (see

As

Warren, p. 3S9).
to the vital breath (prdna), it is

a wind (vdyu)
which depends on both the body and the thought

—

'

for it disappears during the so-called

cessation-

trance' ecstasy (Sarvastivadin Abhidharma&dstra,
quoted A.K.V. 312; see Rhys Davids, Dialogues
of the Buddha, i. 71, London, 1899-1910 [= Sacred
Books of the Buddhists, vol. ii.]). Although the
Buddhists deny the existence of a pranin, anima,
being endowed with breath,' they use this expression but, for them, to kill a pranin is only to
stop the future production of the prdna.
What is meant by an
3. Duration of life.
existence, atmabhava, and why is the eternal
transmigration divided into this succession of fragments called lives or existences? Actions are by
nature very variable, and very different actions
are performed by the same person
in strict
language for Buddhism does not admit of the
existence of a person, of an author of actions
actions very different from each other are caused
in one and the same series of states of consciousness,
and must be rewarded in the same series. It is
necessary, then, that the agent (to use a convenient
expression) should pass through varying conditions,
god, man, animal, damned, for it is not
the nature of actions to get their reward in any
state whatever.
And, by a mechanism which will
be explained in art. Karma, a certain existence
(atmabhava) falls to the lot of the agent, as the
reward for a certain set of actions, 2 and this
existence will be followed by another determined
in the same way.
Death marks the moment of
the exhaustion of the actions called to 'ripen,'
to fructify in some one existence, and of the
maturity of actions called to ripen in the next
existence.
In certain states of existence the length of life
is fixed
the number of actions to be rewarded in
the course of a divine existence of a certain class
always corresponds exactly with the normal length
of life of the gods of this class (see Cosmogony
and Cosmology [Buddhist]) the god will die at
the exhaustion of the meritorious actions to be
rewarded and the exhaustion of life. But it may
happen that a life ends by the exhaustion of the
actions, before the normal time if, e.g., a certain
good action has caused a certain divine existence,
and is not good enough to prolong this existence
against the influence of evil actions striving to
It is also possible to die by the exhaustion
ripen.
of life, without the merit being exhausted
in this
case, re-birth takes place into a condition similar
to that just left. Lastly, if one commits one of the
sins demanding immediate retribution [Snantarya)
'

;

—

—

;

—
'

'

—

—

;

;

:

:

and immediate dispatch into

hell,

one dies without

the exhaustion of the vital forces: the retribution of
'

2

143; and A.K.V., Burnouf US, 4536.
Samyutta,
Cf. the dyuskakarmatl of the Jains (SBE xlv. 105, 102).
hi.

(Buddhist)

the set of actions, begun at birth, is interrupted
1
by an action cutting off [the fruit of] action.'
'

'

is called
timely (kdlamarana) when it
occurs at the end of a life of normal duration (see

Death

'

Ages of the World [Bud.], vol. i. p. 189). It
may be caused by a trouble of the bile (the essential
fire-element of the body), of the phlegm (waterelement), or the wind, either singly or all together :
there are, therefore, four illnesses ; for every class
'
of illness, there are 100 deaths ' before the time
1
(akdlamrtyu) and one timely death or else there
are 404 illnesses causing death (Bodhicharydva:

A

kindred
tarapanjika, ii. 55; A.K.V. 254J).
expression to akdlamrtyu is antaramrtyu or antarena kdlakriyd, death during the time, during
the course of the normal duration of life
a
death, which, according to certain sources, occurs
even in the drupya, and in all stages of existence, except among the Uttarakurus (Abhidharmakoia).
According to the Sautrantikas (A.K.V.,
fol. 218), it is a mistake to explain the phrase
'

'

:

antardparinirvdyin with certain (Pali) scholars
as meaning
a saint who attains to nirvana,
by antaramrtyu, during the course of a heavenly
'

existence, and before the close of this existence.'
The reference is to a saint who attains nirvana in
the intermediate period between two existences

(antardbhava).

The Buddhists believed that, just as the saint
can abandon the co-efficients of life (see preceding column), so he can also stop them (sthdpayati).
According to the Vaibhasikas (A.K.V., Burnouf
'

'

'
74), the saint says
May [the action]'
to ripen for me in enjoyment ripen in life
life
the
vital
nature,
(or
organ) is ripening'
By
(vipdka), and it can replace any enjoyment which,
normally, ought to ripen from a former merit, and
which the saint no longer desires and has escaped
'
by his sainthood. By this process, vanquishing

MS,

fol.

that

is

:

!

'

its

death,' the Buddha prolonged his life three months
for the salvation of men, and the disciples employ this to assure the duration of the law.
This term of three months seems to be driven as a maximum,
and as the mark of the victory of the Buddha over Mrtyumdra,
'3fdra( = death, Satan), who isdeath.' The 'dominion of death,'
which is a dominion of life (Mahdvyutpatti, § 27, 1), is much
more powerful in the Mahdparinibbdna (Digha, ii. 103—SBE
xi. 42), and in Siksdsamuchchaya, p. 189, where the Bodhisattvas
enjoy a life of almost infinite length by the protection of the
Buddhas and deities (devatas).
Most of the
4. The last thought and re-birth.
Hindu theologians teach that the last thought,
the thought of the dying, is of prime importance
with regard to the future lot. 8 This doctrine is
particularly dear to the devout sects thinking of
Krsna on the death-bed assures salvation. The
Brahmans everywhere believe as a rule that the
Lord (Uvura) establishes the moral balance-sheet
of the whole life, in order that the agent may
be re-born into the world at the proper stage. In
conformity with their psychology and their metaphysics, the Buddhists have to assign capital imFor not only do
portance to the last thought.
they refuse to admit a Lord, judge of all the
1 See
v.
12
(JPTS,
1884, p. 25);
Abhidhammasaftgaha,
'

'

'

'

—
:

Visuddhimayga,

in

Warren,

252; SumaAgalavildsioi,

p.

110.
a The Saivite

p.

Buddhists have made a deity of premature
death (Wilson, Works, ii. 24).
3
See, e.g., Bhagavad-Gitd, viii. 5 f. (A. Barth, Religions of
India, London, 1891, p. 227 R. Garbe, Bhayavadgitd ubersctzt
Remembering whatever form of
Leipzig, 1905, p. 62)
being he in the end leaves this body, into that same form he
r\ ,-[ |i:isscs. iissiiuikitcd to if - being (Tliibaut, Vcddnlasulras,
=
SBE xxxviii. 352) Whatsoever being a man at bis
iv. 1, 1Z
end in leaving the body remembers, to that same he always
goes, inspired to being therein (L. D. Barnett, The Lord's
Song, London, 1905). See also the sources cited in Ye&anta<
sutrds, loc. cit., and Cowcll, tr. of Aphorisms "/ Sdvditya,
Calcutta, 1S78, § 81 for the Jain sect, see Majjhima, i. 370.
Folk-lore is abundant on this subjei-t
see,.;;., Edlho MiritRhys Davids
sdgara, tr. Tawney, 1880, i. 242, and passim.
compares I'latu, I'hirdo, 01) {Indian Buddhism, London, 1881,
App. viii., "Dialogues of the Buddha, i. 898X
'

'

;

'

.

.

:

.

'

'

;

'

;

;
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Manual, p. 489). But numerous writings show
that the last thought is not always determined
beforehand, that it is possible to prepare oneself
and others for death, and to make sure of a good
re-birth by helping the
production of good dis-

At the time, of death, all that exists
the actions.
is the
dyiny thought' (chyutichitta) and the
'

'slcand/ias (dispositions, etc.), which come to an
end at death. ] The 're-birth thought' (pratisamdhi", upapattichitta)—a.nd the skandkos associated with it can be determined only by the

'

—

positions.'
We may quote some examples. Milinda says Your people
that, though a man should have lived a
[BuddhistsJ say
hundred years an evil life, yet if. tit the m»iu< nt of <l> ulh,
thoughts of the Buddha should enter Ins mind. In- will" l.u
And thus do they also say
re-born among the gods.
By
one case of destruction of life a man may be re-bora in purgaWhen asked if this was not a contradiction, .\:l. [una
tory."
'
Would even a tiny stone float ou the water without a
replies
.
Would not a hundred cart-loads of stone float on
boat?
the water if they were loaded in a boat?
Well, good deeds
are like the boat' (Milinda, p. 80, tr. Rhys Davids, SBE xxxv
'

it
dying thought,' which it continues. Hence
follows that, if the mental state at death is good,
a pleasant birth will take place if it is bad, an
The agent will be re-born into
unpleasant one.
the spheres of desire, matter, non-matter (see
etc.
Cosmogony,
[Bud.]), according to the fulcrum
[dlambana) of the last thought (Abkidhamma'

:

.

;

.

'

:

:

deity (inferior deity) (Petavatthu, Commentary p. 6).
The deities of the gardens, the woods, the trees, and plants
crowd around the master of the house, Chitta, who is very ill :
'
Make your resolution, utter your prayer : " May I be a
"
chakravartin king in a next existence
(Saijiyutta, iv. 302 ;
cf. Rhys Davids, Early Buddhism, London, 1908, p. 77).
A man is stained (sdfujana) he acknowledges his stain and
does his utmost by prayer, effort, and exertion to wipe it out ;
he will die free from attachment, from hate, from error, and
from stain, with pure thought. A man is free from stain ; he
knows it ; he then conceives complacence, and, through this,
attachment enters into his thought ; he will die re-clothed in
attachment, hate, error, stain, with impure thought (Majjhima,
,

'

difficulty or contradiction may be resolved
last thought is the resultant

by affirming that the

;

of the life or of a former act which, by its importance or repetition, has to be rewarded in the next
:

'
It is at the moment of death (chyuti, fall of thought ') and
of re-birth that the thoughts are enabled to ripen' (A.K.V.,
Bumouf MS, fol. 1126). ' The Karman remembered at death
springs up in re-birth and is therefore named close at hand.'
'

'

i.

'

At death the mental working

weak and

dull ;
therefore any passion which has been intense or
habitual during life enters upon a state of activity
(A.K. V. 249a). In short, the treatises of Abhidharma teach that the object of the last thought is
either present (pachchupanna) or
(atita), being
is

20).

The Buddhists began early to think of preparaAsoka giants three days for this
damned (Pillar-Edict, iv. see V. A.
Smith, Asoka, Oxford, 1901, p. 165). The Mahavagga commands the monks to attend, even during
the rainy season, at the bed of a sick layman (iii.
The Visuddhimagga (xvii.
5, 9 = SBE xiii. 304).
tion for death.
purpose to the

past

determined both by the life that is completed, and
by the state in which it is proper (by reason of this
life or of even earlier merits) for the new life to
be passed. It is, therefore, by the force of the
merit that there presents itself to the spirit of
the dying either the action (accomplished previ2
ously by him) which is to determine the re-birth'
(and above all others the 'heavy' action, guru,
the reward of which comes before all others
[A.K.V., Burnoui MS, fol. 4S2]), or the object
, (sensation,
etc.) experienced at the time of performing the action, or the motive or means of the
action, or, lastly, the picture of the state about to
be reached by the re-birth, the sign of the future
'

'

8

this theory, that the last thought is the
resultant of the life, is discouraging to piety. It
is certainly the opinion of the Buddhist that we
should not wait for death to become ' converted,'
for the agonies and suffering of the last moment
make thought very feeble (Bodhicharydvatdra) ;
the good thoughts of the last hour are by nature
very weak they may procure a little of paradise,
:

1 See
Madhyamakavrtti, p. 22S f., and Bources cited.
2 See
Suraitgamasutra quoted from the Chinese by Beal,
Catena, p. 43 'At the end of life, before losing animal heat,
the good and the evil deeds are summoned up, as it were, in a
moment.' Then the dying one thinks of his sin and of his good
action, and, by a process well described by Nagasena (Milinda,
tr. Rhys Davids, SBE xxxvi. 155), becomes absorbed
p. 297,
into the sin committed, even while regretting it.
s
Aung and G. Rhys Davids, op. cit. p. 149. See A vat amsaka:

by Beal, op. cit. 44 'If he possesses a bad
karman, he beholds all the miseries attending a birth in hell
:

'

'

death of the sinner
Bodhicharydvatdra of Santideva, ii. 41 (Poussin's tr.,
Introd. il la pratique des futurs Bouddhas, Paris, 1907, p. 41
L. D. Barnett's tr., Path of Light, London, 1909, p. 42).
Cf. the

in the

;

IV.

— 29

;

ceremonies performed for
The friends say to him
We are
about to perform the puja (cult) of Buddha for
you, quiet your spirit [in Buddha].' The jnl/d
includes flowers, etc. (rupa, 'form' or 'colour').
See this offering we are making for you,' they
say to the sick man the recitation of texts and
music (sadda, 'sound')
.,
perfumes (gandha,
smell '), honey, etc. (rasa,
taste '), and cloths
line 1190) explains the

'

the dying.

:

'

—

.

.

'

'

—

Touch this offering.'
tangible ')
Thus by the five senses the impressions penetrate
which will be the object of the last thought.
Spence Hardy (Manual, 489) tells the story of a fisher who
'

(potthabba,

is

made

murder

But

VOL.

.

in hell ; if he gives me these cakes, he will be re-born among
the terrestrial deities.' He presents himself before the condemned man, who thinks, ' What is the good of eating these
cakes? If I give them away, they will serve me as a viaticum
for the other world.' But, as he thinks also with affection of
Sulasa ' It is through Sulasa's kindness that I was in possession of this alms,' his thought, purified by the gift to the saint
and soiled by this affection, causes him to be re-born as a tree-

hand' (asanna), determines the future life, the
may be conditioned by other acts, important

lictors.,'

.

f.).

Mahamoggallana sees a poor wretch, condemned to death,
to whom tlie compassionate Sulasa has just given some cakes
He thinks This man, with no merits, a sinner, will be re-born

from other points of view.

sees the infernal

:

.

123

latter

... he

.

Li

'

sutra, quoted

.

:

.

The conclusion arrived at will be that, if
point.
the last thought, in the quality of act close at

lot.

.

.

'

existence

.

'

sangaha, v. 12-IS[JPTS, 18S4, p. 25]); and to die
with the thought fixed on space [or the void]' is
to obtain nirvana (Madhyamakavrtti, p. 53).
But, if the last thought (or last action) is,
according to the principle of tlie Buddhist system,
the sole determining cause of the future life, good
sense and equity require that the previous thoughts
(or merit) should come into account in the retribution.
Buddha was very categorical on this

The

449

(Buddhist)

but they cannot prevent a fall hack into lull
immediately after, if it is merited (Spence Hardy,

life, but bhey do not even admit of a
permanent sou] which would be responsible for all

actions of a

'

to recite the five precepts by a monk (' I renounce
'...), and this wins a heavenly re-birth for him ; and,
his last moments, he obtains

when he recites them again in
re-birth among the higher gods.

'

Tantrism substitutes forniuhe

in abracadabra for the thought
the oth mrxni
repetition of precepts
great part (see C. F. Koppen, Die Religion
des Buddha, pt. ii. Die laniaische Hierarchie,' Berlin, 1859,
the cults of Amitabba substitute the repetition of
p. 69)
Whosoejaculatory invocations to Avalokitesvara or Amita
ever shall have heard the name of Buddha Bhaisajyaguru, to
him will eight Bodhisattvas come at the moment of death to
show him the way [to paradise]' (Siksdsamuchchaya, p. 175).
In Karandavyuha (Calcutta, 1873), pp. 23, 95, twelve Buddhaa
surround the dying in Sukhdvativyuha (Oxford, 18S3), p. 47
(=SBE xlix. 45),' Amitabha himself appears surrounded by
(magic] monks.
Seeing Bhagavat, their thought is quieted,
and, falling from this world, they are born in Paradise' (cf.
SaoKidhirdja, iv., at the end). In Sarjiyutta, iv. 302, it is the
forest-deities who care for the dying man and suggest to him
the wish for such and such a re-birth. 1
Literature.— This is given throughout the article.

of the

Buddha' and the

:

padme hum plays a

'

;

'

:

;

L.

DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN.

1 We need not
spend time over the acts and ceremonies for
the benefit of the dead. Some bibliographical indications may
be useful. Pali sources (gifts for the dead) : A-nguttara, v.
29G, Petavatthu, i. 6 (Paramatthadipani, pt. UL pp. 23, 35),
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The Chinese discriminate between premature death and the inevitable ending of the
term of natural life. The pictogram for untimely
death is composed of the radical denoting evil
(originally depicting the cutting up of bones) and
that for 'man, the combination being interpreted
by S. Wells Williams (Syllabic Diet., Shanghai,
1889, p. 836) as the evil which parts men.' The
character thus formed is explained as conveying
the idea of the running out of the vital issues,'
the emptying out of the breath
whilst that for
normal death, i.e. in old age, represents the end
of a cocoon or ball of silk.
The express mention

(Chinese).

'

'

1

'

'

'

'

;

of death is generally avoided, the Chinese preferring to employ some euphemistic phrase such as
'
'
returned to Heaven,' * no more,'
passed away,
the hands
etc., or sometimes an expressive gesture

—

tightly clenched, and the head thrown slightly
back.

The customs which prevail in different parts of
China in connexion with the treatment of the
dying and the disposal of the dead are so dissimilar that a complete statement of them would
be impossible it will be sufficient to describe the
observances which may be regarded as fairly
characteristic.
The details which follow do not
apply in the case of children and unmarried
In
these
instances the dead are dispersons.
posed of with as little ceremony as possible; in
cases
the
bodies
of infants are simply rolled
many
up in a coarse wrapper of matting, and deposited
in a convenient spot of open ground, perhaps in
a baby tower specially intended for the purpose.
The conduct of funeral rites is described as early
as the Chow dynasty (1122-255 B.C.), and it is
evident that burial 1 has always been the mode
In the
adopted for the disposal of the dead.
Chinese sense this does not consist in the lowering
of the remains into a dug-out grave, but in the
placing of them in a sarcophagus upon the surface
of the ground, and the piling up of earth in the
form of a mound, as a result of the annual visits
to the place of interment.
It was usual in early
times to place in the coffin certain articles which
the deceased valued during life and specimens of
jade, chess-men, etc., are frequently discovered in
ancient tombs. In the case of kings it was often
difficult to ascertain where the royal corpse was
actually buried, as sometimes a number of separate
coffins were interred in different places, each
nominally containing the remains of the late
monarch, in order to render more remote the
possibility of rifling the tomb.
;

'

'

;

'

'

The custom of immolating a number of slaves or
relatives of the deceased was sometimes practised
in China.
Cases are quoted as early as the 10th
cent. B.C., as, e.g., that of the Duke Muh, at whose
funeral some 177 persons were buried alive. References to the practice are found in the time of

Confucius (551-478 B.C.), and even as late as the
present dynasty an instance is quoted in connexion
with the Emperor Shun-che (A.D. 1644-1661). The
burning of paper effigies of servants and attendants
Milinda, p. 294 (SBE, xxxvi. 161) Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda,
tr. V. Henry, Paris, 1903, p. 479.
Great Vehicle : J. J. M. de
Groot, Code du Mahaydna en Chine, Amsterdam, 1893, p. 97
(tr. and coram, of the Brahmajdlasutra, Nanjio, no. 1087),
Sectarianism and Rel. Persecution in China, Amsterdam,
1903, i. 231 ; Buddhist Masses for the Dead at Amoy (Congress
at Leyden, and
xi.-xii. [1880]) ; S. Beal, Catena of J!ud.
Scriptures, p. 33 ; J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism (London, 1S80,
and
E. Chavannes, Melanges Harlez, Leyden,
iv.), p. 226
1896, p. 79. For Tibet : L. A. Waddell, Lainaism, London, 1896,
;

AMQ

AMG

;

p. 488.

The practice

of cremation is repugnant to the Chinese view
of the necessity of preserving the body intact as far as possible,
and is employed only in the case of Buddhist monks and
nuns, though historical references may be cited in proof of its
frequency in certain periods, probably as a result of foreign
1

influences.

(Chinese)

may be a survival of this
barbarous custom.
The importance
1. Importance of the subject.
of the subject will at once be evident when we
consider that there is, perhaps, no event in the
'pilgrimage' of the 'Chinaman' which demands so
great attention, such scrupulous observance of immemorial custom, and such lavish expenditure of
labour and capital, as the carrying out of a decent

at the present day

—

'

funeral.'

—

The dictum

of Confucius. Confucius lays
down no rules with regard to the treatment of the
dead, beyond the admonition that all things should
be done decently and in order ; that the family
circumstances should be taken into account, and
that the various classes of society should be guided
2.

'

'

by the precedents which obtain

in each class.
to emulate the
but Confucius enunciates
one general principle which should govern the
In mourning it is
conduct of the entire affair
better to be sorrowful than punctilious.'
It is hardly necessary to say that the observance
of the conventional funeral customs is inseparably
connected with the extraordinary development of
the idea of filial piety, and the ancestral worship
of which it is the inspiration and the key.
When all remedies
3. Treatment of the dying.
have failed to retain the departing spirit, the dying
man is prepared for entering the presence chamber
the
of the gods, before whom he must appear
god of the local temple, the god of the city walls
His head is
and moats, and the god of Hades.
shaved his body and extremities are washed ; the
nails of his hands and feet are cut, the parings
being carefully preserved and his underclothing
When in articulo mortis he is supis changed.
ported in a sitting posture, it being believed that
the soul makes its escape from a recumbent figure
by the lower part of the body, and, as a result,
on re-incarnation will be gross and stupid ; whilst
from the upright body it ffies aloft through the

The tradesman should not seek
and so forth

official,

;

'

:

—

:

;

;

mouth, and re-appears eventually, by transmigraTinsel
tion, in a highly developed condition.
money and charms are burnt before him, and the
ashes are collected, wrapped in paper, and placed in
his hand, whilst he is informed that the expenses
of the journey have all been provided. Sometimes
a small lantern, obtained from a Buddhist temple,
and already used in the worship of Heaven, is
placed in his hand, and he is advised to hold it
If the
fast, as the way before him will be dark.
family can afford it, a sedan-chair with two bearers,
To die
all of paper and bamboo, is purchased.
in the early morning is in some places considered
felicitous, because there are three meals left for
but to die
the dead man's posterity to enjoy
after the consumption of the evening meal is considered to be ill-omened, for then, by implication,
;

It is imis nothing left for his successors.
portant that the sons of the dying man and other
relatives should be present to attend the deathbed and, as they weep, they call upon him not to

there

;

The
leave them but to awaken from his sleep.
cries of daughters are considered to have special
virtue in opening Heaven's gate, and a man who

does not possess a daughter or two is much to be
pitied contrary to a prevailing but very erroneous
idea current among Europeans.
As soon as death
4. First duties of mourners.
takes place, an elder conducts the proceedings, and
orders the queues of the sons to be unravelled, and
candles to be lighted before the ancestral shrine
and the god of the hearth, because the warrant for
the capture of the departed soul is supposed to
have arrived from the god of Hades, and it must
be countersigned by the ancestral spirits, or their
representatives, and by the god of the hearth.

—

—

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OP THE DEAD
5.

The dread messengers.— The messengers

the god of Hades are said to be two,

of

the

viz.

Wu-ch'ang and the dead Wu-ch'ang, the
word wu-ch'ang meaning 'uncertain,' and being
explained by t lie uncertainty of the summons of
death. The living Wu-ch'ang is not a demon, but
the soul of a living man who is employed by the

living

to guide him to the house of his victim.
true Uncertain,' as coming from the bidden
world, is unable to rind his way in the light of day,
and requires a mortal spirit to guide him. Some
say that these two characters represent, not individual agents of the god of Hades, but only the
two souls (the animal and the spiritual, i.e. the
psyche and the pneuma) the hun and the p'o, as
they are called in Chinese. The tirst of these is
written in Chinese with a character which means
'
'
black
attached to the word for ' spirit or

Wu-ch'ang

The

'

—

'

'demon,' and hence represents 'black spirit,' and
the other has the character which stands for
white
prefixed to the same word meaning
'spirit,' and hence represents 'white spirit.' These
have been personified, by the ignorant, as the
lictors who come to carry oft' the soul ; whereas
they themselves are the essential parts of the soul
which of its own accord is about to leave its tenement.
The hun, in conformity with its nature,
soars aloft and is dissipated the 7/0 descends into
the element of earth and haunts its old neighbourhood.
'

'

;

—

Post-mortem lustration. The matting on
which the deceased is lying is given a pull, with
the idea that this will prevent a lingering illness
6.

The chief mourner,
the next incarnation.
generally the eldest son, invests himself in the
clothes which are eventually to be put upon the
corpse, and, holding a bucket in one hand and a
bundle of incense in the other, walks, or, in the
case of an infant, is carried, to the waterside, an
umbrella being held over his head all the time, as
he is impersonating the dead and must be screened
In some cases he is
from the eye of heaven.
escorted with music and fireworks.
Paper money
a coin, with a large
of different kinds is burnt
nail fastened in the centre, is thrown into the
water
and the water is thus supposed to be
bought, and is drawn up and taken to the house.
Here it is warmed, and a few rubs are given
The
to the chest of the corpse by way of a bath.
hair of the dead man is next combed by the
in

;

;

daughters and daughters-in-law, each taking a
turn, kneeling and weeping at the same time
and then it is rolled up into a kind of knot on
the top of the head, somewhat like the top-knot
worn by the Chinese of the Ming dynasty, thus
exemplifying the popular proverb, The living submit [to the Manchus], the dead do not.' After this
washing the dead man is removed from
and the matting
Eerfunctory
is bed and supported on a chair
and straw on which he has been lying are burned
It is of the utmost importance
in the open street.
that the feet of the corpse should not touch the
ground, and they are generally covered with a
;

'

;

cotton cloth, and supported in the lap of the
small table is spread before
daughter-in-law.
the body, holding two bowls— one of rice, and
the other containing vegetables with long stalks,
to represent and bespeak a long life and firm root
in the next stage of existence.
The sons of
7. Announcement of the death.
the deceased, with the braid removed from their
queues, wearing white gowns, aprons, and white

A

—

round their heads, and shod with straw
sandals, take candles and paper money of two
kinds, and proceed to the temple of the god of
On arrival at the temple, the eldest
agriculture.
son, as chief mourner, lights the candles, makes
his prostrations, and burns the paper money ; this
fillets
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money is supposed to act as a guerdon to the god of
agriculture, who is represented as the agent of the
god of Hades in the arrest of the soul, and hence
The whole process is derequires remuneration.
scribed as /l 11 fang, or 'strewing the hall' a
phrase applied in real life to squaring the officials
at a Yamen in order to be assured of justice ; ami
it is fairly inferred that the officials in the nether
world are equally amenable to a consideration.'
On returning to the
8. Removal of the corpse.
house, they make arrangements for removing the
dead to the middle hall, which is reserved for
special occasions, and which also contains the
ancestral shrine. The position of the corpse is

—

'

'

'

'

'

—

reversed, indicating the hope that the dead
return from the hidden world, and this
by the transposition of the fcetus
meal is laid out on a large sieve
and placed before the dead, with wine and candles,
and is then carried in procession to the front of
the house and laid outside the door ; the members
of the family, in white clothing, kneel on a piece of

first

man may

illustrated
before birth.

is

A

weeping and prostrating themselves
The body is next carefully secured to
a chair by broad bands, and four strong men are
selected to convey it to the state apartment the
head is supported by the eldest son, and the feet
by the daughter-in-law. The burden must on no
account be laid down until its destination is reached
a fall would be considered a frightful calamity.
An umbrella is held over the chair as it moves, to
hide one who is now a denizen of the shades from
coir matting,
alternately.

;

;

heaven, and handfuls of rice are
with the idea of expelling all evil
corpse is then placed on the bed
sheet of white
and a coverlet spread over it.
is
laid
upon the face, and the feet are placed
paper
to allow
close together and propped in position
them to fall apart would involve the death of the
the

light

of

thrown upon
influences.

it,

The

A

;

nuptial partner shortly after.
messenger is
9. The public announcement.
then sent to a Taoist priest to inform him of the
date of the deceased's first attack of illness, the
time of his death, and the number of his years.
The priest writes a large sheet of yellow paper
mentioning these particulars, and the date on
which the spirit may be expected to return, together with the classes of persons, born under
certain auspices, whose presence at the coffining is
On obtaining this information,
contra-indicated.
which is sometimes pasted up diagonally on the
wall of the house, the family is able to prepare for the return of the departed spirit and his
attendant.
large sheet is hung to screen the body from the
observation of people passing the door, and a rude
lamp, consisting of a bowl of oil with a wick in it,
contained in a basket of lime, is kept constantly
alight, day and night, so that the deceased may
have a lamp to his feet wherever he journeys.
10. Ceremonies connected with death in old age.
If the deceased happens to be aged, say seventy
years old or more, the curtain at the foot of the
lied is red in colour, to show that death, in his case,
should not be considered an occasion of sorrow ;
and no word of consolation is spoken or sign of
on the contrary,
grief shown by the visitors
nothing but compliments are heard that such a
full of years
happy consummation has been reached,
and in the midst of a numerous posterity. Winethe
all
are
the
rule, and
'Morra,' etc.,
drinking,
any one would be laughed at who insinuated that
there was any occasion for grief. It is to be noted
that, until the actual coffining takes places, the
candles used are of the usual red variety ; white
candles are not employed until all hope of revival
has departed, and the body is about to be placed in
the coffin. The head and feet of the corpse are

—A

A

'

'

—

;
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specially-made pillows of yellow
cotton, stuffed with paper waste, or, in country
districts where cotton is manufactured, a reel on
which cotton is wound is used instead.
A swift messenger
Ii. Notifying the relatives.
is dispatched to inform the relatives, who are exto
send
to
the
bereaved
gifts
pected
family. The
presents consist of small quilts, about three feet
long and a little more than a foot wide, which are
carefully marked and reserved for placing in the
coffin in due course
they are thus marked to ensure that those furnished by important members of
the family shall have a first place.
12. Visits to the house of mourning.
Notice of
the arrival of visitors is given by the gateman, who
beats three times on a drum a trumpet is sounded
and a hand-cannon discharged. The musicians
then strike up, and the mourners are warned of the
approach. The chief mourner kneels at the side of
the spirit table the stewards escort the visitor to
the curtain, where he kneels four times and bows
four times.
The style of the coffin varies
13. Coffins.
throughout the empire. In some places it represents the trunk of a tree in the north the lid proThe quality is
jects considerably over the head.
determined by the circumstances of the family.
Wealthy people prefer to buy their own coffins
beforehand and keep them stored either in an outhouse or in a temple. Some buy the planks, keep
them till seasoned, and then employ carpenters to
make the coffin when required whilst others buy
theirs from a coffin-shop or from one of the Charitable Societies. At the end of the coffin a lotus
flower is carved, expressing the hope that the deceased may become a Buddha and take his stand on
a lotus, as Buddha is represented doing.
The time for
14. The process of coffining.
coffining in some places is at full tide, and preferably after dinner, so that the deceased may not be
but in others it
put hungry to his narrow bed
must be before daylight in the morning, or in the
dark of evening, or on a day bearing an odd number,
3, 5, 7, etc., for fear of another death taking place
if an even day should be selected.
The floor of
the coffin is covered with a layer of line sifted lime
or charcoal
then five large squares of coarse
paper upon these a narrow strip of matting, sometimes manufactured of special material like lampwick, is placed, and upon the top of all a cotton
mattress. The garments for the dead are specially
made for the occasion, if the family can afford it,
and are fashioned after the pattern of the old
Chinese costume, like that of the present Koreans
no buttons or knots are permitted the Chinese
word for knot' being pronounced like that meaning 'difficulty' or trouble,' and all such difficulties
must be prevented from accompanying the traveller.
The son now divests himself of the clothes he has
assumed, taking them all off in one movement,
without separating the several garments and they
are suspended over the backs of two chairs and
perfumed or aired, by means of a brazier, containing fragrant herbs, placed underneath. Furs and
leather of any kind whatever are carefully excluded,
lest the dead should be turned into an animal in
his next re-incarnation.
The clothes are laid
out on the inverted lid of the coffin, and the dead
man is carefully placed in position for convenience of
dressing his arms are drawn through the sleeves
along cord, which runs through the sleeves, is then
fastened in a 'lucky' knot, and the clothes are
The hands are
carefully smoothed into position.
placed crosswise over the lower part of the body,
the left hand uppermost in the case of males, and
the right in the case of females. A pair of cheap
shoes are placed on his feet, and an official hat
with a red tassel is put on his head.
In upper-

supported

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

'

'

;

;

;

—

;

'

'

;

;

;

(Chinese)

class families a winding sheet of deep red is used,
sometimes of satin and elaborately embroidered,
forming a sort of large bag like a sleeping-bag, in

which all but the head is enclosed, and it is fastened
at one side with tapes.
satchel containing paper
money, a piece of silver, and the Taoist placard is
on
his
and
a
shoulder
;
piece of silver is placed
put
small pearl, called
under his tongue.
tranis
the
heart
pearl,'
placed on his breast
quillizing
and, in the case of a woman, a small pearl is inserted in the toe of each shoe.

A

A

'

;

The corpse is now lifted and placed carefully in
the coffin, the son supporting the head and the
daughter-in-law the feet, with others assisting at
the sides. It is important that it should rest exSmall bags of lime are then
actly in the centre.
inserted to keep the head and feet in position the
and
of the deceased are also
handkerchief
fan,
pipe,
inserted, and five small bags of different colours,
containing nail-parings, old teeth which have fallen
out from time to time, tea, and rice a small
casket containing a rosary, and the undress cap
and 'riding- jacket' are also added; for the garments which the dead is at present wearing are his
ceremonial clothes, required for his audience with
the gods these others he will wear on his journey.
Then each person present takes from his breast a
small piece of cotton wool, called warm the heart
cotton,' and, rolling it up into a small ball, throws
it into the coffin
the relatives are invited to
take a last look, and care must be taken that no
tears are allowed to drop in, lest the corpse should
be found in another existence with marks or stripes
on his face. Then the various coverlets are laid on
in regular order, those presented by near relatives
being given first place, and so on in order of prewhatever
cedence, until the coffin is quite full
quilts are unable to find a place inside the coffin are
burned. Before the lid is put on, all who are regarded as representing astral influences inimical to
the deceased are requested to withdraw, and are
allowed to return only when the lid has been put in
The lid is smeared with crude varnish,
place.
to make it air-tight, or sometimes a cement made
of rice, vinegar, and flour is used.
Usually four
but
large nails are employed to fasten the lid
sometimes a sort of double wedge, fitting into a
socket in the lid above and another in the side of
the coffin, is used instead. The nails are driven in
by a senior, the sons and, in some cases, the
daughters meanwhile crouching under the trestles
on which the coffin rests, lest the eyes of the departed should start out at the hammering.
When the lid is
15. Preparation for removal.
fixed in position, the mourners are allowed to plait
their queues with hemp-cord, and wear coarse shoes
instead of the straw sandals they have been wearFood is now
ing, and they are permitted to eat.
placed at the side of the coffin, and the dead and
the friends and
Ids gaoler are invited to partake
relatives kneel to pay their last respects, and the
chief mourner returns the compliment on behalf of
the departed. Two piles of paper money are then
burned, one for the dead and the other for his
;

;

;

'

;

;

;

—

;

guardian.
16.

Meals served before the

curtain,'

made

of

coffin.

white cotton,

is

— The

'filial

next hung up

drawn

partially back at both
sides, with a table and chair placed at the opening,
a white cover like an altar-cloth draping the table.
Regular meals are served to the deceased on this
table every day, and, each time a meal is served,
the server is expected to wail and cry. This continues until the funeral.
On each side of tho chair
17. The fairy guides.

before the

coffin,

—

are placed tall paper structures representing hills,
one called the 'golden,' and one the 'silver' hill,
intended to indicate the vast sums which the fond

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OP THE DEAD
and behind
these are tall figures of the 'Golden Youth and
the 'Jade Maiden,' bearing streamers to guide him
relatives

have provided

for the voyager,

'

Fairy Bridge.' The portrait of the
deceased is hung up, behind the chair, supported
on each side by scrolls bearing doleful inscriptions,
and with white candles placed in front. The chair
is occupied by the ancestral tablet, mounted on an
inverted tub, and crowned by a piece of red silk
fastened with red cord. The wording of the tablet
reads
Ch'ing (dynasty) of the Rank of such-andacross the

'

'

:

such, Master so-and-so's Spirit Chief.'
18. Untying the knots.
The day before the
funeral, Bonzes and Taoists are invited to conduct
'masses,' called 'the Water Mass,' the object of
which is to cleanse the departed of all sins and
transgressions committed during his life. In the

—

afternoon a bowl containing

rice,

and a thread rope

consisting of seven strands, on which are threaded
and tied twenty -four copper coins, is presented to
a Bonze, who places it on a table in front of the
table already referred to, and, as he recites the
virtues of Buddha in releasing souls from pain and
trouble, unties the knots in succession, putting
the coins one by one into his vest. This untying
of knots is meant to illustrate the release from all
tightness and difficulties in the next world.
Taoist
19. Thejourney through the shades.'
takes his stand at the corner of the table, holding a bell in his hands, and, as he rings it, he
chants a sort of sermon whose text is All is vanity,'

—A

'

'

and whose language has a remarkable similarity

to the twelfth chapter of Ecclesiastes.
He then
describes the different stages of the journey to
Hades. The journey is divided into seven periods
of seven days, or 'weeks,' which correspond with
the various stages of the spirit's wandering in the
infernal regions.
These stages are described in
detail, with a wealth of impromptu illustration
and elaboration ; and the moral of all is the importance of repentance for not having spent one's
days in vegetarianism and the repetition of Buddha's
all-potent name, in order to avoid such horrors as
have been related. When this long discourse is
finished, a space is cleared in front of the spirit
'

table,' and a large square with ornamental borders
is mapped out on the floor with chaff; twelve oil
lamps, provided by the Taoist priests, are disposed
round the sides of the square, and are supposed to
illumine the darkness of the gate of Hades.

—

Funeral frivolities. A table is placed at
which a Bonze and six Taoists sit, each performing
on a different instrument. In the intervals they
sing ribald or humorous songs, with the intention
of exciting laughter.
They also sing the Flower
Song of the 12 Moons,' describing the different
flowers which bloom in the different months, and
other compositions which have apparently very
20.

'

little

21.

funereal reference.
Offerings to the spirits.

— After

supper the

ceremony known as Fang Yen-kow takes place.
The spirit table and chair are removed another
chair is substituted, on which a priest takes his seat.
Two tables, supporting two large candles and
'

'

;

twenty-four bowls of vegetable food, are placed at
a little distance in front, intended for the delectation of the various gods.
Four other tables are
disposed at the sides of the hall, two on each side,
intended for the sacrifice to the family ancestors
a small table a little lower down contains the
and the
offerings intended for the dead person
;

;

spirit tablet sits at this (able in the chair as before,
attended on each side by relatives in light mourn-

When the priests
their reciting, a quantity of
paper

ing garments.

is burned outside the house.
to the dead.
The apartment is
re-arranged, and preparations for the sacrifice

money

22. Sacrifice

now

have finished
garments and

—

tothedead are made
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musicians are requisitioned
large quantities of flesh and fowls are laid out;
lamps are hung all over the room, and the chief
mourner appears from behind the curtain, leaning
upon the 'filial stall',' and supported by attendants.
He kneels before the tablet and makes humble
As he prostrates himoffering of the meats, etc.
self, a person standing at the side reads a long
panegyric on the dead in a melancholy voice, and
the chief mourner weeps as he lies upon liis face.
He is then escorted to the rear of the screen, and
repeats the process three times all the relatives
and friends present follow him in his genuflexions.
When all is finished, the offerings and all the
temporary fittings are removed, and preparations
are made for the funeral.
In some places
23. The funeral procession.
the funeral takes place in the fifth watch, i.e.
between 4 and 5 in the morning, perhaps in the
fifth week, or as late as one hundred days after
death, sometimes even later, and in cases of poverty
the coffin is left in the house, or put in a mortuary
chamber for the time being.
Every one is awake and stirring at daylight
when the day arrives, and arrangements are made
for the start. An immense paper figure, representing the Clear-the-way god,' leads the van next
come two large bamboos bearing streamers, and
four 'wagheads' paper figures of men, whose
heads bob continually as they are carried along.
The son-in-law or nephew carries a dish containing
In
rice, in which is placed the ancestral tablet.
wealthy families the tablet is placed in a sedanchair, which is supported on each side by a son-inlaw or nephew. The bearer of the tablet is robed
entirely in white, and the friends of the family
walk on either side of him. Then follows the
collin, borne by four men or a larger number,
according to the rank of the deceased, and covered
with a red pall or with a satin embroidered cover.
After the coffin comes the chief mourner, wearing
a head-dress of coarse hemp gauze, shaped somewhat like a biretta, with pom-poms of cottonwool placed at the intersections of the frame, and
worn over a small white cap. He hangs his head
as he walks, and is followed by the relatives, male
and female. The daughter-in-law wears a cowl or
hood of coarse gauze over her head, and a jacket
and skirt of the same material she also carries a
staff or wand like that borne by the chief mourner
she sometimes sits in a sedan-chair, and the heavy
head-dress is then placed on the top of the chair
instead of on her head. She weeps and cries aloud
as she goes, like the keener at an Irish wake.
Rice is thrown over the coffin and chief mourners
as soon as they move towards the outside door.
The figure of a crane, with outstretched wing and
uplifted foot, is placed upon the centre of the
coffin, and is supposed to convey the soul to the
Western Heaven.'
When the place of burial
24. The entombment.
is reached, the coffin is temporarily supported by
a couple of blocks, whilst the exact location is
being considered, with special reference to orientation.
In wealthy families, a stone receptacle is
prepared beforehand, and the coffin laid very caremeal is laid out, to
fully in the exact centre.
which the deceased and also the denizens of the
neighbouring tombs are invited. The mourners'
head-dresses and cinctures are burnt, with a
quantity of paper money, and the streamers and
staves are left at the grave. All present now set
up a cry the stone door of the tomb is placed in
The head-stone is
position, and the tomb sealed.
set up, bearing the names of the deceased,
with the date of erection. The mourners then
join hands and perform a sort of merry-go-round
about the tomb, which is repeated three days later.
;

;

;

—

'

;

—

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

—

A

;

'

'
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25.

Return of the ancestral

returns in the same order as before,
escorting the ancestral tablet to the home, with
crying and burnings. On arrival at the house a
great bonlire is made outside the door, and all who
have attended the funeral ai'e expected to step
across it before gaining the threshold no one is
exempted. In some places a little water is sprinkled
over each person by the Taoist priests. The son,
in (lighter) mourning garments of blue, kneels and
offers the viands prepared, and burns a quantity
He next climbs by a ladder to
of paper money.
the ancestral shrine over the central partition,
lights candles before each shrine, and then carries
up the new tablet and places it in position. All
present are invited to partake of the feast which
On the third day a visit is paid to the
follows.
tomb, and offerings of food, etc., are presented.
Those who are present join hands, forming a ring
round the grave, and circle round in one direction
three times and then reverse three times ; this is
with the idea of confining the spirit in his proper

cession

;

habitat.
26.

The seven

'weeks.'

— On the

seventh day a

number

of Taoists are hired, seven in all, to open
the road,' and a great variety of ceremonies
take place on this day morning, afternoon, and
In the evening the hall is again
evening.
arranged, with a table and chair, and a portrait of
the deceased hanging behind the chair.
cups
of tea are put on the table, and two bowls of light
'

—

Two

together with candles and incense. The
daughter-in-law weeps before the picture, as she
'
invites the spirit to partake of refreshment, and
a quantity of paper money is also burned. At
food,

'

daylight, tea, etc., is laid as before. At breakfasttime, food of different kinds is offered and candles
are lighted. The performance is repeated at noon,
with this difference, that the viands are more
This takes place every week until
elaborate.
the seventh, the only exception being that in the
fifth week a further meal is laid in the death
chamber. In the fifth 'week,' Taoists are called
to 'force the city,' or 'force the gate of hell.'
paper city with men, horses, etc., is set up, and,
when night comes, a Taoist priest in full robes
breaks through the city with the sword he carries,
and liberates the imprisoned soul afterwards a
great bonfire is made in the open air, and three or
four priests take their stand around it, holding
long bamboos, to which are attached elaborate
'fireworks.' In the sixth 'week' the daughters
are expected to provide a feast for the dead, and
they are given a share in the division of the clothing which he has left. At the end of the seventh
'week' the chief mourner is allowed to shave his
hair for the first time, but, if the coffin has not yet
'

'

A

;

been removed, he is not permitted to do so until
one hundred days have expired. The next year
the mourners, wearing white garments, pay their
first annual visit to the grave on the day known
as 'clear bright,' and on this day the sounds of
wailing may be heard in all directions. A further
visit is sometimes paid in the ninth moon
and at
the winter solstice paper garments, representing
warm winter clothes, are presented and burnt.
;

—

On the night
27. The spirit's homecoming.
appointed for the return of the spirit, a table of
eatables is laid in the death chamber, which is
then evacuated by the relatives. In the kitchen
a quantity of lime is placed beneath and around
the fireplace. When the hour arrives, as announced
by the Taoist priest, a procession is formed, the
The
priest leading, and all enter the chamber.
kitchen is then visited and the lime examined, the
traces of the spirit's presence being discovered
by
the marks, as of the feet of a goose, upon it. A
white cock is caught and carried in one hand in

(Coptic)

and, as the lid is struck by
a measure held in the other hand, the cock crows ;
he is then escorted outside, and paper money burnt.
This represents the sending off the spirit's escort.
A white cock is said to be a protection against
baneful astral influences, and to be the only
capable guide of transient spirits.
Literature. — S. Wells Williams, Middle Kingdom, 5 New
York, 1883 R. K. Douglas, China 2 London, 1SS7 J. Dyer
Ball, Things Chinese*, Shanghai, 1903 J. J. M. de Groot, Hel.
System of China, Leyden, 1892 ff. W. G. Walshe, Ways that
;

;

,

;

;

are Dark, Shanghai, 1906.
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DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD
(Coptic).

—When

the decaying religion of ancient

Egypt gradually gave place before the advance of
Christianity, many of the beliefs, and much of the
symbolism that had been so dear to the Egyptians
for over three thousand years, survived the change
of religion for some considerable time, and, as was
to be expected from a people by whom burial rites
had been magnified into a great and complicated
magical system, the old customs were given up
only gradually and reluctantly. To the Egyptians,
Christianity presented itself in a somewhat different
light from that in which it appeared to the other
civilizations of the ancient world. From the dawn
of history they had believed in a continuation of
life after death, in a future existence that was well
defined and in order to secure this existence for
the soul of man they had elaborated countless
magical rites which were performed at the burial
of the dead.
They had also a god of the dead a
;

—

god who had once lived an earthly life, who had
been slain by the power of Evil, and who by
certain magical ceremonies had come to life again,
and ruled as King of the under world. It was
thus that in Osiris lay their hope of living again,
and with him they considered the dead identified.
The Christian belief in a resurrection was therefore
not, in certain aspects, a new one to them, and the
doctrine that the dead in Christ shall live in Christ
was strangely familiar to all who had been reared

Thus it is not strange that,
Christianity began to be accepted in Egypt,
the early believers continued to practise the ancient
funeral rites, only slightly modified to meet the
requirements of the new religion.
The chief concern of the pagan Egyptians had
been the preservation of the bodies of the dead
by embalming, so that the spirit of the deceased
might pass to and fro between the kingdom of
Osiris and the earthly shell which lay in the tomb;
and the early Christians of Egypt saw no reason
to alter the custom of their forefathers, more
especially since the Christian and pagan doctrines
of the resurrection had so much in common.
Mummification of the dead, therefore, continued
to be practised by the Christians until the beginning of the 5th cent., and only died out after that
1
owing to the general opposition of the Church.
Mummies of anchorites and holy men and women
have been found in various parts of Egypt, one of
the most notable cemeteries containing Christian
dead being the recently excavated burying-ground
at Antinoe. The bodies are usually well preserved,
the head being sometimes adorned with a garland.
In the case of the men, the beard was allowed to
grow, contrary to the ancient usage, and when the
face is thin or emaciated it represents very much
the type of the Good Shepherd :is depicted in later
iconography, but unlike the criophoric figures in
the catacombs. 5 The body was carefully wrapped
in bandages, usually intercrossed, and sometimes
in the Osirian creed.

when

1
Anthony, the Founder of Christian asceticism, had bo great
it that he desired to he buried secretly, in order
that his body might not be subjected to the general custom.
It was probably his opposition that led to the suppression of
the practice.

a dislike to

-

Qayet,

amg

sax
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the face was covered with a painted plaster mask, might have the benefit of gazing on the
holy
as was the pagan custom of the time.
In the case remains. 1 As these relics are usually described
of a supposed Christian priest found at Deir el- as bones, it is evident that
embalming had by
Bahari, the outer wrapping was painted to repre- then been abandoned.
Mass, or offering of
sent the deceased holding the Eucharistic cup in the Eucharist, was sometimes performed before the
his hand.
On his left shoulder was the swastika funeral, but Masses for the repose of the dead in
ornament, which was much adopted in early Chris- the Roman sense seem to have been unknown in
tian symbolism, while the lower part of his robe the Coptic Church.
The use of tombstones at this
bore a representation of the boat of Isis. 1
period was almost universal. They usually contain
But it was not only the belief in the efficacy the words
One God who helpeth,' and the date
of embalming that survived the change brought on which the deceased
fell asleep
or
entered
about by Christianity, for many of the other old into rest.' Occasionally they contain pious ejaculafuneral customs lingered on, although it is difficult tions and quotations from
Scripture.
Rarely they
to decide how far their import was understood by are conceived in a more pagan
spirit, with such
the Christians. There is some evidence to show phrases as 'Grieve not, no one is immortal,' an
that offerings of food continued to be made to the especially good instance of this
being a tombdead.
In the Christian cemetery in the oasis of stone in the British Museum
[no. 400] which
O how dreadful is this separation
el-Khargeh the tombs follow the ancient design, runs
O
the body being laid at the end of a long shaft, at departure to the
strange land which removes one
the opening of which is a chamber containing for all time
condition of Hades, how do we
niches for offerings. 3 Wine-jars and baskets for come to
O Death, name bitter in the
thy gate
food were sometimes buried with the dead, and in mouth
Let all who love to weep for their
2
a will made by a Christian at Antinoe' the deceased dead come to this place and mourn
This
greatly.'
requests that the holy offerings may be made for recalls the ancient Egyptian funeral prayer to the
the repose of his soul. This, however, may refer
O
passer-by
ye who love life and hate death
3
to an agape, or a kind of mass said for the dead.
.
.
pray for the deceased.'
It is interesting that at the Synod held at Hippo
The Copts have undergone centuries of oppresin A.D. 393, at which Augustine was
present, the sion under Muslim rule, which has driven many
habit of placing the host in the mouth of the to embrace Islam.
The Khalif al-Mutawakkil
dead, which had become general amongst Oriental (850) even went so far as to interfere with their
It was burial customs, and ordered that all the graves
Christians, was strongly condemned.
apparently also the custom to enclose some of the of the Copts should be level with the ground.
Some other pagan Possibly owing to the influence of Islam, which
holy elements in the coffin.
usages seem to have continued. As the dead were has surrounded them on all sides for so long a
formerly buried with amulets and little figures of period, the funeral rites of the Copts to-day have
protecting gods, so the pious Christian was buried become very similar to those of their Muhammadan
with figures of St. George and the Evangelists.
The corpse is borne to the
fellow-countrymen.
In one case, at least, at Antinoe a sort of
ivory cemetery on a bier, followed by the female relatives
praying-machine, a kind of primitive rosary, and women of the house wailing and mourning.
appears to take the place of the papyrus inscribed At the burial-ground a sheep is often killed by the
with prayers and magical formula;. There was also more well-to-do, and its flesh
given to the poor
found, held in the hands of this body, a flower of the poorer give bread alone. Professional mourning
Jericho similar to the mystic rose which was
sup- women are hired to wail in the house for three days
posed to be the emblem of immortality, and to after death a survival, perhaps, of the ancient
flourish every year on the
day Christ was born. Egyptian custom, or possibly only a ceremony
Hitherto this symbol was not considered to have borrowed from the Muslims. The lamentations
been employed before the Crusades, but its presence are renewed on the seventh and fourteenth
days
in the cemetery of Antinoe
On
points to its use in very after death, and sometimes for longer still.
It is interesting also to note that the
the eve of the festivals of al-Milad, al-Ghitas, and
early times.
of
a
monk
named Serapiou, from the same al-Kiyamah (i.e. the Nativity, the Baptism of
body
burial, was encircled by an iron band from which
Christ, and Easter), it is the custom of the Copts
4
In cases where portraits of the de- to visit the cemeteries and
hung across.
spend the night there,
ceased were painted on the outer coverings of the
many of the richer having houses built specially
body, the ancient sign for life, the ankh, "f", is for these occasions. The women spend the night
sometimes represented grasped in the hand." This in the upper rooms, the men below. Next day
symbol is very frequent in Egyptian iconography, an ox or sheep is killed, and the flesh distributed
and was often employed where the cross would among the poor. Lane (Modern Egyptians, p. 296)
have been expected. Its use was so persistent states that the Copts say that these visits to the
that it afterwards became identified with the tombs are merely for the sake of religious reflexion.
cross, and was known as the crux ansata.
See This custom, however, together with the practice
of slaughtering animals for food,
art. Cross.
possibly goes
As the influence of the Bishop of Alexandria back to pre-Christian times in Egypt, when the
increased over the remoter parts of Egypt, many relatives of the dead made periodical visits to the
customs which appeared semi-pagan died out, and tombs, and brought food-offerings for the ka of
the funeral rites were performed more in accord- the deceased to refresh him in the under world.
ance with orthodoxy.
After the Council of The funeral services of the Copts are according to
Chalcedon (A.D. 451), when the Coptic Church the liturgy of St. Mark. One is in use for ordinary
of the year, and a special one is employed
was definitely separated from the orthodox body,
there could be hut few remaining. From descrip- Seriods
uring Easter (Tuki, Bit. Copt. Arab. p. 525).
tions in the Coptic writings, it would appear that
Literati'RE.— A. Gayet, AUG xxx. (1S97); R. Forrer, Die
the dead, wrapped in a winding sheet, were fnttichristl. Alterthiimer von Arfnniin-Pannpolis, Strassburg,
H. R. Hall, Coptic and Greek Texts of the Christian
immediately carried out into the desert and 1893
Period in the Brit. 31 us., London, 1905 W. E. Crum, 'Coptic
buried.
Persons of peculiar sanctity it was the Monuments
'(Cat. ge~n. des antiquites e'gypt. du mvsee du Caire);
custom to bury in a reliquary. The Coptic Life R. Tuki, Rituale
E. W. Lane,
Copt. Arabicum, Rome, 1761
of Shnoute states that he was buried in a reliquary Modern Egyptians^, London, 18S0.
P. D. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF.
with
pierced
holes, probably in order that pilgrims
1
2
Gayet, AUG xxx.
Myers, Man, 1901, no. 91.
Amelineau, Mission archiol. au Caire, vol. jv. (1889).
3 AMG XXX.
4 JO.
& /(,.
3
HaU, Coptic and Greek Texts of the Christian Period, p. 4.
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i. During the earlier years the
(Early Christian).
Christians followed in general the burial customs
But a livelier hope in the resurrecof the Jews.
tion robbed death and the grave of many of their
This gradually modified inherited funeral
terrors.
To the followers of Jesus death was a sleep,
rites.
and the grave a resting-place (Koi/^rTipioc) for those
who had died in the faith (Jn ll 13 Ac 7 60 1 Th
"
,

,

1 Co 15
Not less but more respect was
).
accordingly paid to the mortal remains of the
departed, for their bodies had been temples of the
Holy Ghost,' and were to rise and be glorified (1 Co
3 16 , 6 13 15 42 Rev 7 13 ). When death ensued, the eyes
were closed, the body washed, the limbs swathed,
the whole body wrapped in a linen sheet with
myrrh and aloes, and laid upon a couch in an upper
18 20

4 13f -,

'

,

,

room (Ac

9 Kf

-

;

cf.

Mk

15

46

16

1
,

Jn 11"

39 <-

lf

2(J'
19
the elder women

—
).

These acts were performed by
kindred and friends of the family. Relatives and
intimates were admitted to view the face of the
deceased, and an interval of eight or more hours
was required before burial. The younger men
carried the bier to the place of interment, followed
6
by the relatives and friends (Ac 5 ; cf. Lk 7").
Flute-players, hired mourners, and noisy demonstrations of grief were doubtless dispensed with
54
(Mt 9 2 \ Lk 8 52 Ac 8 2 , 1 Co 15 '-). The place of
burial was outside the city or village, in a natural
cave, or in a tomb cut out of the rocky hill-side,
or in a subterranean chamber, or simple grave.
Local conditions were determinative. The description in the Gospel of John of the tomb of Lazarus
and of that of Jesus will hold for the early
Christian Palestinian place and form of burial
38
In
19 J1 ; Gosp. of Peter, chs. 6 and 10).
(Jn ll
fact, the form and character of Jesus' entombment
influenced all subsequent Christian practice (1 Co
Tombs were, as a rule, private family
15 20 '-).
57ff
), and were large enough to
possessions (Mt 27
receive several bodies, which were laid upon the
in
the niches cut in the sides. The
ledges or
,

brotherhood, however, from the beginning undoubtedly provided for the burial of its own poor
M Aristides,
(Ac 2
Apolog. [Syr.] xv. 18).
large
stone, rolling in a rabbet, closed the door of the
bill-side sepulchre against prowling beasts and
robbers (Mk 16 3 ). It is altogether probable that
the Jewish Christians whitewashed their tombs, as
did their compatriots (Mt 23 s7 ). In Rome and in
general throughout the West, as well as in Egypt
and North Africa, the Jews had already adapted
the Palestinian form of interment to local conditions, and the early Christians modified this still
further to meet their own peculiar requirements.
Of course they borrowed this and that local practice
from the current pagan \isage. The wide-spread development of catacombs' (q.v. ) as places of Christ ian
burial was but a re-adaptation of Jewish and pagan
burial customs.
Simplicity and even plainness
must have characterized the earlier forms of Christian entombment in all lands, partly on account of
the poverty of the brotherhood, and also because of
the hope of a speedy resurrection. A brief inscription expressing the hope of immortality {elpty-q <roi,

A

;

'

in puce, etc.), sometimes accompanied by a consecrated symbol (a palm-branch or
anchor, fish or dove), was the final tribute to those
who had died 'in the Lord ' (Bingham, Antiq. of
Chr. Church, ed. 1870, bk. xxiii.
Am. (.'nth.
Quart. Rev., 1891, xvi. 501 f. Kaufmann, Handb.
d. chr. Arch., 1905, pp. 74 f., lllf., 205 f., 277 f. j
'
art.
Koimeterien,' in PRE* x.).
2. But (-hanging conditions produced manifold
developments. The wide-spread and increasing
Kol/njuis iv tlp-qv-Q,

;

;

between Jews and Christians in the
early decades must often have suggested, if it did

alienation

not compel, separate burial arrangements.

And

(Early Christian)

the rapid increase of the Gentile element in the
various churches throughout the Empire naturally
tended strongly in the same direction. The Jewish
cemeteries, indeed, would hardly have been open
for the interment of deceased Christians with pronounced pagan antecedents. Our sources, it is
true, are practically silent regarding the progress
of this development, but it is safe to say that
separation between Jews and Christians as regards
cemeterial requirements had taken place before tho
close of the first century, especially in prevailingly
Gentile Christian communities. And a similar separation must have been going on as between pagans
Hostility between them became
marked towards the close of the 1st century (Ac 8"14
12
Col 2 s 1 Jn 2 18 3 13 Rev
15^-, 1 Co 7 '-, 2 Co 6
2io.SM. 391. 6 u. an(i cns 8 _20), and martyrdom was
not uncommon (Clem. Rom. ad Cor. 5-7 Tac. Ann.

and Christians.

'-

'-,

,

,

.

;

;

Suetonius, Nero, 16 Melito ap. Euseb.
iii. 17-20
Pliny, Ep. ad Traj. x. 96, 97
ad Mom. 5, ad Phil. x. 2 Polyc. ad
The Christians would naturally wish to
ensure the sanctity of the graves of their martyred
dead, but in order to do so they had to provide
separate cemeteries. That this began to be done in
Rome by the opening of the 2nd cent, is generally
admitted (de Rossi, Roma Soft. 1864-77, i. 343 f.,
iii. 386 f.
Bull. 1865, p. 36 f., 1886, p. 136 Nuov.
Bull. 1901, p. 71 f., 1902, p. 217 f.
Bosio, Roma
Soft. 2 1650, p. 141 f.
Armellini, Gli Antichc Cimit.,
1893 V. Schultze, Katakomben, 1882, p. 307 ; Kaufmann, I.e. lllf.). But that it did not come to
pass throughout the Empire is abundantly proved
(Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, 1897, i.
500 f. and 717 f.). Influences other than hostility
would often operate to hasten or prevent the inIn
stitution of separate Christian cemeteries.
some lands, such as Syria and Asia Minor, it
took even centuries to accomplish the separation
of Christians on the one hand, and Jews and pagans
on the other, as regards burial accommodation

xv. 44

;

;

HE iv. 26,

;

;

Ign. Ep.
Phil. 1).

;

;

;

;

;

;

(Ramsay,

I.e.).

3. The earliest distinctly Christian cemeteries
of which we have any knowledge are to be found
The Neronian
in the neighbourhood of Rome.
persecution, followed by that of Domitian, doubtless constrained the Christian brotherhood to
provide separate' resting-places for their honoured
heroes who had fallen asleep.' And, as martyrs
to the faith multiplied, such cemeteries became
consecrated ground, and the tombs of the martyrs
were ere long places of pious meditation and devoIn certain communities this often necessition.

tated chapels, where the brethren could gather
without imminent danger of molestation. Then
funeral rites and ceremonies soon shared in the
general development, and these in turn reacted
powerfully upon the whole manner and mode of
burial. The entire catacomb development at Rome,
Naples, Syracuse, Alexandria, Treves, and elsewhere, for example, is adequately explained only
on such presuppositions. Instead of family tombs
and brief temporary resting-places for the dead, the
Church, especially in the West, gradually made pro-

vision for the burial of all its deceased members (by
There accordingly arose, in the suburbs
A.D. 250).
of every considerable Occidental city, Christian
And, where the remains of noted

burying-grounds.

martyrs were laid, chapels were erected, and the
brethren gathered to observe the Holy Eucharist
and to hold fellowship with the 'saints who had
gone before.' The chapel was named after the
martyr often the title was given to the whole
cemetery more frequently the cemetery bore the
name of the patron who had provided the ground
occasionally of the bishop who enlarged and elaborated it.
Instances of each are the cemetery of the
martyr Praetextatns, of the patron rriscilla, and
;

;

;
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of the bishop Calixtus— all in the neighbourhood
of Kome.
In the Orient, developments were difPalestine is rich in rock-tombs, and so is
ferent.
the whole of Syria. Asia Minor has few ancient
church-cemeteries ; it has mostly family burialAnd this is largely true of the whole
places.

Stone sarcophagi with Christian inscripOrient.
tions are frequently found. These were placed in
simple graves beneath the surface, or in tombs
elected on the hill-side, with more or less elaborate
In all this there is little that was disfacades.
cit. i. 500f.,
tinctively Christian (Kamsay, op.
But in the West the pre-Constantine
717 f.).

developments were quite unique. Beginning with
the Jewish or pagan type of family tomb, the
Christian churches soon provided cemeteries for all
Tert. Apvl. xxxix.).
their dead (Aristides, xv. 8, II
The most common form of these was that which was
These underlater known as catacombs {q. v. ).
ground cemeteries are enormously extensive in the
neighbourhood of Kome, and were used as burial;

'

'

places by the Christians down into the 5th century.
They give us the larger part of our information on

the theme in hand. The transition, for example,
from the private family-tomb to the common
church-cemetery is illustrated by the St. Lucina
crypt and the Calixtus catacomb, by the so-called
spelunca magna and the Prastextatus catacomb,
the Flavian vestibule and the Domatilla catacomb,
and the Acilii Glabriones chamber and the PrisThe growing use of obituary
cilla catacomb.
inscriptions can also be seen in the catacombs,
from the simple elpr/fi] <roi to the most elaborate
personal tribute on the tomb of Sixtus II. (A.D.
The development of Christian symbolism
258).
can likewise be traced therein, from the rude but
anchor to the portrayal in fresco
suggestive
of the Last Supper or of the story of Jonah.
Christian art in general had its beginnings and
early elaborations in the catacombs, and every
phase of it was closely related to the burial of the
dead. This is especially true of painting, sculp'

'

'

'

The same is also
ture, and church architecture.
true of the development of the liturgical and sacerdotal rites in the early Church, and the worship of
the dead. The ante-Nicene development of burial
customs is, however, quite amply reflected also in
the current literature. The Martyrium S. Polycarpi speaks of celebrating the anniversary of his
martyrdom,' or birthday, at his tomb (xviii.).
Tertullian says: 'As often as the anniversary
comes round, we make offerings for the dead
'

(martyrs) as birthday honours' (de Cor.
also de

xxxvi. 2

;

iii.

;

see

bottles, vases, etc., were interred
with the corpse (Synod of Elvira, can. 34; of
Laodicea, can. 9; of Gangra, can. 20 Euseb. II E
vii. 16, Vita Const, iv. 66, 67, 70, and 71
Epiph.
i. 40, iii. 18
Hwr. lxxv. 3 Socrat.
Jerome, Ep.
xxvii. [cviii.] ad Marcellam).
Con4. With the recognition of Christianity by
stantine a new era opened. Recent martyrdoms
had multiplied the number of saints anil holy
places, furnishing fresh sites for sacred buildings
as well as holy relics for altars.
Imperial favour
and funds now facilitated the erection of churches
and
the
the
graves of apostles,
Empire,
throughout
martyrs, and honoured saints were soon covered by
In the suburbs
or
mausoleums.
basilicas
imposing
of Rome, for example, the basilica of St. Peter
arose on the Vatican Hill, that of St. Paul on the
Via Ostiensis, that of St. Lawrence on the Via
Tiburtina, that of St. Agnes on the Via Nomentana, and that of SS. Marcellinus and Peter on the
These all were, or became,
Via Prrenestina.
cemeterial churches, with which Imperial mausoleums were frequently connected, as in the case of
the mausoleum of St. Helena, near the last-named
church, and that of Constantina, near St. Agnes.
All around this latter basilica were placed minor
monuments in a large open-air cemetery. The
churchyard now soon becomes the prevailing
type of cemetery throughout the West, including
Persecution having ceased, the
North Africa.
Christians were free to bury sub divo, yet the
martyr graves beneath the altars usually drew the
Of course, local
cemeteries near the churches.
Churches within
conditions were determinative.
the walls of the cities could not have extensive
cemeteries, though their crypts were used for
burial purposes.
Western Europe followed in
general the lead of Italy and Kome as regards
North
cemeterial churches and churchyards.
Africa seems to have early developed the open-air
cemetery, independent of particular churches.
Egypt continued for the most part the ancient
practices of the native Egyptians and naturalized
Jews. Syria also persisted in its old burial customs,
though the elaborate mausoleums of antiquity were
not erected as Christian tombs and the same was
true of Asia Minor.
5. The elaborate funeral ceremonies and the
interment of the Emperor Constantine in Constantinople (Eusebius, Vita Const, iv. 60 and 66-72)
indicate the stage which the development had
reached and also lines of future progress
toilet articles,

;

;

;

HE

;

'

'

;

:

The body was placed in the principal chamber of the palace,
and surrounded by candles,' and encircled by a numerous
retinue of attendants, who watched around it. incessantly night
and day
the second son, Constantius, himself headed the
procession, which was preceded by detachments of soldiers in
military array, and followed by vast multitudes, the body itself
being surrounded by companies of spearmen and heavy armed
infantry. On the arrival of the procession at the church dedicated to the apostles of our Saviour, the coffin was there
entombed. ... As soon as Constantius had withdrawn himself
with the military train, the ministers of God came forward, with
the multitude and the whole congregation of the faithful, and
prayers for his
performed the rites of Divine worship with
soul. . . . His statue was erected ... in every province.'
The funeral and entombment of Basil, Bishop of
Ca?sarea, as described by Gregory of Nazianzus, is
likewise instructive (Pancg. on Basil, 80)
The saint was being carried out, lifted high by the hands of
holy men, and every one was eager to seize the hem of his garment, or to touch his shadow or the bier which bore his holy
The psalmody was overpowered bythe lamentaremains.
tions
the body was consigned to the tomb of his fathers
and now he is in "heaven, where, if I mistake not, he is offering
sacrifices for us and praying for the people.'
'

'

and Cyprian, Epp. xii., xxxiii.,
cf., further, art.'CoMMEMORATION OF the

Monog.

4i)7

(Early Christian)

x.,

'

;

'

Dead).

The

Christians did not fear cremation, though
the ancient and better custom
they preferred
of burying in the earth (Min. Felix, Oct. xxxiv.
cf. Mart. Polyc. xviii.
Tert. de Anima, li., de
Pes. Car. lxiii., Apol. xlii. Origen, c. Ccls. v. 23,
Euseb.
viii. 30
Div.
Inst. vi. 12
Lactantius,
v. 2, vii. 22
August, de Civ. Dei, i. 12, 13). Simthe
2nd
cent.
(Min.
plicity prevailed throughout
Felix, Oct. xii. and xviii.), but by the opening of
the 4th cent, everything had become elaborated.
Associations had been formed in the West to hold
the property ; space was sold in the cemeteries
'

'

;

;

;

HE

;

;

;

;

gravediggers (fossores = KoirMrai) had become a
separate class, and there were artists, stonecutters,

and

The

annibeen extended so that the
the
thirtieth
and
and
third, seventh,
perhaps
fortieth daj's after burial were celebrated (Apost.
made
at
Const, viii. 41 and 42).
were
the
Prayers
tomb, psalms sung, and the Eucharist celebrated
as fellowshipping with the dead
lighted tapers
were placed at the grave
personal ornaments,

painters, sculptors,
versary festival had

architects.

;

;

.

.

.

:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Panegyrics on deceased distinguished personages,

and over the remains of relatives and friends,
became common (Euseb. Vita Const. Ambrose on
Valentinian and on Theodosius Greg. Naz. on his
brother, sister, and lather [Orat. vii. viii. and
xviii.], and on Athanasius Greg. Nys. on Meletius
;

;

;

;
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Jerome, Epp. lxi. etc.). The
anniversaries of famous martyrs were also occasions
for elaborate discourses on their virtues. And their
tombs now became the resort of pilgrims from far
and near. The relics of martyrs and saints were
frequently disinterred and sent to important
churches for re-burial in the crypts, where shrines
were erected and services held. The Synod of
Gangra (c. 358 A.D.) declares: 'If any one shall,
from a presumptuous disposition, condemn and
abhor the assemblies (in honour) of martyrs, or the
services performed there, and the commemoration
of them, let him be anathema (can. 20).
Yet the
Synod of Laodicea (before A.D. 381) announced
that members of the Church shall not be allowed
to frequent cemeteries or so-called martyries of
heretics for prayer or worship' (can. ix.). Many
councils in Spain, France, and Germany during the
6th cent, tried to stop burials in martyries and
August.

C'onf. ix. 12

;

'

'

churches. Pelagius II. (A.D. 578) protested against
the growing custom, but with slight effect. Burial
around churches, or in porches, vestibules, and
cloisters, soon became universal.
Gregory the
Great (c. 600 A.D.) complains about exactions of
If
cemetery officials as a price of burial, but says
parents or others wish to offer anything for lights,
'

:

we do not forbid, but you must not ask it' (bk. ix.
Jerome and Chrysostom had spoken
Ep. iii. ).
approvingly of giving alms at funerals, for the
relief of the souls of the dead.
6. A summary of the theme in hand may be
given under the following heads. (1) The simple
funeral rites and burial customs of the early days
gradually gave way to more and more elaborate
ceremonies and practices. (2) These developments
were different in different lands, but they all
tended in the same general direction.
(3) Two
universal influences were at work to produce these
manifold changes one arising out of the persistent
faith and life of the Church, the other pressing
in from the universal pagan environment.
(4)
Funeral rites were extended so as to include the
elaborate ceremonials which have been described
above, most of which were drawn more or less unconsciously from the surrounding pagan practices,
although the Christians never lost the primitive
:

and feeling which distinguished their early
funeral customs.
(5) The manner and forms of
entombment were also steadily influenced by the
various pagan practices, and yet to the Christians
the grave remained the sleeping-place for those
who were to arise to newness of life.'
faith

'

'

'
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;

'

'

'
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;

;

;

;

;

;

Edwin Knox Mitchell.
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(Egyptian). Of no other country in the world
liave the burial customs always attracted so
much attention as have those of ancient Egypt.
The artificial preservation of the body, the elaborate care with which it was provided with
covering and ornament, the monumental nature
of the tombs which were built or excavated to
contain it, struck the earliest foreign observers
with astonishment, and are still the theme of
wonder and admiration in our own day. Moreover, the dry and microbe-free climate of Egypt,
in which nothing is destroyed by the disintegrating action of the atmosphere or the attacks
of bacilli, has helped the artificial aids of mummification and carefully-scaled burial to preserve
the human body and its appurtenances intact
Even if
just as they were placed in the tomb.

removed from

(Egyptian)

wrappings, it is but rarely that
a mummy is affected by any agency except damp
while the textile fabrics, the mats and baskets,
and even the loaves of bread sometimes placed
with it, are, if delicate and brittle and without
elasticity, to all outward appearance the same now
as when they were buried with the mummy. It is
chiefly to their preservative methods of burial that
we owe our present remarkable knowledge of
the ancient Egyptians acd their manners and
customs, whereas in the case of Greece and Home
we have become acquainted with the course of
its

;

life, and the objects of daily use, mainly
through the medium of literary descriptions or
the representations on painted vases. In Egypt
we have the actual objects themselves, from the
precious ornaments of gods and kings to the
humblest bead-necklaces or rude idols of the fellahin ; we have chariots perfectly preserved, splendid
furniture and marvels of cabinet-making which
once adorned palaces, simple wooden benches, and
the shoes, mallets, and baskets of the common
The majority have been preserved in
peasants.
the tombs. Naturally we possess actual objects
of daily use from Greece and Rome also, but they
are rare, and tell us little compared with the
vast corpus of knowledge which we have derived
from the sepulchres of Egypt. And one thing
we have from Egypt which is the most wonderful
of all, and this we can never have from Greece
and Rome. No man has seen the actual face
and form of Themistocles, Pericles, or Cimon, of
Solon, or of Socrates, of Alexander, Hannibal,
or Augustus
yet every man now who wishes
may gaze upon the actual bodies of kings whose
ancient names were told by the priests to the
Father of History, whose deeds as they were
written on temple-walls were recounted to the
nephew of Augustus, and whose statues were
venerated as those of deities by the Emperor
Hadrian.
Sesostris, Ramses, and Osymandyas,
who were ancient names to Hellenes and Romans,

daily

;

and were actually contemporaries of Greek kings
who were the heroes and demi-gods of the

period, lie now in the glass cases of
the Cairo Museum. Mycerinus, of whom Herodotus (ii. 129-134) tells a merry tale, is No. 6006
of our national collection in the British Museum.
Their preservation to the present day is due to the

classical

peculiar burial customs of their nation, and was
intended.
The chief peculiarity of the Egyptian burial
customs is the artificial preservation of the body.
No doubt in later times a theory of resurrection
was adopted, according to which, after a space
of three thousand years, the several parts of a
man his ikhu, or spark of intelligence which had
rejoined the gods, his 6a, or bird-like soul which
fluttered around the tomb, his k/taibit, or shadow,
and the ka, or double of him, which was born
with him and accompanied him on earth during
life and in the tomb during death
rejoined bis
sahu, or noble and venerable mummy, which hail
lain so long in solitary majesty in the tomb,
and then the whole man rose again from the
dead. But it is not clear that this actual man
was to live again on earth as he had lived
He was to live with the gods rather.
before.
According to another theory, the sahlt was not
the actual mummy, but a sort of spiritual body
which germinated in the khat, or corruptible
body, ami sprang up out of it just as the wheat
so the dead Osiris
springs up out of the seed
gave birth to a new living Osiris. It was in his
sahlt that the concomitant parts of the man

—

—

:

I

were re-united.
in many tombs
bier,

made

A

;

it

this belief is found
figure of Osiris on his

symbol of
is

of earth, in

a

which seed was sown just
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now, we see the
wheat which grew up and withered in the darkbefore the burial

;

as

we

find it

Tlie two different ways of regarding the
sahu probably arose from two different ideas of
the actual dead body. In one as2>ect it was a
mere dead tiling, not different from a dead fish
the khat of a man like the khat of a tish and
waa expressed in the hieroglyphic writing by the
But in another it was a
figure of a dead tish.
fearful and wonderful thing the sahu, dwelling
in majestic loneliness and silence in the tomb,
and endued with marvellous magical powers,
which naturally included the power of summoning
back to it at will the departed principles of life
and intelligence, the shadow, the heart, and the
name, ever regarded with awe by primitive races.
So the sahu is represented as the human mummy
lying on its bier. The two ideas were combined
in later times by regarding the sahu as a spiritual
body (which originally it was not) which sprang
from the khat. The khat was simply the profane
name for a dead body of any kind. In the oldest
religion, when the actual human mummy was
alluded to, it was called the sahu, and one prayed
to the gods to allow the ba to re-enter the sahu
and re-vivify it, so that it could feed upon the
It
offerings which its descendants brought to it.
was probably out of this idea that the conception
of a resurrection, whether of a spiritual sahu
or of the actual man, grew. The real origin of
mummification is to be found in a simple desire
to preserve the dead man to his family.
In the
dry soil of Egypt bodies were found by experience
not to decay utterly when they were buried in
shallow graves, and the simple expedient of
smoking or scorching was no doubt resorted to
ness.

—

—

—

How

in order to stave off putrefaction even more.
far smoking is responsible for the crouched and
drawn-up position of the oldest Egyptian bodies is

doubtful. Real mummification was not known
to the oldest Egyptians, but that it was introduced
before the close of the Neolithic period is shown
by the hieratic use, even in the very latest
time, of a flint knife only, in order to make the
incision through which the entrails were removed.
Herodotus records for us this use of an Ethiopian
stone' (see below).
The ancient and holy stoneknife alone could be used for this act the newfangled metals were profane. Of this desire to
preserve the dead as long as possible to those
on earth who love life and hate death,' in the
words of the Egyptian funeral-prayer, we may find
a proof in the custom of keeping the
'

;

'

mummy

above ground for a specified period, in its own
home, before it was finally committed to the

tomb (see below, p. 462).
Wiedemann regards this custom, which we shall discuss
further later on, as a survival of what he calls 'secondary'
interment. In the most ancient days he considers that the
primitive Egyptians buried the body first in ground near or
under the house till it had partially decayed, and then transferred it to its final resting-place in the desert necropolis.
In this way he explains, too, the fact of the disturbed condition of the bones in most of the Neolithic graves, which
Flinders Petrie explains as due to a ceremonial cannibalism.
Wiedemann thinks that the body was intentionally cut up
after putrefaction had set in during the first burial in order to
clean the bones before the second and final burial. He finds
confirmation of this view in many texts of the Book of the
Dead,' in which the cutting off of the limbs of the dead is
referred to, while the deceased prays that his limbs may be
restored to him, and that he may be whole. There is also the
legend of the cutting up of the body of Osiris. That these
passages are rightly interpreted as referring to a primitive
custom of cutting up the body is possible. At Deshasha,
Flinders Fetrie found definite proof of dismemberment in some
cases. But there is little proof that the reason for the practice is that advanced by Wiedemann.
And, as a matter of
fact, dismemberment was not so usual as has been thought,
for much of the disturbance of the remains in pre-historic
graves is no doubt due merely to predatory beasts and to
wady-torrents (st'ls).
The primitive custom of burial in a crouched-up
*

posture gradually gave place,

during the early
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dynastic period, to that of burial at full length,
with which real mummification is associated. At
Med Am, Flinders Petrie found both customs existing side by side in the graves of the age of the

Illrd-lVth Dynasty. It was probably not till the
time of the Vth Dynasty, when
Egyptian customs
became crystallized in the form which they more
or less retained ever afterwards, that the old
custom of the Neolithic people finally died out and
the burial customs of the Egyptians took the final
shape which we know so well. At least from the
time of the Illrd Dynasty, prayers were made for
the dead in the ancient form
May Anubis [the
'

:

protector of the tomb at Abydos] or Osiris [the
Busirite god of the dead] grant a royal offering
may he give thousands of flesh, fowl, and everything good and pure on which the god there liveth,
to the ka of N., justified and venerated (see below).
And the piety of those on earth erected a gravestone in order to make his name to live on earth.'
This was as far as the Egyptians ever went in the
direction of ancestor-worship.
As has been shown
in the art. Ancestor-woeship (Egyptian), the
belief that the dead man was absorbed in the personality of the great god of the dead, Osiris a belief
universal throughout Egypt by the end of the
:

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

—

Old Kingdom
prevented any worship of him
under his own name he was venerated as being
himself Osiris, not as an ancestor. Otherwise a
developed ancestor- worship would, no doubt, soon
have grown up ; for family life was close and
affectionate in Egypt, far more so than among the
surrounding nations and the names and figures of
parents, children, and other relatives were constantly commemorated on the gravestones of the
dead.
Those living on earth who loved life and
hated death {ankhiii. tep ta mer ankh mestjetj mut)
were always full of sympathy with and affection
for those who had gone down before them into the
mysterious tomb-world, and to this is due the
whole elaborate paraphernalia of Egyptian burial.
The smoked body of the earliest period was provided with a mat on which to lie peacefully, with
jars of food to live upon, and with Hint weapons
to use if it could.
For how did one know what
happened to the venerated sahu in his tomb?
Would not ka and ba return to it, bringing back
beloved life? That he who had been alive was
now absolutely and irrevocably dead was as incon:

;

'

'

ceivable

to

the

mind of the oldest
to that of any other primitive
this most conservative of all

childlike

Egyptian as it was
man. And among

the primitive idea merely became more
elaborate and overgrown with ritual as civilization
progressed.
better means was devised of preserving the
body in order that ka, ba, and ikhu might come
races,

A

back to it and give it life and intelligence to live
upon the offerings of its pious friends on earth,
to go whithersoever it would, to take any form
it pleased, to exercise its
undoubtedly magical
powers (was not death itself magic?) for good.
The easily putrefying entrails and brain were removed, and the body, reduced to skin, flesh, and
bone only, was salted in natron, filled with spices,
and carefully bound up, in order that decay might
never come to it. The removed portions were not
cast aside, but were also mummified, and stored
in four special jars, which we call canopic jars,'
each under the protection of a certain demon, so
that the dead man could have them at his need.
And the shallow grave on the sand became for
the well-to-do Egyptian a great sealed tomb in the
rock, in which he could rest with his body, safe
from the prowling jackal or hya>na, and with his
protective amulets and funerary furniture, often
made of precious materials, guarded from the
impious hands of human robbers. For in Egypt,
'
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as elsewhere, lust of gold drove men to theft and
even in Egypt, the must pious of lands, many could
at all times be found who would brave the anger of
gods, priests, and the outraged dead themselves to
obtain riches. Many tombs were violated within
a century of the burial of their owners, in spite of
all the precautions taken in order to hide them.
That of Thothmes iv. was already violated during
the troubles of the reign of the heretic Ikhnaten,
and the royal burial was restored in the reign of
Horemheb. The knowledge shown of the precise
position of the carefully-hidden tombs makes it
evident that the thieves, no doubt, came from
;

'

'

among the ranks

of the priests and guardians of
the necropolises themselves ; and in the reign of
IX. the scandal had become so great that
a royal inquisition into the l'obberies of tombs was
held, which resulted in the conviction and punish-

Ramses

ment

of

many

offenders.

But tomb-robbery went

the prizes were worth having and fifty
years later all the royal mummies at Thebes had
to be taken out of their original tombs and hidden
in remote hiding-places, where they remained till
discovered in our own time, and placed in the
Museum of Cairo. The primitive Egyptian, however, had no fear of tomb-robbers, or of any disturbance beyond that of a storm-flood which
might descend from the hills and lay his bones
bare to the winds, or of the prowling jackal.
This last was a very real danger, and a naive way
of forestalling it was devised by regarding the
magic-working beast who lived among the tombs
as their protector as well as their ravager, and
praying to him to take care of the resting-places
of the dead and to allow the offerings of the living
to remain in peace, and himself to give funerary
offerings of the very best ('a kingly offering'), of
thousands of flesh, fowl, and everything good and
pure on which the god there (the dead man) lives,
to the lea of the dead man.
This is the origin of
the well-known di-hctcpsuten Anup formula, which
we have already quoted (p. 459 )
May Anubis
(the jackal) give a royal offering,' etc., which was
inscribed on every Egyptian gravestone, till Osiris
or another god took the place of Anubis, in which
case, however, the formula remained the same.
Another theory has explained the occurrence of
the word suten, king,' in this formula as referring
to an actual intervention of the earthly reigning
king on behalf of the dead man. It is known that
the kings often provided magnificent burials for
favourite courtiers or nobles ; but whether in the
early period the monarch was always expected at
least to make offerings vicariously at the grave of
every subject is very doubtful.
The process by which Anubis lapsed into the
position of a mere satellite of Osiris, whose worship as god of the dead spread from Busiris in the
Delta over the whole of Egypt, has already been
traced (see Ancestor-worship [Egyptian], B).
The inscriptions and decorations of the tombs,
especially those of the royal tombs at Thebes,
exhibit to us a temporary degeneration of Osiris
himself, at any rate at Thebes.
During the
Theban period Theban ideas naturally coloured
the beliefs of the majority of Egyptians, and Osiris
had become largely identified with Amen-Itii.
The ideas of Busiris, Sakkara, and Abydos as to
Osiris-Sekri-Klicnlainenti had all become blended
with the Heliopolitan idea of (lie dead sun-god
who, after his midday glory as Eta, set as Turn,
and during the night sailed through the tombworld beneath the earth in his barque, attended by
the souls of the blessed and in tlii-- was added the
identification of the ram-headed Amen of Thebes
with Eta. So that we and the dead Amen Etaisiris but ramOsiris, bine in colour like the dead
headed like Amen and called by the mystic name

on gaily

;

;

|J

—

'

;

(

'
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his limbs,' passing, attended by Isis and
Nephthys, the companions of Osiris at Busiris,
the
lower world. The Theban priests dethrough
veloped a set of the ancient systems of spells and
incantations designed to protect the dead man in
the under world and describing his proceedings
there (which the Egyptians called The Book of
'

of Auf,

'

Coming Forth from the Day,' and we have named
The Book of the Dead ') into two books,' entirely
and
Heliopolitan
separate from the ordinary
'

'

'

'

other recensions of the 15ook of the Dead. These
they called The Book of the Gates,' and 'The Book
of That-which-is-in-the-Underworld,' which are
written and pictured on the walls of the royal
tombs at Thebes. There is no doubt that the
Egyptians pictured the Duat, or Underworld, as
actually beneath the earth. This arose from the
fact of the tomb being excavated in the earth.
The houses of the dead in the necropolis, the
Khcrti-neter, or 'divine under-place,' as the Egyp'

it, formed in their ideas a subterranean world of their own, in which the sahus
resided in awful majesty each in his tomb, while
the ghosts could pass from tomb to tomb through
the mazes of the under world.
Later, the boat
of the sun, in which the god of light crossed
the heavens by day, was thought to pass through
this dead world between his setting and his rising,
In
accompanied by the souls of the righteous.
this under-Egypt, over which Osiris presided as
the mortal king presided over the living Egypt
above, and to which a dead sun gave illumination as the living sun gave light to living Egypt,
the soul was supposed by some to live very much
as the man had lived on earth there were rivers
and lakes to be navigated and fields to be tilled
there, and the dead might be called upon to do
work as he had worked on earth. But surely
rest was the guerdon of a man who had lived a
laborious life, so that with the dead were buried
boxes full of little Osiris figures called ushnbtiu,
or answerers,' because, as the sixth chapter of
the 'Book of the Dead' inscribed upon many 1 of
them said, If one calleth Osiris at any time to do
any labours which are to be done there in the
under world, to plough the fields, to fill the canals
with water, to carry sand from east to west,
behold say, " Here am I when ye call !"' They
answered for the dead man. There is little doubt
that these ushabtiu were the descendants of very
real answerers in the shape of dead slaves, who
and buried
in
very ancient times were strangled
with their lords in order to serve them in the other
world as they had done in this. Growing humanity

tians called

:

'

'

!

'

'

ami culture substituted wooden and stone slaves for
but it may be that the custom of giving
real ones
answerers was continued in the case of
;

real

'

'

the kings till quite a late date. It may be even
that the dead bodies found lying by the wooden
boat in the tomb of Amenhetep n. (1450 B.C.) were
murdered slaves. In the earlier days of Mcntulietep II. (2200 B.C.?) priestesses of Hathor who

were members of his harem seem to have been
killed and buried in the precincts of his tombtemple at Deir el-Bahari in order to accompany
him to the next world. And naturally enough we
find the bodies of slaves in the tombs of the 1st
Dynasty kings al Abydos.
Although in later' times the Egyptians were
certainly more humane than either the Greeks or
the Assyrians, it would be a mistake to suppose
that they hail always been so. In earlier days
they had been, like all setui-i ivilizcd races, more or
Less children, and a child lias no ideaof the sanctity
of life.
Certainly the Egyptians had originally no

conception of the sanctity of human life as distinct
from other life. The slaves followed their masters
' Some have
merely the inscription Illuminate the Osiris N I'
'
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tombs as the food

did, or the caskets, or the

jewellery.
In the tombs, if
they axe tombs, of the kings of
the [st Dynasty at A-bydos, we find an immense
bandobast for the journey to the next world.
There were .-tacks of great vases of wine, com, and
other food, covered up with masses of fat to
preserve the contents, and corked with a pottery
stopper, which was protected by a conical clay
sealing, stamped with the impress of the royal
There were bins of corn, joints of
cylinder-seal.
oxen, pottery dishes, copper pans, and other things
which might be useful for the ghostly cuisine of
the tomb. There were numberless small objects,
used, no doubt, by the dead monarch during life,
which he would be pleased to see again in the next
world carved ivory boxes, little slabs for grinding
eye-paint, golden buttons, model tools, model vases

—

with gold tops, ivory and pottery fignrines, and
other objets d'art, the golden royal seal of judgof king Den in its ivory casket, and so forth.
There were memorials of the royal victories in
peace and war, little ivory plaques with inscriptions
commemorating the founding of new buildings, the
institution of new religious festivals in honour of

ment

the gods, the bringing of the captives of the royal
bow and spear to the palace, and the discomfiture
of the peoples of the North-land. All these things,
which have done so much to re-constitute for us
the history of the earliest period of the Egyptian
monarchy, were placed under the care of the dead
slaves whose bodies were buried round the tombchamber of their royal master at Abydos.
Passing over a space of two thousand years, we
see the burial of Iuaa and Tuyu, father and mother
of Queen Tii, the consort of Amenhetep HI., at
Thebes. Here we have the same bandobast for
the next world
beautifully carved chairs and
beds, boxes for wigs and garments, even a chariot,
besides all the regular appurtenances of the dead as
now prescribed by religion. But the place of the
dead slaves is taken by the stone and wooden
ushabtiu. All this funerary pomp and circumstance grew up from the simple burial of the
Neolithic Egyptian with his mat, his pots, and his
:

What

flints.

kind

of

religious

services

were

celebrated at the grave in the earliest period we
do not know, but it is certain that they contained
the germs of the later ritual as it was carried out

The descriptions given by
Herodotus and Diodorus of the different processes
of mummification and the funeral ceremonies are
well known. They were eye-witnesses of what
they describe and their descriptions, with exceptions in the case of Diodorus, tally entirely with
what we know from the monuments and inscriptions.
The account of Herodotus (ii. 85 ff.) is as

in Pharaonic times.

;

follows

:

When in a house a man of any importance dies, all the women
in that house besmear their heads and faces with mud, and
then, leaving the body in the house, they wander about the
city, and beat themselves, with their clothes girt up and their
breasts exposed ; and all their relations accompany them. And
on their part the men beat themselves, being girt up in like
'

manner. After they have done this, they carry out the body to
be embalmed. There are those who are appointed for this
purpose and practise this art these, when the body has been
brought to them, show to the bearers wooden models of dead
men made exactly like by painting. And (they show) the
finest style (of embalming), which they say is His [i.e. Osiris']
whose name I do not think it right to mention in connexion
with this matter. And they show the second style, which is
inferior and cheaper and the third, which is cheapest. Having
explained them all, they learn from them in what way they
wish the body to be prepared then the relations, when they
have agreed upon the price, depart; and the embalmers
remaining in the workshops thus proceed to embalm in the
finest manner.
First they draw out the brain through the
nostrils with an iron hook, taking part of it out in this manner,
the rest by pouring in medicaments.
Then with a sharp
Ethiopian stone they make an incision in the flank, through
which they take out all the bowels; and, having cleansed the
interior and rinsed it with palm-wine, they next
sprinkle it
with pounded incense.
Then, having filled the belly with
:

;

;

_

_
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pure myrrh pounded, and cassia, and other perfumes, with the
exception of frankincense, they sew it up again
and, when
thi ) have done this, they pickle it in natron, entirely covering
ii
for seventy days
longer than this it is nut. allowable t" pickle
it.
When tiie seventy days are expired, they wash u
rpse,
and wrap the wholi bodj in bandages of flax cloth, smearing it
with guin, which the Egy]
ordinarily use instead c.i glue.
Then the relations, inning taken the bodj back again, make a
wooden case in the shape of a man, ami. when it Es made, Q63
enclose the body in it; ami thus, having fastened it up, they
store it in a sepulchral chamber,
setting it upright against the
wall. Thus they embalm bodies in the finest manner.
Those who desire the second method, in order to avoid great
in
the
have
expense, they prepare
following way: when tin
charged their syringes with oil made from cedar, they till the
abdomen of the corpse with it without making any incision or
taking out the bowels, injecting it at the fundament and,
having prevented the injection from escaping, they pickle the
body in natron for the prescribed number of days, and on the
last day they let out from the abdomen the oil of cedar which
they hud before injected and it has such power that it brings
away the intestines and vitals in a state of dissolution, while
the natron dissolves the flesh, and nothing of the body is left
but the skin and bones. When they have done this, they return
the body without any further operation.
The third method of mummification is this, which is used only
for the poorer people
having thoroughly rinsed the abdomen
with a purge (ai/p^ata), they pickle it in natron for seventy
days, and then deliver it to be carried away.*
;

:

1

\

;

;

:

Diodorus gives much the same account he adds
that the first method cost one talent of silver
(about £150), the second twenty mints (about £60),
the third much less. He gives additional details
about the mourning, saying that during the
interval between the death and the burial the
relatives abstained from the baths and from wine,
ate the simplest food, and wore no fine clothes ;
and also with regard to the embalmers themselves,
adding the picturesque detail of the stoning and
flight of the paraschistes, which is of considerable
;

religious interest.

He

says

(i.

91) that, after the 'scribe'

had made the mark

on the body indicating the place where the incision was to be
made by the paraschistes, or ripper,' the latter performed his
duty with the Ethiopian stone (as Herodotus says), and then
immediately fled away, pursued by a volJey of stones and imprecations from the other embalmers, for the Egyptians held in
abomination any person who wounded or committed any act of
violence on the human body. We can see that this reason was
not quite the correct one. The ceremonial stoning and fleeing
away of the paraschistes was, like his ceremonial use of the
Ethiopian stone for the performance of his duty, an act of
'

'

'

'

'

religious significance : the necessary cutting of the holy body of
the Osiris had from the first been regarded as an impious act
though one necessary for the preservation of that body ; therefore a religious act of disapprobation and punishment had to
be performed, though doubtless no one but a fanatic would
really endeavour to hurt the ageut of necessary impiety. That

the paraschistes was universally regarded as unclean, however,
is certain
whether the actual embalmers, or choachytce, shared
this reputation to any extent or not is uncertain. Diodorus says
that they consorted freely with the priests, to whose lower
orders they in fact belonged, and were allowed to enter the
sanctuaries. Diodorus also mentions the practice, to which
we have already referred, of keeping the mummy in the house
after death, with considerable detail, even going so far as to say
that the richer Egyptians kept their dead in magnificent
chambers, and enjoyed the sight of those who had been dead
for several generations. There is little doubt that this is rather
a misunderstanding than an exaggeration
the magnificent
chambers can hardly be other than the real tombs, in which the
Egyptian could always, if he were so disposed, see the sarcophagi
which contained the bodies of his ancestors. In all probability
the tombs of private persons were not entirely covered up and
hidden away, as those of the kings were, for many years after
;

:

their deaths.

We have one instance in the tomb of Aahmes,
son of Abana, the admiral of king Aahmes in the
war against the Hyksos, at el-Kab. In it we see
a portrait of his grandson, the well-known Paheri,
and an inscription which says
Lo here is the sou
of his daughter, the director of the works of this
tomb as making to live the name of the father of
his mother, the scribe of the reckonings of Amen,
Paheri, deceased.' From this we know that he
embellished his grandfather's tomb as well as
constructed his own, and we see that an inscription
about him could be inserted on the walls of the
earlier tomb after his death even, which shows that
at least the hall of offerings in a tomb usually
remained accessible to the relatives of the deceased
for generations after his death.
Thus, indeed,
'

:

!
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the Egyptians well have felt satisfaction in
seeing the coffins which contained their dead, and
have regarded the dead, to a certain extent, as
contemporaries, as Diodorus says they did, though
we know that they never looked upon the actual
bodies themselves, as he seems to think.
Yet
that the dead were actually kept in the houses
for some time before their burial seems certain,
and Lucian gives his personal testimony to the

may

fact
ISujv

:

—

raptxeuet. dt 6 AlyuirTiof

—Zrjpdvas rbv

odros jueVrot
X^yoj 5'
vtKpbv £vvbenrvov nal ^vfxTrdrrjV iiroiT}-

aaro (de Luetic, § 21).
ancient custom, we

—

This

may have

been a very

may compare the way in
which barbarian tribes still preserve the bodies of
their dead chiefs or the dried heads of their enemies,
the Dayaks of Borneo, but we have no
e.g.
illustration of it on the Egyptian monuments, and
we cannot doubt that Diodorus' account is due to
a misunderstanding. The storehouse in which
Herodotus says the body was kept (0ij<raup(fowri iv

—

'

'

olnTipart dijuaiy, Igt&vtcs opdbv wpbs tolxov [see above])
either be a place for the temporary storage of
the mummy, or the actual tomb. The detail as
to the position of the coffin might seem to point
to the former alternative, as the proper thing for
the coffin was to be placed horizontally on the
ground but in later times it would seem that the
coffin was often actually placed on end in the tomb,
probably to economize space. Diodorus gives the
same detail about placing the coffin on end, but
says that this was done in a chamber which those
who had not private tombs built on to their houses,
in order to contain the mummy.
Now it seems
very probable that something of this sort was done
by poorer Egyptians. Children are often found
buried under the floors of the ancient houses, and
during his recent examinations among the brick
ruins of the ancient Thebes burnt by the generals
of Esarhaddon in 668 B.C., Legrain found a burial
chamber containing a mummy with ushabtiu of
the 7th century B.C.
This was undoubtedly a
chamber built on to a house. Perhaps this may
be the explanation of Herodotus' oiKij/ia di)Ka.iov,
and of Diodorus' apparent statement as to the
retention of the body for a long period above
ground. Ordinarily, however, the body of a wellto-do person would be buried in a tomb when the
period of mourning was over and the tomb ready,
till which time it was, no doubt,
kept in a special
chamber in the house. The time between the
death and the actual burial is given differently by
different authorities as from three to ten months.
3
According to Gn 50 the embalming occupied forty
days, and the period of mourning seventy days.
With regard to the actual funeral ceremonies
Diodorus (i. 93) gives some details which are not
borne out by the monuments, and are evidently due
to misunderstanding.
His description of the exaggerated mourning at the death of a king is probut
the
details about the funeral
bably correct,
oration pronounced over the body by the priests,
and the liberty allowed to the people to express
their
of a bad king and so prevent his
disapproval
proper burial, have no actual authority to back
them up, and seem highly improbable. Yet we
have a curious sentence in the inscription describing
the battle of Momemphis, in which Amasis says
that he gave Apries proper burial,
in order to
establish him as a king possessing virtue, for His
Majesty decreed that the hatred of the gods
should be removed from him' which seems to
Evitally somewhat with Diodorus' statement.
dently a king not considered to be neb menkh,
'possessing virtue,' could be debarred proper burial
as an Osirian.
But the judge would doubtless be
a successful rival or usurper, not the common
No doubt all usurpers bad not always
people.
been so politic as Amasis was, and we know that

may

;

,

'
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the bodies of rival kings were often torn from their
tombs and cast to the winds by their enemies,
whether usurpers or ' usurpees
Amenmeses, of
the XlXth Dynasty, is an instance in point.
'

:

A

funerary ceremony of very peculiar character which was
actually carried out in the case of the kings is not mentioned by
Diodorus. This is the remarkable Festival of the End (literally, 'of the Tail '), or Eeb-scd. It would seem that in primitive
times, as has been the case among many semi-savage peoples, the
Egyptian king was not allowed to live beyond a certain term.
He was then killed, and another took his place upon the throne,
only to be killed himself eventually unless he died or was killed
before his term had expired. The term was one of thirty years ;
at the end of his thirty years' reign the monarch was
solemnly
murdered and buried with all pomp and ceremony. But, as in
the case of the human ushabtiu mentioned above, the growing
humanity of later days, and doubtless the growing reluctance
of the kings to let themselves be slaughtered,
brought about a
compromise. The king was no longer killed, but all the paraphernalia of the ceremony of his 'end were preserved he him,
self celebrated his own funeral ceremony, and performed mystic
ceremonies before his own image as Osiris beneath the standard
of the funerary wolf-god of Siut, Upuaut (sometimes called
Sedi,
the god with the tail '). At the same time his eldest son or other
heir-apparent was usually associated with him on the throne, so
that a new king appeared in fact as well as in theory. We have
illustrations of the Festival of the End from the time of king
Den, or Udimu, of the 1st Dynasty well-known later representations of it are taken from the temple of Amenhetep m. at
Sulb in Nubia and the Festival Hall of Osorkon n. at Bubastis.
In later times the festival lost all significance, and Ramses u.
and other kings celebrated it at far shorter intervals than thirty
years. In the old days, even so late as the time of the Middle
Kingdom, so far did the pretence of killing and burying the old
king go, that very probably an actual Heb-sed tomb was made
for his supposed dead body, a statue which was ferried over the
river and carried in procession to the swi-temple and tomb.
It
may well be that the funerary temple of king Mentuhetep Nebhetep-Ra, of the Xlth Dynasty, discovered by Naville and the
present writer at Deir el-Bahari in 1903, is in reality a heb-sed
temple the great hypogaeum beneath its western hall, which
they called a Aa-sanctuary or a cenotaph/ may then, if it is
not the actual tomb, be the heb-sed tomb of the king, and the
neighbouring tomb called the Bab-el-Hosdn may be the heb-sed
tomb of another king of the dynasty.
'

'

'

:

'

'

'

;

'

'

:

'

'

'

Connected with Diodorus' statement as to the
popular judgment of the virtue of a deceased king
his remarkable description of the carrying of
the body of every man to a certain lake, where it
was judged by forty judges, before whom any one
could make accusations against the dead man if
these were substantiated, he was adjudged unworthy of proper burial if not, his traducers were
heavily mulcted, and his body was placed in a
baris, or boat, and ferried across the lake to the
place of burial. There is no doubt whatever that
nothing of this kind actually took place, and that
Diodorus or his informants were misled into thinking that the judgment of the dead man by Osiris
and his forty-two assessors happened upon earth
instead of in the next world the lake and the
boat are equally taken from the pictures of the
full description of what is
Book of the Dead.'
known to us from Egyptian sources as to the real
proceedings at the funeral of an Egyptian of high
rank will be found in Wallis Budge's book The
Mummy, p. 153 fi. This account is based largely
upon the evidence of the well-known 'Papyrus of
Ani,' in the British Museum.
In accordance with Egyptian conservatism in
religious matters, the bier and the various chests
containing canopic jars, etc., which were borne to
the tomb, were not till a comparatively late period
placed upon wheels. The ancient sledge-runners
of the days before the invention of the wheel were
still used when the funerary rites were elaborated,
and, when, at a later period, wheeled carriages
were introduced for the funerary procession, the
old sledge-runners were still preserved, and the
wheels were placed beneath them. Oxen were
used to drag the carriages to the tomb. The chief
priestly participants in the procession and in the
rites performed at the tomb were the kher-licb, or
'cantor,' as the word is sometimes translated, the
sem or setem, and the an-mitt-f. The kher-heb
seems to have acted as a sort of general director of
the funeral he was often a relative of the deceased.
is

:

;

:

A

'

;
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read the appointed prayers and spells. The
He seems to
function of the an-mut-f is not clear.
have represented the god Osiris, and walked in the
procession, bearing the crook and Hail, the emblems
..f
tlic god.
The sem had very peculiar duties.
(In
he night before final burial, after the procession, he proceeded to the tomb, and there laid
himself down to sleep, covered with the mystic
cow-skin, before the upright coffin containing the
mummy. During his sleep he was supposed to
see all the transformations of the god, i.e. the
In the morning
dead man, in the next world.
three persons preceded the procession and solemnly
aroused the sem, who then took part with the
kher-hcb in a sort of antiphonal service, in which
the two took the parts of Horns and Isis, that
of Osiris probably being taken by the an-mut-f.
Finally the sem donned the skin of a leopard, and
the very important ceremony of the
performed
'
Opening of the Mouth and Eyes,' in order that the
dead man might be able to see and eat the offerings
brought to him. The opening was performed by
touching the mouth and eyes of the mummy with
The
a model adze or chisel of antique form.
ordinary ceremonies of offering at the grave were
performed by the hen-ka, or servant of the ghost,'
in the case of a private person a near relative, in
that of the king a regularly appointed priest.
The funerary chapels of the kings had broad lands
assigned to them for their maintenance, and in the
time of the XlXth Dynasty developed into huge
temples, of which the Kamesseum and Medinet
Habu at Thebes are examples. These, like the
royal tombs, were decorated with funerary subjects taken from the Theban Books of the Under
but in the royal
World,' already mentioned
temples scenes of the ordinary life of the monarch
were also introduced. The private tombs are
almost exclusively decorated with such scenes, as
they had been in earlier days.
An interesting circumstance in connexion with
the funerary chapels and tombs may be mentioned
Since Osiris had become, in succession to
here.
Anubis, pre-eminently the god of Abydos, the
necropolis of that place became, so to speak, the
metropolis of the under world, to which all ghosts
who were not its rightful citizens would come from
afar to pay their court to their ruler. So the man of
substance would have a monumental tablet put up
to himself at Abydos as a sort of pied-a-terre, even
while for
if he could not actually be buried there
the king, who, for reasons chiefly connected with
local patriotism, was buried near the city of his
earthly abode, a second tomb would be erected, a
stately mansion in the city of Osiris, in which his
ghost could reside when it came to Abydos.
know that both Senusret III. and Aahmes I. had
second tombs, which they never occupied, made
for them at Abydos
queen Teta-shera, grandmother of Aahmes, had an imitation pyramid
made for her there by her grandson (see Ancestorworship [Egyptian], B) and it is by no means
improbable that the so-called royal tombs of the
kings of the 1st Dynasty, the contents of which have
already been described, were in reality cenotaphs
And
also, the monarchs being buried elsewhere.
Seti I. and Ramses II. had funerary chapels at
as
at
are
which,
Thebes,
large temples.
Abydos,
From this sketch it will be seen that, in spite of
the conservatism of the Egyptians, especially in
such matters as these, considerable development
and alteration took place in their burial customs
and cult of the dead during the course of centuries.
A difference is noticeable between the appurtenances of the mummy under the Old and Middle
Kingdoms and under the New Kingdom. In the
earlier period ushabtiu of the conventional type
were rare, but wooden models of boats and boat-
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'

'

'

'

;

;
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;

'
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men, butchers and bakers at work, field-labourers,
soldiers, women carrying baskets, and other figures
of the same kind, which were all ushabtiu, were

Under the New Kingdom these all
de rigueur.
disappear, with the exception of an occasional
boat, and their place is taken by the boxes of conventional ushabtiu in the form of a mummy holding two hoes for agricultural work in the next
world, and by a much greater number of amulets
than had been usual before. Chief among these
were the 'pectoral' and the heart-scarab,' often
'

combined

in

one,

and inscribed with a certain

chapter of the Book of the Dead.' The ordinary
small scarab is, of course, constantly found, but was
quite as much an amulet of the living as of the
dead. As a matter of fact it is commoner as an
amulet of the dead under the Middle Kingdom
The names of
than under the New Kingdom.
dead persons are constantly commemorated on
scarabs of the Middle Kingdom, very rarely on
those of the later period, except during the Saite
It must be remembered that,
archaistic revival.
although the idea of the design or inscription on
the base of a scarab was originally derived from
the inscription of a seal, and although actual
scarabs were often used as seals, yet the scarab
itself was always an amulet, typifying
coming
or
into being
re-birth,' expressing the hope
that the members of a man would ultimately
'

'

'

'

'

'

re-unite in a

new

life.

From the time of the Theban domination onwards, papyri containing chapters of the Book of
the Dead were always buried with the mummy, so
that he could have with him his guide to the next
world and its dangers. In earlier times this was
not done only in the case of kings were the older
series of spells, out of which The Book of Coming
Forth from the Day developed, inscribed upon the
walls of their tombs. These are known to us as the
Pyramid Texts,' and they are a most interesting
monument of the archaic stage of the Egyptian
language. Later such kings, as we have seen,
had the spells of The Book of the Gates and
'The Book of That-which-is-in-the-Underworld'
similarly painted on the walls of their tombs.
The style of mummification and of the coffin varied
at different periods the great rectangular coffins
and sarcophagi of the early period are very different from the gaily painted cartonnage coverings
and coffins in the human shape which were usual
Later still a casket-like form was
in later days.
again preferred, and in the Koman period painted
portraits of the dead, either on flat panels or
modelled in plaster in the round, were inserted
The ushabtiu, which from the
in the coffins.
XlXth to the XXIInd Dynasty often represented the deceased in his habit as he lived,
not as a mummy, in later days reverted to the
mummy-form, till in early Ptolemaic days their
use was practically abandoned. One of the latest
known (now in the British Museum) is of the
Roman period it is of faience, but very rude
in style, and bears in Greek letters the simple
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

:

—

Soter, a sailor.' By
mummies and funerary
ceremonies had become the theme of the halfderisive wonder of the rest of the world, and indeed we need hardly be surprised at the derision, for
the whole spirit and practice of the ancient rites
had degenerated utterly and they became mere
ridiculous exhibitions, while the ideas which they
were supposed to express became the sources of
religious charlatanism and more or less humbugging 'philosophies.' So Egypt 'expired, a driveller
and a show.'
inscription Swi-jjp vairt\%
this time the Egyptian

'
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this rock-shelter their rendezvous up to the Bronze
Age ; but no evidence of systematic burial had
been detected till the true forest fauna of the
Neolithic period had taken possession of the laud
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greater antiquity than others, it was impossible
to assign any of them with certainty to the
Solutreen period. Moreover, the cephalic indices
of 18 crania submitted to Broca varied from 68'34
to 88'26 an extent of variability which could be
better accounted for by a post- than by a preNeolithic population.
Palwolithic burials. Formerly it was commonly
held among anthropologists that the Palaeolithic

:

(Neue Denkschriften tier allgem. schweizerischen
Gesellsehaft fur die gesammten Naturwissenschaften, vol. xxxv.).
The celebrated station of Solutre (Sa6ne-etLoire), which has given its name to one of the
intermediate phases of Palaeolithic civilization in
de Mortillet's classification, had also been subsequently utilized as a cemetery up to, if not beyond,
lioman times ; but, although some of the graves
were clearly shown by their contents to be of

'

.

—

—

I.
Palaeolithic period.
(Europe, Prehistoric).
to the negative evidence of archaeological
researches, there are no data with which to combat
the supposition that during the earlier stages of
the evolution of humanity little or no attention
was paid to the disposal of the dead, the deceased
members of a family or community being simply
abandoned by the way, like those of the lower
animals. Nor is it known in what precise phase
of social culture the custom of burial became recognized as a sacred duty of the survivors, for it
is still a debatable problem among archaeologists
whether the reindeer hunters of the Palaeolithic
period, who frequented the caves and rock-shelters
of the Dordogne and other parts of Western Europe,
were in the habit of systematically burying their
dead. The few human remains hitherto encountered in the debris of these inhabited sites,
which are accepted without cavil as belonging to
the people of that period, are held by some archaeologists to be those of persons who had been accidentally killed by the fall of materials from
overhanging rocks, and their skeletons are now
occasionally met with under circumstances which
clearly establish the above sequence of events.
On the other hand, those which show from inherent evidence that they had been intentionally
deposited in the Palaeolithic debris and attended
with sepulchral rites are still regarded by some
anthropologists as interments of later times. The
three well-known skeletons found in the rockshelter of Cro-Magnon have long been regarded
as representing the people of the later Palaeolithic
period but, as they were lying on the surface of
the culture strata of the shelter, in a small open
space between it and the roof which only became
covered up by a subsequent talus, they are now
often regarded as belonging to the Neolithic period.
That Neolithic people were in the habit of
burying their dead in caves formerly inhabited by
Palaeolithic races has been frequently noticed and
recorded by explorers. Thus, in the upper strata
of the d6bris in the Schweizersbild rock-shelter, a
Neolithic civilization was attested, not only by
a characteristic assortment of relics, but also by the
fact that the shelter had been latterly made use of
as a cemetery which contained no fewer than '22
interments. The graves were dug into the underlying Palaeolithic deposits, and ten of them contained the remains ot children, as well as those of
adults.
Fourteen adult skeletons reported on by
Kollmann belonged to two very different races, one
of a fair size (5 ft. 3 in.), and the other so small
as to be characterized as a race of pygmies. Dr.
Niicsch, the explorer of this rock-shelter, thought
that man in the Neolithic time visited it only for the
purpose of burying, or perhaps cremating, the dead
an idea suggested to him by the large quantity
of ashes in the upper strata. 1 1 would appear, from
the facts disclosed during the exploration of (his
early inhabited site, that there had boon no discontinuity in the human habitation of this part
of Switzerland since the reindeer hunters made

Owing

—

—

people had no religion. But a fresh examination
of old materials and some more recent discoveries
supply data which modify this deduction, if, indeed,
they do not prove the contrary. It is difficult to
epitomize the facts and arguments thus raised, but
the effort must be made, as otherwise our evidence
would resolve itself into a series of bare assertions.
The sepulchral phenomena associated with some
of the human skeletons disinterred in the Mentone
caves (Balzi- Rossi), notably those known under the
names of Banna Grande and La Grotto des Enfants,
leave no doubt that the bodies had been intentionally buried with their personal ornaments, coiffures,
necklets, pendants, etc., made of perforated shells,
teeth, fish vertebrae, pieces of ivory, etc.

Among

the grave-goods discovered along with some of these
skeletons, were one or two well-formed implements
of flint, which differed from those met with in the

surrounding matrix in being made of large Hakes
of foreign material, and showing a style of workmanship more akin to the Neolithic period. The
discovery of two skeletons, of a negroid type, in
the Grutte des Enfants, which Verneau describes
as belonging to a new race, intermediate between
those of Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon, marks an
important addition to human pakcontology.
The Ckancelade skeleton, found in the small
rock-shelter of Kaymonden (Dordogne) and described as that of a man of about 60 years of age,
lay at a depth of 5 ft. from the surface, in
Magdalenien debris, on the left side, with the
hands and knees strongly bent towards the face.
L'Homme (erase' de Laugerie Basse (Dordogne)
is here noted, because the evidence is conclusive
that during life this individual had been crushed,
probably while asleep, by a fall of rock from the
roof, and that consequently the victim must have
been contemporary with the Magdalenien debris in
which he reposed. He lay on his side, with the
knees bent upwards in front of the breast, and
appeared to have been adorned with a series of
shells distributed symmetrically on different parts
The corner of a great stone, part
of his person.
of a fallen mass, lay across his spine, and doubtless
bad caused his death, as the underlying bones were

;

crushed.

A remarkable contrast to the skeletons of
Chancelade and Laugerie Basse is that recently
found in a small grotto at La Chapelle-aux-Saints

—

(Correze).
It is

1

described as that of an aged man, about

5

ft 3

in. in

height, who had been buried in a prepared grave beneath
a bed of undisturbed Moustcricu debris, 12 to 10 in. thick.
The grave measured 4 ft. S in. in length, 3 ft. 3 in. in breadth,
amil foot in depth. The bodj lay on the back, with the legs
bent upwards, the right hand Hexed under the head, and the
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left

extended.

Around the body were bones

of various animate

broken for their marrow, together with a few flint scrapers
and bone pointers— supposed to have been the remains of a
funeral feast (L' Anthropologic, xix. 519).

Another skeleton, which

a striking resemblance to that just described, was recently found
in the under strata of the rock-shelter of Le
Moustier, in the upper valley of the Vezere.
lias

It is described as having been buried intentionally in the
attitude of Bleep, beneath undisturbed strata of Mousterien
age. The right ami was folded under the head, and the
left extended.
Near the left hand lay a pointed flint implement
of the coup-de-poing type (6| in. long), and a little further
on a flint scraper. The cranium is described as having the
osteological characters of the Neanderthal and Spy skulls.
The face was strongly prognathic, and there was no chin. The
skeleton was that of a young man, about 4 ft. 10 in. in height,
whose wisdom teeth had not yet been fully developed. Bones
of various animals, some of them being described as partially
Both the discoverers and
calcined, were close to the body.
Dr. Klaatsch, who examined this skeleton, formed the opinion
that it had been intentionally buried with sepulchral rites

(ZE, 1909,

p. 637).

A

further discovery of a portion of a human
has been announced, at a place called
Combe-Capelle, near the town of Montferrauddu-Perigord (Dordogne). From its osseous characters and associated relics this individual is
regarded as occupying a chronological horizon
intermediate between the Mousterien and Magdalenien periods.
It is a fact of some significance that all the
races hitherto recognized as coming within
the Palaeolithic range of Western Europe are
dolichocephalic, and that brachycephalic skulls
are rarely found outside Neolithic burials, and
then only in deposits of the transition period, to
which reference will now be made.
2. Transition period.
Outside the haunts of
these highly skilled hunters, artists, and workers
in stone and bone, there existed, in certain parts
of Europe, other communities, probably emanating
from the same stock, who, owing to the exigencies
of a changing climate and the gradual disappearance of wild animals from the plains, began
to exploit new sources of food, which, in the course
of time, caused a considerable divergence in their
domestic economy. Thus, while the Chelleen and
Mousterien culture relics can be more or less
paralleled throughout the whole of Southern
Europe, the artistic phases of the later civilization
of the reindeer hunters are not forthcoming bea limited area, mostly in Southern France.
skull

—

yond
Implements of Mousterien types have been found
in the Mentone caves, but not a trace of the
relics characteristic of the Magdalenien stations of
France and yet both sets of cave-dwellers may
have been contemporary.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the
investigation of the kitchen middens of Mugem,
in the valley of the Tagus, was the discovery of
upwards of a hundred interments at various depths
;

'

in the shell-mounds

'

but it does not appear that
any special grave-goods had been associated with
them.
From the data at our disposal the point of most
importance to the present inquiry is that the
recently discovered skeletons at Moustier and
Chapelle aux Saints, which undoubtedly were
survivals of the earlier types of humanity, appear
to have been interred with sepulchral rites, so
circumstantially carried out as to suggest that
they were founded on an already established cult
of the dead.
But, however this may be, it cannot be gainsaid that, during the Neolithic civithere
is unmistakable evidence to show
lization,
that the disposal of the dead had become a sacred
obligation on the surviving relatives and friends.
By this time the sepulchral materials are overwhelmingly conclusive in support of the doctrine
that religiosity and a belief in a future life were
vol. iv.

— 30

;
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the dominating factors in the social organizations
of the period.
Neolithic period.
3.
During the Neolithic
period the cult of the dead prevalent among the
peoples of Western Europe was the outcome of
psychological ideas which linked human affairs
with the souls of men, animals, and things in
the spirit world.
The writer agrees with the
animistic theory of Tylor, which represents man
as first attaining to the idea of spirit by reflexion
on various physical, psychological, and psychical
experiences, such as sleep, dreams, trances, shadows,
hallucinations, breath, and death, and so gradually
extending the conception of soul or ghost till all
Nature is peopled with spirits.
However this
may be, there can be no doubt that the religion
of these pre-historic peoples, as disclosed by their
sepulchral remains, involved a belief in intercommunications between mankind and the supernatural world. When a prominent man died, his
weapons, ornaments, and other cherished objects
were placed in the tomb along with suitable viands
for his supposed journey to the Unseen World ;
and, indeed, there is evidence to show that in
some instances his favourite wives, slaves, and
pet animals were sacrificed, and buried in different
parts of the mound. The selected grave-goods
were appropriate to the standing and tastes of the
individual, so much so that on this ground alone
the graves of distinguished men, women, and
children are readily recognizable.
Such facts
undoubtedly suggest that the people of those
times did not regard life beyond the grave as
To them
differing widely from that on earth.
death was the portal to the community of departed heroes and friends, to which they looked
forward, across the span of human life, with hopeful anticipation of a more perfect state of existence.
Hence the abodes of the dead were
considered of greater importance than those of
the living.
Constructed of the most durable
materials, and generally placed on a commanding
eminence so as to be seen from afar, the tomb
became an enduring memorial for many generations, till eventually its actual purpose and
meaning became lost amidst the changing vistas
of succeeding ages.
One of the most common
and effective methods of perpetuating the memory
of the dead was by rearing a mound of stones or
earth over the grave. To this custom we owe
some of the grandest monuments in the world's
history the Pyramids of Egypt, the topes and
dagobas of India, the mighty mounds of Silbury
and New Grange, the megalithic circles of Stonehenge and Avebury, together with the numberless
rude stone monuments known as dolmens, cromlechs, menhirs, etc., scattered along the western

—

—

of Europe and extending into Africa.
fully the motives which underlay
the construction of ancient sepulchral monuments,
it would be necessary to examine not only their
structural peculiarities and contents, but also their
surface accessaries, such as stone circles, cairns,
mounds, menhirs, earthen ditches, etc. Although
a strong family likeness permeates the whole series

coasts

To comprehend

in

Western Europe,

certain

they differ so widely in
that to deal with their local
and distribution alone would entail

districts

peculiarities
at least as

many chapters as the number of
countries within that area. Then the attentions
paid to the dead before, at, and subsequent to,
the burial disclose a wide field of speculative
research, involving the foundations of religion,
ancestor-worship, anil general cult of the dead.
ami cremation.
Pre-historic
(1) Inhumation
sepulchres vary so much in form, structure, position, and contents that to make a systematic
classification of them on the lines of their chrono-

—
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almost an impossibility.
which complicates such an
inquiry was the custom of cremating the dead,
which appears to have originated in Eastern lands,
and to have spread westwards, reaching the British
This
Isles towards the close of the Stone Age.
practice, of course, introduced various innovations
on the sepulchral customs previously in vogue.
Burial by inhumation, which, according to Greenwell, was much more common in the Yorkshire
Wolds, is thus described by that veteran ex-

logical development
One special element

plorer

is

:

'It [the unburnt body] is almost always found to have been
laid upon the side, in a contracted position, that is, with the
knees drawn up towards the head, which is generally more or
less bent forward
the back, however, is sometimes quite
straight. So invariable is this rule, that out of 301 burials of
unburnt bodies, which I have examined in the barrows of the
Wolds, I have only met with four instances where the body
had been laid at full length' (British Earrolvs, p. 22). 'In
most cases there is nothing to protect the body against the
pressure of the overlying soil, but now and then a few large
blocks of Hint or thin slabs of chalk have been placed round it,
thus forming a kind of rude covering; and from the appearance
of the earth immediately in contact with the bones, it would
stem that turfs had sometimes been laid over the corpse'
:

(id. p. 13).

On the other hand, when the body was cremated,
the incinerated remains were carefully collected
and usually placed in an urn, and then buried.
When no urn was used, the remains were laid in
a little heap, either in the grave, over which a
mound was subsequently raised, or in a hole in
earth already consecrated to the dead, such as a
former barrow. The corpse, thus reduced to a
few handfuls of ashes and burnt bones, required
no great space for its preservation either in a
public cemetery or in a family burying-ground.
Hence sprang up a tendency to diminish the size
of the grave, and thus megalithic chambers gave
place to short stone cists containing the body
placed in a contracted position.
Simple inhumation, i.e. placing the body in a
hole in the earth and re-covering it with the excavated earth, was probably the earliest method of
disposing of the dead and to mark the site the
survivors naturally raised over the spot a mound
of earth or stones. Among a sedentary population the next step in advance would be to protect the body from the pressure of the surrounding
earth.
This was usually done by lining the grave
with flagstones set on edge, over which a larger
one was placed as a cover, thus forming the wellknown cist sometimes, instead of flagstones,
wooden planks were used in the shape of a rude
coffin.
The material used was not always a matter
of choice, but rather depended on what was most
readily procurable in the neighbourhood.
Greenwell tells us that in the Yorkshire Wolds the
stone cist, so common in other parts, was almost
entirely wanting, because in chalk districts the
On the other
requisite slabs were unprocurable.
hand, wood is so liable to decay that it is rare to
find evidence of its having been used.
On one occasion the writer of this article was present at the
;

;

excavation of a barrow, near Bridlington, under the guidance
of Greenwell, and on reaching the primary interment there
was only a large empty cavity, with nothing but the enamel
of a few teeth lying on the floor to enow that a burial had

taken place. Greenwell, however, soon cleared up the mystery
by pointing but the unmistakable impression of wooden beams
on the clay walls of the empty space, which, doubtless, had
formed some kind of coffin. A few instances of tree coffins
have been discovered both in this country and on the Continent.
One well known Bpeofoien from a barrow at Gristhorpe is now
It consisted of the
preserved in the Scarborough Museum.
trunk of a large oak, 7^ ft. long and 3 ft. 3 in. wide, roughly
hewn arid split into two portions; one of the portions was
hollowed out to make room for the corpse, and tin oilier
formed the rl of this improvised cotlln. Among the gravegoods were a small bronze dagger, 3J in. long, containing 2
rivet holes for the handle, fragments of a tin:' and of an oval
disk both of horn, together with a few tlml objects (Jewitt,
Grave Mowids, p. -IM.
Another remarkable discovery of a
grave was made at Treenhoi, in Jutland, which contained a
woollen garment, leg bandages, a horn comb, a small bronze
1

i
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and a bronze sword in its wooden sheath. The whole of
the deposit in the grave was wrapped up in a large deer-skin,
which probably had served as the warrior's outer cloak
(Worsaae, Danish Arts, London, 1S82, p. 62).
The stone-lined cist is perhaps the most widely
From this
distributed type of early grave known.
to the megalithic chamber, with its sepulchral comknife,

partments, entrance passage, and superincumbent
But the chronocairn, was an easy transition.
value
logical sequence thus suggested is of little
in dating these monuments throughout the British
show
some
of
to
that
is
evidence
as
there
Isles,
the chambered cairns and long barrows were
constructed before the introduction of cremation.
Thus, in the counties of Gloucester, Wilts,
Somerset, and some neighbouring localities, there
are chambered cairns in which the primary burials
were by inhumation, and the human skulls found

them belonged to a dolichocephalic race.
Similar chambered cairns, containing remains of
a dolichocephalic race, have been found in the
but as regards the analogous
Island of Arran
groups of sepulchral monuments further north,
sucli as those in the counties of Argyll, Inverness,
Sutherland, Caithness, and the Orkneys, it is
conclusively proved that cremation and inhumation were contemporary from the very beginning
and the same remarks apply to the dolmens of
It would thus appear that, subsequent
Ireland.
to the erection of the early chambered cairns of
the Stone Age in Britain, there was a period of
degradation in this kind of sepulchral architecture,
during which the well-known barrows of the
Bronze Age became the prevailing mode of burial.
In Scandinavia the Giant graves belonged to
the Stone Age, but gave place during the Bronze
Age to large stone-lined cists, suitable for more
than one corpse. Finally, in the early Iron Age,
both these monuments were discarded for simple
burial, either by inhumation or after cremation
and there were then raised huge earthen tumuli,
such as the mounds of Tlior, Odin, and Freya at
Gamla Upsala, and the ship barrow at Gokstad.
The dolmens of the Iberian Peninsula, known as
antas in Portugal, belonged to the Stone Age,
and their interments, which were almost exthat the
clusively of unburnt bodies, showed
people who constructed them were a dolichoalso applies to the
which
remark
race
a
cephalic
cave burials of that conntry, some of which were
Cremation appeared at
older than the dolmens.
a comparatively late period in the Bronze Age,
probably owing to the distance of the Iberian
Peninsula from the seat of its supposed origin.

in

;

;

;

—

The primary object of inhumation might have
been nothing more than protection of the corpse
from enemies and wild beasts ; but, in the
evolution of the grave from a mere hole in the
earth up to the elaborately constructed chambered
cairn,

we must seek

for a

higher motive than a

pious act of respect to the memory of a departed
The general idea entertained by archaeowas looked
logists on the subject is that the grave
abode of the ghost,
upon as also the temporary
who was supposed to hover around the corpse till
the natural decay of the latter had been completed
a process which took some time, and entailed on
the ghost lie irksome ordeal of passing through
a sort of purgatory, or intermediate stage, between
It is now
this life and that of the spirit-world.
surmised that the effect of fire had long been known
the
not
as a means of purifying
body, but
only
also the soul, from' the pollution which death
which
an
it
with
blinds
may account
opinion
for the finding of so large; a number of partially
burnt bodies in graves, even before cremation
was generally adopted. As soon as it became
friend.

—

t

—

was merely a speedy
fully realized' that burning
method of accomplishing the dissolution of the
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body,— now regarded

as nothing more than a mass
corrupt mutter,— cremation became the culminating point of a religious cult, which taught
that it was a most desirable
object to set free the
soul from its association with the
corpse as speedily
as
of

That cremation was more
opinions.
prevalent among the richer classes was
partly due
to its being an
expensive process, and, therefore,
beyond the means of the common people. But one
has to be cautious in
drawing deductions founded
on motives, as the
predominance of one or other
of these burial customs varied in
separate districts
within such a limited area as the Wolds
eyen
of
Yorkshire. On this point Greenwell writes
religious

(op. at., p. 21):
•In some localities on the Wolds it
has been seen that
cremation prevailed, though inhumation was the
general
custom throughout the whole district.
In other parts of
Yorkshire, however, cremation was all but universal
as, for
instance, in Cleveland, where Mr. Atkinson's verv extensive
investigations did not produce a single instance of an
unburnt body ; and near Castle
Howard, where a large series
of barrows contained
nothing but burnt bodies.'
;

may
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be denned as a rude stone

monument, consisting of at least 3 or 4 stones
standing a few feet apart, and so placed as to be
covered over by one
megalith, called a capstone
or table.
A well-known example

possible.

But, whatever were the motives which led to
the adoption of cremation, whether
religious or
sanitary, there can be little doubt that burial by
inhumation was associated with
religious rites
and ceremonies long before its introduction into
Western Europe.
Subsequently both methods
were practised concurrently
during the whole of
the Bronze Age, and down to the time
when
Christianity superseded paganism. According to
classical writers, the Greeks and Romans
practised
both methods, but in
fluctuating proportions,
probably due to the influence of fashion or current
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simplest form,

of this kind in
England is Kits Coity
iCh
It8 l'^sent co,„Utio„ cons"

fefk^fr??'
three large
^'
free-standing
oi

ts

'".

stones supporting
'

a

canst

mm

measuring 11 ft. by 8 ft. Originally the" s
hihSentta
supports had been filled up by smaller
stones, so as to enclose
a small sepulchral
chamber, and after interment the whole was
then covered over by a mound of
earth, but without
''"""' un
a™

££f

entrance passage.

Between

this simplest form and the
so-called
Graves, Grottes des Fics, Allies couvertes,
etc., there is an endless but
regular
gradation of structures in proportion to the number
ot supports and
capstones used.
The well-known Allte convene of
(slants

Hunncbedden,

Iiagneux, near the town
s ures 18 metres in
length, 6-50 in breadth, and
? in hT^f
"' I?
of huge fl ag8toneS| BtaIldin
g on
edl 4 on each ^constructed
edge,
side, with 4 capstones-the
of which

m

£

.

'

\

largest

measures 7-50 metres

in length, 7 in breadth, and 1 in th
cknesV
Another, near Esse (Ille-et-Vilaine), called La Roche aux Fees
8ame Ie
is constructed of
thirty °"n*>»"
I
?Bjh'
supports
and „'k?'
eight capstones, including the vestibule.

™h

-

Although many of these
dolmens
show no signs of having been free-standing
at any time embedded
in a cairn or
mound, some archaeologists maintain
that that was the original condition of all of
them—
a theory which derives some
support from their present dilapidated
condition, for many of them may

be seen throughout the whole area of
their distribution in all stages of denudation. Were

the materials

which compose the tumulus of New
Grange in
Ireland, removed, leaving only the
large stones of
winch its entrance
passage and central chambers
are constructed, there would be
to view
a rude stone monument similar in exposed
all essentials

Burial mounds are called
cairns when their
to
constructive material consists of small
that at Callernish in the Island of Lewis.
stones, and
barrows
when that material is ordinary soil
The covered dolmens greatly
vary in shape and
but not
infrequently both substances were used appearance, owing to vegetatiou and other natural
in the same mound— a small
cairn being often surface changes ; and, as to size,
they range
inside an earthen barrow.
Their great diversity from that of an ordinary barrow— a few
yards in
in external form
gave rise to a number of q ualifyine diameter— up to that of New Grange, which rises
in
such
as
the
epithets,
form of a truncated cone, to a
'long,' 'round,' 'oval,' 'bell
of
height
Vltl1
shaped, etc.
Sometimes the mound was surdlameter at the base of 315 ft. and
y,nn'*l
?
rounded by a ditch, or a stone
of
120 ft. at the
circle, or both
top. Silbury Hill is 170 ft. in height
and instances are on record in which
one or and over 500 ft. in diameter at the base.
both of these features were found
There is no rule as to the position of the
within the
entrance
area covered by the mound.
Also, an inter- gallery it being attached, sometimes to the side
ment, whether by inhumation or after crema- as in the Giant's Grave at Oem, near
in
RoskUde,
tion, may be found beneath the natural surface
Denmark, and sometimes to the end, as in the
without any superincumbent
mound, or any tumulus of Gavr'inis (Morbihan). The Drenthe
surface indications whatever. At other
time* Hunnebedden, which in the present day are all
when the mound or cairn is absent, a standing uncovered, had both ends closed
and the entrance
stone, or a circle of stones or of
v
earth, or a ditch passage on the side facing the sun, as was the case
may indicate the site of a burial. Sometimes the in all the dolmens.
mound may be raised over an interment, whether
Ruined dolmens are abundantly met with in the
provinces
of Hanover,
burnt or unburnt, which had been
Oldenburg, and Mecklenburg.
According to
simply laid on Bonstetten
the surface of the ground. At other times
no. fewer than 200 are distributed over the three
a mound
provinces of Luneburg, Osnabruck, and Stade
but
the most
seemingly of earth, and covered with vegetation
gigantic specimens are in the Duchy of
Oldenburg. In Holland
e a
nea with ° ne or two
may contain a megalithic chamber with an entrance of
exceptions, to the province
nf the
tL
rf,2°?r? where
\
,
Drenthe,
between
50
and
60
still
exist. The Bor-eu
passage, and sometimes divided into sepulchral
Hunnebed, the largest of the group, is 70 ft. long, 14 ft wfde
compartments.
Structures of the latter kind
Pr,mltlVe condition conta ncd « stones, ten of which
were evidently family vaults, and often contained wereca ^t
In Scandinavia the dolmens are confined
the osseous remains of several
to Danish lands and
generations. As
""
'" the s ° u «> o' Sweden. In the
the abodes of the dead,
former country,
nd'l'v
m addition
to ^
the great„ chambered
specially adapted for the fn
tumuli, free-standingdolinens
burial of unburnt
bones, were continued after may be seen situated on the tops of artificial mounds, and
surrounded by enclosures of
cremation began to be practised, it often
standing stones either in the form
that both burnt and unburnt remains arehappens of a circle (Rundysser) or oval (Lanc/dysser).
found
Only one dolmen has been recorded in
in the same barrow.
Belgium, but in
have already seen that r ranee their number amounts to close on 4000,
irregularly disthe earliest interments in the chambered
tributed over 78 Departments, of which no fewer
cairns in
than 618 are
in the North of Scotland were burnt hodir
Brittany. I'rom the Pyrenees they are sparsely traced along
the north and west coast of
through
Spain,
and on to
Portugal
(2) Dolmens.—
the sepulchral monuments Andalusia, where
Among
occur in considerable numbers. The
they
still extant in
mast remarkable monument of the kind in
Europe, the megalithic graves
Spain is that near
the vilageof Antequera, situated a little to the
known as 'dolmens,' take the
north of Malaga
first place, not
Ihe chamber is
only for the wealth of evidential materials which long, 6-15 metresslightly oval in shape, and measures 24 metres
broad, and from 2-7 metres to
metres Inch
they have supplied, but also on account of their Ihe entire structure comprises 31 monoliths-ten3 on
each side'
great number, imposing appearance, and wide one at the end and five on the roof. The huge stones are made
of the Jurassic limestone of the
like
district,
and,
those of
geographical distribution.
dolmen, in its btonehenge, appear to have been more or less
dressed
The
'

'

•

•

;

1

'

We

.
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entire structure, now partially exposed, was originally covered
with earth, forming a mound 100 ft. in diameter. In Africa,
dolmens are met with in large groups throughout Morocco,
Algeria, and Tunis. According to General Faidherbe, who has
examined five or six thousand specimens, they are quite
analogous to those on the European Continent, with the exception that, in his opinion, none of them had been covered with

a mound (Congres Intemat., 1872, p. 408). In Great Britain,
Ireland, and the Channel Islands every type of the sepulchral
monument is met with, especially chambered cairns, stone
circles, and barrows.

The manner in which these sepulchral monuments are distributed along the Western shores of
Europe, to the exclusion of central parts of the
Continent, in which no dolmens are found, has
given rise to the theory that they were erected by
a migratory race called the people of the dolmens,'
moving, according to some, from Scandinavia to
Africa, and, according to others, in the opposite
direction. But this theory has fallen into disrepute.
Their magnitude and local differences in structure,
even in districts bordering on each other, show
that their builders were a sedentary
population.
Besides, the skeletons found in their interior belonged to different races.
Against the theory
advanced by Aubrey and Stukeley, that these rude
stone monuments had been used as Druidical altars,
there is prima facie evidence in the care taken
by
their constructors to have the smoothest and
flattest surface of the stones composing the chamber
turned inwards.
and
other
Also, cup-marks
primitive markings when found on capstones are
invariably on their under side, as may be seen on
the dolmens of Keriaval, Kercado, and Dol au
Marchant (Morbihan).
The word 'cromlech,' as used
(3) Cromlechs.
by some English
archaeologists, is almost synonymous with ' dolmen
but, as defined by Continental
authorities and adopted by the present writer in
'

—
'

;

this article, it is exclusively applied to enclosures
(enceintes), constructed of rude standing stones
placed at intervals of a few feet or yards, and
arranged roughly on a circular plan circle, oval,
horse-shoe, or rectangle. In this sense it comprehends the class of monuments known in this
country under the name of 'Stone Circles' or
'Circles of Standing Stones.'
Stone circles are,
or were formerly, more numerous in the British
Isles than elsewhere in Europe.
They generally
consist of one line of stones, but not infrequently

—

two or more
as

circles are

arranged concentrically,

may be seen in those at Kenmore near Aberfeldy,

and Callernish
one

in the Island of Lewis. At Avebury
large circle, 1200 ft. in diameter, surrounds
other circles placed eccentrically to the former,

two
and each containing a second

circle

arranged con-

centrically.

Cromlechs

may

also be associated with align-

ments, menhirs, and other megalithic monuments,
as at Carnac, Callernish, etc.
In the British Isles,
Scandinavia, some Departments of France, and
surround
elsewhere, they
dolmens, tumuli, and
cairns.
Outside the ordinary stone circle there
is often a ditch, as at Avebury,
Stonehenge, Arbor
of Brogar, etc.
The most remarkable
this category now extant is
Stonehenge, which differs from all others of its
kind in having the monoliths of the outer circle
partially hewn and connected at the top by transverse lintels. That most of the smaller circles have

Low, King

monument under

been used as sepulchres has been repeatedly proved
by the finding of urns, burnt bones, and skeletons,
sometimes deposited in the centre anil sometimes
at the base of the standing stones, or indeed anywhere within the circular area. It is difficult to
believe that burial was the sole purpose of the
large cromlechs such as Avebury, Stonehenge, the
Giant's Ling near Belfast, Mayborough near
This last consists of a circular
Penrith, etc.
mound composed of an immense aggregation of
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small stones in the form of a gigantic ring, enclosing a flat space 300 ft. in diameter, to which
there is access by a wide break in the ring.
Near the centre of the area there is a fine monolith, one of several known to have formerly
stood there. It is more probable that such enclosures were, like our modern churches, used not
only as cemeteries, but for the performance of
religious ceremonies in connexion with the cult
of the dead.
The custom of burying
(4) Sepulchral caves.
the dead in natural caves, to which we have
already referred as having been met with in the
Palaeolithic period, was continued throughout the
Neolithic and Bronze Ages. Discoveries of this
character have been recorded in numerous localities
throughout Europe, and especially in France.
Professor Boyd Dawkins informs us that the most
remarkable examples of caves used as sepulchres
in Britain are to be found in a group clustering
round a refuse-heap at Perthi-chwareu, a farm high
up in the Welsh hills, in Denbighshire
'The human remains belong for the most part to very young

—

:

from the small infant to youths of
21.
Some, however, belong to men in the prime of life. All
the teeth that had been used were ground perfectly flat. The
Bkulls belong to that type which Professor Uuxley terms the
"river-bed skull." All the human remains had undoubtedly
been buried in the cave, since the bones were in the main
perfect, or only broken by the large stones which had subsequently fallen from the roof. From the juxtaposition of one
skull to a pelvis, and the vertical position of one of the
femora, as well as the fact that the bones lay in confused heaps,
it is clear that the corpses had been buried in the contracted
posture, as is usually the case in Neolithic interments.
And,
since the area was insufficient for the accommodation of so many
bodies at one time, it is certain that the cave had been used as
a cemetery at different times.
The stones blocking up the
entrance were probably placed as a barrier against the inroads
The Neolithic age of these interments is
of wild beasts.
proved, not merely by the presence of the stone axe or of the
flint flakes, but by the burial in a contracted posture, and the
fact that the skulls are identical with those obtained from
chambered tombs in the South of England proved to be Neolithic
by Dr. Thurnam (Cave-Hunting, pp. 155-15S).
or adolescent individuals,

.

.

.

'

The same writer describes similar remains from
caves in the limestone cliffs of the beautiful valleys
of the Clwyd and the Elwy, near St. Asaph.
He
has also shown that the people who buried their
dead in these caverns were of the same race as the
builders of the neighbouring chambered tomb of
Cefn, just then explored. The crania and limb
bones were identical, and in both the tomb and
caves the dead were buried in a contracted position.

In Scotland, human remains regarded as sepulsome caves at Oban, which
had been exposed by quarrying operations at the
foot of the cliff overhanging the ancient raised
beach on which part of the town is built. In one
of these caves (M'Arthur Cave), along with some
fragmentary skeletons, were two skulls sufficiently
preserved to enable Sir William Turner to take
correct measurements of their special character,
from which it appears that their owners belonged
to a dolichocephalic race, their cephalic indices
being 70 2 and 754. Although no grave-goods are
known to have been associated with these bodies,
there is sufficient evidence from collateral phenochral have been found in

-

mena

to show that the chronological horizon to
which they must be assigned is the Neolithic
period.

Of all the countries of Western Europe, France
has yielded by far the largest number of burials
De Mortillet, writing in
under this category.
1883 (Le Prthistorique, p. 5!)8), states that he could
count 117 in France distributed over 36 Departments, 24 in Belgium, S in Italy, and only 1 or 2
specimens in each of the other countries.
The following epitomized notices of one or two
examples will give the reader some general idea
of the importance attached to this class of sepulchral remains :
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In the course of exploring the natural cave of Casa da Mount,
near Lisbon, a large quantity of human bones, representing
It appears that the
Borne 160 individuals, was disinterred.
Neolithic inhabitants had converted the grotto into a cemetery
—which would account for the large number of bodies it contained. The bones were much decayed, only three or four
entire skulls being amongst them, which so far indicated a
dolichocephalic race. The upper portion of one of these skulls
is of exceptional interest, inasmuch as it furnishes positive
evidence of having been partially trepanned, thus disclosing
the initiatory stage of the method of performing that operation (Cartailhac, Lea Ages prihistoriquen de I'Espagne, p. 84).

Of the French caverns which contained only long skulls, the
two most remarkable are those of L'Homme Mort and BaumesChaudes, both in the Department of Lozere. In the former
were nineteen skulls sufficiently well preserved to furnish the
Of these the cephalic indices of
necessary measurements.
seventeen varied from 6S2 up to 767, and the other two were
78*5 and 78*8. There were, therefore, no brachycephalic skulls
in this sepulchre, so that the race appears to have been comparatively pure. It may also be mentioned that some of the
crania had been trepanned a feature which, though at first
overlooked, subsequently became the subject of much interest
to anthropologists. The animal remains were thoso of the
Neolithic epoch, but among them were none of the reindeer,
horse, ox, or stag. Among the relics were a lance-head, and a
portion of a polished stone axe. Drs. Broca and Prunieres
were of opinion that the individuals whose remains had been
consigned to this ossuary belonged to an intermediate race,
who flourished in the transition period between the Palaeolithic
and Neolithic civilizations, and thus became connecting linkB
between the people of the reindeer caves and the dolmens.
The crania recorded from the station known as BaumesChaudes were found in two natural caverns distinct from each
other, but opening on a common terrace. They contained a

—

vast collection of human bones, representing some 300 individuals; but both were regarded by the investigators as the
continuation of the same family burying-place, which, indeed,
had not been altogether abandoned till the beginning of the
Bronze Age, as one of the skeletons in the upper deposits had
beside it a bronze dagger. In one of these caverns only chipped
flints, rude implements of horn, etc., were discovered ; but in the
other there were a few arrow-points, a bead, some roundlets of
deer-horn, etc, which suggested BOme progress in culture. The
crania measured and classified in M. Salmon's list from the
Baumes-Chaudes ossuary amount to thirty. five, and they are
The
all dolichocephalic, the indices varying from 64 '3 to 76"1.
average height of this race was calculated to be about 5 ft.
3J in.
As examples of sepulchral caverns in which brachycephalic
crania formed the majority, a series of caverns at Hastieres and
Furfooz in Belgium may be cited. Of 33 skulls from the former
measured by Professor Houze, six are dolichocephalic, eleven
mesaticephalic, and sixteen brachycephalic. The well-known
cave at Furfooz (Trou du Frontal) was merely a rock-shelter
with a projecting cavity extending inwards for some 2 metres,
and about one metre in height and one metre in breadth, and
closed in front by a large slab. This cavity was filled with
human bones mixed with earth and stones, but none of the
bones retained their relative positions as regards the rest of the
skeleton, so that dismemberment must have taken place before
From the number of lower
their final deposition in the cave.
jaws, whole or broken, it was calculated that this sepulchre
The
contained 16 individuals, of whom 5 were children.
cephalic index of some of the skulls was over SO. A disturbing
element in the conclusions suggested by this discovery was the
presence of fragments of pottery among the contents of the
cave ; while outside the slabstone there was an accumulation of
debris and food refuse, which, judging from the fauna represented by its osseous remains, belonged to the Palaeolithic
period. Hence, at the time, the human remains of Furfooz
were regarded as belonging to that period an opinion which
is no longer held, as the sepulchre is now admitted to be of the
Neolithic age (Rev. de Vecote d'anthr., 1895, p. 155 f.).

—

Artificial caves used for sepulchral purposes have
also been discovered in certain Departments of

France, more especially those with chalky formaHere upwards of
tions, like the Marne district.
a dozen stations, each containing a number of
artificial caves excavated in the flanks of low
hillocks, have been most successfully explored by
Baron de Baye (see his Archiologie prihistorique,
1880).
Among some hundreds of interments,
over 120 crania, including various trepanned
specimens and cranial amulets, have been collected and are now preserved in the Chateau de
Baye. Associated with them were a number of
implements, weapons, and ornaments of Neolithic
types, such as stone axes and their handles, arrow
points, flint knives, bone pointers, polishers, beads
and pendants of amber, bone, stone (one of eallais,
like those of the tumuli of Brittany), fossil shells,
Of the crania, 44 were subteeth, and so on.
mitted to Dr. Broca for examination, and are thus

classified:
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— dolichocephalic (7 l'G to 76

'7),

15; mesati-

and brachycephalic (80 to 85 7), 12.
Dr. Broca recognized in these human remains
the union of two races analogous to those of
Furfooz and Cro-Magnon the latter having already been identified by him as of the same type
as the dolichocephalic people of L'Homme Jlort

cephalic, 17

-

;

—

and Baumes-Chaudes.

Some of these caves, especially those of PctitMorin, are supposed to have been constructed in
imitation of the dolmens, as they were preceded
by an entrance passage and occasionally a vestibule,
from which a low door, closed with a stone slab,
Baron de Baye
led to the sepulchral chamber.
thinks that some of them had been used as habitations for the living before being appropriated to
the dead, as they had sometimes niches and shelves
cut out of the solid chalk walls, on which various
industrial relics had been deposited.
rudely

A

executed human figure with a bird-like nose, two
eyes, a necklet, and breasts, together with the form
of a stone axe in its handle, was sculptured in
relief on the wall of the vestibule of one of the
larger caves. This cave appeared to have been
much frequented, as the threshold was greatly
trodden down by the feet of visitors. M. Cartailhac
explains this peculiarity by supposing that it was
a place for temporarily depositing the dead before
transferring them to their final resting-place. All
these caves contained abundance of relics characteristic of an advanced Neolithic civilization, but
without any trace of metals, and the surrounding
neighbourhood is rich in flint objectsof that period.
Finally, it may be observed that sepulchral
phenomena and grave-goods associated with the
artificial caves of France are precisely of the same
character as those of the neighbouring dolmens and
natural caves, thus conclusively showing that all
these monuments belonged to the same epoch and
the same civilization. Their relationship to the
rock-cut tombs of Egypt, Etruria, Palestine, and
other countries, we must leave to readers to work
out for themselves.
The gifts to the dead, as
(5) Grave-goods.
already mentioned, bear some relationship to the
social position among the community in which the
deceased lived. They include all manner of things
ornaments, weapons, tools, utensils, pet animals,
and even the wives and slaves of great heroes.
When a departed friend appeared in a dream
dressed in his usual garments and armed with bis
favourite weapons, it was natural to suppose that
these objects, as well as their owner, bail shadowy
From this it is
existences in the spirit world.
supposed that the pre-historic people believed that

—

—

not only men, but animals and inanimate objects,
had souls a belief which may account for the
frequency with which weapons and other gravegoods were broken.
The quality of grave-goods varied according to
the culture and civilization prevalent at the time
of the interment. During the Stone Age they consisted of perforated shells, teeth, pendants of ivory
and coloured pebbles, stone axes, spear-heads, arrow
points, bone pins, buttons, and other objects of the
toilet.
During the Bronze and early Iron Ages, to
the above objects were added necklets made of
beads of jet, amber, and coloured glass, rings,
armlets, and fibula? of bronze, and sometimes gold
The stone weapons gave place to others
rings.
made of metal. In the absence of written records,
the objects thus collected and collated form the
principal materials on which archaeologists base a
more or less positive system of chronology. Among
the calcined bones of cremated subjects, small
articles such as pins, beads, buttons, etc., are occasionally found, showing that the corpse had been
clothed, when subjected to the fire.
When de-

—
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an urn,

has been
argued that such objects had been used for binding
the cloth or skin in which the calcined bones were
wrapped up. From the quantity of objects sometimes deposited in the grave, it has been surmised
that, when a person was possessed of property of
rare and exceptional value, it was customary to
bury it along with him, evidently with the intention of its being utilized in the world of spirits.
As an illustration of this the following notice of a
remarkable discovery of axes made of jade and
other materials will be of interest
posited in the earth without

it

:

The tuuiulus of Monfc-Saint-Michel, which occupies a conspicuous position among the Carnac group of antiquities, rises
to the tieight of 10 metres, on an elongated base measuring 115
metres in length by 58 metres in breadth. In recent times the
top of the mound was flattened, and the eastern third is now
occupied by a chapel, while at the other extremity there are
the ruins of a modern observatory. In 1862 a small megalithic
chamber, some two metres square and rather less than one
metre in height, was discovered, and on the floor of the chamber,
amidst a thick deposit of dust, the following objects were found
(1) Eleven beautifully polished axes of jade, varying in length
from 9£ to 40 centimetres. Two of these celts were pierced
near the point for suspension.
One was broken into three
portions, two of which were lying at one end of the crypt and
the other at the opposite end. (2) Two large celts of a coarser
material, both broken.
(3) Twenty-six very small celts of
fibrolite.
(1) Nine pendants of jasper and 10*1 beads of jasper
and turquoise, supposed to have formed a necklet also a
number of very Bmall beads made of some kind of ivory. After
the entire debris had been removed from the floor of the
chamber, there were found, under a flagstone, remains of an
interment occupying a shallow space between the floor and the
natural rock (Rene Galles, Ball, de la soc. polym. du Morbihan,
:

;

18G2).

—

The pottery found with pre-historic
(6) Pottery.
burials consists of a variety of vessels collectively
called urns ; but, as they are found in graves containing either burnt or unburnt bodies, they could
not all have been intended for cinerary purposes,
so that they have to be classified according to their
ascertained special functions. Vessels associated
with inhumed bodies are supposed to have contained food and drink hence they are called ' foodThe
vessels,' and
drinking-cups' or 'beakers.'
cinerary urns, used exclusively for the purpose of
preserving the cremated remains of the corpse, vary
considerably in size, form, and ornamentation, being
generally 10 to 18J in. in height. They are narrow-

—

'

based and wide-mouthed, with a broad overhanging
rim to which the ornamentation is commonly conlined
or they may be flower-pot-shaped, and
ornamented by one or two transverse ridges. The
food-vessel, which is considerably smaller, more
globular, and more highly ornamented than the
cinerary urn, is also wide-mouthed and narrowbased. As a rule it was placed with an unburnt
burial in the vicinity of the head of the corpse.
Drinking-cups, or beakers, are tall, highly ornamented vessels, narrowing from the mouth to near
the middle, then bulging out and again narrowing
at the base.
few specimens have been found
with a handle like a jug. Beakers are almost invariably associated with unburnt burials only two
out of 24 having been found by GreenweU in the
Wold barrows, with cremated burials. Very small
cap-shaped urns, often pierced with two or more
holes in the side, and generally found inside a large
cinerary vessel, are known under the name of
'
'
incense cups ; but there is no evidence to support this suggested use of them, and they are now
regarded as cinerary urns for infants.
;

A

—

The Hon. John Abercromby holds that the beaker is not only
.1.1.
lin.nzc Age ceramic in the British Isles, but also an
imported type from Central Europe by way of the Rhine Valley
(J A I xxxii. 373 ff.). As an interesting corollary to Mr. Abercromby's views, it has been observed that, in almost all the
instances in which the beaker has been found associated with
tin-

»

human

I

remains, the skull was brochycephalic.

That sepulchral ceramics

of the beaker type have
if at all, been found in Ireland
may be
accounted for on the supposition that the Continental brachycephali were later in
penetrating
rarely,

—

teries may be found dispersed throughout the whole
of Europe. There is documentary evidence that in
pagan times the Irish had regal cemeteries in

various parts of the Island, appropriated to the
interment of chiefs of the different races who then
ruled the country, either as sole monarchs or as
provincial kings.
This authority consists of a tract called Senchusna-Relee ('History of the Cemeteries'), being a
fragment of one of the oldest Irish MSS, and in it
reference is made to the cemetery of Taillten, which
Mr. Eugene Conwell of Trim has identified as a
group of chambered cairns on the Loughcrew Hills,
near the town of Oldcastle, Co. Meath. Mr. Conwell also quotes the following stanza, among others,
from a poem in the same old MS, viz. Leabhar na

h Uidhre

:
'

'

'
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as far as Ireland ; or, perhaps, that the few who
did find their way to that country did so
by a
different route from those who entered Britain by
way of the Rhine Valley. Anyhow, the rarity of
both beakers and brachycephalic skulls in the prehistoric burials of Ireland is a suggestive fact to
the student of Irish ethnology.
As population increased and the
(7) Cemeteries.
influence of religion became more powerful as a
governing factor in social organizations, the isolated
and sporadic graves of the earlier people gave place
to their aggregation in the form of cemeteries in
certain selected localities, which were thus, as it
were, consecrated as common burying-grounds for
the disposal of the dead. The remains of such ceme-

The three cemeteries of Idolaters are
The cemetery of Taillten, the select,
The ever-clean cemetery of Cruachan,

And

the cemetery of Brugh.'

On

the ridge of this range of hills, which extends
for a distance of about two miles, are situated from
25 to 30 chambered cairns, some measuring as much
as 180 ft. in diameter, while others are much
smaller and nearly obliterated.
They were examined in 1867-8 by E. A. Conwell, and an account
of his discoveries was published in 1873 under the
title of Discovery of the Tomb of Ollamh Fodhla.
An analogous group of dilapidated chambered
cairns, with settings of stone circles, may be seen
at Clava near Inverness, and other localities in
Scotland. Stonehenge is in the centre of a vast
burying-ground consisting of barrows in groups
over the downs.
Urn cemeteries, without any external markings
to indicate the site of the burials, are frequently
met with in the British Isles, being exposed by
agricultural operations, and especially by the removal of clay beds for the making of bricks. As
the underlying clay slides from under the covering
of soil to a lower level, urns are frequently seen
sticking in the broken margin of the surface soil.
small urn cemetery was recently discovered at
the digging of the foundation of a villa in the town
of Largs. The site was a low gravelly mound, and
the cemetery disclosed an unique feature in the
finding of a stone-lined cist covered over with a
large flagstone and containing seven flower-potshaped urns, all having more or less calcined bones

A

in

them

(Archreologia,

lxii.

239-250).

In 1886, in the course of removing the surfaceearth above a gravel- and sand-pit at Aylesford in
a
Kent, the following relics were discovered
wooden pail or situla, with a bronze band ornamented with late Celtic designs a bronze jug
(oenochoS) ; a long-handled pan and twojibultr, also
of bronze, together with calcined bones and fragments of pottery. 'These objects were discovered
:

;

in what had been a round burial -pit. about 3J ft.
deep, the sides and bottom of which had been
coated with a kind of chalky compound.
The
bronze situla contained burnt bones and [.Ucjibtilie,
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the bronze vase and pan lying outside it, while
around were the remains of several earthenware
urns, some of which had been used as cinerarias.'
The discovery, fortunately, came under the notice
of Dr. A. J. Evans, who lost no time in making a
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tion, but also by a continuous importation of new materials ;
hence the difficulty of classifying them into a more precise
division than earlier and later.

In the cemetery of S. Lucia, near Tolmino, above
the head of the Adriatic, in which incineration was
almost exclusively the mode of sepulture there
being only three interments by inhumation out of
3000 tombs examined by Dr. Marchesetti the warlike element was represented by only one sword,
which
Dr.
to
The conclusion
in 1890 {ib. Hi.).
Evans conies, after a wide comparison of Con- two spears, and seven lances (all of iron). The
sword is distinctly the La Teue type thus suggestare
urns
the
tinental ceramics, is that
Aylesford
the peaceful ways of the people had been
the derivatives of North Italian, and in a marked ing that
disturbed only in later times, probably during one
old
Venetian
prototypes.'
degree
most instructive cemetery in Europe of the marauding excursions of the Gauls into
1'erhaps the
On the other hand, the fibula: numbered
Italy.
is that of Hallstatt, of which the present writer has
1629 of bronze and 108 of iron of which 248 were
elsewhere given the following brief account
the 'Certosa' type i.e. not much earlier than
'The ancient necropolis, known as Hallstatt, lies in a narrow of
of
400 B.C. and 3 of the La Tene type. Of metallic
glen in the Noric Alps, about an hour's walk from the town
vases there were eighty of bronze and one of iron,
Hallstatt, situated on the lake of the same name. Discovered in
1846, and sj-steniatically explored for several years under the
among the former being six ciste a cordoni. A few
were
superintendence of Bergmeister G. Ramsauer, the results
of these bronze vessels were decorated with dots,
published by Baron von Sacken in 1868, in a quarto volume
with twenty-six plates of illustrations. One of the peculiarities
circles, and perpendicular flutings, but rarely with
of this cemetery was that it contained burials by inhumation
animal figures, and all in the same style of art as
and incineration indiscriminately dispersed over the entire
the analogous objects from Hallstatt.
same
to
the
period,
sepulchral area, both, however, belonging
reof
their
as was clearly proved from the perfect similarity
(8) The proto-historic people of Western Europe.
were thickly placed over an
As a general result of the preceding remarks on
spective grave-goods. The graves
in length and about that in
irregular area, some 200 yards
the
sepulchral phenomena of Western Europe, the
breadth, but there were no indications above ground to mark
following propositions may be accepted as a fair
their position. They were not arranged in any order, and their
of 1J to 5 ft.—a disproportion
the
limits
within
varied
depth
summary of the ethnic elements, so far as these
of the surface, which
partly accounted for by the sloping nature
have been determined by modern research, which
caused a considerable rain-wash of the soil to the lower levels.
have helped to mould the physical characters of
525
contained
Sacken's
work,
Out of 993 tombs described in v.
the highly mixed population now inhabiting the
simple interments; 455 had incinerated human remains; and
in 13 the bodies had only been partially burnt before being
British Isles, but, of course, altogether apart from
The inhumed bodies lay, generally, from east to
interred.
the inlluence of the environment.
west, having the faoe towards sunrise with the head occasionon
a
the
other
times
At
on
a
stone.
(«) Anthropological researches have shown that
body
lay
preally resting
In
two
instances
of
hardened
coarse
or
clay.
casing,
pared bed,
during the Neolithic Age a long-headed race, of
traces of a wooden cottin were observed. Sometimes two or
short stature but strong physique (average height
at
other
more skeletons were found in the same grave, while,
The 5 ft. 5 in.), who buried their dead in rudely contimes, some portion of the skeleton was wanting.
structed stone chambers, had spread over the whole
skeletons were not so scientifically examined as could be deto a wellsired, but, according to Dr. Hoernes, they belonged
of Western Europe, from the Mediterranean to the
developed dolichocephalic race, of medium height (5 ft. 6 to
south of Scandinavia. Tacitus informs us that he
8 in.), with a prominent occiput, long and slightly prognathic
identified the SUures, a people then occupying
The
ashes
forehead.
or
and
a
receding
gently
straight
face,
and charred bones were carefully collected and deposited in the South Wales, as Iberians, on account of their
in
natural soil, sometimes laid over a flat stone, and sometimes
swarthy complexion and curled hair [Agricola, xi.).
a roughly burnt trough of clay. Only twice were burnt bones
SUures were the direct
found in a bronze vase, and once in a clay urn. Wheu the The inference that these
cremated remains had been deposited the grave-goods were descendants of the primitive long-beaded people
was not unreasonable, more especially as by that
placed near them, after which the coarser pieces of charcoal
were neaped over the whole.
of Britain had been taken
An analysis of the contents of the graves gave the following time the eastern parts
results — The 538 tombs, after inhumation, contained bronze
possession of by successive waves of Gaulish and
— 18 objects of armour,
1543 articles of toilet, 57 utensils, and
from the Continent thus causimmigrants
Belgie
31 vases iron — 165 objects of armour, and 42 utensils 6 articles
ing the earlier inhabitants to recede more and
of gold, 171 of amber, and 41 of glass 342 clay vessels and 61
more westwards. And, if this is so, it follows that
diverse objects (spindle-whorls, sharpening stones, etc.). Simiincineration
the long-headed men of the chambered cairns of
larly classified, the relics in the 455 tombs after
were as follows bronze— 91 objects of armour, 1735 of toilet, 55
Britain, Ireland, and France, as well as many other
iron — 34S objects of armour, and 43
utensils, and 179 vases
parts of the Continent, had a swarthy complexion,
utensils 59 articles of gold, 106 of amber, and 35 of glass 902
with dark hair and eyes, like so many people still
clay vessels and 102 diverse objects.
From these statistics it would appear that the burials after inhabiting the more secluded parts of these locali-

—

The result
inquiry into the circumstances.
On a Late
of his researches was a
paper,
Celtic Urn-Field at Aylesford,' which appeared
full

'

—

—

'

:

—

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

cremation were richer in articles of luxury— such as bronze
vases and fibula, beads of glass, gold cloth stuffs, etc., with the
exception of objects of amber, which were more abundant
with inhumed bodies' {Rambles and Studies in Bosnia?,
p. 399 ff.).

be noted as a point of some significance,
that neither silver nor lead has been found in
Hallstatt. Their absence, together with that of
money, has been used to support the opinion that
the cemetery was discontinued before these metals
came into general use about the beginning of the
4th cent. B.C.
It

may

Baron von Sacken assigned the Hallstatt cemetery to the
Becond half of the millennium immediately preceding the
Christian era, and thought that it might be in continuous use
But,
till the advent of the Romans into that part of Europe.
according to other writers, this range ought to be extended
further back by several centuries, even to 1000 B.C. Owing to
commercial currents from Eastern lands, especially by way of
the Adriatic, and also, no doubt, to changes initiated by native
the technique
skill, we might expect a considerable variation in
of the Hallstatt relics, even on v. Sacken's hypothesis of the
more limited duration of the cemetery. The collection as a
an
of
of
assortment
whole is thus a mere jumbling together
objects, influenced not only by a rapidly progressing civiliza-

ties.
(b) The incoming brachyeephali were taller than
the dolicbocephali already in possession of the
country a statement which is proved by actual
measurements of skeletons (average height 5 ft. 8
in.).
Although they have been described by many
modern writers as 'light in hair and complexion'
(Greenwell, op. cit. p. 636), there does not appear
to be any archaeological evidence to support this

—

assertion.

The mistake seems

to have arisen from

inadvertently applying to the Bronze Age brachyeephali qualities which wete undoubtedly applicable at a later period to the Celts of history. Tha
former buried their dead in short cists and round
barrows, and carried with them a knowledge of
While these two early races (the dolicbobronze.
cephali and brachyeephali) were living together,
apparently in harmony, the custom of disposing of
the dead by cremation spread over the land a
custom which was introduced from the Continent,
and had its origin probably in the strong religious

—
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elements of the time, as

it

was

practised by both

races.
(c) At a considerably later period, but not many
centuries prior to the occupation of Britain by the
Romans, there was another Continental wave of
immigrants, generally regarded as an orl'shoot of
the Galli of classical authors, and probably the
Belgce of Caesar, who introduced the industrial
elements of the civilization known in this country
as 'Late Celtic' These newcomers differed radically from the former so-called Celtic invaders

—

a statement
having dolichocephalic heads
which is supported by archaeological evidence ; for
example, a skull found in a characteristic Late
Celtic tumulus at Arras, Yorkshire, was described
by Dr. Thurnam as having a cephalic index of 737.
They were a branch of the Celts of history, whose
very name at one time was a terror in Europe and
by classical writers they are described as very tall
and fierce-looking, with fair hair, blond complexion, and blue eyes.
(d) The next and last of the great racial elements which entered into the ethnic composition
of the British people of to-day were the successive
Teutonic invasions from Germany, Denmark, and
in

;

Scandinavia, all belonging to a tall blond dolichocephalic people who existed in Central Europe
from time immemorial possibly the descendants
of the Neanderthaloid races of Palaeolithic times.
There is no reference made here to the Roman
occupation as a factor in British ethnology, because
the Romans were a mere ruling caste, who, although they introduced new arts, industries, and
customs into the country, kept themselves aloof
from the natives, and did not, as a rule, interHence, when they finally
marry with them.
abandoned Britain they left its inhabitants racially
unaffected, much as would be the case with India if
the British were now to retire from it. To-day we

—

hunt for remains of military roads, camps, accoutrements of war, and other relics of their
but of their skeletons we know very
little, and of their British offspring nothing at all.
civilization,

—
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(Greek). — Burial

was the method of disposing of
the dead followed by all the Mediterranean peoples
the
Neolithic
during
epoch, and the same custom
obtained in Greece, and was continued without inat
least
until
the Homeric period. That
terruption
the Greeks of the pre-Mycenaean and Mycenaean
civilization buried their dead is evident
tombs discovered in Crete, in the

from the
Cyclades, at

Mycenae, Orchomenus, and Vaphio. It has also
been proved that Schliemann was mistaken in
believing that he found in the Mycena'an tombs
indications of a partial cremation of the dead.
In the island of Crete, Evans and Halbherr, who
discovered many tombs of the Mycomean epoch
and others of different periods, found burial to be

(Greek)

the invariable custom without any sign of cremation, -either partial or total.
Apparently, then, the first notice of cremation
occurs in Homer it is described with grim vividness, especially in the account of the obsequies of
Patroclus (//. xxiii. 110 ff). Homer also offers an
;

explanation of this new funerary custom, which
appears to be contrary to the beliefs of the Greek
He makes Nestor say that it is necessary
people.
to burn the bodies of those who died in battle,
in order that the bones might be carried back to
their native land to the sons of the dead (II. vii.
331 f.). But this reason is inadequate to account
for so profound a change of custom.
The change
from burial to cremation must already have taken
in the Homeric age, just as it had previously
place
been made in Central and, in part, in Southern
Europe. It was then introduced into Greece as it
had been into Italy, and very probably by the
same races who were afterwards known under
the name of Aryan, and who originated many
other changes in the customs of the peoples subdued by them.
While in some regions of Europe there was a
period during which cremation prevailed (and
among these regions must be included Northern
and also, in part, Southern Italy), in Greece the
ancient and the new practices flourished for a long
time side by side, just as was the case in Rome
but in Rome, from the discoveries in the Forum and
from those made in other parts of the city and in
Latium, we can plainly recognize the substitution
of cremation for burial.
This does not appear so
but it cannot have happened
clearly in Greece
otherwise. At the time of the Homeric rhapsodies,
cremation must have been in use quite as much as
In succeeding epochs both methods were
burial.
employed, as may be gathered from Greek authors,
who attest the existence now of the one custom
and now of the other.
We have at the present day full information
regarding the forms of the tombs used by the
Greeks previous to the classic epoch, and especially
in those characteristic periods which are to be
referred to pre-Myeena>an and Mycenaean civilization both on the continent and in the various
islands.
The funerary architecture of these
periods may be classified under four chief forms
(1) dome-tombs, (2) chamber-tombs, (3) shaft-tombs,
;

;

:

and

pit-tombs.
The finest example of a dome-tomb is that of
the tomb called the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae,
discovered by Schliemann.
Then come those of
Orchomenus, of Vaphio, of Heraion, of Eleusis,
and of other places, which are magnificently and
splendidly decorated, not indeed like that at
Mycenae, although they have the same architectural form.
The chamber-tombs are distinguished from the
dome-tombs by the rectangular form of their plan,
the dome-tombs being circular ; by their more or
less flat roof
and also by the diminished height
of the mortuary chamber.
But, like the others,
they have a corridor (fyxS/ios) for entrance, with a
door of ingress, and they may also have a varying
number of lateral chambers. These tombs were
excavated in the rock, and are found throughout
the whole of Greece and in the islands, especially
in Crete, where they were discovered by Evans
and Halbherr. Sarcophagi are found in them
sometimes one, two, or even four made of terracotta and painted on the outside or else there is a
trench in them in which the corpse has been placed
or sometimes the corpse was laid upon the floor of
the sepulchral chamber (Evans, Prehistoric 1'ombs
of Knossos, p. 6 ; Orsi, Urne funcbri cretes-i,
(4)

;

—

—

;

;

p. 2ff).

The shaft-tombs were dug

in the

ground

arij
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covered with either rough or squared slabs of
stone.
In these graves the botty was usually
it was curled up.
placed on its back sometimes
The pit-tombs cuiisist of a kind of well which
in the rock, with
excavated
was almost always
the bottom an arched
steps to descend into it; at
access
to the sepulwhich
found
is
gives
aperture
chral cell. The cell is generally supported by a
double wall of rude blocks, and is sufficiently long
to contain a skeleton stretched out at full length.
But Evans remarks that this type of tomb, although
it has different characteristics, resembles in its cell
the shaft-tombs.
In the island of Crete no dome-tombs have been
discovered like those of Mycenae or of Orchomenus
but the royal tomb of Isopates described by Evans
and re-constructed by Fyfe (Evans, op. cit.) fills up
the lacuna.
It appears to have been the primitive custom of
the Greeks to bury their dead in the village where
they dwelt, and sometimes in the houses themselves.
It is certain that at Mycense tombs have
been found in the houses, here and there in groups
of five, or even of twenty, among the remains of
At Athens, also, houses with tombs
habitations.
Plato makes mention of
have been discovered.
It
this custom, and calls it barbarous {Min. 315).
seems to have been abolished by the laws of Solon.
The agora also appears to- have been used for
;

;

burying

:

Mycenre supplies an example of

this.

known

it is

well

heroes.
It appears, further, that the Greeks in primitive
times offered human sacrifices at funerals. This
seems certain not only from the Homeric account
of the obsequies of Patroclus, but also from some
In the
indications in the tombs of Mycense.
dromos of the rock-tombs, human bones have often
been found, and in front of one sepulchre there
were discovered six human skeletons placed cross-

wise and mingled with the bones of animals and

broken pieces of common utensils. From this it
has been suspected that the bodies were those of
victims sacrificed to the dead (Perrot-Chipiez,
Eistoirc de l'art,vi. 564). Further, Plato says (ib.)
that human sacrifices were offered in Lykaia
(Au/coia), and also by the descendants of Athamas,
although they were Greeks and not barbarians.
From the most remote antiquity, as we gather

from the pre-historic tombs, the Greeks had a

They

considered the

and consequently as a
This sentiment was handed down to the
It was also a
historic Greeks, the true "EXA^es.
duty and a kind of Pan-Hellenic law (naveWrivui'

law.

vdpos,

Eurip.

Suppl.

524)

to

give

sepulture

to

enemies who died in battle. The law of Solon,
which exempted a son from the obligation to
support a father who had rendered himself unworthy, imposed upon him the duty of burying
him with all due honours (jEsch. in Timarch. 13
the very words Slucua, v6/itfia, affirm the right of
In the classic epoch,
the dead to sepulture).
religious belief was permeated with the notion
that the spirit of the dead could not enter into the
subterranean realm if the body had not received
burial the soul (fvxh) would wander about without
a resting-place, and would not be able to pass over
the fatal river in order to enter Hades.
We do not know how the primitive Greeks conducted themselves between the death and the
burial of the deceased but from what we know of
the historical epoch We may infer without any
doubt what were their customs in primitive times.
In the prehistoric tombs of Knossos the corpse
was buried in a grave, or else was laid on the
;

—

;

in

larnax

a

of

or
It

clay.

in

a

was

usually placed stretched out at length, or sometimes curled up, either in he grave or in the
There was no fixed direction or
sarcophagus.
In tombs
orientation of the position of the dead.
of every type, objects belonging to the deceased
are found, according to sex and condition weapons,
swords, knives, arrows, razors, ornaments of gold
and of bronze, rings, seals, lamps, and so on. Tombs
like those of Mycenae and Vaphio have furnished
objects of great value both as to their material
principally gold and as to their artistic make.
Objects which were most dear to the deceased, and
which he had possessed when living, were placed
This usage continued
with him in the tomb.
without interruption into the historic epoch, together with other usages which were gradually
abolished by various successive laws, because they
were held to be barbarous. We have proof of this
in the Homeric period, which may be regarded as
an intermediate one between the pre-historic and
the historic periods, primitive funeral customs
I

:

—

—

being still found which were no longer practised
the period which followed, as well as others
which were retained.
In order to give an idea of this, it will be
sufficient to relate in full what was done at the
funeral of Patroclus, so admirably described by
in

Homer

xviii.,

(II.
:

—

xxiii.).

We

shall follow

the

The corpse of Patroclus was washed with hot water (II.
345 ft".), then anointed with unguents and oil, and covered
from head to foot with a thin linen cloth. It was laid in state
on a bed (iv Aexe'eo-cri, 352), and was wept over with great
lamentation by Achilles and the Myrmidons (315 ff.). On the
return from the fight in which Hector was slain, Achilles and
xviii.

nowned

religious cult for their dead.
right of sepulture as sacred,

pavement of the sepulchral chamber,
sarcophagus

poet's order

that in the classic epoch
many Greek cities had, or believed that they bad,
in the agora the burial-place of their more reFurther,
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the

Myrmidons again wept over the

weeping

is

an honouring of the dead

(o

bier of Patroclus, since

yap

ye'pa? eo-ri Oavovruiv,

xxiii. 9).
A funeral meal follows the weeping. The corpse is
to be cremated, and accordingly an immense pyre is prepared
which is to receive the body of Patroclus. When the pyre is
the
ready,
transportation of the body takes place in the midst
of a great cortege of armed men ; Achilles supports the head of
his deceased friend, while the Myrmidons cut off their locks and
Achilles also
cast them upon the corpse, thus covering it.
sacrifices his hair, which he puts into the hand of his dead
friend.
During the night those who attend to the preparation
On
of the funeral (foioe^oj-es, xxiii. 163) remain with Achilles.
the following day the body of the deceased is placed in the
midst of the pyre, and is covered from head to foot with fat
taken from the oxen and sheep which have been sacrificed ;
alongside are placed the dead animals, and amphorse of honey
and of oil. Four horses are sacrificed, and two of the nine

dogs which the deceased possessed, together with twelve young
Trojans who are to be burnt on the same immense pyre. The
pyre burns all the night. In the morning the order is given to
extinguish it with libations of wine, to pick out the calcined
bones of the dead from among the other bones of men and
animals an easy task, Bince the body of Patroclus had been
placed in the centre separate from the rest and to enclose
them in a cinerary urn between two pieces of fat. Finally, a
tumulus of earth receives the urn, and is the sepulchre of
Patroclus.
But the funeral rites do not end here Achillea
orders funeral games, and distributes rewards to the victors

—

—

:

(258

ff.).

In the classic period the dead body was washed,
anointed with unguents and oil, and wrapped in a
white garment.
It appears, however, that the
garment was not always white it might be black.
The eyes were closed, and the jaw was bound to
the head in order that the mouth might remain
shut when rigidity came on. The care of the dead
was the business of the people of the house,
especially the relatives, and among these the
women. Further, a garland was placed on the
head of the deceased. Afterwards the corpse was
laid on an ordinary bed (KKlvq), and was exposed to
view. This exposing (n-p66eais) took place in the
house, the feet of the dead being turned towards
the door ; a law of Solon prohibited an exposing
before the door, as seems to have been done at
This exposing took place the day after
first.
death. An earlier time was prohibited in order,
naturally, that there might be assurance that
;
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actual death had taken place and, on the other
hand, a too prolonged exposing was not allowed.
According to Greek beliefs, the dead must be
buried relatively soon in order that the soul might
be able to enter the realm of the dead and might
not wander about.
Patroclus, whose body, on
account of the solemn funeral rites, was exposed
for twelve days after his death, says to Achilles,
to whom he appears in a dream, BAirre p.e 6tti
;

Tdx«Ta,

7re\as 'At5ao

vepi'jiro) {II.

xxiii. 71).

At what seems to be a late period, a piece of
money was placed in the mouth of the deceased as
a vaCXov to pay the ferryman who transported him
to the further side of the river into the realm of
the dead.
honey cake (,ue\n-oOrra) was buried
with him, as an appropriate offering to the
guardian of the doors of the infernal regions
The scholiast on Aristo(Aristoph. Lys. 599).
phanes adds that the cake serves for Cerberus
iq.v.), the piece of money for the ferryman, and
the dead man's garland is for the struggle which
he has undergone in issuing from life.
Upon the bier was placed a vessel of earth,
usually a Xi)ku0os, which contained an unguent.
On this vessel, which was of a characteristic form,
were depicted appropriate funeral scenes ; and, in
At the door of
fact, it represented the deceased.
ingress was placed an earthen vessel (6<iTpa.Kov)
containing spring water (Aristoph. Eccl. 1033),
which was to serve for purifying those who had
been in contact with the dead, and in general all
those who were in the house.
The exposing of the body was followed by its
being carried {iK<popd) from the house to the place of
sepulture, and this could be done only by day ;
criminals alone were buried by night (Eurip.
Troad. 446), when sepulture was granted them at
all.
The dead person was carried on the bed upon
which he had been exposed to view ; but it is not
easy to say exactly who were the bearers, although
there are expressions like veKpo<f>6poi, vcKpoffdirrat,
vtKpoTa.tpoi, which imply persons specially employed
in this duty of carrying and of burial.
However,
we gather from Plato, Plutarch, Lucian, and
others that these bearers were young men who
lent themselves to this pious duty.
Plato speaks
of young men of the gymnasium (Lcgtj. xii. 947).
When the conveyance of the body took place, it
was attended by a cortege which accompanied the
bier as it made its way to the sepulchre.
According to the laws of Solon, the men must go first, the
women must follow the latter, moreover, must not
be less than sixteen years of age (Demosth. Arist.
Plato describes at length (Lcgg. xii. 947) how
i.).
the funeral cortege was to be formed, and he also
notes that the women who took part in it must
not be younger than the child-bearing age. The
sepulchre (OiiKri) must be excavated underground,
of elongated shape, and must be constructed of
stone.
But the dead were not always laid in a
tomb of stone without a coffin {aop6s, Xdpra£). When
the latter was used, it was made of cypress or
other wood.
The different stages of the funeral were usually
accompanied by weeping and lamentation on the
part of the relatives and friends, and of other persons who visited the dead when exposed to view
and attended him to the sepulchre. These manifestations of grief must originally have been excessive,
and not different from those we have met with in

A

;

Homer. They were prohibited by legislators like
Solon and Charondas, who desired to restrain what
appeared to many Greek writers to be clamorous
and barbaric forms of grief. Plato describes as
indecorous the weeping for the dead, and would
have liked to prohibit lamentations (Op-qveXv) outside
the house {Lcgg. xii. 960).
It is true that .lvcliylus (Choeph. 20 f.) and
Euripides [See. 612 1.)

(Greek)

describe displays of grief such as striking the breast,
tearing and lacerating the face and garments, and
but probably these two
pulling out the hair
;

authors wished to reproduce primitive customs
which were no longer permitted in their day. In
spite of legislative prohibitions, however, there was
no cessation at funerals of more or less exaggerated
manifestations of grief
the bier was certainly
Plato
accompanied by funeral-singers {dpyvtpdol).
himself speaks of them {Legg. vii. 800) in the
masculine only. This duty, however, was carried
out also by women called Kaplvat, dprjvipSol, p.ovaiKai,
probably, as is supposed, from their Carian origin,
whence came the employment of the term for those
women who sang over the dead, just as a kind of
ilute was called Phrygian as having been invented
by the Phrygians, e.g. aukbs 0/>7)C7jtik6s (Poll. iv. 75).
While in pre-historic times the places of sepulture
were either the houses or the streets of the city or
village, or even the agora, in the classical period
the Greeks had fixed places outside the city,
cemeteries in the common and broad signification
of the term
or else they made use of the roads
outside of the city, as may still be seen in Italy,
Moreover, distinguishing signs or
e.g. at Pompeii.
The
inscriptions were placed upon the sepulchres.
sepulchres themselves had different names, as 0ijnai,
and they might have different
ra(pot, iirfip.a.Ta.,
forms, among which was that of the tumulus
There were placed upon them
{x&fj-a, barrow).
stela; {(rrijXai), a kind of posts, or actual columns
(kIovcs), or little temples (y<u5ia, r)p£a), or else horizontal slabs of stone {rpdirc^ai), with inscriptions
;

;

[ypat/ml).

In the sepulchres in Greece, from the most
ancient and primitive onwards, have been found
objects and vessels frequently of great value, such
as those of Myeena>, of Vaphio, and of Crete.
These were deposited in the tomb with the dead,

and were objects which had belonged to him.
Thus there have been found objects for the toilet,
weapons, little figures of earth or of bronze, and,
The sepulespecially, bronze or earthen vessels.
chres themselves contain the bones of domestic
animals, among which are those of the horse. In
the ideas and beliefs of the Greeks there was the
conviction that the dead person must have for his
journey to the subterranean world the same objects
of use and of ornament which he had possessed
when living, and also utensils and vessels which
were proper for eating and drinking from, and containing food and drink. This usage did not cease
in classic Greece, as has been proved by the vessels
and other objects which have been found in the

sepulchres of this epoch.
The burial was followed by the funeral meal
{ireptdairvov), already met with in the Homeric
period, though not by the games, which had been
abolished ; and also by the purification {KaraBut solicitude for the deceased did not
\oiW0ai).
end here on the third day after the burial, sacrifices (called rplra) were offered upon the tomb,
especially on the stele or other object placed on it
these sacrifices were repeated on the ninth day
and in the meanwhile the mourning began.
(frara)
This, in the majority of cases, lasted thirty days
the shortest period was twelve (Pint. Lye. 27). As
to external signs, mourning was shown by abstinence from everything which might cause joy and
pleasure, and also by putting on a black garment,
Accordor clothing which was only in part black.
ing to Plutarch {Quecst. Horn, xiv.), it was a custom
with the Greeks that during the mourning the
women should shave Oil' their hair, and the men
should let theirs grow, if the regular usage was
for the men to shave off the hair, and the women
:

;

;

;

theirs grow.
Euripides makes mention
(Iphig. Aul. 1437 f.) of the cutting oil' of the hair

to let
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ami the patting on of a black peplwn for mourning.
The Argive custom of wealing a white garment for
mourning instead of a black one (l'lut. op. cit.
xxvi.) seems to have been an exception.
In Athens there was also an anniversary of the
ileatli called by Herodotus (iv. 20) ytviota, a funeral
feast, during which sacrifices were offered to the
earth (tj yij) a commemoration called by others
i/env<ria or upaia.
It is to be supposed that such a
commemoration was chiefly found in the case of
men well known and highly thought of, notwithstanding that no distinction of persons or classes is
made by Greek writers. But a general feeling of
respect for tombs, and especially for ancestors, may
be inferred from what one reads in yEschylus (Pers.
40111'.) concerning the tombs of forefathers (ftj/cas
tc irpoydvojv).
Just as in the commemoration on the
third and ninth days after burial, so at the annual
commemorations, there were sacrifices, offerings
and libations {ivdyiafui) to the dead, who was supposed to be already in the subterranean world
whence such libations took also the name of x oa '>
and of x@° vta \ovrpd.
The unhappy criminal alone was denied sepulture
and a funeral. In Athens the bodies of criminals
were thrown behind the tower Melita and along by
the northern walls of the city (Pint. Them. xxii.
The suicide's right hand
Plato, Repub. iv. 439).
was cut oft'; but he was granted burial. Plato
would have the suicide buried in silence and without any sign of sepulture (Legq. ix. 873). Finally,
to those whose bodies could not be obtained,
cenotaphs or empty monuments were erected.
Euripides (Set. 1241) says that it was a law of the
Greeks that he who died by drowning in the sea
should be
buried in a tissue of empty robes

—

;

;

'

'

{Ktvolat.

ddineiv Iv

ire'irXwi'

ufpaapiaeiv).
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— Life

and death stand in perpetual congive expression to this fact is the aim of
in all its processes, down to the
minutest details. In the case of offerings to the
gods the participants circumambulate the fire with

(Hindu).
trast.

To

Hindu

ritual

their right side turned towards it, and in a direction from left to right ; in offerings to the manes
the left side is turned, and the direction is from
right to left the opposite of the sun's course (see
Circumambulation) ; in the former case the
right knee is bowed, in the latter the left ; in the
one the sacrificial cord is put on from left to right
(under the right arm), in the other from right to

—

ropes are twisted from
right to left even numbers are assigned to the
odd
ones
to
the
manes
to the former belongs
gods,
everything that is young, healthy, and strong, to
left

(under the left arm)

;

;

;
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the latter what is old, weak, or deformed.
Everything that is bright-coloured the forenoon, the
ascending half of the month or the year— is assigned
have
their
whereas
the
memes
to the gods
portion
the afternoon, the descending
in all that is dark
Even in the course
half of the month or the year.
of a human life the 50th year marks a boundary,
those wdio have not reached it belonging to the
gods, those who have passed it to the manes.
Dread of the evil influence of the dead, their
impurity, their return, and their interference with
the living is another characteristic of the ritual.
Fire-brands and jets of water serve to ward
stones are laid down beoft'
this influence
tween the village and the place of cremation ; on
the way home from the latter, care is taken to
obliterate footprints in order to prevent the dead
from finding the way, or perhaps to save the footwhich is a possible subject of magic, from
print,
being exposed to the influence of hostile spirits
at the funeral ceremonies plants are selected whose
names such as apdmarijn, ni-itkd, yaoa have a

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

protective sense.
The living are

bound to prepare the way for the
in the other world, to provide them with food
for their great journey into Yama's realm, and to
supply them with means for crossing the rivers.
dead

These ends are served by the utkranti or vaitaranl
cow, which in some cases has been presented to the
Brahmans before his death by the deceased himself
or his son. The same was originally, no doubt,
the purpose also of the anustaranl cow, which is
led along in the funeral train, and whose members
are finally laid upon those of the dead, its kidneys
being deposited in his hands as food for Yama's
dogs. The streams which have to be crossed are
probably indicated by the piece of reed which is
introduced into the wall of the tomb, and which is
meant to serve as a boat (cf. Cerberus, Bridge).
The realm of the dead is variously located in the
west or the south occasionally in the east, no
doubt in conformity with the conception of Rigv.
x. 15. 7, which speaks of the fathers as arunlndm
upasthe, 'in the bosom of the dawn.' The dead
are sought for in earth and air and heaven, in sun
and moon and stars in the last-named very rarely.

—

—

In fact, we encounter a number of frequently contradictory views, which originated at different
times and among different races, and which, after

undergoing artificial amalgamation, now emerge in
the Vedic ritual and its hymns (Hillebrandt, Ved.
Myth., Breslau, 1S91-1902, iii. 414 ft'.).
The usual method of disposing of the dead is
cremation. But the well-known distinction drawn
in Itigv. x. 15. 14 between agnidagdhas and anagnidagdhas (cremated and un-eremated manes) shows
that other forms were known and practised. It is
not at all impossible that Rigv. x. 18. 10
originft',

ally referred to the rite of burial (Winternitz,
Gesch. d. ind. Litt., i. [Leipzig, 1905] 85).
But our
present ritual is not acquainted with burial except
as applied to young children and ascetics, in whose
case, from a motive half-philosophic, half-superstitious, and after a fashion known even at the

present day, the skull was split with a coco-nut
(Caland, Altind. Bestatt. § 50, p. 95). The only
other trace which appears to point with any certainty to burial is found in the hnaianaehiti, which
follows the placing of the remains in the urn. The
Brahmans were reluctant to abandon old customs ;
they modified them when necessary, and linked
them on to other existing usages. Just as the
pravargya ceremony once an independent milkottering was combined with the soma-oft'ering, so
the non-obligatory hnaianaehiti may have been
originally an independent custom. In the measures
of this chiti Caland (I.e. 181 f.) has rightly seen the
survival of original burial ; and the circumstance

—

—

'

'
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not interred, but cast away, also
I.
Death.— When the Hindu feels the approach
appears to point to the independence of the inia- of death, he must summon his relatives, hold
is
a
urn-burial
not
for
which
idnaehiti,
necessity.
friendly converse with them, and, if the dyingThe data as to burial are found in the Vedic hour is very near, have himself placed on a cleansed
in
the
Sutras
the
and
Grhya spot on sandy soil. It promotes his future weal to
especially
hymns,
and Pitrmedha and kindred texts and in the make presents before his death to Brahmans
It is not without
records of modern usages.
among these gifts a special value attaches to the
interest that many of the regulations of the Sutras vaitarani- cow as his conductor over the stream of
find parallels at the present day among Indian
the under world. His dying-couch is prepared in
tribes.
As we find the injunction that those re- proximity to the three fires, or, if he keeps up only
turning from the place of cremation are to deposit one, near to it, viz. the domestic fire, and here he
stones or other objects between the dead man and is laid down with his head turned towards the
south. In his ear are repeated passages from the
his village, so the Mangars of Nepal obstruct the
road leading from the grave with a barricade of Veda of his school, or, if he is a Brahmavid, from
When death has taken place, they
thorns, through which the soul, conceived of as a an Aranyaka.
miniature man, very tender and fragile, is unable bring the corpse to a covered place, and then (or,
with many, at a later stage) cut his hair and nails,
to force its way' (Census of India, 1901, i. 355).
On the other hand, our Sutras do not contain an which, according to Gautama (ii. 24), should be
account of all the customs that existed or may deposited in a hole in the ground. Many follow
have existed, and do not coincide with the ritual the practice (prohibited by others) of opening the
known to the Rigveda. An interesting illustration body, removing the excrements, and replacing the
of this is supplied by Dr. Bloch (Annual Report of entrails after they have been washed in water and
the, Are/uxol.
Survey, Bengal circle, for the year end- filled with butter a procedure intended, in the
ing April 1905, Calcutta, 1905 [ZDMG lx. 227 ff.]), opinion of the present writer, simply to facilitate
who opened some burial-mounds at Lauriya, and cremation, which would be hampered by the heavy
found in the midst of them remains of a wooden fceces. Then the corpse, with its head turned
post (sthuna), which recalls the post mentioned in towards the south, is laid upon a bier covered with
Rigv. x. 18. 13, and of whose meaning the Sutra a black skin on the dead man's head is placed a
wreath of nard he is clothed down to the feet
ritual gives us no idea.
in a new robe, the old one being given to the son,
It would be quite out of place here to treat even
superficially of the huge mass of prescriptions to to a pupil, or to the wife of the deceased, to be
be found in published and unpublished texts, or of worn for life or till it becomes too old for use.
the variations presented by the usages of different Others have a piece of the death-robe cut off, and
schools and families.
Caland divides the whole hand it over to be kept by the sons. Noteworthy
ceremonial into 114 acts, not to speak of the varia- is the practice of some, who bind together the
thumbs (or the toes) of the deceased a custom
tions found in each of these. It is equally impossible
to discuss the numerous verses which accompany
which, as Caland (I.e. 176) and Steinmetz (ap.
the particular acts, and whose real relation to Caland) remark, is found also among other than
these is not always clear or, more especially, the Indian peoples (see above, p. 433").
If the deceased has in his lifetime presented
circumstantial casuistry with which the highly
ingenious spirit of Brahmanism has sought, in a animal-offerings, three he-goats are provided if
manner that is far from uninteresting, to provide he has offered sdihndyya (sweet and sour milk
for all possibilities.
Like the ceremonies connected libations) at new and full moon, a milk-offering
with birth, those attending on death are a sam- (dmilcsd) is to be presented [evidently slight differskiira.
ences of cult going back to primeval times]. If
It is well known,' says the Baudhayana
Pitrmedha, iii. 1. 4, that through the saniskara goats are not used, many take black rice-grains,'
after birth one conquers earth
of which from one to three rice-paps are made.
the
through
saniskara after death, heaven.'
Ritualists are remarkable figure is that of an old, un-horned,
therefore eager to have this saniskara performed vicious cow (anustarani).
When the cow is
with care and with regard to all circumstances. brought, the servants of the deceased have each
It may happen, for instance, that the Hindu dies
to throw three handf uls of dust over their shoulders.
in a foreign land and must be brought home, or
At the head of the procession (according to the
that he dies there and remains forgotten. In the teaching of many) walks a man with a firebrand
latter case cremation is performed in effigy upon a which he has kindled at the domestic fire
he is
human figure composed of palaki stems. Should followed by the sacrificial fires of the deceased and
it chance, however, that after all the man returns
the apparatus for the cremation ceremony, includalive, the ritual provides even for this, and ordains
ing the above-mentioned anustarani cow next in
that he must be born anew i.e. undergo all the order is the dead man on his couch, which is placed
rites of jdtakarnian, in which he sits speechless and
on a mat or on the before-mentioned bier, carried
with clenched fists, like an embryo in the womb by servants, old people, sons, or relatives near and
(Caland, § 44). When a prostitute dies, she must remote, according as the custom may be. In many
not be cremated, according to some teachers, with circles it is the practice— still followed in certain
ordinary fire, but with that of the forest, wild and instances in India to employ for the transport of
unchecked. Other regulations apply to the death the corpse a waggon drawn by black oxen, and to
of a widow or a woman in childbirth.
If a man
place upon it also the fires and sacrificial utensils
Behind the corpse come the
longs for death, he presents an offering, the various of the deceased.
acts in which symbolize this longing (cf. Kelt. Sr. S.
relatives, the older ones first, men and women,
xxii. 6. 1).
If one dies in the act of presenting an
the latter with loose dishevelled hair and their
[In points of
ordinary offering, certain rules are to be followed. shoulders besprinkled with dust.
But it is impossible to go into all this only when detail we meet with many variations.] When the
the Srauta Sutras have been translated, will the corpse is lifted, the invocation, May I'usan bring
historian of religion and the ethnographer obtain
thee from here!' is addressed to 1 usan, who in
full insight into this circle of ideas.
Here we must the whole ceremonial appears as \pvxoirofnroi a
content ourselves with a brief account of the most role already assigned him in the Rigveda.
When
a third or a fourth of the way h;is been covered, one
important features of the ritual.
of
one
of
the
is
or
the
of
rice
killed,
1
(or,
goats
paps
For fuller details, see the present writer's sketch in OTA P
if there be only one, a third of it) is poured upon a
111. 2
and Caland (op. cit. infra), whose work is thorough, and
clod of earth thrown to the south.
yet does not exhaust the enormous quantity of material.
Thereupon the
that there the urn
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(Hindu)

shoulder a pitcher, in the back of which
there has been made, by an axe or a stone, a hole
through which the water runs out. After a triple
circumambulation he casts the pitcher behind him.
Now begins the cremation, which is regarded as
an otfering into the fire, conducting the corpse to
heaven as a sacrificial gift. In the Da/csi?ia-\ne
are ottered libations for Agni, Kama, Loka, etc.,
and finally a libation on the breast of the deceased
to Agni, who is now to be born of him as he once
was of Agni.' If the man was an Anahitagni, the
if he
firebrand_ is taken from the domestic tire
was an Ahitagni, the cremation is performed by
the flames of the three or five fires kept up by him.
Note is taken of which tire reaches him first, and
it is augured therefrom whether the deceased has
gone into the world of the gods or of the manes, or
into some other world. To the north-east of the
ahavaniya a knee-deep trench is dug, in which a
recite or sing Yama-hymns.
The Madhyandinas certain water-plant is placed clearly an ancient
a
rice-clod
at
the
of
one
near
death,
place
superstition in order to cool the heat of the fire.
deposit
the door as they leave the house, one for the bhutas The traditional explanation of the custom is that
the dead man rises from the trench and ascends
half-way between the dwelling and the place of
cremation, and one for the wind as soon as the place along with the smoke to heaven.' Behind the
of cremation is reached, while one is deposited in pyre a goat is fastened, but in such a manner that
it is possible for it to break away, and, if it does
the hand of the deceased.]
2. Cremation.
Special regulations, particularly so, nothing is done to prevent it. The cremation
as to its orientation, are offered for the choice of is accompanied by a number of verses or songs
the place of cremation, which in some respects selected according to the school to which the
resembles the place of offering for the gods, while deceased belonged. While the pyre continues to
in others it is quite different.
The duly selected blaze, the relatives move off without looking round.
spot is purified, and a formula is employed to The officiant gives them seven pebbles, which on
scare away demons or ghosts.
The kind of wood their way home they scatter with the left hand
used, the size and orientation of the pyre, and turned downwards. [According to the prescription
everything of a like kind are regulated by rigid of another school, three trenches are dug behind
the pyre ; they are then tilled with water from an
prescription, scarcely anything being left to caprice.
The corpse is now (or later) laid on the pyre, the uneven number of pitchers, and gravel is thrown
threads which bind the thumbs are loosed, the in. The relatives enter the trenches, touch the
cords which hold the bier together are severed, and water, and then creep through branches set in the
the bier itself is flung into the water or laid on the ground behind, and bound together by a rope made
The last to creep through tears
pyre, upon which the fires of the deceased also find of darbha-strnw.
a place. When all is done according to rule, the the branches apart. Gautama directs a thorny
anustaranl cow is brought forward, and so held by branch, Vaikhanasa a grass snare, to be held in
the relatives of the deceased that the youngest of front of them, under which they must creep.] The
them touches her hind-quarters, while the others company, as they leave the place of cremation, must
are so arranged that an older person always touches restrain themselves from any exhibition of mourna younger. The cow may either be slaughtered or ing, and go forward with heads bent down, entermanifestly in connexion with a later custom let taining one another with well-omened speeches
The latter course must be followed in the case and virtuous tales. Many tears, it is said, bum
go.
Yudhisthira
of one who has presented no animal-offerings. The the dead (cf. RaghuvaiiUa, viii. 86).
animal is in that case led round the tires, the pyre, is rebuked by Vyasa for bewailing the death of his
and the corpse, and with certain formulae set free. nephew. Story-tellers (paurdnikas, etc. are thereTo the north of the pyre the widow of the deceased fore engaged in order to drive away by their skill
lviii.
crouches down, but (with formuloe which originally the sorrows of the relatives (Liiders,
belonged to an entirely different ritual) is called on 706 11'.).
The offering of water to the
to rise and return to the world of life.
There, too,
3. Udakakarman.
is placed the bow of the deceased, which is afterdeceased which follows is carried out in a variety
wards cast upon the pyre. Upon the openings of of ways. According to one view, all the relatives
down to the seventh or tenth generation must
the face are laid small pieces of gold, or at least
melted butter is allowed to trickle down upon enter the water. They wear only a single garthem. The sacrificial utensils of the dead, which ment, and the sacrificial cord hangs over the right
he has had in his possession since the kindling of shoulder many also direct that the hair must be
the fires, are distributed over his limbs, those of dishevelled and dust thrown upon the body. They
turn their face towards the south, plunge under
them that have a cavity being filled with butter
plainly for the purpose of feeding the fire the two the water, call upon the dead by name, and otter
millstones (according to one version) are appro- him a handful of water. Then they emerge, bow
priated by the son, and so is everything made of the left knee, and wring their dripping garment.
An interesting usage prevails at the present day. Immediately
copper, brass, or clay. In like manner the parts
of the cow are distributed over the members of the after the bath a quantity of boiled rice and peas is set out for the
deceased the caul, for instance, being laid on his crows (Caland, p. 78). This recalls the primitive notion that the
dead appear as birds, and the couiparison of the Mamls with
head and face, the kidneys (for Yama's dogs) being birds, for the Maruts are an offshoot from the cult of the dead.
placed in bis hands, along with a lump of curds Scarcely anything connected with the history of cults can be
seen more interesting or more strongly reminiscent of the earlier
(for Mitra-Varuna) if he has presented samnayyatimes than an enormous Pipal tree — not the one sacred to the
offerings. Before or during the process of cremation
Buddhist community on the western side of the atupa — growing
as
almost everywhere, different opinions pre- to the north of the Buddhist sanctuary at Bodh-Gaya, beneatn
[here,
vail in the schools] the pyre is asperged after a which offerings to the manes are continuously presented, while
fashion that may still be observed
the person blackbirds fly to and fro amongst its branches.
After the bath the relatives seat themselves
performing this office walks round the pyre carrying

company, with the younger ones in front, thrice
circumambulate the corpse and the ehxl from right
to left, with their hair loose on the left side and
bound up on the right, at the same time striking
their right thigh with the hand and fanning the
corpse with the extremity of their garments. Then
comes a thrice-repeated circumambulation from
left to right, with the hair loose on the right side
and bound up on the left, with a striking of the
left thigh, but, according to the view of certain
scholars, without another fanning of the corpse.
The same procedure is repeated at the second third
The riceof the journey and at its termination.
vessel is finally dashed on the ground, and its
fragments so shattered that water will not remain
upon them. [The variations encountered here in
the practice of the different schools are numerous.
Some walk along strewing small pieces of iron or
roasted grains of rice upon the ground, while they
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spot, where they are regaled
•with stories or Yarna-songs.
They do not return

upon a clean grassy

to the village till the first star shows itself, or
the sun is partly set, or the herds come home.
At the door of the house they chew leaves of
the pichumanda (Azadirachta indica), rinse their
mouth, touch water, fire, cow-dung, etc., or inhale
the smoke of a certain species of wood, tread upon
a stone, and then enter.
The occurrence of
4. Asaucha (uncleanness).
death renders those associated with it unclean
a condition which lasts from 1 to 10 days, and
is variously regulated according to circumstances
and the usages of particular schools. ' After ten
'
days the mourning ceremonies for Indumati are

—

—

ended [Raghuvainia, viii. 73). The prescriptions
to be attended to during the asaucha are partly
negative in so far as they forbid certain tilings,
such as the cutting of the hair and beard, study
of the Vedas, 6VAi/re-offerings and partly positive

—

—

;

The first
e.g. the enjoining of certain offerings.
night a rice-ball is offered to the dead, before and
after which water for washing is poured out for
him, and he is called on by name. Milk and
water are set out for him in the open air. Many
set out perfumes and drinks for him, as well as a
lamp to facilitate his progress through the terrible
darkness that enshrouds the road to the city of
Yaraa.
Others cause a trench to be dug, into
which perfumes and flowers are east, while a pot
Even tosuspended by a noose is hung over it.
day the notion is to be met with that a thread
serves the spirit of the deceased as a ladder to reach
the drink suspended by it (Caland, p. 88).
The collecting of the bones
5. Samchayana.
after cremation is usually carried out on an
uneven day according to some, during the dark
half of the month, and under certain constellaFor the bones of a man a plain urn is
tions.
employed for those of a woman, a female one,
i.e. one adorned with breasts.
The bones are
picked up one by one, with the thumb and ringfinger, and are laid without noise in the urn.
Among the Taittiriyas this duty is performed by
women, regarding the selection of whom the prescriptions vary. According to the rules of 13audhayana they must attach a fruit of the brhatlplant to their left hand with a dark-blue and a red
thread, mount upon a stone, wipe their hands
once with an apamarga-\i\a.nt, and with closed
eyes collect the bones with the left hand. The
urn, which is closed with a lid, is placed in a
trench prepared in the same manner as the place
of cremation, and having no flow to it except rainwater ; or it may be laid under the root of a tree.
Others place grass and a yellow cloth in a trench,
and then throw in the bones. From the latest
period we have an account of how one puts [the
remains] into a little new barrel, and throws them
into the water, if there be any at hand, or, if not,
into some desert and lonely place.' The
KapolaBanias tie up the bones in a piece 'of silken cloth,
and the bundle so made is suspended to the bough
of a tree in the burning-ground' (JAS1S iii. 8,
384
).
p. 489; Caland, 105
Many schools enjoin a
second cremation, in which the bones that have
survived the first process are pulverized, mixed
with butter, and then offered in the fire.
6. Santikarman.
This is another important
department of the death-ritual. [In many ceremonies it comes at the point we have now reached,
in many not till after the imaAdnakarava.
The
reason for (his appears to be that the samchayana
and the hnaianakarana were originally parallel
usages, which were only afterwards brought into
connexion, and the iantikarma/n continued in
several schools to hold the place which belonged
to it al first.]
According to Asvalayana, the

—

;

'

'

;

'

—

(Hindu)

to he held on the day of new moon.
ceremony
The same authority directs that a lire, with ashes
and fireplace, is to be carried southwards and set
down at a cross-road or elsewhere then the participants are to circumambulate it thrice, striking
is

;

the left thigh with the left hand. [Others kindle
an ordinary fire at a spot between the village and
the imaidna ground.] Then they return without
looking round, touch water, and furnish themselves with a number of new articles jugs, jars,
The fire is kindled
fire-sticks of iami-wood, etc.

—

afresh, and they

sit till nightfall

around

it,

enter-

taining one another with auspicious stories. When
the stillness of night reigns, an uninterrupted
stream of water is poured around the house from
the south to the north side of the door, and then
the participants take their places on an ox-skin
that is spread for them.
The formula? uttered
during this and other parts of the ceremony have
regard to life and the averting of death. A stone
is laid down to the north of the fire,
to keep off
death.' The young women anoint their eyes with
fresh butter. Many texts speak also of the leading
around of an ox, of which the company take hold
and walk behind it the one who closes the procession has to obliterate the footmarks. A strange
notion entertained by certain Indian tribes is cited
by Caland (I.e.) from the Bombay Gazetteer (xiii.
1, passim), to the effect that, at an assembly held
on the 12th day, the dead man takes possession of
one of the company and intimates what bis friends
are to do for him, or takes leave of his relatives.
The fundamental aim of the idntikarman is to
take effective measures to ward oft' evil and to
return to ordinary life. Hence even the tire that
served the deceased is removed not, however, by
the door and extinguished outside. Its ashes are
placed on a mat or in an old basket, and carried to
the south or the south-west, where they are set
down on a saliferous, and therefore unfruitful,
The new lire is
piece of ground (Caland, 114).
kindled by the eldest son, after (or, sometimes,
before) the removal of the old. The Rigveda is
acquainted with a similar ceremonial, but the
details of the ritual are considerably different
'

:

—

—

(Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth.

Many
for the

ii.

108

ft".).

of the ceremonies prescribed by the ritual literature
ianiikarman are connected by some authorities with

the imaidna e.g. the digging of seven trenches to represent
the seven rivers is met with sometimes in the one ceremony,
sometimes in the other but for the general interest of the
subject it is a matter of no great importance to what part of
the death-ritual we assign particular actions.
:

;

—

The questions for
7. Pitrmedha or smasana.
at what time the imaidna is to be
performed have given rise to ritual discussion,
and have been variously answered by the different
schools.
The season of the year and the reigning
constellations are also of significance ; on the
whole, a preference seems to have been given to
the day of the new moon. On the preceding day
certain plants are rooted up at the spot destined
for the imaidna, to the north of which earth is
dug up, and from this are made the 600-2400
bricks which serve for the structure, besides the
number (not precisely defined) employed for packThe urn with the ashes is brought anil laid
ing.
between three jt>a?a.va-stakes driven into the ground
inside a hut which must be between the village
and the imaidna spot. If the bones are not to be
found in the trench mentioned above, dust is taken
from this spot, or the dead man is called upon from
the bank of a river, and then any small animal
(this being taken to represent him) that happens
to spring upon an outspread cloth is treated as if
it were the bones.
Upon the three stakes is placed
a perforated vessel containing sour milk and whey,
which trickles through the numerous holes upon
the urn below.
To trumpet blast and the sound

whom and
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of the lute the company circumambulate the spot
after the fashion already described (striking the

with the hand, etc.), and fan the urn
with the extremities of their garments. [Many
ritual authorities sneak also of song and dance
and female dancers
some do uot mention the
hut others have additions to, or modifications of,
the above. The variations are great, indeed e.g.
some place an empty kettle in the hut, and beat it
with an old shoo.]
The ceremonies take place during the first,
The commiddle, and last parts of the night.
left thigh

:

j

:

repairs quite early to the ima&ana spot,
regarding whose extent there are widely deviating

pany

It must be out of sight of the vilprescriptions.
lage, in a hidden situation, yet visited by the rays
of the midday sun. The spot must be staked off and
surrounded with a rope, and as in the case of the
agnichayana, with whose ritual the hnasilna has
many points of contact its surface must be covered
with small stones. Furrows must he opened with
a plough drawn by six or more oxen, and various
seeds cast into them. In the middle of the ground
a hole is made, into which gravel, saliferous earth,

—

—

are east.
Milk from a cow whose calf died is
poured into the half of a bowl and stirred up with
and this, or somegroats into a kind of drink
thing else, is set out as food for the dead. [Towards
the south (according to some) two crooked trenches
are to be opened, and filled with milk and water.
It may he mentioned, as one of the numerous
etc.,

;

and frequently characteristic details, that in the
hnaiana a piece of reed is immured, apparently

to serve the purpose of a boat to the deceased (cf.
above, p. 475'').] The bones are laid down upon a
bed of darbha -grass, arranged in the figure of a
man, covered with an old cloth, and asperged.
The urn is destroyed. Over the remains is erected
the monument, which conforms to a definitely
prescribed plan, and in which the present writer
sees the precursor of the stiipa of later days.
AY hen the structure has reached a certain height,

food for the dead is walled in. After its completion, the hnaiana is covered with earth, and
water is poured over it from pitchers which it
is the custom to destroy, or it is bestrewn with

Much is done
ayaX-fi-plants and fcu&a-giass.
also to separate the world of the living from
that of the dead the boundary betwixt them is
marked by lumps of earth, stones, and branches
and the same purpose is served by the uttering of
certain formula?.
The soul of the deceased does not pass at once
into the world of the Pitaras ; it remains separate
from them for a time as a prcta, or 'spirit,' and
has special offerings presented to it. But, after
the lapse of a certain period, or when some for:

;

tunate circumstance occurs, the dead man reaches
the circle of the manes through the instrumentality
of the sapindlkarana. The grandfather now drops
out, since, as a rule, only three rice-balls are
resented
hut, as one of the manes, he receives
E is place in the ancestor-cult. This cult has
struck its roots deep in Indian life. To feed the
;

ancestors, to propitiate or keep them away, and
to summon their aid, are the purposes served
by the iraddhns described in ritual- and lawbooks. The irdddhas are offered either on special

when fortunate occurrences take place,
regularly at certain periods of time. To the

occasions,

or

category belong the birth of a son, the
festivals, when the manes
are spoken of as cheerful,' and are honoured in
the same way as the gods to the second belong
the daily worship of the manes, that on the day
of the new moon, the monthly worship, the great
Offering to the manes at the four months' sacrifices, at the soma-sacrifices, and the astaha celefirst

namakaravM, and other
'

:

(Indian,
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non-Aryan)

bration with the anrnsliikijn, which coincide with
the close of the year (see, for details, the present
writer's sketch in GlAl' iii. 2).
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I. Conception of death
not
(Indian, non-Aryan).
due to natural causes. The conception of death
the
among
non-Aryan tribes of India does not

—

:

materially differ from that entertained by other
savage and semi-savage races. Death is not regarded as the result of natural causes, but is supposed to be due to the interference of devils, demons,
or other evil spirits.
This is particularly the case
with diseases like dementia, the delirium of fever,
and the like, which seem to indicate action by
some indwelling spirit. This belief is naturally
extended to accidents caused by wild animals, and
deaths due to epidemic diseases, each of which is
attributed to the working of a special diseaseHence many of these tribes use special
spirit.
means to identify the spirit, and the methods usuThe
ally partake of the nature of Shamanism.
soul, again, is regarded as a little man or animal
occupying the individual, which causes him to
move.
It leaves the body through the skullsutures or other pure oritices of the body, in the
case of persons who have lived virtuous lives ; in
the case of the wicked, by one or other of the
impure exits. The soul may at times live apart
from the body a theory which explains to those
who hold it the nature of dreams and the danger
of waking a sleeper.
There may be more souls
than one, and these may have separate abodes a
belief accounting for the performance among some

—

—

tribes of funeral rites at the place of death, at the
grave, or at some other spot, where offerings are
made to appease the spirit, and explaining much
of the vagueness which characterizes their funeral
ceremonies.
The soul, again, is believed to be
mortal and with their lack of interest in their
national history, and their impel feet recollection
id'
past events, these people, after a time, regard
their deceased ancestors as no longer objects of
reverence or fear, and the attention of the survivors is concentrated on the more recently dead.
The soul, when it leaves the body, is ligured as a
;
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naked, feeble mannikin, exposed to all kinds of
injury until, by the pious care of its friends, a newbody is provided for it. This often takes the form
of a temporary refuge a hut, a stone, a tree, or
a piece of sacred grass. Or the soul may abide in
an animal or insect and this temporary refuge,
or, among tribes who accept the theory of metempsychosis, this form of re-birth, may be identified
by laying out ashes or Hour at the scene of death.
These, when carefully examined, often show the
footmarks of the creature by which the soul has
been occupied. Among the jungle tribes the soul
is commonly supposed to abide in a tree
a belief
which may in some instances have been suggested
the
of
In
W.
India
habit
tree-burial
(see § 4 (A)).
by
a common refuge of the soul is the jivkhada, or
life-stone,' which is selected at the time of the

—

;

—

'

funeral rites, and to which offerings and libations
are made. This naturally leads to a further development, when a rude image of the deceased
is made, placed among the household gods, and
honoured with gifts of food and drink. In some
cases, as among the Kachins of Upper Burma, an
attempt is made to enclose the soul within a barrier of bamboos, from which it is solemnly released
at the termination of the funeral rites (Gazetteer
Upper Burma, I. i. 409). Sometimes, again, during
this intermediate period, the soul is believed to
haunt the scene of death, and at a later period it
abides in the grave or at the cremation-ground.
When beliefs such as these are current among the
people, it is obviously of supreme importance that
the funeral rites should be duly performed. No
infective tabu is more dangerous than that which
proceeds from a corpse unpurilied by the customary
rites ; and perhaps no people in the world devote
more anxious care than the Hindus to placating
the friendly, and repressing or scaring away the
malignant, spirits of the dead.

—

2. Spirits friendly and
malignant. The line
between these two classes of spirits is clearly
drawn, and it is based on the close family- and
The
clan-organization of the non-Aryan tribes.
souls of the family dead, unless they are irritated
by neglect, are generally benevolent ; the souls of
strangers are, as a rule, malevolent and hostile.
In the case of the former no means of placation

are neglected. Some tribes, after the soul has left
the body, endeavour to recall it, and invite it to
abide with them as a house-guardian others make
a miniature bridge to enable it, as it returns, to
cross a stream, and thus evade the water-spirit
(cf. art. Bridge, ii. 2, c) ; others, again, make a
pretence of capturing the soul and bringing it back
;

to its home.
The provision of fire and light for
the soul, either in the house itself or at the grave,
is more general.
Sometimes rites are performed
to guide the soul to its longed-for place of rest;
or it is solemnly invited to leave the grave and
ascend to the other world, where it is welcomed by
the friends who have gone before a conception of
the realm of the sainted dead which may have
been independently arrived at by the non-Aryan
tribes, though the details may be due to Hindu
influence. To secure the peaceful departure of the
soul, it is essential that the due egress should be
provided for it by removing the dying person into
the open air or into an upper chamber a precaution which possesses the additional advantage of
With
relieving the house from the death-tabu.
the same object, the skull is often broken at the
time of cremation. When death occurs, the soul
is placated by the wailing of its relatives; or, as
among the Kandhs, it is exhorted to keep quiet,
to employ its time in working in the other world,
and not to transform itself into a tiger and plague

—

—

its

able

friends (Risley,
is

the

TV

procedure

i.

of

408).

More remark-

the Nagas of Assam,

(Indian, non-Aryan)

who

curse the evil spirit which has removed their
friend, and threaten to attack it with their spears
(JAIxxvi. 195, xxvii. 34 Dalton, 40). This custom
apparently does not prevail among the Manipur
branch of the tribe (T. C. Hodson, The Naga Tribes
of Manipur, 1911, p. 146 ff.).
After death, the wants of the dead are provided
for by gifts of food and drink (see art. FOOD FOR
the Dead). Among some tribes the feeling prevails that the goods of the dead man should be
appropriated to his use, and not taken by his
friends, lest the envious spirit may return and
;

claim them (Dalton, 21, 205 cf. Crawley, Mystic
Rose, Lond. 1902, p. 98). In some cases a viaticum,
in the shape of a coin or some article of value, is
placed with the corpse to support it on its way to
the other world, as among the Paharia (Hosten,
Paharia Burial-Customs,' Anthropos, iv. 670, 672).
But people in this grade of culture, while strictly
governed by a regard for precedents, contrive to
evade the duty by placing worthless representations of the dead man's effects in the grave, or by
merely waving them over his pyre (Rivers, The
Todas, 362 f.). The arms and implements which
are often buried with the corpse, or placed upon
the grave, are obviously intended for the protection
or use of the dead and these are sometimes intentionally broken, either in the belief that, if left
uninjured, they are useless to the dead, or to
render them unavailable, and thus prevent the
rifling of the tomb.
Special clothing is also sometimes provided for the soul, and, as the garments
of the dead man are supposed to be infected by
the death-tabu, they are generally presented to
some menial priest, whose sanctity guards him
from danger in using them. Ornaments are sometimes placed in the grave a set of diadems, for
instance, like those of Mycenre, having been found
in a S. Indian interment at Tinnevelly, where they
were probably deposited as amulets to protect the
soul from evil spirits (Thurston, Notes, 149 f ).
Some deposit with the dead a prayer written by
the tribal priest others, like the Garos of Assam,
slay a dog at the grave to guide the soul to Chikmang, the tribal paradise or, as among the Gonds,
clay images of horses, on which the soul may ride to
heaven, are placed on the tomb (A. Playfair, The
Garos, 1909, p. 109; Oppert, 84 f ). Closely connected with this is the custom of slaying human
victims at the funeral, in order that they may
accompany and serve the soul. Some of the wilder
Assam and Burma tribes, down to quite recent
times, killed slaves with this object (Gazetteer
Upper Burma, I. i. 553 ; F. Mason, Burmah,
Blood being the favourite form of
1860, p. 92 f.).
refreshment for the dead, it is provided by animal
The victim is often slain at the grave,
sacrifices.
and its blood is poured upon it. The Andamanese
mother places a shell full of her milk on the grave
of her child, and the Dosadh of the United Provinces pours blood into a pit, so that it may reach
the soul (JAI xii. 142 Crooke, TC ii. 354). With
the same intention water is poured on the grave,
or dropped into the mouth of the dead or dying
man. Many articles of food placed with the dead
serve the additional purpose of scaring evil spirits.
Kites such as these, performed at the grave, naturheld in the
ally develop into a periodical feast
house or in some holy place food, again, is offered
The final
to a rude image representing the dead.
stage is reached when it comes to be believed that,
by feeding the tribal priest or a Brahman, the food
passes on for the use of the soul.
evil spirits.
The
3. Rites performed to repel
rites performed in the case of the malignant dead
assume another form. Such spirits are the souls
of those who have been removed from this world
by an untimely or tragical death those of the
;

'

;

:

.

;

;

.

;

;

—

—
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murdered, the unburied, tho unmarried, childless

women, robbers, men of evil life, and strangers.
These are included under the general title of bhiit
—
(Skr. bhiita, 'formed,' 'produced') a term which
does not necessarily connote malignancy, but is
now generally accepted in this sense. They all

envy and malignancy towards
the living, and it is necessary to placate or, more
to
generally,
repress and coerce them. The souls
of the unmarried dead are often propitiated by a
mock posthumous marriage, in which a boy or girl
For the
represents the dead youth or maiden.
unburied dead a mock funeral is performed over
such relics of the dead as may have been recovered,
or over an image representing the deceased. The
soul of a dead bandit, as among some of the robber
tribes of N. India, is sometimes deified and worshipped. The most common example of the discherish feelings of

contented spirit is the churel of N. India, or, as
she is called in the S., the alvantin, the spirit of
a childless woman, or of one who has died within
the period of sexual impurity. Like demons in
other countries, she has her feet turned backwards,
and is much dreaded. She is repelled by scattering
grain on the road from her grave. When she rises,
she halts to collect this, until the morning call of
the cock forces her to return a practice extended
even to the benignant dead by the Paharias of
British Sikkim, who drive a nail through each
finger and toe of a prospective churel, to prevent
her from harassing the living (Hosten, 673, 679).
The ghost of a mutilated person is also an object
of fear ; but, except among the Chakinas of the E.
frontier (Lewin, Rill Tracts, 74), there seems to
be no Indian example of the custom of mutilating
the corpses of enemies to prevent them from
'walking' (though Hosten, 679, records, without
having been able to obtain any explanation for it,
the custom of the Yakhas of British Sikkim, who,
'when a man has died, split open his hands from
the middle knuckles to the wrist '). Spirits of this
description of the malignant dead are repelled in
various ways. Some tribes have an annual ghosthunt, by which the evil spirits are scared from the
house and village. Guns are fired, gongs and drums
are beaten, and rockets are exploded. Dances and
other revels, in which the rules of morality are
disregarded indecency being a mode of scaling
evil spirits
are performed.
Sometimes the rite
takes the form of a mock combat one band of
performers representing the evil, and another the
friendly, spirits and it is always arranged that
the latter shall be victorious (Lewin, Wild Races,
Some tribes measure the corpse, or watch it
185).
until it is buried, lest it may be occupied by an

—

—

—

—

;

evil spirit.

The devices intended to prevent the return of
malignant spirits are manifold. In some cases a
cairn is raised over the grave (§ 4 (</)), or, as an
additional precaution, the excavation is tilled up
with stones or thorns ; or, as among many of the
wilder tribes, the body is buried face downwards

—

a practice adopted by the Thugs. In Upper India
the ghosts of menial tribes, such as sweepers, are
so much dreaded that riots have followed an
attempt to bury their dead in the usual way with
the face turned to the sky. Sometimes the grave
is enclosed by a fence too high for the
ghost to
'take it,' particularly without a 'run.' Such an
enclosure has the additional advantage of marking
the place as tabu, and was the origin of the stone
circles, erected round cairns, which subsequently
developed into the artistic railings of Buddhist

Another common method is to deceive
the spirit by carrying out the corpse feet foremost
or by a special door, so that it may be unable to
find its way back, by removing the house-ladder,
or by forcing the bearers to carry their burden at
VOL. IV.
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sliipas.

—
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a trot and to change places on the road. Special
precautions are taken not to name the dead, at
least for some time after death, lest the soul may
consider it an invitation to return.
(«) Canni4. Methods of disposal of the dead.
Of that most archaic method of disposal
balism.

—

—

of the dead, the funeral feast, ' when the meat
is nothing less than the
corpse of the departed
kinsman' (Hartland,
ii. 278), India has so far
supplied no clear examples. There are, however,
cases of eating the aged with a view to reproducing
the virtues or powers of the departed, as among
the Lushais of Assam, and the Chingpaws and
Was of Upper Burma (Lewin, Hill Tracts, 107 ;
Gazetteer Upper Burma, I. i. 436, 496). But this
custom is confined to the most isolated and savage
tribes, and the similar tradition recorded by Dalton
(220 f.) of the Birhors of Chota Nagpur is probably
quite baseless
possibly an echo of a story told
of tribes much further east.
The
{b) Dolmens and other stone monuments.
earliest form of corpse-disposal of which physical
evidence exists is that in dolmens, kistvaens, and
other forms of stone monuments, of which India
furnishes numerous examples. Though sporadic
remains of such structures have been found in
many parts of N. India, the assertion of Fergusson

LP

—

—

(Rude Stone Monuments, 475 f may be accepted
as generally correct, that they are peculiar to the
country south of the Vindhyan Hills, and are numerous in the country drained by the Godavari and its
affluents, and in particular in the valley of the
Kistna and its tributaries, on both sides of the
.

)

Ghats, through Coimbatore down to Cape Comorin,
especially in the neighbourhood of ConThe most complete account of these
jeeveram.
stone monuments is that of Breeks, who describes
them under three heads cairns, or rather mounds
enclosed by a stone circle; barrows; and kistvaens. In the cairns have been discovered earthen
jars containing fragments of burnt bones, and
some beautiful bronze vessels, probably imported
from Babylonia or some other foreign country.
Questions connected with the origin, purpose, and
date of this series of monuments have given rise
to much controversy.
The fact that stone circles,
of a form analogous to that of the ancient monuments, are used by the modern Todas has led to the
inference that the members of this tribe are the
successors of, or closely allied to, the old circlebuilders.
The character of the remains discovered
does not, as a rule, suggest a date earlier than the
Iron Age, which, if the analogy of Europe be
accepted (though there are no materials for such
a comparison), need not imply a date earlier than
850-600 B.C.
But V. A. Smith (IGI, new ed.,
1908, ii. 98) supposes that the Iron Age in N.
India may go back to 1500 or even 2000 B.C. The
difficulty of fixing an approximate date for these
structures largely depends upon the fact that
modern tribes, like the Kols and their kinsfolk in
Chota Nagpur, as well as the Nagas and Khasis
of Assam, still erect stone monuments of a type
The
closely resembling the pre-historic examples.
modern funeral monuments of the Khasis have
been
described by Gurdou The Khasis, 144
),
fully
who divides them into three classes those intended
as seats for the souls of the dead while their bones
are being conveyed to the tribal ossuary memorial
stones erected in honour of deceased ancestors ;
and stones which mark tanks used for purifying
the mourners from the death tabu. Many monuments in Madras and among the tribes of the E.
frontier take the form of ossuaries, into which the
bones are removed after disinterment.
(c) Exposure to beasts and birds of prey.
Among
other modes of disposal of the dead the most crude
is that of exposure of the remains to beasts and

and

—

(

ft'.

—

;

—
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This custom

birds of prey.

still

prevails

among

the Tibetans and certain tribes of the N. frontier,
where it probably originated from the difficulty of
providing wood for cremation, or excavating graves
during the severe winter of these regions. At a
later period it was re-introduced from Persia by
the Parsis. Among the non-Aryan tribes of the
Peninsula this method is occasionally employed
for those dying in a state of tabu, as is the case
with the Paharias of Bengal, the Nagas of Assam,
and some menial tribes in the northern plains
JA I xi. 203 Rice, Essays, 60
(Dal ton, 274
Crooke, TC ii. 92, i. 7, iii. 144).
The idea of protecting the
(d) Cairn-burial.
corpse from violation, and the desire to prevent
the ghost from walking,' account for cairn-interment, which was used by the early tribes of S.
India, and is found at the present time among the
Bhils of Bombay (BG xii. 87), the Kachins of
;

;

;

—

'

Upper Burma {Gazetteer Upper Burma, I. i. 393,
and some of the Assam tribes (Dalton, 9 ;
Risley, TC ii. 112). From such cairns the stupas
of the Buddhists have been developed.
(e) Cave-burial.
Cave-burial, common in other
regions of E. and S. Asia, does not seem to have
But it must be reprevailed widely in India.
409),

—

membered that many caves have been occupied
continuously even to the present day, and thus
the evidence may have become obliterated, and
numbers of them may still remain unexplored. In
Malabar, however, sepulchral chambers excavated
in the laterite and containing clay vessels and iron
implements have been discovered and in the same
class are the pandu-kuli, the name of which is
based on the absurd belief that they were the
abodes of the Piindava heroes of the Mahabhdrata
(JAI xxv. 371 f. Thurston, Notes, 148). See also
the account of cave-burials in anterior India,' a
region not capable of identification, by Nicolo
Conti (India in the xvth Cent., ed. R. H. Major,
;

;'

'

Hakluyt Soc,

1857).

(/) House-burial.

—

Cave-burial naturally leads
and the examples of this practice
are abundant. More than one reason probably led
to the adoption of the custom the desire to retain
the corpse in the house in the hope of its revival
the dread lest the relics might be used for purposes
of black magic or the hope that the soul of the
ancestor thus buried might be re-incarnated in
the person of some female member of the family.
This last belief seems to be most general, and the
custom, sometimes with this explanation, has been
recorded among the Andamanese (JAI xii. 141,
144
Temple, Census Report, 1901, p. 65), the
Nagas of Assam (JAI xxvi. 200), the Was and
to house-burial,

—

;

;

;

allied

Burman

tribes (Scott, Burma, 408), and some
tribes (Thurston, Notes, 155 ;

Madras and Pan jab

PNQ
(g)

i.

123).

Disposal in water.

— The custom of consigning

the dead to water is more common. Among orthodox Hindus, the bones and ashes after cremation
are deposited in a river or tank at some sacred
place.
Among the lower tribes, in most parts of

the country, the corpse is often flung into the
nearest river, sometimes after a perfunctory
attempt at cremation by singeing the face and
beard. It has been suggested that this method
of disposal is in some cases based upon the desire
to free the hones rapidly from the products of
decomposition, and thus to placate the spirit but
more usually the intention is simply to get rid as
quickly as possible of the corpse and the tabu
which emanates from it. Hence it is frequently
adopted in the case of those dying in a state of
special tabu, as, for instance, those perishing from
epidemic disease and the bodies of sanny&sis and
other holy men are frequently consigned to running
water. Sometimes, again, the rite is in the nature
;

;

(Indian,

non-Aryan)

of sympathetic magic, as when in Bengal those
dying of leprosy, on the principle of water to water,
are flung into the Ganges (Asiat. Res. iv. 69 ;

Buchanan, E. India,
(h) Tree-burial.

i.

—The

114).

practice of tree-burial in

India seems to depend partly on the desire to
placate the spirit by saving the remains from the
attacks of wild animals, and partly on the fact
that the tree is the haunt of spirits. It is found
among the Andamanese, Nagas, and Mariya Gonds
(JAI xii. 144f., xi. 205, xxvi. 199; Dalton, 43;
Census Report Assam, 1891, i. 246 Hislop, App.
xiii.).
Among the Khasis of Assam the corpse is
placed in a hollow tree, and the next development
is the use of a tree-trunk as a coffin, as among the
Nagasand Karennisof Burma(Dalton, 56; Gazetteer
Upper Burma, I. i. 528 JAI xxvi. 199).
This rite further develops
(i) Platform-burial.
into the custom of platform-burial, which prevails
among the Andamanese and some tribes on the
Census Report AndaE. frontier (JAI xii. 144
mans, 1901, 65 Lewin, Hill Tracts, 109). Among
the E. tribes the custom of smoking the corpse is
frequently combined with this.
Jar-burial, in the sense that the
(j) Jar-burial.
corpse is deposited in an earthenware vessel, does
not appear to prevail at present among the nonAryan tribes Dut instances of corpses placed in
large mortuary jars have been discovered in preand
historic S. Indian interments (JAI xxv. 374)
some of these terra-cotta coffins closely resemble
those found in Babylonia. At present, among most
tribes which practise cremation, the ashes and
bones are deposited in an earthen jar before burial
or consignment to water.
Besides the ordinary
(k) Contracted burials.
mode of burial in a recumbent posture, there are
other methods which deserve special mention.
First comes what is known as contracted burial,
when the corpse is interred with the knees closely
pressed against the breast. The tribal distribution of this practice does not throw much light
;

—
;

;

;

—

;

;

—

It is found among
its origin or significance.
of the more savage tribes, such as the
Andamanese and the Pen tribe in Car Nicobar
(JAI xii. 141, 144 PNQ iv. 66) and among the

upon
some

;

;

Lushais and Kukis of the E. frontier (Lewin, Hill
Among such people
Tracts, 109, Wild Races, 246).
it has been suggested that it represents an attempt
to prevent the ghost from walking ; and in some
cases, among various races, the thumbs and toes
of the dead are bound, apparently with this intention.
Another theory is that it symbolizes the prenatal position of the child in its mother's womb.
In some instances it may be due to the practical
difficulty of digging a grave of the shape and size
in which the body may rest in a recumbent posture
in others it may represent the position of a savage
sleeping beside a camp fire. It has been adopted
by some of the religious orders, like the sannydsis
of N. India and the Shenvi Brahmans and Lingayats of the .south. Here it probably represents
the posture of the guru engaged in meditation,
or lecturing to his pupils, because some of these
sects place the bodies of their gurus in this posture
after death, and worship them (BG XV. i. 149).
'

'

;

(I)

Shelf- or niche-burial.

— Shelf- or niche-burial,

which the corpse is deposited in a chamber or
cavity excavated in the side of the perpendicular
entrance to the grave, seems to be based on the
intention of preventing the incumbent earth fr
resting upon the corpse and thus incommoding the
a feeling which prevails among some wild
spirit
It is
tribes, like the Miris of Assam (Dalton, 34).
found among some of the E. ami S. tribes, like the
Kaupuis of ManipuT and the Paniyans of Malabar
(JAI xvi. 355 f. Thurston, Notes, 144) it has been
adopted by some religious or semi-religious orders,
in

—

;

;
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like the Jugis of Bengal, and the Kavals or Lingaiii.
1'J
BG
yats (Risley, TC i. 359; Crooke,
XVIII. i. 361); ami it is the orthodox method

TC

;

among Miiliamiiiadans, who place the corpse in
a niche [lahd] high enough to allow the ^iniil to
rise when the dread angels, Munkar and Nakir,
come to interrogate it regarding its helief in the
Prophet and his

religion.

—

(m) Concealed burial. Concealed hurial and
the obliteration of all marks of the grave appear
generally to be due to a desire to get rid of the spirit
It is found among the wilder tribes in Madras and
Burma (Oppert, 199 Scott, Burma, 408).
The practice
5. Disinterment of the remains.
of disinterment of the remains after decomposition
has ceased probably rests upon the belief that the
soul is immanent in the bones. The Andamanese
and the Nicobarese disinter their dead, wash the
bones, and, after wrapping them in cloth or leaves,
re-bury them, or fling them into the jungle, or
sink them in the sea (JAI xxxii. 209, 219 f., xii.
143, iv. 4G5, xi. 295 f.). Among the Khasis of Assam
those who die from infectious disease are buried,
the remains being dug up and cremated when
danger from infection is over (Gordon, 137). This
.

—

;

leads, among some tribes, to the provision
of ossuaries in which the dry bones are stored.
Such structures are found in E. and S. India (JAI
The same belief in the conv. 40, vii. 2111'.).
tinued, though mysterious, oneness of the body
with its severed parts leads to the formation of
tribal cemeteries, to which, often from long distances, as among the Cliinbons of Upper Burma and
some tribes in the central hills, the bones of tribesmen are removed {Gazetteer Upper Burma, I. i. 407 ;

custom

Dalton, 34, 262).

—

and deferred burial. In most
6. Immediate
cases climatic conditions necessitate the immediate disposal of the remains by cremation or burial.
The custom of deferred burial, Ln which the remains are retained in the house to enable friends
from a distance to pay their last tribute of respect
to the dead, is less common, and is found chiefly
among the E. tribes like the Khasis, Nagas, or
Lushais (Guidon, 138 ; JAI xxvi. 195 ; Lewin,
Hill Tracts, 109).
Customs of this kind
7. Embalming the dead.
naturally develop into the practice of embalming
the dead, which is not common in India. In the
form of preservation of the remains in honey or by

—

smoking them over a slow fire, it is found only
among some of the E. and Burmese tribes (Hooker,
Himalayan Journals, ed. London, 1891, 486 f.
Shway Yoe [Scott], The Burman, ii. 330 f.).
8. Inhumation and cremation.
The methods of
disposal of the dead which have been considered
hitherto are all more or less abnormal.
The
modes now generally adopted are either simple
burial in a recumbent position or cremation.
We
may, perhaps, in consideration of the Indian evidence, assume that the most primitive form was
exposure of the corpse, followed by inhumation,
and then by cremation. It has often been asserted
that cremation was specially an Aryan prac;

—

tice ; but the evidence from S. India monuments
indicates that possibly it was only in the case of
persons of rank that cremation prevailed (cf. art.

Aryan Religion

in vol. ii. p. 16).
At the same
time, the facts at our disposal do not enable us
definitely to decide wdiy cremation displaced inhumation.
Among the Aryans, as Ridgeway
argues (Early Age of Greece, Cambridge, 1901, 1.
eh. vii.), the idea that lire was the only medium by
which sacrifice could reach the gods may have led
to the introduction of the process of cremation
after the belief in an abode in the sky where the
soul joined the pitri, or sainted dead, had become
finally established
and, if it arose, as he argues
;

(Indian,
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non-Aryan)

a forest country, where the hut
was consumed with the corpse to avoid tabu,
there seems no reason why it may not have been
independently discovered bythe non-Aryan tribes.
At present it is only (he most primitive nonAryan tribes and some ascetic orders who still
maintain the practice of earth-burial.
On the
other hand, many tribes in a low state of culture
who now cremate their dead may have adopted
the practice under Hindu influence.
No literary
evidence exists by which the historical development of these customs can be traced. The transition, however, between the two forms of disposal
is in many instances clearly indicated.
For example, among some tribes the ordinary dead are
buried, while those under tabu are cremated or
(ib.

i.

539

f.),

in

;

the rich are cremated, while the poor are buried ;
or the question which mode is to be adopted
depends upon the season of the year in which
the death occurs. Among some tribes we find
more than one method in use. One clan of the
Nagas combines platform-burial with cremation,
placing the dead in open coffins raised several feet
above ground, whence the remains are subse-

quently removed and burned close by (JAI xi.
The Kamls of Bengal burn, bury, or fling the
corpse into water, as may be convenient at the
time (Risley, i. 395). The Haburas of the United
Provinces either cremate or expose their dead in the
jungle, as best suits their nomadic habits (Crooke,
TC ii. 476). The widest variety of practice appears
among the Nagas, who bury, expose on a platform
or in a tree, and sometimes cremate the corpse
after placing it on a platform (JAI xi. 203, 213
Hodson, 146 ft'.). After cremation the bones and
ashes are usually deposited in a river or tank, the
vessel while in process of removal to the sacred
place being hung in a tree so that the spirit, when
213).

;

so disposed,
9.

The

may

revisit the bones.

death-tabu.

same grade

— As

among

all races in

of culture, the infective

from the corpse

the

tabu arising

All who
specially dreaded.
come in contact with the dead are considered to
be infected. The corpse-bearers, for instance, as
among the tribes of the central hill tract, have
their shoulders rubbed with oil, milk, and cowdung by the women of the mourning family, while
they are sprinkled with cow's urine from twigs of
the sacred Nim tree (Melia azadiraehta). The dread
of the death-tabu appears throughout the rites of

mourning.

is

Thus, among some tribes a special

dress is provided for the chief mourners, the
intention possibly being in some cases to disguise
the mourner from the ghost.
With the same
object the Andamanese smear their heads with
clay (Temple, Census Report, 1901, p. 65). As the
tabu infects the house, no cooking can be done
there, and the mourners either fast or receive supplies of food from relatives or friends.
Persons,
again, when exposed to the death-tabu, are not
allowed to leave the house or village, lest they may
infect the neighbourhood.
This form of tabu is
specially observed by the E. tribes, like the Nagas
of Assam and the hill races of Arakan (JAI xi.
Tabu is
71, xxvi. 191, ii. 240; Hodson, 173 f.).
also marked by the rule that mourners sleep on the
ground partly because, if beds are used during
this period, they too become infected
partly because spirits cannot touch Mother Earth. The
continence enforced upon mourners is probably,
as in the case of the sacred dairyman of the
Todas (Rivers, 100 f.), a precaution against the
dissipation of physical energy, all of which is
needed during this critical period.
By an extension of the principles of tabu, if the death-rites
have been, by a misconception, performed for a
person who subsequently returns, he is tabu, because the powers of the other world seem to have
:

:
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The period of tabu
rejected him as unworthy.
varies among the different tribes, and seems usually
to depend on the time during which, before the
completion of the funeral rites, the spirit is supposed to haunt the neighbourhood of the place of
death or the grave.
10. Purification from the death-tabu.
Purification from tabu is effected in various ways.
One

man {JAI

xii.

142

Hislop,

;

19).

But generally

there is a special rite of purification. This usually
consists in ablution, by which the clinging spirit
or tabu is washed from the body of the mourner.

Sometimes

special substances, usually the products
of the sacred cow, are used for this purpose. With
the same object many touch fire on their return
from the funeral, or pass their feet, which naturally are supposed to be specially liable to infecIn other
tion, through the smoke of burning oil.
cases the tabu is removed by transferring it, and,
by a later conception, the sins of the dead man, to
a scape-animal. In its clearest form the rite appears among the Badagas of Madras (Gover, Folksongs of S. India, London, 1872, p. 71 ; Thurston,
Notes, 195 f.). Traces are also found of the remarkable custom of 'sin-eating,' by which the sins
of the dead are transferred to a Brahman who
eats food in the house of death, or even, as used
to be the habit at Tanjore, eats the bones of the

dead Raja ground up and mixed with rice (Dubois,
Manners and Customs3 1906, p. 366).
Lastly, the custom of shaving the mourner may
be mentioned. The idea seems to be to get rid
of the death-infection
clinging to the hair, which,
possibly with the same intention, is often let loose
in mourning, as is the case with other persons
under tabu, like the ascetic classes [Madras
Museum Bulletin, iii. 251 f. ). The hair is sometimes
dedicated to the dead, as in the Deccan and along
the lower Himalaya (£6? xvm. i. 364, 149 NINQ
,

;

117), the intention being to strengthen the
feeble spirit of the deceased by dedicating that
portion of the human organism which, by its
iii.

growth, furnishes the strongest proof of vitality
(Frazer, GB, pt. i. [1911], 'The Magic Art and the
Evolution of Kings,' i. 31, 102). More usually the
hair is shaven after the mourning period begins,
or at its close.
The shaving is usually confined to
the immediate relatives or kinsmen but in some
cases the whole population shave their heads and
beards on the death of a Raja, e.g. in Kashmir and
other parts of the Himalaya (NINQ iv. 18, 98
Drew, Jumrnoo, 54).
;

;
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method is that adopted by the Andamanese and
Gonds, who quit the house of death or burn it,
along with some or all of the effects of the dead

(Jain)
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The Jains agree, on the whole, with the
Brahmans in their notions on death. The soul of
(Jain).

—

—

every living being the highest gods included
must be re- born as long as it possesses karma, i.e.
merit or demerit but, when the karma has been
annihilated, then the soul, on death, will enter on
its innate state of
purity, and will be released for
ever from the cycle of births. But on some points
the Jains have developed peculiar notions.
i. Re-incarnation and liberation of the soul.—
According to the Jains, karma, the effect produced
on the soul by its deeds during life, consists of
extremely subtle matter, which pours or infiltrates
into the soul when worldly actions make, as it
This karmawere, an opening into it (asrava).
matter, as we may call it, fills the soul as sand
fills a bag, and acts on it like a
weight. The soul
by itself has an upward gravity (ftrdhvagurutva),
and is kept down, during its worldly state, by the
karma-matter, which, like all matter, has a downward gravity (adhogurutva). Therefore, if cleansed
of all karma, the soul, on leaving the body, will
rise in a straight line to the top of the universe,
where the liberated souls reside for ever (see above,
b
'Jain cosmography') just as a pumpp. 160
kin coated with clay sinks to the bottom of a tank,
but rises to the surface of the water when the clay
has fallen off. But, if the soul is burdened with
karma, it will, on leaving the body, move in any
direction upwards, sideways, or downwards. It
does not travel in a straight line, but in a broken
line, with one, two, or three angles or turns, and
thus gets, in two, three, or four movements, to the
There it
place where it is to be re-incarnated.
attracts gross matter, in order to build up a new
1
body according to its karma.
2. Voluntary death or euthanasia.
It is a wellknown fact that religious suicide is occasionally
committed by the Hindus under a vow to some
deity they starve themselves to death, eat poison,
drown themselves, enter fire, throw themselves
down a precipice, etc. The Jains condemn such
practices as an unwise death [bdlamarana), and
recommend, instead, a 'wise death' (panditamarana), as provided in their sacred books.
Two cases must be distinguished religious
suicide may be resorted to in case of an emergency,
or it forms the end of a regular religious career ;
both cases apply to laymen as well as to monks.
(1) If a Jain contracts a mortal disease, or is
otherwise in danger of certain death, he may have
recourse to self-starvation. This practice is frequently mentioned in Jain narratives, and prevails,
no doubt, even at the present day. If a monk is
unable to follow the rules of his order, or cannot
any longer sustain the prescribed austerities, he
should rather commit suicide than break the rules.
A particular case seems to be the following. When
a monk falls sick, and foresees that he will not be
able to go through the ' ultimate self-mortification '
to be noticed hereafter, he may
keep a long fast.
If he gets well in the meantime, he is to return to
his former life.
But, if he should not recover, but
This conditional selfdie, it is all for the best.
;

—

,

—

—

:

'

'

:

starvation

is

called ilvara."

A

(2)
pious layman may go through a regular
course of religious life, the phases of which are the
eleven standards (prufimd)
the first is to be
observed for one month, the Becond for two months,
'

'

j

Umasvati'a Tattv&rthSdhigama Sutra, H. £8-86
lx. [19061804 tT.)
2 SEE xjcii.
72, note 3.
i
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In the last standard, which he must
observe for eleven months, he becomes practically
At the end of this period he abstains
from all food and devotes himself to self-mortification - by the last emaceration,' patiently awaiting
his death, which will occur within a month.
In the case of a monk, the 'self-mortification'
If a
lasts twelve years, instead of twelve months.
monk believes himself purified to such a degree
that he may enter upon this last mortification of
the flesh, then he should apply to his guru, or
spiritual master, who will test him in various ways
before he gives him his permission. Then, for a
period of twelve years, the monk has to exert him-

and so on.

1

a monk.

'

by every means to overcome all passions,
worldly feelings, desires, etc., and to annihilate
karma by austerities trying, however, to ward
oil' a
premature death. At the end of this period
he should abstain from all food till his soul parts
from the body. There are three different methods
by which this end is brought about they are
self

—

his

;

called

bhaktapratyakhyanamarana, ihgitamarana,

—

of which the last two are
patbi/m/itii/it.mana*
distinguished by the restriction of the movement
of the person, and the motion of his limbs.

and

The rules for religious suicide form the subject
of three canonical books
Chausarana, Aurapach-

—

chakkhana, and Bhattaparinna.
Literature.

—This

has

been sufficiently indicated in the

H. JACOBI.

article.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

—
(Japanese).

I.

GENERAL*— The oldest traditions

respecting burial speak of a moya ('hut '), in which
the body of the deceased was kept, often for a very
long time (e.g. that of JimmuTenno is said to have
been kept for 19 months in the moya) of religious
dances and music of an eulogy or elegy (sliinubikotoba) pronounced by the head of the family
and of a funeral feast or wake. They also tell of
the practice of the self - immolation of wives,
retainers, and servants at the grave of a husband
or master. The advent of Buddhism in the 6th
cent. A.D. brought in certain limitations and
modifications. Cremation was introduced in A.D.
703 from that date to 1644 all the Emperors were
cremated. Funeral regulations concerning, e.g.,
periods of mourning, etc., have existed since the
10th cent. the self-immolation of retainers began
to lose favour in the 14th cent., and was prohibited
;

;

;

;

;

by Iyeyasu, though it still continued sporadically
for some time. During the whole of the Tokugawa
period only members of the Imperial House were
buried with Shinto rites, and even the present
forms of Shinto funerals date from the same
period.
will suppose the patient to have been given
Relatives and
up by his medical attendant.
friends stand around his bed, watching his last
Some of them moisten his lips with
struggles.
drops of water conveyed on a feather [matsugo no
mizu, water of the last moment'), others gently
rub his eyelids and lips with their hands, so that

We

'

mouth and eyes may keep shut the more
after death has taken place.
Iyo, in Shikoku (a district in

quaint survivals), efforts

readily

In the province of

which there are many
are sometimes made to

retain the dying soul, especially when there still
remains some communication to be made by or to
the man at the point of death. Three men climb
1
Hoernle, Uvdsaga Dasdo (Bilil. Ind.), 1S90, fcr. p. 44 t,
Vivarana.'
2
Hoernle, op. cit. p. 47.
3 Prakrit
pdovanamana, for which the correct Sanskrit is
prdyopagamana (see SBE xxii. 74 ff.).
4 The
present writer is under great obligation to Dr. Ohrt, of
the German Embassy in Tokyo, for permission to consult
the MS of two lectures delivered before the Deutsche Gesellsehaft fur Natur- und Vdlkerkunde Ostasiens in Tokyo, during
the winter of 1009-10.
'
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(Japanese)

to the roof of the house, sit astride on the roof-ridge,
and cry aloud
Come back, So and So, come back
once more.' Nobody inside the house is supposed
to have heard the cry, but the dying man will
revive for a little, and his spirit will linger for an
hour or two before taking its final departure.
After death, the corpse, which is washed by all
Buddhist sects, but not universally by the Shinto
(some sects apparently being contented with rubbing with a wet cloth), is laid out, with its face
covered with a piece of white cotton or silk, and
placed on a mat in some suitable place, very often
in front of the toko-no-ma ('alcove'), in the best
The corpse lies with its head to the
sitting-room.
north (as did that of Buddha), either on its back
At its head is
or
(Buddhist)
facing the west.
placed a mirror, ami a sword for protection (the
Bound
latter especially in the case of a samurai).
the corpse is a screen. Outside the screen is an
eight-legged table (Shinto) with offerings of washed
rice, fresh water, salt, fish, and a tamashiro? etc.
In Buddhist houses there is no necessity for
the table to have exactly eight legs, but the
offerings are so placed that the deceased may be
On the Buddhist table stands
able to see them.
an thai, or tablet, inscribed with the posthumous
name of the deceased, offerings of vegetable foods
(kumotsu), and, in a vase, a single branch of shikimi
(Chinese anise). The single branch or stem is so
specially associated with funerals that on other
occasions a Japanese housewife will not use a
single branch for room-decoration.
Both in Shinto and in Buddhism a kind of fiction
is kept up, during the days intervening between
death and burial, that the spirit is still present
Meals are brought at stated
with the body.
intervals, the corpse is sometimes rolled from side
to side, under pretence of giving it ease in lying,
and conversation is kept up with it as though it
'

:

were

still alive.

The corpse is dressed, in Shinto, in (1) a tafusagi,
a kind of apron tied round the waist (2) a hadagi,
or shirt, reaching down to the knees
(3 and 4)
a shitagi and an uwagi, a lower and an upper garment, corresponding to the kami-shimo (lit. upper
and lower') of ancient Japanese dress; (5) an obi,
;

;

'

A

or belt and (6) shitagutsu, or shoes.
corpse is
never dressed in ceremonial clothes or uniform.
In Buddhist
These are placed in the coffin later.
houses the garments are very much the same,
only that a distinction is made between winter
and summer garments, which may be either of
white cotton or of silk (a further development
of the fiction of the continued presence of the
But the garments are put on
spirit in the body).
inside out, with the seams showing, and they are
worn hidarimw, folded to the left, instead of to
the right, as in life. At different parts of the garments are stitched the formulae Namu A m ida Butsu
('Glory to Amida the Buddha'), or Namu rayo ho
rengekyo ('Glory to the Mystic Scripture of the
Lotus of the True Law'), which are said to be
;

1

The tamashiro

ihai,

except that

it

a wooden tablet, just like the Buddhist
contains the actual name of the deceased,

is

and not the kaimyo ('posthumous name')- When the sick
person is about to draw his last breath, the head of the family,
or the person whose duty it will be to perform the funeral ceremonies (moshu), washes his hands, changes his clothes, places
the tablet on a low table by the bedside, and then, taking it up
again, carries it to the sickbed, and there respectfully writes on
it the sick man's name.
Then, addressing the dying man, he
announces to him that the tamashiro has been prepared as a
I addresB
place of residence for his spirit: 'With all respect
thee.
Suffer thy excellent spirit to remain in this tablet, and
accept the worship which will henceforth be perpetually offered
before it by thy posterity in future ages.' Then, gently clapping
The tamashiro is then
his hands, he bows once and retires.

put in a wooden box, or covered with a cloth, and placed, facing
the south, on a low table in another room, where offerings are
made before it. The Buddhist ihai (which is made in duplicate)
cannot be prepared until after the priests have been called in to
select a

posthumous name

for the deceased.
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In addition to the
other garments, the Buddhists dress their corpses
in straw sandals (waraji) and socks (tabi), the
sandals being put on behind before. The corpse is
also provided with a dzudabukuro, or bag, containing the rokumonscn, or six pieces of money required
for the ferry across the Sandzunogawa, or Japanese
Styx. Originally these were six pieces of actual
money ; at a later period six pieces of paper, cut
and stamped in imitation of actual coins, were
used ; the present rokumonscn is simply a piece of
paper with the representations of six coins stamped
on it. The number of coins is not always the same
and the
6, 12, 18, 49, according to circumstances

potent protectors of the soul.

—

;

really an ascetic pilgrim's
bag, contains all manner of things necessary for

dzudabukuro, which

is

—

the long journey now commencing
the first
lock of hair cut from the head of the deceased in
infancy, bits of his beard, nail-parings, teeth, a
rosary, letters of orders' (kechi-myaku), a tobacco'

pouch, a comb, pins, needles, threads, a single
change of garments, and a towel but there must
not be more than one of each of these things.
When a husband dies, a wife cuts oft' her hair and
puts it into the bag ; when a father dies, the
children cut their nails and put the parings into
the bag.
In some houses, when a death occurs, a notice
kichu ('period of mourning') is posted at the
entrance as a notification to visitors.
In one of
the busiest thoroughfares of Tokyo the present
writer recently observed an expansion of this
In addition to the kichu notification, there
idea.
was a little white table standing in the street,
with a white cloth over it, a bowl, and a flowervase containing a single branch of shikimi.
One of the first things to be done after a death
is the notification to the authorities.
This is
made, first of all, to the headman or mayor of the
village or urban district, while in the case of the
Shinto it is also made to the priest of the ujigami
shrine (i.e. the shrine of the tutelary god of the
Should that shrine be at an
village or family).
inconvenient distance from the deceased's residence,
some other temple near by is selected. The Shinto
clergy do not, however, have much to do with the
arrangements for the funeral, although, as a matter
of course, they have a voice in the selection of the
day for the funeral obsequies.
In Buddhist funerals the priests play a larger part,
and in former days their rdle was more important
even than it is now. This may be seen in the fact
that in some very ancient temples there may still
be found a yukamba ('bath-room'), in which the
ceremony of washing the dead (yukan) was carried
;

—

—

on under their directions.
(The washing ceremony takes place after midnight a new wash-tub,
pail, dipper, and towel are used, and, after the
washing is over, all these utensils, together with
any hair, nails, etc., taken from the body, are
;

buried in some secluded spot.)
The intervention
of the priesthood is also necessary for the ceremonial
shaving of the corpse, since shaving is the sign of
ordination, and it is the theory of all Buddhist
sects that the Buddhist layman passes at his death
into the Order of Monks.
When the shaving
over, the priests prepare a kechi-myaku,
(lit. 'letters of orders,' i.e. 'certificate of ordination '), which, as we saw above, is placed in the

ceremony

is

dzudabukuro

for use during the soul's pilgrimage
realms of the dead.
priests are also consulted about the select inn
of a day suitable for the funeral, and about the
posthumous name to be given to the deceased.
Government regulations and sanitary requirements
interfere somewhat (not much) with the absolute
freedom of choice of a propitious day, and attempts
are made to get the funeral fixed for some time

in the

The

(Japanese)

within 24 hours after death. But these regulations
are more frequently honoured in the breach than
in the observance, and an interval of many days
sometimes occurs. (The difficulty is occasionally
got over by postponing the formal announcement
of the death until all the necessary arrangements
In addition to
for the funeral have been made.)
the ordinary cycle of the seven days of the week,
there is another cycle of six days (generally to be
found in the almanacs), according to which the
propitious and unpropitious days are selected.
The names of these six days are senslw, fomo1
a
biki, sempu, butsumetsu, daian, and shakko
tomobiki day is never selected for a funeral. The
posthumous name is always one with a religious
meaning, and it is also so formed as to mark the
Thus yo
sect to which the deceased belonged.
always appears in the posthumous name of a
Jodo believer, and nichi and zen in those of Nichiren
and Zen believers respectively, but it is not always
the case with the latter.
Appended to the posthumous name is a designation of the deceased's
;

koji ('landlord') and daishi ('landlady')
a gentleman and lady of high rank
shinji
('layman ') and shinnyo (' laywoman ') for ordinary
men and women; doji ('lad') for a boy; donyo
The posthumous name is in('lass') for a girl.
scribed on the ihai, which is executed in duplicate,
one being retained in the house, while the other
goes to the funeral and is deposited in the temple.
At the end of 100 days after death, lacquered ihai

status:
for

;

take the place of the plain wooden ones first used.
In the same way, in Shinto rites, the tamashiro is
at first placed in a 'temporary soul-receptacle'
(karimitanim/a) at the end of 50 days it is placed
In
in a permanent soul-receptacle (mitamaya).
some Buddhist families there is a large family ihai,
on which the names of all the deceased members
It should be
are inscribed, 100 days after death.
noticed that some Buddhist sects, e.g. the Shinshu,
of
two
kinds
of
posthumous names the
speak
and the homyo,
kaimyo, given by the priests
in
Paradise
to
the
soul
given
by Amida himself a
kind of new name which no man knoweth Baying
he that receiveth it.'
Notice is now sent, by post-card or otherwise, to
;

'

'

:

—

;

'

It
and relatives, announcing the decease.
customary to pay visits of condolence, and to

friends
is

send presents to the house of the deceased. The
nature and manner of presenting these gifts are
fixed by custom, but it is very common at the
present day to otter money in lieu of other gifts
a kindly tribute which is always very acceptable in
view of the heavy expenses which a Japanese

—

funeral entails. 2
of 8ix days (see the talismanic tables in hooks on
Magus, 1801) depends on the six elements
to Kabbala, Gnosticism, and Shingonisra, which are
symbolized by the term Abarakakia, to which reference is made
It is one of the many links connecting the
in this article.
Mahayana with the Judajo-Gnostic thought of the New Testament times.
The days are (i.) Senslw, 'first half good.' A tenths day Is
good for pressing and urgent business during the forenoon,
but not after midday. By urgent business, lawsuits, petitions,
'
drawing friendship.' These
etc., are meant, (ii.) Tomobiki,
1

The cycle

magic,

e.g. Barrett's

common

in the forenoon or evening, hut not in the afterno contest about anything. The day brings
and no amount of human striving will alter it.
No urgent business should be
(Hi.) Sempu,
a day. The afternoon is, however, lucky,
on
such
undertaken
A sort of unlucky
(iv.) Bulsumetm, 'destruction of Buddha.'
Friday. Nothing done on such a day will prosper, (v.) Daian,
'great peace.' Very lucky for anything, especially removals
or journeys cf. the old seaman's superstition about starting
on a journey on Sunday, (vi.) Sekko, red mouth.' With the
exception of the noontide hour, the whole of this day is unlucky.
In the cheap Japanese calendars (koyomi) each day is marked

days are good
noon. There
its

own

is

luck,

'first half bad.'

;

'

_

according to this sixfold cycle.
2 E.
Schiller, 'Japan. Geschenksittcn,' in vol. viii. of the
Mitleil. dcr deutsclien Getellir.li. far A'ntur- und Vulkerkunde
Oslasient ; cf. also A. H. Lay, funeral Customsof the Japanese,'
The subject is a very large one, and
in TASJ, vol. xix. pt. iii.
beyond the limit* of this article.
'
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II. Shinto. — A purely Shinto funeral
divided
into five distinct portions: (a) mitamaut&ushi, or
—
introduction of the spirit into the tamashiro;

In due course the body is placed in the coffin.
Coffins (hitsugi or kwan, the former distinctively
nekwan ('sleeping
Shintoist) are of two kinds
In the
coffin') and zakwan ('sitting coffin').
latter the corpse is placed in a praying posture ; in
the former, in a recumbent one. At the bottom of
the coffin is placed a piece of white cotton cloth,
4 hand-breadths wide, and 8 shaka (Jap. feet) in

length; over this, a white futon a.m\fusu»ia(' quilt'

and coverlet '), and a pillow. Then the corpse is put
together with any objects, e.g. an inkstand or
photographs, prized by the deceased during life and
the whole is tilled up with buckwheat husks to keep
the body from moving. No metal object may be put
'

in,

;

into the coffin.
The interval between the encoilinfuneral is the most important period
It was a period of
watching by the dead.
in the old Shinto, but is now generally
festivity
passed in silence in the Buddhist tsuya (' wake )
the silence is broken by the voices of the priests
who are summoned on the last night to read Sutras
by the side of the deceased ami for his benefit.
This is known a,s, makuragy 6, ^ ox pillow-Scripture,'
and is accompanied by much burning of incense.
Entertainments are provided for the guests.
The
lawfulness of the officiating priests partaking in
these festivities is frequently discussed in Buddhist
magazines. Very often the priest is provided with
1

ment and the
of the

:

'

his meal apart from the laity, who do not begin
until the clergy have finished ; and an attempt is
sometimes made to save appearances by drinking
the sakt out of tea-cups.
There are several strange old customs with regard
to the choice of a location for the grave.
Thus, in
some of the remote mountain-villages in Tosa,

while the corpse is still lying outstretched on the
rush-mat, one of the near relatives kicks the pillow
from under its head and carries it off to the
cemetery. When he has selected the proper place
for the grave, he puts down the pillow there, and,
taking out four small coins, throws them east,
'
With these coins,' he
north, west, and south.
says, I buy seven square feet of ground from the
god of the earth.' Another old custom, still surviving in remote districts, is for a person not
connected with the deceased by blood, and therefore free from death pollution, to sweep the ground
selected for the grave, to spread a rush-mat on it,
and on a table placed on the mat to erect a himorogi
('temporary tabernacle') for the earth-god. This
is done by setting up sakaki branches with little
paper pendants (nusa), etc., and by making offerings of rice, fish, vegetables, seaweed, and fruit.
Then he offers the following prayer
I address the great god who is the lord of this locality.
A
new grave is here to be made for N. (name, office, rank). With
'

:

•

an offering
that he
peace.

Then

of wine, boiled rice, and nusa, I pray thee to grant
lie in this grave for ever, free from affliction and in
apeak with all respect and humility.'
he clasps his hands and bows twice.

may
I

When the preparations for the funeral are all
complete, the coffin is carried into a front chamber,
and incense, lights, and a single flower are again
offered before it.
set of zen is also provided.
In this case, the zen consists of a bowl of unhulled
boiled rice [Icurogome no meshi), soup, raw miso
('bean-paste'), unrefined salt, and a pair of chopsticks, one of which is made of wood and the other
of bamboo.
Everything is now in readiness for the
funeral ceremony. From this point sectarian differences become more marked, and it will be well to
treat of Japanese funerals in detail according to
the various sects.

A

In certain Buddhist sects a pilgrim's staff and a doll are
put into the coffin (Ohrt).
varies with the sect. In the Zen sect it is Yuikyo
These
(Eka-Sutra) ; in the Shingon, Rishukyo (Buddhi-Sutra).
Sutras, which do not exist in Sanskrit or Pali, are said to have
been preached by Sakyamuni shortly before his entry into
Nirvana. They are classified under the Nehangyo or Nirvana
Sutras.
1

also
2

The Sutra

is

(b)

coffin out of the house ;
soso, or funeral procession
(d) maiio, or committal to earth and (e) the subsequent purification.
The actual ceremonies are conducted by the

shukkwan, or taking the
(c)

;

;

('chief mourner '), who is generally the heir,
eldest son, or other near relative.
Kelatives in the
ascending line are generally excluded. Recently,
when H.I.H. Prince Arisugawa lost his son, the
moshu was Prince Ito. The tnoshli is dressed in a
dress of some dark colour, over which is worn a
white hitatare ('surplice') and an cboshi ('mitre').

moshu

In the middle classes, however, the ordinary haori
('upper garment ') and haknma (' nether garment ')
are frequently worn.
(a) The mitamatilsushi takes place apparently
as soon as the tamashiro is provided. The moshu
'
(sometimes a kannushi, priest ') sits down before
the tamashiro, bows twice, claps his hands, and
announces that the spirit (tama) of the deceased
has taken up its abode in the tamashiro. This is
known as the zokuji, and the following norito
(' prayer' [Shinto]) is used (tr. by Ohrt)
Alas my (father), thou hast been taken away from us. I,
N. N., and the rest of us that remain behind, will still continue to
do thee faithful service in our hearts. Thy life has come to its
close upon earth.
Hear us in thy place of rest, as we celebrate
thy obsequies. Deign, exalted spirit, to take up thy abode in
:

'

!

and remain at rest for ever in this thy house.
address thee with the deepest reverence.'

this tamashiro,
I

This norito is frequently repeated, as well as the
invitation to the soul to participate in the feast.
The tamashiro is then placed on the kamidana, or
'
god-shelf,' used in Shinto houses.
Before the bier is taken out of
(b) Shukkwan.
the house, offerings of boiled rice, sak6, etc., are
Then the celebrant seats himself
again made.
before the bier, bows, claps his hands, and, pre-

—

1
senting a tanwgushi, addresses the spirit with the
following norito
This day, as the sun sets, we shall reverently celebrate thy
:

'

We

obsequies.
anxiety, as
cemetery).

we
I

pray thee to behold us in peace and without
start on our journey and pursue our way (to the
speak with deep reverence and humility.'

Then he bows

twice, claps his hands, and retires.
All relatives present do the same. After this,
four men, dressed in white, carry the coffin into the
court-yard, where a tire is burning (on the theory
of a midnight funeral), and the procession is formed
in the following order
(1) coolies (or outriders);
(2) coolies carrying torches or lanterns (still on the
theory of the midnight funeral) (3) servant with
a broom (relic of the old custom mentioned above) ;
(4) white banner, 15 in. in width by 8 or 9 ft.
in length, carried on a pole, and inscribed with
the name and title of tlie deceased
(5) bearers
with consecrated branches of the sakaki tree (6)
chest with offerings
bearers
with
torches
and
(7)
lanterns (8) the coffin (if a zakwan, it is carried in
a kago [' litter '] if a nekwan, on a bier of white
wood it is carried on the shoulders of bearers in
white surplices) (9) bohyo, a post, inscribed with
the name, to be set up as a temporary mark for the
grave; and (10) the chief and other mourners, on
Trestles (koshidai), a table
foot, as a general rule.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

for offerings, hangings, and a wooden pail and
dipper also form part of the paraphernalia, but are
now more generally found at the place of interment.
(c) The soso no shiki is generally celebrated within
a curtained enclosure, though in Tokyo and other
large places there are mortuary chapels to serve the
purpose. The enclosure, or chapel, is invariably
arranged in accordance with the annexed plan, the
ritual observed in the chapel differing very slightly
from that in the enclosure.
As the funeral procession arrives, the musicians
take their seats and begin to play. During this
1 i.e.

a consecrated branch adorned with numerous pendants

and streamers

of paper.
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time the bier is placed in its proper place, the
flower-standards are arranged, and a high stand
is erected, from which a pendant will later be
When every one is seated, the celesuspended.
brant, with his assistant, advances before the bier
and hows. During this ceremony the music has
ceased, but it begins again as soon as the priests
return to their places.
The assistant now takes his place before the bier,
but a little to the right of it. Acolytes bring
a banner for the stand, and offerings to be placed
on the table said, boiled rice, fresh fish, vegetables,
seaweed, cakes, fruit, etc. Again the music ceases,
while the chief celebrant advances once more, and,
with his mace on his left hip, commences the repetition of certain prayers, which contain a recital
of the dead man's birth, lineage, school-life, and
career, official or otherwise, and conclude with

Then the grave is
made mound is planted

words much to this

The mourners are purified on their return from
the funeral. (The return journey is always by
a different road from that taken when going to

—

effect

:

Our honoured N. has passed away to our great regret to our
sorrow he has given up the ghost. The prayer of our inmost
1

;

lid.

and banners.
is sometimes

An

filled up, and on the newthe bohi/o, a few lanterns,
open shed resting on four pillars

built over

it,

and generally

it is sur-

rounded with a magaki ('bamboo fence'), and a
shimc (' cordon') of rice-straw string.
The Shinto ritual does not contemplate cremaIn that case the
tion, but it is sometimes adopted.
maiso-no-kotoba and the ritual that follows are
used at the time of the interment of the ashes.
of the
(e) The purificatory rites are of two kinds
house and of the mourners. The house is purified,
after
the
has
been
taken
immediately
out,
corpse
by a Shinto priest, who comes in and waves a
twmagushi in every direction, though sometimes
the purification is accomplished by the priest's
rinsing his mouth with water and throwing salt

—

over his head.

Curtain
Relations,

Musicians

Offerings are first kepthere.

mate and female

/

DDDDQ*
tRvsh

mat

t

Lowlalle.
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|
TamakashJ offered by chief mourner;

J

?
|

\

ffigh and forty taifef on which things

are offered.

Silk pendant.

Pair of ftowers.

__ _
General attendance.

heart was that he might live to very great age, hut it is the way
of the fleeting world that he should come to this.
Our prayer
is that he will regard with tranquil eyes the obsequies we are
now performing, and lie down to rest in his grave, leaving his
behind
him
to
the
house.
spirit
guard
Reverently and with
humility I make this prayer.'

This prayer is known as the maiso-no-kotoba words
('
of committal').
Everybody stands while it is
bring offered. When the music begins again, the
chief mourner, habited in black with a white
surplice, and wearing a black chnshi ('mitre ') and
straw sandals, comes forward and offers a branch
olsakaki as a tamagiishi.
All the relatives and
friends follow this example, the attendant
priests
having a large number in readiness for the needs
of the visitors.
Funeral orations .'ire delivered,
sometimes before and sometimes after the offering
of the tamagushi.
The coffin is now carried to (he
{(!) Maiso.
grave, and lowered into it, with few or no ceremonies. A few handfuls of earth are thrown upon
it, and a boshi,
plate,' inscribed with the name,
age, rank, etc., of the deceased, is put on the coffin-

—

'

the funeral.) There are apparently three methods
of purifying persons, viz. (1 and '2) the methods
observed in purifying a house, and (3) a slightly

more elaborate one. Offerings are placed before
the tamashiro, and in front of them a branch of
The priest (or the moshu) recites the folsakaki.
iiorito
become
I thus address the spirit of (my father) who has now
a god. I proved dav and night that thou mightest live to be a
hundred years old. 'and now I can but weep and lament that
thou hast' left this beautiful world, and gone to the dark land
1 beseech thee, listen in
peace to us thy relatives
beyond.
assembled here, as we celebrate the worship of the dead with

lowing

:

'

all

manner

of food.'

Then the offerings are removed.
The first fifty days after death are observed
according to the Shinto rituals with daily offerings
before the tamashiro.
Special emphasis is laid on
>n the fiftieth day, the
the 10th, 20th, 30th, etc.
tamashiro is removed from its temporary shrine to
the milamai/a or kabyo (' spirit-house'), and henceforth the worship of the spirit is performed along
with that of the other ancestors. On this occasion,
<
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and twice at the end of the stanza.
the saiski-no-kotoba are used — prayers asking the each
line,

take up his ahode in the
knbyo, and beseeching the whole body of the anSimilar
cestors to receive him into their company.
prayers are offered on the 100th day after death.
On that day the temporary post should be removed
from the grave, and a stone monument set up.
The first anniversary is observed after that, the
anniversaries of the 3rd, 5th, 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th,
50th, and 100th years. After that, there is a comThe reader will
memoration every 100 years.
understand that it is only in very exalted families
that such minutiae can be attended to, but the
Shinto funeral is in any case almost entirely conlined to the highest classes.
III. BUDDHIST.
Something has already been
said about customs observed in Buddhist houses in
the care of the dead. The general procession is
somewhat as follows (it is more striking to the eye
by reason of the greater splendour of vestments,
etc.): (1) bearers with natural flowers (seikwa)
(2) bearers with artificial flowers (tsukuri-bana) ;
(3) four (sometimes two) paper dragons on poles
the
(jato), these being evidently connected with
(4) banner
friendly Nagas of Indian Buddhism
(meiki), with the personal name of the deceased ;
(5) the officiant priest (doshi), with his assistant
(mukaiso) (6) white paper lanterns (7) one ihai
(the other is left at home) (8) incense (kdro) ; (9)
the coffin on a bier, borne on men's shoulders, and
with a few friends of the deceased walking beside
it; and (10) the mourners (generally in jinrikisha).
bird-cage full of birds to be released at the
grave-side, and a sotoba or stupa, actually a post,
notched near the top, and inscribed with Sanskrit
1
characters, often form portions of the procession.
3
I. Ceremonies of the Zen.
(1) The service in
In this sect, the officiating priest is
the house.
generally called the indoshi, because a large part
of his duty is supposed to be to guide (indo sum)
the soul of the deceased on its voyage through the
realms of the dead. The indoshi begins by laying
his hossu ('chowry,' a brush made of long white
hair) on the lid of the coffin, as a sign of authority.
Then he takes up the razor that has been used to
This is followed by the
shave the deceased.

spirit of the deceased to

;

—

deceased is supposed to join him in
his recitation :
All the evil karma, which I have accumulated in the past,
has bad its origin in desire, hatred, or ignorance, in a series of
is duo to
previous existences which lias had no beginning. It
the body, the tongue, and the mind. All this I confess.'
spirit of the
'

The

;

A

:

'

Kie-butsu-mudo-son,
eminent.'

words

:

'

Togwan

shujo Yori bound Xuxjyo jakumetsu :
I pray that all creatures
and reach the goal of

The hair and beard have been shaved.

may

I

take refuge in Buddha, the super-

Kie-so-wago-son,

„

the

,,

Law, the undefiled.
Order, the harmoni

ous.'

have finished taking refuge in Buddha.'
the Law.'
„
„
„
the Order."
„
„
„
Kie-so-kyS,
at the end
[After each sentence the clapper sounds once
sounded twice.]

Kie-buk-kyd,
Kie-ho-kyo,

'

I

'

'

;

is

it

The

officiant goes on :
After this wise have I now conferred on thee the Refuges.
Henceforth, the Tathagata [the Buddha], the Truest, the Perfectly-Enlightened is thy Teacher. Put no faith in the Tempter,
nor in any heretical teachers, but have respect to the great
Benevolence, Deliverance, and Compassion that have been
vouchsafed thee. Now will I recite for thee the ten grave
'

commandments.
1.

fusessho,

2.

fuehuto,
fujaind,

3.

4.
6.
6.

fumOgo,
fukoshu,

They are these
"thou ehalt not destroy
:

"
"
"
"

"

7.

fiisekkwa,
fujisankita,"

8.

fukenhBzai,"

9.

"
"

10.

fushin-i,

fuhosambo,

„

steal."

„

commit

„
„

lie."

life."

fornication or adul-

tery."

,,

„

„
„
,,

sell

intoxicating liquors."
backbite."
praise self at the expense of
others."

be grudging of the
the Law."
be angry."
speak evil of the

gifts of

Three

Treasures."

These ten grave commandment* have been formulated by
previous Buddhas and handed down by successive Patriarchs.
I have now entrusted them to thee.
Keep them well in all thy
existences until thou attain to the Buddhahood. [This formula
be repeated at the discretion of the celebrant.] Sentient
beings that fulfil the Commandments of Buddha are placed in
the same rank with Him. He that is in the same rank as the
Perfectly Enlightened One is truly a Son of Buddha.'
[Wooden clappers twice, handbell thrice.]

may

Teijo shuhatsu
*

'

Kie-ho-ri-jin-son, 'I take refuge in the

—

—

:

Recitation of the ninefold Creed follows
Namukie Butsu, Glory to Buddha in whom I take refuge.'
Namuki* Ho, 'Glory to the Law in which I take refuge/
Order
,,
,,
,,
NamukieSo,' „

;

;

priest continues

'Thou hast confessed thy evil deeds of body, tongue, and
mind, and hast obtained the perfct purification. Now, therefore, thou must stand fast in the Three Refuges, in Buddha,
the Law, and the Order. The Three Treasures have a threefold
as it
virtue, the threefold absolute virtue, tho threefold virtue
was in Buddha's time, the threefold virtue as it is in a time
when there is no Buddha (Mai sambo, genzen sambi, juji
sambo). When thou hast taken refuge in them; thy virtues
6hall be completed.'

;

;
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The

forsake evil passions for ever,

annihilation.'

This verse

is

sung three times, sometimes by the
sometimes by the officiant and
follows, sung or said in the same

officiant

alone,

chorus.

Next

manner

priests present now chant a stanza known as
the daihishu. When it is finished, a priest (not
the one who led the service before) takes up his

The

word

:

:

Whilst transmigrating through the Three Worlds,
He who has
ties of kindness and affection cannot be cut off.
cut off this tie, and entered the realm of the unconditioned, is
truly a grateful man.'

The merits
After this wise has been sung the daihishu.
arising therefrom are to be transferred to N. [here insert the
kaimyS], newly returned to the elements. We pray that when
we place his body in the coffin the Sambhoga land may receive
him.'

Now

Then

Ruten sangaichu Onnai funodan Kion nyiimui Shinjilsu
hoon sha

'

:

follows an exhortation to the deceased to
confess his sins
Young man of good birth' [it will be remembered that the
:

'

'

deceased is supposed to have received the tonsure], if thou
wish to stand fast in the Refuges and to observe the command[There are
ments, thou shouldest first confess all thy Bins.
two formulaa of penitence there is also the form of confession
which has come from the former Buddhas and been handed
down by successive patriarchs.] All thy sins will be pardoned.
Recite these words after me.'
;

Then the

with the
once at the end of

priest recites the confession,

sound of clappers

(kaishakii.)

The Sanskrit characters are Kha la ka va a, representing
the five skandhas (' forms of mundane consciousness '), and, as
an alternative, the five elements which compose the universe.
In Shingon, we have the pair of formulae A-ba-ra-ka-kia and
Kha-la-ka-va-a in Irensous, the Gnostic terms Abraxas and
Caulacau (Irenreus says that Caulacau = mundus [cf vol. ii.
See the present writer's The Faith of Half
p. 428, note]).
Japan, London, 1911.
2 We take the Zen first, not as
being the oldest of the now
existing sects, but as representing most specially the purely
1

:

'

'

.

Indian side of Japanese Buddhism.

'

all together :
All the Buddhas in the Ten Directions and in the Three
Worlds, all the Honourable Bodhisattvas and Mahasattvas, and
Mahaprajhaparamita, the land of the Sambhoga Kaya.'
'

The same

priest continues

:

birth and death
If we meditate deeply on these things, lo
succeed each other as heat follows cold. They come like the
like the
lightning flashing over the deep sky, their going is
The newly deceased
cessation of waves on the great sea.
N. has this day suddenly come to the end of his life, by reason
of the exhaustion of all seeds of existence. He understands
that all composite objects must be dissolved, and is convinced
that the extinction (of the seeds of existence) is bliss. The holy
the names
congregation here assembled will respectfully recite
of the saints. May the blessings resulting from that recitation
serve to adorn the road leading to Nirvana.
Vairochana, the Buddha of the Holy Dharmakaya.
Rochana, the Buddha of the Perfect Sambhogakaya.
Sakyamuni, the Buddha, whose Nirmai.iakaya Incarnations
'

1

are hundreds upon hundreds of millions.
Honourable Maitreya Buddha, for whose coming we wait.
All Buddhas in the Ten Quarters and the Three Worlds.
Mahayana-Saddharmapuudarika Sutra Opersonified).
Maharya Manjusri Bodhisattva.
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Mahakarunika Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva.
Honourable Bodhisattvas and Mahasattvas.
Mahaprajnapararaita.'
[Here follows the shariraimon, or stanza for worshipping the

Buddha.]
priest alone

relics of

One

:

After this wise the Names of the Holy Ones have been
recited, and the Sutra has been chanted. The merits arising
therefrom will be transferred to the newly-deceased N. to
adorn the Sambhoga land, with the prayer that the soul may
travel beyond the consecrated border (of personified existence),
that its karma may be exhausted, that a superior lotus flower
may open for it, and that the Buddha may give it a prediction
for life.
Once more the Holy Assemblage is invited to chant.'
'

All present
'

all

:

All the Buddhas in the Ten Quarters and the Three Worlds,
the Bodhisattvas, Mahasattvas, and Mahaprajhaparamita.'

Then the indoshi
We are now about to lift the
:

sacred coffin, and to celebrate
The assembly is implored to recite the
and to assist the soul of the deceased

'

imposing obsequies.
great names

of saints,

along the road to Nirvana.'

This ends the makuragyo, or service in the house.
The procession is now formed outside, and, when
the eofiin has been put on the bier, a start is made
for the temple or graveyard.
(2) The services in the temple. —Whilst the procession, professedly modelled on the funeral of
Suddhodana (the father of the Buddha), is making
its way to the temple, certain preparations have
been made for its reception. The temple- bell has
been set tolling, and goes on until the cortege
In the court-yard four
reaches the front gates.
small torii ('gates') of wood have been erected
N.
On each is suspended a
and
facing E., S., W.,
tablet with an inscription (1) Hosshimmon, the
of
(2) Shugyomon, the
awakening
gate
religious
gate of religious practices (3) Bodaimon, the gate
of Bodhi and (4) Nehammon, the gate of Nirvana.
They are symbolical of the various ways that lead
to Eternal Life, and the coffin is carried three
times round to them all to show that, in the
opinion of the Zen, all four are necessary. The
ceremony may be held either in the main hall of
the temple or in an open court-yard.
While the procession is making its round of the
four torii, some of the priests slip into the temple
or hall, and begin the recital of certain dharani
These are supposed to be very
secret formulae ').
(
efficacious, even by the Zen sect, which originated
in a protest against the magic formulae that were
so rife in the China of the 6th cent. A.D. Gradually
the assembly take their seats when all are seated
and the music and chanting have come to an end,
the indoshi recites the indo, or 'guiding words,'
Then
for the benefit of the soul of the deceased.
another priest says :
:

;

;

;

'

;

'This day the newly-deceased N., having exhausted all the
causes of life (Sltr. pratyaija), has entered Nirvana, and is now
to be buried according to the Law. His phenomenal body, the
body that endures for a hundred years, will be buried the real
Self will be sent to tread the lone path that leads to Nirvana.
The holy assembly (of monks) is therefore prayed to assist the
bouI that is being enlightened, atid to recite.'
Here all the priests present take up their cue and
;

recite

:

'Vairochana, the
above.

The

priest

Buddha

resumes

of the

Holy Dharmakaya,'

etc.,

as

:

'After this wise have the holy Names been praised, and the
soul that is being enlightened has been helped. Let us pray
that the mirror of Wisdom may shed its brightness on him,
that the wind of Truth may waft on him its splendours. In
the garden of Bodhi (' infinite knowledge ') may the flowers of
Enlightenment and Wisdom bloom, and on the sea of reality
may the win roll free from every stain. We offer three cups
of tea, we offer incense to accompany him along the solitary,
clouded path, and we worship the assemblage of the saints.'

^

Here the congregation
then the priest alone

recites

the

Ryogonshu

;

:

'After this wise have the names of the Holy Ones been
The merits accruing
chanted and the Sutra been recited.
from this act of worship are to be transferred (eko) to the newlydeceased N., at the time of his interment, to adorn the Sam-

hhoga

land.'

Chorus

of

'All the

When the body (or the ashes, as the case may be)
comes to the place of interment, it is lowered into
All the banners
its grave by the nearest kinsman.
are placed on the coffin-lid, and the relatives each
take a handful or spadeful of earth, which they
throw into the grave. The grave is then filled up.
We now come
2. Ceremonies of the Shingon.
to a sect whose ceremonies it is most difficult to
describe, for the reason that a great deal is done
'
by dumb show, the so-called mudra, signs of the
hand,' being matters of prime importance in these
on the recital
also
is
laid
stress
Great
ceremonies.
of mystic formulae in debased Sanskrit, which it is

—

Some of these
not always easy to understand.
formulae are secret, and may not be revealed to
the general public. [For all these the student is
referred to vol. viii. of the Annates du Music
Guimet.] The Shingon sect is in many ways the
most interesting of all the Buddhist sects in Japan ;
for not only has it been the great inspirer of
Japanese art, but it has certain most striking
resemblances both to Alexandrian Gnosticism and
to the Jewish Kabbala. These will be duly pointed
out as they occur.
1
A temporary place
(1) Ceremonies in the house.
of worship having been arranged, when the service
is about to commence, the officiant, also called
indoshi, goes before the coffin with the long-handled
incense-burner in his hand, and makes a bow.
Then he takes his seat on the raiban ('exalted
seat of worship'), rubs his hands with dzuko

—

('liquid incense'),

in

etc., as

above.

in

'

;

;

;

of the thirteen
temporary altar, on which stand the images
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, supposed to take charge of the
soul of the dead for several years after death. These thirteen
with
connected
Buddhas, who are clearly not particularly
with the /Eons of
primitive Buddhism, appear to correspond
the thirteen realms of the dead, through which, e.g., in the
book Pistis Sophia, the Gnostics supposed the souls of the dead
to pass in Hades. The thirteen Buddhas arc not peculiar to
the Shingon, though this sect lays more stress on them than
docs any of the others. See note on the subject in the present
writer's Shinran and his Work (Tokyo, 1911)), Appendix in.,
and also The Faith of UalJ Japan.
2 The
is also used in the abluijeka, or baptismal

kajikomi

rites (Jap. kwanjo), of both Shingon and Tendai. It corresponds
in the bapto the opobalsamum mentioned by Irenams as used
tisms of the Marcosian heretics.
~
...
,
8 The dharani is (hn-samnuiya satoban, a debased Sanskrit
manual
The
act
to
understand.
able
been
not
which we have

called a meditation on Samantabhadra.
Here the dharani refers to the five exterior elements

4

:

the Ten Quarters,'

and spends some moments

meditation, the subjects of which are supposed to
the
(i.e. the secret dharani,
secret manual acts, aud the secret teachings which
have been committed to him) the way of purifying the three deeds,' i.e. of body, mouth, and heart
the 'three sections,' i.e. the world of Buddhas, the
world of the Lotus, and the Diamond World and
the 'putting on of spiritual armour.' All these
meditations are exhibited by the corresponding
formulae and manual acts. This section is closed
scented water, which is
by a meditation on the
2
'scented water signifying
called the kajikosui,
of the great mercy
believer
the
the acceptance by
of the Tathagata projected over the hearts of his
creatures' (so explained in Sokushinjobutsugi).
This produces an effectual union of the worshipper's heart with that of the Buddha.
The celebrant now proceeds to the invocation of
the Buddhas.
Commencing with a manual act
('diamond- joining-hands'), which signifies the
accomraising of the thoughts towards bodhi,
he propanied by a dharani of the same import,
ceeds by a series of gestures and formulse, which
it is not necessary to give here, to invoke the Uni4
From the invocation of
verse 3 and the Atoms.
a small
1 The
Shingon house-ceremonies are pertormed before

be the 'three secrets'

is

attendant priests

Buddhas

(Japanese)

Small bells, drums, and cymbals are beaten in
chorus three times, and the coffin is taken away
for cremation or [and] interment.
No special ceremonies are observed in cremation.

Mahayana Samantabhadra Bodhisattva.

Om

Abiraunken, 'earth, water,

fire,

wind, void.'

This

;

it is

name

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD
the Universe impersonal he passes to that of the
Universe personal, to the Five Buddhas, 1 to Amitabha, the giver of immortality,- and to Amitabha

:

with his attendants Avalokitesvara ami Mahasbhamaprapta, that they will come to the funeral
ceremony and invite the deceased to enter the bliss
of Paradise. After each of these invocations, the
komyoshingon* or invocation of the Five Dhyanibudclhas, is chanted three times.
Then, coming
lower in the scale of dignity, we have the invoca-

!

follow my example
I take my refuge in the Saiigha.
May
creatures follow my example
The excellent physical body
of the Tathagata is without a parallel.
The form of" the Tathagata is inexhaustible, and all the dharmas (Jap. U$aih6 = 'all
matter ') are permanent. With deepest reverence I address the
great Vairochana, the Tathagata, the Master of Shingon Buddhism, and all the venerable ones and saints of the two assemblies ft.fi. the Vajradhatu and Garbhadhatu)
mid especially
Amitabha, the master and teacher of the Land of Bhss, the
Merciful Maitreya, for whose coming we wait ; the holy Henjo
Kongo (i.e. Kobo Daishi), who sits cross-legged in deep meditation ; all the great Acharyas, the transmitters of religious light
in the three countries (India, China, Japan), and also in all the
lands illuminated by the eye of Buddha, and pitied by the
!

all

tion of Ksitigarbha, the sixfold protecting angel
of the dead (Roku Jizo), and that of Fudd-myd-d

{Achdravidydrilja) nnd the other grea.tvidydrdjas—
Mahatejas, Vajrayaksa, Kundali, and TribhavaThe mantra of Ksitigarbha is Kakakabi
vijaya.
samayci abiraunken sowaka that of Fudo-myo-o,
whicli is chanted three times, is Ndniaku samanda
;

basarada sendam makara shdtei sowataya untaratd
kamman, (The meaning of these Sanskrit formula?
is now wholly lost.)
We now get three mudrds, representing the
'preaching* of Vairochana of the three kayos

—

the Dharmakaya (Namu A), the Sambhogakaya
{Namu Vam), and the Nirmanakaya (Namu U?i).
The three syllables A-vam-un (possibly Skr. o?h
=a + w + m) represent the 'Trinity 'of vairochana.
Then the stupa is figuratively opened and shut —

an evident allusion to the Saddharmaprxndarika
Sutra next, a mudra (or manual gesture) figuring
the abhiseka of Fudo-myo-6 (see above), with Namu
;

bam

repeated thrice next, three representing rethe Dharmakaya, Sambhogakaya, and
;

spectively

(possibly of Fudo-myo-6), with mantras respectively Anoanrankan ken, Abiraunken,
and Arahashano. But Fudo, like Ksitigarbha, is
sixfold in his operations in the six spheres of sentient existence, and we consequently have a suitable
gesture, imparted to Kobo Daishi by his Chinese
tutor Keikwa, for which the mantra is Abiraunken,
together with a secret formula which may not be

Nirmanakaya

—

written down, but which may be attained by means
of a proper meditation on the Fire.'
Thus, the whole celestial hierarchy of the Shingon
having been invoked, it remains only to procure for
the deceased, on whose behalf all these celestials
have been summoned, a suitable understanding of
what it all means. This is effected by means of
four more sets of manual acts and mantras, signifying respectively the attainment of the perfect
'

knowledge of rupadharma ('objects having form '),
of chlttadharma (' objects conceivable, but without
form '), of rupadharma and chlttadharma together,
which are not two, but one and, finally, a meditation on the dharmadhatu ('universe'), for which
the dhdranl is Om Maitreya Svaha. [The Shingon
are firm believers in Maitreya, more so than any
other of the Buddhist sects. It is their conviction
that the body of Kobo Daishi, which never decays,
is awaiting the advent of
Maitreya in his tomb at
Koya San, and Shingonists often send the bones of
;

.

their dead, after cremation, to Koya San, so as to
be near to Kobo at the resurrection, which will
take place when Maitreya makes his appearance.]
The officiant now prostrates himself three times
appears often as Ambamramkakau and as A 'ba-ra-ka-kia. It
is almost certainly the Gnostic Abraxas— a conclusion in which
we are strengthened by the fact that the Gnostic Caulacau also
seems to appear in the mudra. See above, p. 489-'*, n. 1.
1 In this
place the five Dhyanibuddhas are Amogha, Vairoa very
chana, Mahamudra, Manipadma, and Jalapravarta
unusual enumeration.
The more usual one is given below.
We believe these to represent the five Dhyanibuddhas of the
Vajradhatu (' Diamond World,' i.e. world of ideas), the others
the corresponding set of the Garbhadhdtu (' Womb World,' i.e.

—

world of birth, death, concrete existence).
2 The
Shingon form of Amitabha is Amritabha.

3 In Shinran and his Work the
present writer has shown
that the word komyO seems always to have Manichsean associations and connexions. It is quite possible that this mantra

may have them

too.

491

(Japanese)

before the assembled deities, oilers incense, strikes
the bell three times, and recites a sort of creed
'With deep respect for all the Buddhas here assembled, I
take my refuge in Buddha.
May all creatures follow my exI take my refuge in
Dharma.
ample
May all creatures
!

;

Three Gems.
If we meditate deeply thereon, the moonlight

of " Oppor"
tunity- which-is-born-when-the-desire-thereof-ariseth
(Kikuai
ki okoreba sunawachi shOzu) shines in the sky of the tranquil
The colour of the flower of "The-Cause-thatspiritual Nature.
"

blooms

being-exhausted-presently-disappeareth
of

in the

Garden

unbounded Adornment.
Appearance is as non-appearance.

Disappearance is as non-disappearance.
Both appearance and disappearance are unattainable.
They cannot be named.
The deceased N., his causes of life having been exhausted,
has gone to another world. He has left his body in Jambud1
vipa, and has entered the intermediate state (Skr. antarabhava, Jap. chU-u). Therefore now, in accordance with the
testament of the Sakyan king, who was endowed with the ten
merits (juzen), we will with tears celebrate the ceremonies of
funeral-rites and cremation.
Having adorned the Sacred Altar
upon which the Tathagata will descend in answer to our prayers,
we will pray for the favourable acceptance of his bouI by the
Venerable Ones, and for its deliverance. We will kindle the
pure fire, which passes through all the six elements (rokudai
mu-e), and so cremate the body which from the beginning has
had no true phenomenal appearance (honrai fusho). We pray
that all the Buddhas may certify for him, that all the Saints
may pray for him, and that they may receive him to a lotusstand of superior dignity. May the living and lawful king of
reason and wisdom (Vairochana [?] Amitabha ['(]) endow him with
the highest Buddhahood
And may all sentient beings in
the Dharmadhatu be equally benefited
I speak this with
!

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

all respect.'

This ends that portion of the service which is known
as hydhaku, 'the expression of belief.' Next follows the singing or chanting of the Jimbun shingyo,
the Mahaprajnaparamitahrdaya Sutra, for the
purpose of giving pleasure to the assembled spirits,
in order that they may make their appearance upon
the altar. After this a priest says
i.e.

:

In the yard where funeral services are being conducted (for
a deceased person), it is generally the case that his sins all
perish, and that his merits rise heavenwards. This is the time
of his ascension to the land of Bliss, and we may
consequently
expect that Yama the lawful king, and the five infernal officers
of the other realms of existence, will make their appearance.
We pray, therefore, to the thirteen great Buddhas, to the
infernal officers, and to all their retainers
they may aid this man to lay aBide his

and followers, that
karma, and attain

Supreme Enlightenment.'
Chorus. ' Hail, Mahaprajhaparamita Sutra
(one bell).
That the departed soul may ascend to the secretly adorned
sphere of flowers (mitsugonkczo), we invoke
Ch. The Name of the great Buddha Vairochana (one bell).
'That he may ascend to the world whose inhabitants hunger
not, neither thirst (any 6 jodo), we invoke
Ch. "The Name of Amitabha (one bell)
The Sacred Name of Avalokitegvara' (one bell).
'That he may be re-born in the inner palace of Tusitaloka, we
invoke
Ch. 'The Name of the Buddha Maitreya (one bell);
The Names of all the Saints in its inner and outer
palaces' (one bell).
That the Buddha-field may be accessible at all times to all who
desire it, we invoke
Ch. The Three Holy Treasures (one bell).
That all sentient Beings in the Dharmadhatu may be benefited
equally (with him whose obsequies we celebrate), we invoke
Ch. The Name of Avalokites\ara (one bell)
The Name of Vajrapani (one bell).
[Here the officiant lays down his censer and takes up his nyo-i,
or mace.]
'

!

'

—

'

'

'

—

;

'

—

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

—

'

;

'

iVamo

('

homage ').

'Kimyo ch@ra% Mujdshugvwn.
Shorei indo Ojogokurakit,
1 It is a
common fiction amongst Japanese Buddhists that
Jambudvipa, which is, of course, Hindustan, comprises China
and Japan as well. It is in Japanese pronounced Nan-embudai.
In Nichiren Sect books it is Ichi-embudai, which comes nearer
to the sound of Jambudvipa.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OP THE DEAD
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, whom I worship with bowed
head and potent invocations
May this holy soul be led to, and
Hail

!

I

be re-born

the land of Bliss
It is by the adornment and honouring of the Altar of the
Teaching of Supernatural Power that Supreme Buddhahood
may be obtained as in a moment. It is by the proclamation of1
the teaching that the material body is identical with Buddha,
that the Buddhas will themselves develop enlightenment in the
doctrine that phenomenon is itself reality.'
in,

!

fujumon,
acter,

'

(One

;

;

'

Then

the ceremonies in the house are closed. On the
road from the house to the temple, the priests
meditate upon Fudo, and chant his mantra (see

above).

—

Near the entrance
(2) Ceremonies in the temple.
will be
to
every Shingon graveyard or temple
found the six images of Ksitigarbha (Roku-Jizo),
the friend and protector of the dead. These must
first be worshipped, as also the corresponding set
Then
of six Avalokitesvaras (Roku-Kwannon).
the officiant, entering, walks three times round the
sacred fireplace which is found in every Shingon
temple, with manual gestures and formulae representing the five elementary colours, the putting
on of spiritual armour, the breaking of hell, the
raising of the mind to the contemplation of bodhi,
and the meditation on Samantabhadra (Fugcn),
the special patron of truth. The last of these
dludrani is Om-sammaya satoban, which we have
mentioned above (p. 490 h ).
All this leads up to what appears to be the

observed at the obsequies of Viscount Takamatsu

(August

Supreme Object

1

'

I

follows what is called the instructive stanza,
as taught by the previous Buddhas, the predeces-

Then

sors of

The Stanza

8

The Stanza

The Six

—

—

'

Fors

'
:

1 The Tendai is one of those sects which profess to base their
tenets on the whole vast Canon of the Mahayana.
2 The Jap. word is danna (Skr. ddnam, generosity '). Giving
The word has come to mean
is the first duty of a layman.
'
householder,'
layman,' and is commonly used by scrvanU,
etc., in addressing their master.
3 See above, for the connexion of Tendai with the State.
Yakushi (Bhaishajyaguru) is the master of medicines, who
went about healing sickness and had twelve disciples. He was
a very favourite god during the Nara period.
* The thi-on represent the gratitude we owe for the benefactions we receive from (1) our parents, ('-!) our rulers and the
and (1) the Three
State, (3) sentient creatures in general,
'

'

'

St. I'aul(l Oo 15^).
The fivefold scale of

elements is represented by A-ba-raWhen a sixth element, dlaya (' consciousness '), is
Iwkia.
added, the word becomes A bar a kakia un. The addition
of this sixth element is Bonietimes, though without good
authority, attributed to a priest named Kvugyo Hfishi, aDOut
A.n. 1140.
believe this to rest on a misinterpretation of
We
'
the BSjSkt,
History of the Hojo Regents.' See llomaji for

20th Nov. 1009.

:

1

;

'

which are empty as the void,

Impermanency

For all believers 2 in the Ten Quarters, let us meditate on
the Tathagata Sakyamuni. (One bell.)
For His Majesty our Emperor, let us meditate on Yakushi
Ruriko Nyorai. 3 (One bell.)
For the four "benefactions"'' in the Three Worlds, let us
meditate on Amitabha Nyorai. (One bell.)
For our Great Teacher, Dengyo Daishi, 6 and all the Venerable

kakia or Abiraunken connects Jap. Shingon with Alexandrian
Qnosticism, we may also be Justified in supposing that the
abliifeka thus administered in the Shingon funeral rites
throws much light on the baptizing for the dead mentioned
3

of

gain immeasurable happiness.'

mantra

It is an essential
Shingon teaching that all
material objects— stones, trees, the human body, etc. partake
of the Buddha nature.
2 If the
present writer is right in his conjecture that Abara-

by

:

'
All composite things are impermanent, for they are liable
to growth and decay. They spring up into existence, and
The Lord Buddha has
perish. Their extinction is bliss.
realized Nirvana and banished for ever birth and death. He
that wills to listen to this teaching with his whole heart shall

earth,
enlarged Abraxas'
the
wind, emptiness, consciousness
feature in

1

Evening

"

of the eye of Buddha (not committed
to writing) ; a list of the succession of teachers, with
the kaimyo of the deceased inserted at the end ;
separate mantras and gestures for all the six ele'

of

impermanency of material objects
be diligent, be not slothful.'

and gesture

fire,

:

Hearken to the Stanza of Impermanency under the similitude of evening. When this little day is over, our lives will
end and we shall disappear. We are here like fish in a shallow
in the world
(basin of) water. O ye Bhiksus, is there anything
that is pleasurable ? Exert yourselves with diligence, and lose
no time in saving yourselves from the fire. Meditate on the

'

ments composing the

Sakyamuni

'
It is our prayer that all sentient beings may refrain from
the commission of Bin, that they may do good, and purify their
own minds. This is the teaching of all the Buddhas. We
worship the assemblage of the Saints.'

:

the

thoughts towards the

raise their

1

take my refuge in the Law. May all sentient beings (follow
plunging deep into the Treasure House of
my example, and),
the Scriptures, 1 acquire knowledge as vast as the sea
I take my refuge in the Order.
May all sentient beings
(following my example) attain to positions of rule in the great
assembly
I

Without leaving this physical body, man may attain to the
supernatural power of jinkyotsu (Skr. rddhipdda, means of
attaining magic power'), and, walking freely about in great
space, may comprehend the secret of the body.'
;

wake.'

:

'

times)

'

the otogi, or

'

prehend the great Path, and

buted to Koho Daishi, is not in writing, neither
are the dliarani used in this, the most sacred part
of the service.
They are all handed down orally
from teacher to disciple, and it is not every
knows them. Next follows
that
Shingon priest
a passage from the Dainiehikyo (Mahavairochanabhisamboddhi Sutra), also with a secret accom-

(five

:

begin with the adoration of the
Three Precious Things. The celebrant (indushi)
thus begins
I take my refuge in Buddha.
May all sentient beings com-

'

abiraunken

in the house

(1)

central portion of this temple-service, the cere'
mony of abhiseka (Jap. kwanjo, besprinkling '),

panying mantra

1904).

— TheCeremonies
ceremonies

a kind of baptism mystically performed, and
transferred by a subsequent eko to the credit of
the deceased. 2 The abhiseka is threefold, and is
followed by an indo, guiding words,' very much
the same as that used in the Zen ceremonies. But
the Shingon indo, which is traditionally attri-

water,

another formula of

the shadow of death a number of prayers never
committed to writing and a similar manual gesture on the most secret Nature.' This brings the
service to a close.
Tendai has
3. Ceremonies of the Tendai.—The
always been a sect with strongly developed ErasIn the days of its initiation in
tian tendencies.
China, it was the ally of the Sui and Tang
Governments in their efforts to control the heterogeneous mass of teaching calling itself Buddhist,
which was flooding China in the 6th cent. A.D.
Introduced into Japan about A.D. 800, it served
the same ends. And, when Iyeyasu had brought
peace to Japan in the 16th cent., the Tendai
played a considerable part in the spiritual policing
of the country which was carried on during
the whole of the Tokugawa period. The Tendai
rites which we are about to describe were those

bell.)

respectfully pay homage to the Three Eternal Treasures,
and extol the teachings of Buddha, the Tathagata who has
realized Nirvana and passed beyond birth and death. If any
man will listen to Him with all his heart, that man's soul shall
be filled with unbounded joy. All composite things are impermanent ; they are possessed of the necessity of growth and
decay. They spring into existence ; again they perish ; their
extinction is bliss.'
the Rishukyo (Buddhi Sutra) is read, and

:

;

eko, transferring all the merit thus accumulated
to the credit of the deceased ; the dedication
(figuratively) of the staff that is to accompany
the deceased on his journey through the valley of

I

Then come

etc.,

several mantras and hymns

Next follows an eko ('prayer of transference').
The officiant lays down his nyo-i, and resumes his
censer.

(Japanese)

address,' describing the deeds, charof the deceased ; the repetition of

'

Precious Things of religion.
'
I

Dengyo

767-822.

Daishi,

founder

of

the

Japanese Tendai,

a.d.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD
Ones, let us meditate on the Saddharmapundarlka Sutra.

delight to honour, who dwells in the choice Paradise of ease
and Miss, surrounded by an innumerable host of the Soiib of
Buddha. The pure golden body of the Buddha is like the king
Mountains, and bifl footsteps, when he walketb in tranHis eyes
quillity, are like those ol the etui-treading elephant.
are as pure as the lotus. I, therefore, with mj head touching
(lis face, good,
the ground, adore the venerable Aniitabha.
full,
lli.i
her
of
moon
at
and
is
as
that
the
round,
pure,
majestic brilliancy is as that of thousands of suns and moons.
Ihs voice is as mighty as that of the celestial drum [thunder]
and as soft as the voice of the Kariobinga bird. Therefore I,
placing my head on the ground, adore the venerable Amitabha.
Thus I worship the Buddha and praise his merits. May the
dharmadhatu be adorned (with many virtues)! May sentient
beings, arriving at the term of their lives, go to the Western
Land, and, meeting with Amitabha, may they accomplish
Buddhahood! May sentient beings go and be re-born in the
Paradise of Bliss
May they go and meet with Amitabha, the
Venerable One

(One

bell.)

For

the gods.i let us meditate on the MaMprajnaparamita

all

..I"

(One MIL)

Sutra.

For all Sentient Beings in the Dharmadhatu,
on the Bodhisattva Mahjusri.' (One helL)

The Four Reverential

Invitations

let

us meditate

:

is delight in the scattering ol flowers (Ms).
reverentially invite all theTathagataa in the Ten Quarters
to alight on this sacred altar. There is delight, etc.
We reverentially invite Sakyamuni the Tath&gata to alight

"There

We

on the sacred

We
We

altar.

There

is,

etc.

reverentially invite Avalokitesvara, Mahiisthamaprapta

and all other Bodhisattvas, etc. There
Seisin}
delight in the scattering of flowers.'
Namu Amida Butsu, Amida butsu, Amida butsu.

(Kwannon and

of

the

.

.

There

reverentially invite Aniitabha the Tathagata, etc.

The reading

is

Namu Amida Butsu, Amida butsu, Amida
Prayer of Transference (eko)

.

1

'

Sukhavativyuha (Amida

Kyo).

I

follow the burning of incense and the presentation of oblations (cakes, tea, hot water
The chief
sweetened with sugar, boiled rice).
mourner, the family, and relatives oiler incense.
Then are read passages from the Saddharmapundarlka Sutra, illustrating the various gates
of the Gonenmon, and thus the otogi ceremony
(which is supposed to take place on the day of
death) is brought to a close.
(2) Ceremonies in the house: the first part of the
actualfuneral. This is conducted by the fukudosh i
a choir of six assistants,
(* second celebrant ), with
the first celebrant (doshi) awaiting the cortege at
the temple.
The Four Invitations (as in the otogi).

Next

buisu.

:

'All the benefits arising from the invocations we have just
made, we transfer to the Lord Aniitabha in the Land of Bliss.
May we be graciously accepted in the great sea of His Vow,

'

may our karma be destroyed, and may we realize samddhi
May the Devas and deities of
('supernatural tranquillity')!
the sky and the earth experience an increase of their dignities,
and may the gods(Shinto)assembled in this place take pleasure
in what we do
May the Great Teachers who have passed
away accomplish Perfect Enlightenment, and may all souls,
May Jtkaku, our
noble and niean,3 attain to Buddhaship
4
and may
great Teacher, experience ever-increasing happiness,
our benefactors during the last seven generations be re-born in
the Land of Bliss
May the venerable soul that has now passed
to
Buddhaand
attain
Land
of
Bliss
in
the
be
re-born
away
May the Court of
hood, seated on a lotus-seat of high degree
our Wise Emperor be preserved from harm, and may the reign
of His Majesty be long drawn out.
May the country be peaceMay the laymen in the Ten
ful, and may religion prosper
Quarters be free from evil and sorrow, and may the fraternity
of monks who invoke the names of the Buddhas accomplish
When they come to the end of their lives, may
perfection
they not miss the ascent to the Land of Bliss, and may they
meet Aniitabha and his attendant hosts face to face
May
their desire for bodhi (" supreme knowledge ") never fail them,
and may they be the leaders of all sentient beings in the Three
And may they all, partaking, as
Worlds and in Dharmadhatu
they do, of the same spiritual nature, alike attain to bodhi]'
!

—

I

5

!

I

Stanza of Repentance

:

'All the evil karma,' etc. (see above, 'Ceremonies of the
Zen,' p. 4S9*>).

I

The

I

three Refuges

Hail be to, and

'

!

i,

hymn

,

Buddha.
Dharma.

,,

Saiigha.

in,

take refuge in Sakyamuni, chief of two-footed beings. 1

I

:
The post-fi&o
May we, living in this world, be as though we lived in the
Prostrate
heavens, like the lotus untarnished by the water
on the ground, we worship the Pre-eminent One, with hearts
purer than the lotus.'

:

,,

take refuge

I

,,

1

chief of lustless things.
Sangria, noblest of congregations.

Dharma,

,,

,,

,,

,,

„

,,

Buddha,
Dharma.

,,

,,

Saiigha.'

have finished taking refuge

I

1

in

1

The General Vows (sogwan)

Adoration of the Three Precious Things.
The Instructive Stanzas preached by the Seven
Previous Buddhas.

The

Confession of Sins

!

!

:

'

I

beings attain to

'

above).

Chief

:

The Invocation
'

:

I

adore Amitabha the
gods and men

whom

the Shinto deities of Japan, adopted into the Buddhist
pantheon.
2 Similar forms will be found in the sects of Jodo and
Shinshu, which, originating in the Tendai, developed the
In the Nichiren, which rejects Amida,
doctrine of Amida.
they are not found. The Zen derived neither doctrines nor
ritual from Tendai, nor did the Shingon.
a It was from this that Genshin (a.d. 942-1017), the first
Japanese Patriarch of the Shinshu, derived his teaching ahout
the twofold Paradise, Kwedo, in which the sins of the mean
souls are purged, and Eodo, in which noble and mean alike
attain to Perfection. This is brought out in Shinran's poem
i i.e.

'

Shoshinge.
*
Jikaku, the second Patriarch of the Tendai (a.d. 794-8C4).

family,
of

the

and

relatives

Buddhas

in

the

burn

Ten

Quarters.

;

;

head touching the ground

mourner,

incense.

;

my

'

!

;

Gonenmon, or meditation on the Five Gates of
praising Amida, by which men enter into the Pure
These are all taken from Vasubandhu's
treatise on the Pure Land {Jodoron).
They are
(2) San(1) Raihaimon ('the Gate of Worship')
tammon ('the Gate of Praise'}; (3) Sagwanmon
('the Gate of Prayer') (4) Kwansatsumon ('the
Gate of Observance') and (5) Ekomon (' the Gate
The following is an abbreviof Transference').
ated form of the Gonenmon, as recited at a Tendai
Sage, the noblest of two-footed beings,

it

b
Hyohaku (see under Shingon,' above, p. 491 ).
Chanting of a Sutra either the Sukhavativyuha
or the Saddharmapundarlka.
Post-eAo
hymn (as in the otogi above).
Burning ot incense and offering of oblations (as

Land.

'With

:

Sentient beings are numberless.
May I make them all
traverse the Bea of saihsdra (' metempsychosis ")
Evil passions are endless. May I help sentient beings to
destroy them
The gates of the Law (Scriptures) are infinite. May I cause
sentient beings to understand them
Supreme Buddhahood is ineffable. May I make sentient
*

May the three obstacles (passion, karma, and the secondary
results of karma, Jap. hoshu) be removed absolutely and universally for the benefit of the four benefactors (note 4 above),
and for beings in all spheres of existence and throughout the
dharmadhatu. For their sakes, we repent of all our sins, from
the bottom of our hearts, in the presence of all the Buddhas
in the Ten Quarters.'

funeral

493

(Japanese)

'

Hail to the

Buddhas

„

Dharma

in the

„

Ten Quarters.
,,

.

.
,,
,,
„
Saiigha
Hail to Sakyamuni Buddhas.
Hail to the Buddha Prabhutaratna (mentioned in Saddh.).
Hail to Sakyamuni, whose body is divided into the Ten

Directions.

Hail to the Saddharmapundarlka Sutra.
„ Manjusr? the Bodhisattva (Monju).
„ Samantabhadra the Bodhisattva (Kngen).'

This ends the ceremonies in the house.
On arrival at
(3) The ceremonies in the temple.

—

the temple, the bell is tolled, and the choir of
clergy talce their seats, followed by the celebrant
1 The
Tendai very generally identify Sakyamuni with
Amitabha. Hence the application of the same epithet to both.
In the Shinshu, which derives much of its terminology from
Tendai, this identification is known as ni-son-itchi (' the identity of the two Blessed Ones'),
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choir recite, in debased
Sanskrit, the fourfold hymn of Wisdom

and

The

his assistant.

:

1

Om

basarasataba shigyaraka.
basaraaratanamadotaran.
basaradarumagyaganai.
basarakarumakaro lava.' 1

:

The celebrant now goes up to the High Altar,
and there makes a mudra ('manual gesture')
known as komyugu. 2

An

introit is sung, the

'

of taking the

Hymn

seat.'

guiding words,' spoken by the celebrant.
The praise of the shakujo, pilgrim's stall''
I take a staff in my hand (docs so).
May all 6entient beings
'

Indo,

'

:

'

my

follow

'

example

The whole

!

choir say with the celebrant

:

make
give a feast of charity, and, showing the true Way,
With a pure mind
offerings to the Three Precious Things (Ms).
Striving
I make offerings to the Three Precious Things (Ms).
three
to
the
I
make
gems
to raise a pure mind,
offerings
follow my
(shakes the shakujo twice) ; may all sentient beings
May I become the Teacher of Devas and men may
example
I fill the Heavens with my vows ; may [ cause suffering beings
to traverse the sea of scuhsdra, and, guarded by spiritual beings,
to make offerings to the Three Precious Things! May they
(Shakes the
meet with Buddhas and obtain the Buddhahood
sacerdotal
shakttjo twice.) May all sentient beings learn the
Truths (shintai) ; may they treat their fellow-beings with
and treat
respect and sympathy may they learn worldly truth
their fellow-beings with respect and sympathy ; may they learn
the doctrine of the One Vehicle,'' and treat their fellow-beings
with respect and sympathy ; may they respectfully make offerto
ings to the Three Precious Things— to Buddha, to Dharma,
{Mai
Sangha— to each individually, to all three conjointly
May all sentient
(The shakujo is shaken twice.)
sambo).
.
.
.
of
character),
beings practise Silaparamita (the perfection
Danaparamita (the perfection of generosity), . . . Ksantipara'

I

;

I

!

;

.
Viryaparamita
niita (the perfection of long-suffering), .
(the perfection of fortitude), . . . Dhyanaparamita (the perfection of meditation), . . . Prajnaparamita (the perfection of
and may they treat their fellow-beings with
wisdom), .
benevolence and sympathy
[The shakujo is shaken twice.]
Buddhas in the past have taken up the pilgrim's staff and have
been enlightened. Buddhas in the present have taken up the
.

.

.

!

have been enlightened. Buddhas in the future will
up the staff and be enlightened. I therefore take up the
and make offerings to the Three Precious Things (bis).'

staff anil

take
staff

The celebrant comes down from the High Altar
and burns incense.
Offerings of tea and hot water with sugar.
Lifting the coffin off the bier and closing it.

The assistant (fukudoshi) reads the Funeral
Oration.
Chanting of a Sutra.
Chief mourner, family, and relatives burn incense.

General congregation follow their example.
When all who wish have burned incense, the
celebrant and choir leave the temple.
So end the funeral ceremonies of the Tenilai.
of the Jodo.— The Jodo sect,
4. Ceremonies
founded by Honen Shonin in A.D. 1174, is an
1

This in Sanskrit would be somewhat as follows
Olh vajra sattva sangraha
!

1

'
!

I

!

!

1

and ii.).
his H ork, Appendix
3 There is a distinction made in Tendai (also in Shinshu)
between the noble and the mean,' just as ManichsBans were
For the hearers only a
and
into
'hearers'
divided
'perfect.'
very simple creed was required (Jap. zokutaimon [cf. Lloyd,
A more elaborate form of faith and life was
op. tit. p. 109]).
included assent
required from the perfect (shintaimcm), which

and

i.

'

'

'

to theological truths.
* The Jodo sects maintain that the One Vehicle is the one by
Faith in Amida, also that the Tenilai, if true to their own
It is
doctrinal standards, are committed to this position.
an interesting point that
perhaps worth our while to note as
Amida is, to Tendai, Jodo, and .Shinshu, pre-ommenth the
was
introduced into
Buddha, that the character for Buddha
China A.D. 64, that it signifies 'the man with the arrows and
bow (F.inp. Ming-ti's Vision ; cf. Rev 0-), that in the legend it is
connected with a white horse,' and that, divided into its constituent elements (man, arrows, bow), it represents the first
three letters of the name of Jesus.
'

'

1

!

Things

:

'
With all our hearts we pay supreme honours to the Supreme
Buddhas in the Ten Quarters.
With all our hearts we pay supreme honours to the Supreme
Dharmas in the Ten Quarters.
With all our hearts we pay supreme honours to the Supreme
.'
Saughas in the Ten Quarters.
as in the cereShtbujo, or fourfold Invitation,
monies of the Tendai: (1) all the Buddhas, (2)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sakyamuni, (3) Amitabha, (4) Kwannon,
and the other Mahabodhisattvas.
Tambutsu no ge, or hymn of praise for
Buddhas

Seishi,

the

all

:

'The handsome phvsical bodies of the Tathagatas are unThey are incomparable beyond
paralleled in the Universe.
I
them. The physical
conception. Therefore, behold, worship
bodies of the Tathagatas are inexhaustible and everlasting, and

Dharmas

their Wisdom is as their bodies.
fore I take refuge in them.'

Ryakusange, or abridged form
'

All the evil karmas,' etc., as in the

are infinite.

There-

of confession

:

Zen and Tendai.

Sankikai, or the threefold Taking of Refuge
Dharma
Sangha.'
I take refuge in Buddha
The ceremony of tonsure. While the head of
the corpse is being shaved, the name of Amitabha
This is known as
is being repeated ten times.
The number of repetitions shows that
Jilncn.
the shaving occupies only a short time. It is
sect there is
merely symbolical. In the Shinshu
head-shaving,'
a ceremony called Kamisori,
to
Christian
conlirmation,
roughly corresponding
which implies a formal acceptance of and admission
It is administered bj the head of
into the sect.
the sect only, and consists in passing a golden
razor lightly over the hair of the candidates as
The ceremonial shaving
they kneel before him.
of the dead is very often nothing more than this.
the reading
Kaikyoge, or hymn introductory to
of the Scriptures
1
'The Law, which is pre-eminent, profound, and sought out,
can rarely be met with, scarcely once in a thousand kalpas
and heard, and do
["ages of the world"]. But we have seen
the
Tathaof
the
true
meaning
May we understand
accept it
:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

:

gata's teaching

1'

Reading of a Sutra— generally a chapter from
the Amitayurdhyana Sutra, or the Aparimitayus
Sutra. Sometimes also the Amitfibhatathagatamuladharani is read
In accordance with the Original Vow of the Buddha we pray
Bliss.
that we may hear His Name, and be re-born in the Land of
On being re-born in that land, may we all obtain the safe
The S4,000 doors,is no falling back
position from which there
as means of
eaoh different from the others, were opened
:

I

!

Diamond-Jewel that hath
Hail Store of Diamond-Essence
Be thou working
Heaven of the Diamond-Law
none higher
the Diamond-Karma I
2
Komydfju is very possibly a Manichaian word. 11 \v;is used
in the designation of the Manichsoan temples (cf. Lloyd, Shinran
'

!

'

•

:

'

vajraratnamanuttaram
vajradharma gaganah
vajrakarmakaro bhava

(Japanese)

offshoot of the Tendai, or rather an attempt to call
back the Tendai to that sole Faith in Amitabha
which the Jodo sects maintain to be the essential
feature of primitive Mahayanism.
(1) Tlie service in the house (Gongyoshiki).—
Opening verse of the regular service
May our minds be purified as the incense-burner May our
minds be bright and clear as the fire of Wisdom
Burning the incense of morality and tranquillity, thought by
in the Ten Quarters, in
thought, make offerings to the Buddhas
the Three Worlds.'
Samborai, or worship of the Three Precious

and the results of karma. A
escape from ignorance, karma,
He that
of Amitabha Buddha.
sharp sword verily is the name
be

his sins shall
shall invoke it but once aud meditate thereon,—
destroyed for ever."

raising of vows
Hotsugwanmon, or the
Humblv we pray that our minds, at the hour of death,
of all their
mav be un'distracted, unconfused, and in possession
and filled with
:

'

With mind and body free from pain
faculties.
and in the presence of the
ioy in the state of contemplation,
by the merits
Holy Ones (Amitabha and his 25 Bodhisattvas), re-birth
in the
of the Buddha's Vow, may we have a favourable
Land of Amitabha.

On being re-born in that land, may we obtain tin' Sixfold
which shall enable us to
Supernatural Power (roku-jin-dzu),
to manifest ourselves in the
•is-iunie visible forms at will and
The
Worlds of the Ten Quarters for the Salvation of mankind.
vows are coSkv and the Law are infinite in extent; our
sought out of them that have
in the Biblical sense of
The allusion is to the Vow of Amitabha,
after a careful survey and examination of all
•

1

Not

pleasure therein.'
.vliii-h

was framed

the Buddha-fields.
- i.e. the doctrines of Buddhism.
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extensive with them.

With these vows we take refuge

Amitabha Buddha with our whole

Kdmyd

in

hearts.

Iwnji'i

Jippo sekai
Sttnbutsu shujo

Invocation of Auiida's name.
transference
May the soul of the newly-deceased N. (kaimyd)
migrate to the pure fields, and may his karma give up dustlike trouble
May he see Buddha, hear the Law, and rapidly
reach the pre-eminent way
(2) General
May the merits resulting from this service be
transferred to all sentient beings alive
May they all lift up

Eko,

'

'

:

'

:

!

•

1

'

:

I

their hearts to Enlightenment, and
ease and comfort !

all

be re-born in the land of

'

Shinseigwan, or Four Holy

Vows

(see

Tendai

rites).

or

the Three Precious
Things: Namu Amida butsu is repeated nine
times, three times for each.
This concludes the service in the house. The
procession is now formed and starts for the
temple.
(2) The service in the temple is almost a replica
of that in the house.
It begins with gongyoshiki,
samborai, shibujo, ryakusange, and tambdtsu no ge
Then follow the beating of cymbals
(see above).
(nyohachi), the indo, or 'guiding words,' kaikyoge,
the reading of Scriptures, komyd
henjo, etc., the
invocation of Buddha's name, and another eko
May the merits arising from this chanting of the Sutra and
the invocation of Buddha's name be transferred to the
newlydeceased N. May his soul migrate,' etc.

Sanrai,

Worship

of

:

'

(The rest as

in the eko above.)

Then

follow invocations of Amida's name, the
(as in Tendai), and the adoration
of the honzon, or image of Amitabha.
This brings
the service to a close.
5. Ceremonies of the Shinshu.— The Shinshu
sect, founded by Shinran Shonin in A.D. 1224,
carries still further than the Jodo the doctrine of
salvation by Faith only. The account of the ceremonies described in this section is taken from the
Fuzokugwaho for Feb. 1894, and gives a summary
view of the obsequies of Kosho, the 21st Abbot of
the Eastern Hongwanji, who died at Kyoto on 15th
Jan. 1894.

Four Holy Vows

—

This ceremony is
(1) The worship of the corpse.
not peculiar to the Shinshu sect, but is observed in
the case of all monks and priests [the Shinshu
clergy are not monks they marry and live with
their families] but
naturally, in the case of the
head of a great organization, such as the
Hong, wanji, the ceremonies connected with this
worship
were more carefully carried out than usual.
Three days after death, the corpse was dressed
in silk crepe robes of a
grey colour, with a small
kesa ('stole ') over the shoulders, and was
placed in
a sitting posture on a kyokuroku
('camp-chair')
in one of the rooms of the Abbot's official residence.
The face was covered with a white cloth, so that
only the eyes were visible. Screens were set up
behind the chair and on either side of it, and in
front there was a slight curtain of
split bamboo,
which could easily be drawn up and down. Six
laymen, in kamishimo (upper and nether ceremonial garments) of a grey colour, were
constantly
in attendance, to draw
up the curtain whenever a
group of worshippers presented themselves. Many
thousands of Shinshu believers thus offered their
last respects to the deceased
prelate, the worship
consisting of a silent prostration before the corpse.
On the following day the corpse was put into a
coffin and removed to another
apartment, where
similar worship was offered before it.
In this
case, however, a scroll-picture of Amitabha was
suspended on the wall behind the coffin, to represent the idea that the deceased had now
passed
;

;

Immense
definitely under Amitabha's protection.
crowds of worshippers from every part of Japan
came to worship,

—

Sesshuntshii,

shining upon all the worlds in the Ten Quarters with the
blight rays issuing from his halo, the Buddha accepts the
beings who call upon him. He will never abandon them.'

(1) Special

495

(Japanese)

This took place
(2) The farewell to tlie corpse.
on the following day.
Three short ceremonies
were observed, the first in the apartment where
the coffin had been lying in state since the previous
day. It was then removed to the daishido, or hall
set apart for the worship of Shinran Shfmin, the
founder of the sect, and from there to the Amidado,

or Hall of Amida. In each of these places a service was held, consisting very largely of repetitions
of the
Amida butsu ' and the burning of
incense.
Not unnaturally the third service was

Namu

esteemed the most dignified. Not only blood relations, but proxies representing the princes of the
blood, and the heads of other subdivisions of the
Shinshu, came forward to burn incense, and, immediately after this last ceremony was over, the
procession was formed and the funeral cortege
started for Uchino, where the main obsequies were
to take place.
It was on
(3) The procession need not delay us.
the same general lines as the procession mentioned
at the beginning of this section (above,
p. 489").
Only, as befitting a personage who, in addition
to being the hereditary head of one of the
largest
of the Buddhist sects in Japan, was a
peer of the
realm, and a collateral descendant of the great
it
Fujiwara family,
was, of course, a very imposing procession, more than a mile in length.
The service at Uchino.— Uchino was in
(4)
former days the cremation-place connected with
the Eastern Hongwanji temple. But the growth
of the city has rendered it unsuitable for the
In the case, however, of the funeral
purpose.
of an Abbot, there are historical reasons
why a
part of the service should still be held there. An
open space had therefore been curtained off, large
enough to seat the great number of invited guests,
and it was here that that part of the service took
place which in ordinary cases would be held in the
(The farewell to the corpse, thrice retemple.
peated, corresponded to the service in the house
at ordinary funerals.
It followed, then, almost
exactly the same order as is observed in Jodo
A temporary crematorium had been
funerals.)
erected for the symbolic cremation to be held here.
The chief mourners were the new Abbot and his
wife (the urakata).
The actual cremation took
place later at Kwazan, where the regular crematorium is situated.
The service, which was of the regular type, 2
followed the usual order

:

The Four Invitations.
The Shoshinge. 3
Nembatsuwasan, 4 or hymn

in praise of Buddha,
followed by invocations of Amida's name.
Eko, as in Jodo sect, with the following addition

:

'

Gwannishi Ktcdoku,

Byodose issai,
Dohotsu bodaishin,
Ojo anrakukoku,
We pray that the merit of this service may be given equally
to all sentient beings, that they may lift
up their minds to the
attainment of enlightenment, and ascend for re-birth in the
Land of Ease and Comfort.'
1 It is
to be noted that the common interpretation
given to
these words is Believe in (trust) me for I will save
yon.' This
meaning, which has been read into, not out of, the Sanskrit
'

;

words, is interesting.
2 In the memorial service held
by the Shinshu in Tokyo in
honour of King Edward vn., the form approximated much
more closely to the Tendai ritual. The explanation of this will
be found in the Tendai origin of the Shinshu, and also in the
fact that it was not a funeral service proper.
3 This is a
poem by Shinran Shonin giving an account of the
transmission of the Amida doctrines.
For text and tr. see
Lloyd, Shinran and his Work, p. 35.
4 Wasan are
hymns of praise composed in Japanese. The
Shinshu sect, which, to its credit, has always used the vernacular

whenever
which are

possible, is particularly rich in "these
of very great interest.

hymns, some

of
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the
Symbolical cremation. The Abbot entered
temporary crematorium and lighted some straw,
it
was
from
the
issued
building,
and, as the smoke

This was, of
course, a special feature of this particular funeral.
Shbshinge again.
Burning of incense by mourners, etc.
The coffin was now removed for the actual

accepted as an actual cremation.

cremation.
1
This was carried out serni(5) The cremation.
near
privately at Kwazan, only the new abbot,
relatives, old body-servants, and the superintendent of the crematorium being admitted into
the curtained-off space around the furnace. The
on
pyre was made of pine logs skilfully arranged
a hearthstone, and was attended to by four mastercarpenters in white robes, overlooked by two priests

—

in black.

already, as

believers.
they admit of

of

services are very long;

consist almost entirely of readings from the Saddharmapundarika Sutra.
(a) Makuragyo, en(1) The house ceremonies.
trusted to a minor priest (shokeso).
Invitation
Kwanjomon, or words1 of honzon
We humbly invite Juryo, the
(principal idol) of the
True Teaching, 2 to be present.
Glorv to the Saddharmapundarika Sutra, in which are conTrue
of
the
Teaching.*
tained'the Three Mysteries
Glory to Sakyamuni-Buddha, who is the great benefactor of

The Abbot, as chief mourner, having
we have seen, symbolically lighted the

was apparently not necessary for him to do
it actually on this occasion
though in ordinary
funerals this is a duty which always falls upon
must
be
a pure fire (no
It
mourner.
the chief
fire, it

;

'

(Japanese)

but
condensed statement, because they

The

'

to be used in the kindling),
sulphur or brimstone
and, when once kindled, is kept alive not only
with additional fuel, but also by constant libations

natane abura ('rape-seed oil'). It is desirable
that the coffin, as in this case, should be so thick
that the body inside may be completely consumed
before the sides of the coffin fall in but this is, of
course, merely a counsel of perfection not applicable

of

;

in all cases.

the cremation was over, the remains were
used
reverently collected, with a short service (not
in ordinary cases), put into a small box, covered
with a white silk cloth, and carried back to the
late Abbot's residence, where they were privately
certain
disposed of in a suitable manner.
amount of secrecy was observed on this occasion.
There existed for many centuries a bitter feud
between the parent sect of the Tendai and her
more prosperous but rebellious daughter, the
Shinshu. When Rennyo Shonin, the greatest of
all the successors of Shinran, died in A.D. 1499,
the jealous Tendai monks made an assault on the
sacred relics,
procession that was carrying home the
and tried to seize and dishonour them. Since that
time it has been customary, at the cremation of
a Hongwanji Abbot, to bring the ashes home in
secret, by some circuitous route, and under guard.
In collecting the bones, etc., after a cremation,
it is customary to pick them up with chop-sticks,

When

A

Hence, in
one of wood, and one of bamboo.
ordinary life it is deemed most unlucky to use
of wood
chop-sticks of different materials, e.g. one
and one of bone. Shingon believers send the bones
to Koyasan
amongst the Shinshuists in Echigo
and Shinshu they are often preserved in the house.
In most cases, however, they are interred. Great
relics
efficacy is sometimes attributed to these
;

(shari).

6. Ceremonies of the Nichiren sect.— The Nichiren sect, founded in A.D. 1253, dill'ers from all
other sects of Buddhism in that it concentrates
the whole of its attention on the Saddharmapundarika Sutra, which it almost personifies. This

Sutra consists of two parts, known as Shahumon
and the
(chs. i.-xiv.) and Hommon (chs. xv.-end)
Nichiren School is that
peculiar position of the
for it the latter is the most important portion of
the Sutra, while all other Japanese sects lay special
Nichiren himself claimed
stress on the former.
to be the first of the Four Great Bodhisattvas mentioned in the latter part of that Sutra as rising
out of the earth at the head of a large company
;

—

:

'

who accomplished enlightenment before innumerable ages, and who alone is the Master of the Teachings. »
5
Glory to the Buddha Tahu, who certified to the teachings of
the Saddharmapundarika Sutra.
Glory to the Buddhas mentioned in the Hommon (' Real
as
also
to those spoken of in the
see
above),
Teaching'
Shakumon (' Temporary Teaching '), in this and in other worlds.
Glory to the Great Bodhisattvas in the thousand worlds, who
were taught by the Buddhas of the Hommon, and who issued
forth in troops out of the earth, when the Eenhotohon was being

sentient beings,

—

preached.
Glory to the Three Everlasting Precious Things mentioned in
the Saddh. Sutra, in which the Temporal Buddhas are secreted
(swallowed up) and the True Buddha revealed.
6
Glory to Nichiren, the Great One, the founder of the Beet,
our mighty leader, who has been entrusted by Sakyamuni with
the Secrets of the True Doctrine.
Glory to the successive Patriarchs (of Nichirenism).
May all the Devas and good gods, the protectors of the True
Faith, descend upon the altar and watch our worship.'
Reading of Hobenhon, sect. 2 of Saddh. Sutra.
,,

Juryohon,

sect. 16

,,

,,

Much repetition of the Daimolcu, or the true
standard of faith and worship {Namumyohorenqeof the Wonderful
kyo, Glory to the Lotus-Scripture
'

Law ').

Eko, 'prayer of transference.' The gist of the
sentient
prayer is that, by the virtue of the Sutra,
beings may attain to Buddha-ship in their bodies.
service
This
Bestowal of a Kaimyo.
may be
or may be entirely
performed before or after death,
to
the
is
of
It
student,
omitted.
great importance
as giving the doctrinal position of the Nichiren
body.

The wake

This is also entrusted to
whole of the Saddharmaonce, or sect. 16 thirty-six
delivered at intervals— for
the living and of the dead.
leaf of shikimi is cut with a
The tonsure.
razor over the head of the deceased.
one or more
(c) The home funeral service, by
minor priests. Five banners are prepared and set
up, inscribed as follows
(b)

(otogi).

The
a minor priest.
pundarika is chanted
Sermons are
times.
the edification both of

A

:

'
to the Saddh. Sutra, toSakyarauni,
(1) Glory to Prabhutaratna,
to Nichiren, the Great Superior Teacher of the Latter Days.'
'
Glory to JOgynbosatsu,' i.e. to the Nichiren, first of the
(2)
Four Great Bodhisattvas.
second of the Jour Great
(:i) '(ilory to Muhengyobosatsu,'
Bodhisattvas.
_ ...
_
Great BodhiGlory to Jogyobosatsu,' third of the Four
(4)
.

'

'
'

(5)

Four Great
Glory to Anryugyobosatsu,' fourth of the

Bodhisattvas.

.

Four smaller banners are also prepared and
up, and inscribed as follows:
1
Juryo is a portion of the Saddh. Sutra personified
and treated as the embodiment of the Deity.

s Nichircnists

Teaching -the

set

(sect. 20),

maintain that there are three stages of Buddhist
Smaller Vehicle, the Larger, and the True

1

{ 'iitsit)*)

)

The Thrco Mysteries are (1) The revelation of the true
human worship made in the Sutra, (2) the establishment of the true standard of faith and worship, (3) the true
3

:

object of

teachings of morality.

» Observe that the Sakyamuni of Nichirenism is only in,
.
cidentally the historical Gautamais a Buddha, previous to Sakya<>
J'aAo'fSlir. I'ralihtilitratna)
the latter as
muni, who, in the Saddh., is seen descending upon
who is ,1, id, then revives, and, after
1,,.
t.-aches, ,i, a sluim
the teachings which Sakyamuni is giving in the
;

commending

Willi bun.
Sutra becomes in some mvsterioue way identified
milt appears in KcnhMihun (' opening of the stupa'),
This -i
It is to bo
the 12th section of the Saddh. Sutra (Chinese).
East.
as
in
the
is
represented
noticed that TahS's Paradise
8 Nichiren is supposed to have had the power of teaching
of the
committed to htm by virtue of his being a reincarnation
first of the Four Great Bodhisattvas.
_

from
1 The
Japanese word for cremation is tlabi. It conns
the Pali jlmpc (causal ot jhiiya, 'to 1mm'), and is one of the lev,
instances of the survival of a Pali word in Japanese.
'

'
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'

Kaibutchiken, i.e. May the deceased attain to the opening
of a supernatural insight like that of Buddha
et«.
May he show forth a
(2) J ibutchiken
(3) (Jobotcltiken
'May he understand, more and more
(1)

'

I

'

...

etc.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

•
!

etc.
Nyiibutchiken
May he enter into
Whilst the banners are being set up, the priests
'

(4)

.

read

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

—

Hdbenfum,
Juryohon,

sect.

sect. 16

„

,,

(2)

Ceremonies at the temple.

Kwanjmnon

(or only its

—

(see above).

Juryohon (prose sections

only).

Beating of drums and cymbals.
After this a minor priest says in a distinct
voice

:
'

Lo

Nyokyakukenyaku
Kaidaijomon,

!

the Gate of the Great Castle has heen opened, and the
away (from the Kenhutohon, sect. 12).
'

bolt has been taken

Offerings.

Indo, pronounced by the leader (doshi).
Chanting the gatha portions of sect. 16 of the

Saddh. Sutra.
Incense.

The Daimokn,

oft repeated.

Eko.

The ceremonies come

to a close.

There seem

to

be no ceremonies specially connected with cremation
or interment.
See, further, art. Festivals (Japanese).
Literaturr. The greater part of this article is based on

—

information collected for the writer by his friend Mr. S.
The other
Tachihana, a Buddhist priest of the Zen sect.
authorities have been cited in the text.
A. L-LOYD.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

—

—

I.
(Jewish).
Although
Conception of death.
there is uniformity, in a sense, in the physical

phenomena of death, its character and circumstances and the impression which it makes vary
in different times and places.
In ancient Israel,
death, like life, was more a matter of the family
than it is now
it was not so much an occasion
when an external professional element, represented by priests, lawyers, doctors, nurses, and
hospitals, broke in upon or set aside the family.
Again, violent deaths were more common ; and
the last illness of a dying man was not prolonged,
as it is now, by the resources of medical science.
In all probability the death-rate was much higher
than it is with us, so that death was more common
;

and

familiar.

The impression made by death depends
on

belief as to its cause

and as

"the individual after death.

partly

to the future of

The modern mind

is

;

judgment' upon sin.
Death was not the annihilation of the individual at any rate, according to the ordinary

—

view. A feeble ghost of the dead man
maintained a dim, shadowy existence in Slieol, the
under world or Hades. But probably in early times
other beliefs supplemented or replaced this view.
There are traces of ancestor-worship and necromancy in ancient Israel, and these imply that the
spirits of the dead could manifest themselves to

Hebrew

the living, and could exercise some influence upon
their fortunes.
Samuel, for instance, appeared at
call of the witch of Endor and foretold the

the

(1

S

28).

Although there

p.

VOL.

361
IV.

—32
ft.

-

'

'

little

;

death was a final parting.
As regards what happened to the individual
when he breathed his last, death was thought of
as the departure of the nepfiesh {&!))), or vital prinJ
ciple ; though, curiously enough, ncphesh is sometimes used in the sense of corpse (Lv 19 28 21 1 22 1
2
10
13
[all H], Nu 5 6" 9
[all P], Hag 2 ).
Probably various primitive views prevailed in
ancient Israel as to death and the individual after
death, and these views were connected with general
Semitic mythology
but the editors of the OT
eliminated accounts of such crude superstitions, in
the interests of orthodoxy and edification, so that
only a few traces remain. A familiar myth is the
death and resurrection of a god. Traces of this
are found in the women weeping for Tammuz (Ezk
2
8").
According to Gressmann, the account of the
death and resurrection of the Servant of Jahweh
in Is 53 is based on some such myth
of this
possibly other traces are found in the references to
tit bix, mourning for an only son."
The later books of the OT contain hints of a
resurrection, which develop in the later literature,
especially in the Wisdom of Solomon and the
Apocalypses, into an express doctrine, so that for
'

'

;

;

'

—

later Judaism and for Christianity
following
Judaism death became the portal to a future
life.
When Judaism evolved a hierarchy of angels,
with proper names and special functions, there
appeared among the rest, Sammael, the Angel
of Death.
See Demons and Spirits (Heb.) and

—

(Jewish).
Later Judaism inherited or developed many
curious fancies as to the hour of death
as, for
instance, that the dying soul has a vision of the
Shekinah just before its departure. Ben Kaphra,
a Rabbi of the early Christian centuries, is quoted
as saying
;

:

'

For three days the spirit hovers about the tomb, if perchance it may return to the body. But, when it sees the
fashion of the countenance changed, it retires and abandons
the body (cf. Expos, tir. Test. [1S97J on Jn 11«).
'

—

Disposal of the dead. The regular and legitimate mode of dealing with a corpse in ancient
Israel was burial, and this has always remained
the general custom of the Jews. Embalming was
not an Israelite practice
when we read that
Jacob and Joseph were embalmed (Gn 50 2 al ), we
must clearly understand that they were treated as
Egyptians, amongst whom embalming was the
regular custom. In later times we are told that
the body of Aristobulus was embalmed in honey
(Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 4).
Embalming in the strict
sense must be distinguished from the Jewish
custom referred to in 2 Ch 16 14 and in NT (Jn
19 3M etc.) of anointing the dead body and placing
it in or wrapping it up in spices.
Cremation,
amongst the Israelites, was exceptional. Accord12
the men of Jabesh-Gilead burned
ing to 1 S 31
the bodies of Saul and his sons, probably to prevent their falling into the hands of the Philistines.
The fact that 1 Ch 10 12 omits the burning, and
that Josephus (VI. xiv. 8) states that the Dodies
were buried, is probably evidence of the repug;

-

-

,

1

is

positive evidence, it is probable that the popular
1 Cf. W. H.
Bennett, Religion of the Post-exilic Prophets, Edinburgh, 1907,

prevailed in earlier as in later
In Lk 24 37ff the Apostles take the risen
times.
Lord for a ghost.
In a sense the Israelite looked forward to reunion after death, so far as this may be implied in
such phrases as buried with his fathers (2 K 12-'),
2 10 )
but there is
'slept with his fathers' (1
nothing to suggest that he looked forward to any
satisfying fellowship with his deceased brethren
in a future life.
Thus, for all practical purposes,

2.

occupied with the physical cause of death, the
particular disease, and the failure of remedial treatment. The Israelite and the Jew thought of death
as an act of God more especially a death in early
years, or in the prime of life, or under exceptionally
distressing circumstances, was often regarded as a

death of Saul

in ghosts

K

2 of the Saddh. Sutra.

gathas).
Eko, as before.

belief

2

W. H. Bennett, op.
Der Ursprung der

p. 328
3

cit.

22S

ff.

isr.-jUd. Eschatologie,

Gottingen, 1905,

ff.

Am 81°,

Israel,

Jer

626,

Zee 12'»

London, 1911,

p. 211.

;

cf.

Chevne, The Tim Relii/iutu of
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nance of the Jews, at any rate in later times, to
the cremation of the dead. The EV of Am 6 10
speaks of he that burnetii a corpse hut the
reference to burning the corpse is due to corrupIn some
tion or misunderstanding of the text.
cases, however, criminals were burnt alive (Gn
38 24 Lv 20 11 21 9 ), or their corpses were burnt (Jos
'

'

;

,

4

The picture in Is 60- of the corpses of
consumed by fire may have been suggested
the
actual
treatment of dead criminals. Acby
1
cording to Kimchi there were perpetual fires in
the Valley of Hinnom for consuming dead bodies
of criminals and animals.
In
2 the burning
of the bones of the king of Edom is an outrage
which calls down inexorable doom on Moab.
Exposure without burial was a disgrace and a
misfortune.
Criminals or their representatives
9
might he so treated (2 S 21 '-), but, according to
Dt 21~ -, even their corpses were to be buried.
Such a misfortune might befall sinners as the
5
3
33
judgment of God (1 K 14", Jer 7 Ezk 29 Ps 79 ).
jib. 26)

sinners

Am

1

f

,

,

To bury

and even strangers, was a

relatives,

supreme duty
specially insisted on in To
1. 2, and is illustrated by the
story of Rizpah
10
Job complains that God allows the
(2 S 21 '-).
wicked man to have an honourable burial (Job
21 32 ''). The desecration of a grave was a kind of
;

it

is

posthumous punishment (2 K 23 Jer 8"-).
There is not much evidence in the OT of graves
dug in the earth in the modern fashion, though
doubtless such were often used. The labours of
the various Palestine Exploration Societies show
that rock-hewn tombs were exceedingly common
16

,

;

A

space for a single
corpse is hewn in the face of a rock and closed
with a stone slab this space was called a kuk, 5|»
(Jastrow, Diet, of the Targumim, 1886-1903, s.v.),
These are found
by the Jews in later times.
grouped in one or more chambers in natural or
artificial caves.
One of the most interesting
examples of such a burying-place is the cave
of Machpelah, where Sarah, Abraham, Isaac,
Rebekah, Leah, and Jacob are said to have been
buried (Gn 23 19 25 s 49" 50 13 ). Masonry tombs with
groups of kiikim are also found and sometimes
monuments were erected over tombs for instance,
Simon the Maccabee built an elaborate mausoleum
at Modin for his father and brother (1 Mac 13 27 - 29 ),
no trace of which has yet been discovered.
In ancient times each family, like that of the

they usually occur in groups.
;

;

;

Such
patriarchs, had its own burying-place.
Lurying-places would naturally be on the family
estate.
We read of Manasseh being buried in the
garden of his own house, and Anion in the garden
of Uzza (2 K 21 18 »).
But usually the kings of
Judah were buried in a royal burying-place in the
-

e.g. Joash (2 K 12"), apparently
near the Temple (Ezk 43 7-9 ), the Temple being in
ancient times an adjunct of the royal palace.
Obviously dwellers in towns, who had not extensive gardens, would be required, as in later times,
to bury their dead outside the walls.
Poorer
people would have no family burying-place, and we
read of a public cemetery, the graves of the b'nS
ha am' (2 K 23", Jer 26 33 ). Apparently a measure
of disgrace attached to burial there, in a
pauper's

city of

David

:

'

'

grave,' so to speak.
The family desired to be together in death as in
life, and men were anxious to 'sleep with their
fathers,' i.e. to be buried in the family tomb.
It
is part of the punishment of Pashhur that he is to
be buried in ( 'lm.ld.va (Jer 20") and the Chronicler,
in contradiction to the Book of Kings, states that
certain wicked kings of Judah -Jehoram and
Joash were noi buried in the Bepulchres of the
s0
kings (2 Cli 21 24»). In post-Biblical times lie
Jews have had their own cemeteries. They still
;

I

'

Ct. Sir O.

Warren,

in LID1I

ii.

386.

(Jewish)

retain their anxiety to be buried with their own
Jews who are lax in many religious
people.
matters will keep the Day of Atonement in order
that they may be buried in a Jewish cemetery.
certain sanctity attached to the graves of
ancient saints and heroes, and probably, as amongst
the Muhammadans, such tombs became shrines ;
32
e.g. the tomb of Joseph at Shechem (Jos 24 ), and
the tomb of the patriarchs at Machpelah. Necrosimilar
often
and
were
consuperstitions
mancy

A

nected with graves (Is 65 4 ).
On the other hand, the grave is unclean (Lk 1 l 44 ).
In later times, at least, cemeteries were supposed
to be special haunts of evil spirits and the spirits
of the dead lingered there, at any rate till the
This
corpse had been a? imilated to the soil.
belief, that the s^ .rits of the dead inhabit the
tombs, is found in most primitive religions, and
was probably prevalent amongst the Israelites in
;

early times.

—

Numerous
3. Mourning and other observances.
passages illustrate the distress caused to the Jews
of
over the
bereavement
the
Jacob
mourning
by
s6
supposed death of Joseph (Gn 37 ) of David over
Absalom (2 S 18 3S ) Rachel refusing to be comforted (Jer 31 16 ). The behaviour of David, who
fasted and wept when his child was dying, but
arose and ate when it was dead, was a puzzle to
his courtiers
his explanation, that lamentation
was useless, hardly seems adequate (2 S 12 lslr).
The feelings, sentiments, and ideas called forth
by death gave rise to various burial and mourning
customs.
Decease was and is followed by the
necessary arrangements for the seemly
laying
out' of the corpse. The eyes and mouth are closed
(Gn 46 4 Jn ll 44 ), and the body is washed (Ac 9s7 ).
It has been supposed that the dead were, sometimes
at any rate, buried in their usual dress, with their
arms and ornaments; Samuel appears to the witch
of Endor in his mantle (1 S 28 14 ), and the dead go
down to Sheol with their weapons and their
:

;

;

;

'

,

'pomp (pup). The practice certainly prevailed in
later times.
Thus Herod buried ornaments with
the body of Aristobulus (Jos. Ant. XV. iii. 4)
treasures were said to have been buried witli David
'

;

(XVI.

Herod was buried covered with purple,
diadem, crown, and sceptre (xvil. viii. 3

vii. 1)

with his

;

BJl. xxx iii.

;

We

are told that in later times such
9).
practices led to great extravagance, so that Rabbi
Gamaliel 11. ordained that corpses should be buried
in a simple white dress.
read of Ananias, that
'
they
wrapped him round,' apparently in the
clothes he was wearing, and carried him out, and
buried him (Ac 5 6 ).
Later on, the use of a shroud or special graveclothes or wrappings for the dead became universal ;
but it is not clear when this custom was first introduced amongst the Jews.
In Jn ll 44 Lazarus'
hands and feet were bound with linen bandages
(Ktipiaii), and his face with a napkin [aovbaplip).
The body of our Lord was wrapped in strips of
linen (oBovlois).
have already referred to the
use of spices.
Coffins were not used by the Jews in ancient
26
times, except in the case of Joseph (Gn 50 ), whose
remains were placed in an 'drdn, or chest but this,

We

We

;

like his embalming, was an Egyptian custom.
laid their dead on a bier (OT mittd,

Jews

The
nso,

'couch' [2 S 3 31 ]; NT <roP 6s [Lk 7 14 ]), as is the
custom amongst Eastern Jews now. They use
this bier to carry the corpse to the grave, and do
not bury it.
The exigencies of the climate of Palestine called
fur burial soon after death, on the same day, or
As often, a natural necessity
within 21 hours.
hardened into a sacred custom, which was long
maintained amongst Jews in Western countries,
where the same necessity did not exist but after
;
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allowed

"

to t1isuse '

n
the ^r
West.

The carrying

and a Ion ger interval

is

the corpse to the buryino-.nlace
7
of friends of the decease,)
was
occasion of public
lamentation, which, at any
rate in the early centuries of our
era, was partly
pel formed by hired mournersand
musicians.
of

Mas the work
I

™d

lie

(Jewish)

which occupied the
day
whion

tSj"*"
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of the funeral
(2 S 3»*
s cems to I'ave
prevailed

There 4 ). tzk 24"
does not seem to have been
implies that mourners were wont to
any formal burial service of a religious character in
a,ld bareheaded
Biblical times' but Accord
TC r
then and later funeral orations
g
ourners mutilated themwere sometimes selves, and
nn
1
V*
p lucked out or shaved off the hair
to JE (s.v.
Wording
Funeral
but such practices are forbidden
Rites,'
r'.'o
in Lv 19* Dt 14'
529), the mourners recited Ps 91 on their
J.
way to
Traces remain in the OT of the
the cemetery
the cemetery, other
worship of the
formuhe, con- dead, of sacrifices ottered to
or for them and of
eluding with the faddish, or
doxology ; and on furnishing them with food.
their return,
the later
passages from Lamentations. Women funeral
Probably
feast was
•il tended
funerals in ancient
partly a survival of such P
practimes, and still do so tices
The worship of the dead was
f ° rel{
A
* hkenazim but not
c on .
closely
nected
?•
with necromancy, which was
the Sephardim
or the English Ashkenazim.amongst
prevalent in
Israel (e.g. Is 8»). The
The funeral of Herod the Great is
of
graves
ancient worthies
thus described seem often to
have been shrines, as in Islam. Thus
by Josep bus (Ant. XVII. viii. 3 cf. BJ I. xxxiii.
9)
there was a
masseba, or sacred pillar, at the grave
B e ° Wen bier embroidered
with
very sJSc^ZETiS?
(G " 35
aDd tlle ^Portant
sancfuary
a SWhl
1
™ ay !'have ^en
connected with the
ar.vl f
T
2
The interpretation
e bler " ere h 's sons and his
numerous
of
Dt
,
rehtion, "
n P vV,^fK
a httle d » ub «"Ito th ese were the
The EV renders
soldiery, distinguished accordin o £ H;
•H
,
ing to their several countries and denomination,
[I have?„
notf given food]
for the dead,' but the
and thev
nt
e '° Ilowin K order first of all
leference probably is to
went his guard,
Jn,n fh"K
C a 2 ^ Thracians
food
to the dead
offering
then, the Germans nfxt the
or providing food for them.
band of alatlan
KH»„ s, every one^ter
The practice was con
in their habiliments of
h*h?nJitS
war and
behind
lenined by official
these marched the whole
but
army, in the same marine? as
Judaism,
neverused
persisted
to go out to war, and as
they
theless
Tob.t 4» bids the Jew
they used to
food on the
by their muster-masters and centurions -these bTnuUn arrav
tomb of the righteous;' and Sir pface
were followed
by five hundred of his domestics,
30'« also refers to
carrying spices
the custom." l n SO me
\\ e may also
quarters
'and
quote the following description of
°U
SUmV6d am ° n S necromancy
modern Samaritan rites, which
the Jews in la 'er
probably preserves periods
many of the customs of Palestinian
Jews in early
In Rabbinical times and
among the stricter
modern Jews, during the
a th
h
e
9
are ully and
Shib'a, or seven days of
wash?™ if , „nf
ceremoniously
J
f
l
strict
mourning, the relatives abstain from work
at 10m
si tin
f,'
4 kS ° f the floor or on a
Te , ng the
Job and receivi

w

thZ

1
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?
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to the tomb,

commumty

where they read and pray. Ori the SahhTth ,h„
again visit the tomb, where
hevpartakl oS meal

™

wCT"

«g
ffi^ft f° len
l°°
e
Ber «?aved children should
Xain for
J a„ year/ from
r
abstain
music and recreation
'

-

A

special feature of

Jewish mourning

* *»».#»**'* »y a bereaved
# K°H
6W1
g
Pra y
ok
hv

while further
appropriate services are held in the
synagogue
1 he duration of

mourning has always varied
aried
according t the rank Qf t1ie d
J
relation to the mourner.
Seven days was a very

common period The men of Jabesh-Gilead
fasted
seven days for Saul and Jonathan
(1 S 31")
Josen
mourned seven days for Jacob
(Gn 50'°) Judith
was mourned seven
24
days (Jth 16
Sir 0012 men
twns seven days as the
of

the reAccord-

is

son.

16
Sh
er -b°
this is to be
repeated
snn for
f
by sons
eleven months after the death
of a
parent, and also on the Jahrzeit, or
of
anniversary
t e death.
It is a
special form of faddish which
inns wins
>

i

'

•

;

)

;

period
In
Judaism the period of strict mourning.
mourning, the
bhiba, lasts seven days mourning of a less
severe
character lasts till the end of
thirty days, and In
the case of children to the end of
the year s
As to mourning-dress, the
of garments
and the wearing of sackcloth rending
are mentioned in Gn
e
r
d f Sannents of widowhood
fr'n wi Jth
,^° winch
?- ,°
(Gn
38", TM 1(J3),
apparently were worn by
the widow
throughout her life, and consisted of
or included, sackcloth. Modern
Jews usually wear
black as mourning,
except in Russia, Poland, and
Gahcia, where white is worn.*
Mourners rend
their garments at the time of
death, and wear
the outer garment cut and
unbound during the
of
thirty days
mourning."
le pr 6S enCe of n umero «s
guests at a funeral
„ Ji
necessitated
a special meal, -funeral baked
meats
later

;

v

-

,

(

,

.

,

'

which, in spite of the character of the occasion

was apt to become a feast. This meal is
perhaps
spoken of
the OT as lehem
'bread of
mourners' (Hos 9<), and was <6nim,
provided for the
mourners by their friends at the close of
the fast

m

1

aP ' er Palestinc in the TinK »/ Christ,
Eng.
'

lGs

p.

aOe^terleTand'S;
4
s.v.
JE,

5

££ *—*"* ™*«-

'Mourning,' ix. 101
Oesterley and Box, 304 ff.

tr.,

Lond. 1887,
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gr a Name be magniled and hallowed in the
! i
world
created
according to His will
He establish Hi,
kingdom speedily and in the near future inMay
yourh let n andU„
your days and
the lifetime of all Israel
=.h£i
which

y

n
He

I

m

116

ISen
^^ ™ ^^^biessed

*

I

Say ye

'° r

for^r^nd^eterf""
May the Name of the Holy One

'•

(Blessed be
be blessed and
praised and glorified and exalted and set on He)
high and honoured
and uplifted and sung above all
blessings and hymns and P
waises8
and consolations that are
repeated in toe world
N e of 'he Lord be blessed from now even for
ever„'!': ™J
more
May there be great peace from heaven and life upon
us
I

™

!

I

Md Say ye Amen **y belP from the
LofdXt n^'T
May He tha ma keth peace
taHi.wSl ""T""Peaearth
° e ,OT UB and for
Israe
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say^e Anfen?

This

l

I

is

publicly recited in the synagogue, but
according to Oesterley and Box « it is in no sense
in itself a
.prayerfor the dead, but the public recitation of it in this fashion
by a son is regarded as
a proof of the
piety of the dead, as repre?eiiteJ by
a pious survivor.' This no
doubt is the view of
en lightened Jews,; but others
believe that the repetition of the faddish
the son
1

shortens the
by
purgatorial period which the father must
spend in
Gehenna or exalts him to a
higher sphere in Para"e re l«tition terminates on the
fTi'
I
anniversary
of the death, Lecause it
would be unfilial to suppose
that a fathers sins would
require more than a
'
Oesterley and Box, 301
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gi^e^tomSun.els"
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In the Ashkenazic synagogues
year's purgatory.
prayers are said four times a year by the bereaved
for the souls of the deceased. 1
Priests were forbidden to mourn except in the
"
case of the nearest relationships (Lv 21 1 5 , Ezk

and

44*).

had

Significance of death and of funeral customs.
—Some
scholars'- see in many of the funeral

originally, and the popular explanation of it
light on its origin.
a consequence of the
According to Gn 3, death was
sin of Adam and Eve (cf Ro 5 12 ) ; it would be natural

may throw no

4.

rites,

notably cutting of the hair, self-mutilation, etc.,
which were forbidden by the more advanced Judaism, traces of an animistic stage of the religion of
Israel, of the worship of ancestors, and of the allied
ideas of the continued life of the dead, of the possibility of communion with them, of the necessity of
providing for their needs and protecting them from
evil spirits
or, on the other hand, of the need of
protecting the living from injury by the spirits of
the dead. No doubt the Semitic peoples passed
through a stage of religious development when
such ideas were current and these ideas persisted
and do persist when they have been outgrown by
the purer forms of religion but they do not belong to Jahwism or to Judaism so far as either
was or is dominated by revelation. Nevertheless, the great importance attached to burial in
the last centuries of the pre-Christian era suggests that the condition of the spirit of the
deceased was supposed to be influenced by the
treatment of the corpse.
Later on, in some
districts the habit prevailed of visiting cemeteries
in order to obtain the help or intercession of the
dead.
;

;

;

'

Another quasi-animistic explanation of mourning rites which involve disfigurement, unattractive
dress, covering the head, etc., is that they were
intended to prevent the spirit of the dead man
from recognizing the mourner, and so to protect
the latter from any injury the spirit might wisli
to inflict upon him.
Similarly, the mourners'
shrieks were intended to drive the spirit away
and satisfactory burial was necessary in order that
the dead might find their way to Sheol and stay
there.
The suggestion that many mourning rites
were due to the anxiety of the mourner to humble
himself before God 8 hardly seems probable. The
most obvious explanation is that mourning arose
out of a natural desire to express the emotions
caused by bereavement. Such distress gives rise
;

to wailing, frantic gestures, neglect of the dress
and person, an aversion to the pleasures of life.
Acts which were originally spontaneous would
soon harden into a fixed etiquette or ritual.
Many

customs might easily be thus explained and it is
possible that this may be the true explanation,
even in cases where a mourning custom does not
seem to us a natural expression of grief. A man
distraught by sorrow may seek relief in any unexpected, strange, unusual act such an act may
appeal to the imagination of spectators by its very
strangeness, and be imitated till it becomes a
;

;

custom.
The contagious uncleanness of a corpse (Nu5 2
Lv 21") might be suggested in many ways: by
the fear of the spirit of the dead man mentioned
above, by the natural shrinking from an object so
changed from the living friend or kinsman, and
even by sanitary reasons. The uncleanness of the
corpse would naturally bo extended to the tomb.
In the same way an unburied corpse defiled the
land and brought down a curse upon it (Dt 21 23 ).
It would be a mistake to try to explain all the
mourning customs, even of one
pie, by the consistent application of a single principle.
Bereavement affects men in many ways, so that natural

.

draw the conclusion arrived

at in the latter
that henceforth each man died because of
passage,
his own sin (a view perhaps implied by Nu 27 s ). 1
But the narrative in Genesis stands apart from the
general course of OT thought, which regards death
as the natural end of life. The righteous man,
according to a widely prevalent view, enjoys a long
and happy life, and is gathered to his fathers in a
good old age. Some passages of the Wisdom Literature, even apart from any belief in a real future
life, regard life as a burden and death as a boon
16 16
Ec l 2 4 2 s ).
(Job 7
In some passages of OT, death is personified (e.g.
22
In others the term is
Is 2S 15 Hab 2 5 ).
Job 28
extended to mean spiritual death it doubtless includes physical death, but only as a part of a wider
judgment which also involves separation from God
and exclusion from the Kingdom. In such passages, as Schultz said, 'death includes everything
which is a result of sin.' 2 This usage of the term
is extended and developed in the later literature.
Thus Philo
The death of the soul is the decay of
3
virtue, the taking up of evil.'
In later Judaism, death is regarded as atoning
for the sin of the deceased. According to a popular
superstition, the dead man suffers pain while his
body is decaying in the grave, and this pain has an
atoning value. But, apart from such ideas, we
find the doctrine taught by Rabbinical and other
Thus the Sephardic ritual for a dying
authorities.
man includes the following

to

|

1

•

practical

Oesterley and Box,
E.g. F. Schwally,

,

,

1>RE»

superstition.

Das Lebm nach dem Todc.

\x. 88

f.

Giessen,

,

;

'

:

:

'

my death be

Let

an atonement

for all

my

sins, iniquities,

and

transgressions, wherein Ihave sinned, offended, and transgressed
against Thee, from the day of my first existence ; and let my
'

The Pay
Again we read
of Atonement and death make atonement when accompanied
with sincere repentance.' 6
4
portion be in the Garden of Eden.'

:

(in addition to works referred to in the body of
this list also gives the full titles of works referred
merely under authors' names). H. Ewald, The Aiitiquities
of Israel, Eng. tr., London, 1876, pp. 149, 153 9. J. Benzinger,
Ueb. Arcluiol., Freiburg, 1894, p. 163 ft. W. Nowack, Lehrb.

Literature

the article

—

;

to

;

;

iter heb. Arcluiol.,

Freiburg, 1894,

193

i.

ft., ii.

273-280, 300

f.

;

H. Schultz, OT Theol., Eng. tr., Edin. 1S92, ii. 254, 313 ft. A.
Dillmann, Handb. der AT Theol., Leipz. 1895, pp. 366-100 W.
Robertson Smith, Ilel. Sem", 1894, pp. 235, 3C9, 373 f., 414 f.; R.
Smmd,'Lehrb.der AT Religionsgeschfi, Freiburg,1899, pp. 112fl.,
J. Koberle, Sitnde und Gnade, Munich, 1905, pp. 54,
327, 604 f.
A. P. Bender, Beliefs, Rites, and Customs of
116, 334, 60S ff.
the Jews, connected with Death, Burial, and Mourning,' in JQR,
W. O. E. Oesterley and G. H. Box, The. Religion and
1S94 ff.
Worship of the Synagogue, Lond. 1907, p. 303 ff. W. O. E.
Oesterley, The Jewish Doctrine of Mediation, do. 1910,
together with the articles on Burial,' Funeral Rites,'
p. 110
Kaddish, Mourning,' Sepulchre,' Tomb,' etc., in UDB, EBi,
JE, and the art. Trauergebriiuche,' in PRE3.
;

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

W.

H. Bennett,

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD

—

'

(Muhammadan). According to the Qur'an, every
soul must taste of death (Hi. 182) the difficulty as
'

;

those who may be alive at the Last Day is
got over by the explanation that on the blast of
the trumpet all shall expire, except those whom
God pleases (xxxix. 68), the exempted being
of the greater angels (Baidawi, etc.,
possibly some
111 loc).
Further, it is laid down that the exact
hour of each person's death is foreordained (xvi.
to

'

'

Kfiberle, Siindc untl tlnade, 331 J but probably the passage
regards Zelophehad as involved in the sin of Israel in refusing
bo enter Oonaao from Kadesh.
-i>r Theol.. Eng. tr., ii. 810, 316 f.; cf. Bennett, 283; and see
Elk B0"-S».
•<
l.etjg. Allegor. i. 33, quoted by Hughes, Ethics of Jewish
1

Apocryphal
4

1802.
»

considerations,

loc. cit.

-

-

,

affection,

(Muhammadan)

religion all contribute to give rise to the
ritual connected with death.
Moreover, a rite
changes its significance and value from time to
time, so that the meaning attached to it in later
times may be quite different from that which it

'

Lit.,

Lond. 1909,

p. 2S0.

Oesterley, p. 110.
Mish. I'oma, viii. 8, quoted by Bender,

JQR

vi.

[1804) 060.
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In the traditions, men are forbidden by the
63).
Prophet to wish for death, though to a believer it
will be desirable. Whoso'a last words are the Kalima
;

I

A

described later.
Meanwhile the body

is treated with a ceremonial
which varies little in different parts of the Muslim
the
same for men and women.
and
is
world,
nearly
Precedents for most of the ritual are traced to
traditions of the Prophet ; but two customs the
wailing of women and the recital of praises of the
dead are observed in direct defiance of his commands. The dying man is turned to face the
his
qibla, or direction of Mecca, and, as soon as

—

—

surrounding men
women raise cries

eyes are closed in death, the
3
ejaculate pious formula and the
of lamentation (walwala), the family calling upon
O my
the dead in such terms as O my master
O my misfortune
O my camel
resource
The clothes of the deceased are instantly changed,
his jaw bound, and his legs tied and he is covered
with a sheet. Women friends, and sometimes professional 'keeners' (naddaba), with tambourines,
If he
join the mourners and cry, Alas for him
was one of the 'ulama of Cairo or some man of
mark, his death would be announced from the
minarets in the call known as the Abrar (from
Qur. lxxvi. 5-9). The lamentations go on all
night, if the death occurred in the evening, and
a recitation of the Qur'an by hired fiqls takes
place but, if the death occurred in the morning,
the burial follows on the same day, as, in addition
to the rapid decomposition in a hot climate, there
is often a superstitious dread of keeping a corpse
The washing of the dead
all night in the house.
is done by a professional washer (mughassil or
or
female
male
according to the case,
ghasscll),
who brings a bench and bier, and does the work,
often in a courtyard, with much reverence and
decency, and with care in the disposal of the
while the
water, which people fear to touch
After
fiqls continue chanting in the next room.
a very elaborate washing, the nostrils and other
orifices are stuffed with cotton, and the corpse
is sprinkled with camphor, rosewater, and lote
leaves (nabq), the feet tied together and hands
laid ou breast, and the grave clothes (kafan) put
'

'

'

!

'

!

'

'

'

'

!

!

;

v

'

'

!

;

;

rules.
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Those vary from
five for a woman),

two or three pieces of cotton (or
or a mere sack, in the case ol the

will
(profession of faith, 'There is no god but God')
enter into paradise and it is directed that this shall
be recited in the presence of the dying, and the
Sura a Sin (' t'iir. xxxvi.) should be said over the
fantastic tradition, given on the authority
dead.
of AbuUuraiia, relates what Muhammad is supsaid about the passing of the soul.
have
to
posed
In the case of a believer, angels of mercy clad in
white come and invite the soul to the rest which
is with God, and the soul comes out with a delicious
smell of mask, which the angels sniff with satisfaction ; the soul is handed on from angel to angel,
till it reaches the souls of the faithful, who rejoice
and question it about those left behind on earth.
But angels of wrath come to the dying infidel, and
his soul departs with a bad smell, which disgusts
them, and they bring it to the souls of the infidels.
This idea is elaborated in other traditions, in which
the soul of the righteous is said to issue forth like
water from a skin, and the angel of death seizes
it ; but the angels in white snatch it from him and
wrap it in a shroud with an odour of musk, and
convey it on and on to the seventh heaven, where
the believer's name is registered, after which it is
returned to its body on the earth, to undergo the
questioning of the grave. But the dying infidel
is visited by black-faced angels, and the soul is
drawn out like a hot spit out of wet wool which
sticks to it, and is wrapped in sackcloth, smelling
fetidly ; and its name is written in hell (sijjln) ; and
it is violently thrown down upon the earth, to be
examined by the angels of the grave, as will be

,

(Muhammadan)

on according to precise

poor, to a series
of layers of muslin, cotton, silk, and a Kashmir
shawl, among the rich and the fashions vary in
different lands.
usually have a long shift
;

Women

White
(yalak) added, and in India a coif (dainnl).
ami green are the favourite colours for the kafan,
or any colour but blue, but white alone is allowed
shawl is thrown over the body when
in India.
placed on the bier {janaza or sanduq). There is
no coffin, and, of course, no priest.
The funeral or procession varies in different
In India, women do not attend as a
countries.

A

but they do in Bukhara. In Egypt the
is often preceded by half a dozen poor
blind by preference, walking in
pairs and chanting the Kalima. After them come
the male friends and relations, and perhaps some
darwlshes, especially if the deceased belonged to
a darwish order. A few schoolboys follow, carrying
a Qur'an on a desk, and chanting lively verses on

rule,

cortege

men (yamanlya),

the

Day

of

Judgment and

Then

similar topics.

for women and children has
a post [skdhid] at the head, covered with a shawl,
and often adorned with gold ornaments, or, in the
case of a boy, surmounted by a turban), carried head
foremost at a brisk pace by friends, who relieve
each other in turn. It is an act of merit for any
passer-by to lend a hand or to follow the bier and
the Prophet made a point of always standing up
when a bier was passing, and saying a prayer.
The women walk behind the bier, with dishevelled hair, keening and shrieking, and the
hired mourners swell the chorus and sound the
praises of the flead, contrary to the Prophet's will.
151ue headband's and handkerchiefs distinguish the

comes the bier (which

;

women

relations,

who

slap their faces

and some-

There are some
times smear tliem with mud.
variations in the procession when the deceased is a
woman. Rich people add camels to the procession,
and hire fiqls to chant chapters of the Qur'an on
the march, or members of religious orders
carry-

ing flags and also sacrifice (al-kaffara) a buffalo
at the tomb for the benefit of the poor whilst
ladies riding the high ass often follow their female
If it be a saint (wall) who is being
relations.
buried, the women raise joy-cries [zagharit) instead
of vilwdl, or keening
and, if these cries eease, the
bier stops too ; for saints are believed to be wilful
and able to stop their bearers, and even to direct
them to where they prefer to be buried. It is said
to be useless to try to rush a saint's bier in a direction he does not like, but the somewhat bizarre
device of turning the bier round rapidly several
times has been found successful in confusing the
6
corpse's sense of orientation (Lane, Mod. Eg.
;

;

;

p. 518).

The ceremony

at the

mosque

consists in laying

floor, right side towards Mecca,
service of prayer is recited by an imam
and his attendant muballigh, in the presence of
the congregation of mourners and all who choose
to attend, ranged in a prescribed order, ending
with an appeal to the audience : ' Give your
testimony concerning him,' and their reply : He
was of the righteous.' The fiqls may then recite
the Fatiha, etc., and the funeral goes on to the

the bier on the

when a

'

graveyard.
There a tomb has been prepared, of ample size,
with an arched roof, so that the corpse may sit up
at ease to answer the interrogatory of the examining angels, Munkar and Nakir, who will enter
the tomb to question him as to his orthodoxy. If
the replies are satisfactory, the grave will be enlarged to him, and a man with a beautiful counI am thy good
tenance will appear to tell him
deeds' ; otherwise, a hideous face comes to represent
'

:
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and painful experiences ensue. The
the torment of the grave is very real

his evil deeds,
'

fear of

'

among Muslims.
The construction

tombs varies in

different
In
places, and no one pattern can be indicated.
is
at
the
side
the
entrance
the
foot,
Egypt,

from

of

and the tomb

often
made to hold several bodies but, if they are of
opposite sexes, a partition is set up. Over the
tomb is an oblong stone slab or brick monument
(tarklya), with an upright stone [shahid) at head
and foot. The inscription is on that at the head,
which is often carved with a turban.
small
chapel covered with a cupola is frequently built
over the tombs of saints and other distinguished
people, while the tomb-mosques of sultans and
amirs are often beautiful examples of Saracenic
furthest

Mecca,

is

;

A

art.

The body is lifted out of the bier and laid in the
tomb, on its right side, with the face towards
Mecca, propped in that position by bricks. Its
bandages are untied, its Kashmir shawl rent, lest
it should tempt grave-robbers, a little earth is
sprinkled, eh. cxii. of the Qur'an, or xx. 57, is
recited (but this was forbidden by the Wahbabls

and others), and the entrance

is closed.

There

is

no

service at the grave
but, before leaving (unless
the funeral be of a Maliki), ajiql, in the character of
mnlaqqrn, or tutor of the dead, sits before the
tomb and tells the defunct the five correct answers
to be given to the examining angels that night (the
'
Night of Desolation,' Lailat al-waqsha) when they
come and ask him his catechism he must reply
that his God is Allah, his prophet Muhammad, nis
;

:

religion Islam, his Bible the Qur'an, and his qibla
the Ka'ba. The grave is left in solitude and the
mourners depart, saying a Fdtiha for the defunct
and another for all the dead in the cemetery.
Some jiqis take a repast in the room where the
deceased died and recite ch. Ixvii. of the Qur'an, or
perform the more elaborate ritual called the Sabha,
'Rosary,' in which a rosary of a thousand beads
is used to count the thousands of repetitions of

the

Kalima and the hundreds

of other formula;
This performance ends with one of the
the
others
Have
Jiqis asking
ye transferred [the
merit of] what ye have recited to the deceased?'

repeated.

'

:

and their answer
We have transferred it.'
Wailing is resumed by the women on the
of
the
first
three weeks after the burial,
Thursdays
and the men receive friends of the deceased in the
house and hire Jiqis to perform a hatma of the
Qur'an and on the Fridays following these three
Thursdays the women visit the tomb and go
'

:

;

through various rites, including the placing of a
broken palm branch on the tomb and giving food
to the
poor and the same is done on the Thursday
and Friday completing or following the forty days
after the funeral. Men do not display mourning in
their dress, but women dye their veils and other
gear dark blue, and sometimes smear the walls of
their rooms, and even stain their hands and arms
with the same indigo dye. They also disarrange
;

their hair, and the furniture and carpets are upset in mourning for the head of the house.
Literature.— The moat minute account of all the ceremonies
and processes used in regard to the
disposal of the corpse is to
be read in G. A. Herklots and Ja'far Sharif s Qanoon-e-Islam,
London, 1K32, ch. xxxviii. the ceremonies after the funeral are
described in ch. xxxix. but a good deal of this account consists of details peculiar to the Muslims of Hindustan.
The
corresponding ceremonies observed in Egypt are described in
Lane's Modern Egyptians^, London, 18G0, ch. xxviii., where also
is a notice of a curious dance performed on the ooasion n!
death by the peasants of Upper Egypt. The Egyptian customs
are similar to those observed in Syria and Turkey, though
;

;

;

t

differences of usage are to be noticed, a fairly detailed
account of which for Turkey may be read in Ths Peopta of
Twkep, ed. S. Lane-Poole, London, 1878, ii. 136-143. See also
Hughes' /)/, London, 1885, s.v. 'Burial' and 'Heath,' where
Herklots is conveniently abridged. The traditions of Muhamlocal

(Parsi)

mad on

the subject are accessible to English readers in Misltkdt
al-Masabih, tr. Matthews, Calcutta, 1809, vol. i. pp. 355-103.

Stanley Lane-Poole.

DEATH AND DISPOSAL OF THE
DEAD (Parsi).— Before death.—When death
I.

approaches, one or two priests are summoned to
make the dying person confess his sins. The
Patet, or confession of sins, is recited for his
benefit, and it is a meritorious act if he is able
to join the priest in repeating the confession.
According to the Sad Dar (xlv. ), the man who
accomplishes repentance does not go to hell,
but, having received his punishment at the end of
the Chinvat bridge, is led to his place in heaven.
In a case of urgency the short Ashem-Vohu (Ys.
xxvii. 14) formula may suffice, and the Hatokht
Nask fragment [Yt. xxi. 14 f.) attributes a special
value to the recital of Ashem-Vohu in the last
'

'

moments

The Sad Dar adds

of life.

(lxxx. 11)

brings one who lias deserved hell to the
(the ever stationary region between
one who has deserved the
hell)
Hamistakti, to heaven ; and one who has deserved
heaven to the highest paradise. The tanu-peretha,
'
after whose death the iipaman, waiting,' mourning,' of the relatives must be prolonged beyond
the usual period [Vend. xii. ), is explained by tradition as one who has died without Patet and

that

it

Hamistakan
heaven and

'

'

;

'

Sometimes a few drops of
the consecrated haoma juice mingled with water
are poured, if possible, into the mouth of the
dying person, haoma being believed to produce
immortality.
Formerly this custom was more
common and it was also usual to drop into the
mouth of the dying person a few grains of pomegranate, belonging to the holy ceremonies of the
Parsi sacrifice.
2. Death.
According to Vend. v. 10, the ancient
Zarathushtrians had special chambers or buildings
(kata) for the dead one for men, one for women,
and one for children in every house or in every
village, and the common mortuary still exists
amongst the Zarathushtrians of Persia and in the
Mofussil towns of Gujarat. In Bombay and other
parts of India a special place in the house is prepared beforehand and washed clean in order to
receive the dead body. The body is bathed all over
and covered with a clean, but worn-out, white
suit of cotton clothes, which must be destroyed
and never used again after having served for this
relative
purpose (cf. Vend. v. 61, viii. '23-25).
girds the sacred cord round the body, reciting the
Ahura Mazda Khudai, a short prayer in Pazand.
The corpse is placed on the ground on a clean
without Ashem-Vohu.

;

—

—

—

A

white sheet. Iwo relatives sit by his side keeping themselves in contact with him a custom
probably derived, like the paivand (see below)
held by the watchers and the bearers of the
corpse, from the idea of forming a bridge or a way

—

for the soul.

An Ashem-Vohu

is

recited close to

the dead man's ear.
The corpse is now
3. Impurity of the corpse.
supposed to be assailed by the corpse-demon, the
Druj Nasu. According to Vend. vii. 1-5, the
druj of the corpse rushes on the body from the
north, in the shape of a fly, immediately after
death in a case of natural death. But in a case of
violent death (by dogs, or by the wolf, by the
sorcerer, by an enemy, or by the baud of man,
by falling from a mountain, by strangling oneself, or by treachery) the demon comes only in the
gah (one of the five divisions of the day) that follows after death. Only special despised officials,
set apart for that purpose, are allowed actually
to touch the body, and they must scrupulously
observe certain fixed rules. If any one else happens to touch it, the contagion spreads to him,
and he must undergo the great purification, har~

—
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days (being washed with the
urine of the cow, etc. [Vend. ix.]). The glance of
a dog (see below) or other animal is considered
to be particularly effective for driving away the
corpse-demon.
In theory the old tabu ideas concerning the dead
have been modified in a characteristic manner by
the Avestan dualism. Thus, since the death of a
of the Evil Power,
Mazdayasnian implies a victory
his body is unclean, but the corpse of an unbeliever is clean, because his death favours the
cause of Ahura Mazda, and a wicked man defiles
only during his life, not after his death (Vend.

ashnum,

v.

for nine

36-38).
4.

Isolation of the corpse.

—The

place of the

two

relatives waiting beside the body is next
taken by the nasu-kashas of the Avesta, now
called khdndhya (' shoulder-men ') by the Parsis of

Two of those funeral-servants prepare
themselves by washing and by putting on clean
and the sacred cord, and by reciting the Srosh-baj (on which see Darmesteter,
Le Zend-Avesta, ii. 686-688) up to the word ashahe.
They then enter the room where the dead body is
India.

suits of clothes

them a piece of cloth or
the paivand. They cover the body

placed, keeping between

—

cotton tape
with cloth except the face

— which,

some parts of Gujarat

also covered

however, in
with a
of
the
Avesta, a piece of
paddn (the paitiddna
white cotton stuff which the Parsi priest holds
before his nose and mouth in order not to defile
the sacred fire and the other pure things). Then
the two khandhyas lift the corpse on to slabs of
stone placed in a corner of the room, its arms
being folded across the chest. The face must not
be turned towards the north, whence the demons
In some districts of Gujarat the old
proceed.
Avestan rule ( Vend. viii. 8) is still observed of
laying the body on a thin layer of sand in a cavity
dug in the ground five inches deep, while in Yezd
the corpse, after being lifted from the bier in the
common mortuary, is placed on a raised platform
of mud paved with stone, about nine feet long and
four feet wide (Jackson, Persia, p. 391 ). The place
in which the body reposes is ritually separated
from connexion with the living by three deep
circles, kasha, drawn with a metallic bar or nail
by one of the two khandhyas, who afterwards
leave the house, still making paivand, and finish
is

—

'

'

their Srosh-baj.

v

—

If possible, a four-eyed (c.ath5. The sag-did.
rueashma) dog, i.e. a dog with two eye-like spots
above the eyes, is now brought near the corpse in
order to frighten the druj by his look, i.e. the
According to
sag-did ('dog-gaze') is arranged.
Vend. viii. 16, a white dog with yellow ears has also
a particular power against the demons, but any dog
'

'

may suffice. The sag-did is repeated at the beginning of every gdh, until the body is carried from the
house. The prescription of Vend. viii. 14-18 seems
not to be observed nowadays, namely, that a yellow
four-eyed dog or a white dog with yellow ears
must be led three times if he walks willingly, six
or nine times if he is unwilling, along the road
where a corpse of a man or of a dog is carried, in
order to scare away the corpse-demon. In Yezd
the ordinary street-dog is used, and morsels of
bread are strewn around the corpse, or, according
to the older usage, laid on the bosom of the dead,
'

and the dog eats these' (Jackson, op. cit. p. 3S9).
Immediately before entering the dakhma (' tower of
silence'), the dead body is once more exposed to

The demon-expelling glance is attrito the
buted by Vend. vii. 3. 29 f., viii. 36, not
only
dog, but to the flesh-eating birds as well as to
the flesh-eating dogs.'
Those passages evidently refer to the moment when the
animate, to which the body 19 exposed, rush on it to devour
the sag-did.

'

'

'
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but the eminent Parsi scholar J. J. Modi, to whom wo
principally owe our knowledge of the actual funeral ceremonies
of the Parsis, interprets Vend. vii. :j in the following way
It
"
is enjoined that in rase a
dn^ is nut procurable, the .Saydecd
of flesh-devouring birds like the crows and vultures should hu
allowed, that is to say, it will do if a flesh-eating bird happens
to pass and sees the corpse from above or if the flesh-eating
it;

'

:

''

birds

fly in

that direction' (J A SB

ii.

414).

—

Demon-frightening fire. We return to the
mortuary room, where, after the first sag-did, the
demon-killing fire (Vend. viii. 80) is brought and
fed with fragrant sandal-wood and frankincense,
and where, until the body is removed, a priest
recites the Avesta, keeping himself, as well as
every other person, at least three paces from the
dead body (Vend. viii. 7).
The removal of the body
7. Time of removal.
must take place in the daytime, in order to expose
In ancient times the
it to the sun Vend. v. 13).
corpse might lie in the special mortuaries as long
as one month or even until the next spring Vend.
v. 12).
Now, in India, the body is removed the
next morning, if death takes place early in the
if a person dies late at night or early in
night
the morning, the body is removed in the evening.
In case of death by accident the body may wait
6.

—

(

(

j

longer.

—

Two corpse hearers (nasa8. Removal.
clothed in white, with
hand-cover
(dastdnd) on their hands, and making paivand,
enter the house about one hour before their departure to the dakhma, carrying an iron bier
(gdhdn). They must be at least two in number
Vend. iii. 14), for a single man is not allowed to
carry even the body of a child. Wood being more
liable to infection, the bier must be of iron.
It is
placed beside the body. The corpse-bearers read
the Srosh-baj up to the word ashahe (the remaining
portion of that prayer is recited only when their
operations relating to the corpse are finished), and
add in a low voice
According to the dictates of
Ahura Mazda, the dictates of the Amshaspands,
the dictates of the holy Sraosh, the dictates of
Aderbad-Mahrespand, the dictates of the Dastur of
Then they sit silent, while two priests,
this time.'
having performed the kosti (cf. Darmesteter, op.
cit. 685 f. ) and repeated the special prayers of the
gdh, enter the chamber, making paivand, put on
their face-veils, take the Srosh-baj' (i.e. repeat it
as far as ashahe), and commence the Ahunavaiti
Gatha (Ys. xxviii.-xxxiv.), keeping themselves
near to the door or at least at a distance of three
paces from the corpse. Atthe words of Yasnti xxxi.
4
Seek thou for me, O Vohu Manah, the mighty
Kingdom, through whose increase we may overcome the Druj,' they stop the corpse-bearers lift
the dead body on the bier, when the priests turn
to the dead and finish the Gatha, after which a
*

'

-

'

'

sdldrs),

(

'

:

'

'

:

;

new sag-did is performed. The moment is now
come for relatives and friends, who have gathered

in the house (or, in Yezd, in the common mortuary,
the zdd-o-marg, 'birth and death,' or pursishk/idnah, inquiry house '), to have a last look at
the deceased.
They bow before the body, i.e.
make the sejdo, before its face is covered up.
9. Funeral procession.
Having carried the body
outside the house (according to Vend. viii. 10, the
'

—

corpse should be removed through a breach specially made in the wall of the house, and in this
connexion it is worthy of note that the Persian
zdd-o-marg has two doors, the corpse being brought
in by the one and carried out by the other), the
nasd-sdldrs entrust the bier to two or more k/idndyas (who are also sometimes called nasd-sdldrs)
Two priests
to bear it to the 'tower of silence.'
walk in the front of the procession, at a distance
of thirty paces after the bier, accompanied by relatives and friends, two abreast, clothed in white and
making paivand. In Persia, however, the order

504
is different.
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There the procession

is

by a

led

man

bearing a vase containing lire (and formerly also
by a musician playing a doleful air), followed by
the relatives and friends, the corpse, the priests,
and additional members of the family of the deceased.
Here, too, if the dakhma is far distant,
the body may be conveyed on a cow or donkey
(cf. the Pahlavi commentary on Vend. iii. 14), and
the mourners may ride, though the priests are
required to walk.
At the gate of the tower the
10. In the tower.
bier is set down, the face is uncovered to let the

(Parsi)

Riga, 1783, II. iii. 71 f.), the Bactrians threw their sick and aged
the Caspians conpeople to dogs, trained to devour them
sidered it more auspicious if birds devoured their dead exposed
in the desert than if they were eaten by dogs or wild animals
x.
[1907] i. 141).
(cf. Marquart, Philologus, Suppleni.
;

—

ii. Dakhmas.
Special constructions or towers
(dakhnms), for exposing the corpses, are well
known to the Avesta. They constitute the most
awful and impure spots on the earth, and it is
one of the greatest merits to demolish them when
they have served their purpose, and thus restore
the ground to cultivation ( Vend. iii. 13, vii.
The construction of the actual towers
49-58).
accompanying procession pay their last respects to of silence used by the Parsis of India is accomthe dead from a distance of at least three paces, panied by a series of religious ceremonies, the
and once more the sag-did is performed. Now the consecration lasting three days (Menant, ZesPir rsis,
two real nasd-salars, who had arranged the body Paris, 1898, pp.206-235, with plans and illustrations).
on the bier in the house, and who alone are allowed
At every dakhma
12. Dispersion of procession.
to enter the tower (not wearing their usual clothes a kind of chapel (sdgrl) is built, to which the
[Vend. viii. 10], but the so-called 'clothes of funeral procession retires while the nasd-salars
dakhma'), open its gate, which is closed with an do their work with the dead inside the tower.
iron lock, lift the bier, carry it into the tower,
When the nasd-salars are ready, the assistants,
place the body, with the head toward the south gathered in the sdgri or seated at some distance
(the auspicious quarter), on one of the beds of from the dakhma, get up and finish the Srosh-bdj,
stone (kesh) arranged in concentric circles, rising which they had commenced before starting in the
like an amphitheatre, which are intended for reIn concluding the paivand
funeral procession.
We repent of all our
ceiving the bodies. These circles are separated by they recite this prayer
canals (pains, a word which seems also to be used sins. Our respects to the souls of the departed
of the sections divided by the canals).
They re- We remember here the fravashis of the pious (demove the clothes from the corpse, leaving it naked parted).' They then take urine of the cow, wash
(Vend. vi. 51), and cast them into the central well, the naked parts of their bodies, make the kosti,
forming the middle of the tower, and surrounded and repeat the Patet, mentioning the name of the
by the amphitheatre-like circles of stone beds. departed at the end of the prayer, after which they
The naked corpse may be left on the earth, on return home and take a bath.
The vulAt home, immediclay, bricks, and stone and mortar.'
13. Ceremonies at home.
tures, Nature's scavengers, are already waiting,
ately after the removal of the body, urine of the
and in one or two hours they devour all that is cow (nirang) is sprinkled over the slabs of stone
corruptible of the body. Twice a year the nasd- on which the corpse was placed, and upon the
salars throw the skeletons into the well, where road by which it was carried out of the house.
All clothes, utensils, and other articles of furnisun, rain, and air soon reduce the whole to dust.
The Dlnkart to Vend. v. 14 considers the falling ture must be cleansed, principally by the same
of the rain on the corpses in the dakhmas and on
means gomez (urine of the cow) and water or
the impure liquids as a great advantage. Formerly rejected altogether, if they have come into any
the bones were preserved in an ossuary.
contact with the dead body. After the removal
Whither shall we carry the bones of the dead, Ahura Mazda? of the
body, all the members of the family are
Where shall we place them?' Ahura Mazda answered: 'You
to take a bath.
may make a structure (us-danem) for them beyond the reach required
In an ancient Iranian province, Haroiva (Harat),
of the dog, of the fox, of the wolf, inaccessible to the rain from
above. If the Mazdayasnians are rich, they may construct it
the custom recorded from later times (Chardin,
of stones, of plaster, or of earth.
If they are not rich, they
en Perse, Amst. 1735, iii. 109), of abandonmay place the dead on the ground in the light of heaven and Voyages
ing the house to the dead, seems to have prevailed
looking towards the sun (Vend. 49-61).
according to the vish-harezana of Vend. i. 9 (cf. N.
If, in Persia, a Zarathushtrian community is too
xxxix. [1899] 256 ff. ). The Great
small to support a dakhma, the body is carried Soderblom,
to some remote place in the hills or mountains, is Bundahishn gives the following explanation of
We keep the prescriptions (of rethen piled around with stones and covered with a this custom
moving the fire, the barashnftm, the cups, the
slab, but not interred (Jackson, op. cit. p. 394).
The Dadistdri (xviii.), in the 9th cent. A.D., haonui, and the mortar) during nine days (in the
recommended collecting the bones and putting winter) or a month (in summer) (cf Vend. v. 39 IT. ).
them in an astoddn, elevated above the ground
They abandon the house and go away during nine
and covered with a roof to preserve them from days or a month' (Darmesteter, op. cit. p. 9, note
rain and from animals.
These receptacles to pro- 20). It may be that upaman, waiting ( Vend, v.)
tect the bones from the sun were made of two originally meant a temporary abandoning of the
excavated stones, one forming the cottin, the other house. At present, in Bombay, all the members of
the cover. They might also be real monuments, the family have to take a bath after the removal
perhaps corresponding to the eaves of the Achav of the body, and fragrant fire is burnt on the spot
menians at Naksh-i Kustam (Modi, 'An old Persian where the corpse was laid. During nine days in
winter and one month in summer a lamp is kept
cf. Darmesteter, op. cit. p.
Collin,' JASB, 1888
At the present day the bones of the burning on the same spot, and no one is allowed to
93, note 34).
dead are no longer preserved.
go near it during that period. After its expiry the
Vend. vi. 45, in directing the dead to be carried to the most
The members of the
whole room is washed.
elevated spots, where flesh-eating dogs and flesh-eating birds
and also near friends abstain from meat
may most surely perceive it,' gave sanction to a primitive family
method of disposing of the dead, still practised, e.g., by the during three days after the death.
We do not deal here with the festivals and gifts intend, d for
Kafirs, who expose their dead in wooden coffins on the tops of

—

'

'

—

'

:

!

'

—

—

—

'

'

EHR

'

'

:

'

'

.

'

'

'

;

'

the mountains(I.assen, Ind. Alterthumskunde, i. 2 Leipzig, 1807,
p. 620), by some wild tribes of India (Crooke, JAI xxviii.
[1899} 246 f.), and by the Masai, where a person dying without
children is abandoned, some hundred yards outside the kraal,
to the hyamas, whose speedy devouring of the corpse is considered a favourable sign (Merker, Die Masai, Berlin, 1904,
,

The llaw:iiians threw their dead to the sharks, He.
p. I'Xl).
(Segerstcdt, I.c Monde oriental, Upsala, 1910, iv. 2, p. 04). According to .Strabo (p. 617 ; cf. Kleuker, Anhang zum Zend- A vesta,

poor after the death of a wealthy I'arsi,
several offices for his soul (see Immorfuneral expenses of an eminent I'arsi
1703 amounted to more than 738 rupees,
which would mean more than double this sum at present
(Homanji ISyrainji l'atell, J ASH iii. 144 ff.).
the priest and for the
or with the recital of
tality [l J arsi]).
The
gentleman who died in

—

In some circles of Parsi
14. Recent opposition.
society the question of introducing a more hygienic
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and less savage manner of disposing of the dead
Both
has of late been very eagerly agitated.
burning and burying being prohibited because of
the parity of lire and earth, it has been proposed
to consume the corpse by electricity, and the exegetical question has been discussed whether such
a method can be considered as burning or not. No
change has been officially permitted as yet in the
disposal of the dead, which shows the tenacity
of custom, and maintains continuity with an

immemorial antiquity.
—

Modi, On the Funeral Ceremonies of the
and Explanation,' in JASB ii. (1892);
J. Darmesteter, Le Zend-Avesta, ii. 140fT., Paris, 1892; D.
Menant. Les Parsis, Paris, 1898 D. F. Karaka, Ilist. of the.
A. V. W. Jackson, Persia Past
J'arsis, i. 192 ff., London, 18S4
and Present, pp. 387-394, London, 1906 Khudayar Sheheryar,
'A Zoroastrian Death in Persia' (in Gujarati), in Zarloshti, i.
Literature.

;

;

;

109-1S1.

Nathan Soderblom.

—

fn ancient Persia,
15. Ancient Persian rites.
before the spread of Zoroastrianism, the means of
disposal of the dead were quite different from
those observed by the adherents of the great

Attention has already

Iranian religious leader.

been called, in

§

10,

to the Bactrian custom of
the aged to be devoured by

leaving the sick and
dogs a practice recorded not only by Strabo (p.
517), but by Cicero (Tttsc. Disp. i. 45) and by
Eusebius (Prwp. crang. I. iv. 7). Both Herodotus
140) and Strabo (p. 735) expressly state that,
(i.
while the Magi exposed their dead to dogs or
birds (as the Avesta enjoins), the Persians interred
the dead body after coating it with wax (/cara-

—

Kwpuio-avTcs

Kobad demanded, though without success, that
tlie Christian Iberian ruler Gurgenes should adopt
the Persian custom of exposing the dead to birds
and dogs, instead of burying them (Procopius,
de Bell. Pcrs. i. 12).
Literature.— In addition to the works mentioned in the
previous section, reference may also he made to Kleuker.
Anhawj zum Zend-Avesta, 11. iii. 9f., B7f., 144, Riga, 1783;
Brisson. de Renin 1'ersarum principatu, ed. Lederlein, p.
619 ff., Strasshurjf, 1710; Rapp,
nc. [1806] 53-56.

ZDUG

Louis H. Gray.
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was, therefore, rank blasphemy (oi'x 6Via) when
Cambyses ordered the corpse of Amasis to be
cremated (Herodotus, iii. 16) ; and it is very
doubtful whether any credence can tie given to
Xenophon's account (Cyroptsd. VIII. vii. 25) of the
of the dying Cyrus
Put my body, my
request
children, when I die, neither in gold nor in silver
nor in anything else, but commit it to the earth
as soon as may be (rrj yrj us rax^ra dn-oSore). For
what is more blessed than this, to be mingled with
the earth (yrj fitxdvfat)
since this last phrase
would seem to exclude any coating of the body
with wax.
Equal suspicion seems to attach to
Xenophon's story (ib. vii. 3) of the death of Abradates, for whom a grave was prepared, and whose
dead head was held on her lap by his wife, whose
corpse, after her suicide, and his were both
covered over by her nurse before burial. Ctesias,
however, who is much more reliable than his ancient
contemporaries would allow, may be right when
he states (Pcrs. 59) that Parysatis buried the head
and right hand of Cyrus the Younger, for here the
wax coating may perhaps have been employed.
Unfortunately, our sole information on this subject must thus far be gleaned from the meagre
statements of the classics. If we may judge from
the tombs of the Achaenienians, their bodies
were not exposed as Zoroastrianism dictated but
it is by no means impossible that they were
coated witli wax, or even, as Jackson also suggests (Persia Past and Present, p. 285), perhaps
embalmed after the manner of the Egyptians.'
According to Arrian (Anab. VI. xxix. 4-11), the
body (0-up.a) of Cyrus was laid in a coffin of gold
(irvfXov xP
V" ; cf. Jackson, loc. cit. and p. 304 f.,
for further references).
All this was, of course, changed when Persia
In his account of
definitely became Zoroastrian.
the obsequies of Mermeroes (f A.D. 554), Agathias
(Hist. 11. xix. 22) recognizes only the usage of the
Avesta (with the addition of the exposure of the
sick while still living), and he expressly says that
the Persians could not place the dead in a coffin
{ffriKji) or urn (XdpvaKi.), or bury in the earth (rij 77}
Karaxwi/vvai) and the 5th cent. Sasanian monarch

—

'

•

'

—

;

'

m

;
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(Roman).

—As in other lands and in other times, so

among the ancient Romans the customs attendant upon death and burial varied so considerably
according to wealth, rank, occupation, nationality,
religion, place, and period that no single succession of circumstances may be taken as typical, and
great caution must be exercised in dealing with the
scattered and fragmentary evidence on the subject,
in order to avoid confusing the particular with the
universal, or attributing to one period the customs
also

peculiar to another.
The greater part of our evidence having to do
with the upper classes during the late Republic
and early Empire, it will lie best to re-construct,
as a nucleus around which to build up an account
of burial customs in general, a typical instance of
the death and burial of a Roman grandee of the
1st cent, of the Empire.
As the man breathes his last, the assembled relatives loudly and repeatedly call out his name in the
conclamatw a more or less formalized expression
of grief which is probably reminiscent of primitive
attempts to wake the dead back to life and perhaps the nearest of kin kisses him, as if to catch
and preserve in the family line the last breath.
After the formal announcement conclamatum est,'
the eyes are closed, and the usual bathing and

—

;

'

anointing, perhaps embalming, take place, performed by one of the household, or by the professional libitinarius or pollinator.
The body is
composed, arrayed in the toga the full dress of
antiquity ornamented with all the insignia won
during the dead man's career, and placed in state
on the lectus funebris in the atrium, or main
ehamber of the house, with the feet towards the
street-door.
There are also flowers, corona; of
honour, and burning censers supported on candelabra. Near by are attendants, among them being
sometimes included paid mourners who chant
the funeral wail. [These details may be seen in
the Lateran Museum on the tomb relief of the
Haterii, a family of considerable importance during the latter part of the 1st century.]
Possibly a
coin is placed in the mouth as passage-money across
the Styx a custom always in vogue to some extent.
A wax impression of the face is then taken, afterwards to occupy its niche in the ala, a state room
off the atrium, along with the masks (imagines) of
the ancestral line, and to be supplied with the
appropriate inscription, or titulus, recording the
name, years, offices, and deeds of the dead. Outside, the fact of death is made known, and the
proper safeguard taken against chance religious or
social impropriety, by the hanging of a cypress- or
pine-branch at the entrance of the house.
In due time, which in ordinary cases is as soon
as arrangements can be made, and in funerals of
state from three to seven days, the last ceremonies
take place. Criers go through the streets announcing its coming occurrence in the ancient formula
Ollus Quiris leto datus. Exsequias, quibus est
commodum, ire iam tempus est. Ollus ex acdibus
effertur' ('This citizen has been given over to
death.
His obsequies those who iind it convenient
may now attend. He is being carried forth from
his dwelling ').
Under the supervision of the
designator and his attendant lictors, the stately

—

—

—

:

'
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funeral-train takes form and
anil

perhaps

paid

singers

;

moves

musicians,
dancers and panto:

niimists, who jest freely, sometimes impersonating
in humorous wise even the deceased ; a succession
of cars, at times amounting to hundreds (six
hundred at the funeral of Marcellus), on which sit
actors dressed to impersonate the long line of the
dead man's ancestors, wearing their death-masks,
now taken from the niches in the alee, and accompanied by lictors, as in life symbolically conducting the most recent of the family line to take his
a
place with his forefathers in the lower world
display of the dead man's memorials trophies,
horses, dogs, insignia, painted representations of
his exploits after the manner of a triumph ; more

—

—

;

—

lictors, with down-pointed fasces, reminiscent of
olden-time burial by night and then, high on a
funeral car, the dead himself, with face exposed to
the sky, or enclosed in a casket and represented by
;

a realistic figure clad in his clothes and death-mask
the immediate mourners— sons with veiled heads,
daughters bareheaded with flowing hair and finally
the general public, not without demonstration. On
both sides, as the procession passes, is the Roman
populace, pressing to the line, and climbing up
;

;

To towers and windows, yea, to chimney tops,'
what must have been one of the greatest
spectacles of all time.
Arrived at the Forum, the great centre of civic
life, the dead is carried to the Rostra, on which,
'

to witness

surrounded
by his ghostly ancestry, he lies while
his nearest relative delivers over him the laudatio,

a formal and often extravagant glorification of the
deceased and his forefathers which is preserved
among the family archives, and whose uncritical
use will do so much to falsify or distort Roman
history. The procession then forms again, resumes
its way, and passes through the city-gate to the
destined place of cremation or inhumation at one
of the great mausolca, such as that of Augustus, at
the north end of the Campus Martius, or in one of
the long lines of lots which border the high road.
Here the dead, with ornaments, weapons, and
other possessions dear in life, together with many
memorials brought by friends and relatives, is
placed upon an elaborate pyre, to which, with

(Roman)

chambers, funeral-banquets held, and offerings made
to the gods and to the manes, or spirits of the dead.
Such a funeral, though not unfamiliar to the
Roman people, was the exception rather than the
rule.
The imposing nature of the whole the
splendour of its appointments, the dignity of the
participants, the impressiveness of the stately
train, with its hundreds of impersonated praetorians
and consulars, traversing the principal thoroughfares between thronging spectators may best be
compared with the funerals of Italian royalty in

—

—

modern

though the

latter probably fall far
short of the magnificence of the ancient ceremony.
The funerals of middle and lower class people,
and of most of the upper class, were less ostenta-

times,

and unaccompanied by the laudatio, the display of death-masks, and the paraphernalia of
wealth. Children, citizens of the lowest class, and
slaves were carried to their last rest without public
tious,

and with few formalities.
Unlike modern burial-places, the Roman cemewere not public communal enclosures set
apart by themselves, but were situated along the
great highways that led from the city-gates, and
took the form of a very long and narrow series of
private holdings, whose front, occupied by imposing
monuments, bordered immediately on the road.
All streets leading from Rome had their tombs,
and the location of sepulchres along them in the
country also, on landed estates, was frequent.
Most prominent among the highway cemeteries at
Rome were the Via Flaminia and the Via Salaria
on the north, the Tiburtina and the Praenestina
on the east, the Latina and the Appia on the
Most magnifisouth, and the Aurelia on the west.
cent of all was the Appian Way, Rerjina Viarum,
which still displays almost unbroken lines of
tomb-ruins from its issue at the old Servian Porta
Capena to the Alban Mount, fourteen miles away.
Among its two hundred or more larger monuments,
displaying great variety of architecture and ornamentation, are to be seen most of the types of the
Roman tomb the mausoleum, round, and probably
once with conical summit, copied and named after
the tomb of Mausolus, the king of Icaria, who died
about 351 B.C.
the tumulus, a conical mound
heaped over the body or ashes of the dead, also
reminiscent of Asia the tomb above ground
the
tomb excavated in the tufa bed of the Campagna
the combination of both, with tomb below and
chamber above the columbarium, for the reception
of the cremated dead of burial-associations
the
chambers in series called catacombs '({.».)• Burial
lots were marked by boundary stones, inscribed
with measurements: e.g. in fronte p. xui. inagro
Threats
p. xxii.' ('frontage, 16 ft., depth, 22 ft.').
and curses were frequently added to safeguard the
area and monuments against violation or profanation.
The more pretentious areas were great
family burial-places, where were laid to rest all
the members of a gens, or branch of a gens,
including its freedmen and slaves, and sometimes
even clients and friends. Such a burial place might
include a generous plot of ground, with an area
before the tomb, a garden behind, an ustrina, or
crematory, cediculcB, or shrines with statues of he
dead, banquet-room for anniversary use, pavilion,
Tho epitaphs,
well, and custodian's quarters.
procession,
teries

:

;

averted face, the nearest relative or friend, or some
civic dignitary, applies the torch.
As the flames
rise to the summit of the pyre, perhaps they liberate from his lightly fastened cage an eagle, which
soars aloft the symbol of the spirit of the dead
setting out for its home among the immortals.
The embers are quenched with water or wine, the
final farewell (another conclamatio) is uttered, and
all return to the city except the immediate relatives, who collect the ashes of the departed in a
napkin, bury the os resectum (see below) to preserve the form of earth-burial, perform a purificatory sacrifice, and partake of the funeral-meal in
the family tomb-chapel.
There follow nine days of mourning, on one of
which the now dry ashes are enclosed in an urn of
marble or metal, and carried by a member of the
family, barefooted and ungirdled, to their final
in the tomb-chamber.
At the end of
resting-place
this period, the sacrum novendiale, a feast to the
dead, is celebrated at the tomb, and a funeralbanquet is held at the home. Mourning continues
ten months for husbands, wives, parents, adult incised upon slabs let into the front of the monusons and daughters, eight months for other adult ment, or on tombstones at the graves of indirelatives, and in the case of children for as many
viduals, or near the remains inside the vault-, are
months as they have years.
Memorial festivals, characterized by great variety of content and exwhich partake of the nature of a communion, are pression. Name, parentage, public olli.es n< an
celebrated on Feb. 13-21, the Parcntnlia, or pagan accurate statement of the length of life are found
All-Souls' Day; again on the birth or burial anniin most of them, without dates of death and birth,
A type may he seen in that of Minueia, the daughvcrsary; and again at the end of March and May,
the Violrtria and Rosarin, when violets and roses a e ter of Kundaiius, whose death is the subject of
profusely distributed, lamps lighted in the tombPliny's Kp. v. 16
;

;

;

—

;

;

'

'

I

:<

i

:
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months, and 7 days

')

(CIL

vi.

16031).

A portrait-bust sometimes accompanied the epitaph,
was not infrequent for the inscription to be
the form of an address to the passer-by from the

ami
in

it

of the departed, as the quaint archaistic

mouth

Ciecilius, which lies by the Appian
i. 1006) :
factum momimentum Maarco Caicilio.
Hospes, gratum est quom apud meas restitistei seedes.
Bene rem geras et valeas dormias sine qura.'
Stranger, it
("This monument is erected to Marcus Cmcilius.
gives me pleasure that you have stopped at my resting-place.
Good fortune attend you, and fare you well ; may you sleep
without care.')
Such appeals as this upon stones, the use of
roadside
portrait-sculpture, and the custom of
burial illustrate the Roman yearning for continued
participation in the affairs of the living, and an
instinctive conviction as to future existence.

one of Marcus

Way
'

(CIL

Hoc

(Roman)
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the healthful gardens of the present, and the
sardonic .-illusion to the cippus as the one monument
of a whole city of wretched poor constitute an
eloquent comment on the mortuary destiny of the
lowest class, though to interpret literally the poet's
mention of whitening bones seems unnecessary.
Excavation has revealed pit-graves 13 to 16 It.
square and of great depth, in which the bodies of
the criminal and otherwise unfortunate were deone above tho other, unburned, and with
posited

'D. M. Slinuciae Marcellac Fundani F. Vix. A. XII., M. XI.,
D. VII.' ('To the Departed Spirit [Dis Manilms] of Mimn-ia
Marcella, the Daughter of Fundanus, who lived 12 years, 11

est

little

ceremony.
Cremation and inhumation existed side by side
throughout the pagan period. Tho earliest cemethe lowest stratum of that on the Esquiline,
teries
and the necropolis recently (1902) excavated on
the Sacred Way near tho Forum contain both
cinerary urns and sarcophagi, the latter being
The
sometimes made of hollowed tree-trunks.
later strata on the Esquiline also contain both.
The Cornelian gens held to earth-burial until Sulla
Among the lower classes, especially freedmen chose cremation as a measure of safety. The
and the labouring part of the population, a most tomb-chambers of the Scipios, a branch of the
popular form of tomb was the columbarium, so Cornelian gens, on the Appian Way inside the
named because of its resemblance to a dove-cot. Wall of Aurelian, were filled with sarcophagi conLong narrow vaults were either built above ground taining unburned dead ; and in many large tombs
or excavated in the tufa, and in their walls were the heads of families were laid away in sarcophagi,
formed numerous compact rows of niches, each of a while the cremated remains of their freedmen and
size barely large enough to receive an urn containthe humbler members of the household were deing the ashes of one person, whose identity was posited about them in the same chamber. Inmade known by a titulus upon a slab below the humation, as the cheaper and more natural method,
urn, or on the urn itself, sometimes accompanied seems to have been the earlier, basic, and popular
by a small portrait-bust. One of these columbaria custom even in Augustan times, when cremation
on the Via Appia, from which three hundred was as nearly universal as it ever became, it was the
tituli have been preserved, was for the use of the
custom to perform at least a symbolical burial of
freedmen of Augustus and Livia. Such tombs the body by the interment of a small part of it,
were sometimes given as benevolences, and some- the os resectum, usually a joint of the little finger.
times erected by speculators, but it was more usual
The foregoing account of death and burial has to
for them to be constructed, or at least managed,
do principally with the 1st cent. A.D. and with the
by collegia funeraticia, co-operative funeral asso- city of Rome. Naturally, there were variations in
detail before and after this period
ciations, which sold stock, assessed regular dues,
e.g. burial by
and paid benefits, thus ensuring their members night was the practice of earlier times, and was
adwere
death.
after
on
the
They
Julian,
ground of inconproper disposition
prescribed again by
ministered by curatores, who divided and assigned venience to urban business caused by diurnal rites ;
the space by lot to the shareholders, who might in the cemeteries of the earliest times were less
distant from the heart of the city, by reason of
turn sell their holdings.
The lot of the ordinary slave and the very poorest the lesser circumference of the primitive walls,
Outside the each successive fortification carrying the line of
class of citizens was less fortunate.
line of the Servian Wall, where it crossed the
tombs farther out because of the law forbidding
plateau of the Esquiline, there existed, down to the burial within the city limit there was less of both
time of Horace (when it was covered with earth display and poverty before the rise of the Empire ;
and transformed into the Gardens of Maecenas), a sumptuary laws governing funerals were known
the employgreat burial-ground which might be called the from the first centuries of the city
Here, as shown by exca- ment of chambers and galleries excavated in the
potter's field of Rome.
vations made from 1872 onwards, was an area of bed of the Campagna, long known on a small
irregular dimensions extending a mile or more scale, grew much more general and extensive after
along the wall, from near the present railway- the rise of Christian Rome, developing into the
station on the north-east to the Lateran on the great communal burying-places called catacombs ';
south-east, which had served as a necropolis from cremation died out because of its expensiveness
time immemorial, and was the burial-ground to and the influence of belief in the resurrection. As
which Horace made reference in Sat. I. viii. to other cities, practice there was essentially the
and in small towns in the
same as at Rome
8-16:
Hue prius angustis eiecta cadavera cellis
country a great deal of conservatism no doubt
Conserves vili portanda locabat in area
obtained, manifest in the retention of customs long
Hoc miserae plebi stabat commune sepnlchrum,
after
Pantolabo scurrae Nomentanoque nepoti.
they had gone out in the capital.
Mille pedes in fronte, trecentos cippus in agrum
All periods of the history of Roman burial, howHie dabat, heredes monumentum ne sequeretur.
are unified by the belief in the continued
ever,
Nunc licet Esquiliis habitare salubribus, atque
existence of the dead, and in his ghostly participaAggere in aprico spatiari, quo modo tristea
tion in the life of the family and community, and
Albis informem spectabant ossibus agrum
contracted to carry in their
(' Hither, of yore, their fellow-slave
by the consequent scrupulous care about proper
cheap coffins the dead sent forth from their narrow dwellings
burial, and the maintenance of right relations with
here lay the common sepulchre of the wretched plebs, for
the spirits of dead ancestors. The quick and the
A
the
ne'er-do-weel.
and
Nomentanus
the
Pantolabus
knave,
thousand feet front, three hundred feet deep were the limits
dead of ancient Rome were in a more than usually
the monument not to follow the heirs. To-day you may dwell
intimate communion.
;

—

—

;

:

;

'

;

'

,,

'

;

'

;

'

;

;

on a healthful Esquiline, and take walks on the sunny agger,
where but now your sad gaze rested upon a field ugly with
whitening bones ').

The

reference in the above lines to the cheap
coffins, the slave hireling, the contrast between the

gloomy bone-strewn Esquiline

of

former days and

—

Literature. The appropriate chapters in S. B. Platncr,
Topography and Monuments of Ancient Rome\ Boston, 1911 ;
H. Middleton, Remains of Ancient Rome, London, 1892;
Marquardt, Das Privatleben der Romer\ Leipzig, 1886 ;
Daremberg-Saglio, Diet, des Ant. gr. et rom., Paris, lS7Uff.,

J.
J.

s.v.

•
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Grant Showerman.
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structed by the Scythian tribes who once dominThe subject of death and the disposal of ated that region, but also in those dating from the
(Slavic).
the dead, so far as the Slavic peoples are con- earlier epochs, which in so many respects still
cerned, was discussed with considerable fullness require investigation. It will be to the purpose,
in the art. Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. ll b S.
It
therefore, to give a relatively full description of a
cannot be doubted that the primitive conditions in single specimen of the South-Russian burial-huts
this particular phase of human life, though to
that, namely, discovered in 1903 by V. A.
some extent overlaid with a dressing of Christian Gorodzov in a kurgan situated in the Government
thought and practice, have been maintained most of Ekaterinoslav, and dating, according to its
faithfully among the peoples in question, and it discoverer, from the close of the second millennium
was therefore quite natural that the writer of that B.C. (cf. Results of the Archaeological Excavations
article should begin with Slavic ideas and customs,
in the District of Bachmut in the Government of
so that, by comparing these with the correspond- Ekaterinoslav in 1903 ([Russ.], Moscow, 1907, p.
In the heart of the kurgan was a spacious
).
ing phenomena among the linguistically allied 152
races, viz. the Indian, Iranian, Greek, Roman,
square cavity, on the floor of which rested a framework box of thick oak boards
some kind of
Celtic, Teutonic, and Lithuanian, he might carry
his investigation back to the so-called Aryan
Between the walls of the cavity and the
coflin.
There is consequently no need to cover box, on the east side, lay a red-coloured jar and a
period.
the same ground again, but it may not be out of cow's head, while each of the four corners of the
place to record here such facts as have emerged, cavity contained a cow's foot. Inside the box was
or have come to the writer's knowledge, since the the doubled-up skeleton of a woman, lying on its
shall
left side, with the head turned towards the northappearance of the article referred to.
At the neck
east, and the wrists under the face.
arrange these fresh data under live heads.
x. Burial and burning- of the corpse (cf. Aryan
of the skeleton were found small fragments of
Religion, vol. ii. p. 16 f. ). In the early historical bronze beads or other ornaments of the kind. In
and
period, as was shown in the passage cited, both of front of the face stood an earthen vessel
these methods were in operation probably simul- before the breast were a number of rattles, which
taneously among the Slavs, and, as recent archaeo- had been cut from the backbone of an animal.
The skeleton lay on chalky earth, but the skull
logical investigation shows, they prevailed also in
the pre-historic age.
With reference to burial, had a pillow of rushes. The most striking feature
there has recently come to light a most remark- of this burial vault, however, is the hut erected
able correspondence between Middle Germany and over the chest. This hut was supported by two
Southern Russia in regard to the practice of con- posts fixed in roundish holes at the head and feet
of the skeleton, but outside the box in which it
structing the tomb in the form of a hut.
At Leubingen, a station on the railway from lay. The post supported a beam, which had
Erfurt (Thuringia) to Sangerhausen, and not far branches leaning against it on either side, so formfrom Sommerda, there is a now celebrated sepul- ing the sloping framework of the roof
the
chral mound, which has been excavated by Prof.
branches, again, were covered with reeds.
Upon
Klopfleisch, a long misunderstood pioneer in the the roof-beam stood a number of pots upside down,
study of primitive history. Near Helmsdorf, again, and also a badly-weathered quern of sandstone.
a village at no great distance from Leubingen, in Above these was a layer of ashes, containing a
the so-called Mannsfeld Seekreis, another mound, cow's head, four cow's legs, a large pot with a
similar in many respects to that at Leubingen,
dimpled ornamentation at its neck and a perforwas recently opened (cf. P. Hbfer, in Jahresschr. ated bottom, incinerated bones, and a whetstone.
As bearing upon the primitive history of Russia,
f. d. Vorgcsch. a. sacks. -thii ring. Lander, v. [Halle,
In each and even of Europe, however, these discoveries are
1906]; and H. Grossler, ib. vi. [1907]).
case the remains (which in the mound at Leubingen surpassed in importance by the places for the
lay upon a flooring of wood, and in that near cremation of corpses— perhaps the oldest in Europe
Helmsdorf in a bed-shaped chest of hewn timber)
which have been discovered in the valleys of
had been arched over by an actual wooden hut of the Dniester and the Dnieper, to the east of the
excellent workmanship, with a steep roofing, the Carpathians, and at no remote distance from the
These places for
planks of which in the Leubingen example were localities above referred to.
thatched with reeds.
The remains found at cremation date, for the most part, from a late
Leubingen were those of an elderly man, across Neolithic civilization, which yields little of imwhose breast had been laid the body of a girl sonic portance, but in their pottery they furnish a new
ten years old, while the Helmsdorf mound, to all factor in the cultural development of Europe,
appearance, contained but a single body, in a extending, as it does, towards the west, across
The objects found beside Southern Russia and Bessarabia, and to the north
doubled-up position.
the dead in both cases— bronze axes, dagger-rods of the Balkan Peninsula. Among its characterand daggers, small chisels, a diorite hammer, and istic products are magnificently painted vessels,
also numerous ornaments in gold, such as armlets,
with plastic decorations of bulls heads and the
pins, spiral rings and bracelets
point to the like, and numerous idols, mainly representing
Bronze Age (c. 1500 B.C. ?), and also show that the women and cattle.
dead had been persons of rank. In a dense layer
The last-mentioned discoveries are due in the
of ashes under the chest in the Helmsdorf mound main to the researches of Chvojko, of Kiev {Papers
were found the skeletons of two men, who had oftheXIth Archtcol. Congress at Kiev [Russ.], i. ;
doubtless been given to the dead as his servants. also Antiquitis de la region dv Dniepre [Collection
But the most interesting feature of either barrow B. Khancnko, premiere livraison, Kiev, 1899], and
"
"
is unquestionably the wooden hut, designed un[for Bessarabia] v. Stern ('The
pre-Mycensean
Civilization in Southern Russia,' in Papers if the
mistakably to provide a house for the dead.
Now, although students of pre-historic times are Xllth Archceol. Congress in Ekaterinoslav Russ.
as yet unaware of the fact, similar, and, indeed,
i.), and they have been critically examined by E.
almost identical erections are found in great pro. Meyer, Gesch. d. Altertums, i. a (Stuttgart, 1909)
fusion in the Russian kurgans, i.e. the sepulchral
741 If. But we arc not yet in a position to identify
mounds which lend a picturesque variety to the with certainty the peoples from whom emanated
monotony of the Steppes in the districts to the the civilizations thus traced at Tripolje, to the
north of the Black Sea. These erections are met south of Kiev, and at Petreny, in Bessarabia.
2. The
funeral procession (cf. art. Aryan
with, moreover, not only in the kurgans con-

—

—

11'.

—
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—

—

—

;

;

—

—

|
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with
him; they

Religion, vol. ii. p. 20). In the passage cited we
were able to indicate that the practice of bearing
the dead to the grave on sledges, even in summer,
once prevailed in certain parts of Russia. In an
exhaustive work shortly referred to in that passage
(viz.
Sledge, Boat, and Horse as Accessories of
'

Burial Ritual' [Russ.], vol. xvi. of the Moscow
Drevnosli), Anucin has conclusively proved that
in ancient Russia the dead were often, even in
summer, conveyed to the grave on sledges, which,
however, might he either driven or carried. The
former method is Illustrated by a picture in the
Sylvester
('Conveyance of the Remains of St.
Glebu by Sledge to the new Church'); the latter
of SS. Boris and
by a picture in the Sylvester
Glebu ('Conveyance of the Corpse of Prince St.
Boris by Sledge'). But, as the use of the sledge
in funeral obsequies is also found, according to
Anucin, among many Finnish tribes, and as to
this day the funeral-sledge often supersedes the
waggon even in the finest season of the year in
the north-east of Europe, it is safe to conjecture

MS

MS

—

—

that the Russians had adopted the practice from
the East European peoples with whom they
mingled as they spread towards the north-east.
Traces of funeral-sledges are likewise found in
Egypt, while Lycian grave-stones sometimes exhibit houses resting upon sledge-runners (cf. R.
Meringer [Indogerm. Forschungen, xix. [1905]

The

gifts to the

dead

—

(cf.

art.

Aryan Re-

ligion, vol. ii. p. 20 ft'.). Just as we read in the
Iliad (xxiii. 171 f.) that the four-horse team of
Patroclus was burned upon his funeral-pyre, in
Herodotus (iv. 71 f.) that large numbers of horses
were buried with the Scythian kings, and in Tacitus

(Germ. 27) quoi undam [the Germans] igni et equus
adicitur ; so from the Russian bylins, or histories,
we learn that men were interred with their horses,
and sometimes even upon horseback. The burial
of Bogatyrl Pot ok Mikhail Ivanovic, for example,
is thus described
'

'

:

'

Then they began to dig a grave there ;
They hollowed out a grave deep and large
A deep one, some twenty fathoms wide.
And then was Potok Mikhail Ivanovic,
With his steed and harness o/icar,
Lowered into the deep grave.

And they covered it with a roofing
And strewed it with yellow sand.'

:

of oak,

(Anucin,

loe. cit.).

funeral feast (cf. art. Aryan Religion,
4.
vol. ii. p. 20 ')
attentions paid to the dead after
the funeral rites (Ancestor- worship) (ib. 2311'.).
The various facts and especially those referring
to the White Russians set forth in the paragraphs
cited have meanwhile been largely supplemented
from various quarters of the Slavic world. This
fresh information is supplied by Matthias Murko
in an art. entitled ' Das Grab als Tisch,' in Wiirter
und Sachen: Kulturhist. Ztschr.f. Spraeh- u. Sach-

The

1

:

—

.

—

—

forschung, ed. R. Meringer,
1910, p.

79

ft'.

The

first

etc., ii. 1, Heidelberg,
three chapters of this

most instructive essay deal respectively with the
following subjects (1) funeral repasts of the Slavs
at the burial-place after the interment
(2) sepulchral meals of the Slavs at the graves of individuals
and (3) sepulchral meals on the all-souls'-days and
at the ancestral feasts of the Slavs, and meals for
the dead among aliens in Russia. That Murko is
in this field of inquiry essentially at one with the
present writer appears, e.g. from his remarks on
p. 110:
:

;

;

,

'For experts in this study, it will not be neceBsarv that I
should emphasize the fact that so many Customs and festivals
still in vogue recall those of the Greeks and the Romans, and
even surpass the latter in remoteness of origin, so that we must
look for their parallels among primitive peoples. I shall merely
state that the original purport of the practice of eating and
the
drinking at the grave can still be clearly recognized
deceased still takes part in the meal the mourners leave a
place vacant for him at the grave-table they expressly invite
:

;

;
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delight of his favmirilt'

1

1

i

s

1

1

1

;

ih

,

jive

him wine and honey to drink they pour wine and water upon
the head of his grave and beside or upon the grave they set
;

;

food for the dead,' etc.
5. In the article referred to, however, Murko
carries his investigation considerably further, as in

subsequent chapters he sketches the process by
which the relics of ancient ancestor- worship have
in the Eastern Church become intermingled with
the primitive worship of the dead among the Slavs
('worship of heroes and its transference to the
Christian martyrs '). The details of the process
are given in the following chapters (4) the early
Christian Agapse and the meals connected therewith ; (5) the survival in the Slav languages of Gr.
rpdirefa and other foreign words connected with
the cult of the dead (cf. art. Aryan Religion,
vol. ii. p. 27", regarding Russ. kanunil = Gr.
:

Kaviiiv)

;

(6)

Romano - Greek

spring festivals for the

influence upon the
dead among the Slavs

Serv. (d)ruzicalo, Russ. radu-

(0. Slav, riisalija,

nica ; cf. vol. ii. p. 25 b and 25*) ; Murko's derivation
of Russ. radunica, from Gr. podwvla' 6 tuv p6Suiv
so
AeijttiiK of Suidas, is original and convincing,
that its meaning is the same as that of Rosalia,
the spring f esti vat for the dead (7 Lat. siliccrn ium,
a
Murko thinks that
silicern(i)iis (cf. vol. ii. p. 2S
this word denotes the feast held upon the silices,
i.e. the rubble of the grave).
) ;

)

;

Literature.— This

Aryan Religion.
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eat
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sufficiently indicated in the art.
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In Tibet, death is regarded as the
(Tibetan).
work of the death-demon, who has accordingly to
be exorcized from the house and locality. The
ceremonies at death and the methods of disposal of
the body are almost entirely of a pre-Buddhistic
or Bon character, although now conducted for the
most part by orthodox Buddhist priests.
The Tibetans believe that the soul lives after
the death of the body, but the future life desired
by the people is not the Buddhistic one of a higher
earthly re-birth or the arhat-ship of Nirvana or
Buddhahood. They desire the new life to be in an
everlasting paradise, which is now identified with
the Western Paradise of Buddha Amitabha of the
later Indian Buddhists.
The object of the deathritual, therefore, is, firstly, to secure the due
passage of the soul of the deceased to this paradise,
and, secondly, to safeguard the earthly survivors
against harm from the death-demon, as well as
from the spirit of the deceased in the event of its
failing to reach paradise and so becoming a malig-

nant ghost.
Formerly, so late as the 8th cent. A.D., human
were made on the death of kings and
nobles.
Five or six chosen friends from amongst
their officers were styled
comrades,' and killed
themselves on the death of their master, so as to
accompany him to paradise, and their bodies were
sacrifices

'

buried alongside of

his.

The

crests of the hills

were crowned by such sepulchral mounds, as in
( 'hina and
amongst the Turkic tribes. Beside the
body were buried the clothes and valuables of the
deceased, his bow, sword, and other weapons, and
his favourite horse
and a tumulus of earth was
thrown up over all. Animal-sacrifice seems also
to have been practised, as is evidenced by the
dough effigies of animals which are ottered as part
of the sacrificial rite by the hands of Buddhist
monks, who now perform the popular death-rites,
and by their religion are prohibited from taking life
(L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, p. 518 f.).
On the physical death
I. Extraction of the soul.
;

—

of a person, Tibetans believe that the spirit does
not depart forthwith, but continues to linger within
the corpse for a varying period, which may extend
to four days, after the cessation of the heart and
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breath.
In order to secure the release of the spirit
in that direction in which it has the greatest chance
of reaching paradise, the services of an expert priest
are necessary.
After a death occurs, no layman is allowed to
white cloth is thrown over
touch the body.
the face of the corpse, and a priest is sent for to
extract the soul in the orthodox manner. This
priest is one of the higher monks, and hears the
title of 'The Mover or Shifter' ('p'o-bo).
On his
arrival in the death-chamber, all relatives and others
are excluded, and the priest, closing the doors and
windows, sits near the head of the corpse and chants
the directions for the soul to find its way to the
Western Paradise. After exhorting the soul to
quit the body and give up its attachment to earthly

A

property, the priest seizes with his forefinger and
thumb a few hairs on the crown of the corpse, and,
jerking these forcibly, is supposed thereby to make
way for the soul of the deceased through the pores
of the roots of these hairs, as though actual perforation of the skull had been effected.
If, in the
process, blood oozes from the nostrils, it is an
auspicious sign. The soul is then directed to avoid
the dangers which beset the road to paradise, and
is bidden God-speed.
This ceremony lasts about an
hour. When, through accident or otherwise, the
body is not forthcoming and the fourth day is
expiring, this rite is performed in absentia by the
priest conjuring it up in spirit whilst seated in
deep meditation.
All persons are tabued
2. Handling the corpse.
from touching a corpse (ro) except those who belong
to the father's family or those indicated by the
astrologer -priest, who casts a horoscope for the
purpose. This document also prescribes the most
auspicious date for the funeral and the mode and
place of disposal of the body, as well as the worship
to he performed for the soul of the deceased and
for the welfare of the surviving relatives.
The persons who may ordinarily handle a corpse
must be children by the same father as deceased
(pas-spun), though in Lhasa and large towns with
many strangers the professional scavengers may do
this work. In rural communities, when a man has no
paternal relatives of his own, he procures admission
into the family of a friend for such funeral purposes
as official mourner by giving a dinner to announce
the fact. The persons so authorized then approach
the body with ropes, and, doubling it up into a
crouching attitude, tie it in this posture, with the
face between the knees and the hands under the
If rigor mortis be present, bones
legs.
may be
broken during the process. The attitude of the
body resembles that found in some of the early
sepultures, and is probably a survival of the
pre-historic period. It ensures portability of the

—

corpse.

When tied up in the proper attitude, the body is
covered with some of the clothes of the deceased, put
inside a sack made of hide, tent-cloth, or blanket,
and removed from the room to the chapel of the
house (where there is one) as a mortuary, and
sheet or curtain is
placed in a corner there.
stretched in front of the sack as a screen, and all
laymen retire. Where the body has to be kept a
long time for climatic or other reasons, it may be
slung up to the rafters.
Priests remain in relays
3. Pre-funeral rites.
day and night chanting services near the corpse
until it is removed.
The head priest sits near the
the other
screen, with his back to the corpse
priests face him, and all read extracts from the
Buddhist scriptures, often from different books at
the same time and they keep alight lamps (from
5 to 108, according to the means of the deceased).
The relatives sit in another room, and oiler food
and drink to the deceased. His bowl is kept filled

A

—

;

;

(Tibetan)

with tea or beer, and he is offered a share of whatever food is going; and such drink and food as are
offered are afterwards thrown away, as it is believed
that their essence has been abstracted by the soul of
the departed. Feeding the manes is also found in
the Indian Buddhist practice of avalambana, based
upon the Brahmanical rite of irCiddha.
Before the funeral the guests, after libations,
partake in solemn silence of cake and wine within
the house in which the corpse is lying but, after
the latter is removed, no one will eat or drink in
that house for a month.
procession. This occurs on the
4. Funeral
auspicious day and hour fixed for it by the astrolo;

—

The

and guests bow to the corpse,
which is then lifted by the oilicial mourners, put
on the chief mourner's back, and carried to the
door, where it is placed in a square box or coffin
(ro-rg'am) provided by the monastery which is
conducting the funeral, and the box is carried
thence by the official mourners to the cemetery
or cremation ground.
If the chief mourner is a
woman, she does not accompany the funeral, but,
after walking thrice round the coffin and prostrating herself thrice, is conducted back to the house.
ger.

relatives

In front of the procession go the priests, chanting
Sanskrit spells or mantras extracted from the later
Indian Buddhist scriptures, and blowing horns, or
beating drums, or ringing handbells ; then follow
the relatives and friends, and last of all comes the
coffin.
Thi3 is led by the chief priest by means of
a long scarf, one end of which is attached to the
coffin
the other end he holds in his left hand,
whilst with his right he beats a skull drum as he
walks. This scarf probably represents the soul's
banner (hurin-fan), which is carried before the
colfin by the Chinese.
The spot or cemetery to which the body is carried
is usually a solitary rock on a wild hilltop, and
In Lhasa
is believed to be haunted by evil spirits.
the ordinary cemetery (dur-k'rbd) is within the
The corpse must not be set down anywhere
city.
en route, otherwise the final ceremony would have
to be performed at that place.
5. Disposal of the body.— The particular mode
in which the body is to be disposed of is prescribed
by the astrologer-lama. Of the various modes,
one only, namely cremation, presents Buddhistic
features.
The methods may be said to be five in
;

'

'

number
1.

:

Consumption offlesh by animals and burial of

bones.

—This, the

'

so-called terrestrial method,' is
the commonest and obviously the most ancient.
It was a custom of the ancient Scythians known
to Herodotus
and its practice by the Parsis at the
present day may also be derived from such a
source or from the Turkic tribes. There seems no
reason to ascribe it, as has been conjectured, to the
influence of those Jataka tales which relate that
Sakyamuni in former births ottered his body to
feed famished tigers and other animals. Such a
practice of disposal of the dead is not recorded in
Indian Buddhism, and its present-day practice in
Siam and Korea, as well as in Tibet, is obviously
a survival of the ancient Scythic and Mongolian
custom.
At the cemetery the body is placed face downwards on the rock or slab of stone, divested of its
The priest, chanting
clothes, and tied to a stake.
mantras, scores it with a large knife, and the
corpse-cutters slice oil' the tlcsh and throw it to the
vultures and other animals of prey which frequent
these cemeteries. In Lhasa dogs and even pigs
assist in devouring the corpses.
As, however,
vultures are esteemed more auspicious, the attendants for a small sum engage to keep off the other
The rapidity with
less desirable beasts of prey.
which the body is devoured is considered of good
;

DEBAUCHERY
omen, and the skull

of such a corpse

is

prized as an

auspicious libation-howl.
The hones of lie stripped and dismembered body
are then buried, and, if the person be
wealthy, ;i
mound or tower is erected over them,
2.
Total consumption of flesh and bones by
animals. This, the so-called 'celestial method,' is
much less common, though not infrequent with the
richer classes.
The bones, stripped of their flesh
as above, are not buried, but
pounded and mixed
with meal, and given to dogs and vultures to
I

—

consume.

—

3.
Throwing into rivers or at waste places. This,
the most ignoble met hod, is the fate of the
poorest,
as burying entails considerable
expense. The body
is dragged by a
rope like a dead beast. In this
way are also disposed the bodies of criminals, those
killed by accident, lepers, and sometimes barren
women. The skulls of enemies slain in battle are
deemed auspicious for drinking-goblets.

4.

Cremation.— This mode

of disposal of a quasiBuddhistic kind is reserved in Tibet for the bodies
of the higher lamas,
though, in those districts
where wood fuel is more available, it is also used
for the laity.

The body is placed on the pyre, seated erect in
a devotional attitude,
cross-legged like Buddha's
image. The soles of the feet are turned upwards,
the right hand with palm
upwards resting on the
flexed thigh, and the left hand is raised in front of
the shoulder in the 'blessing' attitude. In the
case of the laity, the face seems
usually to be
placed downwards. When the wood is lighted,
melted butter is poured over the
body, and, when
the first limb or bone drops from the
body after a
few hours, the funeral ends,
though some of the
relatives remain till the cremation is over.
The
is
seldom completely reduced to ashes. The
body
ashes and unconsumed relics are removed
by the
to
the
house of the deceased, and there
priests
pounded and mixed with clay to form in a mould
miniature votive chaitya medallions called ts'a-ts'a,
the dharma larira relics of Indian Buddhists.
These are placed in the niches of the funereal
towers known as chortens, or, if the deceased be
rich, a special tower may be erected over them (see
art.

Chorten).

5. Preserving the entire
body by embalming.—
This mode seems to be restricted to the
sovereign

Grand Lamas

of

Lhasa and Tashilhunpo.

The

body is embalmed by salting, and, clad in the robes
of the deceased and surrounded
by his personal
implements of worship, is placed, in the attitude
of a seated Buddha, within a
gilded copper sarcophagus in one of the rooms of the
it is
palace

;

then worshipped as a
Before it, on an
divinity.
and water are ofl'ered, and lights are
kept
burning.
Eventually it is enclosed in a great
gilded chorten, surmounted by a gilt dome, and
becomes one of the recognized objects of
worship to
altar, food

pilgrims.
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the soul is believed to remain in a
purgatorj or
intermediate stage (bar-do) between death 'an.
regeneration, and is assisted onwards by the pra pel
of the priests.
For this a lay elligy of the deceased
is made in the
house, on the day on which the
corpse was removed, by dressing up a bench or
box with the clothes of the
deceased, and for a face
a paper mask is inserted
bearing a print of a dead
Tibetan. On the forty-ninth
day this service is
completed, the paper mask burned, and the clothes
given away. The priests receive as presents some
valuable articles from the
property of the deceased,
and a feast concludes the
ceremony.
Mourning is practised chiefly for young people
the old are less lamented. The full term of mourning is about a year, but three or four months is
more usual. During this time no coloured clothes
are worn, nor is the face washed or the hair combed
men may shave their heads, and women leave off
their jewellery and rosaries.
For Grand Lamas
the general mourning of the
people lasts from a
1

;

;

week

to a month.

All the places where bodies are buried or otherwise disposed of are esteemed sacred.
LrrsRATURB.— S.

W.
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DEATH OF THE GODS.-See Deicide.
DEBAUCHERY (French debaucher[de, 'from,'

and old Fr. bauche, 'a course,' 'a
row'], 'to lead
from the straight course
hence seduction from
'

'

;

duty,' 'excessive intemperance,' 'habitual lewdness '(.—Although individuals who
habitually indulge in reckless dissipation are justly regarded as
defective in ordinary self-control, and
it

although

might be shown on incontestable evidence that no
inconsiderable proportion of such persons are iusane
or mentally defective, it would still be
preferable
to approach this
subject from the standpoint of
normal psychology in order to trace the nature of
the impulse which
impels men in the direction of
excessive intemperance and lewdness. To do this
successfully we must take into consideration the
habits and proclivities of
Unprimitive men.
civilized peoples manifest an intense love of excitement, particularly in connexion with their social
and religious gatherings.
All the writings of
travellers referring to the domestic and social
life
of savages are unanimous as to the fact that
every
event out of the daily routine which causes
people to assemble together is likely to become an
occasion for intoxication. Birth alone is
perhaps
less associated with this form of
enjoymentmarriages and deaths are certainly a very common
excuse for it, and it is remarkable that we still
retain survivals of these customs even in
Western
culmination in intense excitement
Europe.
without the aid of intoxicants is
frequent in their
social gatherings. Featherman
(Social Hist, of Races
of Mankind, 1881-91, iii. 341) gives many examples,
from which the following
may be selected
They arranged themselves in groups, and at a given signal

With the disposal of the body, the relatives and
guests disperse, after a feast given in the open air.
6. Post-funeral
obsequies.— The funeral does not
end the ceremonies. The soul of the deceased is
not effectively disposed of until
forty-nine days
after the death, and the death-demon is also to be
expelled from the locality. This latter exorcism is each group began to sing at first in a low tone of voice, which
became louder and terminated in dreadful veils and
an indigenous Bon rite, and must be performed howls.
hideous
The jumping was so violent and their efforts were so
within two days after the funeral. It is termed lunous that some
of them fell senseless to the
Three
ground
or four players or sorcerers stood in the
the Turning away of the face of the
Devouring lamarak, and blew tobacco smoke from centre, shook their
Devil (Za-'dre).' The demon is
a cane pipe upon the
represented as of
human form, riding upon a tiger and, in
laying
Mrs. French-Sheldon (JA1 xxi.
the evil spirits, figures of animals moulded
[18911 367)
in
of the natives of East
Africa, says
dough are used in the sacrifice. For the final dis- speaking
'At some of their festivals this
dancing is carried to such an
of
the soul of the deceased, further
posal
extent that 1 have seen a
young fellow's muscles quiver from
priestly
head to
services are required
his jaws tremble wilhout anv
apparent ability
weekly until forty-nine days on his foot,toand
control them, until, foaming at the mouth ana
after death.
During this period [i.e. 7x7 days) with hispart
eyes rolling, he falls in a paroxysm upon the

A

'

:

|

j

:

ground
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by bis companions. This method of seeking
artificial physical excitement bears a singular resemblance to
the dances of other nations outside of Africa.'
Not only are the reunions of savage peoples
to

be carried

off

characterized by intoxication and induced physical
and mental excitement, but their religious ceremonies owe attraction largely to the induced
mental fervour of the ministrants and audience.
Partridge (AJPs, Apr. 1900, p. 363) goes so far as
to hold that intoxication is one of the most important parts of the religious and social life of primitive man.
He says
:

'The use of alcoholic beverages arose in connexion with the
religious social life in the effort to heighten the religious selfconsciousness.
Its use for these purposes among primitive
people is widespread and almost universal.'

tribes in the Philippine Islands the
(usually a woman) works herself up into
frenzies of nervous excitement by means of contortions and copious draughts of fermented liquor.
Feasting and revelling follow, until ofttimes at her

Among some

shaman

ceremonies all present become intoxicated, and fall
into an unconscious state (cf. Tylor, Prim. Cult. 3 ii.
134 ff. ). Similar practices are universally prevalent
at the present day among the Persian dervishes,
who produce in themselves states of exaltation and

A

hallucination by means of opium and hashish.
similar condition is induced by the Peruvian priests
by means of a drug known as 'tonca' (ib. 416 ft'.).
The reunions of savage and barbarous peoples are
characterized not only by intoxication, but also,
frequently, by sexual orgies of a revolting character.
Bancroft (Native Races, i. 551) says (quoting
Kendall)
:

'
Once a year the Keres have a great feast, prepared for three
successive days, which time is spent in eating, drinking, and
dancing. ... To this cave, after dark, repair grown persons of
every age and sex, who pass the night in indulgences of the
most gross and sensual description.'

of the Mosquitos, the same author
735) states
'Occasionally surrounding villagers are invited, and a drinking-bout is held, first in one house and then in another, until the
climax is reached in a debauch by both sexes of the most revolt-

Writing

(p.

:

ing character.'

The ravenous appetite of certain savages justifies
the accusation of gluttony which has been ascribed
The enormous
to them by various authors.
development of the jaw muscles, as well as the
protuberance of the alimentary system, is a sufficient indication of their propensity for swallowing
enormous quantities of food when opportunity

A Yakut child, according to Cochrane,
devoured at a sitting three candles, several pounds
of sour frozen butter, and a large piece of yellow
soap, while an adult of the same tribe devoured
Wrangle says
forty pounds of meat in a day.
each of the Yakuts ate in a day six times as many
fish as he could.
The Comanches, according to
offers.

Schoolcraft, eat voraciously after long abstinence,

and without any apparent inconvenience (quoted
from Spencer's Sociulvny, i. 45). That debauches
are restricted solely through the want of opportunities for prolonging and repeating them is only
too apparent from the histories of those savage or
barbarous tribes which have been brought into close
and constant contact with the more unscrupulous
So long as alcohol
representatives of civilization.
and pleasurable excitement were obtainable, no
price was grudged for them until, as a consequence
of reckless self-abandonment, the wretched hedonists stood stripped of their possessions, and incapable of resuming their previous methods of life.
The unfitness of savages, in the majority of instances, for regular or sustained employment of
any kind is one of their most marked characterIt might be objected that such a generalistics.
ization is too sweeping, and, moreover, that war
and the chase are the only careers open to primitive
man. It maybe admitted that many members of
the so-called inferior races have shown exceptional

aptitude for commerce, agriculture, and industry
but the history of the emanciof various kinds
pated Negroes and of the native Indians in the
Reserve Territories of the United States is conclusive proof of the inadaptability of these races, as a
whole, for the role of civilization in which sustained
and regular labour is the active and most important
element. In these races labour is fitful and distasteful, and alternates with long spells of inactivity
and unproductiveness.
From the foregoing statements it is evident that
among the members of uncivilized communities
certain anti-social defects which are hostile to the
are extremely prevalent.
progress of civilization
These defects may be summed up as (1) a craving
for intense mental states, which is most easily
gratified by induced excitement, by alcohol or
other drugs, by sexual excitement, or by the
appetite for food (2) an inability or, at any rate,
a strong disinclination for sustained mental or
;

:

;

physical exertion.

The

representative anti-social

elements in a modern civilized community may be
regarded as the legitimate survivals of uncivilized
ancestors.
They all manifest the same strong
craving for intenser mental states, which can be
only by the grosser forms of dissipagratified
fully
tion, while they also exhibit the natural disincliThe
nation for sustained and productive labour.
prostitute, the gambler, the drunkard, the criminal,
and the loafer have this in common, that they
desire the grosser forms of excitement, that they
are prodigal of their means, and unproductive in
their wants.
their methods of
supplying
The view which regards the pronounced antisocial members of a community as the survivals
when the race as a whole was comof a
period

paratively primitive in its social development is
the only scientific one, and displaces to a large
extent the older views of deliberate sinning and
moral responsibility for a little consideration will
enable us to see that a person who is constitutiontime imally a-moral cannot be also at the same
moral. Such a statement must not be taken to
moral
in
individual
a
disbelief
responsibility,
imply
for it must be recognized that persistent immoral
conduct may depend upon opportunity and the
;

It
absence, for any reason, of public opinion.
follows that a person who is able to control his
deof
influence
under
the
conduct
any ordinary
terrent must be, more or less, responsible for his
conduct in the absence of these deterrents. In the
development of society, as of the individual, there
are two factors environment and evolution. The
environment is never constant but is always
changing, while the development of a society
depends upon the development of its units, subject
to the influence of the environment.
Physically
as well as mentally, the individual must be in
harmony with his surroundings or he cannot exist.
In every established race of living beings the
majority of the individuals present an average
mean of certain qualities the possession of which
entitles them to be regarded as normal reprebut there is in every
sentatives of their race
Midi race a large minority of individuals who vary
to a greater or less extent from this mean of any
given quality. Some of them possess the quality
The
in excess of the mean, others in defect.
majority of the members of a civilized community
subordinate their desires for the grosser pleasures
to the duty of sustained effort and the dictates of
of natural selecmorality. Through a long process
but, just as a
ion his standard has been attained
race of men present marked divergencies in stature
or mental ability, so do they manifest throughout
their composing units the greatest differences in
the highest
respect to social qualities, varying from
manifestations ot altruism to an absence of the

—

;

t

I

;
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responsibility and a reckless craving
for
'A community, ' says
gross Bell-indulgence.
Giddings (Prime. o/Sociol., 1898, p. 414), 'that dein
harmonious
pleasures has, on the
many
lights

sense of

whole, more chances in life than one which is
with a few intense pleasures.' It is
scarcely necessary to insist upon the instability
of a community the majority of whose members
are constitutionally indolent or immoral.
see,
therefore, that the debauchee and the loafer are
variations from the mean type of their society ;
we also see the sense in which they may be described as representatives or survivals of more
In relation to their social
primitive social states.
environment they are anti-social and irretrievably
doomed to elimination. The rapidity of this process of elimination is apt to be obscured by the
fact that each new generation produces its fresh
quota of individuals who are socially abnormal ;
but it must be borne in mind that the rapidly
changing environment advances the moral standard
of each generation, and that therefore a relatively
higher and more stringent natural selection is
gradually being brought to act upon those unfortunate units whose mental or physical organization is out of harmony with its requirements.
With the advance in the standard of morals of a
community there emerges gradually an expression
of the ethical attitude of the public towards disease
and infirmity, of which sufficient proof is to be
seen in the improved condition of the insane, in the
satisfied

We

founding of

and

'

homes

'

for epileptics

and

inebriates,

the increased interest in the study of
criminology. All these movements exhibit the
tendency of modern societies to regard the actions
It
of its anti-social members a3 irresponsible.
therefore seems highly probable that at no distant
date civilization will enable us to dispense with
retaliativo punishment as a deterrent in certain
moral delinquencies, and that the State will take
upon itself the regulation of the lives of those who are
incapable of living up to the standard of decency and
order required by the existing social environment.
Literature. — Featherman, Sociat History of the Races of
Mankind, London, 1881-91 JAI xxi. [1801] 367 AJPs, April
in

;

;

1900, p. 363; Tylor, Primitive Culture*, London, 1891; Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific States, London, 1875-6 ;
Schoolcraft, Hist., etc., of Indians of U.S., Philad. 1853;
Giddings, Principles of Sociology, New York, 1898. Cf. also the
art.
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more

show

to

i

;

9.

keeping (Dt

what

this

It is

10).

document

accounting for

is,

The two forms

I.

comprehensiveness, its forcefulness, and its
limitations, it has stood out from other teaching,
and has been embedded in Christian liturgies and
catechisms, so that it is difficult for any one
brought up with any degree of Christian culture
The exalted
to escape knowledge of its contents.
idea of its superior value goes back certainly to
the Book of Deuteronomy ; for we are told repeatedly there that the Ten Words were written
upon two tables 1of stone
by God " Himself, and even
with His finger (4 13 5~ 9 W 101 4 ; cf. Ex 31 18 32 16
34 1 ®).
However freely the statements may be
interpreted, however figuratively the author may
-

have written,

it

was certainly

his intention to

show

that he placed this code above all other legal codes,
these words above all other revealed words. In
other cases it sufficed to say that Jahweh spoke to
Moses, and Moses' memory was depended upon
to convey accurately to the people all the vast
amount of revelations given in the course of many
days. But the Ten Words were so precious that
no risk of forgetfulness could be run, and they
were at once engraven on the solid stone. And
1
Compare our Lord's casting out devils by the finger [i.e.
the power] of God (Lk 1120).
vol. iv. 33
'

'

—

now

and to

advisable to see
test the statements

its origin.

of

the

Decalogue.

— The

Decalogue has come down to us in two versions
which differ to a considerable extent, one (in com-

mon

2 17
the other (unfortunuse) being in Ex 20
6 " 21 1
Some of the
ately almost ignored) in Dt 5
variations in the Decalogue may be due to accidents in the transmission of the text, but the most
of them are certainly deliberate.
Moreover, the
process of development did not stop with our
shows still further
present Heb. text, as the
modifications, few if any of which can be fairly
attributed to the translators.
In the case of the Fourth Commandment, the
important differences are indicated in the following parallel renderings, italics showing variations
Ex 208-H.
Dt 512-16.
Remember the sabbath day
Guard the sabbath day to
to sanctify it. Six days shalt
sanctify it, as Jahweh thy God
thou labour, and do all thy commanded thee.
Six days
work but 2 the seventh day shalt thou labour and do all
is a sabbath to Jahweh thy
but the seventh
thy work
God. Thou shalt not do 3 any day is a sabbath to Jahweh
work thou and thy son and thy God. Thou Bhalt not do
thy daughter, thy man-servant any work thou and thy son
and thy maid-servant, and thy and thy daughter, and thy
4
man-servant and thy maidcattle, and thy guest who is
within thy gates. 5 For in six servant, and thy ox and thy
days Jahweh made the heavens ass and all thy cattle, and thy
and the earth, the sea 6 and all guest who is wi thin thy gates 7
that is in them, and he rested in order that thy man-servant
on the seventh day. Therefore and thy maid-servant may rest
Jahweh blessed the sabbath 8 as well as thou. And thou
shalt remember that thou wast
day and sanctified it.
"

,

.

LXX

:

;

;

:

:

;

a servant in the land of Egypt
and that Jahweh thy God
brought thee out from there
by a strong hand and by an
outstretched arm.
Therefore
Jahweh thy God commanded
thee 9 to make the sabbath
dav.

JOHN MACPHEESON.

-its

When

Moses brought the stones down from the mount m,
and saw Israel's apostasy, he dashed the stones to
the ground and broke them. The precious record
could not be lost, however nor could Moses, who
may be presumed to have known them by heart,
be trusted to reproduce them.
He was directed to
prepare two new tablets of stone, and take them
up to the mountain again, that the original text
might be restored by the same linger which engraved the first copy. Finally, that there might
be no further chance of breakage, Moses by command made an ark of acacia wood for their safe

DECALOGUE. —Introductory.—There is prob-

ably no human document which lias exercised a
greater influence upon religious and moral life
than the Decalogue. On account of its brevity,

their high station.

1 There are
many other instances of duplicates in Holy Scripture ; Ps 18 has been incorporated in the history of David
(2 S 22), on the supposition that it is an account of an episode in
his life ; but a more striking parallel for our purpose, because
of the importance of the material, is the Lord's Prayer (Mt (J9- ls,

Lk ll").

LXX has

so in Dt o^= QVji, but on the seventh
rfj 6e Tjt^epa
is a sabbath (or rest).'
adds iv avrg so in Dt 5 1J =i3, a necessary correction,
followed by Lat. and Eng. versions. This reading is found in
the Papyrus Nash (see Peters, op. cit. infra).
4 LXX reads
thy ox and thy ass and all thy cattle,' in
agreement with Dt 5H The translator would scarcely have
inserted this phrase for the sake of harmony when he leaves so
much else divergent therefore the early Heb. texts must have
differed from each other in the same code.
5 LXX reads
the guest who dwells with thee' ; so in Dt 5 14
In spite of its more primitive appearance (cf. below), this reading can hardly be original, for the Heb. phrase would not have
been changed after the Greek version was made. The LXX
expression is more comprehensive, and may be a free rendering, though all else is intensely literal.
° LXX B lacks the sea
perhaps it is a later addition.
7 LXX B adds here
for in six days the Lord made the
heaven and the earth and the sea and all that is in them.' The
words are a manifest harmonizing gloss, as is shown by the impossible connexion with the following clause, in order that thy
man-servant and thy maid-servant may rest as well as thou.'
The gloss may have been found in a Heb. text.
8 LXX has */3Sd^7jv, 'seventh'
a better reading, for it was
Jahweh's blessing of the seventh day which made it the
2

'

;

day there
3

LXX

;

'

:

;

'

:

.

'

'

;

'

:

'

—

sabbath.
a

LXX

reads

'

:

that thou shouldst guard the sabbath day and
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The

peculiar phrases in the Deuteronomic edition
are characteristic of the author ; they are unmistakable, for there is no other OT writer whose
style is so readily detected (see Driver's Deut., in

It will be noted that we have here a commandment, and the reasons for its observance.
The two versions have no important divergence in
the commandment, but separate absolutely on the
reasons. Beyond question Deut. is the older. The
sanction on humane grounds is original with him,
for it accords with his spirit through and through.
There came a time when grounds of humanity
were not strong enough. Another editor, perhaps

loc.).

the one who constructed the Creation story in
Gn 1-24 for this purpose, put it on a basis which
is to him distinctly higher
that man should follow
the example of God. That story of the Creation is
much later than Deut., and this addition to Ex.
It
is perhaps the latest touch to the Decalogue.
is unfortunate that this version, with its sanction
on a ground which nobody believes now, is the one
in general Christian use.
In the Fifth Commandment, Dt 5 16 has two
The
clauses which do not appear in Ex 20 12
former version runs
Honour thy father and thy
God
that
as
Jahweh
commanded
thee,
mother,
thy
thy days may be long, and that it may be well
with thee, upon the land which Jahweh thy God
These are common Deuteronomic
is giving thee.'
phrases, and are plainly editorial additions. The
first obviously overlooks the fact that Jahweh
Himself is supposed to give the words from His
own mouth. The second is found in the best
Greek texts of Exodus, but preceding the clause
about long days. The words may have got into
some of the Heb. editions, but not into those
which have come down to us. In earlier times,
length of days would be a sufficient reward, but
later the craving for good days would naturally

—

.

'

:

find expression.

In the Ninth Commandment, Dt 5-° differs from
Ex 2016 by a single word instead of ipv, false,'
we find tttf, the word used in the Third Commandment for vain (cf. below). The Greek text
Thou shalt not falsely testify
renders freely
'

:

'

'

for rhetorical elegance.
The transpresumably
'
position of wife and house is not so easily exIt may be due to the greater importance
plained.
of the wife in the time of Deut., taking the wife
out of the property class (so EBi i. 1049, s.v.
'Decalogue'); it may be a copyist's error ; it may
be an effort to secure a more logical sequence, the
wife not belonging so strictly to the category of
property as the other objects enumerated ; or it
may be due to the influence of such facts as David's
with Bathsheba. The interpolation of
marriage
'
field seems surely to reflect the impression made
the
upon
people by the story of Naboth's vineyard,
and of other instances which gave occasion to Is 5 8
'
Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay
field to field, till there be no room, and ye be
made to dwell alone in the midst of the land. Cf.
Mic 2 2 There are a few other variations, but they
practically consist of the addition of conjunctions
in Deut. to connect the clauses for greater rhetori-

is

'

'

.

cal effect.

A few of the more important readings of the Greek text' may
And
be noted beyond those already cited. In Ex 20' A reads
the Lord spake to Moses all these words, saying.' Here we have
an explanation of the singular which is used throughout the
Decalogue. The words are in the first instance commands to
Moses. This introduction is scarcely consistent with the statement of Deut., that they were first inscribed upon stone tablets
by the finger of God. Deut. reconciles the two ideas by saying
that Jahweh first spoke the words unto all the assembly with a
2
great voice, and then wrote them upon the stone (5 -). In v.2,
instead of house of slaves,' LXX has house of bondage (so in
Deut.)— a reading which is followed by our versions. The Heb.
is better, for the term
house of slaves is used to designate the
land of Egypt. In v. 3 LXX renders ^5*7]^, except me (n^v
but in Dt 67 B has before my face (Trpb jrpoo-uTrov
ejaov) in Ex.
nov, Lat. in conspeclu meo). The Eng. versions have before
me in the text, but RVm beside me.' The latter is a doubtful rendering, like the Prayer-Book form 'but me.' The words
:

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

not covet
thy neighbour, 3
Bervant nor his
nor his ox nor
anything which
Bhalt

2 the house of
thy neighbour, nor his field,
nor his man-servant nor his
maid-servant, his ox nor his
ass, nor anything which is thy

the wife of
nor his manmaid-servant,
his ass, 4 nor
is thy neigh-

shalt not desire

bour's.

neighbour's.

The use

'

of

desire

'

it.'

'

text.
'institute.'
1

2
s
4

'

LXX order is wife,' house,' as in Deuteronomy.
LXX uses the same verb in both clauses, as in Exodus,
LXX adds nor his field,' as in Deuteronomy.

The

'

'

'

:

LXX adds

with

v. 10 .

'

both versions
nor any cattle of his,' to agree
Codex L has nor any vessel of his,' reading 73 as
in

:

'

texts of LXX in that verse, as in the preceding,
agree verbatim et literatim.
*?3.

The two

'

'

'

'

my face,' and would most naturally mean
If that is the true sense, then this command represents a more primitive religious conception than the
absolute monotheism of the prophetic age. Weiss holds that
the words forbid the worship of all other gods (Das Buch
Exodus, Graz, 1911).
In v. 4 3 any likeness which is in the heavens (an exactly
literal tr.) gives no sense. LXX has navT'os o/ioi'tu^a (so in Deut. j,
and this is followed by Eng. versions. Kittel (Bib. Heb., 1905)
suggests 73 ruiDn, on the basis of LXX (cf. Dt 4->). The reason
for this prohibition is given at length in Dt 4 1 619.
literally are 'upon
'
in preference to me.'

'

'

(

)

LXX B

In v.G D'f'.W'/y,

has ew«

Tpi-rrp,

implying a reading

instead of 7y.
The Heb. is right. The absence of the conj.
it erroneously) shows that we have a case of
(though Deut. has
'
apposition, i.e.
upon the sons, upon the third and fourth
generations.'
'
In v. ]2 LXX has upon the good land (*Vi ttjs y»js -ntf dyafrfjs).
The addition of good sounds like Deut., and yet the reading
is found onlv in Exodus.
In vv. 13 - 1 ^ LXX A transposes here and in Deut., having the
order : adultery, stealing, killing. The change may be accidental, or due to an idea that the Seventh Commandment is
more closely related to the Fifth. The relation is not very
obvious, and the LXX was not wont to take such liberties.
There is much variation in the order of these three commandments. In MT, Jos., Syr., the order is murder, adultery, stealing ; in Codex Alex, and Ambros., murder, stealing, adultery ;
in Codex Vat., adultery, stealing, murder.
Peters holds that
the original order was adultery, murder, stealing, which he
'
commends itself on internal grounds (op. cit. p. 33).
says,
If conjecture could govern, the present writer would prefer the
order murder, stealing, adultery after some Gr. texts, on the
ground that we have then a true sequence in the development
of the moral standard.
Murder was recognized as wrong long
before adultery.
*iy

'

'

'

'

—

—

2. Real meaning of some of the commandments.
turn now to the interpretation of some of
the more difficult passages.
In the Second Commandment the meaning of the
word thousands is not altogether clear. In Dt 7 s
we have apparently a commentary on this commandment: 'the faithful God, keeping the covenant
ami mercy to those who love him and keep Ins com-

— We

'

instead of repeating 'covet'

This could scarcely be a rendering of the present
In the text above, instead of make we might render

sanctify

'

,

;

'

:

'

'

'

:

against thy neighbour false testimony,' and the
renderings of Deut. and Ex. agree verbatim et
literatim, showing a careful comparison, which
ignores the difference in our present Heb. text.
The proper rendering of the Hebrew is Thou shalt
not answer against thy neighbour a false witness.'
a slight change of the text (nny for iy) we get
By
'
But the Heb. seems to
testimony,' as LXX.
mean that a man shall not bring a false witness
to testify against bis neighbour, as Jezebel did
against Naboth. This view makes the mandate
more ethically refined, laying the stress of the
wrong on the procurer of false testimony rather
than on the witness.
In the Tenth Commandment we have a considerable variation
Ex 20".
Dt 621.
Thou shalt not covet the
Thou shall not covet the
house! of thy neighbour thou wife of thy neighbour. Thou

'

'

'

This intermands, to a thousand generations.'
pretation was followed in the Targnms, and lias
been generally accepted. Weiss, the latest writer
on Exodus, takes this view. The contrast with
But the
third and fourth seems to support it.
antithesis bet ween the two clauses is not so clear
'

'

'

'
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as appears at lirst
In the first part we have
sight.
'visiting the sins or the fathers'; in the second,
'showing the mercy of God.' In the one case God
brings the consequences of paternal sins upon the
sons, in the other He displays His own mercy to

thousands. It appears, therefore, that thousands
contrasted with sons,' not with third and fourth
generation.' Further, d'jSk never means 'a thoua
it has two distinct meanings
sand generations
'thousand' as a numeral, and a body of a thousand
people, such as a regiment. In the latter connexion
the word is used to indicate a subdivision of a tribe,
and means a clan (of. Jg 6>\ 1 S 10 19 ). The word
here must either be a numeral, 'thousand,' or it
must = 'clans.' The extension of mercy is thereThe sin goes down
fore outward not downward.
to the sons, the mercy goes outward to the whole
or
clan.
family
'

'

is

'

'

'

:

;

*

There's a wideness in God's mercy
Like the wideness of the sea.'

;

ten righteous

men

in the city, the

whole population

might have been saved.
The Third Commandment

is the vaguest of all
Thou shalt not take the name of Jahweh thy God
in vain.'
The moment we reflect upon the words,

:

'

the vagueness appears. The usual interpretation
Weiss
is that it is an injunction against profanity.
(in loc.) says that 'not only false swearing, but
every sinful use of the name of Jahweh, in imprecation, blasphemy, charm, divination, and every
frivolous use is included.' And yet it is a little
ditlicult to discover that sense in the original.
should expect the Ten Words to deal with vital
matters. There is no evidence that profanity was
specially common among the Hebrews, or that they
regarded it as a serious offence. From the concluding clause, Jahweh will uot hold innocent
the one who commits this wrong, it is clear that
we are dealing with a serious evil in fact, with
the unpardonable sin of the OT.
Indeed, we might
well render Jahweh will not forgive,' etc.
It is at
least a step in clearing up the matter to note that
«i?j means
speak.' First there was the full exhe lifted up his voice and spake,' then
pression,
he 'lifted his voice,' finally 'he lifted,' but with
the meaning 'spoke.' 1
K»i means 'in vain,' i.e.
without result (cf. Jer 2 30 ).
therefore have
Thou shalt not speak the name of Jahweh thy
God without result,' i.e. without doing what was
vowed in His name. Thus we can grasp the force
of what is otherwise a pure redundancy, 'for
Jahweh will not deem innocent him who speaks his
name without result. Now, if there was a principle
cherished by the Hebrews above any other, it was
the obligation to carry out a vow made in the name
of Jahweh.
may note the case of Jephthah,

We

'

'

;

'

'

'

We

:

'

'

We

who

bound

felt

by

his

vow

to

sacrifice

his

daughter (Jg 11). Other cases will occur to the
reader and we find the principle strongly urged
;

"

in Ec 5 1 6
It may be remarked that, so far as
internal indications go, this command may be
At all events the obligation was recognized
early.
It was the misuse of the
in the primitive ages.
command as above interpreted that our Lord
to correct (cf. Mt 5 33ff 23 16ff-).
The Jews
sought
held that only a vow in Jahweh's name was bind.

-

Jesus teaches that a man's personal word
ing
should be as strong an obligation as any oath.
It is ap3. Original form of the Decalogue.
parent from a comparison of the texts that the
Decalogue has not come down to us in its original
1
Morgenstern holds that nis Hi in Bab. is a technical name
for an oath, and that speaking the name of the gods was a sin
for any but priests.
He regards UP KC'i as an equivalent term,
;

—

and the Third Commandment as having that meaning ('The
Doctrine of Sin in the Bab. Religion,' 31 VG, iii. [1905] 35 f.).
is no evidence in the OT to
support this view.

There

7

—

Decalogue divides into two parts, but, Commandments 1-4 deal with man's relation to God, aud
5-10 with his relations to men not therefore an
even division. In the Heb. text of Exodus, Comni.

—

1-5 contain 146 words, 6-10 contain 26 words.
Taking the division by subject, 1-4 have 131 words,
6-10 have 41 words. Comni. 1-3 contain 76 words,
4-10 contain 96 words. This is the nearest approach
Hence it is assumed
to an even spatial division.

commandments must originally have been
still are.
Com. 2 then would have
Thou shalt not make thee a graven
Com. 4
Remember the sabbath day to
image
Thou shalt not covet.'
and Com. 10
sanctify it
This would make commands of sufficiently even
The growth is easily explained. The
length.
that the
all

The meaning is illustrated in Abraham's plea for
Sodom and Gomorrah (Gn 18-"'-) if there had been

51 G

form.
Many attempts have been made to determine what that original form was. For the mosf
is
a matter of pure conjecture.
But it
it
part
has been noted that there is a persistent tradition that there were 'Ten Words, and that they
were inscribed on (wo tallies of stone. It has
been assumed that there would be practically
an even division five on each fable.The
1

short, as 6-9

been simply

'

:

'

'

:

;

'

'

:

;

images were hard to get rid of, as all religious
usages are hard to change. To reinforce the law
and to prevent evasions, amplification was necessary
and dire consequences of disobedience must be
added. Down to the time of Nehemiah the rule
for cessation of labour on the sabbath day was
15ff
disregarded (cf. Neh 13 -). Reasons were appended
to the law to secure a stricter conformity.
While all this is very probable, the reason urged
on the ground of an even division on the two
for we have many
tables is not convincing
ancient inscriptions on stone and clay, and there
is no evidence of an attempt to conform the
;

contents to the size of the material used for the
The size of the characters and of the
inscription.
tablet is determined by the amount to be written.

The commandments

must

have

taken

shape

originally according to their substance, and could
hardly have been framed with reference to two
tables of stone.
The only reason for using two
stones was that there was not room enough on one,
just as a correspondent takes up a second sheet
when one does not suffice for his letter.
far Mosaic.
still
more baffling
4.
problem is found in the origin of the Decalogue.
In both codes it is attributed to Moses, i.e. Moses
In Dt 9. 10 there
is the mouthpiece of Jahweh.
is an unusual wealth of detail about the matter,
describing the first writing, the breaking of the
stones, the second writing, and the care for the
preservation of the final record. The Covenant
and the Decalogue are certainly identified in the
story, but that is, of course, due to the author of
Deut., who lived long after Moses' day. His
identification may be correct, but is not necessarily

—A

How

so.

We

are obliged to face the question as to the
value of this evidence. Now, we know that in the
all Hebrew law is attributed to Moses, as
practically all Hebrew psalmody was ascribed to
David, and all wisdom to Solomon. There is,
therefore, a presumption against this testimony;
for it would be extraordinary if the whole body of
a nation's laws were enacted by a single individual,

OT

1 The Rabbis were
puzzled by the variants, but, as usual, were
equal to the occasion, holding that both versions alike were of
Divine origin, and were spoken miraculously at the same time.
Saadya alleges that the Exodus version was on the first set of
tables that were broken, and the Deut. text on the second
(cited in JE iv. 494, 8.V. Decalogue').
2 The Rabbis
indulged in their usual fanciful guesses about
this distribution. Some held that all ten were on each stone ;
others that all ten were on each side of each stone while Simai
goes further and alleges that all ten were engraved four times
on each stone (JE, loc. dt.). The idea was that the more times
the words were inscribed the more important they were.
'

;
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and that before there was any nation at all. The
evidence, therefore, that Moses produced the
Decalogue is no greater thaii that he produced the
law governing the fringe on the priest's cloak.

The

persistent tradition proves, in the opinion of
the present writer, that Moses was a truly great
lawgiver hut, by ascribing all laws to him, it puts
upon us the necessity of determining as best we can
his connexion with any particular law.
are
compelled, therefore, to consider whether the
Decalogue could have come from so early a date as
that of Moses.
Some of the prohibitions are of such a general
character that they might belong to any period
such is the case with Comm. 3, 5-9. Others seem to
have a closer relation to the development of
religion, and a place for them ought to be found
(Tom. 1 is monotheistic, though
accordingly.
perhaps not so sharply so as has generally been
assumed for the meaning may certainly be that
no other god is to be set above Jahweh, and this
;

We

;

;

possibility
far as we

won by

must have full weight (see above). So
know, the victory of monotheism was

the prophets, one of the great battles being
fought by Elijah. But it is certainly true that
there were monotheists from the earliest days,
such as Deborah, Gideon, and even the freebooter
Jephthah. This law may have been as early as

for anything we know to the contrary.
The law against images does not belong to the
same category.
Image-worship was certainly
practised down to the Exile, and as late as
Hezekiah's time (2 K 18 4 ), without rebuke. The
war against it appears to have had as its main-

Moses

spring the effort to centralize the worship at the
1
Asa means of destroying
temple in Jerusalem.
the cult at the local shrines, where images abounded,
they were forbidden, for there appear to have been
no sacred images in Solomon's temple. It is true
that disobedience to a law does not prove its nonexistence.
The teaching of Jesus about the perils
of wealth has not made a very profound impression
on the world even yet. But there was no strong
motive for images, and it is difficult to think that
David would have defied so fundamental a law
13
(1 S 19 ), or that Isaiah would have countenanced
19

images (19 ). This command, therefore, appears
not to have been formulated long before the time
of Deuteronomy.
In its present form, Com. 4 cannot be Mosaic.
The nomad is never a very hard worker, and a day
of rest is not of urgent necessity for him.
Moreover, such work as he does is necessary on every
day of the week. Further, in the time of Moses
there were no guests (gerim, protected strangers ')
within the gates. Sufficient emphasis does not
appear to have been laid upon the term 'gates,'
disclosing as it does urban life, and therefore
'

belonging at the earliest to the period after the
It is true that so acute a scholar as
conquest.
Weiss holds that ~>VW may mean the gate of the
camp as well as of the city, and he thinks, therefore, that this term does not presuppose the settlement in Palestine. But the only instance of this
meaning that occurs to the present writer is Ex
32 26
where the word is a natural figure for
'entrance,' easily used by a writer familiar with
Moreover, the expression 'within thy
gates.
gates is a characteristic Deuteronomio expression,
occurring some twenty times in Deut., and not
found elsewhere in the Pent, save in Ex 20 10 The
solicitude for the stranger or guest is also Deuteronomic.
The silence about the sabbath day in the records
,

'

.

1 Wellhausen holds Unit the
early Hebrews would object to a
7^5, 'image '(the word used in the Decalogue), but not to a •l^i'D,
It ia difficult to see
'pillar' (Reste Arab. Heid. pp. L01, 141).

sufficient

ground

for this distinction.

remarkable from any
14 15
we read of the
army's marching around Jericho on seven successive
which
must
have
been
the sabbath.
one
of
days,
That looks very like 'any kind of work,' and was
There
two
are,
however,
certainly unnecessary.
references to the sabbath which throw welcome
s3
light on the situation. In 2 K 4 the Shunammite
asks his wife why she is going to the prophet
of the early days is truly
4
point of view. In Jos 6

-

-

Elisha, and gives as the reason for his question
It
it is not new moon and it is not sabbath.'
would be easy to draw too large a conclusion from
'

but one thing

this statement,

is

certain, viz. that

is no objection to a journey from Shunem to
Carmel (30-40 kilometres, 20-30 miles see Kittel,
Bucher der Ktinigc, 1900, in foe.) on the sabbath
day further, it is a reasonable inference that the
sabbath was a day for religious rites, but that
cessation of labour was not a part of its observance.
Something like half a century later Amos makes

there

;

;

the people say
When will the new moon be over
that we may sell grain, and the sabbath that we
may open up corn (85 ). It is clear that we have
an advance from Elisha's time, in that trade is not
permitted on the sabbath precisely the conditions
which Nehemiah enforced (Neb 13 15 "'-). The new
moon is not mentioned in the Decalogue, but it is
here, as in Elisha's time, on the same plane as the
sabbath. There is hardly evidence, therefore, to
support the existence of the Fourth Commandment.
The passage may seem to imply that the sabbath
'

:

—

to be a mere form (Marti,
Dodekapropheton, 1903, in loc). But it is more
likely that the prevention of trade was a new
feature, not approved by the merchants hence their
impatience at the loss of trading days. It appears
that under the prophetic influence a movement
was making for a stricter regulation of both these
festivals. The effort finally centred on the sabbath,
and by Josiah's time all labour as well as trade
was forbidden. The older idea always persisted,
for Nehemiah did not attempt to check sabbath
labour in the fields, but restrained trade even by
Even to-day Sunday trading
threats of violence.
is objected to much more than Sunday labour.
10
cannot
be Mosaic in its present
Com.
Finally,
In the Exodus version the first object
form.
in
whose coveting is forbidden is the house
Deut. this is followed by the field. Nomads have
neither houses nor fields. It is true that rrg is often
*
household in Exodus.
interpreted as meaning
This use is very common, especially in the Hexa-

had already come

;

;

'

teuch. 1 But it would be strange to say,
Thou
shalt not covet thy neighbour's family,' and then
to continue, 'Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's
'

It is plain that
wife, and servants and cattle.'
in the time of Deut. rr; was interpreted as meaning dwelling,' for it is not difficult to see why
'

was added. As we have noted above, there
was much taking of others' land even by violence.
oppressors might easily reconcile their aggressions and the law by saying they had not taken
the house but only the field. The law is, therefore, amended to carry out its original intent.
'

'

field

The

'

nor anyDoubtless the sweeping final clause,
thing which is thy neighbour's,' was added to

meet

If the command was
could only have been in the
'Thou shalt not covet'

casuistical juggling.

Mosaic, therefore,

form quoted by

it

St. Paul,

7
But here we meet a new difficulty. It
).
often urged that this law shows an ethical
refinement too great for the period of Moses.
But it is not so sure that the reQuite true.
finement was too great for Moses, the man of
Cod.
The Decalogue does not profess to be a
production showing the moral sentiment- of the
age, but is the work of the most enlightened man

(Iio 7

is

'

See the Hebrew lexicons.
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all

be Mosaic

the

and almost

saved many a life in Israel, and helped to
maintain personal property inviolate. The for-

less

First,
except possibly
This is confessedly very
certainly the Second.
far from affirming that they did come from the
hand of the great lawgiver.
Indeed, it is not
unlikely that the Decalogue itself may be a growth
covering a period of some centuries before the last
addition was made. Various men may have tried
their hand at putting the great principles of the
Law into a terse ami comprehensive form. All
that we can say positively is that the Decalogue
was complete some time before 621 B.C. (the date
of Deut. ), and that it has not survived in a standard
and authoritative form. If it was originally issued
on stone tablets, such a version is lost beyond

bidding of coveting reaches the evangelical note
Mt 5'a ). It is hardly necessary to assume
(cf.
that coveting is as great a vice as stealing, or that
a lustful desire is as degrading as a lustful act.
But even in the early ages it must have been
apparent that coveting leads to vicious action.
Abimelech coveted the throne, and the murder of
his seventy brothers resulted (Jg 9). Ahab coveted
the land of Naboth, and the murder of Naboth and
the conliscation of his land was the consequence
David's passions were aroused by the
(1 K 21).
sight of a beautiful woman, and there followed the
criminal death of Uriah and the unholy marriage

present power of recovery.
There has never been agreement even as to the proper
division of the material we have. In Deut. the command
against coveting falls into parts, and Cora. 1 may be regarded
either as a part of the introduction, or less probably as part
of the First Commandment, which here deals with images.

is followed by the Roman Catholic and
Lutheran Churches to this day, while most Protestant bodies
and the Greek Church adhere to the division in Exodus. 1

This arrangement

—

Theology and ethics of the Decalogue. In
theology the lirst striking feature of the Decalogue is its monotheism. It is true that there is
some doubt as to the meaning of the First Com5.

its

mandment, but, whatever its original meaning,
it was ultimately interpreted as an uncompromising prohibition of the worship of any deity other
than Jahweh.
That is a necessary step in the
development of any religion. Even some that are

formally monotheistic are not really so. A prophet
may be exalted to the place of a subordinate deity,
as in Muhammadanism or a saint may be made
to stand so close to God that the distinction is
unreal to the ordinary worshipper. In the lower
forms of religion there is a tendency to divide the
supposed Divine functions, and assume a deity
to preside over each.
In the Decalogue, even in
its most primitive form, there is but one God, and
all Divine offices are performed by Him.
In the
Deuteronomic form there is nothing which goes
beyond nationalism. Jahweh is the only God in
Israel.
He brought them out of Egypt, and He
ordained laws for them. In the later form, the
thought of Jahweh as the God of the whole world
is brought out in reference to creation.
The prohibition of image-worship puts the religion on a high plane.
Though it was supposed
that Jahweh could engrave stones, His image could
not be made in stone. Jahweh was truly a spiritual
being, too- sublime to be represented in an image,
and too great to be portrayed in the likeness of
In the present form of Com. 2,
animal life.
idolatry is deemed the worst form of sin. It is
this that arouses the jealousy of Jahweh, and calls
down enduring punishment upon the offenders,
and wide-spreadingmercy to the innocent. Hating
Jahweh is synonymous with idolatry, and loving
Him is equivalent to spiritual devotion. This conception could hardly have come from the pre;

prophetic period.
The ethical tone of the Decalogue is very high,
especially if we assign it to the early period of
national life.
note first the demand for truth-

We

Really this appears in both Comm. 3 and 9.
one was to swear to his neighbour and then
disappoint him, no matter what the consequences
might be a command correctly interpreted in Ps
fulness.

No

—

There are really three uses, the Jews taking the preface as
Com. 1. For the details, see art. Decalogue,' in HDB i. 5S0.
1

'
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15 4 ; ' and no one was permitted to bolster up a bad
case against his neighbour by the introduction of
false witnesses.
Killing and stealing are fairly
common vices among undeveloped races, and aro
far too prevalent even among the most advanced
But the clear terse laws on the two
plea.
]
tables, without any qualifications whatever, doubt-

of the time.
Among a rude people it is always
possible for one to rise head and shoulders above
the rest, not only in stature, like Saul, but in
moral insight, as Moses certainly did.
In a word, if we strip the Decalogue of the
known later accretions, and the probable additions
to meet new conditions, the Commandments may

with his widow (2 S 11).
The ethical standards of the world are still far
too low, but it is certain that they would be even
lower but for the great influence of the Ten Commandments.
It is very desirable that they be
stripped of later accretions, and in a simpler and
more original form continue to be read to the
people in the churches and taught to the children
in the

Sunday

Literature.

schools.

—The

student will naturally consult the various

commentaries on Exodus and Deut., the Bible dictionaries and
encyclopedias, and works on Hebrew religion. The following
may also be consulted G. L. Robinson, The Decalogue and
R. Kraetzschmar, Die BundesCriticism, Chicago, 1899
vorstellung im AT, Marburg, 1896; Meisner, Der Dekalog
Halle, 1893; B. Baentsch, Das Bundcslmch, Halle, 1892;
N. Peters, Die alteste Abschrift der zehn Gebote, Freiburg
B. 1905
F. W. Farrar, The Voice from Sinai, London
1S92 J. Oswald Dykes, The Law of the Ten Words, do., 1884 ;
E. Kautzsch, art. Religion of Israel,' in HDB, vol. v. p. 612.
L. W. Batten.
:

;

i.

;

;

'

DECISION. —The term

'

'
decision may be used
concretely, of the judgment which is affirmed at
the conclusion of a period of deliberation (q.v. ) ; or
'
come to a decision,'
(2) abstractly, of the ability to
i.e. to bring deliberation to a conclusion.
Decisions are as various in kind as the subjects
about which we deliberate. Thus the judge issues
his decision
that a charge is proved or not proved ;
a connoisseur decides that he prefers one wine to
another.
Decisions which consist in the resolve
that a certain kind of action is to be performed
by oneself seem to form a class apart. It is in
connexion with these that the strife between
necessitarians and libertarians has been waged.
This, however, is a controversy affecting the determination of content of the judgment which is a
decision, i.e. the quality of the conduct decided on.
Though extreme necessitarians declare that every
decision is mechanically determined, no one denies
the reality of decision as a psychological crisis.
This crisis consists in a concentration of the attention on the idea of one of the possible courses of
action before us, with a consequent inhibition of
the ideas of the other possibilities.
Ileeeut advocates of the doctrine of freewill (q.v.) base their
the
of
effort
which
accomargument upon
feeling
panies a typical class of decisions. See, further,
Desire, 'Will.
Literature. — W. James, Text-hook of Psychology, London,
1892, pp. 415-400; W. M. Wundt, Human and Animal
Psychology, Eng. tr., 1901, p. 233.
G. It. T. BOSS.

(1)

—

This is finely brought out in the Prayer-Book version:
that sweareth unto his neighbour, and disappointeth
not, though it were to his own hindrance.' This is a
He that sweareth to his
conflate reading. The Heb. has
own hurt'; the Greek 'He that sweareth to his neighbour.'
The liturgical version contains both readings. See Perowne
(Psalms^, Loudon, 1898) on the passage.
1

'

He

him

'

:

:

DECOLLATI— DEGENERATION
—
Literature.— The cult has
DECOLLATI. The full expression is anime
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le

'
corpi dccollati, the souls of executed criminals.'
These souls are the object of a popular cult in
but its
It is spread throughout the island
Sicily.
most famous shrine is the Church of the Decollati,
near the river Oreto at Palermo. It seems to have
arisen out of the sympathy naturally felt in an
oppressed community for sufferers at the hands of
a ruling caste. For many centuries Sicily was
subject to rulers who were either foreigners, or at
any rate divided by a sharp and impassable line
from the mass of the people. The latter were
ignorant, and more or less passively hostile to the

(lei

;

governing class. They regarded all who were put
to death under the forms of law as heroes nor did
they distinguish between moral and merely legal
between acts directed against the rulers
crimes,
;

—

—

and acts directed against society at large, if, indeed, these two categories were always distinguishable.
The priests were for the most part drawn
from the folk,' and probably shared to a great
extent their ignorance, their superstitions, and
'

their feeling towards the government.
tions were public.
The condemned

The execu-

man

(called

the afflicted '), having been reconciled to
the Church and having received its consolations,
was regarded as a martyr and his death-scene
'

;

He passed, it was true,
species of triumph.
but his prayers on behalf of
purgatory
others, even from purgatory, were deemed to
have great intercessional value by virtue of his
was a

;

sufferings.

Formerly at Palermo several of the churches
witnessed the cult of the Decollati. During recent
centuries, however, it became the custom to bury
in the graveyard adjoining the little church beside
the Oreto such bodies of criminals as were not
given to their friends, or reserved to adorn the
gallows in chains.
Accordingly, the cult has
concentrated there.
Its particular shrine is a
side-chapel filled with votive offerings of wax,
testifying to the various benefits for which the
intercession of the Decollati is sought. The souls
of the Decollati are believed to congregate under a
large stone just inside the door of the chapel.
Pilgrimages are frequent ; and the pilgrim, having
performed his devotions at the altar of St. John
the Baptist, adjourns to the chapel and prays to
the Decollati, listening for an answer to the prayer.
The slightest sound is taken for a favourable reply.
Invocations, however, may be addressed to them
elsewhere by suppliants who cannot undertake the
pilgrimage.
The objects for which intercession is sought are
primarily protection from violence or accident, and
the cure of sufferers from either. For the Decol-

however much they may in their lifetime have
been guilty of violence, now having suffered and
been reconciled to the Church, hate violence and
punish it, or at least protect and heal its victims.
By an extension of the idea, they are invoked
against diseases, especially haemoptysis, of which
bleeding is the manifestation. Two long cases of
rude water-colour drawings on the churchyard
walls record with ghastly detail many examples of
vows made and benefits received, whore violence,
accident, or disease of the kinds indicated was
concerned. But, in fact, the good offices of the
lati,

Decollati are not limited to these.
They are implored for aid by the poorer classes throughout
soils of occasions, and for all sorts of
purposes. They have their prayer-formulae, which
are extensively used ami many stories of miracles
performed by them in person are current. The
ordinary vehicles of the country are light carls,
painted with scenes from the history and traditions
of the island.
Many of these carts are adorned
with paintings of the Decollati.
Sicily on

all

;

E.

Sidney Haetland.

DECRETALS.— See Bulls and Briefs.
DEDICATION.— See Consecration.
DEGENERATION.— i. Application of

the
Mental degeneracy is a term which is
term.
applied to a group of characteristics inferred
from the speech, behaviour, or productive
activity of individuals, and generally held to be
symptomatic of defect in the central nervous
system. The nervous defect in question may be
either congenital or acquired through accident or
in either case, it may be organic or
disease
functional.' Savill (Neurasthenia, 17) defines a
functional nervous disease negatively, as one in
which no anatomical changes can be found after
death, either with the naked eye or with the
microscope, which can account for the sj'mptoms
It may really be due to some
during life.'
structural change, which available means cannot
determine, to the presence of toxic materials in
the blood (of endogenous or exogenous origin), to
deficient quantity or quality of blood, or to
exhaustion of the nerve tissues from excessive use,

—

'

'

;

'

'

Vafflitto,

into

been described and illustrated
with many details by Giuseppe Pitre, the venerable recorderof
the insular traditions and customs. See particularly his Biblioteca delle tradizioni popolari sieiliane, i. (Palermo, 1871) 77,
Vita in Palermo, ii. (Palermo,
ii. (1871) 38, xvi. (18S9) 4 fl., La
1905) ch. xviii., Mostra etnograjica sidliana (Palermo, 1892).
See also a paper by the present writer, with plates from
51, 80.
in
FL
xxi.
(London,
1910) 168.
photographs,

etc.

The term also implies that the individual falls
markedly below the mental level attained by the
average or normal member of the race, sex, age,
and period of civilization but, since the number
of degrees of defect is potentially infinite, and the
;

be either general or special (in the
former case touching all the mental capacities, in
the latter such special functions as sensation,
memory, emotion, etc.), the actual usage of the
term is extremely indefinite. Thus it is employed
to denote (1) actual insanity, including amentia,
imbecility, dementia, mania, and melancholia (2)

defect

may

;

(3) mental
instability,
persistent criminality
excitability, excessive irritability, or mere eccentricity ; and (4) the neuroses of hysteria, psychasthenia, and others to the last two groups belong
;

:

those whom Dr. Balfour has named the 'denizens
It
of the borderland' [JEdin. Med. Journ. 1901).
would seem that strictly the word should apply
only to those who have some congenital defect in
mental capacity, excluding those in whom the
defect has been due either to accidental injury, or
to lesions of the brain arising from toxic influences,
subsequent to the birth of the individual (for
example, alcoholic insanity, or insanity sequent
upon typhus fever). It is impossible, however, to
draw a hard and fast line between the congenital
and the acquired, as many cases of insanity would
not have occurred had not the individual been
already predisposed to the disease by physiological
or mental weakness. On the other hand, the term
is also frequently applied to an acquired defect,
especially when it is of the progressive type.
In popular usage the word 'degenerate' means
one whose tastes are lower than those of the society

in which he has been educated, e.g. a clergyman's
who associates with racing touts or publichouse loafers or one whose intelligence and tastes
show a marked deterioration from his own earlier

son

;

as

It is applied
in alcoholism, etc.
si li.-t
all v to those whose interests, whether as
readers or as authors, as artists or as critics, lie in
disease, physical or moral to realists or naturalists
and also to
in the narrow aense of these words
The assumption is that the healthy
pessimists.

standard,
:i

ii

;

;

DEGENERATION
will avoid these things as topics of thought
or imagination, except with the object of removing
them or lessening their evil effects; that only the
diseased mind will seek to dwell upon disease, or

mind

take a pleasure in

its

contemplation.

primitive being set in a civilized environment,
unable to adapt himself to it, and hence coming
into conflict with its conditions.

The only common feature underlying these
diverse applications of the term is a marked
deviation from type either in quantity (energy,
rate, etc.), or in quality, of thought and action.
2. Physical and mental conditions of degeneracy.
The causes of such mental deviations may be
grouped in three classes (1) an originally defective
physical and mental capacity, or defective development (2) physical accident or injury, disease,
privation, etc., by which the central nervous
system is weakened locally or generally and (3)
social conditions, such as family life, educational
'

—

:

;

;

disadvantages, poverty, occupation,

etc.

(Ferri,
1895, ch. 2).

Criminal Sociology, Eng. tr., London,
Thus, alcoholism may occur in a given individual
becausehe is by nature unstable, excitable, pleasureloving because his brain has been weakened by
an exhausting disease through mere imitation of
heavy-drinking companions from lack of employment, unbearable home life, or other social conditions or from any combination of such factors
the result in each case being a gradual deterioration of the nervous system, by which the original
tendency is strengthened, until the control of the
;

;

;

—

;

will is destroyed.

relation between mental and physical defect
by no means so clear or so simple as is commonly
It is argued that, with the exception of
those relatively few cases in which the disorder
can be traced to some delinite accident, such as a
fall or blow upon the head, or to some virulent
fever which has been caught by infection, it invariably arises from a congenitally defective
disposition of the nervous system this defect or
weakness predisposes to insanity, so that any
physical or mental shock which might leave a
healthy individual uninjured overthrows the
balance of such subjects and renders them insane.
They sutler from what Maudsley (Body and Mind,

The

is

assumed.

;

"

43) has called 'the worst of all tyrannies, the
tyranny of a bad organization.' The result of this

organization may be that the normal development
cannot be completed, that the subject remains at
a lower level, mentally and physically, than his
hence either definite
more fortunate brethren
idiocy, insanity, or some of the minor forms of
defect already referred to. In cases of idiocy there
is almost invariably some malformation of the
brain, whether in its size, in its shape, or in the
complexity of the convolutions (the brains of
many idiots remaining as smooth as those of the
higher apes) the result is an arrested development,
and a disproportionate growth of the ditl'erent
parts of the system, which, under the principle of
recapitulation,' suggest a reversion to, or a
stopping short at, some stage in the animal
Popular
ancestry of the human individual.
superstition has always recognized a close relationship between mental defect and congenital physical
contains
stigmatic
Shakespeare's
deformity
both the modern name and the modern idea (the
stigmata of the insane, of the criminal, of the
;

;

'

'

'

;

'

and hence that

slighter causes are
its onset than in other persons
moreover,
that this predisposition may be inherited from
parents not necessarily insane, but only nervously
diseased the contrary is also true— mere nervous
disease in the child corresponding to and connected
with insanity in the parents or near ancestors. In
degenerate families there is a tendency for this
degeneracy to be progressively worse from generation to generation, until ultimately sterility
appears, leading to the extinction of the degenerate
race (Talbot, ch. 1). Moreau-de-Tonrs renewed
the old thesis that genius is twin brother to
madness, both being in many cases derived from
the same parentage, and argued that degenerate
types often represent throw-backs or reversions to
more primitive types of evolution. The principal
application given to this doctrine has been in the
theory of criminality, of which Lombroso was the
chief exponent, viz. that the criminal is born, not
made, that (passion and accident apart) crimes
spring from natures in which both the physical
and the mental characteristics are those of primiThe physical
tive man, or, it may be, of the ape.
stigmata of the 'congenital criminal' deformity
of skull, sloping forehead, prominent cheekbones
and projecting jaw, large ears, small deep-set and
shifty
eyes, irregular dentition, cleft palate,
stammering, etc. are not now so seriously taken,
and, according to Lugaro (p. 17), the anthropological theory, whether applied to insanity or to
crime, is a thing of the past.' It is true that both
the criminal and the idiot or imbecile are more
liable to diseases, such as phthisis, etc., than the
normal individual, and have many other physio-

produce

;

;

To the biologist, the degenerate appears as a
reversion to an older type of the race, as one who
lias been born with a physical nature in which
some primitive human or even pre-human stage of
He is a
cerebral development is reproduced.

'

61!)

sufficient to

'

From Hippocrates onhysterical temperament).
wards many have insisted that in a great number
of persons the predisposition to insanity is inherited,

'

'

—

'

'

—

'

logical

deficiencies

;

while

statistics

have

been

frequently compiled to show the apparent transcriminal
mission from parent to child of the
temperament,' and its hereditary relationship with
imbecility and insanity. From such data, however,
even if we exclude the immeasurable influence of
environment, physical and social, it can be argued
only that some nervous deficiency is transmitted,
which disposes, under 'favourable' conditions, to
insanity, crime, or mental instability.
Against the physical theory of degeneracy (as
an all-sufficient account), there may be pointed out
the frequency with which mental causes produce,
or at least initiate, a change of intellectual or
moral character, e.g. emotional shock, disappointment, loss of occupation or of means, death of
'

husband, wife, or child, social degradation, religious
emotion, school strain, privation, prolonged worry,
It is by no means necessary that a hereditary
etc.
or congenital physical predisposition should exist
in all cases
thus, a shock coming closely upon or
during an illness or exhaustion, or a period of
insomnia, may give all the conditions necessary
The influence of the
for the outbreak of insanity.
mind upon the production of insanity was fully
;

recognized by Pinel in 1801, and by others after
The evolution theory gave, however, a
him.
stronger hold to the organic theory of mental
disease, and its connexion with heredity, so that

view is now practically universal. It is clear
such disease is always a product of two factors
on the one hand, physical or
mental
and, on the other, a shock or a stress
this

that
—
a predisposition
;

leading to the actual appearance of the insanity or
mental defect. Thus the physiologically critical
periods of life are those at which outbreaks of
insanity are most frequent first and second
dentition, puberty, adolescence, the climacteric,
etc.
Of course, if we assume from the first that

—

is never an agent of bodily changes, but
always their mere concomitant or their effect, then
mental degeneracy cannot but be the sign or
symptom of physical degeneracy, which is the

mind
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phenomena. On the
other hand, it may with equal plausibility be argued
that the real factor is the mental disposition, the
fundamental mode of feeling and of reacting upon
impressions, which has a characteristic form and
degree in every individual, but is variously modified
by the temporary disposition which arises in
connexion with bodily states fatigue, exhaustion,
A shock or stress will disturb the
illness, etc.

reality underlying all the

;

—

mind more or

less, according to its fundamental
and temporary disposition at the period when the
strain comes.
Without prejudice to any theory of
the relation of body to mind, it may be admitted
that actions are the outcome of the dominant
feeling or emotion, which in its turn is mainly a
product of perceptions and reproductions or
memories hence in human conduct the mental
and this
life predominates over the physiological
is especially the case after the child has become
able to appreciate moral ideas. It is not denied
that the physical nature has an immense influence
;

:

in the causation of insanity. 1 But it is claimed (1)
that this physical nature may be largely modified

by education and by suggestion

(2) that it may
be of a mental origin either in the ancestors
or in the individual
(3) that the outbreak of
;

itself

;

almost invariably caused by mental
factors, including, for example, emotional shock
or mental contagion (as in imitative insanity) and
(4) that the insanity may be cured by suggestion
and other mental measures, in addition to physical
hygiene (Dubois, in Archives de psychologie, x.
[1!»10] 1
'Psychological Conception of the Origin
is

insanity

;

:

of Psychopathies').
The mani3. Symptoms of mental degeneracy.
fold forms in which mental degeneracy expresses
itself may be illustrated from the two most important 'functional' diseases hysteria and psych-

—

—

asthenia.

has been defined as a 'morbid
(i.) Hysteria
mental condition in which ideas control the body
and produce morbid changes in its functions
(Dana, Journ. of Abnormal Psychol., Feb. 1907).
Its
most prominent features are anaesthesia,
'

amnesia, loss of control over the attention, paralysis
of certain muscles.
(1) The anesthesia may be
the loss of sensibility in the whole of a special
sense (e.g. blindness) without any injury either to
the sense-organ or to the conducting nerve-fibres;
or it may be partial (monocular blindness; narrowing of the held of vision in both eyes colourblindness), or systematic (loss of power to perceive
certain persons or classes of objects, while the
historical
sensibility is otherwise intact).
illustration is the 'devil's marks' on the skin, by
the insensibility of which a woman's guilt in
trials for witchcraft was often determined.
The
insensibility differs from that which is due to nerveinjury, in that it is not permanent, but varies it
is, for example, sometimes removed during sleep,
or under the influence of chloroform, or in the
hypnotic trance, while emotional excitement of
any kind is said to intensify it. Also the insensibility does not correspond to the distribution of a
particular nerve or group of nerves; many of the
reflexes are preserved in connexion with the senseorgan, while the insensible limb is not liable to
accident or to injury, as is the case witli insensiIt has been
bility arising from a severed nerve.
;

A

;

1 Cf.
Lugaro, p. 22: 'The functional insufficiency of a
in the neck causes the syndrome of cretinism.
Miu'ht hut chronic lesions of the kidneys can determine condemns of stupidity, temporary loss of speech, and violent
attacks of confusion and agitation. A febrile malady occurring
in infancy, though transient, attracting little notice, ana
passing away almost unohserved, can rum the hrain heyond
The effects of this may either manifest themselves as
repair.
mora] and intellectual defects of every degree, or as epileptic
convulsions which may appear after many years, and by their
repetition progressively destroy the mind.'

shrunken gland

proved also that, while the subject is unaware of
the existence of such anaesthesias, and therefore
does not, of course, notice the impressions which
are made on the insensitive organs, these are
nevertheless recorded, and may be later brought to
consciousness, e.g. when the patient is hypnotized
these and many similar facts show that the seat of
the anaesthesia is not in the sense-organ but in the
central organ, the cerebrum.
Physiologically the
impression is made on the nervous system, but it
unable to effect
is, under the special conditions,
consciousness, as in other conditions it would
(Janet, V&tat mental des hysttriaues, p. 20 if. ).
further group of symptoms is found in the
(2)
amnesias, which also almost always accompany
The memory may be defective in one or
hysteria.
more of many different ways it may simply show
weakness, the subject being unable to remember
events of recent occurrence, or material which has
been learned, with the same vividness, accuracy,
and completeness as a normal individual or the
defect may be specialized so that particular qualities
or classes of experiences can no longer be recalled
at all for example, visual memories, or auditory
memories, or the memory of actions and within
any one of these groups there may be specialization
in the visual group the patient may be unable to
recall the colours of objects, while remembering
their forms and their light and shade ; in the
auditory group, he may remember spoken words,
Or the lapse of
but not melodies or tones, etc.
memory may be systematized, and this also in two
ways (a) with reference to the time-series a
period of life may be wholly forgotten sometimes
a recent period, sometimes a more distant one,
while events before and after this period are remembered with distinctness (6) with reference to
systems of knowledge, as, for example, when the
power of reading lapses, or the memory for a partistill
cular language, or a particular science, etc.
more completely systematized are the cases in
which a particular object or person, formerly
familiar, is no longer remembered.
be
(3) The will and power of attention may
There may be excessive concentration
affected.
on one impression or idea, or there may be incapacity to concentrate the attention upon any
impression or idea ; in the former case we have an
approximation to the state of melancholia, in the
latter case to the state of mania or the insane flight
Whether the span of attention is narof ideas.
row or wide, a subject may be distracted from
a task by the slightest stimuli, and hence be unable to learn new material or to complete any task
attempted by him ; on the other hand, even though
the attention be unconcentrated, it may still be
excessively persistent, just as in ordinary experience a weak-willed individual may on occasions
Edureveal the utmost obstinacy of character.

A

;

;

;

;

:

—

:

;

;

;

cation and development are mainly a function of
the power to direct the attention, at will, to objects
uninteresting in themselves, or for the moment
this power the
uninteresting to the individual
hysteric patient possesses to a minimum degree.
His attention is easily caught by sensory im:

morbid
pressions which fall within his field of
interest, by ideas which enter the mind through
purely casual associations (associations of contiguor the like), but is
ity, of similarity of sound,
not caught or held by ideas of deeper logical value.
As the attention decides which of the many ideas
that are clamouring on the margin of consciousness
shall enter its focus and become determinative of
the course of our actions and of the course of our
thoughts, so in hysteria the level of thought and
Words suggest thoughts through
action falls.
their sound (punning, rhyming words) rather than
through their meaning ; actions are decided by

DEGENERATION

—

enormously exaggerated in the mind (what was
really a mere thought or passing idea being transformed into an actual deed) (b) physical or mental
defect, again in two forms— obsession of being, and
obsession of becoming. Thus, a lady who is dis-

'

—

;

:

—

phenomena in a

particular case may
usually be traced to a single system of ideas, which
has obtained an undue control over the personality
for example, the memory, conscious or suppressed,
of some emotionally exciting event or experience.
different

—

Cure

sometimes effected by suggestion, which

is

strengthens the power of the personality over the
sometimes by a shock or accident calling up
thus in
the dormant energies of the individual
one case (Donaldson, Growth of Brain, London,
and
Journ.
Nerv.
from
1895, p. 304,
of
Taylor,
Merit. Dis., 1888) a lady recovered from a hysteric
husband
on
the
sudden
death
of
her
in
paralysis
another, a cure resulted from the elopement of a
the
most
almost
For
however,
daughter.
part,
any
stimulus is enough to re-excite the dominant idea,
and to determine thought and action according to
who
had
been
lost
in
the
Ausit.
Thus a man
tralian Bush, and in the agony of thirst had
frequently plunged into imaginary pools of water,
used, long after his rescue, under the slightest dose
of alcohol, to go automatically through the actions
of diving, regardless of the surroundings or of the
position in which he was. There is, for the most
part, some such absorption by, or fixation of the
mind upon, the compelling thought, with entire
failure to correlate it with the immediately given
sensations and impressions, or to criticize it by
them. Epidemics of hysteria or insanity are common among peoples or races at a low level of

ideas,

:

;

who suffer from insufficient
M. Clarke, On Hysteria,' Brain, xv.

development, or
tion (J.

nutri-

'

[1892]

526).

A well-known case is that of Haute-Savoie, 1857, in which a
young girl saw a companion taken out of a stream half -drowned
the girl fell down in unconsciousness, and a few days later a
friend who was with her became similarly affected.
Other
hysterical phenomena followed. Within four years there were
120 persons in the same neighbourhood affected in the same
way, and this in spite of the fact that public exorcisms were
held by the priest. The epidemic was stopped by the Government sending a force of gens d'armes to the district, removing
the parish priest, isolating the patients, and sending the worst
Here it is the
cases to distant hospitals (Clarke, loc. tit.).
force of suggestion acting on an unstable nervous organism, and
securing an influence over the internal organs of the body such
;

'

as

is

not possessed, or

is

possessed only to a very slight degree,

by the normal individual. See also art. Hysteria.
different complex of symptoms is presented
(ii. )
by what is now called psychaslhrnia, or obsessional

A

'

insanity' (Janet), although at some points it is
Whereas in the latter
closely related to hysteria.
the morbid ideas are specific or particular, in obsessional insanity they are general or governing
ideas, entering into relation with every possible
action or thought of the subject, for example, the
is a criminal, or has committed
some unpardonable sin. The idea is involuntarily,
continuously, and painfull}' present to the mind,
if not in the centre, at least on the verge, of con-

idea that one

tressed at her actual stoutness may refuse food, or
take insufficient rest in consequence, while a lady
at present of moderate dimensions may adopt the
same tactics from fear of becoming unduly stout.
Other instances are the fear of approaching old age,
of approaching madness, of approaching death.
The common qualities, as regards the content of
the obsessional ideas, are
(1) they regard acts or
states of the subject himself, not primarily of any
external object ; (2) the acts or states are socially
disreputable, wicked, or ridiculous, or in general
undesirable ; (3) (and in this is the fundamental
difference from hysteria) they are endogenous, selfsuggested, whereas in hysteria the morbid idea is
usually exogenous, or suggested from without.
Accordingly, we find that at the early stages there
is full consciousness of the absurdity or folly of the
obsession ; and also that, except in rare cases, the
morhid action is not completely realized. Thus, a
kleptomaniac used to take a servant with him when
he went shopping, to watch and afterwards return
the stolen articles ; in another case, a youth, after
taking poison, telephoned to his mother to inform
her of the fact, with the (expected) result of a
doctor's arrival.
Again, the hallucinations have
not the same definiteness or ' body as those of
hysteria ; they lack details, and hence the slightest
effort of the attention destroys them, as is the case
in dreams ; they are seldom completely externalized, or definitely located they are really symbolic
or type-ideas, standing for a system of thought
rather than for a definite object.
On the volitional side, there are almost invariably automatisms, that is, actions which occur
independently of and even in opposition to the will
of the subject.
These Janet classifies into three
groups, in each of which the disturbance is either
diffuse.
or
(1) Mental agitations, insystematic
cluding the systematic forms manias of interroof
of
doubt,
gation,
precision, of explanation ;
and the diffuse form the mania of rumination or
reverie.
The essential character of all is a movement of the mind which is incapable of arresting
itself upon any one fact or thought, but is compelled to pass beyond it, to add something to it,
:

a mental origin.

The
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sciousness, so that to escape from it is impossible.
The general ideas most commonly present are
those of (a) crime, including homicide, suicide,
dipsomania, sacrilege, etc., and there are two
forms the obsession of committing the crime, and
the obsession of remorse for a crime already committed, the actual crime being in such cases

sensations or simple associative images rather than
by systematized tendencies built upon experience ;
originality and spontaneity are replaced l>y banality
or by automatism.
(4) On the motor side, there is frequently parain the use
lysis, or paresis, inability or weakness
of the limbs on one side of the body, or of a particular limb or organ, or a particular muscle; and
'
nervous origin,
(5) usually also disturbances, of
in the circulatory and other functions of the body
asthma, vertigo, palpitation, fainting, congestion,
etc.
Sometimes a power is exercised over these
functions, which to the normal individual appears
impossihle
e.g. control of the heart, or of the
digestive processes, ability to hasten or retard
them at will. Both the muscular and the organic
defects or abnormalities are, like the anaesthesias,
of purely central origin ; i.e. they spring directly
from some temporary and local change in the cerebral system a change which, however, has probably

'

;

—

—

and then something more, and something more,
ideas either revolving in a circle, or
without end
branching out endlessly, but in any case never
{Les
reaching an end, a definite conclusion

—

'

'

Obsessions,

i.

150).

Familiar cases are those in

which a patient deliberates for hours about carrying out some simple, and, normally, habitual
action e.g. that of putting on a sock, choosing a
necktie, stepping over an object in the roadway.
tics,' that
(2) On the motor side, what are called
of the
is, automatic actions, twitchings, movements
or
lips, etc., these being in nearly all cases symbols
traces of complete actions as suggested by the
:

'

—

ideas 'psychic short-cuts.' (3) On the emotional
side there are systematic dreads, or phobias,' or a
generalized anguish or terror. Among the phobias'
are the fear of crossing an open space (agoraphobia),
fear of remaining in a shut or closed place (claustrophobia), fear of infectious disease (nosophobia),
The
fear of insanity, of snakes, of vermin, etc.
diffuse form has sometimes been called panophobia.
'

'
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a generalized expectation or dread of some untoward
event happening.
The explana4. Explanation of the symptoms.
tion of these phenomena is found lirst in a weakening of the mind, by which the control over the
finer mechanism, alike of association and of voluntary movement, is relaxed and ultimately destroyed.
The contrast with the normal individual is the same
as that which occurs, within an individual life,
between bodily health and sickness or fatigue in
the former case the greater activity, co-ordinative
power, effectiveness of movement, ability to recollect at will, and to direct the thoughts in the
latter state the weakening or failure of these
powers. Obsessional insanity is an exaggeration
of this relatively healthy state, having its centre
or point of support in some actual psychical experience of the subject. In hysteria, the general
symptoms may most simply be referred to a dissome group or
aggregation of the personality
groups of memories, or of habits, or of other
acquired activities, separate off from the controlling consciousness with which the normal individual
identifies his self or ego.
Thus, in the automatic
writing and other expressive movements of hysteric
or neurasthenic patients (Binet, Janet, etc.), the
subject is entirely unaware of the actions done,
although they would normally imply consciousness
both to initiate and to carry out. So, the hypnotized subject may carry out many actions which
apparently involve deliberate consciousness, and, on
awakening, show complete ignorance of them and
there are familiar cases in which a patient leads,
for a shorter or longer period of time, a different
life from that of his normal condition, during which
he is unconscious, or at least has no memory, of his
previous state, while afterwards, on recovery, he
has forgotten the temporary abnormal state (Ansel
Bourne, etc. ). Morton Prince gives a remarkable
instance of such a case of double or multiple personality in his Dissociation of a Personality.
Normally all our experiences, or at least those
which are important to us, are synthesized, unified
in the single dominant consciousness or personality
abnormally, some bundles of experience, more or
less large, are detached from this unifying consciousness, and form secondary personalities, which
may make use of the general fund of memories,
habits, etc., organized in our experience, and represented in the intimate structure and fabric of
the brain. It is not necessary here to discuss how
far these self-realizing ideas deserve the name of
'
separate consciousnesses or
separate personalities.'
There are all degrees of disaggregation
between the simplo hearing and answering of a
question by an absorbed reader, without subsequent awareness on his part of the action, and the
extreme form found in Ansel Bourne, Janet's

—

—

;

:

;

;

'

'

—

'
Leonie,' or Prince's Miss Beauehamp.' There is
a close parallelism between such cases and insanity
for example, the insanity of fixed ideas, or of
Freud argues that many of these
delusions, etc.
secondary personalities, as is the ease in insanity,
represent attempted realizations of certain wishes,
desires, ambitions, which the subject has been
preveuted from successfully carrying out, or which
he has voluntarily repressed (Neurosenlehre, ed.
E. Hitschmann, Leipzig, 1911, p. 54). On the one
hand, there is a loss (or a defect), in Janet's view,
of tension or tonus in the central nervous system,
or some part of it, and on the other a psychic
misery,' a disorganization of the mental life, in
which images and ideas tend to realize themselves
apart from the control usually exercised by the
self on the basis of past experience and according
to the claims of the social environment.
(On
mental dissociation, sec also J. Macpherson, Mental
Affections, London, lb'J'J.)
'

—

'

Corresponding to this disorganization of the
mind is the existence of what may be called a
floating mass of emotion, dread, or anxiety, ready
to attach itself to any idea that may arise, and
leading to actions that may be out of all proporThis
tion to the motive-idea, taken by itself.
emotion is really the mass of feeling that springs
from the altered bodily constitution, and the
altered organic and other sensations which form
the basis of the 'feeling of self.' Since the alterations consist largely in an increase of bodily and
a
especially of painful sensations, the emotion as
whole is of the depressive type. Such an emotion
necessarily alters the whole mental character, and
the subject beespecially the moral character
comes timid, secretive, cunning, superstitious, selfIn
and
cruel.
ish,
originally higher types there
is a tendency to pessimism : the patient is unable
:

to carry

which he

out the ideals, frequently extravagant,
sets before himself ; hence doubt and

distrust of himself

and others

;

his life is suffused

with pain slight motives cause him distress and
anxiety; this 'psychosis' he projects into others,
and believes life to be predominantly painful.
Obsessions and fixed ideas are for the most part
the result of a logical attempt to account for the
emotion of which although not of its cause the
of
subject is conscious. In other cases the system
ideas may be derived first from the environment
or
dread
and
the
or
unconsciously
consciously
anxiety is built upon it or attached to it afterwards (see AVilliams, in Journ. Abn. Psychol, v.
;

—

—

—

—

[1910] 2).

The same features— disaggregation, depressive
emotional-tone, or both may occur in mental degeneration at all its levels. Thus in the imbecile,
there is failure to co-ordinate experiences, to take
more than the first few steps in the synthesis of
charpersonality: the result is impulsiveness of
acter, inability to concentrate the attention, motivation only by the simplest ideas, and these only
in isolation from one another, no coherent or
sustained activity either of thought or of action.
Where depression is also present, the imbecile may
become the criminal, with homicidal or other
In the paranoiac,
socially dangerous tendencies.
there is failure to form, or the lapse of, the highest
the
mental synthesis
recognition of the 'social
self
on which the possibility of morality and of
the primary self-conscioushence
religion depends
ness has the field to itself there is an unrestrained
assertion of individual wishes and desires, and a
total disregard for the convenience, wishes, or
claims of others. The enormous self-esteem easily
leads to delusions of unlimited power, wealth, or
high rank (megalomania), or, where depression is
The nearest
present, to mania of persecution, etc.
life is to be found
parallel that we have in normal
with
which
of
in dreams (q.v.), the analogy
insanity
has been frequently pointed out (Moreau-de-Tours,
The higher
Maury, Sir Arthur Mitchell, etc.).
systems are out of function, for the time being
the will is at rest each idea, suggested by present
or by recent experiences, has
sensory impressions,
the field of consciousness to itself hence it takes
on an illusory objectivity, and appears as a real
to call
experience or perception, while it tends
up associate ideas which, however, are bound to
it only by the lowest, purely mechanical, bonds
of sensory simi(habit-associations, associations
3
Thus, Maury {Lc Sn.nmnl ct les rives
larity).
in which the
dream
a
describes
ch.
vi.)
Paris, 1865,
main incidents were connected together through
words 'Kilometre,' 'Kilogram,' 'Gilolo,'
the
Lobelia,' 'Lopez,' 'Loto.' Simultaneous dissociation of personality is also a common feature of the
dream; we appear to be debating with another
us ; both disperson, who questions us and answers

—

'

—

—

:

;

;

;

:

,

'
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..laury {loe. dt.)
patents, however, are ourselves.
mentions that the apparent revelations of dreams
may sometimes be traced to forgotten memories "i
our own, which we recall to ourselves and put in
In
the mouth of another person, in our dream.
general, however, the thoughts of the dream are
trivial, absurd, meaningless, as any one may prove
for himself by writing down, immediately on
waking, the words he has just been uttering in his
dream.
The same defect, and the same lack of
power to criticize what passes through the Bubjecl s
own mind, we have found to he common in mental

degeneracy. The hallucinations of the insane, and
the vague emotional depression, dread, or anxiety,
have also their analogy in dream-life. All these
of degeneracy appear also in normal
during fatigue, exhaustion, illness, senility,
in the temporary insanity of intoxication by
alcohol or other drugs (nicotine, opium, hashish,
etc.
see, for example, R. Meunier, Le Hachich,

phenomena
life

and

;

Paris, 1909).

—

Progressive mental degeneration. When degeneration attacks a well-developed mind, the
symptoms frequently show a regular sequence,
according to Kibot's Law of Regression or Inthe
volution (see his Diseases of the Memory)
more unstable forms of experience or acquirement
are the first to lapse, i.e. (1) the most recently
acquired, (2) the most complex, (3) the least
frequently repeated, the least habitual or automatic powers. Thus, in senile insanity, or in the
beginnings of alcoholic insanity, it is the power to
5.

;

meet new

situations, to face difficulties, to create,
habitual
invent, or discover, that fails earliest
situations are met, adequately perhaps, in habitual
ways, but the bloom of individuality is gone.
There follows the delicate appreciation of moral
values there is an increase of selfishness, and of
obstinacy, along with a failure of higher ambitions; then the more complex intellectual acquisitions, professional skill, scientific interests ; then
the memory for recent events, the recollection of
the less familiar complexes of experience. With the
narrowing of intellectual interest, the emotional
the patient becomes
life occupies a larger space
:

—

;

and

irritating, discontented, malicious,
neglectful of the ordinary conventions of life his
his speech become less coherent,
and
thoughts
more vulgar and petty, until, finally, dementia
leaves no powers in function except the primitive
instincts and reflexes, with at the most a few of
the more ingrained habits of mind and body. In
irritable,

;

way also, although by no means in
detail, these stages have their parallels in the
different concrete forms of degeneracy found in
different individuals from the morally deficient
a general

v

—

'intellectual'

down

to the congenital imbecile or

idiot.

—
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DEGRADATION.— See Discipline.
DEHRA. — A town, the capital of Dehra

Dun,

a valley projecting from the Plains of Northern
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India like a triangle towards the source of the
Jumna river and the main range of the Himalaya,
From a
30 19' 59" N.
[at.
long. 7s S 57" E.
religious point of view, the place is remarkable as
the seat of a strong body ot (TdSsiS, a Sikh order
of Hindu ascetics, who are said to owe their establishment to the son of Guru Nanak, the founder of
Sikhism. Their gurudwdrd, or temple, the work
of their leader Ram Pay, was erected in A.I). 1699.
The central block, in which the bed of the guru is
reserved, was built on the model of the Emperor
5 ahangir's tomb at Lahore. At the corners are
smaller monuments in honour of the guru's four
wives. The temple is supported by a large endowment, and the guru, who has the revenues at his
disposal, is the richest man in the Dun valley.
Formerly the appointment of each new guru, who
was selected from among the disciples of the deceased guru, was in the hands of the Sikh chiefs
of the Panjab, who, at each new installation,
made a gift to the British Government and received
in return the complimentary present of a pair of
This practice is now discontinued. The
shawls.
speeiii! dress 01 trie members of the sect is a cap
of red cloth shaped like a sugar loaf, worked over
with coloured thread, and adorned with a black
The mahant, or guru,
silk fringe round the edge.
enjoys high consideration in the country round
;

;

of devotees, drawn from all
But the
of Hindus, attend the shrine.
most enthusiastic worshippers naturally come
The annual
from the Cis-Sutlej Sikh States.
ceremonies, which last ten days, are performed at
the Hindu feast of the Holi in spring.

and large numbers
classes

Literature.

— Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer,

iii.

[1SS6] 197 f.

W. Ceooke.

DEICIDE.—This

term, though not new, has
been used in the past with such restricted meaning,
and so seldom, that there is an imperative need to
enlarge its definition before it can be of service in
that branch of scientific research in which it is
increasingly used. The following definition, taken
from OgUvie's Imperial Diet, of the Eng. Lang.,
will show this :
Deicide— (I) The act of putting to death Jesus Christ our
"
"Earth, profaned, yet blessed with deicide (Prior).
[Rare in
(2) One concerned in putting Christ to death (Craig).
both senses.]'
Another quite recent dictionary defines the word
'
cruciThe
of
God
the
thus
;
killing
especially
fixion of Christ.'
Though there is here a definition
'

Saviour.

:

more

in accord with modern requirements, the
student of religions, acquainted with facts which
seem to show that there has been a wide-spread
custom of putting to death both men and animals
thought to be gods incarnate, must set aside everything that so narrows the word as to make it unfit
for his purpose.
Doing this, one is left with what
is, after all, a mere translation of the Latin term,
viz.
the killing of a god,' or, more briefly, god'

'

slaughter.' It is in this largest sense that the
word is to be here used. For obvious reasons,
there will be few, if any, references to what was
at one time looked upon as the sole instance of
deicide the Crucifixion.
None of the phenomena which the scientific
study of religions has made known has aroused
more interest than those obscure rites and ceremonies, those strange customs, which seem best

—

explained by the theory that deicide, once supposed
to find its only example in the Crucifixion, has
been, in fact, a wide-spread custom, which has left
a deep impress on the religious thought of the race.
Before giving the few instances of this custom
which space limits allow, it will be well to make
some kind of classification, which will enable the
student to understand more fully their nature and
extent.
It is suggested that instances of godslaughter may be placed in one or other of two
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main

as being (1) real, (2) mimetic or
noticeable variety of the former is,
symbolic.
on one theory at least, traceable in certain solemn
expiatory sacrifices, and may therefore be termed
'expiatory' or 'piacular.'
Again, in many of
these instances for which the name mimetic or
symbolic has been suggested, the effort to keep
in remembrance' seems so prominent that they
may well be termed commemorative.' The following is therefore suggested as a working classification
for those instances of god-slaughter which seem to
have been enacted.
i. Real (with sub-class 'piacular' or 'expiatory '). Cases of real god-slaughter may be seen
in the strange custom, at one time wide-spread
though now well-nigh extinct, of putting to death
kings and chieftains at set times, or when they
showed some sign of approaching decay and death.
There is evidence to show that originally these
high-placed victims were looked upon as Divine in
a very real sense gods incarnate. Such Divine
honours are still ascribed by savage people to their
The existence of these Divine
king or ruler.
beings in full vigour was deemed necessary to- Mie
welfare of all their people. It was a proof that
their god could still safeguard their interests. The
reason for putting these gods incarnate to death is
believed to have been the dread lest, through
disease or decay of strength, they might be unable
any longer to help and keep in safety those who
looked to tliem for these blessings. It was necessary, therefore, that a fresh and more vigorous
incarnation should be sought for, to take the place
of that which was ready to vanish away.
Africa and India furnish the best attested
instances of such deicide, though traces of it are
supposed to have been discovered in the accounts
of old-world rites handed down by classical writers.
Three centuries ago it was the practice to put to
death the king of Sofala, an African State, when
even a slight bodily blemish became manifest;
whilst the king of Eyeo, also in Africa, was
expected to commit suicide should his headmen
think it demanded by the needs of the State.
Again, in one of the kingdoms of Southern India
the king was put to death or compelled to selfimmolation, after a reign of twelve years. Similar
customs seem to have obtained in others of the
Indian States. It is not surprising to find that, in
course of time, means of evading this disagreeable
one method, that of
necessity were discovered
providing a substitute, human or animal, having a
special interest as being the possible beginning of
vicarious sacrifice.
An interesting variety of these customs may be
seen in cases where an original totem has developed
into a deity worshipped by the members of the
totem clan. It has been observed that at certain
times, when the deity seems to be estranged from
his worshippers, or for some other reason the clanbond needs renewing or cementing, recourse has
been had to sacrifices of special solemnity and
In these the victim has been an animal
efficacy.
of the same species as the original totem. In other
words, the very deity constitutes the sacrifice which
is to heal the breach between himself and his
worshippers. It is not difficult to see in these
solemn renewals of covenants the beginning of
expiatory or piacular sacrifice. There scorns to be
a sufficient reason lor thinking them to be cases of
On the other hand, the solemn
piacular deicide.
putting to death, by his own priests, of the divine
Apis bull of Egypt, after the lapse of a certain
number of years, seems rather to be an instance of
the endeavour to secure a renewal of the Divine
life in an incarnation of unbroken vigour.
2. Mimetic or symbolic (witli sub-class
commemorative '). This has its roots in those myths
classes,

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

;

'

—

which constitute so large a part of the quasitheology of the great ancient Nature-religions. In
these myths the phenomena of Nature are
personified and deified, and her processes become
incidents in the lives of the gods thus originated.

The myths which most readily furnish illustrations
of the matter now in hand are those connected
with the changes of the season which are so closely
related to the growth of vegetation, the quickening
of the seed, and the maturing of the kindly fruits
of the earth.
Such are the myths of Adonis, the
Syrian deity, slain by the hunted boar on Mount
so
his blood reddened the waters of
that
Lebanon,
the river which carried it down to the sea ; of
Osiris, slain by the malice of his brother Set or
Typhon of Dionysus, god of the vine, who,
according to the Greek myth, was put to death by
Many quaint superstitions and
jealous Juno.
ceremonies still surviving, among the peasantry
of Europe as well as among the farmers and culti;

vators of well-nigh all other lands, find their best
explanation in the wide-spread belief in similar
In them, and in the rituals based upon
them, were set forth the death by violence and,
in some cases, the subsequent resurrection of a
god a god of vegetation, and especially of corn.
stories.

—

'

His death was
J. G. Frazer writes thus of the Adonis rite
annually lamented with a bitter wailing, chiefly by women
images of him, dressed to resemble corpses, were carried out as
to burial and then thrown into the sea or into springs and in
some places his revival was celebrated on the following day'
:

;

;

(G.B

2

ii.

116).
'

Of the annual
Concerning the Egyptian deity Osiris he says
with which his death and burial were celebrated in the
month Athyr we unfortunately know very little. The mourntwelfth of the month
ing lasted five days, from the eighth to the
The ceremonies began with the "
that
:

rites

earth-ploughing,"
Athyr.
is, with the opening of the field labours, when the waters of the
The other rites included the search for the
Kile are sinking.
the
at
its discovery, and its
of
Osiris,
rejoicings
mangled body
solemn burial. The burial took place on the 11th of November,
and was accompanied by the recitation of laments from the
liturgical books' (ib. 140).
Again, of Dionysus he writes: 'The Cretans celebrated a
biennial festival at which the sufferings and death of Dionysus
were represented in every detail (ib. 163).
'

Other evidence obtainable warrants the belief
that mimetic or symbolic deicide occupied no small
place in the ritual of long-vanished religions.
Such god-slaughter was not a mere amusement, or
even a gratification of the dramatic instinct so
deeply implanted in human nature. It had a far
more serious purpose. Most probably these annual
rites were performed in the firm conviction that
they would further and assist those great and allimportant natural processes on which the very life
No doubt, in course of
of the world depended.
time, many of these customs, at least before they
became mere superstitions, would be retained as
a means of keeping in remembrance that which
ought not to be forgotten. In other words, they

would be more distinctly commemorative.' Such
seems to have been the case with some very striking ceremonies observed by the ancient Mexicans,
in which it was the custom to make paste or dough
These images
images of certain of their gods.
were then killed and broken in pieces to furnish
material for a sacrificial meal. It is a curious
circumstance that portions of this consecrated food
were reserved for the sick, and carried to them
with great reverence and veneration.'
Concerning such customs as these, many questions arise which it is not easy as yet to answer.
Even the conclusions already arrived at are by no
means so established as to be accepted without
The evidence, after all, is so scanty and
reserve.
elusive that one is compelled to a resolute distrust
of one's own judgment, and to reliance rather on
'

'

'

'

the sagacity of those skilled in such investigations,
reserving to oneself the right of giving a casting
vote in eases where the evidence for and against
a certain view seems evenly balanced. Yet, not-
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withstanding

all this,

no part

of the great

(Greek and Roman)

than this, more
religions is fuller of suggestion
noticeable
especially in the strange parallels

'

It was thus natural that, when the emotions of
reverence or gratitude entertained with regard to
some actual man were raised to a high degree, they
should be felt as almost, identical with those which
had the gods for their object (Jo-ox yip ere 0e$ riaovatv
Kxaiol [Horn. 11. ix. 603] Bids 5' <ij rtero o-qp-if [ib.
In a moment of exaltation it might
v. 78, etc.]).
even seem proper to express such feelings in the
same ritual performances as those used for the
gods. *fi iraiSes, ApyeLoiaiv eifx^o'dat xP €(^ v Ouetv re
\dj3ei.v 6' lis 8eo?s 'OXu/ix/ois o-irovdas, exclaims the
Danaus of /Eschylus (Supp. 980 if. ). Sueh language
was, of course, a rhetorical exaggeration hut, when
the notion, even as an extravagance, was present
to the mind, it was a short step, in days when the
old awe of the gods had declined and novel dramatic
expression was craved for, to translate it into action.
According to Duris, the first instance of the formalities of religious worship being addressed to a
living man was when Lysander, at the end of the
5th cent., became the object of a cult in Samos ;
altars, sacrifices, pjeans, and games are specified as
The case did not
its constituents (Pint. Lys. 18).
In Thasos, soon after, it was
remain isolated.
taken for granted that the State might confer
divine honours on whom it pleased but the fact
that this new development was reprobated in quarters where old-fashioned piety still existed is shown
by the answer of Agesilaus when the Thasians informed him that they were building him temples
When Dion en(Plut. Apophth. Lac. Ages. 25).
tered Syracuse in 357, he was received as a god, with
sacrifices, libations, and prayers (Plut. Dion, 29).
Clearchus, the tyrant of Heraclea, adopted the
insignia of the Olympian gods, and compelled
his subjects to approach him with prostrations

between pagan and Christian thought and ritual.
InIt is only necessary to name such themes as
'

carnation,' 'Crucifixion,' 'Sacrifice,' 'Eucharist,'
What influence the recognition
etc., to show this.
of such analogies may have, in the future, on
Christian speculation it is impossible to say.
Litkratore.— F. B. Jevons, lutrod. to the Hist, of Religion*.
London, 1908; W. R. Smith, Hcliqion of the Semites- (passim),
Edinburgh, 1894 J. G. Frazer, The Golden Rough"* (passim),
London, 1900; E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture* (closing chapT. STENNER MACEY.
ter), London, 1903.

'

;

;

'

y

(Greek and Roman).— I. The
Greeks. The deification of actual men and women
among the Greeks is a natural development of that
view of the gods which their early literary documents show already prevalent. The Greek was
not satisfied to leave the superhuman beings whose
and
presence he divined in the operations of Nature,
whose legends he learnt as a child, in a mystical
uncertain
and
of
vast
shadowy
haze, as
powers
he
his mind loved the light of day
outlines
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—

;

;

;

early wanted to

know

exactly what these beings

definite things they had done,
in what relations of kinship they stood to each
other and himself. Hence it was that the gods of
the Greek came to be anthropomorphic in a peculiar
sense. He conceived them as really like men ; they

looked

like,

what

;

had actually trodden the hills and fields familiar
to himself the Athenian could look at the very
mark which the trident of Poseidon had left upon
the rocks of the Acropolis the Spartan knew from
a child the grave of Hyacinthus, whom Apollo had
slain with the discus.
:

;

'

From one

and mortal men,' says a

origin are begotten gods
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violently slain under circumstances which made
sonic community dread their vengeanco were placated with
heroic' honours (Philip of Croton in the 6th cent. [Hdt. v. 47];
of
Salamis, in the 5th cent. [Hdt. v. 114]).
OnesilUB, king

who had been

study of

line attributed to Hesiod (Works and Days, 108); and Pindar
'
There is one self-same
echoes it in the opening of Nem. vi.
race of men and gods ; and from one single Mother have we
both the breath of life ; only faculties altogether diverse distinguish us since man is a thing of nought, and those have
brazen heaven for a sure abiding home. And yet we have some
likeness, either by greatness of soul or by fashion of body, to the
:

(Suid.

8.11.

K\^ap\os).

To understand the state of mind which led to
such practices, we must remember the movement
of Greek thought which had taken place since the
days of jEschylus. The religious scepticism which
was abroad had, no doubt, for many minds emptied
the traditional forms of worship of their content
of awe and devotion, and in proportion as they

;

Deathless Ones.'

Yet more, the gods had begotten human children
with men; the families of the legendary chieftains, and such families of a later day as
could make out a descent from the heroes of legend,
The
were literally and physically their issue.
ancient heroes, as Homer tells us by a number of
much
like
were
gods to
very
recurring epithets,
look at. And not only could the Divine thus come
to earth, but the legends knew of men becoming
gods (Eur. Andr. 1255, etc.).
Especially is the boundary-line between the worship of the dead and that of the gods hard to draw,
for the rites offered generally to the dead implied
the belief that the deceased had some power of
action in the living world only the scope of such
power was greater in the case of those worshipped
as heroes, whilst the distinction, again, between
the rites proper to heroes and to gods respectively
tended in practice to become blurred (Deneken,
in intercourse

had become mere formalities there was less reSo far as the
straint from offering them to men.
old gods remained as figures for the imagination,
anthropomorphism had gone a step further, as
may be seen in the contrast of Praxiteles with
Phidias. Scepticism had in fact brought anthropomorphism to its ultimate conclusion by asserting
roundly that the gods were men, as was done by
the popular Euhemerism. The gods, according to
this theory, were kings and great men of old, who
had come to be worshipped after their death in
gratitude for the benefits they had conferred (see
Euhemerism). On this view, there was nothing
monstrous in using the same forms to express
gratitude to a living benefactor. In so far as the
A difference was, indeed, recog- worship of living men arose from these conditions,
col. 2526, note).
nized in common parlance between the ordinary it was a product, not of superstition, but of rationheroic
attention to the dead,
honours, and alism. It shows, not how exalted an idea was held
divine honours (see Arr. iv. 11. 3) ; but, when we of the object of worship, but how depreciated in
become. If
try to draw a hard-and-fast line, the difference meaning the forms of worship had
this is so, Frazer {Early Hist, of Kingship, 1905,
appears rather one of degree.
;

'

'

The mass of the heroes worshipped by the Greeks were
mythical figures imagined in a remote past, especially the
legendary founders of cities, the eponymous ancestors of clans,
How some cases
or the patrons of particular professions.
occurred in which actual men were assimilated after their
death to these heroes of the fabulous past we cannot say, but
it seems to have happened early in certain parts of the Greek
world (esp. Thrace and Sicily) that the founders of new cities
received the same honours which the older cities gave to their
legendarv heroes (Timesius in the 7th cent. B.C. (Hdt. i. 168)
Mlltiades' in the 6th cent. [Hdt. vi. 38] Gelon, Theron, and
Hiero in the 5th cent. [Diod. xi. 38, 53, 06] Hagnon and Brasidas
in the same century [Thuc. v. 11]) or that the spirits of those
;

;

;

;

137) errs in confusing it with primitive superwhich it is really the antithesis. At
the same time, the development of religious feeling,
which revolted against the traditional anthropo-

p.

stition, of

morphism, was not altogether unfavourable to such
cults. The tendency to merge the separate divinities
in the conception of One pervading Divine power
(Schmidt, Ethik d. alt. Griechen, 1882, i. 52) would
make it easier to see manifestations of this power
in human personalities which asserted themselves
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A

strongly.
special kind of deification was that
which we find in connexion with the mystic sects
dispersed through the Greek communities and the
philosophies which borrowed from them. If deathtessness had been all along the distinguishing characteristic of the gods, those who laid stress upon
the deathlessness of the individual soul thereby
came near to making it divine. And so we get
the idea that the human soul is a divine being
imprisoned for some pre-natal offence in the mortal
The notion, current among the Orphics,
body.
passed from them to the Pythagoreans (Rohde,

Psyche*, ii. 121 f., 161 f.). So, too, Empedocles declared that, if a divine being sinned, he was incarnate
for punishment till he had worked out his salvation
in a number of successive lives, and was restored
to fellowship with the gods (frag. 146, 147 [Diels]).
Empedocles himself was already reaching that consummation, and claimed divine honours (yui 8'
iip.lv debs dpftpoTos, ovk£ti dvrrrbs,
iru\evp.ai pera wdaL
raiWacs re Trepiaretrros Grtipzaiv
rerLfUfos, &GTep efotKa,
t€ Bakeiois (frag. 112 [Diels]
cf. Rohde, Psyche*, ii.
171 f.).
So, again, on the funeral tablets discovered
at Thurii, the dead man declares to the gods that he
is of their kindred, and is saluted as one who has
passed from mortality to deity "OA/Sie Kal fia.Ka.pi.GTt,
Beds 5' $o"q avrl fSpoToco.
Geta tyivov ei; avSpwirov
(Michel, Recueil, 1896-1900, nos. 1330, 1331 Harri1
son, Prolegomena to Gr. Eelig.' 1908, p. 660 ff.).
If any one had the right to divine honours,
Alexander, after feats of conquest to which Greek
story knew no parallel except the mythological
:

|

|

;

:

;

,

triumphs of Dionysus and Herakles, obviously had
a pre-eminent claim. Already his father, Philip,
had in his own kingdom caused his own statue to
be carried in procession, together with those of the
twelve gods (Diod. xvi. 92. 5). It is absurd to call
in the influence of the East to account for what
followed so inevitably from the prevalent disposition of the Greek world.
As a matter of tact,
the Achaemenian kings were apparently not worshipped as gods (/Esch. Pers. 157 is cited by Beurlier
and others to prove that they were, but the evidence of the native monuments is against it, and
the Greek notion represented by yEschylus seems
to rest upon a misapprehension of the formality
of prostration).
In Egypt, indeed, since the New
Empire, the reigning king had been so worshipped,
and it was natural that Alexander should here be
saluted as the son of Amen (Amnion).
But we
may safely say that, even without this, the Greeks
would have worshipped him. The oracle of Didyma
had already in 331 (unless Strabo is right in his scepticism) declared Alexander to have been begotten by
Zeus (Strabo, xvii. 814). In 323, on Alexander's return from India, embassies arrived at Babylon from
Greece, wearing and bringing crowns such as indicated that they were deuipol, approaching a god
(Arr. vii. 23. 2). There was still, indeed, in Greece
a party of old-fashioned piety who opposed the
The question
extravagant flattery as profane.
provoked stormy debates in the Athenian assembly.
The divine honours were defended on the other side
with flippant sarcasm as a form too empty to matter.
By all means,' exclaimed Demosthenes, let Alexander, if he wish it, be the son of Zeus and Poseidon
both together' (Hyper. [Blass]i. 31. 17; cf. pa.-Plut.
'

'

'

Vit.

'

X. Orat.

vii.

22 Valer. Max.
;

vii. 2,

13

;

I

>ina rob-

i.
The expression shows that
94).
Alexander was understood himself to demand such
honours. According to an account preserved by
Arrian, it was the philosopher Anaxarchus who
was employed to propose divine honours to Alexander in the circle which surrounded the king's
The prostration which Alexander deperson.
manded was regarded by the Greeks as an acknowledgment of deity, and Anaxarchus is represented

in Demosth.

as defending Alexander's deity on purely rational-

euhemeristic grounds (Arr. iv. 10).
For
Hephrestion, at any rate, Alexander demanded

istic

worship after his favourite's death. The worship
was 'heroic' in kind; Arrian gives under reserve
the story that Alexander had wished to make it
properly divine, but bad been forbidden by the
oracle of Amnion (Arr. vii. 14. 7 ; but cf. Diod.
xvii. 115).
If worship offered to

the living Alexander had
offended the more conservative Greek feeling, worship offered to the dead Alexander as a hero was

Greek tradition. The forms of
worship chosen would show numberless local variaThe Ionian
tions which we cannot now trace.
Confederacy maintained a cult of Alexander centred in a sanctuary near Teos (Strabo, xiv. 644)
till the days of the Roman Empire.
Under the
Roman Empire itself the cult of Alexander flourished (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 5. 1
Herodian, iv. 8 ;
Dio Cass, lxxvii. 7).
who entered
Macedonian
chiefs
the
Naturally,
upon Alexander's inheritance saw their interest in
In what forms
publicly recognizing his divinity.
Eumenes
they severally did so is not recorded.
had a tent of Alexander in his camp, with a
throne before which the officers offered a sacrifice as
Plut. Emm.
to a present god (Diod. xviii. 60, 61
The appearance of Alex13 ; Polyasn. iv. 8. 2).
ander's head, with the horns of Amnion, upon the
in accordance with

;

'

'

;

royal coinages
to the gods.

is

an assertion of

his assimilation

Antipater was an exception in him the old
feeling which condemned these practices as im;

pious (aaeflts [Suidas]) still found a representative.
The official worship of Alexander at Alexandria as
god of the city cannot be traced further back than
Ptolemy II., who transferred the conqueror's body
from Memphis to the new temple called the Sema
in Alexandria.
[It is curious that Diod. speaks of
the honours offered to Alexander in Alexandria as
Tjpaii'Kal (xviii. 2S. 4).
Probably the expression is
used loosely, because the honours were offered to
a dead man.] Henceforward the annual priest of
Alexander, chosen from a limited number of privileged families, was eponym for the year till Roman
times.
A golden crown and a crimson robe were
his insignia. The cult continued in Alexandria till
the institution of Christianity (Otto, Pricster und
Tempel in fiellenist. Aegypten, i. 138 f., 253).
The Greeks, who had worshipped Alexander in
his lifetime, were ready enough to give the same
sort of worship to his successors.
Craterus, who
died in 321, was honoured at Delphi with a paean
(Athen. xv. 696e). Scepsis in 310 voted the living
Antigonus a ripevos, altar, and image they had
already some time previously instituted sacrifice,
games, and stephanephoria in his honour (DittenIn 307 Athens exberger, Inscr. Orient, i. 6).
hausted all forms of adoration in regard to the same
two princes. They were addressed as 8eol trw-ri^es
a regular priesthood was established for them
and changes, ostensibly permanent, were made
in the calendar and religious organization of the
people. In 290, a hymn, which has been preserved,
was composed for tlie reception of Demetrius. In
it Demetrius is hailed as the son of Poseidon and
Aphrodite he and Demeter are the greatest and
friendliest of the gods,' and so on (Diod. xx. 46
Athen. vi. 253, xv. 697«). It is
Plut. Dem. 10 f.
important to observe that the really religious people
;

;
;

'

;

;

;

still protested against these perversions, and saw
in the failure of the vintage a judgment of the
The
true gods (Philippides, up. Plut. Dem. 12).
fire! Greek State to offer divine honours to Ptolemy
\v:is apparently the Confederation of the Cycladcs
{rtTip-qKbaip. 7rpo)[Tois t]6v auTTJpa HToXepalov i<ro&tots
3
Rhodes in 304, or soon
n.p.aU [Ditt. Syll. i. -<>-])
after, conferred upon him the divine surname of
;
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Saviour,' and dedicated to him a riixevc; and festival (Piod. xx. 100. 3 f. Paus. i. 8. 6 of. Uro\ep.atov
and
tou ZwTijpos Kal dcov [Ditt. Inscr. Orient, i. 16])
Lysimachus waa worshipped with altar and sacriend. ) and
fice at I'licrie (Injur, of the Brit. Mus.
in Samothrace (Ditt. Syllr i. 190).
Seleucus, after
his conquest of Asia Minor (l!81), had an altar built
to him by 11 ion, and games were instituted to him
like those held in honour of Apollo (Hirschfeld in
Archaol. Zeitschr. xxxii. [1875] 155; Haussoullier
Both Seleucus
in Rev. de Philol. xxiv. [1900] 319).
and his son Antiochus were worshipped by the
Athenian colonists in Lemnos(Phylarch. up. Athen.
vi. 254).
Especially where a chief had founded or
re-founded a city, he had the founder's prerogative
of worship so Cassander at Cassandrea ( Ditt. Syll."
i. 178), Demetrius at
Sicyon (Diod. xx. 102 f.), and
Ptolemy at Ptolemai's (Otto, Priester u. Tempel,
'

;

;

;

c

:

i.

160).

It is probable that all through the epoch when
the dynasties of Seleucus and Ptolemy ruled in
Asia and Egypt respectively, the Greek cities

which were subject to them, and some which were
merely allied, expressed their loyalty in a cult.

Our evidence

is,

of course, fragmentary.

We find at llion a priest of Antiochus I. soon after his accession (Ditt. Iiiscr. Orient, i. 219) ; and cults of the same king
celebrated by Bargylia after his death, and by the Ionian Confederacy during his lifetime (re'/ieeo?, altar, image, sacrifice,

games, stephanephoria (Michel, 486]). At Erythrae, games
called SeAruKeia are mentioned, and SwTrjpia at Mylasa (Michel,
At Didyma, Antiochus I. and his wife Stratonike seem
252, 502).
to have been worshipped after their death as Beol o-ojrrjpes (CIG
2852 ; cf. Haussoullier, Hist, de Milet, 1902, p. 51). Smyrna instituted a special worship of Stratonike as Aphrodite Stratonikia,
in which her son Antiochus n. was associated with her (Ditt.
Inscr. Orient, i. 229 : Tac. Ann. iii. 63). Similarly, in the case
of the Ptolemies, we find n>oAe^aeia celebrated at Athens, where
Ptolemy I. was chosen as the eponymous hero of a tribe (Paus.
i. 6. 5 ; CIA ii. 444. 32, etc.), in Lesbos (Ditt. Inscr. Orient, i.
360), and by the Confederation of the Cyclades (Delamaire, Rev.
de Philol. xx. [1896] 103 f.). Halicarnassus dedicated a stoa to
The
Apollo and king Ptolemy (Ditt. Inscr. Orient, i. 46).
Antigonid dynasty which inherited Macedonia was honoured
by 'AvTtyovma, which are found at Delos (BC1I vi. 143), in
Euboea {ib. x. 102 f.), and, after 223, among the Achseans
Attalus of Pergamum
(Plut. Arat. 45, etc. ; cf. Niese, ii. 338).
became in 200 B.C. the eponym of an Athenian tribe, and his
wife Apollonis the eponym of a deme ; a special priest was
attached to his service (Polyb. xvi. 25 ; CIA ii. 1670, 465, 469).
Sicyon in 19S-7 instituted a festival in honour of Attalus I.

(Polyb. xviii. 16); Cos a n-op-nTJ toEumenesll. (Ditt. Syll.^ii. 619).
As a matter of course, the cities actually subject to the Attalids
maintained some such worship (Cyzicus [temple of Apollonis],
Anth. Pal., bk. iii.; Sestos [priest, birthday festival], Ditt.
Inscr. Or. 339 ; Elaea [Attalos avv vaos with Asklepios, priest,
daily sacrifice], Ditt. Inscr. Or. 332 ; llion [tribe 'ArroAis], CIG
3616 ; Sardis [Eumeneia], Ditt. Inscr. Or. 305 ; Ionian Confederation, Arch. Anzeig.. 1904, p. 9 ; Nacrasa [jSewiAeia], Ditt.
Inscr. Or. 268 ; Eumenia
coins ; Aphrodisias
[i^uAaSeAipeia],
['ATTaAeia], coins; Teos [priest of Eumenes and deceased
priestess of Stratonike and Apollonis, temple of
vApollonis,
Apollonis 'ATro/3aT7]pi'a], Ditt. Inscr. Or. 309 ; Hierapolis [deification of Apollonis], Ditt. Inscr. Or. 308 ; Magnesia-on-Meander
[tribe 'AttoJus], Ditt. Syll? ii. 553 ; and JEgina [ArraAeia, Eul«W], Ditt. Inscr. Or. 329).

All these cults are instituted by cities, ostensibly
their own act, as separate communities ; the
cult of one city differs in its forms from that of
another. They are to be distinguished therefore
from cults instituted by the kings themselves for
the realm.
The first cult of the latter sort we
know of is that instituted for the first Ptolemy, as
0eos aurrip, after his death (2S2-3), by his son
Ptolemy II. (Ditt. Syll.- i. 202). With his father
Ptolemy II. associated his mother Berenice on her
death (soon after 279), the two being^ worshipped
'First of all men, dead
together as 0eol o-urijpes.
or living,' says Theocritus, 'this man established
temples fragrant with incense to his mother and
his sire' (xvii. 121).
When the sister-wife of
Ptolemy II., Arsinoe' Philadelphus, died in 270-1,

by

she too was deified. And now a further step was
taken. Ptolemy II. had himself put on a level with
his sister the living king and the dead
were
cjueen
worshipped together as 8eol aSe\(pot. This cult was
combined with that of Alexander, a single priest
;
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the cult of the

serving the group of divinities;
When
deal awrijpes remained for the time distinct.
Ptolemy II. was succeeded by Ptolemj in. Euerhis wife
getes, the flfoi cicpyirai (i.e. Euergetes and
Berenice ii.) were added to Alexander and the Seal
aoe\<poi, and so on with the other kings till the end
Under Ptolemy IV.
of the Ptolemaic' dynasty.
Philopator (between 220 and 215) the cult of the
de oi irur^pes ceased to lie distinct: their name now
appears in the official registers after that of Alexander. The seat of this official cult seems to have
been the Sema of Alexander, to which a IlToXeyAeiov (a mausoleum of the Ptolemies) was joined
Some of the
(Otto, Priester und Tempel, i. 139).

—

Ptolemaic queens had priestesses of their own
Arsinoe Philadelphus a Kavrj(p6pos, Berenice n. an
6.$\o/p6pos, Arsinoe, sister-wife of Ptolemy IV., a
Upeca, and Cleopatra III. (daughter of Ptolemy
Philometor, wife of Ptolemy Euergetes II.) a variety
of ministers, a are(pavn<p6po$, a Trvpotpdpos, a Upeia,
and a male priest styled iepos irw\os (Otto, p. 158,
cf. p. 411).
The priestesses of the queens may
have performed their rites at separate shrines in
Alexandria. Distinct, of course, from this system
of Greek worship was the worship given by the
Egyptians, on the lines of their national tradition,
to their foreign kings and queens ; though the
influence of the Egyptian forms of worship upon
the Greek may be seen, e.g. in the king himself
becoming, on occasion, priest of his own deity in
Alexandria (Otto, p. 182, note 6).
Cyprus, a
Ptolemaic dependency, had a high priest (apx^pevs
tt)S vr]o~ov or T&v Kara. rr\v VTJaov lepQv) of its own,
in whom we may see the president of the provincial cult of the kings (Strack, Dynastie der
Ptolcmcier, no. 76, etc.).

In the Seleucid realm, when Seleucus was murdered in 281, his son Antiochus I. was forward to
do as much for his father as Ptolemy II. had just
done for his. The tomb of the old king at Seleucia
was constituted a temple, a NiKaTopeiox, and a cult
was officially instituted for him as a god (App. Syr.
With him each of the following kings was in
63).
his turn associated one priest served the founder
and his deified successors, and one the reigning
king (Ditt. Inscr. Orient. 245). How soon it came
about in the Seleucid realm that the living sovereign was the object of worship instituted by the
court we do not know. The important inscription which gives us a rescript of Antiochus II.
(261-246 B.C.) (Ditt. Inscr. Orient. 224) shows us
such already existing.
It is a worship of the king
organized by provinces, each province having a
The
high priest.
rescript is issued in order to
associate the queen Laodike in the cult, instituting provincial high priests for her, side by side
with those of the king.
Incidental mention of
provincial high priests in later reigns shows us
the system still in continuance (Michel, 1229), and
they present an obvious parallel to the high priests
of Cyprus in the Ptolemaic realm.
;

Although a difference is rightly insisted upon
between the cults instituted by the central governoffered by the Greek communities
as independent agents, the dividing line between
the two is not easy to draw. This is due to the
ambiguous position of the Hellenistic kings, who
wished, while retaining Greek cities under their
control, to leave them the semblance of autonomy.
Cults offered ostensibly by a city spontaneously
might be framed at a suggestion from the court
In what
which it was impossible to disobey.
class, for instance, are we to put the cults offered
to the Ptolemaic kings at Ptolemai's, to the

ment and those

Seleucid

kings at Seleucia, to the Attalids at
All these cities had the forms of
municipal autonomy, but were entirely suhject
The nucleus of the cult at
to royal dictation.

Pergamum 1
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that of the founder Ptolemy I. Soter,
and to him the later kings (at any rate after the
Oeol <pi\owaTopes) become attached.
The cult of
Seleucia founded under Antiochus I. we have

Ptolemais

is

already mentioned. At I'ergamum a sheep was
sacrificed by the civic authorities to Eumenes I.,
that is to say, even before the rulers of Pergamum
had acquired the title of kings (Ditt. Inscr. Orient.
An inscription of the time of the last king
267).
of Pergamum, Attalus III., shows us sacrifices
offered to the founder Attalus II., his brother
Philetaerus, and the reigning king (Mitt. Ath.,
1904, p. 152).

In connexion with the assumption of deity by
the kings themselves, we must reckon the appearance of their effigy on coinages struck by royal

The

surnames, again, which
they bear have been thought to have religious
This is difficult to prove, because
significance.
the king would naturally be addressed in worship
by his full titles, and if, therefore, we find the
surname used in the cult, it would not necesIn favour of the
sarily show a religious origin.
hypothesis are: (1) the fact that some of the
surnames, e.g. aoirrip, i-mfavris, have undoubted
religious associations ; and (2) the practice of
the Greeks of attaching surnames to the names of
deities Athene Promachos, Zeus Meilichios, etc. ;
cf. also the title of evepyirrjs conferred on Diogenes
authority.

official

—

(see below).

The title of 0e6s does not seem usually to have
been assumed by kings during their lifetime. For
the Greeks of Egypt, as we have seen, their living
king was a god from the time when Ptolemy II.
associated himself with his dead and deified sister.
But, whilst the living king and queen were, after
Ptolemy II., regularly worshipped together as 0eo!
evepyh-at, Beol tpiKoir&Topes, etc., the kings do not
seem to have had themselves called Beds in the
protocol of State documents till the time of
Euergetes II. (Strack, Dynastie der Ptolemaer,
In the Seleucid dynasty also it is to be
p. 120).
noted that Antiochus IV. Epiphanes is the first
under
whom 0e6s is attached to the royal
king
name upon the coinage, and Antiochus is exactly
the king who seems to have put his deity prominently forward (cf. Bevan, House of Seleucus, 1902,
ii.
The usage of the Pergamene kingdom
154).
appears also to have confined the title of Beds to
A king or queen at death
deceased sovereigns.
seems to have been officially declared to have
joined the number of the gods (Cardinali, Regno
di Pergamo,' p. 153, note 4).
This did not ex'

clude the offering of rites of sacrifice, etc., to the
Whether, in the case of acts
living sovereign.
which were understood to be ceremonial flattery,
any attempt was made to reconcile the inconsistency of worshipping some one whose apotheosis
was still future we do not know.
It remains to consider the relations to the older
gods in which these cults in theory placed the men
worshipped. These were of three kinds.
Those Greek families which pro(1) Descent.
fessed to trace back their family tree to heroic
times had, of course, no difficulty in making out
their descent from some god.
It can hardly,
therefore, have been the peculiar prerogative of
the royal dynasties in Hellenistic times to possess
this sort of link with divinity.
They seem, nevertheless, to have thought it worth while to emphaSo we find
size the divine origin of their families.
that the family of Ptolemy at the Egyptian court
Mas traced back to Herakles and Ihonysos, the
latter deity after the reign of Philqpator being
given prominence over the former. Possibly the
family of the Seleucids claimed descent in the
same way from Apollo. The Attalids, like the
Ptolemies, apparently took Herakles and Diouysos

—

for the founders of their race (Cardinali, op.
147).
(2)

Immediate sonship.

— Dignity

of family

cit.

was

not enough.
If possible, the person worshipped
bad to be himself the offspring of a god. Already,
in the times before Alexander, this was asserted
at the Syracusan court of Dionysius (Plut. de
Alex. virt. ii. 5).
Alexander claimed that his
mother had conceived him of Zeus Amnion. The
real father of Seleucus, it was asserted at the
Seleucid court, was Apollo (Just. xv. 4). Apollo

was apxnybs tov

ye'rovs

(CIG

3595).

1

So, too,

we saw

that the Athenians in 308 hailed Demetrius as the
son of Poseidon and Aphrodite.

—

For this, again, we have
(3) Identification.
a precedent before Alexander in Clearchus of
Heraclea (FHG iii. 526).
The first instance we
can trace after Alexander is that of Seleucus, who
was worshipped at Seleucia as Zeus Nicator. His
son at the same place was Antiochus Apollo Soter
In Egypt, Arsinoe at her
(Ditt. Inscr. Or. i. 245).
apotheosis was identified with Aphrodite (Strabo,
xvii. 800
Athen. vii. 318<tf, xi. 497rf), and so was
Antiochus Epiphanes
Stratonike I. at Smyrna.
probably identified himself with Zeus (JHS xx.
The surname vios iubwaos was borne
[1900] 26 if. ).
by Antiochus VI. (145-143 B.C.) and Antiochus XII.
;

(86-85 B.C.) in Syria; and by Ptolemy Auletes
(81-52 B.C.) in Egypt. Cleopatra VII. was styled
^a'l<ns (Strack), and the last Cleopatra also bore
the same title, and appeared in public arrayed as
the goddess (Plut. Ant. 54).
The Greeks had no idea of any divinity in kingship per se. The proffer of divine honours in the
4th cent. B.C. was the recognition simply of a
personality mighty to impress and modify the
world.
T'he Greeks, as a matter of fact, who
approached Alexander with worship did not regard
him as their king (he was king of the Macedonians

and

Persians).

Naturally the Macedonian chiefs
kings after Alexander at-

who made themselves

tained thereby a position which gave them preeminent power upon the world, and the proffer
of divine honours expressed a desire to secure
have here
their good-will and protection.
further evidence that it is a mistaken track to
assimilate the Greek worship of kings with a
worship of the king as such, like that which had
existed recently in Egypt and, centuries before,
in Babylonia.
Naturally, too, when the new
kingdoms had developed settled institutions, the
courts found in the cult of the sovereigns a useful
means of imposing upon the popular imagination
and securing an expression of loyalty. And, as

We

Kaerst has pointed out, it was not easy to find a
formal expression for dominion over a number of
Greek States which were, by Greek political theory,
Over the
independent sovereign communities.
authorities of the city had been, in olden days,
only the gods, and the assumption of deity gave
a sort of legality to the relation of the king with
the subject Greek States. Antiochus IV. turned
his deity to further account by representing himself as the divine husband of the goddess of a rich
temple like that of Hierapolis, and claiming the
temple treasure in that capacity (Gran. Licin. 28).
The Greek practice passed to the new dynasties
The Greek kings of
which arose in the East.
Bactria, Agathocles and Antimachus (c. 190-160),
are styled god
upon the coins. The Arsacid
kings of Parthia, if, as adherents of some form ol
Zoroastrianism, they recognized only One Supreme
God, found no difficulty in giving the name of
'god' to subordinate powers, and in classing them'

'

1
be implied when the
Something of tbe same sort seems to
Pcrpamene kintj is called Taiipoio StoTpetfrtos tfriXov vioi* (Paus.

x. 15. 2

;

Dionysos.

ct.

Suidas,

s.v.

"AttoAos),

i.e.

Bon of the divine Bull,
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selves among the number.
Here, too, on some of
the coins the name of the king is accompanied by
the epithet 0eou or 0eonaropos (Wroth, Coins of

Parthia, 1903, p. xxix). So, too, the Sasanian
kings (after A.D. 224) continued to bear the title
of 0eos (Pers. bag) ; but, whilst the Greek was
ambiguous, in the native language the distinction
between the lower divinity of the human deity
and that of the gods proper was made plain by
another word (yazdan) being reserved for these
last (Ditt. Imcr. Orient, i. 432, 433).
So far,
then, from its being the case that the deity of

human ruler was an idea borrowed by the
Greeks from the East, the borrowing was the
other way ; the Orientals took it from the
the

Greeks.

Even the minor dynasties of the East came to
bear divine titles. So Antiochus I. of Commagene
describes himself as 0e6s in the same breath with
which he professes piety to be the rule of his life,
on the monument where his body rests after his
soul has gone to the 'heavenly seats of Zeus
Oromasdes.' The honours to be paid to himself
and the other kings are distinguished, as heroic
(lines 48, 118, 125), from the cult of the greater
His own image is oiivdpovos with that of
gods.
Zeus-Oromasdes, Mithra, Artagnes, and Com'

magene

(line 60) (Ditt. Inscr. Orient,

i.

383).

'

The

Jewish Herod Agrippa
the

now banal

Ant. xix.

I. received from heathens
22
ascription of deity (Ac 12 ; Jos.

8. 2).

Even in the age of the Hellenistic kings, deification was not their peculiar prerogative.
It was
open to other men, in their degree, to become
Sometimes they
objects of religious worship.
might secure this by the authority of the kings
themselves.
Antiochus n. had his favourite
Pythermus worshipped as Herakles (Athen. vii.
289 f.), and Ptolemy n. consecrated his mistress
Bilistiche as Aphrodite (Plut. Amat. 9).
Consecration sometimes took place by the authority
of a Greek State.
So Athens conferred heroic honours after his death upon
who had commanded the Macedonian garrison in the

Diogenes,

Piraus

(title of evepyerqs, priest, Te>ei'os, games [CIA ii. 4G7,
Aratus after his death was worshipped
4S1, 67 ; 1669J).
with heroic honours at Sicyon and, as in the case of the deified
kings, it was asserted that his mother had really conceived him
of a god (Polyb. viii. 14. 7
Plut. Arat. 63 ; Paus. ii. 8. 2, 9.
4).
Philopcemen after his death was worshipped with divine
honours at Megalopolis (altar, j«>era9, games [Plut. Philop.
21 ; Paus. viii. 61. 2 ; Diod. xxix. 18 ; Liv. xxxix. 50 ; Ditt. Syll.

24

;

;

;

210]).

Probably to this age, and not an earlier, belongs
the consecration of the athletes of former
generations who had brought
glory to their cities, like
Theagenes, who was worshipped as a god at
Thasos (Paus. vi. 11. 2), Oebotas of Dyme (Paus.
vi. 3, vii. 17. 3 and
6), and Diognetus the Cretan
(Ptol. Heph. ap. Phot. Bibl. p. 151a, 20).
Other
consecrations were the act of gilds or associations,
who worshipped their founders or distinguished

members.
So we find a gild of Dionysiastae
(2nd cent. B.C.) in the Piraeus heroizing' a certain
Dionysius (6Vws a<p-npu<r0ti Aiov6<rws) {Mitth. Ath.
ix. [1884] 279 f., 288 f.), and
something like a heroic
cult of their founder was maintained in the
philosophical schools created in the form of religious
gilds by Plato and Epicurus. In the case of Plato,
the story of a miraculous birth was
again circulated
he was the son of Apollo (Diog. Laert.
ni. 1. 2; Olympiod. Vit.
Plat.).
So, too, Hippocrates seems to have been
worshipped in schools
of medicine, not in Cos
only, but in the Greek
world generally (Luc. Philops. 21). Sometimes the
consecration took place according to
testamentary
dispositions, which founded an association for the
cult of the testator, as in the case of a
family of
Thera, whose heroon is the subject of the will of
Epicteta (CIO 2448). and in the case of Epicurus.
'

;

vol. iv.— 34
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When

the power began to pass from the hands
of kings to that of Home, the Greeks, in transferring their homage, continued the forms of reThe cult which replaced that of
ligious worship.
the Hellenistic kings was that of the goddess Home.
Smyrna was the first Greek city to erect a temple
to Rome in 195 B.C. (Tac. Ann. iv. 56), and the

became general. The Roman general
Titus Elamininus a few years later was receiving
divine honours in Greece (Plut. Flamininus, 16).
In the last cent. B.C. it seems to have become the
usual thing for Roman governors to be worshipped
by the provincials under their rule (Cic. ad Q.frat.
i.
1, 26, cf. ad Att. v. 21 ; Suet. Aug. 52) ; the
notorious Verres in Sicily had games Verria) celebrated in honour of his divinity (Cic. Verr., Orat.
ii. 2. 21).
Of the numerous temples erected to
cult later

(

Pompey

(rcij

vaioh fipWovri

woo-rj

(mavis ^7rXero

rvfifiov,

Anth. Pal.

ix. 402) no material trace has been
recovered but two inscriptions, one from Ephesus
and one from the island of Carthaea, show the sort
of worship offered to Julius C;esar by the Greeks
in his day of power.
The first (CIG 2957) describes
him as Got! manifest and universal saviour of
humanity'; and the second (CIG 2369), as 'God
and Emperor and Saviour of the world.' But now
the ruling race itself was prepared to follow the
;

'

Greek fashion.

—

2. Deification under the Roman
Empire. For
the old Romans the gap between gods and men
was not bridged as it was for the Greeks. They
had indeed, like other primitive peoples, rites for
placating the spirits of the dead (di manes), but
such spirits did not pass into gods proper ; there
was no intermediate class of heroes. The offering
of divine honours to living men would have seemed
to them highly shocking. As, however, the Greek
element grew in Rome, new ideas found entrance.
Scipio Africanus was not worshipped, but there
was believed to be something supernatural about
him, and stories were told of his divine birth (Liv.
xxvi. 19).
In the last century of the Republic,
rites proper to divine worship were offered to
Metellus Pius (Macrob. Sat. iii. 13. 7) and Marius
Gratidianus (Cic. Off. iii. § 80 Seneca, de Ira,
iii. 18) ; but in the former case by
private friends,
members of a Hellenized aristocracy
in the
latter, by a semi-Hellenic populace ; in neither
;

;

with official authorization.
The note of that Empire which Julius Caesar
conceived was an assimilation in which the old
case,

Roman

tradition lost its prerogative.

Under

his

rule the Roman people were allowed (Suet.) or
encouraged (Dio) to adopt the Greek forms of
homage. The image of Csesar now figured along
with those of the gods. A month of the year was
called by bis name.
In 45 B.C. a temple was even
founded to Juppiter Julius and his dementia, in
which M. Antony was to serve as flamen (Dio Cass,
xliv. 6; Suet. Cms. 76; App. Bell. Civ. ii. 106).

On Caesar's murder in 44 the scheme collapsed
ii. 43)
but in the comet which appeared
the following year the Roman populace saw Caesar's
raised
heaven
to
ii. 94 ; Virg. Ec.
(Plin.
spirit
ix. 47; Ov. Metam. xv. 843 ff. etc.).
When the
Caesarian party triumphed, the worship of the dead
Caesar was put upon a regular footing public policy
was now shaped by the cautious spirit of his nephew.
law passed by senate and people set Divus
Julius among the gods, and a temple was erected
(42 B.C.) to him on the spot where. his mangled
body had been displayed to the people (Dio Cass,
xlvii. 18; App. ii. 148; CIL i. 626, ix. 2628).
There is no reason to suppose that divus had at
this time acquired a meaning different from dens
it was the precedent of the Caesars which limited
it to those divinities who had once been men
3
(Mommsen, Staatsr. ii. 756, note 1 ; Wissowa,
(Cic. Phil.

;

EN

;

A

;
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In CIL x. 3903, we find del Caesar is
p. 285).
alongside of divi Augusti (cf. ib. 1271). So, too, we
find liaivap 6 deds as the proper designation of Julius
From
Coesar in Greek (Strabo, viii. 381, etc.). 1
Rome the worship soon spread to other places.
An altar of Divus Julius is mentioned at Perusia
In
in 41 (Dio Cass, xlviii. 14 ; cf. CIL i. 697, 698).
the Western provinces the cult seems to have been
maintained only in the colonies founded by Julius

Caesar.
Antony and Sextus Poinpeius, who disputed with the adoptive son of the divus the
empire of the world, each advanced his own

claims to divinity. Antony masqueraded in the
character of Dionysos, and at Athens followed the
precedent of Antiochus Kpiphanes by demanding a
dowry as the husband of the city-goddess (Pint.
Ant. 24; Dio Cass, xlviii. 39; Athen. iv. 148; M.
Seneca, Suas. i. 6 Veil. Paterc. ii. 82 Plin.
viii. 55).
Sext. Pompeius claimed to be the son
of Neptune (Dio Cass, xlviii. 19
App. v. 100
Plin.
ix. 55).
When the young Cuesar stood
forth supreme and brought to the vexed world an
era of peace, the tide of worship could not be
But the temper and policy of the new
stayed.
ruler inclined him rather to reduce such honours
to their minimum, and among the Romans to bring
them into connexion with the national tradition
rather than with foreign usage.
In 27 B.C. he
accepted from the Senate the name of Augustus,
which connoted sanctity without asserting absolute
divinity (Dio Cass. liii. 16; Suet. Aug. 7; Ovid.
He
Fasti, l. 609 Censorinus, de Die Nat. 21. 8).
showed the same moderation in the provinces.
But first three sorts of cults offered to the
(1) the proEmperor must be distinguished
vincial cult, maintained by each province as a
whole at one of the provincial centres
(2) the
municipal cults, maintained by the separate cities
(3) the private cults, maintained by individuals
or voluntary associations.
The first were far
more completely controlled (if not instituted) by
the Imperial Government
and to them alone
strictly applies the rule laid down by Augustus,
that he was not to be worshipped save in association with the goddess Home. Asia and Bithynia
were the first provinces to be authorized to establish a provincial cult of this sort
and temples to
Rome and Augustus were reared at Pergamum
and Nieomedia. This permission did not extend
to resident Roman citizens they were to worship,
not Augustus, but Rome and Divus Julius in
temples of their own at Ephesus and Nicsea (Dio
Cass. Ii. 20 cf. Tac. Ann. iv. 37). In the West the
;

UN

;

;

HN

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

provincial cult seems to have been instituted
in 10 B.C., when an altar was consecrated to Rome
and Augustus at Lugdunum (Lyons) for the province of the Three Gauls.
few years later a
similar altar was consecrated for Germania at
first

A

at Alabanda in Caria, Apollo
Eleutherios (CIG 2903/= Ditt. Inscr. Orient, ii.
At Athens the temple begun by Pisistratus
457).
to Zeus Olympios was consecrated to the genius of

Inscr. Orient. 655)

;

Not only Augustus
(Suet. Aug. 60).
himself, but other members of the Imperial family
become objects of worship. Athens honours his
grandson Gaius as v^os'Aprjs (CIA iii. 444) ; JMitylene, his son-in-law Agrippa as 0e&s aiorrip (CIG
2176) ; Nyssa has a special priest for his stepson
Tiberius (CIG 2943).
temple was consecrated to
Octavia after her death by Corinth (Paus. ii. 3. 1).
The first day of each month in Egypt and Asia was
called 2e/3a0T7; (Kaibel, Inscr. Grcec. Sic. 1890, p.
701). Games, among the Greeks a form of religious
festivity, were everywhere instituted in honour of
Augustus or members of the Imperial house
('Pw^taia Ze/3a<rrd, Katadprja AypiirirTJa, Ditt. Syll.'
677 ; Suet. Aug. 98, etc.). Even king Herod built
temples and instituted games to Augustus and
Augustus

A

'

BJ

Rome (Jos.
i. 21, §§ 403 1.).
In Italy the
cult of Augustus seems to have spread largely
before his death ; temples and priests (saccrdotcs
in some places, flamines in others) are found in
existence, at any rate, in colonies which Augustus
had founded, and in cities of which be was in some
way

the

patron (Beneventum,

—

it was Apollo (Suet. Aug. 70 ;
Serv. ad Eel. iv. 10) ; sometimes it was Mercury
(Hor. Odes, i. 2. 41f.); cf. Reitzenstein, Poimandres,
1904, p. 176 f.); sometimes it was Juppiter (Hor.
Epist. i. 19. 43 ; Preller-Jordan, Rom. Myth. ii. 445).
When Augustus died (A.D. 14), the Roman people
might at last worship him without restraint.
After the precedent set in the case of Julius Ca'sar,
he was declared a divus by a decree of the Senate.

gods; sometimes

As

In ordinary practice, however, the cities seem
under the early Empire to have combined the
name of Angustus with that of Rome. The cult
instituted in A.D. 11 by the colony of Narbo is
addressed to the numen of Augustus alone (CIL
xii. 4333).
Or, again, the municipal and private
cults might emphasize the Emperor's deity by giv-

to represent visibly the soul of the

ing

him the name and attributes of some tradiIn Egypt and Caria, Augustus is Zeus
lierios (Kaiaap, irovrop.l5ovTi koX awtipwi' KpcntovTi

l''.Irut

Zacl Tip 4k Yjai>bs Trarpos 'EXevOepltp, CIO 4923; cf.
4715; IiCU xi. [1SS7] 306; and the expression
'god of god,' i.e. son of Divus Julius, in Ditt.
|

the timely appearance of a comet was not to be
counted upon, an eagle was liberated at the funeral,

i

(

Emperor flying to

heaven and a senator was found to bear witness to
having seen the actual Emperor ascend (Suet. A tig.
;

100). Tiberius followed his predecessor in restrainIt is
ing the divine honours offered to himself.
only due to his resolution that we do not to-day
'
say Tibery for September or October, as we say
'July' and 'August' in memory of the first two
divi. The Greeks, indeed, were permitted as before
to worship the living Emperor, and to consecrate
temples to himself and his mother Livia, while
the merely figurative character of the worship was
emphasized even more than before by the 'GodSenate (Weos niyicAijTos) taking the place of the goddess Rome in the cults maintained with Imperial
sanction by the provincial centres (Tac. Ann. iv.
15).
Municipal priests of Tiberius are found in
one or two Italian towns (Veuusia, Surrcutuui)
'

'

That the Daphnia who is deified in Virgil, Ec. v., represents
lasar was Slickest I'd 1'Y the si -In Jars ol a ul iijinl v ami is
Daphnis has, however, nothing
tint Ins deification in common with Csesar; and, Bince the
ill iii cal ton was a
part of ttie old Sicilian story, it forms a very
Blender ground for the identification.
1

Jul ns

commonlj repeated to-day.

Fanum,

the Genius Augusti to be worshipped along with
the Bares of the city i.e. so far as the worship
of a living man was admitted, it must put off its
alien complexion and be screened by the formula;
of the national religion, though here again the
restraint could not extend to the action of individuals or the exuberant language of literature.
The poets, inspired as they were by Greek ideals,
and using the old mythological conceptions without
any belief in their literal truth, let their fancy run
free in expressing the Emperor's deity (Virg. Georg.
i. 24 f. ; Hor. Od. iii. 3. 11 ; 5. 1 f., 25. 4 ft., etc.).
In Rome, too, men found pleasure in identifying
the Emperor with some particular one of the old

Oppidum Ubiorum (Cologne). To the municipal
and private cults much greater liberty was allowed.

tional god.

Cumos,

Fortunse, Piste ; see Beurlier, Culte imperial,
It was at Rome that
p. 17 ; Hirschfeld, p. 838).
the worship was most severely restrained. The
refused
to
be
saluted
Emperor
by his fellow-citizens
as god, or to allow a temple to him to be erected
in the capital.
But he permitted his name to
be inserted in the ancient hymns of the Salii
(Mommsen, lies gestrn divi Aug., 1883, p. 44), and
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(Hirschfeld, p. 842), but in Rome itself no such
cult was tolerated, nor would Tiberius entertain the request of the province Baetica to be
allowed to build a temple to him and his mother
The worship of Divus
(Tae. Ann. iv. 37, 3S).
Augustus, ou the other hand, Tiberius piously
was
furthered.
begun to him in Home ;
temple
and, whereas only altars had hitherto been erected
to him in the Western provinces, Tarraco was
allowed in A.D. 15 to build him a temple (Tac. Ann.
In the East, Cyzicus was even punished for
i. 78).
slackness in this cult (Tac. Ann. iv. 36). The
-severity with which the transgressions of individuals were visited increased as the reign of
Tiberius went on. It became punishable even to
change one's garments before an image of Augustus,
or carry a ring with his effigy engraved upon it
into an unclean place (Suet. Tib. 58). At the death
of Tiberius it was seen that the formality of con-

A

secration, if religiously empty, had some political
value as a verdict passed upon a deceased ruler by
his subjects.
The Senate refused to raise Tiberius
to divinity.
It had, indeed, not improbably been
the intention of Tiberius that consecration should

by no means become a

rule,

but should be eonlined

to the founders of the dynasty, Julius and Augustus.
But Caligula, who succeeded him (A.D. 37), was so
far his opposite that he claimed the honours which

Tiberius had

repelled.

No mummery was

too

extravagant for this wretched maniac. A temple
was built for him on the Palatine he made himself the equal of Juppiter, and the Roman aristocracy were compelled on pain of death to oiler him
On his assassiall the forms of religious homage.
nation in 41, the Senate refused him also divinity
his reign was a mad episode hut under Claudius
we register further developments of a lasting kind
in the worship of the Emperors.
Caligula had
already caused his sister Drusilla to be consecrated
by the Senate as the first diva. Claudius had his
grandmother Livia associated as diva with her
husband Divus Augustus (Suet. Claud. 11 Dio
Cass. lx. 5) and he permitted (between A.D. 50
and 54) a temple (not an altar) to be erected to him;

;

;

;

;

Britain at Camulodunum (Tac. Ann. xiv. 31
Sen. Apokol. 8 ; cf. Kornemann, p. 102, note 2
Toutain, Cultes paiens, p. S6). Claudius after his
death (54) became the third divus by decree of the
Senate his elevation provoked the lampoon called
Apokolokynthosis, which has come down to us
among the works of Seneca.
After the precedent set by the elevation of
Claudius, consecration became a normal formality
at the decease of every Emperor, unless it was
desired to affix a stigma to his reign. The outlines
of the worship of the Emperors remained very
self in

;
;

;

much

as they had come to shape themselves under
Augustus, Tiberius, and Claudius, i.e. in the Greek
East various local cults of the reigning Emperor,
whilst at the provincial headquarters the cult of
Rome and Augustus became, after the apotheosis
of Claudius, a cult of the Seoi ZefiaaToi, among whom
the reigning Einperor was included ; in the Western
provinces, the cult of Rome and (the first) Augustus
became a cult of Rome and (the reigning) Augustus
or Roma; et Augustorum.'
Beside the original
altars, temples would seem to have generally arisen
after the precedent of Tarraco ; at Lyons, in the
latter part of the second century, the altar was
consecrated to the cult of the reigning Emperor
('Cajsaris nostri'), the temple to the deceased
Augusti (Kornemann, p. 109). It also remained
common for other members of the Imperial family
to be consecrated on their decease (Popptea and her
daughter under Nero, Domitilla, the wife of
Vespasian, the infant son of Domitian, the father
of Trajan, etc.), although after Hadrian the privilege seems generally to have been restricted to
'

631

in Beurlier, p. 325 f.).
Empresses (see list of divi
And, although the worship of t he living Emperor was
not usually countenanced in Rome, tlie worship of
his numen or genius was part of the official reli1

The oath generally recognized in
gious system.
the business of the Empire was by the genius of
the Emperor (6 ^ejSdaTios Sp/cos, cf. Apul. Metam.
In the laws of Salpensa and Malaga the
ix. 41).
formula for swearing

inserts,

between .Juppiter and

the penates, first the list of consecrated divi, and
then the genius of the reigning Emperor.
None but the worst Emperors followed Caligula
in demanding for themselves divine honours during
Nero did so, and a temple to him
their lifetime.
as divus would have been erected in Rome but for
its ill omen, 'for the honour of the gods is not
conferred upon the ruler before he has ceased to
act among mankind (Tac. Ann. xv. 74). Domitian
established a worship of himself, and was addressed
at court as dominus et deus' (Dio Cass, lxvii. 13
Commodus had
Suet. Dam. 13; Martial, v. 8).
himself worshipped as Hercules, and was fond of
and
lion-skin
with
club
(Lamprid.
masquerading
Commod. 8, 9 ; Herodian, i. 14. 9, 15. 2-5). - Aurelian (A.D. 270-275) was the first Emperor of sound
understanding who took to himself the titles of
divinity ('dominus et deus'), but he already had
conceived the idea of giving the Roman autocracy
an expression no less ceremonious than that of
What Aurelian conceived
Oriental monarch y.
Diocletian (A.D. 284-305) carried out.
Among
his measures was one to introduce the custom
of prostration, and to take for himself and his
colleague the names of Jovius and Herculius.
'

'

;

When

Christianity became dominant with Con-

stantine, worship of the earthly sovereign had, of
To the forms, however, of the
course, to cease.
old worship a political or social value had come to
attach which made it difficult to abolish them
absolutely. The Christian Emperors as late as
I. (A.D. 364-375) were officially consecrated
after their death. (Ausonius, Gratiar. act. 7), and the
use of the term divus, in common parlance, of a
deceased Emperor continued for centuries (Gregory
of Tours, Hist. Franc, ii. 8 ; Cod. Just. v. 27. 5, etc. ).
The provincial temples of the Emperor had become
so much a centre for public festivities, etc., that
Constantine allowed them to continue, stipulating,
however, that no rites of pagan sacrifice should
be performed in them (Wilmanns, Excmpla Inscr.

Valerian

Latin. [1873] 2843, 1. 45 f.). Such temples were
no longer dedicated to any Emperor personally, but
to the Imperial Family (gens Flavia) in the abstract.
The priests of the Imperial cult and the sacerdotales
(ex-priests) had come to form an important element
in the cities of the Empire, discharging secular as

well as religious functions. These, therefore, the
Christian Empire allowed to subsist. Since, however, they still bore the insignia of old pagan
coronati or sacerdotales, there was a feeling
r
against them among the religious (Sj nod of Elvira,
Christians did, indeed, accept the
Canon 55).
office (CIL viii. 8348), but Pope Innocent I. (Mansi,
iii.
1069) pronounced that all who had done so
after baptism were disqualified for the Christian

The

continued

municipal flamines
priesthood.
name as
locally as secular officials with the old
late as Justinian (CIL viii. 10516; cf. Synod of
Elvira, canons 2 and 3).
have seen that the offering of divine honours
to men arose among the Greeks as a formality

We

1 Such consecration did
not, however, imply necessarily the
persistence of the cult when the Imperial power had passed to
other families.
2 It was
of
course, possible for private persons to use
always,
forms of flattery, and the Imperial portraits which have come
down to us often represent them in the conventional guise of
some old divinity, the Empresses especially as Demeter; this
need not signify more than the fancy of some individual.
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whose religious significance was mainly that it
showed how empty religion generally had become.
Can we say the same of the mass of organized
cults we have just surveyed cults which endured
throughout the Grajco-Roman world for more than
three centuries ? It is obvious that to some extent

—

can. Among the Roman aristocracy, among
the better educated people everywhere, the ascription of deity to the living Emperor, if not mere
flattery, as in the case of the Augustan poets, was
no doubt understood in a metaphorical sense which
emptied it of value properly religious. The better
Emperors, as we saw, repelled such homage, and
Vespasian jested on his death-bed at the court

we

Vae, puto, deus

iio,' Suet. Vesp. 23).
these practices had so little meanon
so
could
widely and so long. The
they go
ing,
answer to this might perhaps be as follows. (1)
The practices were not meaningless in so far as
they reposed upon a genuine sentiment, if not,
Octavianus
strictly speaking, a religious one.
Cocsar brought the world relief from long anarchy,
and for the following centuries order and peace
around the Mediterranean were felt to be bound
up with the Imperial government. Real feelings
of loyalty to the head of the world-State may,

fiction

('

But how,

if

have sought symbolical expression, and
the symbol, according to the conditions of the
ancient world, could oe nothing but a religious
formality.' The Christians appeared rebels to the
civil power when they refused to throw incense
upon the altar consecrated to the genius of Augustus.
(2) Among the masses of the people, among
those to whom the Emperor was a distant and unseen power, some real belief in his deity may have
existed.
The formalities of worship impressed the
mind insensibly, and in the sphere of belief there
are notoriously many half-shades that cannot give
a clear logical account of themselves. The common
oath by the genius of the Emperor must have acted
The
continually to suggest his actual presence.
exclamation 'il Kaitrap seems to have been the one
which naturally sprang to the lips of an over-driven
menial (Luc. Lucius, 16).
Especially where the
personality of an Emperor had impressed itself
mind
the
upon
might it be believed that
popular
he had at death actually become an operative
of Marcus Aurelius
Images
supernatural power.
were to be seen among the penates of Roman
houses as late as the time of Diocletian, and he
was believed to reveal the future to men in dreams
therefore,

(3) The cults of
(Capitolinus, Marcus, 18. 6f.).
the Emperor once established served various
interests incidentally.
The prestige and profit
brought to its locality by an illustrious temple,

the

festivities

and holidays connected with a

provincial or municipal cult, would tend to perpetuate it apart from religious motives ; the motives
to-day which maintain the observance of Christmas
or Easter are by no means all religious.
So, too,
the natural instinct of men to form societies of a
friendly or convivial kind could be gratified under
cover of Csesar-worship, just as they had been
gratified by </M«.st-religious associations under
the Ptolemies (cf. the clubs of Cultorcs Augusti,
258 f.).
The
(piXoaefiadTol, etc., in Beurlier, p.
cosmopolitan gild of dramatic artists thought it
politic to set the name of Hadrian as vtos Aidwo-os
alongside of the old Dionysos who was their patron
So, too, the social ambitions of the freeddeity.
man class found an opportunity of gratification in
the institution of the Aw/ttslnles in the Latin
cities of the Empire (Boissier, Religion romaine,
i. 162 f.).
Deification, we have seen, had not been among
the Empire was one, some universal religion was needed
to extend over Us ..infused variety of national, tribal, and civic
gods. Cf. art. Cmaiusm.
1

If

the Greeks and Romans a recognition of the divine
right of kings per se, but of the material or moral
And under the Roman
power of individuals.
Empire, if the Emperors alone were divine for the
whole realm by the theory of the State, other men
for a particular locality or a
particular sect. The deification of widest range
after that of members of the Imperial family was
that of Antinoos, the youth loved by Hadrian.

might attain deity

The Emperor on

his death (A.D. 130) encouraged
the worship of him as a god j temples and innumerable statues were erected to him, and a star
was discovered which was clearly his soul in heaven
(Dio Cass. Ixix. 11 Paus. ix. 7 Spart. Had. 14.
CIL xiv. 2112, etc.). Theophanes of Mitylene,
7
the friend of Pompey, was worshipped as a god by
his native city after his death (Tac. Ann. vi. 18
coins of Mitylene), and, similarly, Cnidus voted
his contemporary Artemidorus npal icrdffeot {Inscr.
in Brit. Mus., no. 787). The vote recorded in the
inscription was passed in his lifetime ; but the
divine honours were probably not to be offered till
after his decease.
Apollonius of Tyana, according
to Philostratus, though he disclaimed deity, was
saluted as a god by large numbers of people (iv.
31
cf. iii. 50)
Caracalla built a temple to him
(Dio Cass, lxxvii. 18), and he continued for long
to be an object of popular worship (Vopisc. Aure;

;

;

;

;

;

Urn,. 24).

The practice of offering heroic honours to the
dead became much more general in the later times
of pagan antiquity. Such honours were sometimes
conferred publicly by a city or association as a
special distinction, as, e.g. ,by Tarsus upon the philosopher Athenodorus (pseudo-Lac. Macrob. 21 cf.
Head, Hist. Num., 1887, p. 4SS) Athens {CIA iii.
;

;

889)

;

Cyzicus {Mitt. Athen.

28

ix. [1884]

But

1

f.).

the dead by their
and friends became increasingly common
in Roman times.
Cicero resolved on the apotheosis of his daughter and designed a temple for
the private consecration of
relatives

'

'

the temple of Pomptilla,

her {ad Att. xii. 36 cf.
Inscr. grmc. Sic. ct It. 607). 2 The salutation of
becomes an
or
heroine
the dead as
hero
ordinary formula on grave-stones ijpifov becomes an
That
name
for
a
tomb.
many a bereaved
ordinary
person who had such an epitaph engraved meant
to imply that his or her dead had actually passed
into a life of higher power or beatitude, is shown
by such phrases as Thou livest as a hero, Thou art
not become a dead tiling' (fjjs "* fy> M ', * a ' vixvs ovk
But the
i-/hov, Kaibel, Efrig. grcsc, 1878, p. 433).
custom of coupling the title 'hero' in common
speech with the name of a dead man became so
general that it survived in Christian times, hero
being now simply an equivalent of ptaKaphns,
sainted,' just as in the West divus survived as the
title of deceased Emperors (Deneken, in Roscher,
col. 2547 f.; Rohde, Psyche*, 646 f.).
;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

—

Literature. Deneken, art. Heros,' in Roscher Rohde,
Psyche*, 1907, p. 1461. etc.; Beurlier, De divinis honoribus
quos acceperunt Alexander et successores eius (Paris, 1890)
K a ci st. Die Begriindung des Alexander- und Ptolemaer-kultes
H. von Prott,
in Aejrypten,' Rhein. Mus. vol. Iii. (1897) p. 42 f.
'

;

;

'

;

1

Das eyKuiniov

und die Zeitgeschichte,' ib. vol.
Kornemann, Zur Geschiehte der antiken

«is nTOA.e^aloi'

(1S98) p. 460 f. ;
'
Ilerrscherkulte (Leipzig, 1901); E. R. Bevan, Worship of the
Cities," in the English. Historical Review,
'
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1 There seem even cases where the title
hero is applied in
public inscriptions to persons still living (Paton, Inscr. of Cos,
1891, p. 76 ; cf. C1G, 6683).
2 Sometimes the dead was
in
the guise of some
represented
god, especially Dionysos or Hermes.
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:

—

DEISM.—

The movement of
I. Historical.
Deism ' was of comreligious thought known as
Its rapid rise into
paratively brief duration.
notoriety, its short-lived prevalence, and its gradual
subsidence all fall within the limits of a single
century. Roughly speaking, the beginning of the
'

movement was contemporaneous with the Revolution of 1GSS.
Its epitaph was pronounced in 1790,
when Burke could speak of the Deistic writers as
already forgotten. Nor is the speedy exhaustion
The conditions
of interest difficult to explain.
which combined to direct men's attention to the
and the whole
Deistic problem were transient
dispute was too frigid and too little in contact
;

with real life to atleet the deeper currents of religious thought.
Superficially, much excitement
was stimulated, until the air was thick with controversial writings.
But, with a few exceptions, neither was any conspicuous literary merit
the
controversialists, nor did their
displayed by
arguments penetrate far into the secrets of the
This
serves to explain why the
life.
spiritual
religious debates of the 18th cent, have faded from
the common memory more completely than those
On the other hand, to the
of earlier periods.
student Deism presents special points of interest.
English religion would never have reached its
present condition if it had not passed through the
stage with which we are about to deal.
If the movement is to be understood in relation
to the general development of theological thought,
it will be necessary to seek for an explanation of
Deism had
its origin in a period when the name
not yet come into vogue, and in speculations the
true issue of which was not anticipated by their
own authors. Halyburton, in his book entitled
Natural Religion Insufficient (1714), was the first
to name Lord Herbert of Cherbury as the parent
The charge was endorsed by Leland,
of Deism.
whose View of the Deistical Writers (1754) contains
much carefully amassed material, very useful to
later students. Since then Lord Herbert's responsibility, whether to his credit or discredit, has been
commonly recognized, and this in spite of the fact
that his famous book de Veritate was composed
with a purpose quite different from that to which
its arguments subsequently contributed. The book
'

'

deserves an epithet often applied in cases where
there is little justification for so strong a term.
It was, without exaggeration, 'epoch-making.' It
initiated a line of thought and a method of religious speculation pregnant with results, the full
measure of which has not even to-day been exhausted.
No better introduction to the study of
Deism can be provided than a brief analj'sis of the
main theses which Lord Herbert sets out to estabThe title of the book, given in full, clearly
lish.
indicates the writer's purpose de Veritate, prout
distinguitur a Rcvelatione, Verisimili, Probabili,
At the basis of the
et a Falso (Paris, 1624).
author's theory is his belief in the existence of
These he
notifies communes, or innate principles.
explains in his chapter de Instinctu Naturali,'
to be distinguished by six marks, viz. Priority,
Independence, Universality, Certainty, Practical
Necessity, and Immediate Cogency. Ideas to which
these marks belong are imprinted on the mind by
the hand of God. They are axioms, neither requiring nor admitting proof. When dealing with
:

'
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the subject of religion, he distinguishes five principles as exhibiting this primary character, and

consequently independent of all tradition, whether
written or oral. They come direct from a heavenly
source and are common to all religions. These
five fundamental truths are the following
(1)
that God exists, (2) that it is a duty to worship
Him, (3) that the practice of virtue is the true
mode of doing Him honour, (4) that man is under
the obligation to repent of his sins, and (5) that
there will be rewards and punishments after death.
The axiomatic character claimed on behalf of principles such as these is open to debate, and Lord
Herbert's theories were afterwards subjected to
But, whatever
damaging criticism by Locke.
opinion be held as to the validity of Lord Herbert's assumptions, it remains true that in his
works we are brought face to face with the prinHere we
ciples which lie at the root of Deism.
find assertion of the competence of human reason
to attain certainty with regard to fundamental
religious truths, and insistence upon the indissol-l
uble connexion between religion and the practical
This is precisely the theme on
duties of life.
:

|

I

j

which the Deistic writers enlarged. The pivot
of the whole controversy is the disputed question

of the sufficiency of natural reason to establish
a sufficiency as
religion and enforce morality
vehemently asserted by the Deists as it was denied
by their opponents.

—

Much misunderstanding will he avoided if it be remembered
from the outset that the Deistic controversy was in the main
philosophical rather than religious. Had it not been so, it
would have been incorrect to indicate a metaphysician like
Lord Herbert of Cherbury as the forerunner of Deism. Disappointment awaits those who expect to find in the writings
of this period any searching analysis of a living spiritual experience. The controversy arose not from the attempt of the
'

soul to explain to itself its joys and fears in the presence of
God, but from the desire of the thinker to remove from his
theory of the world inconsistencies of which he was continually
becoming more uncomfortably conscious. The details of the
controversy will show that the chief impulse came from the
wish to find a way of reconciliation between the then commonly
accepted philosophic view of the Divine nature and the facts of
observation. And new facts were the order of the day. It was
a period of discovery and of the rapid acquisition of all kinds
Information was pouring in with regard to the
of knowledge.
It was no longer
religious systems of other parts of the earth.
possible to live in a religious world limited by the horizon of
Western Europe. Travellers were bringing home from recently
discovered, or re-discovered, countries reports of imposing
civilizations, in which the sanctions of civil order were provided by religions of the utmost diversity in origin and
character. In this way materials for the study of comparative
religion began to be collected, and it became possible to form
some conception of the bewildering multiplicity of religious
customs, ceremonies, and doctrines throughout the world. No
philosophic explanation of man and man's religious faculties
could claim to be adequate which left all this mass of new
material out of account.
At the same time, other more subtle influences were at work
stimulating man's natural desire to unify his knowledge. In
the domain of physical science the process of unification was
advancing with unparalleled rapidity. The so-called natural
'

philosophers,'
lects of

among whom were numbered the

the day, were engaged

greatest intel-

in establishing those wide
the basis of modern science.

generalizations which have formed
The visible success thus achieved, deserving and receiving the
applause of the world, prompted the philosophic student of
religion to search for some wide formula that would cover his
facts as satisfactorily as the formula of Newton covered the
phenomena of the physical world.

—

Forerunners of Deism. It is far from easy
form any estimate of the phase of intellectual
development through which the nation was passing at the time when it was disposed to accep_t,_ or
i.

to

at all events to discuss, the novel theory of religion
which the Deists proposed. English philosophy
has never flowed in a very wide or deep stream.
It is a common reproach that as a nation England
has been in the past, and remains to the present
day, strangely insusceptible to the influence of
abstract ideas. It is difficult to deny the truth
Even the controversies of the
of the criticism.
Reformation were in England decided to a great
extent upon practical considerations. Little atten-
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tion was for the most part paid to the examinaAn exception to the
tion of first principles.
general rule, tiowever, is afforded hy Hobbes
other
writers of the time,
with
(t 1679).
Together
lie exhibits a strong prejudice against the scholIn certain respects he repreastic philosophy.
sents, with some characteristic English peculiarities, the sceptical tendency of the Renaissance.
It was, indeed, chiefly as an exponent of political
philosophy that he made his mark and arrested
the attention of his contemporaries. With the
political theories which he defended, and with the
controversies which ensued, we are not concerned.
His importance in relation to the course of religious speculation lies rather in the temper which
he contributed to produce than in the acceptance
His
of his principles by any body of disciples.
self-sufficiency, his obvious one-sidedness, his disregard of necessary qualifications, and his rigorous
insistence on the most paradoxical conclusions
from his premisses aroused an angry opposition.
Hence it is not surprising to come across the state-

ment

that, while he had innumerable opponents,
his supporters numbered but one.
It was a true
instinct which made the men of his time feel that
the tendency of the Leviathan was in the direction
of a thoroughgoing infidelity.
The literature of
the Restoration bears witness to the existence of
a general opinion that danger was to be apprehended from the spread of his influence. Though

Hobbes himself was utterly opposed to that kind
which afterwards formulated

of natural religion

Deism, yet he was, in fact, one of the
pioneers of the movement. As much as any other
single writer he gave the impulse to religious
speculation, and, by helping to shake the old confidence in tradition, contributed to the removal of
one of the main obstacles to the introduction of
itself as

Deism.

'

Another and a very different element at work in
the intellectual life of the nation was derived from
the influence of the Cambridge Platonists (q.v.).
They were a small body standing much aloof from
the general lifeof the country, who from the vantage
ground of academic seclusion surveyed the troubled
course of the political struggle and the contentions
of the warring sects. For themselves, they desired
to establish on rational grounds a Christian philosophy, leaving to others the barren victories in
the field of popular controversy.
In them the
genuine philosophic instinct to pursue the search
for ultimate truth was unmistakably present.
It
was their dominant motive. Influenced by the
wide-spread reaction against the Aristotelianism
of the Middle Ages, they discovered, in a modified
form of l'latonism, a theory which afforded satisfaction alike to their religious and to their intellectual requirements.
In the forefront of their
system they placed the conception of the human
reason as receptive of illumination from the Divine
source. From the elevation of the standpoint thus
attained so it seemed to them the questions at
issue between the sects were reduced to their
true dimensions, and lost the exaggerated importance which had been conventionally attached to
them. In the speculations of those students the
ethical motive is markedly prominent.
They insisted on the immutability of the moral law and
,on its independence of any positive commands,
human or Divine. For the most part they were
inclined to abstain from controversy.
But some
of them found it expedient to meet the theories of
Hobbes with an explicit refutation. Against his
materialism, and his speciously simple redaction
of all human motives to various manifestations of
self-love, they opposed their Platonic idealism and
(heir belief in the existence of moral
principles to

—

—

which an inviolable obligation essentially belonged.

At

first sight it might appear paradoxical to maintain that two systems so consciously and directly
opposed to one another as those of Hobbes and the
Cambridge Platonists both helped to prepare the
ground for the growth of Deism. Put it will be
remembered that the effect of the writings of
Hobbes has been described as in the main negaHe helped to sap the defences of authority,
tive.

whereas the Cambridge School contributed something more positive, accustoming the minds of men
to the hope of finding in their own reason a judge
capable of bringing to an end the weary series of
doubtful disputations over matters of faith.
In a still more marked degree is it true that the
writings of Locke (t 1704) produced an effect upon
the current of religious thought which he neither
intended nor approved. Locke was not a Deist,
though the reproach was naturally enough cast in
the teeth of the man apart from whose influence
Deism would never have enjoyed the vogue to
which it eventually attained. While his relation
to the movement was unquestionably close and
intimate, it was at the same time far from simple.
For not only did the Deists profess to draw their ,
inferences from his principles, but many, perhaps
most, of the opponents of the movement likewise
were convinced adherents of his philosophy. Locke
may therefore be said to have laid down the
lines along which the controversy was destined to
move.
This he did, above all, by his short but
very significant work on the Reasonableness of
In the pages
Christianity (1695 see art. Locke).
of the writers who followed along the path where
he led the way we shall find the same ostensible
attempt to simplify the ancient faith, at first
with an apologetic purpose, then with a gradually

'

•

.

•

;

the same
increasing and more overt hostility
principle of discrimination between the supposed
valuable and worthless elements of the Creed ;
the same pre-eminence assigned to the ethical
teaching of Christianity the same conception of
religion as a moral philosophy and a code of precepts rather than a power enabling the enfeebled
will
the same treatment of miracles and prophecy
as external evidences of the truth of the claims of
the same anxiety to discover a reChristianity
conciliation between belief in the absolute impartiality of the Divine goodness and the position
of privilege assigned to revealed religion. It would
not, of course, be true to say that all these ideas
were novel when they were propounded by Locke.
Many of them had already a long history behind
them, and had provided the subject-matter of
mediaeval disputations. But what is worthy of
remark is that here, for the first time, we meet
them in systematic combination with one another.
They are made to converge upon a certain point,
and to conduct to a conclusion which involves
certainly the modification, and possibly the repudiation, of important elements in the hitherto
accepted creed.
2. Deism in progress.
Those who wish to be
supplied with a chronological list of the Deistic
writers may be referred to the work of Leland (see
Literature at end).
It will be more profitable for
our present purpose to select certain writers, not
necessarily those of the greatest reputation, but
those most typical because representative of some
critical moment in the development of the movement. Of these the first to deserve mention is
John Toland, who in 1096 published his Christianity not mysterious, showing thai there is
;

;

;

;

—

nothing in the Gospel contrary to Reason nor
above it, ami that »» Chris/ inn Dor/rim- can proThe author claimed
per/)/ be called a Mystery.
to be drawing the natural inferences from the premisses df Locke's philosophy and the title of the
;

book indicates clearly enough

in

which direction

.

.

"
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he pushed forward the argument Where Locke
hail urged the 'reasonableness of Christianity,'
Toland would interpret the word 'reasonable' as
This is not in the
equivalent to not mysterious.'
It is a long step further
[east what Locke meant.
forward along the road which led to the rejection
'

of Christian belief.
The book was of no particular merit, but, owing

to the highly

its publicacharged condition of the intellectual atmosphere,
tion caused a considerable explosion of indignation. It was
condemned by the Irish Parliament and ordered to be burnt.
The Lower House of the Convocation of Canterbury took cognizance of it, and would have proceeded further, had not the
take no action in the
Bishops decided, on a point of law, to
matter. Though the ecclesiastical authorities did not move,
there was a general feeling that it was an abuse of the recently
accorded freedom of the press when a young author put
forward such crude and revolutionary views as that 'neither
God Himself nor any of Hi9 attributes are mysteries to us for

want of adequate ideas,' and that so far as any Church allows
of mysteries it is anti-Christian (cf. Wilkins, Concilia, 1737, iv.
Toland desired so to enlarge the jurisdiction of reason as
631).
In
to make it co-extensive with the contents of revelation.
1
deliberate opposition to the principle of earlier writers, he
refused to acknowledge the validity of the distinction between

comapprehension and comprehension. What man could not
false.
Not
prehend was on that account to bo rejected as
content with merely stating this general principle, he attempted
to give a historical account of the process by which mystery

had intruded itself into a Christianity originally devoid of this
baser element. lie pointed out, correctly enough, that in the
not somelanguage of the NT the word mystery signified
to the initiated.
thing incomprehensible, but a secret revealed
Hence he inferred that the conception of mystery in the sense
of that which is beyond the reach of human understanding
was alien from the spirit of original Christianity, and he endeavoured to show that a gradual assimilation of the new faith
to the lower type of Jewish and heathen religions, the intrusion of Platonic philosophy, and the ambitious projects of an
unscrupulous priesthood were responsible for the deterioration.
'

*
•

'

Although Toland cannot he credited with any
his book marks a
large measure of originality, yet
critical point in the gradual change of men's views

with regard to the comparative authority of reason
and revelation. A certain arrogant assertion of

was now substituted
superiority on behalf of reason
for that deference which had hitherto been considered the fitting attitude of the human mind in
the presence of knowledge communicated from
Another and more easily recognizable
above.
result of his rash speculations was connected with
his theories as to the course of early Church history.
The discussion of the views which he set forth
stimulated a lively inquiry into the nature and
value of the documents on which the historian of
In a book entitled
that period must depend.
Amyntor, which was published in 1699, Toland
in
the
discussion, endeavoured
himself, taking part
or so it was supposed to undermine the credit
of Scripture by calling attention to the large mass
of early Christian literature, and by suggesting
covertly that canonical and uncanonical writings
alike were the offspring of superstition and
credulity.

—

—

Another new departure was taken when Anthony

Collins, in 1713, published the Discourse of Freea
thinking occasioned by the Rise and Growth of
Collins reiterated and
Sect called Freethinkers.
of reason to pronounce upon
claim
the
emphasized
He advanced beyond
the contents of revelation.

the point where Toland had left the matter, by

of

attempting to provide a theoretic justification
the claim to unlimited freedom of inquiry, in all
directions, over the whole field of moral and
Toland had himself exerreligious speculation.
cised this freedom, but without prefixing any
thorough examination of the positive and negative
arguments in favour of extending this privilege to

Collins had the acuteness to perceive
that the whole of the Deistic argument, involving,
as it did, an appeal to the reason of the ordinary
man, rested ultimately upon a decision in favour
of unconditional individual liberty to pursue in1
e.g. Bacon, Concludamus theologiam B&cram ex verbo_ et
all classes.

'

oraculis Dei, non ex lumine naturae aut rationis dictamine
hauriri debere' (de Anxjm. Scient. ix. i.).
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vestigation, and upon a conviction

of

individual

capacity to discover the truth. Accordingly ho
set out systematically to prove that the progress
of civilization has been furthered where men have
claimed this right for themselves and extended it
to others, while, on the other hand, deplorable
consequences have ensued wherever the privilege
of free thought has been withheld.
In some directions his task was easy. History provided an
of examples of the evils which attend a policy of
obscurantism, coupled with a blind and unintelligent deference
to external authority. But he adopteil a mueli more questionable position when he maintained that the cause of morality
would be benefited by its complete dissociation from all mysterious sanctions whatever. He supported his case by the assertion
that the great moral teachers of mankind had appealed, not to
the fears, but to the reason, of their hearers. It was the
method of the Prophets, of the Apostles, of Christ Himself.
On the other hand, the endeavour to enforce belief by any other
means than the plain straightforward appeal to the individual
reason had been the bane of both Church and State, the source
of moral corruption, the cause of every kind of discord, disturbance, and disaster. Bitter attacks are made upon all proInvective of this kind was a
fessional ministers of religion.
favourite theme with the Deistic writers, and for various
reasons, chiefly political, was not distasteful to the public. The
supposed machinations of the clergy served as a convenient exwhich did
planation of certain facts in the history of religion,
not easily square with the Deists' theory of contented reliance
on the natural reason and instinct of man. Prom their point
and
the perfalse
of
of view the prevalence
religions
patently
sistence of superstitions were anomalies that had to be accounted
So they sought to save the credit of the natural human
for.
reason by fixing tile responsibility for these evils upon an

ample supply

t

*

and idle priesthood.
Another point to be observed is the markedly utilitarian
character of the reasoning employed by Collins. In deiendirj j
the principle of freedom of thought he calls attention primarily
to the desirable consequences which will follow upon its
adoption. Like many others of his school, he made expediency
a criterion of ethical values. The spirit of the age, devoted to
the supposed interests of practical common sense, resented the
application of any rule except one calculated on the basis of
intriguing, selfish,

consequent pleasures anil pains.
later work by the same writer is significant of
the transition to yet another phase of the controIn the Discourse of the Grounds and
versy.

A

Reasons of Christian. Religion

(1724), Collins for-

sakes the question of the relative reasonableness or
unreasonableness of the contents of the Christian
Revelation, and turns to an inquiry into the
It had been a
credibility of prophecy and miracle.
recognized mode of traditional Christian apology
to rest the case for Christianity on two main supports—the correspondence of NT facts with OT
prophecies, and the miraculous powers displayed
by Christ and the Apostles. So long as the Biblical
record remained unquestioned and uncriticized,
this position was strong enough to withstand
assault.
But, now that the spirit of criticism had
begun to throw suspicion upon the authenticity
and the good faith of the Biblical documents,
serious weaknesses in this line of defence revealed
themselves, of which the innovators were quick to
take logical advantage. If the facts were doubtful, what became of the argument from correspondence with prophecy and from miracle ? So began
the long debate over the 'external' evidences of
It was a descent from the comparaChristianity.
tively higher level of an inquiry into the fundamental

truths of religion to undignified and often vituperative disputes over the veracity of the Apostles and
writers.
the other
But, although the tendency
to substitute this less important issue showed itself
as early as the third decade of the century, it was
not tiil some years later that the change became

NT

general.
Christianity as old as the Creation, or the Gospel
a Republication if the Religion of Nature, was
published in the. year 1730. Its author, Matthew
Tindal, Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford, had
passed through various changes of religious belief,

and did not bring out this, his best-known work,
It was at once
till near the end of a long life.
recognized as a noteworthy contribution to the conin tone, and
troversy. It was sober and restrained

'
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on the whole was free from the personalities which
disfigure so much of the contemporary literature.
Tindal collected, arranged, and shaped with considerable skill the arguments on which the Deists
relied, and presented their case in a compact intelliHis book marks the culmination of
gible form.
Deism, when the movement had reached the height
of its development, and was not yet affected by the
deterioration which soon afterwards set in. He
did his work as well, perhaps, as it could be done.
The inconsistencies, mistaken hypotheses, and historical impossibilities which find a place in his
book belong to the system as such, and could not
be removed without causing the collapse of the
whole construction.
Tindal brought to its logical conclusion the process initiated by Toland and Collins. His professed
purpose was the same as theirs had been to lay
down such plain and simple rules as should enable
men of the meanest capacity to distinguish between
Like his predecessors,
religion and superstition.
he repudiated mystery and mere deference to
authority, and insisted on the duty of every man

—

to fashion his own religious belief for himself.
in order to show that it is actually possible
for every man so to do, he maintained the thesis
that the ultimate truth of religion is a common
constituent in all creeds (apart from the intlnence
of deterioration) and not the exclusive property of
revelation.
His argument may be very briefly
summarized as follows

And,

:

The poiDt

of departure of Tindal'9 argument is found in a
peculiar conception of the unchangeable nature of God, whence
is drawn the inference that He will treat all men at all times
alike in this important matter of supplying them with the
same sufficient means of recognizing and discharging the duties
required of them. Of course, a racial development of the faculty
of conscience was an idea which was altogether beyond the
reach of the 18th century Deist. It was therefore assumed
that, from the first, man was in possession of a ready means of
calculating the ultimate consequences of his actions and so securing his future happiness. Only perversity could lead him astray,

because God, 'that we may not fail to be as happy as possible
for such creatures to be, "has made our
acting for our present,
our only means of obtaining our future, happiness '(Christianity
as old, etc., p. 16). 'The reason of things or the relation they
have to each other teaches us our duty in all cases whatever
(p. 19).
Upon this primary revelation in and through the
'

reason is constructed the edifice of natural religion. In
making
this point Tindal was able to avail himself of the
opinions
Thus he quotes from Dr.
expressed by orthodox writers.
Pndeaux
Let what is written in all the books of the New
Testament be tried by that which is the touchstone of all
religions, I mean that religion of nature and reason which God
has written in the hearts of every one of us from the first
creation.' From such a statement it was not unfair to deduce
the superiority of the truths of natural religion. Tindal, however, went beyond this and argued that any further revelation
must of necessity be mere surplusage, adding nothing of importance to man's knowledge about either faith or morals. In
his opinion, all laws, w hether the laws of nations or of
particular
countries, are only the law of nature adapted and accommodated to circumstances
nor can religion, even in relation to
the worship of God, as it is a reasonable Bervice, be
anything
but what necessarily Hows from the consideration of God and
His creatures (p. 63).
The religion of nature is represented as possessing a perfection so complete that revelation can add nothing to
it, nor take
anything from it. True religion, whether externally or internally revealed, must always be identically the same in its
contents, and this identity will exhibit itself alike in doctrine and
in precept.
The ethical teaching of revelation cannot, in fact,
he superior to that of nature, because no
positive command can
be considered obligatory unless the reason for it be
perceived,
in which case it is equally
obligatory on the grounds of natural
religion (cf. p. 70).
Indeed, to suppose anything which is
merely positive in the sense of being undemonstrable by reason
to be a necessary ingredient of true
religion, is inconsistent
with the good of man and with the honour of God
(p. 141).
The practical conclusion of the argument is presented in the
following sentence 'Nothing can be requisite to discover true
Christianity and to preserve it in its native puritv free from all
superstition, but after a strict scrutiny to admit nothing to
belong to it except what our reason tells us is worthy of having
God for its author. And if it be evident that we can't discern
whether any instituted religion contains
everything worthy,
and nothing unworthy, of a Divine original,
except we can
antecedently by our reason discern what is or is not worthy of
having God for its author, it necessarily follows that natural
and revealed religion can't differ, hecause what reason shows to
be worthy of ha\ tag God for its author must
belong to natural
'

religion, and whatever reason tells us is unworthy of having
for its author can never belong to the true revealed religion

God

'

:

:

is

compressed the quint-

At many points in the above argument it would
have been possible to intervene, had it been in
accordance with the design of this article to find
particular answers to particular Deistic contentions.
But no good purpose would be served by thus
taking part in an obsolete controversy. It will,
however, be useful now to point out some general
weaknesses, which are not peculiar to Tindal, but
are integral parts of the Deistic scheme of religious
philosophy.
(a) In the first place, it will be noticed that every
religious truth is measured against the standard of
an imaginary Golden Age. Whatever truth Christianity possesses it retains from an original revelation to human reason, co-eval with the Creation.
But in Deistic literature references of this kind to
the beginning of the world must be interpreted in
a conventional rather than in any literal sense.
For, though the Deists professed to' look to the far
past, their eyes were, as a matter of fact, riveted
on the present. It was the reason of their own day
to which they appealed.
Not until later was any
attempt made to discover by historical methods of
examination what the earlier intellectual and
moral condition of the human race had actually
been.
(&) Secondly, it is remarkable how, in estimating
the value of the Christian religion, and distinguishing between its truths and its errors, the Deist
maintains a consistent silence with regard to the
Person of its Founder. He has practically nothing
to say about the present operation of the influence
of Christ in the world.
And even stranger than
his silence is his apparently complete unconsciousness that the omission of so fundamental a consideration might vitiate his results.
So oblivious
were the Deists, and many of their orthodox
opponents likewise, of the mystical elements in
Christianity, that the very conception of a personal
union between the believer and Christ would have
been forthwith dismissed as enthusiastic,' and to
the reproach of enthusiasm the temper of the age
'

was morbidly

:

'

'

Into this single dilemma
essence of Deism.

(p. 220).

(c)

sensitive.

Thirdly, a kind of supercilious superiority is
of miracles arises.
Biblical records are not rejected on a priori

assumed whenever the question

The

Abstract
grounds as in themselves impossible.
metaphysical arguments have strangely little influence upon the course of the Deistic controversy.
But, from the point of view of the Deist, miracles
were beneath the notice of the man who claimed to
be guided by his reason only. At best they might
serve to arrest the attention of the vulgar herd.

Religion being regarded as essentially the practice
of duties, miracles were superfluous.
For duties
neither need, nor can receive, any stronger proof
'

from miracles than what they have already from

the evidence of right reason (p. 374).
(d) Lastly, Tindal, like other Deists, exhibits an
extraordinary incapacity to estimate fairly the
strength of evil tendencies in human nature. It
'

seemed to them as though all would lie well if
only some artificial obstacles in the way of moral
progress could be removed.

The adoption

of the

principle of Latitudinarianism— the universal recognition of sincerity as the one and only thing
needful would not only put an end to all persecution, but would set free an amount of moral energy
suilicient to regenerate the world.
In Tindal's own
words, 'this principle, and this alone, would cause
universal love and benevolence among the whole
race of mankind ; and, did it prevail, must soon
produce a new and glorious face of tilings, or, in
Scripture phrase, anew heaven and a new earth'

—

DEISM
(p. 413).

Verily, this

was a flimsy optimism, out

of all relation with the stern facts of the world's
condition.
The time has now come to pass on to the consideration of the last stage of the controversy,
when the pivot of the dispute had become the
It was the
question of prophecy and miracle.
beginning of the end, and yet, when the current
of controversy lirst turned into this channel, the
public excitement ruse to a higher pitch than it

had hitherto reached.

Nor

to discover the explanation of this immediate increase
of interest.
Up to this point the controversy,
though not very profound, had yet concerned itself
in some measure with the lirst principles of religious
philosophy. In so doing it had moved in a region
where the mind of the nation did not follow freely
or with comfort. But now, in the place of these
recondite and elusive questions concerning the
adequacy or insufficiency of human reason, far
plainer issues were raised that lay seemingly well
within the compass of the ordinary understanding.
Was the fuliilment of prophecy a fact or a deDid the Resurrection of Christ really
lusion?
occur, or was it a fable easily explicable upon the
supposition of enthusiasm or fraud on the part of
the witnesses? Here were plain alternatives on
which the book-writers and the pamphleteers could
join issue.
They hastened to avail themselves of
the opportunity.
is

it difficult

Notice has already been taken of the fact that Collins' book,
Discourse of the Grounds and Reasoiis of the Christian
Religion, had contained criticism with regard to the commonly
received views as to prophecy and miracle. Professing (though
with doubtful sincerity) to write in the interests of Christianity,
he sought to convict earlier apologists of a serious misrepresentation of the true relation between prophecy and fulfilment.
The object of his attack was the detailed correspondence between the two ; and he endeavoured to prove the impossibility
of maintaining the old position, in the light of a sound historical criticism of the prophecies.
Historically the predictions

A

did not bear the meaning which the apologists required. If,
then, the argument from correspondence were to be preserved,
it could only be by giving to the prophecies in question a
mystical and allegorical interpretation. Such, Collins argued,
had in fact been the method of procedure adopted by the
writers of the NT. In accordance with this general attitude
towards the OT, he defined Christianity as a mystical Judaism.
It was a plausible phrase, but not likely to commend Christianity to an age which regarded mysticism with a mixture of

contempt and

dislike.

This novel representation of the relation between Judaism
and Christianity met with an unfavourable reception. For the
most part it was vehemently repudiated by the defenders of
orthodoxy. But, weak as Collins' arguments may have been,
and easily riddled by the criticisms of better scholars than himself, it must be admitted that his attack on the traditional and
mechanical conception of prophecy gave an impetus to a fruitful attempt at an investigation of the historical conditions out
of which the writings of the OT took their rise.
It was, in fact,
an anticipation, however poorly equipped with linguistic and
archaeological knowledge, of the Biblical criticism which has
been rich in results during the last half century.
Naturally enough, the attempt to apply the allegorical method
of interpretation was extended from prophecy to miracle. The
best known name in connexion with this further development
of the controversy is that of Woolston.
It is strange that
writings which should properly have been disregarded as the

ravings of a disordered mind should have received the serious
attention which was actually accorded them. If the author
could be accounted responsible, then there would be no possible
defence for the tone and manner of his Discourses on the
Miracles of our Saviour (1727-29). He has recourse to suggestions and insinuations which are no less absurd than offensive
to reverent ears. Every miracle, including that of the Resurrection, is explained away as the resulfcof a mistake or conscious
fraud. An utterly impossible attempt is made to prove by
quotations from the early Christian Fathers that they were
wholly regardless of positive historical facts, and found in the
Gospels nothing but an emblematic representation of the
That Woolston was
mystical life of Christ in the souls of men.
not wholly responsible for what he said, or for his manner of
saying it, is the obvious excuse for the breaches of propriety of
which he is guilty. In his own day, however, the excuse was
not allowed. The law was set in motion against him, and he

was sent to

prison.

No particular theological merit belongs to the defences of the
miraculous element in the Gospels which were called forth bv
the attacks of Woolston and others. Sherlock's Tryal of the
Witnesses of the Resurrection of Jesus (1729) is a characteristic
specimen of the kind of answer which found favour at the time,
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ami was comfortably accepted as conclusive. An elaborate
parody of legal forms is employed in order to give life lo the
argument. Unquestionably many good points are made, the
value of the concurrent testimony of the Apostles

is

exhibited,

and their unimpeachable oharactei as witnesses vigorously
Upheld.
tin-

i

ital

But, while considerable technical skill is displayed,
warmth of a genuine spirituality has given place to a

frigid cleverness.

At

the stage now readied in our review of the
history of Deism little vitality remained in the
ideas which underlay the movement.
process of
disintegration had set in. Deistic writers were no
of conlonger inspired bv any genuine

A

impetus
a mood to
viction, nor was the general public

m

give as much interested attention as heretofore.
The controversy was perishing of inanition, and
had almost collapsed through the operation of these
The end, however, was hastened
internal causes.
by a damaging blow delivered from without by
one who was equally out of sympathy with either

Hume's philosophy, though it made little
the time, was in its effects fatal to the continuance of Deism. A movement which had been
initiated under the influence of the ideas of Locke
could not survive the transformation which Locke's
philosophy underwent in the hands of Hume. This
is a circumstance which gives confirmation to the
view that the inner meaning of Deism is best
understood in relation to the development of philoIt was
sophical, rather than of religious, ideas.
because Deism had arisen through the application
of Locke's philosophy to the subject-matter of
religion that its position ceased to be tenable, so
soon as that philosophy was found to issue in
little examination of the
general scepticism.
nature of Hume's criticism of religious belief will
show how completely he cut away the foundations
on which the Deists had built.
The Deists, as we have seen, had begun by defending the
side.

stir at

A

pre-eminence of Christianity on the ground that it and it alone
corresponded with the true religion of nature but, gradually
becoming more conscious of their divergence from historic
Christianity, they transformed themselves into the champions of
natural, as opposed to revealed, religion. And natural religion
meant for them that religion which any man at any time from
the beginning of the world was capable of discovering for
himself through the exercise of his own individual reason. The
existence of a religion as old as the Creation was their fundamental assumption. It was precisely this assumption which
collapsed as soon as it was criticized in the light of Locke's own
principles concerning the gradual acquisition of knowledge.
Hume pointed out that the religion of primitive man, so far
from consisting of a few pure, elevated, and incontrovertible
truths, must have been a medley of crude beliefs and puerile
It seems certain that, according to the natural
superstitions.
progress of human thought, the ignorant multitude must first
entertain some grovelling and familiar notion of superior
powers before they stretch their conception to that perfect
being who bestowed order on the whole frame of nature
(Works, iv. 421).
Along these lines Hume developed his Natural History of
Religion (1767). He exhibited the rude beginnings of religious
belief in a barbarous type of polytheism, and sought to provide
an explanation of the mode in which purely natural influences,
as distinct from supernatural revelation, transformed this
primitive faith into something less crude and less full of patent
absurdities.
Such explanations afford convenient cover for
the insinuation that the final product possesse8 no real
superiority over the rude beginnings, being equally human in
;

'

'

'

'

origin, insecure in its foundations,
proof.

and destitute of

all

reasonable

Hume's irony serves as a very thin disguise for his real
sentiments.
The declaration of belief in the existence of God,
with which he opens his dissertation, is couched in language
that would be appropriate in any Deistic treatise
but its
With the manifest purpose of underinsincerity is obvious.
mining the common belief in God, he attributes its prevalence
to the operation of irrational causes.
The doctrine of one
supreme Deity, the author of nature, is very ancient, has spread
itself over great and populous nations, and among them has
been embraced by all ranks and conditions of men but whoever
thinks that it has owed its success to the prevalent force of those
invincible reasons on which it is undoubtedly founded, would
show himself little acquainted with the ignorance and stupidity
of the people, and their prejudice in favour of their particular
At the conclusion of the treatise, dissuperstitions' (iv. 446).
carding even this slight veil of sarcasm, and declaring the whole
question to be a riddle, an enigma, an inexplicable mystery, he
advocates an escape from the contentions of discordant superstitions into the calm regions of philosophy. In this way Hume
makes short work of the pure original religion by which the
Deists set such store. Not only had he the best of the argument
;

'

;
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in contending for the probability ot progress from crude to
it-fined types of religion, but, in the Sa.ce of the evidence which
it was easy for him to produce with regard to the condition of
the uncivilized nations of
religion in earlier times and among
the world, it was impossible for the fiction of a religion as old

as the Creation to maintain itself.
the strength and the
In passing it should be noticed that
'
weakness of Hume's essay on Miracles can be properly appreciated only when it is remembered that, throughout the Deistic
as
chief evidence of the
was
treated
the
miracle
controversy,
Divine authorship of a revelation. From this point of view, the
more startling the event the greater will he the stupor which
Unconit produces, and the higher its value as a credential.
scious of the dangers to faith involved in their procedure, the
It was a
apologists degraded miracle to the level of portent.
blunder of which Hume was quick to take advantage. If Deist
and apologist alike were willing to treat miracle as a naked
'

of
sign of arbitrary power, it was not for the common enemy
Deism and Christianity to set them right. He was only taking
up the ordinary position of the time when he defined miracle as
a violation of nature ; and, when it is so regarded, with every
adequate cause for its occurrence eliminated from consideration,
it is undeniably plausible to contend that no amount of external

evidence can outweigh the inherent improbability.
3.

Writers with relations to Deism, but not

—

properly Deists. Some writers, commonly reckoned among the Deists, have heen intentionally
passed over in silence. It will be well, therefore,
to add a few words of explanation why this course
has been adopted. During the period under review,
while the Deists were the most forward and active
antagonists of orthodoxy, it was not unnatural
that any writer who maintained unorthodox
opinions should be reckoned as belonging to their
camp. Yet obviously the classification is likely
It was so, for
in some places to be inexact.
example, in the case of Lord Shaftesbury, the
It is no doubt
author of Characteristics (1711).
true that there are certain points which he and
the Deists have in common, but the superficial
resemblances are more than counterbalanced by
He displays the same
fundamental differences.
antipathy to priests, and employs the same kind
of invective against the poisonous influence of
superstition but, while he thus directs his attack
upon the same objective, the principles on which
he bases his criticisms are very far from being
those of the Deists. Their characteristic conception of a law of nature imposed upon His creatures
by the Creator, and enforced by means of rewards
;

and punishments, is absolutely alien from his
system of thought. For him the ethical standard
was determined by the dictates of an intuitive
moral faculty, forming part of the essential endowment of human nature. Of this moral faculty
the effectiveness would indeed be reinforced by
theistic belief, but is not dependent on it, whereas
in the Deistic system the sense of moral obligation
is derived from the recognition by man of his
relation to his Maker.
Since the existence of God was of comparatively little moment
Lord Shaftesbury's system, he cannot properly be styled a
Deist ; and in some ways he exhibited a positive antagonism
to their mode of thought. For example, be raised a much needed
protest against the undue prominence given to hedonistic conHe found an
siderations by both parties in the controversy.
appropriate object for his wit in exposing the shallowness of
the conception by which ethics was degraded into an elaborate
The
and
of
calculation
pointed weapon of
pleasures.
pains
ridicule is effectively used in his hands.
Unfortunately, in his
references to religion his satire frequently degenerates into a
sneer. The defenders of religion winced under his sarcasms,
But there was little
and retaliated by calling him a Deist.
The word Deism would cease to
justification for the charge.
have any definite connotation if it were made to cover systems
so radically divergent as those of Shaftesbury and Tindal.

in

'

'

for ranking
little
justification
the Deists, there is even less
a writer like Mandeville to their
company. The Deist may not have been remarkable for any particular moral excellence, but at least
he was eminently respectable. There is no reason

there

If

Shaftesbury

is

among

for assigning

to question the sincerity of his desire to further
the cause of morality, and to lend liis aid in raising
a barrier against the encroaching tide of moral

Such was not the purpose of Mandeville.
cynical enough to set out on the title-page

laxity.

He

is

the Fable of the Bees (1714) the thesis that
in his opening
private vices are public benefits, and
inquiry into the nature of moral virtue adopts the
conclusion that it is the political offspring which
Intrinsically the
Flattery has begot upon Pride.
book is as worthless as it is paradoxical, but it
raised a laugh, and its sophistical arguments in
favour of self-indulgence ensured its popularity in
circles where every moral restraint was regarded

of

with contemptuous indifference.
Leland, the contemporary historian and critic
of Deism, devotes as much as a third of his work
on the Deistical writers to a consideration of the
works of Lord Bolingbroke. It is a clear indication of the high importance which was at the time
attached to this attack on the claims of revelation.
When Leland wrote, Bolingbroke's collected writings (with Life by D. Mallet), of which the one here
most relevant is his Letters on the Study and Use
of History (written in 1738), were newly published,
having been issued posthumously in the year 1754.
The effect of the book, however, was almost nil,
and Dr. Johnson's sentence, in which he conwhich
temptuously described it as a blunderbuss
the author had not resolution enough to fire off
in his lifetime, is a more accurate appraisement
The old
of it than Leland's elaborate criticism.
sneers at priestcraft, the old arguments in favour
But
of a purely rational religion, re-appear.
and Deism
there was no new point to make
was too far gone in decay to be revived even by
_

;

Lord Bolingbroke's name and his five pompous
volumes.' In England, Deism was to all intents
and purposes defunct, though about this time
a kindred movement on the other side of the
Channel was exhibiting fresh vitality under new
'

forms.
4.

The

foreign movement.

— Deism

such as

we

have been describing was so native a product of
English thought, with a form so markedly determined alike by the strength and the weakness of
the English mind, that its transplantation to a
without the
foreign soil could not be accomplished
most profound modification of its character. When
the ideas to which the English Deists had first
French
given expression were taken up by
which
exponents, new elements were introduced
different
a
very
gave to the resultant product
Thus, what had been Deism in England
quality.
became in France another movement, with a
character and history of its own, which cannot
At the same
properly be handled in this article.
time the history of Deism is not complete unless
account be taken of the fact that it is the parent
stock from which sprang the French movement of
reaction against traditional belief.
It is significant that both Voltairejt 1778) and
Konsseau were largely indcbteuToEnglish sources
for their inspiration.
During the years which the
former passed in England (1726-1729), he gathered

and
impressions which he afterwards systematized
elaborated into a philosophy of religion. As a
friend of Lord Bolingbroke he naturally came into
close contact with men who, whether secretly
The
or openly, sympathized with the Deists.
ideas which he derived from this intercourse were
Moreover,
in keeping with the bent of his mind.
his peculiar abilities enabled him to give them
a keener edge and a wider range than they bad
In
writers.
possessed in the hands of the English
Prance the conceptions characteristic of Deism
their
deto
favourable
more
rapid
soil
found a
afforded thorn.
velopment than England had ever
The logical French mind, impatient of compromise
and qualification, insisted rigidly on the necessary
where English
consequences of abstract principles,
conclusions had been influenced by numberless
considerations.
And, further, the conpractical

-j

.
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tlitions of social, political, and ecclesiastical life in
Prance were such as to accentuate the criticisms of

those

who were opposed

order.
itself

»

^

in

in spirit to

the prevailing

Resentment against repression manifested
a sharper opposition to the unbending

altitude of authority. In proportion .-is an external
submission to rule was enforced, so was an internal
passion for revolt stimulated, especially in the
domain of religious thought. So marked was the
opposition between the old and the new points
of view, that Deism became almost at once identified with an anti-ecclesiastical movement. Instead
of aiming at a transformation of the old theology
into another pattern, as had been the object of the
earlier English Deists, the French representatives
of the movement advocated a general repudiation
of theology and the substitution of an undogmatic
To this
religion in place of Roman Catholicism.
end Voltaire applied the weapons of his caustic
satire, and the Encyclopaedists added the weight
of their accumulated knowledge.
Indeed, Diderot
(t 17S4) and his school represent a further stage in
the downward transition from Deism towards
Materialism.
With him even that residue of
natural religion which Voltaire would have retained
became a mere superfluity, resting on no secure
foundation of reason, and therefore destined to
disappear before the advance of intellectual en-

lightenment. See art. Encyclopedists.
This tendency to a bare Materialism was to
some extent checked by the influence of Rousseau
(t 1778), who was at once the product and the
champion of a reaction against the stiffness and
coldness of a cramped Rationalism. In the fact
that he thus represented the protest of common
sense against the bare negations of Materialism is
to be found the explanation of his wide popularity.
But the effect which he produced must not be overestimated. Whatever may have been the result
of his political speculations in hastening the crisis
of the Revolution, his influence upon religious
thought was not more than evanescent.
Though
his genius galvanized for a time into fresh activity
some of those ideas which had been the stock-intrade of the Deistic writers, he could not restore
to them the real vigour of life.
Deism had had
its day.
The intellectual opposition to the supernatural element in Christianity was about to
assume another form.
new criticism and a new
apologetic were destined to arise, constructed upon
lines determined by the new metaphysical theories
of Kant.
Controversies upon which
5. Permanent results.
the attention of thinking men has been focused
can neither pass away without leaving some
definite mark on subsequent theology, nor be
appraised at their proper value unless the character
and extent of their permanent results be taken
into account.
It will therefore be necessary to
ask what lasting contribution was made by Deism
to English theological thought.
It is almost a

A

—

matter of surprise to find on examination how
comparatively scanty is the residuum which has
stood the test of time. But something no doubt
has survived.
To some extent the Deists were
successful in establishing their principle of the
appeal to human reason, even while in their own
application of it they showed little skill or power
of discrimination.
It is noteworthy that they
called in, as arbiter of the dispute, the common
sense of the ordinary man, and, as witness, the
trained skill of the expert.
Obviously, the critical
questions which were raised could not be settled

without thorough investigation by men who had
devoted years of study to the data of these problems.

A new

class of Bible students arose who professed
to approach their tasks with minds entirely unbiased by any dogmatic considerations.
Whether
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they were as free from prejudice as they themselves supposed, i open to question.
Atanj rate
ihe Prists gave an impulse to Biblical criticism,
It
the benefit of which still makes itself felt.
has not been forgotten that the same, methods of
inquiry must fie applied to sacred as
to profane history.
What lias now become
commonplace of theology was first insisted upon
That they should have led the
by the Deists.
Scientific

;.

way

in this direction is so

much

to their credit.

common sense of those
claim to any professional knowledge
of theology has remained markedly characteristic
of English religion.
The religious public, as it is
Again, the appeal to the

who make no

called, is disinclined to divest itself of responsibility
by seeking shelter behind the pronouncements of
authority. Conscious of inability itself to undertake in detail the processes of criticism, it insists

on seeing the results openly displayed. The debate
between the champions of tradition and of innovation is not carried on behind closed doors, but in
he
open court. The public desire to follow
argument and form for themselves an intelligent
estimate of the issue. This feature also ol our
religious life is in great measure the outcome of
t

the Deistic movement.
The Deistic controversy left no more important
legacy behind it than the apologetic method of Bp.
Butler (t 1752). The Analoffy{113Q) may always
be read with profit, but its true greatness cannot
be rightly appreciated unless the argument be
viewed in its proper setting as an answer to the
What calls for
Deistic attack on Christianity.
remark is Butler's careful and guarded exposition
of the principles of religious evidence in opposition
to the exaggerated insistence by the Deists on
certain aspects of the truth and their corresponding neglect of other equally important considerations.
It is most interesting to observe how free

he

is

from any undue bias against his opponents'
how far he is ready to go with them,
sincerely, unhesitatingly, and fearlessly

point of view,

and how

he recognizes the validity of their appeal to reason,
while brushing aside their pretentious claim to be
the only Free-thinkers.' It is just because he is
thus frank in his acknowledgment of the ultimate
authority of human reason that he is able to insist
with effect on the limitations imposed by ignorance,
inseparable from our finite condition. He did an
inestimable service to religion when he exposed
with relentless logic the absurdity of the claim
that all things in revelation shonld be made transparently intelligible to the human mind. It was
another service of scarcely less value when he made
men realize that revelation consisted ex hypothesi
of a scheme composed of a large number of interrelated parts, not one of which can be legitimately
criticized except in its full context.
These were
'

precisely the considerations which the Deists overlooked.
If they have now become the truisms of

theology, it is because Butler first expounded them
as the necessary corrective to the crude speculations
of Deism.
See, further, art. Butler.
An allied but distinguishable reaction against
the temper of Deism reveals itself in the idealistic

philosophy of Bp. Berkeley (t 1753), who, like his
contemporary Butler, was moved to indignation at

the unintelligent superficiality of the prevalent
unbelief.
To him it appeared that the decay of
faith was in the main due to the general acceptance
of a faulty metaphysic, inherited from Locke.
The Christian verities were rejected on the plea
that they did not approve themselves to the
philosophic intellect. But the philosophers were
themselves responsible for creating unnecessary
It was they who had
intellectual difficulties.
raised the dust, through which, as they complained, they could not see. Berkeley directed his
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criticism against the half -developed Materialism
which was the orthodox metaphysic of the day.
His rejection of Locke's conception of the real
existence of extended matter was accounted

paradoxical, and on that account chiefly attracted
attention both favourable and unfavourable. But
it is sometimes forgotten that this Immaterialism
It was
of Berkeley was only part of his system.
the foundation on which he built. It led on to his
conception of the world as the perpetual manifestaThus he
tion of the spiritual presence or God.
delivered a powerful protest against the view that
the evidence for the existence of God can be
disclosed only through a long and intricate process
of inference.
In opposition to the commonly
accepted cold mechanical outlook on the universe,
he preached the doctrine of a continuous communication between the Divine and the human spirit
through the medium of sensible experience. To
him the material world was the language of God
addressed to the spiritual ear, and charged with an
infinite significance for those who would address
themselves to the task of its interpretation. It
was too high a conception to commend itself to the
temper of the 18th century. Nevertheless, the
impulse towards a religious idealism which Berkeley
initiated has not been altogether without effect.

His teaching, which originated in opposition to
Deism, has remained to this day part of our

theological heritage. See, further, art. Berkeley.
The religious protest against Deism which found
expression in the writings of Butler and Berkeley
was carried further by Law and Wesley, but with
a characteristic difference. The two bishops had
met the Deists on the field of intellectual reason-

This was not the method which commended
to the judgment of the mystic and of the
They appealed from the intellect to
the verdict of the religious consciousness. Perhaps
the statement should be made with some qualification with respect to Law, since in the treatise
which he composed against Tindal his mysticism
does not yet appear.
In the Case of Reason (1731), Law appealed without scruple

ing.

itself

revivalist.

moreover, he possessed the power of
marshalling his arguments with skill and clothing them in apt
language. Before the inscrutable mystery of the Infinite he
himself
in
silent
submission, and with a feeling of
prostrated
profound reverence yielded a willing obedience to the message
It is strange to find Law at this time referring
of revelation.
to miracles as the proof of revelation. A little later he discovered
a method of statement more congenial to his natural temperament. In the place of controversial argument he substituted
the positive alfirmations of the mystic's experience. In opposition to Tindal he had taken a low view of the range of human
reason, and this position he consistently maintained, but in the
writings of the mystics he found it stated that man possessed
a faculty of spiritual intuition incomparably more efficacious
than reason in the attainment of Divine wisdom. In Christian
mysticism, Law discovered a system which afforded satisfaction to his religious instincts; and he strove to influence others
in the same direction, by means of writings which are a strange
compound of deep spiritual insight and fanciful imaginations.
But in the 18th cent, the message of the mystic was vox clamantis
in deserto. The seed fell on barren ground, where it had no
opportunity of germinating.
to the logic of intellect

;

Law founded no school of English mysticism.
there were many who, like himself, recoiled
from the irreligiousness of Deism, there were few
ready to follow whither he led the way. He was
before his time, and has perhaps more disciples at
the present day than he had in his own lifetime.
The same recoil from Deism, but under yet another aspect, is illustrated by the life and work of
John Wesley (| 1791). Profoundly influenced by
Law's example and ethical teaching, he differed
widely from him in temperament, and was alike
ignorant and impatient of the mystical tendencies
to which the older man resigned himself.
Emphatically a man of action, he gave expression to
Though

the protest of the practical religious consciousness
against the religious impotence of Rationalism.
It mattered little whether the Rationalism was of

the type preached by Tillotson or of that preached
by Tindal. In either case it had proved miserably
ineffective in stemming the tide of infidelity and
immorality. Wesley came forward at the precise
moment when there was a wide-spread and despairing consciousness of the utter sterility of mere
argument about religion. Boldly discarding the
discredited appeal to the intellect, he addressed
himself to the ineradicable religious instincts of
mankind, their sense of sin, their longing for
forgiveness, the hopeless unrest of the soul to
which no vision of God has come. In pressing
home his appeal he touched the hearts of multitudes
by means of those very Christian doctrines which
the Deists had found too irrational for acceptance,
and had made the butt of their shallow satire.
The fall of man, the fact and the malignant
influence of original sin, the oiler of redemption,
the mystery of the Atonement these were the
topics handled by the preacher round whom the
crowds gathered in their thousands. There could
not have been a more complete repudiation of the
whole temper of which Deism was the expression.
The stale arguments were allowed to drop into
There was a return to older methods of
oblivion.
The proof of religion
less intellectual pretensions.
was sought no longer in the appeal to natural
reason, but in the letter of Scripture and in the

—

experience of daily life.
Thus the rise of Wesleyanism coincided with
the extinction of Deism. Not that Deism disappeared because the problems which it had raised
had received final and conclusive answers. On the
contrary, many of these problems involve mysteries
which, it is probable, will always remain inscrutable to the finite mind. It is no discredit to the
apologists of the 18th cent, that in such cases they
had no solution to offer. They had done all that
could be expected of them. They had shown the
alternative creed of the Deist to be weighted with
difficulties as great as those which he hoped to
escape by his rejection of Christianity. They had
pointed to a way of reconciliation between the
It was
rights of reason and the claims of faith.
not until this work had been accomplished that
the Evangelical Revival could exhibit the undiminished spiritual energy latent in authoritative
and traditional religion. Then began another
stage of religious history, a period even more
distracted with controversy than that which we
have been passing in review. But the struggle

was over new issues. Deism was forgotten.
i. View of God's relation
II. Philosophical.
to the material and the moral world. The word
Deism,' besides serving as the designation of an

.

—

—

'

historical religious movement, has been commonly
used to describe a particular view of God's nature
and of the dependence of the world upon Him.
Between the two uses of the word a connexion
exists, of which some notice will presently be
taken, but it would be a mistake to suppose that

philosophic Deism was necessarily the accepted
creed of the Deists of the 18th century. Indeed,
some who bore the name would at the present day
be called Theists. But the distinction now made
between Deism and Theism did not then exist.
The two expressions were used indiscriminately.
It is only in later times, since the study of the
philosophy of religion has been prosecuted with
Deism has
greater attention, that to the word
been attached a more defined and exact connotation.
proceed to ask, What is the meaning conveyed
by the word in this later and more abstract sense?
The great question concerning the relation of
God to the world has received a vast number of
To classify into distinct groups
different answers.
the various solutions proposed is no easy matter.
It is difficult to draw lines of division, when the
'

We

'
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gradations are almost imperceptible, though at the
two extremities members of the same series may
stand in conspicuous opposition to one another.
But, since some form of classification is necessary,
it has been found convenient to separate views as
to the being of God into two divisions, according
as they approximate to Pantheism on the one hand
With the second only
or to Deism on the other.
are we here concerned. Let it be borne in mind
that our subject of study is not a definite school of
thought sharply outlined and admitting historical
treatment. It is rather a vague inclination or
bent of mind, which in varying degrees is continuously present in human thought, and occasion-

coming prominently to the, front, becomes
the dominant factor in religious and philosophic

ally,

systems.

Deism approaches the ultimate problem of the
universe with a self-satisfied confidence painfully
out of proportion to the difficulty of the task of
With little sense of reverence
finding a solution.
for the mystery that lies behind all outward
appearances, it accepts an answer suggested by
anthropomorphic analogies, and framed in accord-

Common
ance with uncritical prepossessions.
sense admits no obstinate questionings as to the
independent existence of the external world, nor
does it care to inquire too curiously what may be

the real character of human freedom. It rests
content with the common assumptions of daily life.
The Deist, adopting these assumptions as his
starting-point, finds comparatively little difficulty
in constructing his theory of God and the world,
He is ready to acknowledge a Creator. In order
to account for the existence of the material world,
it is necessary to assume the existence of a First
Cause, at whose command creation took effect and
the cosmos entered on its life. But the Deist's

conception of creation is essentially restricted.
The fabric of the universe is supposed to stand to
God in the relation which the instrument bears
to its maker. The heavens are the work of His
hands, just as the watch is the work of the watchmaker. As the craftsman determines the characteristic properties of his machine, the correlation
of its parts, their positions and their functions, so
is God conceived to have dealt with the world.
He

brought it into being and ordained its laws. He
imparted to it once for all the energy which serves
as the driving power of the stupendous mechanism.
The Deist recognizes in God the ultimate source of
matter and motion, and, consistently with this
conception, admits the possibility or occasional
interferences on the part of the Deity. But, though
the possibility of such interference is granted, the
probability is called in question. It seems more
in accordance with the principles of Deism that
Nature should be left to work itself out in obedience
to laws originally given.
Any suggestion of a
deviation from the established order is resented,
as though to admit it were to be wanting in due
respect for the inviolable majesty of God's unchangeableness and the original perfection of His
work. A perfect machine, it is supposed, would
not require from time to time to be adjusted by its
maker nor would the Unchangeable introduce any
later corrections into a creation which from the
first reflected His omniscience and omnipotence.
Similarly based on anthropomorphic analogies,
and subject in consequence to similar defects, is
;

the Deistic conception of the relation of God to
the moral world. He is the supreme Governor,
the author of moral as of physical law, but as
remote in the one region as in the other from the
particular cases exhibiting the working of His laws.
He is thought of as filling the part of legislator
and judge to the universe of moral beings
and
these analogies, derived from the organization of
;
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human

society, are treated as though they were
entirely adequate not only to illustrate, but even
The moral
to explain, 11 is supreme authority.
law is assumed to be sufficiently well known by ;ill
for the practical purposes of life.
Pains and

pleasures, present and future, are attached respectively to its infringement and its observance.

Men

are automatically punished and rewarded, in
accordance with their deserts. In the moral
world there is neither need nor
physical
room for the special interposition of the supreme
Governor.
Whatever shortcomings such a view of the
nature of God may have, and they are both obvious
and important, yet in some respects it tallies with
the promptings of the religious instincts of men.
It is opposed to Materialism, avoiding the desperate
necessity of ascribing to matter an independent
eternal existence of its own. Nor is God reduced,
as in Pantheism, to a mere abstraction, an impersonal substratum of the universe. He is a real
person, standing over against the world and man.
Human personality also is preserved. Man retains
his freedom, and justice is done to his responsibility.
As he sows so shall he reap, according to laws that
admit of no exception. Obviously in these ideas
there is much that is true, and the truth is of that
positive kind to which appeal must be made in
practical exhortation and the enforcement of
But with the truth is mingled
ethical teaching.
-

strict

as in the

—

much

error.

—

The consequent weaknesses

of

Deism

are both theoretical and practical.

Defects in conceptions of Creation and Finite
Existence.— Deism labours under the disadvantage
of being a dualistic explanation of the world.
Not
The charge would
indeed that it is explicitly so.
be repudiated.
But the repudiation means no
more than that the Deist is unconscious of the
fact, having been content to leave unexamined
many of the conceptions with which he deals.
Notably is this the case with the idea of Creation.
The God of the Deist is, in fact, a demiurge who
has shaped into a cosmos a matter essentially alien
from Himself. And, though the Deist replies that,
according to his teaching, matter is not shaped
by God but called into being by His creative word,
the answer is unsatisfactory. For this creation
of an alien matter out of nothing presents, on
There is
examination, insuperable difficulties.
nothing to bridge the gap between the Creator and
2.

Nor is any attempt made to find in
God any motive towards the act of
Recourse is had to the conception of an
entirely arbitrary and inexplicable act of power.
Equally lacking in depth is the Deist's view of
the problem of finite existence.
From his standpoint the words in God we live, and move, and have
our being' are destitute of any real significance.
For to all intents and purposes he conceives of the
world as existing independently of the Deity. The
essential dualism of the conception is disguised,
not removed, by laying stress on the origination
of one form of existence from the other. Whatever
may have been the relation of the two at the
His creation.

the nature of
creation.

'

moment

sesses

of creation, the finite, as

it

now

a substantial independence of the

is,

pos-

Infinite.

The apparent simplicity of the view is gained by
the abandonment of any attempt to reach the
conception of an underlying unity.
further weakness of Deism is disclosed as soon
as the relation of the moral law to the will of God
For it is
becomes the subject of discussion.
precisely here that those analogies with earthly rulers
on which the Deist relies break down and fail the
inquirer at the most critical point of his investigation.
For, if the analogy of legislation be pressed,
then it will appear as though the moral law were
determined arbitrarily according to the Divine

A
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and pleasure. Its necessity or inevitableness
On the other hand, if the
seemingly disappears.
.judicial (unction of the Supreme Governor be put
in the forefront, and the moral law be regarded as
existing in the reason of things, and requiring
only to be enforced by the Divine power, then it
would seem as though the freedom of God's action
were limited by a rule superior to Himself. From
this dilemma the principles of Deism offer no way
If the externality of God in relation to
of escape.
the world, physical or moral, be assumed, then in
some way or other limitations and restrictions are
In the one case,
placed upon the Divine nature.
will

God

is left

confronted by an independent material

in the other case, by an independent law
of right and wrong.
And the very essence of
Deism lies in its assumption of God's externality.

world

;

Theoretic unsoundness

is

attended with practical

deficiencies. Deism has not been without injurious
effect on those who have adopted it as their creed.
If it be admitted that man's highest spiritual life
is attained in proportion as he rises to communion

—

operative the furniture of the mind rather than
the inspiration of the heart.
Deism in the
3. Examples of Deistic systems.
sense which we are now investigating we have
defined to be a tendency of thought.
It is a
tendency which for the most part has been counteracted by stronger forces. But occasional examples
in the history of religion and philosophy prove that
it is capable of gaining the ascendancy.
Apart
from the influence of revelation, the drift of ethnic
religions has been in the direction of Polytheism
and Pantheism rather than towards the opposite
extreme of Deism.
For men are swayed more

—

by their emotions than by their reason, and
to the feelings the colder system of Deism is less
attractive than these other forms of error.
The
easily

most conspicuous example of a religion in which
Deistic forms of thought are paramount is Confucianism, which exhibits a characteristic combination of qualities and defects.
In particular, there
is a decorous recognition of heaven as the source
from which man derives his nature, although, for the
attainment of virtue, little importance is attached
to the communication between God and man.
Its
ideal includes the observance of an exacting moral
code, but does not rise above this level. Sin as an
offence against God, and virtue as trustful dependence on His help, are conceptions that lind no place

with God, then it must be confessed that Deism
can never carry the soul up into this region.
The
appearances of the world, however intricate in
design and prodigal of beauty, convey to the heart
no message significant of the indwelling presence
of God. The most that the Deist may legitimately
do is to follow back a many-linked chain of infer- in a system which is almost pure Deism.
ence to a point in the far past when God, at the
Stoicism is another, but less complete, illustramoment of creation, was in contact with His world. tion of the working of the same tendency. The
In a universe so conceived, man feels himself left insistence on the law of nature, and on the universal
to his own resources. A cold tribute of perfunctory order extending through the world, is a thoroughly
Deistic idea. So also, in several respects, are the
worship is all that he is likely to offer to a God
whose arm is never stretched out in answer to ethical notions of the Stoics, their emphasis on the
prayer, whose ear is never open to the supplication power of the will, and their doctrine of man's selfof the penitent. Man learns to think that his wel- sufficiency. These indeed are points on which they
fare depends entirely upon the accuracy of his know- set precedents followed in later times.
For the
ledge of those general laws by which the course of 18th cent. Deists, familiarized through a classical
the world is determined, and upon his skill in education with the writings of the ancient Stoics,
adapting himself to them. There is stimulated in drew much of their inspiration from this source.
him a spirit of self-sufficiency and self-assertion as On the other hand, Stoicism contained ideas irretowards God, and a certain hardness and lack of concilable with pure Deism. Its Pantheism, though
far from being consistently developed to its logical
sympathy towards his fellow-men.
Deistic premisses do not positively exclude the issues, is sufficient to differentiate it from any
in which God is assumed to be personally
possibility of revelation, but create a strong pre- system
In ethics, its rejection
For revelation is a species of distinct from the world.
judice against it.
miracle, and open to all the objections which, in of all utilitarian considerations is opposed to the
the mind of the Deist, bear against the miraculous. characteristic temper of Deism.
Thus, though
It is an interference with the regular course of the there is a genetic relationship between Stoicism
world.
In some forms of Deism the idea of a and English Deism, the offspring differed in some
Divine interposition is accepted without hesitation essential features from the parent.
or sense of incongruity.
Its marked preference for the Deistic explanation
But further consideration
is likely to suggest the
thought that the need for of the universe accounts in large measure alike for
interference with the world is due to some original the strength and the weaknessof Muhammadanism.
weakness of construction and the Deist, in his No one will deny that the effect of the teaching of
anxiety to uphold the credit of the First Cause, is Islam is to produce in its adherents a very real and
led to deny first the need for, and then the fact of,
deep reverence for God, the all-powerful Creator
revelation.
and Kuler of the world. At the same time the
Deism is a curiously unstable system of belief. oppressive sense of a great and unbridged gulf
It could hardly be otherwise, considering that the
between God and man checks and thwarts the
Great
premisses from which it sets out are wanting natural action of man's religious instincts.
in consistency and in deliniteness.
as
is
the regularity with which the prescribed
Beginning by
assuming the unqualified correctness of a few of forms of devotion are observed, the worshipper
the truths which appeal to the religious instinct, adores an infinitely distant God. The specifically
it reaches at length a position in llagrant contraChristian conception of freedom of access to the
diction to fundamental religious beliefs.
The Divine throne is conspicuously absent. When
utility of prayer and the possibility of communicapetitions for particular benefits are offered up,
tion between God and man are ideas which have
they are addressed (at any rate in many parts of
always found a home in the unsophisticated the Muhammadan world) to inferior powers
This degradation of prayer
religious consciousness; yet these are the ideas rather than to God.
which Deism finally discovers to be incompatible is remarkable evidence of the obstacle which Deism
with it;; teaching about the Divine nature. And, opposes to the exercise of man's highest spiritual
wlion these ideas have been repudiated, there function, communion with his Maker.
follows the gradual encroachment of an irreligious
After all, the classical example of the Deistic
temper, and the elimination from life of the tendency is to he found in the 18th cent. Deists;
effective power of religion.
Though nominally and herein lies the justification for attaching to
heliet in God be retained, it becomes
wholly in- the same word an historical and an abstract sense.
'

;

'
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In the writings of Toland, Collins,
other historical Deists is contained the exposition of precisely those ideas which combine to
make up Deism in the abstract. Not, indeed,
that in any single one of these writers is Deism
logically rounded off and cleared from all ineon-

;

Men

seldom press their principles to
nor were the Deists, with their lack
acumen, likely to be exceptions to
the rule. Side by side with arguments which in
effect exclude God's direct action on the world, they
placed statements of belief which the most exacting
Theist would find irreproachable.
Gradually the
logic of events disclosed the true implications oi
their principles, with the result that Deism was
either repudiated in favour of a return to historic
Christianity, or exchanged for avowed infidelity.

sistenoies.

the uttermost

Another interesting Hindu relic is the iron pillar
which stands near the Kutab Minar in Old Delhi.
It was erected by a certain Raja Chandra, and

;

of philosophical

See, further, art.
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the other from Topra in the Umballa district of
the Fanjah.
The pillar on tin- ridge was much
injured by an explosion early in the ISth cent.
that at Firozabad is in an excellent state of presei
vation, and is the most interesting of all the
Asoka pillars, inasmuch as it is the only one on
which the invaluable Seventh Edict is inscribed.

Tindal, and

It is a
be dated approximately A.D. 400.
marvellous example of the skill attained by the
Hindu metallurgists of the time. Close by, the
mosque of Qutb-ud-dln was rebuilt out of the
One
materials of one or more Jain temples.
cloister, with rows of finely carved pillars, remains
The innermost court of this
in good preservation.
mosque, with its corridors and west end, was built
in A.D. 1191, and the screen of arches, the glory of
The
the building, was erected six years later.
splendid tower, the Qutb or Kutab Minar, named
after its founder, was completed by Shams-ud-din
Altamsh (1211-36), who also extended the great
mosque. Much controversy has arisen regarding
the purpose for which this tower was erected.
Fergusson (p. 506) denies that it has any connexion with the great mosque at the south-east
corner of which it stands. According to him,

may
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DELHI. — The name

applied specially to the
on the right bank
modern city of Shahjahanabad
J
of the Jumna (lat. 2S 38' 58" N. ; long. 77° 16' 30" E),
and generally to a collection of ruined cities,
covering an area of about 45 sq. miles, in the
neighbourhood. Classifying these cities from N. to
S., we have (1) Firozabad of Firoz Shah Tughlaq
(c. A.D. 1360),
adjoining modern Delhi on the
south ; (2) Indrapat or Indraprastha, associated
with the earliest legends of the Aryan occupation
of the Jumna valley, the foundation of which by
Yudbisthira and his brothers, the five Pandavas,
the site was
is recorded in the Mahabharata
;

reoccupied by Humayun and Sher Shah (c. 1540)
fortified by Ala-ud-din (c. 1300)
(4)
(3) Sin,
Jahanpanah, the space between old Delhi and
;

;

which was gradually occupied and ultimately connected with the cities N. and S. of
it (c. 1330) ; (5) Old Delhi, or the Fort of Rae
Pithora, the original Delhi of the Pathan invaders
in the 12th century
(6) Tughlaqabad, built by
Muhammad bin Tughlaq (c. 1320). Modern Delhi,
or Shahjahanabad, named after the Emperor
Shahjahan (1628-58), may be said to date from
about 1650, the famous palace being first erected
(1638-48), and forming the nucleus of the new
The cities thus enumerated contain a vast
city.
Siri,

;

variety of architectural remains, some of the
Here it is possible
greatest interest and beauty.
to name only a few of those most closely connected
with the religious beliefs of the successive occu-

pants of this historic site.
In the first place, Delhi contains two of the
famous inscribed pillars of the Emperor Asoka
The inscriptions
{q.i\), erected about 250 B.C.
contain the code of moral and religions precepts
this
ruler.
These pillars,
promulgated by
great
one of which stands on the historic ridge, the
other in the ruined city of Firozabad, were removed to Delhi in A.D. 1356 by Firoz Shah Tughlaq,
the former from Meerut in the United Provinces,

it was not designed as a place from which the mueddin should
the prayers, though its lower gallery may have been
used for that purpose also, but as a tower of victory,— a Jaya
Stambha, in fact,— an emblem of conquest, which the Hindus
could only too easily understand and appreciate.' This view
appears to be mistaken.
Cunningham (Archaeological Reports, iv. p. ix)
shows that it is distinctly called a mazemah, or
'

call

muazzin's tower, by the Syrian geographer Abulfida

and he cites several examples of
early mosques which have but one minar each.
The inscriptions also prove that this was the purpose of its erection.
The lovely Alal Darwaza, or gate of Ala, was
built by Ala-ud-din Khilji (1295-1315).
Close by
is the beautiful tomb of Shams-ud-din.
'Though small,' writes Fergusson, 'it is one of the richest
examples of Hindu art applied to Mahomedan purposes that
Old Delhi affords, and is extremely beautiful, though the
(A.D. 1273-1345),

builders still display a certain inaptness in fitting Lin details to
their new purposes. ... In addition to the beauty of its details,
it is interesting as being the oldest tomb known to exist in
India.

He

[Shams-ud-din] died A.D. 1236.'

Among

the

other

interesting

and

beautiful

mosques, of which Delhi possesses such a large
the
number, the following may be mentioned
Kala or Kalah Masjid, built in Firozabad about
A.D. 1380, is interesting as an example of the early
:

so-called Pathan style.
The facade of the mosque
of Slier Shah in the Purana Qila is, says Fanshawe
the
most
22S),
(p.
quite
striking bit of coloured
decoration at Delhi, and has been satisfactorily
restored. . . . The interior is extremely fine, the
pattern in the pendentives below the dome being
very effective.' 'The Jami' Masjid, or cathedral
mosque of Shahjahan, built in 1048-50, is,' says
Fergusson (p. 600), 'not unlike, in plan, the Moti
Masjid of Agra (q.v.), though built on a much
'

larger scale, and adorned with two noble minarets,
which are wanting in the Agra example ; while,
from the somewhat capricious admixture of red
sandstone with white marble, it is far from possessing the same elegance and purity of effect. It is,
however, one of the few mosques, either in India or
elsewhere, that are designed to produce a pleasing
effect externally.'
This great mosque, built close
to the palace, seems to have rendered it unnecessary
to erect a private court chapel within its walls.
When a Moti Masjid was added by Aurangzib, the

building was small, and, though pretty, quite unworthy of the place, and illustrates the rapid

decadence of

Muharnmadan

ecclesiastical

tecture after the time of Shahjahan.

archi-
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equally rich in the

is

number and

mental

variety
of its sepulchres.
Humayun, the second Mughal
In mere beauty,'
Emperor, lies in a stately tomb.
says Fanshawe (p. 230), it cannot, of course, compare with the Taj at Agra, but there is an effect
of strength about it which becomes the last restingplace of a Moghul warrior whose life was marked
by many struggles and vicissitudes ; and most
people will probably prefer its greater simplicity
to either the son's [Akbar's] tomb at Sikandra,
near Agra, or the grandson's [Jahangir's] tomb at
Shadara, near Lahore.' The dargah, or shrine, of
'

'

'

Shaikh Nizani-ud-din Auliya and the other Chishti
shrines at Ajmir, the Kutab and Pakpattan, are
the places most revered in all India by Muhanimadans.
His story is fully given by Fanshawe
(p. 236), who believes that there is no ground for
the popular legend which attributes the origin
of Thuggee to him.
He died at Delhi in A.D.
1324, and the buildings the gate of which bears
the date 1378 are mostly due to the Emperor
Flroz Shah Tughlaci. Round the resting-place of
the saint are many beautiful and interesting monuments.
That of Jahanara Begam, the faithful
daughter of the Emperor Shahjahan, bears the
Let green grass only conceal
touching epitaph

—

—

'

:

my grave

is the best covering of the grave
Close by is the tomb of the unfortunate Emperor Muhammad Shah, who died in
;

grass

of the meek.'

1748, in whose time Delhi was captured and
sacked by the ruthless Persian, Nadir Shah. If
not a triumph of design, its beautiful pierced
marble screens are admirable. Near these are the
earlier tombs of the poet Amir Khusru, who died
in 1324, and of the historian Khondamir the
latter not being now identifiable.

—

—
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DELIBERATION.— Deliberation is a complex
mental state, preceding, and issuing in, choice or
decision.
It is a fundamental characteristic of
personal consciousness, due to the fact that a mind
furnished with experience is generally confronted
with alternative possibilities. There is in the child
a long and interesting genetic period before fullblown deliberation is born. This early dawning
stage, before self-consciousness has arrived, and
while the processes of decision are below the ideational level, has been called 'deliberative suggestion.'
While life is still on the organic and
impulsive level, co-ordinate sense-stimuli confront
one another, and there is a corresponding conflict
of motor-reactions.
Baldwin, in his Mental Development (p. 127), gives a good
example of this primitive type of deliberation. A child of eight
months, under his observation, formed the habit of scratching
the face of its mother or nurse with its finger-nails, until, as a
result, the close proximity of any face was a sufficient suggestion for it to give a violent scratch. To break the habit, the
child's father slapped its fingers each time it scratched, and
after a few experiences the habitual reaction was checked.
When a face approached the child, it would grow solemn and
«iuiet, and gaze at the face, hardly moving a muscle; then,
after a trying period of balance, it would either suddenly
scratch or turn away to something which its father provided as
a counter-attraction.

Out

stage, until one alternative dominates
attention and is selected, though throughout life
conscious deliberation is only rarely necessary.
Organized, i.e. habitual, reactions determine a very
large part of our choices, and, though we often
delay action because of inhibitory tendencies, such
delay is not necessarily deliberation. Much of our
deliberation, again, does not rise to a clear cogniBlurred images, fitful
tion of alternative ends.
feelings, disconnected words, or a system of mental
for
the
act of deliberation,
often
stand
labels,'
and we oscillate from one alternative to the other
without a clear forecast of the grounds at issue, or
the ends in view. Moreover, we are often relieved
of the necessity to deliberate by the dynamic character of ideas.
Many of the acts of a normal
person are ideo-motor, that is to say, the idea itself
is propulsive enough to sweep directly and unhindered into action. All ideas would thus produce
action (1) if they were sufficiently propulsive, and
(2) if they did not meet conflicting situations in
the mind. It is this complex conflict of ideas, of
reasons, of motives, of practical means, that forces
deliberation upon us.
The inhibitory situation which blocks impulsive
tendencies or ideo-motor action, and which involves
indecision and deliberation, may be, and often is,
the marginal, or fringe, consciousness that forms
the background to the idea in full focus.
cannot tell why we do not act upon the idea which
feel an indescribpoints us towards any end.
able restraint that checks our impulses and holds
us from action. As W. James puts it

of this organic and neural stage, the higher,
These
full-grown type of deliberation evolves.
instinctive and impulsive motor processes, with
their corresponding emotional tones, are gradually
registered in consciousness and furnish the basic
memory-material for real deliberation. The alternatives now in conflict are more or less clearly
envisaged, and in turn occupy the centre of the

We

We

:

No matter how sharp the foreground-reasons may be, or
how imminently close to bursting through the dam and carrying the motor consequences their own way, the background,
'

.
however dimly felt, is always there ; and its presence .
serves as an effective check upon the irrevocable discharge'
(Princ. of Psychology, ii. 529).
.

The period of hesitation, balance, or deliberation
may be indefinitely prolonged ; but usually, by
processes which are largely sub-conscious, the
reasons for one alternative over the other, or for
one possibility over the others, come into clearer
'

'

focus, stay fixed in attention, and plainly dominate;
and the mind settles into a decision.
The moral significance of this inward balance,
All
this weighing of alternatives, is obvious.
higher ethical behaviour has its rise here. The
who deliberates is no longer at the mercy of

person
the solicitation of instinct, impulse, or a sudden
thought for all these motor tendencies are now
forced to run the gauntlet of well-organized inhibitions. Each idea must dominate, if it is to dominate
at all, by finding its place in the complex whole of
a formed consciousness by adjusting itself to the
ground-swell of a fashioned character.
A genuine moral decision, a self-determined
action, is arrived at only when the permanent core
and that is
of the self has found expression
ordinarily reached through serious reflexion and
is
deliberation
in
which
inner
struggle,
exhausting
;

;

its

deepest significance

—
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DELICT.— Considerable difficulty exists in regard to the definition of the term delict in Roman
law and in systems of modern law founded on the
Roman. The difficulties are not so great, however,
as those which attach to the definition of 'tort,'
the term which, on the whole, corresponds to it in
English lawyers have (ailed to proEnglish law.
duce a perfectly satisfactory definition of the latter
and
it
is'
term,
probable that it really represents,
as M;ukl>\ (Elements of Law, p. 347) says, a false
'

'

DELUGE
Usage, due to historical accident

classification.

and variety of jurisdiction, has excluded from the

English term eases which in principle fall under it.
Thedeliuition of 'delict' in General Jurisprudence
ought to give the essential principle underlying the
technicalities of particular legal systems.

Moyle

(Just in id ni

Institutiones, lib.

iv.

A

pt.

1,

delict is usually defined as a violanote) says
tion of a jus in rem which generates an obligation remissible by the private individual who is
wronged.' He finds fault with this definition, as
admitting cases where the party injured is only
entitled to recover damages. According to Moyle
three peculiarities: they
[il>.), true delicts possess
give rise to independent obligations ; they always
involve dolus or culpa ; and the remedies by which
they are redressed are penal. Sol\m(Instit utes.Hng.
3
tr. , 1901, p. 432), on the other hand, includes such
non-penai actions under actions arising from ' delicts.
The above definition seeks to distinguish delict,'
as generating an obligation remissible by the private
individual, from crime.' This is to adopt Austin's
distinction between civil and criminal injuries ; for
he holds that the distinction consists in a mere difference of procedure, viz. whether the offence is pursued at the discretion of the injured party or at that
of the State (Lectures on Jurisprudence*, p. 405).
'

:

545

The involuntary eletional element is present.
ment arises from the law which forces on the judge
the position of having to decide the suit. Yet this
very case shows that dolus or culpa may be present
If this is

in quasi-delicts.

the true point of dis-

between delict and quasi-delict, it justifies
comment of Austin (styled by Pollock
perverse and unintelligent criti[op. cit. p. 18]
cism'), which implies that there is no essentia]
distinction from the point of view of legal classification between quasi-contract and Quasi-delict
tinction

the profound

'

The only possible distinccit. p. 914).
must be that stated by Austin that, in the
arises
from services rendered ;
the
one,
obligation
in the other, from wrong done or services omitted.
(Austin, op.
tion

:

—

Literature. Institutes of Justinian, Sandars'or Moyle'sed.;
5
London, 1SU3 T. E.
Austin, Lectures on Jurisprudence
Holland, Elements of Jurisprudence™, Oxford, 1906; W.
Markby, Elements of Law*, do. 1885; F. Pollock, Law of
Torts*, London, 1907 A. Underhill, Law of Torts', do. 1905.
George J. Stokes.

J.

,

;

;

DELOS.— See Amphictyony.

'

Blackstone (iv. 5), followed by Holland {Elements
10
p. 320), regards the distinction
of Jurisprudence
as turning on whether the wrong is one against
individuals as individuals, or affects the whole
community as a community. Again, some have
regarded the very circumstance whether mere redress is given for loss suffered, or whether, on the
other hand, a penalty is inflicted for wrong done,
,

as the distinguishing feature between civil and
If the latter line of distinction
criminal injuries.
be adopted, what Moyle considers an essential of
all delicts would become the distinguishing characteristic of crimes as contrasted with delicts.
In English law, wrongs to property to which no
ethical censure attaches are included among 'torts.'
Pollock (Law of Torts*, p. 18), in order to maintain
intact the features of dolus (' wrongful intention ')
or culpa ('negligence'), and consequent penal culpathat
bility, as essential ingredients in those torts
are delicts, regards the torts from which these
features are absent as obligations arising, not ex
This leads to the
delicto, but quasi ex delicto.
distinction between delicts and quasi-delicts.
By
some there is said to be no distinction in principle,
delicts being those wrongs which were made actionable by the old civil law of Rome, <?<«m-delicts
those which were made actionable by the legislation
of the prastor.
If, however, we take the instances
given in the Institutes of Justinian, a judge who,
corruptly or through ignorance of law, has made a
suit his own, and an innkeeper who is responsible
we see a
for the loss of property of his guests,
distinction perfectly analogous to that between
As
in
some
cases
and
contracts.
contracts
quasithe law establishes a tie or obligation between
the parties, the same as would have existed had
there been a contract between them, so, in other
cases, it establishes an obligation similar to that

—

—

which would have arisen, had a delict been committed. The point of difference between a contract
and a quasi-contract is that one is formed voluntarily by the person bound, the other is formed
In like manner, in the case of a
involuntarily.
action from which
delict, there is voluntary action
in the case of a quasiit is possible to abstain
delict, the obligation arises from an act or position
in regard to which the person bound has had no
The judge must decide the suit. The
option.
innkeeper is bound by the act of the thief. There

—

;

or may not lie dolus or culpa. It is true that,
in the case of the corruptly decided suit, a volivol. iv.
35

may

—

DELPHI.— See Aiwthictyony,

Oracles

(Gr.).

DELUGE.— I.

Meaning of the term.— The
word Deluge (Lat. diluvium, Fr. deluge, a
great Hood '(has been very generally used to denote
the Bible Flood (Heb. tep) recorded in Gn 6-9".
It is commonly understood to imply that the
Noachian Flood, as the narrative naturally suggests, covered the surface of the whole world, and
that all men and all terrestrial animals perished,
saved in the Ark
excepting those " providentially
5
21 23
7 13
9' ).
7
(see esp. 6
II. Supposed confirmation of the Bible Deluge.
So considered, the Deluge formed, it was once
believed, a very important epoch in the world's
'

'

'

-

—

history.
1.

Attention was called to the marked difference

between the extinct species of animals which lived
before the Deluge, and whose fossil remains are
found in various geological strata, and those in
nor does it seem
existence at the present day
always to have been realized that this distinction
is in itself an argument against the literal truth of
the Bible narrative, according to which all species
of animals should have survived, or God's purpose
must have failed.
;

2. A more cogent proof of the general truth of
the Bible story seemed to lie in the fact that
Deluge stories, or stories in which a great Flood
forms a more or less prominent part, are remarkably frequent in the folklore of the ancient literature of peoples scattered over the greater part of
the world. It has been confidently argued that
these all originated in the great universal Deluge,
of which they were more or less obscure traditions

handed down from their ancestors— Shem, Ham,
and Japheth. Moreover, special stress was laid on
the extraordinary accuracy with which the memory
of certain details had in some cases been preserved
(see below, IV. A. v.).
III. Reasons for not accepting a universal
Deluge. The belief in a universal Deluge has
long been abandoned by well-informed writers.
1.
It was found impossible thus to account
satisfactorily for the various races of mankind and

—

their distribution. Ethnological research suggested
the existence of races altogether independent of

the Bible system, who survived the Flood and
were themselves descended from a pre-Adamite
stock (see Antediluvians).
2. But the most fatal objections are those that
arise from a study of the natural sciences.
(o) Geology, as now understood, gives a very simple and

credible account of the history of the world by natural agenciesshrinkage, gradual sinkings and upheavals, deposits by action of
animalcule and otherwise, the action of heat, water, and ice,
It is, in fact, absolutely
etc., in which a Deluge finds no place.
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impossible, unless we may postulate a period in which the surface of the earth was so even that all the water possible at any
But even
it as one vast ocean.
given time could have covered
if this ever were so, such a Deluge would find its analogue, not
Ui the Bible Flood, but in the deep (UMm) of Gn 12.
has abundantly proved
(b) The study of comparative Zoology
that there is no definitely marked division between extinct
be
species of animals and those of the present day which could
accounted for by such a break in the history of the animal world.
In fact, the extinct species, as, e.g., the trilobite, ammonite, and
ichthyosaurus, had died put countless ages before man appeared
on the earth, and by the operation of natural laws which still
'

'

prevail.

true of plant life and its history. And in
this connexion it may be observed that the Bible story, in contradistinction to the Akkadian (see below, IV. A. vi. (m)), says
of
the
preservation of vegetation, the greater part of
nothing
which muBt have perished had the Flood lasted a year.
(c)

The same

also

is

unscientific mind, however, the most
striking difficulties are those which arise from the
obvious improbabilities, or rather impossibilities,
of the story of Genesis itself.
3.

To the

Most

have from childhood, through the influence of
pictures and toy-arks, been accustomed to imagine Noah's Ark
as a great vessel with a huge raised hold in the middle. But
there is nothing in the Hebrew n3n or in the Bible narrative to
suggest anything of the kind. The Ark was rather a huge box
with a closed door and dark windows, which had to be opened
for its inmates to look out. There were no sails or oars, no
sailors to navigate this strange structure or tell Noah what he
wished to know. The box, nevertheless, floated safely across
what one would naturally have supposed a stormy sea (see Gn 7 n
and cf. Akkadian story [V. A. i.]), and that for presumably some
hundreds of miles to the mountains of Armenia (Ararat). Large
as this box was, it was infinitely too small to contain sevens of
all clean animals, and pairs of unclean animals, as we now know
of us

,

them. But this is what the story requires, unless we are to
suppose a thing highly improbable in itself, and opposed to
geological records that there has been a very large evolution
of species since that, geologically speaking, recent period. These
animals, thus huddled up together, are tended and preserved for
apparently a whole year with necessarily huge supplies of food
of various kinds animal and vegetable. In a word, four men
and four women were able to do, under such conditions, without,
it would seem, the slightest difficulty, what taxes the utmost
skill and ingenuity of zoologists with such space and under such
conditions as are possible in our Zoological Gardens. Imagine,
for example, the hippopotamus or the seal a whole year without
water, or the polar bear cooped up for a single year in the vitiated
But even these difficulties
atmosphere of a room in the Ark
are hardly so bewildering to the imagination as those connected
with collecting the animals and getting them into the Ark. If
we attempt to realize the journeys necessary to the Tropics and
the Arctic regions, to islands and continents, to marshes and
mountains and seas, the difficulty of capturing all these animals
alive, bringing them back and getting them into the Ark, we are
forced to the conclusion that it was absolutely impossible, except
by a series of miracles, of which the story in the Bible gives no
hint. The whole is narrated in a simple childlike way by those
who evidently did not see the difficulties, and obviously could
not have seen them then as we see them now.

—

—

—

'

'

!

A

further ground for not accepting as literally
4.
true the Bible Deluge story will be found by comparing it with parallel stories of similar origin
which will presently be discussed. It will be
sufficient to observe here that diverging accounts
of any supposed event tend of themselves to cast
suspicion on any one of them, unless that is
obviously the source of the rest, which certainly
cannot be proved of the Bible story.
5. To these difficulties may be added, in conclusion, the general difficulties in accepting as
historically and literally true the early chapters
of Genesis, of which the Deluge story forms a
One who on scientific grounds rejects the
part.
literal truth of Gn 1, or on mythological grounds
that of Gn 2. 3, would very naturally feel some
hesitation in accepting the Deluge story, even if it
presented no serious difficulties of its own.
IV. Explanations of Deluge stones discussed.
But, if such a Deluge as that described in the Bible
is impossible, at least without a series of improbable
miracles, how else explain the prevalence of that
belief among so many and so far-separated
peoples ?
An attempt to answer this question will form the
chief subject of this article.
It involves a comThe Deluge, or Flood, Btoriea in
plicated inquiry.
question vary so greatly that a really adequate
discussion would
carry us beyond our necessary
limits.
The reader will grasp the full force of the

—

arguments given only if he studies for himself the
stories as given by Andree and in other sources

here referred to. The course now proposed is first
to give the answers which have already been
suggested, with such illustrations and comments
as may help the student towards a satisfactory
solution, and then to discuss separately some of
the more important stories or groups of stories on

mainly ethnological or geographical lines.
Speaking generally, then, the following five
explanations have been given of the prevalence of

Deluge, or Flood, stories among different races of
mankind that they are (A) traditions of the Bible
Deluge (B) traditions of independent, generally
(C) pseudolocal, floods of greater or less extent
scientific explanations of natural phenomena or
the like (D) parts of cosmological systems (E)
Nature myths. In point of fact, comparatively few
writers have adopted any one of these theories
exclusively.
Cheyne, for example, in his article
:

;

;

;

;

9
made a marked distinction
'Deluge,' in EBr
between a Deluge proper a supposed submersion
whole world and partial floods, which may
have given rise to Deluge stories. Certainly few,
whatever general theory of Deluge stories they
may hold, would fail to recognize that the Chinese
story, at any rate, is based on the tradition of a
,

—

of the

local flood.

—

—

A. The traditional origin of Deluge stories. Is
the belief that the many and various Deluge stories
of different parts of the world had their common
origin in the Flood described in the Bible, borne
out by the stories themselves in detail and by
what we may reasonably infer as to their history?
i. Andree
lays special stress on the fact that
there are many parts of the world where no Deluge
story has yet been discovered, such as Egypt and
Japan. There are others, such as Africa, where
they are very rare. It is therefore, so far as our
present knowledge goes, an exaggeration to say,
with some writers, that the tradition of a Deluge
of some sort is practically universal, or even, as

Lenormant maintained {Orig. i. 489), among all
except black races. On the other hand, it must
frankly be recognized that Flood stories are very
numerous, and that they are found among nations
scattered far and wide over the world.
ii. Exceptions must be made of a large number
of stories which have evidently a local origin.
iii. Account must be taken of the influence of
missionaries in unconsciously, or even consciously,
changing and developing folklore, and of the
difficulty which the savage mind has in distinguishing clearly between old and new, and its
frequent tendency to paint the old in new colours.
It was the avowed policy of many missionaries to
make Bible stories more acceptable by combining
them with ideas with which their converts were
Moreover, the missionary,
already familiar.
through whom the Deluge stories were in many
cases originally communicated, was a prejudiced
witness.
He had a very natural wish to find confirmation of an event which he believed to be
undeniably true, and which it seemed impiety to
deny. No wonder if, without the least wish to
deceive, he encouraged his heathen convert to give
him the kind of information he desired, and, in
reporting it, unconsciously assimilated it still more
Andree (p. Ill) has
to the familiar Bible story.
given an interesting example of the way in which
natives were sometimes asked leading questions.
iv. That many of the Deluge stories current
among uncivilized tribes were actually coloured by
Christian influence becomes evident on examinaFor it will be
tion of the stories themselves.
found that

—

(a)

stress

Those Biblical details on which so much
is sometimes laid are often attached to a
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story entirely unlike
both in character and
Thus the sending out of
man who had found refuge

the Bible Deluge narrative,
in purpose.

the raven and the dove hy the old
from the Deluge in a boat on '"
I
the Rocky Mountains (Dene Indians) is altogether meaningless,
and yet, according to Petitot, il is almost exactly similar to the
Bible incident, except that a fir-branch is substituted for the
there unknown olive-branch. A still more interesting variation
is found in a story as told by the South-American Macusi
tribe,
in which a rat sent out to
investigate matters came buck with an
ear of maize in its mouth. Here the Biblical motive is combined
with the common feature among Indian Deluge stories of sending
out animals to procure land (see below, IV. C. (a)).
(b)

The Deluge

stories

which thus resemble the

Bible narrative in some of

its details

their Biblical colouring

often betray

by mixing up other familiar
such as the creation of woman and

Bible stories,
the Tower of Babel.
When we read in the story of the Macusi just referred to that,
when the Good Spirit created the lirst man, the latter fell into a

sleep, and on waking up found a woman standing by his
side, we are not surprised to hear the incident of the rat and the
ear of maize. In a story of the
Papagos, in Arizona, it is the
hero of the Deluge, Montezuma, who,
disregarding the warning
of the Great Spirit, builds a house that should reach to

deep

heaven,
destroyed before its completion by lightning from
heaven. In the story of the Washo, a Californian tribe, the
slaves are compelled by their masters to build a
temple as a place
of refuge from any future Flood.
When a great earthquake
with a terrible rain of tire occurs, and the templesinks
up to its
dome in the Tahoe Lake, the masters clamber in vain on to its
top, from whence they are hurled by the angry god. Andree
remarks here that the building of the temple is evidently a
modern feature alien to the customs of the tribe, and certainlva
domed temple is not a very ancient feature. That the purpose
of the temple is not worship, but
escape from the Flood, would
seem to suggest an early adaptation of the Tower of Babel story.
It would thus be a parallel to the storv of the
neighbouring
Papagos, and to that of the Mandans (see IV. A. vi. (e)).

which

is

(c) Speaking generally, what have the appearance of traits due to Christian influence are found
most frequently in those countries where Christian
intluence has been longest at work,
especially on

the American continent.
v.

The argument from

Biblical details in Flood
any case hazardous, as it proves too

stories is in

much. We find details not given in the Bible
repeating themselves in a most
remarkable way in the legends of localities far
removed from each other.
narrative also

(1) The boat or
moored by a rope.
some

raft of safety

is

A new element

of the ropes not being long

frequently described as

is sometimes introduced
by
enough and the occupants of

the boats being drowned (Finns [Lenormant,
Origincs, i. 455)).
In one form of a legend of the Pelew Islanders, such was the
fate even of the one surviving old woman, until the oldest of the
gods in pity revived her. (2) Again, the Greek story of Deukalion
and Pyrrha and the stones has an exact analogy in the
Btory of
the Maipuri, in which the coco-nuts thrown
by the man over his
head become men, those thrown by the woman, women. In the
of
other tribes on the Orinoco, as also of the
legend
Macusi,
stones were thrown by the surviving man.
In a Lithuanian
story a rainbow was sent to the old couple to comfort them, and
to advise them, if they would have
offspring, to leap over 'the
bones of the earth.' (3) The miraculous growth of the
fish, a
conspicuous feature of the Indian legend (see V. D. i.), has its
counterpart in the cuttle-fish of the Thlinkits, which grew so
as
to
fill
the
whole
house.
large
It is by no means easy to say how far features of this kind
are
actually borrowed from other stories, and how far they are the
result of imagination and reason acting in similar fashion on
different peoples. There is certainly no
difficulty in supposing
that the tying of the boat was introduced as the most natural
thing for the survivors to do. On the other hand, the enigmatical phrase bones of the earth combined with the consolation of the rainbow (Lithuanians), and a similar combination of
the stones story with the rat and the maize-ear
(Macusi, see
above, IV. A. iv. (a)), suggest that both elements in either case
were due originally to the influence of Christian teachers. We
can readily understand how well-educated missionaries
might,
in drawing attention to the
prevalence of Deluge stories, have
instanced that of Deukalion, and how such a
picturesque incident
might have found its way into a popular folk-tale.
'

'

vi. The
extraordinary variety in every detail in
the difl'erent Deluge stories makes it
improbable
that all originated from one traditional
story, as
will best be realized
by taking what might be
as
the
normal type and pointing out some
regarded
of the variations which we find.
Thus («) some
god or gods, angry with the Antediluvians (6)
usually on some specific ground, (c) determine to
send a Deluge, but (d) give
warning of it to some
:
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one or more beings, (e) The latter, usually following Divine directions, construct some kind of boat
"i
box, or adopt some other means of escape.
(/) In this structure they preserve also the necessaries of life, including domestic animals, more
rarely pairs of animals generally,
(g) Shortly
after,

(A)

Deluge,
land

'in

by rain or other means, (i) comes a
When the Deluge subsides,
they
or island, and (I) sometimes

(j)

(/.:)

some mountain

a sacrifice, (m) Future descendants of men
(and sometimes of animals also) are reproduced,
often in a miraculous way. (n) The survivors (or
the chief of them) are translated to heaven.
This imaginary norm, from which, or from
something like it, all the stories might naturally
be supposed to have come, is obtained by putting
together the features which are most frequently
offer

found. No story, in fact, gives them all. Even
the Bible story has no translation of Noah (but see

The Greek legends have no
post-diluvian sacrifice, and the Indian story in its
earliest forms gives no reason at all for the Deluge.
But, apart from such omissions, we find variations,
under each head, of almost every conceivable kind.
(a) The Deluge, though almost always the work
of some god, is occasionally, among the North
American Indians, ascribed to a malignant being,
as the Black Serpent (Algonquins), an eagle(Pimas),
or a raven (Hare Indians).
Antediluvians).

(6) (1) The Deluge is a punishment for sin, not
among the Pelew and Fiji
and Society Islanders, the Algonquins, and some
others.
(2) More frequently it results from the
resentment of a god for some act of violence or
personal injury, such as, rather frequently, the
refusal of hospitality (Greek Deukalion story) or

only in the Bible, but

the slaying of a favourite. Thus, according to a
Greek Flood story preserved by Nonnus, it was
sent to put out a conflagration caused by Zeus for
the murder of Dionysos by the Titans (Usener,
In a story of the Fiji Islanders it is the
p. 42).
anger of the god for the slaughter of his favourite
bird.
The Dayaks of Borneo attribute a great
Flood to the destruction and cooking of a boa
constrictor.
With the Hare Indians (N. America)
it is the raven who brings about the Deluge to
punish the Wise Man for having thrown him into
the fire, though, curiously enough, the raven
escapes with him on the raft. Even more original
is the cause of the Deluge as reported from the
Leeward Islands.
fisherman who had been
fishing in sacred waters caught the hair of the
sea-god as the latter was having a nap (Ellis,
Polynesian Researches, ii. 58). (3) In the Transylvanian Gipsy story it is the punishment for the
disobedience of a woman in eating a forbidden fish
a motive which may have originated from the
Bible story of the Fall. In both these last stories
the Deluge appears singularly unreasonable. In
the latter the woman herself, who is alone responsible for the crime, is slain by the first Bash
of lightning; in the former, more unfairly still,
the fisherman, his wife, and, according to some
versions of the story, a few friends, are alone
allowed to escape.
(c) The warning of the Deluge is generally made
by revelation, sometimes directly (Genesis), sometimes by another god than the author of the Deluge
(Akkadian), often through the medium of some
animal, as the fish, which a later form of the
story regards as an incarnation of Visnu (Indian),
by a wounded dog (Cherokees), or by llamas to a

A

—

shepherd (Peru). The last two cases seem to have
arisen out of the observed faculty that some
domestic animals have of foretelling rain. The
motive of the Indian story seems connected with
an ancient mythological conception, which attached
a peculiar sanctity to the fish. In a story of the
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Pimas a warning is given three times in vain by an
eagle (himself the cause of the Flood) to a prophet
(Bancroft, Nil iii. 78).
(d) Those who are permitted to escape vary very
Frequently it is one person only, as the
largely.
old man in the Gipsy story referred to above, the
Szeuka
son
(Pimas, see Bancroft, iii. 78), one
god's
woman (Borneo), or frequently a man and his
wife (Darjiling, Himalayas), a brother and sister
(Kolarians, East India), or two pairs Andamanese).
Less frequently a few friends or relatives are also
saved, as in the Bible and in the Leeward Islands
(

where, however, accounts differ. Barely
we find a considerable number, including slaves
(Akkadian). In a highly original story of Kabadi,
in New Guinea, all the men escape by getting up
into the peak of a mountain and waiting till the
Deluge has subsided. In other stories they are all
destroyed, and the Deluge is followed by a new
creation (Kashmir). Especially was this the case
where the purpose of the Deluge was the destrucIn some
tion of monsters (see Antediluvians).
American Indian stories it is an animal only that
survives, such as the coyote (Wappo, etc., Caliin a legend of the neighbouring Papagos,
fornia)
it is the coyote and the demi-god Montezuma, while
the Thlinkits make the raven and his mother the
stories,

;

sole survivors.
(e) While by far the most usual means of escape
by one or more boats or rafts, there are a few
legends outside the Bible story in which a larger or
smaller box or ark serves the purpose, as with the
Banarof Cambodia and in some forms of the Greek
Deukalion legend. Possibly this is the origin of
the so-called Big Canoe,' a sort of sacred tub,
which forms the centre of extremely curious ceremonies among the N. American Mandans, which
are certainly connected with some old Deluge
story (see G. Catlin, O-Kee-pa, London, 1866).
Very frequently the refugees escape to a mountain,
either by means of a boat or directly, and some
very curious and graphic accounts are given of the
straits to which the survivors were reduced, as the
water came higher and higher.
Thua in a legend of the Ojibwas, Manabozho, when the waters
have reached the mountain peak, gets up into the topmost branch

is

'

of a fir-tree, where the waters gradually rise to his mouth, in
which position he has to wait five days before he discovers a
means of safety. In another story the survivors escape from
the mountain peak in a coco-nut shell thrown down casually by
a god as he was feasting (Lithuanians) ; and in yet another it is
by a canoe which the survivor makes out of a piece of the sky
(Sac and Fox Indians). In not a few stories the survivors escape
by simply climbing up into a fruit-tree (Karens in Burma, Tupi
in Brazil, Acawaios in British Guiana), or, more curiously still,
by sheltering under a tree (Mundari of East India). In some
Peruvian stories the mountain of refuge itself floats on the
Deluge like a boat. Caves are, singularly enough, the place of
refuge in a legend of the Mexican Cholula and of the Arawaks
of British Guiana, and the hole of a monster land-crab serves the
purpose in the story of the Uraus, a tribe of the KolarifUD
Indians. From a translation of a very remarkable bark pictograph of a tribe of the Algonquins, it would appear that the
place of refuge was a turtle's back, which became identified with
an island. But quaintest of all is the story of the Crees, in
which the one surviving girl saves herself by catching hold of
the foot of an eagle, which carries her to the top of a lofty
mountain. In the Thlinkit story the raven and his mother
escape in the skins of cranes ; in that of the Papagos the coyote
saves himself in a bamboo sealed with resin.

(/) Speaking generally, food for the future is
provided in one of two ways, either by the survivors taking it with them, as in the Bible story,
or by its being produced in some marvellous way
afterwards. The preservation of animals, apart
from their use for food and sacrifice, is very rare,
not being found even in the Akkadian version, and
is probably derived from the Bible story.
Food is
miraculously brought to the surviving Brothers by
two primeval parrots in a Peruvian story (cf, Elijah
and the ravens) in another the survivors feed on
fish, which they warm under their arm-pits (Tolowa
;

in California).

(g) The Deluge in many stories comes without
warning, as, it would appear, the necessary consequence of crime, e.g. the cooking of the fish and
the serpent respectively in the Gipsy and Dayak
stories already referred to.
More frequently it is
after a short interval of a day or so, not foretold
beforehand. The 7th day of "the Bible (Gn V- 10 ),
and probably of the Akkadian story also, has its
parallel in a late version of the Indian story (see
below, V. D. i. (3)).

(h) The physical causes to which the Deluge is
assigned in different legends are numerous. Naturally enough it is generally rain, often with thunder
and lightning. In a Sac and Fox Indian story the
rain is said to have fallen in drops as large as a
wigwam. Less frequently it is the incursion of a
wave (Washo, California), or the pouring in of the
water of the sea on to the land (Makah Indians of
Cape Flattery). Sometimes it is the sudden melting of the winter snow, as when a mouse gnawed
through the bag containing the heat and let it
out (Chippewas). Sometimes the cause ascribed is
man accidentally lets fall and
very fantastic.
breaks the jar containing the water of the ocean
which he had picked up out of curiosity (Haiti),
and it is the same motive, with the same fatal
consequences, that tempts the ape to remove the
mat which covered the waters in a hollow tree
through which they communicated with the ocean
(Acawaios).
(i) In a Finnish story the Deluge is of hot water.
According to a legend of the Quiche Indians, a
deluge of resin followed one of water, and in some
cases tire may be said to take the place of water,
the conflagration story being in many respects
analogous to the more usual deluge of water (Yuracares of Bolivia, Mundari of East India ; cf. artt.

A

Ages of the Would).
In extent the Deluge varies from an obviously
Very frequently
everything is covered except a few lofty ranges such
as the Bocky Mountains (Dene Indians).
In one
Australian legend the low island of refuge alone
remained uncovered, when the lofty mountain on
the mainland, on which the people had taken
refuge, was submerged, this idea probably arising
from a not uncommon notion that islands float.
(j) The duration of the Deluge is very seldom
given, and, as the two Bible narratives differ both
from one another and from the Akkadian (see
below, V. A. i.), little importance need be attached
to the fact that 40 days, in agreement with the
Bible (J), is the duration of the Deluge according
to some of the legends of the Polynesian Islands
It is
(see Max Miiller in Preface to Gill's Myths).
hardly likely that in all these centuries a single
isolated detail should have been accurately preserved which had become obliterated in what were,
ex hypothesi, comparatively early recollections of
the fact.
(k) See under (e).
(/) This is an uncommon feature almost confined
to the Semitic legends and some forms of the
Deukalion story. In the most important Indian
story the Deluge leads up to a very complicated
and scarcely intelligible religious ceremony ; but
this belongs rather to the next head.
(m) The most striking example of this is the
but, as already
story of Deukalion and Pyrrha
pointed out (IV. A. v. (2)), it has its analogies and
possibly its derivatives in a Lithuanian and in
A more recertain S. American Indian stories.
markable proceeding is that of the surviving
to
the
coyote, who, according
Wappo Indians,
planted feathers wherever the wigwams used to
stand and they grew into men and women. A
similar story is told by Bancroft (iii. 87) of some
Californian tribes who relate that men were created
local flood to a universal deluge.

;
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by the coyote and a feather which became an eagle.
The Dene Indians sometimes asserted that the
gods changed animals into men, but it is not explained where the animals came from. In a story
of the Pimas Szeuka, the surviving son of a god,
having slain the eagle which had caused the Deluge,
restored to life those whom it had killed (Bancroft,
iii. 78).
The Indian post-diluvian rite was a com-

plicated sacrificial ceremony by which Manu was
apparently directed to produce both men and
animals by an offering of clarified butter. But it
is impossible here to distinguish primitive legend
from later ritual and mystic accretions.
Where there is a single survivor, or only survivors of one sex, the re-peopling of the earth is
frequently effected by union with some god or

animal.

We have an example of the former in a story of the Pelew
Islanders. In the story of the Crees the surviving maiden
forms an alliance with the great eagle, through whom she has
effected her escape. In a Peruvian story one of the surviving
brothers seizes the parrot who has brought him food and she
becomes his wife. In the Akkadian story the preservation of
seed is almost a unique feature. The necessity of re-planting
the earth, or at any rate of re-stocking it with cereals and
vegetables, does not generally seem to have suggested itself.

The apotheosis

(h)

an
There

of the chief survivors is

important feature of the Babylonian story.
9
may possibly be a trace of it also in Gn 6 (P

Gn

5- 4

;

cf.

see

Antediluvians).
If, then, the argument from the many existing
Deluge stories were pressed, the most that it could
with any reason be supposed to prove would be
a purely colourless tradition of a Deluge or great
Flood of some sort but any such argument would
have to be largely discounted, if not altogether
neutralized, by facts to be considered under the
next head.
B. Local inundations.
That this supposition
;

;

—

will account for a very large
stories is obvious.

number

of Flood

The Chinese Deluge

story is merely an early
tradition, though highly coloured, of such an inundation as has frequently taken place in the
valley of the Hwang Ho (see V. E. ii., iii.).
ii. Such stories are especially frequent in volcanic
districts subject to earthquakes and seismic waves,
as in the Prince of Wales Peninsula (Bering
Strait), Cape Flattery (Washington), or the Tahoe
i.

Lake

in California.
In a legend connected with
the last-named place the inundation is expressly
ascri bed to a monster wave which burst over the land.
In the story of Cape Flattery, the prairie which was

flooded

was certainly once submarine, and has an

about a loot, as Swan argues,
the story in Smithsonian Contributions
Knowledge, vol. xvi. (quoted by Eells in Amer.
Antiquarian, i. 70-72). In northern districts the
Deluge is sometimes assigned to the melting of the
snow (e.g. Chippewas), and very probably originated in a reminiscence of an exceptional inundation
from such a cause. The same may be said of the
Deluge stories of island peoples. The experience of
high tides occasioned by storms would naturally
make an impression upon the active imagination
of a savage race, and occasion, or at any rate give
alluvial deposit of

who gave
to

a certain colour

Such tides
to, stories of this kind.
are the common nightmare of a child living by the
sea and the normal savage is like a clever child
more potent cause might be
only half awake.
found in the submergence or appearance of islands
volcanic
action.
through
;

A

iii. That so
many Deluge stories obviously originated in purely local events makes it highly probable that this is the true exjdanation of many
others, where the local cause has been obscured as
a tradition, has then become a legend, and has
finally passed into a myth, the tendency of the
imagination being towards making the story more
and more wonderful. Thus, what was originally
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a local flood may becomo a universal Deluge, the
surviving ancestors being a lew single individuals
out of the human race. What was quite natural
isascribed to the direct, and often quite miraculous,
action of Divine Beings.
How far any particular
story can be thus explained must be considered on
its

own

merits.

—

Explanations of natural phenomena. How
Deluge and Flood stories arise us a hypothetical explanation of observed facts or racial
O.

far did

conditions

?

(a) They often appear as a pseudo-scientific explanation of natural phenomena. The savage mind
would naturally ask, How came the sea and land,
mountains and valleys, and lakes and islands to be
Whence
where they are and what they are?
differences of colour, language, and character?
How came the fossils which are found upon the
hills ?
To these questions they found an answer in
the hypothesis of a great Deluge which left the fish
turned into stone on the land (Eskimo [see Hall,
Life with the Esquimaux, London, 1864, ii. 318],
Leeward Islanders, Samoan Islanders) or formed
a large lake (such as the Tahoe in California, or
Dilolo Lake on the southern border of the Congo
or caused men to seek refuge in distant
State)
lands, to divide and learn different languages
(Twanas [Washington], Makah Indians of Cape
Flattery, Thlinkits, Bella-Coolas) or left the red
colouring on the Indians' skin (Crees). Sometimes
the Deluge plays quite a subordinate part in a
story which itself serves a different purpose.
;

;

;

A Deluge story of the Pelew Islanders is connected with a
picturesque account of the origin of the red stripe on the head
A Persian
of the bird called the tariit (Rallus pectoralis).
Deluge myth, among other motives, explains the saltness of the
In an interesting myth connected with Mangaia (Cook
sea.
of
which
is
the
the
to
Islands),
general purpose
explain
origin of
the coco-nut, the Flood is merely required to bring up the eel,
out of whom the coco-nut grew, to the door of the maiden Ina's
hut, whose pious duty it was to slay him. In fact, there is
another version of the same myth in which there is no Flood at
all (Gill, Myths, v. 77-81).
Gill, who was for 22 years a missionary
in the Hervey Group, had specially favourable opportunities
of collecting stories uninfluenced by Christian teaching, as he
obtained them direct from Tereavai, the last priest of the god
InciTiaio, who took the double form of a shark and an eel.
dentally also the Flood story given above accounts for the
passage by which the water drains into the sea. In another
legend, told by Gill, the chief object of the Flood was to put
out the furnace in which Miru, the hag of the nether world, had
The Flood puts out the furnace
designed to cook Ngaru.
and permits Ngaru to effect his escape.
It is very probable that to the same intelligent
we must refer those many stories which
of land, or at least of
islands.
There is an old Indian legend according to which Visnu in his
avatdra as a boar brings up land from the bottom of the ocean
2
(Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, vol. i. [Lond. 1S73], ehs. i. and
With this we may compare the legend,that Kangi pulled
vii.).
up the island of Mangaia out of the nether world. But there
are several apparently analogous stories among the American
Indians connected with a Deluge which occurs as an event, not
as a primordial condition. In such stories some animal, a duck

curiosity

seem to lead up to the origin

fish, more often a musk-rat, dives down for earth
it up between its feet or in its mouth (Sac and
Indians, Chippewas, Ojibwas). Some have compared the
curious sequel to the sending out of birds by Sisuthros in
the later Babylonian story. But there the clay on the feet of
the birds is a proof of the re-appearance of ground, on which,
though still wet, the birds could walk, and it is a far less poetiIt is very unlikely
cal variant of the dove and the olive branch.
that, as Andree thinks, the sending out of animals in the
American Indian stories has any connexion with that Bible
incident. More probably it is an ancient myth accounting for
the origin of land among an originally seafaring people, which
has become mixed up with later inundation traditions of a more
local character.

or beaver or

and brings

Fox

(J) It seems probable that in some cases, among
island and coast-land peoples, the Deluge story
originated in the tradition of the early migration
of the people.
In such cases the ocean is itself the
Deluge, and the island or coast-land the home to
which they escaped. In some such way the Binna3
account for their settlement in the Malay Peninsula.
How easily traditions of such a kind could
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myths may be seen in many of these
stories, in which comparatively recent
events have become interwoven with them.
Thus a Deluge myth of Western Australia is connected with
pass into

Deluge

a quarrel between black and white races, and can have
originated or taken its present shape only after the first
English settlements in the country. In a Deluge myth of the
Papagos, the Great Spirit, unable otherwise to tame Montezuma's rebellious temper, sent an insect into the unknown
land of the East to fetch the Spaniards, who destroyed Montezuma, and people no longer worshipped him as god. Here
Montezuma, an Aztec ruler, who was actually killed by the
Spaniards in 1520, has become the demi-god hero of an ancient
Flood myth.
'

'

'

'

of a definite
has been incidentally
cosmological
touched upon under the last head. Some of the
Deluge myths might certainly be so explained,
e.g. that of Visnu in his avattira as a boar bringing
up land from the bottom of the ocean. But in
such stories the ocean is not so much a Deluge as
the primeval Deep (cf. ninp, Gn l 2 ). As a rule,
however, such conceptions are hardly of a kind to
account for the general prevalence of Deluge stories.
Moreover, the savage mind, at any rate, was
essentially local and limited in its range, and comwithin its view very little beyond the
Erised
orizon of its ordinary experience.
E. Deluge stories explained as Nature myths.
In this view some forms of the Deluge story,
especially those of Palestine, Babylon, Greece, and
India, are a mythical representation of some ordinary natural phenomenon of constant recurrence.
Noah in his Ark is generally regarded by its exponents as a sun myth, but as regards the interpretation of the story there is a wide divergence of

D. Deluge

stories explained as part

— This
system.

—

opinion.
'

1. Cheyne, for example (see art.
Deluge,' in EBrS), following
Schirren and Gerland, suggests that the Deluge has been transferred from the sky to the earth. So understood, the progress
of Noah in the Ark, like that of Zeus in his chariot, is a mythical
interpretation of the course of the sun. But this would imply
an incredible twist of the primitive imagination.
2. Usener, on the other hand, who has written on the subject
at very great length, makes the whole point of the myth lie in
the landing of the Deluge hero, which represents the.risi rig sun.
He derives his argument partly from philology, but chiefly from
comparative mythology. He explains Deukalion as the little
Zeus
a suitable name for the newborn sun, and he compares the
many stories, such as those of Perseus and Oedipus, in which a
child is thrown into the sea in a chest or otherwise, and whose
landing gives rise to some cult, which he connects sometimes,
rather curiously, with that of the sun. In fact, almost every
legend which has for its theme any one traversing the sea in a
marvellous manner, from Arion on his dolphin to the legend of
Lucian's corpse, is made to serve his purpose. Usener finds
developments of the same idea in fairy tales, Christian legends,
and many myths and religious customs, coins, etc., representing
the sun-god, be it Dionysus or Saturn, in a ship. Strangest of
all are the illustrations drawn from the legend of St. Christopher
bearing the Infant Christ, and even an ancient picture of
Christ's baptism. He lays great stress on the fact that the
Beason of Baptism was called Epiphaneia, an emblem of rising
light, and even directs attention to the fact that the water is depicted as stormy, seeing in this the idea that the water was conceived as lifting up the Christ. Similarly the Deluge might be
regarded as lifting up the sun-god in the Ark, preparatory to
Such arguments as these hardly need
his landing, i.e. rising.
serious discussion.
'

'

—

—

F. General conclusion.
Speaking generally, the
comparative study of Deluge legends tends to make
it more and more evident that, while a very large
proportion of them certainly arose originally out
of local events, these have always been highly
coloured, and not infrequently quite transformed,
by the imagination, which among more uncivilized
races saw all Nature teeming with conscious life in
manifold forms. Either in conjunction with such
traditions, or sometimes independently of them,
Deluge stories arose out of an inquisitive creative
imagination, which first sought to explain the
natural wonders of the present by even greater
wonders in the past, and by a process of repetition
changed the guesses of an earlier into the traditions
of a later age.
Like all folklore, such stories have
a living interest to the student of psychology, but
are of far less importance in the comparative study

be added that, though the

It should

of religion.

common derivation of Deluge stories from

the Bible

Deluge can no longer be maintained, the Bible
in various
story and those related to it have had
ways a wide and important influence upon a large

number of them.
V. Groups of Deluge stories.— A. SEMITIC—
The Semitic Deluge story is found in three forms:
the Bible
(i.) that of the Akkadian tablets, (ii.)
Deluge, and (iii.) the story as narrated by later
Babylonian historians, esp. Berossus. It is now

schools
generally recognized by scholars of diil'erent
that (i.) represents the most ancient form of the
while
a
is
which
of
(ii.)
(iii.)
merely variant,
story,
is a very different version of the old story adapted
to an altogether different conception. The grounds
on which this opinion is based are: (1) the belief
that, though the date of the inscription upon the
Akkadian tablets is probably about 660 B.C., it is
a copy of a poem dating from at least 2000 B.C., as
is confirmed by the mutilated fragment of another
Babylonian Deluge story, discovered by Scheil at
Abu Habbah (Sippara), the colophon of which
of 2250-2150
points to a date for the inscription
B.C. (see Ball, p. 43)
(2) that the tablets belonged,
roughly speaking, to the country from which the
Israelitish people migrated
(3) that the story
Akkadian forms, is
itself, in both its Biblical and
connected more nearly with the same region of the
world than with Palestine (note the mountains
of Nizir [Akkadian], Ararat [Bible]) (4) that the
Akkadian story is based on the religious ideas of
that country and the worship of the ancient gods
of Babylonia, while that of Genesis is conceived
in the spirit of the high morality and monotheism
of the Jews.
;

;

;

i.

The Akkadian Deluge story.— The Ak-

kadian Deluge story, discovered by George Smith

among some monuments in the British
Museum, was inscribed on the eleventh of twelve
1872

in

each containing one canto of an ancient
Each tablet is connected with a sign
epic poem.
of the zodiac, and, as the eleventh is that correis particusponding to Aquarius, the Deluge story
larly suitable.
The epic relates the adventures of a certain
scholars
Gilgames, who is frequently identified by
with the Nimrod of Genesis. In order to seek a
visit to his ancestor
a
he
for
sickness,
pays
remedy
at the mouth of
Sitnapisti (Nuhnapishtim [Ball])
the river Euphrates, and Sitnapisti gives him an
his
own translation,
of
and
account of the Deluge
of which the following is an abstract
The gods in Surippak, even then an old city, determine to
tablets,

:

Ea, the lord of wisdom, reveals their purpose
to Sitnapisti, and bids him build a ship of certain dimensions,
there bring the seed of life, and launch it. Sitnapisti carries

send a Deluge.

out these instructions, building it 120 cubits (?) high, of six
over it several
storeys, and divided into seven parts, pouring
measures of 'pitch' both inside and out, and providing it
with oars.
Having celebrated a great sacrificial feast with
oxen and sheep, beer, wine, oil, and grapes, he brings into
the Ark stores of gold and silver, beasts of the field, manservants and maid-servants, and the sons of his people ('all
the craftsmen [Ball)). Having done so, Sitnapisti is bidden to
enter and shut the door, and to await the Deluge that night.
He appoints Buzur-sadi-rabi (Smith and Sayce (' Buzur be!,'
dread for the Btorm,
Haupt and Ball]) his pilot, and waits in
which bursts forth next morning. The description of the storm
and the consternation of the gods are thus graphically and
'

forcibly described (87-111)
When the first light of dawn appeared,
There arose from the fountain of heaven a black cloud
:

'

Rimmon

in the

heart of

it

;

thunders, ami

Nebo and Merodacb march before
The Throne-bearers march o'er mountain and plain.
The mighty Dibbarra (or Girra) wrenches a« aj the helm
;

Ninib goes on pouring out ruin.
The Aiiunnaki (earth-spirits) lifted torches;

w uh their sheen they lighten tin- world.
Rimmon's violence reacheth to heav en
Whatever is bright he turncth to darkness.
;

the Southern blast

One day
Hard it blew, and

.

.

.

.

;
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Like a battle-charge upon mankind rush [the waters].
One no louder Bees another
No more are men discerned in (descried from) heaven.
The gods were dismayed at the Hood, and
Sought refuge in ascending to highest heaven (lit. the heaven
;

of Ami)
The gods cowered
;

like

dog9

;

on the battlements

[of

heaven]

they crouched.

a woman in travail,
The loud-voiced Lady of the gods exclaims
Ishtar screams like

"Yon
I

generation

height (and, therefore, the breadth also) is lu gars
(120 cubits [Sayce, Hoinmel]), but the length is not
It was, therefore, enormously larger than
given.
the Bible Ark -4 times the height and over twice
the breadth (cf. Gn 6' 6 [P]).— (3) Those saved in the
ship included Sitnapisti, his wife and slaves (male
and female), and the pilot and all his people but
the mention of other relatives is at least doubtful.
Atrahasis and his wife
(4) Most important of all
(but no others) are translated.

—

:

is turned again to clay
assembly of the gods foretold the evil.
A tempest for the destruction of my people I foretold.
Rut I will give birth to my people [again], though
Like fry of fishes they till the sea."
The gods, because of the Ammnaki wept with her ;
The gods were downcast, they sate a-weeping
Closed were their lips (Ball, p. 38 f.).
For 6 days and nights the storm rages, and abates on the
7th, when the waters begin to subside.
Sitnapisti weeps at the
sight of the corpses he opens the window, however, and discovers distant land.
Thither the ship steers, and grounds
on Mt. Nizir. Here, after another 7 days' interval, Sitnapisti
sends forth a dove, which finds no resting-place, and returns.
He then sends forth a swallow, which finds no resting-place, and
returns then a raven, which, when it sees that the waters have
subsided, returns not. He then sends forth the animals to the
four winds of heaven, builds an altar, and offers sacrifices with
libations of wine, at which the gods collect like flies (?), while
the great goddess Istar lights up the mighty bow(?).I
The
account goes on to describe how, when Bel sees the ship, he is
filled with anger, and commands the gods that no one shall
come forth alive. Ea expostulates with him for having caused
a Deluge, and suggests in future other punishments, such as
wild beasts, famine, or plague. He declares that he did not
reveal the counsel of the gods, but only sent a dream to Atrahasis.
His pleas are so successful that Bel takes Sitnapisti's
hands, and blesses him and his wife, and bids them be as gods,
and dwell at the mouth of the rivers.

As
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of the ship are uncertain. There are lacunae, in the
inscription where the directions arc first given, but,
at any rate, the height and breadth are the same.
In describing the actual building of the ship, the

!

in the

;

'

;

—

:

ii.

The

;

;

The Bible Deluge stoky.— 1. Analysis.—
Bible Deluge story, like the Akkadian,

is

cer-

tainly composite, parts belonging to the comparatively late Priestly Code (P), and parts, speaking
generally, to the ancient Jahwist source (.1).
The parts usually assigned to J * are 6 08 7 1 " 5 7 " 10
12 1SU I7
""^ S^" 3"- 6 -'- 13b 2 °- 22 .
-f
(in part [see below])
The parts usually assigned to P are : 6°" 22 7 6 "•
-

:

-

-

-

-

13-lSa. 18-21. 24

2.

J

The

2a. 3b-3. 13a. 14-19

gl.

gl-17

Deluge story.— (a) Its

date. — Though

the composition of J as a whole can hardly be
than the 9th cent. B.C., it seems probable
that the Deluge story in its Hebrew form, though
not necessarily reduced to writing, is far older. It
preserves, at any rate, what appears to be a very
ancient custom, not otherwise known, by which
all clean animals were regarded as suitable for
earlier

Unfortunately, there are a large number of sacrifice
(Gn 8 20 ), whereas, according to Dt 12 15 2a
and in many other passages the language
15 22 there is clearly a distinction intended between
very obscure but the above may be taken as certain
domestic
animals that were sacrificed and
fairly representing the general drift.
There can be little doubt that the text as we wild game {i.e. clean animals) which it had been
the
custom
to
but which could not be sacrificed
eat,
have it is composite (see Sayce, Higher Crit. and
a distinction which is also implied in the story of
Mori. ch. iii.).
The Deluge is ascribed first to the
the deception of Isaac (Gn 27 [JE]).
of
gods
Surippak collectively, then to the sun-god
On the other hand, the Deluge was not a uni(Samas), and, lastly, exclusively to Bel. The hero
of the Deluge is twice called Atrahasis instead of versal tradition among the Israelites, or, at any rate,
did not form part of a generally recognized hisMoreover, a double version of Ea's
Sitnapisti.
torical system. The tradition concerning Lantech's
warning speech is given, and, lastly, Bel's counsel sons
(Gn 4 19 22 ) implies an unbroken history of civito stop Sitnapisti, etc., from leaving the
ship is lization
and, if the writer of this last section was
clearly out of place after the sacrifice just recorded.
aware
of the Flood tradition, he certainly did not
However precarious it may be, and indeed unnecesregard it as a universal Deluge.
Many critics,
sary, to attempt an exact analysis of the whole, it
therefore, regard the Deluge story as a comparais of some importance to realize that the
Deluge
tively late insertion into the original cycle of J
story was a popular one, and even in Babylon was traditions
(see Oxf. Hex., in loc).
told in various ways.
We have at least evidence
relation of some kind between J and the
(b)
of one story in which Sitnapisti is presumably
the hero, ending in the sacrificial thank-offering, Akkadian story is evident. The chief points of
and another in which, after a quarrel among the similarity are57the Divine decision to bring about a
Flood (Gn 6 ) in consequence of man's sin (this
gods, the hero Atrahasis is translated. In addition
is implied in Ea's expostulation with Bel in the
to the Akkadian Epic here given, a few other
fragby Divine agency
ments have been found containing more or less Akkadian story) the warning
that the Flood was coming (7 4
the command to
divergent versions of the same story. The most
build an Ark, implied in ti 8 7 lff ; the periods of 7
important of these that discovered by Scheil, alnot so connectedly as in the Akkadian
days,
though
referred
to
consists
of
37 lines. It repreready
4 lu
8 10 12 )
the sending out af birds at
sents some god as calling upon Ramman to bring a story (7
and the
Hood on the earth, and Ea as interposing to save intervals the sacrifice after the Deluge,
20 21
shown
in
it
On the
delight
)by Jahweh (8
Atrahasis (see Driver, Genesis, in loco Ball, p. 43).
Before passing on to consider the Bible Deluge, other hand, it differs in the monotheistic character
of the whole story, and the necessary omission of
we must call attention to a few points in the Akthe petty quarrels of the gods and in its infinitely
kadian story.
(1) The recurrence of periods of
seven days' duration.
The preparations appear higher religious and moral tone (the occasion of the
Flood, Jahweh's wrath against man's sin, receives
to have taken 7 days (cf. Gn V [J]), the ship
being an
emphasis which we do not find in the Akkadian
completed on the 5th, and 2 days more being reThe story) the means of preservation, an ark or chest,
quired for the sacrifice and embarkation.
storm itself lasted 7 days, and there was another instead of a ship % the Flood's duration of 40 days
instead of 7 the birds sent out raven, dove, dove,
interval of 7 days, while the Deluge was abating,
before sending out the birds, which were sent out dove, instead of dove, swallow, raven the incident
of the olive branch (but cf. Berossus)
and the
consecutively, apparently on the 7th day, or, at omission
of the apotheosis of Noah.
any rate, at no great interval (cf. the story of
*
For
full
see
Hex.
Kautsch
Socin
and
analysis,
Oxford
(quoted
Berossus, 'after some days').— (2) The dimensions
in Usener, pp. 17-22) Driver, Genesis, 1904.
1
'She lifted up the Great Gems '(Ball, p. 40, who explains:
t Some assign v,17a (afterwards corrected by redactor) to P.
'The Babylonian myth evidently regards the rainbow as the
t Ball argues from the dimensions that the Akkadian
ship
-

lacurue,
is

,

;

—

"

;

A

;

)

—
—

;

-

-

-

;

;

-

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

great jewelled collar of Ishtar, "held up arch-wise in heaven'
[see also p. 201]).

was really a chest but it had oars and a steersman, and was
launched and navigated.
;
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At

two important questions arise.
(1) Is the Bible story derived from the Akkadian,
as we find it in the tablets'! Probably not. That
there were several versions of the story current in
Babylon is clear from the evidence of two stories
combined in the Akkadian tablets, and by the
(c)

this point

evidence of the other mutilated fragments, as well
as by the account of Berossus, which diiiers in some
The olive branch in the
important particulars.
dove's mouth is the kind of picturesque detail
which looks very ancient, and may have been original, and is to some extent confirmed by Berossus
(see below, V. A. iii. 1, b, c). It has been suggested
that the sending out of birds may have originated
in the well-attested ancient custom of letting birds
loose to ascertain the direction of land
but, while
this is not altogether improbable, it must be admitted that such a purpose is not very evident in
the Akkadian story, and is quite inadmissible in
that of the Bible. On the whole, it would appear
that the Bible story is derived from one that did
not differ essentially from the Akkadian as we
;

know
(2)

it.

Is

the story of J a deliberate paraphrase of
it was derived from, or was it the

whatever form

result of a gradual process of development? The
subject is hardly capable of positive proof, but the
probability seems in favour of the latter alterna(a) If the story was, as seems likely, derived
from Babylonia at an early date (note its anthropo16
21
morphic conception of Jahweh, Gn 7 8 ), it would,
in all probability, have been handed on by oral
tradition many centuries before it was written
down, and, if so, would naturally have become
gradually changed in the telling, as religious ideas
developed from time to time.
{{}) We can thus
best account for one of the most characteristic
differences the chest of the Bible left to drift by
chance or at the Divine will, in the place of the

tive,

—

purposely navigated boat of the Akkadian story.
No doubt Lenormant was right in saying that
the latter is a feature suitable to the story as told
by a maritime people, such as the inhabitants of
the Persian Gulf, whereas the Bible Ark points to
a people wholly ignorant of navigation (Orig. i.
408, quoted by Andree, p. 8) but it seems unlikely
that a writer in comparatively late times would
have deliberately altered the ship into an ark,
whereas such a change might naturally have come
;

Some

writers have urged this difference as a proof of the priority of the Bible narrative ;

by degrees.

and even Cheyne, wnile very

far from admitting
such a view, suggested that possibly this particular
feature may be more primitive the conversion of
the chest into a ship being due, if this be the case,
to a rationalizing tendency (art. ' Deluge,' in EBr 9 ).
But such an argument cannot be considered as to
any extent outweighing the strong grounds for the
priority of the Akkadian story; and, after all, that
the Bible Deluge should be in this, as it is in other
respects, more marvellous than an early form of
the story, is what we might naturally expect in a
later stage of tradition.
'We probably have in the J story
(d) Conclusion.
a very early Israelitish tradition, either brought
with the people from Babylonia at their lirst immigration, or obtained from that country through
the frequent intercourse which we know to have
existed from early times between the two peoples,
but so modified as to have become, in the gradual
course of transmission, a suitable vehicle for enforcing those great moral and religious truths
which became the distinguishing features of the

—

—

Israelites.

P

—

3. The
version of the Deluge.
[a) Compared
with that of J, P has in addition the description
and the dimensions of the Ark, the description of
the Deluge as due to the breaking up of all the

fountains of the great deep, as well as the opening
of the windows of heaven (7 n S 2 ), the stranding of
the Ark on Mt. Ararat (8 4 ), and the rainbow (9 13 18 ),
together with statistical references to Noah's age,
P omits the sending out of animals and the
etc.
post-diluvian sacrifice, substitutes one pair of all
animals for 7 pairs of clean and one of unclean,
makes the Deluge last 365 days instead of 61, and
substitutes the elaborate covenant connected with
"
the rainbow (9 1 17 and laws of blood for the simple
20 22
).
promise of J based on the sacrifice (8
(b) The comparison with J and with the Akkadian
Deluge raises a somewhat difficult question. Was
P's story derived independently from Babylon
during or shortly after the Exile, or was it, on the
other hand, merely a revision of J's Deluge story ;
"

)

"

again, was it in some respects an independent
version of the ancient story, belonging, like J's
account, to ancient religious traditions ?
Those who adopt either the first or third of these
alternatives lay stress on the fact that so much of
what is peculiar to P has its parallels in the Akkadian story, in which we find certain dimensions
of the ship, its being tarred with pitch, the Deluge
ascribed apparently to the sea as well as the rainstorm, and the rainbow (Sayce, Ball). But, on the
other hand, it may be observed (a) that, as already
pointed out, the actual dimensions of the Akkadian
ship are enormously greater than those of P's ark,
and, moreover, that the insertion of exact dimensions is exactly in accordance with the custom of
P, as, e.g., in the dimensions of the Tabernacle and
all its furniture
the resemblance, therefore, on
this point, such as it is, may be merely accidental
(|8) that the reference to the rainbow in the Akkadian story is at least doubtful, and is not admitted
by several translators {e.g. Ilaupt) ; (y) that almost
or,

;

;

the differences between the accounts of P and
be explained by the general character of P
e.g., the picturesque story of the birds would have
no interest for P, who omits all the most picturIn any case, such an
esque stories of Genesis.
incident would be unsuitable in a Deluge which
covered the highest mountains (7 19 ) and lasted 365
days, though not in one of 61, in which the mountains were not necessarily covered at all. Again,
the omission of the sacrifice of Noah accords with
the omission of all the Patriarchal sacrifices an
omission which certainly suggests the inference
either that P disbelieved in or held of no account
sacrifices which preceded the law of Sinai.
The
omission of 7 pairs of every kind of clean animal is
an
of
the
same
as
these
spirit,
very possibly
example
animals were, according to J, intended for sacrifice
20
(8 ).
Lastly, the omission of such an anthropoI6b
is quite
morphism as Jahweh shut him in in 7
in character with P's usual practice.
(3) As the
is
account
of
the
based
combined
Deluge
present
on P's story, which appears to have been preserved
almost intact, whereas some parts of J are obviously omitted (those, for instance, giving the
warning of the Deluge and directions for building
the Ark), it is quite possible that some general
statement of the Ark's dimensions, a description
of the pitch, rooms, etc., like the Akkadian story,
and the incident of the rainbow, may originally
have had a place in J's story. If this be so, P must
have retained the latter, not because of its picturcsqueness, but as the basis for a favourite theme,
a Divine covenant (cf. 6 18 ) on the other hand, the
change of 61 to 36.~> days, the number of days in
the solar year, though it does not agree with the
three weeks of the Akkadian story, appears to be
and may be
based upon some astronomical
all

J

may

;

—

'

'

;

theory,

It may
to Babylonian influence of some kind.
also be reasonably urged that the reference to 'the
fountains of the great deep' really corresponds with
P's ideas and nomenclature (cf. (in l 2 ), and finds a

due
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parallel in the post-exilic Is 24

therefore, that

it

was

.

It is not likely,

originally derived from J.
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sonic variety in the Babylonian traditions of the

Deluge.

—

It may, then, be considered not improbable that,
in addition to J, P may have had access to some
other version of the Akkadian story, but, if so,

2. The Deluge story of Abydenus.
An epitomized version of the same account, derived origineither
from
or
from
from
Berossus
the
source
ally

when and how it was derived is quite uncertain.
iii. The Deluge according to later Babylonian ACCOUNTS.— 1. The story as given by

which he derived it, comes to us through Abydenus, a later Babylonian historian, whose work,

—

Berossus was a priest of Bel in Babylon
about 300 B.C., who wrote a history of Babylonia
He claims to have copied out
(see art. Berosus).
MSS of several authors which had been carefully
preserved in Babylon for 15 myriads of years.
Unfortunately, only a few fragments of his work
have been preserved, which were copied by later
authors.
His Deluge story is given or referred to
Berossus.

in three sources.
(a) It was copied by Alexander Polyhistor (a
Milesian writer of the 1st cent. B.C.), whose work
is also lost.
Thence it was copied by Eusebius
in his Chronicon ; and, though the original of
the Chronicon is also lost, it still exists in an
Armenian tr., and it was also reproduced, probably
verbatim, by Syncellus in his Chronographia.

(b) A Latin translation, based partly on the
version, with the various readings of
the Greek text of Syncellus, is given in Migne,
Chron. Eus. I. oh, iii. (see also Muller,
ii.
It runs as follows
501).

Armenian

FUU

:

'After the death of Ardates, his son Xisuthros reigned 18
aars (18 x 3600 years). During his reign occurred a great flood,
of which the following account has been given.
Kronos appeared to him in a dream and revealed to him that on the 15th
of the month Daisios men would be destroyed by a flood, and
he therefore ordered him to bury all existing MSS, beginning,
middle, and end, in the sun-city of Sippara, to build a boat, to
embark with his relatives and friends, to lade it with food and
drink, to put therein animals, birds, and quadrupeds, and to
make all ready for a journey. He then asked whither the
boat should go, and was told, " To the gods to pray [v.l. having
prayed] for good to mankind." He was not disobedient, but
built a boat of 5 stadia long' and 2 stadia broad, and carried out
all that had been commanded him, and embarked with
wife,
children, and relatives. When the flood came, and very soon
had begun to subside, he let go some of his birds but, when
they found neither food nor place to settle, they came back to
theship. Xisuthros, after some days, let the birds go away
again, and they returned to the ship with mud upon their feet.
hen they were let go for the third time, they returned no
more to the ship. Then Xisuthros perceived that the land had
appeared, and he broke open some of the joints of the ship,
and ascertained that the ship had grounded on a certain mountain.
He stepped out with his wife and daughter and the
pilot, kissed the ground, erected an altar, offered sacrifice to
the gods, and vanished together with those who had come out
of the ship.' The narrative goes on to relate how a voice from
the sky informed the comrades of Xisuthros that he and those
with him had gone, on account of his piety, to dwell with the
and bade them recover the MSS, and adds in conclusion
gods,
1
Of this ship that 6tranded in Armenia a part still remained in
the Kordyaean mountains of Armenia, and some people scraped
off the pitch from the ship and used it as amulets.
They came
to Babylon, dug up the MSS, and took them from Sippara and
they rebuilt Babylon, building many cities and re-founding
temples.'
;

W

r

:

;

(c)

This story appears to be an epitome of the

Akkadian or one much

like it

:

of Xisuthros ( = Hasis-atra transposed from
Atra-hasis) agrees with that of one of the versions of the
Akkadian story. (/3) The means of refuge, as in the Akkadian
story, is a ship and not an ark. (y) As in the Akkadian,
Xisuthros and others are immortalized. It differs, however,
in (a) the prediction of the exact date of the Deluge, (0) the
specific mention of relatives and friends as saved (a smaller
number seems implied than in the Akkadian story;, (y) the mud
on the feet of the birds, (5) the stranding of the ship in Armenia,
and (e) the apotheosis not only of Xisuthros and bis wife, but
also of his daughters and even of the pilot. Of these
(y) and (S)
are ot special importance. The latter would seem to prove an
ancient Babylonian tradition independent of the Akkadian
story, and followed by P, Ararat being the regular name of
(a)

The name

Armenia

in Assyrian monuments.
Of the former it may be
said at least that the story of the clay on the feet of the birds
looks like the earlier analogue of the olive branch.

It should be added that the
points of contact
with the Bible story are not sufficiently striking
to make it likely that the later
Babylonian traditions were influenced by it.
On the whole, then,
the story of Berossus tends to confirm the view of

like that of Berossus, has also been copied both in
the Chronicon of Eusebius (I. vii., also in Prap.
Evaiig. ix. 12, p. 414) and in the Chronographia of

Syncellus

(p. 70).

It differs, however, (a) in making a double interval of three
days before and between the sending of the birds, and (0) in
the birds being sent only twice. Migue's attempt to get out of
the text of Syncellus a third sending is hardly successful. At
best it would" require that it took place after they had returned
with the clay.

Reference to Berossus's Deluge story in JoJosephus's account of the Deluge (Ant.
5, 6) differs slightly from that of the Bible.
He mentions that Noah, when the Ark rested on
the top of a certain mountain of Armenia, opened
it anu saw a small piece of land.
The dove was
sent out 7 days after the raven, and only once
returned, covered with mud and bringing an olivebranch. After waiting 7 days more, lie sent forth
the living creatures.
These differences may be
partly due to carelessness and to narration from
memory, but the reference to the clay, at any
rate, is taken from the account of Berossus, which
he had seen, and probably other accounts also, for
he goes on to say
All writers of barbarian his3.

sephus.
I.

—

iii.

'

:

make mention

of this Flood and this Ark,
is Berossus the Chaldaean,' and ho
from
him
the
statement
about the remains
quotes
of the ship on the Kordyrean mountains, and tho
use made of the pitch, in the same words as those
used by Eusebius and Syncellus, who themselves
refer to Polyhistor as their authority. This proves
beyond a doubt that Polyhistor's story was derived from Berossus. Josephus's statement about
the universality of the Deluge story may be taken
as showing at least that the Deluge story was a
tories

among whom

common theme among ancient historians.
iv. Origin of the Semitic Deluge story. —

There is nothing to suggest in this case that it
formed part of a consistent mythological system.
(6) Being concerned with rain and water, the
subject was clearly suitable for treatment in the
Akkadian Epic in connexion with the rainy month
nor need we suppose it, therefore, connected with
any special astronomical theories, (c) Its more or
less ni3'thological form, in which gods and god(a)

;

desses play their part, finds its analogies in many
Deluge and other stories throughout the world,
in which natural events form the basis of, or
become mixed up with, mythological details (see
above, IV. C. (b)).
{d) The frequency of Deluge
stories arising out of natural inundations gives a
prima facie probability that such an event was
the origin of the tradition in this instance, (e) In
both the Bible story and the Akkadian the Deluge
is ascribed to natural causes: (1) an excessive
rainfall
the
(2) somewhat more indefinitely,
The first is obvious in both
rising of the sea.
accounts. The second is definitely stated in P in
the words all the fountains of the great deep were
broken up' (Gn 7 U ). The deep being regarded as
being under the earth, such language would very
naturally suggest an earthquake breaking up the
ground and letting the deep burst forth. It seems
implied also in the Akkadian story, which, if it
does not, as some scholars maintain, expressly
speak of the earth trembling, and the floods
breaking out below the earth, at least describes
such a terrific storm and tempest and invasion of
waters as to imply a cyclonic wave rather than a
mere overflooding of rivers. (/) The traditional
resting-places of the ark, Ararat = Armenia (Bible
;

'
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and Berossus), and Nizir = Rowandiz in the NorthEast of Babylonia (Akkadian), point to a definite
region of the world. ((/) Siiss has pointed out with

invoked the gods of the mountain and Themis.
Zeus, seeing this, and satisfied that they were
good and pious people, stopped the Deluge.
great force that the necessary conditions are ful- full description is given of their trouble, and the
filled by supposing that the shores of the Persian
the bones of the great mother is
story about
Gulf were struck by an enormous volcanic wave, given in detail. It should be noticed that here
a
tremendous
The
the
means
of
refuge is a ship, not, as with Apolaccompanied by
cyclone.
very
great distance which such waves travel, and the lodorus, a chest. There are also several other
fearful destruction of life and property which is more or less different versions of the Deukalion
often involved, have frequently been pointed out.
(4) According to Nonnus (see Usener, p.
story.
Thus the wave associated with the Backergunge cyclone in the 38), a conflagration sent by Zeus (in anger at the
delta of the Ganges reached a height of 45 ft. and destroyed
Titans for murdering Dionysus Zagreus) was put
more than 100,000 persons (EBr$ xvi. 155). A wave caused by
out by a Deluge. This is very abruptly connected
the eruption of Krakatoa (2Cth-'i8th Aug. 1883) reached 50 ft.
with the story of Deukalion and Pyrrha, who sud(cf. the 15 cubits of P, Gn 720) a „d destroyed more than 36,000
lives. One wave reached as far as Cape Horn, 781S geographical
but
denly appear floating about in a chest (Xapvas
miles distant (EBr^ xxviii. 639).
we are not told how or where they got in, or
It can hardly be deemed improbable that a
where they landed. The Deluge ends by Poseidon
on
of
such
a
kind
occurred
the
coast
phenomenon
the rock with his trident, and making an
of the Persian Gulf, then probably lying much splitting
for the water through the Vale of Tempe,
further north than now, and that but few sur- escape
thus
the Deluge with the north of
connecting
vivors escaped in boats to the more hilly regions,
whereas the older legends connect it
with what effects they could secure. We have, in Thessaly,
Photis
in the south-east.
with
(5) According to
an event like this, all that is needed for the growth
Hellanikos, Mt. Othrys was the place of landing.
of such stories as are preserved in the Akkadian
maintained that the
Aristotle,
enough,
curiously
Epic and the Bible Deluge.
waters of the Deluge flowed into Achelous. Others,
It need hardly be added that the religious value
such as Thrasybulus and Akestodorus, maintained
of the Bible story does not lie in its improbathat Deukalion and Pyrrha founded the sanctuary
bilities, which sometimes amount, as has been
of Zeus at Dodona, and dwelt in the territory of
shown, to absurdities, but rather in the religious the Molossi.
Possibly here we have a local Flood
and moral lessons, of which the ancient tradition
the better known trawas made the vehicle, viz. that Jahweh hated and tradition combined with
ditional story.
Very late legends connect the
would punish sin, but would save those who were
landing of Deukalion with Mt. Athos, and even
faithful and obedient, while the further thought is
with /Etna.
suggested in P, at least, that His mercy is a more
1.
ii.
Other Deluge stories current in Greece.
abiding motive than His wrath.
to a legend connected with Megaris,
B. The Greek Deluge stories.—i. Story of According
the
was
from
its
rescued
founder,
Deluge,
Deukalion and Pyrrha. This is by far the most Megaros,
being guided in swimming through the water by
important of the Greek Deluge, or Flood, stories. the
cry of cranes hence was derived the name of
(a) Its most typical form is that given by ApolGerania.

A

'

'

)

;

—

—

;

vii. 2 :
When Zeus determined to destroy the men of the age of
copper, Deukalion, at the suggestion of Prometheus his father,
constructed a chest (Aappaica), into which, having placed
therein the necessaries of life, he entered with his wife
Pyrrha. Zeus sent a great rain, which flooded most parts of

lodorus (140 B.C.) in his Bibliothcca,

I.

all except those who escaped to the
neighbouring hill-tops. The pair, after drifting in the chest
days and nights, reached Parnassus, and, the Flood
having somewhat abated, disembarked, whereupon Deukalion
The latter sent Hermes to
sacrificed to Zeus his protector.
Ho replied 'Children.' At the direcask what he wished.
tion of Zeus they threw stones over their heads, and those
which Deukalion threw became men, and those which Pyrrha
threw, women. Then follows a derivation of the word Aaos
(' people ') from Aaas or Aas (' stone ').
(6) This story evidently originated in a confusion of a myth with what may have been an
ancient tradition. If Pandora, as Apollodorus had

Greece, and destroyed
for 9

just asserted,

was the

made men

first

carnassus), in a boat of skins made by himself
(Lykophron), or with his sons, and to have founded
the kingdom of Ida. This story was often brought
into connexion with that of Deukalion.
4. An altogether different Flood story is referred
to by Istros (see Usener, p. 46), who connects a
great flood with the severing of Asia and Europe

by the Hellespont.

woman, and Prome-

of earth

and water, how

theus
could Deukalion be, as Apollodorus likewise states,
king of Phthia, and who were the men who were
nearly all destroyed ? How, again, is the survival
of any consistent with the story of the stones ?
(c) (1) There seems to be an allusion to the
story of the stones in Hesiod ('Horm, fr. 141, ed.
Rzach see Usener, p. 32). (2) The earliest complete reference, however, to Deukalion's Flood is
in Pindar, 01. ix. 64-67, where he mentions how
Pyrrha and Deukalion descended from Parnassus
and founded of stones a race like themselves, and
how the mighty waters which had overllooded the
earth had been suddenly stopped by Zeus. Pindar
evidently refers to il as a well-known story otherwise, much of what he says would have been quite
(3) The best-known
unintelligible to bis readers.
form of the story, however, is that given by Ovid,
Met. i. 155-415, the most curious feature of which
is the fact that no mention is made of Deukalion
and Pyrrha having been warned of the Deluge and
commanded to build a ship. They appeared on the
heights of Parnassus, where they had landed, and
first

;

;

The Oxygian Flood

story, found only in quite
late writers, such as Julius Africanus, is confined to Bceotia and Attica.
Oxygos, its hero,
was described as king, sometimes of Athens and
sometimes of Thebes.
3. Dardanus was said to have escaped in a Flood
from Samothrace or Arcadia (Dionysius of Hali2.

iii.

Origin of the Greek

stories.

Greek Deluge

stories

rally, the

— Speaking geneform good

illus-

trations of what appear to be the common causes
Several of
of such legends (see above, IV. C).
them grew up as explanations of the founding of
a city or temple, ascribed to a waif miraculously
guided across the waters, and to this extent Usener
is probably right in finding analogies to the Deukalion myth in such stories as those of Perseus
and Oedipus. Other Greek Deluge stories are connected with special geographical features, such as
All are local
the opening of the Vale of Tempe
in character, and that one of them, from its anti-

quity and picturesqueness, should have found a
often mixed with others,
permanent place, though
in Greek mythology is natural enough. And there
is no reason why it too may not have originated
from a local inundation, the story receiving such
accretions of the picturesque and marvellous as arc

common

in similar cases.
The occurrence of tho chest instead of a boat is interesting
view of the same variation in the Semitic story, and might
suggest the possibility that the Greek legend, as we find it in
Apollodorus, was influenced in some indirect way by the Bible
narrative. But there is a great difference between a chest,
in
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holding only a couple of persons and such food as they required
for 9 days, and the monster Bible
Ark' with all its arrangements and contents. Moreover, the chest was not an uncommon
feature in the waif stories of Greek legend.
'

Deluge story of
pscudo-Lucian.
— We havemixed
a real mixture of the Greek ami Semitic

The

iv.

the

stories in the story given in the de
(Lucian, ed. Jacobitz, Leipzig, 1881,

Deluge
Syria

Dca
iii.

344 f. ). This version was connected with a hole
in the ground over which the temple was built and
into which the Deluge was said to have subsided.
According to this account, Deukalion, and his wife and
children, were saved in a great chest (\dpvo4). As he entered
it, there came all kinds of animals, wild and tame, sows, horses,
serpents, lions, etc., in pairs. He received them all, and there
was great friendship between them, and they all 6ailed in one
chest as long as the water prevailed. When the water had
disappeared through the hole, Deukalion built an altar and the

temple over

it.

Usener certainly goes too far in saying that this
the Babylonian Deluge story with only the name
Deukalion inserted from Greek legend. It contains several features from both, and, except that
to Deukalion it gives a second name ImBea (which,
according to Buttman, is a corruption of Suruffea,
and is intended for Sisuthros, the Noah of Berossus),
it bears a far closer resemblance to the Biblical
than to the other forms of the Babylonian Deluge
legend. E.g., wild animals are preserved as well
as tame ; all in pairs
only Deukalion and his
is

;

family escape ; in a chest, not a boat (the last perhaps from the Greek story). That traditions of
the Deluge ultimately derived from the Bible
should have been current in Syria is likely enough,
and there seems also evidence, in another tradition that the people was founded by Semiramis, of
early intercourse with Babylon.
O.

Persian Deluge stories.—

i.

A

curious

legend is contained in two fragments of the Yima
songs preserved in Vendidad (SBE iv. 10 ft'.). It
is given in full by Usener, pp. 208-212, from the
critical tr. of Geldner. 1

A council was held by the gods, in which Ahura Mazda decreed
that a terribly severe winter would be followed by a great
Deluge from the melting of the snow. Yima was directed to
build an enormous fort foursquare, and to stock it with men
and animals of all kinds. Yima carried out these instructions,
but it is not actually said that the Deluge came.

Usener regards the whole story as an ideal picture of the future, the eternal city where men are
to live in harmony and righteousness a life free
from moral and physical evil, when the world is
destroyed by the Deluge ; but the passages which
seem most ideal are among the prose portions,
which Geldner regards as later insertions.
It
seems more probable that we have here also an
example of the tendency to idealize what was
originally a natural event.
ii.
second story is found in BundahUn, vii. (tr.
by E. W. West in SBE v. 25-28). Tistar, in the
three forms of a man, a horse, and a bull, sends
successive Deluges each of ten days' duration, and
destroys all the noxious creatures on the earth.
This is part of what is clearly an astrological
myth describing the contest between good and

A

and accounting for lightning and thunder,
the salt sea, and the origin of lakes and seas.
D. Indian Deluge stories.—i. The Fish
Legend. (1) The oldest form of this typical
Deluge story of India is preserved in the Satapatha Brahmana, i. 8. 1 {SBE xii. 216, tr. by J.
for other translations see A. Weber,
Eggeling
evil,

—

;

Ind. Streif., 1868, i. 9, hid. Stud., 1868, i. 161 Max
Muller, Hist. Skr. Lit., 1859, p. 425; J. Muir,
Orig. Skr. Texts, \.- [1873] 181 ft'.)
In the morning, Manu, when water was brought to him for
;

:

The fish foretold the
washing, found a fish in his hands.
coming Deluge, and promised to save him if he would preserve it, first in a jar, then in a pit, and, when it had
outgrown this, would take it to the sea. Manu was to build
a ship, and enter it, and look out for his preserver. Manu did
1

For a divergent interpretation
Abode of the (Persian).

art. Blest,

of this Iranian material, see
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as directed, and finally'took the fish, which hod then
grown to
an enormous size, to the sea. Then Manu entered the Bhtp,
and the Deluge came, which destroyed all living ,ri:ii m v-.
Meanwhile the fish approached Manu, who fastened th<
its horn, and was so conveyed "/' to [or 'otrr'J ttn Knrtltcni
Mountains. Manu was directed to tie the ship to a tree, and
gradually to descend as the waters abate.
The rest of the story is concerned with a complicated and
very unintelligible rite with clarified butter, by which a woman

was

first

produced, and, by her means, offspring

of

men and

cattle.

According to Weber, the

final redaction of the

Satapatha, is only a little before the Christian era;
as Eggeling shows, it is a compilation of
but,_
earlier treatises, and this particular story gives
the impression, in its main features, or* being
ancient.
One special interest in the story lies in its
curious points of resemblance and contrast to
other Deluge stories. The warning of the Deluge
by an animal, the fastening of the ship by a rope,
the post-diluvian sacrifice, and the miraculous reproduction of men, have all their analogies but
they are not found, as here, in combination, and
the towing of the ship by a fish is quite unique.
The probability is, therefore, that this legend is of
native growth.
Weber and, to a less extent, Muir see in the
story a tradition of an original immigration of the
race from across the Himalayas. They base their
opinion on a rendering of the words given above in
italics, 'over the Northern Mountains.' Eggeling,
however, renders up to,' and some writers suppose
the story to have originated in an exceptional overflowing of the Ganges. The question is primarily
one of textual criticism, the choice lying between
the reading abhi-dudrava (Eggeling) and atidudrava (Weber, etc.).
The chief argument
against an originally mythical origin of the story
is that here also the
tendency is to become more
and more mythical, and if we reverse this tendency
we can easily explain the story as having grown
out of a natural inundation.
second version of the Indian story is that
(2)
given in the Mahabharata (quoted from tr. by H.
Jacobi in Usener, p. 29 ; see also Muir, op. cit.
2
i.
196 ft'.).
The story has here assumed a more
elaborate and marvellous form.
Manu is a prince among monks, renowned for his asceticism
;

'

A

'Standing on one leg with his arms raised on high, and with
head bent down and never blinking an eye, he practised terrible
The fish appeared to him as he was practising
by the shore. Of such virtue were they that the
fish became many miles long, and yet Manu could
carry it
quite easily. The storm is very graphically described. In the
end the fish reveals himself as Brahma, and appoints Manu as
austerities,' etc.

austerities

creator of

all

things.

In this version there appears to be a confusion,
uncommon in similar myths, in the character
of Manu as himself a descendant of former ancestors, and as the founder and creator of men
and all things. In the older form of the story he
is the first man, and never more than a man.
third version is found in the Bhagavata
(3)
Purana, viii. 24. 7 ft", (for Eng. tr. see Hardwick,
Christ and other Masters, new ed., Lond. 1863, vol. i.
2
pt. ii. ch. iii. pp. 312-315
Muir, op. cit. i. 208 ff.).

not

A

;

According to Cheyne, this book cannot be earlier
than the 12th cent. A.D.
The story itself is
mainly a development of that of the Satapatha
Brahmana, with a mixture of the mythical ami
oMast-philosophieal elements characteristic of the
Puranas.
The Deluge took place during a sleep of Brahma, when the
strong demon Hayagriva stole the Vedas. Hari took the form
of a minute fish, and so finally revealed himself to Satyavrata,
a devout king who lived only on water. The gradual growth
of the fish is like that in the earlier legends, except that he
outdid them by becoming, in his final form, a million of
leagues long. The ark in this case was miraculously brought to
Satyavrata, who, accompanied by the chiefs of the Brahmans,
spent his time therein in singing hymns of praise and receiving
Divine revelations. Finally, Hari slew Hayagriva and recovered
the Vedas. Satyavrata, instructed in all Divine and human
knowledge, was appointed the 7th Manu. But, after all, the
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appearance of the horned fish was vuiya, or delusion, and he
who shall devoutly hear this important allegorical narrative will
be delivered from the bondage of sin.'
It is interesting to note that this version has
several points of contact with the Bible story. (1)
'

The Deluge
sea.

(2)

Deluge.

is caused by rain as well as by the
Seven days' warning is given of the

(3)

It is sent because of the depravity of

man. (4) Animals are preserved in the ark, (5)
and these in pairs. Of these (3) is inconsistent
with the beginning of the story, and is evidently
an interpolation. The most probable explanation
of them all is that they were due to Christian
influence.
Their appearance only in the latest
version of the myth makes it impossible to use
them as arguments to prove that the story itself
is derived from the Bible story, or originated in the
event which that story describes.

—

ii. The Boar
Legend. Another Deluge myth is
2
given in Muir, op. cit. i. 50 f. It is one of the
creation stories of the Visnu Purana.
It tells how the Divine Brahma, awaking from his night

slumber, and perceiving that the earth lay within the' waters
of the universal ocean, assumed the form of a boar, plunged
into the ocean, and raised up the earth and placed it on the
surface.

This is a creation myth, and has a curious
analogy with some of the American Indian stories

C (a)).
Chinese Flood story.— Accounts of
Shu King (especially ii. 4. 1

(see IV.

E.

are found in the
also pref. 5,

ii.

1.

17, 2.

1,

14,

iii.

this
cf.

;

27. 8),
the writings of
1.

1,

v.

the Shih King (iv. 3. 4. 1), and
Meng-tsze (iii! 1. 4. 7, 2. 9. 3f.).
i.
According to the Canon of Ydo (Shu King, i.
3. 11, tr. Legge, SBE iii. 34 f.),
'the Ti said, "Ho! (President of) the Four Mountains, de-

structive in their overflow are the waters of the inundation.
In their vast extent they embrace the hills and overtop the
great heights, threatening the heavens with their floods, so
that the lower people groan and murmur
Is there a capable
man to whom I can assign the correction (of this calamity)? "
Khwan was appointed, and laboured unsuccessfully for nine
Ti
The
afterwards
his
throne to Til, who had
years.
resigned
coped successfully with the inundation.
!

'

The Shu King (ii. 4. 1) gives the account of
work as follows (in Legge's translation) :
The inundating waters seemed to assail the heavens, and in
their vast extent embraced the mountains and
overtopped the
hills, so that people were bewildered and overwhelmed.
I [Vii]
mounted my four conveyances [carts, boats, sledges, and spiked
shoes] and all along the hills hewed down the woods, at the
same time, along with Yi, showing the multitudes how to get
flesh to eat.
I opened passages for the streams throughout the
nine provinces, and conducted them to the sea. I deepened
the channels and canals, and conducted them to the streams,
at the same time, along with Chi, sowing grain, and
showing
ii.

Yii's
'

the multitude how to procure the food of toil in addition to
flesh meat.
I urged them further to
exchange what they had
for what they had not, and to dispose of their accumulated
stores.
In this way all the people got grain to eat, and all the
States began to come under good rule.'

Elsewhere in the Shu King, Yii is repeatedly
described as having determined the relations of
land and water, and the Shih King declares tli.it,
when the waters of the Flood had become widespread, Yii caused the various regions of the earth
world to appear: the great outlying realms received their limitations.'
According to these accounts, all these works were
In fact,
accomplished during a single journey.
the accounts probably describe work
gradually
carried out through many ages, though
possibly
commenced by Yii. They were evidently intended
to avert a constantly repeated and
wide-spread
'

disaster.

Origin of the story.— Legge believed thai lie
occasion of Ytt's Bpecial work was an actual inundation of an alarming kind of the Hwang- Ho ('the
sorrow of China'), which lie puts in tin- 24th
cent. B.C., whereas he ascribes (his treatise to the
in.

I

12th.

According to Meng-tsze

(b.

372

B.C.),

however,

the tasks of Yii were carried out under far
difficult conditions.

more

In the time of Yao, when the earth was not yet in ordered
state, the masses of water flowed unchecked and flooded the
earth. Flora was excessively luxuriant, and birds and other
living creatures went about in enormous quantities. Grain
'

could not grow.
Animals pressed hard on man.
. . Yao
alone concerned himself about this. He appointed .Shun, who
developed an ordering activity and gave YI control of fire. YI
caused devastating conflagrations on the mountains and in the
Yii
marshes, so that the animals fled and sought shelter.
divided the nine rivers.
Then it became possible for the
folk of the Middle Kingdom to support themselves (iii. 1. 4. 7).
At this same period, moreover, serpents and dragons infested
these deluging waters but Yii, while appointing the rivers their
courses, banished these monsters, the animals that had oppressed man vanished, and the plains of China became habitable
for the human race (iii. 2. 9. 3 f.).
.

.

.

.

'

;

It is by no means impossible that, as Legge held,
these accounts all had their rise in a tradition of
an extraordinary inundation by the Hwang-Ho;
and in this connexion it is worthy of note that the
great flood of 1851-53 is said to have cost some
millions of lives, while it took 15 years to repair
the damage and to confine the river within embankments. At the same time, it should not be for'
gotten that Grill, in his Zur ehinesischen Flutsage
(Festgruss an Both, Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 9-14),
maintains that the story is based on a cosmogonic
myth, devoid of connexion, even in its basal ideas,
with the Bible account, and associated in form
with experience of the frequent inundations of the
Hwang-Ho and, like von Gutschmid (ZDMG
xxxiv. 192 f. ), he holds that Yii, to whom he
denies any actual existence in history, was essen'

;

demiurge, who helped to establish
earth.
It is open to question,
at least on the basis of Meng-tsze's
statements, whether this whole story is not to
be regarded as a cosmogonic rather than as a
tially a sort of
civilization on

therefore,

Deluge story.

F. Folklore Deluge stories.— Under this
general heading are included the numerous stories
of peoples, mostly in a savage or semi-savage state,
It is not
not included under previous headings.
necessary for the present purpose to make any

general classification of them on either geographical
or ethnological lines.
It will be sufficient to point
out a few facts bearing on the subject of this
article.

i.
One of the essential characters of these stories
arises out of the fact that they are folklore.
In
the Deluge stories of Babylon, Greece, and India
we have well-defined legends capable of being
traced out more or less distinctly in their developments and ramifications.
Though a few of the
stories now under consideration have come to us in
a written form more or less ancient, they are not
literature in the same sense, but only stereotyped
folk-tales.
By far the gTeater number of these
stories, however, are still, or were till recent years,
in a fluid and formative condition.
The imagination which has produced them is, or was till recently,

still

at work, and has been continually modifying

It has already been noticed how both historical events and fancy-striking anecdotes, such
as Bible stories, have in many cases become mixed

them.

with the early tale, nor is it possible to separate
them with scientific accuracy. Not infrequently

what
told

is

on

essentially the same story
different occasions, or at

dillerently reported

is

dillerently

any rate is
(Leeward Islands; see IV. A.

vi. (d)).
ii.
There are many difficulties in the way of
getting trustworthy evidence. As already pointed
out, the missionaries, by whom most of these
((rics have been reported, were frequently prejudiced witnesses (see IV. A. iii.), and, moreover,
the stories in several cases were collected some
time after the conversion of the people with whom
they originated. These missionaries had to depend
on their own memory or that of their converts,
and it was only in quite exceptional cases that the
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opportunity afforded to (iill was offered (see above,
IV. C. (")), of reporting from the evidence of one
whose knowledge of heathen lore was both fresh

and complete.
Hi. Another striking

the irregularity in
For example,
the distribution of these stories.
there are very few independent Deluge stories
reported from Africa, a considerable number from
the islands of the Pacific, and an extraordinarily
America.
large number from the continent of
This is accounted for negatively by Andree on
the ground that Deluge stories do not readily
arise where, as in Africa, the inundation of the
great rivers is an animal occurrence, which does
It may
not therefore impress the imagination.
he noticed in this connexion that one of the most
important exceptions is connected with a special
local feature the formation of the Dilolo Lake
on the southern border of the Congo State (see
Andree, p. 49). Again, the Deluge legend of the
Masai in Uganda, to which attention has been
fact

is

—

lately called by Merker (see Guardian, 1906, p.
945), is so obviously parallel with the Bible Deluge
that it cannot he regarded as independent.
find here the Ark, pairs of animals, birds sent out
(a pigeon and a vulture [cf. the crow of the Lummi
Indians and the humming-bird of a Mexican story]),
and four (!) rainbows.
iv. It would appear that there must be some
stories
positive reason for the frequency of Deluge
among the American Indians. George Catlin, in
his O-Kce-pa (p. 2), stated that among 120 tribes
there was not one which did not relate some
distinct or vague tradition of a Flood, and, in
fact, a very considerable number of these stories
It certainly must be adhave been preserved.
mitted that the idea of a Deluge impressed itself
very readily on the Indian tribes, but how far
this was due to their past experience as an island
people, and how far to the psychological character
of the race, is a question for the ethnologist or
anthropologist rather than the student of comThis much at least can be
parative religion.
said, that there is some reason for believing that
several of these stories are of comparatively ancient

We

origin.

In the first place, there is abundant evidence to show that Deluge stories were current in
Central and Southern America at the time of the
Spanish occupation. (2) The common elements in
the stories of neighbouring and related tribes in
some cases point to an ancient tradition in which
a characteristic feature has become rooted in the
(«) Several of the tribes about
imagination.
Peru, though their Deluge stories differ widely in
other respects, have the common feature of a
(1)

—

floating mountain a combination, it would seem,
of the ark and the mountain of refuge.
(6) In

more than one Mexican legend men were turned
by the Deluge into fish, (c) We have noticed
that several tribes about the Orinoco and its
neighbourhood have the common features of stones
(or coco-nuts) thrown to produce men (see IV. A.
{d) Of still greater interest is the curious
feature already mentioned (IV. C. (a)) that land
was produced after the Deluge, not by the water
subsiding, but out of scattered grains of sand or
earth springing up and growing like seeds. Thus
in the story of the Ojibwas, after the loon has
dived several times in vain, it is the musk-rat
restored to life by the surviving Manabozho (who
was standing up to his neck in water on the
summit of a high tree) that dives and brings
up the grains of sand between its toes. These
Manabozho throws into the waters, and they
grow into islands, which unite into mainland.
In a story of the Sac and Fox Indians, another
branch of the Algonquins, the survivor, seeing

v. (2)).
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the Deluge would soon overwhelm the mountain on which he had sought refuge, built a canoe
out of a piec "I he blue sky. After sailing about
some days, he sent ovit one of the largest, fishes,
which returned with its monster mouth full of
In
earth, out of which he formed the dry land.
the story of the Chippewas (Montagnais), a
related group, it is the northern diver that
eventually returns to the canoe with clay on his
webbed feet, after the beaver, otter, and musk-rat
have failed. This the old man breathed upon,
th.it

t

We

it became a great island,
(c)
find, again,
in certain groups of tribes that a particular animal
plays a prominent part, as the coyote among the

and

Caiifornians (Wappos, Papagos, etc.), the raven
among those on the north-west seaboard of N.
America (Thlinkits and Bella Coolas).
v. This prominence of animals is a very characteristic feature of the American Indian stories,
and is by some believed to be connected ultimately

with totem-worship, whereas in the stories of some
other groups, sucli as those of the South Sea
Islanders, a greater prominence is given relatively
to what we should call the wonders or powers of
Nature. Thus, according to Bancroft (iii. 87), the
Caiifornians describe themselves as having originated from the coyote.

Among the Algonquin tribes the black serpent is the enemy
man and of created beings, and sends the Deluge. Manabozho, in more than one story of this group, takes refuge on
the turtle's back. In the stories of the Ojibwas his helper is
usually the diver or the musk-rat. With the Hare Indians it is
the raven who causes the Deluge in vengeance for being thrown
into the fire and it is the white owl who befriends the wise
man by letting out the cattle which the raven had imprisoned.
With the Cherokees it is a dog which foretells the Deluge
with the Peruvians the llamas reveal it to a shepherd. The
Crees have it that an eagle rescued the one surviving maiden,
and became by her the father of the new race. In a very
original story of the Pimas (California), the god's son Szeuka,
being angry with the eagle for having caused the Deluge, climbs
up to its evrie, slays it, and restores to life those whom it had
of

;

;

killed (Bancroft,

iii.

78).

The general

inference from a study of these
folklore Deluge stories is that we have not to
deal with mythological or cosmological systems,
in which a Deluge occupied a part, but rather that
these stories were the result of experience, tradivi.

tion, imagination, and natural curiosity, acting
sometimes separately, but more often in combination in different ways and different degrees.

—

Literature. The best general book, esp. for Deluge folklore,
R. Andree, Die Flutsagen, Brunswick, 1891, which contains
a large and interesting collection of Deluge stories.
Among
the most important books referred to by Andree are H.
Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific States, 5 vols., London,
et
Sites
des
Cordilleres
monuments
des
A.
Humboldt,
1875-76;
pcnples indigenes, Paris, 1868 W. Ellis, Polynesian Researches,
2 vols., London, 1829; W. W. Gill, Myths and Songs from the
E. Suss, Das Antlitz der Erde,
S. Pacific, London, 1S76
F. Lenormant, Les Origines de
3 vols., Leipzig, 1883-85
I'histoire d'apres la Bible, Paris, 1880. For a careful tabulation of
Deluge stories, see M. Winternitz, 'Die Flutsagen des Altertums
und der Naturvolker,' in Mitteil. der anthrop. Gesellsch. in Wien,
Translations and comments upon the
xxxi. [1901] 305-333.
Akkadian Deluge story are given in KIR vi. 299 ff. P. Haupt,
is

H

;

;

;

;

A. H.
Der keilinschriftliche Sintfiutbericht, Leipzig, 1881
Sayce, Higher Criticism and the Monuments, London
;

1894, ch. iii. ; C. J. Ball, Light from the East, London, 1S99,
pp. 34-43. The most important Indian, Chinese, and Persian
Deluge legends are given in SBE, ed. by Max Muller (see also
references in this article). For Greek Deluge stories, apart from
theories about them, the best work is H. Usener, Die SintflutF. H.
sagen, Bonn, 1899.

WOODS.

DELUSION. — Delusion

the popular sense
simply means a mistaken belief. In the technical
in

means a wrong belief which is
maintained because of a defect in thinking. And
that is the meaning which the word should always
have ; for there is manifestly an important difference, for example, between a mistaken opinion
which may be field because of wrong information
and one which is mainsupplied or facts withheld,
tained owing to an error in reasoning. A delusion
that is, believed beis a belief falsely believed
sense, however, it

—

DELUSION
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a faulty mind. To stretch the point, an
opinion, even if it is a good opinion, is delusional
if it is not
supported by facts. And that brings lis
to a distinction which is of some value that there
are beliefs which are demonstrably untrue and
which are delusions ; and there are beliefs which
we cannot prove to be untrue, which may even
be correct, yet are arrived at by a delusional
cause of

—

that the kind of glass of which he is made is. not the
ordinary breaking kind hence the common practice with such people on the part of those who
have the care of them. And it is the best method
for all delusional people, whether sane or insane
there is no use trying to argue with them therefore change the subject, encourage reasonableness
in general, and trust that in time, after a development of other parts of the mind, the patient on
coming back to the vexed question again will see
;

;

;

'

'

process.

—
—

The

delusional state of mind the kind of thinking which is prone to delusion very often results
from some disease, of greater or less degree,
acquired in adolescent or adult life, which
warps the judgment by tampering with the brain's
mechanism, upon which correct thinking depends.
In the development of a mind to the level of a

mature judgment, an enormous mass of experience
contributes, and a very great part of our thinking rests upon obvious opinions which we never
take the trouble to test. It is part of the misfortune of a delusional mind that it may begin
to question such standard opinions opinions which
ought to be regarded as axioms, and upon which
the whole fabric of our thought is based. For
example, a man may have a doubt (and it has
occurred, and much writing has been wasted in the

—

exposition of

it)

do make

as to whether two and two really

four.
Scepticism of this sort, when it
goes far, is an exhausting mental process, and
the mind that indulges in it is apt to suffer
further trouble.
It is a form of illness which
may be called a wasting disease of the mind,
as if a man were to consume his own skeleton
and have neither backbone nor leg by which to
stand erect. On the other hand, a great deal of
delusion can be traced to a vice at the opposite

extreme — a

A

kind of mental indolence.
large
of people who have wits enough to think
they had energy to use them, believe things
which they have no right to believe, and entertain opinions which do not harmonize with those
which they have earned a right to entertain. In

number
if

these

cases,

again, there

—

is

what we may

call

mind a place where friction
rational process is checked by
superstition. It is always a source of mental weakness in a thoughtful man to reserve certain subjects
and to neglect or refuse to discuss them. That,
however, is not to say that there is no place in
good thinking for reverence, or that a good mind
will not continue in mystery.
On the contrary,
the essence of delusion is the being too certain, too
quick to seize and hold a definite opinion. This is
illustrated by a very constant quality of delusion
that it refuses to be guided by facts or modified
by argument. There are some people whose minds
are very hard to move ; once they liave formed an
a sore spot
occurs

in the

when the

—

—
—

opinion and such people form opinions about many
things they will not give up or even be shaken
in their belief
and the reason is that it is one of
their mental characteristics, due in part to brain
must also
conditions, to find changes irksome.
observe that there are certain beliefs which are
essentially pleasure-giving; it is tempting to hold
an opinion which seems fitting and good, and it is
easy to retain, as convictions, some comfortable
beliefs which have never been subjected to criticism; perhaps the majority of the delusions commonly entertained concern things which people like
to believe and refuse to disturb, not on grounds of
reason, but on grounds of feeling.
In insane delusions by which we mean delusions
which occur in insanity, and which are due to actual
brain disease the quality of unreasonableness is
very marked. If an insane person insists that he
is made of glass, he will not be disillusioned
by a
demonstration of the fragile nature of glass and of
his own resistance to fracture
he will only retort
;

We

—

—

;

it in

a new

light.

It need hardly be said that the subjects concerning which people are prone to express delusions are
often mystifying even to the most expert thinker

—

phenomena, facts connected with mesmerism or hypnotism, insanity, occult religious
facts, and all sorts of novelties and new inventions.

electrical

From what has been said concerning the nature
becomes clear that the subject is an
important one, both in a theory of mind and in
of delusion, it

practical affairs

;

and

it

is

instructive to try to

determine the extent and the province of delusion
in normal thought.
To do so exhaustively is impossible but it is easy to cite a few examples
which will suggest, to any. one who cares to pursue
the subject, a great many more. There is, for
instance, a very large group of what we may call
;

natural illusions, which are inevitably and inwoven into the fabric of experience,
and which, assumed as true, become delusions. In
the strict sense, an illusion (q.v.) differs from a
delusion in that it is an error in sense-perception
rather than an error in thinking. And it is perextricably

missible to hold that delusion includes illusion
that all illusions, when accepted as true, are dethough only a few delusions are illusions.
By natural illusion, then, is meant all that margin
of error
and it is a large one by which the senses,
in their natural and normal activities, convey
wrong information to the brain. For it is strictly
true that things are not what they seem.
It is
usual, in this connexion, to enlarge upon visual
are
obvious
and
because
these
admit
errors, partly
of being proved.
It is certain that the picture
which the brain receives from the eyes does not
correspond to the object looked at. Some of the
delusions thereby suggested have been corrected.
Every educated man, for example, refuses to accept
the testimony of his eyes that the world is flat.
Yet a great mass of visual error goes uncorrected ;
men and women take the picture suggested by
the eyes to be true and, as the error and its
acceptance are natural and all but universal, the
delusion passes muster in common thought. But,
to appreciate the amount of error thus imported,
we must not forget that all the other senses are
;

lusions,

—

—

;

It is certain, and again capable
similarly faulty.
of scientific proof, that errors of hearing are conNot only do ears differ widely in insiderable.
dividuals in their acuteness, but it is certain that

hears correctly, that the sound image
accepted by the brain never corresponds to the
pattern of the sound-waves in the atmosphere.
Yet the great majority of people hear enough for
practical purposes with approximately the same
error in the hearing of it, and, by tacit consent,
the error is not regarded. A great fallacy similarly
besets the sense of touch and the muscular sense,
which gives us information concerning resistances
the hardness and density, weight and strength

no one
'

-

'

—

of things.
And, if this
supply to the mind data

is

true of senses which

which can be to a large
extent scientifically tested, it may be assumed to
be equally true of the senses of taste and smell.
We may even conjecture that, subtle and complex as these senses are, they are also occasionally
lllusional.

Before leaving this aspect of delusion,

it is

well

DEMOCRITUS
advert to hallucination

to

(q.v.).

A

hallucina-

tion, like an illusion, is a wrong sense-perception,
differs from it in that there is no outward
hallucination is a
object for the hallucination.

but

A

—

—

most commonly of the eye or ear
which is purely and wholly subjective. If the
mind accepts tliis fiction of the senses, there is
obviously delusion. Hallucinations do not bulk
largely in normal thinkiug but they are frequent
and important in mental disease.
perception

;

In conclusion, we may refer briefly to common
forms of delusion more in the sphere of thought.
Perhaps the best example of all but universal
delusion is the common belief in an absolutely
It would be entirely out of place here
free will.
Suffice it to
to regard the subject philosophically.
say that it is obvious that sometimes one's will is
not wholly free in the ordinary sense. Yet people
invariably think and speak as if choices were
always of their own making. This delusion is
clearly necessary and salutary ; without it both

thinking and doing would come to a standstill.
Another delusion, equally inevitable and necessary,
is one which besets every thinking man, that is,
that he believes he possesses a thinking organ
which works correctly. Give two men exactly the
same data and let them think out a conclusion
each believes, is bound to believe, that he is thinking correctly ; yet in many cases the conclusions
will differ ; so there must be error somewhere.
Finally, we may cite the very prevalent delusion
that any thought can reach a final conclusion.
Nearly every one feels, and a great many people
believe, that a subject can be finished, that thought
can reach and hold all there is to be known about
it, and usually a statement of the conclusion is
And, while it is obvious that no
forthcoming.
subject can be exhausted and no statement final,
:

These examples
this delusion is also inevitable.
will suffice to illustrate the subject, and it only remains to add that a wise mind will take note of the
inevitable margin of error in its own operations

and perhaps discount

— J.

it,

yet not be daunted by

it.

a Psychological Study,
London, 1S81 E. Parish, Hallucinations and Illusions, do.
1897
C. A. Mercier, Psychology, Nannal and Morbid, do.
Literature.

Sully,

Illusions

:

;

;

T. S. Clouston, Mental diseases, do. 1904, and Hygiene
of Mind, do. 1906; J. H. Hyslop, Borderland of Psychical
G. Storring, Mental Pathology in its
Research, do. 1906
Relation to Normal Psychology, tr. T. Loveday, do. 1907 D. P.
Rhodes, The Philosophy of Change, New York, 1909.
1901

;

;

;

George R. Wilson.
DEMOCRACY.—See Government.

DEMOCRITUS.— A Greek philosopher

(c. 460356 B.C.) whose importance lies in his being the
exof
Materialism
and
the
mechanical
pioneer
planation of the universe.
The birthplace of DemoI. Life and writings.
critus was Abdera in Thrace, a flourishing colony
He must
founded by the Ionian city of Teos.
have been a fellow-citizen, and, if the received
dates are approximately correct, a younger conc.

—

temporary, of Protagoras. The accounts of his
life which have come down to us are open to
suspicion on various grounds. They dwell on his
insatiable scientific curiosity, which impelled him
He is said to
to spend years in foreign travel.
have visited Egypt in order to learn geometry
from the priests, and to have held personal intercourse with Magi and Chaldeans in Persia and
Babylonia. What amount of truth there is in
Like Pythagoras,
these tales it is hard to say.
Deniocritus became to later ages a legendary
in mathematics,
whose
real
attainments
figure,
physics, and astronomy appeared less remarkable
than his supposed skill in alchemy and magic.

The
to

list

of his writings that survives

have been a

prolific author.

shows him

The grammarian
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Thrasyllus, in the time of Tiberius, arranged the
collection in tetralogies, or sets of four the same
arrangement which he had adopted for the /'<"•
The lucidity and simplicity of
logues of Plato.
Deniocritus' style are praised in antiquity by competent critics like Timon, Cicero, and Dionysius
of Halicarnassus.
He wrote in the Ionic dialect,
hitherto almost exclusively employed by prose
in
his own lifetime it was being
writers, although
The subjects
gradually superseded by Attic.
treated were, to judge by their titles, chiefly
Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy, Anthropology,
have fragments definitely stated
and Ethics.
to come from the Kavw»* and the Kparvvrripia, both
dealing with the method of science, and from the

—

We

an ethical treatise.
mathematical achievements there is unThree of the thirteen
impeachable testimony.
tetralogies consisted of treatises on Geometry and
kindred subjects, including Optics and Astronomy.
From the title of one of them, On irrational
straight lines and solids' (rrepl ahbywv ypa/j.ixCn> nal
vaaT&v), it may be inferred that Deniocritus preceded Euclid in the investigation of irrationals a
problem which, as we know from Plato's Thccctetus, was occupying the foremost geometers in the
4th cent. B.C. Similarly, Archimedes in his Trepl
Trepl Eidv/j.lns,

To

his

'

—

ru>v

fj.vxavtKU)V deoipnfiaTwp rrpbs 'Eparoad^fnv £<£o5os
(lately discovered at Constantinople, and published
by Heiberg in 1907) assigns to Democritus no
small part of the credit for two important theorems, namely, that the cone is one-third part of
the cylinder, and the pyramid one-third part of

the prism, having the same base and equal height.
Democritus made the discoveries by means of
mechanical methods Archimedes afterwards supThe investiplied a rigorous geometrical proof.
gation by means of mechanics involved a partial
;

anticipation

of

the

infinitesimal

calculus

(see

Heath's The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements,
Cambridge, 1908, iii. 366-368, 4, ii. 40).
It is not, however, from the meagre fragments
remaining that we derive our best information as
to the doctrines Democritus taught, but rather
from the criticism of opponents, especially Aristotle and Theophrastus, who gave to his works the
attention they deserved. Aristotle in his scientific
treatises is evidently much indebted to Democritus,
and, though he often dissents from his conclusions,
invariably speaks of him with respect and admiration.
Plato, it is true, never mentions him by
name, yet from various passages in the Dialogues
it is obvious that not only was he acquainted with
the system of the Atomists, but even regarded
Democritus as the type and representative of all
those tendencies which he himself most actively
combated.
Deniocritus can hardly claim to
2. Leucippus.
have originated the system which he taught.
There seems no valid ground for doubting the
statement that Leucippus preceded him in laying
the foundations of Atomism, which they both

—

afterwards developed in common.
The metaphysical basis of Leucippus' doctrine,
as stated by Aristotle, presumed the Eleatic
paradox that reality or real being is One, not
Many, immutable and eternal, not transient and
whence the Eleatics deduced that our
diverse
world of manifold and fleeting appearances is not
that which truly exists. As all the earlier Greeks,
from Thales downwards, in their search for a
primary substance were unconsciously endeavouring to frame a conception of matter, the permanent
substratum of the outer world, the Eleatic paradox
is only another way of stating that matter alone
matter is meant the Full, not the
is, where by
Empty, or, in modern parlance, that which has
mass. Empty space, then, if it is not matter, is
:

'

'
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a continuous indivisible
plenum. Leucippus, if he is to be credited with
originating the Atomistic doctrine, altered this
conception by opposing extension to mass as the
non-existent

j

the world

is

fundamental postulate. The extended as full and
the extended as empty, the plenum and the
vacuum, or matter occupying space and space
unoccupied by matter, were in his view equally
The Eleatics were right in asserting the
real.
one, but wrong in denying the other.
By introducing real space and the geometrical forms of
bodies as spatially determined, Leucippus destroyed the Eleatic One and reverted to pluralism.
But lie had still to meet the subtle arguments
from infinite divisibility, by which Zeno of Elea
had disproved the possibility of motion and of
Since these arguments could not be
multiplicity.
refuted, nothing remained but to postulate indivisibles (ctro/xot, tiro/la) as the ultimate constituents
of corporeal reality things in space (Ar. Phijs.

—

The sum

of existence, then, inempty space as well as the atoms or indivisible particles of matter in space.
Both matter
and space are eternal, infinite, and homogeneous
The only differences which single
throughout.
atoms present are differences of shape, from which
must follow differences of magnitude. But fresh
differences are introduced when single atoms come
to be grouped and arranged in what we call individual things.
There then arise differences of
order and position of the atoms in space ; for, to
in
use a familiar illustration,
differs from
i.

3.

187a, 1-3).

cludes

AN

A

N

not the same as NA, the order is
nor is M the same as H, the position is
different
different.
Aristotle (Metaph. i. 4. 9856, 13 tf.) in
giving this account admits that he is substituting,
for the precise Ionic terms pvtrubs (fashion), Siadtyfi
(inter-contact), Tpoir-q (turning), his own equivalents <rxv^ a (figure, shape), rdfis (arrangement,
It will be obvious, upon
order), Otais (position).
reflexion, that these three kinds of difference are
merely spatial relations posited and presupposed
by the very conception of space as extended in
three dimensions.
Here seems the proper place to deal with a controversial question of great difficulty of the three

shape

;

is

;

:

between atoms (shape, order,

differences

position),

only one (shape) relates to single atoms. That
size must go with shape as a property of the
single

atom seems certain

:

e.g.

atoms

of fire are

described as the smallest as well as the most
mobile.
But no good authority attributes to
Leucippus or Democritus any utterance implying
that weight was a fundamental property of the
atom, although Epicurus, when he revised the
original doctrine of the Atomists, expressly derived
weight as well as magnitude from shape, and, as
is well known, deduced from their weight the
tendency of free atoms to fall. Later authorities
not unnaturally confused the Atomic doctrine of
Leucippus and the revised version of Epicurus.
But the opinion has now gained ground that Leu-

cippus and Democritus put forward no positive
views as to weight being a fundamental property
of a free or isolated atom, or as to the direction
and force of the motion originally inherent in a
free atom.

—

Developments of Atomism. («) Relativity of
We have given in outline the
theory which Democritus adopted and developed.
When compared with the rival systems of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, it is seen to be decidedly
superior in simplicity and logical coherence. These
3.

sensible qualities.

—

other systems also resolve the universe into matter
in motion
but, in the resolution proposed by the
Atomists, qualitative changes in tilings result
from quantitative changes in their constituent
elements, and all proceeds uniformly by a law of
;

Each of these two positions
natural necessity.
The conception of a
calls for further elucidation.
permanent substratum, or primary matter, to the
two attributes. It
involved
early Greek thinkers,
was, they thought, at once indestructible and immutable in other words, the sum of matter in the
universe remains quantitatively and qualitatively
constant amid all the change and variety of
How this result was secured by the
Nature.
Eleatics has already been shown.
Empedocles
and Anaxagoras took another way, maintaining a
plurality of elements qualitatively constant. The
four elements of Empedocles earth, water, air,
fire
and the infinity of seeds assumed by Anaxagoras are alike in this, that they possess as fundamental and inalienable the qualities perceptible to
sense. But these attempts to shape the conception
of matter were attended by insuperable difficulties, so long as the sensible qualities of derivative
bodies were ascribed to the original elements
(whether four or an infinite number) out of which
these bodies were compounded. In fact, on the
theory of Anaxagoras, the distinction between
original and derivative forms of matter vanishes,
for there must be as many primary substances as
there are varieties of sensible qualities.
This difficulty the Atomists solved by distinguishing the fundamental properties of matter as
such from all other sensible qualities. In principle the distinction is the same as that made by
;

—

—

Locke between primary and secondary

qualities.
qualities of sensible things, such as
colour, flavour, odour, temperature, cease then to
be attributes of matter as such ; and Democritus
'
By custom there is
expressed this by saying :
bitter and sweet, hot and cold, and colour ; in
void (Sext. adv.
atoms
and
but
reality nothing
Math. vii. 135 Diels, 55 B, 9 [i. 2 388]). It would,

The changing

'

;

however, be misleading to characterize these
they lose nosecondary qualities as subjective
thing of objective validity because the mode in
which they produce their effects has become exTo take the first pair of qualities in
plicable.
the citation from Democritus sweet and bitter.
It is an acknowledged fact that wine, which
normally tastes sweet, is bitter to the jaundiced
patient, and we may infer from Plato's Thcmtetus
:

—

that Protagoras had called attention to this and
similar facts. Now the Atomistic doctrine declares
wine, like all other sensible bodies, to be merely
a complex of atoms of such and such a shape,
size, and position, and containing such and such
a proportion of vacuum. As such, each body produces a certain effect upon all other similar bodies,
including the human organs of taste. That effect,
again, must partly depend upon the constitution
of those organs, and on their permanent or temBut,
porary, con mon or individual, qualities.
whereas Protagoras emphasized the divergence of
the effects under different conditions, and left out
of sight its possible causes, the Atomistic theory
took account of both. It allowed a relative value
to the divergent perceptions, while at the same
time it maintained the objective validity of that
which produced them in other words, the structure of perceptible material bodies and the essential
properties of the matter out of which they were
Viewed in this light, an enigmatical
constituted.
utterance attributed to Democritus by the Epicurean Colotes becomes perfectly intelligible. If
Democritus said that an object does not possess
one kind of quality more than another {rdr
to'iov
rolov
1)
wpay/xdroiv %KaffTov cltrwv oil fxaWov
eTrai— Pint. adv. Col. 4, p. HOS F Diels, 55 B, 156
3
was
he
be
sure
that
speaking of
413]), we may
[i
the secondary qualities, and not of the properties
have
no
The
atoms
such.
as
of matter
secondary
Thus colours, flavours, odours, temqualities.

—

;

.
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points deserve notice. The doctrine of innumerable worlds or cosmical systems becomes clearer
when we consider that matter and space are
supposed to be infinite, and any place where atoms
meet may become the kernel or nucleus of a world,
provided that a vortex motion is thus set up, and
in consequence a sufficient aggregation of matter
As,
crystallizes, so to speak, around a centre.
moreover, the atoms are infinitely various in shape,
the worlds formed from them will display the
greatest diversity though it may also happen ha t
some of them are absolutely alike. Again, the
principle of 'like to like,' common to most of the
Greek physicists, receives some sort of explanation
from the assumption of a vortex. As, on the
beach, pebbles of like size and shape are collected
by the tide, as the winnowing- fan sifts and separates
grain (Sext. adv. Math. vii. 117; Diels, 55 B, 164
2
[i.
415]), so the cosmical vortex plays the same

they,
perature, have no objective existence per se
at all events when perceived, are relative to the
To one who held this view the task of
percipient.
science was immensely enlarged, at the same time
that it became more definite. The problem was
to advance from the known to the unknown, to
determine precisely how the motion of atoms in
the void produced the totality of changes, and the
;

variety of changing qualities perceived by sense.
No wonder that, unaided by the apparatus of
modern science, the explorer from time to time
regretted the futility of results attained, and confessed with a sigh
'

'
Truth lies in the deep (Diog. Laert. ix. 72. 6 ; Diels, 55 B,
117 [i. 2 407]). ' We perceive, iu fact, nothing certain, but such
things only as change with the state of our body, and of that
which enters it, and which resists it (Sext. ado. Math. vii. 130
2
Diels, 65 B, 9 [i. 388]).
'

;

the part played in the
important
fragment
system by the conception of causation.
of Leucippus lays down the axiom that nothing
conies by accident, but everything from a cause
and under stress of necessity (Aet. i. "25. 4 ; Diels,
54 B, 2 [i. 2 350]). In such unequivocal terms did
he state the universal law of causation, and to this
For
principle his successor consistently adhered.
all that happens in Nature a sufficient explanation
was furnished by kinematics and mechanics ; there
less

is

A

mechanical part in bringing together homogeneous
particles, that is, atoms approximately alike in
Thus Democritus is able to bring
size and shape.
his notion of our world into tolerable harmony
with popular opinion. It floats iu the void,
surrounded by its revolving shell of tightly
compressed atoms the vault of heaven the space
between this outer envelope at the circumference
and the solid earth at the centre is filled with air
in which the stars move.
The earth presents a
flat surface above and below, round horizontally
like a quoit or tambourine, and so broad as to
support itself on the air.
We may note the influence of Anaximander,
with whom probably originated the old Ionian
theory of infinite worlds, and of Anaxagoras (q.v.),
who postulated a rotatory movement to effect
separation of unlike and aggregation of like.
Democritus can hardly be credited with original
contributions to astronomy ; but he welcomed the

'

'

—

was then no need of any supplementary hypothesis,
whether of design on the one hand or of arbitrary
spontaneity on the other. It was enough to assume

—

motion as an inherent attribute of matter an
ultimate fact for which no derivation was required.
The motions of the atoms were as eternal as the
atoms themselves, and were necessary that is, in
the unending series of movements each followed
upon and was determined by definite antecedents.
Granted that atoms moving in space come into
collision, the whole history of the universe becomes
an application of mechanical laws.
Colliding
atoms suft'er pressure and impact, unite in groups,
and break away from such unions and thus arises
;

;

change, the succession of all events the birth
and destruction alike of particular things and of
the infinite worlds are but moments in this
all

:

succession.

—

The direct outcome of Atomic
{b) Cosmogony.
motion must be the production of our world and
the individual things in it, for these are
given in experience. As to the process by which
this goal is reached, our information is sadly
defective.
Of one thing we are certain that
Leucippus and Democritus had no recourse to
external forces, such as the attraction and repulsion
which Empedocles personified as Love and Strife,
or the vovs of Anaxagoras.
late epitomator
writes of Leucippus
The worlds arise when many atoms are collected together
of all

—

A

:

*

mighty void from the surrounding space and rush
together. They come into collision, and those which are of
similar shape and like form become entangled, and from their
entanglement the heavenly bodies arise (Hippol. Ref. i. 12 ;
Diels, 54 A, 10 [i. 2 345]). Another account gives fuller details
into the

'

:

'

Many atoms of manifold shapes cut off from the infinite are
borne into a vast void, and there collecting set up a single
vortex movement, in which they collide and are whirled in all
directions, so that separation is effected and the like atoms
come together. And, as they become too numerous to revolve
with equal velocity, those which are light are, so to speak, sifted
out, and fly off towards the outer void and the rest remain
together, and, becoming entangled, join their orbits with one
This
another, and form in the first place a spherical mass.
becomes a sort of shell, including in itself atoms of all kinds
and, as these through repulsion from the centre are made to
revolve, the enclosing shell becomes thinner and thinner, the
adjacent atoms being attracted as soon as the vortex overtakes
them. In this way the earth was formed as the portions
brought to the centre coalesced. And, again, even the outer
shell grows larger by the influx of atoms from outside, and
incorporates with itself whatever it touches. And of this some
portions are locked together and form a mass which was at
first damp and miry, then dried as it revolved with the universal
vortex, and afterwards took fire and formed the substance of
the stars (Diog. Laert. ix. 32 Diels, 64 A, 1 [i.'- 343]).
;

;

'

;

In this effort of the scientific imagination several
VOL. IV. 36

—

t

;

:
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;

novel doctrines of Anaxagoras which had so startled
He held the sun to be a redhis contemporaries.
hot mass, but regarded it and also the moon as
originally the nucleus of a separate system, which
had been entangled in the vortex-motion of our
world and subsequently ignited. The oceans were
formed when, under the influence of wind and solar
heat, the smaller particles were forced out of the
earth, and ran together as water into the hollows.
In relative size the central earth exceeds the sun,
moon, and stars yet the latter must have been
accorded considerable dimensions if Democritus
accepted the Anaxagorean assumption of plains,
mountains, and ravines upon the moon's face (Aet.
2
ii. 25. 9
Diels, 55 A, 90 [i. 367]).
;

;

This cosmology is vitiated through and through
by the undue importance it gives to our planet.

The

geocentric hypothesis still retained
over the philosopher, who tells us

its

sway

:

'There are infinite worlds, differing in size and in some of
them there is no sun and moon, in others the sun and moon
are larger than in our world, or there are several suns and
moons. The worlds are unequally distributed in space here
there are more, there fewer
some are waxing, some are in
their prime, some waning coming into being in one part of the
universe, ceasing in another part. The cause of their perishing
is collision with one another.
And there are some worlds
destitute of moisture and of living creatures. In our world
the earth was born before the stars the moon is nearest to the
The
earth, the sun comes next, fixed stars are furthest off.
planets themselves are at unequal distances from us. A world
is in its prime so long as it is able to absorb fresh matter from
without' (Hippol. Ref. i. 13 Diels, 55 A, 40 [i. 2 360]).
;

;

;

;

;

;

In the words of an enthusiastic admirer (Gom3
perz, Griechische Denkei; i. 295), we seem to be
listening to a modern astronomer who has seen
the moons of Jujfiter, has recognized the lack of

moisture on the moon, and has even caught a
glimpse of nebulae.
All particular things,
and
(c) Psychology.
amongst them the four so-called elements earth,
water, air, fire are aggregates or atom-complexes ;

—

—

—
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determined by the shape,
and position of their component atoms.
Atmospheric air plays its part, but the most
important is lire, because the most mobile, being
composed of atoms exceedingly line, smooth, and

anil their character is

order,

round. Fire-atoms are the moving principle of
organic bodies, the soul being a sort of tire or
heat, while mental activity is identical with the
motion of these fiery particles. Upon this foundation is constructed a materialistic psychology,
which in tnrn determines the episteinology and
ethics of Democritus.
Such a doctrine invites
comparison with the speculations of Heraclitus
and Anaxagoras, the former of whom regarded
soul as an exhalation fed by vapours from the

warm

blood. The yoDj of Anaxagoras, whether by
he meant simply intelligence, or some sort of
was supposed to be diffused throughout
the universe and similarly the theory of Democritus
tends to destroy any fixed line of demarcation
between organic and inorganic in Nature. For,
according to him, fiery soul-atoms are taken in
from outside. Owing to their great mobility, they
are constantly liable to escape from the animate
body, and this tendency is counteracted by the
process of respiration, which checks the escajie of
imprisoned soul-atoms by a current of air, and
continually renews them. In sleep or in a swoon
there is less resistance
more of the fiery atoms
escape, and mental activity is proportionately
diminished while death itself is the result of their
entire dispersion in the surrounding air.
Since
all qualitative change in things is reduced to, and
explained by, quantitative changes of atoms and
atomic motions, no exception can be made in dealing with psychical activities and the phenomena
of mental life.
Sensation, thought, and all other

this

mind-stuff,

;

:

;

functions of the soul are in reality movements of
the soul-atoms, produced in accordance with the
mechanical laws of pressure and impact. This
principle is rigorously carried out, and its consistent
application is a characteristic feature of Atomistic
psychology. It is most obvious in the theory of
sensation, which Democritus in part inherited

from Empedocles. Contact between object perceived and percipient is the indispensable condition
of all perception, so that all the various senses are

—

in the last resort modes of one viz. touch (Ar. de
Serisu, iv. 442a, 29).
When, as in the case of sight, hearing, and

the perceptible object is at a distance,
Democritus, like Empedocles, supposed that
particles of external things found their way into
the pores of the sensory organs. It is true that,
according to Empedocles, the pores or passages
through which the particles travelled were never
absolutely empty, for, on his view, the universe
was a plenum whereas Democritus supposed the
particles thrown off to move, like all atoms, through
empty space but this hardly affects the general
likeness between the two theories.
The introduction of atoms in certain ways, through the organs,
to the soul answers to the introduction of effluxes
(airoppoal) through the pores, which Empedocles
maintained. The atom-complexes thus given off
resemble the external objects themselves. Democritus called them SdK(\a an Ionic term for which
Aristotle substituted eBuXa. What we perceive,
then, is in a manner in the soul but the soul itself
must consist of matter capable of being affected
mechanically by it, that is, capable of the impact,
reaction, movement, aWoluan, which is the essence
smell,

;

;

—

;

of perception.

The sensory organs thus become passages for
instreaming atoms. Take vision. The eve is a
moist porous organ seeing results when (lie
iii
"I an object is mirrored in the pupil.
So
much we are told on excellent authority but how
i'

;

comes about that the pupil receives, or, if it is a
mirror, reflects, this image, is a point on which
neither the criticisms of Aristotle and Theophrastus
nor the later accounts of Aetius and Alexander
In fact, it
Aphrodisiensis throw much light.
remains doubtful whether the efficient cause is the
emanation from the visible object or the air which
has received a certain impression, comparable to
that of a seal upon wax, from this emanation. The
it

suggestion that in seeing nearer objects the former,
in seeing distant objects the latter, is the proximate
agent, although ingenious, lacks all authority.
Colour, the proper object of vision, as explained
above, is not a primary quality of bodies, but
is relative to the percipient.
The visible thing is
composed of colourless atoms of given shape
arranged in a certain order and position, and, when
it is said to have colour in virtue of its atomic
structure and the movements of its atoms, this
really means that it is capable of exciting a
particular effect in the sensory organ the eye.
Democritus assumed four primary colours white,
black, red, and green (xXw/36") and derived all
other shades of colour from the mixture of the
primary four in definite proportions. From this it
follows that the numerous bodies which cannot he
classed as having one or other of the primary
colours must be of a composite nature ; they must,
that is, include in their composition other than

—

—

—

Thus, referring
merely homogeneous atoms.
white to smooth and red to round atoms, he must
have assumed, in the structure of gold and bronze,
the presence both of smooth and of round atoms,
since he declared the colour of these metals to be
a mixture of white and red. This theory of colour
seems to have been carefully elaborated, to judge
by the summary and criticisms of Theophrastus
The crudeness of his assumptions
((/r Sensu, 49 ff ).
is obvious
whiteness is supposed to be due to
smooth, blackness to rough atoms, redness is
caused by heat, and the atoms of lire are supposed
:

to be spherical.

In the treatment of hearing and its correlative
which speech or vocal sound is the
leading type, Democritus agreed in the main with
his contemporaries.
As emanations (6eke\a) from
visible bodies are the stimulus of vision, so the
sounds ((puval) which stimulate the organ of hearing
are particles or atom-complexes thrown off by the
sonant body, and conveyed by the medium of the
air to the ear, and through it to the soul.
The
stream of atoms given off by a sonant body sets the
atoms of the air in motion, and, joining itself with
these according to similarity of shapes and sizes,
makes its way into the body. The oriGce of the
ear is the chief, but not the sole, entrance for such
a current. In making the current affect not the
ear alone, but other organs of the body, Democritus
showed decided originality. He may have meant
no more than that the whole body is sympathetic
to the operation of hearing,
l'robably the purity
of sounds was made to depend on the similarity,
the pitch and volume on the magnitude, of their
The process by which the
constituent atoms.
sound-atoms themselves and the air broken up by
them are, as it were, sorted so that similar shapes
and sizes come together must be understood as
purely mechanical.
If a theory of emanations from bodies at a
distance be employed to explain seeing and hearin applying it
ing, no difficulty will be encountered
The rapid diffusion of
to the sense of smelling.
perfume is a familiar fact, and it is easily inferred
that a liner matter is given oil' by odorous bodies
in the form of an attenuated stream of alums,
which reaches the nostrils. Theophrastus complains of the omission to connect a distinctive
quality of the various odours with the atomic
object, sound, of

DEMOCRITUS
but Democritus
configuration of their particles
probably regarded this connexion as easily deductible from the similar connexion between atomic
configuration and distinctive quality in the kin;

dred region of tastes, with which he dealt very
Thus, he referred an acid taste to atomic
full}-.
shapes which are angular, winding, small, and
thin
the sweet to shapes which are spherical and
not too small the astringent to shapes large and
with many angles. The bitter is composed of
shapes, small, smooth, and spherical, with hooks
the saline of
attached to the spherical surface
large shapes, in many cases not spherical, but in
some cases also not scalene, and therefore without
;

;

;

the pungent is small, spherical, and
angular, but not scalene.
With this the theory of sensation is complete.
All senses have been resolved into modes of touch,

many flexures

;

which must, therefore, have been for Democritus
the primary sense, as it was for Aristotle. But of
touch itself as a physiological function he could
give no detailed investigation. Pressure, impact,
and motion purely physical conceptions are employed by the Atomists without misgiving, as if
they had not realized the true nature of the
The relations between
physiological process.
realities of every kind were reducible to the purely

—

—

mechanical form.
The interaction involved in
sense-perception could not differ from the action of

any atomic bodies whatsoever upon one another,
for this contact is the necessary and universal
condition, and contact between percipiens and percipiendum only a special case.

Sensation

itself is

the movement set up when spherical soul-atoms
have thus been brought into contact with the
atoms of an external object, or the atom-complexes
On this theory,
(oeueXa) emanating from them.
then, sensory facts have nothing to distinguish
them from the larger total of physical facts nor
can there be a fundamental difference between
sensation and intellect. Aristotle expressly testifies
that Democritus made no such distinction (ravrb
;

tai vovv \_de

Anima,

404a, 28, 31
cf. 405rt, 9]).
There is no evidence that he put to
himself Aristotle's question, What is the faculty
by which the data of sense are combined and distinguished, by which we are conscious of our mental
acts, by which we imagine and remember ? All our

Myei \pi%v"

i.

2.

;

information is that, while the soul-atoms were
divided or distributed over the entire body, he
located certain mental functions in certain parts
of the frame e.g. the separate sensations in the
sensory organs, and, further, according to some
doubtful authorities, intelligence in the brain, anger
in the heart, appetite in the liver.
Such statements
are not in themselves incredible, on the assumption
that, in different parts of the body, soul-atoms of
distinctive size and mobility are apt to be associated
and massed together but the partial anticipation
;

;

of Plato's tripartite division of soul is open to suspicion, and on such points Aetius and pseudoHippocratean writers of the 2nd cent, are not to be
trusted.

What, then, is thought, and how does thinking
come about ? It must be analogous to sensation in
so far as it is a movement of soul-atoms stimulated
by an external cause the latter is not far to seek,
when we reflect on the familiar fact of the similarity
;

between a sensation and the corresponding idea.
Emanations from external objects (ddai\a ?£w0ec
irpojidvTa) must then be postulated for the latter as
for the former.
The same causes acting upon soulatoms in the same mechanical fashion accounted
for dreams, visions, and hallucinations.
So far

from rejecting these mental processes as illusory,
Democritus seems to have based upon them some
divination or mantic. The emanations
which excite these abnormal processes must be

sort of
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supposed to be of a finer texture than those of
ordinary sensation or thought.
(</) Epist&nology.
What, then, is the relation
between sensation and thought in other words,
what contributions does Democritus make to the
theory of knowledge ? The locus classicus is a
passage preserved by Sextus (adv. Math. vii. 138;
It was taken from a work
Diels, 55 B, 11 [i.- 389]).
entitled ' The Canon,' which presumably discussed
the process of inference from the known to the

—

unknown, and

laid

—

down

passage runs as follows

The

rules for induction.

:

'There are two forms of knowledge, the genuine and the
obscure. To the obscure belong all these sight, hearing, taste,
smell, touch the other form, genuine knowledge, is altogether
distinct from this.
.'
'In what follows,' says Sextus, Democritus ranks the genuine form above the obscure, and adds
" When
follow the restoration of the text
the
:

;

*

.

.

by

[to

Diels]

:

object becomes too minute for the obscure form of knowledge
to see, or hear, or taste, or smell, or touch it, when greater precision is required, then the genuine knowledge comes into play,
as the possessor of a more precise organ of discrimination." '

This means that thought can reach that which

is

The Atomic theory, as it
the mind of the philosopher, is a
for
neither
the
atom
nor space is sensibly
proof,
Moreover, the geometrical forms and
perceived.
the whole of geometrical science, to which Democritus gave as loyal a support as Plato himself,
being inseparable from space, have the same rational
It is true that he made no fruitful applicaorigin.
tion of geometry to physical research, but the same
be
said
of the Pythagoreans, of Plato, and of
may
all who preceded Galileo.
Further, it is easy to
see why the Atomists preferred thought to sense,
though both have essentially the same object corporeal things and material processes, atoms and
inaccessible to sense.

shaped

itself in

—

atomic movements.

Thought was

to

them mental

intuition, an affection which registers, so to speak,
more delicate movements due to complexes of
minuter atoms.
The senses do not extend far
enough ; the mental vision descries the atom, but

the bodily eye cannot. The senses, being unaffected
by the finer atomic movements, desert us at the
point where the minutest bodies and the most
delicate processes require investigation.
The scanty fragments
(c) Ethics and religion.
which have come down to us under the name of
Democritus include a mass of moral reflexions.
Much of it is undoubtedly spurious, and the task
of sifting the grain from the chaff has not yet been
accomplished with success. Though little of scientific value has been preserved, the outlines of a
definite view of life stand out clearly.
In form
these utterances bear the stamp of the scattered
moral reflexions attributed to Heraclitus and the
Pythagoreans, the single exception known to us
being the treatise irepl EiSvp.lr}i, which made some
advance to a definition of the ethical end. The
treatise apparently opened with a description of the
miserable condition of the majority of mankind,
distracted by inordinate desire and superstitious
terror, vainly striving for a multitude of objects

—

without finding in any of them permanent satisfacAs the goal of moral endeavour, Democritus
tion.
proposed what he himself called tranquillity or
cheerfulness (evSv/xiri) and well-being ((vearu). Such
composure or peace of mind he compared to an
Other terms for
unruffled calm at sea (yaXrifij).
this ethical end occur in the fragments, such as
a&afipla, drapa^ta, ddavfxaala., dp^ovia, ^ufx/xerpia

;

but

not certain whether they were ever used by
Democritus himself. His main tenet, repeatedly
enforced in a variety of ways, is that true happiness, this inestimable tranquillity, does not depend
on anything external, on wealth or goods of the
body, but on uprightness and intelligence. Moderation and contentment, purity of deed and thought,
it is

are

its distinctive

means

to

it.

marks

;

education

is

the best
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The question arises whether this ethical teaching (of which,
after all, we know so little) is intimately connected with the

reason to doubt, even

physical doctrines of the Atomists, so as to form part of one
system. On this opinions are divided. Some deny all connexion, and are inclined to regard Democritua, not as the
eystematizer, but as the eager inquirer, who disperses his energy
over a multitude of subjects, and lays the foundation of separate
unrelated sciences. Again, it has been suggested that the contemplation of an infinite universe impressed Democritus with a
just sense of the pettiness of man and the futility of the ends
which ordinary men pursue. But this conjecture is just as im'
probable as the popular conception of him as the laughing
philosopher,' provoked to merriment by the incongruity oi all
around him. Others, taking the distinction between genuine
and obscure knowledge as their text, draw a parallel between
the preference of thought over sensation, and the similar preference of tranquillity over violent and exciting pleasure. As
sensations are atomic movements, so also are feelings, whether
pleasurable or painful, and desires.
Aristippus had called
pleasure a smooth, and pain a rough or violent motion. To
Democritus the distinction is not so much qualitative as quantitative ; it is in minute and delicate movements of the finest
matter, which are imperceptible to sense, that thought and the
joys of thought consist.

The views

Democritus about religion are very
A fortunate accident has
imperfectly known.
preserved in the pages of Sextus Empiricus {adv.
Math. is.. 19 ; Diels, 55 B, 166 [i. 2 415]) his curious
belief in superhuman beings, and from other sources
he is known to have maintained the possibility of
divination from dreams and from the inspection of
the liver and other organs of the sacrificial victim.
There is nothing in these beliefs which is not in
harmony with the principles of atomistic physics,
although development in this direction is at first
To take divination by
sight somewhat startling.
victims first. According to Cicero {cle Divin. i. 57
[131]), the changes to be foretold by an inspection of
the entrails were such as affected public health or
of

the prospect of the harvest. The limitation to such
cases proves that the symptoms examined and
reported upon were such as were due, in the
belief of Democritus, to natural causes.
Dreams,
whether of the ordinary or of the prophetic kind,
were, on the atomistic hypothesis, due to images
or elSoiXa presented in sleep. Emanations from all
possible objects flit about continually
amongst
them there may be some which reflect the mental
condition or even the opinions and designs of other
men. Information then obtained in dreams of
this sort is a matter of inference, just as when in
waking hours the condition and intentions of others
are inferred from their looks. The data, however,
are less trustworthy, and hence the interpretation
of dreams is often erroneous.
Emanations, it will
;

be seen, can thus be satisfactorily employed to

explain what is unusual and abnormal.
As to the popular theology, it could not be
accepted by any of the early Greek thinkers, least
of all by Democritus. The interference of Homer's
deities in the course of natural events was utterly
at variance with speculations which, if they agreed
in nothing else, all tended to establish the reign of
law and the inevitable sequence of phenomena. If
nothing exists but atoms moving in void, if every
event is inexorably determined by natural necessity, Divine agency and design in Nature are alike
excluded. Democritus was true to this principle,
and incurred the censure of Aristotle because he
refused to see in the beauty and order of the universe, and more especially in the adaptation of
means to ends in the structure of animals and plants,
any evidence of design. It remains, however, for
the philosopher to explain how the belief in gods
arose.
Democritus in part ascribed it to man's
terror at the awe-inspiring phenomena of Nature
thunder and lightning, eclipses of the sun and
moon, comets, earthquakes, and the like. In the
popular belief the gods were certainly regarded as
the causes of natural phenomena, and, so far, as
personifying natural forces. But this was not all
in part the faith of the multitude rested on actual
evidence oi sense, observations which there was no

—

;

if

they had been misunder-

stood.
To meet this case, Democritus introduced
as a vera causa beings differently constituted and
He may have
in some respects superior to man.
been prompted by the common Greek notion of
daemons (Saf/ioj-es), found, e.g., in Hesiod, as some-

thing intermediate between men and gods or it
might even be said that he degraded the gods to
the rank of daemons. He assumed, at all events,
that there are in the surrounding atmosphere
beings who are similar to man in form, but surpass
;

him in size, strength, and longevity. Streams of
atoms would emanate from them as from all other
external objects, and, coming in contact with the
sensory organs, might render these beings visible
and audible to men. The popular belief in their
divinity and immortality was a gratuitous assumption

in truth, they are not indestructible, but

;

merely slower to perish than man. Of these beings
and their images there were two species one kindly
and beneficent, the other destructive and harmful.
Hence Democritus is said to have prayed that be
might meet with such images as were kindly and

—

beneficent.

The atomistic doctrine which, as mentioned
above, supposed an entire dispersion of soul-atoms
to take place at death, left no ground for inferring
the survival of individual existence. The instinctive
fear of death is once or twice referred to in the fragments, and generally as something unreasonable.
With the interest of a modern man of science,
Democritus appears to have investigated cases of
resuscitation of persons apparently dead, and to
have decided that, however violent the injury
received, life during the swoon or trance cannot
have been altogether extinct (Procl. in Eemp. ii.
2
have no
113, 6 [Kroll]
Diels, 55 B, 1 [i. 384]).
evidence that he or any of his school were active in

We

;

denouncing and opposing superstition. One of his
works bears the title llepl tup ii>°Ai8ov, but the sole
reference extant to belief in a future life is the
passing allusion
Some men do not understand that a mortal nature
:

'

is

subject

to dissolution, and, being conscious of the evil in life, painfully
spend all their days in troubles and fears, inventing lies about
the time after death.'

The doctrine here
4. Historical importance.—
presented in outline was never popular in antiquity,
may be said to have fallen into disThis was due in part to the fact that
repute.
Democritus avoided dialectical discussions, so
dear to the Greeks from the time of the Sophists.
Yet Aristotle, his keenest critic, praised him for
his empirical method of research, and agreed
that it was better to deal with things in the concrete (0wnKws £r)Teiv) than to reason from vague
abstract premisses to conclusions which did not
exactly fit the facts of the case (\07cKus trp-uf).
The great prominence given after the time of
Socrates to ethics and the practical side of life was
another reason why Atomism failed to attract
Few names of adherents have
public attention.
come down to us, hardly enough to be called a
school.
Epicurus (q.v. ) absorbed in his own system
what he thought fit, leaving one fundamental doctrine that of natural necessity to his rivals, the
Here the genuine doctrine of Democritus
Stoics.
vanishes, or re-appears only in those criticisms of
Aristotle's which, as Lasswitz has shown, formed,
to some of the keener intellects among the schoolmen, a rallying-point from which to question or
even ultimately to undermine the authority of the
The loss of Democritus' writings was,
Stagirite.
in Bacon's opinion, the greatest which antiquity
had sustained; and, after Galileo's experiments
had opened a new era in physical research, this
appreciation of empirical methods was triumphantly
or rather it

—

—

vindicated.
The chief serviue which Democritus rendered to

DEMONS AND

SPIRITS

philosophy lay in the rigid consistency with which
he worked out his crude Materialism. His merits
in this respect are hest seen by comparison with
the Ionian hylozoists who preceded, and tho Stoic
pantheists who followed, him. So long as material
reality is endowed with sentience or reason, the
problem of Materialism is not adequately conceived,
nor are its difficul ties properly faced The Atomists
.

clearly what they had to do, namely, to show
of matter, which is neither sentient nor
intelligent, but merely obeys mechanical laws, it is
to
derive organic bodies which both feel
possible
and think. The difficulty of the task was not
removed by this clear conception of its nature.

saw

how out

There is a gap in the deduction, which no ingenuity
can bridge over. The formation of an image on
the pupil and the visual sensation contemporaneous
with it remain wholly distinct
the physics of
Democritus may explain the first, but not the
second. Ever so correct a theory of the mechanism
of local movements in the animal still leaves the
phenomena of purpose and volition as mysterious
as ever, as Aristotle pointed out.
The resolution of secondary qualities, as they are called
into effects
colour, sound, temperature, odour, etc.
of atomic movements on the
was a great
percipient
step in advance but Democritus did not realize all
its consequences.
Modern psychology has shown
that the same analysis can be applied to primary
:

—

—

;

Anwyl), p. 572.
Chinese (P. J. Maclagan),

;

;

p. 568.

Japanese (A. Lloyd), p. 608.
Jewish (H. Loewe), p. 612.
Muslim (M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes),
Persian (A. V. W. Jackson), p. 619.

Christian (H. L. Pass), p. 578.
Coptic (H. R. Hall), p. 584.

Roman

(Introductory;
Although a rough dis-

African and Oceanian).
tinction may be drawn between demons and spirits
by considering the former as malevolent and the
latter as benevolent, actual study of the subject
soon shows that there is, to the primitive mind, no
clear line of demarcation between the two allied
classes.
Their modes of operation are identical,
and the same being may often be either beneficent
or maleficent, as circumstances may dictate, though
some are normally kindly disposed towards man,
while others are almost or quite invariably hostile
to him. The very terms ' spirit and demon are
The former word signifies simply
colourless.
'breathing,' 'breath' (see artt. Breath, Spirit),
while the latter (Sal/xwv) originally denoted either
apportioner or, less probably, apportionment,'
destiny,' being connected with Gr. dalo/iai, 'divide,'
'apportion,' and Eng. time (Boisacq, Diet, ttytnol.
de la languc greemte, Heidelberg, 1907 ft'., p. 162
'

'

'

'

;

cf.

also

term

'

Aryan

demon

Religion,

vol.

ii.

p.

54").

The

'

has, moreover, suffered a complete
transformation of meaning in malam partem, for
'
'
originally, as will be clear from the Greek section
of this art., it had a good connotation, which was
changed into an evil one when Christianity condemned the deities and spirits of paganism (see,
further, Christian section below) a change quite
to that by which the Avesta daeva,
analogous
'
demon,' is the precise etymological equivalent of
'

'

the Skr. deva, 'god.'

—

—

Reid),

Again, both demons and spirits to retain for the
nonce their somewhat artificial contrast must be
carefully distinguished from souls or ghosts (cf, artt.

—

p. 615.

p. 620.
p. 622.

Teutonic (E. Mogk), p. 630.
Tibetan (L. A. Waddell), p.
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'

(J. S.

Slavic (V. J. Mausikka),

Egyptian (G. Foucart), p. 584.
Greek (A. C. Pearson), p. 590.
Hebrew (G. A. Barton), p. 594.

'

SPIRITS.
Indian (W. Crooke), p. 601.
Jain (H. Jacobi), p. 608.

p. 576.

'

solid
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Celtic (E.

—

bodies of

the
Atomists' external world replaced by groups of
while, further, it asserts that
these states of consciousness are our primary data
of immediate
Thus Materialism, if worked
reality.
out consistently, is apt to lead out of itself to
Phenomenalism or Subjective Idealism, or in some
other direction.
qualities,

p. 565.

Assyro-Babylonian (R. C. Thompson),
Buddhist (L. A. Waddell), p. 571.

and the seeming

tactile sensations;

DEMONS AND
Introductory (L. H. Gray),
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(Introductory)

635.

Soul, Ancestor-Worship, and the 'Egyptian'
section below). This comes out very clearly among
the Melanesians, 1 with whom
it is most important to distinguish between spirits who are
'

beings of an order higher than mankind, and the disembodied
men, which have become in the vulgar sense of the
word ghosts.
. They [the Melanesians] themselves make a
clear distinction between the existing, conscious, powerful,
disembodied spirits of the dead, and other spiritual beings that
have never been men at all' (Codrington, Melanesians, Oxford,
spirits of

.

1891, p. 120

.

f.).

The

vui, or spirit, thus contrasted with the tindalo,
or ghost, was defined as follows to Codrington by a
native of the Banks Islands
It lives, thinks, has more intelligence than a man
knows
:

'

;

which are secret without seeing
is supernaturally
has no form to be seen
has no soul,
powerful with mana
things

;

;

because

itself is like

;

a soul

'
;

and
is

in Omba, Lepers Island, the definition of vui
as follows
:

immortal; have bodies, but invisible; are like
men, but do not eat and drink, and can be seen only by the
dead (Codrington, 123, 170).
That, despite this assignment of a purely spiritual
nature to the vui, they should often he regarded
'Spirits are
'

practically as in

human

times dimly visible

{ib.

form, and even as some-

151

f.), is

when we remember

by no means

sur-

that it is well-nigh
prising
impossible for man at any stage of civilization to
from
(q.v.).
anthropomorphism
escape entirely
This distinction between spirits and ghosts is,
however, much easier to make in theory than in
practice, and Taylor's words regarding the New
Zealanders (Te Ilea a MauP, London, 1870, p. 108)
1 A
very similar distinction may be found in Greek between
foot, Sat>oi'es, and ijpwes, the two latter classes corresponding
respectively to the Melanesian vui and tindalo (cf. Usener,
Gdtternamen, Bonn, 1896, p. 248 f.).
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Maori gods are so mixed up with the spirits of
ancestors, whose worship entered largely into their
religion, that it is difficult to distinguish one from
the other
may be applied to more than one people
'

—

for Africa, Schneider, Melig. der qfrikan.
Nuturvblker, Minister, 1801, p. 113)!
But, if demons and spirits must be distinguished
from ghosts or souls, an equally clear line must be
drawn between them and gods although it is true
that confusion of demons and spirits with gods is
frequent, exactly as demons and spirits are often
confounded with souls or ghosts. There is, nevertheless, this difference between the two kinds of

(cf. also,

—

confusion, that, whereas demons and spirits are,
strictly speaking, distinct from souls and ghosts
in that the vui ' were never men, and have not the
bodily nature of a man' (Codrington, 124), the
difference between demons and spirits as contrasted
with gods appears to be one of degree rather than
of kind, so that demons and spirits may be, and
very often are, elevated to the rank of gods. On
this point Jevons writes as follows (lntrod. to
the Hist, of Religion 3 , Loudon, 1904, pp. 173,
175):
For the savage, supernatural beings are divided into three
the gods of his own tribe, those of other tribes, and
spirits which, unlike the first two classes, have never obtained a
definite circle of worshippers to offer sacrifice to them and in
return receive protection from them. This last class, never
having been taken into alliance by any clan, have never been
elevated into gods. ... On the one hand, the community
originally drew its god from the ranks of the innumerable
spiritual beings by which primitive man was surrounded
and,
on the other hand, the outlying, unattached spirits, who were
not at first taken into alliance, and so raised to the status of
gods, may ultimately be domesticated, so to speak, and made
regular members of a pantheon.'
'

classes

—

;

The

relations of demons and spirits to that phase
of primitive religion properly known as Animism
3
(q.v. ) are peculiarly close, so that Tylor (i.
426)

declares
*

:

found that the theory of Animism divides
two great dogmas, forming parts of one consistent doctrine ;

It is habitually

into

concerning souls of individual creatures, capable of continued existence after the death or destruction of the body
second, concerning other spirits, upward to the rank of powerfirst,

;

ful deities.'

Whether, however, Animism actually furnishes, as
was once fondly supposed, a complete explanation
of the origin of religion, or whether it was even the
earliest form of religion, seems open to grave
doubts (ef. the views of various scholars recorded
by Schmidt, 'L'Origine de l'idee de Dieu,' in

Anthropos, iii. [190S]); and the theory is scarcely
supported in Melanesia, where so accurate an
observer as Codrington can say (p. 123)
:

'

There does not appear to be anywhere in Melanesia a belief
in a spirit which animates any natural object, a tree, waterfall,
Btorm, or rock, so as to be to it what the soul is believed to be to
the body of a man. Europeans, it is true, speak of the spirits
of the sea or of the storm or of the forest ; but the native idea

which they represent is that ghosts haunt the sea and the forest,
having power to raise storms and to strike a traveller with
disease, or that supernatural beings, never men, do the same.'
It must also be borne in mind that, while spirits
are very frequently believed to inhabit trees,

and the like, there are many spirits
to which no such specific habitat is assigned. In
other cases the abode, even in a tree, river, or rock,
a phenomenon which is
may be but
rivers, rocks,

—
temporary

especially characteristic of dream-demons, diseasedemons, and the like.
There is, furthermore, a close connexion of
demons and spirits with the great type of religion
known as Fetishism [q.v.), which may roughly bo
the doctrine of
defined, with Tylor (ii. 144), as
spirits embodied in, or attached to, or conveying
influence through, certain material objects,' the
fetish itself being a material, or even animal (cock,
serpent, bear, etc.), or natural (river, tree, etc.),
object in which a spirit is believed to take up its
To
abode, either temporarily or permanently.
'

quote Tylor

(ii.

145) again

:

(Introductory)

'To class an object as a

'

fetish,

demands

explicit statement

that a spirit is considered as embodied in it or acting through
it or communicating by it, or at least that the people it belongs
to do habitually think this of such objects or it must be shown
that the object is treated as having personal consciousness and
power, is talked with, worshipped, prayed to, sacrificed to,
petted or ill-treated with reference to its past or future behaviour to its votaries.' Cf., however, the well-founded objection of Jevons, pp. 166-169, to the scientific use of the word
fetish at all, since it may mean one thing to one person and
another to another, because it has no generally accepted scientific
;

'

'

'

definition.'
'

Nevertheless, however vague the term fetish
be, it is at least clear that the idea of spirithabitation which it conveys is closely connected, in
its development, with the forms of religion associated with amulets (see Charms and Amulets,
vol. iii. p. 398") and idols (see Images and Idols).
Generally speaking, a spirit is regarded, unless
properly propitiated, as malevolent aud maleficent
more often than as benevolent and beneficent in
other words, to revert to the common, though lax,
phraseology, demons are more numerous than
At first sight this state of belief is
spirits.
analogous to that which gives more prominence
'

may

;

malignant than to benignant deities, because
the benevolent gods are already good and need no
propitiation, while every effort must be made to
appease and to propitiate the malevolent ones.
Such, however, does not seem to be the real
psychology in the case of demons and spirits. The
true ground for the predominance in number and
in importance of malevolent over benevolent spirits
appears to be well outlined by Jevons (p. 177), who
finds the explanation in the fact, already noted,
that the spirit is unattached to any clan or community, whereas a god is connected with one or
another clan. The spirit is, therefore, much in the
position of an unattached ghost ; and, as to the
primitive mind, with its intense concept of kinship
whether real or artificial all that is not akin is
hostile, a spirit thus unattached, and consequently
unakin, would naturally tend to be regarded as
It must be remembered,
hostile and malevolent.
too, that the qualities ascribed to the spirits reflect
in great measure the qualities of their worshippers (cf. Schneider, 106) for instance, the Kioko
of
Portuguese West Africa hold that each
spirit has his own district, which he jealously
guards, being deeply angered by the intrusion of
to

—

—

;

Spirits also
any neighbouring spirit {ib. 150).
possess other traits still more human, so that,
African
the
the
Bambara,
spirits have sex,
among
males and females are found among them, they
have children, and some, if not all, even believe
them to be clothed (Henry, in Anthropos, iii. 702) ;
mother of
while in Loango we find a specific
spirits named Bunsi, who has peopled the whole
land with spirits, who in their turn have begotten
others (Schneider, 132 f.) ; and the Australian
Urahunna and Warramunga believe that the
black-snake totem ancestor begot spirit children
who now live in water-holes and in gum-trees along
the bank of the creek (Spencer-Gillen b p. 162, cf.
also p. 301).
It is comparatively seldom that the primitive
mind makes a clear discrimination between good
and evil spirits so far as to distinguish them by
as do the Africans of Bengnela
special epithets,
(Schneider, 135) and the very fact that the names
applied by the Malays of Passumah Lebar to good
arc of Skr.
spirits (dewa) and to evil spirits [firm]
'

'

'

'

,

;

and Arab,

origin respectively (Waitz-Gerland,
Anthropol. der Naturvblker, Leipzig, 1S60-72, v. i.
166) betrays the late date of this nomenclature (cf.
also Tylor, ii. 319).
In the regions under consideration, belief in

demons and
Africa (as
'fetishism'

spirits is

is
is

especially characteristic of
fact that
of African

shown at once by the
par excellence the type

DEMONS AND
1

religion

),

where

it

maintains

itself side

by

SPIRITS
side

In Oceania, on the other
with ghost-worship.
hand, the two types of religion are mutually ex-

and Micronesia,

In Polynesia, Australia,

clusive.

spirits are practically unworshipped as compared
with ghosts, while in the Elliee Islands ami the

Union Group (Tokelau) the reverse is the case
(Waitz-Gerland, v. ii. 139-142, 194-199) ; and in
Melanesia
'religion divides the people into two groups ; one, where, with
belief in spirits, never men, worship isdirected
to the ghosts of the dead, as in the Solomon Islands ; the other,

an accompanying

where both ghosts and spirits have an important place, but the
have more worship than the ghosts, as is the case in the
New Hebrides and in the Banks Islands (Codrington, 123).

spirits

ANIMALS,
spirits
pp. 509 f., 520 f.), and
among the Mandingo reverence is paid to mi]., ni
as divine (cf. ib. vol. i. p. 525 f., and art. SEE] \
Yet here, too, as just noted, tho
worship).
difficulty of accurate distinction between spirits
and ghosts confronts us, and the animal is more
usually the home of the latter than of the former
see also above, vol. i.
(cf. Tylor, ii. 7f., 229, 378 f.
and we must also remember that animals
p. 493 f.)
are often held to be god-homes, and that there are
still other factors which go to make up the complex system of animal-worship (see artt. Animals,
see

;

vol.

—

,

;

Somesion (or obsession) by spirits and ghosts.
times, as normally in Melanesia, it is the shades of
the departed, rather than the vui, that cause the
phenomena comprised under the category of possession (Codrington, 218-220)
while, along the
shores of Blanche Bay, New Britain, all this is
caused by the ihal, a being which is evidently a
Der Glaube an den ihal
spirit, not a ghost (Meier,
und den tutuna vurakit,' in Anthropos, v. [1910]
95 ff. see, further, both for ghost- and for spiritand in the vast
possession, Tylor, i. 98, ii. 123 ff.)
domain of magic (q.v. ) it will be found that both
ghosts and spirits are among the powers controlled
by magicians.
As regards the places of abode of demons and
spirits, the words of Brun (in Anthropos, ii. [1907]
728) with reference to the African Malinke, a
Mandingo stock, may serve as applicable to almost
any people among whom this type of religion
;

'

;

;

prevails

:

Dans la pensee des Malinkes, notre planete est peuplee d'une
multitude d'esprits. Les uns resident dans des lieux determines, fleuves, rivieres, montagnes, blocs de rochers d'autres
dans certains arbres. Le grand vent et le tonnerre sont produits
par les esprits. Dans presque tous les villages, il y a un grand
arbre dans lequel reside l'esprit protecteur du village.' Among
the Polynesians, in like manner, Ellis (Polyn. Researches'*,
London, 1832, i. 327-330) records deities (who may, however,
originally have been ghosts) of the sea, air, valleys, mountains,
'

;

and ravines.
indeed, this very type of Nature-spirit
in great part given rise to the theory of
Animism (cf. Tylor, ii. 205 ff., and, for Polynesia

precipices,

It

is,

which has

To give a
especially, Waitz-Gerland, vi. 295-298).
complete list of such spirits would be to catalogue
almost every object both in inanimate and in
Nature — a task that would be not merely

animate
enormous, but,

for the present purpose, useless,
since the underlying principles are everywhere the
same, and the varying details do not materially
It will be
affect the cardinal doctrine involved.
quite sufficient, therefore, to note a few of the
more prominent classes of Nature-spirits in Africa
and Oceania by way of examples of the whole

type.

—

(a) Animals.
Along the Slave Coast, Danhgbi,
the python spirit, receives divine homage, as do
crocodiles and, in Togo, leopards (the latter may,
however, be the abodes of ghosts rather than of
1

It

must, however, be noted that Nassau regards

all

the

worshipped in W. Africa as originally ghosts ('Spiritual
Beings in West Africa,' in Jown. Amer. Geograph. Sue. xxxiii.
(1901] 389-400, xxxv. [19031 115-124).
spirits

i.

i

i

;

:

Totemism).

'

Naturally, the same effect may be ascribed by
primitive man to different causes. Thus, among
the Orang Kubu of Sumatra and the Mintira of
the Malay Peninsula, disease is caused by spirits
(Waitz-Gerland, V. i. 181 ; Journ. Ind. Archipel.
i. 307), whereas in Africa
generally and in Melanesia
(Schneider, 116, 125, 152; Codrington, 194) disease
is more commonly due to malignant ghosts
although here, too, the vague distinction between
often
renders
and
ghosts
spirits, already noted,
uncertain any precise determination of the cause of
disease (cf. Tylor, ii. 125 ff. where further examples
will be found
and see art. Disease and Medicine). The same statement holds true of posses-
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—

Attention has been called in
wide-spread belief in deities and
be resident in rivers, and the
same thing is, of course, true of larger bodies of
water, such as lakes, as in the Banks Islands
(Codrington, 186). To this category belongs the
African Fugamu, at once the deity of the Kembo
Ngoyai (a tributary of the Ogove) and the teacher
of the smith's art, while dreaded demons dwell in
the falls of the Congo, and the Katirs fear the
water-demons Ikanti and Uhili (Schneider, 131,
133, 137, 151 f.
Kidd, Essential Kafir, London,
1904, p. 10, inclines to regard the Kafir demons as
ghosts rather than as spirits) thus, as Tylor sums
up the matter for Africa (ii. 211 ; cf. also i. 108-110,
ii. 209 ff),
'in the East, among the Wanika, every spring has its spirit,
to which oblations are made in the West, in the Akra district,
(b)

Water-spirits.

Bfjdge to the
spirits believed to
art.

;

;

;

and rivers received worship as local deities. In
the South, among the Kafirs, streams are venerated as personal
beings, or the abodes of personal deities, as when a man crossing a river will ask leave of its spirit, or having crossed will
throw in a stone ; or when the dwellers by a stream will sacrifice a beast to it in time of drought, or, warned by illness in the
tribe that their river is angry, will cast into it a few handfuls of
millet or the entrails of a slaughtered ox.'
Forests and trees likewise
(e) Forests and trees.
lakes, ponds,

—

are the abodes of spirits. The New Britain belief
in the ihal, which, in the form of an owl, has its
usual home in a tree, has already been noted, and
a similar belief prevails in Melanesia (Codrington,
186 f. ). For a like reason the Wanika reverence
the coco-nut palm (Schneider, 159), while the Bambara also are among the many African peoples that
believe trees to be tenanted by spirits (Henry, in
Anthropos, iii. 703; for further examples, where
ghosts, totems, etc., are also factors, see Jevons,
ch. xvi.
Tylor, i. 475, ii. 215 ff. and art. TREES).
The African Malinke believe
(d) Mountains.
that the mountain at Kita is the home of malevolent
spirits (Brun, loc. eit.), and throughout Oceania
there was an abundance of mountain- and rockspirits, some of which must, however, be reckoned
as ghosts (see Waitz-Gerland, vi. 295-297, where
may be found a general survey of Nature-spirits in
the Paciiic islands). The extent to which mountainspirits may be specialized is well illustrated in the
list of the dread deities of the volcano Kilauea, in
Hawaii, thus recorded by Ellis (iv. 248 f.

—

;

;

)

:

Kamobo-arii ('king Moho,' or 'king vapour'), Ta-poba-i-tahiora ('explosion in the place of life'), Te-au-a-te-po ('rain of
night '), Tane-hetiri (' husband of thunder'), Te-o-ahi-tama-taua
all these being brothers Makore(' iire-thrusting child of war')
wawahi-waa ('fiery-eyed canoe-breaker'), Hiata-wawahi-lani
('thunder-rending cloud-holder'), Hiata-noho-lani ('heavendwelling cloud-holder'), Hiata-taarava-mata (' quick-glancingeyed cloud-holder'), Hiata-hoi-te-pori-a-Pele ('cloud-holder embracing [or, kissing] the bosom of Pele'), lliata-ta-bu-enaena
('red-hot mountain-holding [or lifting] clouds'), Hiata-tareiia
('wreath-encircled cloud-holder), and Hiata-opio ('young
cloud-holder f) all these being sisters of the great goddess

—

;

—

Pele.

Prominent among the distinctly good spirits are
those whose special function it is to act as

guardians. From this class we must, of course,
exclude the 'separable soul,' such as the ohra, or
kra, of the Tshi and the luwo of the Ewe, which is
a second soul, created together with the individual

whom
Soul)

it is
;

to guard throughout his life (see art.
also once more essay the far

and we must
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easy task of distinguishing guardian spirits
from guardian ghosts. To the latter class seem to
belong such supernatural guardians as the Zulu
ama-tonijo, the Bantu mizimi and ombwiri (Schneider, 139ff., 152; Hartland, art. Bantu, vol. ii.
p. 360"), and the Tahitian oramatua (Waitz-Gerland,
vi. 316)
yet there are also cases where the guardian is believed to be a spirit in the strict sense of
the term. Such appears to be the case in the
Gold and Slave Coasts (Jevons, 165 f. see also
his whole ch. xiv.), and in Samoa and other
Polynesian islands the guardian spirit was expressly declared to be a god (aitu), not a ghost
[varua ; see the examples collected by WaitzGerland, vi. 317 ff. ). For further details, see artt.

less

;

;

Totemism, Tutelary Gods.
Another important class of

spirits is

formed by

those of prophecy, their functions being to a large
extent shared, as is perfectly obvious, by ghosts.
As examples of this kind of beings we may refer
to a spirit dwelling in an enormous stone near
Kita (Brun, loc. cit.), the Matabele Makalaka
(Schneider, 144), and the ihal of Blanche Bay
(Meier, in Anthropos, v. 96 f. ; cf. also Tylor, ii.
131 ff.).
These spirits may simply be consulted, as
at Kita, or they may enter into an individual,
producing a state of ecstasy, as at Blanche Bay
(see artt. Oracle, Possession).
Again, it is to
the agency of spirits that primitive man attributes
a large proportion of his dreams (Tylor, ii. 189-191,
411 ; see also art. Dreams), especially those of an
erotic or nightmare character, while ordinary
dreams of persons, animals, and things would
normally be ascribed rather to the action of souls,
whether of the living or of the dead. That demons
and spirits are important factors in causing disease
has already been noted (above, p. 567").
The presence of demons and spirits is normally
revealed solely by intangible manifestations which
the primitive mode of thought can explain only
through the agency of such supernatural beings,
as in the case of disease, dreams, many natural
phenomena, and the like but a demon or spirit is
also often regarded as sufficiently tangible to leave
footprints in ashes or similar substances strewn
where it may be thought likely that he will come
and animals are frequently believed to be able to
perceive spirits which the duller vision of men cannot discern (Tylor, ii. 196-198). Beneficent spirits,
when present, are, of course, gladly entertained,
and are even constrained to remain but there is,
naturally enough, a determined effort to get rid of
maleficent demons. All these operations of invitation or of expulsion are part of magic
(q.v.), and
come to the front especially in case of disease (see
art. Disease and Medicine), or, from the more
ethical and ritual side, in the ceremonies associated, for example, with the scapegoat in ethnic
;

;

;

religions (see

Azazel and Scape Animals).

There is one class of beings that may perhaps be
regarded as on the border-line between spirits and
ghosts, though inclining rather to the latter category. One or two peoples preserve a tradition that
they have conquered their present territory by invasion and subjugation of a former tribe of
entirely
different nature, and are convinced that this vanquished tribe still survives in spirit form. It is
generally held that we have here one of the sources
of the folk-belief in fairies, brownies,
kobolds,
dwarfs, giants, and the like (cf. Tylor, i. 385 ff.
CF, pp. 21 f., 429). To this class belong the Maori
patu-paerehe, who lived chiefly on the tops of lofty
hills, while the taniwha had their homes in riverholes or under cliff's, etc., where they caused such
calamities as landslips and the like (Tylor,
pp.
Similar beings, explicitly called irui, or
153-157).
spirits, are believed to dwell in the New Hebrides
and Banks Islands, where 'they have been seen
•

(Assyr.-Bab.)

human form, smaller than the native
darker, and with long straight hair
(Codrington, 152 f. ).
The cult rendered to demons and spirits may be
discussed very briefly, for it differs in no matter of
As
principle from that of the gods themselves.
Jevons (p. 175 f.) says,
The method by which the negro of Western Africa obtains a
suhman [a tutelary deity of an individual] is an exact copy of

of late in

'

people,

'

the legitimate ritual by which a family obtains a family god.
... All over the world these private cults are modelled on,
derived from, and later than, the established worship of the
gods of the community. The difference between the private
cult of one of these outlying, unattached spirits and the public
worship of the community's gods does not lie in the external
acts and rites, for these are the same in both cases, or as nearly
the same as the imitator can make them.
The difference
lies first in the division which this species of private enterprise
implies and encourages between the interests of the individual
and of the community, at a time when identity of interest is
essential to the existence of society, and when the unstable
equilibrium of the small community requires the devotion of
every member to prevent it from falling.' (For a detailed study
of the spirit-cult of a specific African tribe, see Henry, Le Culte
des esprits chez les Bambara,' in Anthropos, iii. 702-717.)
Literatdre. There seems to be no special treatise on this
subject, so that the material must be gleaned from the writings
of missionaries and travellers in Africa and Oceania (in the
older works much care is needful in distinguishing, where such
distinction is possible, between spirits and ghosts or gods), from
works on the regions under consideration (such as those of
Waitz-Gerland and Schneider, quoted in the art.), and from
general studies on Comparative Religion. Particular interest
still attaches to the chapters (xi.-xvii.) on
Animism in Tylor,
although the animistic theory is subjected to sharp criticism by
many scholars of eminence.
LOUIS H. GRAY.
.

.

.

'

—

'

'

DEMONS AND SPIRITS

(Assyr.-Bab.).—
the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians,
the modern Arabs of Mesopotamia,
superstition was rife, and a firm belief in all kinds
of demons and jinn was current in every class of
The Semitic element, when it entered
society.
Babylon, took over from the Snmerians much of
their folk-lore, and it is for this reason that so
many of the Assyr. words for ghouls, hobgoblins,
and vampires bear their Sumerian origin patently
and out of this amalgamation sprang the elaborately developed system of magic in vogue during
the later Assyr. and Bab. empires. This art
provides the magician with all possible means for

Among
as

among

;

combating hostile devils and spirits.
The unseen enemies of mankind fall naturally
into three classes. The simplest form that of the
disembodied spirit or ghost is probably universal.
The second always supernatural — differs from
gods by reason of its low order, and, as Robertson
Smith says of the jinn, 1 is mentioned by the name
of its class and not by a personal name, save in
such cases as Namtar and the like, who are

—

—

—

properly gods. Lastly, there is the half-human,
half-supernatural creature, born of human and
ghostly parentage some awful monstrosity sprung
from a succuba or incubus. These, too, are known
by a class-name and have no individual title, whereas the higher order of this element in religion, the

—

demigod,

is

always
—

a personality.

I. Ghosts.
We may examine, then, first in order
the disembodied spirit, the ghost of a man or
woman, which for some reason or other returns to
this world.
The Assyr. word in use is edimmu*
This edimmu was supposed to come back to earth
for many reasons
it became hungry and restless,
if its descendants ceased to
pay it due rites or
;

offer

sacrifices

on which

it

might feed

;

or

it

obtained no resting-place in the world of shades
underground, if its earthly body remained unburied.
The Assyr. ideas of Sheol were probably
much the same as those of the ancient Hebrews.
When a man died, his body was duly buried in the
earth, and the spirit then inhabited the under
the House of Darkness, the seat of the
world,
'

1

2

Rel. o/Scm.v, 1894, p. 120.

See

Leipzig,

Hunger, Jlecherwahrsaqvnfj
190.'i.

bri

den Babyloniern,
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the house from which none who
enter come forth again.' ' Here its food was
dust and mud, doubtless eked out by the libations and offerings which percolated through the
earth from the mourners' sacrifices. The blood of
animals slaughtered at the grave-side trickled
through to reach the hungry sjiirit in the under
world, and hence the belief in such sacrifices.
But, if the attentions of descendants towards an
ancestor should cease on earth, and the spirit thus
was deprived of its food, it was then driven by
stress of hunger to come back to earth to demand
its due.
How it succeeded in breaking loose from
that bourn whence no traveller returns is difficult
to understand, unless we suppose that there was a
dual conception of ideas
arising from a confusion
between the grave as the actual habitation of the
dead man, and Sheol as the place of shades ;
prohably the primitive beliefs of savages in regard
to ghosts were never very definite in details, and
ideas of such incorporate and invisible beings must
For exnecessarily have been indeterminate.
ample, Ishtar, when she descends to the under
world, threatens to break down the door of Hades

god [rkalla

.

.

.

:

'

smite the door, I will shatter the bolt,
suiite the threshold and tear down the doors,
will raise up the dead, that they may devour the living,
And the dead shall outnumber those that live.' I will

I will
I

Yet

in another Assyr. tablet the return of
from the grave is thus described

spirits

:

'The gods which seize (upon man) have come forth from
the grave,

The evil vapours have come forth from the grave,
To demand the payment of rites and the pouring

They have come forth from the grave.' 3
The word 'vapours 'or 'winds' here requires some
explanation. The reference is probably to the
when the spirit of
transparency of the spirits
Ea-bani is raised from Hades at the instance of his
:

friend, the Bab. hero Gilgamesh, his shade rises
'
like the wind through an opening in the earth
'

the god Nergal. 4

Similarly, another incantation, although it confuses ghosts with demons, refers to the return of
hostile spirits :
The evil spirit, the evil demon, the evil ghost, the evil devil,
from the earth have come forth from the pure abode unto the
earth they have come forth in heaven they are unknown, on
'

;

;

earth they are not understood.' 6

In the instance of the utukku-wrnitk of Ea-bani
being raised, like Samuel at En-dor, the text
continues with a speech of the ghost, describing
the under world to Gilgamesh
The man whose corpse lie'th in the desert (thou and I have
:

'

often seen such an one), his spirit resteth not in the earth ; the
man whose spirit hath none to care for it (thou and I have often
seen such an one), the dregs of the vessel, the leavings of the
feast, and that which is cast out into the street are his food.'

The name

—

of the necromancer in Assyrian muedimmu, 'raiser of the ghost' is pertinent
here, to show that the belief in such wizardry was
6
accepted.
Besides the unfed ghost, however, there was also
the spirit of the unburied body to haunt mankind.
According to Assyr. ideas, which tally in great
measure with those of modern savages, if the
bones of the dead were removed from the tomb,
the spirit at once became restless, and was compelled to roam about the world. Ashurbanipal,
giving full credence to this belief, in his invasion of
Elam carries away the bones of the kings of Elam
from the tombs, and causes the rites paid to them
to cease, that their spirits
may have no rest. 7
Furthermore, unless the body was buried, the
of
the
dead
man
never
reached its restingspirit

—

SelH

1

2 lb.
King, Bab. Rel. p. 179.
p. 180.
3
Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits or Babylonia,
Tablet 'V'.
4
King, op. tit. p. 175.
6
Thompson, Devils, ii., Tablet 'CO'.

WAI

«
7 lb.

v.

n. 61, 2,r.
6,

1.

70

vol.

ii..

20, 21.

11.
ff.

;

for other
p. 10 ff.

Thompson, Semitic Magic,

;

:

•

...

or one that lieth dead in the desert, or one that lieih dead
in the desert uncovered with earth .... or a ghost
anbaried,
or a ghost that none caret h for, or a ghost with none to make
offerings (to it), or a ghost with none to pour libations (to it),
or a ghost that hath no posterity' (or, ' that hath no name '). 1

Or, if through some accident the man had died
an untimely death and had not been given due
burial, the same thing would happen
:

'He that

.

.

lieth in a ditch
he that no grave covereth
.,
he that lieth uncovered, whose head is uncovered with

.,

parallel

.

Those who died prematurely became ghosts also,
those who perished of hunger or thirst in prison,
or had not 'smelt the smell of food,' dying of
want, or had fallen into a river and been drowned,
or had been overcome by storm in the plains, 3
those who died as virgins or bachelors of marriageable age, 4 and women who died in travail, or while
their babes were yet at the breast. 6

This last ghost, the wraith of the woman dying in childbirth,
universal.
Doughty relates that the Arab women explained
the hoot of an owl as the cry of a woman seeking her lost child,
she having been turned into this bird.
Among the Malays a
woman who dieB thus becomes a langsuyar, or flying demon,
which the rest of the tribe prevent from wandering by putting
beads
in
the
mouth
of
the
a
hen's egg under the
glass
corpse,
arm-pits, and needles in the palms of the hands.? The original
langsuyar was supposed to be a kind of night-owl like the Lilith
of Rabbinic tradition, and is therefore similar to the ghost of
is

Now, if any one of these disembodied spirits
returned to earth, it was likely to attack any
mortal who had been in some way connected with
it on earth.
To have shared food, water, unguents, or clothes with any one in this world
rendered a patron or friend liable to a visitation
from the ghost of his dead beneficiary, demanding
similar attentions after death ; nay, even to have
eaten, drunk, anointed oneself, or dressed in
company with another was reason enough for such
a ghostly obsession. The living man exorcizes,
through his priest, all these forms of ghost in the
Assyr. incantations, threatening them that no
rites shall be paid them until they depart
'(Whatever spirit thou may be), until thou art removed,
:

Until thou departest from the man, the son of his god,
Thou shalt have no food to eat,
Thou shalt have no water to drink.' 9

Many of the medical tablets give elaborate prescriptions of drugs and ceremonies to be employed
'
when a ghost seizes on a man.' Others give the
ritual for laying a ghost which has appeared ; and
in this case the magician repeats long formulae
of all possible ghosts, thereby showing, as is
necessary in this magic, that he knows the
description of the spirit with which he is dealing
A brother's ghost, or a twin, or one unnamed, or with none
to pay it rites, or one slain by the sword, or one that hath died
by fault of god or sin of king.' 10
The fear of the obsessed man is apparently that
the ghost will draw him from this world to the
other, for he states in his incantation :
'O ye dead folk, whose cities are heaps of earth, whose .
are sorrowful, why have you appeared unto me?
I will not come to Kutha [the under world]
Ye are a crowd
of ghosts why do ye castyour enchantments upon me ? u
:

'

.

!

'

:

1

Thompson,

instances, see

Tablet IV.

41 ff.
2
ii 17, col. iv. 1. Off.; Haupt, Akkad. u. sumer. Keilschrifttezte, Leipzig, 1881-82, II. ii. 1. 6 ff.
3 lb. ii.
L
22
22
ff.
;
17,
Haupt, on. cit. n. ii. 1.
4 This is a
probable rendering of the cuneiform ; see Thompson,

Devils,

WAI

Semitic Magic,
6

col.
e

i.

1.

i.,

col. iv.

1.

p. 19.

Thompson, Devils,

i.,

Tablet IV.

col. v.

1.

23ff.;

Tablet V.

52 ff.

Arabia Deserta, Cambridge, 1888, i. 305.
'
.Skeat, Malay Magic, London, 1900, p. 325.
8 For other
comparative instances, see Thompson, Semitic
Magic, p. 21 ff.
9
Thompson, Devils, vol. i., Tablet IV. col. v. 1. 64ff.; Tablet
V. col.

and

.

dust, the king's son that lieth in the desert or in the ruins (or
waste places), the hero whom they have slain with the sword.' 2

which Doughty speaks. 8

of liba-

tions

made by

509

(Assyr.-Bab.)

and there are long
place in the under world
catalogues of all possible classes of ghosts to be
exorcized, identified by the reason of their return
to earth
Whether thou art a ghost that hath conic from the earth

ii.

1.

I"

See

ii

lb. col.

65

ff.

PSBA,
i. 1.

Nov. 1906,
13.

p.

2199.

col.

i.

11.

6-8.
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Even looking upon a corpse rendered a man liable
to attacks from the ghost, and such an act demanded a long ritual to free him.
Were any further evidence required that the

been cast out.

1

In addition to the Assyrian demons specified by^
are the Seven Spirits,'
separate class-names, there
now well known from the following incantation
'

ancient Assyrians lirmly believed in the possibility
of visible ghosts, we have only to turn to an omentablet in the British Museum (K. SG93) which gives
a list of the events to be expected if a ghost
has
appears in the house of a man. But enough
been said on the disembodied spirits to show that
the Assyrians were convinced of their existence,
and had even reduced them to exact classes and

:

Seven are they
Seven are they
In the Ocean Deep, seven are they
Battening in heaven, seven are they
Bred in the depths of the Ucean
Nor male nor female are they,
But are as the roaming wind-blast,
No wife have they, no son can they beget ;
Knowing neither mercy nor pity,
They hearken not to prayer or supplication.

'

I

!

;

Unhuman spirits. —The second kind of demons,

They are as horses reared amid the hills,
The Evil Ones of Ea ;
Guzalu to the gods are they,
They stand in the highway to befoul the path.

those entirely unhuman, for whose creation mortals
are not directly responsible, existed among the
innumerable
Assyrians, as among other Semites, in
hordes. The first of them is the utukku. This
word is used, once at least, for the wraith of the
dead man returning to earth (in the incident of
Ea-bani quoted above from the Gilgamesh Epic),

Evil are they, evil are they
'

1

1

From land

to land they roam,
Driving the maid from her chamber,
Sending the man forth from his home,
son from the house of his father,
the
Expelling
Hunting the pigeons from their cotes,
Driving the bird from its nest,
Making the swallow fly forth from its hole,
Smiting both oxen and sheep.
the great storms,
They are the evil spirits that chase
3
Bringing a blight on the land.'

;

'They creep

5

sets the hair of the body on end.
labartu, labasu, and ahhazu are a triad
frequently found together, the iirst-named having
a whole series of incantations WTitten against her.6
She was a female demon, the daughter of Ami,
making her home in the mountains or cane-brakes
and children were particularly
of the marshes
from her,
exposed to her attacks. To guard them
the tablets inscribed with incantations against her
include an amulet to be written on a stone and
hung round their necks, and the inscription runs

'

her

name

first

"

:

Devouring their flesh (and) sucking their veins.
as the modern
eclipses were due ; just

To them

Semite believes that he must frighten away 7the
evil spirits from the darkening sun or moon, so
did the ancient Assyrian ascribe such a phenomenon
to spirit influence. These seven spirits are said to
have attacked the moon-god and Bel, hearing
what they had done, sent his servant Nuzku to
take counsel with Ea against them

;

J

;

;

:

;

'O

8
Of
apparently combated in the medical texts.
the labasu practically nothing is known.
Two others are mentioned in the cuneiform
tablets— the Sedu and the lamassu, the former
being the name for either a guardian deity or an
As evil, it is found in an exorcism
evil spirit.
which begins, 'Spirit (Scdu) that minisheth heaven
minisheth the land, spirit that
that
and earth,
minisheth the land, of giant strength, of giant
8
In this quality of evil
and
giant tread.
strength
the surrounding Semitic nations borrowed the
word from Assyria the Hebrews under the form
shldtm, the Aramaeans as shSda but it had also
its beneticent side, thus approximating to tin- idea
With tin; lamassu, which
of a guardian angel.
is appealed to
appears always as a kindly spirit, it

—

;

i

•:

'

Zimmern,

Ritualtafeln,' in his Beitrugezur Kenntnie, etc.

Sco Thompson, Devils,

WAI

ii.

17,

i.

3

J.

;

i.,

Tablet

and Haupt,

III.

1.

loc. cit. a.

Tablet '0

28,
i.

1.

', 1.

170

Thompson,

4 (I.

Smith,

WAI v.

II

60,

I

;

WAI

31, eto.
»

Thompson,

Devils,

I.,

Tablet V.

col. iv.

1.

8ff.

my

minister,

Nuzku

!

Bear my message unto the Ocean Deep,
Tell unto Ea in the Ocean Deep
The tidings of my son Sin, the Moon-god,
Who in heaven hath been grievously bedimmed.'S

Ea heard

the message which

Nuzku

brought, and

bit his lip in grief ; he summoned his son Marduk
and conveyed to him the tidings of the moon-god.

becomes mutilated.] When
[After this the tablet
an eclipse did occur, it was held that man might
many
be susceptible to its concomitant evils
the baneful
indeed, are the prayers made to avert
influence:
and
such
in
SUCH
In the evil of an eclipse of the moon which
in the evil of
a month on such and Buch a day has taken place,
;

,

.

,

.

.

'

winch aro in
the powerB, of the portents, evil and not good,

my

palace and

3.

my

land."-

1

Semi-human demons.— The

third

of

class

must

spirit— a goblin of semi-human parentage—
be reckoned the most interesting"!' the three and
is wcllthe evidence for belief in such a monster
;

1
'

;

3.

Devils, I, Tablet V. col. iv. 1. 17.
II. 1. II.
hi. at Si nnaeherih, 1S7S, p.
cf. Job 4" 'Then a spirit passed before
i.
1. SI
my face ; the hair of my flesh stood up.'
«
Haupt, loc. cit. u. iii. 1. 59.
' Mvhrman, '/.A xvi. [1002] 155 ;
iv. 50, 1. 1.
B
Kuchlcr, Assi/r.-bali. Medtein, Leipzig, 1904, p. CO, ii. 28, 30,
3

5

We

and we crawl along upon our
we may drink blood.' Their

'

;

p. 104.

:

is shown in the Assyrian
predilection for blood
incantation
no
mercy, they rage against mankind,
Knowing
They spill their blood like rain,
«

The second, Sister of the [gods] of the streets
"
the head
The third, " Sword that splitteth
"
The fourth, " Wood-kindler
The fifth, "Goddess of awful mien";
The sixth, "The trusted and accepted of Irnina,"
The seventh, " By the great gods mayst thou he exorcized
with the bird of heaven mayst thou fly away." "?
Of the other two of this triad the ahhazu is
' '

bellies,

flesh,

that

so

hands,

:

is

a snake on their

saying

we may eat

;

"Labartu, [daughter] of Ami,"

like

They make the chamber to stink like mice,
4
They give tongue like a pack of hounds.'
These seven spirits are undoubtedly the same as5
4
those mentioned in Lk 1 1- "; and in a Syriac charm.
They are exorcized under the name of in'seven
this
accursed brothers.' They are described
charm as
go on our hands, so that

The

'

!

Seven are they, seven are they,
Twice seven are they 2

but elsewhere it appears to have a far wider meannot
ing than a simple ghost, and we shall probably
be far wrong in considering it for the most part as
the equivalent for a devil. It lurked in the desert,
the common home of many Semitic devils, lying in
wait for man ; or it might have its home in the
mountains, sea, or graveyard and evil would be2
Another,
fall him on whom it merely cast its eye.
3
less well known, is the gdllu, apparently sexless,
and this is used as a term of abuse in classical
hostile Babythe
Sennacherib
calling
Assyrian,
lonians by such a name.' The rabisu is a lurking

demon, which

!

!

species.
2.

(Assyr.-Bab.)
end of invocations, both being frequently
has
upon to1 be present after the evil spirit

at the
called

K

Devils,
205, 224, etc.

Thompson,
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11.

i.,

Tablet

III.

11.

88 ff., 163, 280

;

Tablet

Tablet V. col. v. 1. 28 ff.
Tablet IV. col. i. 1. 24 ff.
4 lb. Tablet 'C, 1. 2131T.
5 II Gollancz, Selection of Charms, lSfts, p. 87.
1. 22 ff.
Thompson, Devils, i., Tablet V. col. iv.
noise driving
VDoughtv, Arabia Dcserta, i. 289; on
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' lb.
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evil
91.
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GIS-, 1900,
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Kins, Bah. Magic and Sorcery, London,
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spirit-s
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DEMONS AND
We

iim^l
attested among the Semites.
discuss the triad <-.i !>•<! li/ii. lilttu, and ardat

fil

obviously the feminine counterpart
ot the first, bat it is Dot so easy to discern what
is the difference
hrtwccn the two last. These
two the lilttu and ardat lili are both female
the
demons,
femininity of the latter being especially emphasized by the word ardtttu, which always
lias reference to the woman of marriageable age.
The ardat lilt seems to have assumed the traditional functions of the Heb. Lilith (obviously the
same word as lilttu), who was Adam's second wile
during the period of Eve's separation; and ever
since that time the class of suceubm known by (lie
same name have been reckoned as the ghostly
wives of unmarried men. The Assyr. succuba, he
ardat lili, was forced by her desire to roam abroad
by night until she found a mate. In a tablet
giving a list of demons and spirits we read of the
'ardat lili that hath no husband, the idlu lili
that hath no wife
(the second being the male
equivalent of the first) and in another we tind
mentioned the man whom an ardat lili hath
looked upon, the man with whom an ardat lili
hath had union.' 2
is

—

—

(

'

;

'

The Arabs believe in the same possibility. Sayce quotes as
an instance that 'about fifteen years ago there was a man in
Cairo who was unmarried, but had an invisible ginna as wife.
One day, however, he saw a woman and loved her, and two
days later he died.' 3 The present writer met with the same
form of belief at Mosul, and, while discussing jinn and spirits
with some of the Arabs on the mound of Nineveh, was told by
one of them that he knew a man who was visited by night by
a beautiful woman-spirit, who had already borne him three
children. 4 The Rabbis attest the same belief in their stories of
Lilith having borne to Adam devils, spirits, and Win 3 and
they held that men might have children through a mesalliance
with a demon, and, although these might not be visible, yet
they would crowd round their father's death-bed, waiting for
his demise to hail him as their parent. 6
Besides these demons, various diseases were personified in the same way.
find exorcisms
against sickness beginning thus
Fever unto the man, against his head, hath drawn nigh,
Disease (namtaru) unto the man, against his life, hath drawn
;

We
:

1

nigh,

An

evil spirit against his

Or another
'

The

neck hath drawn nigh. '7

:

Fever hath come like a deluge, and
it filleth the broad earth. 8
Ninth Tablet of the series 'Headache'
evil

Girt with dread brilliance

The

similar
'

;

is

:

is best known from the
story of the Descent of Ishtar into Hades. He
is the 'messenger of Allat, the
queen of Hades,'
and, when Ishtar reaches the under world, he is sent
by his mistress to smite the goddess with disease. 10
Another spirit of Pestilence is Ura, and with
this demon are connected the little amulets of
inscribed clay," written to avert evil from the
house, just as the modern inhabitant of the Near
East affixes Arabic charms to his walls 12 (see also

Charms and Amulets
Literature.

—

[Assyr. -Bab.]).
F. Lenormant, La Magie ckez

les

ChahUens,

Paris, 1874, 1875 (Eng. tr. 1877) ; A. H. Sayce, llilbert Lectures,
London, 1887 (3rd ed. 1891), also Religions of Ancient Egypt
and Babylonia, Edinburgh, 1902 ; M. Jastrow, Rel. of Bab.
and Assyria, Boston, 1898, also Rel. Bab. und Assyriens, 2
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Demon-worship enters largely into the daily
In India, where Buddhism
Eastern peoples.

life "I

arose,

the popular religion, both Buddhist and Bran
manioal, in common with that of Easterns generally, has concerned itself less with the prospects of
happiness in a future life and the 'higher truths'
of the religion than with the troubles in the present life supposed to arise from evil spirits, who
everywhere infest the atmosphere and dwellings,
and are regarded as the cause of all sickness and
misfortune. The higher dogmatic religion and the
arrangements for the future life are handed over
largely to the priests but the people themselves
take an active and anxious part in counteracting
the machinations of the evil spirits, of whom they
live in perpetual dread.
;

Buddhism from

its very commencement appears
have accepted the Hindu mythology, with its
and good spirits, as part of its theory of the
universe. Sakyamuni himself seems to have taken
over from the Brahmanical teachers of his time,
amongst other tenets, the current belief in the
gods and demons of the Indian pantheon, and he
is represented in the more authentic early texts as

to

evil

referring to these beings as objects of fixed belief.
He also accepted the current Brahmanical viewthat, like all other living things, they

were imper-

manent and ultimately subject to death and endless
many of them having in previous existences
been men. Thus, the gods and demons, being incapable of saving themselves from death and the
re-birth,

misery of re-birth, could not be expected to save
man ; and so Buddha declared that their worship
was one of the things which are not profitable and
therefore unnecessary, and that he himself as ' the
Perfectly Enlightened One,' or the Buddha, was
superior to all divinities.

Nevertheless, as these

gods and demons were still believed to be capable of
doing harm as well as good to man, though they
could not effect his spiritual salvation, they continued more or less to be objects of popular worship
even in early Buddhism, as is seen in the most
aucient monuments.

Whether Buddha himself seriously believed in
these divinities may be doubted. Yet the earliest
texts agree in ascribing to him the statement that
he descended from the heavens of the 33 gods,' in
order to save mankind. Moreover, in the early
'

Ileadache roameth over the desert, blowing like the wind. '9

The Plague-god, Namtar,
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Tablet XI.

1.

1 ff.
» lb.

Brahma (the most exalted of all at the epoch of
Buddha), 20 times as Sakra or Indra, 43 times as
a tree-god, and once as a fairy. In his sutras, or
sermons, the god Brahma is referred to as one of
the most frequent of his auditors. And the culminating episode of Sakyamuni's career the attainment of Buddhahood at Gaya is universally
represented as a personal struggle with Mara, the
Satan of the Buddhist world, and his daughters,
Desire, Unrest, and Pleasure. This event is regarded by Buddhists generally not as an allegory,
but as an actual bodily temptation and a conflict
with manifested evil spirits.
The Buddhist pantheon thus had for its nucleus
the polytheistic Brahmanical one, which embodied
a physiolatry, or worship of the personified forces
of Nature.
It soon, however, became much more
extensive (1) by the creation of new deities and
spirits of a special Buddhist type, personifying

—

—

p. 05,

1.

1.

abstract conceptions of that religion
and (2) by
the wholesale incorporation of much of the contents of the aboriginal pantheons of those peoples
outside India over which Buddhism extended its
conquests as a 'world-religion.' In this way the
Buddhist pantheon has become the largest in the
world, especially in its array of demons and spirits.
;

ii.

413.

10
» King, ZA xi. 50.
King, Bab. Rel. p. 181.
12 The
present writer saw two such atChokurlu in Asia Minor,
written in Arabic against face-ache (see his art. in PSBA, Nov.

1910, p. 238).

tales of his imaginary previous existences,
he claimed to have been one or other of the gods
in former times, mentioning himself 4 times as

:

30.

41.

6 76.
pp. 421, 425.
'
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The

distinctively Buddhist

demons and

SPIRITS

—

Indian Buddhism, while generally modelled on the
type of the Brahmanical, are specifically different
from these in their functions, in their appearance
as pictured and sculptured, and in their outward
symbols. They range from the modes of their
prototype Rudra (Siva) in his destructive mood,
through the asuras, or Titanic demons, to the
raksasas and pUachas, the most malignant fiends.
To these classes may be relegated most of the non-

;

Brahmanical spirits mentioned in the early Buddhist
texts or figured in the early sculptures. Some of
these supernatural beings, although unknown to

introduced a rampant demonolatry, with exacting

a religion which in its origin
was largely a protest against worship and ritual of
every kind. The majority of these demons were
monstrous king-devils' of the most hideous Saivite
type, with their equally repulsive spouses. The
chief were Vajra-bhairava, Samvara, Hayagriva,
and Guhya-kala. Their function was to be tutelaries (yidam) to guard their human votary against
the attack of the swarms of minor demons, whilst
they themselves were to be gained over to perform
these friendly offices by the coercing power of
Buddhist spells.
Certain of them were also
'
defenders of the faith
specially selected as
(dharmapala), and also as guardians of particular
monasteries and particular sects.
At the present day, such extravagant demonolatry prevails to a greater or less extent throughout the Mahayana (or Great Vehicle ') form of
Buddhism in China, Korea, and Japan but most
of all in Tibet (see 'Tibetan' art. below) and
Mongolia. The demonolatry of the Southern
Buddhists in Burma, Ceylon, and Siam is of the

Brahmanical

texts, may have been local Indian
not necessarily Buddhistic, e.g. the famous
she-devil Hariti.
Mara, the personified Evil Principle and tempter of man, presents a close analogy to
the Satan of the Bible, although he was not a fallen
angel in the literal sense ; nor was he, like Ahriman of the Persians, an antagonist of equal power.
Though unknown by that name to the Brahmans,
he is manifestly a form of the Indian god of death,
Yama (Skr. mar, 'to die'), and in other aspects he
resembles the god of sensuous desire (kama).
As Buddhism extended its range outside its
monastic order and became a religion of the people,
it gave greater prominence to these supernatural
beings, in which the people implicitly believed, and
began to create special divinities of its own. These

priestly rites, into

spirits,

*

'

new

divinities and demons it figured in special conventional attitudes, with characteristic symbols,
which at once distinguished them from the Brahmanical ; and the laity were made familiar with
the conventional appearance of the leading ones
by means of the frequent sacred plays and masked
dances. These various spirits are not classed in
any definite systematic order in the Indian Buddhist
texts, but they are often enumerated as follows

'

;

earlier and less rampant type.
Literature. A. Foucher, L Iconographie bouddhique de
A. Griinwedel, Mythol. des Budrinde, Paris, 1900-1905
dhismus, Leipzig, 1900 H. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism,
Strassburg, 1896 Monier- Williams, Buddhism, London, 1890
W. W. Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, London, 1884 L. A.
Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, London, 1895, 'Indian
Buddhist Cult of Avalokita, Tara, etc.,' JRAS, 1894, pp. 61-89.

—

;

;

(a) Celestial Bodhisattvas, of a divine or demoniacal Saivite
type, e.g. Avalokita, and Vajrapani. (6) Ndgas and Mahoragas,
snake-like or dragon beings, resembling clouds, living in the
sky or under water, their maidens assuming siren-like shapes,

;

;

Many of these evil spirits, like the Halftones of
the Greeks, might become friendly and good genii
to their human votaries. The exorcizing or coercing of the actively harmful amongst these evil
spirits, by means of certain sutras spoken by
Buddha or stereotyped sentences culled therefrom, seems to have been practised from very
early times, possibly even from Buddha's own
day. The right-hand disciple of Buddha, Maudgalyayana, is generally credited in the early scriptures with having exorcized evil spirits in this
way and the recital of such sutras the so-called
Paritta, or Pint service is the most favoured
and popular way of combating sickness and misfortune at the present day amongst the Southern
Buddhists whilst in Northern Buddhism such

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

;

more widely developed.
In later times the Indian Buddhist pantheon
itself an offshoot of the Brahmanical, and living
side by side with it continued to develop along
lines similar to those taken by its parent.
Thus,
in the extreme pantheistic phase it evolved a
supreme primordial Buddha-god existing from
everlasting to everlasting, the Adibuddha (q.v.).
procedure

is still

—

—

The

rise of the devotional spirit, with its craving
for personal deities to whom intimate prayer could
be addressed
the Bhakti phase, resulting in
the introduction into Brahmanism of Siva, Visnu,
Krsna, Kama, and others, with their female

—

;

;

often evil spirits : e.g. Muchilinda, who shielded Sakyamuni
under the Bodhi tree at Gaya.
(c) Yaksas, genii often
'
friendly to man: e.g. the yaksa Vardhana ( = Increase '), who
was the guardian of Buddha's family and tribe at Kapilavastu.
'
•
Asuras
(iZ)
(lit.
ungodly spirits), giant demons, headed by
the
Rahu,
personified eclipse, (e) Rdkmsas, ogre-fiends capable of assuming Biren-like forms
daityas, kumbhandas,
pifdchas, and pretas, or starveling ghosts, spectres, vampireghouls : e.g. Piugala. (/) Malignant fiends of hell and the soil.

'

'

'

:

;

(Celtic)

energies (iaktii) was echoed in Buddhism by the
creation of a host of celestial Bodhisattvas, male
and female, e.g. Manjusri and Tara. These were
able and willing to assist those who invoked
them as personal gods (yidam) and some of them
in type.
Similarly,
[e.g. Marichi) were fiendish
with the innovations of Yoga and the degraded
Tantra developments, certain sections of the
Buddhists kept pace with these by parallel movements which added to the Buddhist pantheon.
The extreme Tantrik phase termed Kdlachctkra,
or 'Wheel of Death,' about the 10th cent. A.D.,

spirits of
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—Intro-

the case of Celtic countries it is not
always easy to draw a clear line of distinction
between the beneficent and the maleficent types
of those supernatural beings that cannot be counted
in the ranks of definite individual gods and goddesses.
There are, indeed, imaginary beings in
Celtic folk-lore that are predominantly of a malebut the majority of these
ficent disposition
beings are, like human beings themselves, of mixed
character.
The term 'demon' in English has
ductory.

;

acquired a precision of meaning, as applied to
maleficent supernatural beings, which maues it a
difficult term to employ in describing the conditions reflected in the religion and folk-lore of the
Celts.
Again, the term spirits,' so far as the
facts of Celtic folk-lore are concerned, must be
used in a somewhat wide sense, and, in some
measure, its use is bound to overlap that of
demon,' since it is difficult, in the folk-lore of
Celtic countries, to draw very clear lines of distinction between the different types of beings
which the Celtic imagination has created. The
clearest and broadest line of demarcation, perhaps,
that would meet the case would be that separating
the actual living beings, both animal and human,
which people the visible tangible world of everyday
life on the one hand, and, on the other, those
unreal beings which are imagined as living normally a life hidden from view in those localities and
recesses of the earth which easily lend themselves
to concealment (such as caves or hollows, or some
or subsupposed subterranean, sub-lacustrine,
marine region), or in islands of the sea (actual or
'

'

1

Of.,

(Celtic).

throughout,

artt.

Celts and Communion wrra Deity
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imaginary), or in some wild ami inaccessible tract
of land, or in the depths of a great forest. Further,
the lives and actions of these imaginary beings are
pictured as being governed by conditions that may
be summarily described as magical conditions
entirely at variance with the facts of human experience, but which have, none the less, occasional
points of resemblance to those of ordinary existence.
Moreover, the beings which are imagined as
living under these abnormal conditions are thought
of as endowed with abnormal powers
hence, in
the Celtic world, they are viewed as equipped with
various forms of magic skill, and are thereby
specially associated with those human beings who
are thought to have similar endowments. Nor is
it always easy to distinguish, among these beings
of the Celtic Other-world, (a) those which may be
regarded as survivals from primitive Animism,
such as the animate spirits of inanimate things
(6) those which are ancient spirits of vegetation
(c) those which are beings imaginatively considered
necessary as dwellers in a hypothetical Otherworld
and (d) those which are exclusively regarded as the souls of departed human beings. In
all parts of the Celtic world, as in other countries,
there are ghost-stories, wherein the ghost is viewed
as that of a particular human being but very often
the relationship of a ghost to an individual man or
woman, whose soul it was, sinks into the background of the story, and the ghost is made to act
like some other type of imaginary supernatural
being. The various types, both in form and character, often merge into one another.
Again, one of the characteristics of the Otherworld of the Celts, which may be said to fallow as
a corollary from its contrast with the normal
world, is that the beings supposed to people it do
not, like those of the actual world, keep their own
forms, but undergo various transformations. Hence
it is not always possible to distinguish clearly
between those of animal and those of human form,
inasmuch as those of one form may pass into a
form that is usually characteristic of the other,
and, along with the change of form, there may
also be a change of character or disposition.
Consequently a being which might appear as a
demon, in the English sense of the term, at one
time, might at another conceivably be represented
in some other form as a benign spirit.
In some
degree, perhaps, the absence of definiteness of
character
in question may be the reflexion in
Celtic folk-lore of certain human types, which are
not unknown in Celtic experience, where qualities
that are in the highest degree laudable are combined with others that are glaringly out of harmony
with them, as, for example, the combination of a
highly temperate and devout life with constant
un punctuality or frequent remissness in the keeping of promises and engagements. The inhabitants
of Celtic countries have not, as a rule, been sorted
out, during a process of severe and relentless moral

—

;

'

'

;
;

;

;

drilling, into distinct

and fixed ethical

classes to

the same extent as the inhabitants of some Teutonic lands; and the prevalent ethical conditions in
Celtic society are naturally in some degree reflected

even

in Celtic folk-lore.

Another

point, again, which deserves consideration is that, in Celtic folk-lore, the beings whose
normal home is the Other-world are far from being
rigidlj' confined to that region, but are represented
as coming to view in the actual world either by
day or by night in current folk-lore preferably
by night. They are regarded as appearing either

—

1 In
the case of the Welsh fairies, for example, the elements
and maleficence, as the folk-lore stories about
them show, are curiously blended in their characters. They are
represented as being at times helpful to man, at other times as
mischievous and vindictive (see Rhys, Celtic Fulldvre, vol. i.

of beneficence

ptusim).
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singly or in groups ; and those to whom they
appear may see them either as solitary spectators
or in company with others. They are also represented as entering into various dealings with
normal human beings, and among the relations
included in folk lore narrative is that of interFurther, just as the beings of the
marriage.
Other-world may enter this world, the men of this
world may enter the Other-world, whether by
invitation, accident, or invasion.
Many Celtic
legends, such as Tochmarc Etninc (' The Betrothal
of Etain ') in Irish, and the story of Pwyll, Pendefig
Dyfcd ('Pwyll, Prince of Dyf'ed'), in Welsh, are
largely based upon belief in inter-relations bet ween
the two worlds of the type in question. Christian
teaching and the spread of education have done
much to assimilate the Celtic consciousness, in the
matter of belief in imaginary beings, to that of
advanced civilization ; yet enough of the ancient
psychological attitude of the native Celtic mind
still exists to enable one to form a fair estimate of
the extraordinary hold which this belief must have
had upon the mind in ages further back.
I. Celtic demons and spirits in antiquity.
large number of the names of Celtic deities that
have survived (for the most part on inscriptions)
are names which occur but once, and consequently
they may be regarded as probably the names of
local deities or local tutelary spirits.
Sometimes
the name is clearly identical with that of some
or
mountain
the
town, river,
(see
present writer's
list of 'Ancient Celtic Deities,' in Trans. Gaelic
Soc. of Inverness, 1906) ; in other cases, the origin

—A

of the

name

is

unknown.

About two hundred and

sixty names, which occur only once on inscriptions,
have come down to us, and there were at one tune,
doubtless, many more.
Along with these individual names there existed others of grouped
supernatural beings, such as (a) the Bacucci, of

whom
'

Cassian (Conlat.

vii. 32. 2)

says

:

quodam tumore

Alios ita eoruni corda quos ceperant iuani

videmus

quos etiam Bacuceos vulgus appellat, ut
semetipsos ultra proceritatem sui corporis erigentcs nunc
quideni se in quosdam tastus gestusque sustollerent, nunc vero
velut adclines ad quendam se tranquillitatis et adfabilitatis
statum communes blandosque submitterent, seseque velut inlustres et circumspectabiles omnibus aestimantes nunc quidem
adorare sepo testates sublimiores corporisinflexione monstrarent,
nunc vero ab aliis se crederent adorari et omnes motus quibus
vera officia aut superbe aut humiliter peraguntur explerent.'
(b) The C'astwcw or Castwci are known to us only
infecisse,

from an inscription from Caldas de Vizella (CIL ii.
Reburrinus lapidarius Castsecis v.l. [s] m.'),
and similarly (c) the Icotii or Icotim are mentioned
on an inscription at Cruviers, Dep. Card (C7X xii.
2902
Icotiis '), while {d) the Dusii are mentioned
by three writers, who all appear to view them as
2404

'

:

'

:

The word dusios in Celtic probably
meant an unclean demon or incubus, but the root
of the word is not improbably cognate with that of
the Greek $e6s (where 8 stands for an original dh
which would become in Celtic d), and suggests

maleficent.

that, at

one time, the character of these beings

was regarded as beneficent or

neutral.

The passages relating to the Dusii are the following : Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xv. 23) :
Quosdam daemones, quos Dusios
Galli nuncupant, adsidue hanc inmunditiam et temptare et erli'

cere, plures talesque adseverant,
videatur.' Similarly, Isidore (Or.

ut hoc negare inpudentiae
*
viii.

11,

1U3)

:

Pilosi,

qui

Graece Panitae, Latine lncubi appellantur.
Saepe inprobi
existunt, etiam mulieribus, et earum peragunt concubitum, quos
daemones Galli Dusios vocant, quia adsidue hanc peragunt inmunditiam * ; ib. 104
Quern autem vulgo Incuboneni vocant,
hunc Romano Faunum Ficarium dicunt.' Further, Hincmar
(de Divortio Lotharii, i. 654, ed. Sinn.) says : Quaedam etiam
feminae a Dusite in specie viroruin, quorum amore ardebant,
concubitum pertulisse iuventae sunt.'
male gods, whose
(e) The IJtcs are a group of
name occurs on an inscription at Dormagen, in the
region of Diisseldorf (Corp. Inscr. Iihenanarmn
'
Iflibus Marcus et Atius v.s.l.l.m.'),
[CIE] 292:
.

.

.

'

:

'

that were clearly regarded as beneficent. (/) The
Ncrvini or Nervinw were probably a tribal group
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of beneficent deities or spirits that were connected
with the tribe of the Nervii. In one case we have, as
the name of a group of deities that were regarded
as beneficent, the plural of one of the most widely
diffused of Divine names in the Celtic world,
namely (g) Lugovcs, the plural of Lugus.
This plural form occurs on the following inscriptions (1) at
Osma, m the territory of the Celtiberi (CIL ii. 2818)
Lugovibus sacrum L(ucius) L(icinius?) Urcico collegio sutorum
d(onum) d(edit)' (2) at Avenches, in the territory of the Helvetii (CIL xiii. 6078): 'Lugoves'; (3) at Bonn (CIR 469):
:

'

:

;

'

[Dojmesticis [Lugojvibus.

.

.

.'

Other beneficent spirits are {h) the Di Casses,
are mentioned on inscriptions as follows

who

:

(1) At Lorsch (CIR 1386)
'Casfsibus] pro sal[ute] dd(dominorum duorum) nn(ostrorum)' (2) at Ober-Klingen, in HesseDarmstadt (CIR 1398)
Cassihus vota fece(runt) Macelu(s)
Faustinu(s) m(erito) p(osuerunt)
(3) at Landstuhl, Pfalz (CIR
:

;

'

:

'

;

1779)

'
:

Diss

Cassibus Matuinus v.s.l.m.'
Dis Cassibus Castus Taluppe

(sic)

on the Hardt

'
:

;
(4) at Neustadt,
v.s.l.l.m.'

Another group of beings that corresponded to
the type in question was that of (i) the Di Silvani,
whom, along with their female counterparts
the Silvanm, there is a reference on an inscription
at Barcelona (CIL ii. 4499
D(is) d(eabus) Silvanis
M. Antonius Cr[esc]ens v.s.l.m.'). This is the only
certain instance of a group of male gods of this
name. By far the most common groups of supernatural beings mentioned on inscriptions in connexion with Celtic districts are (j) the Mat res and
(k) the Matronw, while there are smaller groups of
These Mothers' and
(I) Proximo! and (m) Junones.
Kinswomen' seem to have been regarded as the
protecting deities of various localities and their
worship appears to have been prevalent, not only
among the Celts, but also in certain Teutonic
tribes (see an article by the present writer on
'Celtic Goddesses' in Cell tor July 1906, and art.
to

'

:

'

'

;

Celts, vol. iii. p. 280). These goddesses probably
represent a very early phase of Celtic religion, and
are to be regarded as more akin to groups of
spirits (possibly corn-spirits) than to the individualized deities of a later stage.
There is a remarkable
parallel to them in one of the current Welsh names
tor a type of beneficent fairy, namely,
Mamau,
the Mothers,' used in some parts of S. Wales as a
name for the fairies in the expression Bendith y
Mamau, the blessing of the Mothers,' and also
found in the name of a well-known hill of the
Foel Famau, The hill of the
Clwydian range,
To the foreMothers.'
Cf. art. Deie Matres.
going may be added n the Nislca i water-nymphs ')
mentioned on the Amelie-les-Bains tablets (Com-

Y

'

'

Y

'

'

(

)

munion with Deity [Celtic],
2. Demons and spirits in
From the foregoing account it

(

vol.

iii.

p. 748").

—

mediaeval times.
will be seen that, in

the Celtic countries of antiquity, a belief was held,
not only in certain individual gods and goddesses,
both local and non-local, bearing names of their

own, but also in groups of supernatural beings,
who, by the very fact that they were nameless,
may be regarded as beings in a sense on a lower
plane than the named deities, and so may be fitly
included, for the most part, in the category of
demons and spirits. How far they may have been
considered as the indwelling spirits of' inanimate
things, or as the spirits of vegetation, or as the
souls of dead ancestors, animal or human, it is
impossible to say. The Celts, like other nations
of antiquity, doubtless believed in the existence of
spirits of human beings, which were, in some
mysterious way, connected with the breath, the
name, and the shadow. Like the Creek <r/ad
and tlie Latin umbra, the Welsh term ysgawd
('shallow'), for instance, was used for the soul.
The more usual Welsh word, however, for the soul
is enaid, a derivative of the root an-,
to breathe.'
In mcili.rv.il Welsh this term is constantly used in
the sense of 'life,' but the meaning 'soul' is also
There are traces, too (Rliys, Cell. Folkfrequent.
'

SPIRITS
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601-604), of a belief that the soul might
take on the bodily form of some animal, such as a
lizard.
In the Middle Ages, Christianity had introduced, both into Goidelic and into Brythonic
speech, certain terms of Greek and Latin origin,
such as Ir. diabul, Welsh diafl (in a later form
diafol), from diabolus ; together with such forms
as Ir. demun, 'demon,' and Welsh cythraul, the
latter being derived from Lat. contrarius through
*
contralius (where I has been substituted for r by
lore,

iii.

The Ir. spiorad (older spirid),
and the Welsh ysbryd of the same meanboth come from Lat. spiritus. At the same
time other terms of native origin for the supernatural beings of folk-lore survived, such aslr. side
and acs side, the fairies,' whence the term ban side
('banshee'), which means literally 'woman-fairy.'
The oldest Welsh term used in mediaeval Welsh for
a fairy is hud, together with its derivative hudol, in
the same sense, for a male fairy and hudoles for a
female fairy. Mud also means ' magic,' and this
use of the same term for both fairy-land and magic
well illustrates the inseparable connexion, for the
Celtic mind, of magic with the Other-world.
dissimilation).
'

spirit,'

ing,

'

In Irish legend there are many allusions to the side (as, for
'
instance, in Serylige Conculaind (' The Sick-bed of Cuchulainn
[Windisch, Irisc/ie Tezte,Le\pz\g, 1SS0-1905, i. 214 f., 227]) and in
Tochmarc Etaine (' The Betrothal of Etain [ib. pp. 120, 131]). In
one passage of the latter a fairy domicile (sid) is definitely asso'
ciated with Brig Liith, the hill of Liath(mac Celtehair),' the
Irish counterpart of the Welsh Lhvyd, sou of Kilcoed, a famous
magician, twice mentioned in the Mabinogion, and once by the
Welsh 14th cent, poet, Dafydd ab Gwilym. In the Book of
'
Armagh, the side are called dei terreni,' and they appear to
have been regarded as dwelling either in hills or on islands such
as Mag Mell. In the latter case, one of the means of journeying
to them was in a ship of glass. Some of the fairies were regarded
as male (fer-side), but they were more often regarded as "female
The legendary characters, Mider (Tochmarc Elaine,
(ban-side).
in Windisch, Ir. Texte, p. i21 ff.) and Mananuan mac Lir (Serglige
Conculaind, 225), were associated with them, and, in the latter
story, two of their kings bear the names Failbe Find and Labraid.
When pictured as women, they were represented as being clothed
;

'

in white raiment.
In the story of Condla Caem (given in Windtach, Ir. Gram., Leipzig, 1879, pp. 118-120) they are described
as wishing to carry off mortal men into their land of perpetual
youth, or to marry mortals ; thus Etain, a fairy princess, married
Eochaid Airem, and was carried back later on to fairy-land by
Mider, a prince of the fairies. The connexion between the side
and the Tuatha De Danann of Irish legend is very obscure.

In Irish legend there was one native term for a
supernatural being which was apparently always
of maleficent import, namely, siabrae [Leabhar im

b
hUidhre, 113 41, 114" 12, 115" 32). This word is
undoubtedly the phonetic equivalent of the Welsh
hwyfar a term no longer used except in the
Welsh original of Guinevere, namely, Gwenhwyfar,
a name which must originally have meant the
white phantom.' This appellation would suggest
that hwyfar had not originally in Welsh the connotation of malignity, which siabrae seems to have

—

'

acquired in Irish.
'

'
In mediaeval Welsh the name hxtd in the sense of fairy is
applied in the Black Book of Carmarthen (Poem xxxiii, 1. 17) to
Gwyn, son of Nudd(GH'jm = Ir. Find ; Nudd = lr. A'uada); and
the
his mistress is said to be Creurddilad,
daughter of Lludd
(the Welsh original of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Cordelia,
daughter of King Lear). In the story of Kulhuvh and tllicrn,
Gwyn is represented as fighting every first of May until the
Day of Judgment with Gwythyr for the hand of Creurddilad.
In the poetry of Dafydd ab* Gwilym, which reflects the current
Welsh folk-lore of the 14th cent., Gwyn is regarded as in some
sense the leader of the fairies,' 6ince they are called by the
poet Tylwyth Gwyn (' the family of Gwyn ') in two passages.
The Welsh picture of fairy-land given by the poet by no means
represents it as a 'land of eternal youth,' since among its
dwellers are mentioned gtrrachiod ('hags '), nor can it be said
that the picture given of its inhabitants suggests their beneficent character.
The expression }* Tylwyth Teg (' the fair family ') for the
fairies is found in the poems of Dafydd ab Gwilym (middle of
I'h cent.), and the term itself would seem to imply that, in
II
:un. their disposition was originally viewed as beneficent
and their appearance pleasing, though the poet describes the
colour of one of them as blown (gtrinrn). At tin- same time
the allusions to them in Dafydd ab Gwilym well illustrate the
statement made at the beginning of the article, that it is
ilillienli to assign a hard and fast type of character to several
For example, the
of the beings of the Celtic Other -world.
'

]
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'

;

The name of the mythical tribe called the
pathetically.
Coraniaul, in the story of Lludd ami Llcielys, probably means
the pygmies,' and they are certainly represented as intellectually acute but morally malicious.
Side by side with these beings of neutral or variable disposiof Ireland,
tion, Welsh folk-lore in the Middle Ages, like that
deals with certain types of beings that caii only be regarded as
'demons' in the ordinary English sense. The term cllyll, for
in a
example, appears to be nowhere used in Welsh literature
good sense.' In the Welsh triads tfiif. Mali., 1SS7, pp. ' 805,
the
ellyll), called
300) there are references to ellyllim (pi. of
'
'
three forest-demons of the Isle of Britain and the three stagdemons of the Isle of Britain,' but the precise significance of
'

Dafydd ab Gwilym, Cum gormes (Poem xliv.).
There appear to lie no beings of the vampire type
among the supernatural beings of Irish and Welsh
mediaeval legend, but in Breton stories the werwolf (bisclavarct) seems to have played a part even

these names is not explained. In some of the instances given,
the word etliilt is followed by a personal name, as in the phrase
Gwidawl (' the demon ol Gwidawl'). It is possible that,
in expressions such as these, may
originally, the term ellyll,
'
have denoted a person's familiar spirit.' In Dafydd ab Gwilym,
wry-mouthed (mingeimion), as
ellyllon are represented as
haunting dingles, and as being foul and ill-grown. This picture
of them is implied in the description of the owl as ellylles adar
The same writer has another
of
female
demon
birds').
('the
term for a certain kind of goblin or ghost, namely bwbach—a.
term which clearly implied an object of terror. He calls his
shadow, for instance, a goblin (bivbach) in the form of a bald
monk,' while, further, he uses the verb bwbachu in the sense
of 'to frighten as a ghost.' A term used for a kind of female
demon by Dafydd ab Gwilym and others is Y Ddera (probably
meaning* originally 'the red one,' dera being phonetically
For ghosts, too, the term
equivalent to Ir. derg, 'red').
qwylliaid appears to be used by this poet (e.g. in Poem clix.),
but the more usual medieval term is gwyllon. This term
appears to have been used for 'the ghosts of the dead' (Bl.

in mediaeval times.

cllyll

—

lands to-day.
3. Demons and spirits in Celtic
In the remoter parts of Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
and Brittany there is still a considerable survival

'

'
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so beings from Annwfn might make raids upon
Such a raid appears in mediaeval
this world.
Welsh to have been called gormes (lit. 'an overof this kind
flow,' then 'oppression'). Certain raids
are suggested in various parts of the Mabinogion ;
for example, in the carrying away of the infant
Pryderi, in the raid upon Teyrnon's foals, in the
narrative of Manawyddan and the mice, and in
the story of Lludd and Llevclys, as well as in
the stealing of Mabon, son of Modron, from his
mother. In these raids certain fabulous packs of
hounds took part, which are sometimes called
Cum Annwfn ('the dogs of Annwfn'), and, by

term pegor, used for a pygmy,' and for the fabulous dwellers
in submarine regions (111. Book of Carmarthen, Poem v. I. 4>—
a term found also in Dafydd ab Owilym (Poein Kv.>— is one of
a neutral type and so is coir, a dwarf '—a word which occurs
In some cases a corr is
several times in the Mabinogion.
and churlish manner (as in
represented as acting in a brutal
the story of Gcraint and Enid), but in the story of Peredur
the narrator appears to view the dwarf and his wife sym'

of the older psychological attitude, especially in
the sphere of the emotions, towards the supernatural beings of which Celtic folk-lore treats.
The teaching of Christianity, whether by Roman

'

Catholics, Anglicans, Presbyterians, or other religions denominations, for example, as to the lot
of the dead, runs entirely counter to the belief in
ghosts that are free to wander at random among
the living
nevertheless, the fear of ghosts is a
very real terror to many people, after nightfall, in
Book of Carmarthen, Foem i. 1. 35). The departed spirits of
So far as the period
Celtic as in other countries.
warriors seem to have been proverbially associated, even in
of daylight is concerned, the older frame of mind
also,
mediaeval Wales, with the Caledonian forest (ib. 1. 36
In a Welsh mediaeval poet, Llywarch ab
r*6. Poem xvii. 1. 57).
may, with the exception, perhaps, of the inhabitants of the least progressive Celtic regions, be
Llywelyn (Myvyrian Archaiology~, Denbigh, 1870, p. 212*),
there is an allusion to gwyllon Kelyddon ('the ghost of Calesaid to have been completely modified through
donia'), as if this were a proverbial expression, and, when
education and experience. With the advent of
of
Arthur is represented as making an expedition (in the story
Kulhuch and Olwen) to the 'wild land of hell,' he is described darkness, however, this older frame of mind tends
as going to the North.
to assert itself in consciousness not, perhaps, so
The abodes of the supernatural beings here as to produce beliefs which their holder would
described arc, in the main, located in Annwfn or regard as justifiable, but to a sufficient extent to
Annum— a, term most probably derived from an-, perturb the emotions, especially in the presence of
'
not,' and dufn (cognate with Ir. domun), 'the
some uncanny or weird-looking object. In Ireland
The dominant conception of Annwfn, and the more secluded parts of the Highlands
world.'
therefore, was as a kind of magical counterpart of and Islands, there has been, on the whole, less of
this world, and the Welsh mind in the Middle a breach of continuity with mediaeval times than
Ages associated with it the idea of illusion and in Wales ; and the same may be said of Brittany.
want of substantiality.
Dafydd ab Gwilym, Hence the beliefs of the Middle Ages form subspeaking of a mirror as fragile and perishable, stantially the ground-work of the present-day
says of it that it was constructed by fairies attitude towards demons and spirits as it prevails
The Isle of Man, too, may be
(hudolion), and other references by him of the in those regions.
same type point in a similar direction. Hence, regarded as belonging, in the main, to the same
which
is
world
meant
a
to
have
In the latter it is
zone
as Ireland.
Annwfn appears
psychological
no world.' Annwfn was usually regarded as being the Fairies' still, as in the Middle Ages, that are
located beneath the earth, but certain poems of the chief supernatural beings of the type here
the Book of Talicssin (14th cent.) appear to regard considered ; but, side by side with them, there
it as consisting of a cluster of islands, to which
subsists, in Ireland as elsewhere, the belief in the
Arthur journeys in his ship Prydwen. One poem re-appearance of the ghosts of the departed, and
'
in the same
calls it Annwfn beneath the world
also in the appearance of fabulous creatures, such
as the Puca, the Leprachaun, the Water-bull, the
(is eluyd), and in keeping with this is the descrip'
tion of it by Dafydd ab Gwilym as the deep land Water-horse, and the like (see T. Crofton Croker,
of Annwfn, to which the Summer is said to have Fairy Legends).
As to Gaelic Scotland, there is
gone during the months of Winter. According to abundant material for the student of the modern
the story of Pwyll, Prince of Dyfed, Annwfn was Celtic mindin Campbell's Tales of the W. Highlands.
divided into kingdoms, whose boundaries were
These tales describe such beings as the gla&han (the Manx
sometimes streams, as in the upper world. Interglashtyn), which was a hirsute sprite that rebelled against
relations and inter-marriage were conceived as clothing, and, in this respect, resembled the gruagaeh, a
describes
possible between the beings of the two worlds, and similar sprite from Skipness. One of the tales (no. 100)
tale (no. as)
the boons of human civilization, at any rate in the an underground world of giants, and an earlier Another
tale
to a belief in gigantic beings.
form of swine, were thought to have come into similarly pointsof a monstrous being
Eitidh
called
MacCallain,
(no. 3S) "speaks
the actual world from Annwfn. The relations,
who had one hand growing out of his chest, one leg out of his
Other
of
bis
face.'
front
however, between the two worlds were not always haunch, and one eye out of the
tales describe fairies, sleeping giants, Hying ladies, mermaids,
necessarily amicable, and, just as heroes from the brownies, and the like, while not a few of the stories speak of
actual world might make expeditions into Annwfn, such beings as the Water-horse or Water-kelpie (sometimes
1 In
transformed into a man), the Water-bull, the Water-bird called
the current folk-lore of some Welsh districts it appears
that even an cllyll can be conciliated and made to bestow
the Boobrie (said to inhabit the fresh-water and sea lochs of
and
prosperity, if the candle is left burning on going to bed (Wirt
Argyllshire), dragons (thought to haunt Highland lochs),
British
the Water-spirit called the Vougha. The Water-bull is general!}
Sikes,
Goblins, p. 15).
;

;

—

'

'

MS

'

'
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represented as the foe of the Water-horse and the friend of
man. There are also stories of demons appearing as goats and
dogs. It will readily be seen how this mass of Gaelic folk-lore
has been coloured by the geographical conditions of the Western
Highlands, and what is here true of the folk-lore of the Highlands is true of the folk-lore of all Celtic countries. In the Isle
of Man the same essential beliefs are found as in the Western
The island had her fairies and her giants, her
Highlands.
mermen, her brownies, her Water-bulls, and her Water-kelpies
or Water-colts. The Water-bull (tarroo ushtey) haunts pools
and swamps, and is the parent of strangely formed beasts and
monsters. The Water-kelpie has the form of a grey colt, and
wanders over the banks of the streams at night. The Manx
name for a giant is foauxr (from the same root as the Ir.
fomhor). For a brownie the Manx name is fenodyree, and this
being appears to resemble the Welsh ellyll in being a hairy and
clumsy creature. There are also in Manx folk-lore beings called
a
glaistig and glaisrig respectively, |the former being she-goblin,
which takes the form of a goat, while the latter is described as
a female fairy or a goblin, half-human, half-beast. The nearest
approach to a vampire in Celtic folk-lore is the Water-colt,
which is thoroughly vicious, and sucks the blood of maidens.
Possibly to the Water-colt should be added certain Welsh fairies
said to eat infants (Rhys, Celtic Folklore, ii. 673).
In Wales, the firm stand
against all forms

made

of superstition by the strong Protestantism of
the country, especially since Nonconformity has
penetrated into every corner of the Principality,
has, to a very great extent, shattered to pieces the
mental attitude towards the Other-world which
we find so clearly represented in the Mabinogion

but in remote districts,
in Dafydd ab Gwilym
such as the Lleyn district of Carnarvonshire and
the Welsh parts of Pembrokeshire, as well as in

and

;

the more secluded portions of other counties, the
old spirit still prevails among the unlettered, and
not a few people retain a kind of working belief
in the beings that may be roughly classified as
demons and spirits. The spirits of the dead (called
bwganod and ysbrydion) are still feared in such

1
and tales concerning them abound.
Every uncanny-looking portion of a lane has its
ghost, and from caves they are rarely absent.
Fairies are still known in most regions of Wales as
Y tylwyth teg, but the term Annwn has gone out

districts,

of use, except in the expression Own, Annwn, 'the
dogs of Annwn.' In Pembrokeshire, fairies were
even in the 19th cent, supposed to attend the

markets at Milford Haven and Laugharne. For
ghosts the term used in some districts is bwgan,
while in others the terms in use are bwci and
bwbach. It is not improbable that one old term
was buga, which is found in the Welsh name of

Usk in Monmouthshire— Brynbuga ;
while, in Glamorganshire, the name seems to take
the form bica, found in the farm name Ty Fica
('the house of Bica'). The Welsh word coblyn,
used especially of the sprites that are thought to
haunt mines, is merely a modification of the
the town of

English goblin ; while pwca is simply the English
Puck—a name found as that of the glen of Cwm
Pwca, a part of the vale of the Clydach in Breconshire.
Ellyllon are still thought to haunt groves
and valleys, and bwyd ellyllon ('demons' food') is
the Welsh name for the poisonous toad -stool, just
as menyg ellyllon ('demons' gloves') is a name for
the foxglove. The term ellylldan (' demons' tire')
In the
for 'the will-o'-the-wisp.'
is also used
Lleyn district of Carnarvonshire a certain fiery
wheel
apparition is said to take the form of a
within a wheel of fire.' The relation of fairies,
with
human
beings are
goblins
sprites, and
'

'

'

described in various folk-lore tales, for which the
reader may considt the works of Sir John Khys
and Wirt Sikes (see Literature at end of art.).
Among the names used for certain of the supernatural beings
here under consideration are Bendilh y
blessing';

QvrrageM Annum,

'elfin

Mamau,

'

the mothers'

dames'; Plant Annum,

•elfin children'; Plant Rhys IMw/n, 'the children of deep
Rhys'; Gwrach « Rftiftyn.akindof Welsh banshee ; Cyhyraeth,
a kind of dreadful and doleful moan in the night, proceeding
from an invisible source ; Tolaeth, the imi tation of gome e arthly
'

There

is

no trace in the Welsh literature or folk-lore of any
dead bodies themselves rise from their graves

belief thai tin'

and haunt the

living.

(Chinese)

Cum
sound, such as sawing, singing, or the tramping of feet
that haunt the air
y Wybr (also known as Cum Annum), dogs
Aderyn y Corph, a bird which appears as a foreteller of death
the
Fad
F
Felen,
yellow
plague
a
funeral
Toelu,
phantom
and Mala y nos, a night-fiend. 1 Among the forms which the
Welsh imagination has assigned to spectres have been a fiery
a roaring flame, a
ball, a black calf, an ass, a dog, a round ball,
One type of female demon
bull, a goose, a mastiff, a gosling.
a hideous creature v, ith dishevelled hair,
is described as being
leathern wings, and
long black teeth, long, lank, withered arms,
a cadaverous appearance.' The appearance of this being was
Welsh folk-lore, as in
always regarded as an omen of death. In
that of the Gaelic world, there are stories of water-monsters,
more especially of the afanc, which is usually regarded in Wales
as a kind of crocodile, but which was originally, in the opinion
of Sir John Khys, a kind of monster in human form, as is
suggested by the Irish cognate abhac.
;

;

;

;

;

'

In Wales, as elsewhere where a belief in demons

effective barriers
to their maleOne check to
possession of a
of great
a
source
'knife
black-handled
(iron being
terror to fairies), the turning of one's coat inside

and

spirits

is

found, certain

was thought, be placed
volence and capacity for mischief.
them was piety, others were the

could, it

the
out, the pronunciation of the Divine name,
of resicrowing of a cock, change in one's place
of furze,
barrier
a
least—
but
not
last
and—
dence,
it
through which, on account of its prickly nature,
was thought that fairies and similar beings could

not penetrate. In Brittany substantially the same
as in
conceptions of demons and spirits prevailed
Wales; but, while Welsh:. -?n have to a great
extent abandoned the attitude of intellectual
assent to the legends in question, the more conservative Breton, with his closer attachment to
mediaeval conditions, is still often haunted by
them, and probably will be for a long time to
come. In Wales, it is not impossible that, before
belief
very long, these ancient relics of primitive
but in the remoter
will be things of the past
will
Scotland
and
they
probably
parts of Ireland
linger on for many generations.
;
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(Chinese).— The

two words kuci shen (variously translated demons
the variation
and spirits,' or demons and gods
tr. of Chinese
indicating a vexed question in the
a binomial
make
up
terms)
together
religious
for a general
phrase such as does duty in Chinese
all the inas
taken
be
denoting
and
term,
may
'

'

'

—

habitants of the spiritual world, the various objects

of religious worship and superstitious fear.
The spiritual world lies very near to the average
Chinaman. Signs of his belief in its influence on
his daily life are frequent and it gives one at times
a shock of surprise to find, as may happen in a
casual conversation, that one's interlocutor— a well;

read scholar or shrewd merchant— holds firmly by
are to oneself grotesque.
conceptions of it which
Its nomenclature is fairly extensive, but not preNor is it easy to describe the spiritual world
cise.
Allowin any very orderly or consistent fashion.
ance must be made not only for differences in local
also for the intermingling of
but
superstitions,
diverse strains of thought in the more generally
1

one particularly malevolent type
Bodach Glas, the blue goblin.'

In Carnarvonshire

demon

'

is

called

1'

of
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diffused religious conceptions. While it is possible
that Chinese religion started from a pure monotheism, we have no record of any such time. In
the most ancient books the worship of Shang-ti

accompanied by the worship of natural objects,
of the spirits of ancestors, and of the worthies of
former times. All these elements have been con-

is

tinued and developed.
In the popular religion of to-day, the worship of
immanent in, or in some vaguely conceived
way connected with, natural objects, takes a much
larger place than can possibly be taken by the worship of Shang-ti, confined as this is to the Emperor.
The number of such spirits is, strictly speaking,
indefinite.
In virtue of the spiritual efficacy connected with it, anything rock, tree, living creature
No extrarflay become an object of worship.
ordinary feature in the object is necessary to call
forth this religious observance a whole town has
been known to go after a common viper found in a
bundle of tirewood. Among the commonest signs
of the recognition of such spiritual powers bound
up with natural objects are the votive tablets frequently seen suspended from the branches of trees,
and the small pillars which are erected alongside
graves and inscribed to the spirit of the soil, in
acknowledgment of his property in the site of the
Some such acknowledgment is due to the
grave.
local genius, on any interference with what is
supposed to be under his control. It is a moot
question whether the spirit of the soil is one only,
identified with Hou-t'u, one of the ministers of
Huang Ti (2(598 B.C.), or whether tbere are not,
rather, at least in the popular mind, many local
spirits

—

—

—

genii.

Alongside of such spirits, and at the lower end of
the scale of spirits hardly to be distinguished from
them, are the supernatural beings called hsien, yao,
kuei, citing
of various

('

fairies,' 'elves,' 'goblins,'

'sprites'),

kinds, harmless, or, more usually,
mischievous and malevolent. Every locality has
In
its own traditions with regard to such beings.
Swatow the morning watch is not sounded because
of a kelpie (yao-ching) in the harbour, which on
hearing the watch-drum was wont to carry off any
'

'

Of living creatures it is
early-stirring inhabitant.
said that in the south of China the serpent, and
in the north the fox, are those round which belief
in supernatural powers has mostly gathered.
In
general it is said that birds and animals when they
grow old become sprites (ching). The fox, for
instance, increases in supernatural qualities with
increase of years, and possesses different powers
at fifty years of age or a hundred or a thousand.
Even of trees it is said that by long absorption of
the subtle essences of heaven and earth they become
possessed of supernatural qualities.
Besides these supernatural beings, and wholly
impersonal, are the maleficent influences called sha.
They move, like physical forces, in straight lines,
and can be warded off in various ways, as by
earthenware figures of lions set on the roof of a
house or in other positions of vantage, or by a stone
or tile placed at a road-end and inscribed with the
'Eight Diagrams (see Cosmogony, etc. [Chin.]), or
with words intimating that, as a stone from the
Thai mountain, it will resist the evil influences.
According to Chinese etymology, the word kuei,
demons,' is connected with a word of similar sound
meaning to return,' and a kuei is accordingly defined as the spirit of a man which has returned from
'
this visible world to the world invisible.
Alive a
man, dead a kuei is a proverbial saying. In such
use of the word kueiwe must remember that nothing
derogatory is implied, and that departed spirit
rather than
demon is the proper translation.
There seems to be no possibility of making consistent
with themselves the various popular Chinese views
vol. iv. 37
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'
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of the spiritual nature of man and his state after
death : to determine, e.g., the relation of the kuei to
the three souls which each man possesses, according to Taoist teaching, or, according to another
theory, to the twofold soul which dissolves at death
into its component parts. In any case, existence in
some fashion after death is assumed. Whether
such existence is necessarily or in all cases immortal,
it is not easy to determine.
Taoism may teach an
eternity of punishment; but, on the other hand, t here
is a word chi, which means the death of a kuei.
Kuei (manes) are to be honoured in the appropriate

and, as otherwise evil may be expected from
them, fear has a large place in present-day ancestral
worship. Each family worships the manes of its
own ancestors. Manes otherwise unprovided for

way

;

'

are placated by public rites, particularly by the
feast of desolate ghosts,' the 'kuei feast,' on the
15th of the 7th moon. All kuei are more or less
objects of dread but in particular the kuei of a
wronged person may be expected to seek revenge
('the wronged ghost impedes the murderer's steps'),
and the kuei of evil men are evil kuei. According
to one popular representation, the other world is
for the Chinaman at least a replica of the Chinese
Empire with similar social gradations, however,
allotted otherwise than in this upper world
and
mourning relatives may be comforted by a soothassurance
that
the
meritorious
deceased
sayer's
has been appointed by Yii Ti a mandarin of such
and such a grade in the shadowy double of this or
that Chinese city. Moreover, however difficult to
work in consistently with other views, the doctrine
of transmigration holds a large place in a Chinaman's theory of the relation between the unseen
;

;

world and this.
While a kuei is, strictly speaking, a departed
spirit, it is hardly to be supposed that all the innumerable kuei imagined to be active in this world
or as retributive executioners in the infernal
regions are of this origin. Perhaps what we might
distinguish as ghosts and demons are alike called
The Chinese generally are obsessed by the
kuei.
These are supposed to abound everyfear of kuei.
where, and to be specially active at night. Any untoward happening or uncanny sound particularly
any sound that is thin and shrill is ascribed to
them. Many houses are reported to be haunted
by kuei because of misfortunes befalling their
inmates. There are appropriate ceremonies for
the placating of offended kuei, who in such cases
are addressed euphemistically {e.g. Sluing jen,
Sagely person ') and they can also be controlled
by charms of Taoist origin.
The spiritual world is peopled from the human
race not only by departed spirits' but by inhabitants of another grade called hsien. This name is
applied not only to the fairy-like beings mentioned
above, but also to those of mankind who by a process of physical or mental refinement have raised
themselves to the rank of immortals.
Finally, as in ancient times sages and worthies
were worshipped as tutelary spirits (e.g. Hou-t'u),
so has it been in later times.
The gods (shen) of
to-day are the men of ancient times is a common
Thus the Chinese pantheon has been
Eroverb.
lied with canonized worthies (such as Kuan Yii
[A.D. 219], canonized as Kuan Ti, god of war and
the magician Chang, canonized as Yii Ti, who is
practically the chief god of the Taoist religion)
and not only with such, but also with an ever-

—
—

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

The

number

of gods of all kinds and grades.
pope does not canonize on so large a scale as

increasing

theEmperorof China '(Legge.iiH. of China, p. 184).
These are the idols of China whose temples and
images are everywhere to be seen.

While the multiplication of deities and the pervasive dread of demons are mainly connected with
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the Taoist strain in Chinese religion, the influence
of Buddhism has been potent in its development.

The religion of Taoism was begotten by Buddhism
out of the old Chinese superstitions (Legge, op. cit.
Directly Buddhist elements are also of
p. 201).
course present.
Shen, kiwi, hsien, fo ('gods,'
'demons,' 'genii,' Buddhas ') are the four orders
of beings superior to man and, to instance from
both the upper and the nether regions, Kuan Yin,
the Goddess of Mercy, and Yen Wang, the King of
Hades, are both of Buddhist extraction.
One extraordinary feature of the Chinese view
of the spiritual world is the power believed to be
exercised over its inhabitants by the Taoist priesthood, and specially by the Taoist pope, the spiritual
successor (by the soul's transmigration) of Chang
Demons and spirits unsubTao-ling (A.D. 34).
missive to ordinary Taoist spells are subject to
him ; and from him protection against them may
he purchased. In a case reported to the present
writer, a merchant in Chao-Chow-foo, whose house
was haunted by a spectre, went several days' journey
to see the pope, and for $200 purchased relief from
the spectre's presence for §300 he might have had
it recalled altogether from the world of men.
Mention should be made of demon possession,
where the subject is possessed by a demon causing
disease or madness, and of spirit-mediums inspired
by an idol-spirit and who utter oracles in his name.
As an illustration of the incoherence of the whole
spiritual system of the Chinese, it may be noted
that, while the Emperor is the source of canonization, the exposition of the seventh maxim of the
Sacred Edict not only brands Buddhism and Taoism
as heretical, but pours scorn on their pretensions
'

'

'

;

;

and superstitions, and casts doubt on the existence
of Yii Ti himself.
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(Christian).— I.

In the Early Cuurcb to Council of Chalce-

DON (A.D.

— It

is

stated

by Origen (dc Princip.,
procem.) that the Primitive Church did not lay
down any definite doctrine with regard to the
451).

nature of the angels.

The Church, however, he

their existence and defines the
nature of their service as ministers of God for the
purpose of promoting the salvation of men (ib.).
Other early writers are not equally reticent. Some
information concerning good and evil spirits may
be gained even from the earliest Christian writers.
I. Apostolic Fathers.
Clement of Borne,
(a)
exhorting those to whom lie writes to zeal and
well-doing, points his readers to the example of the
whole host of God's angels who stand by, ministering to His will (Ep. i. ad Cor. xxxiv. 5).
(b) In
Ignatius we lind the statement that the heavenly
beings (iwovpavia), including the S6£a twv dyvAwc,
will receive judgment if they believe not in Christ
There is a further reference in Trail.
(Sm/urn. 6).
5, where Ignatius claims to be able to understand
the heavenly things, and the dispositions of the
1
Letter of the Smyrnasans «.>i
(r) In the
angels.
the JUartyrdom of Polycarp, it is staled that
the martyrs gazed with the eyes of their heart on
the good things reserved for those that endure,
but already shown to them by the Lord for they
were no longer men, but already angels' (Mart,
It is also said in the same chapter
Polye. ii.).
tells us, asserts

—

—

—

'

;

1
It should he noted that in the longer recension the latter
v <lrpassage is amplified in a manner consistent with (lie
veloped doctrine of pseudo-Ignatius (ef. Ap. Const. \iii. 12),
while the former passage is omitted as possibly inconsistent
with his doctrine.

(Christian)

that they were condemned to their torture that
the devil might, if possible, bring them to a denial,
for he had tried many wiles against them (ef. also
the Prayer of Polycarp, ib. xiv.).
(d) Passing to
Hennas, we find that, in answer to his inquiry as
to the nature of the six young men who are building, he is informed that they are the holy angels
of God who were created first, and to whom the
Lord delivered all His creation, to increase and to
build it and to be masters of all creation ( Vis. iii. 4).
The doctrine of guardian angels is also taught by
Hennas. Each man has two angels, one of righteousness and one of wickedness. He deals with
this question at some length, and states that good
works are inspired by the angel of righteousness,
evil works by the angel of wickedness (Mum/.
vi. 2).
(e) In a quotation from Papias, preseFved

—

—

by Andreas

Ca?sariensis

(c.

we

A.D. 520),

obscure reference to the work of the angels
'To some of them

(5l)Aa5i}

twc jroAai

Beibiv

ayyikmv)

lind

an

:

He gave

and He charged

also to rule over the ordering of the earth,

The words in the first
(irapiryyvTio-ev) to rule well.'
brackets are, in Routh's opinion, the insertion of Andreas (cf.
Reliq. Saer., 1814-18, i. 14, and the notes, where a further passage
is quoted from Cramer).
find a number of pass2. The Apologists.

them

— We

ages in the writings of Justin, Tatian, Athenagoras, and Irenams bearing on the subject.
The most important of these is the
(a) Justin.
well-known passage in 1 Apol. § 6, where, in refutthe
charge of atheism, Justin says
ing
But both Him (se. the Father) and the Son who came forth
from Him and taught us these things, and the host of the other
good angels, who follow and are made like unto Him, and the
prophetic Spirit we worship and adore.'
The insertion of the angels among the Persons
of the Trinity is unique, and is possibly to be explained by the fact that we frequently lind angel
as a title of the Son (Tixeront, Hist, des dogmes, i.
With this passage should be compared the
243).
Dial. c. Tryph. § 128, in which the existence of
angels is asserted and their relation to the Logos
In 2 Apol. § 5, Justin defines the funcdiscussed.
tions of the angels, stating that 'God committed
the care of men and all things under heaven to
angels whom He set over these' (Ira^ev). He then
accounts for the existence of evil in the world as
the result of the transgression of angels, who had
transgressed the Divine appointment (to£lv), and
by sinful intercourse with women produced oildemons.' These demons subdued
spring who are
the human race to themselves and sowed among
men all manner of wickedness.' He proceeds t<>
identify the demons who were the offspring of the
Justin is the
fallen angels with the heathen gods.
earliest authority for the eultus of angels (cf. the first
passage quoted above, o-efidfieOa Kal -wpoo-Kwov^ev).
To the passages already quoted may be added Dial,
c. Tryph. § 88, in which the free will of the angels
is asserted, and § 57, where it is said that, of the
three men who appeared to Abraham, one was the
Logos and the other two angels.
nature of demons,
(b) Tatian denies the material
asserting that their constitution (o-ti/un;£i$) is
He also states
of
fire or air.
that
as
spiritual,
that their nature is incapable of repentance (Orat.
The ministry of angels in the
15, cf. 12, 20).
government of the universe is also alluded to by
the writer of the Ep. to Diognetus, vii.
the oilice of the angels
(c) Athenagoras detines
as being that of exercising the providence of (hid
God has
unci things ordered and created by Him.
the general providence of the whole particular
In (lie
to angels (Apol. 24).
are
assigned
parts
same chapter he writes at some length of the fall
of certain of the angels, and identifies the giants
mentioned by the Creek poets with their illicit oil'He speaks of one angel in particular
spring.
(Satan) who is hostile to God, and discusses the

—

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

difficulty of this belief.

He

states that Satan is
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a created being like other angels, and is opposed to
1» another passage he
the good that is in God.
that

asserts

it

is

demons who

the

men

incite

to
of

worship images, being eager for the blood
images having no particular relation

sacrifice, these

to tlif persons they represent {i/l 26; see further
reference to the work of the angels at the end of
ch. 10).
(d) The writings of Iretueus contain a large
number of passages dealing with the angelology of
the Gnostics, which he refutes. He is himself of

that the angels are incorporeal beings
(adv. Hcer. iii. '22), and, in opposition to the
Gnostics, states that the Christian does (faeii)
nothing by their invocation (ii. 49. 3). He alludes
to the fall of the angels, and refers to the domination of Satan and the deliverance of man from his
power (iii. 8. 2 ; cf. also v. 21, § 3, and 24, §§ 3, 4).
The doctrine of good and
3. Greek Fathers.

opinion

—

evil spirits was greatly developed by the Alexandrian writers Clement and Origen. In the writings of the latter, especially bis commentaries on
Scripture, numerous references are to be found to
the functions of angels and demons. The notion
of the guardian angel, already noted in Hernias, is
here especially developed. He assigns to each
nation its guardian spirit, basing this view upon
his exegesis of Dt 32 8f -, where he follows the text
of the
(HffTTiffev 6'pia 48v£jv Kara apiOixbv &yyt!\oii>
But God reserved Israel to Himself for His
0cov).
own inheritance, appointing the angels as guardians
of the nations.
The power of these angels was
broken by Christ at His coming, and hence they
were moved to anger, and in turn stirred up persecution against the preachers of the gospel (Grig.
in Joh. xiii. 49).
Origen understands literally the
angels of the churches of the Apocalypse ; lie
boldly (audacter) refers to the angels of churches
as their invisible bishops ('per singulas ecclesias

LXX

'

'

bini sunt episcopi, alius visibilis, alius invisibilis ;
ille visui camis, hie sensui patens' [bom. xiii. in

Each individual
Luc., ed. Lommatzsch, v. 131]).
has also his guardian angel, to whom is entrusted
the soul of the believer when received into the
Church by baptism. By him it is protected from
the power of the devil but, if it falls, it loses the
protection of its guardian and comes under the
power of an evil angel. The angels present the
;

prayers of the faithful to God, rejoice at their progress, correct, their failings, and intercede for them
He states, however,
before the throne of God.
that they should not be worshipped or invoked
Clement appears to have some
Cels. v. 5).
(c.
doubt as to whether individuals possess guardian
angels in the same sense as nations and cities
But in other passages
possess them (Strom, vi. 17).

he lays stress on their work of intercession for men
Strom, v. 14, vii. 12, and iv. 18, vii. 13).
Under the influence of Neo-Platonic ideas, the
Alexandrian Fathers assert that there is a double
activity a higher dealing with spiritual things, a
lower with the material order and that in both of
these the angels of God are employed.
Origen
clearly expresses the view that the world has need
of angels, who are placed over animals, plants, and
elements (hom. xiv. 2 in Num.).
The following- passages in Oritren may also be consulted de
(cf.

—

;

:

Princip.
de Orat.
xx.

i. 5, 8, ii. 8, c. Cels. iv. 29, v. 4,
5, 48, 6S, viii. 31, 32, 34,
hom. xi. 4,
6, 28, 31, in Levit. hom. ix. 8, in

3, i?i Ezek.
xii. xxiii.

Num.

hom.

xiii. 1,

in Fs. xxxvii. hom.

hom.
4.

Later Greek writers.

i.

1,

in Luc.

—There are a number of

in the C'appadocian Fathers to the
nature and functions of angels. Concerning their
nature there appears to have been some difference
of opinion,
(a) Basil held that their substance
(oiVia) was ethereal spirit or immaterial fire (de
Spir. Sanct. § 38).
(b)
Gregory Nazwnzen is
doubtful (Orat. xxxiv. 16). (c) Gregory of Nyssa

references

—

—
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them

to be entirely spiritual (in Orat. Dcm.
hom. iv.). ('/) Many references arc contained in
lie asserts that their
the writings of Chrysostom,

declares

—

superioi to ours, but cannot be accurately
(de ineomprehensibili Dei NaThey are posse ied of an incorporeal
nature (aatifiaros <puaa), and lie rejects on this
account the earlier interpretation of (in 6s (in Gen.
hom. xxii. 2). According to Basil, the sanctity of
the angels is due to the activity of the Holy Spirit
(op. cit. § 38).
They are less liable to sin than we
are (SwrKlvryroi), but not incapable of it (&kIi>7]toi).
This is proved by the fall of Lucifer, whose sin was

nature

is

comprehended by us
/lira, v. 3).

envy and

These Fathers assign guardian
pride.
angels to individuals, churches, and nations.
Basil is, however, of opinion that the guardian
angel is driven away by sin as smoke drives away
bees and abad odour doves' (hom. in Ps. xxxiii. 5).
(Iregory of Nyssa is the only Greek Father who
follows Hennas in the view that every man has
both a good and a bad angel as his constant companion (de Vita Moysis). Angels are described as
overseers (lipopot) of churches. Gregory Nazianzen
addresses a special farewell to these ?</>opoi on his
departure (Orat. 32, sab Jin. ; cf. Basil, Ep. ii. 238).
They are the guides (Traidaywyoi) of the just, and
lead them to eternal blessedness (Bas. de S}>ir.
Sanct. xiii.
Chrys. in Ep. ad Coloss. hom. i. 3, 4).
It would appear that Cyril of Jerusalem was of
that
certain of the fallen angels had
opinion
'

;

obtained their pardon (Cat. ii. 10 cf. also Basil, in
Ps. xxxii. 4
Gregor. Nyss. contra Ennom. hom.
x.
Joh. Chrys. in
Greg. Naz. Orat. xxxiv. 81
ascens. Dom. 1, dc laud. S. Paul. Ap. hom. ii.
sermo 43, in Gen. hom. iv.).
(a) We find in Tertullian a
5. Latin Fathers.
;

;

;

;

—

number

of references to spirits, good and evil.
Like Origen, he connects the ministry of angels
with the sacrament of baptism. According to this
writer, the baptismal water receives its healing
Furtherproperties from an angel (de Bapt. 4).
more, the actual purilication effected in baptism
is due to a spirit who is described as 'angelus

baptism! arbiter,'

who

prepares the

way

for

the

non quod in aquis spiritum sanctum
consequamur, sed in aqna emundati sub angelo,
spiritui saneto praeparamur' (ib. 5, 6).
Marriage
which has received the blessing of the Church is
announced by the angels and ratified by the Father
(ad Uxor. ii. 9). The angels, looking down from

Holy

Spirit

('

heaven, record the sins of Christians ; for example,
when they are present in the theatre, where the
devil is working against the Church (de Spectac. 27).
A more detailed account of the work of the angels
and demons will be found in Apol. 22, where they
are stated to be spiritual substances. Tertullian
alludes to the fall of the angels, corrupted of their
own free will, from whom sprang the race of the
demons. Of the former, Satan is the chief. They
are the source of diseases and all disasters. They
delude men into idolatry in order to obtain for
themselves their proper food of fumes and blood.
Both angels and demons are ubiquitous ; both are
also winged.
These spiritual agencies are invisible
and not to be perceived by the senses. On the
of
the
question
bodily forms of the angels, see de
carne Christi, 6. (b) The concern of the angels in
human affairs is referred to by Firmilian in a letter
cf. Euseb.
to Cyprian (Ep. Ixxv. inter Cyprian. 1
of Lactantius is
v. 28).
(c) The doctrine
Before the creation of the world, God
peculiar.
produced a spirit like to Himself (the Logos) then
He made another being in whom the disposition of
the Divine origin did not remain. This being, of
bis own will, was infected with evil, and acquired
for himself another name.
He is called by the
Greeks 5id/3oXos, but we call him crvminator, because he reports to God the faults to which he

—

HE

—

;

;

'
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Satan,
entices us' (cf. the Jewish appellation
Lactant. Divm. Institut. n. 9).
noan, the accuser
which
a
At this roint some MSS of Lactantius insert passage
m which
'

'

;

i«

as spurious, and
rerardll by the best authorities

tirorUrinofthedevUandtheminUtryofangetearetreatedina
Here it is stated that, before the creation
MaSian fashion.made
two spirits, themselves the sources of
of tt e worid God
hand of God, the other,
creatton-the one, as it were, the right
to each other
as ft were, His left hand, and eternally opposed
and Satan. The fa 1 of the
These two Ipirits are the Logos
who are divided into
an-c-ls and the origin of the demons,
and in the same passage the
classes are described in ii. 16,
also Epitome, 28;
Sue? kre identified with pagan deitiesjef
to. 24-26).
Inetit. iv. 8 ; and, on the devil, m. 29,
such as Ambrose and
id) Later Latin Fathers,
the angels were
Jerome, were of opinion that
Amhrose
created hefore the material world (cf.
in Ep. ad
de Incarnat. Dom. Sacr. 16 ; Jerome,
exists
2
among
of
difference
opinion
Some
Tit l )
2
Jerome
them about the interpretation of Gn 6 ,
as possessed of
the
to
spirits
regard
appearing
16
on the othei
boSies (cf. in Ezech. 28 ) ; Ambrose,
with Hilary in the statement that
hand, agrees
'
Ambros.
they are spirituales et incorporates (cf.
of
126 Hilar, in Ps. exxxvu. ). The sin

«

in Luc. vii.
and Amhrose, was pride
Satan, according to Jerome
4. 8,
i. 53, inPs. 118, serm.
(cf. Ambros. de Virgin,
the Latin Fathers with
of
views
The
7 8 16 15)
similar to those which
regard to guardian angels are
of the
wl have already encountered in the writings
su
Greek Fathers. Numerous references to this bject
;

it

its guardian angel.
he says that the
See esp. Jerome in his com. on Ec. 5», where
the wind but are straightthin" which are said pass not into
gin umcin que
way'carried to the Lord, a praesenti angclo
in Jerome
found
be
will
ZLe^et comes.' Other references
of special
in Dan. 73, Mic. 61. S, the last-named passage being
3. 6, and Hilary,
See also Ambros. in Ps. 118, serm.
interest.
lxv. 13, exxxii. 6, cxxxiv. 17.

the earliest of Latin writers to
the diversity in the orders of
the
the
angelic hierarchy with
spirits, comparing
the Empire (cf. esp.
organization of the officials of
has a
Ambrose
i. 23).
adv.
ii.
Ruf.
adv. Iovin.
28,
the cultus of the angels,
passage which bears upon
whom he appears to place on a level with the
he warmly recommartyrs, and whose invocation
mends (tfe Ki*«s, ix. §55).-(e) Already inEusebuts
the
worship (<re/3wres)
a distinction is found between
due to God alone and the honour (tim"""?) paid to
Ev.
the angels (Pra-p. Ev. vii. 15 cf. also Dem.
Finally, for this
iii. 3, Prcep. Ev. xiii. 13).-(/)
be
consulted,
of
may
Augustine
period the writings
in which the angels play
especially the de Civ. Dei,
no small part. They form the heavenly City of God,
and this part of the Holy City assists that other part
hanc [sc. Civitatem Dei] angeli sancti
here below
annuntiaverunt qui nos ad eius societatem invitaverunt civesque suos in ilia esse voluerunt (x. 25).
The angels minister alike to Christ, the Divine
Head of the mystical Body, who is in heaven, and
are on earth.
to the members of the Body who
Thus it is in the Church that the angels ascend
of
words
the
to
Scripture.
and descend according
the angels of God
in the Church
•This is what

Jerome

is

among

call attention to

;

'

:

with the angels

was

(ib.

pride.

xv

23)

The

The

fall of

sin

Satan

his existence,
occurred at the very beginning of
the
and the good angels have enjoyed the vision of
Word from the first moment of their creation (de
of
office
The
Gen. ad Lit. ii. 17, xi. 21, 26, 30)
them
the evil angels is to deceive men and to bring
ex.
occupy
7).
Tliey
to perdition (in loan, tract,
and
themselves with the practice of divination
But the power of
magic (c. Academ. i. 19, 20).
them for
theie evil spirits is limited ; God employs
the chastisement of the wicked, for the punishment
of the good for their faults, or even for the purpose
Civ. Dei, xi.
of testing men (de Trin. iii. 21, de
23 2). Augustine asserts that the good angels
our
announce to us the will of God, offer to Him
us (de
prayers, watch over us, love us, and help
They are
Civ. Dei, vii. 30, x. 25; Ep. cxl. 69).
even entrusted with the care of unbelieving nations
He also, like
i. 3).
(Enarr. in Ps. lxxxviii., serm.
them is committed the
Origen affirms that to
'iubente lllo cm
charge of the material world,
vm. 4511.).
subiecta sunt omnia' (de Gen. ad Lit.
does
It should, however, he noted that Augustine
not assign a guardian angel to each individual.

munities that each possesses

in Ps.

6)

of the fallen angels

and homilies,
will be found in their commentaries
and comis stated of nations, churches,

where

(Christian)

God' (Gn

'

It

has been suggested that this

due to hiB doctrine of preconstant ministration of a

is

destination, which precludes the
it leaves
particular guardian angel, though
uu
God
ut-mccu «
mediators between
rels as meaiawjrs
of angels
try
.JJ
?„_i-j i.„ ir:...„l, prtm m»M,mi
(Turmel, quoted by Kirsch, Communion

room for the mui'sthe
~- faithful
....*.
and
-v

——
;

ttl
the
of
111
of Saints in
be mentioned in
Ancient Church, Eng. tr., p. 246 f.). It may
the great opponent of t e
that
Cass.an,
of
this
view,
support
attributes the

doctrine of predestination, following Hernias,
to
choice between the good and evil angelic counsellors
also viu. 12, 18).
free will (Cassian, Collat. viii. 17 ; cf.

mans

cultus of the
Augustine does not favour any non servitute
honoramus eos caritate
angels:
not desire our
do
They
(de Vera Relig. Iv. [110]).
with them we should
worship, but rather that
Civ.
Dei, x. 25).
worship their God and ours (de
'

to the order of the angelic hierarchy
the titles attributed to the
signification of

With regard
and the

to be entirely
Augustine declares himself
on
ignorant, and appears to discourage speculation
(See
this subject (Enchir. 15; ad Orosium, 14)
ano-els,

Tixeront, Hist, des dogmes,
op. cit. pt.

ii.

372-376

;

Kirsch,

ch. 5.)

iii.

of the passages cited
above may be summarized as follows. The earliest
Fathers of the Church, acquainted with the angeland of Jewish
oloo-y and demonology of Scripture
affirm or imply the
apoTalyptic literature, all
a very early
At
evil.
and
existence of spirits good
from the writings of Hernias,
period, as we can see
to
evil
and
of
appointed
angels
doctrine

Conclusion.— The evidence

good
watch over individuals and institutions had already
been adopted, and we may trace a steady develop-

the

ment

both the
of this doctrine in the writings of

Greek and the Latin Fathers, while it is probable
that later speculations on this subject were greatly
Opposition
influenced by the writings of Origen.

writers to insist
to Gnostic speculation led earlier
on the fact that angels and demons were created
to allow to the
refuse
writers
some
beings while
Difference
former any part in the work of creation.
happens
to the nature
as
existed
have
of
to
Son
the
seems
because
of opinion
ascend and descend upon the Son of Man,
the Head,
constitution of angels and demons, though
Man to whom they ascend in heart is above, namely
and
members
and below is the Son of Man, namely the Body. His
the majority of writers appear to have regarded
to the Head, they
are here the Head is above. They ascend
further difference
them as incorporeal spirits.
descend to the members' {Enarr. in Ps. xliv. 20).
3
The earlier
of Gn 6>is seen in the exegesis
of
an
Auonstine states that the angels are spirits
sons of God
the
writers more usually identify
invisibilis, sensibilis, rationsubstance,
incorporeal
later writers frequently reject tins
with
angels
intellectnalis, immortalis' (of. ps. -August.
alis
The legend of the fall of the
interpretation.
de Cognit. vera vitas, 6). The designation angel
of Satan especially, led
of these ano-els, and the person
refers to the office, not to the nature,
to
indulge in speculation as to the
Ps. ciii. serm. 1. § 15). Angela later writers
to
spirits (Enarr. in
of evil and the relation of evil spirits
problem
the
from
Holy Spirit,
received at their creation,
God It would appear that the majority at least
the gift of <race, and it is possible that, in the case
were
that
view
angels
also the of later writers held the
of those who did not fall, they received
like men, of
capable of sinning, being possessed,
assurance of perseverance (de Civ. Dei, xn. 9. 2
There are some traces of the beginnings
refuses to identify the sons of free will
xi.
:

A

•

.

'

;

'

'

13).

Augustine
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of a cultus of the angels which, according to some
authorities, may he traced back as far as Justin
Martyr, and which appears to be clearly taught in
the writings of Ambrose. It is probable, as may
be gathered from Irenanis, that the dangers of the
cultus became apparent during the Church's

During this period we
struggles with Gnosticism.
find very little about orders or numbers of angels.
This subject, as well as the dedication of a church
by Constantine to the archangel Michael, will be
best discussed in the next section.
II. From the Couxcil of Cualcedon to a.d,

—

During this period we have especially to
observe two points: (1) the development of the
cultus and invocation of the angels, and (2) the
elaborated and systematic doctrine regarding the

S00.

orders of spirits.
I. Cultus of angels.
have already noted a
passage in the writings of Justin Martyr which
possibly implies a cultus of the angels, and another
in Ambrose where their invocation is directly recommended. On the other hand, Irenseus appears
definitely to oppose both invocation and worship,
and a writer so late as Augustine explicitly teaches
that they should find no part in Christian worship.
The statements of Origen have led some authorities to regard him as favourable, though there
are passages in his writings where the cultus is
To the authorities cited
explicitly condemned.
we may add canon 35 of the 4th cent. Council of
Laodicea, in which Christians are forbidden to
forsake the Church of God, and go away and name
(6vop.6.$mv) angels, and to form assemblies, which is
unlawful' (Hefele, Hist. Counc., Eng. tr. ii. 317).
But the passage is of doubtful meaning, and it
should be observed that Dionysius Exiguus renders
The canon goes on ef tis olv
dT-yAous by angulos.

—We

'

:

evpedjj Tavr-Q rrj Kotpvuixiv-Q elduAoXarpetg. <rxo\at;u>v,
Iffru av&8e/j.a.
This canon was
to Theodoret,

known

who

refers to it twice {Ep. ad Col. 2 16 3").
In the
former of these passages he states that this disease
(irados) is still to be found in Phrygia and Pisidia.
This view is supported by certain inscriptions discovered in
that neighbourhood, among which may be included the following 'ApYapyeAe MiyavjA eAeTja'oi' ttjv 7roAi <tov /c[a]i pv'crft auTTflf
ajrb toO noi'Tjipov) ~f~
Archangel Michael, have mercy on thy
city and deliver it from evil' (for these inscriptions, see Dom
Leclercq's art. in DA.CL, s.v. Anges,' cot 2085).
:

'

:

'

In the latter passage, Theodoret again quotes the
canon of Laodicea, as forbidding prayer [eOxecBai)
to angels.
One other passage in this writer may
be referred to, viz. Grose. Affect. Cur. 3, where,
in answer to the pagan objection that Christians
also worship other spiritual beings besides God, he
answers that Christians do indeed believe in invisible powers, but do not render to them worship
He states that these beings
(oif}at, irpouKuvTiais).
are incorporeal and, unlike the pagan deities, sexless, and that they are employed in worshipping
God and furthering the salvation of man. The
evidence of Theodoret with regard to the cultus of
angels and churches dedicated to them is supported
byDidymus(rfe2yire. ii. 7-8), who says that churches
are to be found in both towns and villages, under
the patronage of angels, and that men are willing
to make long pilgrimages to gain their intercessions.
The earliest historic reference to the dedication of a church to an angel is to be found in
Sozomen (HE ii. 3), where it is stated that Constantine erected a church, called the MixaijXioy, not
far from Constantinople.
The reason of the dedication was that the archangel Michael was believed
to have appeared there.
In the West we find
instances of the dedication of churches to the archangel Michael at least as early as the 5th cent,
St. Michael is the
(see DACL, vol. i. col. 2147).
only angel of whom we find a commemoration in
the calendar before the 9th century. Various festivals of this angel are to be found in different
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calendars, but they appeal

be the
anniversaries of dedications of churches. This was
the case with the festival of the 29th of September,
still observed in the West, which commemorated
a church, long since destroyed, in the suburbs of
Rome on the Via Salaria (Duchesne, Christian
Worship, 276). Five masses for this festival (then
kept on the 30th, not the 29th) are found in the
earliest Roman service-book, the Leonine Sacramentary (ed. Feltoe, pp. 106-108). In the prayers
contained herein are found clear references to the
in all cases to

invocation and cult (veneratio) of angels.
In the Second Council of Nica»a(A.D. 787), which
dealt with the iconoclastic controversy, the question of the nature of the angels was discussed. At
this Council a book, written by John, bishop of
Thessalonica, was read, in which the opinion was
advanced that angels were not altogether incorporeal and invisible, but endowed with a thin and
ethereal or fiery body.
In support of this view
John quotes Basil, Athanasius, and other Greek
Fathers.
He expresses the same view with regard
to demons, and states that Christians both depict
and venerate angels. These views appear to have
met, on the whole, with the approval of the
Council, which sanctioned the custom of depicting
angels and venerating their images (Cone. Nic. ii.
act. v.).
By the action of this Council it would
appear that the cultus of the angels, which had
originated before the beginning of the period under
consideration as a private devotion, and had met
with considerable opposition from various ecclesiastical writers, formally received the sanction of
the Church, and may henceforward be regarded as
part of the doctrina publico,.
2. Orders of spirits.
must now turn to the
consideration of the angelic hierarchy.
have
seen, in the earlier period, that occasional references were made to this subject by some Fathers,
but that a writer so late as Augustine had not only
declared his ignorance of the subject, but had
apparently discouraged speculation thereon. (a)
The first writer who definitely elaborated the subject was pseudo-Dionysius (c. A.D. 500), and his
detailed classification and description of the spiritual
hierarchy may probably be regarded as the basis of
all subsequent speculation both in the East and in
the West. The outline of his scheme is as follows.
He divides the celestial hierarchy into three orders
(rdy/iara), and further subdivides each of these into
Thus the first order comprises: (1) 6p6vot,
three.
the second (4) KvpidrrjTts,
(2) x e P"v§l/i, (3) crepafilfi
and the third (7) dpxai,
(5) efowiot, (6) Swdfias
It is impossible here to
(8) dpxdyveAo!, (9) &yye\ot.
enter into any detailed description of the theory
of the Areopagite concerning the functions of the
angelic hierarchy. It may suffice to state that it
is a hierarchy of illumination, the highest rank
being nearest to God, the lowest nearest to man.
Cf. esp. de Cosiest. Hier. 10, § 2
Now all angels
are interpreters of those above them
the most
reverend, indeed, of God who moves them, and the
rest in due degree of those who are moved by God.'
It would appear that the members of each triad are
on an equality with each other, being distributed
into a first, middle, and last power. In this manner
Is 6 3 is interpreted, where it is stated that the
seraphim cry one to another, indicating distinctly,
as 1 think, by this, that the first impart their knowledge of divine things to the second' (ib.).
(b) In the West the classification of the Areopagite is closely followed by Gregory the Great,
who affirms the existence of nine orders of angels,
viz.
Angeli, Archangeli, Virtutes, Potestates,
Principatus, Dominationes, Throni, Cherubim,
Seraphim (in Evang. lib. ii. horn, xxxiv.). In the
same work a number of other passages occur dealing with the ministry of angels, the explanation of

— We

We

—

:

;

:

;

'

:

.

'

.

.
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the names and the offices of the different orders of
angels, and the manner in which we may profit by
the imitation of the angels, together with certain
other points of lesser interest. References to evil
spirits will be found in the same author (cf. Moral.
iii.

passim).
(e) Finally, John of Damascus, who in his writings so frequently shows traces of the teaching of
the Areopagite, follows the latter in his classification of the celestial hierarchy (de Fid. Orth. ii. 3).
In the same passage he gives a description of
the angels, in which lie defines a number of points
which, as we have seen, had been matters of controversy, botli before and during the period under
discussion. The definition is as follows
'An angel, then, is an intellectual substance, always mobile,
endowed with free will, incorporeal, serving God, having re:

ceived, according to grace, immortality in its nature, the form
aud character of whose substance God alone, who created it,

knows.'

may

It

be said that at the close of this period

something like a general agreement had been
reached about the nature and functions of spirits,
good and evil, and it remains only to discuss some
further elaborations which we encounter in the
mediaeval period.
III. From a.d. SOO to the Reformation.—
During the mediaeval period, speculations concerning the nature of good and evil spirits are constantly to be found in the writings of the schoolmen.
These, for the most part, consisted in the application of mediaeval dialectic to the statements of
Scripture, the opinions of Augustine, and the
schematization of the Areopagite, whose works
had been translated by John Scotus Erigena, and
obtained great popularity throughout the West

(Bardenhewer, Patrology, Eng.

tr.

11)08,

p.

538).

It is impossible here to enter into details about the
nature of these speculations, and it seems most
convenient to illustrate their general trend from
the writings of certain representative theologians.
In spite of the diversity of opinion, it should be
observed that the first canon of the Fourth Lateran
Council (A.D. 1215) made certain clear and definite
statements with regard to spiritual beings, and
their relation to God, without apparently, however, terminating the disputes of later theologians
on this matter. It is stated that

'God is the Creator of all things, visible and invisible, spiritual
and corporeal, who of His own omnipotent power simul ah
initio temporis utraiiionc de nihilo condidit creaturam, tjiirihialem et corpuralem, angelicam videlicet et mundanam, ac deimle
quasi communem ex spiritu et corpore const ittttam.
The devil and other demons were created, indeed, good by God,
and became bad of their own accord (per se). Man sinned by
suggestion of the devil.'

humanam

As we have said, this decree appears to have
failed to produce unanimity of opinion among the
schoolmen, and the subject remained, as Harnack
remarks, the fencing and wrestling ground of the
theologians, who had here more freedom than elsewhere' {Hist, of Dog ma, Eng. tr., vi. 186). l!ut
on many points we discern a general agreement.
Thus, with regard to guardian angels, all held that
each man from his birth possessed a guardian spirit,
and that this applied also to sinners, while some
asserted this even of Antichrist himself.
Evil
spirits, on the other hand, tempt and incite men
to sin, though it should be observed that even the
power of the devil was held to be subject to the
limitation that he cannot affect the free will or
spiritual knowledge of man, but can approach hini
only through his lower nature (so Albertus Magnus,
Summm Theol. pt. ii. tract. C see also Bonavenl lira,
'

;

11, qutest. 1, and Alb.
Mag.
But the question of the Bubstance,
essence, endowments of grace, peccability, modes of
cognition, and individual ion of the angels, ms well as
certain other problems, still remained in dispute.

in

Sent.

ib.

tract.

(«)

dist.

2,

!)).

Peter

Lombard

(fllGJ), the

first

systematic

(Christian)

theologian of the West, devotes ten sections of the
second book of the Sententke (dist. ii.-xi.) to the
subject of good and evil spirits. In his teaching
he follows the Areopagite, and deals, among other
things, with the questions of the nature, creation,
free will, fall, and peccability of angels, and the
relation of

demons to magical

arts

;

he also discusses

the question whether Michael, Raphael, and Gabriel
are the names of orders or of individual spirits,
and whether each man has a good and bad angel
assigned to him and concludes with a discussion as
to the possibility of progress of the angels in virtue.
(b) In the numerous references to good and evil
spirits contained in the writings of Bernard, two
The
passages are especially worthy of notice.
first is contained in the de Considerations (v. 4),
where the angels are described as
;

.
.
distinctos in personas,
'cives [Ierusalem matris nostrae]
dispositos in dignitates, ab initio stantes in online suo, perfectos in genere suo, corpore aetherios, immortalitate perpetuos,
impassibiles, non creatos sed factos, id est gratia non natura,
mente puros, affectu benignos religione pios, castimonia integr-os
unanimitate individuos, pace securos, a IJeo conditos, divinis
laudibus et obsequiis deditos, haec omnia legendo comperimus,
.

fide

tenemus.'

In the long passage which follows we find a disquisition on the angelic hierarchy, which closely
follows that of the Areopagite. In the second
passage (serin, v. in Cant. §7), Bernard enumerates some points which he feels unable to resolve
The Fathers appear to have held various opinions on such
matters, nor is it clear to me on what ground I should teach
either opinion, and I admit my ignorance ; neither do I consider a knowledge of these things to conduce to your progress.'
The points in dispute refer to the nature of the
bodies of the angels : it is asked whether their
bodies are part of themselves, as is the case with
men, or assumed for purposes' of revelation. On
guardian angels, see in Ps. qui habitat,' serni.
on the devil and
xii. 2 ; serm. vii. in Cant. § 4
'
evil angels, see in Ps. qui habitat,' serm. xiii. ; de
Gratia et Libc.ro Arbitrio, cap. vi. § 18.
as the
(c) Anselm, who may justly be regarded
pioneer of speculative theology in the Middle
Ages, is probably the first Western writer to
the processes of the
apply with any fullness
Aristotelian dialectic to the traditional teaching
These
of the Church about good and evil spirits.
:

'

;

play a somewhat important part in his remarkable
system, especially in the elaborate arguments of
the Our Dens Homo, where it is suggested that
man was created for the purpose of completing the
number of the angels, which had been diminished
by the fall of the devil aud his companions. This
opinion Anselm rejects, saying that the human
race i.s made for itself and not merely to replace
individuals of another nature {Cur Deus Homo, i.
In the long discussion which follows con18).
cerning the number of the angels, and whether the
number of the elect will exactly correspond with
the number of those that fell, Anselm admits a
diversity of opinion, and concludes that it is permissible to hold any view that is not disproved by
Cf. also de Casu Diaboli, cap. 4, where
Scripture.
the cause and manner of the Fall are discussed.
On the angels, cf. de Fide Trin. 3.
a clearer view of the
(</) In order to present
Scholastic doctrine of good and evil spirits, it will
a
brief
be best to give here
summary of the teach-

ing of Thomas Aquinas on this subject, where we
form. This
probably find it in its most developed
Tractatus de Angdis' which
is contained in the
is comprised in Quiestiones 1. to lxiv. of Pars prima
of the Summit
Angels aic altogether incorporeal, not composed
of matter and form; exceed corporeal beings in
number just as they exceed them in perfection
and are
differ in species since they differ in rank
incorruptible because they arc immaterial. Angels
can assume an aerial body but do not exercise.
'

:

—

;

;
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the functions of life. Thus they do not eat proAngels
prie, as Christ did after His resurrection.
can be localized, but cannot be i" more than one
The substance of angels
place at the same time.
is not pure thought, because, in a created being,
Simiactivity and substance are never identical.
They
larly the esse of angels is not pure thought.

Their cognition is
have no sensory cognition.
objective— not, however, through determinations
The
in the object, but through innate categories.
simcognition of the higher angels is effected by
of the lower.
pler and fewer categories than is that
have
knowledge of
Angels by their natural powers
(ioil tar greater than men can have, but imperfect
in itself. They have a limited knowledge of future
The angels are possessed of will, which
events.
differs from the intellect in that, while they have
knowledge of good and evil, their will is oidy in the
direction of the good. Their will is free, and they
are devoid of passion. The angels are not co-eternal
with Cod, but were created by Him ex nihilo at a
point in time (this is strictly defide) their creation
was not prior to that of the material world (the
contrary opinion is here permitted). The angels
were created in a state of natural, not superAlthough they could love
natural, beatitude.
God as their Creator, they were incapable of the
;

beatific vision except by Divine grace.
They
are capable of acquiring merit, whereby perfect
beatitude is attained subsequently to its attainment they are incapable of sin. Their beatitude
being perfected, they are incapable of progress.
Concerning evil spirits, Aquinas' teaching is
Their sin is only pride and
briefly as follows.
envy. The devil desired to be as God. No demons
are naturally evil, but all fell by the exercise of
The fall of the devil was not simultheir free will.
taneous with his creation, otherwise God would be
the cause of evil. Hence there was some kind of
interval between the creation and the fall of the
demons. The devil was originally the greatest of
his sin was the cause of that of the
all the angels
other fallen angels, by incitement but not by comof the fallen angels is smaller
The
number
pulsion.
than that of those who have persevered. The
minds of demons are obscured by the deprivation
of the knowledge of ultimate truth they possess,
however, natural knowledge. Just as the good
angels, after their beatification, are determined
in their goodness, so the will of the evil angels
The demons
is fixed in the direction of evil.
suffer pain, which, however, is not of a sensory
character. They have a double abode bell, where
they torture the damned, and the air, where they
;

;

;

—

incite

men

to evil.

(c) The foregoing will give some idea of the
teaching of the scholastics on the nature of spirits
in its developed form. Many other questions were
raised which it is impossible to discuss here but
one further instance may be given, viz. the speculation as to the manner in which angels bold communication with each other. This matter is treated
by Albert us Magnus and A lexander of Hales. This
communication is effected immediately, and the
speech of the angels is described by Albertus
Magnus as 'innuitio,' by Alexander of Hales as
'nutus' (cf. Alb. Magn. Sum. Theol. 2, tr. 9,
qufest. 35, m. 2 ; Alex. Hal. Summa, pt. ii. quoest.
27, m. 6).
(/) Finally, we may quote one 14th century
authority, namely, Tattler (I 1361), who, though,
like his contemporaries, he follows the Dionysian
classitication of spirits, yet expresses himself with
much reserve about the nature and character of
The following passage is contained in his
angels.
sermon on Michaelmas Day
;

:

With what words we may and ought to speak of these pure
spirits I do not know, for they have neither hands nor feet,
'
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neither shape nor form nor matter and what shall we say of
a being which has none of these things, and \\ hich cannot tie
apprehended hy our senses? What they are is unknown bo as,
nor should this surprise us, for we do not know ourselves, viz.
our spirit, by wim-ti we are made men, and frnni uliiHi we
How then could we knew
receive all the good we possess.
this exceeding ^reat spirit, whosi 'l' rnitj far surpasses all the
dignity which Hie world can possess? Therefore we speak of
the works which they p.n.>nn t<nn<nlx "... hut not of tlo'ir
nature.'
;

With regard to the development of the cultus
of the angels during this period, tin' following
observations

may

Dedication of churches

sutlice.

to angels and especially to St. Michael became far
more common, both in the East and in the West.
With regard to festivals of angels we find special

the mediaeval breviaries by which the
the angels obtained formal
'filenames of individual angels are
recognition,
encountered in many litanies, anil, finally, the
cultus of the guardian angels received official sanction when a feast in their honour was instituted
(October 2nd) after the Reformation. No doubt
the introduction into the formal liturgy of the
Church lingered behind the practice of popular
devotion, in this as in other matters.
In conclusion, we may remark that, at the Reformation, Protestant theologians retained their belief
in good and evil spirits even maintaining that the
former intercede for mankind, but forbidding any
invocation. This belief, based on Scripture, underwent considerable modification in the 18th cent.,
which witnessed many and various attempts at
The beginrationalization in different directions.
ning of the 19th cent, was marked by a revival
among Protestants of the belief in angels expressed
'in a philosophic and idealizing sense' (Hagenbach, Hist, of Doctrines, iii. 193, 334 f. ). It may
be said that among modern writers of this school
the whole subject has ceased to excite any
In the
interest either speculative or practical.
Roman Church we cannot detect any change in
belief or practice concerning the existence of good
offices in

unofficial cultus of

;

evil spirits, though we may point to certain
indications of a tendency to discount the subtle! ies
of mediteval speculation on the subject (Liebermann, Instit. Theol. lib. iii. cap. 2, art. 1, in vol.

and

iii.

p. 280).

In the Anglican Church the belief in

angels has the fullest liturgical recognition, though
the subject is hardly dealt with in her formularies.
The invocation of angels was defended
by some of the Caroline divines the practice of
dedicating churches to angels has remained unIn the Book of Common Prayer the
broken.
29th of Sept., still known in the Roman calendar
as the Dedicatio Sancti Michaelis Archangeli,' has
become the feast of St. Michael and All Angels.
The comparative lack of interest felt in the
whole question of the existence and nature of
good and evil spirits may be explained by reference to the fact that, while belief in the existence of such spirits is generally accepted by
Catholic theologians, there is still to be found
a strong reaction from the excessive speculation
:

'

of scholasticism.
Literature.

— G.

'

Bareille,

Angelologies d'apres les Peres,'

in Diet, de thiol, cathol., Paris, 1903; J.

Baudot, The

Roman
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;
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;
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(Coptic).

SPIRITS

—The

beliefs of the Coptic Christians on the subject of
demons and spirits were derived from those of
their pagan predecessors in the Grseco-Roman period
(see
Egyptian art. below), and show interesting traces of Gnostic influence. In spells to ward
off the attacks of devils the designations of the
'

'

teons are given, and the mysterious magical names
of the spirits are recited, confused in true Gnostic
fashion with the Hebrew appellations of the Deity.

Here is a typical invocation
'Pantokrator Ia6 Saba6th Mdneous Soneous Ark6eou9 (?)
Adonai Ia6 E16i, who is in the Seventh Heaven and judgeth the
I conjure thee to-day, thou that providest
evil and the good
for me the twenty thousand demons which stand at the river
Euphrates, beseeching the Father twelve times, hour by hour,
that He give rest unto all the dead.'
:

cit.

op.

(Coptic)
from which excerpts have

1008),

given above.

Cf.

good spirit. The term hik, for an evil spirit,
which is the same as Old Egyp. hehau, 'magic'
or enchantment,' occurs occasionally. The appellation refSaar, sunderer,' divider,' is a tr. of the
Gr. <5id(SoXos, which is itself often used in Coptic.
For angel the Gr. d-v-yeXos is used.
'

'

'

'

'

Literature.
authorities

— In addition to

appended

to art.

:

Here we have the Gnostic

spirit Ia6 confused
(naturally enough) with the Deity (Jahweh), but
he is not the Deity who is appealed to later on as
the Father.
However, Ia6 Saba6th in Coptic
spells is hardly to be distinguished from the Deity.
Good spirits are invoked as
'ye who are upon the northern and eastern sides of Antioch.
There is a myrtle-tree, whose name is the Achelousian (sic) lake
'

'

which floweth from beneath the throne

of Iao SabaOth.'

a very curious confusion of classical Hadesallusions with the Gnostic-Christian throne of IaoJahweh. For the rest, it is the usual gibberish
of the medicine-man.
The names of the Deity
and those of the angels are often confused
This

is

:

Emmanouel appears

name

as the

of Jin

angel,

with Tremouel and Abraxiel the last has a very
Gnostic sound.
Chief among the good spirits were, of course,
the archangels sometimes four, sometimes seven
'
those who are within the veil (KaraTr&acr/ia).
Each man had a guardian angel, who specially
;

—

:

'

protected him against evil. With the angels are
invoked also the cherubim and seraphim, and the
four-and-twenty elders, and even the four beasts
that uphold the throne of the Father. These were
all conceived as objective spiritual beings, to be

prayer against evil. The names or
descriptions of the spirits had to be known, or
they could not be invoked some appear named
after the letters of the alphabet, others are merely
those who come up with the great stars that
This is a very old Egyptian
light the earth.'
touch, and reminds us of the ancient dead who
were thought to walk among the stars, the

invoked

in

:

been

Chaems and Amulets

art.

(Abyssinian).
The usual Coptic word for a demon or spirit,
good or evil, is ih, which is the Old Egyp. for a

that cited in the text, see

list of

Charms and Amulets (Abyssinian).
H. R. Hall.

DEMONS AND SPIRITS

—

(Egyptian).— i.

Scope of the article. The delimitation of an
investigation on the subject of demons and spirits
presents no little difficulty in religions which are
of so distinctly animistic a character as those of
Egypt. In the first place, we cannot divide the
subject and study angelology and demonology
separately, because spirits are never good or bad
by constitution or in their origin ; this aspect is of
relatively secondary formation or date (see DUALISM
In the second place, the various kinds
[Egyp.]).
of demons or spirits of the dead, although in very
many cases their characteristics, powers, attributes, and dwelling-places are identical with those
of the other spirits, really belong to a different
category from the latter (see below, § 9 ; and cf.
art. State of the Dead [Egyp.]).
Lastly, with
such a vast array of ,demons, properly so-called, as
we have in Egypt, a short account like the present
can give only the general characteristics, while, as
to particular personifications, it can mention only
the principal ones whose active and definite r61e
is witnessed to by texts or representations.
In a

world in which all beings and objects possess a
demon or demons,' we must confine our attention to those which are of special importance in
the life of the gods or of men.
'

'

'

—

2. Pre-historic demons and spirits.
Our information on the earliest period is preserved in the
of
the Book
(numerous chapters
some of them going back even to

earliest texts
of the Dead),

alchemu-sek.
Among the evil spirits we find, of course, Satan,
whose name in one case is Zet an interesting
survival of the name of the old Egyptian Typhonic
god Set. Fate (Moioa) seems to occur as an evil
demon. Disease was thought to be largely due to
the attacks of devils, and especially so in the case
of epilepsy.
It has been conjectured, with prob-

prehistoric times (as the funerary chapters of
the proto-Theban coffins, certain parts of the
celebrated ritual of the opening of the mouth,'
and especially the Pyramid Texts).
The chief
demons and spirits in these are called sometimes
The meaning
biu, sometimes khuu (see below).
of the special terms by which they are designated
is very difficult to state accurately.
Of the significance of such terms as afau, utennu, and ashmu,
we must admit that as yet we have no precise
knowledge. The passing allusions in a very few
texts seem to indicate that they were conceived
under the form of devouring spirits,' troops of

ability, by Cruin (Catalogue of the Coptic
in the British Museum, 1905, p. 253, n. 9) that

These are, in
lizards, and hawks.
case, survivals of the most ancient periods.

'

—

MSS

name iin\ritf/la has been corrupted into the
name of a female demon, Aberselia, Berselia, or
Berzelia, who appears in an Ethiopia transcription
the

as Werzelya. Berselia was apparently regarded
as a flying vampire, and classed in Coptic vocabularies as a kind of bird.
demon of the midheat appears in the Ethiopic versions of the
day
*
Prayer of S. Sisinnius,' with the Werzelya
mentioned above (references in Cruin, loc. cit.).
Magical charms (0uXaKT?)pia) against the attack

A

'

of

demons were common enough.

'

They were

usually written on slips of parchment and enclosed
in a little leather box, generally tied to the arm
or,
no doubt, hung about the body just as the modern
charm of the Egyptian fellah is worn. The
contents are usually vague invocations, as has
been seen. One of the linest is the MS Or. 5987
of the British Museum (published by Cruin,

'

'

any
The
same is true of the jackal-demons (Pyramid
of Pepy II., line 849).
The higher and lower
monkeys,

'

Beings of Sit lead us to suppose a classification
The rokhitu
of spirits into heavenly and earthly.
are, according to the texts, both spirits full of
wisdom and personifications of the powers opposed
to (and vanquished by) Egypt or the gods of EgyptThere is much discussion as to the best translation
of this word.
The present writer thinks that the
'

French word malm,
mischievous,' might be
taken as an exact equivalent of the Egyptian
The urshu play
term with its double meaning.
'

a somewhat more

'

watchers.'
definite part of
are bands of demons who watch, lie in wait
This
function
has
their
for, keep
eyes upon.
followed naturally from the ordinary evolution

They
of

meaning

:

from having simply designated an

individual characteristic, neither good nor bad,
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has become a protective functiou of a specially
determined group of men or a locality, heavenly
it

or earthly.

The hunmamit are

often mentioned

;

they even figure in a number of representations
that have not yet been noticed if, as the present
writer suggests, it is indeed figures of these spirits
that are carved on several parts of the sacred
furniture (tabernacles, shrines of the sacred barque,
supports for vases or utensils of worship), represented in a number of temple bas-reliefs and in
frescoes of Theban tombs.
They have hardly
ever been studied, except by Budge (Gods of the
Egyptians, i. 159), who quotes, without approving,
the view that they are the great flock of souls of
This view does not seem
future generations.
The hunsufficiently borne out by the texts.
mamit of the primitive cults seem rather to have
been swarms of spirits of a beneficent character,
in the sense that they watched over the safety of
the sun, at the time when the religious world
consisted of innumerable bodies of spirits and

—

an impersonal sky-god with no precise attributes,
\nd when the various heavenly bodies (even the
most important ones, like the sun) were entrusted
to the care of spirits, who directed their movements, defended them, repulsed their enemies,
etc.
In the historical period, the power and individuality of the gods proper were detached from
the mass of spirits, and left a more and more
vague r61e to all the demons of this category.

The hunmamit are also often confused, in the
Theban texts, with the sun's energy, and are, it
would appear, its effluences or rays. Some also
become angel-choirs, traditional

accessaries, and
practically a simple motif oi ornamental symbolism attached to certain objects of ritual and worship.
view,

They may be compared, from

this point of
spirits of Oriental

with various angels and
angelology, such as, e.g., the cherubim (q.v.).
An important class of demons is made up of the
'spirits' (biu) (1) of Pu and Dapu, (2) of the East
and the West, (3) of Khimunu, (4) of Nekhen, and
The polytheism of the historic
(5) of Heliopolis.
period reduced these spirits also to the rule of
simple attendants, who hailed the sun when it
rose (or the king on his coronation, etc.), carried
the litters of the Divine ban, and performed other
humble or vague functions (see below). Theology
has made several attempts to assimilate them to
secondary gods of the pantheon with proper names
Chapters on knowing the
(e.g. Boot of the Dead,
biu of
These explanations at least enable
.').
us to reconstruct several of the phases of their
original function, of which the geographical symmetries (earthly or heavenly) are a survival.
These demons were once the guardian genii of
the geometrical divisions (two or four) of the
universe they supported the mass of the firma'

.

.

;

ment

at its extremities, and welcomed or destroyed the souls of the dead as they arrived at
the borders of the earth. Their stellar role also
seems to have been considerable
they inhabit
certain constellations, or the sanctuaries on earth
that are the magical counterparts of those regions
of the heavenly sphere.
Sometimes they inhabit
a special region of the firmament (e.g. the biu who
inhabit, in the territory of Heliopolis, the Abode
of the Combatant,' the magical representation of
this celestial abode) ; sometimes they escort certain
heavenly bodies (stars or planets), whose guardians
they are, across the vault of heaven. Polytheism
makes these bodies divine persons, and reduces
them to the position of devotees of the sun.
Finally, theology confuses them more and more
with the various 'souls' of the gods, employing
the evolution in meaning of the word biu itself.
great number of these spirits are classed
together under the vague title of 'followers of
;

'

A
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whence the priesthood deduced more and
more lofty funerary meanings in relation to the lot
Hor,'

of the dead.
The historic period, however, preserves a fugitive
r61e for them on certain occasions of immemorial
tradition, just as the material part of the cult
continues to reproduce their images. The ' spirits
of the North and South become a sort of heraldic
representation of the forces of the world considered
as composed of two halves, or they are transformed
into genii guarding the frontiers of Egypt, the
sum of the whole earth. They play a part also in
several incidents in the coronation of the king.
Other spirits, as the 'demons' of one of tlio
Anubis, regarded as a constellation of the Northern world (cf. Brugsch, Eel. und Myth., Leipzig,
'

1884-1888, p. 671), perhaps the Great Bear (eft the
jackal-demons mentioned above), or as the genii
of other parts of the astral world, reappear as
figures in the mysterious ceremonies of the royal

coronation or the jubilee (see Naville, Festival
Hall, London, 1892, pi. ix.-xi., for specimens of
these figures, whose mystical value has been very
much exaggerated by modern writers). As a
general rule, however, their role is a purely traditional one, and their exact nature does not seem
to have been early understood.
Besides the innumerable representations of biu and rokhitu
in statues, statuettes, bas-reliefs, frescoes, etc., several other
spirits have left material traces of their former r61e in parts of
sacred furniture, on which they are seen as traditioual figures,

symbolic or even purely ornamental. The most characteristic
are certain animal figures on sacred vessels and on some of the
statuettes traditionally placed on board the sacred barques
used in processions to convey the Egyptian gods, in representations of their journeys in the other world.
Thus the
griffin,' which is found on the bow of all the barques of solar
gods, seems to have* been one of these spirits before it became
confused with the warlike soul of the god and the same
may be said of the birds that are placed in rows on the bow of
the boat of Ea (cf. the boats of el-Bersheh), or those on the
strange boat of Sokharis (a good example in the temple of
Deir el-Medineh). The interpretations of these figures as the
followers or as the souls of the god are of later date, and
represent two attempts to adapt them to developed beliefs.
They seem really to be a survival of the time when these
groups of 'demons' had an active share in the general direction of elementary forces.
The predominance of functional
epithets serving as collective names for the majority of these
demons is perhaps one of the most significant facts in this
connexion.
The whole question of these groups of spirits calls for an
exhaustive study, which would yield the most ancient form
of Egyptian religious thought that could be attained, and
would also explain the development of forms of this kind
(similar to those of certain religions of modern savage Africa)
into polytheisms proper.
Such a study should be joined
logically with an account of primitive Egyptian religion, comprising both the animistic manifestations of all kinds of
and the existence of a sky-god similar to the god
spirits
postulated in so many parts of the continent of Africa. This
vague, primordial god who, however, has no demiurgical
functions whatsoever is found in Egypt in two parallel forms,
proceeding from two great local systems of mythology (1) the
sky-god Hor, and (2) the sky-goddess Nuit (subdivided even
earlier into the day-sky, Nuit, and the night-sky, Naut).
A
foundation might be found in the data supplied for one part in
the very remarkable work of Budge in his Gods of the Egyptians
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

:

(see Lit.).

3.

Historic period

The Egyptian

:

number, aspects, forms.—

terrestrial

and

ultra -terrestrial

worlds are naturally peopled with an infinite number of demons and spirits. But, if we look closely,
we find that this body of spirits is not so great as
that of many other religions. It shows neither the
abundance of the Chaldseo- Assyrian religions or of

Mycenoean demonology (see Pottier, ECU, 1907,
nor even the crowd of devils and spirits
of Vedic religion. The number of 4,601, 200 demons,
in
ch.
lxiv. of the Book of the Dead, is a aVa£
given
p. 259),

which does not correspond with any teaching or fact of any importance. As a matter of
fact, ancient Egypt has not, to our present knowledge, left any of those terrible lists of demons and
spirits which we find in so many other countries.
These legions of beings, generally invisible, but
always provided with material bodies, are perXeyd/j.evov
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at certain times, or to those who
can fortify themselves with the necessary charms
and formula'. Their size does not seem ever to
have been a question of interest to the Egyptians.
No text mentions giants, though one passage in
the Book of the Dead speaks of demons ' twelve
feet high' (ch. xliv.), this modest figure being
None of the numerous
evidently the summum.
paintings of demons of the under world makes
them any larger than the men or beasts of the
terrestrial world, except in the case of a certain
number of serpents (where, however, as a rule, we
are dealing with allegorical or symbolical serpents).
Nor do any of the ancient texts make allusion to
extraordinary dimensions. The difference between
Egyptian and Oriental religions in this respect
is noteworthy. 1
Another difference also is the
absence in Egypt generally of the monstrous or
hideous forms which are very characteristic of the
ceptible to

men

known to us. Most
majority of demonologies
'
of the demons of the
hours of hell are wild
'

human forms with

black
bodies (shades [?] these forms are more especially
the enemies of Ra '), or somewhat colourless combinations of animal and human forms. The demons
who frequent the way to the other world in the
15ook of the Dead are especially serpents, crocodiles, and monkeys.
(The gigantic insect ahxhait
[cockroach?] is chiefly an artifice of the artist to
show up the traits of this enemy of the dead.)
There is only one monster with a lion's tail, the
body of a monkey (?), and the face of a bearded
man which has some claim to a terrifying appearance (Book of the Bead, ch. xxiii.). The demons
of the seven-headed serpent type of the Pyramids
are a very unimportant exception.
Finally, the
fantastic animals of the desert winged lions with
hawks' heads, wild beasts with serpents' heads,
with winged heads placed on their backs, etc.
are not, as we have said, afrit, or demons. It was
actually believed that such beings existed in distant
parts, as well as the lion with human head, the
The spirits, good and
prototype of the Sphinx.
bad, attached to the celestial world, have usually
the form of birds. The rokhitu are represented as
a kind of hoopoe still existing in Upper Egypt
the biu have hawks' or jackals' heads a relic of
the time when they moved under the complete
forms of these very animals other biu are entirely
birds the hunmamit are either birds or men witli
birds' heads
and the evil demons proper, the
enemies of Ra (see below) are simply serpents,
antelopes, gazelles, crocodiles, or anthropoids.
In the
4. Classes, localities, and attributes.
absence of demunologies composed by the Egyptians themselves, we may form a material estimate
of the principal kinds of ' spirits and their functions in historical Egypt from the following very
condensed account, adopting the somewhat rough,
but clear, classification of spirits according to the
region they inhabit the sky, the earth, the other
world. This classification has the further merit of
being that used in the earliest epochs by the incantation formulas of the magicians, and there is,
therefore, a possibility that it corresponds, to a
certain extent, with the divisions imagined by the
Egyptians themselves.
Several of the pre(a) The celestial irorld.
beasts, reptiles, lizards,
;

'

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

'

—

—

historic groups already mentioned persist, but
with a much less important position, and more
and more confused with souls or manifestations
of
he gods.
A certain number of spirits not
mentioned above appear in the representations,
but are absorbed in a subordinate or momentary
I

The Giant MoiiKry, Gigantic Crocodile, ami Great Hippopotamus of the Tin-hoi texts (cf. Maspero, Etmh's im/ptiennt 9,
'Manuel de Hierarchic,' Paris, 18S3) are terms
designating
'ii this time
constellations, and not stellar spirits, as, indeed,
is shown
by their representations in the astronomical ceilings.
1

(Egyptian)

function, e.g. the bands of dog-headed monkeys
who attend the sun at its rising and setting
a theme popularized in thousands of papyrusvignettes, in temple bas-reliefs, and in the magnificent obelisk statues of Luxor, the temple of
Maut, and the great temple of Ipsambul of the
Theban period ; the rowers of Ea's barque in the
9th hour of his voyage round the world ; and the
jackals that draw this barque at the 11th hour.
In the role of all these anonymous troops of demons
we have a clear survival of the time when they
played a prominent part in the direction and protection of the heavenly bodies, each controlling a
definite part of the firmament, and to this point
also a study of primitive Egyptian religion ought
to devote special attention.
The material fact that these spirits and others of the same

—

type were carried to the under worlds in the sun's journey is
a simple artifice of Theban theology, and Maspero (Myth,
arcteol. ii. 34 ff.) has shown that these different under worlds,
complied in actual geographical order, are a product of local
mythologies which really describe the world of night and the
celestial world.

The groups of very feeble demons and spirits which are
devoured by the stronger ones (Pyramid Texts) are not mentioned in the texts or drawings of the historic period. No doubt
the whole conception was thought barbarous (see below).
As in all the religions, classical
(b) The earth.
and unclassical, of the ancient world, the universe
of Egyptian religion is full of all kinds of demons,
closely resembling those found in the religions
mentioned above or among the savages of to-day.
But in Egypt there is no proper classification of
spirits belonging to water, to rocks, woods, marshes,
etc.
Furthermore, their multiple roles in dreams,
or in illnesses of man or beast, seem to belong
rather to the popular domain than to official beliefs.
It would appear, from a study of the texts of both
kinds, that historic Egypt had already, to a great
extent, got rid of that naivete' which is the characteristic of polyda'inonism in primitive Animism,
and which persists so strikingly in Chahkeo- Assyria
in the organized cults.
The distinction between

—

official

and popular

religion,

however,

is

still

a

delicate question of the appreciation offacts, and
It is, nevertheless, cerespecially of the period.
tain that phenomena such as storms, floods, and
epidemics are attributed to the gods in historic
Egypt, and not to the demons, as in Chalda'o-

Assyrian belief. On the other hand, the inscriptions from the temple of Abydos prove that the
priesthood frankly admitted that demons were
continually prowling about in the air, ready to
do harm, and that it was necessary to purify the
king's retinue with charms, as it proceeded to the
The fumigations and incantations that
temple.
took place at funerals bear witness to the same
practice, while the famous inscription of the Princess possessed of Bakhtan proves the official belief
in demoniacal possession.
The literature shows us
that t he demons, as in all other countries, inhabited
by preference desert places, the borders of marshes,
and cemeteries (where they become confused with
ghosts properly so called) and it is a certain fact
that their power was greatest at night. They were
also most powerful on certain days of ill omen, on
which the influence of the good gods was diminished, as is proved by the horoscopic papyri of
Leyden and London. The light of the sun put
;

them to (light. They were combated, according
to varying circumstances, by means of talismans,
amulets, incantations, etc., and in all these innumerable details Egyptian differs from other religions in a material way only, and not in doctrine.
It is also very difficult to see a specially Egyptian
characteristic in the almost complete confusion that
exists, in all these attributes of the earthly demons,
between demons proper and the ghosts of the dead ;
and, as the latter have the same name of /Jinn in
a number of cases, it is sometimes almost impossible
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whether such and such a case of
illness, dreams, possession, torment, etc., is the
work of a demon or of the dead. Sometimes the
Egyptian text is quite clear, e.g. in the formulae
relating to 'the imprisoning of the shades of the
dead that can do harm (Book of the Dead, oh. xeii.
line 10)
and we can proceed gradually to certain
classifications by variants.
When well considered K;„<yptian ordinary life does not seem
to have been so much overshadowed and tormented by the
to distinguish

'

;

,

constant fear of demons as in the ease of

other religions
While the official cult

many

and non-civilized peoples.
admits the hidden presence of numerous demons, we do not
of civilized

find it going the length of constantly trying to dispel them, e.g.
during the performance of duties, at the opening of the tabernacle, or, again, at the time of sacrificing. (Porphyry, however,
says that the priests beat the air with whips to put the demons to
flight [de Phuos. ex oraeulis haurienda, ed. Wolff, 185G, p. 148].)
The Egyptians do not, like the Indians, trace trenches round
their offering. (Notice, however, in the foundation-rites of a
temple, the purification of the ground by means of a mock chase
of evil spirits, performed by the king and figures dressed as
gods.) Nor does any Egyptian text ever say "that demons are
specially dangerous at the time of death, as is taught, e.g., in
the Avesta. The dead, it is true, are protected against demons
during the preparations for the funeral they are surrounded,
on their way to the grave, by every kind of magical precaution
at the grave itself, talismans and phylacteries of every descrip;

;

tion protect the cottin and
(note that these precautions
meant both to ward off the demons of this earth as they
prowl around the grave, and to accompany the dead, by magic,
on his journey to the other world) ; mystic eyes are painted on
the proto-Theban sarcophagus, and other precautions of the same
kind are the finishing touches. But all these precautions do
not amount to so much as we find, in this connexion, in civilized
religions of the highest organization ; and we may say that the
dying Egyptian was not tormented by terrors of the demoniacal
order so much as most races with systems of organized beliefs.

mummy

are

We must not be misled by the constant presence and importance
demons in the literature. No one would think of maintaining
that the thought of Satan and his demons was a continual weight
on the ordinary life of a man of our European Middle Ages and
yet the popular tales, processes of justice, legends, and even
theology itself, gave the demons of this time a power, a multiplicity, and a constant aggressiveness which are greatly in excess
of anything that we learn of ancient Egypt in this respect.

of

;

(c) The other world (this term including the various classes of regions separating Egypt from the
abodes of the dead, under whatever form they may
be conceived, and these abodes themselves paradise, Elysian fields, caverns, 'passages,' rositiu,
An account of all the demons of the other
etc.).
world cannot be attempted here.
A good idea
of them may be obtained from the indexes in
the various editions of Budge's Book of the Dead,
or from Maspero's Etudes de mythologie et
d'arehiologie igyptienne, ii. 1-180 (for the royal
tombs). These demoniacal spirits are as numerous
as the devils of the under world in all other religions.
They are the inhabitants of night. It is
worthy of remark that none of them has any symbolical value
the majority are simple repetitions
of beings like the mischievous or terrifying beings
of the earth. In the group of books of the Book of
the Dead type we have tree-spirits, monkeys, crocodiles, a considerable variety of serpents, lions,
etc., and the vignettes of the Theban epoch employ
all the precision that could be desired on the subIn the series of the type Book of Hours,'
ject.
Book of Hell,' ' Book of the Gates,' etc., Ave have
a more sombre view of the demons, yet still of the
same specific character the serpents vomit flames
a great number of these demons, in the shape of
men, of animals, or of mixed form, are armed with
weapons of various kinds, but are not fantastic.
Their names are far oftener functional epithets
than true proper names, and this fact is of importance for the historian of religions. The onomastic
list, however, is quite short, and shows the poverty
'
of Egyptian thought on this point
the Archer,'
the l'ikeman,' the Lancer,'
the Cutter,' the
Ripper,' 'the Bounder,' etc. The female demons
have the same names, or are called the Lady of
Terror,' 'the Lady of the Sword-thrusts,' 'the
Brave,' 'the Violent.'
The serpent demons are
called 'Life of the Earth,' 'He who lives on "ods'
:

—

;

'

'

:

;

:

'

'

'

'

'

(

= eater

of godsp]).
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The guardian serpents Akaba,

Jetba, and Tokahiru, and lie viper Naga aredeities
by this time rather than demons (see below).
Generally speaking (without distinguishing the
various classes of under-world literature), the original Animism of Egypt is reflected in the number
id' demons that are
simply the 'spirits' of material
objects a thread and its different parts (ch. cliii.
a boat, each part of which has its genius (ch. xcviii.)
This
posts, doors, parts of a building, boxes, etc.
process is all the more logical from the fact that
Egyptian beliefs naturally admitted that every
object, natural or manufactured, on this eartli
possessed a spirit or a demon rocks and trees as
well as houses, pillars, sceptres, clubs, etc. ; and
iconography sometimes shows these spirits with
their heads appearing out of the objects they inhabit.
The evolution of belief consisted mainly,
here as elsewhere, in gradually 'detaching' the
from their objects and the demons of
spirits
our present discussion were transformed step by
step into guardians, and,i in the case of some of
them, into masters, of these objects. The latter
privileged members have contributed to the number
of the gods.
5. Nature.
By means of a large number of
accurate texts, we can form an estimate of the
constitutional character of the demons and spirits
of Egypt, and by the aid of the ancient texts we
can get back to the very beginning of their formation. All our information is in absolute conformity
with the general animistic character of the primitive religions of the Nile Valley. The universality
of 'spirits' in Egypt is well known, and we have
just seen that there is not a single being or object,
natural or manufactured, but has its demon or
demons. Their different names of bin and khuu
did not imply any difference of nature originally,
and the ancient texts show, by variants, that the
two terms are frequently interchanged.
They
merely signify the different degrees of carnal
which are
materiality of these souls or spirits
The word
always material (see Body [Egyp.]).
bin seems later to have tended to belong to demons
and spirits of a beneiicent character, while the
name khuu was given by preference to maleficent
t

:

)

;

;

—

'

'

;

—

—

spirits

;

but this indefinite classification has arisen

purely from later dualistic thought (see

Dualism

[Egyp.]).

these texts clearly prove that the demons
are absolutely the same in the essentials of their
nature and attributes as the most ancient Egyptian gods. The formula? confuse them constantly.
Demons and gods have the same 'determinative'
in hieroglyphic script (the three signs of the 'axe'
[really a mast with two pennants], or the archaic
sign of three hawks perched on a sort of gibbet).
At first, the strongest devoured the weakest impartially and later, the dead, assimilated by magic
to these strongest members (cf. Pyramid of Unas,
line 506 ff, ), are shown devouring the notiru (gods)
as well as the khuu (demons).
single characteristic will serve to distinguish
them, and to indicate the process by which the
gods gradually emerged from the dense crowd
of demons.
The demons, or genii, or spirits, are

Now,

;

A

anonymous groups, with only a

collective name,
and confined to a special activity or settled function.
As they did not all have the same activity

or the same importance, certain groups of them
rose by a slow process of elaboration to higher digThe others remained for ever a few millions
nity.
of obscure spirits, whose mode of life was of no
importance ; or else they formed the troops of
In
spirits of which examples are given in § 2.
the groups with important functions, the characteristics led to fusion with a more individual being
provided witli a proper name. Difficult as it is to
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draw the line of demarcation between a god and a
demon in such a conception, a careful examination

of the texts leads to the conclusion that the mark
of a god is possession of a name.
demon posThe case
sessing a name is already a god, a notir.
is incontestable for well-established gods like Sorku

A

(the crocodile) and Ririt (the hippopotamus) ; it is
equally incontestable for demons like Apopi and
the twenty-three great serpents of the Pyramid
formulae, or the other reptiles named in the rest
of the sacred literature
it can be demonstrated
for demons like the cat of the sacred tree ashdu in
the famous ch. xvii. of the Book of the Dead, and
for all the principal demons in the descriptions of
the other world. Each one is in every way a true
;

god from the time that

has a name, both for its
life and for its aspect.
Power, the amount of
reverence inspired, and the importance of functions are only questions of degree, insufficient to
separate, in this religion, a number of humble gods
from demons.
Even specialization in a unique
or momentary action is not a criterion. Naprit,
demon of harvests, Ranninit, Maskhonit, the
'Seven Hathors,' and many others of this type
are deities rather than demons, from the very fact
that they have names and, if the cult they receive is humbler than that of other gods, it is
identical in conception and form.
(Here there is a
noteworthy difference from what is said of Semitic
2
Paris, 1905, p. 16.)
spirits by Lagrange, Bel. sdm.
We may now class the innumerable personalities mentioned
in the Egyptian texts not among the demons and spirits, but,
it

;

,

more

The following are the chief the
rationally, as gods.
spirits of the seasons, months, days, hours, decani (see Calendar [Egyp.]), the winds, planets, stars, etc. The astrological
nature of nearly alt these entities will be noticed by all, and
confirms what we have seen of the stellar character of numbers
of these groups of spirits before polytheism. The texts show,
further, that a number of those spirits, escaping the secondary
character of the mass, were treated exactly as true gods by the
Egyptians, with a tendency to be assimilated to the principal
great gods. It will be observed also that the demons remaining
in anonymous groups still retain some worship on certain occasions in the historic epoch. Under the Memphites, for example,
there are priests of the ' spirits ' of Heliopolis, Buto, and Nekheu
:

Oel-Kab).
The fact that demons become gods by a process
'
of
emergence goes a long way to explain why
there are not in Egyptian religion, as in other religions, lists and hierarchies of demons and angels.
Not only is there nothing resembling the sort of
fixed castes of angelologies or demonologies of other
races, but there are not even chiefs of groups or
protagonists, like, e.g., the Chaldasan demon of
the south-west wind. The fact is that, as soon as
a primitive group attained to importance in the
gradual comprehension of the world-forces, it detached a god from itself, who absorbed his group
entirely or became a chief ; so that the demons,
good and bad, always arise directly from a god,
and naturally share his character and attributes.
'

6.

R61e and character.

— Just as the demons have

first no hierarchy, so they have no general characteristic rdle, no functions of general cosmogony,
directed for or against the harmony of the tidc/ios.
The distribution of their activities into functions

at

that are always very limited and highly specialized
is a strong proof of the
antiquity of their formation.
Their power does not go the length of raising a
scourge like a tempest (see above), or, like the
Indian demons, of preventing rain. This paucity
of attributes, in a character otherwise always material, and this distribution of groups of spirits
without classification, make it quite comprehensible
how their final role and their good or bad aspect
depended, in the era of polytheistic formations,
upon the relative character of the gods round whom
they wero grouped, since such a god was simply
the synthesis of the activities of which the demons
were the analysis. The god himself was at first of
vague significance as regards his general role in the

progress of the world it was only when he had
acquired a more precise energy that he brought
along with him his troop of demons good or bad
for man.
It would thus be precarious to attempt
much precision regarding Egyptian religions. The
necessarily un-moral character of the spirits does
not allow of any classification which would arrange
them by angelology and dernonology
these
terms being used with a moral signification. Even
in the historic period their original character remained ineffaceable the demons were, first of all,
the inhabitants of a place or an object, the guardians of a locality, of a door, a passage they ended,
more or less, by having a god as sovereign while
they modelled themselves on his nature and tendencies.
But one point is clear, that they are
subject to their god, and consequently favourable
;

—

'

'

'

'

—

:

;

;

and subject to his relatives and friends, and hostile
to others. They are, then, good spirits for the living
or dead man who is assimilated by worship or magic
to the congregation of their master, bad spirits to
all others ; and the whole Book of the Dead, which
has not the least moral character (even the famous
ch. exxv. of Confession), is essentially neither more
nor less than a series of proofs that magic alone is
capable of winning over the demons of the other
world, and making them defenders of the dead, or
at least submissive spirits.
Nothing shows the
persistence of these conceptions so well as certain
down
to
the
historic period, in
passages, preserved
which, e.g., the demon, 'the serpent who devours
souls,' is considered dangerous to the sun itself,
which has to take great care when passing over its
back (Tomb of Seti I., third hour of hell theology
has invented symbolic explanations, but the primi;

tive fact is clear).

—

The organization of all
7. Final organization.
these incoherent spirits, united by chance facts
(and by nothing but facts) around multiple gods of
early polytheism, was the result of great labour.
It must have taken local theologians a long tale of
centuries
nevertheless it always presented great
gaps. It can be partly reconstructed by the help
of the texts of the Memphite and proto-Theban
The unifying of provincial eschatologies
coffins.
under the form of the Theoan 'Book of the Dead'
or of the various Books of the Under World
(' Hours,' 'Doors,' etc., of the royal hypogees, etc.)
has been one of the greatest aids to this work of
harmonization, which adjusted the demons more
or less successfully to the gradual conception of
the x6c/ios.
This formation of armies of good and evil, being the final
;

'

'

characteristic of unified Egyptian religion, is too important to
be studied in connexion with demons alone.
It will be treated
in the art. Dualism (Egyp.).
For the understanding of the
present article we may note here only the following facts the
around
the
sun
and
his
of
former adjutant
companions
grouping
demons of the Stars, or vassals of Thoth, Horus, Hathor, etc. ;
the inverse grouping, around the Great Serpent Apopi and his
officers, of the chief denionB opposed to the sun.
Finally, a
god of order and light, Osiris-Ra, is opposed, with all his
allies, to a Sit-Apopi, the prince of evil and darkness, and the
enemy of order. The struggle continues without truce and
with its fixed dates (see Calendar [Egyp.]), until, in the last
period, Sit-Apopi becomes confused in Coptic religion with
Satan.
This dualism, already developed in the Theban era,
throws light upon the representations of the under world of
this period, in which armies of demons, under command of Ra,
tear, stab, decapitate, slaughter, and burn legions of the
:

damned.

The damned are not sinners in the moral sense,
but adversaries of Ril, conquered enemies. This
task was reserved for tiie last centuries to transform hostility to the sun, Ra, into hostility to the
moral law ot Ra-Osiris; but the task was accomEven the fortyplished (see Dualism [Egyp.]).
two judges of the Negative Confession are only

—

demons with no moral role, and quite
and Shait, the demon who devours the
;
souls rejected by Osiris, is only an entity with no
moral character.
silent

artificial
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good or evil of the
moral world appears still more dearly in the conception of the r61e of demons in connexion with
There is no single Egyptian text in
the living.
which they have any part in the sins of men, or in
of a part in the

suggesting evil thoughts, or even, as in Assyria,
in sowing seeds of envy, misunderstanding, and
family quarrels. They are restricted exclusively
to physiological evil.
Petrie's remarkable book, Personal Religion in Egypt before
Christianity (London, 1910), shows, however, a class of demons

the hermetic literature who play a perverse part (see pp. 42,
But, in spite of the author's efforts to
to a very ancient period, the
assign the first compositions
earliest date he can reach (5th cent.) merely succeeds in
showing; the coincidence of these new ideas with the Persian
dominion ; this emphasizes the resemblance between these nonEgyptian characters and the teaching of the Persian religion.
We may add that at no time in Kgyptian religion is the army of
demons ever seen increasing its ranks by the soul of a single
sinner.
in

49, 54, 86, 115, 166).

—

8. Popular demonography.
The phase of demons
which has attracted the keenest attention of
Egyptologists is their idle in popular life and
The causes of
literature and in current magic.
this are the abundance of information furnished
by papyrology, the picturcsqueness and precision
which such documents give to the knowledge of
Egyptian life, and the data they supply for the
From a comparative point of
study of magic.
view, however, such a study does not exhibit

—

of the characteristic traits.
An account
even highly condensed of the activity of demons
in Egyptian life or superstition would require

many

—

considerable space (see Charms and Amulets
[Egyp.], Magic [Egyp.]). As everywhere, here
the demons are at the command of the magician,
to bring about dreams and illnesses, human or
animal or else they themselves cause these phenomena, just as they cause madness and epilepsy
;

Disease and Medicine [Egyp.]).
The horoscopic or simply superstitious influence
of days, the force of the voice, the sensitiveness of
demons to song, to the carmen, the chant, are facts
that apply to all popular religions.
The purely
(see

Egyptian traits are not many the demons have
sex (see Hierarchic Papyrus)
there are none of
the sexless demons of Assyria.
The popular
literature (see the Story of Satni-Khamois) seems
to indicate the possibility of belief in incubi or
succubce, but the passages, which are very numerous,
require to be discussed carefully. The threatening
aspect of demons in connexion with infants (see
Children [Egyp.]; also Berlin Papyrus, 3027) is
also the same as appears elsewhere.
On the other
hand, we must remember the restrictions made
above the abundance of demons in the magic and
literary papyri is not to be taken as a faithful
It
picture of the actual life of the Egyptians.
will be noticed, further, that the Egyptians never
mention demons who are wantonly cruel, or thirsting for blood, death, and carnage, as in ChaldseoAssyria, or demons who dare to attack the gods
(the combats between Ra and the demons of Apopi
are antagonism, which is a different thing). The
purely animistic character of these demons, struggling to live on their own account, but never doing
evil for evil's sake, is worth noting.
Finally, the
sum of all the innumerable details supplied from
Egyptian evidences shows us a state of affairs (1)
differing only by attenuation from that of the
ancient civilizations of the classic East or the
societies of the savages of modern Africa, and (2)
somewhat similar to the classical Mediterranean
civilizations of the Europe of the Middle Ages or
of the Renaissance.
As in all religions during decline, we observe at
later epochs the growth of demoniacal beliefs in
connexion with black magic, and in opposition to
the official cults. The combination of Egyptian
:

;

—
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with other Asiatic or Mediterranean demonologies
shows itself in the demotic papyri, and particularly
in the tabellae dcvotionis (see Magic [Egyp.] and,
provisionally, Budge, Egyptian Magic, or Erman,
Die ttgi/pt. Rcl., ch. vii. ).
The complexity of the Egyptian
9. Ghosts.
notion of personality is an initial difficulty in the

—

of

classifying the phenomena relating to
eight or nine elements which, in the
period, constitute a person (see Body
[Egyp.]) have each their fate, form, and habitation
in the second existence.
The only one of these

way

ghosts.
historic

The

that concerns our present purpose

is

the khu.

The etymology of the word khu is still very doubtful, and we
cannot deduce any indication whatever of the primitive role
from the radical meaning of the word. The sense of 'luminous,'
brilliant,' has suggested to several authorities the explanation
based on the phosphorescence of putrefying flesh, or on the
will-o'-the-wisps playing in certain parts of Egypt on the skirts
of the desert, supposed to be the favourite haunt9 of ghosts. A
loftier interpretation has been proposed, taking the word khu
'

as a brilliant spark, a part of the solar substance.
But this
seems to involve the theological speculations which played
upon the amphibological meaning of the word when solar
theories held the first rank in eschatological doctrine.
The
signification 'honoris or tiinoris causa,' which would attach a
complimentary meaning of 'resplendent' or glorious to the
epithet khu given to the ghosts of the dead, seems more probable, but has never yet been definitely proposed by the
The present writer would suggest,
Egyptological School.
finally, a connexion between this name of 'luminous,' which
is the intrinsic meaning of khu, and the special soul
which
shines in the eyes,' and to which a great many peoples accord
a particular personality.
The observation of the difference
between the lustre of the living eye and the dullness of the
dead eye suggested, in Egypt as among those peoples, the idea
'

'

'

'

a special soul-force having magic virtues of its own (which
would justify, besides, all the magic relating to the power of
the look), and continuing to live after death with the various
attributes which we accord to ghosts. There is, however, no
formal proof by texts of this explanation.
'

of

The khu is generally a wretched being. It has
never been credited with a lofty rfile.
It is a.
priori a wandering, unhappy, hungry being, a sort
of outcast from the great crowd of the dead and
other 'spirits' such as a dead man, e.g., whose

—

grave has been destroyed, and whose soul, double,
etc., have perished by privation or by the attacks
of monsters. Accordingly, we never find the khu
of a king or a nobleman appearing in the texts in
the r61e of ghost,' as this role is always a humble
and maleficent one. The attributes of the Egyptian
ghost, then, reduce themselves finally to those of
harmful demons, and agree very largely with what
is believed on the subject in all religions.
Ghosts
afflict people with 'demonic possession' in all its
varieties; they torment in dreams (q.v.); they find
their way into the interior of the body of living
people, and cause innumerable ills (see Disease
and Medicine [Egyp.]) they appear suddenly to
terrify the living, especially at certain hours of
the night, and preferably in the neighbourhood of
cemeteries, or in places reputed to be their favourite
haunts (cf. Maspero, Contes populaires, passim)
they attempt to violate any woman they can take
by surprise in a lonely place {e.g. one of the chapters
of the Book of the Two Ways, in which a magic
power is accorded the khu of taking by force any
woman he wants'); or, in order to devour living
substance, they throw themselves into the body of
beasts, excite them to frenzy, and cause them to
die the khuu of women dying in child-birth aim
especially at causing infants to die (cf. the curious
formulas of the papyrus Zauberspriiche fur Mutter
und Kind, published by Erman, 1901 see also
Erman, Religion, p. 158, etc., for other good
examples of the part played by ghosts this belief
is analogous to numerous beliefs throughout all
Africa). The khuu of suicides, executed criminals,
unburied dead, and shipwrecked sailors are particIt was to them
ularly tormented and miserable.
that the magician of the later centuries applied by
'

;

;

'

;

;

;

—

preference conjuring, invoking, and putting them
at his service for his thousand and one evil purposes
:
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causing death by enchantment
or by fever, assisting lovers to exact vengeance, or
helping those who wished to attract or recall an
unfaithful mistress (cf. the series of tabcllac devotionis, the dominating Egyptian element in which
is nevertheless tinged with magic of Asiatic or
The baleful activity of all
North African origin).
these ghosts is naturally specially excited at certain
unfavourable times in the calendar (see CALENDAR
[Egyp.]), and they come in their hordes at these
times to join the troops of evil spirits struggling
against order (see Dualism [Egyp.]), just like a
band of plunderers accompanying the real combatants.
Very seldom do we find mention of a
khu playing the simple inoffensive part of a ghost
(Budge cites one example, in Egyp. Magic, Lond.
1899, p. 219, of a khu which points out to a mortal
a suitable place for building a tomb), this form of
activity being reserved especially for the doubles

tormenting in

sleep,

'

'

'

'

State of the Dead [Egyp.]).
io. Conclusions. — The original complete confusion of troops of demons (or spirits) with the
and the 'souls'

(see

earliest gods has been affirmed repeatedly in this

On the other hand, it has been said that
the spirits of the dead were confused with the
to habitat, needs, functions, character,
and powers. This double assertion would require
a more detailed demonstration than is here possible.
article.

demons as

Presented thus in a condensed form, it seems to
lead, by syllogism, to an equating of the spirits of
the dead with the first gods, in whole or in part.
But, as a matter of fact, no theory of Egyptian
religion could be more contrary to truth or more
capable of vitiating all knowledge of that religion.
Never at any time or under any form did the
Egyptian dead become gods. The case of the sons
or heirs of gods (chiefs and kings) belongs to an
entirely different category, and the confusion of
the dead with Osiris, or some other of the gods of
the dead, by magic or by religious process is either
an euonymous assimilation or an absorption of the
dead man's personality by an already existing god.
It is, therefore, absolutely necessary to insist on
the fact that the demons and spirits, the original
forms of the Egyptian gods, have nothing to do
with the spirits of the dead in their essential
nature, but merely resemble them in the aspects
of their activity (see

State of the Dead
'

;

;

lairei

',

do. 1008;

W. M.

F. Petrie, Ilelojion and Conscience

in Ancient Egypt, London, 1898: A certain number of details
arc given in the manuals of Egyp. religion of Ermoni (Paris,
1010),

Petrie

Wiedemann

(London, 1906), Virey (Paris, 1910), and A.
The documentation proper
1890).

(Minister,

naturally tills the whole series of Egyptological monumental
bibliography. See especially, besides the works already mentioned, E. LeuSbure, Bypoyees royaux de Thebes, Paris, 1883;
and P. Lacau, Sarcophages anterieurs au Nouvel Umpire,
Indexes, Cairo, 1903-1900.
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DEMONS AND SPIRITS (Greek).— Students
Greek literature cannot fail to be impressed by
the complex system of the Olympian theocracy,
and by the richness of legendary fable which enIn variety of detail and precision of
velops it.
outline it seems to be separated by long periods of
development from the vague beliefs and rude ceremonies which characterize the religions of primitive man.
But, while it is certain that the Greek
gods, as they appear in literature, are the product
of a long course of evolution, beliefs in the existence of various supernatural beings, which belong
to an earlier stratum of religious thought, and can
be paralleled from the records now available of
savage superstitions, continued to maintain themOf these interselves during historical times.
mediate beings the most important are those
known as demons.
In early religion the most
I. In early times.
powerful forces are those which are comprehenTo these belong
sively attributed to Animism.
the notions that all natural objects are informed
with a living principle akin to the human soul,
and that the souls of the dead continue to visit
the haunts with which they were familiar in life.
To the operation of these spiritual powers are
ascribed such of the vicissitudes of life as cannot
be explained by visible agencies. Similarly, it is
inferred that the soul of a living man may be temporarily detached from its normal habitation in
and that the
the body, as in sleep or trance
bodies of the living may be possessed by alien
or
There
as
in
hysteria.
epilepsy, lunacy,
spirits,
is plenty of evidence that beliefs of this kind
nourished in ancient Greece as vigorously as they
have survived in mediaeval and modern times ; and
the general name of demons,' which the Greeks
gave to certain of these invisible but potent spirits,
has been adopted by modern writers, who employ
the term
demonology to describe the science
relating to supernatural beings with a nature
intermediate between that of gods and men.
But, in the exposition of these beliefs, we ate
met with difficulties arising from the nature of the
evidence.
cannot reach the crude fancies of
the vulgar in their original form, but are obliged
to view them through the transfiguring medium of
literature.
The rationalizing genius of the race
stands in our way. The notices relating to demons
are drawn, for the most part, either from the writof

—

;

'

[Egyp.]).

—

all
Between the nature of spirits' and demons
those myriads of beings, this 'dust of gods' from
which the gods sprang and the nature of the
spirits of the dead there is an impassable limit set
which Lang has called the abyss of death.' The
spirits, or khan, of the Egyptian dead come from
beings who did not exist before their birth on
earth, who have known physical death, and are
liable to suffer the 'second death,' or final destruction.
None of these three characteristics can
be applied to the demons or genii any more than
to the first of the actual gods, who became detached from their various innumerable troops of
Later theologies credited the gods of the
spirits.
historic period with having been born, and even
attributed to Osiris or his mythological doublets'
a physical death.
They never touched on the
bird characteristic.
And, on the other hand,
Egypt never knew of an ordinary mortal who
became a god, or for whom there was such a possibility even under the humble form of a demon.
'

(Greek)

Month, do. 1909, and Book of the Dead, do. 1909
A.
Erman, Die dgypt. Relig., Berlin, 1905 G. Maspero, fitttdes
ite mythol. et d'arche'ol, vol. ii., Paris, 1893, and Contes poputhe

—

'

'

l

LiTKitATCRB. — The

provisional state of the sources and
evidenco regarding demonology has been noted in the course
of the article.
The whole theory of spirits has never been
gathered together in one work views on the spirits, however,
are scattered through atl the works that discuss Egyptian
We may only mention, among those in which the
religion.
E.
information is more specially grouped, the following
Amelineau, Proiegomenes, Paris, 1908 (where an exactly op.
cuhcinorislir theory is supported at length); E. A. W.
Sisile
udge. Egyptian Magic, London, 1001, Qofo of tM Egyptians,
do. 1001, Lihtniy of funerary Offerings, do. L000, Opening of
;

:

'

'

We

ings of philosophers,

who endeavoured

to

harmonize

current superstitions with their own interpretation
of the universe or from poetry, where the creative
imagination insensibly tones the simple outlines of
the popular conception.
The earliest text requiring notice is the passage
;

of llesiod (Op. 12211'., 251

If.)

in

which he

identifies

the demons with the souls of those who lived in the
Golden Age.
They are described as continuing
in the upper world, kindly guardians of men, distributors of prosperity and wealth, but wrapped
in darkness so as to lie invisible while they wander
Here we meet the
over every region of the earth.
tatemeni thai the demons are the souls of the
dr. id, overlaid with (lie legend of the Four Ages
for the popular
:m. the deterioration of mankind,
belief on which it rests we must icier to passages
I
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where the Greek

dai/xovcs is employed, like the
Latin manes, to denote the spirits oi the departed
for the evidence of inscrip(Lacian, de Luctu, 24
;

tions,

where

tftois So.iii.ooiv

= it is limiiilins,:

< lloscher,

i. 929
Frazer, Pausan., I900,iv. 24). The literary
evidence is hardly less conclusive, when we find
Darius ami Alcestis described as demons in reference to their condition after death (.Esch. Pers.
623; Eur. Ale. 1003), and when the Muse prophesies that Rhesus, though dead, shall rest hidden in
a Thraeian cave as a man-demon {<xvdpuwo5o.iiJ.ui>,
Eur. Bhes. 971).
See, further, Usener, Gbtternamen, p. 248 ft. a somewhat different view is
As the
taken by Rohde, Psyche*, i. 95, 153.
shades of ancestors, so long as they are treated
with due respect, are expected to show favour, a
reference to the 'good demon sometimes implies
:

;

'

nothing more than this(\Vaser, in Pauly-Wissowa,
iv. 2012).
But the good demon also appears in
circumstances which cannot be associated with
In Boeotia a sacrifice to the
ancestor-worship.
good demon was made the occasion for first tasting
the new must (Plut. Qu. C'onv. iii. 7. 1, p. 655 E)
and at Athens it was the custom after dinner to
pour out a small libation of unmixed wine in his
honour (Aristoph. Eg. So, etc.). At other times
he is the personification of good fortune, as the
a family, or an
protecting spirit of a community,
individual in this sense, Nero arrogated to himself the title of 'good demon of the world' (CIG
iii. 4699).
See Rohde, i. 254 f.
With the various manifestations of the good
demon we may contrast cases where the influence
;

;
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bore the special title of 'Alastor'; and in
Persm (357) the slave Sicinnus, who entrapped
Xerxes into a fatal nranconvre, so that he losl the
battle of Salamis, is described by the Persian messenger to Atossa as having been inspired by an
alastor.
Sophocles, in referring 1" an action imfor any one but a madman, dues mil,
possible
hesitate to say: 'Who «ould choose tlris, unless
maddened by avenging fiendsV (tiuns /ii) '{ 'd\ao-It would he easy to
rdpcov voodi [Track. 1235]).
multiply instances where demonic agencies are
made responsible for good or evil fortune and
it is not surprising that the prevalence of such
opinions opened the door to chicanery and imAmong the crowds of oraole-mongers,
posture.
diviners, and interpreters of dreams, who swarmed
at Athens during the latter part of the 5th cent.
B.C., were some who professed to foretell the future
by the agency of familiar spirits obedient to their
summons. A notorious instance was Eurycles the
ventriloquist (eyyo.OTpiu.v0os, OTepvbimvTis), who, by
giving utterance to bis oracles in a feigned voice,
persuaded his hearers that they were the pronouncements of a demon lodged within his own
breast (Aristoph. Vesp. 1019; Plat. Soph. 252 C
This proceeding corresponds
and the schorl.).
exactly with the methods of savage magicians, as
reported by E. B. Tylor in his article on Demonoften
iln'

;

'

ology'

(EBr d

vii. 63).

The notion of a guardian spirit, which watches
over a man from his birth, directs his actions, and
may be either friendly or hostile, was widely entertained among the Greeks. It is best expressed in
of the spirit was pernicious.
An evil spirit was the famous fragment of Menander (550 K.) By
often conceived as a ghost.
every man at birth a good demon takes his stand,
A good illustration is afforded by the story of Euthymus the to initiate him in the mysteries of life.' This is
boxer, who fought with a hero enshrined at Temesa in S. Italy.
not a literary fancy, but a popular opinion
There
This was the ghost of one of Odysseus' crew, Polites or Alybas,
who had been stoned to death by the people of Temesa for are many who have a craven soul, but a good
ravishing a girl. Every year the ghost required the dedication
demon,' says Tbeognis (161). Or \.e may appeal
to him of the fairest maiden in Temesa as his wife, which was
to Pindar, a witness of a very different type (Pyth.
yielded by the townsfolk in order to save themselves from his
v. 122): 'The mighty purpose of Zens directs the
wrath. The practice was of immemorial antiquity at the time
when Euthymus chanced to come to Temesa, and, having demon of those whom he loves' (see W. Headlam,
entered the temple, saw the maiden, and fell in love with her.
in JPh xxx. [1906] 304; Rohde, ii. 316; Usener,
So Euthymus put on his armour, and, when the ghost appeared,
296).
But, in regard to the force of particular
withstood his assault and vanquished him and the hero, driven
The
from the land, plunged into the sea, and was never seen again.
passages, there is room for disagreement.
word Sal/iuif is used in such a way that it is often
Pausanias, who tells the stop' (vi. 6. 7-11), as well as other
authorities (Strabo, p. 255
difficult to seize its exact significance in a
|Suid.s.v. Ei^u/xos), had seen a picture
partiillustrating the event which he records, and, in the course of
The ghost was of a horrid cular context. Thus, besides bearing the special
describing it, he quaintly remarks
black colour, and his whole appearance was most dreadful, and
meaning with which we are now concerned, it mayhe wore a wolfskin.' The ghost-idea is less prominent in the
be employed either (1) as a synonym of 0e6s, disstory of the demon of Anagyrus, one of the Athenian demes,
who destroyed the family of a neighbouring peasant for a tinguishable, if at all, as expressing the Divine
power manifested in action rather than the Divine
trespass committed on Ins sanctuary (Suid. s.v. 'Avayvpdaios
bo.ifj.ioVj.
personality as an object of worship or (2) in the
Hesiod (Op. 159, 172) distinguished between abstract sense of
Yet, although we may
destiny.
'heroes' and 'demons,' and later philosophical sometimes hesitate (as,
e.g., in Eur. Jv», 1374,
speculation treated demons as belonging to a Supp. 592) between the abstract and the concrete
of
higher grade
dignity (Plut. de Def. Or. 10, p.
meaning, with a view to the selection of an English
415 B).
But in stories like the above the two equivalent, it is unlikely that to a Greek the
word
terms are used without distinction and heroes ever became so colourless as the tr. fate or desas ghostly beings were considered so dangerous
That this was the original sense,
tiny' suggests.
that persons passing by their shrines were warned as has been
suggested in recent times (Gruppe, Gr.
to keep silence, lest they should sutler injury
Mythol. 991, n. 4; see, however, Usener, 292), is
The belief that a hero hardly credible.
(Hesych. s.v. KptirTovas).
is incapable of conferring
have seen that the belief in the separate
blessings, and is only
powerful to work ill, is enforced by Babrius, existence of the soul after death leads to the
Fab. 63.
assumptions that the souls of the dead are powerOther evil demons are represented as specially ful over the
living, and that other potencies of a
attached to an individual.
Thus, the dread and similar character, spirit-like but not souls, exist
strange vision of monstrous and fearful shape independently and visit the earth.
further step
which appeared to M. Brutus in his last campaign is taken when these demons are
regarded as capable
announced itself to him as his evil demon (Plut. of entering into and
possessing human bodies (GomBrut. 36).
Or an avenging demon may be the perz, Greek Thinkers
[Eng. tr. 1901], ch. i. §§ 5, 6).
instrument appointed to punish the crimes of a This may be illustrated
by the various instances in
particular family, as when, in the Agamemnon of which the human representative is
permanently or
after
the
murder
of
her husband, temporarily identified with the Divine
.lEschylus (1477),
being whose
Clytemncstra boasts that she herself is the incar- power he assumes. Hermes became incarnate in t he
nate demon of the Pelopids, 'so gross with o'er- ministrants at the oracle of
at Bebadea
Trophonius
grown Mesh.' In such capacity the evil demon (Pausan. ix. 39. 7), Bacchus in the mystxe (schol.
'

:

'

'

'

:

;

'

:

;

'

;

We

A

'

'
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on Aristoph. Eg. 408). Similar is the inspiration
drawn from the chewing or eating of magic substances, such as the laurel leaves sacred to Apollo
(Soph. frag. 811, etc.), or the honey which inspired
the Thrise on Parnassus (Horn. h. Serin. 560).
These are special applications of the general belief
in demonic possession, which is implicit in the use
of the adjectives evSaf/xwr, Ka.Ko5al[xwv, etc., and is
expressed by that of the verbs KaKodcuiiovav Sai/iovi,

s'ta-tfai (Soph. frag.
173), and dai/iovav (Eur. Phcen.
The demon
888, with the present writer's note).
which took possession of a man's body was sometimes conceived as a fiery spirit, which raised the
blood to a condition of fever.
Hence the fiery
emblems of love (Gruppe, 849, n. 7), which permeates the frames of its victims with a feverish
ecstasy. Hippocrates found it necessary to combat
the superstition that epilepsy is due to some god

'

'

I

Plutarch, in the passage quoted above, tells us that he had
himself performed the ceremony when holding the office of
chief magistrate.
For its significance, see Frazer, GB-, 1900,
iii.

Poseidon, Apollo, Ares, or Hecate having taken
possession of the sick man (Morb. sacr. 592 K).
Phaxlra's wasting sickness is attributed by the

of a destructive dragon fused with Oriental or
Egyptian elements, was localized in Boeotia and
connected with the story of GMipus. The Harpies
or 'Snatchers' (Horn. Od. xiv. 371), another composite notion in the evolution of which wind-

chorus in the Hippolytus of Euripides to possession

by Pan, Hecate, the Corybantes, Cybele, or
Dictynna (141-147); and the sudden illness of
Glauce, described in the Medea, was thought by
those present to have been caused by the anger of

Pan

demons and death-angels had taken

See also Usener, 294.

(1172).

—

In the classical age. The Olympian religion,
we may call by this name the impression which
we receive from Greek literature about the ordi2.

largely built up by the transference
from past generations of elements on which time
has worked an essential change.
The demons
passed into gods ; the shadowy gods became defi-

;

A

good illustration
nitely conceived personalities.
of this process may be taken from the development
which can be traced in the notions entertained of
the Nymphs (Gomperz, i. 26). The Oreads, Dryads,
and Naiads owe their origin to the fetishism which
believes that every natural object is endowed with
a living spirit.
In course of time the spirit is
:

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

murderess of children, and
with Mormo and Gello, as

;

is
if

sometimes identified
these were different

names of the same monster. But in Lamia there
are more traces of a definite personality and she
has almost become a mythical heroine, as a Libyan
queen beloved by Zeus, whose children were killed
by Hera, and who in consequence revenged herself
by killing other children (see Didymus an. schol.
Aristoph. Pax, 758). To the same class belonged
Aceo and Alphxto — words of doubtful meaning
;

7,8).
It has recently been contended (Farnell, CGS v. [1909] 444)
that the personification of abstract ideas as Divine beings claim-

ing our veneration and worship is to be explained as due to the
demonic power which was attributed by a primitive habit of
mind to any outbreak of excessive emotion. Typical cases are
quoted from the ceremonial observances paid in various parts of
Greece to Shame, Pity, Laughter, Fear (Pausan. i. 17. 1 Pint.

which perhaps signify

;

the suggestion is correct, it throws a remarkable light upon the development of Greek psychology. It is

—

—

separated from its environment the Dryad, for
example, inhabits the oak, but the oak itself is
no longer animate. But the indwelling spirit has
not yet become immortal the Dryad cannot outlive the oak (Horn. h. Aphrocl. 257
Apoll. Rhod.
ii.
A later stage has been reached when
481).
Homer describes how the Rivers and Nymphs were
summoned by Zeus to join the conclave of the immortals (II. xx. 7 ft".). We need not pause to illustrate the process
by which a tribal deity has been
elevated to national dignity, or a god with limited
powers has merged his identity in the attributes of
an Olympian. Other demons have taken subaltern
rank in the celestial hierarchy, as when the Corybantes are classed as the attendants (n-poVoXoi) of
Rhea (Strabo, 472), and the Satyri attach themselves to Dionysus.
Eurynomus, a grisly demon
who ate the flesh of corpses, was painted by Polygnotus among the inhabitants of the lower world
he was blue-black in colour like a carrion-fly, his
teeth were bared, and he was sitting on the skin
of a vulture (Pausan. x. 28. 7).
Dionysus was
sometimes attended by Akratos, the potent spirit
of the unmixed wine (Pausan. i. 2. 5) and Aphrodite by Tychon, perhaps the spirit of good luck, not
unlike our Puck or Robin Goodfellow (Gruppe, 853,
n. 2).
Even the hell-hounds of Hecate are recognized as evil demons ( Euseb. Prmp. Evang. i v. 23.

9).

sur-

—

beliefs of the classical age, is a composite

structure,

Cleomen.

part,

vived ultimately for their share in the punishment
which was related as an incident in
the voyage of the Argonauts. They are nearly
related to the Erinyes and the Sirens both
chthonic agencies but, whereas the belief in an
avenging spirit punishing homicide survived longer,
and has preserved the Erinyes in literature as a
potent spiritual force, the Sirens soon passed into
the region of fairy-land, and were remembered
chiefly from Homer's description of them in the
Odyssey. The Gorgons also under-world powers
and storm-spirits are hardly known to tradition
except through the adventures of Perseus.
Besides these, there was a whole host of sprites,
bogeys, and hobgoblins which remained nearer
to their primitive associations.
Their names are
generic rather than personal, and they were rarely
dignified by a connexion with some heroic tale.
Such was Empusa, a demonic apparition that appeared sometimes at mid-day and sometimes by
night. She had the power of continually changing
her shape, but could be detected, it would seem,
by the donkey's leg which was her constant attribute (see Dem. xviii. 130 Aristoph. Ban. 289)1'.).
Gello a name which has been compared with the
Arabic ghoul was a spectre which kidnapped
children.
Almost unknown to literature, the
name lasted through the Middle Ages, and survives in some localities down to the present day
(Maas, in Pauly-Wissowa, vii. 1005). Somewhat
more familiar to us is Mormo, a bogey of the nursery, invoked to frighten children (Theocr. xv.
40 ; Xen. Hell. iv. 4. 17) perhaps a hypocoristic
form of Mormolyke a werwolf (/j.op/j.o\vkclci, Plat.
Phmdo, 77 E, etc.). Another bogey-name is that
of Lamia, who was said to have the remarkable
power of taking out her eyes and putting them
back at pleasure. She also was a kidnapper and
of Phineus,

if

nary

124ff.

Again, as the crude fancies of primitive superstition ceased to correspond with advancing enlightenment, they tended to gather round them
the details of legendary adventures, and to become
associated, in the record of a mythical past, with
particular localities or heroic names. The Sphinx,
a ravening monster, compact of indigenous stories

—

—

(Greek)

easier to recognize primitive ideas in the deification of Madness
(Pausan. viii. 34. 1) and Hunger (Plut. Qu. Conv. vi. 8. 1, p.
694 A). The Manias are supposed by Pausanias to be the Erinyes
under another title, as producing frenzy in their victims. But
Hunger is hardly to be explained as the concrete embodiment
given to the sufferings of starvation. Rather we should infer
that the failure of the crops through drought, and the wasting
of the flocks and herds through disease, were taken as irrefragable testimony to the operation of a malignant and supernatural power. In order to avert such a calamity, an annual
expulsion of a disease-laden scapegoat in the character of a
slave, who was beaten with rods of willow to the words of the
Out of doors with famine, and in-doors with plenty
refrain,
and health
took place at the town of ChsBronea in Breotia.

'

'

'

booby

and

'

'

grey-head

'hrysipp. ap. Plut. de Stoic, rep. 15, p. 1040 B).
Ephialtcs was the name given to the spectre in-

(<

If
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vented

by the ignorant to account for the nightGreCk PhUus °Phy, 1892,
mare which results from
p. 271
Koh.le, ii.
and he is mlx)
indigestion
not always
distinguished from Epialcs, the cold
Socrates was in the habit of
asserting that he
shiyeiing-ht which preceded an attack of fever was
frequently impeded by a Divine sign horn
(Ari.stoj.il
Vesp. 1037).
Ephialtes was sometimes taking a
particular course of action. This cusngured as the long-eared owl (&- os
Owls (cmuWsj
).
tomary sign was Imparted through the medium of
were regarded as birds of evil omen
(Poche Lyrici a warning voice, and was
manifested on trifling
Grax%\ ed. Bergk, Leipzig, 1878-82, iii. 664), and
ln
rtanfc occasions (Plat.
as embodiments of the
tiTwn 11 °£ e deduction
!P?
Apot.
spirits of the dead which
that Socrates intended
appear by night to suck the blood of the living—a t„
? that
)i ?l
to imply
°
he was guided
superstition which survives in modern Greece
throughout his life
a,
by familiar spirit, though at one time
*or the conception denoted
generally
by Keres, which is he d, has
recent years fallen into disfavour
closely allied to, and
(sei
largely co-extensive with, the /teller, Socrates
[Eng. tr. 1808], p. 82ff.;H Jackpresent subject, see the article under that title
son, mJPhv. [1873] 232 ft-.).
3- In the hands of the
Bui whatever may
We
have
philosophers.—
have
been
the
real
now to examine bow the
intention of Socrates, it can
popular belief in demons hardly be denied
was treated by the
that, in a
where the belief
philosophical schools.
Thales in the existence of demonssociety
is
was widely prevalent
credibly reported to have said (Arist. de
to
Anvma,
many of his hearers the Divine sign must have
th
a
8 are fn » of
gods, and
such an agency.
," ^'""S
it is
hardly to be doubted that in so maintaining suggested
Plato in this sphere as
he sought to
elsewhere, has gathered
explain Animistic beliefs by the
the threads of previous
up
of
application
speculations and woven
rational principles.
By the Pytha- them into new combinations
goreans a belief in demons was
by the play of bis
always fostered
In accordance with
philosophic fancy.
especially in their character as
popular
the tradition, he
representing
souls of the dead.
says that the demons are the bastard
They entertained no doubt
that such demons were visible as if in
actual bodily
e
dem
ons
are
of an airy
presence, and were surprised that any one should
substance,
V f fto li
lntenor
the heavenly ether, and serve
e h
as intere er seen a demon
y
(Arist. frag.
io? r£
n
fn
preters between gods and men
193
All the air,
[Rose]).
(Epinom. 984 E)
they
said, is full of
a
g at demon like a11 s P irits h * ^ intersouls and these are called
demons and heroes, mediate
tZl 7 between
.
f
4,
the Divine and the mortal
it is
he
they who send dreams and signs of disease
conveys to the gods the prayers and sacrifices of
and good health not
only to men, but also to men, and to men the
and
commands and replies of
cattle.
sheep
With them relations are estab- the
202
gods (Symp.
lished by purification and
This recalls the PythaE).
expiation, by divination gorean doctrine
and by omens
previously quoted, and Proclus
(Diog. Laert. viii. 22)
Hence says it is also
Ar.stoxenus (Stob. Flor. 79.
Orphic modern critics have seen in
45) is following it a mode of
reconciliation between the old theoPythagoras when he recommends the worship of
logy and the new conception of an inaccessible
gods and demons, and the Golden Poem
places the god (Griippe, 1054).
Plato accepts the popular
heroes and subterranean
i.e.
the souls of view of
demons,
demons, as identical with the souls of the
the dead, after the
gods, but as worthy of honour dead
when a good man dies, he is honoured
corresponding to their degree.
by
Later doxobeing enrolled as a demon, which is only another
Pla
8 2) J° in
Pythagoras with rorrn ot oa Vfiuv, the wise one'
!V the
V Stoics
rhales, Plato and
(Craty'l. 398 B)
in holding that
Every man has a distinct demon which attends
demons and heroes are
spiritual substances, or
hfe and after death
souls separated from
(Phtedo, 107 D
d
a?n'l"d
bodies, and that there are
Each demon has his own allotted
Hep. 617 D).
good and bad demons
corresponding to the same sphere of operation, and watches over
varieties of soul
his appointed
There is also attributed to
h
™> a shepherd over his flock
Pythagoras the fantastic notion that the sound .'i-'f^f
(Polit. 211 D
&U x>). Hie
emitted from a brass
passages are drawn from
when struck is the the narrativeslast-quoted
gong
of the myths with which
voice of a demon shut
Plato
up within the metal diversified his more formal
arguments, and his
(Porphyr VM, Pyth. 41). The popular idea of true
mind is to be sought rather in a
an indwelling demon,
passage of
by which a man is pos- the
(90 A) in which, with a reminiscence
sessed or controlled, was refined and
interpreted of Heraehtus, he declares that God
has given to
To Heraclitus (frag. each
P hllos °phers.
1 fa
man, as a guiding genius, the supreme form
19 [Diels]) is ascribed the
pregnant saying that of soul within us, the rational
character is each man's
faculty which dwells
demon,' his inner self is 111 the summit of our
his true
body and lifts us towards our
and bis
;

;

i

m

\Ai n\ f

1

,',

,

'

I'

-

•

;

:

mfc"^

-

«

_2W«s

.

TnT

,

fate

divinity,

ownindividuality.

by Epicharmus

oT
VS?
258 rl
[Kaibel]).

ma

is

moulded by

The same thought

in a simpler

\

is

his

expressed

form
His disposia good or bad demon
(frag'

:

'

Similar but less
striking is the
saying of Democritus that blessedness dwells not
in herds or
gold, but the soul is the
place of the blessed being' (frag. 171 dwelling,
rDielsll
Democritus (Sext adv. Math. ix.
19) explained
the belief in gods
by degrading them to the level
of demons, which he held to be
material images perceptible to our senses, long-lived but not
immortal,
^mpedocles speaks of the wanderings of wicked
demons, which have been cast out of the abodes of
the blest but return there after a
banishment of
30,000 years during which
ous stages of incarnation they pass through vari(frag. 115 2)
These
as
«a!/«,«,,
Hippolytus explains, are human souls
y are 0t " ecessari 'y separable entities
sincp lh
«
1
since
the figurative
language of the poem requires
to be controlled
by the materialism of the philosophical system which it expounds
(see Burnet
VOL. IV.
lS
'

—

celestial kindred.
6
re

rted t0

have assented to the
iJ^fM?*!
if
belief that all
menP°,have demons which accompany
them during the whole
of their
,

existence (frag

period

mortal

193 [Rose])
but it is impossible
whether he attached to it
any philosophical
importance. Xenocrates agreed with the statement in the Timmus, that the soul of man is
his
guardian spirit (Arist. Top. ii. 6. 112a,
and
37)
he also maintained the existence of
a number of
and bad demons (Zeller,
Plato, etc. [Eng. tr.
^
1876] p 593)
But the school which did molt to
establish a belief in demons as a
part of the mental
equipment of its students was unquestionably the
htoie.
1 he Stoics
sought with unwearied industry
to say

K

;

;

to

bring every conception of popular religion into
connexion with their own
theology; and their

doctrine of pantheism enabled them without
difficulty to find a place for the demons within their
system. They were (irmly convinced of the existence of demons, which,
having like passions with
men, and responding to their desires and fears
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their pains and pleasures, superintended and
directed their fortunes (Diog. Laert. vii. 151).
These demons are composed of soul-substance,
which is not scattered and lost, as Epicurus maintained (frags. 336, 337 [Usener]), at the dissolution of the body, but, having in itself the principle
of permanence, is located in the region beneath
the moon, and sustained, like the other stars, by

the exhalations rising from the earth (Sext. adv.
Math. ix. 71). Posidonius, who gave particular
attention to the matter, explained that human
souls after death are not sufficiently pure to reach
the upper ether, and are restricted to the lower
level, where they congregate among the demons.
Hence it is that, with the strictest accuracy, the
soul dwelling within the body may be described
as the demon born with us (Schmekel, Philos. d.
mittl. Stoa, Berlin, 1892, p. 256).
On the other
hand, the Epicureans controverted these fairytales
there are no such beings as demons ; and,
even if there were, it is inconceivable that they
would assume human shape, or that it would be
possible for them to communicate with us by
speech or otherwise (Plut. Brut. 37; see, further,
Epieur. frags. 393, 394 [Usener]).
In writers of a later period, such as Maximus
Tyrius, Apuleius, and Philostratus, the maxims
of demonology have come to be
commonplaces,
partly owing to the influence of the sources which
we have enumerated, and partly by the contact
with Oriental civilizations, which had become continually more intimate since the beginning of the
Hellenistic epoch (Rohde, ii. 364
Gruppe, 1468).
Since the demons were regarded as unceasingly
active in the service of the gods, they were assigned a delinite place in the celestial hierarchy of
the Neo-Platonists, as subordinate to angels and
archangels (Porphyr. Ep. ad Arnob. 10; demons
were first associated with &yye\oi by Philo, according to Dieterich, Neki/ia, 61). Hence, as part
of the machinery by which the apologists of paganism sought to shore up their tottering edifice against
the assaults of the Christians, they appear with
considerable frequency in the controversial writings of the early Fathers of the Church.
It is not within the scope of this article to
examine the various methods employed by Greek
magic for the purpose of averting, deceiving, or
'

'

:

;

The details will be found
titles Charms and Amulets,
It is only within recent years that
the comparative study of anthropology lias shown
conciliating evil spirits.

elsewhere under the

Magic,

etc.

way by which the future investigation of
Greek religion must travel. But the evidence of
ritual drawn from literary sources is difficult to
appraise partly because the development of theology tended to obscure the primitive elements, and
the

;

partly because the ritual facts, even when separated from later accretions, are capable of various
It is well established that the
interpretations.
beating of drums and cymbals, and particularly of
various kinds of bronze vessels (schol. ad Theocr.
ii. 36), was intended to
frighten away any demons
which might be at hand on important or ceremonial
occasions
similarly, the use of iron was effective against demonic influence (Riess, in PanlyAVissowa, i. 50). When, however, the desire to
be on good terms with evil demons is held to be
the leading motive in such various rites as sworddances, the ploughing with magic animals, the
smearing of the face with chalk or meal, or the
;

dressing of
[1893] 243),

a boy

in girl's clothes

(cf.

Clll

vii.

must be remembered that such
hypotheses are far removed from certainty. The
it

debatable evidence will be found collected in
Gruppe, S94 IV.
For demons in relation to the Orphic cults, see
OlU'IilSlL

Literature.— The main facts are summarized in the articles,
'
1 Aunn.li
by von Sybel, in Roscher, i. 938, and by Waser,
in Pauly-Wissowa, iv. 2010, where references are
given to the
less accessible of the special treatises.
See also R. Heinze,
Xenocrates, Leipzig, 1892, pp. 78-123
J. Tamburnino, dc
1909.
Much
useful
Antiquorum Dtxmonistno, Giessen,
information will be found in O. Gruppe, Gr. Mythol. und
Religionsgesch., Munich, 1906 ; J. E. Harrison, Proleg. to the Study of
'

s.v.

,

;

Gr. Religion?, Cambridge, 1909 ; A. Dieterich, Nekyia,
Leipzig,
1893, esp. pp. 46-62 ; H. Usener, Golternainen, Bonn, 1896, esp.
2929.; E. Rohde, Psyche*, Tubingen, 1907.
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(Hebrew).— It

will

be most convenient to divide the material into
three periods

and

exilic

pre-exilic,

:

post-exilic,

and Apocryphal.
1. TlIE PRE-EXILIC PERIOD.— i. In the
early
Heb. poems there is but one allusion to an angel,
and none to spirits or demons. The ' holy ones
in Dt 33 2 later supposed to be angels (cf. Ac 7
Gal 3 1B He 2s ), were probably not a part of the
original text (cf. Driver, Deuteronomy, Edinburgh,
In Jg 5 s3 we read
Curse ye
1895, p. 392 ff. ).
Meroz, saith the angel of Jahweh.' Probably the
was
a
manifestation
of Jahweh, as in the
angel
J document.
2. Our next earliest evidence is in the J document. In Gn 3 24 cherubim are said to have been
the guardians of Eden's entrance. There is reason
to believe that these beings were personified winds.
They find a counterpart in the winged figures of
the Assyr. sculptures, which are often pictured in
'

5;1

,

,

,

'

:

the act of fertilizing the sacred palm tree hence
Tylor suggested that they were winds a view now
1
The association of such
accepted by many others.
figures with the tree of life would lead to the viewthat they were denizens of Paradise, and hence
guardians of the tree of life. Apart from the
cherubim, no other spirits appear in the early
chapters of Genesis, but Jahweh Himself deals
This is the case in the Eden
directly with men.
narrative (Gn 3), the Flood story (chs. 6-9), the confusion of tongues (ch. 11), and the story of Abraham
In the last-mentioned passage Jahweh
(ch. 15).
appears as a flame of fire.
In Gn 16" we first come upon the 'angel of
Jahweh,' who found Hagar in the wilderness and
aided her, but whom, as v. 13 shows, Hagar regarded as Jahweh Himself. The word here and
elsewhere in the OT translated 'angel,' maEalc, is
from a root which appears in Arabic as Idlca, and
in Ethiopic as la'aka, 'to go or
send as a messenger.' In this case mal'ak Jahweh means a
special mission or coming of Jahweh to accomplish
a special purpose. The angel is not, accordingly,
an angel in the later acceptation of the term. 2
The same is true of the following instances, which
all appear in J, or in literature closely akin to it.
In Gn 18 the word angel is not used, but Jahweh is said to

—

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

have visited Abraham.

The two angels' of ch. 19 are a later
addition to the narrative, and, in the language of a later epoch,
describe Jahweh's companions. In Gn 32--" r- a ' man comes
and wrestles with Jacob he is in reality Jahweh, though not
formally declared by the text to be so. This man represents
a 'mission or 'coming' of Jahweh, as did the 'angel of Jahweh in ch. 16. It is probably this man ' who is referred to in
Gn 48 16 as ' the angel which hath redeemed me [Jacob].' In Ex
3 2 the 'angel of Jahweh' appeared to Moses in the burning
hush, but it was Jahweh Himself who saw that Moses turned
aside to see the bush (v. *), and Jahweh who spoke to Moses
(v.7).
Similarly, the 'angel of Jahweh' appeared in the way to
2 -- 36
In Jos f>i3-l5 a 'man' appeared to
).
stop Balaam (Nu 22
Joshua as the captain of the host of Jahweh ; he was the same
'
manifestation elsewhere called the angel of Jahweh.' In Jg 81
'
'
or
the angel
manifestation' of Jahweh moved up from Gilgal
to Bethel. The angel of Jahweh appeared to Gideon (Jg (i 11 ),
and it is clear from vv. 21 23 that He was Jahweh Himself. The
same is true of the angel of Jahweh who appeared to the wife
of Manoah in Jg \3^.
In 2 S 24'1 David falls into the hand of
Jahweh, who turns out (v. IC) to be His angel.
In all these passages the 'angel of Jahweh' is
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

-

'

'

1 Cf.
Barton, Scm. Or., Ixmdon, 1902, )>, 91, and the references
there given ; also Skinner, Genesis, Edinburgh, 1910, p. 89 ff.;
for a divergent view, see art. OHIRUB, vol, iii. p. 608ff.
2 Cf. W, E. Addis, Documents «f thr Ih-xateuch,
London,

1892,

i.

24, n.
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Jahweh Himself, who has come upon some
mission.

it

Perhaps

special
regarded as a kind of

was

partial manifestation of Jahweh, but at all events
there was no clear line of distinction between
Jahweh and His angel. These manifestations of
Jahweh were regarded as blessed or beautiful
things, so that, when it was desired especially to
Thou art good in
praise a man, one said to him
9
17 »
sight as an angel of God (cf. 1 S 29 , 2 S 14
19-7 ).
At the same time, the term mal'ak was
often used to designate the messenger of a king
s
10
19 11 -"- 20 and cf. 1
20 2 , Jer 27 3 ).
(see 1 S 11 16
In the J document other beings of the Divine
'

:

'

my

-

K

,

besides Jahweh are represented as real.
These are called ' sons of God ' (bfnS ha-'eluliim) in
Gn 6- -4 , where they are said to have taken human
wives and to have begotten the heroes who lived in
olden days.
These beings are not called angels,
and do not appear again in pre-exilic literature.
In
the
document the same conditions of
3.
thought prevail, though here angels appear at

order

K

times in numbers.
In Gn 22 u an angel called to Abraham out of heaven to prevent the sacrifice of Isaac. The present text calls him the
'angel of Jahweh,' but it is thought that in the original form of
the text he was called the 'angel of God.' In Gn 2S 12 Jacob
saw the angels of God ascending and descending upon the ladder
of his dream, but they were so closely associated with God that
he said: 'This is none other than the house of God.' In Gn
31 11 the
angel of God appeared to Jacob in Aram, but v\13
tells us that he said
I am the God of Bethel.'
The angel was,
the angels of
then, only a manifestation of God. In Gn 32 lff
God' met Jacob, and he said: 'This is God's host.' Here
apparently the angels were a manifestation of God and of His
attendant company of spirits. In Ex 3 ib it was God Himself
who called to Moses out of the burning bush. In Ex 14^ the
angel of God who had gone before the camp of Israel removed
and went behind. This angel performed the same function as
the pillar of cloud in the J document (cf. Nu 20 16 ). That the
'angel of God' was practically identical with God is shown in
Ex 23 20ff-, where God declared that His name was in the angel
that should go before Israel.
'

'

'

:

-

'

'

'

'

'

There is, then, no radical difference of conception
between J and E. In both of them the angel of
is usually a manifestation of Deity Himla
self, though in one instance (Gn 32 '-) the angels
are apparently the spirits who accompany God.
23
In Jg g (a passage which G. F. Moore [SBOT,
New York, 1S98] attributes to E), God is said to
have sent an evil spirit between Abimeleeh and the
men of Shechem and similarly in 1 S 16 14 "™- 23 1810
(a passage which Budde attributes to J) an evil
spirit from God is said to have come upon Saul.
4. This last conception is similar to that in 1 K
22 1923 where Jahweh is thought of as surrounded
by a host of spirits. These spirits were as yet
undifferentiated. They had no moral character
they were neither angels nor demons, but took on
their character from the nature of the tasks which
they were given to perform. Jahweh Himself was
responsible for whatever was done He lured Ahab
to his death ; it was at His bidding that one of the
spirits became a lying spirit in the mouths of
Ahab's prophets to accomplish this end. The
spirits of Jahweh's court were not the oidy spirits
in which the Hebrews of the period believed.
In
2 K 2 12 and 6 17 reference is made to a kind of
horsemen of the air, who seem to have been regarded as spirit defenders of Israel, for one passage
relates that, when the chariot of fire took Elijah
The chariots of Israel
away, Elisha exclaimed
and the horsemen thereof
and the other represents these horsemen as the defenders of Elisha
from a foreign army.
5. There are few other references to angels or
An early Ephraimite
spirits before the Exile.
narrative (1 K 19 5 tells us that an angel touched
One late prophetic
Elijah and awakened him.
narrative tells us twice that an angel of Jahweh spoke to Elijah (2 K l 3 15 ), while another,
also late (1 K 13 18 ), tells that an angel spoke to
the Deity

;

,

;

;

'

:

'

!

)

-

another prophet.

In 2

K lO^Is 37

30

we

are told
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that an angel of Jahweh smote the Assyrians of
Sennacherib's army. Pre-exilic prophets make almost no reference to angels, although Hosea (12 4 )
declares that Jacob 'had power over the angel.'
This is a reference to the man of Gn 32 24ff-, and
'
is the only occurrence of
angel in a pre-exilic
prophet. The Deuteronomist makes no mention
of angels.
One Deut. editor refers to the angel of
Jahweh (Ex 33 2 ), but he was influenced by E.
6. One other class of supernatural beings of the
time before the Exile remains to be considered,
viz. the seraphim.
Our knowledge of them is
1 7
In his
gained from one passage only, Is 6
vision, Isaiah saw Jahweh, above whom the sera'

'

'

'

'

"

.

phim were standing.

Each one had

six wings,

and

they constantly uttered the trisagion. At the sound
the foundations of the threshold
were moved.' Finally, it was one of these who
took from the altar a live coal and touched the
of their voices

'

prophet's lips. It is clear that, like the cherubim, the seraphim were not angels {i.e. messengers),
but were attendants of Jahweh. Like the cherubim, they are composite figures, and later Jewish
in Parathought placed them with the cherubim
dise (cf. En. 61™ 71', Slav. En. 20 1 21 1 ).
Various explanations of the name and nature of the seraphiiu
have been offered.
(1) An old explanation, now generally
'

abandoned, derived sdrdph from the Arab, iarufa, to be eminent in glory,' and held the seraphim to be a kind of archangels.
(2) Delitzsch and Hommel have connected it with the Assyr.
burner,' an epithet applied to the Bab. god
karrapu, the
Nergal, a sun-deity but, although an old syllabary says that
this was the epithet of Nergal in the Westland,' no such deity
has appeared in any real Canaanite source, and is consequent!)'
improbable. (3) Cheyne (EBi, art. Demons ') has, under the
influence of the previous suggestion, attempted to connect the
name of the god Relief, whose name occurs in a Phoen. inscription (CIS i. 38). ThiB he equates with sdrdph, supposing that a
transposition of letters occurred a solution which seems even
more improbable. (4) Less satisfactory still was Hitzig's suggestion that sardph is to be connected with the Egyptian
Serapis. (5) More recently Marti and others have connected
the seraphim with the Egyptian griffins found, for example, in
These griffins were
a Xllth dynasty tomb at Beni Hassan.
winged, were guardians of the grave, and in demotic were
called seref (cf. K. Pietschmann, Gesch. der Phbnizier, Berlin,
the
true
177
1S89, p.
ff.).
explanation connects the
(6) Probably
6
seraphim with the fiery (seraphim) serpents of Nu 2l and supposes that the seraphim were primarily serpents. This view is
supported by the fact that Heb. tradition gave the serpent a
prominent role in Paradise (cf. Gn 3), that they worshipped a
lff
serpent-god down to the time of Hezekiah(2 K 18 -), that there
was at Jerusalem a well called the 'Dragon's fountain' (Neh
2 13
probably the modern Bir Eyyub), that a brazen serpent
was found at Gezer in the pre-exilic Hebrew stratum (R. A. S.
MacaUster, Bible Side-Lights from the Mound of Gezer, London,
'

;

'

'

—

,

;

1906, p. 76), and that in Kn. 207 serpents (Gr. dpaKovres) are
associated with the cherubim in Paradise, as in the Enoch passages cited above seraphim are associated with the cherubim.
In course of time these serpents of Paradise were regarded as
the attendants or guards of Jahweh, and were given wings, etc.
to make them composite.

In pre-exilic Hebrew thought, then, Jahweh had
three classes of attendants cherubim, spirits, and

—

The cherubim and seraphim were
seraphim.
guardians of Paradise and attendants of Jahweh.
The spirits were His courtiers, and might be sent
on missions by Him.
They played, however, a
very small part. Jahweh Himself was thought to
appear in special manifestations to accomplish His
purposes. Such manifestations were called the
'
angel of Jahweh,' or the angel of God.'
7. Of demons in this period there are but slight
In the old poem which now forms Dt 33
traces.
a that the
it is said in v.
deep (t'huin) coucheth
Driver has noted {Deut. p. 406)
(rdbeseth) beneath.
that rdbeseth is ordinarily used of an animal and,
when one recalls that under the kindred name
Tiamat the deep was personified in Babylonia as
a dragon, and that this dragon appears in postexilic Heb. literature as Rahab and Leviathan (see
13
below), it becomes probable that Dt 33
personified the subterranean abyss as a great dragon or
demon. In Dt 32" Hebrews are said to have sacrificed to shedim, not to 'ElCah (God).
Shedim was
understood by the translators of the Septuagint as
'

'

'

'

'

;
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demons, but, as it is made parallel with foreign
16
gods (cf. v. ), and is the equivalent of the Assyr.
'

'

sedu, or bull-deity, it is probable that it is used
here as the name of a foreign deity. The fact that
the root shed became in later Judaism the general
term for 'demon' (cf. Jastrow, Diet, of the Targ.,
Talmud, and Mid., New York, 1903, p. 1558a) does
not prove this inference wrong. If this view is
correct, it makes no difference to our subject

whether we date Dt 32, with Ewald and Dillmann,
in the reign of Jeroboam II.
with Kuenen and
Driver, about 630 B.C.
or, with Steuernagel, in the
;

;

e
supernatural beings. These are called b ne ha'elShim, or beings of the Divine order the old name
2"4
These beings are pictured as
employed in Gn 6
free to walk through the earth wherever they will,
but upon appointed days they gather to pay their
court to Jahweh. Satan is still a member of this
group, though he has become offended and has lost
his faith in the existence of disinterested virtue.
He is permitted to go forth upon a mission of experimentation a mission which proves most pain-

—

.

—

ful to his victim.
akin to that of 1

The whole conception

K 22.

is

In the poem, which

quite

is later

Exile.

than the prologue,

There are no clear references in pre-exilic literature to other demons, but it is probable that the
Hebrews of the period believed that demons inhabited waste places, and that they endeavoured to
The sacrifice to the wilderness
propitiate them.
demon Azazel (q.v.) (Lv 16) is clearly a survival
from pre-exilic days, and it is probable that Lilith
14
was an old wilderness demon.
(Is 34

little is of interest.
In 5 1 the possibility of
angelic intercessors is referred to. The angelic
18
are
here
called
and
beings
'holy ones.' In 4
15 IB these holy ones' are said to be less pure than
God, but much holier than men. The angel of
33 s3 (RV) is better rendered, with the margin,
messenger,' since Elihu is referring to himself and
not to a heavenly messenger (cf. Barton, Com. on
7
Job, N.Y., 1911). In 38 the 'sons of God' of
the prologue are referred to, and are identified
with the morning stars.
5. In the Psalter, angels are messengers of either
Ps 34 7 declares
The angel of
good or evil.
Jahweh encampeth round about them that fear
Ps 35 5, 6 declares
him,' i.e. he is their protection.
that God lets His angel chase and persecute the
wicked. Similarly, Ps 78™ declares that God cast
upon the Egyptians the fierceness of his anger,
wrath, indignation, and trouble, a band of evil
Here the angels are personifications of
angels.'
the wrath and indignation of Jahweh. Ps 104*
reverses in a way the process, declaring
He makes
his angels winds.' The angels as guardians are
n<
He shall give his
again referred to in Ps 91
angels charge over thee, to keep thee. They shall
bear thee up in their hands.' Ps 103 2" and 148 2
call upon angels as well as men to praise God.
Ps
89 6- ' implies that God is surrounded in heaven by
a council of angels. This is also implied in Ps
10320. 21 an j 248°, where the angels are spoken of as
the ministers who do God's pleasure,' and as 'his
host.'
In Ps 8 s where the present text, in speakThou hast made him little less
ing of man, reads
than God ('el6him), the reference is probably to
angels, and the original text was, perhaps, sons of

)

II. Exilic
and post-exilic canonical
material. — I. In Ezekiel the term 'angel' does
not occur, though in 9 2ff 6ff and in 40 3ff a supernatural man appears who performs the functions of
an angel. In the former passage he directs the
marking of idolaters for destruction in the latter
he measures off the dimensions of the new sanctuary. The older belief in spirits survives to some
extent in Ezekiel. In 2" 3' 2 " 8 lff a spirit is
said to have come upon Ezekiel and filled him with
ecstatic inspiration.
This spirit was one of the
members of Jahweh's court, of which 1 K 22 gives
such a vivid description (cf. Toy, SBOT, New York,
-

-

-

;

-

'

-

'

'

'

This usage of spirit is found only in the
1899).
earlier chapters of Ezekiel, and in 8 lff is made
5ir
synonymous with 'the hand of Jahweh.' In ll
-

-

the term

'

'

occurs, but it here approaches

spirit

more nearly the

spirit of

Jahweh, and does not

seem to denote a separate entity of a lower order.
It inspires the prophet to reflexion rather than
In other parts of Ezekiel spirits ' do not
ecstasy.
occur.
'

In Deutero-Isaiah angels are not mentioned,
only one reference to an angel
or spirit is found, viz. the angel of his [Jahweh's]
9
The expression
presence' [Heb. 'face'], Is 63
occurs in a poetic reference to the angel mentioned
in Ex 23 21 , of whom it was said, My name is in
him.' The term presence or 'face' seems to be
borrowed from Ex 33 - ff -, where Jahweh says to
2.

and

in Trito-Isaiah

'

.

'

'

'

1

Moses

'

My

presence shall go with thee.' The
reference in Isaiah really betokens a post-exilic
survival
of a pre-exilic idea.
literary
3. In Zeehariah the
angel in the function of
messenger appears as a fixed idea. The angel
talked with the prophet, and in this way Zeehariah
received all his prophetic messages (cf. Zee 1"- "• 12
13. 14. 19
10
51s.
6 4. i?)
The angel is here cIearly an
intermediary between God and man. Zeehariah
never is said to have seen God. In Zeehariah, too,
we meet for the first time with the division of
3 4
one angel is clearly
angels into ranks. In 2
the commander of another, and sends him on a
mission.
The angel of Jahweh appears here also
as a kind of guardian of Israel, since he protects
the priest, the representative of the nation. In
uff
l
and 4 lff the angel of Jahweh appears as a kind
of Grand Vizier among the other angels. Possibly
this early differentiation of angels into ranks was
due to Persian influence, though this seems improbable, for, when this prophecy was written,
only twenty years had elapsed since Cyrus's conquest of Babylonia and Palestine.
4. In the liook of Job we have different strata.
The prologue is older than the poem, and may
have been composed before the Exile. In it
Jahweh is represented as surrounded by a court of
:

'

'

-

-

'

-

-

'

little is said of angels,

though

that

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

:

'

-

:

'

,

'

:

'

'

God' (b'niha-elOhtm).
6. The Priestly document contains no reference
It conceives of God as far
to angels.
away, but
also as so powerful that He can simply speak and
His word is obeyed. It represents Him in Leviticus as speaking to Moses, but how He spoke it
never tells. It gives no hint that it was through

angels.
7. The same is true of the Books of Chronicles,
which are closely dependent upon P for their point
of view.
The Chronicler mentions angels in two
21
The former
passages only, 1 Ch 21 and 2 Ch 32
.

passage is dependent on 2 S 24, and has taken
over the angel who inflicted the punishment for
David's census (see vv. 8 "• 12 ls " ls ) the latter is
s5
dependent upon 2 K 19 and has taken over the
story of the angel who destroyed Sennacherib's
-

'

-

;

,

army.
8. Angels do not really appear in the Book

of
Ecclesiastes. The word angel is found, it is true,
in 5" (Heb. 5 6 ), but it is probably a reverent way
of referring to God Himself (cf. Barton, Ecclesiastes,
in ICC, 1908). The Chronicler had set the example
for this procedure by making the angel who
w -").
afflicted Israel stand for God (cf. 1 Ch 21
9. In the liook of Daniel the belief in angels
re-appears, and they arc16 thought26to be exalted far
above man (see 8 16- ' 8 10 ). In S an angel comes
in human form to deliver the three children from
'

'

-

the fiery furnace

(cf. v.

28
),

and

in 6--

God's angel
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said to have stopped the mouths of the lions.
of the division of angels into ranks,

which was found in Zechariah, re-appears in an
accentuated form in Daniel. Each nation apparently has a 'prince' or archangel detailed to look
after its interests, so that there is a prince of the
12 " 20
a 'prince of Greece'
),
kingdom of Persia' (10
'

The last
(KP), and a 'prince of Israel' (10 ).
mentioned is Michael, who was 'one of the chief
13
princes' (10 12 ).
Possibly this conception is also
found in Is 33'- "-, which dates from about 335333 B.C. In Daniel, too, we come upon a new
feature found in no other canonical book of the
the angels, or at least the archangels,
period
begin to have names. In addition to Michael,
the man Gabriel (Gabriel
mentioned,
already
means 'hero or man of God') appeared to impart
wisdom to Daniel (8 16<r 9 21ff-). The giving of
definite proper names to angels a feature very
common in some of the apocryphal books marks
another step forward in the evolution of the con21

1

1

:

'

-

—

the 'angel of his presence' (Is 63°), which,
to this
as pointed out above, is a poetic way of referring
to a pre-exilic idea ; and the individual angels
Michael and Gabriel. These last appear in Daniel
only, the latest book of the canon to contain any
reference to angels. They are canonical examples
of a tendency which is abundantly illustrated in
the apocryphal literature to individualize angels
and to attribute permanent characteristics to
:

The conception

'
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—

them. The name Michael, meaning Who is like
God?', was a natural one to apply to an angel,
though it had previously been borne by a number
'

men (see Nu 13 13 1 Ch 5 13 " 640 7 3 8 16 1220 27 18
Ch 21 2 and Ezr 8"). Gabriel, as already noted,
man of God,' and was also a natural
name to give an angel.
II. The Hebrew belief in demons belongs especi-

of

,

,

2

,

'

signifies

There were
ally to the time after the Exile.
In preseveral causes which led to this belief.
exilic times, it had been thought that Jahweh did

everything, both good and bad. Amos says (3°)
Shall evil befall a city and Jahweh hath not done
it?'
This evil might be accomplished through the
22 1923 but
agency of non-ethical spirits, as in 1
.

'

ception.
post-exilic time as a whole, some
interesting general facts with reference to angels
be
gathered. They are called by a variety
may
of names
'sons of God,' i.e. of 'elShim (Job l 6 2',
M ); 'eldhim, i.e.
5
9
'gods' (Ps S and perhaps 97 ),
'sons of the mighty,' i.e. of 'eltm, lit. 'gods' (Ps
29 1 89 6 ); 'elim, or 'gods' (Ex 15") ; gibMrim, or
10.

Taking the

:

Dn3

'heroes' (Jl 3 [4] u )

;

skom'rim, or 'Keepers' (Is

'host of the height' (Is 24 21 ) ; 'morning
;
'
stars' (Job 38 7 ) ; 'Mm, i.e. watchers' (Dn 4 I7 1J )) ;
s
Ps 89 7 ), and 'princes' (Dn
'holy ones' Zee 14
1Q13. 20. 2ij_
Although angels are once identified
with stars (Job 38 7 ), there is no attempt in the
canonical books, such as appears in some of the
apocryphal books, to define the nature of angels
or to tell the substance of which they are composed.
The term 'host of the height' applied to them in
Is 24 21 is, no doubt, a modification of the pre-exilic
'
phrase host of heaven,' which was applied to
the stars. During the last years of the Judrean
those had been worshipped (see Jer S 2 ,
monarchy
s
19
Zeph I , Dt 4 ) ; they were then considered as
gods, and the prophets opposed their worship.
As the close of the Exile drew near, Jahweh was
declared to be supreme over them (Is 45 12 ; cf.
4026 ), and in Neh 9 6 they are said to worship
Jahweh. Apparently it was believed that this
host was not subdued to the position of subordi-

62")

l

,

nates and worshippers without a struggle (see
Job 25 2 Is 24- 1 27 1 34 5 ), and the reference in 27 1 to
Leviathan, which, as shown below, is a name for
the Bab. dragon Tiamat, suggests that the idea
of a struggle was borrowed from the Babylonian
Creation Epic.
,

It has been held by some that the division of angels into
ranks and the belief in archangels point to the fact that the
angels originated in the subjugation of other gods to Jahweh.
The argument in favour of this view is strong. It would seem
improbable that the development of archangels was due in the
first place to Persian influence, for they appear already in
The fact
Zechariah, when Persian influence was too new.
that in Daniel the different archangels are each the prince or
guardian of a special nation is in favour of the origin suggested,
for it assigns to them just the role that the national gods of
the heathen world had performed.

The functions of angels were various. They
acted as Jahweh's court (Job 1. 2) and as His council
7
(Ps 89
they might be intercessors for men (Job
1
5 ), or guardians of the righteous (Ps. 34 7 ), whom
1
:6
bear
they
up in their hands (Ps 91 "-, Nu 20 [P])
they are the guides and channels of Divine revela)

;

;

tion to prophets (Zee

they

IQs-iiff.j.
49
(Ps 78 )

;

inflict

some

of

l

9-

"

12 -

""

19

etc.,

Dn

8 16ff

-

punishment on the wicked

them guard the nations (Dn

an(j jjj general they do whatever Jahweh
wishes to have done.
Angels during this period were for the most part
without names. There are only three exceptions
jq2o. 2i)

.

K

,

in reality responsible for it.
As in
the case of the spirit that visited Saul, it might
be called an 'evil spirit' (1 S 16 14ir-) but this only
signified that its effects were undesirable, not that
the spirit was morally bad. The spirit in this
case came from Jahweh, and He was really responThis view was entertained by one writer
sible.
until near the close of the Exile, for Deutero'
I make
Isaiah represents Jahweh as saying
7
In the time after
peace, and create evil (Is 45 ).
the Exile, men began to feel that to attribute evil
to God was to think unworthily of Him ; hence the
occurrence of evil was ascribed to the agency of
demons. This was, however, only one of the forces
at work. With the triumph of monotheism the
belief in the reality of the heathen deities did
not altogether disappear, and those gods whose
worshippers had been hostile to Israel, or had
opposed the prophets so as to be denounced in the
sacred books, were reduced to the rank of demons.
From time immemorial, too, the belief had existed
that dark and deserted localities were inhabited
by unfriendly spirits. From the earliest times,
pains had been taken to propitiate some of these

Jahweh was

;

:

'

by sacrifices, and such unfriendly spirits now
became demons in the commonly accepted view.
Then, too, the old mythology had preserved the

memory of a heavenly court of spirits, or b'nS
ha-'eldhtm.
It kept alive the memory of how
some of these spirits had been commissioned in
the olden time to bring men to destruction, and
from this circle of ideas there was born a belief in
an arch-enemy of good Satan who has since
held a large place in the world's thought. Some
of these demons were believed to inhabit the
deserts and to roam about at night (cf. Is 13 21 34 14 ).
Like the jinn of the Arabs, they were supposed to
take on the forms of wild animals. Some of them

—

—

maintained the quasi-Divine character which
they had possessed before the Exile, and sacrifices
were still ottered to them. Once it is implied
that the home of the arch-demon is in Sheol

still

(cf.

Job

18").

Of individual demons, the one that played the
largest part in later thought is Satan, though he
appears in but three passages of the OT. {a) The
earliest of these is the prologue of Job, which may
'
be pre-exilic. Here Satan is one of the sons of
'
God,' or spirits,' who compose the court of Jahweh.
Much of the character of the un-ethical spirit
which was sent on a mission of evil to men still
attaches to him, but he has developed beyond
this, for he has become permanently sceptical of
He can do nothing without
disinterested virtue.
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thought to be a cause of regret to Jahweh. In
consequence of Jalnveli's concern for Satan and
His desire to win him once more to a proper
attitude, He permits liim to make investigations
in disinterested virtue by bringing evil upon Job.
In this narrative Jahweh is represented as ultimately responsible for the evil, but it is permitted
the scattering of the doubts which
for a good end

—

had invaded the angelic circle and embittered one
of the courtiers of heaven.
1
the high
(b) In Zee 3 Satan appears to oppose
'
priest Joshua before the angel of Jahweh.' The
'Adversary' (for such is the meaning of the name
Satan) stands in the court of J ahweh as a public
prosecutor, and, as Joshua is the representative
of the nation, so Satan is the adversary or prosecutor of the nation. The fact that the angel of

Jahweh rebukes him shows that Satan has undertaken his evil opposition to the people of God on
his own initiative and not by Divine permission,
as was the case in the Book of Job. His malignity
is accordingly somewhat more developed, and in
the circle of ideas represented by this passage
Satan really relieves Jahweh of the responsibility
for evil.
(c)

The only

other

OT

passage where Satan

is

1
is 1 Ch 21
which is a further witness
to the fact that Satan was now held to be responThe chapter
sible for the existence of evil.
gives an account of David's census and of the

mentioned

,

and

dependent on 2 S 24
punishment for it,
but, whereas it is said in Samuel that Jahweh said
number
to David,
Israel,' because He was
Go,
angry with the people, it is said in Chronicles
that Satan 'moved David to number Israel.'
Satan is clearly a development out of the group
of spirits which were in earlier days thought to
form Jahweh's court, members of which were sent
upon errands of disaster to men.
Another demon who appears in one post-exilic
In
canonical passage (Lv 16) is Azazel (q.v.).
is

;

'

the ritual of the Day of Atonement it is prescribed
that a goat shall be chosen for Azazel, that the
sins of the people shall be confessed over him, and
that then he shall be sent into the wilderness
'

by a special messenger and turned loose (cf. Lv
io.
T ne g oa j s j n reality a sacrifice to
Igs.
:.6)
Azazel. The ritual of this chapter is clearly a
survival from pre-exilic days.
It is also clear that
Azazel was a wilderness demon, and probably the
(,

sacrifice was originally offered to him to propitiate
him. It is, accordingly, a survival from a kind

of worship of fear.
The
'entire removal.'
Another class of demons

name

'Aza'zcl signifies
'

were se'irim, lit. hairy
ones' (14 V 'satyrs'; marg. 'he-goats'), who, like
Azazel, were thought to inhabit wastes and ruins.
Is 34 14 , in a picture of the future desolation of

Edom, says that 'satyr
21

shall

call

Ch

ll 15 , in

to his fellow
there ; and Is 13 , an exilic passage, in portraying
the desolation of Babylon, declares that 'satyrs
shall dance there.' Just as the Arabs degraded
the gods of the heathen to jinn and attributed to
them some of the hairy characteristics of animals,
so these satyrs
appear to have been originally
heathen deities (cf. \V. 14. Smith, Bel. Scm* 120 ft', j.
It is for this reason that Lv 17 7 prohibits, for the
future, sacrifice to satyrs, implying in the statement that they had been the recipients of sacrifices
'

in

the past.

—

Similarly 2

reproducing

1
K 1231 the statement concerning Jeroboam's
arrangements of priests for the high places
amplifies it by saying that he appointed priests
for the satyrs and calves which he had made.'
The shedim which are mentioned in Dt 32" are
once referred to in a post-exilic canonical writing,
Ps 106 37 where shaltm is a synonym for demons.

—

'

,

The word

really, as the parallelism shows, refers
to the heathen deities of the Canaauites, whom
some of the post-exilic writers made satyrs, as
That it was the intention of the
just noted.
Psalmist to call them demons here is confirmed by
the fact that in the Mishna and Talmud shed is
the root used to designate demons in general (cf.
Jastrow, Diet. p. 1558ns).
Is 34" mentions Lilith (RV 'night-monster') in

connexion with satyrs. It is probable that the
name is connected with the Heb. root for night,'
and that Lilith was a night-monster or demon
which was thought to lurk in desolate places.
The horse-leech' ('aMqa) of Pr 30 16 was perhaps
a demon.
While there was a large leech to
which the name was applied, it was also regarded
by the Jews of later time as the name of a demon.
This seems to be the case in the Targ. to Ps 15P,
which says
The wicked go round in circles like
'alilqa, who suck the blood of men.'
In Ca 27 3 6 the Shunammite adjures the daughters
of Jerusalem by the roes and hinds of the field.'
These are here probably not simple animals, but
faun-like spirits by whom, as by other supernatural
beings, adjurations could be made.
In four passages (all exilic or post-exilic) a great
demon or dragon called Rahab appears. She was
surrounded by a host of helpers, but after a severe
struggle she and her helpers were overcome by
Is 51 9
Art not
Jahweh. The passages are
thou he who hewed Rahab in pieces, who pierced
13
?
Job
The helpers of
9
through the dragon
Rahab do stoop under him how much less shall
I answer him?';
Job 26' 2 13 'He quelleth the
sea with his power, by his understanding he
smiteth through Rahab by his breath the heavens
Ps 89 10 Thou hast broken
are bright,' etc.
Rahab in pieces as one that is slain thou hast
scattered thine enemies with the arm of thy
strength.' It has long been recognized (see the
'

'

'

:

'

'

:

'

'

;

;

-

;

'

;

;

JAOS

'Tiamat' in
xv. [1890]) that
in those passages is simply another name
for the Bab. primeval sea-monster Tiamat.
She is,
writer's art.

Rahab

accordingly, here not a native Heb. demon. For
the original picture of her and her helpers, see
L. W. King, Seven Tablets of Creation, London,

iv.
Although Rahab is not
she plays a considerable part
Jahweh was naturally
in the story circulated
among the Hebrews, and His worshippers magnified His power as they thought of the might of
this terrible dragon of a demon.
In at least two passages this primitive Bab.
monster was known among the Hebrews as
Leviathan. In Job 3 8 Leviathan is evidently a
mythical dragon capable of darkening the day,
Thou brakest the
while in Ps 74 u we read,
heads of Leviathan in pieces,' and vv. 18 " go on
to speak of the creation of the sun, the fixing of
earth's bounds, and the making of summer and
winter.
In the psalm, therefore, we clearly have
a reference to the Bab. Creation Epic, and it is
probable that the passage from Job refers to the
same monster. In Job 41 the crocodile is described
under the name Leviathan, but in vv. 19-21 the
description of the natural animal is mingled with
elements drawn from a mythical fire-breathing
dragon. It is probable, therefore, that Leviathan,
like Rahab, was the Bab. Tiamat under another

1902, Tablets

ii.

native to Heb.

and

soil,

in

post-exilic thought.
substituted for Marduk

'

-

name.
III.

In Apocryphal literature.— While

but few individual demons can be traced in the
canonical literature, the apocryphal writings boar
witness to the fact that the popular thought
abounded with them. In the Apocalyptic writ iugs
of the Jews, composed prior to A.l>. 100, :ill the
main features of belief in spirits, angels, and

DEMONS AND
demons which appear

SPIRITS (Hebrew)

in the canonical literature

There

were continued and heightened.

is,

how-

ever, a great difference between them in this
Some of them, like Sirach and Maccarespect.
Sirach
bees, make almost no reference to angels.

mentions only the angel that destroyed the
21
Assyrian army (48 ), the writer of 1 Mac mentions
41
angels only in referring to this event (7 )i while
the author of 2 Mac refers to them only in saying
that the Jews of the Maceabrean time prayed that
an angel might be sent to smite the Greeks, as
one was sent to smite the Assyrians (cf. II 8 15 s '-).
Similarly, the Wisdom of Solomon makes no
reference to angels except that in describing the
Exodus it declares that the word of God was an
active angel of vengeance (cf. Wis IS' 6 ).
In some
of the Enoch apocalypses, on the other hand,
belief in angelic and demoniacal agency is carried
to great length.
This is especially true of the
oldest Enoch apocalypse (Eth. En. 1-36), of the
Parables (Eth. En. 37-71), and of the Slavonic
Enoch. Other works make a more moderate use
of this belief, although it clearly underlies all
their thinking.
This is true of Tobit, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Apocalypse of
Baruch, the Greek additions to Daniel, 2 Esdras,
and the Book of Jubilees. The beliefs continued
and were in some respects intensified, but, in
proportion as the writers came under the sway of
Greek rationalistic thought, they ceased to feel
the need for such supernatural agencies.
The
author of Jubilees, in re-telling the story of
Genesis, employs angels only where they appear
in that book.
1. In certain writers the old tendency to attribute a spirit to everything still manifests itself.
The author of the Enoch Parables speaks of a
spirit of the sea, of hoar-frost, of hail, of snow, of
17 "'- 1
while
fog, of dew, and of rain (Eth. En. 60
),
his favourite title for God is ' Lord of spirits
2 4
la
39
and passim). The author of Jubilees
(38
speaks of the spirits of fire, wind, darkness, hail,
'

-

thunder, cold and heat, winter and
summer (Jub 2 ), but he calls them angels at the
same time, and he also terms the 'watchers' (an
older name for angels) the
fathers of spirits
5
These two agree in making spirits of the
(10 ).
phenomena of Nature. In a different vein from
those, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs

snow,

frost,

1

'

'

make

Those
spirits of man's immoral tendencies.
are in reality demons, and are under the
spirits
direction of Beliar, the prince of demons (see art.
BELIAL). Thus, we are told that there are seven
1
These seven are
spirits of deceit (Reuben 2 ).
said to be the spirit of fornication, of insatiableness (resident in the belly), of lighting (resident in
the liver and gall), of obsequiousness and chicanery,
of pride, of lying and fraud, and of injustice with
which are thefts and acts of rapacity (cf. Reuben
3 3 ", Simeon 6 7 Judah 20 1 , Dan 5 4 Gad 4 7 ).
Later
additions make the senses and sleep spirits of
wickedness (Reuben 23 3 1 ). The function of these
spirits was to lead men into various sins, and,
after having done so, to take vengeance on them
s
(Levi 3 ). The evil spirit which a man had served
was said to await his soul as it left his body at
death in order to torment it (Asher G 5 ). In most
,

,

Apocryphal books the spirits have passed
over either into angels or into demons.
2. Through literary influence there is a slight
survival of the Cherubim and Seraphim of an earlier
time. They, together with the Ophanim (serpentbeings developed out of the original Seraphim),
are said to be holy angels who praise God (Eth.
En. 61 10 71 7 Slav. En. 20 1 21 1
but these beings
play no important part in the thought of the
of the

,

)

;

period.
3.

It is far

otherwise with the angels,

who

are

599

declared to be innumerable (Apoc. Bar. 59"). This
clearly represents the view of several of these
Thus the author of the Enoch Parables
writers.
declares that the Most
is accompanied
_;
l>\
lOOOx 1000 and 10000 x 10000 angels (Eth. En. 60
were
to
be
the
Angels
thought
agency by
71^).
which everything was performed. Thus, it is said
that myriads of angels accompany the sun on his
course (Slav. En. II 4 M ), and that 400 take the
sun's crown to God at sunset, and return it to the
sun in the morning (14 2,3 ). How vast must have
been, then, the number of all the angels
These numerous angelic hosts were believed to
be divided into ranks.
Distinguished from the
common mass, the archangels commanded and
directed others. This division appears most clearly
in the evil angels or demons, a long list of whose
leaders is given in the earliest Enoch apocalypse
and in the Enoch parables (cf. Eth. En. 6 7 and 69 : ).
This list will be further considered in discussing
demons below. The good angels had similar chief3
tains, of whom Gabriel was one (Slav. En. 21 ). But,
apart from the archangels, the angelic hosts were
It is
thought to bo divided into several ranks.
said in Slav. En. 20 3 that, as the Lord sat on His
throne, the heavenly hosts stood on the ten steps
of it according to their rank. This implies that
there were numerous gradations of rank.
Four
angels were called 'angels of the throne.' They
were Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, and Raphael (Eth.
En. 9 1 40 2 and Sib. Or. ii. 215), though two passages
9
9
substitute Phanuel (i.e. Penuel) for Uriel.
(40 71
Just as human hosts had human commanders, so
the archangels were the commanders of the others.
Thus in the Testament of Levi 3 5lr the angel of the
Presence is counted an archangel, to whom angels
1

1

i

1 1

1

-

!

)

-

below

make an announcement

of

what

tran-

is

spiring. This development of the angelic hosts
into ranks was to some extent reflected in the
canonical literature, and its later development

have been influenced by contact with Persian
thought.
As to the nature of angels, the conception was not
uniform. At first they were considered a kind of
supernatural men thus, in all the books that speak
of them, they are frequently called men (see, e.g.,
Slav. En. 1-7). They are, like men, said to possess
bodies and spirits (Eth. En. 67 8 ). They intermarried
at one time with human women (Eth. En. 7 1 Slav.

may

:

'

'

,

En. 18 4 ). Enoch after translation became an angel
(Slav. En. 22), showing that they were considered
in many ways kindred to men. This view is a survival of the old conception reflected in Gn 6 2 4
Gradually another view developed, according to
which the constitution of angels was quite different
from that of men. They are, accordingly, said to
have a nature like that of fire (Slav. En. 29 3 ), and
to have been made at the beginning of flame and
6
fire (Apoc. Bar. 21 )
their splendour is said to be
9
equal to that of the stars (51 ). This view was, in
some cases where tradition perpetuated the crasser
Thus Enoch was
view, blended with the other.
thought to have been put through a process of
purification and glorification before he became an
angel (Slav. En. 22) and later, when he was permitted to return to the earth for thirty days, an
angel chilled his face, apparently to dim the lustre
of its angelic glory, before he descended to mingle
with men (cf. Slav. En. 36 2 37' 38 1 ). The forces of
Nature were at times regarded as angels. Thus
frost, hail, and fog are so designated in Eth. En.
60 17 19 and the author of Jubilees calls these and
"

.

1-

;

;

"

,

similar forces of Nature indifferently 'spirits' and
1
'angels' (Jub. 2 ). At the same time angels were
thought to have definite limitations. They were
not able to hinder the work of God (Eth. En. 41")
they were ignorant of their own origin (Slav. En.
24 s ) fallen angels could not see the glory of God
;

;
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21
Slav. En. 24 3 ), and Enoch, a man,
(Eth. En. 14
interceded for them (Eth. En. 15 2 ).
The whole course of Nature was thought to be
carried on by angelic agency.
Myriads of angels
attend the sun (Slav. En. 14), they regulate the
courses of the stars (ch. 19), they guard the habita,

tions of snowT (ch. 5), and keep the treasuries of oil
(ch. 6).
Spirits or angels control the lightning,
causing a pause before the thunder comes (Eth. En.
g |U-i5)
They control the workings of frost, hail,
mist, dew, and rain ; they preside over the treasuries of these (vv. 16 22 ).
Activities of many other
kinds were attributed to angels. They kept the
of
Eden
En.
(Slav.
8) ; fiery angels now
garden
surround Paradise (30 1 ) and angels built the ark
(

;

2
(Eth. En. 67 ).
One of the important functions of angels was to
guide and instruct the great apocalyptic seers. The
8
3
angel of peace went with Enoch (Eth. En. 40 43 ),
and conducted him to the first heaven (Slav. En. 3),
while Gabriel later took Enoch to God (20 2 ). An
«• « 5 15 7 1
angel talked to Ezra (2 Es 2«) ; and Uriel
was sent to Ezra (4 1 <* 5 15 M 7 1 10 28 29 ). An angel
revealed to Jacob Reuben's sin with Bilhah (Test.
of Reuben 3 15 ) an angel invited Levi to heaven, and
showed him the secret of heaven to prepare him for
the priesthood (Test, of Levi 2 6 5 1 ) an angel informed the patriarch Judah that he should be king
of Jacob (Test, of Judah 21 5 ), and announced to
Jacob the birth of Rachel's children (Test, of
Issachar 2 1 ). The angel of peace guides the soul
of a good man at death (Test, of Benj. 6 1 ). Angels,
called watchers,' came to earth in the days of Jared
to teach men (Jub. 4 16 ) ; an angel, spoken of as a
H
'holy one,' called to Hagar (17 ) ; angels went up
and down the ladder of J acob's dream (27 21 ) angels
smote the flames of fire for the three children (v. 26 ).
An angel told Habakkuk to carry his dinner to
Daniel who was in the lion's den at Babylon, and
took Habakkuk by the hair and transported him
-

-

-

;

;

'

;

from Jiukea to Babylon for this purpose and back
84 "89
The angel Raphael came to
again (Bel vv.
).
heal Tobit's blindness (To 3 17 ), accompanied the
4 " 6 21
Tobias
), instructed him how to drive
(5
young
an evil spirit away (6. 8 2ff-), was sent by Tobias to
Media after money (9 lff-), opened Tobit's eyes
-

an(| was
ffere(j na if fj le money (125).
Angels are portrayed as pitiful ; they were in
anguish when Zion was delivered to destruction
2
(Apoc. Bar. 67 ) and they are also represented as
(112cr. 7ff.) (

;

intercessors (Test, of Levi 3 5 5 7 , Test, of Dan 6 2 ).
It thus appears that all possible helpful agencies
were attributed to them.
As angels were God's agents for blessing, so they
were His instruments of chastisement.
In the
time of the Maccabees, prayer was offered that an
the
as
an
Greeks,
angel might destroy
angel de6
22
stroyed the Assyrians (2 Mac ll 15 ). Enoch in
the place of punishment saw angels administering
torture (Slav. En. 10 2ff-). It was believed that on
the Day of Judgment an angel would be appointed
2
avenger (Assump. Mos. 10 ). An angel of God is
said to have received orders to cut a sinner in twain
M 69
vv.
word
The
of
God was said to have
).
(Sus
been an active angel of vengeance on the night of
the Exodus (Wis 18 16 ), and two angels were believed
to have once descended from heaven to bind a hostile
18
king (3 Mac 6 ). When Jerusalem was destroyed,
four angels stood at its four corners with lamps and
1
1
There
accomplished its ruin (Apoc. Bar 7 8 ).
was also an angel whose chief function was to bring
death (21 23 ).
Whatever, therefore, needed to be
accomplished, whether good or bad, there was an
angel to do it.
-

The tendency observable in a slight degree in the
canonical literature to give the angels individual
names appears in a greatly heightened form in the
Apocryphal

literature.

4. The conceptions of demons which appear in
the Apocryphal literature are of four distinct types.
Two of these regard the arch-demons as fallen
angels, hut in one type this angelic genesis of demons
is much more prominent than in the other,
(a) In
the canonical literature discussed above, Satan was
regarded as once of the number of the Divine beings
who formed Jahweh's court (Job 1. 2). The steps
by which in the canonical literature he became the
great opposer of good have already been sketched.
In one type of Apocryphal thought he became the

arch-demon, who tempted man and led him astray
4
31
These writers
(see Wis 2'- and Slav. En. 3 ).
simply took Satan over from the canonical literature, and his semi-Divine or angelic origin apparently was forgotten. The author of Wisdom moved
in an atmosphere of philosophic thought in which
neither angels nor demons played any considerable
The author of Slavonic Enoch, though he
part.
makes much of angels, has almost nothing to say
of demons. He probably believed in them, but the
interest of his narrative led him to place the emphasis elsewhere. These writers call Satan by the
Gr.

tr. of his name, diabolos, or 'devil.'
They
identify him with the serpent of Eden, and account
for the origin of sin by his agency in leading man
astray.
(6) The authors of Eth. En. 1-36 and of the Enoch
Parables (En. 37-71) represent a different type,
being much more keenly interested in tracing the
Instead of taking
origin of demons and of evil.
one arch-demon from the canonical literature, they
2' 4
go back to the narrative of Gn 6 , and account for
the origin of demons and of sin by elaborating the
hint there given. Persian dualism had sufficiently
influenced their thought, so that matter was to
them corrupt. That angels should come to earth

and have connexion with human wives implied,
they thought, a previous rebellion and sin on the
part of the angels. The hint which supplied the
point of departure for this view was probably given
by the story of Satan in the prologue of the Book
of Job.
Those angelic hosts who sinned were
numerous, but they were led by certain archangels,
whose names are given somewhat differently by the
two writers. These with their followers landed on
Mount Hermon, and, after satisfying themselves
with human wives, taught men various sins, some
teaching one and some another. One taught enchantments, another astrology, another the making
of swords, another the art of abortion, and another
that of writing. The one who taught the use of
coats of mail and of swords also seduced Eve (cf.
Eth. En. 6-9 and 69).
These writers, like the
author of the J document of the Hexateuch, regarded the arts of civilization as having had a
common origin with sin. Among the names of
these arch-demons the canonical names of Satan
and Azazel are found, but they play a comparatively
small part. The r6le of Azazel is more prominent
than that of Satan. The larger number of these
angels (and to them are attributed the most hurtful
influences) are called by names not found in the
canonical literature. It appears from these names
that many of them were cal led by names appropriate
to angels. The degradation of the names to demons
was in accord with the theory that they were fallen
In one passage (Eth. En. 21 8 ) they are
angels.
identified with the stars.
Having introduced sin
into the world, those fallen angels were regarded
as the presiding geniuses of various forms of transgression and corruption. They were themselves,
however, thought to be already undergoing punishment. They were bound and were being tormented
10
54 -").
by a great fire (Eth. En. 21
(c) The Book of Tobit represents a third type of
thought. In it but one demon appears, Asmodaeus,
and he is clearly, as his name implies, of Persian
"

—

1

—
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(Bombax heplaphyllum), and the
dead, lead them a very miserable life.

prets, or spirits of the
When the lost ray of
light leaves the forest, and the darkness settles down upon their
villages, all the Tharus, men, women, and children, huddle
ther inside their fast-closed huts, in mortal dread of those
the leopards, tigen,
ghostly beings, more savage and cruel than
Oldy the
and bears that now prowl about for their prey.
terrible cry of" Fire" will bring these poor fear-stricken creatures
to open tlic doors and remove the heavy barriers from their
And even in the daytime, amid the hum of
huts at night.
human life, the songs of the birds, and the lowing of the cattle,
no Tharu, man, woman, or child, would ever venture along a
forest-line, without casting a leaf, a branch, or a piece of old
"
king of the woods"],
rag, upon the bansati [Skr. vanaspati,
formed at the entrance of deep woods, to save them from the
many diseases and accidents the goblins and malignant spirits
of the forests can bring upon and cause them (S. Knowles, The
(Impel in Gonda, 1889, p. 214).
In S. India, where this belief is even more widely spread
than in the N., ' every village is believed by the people to be
surrounded by evil spirits, who are always on the watch to
inflict disease and misfortunes of all kinds on the unhappy
They lurk everywhere, on the tops of palmyra trees,
villagers.

The
217-219).
Persi
inuncier x'ersian
under

tree

ii.

,

that its
fluence, probably by living in the East,

demonology or demonological vocabulary influenced
him more than did that of the canonical, or even

.

he apocryphal, writings of his people.
!./i A fourth type of thought is represented by
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and the
Ascension of Isaiah. In these works the demonis made up
ology, while very real and all-pervasive,
in a rational way, and such contact as it has with
is at quite a different point of
canonical
i

thought

that thought. As mentioned above, the world is
thought to be pervaded by evil spirits, but these
are simply the personification of the evil propensities of man— jealousy, lust, pride, chicanery,
Writers who thus made
injustice, rapacity, etc.
evil spirits of the sinful tendencies of men about
in caves and rocks, in ravines and chasms. They fly about in
them moved in a somewhat different realm of the air, like birds
of prey, ready to pounce down on any unproconnected these evil spirits tected victim, and the' Indian villagers pass through life in
thought from those who
with the story of Gn 6 2 4 and gave to them orthodox constant dread of these invisible enemies. So they turn for
to
the
guardian deities of their village, whose
protection
Hebrew names. Over this mass of evil spirits the function it is to ward
off these evil spirits and protect the
two writers under consideration believed that Beliar village from epidemics of cholera, smallpox, or fever, from
the
of
failure
of crops, childlessness, fires, and all the
the
cattle
disease,
place
presided. Beliar to them takes
is heir to in an Indian village (Bishop
devil in Wisdom and the Secrets of Enoch, of manifold ills that flesh
H. Whitehead, Bull. Madr. Mus. v. 126 f.). Traill, who took
Semyaza in the other Enoch books, and of As- over charge of Kumaun in 1820, reported that the population
modseus in Tobit. Beliar is a form of Belial (see was divided into two classes, human beings and ghosts (E. S.
h
Belial had been used by Nahum Oakley, Holy Himalaya, 1905, p. 217 f.). For other testimony
vol. ii. p. 458 f.).
to the same effect, see S. Mateer, The Land of Charity, 207 ff.
15
Possibly Sir W. Sleeman, Rambles and Recollections, 1S93, i. 268 ff.
(l ) as the name of a great evil power.
Belial was an old name for Sheol, though that is Bishop R. Caldwell, The Tinnevelly Shanars,' in B. Ziegenbalg,
uncertain. It it were so, it is easy to see why these Genealogy of the S. Indian Gods, 1869, p. 166 ff. This feeling
due partly to racial idiosyncrasy, partly to the
writers took it as the name of the prince and leader of pessimism,
rigour of their environment, has prevailed among the races of
of all evil and destructive spirits.
India from the very earlieBt times (see H. Oldenberg, Rel. des
To most Jews of the period, as indeed to most Veda, 1894, p. 39 f. Atharvaveda, SEE xlii. passim).
2. Origin and character of the cult of demons
men of that time, the world was full of supernatural
the worship of
agencies. As there were angels to accomplish every and evil spirits.
Demonolatry,
to
or
evil
or demons, is a form of belief in its origin
demons
devils
were
so
there
spirits
good act,
sinful independent of Brahmanism or the orthodox form
perpetrate every evil deed or to prompt every
latter has in many cases
impulse. Some of the writers, however, manifest of Hinduism, though the
no trace of this demonology such are Ben Sira and annexed and absorbed it (see § 12). The cultus is
the authors of the Books of Maccabees. The sub- a true form of worship, and here the distinction
demon is unmeaning, the
ject-matter of Sirach as well as the philosophical between deity and
the case of the orthodox gods,
point of view of its author excluded any reference latter being, as in
had
true
1
controlled
author
of
Mac
to them, while the
worship or propitiation. But,
probably
by
come so far under the influence of incipient Saddn- like similar forms of popular belief in other parts
his
is
no
in
it
little
or
the
had
of
demons
that
ceeism
world,
amorphous and ill-organized,
place
and no
thought. To most men, however, demons in one possessing little or no sacred literature
The most obvious disform or another were very real, and played an im- established priesthood.
tinction is between non-human and human spirits.
portant part in life.
endowed
(a) Non-human spirits or fiends are
Literature. — C. H.Toy, Judaism andChristianitv, London,
with superhuman powers, and possess material
1890, pp. 154-170 W. R. Smith, ltel. Sem.1, do. 1894, pp. 119 fi.,
133, 168, 172; H. Gunkel, Schofifung una Chaos, Gbttingen,
bodies of various kinds, which they can change as
1895, pp. 294-309; A. Dillmann, Handbuch der AT Theol.,
they list, and which are subject to destruction.
sur Us rel. sim.i,
Leipzig, 1895, passim; M.J. Lagrange, Etudes
As free agents, they can choose between good and
C. H. Piepenbring, Theol. of the OT,
Paris, 1905, p. 223 ff.
New York, 1893, pp. 163 fl., 254 ff. B. Stade, Bibl. Theol. des evil, but a disposition towards evil preponderates
AT, Tubingen, 1905, passim W. E. Addis, Heb. Rel., London, in their character' (G. Oppert, Original Inhabitants
K. Marti, Rel. of the OT, London, 1907
1906, pp. 68ff., 259
of Bharatavarsa or India, 515 ff.). The so-called
G. B. Gray, art. Angel,' in EBi G. B. Gray and T. K.
Cheyne, Demons,' ib. G. B. Gray and J. Massie, 'Satan,' Asuras, Danavas, Daityas, and Raksasas belong to
ib.
A. B. Davidson, 'Angel,' in HDB O. C. Whitehouse,
this group, all personations of the hostile powers
L. Blau and K. Kohler, Angelology,' in JE
Demons,' ib.
of Nature, or of mighty human foes, both which
L. Ginzberg, Asmodeus,' ib. K. Kohler, Demonology,' ib.
have been eventually converted into superhuman
L. Blau, 'Satan,' ib.
GEORGE A. BARTON.
This group as a whole seems to be debeings.'
SPIRITS (Indian).— I. Pre- rived from pre-Animistic beliefs, the worship or
The
influence.—
in
dread
of
belief
of
the
valence
spirit
powers' (n amino,, not nornina), the vague
forest tribes and
impersonations of the terror of night, hill, cave, or
people of India, particularly the
the lower castes, from the cradle to the grave or forest. They appear in the Vedas as malevolent
burning-ground, are oppressed with a feeling best beings hostile to the orthodox gods (A. Macdonell,
Max Miiller
Vedic Mythology, 1897, p. 156 ff).
described as demonophobia the belief that they
are haunted by evil spirits of all kinds, some and J. Muir agree in denying that all these Vedic
from the
to
whose
the
mischievous
borrowed
some
evil
were
elves,
Aryans
fiends,
by
spirits
malignant
agency are attributed all kinds of sickness and mis- aborigines of India (Contributions to the Science of
Their worship is a worship of fear, the Mythology, 1897, i. 212 Original Sanskrit Texts,
fortune.
higher gods, particularly in the opinion of the less 1860, pt. ii. 380 fl'. ). It is safer to believe that among
the result
intelligent classes, being regarded as otiose and in- both Aryans and non-Aryans they were
of pre-Animistic beliefs common to both races.
different to the evils which attack the human race,
while demons are habitually active and malignant. At the same time, it is probable that the Aryan
view of the demon world was coloured by their
Among the Tharus of the Himalayan Tarai, the bhuts, or
demons lurking in the forest trees, especially the weird cotton association with the indigenous races.
'
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;
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'The black complexion, ferocious aspect, barbarous habits,
rude speech, and savage yells of the Dasyus, and the sudden
and furtive attacks which, under cover of the impenetrable
woods, and the obscurity of night, they would make on the
encampment of the Aryas, might naturally lead the latter to
speak of them, in the highly figurative language of an imagina-

tive people in the first stage of civilisation, as ghosts or demons ;
or even to conceive of their hidden assailants as possessed of
magical and superhuman powers, or as headed by devils. . . .
At length the further advance of the Aryas would either drive
the Dasyus into the remotest corners of the country, or lead to
their partial incorporation with the conquerors as the lowest
When this stage was reached,
grade in their community.
the Aryas would no longer have any occasion to compose
prayers to the gods for protection against the aboriginal tribes ;
but their superstitious dread of the evil spirits, with which the
popular mind in all ages has been prone to people the night,

would still continue (Orig. Skr. Texts, pt. ii. p. 409 f.). Hence it
was the habit in ancient, as well as in modern times, to personify
Nisi or Night as a demon
she comes at midnight, calls the
house-master, and forces him to follow her whither she will
she drags him into the forest, drops him among thorns, or on
and
some
tree
it is very dangerous to answer
the top of
;
high
her call (JASB i. [1886] 49 f. Kathd-sant-sdgara of Somadeva,
Lai Behari Day, Govinda
tr. O. H. Tawney, 1880, ii. 604
Samanta, 1874, i. 9; NINQ iii. [1894] 199).
As representing the vague terrors felt by early man in the
desert and forest, these Indian spirits resemble in many ways
the Arabian jinn (W. R. Smith, 119 ff.); or, as Westermarck
(MI, 1908, ii. 5S9) designates them, beings invented to explain
what seems to fall outside the ordinary pale of Nature, the
wonderful and unexpected, the superstitious imaginations of
men who fear.' Hence many of the Indian races represent their
deities or demons as inhabiting wild hills or lonely forests. The
Meitheis believe that their demons occupy hills (T. O. Hodson,
The Konga Malayans of Cochin
The Meitheis, 1908, p. 120).
worship two demoniacal deities named after the rocks in which
they reside Sasthi, a sylvan deity, is adored by the Vallans,
and is said to live in a hill; the Eravallars believe that their
forests and hills are full of dangerous demons, who live in trees,
and rule the wild beasts, some of them afflicting particular
families or villages, and are propitiated to relieve their hunger,
not in the hope of gaining any benefit for their worshippers
the Nayadls worship a group of forest demons, one of which
brings them game, and is abused for his ingratitude if the hunt
The Cochin Tribes and Castes,
proves unsuccessful (L. K. Iyer,
Trees are also a favourite demon-haunt
i.
41, 239, 47, 53).
The Izhuvans believe that
(Tylor, Prim. Cult.%, 1S73, ii. 221).
trees are occupied by demons and, when it is proposed to cut
a tree, a notice to the demons is written on the bark informing
them that it is intended to eject them (Iyer, i. 281 cf. Crooke,
PR~, 1896, ii. 90 f. R. V. Russell, Census Rep. Central ProMany of the non-Aryan tribes in Bengal
vinces, 1901, i. 92).
worship deities who reside in hills. Such are the Juangs,
Santals, Oraons, Cheros, Kandhs, and Bauris (Risley, Tribes
'

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

and Castes of Bengal, 1891, i. 353, ii. 233, 145, i. 202, 403, 80).
The Todas believe that, before they were created, their gods
occupied the NDgiri Hills; they now reside in heights close
to the Toda hamlets (Rivers, The Todas, 1906, p. 182 ff.). In
the same class are the water Bpirits or deities found all over
the country, which are malevolent, and drag down unwary
travellers an idea which appears in the classical tale of
Narcissus (Crooke, i. 42 ff.; Frazer, GB%, 1900, i. 293). These
Raksasas, Danavas, or Daityas still maintain their position in
popular belief, the tradition surviving through the study of the
Epic literature and the older collections of folklore, like the
Jatakas or the tales of Somadeva.

—

(£)

Human

spirits.

important class of

— The second

and much more

evil spirits is that of the ghosts

collectively as Bhuta
beings,
*
In contradistinc(Skr. rt. bhu, to become, be').
tion to the (iends or non-human spirits, these are
the malignant spirits of men, "which for various
reasons cherish feelings of hostility to the human
race, and, if not expelled or propitiated, do endless
mischief.
Among the more primitive or debased
tribes the belief that disease and death are the
result of the normal or abnormal processes of
Nature is only imperfectly realized and these and
other calamities are regarded as the work of evil
spirits, sometimes acting on their own initiative,
sometimes incited by a sorcerer or witch.
Bhuta : their characteristics. In S.
3. The
India three terms are used to designate these
of

human

known

;

—

— Bhuta,

Preta, Pisdcha, the first
being ordinarily applied to all three classes.
spirits

name

'These beings, always evil, originate from the souls of those
who have died untimely or violent deaths, or been deformed,
idiotic, or insane; afflicted with fits or unusual ailments; or
drunken, dissolute, or wicked during life. The precise distinction between the three classes is that the Preta [Skr. rt. pr$,
" to
depart from life "] is a ghost of a child dying in infancy, or of
one born deformed, imperfect, or monstrous events attributed
to neglect in performing certain ceremonies prescribed during
the ten days when, according to popular notions, the limbs of the

—

(Indian)

in the womb
such a ghost becomes a
misshapen, distorted goblin. The Pisacha ["flesh-eater"], on
the other hand, is derived rather from mental characteristics, and is the ghost of madmen, habitual drunkards, the
Bhutas emanate from
.
treacherous and violent-tempered.
those who die in any unusual way, by violence, accident,
suicide, or sentence of law or who have been robbers, notorious
evil-doers, or dreaded for cruelty and violence. The death of
any well-known bad character is a source of terror to all his
neighbourhood, as he is sure to become a Bhuta or demon, as
powerful and malignant as he was in life (ii. J. Walhouse, J A I
v. 408 f.).
They are represented with small thick bodies,
of a red colour, with pigtails round their heads, horrible faces,
the teeth of a lion in their mouths, and their bodies covered
ornaments
with
(Caldwell, in Ziegenbalg, 153). In the Deccan
they live in large trees, empty houses, or old wells they often
appear as a deer, a tall figure, a strange ox or goat if a person
sleeps under a haunted tree, cuts a branch of it, defiles the
abode of the Bhuta, or jostles one on the road, he falls Bick or
some ill-luck befalls him (BG xviii. pt. i. 292). In Gujarat the
Bhuta and Preta, like the European Vampire, are beUeved to
take possession of a corpse, and speak through its mouth they
appear in the form which they possessed when living enter
a living man, and cause him to speak as they please afflict
him with fever or other disease appear as animals, and frighten
people by vanishing in a flame of fire; remain sometimes invisible, and speak only in whispers a Bhuta has been known
to come to fisticuffs with a man, or to carry him off and set him
down in a strange place cases have been reported in which
women have been found with child by them when a Bhuta
appears in a tree, a pile of stones is raised at its root, to which
every passer-by adds one if stones be not procurable, a rag is
stuck to the tree, which is hence known as the Rag-uncle [cf.
Hartland, LP, 1895, ii. 175 ff.; Crooke, PS? i. 161 ff.] (Dalpatram l»aya, Bhoot Nibundh,' in A. K. Forbes, Rds Mala,
644 ff.). The Bhuta eat filth, and drink any water, however
impure they cannot rest on the ground, and for this reason a
peg, or brick, or bamboo pole is placed at their shrines on
which they may sit or perch they speak a sort of gibberish in
a nasal tone, and hence * goblin speech' (pis'dcha bhdsa) is
the term applied to the jargon in the medieval drama and
those who come from dead
in modern English (PR 2 i. 238)
Brahmans are wheat-coloured, while others, like the ghost of a
As a rule
negro, are black and specially dreaded (ib. i. 236 ff.).
they are helpless by day, and move abroad at night but midday, when they cook, and evening are specially dangerous
times, and women should not move anout, especially at midday,
unprotected (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India, vi.
230; A. K. Iyer, i. 150; BG xviii. pt. i. 292; PNQ iv. 132;
cf. the similar classical belief [Theocr. Idyll i. 15
Lucan,
Pharsal. iii. 423 ; R. Rodd, Customs and Lore of Modern Greece,

embryo are forming

:

.

.

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

J. T. Bent, The Cyclades, 1S85, p. 85]
;
[Celtic], vol. hi. p. 82).

1892, p. 181

Calendar

;

cf.

also art.

Spirits of the murdered, the unsatisfied, the
Of these classes of Bhuta the most
foreigner.
dangerous are the spirits of the murdered, the
4.

—

and the dreaded foreigner.
All over the world
(a) Spirits of the murdered.
the ghost of a murdered person is believed to
cherish an angry passion for revenge (Westermarck,
i. 418 f.).
Some of the most dangerous Bhuta are
unsatisfied,

—

of this class.
In Coorg the demon most widely feared is that of a magician
who was shot. Elmakaltai, mother of seven sons, who was
buried as a sacrifice under the walls of the Kolhapur fort (cf.
Crooke, ii. 173 ff.), causes food supplies to dwindle, the milk to
give no butter, and the cattle to sicken ; the Oraons distinguish
three classes of such demons, who are known as the Bhula,
1
wanderers who have lost their way,' including those who have
been murdered, hanged, or killed by a tiger (G. Riebter,
Manual of Coorg, 1870, p. 165; Mem. As. Soc. Bengal,* 1906, i.
140 f.). Several of the most widely revered local deities of N.
India are the spirits of persons, particularly Brahmans, who
have lost their lives in some tragical way, and the ghosts of dead
bandits, or of those who were slain by tigers or other wild
animals (E. A. Gait, Census Rep. Bengal, 1901, i. 196 ff. ; Crooke,
i. 101 ff., ii. 213 f.).

Hence conies the conception of a special Brahman
demon, known as Br&hma-raksasa, Brahma-daitya,
Brah ma-pur usa, or popularly as Brahm, the Bpirit
The Brahman being
of a murdered Brahman.
himself spirit-laden, his ghost is invested with
In Bengal
special potency for good or evil.
'such spirits are specially powerful and malicious. Sometimes
they are represented as a headless trunk, with the eyes looking
from the breast. They are beUeved to inhabit large trees by
the side of a river or in some lonely place, whence they throw
stones at travellers and lead them astray on dark nights, and
woe betide the unfortunate who should give one of them cause
for offence f>.;r. by unwittingly felling the tree in which they have
taken up theirabode), or who was in any way responsible for his
death. He can only escape the evil consequences by making
the Barham his family deity and worshipping him regularly
In W. India the rulers of the
(Gait, i. 198; Crooke, ii. 78).
'

1

Hereafter cited as

MASB.
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State of Savantvadi are afflicted by the demon-spirit of a
Brahman killed in" the 17th century. He is particularly excited if any one uses his seal of office, and down to the present
day a Brahman is always employed to seal the State papers
(BG \. 4i"). in the Deccan the Brahma-samandh, the spirit of
a married Brahman, haunts empty houses, burning-grounds,
river-banks, seldom attacks people, but when he does attack
them it is difficult to shake him off (ib. xxiv. 415). In the same
region the Brahma-purusa is the spirit of a miser Brahman,
who died in grief, intent on adding to his hoard ; when he lives
in his own house, he attacks any member of the family who
spends his money, wears his clothes, or does anything to which
in life he would "have objected (ib. xviii. pt. i. 568 f.).
(b)

Those who have

desires.
fall

world with unsatisfied
the unhappy or unsatisfied

left this

— The spirits of

into several groups:

(a)

—

Unhappy widows and widowers,

—

childless

women. Among these the most dreaded is the
Churel, Churail, Chudel, Chudail, or the Alwantin,
as she is called in the Deccan the spirit of a
pregnant woman, one dying on the day of childbirth, or within the period of puerperal pollution.
In the Panjab she appears as a pretty woman, with her feet
turned backwards, and is specially dangerous to members of
her own family (PNQ ii. lGs f .)- Among the Oraons, when the

—

exorcist forces her to appear in the flame of his lamp, she looks
like the Dakini, the common type of ogress ; but her feet are
distorted, she is hunch-backed, and has a large hole in her
In Madras
belly like the hollow in a tree (MASS, 1906, i. 140).
a woman who dies prematurely, especially as the result of
suicide or accident, becomes a 6he-devil, known by the
euphemistical title of Mohani, 'the charmer,' and she so
continues until her normal term of life is over (NINQ i. 104).
In the Deccan the Jakhin (Skr. yak$ini, rt. yak?, *to move')
is the spirit of an uneasy married woman, who haunts bathing
and cooking rooms, attacks her husband's second wife and
children, takes her own children from their stepmother, or,
like the British fairies, steals babies and returns them after a
time (BG xxiv. 416). The spirit of a deceased husband or wife,
particularly the latter, is most dangerous to his or her successor.

This is, in part, an explanation of
higher castas to widow-marriage,
the rite at night in order to avoid
spirit, and of the use of sundry

the objection felt among the
custom of performing
the observation of the angry
ceremonies which repel evil
E.
spirits (R.
Enthoven, Bombay Census Hep., 1901, i. 20S).
Among the Kolis of Ahmadnagar a widow bride is held to be
unlucky for three days after her marriage, and must take care
that no married woman sees her until that period is over; if
after such a marriage the widow bride or her husband should
fall sick, the medium, when consulted, usually
reports that it
is caused by the spirit of her first husband, "who is
annoyed
because his wife has married again
the bride has to give a
in
in
a copper case round
feast, spend money
charity, and wear
her neck a tiny image of her late husband, or set it among the
household gods (BG xvii. 206). Such amulets are known in the
Panjab as 'the crown of the rival wife (saukan maura), and
to them all gifts made to her are presented as a measure of
precaution (H. A. Rose, Census Rep., 1901, i. 121). Sometimes
the widow wears a gold-wire bracelet on her right wrist, and
every year, in the name of her deceased husband, feeds a
Brahman woman whose husband is alive, and gives her clothes
(BG xxii. 814). When a widow of the Let tribe in Bengal
marries again, her second husband is usually a widower, and
he places the iron bangle of his first wife on the arm of her
successor (E. A. Gait, i. 421). In the Deccan the Asra is the
spirit of a young woman who committed suicide after bearing
one or more children she attacks young women, and must be
propitiated bj offerings of cooked rice, turmeric, red powder,
and a bodice (BG. xviii. pt. i. 553). The Hadal or Hedali, the
spectre of a woman dying in pregnancy or childbirth, is plump
in front and a skeleton behind, lives in wells, trees, or dark
corners of the house, attacks women, and, sometimes appearing
as a beautiful woman, lives with men until her fiend nature or
spectre form is discovered (ib. xviii. pt. i. 554). The corpses of
women dying under such circumstances are often burnt in
order to prevent sorcerers from digging them up and using the
unborn fcetus or the bones of the mother for purposes of Black
Magic (ib. xxiii. 201 A. K. Iyer, i. 77 f.).
of the

;

'

;

r

;

(£) Unhappy children and the unmarried. —
Under the influence of the same belief that the

of those dying with unsatisfied desires
become malignant, children and unmarried persons
spirits

are included in the

army

of evil spectres.

In the Himalaya, the Tola or Masan (the latter a term
ordinarily used to designate cemetery spectres) are the spirits
of children or bachelors, sometimes appearing in the form of a

will-o'-the-wisp, banished from the society of other spirits,
living in wild and solitary places, sometimes prowling about in
the form of bears or other wild animals. They are, as a rule,
harmless, and their present estate is only temporary, because
after a time they undergo transformation, and assume other
i. 261
Oakley, 213).
spirits of the unmarried

shapes (Crooke,

The

;

dead form a large

group.
In S. India such spirits are called Virika (Skr. vira, heroic,"
eminent'), 'and to their memory have small temples and
'

*
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images erected, where offerings

made

to their want's.

of cloth, rice,

and the

this be neglected,

If

dreams, and threaten thoee who are forgetful
1'.
Buchanan, A Journey through Mysore,

fcney appear In
ol their dui\

'

Canon

1

Maf'ilntr,

i.

359

;

cf.

ii.

120,

where the num.-

lf.2.

like are

,

an

i

.\|i-nded to
In Kanara, il

i-

the spirits of bad men, who afflict the living).
nefflt
ted, such spirits scud pfstih-nce among nun and sh< ep,
and disturb people by dreams and nightmares (BG XV. pt i.
In the Deccan the Jhoting is the spirit of a youth dying
300).
unmarried and leaving no relatives; it lives in trees, ruins, or
burial-grounds, is most faithless and can be bound by no oath,
personifies absent husbands, leads wayfarers into pools and
drowns them, waylays postmen, who are safe so long as they
do not lay down their bags (BG xviii. pt. i. 654). Elsewhere
the Jhoting is the ghost of a low-caste Hindu who died with
i

unsatisfied desires, wears no clothes, and lets his hair flow
loose ; he lives in a house of his own, but, if this be burnt or
pulled down, he removes to a river or well ; he fears to enter
sacred places, or to attack persons learned in the Vedas and
strict in the performance of their religious duties (ib. xxiv. 417).
In the Deccan those who die after the rite of thread-girding
and before marriage become evil spirits, known as Munja (Skr

muflja, 'the fibre girdle of the Brahman') or A^havar (Skr.
Such
aftavarsa, 'eight years old') (i&. xviii. pt. i. 539).
spirits are greatly feared in the Panjab, where they are known
father
shrines are
by the euphemistical title of
(pita)
them
near
and
erected to
tanks,
offerings are made (NINQ v.
A typical case of the deification of the unmarried is
179).
found in the cult of Dulha Deo, the deified bridegroom,' which
seems to have originated in the Central Provinces, where a
bridegroom on his wedding journey was killed by a tiger or in
some other tragical way at marriages a miniature coat, shoes,
and bridal crown, with a little swing to amuse the child, are
offered to him (R. V. Russell, i. 80; Crooke, i. 119 ff.). In the
Panjab, under the influence of Vaisnava beliefs, he is said to
represent the relationship of God to the human soul, exhibited
as that of a lover to his mistress (H. A. Rose, i. 130).
For
similar legends of a bride and bridegroom turned into stone, see
J. Grimm, Tent. Mythol., Eng. tr., 1888, iv. 1446
W. C. Borlase,
Dolmens of Ireland, 1S97, ii. 549.
'

'

;

'

;

;

—

The same feelings of
Spirits of f&reigncrs.
awe or fear naturally attach to the spirits of dead
foreigners, whose valour, cruelty, or other qualities
have impressed the minds of a subject people.
At Saharanpur a Musalman named Allah Bakhsh, who died
in a state of impurity, has become a dangerous demon,
worshipped by the lower castes of Hindus (NINQ v. 183)
Such a spirit is known by the euphemistical title of Mamduh
'praised,' 'famous,' or as Najis, 'the impure one.' He wears
Musalman dress, with his hair on end, and carries branches in
his hands; even the Pir, or saint, sometimes becomes hostile to
people who unguardedly sit upon his tomb, spit at it, or in
other ways annoy him (ib. v. 106; BG xxiv. 416 f., xviii. pt. i.
5_54).
People resort to the shrine of a Muhammadan saint
(c)

A am

Pir, at Muzaffargarh in the Panjab, to procure release
from such spirits. In fact, the Indian Muhammadans have
appropriated much of the demonology of their Hindu neighbours, and exorcism and the modes of securing control of evil
spirits have become important branches of science (G. A
Herklots, Qanoon-e-Islam, 1803, p. 201 ff. BG ix. pt. ii. 147 ff.)
In the same way the dread spirits of Europeans are propitiated
That of a certain Captain Pole, killed at Travancore in 1809, is
I

;

appeased with gifts of spirits and cigars (JASB i. 104 E
Thurston, Ethnographic Notes, 1906, p. 296 f.). Similar cases
of the propitiation of the spirits of European men and women
are common in various parts of the country (Crooke, ii. 199;
;

BG xviii. pt. i. 413, pt. iii. 447 NINQ ii. 93
ii. 133).
In
places, however, such spirits are regarded as kindly, as in
the cases of General Raymond, who died at Haidarabad in 1798,
and Colonel Wallace, who died in the Deccan in 1809 (S. H.
Bilgrami and C. Willmott, Hist, and Descr. Sketch of H.H. the
;

;

some

Nizam's Dominions,

1883,

ii.

600ff.

;

BG

PNQ

xviii. pt.

iii.

447f.).

Modes
repelling; or conciliating evil spirits.
— Various
methods are employed to repel or conof

5.

If the spirit after death is to
pass to the home of the Pitri, or sainted dead, or to
undergo the necessary stages of transmigration, it
is necessaiy that the funeral rites (iraddha) shall
ciliate evil spirits.

have been auly performed

(see

Ancestor-worship

i. p. 450 ff.).
Hence the family spirit is
usually benevolent, if care be taken to provide for
its wants.
Thus arises the very common classification of spirits into the 'inside' and the 'outside'
the former usually friendly
the latter, being
The Oraons divide
foreigners, usually hostile.
their spirits into those of the house, the sept, the
village, and the Bhfila, or dangerous wanderers
{MASS, 1906, i. 13S). In the Deccan there are
home and outside spirits, the latter not being
greatly feared, because, though every tield has its
evil spirit, they are restrained by the Guardians
(see § 9), who are more powerful and able to control

[Indian], vol.

—

1

them.

;

'

'

The

friendly house spirit generally merges
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face

the Male god who dwells in the house pillar, or
Dharma Pennii, the Kandh god of the family or

;

Precautions in the case of more dangerous spirits.
of this kind are more urgent in the

case of spirits specially malignant.
In the case of the Churel, sometimes the corpse of a woman
dying pregnant is cut open and the child removed or the spirit
is scared by fire, earth, and water ; or iron nails are driven into
her fingers, and the thumbs fastened together with iron rings
(Crooke, i. 272 ff .). The Oraons carry the corpse of such a woman
to a distance, break the feet above the ankles, and twist them
round, bringing the heels in front, into which they drive long
thorns they bury her deep in the earth face downwards, and
place with her corpse the bones of an ass, reciting the anathema:
If you come home, may you turn into an ass
; the roots of
a palm-treo are also buried with her, with the curse
May
;

;

;

cf.

Crooke,

i.

;

178).

When the inability to perform the funeral rites
and the consequent restlessness or maliciousness
of the spirit are due to the absence of the corpse,
as in the case of death occurring in a strange land
or the failure to recover the body, the relatives
perform the funeral in effigy.
Among the Garos, when a man dies away from his village and
cannot be cremated at home, the relatives buy a number of
cowrie-shells and put them in a pot to represent the bones of

'

:

'

BG

Stories, 18S4, p. 430). These precautions, under Brahman
guidance, have been elaborated into a special funeral ritual for
women dying during the menstrual period, after the Bixth month
of pregnancy, and within ten days after childbirth (BG xviii.

awake

;

;

;

*

:

O ancestors be you
When the corpse of
!

witnesses' (Thurston, i. 179, vi. 321).
the house, the chief mourner
a Taungtha is carried outside
'
As a stream divides countries, so
pours water on it, saying
'
may the water now poured divide us (Gazetteer Upper Burma,
:

I

657).

is to endeavour to deceive the
so that it may not find its way back, by
taking it out of the house feet foremost, or through
a door not usually opened for ingress and egress.
The Meitheis never carry the corpse over the threshold of the
main door sometimes a hole is cut in the wall, or the tiny side
entrance is used (Hodson, 117). Among the Maghs of Bengal,
when the master of the house has died, the mourners on their
return cut away the house ladder, and creep in through a hole cut

Another plan

spirit,

;

back wall, in order to baffle the ghost (Risley, ii. 34). A
similar device is that of making the corpse-bearers change places
on the road to the grave, and turn the corpse in the opposite
direction (BG xviii. pt. i. 424; ix. pt. i. 48). With the same
intention, the mourners are forbidden to look back when leaving
the cemetery (Orooke, ii. 66 f.), the evil influence being communicated through the sight (E. Crawley, The Mystic- Rose, 1902,
xviii. [1907J 345).
p. 116 ;
in the

FL

Sometimes the repression
secured in a physical way.

of the evil spirit

is

;

—

kinds:
spirits or demons is of two
The theory of embodiment serves several highly important
one hand,
purposes in savage and barbarian philosophy. On the
it provides an explanation of the phenomena of morbid exaltation and derangement, especially as connected with abnormal
utterance, and this view is so far extended as to produce an
On the other hand, it
almost general doctrine of disease.
enables the savage either to "lay" a hurtful spirit in some
about a useful
foreign body, and so get rid of it, or to carry
'

to set it up as a deity
spirit for his service in a material object,
for worship in the body of an animal, or in a block or stone or
image or other thing, which contains the spirit as a vessel contains a fluid ; this is the key to strict fetishism, and in no small
'

measure to idolatry (Tylor 3, ii. 123).
These two varieties of spirit possession can bo
traced in Indian beliefs.
In the first
(a) Abnormal or disease possession.
Cerplace, we have cases of abnormal possession.
be
to
are
tain
specially liable
supposed

—

persons

toes of the corpse are tied together to
the ghost from 'walking,' or it is tied up in a cotton
the Bhotiyas (Hayfair, 106 Thurston, iii. 104,
Gazetteer Upper Burma, i. pt. i. 667
iv. 371, 494, v. 483, vii. 83
MASB, 1905, i. 109). Among the Koyis of Madras, when a girl
dies of syphilis, a flsh-trap is erected to catch the spirit, and
prevent it from entering the village (Thurston, iv. 55). Some
people, when returning from the funeral, fling pebbles towards
the pyre to scare the spirit, or make a barricade of thorny buBhes
between the grave and the house (Crooke, ii. 67 ; Risley, ii. 76).
With the same intention, the names of deceased relatives are
tabu for a generation, to avoid recalling their spirits or, when
parents die, men assume the names of their deceased grandfather ; women, of their grandmother (Sir R. Temple, Census
Rep. Andaman Islands, 1901, i. 253). One reason given for the
wide-spread custom of Bhaving after a death is that it changes
the appearance of the mourners so as to deceive tho pursuing spirit, or removes the shelter in which it may hide and
m
cling to tho mourner (Krazer, JAI xv. |1SS0] 99). To previ
the spirit rising from the grave and walking,' it is a common
practice, particularly among menial castes, to bury the corpse

The thumbs and great

Erevent
ag, as

covered by her father with a mantle, and she puts food into
the pocket of the mantle of the dead the Nambutiri Brahmans
perform the rite of tying the marriage necklace on'a dead unmarried girl (Rivers, 367, 701 ; Bull. Madr. Mus. iii. 61). The
disgusting custom of enforced sexual connexion by a male with
such a dead girl, ascribed by Abbe Dubois to the Nayars, seems
to be based on a misunderstanding of this rite of mock marand Cereriage (J. A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs,
Besides the Todas and Nambutiris,
monies^, 1906, p. 16f.).
several S. Indian tribes perform this mock marriage, such as
the Badagas, Billavas, and Komatis, while among the Pallis and
Vaniyans the dead bachelor is solemnly married to the arka
State
plant (Calotropis gigantea) (V. N. Aiya, Travancore
Manual, 1906, ii. 259 Thurston, L 117, 250 f., iii. 334, v. 197,
vi. 22, vii. 316).
Among the Ohins of Upper Burma, if, before
the great contracting ceremony is completed, either party dies,
the rites are continued with the corpse, which is kept unburied
until the rite is finished ; in this they probably follow the custom
well established among the Chinese (Gazetteer Upper Burma,
J. J. M. de Groot, Rel. Syst. of China, 1894, ii.
ii. pt. ii. 303
800 A\; J. H. Gray, China, 1878, i. 216 ft*.).
Possession by evil
6. Possession by spirits.
;

;

i.

—

;

'

pt.

unmarried dead is relieved
marriage with the dead (cf.
a custom
[1898] 38911'.)

v.

is

Even in the case of those dying in a natural way,
the spirit from
precautions are taken to prevent
returning to its original home from the burial- or
cremation -ground.
the
Among the Madras tribes, when a Bavuri is being buried,
You were living with us now you have left us.
friends say
the spirit of a dead Savara is
Do not trouble the people
Do not send sicksolemnly adjured not to worry his widow
ness on her children. Her second husband has done no harm
to you. She chose him for her husband, and he consented O

i.

of the
rite of

which in India seems to prevail only in Madras
and among some Burmese tribes.
When a Toda boy dies unmarried, a girl is selected her head

;

I

f.).

Frazer, Pausanias,

performed (NINQ iii. 201 ; cf. BG xviii. pt. i. 564).
the death of a relative occurs under an unlucky constellation in a Brahman family, a special quieting rite (ianti) is performed to appease the uneasy spirit.

unseen ones

661

The misery
by the curious

When

O

i.

pt.

rites are

1

'

!

I

;

man, be appeased

1

of the palm wither
; when
they spread mustard seeds along
they leave the burial-ground,
'
the road, saying : When you try to come home, pick up all
these
(MASB, 1906, i. 140). This last charm is very common,
and is one of the usual impossible tasks found in the folk-tales
xix. 134, xxiv. 417 ; Steel-Temple, Wide(Crooke, i. 273 f. ;

you come home when the leaves

;

'

'

'

the dead man, or erect a mortuary hut in which they are deposited (A. Playfair, The Garos, 1909, p. 111). In some cases,
among orthodox Hindus, the corpse is represented by branches
of the sacred Butea frondosa tree— the head by a coco-nut
for the eyes; the whole
pearls, or, failing them, cowrie-shells,
the
being covered with paste made of ground pulse to simulate
the officiating
flesh, and a deer-skin representing the cuticle
infuses life into
formulas
use
of
the
(mantra),
magical
priest, by
the image, the animating principle being represented by a lamp
when the lamp goes out, the usual funeral
placed close by

:

downwards, and

— Precautions

tribe (Kisley, ii. 58, i. 403).
In any case, after a time, usually represented by
the period of human memory, the spirit automaticto be a source of
ally passes to its rest, and ceases
danger to the survivors.
In the Deccan the life and influence of a Bhuta last for four,
and the evil conditions of haunted places for two, generations
(BG xviii. pt. i. 555) the Upon of Upper Burma worship only
their fathers and mothers (Gazetteer upper Burma, i. pt. i. 668,
600
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to pile stones and thorns on the grave
(Thurston, iv. 322, 374, vii. 426; Gait, i. 419; Crooke, ii. 60;
BG xxii. 196 cf. R. S. Hardy, Eastern Monachism, 1850, p. 322).

Gumo Gosain,

into the protecting family deity, like

among

;

;

;

;

'

to spirit

writer

possession,

thus

defined

by a native

:

•The men most
lustful, the lately

liable to spirit attacks arc the

impotent, the

widowed, bankrupts, sons and brothers of
idle, brooders on the unknowable, gluttons,

whores, convicts, the

and starvers. The women most liable to spirit attacks are girls,
young women who have lately come of age, young widows,

whores, brooders on the unknowable, irregular or glutWomen are specially
tonous eaters, and all sickly women.
liable to spirit attacks during their monthly sickness, during
and children
pregnancy, and in childbed; and men, women,
are all apt to suffer when, dressed in their best, they go to
Intelligent and educated men and
"ardens or near wells.
others from spirit
healthy intelligent women are freer than

idlers,

(BG xxii. 813).
for various abpossession thus accounts
of mind and for the phenomena
Hence patients, particularly
classed as hysteria.

attacks'

Demon

normal states

women,

suffering in this

way retire

special pro-

DEMONS AND

SPIRITS

tectum, or it is necessary to expel the demons by
whom they are possessed.
In Cochin, oniony the Eravallars, if a pregnant woman dreams
of dogs, cats, or wild animals coming to attack her, she is beAn exorcist, or devillieved to be possessed by demons.
driver,' is called in, who makes a hideous figure on the ground
representing the demon, sings, beats a drum, mutters spells,
burns frankincense, and waves round the head of the patient
an offering of food for the demon, on receiving which he leaves
'

In the
her (A. K. Iyer, i. 45 f., 107; Thurston, ii. 73, 214).
to the
Panjab, a woman after childbirth is specially liable
attacks of demons, and has to wear an iron ring, made, if posfire burning near
a
and
to
old
an
out
of
horse-shoe,
keep
sible,
her (PSQ iii. 81). For the same reason, at the puberty rites of
a girl, offerings are made to demons (A. K. Iyer, i. 146). The
same is the case with people at various crises of their lives, such
as the bride and bridegroom, the mourners, and the corpsebearers at funeral rites. Such persons are protected by various
charms and amulets (see Charms and Amulets [Indian], vol. iii.
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plough -yoke are Uxed, daubed with red lead, and worshipped
a cart is then dragged containing the image of Marl, the disease
goddess, from her shrine, to the village boundary, where the
Image is worshipped, and a buffalo calf is sacrificed and buried
(RIA'Q iv. 206 f.). In the Telugu country the scape-animal is a
buffalo, and, as the image of thegoddess is carried in procession,
people flourish sticks, swords, or spears, and cut up Limes and
throw them into the air in order to induce the hungry spirits to
seize them and thus be diverted from attacking the man who
bears the image (Bull. Madr, Mu8. v. 130).
;

—

The
7. Possession by spirits of the exorcist.
exorcism of evil spirits by a professional exorcist
has been reduced to a system, and prevails widely
in all parts of the country, particularly in S. India.
In N. India the medium is known as Bhagat (Skr.
fervent faith ), Syiina, 'the wise one/
bhakti,
Ojha (Skr. upddhydya, 'teacher') among the hill
tribes of Central India as Baiga, Bhonika, Parihar,
p. 441 ff.).
Attempts or Demano in the Deccan as Janta, the knowing
(b) Conciliation by gifts of food, etc.
are often made to conciliate demons on such occa- one,' or DevrishI, holy saint.' He is distinguished
sions by throwing food for them by the roadside or from the Mantri, who learns by orthodox methods
the charm formula? [mantra) from a teacher (guru),
in the house.
In the Himalaya, food is waved round the head of a possessed
by the fact that he does not undergo special trainperson and left out on the road by night, any one touching it
ing, but works through the inspiration of a familiar
being liable to spirit attack (PNQ iii. 73). When a birth occurs
spirit or guardian, which enters him when he works
in the family of a Chitpavan Brahman, cooked rice, on which a
himself up into the proper state of ecstasy. This
dough lamp is placed, is laid in a corner of the street (BG xviii.
When the Reddis of Bijapur disturb the field ecstatic state occurs on various occasions and for
113 f.)pt.
are thrown on
6pirits at the first ploughing, pieces of coco-nut
various purposes. His special province is the exeach side of the plough track and at a Brahman funeral in the
but he also
of various kinds of disease
Deccan a man carries a winno wing-fan full of coco-kernel
which he scatters abroad (ib. xxiii. 147, xviii. pt. L 149). The Eulsion
ecomes possessed at death rites, when he identifies
Kuki priest, in cases of sickness, prescribes the appropriate
and announces the pleasure of the spirit, at namevictim, and eats its flesh, throwing what he cannot eat as an
fixing, when he decides the proper name of the
offering into the jungle (E. T, Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of
child, and at other domestic and religious rites.
Bengal, 1S72, p. 46).
Especi- The medium in his ecstatic state is seized with
(c) Expulsion of spirits by flagellation.
of
the
of
attacks
in
the
case
kind,
hysterical
revolting cramp-like contortions and muscular
ally
the patient is soundly beaten, until the demon quivering, head-wagging, and frantic dancing,
to
him
or
and
which usually end in complete or partial insensiher,
depart.
through
promises
speaks
If the devil should prove an obstinate one and refuse to leave,
When Sir C. A. Elliott witnessed a seance,
charm they never so wisely, his retreat may generally be bility.
he covered his head well
the man did not literally revolve
hastened by the vigorous application of a slipper or broom to
come
5

*

;

—

'

;

'

i.

;

;

—

'

'

;

the shoulders of the possessed person, the operator taking care
to use at the same time the most scurrilous language he can
'
think of (Bishop R. Caldwell, writing of the Tinnevelly Shanars,
In the Deccan one plan of scaring a demon
in Ziegenbalg, 164).
is for the exorcist to take the possessed person before an idol,
seize him by the top-knot, and scourge and abuse him until the
what
Bhuta says
offering or penance will satisfy him (BG xviii.
The tortures inflicted on supposed witches and
pt. 1. 292).
other possessed persons have resulted in death or serious
injury (NINQ iiL 202 f. ; N. Chevers, Manual of Medical Jurisprudence for India, 1870, p. 646 ff. ; for further accounts of
exorcism by flagellation, see Crooke, i. 99, 155 f., ii. 34 ; cf. Frazer,
GB- iii. 127 ff., 216 ff.). In Car Nicobar true ceremonial murders
of men, women, and even children have been performed for the
public benefit by organized bodies, because the victims are considered dangerous or obnoxious to the community ; the murdered persons are charged with possession by an evil spirit as
illustrated by their propensity to witchcraft, incendiarism,
homicide, failure to cure diseases, or theft ; but the root cause
is that the victim is believed to be possessed by a demon, and
hence dangerous ; his limbs are broken, he is strangled, and his
corpse is flung into the sea (Sir R. Temple, 210).

(d)

Expulsion of disease

spirits.

—The evil

in his cloth, leaving space over the head for the god to
and in this state he twisted and turned himself about
Then, from the pit of his
rapidly, and soon sank exhausted.
stomach, he uttered words which the bystanders interpreted to
direct a certain line of conduct for the sick man to pursue. But

up
to

;

perhaps the occasion was not a fair test, as the Panhar strongly
objected to the presence of an unbeliever, on thepretence that
the god was afraid to come before so great a hakim [official]'
(Settlement Rep. Hoshangdbad, 1S67, p. 120). Compare the
account bv Capt. W. L. Samuells, in Dalton, 232 f., quoted above,
vol.

ii.

p. 488

f.

Tabus imposed upon the medium.
medium is subject to numerous tabus.
(a)

— The

either a cow or a Brahman
attended the rites, thus proving their non-Aryan origin. The
Kota medium must not speak directly to his wife or to any other
woman for three months before the rite ; he may not sleep on a
mat or blanket ; at the feast he must have no congress with his
wife (Thurston, iv. 10 f.). In the Deccan he loses his power if
his lamp goes out while he is eating, and thus leaves him ex
posed to demon assault ; if he happens to hear a menstruous
woman speak if any one sweeps his room ; if the name of any
Should any such events occur, he must
spirit is mentioned.

The god 'would leave

his head'

if

;

spirits

most generally feared are those which bring disease.
To their agency are attributed epidemics in general, especially cholera, plague, or smallpox, and
maladies which are unforeseen or those which indicate spirit possession, such as tits, fever, rheumatism, colic, and the like. Such spirits are often
got rid of by transference, the spirit being compelled or induced to remove to another village or to
some distant place.
In the Panjab, if the fever spirit be detected, the officiant
goes at night to a graveyard, brings home some earth, lays it
near the patient, and next day suspends a string from an acacia
tree, on which it is believed that the spirit hangs itself ; or a
string is wound in seven strands from toe to head of the
patient, and then it is tied round the tree, in the hope of conciliating the tree spirit which causes the fever spirit to depart
(PNQ i. 40). In Upper Burma, when children fall ill, an egg,
some of the child's hair, and some sweetmeats are placed on a
little boat and consigned to the river, which carries away the
spirit ; by a later conception this is supposed to be an offering
to the water Nat or spirit (Gazetteer, ii. pt. L 29 f. ; cf. Frazer,
2 iii. 97
A very common method is to convey the
ff., 105 1.).
disease by means of a scape-animal from the infected area. In

GB

Berar the cholera spirit is expelled by yoking a plough, and
driving it round the village to form a sacred circle, which
foreign and hostile spirits cannot pass ; a fowl and a goat are
sacrificed and buried in the ground, and near them the beam and

stop eating and fast during the remainder of the day. He must
avoid certain vegetables and fruits, and must never eat stale or
If he be a Musalman, he must not eat a
twice-cooked food.
special kind of millet, or food cooked bv a menstruous woman

(BG

xxiv. 418).

Methods

identifying spirits by
—The mediumofuses
varied methods of
(b)

the

medium,

identifying

the spirit which has seized his patient.
In the Panjab he waves corn over the sick person, and, making
a heap for each suspected demon, keeps on dropping grains
that on which the last falls indicating the offender < A IA Q
The Berar medium hangs a string over a wood fire and
128).
repeatB spells ; when the smoke touches the string, the appropriate formula is indicated (PNQ ii. 170). The Kachari medium
lays out thirteen leaves, each assigned to a special god, and,
i.

when it
hanging a pendulum from his thumb, lets it move
touches a particular leaf, that deity must be propitiated (Dalton,
In the Gujarat an officiant tied charmed threads round
85).
the house, drove a charmed iron nail into the ground at each
corner and two at the door the house was purified a Dev, or
orthodox god, was installed, and before his image was placed a
drawn sword, a lamp lit with butter, and a second lit with oil,
while the medium continued to mutter charms for forty-one
days, and occasionally visited the cremation ground to make
propitiatory offerings to the offended spirit. In another case the
spirit was actually expelled, and buried under lime, salt, mustard,
and, as an
walking
lead, and stones, to prevent him from
additional precaution, a charmed iron nail was driven into the
;

;

;

'

'

;

DEMONS AND
ground. Fumigation of the patient with the smoke of pepper
and dogs' dung, as a means of inconveniencing the demon, was
also recommended (A. K. Forbes, Rds Maid, p. 657 ff.).
8.

Shamanism. — Such methods naturally develop

into the practices which have been roughly classified under the head of Shamanism {q.v.), though
this term is often applied to demonology in general.
Bishop Caldwell recognizes various points of
contact between the systematized methods of
'
exorcism known as ' devil dancing and * devil
driving' in S. India and the Shamanism of High
Asia : the absence in both of a recognized priesthood ; the recognition of a Supreme God to whom,
as he is too kindly to do them harm, little worship
is offered by the people
the absence of belief in
metempsychosis; the objects of Shamanistic wor;

ship being not gods, but demons, which are regarded as cruel, revengeful, capricious, and are
appeased by blood sacrifices and wild dances the
medium exciting himself to frenzy, and pretending,
or supposing himself, to be possessed by the demon
to whom worship is being offered, and whilst in this
state communicating to those who consult him the
information he has received {Dravid. Gram. 2 1875,
;

,

p.

580

ff.).

Performances of this kind are

uncommon

in N. India, except

the Himalaya and among other hill and forest tribes. In
Kumaun, when a person believes himself to be possessed by a
demon, he calls his friends to dance it away the dance goes on
daily for as long as six months in some cases, and, as an addiin

;

tional precaution, large fires are kept alight (Oakley, 207 f.).
When the Garos do devil-driving, it is in the name of their god
Kalkama, who holds in his hands the spirits of men ; sacrificial
stones are erected to him, and are smeared with the blood of
the animal victim (Play fair, 82). The methods in use in S.
India, where the system has been more fully elaborated, are of
the same kind, and need not be more fully described. The
basis of the performance is that the officiants, in dress, weapons,
and ornaments, impersonate the demon whom they desire to pro(See illustrations of such performers
pitiate and cause to depart.
among the Parayans and Panans of Cochin, in A. K. Iyer, i. 83,
178.
Full details will be found in the writings of Bishops Caldwell and Whitehouse already quoted, and in A. C. Burnell,
"The Devil Worship of the Tulavas,' IA, 1S94.)

—
Blood-drinking. The

most loathsome incident
when the medium, in order to

in these rites is
bring himself into

communion with the deity or
inspiration, drinks the blood
of the sacriliced victim.
The low-caste Madiga who impersonates the demon Viravesin
or Poturaja, buffalo king,' kills the sacrificial goat by strangling
it with his teeth and tearing the throat open (Oppert, 461, 476).
The same rite is performed by other mediums of the same
class {Bull. Madr. Mus. v. 165 f.
Thurston, iv. 1S7 A. K. Iyer,
i. 311).
In N. India similar rites are found among the Tantrik
mediums, as when, at the Bhairava festival in Nepal, a hand of
masked, yelling devils beset and torture the buffalo victim,
drink the blood, and eat pieces of the raw, bleeding flesh (PNQ
cf. the account in H. A. Oldfield, Skctcfics from Nepal,
iii. 165

demon, and thus gain
'

;

;

;

ii. 345 ff.).
In some cases in S. India the victim is slightly
wounded, and forced to eat rice soaked in its own blood if it
omen is good, but in any case the victim is slain (Bull,
v. 173).
The blood is used as a charm, as at
Trichinopoly, where clothes soaked in it are hung on the eaves
of the houses to protect the cattle from disease ; or it is smeared
on the doorposts of the shrine, or collected in a vessel and laid

1880,

;

eats, the

Madr. Mus.

before the goddess for her refreshment

(ib. v. 173,

—

141, 164).

of Guardians. Particularly in S.
India, the chief reliance for protection against
demons is placed in the Guardians. These are,
first, the Gramadevata, or local village-deities ;
secondly, the leaders of the hosts of evil spirits,
who, by appropriate conciliation, can be induced
9.

Worship

to keep their

demon bands under

control,

and

prevent them from doing injury to mankind.

—

The Gramadevata, 'gods of the
(a) The Gramadevata.
village,' or, as they are called in N. India, the Dihw&r (with the
are generally non-human spirits, though their
ranks are sometimes recruited from those of human origin.
They are often identified with the Karth Mother or with the

same meaning),

wider host of Mothers (Mata), the worship of whom prevails
widely in W. India. (For Mother-worship, see A. Barth, Religions of India, 1882, p. 202 n. ; Bishop Whitehouse, in Bull.
Madr. Mvs. v. 116 ff. ; Monier- Williams, Brahmanism and
Hinduism*, ls'.H, p. 225 ff.) The connexion of this worship of
the female powers with the matriarchate is not clearly cstablished in India. But women are generally supposed to be more
susceptible than men to spirit influence, ana are mysterious
beings charged with supernatural energy (Westermarck, i. 620,
065 ff.). Hence we find women participating iu demon propitia-
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tion. The Onions believe that women, known as Bisahi, control
the terrible Bhuta known as Dayan. The woman who desires
to acquire this power strips off her clothes (see above, vol. iii.
p. 447), wears a girdle of broken twigs taken from a broom, and
goes to a cave, the resort of the Dayan. There she learns spells
(mantra), and at each seance puts a stone into a hole. If at the
end of a year the hole is full, she has become an expert, and
can take away life and restore it. If the hole he only partially
Every year
full, she has the power only of taking away life.
she is obliged to sacrifice a black cat and pour its blood into the
hole. She and the Dayan alone can set the Bhuta in action,
and to these all diseases are attributed. When a child dies, any
Bisahi in the village is charged with causing the death (MASB
I.

144).

As examples of these village guardians we have Chapdki or
Chandkai, the low-caste Hindu guardian in the Deccan, who
lives in marshes and attacks children. To appease her an image
is made of earth taken from the banks of a river
offerings are
made to it, and it is finally thrown into water (BG xxiv. 416).
The field guardian of the Reddls of Bijapur lives in a stone
under a sacred tree, which is Bmeared with red lead, and offerings are made before beginning ploughing (16. xxih. 147).
Darha is the guardian of the Birhors of Bengal, and is represented by a piece of bamboo Btuck slantwise into the ground
Naturally such village guardians are often
(Risley, i. 138).
embodied in the boundary stone. The chief object of worship
of the Dangs of Ehandesh is Simaria Dev, the boundary god,
the Sewauriya of the Bhuiyars (BG xii. 601 Crooke, TC ii. 93).
The worship of boundaries (simanta-pujd) is part of the orthodox marriage rite (BG xviii. pt. i. 129). In Tanjore the Ellai-kal,
or boundary stone, is the subject of remarkable worship (Bull.
Madr. Mus. v. 117 f., 166 f.).
;

;

(b) The demon Guardians.— In S. India the chief of .these is
'
Aiyanar, honourable
father,' or, as he is also called, Sasta or
'
*
Sastra, ruler (Oppert, 605). Mounted on a horse or elephant,
he rides sword in hand over hill and dale to clear the land from
evil spirits ; any one who meets him and his demon troop dies
at once ; when he is not riding, he appears as a red-coloured
man, wearing a crown, with lines of sacred ashes (vibhuti) on
his forehead, and richly dressed ; he has two wives, Purannai
and Pudkalai, who are worshipped with him (Oppert, 605 ; Bull.
Madr. Mus. v. 118; A. K. Iyer, i. 312f.). In the Himalaya the
demons go about on horses, in litters, or on foot, led by Bholanath ; death seizes any one meeting them ; Airi patrols the
land with his dogs (JASBe, 184S, p. 609 ; Crooke, i. 262 f., 280 ;

the European legend of the Wild Huntsman, the Orion of
Greek legend, Wuotan of Germany [Frazer, Pausan. V. 82;
cf.

Grimm, iii. 9l8ff., 941 f. J).
The Deccan guardian is

Vetala, who also appears as a goblin
tenanting dead bodies (see the Vetdla-paflchavinsatika included
and Sir
in Somadeva, Kathd-sdrit-sdgara, tr. C. H. Tawney
R. Burton, Vikrain and the Vampire, 1870). He is represented
in human form, but his hands and feet are turned backwards,
he holds a cane
his eyes tawny green, his hair standing on end
in his right hand and a conch-shell in his left when he goes his
rounds, he is dressed in green, and sits in a litter or rides a
horse, while his attendants follow, holding lighted torches and
shouting (BG xviii. pt. i. 291, xxiv. 415). In the villages, as a
guardian, he occupies a stone smeared with red paint, the top
roughly carved into a man's face ; but more usually he resides
in the pre-historic stone circles scattered over the hills, the
centre stone representing the demon, and the surrounding
pillars his attendants (ib. xviii. pt. i. 291, 553, pt. iii. 347, 3S8,
;

;

;

xxiv. 415).

Like him is Bhairava or Bhairon, who seemB to be in origin
an old earth-god, the consort of the Mother. In his form as
Kal Bhairava he cures diseases caused by demons (1*6. xi. 461,
As Bahiroba he is widely revered, and
xiv. 73, xviii. pt. i. 289).
the Dhangars of Satara bury his image with the rich men of the
tribe to protect them from evil spirits (ib. xi. 4G1, xiv. 73,
xix. 105).
In N. India, where the belief in demons is less intense, the
local village-deities, and, in particular, Hanuman, the monkeygod, are installed as guardians at the foundation of every

settlement.
10.

Periodical or occasional expulsion of evil

—

The periodical or occasional expulsion of
spirits.
evil spirits is as common among many Indian tribes
as
iii.

it is

among

other primitive races (Frazer,

GB-

39 if.).

This is often done at the close of the harvest season, which is
regarded as a period of licence. About harvest time the Earenni
of Upper Burma take a piece of smouldering wood from the
house fire, place it on a bamboo, and carry it ceremonially outside the village; they are unable or unwilling to explain the
and other
object of the rite, but they say that it keeps off fever
Among the
sickness from the house (Gazetteer, i. pt. i. 630).
of
Taungthas of the E. frontier there is a general cleaning up
the vfllage after an epidemic, the place being surrounded with
a cordon of fresh-spun white threads, and the blood of sacrificed
animals scattered (T. H. Lewin, Wild Races ofS.E. India, 1870,
of Lower Burma expel the cholera demon
p. 196 f.). The people
by scrambling on the house roofs, laying about them with
bamboos and billets of wood, drum-beating, trumpet-blowing,
veils, and screams (0. J. F. S. Forbes, British Burma, 1878, p.
2S8; Shway Yoe, The litmnan, 1882, i. 282, ii. 105ft.). .similar
harvest-ritea are found among the Ho and Mundari tribes in
J. Bidft ngal and those of the N.W. frontier (Dal ton, 196 f.
dulph, Tribes 0/ the liindoo Koosh, 1680, p. 103). At the annual
;
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M:ilor feast the priest scatters rice all persons supposed to be
possessed with ae* Us scramble for it, and are finally cured by
drinking the blood of a sacrificed buffalo (Dalton, 270). The
Kaudhs practise a similar rite at seedtime (W. Macpherson,
;

In Bengal, during the
Service, 1S66, p. 357 f.).
Holi spring festival, people light torches and fling them over
the boundary of the next village, the custom often giving rise
to riots (PNtJ iv. 201). Even among many of the higher castes,
like the Prabhus of Bombay, in order to expel evil spirits at a
marriage, a servant rises early and sweeps the house, gathers
the sweepings into a basket, lays on it an old broom, a light,
some betel, and four copper coins, and waving the basket before
*
She
each room says
May evil go, and Bali's kingdom come
then drives the master of the house to the door, and, warning
him not to look back, places the sweepings on the roadside and
brings back the coins (BG xviii. pt. i. 252 f .). In Upper India
the Divali, or feast of lights, is the occasion for observances of
the same kind, the lamps scaring demons, and a regular rite of
scaring poverty or ill-luck from the house being performed (I A
xxxii. [1903) 237ff.
NINQ v. 125; Crooke, li. lS8f., 296f.).
Often these rites take the form of a mock combat or a tug of
war, in which one party represents the good, and the other the
evil, spirits, arrangements being made that the former shall be
victorious. The Burmese Nats are propitiated by a tug of war,
the victorious side being supposed to get better crops and if,
after the contest, rain happens to fall, the efficacy of the appeal
is placed beyond question
this is also done in seasons of drought

Memorials of

'

!

:

;

;

;

95, 279,
Among
(Gazetteer Upper Burma,
pt.
64).
pt.
the Aos of Assam, at a festival held in August, there are tugs of
war lasting for three days between the young men and unmarried girls of each clan(AAeZ) (E. A. Gait, Census Rep. Assam,
iii.

ii.

ii.

ii.

In Ahmadnagar, in April-May, the boys of one
1891, L 244).
village fight with slings and stones against those of another ; it
is believed that the non-observance of the rite causes failure of
rain, or, if rain falls, a plague of field rats ; a fight duly waged

followed by plentiful rainfall (BG xvii. 722 f. ; cf. the Greek
ArfoPoAia and accrxpoAovc'a [Farnell, CGS iii. 93, 99 ; J. E.
Harrison, Prolegomena, 1903, p. 155 ; Crooke, ii. 320 f.]).
is

—

In the rites of
11. Gaining control of a demon.
Black Magic, a demon, ii he can be brought under
the control of a medium or magician, plays an important part he may be used as a protector by his
master, or his owner may let him loose to work
mischief on those whom he desires to injure. The
magician, by the use of spells (mantra), can often
induce him to enter some receptacle, and he thus
becomes a marketable commodity.
When the sale of a Bhut has been arranged, the Ojha hands
;

*

over a corked bamboo cylinder which is supposed to contain him.
This is taken to the place, usually a tree, where it is intended
that he should in future reside a small ceremony is performed,
liquor being poured on the ground, or small mounds (pinnld)
erectedin his honour, and the cork is then taken out, whereupon
the Bhut is supposed to take up his abode in the place chosen
for him.
His function is to watch the crops and guard them
from thieves, and, if any one should be hardy enough to steal
from a field thus guarded, he is certain to be stricken by the
Bhut, and in a few days will sicken and die (E. A. Gait, Censw
Hep. Bengal, 1901, i. 198). Among the Pulluvans of Madras, 'a
man who wishes to bring a demon under his control must bathe
in the morning for forty-one days, and cook his own meals.
He should have no association with his wife, and be free from
all pollution.
Every night, after 10 o'clock, he should bathe in
a tank or river, and stand naked up to the loins in water,
while praying to the god whom he wishes to propitiate, in the
words " I offer thee my prayers, so that thou mayst bless me
with what I want." These, with his thoughts concentrated on
the deity, he should utter 101, 1001, and 100,001 times during
the period. Should he do this, in spite of all obstacles, and
intimidation by the demons, the god will grant his desires'
In Mysore, among the Hasulas and
(Thurston, vi. 231).
Maleyas, jungle tribes, when a man dies, his spirit is supposed
to be stolen by some one else's devil, who is pointed out by the
astrologer, who divines by throwing cowrie-shells or rice. The
heir, then, as a measure of precaution, redeems the spirit by
offering a pig, fowl, or other gift ; and he promptly shuts it up
in a pot, where it is periodically supplied with drink and food
to prevent it from walking and doing mischief (B. L. Rice,
Mysore, 1897, i. 214 cf. 'The Fisherman and the Jinni,' Sir R.
Burton, Arabian Nights, 1893, i. 34 ff.
PNQ ii. 170> The
power of a demon is believed to rest in his hair, and, if a man
can succeed in cutting off the topknot of a Bhut, the latter will
be his slave for life (NINQ iii. ISO). In Travancore, Kuttichchattan, the boy imp, if fed, watches the property of his owner
the master of such a demon possesses infinite powers of evil but
these, if wrongly exercised, recoil upon him, and cause him to
die childless and after terrible physical and mental agony (N.
Subramhaniya Aiyar, Census Rep., 1901, i. 303). Siddharaja,
the great Chalukya'king of W. India, is said to have performed
his acts of heroism by aid of a demon which he subdued by
riding a corpse in a cemetery (BG i. pt. i. 174).
;

'

:

'

'

;

;

;

;

Relation of demonology to orthodox reFrom Vedic times the gods ever war
ligion.
Krsna
against the demons (A. Macdonell, 156 ff.).
slays the demoness Putana
Trnavartta, the
whirlwind demon; Arista, the bull demon; Kesin,
12.

—

;

(S07

(Indian)

demon

Growse, Mathura*, 1SSH,
Many gods and goddesses take their
pp. 55, 62).
Devi as
cult-titles from their conquest of demons
Mahisa-mardini, Indra as Vrtrahan, Visnu as
The scenes of
Kaitabhajit and MadhusQdana.
these ghostly combats are still shown, )ike the
gloomy cave at Yan in Kanara, whence Siva dislodged the demon occupant ; the water which Hows
from hot springs is the blood of the Haksasas slain
by some deity, or such wells are the haunts of
demons which, if not conciliated, bring disease (BG
xv. pt. ii. 355, xiv. 373 ; L. A. Waddell, Among the
Himalayas, 1899, p. 203). This opposition between
the worker by magical arts and the priest who
works by the aid of the gods is one of the primary
facts of Hinduism (Sir A. C. Lyall, Asiatic Studies'',
the horse

(F. S.

;

Even among some of the forest
1907, i. 101 ff.).
tribes the supremacy of the god over the demon is
admitted ; but, as already stated, no clear distinction can be drawn between god and demon.
The Oraons believe that their tutelary deity, Pat,
controls all the Bhuts, except the Dayan ; and the
Kannikans of Madras will not worship the demon
Chathan at Cranganore because he is a rival of the
local orthodox god (MA8B, 1906, i. 142 ; A. K.
Iyer,

i.

143).

But, as a matter of fact, this opposition between
demonolatry and the orthodox religion is little
more than nominal, and popular Hinduism consists
of a veneer of the higher beliefs overlying demonworship, the latter being so closely combined with
the former that it is now impossible to discriminate
the rival elements. This combination is especially
apparent in S. India, where Brahmanism appeared
at a comparatively recent period and was forced to
come to terms with the local Dravidian beliefs. In
particular, in the Tamil districts, the demon coitus
has been elaborated under Brahman guidance, as is
shown by the ceremonial washing of demon images,
elaborate processions in their honour, and other
forms of an advanced species of worship. While
the original Gramadevata are, as a rule, female,
here their male consorts tend to acquire a more
prominent position. Aiyanar, for instance, has become entirely independent, occupies a shrine of his
own, and has a special festival, and sacrifices are
made to his attendants, Maduraivirau and Munadian. As a concession to Brahman feeling, blood
sacrifices are falling into abeyance, and, when these
are offered to a goddess, she is often veiled, and a
curtain is drawn during the blood-sacrifiee to
Aiyanar, or the offering is made not to him but to
one of his attendants (Bishop Whitehead, Bull.
Madr. Mus. v. 160). In some places Brahmans
are beginning to act as priests to the village goddesses; but the slaying of victims is left in charge
of the low-caste priests ; and Brahmans who serve
in village shrines are regarded, among their own
body, as holding a distinctly lower position than
those who are engaged in secular pursuits (ib.
127 f.). The fusion of the two faiths usually manifests itself in the acceptance by the orthodox gods
of the demons as their followers or assistants.
Jhis is particularly noticeable in the Sakta and
Saiva cultus, Vaisnavism having little sympathy
with the cruder rites of demonism. The village
goddesses tend to become Saktis, or manifestations
of the female energy of Nature Siva himself has,
as one of his cult-titles, Bhutesvara or Bhutesa,
lord of demons ; his son Ganesa or Ganpati takes
his name as lord of his father's attendant demons
in the Karnatak, Aiyanar is identified
(gana)
with Harihara, a duplex figure embodying Siva
and Visnu.
Thecorrupt Mahayana form of Buddhism current
in Tibet and the Himalaya lias largely adopted
Shamanistic beliefs, drawn from the Animistic
devil-dancing cults of the Bon, resembling in many
;

'

'

;
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ways the Taoism

of China,

and reinforced from

Indian Tantrik beliefs (L. A. Waddell, Buddhism
of Tibet, 1895, pp. 19, 34, 477 Sir H. Yule, Marco
;

61

Polo, 1871,
f.).
This process of the absorption of demonolatry by orthodox Hinduism naturally results in
the decrease of the former, as intelligence, education, and the active missionary efforts of the
ii.

orthodox priesthood extend. This is admitted by
several native writers.
One, speaking of Bengal,
states that the numbers of the Bhuts have largely
been reduced fifty years ago there were as many
;

demons as there are men at the present

millions of

time

characteristically, he seems to attribute this
reduction in numbers to the facilities now offered
by railways of visiting Gaya and other places for
the purpose of performing the obsequial rites which
appease the angry spirits of the dead (NINQ iii.
From Bombay we learn that in Kolhapur
199).
some of the most dreaded evil spirits have recently
;

—

disappeared the Brahman ghosts having left the
country because they dislike the cow-killing permitted by the British Government the Muhammadan demons because pork is now freely eaten
only the low-caste spirits are left, and their influence has become much reduced (BG xxiv. 421).
Even in Cochin and Travancore, the homes of
demon-worship, it is said to be gradually giving
way to Hinduism, as represented by the cults of
;

;

Siva, Subrahmanya, and Ganpati or Ganesa (A. K.
Iyer, i. 311).
Literature.— The cults of the demons and evil spirits of
India have been as yet imperfectly studied, because many of
these rites are repulsive, and performed in secret, and thus do
not readily come under the observation of Europeans, while they
are offensive to many students of Hinduism belonging to the
The material, which is of great
higher and learned classes.
extent and complexity, is scattered through the anthropological literature of India, some of which has been quoted in
the course of this article.
It is most abundant in S. India.

Much information will be found
Manual of the Administration

in the Census Reports
the
of the Madras Presidency,
the Bulletins of the Madras Museum ; the District
esp. that by W. Logan on Malabar, 1887
general
treatises, such as E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India,
1909; V. N. Aiya, Travancore State Manual, 1906; B. L.
Rice, Mysore, 1897 F. Buchanan, A Journey through Mysore,
Canara, and Malabar, 1807 L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer,
The Cochin Tribes and Castes, vol. i. (all published), 1909 P.
Percival, The Land of the Veda, 1854 S. Mateer, The Land of
Charity ,1871 R. Caldwell, Compar. Gram, of the Dravidianor
South-Indian Family of Languages'1 1875, in which and in
B. Ziegenbalg, Genealogy of the South-Indian Gods, 1869. the
work of the former writer on the Shanars of Tinnevelly is reproduced G. Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of Bharatavarsa or India, 1893 Sir M. Monier- Williams, Brahma nism
and Hinduism*, 1891; in A. K. Forbes, Has Mala, 1878, is
reproduced the Bhoot Nibundh or the Destroyer of Superstitions regarding Daimons, by Trivedi Dalpatram Daya, issued in
an Eng. tr. in 1850. To these may be added special monographs, such as P. Dehon, S.J., Religion and Customs of the
Uraons,' in Mem- As. Soc. Bengal, i. (1906); A. C. Bunnell,
Tfie Devil Worship of the Tulavas, reprinted from I A, 1894

1885-93

;

;

Manuals,

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

'

;

H. Whitehead, 'The Village Deities of Southern India,' in
Madr. Mus. v. (1907); M. J. Walhouse, 'On the Belief
Bhutaa Devil and Ghost Worship in Western India,' in JA1

Bull.

—

in

W. CROOKE.

v. (1876) 408.
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A

—

A

distinguishes good and bad gods (daivi, and dsuri
the bad gods are also spoken of as kudevas
gati)
or kadamaras. Demons would come under the two
heads narakas and kudevas, and ghosts under that
of kudevas.
It must, however, be kept in mind
that, according to the Jains, neither the state of a
nor
of a demon is permanent, but both
that
god
have their individually lixed duration, which may
extend to many oceans of years. The state which
a soul may attain in the scale of beings and the
duration of this state his individual lot depend
on the merits and demerits (karma) of the soul
when tl;c allotted time is over, the soul will be
lc-born in sonic other state according to his karma.

an animal or a man only.
or hell-beings, have a demoniacal
leave
the place where they
but
cannot
nature,
they
are condemned to live, nor can they do harm to
their
fellow
narakas. The
other
than
any
beings
souls of those who have committed heinous sins
are on death removed in a few moments (see

The narakas,

Death and Disposal of the Dead

[Jain]) to

one of the seven nether worlds which contain the
different hells (see COSMOGONY AND COSMOLOGY
There the soul of the condemned is
[Indian], § 4).
fitted out with an enormous body of a loathsome
shape comparable to -that of a plucked fowl. The

hell-beings possess superhuman mental powers
(avadhi) ; they avail them, however, only to find
In
out their enemies and to fight each other.
addition to the pains produced by the wounds they
inflict on one another and by the tortures they

have to undergo in some hells, the hell-beings
continually sutler from extreme heat or cold, the
intolerable stink, and the horrid sounds which
prevail in the hells, and they can never appease
The narakas do not
their hunger and thirst.
but their
die, however much they are mangled
wounds close at once like a furrow in water.
They die at their allotted time after a miserable
life, which may extend, in the lowest hell, to 33
;

oceans of years.
The remaining demons and the ghosts are contained in the two lowest sub-divisions of the gods
the bhavanavasins or bhaumeyakas, and the vyantaras.
The lowest class of the bhavanavasins (i.e.
gods who live in palaces) are the asurakuiudras or
:

simply asuras. They reside in mansions of their
own below the surface of the earth, in the upper
half of Ratnaprabha, the highest of the seven
As in Hindu mythology, the
nether worlds.
asuras may be good or bad but there are fifteen
extremely wicked asuras Ambarisa, etc.- who
administer tortures in the three uppermost hells ;
in a former life they had delighted in wanton
The remaining classes of bhavanavasins,
cruelty.
vagas, etc., seem to be demigods rather than
demons.
The vyantaras include demons, goblins, ghosts,
and spirits, who live on, above, or below the earth.
They are divided into eight classes, viz. kinnaras,
kimpurusas, mahoragas, gandharvas, yaksas, rdksasas, bhutas, and pisilchas, all of which occur
The last
almost identically in Hindu mythology.
four classes contain demons and ghosts, but they
are not demoniacal as a whole. There are even
among the raksasas good ones, adorers of the
In narratirthakaras, who may take dilcsa, etc.
tives the demoniacal character is usually indicated
Generally
by an epithet, e.g. dusta-vyantara.
speaking, the notions of the Jains on demons,
ghosts, etc., are very much the same as those of
the other Hindus but the position of the superhuman beings has been, in many regards, altered

—

;

by the

—

'

—

;

efforts of the Jains to introduce systematical

order into the mythological conceptions current at
the time when their religious teachings were re-

duced to a definite form.

;

—

be re-born as a hell-being, but the

latter will be re-born as

;

(Jain).— Super-

beings, according to the Jains, fall into
categories the denizens of hell (nclrakas),
the gods (devas).
sub-division of the latter

'

(Jain)

may

god

Literature.

and

4 (tr.

1906, 9th

— Umasvati's

Tattvdrthddhigama Sutra, chs. 3
Vinayavijaya's Lokaprakaia,

ZDMG lx. [1906] 309 ft.)

and 10th

;

H. JaCOUI.

sargas.

DEMONS AND SPIRITS (Japanese).— I.
Ghosts. — 'The difficulty, says a Japanese writer,
'

an article about ghosts
Ghosts
that there are so many of them.'
and ghost -stories are too numerous to admit of
There are certain
tabulation or classification.
traditional forms which they are supposed to
assume. They are mostly of the Female sex. -ire
clad in white flowing robes which conceal the
'

of collecting materials for

is

.
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absence of legs, and dishevelled hail hangs loosely
over their shoulders. As a rule they are supposed
to bear some resemblance to the living original,
but this is not invariably the case. The ghosts
of the wicked bear on themselves the marks of
the punishments they are enduring in the invisible world
they appear with one eye, or three
eyes, with a long tongue protruding beyond their
lips, or with a long flexible neck like that of a
These corporeal peculiarities are supserpent.
posed to be the results of the karma of a previous
The Japanese ghost is not generally
existence.
malicious there are times, however, when he can
:

:

exhibit an amazing amount of perverse and wicked
ingenuity.
Dr. T. Inouye, who has devoted much thought
to the question of ghosts, summarizes their appearances as follows. (1) They are commonly seen in
the twilight or at dead of night when everything
is black and indistinct.
They appear, (2) as a rule,
in lonely or solitary places or (3) in houses recently
visited by death, or that have long been deserted,
in shrines, temples, graveyards, or among the
shadows of willow-trees. It is very rarely that a
ghost appears to a group of persons apparitions
are mostly vouchsafed to single individuals, and
especially to rjersons out of health, feeble in body
;

;

and mind, deficient in knowledge, and impressionable.
There is nothing specially new in Inouye's
they are given here to show that the
Japanese ghost is very much what the ghost is
to
be
elsewhere.
supposed
2. Warnings of approaching death.
It is common among temple folk in Japan to say that at the
moment of death the soul will often go to the
temple to give notice of its death. On such occasions, a jingling or rattling sound is heard by the
temple-gate or in the main hall of worship, and it
is held that whenever these sounds are heard
they
are invariably followed by the announcement that
a parishioner, male or female, has died. The man
from whom the present writer obtained his information warned him that these stories must not be
looked upon as mere idle tales. The thing is of
conclusions

:

—

constant occurrence,
stories

now

as in the past.

from Tono Monogatari will illustrate

Two
this
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conceived as a head and shoulders ending oil' in
vague draperies, the following story of the Haunted
House of Yotsuya will show that underneath the
vague draperies a real man is supposed to exist.
The house in this story was haunted by a troublesome and
noisy ghost who allowed the inmates no rest at night. The landlord could find no tenant though the rent was ridiculously low.
At last a man, tempted by the cheap rent asked for the otherwise
desirable residence, determined to face the ghost and lay him
if possible.
He shut himself into the house at night and
awaited the ghost's arrival. At the wonted hour he came. He
was not, however, a terrible ghost at all. When he found that
the man showed no disposition to run away he became quite
gentle and opened his grief. In the days of his flesh he had
been a fighting man, and had had the misfortune to lose his leg
as the result of one of his battlea. The severed limb lay buried
beneath the house, and a one-legged ghost in the realm of the
He had long haunted the
spirits was an object of ridicule.
house for the purpose of recovering his lost limb, but unfortunately he had never yet succeeded in persuading any mortal to
listen to his plaint.
The man promised to give his assistance,
and, instructed by the ghost, proceeded to dig at a certain spot
beneath the house.
Presently, there arose from the hole a
misty shape, a fleecy cloud, in appearance like the leg of a man
which drifted off, and joined itself to the body of the ghost.
1
Thank you,' said the happy ghost, ' I am satisfied now.' And
he ceased to haunt the house.
The story shows that the
Japanese ghost is thought of as being the exact spiritual
counterpart of the material man.

—

Ghostly counterparts of material objects.
rarely (if ever) appears naked.
appears sometimes in his grave-clothes, but
very frequently in the ghostly counterparts of the
clothes which he habitually wore in his material
life.
He often has a spiritual sword, and has been
known in stories to commit murder, e.g. strangling,
with the ghostly counterparts of material objects,
such as a rope or a piece of tough paper.
4.

The Japanese ghost

He

A Kyoto story, dating from the Kyoho era (a.d. 1716-1735),
a murdered woman who was buried along with her newborn infant, the latter not being truly dead at the time of interment. Prompted by maternal instinct, the ghost of the woman
escaped from the tomb and went into the city to buy food for
her infant. Two or three times Bhe appeared at a certain shop
and purchased some rice-jelly.
On each occasion she was
served by a different member of the family— by an apprentice,
by the mistress, and finally by the master. The sadness of her
face impressed itself on the memory of each, and each had a
distinct recollection of having seen the woman take out of her
purse the proper sum of money and lay it down on the mat
In each case, when, after the departure of the
before her.
woman, they went to take up the money, it had disappeared
and could nowhere be found.
tells of

that the Japanese ghost is thought
by ghostly counterparts of all the
that
surround
him in this world in other
objects
words, there is, in the Japanese mind, a spiritual
world which is the exact counterpart of the material
It is evident

of as surrounded

point.

A certain rich parishioner of a temple in the township of
Tono, in the province of Rikuchu, had long been confined to his
bed with a disease which was known to be incurable. One day,
however, the incumbent of the temple was surprised to receive
a visit from the Bick man, who was welcomed with the greatest
After a long and
cordiality, and regaled with tea and cakes.
pleasant conversation, the visitor rose to take his leave. A
novice followed him to the front gate. The old man, passing
through it, turned suddenly to the right and disappeared
mysteriously from sight. The Bervitors in the temple were in
the meantime making the discovery that the cakes had been
left untouched and the tea spilled on the mats. Several persons
afterwards asserted that they had seen the old gentleman walking mysteriously down the street. The man died that evening,
and the family maintained that he had been lying unconscious
on his bed all day. The spilling of the tea is characteristic of
many of these stories it seems to be the proper thing for the
Japanese ghosts to do.
Another very pretty story comes from the lonely mountain
village of Shimo Niigawa, on the banks of the Karobe in Etchiu.
The wife of a carrier, living with her husband and son, near to
a mineral spring, fell into the river, as she was returning after
dark on a moonless night from the spring, and was drowned.
Husband and son were awaiting her return at home, very
anxious because of the lateness of the hour. Finally, they concluded that, owing to the darkness, she had decided to 9tay the
night somewhere, and would return the next morning. As the
boy lay dozing on hiB bed he was awakened by something tugging
at his hand. Seeing nothing, he went to sleep again. But the
tug at his hand came again, and the touch was like that of his
mother's hand. Then he called his father, and, striking a light,
found that the place upon which the strange fingers had closed
waB covered with blood. The next morning his mother's dead
body was found among the rocks in the river bed. The palm of
her hand was all torn and bleeding. Evidently, in her fall, ahe
had made a wild grab at some stone or tree, and injured it.
:

—
ghost. While

the common
3. The limbs of a
ghost, and especially the stage-ghost, is generally
vol. iv.— 39

—

world in which we live.
5. Close connexion between the two worlds.
These two worlds are looked upon as being very
closely connected. The spiritual world lies as near
to the material, and is as closely interwoven with

—

as the spirit of man is with his body. The link
of connexion is never broken, and the Japanese
ghost feels the same keen interest in the welfare of
Ids family, province, or country that he felt when
it,

alive.
There are many stories to illustrate this for example, one
recently published by Viscount Tani in the Kokumin Shimbun,
Hamada Rokunojo, a samurai of the Tosa clan,
who, having been beheaded (a.d. 1674) with his whole family on
account of embezzlement of provincial funds, appeared to his
judge on the day following the execution, to relieve himself of
an important message which oppressed his mind. In many
stories, the constant persecutions of a stepmother worry her
hated stepson into a monastery, where he can have no further
influence over the family finances.
A pious priest of Hieizan,
who had spent many }'ears in the continuous recitation of the
Hoke Kyo, edifies (or annoys?) the community by continuing
the same practice in the darkness of the tomb. The ghost of a
:

of a certain

murdered man gives no

rest to judges, councillors, or kinsfolk,
until he has secured the acquittal of a wrongfully accused
person and the arrest of his own guilty brother.

These are but a few instances out of the many
ghost stories with which Japanese literature and
folk-lore abound.
Whether the tales are true or
not does not matter.
The important thing is
that they all illustrate the constant belief of the
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in the reality of the spirit world, and in
the constant and close interest which its denizens
take in the concerns of men.
6. Effects of this belief on conduct.—' Are you
not ashamed,' says a kind-hearted husband, in
one of Tokutomi's novels, to his spiteful wife,

Japanese

—

'
are you not ashamed to stand before the family
ihai [tablets of the dead], when you have been
treating ' your own brother's child with such
There can be no doubt that the belief
cruelty ?
in the continued interest taken by the dead in the
concerns of the world they have left behind them
has exerted in the past, and still exerts, a great
influence on the moral conduct of the individual
Japanese. The influence is fostered by the presence
on the domestic shrine of the tablets of the dead,
by the observances on death-days and other anniversaries of the dead, by the ceremonies, joyous and
otherwise, of the Urabon Festival, by the many
lustrations of the Shinto rites, and "by the practice,
observed in private households as in the great
affairs of State, of announcing to the spirits of the
deceased, as matters that must touch them closely,
any events of importance that have taken place in
the family circle or the country. When the second
Tokugawa Shogun, Hidetada, wished to change
the succession in his family, he was only dissuaded
from his designs by the consideration of the fact
that he would have to notify the change by some
messenger sent expressly to the realms of the dead.
Imperial messengers are constantly being sent to
announce some event to the spirits of the Imperial
Ancestors, and the Shokonsha shrines which,
during the present reign, have been erected in
Tokyo and elsewhere, to the memory of the patriot
dead who have died for sovereign or country during

the Meiji period, represent the enlargement by
design of an old belief that has always been present
in Japan under one form or another. The spiritual
world of the Japanese is no longer bounded by the
narrow limits of the province. Like their patriotism, it has become Imperial for what lies outside
the bounds of the Empire the Japanese have but
:

little
7.

concern.

The spirits of material objects. — The Japanese

ghost differs from ours in conception. It is not, as
with us, just the spiritual portion of a man, separated at death from the body. It is the whole man
spiritualized, the exact, immaterial counterpart of
the material man.
Every material object (e.g.
money, as we saw above) has this spiritual counterpart, and there has from the earliest times been a
tendency to personify the spiritual counterparts of
material objects, especially things remarkable for
hear
beauty, majesty, age, and the like.
occasionally of the ghost of a teapot, a badger, or
the like the poetic imagination of the Japanese
has peopled her wilds with gods or spirits of the
mountain, the cascade, the tree, the well, the
The inriver, the moon, and above all, the sun.
digenous Japanese cult is threefold. It is natureas
a
and,
corollary to
worship, ancestor-worship,
the latter, ruler-worship.
If man has a spiritual
8. The spirits of animals.
counterpart to his material self capable of leaving
the latter and of continuing its existence apart,
and if the same can be said of plants, mountains,
and other inanimate bodies, it stands to reason
that the same qualities ought, logically, to be
All animals are, in
attributed to the animals.
Japanese popular thought, thus endowed with

We

;

—

spiritual counterparts, and some more conspicuously thr.n others, Foxes, badgers, bears, and the
like are able not only to appear before the eye
in the spiritual counterpart of their own material
shape, but even to enter into the bodies of men
and other animals, and to speak and act through
them.

(Japanese)

—The fox

He has,
ia the hero of a thousand stones.
In a legend
been known to change himself into a tree.
from Nam we read of a Shinto priest from the Kasuga shrine
who, having lost his horse, went into the forest to search for it.
He was astonished to see a giant cryptomeria in a place where
none had stood only a few days before, and, in order to make
sure that he was not being bewitched, discharged his arrow
against the tree. The next day the tree had disappeared, but
on the place where it had Btood there was a poor little dead fox
with an arrow through its heart.
Again, the fox has been
known to turn into a woman, not only as a temporary disguise,
but permanently and there is a popular play known as the
Shinoda no mori, or 'Forest of Shinoda,' which turns entirely on
the supposed marriage of a man with a vixen who had assumed
the form of a young woman. The plot has an extremely sad
and tragic denouement. The story of the midwife who was
tricked by a fox into assisting at the accouchement of his wife is
also a favourite one which may be found in many districts.
The fox,

e.g.,

;

The cult of the fox, whilst probably indigenous
to Japan, is also found in China, and many of the
fox-legends are probably importations.

When

the

fox can find a human skull, and put it on its head,
and then worship Myoken, the polar star, it obtains
It is very
its power of assuming the human form.
fond of assuming the shape of a beautiful maiden,
and chooses the twilight for the exercise of its

witchery. The witchery of a fox is rarely of a
malicious kind. It has indeed been known to deal
swift and sharp retribution to men for acts of injustice and cruelty, but it is, as a rule, mischievous
rather than spiteful, and there are not a few instances in which the fox has shown great gratitude.
There are no stories which tell of the fox requiting
good with evil but it never omits to requite evil
;

with

evil.

tells of a samurai who shot at a fox with
intent to kill. He missed his aim, but the fox did not forget
the hostile intention, and when the samurai got home he found
On the other hand, a story from Omi tells of
his house on fire.
the gratitude of the fox to whom the priests had shown kindness ; and the great Nichiren, who had a very tender heart for
animals, was said to have two familiar and attendant foxes who
accompanied him everywhere, predicting the future, and warning him of coming dangers. A story is also told of a certain
Yasumichi, who held the office of Dainagon and resided at

A

story from Kai

Takakura, near Kyoto. The grounds surrounding his mansion
were so full of foxes that they became a nuisance to the neighbourhood, and Yasumichi was minded to get rid of them. He
appointed a day for a great fox-hunt but, on the evening
before, a fox appeared to him in the shape of a handsome boy,
and, in the name of the whole tribe, promised the best of behaviour if only Yasumichi would spare them. Yasumichi did
so, and never repented of the bargain.
;

For further stories relating to the power of metamorphosis ascribed to the fox, as well as for similar
stories relating to other animals, the reader is
referred to M. W. de Visser's excellent treatises
on the 'Tengu,' the 'Fox and Badger,' and the
'Cat and Dog,' in Japanese folk-lore, appearing in
vols, xxxvi. and xxxvii. of the Transactions of the
Asiatic Society of Japan.
foxes and other animals.
9. Possession by
What we have hitherto said has related to the
supposed power of the fox and certain other animals of bewitching men by assuming phantom
In fox-possession, the spirit of the animal
bodies.
intrudes itself into the body of a man or woman,
in such a way that the intruding spirit exercises a
control, more or less absolute, over the person in
whose body it resides. This power is ascribed not
only to the fox, but to the dog, the monkey, the
Strange to say, these
badger, and the serpent.

—

beliefs are more prevalent in Kyushu and S.W.
Japan than in the North and North-eastern districts, and it seems not unnatural to ascribe them
to Malay rather than to Chinese or Mongolian
The following is a list of the names
influences.
commonly given to these forms of possession,
together with the localities in which they are said

to be especially found

:

Name.
'

Locality.

...
'

Kitsune-tmtki, fox-possession
'
Nekoffamit 'cat-god

Tiuiuki.nami, 'badger-god'
Inugami, 'dog-god'
.

.

.

.

.

.

No definite

locality.

„

,,

,,

,,

Bitchu, Awa, Tosa, »nd
parts of Kyushu.
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Sarugami, 'monkey -god'
Hebitjami,
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him out

Locality.
.

.

Shikoku.

.

Ivo.

'

serpent-god

.

Tokyo
(meaning unknown)
lluwmisaki ,,
.
lf
[These two are forms
.

Nmko, human
'

fox

.

iiitchii,

Bingo.

of Kitsune-lxi'lici.]

...

'

Izumo.
Izuna,
„
„
Shinano.
[Onitiuki, or demon-possession," in the strictest sense of the
term, and possession by Tengu, are omitted here, as they will
be discussed later on. The reader is
again recommended to
study de Visser's illuminating pages.]
.

'

.

.

—

10. Oni.
This is the name given to
class of supposed beings of hideous
aspect

a certain

and Herculean strength. They often assume the human
form, with the addition of a pair of bull's horns,
and a tiger's skin thrown around their loins. These

two special symbols denote, so it is said, that
they
came into the world of men through the kimon,
or
'spirit-gate,' which, following the arrangement of
the Japanese zodiac, is situated in the ushi-tora
bull-tiger ') direction (see below).
The word oni is said to be of Chinese origin, and
to denote 'hidden' or 'secret.'
It is therefore
connected in idea with the Japanese kakureru, to
go into concealment,' used of the death of eminent
persons, and it is thus plain that the primary conception of the oni is that they are the spirits of
the dead. The oldest
purely Japanese term seems
to have been mono ('the
beings,' an euphemism
based on the idea of de mortuis nil nisi
bonum)
arakami 1 or araburukami ('wild
and'
('

'

;

spirits'),

women '), appear to have been used
we get the word mononoke
beings
Many Japanese will say that

shikome ('ugly
later,

and

('spiritual

mono

later again
').

or mononoke are
essentially evil beings, but
there seems to be no inherent reason for such a
still more modern word is bnkesupposition.
mono ('beings possessed of magical powers '). These
words show the beliefs of the
Japanese regarding
the dead. Death is liberation from the trammels
of fleshly existence. The dead,
therefore, possessing greater freedom, have larger powers than the
living, though their existence is hidden from our
eyes.
They are the kishin or the kami, dwelling
in the dark regions of
But there are many
yorni.
dillerent types of oni, and some of
them, unable to
rest in the dull peace of
Elysium, turn to more
active employments. In the
Kojiki, the yomotsu
shikome drive Izanagi out of Hades
and the
araburukami, changing himself into a bear is
slam by a celestial thunderbolt discharged bv
J

A

;

'

*

Takemikadzuchi.
"• T he oni as modified by Confucianism and
Buddhism. —The introduction into
Japan of Chinese
and Indian influences
brought with it certain modifications of the oni.
The Kojiki itself is a book
largely influenced by China it is, therefore, possible
that the idea of the yomotsu shikome
not be
a purely Japanese one. To Buddhism may
is certainly
due the idea which makes of the oni the attendant's
of the god of Hell, Yama.
In a story in the
Ujijili
Monogatari they appear as fairies, amidst surroundings which are almost German.
An old woodcutter, who has a large wen
upon his right cheek
;

overtaken by a storm and
compelled to pass the night in a
hollow tree. Unintentionally, he becomes a
spectator of the
revels of the om, who dance around his tree.
The old man who
d am er himself, joins in the
?
dance, and, after a verv
If r E?
delightful night, promises to come again to his new-made friends
The um are a little doubtful as to his
sincerity, and take the wen
off his right cheek as a
pledge. When he returns, he becomes
an object of envy to his neighbour, who is also
a
and
who has also a wen, but on his left cheek. Thewoodcutter,
neighbour determines that he will also try his luck, and takes his
place in the
hollow tree to wait for the oni dance to
commence: But he is
not a good dancer, and th e oni lose their
tempers. They drive
1 In
the days of the anti-Christian
persecutions, Christian
emblems and books were occasionally saved
from desecration or
destruction by being shut
up in shrines dedicated to supposed
arakami, where they were safe, owing to the
superstitious fears
of the people. The
writer
has
present
been told of a crucifix
which was thus treated also of a
copy of the Christian Scripis

,

.

;

(Japanese)
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dance ring, and, as he flees, one of them take!
the wen which they had taken from his
predecessor and throws
it at his right
cheek, where it sticks. Thus the man returns
home with a wen on either cheek.
Some of the tricks ascribed to the oni, such as
the stealing of a lute
to the
of the

belonging
Emperor
.Murakami (A.D. 947-008), which is afterwards
mysteriously lowered by invisible hands from a
high tower, and so restored, seem to
suggest a
credulity that was easily imposed upon.
When a
woman disappeared from a public park in
Kyoto
being last seen walking hand in hand with a man,
and when a search made for her resulted
only in
the discovery of a pair of arms and a
leg, the police
of the period (A.D.
885-889) were probably very
glad to be able to plead that it was the work of the
oni.
An oil-pot, rolling of its own accord aloii"
the streets, and entering a house, where it kills
a
young girl, ought to satisfy the most exacting of
spiritualistic seances.

The word oni as aPP Iie d to living persons.—
Whilst oni corresponds roughly to the ki of Confucianism, or to the gaki, or inhabitants of the
Buddhist Pretaloka, it is also sometimes metaphorically applied to living people. Thus we get
oni-musha, a fierce warrior
oni-shogun, a daring general'; oni-kage, 'a spirited horse.'
beautiful but hard-hearted woman is an
oni, an
ugly, evil face is oni-zura, and there is a phrase
oni nojiihachi, which
suggests that the devil was a
handsome enough fellow in his youth.
13. Adaptations of Indian stories.— The
Japanese
oni is sometimes conceived of as
playing the part
of Mara, the
Tempter, who so constantly comes
•ar3\

'

'

'

;

A

between Buddha and his disciples, and who is the
enemy of truth. More frequently he is the Yaksa
or Raksasa of Indian
demonology. It has been
conjectured that the Onigashima of the popular
Japanese story is the Yaksadvlpa of the Jatakas.
In the same story, the
onitaiji, or attack on the
demons, is said to be an adaptation of Rama's
invasion of Ceylon, as given in the
Mahabharata.
now come to the consideration
14. Tengu.—
of the mysterious
beings known as tengu. The
popular explanation of this term is heavenly dog ;
but the word also appears as tenko,
heavenly fox

We

'

'

'

and

'

tenko,
heavenly light.'
planation of the word tengu is

The Buddhist

'

ex'-

'

light and darkness
'freedom and non-freedom,'
'enlightenment and
Thus considered, the tengu is a
being in
whom are united both sides of these antitheses.
similar interpretation makes ten to be the
heavenly
mantra which dominates the
Vajradhatu, or Diamond World, and gu to be the
mantra
which rules in the Garbhadhatu, orearthly
Womb World.
The tengu participates in the nature of both worlds!

'

error.

A

Shintoist and Confucianist
writers, Baron Tsuda
for example, do not hesitate to
denounce the
tengu as nothing but figments invented by a crafty
priesthood for the purpose of deceiving an ignorant
people.

It

is,

nevertheless, interesting to

speculate
on the sources from which the
conception of these
fabled creatures came. The
tengu is frequently
found in Chinese literature, and it
may perhaps be
said that the idea of these
beings came from a close
observation of animals in their native haunts. The
Buddhist monks of old
generally built their temples
in the recesses of
solitary mountains, and one of
the commonest of the titles bestowed on the
founder
of a temple or sect is that of
kaisan-shonin, 'the
venerable opener of the mountain.'
Japanese
legend connects all the great kaisan, e.g. Saicbo
Kobo, Nichiren, etc., with stories of the tengu, and
the favourite haunts of these creatures are
famous
temples, such as Hiyei, Kurama, Atago, Kommra, Omine, Ontake, Oyama, Miyogi, Akiha, and
JNikko.
The frolicsome antics of animals who
believe themselves to be
absolutely unobserved by
human eyes might easily give birth to
legends of
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tengu and other weird beings. There would also
be ground for imagining that some of the staider
of the brute creation were re-incarnations of yamabuski and other pious recluses.
Undoubtedly the tengu are con15. Garuda.
nected with the Garuda of Buddhist mythology.
will
Tengu
appear as priests, riding on foxes, carrying feather fans, or even swords like samurai
but their commonest form is that of a bird of prey
not unlike an eagle or a vulture. 1 It is a safe
generalization to make, that, whenever a tengu is
represented with the beak and claws of a bird, or
with wings to fly with, the prototype is the Garuda.
When the tengu takes some other form, e.g. a
shooting star, a white badger, and so forth, the
original conception is to be looked for, not in India,
but in China. But, whether Indian or Chinese,
the tengu are always subject to the sacerdotal
Some have
power of the Buddhist priesthood.
been Buddhist priests before their present incarnation
some become converted as tengu, and so
procure re-birth as members of the order. They
can hypnotize men into seeing many things that
have no existence, but their power does not last
for more than a week.
When the Sabbath Day
comes, their power comes to an end.
16. Tengu-possession.
renfju-possession differs
in kind from that by oni, or any of the bewitching
animals. There is no mischief in it, and no devilry.
When a man is obsessed by a tengu, he merely
becomes preternaturally learned or solemn, reading, writing, or fencing with a skill that would
not be expected from him.
When a man is possessed by a
17. Exorcism.
tengu, exorcism is of little importance. For possession by evil spirits, foxes, badgers, and the like,
there are many forms of exorcism in vogue, the
sect of Nichiren being especially noted for its
labours in this kind of healing. The most famous
place near Tokyo is at the village of Nakayama,
where, at a certain temple belonging to the
Nichiren sect, periodical retreats are held for the
purpose of driving out evil spirits of all kinds (see
an art. on ' Buddhistische Gnadensmittel,' in the
Mitteilungen der deutsehen Gesellsehaft fur Natur-

writers

accommodating simultaneously opinions which are
not only inconsistent, but even mutually exclusive.

It is just because man does not always trouble to
disentangle his thoughts and to harmonize them
that he is willing to retain the incongiuent. Consequently a whole-hearted belief in the supremacy
of the Godhead need not necessarily exclude an
acknowledgment of the working of other powers.
To arrive at the conclusion that one or the other
of these beliefs must be rejected requires considerable progress along the path of mental reasoning.
The belief in spirits during post-Biblical times
was a legacy from earlier periods (see esp. the
Assy r. -Bab.' and 'Hebrew artt. on the present
What Chaldsea, Arabia, and Egypt gave
subject).
to Canaan underwent substantial change, and received additions from internal and external sources.
In Palestine itself, Galilee ' may be singled out as
being the centre where demonology was strongest,
but this must not by any means be taken to exclude
other parts. Many causes contributed to the diffusion of these ideas. The ever-growing intercourse
with the Greek and Roman world, produced by
commercial andpolitical circumstances, can scarcely
have failed to make the Jews acquainted with many
new forms of spirits. The Jews from the Diaspora
who re-visited their native land cannot have returned entirely empty-handed, and foreign ideas
must have found a fruitful soil in those parts where
religious influences were weakest to counteract
them. By a people naturally given to syncretism,
dryads and satyrs would easily be associated with
shedim and s^irtm.
Moreover, the intercourse
between the coastland of Palestine and the .Egean
and Cypriote ports must have led to an interchange
of ideas as well as of commodities.
But, without
going so far afield as Greece, there were enough
territorial influences at, hand to account for many
foreign elements in Jewish demonological beliefs

;

'

;

—

—

Vblkerlcunde Ostasiens [vol. v., Tokyo, 1907]).
18. Spirits of the house, etc.
Spirits have much
to do with the Japanese conception of the house.
No building can take place without a reference of
some sort to them. But this is a large subject, and
will be more conveniently treated in connexion
with the house.

:

(i.) The Journal of the Tokyo Anthropological Society.
(ii.) Tsuzoku Bukkyo Shimbun, a weekly journal published

under the auspices of the reforming school of Buddhists, also in
Tokyo.
(iii.) To-a no Ilikari ('The Light of the Far East'), the organ
of the Tokyo Philosophical Society.
A. LLOYD.

superstition and to stifle all higher aspirations ;
that religious teachers and thinkers were themselves not free from these ideas ; and that this
belief obscured and in many ways detracted from
the value of their ethical teachings. On the other
hand, this has been too categorically denied by
1

It Is to be noticed that there are otenrju, big tengu, with
red faces and long human noses there are also kotengu, 'small
with beaks. These are also known as karasut, 'crow
'

;

tmgu.*

practices.

A complete

list of the various forms of demons
be seen in JE, art. ' Demonology.' The scope
of the present article is to furnish suggestions
which may in some cases account for their existence.
While frankly admitting the origin of a

may

number to be purely superstitious, there are
yet many for which other explanations must be
sought. The area to be considered is immense,
and references of great importance occur in ali
branches of literature Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, New Testament and Patristic writings,
and Talmudic and Rabbinic works of all ages,
including Halakha, Haggada, and Qabbala. On
account of this wide area, great care must be
large

—

exercised in drawing conclusions. Demons occurring in late books must be traced to their earliest
An isolated reference in the Shullian
sources.
Arxikh (1555) requires investigation as to whether
it be a mediaeval invention or a lingering survival
of a primitive superstition.
Secondly, references
must be examined to see whether they are the
utterances of individuals or genuine examples of
and distinctions must be drawn
popular belief

'

DEMONS AND

SPIRITS (Jewish).— There
can be no hesitation in saying that the existence
of spirits was, during most periods of Jewish history and in most places, regarded as incontestable.
Yet this statement is capable of being modified in
no small degree. It has been stated, on the one
hand, that demonology obtained so strong a grasp
of the popular mind as completely to fetter it with

teruju,'

and

—

Literature.— In addition Ito the authorities quoted in the
text of this article, the present writer has drawn mainly upon
three sources, all Japanese

diametrically opposite views.

As might be expected, the truth lies in the golden
mean. The human mind and soul are capable of

—

und

(Jewish)

who hold

1

;

between local and general beliefs, between Semitic
and non-Semitic, and between Jewish beliefs and
those borrowed by Jews from their neighbours in
European countries. A requirement, more vital
than any of the foregoing, is the exercise of careful
It is
analysis in selecting Talmudic material.
absolutely necessary to assign each authority to
its proper local and chronological category; that
to say, evidence which applies to Babylon is
that which is found
inadmissible for Palestine
to occur in Galilee cannot be used to prove arguis

;

1

Of.

II.

Grate, Gesch.*, Leipzig, 1SS8,

iii.

282.
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same care must be

chronology.
In investigating Talmudic evidence as to spirits,
the reader will notice, at the outset, different
attitudes adopted by the Rabbis in dealing with
In some cases the reality of demons
this question.
seems to be taken for granted absolutely in others
it seems, with no less certainty, to be denied.
Stories occur in which both these attitudes may be
traced simultaneously. The reason for this may
be found if the nationality of the respective teachers
be sought. It has already been stated that Galilee
was the centre of Palestinian demonology, and it
will almost invariably be found that Galilman
teachers accepted, while Judcean teachers rejected,
the existence of spirits. The numerous instances
which the NT furnishes would have been impossible save in Galilee ; there is a strong similarity
between these and those adduced by Galilcean
Rabbis. The same must be said of those Rabbis
who came from Mesopotamia. As they were
brought up in surroundings in which superstition
was rife, their teaching was tinged by a belief in
spirits, and in comparison with them trie clarity of
Palestinian teaching stands out in bold relief.
Justin Martyr (Dial. i. 85) accuses the Jews of
employing amulets and conjurations to no less an
extent than the heathen.
The evidence of R.
Simon b. Yohai, a Galilaean Tanna of the 2nd
cent. is equally conclusive for Galilee.
Thus Bab.
Erubhin, 646, states
;

,

'

:

The Master saye " We do not pass by food (which is lying
in the street, and which may have been used for protection
against spirits)." R. Yohanan in the name of R. Simon b. Yohai
'

:

" This decision
applies only to the earlier generations,
of Israel were not practised in all arts of
but nowadays, when the daughters of
ni!fl"l9)
Israel are indeed practised in all magical arts, this does not
apply. It has been taught that one should pass by loaves, but
not small pieces." R. Asi said to R. Ashi " Do they, then, not
use small pieces also for this purpose?"
[Note that none of
these Rabbis is a Judaean. Simon b. Yohai was a Galilsean, and
R. Asi and R. Ashi were Babylonians.]
Bays

:

when the daughters
,

magic (D 9^*33

;

:
1

The

difference between Judaea, on the one hand,
and Galilee and Babylon, on the other, may be
demonstrated by the story related about Zonin and
the Palestinian Aqiba in Bab. 'Aboda Zara, 55a : '
'
Zonin said to R. Aqiba " Both of us know that there is no
reality in idols, but how is it that we see men going to them
lame and returning sound ? " He replied " I will relate to thee
a parable. There was once in the city an honest man, with whom
all the inhabitants would deposit their money without witnesses.
One man, however, would always do so before witnesses. On one
occasion he forgot and omitted the witnesses. Then said the
wife of the honest man to him, Now we can deny him but he
replied, And indeed since he is foolish, shall we lose our faithful:

:

;

ness?" So also is it with chastisements (i.e. diseases). When
they are sent upon man, the precise limits of their duration are
specified they are adjured and warned at what moment, by
what physician, and by what drug they are to leave the patient.
When the time arrives for the diseases to depart, and it happens
that the sufferer is at the (heathen) temple, the diseases say
"
By rights we should not go, but shall we prove unfaithful to
our oath for the sake of a fool ? "
;

:

'

These and similar anecdotes, which are to be found
in the same
show that the Pal. Rabbis placed
place,
no reliance in spirits and conjurations. It should
be noted that R. Aqiba (A.D. 50-135) says of himelsewhere (Sem. viii. M. E\. 216)
The people
of the south know Aqiba, but whence should the
people of Galilee know him?' It was in Galilee
that the people believed in possession by evil spirits
and in the actuality of demons (e.g. NT references), whereas in Palestine the views of Aqiba
'

self

;

:

prevailed.
One of the favourite forms of procuring intercourse with spirits was by spending the night in a
cemetery. In connexion with this practice, reference should be made to Jer. Terumoth, i. fol. 40a,

outer column, line 29; Gittin, vii. beginning, fol.
486, outer column (ed. Krotoschin, 1866), and Bab.
gagiga, 36, near end. In all these cases invocation
1 The
Gemara is attempting to account for God's tolerating
idols

and superstitions, and

times accomplish cures.

for the fact that spirits

do some-

(Jewish)
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of spirits is mentioned
e.g. 0'iwh "iE|7?n, he who
burns incense to the shedim, and he who passes the
the
in
order
to enter into comnight by
graves
munion with an unclean spirit. These customs are
strongly condemned, and are viewed as an indication of insanity (i.e. one who participates is a
With these passages may be compared the
note).
story in Levit. Babba, xxvi. 5
R. Berakhya in the name of R. Levi relates that a kohen and
an Israelite were possessed by a demon and went to a skilled
:

:

physician, who prescribed for the Israelite, but left the kohen
neglected. The latter asked the reason, and the physician reHe is an Israelite, and is of those who spend the night
plied
at the graves ; but thou, who art a kohen, dost not act thus,
therefore I left thee and prescribed for him.'
'

:

This story illustrates the difference between the
it should be
ignorant and the learned classes
contrasted with the statements of Athenagoras
;

(Legatio pro Christianis, chs. xxiv., xxvi., xxvii.),
to whom demons were a vivid reality. 1
Probably the earliest demons are those originating from the movements of celestial bodies and
from natural phenomena. To the former, of course,
belong Bab. and, later on, Persian examples. Similarly the sand-storm in the desert may be safely
held to account for some of the aspects of the Arabic
jinn. So, too, Ps 91° the destruction that wasteth
at noonday' may not improbably refer to the burning heat of midday. The development of this
idea may be found in Bab. Pesahim, 1116ft'., where
the same word getebh occurs.
Inasmuch as the functions of religion were, among
the Jews, very wide, the scope of the teacher's
activity extended to many branches which would
not to-day be considered as belonging to the true
sphere of religion. He legislated for social as well
as for religious matters
the daily intercourse
between man and his neighbour was the object of
his attention.
Consequently, when there are found
quasi-religious references to spirits, in connexions
'

;

which seem very remote from religion in its modern
signification, it must be remembered that the word
has been greatly restricted in the process of time.
In turning back to those spirits which may perhaps
have their origin in natural phenomena, the foregoing must be borne in mind. Thus in Pesahim,
1116, to which reference has been made, the following statement occurs
From the first of Tammuz to the sixteenth there can be no
:

*

doubt as to their actuality after that date it is doubtful. They
may be found in the shadow of ivy which is stunted (not a yard
high), and in the morning and evening shadows which are not a
yard high, but chiefly they may be found in the shadows of a
;

privy.*

The Gemara does not

particularize the spirits
in the passage cited, which follows
references to many varieties of
There
spirits.
cannot, however, be much doubt that the getebh
m'riri, or spirit of poisonous pestilence, is meant,
although the passage might refer generally to
shedim, for this spirit is described a few lines earlier
in the Gemara
The qefebh mcriri is of two kinds one comes in the morning,
the other in the afternoon. The former is called qefebh m'riri,
and causes mealy porridge to ferment (lit., it appears in a vessel
of mealy porridge and stirs the spoon). The latter is the pestilence which destroyeth at noonday it appears like a sieve on
the horns of a goat, and it turns like a sieve (i&. supra).
It would not seem a very rash assumption to regard
this spirit as the development and personification
of midsummer heat.
Tammuz is elsewhere stated
to be the height of summer, e.g. Shab. 53a, where

mentioned

:

'

;

;

'

a popular proverb

is quoted to the effect that even
Tammuz the donkey feels the cold. The fact
that attention is drawn to those shadows which
afford insufficient protection from the rays of the
sun, and the stress laid on the evil effects of
proximity to a privy, render this view more prob-

in

1 It
may be mentioned, incidentally, that the term for possession by a demon is rlfl'p, N2J. The spirits are said to have been
created on Friday afternoon before Sabbath see Gen. Rabba,
vii. 7 ; Pirqe Aboth, v. 9, where they are included in the
category
of mythical phenomena.
;
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able so also does the mention of the action of heat
on food and on animals (cf. the danger of sleeping
under the rays of the moon [Pes. Ilia, near foot]).
Closely allied to spirits which are embodiments
of natural phenomena are those which affect man
In the Gemara on the tenth
in his daily life.
Mishna of Pesahim many are mentioned. Under
the guise of demons, they teach lessons in cleanliFor instance,
ness, sobriety, care, and economy.
'Re§ LaqiS says: " Whosoever does one of the following four
things risks his life, and his blood is on his own head, namely
he who perforins his natural functions between a palm tree and
a wall he who passes between two palm trees he who drinks
borrowed water he who passes over spilt water, even if his own
;

:

;

;

;

wife has spilled it in his presence."
It is unnecessary to show

'

what

points underlie
these warnings, which are, moreover, still further
discussed in the Gemara ; but it is well to note
that the form of the warning has changed somewhat. The demon is implied, but not actually
Similar instances are the following
expressed.
'
The Genius (xiD N = Pers. izad so Goldschmidt, in his tr. of
:

,

;

the Genius of
Jer., p. 7111) of sustenance is called Cleanliness
'
man should not enter
poverty is called Dirt.' R. Papa says
?
Because a
a house in which there is a cat, barefooted.
;

:

A

Why

cat kills and devours serpents, and serpents have Bmall bones
should one of these bones enter his foot, it could not be dislodged
and would become dangerous. Others say that a man should
not enter a house in which there is no cat, by night. Why?
Because a serpent could, unknown to him, become attached to
him.' 1
;

One of the peculiarities of the Hebrew language,
as compared with Greek, is its paucity of abstract
nouns. Although Aramaic, especially that dialect
in which the Talmud is composed, has a far larger
vocabulary than Mishnie Hebrew, yet it cannot be
denied that the mind of the Jew preferred nouns
This fact deserves recogniof a concrete meaning.
The vocabution when considering demonology.
lary contained no word which could adequately
as
render such terms
dirt,' infection,'
hygiene,'
etc., and in dealing with scientific terms it was,
and is still, a matter of extreme difficulty to find
This fact will be evident to
suitable translations.
any one who attempts to render into classical or
'

'

'

even Mishnie Hebrew a piece of philosophical prose
which could be turned into classical Greek with
Consequently the personification of a
facility.
quality is sometimes to be disregarded, and the
underlying principle must be extracted. It might
be urged that the Greek no less than the Hebrew
people had its demons but other circumstances,
which will readily suggest themselves, have to be
taken into account. Instances of this kind are the
;

following
In Yoma, 77&, reference is made to the demon NrqV, whose
name also occurs in Ta'anith, 20lt where the kind actions of R.
Huna are enumerated. Sh'ihtd clings to the finger-tips ami
afflicts people, especially young children, who eat with unwashed
hands. R. Huna was acquainted with this demon, and used to
place a jar of water ready, saying, Whosoever wishes, let him
come and wash his hands so' as to avoid the danger from the
:

t

'

'

Kohler (JE, art. Demonology,' p. 617, foot) associates
Shlbtd with croup. In the same way the Shulhan 'Arukh preserves an early reference to the evil spirit which clings to a man's
unwashed finger-tips, and urges the necessity of washing them.
It is scarcely conceivable that the evil spirit in this case can have
any other meaning than dirt a word for which the Heb. language does not contain an appropriate equivalent.
It is possible that the demon Lilith (see Is 34 14
'Erubhin, 18o,
100ft
Gen. li. xx.) belongs to thiB category. Adam is said to
have married Lilith in addition to Eve, and filled the world with
shedim and demons of every description, which she bore him.
Then, seized with jealousy of Eve's children, she attacks and
attempts to slay newly-born infants. The story recalls the myth
of Latona's anger against the children of Niobe, but perhaps the
Lilith idea is a personification of the perils which beset women
Shibtd.'

—

;

;

in child-birth.

Kohler (he. cit.) enumerates many Instances of demons of
disease
e.g. ruaJi vertula, catalepsy ; rnah paltja, headoohe ;
beiin e/illm, epilepsy ; ruah qardeyaijos (KapStaKck), melancholy;
;

In this case, although the demon has become completely
rationalized, the warning is addressed to a man's common Bense,
and not to his fear of the supernatural. Yet it must be borne
in mind that Papa, a Bali. Amora (a.d. 800-376), was noted for
his belief in demons.
'IP reoited at the
Cf. especially the
1

end

pin

of a massekhla.

(Jewish)

which suitable Heb. equivalents are lacking it cannot
be from pure choice that demonology was called upon to furnish
for all of

;

descriptive titles.

,

,

which demons and spirits
are cited as playing pranks of a harmless or
even amusing character, comparable to those of
fairies and kelpies in folk-lore. The fact that such
stories are found in most abstruse portions of the
Gemara supports the idea above suggested. Children accompanied the Kabbis and listened to their
discussions, and a story of the marvellous and
supernatural may have been purposely introduced
in order to stimulate wandering wits or as a reward

There are cases

in

for diligent attention.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that in
many cases the demon is of a purely superstitious
nature, e.g. Bcralchoth, 6a:
Abba Benjamin says, " Were mortal eye capable
It is taught
of seeing everything, it would be impossible for any human being
Abbaye
to exist on account of the Mazziqim ('Hariners')."
"
They are more numerous than we, and surround us as
says,
the mounds of earth (thrown up by the plough) surround the
"
his left,
a
thousand
on
Each of us has
furrow." R. Huna says,
"
and a myriad on his right." Rabba says, The jostling at lec'

:

is due to them, weariness of the knees is due to them, the
wearing out of the clothes of the Rabbis is due to their rubbing,
to know thein,
tottering feet are due to them. Whoever wishes
let him take sifted ashes and strew them round his bed, and in
the morning their traces will be seen as of the footprints of a
of a
take
the
after-birth
them
must
to
see
who
wishes
cock. He
black cat, the daughter of a black cat, the firstborn of a firstborn let him burn it with fire, pound it up, and smear his eyes
therewith then be will see them. Let him cast them into an
iron tube and seal them with an iron seal-ring, lest they steal
mouth of the
aught. Let him keep his mouth (perhaps the
but
tube) closed, lest he be injured. R. Bibi b. Abbaye did this,
he suffered injury so the Rabbis prayed for him, and he was

tures

;

;

;

cured."'

This extract contains both the playful and the
to obsuperstitious elements, but it is very hard
serve the distinction. It is also a matter of no
small difficulty to determine how far the belief in

demons was actual or superficial, or, if actual,
whether good, innocuous, or definitely harmful.

It is to be regarded as an evil thing for a man to
in spirits, but
regulate his conduct by his belief

great objection cannot be raised to a bare acknow-

ledgment

of their existence.

A

child's life

would

be empty without fairy stories even to-day the
of Christmas festivity repersonification of the spirit
;

ceives good-natured toleration.
Religious thinkers
belonging to most heterogeneous schools of thought
accept angelology and demonology as a necessary
concomitant of religion. The presence of both is

essential to that mystic element from which no
divorced. But the
religion is or should be entirely
force of the imaginative faculty becomes baneful
when it invades the sphere of reason and subverts
reason itself. It is almost impossible to establish
a hard and fast rule in these cases.
The demonology of the Qabbala, and also of the

Eabbinic writings, is extremely interesting.
Many beautiful Minhagim of Jewish ceremonial
are derived from Qabbala, which assumes a mystic
connexion between things terrestrial and celestial,
and symbolically identifies the form with the
matter.
The prayer at the blowing of the rain's horn on New Year's
to the
day makes the notes of the slwlar into angels ascending
Divine Throne, while inability to blow the shv/ar is due to the
later

which intercepts man's holy
ylstr ha-rd' ('evil inclination, lust')
and ability to
thoughts and robs hiin of til mod ndh (' devotion ')
when a man returns
produce a note. So, too, on Friday night,
from the synagogue to his home, which is prepared to receive
the Sabbath bride in peace and love, two good angelsaccompanv
him and bless him, while the evil angel is constrained to say
Amen. But.if the man's thoughts are not properly attuned, and
sorrowif the reception of the bride is neglected, the good angels
fully

depart and the

evil

angel prevails.

In such cases the spirits are to be explained as
frame of mind of the
graphic representations of the
man, poetienllv expressed, and with these the
be compared it is in such
Sal.ii.uv of Socrtites may
circumstances undoubtedly that the prophylactics
meant to apply.
suggested by the Rabbis were
The recital of verses of Scripture, especially of the
;

DEMONS AND
Psalms, and the observance of t'phillin, mfstisa,
and shith, were intended to prove a balm to a
troubled mind, and to divert
distraught fancies,
but not to have a therapeutic effect on the
1
body.
Nevertheless, the belief among mediaeval Rabbis
as to the actuality of spirits seems to have been
real.
Maimonides and Ibn Ezra form very striking
exceptions (cf. Ibn Ezra on Lv 17', ami contrast
Nahmanides quoted by Kohler, loc. cit. of. also

Rashi on Dt

;

32-'

and Job

5").
Summary.—{I) Belief in the existence of spirits

cannot be denied, but (2) it was
largely limited to
Galilee and Babylonia.
Palestine, on the whole,
w-as free from it, and (3) in some cases other
explanations must besought (a) natural phenomena,
(6) absence of terms for abstract
nouns, (c) the
occasional root of social and other
precepts in man's
:

fondness for the supernatural,

(</)

playful

spirits
and fairy stories, and (e) the action of
on the pious mind. (4) It is ditticult tomysticism
estimate
the extent to which credence was
given to the
actuality of spirits and to which this belief in-

fluenced personal conduct.
LlTKRiTURB.— M. Griinbaum, Seue Beitrdije zur semilixchen
batjenkunde, Leyden, 1893; L. Blau, Altjiid. Zavlicrwtaen
btrassburg, 189S K. Kohler, art. 'Demonolofrv,' in JE iv. 514!
A. Kohut, AngelologU tuirf
Ditmmologit in ihrer AbhaTurighcit
vom Parsismus (1890), is the chief work. Talmurlic
references
may be consulted in Rodkinson's tr. (New York, 1901) or pre;

ferably in L. Goldschmidt (text

and

__

tr.,

Berlin, 1897).

Herbert Loewe.

DEMONS AND SPIRITS (Muslim). -Besides

the gods to whom they devoted a
regular cult, the
ancient Arabs recognized a series of inferior
spirits,
whom they conciliated or conjured by magical
In
this
practices.
matter, as in others, Muhammad
preserved the ancient beliefs by adapting them to
the new religion, in such a
way that it is impossible to distinguish which elements in his
teaching are sprung from his inward conviction
and which are simply a concession to the doctrine
of his compatriots. To these notions—
Muhammad's
inheritance, so to speak— are added outside eleJewish and Christian, themselves derived
ments^
from
Chaldtea and Parsiism. It seems
impossible
to give a precise account of the doctrine of
the
Qur[an on the subject of spirits, for even the very
earliest commentators are
hedged around with in-

numerable traditions, which

it is anything but
easy to criticize. It may be said, however, that
the Qur'an traces out all the main divisions of the
system angels, servants of Allah ; Satan and bis
horde who animate the
images of false gods;
lastly, the jinn, some of whom are believers, some
unbelievers. If it indicates the existence of several
categories of angels, it nevertheless names only
two, viz. Jabril and Mika'il ; for Harut and Marut
are fallen angels with a Satanic role.
However, mst as Judaism, under the influence
of the Qabbala,
multiplied its list of spirits,
and Christianity set up in battle
array its armies
of angels and demons, Islam also found
in this
belief and in the
magic struggle for the favour, or
against the attacks, of spirits an element of reaction against the cold, aloof
unity of Allah.
From Judaism and Christianity Islam
learned the
names of spirits not known before, and it
:

them

definite forms, in
descriptions

gave
which grew in

bulk during the favourable
stages of anthropomorand the haushiya, and then gained in coEhism
erence under the influence of Mu'tazilitism. This
doctrine we shall discuss in a few lines.
Islam recognizes three classes of
living beings
higher than man: angels [malak, plur. mala'ika);

demons

and jinn. The
and common characteristic of these
beings
that they are formed from one
single substance,
{shaitcin, plur. shayatin)

;

essential
is

orn P*r e Sanh. x.
I, where incantations over wounds are forHe who practises these has no share in the world to
for he has doubted God's

-jp
bidden.
.

come,

omnipotence.
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instead of from a combination of substances like
the human body.
Among these spirits, the front rank is occupied
by the angels they are Allah's bodyguard, and
;

do his will and obey his word.

According to
Kazwini (i. 55), the angels are beings formed from
a single substance, endowed with
life, speech, and
'

reason.'
Authorities are not agreed as to the
characteristics that distinguish them from demons
and jinn ; according to some,
they differ in their
very nature, just as one species of terrestrial

animal

differs from another
others are of opinion
that the difference is only in
contingencies, or relativities, such as are contained in the notions of
complete and incomplete, good and bad, etc. The
angels are essentially sacred, untouched by the
guilt of passion or the stains of anger.
They are
in constant attendance
upon the commands of
Allah.
Their food is tasbih (the recitation of the
formula 'Glory to Allah!'), and their drink is
taqdis ('Allah is holy !'). Their occupation is to
repeat the name of Allah, and all their joy is in
his worship.
Allah created them and gave them
diverse forms, that they might fullil his commands
and people the heavens. The
'
The
prophet said
heavens crack, and cannot hut crack, for there is
not a hand's- breadth of space to be found in them
without an angel bending or
prostrating himself
before Allah.'
The Arabic word malak, the general word for
angel, means sent,' and is a Jewish loan-word.
It has lost its true form
mal'alc, which survives,
however, in the characteristic form of the plural
mala'ika. The exact pronunciation was as in
preIslamic Arabia, as we know from a verse of Abu
Wajra, quoted in the Lisan al-Arab (xii. 386),
where it is necessary to the metre. But a certain
number of angels had special names, which will be
mentioned later on, partly derived from the Qur'an.
It seems useless to quote all the verses of the
Book
where angels are mentioned we shall therefore
notice only the most interesting.
The greatest of the angels— those honoured
by
all the others as dearest to their Lord—
are the
four throne-bearers of Allah (hamalat
al-'arsh),
whose number will be doubled on the resurrection
day. Their duty is, besides, to praise Allah and
implore him on behalf of true believers. Muslim
legend gives them the form of the four beings who
passed into Christianity with the Apocalypse to
symbolize the evangelists: man, bull, eagle, and
lion.
This legend defines further the relations
established by their form between each of them
and a class of living beings on earth: the first
angel is humanity's intercessor before Allah the
second pleads for domestic animals the third for
birds ; and the fourth for
savage beasts.
The cherubim {karubiyun) are angels who are
absolutely absorbed in the holiness of Allah;
their function is to
repeat the tasbih ('Glory to
Allah ') unfalteringly all
day and all night. They
seem to inhabit a secluded part of the
sky, where
they live in peace, far removed from the attacks
of the devil, 'Iblis.
There are four angels who have a distinct
personality and are each known by a separate name
Jabril (Gabriel), Mika'il
(Michael), 'Azra'il, and
Israfil.
Authorities class these in a special
group these four archangels will be the last to
die at the end of the world. Jabril
(or Jabra'il,
Jibril, and sometimes Jibrin) is, above all, the
angel of revelation ['amin al-wahi)
he was the
messenger sent by Allah to the prophets and
His formidable apparticularly to Muhammad.
pearance would overawe men, and so he has to
appear in disguise to the prophets. Muhammad
entreated him to reveal himself to him as he
really
was, and Jabril consented ; but, when he appeared,
;

:

'

;

;

;

!

:

:

:
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immense, and covering the whole horizon with his
Even the inwings, the Prophet fainted away.
habitants of the sky were alarmed by him. When
Allah sent him to deliver the Word to a prophet,
they heard a noise like the dragging of chains
over rocks, and so terrible that they swooned.
When Jabril approached them, they recovered
their senses, and asked what the Lord had said to
him
The Truth (al-Haqq), replied the angel,
and all repeated: 'Al-Haqq, al-Haqq!' This
function of Jabril is explained in Arabic by
terms analogous to those mentioned above he is
:

'

'

(hazin al-quds), the
(ar-ruh al-'amin), the 'holy
in
which terms we see
spirit' (ar-ruh al-quds);
a borrowing from Christianity. He is also the
confidant'
al-'akbar), and
(an-ndmus
'supreme
the 'peacock of the angels' (ta'iis al-mala'lka).
His role, however, is not restricted to the carrying

guardian of holiness

'faithful

spirit'

of revelation.

A tradition says that, when the Prophet asked him to reveal
his power, Jabril answered: *On my two wings I bore the
country of the people of Loth, and carried it up into the air so
high that its inhabitants could no longer hear their cocks
crow ; then I turned it upside down.'
all

It is also said that lie has assistants who watch
over the welfare of the world. Schwab (Angilol.
Mb., 1897, p. 91) notices some characteristics of
his various functions.
The most simple descriptions give him six huge wings, each composed of
a hundred little ones he has also two other wings
which he uses to destroy rebel cities. But later
texts show Jabril provided with sixteen hundred
wings, and covered with saffron hairs; a sun shines
between his eyes, a moon and stars between every
two hairs. He enters the Sea of Light (Bahr anNur) three hundred and sixty times every day
and every time he comes out of it a million drops
fall from his wings, and form the angels called
Spiritua.V (Buhdniya), because they spread abroad
spirit, peace, and perfumes' (ar-ruh w'ar-raha w'arJabril was created five hundred years
rlhdri).
after Mika'il.
He is named three times in the
Qur'an (ii. 91, 92, lxvi. 4) but he also appears
under other names (ii. 81, 254, v. 109, where he is
the annunciator to Mary
xvi. 104, xxvi. 193,
liv. 5, etc.).
In ii. 92, Mika'il (in the form Mikal)
is mentioned
after Jabril, to reply
the commentaries say, to the Jews, who regarded the
former as their ally and the latter as their enemy,
and gave this as a pretext for rejecting the revelation brought to Muhammad by Jabril (Tabari,
;

;

'

'

;

;

,

Tafslr,

;

'

'

:

the

ception that arises from the representation of the
Nature in the form of angels distributed
throughout the world is decidedly pantheistic it
was developed in a most curious manner by late
Arabic traditions which have been summarized by
Kazwini (i. 62 f.). As we might have expected, a
hadlth was the origin of this idea :
Around each man appeared a hundred and sixty angels
forces of

i.

330).

Mika'il (Michael) is the angel charged with providing food for the body, and knowledge and
He is the supreme conprudence for the mind.
troller of all the forces of Nature.
From each of
his eyes there fall a thousand tears, from each of
which Allah creates an angel with the same form
as Michael.
Singing praises to Allah until the
day of judgment, they watch over the life of the
world; these are the karubiyun (cherubim). Being
Michael's assistants, they control the rain, plants,
and fruits ; every plant on the earth, every tree,
every drop of water, is under the care of one of

them.
The earliest traditions locate Michael in
the seventh heaven, on the borders of the Full Sea
(al-Bahr al-Masjiir), which is crowded with an
innumerable array of angels Allah alone knows
his form and the number of his wings.
Later on,
however, the descriptions become more precise
his wings are of the colour of green emerald
he is
covered with saffron hairs, and each of them contains a million faces and mouths, and as many
tongues which, in a million dialects, implore the
pardon of Allah from a million eyes that weep
over the sins of the faithful fall the tears from
which Allah formed the cherubim. Michael was
created five hundred years after Tsraf il. The con;

:

;

;

'flitting

round him,

summer day

'

;

around a pot of honey on a

like flies

these are the Agents of Beings

(M aukuldt

al-

forces of nutrition, and endow the inert
food introduced into the body of man with the power of
becoming flesh, bone, and blood.
They have to watch that
the organism preserves what is necessary to it and gets rid of

Kd'indt).

They are the

superfluous matter ; that each organ plays its part and not the
The whole mysterious development of life
part of any other.
is thus put into the light fingers of heavenly workmen.

To these we must add still another angel called
the Spirit, or the Breath (ar-Ruh), which may well
be only a new form of Jabril. To him and to his
incarnations Allah entrusted the duty of bringing
motion to the heavenly spheres and the stars, and
of animating the sublunary bodies and living beings.
Just as he can make the heavenly bodies perform
their revolutions, he can also stop them in their
course with Allah's permission.
The third of the angels of definite personality is
mentioned in the Qur'an (xxxii. 11) under the
name of malaku 'l-maut ; but tradition calls him

—

'Azra'il.

After Allah created the angel of death, 'Azra'il,
he kept him hidden for a time from the other

When he showed him to them, they all
angels.
fell into a faint which lasted a thousand years.
This terrible being, who plays so important a part
in the existence of the world, and who is everywhere at once, is only a passive agent of Allah's
Muslim
will ; Allah holds death in his hands.
writers insist on this fact ; for it was possible to
believe, on the other hand, that the terrible angel
of death himself executed the decrees which Allah
had inscribed upon the Well-guarded Tablet of
Destiny' (al-luh al-mahfuz); but this is not the
Azra'il does nothing without the express
case.
command of Allah. He knows nothing but what
Allah tells him. He receives from Allah the
leaves upon which the names of those who are
about to die are written. It is only in details that
the traditions differ. According to some, the
guardian angel comes and warns Azra'il that the
man under his care is approaching his last moments.
The angel of death notes the name of the dying
man in his register, with a white mark in the case
of a believer, with a black mark in the case of
others.
But he waits until a leaf falls from the
tree that is by the throne of Allah ('arsh) with the
man's
name inscribed on it. According to
dying
others, this leaf falls from the tree forty days
before the death of the man, who is living upon
the earth during this interval but dead in the sky.
'

Still another account is that an angel sent by
Allah brings to 'Azra'il the list of men who are to
die during the year this message no doubt comes
to him on the 'night of destiny' (lailat al-qadar),
which is at the middle of the month Sha'ban, and
during which the pious man, rapt in prayer, may
see, across a hollow of the sky, the leaf on which
his name is written falling from the tree.
All our authorities agree in believing that the
angel of death is present wherever a man is ceasing
from life, and this presence is anthropomorphized
in stories the wide diffusion of which proves its
popularity: the story, e.g., of the proud king
and the beggar is world-wide (Tabari, Ghazali,
:

Some explain this multiple
Mustatref, etc.).
presence by saying that the angel of death has
assistants ('a'wdn) who make the man's soul rise
up to his throat, whence 'AzT&'il comes and takes
it.
Others represent the terrible angel in the form
of a vague, formidable being, whose feet rest upon
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his head reaches the
the borders of the world
highest heaven, and his face looks towards the
Tablet of Destiny. But this description did not
seem satisfying, and writers accordingly give him
and four thousand wings,
seventy thousand feet
while his body is provided with as many eyes and
in the world.
are
men
Every
tongues as there
time a being dies, one of these eyes closes, and at
the end of the world only eight eyes will be open,
since there will be only eight beings alive the
four archangels and the four throne-bearers.
Azra'il has four faces, each of which is reserved
the face on his head
for a special class of beings
is for prophets and angels, that on his chest is for
believers, that on his back for unbelievers, and
that on his feet for the jinn.
The angel of death consigns the souls he has
seized to the angels of compassion (mala'ikat arrahma) or to the angels of punishment (mala'ikat
al-'adhdb), according as they are believers or unbelievers
but certain authors say that it is the
angels assisting 'Azra'il who themselves carry oil'
the soul with gentleness or roughly. It is also said
that 'Azra'il, with Allah's permission, calls the
souls, and they come and place themselves between
the two first fingers of his hand. Lastly, according to still others, 'Azra'il gathers the believing
souls together, with his right hand, in a white silk
cloth perfumed with musk, and sends them to the
farthest summits of heaven (al-aliyyin), while the
souls of unbelievers are crowded into a rag coated
with tar-water and launched into the depths of

:

;

;

;

A late and strange story (Wolff, p. 14)
shows him weeping so copiously at the sight of hell
that Allah has to stop his tears because they
threaten to renew the Flood of Noah.
After a dead man has been placed in the tomb,
and his friends have left him, and he has heard the
sound of their retreating steps, two formidable
angels, Munkar and Nakir, come and sit by his
What say you of this man (i.e.
side, and ask him
Muhammad)?' The believer' (mu'min) replies:
I bear witness that he is the prophet of Allah and
his servant.' Then the two angels show him the
place which he might have occupied in hell, and,
on the other hand, the place which he will gain in
paradise. The false believer (mundfiq) and the
throne.

—

:

'

:

'

;

No man can escape 'Azra'il it is impossible to
cheat him even by being instantly transported
by magical means to the very ends of the earth
This is seen in the
'Azra'il is there in an instant.
;

:

this popular story

is

found everywhere (Tabari, Ghazali, Wolff, The
1001 Nights, Mustatref, etc.). The Qur'an commentators, however, insist on the amicable relations
which Solomon vowed with 'Azra'il, though he had
started by fainting at the sight of the angel in his
true shape.
'Israfil is, according to the formula given by
Kazwini, the angel who brings the orders of Allah
to their proper destination, and who puts the soul
into the body. He is the angel of whom the Qur'an
speaks without naming him (vi. 73, lxxx. 33, etc.),
and who is to sound the trumpetof the last judgment
The master of the trumpet (sahib al-qarn),'
(silr).
says a hadith, puts the trumpet to his lips, and,
with gaze fixed upon the throne, waits for the
command to blow. At the first blast, the blast of
terror (nafhat al-faz'), everything will perish in
the heavens and on the earth, except what Allah
wills,' i.e., according to different opinions, except
the eight angels mentioned above, or only the four
'

'

who will perish in the following order
Jabril, Mika'il, 'Israfil, and, last of all, the angel
of death.
After forty years passed in Barzah,
'Israfil will be re-born and will sound the second
blast, the blast of resurrection (nafhat al-bdth)
all the souls, gathered together in the bell of his
archangels,

:

:

as vast as the heavens and the
earth, will fly like a swarm of bees to the bodies
they are about to animate. While this is the
essential function of 'Israfil, it is not his only
When Allah wishes to give a command
function.
to men, he orders the Pen (qalam) to write upon
the Tablet of Destiny (luh). This he gives to
'Israfil, who places it between his eyes, and transmits
it to Mika'il.
Mika'il gets the command performed
by his assistants, who represent, as mentioned
above, the forces of Nature. Authors describe
'Israfil under a form borrowed from a hadith of
'A'isha, repeating the words of Ka'b al-'Ahbar, i.e.

trumpet, which

is

'

'

young man who was
;

unbeliever (kafir) will reply to the same question
'I do not know; I said what the others said.'
Then the two angels will beat him with iron rods
so that he will utter a cry which will be heard by
men and jinn. According to other traditions, the
questions will be asked by a special angel, called
Human, who, if necessary, will deliver the dead
person over to the punishment of the two angels of
the tomb. Others, again, say that the angel
placed in charge of the departed will question him,
and at the sound of his voice the tomb will contract,
almost crushing the man dwelling within it, until
the first Friday of Rajab. The believer who dies
on a Friday is exempt from the questioning at the
tomb. The name of these two angels is derived
from a root nakar, to deny ; we here find the
parallelism dear to Hebrew traditions, and the
in one of the names two
presence of the initial
souvenirs of Parsiism and Ancient Persia.
Man is guarded night and day by the hafaza
:

hell (as-sijjin).

story of Solomon and the
carried to China by his jinn
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the Jewish tradition. 'Israfil has four wings with
the first he closes up the East with the second the
West with the third he covers the earth ; and
with the fourth lie veils his face before the Almighty
Power of Allah. His feet are under the seventh
world, while his head reaches up to the foot of the

M

—

angels, 'who protect him from jinn, men, and
These
Satans,' and who register all his actions.
angels are four in number, two during the day,
and two during the night. Some writers admit
the existence of a fifth angel, who remains beside

men

constantly.

The two angels stand by the

side of the man, one at his right hand and the
other at his left, or one in front of him and the
other behind ; by night they take up their position
one at his head and the other at his feet. The

day-guardians change places with the nightguardians at the rising and the setting of the sun.
These hours are dangerous in themselves, being
the times when the jinn roam about, but they
become much more dangerous to man because it is
then that the change of the guard of the hafaza
takes place. If the believer makes haste to begin
the morning prayer (subh), and the evening prayer
(maghrib) at the very earliest opportunity, the
angels who have to depart from him leave him safe
from the jinn, against whom the sacred ceremonies
protect him, and ascend to heaven, bearing witness
Before he
to Allah of the faith of his worshipper.
has finished his prayer, the other two guardians
come and stand by his sides. But it is not only to
the machinations of the jinn that man is exposed
'Iblis is on the watch for him by day, and his son
during the night. This very simple arrangement
has also been complicated by the traditionalists of
later times. To the four guardians already known
they added six others one of them holds the man
on the top
by the tuft of hair which Muslims wear
of their heads, and drags him one way or the other
according as the man shows humility or pride.
Another stays in front of his mouth to prevent
the serpent from entering it. Two others protect
his eyes
and the last two, placed on his lips,
:

:

;
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ouly to the words which he pronounces in

prayer.
On the hafaza devolves the duty of writing down
the one on the right hand
the actions of men
keeps an account of the good deeds, and the one
on the left of the bad. These registers will be a
witness on the judgment day. When the man
performs a good deed, the angel on the right hand
immediately writes it down ; when he commits a
;

the same angel begs his companion not to
write it down, but to give the sinner respite six
or seven hours, according to the writers during
sin,

—

—

which he has time to repent. Some commentators
even allow that a compensation may be arranged,
and that every good action effaces a bad one. Unbelievers also are said to have guardians (Qur'an,
lxxxvi.

4).

When

the liafaza see that the man over whom
they had charge has died, they do not know what
to do, and they pray to Allah, who tells them to
go to the grave of the deceased and repeat the
formulae of adoration (tasblh, takblr, taqdls),
which, on the judgment day, will be counted
among the merits of the deceased.
These angels are mentioned several times in the Qur'an,
into which they have been introduced by Christian tradition.
In lxxxii. 11, they are called kirdm katibin, 'noble writers,'
indicating their role as overseers of human actions in vi. 61
they are called liafaza ; but in xiii. 12 they are at the same
time called mu'aqqibdt, those who relieve each other." This
last expression is puzzling in its form, and the commentators, trying to explain it, say that it is a perfectly logical
double plural, and that the second verbal form 'aqqaba here
stands for the third form 'dqaba. The Qur'an (1. 17) uses
the word raqib to denote the guardian angel of men, and
Tabari (Tafsir, xiii. 68, line 16) shows that Qur'an xiii. 12 was
read by 'Ali ben-Ka"b with the following variants
he has in
front of him mu'aqqibdt, and behind him a raqib.' There may
be some connexion between these terms and those referring
to the two stars which, during the course of the year, appear,
one in the East and one in the West, at twilight and at dawn,
and the observation of which serves as a foundation for a
division of the year into twenty-eight mandzil or 'anwd a
division which is very fruitful in popular practices. The belief
in guardian angels, then, over and above Christian traditions,
might become connected with an astral cult.
;

'

'

:

—

In the crowd of angels who have no special
character, certain authors distinguish the pious
travellers' (as-sayyahiin) who scour the country
with the intention of frequenting only the gatherings where the name of Allah is being repeated.
They then ascend to Allah, who questions them,
and, on their evidence, pardons his fervent worshippers the faults they may have committed.
According to a passage in Ibn al-Athir (Lisan al'Arab, xii. 386), none of these angels could enter
any place in which there was an image or a dog.
cannot explain the circumstance that has
drawn the names of Harut and Marut from the
anonymous crowd of spirits into the broad daylight of the Holy Book (Qur'an, ii. 97). Traditions
have developed rapidly to explain their history,
and since the 9th cent, they have been copiously explained by commentators (Tabari, Tafsir, i. 3402).
'

We

Two angels having incurred the wrath of Allah have been
thrown into a well in the town of Babylon, where, loaded with
chains, they will teach mortals the art of magic until the end
of the world.
In order to punish them, Allah has commanded
them to teach this accursed science ; but they have to warn
those who consult them that they are rebels', and to advise
them not to imitate them. According to a hatjith of 'A'isha, a
woman came to her when the prophet was away, and told her
that, being uneasy about the absence of her husband, she had
consulted a sorceress ; carried away at a gallop by two black
dogs (one of the ordinary disguises of 'Iblis), the two women
had arrived at the edge of the Babylonian well, where the two
fallen angels had put the inquirer in possession of
magical
powers, from which she was coming to ask the prophet to
deliver her.

Who

are these two angels, and what was their
This is not the place to study in detail
the different versions whicli are prevalent in Arabic
literature, or to show how, among the late writers,
Kazwini, for example, the legend has, under Mu'tazilite influence, been contracted into an account of
a more serious kind, but deprived of characteristic

crime?

SPIRITS (Muslim)
details.

We shall give

here the chief traits of the

most fully developed legend, which seems to be
the most ancient.
The first men in the world soon gave themselves up to all
kinds of debauchery and crime. The angels who looked on at
these horrors from the heights of heaven were surprised at the
gentleness of Allah. 'Be more tolerant,' he said to them; 'if
you were exposed to the passions which agitate men, you
would soon commit all their crimes.' The angels protested,
and begged Allah to put them to the test and he consented.
They chose two of the most noble and pure among them,
Harut and Marut, who descended to earth. Allah allowed
them to live there in their own way, and prohibited them only
from polytheism, theft, adultery, wine, and murder. A1J went
well until one day, when a woman came before them whether
by chance or chosen as judges, they had to decide in a quarrel
which had arisen between her and her husband. This woman
was beautiful
she excited the desire of the two angels.
Tradition gives us her name ;
she was called Zahara in
Arabic, Baiduht in Aramaic, and 'Anahid in Persian [i.e.
She set conditions on her favours
Venus].
according to
some, she a9ked her lovers the word which enabled them to
ascend to heaven every day, obtained it, made use of it, and
remained attached to the firmament in the form of the planet
Venus (Zahara), while the two angels remained prisoners on
earth for having misused the sacred word.
According to
other traditions, she commanded them to worship an idol, or
she made them drink wine, the intoxication of which led them
to murder a beggar who was passing.
In any case, Allah
called or recalled Venus to the sky, and punished the culprits.
On the intercession of Solomon, Idris, or some other good
personage, he let them choose between a terrestrial punishment and an everlasting chastisement. They chose the former,
and were chained in the well of Babel, which, according to
some, is Babylon of Chaldsea according to others, a place in
Demavend, famous for its magical traditions. We may mention, as a strange variant of this story, the tradition that the
two angels who brought magic to men were Mika'il and Jabril.
;

;

;

'

'

:

;

This legend may have reached Muhammad
through Kabbinic traditions, especially according
to the version which shows the woman tempter
ascending to heaven with the password of the two
angels, and remaining there in the form of the
planet Venus. Geiger {Was hat Mohammed a. d.

Judenthume aufgenommen?" Leipz. 1902, p. 107 f.)
mentions a tradition in which the two angels are
Shamhazi and Azael (Schwab, p. 209)
the daughter of the earth who seduces them is
called

;

referred to under the name of Aster ( = ' star ;
But we must
see Schwab on the word 'Biduk').
'

seek the origin elsewhere it is in connexion with
the cult of Mithra and Anahita that we again
come across the names of the two spirits, Haurvatat and Ameretat not to mention the tradition
on the Chaldasan origin of magic (cf. vol. i. p. 796a ).
Paradise and hell are peopled with spirits whose
exact description has not been given by any writer.
At the entrance to paradise there is sometimes
placed an angel called Ridwan, whose name is
probably a rough interpretation of a passage in
the Qur'an (iii. 13). We do not know in what
class to place the houris (hur al-'ain), who are said
to share with other women the society of the
blessed, and who, shining and pure, are exempt
from physical suffering, like all the inhabitants
of paradise (Qur'an, xliv. 54, lii. 20, lv. 56 f., lvi.
;

—

22, etc.).

The teaching is much clearer in regard to hell.
It is guarded by a terrible angel Malik, assisted
sbires (zabaniya), who in their turn have

by

guardians (hufaza or fyazanat jahannam) at their
command. These sbires are nineteen in number,
of letters in bismi/lah
equal to the number

i.e.

(bismillclhi-r-rahmani-r-rahimi = in the name of
Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful '). People
escape from them by reciting this formula. Malik
stirs up the fire which burns the reprobates, and
'

replies to their complaints with jokes ; but he is
milder in the case of believers guilty of mortal
who, according to the prevailing theory, will
one day get free from hell by the intercession
of Muhammad.
He is mentioned in the Qur'an
sins,

(xliii. 77).

We

have already seen that 'Iblis was the wicked
angel, who, assisted by his son, tempts mortals
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He was cursed for refusing to prostrate himself
before Adam, created from clay, when he had been
created from fire (Qur'an, xxxviii. 77 f.). Allah
He has
cursed him, calling him 'stoned' (rajim).
command of the unbelieving jinn, who are his

agents with men.
The orthodox doctrine, as we have just seen, is
very chary of hints as to the names of the spirits.
But, in imitation of the Jewish Qabbala and
under the influence of conjuration formulae, the
Muslim practice has developed this nomenclature
in a peculiar way, as it had commented on the
supreme name of Allah in his ninety -nine secondThus there is formed an interminary names.
able list of names of angels in -il, and of names of
fill all the works on magic.
in
which
-us,
jinn
Without entering into details, it may be useful
to recount here a hadith which Kazwini mentions
(i. 59), following 'lira 'Abbas:
Each of the seven heavens is inhabited by a group ot angels,
are engaged in praising and worshipping Allah. 'Those
inhabit the lower heaven which encircles the earth have
the form of cows, and are under the command of an angel
called 'Isma'H
in the second heaven dwell eagles under the
angel Miha'fl in the third, vultures under Saadiya'il in the
fourth, horses under Salsii'il in the fifth, hour is under Kalka'il
in the seventh, men
in the sixth, young boys under Samaha'fl
under Ruba'fl.' Lastly, beyond the veil which closes the heaven,
angelB, so numerous that they do not know each other, praise
Allah in different languages which resound like crashing thunder.

who
who

;

;

;

;

;

;

In a word, the ancient beliefs of the pagan
Arabs have been preserved by peopling the Muslim
world with jinn, who, for the most part, are the
See more fully under art.
servants of Tblis.

Arabs (Ancient),
influence of

vol.

i.

p.
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But, under the

f.

Judaism and Christianity, the new

religion has also acquired an army of angels
and demons, whose history cannot be clearly
given without touching on the critical study of
the hadlths.
Literature.

— F. A.

Klein, The Religion of Islam, London,

1906, pp. 64-67, 87 ; T. P. Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, London,
M. Wolff, Muhammedanische Esckatologie,
1S95, passim
Leipzig, 1872 : Kazwini, Kosmographie, ed. Wiistenfeldt, 1849,
i. 55-63.
;

GAUDEFROY-DEMOMBYNES.

DEMONS AND SPIRITS (Persian).— Demonology plays a prominent part in the religion of
Persia because of the pronounced dualistic tenets
of Zoroastrianism.
The opposing forces of evil
and good are believed to be in constant warfare
until the last millennial cycles of the world preceding the day of judgment, when perfected man
shall, by the aid of the heavenly hosts, overcome
the power of evil (druj) for ever, and righteousness
(Av. aia) shall reign supreme.
The general designation for demon in the
Avesta is daeva, the same word as the later Persian dlv, devil,' and it is etymologically identical
with Skr. deva,
divine,'
deity,' Lat. divas,
although diametrically opposed in meaning. This
direct opposition between the Indian and the Persian terms is generally ascribed to a presumed
religious schism in pre-historic times between the
two branches of the Indo-Iranian community
but there is considerable uncertainty about the
interpretation, and the solution of the problem
has not been rendered easier by the fact mentioned below— that the names of two Hindu
deities who appear as demons in the Zoroastrian
system have recently been found in ancient inscriptions discovered in Asia Minor.
As the Avestan word daeva is masculine in
gender, the demons in Zoroastrianism are commonly conceived to be of the male sex but there
is a large class of she-devils or female fiends,
drujes, derived in name from the feminine abstract
druj, lit. deceit,' the essence of evil in the Avesta,
a word comparable with the neuter drauga, falseBehood,' lie,' in the Old Persian inscriptions.
sides these she-demons there are numerous other
'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'
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personifications that embody the eleof sin as much as do their masculiue

feminine

ments

counterparts.

In numbers, according to the Avesta, the hosts
Yt. iv. 2).
The Gathas speak of
demons as the seed sprung from evil thought,
deceit, and presumption (Pi. xxxii. 3), and for
that reason they are elsewhere described as being
the seed of darkness ( Vend. viii. 80). Their
creator was Ahrinian, who brought them forth to
wage war against heaven and earth, as is told in
the Pahlavi BundahiSn (i. 10, xxviii. 1-46) and
Plutarch (de Is. et Osir. xlvii.) rightly interpreted
the spirit of Zoroastrian demonology when he
described Ahriman as having caused a number
of [demons equal in activity to the Divine forces
created by Ormazd to bore through (Starp-qaavTcs)
the world-egg in which Ormazd had placed his
four-and-twenty 'gods' (Beois). Zoroaster's mission was to banish these diabolical creatures from
the world, and it is easy to understand why the
Avesta should picture the entire body of fiends as
taking flight in dismay before him ( Ys. ix. 15).
The demons are naturally thought of as spirits
or bodiless agents ( Av. mainyava daeva, ' spiritual
demons' [17. x. 69, 97 Vend. viii. 31, 80]), though
sometimes they are conceived of as having human
shape (Ys. ix. 15) in order to accomplish better
their fiendish ends.
Their purposes are best
achieved under the cover of darkness, but their
heinous deeds are checked by the rising of the sun
Their favourite haunt is in prox(Yt. vi. 3f.).
imity to whatever is vile or foul, and they lurk,
especially as spooks or goblins, in the vicinity of
dakhmas, or towers of silence. In certain regions
they were believed to be more numerous than in
others, the whole province of Mazandaran, south
of the Caspian Sea, being supposed to be especially
infected by their presence.
This legendary association with that territory is as old as the
Avesta, and it appears throughout the Pahlavi
writings, as well as in the Shah Ndmah of Firdausi (Av. daeva Mazainya, Pahl. Mazanikan
The same
devdn, Pers. divan-i Mazandaran).
tradition was perpetuated in Manichseism, as is
proved by allusions to Mazanian demons in the
Manicluean texts lately discovered in Eastern
Turkestan (see F. W. K. Muller, Handschriftenreste aus Turfan,' ii. 18, 19,
W, Anhang,
1904). The baneful influence of all these ministers
of evil could be averted in various ways, and one
of the books of the Avesta, the Vendidad ( Vidaevadata, Law against Demons'), is devoted almost
entirely to providing man with the means of ridding
himself of their power.
As might be imagined, the multitudinous host
of evil spirits lacks order and organization.
It is,
of evil are legion

(

'

the

'

'

;

;

'

ABA

'

therefore, somewhat difficult to divide them into
sharply defined bands, but a rough distinction

between the masses may be recognized. At the
head of the host stands Aura Mainyu, or Ahriman,
the Enemy Spirit,' the prince of darkness personified. The chief characteristics of Ahra Mainyu,
or Angra Mainyu, as he is termed in the Gathas,
have been discussed in a separate article (see
Ahriman), and need only to be designated here
as maleficent in the extreme.
Next in power to
Ahriman stand six arch-fiends as eminent commanders of the legions of sin. Then follows a confused horde of wicked spirits framed to bring
misery and distress into the world. These two
bands in their broad grouping will be considered
'

in turn.
The sixfold

group of arch-fiends that are gathered
as aides about the standard of Ahriman and form
the council of hell (cf. Yt. xix. 96 ; Dink. ix. 21. 4
Bd. xxviii. 7 ff. and xxx. 29) are portrayed in
Zoroastrian literature as endowed with various evil
;
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qualities and as discharging multifarious diabolical
Their names are Aka Manah (Evil
functions.
Thought), Indra, Sauru, Naonhaithya (parallel

deities), Taurvi and Zairicha
of
overpowering
respectively
(personifications
and
deadly thirst), and, lastly, Aesma,
hunger

with three Indian

demon of fury, rapine, lust, and outrage. The
fact that three of these demoniacal names are
identical with gods in the Indian pantheon has been
alluded to above, but their figures on the whole
are not really sharply defined, though their malign
characters are several times alluded to in the
the

passages which enumerate them ( Vend, x 9 f
xix. 43 ; Bund. i. 27, xxviii. 7-12, xxx. 29 ; Ep.
Man. I. x. 9 cf. also Dat. xciv. 2 ; Dink. ix. 34).
Reference has likewise been made to the fact that
.

.

,

;

in the inscriptions of the Hittite kings of the 14th
cent. B.C., recently discovered by Winckler at
Boghaz-keui in Asia Minor, the names Indra and
Nasatya the latter noteworthy by its Indian form
(with s) in contrast to the Iranian form Naonhaithya (with h) appear as divinities and not as
demons. Until the full connexion of the passages
in these inscriptions is made known by the discoverer, it appears premature to theorize in regard
to the possible bearing of the allusions upon the
mooted question of the presumed Indo-Iranian

—

—

The mention may be merely a
religious schism.
direct reference to Indian deities without having
any immediate connexion with Iran.
Of all the sixfold group of arch-fiends, the most

and outrageous
demon Aeima, whose name has been thought to
be reflected as Asmodceus in the Book of Tobit
(see F. Windischmann, Zoroastr. Studien, Berlin,
A. Kohut, Jud. Angelologie und
1863, p. 138
clearly defined is the assaulting

;

Ddmonologic, Leipzig, 1866,

p.

75

;

F.

Spiegel,

Erdn. Alterthumskundc, Leipzig, 1877, ii. 132
E. Stave, Einfluss des Parsismus auf das Judentum, Haarlem, 1898, p. 263 J. H. Moulton, The
Iranian Background of Tobit,' in ExpT xi. [1900]
;

'

;

258

JE

ii.
for the opposing view, see Ginzberg, in
217-220).
six
there
are
the
side
of
these
arch-demons
By
named in the Avesta and supplementary Zoro;

astrian texts more than fifty other demons, personifications of evil forces in the world (for the
complete list, see Jackson, op. cit. infra, pp. 659It will suffice to mention a few of these,
662).
such as Taromaiti,
Mithaoxta,
Arrogance
False Speech
Greed (a demon that is
Azi,
preserved likewise in Maniclueism [cf. Muller, op.
cit. pp. 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 53]) ; VizareSa,
or the fiend that drags the souls of the wicked to
hell ; BuSydstd, a typification of inordinate sleep
and sloth Asto-vidatu, who divides the bones at
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

death ApaoSa,
Zemaka, winter
drought
and a score or more of personified malignant
'

;

;

;

forces.

The

special cohort of fiends (drujes), as already
noted, is headed by the Druj paramount, or the
feminine embodiment of deceit and falsehood, who
draws in her train a ribald crew of followers,
corporeal and incorporeal, entitled in the Avesta
drcgvants, or drvants, 'the wicked.' Foremost
acamong these agents in exercising pernicious
'
(cf. Gr. vitcm),
tivity is the Druj
corpsefiend,' the veritable incarnation of pollution and
contagion arising from the decomposition of a
dead body. Of a similar character in the Avesta
is Ithyeja Mar&aona (Vend. xix. 1, 43, xviii. 8 ; Yt.
vi. 4, xiii. 130), the same as Sejm thePahlavi texts
(Bund, xxviii. 26 ; Dink. ix. 21. 4, vii. 4. 37), a
form of wasting decay and decrepitude that creeps
on unseen. Peculiarly malign in her inlluence is
another fiend, Jahl, harlot' (cf. Yt. iii. 9, 12, 16),
who embodies the spirit of whoredom destructive
to mankind; while little better are the seductive

Nam

'

'

Pairikas,

and

their

enchantresses

'

(the late Persian Peris)

male partners, Yatus,

'sorcerers.'

demoniacal monsters is Azhi Dahaka,
the Serpent Dahaka,' a tyrant out of whose
shoulders grew two snakes from a kiss imprinted
between them by Aliriman. Throughout Zoroastrianism this hideous being is represented as the
personification of the thousand years of oppressive
rule over Iran by the Babylonian Empire in early
days ; and he appears equally in the derived

Among

'

of Manichseisni (cf. Muller, op. cit.
vol. i.
pp. 19, 37), as well as in Armenia (above,
his name, with the signification of
while
S00),
p.
dragon,' is even found in Slavic (Berneker, Slav,

demonology
'

A

etymolog. Wbrterb., Heidelberg, 190811'., p. 36).
dozen other execrable creatures in the diabolical
list might be mentioned as agents of Ahriman in
his warfare against the kingdom of Ormazd, but
the list is already long enough to prove the

part which demonology played in
Zoroastrianism.
It should, however, be noted that there were
yet other demons in Zoroastrianism whose names
are not found in the extant Iranian literature.
Here belong Khrura, the son of Ahriman (alBiruni, Chron. of Ancient Nations, tr. Sachau,

important

London, 1879, pp. 108, 398), and Mahmi, whom
Eznik (Against the Sects, tr. J. M. Schniid,
Vienna, 1900, p. 109) describes as revealing to

Ormazd the secret plans of Ahriman (for the
place occupied by Iranian demons in pre-Christian
Armenia see above, vol. i. p. 779 f.).

—

Literature. For fuUer details and more extensive biblio'
graphical material, see A. V. Williams Jackson, Die iran.
646-688.
Religion, in Geiger-Kuhn's GIrP ii. [Strassburg, 1901]
For material relating to the discovery in Asia Minor of inscripand
deities
Indra
tions with the names of the Indian
Nasatya,
who appear as demons in Zoroastrianism, see H. Winckler, in
Mitieuungen der deut. Orientgesellsctia/t, 1907, no. 35 ; and cf.
the discussions by Ed. Meyer, in liezzenberger-Kuhn's Zeilschr.
xlii. [1908] 1-27; Jacoby, in
f. vergleich. Sprachwissenschaft,
JRAS, 1909, pp. 721-726, 1910, pp. 456-464 and Oldenberg,
ib. 1910, pp. 846-854. The most recent material in regard to the
in Manichaan writings will
demons
Zoroastrian
occurrence of
be found in the discoveries made by the German Imperial
at Turfan in Eastern Turkestan (see F. W. K.
Expedition
'
Miiller, Handschriftenreste in Estrangelo-Schrift aus Turfan,'
in ABAW, Anhang, 1904, and other later publications now
being issued in the same series).
'

;

A. V. Williams Jackson.
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(Roman).— The

Latins, and the races of Italy who
were nearest of kin to them, appear to have possessed but little in the nature of mythology or
folklore before they passed under the spell of the

Romans and

The early Italic conception of
Hellenic culture.
the supernatural power had not much about it
that was definite or personal. There was a vague
consciousness of a Divine influence (numen) which
worked in different spheres and with different
manifestations but the allotment of distinct departments to clearly conceived personages, more
or less superhuman, and the gradation of these
personages to form a hierarchy, were alien to
and feeling. In the earliest
primitive Italic thought
form of belief, only two classes of beingswere
intermediate between the human and the Divine.
These were the souls of the dead, and certain
on the lives of individual
spirits who attended
;

human

beings.

We shall first deal with these attendant spirits,
who, when attached to men, bore the name genius,
and, when they guarded women, had the title of
These creations are racy of the soil of
juno.
them was less affected by
Italy, and the faith in
contact with the Greeks than any other article of
needs to be
indigenous Italic religion. It hardly
said that the history of culture affords innumerable
of
an
invisible
personality,
parallels to this notion
the life of
separable from, yet closely attached to,
the visible man.' The fromcahi of the Persians and
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the ha of the Egyptians were not unlike, and the
Greeks viewed the psyche in a somewhat similar
Even barbarous peoples often abstract
fashion.
from the individual some striking characteristic or
characteristics which they contemplate as belonging to a more or less spiritual person distinct from
Such a concept is the genius,
the man himself.
and the power which was at first isolated from the
man himself by the Italic tribes, and treated by
them as mysterious and in some sense supernatural,
This
was the power of propagating the race.
appears clearly in the expression lectus genialis,
applied to the marriage bed, which was originally
always placed in the atrium of the old Roman
house. The corresponding power in the case of
the matron is her /«no, and the later goddess Juno
is merely a generalization and a glorification of
That no parallel god
the separate junones.
emerged on the male side is an anomaly of a
common kind. In the genius were also embodied
all faculties of delight, so that phrases such as
'
to do one's genius a pleasure,'
indulgere genio,
and defraudare genium, to cheat the genius of an
But the intellectual
enjoyment,' were common.
qualities which we denote by the borrowed word
genius never specially pertained to this ancient
spirit, though ingenmni lies very close to genius
by its structure. The genius and the juno were
at first imagined not only to come into existence
along with the human beings to whom they were
linked, but also to go out of existence with them.
Yet they could exercise strong control not only
over the fortunes, but over the temperaments of
There was undoubtedly a sort
their companions.
of fatalism connected with the belief in spirits. The
Greeks often conceived that a particular tyche, or
fortune,' accompanied the lives of men in a similar
manner, and therefore they usually represented
genius by tuxv. But occasionally 8alfiuv is viewed
In a
exactly in the light of the Roman genius.
well-known passage [Ep. II. ii. 188), Horace does
not hesitate to call the genius a god, though he at
the same time declares him to be subject to death.
The snake was the common symbol of the genius
and the juno ; hence the pairs of snakes which
are painted on the walls of many houses at Pompeii.
It was not uncommon to keep a tame snake in the
dwelling, and the superstitious believed that the
genius was incorporated in it. Simple altars were
erected to the spirit, and offerings were made to
him.
In course of time the ideas attached to the genius
were in many respects changed and expanded.
By a sort of logical absurdity, genii of the great
gods were invented, and shrines were erected to
the genius of Juppiter and others, while any
collection of human beings gathered together, in
a city, for instance, or a gild (collegium), or a camp,
Thus a genius
might have its attendant spirit.
But the impublicus was worshipped at Rome.
or
that
not
connected
with
things
places
agination
men were thus companioned an imagination involved in such phrases as genius sacra! annonce
In
or genius loci sprang up only in a late age.
the Imperial time, the severance between the Emperor's genius and his tangible personality had
many notable consequences, and subserved some
Augustus was able to allow
political purposes.
the veneration of his genius to become part of the
of
Home
without flouting Roman
public worship
prejudice, though he was compelled (officially) to
confine the deification of his person to the provinces.
When it became customary for oaths to be
taken by the Emperor's genius, it was possible to
introduce a secular punishment for perjury, which
had previously been left to the Divine vengeance.
When Eastern religious influences spread over
the Western part of the Roman Empire, and new
'

'

'

'

—

—
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developments in philosophy aided these influences
in transforming culture, old ideas concerning the

underwent contamination.
The genius,
which had been supposed to die with the man, was
now held to be identical with the soul which surHence on the later tombstones
vived the body.
this name sometimes describes the spirit of the
deceased.
Servius, the commentator on Virgil,

genius

tells

us that the vulgar did not clearly distinguish

between genii, lares, and manes. This confusion
had been helped by learned speculation from the
time of Varro onwards. We must, therefore, now
consider Roman and Italic beliefs concerning the
state of the dead.
That a cult of the departed existed from primitive
times is clear from many indications. The earliest
form of the Roman calendar notes several puri-

appeasement of the
The vanished spirits were not
without an influence over the living which was
to be dreaded. The month of February took its
name from one of the deprecatory observances
(Februa). Each family in the community had its
The ghosts were
special concern with the ritual.
supposed to approach some openings in the earth,
Such was
to which the name mundus was given.
ficatory ceremonies for the

ghostly world.

the spot called Terentum or

Campus Martius, and another

Tarentum in the
place in front of the

temple of Apollo on the Palatine.

The ceremony

called lustratio ('purification'), which was performed for the newly-born child, for the army in
the field in times of superstition and panic, and for
the whole assemblage of past and present warriors
every five years (when the censors were said
condere lustrum), seems to have had its origin
more in fear of the unregarded dead than in any
sense of sin in face of the offended gods ; and the
ornament called bulla worn by the Roman child
appears to have contained charms originally intended to ward off ghostly anger, to which the
young were specially exposed. Ancient scholars
believed that the worship of the lares, or household
spirits, was one form of the cult of the dead, and,

recently, they were followed by the moderns.
is, however, much evidence to show that
the veneration of the lares began outside the house.
The earliest mention of them is in the ancient
hymn of the Arval Brothers, where they appear
amongst the protecting divinities of the fields.
till

There

Originally each house possessed only one lar
familiaris, and the use of lares to mean 'a household is not earlier than the late Republic. It is
possible that the lar familiaris was at first the
mythical founder of the separate family, just as
each gens had its mythical ancestor. But the exist'

ence from early times of lares in every compitum,
or quarter of the city, and of lares permarini and
other lares connected with localities, points the
other way.
And the worship connected with
them was joyous in character, not funereal. The
scholars who identified the lares with the departed
souls were influenced, perhaps, by a supposed but
improbable connexion between lar and larva
(which is the name for an unsatisfied and, therefore, dangerous ghost), and by the primitive
custom of burying the dead within the house of
the living. The phrase di manes, which is familiar
to us on Roman tombstones, appears to have been
the earliest applied to the general divinities who
ruled the world of shades. Their appearance in
Roman religion must have been comparatively
late. The term manes, properly good or kindly,'
is euphemistic, like the name Eumenides, given to
the Greek Furies. The application of manes to
disembodied men is secondary, especially when
the word indicates a single ghost. Yet, from an
early time, the ancestors in the other world were
deemed to be in a sense Divine, and were called
'

'

'
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The lemures are the same as the
the spirits with whom, for whatever reason,

divi parentcs.

larvm,
the living

hnd

peace. The
purificatory
of May.

it

name

hard to maintain a permanent
is connected with Lemuria, a

ceremony held at Rome

in the

month
.

When the West was invaded by the religions
of the East, including the Christian, and when
hands of the Neophilosophy, especially in the
Pythagorean and Neo- Platonic schools, developed

the
mystical doctrine about things Divine,
who were more than men and less
The whole world
than gods became universal.
now abounded in demons of limited power for good
The testimony to this persuasion is
or evil.
scattered broadcast over later literature, from
of Imperial
Apuleius onwards, and over the remains
The deified emperors were like the Greek
art.

much

belief in beings

and to them the name divi, which had in
days not been distinguished from dei, was
blended with
appropriated. Magic and astrology
the faith in demons, which, when Christianity preand were
vailed, were regarded as wholly bad,

ijpues,

earlier

heathen divinities. The minds of
laden with a burden of which they were
not relieved till rationalism sprang out of the Reformation movement.
Literature.— Information on the subject may be obtained
identified with

men were

from the articles on 'Inferni,' 'Genius,' 'Lares,' and 'Manes,'
in the Diet.
in Smith's Diet, of Antiquities*, London, 1890-1
des Antiquity of Daremberg-Saglio 3 Paris, 1886£f. and in
;

;

,

s Lex. der Mythologie, 1884
Roman Religion in Iwan Midler's

Roscher
on

The work of Wissowa
Handbuch der klass. Alter-

ff.

thvmfimssenschaft, Munich, 1892 ff.,

is

important.

For the

cults of the dead, Warde Fowler's Roman Festivals, London,
Tke Religious Experi1899, and his QiSord Lectures, entitled
ence of the Roman People, London, 1911, may be consulted; and
for the later belief in demons, Dill's Roman Society from Nero
to Marcus Aurelim, London, 1904. Many illustrations are to be

found in Frazer's

GB\

1900.
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DEMONS AND SPIRITS

(Slavic).— There is
abundant evidence of the persistence of the belief
in demons and spirits among the Slavic peoples
even to the present day, especially in districts
where primitive ideas and customs have not yielded
to the advance of civilization.
Popular imagination traces the agency of supernatural beings in
and
every part of the surrounding world house
home, held and forest— and sees in every nook and
corner the possible hiding-place of an invisible
on occasion assume a
spirit, which, however, may
In seeking to classify these beings
visible form.
under leading categories, it is often difficult to determine which of them are to be regarded as products of the animistic stage of thought, and which,
on the other hand, should be described rather as
demons, demanding the prayers, offerings, and worvarious classes
ship of human beings. As to the
of demons themselves, such as dream-spirits and

—

spirits
spirits,

of disease,
it is

domestic spirits and Nature-

likewise no easy task to draw distinct

demarcation between them.
The origin of demonic beings is explained in a
cosmogonic legend of dualistic character, which, it
is true, belongs to a relatively late period, and is
derived from a foreign source.
According to this story, which is widely known among the
lines of

and quite indeSlavs, the Evil principle existed from the first,
pendently of the Good. As a result of the combined work of

both— God and Satan— the world itself came into being. Satan,
in the form of a water-fowl, made his way to the bottom of the

and sand, with
primal ocean, and in his beak brought up rock
which materials God then framed the world. Satan, however,
and made
secretly retained in bis mouth a portion of the sand,
therewith all the rugged and inaccessible places— mountains,
Satan then tried to
crags, morasses, straits, and barren lands.
drown God, who, fatigued with the effort of creation, was now
surface of the earth,
asleep, and to this end he dug holes in the
and caused floods to gush forth therefrom: thus >msi> great
waters and abysses, into which, however, Satan himself was at
length thrust' by the power of God. Moved by envj "t tinDeitv, Satan also essayed the work of creation, and noxious
Desiring to
plants and animals are the result of his efforts.

(Slavic)

form a retinue for his own service such as would correspond
to the angelic hosts of God, he was advised by the latter to
wash his hands, and to allow the water to drop from his fingers
behind him. Prom these drops sprang an innumerable multitude of evil spirits, who own him as their head. It is believed
in Russia that the same thing takes place whenever a person
around him.
engaged in washing himself lets the water drip
and
According to another form of the legend, good angels
demons were produced from a stone upon which blows were
dealt by God and Satan respectively. Satan's arrogance and
an
make
last
to
him
at
induced
open
his
retinue
the growth of
Michael
revolt, with the result, however, that the archangel
hurled the wicked host from the celestial battlements. The
and earth one remained
ejected demons fell between heaven
in the air, another in the forest, a third in water, etc., while
the rest sank down into the under world. ThiB explains why
demons have their secret habitations in all places in the air,
It is a popular belief that the
in woods, waters, and the like.
conflict between the Good and the Evil principle still endures,
and manifests itself in thunder and lightning. The thunderstorm is brought about bv the thunder-god— Elijah or Michael
—who pursues the evil host with a bolt of fire. Every object
the lightning-flash
injured, every person or animal killed, by
affords unmistakable evidence of the fact that some evil demon
was fleeing before his heavenly pursuer, and had sought
shelter in the neighbourhood of the person or animal or object
the cowerstruck, and that, while the Divine missile destroyed
that chanced to
ing demon, it did not spare the innocent object
be near. Thus arose the belief that a human being killed in a
thunderstorm wins salvation, as also the notion that the wood
of a tree shattered by lightning contains a powerful counter;

—

active to the

work

of evil spirits.

The people of Little Russia explain the genesis of demons by
another myth, which, however, is not nearly so widely known
as that which we have just sketched.
According to them, evil
Our first parents, it is related,
spirits are the children of Adam.
had twelve pairs of children, but on one occasion, when God
came to visit them, Adam tried to conceal half of his offspring
from the Divine eye. The children who were thus hidden were
transformed into demons.

Although many demons are destroyed in their
warfare against God and good men, yet their
numbers are not diminished. On the contrary,
their ranks are always being reinforced, either by
marriages amongst themselves, from which issue
new generations, or by sexual intercourse with
human beings. Further, their numbers may be
recruited

by the human children who become

de-

transformation which takes place when a
child is cursed by its parents, or dies unbaptized,
or when it is taken away by the demons and a
of evil
changeling (q.v. ) left in its place. The powers
also gain possession of all who die a violent death,
such as suicides and children overlain in sleep ;
hence the idea that it is dangerous to try to save a
or one
person in the act of committing suicide,
who is drowning, etc., as the devil will feel himself wronged in being balked of his expected
the rescuer.
victim, and may take vengeance upon
The demons are believed to come into touch
with human life in various ways. They injure
man
causing accident and disease, or they give

mons—a

by
him help and protection. A common idea is that
a demon sits upon the left shoulder of every human
of him at any
being, ready to take possession

moment of weakness, and it is therefore advisable
that when a person yawns he should guard his
mouth by making the sign of the cross, and so

from gaining an entrance into
prevent the fiend
his body.
But, if an individual makes a compact
with the devil, signing over his soul in a document
subscribed in his own blood, the devil undertakes
on his part to serve the man in every possible way,
and especially to make him rich. In the course of
crafts.
It
ages Satan has taught mankind many
was from him that people learned the arts of ironuse
of
also
the
as
and
distilling,
working, brewing,
tobacco. He was the discoverer of fire he built
the first mill and the first waggon. The arts of
from him.
leading and writing were acquired
he finds
Moreover, when Satan is in a good humour,
amusement in plaguing human beings he likes to
the right way,
from
traveller
belated
the
beguile
to worry the driver by causing a breakdown in the
middle of the road, or to play tricks upon a drunk
man.
He may appeal under the disguise of a
;

;
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favourite spots on the banks of lakes and rivers,
and it is therefore dangerous to linger in the open
at that time.
There is, indeed, a special midday
demon, the Bis poludennyj It is believed that the
spirits retire from the earth and return to Hell in
the middle of November, only, however, to resume
their expeditions in spring, when Nature re-awakes

It is with witches that the evil spirits and demons
have their most active intercourse. At certain
seasons, and especially on the principal feast days
of the Church, the witches ily away to the meeting-places of the demons, where they drink, dance,
and wallow in debauchery. The demons on their
part are ready to abet the witches in carrying out
those magical operations which, according to popular notions, require the support of supernatural
agency. Such, for instance, are the machinations
by which the sorcerer causes untimely births,
incites love, sows dissension among friends anything, in a word, which does mischief to mankind.
The transactions are performed in the name of the
evil spirit, and, when they are followed by an
adjuration, this usually takes the form of an appeal to the host of unclean spirits conjointly with
Satan,' praying that they will work harm to the
person the sorcerer has in view. Such an adjura-

Hell, the nether lake of tire and smoke, is, in a
Here
special sense, the homo of these evil spirits.
Lutsiper, with his wife and attendants, swims and
sails about, torturing the souls of the dead.
The
place of eternal tire is depicted as a bathroom or
stove, in the heat of which the souls are tormented.
The belief in hell-lire and the discovery of iron
have conspired to foster another notion, viz. that

—

'

tion of the infernal spirits implies, of course, that
the sorcerer has by word and action taken the
final step in his abandonment of the Christian
faith and of all that the Church counts virtuous
and laudable. He takes the cross from his neck
and tramples upon it he avoids the use of sacred
words, and declares himself an apostate from
Christ and His saints.
person who has thus
given himself to Satan has something forbidding
it is believed that he no
in his very appearance
longer washes himself or combs his hair. In Little
Kussia, a woman who desires to become a witch
goes at midnight to some river, whence the evil
comes forth to meet her. But she must prespirit
viously have trodden a saint's image under foot,
and removed the cross from her neck.
According to the popular superstition, reflected
the evil
also in the language of incantations,
spirits dwell somewhere in the North or West, in
a nocturnal land, while the good angels are in
possession of the realm lying to the East. The
region peopled by demons is dark, shrouded in
mist and cloud, and lies deep down in an abyss.
;

A

;

—

—

'

Another

'

belief,

and one which

is

widely diffused,

that the hosts of Satan live in a subterranean
region, whence they issue forth upon the world at
or in deep waters,
the bidding of their prince
unclean places, dense forests, and marshes, where
the sun never shines. Bushes of elder and willow
by the water-side are in some localities believed to
be the favourite haunts of demons. They leave
their lurking-place in the vicinity of water on the
6th of January, i.e. Epiphany, when the priest
blesses the water ; they then migrate to an abode
In I'assion-week, again, when
in the meadows.
the meadows are consecrated, they pass into trees
and cornfields, and then, at the festival on
the 1st of August, they leave the apple-tree
which is consecrated on that day and return to
Another favourite resort of
their own element.
demons is the cross-roads (q.v.), where evil spirits
come together from all quarters of the world.
The mill and the uninhabited house are also well
is

;

v
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friend or a lover, and it is even believed that he
can serve his minions hy taking their place in the
ranks of the army. It is also said that, when he
wishes to gratify his lust, he visits witches in the
form of a flying fiery serpent ; such, for example,
are the Letavitsa of the Huzules and the Polish
Latawiec, which sometimes assume the form of a
man, sometimes that of a fascinating maiden.

—

—

adapted to supply a lodging for demons. They
like to tarry in the neighbourhood of a spot where
On Easter Eve and the
treasure is concealed.
Eve of St. John, when the bracken is supposed
to flourish, the demons endeavour to prevent the
blossoms, which possess extraordinary magical
virtues, from falling into the hands of human beAt the hour of noon they muster at their
ings.

.

from her winter

sleep.

the demons are smiths. In Russian incantations
we find mention of three such demonic smiths, the
three being brothers. The idea of a triad of fiends
is also current in the folk-lore of other Slavic
countries.

The

oldest

demon

of

Lutsiper,

all,

—

is

very frequently referred to as Herod a name
which probably denotes both the murderer of the
innocents and the slayer of John the Baptist.
Other names applied to the devil are the hetman
(of his hosts), Judas, Velzevul (i.e. Beelzebub), and
Satan. According to the legends, the chief of the
infernal forces is bound with a chain, which, however, in consequence of the sins of men, wears thin,
and would long ere this have given way altogether,
but for the fact that, in virtue of Christ's resurrection, it is restored at every Easter-tide to its
'

'

original strength.
In addition to the

demons named above, we find
here and there a large and powerful female being,
whose figure, embellished with many a fantastic
feature, plays a great part in Slavic legendary lore.
This is the Baba-jaga (Russ. ), Jedza (Pol.), or
JcHbaba (Slovak), a hideous old beldam, whose
children are the evil spirits, or who, as the ' devil's
dam,' sends forth her subject spirits into the world.
She is said to steal children for the purpose of
gratifying her craving for human flesh ; to fly in
company with the spirit of death, who gives her
the souls of the dead for food ; and to stir up storm
and tempest in her flight. The legends also tell
that she has teeth and breasts of iron, with which
she rends her victims, and that her home is in a
far-distant forest.
Among other Slavic names applied to evil spirits may be
mentioned the following;: Cert (Bohem.), tort (Russ.), czart
(Pol.); djavol (Russ.), djabel (Bohem.) ; bts, vrag (' adversary '),
lukavyj ('the crafty'), kutsyj ('short-tail'), neiistyj ('the
unclean'), dedjko ('grandfather'). The last-mentioned (Little
the
Russian) epithet is applied to both the domestic spirit and
'
housedevil, and in this it resembles the Bohem. dibllk, i.e.
goblin' (cf. ddblik = diabolus, as also the Bohem. spiritus [ = Lat.
Spiritus], Slovak pikutik, which corresponds to the O. Pruss.
pickuls). This is one of the numerous facts which indicate that
heathen demonology and the Christian conception of the devil
coalesced in the idea of a single 'unclean power.' In order to
avoid giving offence to the demon by uttering his name, the
'
'
people refer to him simply in the third person, as he or
himself.'

The demons

are represented also as capable of

assuming human form, and as having the qualities
and propensities of human nature. It is to be
noted, however, that such anthropomorphic demons
show in every case some peculiar feature which
distinguishes them from mankind. Thus, the
demon's body may be black, or covered with hair
In many inor he may have a horn, or a tail.
stances he is remarkably small. Occasionally he
can be recognized by his red and fiery eyes, or by
the absence of some prominent organ of the body,
such as an eye or an ear or, again, by the resemblance of his feet and ears to those of a domestic
animal. A lame person, or one without eyelashes,
The water-spirit
is suspected of being a demon.
often appears in human form, and his real nature
is then recognizable only by the water that oozes
;

;
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from his hair and clothes. The devil, again, has
a special liking for music, and dances to it. He is
likewise fond of drinking andcard-playing. Demonic
beings have strong erotic tendencies ; one of their
common manoeuvres is to waylay women and
girls, or, again, to appear before a young man in
the guise of a beautiful and alluring maiden. It
may also be mentioned that some demons even
demand food, but, as immaterial beings, may be
put off with mere odours and fumes.
Demonic beings stand in awe of things connected
with the Church, and consecrated objects generally ;
and these accordingly are the most potent amulets
against their evil practices. Of such prophylactic
articles the most important is the cross ; and everything that bears that symbol shares its power.
Other effective expedients are found in sacred
tapers, incense, holy water, and the consecrated
palm. A person who wishes to clear his house of
evil spirits resorts with all confidence to prickly
In Servia,
plants, as well as to the fern and garlic.
rubbing the breast with garlic is practised as a
means of protection against a spirit that flies about
by night. It is also believed that the demons have
an aversion to wheat and flax, as the consecrated
wafer is prepared from the former, and holy oil
from the latter. The glowing firebrand is in all
cases a powerful specific against demonic agency.
Those demons and demonic spirits which make
their abode in human beings the witch, the
vampire, the demoniac have also the power of
assuming an almost endless variety of form. When
pressed hard by a thunderstorm, they may change
into a cat or a goat.
Innumerable stories are told
of their having been seen in the shape of a horse,
a pig, a dog, a sheep, a mouse, a hare, a bird, a
peacock, a hen, a magpie, a butterfly, a fiery serpent,
or even a ball of yarn. The Servian sorceress, the
VjcHitsa, harbours a demonic spirit, which leaves
her during sleep, and, flying among the houses in
the shape of a bird or a butterfly, feeds upon the

—

—

—

—

people especially children whom she finds asleep,
tearing out and devouring their hearts. The
Jedogonjaoi the Serbs, again, may remain invisible.
The Jedogonja-spiiits are said to fight with one
another among the mountains, their missiles being
huge boulders and uprooted trees. Upon their
influence depends the state of the weather, and
thus also the fruitfulness of the soil.
A special instance of demonic metamorphosis is
found in the Slavic werwolf the Vlkodlak (Boheni. ),

—

Vovkulak

(Lit.

Russ.),

Vlukolak (Bulg.).

Vukodlak (Serbo-Croat.),
is a man who can

The werwolf

change himself into a wolf, or who has really
become a wolf by the enchantment of a witch.
The belief in such transformations has been widely
current for centuries as far back as the 13th cent.,
eclipses of the sun and moon were attributed to
the werwolf. The werwolf figures largely in legend.
A person who has the power of changing at will
into a wolf always shows some point of difference
from other
e.g. in his birth or in his appearance
;

—

—

It is believed that his father was a wolf,
people.
and that he himself was born into the world feet
In the upper part of his body he resembles
first.

a

human

wolf.

being, while the lower part suggests the
has also a wolf's teeth and heart. To

He

is a matter of no greatdifficulty.
One need only drink a little water taken from the
footprints of a wolf, or turn over a fallen tree, and
then put on a wolf's skin ; on the night thereafter
the werwolf appears, bringing terror to man and
beast.
In some districts of Bulgaria it is believed

become a werwolf

that the Vlukolak is a spirit which has been formed
from the blood of a murdered man, and that he
haunts the scene of the murder, and causes the
place to

become

Among

all

arid.

the Slavic peoples, and especially
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the Serbs, the werwolf is often confounded
with the vampire or upir (Serv. vampir, Lit. Russ.
upyr). The vampire is the soul of a dead man,
which comes forth out of the grave for the purpose
The Serbs
of working injury upon the living.
believe that impious people, and especially witches,
become Vukodlaks after death, and drink the blood
of sleeping persons. When an unusually large number of deaths take place in a village community,
the calamity is attributed to the Vukodlak. Word
passes from mouth to mouth that the ghostly evildoer has been seen as he moved around with the
mortcloth upon his shoulders. The people then go
to the churchyard for the purpose of identifying
his grave.
They take with them a foal, and the
grave upon which the foal stands still is opened,
and the body taken out and impaled with a stake
In other districts
of blackthorn or hawthorn.
similar measures are resorted to when the
people
seek to deliver their homes from the nocturnal visits
In Russia, for instance, a stake
of the vampire.
of aspen or maple is thrust into the corpse, or else
the grave, of the person upon whom suspicion has
In some districts the corpse is burned, or
fallen.
the blood-vessels severed below the knee. Besides
the vampire of the dead, however, who finds
pleasure in tormenting sleeping persons by night,
we hear also of a living vampire, viz. the witch, a
being endowed with demonic power, who is able to
kill people, to bring disease and misfortune, and to
cause stormy weather. Moreover, all ungodly
who have been cursed by their
persons, and all
fellow-men, or have died by violence, become
hear
also of vampires who were
vampires.
originally children begotten of mankind by the
who
died unbaptized. In point
children
or
devil,
of fact, any ordinary individual is liable to the
after death ; if an unclean
transformation
repulsive
animal or bird dog, cat, magpie, cock springs
casually over his dead body, or if he is not buried
according to the ordinary ritual of the Church, he
thereby becomes a vampire. The vampire can be
recognized in the grave by the fact that his corpse
does not decay, but retains a ruddy colour in the
His
face, and has the mouth smeared with blood.
limbs bear marks which show the gnawing of his
own teeth. When at length he begins to drink
human blood, he assumes the form of an animal,
We may also
or, indeed, of an object of any kind.
note here that, according to a popular superstition
in Little Russia, every witch is subject to an upyr,
who was born with her and with whom she co-

among

We

—

—

habits.

To the same class of tormenting spirits belong
the mora, mura, oxmara (Russ. and Pol.), marucha
(Russ.),

kikimora (Russ.), morava

(Wend,

and

Bulg.) cf. the Germ. Mahr or Mahre, Eng. mare,'
'nightmare.' They might be described in almost
the same terms as the vampire. They, too, are
the souls of living men, which leave their bodies
by night, and visit sleepers for the purpose of
tormenting them. In Russia and Bulgaria, however, the mora is thought to be the soul of a child
that has died unbaptized, or has been cursed by
or it is a spirit which dwells in the
its parents
cemetery and makes itself visible to people as a
black
spectre. Popular superstition invests
ghastly
it with certain features which distinguish it from
ordinary human beings. The soles of its feet are
child who at birth
flat, anil its eyebrows meet.
has visible teeth, or one who, having been taken
from his mother, commences to suck again, evensimilar development is
tually becomes a mora.
expected in the case of a child whose mother during
pregnancy happens to go out of her room just as
the clock strikes the hour of noon. Further, should
anything that conflicts with the tradition of the
Church take place during baptism, the child being
'

;

;

A
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baptized is thereby doomed to become a mora
It
is also believed that a witch
can voluntarily make
herself a mora.
The characteristic pursuit of a
mora is to plague her
sleeping victims with bad
dreams and oppression of the
chest, while she is
sucking blood from their breasts.
Durin" the
visitation the sleeper is
incapable of speech and
motion. Hut the mora does not confine her
evil
practices to human beings she likewise
torments
domestic animals, draining them of milk and
blood.
it
is
not a difficult matter to rid oneNevertheless,
self of the cruel attentions of
the mora. All that
is
necessary is to oner her a gift of some eatable
substance, such as bread, salt, or butter.
An
effective means of
keeping her at bay is to place
beside the sleeper some such
object as a double
triangle (the so-called 'mom's foot'), a mirror a
broom, a steel article, etc.
Th<J fU ther We t ace the mora
or kikimora
^
J'.
r
towards
the i,
East, the more does she shed her
;

^

distinctive characteristics

and become

identified

with the household spirit and the
to which are ascribed the traits Nature-demon,
which belonged
originally to her. She has now become an inmate
of the house,
revealing her presence by her nocturnal
movements she converses with
people, puts them
into a state of terror and causes
disquiet, ravels
the work of the sewer or
spinner, sits spinning
the
or
upon
busies herself with tasks that
stove,
belong to the housewife. She is a little old
woman,
and lives behind the stove. When the
inmates of
the house wish to rid themselves of her
presence
the
stove
and
the corners of the room
they sweep
with a besom, and
speak the words: 'Thou
must go
from this place, else thou shalt
be burnedaway
In some parts of Russia the moras
are believed to be
repulsive-looking dwarfs who
may be found as crying children among the fields
in Siberia the kikimora has
become a forest;

spirit.

Analogous to the mora is the nocturnal demon
which is known among the
Serbs
and Russians as the nocnitsa Slovaks, Poles,
'

(
night-hag '). When
a child sutlers
during the night from some unknown
ailment, tossing about and
crying, the trouble is
set down to the
nocnitsa, who torments the child
by tickling it or sucking its blood, or disturbs its
sleep by her mere touch.
The liability to such
disturbance is attributed to the mother's having
neglected to bless her child the evening before iS
external appearance the
night-hag remains very
indistinct; she is
simply a female demon who
wanders around in the
darkness of night. In some
localities the noinitsas are
supposed to form a
group of twelve sisters. It should be noted, moreover, that a similar name,
polunocnitsa, i.e. 'the
midnight-woman,' is sometimes applied to the
Vixgm Mary. In the Government of Archangel
people safeguard themselves from the nocnitsa by
drawing a circle round the cradle with a knife, or
placing the knife within the cradle, or by puttin"
an axe, a doll, and a
spindle beneath the floor
by driving a piece of wood into the wall
The
incantations
accompanying these actions always
contain an expression of the wish thatthe
nocturnal
nocnitsa will no longer
play pranks with the child,
but seek to find amusement in the
things thus
offered her
Sometimes an oblation of bread and
salt is made to her,
part of it being rubbed upon
the head of the fretful
child, and the rest placed
under the stove. The
hag who torments children
by night is also known in Russia
by the names
(c f
'scream') and plaksy (cf. plakat,
T
£»*. ana
a corresponding part is
).,,
„
<
u
r,£
by a frightful wood-hag called aorska played
niakva,
uhose head somewhat resembles
that of an ox
Among the White Russians the belief has been
tiaced that the nocturnal
spirit produces illness in
VOL. IV. 40
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children from within,
having
into their bodies.

first

found

his

way
*

This superstition introduces us to
the demons of
disease strictly so called.
Certain diseases ar{
commonly believed to emanate from

demonic
into the body
and thence proceed to torment him
Ibis holds good in
particular of fevers, epilepsy
insanity, and plague.
the White
beings

of

who have found an entrance

heir victim,

Among
Russian^
of the
malady cannot be dete^
supposed that the patient is tormented
n ean P
er
n such cases t»»e
body of
tL afflicted
nffli f °J
,
the
person is rubbed with a piece of bread
which is then carried to a
cross-way by nighthere the Dobrochot (a
pet-name for the demon
especially the domestic spirit) is entreated to accept
the onering thus
made, and to absolve the sick
man Those engaged on an errand
of this kind
must not cross themselves. Here we have
a vestige
of the cult of the
dead; sometimes, indeed it is
rds that the offerin is
intended
S
Si tthe dead. There are
for
occasions upon which an
ndividual may very
easily fall into the power of
when the.nature
mined

it is

™ J
-

Z f T^rT

the

demon

of disease.
Such an occasion is birth
together with a certain period
as
thereafter, lasting
usually untl the chi¥ is ^ aptized
It ;s ;ma
that the unclean
spirits swarm round the house of
the mother, and resort to

^g

.

possible means of
working injury both to herevery
and to her child
1 he demon of
fever is believed to be one of the
three, seven twelve, or
seventy-seven so-called
Lichoradka-sisters (lichoradka = fever
In order
').
S
e e g °° d
graC S the P e °P le s P eak of her
'

^ch e ndeann
T
?
epithets
<Lnf> |
§ rs
She wanae
over
b°v

as

'

god-mother

'

and

the whole world, causgoes, and is represented
either as an
ugly lean, naked, and hair/ beldam,
or as a
young and beautiful nymph. Offerings are
presented to her with a view to
warding off her
attacks.
If the infection has come
by way of the
earth, an oblation of corn is made at tne
particular
glft lS more f '-equently cast into the
wa£r ti.
V
water
The fever-patient himself cuts an
egg into
seventy-seven pieces, which he then throws into
a river as he utters the words
Ye are seventyseven; here is a portion for each of
meddle not with me.' When the you eat, and
festival com
memo-rating the dead is celebrated in White
Kussia, the Lichoradka gets a share of the feast
Among other measures adopted in battling with
the disease the
following is of special interest.
An attempt is made
to deceive the demon in such
a way as will prevent her
recognizing the sickperson when she returns to attack him
again. The
patient s name is changed his face is covered
with
a mask, and words are written
on the door to say
a
1S D0t at home
Another expedient for
!no 5
*,
scaring the demon is to fire a gun. The diseased
person is made to eat bitter and fetid
things, or he
ml gated lth some
evil-smelling substance, in
,
order fto render the
demon's sojourn within the
body as uncomfortable for herself as
possible.
the most reliable
prophylactic of all, however, is
a, certain
incantation in which occurs an
interesting
story about the origin of the Lichoradka-demons.
According to this incantation, they are the
daughters of Herod, and the oldest and most
ferocious of all is the one on whose
account John
the .Baptist was
put to death. At the command of
their father
they issue forth from their subterranean home to
plague the inhabitants of the

,W?ll
ing illness wherever she
.

s

,

'

:

;

;

-

L^

T

earth.

A

frequent disguise of the demon of pestilence is
the figure of a woman—' the black
woman of the
Bulgarians (in Russia, the Morovaja panna, euma,
or cholera; in Servia, the
kuga), but it may also
take shape as a bird or an animal— a
cat, horse or
cow. The
clothed
'

Morovaja panna,

in

white and
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with dishevelled hair, travels by night from place
to place, making her journeys either by waggon or
upon the back of some one whom she compels to
carry her. Her breath and her touch are fatal to
human beings, and she feeds upon the bodies of

those whom she slays. The most effective means
of warding off her attacks is a furrow traced
secretly and by night round the village, with a
plough guided by women who are naked or clothed
only in a shirt, as the pest-hag dare not cross such
a furrow. In many districts the demons of pestilence are believed to be three sisters.
widely
current notion is that the afflicted person has in
some way given offence to the demon of disease,
whose resentment finds vent in the disorder. In
such a ease it is incumbent upon the invalid to ask
In Russia, for instance,
forgiveness of the demon.
one who is ill with smallpox is taken to another in
like case, and makes obeisance to the latter, saying
'
I ask forgiveness, spirit of smallpox
absolve me,
daughter of Athanasius, if I have behaved rudely
towards thee.' The same purpose is served by
speaking of the demon under endearing names,
and thus regaining her favour.

A

:

;

Mental derangement, possession,' affords one of
the clearest instances of the sojourn of a demon in
a person's body. Such, for example, is the ikota or
klikusestvo malady prevalent in Russia a state of
supposed demoniacal frenzy which can be induced
by the machinations of a witch. At her command
the evil spirit takes up his abode within the body
of his victim, and makes his presence known by
giving vent to abnormal sounds, such as neighing,
barking, and the like. The sufferer may be relieved by the use of consecrated objects or the
adjurations sanctioned by the Church, or, again,
by putting on harness, or by dipping in holy water
at the feast of Epiphany.
There is, however,
another theory of the origin of lunacy the disease
'

—

:

sometimes attributed to an evil spirit (forest
demon, etc.), which of no set design simply flies
past a person.
is

The

truculent spirit of pestilence resembles in

outward appearance the personified figure of Death
—
the Bohemian Smrtnd zena or S/nrtnice. The
latter also is a

woman, haggard and dressed in
who walks heneath the windows of a house
which some one is dying. If she sits down at
the head of the bed, the last hope of recovery is
white,
in

gone, but, if she places herself at the foot, the
invalid may get well again. The people believe
that they can drive away the demon by putting
crosses or saints' images upon the bed
but they
are ready, on the other hand, to admit that Death
is deaf to prayer.
In Little Russia and Moravia it
is thought that Death lives under the earth, in a
;

room

lit

by innumerable candles, some of which
lit, and others upon the point of

are just being

The candles stand for human lives,
over which Death holds sway. This attribute of
power over human life belongs both to the spirit of
Death and to the goddess of Fate.
The whole course of a man's life, from its first
hour to its last, is pre-ordained at his birth by the
This belief, inherited from
goddesses of Fate.
Greek and Roman mythology, seems to have been
prevalent anion" the Southern and Western Slavs.
In the written documents of these peoples, as far
back as the 12th cent. A.D., we find mention of
these goddesses and of the sacrificial festivals
instituted in their honour.
Among the Eastern
Slavs, on the other hand, the belief in three Fates
who control the lives of all human beings does not
appeal ever to have had any outstanding vogue.
Here, in fact, their function was taken over by the
Dolja (the Sreia or 'Fortune' of the Serbs) a
personification of the good or evil fortune of the
going out.

—

individual.
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When

a birth occurs, the newly-born child is
visited in the night-time by the three Fates (Serb
and Sloven. Bodjenice, Sudnice, Sudjenice Boheni.
Sudicky
Bulg. Mozdenici, Orisnici) beautiful,
richly-attired, diaphanous maidens.
They ordain
the destiny of the child, and determine the manner
of its death.
It is generally believed that the
decisive forecast is that pronounced by the one who
speaks last. In order to induce the Fates to assign
a favourable destiny to the child, gifts and offerings
are presented to them. Among the Southern Slavs
and Bohemians these presents are in the form of
food bread, salt, or wine placed on the table,
or, it may be, in hollows among the rocks, as it is
believed by the Slovenians that the Rodjcnice live
in rocks and mountains.
In Bulgaria, on the evening upon which the visit of the Orisnici is expected,
it is customary to partake of a special supper, after
which three pieces of bread are placed at the head
of the newly- horn infant, in the hope that they may
prove an acceptable offering to the august visitors.
It may be incidentally mentioned that the Virgin
Mary is sometimes confounded with the goddess of

—

;

—

;

—

destiny.

The Dolja is, so to speak, a family heirloom
which descends to a person from his parents. It
accompanies him throughout his whole life ; it
sleeps with him in the cradle, nor does it desert
him when he removes to another locality.
It
resembles the domestic spirit in so far as it works
on behalf of its protege from morning till night ; it
takes care of his children, does its best to make his
land fruitful, brings him corn from other people's

fields, promotes his success in fishing, guards his
cattle, and, in a word, secures his good fortune and
prosperity in every way. On the other hand, the

Dolja of an unfortunate man, which in Russia is
also called Beda,
distress,' Gore,
misery,' or
Zlydni, 'ill luck,' is a good-for-nothing creature,
which dozes idly amongst moss, or tries in every
possible way to mar whatever prosperity the man
In most cases a person's subjugation to
enjoys.
the Zlydni is an indication that his present employment does not accord with his true vocation.
It is sometimes stated that the attendant spirit
advises its protege to choose another pursuit,
promising that, if he does so, good fortune will
never desert him. The Dolja is generally supposed
to have the form of a human being, but it should
be noted that it need not be of the same sex as the
person to whom it belongs. Occasionally, however,
its figure is that of an animal
a dog or a cat. It
lives unchjr or behind the stove, as is usually the
case also with the household spirit.
good Dolja
may be persuaded by prayers and sacrificial gifts
to attend faithfully upon a person.
Thus a bride
who is setting out for the marriage ceremony prays
that the good Dolja will sit beside her in the
carriage, and that the unfavourable Dolja may
In White Russia the bride says
perish in water.
Come out of the stove in the form of a flame and
go with me, leaving the room by the chimney.'
Young women who wish to be married make
pottage, and ask the Dolja to take supper with
them. A rarer form of the superstition is that
there is but one all-embracing Dolja, on whom
depends the prosperity of every human being.
This universal Dolja is depicted as an old woman,
and as living sometimes in a miserable hovel, and
sometimes in a splendid palace. The lot of the
newly-born child is determined by the character of
the place in which the Dolja happens to be residing
at the hour of birth.
We proceed next to treat the belief in domestic
Many elements
spirits, the Domovojs or Dnmoriks.
in this form of superstition suggest that the being
who is worshipped as a household god is really the
spirit of the ancestor, or founder of the family, who,
'

'

—
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refer to him as
'he
he nr
or hinise f.' When
any one has fallen ill in
consequence of having insulted the household
spirit
'
de
him thus
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the cattle-shed
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forgive
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livery house has its Domovoj, who has also a wife
a fa lily
He en gages in such taskTas
devo?^un
,
devolve upon H
the painstaking
head of a house. He
bestirs himself
by night, and
him as he moves about the people have even seen
yanl with a
hand, seeming always to have
something to do
Strange noises, movements of doors,
mysterious
voices, etc., heard during the
night are all at
tnbuted to him
He is <3 a inerry and face ions
-

light™

disposition and many of his actions are but mani
testations of his good humour.
The cleanliness a
good order of the establishment are his
aims
A strange Domovoj, on the other greatcans,;
hand,
nothing but mischief and inconvenience, and eve,

1

made

effort is

believe

to dislodge the intruder.
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spirit finds

fl,r?
anything about
the house not to his
liking, he manifests his dls
pleasure in various ways. He
in all kinds
indulges
of violence ; throws utensils
upon the floor, aniovs
people and animals in their
sleep, and may evfn
destroy the whole place by fire. Like the mora
he leaps upon the
sleeper, pressing upon him and
causing difficulty in breathing.
persoi wit
hairy hands who touches the
D°omovo/™ the dark
x ect
good to befall him, but
? P
tolomY
seething
to
touch him with
a smooth or cold hand is a
presage of H-luck. It is believed
gene ally that
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a morsel of provender which has
been prepared for
thee.
In some localities the
housewife
up
the stove of the old
house, then draws out the
glowing brands, which are to be carried to the new
S
n e
d
tUrni
t0Wards U «
at the back,
b a.r utters
IT"?!
"F
the words
'Welcome, grandfather to the new home
ve come
Occasionally
upon the belief that, if the old house falls
into
oris
ruins,
destroyed by fire, it is a sign t at The
domestic spirit has never left it.
On other occa
ions likewise, the
goodwill of the householdSpirit
is
usually secured by means of sacrificial
gifts
° thel 1,0rtioI of f00d is lac « d
y
i" the
P
v
rd
?fl
yard for his use prayer \being made at the
same
time for his friendship
Part of the
m £j
evening
is left
upon the table in the belief that the
Domovoj will come in the night and eat it. In the
evening, again, broth is placed on the
stove, and a
meal of eggs on the roof, for the
purpose of indue
ing him to take more interest in the fortunes
of
the house. Before Lent the
head of the house
invites the
Domovoj to supper by going into the
yard and bowing towards the four cardinal
poin ts,
vile the meal is allowed to remain
on the table
during the succeeding night
KuSS ' a the h °n seh old
is
spirit
known also

Ws
™™

'

-

A

K

h

by
names which vary
according to the place in
which his activity seems to
focus.
When lie lives
the cattle shed, he is called
Chlevnik
in the
yard Dvorovojthe drying-kiln, Ovinnik in
;
the bathroom, Banmk. A vital
condition of sucnt
r
other

,

in

m

cessful

;

is that the Chlevnik
should
iking for the cattle, so that he will not
The breeder must accordnight.
ingly try to discover, or else guess, the particular
colour of cattle which his Chlevnik
favours! or the
particular place where he wishes the
cattle-shed to
stand. When an animal is

have a

mo

est

cattle-rearing

them by

purchased and brought

home, it ,s thought advisable to present an
ottering
of food to the
spirit, with the prayer that he will

give the new-comer a good reception,
guard it from
mishap and provide it with abundant food
In
districts we find the
Domovoj and the
Chlevnik included in the
group of ill-disposed
and
spirits,
every effort is made to expel them from
the homestead, either
by striking the walls and
corners and
sprinkling them with holy water or
by placing upon the roof an overturned harrow or
a magpie that has been killed. In
the province of
Archangel, when the women enter the cattle-shed
in the
morning, they entreat the Chlevnik to eo
out by the window.
The Bannik lives in the
bathroom, behind the stove or under the seat
It
is dangerous for
any one to go there alone in the
evening or by night, as the spirit who
presides
there may work him harm. When
the inmates of
the house bathe,
they leave a little water in the
bath, and a little soap upon the
bench, as it is
e
i d °ther domestic spirits
wii
wfl to bathe
M a VSf
i' S
will wish
little later.
To ensure the prosperity of the bath-room, a black hen is buried
under the threshold as a sacrifice. As
regards the
Omnnik, again the people beseech him to
grant
them a successfu
He is solicitous that
threshing.
the drying- kiln should not be heated
on the great
Should this be done he may take
festival-days.
revenge by destroying the building with fire.
VVnen the workers have
completed some task in
the drying- house,
they thank him for his faithful
service.
Those who desire to be on amicable terms
with him drop the blood of a cock round
about the

t many

that,
guarding the house, the true
Domovoj often comes into conflict with some alien

^domestic
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attends to the interests of
a niere we find a s
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S belleve ln a
«Pi"fc whose special
fun S n ,t ls t
ve 5 lthe
message of death.
1
This is fthe „ .
BoZalosktsh, 'God's plaint,' a little
woman with long hair, who cries like
I c d
beneath the window.
When a. person moves into another house
or
to
migrates
another district, he
prays the house- Kiln.
hold spmt to
accompany him. An often," of
What has been said above
bread and salt is
regarding the houseplaced somewhere for the"pfrit°s hold
spirit applies more
e and
P
head ° f the house a
particularly to Russia.
l'Pea7s to
the Western and Southern
him wt'th H e
Among
Slavs, however
l b°W befoie the
a less important
e, ™y
ostanHf„H
host
and father,***%?
place is assigned to him
and beseech thee to enter our
Here'
new in fact, he has acquired
the attributes of a prodwelling; there shalt thou find a warm
place, and
tective and mimstraut
The Galician didko
spirit.
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the Bohemian Setek ('old one'), hospoddficek, and
skfltek, the Wendic kobud ('goblin'), the Polish
skrzat, and the Slovakian s~krat are each of them
ready to give their services on condition that the
person requiring help will make a compact with
them, or summon them by incantations, or present
oblations of food to them. But there are other
ways of securing the good offices of such demons.
Thus, a man may give a written undertaking
assigning to the demon his own soul, or one of his
The spirit is
relatives, or some part of his body.
invoked either under the stove-pipe or at crossroads.
He may also be brought forth from an
egg the egg of a black hen is carried about in the
left breast for seven days, after which period the
demon comes visibly out of the egg. The spirit,
who has the appearance either of a boy or of a
little old man, bestows money and corn upon his
protege, protects his property, and fodders his
cattle.
The Polish skrzatek is a winged creature
which supplies corn, and, when flying about in the
;

Its Wendic
vicinity of houses, steals children.
counterpart is the plon, a dragon in the form of a
fiery sphere ; a common saying about a rich man
'

He

Theplon may assume various
shapes, and the proper place to confer with him is
the cross-roads. The flying dragon smok appears
in the folklore of all the Slavic peoples.
Another

is:

h&s

a,

plon.'

widely prevalent idea is that every house has its
own lucky serpent,' which has its habitat under
the floor or the stove, and brings wealth to the
'

house. Among the Bohemians and the Wends it
is believed that the house has both a male and a
female serpent, the former representing the head
of the house, the latter his wife. The death of
either of the serpents presages the death of the
corresponding human individual.
Similarly the
Bulgarians have their stihija or tolosom, a household spirit in the form of a serpent. The Skrat of
Slovenian folklore dwells in woods and mountains
a belief which indicates that this demon was
originally a forest-spirit cf. the Scrat, or Schrat, of
the Germans.
This brings us to the domain of Nature-demons,
and here we have, first of all, the large group of
In Russia the forest-spirit
forest- and field-spirits.
is named Ljeiyj, or LjeSovik,
'wood-king,' in
Bohemia, Hejkal, or the wild man.' In outward
appearance lie resembles a human being, but his
skin and hairy body betray his real nature. The
hair of his head is long and his beard is green.
Other points that differentiate him from mankind
are his solitary eye and his lack of eyebrows. He
has the power of changing his size at will, showing
himself sometimes as large as a tree and sometimes

—

:

'

than grass. He can also transform himan animal, his favourite disguise being
the shape of a wolf. He is said to retire under the
earth during winter. The beasts and birds of the
forest are subject to him, and he frequently drives
them in huge flocks from one wood to another. In
guarding his own particular forest, he sometimes
comes into conflict with the demons of other forests
and with the water-demon, and the battles that
ensue become manifest to man in the falling of
trees and the shriek of the storm.
The forestlikes to lead people out of their way, enticing
spirit
tnem to follow him, and taking them to some
dangerous spot. He also kidnaps children, leaving
changelings of his own family in their place.
Should he happen merely to pass a person, the
latter may sicken with disease ; nay, one has only
to tread upon his footprint and a like unfortunate

no

taller
self into

result follows.
The forest-spirit makes his presence known by all kinds of sounds he laughs,
claps his hands, and imitates the cries of various
animals.
When a person calls and an echo follows, the demon is supposed to be answering him.
:
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of his favourite

amusements

is

swinging on

trees.

The hunter and the herdsman depend

for their

upon the good-will of the forest-spirit, and
accordingly they offer sacrifices to him and beseech
him to make them prosperous. For his acceptance
the hunter sets bread and salt upon the trunk of a
tree
the herdsman, in order to induce the spirit
to keep the wild beasts from his cattle, promises
him a cow. If a huntsman will pledge his soul to
the demon, the latter will give in exchange success
in the chase.
The man who desires to make such
a bargain turns towards the north, and prays the
demon to enter into a covenant of friendship with
him the demon may then show himself favourable
The White Russians speak
to the man's prayer.
of their forest-spirit as Onufrius, and in fact they
frequently give saints' names to the spirits of the
fields and the meadows.
It should be noted here
that the patron saint of the woods is St. George,
and that all wild animals are subject to him.
Besides the male forest-spirit, there are also
numerous female spirits of the woods the Bohem.
Divi zeny, the Polish Dziwozony and Mamony,
wild women.' They, too, resemble human beings
in appearance, as also in their manner of life.
They are represented as women of enormous
stature, with long hair and large breasts.
They
have their abode in mountain caverns.
They
are very fond of taking human children in
exchange for their own ugly, large-headed offThe
spring, or they simply steal the children.
forest-nymphs, on the other hand, are fair and
fascinating creatures, lightly garbed and covered
with leaves. They like to dance, and will continue
dancing with a man till he dies, unless he happen
to know how to free himself from their toils, as,
It is believed
e.g. by turning his pocket inside out.
that a person who accidentally intrudes upon their

success

;

;

—

'

,

dancing parties is doomed to die. It
sometimes happens that a man marries a woodinvisible

nymph, but such a union

is

very easily dissolved,

man is all the more circumspect,
may vanish without leaving a trace

and, unless the
his spirit-wife

behind. In certain localities it is supposed that
these forest-maidens are human children whom
cursed, and that they can deliver
themselves from the curse only by marriage with a

some one has

human

being.

The characteristics of the forest-spirits are almost
without exception ascribed likewise to the Servian
and Bulgarian Vila and the Russian Busalka.
With regard to the Vilas (Bulg. Samovila, JttdaSamovila, Samodiva) the belief still survives that
they are the souls of deceased children or virgins.
are beautiful, white-robed, light-footed
damsels, who dwell in woods, mountains, and
lakes, and fly in the clouds.
They too are noted
for their dancing and exquisite singing.
They
have been observed washing their garments and
drying them in the sun. They have a considerable
amount of intercourse with mankind, and in
popular legend they sometimes even intermarry
with men. They are represented in folk-songs as
the adopted sisters of popular heroes. Should a
person excite their resentment, especially by
intruding upon their kolod&nce, they take revenge
by shooting the unfortunate man with their deadly
arrows. It is believed among the Bulgarians that
blindness, deafness, and apoplexy are the work of
the Samovilas. The state of the weather depends
to some extent on them, as they have the power of
causing tempest and rain. In many districts the
people otter sacrifices to the Vitus in the form of
flowers, fruits, or garments, placed upon trees or

They

stones.

What has been said of the Vilas holds good, for
the most part, also of the Russian Rusalkas deli-

—
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cate female beings who live in forests, lieMs, anil
waters. These likewise are souls of the dead, mainly
of unbaptized children, and women who have died
and the
by drowning. Among the Little Russians
Slovenians they are sometimes called Mavki,
to
solicit
human
are
said
the
dead.'
They
Mavje,
beings for crosses, in the hope that these sacred
under
from
curse
deliver
them
the
objects may
which they lie. With their ravishing songs in
the night they draw people irresistibly into their
'

power, and then tickle them till they die. Another
of their means of allurement is the ignis fatuus.
The Wends, we may note in passing, think that
the Bind, will-o'-the-wisp,' is itself the soul of
an unbaptized child. When the crops begin to
ripen, the Rusalkas find their favourite abode in
the cornfields. They have it in their power to
bless the earth with fruitfulness.
It is also said
that they take pleasure in spinning, and that they
'

hang
week

their clothes on

—

During Whitsun-

trees.

a period which in many districts is dedicated to them and to the souls of the departed in
general they come to women in visible form, requesting gifts of shirts and clothes, and such
garments are accordingly presented to them by
being placed upon trees. The week after Pentecost was in ancient times called
the week of the
Rusalkas.' At that season is held the escort of
the Rusalkas,' a procession in which a straw doll
representing the Rusalka is carried out of the
village, then torn to pieces and thrown into the
water. This ceremony has been explained as
symbolizing the expulsion of the Rusalkas from
the place, in view of their propensity to inflict
damage on the ripening grain. But in all probability the practice was originally connected with
the Spring festival. The name Rusalka, and the
conception of the Rusalka festival, had their
origin in the Grseco-Koman solemnity called
'
dies rosae,' observed in spring in
Rosalia,'
memory of the dead. The design of commemoratdead
the
ing
may still be traced in certain ideas
associated with the Rusalka festival, as, e.g. in the
belief that a person who does not take part in the
memorial function for the dead, and does not offer
sacrifice to them, thereby becomes liable to the
vengeance of the Rusalkas. It should also be
mentioned that, just as the name Rusalka is derived from Rosalia,' so the word Vila has been
explained as a survival from another memorial
festival for the dead observed among the Romans,
dies violae.'
viz. the
In some districts a distinction is drawn between

—

'

'

'

,

'

'

Rusalkas and water Rrisalkas. The latter
have their abode in rivers and cascades
they
disport themselves upon the surface of the water,
and comb their long hair upon the banks. They
also prowl after bathers, and bathing is therefore
avoided during the Rusalka festival. Similar
traits are popularly ascribed to the
water-man
(Russ. Vodjanoj, Morskoj tsar Sloven. Povodnji
Wend. Vodny muz, Nyks Bohem. Vodnik, Hastrman Pol. Topielec, Topnik), and also to the
forest

;

'

;

'

;

;

;

'water-people,' as it

is

believed that the water-

man has a family — a wife, 'the water- woman,'
and children — and even cattle. Every body of

water has its presiding demon, who dwells in a
magnificent palace far below.
water-spirit can
make a new lake for himself, passing out of his old
His favourite haunt
resort in the form of a brook.
is in the vicinity of mills, but, as mills and weirs
block his way, he often destroys them in his rage.
When any one is drowned, the water-man is the
cause, and it is dangerous to rescue a drowning
person, as one thereby provokes the animosity of
the demon. The souls of those who have died by

A

drowning are immured in his house. He is said
to marry women who have been drowned and girls
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He has, in fact, a
expatriated.
special liking for inveigling women into his tnils.
He plays all sorts of pranks with people; he
chases the traveller, or seats himself upon the
cart of tin; belated waggoner; and the victims of
his jocularity, fearing his resentment, generally
submit without resistance. His power is at its
height in the middle of the day, and it is at that
time that the female water-wraith of the Wends
comes forth from the water. In Bohemia people
tell how he dances on clear moonlit nights.
He
who have been

sometimes indulges in strong drink, and, when
drunk, makes an uproar and jumps about, thus
disturbing the ordinary flow of the stream. It
not seldom happens that the water-spirit and the
forest-spirit have fierce encounters with each

When the wife of the water-spirit requires
the midwife, he applies for human help.
He gives
timely warning of coming floods to those with
whom he is on friendly terms. Millers and fishermen seek to win his goodwill by sacrifices. For
his use the miller casts fat, swine's flesh, or a horse
In former times, when a mill was
into the water.
built, it was the custom to present a live ottering
sometimes even a human being to the waterman. The fisher tenders him salt, bread, tobacco,
and the first fish of his catch. The bee-keeper
tries to win his good graces by oblations of bees
and honey. As the water-man is lord over all
aquatic birds, the goose-herd undertakes to make
him the ottering of a goose in the autumn.
may here draw attention to the curious fact that
among the White Russians those who desire
success in fishing invoke the aid of Neptune.
This classical name was no doubt introduced
among the people from literary sources, such as
other.

—

—

We

chap-books. The water-man is thought to resemble
a human being. Sometimes he is represented as an
old man, with a green beard and with green clothBut he may
ing, sometimes as a mere stripling.
always be recognized by the water that flows from
the border of his garments. He has other forms
of disguise at command, however, and may assume
the appearance of some known person, or of an
animal, such as a dog, a horse, a fish, or a irog.
We hear also of a peculiar class of water-spirits
which in one half of their body are human, while
in the other they resemble a fish or aquatic animal.
Such are the Little Russian Faraony (the warriors
of Pharaoh who were drowned in the Red Sea),
the Slovenian
Boginky, Mcmoziny, Meljuziny
Morske dekliee and the Bulgarian Stija. The lastnamed are remarkable for their long hair, which
they sometimes employ to choke those who fall
into their power.
We have already mentioned that the middle of
the day ranks in popular superstition as the most
congenial time for the demons. In point of fact,
imagination has fabricated a special figure to rewhite-robed
present midday the
noon-wife,'
who walks abroad among the cornfields, usually
during the midday interval in which the people
snatch a little repose. The Pshesponitsa of the
Wends and the Poludnitsa of the Poles take care
that no one shall be in the fields at that hour.
They try to puzzle any one they meet with difficult
and, if he cannot answer
questions and riddles
them satisfactorily, they kill him, or infect him
with disease. The noon-wife keeps watch over
the fields, protects the crops, especially the flax,
against thieves, and threatens with her sickle
The sickle is also
children who pull up the corn.
the symbol of another noon-tide fiend among the
Wends, the Serp or Serpysyja, who kills children
with it when they steal the peas. At midday the
Bohemian Polednice. fly about in field and wood,
and come into the neighbourhood of human dwellTheir flights are accompanied by wind and
ings.
;

;

—

'

;

'

'
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Their practice is to steal little children
whose mothers have negligently left them by themselves.
The Russians likewise have a Poludnitsa,
or Zitna matka, the protectress of the cornfield,
who, especially at the season when the corn begins
She also molests
to shoot, perambulates the balks.
children whom she finds idly strolling among the
and
in
Northern
Russia
fields,
parents warn their
children against going amongst the rye lest the
Poludnitsa burn them. In Bohemia the Polcdnice
is
supposed to be the spirit of the midday bell, and
to live in the belfry.
Of a somewhat similar
character is the Moravian Klckanitsa, who stalks
around after the evening chimes, and entraps the
children whom she finds still out of doors.
In many parts of the Slavic world we find, besides the noon-wife,' a male midday spirit,' who
in Bohemia is called Polcdnicek, and among the
Wends Serp, while there is also a special fieldThe Polcdnicek is a
spirit, the Russian Poleroj.
little boy in a white shirt, who at midday passes
from the forest into the fields, and punishes those
whom he finds doing damage there. He calls to
people by their names, and those who follow his
call he leads to the far-off hills.
The Polevoj or
Polevik, on the other hand, is a personification of
the tilled land, and his body is therefore black,
like earth, while his hair is the colour of grass.
The people think that the spirit of harvest, who
is also known as Ded, resides in the last gathered
sheaf, which is accordingly dressed to look like a
doll, and is borne in festive procession to the land-

storm.

'

'

lord.

We

come,

finally, to the
is the air.

sphere of action

Nature-demons whose
In Bohemia there is a

special spirit of the wind,

Vetrnice or Meluzina,
wind-mother,' a white, barefooted being.
the wind roars, the people say that the
Vetrnice is sobbing, and to comfort her they throw
bread and salt into the air for her food. Her voice
is believed to bear prophetic import.
In Russia
likewise we find the 'wind-mother,' and also the
wind-father,' while the Wends speak of a windking.' The wind is thought to proceed from the
demon's breathing or his movements. Then there
is a group of
wind-brethren
sometimes four,
sometimes twelve who dwell at the ends of the
who
and
are
earth,
constantly blowing against one
another. With these wind-brethren have been
confounded the four angels or evangelists borrowed
from the sphere of Christian ideas, and supposed
to live in the four quarters of the globe.
In Russia
we still find sporadically the belief that the wind,
and especially the whirlwind, emanates from evil
spirits, and that the devil is the chief commander.
In the tempest and whirlwind it is believed that
Satan himself or the soul of a witch is speeding
along, and, if a knife be thrown into the gust, it
will inflict a wound upon the hurrying spirit.
When the demon is pursued by the thunderstorm,
he may transform himself into an animal or a
human being. An idea current among the Wends
is that the whirlwind is really an invisible spirit,
who may be seen, however, by pulling off one's
shirt and looking through the sleeves.
In certain
Russian incantations the whirlwind is spoken of
as the captain of the winds, who are personified as
evil spirits, and he is styled
Whirlwind, the son
of Whirlwind.'
His aid is implored by such as
seek by magical means to arouse a responsive
affection in the breasts of those they love.
In
Russia even frost is represented by a spirit. He is
depicted as a grey-haired, white-bearded old man,
wearing a snow-covered fur and shoes of ice. At
'

the

When

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

Christmas he receives offerings of pottage, and is
invited to partake of the Christmas fare, in the
hope that he will not expose the grain to damage
by frost.

(Teutonic)

Our discussion would remain incomplete without some reference, finally, to the fact that in
the popular mind, more particularly in Russia,
We have
certain days of the week are personified.
had under consideration an analogous
phenomenon, viz. the development of the Rosalia,'
the memorial festival for the dead, into the personialready

'

Rusalka. In popular poetry, moreover, we
find that the naive imagination has invested with
human attributes certain important dates in the
year, such as Christmas (Rizdvo or Koljada, from
Lat. calender) and Christmas Eve (Karatshun,
fied

Kratshun

in Russia, indeed,
cf. Lat. colatio)
the latter term has for some reason or other come
to signify the evil spirit. The days of the week
similarly personified are Friday (Pjdtnitsa, which
is also known by the Greek name Paraskeva) and
Sunday (St. Nedclja). With dishevelled hair, and
bodies covered with sores, these two spirits are
;

;

said to travel from village to village

—a fancy which

implies that women who perform such work as
sewing or spinning on Friday or Sunday really
wound the day with the articles they use. The
spirits punish those who thus injure them, while,
on the other hand, to those who observe these
days, they show favour by helping them in their
household duties, promoting the growth of their
flax, enhancing the fertility of their land, and, as
the protectresses of women, rendering assistance
It was a custom among
to married people.
Bulgarian women not so very long ago to make
It only
offerings of bread and eggs to Friday.
remains to be said that the ideas relating to those
female personifications of days have been greatly
influenced by the worship of the Virgin Mary and
other patron saints, and therefore really belong to
a sphere of thought which lies outside the belief
in spirits and demons in the stricter sense.

—
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(Teutonic).— The

ancient Teutons, like almost all other primitive
peoples, believed that the whole surrounding world

of Nature was alive with demons and spirits. This
belief has survived from one of the primitive stages
of religious thought till the present time, or has in
the course of ages given rise to new phantoms of

the human mind. The operations and occurrences
observed in the natural world were all attributed
The primitive mind
to these imaginary beings.
did not represent such existences as having any
definite shape
it was only in a later phase of
reflexion that they were invested now with animal,
now with human, forms. Even such forms, howthe spirits
ever, were not the purely natural ones
were figured sometimes as very small, sometimes
as enormously large. The next step was to endow
the imaginary beings with a new class of activities,
borrowed from the human sphere, and in this way
was at length evolved the myth. The spirits of
wind, water, and air were supposed to hold sway
in Nature, while the spirits of vegetation, disease,
and fate interfered in human life. They were
thought of at first as existing in multitudes, but
in course of time single spirits were disengaged
from the mass. With the rise of the belief in the
soul, the demons were sometimes invested with a
the souls of the deail were besoul-like nature
lieved to survive in them. This explains why it is
difficult
often, indeed, impossible to distinguish
between spirits and beings of soul-like, or rather
Nowhere has the action of
ghost-like, nature.
;

;

;

—

—

religious syncretism been more powerful than in
the fusion of the belief in spirits and the belief in
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the demons of the wind coalesced
with the moving host of souls, and the worship
once accorded to the latter was transferred to
Hence arises our uncertainty as to
the former.
souls.

Thus,

e.g.,

whether Wodan-OSin was originally a wind-demon
or a leader of the soul-host.
While demons or spirits had their origin in the
surrounding world and the phenomena of Nature,
the helief in the soul was suggested by occurrences
in the sphere of human life.
Animism, the helief
in the soul as a separate entity, arose out of the
world of dreams, while Manism, the helief in the
continued existence of the soul and the worship of
thedead based thereon, originated in the phenomena
of death.
Ideas regarding the dream-soul are
found in endless variety among all the Teutonic
tribes.
Thus, the soul, equally with the body,
was an independent entity, and might leave the

body and wander about in the interval of sleep.
It was supposed to have its seat in various parts of
the body the blood, the heart, the kidneys, the
but it might also reside in the
liver, or the head
a man without a shadow
breath or the shadow
had sold his soul. The soul could readily assume
various forms ; it sometimes appeared as an animal
(serpent, weasel, toad, etc.), sometimes as an in-

—

;

;

troll) or other noxious being.
arose the ideas of the werwolf, the
or
attendant spirit, and the
fylgja (see below),
witch. Among the Northern Teutons a person
who allowed his soul to wander was called a ham-

cubus (goblin, mare,
In this

way

one who can change his shape.' This
vagrant soul sees what is hidden from the bodily
eye ; it can look into both the past and the future.
It was this belief which in great measure gave rise
to the Teutonic conception of prophecy.
When
the soul was out of the body, moreover, it was
endowed witli active powers of abnormal character ;
it could work injury or bring benelit to other men,
and accordingly the powers of magic were transferred to it.
Persons who could at will thus cause
their souls to leave their bodies, whether in sleep
or in a trance, were regarded as magicians.
The powers of the dream-soul, however, were as
nothing compared with those ascribed to the soul
of the dead.
The Teutons thought of the latter as
a grasping, maleficent being, which returns to its
place, claims its former possessions, and takes
vengeance upon any one who withholds them. It
was the abject fear of the returning soul and its
evil powers that prompted the numerous duties
which, according to primitive Teutonic ideas, the
survivors owed to the dead (see artt. Ancestorworship [Teut.] and Aryan Religion). These
various duties arise out of the belief that, unless
the dead are treated with due honour and respect,
they will return and do harm to the living. This
superstition was once universal, and is not yet
finally eradicated from the mind of any of the
Teutonic peoples. There is probably no district in
the whole Teutonic area where the people are entirely free from the belief in ghosts and haunted
places. Persons who in their lifetime were regarded
as wizards, or who had died an unnatural death,
would, it was believed, come back for the express
purpose of injuring the living. When such injury
showed itself, the bodies of the malevolent beings
were exhumed and burned, or transfixed through
breast and heart with a stake, so that they might
be held fast in their graves.
Throughout the
Middle Ages impalement was still practised as an
apotropaeic penalty for such crimes as rape or the
murder of a relative (cf. Brunner, Ztschr. d. Stxvigny-

rammr,

'

stiftung fur
The souls
abroad, and
a universal

Rechtsgesch. xxvi. [1905] 258 ft'.).
of the dead had their times of moving
courses by which they fared. It was

belief among the Teutons that wind
and storm were the hurrying host of the dead.
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What

leaves the body at death is the breath, and
the breath was therefore the soul or spirit.
But
wind agitated air is also breath.
When the
breath leaves the body, it unites with other souls,
and joins the soul-host. It was a widely diffused
idea that a wind arose when any one was hanged ;
the spirits were coming for their new associate.
The departing soul goes to the woden her, da die
bbsen geister ir wonung ban.'
As early as the
time of Tacitus (Germ. 43), the ll.uii, with their
painted bodies and black shields, used to imitate
by night the raging host.' Belief in this raging
host or, as it was variously called, the wild hunt,
Holla's troop, Perchta's host, the Norse gandreid,

—

—

'

'

—

'

the spirits' ride,' Aasgaardsreia, Asgard's chase,'
or Hulderfolk is not even yet extinct. In certain
places, and above all at cross-roads (q.v.), the spirithost rouses itself to special activity, and at certain
'

—

seasons it manifests itself. The principal time for
this manifestation was the long winter night in
the season of Epiphany, as, among the Teutons,
the festival of Christmas had taken the place of
the ancient heathen festival of the dead. It was
believed that at such times the souls of the dead
took part in the celebration and feasting. Special
dishes and special cakes were dedicated to the
souls of those who had died in the foregoing year.
At no other season of the year were superstition
and popular divination so rife. All manner of
figures and masquerades were resorted to in personating the spirits. This was the feast of Yule
(Goth, jitdeis, A.S. giuli, O.N. jdl). The more
vehement the rush of the spirit-host in the wind,
the more bountiful would be the ensuing year, and
for a
accordingly offerings were made til drs,
good, fruitful year.' As regards locality, the
spirit-host manifested itself most frequently over
battlefields.
The slain were believed to continue their strife in the air.
This belief finds
expression in the Hildensage, according to which
she summons the fallen Vikings every morning
to renewed warfare on the island of Hoy in the
Orkneys (Snorri Sturluson, Edda, i. 434). Popular
belief also gave the spirit-host a leader
Wode or
Wodan, a word which is a collective form for the
raging host (cf. Eng. wood, Scot, wud, mad ').
In process of time Wodan was deified, and in some
Teutonic countries came to he regarded as the
'

—

'

'

'

supreme god.
the Teutons the helief in the soul
gave
a great variety of demonic and legendary

Among
rise to

Prom the superstition that the soul could
leave the body in sleep or in the trance arose in
particular the conception of incubi souls that
went forth to afflict and torment others in their
The natural phenomenon at the root of
sleep.
this idea is the nightmare, which the physiologist
traces to a congestion of the blood during sleep.
The imaginary being to which this distressing condition was attributed is known by a great
many
different names, the most widely diffused of which
is of the form mare (O.H.G., A.S., and Scand.
mara; Germ. Mahr or Mahre English 'nightmare'). In Central Germany the term Alp has
come into use; in Upper Germany we find Tmde,
Sell rat, Ratz, Rdtzele,
Doggcle in Western Gerbeings.

—

;

;

many,

Letzel,

—

Trempe; and

in

Oldenburg,

Wal-

applied to the nightmare, and freThe
quently used also to designate the witch.
incubi ride upon human beings,' and may actually
torture them to death. In the Middle Ages persons who were suspected of injuring their fellowmen in this way were frequently prosecuted at
law. Not only human beings, however, but also
animals, and even trees, might be the victims of
the mare. She afflicted people by squatting on
the breast ; she sucked the milk of women and
cows ; she wreaked such malice upon horses that
riderslce
'

all
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morning they were found bathed in sweat
and with their hair all awry. She found her way
into the sleeper's room by the keyhole, or through
a crack, and these were also her only possible
in the

the sleeper awoke and held her
in his grasp, all that he found was a straw, but, if
he spoke the name of the person who had been thus
tormenting him, he discovered a naked woman.
Among those who could cause their souls to pass
out of their bodies and injure others was the Hexe
of the Western Teutons (A.S. hcegtisse, O.H.G.
hagazussa = strio, furia), the Scandinavian trold,
the English 'witch.' These terms, however, had
a wider application, and denoted also those who
dealt in any way with magic, especially of a maleficent kind. It was really in virtue of their magical
powers that the Hexen could disengage their souls
from their bodies, and they were therefore also
called -runriten (M.H.G), tunrifiur, 'hedge-riders,'
or kveldmyrkriSur (O.N.), night-riders.' In these
excursions they could assume an endless variety of
form they might take shape as a whale, a bear, a
Bad weather, thunder, and hail
raven, or a toad.
were generally attributed to them. According to
the Old Icelandic sources, they used to bring themselves into the ecstatic condition by means of inIn
cantations, and then launch forth the storm.
later mediaeval times they were frequently brought
to trial for causing bad weather.
But their power
of working injury extended to many other things

means

of exit.

If

'

:

;

they induced diseases, and especially lunacy, they
killed people, they filled the land with vermin, and
caused the cows to give red milk, or none at all.
The belief in witchcraft found among all the Teutonic peoples was reinforced during the Middle

Ages by the Oriental belief in the devil. The
witch was now supposed to be in league with the
Evil One she was one who had sold her soul to
him and received the gift of magic in exchange.
Thus arose the belief in the witches meetings on the
so-called Brockelsbergs, where the hags abandoned
;

themselves to love-making with the devil. From
this again sprang the discreditable trials for witchIt was
craft, which lasted till the 18th century.
also commonly believed that witches continued
their nefarious practices even after death, and,
when indications of such activity appeared, their
bodies were

exhumed and

either burned or im-

paled.
Closely related to the trolls and witches were
the Norse Volves (O.N. volur). These likewise
were sorceresses, but they used their magical
powers as a means of intercourse with the dead,
and in order to acquire knowledge regarding secret
things and the future. To their peculiar trade

belonged the magic wand, the magic chair, and other
accessaries ; while they had a retinue of boys and
girls to chant their magic songs and so induce the
trance in which the souls of the Volves left their
bodies.
These human Volves the ' wise women
of other Teutonic peoples were held in great
veneration ; in the winter nights of the season, when
the spirit-host swarms around, they travelled from
steading to steading, and were everywhere received

—

—

'

with ceremony. Women thus endowed with prophetic vision were supposed to exercise their powers
even after death. The Eddas often tell of men and
gods who visited the grave of a Volva for the
purpose, of obtaining knowledge of the future.
Thus 05in, for instance, rides to such a grave,
awakes the Volva from the sleep of death, and
receives from her the interpretation of Balder's
dreams (Baldrsdraumar).
A male counterpart to the witch is the werwolf,
i.e.
man-wolf. This was a superstition current
among all the Teutonic peoples (O.H.G. werwolf,
A.S. werewolf, O.N. vargidfr or ulfhamr), and is
found far beyond the limits of Teutonic lands.

(Teutonic)

The werwolf was a human

soul which roamed
about in the shape of a wolf, and wreaked horrible
cruelties upon otlier human beings.
person who
chooses, or is forced, to wander about in wolf's
form has the power of falling asleep at will. Then
he passes into a wolf's skin, which he fastens with
thick coils of gold, and in this disguise he kills
every person and animal he meets. According to
popular belief, in which the werwolf still plays
a part, the creature was bullet-proof, but, when
wounded by a shot or a severe blow, it reverted to
human form. The enchantment could be dissolved
also by pronouncing the name of the person who
had assumed the disguise, or by throwing a piece
of steel or iron over tiie creature.
A supernatural
a second
being of similar maleficent powers
counterpart to the witch was the Bilwis, whose
season of special activity was Walpurgis Night.
This was a creature of soul-like character, which
flitted through the fields, and wrought havoc to
the crops with the sickle upon its great toe.
When the people found their corn laid, or the ears
stripped, they blamed the BUivis such work was
the Bilwis-reaping.' It had its abode in trees

A

—

—

—

;

'

'

—

at which gifts of children's
the
Bilwis-trees
clothing were offered by way of disposing the
Bilwis to protect the children against disease.
Besides the souls which wander forth in dreams
and trances, however, the souls of the dead played
a great part in Teutonic folklore, presenting an
endless variety of form and action. Among the
various Teutonic peoples these spirits bear different names, and the fear of the returning dead
Thus
is often reflected in the very nomenclature.
the O.H.G. gitrdc, A.S. gidr6g, O.N. dravgr are
connected with the root * drcugh, to hurt
other
terms for such haunting spirits are Germ. Gespenst
(O.H.G. spanan, 'entice,' 'deceive'), Dan. gen'

'

'

;

ganger

(Icel.

apturgaungur,

'

one

who walks

again'), Eng. 'ghost' (A.S. ghwstan, 'terrify').
This belief in the haunting presence of the dead
survives to-day with a scarcely abated power of
legend-making, and in modern spiritualism it
would seem to have entered on a new lease of life.
The ideas popularly held regarding the returning
The ghost
spirits are certainly somewhat vague.
is sometimes thought of as invisible, and able to
make its presence known only by voice or action ;
sometimes it is supposed to appear as a human
being or an animal [e.g. the fiery dog, cat, horse,
In some districts it
serpent, toad, and the like).
was considered wrong to kill certain animals, such
as toads and snakes, since they were the living
homes of hapless souls. But, on the other hand,
animals thus possessed by souls might work injury
to human beings, and this belief gave occasion
to the common mediaeval practice of subjecting
animals to trial and punishment (cf. von Amira,

Tierstrafen u. Tierprozcsse, Innsbruck, 1891). The
soul might survive in the
belief that the
departed
body of an animal gave rise to the supposition that
certain animals had the gift of prophecy, and, as
it was assumed that they had also the faculty of

—

possible to converse with them
birds as with human beings.
Souls might also survive in plants thus the oak
which sprang from the mouth of a king slain in
battle, and the rose and lily which grew on the
grave of lovers, were really the abodes of the
departed souls. The belief that the dead pass into
trees was very common ; the guardian tree and the
tree of life associated with individuals or families
were the abodes of tutelary or ancestral spirits,
and were thus often made the recipients of gifts
and offerings, while the act of damaging trees was
a crime demanding the severest penalties.
The belief in the soul gave birth to a large number of fabulous beings. One of these was the Norse

speech, it

was

above

with

all

—

:
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attended a person
fylaja following spirit '), which
either as his soul or aa his guardian spirit. As a soul,
as a tutelary
animal
while,
it took the form of ail
it was a female being who appeared, especispirit,
him of
warned
and
its
to
in
dreams,
protege,
ally
danger or urged him to action. The fylgjas sometimes come singly, sometimes in troops. After a
to his
person's death his attendant spirit passes
heirs, and in this way occasionally becomes a
'

(

j

The Norse valkyrs differ so far
familyfylgja.
from the fylgjas in that they are almost always
found in groups, and especially in groups of nine.
The battle-maidens of the ancient folklore, frequently mentioned both in the southern and in
the northern sources (cf. Dio Cass. lxxi. 3 ; Flav.
Vopiscus, Vita Aurelii, 37 ; Paulus Diaconus, i.
15; Saxo Gramm. i. 333 ff., 361, etc.) become valkyrs (A.S. vcelcyrza, O.N. valkyrja) after their
death. They are armed with helmet, shield, and
lance they ride through air and sea the manes
of their horses shed dew and hail upon the earth.
Their appearance presages war and bloodshed.
In Norse poetry they are closely associated ' with
65in they are his maids, his wish-maidens who
carry out his commands, who strike down in battle
the heroes destined for Valholl, and bear them
thither, where at the banquets they foretaste the
mead for the einheriar. The group of wishmaidens also included Brynhildr-Sigrdrifa, who
disobeyed the commands of her lord by giving the
victory to another king, and was in consequence
pierced with the 'thorn of sleep' and surrounded
by a flame until such time as SigurSr should awake
her and set her free. It is a moot point whether
the Norns, the Fates of Norse mythology, who
have many features in common with the valkyrs,
should be regarded as souls or as demons.
similar ambiguity attaches to the elves, who are
sometimes represented as souls, sometimes as
purely demonic beings. Both the name and the
idea of these products of religious phantasy are
common to all the Teutonic race O.H.G. der alp
das alp, also diu elbe, A.S. (elf (pi.
(pi. elbe), or
both male
ylfe), O.N. dlfr (pi. dlfar) are applied to
and female beings living in the earth, the air, the
sea, the hills, etc.
They are often associated with
the Asir (cesir ok Alfar is a favourite Norse expression, and Anglo-Saxon has a cognate phrase), and,
like the latter, embrace the entire multitude of
In later, and
soul-like powers at work in Nature.
elves
especially English, forms of superstition, the
show a preand
Proteus-like
a
character,
possess
ference for animal shapes.
They are sometimes
regarded as helpful to man, but sometimes also as
capable of injuring him, and accordingly both good
and bad elves are recognized among the Northern
Teutons. Snorri Sturluson (Edda, i. 18) classifies
them according to their domiciles as elves of
light,' who are whiter than the sunbeam and live
in the air, and 'elves of darkness,' who dwell in
the earth, and are blacker than pitch. From the
elves of light the sun takes his name of dlfroSull,
Their head is the sun-god Freyr, whose
'elf-ray.'
abode is Alfheim, the realm of the elves.' The
'elves of darkness 'are sometimes all but identified
with the dwarfs, and this explains why the defthanded smith Volundr (Wieland) is called lord
of the elves.' In M.H.G. poetry the king of the
elves is Alberich, who found his way to the West
Franks as Oberon. In England, owing to the influences of the Irish belief in fairies, superstition
dwelt mainly on the bright and beautiful elves,
who thus became objects of popular favour. A
similar development took place in Scandinavia,
where, especially in Sweden, the elves were thought
of as comely maidens, who live in hills and mountains, hold their dances on the green sward, and
by their ravishing songs draw the traveller to
;

;

'

;

'

'

A

;

-

'

'

'
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Fnrther, the elves are sometimes
innilii
and thus the Germ, word Alp has been
used only in this sense from the 16th century.
The El/en of German poetry are really of English
origin, having been introduced into (lermany towards the end of the 18th century by the transladestruction.
;

tion of Shakespeare.
The elves of ancient times are often identical

with the wights (Goth, vaihts, fem., O.N. vmttr,

O.H.G. wiht, neut.). The conception of the
wight likewise developed on various lines according
to locality. In Old Norse superstition wights were
tutelary spirits who had their abode in groves, hills,
and waterfalls, and were able to dispense fortune or misfortune to human beings. In German
folklore they were vivacious spirit-like creatures
who assisted men in their work, and demanded
fern.,

To the same class of soul-like,
or demonic, beings must be assigned the dwarfs
(O.H.G. twerg, A.S. dveorh, O.N. dvergr). Their
abode, however, was confined to a particular place,
and their field of activity was similarly circumscribed.
Popular imagination depicted them as
diminutive old men sometimes deformed with
large heads and long white beards. They lived in
mountains or under the earth, and were thus
known as the Unterirdische,' 'hill-folk,' 'earthdwellers.' They shunned the light of day, for the
sun's rays would transform them to stone.
Among
their possessions is the tarn-cap or magic hood
which enables them to become invisible at will,

gifts in return.

—

—

'

endows them with supernatural powers.
Their principal occupation is smith's work their
forge is situated within the hills, and accordingly
dwarf-legend flourishes most profusely where there
are ore-bearing mountains, and where mining is
carried on. In the Norse poetical literature all
weapons of a superiorkind, especially swords, are the
handiwork of dwarfs. But Thor's hammer, Frey's
ship Ski^blaSnir, OSin's ring Draupnir, Sif 's golden
hair, Freyja's necklace Brisingamen, and other
articles of ornament are also products of their skill.
Such arts, however, are not their only characteristic ; they are distinguished also for craft and
cunning. They are often thought of as united in a
realm of their own, with a dwarf-king (Laurin,
Heiling, Alberich) at their head. As lords of the
and

;

mountains they are possessed of immense treasures,
from which they draw to reward such persons as
pledge themselves to their service. See, further,
art. Fairies.
An elfish origin is to be assigned to the household
spirits, who protect the home, and bring it good
fortune and wealth. They were frequently regarded as having an animal form, especially that
of a serpent or a toad, and they Hved under the
threshold, in the roof-beams, or on the hearth, at
which places it was usual to present offerings of
milk or other food in a dish. The household spirit
is also met with as a mannikin with the figure of
a dwarf, and in this form is known under many
different names
thus the A.S. cofgodar, ' housegods,' survive as Kobolds, or goblins the Germans
have also the Butze, the Hiitchen, while in England
we have Puck (Scot. brownie,'), and in Scandinavia the Gardsvor ('house-guardian'), Tomte
In many places it is
('house-spirit'), and Nisse.
still believed that these household spirits are the
souls of deceased ancestors or other relatives.
Superstition assigned a guardian spirit not only
to the house, but to the ship, in which he was
known as the Klabautermann (Germ.). He dwelt
in the mast, and the sailors believed that he was a
child's spirit which had come into the vessel in the
The
felled tree of which the mast was made.
Klabautermann warned the sailors by certain
noises of any imminent danger, assisted them in
their work, and, like the domestic spirit, received
:

;

'
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form of gifts. If
the shin went down, he flew away, but iirst bade
Miners likewise had
farewell to the steersman.
their guardian spirit, the Schachtmandl ('shaftmannie '), who assisted them in the workings, and
showed them where the good ore was to be found.
Another form of superstition current among all
the Teutonic peoples was the belief in the demonic
beings which live in rivers, brooks, and wells, in
forests, in the waving cornfields, in the moving
air, and within and upon the mountains, and which
in many cases are hardly distinguishable from the
ghostly creatures already dealt with. Imagination

payment

for his services in the

represented them as of human or superhuman
dimensions, and as of human or animal form, according to the magnitude of the natural facts associated
with them. At an early period, however, popular
imagination had detached these spirits from their
original habitat, and, as in the case of the dwarfs,
had invested them with all manner of fabulous
features and incidents, so that the natural facts
which suggested them cannot always be identified in detail, and only the general form remains.
This is specially true of the giants, who, like the
dwarfs, were favourite subjects of popular poetry.
But, while the dwarfs were personifications of the
bountiful powers of Nature, and are therefore
thought of as well-disposed towards mankind, the
giants represent Nature in her hostile aspects, and
thus came to be regarded as the destroyers and
devourers of men. That nearly all the more impressive phenomena of Nature were personified as
colossal beings of this kind, is shown by the Norse
genealogy of the giants (Fomaldarsbgur ii. 3 ft'.).
To the family of Fomjdt (' the old giant') belong
the following, as his children or children's children
Hlir, the boisterous sea Logi, the wild-fire Kari,
the tempest
Jbkull, the glacier
Frosti, cold ;
Snwr, snow
Drifa, the snow-drift, and other
effects of a severe winter.
Similar gigantic beings
were with special frequency suggested by mounAlmost every mountain peak and range
tains.
was a petrified giant or a seat of giants e.g.
Pilatus in Switzerland Watzmann in the Bavarian
highlands Hiitt, the queen of the giants, in the
giantTyrol, etc. The Norwegian Jbtenfjeld,
Hence the
range,' was the home of the giants.
giant was called bergbui ('mountain-dweller'), or
bergjarl (' lord of the mountain '), and, in fact, the
Germ. Riese had originally the same meaning
(O.H.G. riso, A.S. ivrisil, O.N. risi, all cognate with
Gr. /Mop, peak '). The strength of these mountaingiants is expressed in the O.H.G. duris, A.S. <5yrs,
O.N. Tpurs (Skr. turas, strong,' powerful ') ; their
size in the O.H.G. Hiine (Celt, kunos, 'high') ; their
rapacity in the O.H.G. etan, A.S. eotan, O.N.
jqtunn, the devourer.' See, further, art. Giants.
Certain other classes of demons, however, differ
from those just referred to in that they are never
dissociated from their original haunts.
Among
these are the forest-spirits, who are connected
with the yearly renewal and decay of Nature, and
thus, like the field-spirits (see below), become
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

These demons remain quiesspirits of vegetation.
cent in the woods during winter, but awake to
In the
activity with the re-birth of Nature.
spring the people used to carry home young trees
and green shoots, in which the demons were supposed to live, and plant them near their houses, as
it was believed that persons who came into contact
with the branches absorbed the fresh energies of
the re-awakened spirits. But the forest was likewise the abode of supernatural beings of a more

—

independent type, and principally female in form
the
feminae agrestes, quas silvaticas vocant
(Burchard of Worms, Decreta, Cologne, 1548, p.
198 b ), who appear suddenly, yield themselves to
their lovers, and then as suddenly vanish.
These
'

'

(Teutonic)

are the wild maidens,' the German Moos-, Holz-,
and Buschweiber, the Fangen and Saligen, the
Swedish skogsfruar (wood-nymphs), and the Danish
itski'/ruer (ash-nymphs) of present-day superstition.
Their bodies are usually covered with hair, their
faces wrinkled ; they have hanging breasts and
dishevelled hair, and are often clad with moss. It
is a common notion that they are chased by the
storm-giant, the Wild Hunter, Wode, or the giant
Fasolt, and that they seek refuge among men,
liberally rewarding those who succour them.
These wood-nymphs are also endowed with occult
powers, especially the power of curing disease a
belief originally suggested by the medicinal proThe forestperties of plants found in the woods.
are sometimes males, mostly of
spirits, however,
gigantic size, and always of the same hideous
appearance as the females.
There are many points of resemblance between
the forest-spirits and the field-spirits. The latter
likewise were originally spirits of vegetation,
'

—

which popular imagination first of all detached
from their native sphere, and then elaborated in
detail.
Field-spirits grow with the stalks of grain,
and become visible when the wind blows across the
The long ridges or backs of the tilled
cornfields.
land suggested the animal shape ascribed to these
spirits.
They are known by many different names,
as e.g. in Germany, Kornwolf, Roggenhund (' ryedog'), Haferbock ('oat-goat'), Roekensau ('ryesow'), Bullkater ('tom-cat'), in Sweden, Gloso
('glow-sow'), in Norway, Herreguilsbuk ('the
Lord's goat'), etc. Sometimes, again, the fieldhence the Kornspirits were of a human type
mutter ('corn-mother'), the Rockenmuhme ('ryeaunt'), the Roggenrdte (especially in Denmark),
and, in male form, t\\eAUe(' old one'), or the Gerstenalte
barley-gaffer '). The grass-demon lived
in meadows, the clover-mannikin in clover-fields.
When the corn was cut, the spirit flitted from
one swathe to another. The person who cut or
bound the last sheaf caught the old one,' the
corn-mother,' etc. That sheaf was formed into
some kind of figure, and presented with due ceremony to the landlord then a dance was held
around it. The ears of the last sheaf were carefully stored in the barn until the next seed-time, and
'

'

;

'

'

'

(

'

'

'

'

;

then used for the purpose of stimulating the spirit
But that could
of vegetation to renewed activity.
be secured only by killing the old spirit, and this
was done by binding up a cock with the last sheaf,
and then letting it loose and chasing it through
the fields, till at last it was overtaken and killed.
As the spirit of vegetation was believed to be in
the people who happened to pass by while this
ceremony was being performed, they were seized
and bound by the reapers, and had to buy themselves off with a gift.
still greater fertility of invention is exhibited
by the Teutonic belief in water-spirits. Almost
every body of water spring and river, pond and
lake, marsh and cascade was imagined to be the
abode of a spirit. These spirits varied in size as
dwarfs, men, or giants, according to the extent of
the masses of water with which they were associated, while fancy lent them sometimes human,

A

—

—

and sometimes animal, shapes. Here and there
they were supposed to be the souls of the dead.
Departed souls were associated very specially with
fountains and wells, which accordingly were regarded as resorts of the leaders of the soul-hosts,
such as Frau Holle and the Wild Hunter; hence,
too, the widely prevalent belief that the souls of
the newly-born came from such places. On similar
grounds arose in primitive times the custom of
treating fountains and wells as places of divination.
The spirits who haunted such places were marked
out from others by their prophetic gift and their

DEMONS AND
One

supernatural wisdom.

of the

SPIRITS

water-spirits

thus endowed was the Norse Mimir, into whose
waters Ooin had put his eye in pledge in order to
gain wisdom, and to whose knowledge he resorted
when he desired light upon the future.
The

demons who resided in rivers, streams, and seas
were in the main hostile to mankind; they tried
to seize men and drag them down into the watery
kingdom, and were therefore propitiated with
offerings, frequently,

with

indeed,

human

sacri-

Such

hostile

spirits

;

rivers and lakes.
The female nixies were noted
for the beautiful singing by which they allured
human beings into their toils. They sometimes

intermarried with mankind. The male nix was
occasionally armed with a hook, with which he
dragged people under the water he was accordingly also called Hakenmann ('hook-man'). In
Denmark the water-spirit is known as Havmand
;

('sea-man,' cf. 'merman,' 'mermaid') ; in Sweden
as Stromkarl ('river-man') ; in Norway, the land
of waterfalls, we find the Grim or Fossegrim, as the
in Iceland, the Skrimsl
spirit of waterfalls ;
('monster'), Vatnskratti ('water-wraith'), and
Margygr ('sea-monster').
The Old Norse mythology gave great prominence to the waterdemons jEgir and his wife Ran. -tEgir, whose name is connected
with Goth, ahva, water' and Gr. uiKeavoi, was the spirit of the
calm still sea one with whom the gods were on hospitable
'

—

terms.

His consort Ran

—

—or

Sjdran, as she

is still

designated

Swedish folklore was of an entirely different nature. She
was the man-stealing demon of the sea, a hag who had no heart
in her body, and who la\ in wait for sailors with her net, or
tried to grasp the ship with her arms, and drag it down to the
depths. Of similar character were hernine daughters personiin

—

—who during the storm offered
their embraces to the seamen, and, like their mother, pursued
the ship. The Mi$garo"-serpent — the snake-shaped monster
which coils itself round the earth — and the Fenris-wolf, which
-

fications of the surging billows

contends with Oftin at the annihilation of the world, as also
Grendel and his mother, who lived in swamps by the sea,
and at night stole men from the palace of the Danish king,
Hrdo'gar, are also frequently included among the sea-demons.

Throughout the entire Teutonic race, as we have
seen, there prevailed the belief that all the natural
spirits, and that the good
human life proceeded from

elements were ruled by

and

evil fortunes of
soul-like, or spirit-like, beings, friendly or hostile
to man.
Demons and spirits caused rain, tempest,

and thunderstorm. Demons pursued the sun and
the moon, and brought about solar and lunar
They promoted or hindered the growth
eclipses.
Disease and pestilence were their
of vegetation.
evil work.
They hovered around human beings
the important occasions of life: at birth,
when they sought to gain possession of the child
at marriage, when they were specially active
and at death, when they
in mischief-making
endeavoured to draw the living after the dead.
Savage man sought to guard himself against their

on

all

;

;

machinations by all manner of ritual devices,
which have left their traces in the manners and
customs of the present day. He shot at them, he
lit tires, he hung up glittering objects, be uncovered certain parts of the body, he avoided
stepping on the threshold under which they lived,
and performed endless other actions for the purpose
of protecting himself or driving them away.
The
ideas underlying such practices, thus brought down
by the Teutons from the earliest ages, are found to

correspond with ideas which prevail
primitive races of the present day.

—

among

the
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was fish-like in the lower half the upper part, or
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He wore a green garb, and his teeth were also
green. He lived with his family at the bottom of
fices.
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DEMONS AND

SPIRITS (Tibetan).— The
Tibetan lives in an atmosphere charged with
and
and the great
demons
spirits
malignant
;

practical attraction of Buddhism for him is that
it can protect him, so he is led to believe, against
Yet it
most of these supernatural enemies.
should be remembered that in the higher Hindu
civilization of India the ostensible object of the
Brahmanical sacrifice was also to chain the

demons.

The great majority of the Tibetan demons are
considerable proa non-Buddhist character.
portion of the aboriginal evil spirits have been
the
Lamas
to
the
type of somewhat
adjusted by
analogous bloodthirsty demons in the later Tantrik
Buddhism of India, and these are to be coerced or
propitiated on the lines of the Indian ritual. But
the larger number demand the rites of the preBuddhist religion to which they belong, namely,
the Bon (see Tibet). These spirits are mainly
personified natural forces and malignant ghosts,
but several are animistic and fetishes, and all are
saturated with sacrificial ideas.
The word for spirit,' namely lha, is that which
is adopted for the gods of the Brahmanical and

A

of

'

Indian Buddhist pantheon. It is applied generally
to those aboriginal gods who are supposed to live
in the sky, even though they be unfriendly to

man. The demons, or rDud (pronounced diit),
genii or fiends of an actively
malignant type ; Mara is considered one of them.
These indigenous spirits may be broadly divided

are always evil

into the following eight classes

:

—
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Good

mostly male, white in colour, and
generally genial, though the war-god (sfrra-lha) is as fierce and
powerful as the greatest fiend. The countryside gods (Yul-lha)
and the fairy guardians (Srung-ma) have been made defenders of
Lamaism. (2) Ghosts and goblins (Tsan), all male, red in colour.
These are usually the vindictive ghosts of discontented disembodied priests. They especially haunt the vicinity of temples.
(3) Devils iblhid), mostly male, black in colour, and very malignant. The most malignant of all are 'Dre (or Lha-'dre), male
and female, or literally father 'and 'mother.' They are persecutors of Lamaism, and cannot be properly appeased without the
sacrifice of a pig. (4) Planet fiends (gDon), piebald in colour
producing diseases. Fifteen great ones are recognized. (5)
Bloated fiends (dMu), dark purple in colour. (6) Ghouls and
vampires {Srin-po), raw-flesh-coloured and bloodthirsty. (7)
King-fiends (rGyal-po), the 'treasure-masters' (dKor'-bdag),
usually white in colour, the spirits of apotheosized heroes.
Mother furies (Ma-mo), black -coloured she-devils. They
(8)
are the disease-mistresses (nad-bdag), and are sometimes the
spouses of certain of the above demons. The twelve bStan-ma
(pronounced Tdnma) especially inhabit the snowy ranges.
(1)

spirits (Itka),

'

;

'

'

Many of the above are local genii, fixed to partiOf thfese the most numerous are
cular localities.
the ' earth-owners (Sa-bdag), truly local spirits
inhabiting the soil, springs, and lakes, like the
nagas of the Hindus. Others more malignant,
called gRan, and believed to cause pestilential
disease, infest certain trees, rocks, and springs,
which are avoided in consequence or made into
shrines for propitiatory offerings.
They are believed by the present writer to represent the spirit
of the gigantic wild sheep, the g$an or Ovis ammou, which, according to early Chinese accounts,
was worshipped by the Tibetans, and the horns
of which are offered on the cairns at the tops of
the passes. At every temple or monastery the
local spirit is represented as an idol or fresco
within the outer gateway, usually to the right of
the door, and worshipped with wine and occasion'

and it is given a more
One of the fiercest of the
Pc-kar (not Pe-har, as spelt by
some writers), who has been adopted as a special
protector of monasteries by the Yellow-hat sect
of Lamas.
There are also the 'house-god,' the
ally with bloody sacrifice

;

or less honorific name.

country fiends

is

ancestral gods, and the personal spirits or familiars,
good and bad, of the individual.
The representations of these spirits at their
shrines, or on altars, or in their masks at the
sacred plays portray them in human form, though
some of them may have the head of a beast or
bird, and they are pictured by the Tibetan artists
as clad in the costume of the country. The local
spirits

sticks

sometimes may be represented by mere
and stones.

Living sacrifice is not offered to these spirits
nowadays, but the dough effigies of animals
which are offered indicate, in the opinion of the
present writer, the prevalence of animal sacrifice in
The animals most
pre-Buddhist days.

commonly represented

in this

way

are the dog,

Actual blood and the brains
animals slain by butchers in the
ordinary way are frequently offered in bowls
made out of human skulls, as in Indian £aivite
sheep,

and

and yak.

flesh

of

rites.

Of the special implements used in Tibetan
demon-worship an important one is the threecornered dagger called pur-pa or pur-bu. This
is used by the priests to stab and drive oil' the
demons, or to impale them when it is stuck into
the ground.
What appears probably to be a
Buddhistic variation of this worship is the feast
offered in charity to the devils from time to
time. The spirits are summoned by the blowing
of human thigh-bone trumpets and the beating of
skull drums and gongs, and are afterwards dismissed in an imperative way.
The evil spirits of Indian Buddhism bear the
following names in Tibetan, the latter being
usually the literal etymological translation of
the Sanskrit names
:

Sanskrit.

DENES
sidered its fountain-head, its natural chief, and the
controller of the children, who, after marrying,
stay with him, unless the mental superiority and
better circumstances of another paternal relative

claim them for his own followers. They soon form
groups of kindred families, over which he presides
as patriarch or head of the band. These aggregates
are then the social unit, the family not being reHis power, however, is very
cognized as such.
limited
directing the movements of the band,
giving orders for camping, and, occasionally, very
gentle reproof are about the sum-total of his prerogatives. His influence, of course, depends greatly
on the number of his suite, and their efficiency as
hunters. Hence it is the Denes' ambition to have
as many children as possible, especially of the male
sex. Polygamy was in honour among all the tribes.
While some unimportant men had but one wife,
the majority had two, and the lodges of the chiefs
might contain from two to eight. D. W. Harmon
('A General Account of the Indians on the East
Side of the Rocky Mountain,' in Journal of Voy:

N.Y. ed. 1903, p. 294) cites one who had eleven,
with more than forty children, and W. H. Dall
(Travels on the Yukon and in the Yukon Territory,
p. Ill) speaks of one who had 'at least eighteen
wives.' A few cases of polyandry were also found
among the Sekanais, a Rocky Mountain tribe.
Five methods of contracting marriage may be
said to have obtained among the Northern Denes.
Marriage by mutual consent was exceedingly rare
before the advent of the missionaries. Some such
arrangement can, however, be placed to the credit
of a few mountain tribes.
Will you pack my
beaver-snares ? the dusky youth would ask of the
object of his choice. A hesitating Perhaps would
seal her fate, and, without further ado, the couple
ages,

'

'

'

'

would thenceforth become man and wife. Wooing
the bride's parents, that is, working for them and
endeavouring by every possible good office to become acceptable to them, was proper to the Southwestern Denes (cf. Carrier Indians). The most
common gateway to sexual intercourse east of the
Rockies was wrestling. Two young men would
publicly wrestle for the possession of a maiden,
and the same took place in connexion with any
married woman as well. No husband could ever
consider himself secure in the company of his wife,
as he was liable to see her any day snatched away

from him by a stronger man. So much so, indeed,
that S. Hearne, the first author to give us any
satisfactory account of the eastern tribes, asserts
(A Journey from Prince of Wales's Fort to the
Northern Ocean, p. 104) that 'a weak man ... is
seldom permitted to keep a wife that a stronger
man thinks worth his notice.' He adds that some
professional wrestlers make almost a livelihood
by taking what they please from the weaker
parties, without making them any return (ib. 105).
A fourth way of contracting marriage was even
more suggestive of savagery. A man would simply
seize by the hair and drag to his tent the object of
his passion.
Finally, occasions were not wanting
when women were bought as so many chattels, and
cases are also on record when the same object of
traffic was later ravished by wrestling from her
'

'

purchaser, the unfortunate creature being
thus a passive party to transactions whereby she was
married according to the two different methods
obtaining in her tribe.
From this it will be inferred how exceedingly
low was the position that the woman occupied in
primitive society. She was merely a drudge, the
factotum of the household, a slave to her husband,
buffeted even by her own male children, fond of
them though she invariably was. Her fate was
more satisfactory among the Navahos and, by
reason of the rank to which she might occasion-

quondam
'

'

;
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ally succeed, among the South-western Denis, life
was also accidentally made bearable for her, though
in private life most of the menial work of the family
still fell to her lot.
It goes without saying that,
with such loose systems governing the relations of
the sexes, divorce followed in many cases as a

matter of course, especially when the union had
not been cemented by the birth of any children.
Indiscriminate as these matrimonial affairs apparently were, blood-relationship was always a
But among the tribes who had
bar thereto.
adopted mother-right as their law controlling succession to rank and property, agnates were not
recognized as relatives. A child hardly cared for
his father, and took no notice whatever of his
kindred through the male line. Hence first cousins
on the father's side were considered strangers to
one another, and as such very generally intermarried.
On the other hand, even very distant
relatives on the maternal side still call themselves
This
brothers and sisters, as the case may be.
applies also to the members of the same clan,
wherever this social organization prevails. Primitively, all marriages were strictly exogamous, the
gentile tie being considered even more binding than
In the case of widows, the
blood-relationship.
prescriptions of the levirate were scrupulously
and they had to marry
all
the
tribes,
obeyed by
the surviving brother of their late husband.
The dread which a woman in her catamenial
periods, or immediately after parturition, inspired
in a man can hardly be exaggerated.
Such a
creature was indeed, continues to be regarded
as the very incarnation of evil. As soon as the

—

—

momentous change in the
symptoms
female organism appeared, the maiden was until a
late date, and is still in many tribes, sequestered
from the company of her fellow-Denes. A little
hut was built for her on the outskirts of the village,
or some distance from the tepees of the migrating
of that

first

party, where she dwelt until her menses were well
over, away from the gaze of the public, and visited

only by some female relative, who brought her, in
small birch bark vessels which nobody else could
touch, the meagre fare of dried fish and water
which custom prescribed for her, to the exclusion
of any nourishing food, especially that derived

from any large animal freshly killed. So portentevil was her condition deemed, that all contact, however indirect, with the living creation was
denied her.
Hence eating, while in her impure

ous of

of the flesh of any game was reputed to
entail a deliberate insult to all the representatives
of 'the same species, which would infallibly take
their revenge by keeping away from the traps or
arrows of her relatives. She could not follow in
the trail of her male companions for fear of incapacitating them for the chase ; she must abstain
from bathing or washing her feet in lakes or rivers,
lest she should cause the death of the fish they contained.
Hearne goes even so far as to say that in
his time (1782) women in this situation are never
permitted to walk on the ice of rivers or lakes, or
state,

'

near the part where the men are hunting beaver,
or where a fish-net is set, for fear of averting their
success' (op.

cit.

315).

On

her return from the hut of her first menstruamaiden wore, during the following three
or four years, a kind of veil made of the strands of
a long fringe ornamented with beads, passing over
her face and resting on her breast. This Hearne
supposed to be a mark of modesty (p. 314). It
served the same purposes as the prostexta of the
Romans and the long outer garment of the Jewish
virgins mentioned by Josephus (Ant. vil. viii. 1),
being a badge of puberty and a sort of public
notice that the wearer was marriageable.
To this
was added a bone tube to drink with and a twotion, the

'

'
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pronged comb to scratch her head, thereby avoiding immediate contact between her head and her
fingers.

So deleterious were believed to be the emanations
from the menstruating woman, that the tabu of
which she was the object extended even to the
contact with any weapon, or implement, designed
for the capture of animals.
Captain G. Back
records the 'consternation' and hasty flight of a
woman who had unwittingly trodden on her
Eoor
usband's gun an offence which the explorer declares (Narr. of the Arctic Land Expedition to the
Mouth of the Great Fish River, p. 124) did not
usually meet with any lighter punishment than a
slit nose or a bit cut off the ears.'
The same legal
uncleanness attached to a new mother, and a like
sequestration followed, which was then protracted
to a month or live weeks after child-birth. During
that period the father would not, as a rule, see his

—

'

child.

Speaking of legal uncleanness, we must not
forget to mention that some such state was also
supposed to be consequent on the shedding of

human

blood. Hearne relates that, after his Dene
companions had massacred over twenty inoffensive
Eskimos, all those immediately concerned in the
affair considered themselves debarred from cooking

either for themselves or for others.
Before every
meal they painted their upper lips and the greater
part of the cheeks with red ochre. They would
not drink out of any other dish or use any other
pipe than their own, nor would those who had had
no hand in the massacre touch the murderer's dish
or pipe. This, as well as the abstaining from
many parts of the game they ate, was regularly
followed for an entire season, after which ' the

men, without a female being present, made a fire
at some distance from the tents, into which they

threw all their ornaments, pipe-stems, and dishes,
which were soon consumed to ashes after which a
feast was prepared, consisting of such articles as
they had long been prohibited from eating and,
;

;

when

was over, each man was at liberty to eat,
smoke as they pleased and also to kiss
wives and children at discretion,' which they
all

drink, and
their

;

had previously been forbidden to do {op. cit. 206).
Much married as the Denes usually were, they

regarded continence as essential for success in
certain undertakings.
No hunter would ever
dream of leaving for any important trapping exwho
had
not
first
pedition
separated a toro from his
wives for quite an extended period. Did he succeed
in capturing a beaver or a bear, he would carefully
see to it that no dog an unclean animal should
be permitted to touch any of its bones. The skull
and molars, especially, were reputed sacred, and
were invariably stuck up on the branches of a tree
or, more commonly, on the forked end of a tentThe fear lest an unclean animal dog, fox,
pole.
or wolf might profane the same by contact therewith was the reason prompting those precautions.
Should such a dreadful contingency occur, the
hunter immediately desisted from exerting himself
in any way, being firmly persuaded that all his
efforts towards trapping any game of the same
species would prove futile.
To understand these superstitions and most of
those relating to menstruating women, we must
remember that, in the Dene cosmogony, all the
present entities of Nature were originally endowed
with human-like faculties. Even trees spoke and
fought, and the fowls of the air and the animals of
the earth were men like ourselves, though distinguished by potent faculties which we do not possess.
These wonderful powers, though now somewhat
attenuated, are supposed still to exist in the brute
A share of them possessed by a few
creation.

—

—

—

—

privileged individuals

constitutes

what we

call

magic. This is the connecting link between man
and beast, and also the means whereby one may
commune with the world of spirits, and by whose
aid a person

is enabled to succeed in his quest after
happiness and the necessaries of life. Hence the
or
sympathy
antipathy which may exist between
hunter and hunted, according to the way in which
the former treats the latter. The language of the
best Christianized Dene has retained to this day
unequivocal traces of these zootheistic ideas. If
unsuccessful in his huut after game, the modern
Dene will not say
I had bad luck with this or
that animal,' but: 'Bears or beavers,' as the case
may be, did not want me.' The spirits, which
have their seats in the various parts of the universe
and are co-existent with them, are good or bad, or
rather noxious or friendly to man. The evil spirits,
on the occasion of breaches of the moral law, or the
neglect of the traditional observances, attack man
and dwell in him, causing thereby madness, fits,
and other nervous disorders, disease, and death.
The kindly spirits manifest themselves to him
during his sleep, or suddenly in the woods or
elsewhere, underthe shapeof the particular entity
animal, sun, celestial phenomenon, etc. with which
they are so intimately connected that to the Indian
mind mundane being and indwelling power are
almost one and the same. This manifestation is a
token of their wish to act towr ards him as protecting genii, in return for some consideration shown
to their present concretized forms or symbols.
These are the personal totems (manitous), the only
ones known to the unadulterated Denes (cf. TotemISM). The adopted party will thenceforth show his
regard for his protector by not suffering the particular being in which it resides to be lightly treated
or abused in any way by exposing in his lodge its
spoils (if an animal, or its symbol, if a heavenly
orb, etc.), or carrying on his person a reminder of
it in the shape of its tail, a feather flowing from
his head-dress, etc. In times of need the Dene will
secretly invoke the aid of his maniton, saying
Before an
May you do this or that to me
assault on his enemies, or previous to his hunt, he
will daub its symbol in red ochre on his bow and
arrows, or sing out in its honour a rude chant con'

:

'

—

—

;

:

'

'

!

a single phrase repeated ad infinitum.
Magic and song, in the mind of the American
native, have a most intimate correlation, and few
important attempts to influence the spirits one
way or another are unaccompanied by loud chanting and the noisy beating of drums. Should his
appeal for help be heard, he will give expression to
his gratitude by burning, or throwing into the
water, any piece of property on hand, goods or
clothing, or in later times tobacco.
In the North this was the only kind of sacrifice
known to the Denes. At times it took a propitiatory or rogatory character, being intended to obtain
favours or avert calamities. The personified elements, especially wind with the tribes dwelling on
sisting of

the banks of the large Northern lakes, were the
most common beneficiaries of such offerings, unless
we add thereto another class of spirits, which have
some resemblance to the genii locorum of the
Romans. These were believed to haunt places
prominent for some natural peculiarity the steepness of a hill, the magnitude or striking appearance
It was usual for any wayfarer
of a rock, etc.
passing by such spots to offer a stone to the spirit
or its materialized form.
custom similar to this
can be traced to the wastes of Tartary (cf Hue,
Souvenirs d'un voyage dai^s la Tartaric, Paris,
1850, i. 25 f. ), and the Dene practice may even be
compared with the prayer-machines set up on some
mountain-tops in far-away Tibet.
Instead of quietly revealing itself in a dream or
a vision, the mnnitou occasionally prostrated the

—

A

.

DENES
him of his senses.
Dene
In such accidents the bystanders would never refit.
mere
a
They would insist
cataleptic
cognize
that the mind of the smitten individual had been
attracted by some powerful spirit, with which it
was communing. To them any kind of fainting
malady was much the same as epilepsy to the
Romans. It was a morbus saccr, denoting mysterious influences.
Swooning is still called by the
to the extent of depriving

—

Carriers ne-kha-uthe'zat, or the attack of a spirit.
When loud chanting, enhanced by louder beating
of drums, had succeeded in breaking the spell, the
soul of the patient was supposed to return from the
spirit world, and he was looked upon with a veneration bordering on awe. Henceforth he was regarded
as possessed of the mysterious powers over Nature,
and the spirits controlling it, which we call magic,
and his ministrations were resorted to whenever it
was a question of counteracting the influence of
the evil spirits which cause disease and public
In a word, he was a regular shaman,
calamities.
and the religious system of which he had become
the chief representative was the shamanism of the
north-eastern Asiatic races in almost all its purity
(cf. Shamanism).
Among the Navahos of the
South this is still at the base of the religious edifice
but commiscegenation with alien stocks and the
influence of environment have notably modified it
by the addition of rites and elaborate ceremonies
based on the remembrance of the many adventures
of their culture heroes (cf. Navahos).
The functions of the shaman will be found fully
explained in the article Shamanism. Suffice it to
say here that they were seven-fold among the
Northern Denes. Shamanistic conjuring with that
particular American race was curative, preventive,
inquisitive, malefic, operative, prestidigitative, or
role which was perhaps proper to
prophetical.
the profession in the North was that of father conAuricular confession of personal delinfessor.
quencies to him who might be represented as the
nearest aboriginal equivalent of a priest though he
could not strictly be called by such a name for the
lack of any regular sacrifice or cult was one of
the religious institutions of the primeval forests of
Of the shaman among the
northern Canada.
Western Denes, Harmon wrote as early as 1820
;

A

—

—

:

When the Carriers are very sick, they often think that they
not recover unless they divulge to a priest or magician
every crime which they may have committed, which has
hitherto been kept secret. In such a case, they will make a
full confession, and then they expect that their lives will be
spared for a time longer. But should they keep back a single
crime, they as fully believe that they shall suffer instant death
('An Account of the Indians bring West of the Rocky Mountain,'
in Journal of Voyages, N.Y. ed. 1903, p. 266 f.).
'

shall

'

The present writer had recorded the same custom
long before he saw the old trader's volume. On the
other hand, in the course of his Trad. ind. du
Canada nord-ouest, p. 418 f., E. Petitot gives
a Chippewa (Eastern) text furnished him in 1863
by an old shaman of Great Slave Lake, of which
the following is a partial translation
sits
'The man who is sick as a consequence of his sins
:

.

.

.

by the shaman, to whom he confesses his misdeeds. The
shaman asks him many a question, reprimands him in order to
draw out the sins he conceals.
Finally, the patient having
confessed everything, the shaman brings down on him the Faroff Spirit, his own familiar, which, entering into the sick man,
takes away his sins, whereupon disease immediately leaves
.

.

.

him.'

The greatest importance was attached to dreams.
It was through the medium of dreams that most of
their communications with the invisible world took
place, and to this day the Denes consider dreaming
as a token of occult powers over Nature and man.
For this reason they are loth to wake up any sleeping person, as he or she may just be enjoying a
is, communing with the spirits.
Anybody talking in his sleep is nolens volens regarded
as a great sorcerer or shaman.

dream, that
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Though the spirits are much more in evidence
than any other hidden power in the Dene theogony, they were not without the notion of a
Supreme Being governing the world and punishing
the wicked. In the West, the nature of this ruling
principle was not very clear, though it was generally recognized as the great controller of the celestial forces
wind, rain, and snow. Thunder they
still firmly believe to be a gigantic bird of the eagle
the
winking of whose eyelids produces
genus,
lightning, while the detonations are due to the
of
its
wings. That this Deity was, indeed,
flapping
paramount and personal in the estimation of those
Indians is made evident by the usual formula of
That-which-is-onYvttosre scetit sd
their oaths.
high heareth me,' and Yutlcere nalh cedwsni: 'I
of
in
That-which-is-on-high (the
presence
say it
Celestial Power), are forms used by the old Carriers
to this day. The new generation has another name
for the Supreme Being, based on more adequate
knowledge due to the missionaries.
The majority of the North American Indians
attribute the work of creation to a prodigious hero,
of a human nature, hut exceedingly powerful,
generally more or less tricky and not too scrupulous, whose many deeds and miraculous adventures
furnish the subject-matter of endless tales. This
is the culture hero of the Americanists, the (Estas
of the Western Denes, who borrowed his personality from the N. Pacific coast tribes, and the
Yimantiiwinyai, the One who is lost across the
ocean,' of the Hupas, the principal tribe of
But the Eastern
the Pacific group of Denes.
Denes know of a God who is Creator as well
as Ruler of the universe. He is, however, less
spiritualized with them than the chief Deity of
their Western kin, since they lend him human
fie that sits on the
attributes. Inkfwin-wetay
zenith,' is the name by which the Hare Indians
know him, and, according to Petitot, that tribe
makes him trine father, mother, and son. The
father is in the zenith, the mother in the nadir,
and the son travels incessantly from the one to
the other. The father by his mere volition made
the earth and all it contains, after which he lit the
most of the
celestial orbs, the sun and the moon
stars and constellations were originally inhabitants
of our own globe at the prayer of his son, who,
having perceived the earth during one of his
O my Father who sittest on
voyages, sang out
high, do light the heavenly fire, for on that small
island (the earth) my brothers-in-law (men) have
been wretched for a long time' (Petitot, Monographic des Dini-Dindjie, p. xxiii).
Most of the tribes have also a tradition pointing
to the extinction of mankind by water, with the exception of the Wise One, among the Eastern Denes,
or (Estas, the chief legendary hero of the Western
tribes.
In the legends relating these events the
musk-rat and the beaver, two animals famous for
their nimbleness and skill, are said to have been
instrumental in reconstructing the earth, after it
had been destroyed through the submersion of its
highest mountains.
The sacredness of the number seven among the
'

:

'

'

'

,

:

—

—

'

:

Jews is a matter of common knowledge. That
number is among the majority of the American
aborigines replaced by four but both seven and
four yield in sacredness to the number two in the
legends and traditions of the Western Dene tribes.
By the side of, and in opposition to, the Supreme
;

is, according to Petitot, a
counterpart of our devil in the theogony of the
If we are to believe that
North-eastern tribes.
author, the knowledge of such an entity preceded
the advent of the missionaries, and it was called
He that
the Forsaken One,'
the Bad One,'
passed through heaven,' etc., according to the

Being of the nation

'

'

'
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various localities. The older Carriers call him today by the first-mentioned name but the present
writer is inclined to believe that they owe this
notion to intercourse with the whites.
No tribe worshipped the Deity in any way no
cult of any kind, sacred dances or public prayers,
obtained in the North. The only dance whose
object was not mere recreation took place in con;

;

nexion with an eclipsefcf. Prodigiesand Portents
But in the South the Navahos have
[Amer.]).
elaborate rites and know of public praying, though
their requests are addressed more to the personified
elements and their culture-heroes, or semi-deified
ancestors, than to any Supreme Deity.
As to man, he is believed to be made up of a
perishable body and a transformable, and therefore surviving, soul if this be the proper word for
an element which is perhaps as much the effect as
the cause of life. The name given it by most tribes
Yet it is
literally means in the West 'warmth.'
to-day used to designate the principle of life, while
the Eastern Denes have for the soul animating the
body words varying according to the dialects,
though almost all of them are the counterparts of
the Lat. sjriritus.
Analogous terms serve in the
West to express not the vital principle, but the
outward sign of life, breath, and, by extension,

—

life itself.

Besides this principle, or physical condition, there
second
ne-tsen, man's shadow, usually called
This is a reflexion of the individual personality, invisible in time of good health, because then
confined within its normal seat, the body, but which
on the approach of sickness and death wanders out
of its home, and roams about, seldom seen but often
heard. Its absence from its proper corporeal seat,
if too prolonged, infallibly results in death.
Finally, ne-zul in the Dene psychology may be
said to represent the soul or surviving principle
after death.
Strictly speaking, the word refers to
the impalpable, dematerialized remnants of one's
individuality, or a transformed self adapted to the
conditions of the next world. That world is very
generally believed to be situated underground,
and watered by a large river, in which the shades
catch small fry for their subsistence, visiting their
nets in double canoes— a craft otherwise unknown
in N. America.
Their condition there seems to be
unequal, inasmuch as those who have not received
the last funeral rites according to the customs of
their tribes are constantly wandering, fed on mice,
toads, foetuses, and squirrels, or even cast into the
waters of the big river instead of being ferried
across, while others are reported to be playing on
the grass, or dancing to the tune of a song, the
main burden of which is the words Ihc'qa t'sethine,
'we sleep separated from one another,' i.e. 'there
'

is

self.'

no more any matrimonial union between us.'
Metempsychosis was strongly believed in by the
Eastern Denes. Petitot writes in his Monographic
des Dini-Dindjii, p. xxx
is

:

have been unable to eradicate from the mind of a certain
the persuasion that, before her birth, she had lived under a
name and with features unknown to me, nor could I prevent an
old woman from claiming the child of her neighbour, under the
pretext that she recognized in him the migrated soul of her own
I am personally acquainted with several such cases.'
late son.
*I

girl

The art. Carrier Indians makes it clear that
such notions were not confined to the East. Yet,
we must add that the Western Denes now seem to
have entirely discarded them, while the beliefs
connected with menstruating women, the spirits,
and shamanism still lurk in the minds of many,
and are openly professed by a few. With others
they are at best obsolescent. This reincarnation of
the soul did not always result in a mere exchange
id bodies of a similar kind. The author just quoted
further says that hi' has known a poor mother who
was lamenting because an old shaman had assured

her that she had seen her dead son walking by the
shore of the lake under the form of a bear. He
adds
It is seldom that we see any man of influence die without hearing soon after his former
companions claim that they have seen him metamorphosed into a bipedal caribou, a bear, or an
'

:

elk/

The original mode of disposing of dead bodies in
the North seems to have been by enclosing them
within rough cratings made of small logs crossed
at the ends, which were raised from 3 ft. to 7 ft.
above ground on stout poles or posts. Any object
which might have belonged to the deceased either
accompanied him in his final retreat or was cast
into the water, burnt, or hidden in the branches
of trees.
Sometimes the remains were concealed
within trees hollowed out for the purpose, or naturbut in the
ally hollow through age and decay
East it was much more usual simply to abandon
them where they fell. They were never buried,
except among the Chilcotins, a South-western
tribe, while their neighbours, the Carriers and the
Babines, cremated them, after the custom of the
coast Indians.
Such were the Denes when first met by the
The Apaches were the first representawhites.
tives of the nation to make the acquaintance of the
pale-faced strangers, in the persons of the Spaniards
of Mexico.
In the North, their first contact with
our civilization occurred in the vicinity of Hudson
Bay, where the Fur Trading Company named after
that inland sea established posts, from one of which
Arthur Dobbs wrote in 1744 the earliest printed reference to the race which has come to the present
writer's knowledge.
In 1771-72, Samuel Hearne,
one of the traders, reached the Arctic Ocean in the
of
band
of Eastern Denes, who then
a
company
large
perpetrated the unprovoked massacre of Eskimos
mentioned.
Then
came Alex. Mackenzie,
already
who, in 1789, descended the noble stream now
known under his name, and in 1793 penetrated as
far west as the Pacific Ocean, always accompanied
by a few Northern Denes, who did not succeed in
securing him a peaceful reception at the hands of
all the new Dene tribes.
About 1811, the YellowKnives repeated on the poor Eskimos the exploit
of Hearne's companions, killing some thirty of
them near the mouth of the Coppermine River,
and two years later a party of Rocky Mountains
Denes, acting under provocation, destroyed Fort
Nelson, on the Liard River, and murdered its inmates. Ten years thereafter (1823), the Dog-Ribs
and Hares, long oppressed by the Yellow-Knives,
fell upon them unawares and cut off a large number
of them.
Then came the visits of the Arctic explorers, Sir John Franklin, Captain G. Back, and
Dr. King, Thomas Simpson, Sir John Richardson,
The dates attached to their respective works
etc.
in the following bibliography are safe indications
of the epochs of their travels among the Denes.
Finally, we have the missionaries. The Catholics
reached tsle-a-la-Crosse in 1845, Lake Athabasca in
1847, Great Slave Lake in 1852, Peace River in
Father
1858, and the Lower Mackenzie in 1859.
Petitot, a prolific ethnographer, was the first
minister of the gospel to visit Great Bear Lake,
which he did for the first time in the course of
1866.
The missionaries were almost everywhere
well received, and readily made numerous proselytes 1859 saw the establishment of the first Protestant mission at Fort Simpson, on the Mackenzie,
after which outposts were started among the Loucheux Indians west of the Rocky Mountains. Today practically the entire nation in the North is
Christian, about nine-tenths having adopted the
Catholic faith, and the remainder the Protestant.
See Hupas and Nav Alios for Central and
;

:

Southern Athapascans.
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Suraj Narayan, the sun-god; Sarasvati, goddess
of learning; Manasa, the snake-goddess; llauuKiihi Bhairava, god of
man, the monkey -god
and Annapurna,
she who gives
destruction
wealth in grain.' But all these shrines bear marks
To illustrate the fusion of Islam with
of neglect.
Hinduism, Gait (Census Repurt Bengal, 1901, i.
Muhammadans are often seen
176) remarks that
to carry sacred water to the shrine of Baidyanath,
and, as they may not enter the shrine, pour it as
a libation on the outside verandah.'
;

'

;

'

1879,

pour
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disease, the blessing of children, and so on— make
their vigils. With the usual catholicity of modern
Hinduism, the chief shrines are surrounded by
those of the lesser gods Kama and Lakshmana
representing Visnu in this Saiva atmosphere

Literature.
1871, p. 191
1905, p. 311
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DEOGARH — (Skr.

'

fort of the
deva-gada,
town in the Santal Parganas of Bengal,
gods ')24° 30' N., long. 86° 42' E., containing
lat.
the famous temple of Baidyanath (Skr. vajdyalord of physicians,' an epithet of Siva).
ntltha,

—A
'

a folk etymology the place is connected with
one Baiju, a member of a Dravidian tribe, who by
one account was a Gwala, or cowherd, by caste.
It is said that he was so disgusted with the laziness

By

indifference of the Brahman priests of the
shrine, that he vowed that he would daily, as evidence of his contempt for them, strike the image
One day, as he perpeof the god with his club.
trated this insult, the idol spoke and blessed him

and

because he, though not a worshipper, had resented
the carelessness of his priests. When asked to
claim a boon from the god, Baiju prayed that he
might be known as Natha, 'lord,' and that the
temple should be called after his name. The request was granted, and the shrine has since been
known as that of Baijnath.
has been suggested without any valid reason that the
legend implies some connexion between the present cultus and
the rites of the Dravidian tribes. According to the Hindu
legend, the selection of the site was due to the demon Ravana,
king of Lanka or Ceylon, who in the epic of the Raniayana is
the ravisher of Sita, wife of Rama. It is said that he got
possession of a famous liiigam of Siva to aid him in his fight
with Rama, and on his way south halted to purify himself at
the site of Deogarh. Finding no water, he dashed his fist into
the ground and formed the existing Sivagauga lake. But, when
^the liftgam was set down, seeing the place to be fair, it refused
to move further with Ravana, and has been there ever since,
known by the name of Mahadeva Ravanesvara, 'lord Ravana.'
The same story is told to account for the position of many other
sacred images in India (Cunningham, Archaeological Survey
Reports, viii. 143 ff. Oppert, Original Inhabitants of BharataIt

;

varsa, 1893, pp. 137, 375).

The

early history of the shrine is obscure.
When the British occupied the country, they tried,
but with ill-success, to manage the endowments
and collect the offerings of pilgrims. Finally it
was made over to the present priests, who are
known as ojha (Skr. upddhydya, 'teacher'). In
front of the temple is a remarkable structure, consisting of two massive monoliths supporting a third
stone of similar shape and size. It is known as
the Swinging Platform (dold-maiicha), and was
possibly originally used in the rite of swinging the
idol.
The chief temple is that of Siva, and close
by is a later shrine of his spouse, Gaurl, the
yellow or brilliant one,' which is joined to that of
her consort by festoons of gaudy-coloured cloth,
thus typifying the union of the god and the goddess. At the back of the god's temple is a verandah
in which suppliants for his favours recovery from
VOL. iv.— 41
'

—

DEONTOLOGY. —Deontology is the science

of

The term seems to have been used first
by Jeremy Bentham. Apparently he wished to
distinguish by it between duty and the principles
of morals and legislation which is the subject of
an earlier work, dealing with the principles that
men had to assume in their relations to each
other.
In deontology he evidently had in mind
the principles of duty as distinct from those of
prudence and interest. The work by this name,
however, was posthumous, and was incomplete
before his death.
The term has not come into

ethics.

—

It serves, however, the purpose of
general usage.
distinguishing clearly between the science of mere
custom and the science of obligation. The one
studies actual practices the other tries to ascertain
the actions which ought to be performed as distinguished from those that may actually he done.
;

James H. Hyslop.

DEOPRAYAG

'

(Skr. deva-praydga, the divine
place of sacrifice').
village in the Garhwal
District of the United Provinces of India, situated
in lat. 30° 10' N., long. 78" 37' E., at the confluence of the rivers Alaknanda (q.v.) and Bhagirathi.
Below the village the streams now united

—A

take the name of Ganges (q.v.), and this is regarded as one of the five sacred places of pilgrimage on the way to the higher Himalayan peaks.
The principal temple is dedicated to Kamachandra.
It is built of large blocks of cut stone piled on each
other, bulging in the middle and decreasing rapidly
towards the summit, which is surmounted by a
white cupola. Over all is a square sloping roof,
composed of plates of copper, crowned above with
a golden ball and spire. The image of the god,
about six feet high, carved in black stone, but
painted red except the face, is seated opposite the
door, and under the eastern portion of the cupola.
Before the idol is a brazen image of Garuda, the
mythical vulture, half man, half bird, on which
Visnu rides. The chief rite at this holy place is
ablution, which takes place at the sacred confluence of the two rivers, in basins excavated in
the rock at a level a little lower than the surface
of the current, which is here so rapid as to sweep
away any person daring to bathe in it.
Literature.— Atkinson, Himalayan
199 ft.

Gazetteer,

iii.

[18S6]

W. CROOKE.

DEPRAVITY.— See

Holiness and Sin.

DERVISH

—A Pers. word signifying

(darwlsh).

'mendicant' (corresponding with bhiksu, the name
borne by the Brahman in the fourth stage of his
existence), applied, in Persian and Turkish and
thence in European languages, to the ascetics of
Islam, whose Arab, name is zcihid, which appears
to mean originally 'satisfied with a little,' in ac-
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cordance with the usage of this phrase in the
Its connotation does not appear
Qtir'an (xii. 20).
to differ from that of sufi (q.v.), wearer of wool,'
a term applied by the early Islamic writer Jahiz
(t A.H. 255 [= A.D. 868], Hayawan, i. 103) both to
those Muslim ascetics and to Christian monks, who,
in order to indulge their laziness, pretend to disapprove of labour and wage-earning, and make
their mendicity a means of obtaining the reverence
Most Muslims, indeed, take a
of their fellows.
less cynical view of the ascetic, who is supposed
to abandon his possessions before taking to the
mendicant life, in the belief that they stand between him and the attainment of the higher life.
And, though many dervishes are mendicants, this
the bulk of the
is by no means the case with all
members of Orders belong to the labouring and
In
Arab,
literature
the name first
classes.
trading
occurs (in the form daryush) as the epithet of one
Khalid, who in the year A.H. 201 ( = A.D. 816) endeavoured to organize the citizens of Baghdad for
the suppression of anarchy. In Pers. literature of
the 5th and 6th cents., and even later, the dervish
is a holy man who has overcome the world ; and
in S. Arabia it is said to be used in the sense of
shaikh as a term of dignity. In general, we may
distinguish between silfi and dervish as between
theory and practice the former holds a certain
philosophical doctrine, the latter practises a par'

;

;

form of life. The latter is called in some
countries by the Arab, name faqlr, poor man
to those who are members of asso(plur. fuqara)
ciations the name khwan, for ikhwan ('brethren'),
is sometimes applied.
The practice of asceticism, and the wearing of
wool in indication of it, are, of course, as early as
the time of Muhammad, and far earlier according
to the most authentic accounts, the Prophet himself gave little encouragement to asceticism, which
rarely suits the plans of statesmen and warriors.
ticular

'

'

;

;

But the notion

of religious exercises in addition to
those prescribed by the ordinary ritual, culminate
ing in ecstasy, meets us early in the history of
Islam and with this went theories of states and
stages in the religious life which belong to the
subject of Sufiism.
It is not till the 6th cent, of Islam that we hear
of actual Orders of ascetics attempts which are
made to trace them further back are mythological.
In the 6th cent., however,
they commenced, and in
the 7th they are familiar. The unity of an Order
is constituted by a special form of devotion, whereby its members endeavour to induce what spiritualists call 'the superior condition' it usually consists
in the
repetition of religious formulae, especially the
first article of the Muslim creed, and each Order
has its dhikr, as this process is called other religious exercises of the same sort bear the titles wird
;

;

;

;

and

hizb.

The first founder of an Order is supposed to have
been 'Abd al-Qadir {q.v.) of Jilan, who died A.H.
= A.D. 1166) but that founded by Ahmad al(
Rifa'l, who died A.H. 578 ( = A.D. 1182), was nearly
contemporaneous. Of both these persons we pos-
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;

sess biographies, and, indeed, in the case of the
former a series of works, chiefly homiletic in character.
In general, the founders of Orders are historical personages
some have left works, and in
;

other cases there arc authoritative treatises, revealing the mysteries of the Order, though, perhaps,
in most cases these can only be acquired through
oral instruction, and by persons who have under-

gone probation.
The founding of Orders has gone on steadily
since the 6th cent, of Islam and their enumeration is no easy matter, since it is difficult to distinguish between independent and branch Orders.
Von Hammer enumerated 36, of which 12 were
;

supposed to have existed before the rise of the
Ottoman empire, and 24 to have sprung up after
that event the former number includes some that
are mythical, whereas the latter is too small. The
most interesting, in some ways, is the Bektashi
Order, which appears to be a syncretism of Islam
with Christianity, and which (according to G.
Jacob, who has made a special study of it) retains
;

many
Next

vestiges of Christian doctrines and rites.
after this comes the Nakshabandl, which is

wide-spread

;

the Maulawiyyah, Rifa'iyyah, and

also play important r61es, while some
is ascribed to the Malamiyyah.
In certain provinces of the Ottoman empire there
is a shaikh al-turuq, or head of the Orders, who is
responsible to the Government for their conduct.
The acts which enter into the life of the member
in part devoof an Order are in
part disciplinary,
The devotional acts take the form of a
tional.
service, called hadrah, which with certain com-

Tsawiyyah
political

importance

munities is daily, with others weekly probably
the form which it most commonly takes is that of
the repetition of formulae, especially la ildha ilia
'llahu, a vast number of times with various differences of intonation, occasionally to the sound of
music ; elaborate rules are given in some of the
books belonging to the Orders, regulating the
bodily motions which should accompany the proHadrahs familiar to
duction of each syllable.
visitors to the Nearer East are those of the Maulawi dervishes in Pera, who move in circles to the
accompaniment of music of the Rifa'i dervishes in
Scutari, who, first sitting, and then standing on
;

;

their right

and

left feet alternately,

and bending

sideways, repeat the formula of the Unity. The
same may be seen in Cairo. At the service of
the Jahriyyah dervishes in Tashkent, visited by
Schuyler (Turkistan, New York, 1876, i. 158-161),
the repetition of the formula? was accompanied
by a violent movement of the head over the left
shoulder towards the heart, then back, then to
the right shoulder, then down, as if directing all
movements to the heart. Indeed, the directions
in the books of the sects imply the use of the heart
in pronouncing the formula of the Unity, though
the process seems scarcely intelligible. In most of
the performances the motions gradually accelerate
as they proceed, and different forms of ecstasy have
a tendency to be produced.
Besides these services, various forms of discipline
are prescribed to neophytes in many of the Orders.
One of these is 'solitude,' khalwah, a discipline of
the Khalwatis, who are called thereafter, and who
are ordered to recite long prayers in complete solitude, for which cells are provided in the monasteries
(called takiyyah, or zawiyah). With the Maulawis
the aspirant has, it is said, to serve 1001 days in
the kitchen of the Order. With some other Orders
the discipline consists, like the devotion, in trials
of the power to recite the formula of the Unity a
vast number of times with the least expenditure
of breath, and promotion is made dependent on the
attainment of a certain standard in this matter.
The members of the Orders are also distinguished

by certain peculiarities in their attire, whether in
shape, substance, or colour. Great importance is
attached to the head-gear, and the number of tark,
or gores, of which it is composed. This word in
Arabic signifies abandoning,' and the number is
said to symbolize the number of worldly vanities
Some Orders wear
abandoned by the dervish.
gaiters some carry stones in their belts, said to
signify hunger the Maulawis are distinguished by
a wide skirt (worn at their services) called tannur,
'oven,' indicative of the oven of misfortune whence
the head has been withdrawn.
The sheikhs of the Orders wear robes of green or white cloth
and any of those who in winter line them with fur use that kind
'

;

;

*

;

1
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Algiers, 1884 O. Depont
reliijieuses musulmanes.
Die Bektaschijje, Munich, 1901)
Taufiq al-Bakri, Bait oi-.S'iddifc

1887 L. Rinn, Marabouts et Khouan,
and X. Coppolani, Les ConfrMes

use cloth
called petit oris and zibeline marten. Few dervishes
Black or white (elt called 'aba, such as is made
for their dress.
in some of the cities of Anatolia, is most usual. . . . Generally
to grow.
mustachios
and
beards
all the dervishes allow their
Some of the Orders still wear long hair (J. I". Brown, The

;

1S97

Algiers,

;

G.

Jacob,

xxiv. iii.),
(Arabic), Cairo, VATJ *.n.

(ABAW,

'

Dervishes, p. 214).

1

Kl.

L>. S.

;
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Life and writings.— Rene
Descartes was born on 31st March 1596. It seems
to be well established, in spite of rival claims,
that the place of his birth was La Haye, in
Touraine, not far from Poitiers. At eight years
of age he was sent to the famous College of La
Fieche, recently established by the Jesuit fathers

DESCARTES.— i.

the tombs of some of them are mystic signs.
In general, the dervishes are credited with mystic
cent, of Islam we
powers, and as early as the 7th
are informed of various wonders which the Rifa'is
could perform they could eat living serpents and
extingo into burning furnaces, of which they
the tire. Some of their wonders seem to

On

:

guished
have puzzled Lane, the author of Modem Egyptians and endowed by King Henry IV. The eight years
Muslims
had a profound influence on
(London, 1846). Oman, in his work on the
passed at La Fleche
of India (Brahmans, Theists, and Muslims of India,
Descartes' future life, and he always spoke of his
under- instructors with the
fire-bath
a
After
London, 1907, p. 323 ff.), describes
deepest gratitude.
of Husain
who was progone by a Sayyid, trusting to the power
leaving school, young Descartes,
with
feet
his
drench
to
his
care
from
taken
father,
he had apparently
vided with a moderate competency
water before walking over the coals, but those who proceeded to travel, though he first of all spent
were severely some time in Paris, where he found his lifelong
attempted to do it, not knowing how,
burned. Other travellers who have witnessed these friend Pere Mersenne, who had been seven years
the ser- his senior at La Fleche. On the commencement of
miracles can often give an explanation
have their venom the Thirty Years' War, Descartes volunteered for
pents with which the 'Isawis play
removed similarly, in the ceremony of the Doseh, service with Prince Maurice of Nassau, then in
whose shaikh rode Holland. But, while serving as an unpaid soldier,
practised by the Egyptian Sa'dis,
over the backs of the devotees, it appears that the he did not lay aside his studies, and, indeed, at
it was arranged
and
horse had been carefully trained,
this time wrote certain fragmentary works, most
that he should step nowhere where serious injury of which are lost, such as Reflexions entitled
could result. It is, of course, possible that in some Cogitationcs Privatm— discovered comparatively
these
of these cases there is no conscious imposture, and
lately in the Library at Hanover. Amongst
wonderthe Comhypnotism accounts for anything that is
early works may also be mentioned
but in many places the holy man appears to pendium Musicm, which was not intended for
ful
be a low form of conjurer. The biographies of the publication, but was brought to light after its
founders of the Orders have a tendency to embody author's death. Of those enumerated in an init
many manifestations of supernatural powerthebut
ventory found after Descartes' death are (1) Some
lives
is probable that, like those admitted into
(2) a paper on
Considerations on the Sciences
of Christian saints, they are thought to be edifying Algebra
(3) reflexions called Democritica ; (4)
rather than historical.
entitled
observations
Experimenta ; (5) a treatise
The Orders of dervishes seem at an early period begun under the name of Prwambula : Initium
and (6) another called
Domini
to have acquired a definite form of organization,
timor
sapientim
of which the nucleus is the zawiyah, or retreat
Descartes' biographer, Baillet, who
Olympica.
such a place is usually built by or for the founder wrote very soon after his death, mentions yet anof the Order, and is inherited by his successors,
other work entitled Studium Bona; Mentis, which
who in most cases are his actual heirs. As the was addressed to a friend,— very probably Merare
which,
other
erected,
Order spreads,
zdwiyahs
senne,— and which was largely biographical. In
however, maintain a filial relation to the parent the Cogitationcs he tells of his 'conversion' in
are
former
of
the
the
i.e.
institution ;
the year 1619, when with the army in its winter
presidents
The name shaikh is quarters at Neuberg, on the Danube. Smitten
appointed from the latter.
the
of
founder
the
to
with remorse for sins committed, he resolved to
properly applied exclusively
Order ; his successors are khalifs, i.e. 'substitutes'
follow after the ways of Truth, and also to make a
of Loretto.
it was on this principle that the successor of the
pilgrimage to the shrine of Our Lady
Sudanese Mahdi was known in Europe as the
Descartes, on quitting Maurice's army, volunThe non-official members of the Order teered to serve with Maximilian, Duke of Bavaria,
Khalif.
are called 'disciples' (talabah or murulun). The and chief of the great Catholic League, in his
head of a dependent zawiyah is called muqaddam
warfare with Frederick, the Elector Palatine, who
-the revenues are in charge of a trustee, or wakll.
had been crowned at Prague in 1619. But, as far
Membership of an Order does not necessarily as we can judge, the young soldier was much more
interfere with the normal duties of life the der- occupied with his speculations than with the provishes of Egypt are said to belong mainly to the fession which he had taken up. Indeed, it seems
The performances are very doubtful whether he actually fought at the
class of small shopkeepers.
have a battle of
thought, however, by some observers to
Prague, which decided the Elector
tendency to produce insanity, or, at any rate, nerv- Frederick's fortunes. With the Elector his chilforbidden
is
in
ous affections. Begging
by dren fled, and, curiously enough, one of them was
theory
some Orders, but is usually permitted, and certain Elizabeth, just four years old, Descartes' future
excitdervishes carry a bowl or wallet for the purpose.
correspondent and friend. During these
French writers hold that the underlying idea of ing years the events took place which are so
most of the Orders is the reclamation of the Islamic well described in the biographical portion of the
world, and the eventual expulsion of Europeans Method, where Descartes tells of the mental
whereas another
in making up
at least from Asia and Africa
struggle through which he passed
the truth, is his mind as to the course he was to pursue in his
suggestion, which is perhaps nearer
that they are all in origin revivalist, not so much future life. It was at this time that he decided
with the object of injuring Europeans as with that to sweep away the opinions which up to that time
Some system- he had embraced, so that he
of increasing the faith of Muslims.
atic classifications of the Orders we owe to a number
more
might afterwards he in a position to admit either others
of French writers, partly employed by the French
had undergone the
correct, or even perhaps the same when they
Government to investigate this important element scrutiny of Reason." I firmly believed,' he said, that in this
conduct
of
in
succeed
the
life,
better
my
much
in their African possessions.
way I should
and leant
;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

Literature.— J. P. Brown, The Dervishes, London, 1868;
A. le Chatelier, Les ConfrMes musulmanes du Hedjaz, I'aris,

built only upon old foundations,
on trust.'
ciples which in my youth 1 had taken

than

if I

'

upon

prin-
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After the battle of Prague, Descartes joined the
but it was not long
Bavarian army once more
before he gave up military service and started upon
After nine years' absence he returned
his travels.
to Paris, where he was accused of favouring the
;

Dessecret society known as the Rosicrucians.
cartes' father put him in possession of the property
to which he was entitled, and he found himself in
consequence in easy circumstances. He started oft'
on further travels almost at once, and made his
way to Switzerland and then to Italy, where he
redeemed his promise of making a pilgrimage to
On his return journey he made scientific
Loretto.
investigations in regard to the height of Mont
Cenis.
Once more he returned to Paris ; and he
is said to have set aside a former inclination for the
gaming table, and applied himself to serious reflexion.
Finally, he decided to settle in Holland,
where he believed peace and quiet as well as liberty
of conscience were to be had.
In 1636, Descartes determined at last to publish,
and the book known as The Method of rightly
conducting the Reason and seeking Truth in the
Sciences appeared, along with the Dioptric, Meteors,
and Geometry, termed 'Essays in this Method.'
It was written in French, unlike many others of
his recent treatises, in order that it might be read
by any of his countrymen who chose to do so. Its
conclusions had long been cogitated, and they
express the mature result arrived at by one who
desired to know not only what, but also why, he
It is a simple and sincere record of perbelieved.
sonal experience, a
of the
Pilgrim's Progress
human soul. It was not the first important book
written by Descartes. Of extant treatises we have
the Regulce ad direetionem ingenii, written almost
certainly during his earlier life, but left incom'

'

plete, and also a treatise called Le Monde, which
was never published but the Method has a place
possessed by no other of Descartes' works in the
;

estimation of posterity.
Descartes' next work was almost equally famous,
Meditations on the First Philosophy. The Meditations is a study of Truth in its highest aspect.
It
is not, like the Method, a charming biography and

philosophy of life it is a more profound study
of the facts of existence, and an exposition of
Descartes' system in all its fullness.
In this book
he deals with the great question of Philosophic
Doubt that was always in his mind, and discusses
its relationship to true Knowledge.
He asked for
criticism, and found plenty of opposition to his
views. There were in all seven formal Objections
collected from men distinguished in their several
'
'
were dealt with
lines, and these
Objections
:

'

'

seriatim by the author.
The first Objection was by Caterus, a Dutch theologian
and an appreciative reader, who represented the standpoint of
'

the Church

'

the second and sixth were collected from various
sources, and represent the point of view of 'common sense';
the third is by Hobbes.
By him, as by Gassendi, the fifth
we
have
the materialistic or sensational standpoint
objector,
clearly set forth, and in his reply Descartes {rives an interesting
exposition of the Cartesian idealism, which he opposes to that
doctrine. Arnauld, the fourth author of Objections,' on the
other hand, is by no means so hostile as Hobbes and Gassendi,
and to him Descartes replies with suavity and consideration.
He is simply concerned about the application of ('artesian principles to the doctrines of theology and morality. His sympathies
are with St. Augustine, and he holds that we must believe what
we cannot know. The last 'Objections,' by the Jesuit father
Bourdin, are too elaborate for us in these days to follow with
The Objections and Replies are, however, deserving
interest.
of perusal, since they present very clearly the diflicultics that
occur in accepting Descartes' doctrine, and the arguments that
may be used in their defence.
;

'

'

'

'

'

The next treatise written by Descartes was the
Principles of Philosophy, published in Latin in the
In this book its author enunciates the
same doctrines that he set forth in the Method and
the Meditations. He praises his mistress Philosophy in no stinted terms.
Philosophy is like a

year 1644.

'

which Metaphysics is the root, Physics the
trunk, and all the other sciences the branches that
grow out of the trunk.' But, having once more
established his ground-work, he goes on to deal
tree of

with the general principles of Physics, with the
nature of body, the laws of motion, the phenomena
of the heavens, and all pertaining thereto.
He
sets forth his theory of vortices, discusses the
Ptolemaic and Copernican systems, and that other
which he more or less favoured, the system of
Tycho Brahe. He also discusses the nature of
springs, tides, etc., and believes that the principles
of geometry and mechanics are shown to be capable
of supplying a satisfactory key to all the phenomena of Nature, and that no other principles can
take their place. Descartes' theory of vortices is
He represents the whole of
especially interesting.
the planetary system as being carried round the
sun in a sort of vortex, while the various satellites
of other planets move in lesser vortices within this
vortex the earth is in a sense at rest, as a man
might be at rest who is in a boat. But, while
expounding this possible doctrine, the writer shows
the extremest caution, and guards himself against
the suspicion of unorthodoxy by pointing out that
he is merely describing what might be termed a
working theory of the world.
It must not, however, be thought that Descartes
was merely a theorizer, to the neglect of practical
experiments. In Amsterdam he frequently visited
the butchers' shops to find material for his investigations in anatomy, and physical experiments
were constantly being made by him. One notable
example of the latter is to be found in the famous
experiments made upon the barometric principle,
on the mountain Puy-de-Dome in Auvergne, which
were carried out by Pascal and his brother-in-law
Perier, but which, it seems clear, had been suggested by Descartes.
Descartes had many controversies during his
residence in Holland, most of them with Protestant
In Utrecht, Voetius, Rector of the Unidivines.
versity, was a keen antagonist, and Regius, or
Le Roy, was first of all a supporter and then an
opponent. Descartes was ever ready to enter upon
these controversies, but his quarrels sometimes
ended happily.
There is nothing in life sweeter
than peace,' he is reported to have said ; hatred
can be useful to none
I should not refuse the
friendship even of Voetius if I believed it to be
ottered in good faith.'
dispute with Fermat, the
mathematician, was a famous one, and it was
;

'

'

'

'

;

A

carried on by his followers after Descartes' death.
There was little romance in the philosopher's life. He was
never married, though he had a child to whom he was devoted,
and who died young. He had, however, a great friendship,
which lasted from the year 1640. with the Princess Elizabeth,
known as the Queen of Hearts,' daughter of Frederick, Elector
Palatine, and Elizabeth, daughter of James II. of England.
Princess Elizaheth was then living at The Hague, where
'

her parents held a miniature exile court with their lively family
of boys and girls.
Descartes' letters to the young Princess
are serious in tone, and nearly all are on philosophic questions,
to which Elizaheth applied her mind with the greatest strenuousness, and to good effect, for her questions are put and
her criticisms are made with great discrimination and understanding. The correspondence is very interesting to students
of Cartesianism.
Another friendship formed by Descartes in later life was with
Queen Christina of Sweden, the daughter of the great Gustavns ;
it was she who caused him to travel to Sweden, where he
his death. In 1648, Descartes had visited his native land for
the last time. He was pressed to go, but when he arrived he
found Paris wholly occupied with the political agitation <>f the
Fronde ; and all he could say of those who invited him was that
he 'would regard them as friends who had bidden bun to dine
with them, and when he arrived he found their kitchen in disorder and their saucepans upset.' When Queen Christina's
invitation to Sweden arrived through the French Ambassador
Chanut, Descartes' inclination was to refuse it, lest misfortune
should befall him in this expedition also. However, Queen Christina was very pressing, and Descartes' admiration for her wasnn*
hounded, so that at length he consented to take the long journey.
First of all, however, he had to see that his latest hook, the
Passions of the Soul, which was written to prove that all the

and
met
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various psychological manifestations may be rationally explained
by purely mechanical causes, was safely placed for publication
in Elzevir's hands. Then he left the 'dear solitude of Egmont
for bis new home. But his days in Stockholm uvi-e destined to
be short. The exigeante young Queen was not only occupied in
endeavouring to establish an Academy of which she intended to
make Descartes director, but 6he also desired to be instructed in
philosophy at five o'clock in the morning, and I leacartes was in the
The result was
habit of meditating in bed until late in the da>
what might have been anticipated in a bitterly cold climate. He
fell ill of an inflammation of the lungs after nursing his friend
Chanut through the same illness, and he died on 11th February
1650, at the age of fifty-four. He was buried at Stockholm, but
later on, in 1606, his body was removed with considerable difficulty to Paris and laid in the church of Ste. Genevieve du Mont.
In 1819 the remains were removed to thechurch of St. Geriuaindes-Pres, where they now are. Descartes died in the faith of his
forefathers, but it was not long before serious suspicion fell upon
his teaching, and his works were placed upon the Index.
Clerselier, his friend and one of the translators of his works, who
after Descartes' death wrote a panegyric on his virtues, records
that amongst his last words were these ' My soul, thou hast long
been held captive ; the hour has now come for thee to quit thy
prison, to leave the trammels of this body ; suffer then this
separation with joy and courage.'
'

.

:

In addition to the works mentioned above, there
was published after his death an unfinished work
entitled La Recherche de laviriti par la In nm ride la nature, an interesting dialogue upon Cartesian principles between three friends in a country
house. Another very short work is his Notce in
Programma, which was written in refutation of
his

opponent Regius (Le Roy).

2.

System of philosophy. — It

is

true in more than
is the father

a traditional sense that Descartes

Modern Philosophy, for in him the modern
His was an age when
spirit came into existence.
men were confronted with the new conception of
Nature and of man, and were led to new methods
of investigation.
The great upheaval which we
of

the Reformation brought about a form of
individualism which ended in a reaction against
the new standards judged to be as arbitrary as
the old. But the real work of the Reformation
had already been brought about in Protestant and
in Roman Catholic alike.
Man learned to be
himself, and was no longer restrained by artificial
bonds. The spirit of investigation was everywhere,
call

—

all

phenomena

of

Nature were of

interest,

and

all

men

tried to obtain exact knowledge, and thereby
to strengthen their powers of originality and self-

The 17th century— the century in which
Descartes lived was the period in which science
became a reality, and in which., the scientific spirit
became the spirit of the land. Historically, too,
it was a time of turmoil and change.
career of
bloodshed on the part of the House of Valois had
been ended by the assassination of Henry III., and
on the accession of Henry IV. religious warfare
was brought to a conclusion his death was an
inexpressible loss to the French nation.
Descartes' work in the midst of this time of
unrest and ferment was that of a great systematizer.
He took all those new ideas that had come into
being and endeavoured to bring them into a definite,
concrete, and comprehensible system. In rejecting
the old dogmas of the Schools, the New Learning
came to provide something better able to satisfy
the inquiring mind it brought with it certainty
of its own results.
The world had become of infi-

reliance.

—

A

:

;

and interest, and it was necessary
that the knowledge of it, and also the knowledge
of man, should be certain and definite.
The
problem, then, that Descartes had to deal with
was how to work out a system which should
reconcile two sides, now come into prominence
the spiritual and the physical, the soul and the
body, the point of view of orthodoxy and the point
of view of science
and it is because this is a
modern question which is before us even in the
present day that the Cartesian philosophy is a
modern philosophy. Descartes' attempt to bring
about this reconciliation was the first of many on
nite importance

—

;
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His object was to arrive at certainty
a certainty which he believed could be reached
only by following definite rules laid down by his
Method, and by beginning with the Doubt which
similar lines.

—

is the absolute essential before any successful quest
after Truth is made
'de omnibus dubitandum est,'
as he expresses it. This doubt must be applied
to all those inherited traditions and beliefs which
form, to his mind, a mass of incongruous opinions
we must ruthlessly reject what cannot be justified
to ourselves as truth
we must free ourselves from

—

;

;

And yet this
prejudice and uncertainty.
philosophic doubt is in nowise scepticism, but the
doubt that precedes true knowledge.
Descartes system of philosophy was thus, above
all, a method, and the interesting thing about this
method is that it presented itself to him as his lifehistory might. The order of his experiences was
simply the order of his method writ large. This
is what makes the immortal little book called by
the name of the Method a. masterpiece of spiritual
biography, as an account of moral and mental
development, as it is also a masterpiece of direct
and simple style. It was in his quiet room, in
that cold winter with the army on the Danube,
that Descartes first awoke to the fact that man is
not to seek happiness here or there, for it is only
to be found within him.
The world and he, the
spirit and the body, mind and matter, are really
one. Traditions, hypotheses, assumptions of all
kinds should go, and we must build again from the
foundation. This may sound easy, but nothing is
more difficult, and in Descartes' opinion there are
only a few who should undertake the task, and
those who do so must be modest and ready to
all

what is given them. He
then states certain rules to be followed rules
which simply make for accuracy and thoroughness
of thought
Do not accept what is not clearly
known, divide your difficulties into parts so far as
possible, work your way up from the easy to the
more complicated above all, omit nothing.' Such
rules would seem to be rules of common sense, but
they mean an accuracy of method such as no
immediately preceding philosophic thinkers had
accept with humility

—

'

:

—

dreamed of as necessary.
Knowing at last what his method of science
must be, Descartes boldly attacks the great
question of the foundation on which thought is
based.
On what does all this reasoning rest? It
rests on the knowledge of self.
One proposition
alone cannot be doubted by man, and that is that
he exists, inferred from the fact that he possesses
consciousness— C'ogito ergo sum, as he puts it in his
immortal phrase. Descartes saw clearly that in
order to think he must exist. His philosophy
turned on the fact of his personal existence. The
senses may indeed mislead us, and we cannot place
absolute confidence in what has even sometimes
deceived us ; but, however much I may have been
deceived, the fact remains that I am I as a think-

—

ing being.
had the persuasion that there was absolutely nothing in
the world, that there was no sky, no earth, neither minds, nor
bodies ; was I not, therefore, at the same time persuaded that
I did not exist?
Far from it I assuredly existed, since I waa
persuaded. But there is I know not what being, who is possessed
at once of the highest power and the deepest cunning, who is
constantly employing all his ingenuity in deceiving me. Doubtless, then, I exist, since I am deceived, and let him deceive me
as he may, he can never bring it about that I am nothing, so
'

I

;

long as

I

This
that a

shall

is

be conscious that

I

am

something.'

clearly a great step forward

new phase

;

it signifies

has been entered
on, a change of front as great as the Kantian
transformation of a later date, which in a measure
is present in all our
it foreshadows.
I think
ideas and even in doubt itself. We are brought
back from the external and unrelated facts of
consciousness to the basis of Truth on which all
in philosophy

'

'
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other truth is founded. We have arrived at the
conception of thought as the groundwork of all
knowledge. Further on in the Meditations he says
that in thought is found that which properly
belongs to the self.

am —

I exist; this is
'This is alone inseparable from me. I
certain; but how often? As often as I think; for perhaps it
would even happen, if I should wholly cease to think, that I
should at the same time cease to be. I now admit nothing that
I am, therefore, precisely speaking, only
is not necessarily true
a thinking being, that is, a mind understanding a reason terms

—

;

signification was before unknown to me.'
In this we have a firm foundation on which we
can build, setting aside the old disputations of the
Schools as to substances and qualities.' Understanding or reason is for the first time made the
basis in a philosophic comprehension of the world
as it presents itself to us. Descartes says that the
outside world is not perceived in its true signification by the senses or imagination, but by the mind

whose

'

'

'

alone.
'They [outside things] are not perceived,' he says, 'because
they are seen and touched, but only because they are underI readily
stood,' that is, rightly comprehended by thought.
that there is nothing more clearly
discover,' he goes on,
apprehended than my own mind.'
so
he
on
to
far,
Having got
goes
apply his
method ; he shows how, when the mind is cleared
of all preconceived notions and prejudices, what is
'

'

known must be known clearly and distinctly.
that we must now apply ourselves
signifies
making our knowledge absolutely certain, so
that we may be sure that we are ascertaining what
This
to

is truth.
1
1 am certain that I am a thinking thing, but do I not therefore know what is required to render me certain of a truth ?
In the first knowledge there is nothing that gives me assurance
of its truth except the clear and distinct perception of what I
affirm, which would not indeed be sufficient to give me assurance
that what I say is true, if it could ever happen that anything
I thuB clearly and distinctly perceived should prove false, and,
accordingly, it seems to me that I may now take as a general
rule, that all that is very clearly and distinctly apprehended is
true.'

With the attitudeof doubt the so-called secondary
dependent as they are on the relations of
one object to another and to the sentient subject,
are naturally first brought under the ban of
criticism.
These qualities do not appear to be
fixed in any object.
What remains secure is,
however, what possesses the two attributes of
extension and capacity of motion
and hence
Descartes appeals to the truths of the mathematical
sciences.
Even they, however, might be false
some malevolent being may be all the while
qualities,

;

;

deceiving us in what we accept as truth. Hence
we must reject even these apparent truths and fall
back upon our own minds. Here again we find
modes of consciousness in feeling, willing, imagining, etc., 'so that I must also abstract from these
and concentrate upon myself as I am, without
borrowing in any way from elsewhere.' In this
way we reach Descartes' thinking substance, which,
as lie points out, is present and is affirmed, even as
it denies or doubts and on the other hand we have
the external object as extension.
Descartes maintains that amongst the ideas that
are clear and distinct we must recognize that of
God as a Perfect Being of whom we have a clear
and distinct conception. The idea of God cannot,
he says, be derived from our limited existence its
origin must be in one who contains all in Himself.
From the idea of perfection he infers the existence
of it in God as its originator. The idea of perfection
involves existence and this is the so-called ontological argument which is so frequently brought
forward by later philosophers. But, if such a God
exists, we have a guarantee that we cannot be
deceived, for such a perfect Being could not deceive
us, and therefore we may accept the teaching of
our consciousness. The errors of the atheists no
small class at the time, if Mersenne is to be
believed— are by Descartes said to be due to their
;

j

;

—

anthropological ways of looking at God, and to
their forgetting the fact that, while men's minds
are finite,

God

is infinite.

It is thus evident that Descartes considered that
in his essence man is a thinking and unextended
being who has a clear and distinct idea of body

as an extended and unthinking thing, and thus
that man as mind is absolutely distinct from body,
and may exist without it. It is this dualistic
conception of mind and body that constitutes the
difficulty in forming any adequate conception of
the universe according to Cartesian principles.
The question arises as to how we can possibly
reconcile the two sides the outside world, or
extension, as Descartes called it, on the one hand,
and intelligence, or Thought, on the other for the
qualities of the object are reduced to bare extension,
and those of the subject to bare thought. As a
matter of fact, Descartes introduced this new view
of the outside world as extended, that is, as that
which occupies space and has length, breadth, and
depth and it was to this extension that he applied
the mathematical reasoning for which his name is
famous. And confronting it we have the Intelligence, Thought, or Reason which apprehends
This is also a profound
this external matter.
philosophic conception. But the difficulty comes
when we try to explain how the one side acts upon
the other.
have before us two entities, one of
which is passive and inert, aud yet is acted on by
a unifying intelligence endowing it with those
us
relationships which make it comprehensible by
while, on the other hand, we have the mind, which
is wholly immaterial and spiritual.
How is the
transference effected from the natural to the
spiritual? How does the physical action convey
anything to the perceiving mind ? Doubtless there
was in Descartes' mind a solution of the difficulty.
He would have considered that there is a unity to
be found in thought but, if this is so, the idea is
by no means clearly worked out. Indeed we have
but intimations of it which are only comprehended

—

—

;

We

;

;

in the light of later developments in thought. The
mind is conscious of the infinite as having in it

more

reality than the finite substance.
'Our consciousness of God is prior to our consciousness of
For how could we doubt or desire, how could we be
conscious that anything is wanting to us, and that we are not
altogether perfect, if we had not in ourselves the idea of a
Perfect Being in comparison with whom we recognize the
self.

defects of our nature ?

'

no doubt that Descartes' system
one, the progress made by him in
search after truth was immense. He took
knowledge as the one great and important fact,
and sought out its elements as best he could. He
played a notable part in the great discovery which
meant so much in his age, that the world is
governed by law. It has been said of him that
he established liberty of mind and sovereignty of
reason.' "'In his writings he brought the whole of
Nature within the reign of law, and showed how
both the starry heavens and the earth beneath are
governed by the same inevitable physical law. He
showed also how such views are consistent with a
Perhaps one of his greatest
philosophic outlook.
claims to our gratitude rests on his work in
Mathematics (see below), that is to say, not in his
well-known discoveries in Geometry and in the
development of the application of Algebra to the

Though there
was a dualistic

is

his

'

solution of Geometrical problems, important as
these might bo, but, in the large sense of the term,
for Mathematics in those
in his scientific work
;

days included all the immense amount of work
done in the direction of Physics, Astronomy,
Optics, Physiology, and the other branches of
science.
Descartes was not an investigator of the
—
type of the present day -a patient observer of a
mass of phenomena from whose careful examination

DESCARTES
some results might be deduced. He had

his theories

well defined before he began his work, and laid
them down in what we should consider a dogmatic
fashion.
But, this granted, he applied himself to
examine man in all his aspects. In Physiology,
instance, he forms his theory, and then
enunciates it, explaining how the human body
might be and might act. A great deal indeed
most of what he tells us about the physiology of
the body, though very interesting and in a degree
enlightening, is not correct in the view of later
investigation. But then Descartes has the credit
of maintaining the theory of the body as a machine,
for

—

—

a very complicated machine of course, but one
which acts as a machine. He narrated what he
knew to be true about the machine, and also what
he considered was probably true, and formed the
whole into a system which was perfectly clear and
intelligible to those who had only the facts presented
before them. In our view, many of these facts,'
both physical and physiological, are to the last
degree absurd, but still it was better to have a
comprehensible theory such as he gives than
nothing at all. That is to say, it was better to
have a principle capableof verification or subsequent
alteration than to remain in the confusion of the
theories of the day.
He pictured a physical world
in which every thing was explained
springs, rivers,
mines, metals, seas— sometimes explaining facts
that were not facts at all. He also pictured, in his
works tie Homine and La Formation du foetus,
a wonderful machine-man carrying on all the
processes of digestion, circulation, growth, sleep,
etc. and endowed with sense-perception and ideas,
memories and passions, just as though it were a
complicated clock. To him to know the beginning
of things, and the laws that govern action, was to
'

—

,

know

the whole, for the operation of physical law,
once set in motion, can clearly explain the rest.
This same principle is to be found in the most
advanced theories of the day, as Huxley, in
writing on the automatism of animals, tells us.
Huxley declares that Descartes' physiology, like
the modern physiology of which it anticipates the
leads straight to materialism.
On the
spirit,
other hand, by the fact that it is based on conscious
is
it
as
true
to
leads
us
that
it
thought,
say
directly
to the idealism of Berkeley and Kant.
As a
matter of fact, we see, by the way in which the
Cartesian philosophy developed, that, if in the one
direction it made for a materialistic system, in the
other it brought about the conclusion that all the
knowledge we can have is a knowledge of our
states of consciousness.
But the first step taken
was that represented by the pantheism of Spinoza.
The Infinite alone is affirmative, the finite only is
in so far as it is not and so we are led on to the
denial of the finite, and then the absolute unity
;

swallows up

all difference in itself.
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the image which is unified in the gland inspires
fear, and has relation to what has formerly been
hurtful to the body, the passion of fear is aroused,
and then the passions of courage and the reverse,
according to the temperament of the body, or
Passions are thus caused by
strength of the soul.
the movement of the 'spirits,' and bring with them
certain movements of the body.
The will, however, unlike the passions, is always free the action
or will of the soul can only be indirectly affected
by the body, while the passions depend absolutely
on the actions which bring them about, and are
only indirectly affected by the soul, excepting when
If

;

it is itself their

The

cause.

soul,

however

feeble,

may indeed obtain absolute power over the passions,
although with difficulty. The reason may give us
a just appreciation of the value of good and evil,
and our good judgment regarding them enables us
to resist the influence of our passions.
If we
clearly saw that what we are doing is wrong,' he
says in the same book, it would be impossible for
us to sin, so long as we saw it in that light.' Will
and intellect must be united in the perfect man,
as they are united in God.
Here also we are met
with the unexplained difficulty as to the action of
mind on matter. How the movement of the
passions can be altered by reason is a question
which is not answered.
From the time of
[3. Services to Mathematics.
the Greeks until that of Descartes, practically no
new results had been obtained in Geometry, though
Algebra had been greatly advanced, notably by
Cardan and Vieta. Descartes made great progress
in Algebra, and gave new life to Geometry by the
introduction of the powerful analytical method.
'

'

—

Descartes was not the first to realize that a curve might be
defined as the locus of a point whose distances from two given
straight lines are connected by some known law, but he was the
first to see that the points in a plane are completely determined
by their co-ordinates and conversely. This was largely due to
the introduction of negative co-ordinates. As a necessary consequence, he saw that several curves might be drawn with the
same axes, and their intersection found algebraically. After
this, their tangents were easily determined, though Descartes'
own method was indirect, and applicable only to curves with
an axis of symmetry. On this axis he found the centre of a
circle touching the curve at any given point, and then found
the tangent to the circle at the point of contact. He defines
the tangent as the limiting position of the secant.
Descartes classifies curves according to the relation of the
velocities of the lines moving parallel to the axes, by whose
intersection he conceives the curves as generated. If these
'
'
velocities are commensurable (i.e. if y is an algebraical func'
'
tion of x as in conies), the curve is geometrical ; if not (as
'
in the cycloid), it is
mechanical.' This is roughly equivalent
to the Newtonian division into algebraic and transcendental
*
curves. In order further to classify the geometrical curves
he discusses a problem, due to Pappus, which may roughly be
enunciated as follows ' To find the locus of a point the product
of whose perpendiculars on
straight lines is proportional to
'

:

m

n others.' Where m = w = l we have a straight line,
where m=3, n = l, ft parabola. This was known to the ancients,
who had also conjectured that m=n = 2 gave a conic. DeBcartes
classed curves where neither
nor n exceeds 2 as of the first
genre where neither exceeds 4, as of the second genre, and so
on. Thus one genre corresponds to two of our degrees.
He
discussed
are
also
curves which
the loci of a point whose distances from the fixed points are interdependent, in particular
the Cartesian ovals, where the product of the distances is
that on

m

;

In his last published treatise, the Passions de
I'dme, Descartes shows how the various psychological manifestations may be explained by purely
mechanical means.
He sets forth there the
differences between soul and
body ; thought
The soul
pertains to soul, and heat to body.
cannot give heat to the body, or we should not
have death a dead man, in Descartes' view, is
just a broken watch. After explaining how this
:

machine, when wound up, acts, he
considers the thought pertaining to the soul, i.e.
the actions of our will which directly proceed from
and depend on it, and the passions which are the
various kinds of perception found in us.
The
soul from its seat in the gland in the middle of the
brain spreads abroad throughout the body by
means of the spirits, nerves, and even blood, which
last, participating in the impressions of the spirits,
can carry them by the arteries into all the members.'
wonderful

'

constant.

The foregoing work is found in the first two books of the
QtorMtrU the third book is algebraic. It is important as
introducing our modern index-notation, and the use of the last
letters of the alphabet for variables (Vieta had used the vowels),
and the first for constants. Descartes also used negative quantities and indeterminate co-efficients freely, and was the first
;

to realize the advantage of taking all the terms of an equation
to one side. The book is mainly occupied with the theory of
equations. It shows how to construct an equation with given
roots, to determine from the signs of the co-efficient a limit
to the number of positive and negative roots, to increase or
multiply the roots of a given equation by a given quantity, to
eliminate its second term, and so on. It is proved that the
number of roots of an equation is equal to its degree. Solutions of cubic and quartic equations are given, and Descartes
believed that his method could be extended to those of higher

degrees.
Descartes' Mechanics is largely inaccurate, but very suggestive, being the first systematic account of the universe on
mathematical principles. Of his ten Laws of Motion the first
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His work

rise to the wish to see and commune
Hence it also influences the dreams
of the living.
And, the division between life and
death being slight to the primitive mind, while it
was also believed that the soul of the dying or
recently dead could be recalled, affection would
easily suggest that, if men could go in dreams to
the Other-world, they might go there in their

to

is

with them.

throughout characterized by great

It is generoriginality and boldness of thought.
ally in a condensed form, and meant rather to
be suggestive than rigidly logical, but it is none
the less important as the foundation of all modern
Mathematics. J. B. S. Haldane.]
Literature. The tercentenary of Descartes' birth was celebrated at the Sorbonne on 31st March 1896, and in the beginning of the following year arrangements were made for issuing
a new edition of his works under the direction of Charles Adam
and Paul Tannery (Leopold Cerf). This admirable work is now
completed, though not in the lifetime of Tannery. In it we
nave, as far as possible, a complete edition of Descartes' works
in the tongues in which they were written, and with his invaluable correspondence carefully edited and arranged. The final
volume is a biography by M. Adam, Descartes, sa vie et ses
ceuvres, 1910. The early editions of the collected works were
two Latin texts one by Elzevir in 9 vols., Amsterdam,
1713, another published in 7 vols, at Frankfort, 1697. Then

—

—

the dead. From possibility
waking state to rescue
'
'
to fact, from the might be to the had been,'
was an easy step to the primitive mind. Thus
accounts of visions of the Other- world easily passed
into tales of visits there, because in dreams the
savage believes not merely that he is a passive
witness, but that his soul is projected from his
body and actually goes to the place of which he
has a vision. Stories of actual journeys to Hades
to bring back a dead wife, lover, or friend were
'

—

This
there is Cousin's Fr. ed. in 11 vols., Paris, 1824-26.
includes the correspondence. The main source of our information about Descartes' life comes from the Vie de Descartes,
written by Baillet in 1601 in two large vols. of this a short
abridgment was made, and issued in English in 1692. A
modern life of Descartes (Descartes, his Life and Times) was
published, London, 1905, by Elizabeth S. Haldane. Foucher
de Careil published various manuscripts which he discovered
in the Library at Hanover. The Method, Meditations, and part
of the Principles were translated into English by J. Veitch,
London, 1879, and an Eng. ed. of Descartes' Philosophical
Works by E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Ross has been issued
(1911) by the Cambridge University Press.
The Literature on Descartes and Cartesianism is enormous ;
the following works may be mentioned J. Millet, Hist, de
Descartes avant 16S7, and depuis 1637, Paris, 1867-1870
F.
Bouillier, Hist, de la philos. cartes., Paris, 1854 A. Foucher
de Careil, Descartes et la princesse Palatine, Paris, 1862, also
Descartes, la princesse Elisabeth et la reine Christine, Paris,
1879 J. P. MaliatTy, Descartes, in Blackwood's Philosophical
N. Smith, Studies in Cartesian Philosophy,
Classics, 1880
London, 1903 Alfred Fouillee, Descartes, Paris, 1903 Louis
Liard, Descartes, Paris, 1882 see also the various Histories of
Philosophy, such as that of Kuno Fischer (Eng. tr., London,
1887); E. Caird, art. 'Cartesianism,' in EBr$; J. Iverach,
Descartes, Spinoza, and the New Philosophy, Edin. 1904
Huxley deals with Descartes' teaching in his Lay Sennons 6
London, 1877, and elsewhere.
E. S. HALDANE.
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

,
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(Ethnic).— I. Introductory.
Myths or legends of visits paid by
mortals or immortals to the under world for some
definite purpose are of common occurrence, and
some are of remote origin. They are intimately
connected with primitive and savage man's ideas
of death and of the dead, joined to his affection for
those who have been severed from him by death.
Before a separate abode of the dead was imagined,
and while yet they were believed to exist in the
grave or to hover round their old haunts, a living
man saw in dreams, in trances, or in hallucinations—the dead, and believed that they had come
to him, or that his spirit had gone forth to join
them for a time. So, when a separate land of the
dead became an article of primitive belief, men
believed that they visited that land in dreams or
trances, or those who had been given up for dead
but had revived told how they had been to the
Other-world and had been permitted to return and
resume their earthly life. Preconceived notions
of the nature and scenery of that world coloured
such dreams, but these in turn gave support or
added to current ideas regarding it. There was
nothing improbable in such dream or trance visits,
since the nature of death is never really compre-

—

—

hended by savages, and the division between life
and death is slight, universal folk-belief telling of
the restoration to life of the dead or dismembered
(see

CF, chs.

iii.

1

iv.).

But, in considering the origin of mythic descents
to Hades, primitive and savage affection for the
dead must also be taken into account. Generally
the savage fears the dead or their spirits, but in
individual cases affection often overcomes fear,
1

Of. also the

myths

of Attifl, Zagreus, Osiris, etc.

(Ethnic)

and gives

Newton's first Law, while the other eight
are incorrect. But, by his recognition of the mutual independence of the resolved velocities of a moving particle, he rendered
invaluable service to Dynamics.

two correspond

perfectly credible, because generally the entrance
to it was well known or had a local situation,
though the road was often difficult and dangerous.
Examples of such ways or entrances are copious in Polynesian
and Melanesian belief, and there are also W. African, Eskimo,
and Ainu instances. In Italy and Greece there were many
local entrances to Hades — some of them the scene of mythical
descents. Mediaeval Christianity also knew several entrances
to purgatory or hell, e.g. volcanoes like Etna (cf. Tert. de
Pcenit. 12) ; the cave in an island of Lough Dearg in Ireland,
known as St. Patrick's Purgatory ; the ' vale perilous ' in the
kingdom of Prester John, etc. ; and the belief is found in
can be reached by a
Brittany, where it is thought that hell
1
journey (Le Braz, LCgende de la mart *, Paris, 1902, i. pp. xxx,
xxxix). Cf. also local entrances to a subterranean fairy-land.

Dream or trance visits were probably the first
1
subjects of story or myth, but they must soon
have been succeeded by tales of actual descent.
Other motives besides the rescuing of, or speaking
to, the dead (doubtless suggested by these) are
found to seek a boon, or to satisfy curiosity
while in some of the higher religions the object
occasionally is to enlighten the dead or to free
them from torment. In early times, as in actual
savage life, there must have been many stories

—

—

Hades by named, but more frequently
by unnamed, heroes or heroines. But, with the
of visits to

ideas, the stories were usually
told of semi-divine heroes or divinities, as many
All such stories and
show
(see below).
examples
myths of descent are paralleled by similar tales of
ascent to a heavenly region (see Blest, Abode of
THE [Primitive and Savage], § 8 ; Hartland, Science

advance of religious

and
p. 224 f. ; Scott, Demon,
Witchcraft, ed. 1898, p. 29; Gorres, Die chriM.
Mystik, 1842, bk. v. oh. 5).

of Fairy Tales, 1891,

Tylor(ii. 48) maintains that descent to Hades was suggested
to 'the ancient myth-maker, who watched the sun descend to
the dark under world, and return at dawn to the land of living
men.' But, though this natural phenomenon may have coloured
later myths, it was rather man's dream experiences which
suggested the tales. Some writers connect the myths of IStar

and Tammuz, of Dionysos and Semele, of Orpheus and Eurydice,
with the myth and ritual of the death and revival of a divinity
of vegetation, fertility, etc., and find their origin in these.
J. E. Harrison (Prol. to Study of Greek Rel.-, Camb. 1908,
Anyone who realizes Orpheus [whom she regards
p. 603) says
as a historical personage] at all would feel that the intrusion
of desperate emotion puts him out of key. Semele, the green
earth, comes up from below, year by year;; with her comes her
son Dionysos, and by a certain instinct of chivalry men said he
had gone to fetch her. The mantle of Dionysos descends on
Orpheus (cf also CGS ii. 661 Tiele, Actes du vi"" Congres
'

:

'

.

;

intern, des Orient, ii. 1. 495). This is to reverse the order of
Precisely similar tales are told elsewhere of personages
things.
in no way connected with vegetation, while Eurydice, unlike
Semele, does not rise again. Such tales doubtless existed in

Babylonia and Greece, and they would easily become part of,
and give precise form to, the myths of vegetation-divinities
who were thought to die and come to life again. But it is
certain that the latter belief did not originate the tales themselves.
For another theory connecting them with supposed
death and renewal in rites of initiation, see Van Gennep, Les
Kites dc passage, Paris, 1909, p. 131.
or trance visits.— Catalepsy
2.

and trance
Dream
are hardly distinguishable by the savage from
death.
H*ence those who revive from them are
In Jewish and Christian legend both Hades and Heaven are
i

often visited or seen in vision.
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thought to have died and come to life again and,
many cases, their minds being haunted by the
current ideas of Hades, they relate as actual visits
of the soul there what has heen experienced in
dream (Tylor, ii. 4S). Such trance visits of the
apparently dead are also known at higher levels,
where detailed stories of the visit— all greatly
vii. 52
alike— are told (Plato, Bep. x. Pliny,
Aston, Shinto, 1905, p. 181 Scherman, Gesch. der
ind. Yisionslitt., Leipzig, 1892, p. 91 tf.
Aug. de
Cant pro mortuis, 12; Greg, the Great, Dial. iy.
;

in

HN

;

;

;

;

Or the dream experiences may occur in
ordinary sleep, or accompany the hallucinations
In some cases they have assumed the
of illness.

36).

A

Maori woman
stereotyped form of a folk-tale.
told, on returning to consciousness, how her spirit
descended to lieinga, the place of the dead, exactly
like this world.
Her father's spirit commanded
her to return and look after her child, and to
beware of eating the food of Bcinga. She was
pursued, on leaving, by two spirits, but escaped
them by throwing down a root which they stayed
to eat.
Then her spirit rejoined her body (Shortland, 'Trad, and Sup. of the N. Zealanders, 1856,
for another tale see his Maori Bel. and
p. 150
Myth., 1882, p. 45). In a story from the Hervey
Islands the spirit of a man apparently dead
descends to Hades, but by a stratagem he escapes
being eaten by the hag Mini, its ruler, who bids
him return to earth (Gill, Myths and Songs of
In a Japanese story
the S. Pacifc, 1876, p. 172).
Ono-no-Kimi died and went to Hades, but was
sent back by its ruler because his allotted time
was not exhausted (Hearn, Unfamiliar Japan,
1894, i. 68).
Many stories of dream visits to the
land of the dead are found among the American
Indians, with elaborate descriptions of that land,
based on current beliefs, and telling of the dangers
of the way, the narrow bridge spanning the river
of death, and the life of the spirits (Schoolcraft,
Ind. Tribes, Philad. 1853-6, iii. 233 Tanner, Captivity and Adventures, N.Y. 1830, p. 290, etc.).
Savage medicine-men very commonly claim the
power of sending their spirits during a trance into
the under world. Thus the Eskimo angekoh is
securely bound and, during a dark seance, visits
the torngak, or spirit, in Hades. He then appears
unbound and gives an account of his visit (Crantz,
In Melanesia
Hist, of Greenland, 1820, p. 269).
a wizard sent his soul during a trance to Panoi
about whom
dead
it
with
the
where
(Hades),
spoke
their friends were anxious, and professed to be
This is a
able to bring them back to earth.
common belief in all the islands of the group.
Burlesque parodies of these and other tales of
descent exist (Codrington, The Melanesians, OxSorcerers in Borneo who have
ford, 1891, p. 277).
visited the under world will show a piece of wood or
stone given them by the spirits there {L'Anthrop.,
Paris, x. [1899] 728; cf. Ancestor worship,
vol. i. p. 4291 ).
Among the Karens, necromancers
claim the power of going into the unseen world to
bring back the la, or soul, of a sick man when it
has wandered away (Mason, JASBe xxxiv. 201).
In Siberia the shaman is supposed to conduct the
souls of the dead to the lower world and there
secure for them a favourable welcome by gifts of
;

;
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under the influence of mephitic vapours
fell into a trance and experienced in
to be realities.
These
experiences, to judge from the vision of Timarchos,
were visions of the Other-world, of Tartarus and
Paus. ix.
;
Elysium (Plutarch, de Gen. Socr. 21
Hades,

or,

or narcotics,

dream what he deemed

ft'.

But a literary use was also made of
dream experiences, and there are
of descents to Hades or visions
accounts
many
39. 5

tales

ft'.).

of such

Other-world, e.g. the visit of Odysseus,
Plutarch's stories of Thespesius and Antyllus (dc
Euseb. Praip. Evang. xi. 36),
Tard. Just. Div.
the visit of jEneas, Lucian's story of Cleodemes
(Philops. 25), as well as burlesque accounts of
descents to Hades that of Dionysos in the Frogs
of Aristophanes, and that of Menippus told by
of the

;

—

Lucian (see also Rohde, Psyche, Freiburg, 1894,
The scenes of Hades, as described in
p. 289).
Homer, were reproduced by Polygnotus on the
walls of the Lesche at Delphi (Paus. x. 28. 4).
A late Egyptian demotic papyrus of the 1st cent.
A.D., but probably representing a story of far
earlier date, tells

how

the high priest of Memphis,

Setne Khamuas (c. 1250 B.C.), descended, under the
guidance of his son, Si-Osiri, to the TS or Duat,
where he saw the judgment of souls and the various
halls of Amenti, or Hades, and the state of the
dead there (Griffith, Stories of the High Priests of
Memphis, Oxford, 1900, p. 45 ff.). In Hinduism

and Buddhism there are many

stories of visions of
hell or of visits paid there, perhaps based on actual
visions induced by meditation and asceticism, and
shaped in accordance with the current dogmatic

beliefs.
They served to buttress the latter, and
were perhaps regarded as reminiscences of actual
In other
experiences in a previous existence.
instances they are told of people who fell into a
too soon
souls
were
summoned
or
whose
trance,
to the Other-world and were then permitted to
return to the body (Scherman, 91 ft'.). In later
Parsiism the Book of Arda Virdf (ed. Haug and
West, Bombay, 1872) relates how this pious Parsi
priest was selected by lot to take a narcotic, so that
his soul might go, while he was still alive, from
this world to the next and bring back a report of
the fate of souls. The bliss of the righteous and
the tortures of the wicked are described in detail,
and the book is still read and firmly believed in by
Several
all classes of the Zoroastrian community.
In
editions of it exist in both prose and verse.
later Judaism the authors of such works as the
Book of Enoch (ed. Charles, Oxford, 1893) and the

Book of the Secrets of Enoch (do. 1896) describe visits
to Sheol and to the various heavens, with their
different divisions for the righteous and the wicked.
There can be no doubt that most of these narratives,
especially where they describe the punishments of
sinners and the bliss of the righteous, served the
purpose of teaching a dogmatic eschatology and of
urging

men

to live righteously.

The same phenomena are met with

in the history

There are
of Christianity.
visions of the Other-world

For a Chinook instance of the souls of
f.).
shamans visiting Hades to recover the soul of a
sick man, see Chinooks, vol. iii. p. 562.
Visions of Hades were doubtless known to tin'

records of genuine
such as have been
experienced by the devout or imaginative in all
ages, and based on recollection of what had been
heard or read, as Tertullian shows of a female
visionary known to him (de Anima, 9). Of such a
class are the visions of SS. Perpetua and Saturus,
with their reminiscences of passages in canonical
or apocryphal Scriptures (Kobinson, Passion of
But
S. Perp. ITS, Cambridge, 1892, i. pt. 2]).
there are also innumerable literary versions of

ancient world, and they may have suggested an
artificial introduction of them for religious or other
ends. Thus, at the' sanctuary and cave of Trophonius in Lebadeia, the inquirer, after a due

visionary or actual visits to hell, purgatory,' and
paradise, perhaps based on these, but in many cases
borrowing from pagan or Jewish sources. This is
most marked in the description of the various

descended to an underground region, where
he was perhaps shown scenic representations of

divisions of

brandy

(Radloff,

Aus

Sibirien, Leipzig,

1884,

ii.

52

ritual,

and Jewish

Hades (found
instances),

and

in Egyptian, Oriental,
in the frequent mention
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of the narrow and
dangerous bridge of the under
world, an early instance of which occurs in the
Dialogues of Gregory the Great (iv. 36 ; see also
art. Bridge).
The prototype of all these visions,
to which Dante gave immortal form, is found in
the Apocalypse of Peter (c. A.D.
100-150), on which
many later visions are based. These stories (which,
with wearisome iteration, tell how the seer or
visitor or, in some cases, the soul of the dead
person
raised to life by an apostle or saint ' was led
through
the regions of torment, of
purgatory, or of paradise)
were highly popular in the Middle
Ages, when
there existed a passionate desire for exact details
of the Other-world, and
they were used to enforce
dogmatic teaching. But they were burlesqued as
early as the 11th cent., and also in later times in
the fabliaux, by the troubadours, and
by Kabelais,
who helped to discredit them (Wright, S. Patrick's
Purgatory, 1844, p. 47 ; Lecky, Hist, of Europ.
Morals", 1890, ii. 232; Kabelais, bk. ii. ch. 30).
Their scenes were also reproduced
by art, e.g. on
the walls of ancient Greek
churches, just as Dante's
poem affected Italian painting from the time of

Orcagna onwards (see Heuzey, 'Les Supplices de
les peintures byzantines,' Ann. de
l^Enfer d'apres
pour I'encourag. des Hudes grecques, Paris,
1871, p. 114 ff.).
The cave of Trophonius had also
its double in the Irish St. Patrick's
purgatory,
exploited from at least the 12th or 13th century.
After ritual preparation, the
pilgrim was allowed
to enter, and, in the
windings of the cavern, under
the influence of its hot vapours, he fell
In
asleep.
most cases his dreams took the form of preconceived
notions of purgatory, but this was not
the
always
I'assoc.

and

sometimes the pilgrim perished in the
case,
cavern (Wright, 139, 153, 135).
Possibly some
scenic representations may have been used, and
there seems to have been actual
bodily experience
of pains and torments which remitted some of the
future penalties.
Several literary accounts of
visits and visions at this famous
spot, beginning
with that of the descent of O wain in 1 153
by Henry
of Sawtrey (of which English and French versions
exist [D. Laing, Owain Miles, Edin. 1837
Marie de
;
France, Poesies, ed. Roquefort, Paris, 1820, vol. ii.]),
had a great vogue in Europe.
In the Norse Elder Edda the 11th or 12th cent.
Sdlarlitfdh, ascribed to Stemundr, describes a son's
vision of his dead father, who tells him of his
death,
and how he at last reached the place of torment,
and saw the tortures inflicted there on various
classes of sinners.
Then he describes the joys of
heaven. Pagan and Christian ideas are
curiously
intermingled, as if the poet had held the two faiths
at once, or was a heathen with
glimpses of Christianity (Vigfusson-Powell, Corp. Poet. Boreale,

(Ethnic)

some cases a woman's

spirit is allowed to return to her husband
without his visiting the land of souls, but again he loses her, or
he himself dies through breaking a tabu (2 RBEW
103 ;
1
NR iii. 631). Tales of the latter class are analogous [1883J
to those of*
the Dead Mother or Wife cycle (CF, p. 42 f. Sandys' tr. of Ovid's
Metam., Oxford, 1632, p. 354 cf. the Maori tale, § 1 above). In
a Polynesian tale a woman fell into Avaiki, or Hades, and her
husband descended to release her from the captivity of thespirits.
He heard her crying in the hut where she was imprisoned, and,
going to her, bade her escape. He remained, imitating her voice,
and then fled. The spirits pursued, but he, catching his wife in
his arms at the chasm which led up to earth, escaped with her
just in time (Gill, 221 B.). A beautiful Maori story tells of Pane,
who died of love for Hutu. Hutu prayed to the gods, who
showed him the way to Reinga, telling him not to touch the
food offered him there. He amused the spirits by
making them
sit on the top of a tree fastened by a
rope to the ground. When
the rope was let go, they were shot up into the air.
Finally,
Pane appeared, and took her place by Hutu's side on the tree.
When the rope was freed, it caught in the creepers far above, up
which Hutu escaped with her to earth (Clarke, Maori Tales,
cf. p. 126 for a story of a chief who went to
1896, p. 1 B.
Reinga
to recover his dead wife). In Melanesia such stories are common. A woman descended to Panoi to see her dead brother,
first giving herself a death-like smell.'
She was supposed to be
a ghost, and conversed with her brother, who bade her touch
no food there lest she should be permanently detained. Again,
a wizard, descending in the spirit, took with him a man who
wished to recover his wife. He begged her to return, but she
said it was impossible, and gave him an armlet for remembrance.
He seized her hand, and tried to drag her away, but it came off
and her body fell asunder, for in Panoi ghosts have a substantial
frame (Codrington, pp. 227 f., 286). For other S. Pacific tales,
see Bastian, Alkrlei axis Volks- und itenschenkunde, i. 8, 111 ff.
At higher levels these tales are told of gods, and
;

;

;

'

have become
myths. In early Japanese mythology
the goddess called the Female-who-invites died
'

'

and went to Yomi, or Hades. Her brother-husband,
the Male-who-invites, followed her there and invited
her to come back. She told him he had come too
late, as she had eaten of the food of Hades, but that
she would consult its deities. Meanwhile he was
not to look at her. Impatient at her absence, he
lit one of the teeth of his comb and found her rotHe thus put her to shame, and she sent the
ting.
Ugly Female of Hades to pursue him ; but he
stayed her by casting articles behind him which
changed to food, which she stopped to eat. 2 She
then sent the Thunder Deities and warriors in
pursuit, but he smote them.
Finally, she pursued
him herself, but he blocked the way with a great
rock.
The goddess is now the Great Deity of
Hades (Koji/ci, tr. Chamberlain, Suppl. to TASJ
x. [1883]

34

ff.).

In Babylonia, the poem describing the Descent
of Istar into Aralti, or Hades, contains elements of
ancient origin, and presents several problems for
solution.
Istar demands entrance to ' the land
whence there is no return.' She has come to weep

over heroes who have left wives, over wives taken
from husbands, and over the only son (Tammuz)
taken away before his time. By order of Allatu, she
is stripped of her dress and ornaments at each of the
seven gates, and then struck with disease. There is
Oxford, 1883, i. 202 ff.).
now desolation on earth, life dies away, and the
3. Descent to rescue a dead relative.— This series
lament her disappearance. Ea creates Udof stories is one of the most
gods
in
all
pathetic
mythology, showing man's instinctive belief that love is dushu-namir, and sends him to AralA to demand
stronger than death, while the savage examples are the Water of Life as a preliminary to the release
quite as touching as those from higher levels. Of of Istar. Allatu is compelled to cause Istar to be
the savage legends, the most numerous versions sprinkled with it. She is led back, and at each
her clothing and ornaments are restored to
occur among the Amer. Indians,
Polynesians, and gate
her.
The story, as connected with Tammuz, must
Melanesians.
A Wyandot story tells of a brother who went to the land ot have described his restoration by means of the lifesouls to recover his sister. He met an old
man, who gave him a giving water at the instance of Istar, come in quest
calabash in which to put her spirit. After some failures he
of him an incident enacted in the Tammuz ritual.
captured her, and hastened back to earth. There he summoned
But this is not set forth in the poem, though there
his friends to witness the revival of the dead
body, but a woman
opened the calabash, and the spirit flew back to the land of souls
is an obscure reference to Tammuz at the end, in
(Schoolcraft, ii. 235). There are numerous variants of this tale,
the form of ritual directions to mourners, to whom
and generally, through curiosity or the breaking of a tabu the
the poem appears to have been addressed.
Pure
soul escapes (see Dorman, Prim.
Superst., Philad. 1881, p. 43
water is to be poured out for Tammuz. The poem
Lafltau, Moturs del Sauv. amir., 1724, i. 402 Oharencey, he
Folklore dans les deux mondes, Paris, 1894,
JV'/i iii
as it stands may have been derived from two
p. 280 B.
630 f.; Bust, Auoi>BOKTHE[Prim. and
Savage], vol.ii. p. 686*0. In
myths, one telling how Istar rescued Tammuz
'See 'Acts of Thomas,' Hist, of John,' in Wright,
from the dead (since his restoration was annually
Apoc. Acts,
ii.

—

•

;

;

•

23, 149
Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, 1904, i. 268 ;
Preaching; of Andrew,' Story of John,' in Lewis, Motk. Acts of
Apostles, 1UU4 pp. 7, 163.

1871,

;

'

1
Cf. the Oreek myth of Protesilaus and I.aomedia.
-This is the Marchen formula of the Transformation Flight,
already met with in a Maori instance, $ s.
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celebrated), the other telling of the rescue of Istar
from Hades at the intervention of the gods. The
present poem bears more abundant traces of the
latter myth than of the former, though it also
Istar
hints at a descent for purposes of rescue
descends violently, and threatens to break down
the gates (see Talbot, TSBA iii. 118 11'.; Sayce,
Bel. of the Ancient Bab., 1887, p. 221 ff. ; Jastrow,
Rel. of Bab. and Assyria, Boston, 1898, pp. 563 11'.,
The recovery of Tammuz
ii. 315").
588 f. ; see
by Istar is also suggested by the fact that there
;

ERE

was a Greek myth telling how Aphrodite (Istar)
went down to Hades to redeem Adonis (Tammuz)
from Persephone (Apol. of Aristides, § 11). At the

sanctuary of the Syriac Aphrodite sexual relations
with the priestesses representing her were believed
to ransom one from Hades, as Adonis had been
freed from it (Euseb. Vita Const, iii. 55
Bousset,
Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907, p.
;

72).

The so-called prayer of a Navaho Bhaman has a certain likeness to the Istar myth. It is a kind of prayer-spell, describing
the action of the gods as the shaman desires them to act. He
fears his soul may be detained by sorcery in the under world.
The war-gods are therefore to descend and rescue it from the
'
underground witch.' They pass gate after gate, sentinel after
sentinel, of the lower world, by magical means, and there find
the suppliant's soul. Returning through chamber after cham'
ber, they bring it back to him, bo that the world before me is
restored* in beauty (Matthews, Amer. Anthrop., 18S8, i.).
'

The Greeks had

several descent-myths, that of

Orpheus being the best known, thanks to Vergil's
version.
After the death of Eurydice her image
haunted him, until he determined to seek her in
Hades. He descended there, and the sweet notes
of his lyre enchanted its denizens.
Pluto and
Persephone were moved to pity. Eurydice would
be restored on one condition that Orpheus should
precede her and not look back till they arrived on

—

earth. Just before reaching the fatal limit, his
love overcame him.
He looked round and lost her
for ever (Verg. Georg. iv. ; Paus. ix. 30. 4-6
;

Apollodorus, i. 3. 2).
The Orphic poem Karaj3a<ri5 ets'AiSov has not survived, but
it may have had for subject the descent of Orpheus.
Foucart
thinks it was a ritual poem containing instructions for the dead
Hades, like the Orphic tablets engraved on sheets of gold, and
the Egyptian Book of the Dead (Recherches sur Vorigine et la
nature des mysteres d'Eleusis, Paris, 1895, p. 7
cf. also
Dieterich, Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 128 ff.).
in

;

Dionysos, as certain myths taught, was also said
to have descended to Hades to bring back Semele,
and, according to local Argive tradition, he descended through the Alcyonian lake, Polymnus
His return from
having shown him the way.
Hades was annually celebrated there, and in all
probability the myth had become fused with that
of his resurrection (Paus.

ii. 31. 2, 37. 5
Apollod.
5. 3).
Another myth told how Alcestis, the
wife of Admetus, having willingly died in his
stead, was delivered by Herakles, who, seeing the
grief of her husband and people, descended to
Hades to rescue her from death. In a variant of
the myth, Persephone was her rescuer (Apollod.
i. 9. 15
Hyginus, Fab. 50 Eurip. Alcestis). Another myth the subject of a lost poem of Hesiod
related that Theseus agreed to assist Pirithoos
;

iii.

;

—

—

;

in carrying off Persephone from Hades.
They
descended there, but, according to one version,
were outwitted; for, expecting to receive gifts, they
sat down on the chair of Forgetfulness, to which
they were held fast by coils of serpents. Herakles
caused the release of one or both when he descended
to fetch Cerberus (I'aus. ix. 31. 5, x. 29. 2 ; and for
a euhemerized version, see i. 17. 4, and Plut. Thes.
31, 35; Epit. Vat. ex Apollod. Bibl., ed. Wagner,
Cf. also the myth
Leipzig, 1891, pp. 58, 155 11'.).
of Castor and Pollux.
For the Pythagorean descent, see Kohde, 456 ; Dieterich, 129.

In Scandinavian mythology descent-myths are
connected with Balder' s death. Hermodr offered to
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descend to Hel to recover Balder. Taking Odin's
horse, he travelled for nine days through dark
valleys till he reached the river Gjoll, crossed by a
bridge covered with gold and guarded by Modgudr.
After some delay she permitted him to cross, and
at last he reached the place of the dead and saw
Balder. He begged Hela to permit Balder's return,
but she made his release conditional upon all things
mourning his loss. Hermodr obtained Balder's ring
as a token of remembrance, and returned to the
All things were begged to mourn, and all
gods.
did so save the witch Thok = Loke), who said she
would weep with dry eyes and Hela would keep her
prey (Dasent, Prose or Younger Edda, Stockholm,
(

1842

;

see also §

4).

In Hindu mythology a descent-myth is told of
Krsna, who went to the kingdom of Yama and
demanded the dead son of his pupil Sandipani.
After having conquered Yama in fight, he accomplished his purpose (Harivaniia, v. 4913 ff., in
Scherman, p. 64). Not quite parallel, but showing the possibility of rescuing a dead person from
Hades, is the story of Yama's marriage to Vijaya.
He cautioned her not to go near the southern part
of his domain
but curiosity tempted her, and
there she saw the wicked, including her mother, in
;

torments. She told Yama she would leave him
unless he consented to release her mother, but this
took place only after the due performance of certain ceremonies (Wilkins, Hindu Myth.-, Calcutta,
1900, p. 83 f ). In a Tibetan Buddhist legend, Maudgalyayana learns from his father that his mother
is in hell.
At once he sets out, and descends
deeper and deeper. The doors open before him, and
none of the demons opposes him. When he finally
discovers her, he oilers to take her place but this
.

;

Finally, Buddha is appealed to, and he
with the result that all the sorrowing
beings are re-born in heaven. The mother is still
subjected, for her sins, to certain torments but,
at the exhortation of her son, she feels shame, and
advances by re-birth till she reaches the god-region
where her husband is (Scherman, 80 ff. and for a
Chinese parallel, Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, 1880,
In a Chinese tale the Buddhist Lo Pah,
p. 225 ff.).
on passing into paradise at death, realized that his
mother was in hell. He at once descended there,
and by his virtues and intercessions succeeded in
rescuing her (Asiat. Journal, xxxi. [1840] 211).
Some ex4. Descent to obtain a boon, etc.
amples from the lower culture may be cited first.
In an Eskimo tale a man, to obtain luck, is advised
by his mother to raise a stone and descend through
the opening to the under world, where he will
receive a piece of sealskin which will ensure good
luck (Rink, Tales and Trad, of the Eskimo, 1875,
In an Ainu story a youth defrauded of
461).
E.is heritage went to Hades to get his father's help.
He arrived at a village and saw his father, but (in
accordance with Ainu belief) could not make himself heard by the spirit until he entered another
His father told
spirit and spoke through him.
him he had left him a share, and with this information he returned to earth, and his brother
assigned a portion to him (Batchelor, Ainu of
Japan, 1892, p. 228). The Esthonian epic relates
how its hero found, in the cave leading to Hades,
three girls who enabled him by magic to overcome
Sarvik, its lord. Later he penetrated farther and
reached the gates of Porgu (Hades), where its
hosts advanced to meet him at a river of pitch
crossed by a bridge.
He defeated them, conquered
Sarvik once more, and returned to earth with his
treasures (Kirby, Hero of Esthonia, 1895, i. 100,
In the Finnish Kalevala its hero Waina124).
mbinen, after long travel through a forest, induced
is

refused.

visits hell,

;

;

—

the maiden who acts the part of Charon to ferry
him over to 1'uonela (Hades), where he desired to
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learn certain magic words from its wise lord. By
avoiding the beer of Tuoncla he was able to return
and describe on earth the horrors he had seen
(Schiefner, Kalcumla, Helsingfors, 1S52, rune 16).
Japanese myth tells how the deity Oho-na-mochi
went to Hades to seek counsel of its lord, whose
daughter he married. The lord of Hades tried to
compass his death by setting him tasks, but, after
help from his wife and a friendly mouse, he finally
escaped with the treasures of the god, and forced
him to give the advice he sought (Aston, 106
This myth of descent includes
Ko-ji-ki, Tiff.).

A

;

some common Marchen formula1
Herodotus (ii.
122) relates an Egyptian story of Khampsinitus
(Ramses III.) to the effect that he descended to
Hades and played at dice with Derneter (Isis),
sometimes winning, sometimes losing, and that he
ascended, bringing with him as a gift from her a
.

napkin of gold.
This tale is not corroborated from the monuments or texts.
Possibly it is a distorted form of the myth of Thoth's winning
the five days of the epact from the moon at a game of dice (Plut.
de Isitl. 12). Sayee suggests that the myth may have been
affixed to the name of Ramses in consequence of a representation on his temple of his playing at dice with a woman (Ancient
Emp. of the Hast, 1SS3, p* 92). The dead played at a game
with counters, and the story of Setne tells how, having
descended into the tomb of Neneferkaptah in order to obtain
his magical book, he played a game at draughts with him and
was beaten, but eventually escaped with it bv magical means
(Griffith, 13 B.).

A Hindu myth in the Katha-Upanishad tells
how Nachiketas, delivered by his father to death,
remained without food in the kingdom of Yama,
who granted him fulfilment of three wishes.
Nachiketas then desired his restoration to life and
reconciliation to his father, the knowledge of the
sacrificial fire, and the knowledge of the nature of
death. Yama offered him gifts if he would forego
the last wish, but he was insistent and it was
granted to him (Oldenberg, Buddha, London, 18S2,
The visit of Odysseus to the shades to
p. 55).
inquire of the ghost of Tiresias ( Od. xi. ), and the
descent of ^Eneas to speak with his father
Anchises (;£n. vi.), are well-known poetic examples
of seeking a boon from the world of the dead.
The myth of Psyche, related by Apuleius in his
Metamorphoses, tells how, among the tasks exacted
of her before she recovered Eros, was that of going
down to Hades to bring back from Persephone a
box of beauty. Through innumerable perils, and
sustained by the love of Eros, she succeeded and
returned to earth, where she opened the box, to
The myth of
find, not beauty, but a deadly sleep.
the descent of Herakles to bring the dog Cerberus
from Hades (one of the labours exacted by Eurystheus) is mentioned by Homer, who says that
Hermes and Athene escorted him (Od. xi. 626,
II. viii. 367).
But the myth was later amplified,
and we learn how he descended by the entrance

near Cape Ta'narum. After many exploits, including the liberation of Theseus, he demanded permission from Pluto to carry off the hound. This
was granted provided he did it without weapons.
On the shore of Acheron he met Cerberus, and,
seizing him by the throat, ascended with him to
earth, showed him to F.urvstheus, and then returned with him to Hades (Apollod. ii. 5. 12).
Those who have seen a parallel between the
labours of Herakles and the adventures of the Bab.
(Hlgames, and a possible derivation of the former
from the latter, point to the likeness between the
journey of Herakles to Hades ami that of Grilgamei
beyond the limits of the world, through dangers
and darkness, across he ocean and the Waters
of Death (probably connected with the Kiver of
Death in Arn/ii, or Hades), to the paradise of It
napistim, that he might learn from him the
secret of immortality (Sayce, Bel. of Aw. J-.'i/u/'f
and Bub., 1902, pp. 43611'., 446; EBE ii. 316";
t
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Jastrow, 516). In another Bab. myth, the purpose of which may have been to show how a god
superseded the ancient goddess of Hades, a conflict
having arisen between the gods and Eresh-kigal,
goddess of Hades, Nergal was chosen to descend to
the under world. He arrived thepe, passed through
gate after gate (fourteen in all), dragged the goddess
from her throne, and would have slain her. But she
begged for mercy, and offered to become his wife
and to give him dominion in Hades, which he
accepted (Winckler-Abel, Der Thontafelfvnd von
El-Amartia, Berlin, 1891, iii. 164; Sayce, 2S8,
428).

»

In Scandinavian myth, Odin, in order to discover
the cause of Balder's evil dreams, rode down to
Nitlhel, till he reached the hall where mead was
standing brewed for Balder. He roused the Sibyl
from her barrow by spells, and learned from her
the tidings of Balder's fate (Vigfusson-Powell,
i. 1S1 ff. ).
For Celtic myths of visits to the under
world (or to Elysium) to obtain the gifts of

Blest, Abode of the (Celtic), § 7.
Manda?an mythology presents an interesting myth
civilization, see

of the descent of Hibil Ziwa, before the creation
of the world, to the lower realms, in order to forestall the revolt of their rulers against the powers
of light.
He descends in the might of the great
Raza (an embodiment of the mysterious Name) to
the seven worlds of darkness (not, of course, the
regions of the dead).
In each world to which he descends he remains for many
thousands of years, unknow*n to and unseen by its lord.
Finally he reaches the seventh and lowest world, and speaks to its
Krun partially swallows him, but Hibil
lord, the giant Kriin.
cuts his inwards to pieces and is disgorged, and obtains from
him a pass and seal-ring by which the might of the opposing
demon will be brought to nought. Then he ascends, sealing
the doors of each world so that none can pass through. In the
fourth world he takes the form of its ruler and obtains by craft
the Memra and Gemra, the strength of the world of darkness.
By a similar change of form he learns the secrets of the third
world, and obtains its magic mirror. Then he leaves it, taking
with him Ruha, daughter of its lord, pregnant with Ur, the
demon who is to oppose the worlds of light. Finally, after
sealing all the doors of the worlds, he returns to the light
kingdom, and is hailed with joy. The remainder of the myth
describes his repeated unseen visits to the imprisoned Ruha
and Ur, his robbing Ur of his magical talismans, and his final
overpowering of him (Brandt, Stand. Schri/ten, Gottingen, 1S93,
p. 135 ff.). The story is full of well-known folk-tale formulae,
and, while the descent through seven worlds recalls that of Istar,
the main incident is based on that of Marduk's strife with the
dragon of chaos, Tiarnat (cf. Brandt, Hand. Bel., Leipzig, 1SS9,
p. 182). Another myth relates how Manda d'Hayye descends to
the lower worlds and conquers Ruha and Ur. Afterwards Ruha
and her sons assemble on Mt. Carmel and plan a revolution
against the powers of light. Manda appears among them in
their own form, whereupon they desire to make him their ruler.
He agrees on condition that they reveal to htm the secrets of
their mysteries. When they have done this, he manifests himself in his true form and overpowers them (Brandt, Mand. Rel.
34, 3S; Norberg, Codex Sasarams, 1S15-6, i. 223).
For a Buriat instance of descent to seek a boon,
iii. 9", and for a Quiche myth of two
see
heroes descending and overcoming the lords of the

EBE

under world, ib. 308".
This motive is
5. Descent out of curiosity.
In an Ainu example a
occasionally met with.
led to Hades,
certain
cave
that
a
youth, learning
entered it, and, after passing through darkness,
found himself in a beautiful land where he sawmany of his friends and relatives. On his return
lie met a spirit descending, which proved to be
that of a dear friend who had just died (Batchelor,
226 cf. a variant in Chamberlain, AinoEolk-taitS,
1S88, p. 42, where the visitor is ignominious]}treated and never wishes to see Hades again).
Several Norse tales, reminiscent of earlier pagan
beliefs, describe the adventures of mortals who set
out to seek the Land of Living Men. part of the
older under world (for these see l'.l st, \hodi-: of
THE [Teutonic], § 4; and for Amer. Ind. instance,

—

;

1

EBE
1

iii.

Jastrow

230*).
it may original!} have been told
Tammuz, he was carried of into Hades.

thinks that

(688)
of Nergal that, like

6.

DESCENT TO HADES (Ethnic)
— The freeing of hell by the righteous dead and pass to eternal

Descent to free the damned.

a soul

in pain in

Hades has already been found

while in the Zokar the righteous or tin- patriarchs
are said to descend to hell to rescue sinners from
the place of torment (Gfrorer, Jahrhunderi ties
8
mils, Stuttgart, L838, Li. 77, 184; Weber , 343),
Later Munammadan theology describes how the
righteous souls intercede for their brethren detained on the bridge which passes through hell to
Paradise. They are sent to hell to see if any
there have faith, and finding such they bring them
These are then washed in the Water of Life
out.

in

Hindu

This idea, as well as thai of the
instances.
general release of the damned or the amelioration
of their tortures, is a natural outgrowth of existing
legends of rescue from Hades, but it occurs mainly
Several myths of this kind
in Eastern instances.
are found in Hindu and Buddhist mythology.
In the Rdmdya#a (vii. 21 f.), Havana enters hell, and, as he
enters, the darkness flies away, and the damned, whom he

an unexpected happiness. He encounters Yama in fight, and would have been worsted but for the
help of Brahma, to whose will Yama bows and leaves Ravaiia
victor. In the Mahabharata (xvii. 3-xviii. 4), Yudhisthira is
subjected to a last test by the gods. When he reaches heaven,
he teams that his relations are in hell, and beseeches the gods
What is heaven without
to let him share their dwelling.
them? Only where they are is my heaven.' He is conducted
thither, and, on his coming, a cool wind arises and the torments
cease.
He refuses to leave hell, since his presence makes its
denizens happy. Now the gods appear, and he learns that all
he has undergone is but a trial of his faith. For a descent of
Visnu with similar results to the damned, see Dubois, Hindu
Manners, Oxford, 1897, p. 706. In other cases, those who have
transgressed slightly and are sent to hell suffer only formally because of their virtues, and are given an opportunity
to free the damned, e.g. Janaka in the Pad ma Purdna (Wilson,
desires to free, experience

and admitted

to Paradise [JThSt vi. [1904] 35).
In Gnosticism (save in the case of Marcion [Iren. adv. Hcer.
the descent of Christ to Hades (see next art.) is transand
shows
the influence of pagan myths of a deliverer.
formed,
The Divine Jion descends not to Hades, but to the dark earthworld to conquer the world rulers and to spoil them of spiritual
souls imprisoned in bodies. As He passes through the spheres
of the heavens He is invisible, or takes the form of these rulers,
and so deceives them or robs them of their might (I ren •
23.3, i. 30.12; Hippol. viii. 10; cf. Ascension of Isaiah, 103-1119).
Through Gnosticism the later form of the orthodox descent
idea, especially in the tradition of the binding of Satan, may
have received a pagan colouring. Gnosticism knew also of a
descent of the Divine iEon out of the Pleroma to rescue the
fallen Sophia (Iren. i. 4. 1 f.), and, in the teaching of the Valen*
tinian Theodotus, He, on His return from earth, transfers the
souls of the righteous in the 'place of rest' to a higher region,
the place of Sophia (Clem. Alex. Excerpt, ex Theod. c. 18).
In various Christian documents the idea of the transference
of souls from the place of punishment to a place of bliss, at the
prayer of saints on earth, is found, e.g. Acts of Paul and
Thecla, § 28; Passio Perpetuce, § 7 and Test, of Abraham,
In the Apocalypses of Paul and of the Virgin, in which
§ 14.
they visit hell, they and the angels and saints pray for remission of tortures to the lost. Christ descends and announces
that on the Lord's day or on the day of Pentecost this will be
granted.
European folk-tales a visit is paid l>y
7. In
i.

'

JRAS v.

295).

—

;

many

vol. vi., Paris, 1884).
The North Buddhist
79, SO, in
'
legend of Avalokitesvara, he who shows the damned the way
to Nirvana,' furnishes a striking instance of this group of
descent-stories. It was said in the Saddharma-Pundarika (c. 24)
that he would bring all misery to an end, including the torments of Yama's kingdom. To effect this, he visits the hell
Avichi as a glorious prince clad in light, and frees the victims
Mild air takes the place of flames, the
from their pains.
cauldron of boiling water in which men suffer bursts, and the
sea of fire becomes a pool with lotus flowers. Hell becomes a
place of joy, and Yama shows him reverence. The saving work
is pursued in the city of the pretas, where Avalokitesvara
frees its denizens from torments and, granting the gift of right
knowledge to the damned, leads them as Bodhisattvas to the
Sukhavati world (Cowell, JPh vi. [1873] 222 ff. ; for a Tibetan
legend of a similar kind, Bee Rockhill, Land of the Lamas,
1891, p. 331 f.). In a Chinese Buddhist myth, the soul of the
goddess Kwanyin visits hell in trance, and by her invocation of
Amitabha a rain of flowers falls, the implements of torments
break, hell is changed to Paradise, and the damned return to
earth. The lords of hell desire to hear this mighty prayer, and

AUG,

is granted on the stipulation that all souls attain to
redemption. At this point she awakes from her trance (Eitel,
Three Led. on Bud., 1871, p. 31 de Groot, AMGxl [1886] lSSff.)In a Tibetan myth, as soon as a new Tathagata descends to the
under world and sounds the mussel-trumpet ( = proclamation of
sthe sacred doctrine), all who hear its sound are saved and go to
the heaven Tusita (Scherman, 06, note 2).
In other instances the belief in metempsychosis is utilized to
show the experiences of the narrator in a former state. While
in hell, a Brahman experiences a sudden cessation of torture
and a joy as of paradise. This is caused by the arrival of a
king, Vipa^chit, who has committed a small fault.
Having
expiated it, he is bidden to go to heaven but the damned beg
him to remain as his presence relieves their miseries. Yama
and Indra beg him to go, but he demands that his virtues may
ransom sinners from hell. He is raised to a higher state, and
the narrator and others inlhell attain a new existence free from
torture (Mdrkanffeya Purdna, xiii ff., in Scherman, 38 ff.).

their wish

;

;

In later Judaism similar ideas were current,
sometimes in connexion with the Messiah. Thus
in Bcreshith Rabbet, regarding the appearance of
Messiah at the gates of Gehinnom, it is said
But, when they that are bound, they that are in Gehinnom,
:

'

saw the

light of the Messiah, they rejoiced to receive him,
saying, He will lead us forth from this darkness, as it is said
hell, from death I will Bel
(Hos 13 3 -*), "I will redeem them from
them free," and so says Isaiah (3510) " The ransomed of the Lord
will return and come to Zion." By "Zion" is to be understood
"
Paradise ; and in another passage,
This is that which stands
written, We shall rejoice and exult in Thee. When ? When the
"
captives climb up out of hell, with the Shechinah at their head
(Weber -, 358; Bertholdt, Christoloqia Judceorum, Erlangen,
'

1811, p. 170ff.).

In Ycdkut

27. 3])

-

In the Lalita Vistara, at several moments of Buddha's
existence when he descends from heaven, on his journey to
Bodhimanda, and at Benares a marvellous light is said to have
been projected from his body which lit up by its splendour the
3000 worlds, caused all evil, suffering, and fear to cease, and
rilled all beings with joy. This extended even to the hell Avichi,
the region of the pretax, and the kingdom of Yama. Darkness
was dissipated, and all beings there suffering from thirst and
hunger, or other torment, found themselves free from pain
and were filled with great joy. At Buddha's birth he prophesies
that, in order to destroy the fires of hell, he will cause the rain
from the great cloud of the law to fall, and all beings there will
be glad. At that moment the sufferings of all in Avichi and the
kingdom of Yama were appeased (Lai. Vist. 51, 2-40, 257, 341,

—
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life,

Shimoni the godless are rescued from

a mortal (1) to a subterranean fairy-land to rescue
a stolen person, to capture a treasure, etc., or (2)
to a land below the earth or the sea ruled
by a
mysterious personage. The subterranean land is
doubtless a reminiscence of the old pagan under
world, and the submarine region the old mythic
world of sea-divinities {CF 44 ; Scott, Minstrelsy,
Folk-tales also
1339, p. 195 f. ; Wright, 85, 87).
recount visits to the Christian hell, where the
visitor usually outwits the devil (Le Braz, ii. 337 ;
Dottin, Contes et Ugendes d'lrlande, 1901, p. 164;
Larminie, W. Irish Folk Tales, 1893, p. 188).
8. The tabu regarding not eating the food of
Hades has been found in several of the tales and
myths cited, and it also occurs in stories of visits
to fairy-land, as well as in many other myths and

eschatological beliefs.
Pluto secretly makes Persephone eat seven seeds of a pomegranate, and she is then bound to him in Hades (Horn. Hymn
to Dem. 399).
In Egyptian belief the dead who ate and drank
the food and water offered them by a goddess could not return without special permission (Maspero, Etudes de myth. (*</,,
Paris, 1S93, ii 226). On the Orphic tablets buried with the dead,
they are bidden to avoid a certain well in Hades (Dieterich, 80).
Those who visit Yama's kingdom as guests are bidden not to eat
his food (Muir, Orig. Slcr. Texts, 1858-72, v. 320). For Teutonic
ii.
709
and for a Chinook example,
instances, see
iii. 562 b
The same tabu applies to the visitor to Fairy-land,
the classic example being found in the ballad of Thomas of
Ercildoune. See also Tylor, ii. 47 ff. Scott, in Wandering
Willie's Tale,' Redgauntlet, ch. 12, speaks of the visitor to hell
refusing 'the devil's arles, for such was the offer of meat and
.

ERE

11

,

.

'

drink.'

—

The result of breaking the tabu detention in
Hades, etc. is derived from primitive and savage
notions regarding food. To eat the food of a strange
tribe establishes kinship with them (see Covenant).
Hence to eat the food of gods, ghosts, or fairies
makes the eater one with them, and lie must
remain with them (cf. the Bab. myth of Adapa
[Jastrow, 550]; the 'Navajo Mountain Chant*
[Mathews, 5 RBEW, 1887, in which the hero is
forbidden to eat animals' food lest he become an
animal]; Parker, More Anstr. Legendary Tales,
1898, p. xi, where the native belief is noted that
for a child to touch fungus growing on trees is to
make him liable to be spirited away by ghosts).
The tabu imposed on Orpheus not to look back

—

—
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—

(Christ's)
'

In the Orthodox tradition the Descensus, 7) tls
frequently found both in ritual and magic,
especially in under-world rites (see Crossroads), "AiSov KadoSos (Androutsos, p. 211), is universally
and may be explained by the idea that man may regarded as an act of the soul of Jesus, occurring
not gaze with impunity on what pertains to a during the interval in which His body rested in
supernatural plane, lest it harm him or force him the tomb, and belonging to the munus regium
His soul, however, still maintaining its unity with
to join the under-world ghosts.
Other elements universally
Literature. — E. J. Becker, Cont. to Comparative study of the Godhead or Logos.
the Medieval Visions of Heaven and Hell, Baltimore, 1899
P.
recognized are the triumph of Christ over Hades,'
de Felice, L' Autre Monde, mythes et Ugendes, Paria, 1906; or 'over
which
ensued as a result of His
death,
Labitte, La Divine Comedie avant Dante,' RDM, 4th ser.,
\
730
Descensus, His preaching of salvation in Hades,
e~tude de
J. Mocnier, La Descents aux enfers
and His deliverance of certain spirits held captive
pens&e relig., d'art, et de literature, Paria, 1905 L. Scherman,
Materialen zur Geseh. der ind. VisionslitUratur, Leipzig, 1892
there.
Moreover, it is only in appearance that
E. B. Tylor, Prim. Cult.*, 1903, ch. 13 J. A. MacCulloch,
there is some dubiety as to the persons to whom
Early Christian Visions of the Other-World, Edinburgh, 1912.
Christ preached and brought deliverance (cf.
See also the literature cited throughout the article.
J. A. MacCulloch.
Androutsos) for such dubiety arises purely from
DESCENT TO HADES (Christ's).— I. Sum- consideration of the difficults7 passage9 in 1 Peter,
mary. The Descensus Christi ad inferos is an which, together with Ac 2
Eph 4 and other
article in the doctrinal tradition of the entire
texts, is usually cited as the Scripture authority
Christian Church, but the several main divisions for the doctrine and it is agreed t>y all even by
of the Church, viz. the Eastern or Orthodox (§ 2),
Metrophanes Critopulos (cf. p. 75 e/s airrbv ijS-q
the Roman Catholic (§ 3), the Lutheran (§ 4), and Tnarevaao-iv) that the tradition limits the deliverthe Reformed Churches (§ 5), differ greatly from ance effected by Christ to the OT saints who
one another in their Confessional interpretations believed in the Messiah.
Nay, Makarios duly
of the doctrine. Moreover, while in Protestantism rejects as unwarranted every attempt to widen
the older views have in modern times this limit, and Androutsos, in whose judgment the
fenerally
een abandoned, yet not a few theologians have
most probable hypothesis is that the deliverance
essayed to interpret the doctrine on fresh lines was restricted to the OT saints, states explicitly
These attempts at reconstruction, it is KaddXov 5£ rf 5o'£a, fin inrapxei Ka ^ f*£Ta davarov
(§ 6).
'

is

—

'

;

'

'

.

-.

i.

:

;

;

;

;

;

—

,

,

—

;

'

'

—

:

'

'

:

true, fail to find justification either in Scripture
Neverthe(§ 7) or in early Church tradition (§ 8).
less, the idea of the Descensus is well worthy of

our interest, as its original meaning, which is not
identical with any of the Confessional views (§ 9),
is bound up with certain fundamental conceptions
in the primitive Christian interpretation of Christianity, and probably asserts itself here and there
in the
as a presupposition in the minds of the
writers (§ 10). The endeavour to trace the idea
to influences from non-Christian religions is thus

NT

quite unwarranted (§ n). The Descensus belongs
in fact to a group of primitive Christian conceptions which are inseparable from views then
current but now abandoned, and which accordingly

can now be appraised only in a historical sense,
i.e. as expressions of Christian beliefs which, while
adequate enough for their time, have at length

become obsolete
2.

The

(§ 12).

doctrine in the

Greek

Church. — In
'

the
'

or rather the Eastern or
Orthodox
Churches the two wrongly so-called Ecumenical
Creeds which contain the clause descendit ad
inferos,' viz. the Symbolum Apostolicum and the
Symbolum Athanasianum, are not recognized,

Greek,

'

while their own Creed, the so-called Nicceno-Constantinopolitanum the third of the Ecumenical
Symbols makes no mention of the Descensus.
This explains why even the more elaborate cate-

—

—

'

'

chetical manuals emanating from these Churches
sometimes ignore the doctrine altogether (e.g.
Konstantinos, Kar-fixwis, Athens, 1868, p. 46 f. ).
None the less, however, is the Descensus an element
in the Eastern tradition.
Even discounting the
testimony of the Confessio orthodoxa of Petrus
Mogilas (i. 49 [Kimmel, Libri symbolici ecclesiae
orientalis, Jena, 1843, p. 118 f.]), and the wholly
unauthoritative Confessio Metrophanis Critopuli
(Kimmel, Appendix libror. symbol, etc., Jena,
1850, pp. 73-76), which both show a leavening of
Western thought, and whose statements regarding
the Dcscenstis, therefore, may have been framed
under that influence, we have the less questionable
evidence of genuinely Eastern Church catechisms

nal auiT'npla, irpooKpouei 7rpds rds de/xeXubSeLs
too Xpu7Ttaviap.oO aXrj&elas (p. 211).
It must, nevertheless, be admitted that the
e'ino~Tpo<pri

'
Orthodox tradition shows here some ambiguity
and inconsistency. This arises from the prevailing
'

views regarding the destiny of the soul after death.
As regards the state of the soul in the period
between the particular judgment which follows
immediately upon death and the universal judgment at the Last Day, the theology of the Eastern
Church, when not dealing with the Descensus,
recognizes two alternatives the souls of the dead
either enter a provisional state of salvation, viz.
Paradise (Lk 23 J3 ), Abraham's bosom (Lk 16"), or
the Kingdom of Heaven (Mt 25 s4 Lk 13 29 2 Ti 4 18
2 P l 11 ) ; or they go to the provisional place of
23
punishment, i.e. Hades (Lk 16 ), Gehenna (Mt
5 22 291 -), or 'the furnace of fire' (Mt 13 42 w ),
from which there is a possible transition to
Paradise before the Last Day. But, when the
Descensus is expressly in question, Hades is manifestly regarded as the habitation of all departed
els rbv "Aidvv f/roi
spirits (cf. Kalliphron, p. 58
rb KaTOLKTrr-^pLov airAvTuv tQv dir* alQvos redve&nov).
Now, if Paradise be simply one of the sections of
Hades, existing as such before Christ's descent into
the lower world, one fails to see what advantage
or deliverance His action wrought for the OT
saints.
But, if it was the deliverance from Hades
which first secured the entrance of the saints of
old into Paradise, then the ' Abraham's bosom of
Lk 16'23 cannot be identical with the 'Paradise'
of Lk 23 43 and we ask in vain what it really is.
Finally, the union in Paradise mentioned in Lk
23 13 is assuredly not to be thought of as transient
merely, for it is impossible to think of the glorified
Christ as remaining permanently in the provisional
:

,

,

,

-

-

:

'

,

state of salvation.

—

of the present day, as also of recent expositions of

These obscurities
3. Roman Catholic doctrine.
are avoided by the Roman Catholic doctrine (cf.
Wetzer-Welte, Kirchenlex.*, Freiburg, 1882-1903,
The
vi. 124-139, and the literature given there).
dogma declaratum, it is true, is simply that
Christ as is affirmed by the Apostolicum and the
Athanasianum 'descendit ad inferos' in the

the Eastern theology. 1

interval

—

—

between His burial and His resurrection,
and that in this Descensus His soul per se, non
per potentiam tantum descendit' (Cone. Senon.,
'

1

Cf. Philaret, Longer Catechism, quest. 213-216, in Bibliotheca syynbolica, ed. P. Schaff, ii. (New York, 1890) 477 f.
Hernardakis, 'Upa Ka-njvTjcris, Constantinople, 1872, p. 122
Kalliphron, *Op0<!5ofos icpa Karrjxw^, Constantinople, 18K0,
p. 68; Macairc (Makarios), Thiologie dogmatique orthodox,-;

;

;

r
trad, par un Jtusse, Paris, 18. >9-60,
Ao-ynani"), Athens, 1907, pp. 211-214).

ii.

r

19. iff.

;

Androutsos.

DESCENT TO HADES
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140

1

Denzinger, Enchiridion symbolorum

;

">

The Symbol of the
Freiburg, 1908, no. 385).
fourth Synod of Toledo (633)
certainly supplements
the stereotyped Article with a clause
expressing
the purpose of the Descent, viz. ut
sanctos, qui
ibidem tenebantur, erueret' (Ualm, Bibliothek d
Symbols, Breslau, 1897, p. 236), but that Symboi
cannot be regarded as doctrinally
binding upon
the Catholic Church as a whole, while the Catechismus Romanus, which deals
very fully with
the Descensus (i. 6, qurest. 1-6), has
only a high
dogmatic, but no primary symbolic authority'
'

felicitously thus
Christi aspectus clarissimam lucem
captivis attulit, eorumlaetitia gaudioque iniplevit
quibus etiani
optatissmiam beatitudinem, quae in Dei visione consistit, irn:

'

;

Here,

-

ffl

aradise.

'

Now,

clear as is the distinction drawn
theologians, in harmony with the Cat.

by many
Rom., between Limbus (which involves no poena
damni but only the carentia visionis Dei
[cf
Loofs, Symbolile, Tub. 1902, i. 270] and in
which,
'

-

'

'

according to the Cat. Rom. [loc. cit. qu. 3] the
fathers sine ullo doloris
sensu, beata redemptionis
spe sustentati, quieta habitatione fruebantur ') and
the Gehenna damnatorum, the former is
nevertheless a part of the
Is it permissible
infcri, of Hell.
then to locate Paradise in Hell
(cf. KirchenlexK
vi. 130) ?
Many theologians have done so without
misgiving (cf. Martin, ii. 93
forecourt of Hell
sinus Abrahae or limbus
patrum, also simply called
Paradise ') but sometimes a distinction
is made
'

'

'

'

'

:

;

°

'Besides the Cat Rom.,

cf.

O. Bareille, Le Catichisme romain,

la d °<:trine chritienne,
»J? .';!? '"f ltJU
Montrejeau,
en rbe
e

e

1907 ff
Grosser Katechismus,
Regensburg
189 <*; Grosser Kat. 'fur samttiche
Regensburg, 1904 Rath. Kat. f. d Diocese

;

V

?
N„i v S. ndj ,£
Cln ,nnat
kJZ.LJ Bayerns, £
Bistumer
.

.

10', Mt 12", Hos 13" (cf. 1 Co IS"'-),' Sir 24«
('Penetrabo omnes inferiores partes terrae, et
inspiciam omnes dormientes, et illuminabo omnes
sperantes in Domino'), Zee 9 11 ('Tu quoque in
sanguine testamenti tui emisisti vinctos tuos de

lacu, in quo non est aqua').
in a celebrated letter
al.

K%

'rf

i

,

i

f"/•
Re

/

\

'

P^erbcm,

Paderboro, 1892

d.

9-

'

"•

";
Freiburg,
dwcise
de Pi™, Paris, 1897;
Compendio delta
*55Li«.
?™.
a d mo delV arcidiocesi di
Torino, Turin,
?S» ? £? 1?T
U Sl lla t
of Cologne, 1902), Lehrb.
!
a?archbp.
V(
der h^„3,-w
S'
k
i
7f./i°8'l
?'J? oh - Jr e'burg, 1899, i. 538-541; K Martin
5 2
n> Lehr "- ^ katH
Pts."
Ma?„ Z ,' 18?3,U
'

,

-

M?

'

-

M'^

-

Augustine, indeed,
(ad Evodium, Ep. clxiv

PL

-

xxxiii. 709-718),

which in

-

'

were overwhelmed in their sins (loc. cit. 6.
17,
6
p. 716), and applies 4 to a preaching of the
gospel
in this life to the
spiritually dead (7. 21,
And this, or a similar, explanation is p. 717f.).
adopted^
with approval, by many mediaeval
theologians,
including Thomas Aquinas, who writes (Summa,

o.

'

oj,
His

2.

aa

o)

'.

in

carcere conclusi erant viventes, scilicet in
qui
corpore
mortah, quod est quasi quidam career animae, spiritu suae
divinitatis veniens praedicavit per internas
inspirationes et

etiam externas admonitiones per ora
justorum'

Noe

increduli f uerunt

(cf. ib

'Oui

praedicanti ').

At

present, however, the exegesis which—
under the influence of Hundhausen (Das erstelargely
Pontt
ficalschreiben des Apostelfurstcn Petrus, Mainz,
1873)— finds most favour is that which makes the
earlier passage (3 18 '-) refer to the Descensus.
The

unbelieving contemporaries of Noah, accordingly,
are supposed to be mentioned
only by way of
example, and the statement that ChriV's preaching
the under world was vouchsafed even to such

m

unrepentant souls in the place of perdition is
narrowed down to mean that His
preaching was
made known to the condemned without
a special
Descensus to them at all, or, in other
words, that
the eflects of the Descensus extended also to the
lost
p.

;

d Blstum

Migne,

;

-

(Simar,

''

Hf^n,- g 'h hf raus auf Befehl hochwurdiqsten
V^r^f^- Uide Bischo/s Rottenburg,
'

xcix.

many passages reads like a modern treatise on
the Descensus,
emphatically denies that the two
Petrine passages bear upon the
subject at all top
5
p ll5,' and 7 21 P- 717 >- He explains
?
o
;,J£'
1 f 3' m
as referring to a
preaching of the preexistent Christ to the
contemporaries of Noah who

1

A

"

Eo

Rom.

second difficulty arises from the fact that in
23 the place in which Christ tarried after His
death and on the day of His burial is
given as
1

Lk

particular point, however, is conChrist did not ascend

The greatest difficulty of all is presented bv
1 P3'« (cf. 4«).
This is not one of the
passages
traditionally cited in support of the Descensus ;
the usual dicta probantia are Ac 2 M
31
Eph 4"

:

A

this

liberated' from that place (Deharbe,
qu. 241)
Where, then, were the souls of the fathers during
these forty days? For
attempts to answer this
question the curious may be referred to Kirchenlex? (vi. 136).

'

;

which

Heaven till forty days after His departure from
Limbus, and only then 'did He take with Him to
Heaven' the souls of the just whom He 'had

.

it :
'Christo jam inortuo, ejus anima ad inferos descendit
ibique
tamdiu mansit, quamdiu ejus corpus in
sepulchro fuit eadem
Christi persona eo tempore et
apud inferos fuit et in sepulchro
jacuit, propterea quod, quamvis anima a
discesserit
corpore
nuniquam tanien divinitas vel ab anima vel a corpore
separata
cat \'\ '1. ±j,

latroni proy

limbus patrum,

nected a third difficulty.

'

as the Cat.

the

vi. 135).

to

It was into this limbu's
qu. 6).
patrum, accordingly, that Christ in His Spiritnot ' per potentiam tantum,' but re et
praesentia
(Cat. Rom., loc. cit. qu. 4)— descended, in order to
manifest His power and glory even in the under
world (Deharbe, qu. 233. 2; Cat.
Rom., loc. cit.
'
qu. 6
ereptis daemonum spoliis ') and to comfort
and deliver the souls of the just held
captive there
i.e. to take them to Heaven
(Cat. Rom., loc. cit
qu. 3 and 6; Deharbe, qu. 233. 1, and 241). All
His is probably clear enough to the
laity; but
the theologians of the Roman Catholic Church
encounter difficulties in regard to Christ's
repose
in the sepulchre, and the
18
passages Lk 23 , Ac I s
and 1 P 3 19 '-. All Catholic
theologians solve the

same way

quod

'

loc. cit.

difficulty in the

accordingly,

With

,

with the help of Scholastic
logic solves

est,

23, 43.'

'

lex?

'

first

comprobatum

after the liberation of the fathers is left
absolutely
empty, has, in virtue of Christ's presence, become
Paradise even before their
departure— has been
so
to
transformed,
speak, into a heaven (Kirchen-

to be claimed as Catholic doctrine in

'

facto id

miserat llhs verbis Luc.

the sense of dogma formate
(ib. iii. 1884).
Hence
the ofhcial Catholic doctrine of the Descensus is
as follows. l
The scene of the Descent is laid in the
place
'in quo animae sanctorum ante Christi
domini
adventum excipiebantur (Cat. Rom. i. 6.
3), ie
the forecourt of Hell (Deharbe,
qu. 231, etc.), the
limbus patrum (Simar, i. 538 ;
Compendio, p. 79)
or the sinus Abrahae (Lk 16 23 Cat.
Rom., loc. cit.).
Por 'antequam Christus moreretur et
resurgeret,
coeli portae nemini
unquam patuerunt (cf He 9 6 " 8 ;
Cat. Rom.,

Ouo

pertivit.

(Kirchenlex*. xi. 1055).
There is, nevertheless, no
manner of doubt that every Article in which the
modern catechisms agree with the Catechismus
is

655

que ammas inimensa

'

Romanus

(Christ's)

between paradisus inferior and paradisus
superior
= Heaven). The Cat. Rom., whose
(
interpretation
is
adopted by Kvrchenlex.* vi. 135 and Simar
{VogmatUC, i. 538), expounds the matter more

350).

P

539

i.

Now

3 19 '- brings

following

ff.,

Hundhausen,

this modification of the sense of
into harmony with a view which

it

Aquinas (Summa,

3.

52, 2c)

reference to that passage

had advanced without

:

'per suum effectual (not
per suam essentiam) Christus in
quemlibet mferorum descendit; in internum damnatorum
habuit hunc effectum, quod descendens ad inferos eos de
sua
increduhtate et malitia confutavit.'
:

Certain catechisms, again, come to terms with
1 P 3 19 '- in a
very simple fashion, by amending
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the language of Scripture to

make

it

suit Catholic

Thus, after expounding the doctrine
the Descent to the limbus patrum, they
the passage in question in the following
form
He was put to death according to the
flesh, but in soul He went to the spirits who were
in prison, and preached, i.e. proclaimed redemption to them' (Grosser Katechismus f. d. Bistiimer
simiBayerns, p. 75 ; Paderborner Kat. p. 93
larly, though not quite so crudely, Deharbe, qu.
It is a singular
231, and Trierer Kat., p. 26).
fact that Aquinas (Summa, 3. 52, 2c) speaks also
of an effectus of the Descensus upon the souls in
illis qui detinebantur in purgatorio
Purgatory
spem gloriae consequendae dedit ; and in a special
qu&stio (3. 52, 8) he even discusses the problem
whether Christ, in virtue of His Descensus, delivered souls also from Purgatory, and solves it
as follows
'Si qui inventi sunt tales, quales etiam nunc virtute passionis

dogma.
of

cite

'

:

;

'

'

'

:

'

:

Christi a purgatorio liberantur, tales nihil prohibet per descensum Christi ad inferos a purgatorio esse liberates.'

The strange thing

is

that Aquinas should think

of souls as being in Purgatory at the time of the

Descensus

for the Catholic doctrine is that all
who have died in original sin (which could not be
absolved before the death of Christ) are in Hell.
Even the sancti patres who believed in the Messiah,
and who, according to Aquinas (3. 49, 5 ad 1),
had cancelled their actual sins by their faith and
works, must be regarded as having been in Hell,
or, at least, in the 'fore-court' thereof, by reason
of their original sin ; and it is believed even today that, when the children of Christian parents
die unbaptized, and thus have not been cleansed
of original sin, they go to Hell to a region, it is
true, resembling that in which the patres dwelt,
viz. the limbus infantiuni (Loofs, Symbolik, i. 269).
Unless, therefore, there have been exceptions to
this rule of doctrine (the Innocents whose festival
occurs on the 28th of December need not be
regarded as forming an exception, since their
baptism of blood would avail instead of baptism
by water, and they could accordingly go to the
limbus patrum), or unless a great migration from
Hell to Purgatory took place at the instant of
Christ's death a theory likewise not easy to
accept— we must believe that Purgatory was as
empty before the death of Christ as the limbus
patrum was after His Descent.
The doctrine of the
4. Lutheran doctrine.
Descensus set forth in the Formula of Concord,
and thus regarded by orthodox Lutherans as
bearing the seal of their Church, is of a peculiar
character.
It cannot be understood without a
must,
retrospective glance at Luther himself.
however, distinguish between his real theological
view and his presentation of the subject in his
popular discourses. As a theologian Luther of
course (a) adhered at first to the Catholic tradition
(Psalmenvorlesung of 1513-15, Weimar ed. iii.
103. 20
But (b) he could not continue
317. 37).
to hold this view after asserting that the faith
of the 'fathers' is identical with our own (cf.
Predigten ilber 1 Mosis, 1527, Weimar ed., 100. 4
vides Adamum Christianum fuisse ut nos'; Erlangen ed. [German], 33. 99). He had come to
believe (cf. J. Kbstlin, Luthers Theologic'1 Stuttgart, 1901, ii. 341) even (see below) before 1522
Enders, Briefwechsel
(at Amsdorf, 13 Jan. 1522
Luthers, Calw and Stuttgart, 1903, iii. 269-271)—
that the fathers,' like departed believers in Christ,
continue until the resurrection in a perfectly happy
;

—

—

—

We

;

:

'

—

,

;

'

sleep of the soul, since they are, so to speak,
enclosed and safeguarded in the belief in God's
word as in a bosom ('Abraham's bosom,' Lk 16'- 2 ;
2
Kirchenpostille, Erl. ed. , 12 f.).
Similarly, he
thought that the souls of the wicked in the state

(Christ's)

of death are tormented by their unbelieving evil
conscience until they are cast into Hell at the
Last Day; and with reference to the 'Hell' of
Lk 16 23 he writes
'The hell mentioned here cannot be the true Hell, which will
come into being at the Last Day.
But it must be a place
where the soul can live, and where it has no rest therefore it
cannot be a real locality. We judge, therefore, that this hell
is the evil conscience— without faith and the word of God
in
which the soul is buried and confined until the Last Day, when
the person, body and soul together, will be cast into the real
:

.

.

.

:

—

bodily Hell.'

A

view of the Descensus corresponding to these
ideas regarding the sleep of the soul had already
been set forth by Luther in the Operationes in
Psalmos of 1519-21 :
Anuria Christi secundum substantiam descendit ad inferos
dolores mortis et inferni pro eodem ego habeo. Infernus
enim est pavor mortis, id est sensus mortis, quo horrent mortem
et tamen non effugiunt damnati, nam mors contempta non
'

.

.

.

sentitur estque velut somnus. . . . Christus sicut cum summo
dolore mortuus est, ita videtur et dolores post mortem iu
inferno sustinuisse, ... ita ... ut caro quidem ejus requieverit in spe, sed anima ejus infernum gustaverit' (\Veim. ed.
v. 463, 18 ft.
Erl. ed. Opp. exeg. xv. 15, 378 f.).
;

Luther still adhered to this theory in 1530 (Enarr.
in ps. 10, Erl. ed. Opp. exeg. xvii. 125 f., cf. 124;
[Germ.] xxxviii. 145 f., cf. 144) and, in fact, if we
would set forth his own distinctive view of the
subject, we must keep these thoughts before our
minds. There is nothing to suggest that he ever
abandoned the belief that the true Hell has no
existence until the Last Day he seems to have
remained constant to the opinion to which he gave
utterance in 1526
;

;

:

'

That there exists a special place in which the souls

of the

condemned now reside — as artists paint and belly-gods preach
it— I regard as mere delusion, for even the devils are not yet in
Hell' (Expos, of Jonah, Weim. ed. xix. 225; Erl. ed. [Germ.]
xli. 378).

But he was not quite certain that the conception
of the Descensus corresponding to this idea was
iinal and exhaustive, and, accordingly, (c) while
he had in 1523 sought to expound the Petrine
passages on impossible lines, and in a sense which
ignored the Descensus (Auslegung d. 1 Petrusbricfes,
Weim. cd. xii. 367 f., 375 f., Erl. ed. [Germ.] Ii.
ff.
467 in a second form, Erl. ed. Iii. 152 f.
162), we find that subsequently, in his lectures on
Genesis (c. 1537) which, it is true, do not survive
in a verbally authentic form
he takes account of
the hypothesis that the verses may throw light on
the Article descendit ad inferos (Erl. ed. Opp.
exeg. ii. 222). He deems it possible that Peter was
thinking of a preaching of the mortuus Christus
to mortui of the time of the Deluge, but believes
that this was restricted entirely to 'infantes et
alios quos simplicitas sua impedivit, ne possent
credere' (loc. cit.). (d) A little later Luther seems
In 1543, accordto have made a further advance.
ing to Melanchthon's statement (Corp. lief. v. 58),
he was disposed to think with Melanchthon himself
that Christ's preaching in Hades, as referred
to in 1 Peter, might have effected the salvation of
the nobler heathen ; while in an edition of his
lecture on Hosea, issued with his own consent by
Veit Dietrich in 1545 (Letter of 16th Oct. 1545 [de

458

;

—

—

'

'

—

—

Wette, Luthers Briefe, Berlin, 1825-56, v. 761]), he
gives if, that is to say, he ever read this edition of
his lecture his sanction to a similar exegesis (Erl.
cd. Opp. exeg. xxiv. 330), which, however, is not
found in the transcriptions of the lecture of 1524
(Weim. ed.xiii. 27 (revised by Dietrich in his edition.
In any case, Luther was far from certain thai the
views of the Descensus which went beyond the
Hence,
position stated above (in b) were correct.
in 1544
and here we have his last utterance on
the subject, though again not authentic in its
non
verbal transmission (e) he pronounced a
liquet' upon all conjectures that would add to the
of
Christ's
fact
of
the
sojourn
spirit in
simple

—

—

—

—

inferno

:

'
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'Quid anima fecerit

multa disputant, an

in inferno, multi

In his popular discourses Luther
joins hands
with the artists, whose pictures of the Descensus
portray Christ— in the only way in which He can
be portrayed, i.e. in the body— as going down
'with a banner in His hand,' appearing before
Hell, dislodging Satan, taking Hell by storm, and
carrying away those who are His (cf. Erl. ed.
2
[Germ.] xix. 41). Thus, in order that children and
simple folk' might attain to a clear idea of Christ's
triumph over Hell and Satan— a fact which must
become part of their receptive faith— Luther did
not hesitate repeatedly (cf. even the short form of
'

the Ten Commandments, 1520 [Weim. ed. vii. 217
= Erl. ed. [Germ.] xxii. 8], and elsewhere, e.g. in
the Hauspostille [Erl. ed. [Germ.] v. 3 1-17]), and
notably in an Easter sermon preached at Torgau
on the 13th of April 1533 (Erl. ed. [Germ.] xix. 2
40-54), to speak of the Descensus as if the Lord
Christ— the entire person, God and man, with body
'

and
had

undivided— had journeyed to Hell, and
person demolished Hell and bound the
Erl. ed. [Germ.] xix. 2 44 f.).
But these
expositions are obviously clothed in the language
of popular metaphor, and there is not the
slightest
doubt that Luther was aware of their exoteric
character.
He makes this quite clear in the
soul,

in

Devil'

(cf.

exordium of his Torgau discourse

:

'And it pleases me well that, for the simple, it [the Descent]
should be painted, played, sung, or spoken in this manner
(i.e.
ns represented by the artists), and I shall be quite content if
people do not vex themselves greatly with high and subtle
thoughts as to how it was carried out for it did not take place
in the body at all, as lie remained in the grave for three davs'
(Erl. ed. [Germ.] xix. 2 41).
;

It is instructive to note, as
bearing in the same
direction, what Luther adds to the words quoted
above regarding the Descent of the whole person
:

'

Please bod, the banner, doors, gate, and chains
were of wood, or of iron, or did not exist at all
Yet these utterances in the Torgau
{op. cit. p. 45).
discourse, notwithstanding their unmistakably
exoteric and metaphorical cast, came at
length to
be formulated as dogma. Owing, in some unexplained way, to local controversies regarding the
Descent (F. H. R. Frank, Theol. der Concordien'

formel, iii., Erlangen, 1863, p. 418 ff.), the framers
of the Formula of Concord (and even of its forerunner, the so-called Book of Torgau) deemed it
necessary to insert a special Article (ix.) 'de

Descensu Christi.' Their ostensible purpose in so
doing was merely simplicitatem fidei in symbolo
'

apostolico comprehensam retinere' (J. T. Miiller,
Die symbol. Biicher d. evang.-luth. Kirchc, stereotype ed., Giitersloh, 1882, p. 696. 1). But when, in
Art. ix., with a reference to Luther's
Torgau
discourse, they declare: 'Simpliciter ergocredimus
quod tota persona, Deus et homo, post sepulturam
ad inferos deseenderit, Satanam devicent,
potestatem inferorum everterit, et diabolo omnem vim
et potentiam eripuerit (ib. 696. 2), it is clear that
the statement has behind it the whole
argumentation of Art. viii. on the ' Communicatio idiomatum '
'

(ib.

697.

(Christ's)

(Hollaz, in H.
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d.

evang.luth. Kirche*, Frankfort, 1858, § 38, note
In
21).
so doing, however, it also makes a
complete
surrender of the simplicitas fidei,' as its Christology compelled it to qualify the 'descendit' by
the phrase 'secundum humanam
for

spoliaverit inferos et liberaverit buos qui ante ipsum in sinum
Abrahae congregati fuerant, nihil attinet quaerere et rimari
curiosius' (in Gen. [Erl. ed., Opp. exaj. x. 219]).

'

naturam,'
'secundum divinam naturam jam ante in inferno
per dominium omnia replens erat' (Quenstedt, in
cit.
note
§ 38,
On a closer view,
op.
23).
in fact, the 'descendit' becomes more attenuated
still, since, according to the doctrine of Christ's
omnipresence, His humanity is— after His exaltawherever His Divinity is.
tion, at all events
The 'supernatural is motus non localis' (Hollaz, in
loc. cit. note 22) is thus
merely the first phase of
the non-local ubiquitas corporis.
According to the
Tubingen school, indeed, the humanity of Christ
was not to be separated from His non-local omnipresent Divinity, even at the beginning of His
rest in the grave, or at any time, in fact, after His
concept io (Dorner, Gesch. d. prot. Theol., Munich.
1867, ii. 788 If.).
5. Reformed doctrine.— If the Lutheran doctrine
may be regarded as a modification of the Catholic
—and it can be explained only by reference to the
latter— the view of the Reformed Churches, so far
as a single generic view of the
question may be
attributed to them, is characterized
by a complete
abandonment of the Roman dogma. It is true
that Zwingli, in his first discourse at Berne (
Werke,
ed. Schuler and Schulthess, Zurich,
1828-1842, ii.
1. p. 211),
kept close to the Catholic interpretation,
asserting that the pious who lived before Christ
and believed in the coming Messiah were delivered
from Hades; and that later (Fidci expositio 7
[ Werke, iv. 49]), while of opinion that the 'descendit'
of the Apostolicum signifies
only that Christ really
died (' inferis enim connumerari ex humanis abiisse
est '), he still clung to that view, which rests
upon
a peculiar exegesis of 1 P 3 19 '-. Leo Jud,
again,
in his Catechism of 1534, finds no more in the
descendit than vere mortuus est
'He died
and was buried— went to Hell indeed, i.e. He
really
died' (A. Schweizer, Die Glaubenslehre der
evang.ref. Kirche, ii., Zurich, 1847, p. 349).
Then Calvin,
while deeming it an error to take the descendit '
as equivalent to'sepultus est' {Inst. 1536
[Opp. i.
70
haec particula de descensu
minime
superflua']; emphatic repudiation in Inst. 153954 [Opp. i. 529] and 1559 [Opp. ii. 375]), nevertheless characterizes the Roman view as a 'fabula'
not only in Inst. 1536 (i. 69 f.) but also later {Inst.
1539-54, 7. 27 [i. 529 f.]; 1559, 2. 16, 9 [ii. 375f.])
the idea that the souls of the dead are confined in
a prison he regards as simply 'childish' (1559, 2.
From 1536 to 1559 the only mean16, 9 [ii. 376]).
ing which he drew from the Petrine passages
without applying them to the Descensus at allwas as follows

Schmid,

—

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

:

.

.

.

;

—

:

'virtutem

redemptions per Christum partae exhibitam et
plane mamfestatam esse eorum spiritibus qui ante id tempus
defuncti fuerant.' ' Fideles,' he believes, ' tunc
plane et praesenti
aspectu perspexerunt ejus visitationem ; contra reprobi . . .
nullam sibi spein residuam tunc planius agnoverunt' (Inst.
1539-54, 7. 27, p. 530; cf. 1536, p. 70, and 1559, 2. 10. 9,
p. 376).

3).

Lutheran orthodoxy,in maintaining(in opposition
Reformed theology see § 5 below), as an
element of the true doctrine, that the Descensus
was an act which, occurring after the fuoiroi-n^rat
and immediately before the Resurrection, involved
the entire person of Christ, and belonged to the
status exaltationis, was'
simply proceeding upon
the lines laid down by the Formula of Concord.
to the

:

But, in seeking to establish these positions, it
appealed to the Petrine passage (1 P 3' 9 ) which
was not cited by that Formula, asserting that the
preaching of Christ was a 'praedicatio (verbalis !)
elenchtica,' and therefore a
triumphum agere'
vol. iv. 42

—

'

To
'

Calvin's mind the true sense of the article
descendit ad inferos was this
'Christum afflictum a Deo fuisse ae divini judicii horrorem et
'

:

severitatem sensisse, ut irae Dei intercederet ac ejus justitiae
nostra nomine satisfaceret' (Inst. 1536, p. 69; cf. 1559, 2.16,
Nihil actum erat, si corporea tantum morte defunctus
10, ii. 376
fuisset Christus, sed operae simul pretium erat, ut divinae
ultionis severitatem sentiret, quo et irae ipsius intercederet et
satisfaceret justo judicio
unde etiam eum oportuit cum
inferorum copiis aeternaeque mortis horrore quasi consertis
'

:

;

manibus

Calvin

luetari

').

is thinking here, not of the
experiences
through which Jesus passed after His death, but
of the agonies of soul which preceded it.
To
challenge this interpretation on the ground that
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it conflicts

with the sequence of the Symbolical

clauses, he regards as frivolous
Ubi enini quae in hominum conspectu passus est Christua
illud et inexposita fuerunt, opportune subjicitur invisibile
comprehensibile jurlicium quod coram Deo sustinuit' (Inst.
:

'

1659, 2. 16, 10, p. 376 f.).

In the Reformed Churches of the succeeding
F. Wendelin (Systema, 1656,
period, as is shown by
ii. 350), the views of Leo Jud
p. 719, in Schweizer,
and Calvin took precedence of all others, though
in varying measure :
1
Per descensum nihil aliud signiQcari nisi sepulturam, pii et
docti viri nonnulli approbant plerique orthodoxorum intelligent
dolores infernales quos in anima suaCuristus sensit (F. Wendelin,

—

;

'

loc. cit.).

point the Reformed
regard
theologians often differ from Calvin in not restrictof
the
dolores infernales to
endurance
Christ's
ing
His earthly life. In both statements it is of course
implied in opposition to the Lutheran theory
that the Descensus belongs to the status exinanitionis or humiliationis ( Westminster Larger Catechism, qu. 46, 49, 50). Among the formularies which
adopt the distinctively Calvinistic view are the
Geneva Catechism (E. F. K. Miiller, Bekenntnisschriften d. ref. Kirche, Leipzig, 1903, p. 122 f.

With

to tlie latter

—

—

:

'
horribiles angustias intelligo quibus Christi anima
constricta fuit') and the Heidelberg Catechism
'

44 [Miiller, p. 694
unspeakable distress,
agony, and horror, which He suffered in His soul,
and previously ']). The Westminster Larger Catechism sets forth the Calvinistic view without
mention of the Descent however in qu. 49,
while in qu. 50 it supplements this by speaking of
Christ 'as after His death . .
continuing in the
state of the dead, and under the power of death,'
and expressly adds that this hath been otherwise
expressed in these words, He descended into hell.'
But most of the Reformed Confessions give no
explanation of the Descensus at all. The Anglican
XXXIX Articles of 1563 likewise discard that
portion of Art. iii. (Miiller, p. 506: 'nam corpus
usque ad resurrectionem in sepulchro jacuit
:

(qu.

—

'

'

—

.

'

—

;

ab illo emissus, cum spiritibus qui in
carcere sive in inferno detinebantur fuit, illisque
praedicavit, quemadmodum testatur Petri locus')
which in the XLII Articles of 1552 followed the
Christus est credendus ad inferos
statement
descendisse.'
6. Modern interpretation and re-statement.
In the Greek and Roman Churches the formulated
doctrines of the Descensus dealt with above (§§ 2
and 3) have maintained an all but absolute predominance since mediaeval times of the few
divergent tendencies the more important are
mentioned by Dietelmaier [Hist, aogmatis de
Descensu*, Altorf, 1762, pp. 128-139, 144-153, 179).
Within the pale of Lutheranism, again, a great
variety of views gained a footing at the very
outset.
Luther himself advocated more than one
spiritus,

'

—

;

Johannes Agricola, in his
(cf. § 4)
Christliche Kinderzueht, propounded views similar
to those afterwards maintained by Calvin (cf. G.
Kawerau, Joh. Agricola, Berlin, 1881, p. 72), and
with these views, again, Joh. Aepinus of Hamburg
(t 1553) incorporated the theory that the Descensus
was really a vicarious descent of the Spirit of
Jesus into that infernum in which sinners deserve
to suffer until the Final Judgment and the inception of Gehenna lire (F. H. R. Frank, DieThcologie
interpretation

;

der Concordienformcl, 4 vols., Erlangen, 1858-65,
397-415) many others have approximated to
the position of Aepinus (Frank, p. 415 f.), while Joh.
Brenz (|1570), in the interests of the ubiquitas
corporis Christi and the non-local character of
Heaven and the infcntum, was inclined to favour
a spiritual theory of the Descensus an interpretation which amounted to little more than the notion
that the CTUcified Christ is supposed by human

iii.

'

;

'

—

(Christ's)

beings to have gone down to Hell and to have
utterly perished (Frank, pp. 418-420; for other
theologians, cf. Frank, pp. 416 f., 420-424, and for
Urbanus Rhegius and Matthesius, Dietelmaier,
From the issue of the Formula of
179 f.).
p.
Concord till after the middle of the 18th cent.,
however, the view formulated in that document
prevailed generally within the Lutheran communion
In the
(cf. Dietelmaier, pp. 170, 180, 204-209).
Reformed Churches neither of the Confessional
views referred to in § 5 ever gained a position of
absolute supremacy. As a matter of fact, it was
in which the serious
in this section of the Church
study of historical questions was entered upon
that the
earlier than among the Lutherans
certitude of the Confessional interpretations was
first shattered.
Besides the great theologian G.

—

Vossius (t 1649), two renowned English scholars,
(t 1675) and John Pearson (t 1686),
succeeded in undermining the confidence hitherto
placed in the formulated views, and for these
thinkers the Descensus meant no more than the
sojourn of the Spirit of Jesus in the realm of death.
Then in the period of the Illumination the dogma
largely lost its earlier signification, nor did the
theology of post-Illumination times restore it.
But a fresh theory of the Descensus was advanced,
and found favour in many quarters. The distinctive feature of the new interpretation was that it
associated the preaching of Christ in Hades with a
possible otter of salvation after death to all who
had been denied the opportunity in this life. The
19
was regarded as a preaching of
K-qpioativ of 1 P 3
the gospel the contemporaries of Noah (v. 20 were
to
be
referred
to only as examples, or
supposed
as abnormally depraved, and it was thus inferred,
a majore ad minus, that, if salvation was proffered
to such as these, a similar invitation must be
granted to all who have not been called, or called
To a certain extent reeffectually, in this life.
course was had also to a hypothesis with which
was
Augustine
acquainted (Ep. clxiv. 4. 13 Migne,
PL xxxiii. 714), viz. that a knowledge of the
salvation wrought by Christ must have remained
in the realm of death ever since His preaching
there.
The present writer is unable, so far as
regards the countries outside Germany, to trace
the rise of this now widely diffused idea considerable information on the subject is given by C.
Clemen, Niederge/ahren zu den Toten,' Giessen,
In Germany certain theologians1900, p. 215 ft'.
above all, J. L. Konig (Die Lehre von Christi
Frankfort
a. M., 1842), E. Giider (Die
Hollcnfahrt,
Lehre von der Erscheinung Jesu Christi unter d.
Toten, Berne, 1853), and Clemen (op. cit.) have
given their support to this re-statement of the
Descensus doctrine, or at least (thus Clemen) of
what is supposed to be its religious bearing. These
new ideas have found their way even into the
and have become
precincts of Lutheran orthodoxy,
incorporated in a peculiar manner with other
modifications of orthodox ( = Lutheran) tradition
(cf. e.g. Alex, von Oettingen, Lutherische Dogmatik,
The theory
ii.
140-148).
2, Munich, 1902, pp.
which would aftirm the possibility of an otter of
salvation after death must, in our judgment, be
conceded, and indeed many modern writers of the
most diverse theological tendencies give it their
approval (cf. Konig, p. 204 ff., Clemen, p. 21211'.);
but whether the theory can be legitimately combined with the Descensus as presented in Scripture
(see below, § 7) or in the tradition of the Church
(§ 8) is another question.
Of
7. Re-statement compared with Scripture.
the various passages of Scripture which have at
one time or another been appealed to in support of
the Descensus those drawn from the OT need not
be discussed here, as it is only by an obsolete

J.

John Lightfoot

)

;

;

;

'

—

—
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Which of the above five exegetical theories still
advocated to-day (I. a, b, II. b, III. a, b) is the most
probable is a question which each must decide for
himself
to seek to prove that any single one is
The
exclusively correct were a hopeless task.
present writer has a considerable preference for the
first form of explanation (I.), and especially for
that of Spitta (1.6), though he hardly shares the
confidence with which the latter scholar refers the
iK^pv^ev to the commination uttered, according to
the Book of Enoch (xii. 4, ed. Fleming and Kadermacher, Leipzig, 1901, p. 34 ff.), over the fallen
so many ideas of like nature
angels by Enoch
must have been current in Apostolic times. But,
even if either of the interpretations specified in
III. is the right one, i.e. if we are to postulate a
preaching of Christ in the interval between His
death and His resurrection, yet 1 P 319t gives as
little warrant for the 'modern' conception of the
Descensus as for that of the Lutheran Orthodoxy.
Both theories, in fact, alike the Orthodox Lutheran,
which does not harmonize with the iv § ( = iv
TTvev/iaTt), and the modern, are in conflict with the
indisputable fact that the only people mentioned
in v.-° as those to whom Christ preached are the
To assume that the
contemporaries of Noah.
latter are mentioned only by way of example, and
that the preaching of salvation, or of judgment,
was heard by all direiS^o-a^Ws irore, is certainly unwarranted. As regards the whole passage, in fact,
only one thing is certain, viz. that, if it speaks of
the Descensus at all, whether in the sense of interpretation III. a or in that of III. 6, it presents an
altogether unique conception of the event unique
not only with respect to the Confessional interpretations (§§ 2-5) and the modern theories, but also
with respect to the traditions of the early Church.
The conception of the Descensus current in the
early Church proceeded on entirely different lines
1S<
Prior
(see § 8) and arose independently of 1 P 3
to the time of Clement of Alexandria {Strom, vi.

exegesis that references to Jesus Christ could be
found in them. Nor do the
passages— Mt 12*,
Ac 2 s7 Ro IO7 and Eph 48 10 speak of a Descensus
of the nature implied by the 'Orthodox,' Catholic,
Lutheran, Calvinistie, or modern interpretations
these passages, or some of them, point at most to
a sojourn of Jesus, or of His soul (Ac 2 s7 ), in
shall have an opportunity below
Hades.'
(see § io) of gauging the significance of this datum.
The only passages which need be considered here
are 1 P 3™"- and 4 6 which are very generally regarded as the loci classici for the Descensus, though,
as we have already seen, Augustine and Aquinas
for many years at least
(°f- § 3)> Calvin (§ 5) and
Luther as well (§ 4), denied that the verses in
refer
to
the
question
subject at all.
S
1 P4 must certainly be surrendered.
For, while
idea
that
the venpol is equivalent to
Augustine's
infideles (Ep. clxiv. 7. 21 [PL xxxiii. 718])— an
exegesis adopted by Luther (Epist. S. Petr.
ausqelegt, 1523 [Erl. ed. [Germ.] li. 468])— is undoubtedly wrong, Luther is as certainly right in
He (St. Peter) adds fursaying (loc. cit. p. 467)
ther that they (the veicpoi) are judged according to
man in the flesh. But they are not in the flesh ;
hence it can be understood only as applied to living
persons.' If this reasoning be conclusive, and the
application of the passage to the Descensus thus
shown to be wrong, other points of difference
among expositors may be left out of consideration
here.
The only correct explanation, in the present
writer's opinion, is that which takes the venpol to
signify those who were dead when the Epistle was
written, but who in their lifetime had as the
a knowledge of the gospel
eirrryyehiaBij shows
just because they have died, and have not remained
alive until the Parousia, they are judged in the
flesh,' ipsa mortc carnis (Augustine, Ep. clxiv. 7.
21 [PL xxxiii. 718]), but they live to God wveLi/taTt.
This agrees with the whole train of thought which
sets out from 3 17 and reaches its middle point in 4 1
for the emphasis is laid upon the idea that the
dead, though it has been their lot Kpiffrj^at aapxl,
nevertheless $Gxn Kara debv xpet^uaTt.
The case of 1 P 3 19( cannot be so easily disposed
of.
Of the various interpretations applied to this
iind no reference to the Descensus
passage, not a few

NT
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,

—

;

'

'

;

'

We

,

:

—

—

'

:

—

—

—

:

-

;

6.

(in Joann. vi. 35, ed. E. Preuschen,
Leipzig, 1903, p. 144, 15 ft'. ), this passage, so far as
we know, was never referred to in connexion with
the Descensus while Irenseus, who often speaks of
the Descensus, and brings many Biblical passages
to bear upon it (cf. adv. Hcer. v. 31. 1, Massuet
;

in it either.

Harvey, Cambridge, 1877, ii. 411]), and who,
moreover, was acquainted with 1 Peter and regarded
as authentic (op. cit. iv. 9. 2 [ii. 170]), never
quotes the passage at all, nor, in dealing specially
with the Descensus, does he even allude to it.
8. Re-statement compared with early Church
It is absolutely certain that the early
tradition.
Church tradition regarding the Descensus moves in
an orbit quite apart from the modern treatment
As regards the AVestern Bapof the conception.
tismal Confession, it is well known that the descendit ad inferos,' which does not occur in the

[ed.

We have one example of this when the clause ee <5 (sc.
mtvpari) nopfvdeU iicrfpv&v is assumed to refer to the preSuch is the interpretation of Augustine
existent Christ (1.).

it

O. K. v. Hofmann (Die heiluje Schrift d. NT, vii.,
Nordlingen, 1875, p. 124-134), and A. Schweizer (Hinabgefahren
zur Hbue, etc., Zurich, 1868), who thinks that (1. a) the iryeu^ara
to whom Christ preached were the people of Noah's time, and
that these are spoken of as wvev^ara tv tpvKaiejj because they in
ignorantiae tenebris claudebantur (Aug. Ep. clxiv. 5, 16 [PL
xxxiii. 716]), or because they were iv <f>vAaio} when the Epistle was
written (v. Hofmann, el al.). Another form of this interpretation is that of F. Spitta (Christi Predigt an die Geister, Gottingen, 1890), that (1.6) the iv tpvX-aicn nvevp.a.71 are the angels
whose fall (Gn fi2 ) was a theme of such profound interest in the
Jewish apocalyptic literature and in certain Christian circles of
the early centuries (cf. 2 P 2 4 ).
Similarly, the idea of the
Descensus is surrendered by the interpretation which refers the
clause iropevdeis (Kr/pv^ff to the period after the Resurrection
This exegesis is certainly untenable in the form repre(11.).
sented by Luther, viz. that (il.a) Christ after His Ascension
comes in the Spirit (i.e. in preaching) to the spirits (i.e. spirits
or hearts of men), who are as disobedient as the contemporaries
of Noah (Erl. ed. [Germ. J li. 458-460); but in the form given to
it by F. 0. Baur ( Vorlesungen ii. d. neutest. Theologie, Leipzig,
1S64, p. 291) that (II. &) those to whom Christ preached were
the fallen angels (cf. 1 Ti 3*6
(i$(hj avye'Aot?) —it still finds
adherents (M. Lauterburg, PRE3 viii. 201, 1. 21 ff.).
But a new
interest gathers around the passage when the nopeuBeis iidjpvgev
is understood to indicate an event which occurred in the interval
between Christ's death and His resurrection (III.). The theories
based on this exegesis fall into two main classes, corresponding
to a twofold explanation of (*o7pv£ep. If the word be taken to
mean a preaching of salvation (III. a), then the verse asserts that
during the interval in question Christ proclaimed salvation to
the generation destroyed by the Deluge. But, if fojpvfee be
interpreted as implying only an elenchtic proclamation (III. 6),
we have a view which seems to approximate to the position of

(of. § 3), J.

—

'

'

'

!

'

Roman Symbol(Hahn, Bibliothckd.

—

;

'

45, ed. O. Stahlin, Leipzig, 1906, p. 454, 14 ff.)

and Origen

-

(cf. § 4).

'

'

'

Lutheran Orthodoxy
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(Christ's)

'

early
Symbole*,
Breslau, 1897, p. 22 ft'. ), makes its first appearance
in the Symbol of Aquileia by Rufinus (Ilahn, p. 42,
cf. note. 63;
Caspari, Qucllen, ii. [Christiania,
1869] 46, note 133; also F. Kattenbusch, Das
In the
aposlol. Symbol, ii. [Leipzig, 1900] 895 ft'.).
Eastern Confessions (not, however, in the Baptismal
formulae) the clause appears somewhat earlier, viz.
in the Fourth Sirmian formula of 359 (Hahn, § 163 :
/cat els to. KaTa\06via KareXtfcWa), the kindred formula
of Nice of the same year (Hahn, § 164), and the
Constantinopolitan formula of 360 (Hahn, § 167).
But, long before these Confessions saw the light,
the Descensus was already part of the Church
tradition, alike in the East and in the West. This
from the circumstance that
appears, to begin with,
'
among the tilings quae testatissima veritate de
Christo conscripta sunt Augustine places the fact
'

I
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(Christ's)

us 'quid operis [Christus] in inferno egerit'
(Comm. in Symbol, cap. 18 and 28 [Migne, PL xxi.
356 and 364]). After all, it is quite true that the
Article descendit ad inferos bears essentially the
same meaning as the people of that day found in
Christ went to Hades,
est.'
of the Descensus can be clearly traced through the Article 'sepultus
beClement of Alexandria (cf. § 7), Tertullian (de according to the beliefs of the age, precisely
'Christus Deus,'
buried:
was
and
died
He
cause
Anima, 7 and 55, ed. Reifferscheid, Vienna, 1890, p.
secundum
says Tertullian, quia et homo, mortuus
308, 14 and 38711'.), and Irenseus {adv. Hcer. iii. 20.
huic
iv. 22. 1 [ii. 228]
scripturas, et sepultus secundum easdem,
4. Massuet [ed. Harvey, ii. 108]
v. 31. 1 [ii.
iv. 33. 12 [ii. 267]
iv. 33. 1 [ii. 256]
quoque legi satisfecit, forma humanae mortis apud
functus' (de Anima, 55 [ed. Reifferscheid,
inferos
Justin
to
1.
xxx.
TU
and
42),
'AirdSe&s,
p.
411],
We must not forget that Jews as
of the i. 388, 1-3]).
(Dial. 72, ed. Otto, 1876-81, ii. 260) and one
'
adv. Heer. iv. 27. 2 well as Greeks regarded the grave and Hades as
presbyters of Irena^us (cf.
Didaskalia Apostolorum contains
the
identical
Now, what significance did these Fathers
[ii. 241]).
attach to the idea ? In answering this question it a passage one, moreover, of quasi-Symbolical
which
of
character—
account
brings Christ's liberation of the
will be well to begin with the popular
connexion with His
the Descensus given in the second part (i.e. the so- OT saints into immediate
which
death
called Descensus) of the Gospel of Nicodemus,
et dormivit, ut evangeliPilato
sub
Pontio
est
cruciflxus
A.D. (Evangelia 'qui
probably belongs to the 4th cent.
zaret Abraham et Isaak et Jakob et Sanctis suis universis tarn
apocrypha"; ed. Teschendorf, Leipzig, 1876, pp. flnem saeculi quam resurrectionem quae erit mortuorum (vi. 6,
322 ff. and 389 ff. ). Here it is told in most dramatic 23. 8; ed. Funk, Didascalia et Constitutiones Apostolorum,
His death camelto Hades, Paderborn, 1905, i. 382).
style how Christ after
of the doctrine. We
9. Original signification
set free the OT saints, and took them to Heaven,
of the
while He cast Satan, who desired to detain Him in proceed to ask whether the conception
thus
Descensus
Lat.
recognized by the early Church—
Hades, into Tartarus (Gr. text, cap. vi. p. 329
has been preserved most
text B, cap. viii. p. 429 ; somewhat differently Lat. the conception which
Eastern Church, and
text A, cap. vi. p. 400: 'tradidit eum inferi potes- faithfully in the Orthodox
the Roman Catholic doctrine,
tati').
According to this account, therefore, there still looms through
from the formulated
differs
which
but
viz.
Christ's
radically
the
in
Descensus,
are two elements
as also from the
deliverance of the OT fathers from Hades, and His views of the Protestant Churches,
'modern' interpretation of the Descensus as a
is not found in the
latter
The
Satan.
over
victory
But
was
the
unbelievers
to
original.
earlier sources, being a mythological expansion
preaching
the antecedent question whether
traceable as far back as Origen (in Gen. horn. 17. 5, this really leads to
held
been
have
shown
to
Tertullian,
view
the
by
ed. Lommatzsch, Berlin, 1831-48, viii. 290)— of the
traced still further
NT conception of Christ's victory over Satan com- Irenseus, and Justin can be
the deliverance back. In Hernias (Simil. ix. 16. 5) we find the
bined with Ac 2 s7 the former
ol oiSdcrtcaXoi
ko.1
ol a-rrdo-ToXoi
of the saints— corresponds to the tradition which theologoumenon
TOV vlou TOV 86OV KOLfJ.T}9ivT€S
can be traced back to Justin's time. And that ol KT|PvfiaVT€S TO OVOUO.
Clearly,
iK-qpv^av Kal tois irpoKeKoi/xTj^vots.
this conception of the Descensus may be regarded
of a 'Descensus
as distinctively that of the early Church is corro- therefore, Hermas knew nothing
ascribed to it by
borated by the following facts. (1) Irenaeus (in all Christi ad inferos in the sense
and Justin. The present
the passages quoted above) and Justin (loc. cit.) Tertullian, Irenceus,
writer is, nevertheless, convinced with J. B.
in question,
give Scripture proofs of the view
idea of the
and they also cite an OT (apocryphal) passage as Lightfoot and other scholars that an
Commemoratus est Dominus, sanetus Descensus very similar to that held by these
follows
Fathers can be traced even in Ignatius. Speaking
Israel, mortuorum suorum qui dormierant in terra
ad eos evangelizare salu- of the prophets, the latter says that they_ had
sepultionis, et descendit
waited for Jesus Christ, iv 0} (sc.
tem, quae est ab eo, ut salvaret eos' (Iren. iii. 20. hoped and
inrb
Ausserkanon. Parallel- 'IljO-ov Xpio-To?) koA irio-Tevo-aVTES Jo-ii8r|0-av
4 [ii. 108] cf. A. Resch,
'I710-0O Xpio-ToO
o-vvripi9u.Tiu,eVoi iv rip ei5a77fX((fi
x. 1 and 2, p. 372 ff.).
texte zu d. Evangelien,'
v. 2, ed. Lightfoot, Lond.
iXiridos
(Philad.
/cocijs
the
tt)s
that
evident
Celsus,
pagan adversary
(2) It is
is found in
1889, ii. 262 f. ), while the same thought
of Christianity, was acquainted with this view
ix. 2 (ii. 131), which speaks of Christ and
according to Origen (c. Celsum, ii. 43 [ed. Koetschau, Magn.
5»
Si.ko.Ius
thus
the prophets
avipevov, irapuv 4)Y£iptv
of Christ thus:
Leipzig, 1899, i. 166]), he speaks
oaitovs Ik vtKpwv. Nor does the present writer doubt
Tretaas roils ZiSe oWas iariWero eh $8ov irelo-oiv toi"'S
likewise underlie
Descensus
the
of
ideas
these
that
Descensus
is
the
eVei.
(3) Marcion's conception of
of Ignatius when he speaks of Jesus
obviously a characteristic travesty of that recog- tlie thought
SV
tou
Afipaap.
as
the
Christ
?}s
elaipxovrai
to
Irenceus
warpbs,
9vpa
nized by the Church
thus, according
Kai'IcraaK Kal 'laKwp Kal ol TrpodirJTat Kal ol dTricrToXoi Kal
(adv. Hmr. i. 27. 3 [i. 218 f.]), Marcion taught:

cf. ib. 4.
quod apud inferos fuit' (Ep. clxiv. 5. 14 ;
12 : ' Christo ad inferos deseendente,' and 2. 3
'
in internum satis constat,
venisse
.
[Christum]
fuisse apud
.
.
.
quis ergo nisi infidelis negaverit
inferos Christum?') ; but in point of fact the idea

tells

'
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'

'

'

;

;

;

;

'

;

—

:
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—

;

—

—

—

;
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'

—

—

'

:

'

;
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.

.
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.

;

^

:

'

;

'
Cain et eoa qui similes sunt ei, et Sodomitas et Aegyptios et
similes eis et omnes omnino gentes quae in omni periuixtione
a Domino, cum
rualignitatis ambulaverunt, salvatas esse
descendisset ad inferos, . . . Abel autem et Enoch et Noe et
cum
reliquos justos et eos qui sunt erga Abraham patriarchas,
omnibus prophetis et his qui placuerunt Deo, non participasse
Balutem. . .
Quoniam enim sciebant, inquit, Deum suum
non
eum
et
tunc
tentare
tentantem
suspicati,
eos,
semper
accurrerunt Jesu neque crediderunt annuntiationi ejus ; et
remansisse animas ipsorum apud inferos dixit.'
.

_

propterea

Moreover, we cannot appeal to Rufinus as a
witness against the theory that the conception of
the Descensus thus travestied by Marcion was he
accredited doctrine of the Church. It may well !»
that Rufinus did not know what to make of the
descendit ad inferos' in his own Symbol. His first
vis verbi eadem videtur
remark regarding it is
esse in eo, quod sepultus dicitur,' while, further
on, along with other passages of Scripture, he
19
which, as ho thinksincidentally refers to 1 1' 3
I

'

'

:

,

7,

iKK\-n<rla

(Philad.

ix. 1

;

Lightfoot,

ii.

274).

Are

to assume, then, that the ideas of Ignatius resaints from
garding the deliverance of the OT
Hades were identical with those of Tertullian and
Irenams? The present writer is of opinion that
In order to become
they were not quite identical.
convinced of this we must first examine the eschatoHere
Tertullian.
and
Irenams
of
beliefs
logical
Tertullian is the clearer of the two. He says,
'no one enters Heaven
that
unmistakably,
quite
nulli patet coelum,
before the end of the world'
terra adhuc salva, ne dixerim clausa, cum transmundi
reserabuntur
actione enim
regna coelorum'
i.
3S8. 17 ft'.]).
(de Anima, 55 [ed. Reifferscheid,
dead are in an
the
therefore,
Last
the
Until
Day,
intermediate state the universal law is that all
Christians included, pass after death
the

we

'

:

;

dead,

into

Hades:

'oinnis

ergo anima penes inferos,
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Velis ac nolis, et supplicia jam Ulic et
inquis
Habea pauperem et divitem (ib. 58
refrigeria.
i. 394. 9-11).
The allusion to Lk 16 mr shows that
Tertullian located 'Abraham's bosom' (v. 22 '), likewise 'apud inferos.' But he was also aware that
the souls of martyrs pass immediately into Paradise
nemo enim peregrinatus a corpore statim
immoratur penes Dominum nisi ex martyrii praerogativa, paradiso scilicet, non inferis diversurus'
?

'

;

-

'

'

'

:

Cam. 43, ed. Oehler, Leipzig, 1851-53,
973 cf. de Anima, 55 [Reifferscheid, i. 3S9. 3]
tota paradisi clavis tuus sanguis '). Nor does Tertullian appear to deny that even the patriarchs
saved by Christ the appendices dominicae resurrectionis
tarry in Paradise till the transactio
(de lies.
p.

:

;

'

'

mundi'

What

—

—

(de

'

'

Anima, 55

then

[Reifferscheid,

A

i.

388. 21

ff.]).

'

locus divinae amoenitatis recipiendis sanctorum spiritibus destinatus
to
be
47
[Oehler, p. 145]),
(Apol.
distinguished from
that Hades which contains the souls of most of the
aliud et privatum hospitium
dead, as an
(de
Anima, 55 [Reifferscheid, i. 388. 29]), yet in the last
resort clearly a section of the 'inferi,' identical
with the 'sinus Abrahae,' where 'expectandae re8urrectionis solacium capitur' (ib.). Irenaeus, who,
it must be confessed, appears not to have fully
mastered the heterogeneous mass of traditions
before him, held a view essentially the same (cf.
L. Atzberger, Gesch. d. christl. Eschatol. innerhalb
d. vornicdn. Zeit, Freiburg in B., 1896, p. 238 tf.).
But he seems to think of the wvevfiaTofibpoi. (i.e.
truly spiritual Christians, martyrs, and other speciis

Paradise

?

'

'

'

ally mature believers) who enjoy in
foretaste of aQdapala (adv. Hcer. v. 5. 1

Paradise a
331]) not
'spiritus,' but also,
4
perhaps on the authority of 1 Co 5 (a passage
which he often cites [cf. Harvey, ii. 521]) as endowed with what we may call provisional bodies

merely — with

[ii.

Tertullian— as

—

(cf.

what

is

about Enoch and

said, op. cit. p. 330,

Now, we see at once that, with respect to
the views of Iremeus and Tertullian, the same questions urge themselves upon us as arose in connexion
with the recognized doctrine of the Eastern Church
(see above, end of § 2).
According to the beliefs of
the two Fathers regarding Paradise, all that Christ
could accomplish on the occasion of His Descensus
was to put it somewhat crudely to place the OT
saints in a better region of Hades.
l)id Ignatius
too share this view ? And is this the original idea
of the Descensus? The former question little as
Ignatius says of the matter may, as we think, be
answered in the negative. What Christ did for the
prophets, according to Ignatius (Magn. ix. 2), was
Was Ignatius thinking
•Jj-veipev a«Tois ck vcKpuv.
here of a bodily resurrection, and of what is
narrated in Mt 27 52t 1 T. Zahn (Ign. v. Antiochien,
Gotha, 1873, p. 598 f.) believes tliat he was. But
the hypothesis is belied by the lirst of the Ignatian
passages already quoted (Philad. v. 2), according
to which the prophets are <rwripi.dii.r)ixivoi iv rtp
ei'ayyeVu rijs koivtjs iXwiSos, i.e. they look forward,
exactly like the Christians, to the avaaraens aapKds.
It is certainly possible that Ignatius agreed with
Irenseus in believing that prophets and patriarchs
had acquired provisional bodies. But the true
sense of the Ignatian references, as the present
writer thinks, leaves us free either to accept this
theory or to assume that, like Tertullian, he was
thinking only of the spiritus of the prophets.
Perhaps his cogitations bad never brought him
face to face with the alternative for it is obvious
that in his eyes the essence of the matter was that
Christ had vouchsafed to the OT saints the same
salvation as Christians had obtained. What then,
according to Ignatius, is the position of Christians
with respect to death ? So far as he himself was
concerned, he does not look forward to a sojourn
in Hades
he hopes, at his approaching decease, to
Elijah).

—

—

—

—

:

'

'

'

;

;
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(Christ's)

win God

(6eo0 innvxeiv,

Rom.

i.

2,

ii.

1, etc.),

to

go

to the Father

(ib. vii. 2), to be united to Christ
E. von der Goltz, Ign. als Theologe,
Leipzig, 1894, p. 38). Do these words imply that
Ignatius, as one about to become a martyr, longed
for the prerogative (cf. Tertullian's phrase quoted
in preced. col. of
statim penes dominum esse ?
Such an interpretation seems quite at variance
with the manner in which he speaks of himself
elsewhere.
He must have supposed, accordingly,
that, although Christians will not attain the resurrection of the body until the Last Bay, yet they
do not fall under the bondage of death, i.e. Hades,
but pass through the gate of death to eternal life.
It is clear that, according to Ignatius, that which
Christians experience immediately after death was
imparted, in virtue of Christ's descent, also to the
OT saints. That these reflexions of Ignatius are
of a more primitive character than those of Irenajus
and Tertullian appears probable from the fact that
they exhibit a higher degree of self-consistency,
and are in perfect accord with ideas suggested by

3

(ib. vii.

;

cf.

'

'

'

'

)

Jn

8 51

and

ll 260

II 2*).

'-

(cf.

But

this priority is also

capable of proof. First of all, it is worthy of note
that the phrase tfytiptv avrobs £k vetepwv used by
Ignatius is found in later statements regarding the
Descensus which are unquestionably independent
In the Acta Thaddaei, written c. A.D. 250,
of him.
Christ is referred to in these terms iaravpibOri, ko\
:

rbv $dr}v, Kal diAtrxt^e ippay^ibv rbv e'£ alwvos
<rx^&evTa, Kal av-qyupev veKpovs' Kal KaTtp-q fibvos,
aviplrj 5e fj.era ttoWou ox^ov irpbs rbv irartpa avrov
i.
13. 20, ed. E. Schwartz, Leipzig,
(Euseb.
1907, i. 96). The iyelpeip, indeed, is still found in the
KCLTtpT} els

fii)

HE

Gospel of Nicodemus (viii. p. 330). Another important point is that Tertullian and Irena?us expressly
oppose the theory that Christians do not go to
Hades (cf. Kattenbusch, op. cit. ii. 902 ft'.). Of his
opponents on this point Tertullian says
qui satis
superbe non putant animas fidelium inferis dignas'
In hoc, inquiunt,
(de Anima, 55 [Reiff. i. 388. 7])
Christus inferos adiit, ne nos adiremus ceterum
quod discrimen ethnicorum et christianorum, si
career mortuis idem?' (ib. 55 [Reiff. i. 388. 10 ft'.]).
Irenreus, again, censures those within the Church
(cf. adv. Hair. v. 31. 1
qui putantur recte credidisse ') who believe intenorem hominem ipsorum
hie
derelinquentem
corpus, in supercoelestem ascendere locum' (adv. Hcer. v. 31. 2 [ii. 412]).
Now, the real innovators here are not those who
were thus assailed by Irenaeus and Tertullian, and
whose views, it may be added, were still at work
in the time of Pelagius (cf. Loofs, Dogmengcsch.*,
Halle, 1907, p. 421), but these Fathers themselves.
Finally, the older view still asserts itself in the
Ecclesia
multitudinem
thought of Irenaeus
martyrum
praemittit ad patrem (adv. Hcer.
iv. 33. 9 [ii. 263]), and, in fact, the belief that the
martyrs and saints are even now with Christ long
survived throughout the Western Church, as also
though with manifold inconsistencies in the
,

'

:

'

;

;

'

:

'

'

:

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

—

—

East.

Thus the most

primitive, or, at least, the earliest
traceable, element in the conception of the Descensus would seem to be the belief that Christ,
having descended into the under world after His
saints from that necessity
death, delivered the
of being confined in Hades which was thenceforward abrogated in the case of believers, and conveyed them to the Heaven which all believers have
hereafter the right to enter.
io. Relation of doctrine to primitive Christian
ideas.
That in this most primitive, i.e. earliest

OT

—

traceable, view we have reached the primordial
element of the doctrine is rendered probable by
the fact that the view in question is closely connected with certain important and, indeed, central
Reference can be
ideas in primitive Christianity.

DESCENT TO HADES
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made here only

a few points. (1) This earliest
phase of the conception shows not the slightest influence of that high esteem accorded, from the days
of the Apologists, to the pious heathen who lived
before Christ it numbers with the Church of God
only the saints of the Old Covenant. (2) It does
to

;

justice to the primitive Christian conviction that
Christ was the irpurdTOKos in veKpwv (Col l 18 1 Co
15 2"), the One who brought life (Paul, John, 1 P I s ,
2
c - tf
17 31 ).
Heb., Ac 4 13
(3) It ignores the distinction between the Resurrection and the Ascension
of Christ, and, indeed, with not a few primitive
Christian documents (cf. Barnab. xv. 9, ed. Har,

-

nack 2 Leipzig, 1S78, p. 66, and Harnack's note),
We may well wonder,
treats the two as one.
indeed, that the opponents of the bodily resurrection of Jesus have never appealed to this concep,

tion of the Descensus, i.e. the iyepdijyai 4k veKpCoi/ of
the patriarchs and their entrance into Heaven with
Christ though there are, of course, arguments

—

against such a procedure. Even
the relatively late Gospel of Nicodemus allows no
time at all for the bodily resurrection of Christ,
and that event is made known to the world, not by
His appearance, but by the preaching of those who
have come with Him from Hades (xi. 332 Lat.
text A, 406 f.
B, 431).
Another link of evidence for the antiquity of the
conception set forth in § 9 is that traces of it are
found in the NT. Not certainly in 1 Peter for,
as will be seen from all that has been said, if the
much-canvassed passages in that work refer to the
Descensus at all, they would indicate a view which
is quite unique and finds no support in the tradition
of the early Church.
The Pauline Epistles, again,
in spite of Ro 10 7 and Eph 4 9 have in our opinion
as little to say of the Descensus as Ac 2 27 81
all
that these passages imply is the sojourn of Christ
in Hades which, in the minds of the writers, was
It is possible,
necessarily involved in His death.
however, that the belief in the Descensus is pre18
supposed in Rev l {lx u T <" n\eU tov 6o.v6.tov Kai tov
while Jn 8 66 {'Aplpaau & irarTjp vp.dv rryaWia'$dov)
aaTO iva tdjj tj\v i)p.kpav tt\v ijxrjv icai ctSc Kai txap^i
a passage which, as we think, still awaits a satisfactory exegesis becomes intelligible when it is
taken to refer to Christ's presence in Hades. It is
true that the saying, as put into the mouth of
Jesus, would thus involve a violent anachronism.
But is an adequate exposition of, e.g., Jn 6 possible
except on the hypothesis of similar anachronisms?
are on surer ground in saying that the idea
of the Descensus was known to the author of
Hebrews. Thus, of the OT saints whom he cites
in oh. 11 as witnesses of faith he says expressly:

which would

tell

;

;

;

,

-

:

;

—

—

We

ovk iKOfdaavro ttjv iirayyeXlav, rod
lrepl rjfxwv upeiTrbv Tt irpofit.e'papAvov, tvo p.T] X^P'?
31
t||iuv Tc\a.udCiaiv (ll "') ; then in oh. 12 he assumes
oftroi ir&vTes

.

.

.

Qeov

that even now the heavenly Jerusalem contains not
only the 4kk\tiuIo. ir par or 6/cwx (Apostles and other
believers of the first generation), but also the irvev-

Now

22r
/xara buialuv rereXeiutyi^wj' (12 -).
TeTfXftu^i'oi must also include the
mentioned in oh. 11. Until Christ

these bUaiot
heroes of faith

came, however,

into the holy place was not open to them
tovto 5j]\o0ptos tov Hveufiaros tov Aylov, /m^ttoj
TT€(pav€pujadat ti]v tuv ayluiv bbbv in ttjs Trpurr-qs oki)vtjs
ixova-qs orao-iv). Christ alone, who reXeiudels lyivtro
wacn rots viraKovovaiv ainip atnos awr^plas aiuvlou (5 9 ),
can have opened to them (lie holy place through

the

(cf.

way

98

:

;

His death our

irpbSpo/xos
24

(0'-°)

entered the holy place,

els avTOv t6v ovpavbp (0 ) ; tvfKaiviaev ijpuv bbbv irpbo~<parov koX ££iaav, 5td rod KaTawerdap.aros, tovt' Han rrjs
20
In all these passages, no doubt,
capitis avTov (10 ).

the writer

is

ficial death,

thinking primarily of Christ's sacribut do his words not gain in clearness
also the Descensus in

when we assume that he had
his mind ?

(Christ's)

Finally, it seems to the writer to be beyond
question" that the idea of the Descensus underlies
Mt 27 61 53 It has been aptly observed by Resell
(' Ausserkanon Paralleltexte z. d. Evangelien,' TU
x. 1 and 2, 1893-94, p. 362) that the Gospel of
Nicodemus indicates the sense in which the opening of the graves and the resurrection of saints
narrated in these verses was understood, since it is
hardly possible to doubt that the writer of the First
might even
Gospel favoured a similar view.
ask, indeed, whether the rending of the KaTairiTao-p.a
in Mt 27 61 is not simply a mythical representation
20
viz. that
of the thought expressed in He 10
Christ set open the way into the holy place Sid tov
.

We

,

Karairerdo-pLarot.
11. Hybrid origin

of doctrine excluded.

— The

Johannine writings, the Ep. to the Hebrews, and
Mt 27 61 ' M belong, however, to the latest stratum of

That the conception of the Descensus, as
the NT.
set forth in § 9, was current in the earlier Apostolic
period must, in view of the fact that the Pauline
Epp. are silent regarding it, and that there is no
trace of it in Hermas (cf. p. 660 b ), be regarded as
improbable. But from what was said in the fore-

we must recognize the presence of
the idea in the later Apostolic period. This fact,
and, still more, the fact that the idea of the
Descensus is connected with primitive ChristianJewish views of Hades and eternal life (cf. also
§ 10), are sufficient, as we think, to negative the
theory that the belief was in part generated by
ideas
non-Jewish and non-Christian influences
going paragraph

—

from alien religions. Such a mixed origin has
been ascribed to it by not a few modern scholars
(cf. Clemen, Religionsgesch. Erkldi-ung d. NT.,
Giessen, 1909, pp. 153-156; H. Zimmern, KAT>,
H. Gunkel, Zum religionsgesch. Verpp. 388, 563
stdndnis d. NT., Gbttingen, 1903, p. 72; O. Pttei;

derer, Das Urchristentunfi, Berlin, 1902, ii. 288,
also Das Christusbild des urchristl. Glaubens in
religionsgesch. Bcleuchtunq, Berlin, 1903, pp. 65-71 ;
A. Meyer, Die Auferstehung Christi, Tubingen,
1905, pp. 10 and 80; W. Bousset, Hauptprobleme

Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907, pp. 255-260
Percy
Gardner, Exploratio Evangelical, London, 1907,
But the many and varipp. 263-74 and others).
ous parallels that have been pointed out are as
the similariparallels anything but convincing
ties are nothing like so many as the differences,
and the hypothesis that these exotic ideas exerted
an influence upon the genesis of the Descensus -idea.
not only remains unproved, but is in the highest
degree improbable.
12. Specifically early Christian character of docThe conception of the Descensus, as defined
trine.
above (§ 9), must accordingly be recognized as a
specifically Christian idea which goes back to the
later decades of the primitive Church, and as such
The conit has a strong claim upon our interest.
ception, in fact, holds a quite peculiar position, for
it is the sole vestige of primitive Christian thought
which, independently of the Bible with marked
d.

;

—

;

—

;

—

—
—

modifications and variations, indeed, still retains
a place in the tradition of all the main divisions of
the Christian Church. Even so, however, the modern
mind cannot bring to it more than interest wo
cannot now accept it as part of our faith. The
Jewish-Christian beliefs regarding Hades and the
;

sojourn of the soul therein, as also those regarding
Heaven, which underlie the idea of the Descensus,
belong to a cosmology which even the most determined laudator temporis acti cannot now accept.
The conception, moreover, is really inseparable
from these underlying beliefs, and, when the latter
crumble away, nothing of the former remains.
can appraise the doctrine of the Descensus only in
a historical sense, i.e. as a conception which brings
into strong relief the primitive Christian conviction

We

DESIRE
that the resurrection of Jesus Christ was something
altogether new, and which with its naive imagery
graphically expresses not only the connexion between the Old and New Testaments, but also the
In fact,
original element in the new covenant.
the Dcscensus-iie& embodies in its own manner
the very same thought as is expressed in the words
of Ignatius, Philad. ix. 2 i^alperbv rt exet T0 etay:

yt\iov, ttjv irapovalav too ffwrijpos, Kvpiov ijfxCov 'lvaou
XpiCToO, to ttA&os avrou Kai tt)v dvaaraffLV' ol yap d-yattjtoI irpotpiJTcu KCLTriyyeiXav els avrbv, rd 6V evayyeXtov
a.TripTiap.6. ianv a<pOap<jlas. But precisely this manner
of expression is one of the most antiquated and
assailable elements with which the tradition of the

Christian Churches is still encumbered. It were
fitting, therefore, that the Churches distinguished
as Evangelical should omit the Article descendit
ad inferos' from their programmes of instruction in
Christian doctrine and worship.
'
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feeling
feeling tends to arouse activity in
either mind or body, so that desire may be regarded
as feeling plus activity a process according to
which a painful want is satisfied or a pleasurable
Nevertheless, desire is reexperience retained.
lated to both cognition and volition
but, where
intellection
and
conation work directly
pure
pure
in relating the ego to its object as idea or act,
desire follows an indirect path, which involves
instinctive and personal considerations.
In a certain sense, the position of desire in consciousness
is exceptional, for the reason that acts are usually
performed directly, while ideas are entertained in
a purely mental manner not coloured by desire in
contrast to these more staid forms of cognitive and
conative activity, desire expresses a condition of
;

all

—

;

;

intensified
(a)

The

human

interest.

factor

volitional

occasions

desire

in

a problem whose nature is expressed by the
If
question, Does one always desire pleasure ?
desire were purely att'ectional, it could easily be
pointed out that desire
pleasurable, aversion to

is ever related to the
the painful ; but the
presence of conation spoils the simplicity of this
hedonic arrangement, and makes necessary one
that is more extensive and complicated. Perceiving the influence of the will's activity, Aristotle
was led to say
There are many things, so to
speak, which we should choose on account of someelse
than
thing
pleasure' (airavTa yap wsciireTv iripov
'ivena aipovp-eda w\i]v ttjs evdaip-ovlas [Eth. Nic, X. 6]).
In contrast to Aristotle's eudremonism, J. S. Mill
urged a hedonism on the basis of which he insisted
upon identifying desire with a sense of pleasure
'

:

:

believe that desiring a thing and finding it pleasant, aversion
and thinking of it as painful, are phenomena entirely inseparable, or rather two parts of the same phenomenon ; in
strictness of language, two different modes of naming the same
psychological fact that to think of an object as desirable (unless
for the sake of its consequences), and to think of it as pleasant,
are one and the same thing and that to desire anything, except
in proportion as the idea of it is pleasant, is a physical and meta'

1

to it

:

;

physical absurdity' (Utilitarianism^, 1888, p. 56).

This dogmatism on Mill's part may be explained
by observing that, where desire is viewed in independence of pleasure, the invalidity of the hedonic
argument is at once demonstrated for the ability
of the ego to transcend pleasure and pain as determinants of action is a preliminary proof of idealism.
On the psychological side, it is apparent that, where
desiring an object indicates a volitional decision in
favour of it, as worth while, still this does not
mean emotional delight in it as something pleasurable.
The later hedonism of Sidgwick admits this,
and its author, in his anxiety to escape the egoistic
implications of the older hedonism, declares
What I am concerned to maintain is that men do not nolo
;

DESIRE. — The

inner nature and outer scope of
desire are such as to raise
important questions concerning man's relation to the world and
his estimate of his own life therein.
In both a
theoretical and a practical manner, desire proposes
certain questions for philosophy : on the one side,
it is asked whether man can desire aught but the

human

pleasurable ; on the other, it is questioned whether
his attitude toward desire should be one of acceptance or rejection. Just as perception establishes a
theoretical connexion between the mind and the
world, so desire elaborates a volitional relation
between the soul and Nature, so that man is led to
wonder whether, like the animal, he could silently
take his life for granted or, self-conscious and selfpropelled as he is, should question the authority of
natural desire over him. Owing to the problematic
nature of desire, it becomes necessary to inquire
concerning the exact psychological type and ethical
worth of this human function ; to this constructive work must be added critical considerations
drawn from aesthetics and religion. Thus we
must investigate what desire really is, and in what
way, and to what extent, it is supposed to exercise

sway over the human soul.
I. Psychology of desire.
such as to place

—The

:

'

normally desire pleasure alone, but to an important extent other
things also' (Methods of Ethics**, London, 1901, i. ch. iv. § 4).

In identifying the pleasurable and desirable, the

hedonist has confused desire in its active condition
with the passive experience of delight, but the
human mind is so constituted that it can choose
other than delightful experiences. From the evolutionary standpoint, desire is related to pleasure,
aversion to pain, upon the basis of the hedonic law
which declares that the pleasurable is indicative of
the beneficial in the organism, the painful of the
harmful.
'Every pleasure,' says Herbert Spencer, 'increases vitality;
every pain decreases vitality. Every pleasure raises the tide of
every pain lowers the tide of life (Data of Ethics, New
York, 1893, § 36).

life

'

;

But the claim that the pleasure-giving
nature of desire

decreasing,

emotional process, desire has the nature of active

the original hedonic

it

;

is

equivalent

to the life-increasing, the pain-giving to the lifeis based upon purely biological considerations, and is discussed by Spencer in the
'
when he
chapter entitled The Biological View
advances to The Psychological View,' as this is
involved in the evolutionary plan, he repudiates

between instinct and volition
it is superior to instinct inasmuch as it is a definite
and conscious form of activity, while it is inferior
to volition because it is not propelled by a disinterested, impersonal idea.
Belonging to the
is

'

;

'

scheme,

by claiming that

DESIRE
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man

submits to guidance, not by simple, but by
representative, feelings, whose ends are far removed

from the sense

The

of bodily benefit or injury (ib. § 42).
evolutionary conception of conduct is thus

called upon to admit the presence of something
like a disinterested play of consciousness, whereby
man, emancipated from purely biological principles,
chooses either pain or pleasure according to his
idea of what has worth for the will.
(b) The cognitive factor in desire appears first of
all in the presence of a presentative element which
involves the idea of an object or end, so that
cognition as well as conation tends to separate
desire from the realm of purely instinctive feeling.

As

'

where there

no knowledge, there
Mind, ii. 196).
memory of former
pleasurable experiences which we would have
repeated, or the idea of similar feelings which we
Sully says,

can be no desire' (The

Such knowledge consists

is

Human

in the

The perceptible appreciable result
by activity in the direction of the
desired object distinguishes desire from instinct,
which functions immediately without the idea of
an end. As Bergson has expressed it, 'there are
things instinct alone finds, but it never seeks
could realize.
to be obtained

'

(L'Evolution crtatrice 6 1910, p. 164). On
the cognitive side, desire consists in knowledge of

them

,

an object rather than merely some pleasurable
experience with its qualities, where one reads a
book or listens to an opera, not merely for the
attendant pleasure of the perusal or the performance, but for the sake of having read such a book
or having heard such an opera. Desire is satisfied,
not merely by pleasure, but by means of a conscious experience with an object, such as a foreign
country which one visits. With its broad interests,
the intellect transcends immediate pleasures, and
advances to the idea of thrill which is afforded by
contact with reality.
In this way, art, which
necessarily demands the disinterested, may mean
more to the mind than actual life, just as tragic

art, with its constant suggestion of pain and defeat,
be more entertaining than the comic, with its
ideas of happiness and success. Through his desire
for intellectual excitement, man has demonstrated
his ability to rise above pleasure, just as he has
shown that to perform acts peculiar to his will is
of more value to him than to entertain pleasurable
emotions. Desire thus involves an ideal as well as
a purely cognitive element, for
by its very nature
it contrasts the actual condition of the ego with an
ideal state of mind ; the present as given, with the
future as the not yet attained. This reference to
the future is indicative of the difference between
desire and pleasure for, where pleasure is necessarily contemporaneous, desire is ever anticipatory,
so that, as pleasure enters, desire departs.
One
desires pleasure when he does not possess it, but,
when pleasure comes, the delight in it dispels the
mere desire for it. In this way arises the larger

may

;

question concerning happiness, which is sometimes
conceived of as the possession of the good, sometimes as the pursuit of it.
(c) In addition to the conative and cognitive in
desire, there is a third element, without recognition
of which the problem of desire cannot be
sufficiently
presented ; this is the egoistic. Desire indicates a
form of activity streaming forth from the ego,
while it is aimed at a form of experience calculated
to affect the ego's condition.
In themselves, both
action and thought possess an impersonal character, since they relate to causal and substantial
forms of reality found in the outer world desire,
however, makes use of these fundamental forms of
mental reality only so far as they are of personal
interest to the ego which desires to direct its
faculties of conation and cognition in some particular channel.
Desire is so identified with
;

personal interest that resthetieal and religious
systems which counsel man to avoid desire do not
As to the relafail to advise him to neglect self.
tion of man to the world about him, desire makes
use of an egoistic form of expression whereby
The
instinct becomes conscious and voluntary.
fatality that may attach to such a personal exhibition of instinctive traits was portrayed by

Balzac in his philosophic story, The Magic Skin,'
which, as a token, had power to confer any desire,
but which itself dwindled with the gratification of
the wish until at last it destroyed the possessor— a
suggestion that one must desire even though the
desiderative life will eventually destroy itself.
Where the psychology of
2. Ethics of desire.
in the
desire ends, the ethics of desire begins
idea of value.
With its egoistic and emotional
limitations, desire cannot serve as an ethical
norm, for it has already been shown to be incapable of accounting for impersonal volition and
ideation.
Nevertheless, desire may become a determinant of value, because, where one does not
necessarily desire the pleasurable, he does desire
'

—

—

what he deems

'

valuable.
Man,' said Nietzsche,
the valuing animal as such' {Genealogy of
Morals, tr. Hausemann, 1897, ii. § 8), and the
valuational in him may be attributed to the
desiderative element in his nature. In this way,
value becomes subjective instead of adhering to
a thing as one of its properties, instead of belonging to the moral principle as one of its attributes,
value is relative to human desire. From this subjective point, Chr. v. Ehrenfels has declared:
We do not desire things because we recognize a mystical,
unintelligible essence of value in them but we attribute value
to them because we desire them (Syst. der Werttheorie, vol. i. § 1).
'is

;

'

;

'

Basing value upon desire, Ehrenfels follows Brentano in asserting that one can feel pleasure and
pain without desiring ; and, second, one can desire
without feeling pleasure or pain {ib. §5). Having
made value to consist of something subjective, he
seeks to show how, in valuing a thing because of
its desirability, we are not exchanging absolutism
for egoism, for we are able to erect the idea of an
absolute concept of value upon a psychic and subjective basis (ib. § 16). Value thus stands for a
relation between an object and a subject, according to which the subject actually desires the object,
or would desire it were it not convinced that the
object existed for it (ib. § 21). The empiricism
and eudsemonism of this view have been criticized
by F. Krueger, who substitutes for the idea of
actual desire that of a relatively constant desire
(Der Begriff des absolnt Wertvollen, ch. iii. 1).
As Ehrenfels had clung to realism in desire,
Krueger seeks to advance towards idealism. It is
possible, however, to advance a stage beyond the
point of view which regards value as the relatively
Desire contains
constant desire of the subject.
not only the egoistic element, but the impersonal
faotors of cognition and conation whereby the
moralist may secure a conception of the supreme
good conceived neither eudamionistically nor rigoristically, but in a valuational manner.
The attempt to idealize desire, that it may be
elevated to the plane of the valuable, is quite in
keeping with the inner nature of desire, with its
perpetual contrast between the real and the ideal,
the present and the future. At the same time, the
mingling of pain and pleasure in desire pain as to
the given condition, pleasure with regard to a
conceivable one is only another phase of the ideal'

'

—

—

izing tendency in all desire. At first view, desire
seems to be but a natural principle, at one with
the will to live and the struggle for existence, its

inner nature consisting apparently in the conscious
voluntary choice of the fundamental striving of all
Thus viewed, human values are only human

life.

DESIRE
JJut in the moral
man the actual desire cannot he
accepted as an ethical norm, whence arose idealism
in conduct and yet it is suggested that, were man
truly man, the intelligible rather than the empirical
ego, then the spontaneous desires of the human
heart would represent genuine values of spiritual
life.
Man as a valeur lives according to idealized

desires directed towards an end.

consciousness of
;

desires, so that,

where Nature originates through

organic striving and instinctive activity, reason
continues this preliminary work by creating subjective values, whose essence consists in that which
would be desired by man in his moral perfection.
Inasmuch as ethics must begin with man as he is,
it finds it necessary to express this idea of value
by means of rectitude and duty. As a result,

psychology, cannot advance beyond
the limits of mediocrity in man, who through
desire is put in a condition of sufficiency, wherein
interests take the place of ideals, and man transcends Nature only to the degree of elaborating
the idea of the human species, and not that of
internal spiritual life. This defect in the psychologico-ethical view of man is made up by the
aesthetico-religious one, according to which desire
is repudiated.
In the artistic world,
3. Esthetics of desire.
human desire is not accepted in its immediacy,
but is subjected to spiritual scrutiny. Where the
constructive mood of aesthetics prevails, desire is
increased by the perception of beauty, which
Stendhal (1783-1842) delined as 'a promise of
happiness' (Nietzsche, op. cit. iii. § 6) where the
critical mood is uppermost, beauty is regarded as
the dwindling of desire in the form of disinterested
contemplation. One is aphrodisiac, the other antiethics, like

—

;

Even among
aphrodisiac, in its effect upon desire.
the Greeks there was no lack of antipathy towards
the desiderative in aesthetics, and it was in this
spirit that Plato condemned the poet, not only
because his imitative art yielded an inferior degree

of truth, but because the excitement he aroused
expressed an inferior part of the soul the passionate rather than the reflective. This criticism

—

he applied

to the

drama

especially (Eep. 604-5).
Aristotle conceived of art as having the function
of cleansing the soul from such desires as cause
distress by virtue of their occupancy in and sway
over the soul; accordingly, he defines tragedy
as the imitation of an action where the effect is
produced by men acting and through pity and fear
effecting

a purification of such passions

(5Y 4X4 ov

tolovtwv Tro.8r}p.6.Twv
tpdfiov Tepalvovaa ttjv rdv
Modern aesthetics has
K&Oapaiv [Poet. ch. vi. 2]).
met the problem of desire upon a basis more
Kal

psychological, while it has been less rigorous than
was Hellenism in its judgment of the desirable in
beauty. The general effect has been to place the
disinterested in the position of the desiderative,

which idea was first formulated by Kant, although
Burke's The Sublime and the Beautiful (1756)

and Baumgarten's Aesthetics (1750-58) showed him
where beauty might be found.
Kant seeks to
indicate the possibility of a feeling-judgment, or
taste ; the latter he describes by saying
Taste is the faculty of judging of an object by an entirely
:

'

disinterested satisfaction or dissatisfaction

'

(Critique of Jtcdg-

merit, tr. Bernard, 1892, § 6).

In Kant's mind, desire is fatal to beauty, as to
virtue also ; hence his insistence upon the disinterested in aesthetic feeling.

Schopenhauer was
pessimistic
severe.

;

more

voluntaristic,

hence, his doctrine of desire

is

more
more

'All willing springs from want, hence from need, hence from
The satisfaction of a wish may end it, but for every
suffering.
one that is satisfied there remain at least ten which are denied
further, desire lasts long, while its demands are infinite ; the
satisfaction is short and scantily meted out. . .
Therefore, so
long as our consciousness is filled with will, so long as we are
;

.
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thronged by desires, with their perpetual hopes and fears, so
long as we are the subject of willing, there can be no lasting
. Thus the
subject of willing is ever
happiness or peace for us.
stretched upon the revolving wheel of Ixion, pours water into
the sieve of the Danaids, is the ever fruitlessly pining Tantalus
.

.

'

und Vorstellung, § 38).
This constant condition due to human desire is
relieved from time to time by aesthetic
contemplation, in whose ecstatic moments the subject, raised
above the desiderative, enjoys the stillness of the

(Welt ats Wille

will to live

:

1
It is the painless condition which Epicurus prized as the
highest good, as also the condition of the gods for we are for
the moment delivered from the shameful striving of the will,
we celebrate the Sabbath of the forced servitude of willing,
while the wheel of Ixion stands still (ib.).
;

'

Wagner follows Schopenhauer in postulating
renunciation of desire as the most perfect aesthetic
condition, although he finds it hard to explain how
the particular art of music, which involves the
highest excitation of the will, can consist with the
state of stillness demanded by the aesthetic ideal
s
(cf. Beethoven, Schriften u. Dichtungen
Leipzig,
In the Ring ties Niebelungen,
1898, v. 9, p. 72).
indicates
a
double
doctrine
of
desirelessWagner
ness first, in Siegfried, whose superabundance of
,

:

raises him above want secondly, in Wotan,
learns to relinquish the gold of baneful de(cf. Siegfried, Act ii. ; Bheingold, Sc. iv.).
In contrast to these aesthetic attacks upon desire,
based upon a dread of the will to live, other
Schopenhauerians consider beauty as consisting
in an excess of the natural function of willing.
Nietzsche thuscriticizes Schopenhauer and Wagner,
and returns to the views set forth by Stendhal, as
also by Flaubert.
'Stendhal,' says he, 'a not less sensual but more happily

power

;

who

siring

constituted nature than Schopenhauer, lays streBS on a different
effect of beauty : beauty promises happiness.
With him the
very stimulation of will (interest) by beauty seems to be the
fact

'

(op. cit.

iii.

§ 6).

In this positive treatment of desire, Nietzsche is
followed by Sudermann, whose literary art constantly repudiates all restraint. With Sudermann,
this affirmation of desire is carried out consciously
and with apparent sincerity, and, instead of
following the animal instinctiveness of Maupassant,
he uses the sensual with the aim of inculcating an
Much the same may be
egoistic ethical doctrine.
said of George Moore in distinction from Oscar
Wilde, because Moore employs the sensual for the
purpose of developing a trans-traditional morality
(J. Huneker, Overtones, New York, 1906, iv. 2).
This contradiction between the two views of desire
is due to a difference in interpretation of the ego and

the world- whole. Those who believe
the reality of spiritual life are inclined to
eliminate desire by removing the ego from the
field of activity, while those who are aware of no
beyond know no reason why man should do aught
but further the native tendencies towards selfrealization.
But, even where the ego's desires
appear to be the most obvious things in experience,
the artistic consciousness distrusts desire as something tending to delude the mind which appeals
to the stillness of the inner life.
This occasional
elevation in art is the rule in religion.
Since spiritual religion
4. Desire and religion.
consists in a detachment from the world of impressions and a repudiation of immediate impulses,
it is necessary to consider its relation to desire.
With various religions, the attitude towards desire
is determined in accordance with their general
attitude towards the world. Thus Taoism, which
regards reality as something empty of content and
wanting in attributes, upholds the repression of
desire
Buddhism, with its acosmic tendency,
urges its complete extirpation Christianity, while
not wanting in this critical attitude towards the
natural in both man and the world, advises one to
train the desires.
its position in

in

—

;

;
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principle in Taoism is that of emptiness and inactivity, wherein the dialectical superiority of the Tao consists (Tao Teh King, tr. Legge,
1891, chs. 11, 37).
Accordingly the man of Tao
seeks by the repression of desire to reduce himself
to this kenotic condition ; hence the sage seeks to
withdraw the mind from external impressions like
colours, tones, flavours, and the like (ib. ch. 12).
This course of repression is further called returna teaching which calls attention
ing to the root
to the tendency on the part of all forms of vegetable
life to return from their full-flowering to their
'
This returning to their root
original condition.
is what we call the state of stillness,' says Lao-tze,
who counsels the disciple to produce this state to
the utmost degree (ib. ch. 16). The man of Tao is
considered ' different from ordinary men, in that
he has so repressed his desires as to have become
"I am like an infant,
infant-like and primeval.
which has not yet smiled," says he. The mind is
that of a stupid man I am in a state of chaos
Inasmuch as ' the Tao
(ib. ch. 20, cf. chs. 23, 28).
does nothing for the sake of doing it,' the Taoist

The leading

'

'

—

'

;

desire, inactive, and simple (ib. ch. 37).
treats desire in its major rather than
minor premiss, by discussing it in The Noble
Truth Concerning Suffering' (in the Mahavagga,
tr.
Davids and Oldenberg, Oxford, 1881, i. 1).
This truth is fourfold. It is based upon the
individual's attachment to life, to his desire for
continued existence and happiness the resulting
suffering is removed by detachment from desire,
the way of which lies along the eightfold path
wherein is found the destruction of sorrow (cf.
Dhamma Kakka,' tr. Davids, SBE xi. [1900],
With Buddhism, desire is repudiated be§§ 5-8).
cause it leads to delusion, and he who would find
must
detach himself from objects of sense.
reality
See, further, the next article.
Where Hellenism indulged the idea of desire in
the enjoyment of life and the elaboration of the
beautiful, it did not fail to express some sense of
Like the
regret for life in the world of sense.
Cynics before them, the Stoics set themselves
against desire and extolled a rigorous course of
conduct, the spirit of which was d7rd0eta, or
cultivated indifference. Such in general was the
is

without

Buddhism

'

its

;

'

attitude of the opposite school of Epicurus, who
praised arapa^la, or passive pleasure, as the highest
moral condition (Diog. Laert. x. 136). Where

Erdmann

(Hist. Pkilos. tr.

Hough, 1898, §
Windelband

seeks to identify these ideals,
Philos. tr.

Cushman,

New York,

97, 4)
(Hist.
1906, § 47) believes

the likeness to be but superficial. The former is
the virtue of ethical indifference to all passions
the latter is passionlessness which is based upon
On this
the perfect satisfaction of all desire.
accon nt, it was looked upon, by both Epicureans
and Cynics, as acquired only through a limitation
of desire (ib.).
It was in this spirit that Horace
wrote his famous epistle beginning Nil admirari
;

'

prope res est una' (Ep. I. vi.), while Seneca
expressed the same apathetic sentiment in his
'sine admiratione' (de Vita Beata, iii. 3).
In
dealing with desire and aversion, Epictetus adopts
the same attitude, counselling man to cease desiring
things beyond Ids power (iii. 24). Marcus Aurelius
rehabilitates Horace's 'nil admirari' with his own
adavp.aaTov, whereby, like Maximus his master, he
ceased to wonder at anything (i. 15). See also the
Greek article, below.
While Christianity does not attack desire upon
the same cosmological grounds as Taoism, Buddhism, and Stoicism, it does not fail to relate the
function of desire, which it condemns, to the world,
which it repudiates. In the great value-judgment
of the Gospels, What doth it profit a man, to gain
the whole world, and forfeit his life?' (Mk 8 s6 ), the
'

'

'

(Buddhist)
work is that of detachment from the
On the psychological side, this is expressed
terms of will, where it is declared, ' Whosoever
would save his life shall lose it (5s yap Ha> 6(\-n rr\v
eavrov ^p\)X^ v owcu dToXeVei avr-qv [Mk 8 35 ]).
But,
with more direct reference to desire, briBvpUa, it
may be said that, when the NT writers assume an
attitude towards it, this is always a deprecating
one, for it is looked upon as equivalent to lust.
This was the view of Christ in His comment upon
the Seventh Commandment 7r£s 6 ffhiiruv yvvaha
s8
St. Paul connects
irpbs t6 (TrtdvfiTJjat (Mt 5 ).
desire with passion, and likens the desiring mood

principle at

world.
in

'

—

to the habitsof the Gentiles, irados(Tn6viiias(\ Th4 6 ) ;
St. Peter speaks of the believer as one who has
escaped the corruption in the world through
desire iv rip Kbo-fiip iv iwidv/xla (2 P l 4 ) ; and St.
James speaks of the tempted man as one who is
drawn away by his own desire inrb rrji iSias iirtdv/itas
14
(Ja l ). St. John relates these forms of the mind
to the world, and thus tends to give a dialectic of
desire.
In this way, the content of the world is
likened to desire in both a sensuous and an
intellectual form ttS.i' t6 iv rip nbo-p-ip, 17 iiri8vp.ia ttjs

—

—

:

r&v 6<pda\p.wv (1 Jn 2 16
the
and the eyes is thus repudiated by
which
aims
at detaching the ego from
Christianity,
the immediate world, that it may find its true

aapicds Kal

ij

iiri8vp.la

) ;

lust of the flesh

place in the world of spiritual

This doctrine

life.

detachment from life is now under discussion in
religious circles where Mysticism prevails.
While current thought accepts desire as a fact
of experience and develops it according to ethics,
of

religion, like art, refuses to take it for granted
to repudiate it altogether.
Such a
tendency appears in Wagner's view of religion (cf.
above) in Tolstoi's conception of Christianity, as
Religion (tr. H. Smith,
developed in

and tends
;

New

My

York, 1885), where asceticism mingles with sympathism in Villiers de LTsle-Adam, whose Axel
;

(Paris, 1890) involves 'the rejection of life at the
moment when life becomes ideal ' (J. Huneker,
York, 1908, p. 357) ; and in
Iconoclasts,
Ernest Hello, who attacks desire under its armour
3
of the pride of life (cf. L'
Paris, 1894,
,
Le Siecle, do. 1896). More after the Russian
who
manner, J. K. Huysmans,
passed from the

New

Homme

sensual to the spiritual, has revealed an august
world-withdrawal whose path is indicated in En
Route (Paris, 1895), while its result is elaborated
in La Cathidrale (Paris, 1898), where Durtal, the
hero, cloistered at Chartres, glorifies the inner life,
la vie contemplative,' which he contrasts with
'
la vie active (op. cit. 28, ch. v. p. 125, ch. xi. p.
'

'

Huysmans, who mentions Hello (ib. ch. vi,
138), reveals the same combination of Catholicism and Mysticism that guided the former to his
striking attitude towards human desire. The
economic interest, which to-day predominates,
tends to forbid the artistic disinterestedness and
religious renunciation which seek to neutralize
desire, so that the present age might well be called
the age of desire.
Lite&atore. —J. M. Baldwin, Handbook 0/ Psychology-,
330).
j).

New York, 1894, ch. xiv. 2, Feeling and Will ; Fr. Brentano,
Chr. v.
I'sychol. vom empir. Standpunkl, Leipzig, 1874
'
Ehrenfels, Syst. der Werttheorie, i. Psychol, dee Begehrens,'
do. 1897 ; F. Krueger, Der Begriff des absolut Wertrollen,
do. 1898; G. T. Ladd, Psychol. Descriptive and Explanatory *,
New York, 1903 A. Meinong, Psychol.-eth. Untertuchunyen
zut Werth-Theorie, Oraz, 1894 ; J. Sully, The
Mind,
London, 1892, ch. xvii. ; J. Iverach, art. Desire/ in DCG.
'

'

;

;

Human

'

Charles Gray Shaw.

—
(Buddhist). There

is no more intiDESIRE
mate, more radical self-expression of the conscious
individual than that which is conveyed by the term
'desire.' It is the one genuine subjective register of
A man is known by his works, but he
character.
knows himself by his desires. When these emerge,
if they do emerge, in action, external limitations

DESIRE
of

environment and opportunity permit only a

dis-

torted output of the ideal act, which had taken
shape in the creative flame of desire. Religion
and ethics are therefore deeply concerned with
A fortiori, whether Buddhism is condesire.
sidered to he religion, or ethics, or both, desire
should bulk very largely in its doctrines, and the
attitude of those doctrines towards it should be
held crucial in our judgments respecting them.
Buddhism faces the phenomenon of desire as
frankly and as critically as other systems, and
perhaps even more so and this is because it is
essentially psychological, and does not start from
the external universe and its first or final cause,
but with the heart of man.
Discounting the remoter and immaterial planes
of existence {rupa-loka and arupa-loka), the world
of earth, with its purgatories and its nearer heavens,
is, by Buddhism, conceived and named in terms of
desire.
It is kdmd-vachara, the sphere of Talma,
i.e. desire understood simply as wishing for what
is pleasant
and kdma-loka, world of desire
kama, according to the commentators, includes
both desiring (kdmetili kdmo) and that which is
desired (kamiyatlti kdmo).
Now, as might be ex;

'

'

;

—

pected, in Buddhist philosophical treatises the
universality of desire is dealt with as a natural
phenomenon, and is neither praised nor condemned,
while, with respect to the life of laymen, kama,
that is, natural desires and the enjoyment thereof,
is not, as such, condemned.
In the oldest narrative of the birth of the Buddha (Digha-Nikdya,

13; Majjhima-Nikdya, iii. 121), it is written
that his mother, a lady of pure and virtuous life,
was living before his birth in the enjoyment of the

ii.

modes of sense-desire (pancha
of sights, sounds, odours, tastes,
five

kdmaguna, i.e.
and contacts).

Again, mtheSihgdlovdda-suttanta(Digha,iu. 18011.,
called by R. Childers 'The Whole Duty of the
Buddhist Layman'), the Buddha does not warn
the young layman off a single form of natural
desire or enjoyment, but only against vicious or
wanton desires. For those who had left the world
and devoted their lives to holiness and missionThe kdmas
ary work, the case was different.
were for them constant sources of danger, and
were likened to burning coals, knives, snakes, dry
bones, dreams, and other perilous and disappointing
objects (' Psalms of the Sisters' [Therigdthd], London, 1909, p. 144 f. ). They belonged to the pursuit
of sensuous pleasures and the life of the world.
An abdicating king might say I have enjoyed
human kdmas ; it is time to seek after celestial
kdmas' (Dlgha, iii. 60). But, for one who was aiming at the highest goal, there was really nothing
to choose between either human or celestial desires
and objects of desire. The word kama was dropped
from his vocabulary. But he did not therefore
cease to desire, for, though his quo vadis was
different, he aspired to a goal none the less, and,
if he obeyed the injunctions of his Order preserved
in its scriptures, he pursued this end with greater
ardour and singleness of purpose than he had ever
felt over worldly objects.
'

:

If, in the earliest version of those scriptures surviving, viz. the Pali Pitakas, natural desire and
objects in a word, the kdmas are usually
mentioned in terms of depreciation, it must be

its

—

—

remembered (1) that the Pitakas were compiled by
religieux, and that the greater part of the Suttas
are discourses addressed to religieux and (2) that
Buddhism started as an evangel of protest, reform,
and regeneration against worldliness and superBut it
stition, and evangels do not compromise.
;

characteristic of this gospel that it does not
seek to quench earthly desires (manussa/ca kama)
by heavenly desires (dibba kama).
In the first place, the sum/mum bonum of arhatis
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(Buddhist)

ship, of complete emancipation of heart and mind,
won only in this earthly region of the
kdma-loka, with the single exception of the remotest sphere of the arupa-loka, where it was
believed that some mortals attained parmibbSnet,
i.e. completion of perfected life and final death,
who here, on their way to perfection, had not
lived to touch the highest Path and Fruit (e.g.
Digha, ii. 200; Samyutta, v. 346, etc.); yet this
parinibbdna is never recorded as a climax and
glorious consummation, but rather as an epilogue
to the life here below of those who, in a world
of desire,' and in virtue of unworldly desire, had
attained to the assurance of victory in spiritual

could be

'

'

'

evolution (nibbdna).
Secondly, whereas

the Buddhist Dhamma is
method for diverting and transforming the natural phenomenon of desire, it held up,
before those whose quest was for the highest, no
supramundane place as the proper object of desire,
nor before any one did it hold up a superhuman being or person in that light. It is true
that re-birth in heaven is frequently proclaimed
as the natural inevitable result of virtue in this
life
this to laymen and to those of the Order who
were spiritually babes. But it is virtue and goodness that are shown as desirable, rather than promotion hereafter, in the reconstituted life. Those
who were judged as ripening to perfect emancipation aimed only at an impersonal goal, having
no relation to time or space (Milinda, ii. 105,
186), but regarded, positively, as a blissful consciousness of salvation, liberty, mastery, insight,
and peace (C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the
Early Buddhists, vol. i. p. xxxvii).
At the opposite extreme of these aspirations,
which might be called the vis afronte, Buddhism
places, as the driving power a tergo, the world's
great burden of ill, as fed by the constant working of unregenerate and uncontrolled desire, called
'thirst' or 'craving' (tanhd, Skr. trsnd).
This
essentially a

'

'

—

religio-philosophical term is another illustration of
the immense significance of the vital phenomenon
of desire in the Buddhist consciousness ; and its
scope embraces the whole of human desires, in so
far as these are attracted by life itself, or by the
idea of its extinction. There are three modes or
channels of tanhd : kdma-tanhd, desire for what is
sensuously pleasant ; bhava-tanhd, desire for becoming or life hereafter ; and vibhava-tanhd, desire for the extinction of becoming.
Tan/ia in
general is defined as concerned with repeated
becoming (lit. re-birth-ic,' punobbhavikd), 'associated with pleasure and passion' (nandi-rdga'

'

'

sahagata), and 'delighting in various objects'
(tatra-tatrdbhinandini[Vibh. 101, 365; Samyutta,
iii. 26]).
It was only when set on the Paths, the
Fruits, Nibbdna,' that the desire, which had been
called tanhd, became the aspiration and the purpose
'

samma - sahkappa and dhamma -chhanda.
For, as there is no inducement,' writes the commentator (Attha-salini, 347), 'to a mosquito to
alight on a ball of iron heated in the sun, so these
[goals] by their radiant glory do not attract tanhd.'
The person of the Buddha, however, as an object
of desire, lent warmth and colour to aspirations
after impersonal goals.
Not once only in the
world's history, but from time to time through
cycles of involution and evolution, do Buddhists
hold that mankind may hope for a day when the
called
'

'

desire of all nations shall come,' who will in love
and wisdom satisfy their yearnings. The conditions and order of his advent are considered by
the canonical books in the light of a natural law.
Buddha-epochs were not equidistant in time, but

they happened when, amid an ignorant and erring
majority, there were some who would understand
the message of salvation.

DESIRE
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As on a crag, on crest of mountain standing,
A man might watch the people far below,
E'en so do Thou, O Wisdom fair, ascending,

O

xi.

the terraced heights of truth,
Look down, from grief released, upon the nations
Sunken in grief, oppressed with birth and age.
Arise, thou hero
Conqueror in the battle
Thou freed from debt f Lord of the pilgrim-band,
Walk the world o'er, sublime and blessed Teacher
Teach us the Truth there are who'll understand '
(Dialogues, ii. 32 ; Vin. Texts, i. 86 1.).

Seer of

all,

!

1

—

!

The faith and devotion evoked by the person of
the Buddha and by the nature of his doctrine are
also usually described in terms of satisfied desire,

namely, pasdda, pasanna, the passages being too
numerous to quote (but cf. Samyutta, v. 381, with
Buddhist Psychological Ethics, 174 n.). Nevertheless, the desire itself for a Buddha, and for the
salvation he should bring, is expressed in terms of
altruistic desire for the good and happiness of all
men. It is out of compassion for all creatures,
for the advantage and the welfare and the happiness of gods and men,' that a Buddha arises,
'

'

Who from all
Me and

(Therigatha,, 157

so
;

ill

and sorrow hast released

many many

cf.

Dialogues,

'

stricken folk
ii. Ill ; JRAS, 1906, p. 241).

Mediately therefore, in the desire for the Buddha,
the impersonal desire for universal good, as well as
the desire for personal salvation, finds expression.

For those who, as converts, were sufficiently won
by the Dhamma to devote their lives to it, a career
and moral training was prescribed, which,
judging by the terms employed, called into exercise the emotional and volitional, no less than the
The exercises might be in
intellectual, faculties.
of mental

—

the expansion of a concept or sentiment suffusion,
irradiation (pharana), they called it or in concentration of attention and will (samadhi, jhdna, etc.),

—

or in control of consciousness, recollection, selfIn no
collectedness (sati-sampajafina), and so on.
case, however, was the training to be carried on
with cool impassivity, except in certain advanced
The sincere student is constantly described
stages.
as being aglow or ardent (dtapi), strenuous or
earnest (appamatta), full of energy and endeavour
(viriya,

vdydma,

ussolhi),

and

filled

(Greek)

may

with eager

active desire (tibbachhanda) ; but the emotional
side of consciousness is not encouraged, except in
intimate connexion with the conative or volitional.
The term chhanda, for instance, which is as unmoral as our own 'desire,' but which, like 'desire,'
is sometimes used with a sensual or passional import, is more allied to will than kdma is, and is
explained by commentaries as meaning kattuFew subjects, indeed,
kamyatd, 'desire -to-do.'
are of greater interest in Buddhist culture than
this evolution of chhanda.
For instance, dukkha,
the generic term for 'ill,' 'misery,' or 'pain,' is
'
said to be ' rooted in chhanda (Samyutta, iv. 328),
'
as, indeed, are all states of consciousness' (AhgittOn one occasion the end of the
tara, iv. 839).
Buddha's system of holy living is called the
removal of desire (chhanda-patulna [Samyutta,
Yet this is stated to be accomplished
v. 272]).
by certain 'exercises in which chhanda is called
into play.
What then,' is an inquirer's comment,
'
would you put away desire by desire ? ' And the
Thera replies to the Brahman : ' Was there not
desire, effort, thought, deliberation in your mind,
when you set out to find me in this garden ? And

now that you have found me, is not all that
abated?' Again, a homely simile of the ass who
does not make himself into a valued cow by walking after the herd saying I, too, can bellow,'
serves to show that the criterion of a genuine
student is his displaying eager active desire [tibbachhanda) for the highest virtues and the most
advanced mental development (Anguttara, i. 229).
'

Finally, the Buddha is represented in the Akahkheyya-Sutta as showing how seventeen pious ways
in which a bhikkhu 'might desire' (akahkheyya)

severally be satisfied

('

Buddhist Suttas,'

SBE

210 ff.).

Hence

Buddhist ethics, desire is, as such, not
only not immoral, hut an indispensable instrument
for attaining higher (no less than meaner) ends it
becomes a source of danger only when the object
of desire is such as to give no lasting satisfaction
in

;

when it is attained.
hence it is strictly in accordance with the
of
the
older writings, if with an added tinge
spirit
of intense emotion, when the author of the Milinda
Questions declares that Nibbdna is to be realized,
not by quiescent meditation, or in hypnotic trance,
much less by mortification of desire, but by rational
to desire

And

discontent, strong anguish, and longing, followed
by a forward leap of the mind into peace and calm,

then again by a vibrating zeal, in which the aspirant 'strives with might and main along the path,'
and so on.
It had been the fate of Buddhism, before the
authorities quoted above became accessible, to become for the general English reader synonymous
not only with pessimism but with the

'

extinction
And the error still persists. This is
largely due to the fact that the earliest translators of the canonical works of Buddhism were
of desire.'

not English,

or, if English,

logical training.

were lacking in psycho-

The anthologies

of the

Dhamma

and Sutta-Nipdta were rendered into English prose
by those veteran Indologists, Max Miiller and
Fausboll, and between them they render no fewer
than sixteen Pali words, which really mean sensuous, or vicious, or unregulated desire, by the one
unqualified

word

'

desire.'

St.

Hilaire, Burnouf,

and Foucaux do much the same disservice with
the one over- worked word desir. Warren (Buddhism in Translations, Camb. Mass., 1896) is no

better; yet see his Index, s.v. 'Desire' ('desire =
This slovenly usage partly justifies writers
lust').
more general and comparative treatises in arrivat
ing
sweeping but erroneous conclusions (e.g.
Crozier in Hist, of Intellectual Development,
London, 1897-1901). But it were undesirable to
impoverish our ethical and religious concepts by
making over to such terms as tanha all the moral
as well as the immoral implications in desire.
After all, it was in response to a desire, a yearning, an impulse, a resolution, that the founder of
Buddhism is represented as having renounced the
world and dedicated his life to the service of his
fellow-men. See also art. Love (Buddhist).
of

Literature.— C. A. F. Rhys Davids, 'On the Will in BudJRAS, Jan. 1898, and Buddhist Psychological Ethics,
C. A. F. Rhys Davids and S. Z. Aung, Compendium of Philosophy, 1910, p. 244, n. 2 T. W. Rhys Davids,
Buddhist Suttas,' SBE\\. [1300], 210 ff., and 'Questions of King
Milinda.'ii. xxxvi. [1894], 199 ff. The Nikd yas are all published
by the Pali Text Society, London references are to volume
and page. The Digha- and Majjhima-Nikuyas are in process
dhism,'

London, 1900

;

;

'

;

of

being translated as Dialogues of the Buddha (London),
F. Rhys Davids, and the evolution of desire
saints may be studied in the latter's Psalms
Early Buddhists, London, 1909, 1912.

by T. W. and O. A.

among Buddhist
of the

C. A. F.

Buys Davids.

DESIRE

(Greek).— i. Socrates and the preSocratics. The beginning of ethical investigation
in ancient Greece is usually assigned to Socrates.
And, no doubt, Socrates did in a special manner
direct men's attention to ethical principles and
concepts, and give the impulse to the further study
and elaboration of the philosophy of morals. He

—

was also who, by his rigorous insistence on selfcontrol (4yKpd.Teia) as the supreme virtue, gave
of man
special prominence to the twofold nature
a higher and a lower nature, with the tendency on
the part of the lower (the desires) to usurp the
mastery ; thereby initiating a point of view that
was to dominate Greek philosophy henceforth,
it

—

definitely formulated for all time by Plato. Moreover, he himself could 'scorn delights and live

DESIRE
than any man

of his time,
laborious days' better
so that he could not only teach robust ethical
it
also
show
but
doctrine by precept,
by example.
But, long before the time of Socrates, the subject

of desire had thrust itself upon men's notice, and
from of old precepts had been enunciated for the
even though it were
practical regulation of life,
from the prudential standpoint of Hesiod (see

only

Works and Days), the Gnomic poets, and the
Seven Wise Men. This explains the existence of
Orphism and Pythagoreanism, which religious
more than philosophical— had the highest welfare
of the individual at heart, and organized a system,
his

—

soul
distinctly mystical, for the purification of the
and the cultivation of the higher life. This was
in
its
ethical
and,
character,
being
avowedly
cathartic, had the subjugation of the desires and
the development of the spiritual nature as the

basal principle. But, apart altogether from the
the prepoets and the moralists and the mystics,
Socratic philosophers, who are usually represented
simply as devotees of physics and physical speculaand the
tion, were, many of them, also ethicists
ethical teaching of Heraclitus of Ephesus, in parforms
an
of
of
Democritus
and
Abdera,
ticular,
interesting side of their philosophy. Sir Alexander
Grant does them less than justice when he says
seem to
The moral doctrines of these early philosophers
;

:

'

.

.

.

belong rather to the personal character of the men than to the
result of their systems (Ethics of Aristotle, i. 103).
'

Nevertheless, the great impulse to ethical analysis

and ethical thinking came from Socrates: an epoch
in Greek philosophy was marked when, under the
sanction of the god at Delphi, he insisted in the
way that he did on the principle 'Know thyself
and the question of desire found
(yvuiOi o-eavrbv)
;

impressive handling in his greatest disciple
Plato, in the true Socratic spirit.
2. Plato.
(1) In his psychological analysis of
human nature, Plato regarded the soul of man as
three
consistingof
parts— the rational (to \oyaxTiK6n),
the fiery or spirited (t6 eu/ioeidis), and the appetitive

its first

—

(rd ^wi0v^t]tik6v).
There is a great temptation to interpret this as an anticipation
or foreshadowing of the modern psychological threefold division
of mental processes into intellection, feeling, and conation or
volition.
But, when we remember that each sou], according to
Plato, had its own distinct habitation in the body the rational
soul being situated in the head or cranium, the spirited soul in
the breast or thorax, and the appetitive soul in the belly, below
the diaphragm and when we remember, further, that the three
souls are represented as having their counterparts in the Ideal
Republic the first being embodied in the philosophical guardians
of the State, the second in the soldiers, and the third in the
artisans and husbandmen we see that the Platonic psychology
is a good way removed from anything to be found in the
psychologies of the present day.

—

—

—

—

Between the three

souls, or three parts of the
a distinction of native authority or
rational soul, being immortal, is
naturally supreme, placed where it is in the body
(viz. in the commanding position of the head) in
order to guide and control the others. The spirited
or courageous soul is the seat of ambition, honour,
and the like, and is indispensable for high achievement in any sphere, and is by nature ancillary to
reason, though, on occasion, itmay require restraint.
But the third soul is that which needs careful
watching and curbing viz. the appetitive or lustful soul, the seat of desire, of inordinate passion,
and, therefore, pre-eminently of lawlessness and
'
insubordination. This is the black horse of the
allegory of the Charioteer in the Phmdrus, which
requires to be kept in by bit and bridle, and to
which the whip has to be unsparingly applied until
It is also the
it is subdued and tamed.
manyheaded monster' of Republic, 588 C. From the
place that the appetitive soul occupies in the body
(below the diaphragm), it is in close proximity to
the liver, which (according to Plato) is the organ
of imagination, issuing oracles in dreams and acting
soul, there is

value.

The

—

'

'

(Greek)
minor registering the wishes, commands, and
reprobations of the rational soul, thereby encouraging, warning, and, if need be, terrifying the
recalcitrant transgressor, with the design of cheeking him in his wayward course.
This doctrine of desire is clearly of an ethical
as a

character, and is specially suited to ethical purpose.
It is not so much a complete logical analysis of the
notion, or even a systematic psychological exposition of the subject, as a suggestive statement
of the hierarchy of principles in human nature (for
the different souls, though separated locally by
Plato, may be interpreted in that way), with an
appreciation of their various functions and a grading

them according to worth. It is, above all, an
enforcement of the truth that, for the highest
of

health and welfare of the individual, the desires
must be strictly and rationally controlled it is of
their very nature to tend to transgress limits, to
and this, if unchecked, means
usurp authority
:

;

moral shipwreck and disaster (see Appetite).
In Philebus, however, a psychological analysis
of desire in one of its aspects is essayed

—

when

viz.

it

declared to presuppose a bodily

is

want that has been gratified and the memory of
the gratification comes in to arouse expectation of
future gratification. In this, two salient points in
the phenomenon are clearly noted (a) that, until a
want is gratified, we experience only uneasiness,
not desire
and (b) that desire depends upon
:

;

memory

or recollection.

But Plato's doctrine

of desire goes deeper
penetrates to the very centre of man's
specifically designated his
natural spiritual wants. The highest form of
desire is represented as philosophical Love or Eros,
which is inseparably connected with the Platonic
theory of Ideas and the doctrine of Reminiscence
(2)

than this

being, to

it

:

what may be

The object of this kind of desire is set
Phwdrus as the Beautiful, as Beauty
Absolute, the super-celestial Divine essence, which
is reached by the individual here through the
mediation of the perception of beauty in objects of
sense, especially in the beauty of bodily form, as
seen in beautiful youths ; and, in the Symposium
(211 C), the mode of ascent is declared by Diotima
to be as follows
To begin from the beauties of earth and mount upwards for
(av&fivrio-is).

forth in the

:

1

the sake of that other beauty, using these as steps only, and
from one going on to two, and from two to all fair forms, and
fair forms to fair practices, and from fair practices to fair
notions, until from fair notions he arrives at the notion of
absolute beauty, and at last knows what the essence of heauty
is.
This, my dear Socrates, said the stranger of Mantineia, is
that life above all others which man should live, in the contemplation of beauty absolute.'
In the Republic it is set forth as the Good, which

from

the supreme transcendent Idea, permeating being,
and giving meaning to intelligibles and opinables
alike in the realm of Knowledge.
In the Timceus,
is

Good

God and, as likeness
6«f) is the chief end of man,
Thewtetus, the ultimate object of
according
man's highest desire is the Deity. Nor is 'the
Deity a mere abstract term to Plato it expresses
the ideal of holiness, as well as of knowledge or
contemplation so that, in the assimilation of the
Divine by man, character no less than intellect is
involved. But, in order to become conformed to
the great Ideal, the soul needs to be purified, and
purification is a thing of degrees, so that uddaptns
becomes the leading note, and Kd0apo-is effected by
personal effort in a Cosmos governed by God' a
doctrine which is, as J. A. Stewart expresses it
(The Myths of Plato, p. 352), 'the great contribution made by Plato to the religious thought and
Hence, in Protagoras (349,
practice of Europe.'
359 A), 'holiness' (6<ti6ttjs) is added to the four
cardinal virtues
Socrates in Xenophon called it
With this is specially to be
piety (eiaifieia).
the

to

God'

is

identified with

'

;

(6/ioiwffit

to

'

;

;

'

—

;

'

'
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associated the Platonic eschatology (for purification
does not cease at a man's death), where the soul is
represented as finally purified through a series of
metempsychoses as seen, for instance, in the Hepublic, in the myth of Er, the son of Armenius,
and in the doctrine of Eros, with its essentially
elevating and purificatory character, as described

—

—

in the Ptuedrus

myth.

(3) In line with this is Plato's proof of the immortality of the soul (see Phmdo and Symposium),
drawn from men's universal longing or desire for
continued existence and for the everlasting possession of the Good a proof that became popular
in Western Christendom through St. Augustine's
acceptance of it, and which finds its poetical expression in English in Addison's 'Cato' and in
Tennyson's The Two Voices.' The argument here
is that the soul continues to live hereafter because

—

only with the end, but with the means necessary
to effect the end.
Hence, deliberate choice is inseparably conjoined with desire, and is termed

'

men everywhere

cling to life

'

together with good

fiov\€VTllCq 6p€%lS.

From this brief analysis it is evident that Aristotle connects desire very intimately with will ;

'

and shrink from death the presupposition being
that whatever crops up as a general craving among
mankind indicates a natural want of man and has
;

truth thereby established. With this may be
joined an attractive Platonic thought regarding
the future life and men's desire of knowledge and
In Cratylus (403, 404) the dead are
of virtue.
represented as continuing in willing subjection to
Hades, the god of Death, because of their thirst
its

for knowledge and their desire of being made
better. They find that with Hades is true Wisdom

— he has experience and

is the great Philosopher
and, as his wisdom charms them, and as association
with himself betters them, they cling to him as
Thus desire is seen to be a
disciples to a master.
;

stronger bond than necessity

necessity coerces,
desire constrains.
(1) In the analysis of desire as
3. Aristotle.
de Anima, Aristotle uses the term
given in
'
'
desire
(8oe£is) generically, including in it, as
species, spiritedness or passion (0u/x6s), appetitive
Of these
desire (indvfila), and wish (/SouXtjo-is).
three, wish (/SoiJ\?j<ris) attaches to the rational part
of man, and the other two to the irrational (iii. 9.
:

—

4326, 5). When, again, he enumerates and arranges
in due order the functions or faculties of the soul
(vegetative, sentient, conative, noetic passive and
active), there is one function that he specifies as
the orectic or conative faculty (to ope/o-iKoV), which
sometimes he brackets along with the sensitive

—

faculty (rd

ai(r67]TiKov),

(Greek)
interval of time interposed, this indicates that
there is need of means for the realization of the
desired object, and, consequently, need of deliberation with a view to choice especially when
more than one set of means appear competent to
effect the end.
This process of deliberation in
connexion with means, and having reference to
our own power' (ra i(p' -qtiTv),
that
are
within
'things
When deliberation is
Aristotle calls /fouXeum.
completed, choice or determination ensues. This
is wpoatpejis, which is regarded by Aristotle as distinctive of man, marking him off from the lower
animals. In choice after deliberation o>e£is again
appears ; for the individual identifies himself not

and sometimes gives an

independent position subsequent to it (ii. 3. 414a,
31)
but, either way, he bases desire on sensation.
With regard to all the faculties or functions,
however, it is to be remembered that the independence ascribed to any one of them is only
relative
each has its place in a graded system
arranged in the order of implication, the higher
presupposing the lower (though not reversely)
'the earlier form always exists potentially in the
Aristotle is very
later' (de An. ii. 3. 4146, 29).
so that the
insistent on the unity of the soul
faculties are not absolutely separate, as if each
were self-contained.
But it is in the Ethics, in connexion with will,
that we have Aristotle's fullest handling of desire
and, putting the two accounts together, we obtain
;

:

—

;

;

the following summary.
Will is the desire (fyie£«) of something regarded
as a good, i.e. as bringing satisfaction or pleasure
to the person desiring it— which is what Aristotle
But, obviously, if there is an
designates /Soi'/Xr/o-is.
object towards which desire is directed and upon

which it is set, this implies an ideal or conceptual
element in the process some notion of what the
object desirable and desired is: in other words, it

—

involves imagination or representation (cWrcuria).
Further, inasmuch as between desire as a psychical
state and the attainment of its object there is an

maintaining, indeed, practically, that there can be
no will without desire.
Desire is the moving
power in the whole conative process, indispensable
alike to its origination and to the keeping up of
the interest in the end until it is realized. This
active or movent character of desire marks it off
from emotion, which is a species of feeling and is
subjective, although emotion may very readily ally
itself with desire, and thereby give an added intensity or vigour to it.
(2) It is evident, further, that, according to
Aristotle, in the determination of right conduct
(and here comes in the ethical bearing of the
psychological doctrine) desire and reason act toHence,
gether neither is sufficient by itself.
7rpoafp«ris, or choice, may equally well be described
as reason motived by desire (poOs 6peKTin6s), or as
desire guided by understanding (optfis SiavoriTiitj,
Eth. Nic. vi. 2). The doctrine of the practical
syllogism brings this out distinctly.

—

'

'

This syllogism is denominated 'practical' for two reasons:
first, because it deals with men's actions (jrpa£«0, not with
their mere thinking or reasoning as logically correct
and,
secondly, because it attaches to the practical or moral, not to
the theoretical, reason. Being a syllogism,* however, it has a
as
is
formal
character—
it
conclusion, and
expressible
specific
necessary conclusion, from premisses, although it is not maintained that moral actions, in the case of 'the plain man,' are
always c&nscimusly thus formulated by him. If there is an
unconscious spontaneous logical reasoning of the plain man,
there is equally an unconscious spontaneous moral reasoning
but, when analyzed by the philosopher, both reasonings may be
found to be only the unsophisticated form of what may be
philosophically generalized and expressed in scholastic phraseology and assimilated each to the other.
In the 'practical syllogism,' we are dealing with end and
motive with the generalized expression of the object of desire
and of the means by which it may be attained. The procedure
;

'

;

—

whereby we accept' an end and work towards it through desire
and intellection is clearly of the nature of syllogistic reasoning,
though the conclusion of the procedure is not a definite theo-

consequence satisfactory to the logical reason, but an
action, or series of actions, necessitated by the principle that
we adopt. It is a matter of 'principles,' of living moral principles, not of abstract propositions ; and hence the conclusion
retical

not abstract but practical, and embodied in human conduct.
And so, in the practical syllogism, Aristotle aims at giving
undersyllogistic form to action at analyzing the process that
is

—

moral conduct, so as to bring out its rational character.
In making choice with a view to action, one proceeds upon a
general principle— the principle, namely, that a man ought to do
or not to do a certain kind of thing. That is the major premiss
of the resultant action. The minor premiss is the perception
that such and such a particular action is or is not of the kind
Then follows, as natural cot-sequence, the doing
in question.
or not doing of that particular action. The great implication
in the practical syllogism is that, if one accepts a principle as a
is bound to accept whatever action or course
of
one
life,
guide
For example, if I allow that
of action that principle dictates.
lies

I ought to pursue my own highest good, then I commit myself
to accepting whatever conduces to the furtherance of that end,
and to behaving accordingly. On what ground, however, the
to guide me in life rest,
principles that I accept as competent
Aristotle does not always determine in the same way. Sometimes he says that they are intuitive— I perceive them to be
self-evident and, therefore, beyond the need of proof. At other
limes he bases them on experience; and, still again, on moral
character. The last of these is clearly not fundamental. Moreover, intuition and experience are not contradictory.

DESIRE
'

Whether or not the practical syllogism
fully
expressive of what exactly takes place in moral
action (action of a voluntary agent, responsible for
his choice, and, therefore, for his conduct), it serves
admirably to emphasize the fact that intellection
and desire enter into deliberative volition and
choice, and that we cannot explain the phenomenon
without taking account of both, and of both acting
like the ball and the socket in the
in unison,
organic unity of the joint' (otov o ytyy\vpi.6s [de An.
'

is

'

10. 4336, 22]).

iii.

its

:

—

;

'

'

;

—

:

Over and above

this psychology of desire,
application in ethics, Aristotle also rea
as
movent
desire
power in the higher
cognizes
For God to
reaches of ontology and cosmology.
him is, first and chiefly, the Prime Mover of the
universe, the Source of all motion in the world,
Himself unmoved the while.' He is the object of
desire (6peKT6v) as well as of intellection (vo-nTbv) to
As otherwise expressed, God, as
the universe.
the unmoved eternal active principle, moves the
heavens as the beloved one moves the lover He
is the attractive force, the final end, of all existence
the final cause, then, produces motion by being
loved, and, by that which it moves, it moves all
other things' (Met. xii. 7. 10726, 4).
This, though metaphorically expressed, is no myth, as
Stewart {Myths of Plato, p. 355) would make it out to be it
is the measured and subdued enunciation of the grand ontological conception that Gi>d necessarily is and is good, and that
(3)

with
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(Greek)

Disown the view, at
that rests with yourself.
will
and, behold, the headland rounded, there are
calm, still waters, and a waveless bay' (Marc.
Aurel. Med. xii. 22). The desires are not simply
weaknesses, they are contrary to nature
they
should be not merely controlled, hut eradicated.
The ideal man, then, to the Stoics was a very
impassive being the embodiment of stern virtue,
shorn of emotion and desire. The same might be
said of the ideal man of the Cynics (g.v.), from
which the Stoic conception was originally drawn
only, in Cynicism the mastery of the desires was
accompanied with a contempt for social conventions and for mental culture that was abhorrent to
the Stoic.
(2) It was different with the ideal man of the

'

:

the cosmos, which, in Aristotle's view, exists from all eternity
as a cosmos (and not as mere 'matter'), is not self-centred and
absolutely independent, but is eternally dependent on and
it exists because it is turned over
derived from the Deity
It is
towards the Divine it has no being apart from Him.
thus emphatically asserted that the world is not fully explicable
on merely mechanical principles Mind is the ruling factor,
and so the explanation of existence, to be satisfactory, must be
;

;

:

—

teleological.

Epicureans, whose summum bonum was pleasure.
yet the Epicureans were keenly alive to the
ethical danger that lurked in the desires.
For,
although pleasure was to them the ultimate end of
action, and so the object of desire, they quite
clearly recognized the tendency of the desires to
outrun discretion and, if uncontrolled, to deprive
a man of that calm and peaceful state of mind
[drapa^la) which was his goal.
Consequently, they
could counsel, and Epicurus himself did counsel
If you wish to make Pythocles happy, add not to
his riches, but diminish his desires.' But in this
they differed from the Stoics, that, whereas the
Stoics counselled the impossible task of eradicating the desires, the Epicureans, like Plato and
Aristotle, counselled moderating and directing
them. The desires, they saw, are a part of human
nature, and, therefore, legitimate springs of action,
but only if they are kept under rational control.
Some of them, they said, are natural and necessary ;
others are natural, but not necessary ; and others
still are neither natural nor necessary.
And they
recognized a distinction of worth amongst them,
the goods of the mind being to them of greater
value than those of the body.
Hence, their
Hedonism could assume a robust character.

And

:

'

(1) We get back to
4. Stoics and Epicureans.
a purely ethical and practical consideration of
Desire was a
desire when we turn to the Stoics.
topic of supreme consideration with them indeed,
their doctrine of desire may almost be said to have
constituted their philosophy. According to them,
" When I was
sick, I did not converse about
Says Epicurus
it is man's great characteristic that he was made
bodily ailments, or discuss such matters with my visitors
He is a being endowed with my
to be virtuous.
but continued to dwell upon the principles of natural philorational insight into the true values of things, and sophy, and more particularly how the understanding, while
with power over his own inclinations and impulses. participating in such disturbances of the flesh, yet remains in
possession of its proper good. And I would not,"
He can despise pleasure, he can scorn wealth, he unperturbed
he adds, "give the doctors a chance of blustering and making
can sit absolutely loose to everything that is not ado, but let Ufe go on cheerily and well " (Marc. Aurel. Med.
under control of his own will, to fortune and to ix. 41).
'Back to Plato' was
fame, even to death itself, and can find his
5. The Neo-Platonists.
freedom only in his love of virtue and his abnega- the cry of the Neo-Platonists but not back to
tion of the desires. A man should have only one Plato through disowning Aristotle or refusing to
great desire, and that is the desire of virtue, of a be influenced by him. On the contrary, Plotinus
noble life, of pure and upright character all else himself owed much to Aristotle, and some of the
is
indifferent,' and, if surrendered to, would sap
greatest of the Neo-Platonic teachers (e.g. PorIn the phyry) were among the most eminent of the exhis moral vigour and degrade his nature.
The Neo-Platonists were
world, but not of it,' should be his motto and to positors of Aristotle.
be master of his own soul, supreme in the realm of essentially religious philosophers and mystics, and
end that is the purification of the soul and its gradual dehis motives and intentions, is the
only
The principle underlying this liverance from sense and matter was their supreme
worth pursuing.
was precisely that which Kant reproduced in aim. Hence, they laid special stress on that part
modern times when he said
There is nothing of the teaching of Plato which dealt with Kaffapats,
in the world which can be termed absolutely and
and, taking into their system Orphism and Pythaaltogether good, a good will alone excepted' goreanism also, in so far as they served their
of
the
zur
d.
Sitten).
(opening
Grundleg.
Metaph.
purpose, they advocated a mode of living which,
To submit to any other desire but that of virtue if consistently pursued, would lead to the abnegaseemed to the Stoics to be elevating what is con- tion of the world and the absorption of the inextraneous, dividual in the Divine. The great end of all was
tingent and beyond one's power
to get away from the trammels of the. body, which
therefore, to one's will (which alone is in one's
power) to a place which it has no right to occupy, was regarded as by nature vile, as both a dog and
and which, if allowed to it, can only spell ruin. a prison-house to the soul, and the source of sin and
Consequently, everything that is not love of virtue ugliness. 'True waking,' said Plotinus (Enneads,
The desires are, iii. 6. 6), 'is a true rising up from the body, not
is, to the Stoic, to be resisted.
one and all of them, perturbing and it is charac- with a body.' There was a dualism here which
teristic of the wise man that he is calm, unperwas never fully overcome in the Plotinian or NeoPlatouic monism. To be united to a body at all
turbed, emotionless he is self-sufficient (aiVdp/ojs),
independent of and above every non-rational spring was regarded as a descent for the soul, a deof action
The view taken is everything and gradation, a fall it is a separation, though not
:

1

:

;

'

—
—

—

;

;

'

'

;

'

:

—

—

;

—

'

:
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is the name given to a movement of reform
that sprang up within the Catholic Church in Germany about the middle of the 19th century. The
object of the movement was to establish a type
of Catholicism which should be in harmony with
modern thought, leaving the individual in perfect
freedom in matters of doctrine and in the expression
self -accomplishment.
And first there is the career of honesty and worldly prudence, of his religious views, and so far take account of
which makes the duty of the citizen [Civic or Political virtue].
the patriotic sentiments of the Koman Catholics of
Secondly, there is the progress in purity which casts earthly
Germany as to permit the use of their mother
things behind, and reaches the angelic height of passionless
serenity [Cathartic virtue]. And the third step is the Divine
tongue in the services of the Church. These aims
life, which by intellectual energy is turned to behold the truth
were in some respects similar to those of Febronianthe
in
the
fourth
of things [Theoretic virtue].
Lastly,
grade,
ism in the 18th cent., which strove to make the
makes
itself
mind, free and sublime in self-sustaining wisdom,
Catholic Church in Germany independent of the
an "exemplar" of virtue, and is even a "father of gods"
Roman curia by putting an end to the sponsorship
[1'aradeigmatic virtue]' (\V. Wallace, Hegel's Philosophy of
Mind, Oxford, 1894, p. xx).
Germanexercised over it by the latter. The
Not yet, however, has the soul, in its efforts to Catholic movement, however, took a course
get free from matter and the thraldom of the different from that of the Febronians, inasmuch
That aim is as it neglected the politico-ecclesiastical factor,
desires, reached its highest aim.
union with the Absolute, undisturbed contempla- which had eventually proved the decisive factor in
tion of the One, the Ineffable Being, when subject the conflicts regarding the resolutions of the Ems
and object are identical. This is obtained, not Congress (1786) and this difference between the
through practical virtue or through intellectual two reforming enterprises finds outward expression
cognition (though these prepare for it), but by in the circumstance that, whereas the movement
non-rational ecstasy, or spiritual trance,
which disturbed the closing years of the 18th cent,
by the suspension,' says Porphyry (Sententice 26), of all the
found its leaders in the German archbishops, the
intellectual faculties, by repose and the annihilation of thought*
'German Catholics' had not
As the soul learns to know sleep when slumbering, so it is in schism of the so-called
a single active supporter in the higher ranks of the
ecstasy, or the annihilation of all the faculties of her being, that
she knows that which is above existence and above truth.'
clergy.
Thus are the desires effectually vanquished by
One of the vital elements in the situation which
mysticism in absolute union with God (eVwcris), gave rise to German Catholicism was contributed
desire is not.
by the rise of Ultrainontanism, i.e. of that movement in the Roman Catholic Church which, after
Literature. —A. General.— Any of the leading Histories of
the frightful disasters experienced by that Church
Philosophy e.g. Zeller, Schwegler, Ritter, Ucberweg, Windelband, Gomperz, Alfred W. Benn (The Gr. Philosophers, London,
during the French Revolution, looked to the
1882), Janet-Seailles.— B. Special— I. Socrates and the PreJesuits for its rehabilitation, made common cause
Socratics: Hesiod, Works and Days (Eng. tr. by A. W. Mair,
with that Order, and sought to disseminate the
Oxford, 1908); Xenophon, Memorabilia and Symposium ArisIn the
J. F. Ferrier, Lectures on Gr. Philos., vol. i.,
totle, Met.
type of religion characteristic thereof.
Edinburgh, 1S66 H. Diels, Doxographi Greed, Berlin, 1879
Jesuit
2
period following upon the restoration of the
1908
Gr.
James
London,
Burnet,
Early
Philosophers
J.

mus

absolutely complete, from its original source, the
Universal Soul or Anima Mundi, and has to be
made good by an ascent or return. The steps by
which this is done are the various virtues, which,
according to Porphyry and the later Platonists,
form four degrees in the path of perfection and
*
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'

'

'
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Religious Teachers of Greece , Edinburgh, 1909.
II. Plato : Dialogues, esp. Republic (ed. J. Adam, Cambridge,
1902), Pheedrus, Gorgias, Phcedo, Cratyhts, Symposimn, and
Timcsus (the whole in that English classic, Jowett's tr., Oxford,
1892); G. Grote, Plato and the Other Companions ofSokrates'*,
London, 1875 ; W. Archer Butler, Lectures on the Hist, of Arte.
Philos., vol. ii., Cambridge, 1866 ; J. A. Stewart, The Myths
of Plato, London, 1905. III. Aristotle : de An. (ed. Edwin
Wallace, Cambridge, 1882, or R. D. Hicks, Cambridge, 1907),
Eth. Nic. (Sir A. Grant's ed., with Essays and Notes 2 London,
1866 ; Ingram Bywater's text [Aristotelis Eth. Nic, Oxford,
1890], and Contributions to the-.Textual Criticism of Aristotle's
Nic. Eth., do. 1892 and Eng. tr. by F. H. Peters, London,
1881), Metaphysics (Eng. tr. by J. A. Smith and W. D. Ross,
Oxford. 1908) ; J. A. Stewart, Notes on the Nic. Ethics of
Aristotle, Oxford, 1892; G. Grote, Aristotle", London, 1880,
and Fragments on Ethical Subjects, London, 1876 ; R. Adamson,
The Development of Gr. Philos., London, 1908. IV. Stoics and
and Enchir. ; Marcus
Epicureans
(1) Epictetus, Diss,
Aurelius, Med. (Eng. tr. by Gerald H. Rendall, London, 1898,
or that by J. Jackson, Oxford, 1906) ; Cicero, de Fin. etc. ;
Seneca, Epp. eta; Diog. Laert., Lives; Plutarch, de
Stoicorum Repugnantiis, etc. ; Sextus Empiricus, adv. Math.
etc. ; W. L. Davidson, The Stoic Creed, Edinburgh, 1907 ;
F. W.
R. D. Hicks, Stoic and Epicurean, London, 1910
Bussell, Marcus Aurelius and the Later Stoics, Edinburgh,
1910.
(2) Diog. Laert. x. ; Cicero and Seneca, ut supra ;
Lucretius, de Rerum Natura (Eng. tr. by H. A. J. Munro 4
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,
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Order in 1814, Ultramontanism had made headway
Germany as in other countries, but it had also
aroused opposition in a corresponding degree.
Although the immediate occasion of the rise of
German Catholicism was given by the protest
made against the proceedings of an individual
from the
bishop, yet this protest really sprang
broader grounds of a fundamental contrast with
the Ultramontane form of religion and it was to

in

'

'

;

this difference that the schismatic movement owed
the vigour which for no long time indeed it
was capable of putting forth.
Another potent influence in the rise and develop-

—

—

all

'

of German Catholicism was contributed by
the progressive tendencies of the day. The reactionary policy pursued by the various governments of Europe after the Napoleonic wars was
incompetent to quell the wide-spread liberal movement instigated by the great Revolution. On the
contrary, the disposition to break away from the
bonds of authority and the leading - strings of
patronage, and the striving after liberty to mould
W. Wallace, Epicureanism, London, life and conduct on lines independent of hoary
Cambridge, 1886)
1880; J. Masson, The Atomic Theory of Lucretius, London,
—V. Neo-Platonists convention, asserted themselves and gained ground
1907, and other writings on Epicureanism.
in
in every department of human experience
Plotinus, Enneads Porphyry, Senhntia etc.; H. Siebeck,
and even in the
Gesch. der Psychologie, Gotha, 1884 E. Zeller, Die Philosophic
politics, in social relationships,
der Griechen 5 Leipzig, 1892, part not translated into Eng. C.
As the Roman
of scientific research.
province
Bigg, Neo-Platonism, London, 1895 T. Whittaker, The NeoCatholic Church, however, is inherently conservaPlatonists: a Study in The History of Hellenism, Cambridge,
to such
1901 E. Hatch, The Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages upon
tive, and was not merely antipathetic
the Christian Church, London, 1890 (Hibbert Lectures, 1888);
under the influlongings, but was inclined rather,
B. F. Westcott, Essays on the Hist, of Rel. Thought in the
ence of the recently revived Jesuit Order, to seek
West, London, 1891 E. Caird, Evolution of Theol. in the Gr,
the path of deliverance from the prevailing welter
Philosophers, Glasgow, 1904.
William L. Davidson.
of things in a return to the principles of the Middle
with
DESTINY.— See Fate.
Ages, it could not fail to come into conflict
the liberal spirit that was making itself felt even
within its own pale.
DETERMINISM.—-See Necessitarianism.
'German Catholicism' appeared first of all as
i.
simply the criticism of an incident in practical
Character of the movement. VeutsrhKathulicis- religious policy, viz. the exhibition of a relic as
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an object of devotion.
Very soon, however, it
drew the whole course of ecclesiastical
procedure
and religious doctrine within the
range of its
strictures.

took the decisive step
Eventually
of organizing its adherents in
communities, thus
it

placing them in the position of schismatics. That
the whole course of this development was traversed
within the term of a few weeks was due to the fact
that those who identified themselves with the
movement were already alienated from the Church
of Rome, and that the
bishops who had to deal
with the rising lost no time in
lengthy deliberations, but proceeded at once to administer penalties
of such severity as to drive the
refractory elements
into open rupture.
2. Origin and
development.— The immediate occasion of the schism was the exhibition of the seamless robe of Christ which
belonged to the Cathedral
Church of Treves. The Holy Coat was
regarded by
that Church as its supreme
treasure, and had been
exhibited previously at special seasons as an
object
of reverence.
When Bishop Arnoldi of Treves,
ignoring the doubts cast upon the genuineness
of the relic, repeated the
solemnity in 1844, a most
extraordinary sensation was aroused. He certainly
Bcored a great triumph in
bringing vast multitudes
of pilgrims to the
city, and so far the affair formed
an effective demonstration of the power of Catholicism.
But, on the other hand, such a method of
strengthening Christian belief gave great umbrage
to many. Those within the Roman fold who took
objection to the bishop's action found a champion
in a priest named
Ronge, who, in an open letter to
Arnoldi, first published in^the Sachsische Vaterlandsblattcr, urged a vigorous protest against what
'

'

he called a Gotzenfcst, an idolatrous celebration.

Johannes Ronge was born on the 16th of October
1813, at
Bischofswerda in Silesia, and was trained and eventually
ordained as a priest at Breslau.
He served for a time as chaplain at Grottkau, but had been
suspended on account of certain
publications, and was now a teacher at Laurahutte in Upper
Sdesia. Having neither inclination nor
aptitude for the clerical
office, he had become utterly alienated in
spirit from the
Catholic Church, and, as he refused to retract his letter when
called upon to do so, he was sentenced to
degradation and excommunication by his superior, the bishop of Breslau, on the
4th of December 1844.
This act of censure, however, failed to
reduce him to submission
its actual effect,
indeed, was to
stimulate his refractory disposition to its full manifestation
He challenged the claims of the Roman hierarchy in numerous
pamphlets and articles, and what was at first a criticism of the
proceedings at Treves became at length an all-round attack
upon the authority of the Catholic Church ai
its leaH i;

:

mstitutions.
About the same time a Catholic priest named Czerski had
arrived at conclusions similar to those of
Ronge, though quite
Johann Czerski was born on the 12th of May
independently.
1813, in Western Prussia. While attending the
Seminary at
>Poseu, he passed through severe mental conflicts, but at length
took office in the Cathedral Church of that town.
While in
this position he made a profound
study of the Scriptures with
the result that he became quite unsettled
regarding the fundamental institutions of the Roman CatholicOhurch— the
primacy
of the Pope, the hierarchy, auricular
confession, the sacrifice
of the Mass, etc.
With such doubts in his heart he was transferred to the position of vicar at
Schneidemuhl, where as a
matter of fact, the congregation was no less
critically disposed
towards Catholicism than he was.
It was, however, a purely
personal matter which at length brought him into direct conflict
with ecclesiastical authority ; he was
suspended from office in
consequence of his relations with a young woman. But his
congregation remained loyal to him, and when, renouncing his
office, he abandoned the Roman Catholic Church altogether
they followed his example (19th October 1844).
A few months
later,

sentence of degradation and excommunication was passed
*^^

upon him.

Ronge's challenge found considerable support
throughout large sections of Catholicism in Germany. He travelled widely as an agitator, exerting himself to maintain the movement and organize
his followers.
The first congregation of the new
sect was constituted at Breslau.
But even in the
operations preliminary to this step the seceders
felt themselves faced
by the difficulty of finding
a common basis for the
heterogeneous elements in
the 'Universal Christian Church,' as its adherents
VOL.
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called it at first.
Nor was
one of a merely incidental and

this

embarrassment

transitory character

;

on the contrary, it indicated a real and inherent
weakness of the whole movement, asserting itself
whenever an attempt was made to unite the communities which sprang up in large numbers
throughout the country. For the purpose of
eil'ecting such
a union, a Conference, attended by 31
delegates
from 15 congregations, was held at
Leipzig, from

the 23rd to the 26th of March 1845. The
proceedings of this Conference are given in the official
report, Die erste allgemeim; Kirch iirersammlung
der deutsch katholischen Kirchc
(Leipzig, 1845),
edited by R. Blum and F. Wigard.
It was here
decided that the name of the new cause should be
Dcntsch-Katholicismus, with the Bible as its doctrinal basis
a short Confession was also
adopted.
It was made a proviso, however, that neither
nor
this Confession was to rank as an
Scripture
external authority, but that they were to be
regarded as standards only in so far as they
harmonized with rational thought.
The verification of Christianity in a life of Christian love was
set forth as the prime duty of the members. It was
resolved to retain the sacraments of
Baptism and
the Lord's Supper (under both kinds), but to have
:

done with the Papacy, the hierarchy, auricular
confession, the celibacy of priests, the adoration
of saints, relics, and images,
indulgences, pilgrimages, etc.— in a word, to effect a

separation from the
tinctive

thoroughgoing

Roman Church and

its

dis-

In the order for public
worship, the liturgy of the Mass and the use of
the Latin language were discarded. The constitution of the new church was to be
Presbyterian, and
General Assemblies were to be regularly called.
institutions.

Such was the ground-plan for a new religious
body, but the plan presently met witli opposition
within the community itself. The abandonment
of the Apostolic Confession gave
umbrage to the
'German Catholics' at Berlin, and led to a separation there.
Czerski himself was dissatisfied with
the resolutions of the Conference, as he had been
thwarted in his endeavour to obtain Confessional
recognition of the Divinity of Christ, Ronge's
influence on the other side proving too
strong.
This difference, however, did not lead to a
breach,
as Czerski gave
way and simply claimed the right
to adhere to hisowii
positio... But, while imminent
disintegration was thus avoided, no genuine inward
harmony was attained, and the movement; became
even more revolutionary. The adherents ot Eon™
in fact, drawn together as
they were by the most
diverse motives and interests, formed an
aggregate
so heterogeneous that
every attempt to secure
a basis of union came to nought. It was maintained that even the Leipzig Confession was not
to be held as binding, and there was a
general
desire to discard everything of the nature of
dogma
but, of course, no real progress towards unity could
be made on such negative lines, and it still remained
impossible to define the scope and aim of the new
church, as the visible embodiment of that religion
of liberty which had lain so
long under the tyranny
of dogma.
The outcome of this vagueness and
indecision was that many Roman
Catholics, who,
while favourably disposed to a broader
conception
;

of Christianity,

were by no means ready to relinitself turned away from German

quish Christianity

'

Catholicism,' and that some who desired to have
no further dealings with
Christianity allied themselves with the new movement.
Ronge's incapacity
to grapple with this critical state of affairs soon
became evident to all, and, as there was no
leading
to
into
his place, the cause soon lost all
spirit
step
its attractive power.
After 1847, indeed, Ronge
was a spent force in public life. He died at Vienna
in 1887 ; Czerski, in 1893.
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The
3. The 'Friends of Light' (Lichtfreunde).
subsequent development of German Catholicism
reached its final stages in close connexion with the
history of the Friends of Light' a parallel movement among Protestants which had sprung up in
In that year certain Evangelical clergy in
1841.
the Prussian province of Saxony instituted a society
which claimed for its members the right of unrestricted scientific investigation and of complete
freedom in personal development.
They called
themselves Protestant Friends, bnt were popularly
known as Lichtfreunde, which became their accepted
designation. Their meetings were thronged the
'

'

—

'

;

number of divines resorting to them constantly
increased ; teachers also began to attend, and soon
the laity followed. As the leaders of the movement were clergymen of the National Church,
collision with the ecclesiastical authorities was
In 1840 the consistorium of Magdeinevitable.
burg reprimanded a minister named Sintenis for
having spoken of prayer to Christ as a superstition.
Sentence of deposition was passed upon G. A.
Wislicenus of Halle and J. Hupp of llbnigsberg,
while others, such as W. E. Baltzer and A. T.
Wislicenus, anticipated formal dismissal by volunIn all these cases
tarily abandoning their office.
the point at issue was essentially the same, viz.
whether and how far an incumbent might be permitted to take an independent attitude towards
the doctrine and the order of public worship recognized as statutory in the National Church. The
claim of liberty was obviously against the law as
interpreted. These conflicts, however,
were a matter of profound significance for the whole
Evangelical Church of Germany, as the clergymen
in question did not stand alone, but were supported

commonly

by larger or smaller groups of

mem bers. The process

of subjecting the clerical offenders to ecclesiastical
discipline was followed by secessions from the

Established Church, and dissident congregations
were formed in Kbnigsberg, Halle, Magdeburg,
Nordhausen, Halberstadt, Hamburg, and other
places.

Relations between the Friends of Light
4.
and the 'German Catholics' down to 1858.
These two bodies soon developed intimate mutual
'

'

—

relations. The fact that the one originated within
Protestantism and the other within Catholicism
did not constitute a ground
of dili'erehcs, as it lay
J
in the very
natij^a of both movements to attenuate
all the
peculiar elements of the creed, and to
deprive them of the value generally assigned to
them.
Both were at one in their demand for
freedom and progress, and in both the more radical
section, which aimed at disengaging religion from
the prevailing ecclesiastical conditions, gained the
upper hand. Between the two, accordingly, there
existed an essential affinity, and it was due to
something more than tactical considerations that
they showed a tendency to come together. The
growth of this tendency was greatly hastened by
the circumstance that both bodies suffered alike
from the coercive measures of the public authorities
it was, in fact, persecution from the side of the
various governments which brought about their
union.
The governments of the difl'erent States regarded
Free Protestants and German Catholics alike
with suspicion, seeing in both an embodiment of the
revolutionary spirit which made itself felt throughout Germany in the early fortiesof the 19th century.
The practical expression of this antipathy took
many forms, and every method of repression permit led by the legal systems of the several States
was resorted to. In some cases the new sects were
treated as illicit religious associations, while in
others the designation religious associations was
denied them in many districts they were simply
;

'

'

'

'

;

'

let

alone

with

all

in others they were proceeded against
The Bevolution
the rigours of the law.
;

an end to this state of affairs, and
gave complete liberty of action to the Friends
of Light' and the German Catholics' alike. The
immediate effect of the change, in the case of the
former at least, was a notable increase in the
of 1848 put

'

'

number of their congregations. This was more
particularly the case in Middle and North Germany,
and here it became evident that the dissentient,
cause found its most fruitful soil in urban populations.
Another characteristic phenomenon was
that the membership of the various congregations
was subject to frequent and sudden fluctuations,
while the lines of demarcation between
Free
Protestants' and German Catholics' became more
and more unsettled. These facts render it difficult
'

'

to obtain accurate statistics regarding the numerical
must restrict
strength of the movements.
ourselves to the statement that, according to the
most reliable authorities, the combined membership
of the two bodies during the period of their greatest
vogue, i.e. about the middle of the 19th cent., may
be reckoned approximately at 150,000. The closeness of the relations between the two may be
gauged by the fact that the third German Catholic'
Council and the third Free Protestant Conference
met in the same house in Leipzig on the same day
of May, 1850.
It was at this session also that the

We

'

'

'

governments began to revert to their policy of
When the agitation aroused by the
persecution.
Bevolution of 1848 had died down, the legislatures

German

of the various
aim to

suppress

States made it their express
tendencies in State and

all liberal

'

Church, thus inaugurating the period of reaction.'
As both the Friends of Light and the German
Catholics' lay under suspicion, and were regarded
as illegal societies and as sources of danger to
the State, the governments resorted to every available means to render impossible the continued
existence of these bodies. The first blow in the
revived policy of repression was struck on the
occasion of the double Convention at Leipzig in
1850. Just as the proceedings were about to begin,
the police appeared upon the scene and broke up
the meetings, and within the next few
all
years
the States of Germany adopted measures for which
this incident provided an example.
The ruthless
procedure of the Prussian government in particular
provoked tiie indignation of its victims. Even the
religious services of the Free Congregations were
'

'

'

interrupted by soldiers. Such of the official acts
of their ministers as had an important bearing upon
civil life were not recognized by the legislature, so
that, for instance, marriages performed by them were
treated as mere illicit unions. They were forbidden
to celebrate the Lord's Supper, to prepare candidates
for confirmation, or to officiate at funerals.
This

of persecution, however,

policy

was

finally

aban-

doned when Prince Wilhelm of Prussia (afterwards

Emperor Wilhelm

I.),

in

consequence of the

illness

of his brother, Friedrich Wilhelm IV., assumed
the regency in 1858. Thereafter the 'Friends of
'
Light and the German Catholics were able to
maintain and develop their position without let or
hindrance from the authorities.
'

'

German Catholics and Free Congregations
5.
In 1859 the majority of the two bodies
brought the friendly relations long subsisting
between them to a focus in a corporate union, thus
forming the Association of Free Beligious Communities {Bund freier religibser Gemeinden). A
biennial Conference of representatives from the
hut the
various congregations was instituted
resolutions of this Conference have the validity of
'counsels' merely, and apply only to questions of
'

'

after 1858.

—

'

'

;

organization. The individual congregation accordingly has absolute freedom in the management of

DEVADATTA
its

own

affairs, as is

meanwhile guaranteed by the
constitution of the society, which
provides that
freedom to act in all religious matters

according
to one s own
increasing knowledge shall be on!
ol its own
accepted principles. The object of the
society is set forth as the promotion of a practical
religion independent of dogma.' In 1899 the Union
'

'

™™
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DEVADATTA.-A

Sakya

noble, probably a
couam of the Buddha, who joined the Order
in the
20th year of the movement, but held
opinions of
lus own, both in doctrine and in
discipline at
variance with those inculcated
by the Master. He
received a certain amount of
support, both within

the Urder and from
laymen, but seems to have
con gregations with an
aggregate of remained quiet till about ten
years before the death
Twenty-four congregations with of the Buddha. At that date
he asked the latter
some 5000 members remained outside the Union
to retire in his
favour, and, being refused, started
1 he
of
the
majority
original German Catholic coma new Order of his own. It is curious
that these
munities joined the Bund, and
of these keep
many
dissensions, and this final rupture, which must
alive the memory of their
origin by continuing to
have had so important an influence on the
use the old name, either
early
by itself or in conjunction history of the Buddhist
with the designation
community (we find traces
frci-rdirjios.
Amongst other of them a thousand years
afterwards), should
appellations still in use are Christian
receive
Catholic,'
so
a
notice in the earliest documents
slight
ee
tl! n
and even Free
*f, ,.
J
Evangelical- relating to Buddhist doctrine. Devadatta is not even
Catholic
Church
It is no longer
possible;there- mentioned
the Sutta Nipata, or in the collection
tore to draw a
sharp distinction between German of
longer Dialogues (the Digha Nikaya). In the
Catholicism' and the Free
Religious Communities.
other three collections of Suttas he is a few
It is only in the
times
kingdom of
that the barely referred to, in the
discussion of some ethical
tormer has chosen to maintain itsSaxony
independence in
as an example.
In the minds of the
an organized form.
The German Catholic Church proposition,
editors of these collections the
doctrine itself
e
of Saxon y' "as a
gd
^J,
. o«nn
membership of loomed so much more largely than any personal
about
2000, and is represented in Dresden,
or historical matter, that Devadatta
Leipzig,
and Chemnitz by
and his schism
fairly large congregations.
are all but ignored
but in the oldest collection of
We learn from these
figures that the movement
the rules of the Order (in the Pali
which originated in the
Vinaya), under
early forties of the 19th the head of
Schism,' a chapter is devoted to the
cent, embraces at the
present day a very insignificant final
episode in Devadatta's life. Our discussion
portion of German Protestantism. The new
society of the matter will therefore be most
soon lost its better educated
conveniently
adherents, and it now divided into
(1) the Vinaya account, (2) the
appears to find its main support amongst working
isolated passages in the
early books of doctrine
people who have left the State Churches. The and
(3) the later notices.
*ree Religious Communities form
the residual
1
V inaya account— This is in the 18th
elements of an initially
7 1
powerful movement, and khandhaka
(chapter) of the Sutta Vibhanga, relatnow to their cost find themselves
the horns ing to dissensions in the
upon
Order.' It commences
of a practical dilemma.
On the one hand, thev with an account of the
circumstances under which
must renounce all definite formulation of
doctrine
six young men of the
in order to avoid
Sakya clan, one of whom was
falling back into the dogmatic
.Devadatta, entered the Order together
Christianity which they condemn in otherChurchesb
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consequence of this embarrassment, the Free Religi- of hJs minis try
ous Communities show
Throughout the passage in
great
in
the details
Some still make use of the diversity in practice. given concern the others. Atquestion
the end it is stated
Scriptures
religious
instruction some still maintain their
adherence at that, whereas each of the other five soon attained to
least to Christian ethics; but there
some
particular stage of the religious life, Devadatta
are others who
have abandoned all connexion with
attained to that magic
power and charm which a
Christianity
whatever, and take their stand upon a basis of natu- worldly man may have. 2 There follows another
ralism and atheism. The one
no relation to Devadatta, and then
point of uniformity episode having
amongst these communities is that they all alike a third.
repudiate the existing Christian Churches, whether «,mL U8UaI ?0> intima .tio P i" given as to whether we are to
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Jivangelical or Roman Catholic.
Great diversity
likewise prevails in their ceremonial.
some extent celebrate the Christian Thev still to
but
festivals,

alwayswithachangefromtheiroriginalsignificance.
1 he Lord s
Supper continues to be observed in man v
congregations, but Baptism has been set aside The
course of religious instruction is
brought to a close
by a sort of confirmation, or initiation of the
youn<*
(Jugendweihe), which forms the gateway to full
membership in the community. In this ordinance
the candidates for confirmation
give a pledge that
they will seek truth, do right,%nd strive after
Thus the Christian element still
perfection
persisting in these communities is no longer the vital
factor for them, and their
past history goes to show
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suppose any inter™ of tune between these
episodes, but the
very absence of continuity in the narrative would seem
to imply
Py
that the editors supposed that there was.

I he third
episode introduces Devadatta considering whom he could win over so as to acquire gain
and honour
He decides on Ajatasattu, the Crown
Prince of Magadha, and
accordingly goes there and
practises his magic arts upon the Prince
These
are quite successful and
;
Devadatta, dazed with
prosperity, aspires to lead the Order.
This is
revealed by a spirit to
Moggallana, who informs
the Buddha
but the latter, in
reply, merely
discusses the character of an ideal
teacher.
He
then proceeds to
Rajagaha, where the brethren
;

TA™

of Dey adatta's
In reply,
!?
,
prosperity.
the Buddha discourses
on the text that pride goeth
before a fall, and concludes with a verse on
honour
8
the
mean man.
ruining
In the next episode Devadatta asks the
Buddha
in the presence of the
king, to give up to him the
l Fin.
180ff., tr. T. W. Rhys Davids and H.
ij.
Oldenbere
"enoerg, in
iii. 224 ft.
Vinaya Texts,
(SBJS xx. [1885]).

m

iddhL ° n the exact
JJ
meaning of this technical
,,h~J*
the passage:.collected and discussed
phrase, see 1?
by the P
rraenc
present
writer in Dialogues of the
Buddha, i. 88, 273 • ii 6
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leadership of the Order, on the ground that the
Buddha is now an old man. He is refused, and a
formal act of the Chapter of the Order decrees that
in future, whatever he may do, Devadatta shall be
considered by the people as acting or speaking, not
as a member of the Order, but for himself alone.
Then Devadatta incites the Crown Prince to kill
his father, and to help him (Devadatta) to kill the
Buddha. The various attempts, all of which are
unsuccessful, are described in detail.
There follows an episode in which Devadatta,
with four adherents, whose names are given, lays
before the Buddha five points to be incorporated in
the rules of the Order. They are
(1) that the
bhikkhus should dwell in the woods, (2) that they
should live entirely by begging, (3) that their
clothing should be exclusively made of cast-off
:

under

rags, (4) that they should sleep
(5)

trees,

and

that they should not eat fish or meat.
rules were more elastic. It will be sufficient here

The existing

to state roughly that: (1) bhikkhus were not to dwell in the
woods hi ri ml; the rainy season it was considered unhealthy ;
at other seasons they might wander about, or dwell in hermitages
in hills or forests, or in huts put up for them in parks, or the
like ; the only restriction was that they should not dwell in the
houses of the laity ; (2) they might beg, or accept invitations, or
live on food provided at the residences for bhikkhus ; (3) they
might receive presents of clothing, made either personally to one
bhikkhu or generally to the Order ; (4) they might sleep anywhere except in houses of the laity, and even there they might
stay for a limited period, if on a journey ; (6) they might accept
any food given, but not fish or flesh if specially caught or killed
for the purpose of the meal. The five points recur at Vin.
iii. 171, and are therefore probably correct.

—

<

The five points were rejected. Devadatta rejoiced, and told the people that, whereas Gautama
and his bhikkhus were luxurious and lived in the
enjoyment of abundance, he and his would abide
by the strict rules of the five points. Five hundred
of the younger bhikkhiis accepted tickets that he
The success of the
issued, and joined his party.
schism seemed assured.
The following and final episode introduces Devadatta, surrounded by a great number of adherents,
discoursing on his doctrine. Sariputta and Moggallana, the principal disciples of Gautama, are
On seeing them, Devadatta
seen approaching.
exults, and, in spite of a warning from Kokalika,
he bids them welcome, and they take their seats.
Devadatta continues his conversational discourse
till far on into the night.
Then, feeling tired, he
asks Sariputta to lead the assembly while he rests.
Devadatta falls asleep. Sariputta leads the talk
of preaching, and then Moggallana
it on the subject of iddhi.
Next Sariputta
suggests that those who approve should return to
the Buddha, and most of the assembly do so.
Kokalika awakes Devadatta, points out what has
happened, and says, I warned y ou. Then hot blood
comes forth from Devadatta's mouth. Sariputta,
on his return, proposes that the renegades who had
come back should be readmitted to the Order.
This Gautama declares unnecessary, and the chap-

on the subject
leads

'

'

ter closes with edifying discourse.
First, we have
a parable of elephants who ate dirt and lost their
die.
and
died.
Just
so
will
Devadatta
beauty
Then the eight qualifications of one worthy to
be an emissary are pointed out. Next, the eight
qualifications of Devadatta, which doom him to
remain for an aeon (kappa) in states of suffering

and woe, are given,

l'inally,

gives three reasons for the

another paragraph

same

ia

—

passages. In Majjhima, i. 192 a
dated as having been delivered shortly
went away. Not a word is said
about him ; but the discourse discusses the object
of religion, which, it is said, should be cultivated,
not for the sake of gain or honour, not for the sake
2.

Isolated

Suttanta

is

after Devadatta

,

which, in the Vinaya passages, Devadatta

is said
At Majjhima, i. 392, a Jain is
to have striven.
urged to put Gautama on the following two-horned

Do yon say
dilemma (ubhato-kotikam panham)
that one ought to speak words pleasant to others ?
If so, did you make the statement about the
'

:

inevitable fate about to befall Devadatta?' The
puzzle is easily solved, and on general grounds
(without any reference at all to Devadatta). This
passage is important, because it shows that, before

when the Dialogues were composed, and
a fortiori before the time when the Vinaya account
the
arose,
episode about the future fate of Devadatta was already in existence, and was widely
known in the community, and even outside of it.
the time

The Milinda (p. 107 ff.) has a greatly' altered and expanded
'
version of this double-horned dilemma ; and it is probable that
the whole of the dilemma portion of that interesting work is
based on the scheme of the dilemma in this Suttanta.

The Samyutta (at ii. 240-242) has the episode of
honour bringing ruin to the mean man, in the same
words as Vin. ii. 188, but divided into two stories
and at i. 153 it puts the concluding verse of that
episode into the mouth of the god Brahma. At
men
ii. 156 Devadatta and his followers are called
1
of evil desire.' In four passages the Ahgnttara
in
the
for
word, episodes occurring
has, word
Vinaya account. Besides those, it discusses at
iii. 402 the statement about the fate that will
inevitably befall Devadatta and at iv. 402 ff. it
discloses a view held by Devadatta that it was
;

'

;

concentration of mind (and not the ethical training
of the Aryan Path') that made a man an arhat.
This is the only one of these isolated passages in
the oldest books which really adds anything to our
knowledge of Devadatta. In the later books of
the Canon there are two or three more references
Thus the episode at Vin. ii. 198 recurs at
to him.
Udana, v. 8, and that at Vin. ii. 203 at Iti-vuttaka,
no. 89, and at Udana, i. 5, Devadatta's name is
included in a list of eleven leaders in the Order
who are called buddha, ' awakened.' This is the
Devaonly passage in the Canon which speaks of
datta with approval and it doubtless refers to a
i.
115 it
Vin.
in
period before the schism. Lastly,
is said that Devadatta, before the rule to the conlocal
the
allowed
trary had been promulgated,
was
chapter of the Order, when the Patimokkha
attended
to
be
by laymen.
being recited,
'

;

H. Oldenberg has Bhown, in the Introduction to his edition of
the Vinava, that the work, as we now have it, is composed of
material belonging to three periods, the oldest of which goes
back nearly, if not quite, to the time of the Buddha. The chapter analyzed above belongs to the latest of those periods. The
to the
episodes found also in other parts of the Oanon belong
earliest period. The summary at the beginning of this article is
based exclusively on such episodes.

In books later than the
3. The later notices.—
Canon, the above story of Devadatta is often told
or referred to, and with embellishments which
found in the earlier
purport to add details not
Such additional details must be regarded
version.
with suspicion : many are insignificant, some are
the edification
evidently added merely to heighten
of the narrative, all are some centuries later than
first
the
for
time, record.
the alleged facts they,
It will be sufficient to mention a few of the most

result.

probable, from the details, that the eight have been
elaborated out of the three, no doubt to make Devadatta's qualifications parallel in number with those of Sariputta, the ideal
emissary.
It

of virtue, not for the sake of mystic concentration
'
not for the sake of knowledge, but has its meaning, its essence, its ideal in emancipation of mind.'
The objects here rejected are precisely those for

striking.

The Mahavastv, iii. 176, and the Mahdvamsa,
of Devadatta's
21, give contradictory accounts
Had these two traditions (the one
parentage.
handed down in the Ganges valley, the other in
have been
Ceylon) agreed, the evidence might
The Milinda (at p. 101) states that
accepted.
and
earth
the
Devadatta was swallowed up by
1 AH. ii. 7S = Sa»h.'ii. 241=Vi'i>. ii. 188; An. iii. 123= Vin. U.

ii.

;

186

;

Ail. iv. 160

;

and again 164= Vin.

ii.

202.
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(at p. Ill) that, at the moment of his death, he
took refuge in the Buddha. Both traditions were
accepted in Ceylon in the 5th cent. A.D. (see the
statecommentary on the Dhammapada, i. 147).

A

tr., p. 60) shows that the
these traditions was still current in India at
The same authority
A.D.
the end of the 4th cent.
were still, at that time,
(p. 62) tells us that there
followers of Devadatta who paid honour to the
three previous Buddhas, but not to Gautama.

ment of Fa Hien (Legge's
first of

This is possibly confirmed by Yuan Chwang, more
than two centuries later, and in another locality
but Watters (ii. 191) thinks that the pilgrim himself may have supplied the name Devadatta. Yuan
Chwang elsewhere (Watters, i. 339) credits Devadatta with the murder of the nun Uppala-vanna
but we have no conlirmation of this unlikely story,
and it depends probably on a Chinese misunderstanding of some Indian text. We have two 5th
;

;

Uppala-vanna, and it occurs in
neither.
Literature.— Vinaya, ed. Oldenberg, London, 1879; Rhys
Davids and H. Oldenberg, Vinaya Texts, Oxford, 1881-85 (SBE
xiii., xvii., xx.); Theragdthd, ed. Oldenberg and Pischel (PTS,
1883)
Afiguttara, ed. Morris and Hardy (PTS, 18S5-1900)
Samyutla, ed. Leon Feer (PTS, 1884-189S) Milinda-pahho, ed.
Trenckner, London, 1880 Netti, ed. E. Hardy (PTS, 1902)
Rhys Davids, Questions of King Milinda, Oxford, 1890-94
(SBE xxxv., xxxvi.), Dialogues of the Buddha, Oxford, 1899,
1909 Maijhima Nikdya, ed. Trenckner and Chalmers (PTS,
1887-1902) Iti-vuttaka, ed. Windisch (PTS, 1890), and tr. J. H.
Moore, New York, 1908 Mahdvastu, ed. Senart, Paris, 1897 ;
Mahdvaihsa, ed. Geiger (PTS, 1908) Travels of Fa Hien, tr.
J. Legge, Oxford, 1SS6 T. Watters, Un Yuan Chwang's Travels
in India, ed. Rhvs Davids and S. W. Bushell, London, 1904
Com. on the Dhammapada, ed. H. C. Norman (PTS, 1906). See
also H. Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896
(= Ql AP iii. 8), pp. 15, 28, 38 ff., where other references to later
cent, biographies of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

notices

may be

found.
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DEVAYANA. This term in ancient Vedie
thought and speculation denoted the path or paths
leading to the gods, elsewhere the road which the
gods themselves were wont to traverse in their
descent or ascent between heaven and earth. In
the earliest literature of India it formed part of the
recognized terminology of the priests and poets
and it passed through a long course of development
and refinement, during which it gained clearness
of definition, and was brought into relation with
other movements of religious thought. In a lower,
more literal, and mechanical sense, devayana was
but no
also the car or vehicle (yana) of a god
to have
special significance or importance seems
;

;

attached to this use of the word. The correlative
to devayana, the way of the gods,' was pitryana,
a term which assumed
the way of the fathers
importance only in the later speculation, and perhaps was consciously invented on the analogy of
the former word, to express an inferior patli or
became specialprogress, at a time when devayana
ized and appropriated to the conception of a higher
or the highest degree of bliss.
Hence in origin at least both terms belong to a
lower stratum or form of religious belief, and are
conceived in a material or semi-material sense.
The term pitryana especially answered to the
primitive and wide-spread conception of the life
after death, which pictures it as a meagre continuation of the present, reproducing the conditions
and occupations of a worldly existence, where the
ancestors dwell in weal or woe according to their
deserts, but where all is more or less unreal and
speculative, and the prospect exerts no determining influence on the actions or conduct of the
In India, however, almost from the very
present.
beginning, the term devayana, so soon as it was
interpreted in the human sphere of the fortunes
and destinies of men, was conceived apparently in
a higher and more ethical sense, and for the most
part connoted Divine escort, companionship, or
guardian care, on a road which had its termination
'

'

'

—
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in a paradise of blessedness and good ; the elements
and conditions of which conception were necessarily
contributed by earthly experiences, and the pleasures enjoyed were those of earth, renewed, however, in a more or less etherealized and exalted
form in fellowship with beneficent and righteous
gods. The travellers by the pitryana attained only
a lower goal, where the superhuman associates
were at the best the gods of the lower world, but
where the company was for the most part those
mortal men who had preceded them on the path.
These all shared the same colourless and temporary
existence, from which they eventually returned to
tread the same cycle of renewed birth, life, and
death, in this world. Thus finally, with the growth
of speculation with regard to the future, and of the
consciousness of merit and demerit attaching to
conduct and involving reward or penalty, the ways
of the gods and of the fathers were brought into
association with the great Indian doctrines of
sariisara, transmigration,' and inevitable karma
and were incorporated into the rich store of Indian
beliefs that had reference to the life beyond the
'

;

grave.

'

The

'
earliest conception of a path of the gods
to be found in the hymns of the Rigveda. There
is
associated
with Agni, the
it
always
apparently
divine priest and intermediary between gods and

is

—

men. Agni both the sacrificer and the sacrificial
flame bears the offerings to the gods, and conducts
the gods to receive the offerings which are prepared
for them.
He knows the path that leads to the
gods, and is the messenger and guide thereon

—

:

'

Knowing the ways by which the gods go, thou (Agni) hast
become the unwearied messenger, the bearer of oblations.'l
The path trodden by the gods, and on which the
sacrifices were borne to the heavenly world, became
later the road by which the sacrificer himself
ascended to the company of the gods. This extension or development of the thought of the

devayana was early made, probably

in connexion

with the practice of burning the dead. The soul,
released from the body, which was consumed by
the fire and returned to its earthly elements, was
carried on high in the smoke and flame, on a fiery
path whereon was consummated that purification
from earthly taint which the fires of the funeral
pyre had begun.
Sat. Brahm. i. 9. 3. 2 "That same path 2 leads either to the
gods or to the fathers. On both sides two flames are ever burning they scorch him who deserves to be scorched, and allow
:

:

him

to pass

who

deserves to pass.'

The way was thus prepared for the philosophical
development which the doctrine received in the
Upanisads and later systems of Indian thought and
teaching. The purification which the soul underwent to fit it for the communion and company of
the gods was conceived as a process not completed
in one act or at one time, but carried on through a
and it was
series of graduated stages or degrees
only at its close that the emancipated soul was admitted to the fullness of bliss.
The earliest enumeration of the stations on the
two paths is found in the Chhandogya Upanisad
;

'

'

(v. 10. 1):

Those who know this (i.e. the so-called doctrine of the five
fires, and the fate of men after death, with regard to which
Svetaketu Aruneya has been obliged to confess ignorance f.v.
'

3. 1-6]),

and those who

in the forest follow faith

and

austerities

(eunaprastha) enter into the flame, from the flame to the day,
from the day to the bright half of the month, from the bright
half of the month to the six months of the sun'B northward
movement, from the six months to the year, from the year to
the sun, from the sun to the moon, from the moon to the
lightning.'

to Brahman and it is further
Atharv. iii. 15. 2, etc.
i. 72. 7, cf. ii. 2. 4 f., al.
and,
paths between heaven and earth, which Agni knows
(Kigv. vi. 16. 3, x. 98. 11, etc.), see Macdonell, Vcdic Mythology,

Thence they are led

1

Eigv.

;

;

;

for the

Strassburg, 1897, p. 88fl.
2 i.e. the funeral lire ; see

Brahm.

xiii. 8. 3. 4.

SBE xii.

267

and note

;

and

cf.

Sal.
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explained that this is the way of the gods, from
which there is no return (cf. iv. 15. 5)
But they who living in a village (gvhastha) practise sacrifices
:

*

and almsgiving, enter into the 6nioke, from the smoke to the
night, from the night to the dark half of the month, from the
dark half of the month to the Bix months of the sun's southward

movement. But they do not reach the year. From the months
they go to the world of the fathers, from the world of the fathers
to the ether, from the ether to the moon. . . . Having dwelt
there as long as a remnant (of good works) yet exists (i/dvat
sampatam, "till their good works are consumed" [Muller]),
they return again, by that way by which they came, to the ether,
from the ether to the wind. Having become wind, the sacrificer becomes smoke ; having become smoke, he becomes mist
having become mist, he becomes cloud ; having become cloud, he
rains down. Then is he born as rice and corn, herbs and trees,
sesamum and beans. Thence the escape is beset with most difficulties.
Those whose conduct has been good will quickly
attain some good birth, the birth of a Brahman, or a Ksatriya,
or a Vaisya but those whose conduct has been evil will quickly
attain an evil birth, the birth of a dog or a hog or a Ohapdala
;

.

.

.

;

'

(v. 10. 3-7).

The same description, with minor
in a somewhat briefer form, recurs

variations and
in BfJiad. Up.
vi. 2. 15 f.
For the year, however, on the devayana
is substituted the Devaloka, the world of the gods.
In the stations of the pitryana the ether is omitted,
and progress is made direct from the world of the
fathers to the moon.
The omission, however, is
apparently merely accidental for, when the merit
of their good works is exhausted, they are said to
return again to the ether, from the ether to the air,
from the air to the rain, from the rain to the earth.
And when they have reached the earth they become food,
they are offered again in the fire of man, and thence are born
in the fire of woman.
Thus they rise up towards the worlds,
and go the same round as before.'
It is not easy to determine which of these two
versions is the earlier. They are probably to be
traced back to a common original, which has been
slightly modified in the course of transmission in
different schools of Vedic learning.
The form of
the Brhaddrdnyaka most closely and formally
identifies itself with the doctrine of transmigration
and the theory of a satisfaction rendered upon earth
for all past deeds, after which a new career is
entered upon. There underlies both, however, the
ancient vedic conception of retribution or felicity
after death, in another world, from which there was
no necessary return to an existence upon earth a
conception which was more or less definitely combined with and accommodated to the teaching with
regard to a new life upon earth. The latter, in its
origin at least, was probably derived from external
sources, but was adopted into the Brahmanical
system and elaborated in the philosophical schools
'

'

;

'

—

(see artt.

Transmigration, Upanisads).

In the later literature also reference is frequently
to the two paths, and the essential difference
between them is emphasized, viz. that of a permanent or a merely temporary deliverance from
the conditions of an earthly life, e.g. Bhag.-Gita,
viii. 23-26

made

:

I will declare the time, O descendant of
Bharata, at which
devotees (yogin) departing from this world go, never to return
or to return. The fire, the flame, the day, the bright fortnight,
the six months of the sun's northern movement, departing in
these, those who know the Brahman go to the Brahman. Smoke,
night, the dark fortnight, the six months of the sun's southern
movement, departing in these, the devotee attains the lunar
light and returns. These two paths, the bright and the dark,
are deemed to be eternal in this world. By the one a man goes
never to return, by the other he returns again.' Of. Pra&na
Up. i. 9, 10, where the paths are termed southern and northern
Muzuf. Up. i. 2. 10, 11, iii. 1. 6; Anug. 20 (SBE viii. 314,
'

;

SIC), etc.

It is evident that the stations themselves are artificial, and are made artificially to correspond, those
of the devayana indicating regions of progressive
knowledge and light, those of the pitryana successive regions of darkness and decay.
Occasionally,
in passages which are probably later and

prompted
by individual speculation or fancy, other stations
are added or substituted for those of the Bfhad. or
Chhdnd. e.g. in Kaui. Up. i. 3, from the lire, the
world of Agni, the path of the gods leads through
;

the world of Vayu (wind, air) to the world of Varuna,
and thence through the worlds of Indra and Prajapati to the world of Brahman.

The same Upanisad essays an explanation of the
moon appears as a station on both
paths. On the devayana it occupies a place beyond
the sun, intermediary between that and the lightning, but is in no way distinguished from the other
stations.
On the pitryana, however, it is the final
resting-place, or place of sojourn, from which the
return to earth begins. The author of the Kaui. Up.
appears to regard the moon as a testing-place or
opportunity of trial, the future being determined
by the degree of knowledge which the disembodied
soul is proved to possess. The wise find a
permanent home ; the ignorant are dismissed to a new
earthly existence which is graduated according to
their deserts. 1 That all souls after death are received into the moon is an ancient and widely
accepted view, and probably accounts for the position which the moon occupies as a station common
to the two paths.
Provision is also made for those who are ignorant
of the ways, i.e. for out-castes who have no knowledge of the gods and no capacity or right to study
the scriptures.
Elsewhere, however, this 'third
place' appears to be conceived as a lot of punishment or degradation reserved for the wicked. To
the philosophical thought of India the two conceptions are not incompatible, and the latter, indeed,
is almost
necessarily an accompaniment of the
fact that the

former.
Those who know neither of these paths become worms,
and biting things.' 3
'

birds,

A further question much discussed had reference to

the qualifications necessary for those who on the
higher path attain to light and immortality. The
primary qualification was universally admitted to
be knowledge, i.e. knowledge of the supreme or
Brahman. Difference of opinion, however, appears
to have existed on the one question as to the
degree
of knowledge the possession of which would admit
to the devayana.
With regard to those who have
lived in the two last (Ura7>ias as vanaprasthas or
sannydsins, there is no doubt they tread the path
of the gods. In the case of grhasthas the Chhdnd.
Up. appears to draw a distinction between those
who know the secret doctrine of the five fires, and
those whose life proceeds in the routine of ordinary
sacrifices. The former after death go to the flame,
The latter are
etc., and finally reach Brahman.
destined for the
pitryana and a return to earth.
The brahmacliann, in a state of pupilage, to whom
the knowledge of the Brahman had not yet been
communicated, was naturally excluded from the
highest path. A later representation, perhaps more
liberally inspired, or to which the conception of
the sphere of the brahmachdrin's life had become
definitely widened, conceded this also, and, entirely
in harmony with later developments of
thought,
laid the emphasis not on status, but on behaviour
and a life of meditation and devotion."
1 Kau£.
i. 2.
The passage is difficult, and perhaps corrupt.
Max Muller renders All who depart from this world go to the
moon. In the former (the bright) half, the moon delights in
their spirits in tho other (the dark) half, the moon sends them
on to be born again. Verily, the moon is the door of the Svarga
(heavenly) world. Now, if a man objects to the moon (is not
satisfied with life there), the moon sets him free. But, if a man
does not object, then the moon sends him down as rain upon
:

'

:

;

this earth,' etc. (SBE i. 273 f. ; cf. Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads,
Leipzig, 1897, p. 24).
3 Brhad.
Up. vi. 2. 16, cf. Chdnd. v. 10. 7 f., Sai'ikara on Fed.
Sut. iii. 1. 18, who explains that, in the case of those who are
destined for the ' third place,' the appropriate sacrifices have
not been offered, and therefore they return to life in new bodies
which are constituted from inferior ingredients (SHE xxxviii.
123-25, cf. 121 f.).
a
.
who is thus devoted,
Anug. 31. 7 f. 'a Brahmacharin
who is concentrated in mind and continent, eoiii|iirrs heaven,
and reaching the highest seat does not return to birth's cf.
on
who
Ved.
Sut.
iii.
3.
declares
that all those who
32,
R:im:\nuja
practise meditation proceed on tho path of the gods, without
:

.

.

DEVELOPMENT
The same question

of qualifications for the higher
path, the path that leil to Brahman without return,
was considered in relation to the doctrine of the
yoga (q.v.). Bhdg.-Gltd, viii. 24 f. appears to suggest that the immediate destiny of the yogin, or
ascetic, depends upon the time of death, whether
in the light or dark half of the year, the northern
or southern progress of the sun (SBE viii. 80 f.).
Ramanuja, however, rejects this inference, and
asserts that the text enjoins on all yogins the duty
of daily meditation on the two paths, quoting in
'
proof of his contention the words that follow : no

who knows these two paths is deluded' (ib.
The text, therefore, has no reference to
the time or season of the year at which death takes
place (SBE xlviii. 472 f.).
A further and final development of doctrine took
place in harmony with the teaching of the Vedanta,
and the importance attached to knowledge of the
highest Brahman, the supreme knowledge (para,
vidyd), as the one avenue of escape from attachment
to the world and the possibilities of re-birth. Those,
on the other hand, who were possessed only of the
lower degree of knowledge (apard vidyd), the
knowledge of the Brahman saguna ('endowed with
qualities'), were still entangled in the snares of
delusion, and liable after death to a return to earth.
It became, then, necessary to find a link of connexion
between the new metaphysics which exalted the
secret esoteric wisdom, and the older authoritative
It was not possible,
teaching of the two ways.
however, to deny that those who possessed a knowledge of Brahman even in an inferior degree departed on the devaydna, the path of the gods, or
to consign them to a lower destiny
for all such
the scripture declared that there was no return.
solution of the difficulty was found in the doctrine of the kramamukti, emancipation by steps
or stages.' The question is discussed by Sahkara
on Veil. Sut. iii. 3. 29 (SBE xxxviii. 231-235 cf. ib.
124 f.), where he explains that a twofold meaning
underlies the phrase going on the path of the gods.
In the case or those possessed of the highest knowledge, the knowledge of the unqualified Brahman
(nirgmia), it is a mere phrase for they are already
yogin

viii. 27).

'

;

'

'

;

in union with Brahman, and have no need to move
on any path to reach that end. But all who have
only the knowledge of the qualified Brahman
(saguna) advance on that road. And, since it is
said that they attain to Brahman and do not return,
it must be that in union with the (saguna) Brahman

they eventually win perfect enlightenment and
gain the highest knowledge. During this period
of probation and imperfect knowledge the soul is
in possession of complete bliss and unrestrained

As
power, etc. (ativarya).
approaches the highest light, it finds itself,

capacities
it

of

will

assumes a 'new form,' and is truly and finally set
free. This is the doctrine of the kramamukti.
And
further explained that all thus enter into
absolute and final emancipation at the end of the
it is

1

world-cycle.
variety of the teaching concerning the paths,
which is merely an elaboration of the doctrine of
the two roads, and remained without further significance or development, postulated four paths
from earth to the gods, which were explained as
corresponding to four forms of sacrifice. Both the

A

(SBE xlviii. 650-652); also on iii. 1. 17 f., iv. 3. Iff.,
where the two paths are discussed, and are said to be dependent
respectively on knowledge and works (SBE xlviii. 594 f., 744 ff.);
restriction

see also Sankara, locc. citt.
1 Cf. also
Ramanuja on Ved. Sut. iv. 4. 1 f. (SBE xlviii. 755 ff.) ;
Deussen, Allg. Gesch. d.Philos., Leipzig, 1908, i. 3. p. 608 ff. The
Svetatvatara Upanisad contains a suggestion or pre-intimation

same theory
When that god is known, all fetters fall
sufferings are destroyed, and birth and death cease. From
meditating on him there arises, on the dissolution of the body,
the third state, that of universal lordship (aiSvarya); but he
only who is alone is satisfied (Svet. Up. i. 11).
of the

'

:

off,

'

and the interpretation are given by

Baudhayana

:

'Some teach a fourfold division of these sacred duties. The
text, however, "Four paths," etc. (Taitt, Satiih. v. 7. 2. 3) refers
to sacrificial rites, 7>f/.v, animal and Soma
sacrifices, and
daruiAonuU (offerings made with a dariri, or sacred ladle). The
" Four
following declares that
paths, leading to the world of the
"'
gods, go severally from the earth to heaven
(llaudhay. ii. a.
9

ft., cf.

29

Jpast.

;

9. 23. 6).

ii.

The context suggests that the conception

of tlio

four paths is not unconnected with the doctrine of
the four diramas.
An isolated passage in the Brliad. Up. (iv. 4. 9)
describes the path to the Svargaloka as marked out
in varied colours
On that path (to the Svargaloka) they say that there is white
:

'

or blue or yellow or green or red
that path was found by
Brahman, and on it goes whoever knows Brahman, and who
has done good, and obtained splendour.'
;

The colours are the same as

those of the veins (hitd
and the conception has therefore in
Neither in
probability a physiological basis.
this instance, however, nor in that of the four paths
of the Taitt. Samh. and Baudhayana was any inference drawn or further development sought. And
it remains doubtful how far any connexion is to be
traced between the ideas underlying these texts
and the formal doctrine of the devaydna.
Parallels to the latter doctrine of roads traced
out between earth and heaven by which the dead
souls pass and repass are to be found in many of
the religious of the nearer and further East. They
are present in the eschatological teaching especially
of Babylon and Egypt. 1
Similar conceptions are
12ff
2
presupposed in the dream of Jacob (Gn 28
-).
;

ib. iv. 3. 20),

all
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reference
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is

indicated in the article.

A.

DEVELOPMENT

S.

Geden.

(Biological).— Development
the 'becoming' of the individual organism, the
attainment of a specific form and structure, and
of the not less characteristic associated faculties.
The starting-point is usually a fertilized egg-cell
a new unity formed from the intimate and orderly
combination of paternal and maternal inheritances.
The fertilized ovum divides and re-divides, the
daughter-cells or blastomeres are arranged in geris

—

minal layers, differentiation sets in, and an embryo
is built up.
This is embryonic development. At
a certain stage, differing greatly in the dill'erent
the
types,
egg is hatched,' and the embryo emerges
from the egg-envelope sometimes like a miniature
of the adult, as in the case of a chicken
sometimes
very unlike the adult and adapted to a different
kind of life, as in the case of caterpillar and tadThus there may be a larval development.
pole.
The embryo is the quiescent stage within the egg
'

—

j

membrane

the larva is free-living and able to
;
As long as the realization or exof
the
inheritance goes on, as long as
pression
differentiation and integration continue, we may
of
speak
development, but mere increase in size is
not development, and it is very difficult to decide
where to put in the stop. Thus some would say
that development includes all the normal changes
of form and structure that occur throughout life, and
that the breaking-down in old age is as much part
of development as the building-up in youth. Others
put in the stop when the limit of growth is reached,
but the brain may go on developing long after that,
though in mammals there seems to be no increase
in the number of brain-cells after birth.
Moreover, there are many fishes and reptiles that show
no limit of growth. Others, again, put in the stop
when the specific characters begin to be well
defined, but that would exclude much that can be
fairly called development, e.g. the changes associ1
See, e.g., F. Cumont, Les Hcligions orientates, 1906, p. 162 f.,
and the references there given E. A. Wallis Budge, Egyptian
Heaven and Hell, London, 1005, passim, etc,
8 Cf. A. Jeremias, Das A T im Lichte des alten Orientsfeed for

itself.

;

Leipzig, 1906, p. 372

ff.
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ated with sexual maturity. The fact is that, in
studying development, we are considering the
living creature in its time-relations, and definiIn the present
tion is a matter of convenience.
article we propose to restrict ourselves for the
most part to the problems of embryonic development.
Let us state very briefly some of the outstanding
facts of development.
We know that the germcells, and their nuclei in particular, form the
physical basis of inheritance the means, at least,
of development that a genetic continuity is kept
up from generation to generation by a lineage of
unspecialized germ-cells, which do not share in
body-making that this accounts for like tending
to beget like that fertilization implies an intimate
and orderly union of two individualities, condensed
and integrated for the time being in the ovum and
the spermatozoon ; that the spermatozoon, besides
being the bearer of the paternal half of the inheritance, acts as a liberating stimulus to the ovum, and
introduces into the ovum a peculiar little body,
the centrosome, which plays an important part in
the subsequent division of the fertilized egg-cell.
We know that the mode of all development is by
the division of nuclei and the segregation of the
living matter into unit-areas or cells, each presided over by a nucleus that differentiation comes
about very gradually, the obviously complex
slowly arising out of the apparently simple that
paternal and maternal characteristics so far as
the nuclei of the germ-cells bear these are distributed in exact equality by the nuclear or cellular
divisions, and that the paternal and maternal contributions thus form the warp and woof of the web
which we call the organism, though the expression
or realization of the bi-parental heritage varies
In many cases the
greatly in individual cases.
parental contributions seem to include ancestral
items which may find expression in development
or may lie latent.
We know that development is
a regular sequence of events which requires, stage
by stage, an appropriate external environment
that there are continual interactions between the
developing organism and its environment; and
that there are continual mutual adjustments of the
different constituents of the developing organism.
In certain aspects the development appears like the
building-up of a mosaic out of many independently
heritable and independently developable parts
in
other aspects it appears as the expression of an
integrated unity, with subtle correlations between
the parts, and with remarkable regulative processes
working towards an unconsciously predetermined
end. We know also that in a general way the individual development of organs often progresses
from stage to stage in a manner which suggests a
recapitulation of the steps in the presumed racial

—

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;

;

evolution.

may be said that the data for the study
development are threefold, viz. (a) embryohave worked out the sequence of stages in
the development of a large number of types (b)
experimentalists have shown in a variety of instances that particular changes in the external
conditions are followed by particular changes in
the developing organism
and (c) students of
heredity have distinguished various modes of inheritance which obtain, such as
blended and
It

of

logists

;

;

'

'

The

known in regard to de;and various, as we have
briefly indicated, and they are continuously increasing in precision and penetration yet it seems
doubtful whether we have got much nearer an
understanding of development since the days of
It seems as
Aristotle, to whom facts were so few.
if his de Generatione remained the most
important
contribution to the subject. How little light we
'

Mendelian.'

velopment are

facts

many

;

(Biological)

have that he had not in regard to the deep problems
of development, such as those suggested by the

following questions How are the heritable charsummed up potentially within
the minute germ-cells ? How do they gradually
find expression in the individual development, so
that what we call differentiation results? What
is the nature of the compelling necessity that
mints and coins the chick out of a drop of living
matter? What is the regulative principle of the
ordered progress which, by intricate and often
strangely circuitous paths, leads to the fully:

acteristics of the race

formed organism

From

?

on these general questions the
mind always turns, sometimes too quickly,

reflexion

scientific

to concrete investigation, it may be of the humblest
with the results of which the theory of deThus there are
velopment must be consistent.
numerous inquiries into the external factors of

sort,

development, such as light, temperature, oxygen,
osmotic pressure, and the chemical composition of
the medium. Experiments are devised which alter
or remove one factor at a time, and the significance
of the factor is inferred from the resulting changes,
transient or permanent, in the developing organism.
It appears that each germ is adapted to develop in
an appropriate environment, that changes in this
environment may occur without permanent prejudicial effects on the organism, but that the
latitude of endurable change varies greatly for
different types, some being much less plastic than
others.
It appears that some of the environmental
factors, like oxygen and water, are analogous to
nutrition that others, like the osmotic pressure or
the presence of calcium salts in the water, are
conditions of embryonic coherence
that others,
like light and heat, are accelerants and inhibitants
and that particular combinations of factors are reof particular
liberating stimuli
quired as the
characters in the developing organism. It does
not appear, however, that we can speak of the
environmental factors as being in any other sense
;

;

;

'

'

directive.

A

second kind of inquiry asks, What in point of
fact goes on in the development of the fertilized
know that there is an expression of
egg-cell ?
the inheritance : that is just another spelling of the
word development but what processes are known
to occur?
This is an inquiry into the physiology of development, which is still a very
young department of science, too young for safe
It is also difficult to disentangle
generalization.
the physiology of growth from that of develop-

We

;

ment, yet every one is agreed that mere growth is
not development. What processes are known to
occur? (a) We know of various sets of chemical
changes significant in different ways. Thus, to
cite three different cases, the fermentative changes
in seeds make the legacy of nutritive reserves
available the anabolic formation of nuclein-substances seems to bring about cell-division
the
diffusion of the products of internal secretion
certainly affords the liberating stimulus to certain
previously unexpressed parts of the inheritance,
for instance in adolescence.
(£) We know also of
a continuous succession of cell-divisions. That,
is
how
all
The
indeed,
development goes on.
original idea of Koux, that there is qualitative
nuclear division, shuffling the pack of inherited
qualities, has been given up in favour of a more
(<•) We also know
plausible view suggested below.
a little of even subtler processes of protoplasmic
movements within the developing germ, ami of apparent attractions towards specific parts, (d) There
;

;

—

are also

of surface-tension and capilseem to bo rather parts of the
growing than implicated in the

phenomena

larity, etc., which
vital machinery of

essential secret of

progressive

differentiation.

DEVELOPMENT
A

third line of investigation concerns the initial
structure of the germ, and one result stands out
that in many cases the egg-cell contains pre-formcd,
sometimes pie-localized, organ-forming substances,
whose removal involves the absence of a corresponding structure, should development proceed.
Thus, the old view of the ovum as homogeneous
and isotropic has given way before experimental
proof of heterogeneity. It may be that, in the
heterogeneous, anisotropic cytoplasm of the egg,
there is the foundation of the progressive differentiation that follows, and it may be, as Driesch and
Boveri suggest, that the dividing nuclei each a
microcosm are differently stimulated to expression in different areas of the cytoplasm, and that
they thus call forth new differentiations in these,
in ever-increasing complexity of action and re-

—

—

—

action.

Another line of investigation inquires into the
mutual influences of the parts of the developing
An egg divides into a ball of cells (or
blastomeres), and it seems reasonable to suppose
what experiment confirms that the prospective
value of a particular blastomere depends on its
In the development of a
position in the whole.
colony of polymorphic Hydroids, such as Hydracorganism.

—

—

tinia, it is

probable that the prospective value of

any young polyp

— whether

it is to

—

become

nutri-

tive, reproductive, or sensory
depends, in part at
least, on its position in the whole.
Similarly, in

the development of an embryo, it is probable that
there are subtler than spatial correlations between
the developing cells or groups of cells. Driesch
has especially emphasized this idea of the mutual
stimulation of developing parts, but further research is necessary before we can securely estimate
the action of parts upon one another. This, indeed,
brings us right up against one of the distinctive
riddles of development that there is, on the one
hand, so much inter-dependence of parts, and yet,
on the other hand, so much power of self-differen-

—

tiation.

In regard to the question so often asked, whether

we can understand development
istry

that

and physics, the

in terms of chemscientific answer must be

we cannot

at present in the very least describe
embryonic development— that wonderful individual
unpacking of a racial treasure-box in terms of
chemistry and physics. There are chemical and

—

physical processes going on, of course, which reward study, but a knowledge of them does not
help us greatly to understand the result. There is
nothing known in regard to development that is at
variance with the conclusions of chemistry and
physics, but we cannot give a physico-chemical
'rendering of the observed facts. Nowhere is the
autonomy of Biology clearer than here. Driesch
in particular has done great service in
showing
that mechanistic forruuloe will not suffice when we
come to deal with organic development, notably
when we consider the localization of the various
successive steps of differentiation.
But many who
are at one with him on that point are unable to
follow him in his constructive hypothesis of an
entelechy which exerts a directive influence on the
transformations of energy that go on in develop-

ment.

Literature.— Hans Driesch, The Science and Philosophy of
Organism (Gifford Lectures at Aberdeen), 2 vols., London,
1908
J. W. Jenkinson, Experimental Embryology, Oxford,
1909 (a very able treatise, with a philosophical discussion]
Roux, Vortrage und Aufsatze iiber Entunckehtnqsmechanik der
Organismen, i., Leipzig, 1905 ; E. B. Wilson, The Cell in
Development and Inheritance, London and New York, 1900 ;
Aristotle's de Generatione, tr. Pratt, Oxford, 1911.
See also
literature at end of art. Biology.
the

;

;

•
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(Mental)

individual gradually acquires and completes his
mental powers. The study of mental development
has as its aim to determine the conditions which
govern this gradual process, and its successive
stages both lor flic mind in general and for the
It has been respecial functions or capacities.
marked that, while some of the lowest animals
are born 'grown up,' being able from the first to
secure food for themselves and otherwise to live
a life similar to that of their parents, the higher
we ascend the scale of animal life the longer is
the period of immaturity, infancy, or development which the individual undergoes. This is
not a mere accident
the length of infancy baa
a direct relation to the height achieved by the
animal's species in the evolutionary scale, in other
words, to the complexity of its structure and
functions, the variety of its adaptation to environment, and especially the degree of plasticity, or
power of modifying behaviour, which it possesses.
The argument applies equally to the physical and
the mental aspects of evolution.
Comparative tables show that the ratio of the period of imma:

turity to that of length of life, which in man is 25 75, or 1 : 3,
an increasingly small fraction as we descend the scale : thus
elephant, 1:4; horse, lion, 1:6; dog, 1:8; cattle, 1:9; cat,
1:10; rabbit, 1:11; guinea-pig, 1:12 (A. F. Chamberlain
[after Hollis and Bell], The Childi, ch. 4). The same differences
may be observed within the human race itself : the young
savage, or barbarian, Papuan, Fuegian, Bushman, Eskimo, is
adult, and begins to take a man's or woman's part in the tribal
work, at from 10 to 12 or 13 years while, within civilization,
the date of perfect maturity has been progressively advancing
to 21, 25, and even to 30 years for complete mental development. It must be supposed that the ordinary forces making
for evolution have determined this increasing length of infancy
and immaturity ; it has the following advantages : (1) Completed growth means rigidity the more firmly a structure is
organized, the more completely a habit is fixed by the organic
mechanism, the more difficult is it for either structure or habit
to be modified to suit new conditions
hence longer infancy
means more gradual and therefore more effective adaptation
to the general environment.
(2) Completed development
means completed adaptation to a number of special forces in
the environment ; the period of development is that during
which selection occurs among the forces to which adaptation
is to be made ; thus longer infancy means ultimately more
specialized adaptation to, and greater control over, the environment. (3) The main value of mental as contrasted with
physical development is to give the individual a mastery of
the means of economizing behaviour by selective attention,
by language, by technical skill, by thinking, abstraction, and
reason the mastery of those varied means of summarizing experience which the race has in its evolution perfected : such
powers cannot be transmitted by physical heredity, but must
be re-acquired by each individual by imitation or education :
the longer development corresponds, therefore, to the greater
refinement of the race in these products of experience. (4) In
regard to physical structures as well as to mental achievements, the individual must by exercise and activity acquire
even those functions for which it has a congenital disposition :
the simple structure does not become the complex
organizaThis is true
tion, without effort on the individual's part.
whether or not the individual is supposed to pass through the
same stages of growth as those by which its ancestral line
has come down from simpler life-forms (recapitulation theory).
Hence, the higher the evolution of the race, the longer must be
the period occupied by the individual in reaching its racetj*pe (K. Groos, Play of Animals, ch. 2, Eng. tr., London,
1S98; Chamberlain, op.dt,; E. Claparede, Psychol, de I'enfants,
chs. 2 and 4).
:

is

;

;

;

—

—

—

2. Relation of development to evolution.
The
recapitulation theory, once accepted as almost a
truism, has recently met with much criticism. Ithas been applied to mental development most

and fully by Stanley Hall and his school.
According to these writers, there are three ways
in which the individual reveals the story of his
race.
(1) There is the actually observed correspondence between the stages and order of development and those of race-evolution ('recapitulation ').
(2) There is the occasional appearance,
even in adult normal life, of mental forms which
are echoes of primitive mental stages
these
occur more especially in states of mental weakfrankly

;

ness, fatigue, exhaustion, illness, the drug-psy'
choses, sleep, hypnosis (' reverberations,' reminiscences ').
Our souls, like our bodies, represent
the organized experiences of past ancestors : fears,
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affeotions, thoughts, which appear even in quite
healthy states, may be
rudimentary spectres
(Stanley Hall) due to survivals from distant ages
'

'

A

of man.
(3)
given individual may show arrest
of mental (as well as of physical) development,
at
a stage which the race in general
short
stopping
has long since passed ; in such a case we have a
'reversion,' or an atavism (q.v.), in which the
characteristics of remote ancestors dominate, in
the child's development, those derived from his
parents or near ancestors. The mind, like the
body, thus consists of segmentary divisions or
strata derived from different periods of evolution :
the older strata are naturally those which are
most fixed and uniform throughout a race {e.g. the
primitive instincts) ; the more recent strata are
more variable in the different individuals (e.g. the
forms of intellectual development) ; again, the
older strata represent the foundation from which
the more recent have been derived, and on which,
therefore, the latter must be built up by the individual : hence not only does the individual, as a
matter of fact, tend to develop along racial lines,
but also parents and teachers ought to encourage
and strengthen this tendency, in order to secure
adequate and proportional development of all the
1

different

powers (' culture-epoch theory ').
recapitulation theory has been defended (1)
in the stages at which the different senses mature ;
(2) in the stages at which accurate discrimination of the different qualities within the same
sensory group appears ; (3) in the appearance of
the different instinctive activities ; (4) in the play
activities of children ; (5) in the successive objects
of imitation which children select for themselves ;
(6) in the stages of intelligent behaviour, and in
the development of abstract thought ; (7) in the

The

development of emotion

;

(8) in

language.

The

principle has been greatly over-driven by its supporters, and probably the correspondence in question is limited to the broad general lines of

development and evolution respectively. Special
objections apply to the culture-epoch theory both
as an interpretation of the facts of observation
and as a basis of educational reform, but in the
course of

its

discussion

many

valuable suggestions

have been made. The child is not mentally, any
more than physically, a mere miniature adult
its powers do not differ merely in quantity from
those of the adult they differ also in proportion
and in kind.
Nature and nurture. The question is still very
far from settled as to the respective influence in
development of factors which are present in the
individual at birth, and of factors which come
from the environment and operate from without.
The arguments for the former, in the case of
mental development, are
the tendency of the
;

;

—

:

individual to reach the type or standard of his
mentally as physically ; the remarkably
resemblances which the adult individual
shows to his parents and nearer ancestors, in character as in Dody a resemblance which is still
greater, it is said, between parent and child when
both are considered at the stage of infancy or
childhood ; and the phenomena of atavism, so far
as they are certified. Such facts suggest that, as
the bodily germ-cell contains elements, or at least
conditions, by which the future growth of the
individual bodily organism is determined along
race,
close

—

definite lines,

with definite limits, and definite

proportions between the parts, so the mind, or
perhaps we should say the brain as the basis of

mind, also has

its

development

pre-determined

In support of this the statistical
first.
observations of Galton, Pearson, Heymans, and
others have been adduced on the resemblances
and correlations between the mental capacities of
individuals and those of their parents or other
members of their family.
The result of Oalton's observations on the prevalence of
eminence and genius in different families may be placed in
this form
that the chances of an eminent man having an
eminent relative are as 1 to 4, while the chances that an ordinary man, or a man chosen at random without reference to
eminence, will have an eminent relative are as 1 to 250. That
this is not due to opportunity or to social influences he argues
by a comparison between the adopted sons of Popes and the
real sons of gifted men.
Again, if both parents are artistic,
:

the probability of a child being artistic is 2 to 1
while, if
neither parent is artistic, the probability of the child being so
is 1 to 4.
Another and later statement shows that, while 35
families, of a certain relatively high degree of eminence or
capacity in the fathers, will contain at least 6 sons of the same
capacity, as many as 6000 families of average or mediocre
ability in the fathers will be required to furnish the same
number of sons of that higher degree of eminence (F, Galton,
Hereditary Genius, London, 1869, A atural Inheritance, London,
1889. For further references, see J. Arthur Thomson, Heredity,
;

London,

See the Herbartian ZUIer's Allg. Padagl, Leipzig, 1884,
ff., and Grundlegung zur Lehre vom erzieh. Unter?, do.
and the criticisms of K. Lange, Apperzeption 9 do. 1906,
t

216
?'.
B84,

V- 141

,

1908).

Again, Karl Pearson dealt with families statistically in regard
to such characteristics as intelligence, vivacity, conscientiousness, popularity, temper ; he had previously compared them
in regard to such physical characters as the colour of hair, size
and capacity of skull, stature, etc. The application of the
correlation-formula may be simply explained in this way, that
if every two brothers had always the same stature, or the same
colour of hair, then the correlation-index would be 1*00
if
there were no law whatever, so that in one case the two
brothers might be equally tall, in another the one tall and the
other moderate, in a third the one tall and the other short,
then the index would be 0"00 ; while, conversely, if there were
such a law that in every case of two brothers one was tall and
the other short (of course in exact proportion), then the index
would be -1"00. The index Karl Pearson found for the colour
of the hair was 0"54, for the skull 0*49, for the stature 0'51 ;
while for the mental characters the average correlation was
0'62, in other words, practically the same as the physical index.
These are comparatively high degrees of correlation, and suggest that the same cause has been operative in both classes of
cases considered in the statistical measurement. Now, it is
quite obvious that post-natal conditions have nothing to do
with the colour of the hair or with the size of the skull ; hence
it is equally unlikely, he argues, that the environment has
anj'thing to do with the intelligence, or vivacity, or temper of
the individual. Later, more particular and accurate tests gave
similar results, although the correlations were not quite so
high ; in any case, the brother of a bright child is much more
likely to be bright than the brother of a dull child ; brightness or dullness of intelligence is derived from the parents and
is not due to education or environment, and not only is it the
general mental character that is inherited in this way, but
even quite special characteristics (K. Pearson, Xature, lxv.
11901] 118, also Huxley Lect. for 1903 in the Trans. Anthr.
Inst. p. 179 £f., and Biomelrika, ii. [1903] 357, and iii. [1904]
131 ; Heymans, Ztschr.f. angew. Psych, i. [1907]. On the whole
question, see E. L. Thorndike, Educational Psychology, New
York, 1903, ch. 6).
;

On

the other side, Loeb and his school are able
mass of evidence showing
development of the bodily organism,
since it can be enormously modified by changes
in the environment, is to a large extent directly
due to the action of external forces. Hence the
mental development may be a product of environment and opportunity rather than of innate
factors.
Thus, the conclusions of Galton and
Pearson, for example, are insecure so long as we
do not and cannot exclude the environmental influence just as children of healthy parents tend
to have healthy bodies because of the sufficient
and proper food which their parents {because of
their healthiness) are able to provide them, so the
children of mentally gifted parents tend also to be
mentally gifted, because of the immensely greater
stimulation which they receive from the conversation, the life, the surroundings of their parents,
and their parents' friends it is a question not of
to produce an increasing

that the

:

;

innate, but of external, conditioning.
art.

See, further,

Heredity.

Relation of mental to physical development :
periods of development. It lias been shown (see
Body and Mind, Brain and Minj>) that the
development of the mental powers is in intimate
3.

1

(Mental)

from the

—

DEVELOPMENT
with

relation

that

of

bodily organs, and

the

especially the brain.
The term development is here used in a wide sense to cover
both growth and development proper; strictly it is preferable
to confine the term
growth to the increase in size or amount,
while
development ia reserved for increase in organization
and connexion of parts but these processes occur simultaneously in phj'sical development, and it is extremely difficult to
draw any line between them in mental expansion.
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

stages of physical growth and maturity have
been used to delimit the periods of childhood
generally ; broadly, we may take four periods of
seven years each
(1) childhood, from birth to 7
years (about the time of the completion of the
second dentition)
(2) the period of girlhood or
(3) the
boyhood, from the 7th to the 14th year
adolescence
or youth, from the 14th to
period of
the 21st year; and (4) from the 21st to the 28th
year, by which time the mental development, as
well as the skeletal growth, is approximately com-

The

:

;

;

The

pleted.

period is also divided into in-

first

fancy (the first two years, to completion of first
dentition) and childhood proper (to the 7th year).
(1)

Characteristic of the

first

the

period are

development of the senses, which at first are extremely imperfect rapid body and brain growth
the acquirement of the fundamental motor co;

;

—

—

ordinations walking, grasping, climbing, etc.
and the acquirement of speech emotions are readily
excited, but are of short duration the prominent
instincts are the self-preservative ones,
experimentation play,' and imitation. (2) The second
period is marked by a slower bodily growth the
brain is relatively fixed in its size and weight
before the middle of this period, but undergoes
rapid development or organization during the
the important physiological
latter part of it
changes that occur towards the middle of the
are
accompanied by susceptibility to
period
the individual is easily
emotional excitement
fatigued
bodily and mental habits are being
the beginnings of abstract
formed and fixed
thought and of self-consciousness present themaction is co-ordinated with reflective inselves
(3) In the third stage
telligence and thought.
there is, again, at the beginning, a rapid advance
in bodily growth followed by another period of
slow growth to its completion at about 21 there
is a strengthening of the social consciousness
greater interest is shown in adults and their work
it is also the period of idealism, of romance, and
generally of great emotional and social development
storm and stress
the mental powers
;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

'

'

;

begin to be definitely fixed and proportioned
even play takes a more serious form in tests of
endurance, self-control, skill, and ability. (On
this important period, see Stanley Hall's Adol-

—

;

escence, and art. Adolescence, vol. i. p. 101).
(4)
The last period referred to is that in which the

general mental character is finally hardened or
set.
(On the periods of childhood, see the historical summary in Chamberlain, ch. 4, and Claparede,
The development of the brain is
ch. 4, par. 1).
in this respect, that at birth it bears a
{>eculiar
ligher proportion relatively to the rest of the
body, and to its adult value, than any other organ.
While the weight of body of the newly born infant
is to that of the adult as 1 to 20, the corresponding ratio in the case of the brain alone is
1 to 3'8 (see the tables given in H. H. Donaldson,
Groicth of the Brain, London, 1895, chs. 2 and 5).
Nearly the full weight of the brain, however, and
therefore its completed
growth,' is reached between the 7th and the 10th year, whereas the full
stature is not attained until about the 21st year,
and the body may go on increasing in weight till
the 50th year or later. On the other hand, the
brain after the 7th year undergoes changes of
great importance in its organization
growth is
'

;
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sense of

replaced by development,
the word, although there has also been some degree
of development during the earlier stages.

According to Flechsig's discoveries, the sensory areas of the
brain are the first to show functional maturity, that is, they
are the first whose connecting fibres acquire the medullarysheath {Localisation der geistigen Vorgdnge, Leipzig, 1896).
The earliest fibres to be functionally perfect are those which
lead from and to the large region of the brain, which he
'
calls the area for
body sensation,* including under this
broad term both the internal Bensations, conveyed from the
viscera, muscles, etc., and the external, conveyed from the
skin (organic, kinesthetic, pain, touch, and temperature sensathese connexions begin before
tions, sensations of position)
birth, and are completed in the first few months after birth.
Within this region it is the fibres connected with the internal
and
with the extremities, that are first completed ;
organs,
then follow those connected with the trunk, and with the
special muscles that are afterwards used for speech. They
convey the great masses of sensation with which the feelings
and emotions, and also the sense of self, are directly correlated
(H. Beaunis, Les Sensations internes, Paris, 1889). It may be
concluded that these impressions are the earliest which the
child is capable of receiving, and the first to be connected into
systematic perceptions. Next in order of development are the
fibres connected with the smell-centre, and probably those of
the taste-centre ; third are those which lead to and from the
sight area, which do not begin to show the medullary-sheath
until after birth ; while those of hearing come last. Outside
the more or less sharply defined areas of the brain, from which
these Ifibres derive f are those which Flechsig, after Meynert,
names the association areas, the two chief areas being the large
It is noticeable that
occipital zone, and the pre-frontal zone.
these are all much later in completing their connexions than
the sensory zones, and that their connexions are almost entirely
of the intra-cerebral type ; that is to say, they pass between
the different parts of the cortex within a hemisphere or from
one hemisphere to the other; these are hardly present at all
in the third month of life, but continue to form for several
years afterwards.
Flechsig holds, from a comparison between his anatomical
researches and the results of clinical and pathological observa'
mediate ' not only sensations
tion, that the sensory zones
proper, but also those mental forms which are based upon
groups or combinations of similar sensations ; for example,
tactual space-perceptions, and perceptions of auditive series
such as those involved in the appreciation of spoken words.
With the large association-area in the hind part of the brain
are correlated such perceptions as involve combinations of
heterogeneous sensations, associations, and memories ; in other
words, ideas of external objects, of the meaning of words, and
all forms of higher knowledge.
Injury to, or destruction of,
these regions leads to an entire loss both of visual and of
auditory memory, and the state which has sometimes been
called apraxia, or agnosis, that is, an apparent inability not
only to name familiar objects or to recognize them when seen,
but even to use them when placed in the hand ; yet at the
same time power of sensation appears to be intact. The general
term ' intelligence might fitly be used to cover the mental
faculties which are lost in such a case.
On the other hand, the
pre-frontal region, standing in the closest relation with the
area for the tactual, kinesthetic, and organic sensations, is
that which runs parallel with the development of the will,
character, and self-consciousness ; the one certain fact about
injury to it is that there is a loss of interest, spontaneity,
power of concentrating the attention, in short, a general
depreciation of the character.
;

'

The close relation between normal development
of the brain and normal mental capacity, between
abnormal development or one-sided development
and genius, between defective development and
imbecility, etc., have been referred to elsewhere
(Brain and Mind) modern appeals for improved
;

hygiene in schools, medical inspection of children,
feeding of necessitous children, special classes for
defective children, and the avoidance of over-strain,
have their ground or justification in the intimate
correlation between the development of the body
and that of the mind and, needless to say, in the
case of the child, even more than in that of the
adult, the health of the mind is mainly dependent
upon that of the body.
It has
4. The conditions of development.
already been pointed out that it is difficult to
;

—

how far development proceeds from internal,
and how far from external factors. It may be
say

urged that, just as a child will reach a certain predetermined height, provided that it obtains adequate
food and exercise and is protected from injury, and
as no amount of extra feeding or exercise will enable
it to go beyond this height, while under-feeding,
nnder-exercise, and injury will make it fall below
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it,

in the case of the mind.
The child is
with the possibility of so much mental

so it

born

is

mucli
intelligence,' or retentive
memory, so acute a sense of sight or hearing, etc.
care and practice will enable it to reach these fixed
limits, but not to pass beyond them, while neglect
and want of exercise may keep it far short of them.
The conclusion is that the function of the teacher
or parent is limited to the providing of the necessary material for development, that the amount
and the direction of the development are, however,
determined already by the nature which the child
lias received at birth.
It is probable that the two
most important factors in the question are, on
the one hand, the activity of the child, which is
partly a matter of congenital faculty, and partly a
matter of healthy nutrition
and, on the other
hand, opportunity of exercise and practice. The
child who is constantly moving about not only
improves his health in general, but also puts himself within reach of varied stimuli by which his
mental powers are evoked, and in the course of
time developed while the sluggish child does not
come so much within reach of stimulation, and
therefore has a relatively slower development.
Opportunity includes both the ordinary social
and educational advantages or disadvantages, and
especially those factors which depend on the health,
culture, and economic position of the parents.
Nature determines that the fundamental instincts
shall appear in a certain order, and each contribute
its share to the complete development ; but, if
stimulation and exercise are not provided, any
instinct, when it appears, will remain undeveloped,
and therefore the whole mental growth will suffer
capacity,

'

so

;

;

;

a certain amount of distortion.

—The principal internal conditions of development are the two instincts,'
—
they may be so called play and imitation. Play
Play and

imitation.

'

(Mental)

is its nervous system, and the
power to adapt itself to changes in the
environment on the other hand, the more varied
the environment, the less rigid, although perhaps
more numerous, the instinctive tendencies are, and
the greater the ultimate development of the intelligence ; play enables the instincts to be sufficiently
exercised without dominating the development as
a whole. In general, then, play is a preparation

the less developed
less is its

;

for the adult life ; hence, the higher the physical
and also the mental development ultimately
achieved, the longer, as a rule, is the period of
play this, according to Groos, is the object, the
biological function, of youth ; animals do not play
because they are young, but they have a period of
youth in order to play. This play includes the
simple experimentation of the child, as that of the
;

infant when exercising its muscles and its senses
upon the objects around it thus it obtains experience of the qualities of objects, and at the same
time strengthens and develops its own active
powers. Nature has provided ample means for
this experimentation-play in the pleasure which
the child manifestly obtains from it, and which is,
here as elsewhere, the correlative and index of
action which is for the benefit of the organism.
Next follow those plays by which the organism as
a whole is strengthened physically, and by which
the memory is organized and experience consolidated finally, plays in which the higher mental
powers, as well as the wider social instincts, are
brought out and exercised. The following is
Groos' classification of the plays of the child
(Play of Man) :—
;

;

Examples.
Playful experimentation :
With the sensory appara-

I.

(a)

tus.

With the motor appara-

(&)

;

pares the

for intelligence, or, rather, it is the
intelligence gradually conies to
replace instinct, both in the race and in tho individual ; the more fixed and limited the environment
of an organism is, the more rigid are its instincts,

way

means by which

Movement

of its

forms,

own body,

moving plays, destructive and
constructive plays, throwing

tus.

in the

child in its play imitates adult activities (Principles
of Psychology*, 1872, vol. ii. pt. 8, ch. 9). The
theory with which Groos (Play of Animals and
Play of Man [Eng. tr., London, 1910]), Baldwin
(Pref. to Groos' Play of Animals), and others seek
to replace this is that play has a biological
function, viz. that of preparing the immature
individual for the activities of adult life, without
exposing it to danger such as would be implied if
it had to acquire the same experience apart from
the parent's protection. There is in each of the
mental powers (or in each of the relative centres of
the brain) a tendency to expression or exercise,
and, long before there is real need for such powers,
this exercise is obtained through play ; thus the
plays of children follow roughly the stages of the
race evolution, as Hugh Miller suggested (My
Schools and Schoolmasters).
The corresponding
instincts and interests develop successively in the
child's mind
as they develop in their order, each
in turn seeks, as it were, for self-expansion or exA
pression, and this takes the form of play.
specially important feature of play is that it pre-

colours,

etc.

if

wide sense includes all activities or tendencies
which do not contribute to the immediate needs of
the organism, which are spontaneously carried out,
and which give pleasure in their operation apart
from any result derived from them. The natural
view of play is such as is expressed in Spencer's
surplus energy theory, viz. that play is the outcome of the excessive amount of stored nervous
energy in the young, the exercise of which is not
required for the organic needs, or of the tendency
or faculty of imitation, according to which the

Experimentation with noises,
tones, tastes,

plays,
(c)

Playful use of the higher

1.

mental powers.
Experimentation with
the mental powers,

memory, imagination.
2.

with
the feelings (physical

Experimentation

Illusion

plays

and

recognition

imaginary

;

tales, etc.

Games

involving tests of endurance, pain ; tales involving

surprises and perils, dangerous
situations, etc.
or
play
Experimentation
reflex
of
involving control
actions or of habits.
of
or
socionomic
of
the
second
exercise
Playful
impulses
order ; (a) fighting plays (physical and mental tests,
rivalry', teasing, hunting plays, etc.) ; (6) love plays ; (c)
imitative play (imitation of movements, dramatic imitation, constructive imitation, and inner or artistic imitapain, mental suffering, surprise, fear).

S.

II.

tion)

As

with

Experimentation
the will.

;

(rf)

social play.

to imitation,

it also,

like play, is

a universal

normal childhood, and indeed
tendency
young animal life both imitation and play
1

in

;

in all
differ,

as Groos points out (op. cit. p. 2), from ordinary
the fact that they have not a specific
instincts,
stimulus, or a specific reaction, but are called out
by any kind of stimulus, and involve a reaction
which varies with the stimulus calling them out.
The essential conditions of imitation are (1) some
sort of interest (rapport), by which the attention
of the young animal is caught and held by an older
animal (2) the perception of some movement in
the older animal (3) the experience of some rellex
or inborn tendency towards the same movement in
the young. Thus imitation is always based partly
on innate powers, partly on the social conditions,
and partly also on the development of the senses

m

;

;

There is a gradual
and powers of perception.
change in childhood (a) in the type of objects or
persons
interest

whom

which

the child seeks to imitate, in the
it feels

for different personalities,

Idiot children, as a role, neither play nor imitate (Sollier,
Psychol, it ridiot et it Vimbtcile '-, Paris, 1901, ch. 6).
1
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of its attention by them ; (b)
in the complexity of the actions imitated ; (c) in
the fidelity of the imitation, the earlier actions
being more limited and more faithful copies, the
later being more spontaneous, original, and dramatic in their form (cf. the development of children's ideals with age in Earl Barnes, Studies in

and (he attraction

Education, ii. [1902], and a recent study by Varendouck, in Arch, de psych., no. xxviii., July 1908).
The biological function of imitation is, like that of
to
prepare the individual for adult life, while
Elay,
e is being protected from the dangers that might
otherwise lie in acquiring such experience.
The
child, imitating its parents, its teachers, or its
friends, acquires the habits of expression and of
action which they already have, and also a more
important matter acquires their habits of emotion,
their mental attitudes.
Imitation thus becomes a
form of heredity, replacing physical heredity,
the
same
bringing
advantages more rapidly, and
at less cost. The child tends through it to resemble
its parents, not only physically but also mentally
(Baldwin, Mental Development, p. 332 ff. ).
The child is born
5. The original activities.
with a complex nervous structure, by which adequate response is provided to a large number of
stimuli from the environment, in the form of reflex,
automatic, and instinctive actions. Some of these
actions are carried out before consciousness, and
therefore, presumably, before mind is present, or
at least active ; and even in later development we
still find that a large part of the work of the
body
is carried on rellexly or automatically, and without the intervention of consciousness. The question arises as to the relation between consciousness
on the one hand, and reflex activity on the other,
in development.
It is still sometimes argued that
consciousness has no biological function, and that
the whole mental development is simply a result of,
and therefore sequent to, the bodily and cerebral
development itself, which in its turn is determined
by purely physiological and physical forces. H.
Ziegler, A. Betlie, J. Loeb, J. P. Nuel, and other
*
modernists in Comparative Psychology would
entirely exclude the use of consciousness (not
merely the word, but the thing) from biology.
On the other side, it is held that consciousness is,
or exercises, a controlling power by which the
reflexes present, or provided for, at birth are
organized into higher combinations, and modified
on the ground of experience (Lloyd Morgan, Introd.
to Comp. Psychol., oh. 11, London, 1894; Animal
Behaviour, London, 1900)
and, again, that the
reflex actions themselves are a product of conscious effort in the ancestors of the individual

—

—

—

'

;

1

(Wundt,

Physiol. Psychol. ', Leipzig, 1903, iii.
278 fl'.). Thus consciousness or mind is now and
has been in the past the main force making not
merely for mental, but also for physical development and evolution. There is a law of economy
by which every action, as it is repeated, becomes
less and less of a conscious action, until in the end
it may be purely automatic
the value of this is
that the energy of consciousness, or the physical
energy underlying consciousness, is thereby set free
for other activities ; wherever an action is resisted,
or is prevented by any cause from issuing in its
ordinary way, there consciousness is immediately
present wherever a new circumstance arises which
requires a different reaction from any provided by
the reflex or automatic systems, there again consciousness arises ; on the other hand, the less
resistance there is the smoother the action, the
more familiar the situation the less is consciousness directed towards it.
Consciousness thus
represents the growing point of the organism
correlated with it are changes in the central
nervous system, and in the body as a whole, which
;

;

'

'

;
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ultimately become the basis of organized intelligence and will (cf. J. Jastrow, The Subconscious,

London, 1906,

pt. 2).

The special activities and powers involved in the
process of mental development may be classilied as
follows: (1) the physiological reflex actions; (2)
the sense-organs, sensations, and sensory reflexes
(3) perception, in relation to the primary attention;

reflexes

;

emotions

instinctive behaviour ; (5) feelings
(6) will
(7) memory, its conditions

(4)
;

;

and
and

varieties ; (8) imagery and imagery types ; (9)
language and abstract thought.
(1) Physiological reflexes are those connected
with the circulation of the blood, the respiration,
the digestion, and other processes of bodily metabolism of these it is not necessary to treat in this
connexion, since they are entirely removed from
the control of the child's consciousness, except so
far as they are liable to modification by emotion,
to which reference will be made later.
These
processes take place at a much more rapid rate in
the infant than in the adult.
;

The metabolic activities of the infant are more pronounced
than those of the adult, for the sake, not so much of energies
which are
on the world without, as of energies which are
spent
for a while buried in the rapidly increasing mass of flesh.' It is
a metabolism directed largely to constructive ends (M. Foster,
1

'

'

Text-book 0/ Physiology^, 1891, p. 1644).

—

Sensations. The normal child is provided at
birth with the external apparatus for all classes of
sensation, and these are connected, through nerve
fibres, with the central organs in the brain ; but, as
has been remarked above, this connexion is not
functionally complete for a considerable time after
birth.
The child at first is deaf, is 'light-shy,' is
insensitive to odours, and to a large extent to
so
that the sense of touch and perhaps the
taste,
muscular sense are the only ones which at birth
show certain indications of activity. According
to the tests which have been made, the sensitiveness in general increases very rapidly in the first
(2)

its maximum development
years, reaching
probably about the 10th year, after which there is
a decline in sensitiveness proper, although the
power of discrimination remains capable of great
improvement thereafter (J. A. Gilbert, Studies
from Yale Psychol. Lab., 1893, 1894 E. Meumann,
i.
102 tf.). The sensorial reaction-time also improves in rate during the first 10 or 12 years of
life, after which there is, apart from special trainThe different qualities of
ing, a gradual dulling.
each sense become capable of discrimination in a
regular succession, which, according to some observers, follows that of their supposed evolution in
the race.
The development of visual sensation may be taken as an illus-

few

;

and of the obstacles to its solution.
is very great difficulty in determining whether a child
hag or has not a power to perceive and distinguish different
colours.
Even where speech is appealed to, the results are by
no means conclusive. The earliest attempt to determine the
order in which the different visual sensations are arrived at
was that of Preyer in 1882 (op. tit. infra, ch. 1). The tests were
begun in the third quarter of the second year of life, and continued to the fourth year. He found that the colours yellow
and red were those which were most constantly and accurately
named, or picked out when the names were given, while green
and blue came last by the beginning of the 4th year the chifd
could name all but the very dark or light shades correctly.
With a similar method Miss Shinn (op. til. infra) found that her
subject (a little girl) was successfully trained to name all the
colours correctly, before the end of the second year.
By a
special method, appealing to the preference of the child, as
shown by its selection of one from a pair of colours, Baldwin
concluded
that
a
child
of 9
(Menial Development, pp. 39, 50)
months can distinguish all the colours, and has a distinct
preference for blue. The above were individual Btudies. From
a thorough collective test on children, boys and girls, from birth
to 7 years, by a 'matching' method, Oarbini (Arch, per I'antrop.
xxiv., Florence, 1894) concluded that a child begins to develop
the power of discrimination between light and dark during the
first month of fife
and to distinguish different objects by their
shade or brightness in the second month
it is not till the
middle of the second year that he has any perception of colour,
and then it is red which is first marked out green begins to
be added about the end of the second year, and yellow in the
tration of the problem

There

;

;

;

;
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course of the third year, while it is not till the fourth that he
can distinguish such colours as orange, blue, violet, etc. In the
Bfth year the different shades of the same colour become easily
is still relatively imperfect
distinguished, but the colour visiou
of development,
until the end of the sixth year. Thus the order
then orange, blue, and violet. With
is red, green, yellow
that 2 per cent of the
found
he
regard to the power of naming,
children in their sixth year cannot name any colour, and that
main colours given above
only 35 per cent can name the six
the power to name a colour accurately seems to follow, in about
a year's space, the power to distinguish the colour in question.
Zurich, n.d„ but c.
Dissertation,
1905
in
{Inaugural
Ziegler,
to determine the
1905), tried, with more accurate methods,
one half boys and
degTee of colour sensibility in 200 children,
life in the Munich
school
one half girls, at the age of beginning
in
schools. The 'matching 'method gave a distinct preference
in that
accuracy of matching to orange, violet, blue, and yellow
less accurately
order, red, grey, and green being relatively
matched. Black and white were invariably correctly placed.
in
It does not, of course, follow that the order of correctness
on the
matching corresponds to the order of development;
were preferred
contrary, it may be concluded that the colours
In
the
etc.
their
[esthetic
novelty,
value,
on account of their
order of
naming method (the child giving the name) the
correctness was black, white, red, blue, green, yellow, with
the darker shades of colour on the whole
violet and orange laBt
were better named than the lighter, presumably because they
were more familiar to the children none of the boys could
name orange, and only 6 per cent of the girls. Every one of
the tests employed brought out the fact, already suggested by
of
other observers, that girls have a much more accurate sense
colour than boys. Neither Garbini nor Ziegler found that any
one of the children they examined was colour-blind (in a total
in adults, as is well known, colour-blindness occurs
of 750)
much more frequently among men than among women in the
former case the frequency is variously given as from 1 to 6 per
of traincent.
It is probable that by properly devised means
be greatly developed,
ing, the colour sense of children might
and thereby their general mental capacity greatly improved.
;

;

;

;

;

;

from sensation
(3) The development of perception
takes place through the exercise of the sensory rein the process of
flexes, which play a large part
attention. Thus a child does not at first see objects
either as clearly, as distinctly, or as proportionearlier months it sees
ately as the adult. In the
no colours, but only light and shade; it has no
at which any
distance
the
of
means
determining
seen object is ; it is unable to fix an object so as to
obtain a clear image of its outlines and details ; it

unable to determine, and indeed has no concepdimension objects are probception of, the third
shade merely
ably seen as blotches of light and
it has no power of distinguishing a real from a rein
short, it can hardly
flected or imaged object
be said to have any perceptual or object-consciousness at all, through sight (Preyer, op. cit. ch. 1).
All these powers are gradually acquired through
exercise and the resulting co-ordination of the
movements of the eyes with the visual sensations.
The three sets of muscles in question are those of

is

;

;

;

accommodation, by which the object is clearly
focused ; of fixation, by which the object is brought
into the centre of the retina— the part of the eye
which is most sensitive to form as well as to colour;
of convergence, by which binocular vision is
determined, and the two eyes are guided so as to
These coobtain single vision of solid objects.
ordinations are only acquired, as has been said,
is
therefore
it
and
extremely
through exercise;
all possible
important that a child should be given
ocular muscles from
opportunities of exercising its
the very first. It is interest— instinctive interest
that calls forth movements ;
in the first place
and, where objects of interest are not presented,
the exercise fails to take place. This is an illustration of the importance of environment in deciding
development.

and

—

The following gives some idea of the dates at which these
flnallv achieved, according to Preyer and others (cf.
reflex closing
Kirkpatrick, op.'cit. infra, ch. 4). The protective
of the eyes when bright light falls upon them is present almost
to
Immediately after birth ; also the pupillary reflex (adaptation
increase or' decrease of light); the blinking reflex, when an
is not Immediately present,
object is brought close to the eye,
moveor
independent
but occurs after a few weeks; atypic
ments of the two eyes and the eyelids (.e.g. one eye remainturned
ing fixed while the other moves, or the eyes being
downwards while the eyelids remain fixed) occur occasionally
until the beginning of the second month ; voluntary fixation is
powers are
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not complete until about the end of the first quarter year;
to the distance
voluntary and accurate convergence according
of objects is not perfect even before the end of the second year ;
the interpretation of visual impressions and their co-ordination
with bodily movements are not established till much later.
This history really describes the origin of the visual percepthe question whether the idea of
tions of space in the child
to answer, because it
space is innate or acquired is impossible
The child is not born with a ready-made idea
is wrongly put.
it
of space which
merely applies to experiences derived from the
of
its
idea
space a product of
senses (Kant), but nei'ther is
sensations and of associations formed between the images
derived from the sensations it is a result of inter-aetion between sensations, feelings and desires, impulses and moveis congenital,
ments, to which in each case the 'disposition'
but which are only realized and combined through the acquired
and
experience of the child (cf. Wundt's 'psychic synthesis,'
who
from
the
evidence
born-blind,
The
Stumpf's synergy ').
have been enabled, by an operation, to see in later life, is concolours
see
only
It does not prove that they at first
flicting.
and brightness, not things or objects, as Preyer argues. It is
unable to appreciate
true, however, that they are entirely
distance (see B. Bourdon, La Perception visuelle de lespace,
Paris, 1902, ch. 13, for a complete account of these observations,
up to that date). A similar synergy of sensations, feelings,
and attention -reflexes goes to form the tactual perceptions
and bluntness, etc.)
(extent, hardness and softness, sharpness
and the auditory perceptions (rhythm, tone-interval, melody,
;

:

'

'

speech,

'

etc.).

instinctive action is a response evoked in
direct relation to a perception of some kind, while
a reflex action is called out by a simple sensation
or by a purely physiological stimulus. The differone of degree, although there is
ence is
(4)

An

mainly
and
undoubtedly a much greater power of control,
of experiliability to modification on the ground
the
reflex action
in
than
instinctive
in
the
ence,
and Intelligence' in
(see discussion on 'Instinct
Brit. Journ. of Psychol, iii. pt. 3 [1910] by Myers,
and
Macdougall). The
Lloyd Morgan, Carr, Stout,

instincts shown
following is a classification of the
E. A.
by the child, modified from that given by
Kirkpatrick (ch. 4): (1) individual instincts; (2)
the
the
instinct,
gregarious
social, including (a)
instinct to be with others, (b) the co-operative
with
imitation,
act
(d)
to
(c)
others,
play,
instinct,
and (/) more
(c) expression and communication,
complex instincts such as the collective, destructive,
an
instinct
implies
and creative instincts. Such
three things: a need on the part of the child
an object
(organic sensation, feeling, impulse),
and some concapable of satisfying this need,
sciousness on the part of the child of the meaning
of the object in relation to the want or need. It is
the want or the interest which determines the
direction of the attention towards the object.
Thus the child's whole interest is absorbed at first
and
by the needs of food and of rest its grasping
themfood-taking instincts are the first to express
in
conused
articles
and
selves the giver of food,
nexion with its food, are the first objects which it
later the
learns to distinguish and recognize
needs of its sense-development cause interest in
sensations
mere
the
bright
for
give,
they
objects
noises and musical tones,
lights and colours, loud
At this stage the instinct of play appears,
etc.
and of moveespecially of experimentation play
ment play. In its early years the child is natur;

;

;

ally self-centred

;

biologically of advantage to

it is

the race that the individualist instincts should be
its wants are
strong at this time. Accordingly,
insisted upon.
strongly expressed and vigorously
as opposed
the
of
idea
self,
Yet there is no conscious
or
in interest to other persons, until from the fourth
of the
sense
strict
the
in
selfishness
when
fifth year,
word begins to appear, controlled, however, by the
for social approval. The
equally instinctive desire
constant desire of the normal child to be with
his shyness toother
children,
others, especially
wards strange elders, but ready acceptance as
about his own age,
other
of
children,
playmates
seen for the first time his eagerness to accompany
the adults of his family in all their goings and in
his constant repetition of the
all their activities
;

;
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his treatment of
actions of adults in his play
animal pets, younger children, dolls, etc. are
illustrations of the force of the social instincts and
of their part in the development of the social consciousness.
Later, the individualist and social
instincts combine in (i. the impulse of self-display,
adornment, etc.
(ii.) the impulse to co-operate
with others for common ends, in games, or in
school and household or farm work (iii.) the im-

—

;

)

;

;

and rivalry, which tends to
the rapid development of the physical and mental
powers; (iv. with expanding imagination, the
sympathetic feelings arise, and the impulse to help,
to defend, to support others, which reaches its
pulse of competition
)

height in the unselfish idealism of adolescence.
The progressive appearance of these instincts, as
also those of play, imitation, emotional expression
and speech, determines a gradual change in the
interests of the child, and this in its turn reacts
upon its intelligence and character. (On the de-

velopment of instinct, and its relation to interest,
etc., see Kirkpatrick and E. Claparede, opp. citt.)
It has been recog(5) Feelings and emotions.

—

nized that the affective life of the child is proportionally much more extensive than that of the
adult as judged at any rate by his expressions,
the child's feelings are both more vivid and less
enduring than those of the adult
impressions
when they reach consciousness at all are felt more
keenly and are responded to more actively and
This is true both of pleasures and of
strongly.
On the other hand, the feelings are not so
pains.
permanent the child passes rapidly from one mood
of feeling to its opposite from laughter to tears,
from anger to pity. It may be questioned, however, whether the actual feelings are as strong as
;

;

—

;

they appear.
Preyer has argued that the child's life is one of intense feeling, and that in it pain predominates over pleasure, being in
fact the necessary stimulus to development against this it may
be urged (a) that the feelings are not in general intense, but
that their apparent expression is really an instinctive or reflex
act, which is not accompanied by so many internal changes as
occur in adult life, and hence is not reflected in the conscious
life to the same extent as in the adult
(6) that, owing to the
short duration of the feelings and other factors, pleasure
predominates largely over pain even in the youngest child,
with normal health ; and (c) that pleasure is a stronger
driving force than pain in development, as in evolution. The
general happiness of healthy children, their constant play and
activity, their capacity for deep and prolonged sleep, are all
indications that this is the truer view of the case. Many signs
also their easy recovery from wounds, rapid forgetfulness of
injury, etc. prove that the young child has a much lower
degree of sensibility to physical pain than the adult.
;

:

;

—

A

—

full

description of the expressions of the different feelings

and emotions,

as observed in the child from birth onwards, is to
be found in Preyer, ch. 6. The classical account, for animals
and man alike, is Darwin's Expression of the Emotions (London,
That
even
so complex expressions as laughter and blush1872).
ing are congenital, and not acquired by imitation, is Bhown in
Sir A. Mitchell's About Dreaming, Laughing, and Blushing
Such facte do not, however, solve
(Edin. and London, 1905).
the question whether the expression is called out by an actual
feeling, or whether the feeling iB the reverberation in consciousness of the expression, which it thus succeeds in time, and
which is directly evoked by the perception of the situation
(Lange-James theory). The latter, at least, is probably true
'

'

genetically.
An interesting question is as to whether the child has innate
fears or dislikes of particular objects
for example, fear of the
dark, of wind and storms, of animals, etc. ; or whether these
fears can be reduced to the simpler ones, viz. those of intense
Btimuli. of novel stimuli, or the like ; or whether they are due
to adult suggestion.
Stanley Hall attributes such fears to
reminiscences, emerging in the child, of the experience of its
ancestors at far distant dates, by whom, for example, dark was
feared because of the animals and enemies attacking in it ; so,
wind and storms were feared during the tree-life of man's
;

ancestry, while wild animals in the same way must have been
to primitive man, as to the still more remote ancestors, objects
of terror.
It must be said, however, that the evidence for such
instinctive fears of definite objects or classes of objects is by no
means convincing (cf. Stanley Hall, Adolescence, vol. ii. ch. 10,
which contains a general statement of the author's position
the detailed evidence in regard to child-emotions is collected in
numerous reports, by himself and his collaborators, published
in the Pedagogical Seminary and in AJPs).
;

(6)

Development of the

will.

— The outward

life of
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the child begins, as

we have

seen, in reflex, instinctive, and automatic activity undetermined by conscious motives, although in many of the more
complex forms an accompanying or controlling
The
consciousness must be supposed to exist.
term ' impulse ' may be used for those phases of
the mind by which such actions are preceded, or

which they accompany such an impulse does not
involve any idea of the nature of the action to be
done, or of more than the immediate means by
which it is to he brought about. Thus the impulse
to expel an unpleasant food, or any food when the
child is satiated, does not involve any idea of the
advantage to the organism which the expulsion
brings, or of the muscular actions by which it is
carried out but there probably is some consciousness of the position of the food in the mouth, and
the parts of the tongue touched by it, etc., and it
is by this sensation that the action is definitely
initiated
it is probably only at a later stage that
the muscular sensations themselves become conscious.
The impulse, then, is simply the motor
aspect of a sensation which is toned with feeling,
positive or negative, the action itself lying as a
whole outside consciousness. Such impulses may
be supposed to accompany all those actions by
which the organism is in early life protected from
dangerous stimulation, and by which objects of
advantage to it are brought towards the body, into
the mouth, etc. ; thus these impulses are always in
connexion with some need of the organism, either
prolonged as in the case of hunger, or momentary
second stage of
as in the case of physical pain.
development is arrived at when (a) the individual
to
select
stimuli
or
sensations
on the basis
begins
;

;

;

A

of personal interest, built up by experiences ; (6)
when memory occurs of the movements by which

these sensations have been automatically or reflexly responded to ; and (c) when, under the influence of the subjective combination and synthesis
of sensations in
the movements also
perception,
begin to be co-ordinated and controlled. This is
the stage at which impulse begins to be replaced
by motived action, that is to say, by will in some
at least of its lower forms.
(a) The selection of sensations is at first provided
for by the needs of the organism, as has been indicated above, and in this sense will, as Hbilding
suggests(e.g. Problems of Philosophy Eng. tr., N.Y.
1905, p. 55, Outlines of Psychol., Eng. tr., Lond.
1891, sect. 4), is the fundamental fact in mental
life, and is present from the very beginning
later,
however, and very early in life, the selection begins
to be determined on the ground of
previous experience ; that is to say, the child begins to seek out
those impressions which have previously given it
pleasure, and not merely to react upon impressions
that have arrived of themselves.
Correlatively
with this, it begins to avoid consciously those impressions which have been already experienced as
painful, and also to neglect or inhibit impressions
which have proved indifferent to it, not being
accompanied by any positive or negative feeling
tone. In this development perception gradually
arises through the combination of sensations of the
same or different classes with each other, or with
sub-conscious memory images
in this way one
impression gradually becomes a sign or symbol of
a number of others, and especially the visual impressions come to represent or stand for the
tactual impressions to which they had ordinarily
led, and which may be reproduced to some slight
extent in memory, on the arrival of the visual
1
The pleasure or pain
impressions themselves.
originally attached to the direct impression is now
,

;

;

1

On this,

chs. 17
esp. 20

see W. James, Principles of Psychology, 1891, vol. ii.
on 'Sensation,' 19 on 'The Perception of Things,' and
on 'The Perception of Space.'
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transferred to the indirect, as when the child shows
pleasure at the sight of a rattle, after experience
of the agreeable noise which the rattle gives in its
hands, or shows pleasure at the sight of its food,
before the actual tasting of it. It is unnecessary
that conscious memory of the former experience
should arise, and in the vast majority of cases such
memory probably does not arise ; there is simply a
transfer of feeling, and in consequence a transfer of
action from a direct impression to a more indirect
one uniformly connected with the former. It is in
the case of these indirect impressions that interest
gradually develops, and that conscious and individual selection begins to take place.
(b) The movements themselves enter consciousness partly as muscular and tactual experiences, 1
partly also as visual experiences in the case of
those movements which the child can see itself
carrying out. 'As soon as the memory begins to be
able to fixate such consciousness, the child learns
to modify its actions, or to choose between various
possible actions, in response to sensations, through
remembering the success or failure of the previous

—

•

reactions.

In the co-ordination of movements there are
two steps the inhibition of unessential movements, and the reinforcement and connecting
together of series of necessary movements. Reflex
action is excessive, uneconomical, and generally
contains a large number of movements not required for the removal of the particular stimulus
(H. Ebbinghaus, Grundziige der Psychol., pt. i.,
Leipzig, 1897, p. 124) ; for example, the movements
(c)

—

a young child when irritated by a pin in its
clothing. With the development of perception, the
movements become more limited, are brought more
under the control of consciousness, until in a particular case the necessary act is carried out in the
shortest time, and with the minimum of effort. It
must be supposed that in this case the impulse has
come to be associated with the special action,
which has been constantly repeated in every
experience of the kind while those actions which
were unessential, and therefore were not repeated,
or not always repeated, are less firmly connected
with the impulse, and become finally detached
from it. Corresponding with this limitation in
simpler cases, there is the forming of chain actions,
or series of actions, in more complex cases for
example, in learning to walk the several movements necessary have come, through exercise and
through conscious effort, to be gradually cemented
to each other, so that later, without conscious
effort, the one tends to follow the other in the same
order as that in which they were acquired (see
of

j

—

;

Preyer, ch. 11). Consciousness still retains a grasp,
as it were, of the whole group of movements, as is
shown when any resistance is met, or any error
occurs but it does so only in a general way, covering a larger and larger span in its grasp, as skill
and practice increase (J. Jastrow, op. cit., chs. 3
;

and

4).

The terms

'

habit

'

and

'

'

practice

refer to the

forming and cementing of such co-ordinations.
When out of several possible ways of doing a thing,
or of acting, one has actually been adopted, then,
if the situation is repeated, the former action tends
to be adopted again, merely from the fact of its
earlier occurrence.
The same is true of a connexion or series of actions. The greater the number of times the action has been done, the stronger
the tendency to repeat it.
This is habit, the
and universal condition of all mental
Srimary
evelopment. Since will consists, as we have seen,
in selective activity, it is formally opposed to
1 On the whole
question of the nature of our consciousness of
movement, and
op. cit.

ii.

471

f.,

function in mental development, see Wundt,
636 f., iii. 307 f.

its
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habit
but, in reality, neither it nor any other
higher mental power is possible except on the basis
of habit.
Walking, running, listening, looking,
smelling, tasting, dressing, speaking, and hundreds
of other skilled actions, which form elementary
;

parts of more complex, voluntary, and deliberate
actions, are in us habitual acts become unconAdults
scious and mechanical through repetition.
and children differ widely in the rapidity with
which a habit is formed, in the tenacity with which
it is retained, and in the promptness with which it
is exercised.
With age the power to form new
habits slowly declines, and also the power to resist

or overcome habits when formed. To some extent
this is due to the decreasing vitality of the nervous
system, but mainly to the fact that habit corresponds to the organizing of connexions between
different parts of the cerebral system
the greater
the number of these, and the greater their strength
or firmness through repetition, the less the likelihood of a new associative connexion being formed
or old ones broken up (see James, op. cit., ch. 4;
Ebbinghaus, Grundziige der Psychol. pt. ii. Leipzig,
The development of the will is also
1902, p. 672).
conditioned by the general changes both in the
intensity of feelings and in the objects to which
they attach. At first, as we have seen, the child's
feelings are entirely determined by its organic
needs
later, repetition and instinctive experimentation and play bring new experiences of
pleasure and of pain, not so directly connected
with the requirements of the organism the objects
of such feelings are retained in memory, and the
thought of them, or the perception of them, forms
new motives of action the actions are governed
motives.
by ideal rather than by direct sensory
(On the development and influence of feeling, see
T. Ziegler, Das Gefuhl, Stuttgart, 1893.)
The most direct indication of the nature of an
individual's will is to be found in the characterNeither will nor
istics of his attention (q.v.).
attention, however, is to be regarded as a general
power, which can be directed indifferently upon
this or that impression or action, or can be moved
from one to the other. They are simply general
:

,

,

;

;

;

for a class of particular phenomena, which
possess certain features in common. The characteristic of acts of attention is that a part of the
field of consciousness is selected from the rest,
becoming clear and distinct, persisting longer than

names

it otherwise would, and thereby becoming more
adequately known, and tending to realize itself

more

The means by which

effectively in action.

change is effected are either external, as when
the senses are focused upon the impression, irrelevant movements inhibited, and thelike orintemal,
as when convergent associate ideas are called up
from past experience. The underlying conditions
are the intensity of the impression or idea itself,
the strength of the interest to which it corresponds, the feeling aroused, and the development
of the muscular system by which the focusing
and controlling of impressions is
or
fixating
In all these respects the child undergoes
effected.
distinction is familiarly
a gradual development.
drawn between spontaneous or natural, and volunthe former is supposed
attention
tary or acquired,
to be characteristic of the child, the latter a pro1
are not, however,
These
duct of education.
differences in attention itself
they are differences
in the interests which lie behind the act of
this

;

'

'

A

;

;

only

attention.
Thus interests are either primary those provided by the innate instincts of the child— or
secondary those due to the acquired experience
and reflexion which life and education call out.

—

—

1 Th.
Hibot, Psychol,
(•Chicago, 1806).

of

Attention,

Eng.

tr.,

N.Y. 1889
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creases the amount we are able to recall, and
through association of ideas makes it easier to
learn similar material, still does not add to our
stock in any other field, or help us to acquire
Buch more easily. Exercising the visual memory
improves that memory itself, hut does not improve
the auditive memory, without special practice in
it also.
The greater number of observers decide
against such transfer of improvement, or the possi'
bility or value of formal training ; on the other
hand, some recent studies (Meumann, Winch,
etc.) seem to show that a very substantial gain
can actually be transferred, whatever the interThe interpretation to
pretation of it may be.
which most of the facts point is a training of the
that
of
the
nerve-centres
and muscles
attention,
is,
which are involved in the accurate and ready uptake of an impression, and its retention in the
field of observation ; and those muscles also by
which the control or suppression of distracting
impressions, and the reinforcement of associative
impressions, are carried out. Such capacities can
undoubtedly be transferred for example, from one
kind of visual material to any other and, as the
experiments show that the transfer is greatest with
a material similar to that in which the improvement has been actually acquired, this entirely har'

—

—

monizes with the above suggestion. The practical
conclusions are
(a) that much of what a child
learns at school and afterwards forgets is not
necessarily pure loss the exercise in learning is
to a great extent at least transferable to later
occupations ; (b) the use of purely mechanical and
meaningless materials, for the formal exercise of
the senses, and especially of the memory, seems
to be indicated as a pedagogical method by the
:

—

'

'

experimental results.

Imagery and imagery

—

ton,

'

'

;

;

'

'

,

;

must cultivate visualizing or fail in his profession.
seems to be proved that in children, perhaps
owing to the method of education, auditive imager;
predominates in the early years, but is more anil
more displaced in importance by visual imagery
It

as age increases

;

again, that even in the case of
'

warmth of
imagery the vividness and
imagery decrease with age; thus, according to
one report (Miss Calkins) at least 9 per cent of
visual

—

;

;

(1) The object-type can be determined by observing to what
extent the descriptions of visual scenes in literature are realized
by the individual, or dialogues and conversations in plays and
novels (auditive), or the extent to which deeds and feats of skill
reverberate, so to speak, in the individual's organism in reading
accounts of them and how far organic sensations and memories
accompany the reading or the hearing of affecting or emotional passages in literature, etc. ; also by the trade or occupation which is preferred by an individual, his hobbies, the kind
of games, physical and mental, in which he indulges, his tastes
in art or in literature, and especially his creative powers in
these fields.
(2) The verbal type is indicated
(a) by the way in which an
individual sets about learning by heart a poem or passage in a
book whether he does so by frequently repeating the passage
over, aloud or half aloud (kincesthetic), or whether be translates
the printed words into inner speech (auditive), or learns it by
steadily fixing the eyes upon it and reading it over (visualist)
in the last case the subject is usually able accurately to refer
to the page in the book, when recalling the passage, seeing it
printed up before his mental vision he can readily find the passage in a book where he has left off reading, and can refer
for any desired passage to the page on which it occurs. (b) The
various slips that are made in speaking or writing are good
indications of whether the subject is thinking in auditive or in
visual words, the former confusing words with a similar 60und,
the latter confusing words with a similar appearance, (c) In
syllables or meaningless material, the visualist retains the consonants more accurately, the auditive the vowels and again
the visualist's errors tend to be those of omission, while the
auditive's tend to be errors of order or of position. (d) The
visualist can with great ease read backwards a series of impressions laid to heart, since they are, as it were, printed up before
his mind, while the auditive or kinesthetic has great, or at
least greater, difficulty in doing the same the one takes a short,
the other a long time to accomplish the feat, if it is possible
at all. (e) Segal (Arch. f.d. gesamte Psychol, xii. [1908]) adds
the following signs the visualist frequently shuts his eyes and
covers them when recalling a memory his recall is slower than
that of the auditive usually the latter remembers the material
in groups, while the visualist remembers parts singly and separBut visualists retain poetry or prose more accurately
ately.
than others, and do not repeat parts already given, while
auditives and kinssthetics reproduce more rapidly, but in less
quantity, and often with unconscious repetitions. When he
does not repeat the material in its proper order, it is with the
last few words or syllables that the auditive begins ; and when
the task is accomplished, the material as a rule disappears at
once out of his memory, unless he re-learns it frequently.
;

:

;

;

;

:

;

Fechner, Galtypes.
Charcot, and other more recent observers
have given ample evidence that individuals in
adult life differ widely, and in certain typical
forms, as regards the sensorial material in which
their thinking is carried on ; the visualist dealing mainly in images derived from optical experiences
the auditive in images of sound derived
from acoustic experiences and the kinwsthetic or
motor type in images, memories, or even nascent
sensations' repeating the tactual and muscular
experiences of the past.
Thinking,' however, has
two broadly different senses, according as it means
picture-thinking, as in reverie, or word-thinking
as in abstract reasoning or scientific work. Much
of our important thinking is done by means of
words as signs or representatives of experiences,
without employing the actual memory pictures
of the experiences themselves.
The majority of
individuals are probably of a mixed type, both
for picture and even perhaps for verbal thinking
but the enormous predominance of visual experiences in our lives compels all of us to use visual
memories to a large extent, while the methods of
school teaching, and the necessary use of the ears
and vocal muscles in speech, render most of us of
an acoustic-motile type in word-thinking. Again,
the majority of individuals are
probably unable to
give to their favourite field of imagination such an
exclusive exercise or training as is necessary to
develop purity of type ; a boy who is articled to
an architect, and who is by nature an auditive,
(8)

(Mental)

students have very little or no colour imagery ;
while in the average scientist, according to Galton,
the power of visualizing appears to have been
abstract thought tends to weaken
entirely lost
imagery in other words, verbal tends to replace
The following are
picture- or object- thinking.
some of the indications by which the type of a
given individual can be determined with some degree of accuracy at the same time they illustrate
the functioning of the different characteristics.

'

:

:

;

In regard to the importance of these differences
mental development, it should be remembered
that the question is never one of an exclusive use
of a single class of imagery ; it is merely a question
of the predominance of one over others but occasionally there occur cases in which one or other
for

;

form of imagery is completely lacking. Normally,
however, every one is both an object-thinker and
a word-thinker, at different times, and uses in
the former case alike visual, auditive, and motor
imagery. Nevertheless, it is true that in children
object-thinking predominates greatly over verbal
thinking until about the age of 14, when, in civilized life, word-thinking begins to occupy a larger
space thus, when a child under 14 is reading or
listening to speech, it tends to fill out the meaning
of the words, to body' them out concretely in its
mind, to a much greater extent than the adult
does. It has been pointed out that, while the
majority of adults are visualists in object-thinking,
the majority are also acoustic-motile in wordthinking. Children probably use a greater variety
of kinds of imagery than adults.
Nevertheless, it
will he found that in mental work one of the
classes or forms predominates over the others.
Since education appeals increasingly to visual perception, it follows that a child whose Datura) type
is the auditive one has little
opportunity of perfecting this type till after school-life is over hence
in general the type is uncertain until the age of 16
:

'

;
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even cerebral defect; on the contrary, imbeciles
are frequently of great vitality, and of full physical
development nevertheless the existence of some
functional defect of the brain is proved by the
their mental character,
peculiar instability of
is in
and, as a result, the difficulty which there
extending their education, mental and moral, up
These classes may
to the standard of the time.
;

be grouped together as abnormal their differences
from their fellows are so great, and in their outcome unfit them to so great an extent for participation in social life, that no one would seek to rank
them with either normal children or normal adults.
On the other hand, the feeble-minded and the
backward represent a class which is, as it were, on
the lower edge of the normal group
they are
simple variations, on the negative side, from the
average, corresponding to the specially talented
and gifted on the positive side. The backward
child is one who is much slower in development
than his neighbours, and in consequence falls below
the standard of his years at school he is placed
along with children three or four years younger
The feeble-minded, or simple
than himself.
defective, again, is not only slow, but unable at
under
or
any conditions, to overtake
any time,
the average child in education he can, however,
be taught a simple trade, and by special methods
can be brought to a level of intelligence and of
a place
morality by which he is enabled to take
;

;

;

;

his fellows.

among

Various suggestions have been made as to the
most prominent symptom by which the degree of
defectiveness can be estimated ability to acquire
the power of speech (Esquirol, who divided idiots
and imbeciles into five classes, according to degree
of facility which they were able to acquire in this
respect) the presence or absence of primary and
:

;

secondary instincts (Dubois, etc. ). Almost certainly
the most valuable of these is that on which Sollier
The
lays chief stress the power of attention.
inability of the idiot or imbecile child to learn
(whether language, industrial work, or moral
habits) depends primarily on the two characteristics
of his attention its low intensity, or strength,
or degree of concentration, and its instability,

—

—

or liability to distraction and dissipation. The
spontaneous attention (still less the voluntary
attention) of the idiot cannot be caught, except
for a few objects associated with its most fundamental physical needs: (1) because, owing to the
disease of the brain, its sensations are excessively
blunted or dulled, and (2) because for the same
reason its organs of movement, on which the
of attending depends, are also imperfect
possibility
in the highest degree.
In the lowest degree of
there
is no possibility of attention
in the
idiocy
second degree (simple idiocy), the attention is with
difficulty and occasionally held by a few objects;
in the latter case, by efforts which strengthen the
sensitiveness, or which build up associations between the few objects that are apprehended and
the corresponding actions, some degree of education
may be accomplished in the former none is
On the other hand, in the case of the
possible.
imbecile, it is not so much the intensity of the
attention as its stability that is at fault
it is
flighty, intermittent unable to be retained for any
length of time by a single object hence memory
is weak, impressions do not remain long enough
before the mind to be retained associations are
not formed between separate sense-qualities or
between perceptions and actions sustained action
and serial thought arc alike impossible.
The
lower instincts, however, are usually sufficiently
strong to give the sensations and perceptions which
appeal to the imbecile considerable attentionvalue hence education is possible to a relatively
;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

(Mental)

high degree, through the direction and control of
Imbeciles may
this attention by the teacher.
learn to speak, although they rarely learn to write
or read ; and the ability to speak does not with
them carry the power of concentrated and deliberate
thought or reflexion. On the moral side, Sollier
divides these defectives by the terms extra-social,
which he applies to the idiots, and anti-social
which he applies to the imbeciles. The former, as
the term implies, is essentially a solitary, unable
to come into relation with, or to understand any
of the purposes of, his fellows he neither imitates
nor plays with others, and, while entirely incapable
of appreciating moral standards, nevertheless
remains for the most part passive, inert, and
therefore harmless. The imbecile, on the other
hand, having the lower instincts strongly, and the
higher weakly (or not at all), developed, is governed
almost entirely by selfish motives, without being
able to appreciate either the feelings of others,
he has intelligence
their duties, or their rights
enough to pick up and appreciate the evil, but not
the good, around him, and for the most part is on
that account a constant danger both to his fellows
and to himself. In the case of the backward and
simple or weak-minded child, the attention is also
defective the reaction time is slower, the span or
width of a single act of attention is narrower, the
less than in the
stability is for the most part
average child. In the case of the idiot, the defect is primarily due to an organic lesion of the
brain, and in the imbecile to a functional defect
(see art. Degeneration), but in the backward
child the defect may ordinarily be found in some
somatic physical weakness, in the digestive or
other internal system, by which the brain is
in consequence
relatively poorly nourished, and
both functions more feebly and develops more
can to
slowly than in the average child. The evil
some extent be remedied by physical regimen, and
the great danger in such cases is that of intensifywork.
ing the disease by over-pressure in school
There can be no doubt that, where it is possible,
such children ought to be treated separately from
others— in separate classes, or still betterin separate
institutions.
Binet, Decroly and Degand, and de
Sanctis have worked out series of standard mental
tests by which the degree of defectiveness in a
child of a given age can be diagnosed in a simple
and rapid, but adequate, way. It is natural that
some difficulty should be experienced at first in
different
arriving at such a series, appealing to the
mental powers in the order of their development,
which shall be agreed upon by a sufficiently rewhen it is
presentative number of observers; but,
form a most
successfully accomplished, it will
useful basis of reference, both in the initial determination of the grade of a child and in
estimating the degree of progress which may be
attained under any particular system of training
and education (see A. Binet and T. Simon, Annfc
;

;

;

xv. [1909];
psijehologiquc, xi. [1905], xiv. [1908],
0. Decroly and J. Degand, Arch, de psychol. ix.
xii. [1906].
Annie
de
Sanctis,
psycholugiqne,
[1910] j
These tests arc also discussed in Meumann, i.
387 ft'., and are illustrated in G. M. Whipple,

Manual of Mental and Physical

Tests, 1910).
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DEVOTION AND DEVOTIONAL LITER-

ATURE. — Introductory. — In

a general sense, devotion has frequently been regarded as co-extensive
with, or at least as embracing, the entire field of
facts relevant to religion.
Sometimes the attitude
of the human will towards the Divine (howsoever

conceived), which is a common feature of all religions, and the dominant characteristic in every
religion of the spirit, has been illegitimately isolated and its true function distorted ;
consequently
'
devotion and religion ' have often been used as
'
Devotio
synonymous terms.
Aquinas writes
nihil aliud esse videtur quam voluntas
quaedam
'

'

:

prompte tradendi se ad ea quae pertinent ad Dei
famulatum (Summa, II. 2 Ixxxii. 1). But surely
this definition is too wide in
Even where
scope.
devotion has not been confused with religion, it
has commonly been cited as a synonym for
worship
whatsoever men worship for religion's sake
(Tomson's marg. note [NT, 1576]).
But, while
'

—

'

'

—

;

'

'

the
(Devl-pattana, 'city
goddess Devi '). An ancient village in the Gondii
District of Oudh, supposed to be one of the oldest
seats of the Saiva cultus in Northern India.
Legend connects the establishment of the cult in
this place with Kama, the hero of the Mahabharata epic but it is more probable that the existing
remains belong to the time of Chandragupta II., of
the Imperial Gupta dynasty, who restored the old
sacred places at Ayodhya, and perhaps did the
same service for the petty shrine of the goddess of
the pre-Aryan races, who had been adopted into
Hinduism. A temple is said to have been erected
in the beginning of the 15th cent, by Ratannath,
the third in descent from the famous Gorakhnath,
the deified saint, whose worship has spread all over
the Nepal valley and many other parts of India.
Its importance was sufficient to attract the attention of the iconoclast Aurangzib, who
partially
destroyed it. t This temple seems to have been
dedicated to Siva, and when repaired was converted into the present building, where the service
of the Mother-goddess in the form of ParvatI or
Durga is conducted. The religious fair in connexion with the shrine takes place early in the
spring, and is largely attended by pilgrims from
the Plains and the lower slopes of the Himalaya.
Benett, describing the fair in 1871, writes
Some
20 buffaloes, 250 goats, and 250 pigs were sacrificed
daily at the temple. Under the altar a large hole
was dug and filled with sand, which was changed
twice a day, and the old sand buried all the blood
was thus absorbed. There was no filth lying about,
of

—
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devotion suffuses all genuine religion, and will find
expression normally in a form of worship directed
towards an object or objects conceived as spiritual,
unseen, or Divine, it certainly ought not to be defined as an object of religious
worship.'
The idea of devotion is expressed in a concrete
manner by the devotee one set apart for a unique
purpose, dedicated by a vow to the service of a
and perhaps we may best define devotion
deity
as the inner, intimate, essential side of worship.
It is the attitude of the worshipping soul towards
God ; or, more widely viewed, the self-dedication
to a deity, or to any one invested in thought for
a time with some of the qualities or claims of a
In its higher reaches it calls into play the
deity.'
entire forces and resources of man's personality.
Devotion, then, involves the deliberate movement of the will towards the object of worship.
Devotion signifies a life given, or devoted, to God. He therefore is the devout man who lives no longer to his own will, or
the way and spirit of the world, but to the sole will of God, who
considers God in everything, who Berves God in everything, who
makes all the parts of his common life parts of piety, by doing
everything in the name of God, and under such rules as are

'

'

conformable to His glory (Law, Serious Call, Lond. 1898, ch. i.).
In the theistic religions, especially in Chris-

where the bloom and fragrance of devotion
are incomparably rich, the definite and full detertianity,

mination of the will towards Deity is the first step
in the direction of a devout life.
The higher experiences of the consecrated life are unattainable
apart from the initial and insistent self-dedicatory
act.
The will of the individual is wholly determined towards the being or beings conceived as
Divine, and, apart from this ardent attachment,
It is
devotion, strictly speaking, cannot exist.
thus marked off from religion narrowly defined as
a propitiation or conciliation of powers superior
to man' (J. G. Frazer, GB 2 1900, i. 63) by this
spontaneous self-committal.
'

,

'

True devotion springs from the will ; it is the choice and the
love of the highest good manifested to the soul, and, wherever

the will of man is found choosing, and adhering to, the highest
known ideal of good, there you have the true child of God
(O. Bodington, Books of Devotion, London, 1903, ch. ii.).
Or,
as Thomas a Kempis expresses it, great devotion consists ' in
giving up thyself with all thy heart to the Divine Will, not
seeking the things which are thine ' own, either in small or in
great, either in time or in eternity (Imitation of Christ, bk.
'

iii.

ch. xxv.).

In this self-determination of the soul both intellectual and emotional appetites are present in

varying degree; no movement would be possible
apart from desire the intellect by itself, as Aristotle pointed out, moves nothing. Some conception
of the end of devotion is necessary before the heart
and the affections are yielded in free spontaneity
to their Divine objective.
Thus, in all religions
which create and foster the devotional spirit
notably in the Christian religion the soul intensely, sincerely, and lovingly desires, and moves
in faith, reverence, and purity of intention towards,
communion with God. Even the pagan Mysteries
and the most ancient sacrificial feasts bear witness
;

—

—

to this fact.
I. This approach of the soul towards the Divine,
its definite, conscious
experience of the Divine
presence, is seen in the distinctive exercises and
practices of devotion. These are infinite in variety,
but primacy must be given to prayer.
Devotion,' writes William Law, is neither private nor public
prayer, but prayers, whether private or public, are particular

with

1

'

'

parts or instances of devotion (Serious Call, ch.

i.).

Without attempting any survey of the various
forms prayer has assumed in the history of reli-

gions, we may mark its unfailing and universal
characteristics throughout the devotional life of
the varied races and generations of mankind. Remembering the true saying of Kierkegaard— that
a heathen who heartily and ardently prays to an
idol
in reality to the true God, but he who
prays
outwardly and impersonally prays to the true God
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in reality prays to an idol— we see that the value
of the external observance depends on the internal
Prayer must be pure
disposition of the suppliant.
and ingenuous, for the devout life must he free
from any element of sophistication. Where prayer
is viewed so largely and so generally, sometimes so
exclusively, under the aspect of petition or request,

obvious that its possible perils are very great.
Material wants and mundane considerations obtrude themselves, while the spiritual needs are
crowded out, forgotten, ignored sometimes even
unrecognized. But, though not without its dangers,
the act of asking a boon of the Unseen, if it be
the sincere expression of the spiritually enlightened, is an act which not only describes the fervent longing of the liuman soul, but also suggests
the intimacy of a genuine spiritual communion. It
is an aspect of the great passion to establish communication witli the Divine or with God, which
expresses itself in an outgoing of the human spirit
towards the object worshipped and adored.
As
such, it is an infallible mark of the devout soul
wheresoever placed, in crude and elementary religious environment as truly, though not as fruitfully, as in realms of high spiritual culture and
attainment. In its more advanced phases, it becomes not merely a spiritual intercession, but
passes in a sublime elevation of soul from soliloquy
to silence, from spiritual striving to contemplative
calm.
The higher reaches of the devotional life
are sacred to the prayer of quiet and the prayer
of union which Madame Guyon describes in her
Autobiography (Eng. tr., London, 1897) as 'emptied
of all form, species, and images.'
2. Allied to and often commingled with prayer is
the act or exercise of praise— the tribute of homage
which the human renders to the Divine. The relation between prayer and praise is so intimate that,
in experience, it is found that instinctively and
imperceptibly the one is constantly passing over
into the other.
This is as notable in the hymns
of the Veda, which embody some of the earliest
religious conceptions of the Hindus' (M. Williams,
Hinduism, London, 1901, ch. ii.), as it is in the
Jewish Psalms or in the spiritual songs of the
Christian Church ; and, although perhaps these
are all primarily adapted to worship in an institutional ceremonial sense, they yet express with
true poetical passion the personal devotional life
it is

—

'

'

'

'

'

of their particular age.
The outward dissimilarities are undoubtedly great
the Vedic hymns were
'
addressed to certain deifications of the forces of
;

Nature' (M. Williams,

a post-exilic
theology is implicit in the Psalter but under all
the outward forms of temple festivities, processions, and ceremonial' there is present and discernible the thrill of the individual soul, as, in reverence
and thanksgiving, homage and gratitude, it prostrates itself before the Divine.
We may certainly affirm that beneath all external
expressions, which, of course, reflect the particular
sentiments (sometimes, it may be said, immature,
and even repugnant, to a developed moral sense)
of a people, age, or religion, the elements we have
noted are all present in the act of praise. They
differ, it is true, in emphasis and in the degree of
intensity by which they are sustained but it may
be doubted if any one of them is ever entirely
absent. Prom the manner in which they are present
and the mode in which they are combined, the
exercise of praise as a personal outburst in East
and West does appear ultimately to result in a
qualitative distinction, i.e. to be different in kind.
It may, indeed, be regarded as an established fact
that the placo of praise in the devotional life is seen
most clearly and recorded most completely in religions where the subduing and overwhelming sense
of Divine holiness, love, and beneficent
energy preop. cit. p. 23);
;

'

;

and in which the soul's searching sense of
guilt is finally submerged not merely in mercy,
but in victorious grace.
In illustration of this, we may note the contrast presented between the attitude of the devout
Buddhist, who embalms his lord Gautama in the
richest and sweetest mythology known to man'
(A. M. Fairbairn, Philos. of C'hr. Mel., London,
1902, p. 243 f.), and the attitude of the devout Jew
towards God, as expressed in the superb and richly
varied praise of the Synagogue liturgy (cf. T. K.
vails,

—

'

Cheyne, Book of Psalms, London, 1888, p. 118).
This contrast is further heightened by a consideration of Christian hymnody, in which, from the
19
of the early
\pa\fj.ot, {jfj.voL, (pdal iwev^ariKai (Eph 5
)

Christians to the sacred lyric or

hymn

of the

Church to-day, the holiness and grace of God are
conspicuously honoured and celebrated as much in
private devotion as in public worship.
3. The act of adoration, the prostration of the
soul in profound reverence, utmost affection, highest love, is usually associated with the outburst of
gratitude or thanksgiving addressed to a deity. As
one ascends in the scale of religions, the ethical
and spiritual meaning of the adoring soul becomes
more significant, and gleams and glows like sun-

Where worship was addressed directly to
elemental forces of Nature (as in the hymns of the
Veda), or where the objects of worship were characterized by a dull, dry formalism (as in Roman
religion to a considerable extent), or where a
brilliant gaiety,' passing often into hilarity and
levity (as among the Greeks), was subtly united
with sacred offices and exercises (cf. F. Granger,
The Worship of the Romans, London, 1895, p. 271),
it is clear that the outward semblance of adoration
could not conceivably denote the rich and profound
spiritual significance which is so manifest a content
of the reverent honour given by the devout Christian
to the sacred and adorable Trinity.
The sentiment of adoration is seen at its highest
only where the idea of God is marked by supreme
moral and ethical excellence. Thus, in China, even
where there prevails a persistent worship of ancestors which aims at the maintenance of friendly
relations with the spirits of the dead, or a devotion
to Shang-ti and popular divinities, adoration occupies no high place in the desire of the worshippers.
In Christianity, on the other hand, devotion seems
impossible apart from adoration, and manifests
itself as markedly, and perhaps more truly, in the
awe and austerity of the Puritan conception of the
relation of the soul to God as in the Roman Catholic
devotion to saints and images, the Eucharistic elements, the Cross, and the Sacred Heart the latter
shine.

'

—

cult, indeed, possibly

taking its rise from The Heart

of Christ in Heaven towards Sinners u/mii Earth
(1645), a writing of the great Puritan theologian,
Dr. Thomas Goodwin.
4. All the classics of devotion announce the cultivation of the meditative mood as indispensable to
the devout life. And, although there is a great
gulf between the Meditations of the saintly Roman
Emperor Marcus Aurelius, or the Indian mystic
for whom contemplation (dhyana) takes the place
of
the devout Christian for whom
prayer, and
meditation is the 'eye of the soul' which enables
him to see 'the light that never changes' (Aug.
Confess, bk. vii. ch. x.), in all alike there is the recognition that 'the most sublime object of thought'
demands the deliberate and definite concentration
of man's whole soul in a 'current of contemplative
feeling.'

Recollection is the act which is the precursor of
and this drawing
pure spiritual contemplation
together of the forces of the inner life, 'each man's
conversation with himself,' bo use the expression
of hskCOTieiie {Lettres d des jeuncs gens, Paris, 1802,
;
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204 ff. is the prelude to meditation proper, which
Ruysbroeck delines as a concentration of all the
interior and exterior forces in the unity of the spirit
and in the bonds of love' (L'Ornement des noccs
p.

),

'

spirit iielles, tr.
bk. ii. ch. iv.).

M. Maeterlinck,

Brussels,

1900,

;

'

'

the power of seeing into eternity
(Theologia Gcrmanica, 14th cent. ). By this interior
process of meditation the whole personality is
raised to a higher level, for the act of contemplation sounds
the abysmal deeps of personality,'
and releases mysterious spiritual forces otherwise
hidden and unknown. Of this, William Law writes
possessions,

'

'

'

The

There

Spirit of Prayer' :
a root or depth in thee from whence all these faculforth as lines from a centre, or as branches from the
tree.
This depth is called the centre, the fund, or

is

come
body of a
ties

perfections of Neo-Platonic mysticism, the method
of Persian Sufiism, or the way of Christian mysticism, are aspects of self-discipline of the vitapur-

—

Self-discipline, strenuous and prolonged,
has always been deemed an essential factor in
devotion and the devout of all ages have insisted
upon the renunciation of self. Whether it is the
Christian mystic who speaks of self-surrender, or
the Indian mystic who teaches that the illusion of
the finite can be overcome only by entering into the
universal life, or the Sufi who practises detachment from all that is not God that the heart may
give itself for its only work meditation upon the
Divine Being
a deliberate self-abandonment is
demanded by each alike, though the nature of that

qativa.

;

Meditation or active contemplation is then 'a
long process of internal quietude, of abstraction
from sense, and of absorption in reason,' by which
the human soul is attuned to the Divine and the
soul exercised thereby has, among other spiritual

in

G95

bottom, of the soul, for it is so infinite that nothing can satisfy
it or give it any rest, but the infinity of God (The Liberal and
Mystical Writings of W. Law, ed. W. Scott Palmer, London,
'

1908, p. 14).

Only the spiritually strenuous and purposeful
can accomplish this, for it is not merely
the
yielding to an instinct, the indulgence of a natural
'

taste for reverie.'
'All the scattered interests of the self have here to be collected; there must be a deliberate and unnatural act of attention, a deliberate expelling of all discordant images from the
consciousness
a hard and ungrateful task' (E. Underbill,

—

Mysticism, London, 1911,

p. 374).

Spiritual meditation is, indeed, a difficult thing.
St. Teresa, who finally achieved so much in this
respect, confessed that, when she first made the
attempt, she felt the impossibility of collecting
her thoughts and fixing her attention ; and it was
not until more than fourteen years had passed that
she was able to practise meditation without the
aid of a book.
Boehme, in his Dialogues on the Super-sensual

Life (ed. Bernard Holland, London, 1901, p. 56),
describes the process of meditation as the cessation
of individual activity, and urges the direct and
steadfast fixing of the eye upon one point
For this end, gather in all thy thoughts, and by faith press
into the Centre, laying hold upon the Word of God, which is
Be thou obedient to
infallible, and which hath called thee.
this call, and be silent before the Lord, sitting alone with Him
in thy inmost and most hidden cell, thy mind being centrally
united in itself, and attending His will in the patience of Hope.'
This is a blessed foretaste of the supernal satisfaction of the vita contcmplativa.
:

'

—

5. Again, devotion is expressed, not only in the
loving fulfilment of all those duties commonly
named 'religious,' but more particularly and appropriately in definite spiritual exercises. In that
devotional classic, The Spiritual Exercises of
freat
t.
Ignatius (Eng. tr. London, 1880), the spiritual
development of the individual is shown to be dependent upon the rigorous training to which the
powers of the mind, heart, and will are subjected.
After retirement into solitude and a season of quiet
contemplation, in which the soul listens only to
the 'whispering silence,' the exercised spirit passes
on, in absorbed intensity, to the various methods
and rules by which the desired goal is to be attained.
The value of the rules and exercises lies in the fact
that, when followed in docility and fidelity with
whole-hearted abandonment, the soul is led to the
end for which it was ordained by God. They are
rules which become more and more authoritative
by constant obedience.'
,

'

'The number, length, and nature of the exercises are to be
adapted to the age, capacity, and inclination of the person in
retreat, so that no one may be overburdened, and all may find
what is suitable to their wants (Bodington, op. cit. 130).
All forms of spiritual exercise, whether such as
are involved in the 'ladder' of mystic states and
'

—

—

abandonment

is variously interpreted and differently enforced. Perhaps the asceticism of our Lord
Alex.
Strom,
iii. 6)
(Clem.
supplies us with the key
to a true understanding of the place and power
of self-discipline.
It does not appear that poverty,
as such, is a necessary inevitable mark of selfrenunciation (Jerome, c. Vigilant. 14), though it is
true that the life of Jesus was lived under conditions of poverty.
But poverty may, in specific
instances, be the sine qua non of a genuine selfoblation and assuredly almsgiving has very generally been regarded as an indispensable exercise of
the devout. In this connexion it should be noted,
however, that by modern thought greater possibilities of a positive character, tending towards an
energetic social devotion, are being disclosed to the
;

devout soul who

sees, with vision preternaturally
sharpened, the passionate and heroic service of man
in wider ways than formerly, as no mean expression
or exemplification alike of self-sacrifice and of the

worship and service of God.
Supremely essential is a sincere and utter detachment from earthly things, apart from which
there can be no true self-abnegation, and no high
This ideal lias perennially cast
spirit of devotion.
its spell over the minds of devoted men ; many attempts have been made to realize it, not the least

—

significant despite the inevitable limitations of
'
their conception
being that of the Brethren of
the Common Life' (q.v.), under the inspiration of
Gerard Groot and Florentius.
The importance
of the ideal has never been questioned by the
devout.
According to St. Francis of Assisi,
is

poverty
'

—

and so divine that we be not
up in our vile vessels since this is that
whereby all earthly things and fleeting are

a treasure so high excelling

worthy to

lay
virtue

celestial

it

;

trodden underfoot, and whereby all hindrances are lifted from
the soul so that freely she may join herself to God Eternal
(Fioretii, ch.

xiii.).

The

essence of self-discipline has been said to be
'
self-simplification ; this can be attained only
by the soul viewing with sacred indifference the
superfluous, deceptive, or vain things of earth.
Thus, it comes to be seen that inward not outward
poverty is the indispensable thing ; the goal of
the devout soul is, like the Kingdom of Heaven,
attainable only by ' the poor in spirit.' It is in
such essential vital detachment, according to St.
John of the Cross, that
the spirit finds quiet and repose, for, coveting nothing,
nothing wearies it by elation and nothing oppresses it by
'

'

;

dejection, because it stands in the centre of its own humility :
for, as soon as it covets anything, it is immediately fatigued
*

thereby (Ascent of Mount Cannel,
1908, bk.

i.

tr.

David Lewis, London,

ch. xiii!).
'

a piece of devotion whereby the primitive believers effected very great things (Anthony
Fasting,

'

Horneck, The Crucified Jesus, London, 1685, ch.
has been persistently taught, encouraged, and
practised as a form of self-renunciation and a
method of self-discipline. Fasting may be partial
iv.),

or complete. As practised among the Oriental
peoples, it usually took the form of total abstinence from both food and drink and, according
;
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to Robertson

Smith

[Bel. Sem.*,

London, 1894,

waged against the

p.

it is almost certain that such fasting was
designed especially with a view to the partaking
sacramentally of holy flesh. We may well believe
this to be the fact, inasmuch as the sacrificial rites
of all nations express in their devotional aspect
the surrendered self of the creature to the Creator.
It does not seem open to doubt that all ancient
sacrifices were related to the basal belief in the
possibility of communion with the Deity and the
discipline of fasting as a preparation to the partaking of a sacrifice which involved some kind of
Divine fellowship was the prescribed method of
If it is true, as has been
the. Oriental peoples.
affirmed, that both the idea of sacramental worship and the forms under which it is performed by
the Christian Church are the almost universal
(W. R. Inge's Essay in
heritage of mankind
Contentio Veritatis, London, 1902, p. 279), it will
not be regarded as a singular thing or strange
survival that the concurrent act of fasting should
appear with perennial persistence. And further,
if a vital communion with the Unseen is conditioned by a transparent sincerity of will and intention, fasting may well have approved itself as a
sign of, as well as a means towards, such selfdiscipline of the soul.
Especially might this be
expected in the Christian Church, where the
avowed aim of the faithful is to be one with the
Lord and He with us,' and the devout person seeks
to present himself a reasonable, holy, and living

434),

;

'

'

'

The custom of fasting
God (Ro 12
communion certainly finds its explanation,
1

sacrifice to

before

not

).

not so much in

'

the practice
of the universal Church as in the acknowledged
need of self-disciplinary exercise for those who
if

its justification,

'

would worthily and reverently prepare themselves
for the receiving of the Lord's Supper.
*
Let us,' Bays Jeremy Taylor, receive the consecrated elements with all devotion and humility of body and spirit and
do this honour to it, that it be the "first food we eat and the
first beverage we drink that day, unless it be in case of sickand that your body and soul
ness or other great necessity
both be prepared to its reception with abstinence from secular
pleasures' (Holy Living, London, 1649, ch. iv. sect x.).
'

;

;

admitted that such fasting

It is

'

is

not a duty

commanded by God,' but it is undeniably a custom
which has commended itself to many of the most
In the more general sense, fasting has
been endured by the devout almost universally
and by many saints it has been ardently embraced
as a valuable means towards the discipline and
conquest of self urged often by an inner necesIt cannot be denied that, as a
sity of the spirit.
spiritual exercise, evoking, training, and shaping
devout.

;

—

the mysterious potentialities of the soul, fasting
under its various forms does effect in many instances most fruitful spiritual developments, and
justifies itself as a gymnastic of eternity.'
6. In this connexion we note that spiritual
'

raptures and ecstatic experiences of peculiar significance follow, though not invariably, the selfCatherine of
disciplinary exercises of the devout.
Siena and Catherine of Genoa may be cited as
types of devout souls who constantly resorted to

the discipline of fasting, and experienced the en-

richment of life which ecstatic states confer. The
saints, however, do not adopt fasting or any other
spiritual exercise as a means of artificially producing or inducing ecstasy.' This spiritual state
and dazzling obscurity,' while it has affinities
with the ecstasy of philosophic communion and
the crown of the mystical teaching
exaltation,
'

'

'

'

—

— must

be carefully distinextraordinary forms of
periods have been
sought for successfully by barbarous orgiastic
worship or by rude and crude rites of initiation.
Jacob Boehme, describing the hard battle he
of the Neo-Platonists,

guished from
ecstasy

all

which at

those

different

desires that belong to the flesh
to enter wholly into

and blood, and his attempt
the Love of God, says
:

Now, while I was wrestling and battling, being aided by
God, a wonderful light arose within my sout It was a light
entirely foreign to my unruly nature, but in it I recognized the
true nature of God and man, and the relation existing between
them, a thing which heretofore I had never understood, and
for which I would never have sought (F. Hartmann, The Life
and Doctrines of Jacob Boehme, London, 1891, p. 50).
'

'

'

Here, obviously, the ecstasy was of an illuminathis constituted its inner grace
tive character
and spiritual value. But ecstasy,' according to
Richard Rolle, may take the form of
being
and on this
ravished out of fleshly feeling,'
manner saints sometimes are ravished to their
as Paul ravished
profit and other men's learning
to the third heaven (The Fire of Love, ed. Lond.
1896, bk. ii. ch. vii. ). The essential mark, however,
of this spiritual ecstasy would seem to be a supreme
and overwhelming joy in the possession of a new
knowledge gained not as the prize of toiling
thought, but 'in the upper school of the Holy
Ghost.' Certainly such ecstasy is no more the
product of human sagacity than it is the fruit of
'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

an assumed or pretended sanctity.
7. This leads to a consideration

of the fact previously stated, that, as devotion springs primarily
from the movement of the individual will towards
the Divine, such movement being expressed in
the various activities already noted, the supreme
phase of devotion passes from the service of God,
expressed in manifold ways, into those solemn

of religious feeling which distinguish
by their intensity and seriousness communion
I sought,' says Jacob Boehme,
with God.
only
for the heart of God, therein to hide myself
Works
('Aurora,'
of Jacob Boehme, Eng. tr.,
London, 1764, p. 237). This is no mere 'morbid
condition of mental emotion,' but the end desired
with an incorruptible sincerity by all devout per-

elements

'

'

'

all times.
Among the Greeks, for example, one secret of the attractiveness of the
Eleusinian Mysteries lay in the fact that the

sons at

esoteric

symbolism employed therein ministered,

not to a sickly dreaming, but to a magnificent
desire for an intimate spiritual communion with
Deity. Similarly the Christian mystics, in their
spiritual exercises

and disciplined employments,

sought, with all their fiery strength, the path
which afforded close, indeed immediate, access to
God— through Christ to God. This 'subjective
intensity of the mystic, though not without its
dangers, witnesses to the zeal with which they
pursued their quest. Thus, if the communion of
man with God is to be attained, the devout soul,
whether inside or outside the Christian Church,
has always seen that the Divine life, potential or
an inactual, within him must be tended with
tense solemnity and energy.' To the Christian,
devotion is based on the certainty of communion
between God and man through Christ. It springs
from a faith in Christ (or, to use Luther's word, a
right trust') which involves ultimately, if it does
not embody presently, a moral union with Christ
and there is no devotion comparable for a moment
with the devotion of utter penitential humility
which is offered up by the soul that has found the
new life in Christ and is entrenched in that reality
of regeneration which is the certainty of its so
means
great salvation. As Christ is the perfect
whereby the soul of man may realize itself in full
and unclouded communion with its Creator, so
the practice of devotion has gathered and drawn
from the human life of the Lord— that consummate
achievement of stainless communion not only its
supreme ideal and heroic standard, but its rarest
'

'

'

;

—

'

Non comprehenditur

and most precious power.
Deus per investigationem sed per imitationem.'

DEVOTION AND DEVOTIONAL LITERATURE
We

must, in our devotion, as Thomas a Kempis
urges, copy the life and conduct of our Lord, if we
wish to be truly enlightened, and to ho delivered
from all blindness of heart' (Imitation of Christ,
hk. i. ch. i.).
Neither must the call to fellowship
with the Saviour's sufferings be evaded or disobeyed,
nor the eyes closed to the imperative demand for
'mediatorial ministries.' The passivity of Quietism
can never be the ideal of the devotional life.
With Him the corner-stone.
'

ford's Letters

Molinos

;
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The Spiritual Guide of Miguel de

;

or Walter Marshall's Gospel Mystery of

—

Sanctiftcation a book too little known and read ?
Tin' devotional life of thousands has been established and enriched by books so widely
divergent
in many respects as the Sermons of Bernard of

Clairvaux, where the 'illuminative way' is described with searching insight as the rising to the
love of God with heart, mind, and soul ; Tauler's

the devout soul shares in the joyous
travail of the spiritual Kingdom, sustained by
the effectual irresistible energies of the Holy Spirit
of God.

Sermons
the Theologia Germanica
A. Baker's
Holy Wisdom Louis of Granada's Sinners' Guide
Seupoli's Spiritual Combat, in which, despite obscurities and perversities, there burns
steadily
the lamp of fire within the earthen pitcher
Pascal's Thoughts
the Journal of George Fox
and the mystical Devotional Works of John
Norris.
Perreyve's Journie du malade, Gratry's
Meditations, with their striking and suggestive

8. Devotional
literature is the outcome, the
record, or the expression of a vital devotion. Devotion may exist and manifest its presence without
any attempt to express itself in literary form ; but
every true book of devotion involves the preexistence of a true devotion.
Spurious devotional

the Soul of Man, and Milman's Love of the Atonement all unite to disclose to the expectant soul
some of the august possibilities of faith, prayer,
and sacrifice. The work of Alphonsus Rodriguez,
On Spiritual and Religious Perfection, in which

'

The

living stones conjoin ;
Christ and His Church are one,

One Body and one Vine

(Wesley, Hymns on the Lord's Supper, no. 129).
In sacrificial service, not less than in sacramental

worship,

works and morbid or maudlin books on devotion,
whether marked by grandiloquent language or
spiritual insipidity, may generally be detected by
their atmosphere of moral enervation, or an accompanying suggestion of mental paralysis. The

man is unconscious of his devoand all the great devotional classics, even
tion
those most intimately personal, are marked by
the absence of anything approaching, in sinister
guise, either a baleful self-consciousness or the
hesitating sentiment of the feeble or the dull.
They are in the highest degree self-revealing,
often introspective, but they show no traces of
The Bible is undoubtedly the
self-posturing.
greatest and most influential book of devotion in
the world
it not only bears all the infallible
marks of a deep and developing devotion, but it
possesses, in a pre-eminent degree, the power of
awakening and sustaining the devotional life of
all who read and use it aright.
But, outside the
Holy Scriptures, all the great spiritual books of
devotion owe their position and power to their
possession of the characteristic marks already
mentioned. The incomparable Imitatio Christi,
The Pilgrim's Progress, Augustine's Confessions,
with their power to stimulate the heart and mind
of man to approach unto God,' Anselm's Meditations, Andrewes' Private Prayers, breathing indeed
>a 'pure and primitive devotion,' Francis de Sales'
Spiritual Letters, and Baxter's Saints' Everlasting
Rest, are among the most spiritually moving books
in the world.
The great books of devotion elude
our attempts to classify them, though we may
trace affinities and mark divergencies. They all
owe their existence to the spirit of conspicuous
devotion which marked the lives of their authors ;
and, although respectively they exhibit the fashions
of a particular age and reflect
pre-eminently the
genuinely devout
;

;

'

spiritnal needs and satisfactions of their own
special time, they owe their persistent power to
the presence in them of an unconscious selfrevelation of spiritual insight, and the faculty of

inducing and begetting a deeper devotional life in
those who wisely read them. They unlock the
door to the rich inheritance of the saints
they
unveil inconceivable spiritual mysteries, as
they
lead the wondering soul to the Christ in whom
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
Where may the growth, development, and perfection of the life that is hid with Christ in God
be found more surely or sweetly expounded than
in Jeremy Taylor's Golden Grove, his
Holy Lining
and Holy Dying Law's Serious Call, Spirit of
Prayer, and Christian Perfection Samuel Ruther;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

sincerities of thought, Scougal's Life of

God

in

'

our greatest, or rather, our only business,' the
union of our souls with God by love, is set forth
with arresting ardour and spiritual knowledge ;
the Poems of George Herbert and his Priest to the
Temple, burning with the sacred passion for holiness Hymns on the Lord's Supper by John and
Charles Wesley, in which, assuming discretion
and discrimination on the part of the reader, the
fervour of an intense rapture fills the soul with
unalloyed joy ; and the Christian Year of John
Keble must be named as occupying distinct and
honoured places in the impressive library of devotional literature, although, of course, they do
not unite all great attributes in an equal degree.'
In the realm of devotion, doubtless, new heights
wait to be scaled, untrodden territories allure the
;

—

'

intrepid spiritual explorer, and vast spiritual tracts
are yet to be surveyed ; thus, while we hold steadfastly to the precious devotional gains of the past,
we believe that greater works than these may
be achieved by the soul following the Supreme
Spiritual Director who guides into all truth.
Litkratlire. In addition to the authors and works referred

—

—

the various writings of the great mystics especially their
Also the folspiritual classics— should be consulted.
lowing J. Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, Edin.
1908, p. 92 J. P. Arthur, The Founders of the New Devotion
F. Atterbury, Sermons 8 London,
Eng. tr., London, 1905
T. K. Cheyne, Aids to the Devout Study of
1768, iv. 213
Criticism, London, 1892, pt. ii.; R. W. Dale, Fellowship with
A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of
Christ, London, 1896, ch. i.
the Early Buddhists, i. (PTS), 1909 E. von Dobschiitz, Christian Life in the Prim. Church, Eng. tr. 1904 ; L. Duchesne,
Christian Worship, Eng. tr., London, 1903-4, ch. xii.; J. O.
Dykes, Manifesto of the King, London, 1887, pp. 127-144 Dora
Greenwell, Essays, London, 1875, and Poems, London, 1848
W. Hermann, Communion with God, Eng. tr. 1895, pp. 49-133
E. E. Holmes, Prayer and Action, London, 1911 R. F.
Horton, The Open Secret, London, 1904 F. von Hiigel, The
Mystical Element of Religion, 2 vols., London, 1908
J. R.
Illingworth, Christian Character, London, 1904 ; W. R. Inge,
Christian Mysticism, London, 1899
W. James, Varieties of
Religious Experience, London, 1902 F. B. Jevons, lntrod.
Hist. Mel, London, 1896, pp. 64, 106 Rufus M. Jones, Studies
in Mystical Religion, London, 1909 J. Julian, Diet, of Hymnto,

supreme
:

;

;

,

;

C

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A. Lang, Magic and Religion, London,
ology, London, 1892
1901 ; J. Legrge, Chinese Classics, Hongkong, 1881-72, vol. iii.;
;

E. Lehmann, Mysticism in Heathendom and Christendom,
Eng. tr., London, 1910; H. S. Lunn, The Love of Jesus,
K. Marti, Rel. of the OT, Eng. tr., London,
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1907
W. R. Nicoll, The Garden of Nuts, London, 1905
F. Paget, Spirit of Discipline 5 London, 1894, and Studies in
E. H. Palmer,
the Christian Character*, London, 1902
Oriental Mysticism, Cambridge, 1867; E. H. Parker, China
and Religion, London, 1905 W. M. F. Petrie, Personal Rel.
in Egypt before Christianity, London, 1909, p. 102 S. F.
W. Major Scott,
Poulain, Graces d'oraison, Paris, 1906
Aspects of Christian Mysticism, London, 1907 J. Smetham,
Letters, London, 1892; J. Stalker, Imayo Christi*, London,
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;
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;
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DEW.— The cooling

the inference that such deposit in particular and
all moisture in general were caused by the moon
was a clear result of primitive observation.
Alcman says that Dew is a daughter of Zeus and
the Moon. Greek and Latin folklore regarded the
moon as the great source of moisture, and the sun
as the great source of heat.
As the humid power of the moon was assumed to be greater
when the planet was waxing than when it was waning, they

of the ground causes, during clear nights, a deposit of some of the atmoin
held
moisture
suspension during the day.
spheric
It was not till 1814 that the main facts of the
of the formation of dew were established.

—

process

a perfect
of Wells' famous theory
of the inductive method is in point, since
of
dew has
the
origin
primitive speculation upon
with observation of its value to plant-life
joined
in attaching to it various ideas of spiritual mystery
and various uses in ritual.
the origin of dew is one of the
In the
l
the deposition of dew is
mysteries of creation ;
and invisible; 2 its evaporation in
sudden,
gentle,
the sun is a metaphor for speedy departure or
8
Early observation, of course,
disappearance.
dew from rain, but noted their con-

Mention
example

—

'

thought that timber cut during the increase of the luminary
would be saturated with moisture, whereas timber cut in the
wane would be comparatively dry. Hence we are told that in
antiquity carpenters would reject timber felled when the moon
was growing or full, because they believed that such timber
teemed with sap and in the Vosges at the present day people

OT

;

wood cut at the new moon does not dry. In the
Hebrides, peasants give the same reason for cutting their peats
when the moon is on the wane " for they observe that if they
are cut in the increase, they continue still moist and never bum
clear, nor are they without smoke, but the contrary is daily
observed of peats cut in the decrease." 1

allege that

;

distinguished
Both
nexion. 4

'

drop from the clouds 'by the
5
The closer connexion of
knowledge' of Jahweh.
dew with mist and fog naturally involved some
confusion in both language and observation. This
is of some importance in the Biblical and post-

It is possible that the

growing
more during the night than during the day was
known at an early date. The contrast between
the light of the moon and the torrid force of the

Biblical literatures.
The spirit of [the dew has its dwelling at the ends of the
heaven and is connected with the chambers of the rain, and its
course is in winter and summer and its clouds and the clouds
of the mist are connected, and the one passes over into the
'

;

other.' 6

The

old Jewish literature

is

'

compared, for numbers and freshness, and perhaps
brilliance (see also below), to the dewdrops from
'

the

womb of

the morning.'

s

The

simile

was

bor-

746 f. ) for his descripThe withholding of dew
tion of the angelic hosts.
is a dire calamity, and one of the most terrible of
have here, in fact, the best illustracurses. 10
tion extant in folklore or literature of the pastoral
and agricultural importance of the dew-fall. That
importance is greatest in Eastern countries which
have no irrigation to supplement an insufficient
v.

We

water-supply, and where every drop of moisture
But in Palestine the genuine dew of
counts.
spring and winter is of far less importance than
the night-mist of summer. This is not dew, but
moisture condensed in the air before it reaches the
ground. It is brought from the sea by the west
winds, and for abundance and consistency may be
Cheyne, following
compared to a Scotch mist.
Neil," who analyzed the phenomenon, is of opinion
EV
that the tal (' sprinkled moisture of the 01
'
dew ') signifies in the majority of cases not dew
13
'

;

Such
proper, but this characteristic night-mist.
mists from the sea have an extraordinary influence
on vegetation, 18 more in accordance with the OT
14
But the same term
descriptions than that of dew.
employed, and the two phenomena were hardly

is

differentiated.

From

the two facts that it is ground-moisture,
and that it bears upon life and growth, early
In connexion
thought developed various ideas.
with the belief that growth in plants is dependent
on the influence of the moon, Frazer notes that,
since dew falls most thickly on cloudless nights,
2 2 S 1712, Dt "322.
Job 38«.
5 Pr 32".
Mic 6'.
8 Enoch (ed. Charles, Oxf. 18(13) 6020.
^ Dt 322, i 8 i8-i p 8 iio», Dt 33'3, Gn 2728, p 9
I

3

Hos 6 4

133.

2

the inference that

is

things

grow with the waxing, and decrease with the
waning, of the moon. The deposition of dew on
plants corroborates such observations, and intro-

duces another line of thought. The connexion of
moisture with life and growth is most strikingly
Hydrostatic
proved by vegetable phenomena.
turgor is the essential condition of growth. Pliny's
remark shows the extension of the principle to
animal processes
Even the blood of men grows and diminishes with the light
:

'

of the moon.' 3

Thus, primitive philosophy views the moon
'

as the great cause of vegetable growth, first, because the planet
itself to grow, and second, because it is supposed to be
dew and moisture.' 4

seems

the source of

A contributory inference is the connexion of the
changes of the moon with the monthly periodicity
women. 5 The Ahts and Greenlanders, like the

of

the moon as
majority of primitive peoples, regard
male. The latter people believe that the moon is
afraid to
are
Girls
women.
able to impregnate
look long at it no woman will sleep on her back,
without first spitting on her fingers and rubbing
6
the spittle on her stomach.
The symbolism of the last-cited practice may
be compared with several scattered facts. The
cosmology of the Hindus, in its theory of the
marriage of heaven and earth, employed the very
obvious symbolism of rain as the impregnating
fluid
and the soul, as the male and life-giving
form of rain
principle, jyurma, descends in the
and re-issues from men as the germ. 7 This notion
of the philosophers of the Upanisads is but a
of moisture
crystallization of the general connexion
with life. 8 Such ideas are in flux, and constantly
but
a
each
other
into
passing
tendency is clearly
observable to regard dew as a sort of heavenly
seed, fertilizing earth and its products, and stimu;

;

;

lating growth.

The union of sky and earth, which results in the
propagation of plant-life, is a world-wide theory
ritual is extensively employed to
1
Frazer, GBt, 1900, ii. 168 f., who quotes Plut. Qu. conn, iii.

and sympathetic
1333,

ia

2010.

'» 2 S
»PsU03.
121, ik 171, 1 lag 110.
Palestine Explored, pp. 129-151. > 2 KBi, 8.V. 'Dew.'
1! as
the Spoaoi ttoi'ti'ci of Greece (Spo(ros= shower' as
W.
.1 rabie Lexicon,
E.
see
For
Lane,
').
Syrian countries,
J. G. Frazer (ToUmigm and
a.v. "T/alla'; Qur'iln, ii. 267.
for
the coast
Exogamy, 1910, i. 168 f.) describes their importance
lands of Australia.
14 'The
drops of dew,' Job 3828; the saturation of Gideon's
fleece, Jg 63" ; the traveller's head soaked with dew," Oa 62
'
showers on the grass,' Mic 5 7 .

8H09H6.
II

13 Cf.

things.'

;

*

'

sun is obvious. Plutarch observes that
'
the moon, with her humid and generative light, is favourable
to the propagation of animals and the growth of plants ; while
the sun, with his fierce fire, scorches and burns up all growing

Equally natural

enthusiastic on the

It is a constant symbol for insubject of dew.
vigoration and vivification, fertility, 7 blessing,
Jahweh
prosperity, richness, and resurrection.
8
promises that He will be as the dew unto Israel.'
The youthful warriors of the royal Messiah are

rowed by Milton (Par. Lost,

fact of plants

m

l

dew

'

;

3; Macrob. Saturn, vii. 16; Koscher, Ueber Selene v.
ii. 223, xx. 1
Aristotle,
Verwandtcs, 1890, p. 49ft". Pliny,
Sauv6, Folklore des Halites Yusges, 18S9, p. 5
in Pinkorton, Vtn/il'ies and Travels, lsOs-M, \vi. li:;n.

10.

HX

;

I'robl. xxiv. 14
2

5
«

it

;

'

Is. it

;

;

Martin

Osir. 41.

:i

II

X

ii.

221.

4

G1P

ii.

169.

Crawley, Mystic Rose, VMM, p. Id".
O. M. Sproat, Scenes and Studies 0/ Savage Life, 1868, p.
206; H. Egede, Dcscrip. of Greenland", 1818, p. 209.
' Mix
Muller, Psychological Religion, 1893, p. 164.
s
Crawley, Idea of the Soul, 1909, pp. 223, 229.

DEW
ensure and expedite it. It
is, however, probable
that some of the agricultural customs
included in
the general practice
l>y which individuals or couples
roll over the fields' are not
survivals of a ritual
pi sympathetic intercourse, hut simply express the
intention of rubbing the
fertilizing dew into the
In Russia, for
ground.
instance, the spiritual
person of the priest is rolled over the
sprouting
el
Ho' -iml there is still
practised a custom
ott°?-c J?
fertilizing the crops by actual sexual intercourse.
It takes place at Whitsuntide
and is
significantly called dnuwtroppcn, 'dew-treadino-

G99

The dew

in other words, is the
concrete conof the spiritual substance.
It may be

conntant
conjectured that

iL

!T°

flic

miraculous power, conferred
7?ring hi<Wen treasure is
jewel-like scintillations of dew-

dlsco

'

/,

drops

A

good illustration of such
homologies between

LiL
Uke

manna and

*

fLTT'f

its

^Position.

fern-seed, it came with
mystery, and like
ern-seed, it was to be gathered
according to ruK
Its invariable antecedent
was the dew, and in the
same way as it
apparently crystallized out of the
dew 1,1 the wilderness, so we
the idea
may

's

Here there

is
perhaps a combination, natural
enough, of the two methods. Rolling in the dew

may

be practised for various
imagine
reasons.
In Spain the custom still
exists among country
naked in the dew of the meadows
on Midsummer
It is regarded as
Day.
being
preventive of skin-diseases.
The same custom
Sa
re
n is fonnd in
WaS S e Up behold u n ^e face of
Normandy,
vl
i-i
^"fu
??°
and
P°
the Abruzzo."
the wilder
Perigord
»r
°?,
The vivifying power ness there
lay a small round thing, as small as the hoar fw£? JL
of a liquid generated under
conditions of mystery the ground. And when the children ol
saw ^t?w£SS
is a sufficient reason
for its use in medicinal and
other magic
Attached to this use is a natural
ascription of purifying power.
It is worth
noting
that a. good deal of the dew referred
to in folklore
and by poets is not dew, but water
evaporated
from leaves, and that this water is
It was the corn of heaven
peculiarly pure.
'angels' food' niv mi
I he
°'.
people of Java are fond of
the hair in the mighty'), and from heaven it wis runed down '6 A.t
dew to prevent greyness." Thewashing
custom of washing taffVff the quai,s and the watered with the P reser?a
the face with dew on
May morning for the promot"
ing of beauty is still common in Europe. In Nias
dew is employed
medicinally, especially by the
priests
'spiritual' power is ascribed to it.«
in the Moluccas, various medicines
Si "" i,i a
are prescribed
"t'.v
the people
to be taken not in water but in
Efirfth
and they murmured enough,
dew.' Among the ing,
We remember the fountUtunsatlnfist, whi, h we did
Ihompson Indians, part of the course of training
undergone by boys at puberty, by way of acquiring
a guardian spirit, is
rolling naked in the dew, or
and our soul loatheth this
washing the body with branches covered
light bread.' 8
folk of rolling

'

'

7

nZ

'

'

ta

'

1

S

'

;

'

3p;H=SSSrSSS

A

'

''

'

:

'

with

.

is of

Kruijt
opinion that in East Indian belief dew is regarded
as the sweat of the
earth, and that its magical powers ,7
thus explained
Certainly the Poso word for 'dew' al s Jo
e8
Weat
bUt the -.»»*' considerations referred
to above
?nH the
rh»
and
special connexion of imprecatory
power are more
probable reasons, though sweat
folk-bel ef and custom
possesses magical properties of
invigoration.

m'

;

V

-

,

In connexion with
vegetation, the idea of
crossed with ideas of

magical food, no

less

dew

is

magical bloom, and even of
than of seed.
The very

ethereal quality of the
liquid state of dew seems
to invite such
focusing of analogies. Thus, in the
eld English custom of
gathering 'May,' the blossom
6t the hawthorn, and the dew
from the
and
grass,

bringing them home with music," the dew may be
regarded as the spiritual analogue of the blossom.
erman Ma y Da y processions of the
n Y,
peasant
eW 1? SWe ?t
the ^' ass with a
MayrTb
t
°?,
bush no T
1 lhe miraculous
bloom or seed of the fern
which appears on Midsummer
Eve, according to
European folklore, is liable, when
to vanish 'like dew on sand' or being gathered"
mist
the air
* merely descri
Pti v e, but an effective,
analo"
'

'

m

l&ffMi. 20Sf.
V.

.
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The whole account, with its
significant analogies
g

important as illustrating the
psychological p ro
cess by which a concrete
idea may take
shape
P from
visual perception aided

by imagination.
Fern
seed, which sparkles like fire, and
vanishes like
dew, is, we suggest, an
imaginative product of
dew, as elusive as its source
"manna, we suggest
also is
equally a„ imaginative product of dew
developed along another line-that of the ideas of

food stimulated
by starvation. Coming after or
e d 6W
ether al H e ht f00d fro
healreS'
th P°lnH
"}
?
the
food off angels,
easily passing into intelleetua
it
is
as elusive as dew in its
pabulum,
behaviour
and as unsatisfying in its results.
But it supports
life
miraculously for those who are in a state of
supernaturalism
Most certainly it is erroneous
to base the
story ot manna upon such actual
phenomena as the secretions of the Tamarix
manmfera or other plants." The
comparison with
coriander seed amounts
merely to its standing
° for
the essence of bread. 10

™

'

These ideas

The people

of

may be more closely illustrated.
Halmahera hold that dew is the

food of spirits."

In Minahassa it is said that the
first man fed on dew."
Further, an essentially
spiritual connexion is claimed for dew. The
people
last cited believe that the
final end of the soul of
mar, is to be
merged in dew. The Balinese hold
that the soul returns to
earth, after being dissipated into the air by the cremation of the
body
in the form of dew.*
The Toradja belief is that
tte soul dies eight or nine deaths
before it finally
es lnto water and
in mist "
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following beliefs are particularly significant. The
Sea Dayaks report that souls die seven times after
the death of the body.
'After having become degenerated by these successive
dyings, they become practically annihilated by absorption
into air and fog, or by a final dissolution into various jungle
plants not recognized by any name.' 1

The OIo-Ngadju and other peoples of the East
Indian Islands speak of the souls of the dead as
passing into plants. The Mualang Daraks say
that the soul after a time dies, and then descends
upon the rice in the form of dew. The more souls
there are to descend upon it, the richer is the riceharvest. 2 In reference to manna, it may be noted
that the East Indians believe that, if the soul of
the rice be absent, the grain has no nutritive property a man may eat it but will never be satisfied. 3
The soul of the Lushai turns into water,
and evaporates as dew. If dew falls on a man, his
child will be a re-incarnation of the dead. 4
Here the ideas of moisture in relation to life,
and of unindividualized haze or mist, out of which
individual forms are precipitated, meet again in
dew. Thus, while the Hill Toradjas believe the
soul to pass into a cloud, the Samoans believe it
to be
the daughter of
vapour of the land
which forms clouds
and the Tracey Islanders
6
say that the first man was created out of vapour.
Thus the descent of the soul to earth and its
ascent, after the deatli of the body, to heaven have
been, in the evolution of religious thought, not
only compared to, but identified with, the rise and
fall of the dew.
The identification has served the
complex purpose of explaining the process of dewformation and that of the nutritive physiology of
plants, and incidentally the origin and end of the
soul of man.
The Gorontalese of Celebes apply an
instructive analogy to the relations of the four
souls of man.
The greatest of these resides in the
brain, and is like the sea.' Part of it is separated
in the form of moisture and produces dew.
The
ascending dew is rahmani this is the second soul,
njawa rahmani, residing above the heart. The
dew which ascends to the sky is rohani, the third
soul, 'lustre of breath,' residing in the heart; the
dew which descends as rain is djasmani, the fourth
soul, 'soul of the body,' residing in the whole
6
This account illustrates the spiritual
body.
potentiality of the idea of dew.
There was a special development of the ideas
of dew in both the Athenian and the Hebrew
;

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

religions.
(1) In Athenian mythology, Herse (Dew) and
Pandrosos (All-dewy) are daughters of Cecrops
and Agraulos. A rite, termed 'Appndiopla or'EpanLittle
(j>opla, was performed in honour of Athene.
is known either of Herse or the rite which seems
to bear her name, or of Pandrosos. 7 The state-

ment

of Moeris, that the dppn<p6poi.
carried dew to
Herse' in the Arrhephoria is uncorroborated. 8 But
the arrhephoroi, or hersephoroi, are verified as
maidens trained in the service of Athena, and
*
In the
living near the temple of Athena Polias.'
'

'

'

Arrhephoria they brought a mysterious offering
by an underground passage from the temple of
Aphrodite iv Ki^ois, not to Herse, or to PanFarnell concludes that
drosos, but to Athene.
'

the fruits of the earth appear to have been in some way
consecrated to Athene.
It is also evident that at Athens she
'

1

213.
2

Perham,

'

in H.

Ling Roth, The Nativei of Sarawak, 1896,

i.

7

into some contact with the earth-goddess. ... To
reconcile her cult with Athena's, it may well have happened
that the latter goddess was given two of her titles,' namely,

Pandrosos and Herse.
Pandrosos is thus no individual spirit, nor
originally an epithet of Athene, but an epithet
of the Earth Goddess, in reference to her
dewy
covering and its connexion with the growth of the
The ceremony embodying this connexion
crops.
was transferred to the centralized deity of Attica
Athene. The dew-carriers are mentioned in in1
scriptions, but there is no such verification of the
existence of Herse.
She is apparently a mere

—

name, developed from the terms 'Epo-ri<p6pot and
1
But it is a question what these terms

'EpanipopLa.

themselves imply.

The story of Erichthonios being given to the three sisters,
Herse, Pandrosos, and Agraulos, to nurse, Pandrosos alone
being faithful to her trust, is explained by Miss Harrison as an
etiological myth, invented to account for the rite of Arrhephoria or Uersephoria. The scholiast on Aristoph. Lysistrata,
Some say, on account of the o, it is appr^topia,
64, observes
because maidens carry " nameless things " (app-rrra) others, on
account of the «, eptnrpopia, because maidens walk in procession in honour of Herse, daughter of Cecrops.' The terms
Spotros and epenj are also used for the young of animals, such as
lambs and sucking pigs. 8 A remarkable feature of the Thesmephoria, another ritual performed by women alone, and also
in connexion with the fertility of the crops, was the casting
of pigs into p.eyapa or aSvra, underground chasms, and the
bringing out of the rotten flesh, presumably the following year.
These services were performed by the thesmophoroi, and the
flesh was used, as in many agricultural customs, as a
magical
fertilizer of the fields.
Miss Harrison suggests that the ep<rai
or Spderoi carried by the hersephoroi were young animals, and
that they were used in a manner and for a purpose similar to
those of the ThesmophoriaA The Arrhephoria is certainly
associated with the Thesmophoria and Skirophoria, and it is
in accordance with the principles of myth-formation that, as
Bhe suggests, both the name Herse and the story of Erichthonios should have been invented to explain a rite that had
'

:

;

_

tit.

Kruijt, op. cit. 13.
Frazer, Pausan. ii. 344

8 s.v.
»

"EppMpoi

Farnell,

COS

i.

,

f.,

gives the

(ed. Koch, 130).
289.

known
'

f^cta

'

'

become mysterious.
Preller, on the other hand, had regarded Herse as a Dew
Goddess a personification of the Dew.fi LaterGerman scholars
regard her as a nymph of the same class as Auxo and Thallo —
personifications of the growth of the crops. 6 No reliance is
to be placed on the scholiast's reference to apprrra.
Any

—

'

'

—

'

mysterious,' that is, ritual, object even a branch laden with
dew might be styled apprrrov, just as much as a young animal
or its flesh. And the word eporj has the forms epp?j and dppri,

—

hence apprjtpopia and cpprjQopia. tptrq as a 'young thing' is
a metaphor, a priori later in origin than a primitive agricultural ritual, and therefore unlikely to be the original meaning
of the name of the ceremony. The scholiast on Aristophanes
Maidens walk in procession in honour of Herse
there
Bays
is here no mention of dew, but he may have known that the
maidens carried branches laden with dew, and omitted to
mention the fact, branch-carrying being a regular detail of
'

'

:

;

processions.

Ottfried MiiUer suggested that the arrhephoroi carried simply
leafy branches wet with dew, symbolical of a petition for a
supply of dew during the heat of summer.?

Thus we have a ceremony similar to the wide-spread
European custom of carrying May boughs dipped in
dew. 8 In these and in the Athenian custom there
may have been a magical demand for dew rather
than a prayer for it, but the brancli is the important object, the focus of the demand for growth
and fruitfulness of the crops and the dew may be
merely an accessary. This explanation, on the
whole, seems the most probable. Herse may be
unreal as a deity, but the fact remains that the
Athenian mythologists, if not the Athenian priests,
;

actually personified the Dew, while the hersephoroi certainly carried something in procession.
Though unverified, Moeris' statement may have
hit the truth, and what they oaxried may ]i«p
been dew. Here it is possibly significant that the
arrhephoroi carried their ottering from the temple
of Aphrcuite iv Ki)7ro(s.
The dew-laden branches
may have grown in the gardens of the goddess of
procreation, and possibly the generative symbolism
CIA lit 319 'EpoTiiJiopoi.
-J. E, Harrison, Mythol. and Monuments of Anc. Athens,
1

8 lb. U6.
383 f.
Census of India, 1903, i. 226.
6 lb. 383
O. Turner, Samoa, 1884, p. 282 f. See also tJrawIev
;
Idea of the Soul, 228 f.
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dew was a factor in the
dew would thus serve to
of

ritual (see above)

impregnate the

Se

The

Animisme

1

•

,

'

A

Skdu6th

is

^L

nfterwl

ThZT

°,
SH never
Abraham under
an oath

bless his
descendants,

to let dew cease to
therefore the words of

and

iMijah could not stop its fall. 10
The Dew of the Resurrection is a
remarkable
concentration of these
ideas, originating chiefly
from a
Isaiah:

passage of
'Awake and sing, ye
that dwell in the dust for
thy dew is as the dew
and the earth shall cast forth the
dead.' «
The Passage Thou, O God, didst send
a plentiful
ram, thou didst confirm thine
inheritance, when
^
aS W
^ as inter P«ted to refer to an
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coIo hons to those of his
K
works that have
so far been edited we find two
statements (1) that
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A
Minster att° Anuradhapura
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day.

with

the Buddha, to
poems preserved in the
luingatha and several others are mentioned as
the authors of minor works of
later date.
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means 'Decider of the Faith'; it hasepithet
been chosen as an
honorary title by Buddhist kings, and as their
name m religion by members of the
Buddhist
Older, but laymen do not use it. As a
royal title
t has been traced
only in N. India and Burma
{buddhaghosupputli, 11, 21) asanamefordAi&fcfow
leval «nt in India and
Ceylon
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spirit
of the dew and the connexion
between its clouds
and the clouds of the
mist, speaks of 'winds
coming from the middle of the twelve portals
these bring 'beneficial dew of
prosperity'; from
other portals, 'hurtful dew
emerges, accompanied
>y locusts and other calamities.-' So the
Rabbinical writings state that
in the sixth
Makon there are treasuries of hurtfulheaven
dews
and
3

serve the people from the hurtful
dews." The two
oaves of bread waved on
Shabudth are a symbolic petition to the Ruler of
heaven and earth
V,U d
t ° withhold the
5*3*
winds and
dews/l As cfor the dew of unpropitious
blessing, thus
between the material and the
moral,
Actuating
it is said
that, since the destruction of the Temnle
no dew of unmixed
blessing falls "-apparently on
account of the cessation of the tithes
and the
Dew falls as a heavenly gift, and
heave-oflering.J
en ° f n ° man 8 Yet on
on
account
of
'y
i
Israel does dew
come as a blessing upon the world
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(2) the post-Biblical literature and ritual of
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Hebrews show an interesting
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learn that
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seem, therefore, that Dhamma" S educat « d
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colleague, and that the pilgrim, who knew nothing
of him, misapplied it. 1 In any case the two

scholars are quite distinct.
Their views differed
as widely as those of a Calvinist and a Catholic
;

one wrote in Pali, the other in Sanskrit one was
trained at Anuradhapura, the other at Nalanda
and the Pali scholar was about a century older
than the Sanskrit one, the one having flourished
in the last quarter of the 5th cent., the other in
the last quarter of the 6th.
The Gandha-vamsa, a very late librarian's catalogue, enumerates (p. 60) 14 works ascribed to
Dhainmapala. Even the bare names are full of
interest.
Whereas Buddhaghosa commented on
the five principal pro.se works in the Canon, seven
of Dhammapala's works are commentaries on the
principal books of poetry preserved in the Canon,
two others are sub-commentaries on Buddhaghosa's
works, and two more are sub -commentaries on
commentaries not written by Buddhaghosa. This
shows the importance attached, at that period in
the history of the orthodox Buddhists, to the work
of re-writing in Pali the commentaries hitherto
handed down in the local dialects, such as Sinhalese
and Tamil.
In his own commentaries, Dhammapala follows
a regular scheme. First comes an Introduction to
the whole collection of poems, giving the traditional account of how it came to be put together.
Then each poem is taken separately. After explaining how, when, and by whom it was composed,
each clause in the poem is quoted and explained
These explanaphilologically and exegeticafly.
tions are indispensable for a right understanding
of the difficult texts with which he deals.
The
remaining three works are two commentaries on
the Nctti, the oldest Pali work not included in the
Canon, and a psychological treatise.
;

;

Of these 14 works by Dhammapala, three (the commentaries
on the Therigdthd and on the Peta- and Vimdna-vatthus)
have been published in full by the Pali Text Society and an
edition of a fourth, his comment on the Therigdthd, is being
prepared. Hardy and Windisch, in their editions of the texts,
have also given extracts from his comments on the Hetti and
;

the Iti-vuttaka.

from Yuan Chwang's account of
Tamil country, that in Dhamrna-

It is evident,
his stay in the

pala's time it was preponderatingly Buddhist, and
that of the non-Buddhists the majority were Jains.
It is now all but exclusively Hindu.
have only
the vaguest hints as to when and how this remark-

We

able change

was brought about.

—

Literature.
Gandha-vatnsa, ed. Minayeff, PTS, 1886;
Bitddhagho$uppatti, ed. J. Gray, London, 1892 Sdsana-vaipsa,
ed. M. Bode, 1897; T. Watters, On Yuan Chwdng, ed. Rhys
Davids and S. W. Bushell, London, 1905 Therigdthd Commentary, ed. G. Muller, 1892 Peta-vatthu Commentary, ed.
;

;

;

E. Hardy, do. 1S94
do. 1901.

;

Vimdna-vatthu Commmtary,
t. W. Khys

ed. E.

Hardv,

Davids.

DHARMA. —

Sacred law and duty, justice, reThis is one of the most comprehenligious merit.
sive and important terms in the whole range of
Sanskrit literature. Indian commentators have
explained it as denoting an act which produces the
quality of the soul called itpurva, the cause of
heavenly bliss and of final liberation. In ordinary
usage, however, it has a far wider meaning than
this, and may denote established practice or custom
of any caste or community.
One of the six systems
of philosophy, the Purvamimanisd, expressly professes to teach dharma.
The special manuals of
the sacred law, of which the Code of Manu is the
most familiar example, are called dharmaiu.it ra,
1
'lawbooks,' or smrti, 'records of tradition.
Dharma personified is the god of justice and judge
of the dead.
Adharma, the god of injustice, is his
adversary. The ordeal of Dharma and Adharma
consists in drawing lots from an earthen vessel.
1

li.

This question
(lSJd) .00-127.

is

discussed at length by E. Hardv in

ZDMQ

One

lot contains a white figure of Dharma, and
the other a black figure of Adharma. In Buddhism,
Dharma is one of the three members of the trinity
{triratna, 'the three jewels'): Buddha, the law,
and the priesthood. The worship of Dharma, which
is largely prevalent
in Western Bengal at the
present day, appears to be a remnant of Buddhism.
See Census of India, 1901, vol. vi. p. 204 cf. Law
and Lawbooks (Hindu).
J. Jolly.
;

—

DHINODHAR. A sacred hill in Western
India situated in the State of Cutch. A ridiculous
legend explains the name to mean 'the patiently
bearing,' because the saint Dharamnath, weighed
down by the load of his sins, determined to mortify
the flesh by standing on his head upon some sacred
hill.
Two hills burst asunder under the weight of
his iniquities; but Dhinodhar stood the test, and
thus gained its name. The saint founded a monastery here and established the order of the Kanphata,
or ear-pierced Jogis. The stone on which the
saint is reported to have done penance is smeared
with vermilion and venerated, and the head of the
community when he comes to worship is received
with adoration by the people of the neighbourhood
and by pilgrims who flock to the holy place.
Literature.—Bombay Gazetteer, v. [1880] 220.
'

'

W. Crooke.

DHYANA

(Pali jhana).—i. Meditation, or
dhyana, in Sanskrit. This is a religious practice which presupposes a life in retirement, and
concentration of mind upon a single thought. In
the Rigvedic period we find penance (tapas) or
1
bodily mortification, but in the Upanisad or postUpanisad religious schools the idea was transferred from body to mind, until it took the form
of dhyana, which began with a meditation on the
sacred syllable Om. The object, method, and other
details of meditation vary in different schools, but
we may safely say that it has been and is the
universal method of the mental culture of all
Indian religious schools. The use of the word
dhyana, too, is not very definite even in the
Upanisads themselves. Sometimes it is different
from yoga (concentration), which is a general term
for sucli practices, or synonymous with it, or sometimes it is a part of the yoga practice. See art.

—

YOGA. We shall here limit ourselves to the idea
dhyana in Buddhism.
In Buddhism dhyana
2. Dhyana and samadhi.

of

—

forms an important factor in religious practice.
First of

we must

clearly distinguish dhyana
(meditation) from samadhi (absorption), for a confusion of the two terms often leads to hopeless
all,

misunderstanding.

Generally speaking, medita-

tion on an object becomes absorption when subject
and object, the meditater and the meditated, are

so completely blended into one that the consciousness of the separate subject altogether disappears.
To attain Arhat-ship is to reach the tranquil state
of samadhi without being affected at al 1 by outward
environment and inward sinful thought.
An
Arhat is accordingly called the Sumahita ('tranSamadhi forms the fourth factor of the
quil ').
Five Forces (bala) and the Five Faculties (indriya) ;
the sixth of the Seven Constituents of Bodhi (bo-

dhyahga) and the eighth of the Noble Eightfold
Path (mdrga)." To attain samadhi is therefore
the sole object of Buddhists, and dhyana is one
of the most important means leading to that end.
The common classification of dhyana into four
degrees (see below) probably prevailed already in
the pre-Buddhist period. At any rate the mention of the fourfold dhyana in the MahdbhSrata
(xii. exev. 1), the counting among heretics of
;

1

2

Rigv. x. 109. 4, 154. 2, etc.
Sen itahdnmlpatti, §§ 41-41; and C'hilders, Pali Dirt.
Mayga,' and cf.
Bala,' 'Indriya,' Bojjhanga," and
Samadhi.
e.g.

'

1876, 8. v.
ail.

'

'

DHYANA
those

who

regard each of the four dhyanas as the
state of Nirvana in the
Brahma-jala-sutta, and
the reference to a Ksi, senior to the
Buddha, practising the eight samapattis (four dhyanas and four
arnpyus) in the Jalaka, seem to point to the fact
that the practice of the four
dhyanas was common
to both Brahmans and Buddhists.
It was the
Buddha's part to adapt it by
adding some further
6teps to the four dhyanas.'1
3- Religious practices
preliminary to dhyana.—
Dhyana, as stated above, is divided into four
Buddhism. Even the first and lowest
degrees
of the four dhyanas
in its quality to
a state higher than corresponds
the sixth of the eight constituents of yoga
To
reach the first
(yoga-ahga).
cjhyana several preliminary practices are needed,
these correspond to the first five constituents of
yoga. First of all one has to keep precepts and
rules {Ola) laid down
by the Buddha (yama of
the yoga-angas) ;
one's body and
secondly, to
mind pure and serene, living inkeep
solitary retirement
away from the people, in a forest or a cave
(niyama), and sitting cross-legged, always thinking on a religious subject (asana).
There are
several methods of
preparatory meditation, according to the ability of the meditater. We shall
give a few examples.
quick-tempered novice
should practise the meditation on love
(Pali
mctta-karuna-bhavancl), in which he is to regard
all sentient
beings as his parents or brothers,
desiring their happiness and welfare, as all the
good he would seek for himself.
novice who
needs concentration of attention should
practise at
first the method of counting the number of his
inspirations and expirations (Pali
anapana-sati,
to
the
corresponding
pranayama of the yoga-ahga).
Another novice whose
impure desire is hard
to suppress should meditate on
the impurity and
impermanence of the human body (Pali asubliaohavana). Another novice whose mind is stupid
should practise self-culture
by meditating on the
b ams of Causation.
In this way a
bjjY? Cshould
Buddhist
give himself to some kind of
meditation at the outset. Ten
kasinas? ten anussati,* four or six
anussati-tthanas,* in fact the
processes of the so-called kamma-tthanas

Guilders (p. 169) explains the four states with
reference to
the process of meditation :- He
concentrates his mind upon
a single thought.
Gradually his soul becomes filled with a
supernatural ecstasy and serenity, while his mind still
reasons
a
nv
BK1 /i i (esl '!-'"tes the subject chosen for contemplation
•

S'l

e " fr eS h 9
";
",'""'
tion, while the ecstasy
and

A

fc

£f

^

ality and sin.
(h) The second dhyana is a state of
joy and gladness born of deep
tranquillity, without
reflexion and
investigation, these being suppressed
it is the
tranquillizing of thought, the predominance
of intuition (c) In the third
dhyana the meditater
is patient
through gladness and the destruction of
passion joyful and conscious, aware in his
body of
that delight which the Arhats
announce, patient,
recollecting, glad
(d) The fourth dhyana is purity
of
equanimity and recollection, without sorrow and
without joy, by the destruction of
previous glad1
•

Bigha-nikaya

36-38, 45-46; Lalita-mstara, ed.
Jlitra,

p. 147.
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Tins has been very
conveniently summed up by Pali commentators as foUows:-- The first .Ma»a is
accompanied by reflexion (mtakka), investigation
{vichara), Joy fj*K) gladness
imkha), and attention (chMekaggatd) 'the second
ie
accompanied by joy gladness, and attention the third
jl,„na
is accompanied
by gladness and attention ; the fourth
jhana is
uiuijaunam
accompanied by indifference (upekha).
:

jfi

;

1

The four thus form progressive
steps of meditawhich we can go up step
by step. Each of
the first three is further divided into
three orders
—initial (paritta), medial
(majjhima), and final
(partita); the fourth dhyana alone is the immovable state, free from all the
eight troubles—
tion in

inspiration, respiration, reflexion, investigation
sorrow, pleasure, pain, and joy.
The Buddhist cosmological
arrangement of Jiupaloka (world with form), divided into sixteen
heavens
is made to suit those who
have attained the four
dhyanas, and who can freely enjoy the heavenly
life either before or after
death. The state of
samadhi resulting from each of the four
dhyanas
determines one's position in the
heavens, which
are generally assigned as follows :—

2.

Rupa-loka-heavens. 2
Brahma-parisajja deva)
First

3.

Mahabrahma

4.

Parittabha

1.

,

(analytic
meditation), are all preparatory to the
practice of
the right dhyanas.
4- Details of the four meditations.— When
one
gets accustomed to a concentration of mind amounting to a suppressing of the senses, one
gradually
attains the state of
ecstasy, which is often compared with the feelings of a debt
being paid off or
of a prisoner
being released (e.g. Sdmanna-sulta).
Koughly speaking, this state of ecstasy is dhyana,
e have stiU four successive
states,
l
(a)
1 he c"
brat dhyana is a state of
joy and gladness born
of seclusion, full of reflexion and
investigation, the
meditater having separated himself from all
sensu-

^

' ro '" r
^oning and investigaserenity remain, and this is tke
second Jhana
Next, his
still fixed as before, hi
" ° f CSl* ay athoughts'
" d altai,,s the third
>'"»'«. »hich
fi.
?,
is
a state of tranquil
serenity.
Lastly, he passes to the fourth
*«'?' "' "Inch the mind, exalted and purified, is "'"merem,
i
different
to all emotion, alike of
pleasure and of pain

m

A
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ness and grief, by the
rejection of joy and the
rejection of sorrow. 1

Brahma-purohita

5.

Appamanabha

6.

Abhassara

7.

Paritta-subha

8.

Appamana-subha

9.

Subha-kinna

10.

Veliapphala

11.

Asafina-satta

12.

Aviha
Atappa

13.
14.

Sudassa

15.

SudassI

16.

Akanittha

Dhyana

heavens.

Second Dhyana
heavens.

Third Dhyana
heavens.

Fourth Dhyana
heavens.

5. The effect of meditation.— The aim of meditation is the attainment of
Arhat-ship, perfect enlightenment, which possesses the following merits
(a) Extinction of desire (tanha). The fickle
thought
and indulgence of physical power
produce sin and
illusion, which are the chief obstacles to the
acquisition of Arhat-ship. The complete annihilation of sinful
thought, i.e. the state of the fourth
meditation, will lead to perfect enlightenment
the highest aim of the Buddhist. The
first three
dhyanas^ therefore belong to sekho (the first seven
grades of the Holy Paths), while the fourth belongs
only to an asekho, i.e. an Arhat.
(6) Consolidation of
knowledge (nana-dassana).
the practice of dhyana will
naturally lead to the
easy concentration of the mental faculties on a
certain thought, and
strengthen special functions
proper to the consciousness.
The right understanding of the Four Noble Truths (ariya-sachcha)
the cultivation of the four
appamaXna* etc., carl
'

Rhys Davids, Buddhism, London, 1S99, pp. 175-176
- Buddhist
cosmology assumes the existence of three heavenlv
worlds
Kama-iota (world of love), consisting of six grades
(2) Rupa-loka (world of form), in sixteen
grades and (S)Aripa'
loka (world without form), in four
grades. The last can be
enjoyed only by one who has reached Arhat-ship. See further
art. COSMOOONV 4ND Cosmologv
(Buddhist)
» Appamattfld is the
unlimited exercise of the qualities of
(
C0mPa5Si0n
g00dwm
:

m

;

'
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attained only by the practice of dhyana.
Especially the all-important appamaniia, which is
common to Buddhism and the yoga philosophy,
can be exercised only by the medium of dhyanas.
In short, the attainment of knowledge cannot be
perfectly accomplished, according to the Buddhist
theory, without practice of meditation.
(c) Acquisition of superhuman faculties (iddhi).
There are six supernatural powers (abhiiind), viz.
various magical powers (iddhividha), divine ear
{dibbasota), divine eye (dibbachakhu), knowledge of
the thought of others (parachittavijanana), knowledge of the former existences (pubbenivdsanussatinana), and knowledge which causes the destruction
of human passion (dsavakkhayakara-ndna). These
may be perfected by meditation. The Yogins, too,
expect vibhuti (superhuman faculties) by means of
meditation.
Medita(d) Enjoyment of the peace of dhyana.
tion gives the tranquillity of rest.
The dying
_

Buddha

is said to have sunk in meditation and
passed all its steps forward and backward, till at
last he reposed at the fourth meditation, and then
went into the Great Decease (Parinibbana). 1
Dhyana is practised by one with the purpose of
cultivating oneself, hut at the same time with the
aim of reposing oneself in peace, utilizing the result
of it. Therefore it is sometimes called the ' practice
of great enjoyment (cf. Brahmavihara).
6. Development of the
idea of meditation.
Dhyana in primitive Buddhism is a means of
attaining samddhi. In the Mahayana school its
scope has been very much widened. The dhyanapdramita, the fifth of the six paramitas (perfections)
is only the way for the Bodhisattvas or
MahayanOne of
ists, but not for an Arhat or Hinayanist.
2
Nagarjuna's works enumerates sixteen kinds of
dhyana confined to Bodhisattvas. Asahga's Yogdcharabhumi mentions nine dhyanas, and again
subdivides them into thirty-nine. 3 Further, in the
Laiikavatdni si'itra (eh. 2), dhyana is divided into
four
(1) bdldpichdrika,
practised by ordinary
persons ; (2) arthapravichaya, contemplating of
objects'; (3) tathatdlambana, 'meditating on
Truth'; (4) tathdgata, 'meditation of Buddha.'
The four dhyanas of primitive Buddhism as well as
those of the Yogins are all included in the first
category, the remaining three being a development
in the Mahayana schools.
The ideal of earl}' Buddhism is the equilibrium
of morals (ilia), meditation (dhyana), and knowledge (prajna) but in later Buddhism the balance
was not supposed to be an important feature for a
Buddhist, and meditation came to have more
weight than the other two factors, until in China
and Japan there arose a sect, the Zen (Japanese
for dhyana), in which it is the most essential part
of the entire teaching.
This sect has been gaining
ground more and more, especially among the upper
classes.
See art. Zen.
'

—

'

:

'

'

;

Literature.—The
the article.

literature has been indicated

M. ANESAKI and

J.

throughout

TakAKUSU.

DIGAMBARAS.—The

Digambaras, also called
Digvasanas, form one of the two branches of the
Jains.
The name, lit. = ' clothed in the quarters
of the sky,' designates them as naked monks,
in contradistinction to the monks of the other
branch of the Jains, the Svetambaras, who wear
white clothes. There ia very little difference be-

tween these two branches as regards the creed ;
indeed, one of the most authoritative books of
the Digambaras, the Tattvarthadhigama Sutra by
Umasvati, is also one of the standard books of the
Svetambaras, and
Svetambara.
J
-

its

author most probably was a

01 Warren, Buddhism, Camb., Musi., 1896, p, 109f.
8
Nanjio, no. 1181.
lb., no. 1170, ell. 43.

The peculiar tenets of the Digambaras are the
(1) Perfect saints (kevalins), such as
following.
the Tirthakaras, live without food. (2) The embryo of Mahavira, the last Tirthakara, was not
removed from the womb of Devananda to that of
monk
Trisala, as the Svetambaras contend.
(3)
who owns any property, e.g. wears clothes, cannot

A

No woman

reach Nirvana.

can reach Nirvana.
(4)
Though, therefore, the difference in matters of
belief between the two sects is, from our point
of view, rather trifling, still the division between
them is very marked. The following points deserve
to be specially noticed.
The Digambaras disown
the canonical books of the Svetambaras, and contend that they have gradually been lost during
first centuries after the Nirvana of Mahavira
accordingly they have no canonical books of their
own.
In consequence of their having, in early
times, separated from the other sect and developed
independently of it, the Digambaras have an
ecclesiastical as well as a literary history of their
own, and have religious ceremonies, especially
with regard to the laity, which differ from those

the

;

of their rivals.

As regards the origin of the Digambara sect, it
ascribed by the Svetambaras to Sivabhilti, who
started the heretical sect of the 'Botikas' in 609
after the Nirvana, or A.D. 83. This report is denied
by the Digambaras they maintain that they have
preserved the original practices, but that, under
the eighth successor of Mahavira, Bhadrabahu, a
sect with laxer principles arose ; and that this
sect, which was called that of the Ardhaphalakas,
developed 136 years after Vikrama, or A.D. 80, into
the present sect of Svetambaras (ZDMG xxxviii.
is

;

[1884] 7

ft".).

The Digambaras

are most

numerous

Southern

in

India, where they must have held an important
position in the early centuries of our era ; for in
the literature of the Dra vidian people the influence
It may
of Jainism is admitted by the specialists.
be mentioned that the Digambaras have an extensive literature of their own, chiefly in Sanskrit,

which goes back

to a greater antiquity
of the Svetambaras, if we except the
books of the latter. For further details,
H.
is referred to the art. Jainism.

than that
canonical
the reader
Jacobi.

—
—

DINKA. i. Geographical distribution and
The Dinka are a congeries of independent tribes spread over a vast area, stretching from Renk in the north (scarcely 300 miles
south of Khartum) to within 100 miles of Gondokoro, and reaching many miles to the west in the
organization.

Bahr el-Ghazal Province.

All these tribes call
themselves Jieng or Jenge, corrupted by the Arabs
into Dinka but no Dinka nation has arisen, for
the tribes have never recognized a supreme chief,
as do their neighbours the Shilluk, nor have they
ever been united under a military despot, as the
Zulus were united under Chaka. They differ in
manners and customs and even in physique, and
are often at war with one another. One of the
most obvious distinctions in habits is between the
relatively powerful cattle-owning Dinka and the
small and comparatively poor tribes who have no
cattle and scarcely cultivate the ground, but live
in the marshes in the neighbourhood of the Sudd,
and depend largely for their sustenance on fishing
and hippopotamus-hunting. Their villages, generally dirty and evil-smelling, are built on ground
which rises but little above the reed-covered surThe members of these poor
face of the country.
'Tain
tribes call themselves Moin 'fain, i.e.
people,' tain meaning a piece of dry ground in the
midst of the marshes and, although many quite
distinct tribes live in the marshes and lead the life
this habitat entails, their cattle-owning neighbours
;

:

DINKA
speak of them all as Moin Tain, just as they speak
of themselves by their tribal
names, i:</. Agar Jim
Aliab, and Shish. 1
As there has been room for considerable modification in
the
development of those common ideas which lie at the root of the
social organization and religions beliefs of all
Dinka, the writer
of the present article indicates the source from
which his information was obtained, whenever there is am
probability that a
custom is not universal among them. The information
is derived
principally from members of the following tribes (1) the Shish
living near Shambe in the region of the Sudd
and (2) the Bor
Diuka and the Chiro and Ngong
tribes
of
the
Moin
Nyang
Tain
living some 20 to 30 miles to the south of the Sudd.
He has
also had the opportunity of
discussing various matters with
some very intelligent Niel Dinka
from the neighbourhood of
the h nor Adar, near Melut, north of Kodok
with the Nok
Dinka of the neighbourhood of Lake No and with some
Agar
Dinka from the Bahr el-Ghazal Province
serving in the Xtli
Sudanese Battalion.
:

;

;

;

Each community

is

largely autonomous, under

the leadership of a chief or headman
{bain), who
though primarily a spiritual ruler, controls the
village with the help of the elders.
The actual
authority exerted by the bain varies enormously
in many communities he is little
more than the
local magician, but in one
community in each tribe
he is the hereditary rain-maker, the most
ant man in the tribe, who is consulted and importdeferred
to on every occasion, and whose wish
is law
Except among the Tain tribes, cattle form the
economic basis of Dinka society
they are the
currency in which bride-price and blood-fines are
paid and the desire to acquire a neighbour's herds
is the common cause of those
intertribal raids
which constitute Dinka warfare.
2. Totemism.— The Dinka
tribes are divided into
a number of exogamous clans which the Bor
Dinka
call ut, the Tain and Aliab
gol, and the Shish deb.
The meanings of these words cannot be discussed
here, though it is significant that
among the cattleowning tribes these same terms are also used for
the cattle kraals of their clans. The Dinka
are
totemistic, and the large majority of their clans
speak of certain animals as their 'ancestors,' hoar
being the word used by the Tain tribes.
the kwar has nothing to do with a man's Usually
personal
name (one man whose name signified
hytena had a
crocodile as his kwar), but, in the words of one of
the writer's Tain informants, it is the 'animal who
is the spirit
(jok) of the clan (gol).'
Further, ruai,
the ordinary word
meaning related,' is used when
speaking of the bond between a man and his kwar,
i.e. they are ruai,
relatives.'
No man injures his
kwar animal, but all respect it in various
ways.
the
•

;

;

'

'

Sometimes
kwar is a plant, as among some
Agar and Shish clans, who treat the totem plant
with much the same reverence as is
commonly
shown to the totem animal. Besides these
typical totem ancestors,

fairly

there are

clans

whose

totems [hear] do not belong to the animal
kingdom
thus the Mai elan of the Bor Dinka have fire as
their totem, and in this case there is no
story of
direct descent from fire.
Certain clans have as
kwar heroes to whom more than human wisdom is
attributed, or who came among them under circumstances that betoken that
they are superhuman. The clans are usually
designated by the
•

name

of their (reputed)

first

human

ancestor-

comparatively few are spoken of by the name of
their animal, though there is a Niel
(snake) clan
and even a Niel tribe, in the
neighbourhood of the
Khor Adar Dinka.
1
The writer takes this opportunity of
expressing his thanks
to the Rev Archibald Shaw, in
charge of the C.M.S. station at
Malek, for his invaluable help among the Tain and Bor Dinka
to him he is indebted for
the translation of the majority of the Dinka words
and
in this article.
No attempt has been made to do more phrases
than to
reproduce very roughly the sound of the Dinka words
In pronouncing c and; a Dinka presses the tip of his tongue into the
gap left by the removal of his lower incisor teeth, and it seems
doubtful whether there is a true s sound in
Dinka, so that
Shish night be written
(probably with a nearer approach
wj
vv>w.u to
accuracy) Chich or Twich.'
VOL. IV. 45

whose language he speaks fluently

'

'

—

'

;
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Most of the Dinka clans whose hoar

derive
twins,

their origin from a
his fellow-twin

sin-.,,.,

which

an animal

is

man born as one of
being an animal of the
totem of the clan. Sometimes
not quite so dose, in which case

is tl„.

the association is
the totem animal
usually lays certain commands
of the members of the
clan,
in
return certain privileges. Commands andoffering
privileges
alike show the close
relationship
between
the animal and the man to whomexisting
he speaks who
is
traditionally looked upon as the ancestor of tho
clan.
Although children take their father's totem
they respect their mother's totem animal or
and an animal may be avoided for several plant'
generations for this reason.
Thus, a man whose paternal
grandmother had the poisonous snake anonq as
totem said that, if he saw
any one kill a snake of
this species, he would
bury it, because it was the
jok of his father's mother. Further, it is customary for men and women to avoid eating their
spouses totem animal.
The following information
concerning the origin

upon one

of their totems was obtained from
men of the
Ngong Nyang tribe. It will be noted that the
clans are not called
by the name of their totem
animal, but by that of their
legendary human
founder.
Gol e Mariak.—This clan has as totem
the snake (niel). Long
a
snake
ago
came into the hut of a man named
Mariak, and
there gave birth to its
young. The snake spoke to Mariak telling h,m not to hurt it or its children
If you see a man hurt
Chd
t he mourain
"•
(r t»nd of palm-leaf round
k
,

l.?f.

?

:

'

,nforma 'it «ho belongs to this clan said
Vh,,
h
^,*,
that his
snake would
come into his hut at
and talk to
him. He declared that this did not occur in night
a dream, but that
the snake really entered his
hut, and he offered it boiled fish
or hippopotamus meat
turning this out on the floor of the hut
for the snake to eat.
He said that he occasionally sacrificed a
goat to his snake and made offerings of
goats' milk. Another
Ngong Nyang man gave the following account of his conduct
towards snakes of the
species, his mothers totem animal
a
ne 0f tbe
sn keB in the forest >"> W °"M
^
crinkle
> K
.
th
wl8e the ™ake might
'
upbraid him for
fl^H,
T«
lack of friendliness
If the snake were
and tried to bite
him dust sprinkled on its back would angry
propitiate it but, if he
could not

S"

an

JL,V
FacW

,

%"

'

;

appease it and it bit him, he and the snake would
If the snake bit a man of a
strange clan, the man
but not the snake, for the snake
'and the folk of
foreign clans are not related (ruai). His children show
the
same reverence for this snake as he
does, and so also do all
descendants of one Nyal, with whom the snake
first made
friends. Nyal was
sleeping in his hut when a snake (am) crept
m, and, seeing him sleeping, slipped in between his
body and
the ground for warmth.
Nyal woke up, but the snake did him
no harm. Then Nyal took some fat and
put it upon the snake's
tongue which so p eased it that it stayed in the hut manv
days.
Njal fetched a tut (on whom see below, § 4 ), and the' snake
went into the throat of the («*,' and said : I do not
evil
do you give me fat like this, and I shall be well desire any
pleased.'
Gol Ahm Chang J arhwait- Akon
was the
name of the boy born to one Nyanajok Chang Jurkwait
Alerjok as one of twins
his fellow-twin being an
elephant. The boy was brought up
the village in the usual way, but the
elephant was turned loose
both die

would

die,

'

•

;

m

in the jungle.

Gol e Liul has the crocodile for totem.
Long ago Luel found
the eggs of a crocodile he put them in his
canoe,
when he
reached home, buried them under the floor of and,
his hut
One
night as the eggs were on the point of
hatching, the old
crocodile came and scratched them
up, and then led the young
6
r
Ieavin e the hut the crocodile said
to
j
J,
."n""
?^°
?
Luel.
Do not hurt us, and we will not hurt
you. Wear
mourning on your head and stomach for the croendi'le, if any of
you see another man kill one.' A man of this clan will not hesim ln the nver even at n 'g ht Jor the crocodiles will
Ju'
not...
hurt
nun.
Gol e Yukwal e Lnkab e Lerkwe has
the hippopotamus as
;

'

.

,

Gol e Tiehol has the lion as
totem, the founder of this clan
having been the twin-brother of a lion. One Choi, a man who
Yelakort village, belongs to this clan. When others
have to barricade themselves in their
houses, he can sleep out
in the open.
When a lion kills
it calls to Choi at night
who goes out next morning and game,
finds the meat and, when he
kills a hippopotamus, he leaves some of the
meat in the forest
for the lions.
If Choi were not of the
partv, no one would
touch a lion s kill, for to do this would offend the
lion, who
would then attack them but, if Choi were with them no
one
would hesitate to take the meat. If a lion suffered
from a
splinter of bone or portion of gristle
between
becoming
wedged
its teeth, it would roar round the hut in
which Choi lay until
he came out and removed the source of its discomfort
Similar beliefs occur among other Dinka tribes.
The Ramba
clan of the Niel tribe derives its name from that
of an ancestor
lives in

;

;

'
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who was born

as one of twins, his fellow being a snake called
Gor. Gor was placed in a large pot of water, but he soon died ;
ao a bullock was killed, and the body of Gor was prepared for
burial by being smeared with dung and wrapped in the skin of
the sacrifice. This was at Anako, where there is still a shrine
to which sick people go in order to sacrifice. A Shish man
having as totem the poisonous snake anong said that, though
this snake might bite him, the wound would give him little
trouble, and he would certainly not die, as would men of other
clans.

The Niel Dinka have a number of stories concerning animal ancestors which refer to a time
when animals and men who had long been associated together in groups began to separate. When
each class began to go its own way, it was thought
well that men should know which animals had been
their particular friends.

One of these stories relates that once, long ago, a woman lay
Some of
sleeping, when a hyaena ran up and leapt over her.
her people wanted to kill the animal, but others restrained
them, saying that it was there for some wise purpose. When
her child a boy was born, he limped like a hyana, so he was
named Den, which is one of the names of the hyama, and his
descendants have the hyaena as their totem animal.

—

—

According to the Niel, all Dinka recognize two
kinds of lions, viz. man-eaters, which are not considered relations even by men of the lion totem
and a cattle-eating variety, which the lion men
believe to be of one blood with themselves. The
Hon people occasionally feed the cattle-killing
lions.
They kill a sheep and cut it into joints,
which are placed upon an old bullock skin, taken a
little distance from the village, and left there.
The clansmen pray that the lions may come and
eat but, if the food has not been taken after a few
Manhours, it is eaten by the men themselves.
eaters are killed without scruple, when opportunity
Fox men feed their totem animal, throwoccurs.
ing down fragments of meat on the outskirts of the
village and hysena men treat hyaenas in the same
way. It is said that formerly it was a common
practice to expose pieces of meat where the totem
animals could find them, and that sacrifices were
these customs, however, seem
ottered to them
to be observed no longer, though it is alleged that
;

;

;

;

they might
difficulty

still

be performed in times of great

and danger.

The writer has no record

of plant totems among
the Tain Dinka, but there is a tree called rual,
bearing fruit supposed to resemble a woman's
breast (the Sudanese Arabs call it Abu shutur for
this reason).
Among the Agar and Shish Dinka
this tree is considered an ancestor, and is treated
with the respect shown to other totems. Two
Agar men, whose mothers had rual as their totem,
would neither come into any contact with the tree
nor use its fruit as a ball, as other clans would do.
If they disregarded this prohibition, their eyes
would become inflamed. Among the Shish Dinka
there is a clan, or perhaps a family, which claims
descent from a girl who Mas twin to a gourd plant.
Its members do not care to drink from a newly
made gourd-vessel, and apparently do not grow
gourds, or, if they grow them at all, do so sparingly.

The account given above, of the reciprocal favours conferred
by lions and by Choi of the lion clan, raises the question whether
all folk of this clan possess the powers exercised by Choi and
The writer was not able to investienjoy the Bame privileges.
gate this matter among the Tain Dinka, but some Niel Dinka
gave the fullest details of how they would leave flesh in the
jungle for their carnivorous totem animals, without receiving

any corresponding favours from the latter. This suggests that
Choi was regarded as possessing certain powers not shared by
all his clansmen, an idea which is strengthened by information
given by some Agar Dinka from the Bahr el-Ghazal, one of
whom said that his totem (which he called an ancestor) was a
small bird, amvr, which damages the corn crop. No doubt
amur is one of the small birds called <i«m-birds in the Sudan,
thousands of which infest the corn fields, where they do much
damage. When these birds become dangerous to the unripe
crop, the informant's grandfather would take a head o( dura,
some porridge made from the old crop, and two sheep, one
Mack, the other white. The white sheep was killed and the
meat given to the men of other clans the black sheep was
thrown into the river with the porridge and the unripe head of
dura.
Although the shuep was not tied up, it was said to sink
;

immediately, for the 'river people' 1 took it. The man who
makes the porridge does not taste it, nor does he eat of the flesh
This ceremony prevents
of the sheep given to the other clans.
the birds from injuring the crop. It is performed by one man
only, who is head of the clan, and who would teach the procedure to one of his sons, or perhaps to a brother.

Among the Dinka living in the neighbourhood
Khor Adar there are certain clans which do
not trace their descent to an animal, but to a
human being possessed of super-human or non-

of the

human

qualities.

Long ago, men and women of the river people would somecome out of the river, marry, and settle down in the
neighbouring villages. The description of the coming to land of
'

'

times

'

river people' is curiously like the birth of a child ;
the river becomes agitated, and the waters rise up around a
being whose umbilicus is joined by a cord to a flat object
beneath the water. The cord is cut, and bullocks are killed and
thrown whole into the river ; then the river man or woman is
brought, with more sacrifices, to the village. Their descendants
should sacrifice on the bank, throwing a live cow into the river,
after giving it a pot of milk to drink, into which the old and
important men of the clan have spat. At the present day the
men of the Faiyer clan of the Denjol tribe, who trace their
descent from a river man, do no more than throw the head and
bowels of a bullock into the river, cooking the meat and eating
it themselves.

one of the

human

The Boweng clan of the Niel Dinka appear to
for their totem.
Long ago a party coming to the river saw a beautiful girl
called Alek borne up by the water and carried on to the bank.
She accompanied them to the village, but, when they tried to
touch her, she became liquid aB water so, taking bullocks and
have the river

;

cows, the villagers escorted her back to the river, where they
sacrificed the cattle. As they did this, the girl disappeared
into the river, taking a calf with her. At the end of the rains,
the Boweng clan still take a cow and her calf and a bullock, and
kill the latter on the river bank, while the cow and calf are
thrown alive into the river, which takes them away, so that they
are never seen again.

There is some evidence that, when a clan is particularly strong in a given locality, its members
tend to forget that their totem is but one among
many, so that they may show annoyance if other
folk do not treat it with respect.
The Shish in the neighbourhood of Shambe said that the first
people to settle there were snake men, and that for some time
they formed the majority. After a time the crocodile clan became powerful, and, because its members killed and ate snakes,
the men of the now weakened snake clan left the country and
went to live among a group of AHab Dinka, where they were
More
free from the horrible odour of cooked snake's flesh.
recently a Shish family, belonging to a clan that does not eat
the fish 8httr, left their own tribe and went to live at a place
among a group of Bor Dinka who also respect this

called Dot,
fish.

Besides these clans with more or less typical
animal ancestors (totems), certain groups of people,
often larger than a clan, revere particular objects
which they also speak of as their 'ancestor.
stone called Madwich, which the Tain say fell from
the sky within the past twenty years, is an examnle
of this. The group that reveres Madwich is smaller
than a clan, for its cult appears to be limited to
members of a part of the Pariak clan (of one of the
Tain tribes), whose totem is the snake (niel),
A youth of about twenty, who was named Madwich after the
meteorite, said that his father sacrificed many oxen when the

A

fell, though the rest of the village did not concern themand that at the present time his family alone
pay constant attention to Madwich. The stone, which is now
at Pariak village, fell before his birth, but after that of his elder
brother. When it fell, 'every one,' including his parents and
even the dogs, except his elder brother, hecame muol. This
word is applied to the possession of a tiet by a spirit perhaps
at any rate,
it has a slightly different meaning in this instance
the fact that the informant's elder brother did not become
muol was taken to show that he was 'a child of the stone.'
When the stone fell, a few men and many cattle died of a
disease called abut pvo (lit. 'swelling of the heart'), which was
considered to be due to the jok, and sacrifices were offered in
the usual way. The coming of the meteorite Madwich is said
to have beenprophesied by a tiet called Jalang, who was killed
during an Arab raid and the stone itself was thought to have
the powers and attributes of an animal ancestor. Thus it might
make men ill in order that a sacrifice might be offered, and it
would communicate its wisheB through a tiet in the usual way,

stone

selves so deeply,

;

;

;

asking that a bullock should be killed.
Another meteorite, Baid to have been found near the Tain
as the ancestor'
village of Agho, is called Dek.and is regarded
of the two clans Jakchir and Chulil living in the village, whence
have sprung settlements which in turn have given rise to other
'

1

On

the river people, see, further, pp. 7l0 b , 71**.
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villages, the inhabitants of which together constitute the Chiro
tribe.
All the Chiro clan revere Dek, though their members
have animal totems of the usual Dinka type.

Some of the Bor Dinka speak of Lerpiu as their
kwar but this is an example which is very far
;

from typical, for Lerpiu is both a spear which fell
from the sky six generations ago, and a spirit immanent in every rain-maker of the Bor tribe, and is
one of the most powerful of their jok (see below,
It is clear that Lerpiu is not homologous
§ 4).
with the ordinary Dinka totems in his spear form
he corresponds with the meteorite Madwich. His
adherents, the family in whose succeeding generations he is immanent, have the elephant as their
;
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lately during a severe thunderstorm every one
joined in lustily to appease the elements. They
also burst into one of these songs when
bidding
farewell to the Sirdar who visited them recently.
The following songs collected and translated by

Mr. Shaw were composed by the
village,

who

Dengdit

(see below, § 4).

there

is

evidence

that,

Bang

men

as

Wa apiuith a rnuk we lienkwa
apuolh a muk we lienkwa.
Father Rain falls into a solitary place.
Father Rain falls into a solitary place.
The Lord was in untrodden ground.
Hold the Father well, He holds our few souls.
Hold the Rain well, He holds our few souls.'
iluka

Muka Deng

apart from

meteorites and other unusual kwar, some of the
clans of the Tain Dinka have, or had, more than
one totem.
The members of the Chiro, Ngong Nyang, and Pariak tribes
consider the fish rechol an ancestor, telling the usual story that
their ancestor was born as a twin of the fish, the latter'being
taken to the river, where he instructed mankind that, in Bpite
of the relationship existing between them, they might catch
and eat his descendants. There can be no doubt that the relationship still acknowledged as existing between the fish and the
members of these tribes is but the shadow of the normal totemic
relationship that formerly existed nevertheless the rings that
Apuot threw into the river (see below) indicate that, shadowy
as the relationship is, it is not utterly ignored in practice.
It will be noted that all these examples of un-

'

who

speaks.
Aichungdia gau gut ko thain ye thar
Aichungdia gait gut ko thain yethar
Cha gwobdia ye ran
Cha gwobdia yen e nhyor e gau-o.
My ant hoes the marsh grass and rests hand on hip.
My ant hoes the marsh grass and rests hand on hip.
Have I not given of my substance to man 1
Have I not given of my substance to the spikes of the
marsh grass, alas
'

'

'

!

Ye yenga bidoll
Y'aichung e wang k'aiehung
Yenga bi nong bail

a supernatural origin for any fragments they might
find, while the importance of rain and the reverence they pay to Dengdit who is above, as well as
the striking appearance of a falling star, could
scarcely fail to suggest to them that so strange an
Once this view
object had come from the skies.
is entertained, it is but natural that the marvellous
objects should be spoken of by the most holy term
known, namely that applied to the revered animal
ancestors of the tribe.
The Dinka are a
3. The worship of Dengdit.
deeply religious people. They worship a high god,
Dengdit, lit. Great Rain,' sometimes called Nyalich, and a host of ancestral spirits called jok. The
name Nyalich is the locative of a word meaning
'above,' and, literally translated, signifies 'in the
above.'
It is not used, however, except as a
synonym for Dengdit, and the common beginning
of the prayers of the Tain and Bor Dinka is Nya-

Ye yenga bi dol ?
Y'aichung e wang k'aiehung
Aichuok a lo ne Deng nhom

Ko bainh e rec aken
Chamku yai
Bainhdan

'

doubt that Dengdit (Nyalich) is greater than the
It was he who created the world, and established the order of things, and it is he who sends
the rain from the ' rain-place above, which is
especially his home. Nevertheless, in the ordinary
affairs of life the jok are appealed to far more than
Dengdit, and in some cases in which the appeal is
nominally made to Dengdit, its form seems to imply
that he has been confused with the jok. Among
the Tain tribes there is a word ram or aram which
is called out to the new moon, and seems to be an
expression of greeting or praise, or perhaps is used
jok.

'

to deprecate anger.
It will be convenient to consider the worship of
Dengdit and the cult of the/c& separately, though
it must be realized that they constantly touch, and
even overlap, each other. The Southern Dinka (to

whom

the following specially refers) do not appear
to use set forms of prayer, but seem to ask in ordinary simple sentences that their immediate want
may be granted. They also have a number of hymns
which are sung when an ox is slaughtered to avert
drought or sickness ; but, as Mr. Shaw informed the

men

sing

them when doing

light work,

and

e

e rie

tuol

rab aken tuol

Chamku yai.
'

Who

The

will

laugh

?

and the ant of the boat
Dinka and the Tain Dinka).
will possess a homestead V
cattle-ant

(i.e.

the Cattle

Who

Unite the ants to a head.
Who will laugh ?

The cattle-ant and the ant of the boat.
The ants have gone to Rain (as their) head

'

ko hoar, God and our ancestors.' This phrase
indicates the two main elements of their religious
faith and their relative importance, for there is no

e rie

Man aichwng nhom

—

lich

'

'

are said to have fallen from the
skies.
The absence of stone in the Dinka country
(perhaps this applies only to those tribes living
near the Nile) would easily lead the Dinka to seek

ancestors

'

In a variant of this hymn Creator is substituted for Rain in the second and fourth lines.
In the next two hymns it is clearly the Creator

;

write,

W'al of

is Deng, i.e.
must be noted that in

'

Finally,

'

It

Dinka hymns Dengdit habitually speaks of
ants (aic/iuk).
Deng Wa ka loin te lar ror
Deng Wa ka loin te lar ror
Bainh achi a lalerh

totem.

usual

lift

asserts that his spirit

And

the Fish-lord has not appeared.

Let us worship.

Our Dura-lord has not appeared.
Let us worship.'
The majority of Dinka have no legends of the
origin of Dengdit, but they say that long ago he
became angry with his wife Abuk, and in his

wrath sent the bird atoich to sever the path between heaven and earth which had existed till
In this account, as well as in one obtained
by Major S. Lyle Cummins from the Nok Dinka
Bahr el-Ghazal Province (JAI xxxiv. [1904]
157-158), Dengdit figures as a god, without beginning and with no expected end ; but among the
Niel Dinka he appears as a less remote being who
at one time ruled his tribe in human guise, and so
approximates to the superhuman ancestors described in the section on totemism (above, § 2). The
Adero clan of the Niel Dinka have the rain (deng)
then.

of the

as their totem, the reason being given as follows
The first ancestor of the clan appeared from the 6ky as a
young woman pregnant with her first child. The people
reverentially formed a circle round her, killed bullocks, and
then rubbed her from head to foot with the belly fat. Next
they built a hut for her, but were so frightened that it was not
like other tukl, for the door was omitted, or in some other way
it was made ditficult for her lo leave it.
In about a month her
child was born, yet no one came to help her. Then she called
:

to the people, who brought one white cow, one spotted cow,
and one bullock : she told them to sacrifice these and then to
come back to her. They found her nursing a marvellous babe
with teeth like an adult, and whose tears were blood. Then the
mother said to them : This is your bain. look after him well,
for I can stay with you no longer.' As she spoke, the rain came
down in torrents, and therefore the boy was called Deng (Rain)
or Dengdit (Great Rain). He ruled them for a long time, and,
when he was very old, disappeared in a great storm.
'
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made

to Dengdit at certain shrines
—perhaps they might be called temples which
seem to be scattered all over the Dinka territory.
Most Dinka tribes have one shrine in their territory,
and this is certainly the case among the Shish and
Agar. Probably these differ little in appearance
from the shrine of Lerpiu served by Biyordit (see
below, § 5). It is true that neither Shish nor Agar
made any mention of the existence of an akoi bush
near the shrine, but perhaps too much stress should

Offerings are

—

not be laid on this negative evidence, and a photograph of the great shrine at Luang Deng shows
that this consists of three ordinary looking tulcl.
According to the Agar informants, one bain at
Luong Ajok near Rumbek is in charge of a hut
bigger than an ordinary tulcl which is surrounded
by a fence. This is called luak (not to be confused
with a cattle luak) it is not a tomb, nor has any
one been buried near it. The door is always shut,
and may not be opened even by the bain (the high
priest of the shrine and the rain-maker of the tribe)
;

unless a sacrifice is made and milk is spilt in front
of the door.
In the shrine at Luong Ajok there
are stools of copper and brass, shields, spears,
sticks of rhinoceros horn, and a number or clay
All these things belong to Dengdit, who
pots.
long ago came to earth bringing them with him.
One morning the people found the luak built, and
the stools and other things inside it, and decided
that Dengdit alone could have done this, and that

was his place. Dengdit still lives in this shrine.
The Shish say that there is a hut called luak sacred
it

to Dengdit at Lau, within which are certain sacred
spears and an iron rod, and a pot full of oil hangs
from the roof Dengdit is always there. The great
ancestral rain-making ceremony of each tribe takes
place at one of these shrines, as does the harvest
ceremony held after the cutting of the dura ; here,
too, the Agar install their new rain-maker.
The shrine at Luang Deng i is one of the holiest existing
among the Dinka, who visit it in large numbers. One of the
three tukl is the house of Dengdit. The door is always kept
shut, its guardians being certain men (and women?) who are
;

regarded as being especially the servants of Dengdit. Only
they may enter the shrine, but a man desirous of offspring
may take cattle and offer them to Dengdit, asking that the
desire of his heart may be granted. The door of the shrine is
opened when one of the animals brought for Dengdit is
slaughtered, and, looking in through the doorway, the worshipper sees in the darkness of the shrine, in spirit form, the
shifting shapes of men and animals and even of abstract qualities
happiness, hunger, satisfaction, cattle-sickness and among
them he may see the eyes and umbilicus of a man. No sacrifice
is made until Dengdit has sent a dream to the
keeper of the
shrine instructing him to accept the offering, so that worshippers
are nearly always kept waiting for a few days. It is very rare
for a sacrifice to be refused but, if a man be dismissed without
being allowed to sacrifice, he will soon die, or disease will attack
his people.
As the worshipper approaches, he is accompanied
by two servants of the shrine, one on either side. A spear
Bpecially kept for the purpose is used for killing the victim, and
the Bpirit of the animal goes to join the other spirits in the
shrine. 2 Before the worshipper leaves the shrine, one of the
servants of Dengdit takes dust from the holy precincts, and,
mixing it with oil, rubs it over the body of the worshipper.
Sometimes a material object such as a spear may be given to the
man as a sign of favour and a guarantee that he will obtain his
wish. Offerings such as pieces of tobacco may be thrown upon
a low mound of ashes which has arisen in front of the shrine
from the cooking of many sacrifices. The contents of the large
intestine of the victim are scattered about and over this
mound,
and near it the worshippers thrust the branch of a tree called
akoch into the ground. It did not appear that any attention
was paid to the fate of this branch, though it was said that it
might take root and grow.

—

—

;

Among

the Shish, certain

men who

lived long

ago were spoken of as 'the sons of Dengdit,'
though this expression must not be considered to
imply any physical relationship it seems that the
;

1

According to prevailing views, this shrine is situated in Nuer
territory, though it was formerly held by Dinka, and there are
Dinka priests at the shrine. The writer believes the distinction
drawn between Dinka and Nuer to be erroneous, and hat the
Nuer are simply a tribe of Dinka differing no more from other
admittedly Dinka tribes than these do aninn-' themselves.
3 In answer to a
question it was said that, if a man died mar
a shrine, his spirit would go there, but not if he died far off.
I

Shish considered these

'

sons

'

as spirits

who came

from above to possess certain men who became
known by their names Walkerijok, Majush,
Mabor, and Malan. Each of them is regarded as
the ancestor of one of the Shish clans and litis
become a powerful jok of the usual type (for wor-

—

ship at their graves, see § 4).
4. The worship of the dead.

— Every

human

being has within him two souls. The atiep, which
leaves the body in sleep and whose wanderings are
the common source of dreams, resembles, or perhaps may take the form of, the shadow. The
second soul is by no means so well defined as the
atiep
we.

;

'

'

it is

sometimes called

The writer could not

about the

rol,

and sometimes

learn anything definite

may be

connected with
the vegetative functions of the body, but after
it remains with the body in the grave.
In
this article it is the atiep that is meant whenever
the word spirit is used to refer to the spirit of a
dead man. The atiep of a father, mother, or ancestor may at any time ask for food in a dream.
A man will then take dura flour and mix it with
fat in a little pot which he places in a corner of
his hut, where it is left until the evening, when he
may eat it or even share it with any one belonging
If food
to his clan, but with no one else (Tain).
were not provided, the atiep might, and probably
would, make the dreamer or his wife and children
ill.
It was stated everywhere that the customs
observed after a death, especially the death feasts,
were held to propitiate the atiep of the deceased and
to prevent it from sending sickness or misfortune on
the survivors. Sometimes the spirit of a person
recently dead is spoken of as jok, but this term is
generally reserved for the spirits of long dead and
powerful ancestors. Thus the spirit of the founder
of any clan is a jok, and the spirit of the animal
ancestor is a specially powerful joi
The matter
was summed up by a Tain man as follows
The
atiep of my animal [ancestor] is a. jok, the atiep of
my mother is a human spirit (atiep) [the spirit of]
my mother is also a jok, but [the spirit of] my
animal [ancestor] is a jorndit (a very great jok),
and would be angry if food for it and my mother's
jok were put together.' Although the jok may
send sickness, death, and misfortune, when annoyed or neglected, they are the guardian spirits
of the house and the clan, taking constant interest
in the doings of their descendants, and being ever
ready to help them. From this point of view there
is a certain amount of confusion between the atiep
of the recent dead and the jok of long dead and
powerful ancestors. It seems that, although the
former are not specially invoked for aid in difficulties, they are considered to take an active interest
in their descendants, and probably all that is said
concerning the lovingkindness and power of the jok
applies in a lesser degree to the atiep.
The jok know when a child is born, and protect
it from the very beginning, though a man does not
tell his child about the jok until it is well grown,
perhaps not till about the age of ten. The jok on
both sides of the family protect the child, coming
to its assistance in any sudden danger.
In adult
life, when invoking the jok at a time of stress, a
man calls upon the jok of his ancestors, regardless
whether the appeal be to the spirits of his own or
his mother's elan.
Thus, when harpooning a hippopotamus, the word usually spoken is jongawa, 'O
The jok hear the invocation
jok of my ancestors
and come to their descendant's assistance, entering
his body and giving strength to his arms, and leaving him only when the spear has been flung and
danger is over, for a mans jok are ever near him
Sometimes the appeal is
in enterprise or peril.
made specially to the jok in animal form. Thus
Bol, a man of the Mariak elan of the Ngong Nyang
rol

during

life

;

it

death

'

'

-

.

'

:

;

'

!
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when about to cast his harpoon at a hippopotamus, would say Ayub HI ajong c gol Mariak
ejongdiena niel abu-ordie, 'Strike, O spirit of my
elan, my spirit the snake !'
Men and women who are able to see and to communicate with the spirits (atiep and jok) are called
liet.
Their power is attributed to a spirit, always,
we believe, an ancestral spirit, that is immanent in
the tiet and, as the spirit on the death of the tiet
will generally take up its residence in the body of
a near relative, the office tends to become herediOften a tiet will explain to a relative that,
tary.
tribe,

:

;

come

after his or her death, the spirit will

to

him

;

of manner, trembling fits, and periods
of unconsciousness arc regarded as signs that the
has
taken
spirit
up its new abode. The powers of
the tiet are most commonly directed to discover
what should be done in eases of sickness, i.e. he
for the illness, and
indicates what
jok is responsible
what must be done in order that the patient may
get well ; but he also gives advice concerning lost
The
cattle and other accidents of daily life.
amount of inlluence exerted by the tiet varies

and a change

enormously.

The tiet of a Malek village was an old woman of whom it was
openly said that she was little good. On the other hand, Wal,
an Aliab Dinka living in the village of Bang, exercises enormous
influence- not limited to his fellow-tribesmen
for, although his
;

came to him in 1907, Bari and Nuer alike come to
consult him and pay the strictest attention to his commands.
Wal is a man of about fifty, differing in no obvious external character from his fellows, though deference is shown him in that,
however dense the crowd round him, he is never jostled. Wal
says that his spirit is Deng, which appears in one aspect at
least to be identical with Dengdit, and at the present time he
is certainly the most important factor in the spiritual life of the
Aliab and neighbouring tribes. Some men of the Chiro tribe
said that, if another stone like Madwich (see above, § 2) were to
fall from the sky, it would be called Deng, because the spirit
Deng had come to the tiet Wal in Bang village. Wal is most
anxious to make clear his adhesion to the Government, and
even goes so far as to state that his spirit is ' red (as Europeans
are) and came from Khartum, which all the black tribes regard
as the home of the white man. He is certainly opposed to
bloodshed, and has lately condemned the participators in a quite
insignificant brawl, in which but little blood flowed, to an
elaborate ceremony of atonement, the essential part of which
is that two goats are killed, the flesh of one being eaten, while
the other is cast into the bush. Wal asserts that this is not a
revival of an old custom, but a new form of sacrifice dictated by
his spirit and this was certainly the opinion of those with whom
the writer discussed the subject.
spirit only

'

;

Although Mitterrutzner (Die Dinka-Sprache in
Central -Africa, Brixen, 1866) accepts the view
adopted by the early missionaries, that the word_/o£
can be adequately rendered by Satan or dcr Teufel' (op. cit. esp. p. 57), this is incorrect, and the relation of the jok to sickness and death is in outline
somewhat as follows. The spirits of th» old and
mighty dead (jok) and of the recent dead (atiep) exist
in and around the villages in which their descendants live. Jok are more powerful and energetic than
atiep, and sometimes have special shrines built for
them. They are also thought to have their habitat
in the earth in the immediate neighbourhood of
these shrines. Atiep are at their strongest immedi'

'

'

ately after death, and, although funeral feasts are
held for no other reason than to propitiate them
lest they should cause sickness and death, they
become gradually weaker, and in a very few generations may safely be forgotten.
Jok, on the other
hand, retain their strength and energy, and require
Nor are the
to be freely propitiated by sacrifices.
sacrifices offered to them on stated occasions suffi-

They accept these, but also make known
their wants by appearing to their descendants in
dreams, and demanding that a bullock or other
animal shall be killed or they may appear to a tiet
and command him to deliver their message. If their
demands are disregarded, they send sickness or bad
luck, and matters can be remedied only by sacrifice.
There may be no preliminary dream or vision before
the jok sends sickness in fact, the routine treatment of all sickness is to make offerings to the jok
cient.

;

;
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when he and the jok are confused) in
hope that they will remove the sickness for
which they are held responsible. So, when the

(or Dengdit,

the

runs a fatal course, it is the jok who arc conThe following
sidered responsible for the death.
illness

account given by the Shish shows how the sacrifice
to the jok is conducted
When a man is ill, a bullock or one or more sheep or goats are
:

—

killed as a sacrifice to the jok.
The annual or animals shoidd
be provided by a near relative, and should be killed by a married
man with children, preferably the father of a large family.
Some of the meat is left over night in the house of the sick man,
for the jok.
In the morning it is brought out ami eaten by the
clansfolk, but the fat is collected in a pot, and again left in the
house, for one night, for the jok. Next day this is cooked by the
old women, who eat it with the old men. The blood of the
sacrifice is left to dry on the ground, and is afterwards buried
in front of the house near the place where the animal was killed.

Even childlessness may be attributed to the displeasure of the/c£, and in those eases in which the
husband does not attribute this to his own impoThe tiet often says
tence' a tiet may be consulted.
Give more cows to your father-in-law,' the idea
being that this will appease the jok of the wife's
Or the
family, who, the tiet can see, are angry.
tiet may prescribe an offering to the jok to be made
for
other
side
of
the
the
the
family,
jok of the
by
husband's family may be angry if the woman's
brothers have been sneering at her husband for not
begetting children. Incest angers the jok and thus
causes barrenness and a girl guilty of this offence
:

'

;

will have no children, even should she marry, until
she has owned her sin, when her lover will be forced
to provide a bullock to be sacrificed in atonement.
The youth's father kills the bullock, and the girl's
father takes some of the contents of the large intestine and smears it on his daughter's abdomen
and that of her partner, thus removing the taint of
sin and rendering her capable of bearing children.
Shrines raised to ancestral spirits fall into two
classes: (1) grave shrines, and (2) shrines erected
by order of a spirit (jok or atiep), or on account of
the appearance of a spirit in a dream, or built to
provide a new home for a spirit. Grave shrines do
not appear to be common, though the writer has
records of the graves of the founders of four of the
Shish clans that have become shrines. These are
the graves of the so-called sons of Dengdit already
These four men are to some extent rereferred to.
garded as culture heroes, for they taught men how
It is said that formerly
to grow dura and to fish.
huts were built over their graves these have decayed, but even now a ceremony is held at each
grave after the dura is cut. In every case, only
the people descended from the founder take part in
this, though their wives, who of necessity belong to
other clans, accompany them. There is no resident
guardian at any of the shrines, but at the yearly
sacrifice one man, in whom the ancestral spirit is
immanent, kills a sheep or a bull, and smears its
blood and the contents of the large intestine upon
the grave, before the assembled descendants of the
hero.
The flesh is boiled, all eat thereof, and great
care is taken not to break the bones, which are
thrown into the river. Shrines of the second class
appear to be found in all Dinka villages. The
worship at one of them in the Shilluk village of
Tonga near the Shilluk-Dinka boundary is especially interesting, because it clearly indicates the
hereditary nature of the priesthood that these
shrines call into existence, and also because it shows
that the jok on the maternal side are regarded with
the same awe and affection as those of a man's own
clan.
The shrine is within the yard of an ordinary Shilluk homestead. It consists of a few long,
roughly trimmed sticks thrust into the ground, from
which are hung a number of beads, small gourds,
On
snuff-boxes, and fragments of sheep bones.
the ground is a heap of ashes, the remains of the
fires at which sacrifices have been cooked, and frag'

'

;
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few drops of

nients of the skulls of sheep killed at the shrine.
By the side of the ashes there is a faggot of sticks
placed upright, supporting a gourd in which food

without

any ceremony.

are found in all the Tain and in some, at
Bor villages, but usually they do not
resemble the back of a bullock, the mud bein»
built into a more or less circular mound flattened
stick or young sapling, 6 or 8 ft. tall, is
above.
thrust into the ground near the horns, and a cattleis
hung from this. Among the Tain Dinka
rope
the sons of a dead man will procure a bullock and
build a biior whenever possible, the widow making
the mud mound, in which the sons plant the horns
This is done not only to propitiate
of the bullock.
the spirit of the dead, but as a resting-place for his
There is often the greatest confuspirit {atiep).
sion as to whether these biior are built for Dengdit
or for the jok in fact, the two are often spoKen
As an
of and treated as if they were identical.
example of this confusion, reference may be made
to a buor at Arek village meant to secure the help
of the jok in fishing and in harpooning hippopotami.
When a fishing or hunting party is about to start,
of
they take some dura, dip the grains in a bowl
water, roast them, and, when cold, scatter them
the
of
buor.
In
the
and
around
this,
spite
upon
buor is often said to belong to Dengdit, and the
usual explanation is given of the cattle rope,
namely, that Dengdit will see the empty halter
and know that an animal has been sacrificed.
Besides the numerous offerings to the jok already
mentioned, certain annual sacrifices are made to
them, of which the following are examples.
The Bor Dinka sacrifice one or more young goats at the
beginning of each wet season, in order that the jok may not
injure the cattle in the luak, the horns and legs with the dried
skin adhering to them being hung up within the entrance to
the luak. The Shish make an annual sacrifice to the jok and
also to the 'river people,' who, as already indicated, must be
considered as a special form of jok. This sacrifice is made by
every householder, for, if any omitted to perform it, his dura
Each
crop would be poor, and his cattle would sicken or die.
householder kills a sheep and allows the blood to soak into
the ground the flesh, which is boiled in front of the house,
least, of the

The shrine is served by one Agwer, whose grandmother, a
Dinka, was made ill by an ancestral spirit, Deng, 1 in order that
offerings should be made to him. As the offerings accumulated,
a shrine came into existence; in fact, a tiet seems to have
ascertained that Deng wished his descendants to make repeated
At the present day offerings are
sacrifices to him at Tonga.
made frequently by sick folk, descendants of Deng, and a
ceremony is said to be held at the beginning of every rainy

A

season.

Another shrine, existing at the Chiro village of
Malek, consists of the trunk of a small tree thrust
into the ground
the main branches have been
broken oft' short, and part of the vertebral column
and horns of a goat have been attached to them.
There are also several pieces of rope, of the kind
attached to hippopotamus harpoons, and several
small gourds, while a number of fragments of
hippopotamus bones lie at the foot of the post.
;

;

The

origin of this shrine is as follows.
About three years ago the children of Apuot, the bain of the
but it was not until they had been ill for
about four months that the jok of Balit, the ancestor who sent
the sickness, appeared to the tiet in a dream and demanded
a
should
be given him. The tiet told Apuot to raise
that goat
up a post and to kill a fat he-goat. The post was prepared,
a hole was dug, the goat's throat was cut, and the blood and
contents of the gut were collected and buried in the hole. Then
village, sickened,

the post waB thrust into the centre of the hole, and earth was
thrown in and pressed down. The meat was cut into pieces,
The bones were not broken, but were
boiled, and eaten.
placed on the ground round the post and left there for a
month, after which all were thrown into the river, except the
skull and backbone, which were put upon the post. The tiet
was given the skin. At the time of the sacrifice Apuot threw
four small pieces of meat in four directions, apparently towards
the cardinal points, and then placed them on the ground
round the stick, saying: 'O my grandfather, I have made a
sacrifice for you, do not let my children be sick any more.'
Apuot himself carried the bones to the river, and at the same
time threw into the water a small iron bracelet which he took
from the arm of one of the sick children. These things were
cast into the river because Ran, the father of Balit, was twin
with the fiBh rcefiol, for whom the things were intended. The
hippopotamus bones at the foot of the post were placed there
by a brother of Apuot, after he had speared one of these
animals. He did this in order that the spirit of his ancestor
might help him to kill other hippopotami. The ground round
and under this post is in a special sense the habitation of the
iok, and, even if the sickness had not occurred, it would still
have been necessary to prepare a habitation for the jok, where
men might come to invoke their assistance before going fishing
or hippopotamus-hunting, or before starting on a journey.
In the last event the traveller puts his right hand flat on the
ground near the post, and says Grandfather, I am going away,
take care of me, do not let me be sick.' Before going fishing
or hippopotamus-hunting, a man takes his harpoons to the wife
of the bain, who rubs them with oil made from hippopotamus
fat, and pours some of the oil on the ground at the foot of the
'

:

post.

Another form of shrine, called buor, is found in
the Tain villages near Bor. The construction of
the buor is very simple. No chamber is made
a hole about a foot deep is dug and filled up with
mud, in which the horns are fixed, for only the
horns, and not the skull, are used.
One of these shrines was raised by Der in his new village of
;

Arek

for the atiep of his father Anet, to live in ' just as a
house,' for the spirit knows of the wanderings of its people and
moveB with them. This was done at the instance of a tiet, who
said that, if this were neglected, Der and his children would
sicken, and perhaps die. The shrine itself consists of a mound
of mud, at one end of which are fixed the horns of a bullock,
while in front of this there is one of the pickets to which cattle

commonly tethered. 2 The bullock providing the horns
sacrificed by Der, who explained aloud that he was making
a place for the atiep of his father Anet. The bullock was killed
by having a spear plunged into its heart, and small pieces of all
the organs and parts of the animal were scattered on the ground
for the spirits of the dead.
At each new moon some dura, a

are

was

1
Deng is a common Dinka name, and must not be confused
with Deng, the spirit of the tiet wal (above, p. 709"), or with
Dengdit.
- The whole structure
presents a certain resemblance to a
bullock sunk in the earth, so that only the back projects but
the writer could not learn that this resemblance was intentional, though a Dinka whom lie met at Omdurman, when- he
had lived for a long time, said that in his country mud representations of cattle were erected over the graves of powerful

men.

milk, and a little butter, are placed upon the
The shrine is repaired whenever necessary,

sacrifice or

Buor

had once been placed.

;

new

shrine at sunset.

;

eaten, care being taken not to break the bones, which are
collected and thrown into the river. As he kills the animal,
the housefather says: 'Jok this is your right.' Pieces from
different parts of the sacrifice are boiled in a pot and left
is

!

outside the hut during the night ; in the morning the contents
are scattered round the house, when the dogs and birds soon
dispose of them.
The sacrifice to the ' river people takes place after the rains,
when the people leave their inland settlements to come down
to their dry-season abodes on the river bank, and before they
build any bouses or cattle kraals. The members of each clan
kill a sheep soon after they reach the river, cutting its throat
before sunrise, on the bank, so that the blood flows into the
is dead.
river, into which the sheep is thrown as soon as it
'
This sacrifice is held in order that the river people' may not
send sickness to men or cattle, and it is also said to please
Dengdit.
'

Belief in the guiding and protecting influence of
their eschatology
is perhaps the only
part of
is common to all Dinka, and is so well dethe exfined that it can be definitely formulated
amples already given of the action of the jok and
the sacrifices offered to them make their action
and power reasonably plain as far as they relate
In other words, while the relation
to humanity.
of the atiep to the living is tolerably well known,
the very opposite is the case in regard to the rol or
we, for its condition excites none of the interest
which is felt in the atiep. The generally accepted
view with regard to the atiep of the old and mighty
dead [jok) has been indicated already. The atiep
of the recently dead are usually thought to frequent
the villages and houses of their descendants, taking
an interest in their doings and moving about with
them. Certain of the burial customs, which provide for the welfare of the dead, are modified in the
case of old influential men, increasingly lavish

the jok

which

;

funeral feasts being provided for important men
such as bain, the avowed purpose of all funeral
ceremonies being to propitiate the dead man, lest
he should send sickness and misfortune on the
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living.
feasts,

aticp are not given sacrifices unless they
appear to their descendants or to the tict in dreams

and ask for them.
Side by side with

this doctrine of the aticp and
corollary that the spirits of the dead everywhere surround and mix with the living, there is
another, which, if it were accepted and applied
logically, would be incompatible with the first.
According to this belief, the aticp leaves the
neighbourhood of the body at the time of its
burial, and passes above to the place of Dengdit.
The spirits that reach Dengdit do not lose their
its

of returning to the earth, for it is a common
to and from this earth to
Dengdit, while one of the commonest Dinka beliefs
is that the jok come to the dying to take their
aticp.
Among the Niel Dinka the jok come in the
(spiritual) form of the animal ancestors (totem
animals) of each man at his death and take his
spirit to Kok, the place of Dengdit between earth
and sky, whence comes the rain. The men who
gave this information were perfectly convinced
that every Dinka had some animal relative which
would come to him at death, and they stated that
some men had seen them as they lay dying.
It is possible to obtain a hint of another phase
of Dinka eschatology by considering their habit of
pouring a little water or merissa (native beer) on
the ground before drinking.
According to some
Nok Dinka who did this after a long and thirsty
march, the water poured out was for the dead.
The Shish denied that merissa, purposely spilt on
the ground, was for the benefit of the dead, but
said that, when a man died, he would find in his
grave all the merissa he had poured out and the
food he had thrown on the ground. It is, however,
possible that this belief may be due to Arab

Eower
elief that jok may pass

influence.
According to the Shish, the 'river-people' are
also jok, and they can be seen by tict, for land
and river jok have the same origin,' and some
jok are in the river, some on land.' It must,
however, be admitted that many Dinka seem to
look
the river people as distinctly mysteri'

'

'

'

upon

ous beings, whom they do not regard as jok in the
ordinary sense of the word.
The rain5. Rain-makers and rain-making.
makers of the Dinka tribe are called bain, but it
seems that not every bain is a practising rainmaker, though, in theory at least, all are potential
rain-makers.
The men commonly spoken of as
the chiefs or shaikhs of the Dinka tribes are
actual or potential bain, but there does not appear
to be any tendency for village chiefs to attempt to
emulate the rain-maker, or for quack practitioners
to appear, for the successful rain-maker has within
him the spirit of the great rain-makers of the past,
and all recognize the futility of competing with
him. Further, the existence of a powerful and
successful rain-maker naturally leads those who
live within his sphere of influence to leave all
such matters to him.
Thus a successful rainmaker attains to very great power, and would
be consulted about all important affairs, for the
of a great ancestor that has come down to
spirit
him through a succession of rain-makers ensures
that he is far-seeing, and wiser than common men.
bain should not drink merissa, lest he get angry
and quarrel with the men of his village. Although
the authority of a bain is great, it is not absolute,
for one bain foretold the defeat of his people at the
hands of the Government, and entreated them not
to light
yet his people fought and were defeated.
The Shish said that the name of the spirit
immanent in their rain-maker (who lived at Lau)
was Mabor. This, as has been stated in § 3, is the
name of one of the four 'sons of Dengdit.' It was

—

'

'

A

;

'

'
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obvious that to the Shish of Shambe (some miles
from Lau) the personality of the rain-maker was
entirely submerged in that of the spirit immanent
in him, so that, when they
spoke of Mabor, the
dominant idea in their mind was that of the
ancestral spirit of this name working through the
of the man in whom it was immanent.
body
The Shish do not specially protect their rainmaker from a violent death, and he may even
take part in warfare for no doubt is felt that, if
he be killed, the ancestral spirit will pass to a
But an important rain-maker
suitable successor.
is not allowed to die of old age or as the result
of chronic lingering illness for, if this occurred,
sickness would attack the tribe
there would be
famine, and the herds would not yield their increase. When a rain-maker feels that he is getting
old and infirm, he tells his children that he wishes
;

;

;

to die.

Among

the Agar Dinka a large grave

is

dug,

and an angareb is placed in it, upon which the
rain-maker lies on nis right side, with a skin
under his head. He is surrounded by his friends
and relatives, including his younger children, but
his elder children are not allowed near the grave,
at any rate towards the end, lest in their despair

The bain lies
they should injure themselves.
upon the angareb without food or drink for many
a
From time
for
more
than
hours, generally
day.
to time he speaks to his people, recalling the past
of
how
has
and
advised
the
he
ruled
tribe,
history
them, and instructing them how to act in the
future.
During this time he takes no food. At
last he tells them he has finished, and bids them
cover him up earth is thrown into the grave, and
he is soon suffocated. Although the above information was obtained from a number of Agar Dinka,
there is little doubt that with minor variations it
applies to all the Dinka tribes.
;

The Niel Dinka said that they strangled their
bain in his own house, having first prepared his
grave. They would then wash the corpse and kill
a bullock in front of the house, skinning it immediately and making an angareb of the skin.
This is placed in the grave, and the body is laid
upon it, a cell being built over the angareb so that
the earth does not come into contact with the body.
Even if the bain were quite young, he would be
killed if it was thought that he was dangerously
The Niel take every care to guard the bain
ill.
from accidental death, for, even if he should die
suddenly as the result of accident, some sickness
would surely occur, though his son or a near blood
relation would immediately succeed him. It would
be a far more serious matter if the bain were to
die of illness, but this had never happened ; indeed,
the writer's informant (whose father and paternal
uncle had both been killed in the appropriate
manner) pointed out that this would prevent any
of his sons (i.e. presumably any relative) from
The writer believes
becoming bain in his turn.
that all tribes sprinkle milk on the grave, while
some bury a bullock, or even a cow, with their bain,
and it is probable that all place some property in
the grave.
The following information was given by
an old but

still

Bor

tribe,

who

over

all

Biyordit,

man, the rain-maker of the
[1911] has the greatest influence

active

the Bor and Tain Dinka

:

In each of the eight rain-makers who preceded Biyordit
there waa immanent a great and powerful spirit called Lerpiu,
now immanent in Biyordit, who says quite simply that at his
death Lerpiu will pass into his son. Near a hut belonging to
Biyordit there is another tukl, constituting a shrine, in which
the jok of Lerpiu is thought to reside more or less constantly.
Within this hut is kept a very sacred spear, also called Lerpiu,
and before it stands a post called rit, to which are attached the
hornB of many bullocks sacrificed to Lerpiu. Behind the hut
there is a bush of the kind called akoi, which must not be cut
or damaged in any way, but which 6trangers are allowed to
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approach without the least ceremony. The akoi bush ia clearly
the least sacred part of the shrine, yet its presence is essential,
for the jok leaves the hut to come to the akoi during the
great rain-making ceremony, and the slight sanctity of the akoi
at other times is well explained by the absence of the jok.
The rain ceremony consists of a sacrifice to Lerpiu, to induce
him to move Dengdit to send rain. It iB held in the spring
(about April), when the new moon is a few days old. In the
morning two bullocks are led twice round the shrine, and are
tied to the rit by Biyordit then the people beat drums ; and
men and women, boys and girls, all dance round the shrine.
Nothing further is done until the bullocks urinate, when every
one who can get near the beasts rubs his body with the urine.
After this all except the old people go away. Presently the
bullocks are killed by Biyordit, who spears them and cuts their
throats.
While the sacrifice is being prepared, the people
chant
Lerpiu, our ancestor, we have brought you a sacrifice
be pleased to cause rain to fall.' The blood is collected
in a gourd, transferred to a pot, put on the fire, and eaten by
the old and important people of the clan. Some of the flesh of
one bullock is put into two pots and cooked with much fat
this is left near the akoi for many (perhaps ten) months, yet it
is said not to smell unpleasantly, and is ultimately eaten by
people who have no cattle of their own. The food in the pots
near the akoi is said to be for the jok, but the meat from the
other bullock is eaten on the same day. The bones of the sacrifice are thrown away, but the horns are added to those already
attached to the rit.
:

'

:

:

;

Besides the great rain-making ceremony performed at a central shrine, some tribes offer a

each settlement. Among the
Shish this takes place before, or at the beginning
of, the rainy season.
The old men of the settlement (bai) kill a sheep, thanking
sacrifice for rain in

and praising Dengdit the animal is bisected longitudinally,
and that half which is away from the ground is cut into fragments and cast into the air as an offering to Dengdit. As they
fall upon the ground, so they are left, and are Boon eaten by
dogs and birds. The blood of the sacrifice is allowed to soak
into the ground, but the remainder of the meat is boiled and
eaten, the bones, which must not be broken, being buried in the
skin for seven days, and afterwards thrown into the river.
Some dura is boiled, and this is thrown into the air and left
lying upon the ground in the same way as the flesh of the
sacrifice was left.
;

—

6. Sacred spears.
Mention has already been
of certain spears kept in the shrines of
Dengdit. One of the spears in the Shish shrine
at Lau is of the form named bit by the Dinka, and
is called bit yat.
Another spear with the usual
leaf-shaped blade is called ton yat, and the iron rod
is named len yat.
These spears and the iron rod
are described as playing an important part in the
great rain-making ceremony held in the luak at
Lau, and when the time comes to replace them
an elaborate ceremony is performed.
Long ago
Dengdit ordered the bain Manor to get the finest
spear he could, and to put it in his shrine at Lau.
This command was said to apply not only to the
ton yat, but also to the bit yat and le.n yat, and
all these are renewed periodically, by order of
Dengdit, who, in a dream, indicates that the
spears are getting old and that new ones must be
It seems that a new ton yat is brought
provided.
to the luak about every tenth year, a white sheep
being killed with the new spear by the bain as an
act of consecration. Some of the blood is left on
the blade for three days, after which it is washed
and oiled.
Certain old men and women, near
relatives of the bain, boil and eat the flesh of this
sacrifice in the courtyard of the luak, after which
they wash their hands and throw the bones, none
of which has been broken, into the river.
The
sacredness of the old spear appears to be transmitted to the new by thrusting the former into the
earth by the side of the sacrifice, after which it
is given to a son or other near relative of the bain.
Oaths. In small matters the Shish affirm
7.
by Nyalich.' To swear a binding oath a man
goes to the blacksmith and licks his hammer
If I
then, putting it on the ground, he says
have clone this thing, may I die
Any one
swearing falsely would certainly die within a
couple of days. An Agar Dinka will swear by
licking his iron bracelet and saying what he has
done or not done, and that he is prepared to die if
he is not speaking the truth. Another oath is to

made

—

'

;

'

:

'

!

place a spear or stick on the ground and

jumpover

it,

saying
By Dengdit, I have not done this thing
if I have, may my spear be speedily put on my
This refers to the Agar custom of putting
grave
a man's spear, bracelets, and shield upon his grave
for seven days.
The most terrific oath of all is to
'

:

;

'

!

go to the shrine {luak) of Dengdit and swear by it.
the evil eye. The
8. Blessings and curses
Dinka firmly believe in the efficacy of both blessings and curses, and that people and cattle can
be 'overlooked.' The following information was
obtained from Tain Dinka living south of the Sudd,
but it probably holds good over a much wider
The blessings and curses of strangers are
area.

—

:

of little effect (it must be assumed that this does
not apply to great and powerful men), but the
words of kinsfolk are powerful for good or evil.
There is a special word lou meaning to speak bad
'

words about a man's body' ; and a father, by saying
his son shall be ill, can cause him to sicken.
So,
too, a man's relatives may curse him if he does
not give them the bullock which is their due when
he builds a cattle-shed soon after his marriage.

A parent's blessing is held

to be so efficacious that
may cure illness, the power for good being
the will (atiep) of the loving father or mother.
When a boy is to be blessed, he squats on the
it

ground

;

and

his father, standing

by him, carries

first his right thigh and then his left over his son's
head. Then he spits on his scalp and blows into
his ears and nose next he spits on his own hands
and rubs them over the boy's scalp, and, again
spitting on them, smears spittle on the boy's chest
and the nape of his neck. Finally, he picks up
dust, and rubs some on the boy's chest and back,
throwing away the remainder into the air. When
a man is about to bless an ailing daughter, her
mother brings a gourd of water, into which the
man, his wife, and the girl's brothers and sisters
and paternal aunts all spit, and her father sprinkles
the water over the girl's body. Nothing further is
done for eight days, but on the ninth day a male
goat or sheep is tied up when it urinates, the
girl's breasts and back are anointed with the urine,
while the relatives who spat into the bowl pray
Her brothers take the
that she may be cured.
goat, throw it on the ground, cut its throat, and
leave the body lying for people of other clans to
eat. Any one can overlook (Tain kivan) another
who is not a very close blood relation, at any time
when his victim is not looking him straight in the
;

;

'

'

To lewan any one is always a voluntary
face.
though a thin or poor man may kwan
a well-conditioned or rich man, this is not necessarily due to covetousness. A great man can make
people ill without seeing them, by desiring it in
action, and,

and for sickness produced in this way
is no cure.
Magic. — Magic appears to play a comparatively small part in the spiritual life of the Dinka;
probably this is to be attributed to the dominating
influence of the cult of the jok, which constitutes
the working belief of the people. In spite of this,
his heart,

there
9.

auxiliary magical processes may be usejj in order
to increase the efficacy of a sacrifice.
Thus, it is
not uncommon for a goat to be killed as a direct
appeal to the jok before hippopotamus-hunting.
The Tain Dinka of Malek village select a 'red'
he-goat or sheep because the hippopotamus is 'red,'
and take it to the Sudd in a canoe, where they cut
its throat with a spear, because the animal they
are hunting can be killed only with a spear.
(The
usual method of killing a sheep or goat is by
Its blood is allowed to
a blow on the head.)
run into the river, while some is smeared on the
As soon as it is dead,
blades of the harpoons.
it is thrust under the Sudd where the hippopotami are, its mouth being tied up so that it
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may not do any damage with its teeth. Tlie
to hi* jok as he
mail with the harpoon
prays
approaches the animal, and the ceremony after
its death is simply an offering of part of the
flesh to the jok. Any one may provide the goat, but
only three men Apuot the bain, and two others
may cut its throat if any other were to othciate,
his action would be absolutely without effect.

—

—

;

Literature.— Authorities quoted

in

the article.

C. G.

DIOGENES.—See

Seligmann.

Cynics.

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.— A

religious

body

located chiefly in the central and western portions
of the United States. The originator of the movement was Thomas Campbell, a minister of the
Seceder Presbyterian Church in the north of

who came to America in 1807, and was
work in the Presbytery of
Keenly senChartiers, in Western Pennsylvania.
sitive to the evil results of sectarian divisions, he
used his efforts to unite the scattered groups of
Presbyterians in such common work and worship
as should allay in some measure the strife of rival
factions.
But so little were the churches of the
period prepared for the practice of comity that he
was censured by the Presbytery for his conduct,
and, although upon appeal the Synod declined to
affirm the judgment ot the Presbytery, he found it
desirable to sever his connexion with the Church
of his fathers.
But his earnest labours in behalf
of unity led to the formation of a group called the
'Christian Association of Washington' (Pa.), and,
soon after, he published a document called the
Declaration and Address,' in which he pleaded
with his brethren of all Christian bodies to
abandon whatever religious doctrines and practices
were unscriptural and divisive, and to seek the
peace of the Church by the realization of the
Ireland,

assigned to ministerial

'

Lord's prayer (Jn 17' 1 2 '"'-) for the oneness of His
He was afterwards joined by his son
Alexander, who had been trained for the ministry
in Ireland and at Glasgow.
In studying the problem of Christian unity these
men determined that they would propose to their
religious neighbours the elimination of human addiThis
tions to the primitive and simple gospel.
seemed to them a sufficient platform for a united
Church. Their purpose was the restoration of the
early Christian society as the means of realizing
Christian oneness. They included in their programme all the essential elements of the Apostolic
faith, spirit, and service.
They held strongly to
the great evangelical beliefs of the historic Church.
They sought to make the [teachings of the NT
authoritative in their procedure. In compliance
with this ideal they decided that the practice of
infant baptism and of allusion must be abandoned.
The movement grew, and soon the first congregation was established at Brush Run, Pa. (4th May
-

people.

1811).

The Reformers, as they called themselves, were
active in the dissemination of their views. Such
leaders as the Campbells, Barton W. Stone, and
Walter Scott were effective advocates of the new
The adoption

of immersion in the
they believed, of Christian unity
into sympathetic relations with the
in 1823 Alexander Campbell began
the publication of a monthly called The Christian
For a time it seemed probable that the
Baptist.
union of the two bodies would be effected. The
Reformers were actually received into the fellowship of the Redstone Baptist Association, and later

message.
interest,

as

brought them
Baptists, and

into that of the Mahoning Association, official
organizations of the Baptists in Western Pennsylvania and Ohio. But the union was never comEach of the groups suspected the other and
plete.
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at times made counter-charges of unsoundness of
views. Separation took place, and gradually the
Reformers, or Disciples, as they usually called
themselves, went their way as a separate body.

At Bethany, W.

Va., in 1840 Campbell founded

Bethany College, the first, of many schools organized by the Disciples.
The movement grew rapidly
in the States of West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Kentucky. Campbell travelled widely, preaching and holding debates on such themes as related
to the Primitive Church and the necessity of its
The formative influences of his early
restoration.
the Lockian philosophy, the Covenant
theology of Holland, the reformatory preaching of
the Haldanes in Scotland and Ireland, and a profound sense of the scandal and disaster of divisions
in the Church, were made evident in all his utterHis power was widely felt, both among his
ances.
own brethren and in other communions, and outAs a result, a large company of
side the Church.
vigorous and aggressive preachers and teachers
became identified with the enterprise, and its protraining,

gress

was

rapid.

With the growth of churches the first interest in
the idea of Christian unity gave way somewhat to
the seemingly more definite and practical effort
towards the restoration of early Christian usages.
The weekly observance of the Lord's Supper, the
immersion of adults as the only method of baptism,
the organization of churches after the congregational order, with elders or bishops, and deacons,
the rejection of all speculative discussion of the
work of the Holy Spirit, and the emphasis upon
the importance of the Scriptures in conversion
were outstanding features of the new message.
Close communion was never practised, but it was
understood that only the immersed should be
admitted to the churches.
In the development of so vigorous a body it was
inevitable that controversy should have a pronounced part. Both with their religious neighbours and among themselves the Disciples have
held earnest and prolonged controversy. Tendencies to literalism and legalism have not been
wanting, but they have yielded slowly to the
The creation of
spirit of inquiry and progress.
new educational foundations, the maintenance of
an aggressive journalism, the organization of
missionary and philanthropic agencies, and the
encouragement of an effective evangelism in the
churches have increased the numbers, intelligence,
and consecration of the Disciples, until at the
present time they are fifth among the great
have a considerevangelical bodies of America
able constituency in England and Australia have
important missionary interests in China, India,
Japan, Africa, the Philippines, Mexico, and the
West Indies and maintain efficient State and
;

;

;

District organizations in nearly all sections of the

United States and Canada.
The Disciples have desired from the first to be
known only by NT names. They speak of their
churches as Christian Churches,' or Churches of
Christ.' These names they hold in common with
all believers, and claim no exclusive title to them.
Their worship has always been marked by
simplicity, though there is an increasing effort to
impart dignity to the services.
On the themes of advancing Christian thought,
the value and results of the historical method of
'

'

—

Bible study, the contributions of modern scientilic
and philosophical labours to the religious life, the
awakening of the social and civic conscience, the
extension of missionary effort, and the adoption of
higher educational standards the Disciples have
passed through the usual throes and differences of
opinion incident to the development of most sections
But the progress has been
of the modern Church.

—
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steady, and the future is promising.
Particularly
are the Disciples awakening to the realization of
their historic task
the earnest effort to promote
both by testimony and practical labours the unity
of the people of God.

—

(Buddhist)

J. H. Garrison, Old Faith Restated, St. Louis, 1891,
J
The Reformation of the Nineteenth Century, do., 1901 ;
F. D. Power, Sketches of Our Pioneers, do. 1899 C. A. Young,
Historical Documents advocating Christian Union, Chicago,
1904 J. A. Williams, Life of John Smith, Cincinnati, 1870 ;
Baxter, Life of Walter Scott, do., 1874 ; R. Richardson,
Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, do., 1888 W. E. Garrison,
Alexander Campbell's Theology, St. Louis, 1900 ; S. Lamar,
First Principles and Going on to Perfection, Cincinnati, 1891.

1894
also

,

W.

;

;

;

Literature.— E. Gates, The Disciples of Christ, New York,
Early Relation and Separation of Baptists and DisB. B. Tyler, The Disciples, New York,
ciples, Chicago, 1904
1905, also

Herbert

;

L.

Willett.
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Buddhist

(T.

W. Khys

Christian (D. S.

Davids),
Schaff), p. 715.

p. 714.

Jewish (M. Joseph),

DISCIPLINE (Buddhist).—This subject may
best be discussed under four different heads: (1)
by the clergy (2) discipline
of the novices by members of the Order (3) discipline as carried out by the Order, in Chapter
assembled, against individual members of it and
discipline of the laity

;

;

;

(4) self-discipline.

—

Discipline of the laity. The Buddhist doctrine did not recognize either a deity who can
punish or a soul to be punished, and denied to the
members of the Order (the bhikkhus) any priestly
powers by which penalties in the next life could be
mitigated or increased. Any disciplinary proceedings against the laity, therefore, were necessarily
of a simple character.
There are words in Pali
1.

for 'instruction,' 'discussion,' 'training,' and 'selfrestraint' ; but there is no word covering the same
The ideas of confessional
'discipline.'
or father-confessor, of absolution, inquisition, and

ground as

church-membership are wanting.

The word 'Bud-

dhist' was not invented till many centuries after
the rise of what we call Buddhism. By approving
wholly or in part the doctrines of the new movement, a layman did not join any new organization
or sever himself from any other.
When Siha, the
Licchavi general, an adherent of the Jains, became
converted by the Buddha, he was expressly enjoined
by the Buddha himself to continue his support of
the Jain community (Vinaya Texts, ii. 115). The
only action of a disciplinary kind adopted by the
early Buddhists towards laymen is described in
Vinaya Texts, iii. 118ff. It is called 'the turning
down of the bowl ' {pattassa nikkujjana). In case a
five ways, 1 endeavours to do
to the Order, or speaks in disparagement of

layman, in any one of

harm

the Buddha, the Doctrine, or the Order, then it
is permitted to the bhikkhus
to turn down the
bowl in respect of that layman that is, to refuse
to accept a gift of food from him. If in any of the
same five ways a bhikkhu should endeavour to do
harm to a layman, a Chapter should compel him
to beg pardon of that layman (ib. ii. 355 f. ).
The
layman could have the ban removed by a Chapter
his
error
and
for
by confessing
asking
forgiveness
'

—

'

iii.

{ib.

No

124).

mention of this ceremony of

turning down the bowl has been found except in
the earliest period, and it is now quite obsolete.
Of any formal discipline .>f laymen in knowledge
of the faith we hear nothing
and there was no
custom corresponding to the Arcani Disciplina
of
Catholics.
The
the
bhikkhus are
(q.v.)
early
described as willing to talk over with laymen in
an informal way any points of doctrine they wished
;

to discuss.

A

large

number

of cases of this in-

formal teaching are given in the books.

—

One of the main
Discipline of novices.
objects of the founders of the various Orders that
existed in India in the Buddha's time was to pro
vide, by the establishment of the Order, for (he
preservation and propagation of the founder's
There were then no books and no pubteaching.
1
The details of these five ways arc given below in the section
2.

on

'

Discipline of novices.'

p. 720.

Muslim.— See Muhammadanism.

The novices and the younger members of
the Order learnt the statements of the doctrine
by heart, and the older members expounded and discussed them, and cross-questioned
the novices on their knowledge.
It was necessary
for such an Order to have rules. These the novices
learnt, and the elders discussed.
Among the early
Buddhist literature, thus handed down to us, there
are manuals used for the discipline of the novices
in the Doctrine, in the Poetry, in the psychological Ethics, and in the Canon Law.
The majority
of the Abhidhamma books are of this nature.
The Parivdra ('Supplement') to the Vinaya, which
occupies the fifth volume of Oldenberg's edition of
the text, consists entirely of a number of questions
on the Canon Law, and was evidently used in the
The Khudda- and Mrilateaching of novices.
sikkhd ('Short and Advanced Manuals') are somewhat later examples of the same thing. These
studies and the personal attendance on his teacher
If a
occupied most of the time of the novice.
novice tried to prevent the elder bhikkhus from
receiving alms, if he devised mischief against them,
if he prevented their finding a lodging-place, if he
abused them, or if he caused division among them,
then his teacher might interdict him from entering
certain parts of the common residence (explained
as meaning the bedroom or the sitting-room he
has frequented [Vinaya, i. 84]).
In ten cases of
grievous misconduct, a novice may be expelled by
his teacher (ib. i. 85).
No other disciplinary proceedings are mentioned.
3. Discipline in the Order.— The Buddhist Order
was a democracy. There was no vow of obedience
and no hierarchy. The administration of the business of the Order was carried out locally by a
Chapter on which each member of the Order (each
bhikkhu) resident in the locality had a seat. The
senior member presided as primus inter pares, and
decisions were made by vote of the majority of
those present. Should any member of the Order
have committed, in the opinion of any other member, any breach of one of the regulations, the latter
could bring forward, at the next meeting of the
Chapter, a resolution on the subject. If the resolution was carried, the offending member remained for a fixed period under suspension. The
suspension could be removed by a similar resolution
when the offender had acknowledged his offence.
In four cases of grave moral delinquency murder,
theft, impurity, and a false claim to extraordinary
spiritual pre-eminence the penalty was expulsion
from the Order.
The lawbooks give numerous
cases which throw light on the question whether
some particular act does or does not amount to a
breach of any one of the 227 main rules of the Order,
or of any one of the explanatory by-laws subsidiary
to those rules.
But they afford no evidence as to
how frequently recourse was actually had, in the
of
the
movement, to such disciplinary
early years
proceedings by a Chapter. Meetings of the Chapter
are still held in Siam, Burma, and Ceylon for
business purposes, for the recitation of the Rules,
Ushers.

(the Suttas)

—

—

DISCIPLINE
for admission of

new members,

Whether

etc.

ciplinary proceedings are still used, and, if so. how
In other countries the
frequently, is not known.
ancient rules have fallen
altogether out of use,
and we have no information as to
any disciplinary
proceedings that may have been substituted for
the formal acts of the Chapter (see,
further, art
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so far as the ( 'lunch was
concerned, in the
tribunals of the Papal and
Spanish Inquisitions
This body of legislation was ex1478).
tended to include witchcraft and all kinds of
nmleficium, especially after the bull of Innocent
viil, Sum/mis desiderantes (1484).
The Reformers continued to insist
upon ecclesiastical discipline, and, in their
hands, it found its
most strenuous application in the codes of Geneva
and the disciplinary books of the Elizabethan
Puritans of Scotland and the Westminster AsAs to the seat of authority for the
sembly.
exercise of Church discipline, the
theory has been,
and is, that the Church exercises
discipline over
her own members and within her own
To
sphere.
use the expression current in the Middle
Ages, she
wields the spiritual sword [alodium

Crimes and Punishments

[Buddhist]).
4. Self-discipline.— There were three codes of
ethics in early Buddhism— one for the
lay adherent,
another for a member of the Order, and a third for
those, whether laymen or mendicants, who had
entered upon the Path to
arahat-ship.
People
joined the Order for a variety of reasons— to earn
a livelihood, for a life of
literary peace, to escape
the troubles of the world, from dislike of
authority,
or even (as Nagasena
says to King Milinda) out of
tear of kings. 1 Some were converted men before
they joined the Order; the majority were not.
They were expected, in addition to their literary
studies, to devote themselves to an elaborate
system of self-discipline in ethics and psychology,
leading up to what were regarded as the highest
truths— those constituting the
samadhi, the insight of the higher stages of the Path. 2
The
existence of this system is the most characteristic
feature of Buddhist discipline (see art.
HlNAYANA).
Literature.— The rinayaPi(akam, ed. H.
Oldenberjr (5 vols
London, 1S79-18S3) H. Oldenberg and Rhys Davids" Vinaua
Texts (Oxford, 1881-1885, being tr. of vols. i. and ii. of the
lastnamed work);
~~^^
Dinha +itKuyu,
»„,„,, isujuu,
ea.
ed.
itnvs
Davids
liavias ana
Nikaya,
and J E
Rhys
IJarnentov ipfS
iv'ni_iaim. di.
r*
:.»t^-_,
* .,
Carpenter
(FTS, 1890-1910);
Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the

(Christian)

Statement, were banished, and their books burnt.
Although such penalties were inflicted by the civil
ruler, they received the approbation of the Church.
The legislation concerning the
discipline and
punishment of dissenters reached its culmination,

dis-

(1215,

spirituals), or,

quote a Protestant symbol (the Scottish First
Discipline, eh. ix.), she 'draws the sword
which of God she hath received.' But, in
fact,
not only has the distinction between the Church
and the State as agents to punish ecclesiastical
offences (delicto) not
always been clearly defined,
but the Church has not restricted herself to her
sphere, and, indeed, has expected the State to aid
her in the maintenance of her
Buddha (Oxford, 1899-1910), also Quotums „f Kin,, Miiuida
discipline. From 325
onwards the Universal Church
(Oxford, 1890-1894) Ehudda-Sikkhd and Mula-Sikkhd, ed. E
gradually came to
ilu\ler(JPTS,l$S3).
approve civil penalties for ecclesiastical offences.
T
RHYS DAVIDS.
The Latin Church, through the Inquisition, the
DISCIPLINE (Christian). - 1. Definition and culminating procedure in her disciplinary activity,
aim.— Church discipline is that body of measures not only pronounced suspects guilty of heresy,
but
which have been employed in the Christian Church imprisoned them, ordered their houses to be burnt
to secure its own
and their goods confiscated, and turned them over
purity and the spiritual wellto
the
civil
of
its
members by the punishment of
being
authorities, knowing that their punishment would be death. In the Protestant Churches
offenders against its constitution and
of Zurich and Geneva,
The authority for such procedure is basedteachings.
among the Protestants of
(1) upon
the very nature of the Church as a select
and Scotland, and during the Colonial
body England
with a code of its own; (2)
upon express com- period in the United States, the same confusion
mands of Christ (3) upon Apostolic
in its application the
legislaprecepts and prevailed, although
examples afforded in the history of the Apostolic tion was much less destructive than during the
Church. The Church, as an institution endowed Middle Ages. It has remained for more recent
with the quality of holiness and entrusted with times to make the line
separating the ecclesiastical
and civil realms more distinct, even to the
the deposit of revealed truth, is bound to
complete
keep
itself free from
corrupting elements which might separation of Church and State, in some Protestant
taint its purity and thwart its
lands.
activity in training
its members and in
2. Discipline in the
Apostolic Church.— Pure as
bearing witness to the world.
As it concerns the offender, discipline is intended is the operation of the Holy Spirit, and
spotless
to reclaim him from error of doctrine or as is the ideal Church, the bride of
-(1)
Christ, it was
impurity of life, so that, if possible, his soul may predicted by Christ that offences would arise (Mt
be saved; or (2) to cut him
Such offences were manifested in the earliest
18').
off; as a withered
of the Church's history.
branch, from the body of Christ and all
The Apostles themparticipa- days
tion in its benefits.
In the development of the selves remained conscious of weaknesses and faults.
Canon Law, such punishments were termed either Peter denied Christ (Mt 26 69tt ), and was condemned
medicinal (pcenis medicinales) or
by Paul at Antioch (Gal 2» ff-). Paul says, I buffet
strictly penal
The former are corrective my body' (I Co 9"), calls upon the Christians to
{pcerue vindkativte).
and reformatory the latter, while,
whom he wrote 'to mortify their members' (Col
according to
3 5 ), and in Ro 7 indicates that a constant war
canonists, they do not wholly exclude this idea,
goes
are mainly concerned with the vindication of the on in the Christian between the
appetencies of
In a great
majesty of the law and the removal of all danger the flesh and the will of the Spirit.
to the Church from
house there are not only vessels of gold and of
contagion.
After the Apostolic age and from the close of silver, but also of wood and of earth ; and some
the 2nd cent., Church
unto honour, and some unto dishonour' (2 Ti 2 2 ").
found
discipline
expression
in the unformulated
system of Penance. To this Here the Apostle has in mind persons reprobate
were added, from the 4th cent., the Canons of concerning the faith,' whom he compares to Jannes
s
Councils, local and ecumenical from the 7th the and Jambres (3 ).
The Church's right to exercise discipline was
Penitential Books; and later the collections of
Canon Law culminating in the Decretals of
conferred
when Christ empowered His
Gratian, definitely
about 1150. Beginning with Constantine's
Apostles to bind and loose (Mt I8' 8 ). He also
reign,
severe civil penalties were executed
indicated
the
measures
to be resorted to when an
upon dissenters
from the Church's formulated standard of doctrine. offence became known. If a brother was found
The Arians, who refused obedience to the Nicene guilty of a fault, he was to be privately admonished
Milinda, i. 50.
by a single person then, if necessary, by several
2
to

Book of

;

_

;

.

W

.

;

'

;

'

'

;

1

;

Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha,

i.

190-192.

in

company; and

finally,

if

reproof

was

still
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was

ineffectual, the offender

to be publicly

rebuked

before the congregation.
In case he was still
obdurate, he was to be treated as the Gentile and
the publican' (vv. 15 17 ).
After the Resurrection, the Apostles exercised
the function of discipline, and warranted it by
precepts. The duty of 28feeding the flock and ruling
in the Church (Ac 20
He 13' etc.) implied this
function.
Special rules of practice were issued by
the council of Jerusalem (Ac 15). The offences condemned were both errors of doctrine and faults of
conduct against the pure laws of Christian living.
'

"

,

The first cases of discipline— the appalling deaths of Ananias
and Sapphira (Ac 5) are so extraordinary that no one but an
extreme advocate of Church prerogative would find in them a
precedent for the Church to follow, although they are referred

—

to as examples of just punishment, not only in the Middle
Ages, but by Calvin. It is true that, in the case of Sapphira,
Peter announced her death ; but the punishments must be
looked upon as the unusual act of God, designed to make a
To another category
laBting impression upon the Church.
belong the cases which occur in the writings of Paul and John.
John (2 Jn 10f-) took the position that heresy was a sufficient
ground for refusing companionship with the offenders. Paul
combined the two categories when he called upon the Thessalonian Christians to withdraw themselves 'from every brother
that walketh disorderly, and not after the tradition which they
received of us' (2 Th 3 6 ). Heresy he pronounced a gangrene
(2 Ti 217, cf. Tit 310), and he admonished the Corinthians to
exclude from their companionship brethren who were extortioners, fornicators, revilers, idolaters, drunkards, and covetous
Co 5 9 -i3). He excommunicated the member of the Corinthian
who had committed incest with his mother-in-law

(1

congregation
(1

Co

5,

Co

2

7),

and

'

delivered unto Satan

'

Alexander and

Hymensus (1 Ti 120). He also invoked the anathema against
'any man that loveth not the Lord,' and against the Judaizing teachers who might preach another gospel than that he
Co 16 2 -, Oal

In the case of the Corinthian
offender, Paul states that his purpose was that his 'spirit may
be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus,' and, in the case of
Alexander and Hymenseus, that they might be taught not to
blaspheme.'

preached

(1

1»).

'

It is evident that it is possible, from these statements of the NT, for a Church hierarchy, if it

be so disposed, to justify the resort to the most
rigorous methods of disciplinary constraint, and to
reduce Church government to a mere contrivance
to exact implicit mechanical obedience to a system
of ecclesiastical enactments, forgetting that the

Church is a training school to exercise discipline
in the spirit of love and for the education and
correction of the weak and offending.

The ante-Nicene

3.
practice (a.d. 100-313, the
date of Constantine's edict of toleration). In this
period a strict system of discipline was practised,
nut the punishments were prescribed and executed
by the spiritual authorities, and had nothing to do

—

(Christian)

Novatian, Miletus, and the Donatists, were a revolt against a
tendency to relax the rigours of discipline, and arose for the
most part over the question of the restoration of the lapsed.
The N. African Church, led by Tertullian, refused restoration
to those who had denied the faith in times of persecution
;
Cyprian at first took the same ground, but later receded from
it in view of the great number who had
given way in the
Decian-Valerian persecution, and granted to the penitent the
communion in the hour of death. The Roman Church was
lenient with this class of offenders.
The Synods which were held at the close of this period
Elvira, Aries, and Ancyra passed severe disciplinary canons.
The Spanish Synod of Elvira (see A. W. \V. Dale, The Syn. of
Elvira, Lond. 1SS2) in 81 canons punished with anathematization the denial of the communion, and lesser penalties.
Murder, idolatry, and especially unchastity have a large place
given to them. For example, a wife guilty of adultery, without
precedent provocation given by the husband, is denied communion even in the hour of death. Those guilty of extravagance in dress may after three years be restored to the communion, and gamblers after one year. The worship of idols by
a baptized adult is pronounced a crimen capitate, and the
offender is excluded permanently from the communion.

—

—

4.

From

313 to 1215 (from Constantine's edict of

toleration to the establishment of the Inquisition).
—
With the alliance of the Church with the State,

a new practice was developed

in regard to the treatof ecclesiastical offences.
The State itself
passed disciplinary regulations for certain of them,
and executed punishments.
Worldly penalties,
such as confiscation of goods, banishment, mulcts
of money, death, and later the loss of individual
freedom, came to be approved by the Church as
penalties for offences within the realm of religion
(see Hinschius, iv. 803-814
Friedberg, 210 Hergenrother, 546 ff). Carrying over to the new order
the ideas which the office of Pontifex Maximus
implied, Constantine claimed authority, as universal bishop, over the external affairs of the
Church. He and his Imperial successors exercised
the right not only of proceeding against heretics,
but, as in the case of Theodosius, of designating
who they were. The Theodosian code counted as
a public crime every offence
against religion, on
the ground that such offences brought injury to
all (in omnium fertur
injuria [quoted by FriedThe following are the chief steps in
berg, 209]).
the history of Church discipline in this period of
1000 years
(1) As worldliness crept into the Church after
Constantine's identification with it, offences of

ment

;

;

:

moral conduct were given less prominence, and
were emphasized which were committed
against the Church as a corporation and against
its doctrinal code as formulated
by the Councils,
with civil constraints. There was no precise code, and held by the common opinion of the Church.
(2) Constantine punished departures from the
and the practice differed in different parts of the
Nicenc statement by burning the books of the
Church, for example, as between N. Africa and
Rome. The two marked features are the develop- Arians and banishing Arius himself. His sons at
one
time punished Athanasius and his followers,
ment of the system of penance and the issue of
The distinction at another favoured them.
disciplinary canons by councils.
(3) The Ecumenical Councils, beginning with
which came to be made between venial and mortal
the Nicene (325), passed, in addition to their docsins also had an important bearing
upon the trinal
decrees, canons providing rules of adminisexercise of discipline.
tration
and discipline.
The Athanasian Creed
In his* Pudio. oh. 19 ('Ante-Nic. Fathers,' Amer.
ed., iv. 97),
Tertullian enumerates seven mortal offences for which, if comanathema upon those refusing its prepronounced
mitted after baptism, there can be no restoration in this world
cise definitions of the doctrine of the Trinity, and
or hope in the world to come— murder, idolatry, theft,
apostasy,
excluded them from the possibility of salvation.
blasphemy, fornication, adultery. For these Christ will not
act as pleader (honcm ultra ezorator non erit Christus). Those
(4) While the Emperors, from Cratian and Theowho commit such offences cease to be sons of God. For other dosius to
Justinian, were proscribing paganism by
Bins committed after baptism, certain penances or
compensa-

tions were prescribed, such as fasting, prayer, and
almsgiving.
Origen (as quoted by Friedberg, p. 209) states that only for
manifest Bins (peccata evidentia) were offenders cast out from
the Church— giving as the reason, lest the wheat be plucked
up
with the tares. Towards the end of the period, the penitential
system came to recognize four classes of penitents weepers,
and
slanders
hearers, kneelers,
(ihnttx, aittlientiw, i/nuirlcxi,
These were within the pale of the church (intra
eonsCetentes).
4Yi7.',si«?rt) as opposed to the excommunicate.
They wi-iv furbidden certain forms of pleasure, ornaments of dress! connubial
intercourse, etc., ami they were especially required to devote
themselves to prayer, almsgiving, fasting, etc.
The usual
duration of this period of penance was three or four years,
though it might be abbreviated at the will of the Church
authorities.

The schisms which broke out

in the

Church, such as those

of

offences

increasing to the penalty of death,
Imperial rescripts were placing Christian heretics
civil ban.
Theodosius the Great, at
the close of the 4th cent., pronounced those who
held to the Nicene statement Catholic Christians,
and all others heretics.
In 15 different enactments hi' deprived the latter of all ri.LjIil to the
exercise of religious usages, excluded them from
civil office, and threatened them with lines, banishment, confiscation of goods, and—as in the case of
the Manichseans, Audians, and Quartodecimans
with death.
(5) The code of Justinian not only regulated all
penalties

under the

—
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kinds of ecclesiastical affairs, but in certain cases
even criminal jurisdiction to the bishops (see
fave
'fannmiiller, Die kirchliche Gesetzgebung Juslinn, us, Merlin, 91 1:2, p. S-J 11.).
(6) Tlie penalty of death was executed for the
iirst time for ecclesiastical offences at Treves in
385, when the Spanish bishop Priscillian and six
L

including a noble matron of Bordeaux,
All the bishops present exwere put to death.
cept Theognistes approved the sentence. Ambrose
and Martin of Tours disapproved of it, the former,
however, being opposed to the deatli sentence
Leo I. (44CM61) definitely advocated
altogether.
Henceforth the
the death penalty for heretics.
only parties to oppose it were the dissenting sects,
such as the Donatists.
(7) Notable cases of discipline are not wanting
in the administration of high ecclesiastics.
Chrysostom was deposed for rebuking the extravagance
and vices of the Imperial court of Constantinople
Ambrose excluded Theodosius from the
(404).
church of Milan till he had made expiation for
others,

wholesale execution in Thessalonica (390).
Synesius excommunicated the governor of Pentathe

polis for his merciless oppressions (409).
(8) The most important influence on the discipline of dissenters exercised by any churchman
was that of Augustine. At first inclined to restrict discipline to spiritual measures, he changed
front during the controversy with the Donatists.

Quoting our Lord's words in the parable, Compel
them to come in,' he expounded them to include
He did not go as far as
physical measures.
'

distinctly to advocate the penalty of death, but
his exposition became the chief authority for the
Schoolmen, including Thomas Aquinas, in favour
of the death penalty for heretics.

During the 7th and 8th centuries, penitential
codes came into use, prescribing penalties for all
sorts of offences against religion and the Church,
beginning with those of Columban (t 615), and
Theodore of Tarsus (t 690). A forerunner of these
writers was John Scholasticus (t 578), whose
Syntagma with its 68 canons was confirmed by the
Trullan Synod of 692.
An idea of the penances
prescribed by Theodore of Tarsus may be formed
from one example. A priest who drank to excess
and vomiting had to do penance for 30 days, a
layman for 15 days. False canonical codes were
referred to by the Paris Sj-nod (829).
(10) The Isidorian Decretals, dating from the
middle of the 9th cent., authorized the Church
(9)

*

to take cognizance in her discipline not only of
specifically ecclesiastical offences (delicto, mere
ecclesiastica), but also of offences of a mixed character (delicta mixta).
For certain Church dignitaries the decisions of the Church tribunal were
final.

(11) Special legislation was enacted for clerical
the more notable acts was the
offences.
so-called Canonical Rule (see Hatch, Growth of
Ch. Institutions, London, 1887, ch. ix.).
The

Among

ministry had become not only a profession, but
a lucrative profession.
The clergy hawked and
hunted, were extravagant in their retinues, drank,
and committed other excesses.
One of Charlemagne's capitularies (802) called upon the clergy
to live 'according to the canon.' Later a semicloistral mode of life was introduced among them,
one reason given being that the clergy thereby
might avoid the company of women,' as at the
Roman Council of 853.
'

(12)

The Canon Law was

in the collections of

Worms

definitely incorporated
(t 915), Burchard of

Regino

Anselm of Lucca (t 1086), Cardinal
Deusdedit (c. 1087), and Ivo of Chartres (+1116).
These imperfect works gave way to the monumental
production of the Camaldulensian monk, Gratian,
(t 1025),
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who taught canon law
Bologna,

in

in the

convent of

St. Felix,

the middle of the 12th century.

His

whose original title was Coneordantia
canonum discordantium, became the manual in its
department, as the Sentenci s of Peter the Lombard
became the manual in the department of theology.
Il
was greatly augmented with the supplements
work,

added by the Orders of Gregory IX., Boniface
VIII., Clement v., and John xxil.' Although full
of forgeries and errors, as has been shown by
Dbllinger Friedrich {Das Papstthum, Munich,
1892), it remained the undisputed code in Western
Christendom till the Reformation, regulating life
from the cradle to the grave. Its decrees have in
part been superseded by the canons and decrees of
the Council of Trent.
(13) As vicar of Christ and undisputed head of
Latin Christendom, the Pope became, as the Middle
Ages advanced, the supreme disciplinarian, and
his decisions kept Christendom, especially England, in a constant ferment.
(14) The greater punishments which came into
general use in the Church were the anathema and
the interdict, to which is to be added suspension
from the priesthood. Two forms of anathema, the
minor and the major, are distinguished by WetzerWelte, quoting Gregory IX., but they differ only
in the degrees of solemnity with which they are
The anathema excludes from the
pronounced.
communion and all public services of the Church
except preaching, and from all the public suffrages
of the Church, but not necessarily from private
intercessions.
If the sentence still rests upon the
offender at death, it excludes from burial in consecrated ground.
Martin V. in his Ad evitanda

(1418) made a distinction between excommun icati
From the
tolerati and excommunicati vitandi.
latter all religious intercourse whatever is to be
all
commercial
dealas
far
as
withheld, and,
feasible,

ing (see Hergenrbther, 568 if.). Perhaps no excommunications surpass in execration that pronounced
by Clement VI. (1346) against Louis the Bavarian
Let him be damned in his going out and his coming in
The Lord strike him with madness and blindness and mental
May the heavens empty upon him their thunderinsanity
:

'

1

!

bolts, and the wrath of the Omnipotent burn itself into him in
the present and the future world
May the universe fight
against him, and the earth open to swallow hira up afivef
(Mirbt, Quellen d. Papstthums*, Tubingen, 1901, p. 153).
!

interdict was extended to a community of
persons or territory. There are different degrees
of punishment involved in the sentence, but in
general it involves the denial of the sacraments of
the Eucharist, Ordination, and Extreme Unction,
public services of the Church, and the rite of burial
in sacred ground.
Among the notable cases were
the interdicts fulminated over Scotland (1180),
the
sacred cities of Rome by
England (1208),
Adrian IV. (1155), and Jerusalem (1229) on the
occasion of the crusade of the excommunicated
Emperor, Frederick II.
5. From 1215 (the Fourth Lateran Council) to
the Council of Trent. There are three important
points which stand out in the further history of
(1) The docdiscipline before the Reformation.
trine of Penance underwent a radical change (see
K. Miiller, Der Umschwtmg in der Lehre von der
Basse wdhrend d. ISten Jahrh., Freib. 1892;
ConSchaff, Ch. Hist., vol. v. pt. i. p. 72911'.).
fession to the priest and satisfaction by doing the
were
made
him
necessary
penances prescribed by
The acts of satisfaction are penal
for absolution.
acts which serve like medicines for spiritual wounds,
and also as a compensation to God for offences. So
Alexander of Hales and Thomas Aquinas taught.
The priest is the judge of what the act of satisfaction shall be. Among the more notable cases
of public penance were those of Henry II. after
Becket's death, and Raymund of Toulouse. This

The

—
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system of discipline under the direction of the
priest became obligatory for every Christian in

The crusades

the world.

offered

a vast oppor-

tunity for the exercise of Church discipline and
penance.
(2) The tribunal of the Inquisition, established
by Innocent III. at the 12th Ecumenical Council
(1215), was intended to meet the peril of heresy
With Gregory the Great
and to extirpate it.
(t 604) heresy ceased to be known in Western
Europe for four centuries. At the end of the 11th
cent, slight traces of it appear at Goslar, Mainz,
They as
Cologne, Strassburg, and other places.
quickly disappeared, but suddenly in the 12th

up in different parts of Europe,
from Milan to Antwerp, and from the Pyrenees to
Bremen. In his Laws of 1238, Frederick II. gives a
cent, heresy sprang

The chief of
19 different heretical sects.
these were the Cathari and the Waldenses. In 1 163
a Synod of Toulouse compared heretics to serpents
concealing themselves in the grass. Innocent m.'s
predecessor, Lucius III., at the Council of Verona
list of

(1184) joined with Frederick Barbarossa in a public
demonstration in the Cathedral, that they would
make it their common cause to extirpate heretical
Princes were ordered to take an oath
depravity.
to support the Church in punishing offenders, upon
pain of forfeiting their dignities. The Synod of
Toulouse (1163) had called upon princes to imprison
The Third
heretics and confiscate their goods.
Lateran (1179) extended the punishments to deof the
third
canon
the
fenders of heretics.
By
Fourth Lateran (1215) all princes were again enon
swear
to
the
orthodox
to
faith,
protect
joined
pain of losing their lands ; and to all taking part
'in the extermination of heretics' was offered the
indulgence extended to the Crusaders in the Holy
All who in any way supported heretics
Land.
were to be excommunicated and excluded from
This porreceiving their natural inheritance.

tentous organization was further perfected at the
Council of Toulouse (1229), and by Innocent IV. in

Ad

his bull
exst.irpanda (1252), which prescribed
torture as a means of extorting confession of
crime. No heretic was to be punished till convicted
by the ecclesiastical tribunal, but, once
convicted., the secular arm was under obligation
to punish the offender by destroying his domicile

and refuge, even though

it

were underground, by

confiscating his goods, and by putting him to
death.
Innocent III. declared that, as treason was
punished, so much more should punishments be
meted out to those who committed the greater
crime of blasphemy against God and His Son.
Secular princes were to draw the sword against
them (see quotation in Schaff, Ch. Hist., vol. v.
pt. ii. p. 518, together with Hurter's exposition of
Innocent's views). Innocent summoned Christendom to a crusade against the heretics in Southern
France, promising those who fought for the soul
and for God the same rewards as he promised to
those who ventured their lives to rescue the Holy
'

'

Sepulchre.
In vain is the plea made that the Church did not execute
heretics or immediately pronounce the decree of execution.
It immured them for life, and it threatened with exclusion from
the sacrament and from heaven princes and magistrates who
refused to execute the death penalty upon them. The Catholic
apologist, Vacandard, is compelled to say that at times the
sacred tribunal actually passed sentence of death. It is strange,
in view of the words of Popes and councils, that Catholic
writers, like Ph. Hergenruther (Eathol. Kirchenrecht, 541),
should assert not only that it is not within the Church's province to execute the death penalty, hut that it cannot call upon
the State to execute it.
An inquisitor like Bernard Guy represented the temper of his time when he said in his famous
manual that heresy could be exterminated only as heretics
were burnt.
To this extreme form of Church discipline the Schoolmen
full theological justification.
Thomas Aquinas, resting
of Augustine, asserted that 'heretics were
not only to be separated from the Church by excommunication,

gave

upon the authority

(Christian)
'

but from the world by death (Summa, n. pt. 2. 11 [ed. Migne,
As falsifiers of coin are to be put to death, much
iii. 109]).
more should they be put to death who are guilty of the more
The heretic the Church
wicked act of corrupting the faith.
delivers over to the secular tribunal to be put out of the
'

world.'

The Spanish Inquisition, formally sanctioned by
Sixtus IV. (1478) and accepted by his successors in
its essential features, is even more noted in history
for its ingenious devices and severity in disciplining
heretics than the papal tribunal established in
Pastor and Funk both agree, as against
1215.
Hefele, that it was primarily not a State institution, but the creation of the Pope (Schaff, Ch. Hist.,
vol. v. pt. ii. p. 539 ft'.).
(3) The third important chapter in the history
of Church discipline in this period was the famous
assertion of Boniface VIII., in the bull Unam
sanctam (1302), that both swords are in the hands
of the Pope, and that it is altogether necessary
to salvation to be obedient to the Roman pontiff.
This assertion, confirmed by Leo x. on the very
eve of the Protestant Keformation, sufficiently
use of any means
justifies the Church in the
whatsoever that it may select to carry on its
work and maintain its authority. Down to the
14th cent., the theory had been that the Church's
jurisdiction stops with those who are baptized by
But papal pamphleteers, after the death
its ritual.
of Boniface VIII., like Augustinus Triumphus
(t 1328), extended it to the whole heathen world.
A voice as if proclaiming a new era, Marsilius of
Padua, in his Defensor pacis (1324), argued that the
disciplinary prerogative of the Church was only
But the Church did not listen
suasive, not penal.
to him, and the Council of Constance (1415) reaffirmed the doctrine that heretics should be
burnt ('puniendi usque ad ignem '), and carried
out the affirmation in the sentences against Hus
and Jerome of Prague and the bones of Wyclif.
The papal crusades against the Cathari were rewas
peated against the Hussites, and Savonarola
burnt with the approbation of Pope Alexander VI.
Luther
x.
Leo
made
One of the charges
against
by
was that he asserted that it was against the will
of the Holy Spirit that heretics should be burnt.
The Council of Trent nowhere mentions the
it nor
penalty of death for heretics, but neither
any Pope since has expressly rejected the severe
for
the
Church
exercised
by
disciplinary policy
The disciplinary element in penance
centuries.
was re-affirmed by the Council of Trent, even to
the use of indulgences.
6. The Reformers and the Protestant Churches.
Three tilings, made prominent by the Reformers,
were adapted to reduce the value of Church disof a discipcipline and to limit the application
(1) the principle emphasizing the
linary code
immediate responsibility of the Christian to God
as the supreme rule
(2) the authority of Scripture
as the
of life
(3) the insistence upon preaching
chief element in the power of the keys— a view
which passed into the Augsburg (Schaff, Creeds,
Instruciii. 59) and other Protestant Confessions.
tion and persuasion through the sermon were dethe
take
to
a
considerable
to
extent,
place
stined,

—

:

;

;

of

punitive

discipline.

Another

consideration

was
adapted to limit the application of discipline

the abolition of the confessional, and the substitution of repentance of heart for penance with its
the
system of outward satisfactions imposed by
There was a wide divergence between the
priest.
in
Reformations
Lutheran and the Calvinistic
the prominence given to discipline, growing out of
Calvin
and
Luther
of
the attitude
respectively.
Luther had no genius for administration, and felt
Calvin was a born
little confidence in discipline.
administrator, and in theory advanced discipline
to almost as high a placet as it had held in the
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medifeval Church, but with a wide difference in
practice.

The Lutheran Church,— Luther was inclined
to be satisfied with preaching, Christian instruction, and the dispensation of the two sacraments
as the means for preserving the purity of the
He had
Church and extending her influence.
little to say about discipline as a system, and
of
relation
of
the
forth
a
clear
never set
theory
Church and State. He was violent enough in his
(1)

judgments against the Anabaptists, Miinzer, and
the Protestant anarchists, and against the Swiss,
but he never worked out a system of discipline.
The Augsburg Confession (pt. II. art. vii.) condemns tiie violent excommunications of pontiffs,
and their attempt to take from Emperors their
prerogatives and transfer them to themselves. It
insists that the two powers are not to be confounded, and at the same time that the Church
'

'

own sphere is sovereign. The exercise of
her rightful power no more interferes with civil
government than the art of singing does. The
Schmalkald Articles, (iii. 9) reject the major excommunication, but retain the minor, which is to
be used against manifest sinners, excluding them
from the Lord's Table till they give proof of
amendment. This power of excommunication inheres in the body of the Church. Later in the

in her

16th cent, it was left to the Lutheran consistories,
the pastor having only the prerogative of anIn the 17th cent, there
nouncing the sentence.
was a movement to establish or re-establish a
of
J.
V. Andreee, who had
discipline by
system
been in Geneva, the younger Quistorp of Rostock,
and others, by the appointment of a body of
elders for each congregation.
Spener also wrote
of discipline as a possible means of reviving piety.
These suggestions came to nothing. At the present time the State exercises so large an authority
in appointing ministers and enforcing baptism
that discipline is almost a lost art in the German

Lutheran Churches.
(a) Zwingli and
(2) The Reformed Churches.
GEcolampadius left the right of excommunication
to the State.
In Zurich the Reformation was
and heretics and
carried out by the magistrates
Anabaptists were executed. Zwingli, so far as we
know, did not protest against this punishment.
The First Helvetic Confession provides for excommunication and for reinstatement in case of repentance but, without making a clear distinction
between the two realms, puts the authority to
pass sentence in the hands of those who are appointed thereto by the servants of the Word and
the Christian magistracy.' The State is to take
positive measures to root out blasphemy and
punish blasphemers, and to promote the spread

—
;

;

'

the principles preached in the pulpit.
The
Second Helvetic Confession (xxx. [Schaff, Creeds,
iii. 305 f.]) makes it the duty of the civil magistrate to defend the Church of God and the preaching of the truth, to cut out all impiety, superstition, and idolatry, to draw the sword against
all malefics and blasphemers, and to coerce all
of

'

heretics

who

are heretics indeed.'

(b) The practice of the large body of the Reformed Churches was determined by Calvin's treatment in his Institutes (bk. iv. ch. 12) and by the
Genevan code, the Ecclesiastical Ordinances, which
were largely the work of Calvin's hand. It must
not be overlooked that in minor particulars the
execution of the Genevan legislation differs from
Calvin's theory as laid down in his Institutes.
Calvin's carefully arranged form of Church govern-

He proceeded
rigid discipline.
on the principle that no house can be preserved
in proper condition without discipline.
Otherwise Christians would live like rats in the straw.
ment involved a

'
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Discipline is the only remedy against a dreadful
luceIts purpose is
desolation in the Church.
fold
to keep the Church in a sound condition, to
protect its members against taint, and to bring
the offender, if possible, to repentance. Following closely on Mt 18""-, admonition precedes excommunication, which is the last resort of the
Calvin declared that, as
ecclesiastical power.
sound teaching is the soul of the Church, so discipline is its sinews (disciplina pro nervis est). The
elders, twelve in number, appointed from the
Little Council, were expected to live in different
parts of Geneva, in order that they might the
It
better perform their functions as overseers.
was their duty to watch over the moral and reand
to
make
at
of
the
least
people,
ligious fidelity
once a year a visitation of every household. With
the pastors they constituted the consistory, which
t

—

met once a week and

sat

against high and low.

upon complaints made

They

fixed penalties for

for nonGreater offenders were
attendance at Church.
turned over to the civil power for punishment.
Watchmen were appointed to report persons who
This system has been
failed to go to Church.
likened by Catholic historians (e.g. Funk, Kirchenoffenders, such as

payments of money

gesch.*, 1902, p. 438) to the tribunal of the Inquisition.
Calvin's theory of the relation of State and
Church cannot be discussed here. It is evident,
however, that, in abandoning the mediaeval mis-

take whereby the Church arrogated to itself
authority over the State, he went too far in the
other direction to suit our modern ideas. He was
right in declaring that ministers must confine
themselves to the spiritual sword, which is the
word of God (Inst. IV. ii. 4). The State lie treated
as a Christian institution established to defend
the Church, and to punish religious as well as
Thus not only sedipolitical and moral offences.
tion and adultery were punished by death in

Geneva, but also blasphemy, heresy, and idolatry,
the justification for such punishments being deThe
rived from the Old and New Testaments.
most notable of the many condemnations was the
burning of Servetus upon the two charges of
blasphemy against the doctrine of the Trinity, and
Calvin
insulting reprobation of infant baptism.
himself acted as prosecutor. The Reformer, howof
had
some
idea
the
coseems
to
have
ever,
ordinate relation of the two realms, and insisted,
at the risk of his life, upon excommunication as
the sole prerogative of the Church. In the famous
case of the excommunicated Berthelier (1553), who
had been reinstated by the civil authority in the
church, Calvin declared that he would die rather
than acknowledge the principle of State interference.
(e)

The Protestant Church

of France, adapting

the State, adopted Calvin's
discipline in a modified form, but also declared that
the magistrates are appointed of God to suppress
itself to its position in

crimes against the first as well as against the second
table of the Decalogue (Gallicar, Conf. xxxix.).
(d) The Anglican Thirty-Nine Articles commended excommunication (xxxiii.), but are not
clear in defining the tribunal before which a
person should come before being received back
into the communion of the Church, the words
running received into the Church by a judge that
hath authority thereunto.' By virtue of the supreme headship of the Church in England inhering
in the sovereign, discipline for Church offences
was exercised by the civil authority. This principle was not combated by the Puritan party in
Elizabeth's reign, but only the application of it
whereby they suffered for disobedience to the Act
'

of Uniformity.
(e)

In Scotland and

among

the Puritan churches
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the rigorous discipline of Geneva found its most
genial soil, so that Puritanism and Presbyterianism are synonymous in the popular mind not only
with severity of Christian living, but with severity
of censure upon those who depart in faith or
ethical practice from the accepted standard.
The
Scottish symbols, and the Westminster standards
which took their place after 1648, alike enunciate
the close relation between Church and State
whereby the State punishes a certain class of

and also lay great stress upon
strict supervision over the lives of Church members and a rigorous system of censure. The Book
religious offences,

of Common Order ana the First Book of Discipline,
as well as the Form of Government and Directory
of Worship of the Westminster Assembly, state
at length the rules of judicature and of trial. To
these is to be added the Order of Excommunication
and of Public Repentance, commanded to be
printed by the Scottish Assembly in 1569 (see
Dunlop, ii. 701-745). Knox, the faithful disciple
of Calvin, laid down in the Scottish Confession of
1560 the principle of the relation of Church and
State, when he declared that to civil rulers
chiefly and most principally the conservation
and purgation of religion appertains,' and that
they are appointed for the maintenance of the
true religion and for suppressing idolatry. This
principle was fully embodied in the Westminster
Confession (xxiii.), which declares it to be the
duty of the civil magistrate to take order that
unity and peace be preserved in the Church.' He
hath power to call synods and to provide that
whatsoever is transacted in them be according to
the Word of God.' This principle was carried out
in the relation which the Assembly sustained to
Parliament. One of the main complaints of the
Millenary Petition in 1603 concerned Church disThe petitioners begged that men be
cipline.
not excommunicated for trifles and twelve-penny
matters (see Gee and Hardy, Documents, London,
1896, p. 509 ff.).
To the subject of the Church's exercise of discipline by its own tribunal, the Westminster Confession devotes a whole chapter (xxx.), and prescribes
three forms of punishment admonition, suspension from the Lord's Supper for a time, and excommunication from the Church. The reasons for
the exercise of discipline are given in a more
quaint and attractive form by Knox in the Book
of Common Order (ch. vii.), and in the Order of
Excommunication (ch. iii.). In the latter it is
stated
that, as it would be a work both uncharitable and cruel to join together in one bed
persons infected with pestilent and other contagious and infective sores, with tender children or
such as were sound, so it is no less cruelty to suffer
amongst the flock of Christ such obstinate rebels
., for a little leaven eorrupteth the whole mass.'
Offences coming before the Church court for
censure are enumerated in the Scottish Book of
Discipline (ch. ix.), and include 'accursed papisterie,' which exposed those who were infected with
it to excommunication.
This is reasserted in the
Order of Excommunication (Dunlop, 709). The
Kirk-session, consisting of the minister and elders,
meeting once a week, had as one of its functions
to determine and
judge causes and administer
admonition to licentious livers, for by the gravity
of the seniors, the light and unbridled life of the
licentious must be corrected and bridled
{First
Bk. of Disc. x.). The sentence of excommunication was to be announced by the minister in the
public audience of the people in the words
'

'

'

'

'

—

'

.

.

'

'

:

'

We

draw the sword
having plafe in ttie ministry
granted by God to His Church, that is, to excommunicate from
the society of Christ Jesus, from His body la- Church,
-m
of
sacraments
with
the Bame, Unand
participation,
prayer
'
.

.

.

I

said N.'

1

1

(Jewish)

(/) In America, during the Colonial period,
the discipline within the Churches of Puritan and
Presbyterian lineage was strict, and throughout
the colonies, even in New Amsterdam under Peter
Stuyvesant, the magistrate joined in exercising
oversight over strictly ecclesiastical affairs. The
notable exception was Rhode Island, founded by
Roger Williams, who before his banishment denied
the right of the civil authority to punish offences
against the first table, and who in his exile gave
memorable expression to the principle of religious
In the New England colonies, especially
liberty.
Massachusetts, the close alliance of Church and
State involved not only such acts as the calling of
synods by the legislature and the collecting of
taxes for the support of the Established Church,
but acts of Church discipline culminating in the
banishments of Anne Hutchison (1638) and Roger
Williams (1636), the public execution of four
Quakers (1659-61) in Boston, and the execution
of nineteen persons accused of witchcraft in 1692.
With the adoption of the American Constitution,
the Churches, including the American Presbyterian Assembly (1789), adopted modifications of
their constitutions, making them conform to the
principle of the complete separation of Church and
The Assembly of that year altered in a
State.
fundamental way ch. xxx. of the Westminster
Confession. For similar modifications by British
Presbyterian Churches, see art. Confessions, in
vol. iii. p. 878\
In recent times the tendency among Churches
using the English tongue is to forego as far as
possible the right of discipline, preferring to trust

almost wholly to the effect of the public exposition
of the truth from the pulpit and to the conscience
of the church-member.
There is also a tendency
to avoid the exercise of discipline upon ministers
of the gospel in the matter of doctrinal belief.
The recent trials of Professor William Robertson
Smith in Scotland (1877-81) and Professors Charles
Briggs and Henry Preserved Smith in the United
States (1892-94), and their exclusion for supposed
heretical views, awakened wide-spread attention,
and have raised the serious question how far
liberty of opinion should be tolerated in a minister
when it is accompanied by devotion to Christ and
the interests of His Church.

—
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DISCIPLINE (Jewish).— The State under the
Mosaic system being a theocracy, every offence
was necessarily ecclesiastical, and its punishment
Besides the compulsory
a disciplinary measure.
lff
sin-offering (Lv 4 -), the penalties imposed by the
Pentateuch are fines, loss of property, flagellation,
1J
excision (On 17
But, among
etc.), and death.
the offences of which Mosaism takes cognizance,
some are ecclesiastical in the stricter sense. They
'

,

are, chiefly, idolatry, sacrilege, the

appropriation

of holy things, and the ministration of a priest
when in a state of Levitical impurity.
priest's

A

DISCIPLINE
daughter, moreover, who gave herself to prostitution was regarded as 'profaning her father,' and
was to be burnt to death (Lv 21"). The unintentional trespasser in the matter of holy things had
to make full restitution to the sanctuary, and to
5 l4ff- ).
pay an additional fifth of the value (Lv
Death was the penalty for sacrilege (Nu I 5 ', etc.) ;
and the deliled priest had to wait until the evening,
and then bathe, before resuming the duties of his
6
Those who disobeyed imperilled
office (Lv 22 ).
A notable instance of sacrilege
their lives (ib.).
being thus punished is that of Nadab and Abihu
lff
(Lv 10 -). The Israelite who ate leavened bread at
the Passover, or consulted wizards, was punished
the Sabbathwith 'excision' (Ex 12' 5 Lv 20 6
breaker was stoned (Nu is 3 '-"-) the worshipper of
Molech was liable both to 'excision' and to the
death penalty (Lv 20 M -)._
A totally different kind of discipline was the
self-imposed austerity of the Nazirite, who, in
virtue of his vow, abstained from wine and strong
drink, remained unshaven, and conformed to the
laws of Levitical purity in all their rigour (Nu 6 llr- ).
For the purpose of stamping out idolatry the
theory of the ban was brought into use.
person,
animal, or thing, set apart or devoted to God, was
known as herem, i.e. banned, or tabu, and could
26ffIdolatrous
not be sold or redeemed (Lv 27
).
emblems and the cities of the seven Canaanite
nations, with their inhabitants and contents, were
34
6
5
herem, and were to be destroyed (Dt 2 3 7 Jos
He who appropriated devoted things was,
6").
so to speak, infected, and became herem in his
turn he incurred the death penalty (Dt 7
Jos 7 25 ).
like doom overtook the idolatrous Israelite
Idolatrous
their
13™Israelitish
with
cities,
(Dt
)
spoil, were to be burnt, and the cities to remain
an everlasting ruin (Dt i3 12ff-).
By the time of Ezra disciplinary practice had
become much less severe. Ezra invokes a general
assembly of the Jews in order that they may purge
themselves from the evil of intermarriage with
their idolatrous neighbours the property of those
who refuse to attend is to be 'devoted,' and they
themselves
separated from the congregation
7
(Ezr 10 '-). There is no question here of a death
and
the use of the comparatively mild
penalty,
term 'separated' indicates a mitigation of disciEzra's action, however, seems to
plinary rigour.
be a connecting link between the Pentateuchal
procedure and the system of excommunication of
the Talmudic regime. Under that system the
term herem changes its meaning, and now signifies
tbe ban, not the thing banned. It is the technical
term for excommunication, the most formidable
weapon of the Jewish Church.
Excommunication, however, though the chief,
was not the only disciplinary measure in use
among the Jews. The voluntary asceticism of the
Nazirite had its counterparts in post-Biblical times.
Thus a man would take a vow, even registering it
in a deed, to abstain, for a term or for life, from
certain forms of self-indulgence.
Gambling was a
favourite subject of such a vow. The penalty for
violation of the vow was often severe, extending
even to bodily mutilation. Another self-imposed
man would bind himself
penance was fasting.
to fast on certain days of the week either for a
definite period or for life.
Further, the mediaeval
community or congregation would make enactments (t'hanOth) against various offences, disobedience to which was punished by tines, exclusion
from synagogal office, or refusal of the privilege of
reading from the scroll of the Pentateuch during
service, or of participation in some other religious
rite. The imposition of a line on the elder DTsraeli
by the Spanish and Portuguese congregation in
London was the immediate cause of his withdrawal
VOL. IV. 46
)

,

;

;
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,

'

'
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;

,

A

;

'

'
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from the synagogue. Disobedience to a t-l.mia
might also be visited with imprisonment (the Jews
often had their own prisons in the Middle Ages).
An offender might be denied Jewish burial, or his
body consigned to a special section of the cemetery
set apart for notorious evil-doers.
Sentence of
death was also passed upon flagrant transgressors,
more particularly upon informers. The execution
of the sentence in such cases necessarily required

the consent of the Government, by whose officials
was carried into effect. Another disciplinary

it

expedient was public denunciation in the synagogue,

recourse to which was sometimes had in the case
of the most venial offences for extravagance, in
Neverdress, for example, on the part of women.
theless excommunication continued to be the most
effective disciplinary agent of the synagogue for
2000 years.
The ban of the Synagogue falls under three
categories, known respectively as n'zifa, niddiii,
and lierem. The first lasted seven, the second
In Babylonia the periods were one
thirty days.
day and seven days respectively. N'zifa was the
penalty for slight offences, especially insult to the
As regards niddiii, the ban
religious authorities.
was removed at the termination of the prescribed
if
made due submission, the
the
offender
period
formula being: 'Thou art absolved; thou art
If
he
was
the punishment
recalcitrant,
forgiven.'
was renewed for a second and a third period. If
he was still contumacious, excommunication in the
third degree (herem) was pronounced, which continued for an indefinite period, but might be
revoked at the will of the authorities. Before
sentence was pronounced, the culprit was thrice

—

publicly exhorted to submission and repentance in
the synagogue, on Monday and on the following
Thursday and Monday, those being the days when
the Law was read and the congregation was
numerous. When this exhortation proved unavailing, the ban was pronounced in the offender's
presence with the words: 'N.N. is excommunicated'; or, in his absence, with the words 'Let
:

N.N. be excommunicated' (cf. the expression
anathema maranatha in 1 Co 16 22 the second
word of which is perhaps a corrupt reading for
mii/ircim 'atta, thou art excommunicated '). Those
on whom n'zifa was pronounced were compulsorily
confined to their houses, and forbidden to engage
in business or pleasure.
Those under niddiii were
'

'

,

'

forbidden all social intercourse save with their
wives and children. They could not make up the
quorum for public worship (niinydn), but they
might attend the synagogue for prayer and listen
to religious discourses.
They had to wear mourn
ing, and were forbidden to bathe, to cut their hair,
or to wear shoes. It is said that there was a special
entrance into the Temple reserved for excommuni-

cated persons, and men greeted them as mourners.
If herein were pronounced, the offender might not
teach nor might he be supplied with food beyond
what was required for bare sustenance. His wife
might be excluded from public worship and his
;

children from school.
If his offence was heresy,
and he died impenitent, no funeral rites might be
performed for him, and a stone was placed on his
coffin.

The offences punishable by niddiii are drawn
from every department of the religious and ethical
domain. Mzimomdes {Hilkoth Talmud Torah, 6. 14)
enumerates twenty-four examples drawn from the
Talmud but his list is obviously not exhaustive.
A few typical examples may lie given desecrating
the second day of the festival (though it is a purely
Kabbinical institution)
unnecessary use of the
ill-treatment of children by the
Divine Name
parent, so that they are made to break the command
Thou shalt honour thy father and thy mother ;
;

:

;

;

'

'
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the neglect by a slaughterer of cattle (shOhty) to
show liis knife to his Rabbi so that it may be
declared fit for its purpose on ritual and humanibusiness partnership between a
tarian grounds
divorced couple; selling to a Gentile land immediately adjoining the property of another Jew
without indemnifying the latter for consequent
;

injury.

notable victim of his overbearing temper was his
own brother-in-law Eliezer ben Hyrcanus, a Rabbi
of great learning and influence, upon whom
Gamaliel imposed lifelong excommunication for an
offence similar to that of Akabya.
Gamaliel calls
Heaven to witness that his severity has for its
motive not a lust of power, but zeal for the Divine
glory and there is no question that his protest is
sincere.
But it is of such stuff that Torquemadas
are made, and from such zeal that the evils they
produce are wrought. Certainly this truth did
not escape the attention of the Talmudic doctors;
and when, in the same century, Judah the Holy
threatened to place R. Meir under the ban, a resolute spirit Bar £appara himself a member of the
Sanhedrin, strenuously protested. It would seem,
indeed, that excommunication became increasingly
rare in Palestine from this time forward, flagellation being substituted for it in the case of insubIn Babylonia, however, to
ordinate Rabbis.
which the centre of gravity of Jewish life was now
being shifted, the old disciplinary system was
maintained, at least in principle. How often it
was put into practice it is impossible to say. Only
three cases are recorded, so that its mere terrors
possibly sufficed to keep the rebellious in order.
There were certainly Rabbis who prided themselves
upon never having pronounced sentence of excommunication upon a colleague the very act of
pronouncing it was punishable with the ban. It
is even recorded that a Rabbi would first put himself under the ban before imposing it upon others,
so that he might remember to release them when
he set himself free. But this considerate temper
was by no means general, and the consequences
;

Probably owing to the example of the Church,
excommunication among the Jews became more
drastic and more far-reaching in the Middle Ages.

The catalogue of offences visited with the penalty
was enlarged, the disabilities it imposed increased
number, and the right of pronouncing it extended
from the Rabbinical authority to the congregation
(/crihdl).
Synods met at various times to formulate
new ecclesiastical rules, all of which were enforced
Thus the
by the threat of excommunication.
famous Synod of \Vorms, convoked in the 11th
cent, by R. Gershon of Mayence, declared polygamy
forbidden, and placed under the ban those who
disobeyed this decision. On the other hand, the
offences denounced by the congregation were often
trivial, and resort to excommunication in their case
was less justifiable. Thus the penalty became a
terrible engine of oppression in the hands of illinstrncted men, who were free to give effect to
their own ideas of right and wrong, unrestrained
by the moderating influence of trained and educated
minds. The decrees of excommunication pronounced
by the congregation operated within the entire
district over which it exercised jurisdiction, and,
until formally repealed, through all generations.
They followed the offenders even after they had
severed themselves from the congregation and had
removed to another district.
In some of its features the Jewish ritual of
excommunication in the mediaeval period bore a
close likeness to that adopted by the Church.
The excommunicated person, if his case was a bad
with bell, book, and
one, was literally banned
candle.' Led into the synagogue, he was placed
beside the reader, who stood at the ark, the most
sacred part of the building, with a scroll of the
Pentateuch in his arms. Inflated bladders were
placed on a bier, candles were lighted, and sackcloth and ashes strewn at the offender's feet. Then
the horn (shophar) was sounded, the candles were
extinguished, and the bladders burst all to strike
in

'

—

terror into the culprit's heart.
Finally came the
'
In the
pronouncement of the excommunication
name of God, of the tribunal of Heaven and of
earth, we solemnly ban and excommunicate the
sinner N.N.
May all the curses of the Law rest
upon his head, and this excommunication cling to
the 248 members of his body
Whereupon all
:

'

!

present, including the culprit, answered Amen.'
The history of excommunication in the Jewish
Church is chiefly a catalogue of more or less
distinguished persons banned for heresy, or some
cognate offence against authority. Breaches of
'

the religious law were frequently visited with the
penalty but we hear less of them in this connexion
than of contumacy and unorthodox teaching.
;

That excommunication was employed

to

fight

its inception is to be gathered from
and from other passages in the New
Testament. The lirst undoubted instance of the
imposition of the ban given in the Talmud, though

Christianity at

Lk 6- and
we read

(Jewish)

22

!)

,

of possibly earlier threats of

it, is

that of

the sage Akabya ben Mahalalel (a contemporary
of Jesus [?]), whose sin consisted in persisting in a
view of the ritual law opposed to that of the
majority of the Sanhedrim At this period the
President of the Sanhedrin was invested with the
power of excommunication, and a famous President
at the beginning of the 2nd cent, was Gamaliel II.,
a man of sterling but imperious character.

A

—

—

;

were sometimes grotesque. Two Rabbis would
excommunicate each other, and the difficulty was
to know which of the two sentences was the valid
The absurdity of such proceedings and the
one.
evil consequences generally of excommunication
moved Maimonides (12th cent.) to utter a warning

note.
'The Rabbi,' he

Baid, 'has the undoubted right to punish
but it does not
insult9 to his office by excommunication
consort with his dignity to exercise this right frequently.
Better that he should let the insults of coarse men go unnoticed,
as the wise Solomon has said, "Take not heed unto all words
"
that are spoken lest thou hear thy servant curse thee
(op. cit.
;

'

;

end).

Maimonides himself was the innocent cause of
increased resort to the ban.
Opposition to his
theological teachings broke out into active violence
after his death, and the anathema was pronounced
against all and sundry who should read his Guide
or the Introduction to his Yad. The Rabbis of the
opposing school followed suit, and excommunicated
those who denounced the Master. The quarrel not
only grew fiercer as time went on, but widened in
scope. The ban was now directed against preachers
who interpreted the Scriptures allegorically, and
against all persons under 25 who engaged in the
study of Greek philosophy, or of any natural science
except medicine.
In Amsterdam, in the 17th cent., Uriel Acosta, having made
his submission to the

Synagogue

after

excommunication for

heresy, was placed under the nan a second time on repeating
his offence.
Again recanting, he was again absolved but his
conflict with the authorities had unhinged his mind, and, after
an attempt upon the life of his denouncer, he died by his own
hand. A more illustrious heretic, Spinoza, paid with excommunication for his philosophical speculations in the same century and in the same city. He made no attempt at recantation
or submission ; the decree which drove him out from the Jewish
communitysecund additional effectiveness from his self-imposed
banishment and alienation. Cf. artt. Acosta, Sitooza.
;

Nor was philosophy the only heresy. The mysdoctrine of the J£abbalfi, which represented
the other pole of Jewish thought, was equally
anathema. Nhabbalhai Sebi, the pseudo-Messiah,
also of the 17th cent., was put under the ban as
much for his Ivabbalistic teachings as for his Mes.
sianic pretensions. His followers long outlived him
tical
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survive in Turkey; and the sentence
pronounced against their founder was renewed for
their punishment at intervals for a century and a
half.
Dabbling in theljabbala brought not merely
impostors, but also great teachers, under the ban.
indeed, the more eminent the Rabbi, the more
surely does he seem to have been marked out as a
lit
subject for excommunication and, on the other
hand, the more obscure the Rabbi, the more ready
he was to excommunicate.
The sword and shield
of ignorance and deceit'
thus a Jewish writer
Even to show brotherly
characterized the ban.
feeling for the Karaites was au offence visited with
disciplinary measures, as the famous Nachman
Krochmal of Lemberg was to learn, less than a
century ago. Naturally, the sect of the jffasidim,
who exalted mysticism above conformity with the
Rabbinic Law, were banned as heretics. Heresy,
moreover, meant anything that was new, however
innocent or positively advantageous to the Jewish
Thus the Synagogue, or rather its reprecause.
sentatives in certain places, declared some of its
best friends anathema a Dr. Frankl, for example,
who fifty years ago desired to found in Jerusalem
an asylum for children on modem lines, and, a
little later, even Sir Moses Monteiiore, who advocated the teaching of European languages in the
schools of the Holy City. Nor has such disciplinary
procedure been quite unknown in England in recent
still

;

'

—

—

times.

A species of excommunication was launched by the orthodox
Rabbinate in 1842 against the West London Synagogue, which
had just been established on principles antagonistic to the
Talmudic theory ot the divinity ot the Oral Law. The faithful
were warned against using the Prayer Book of the new congregation, and against communion with them in 'any religious
rite or sacred act.' Members of the congregation were denied
Jewish burial.
After protracted negotiations, the ban was
removed seven years later.

At the present time excommunication is virtually
extinct among Jews in civilized countries.
More
than a century ago the famous Paris Sanhedrin,
convoked by Napoleon

I.,

anticipated matters by

rirtually declaring the rite of excommunication
obsolete.
It is significant that a note to the
chapter on the ban in the latest editions of the
Shulhan Arukh
the authoritative text- book of

—
—

,

orthodox Judaism declares that the prescriptions
set forth in that chapter have no longer any validity
Even the most devoted
(Yore Deah, sect. 334).
adherent of the Rabbinic Law is forced to admit
that these severe disciplinary measures are at once
superlluous and contrary to the spirit of the age.
Self-preservation is obtainable by milder and more
rational means in these days of emancipation and
Moreover, the Jew imbued with the
equality.
modern spirit recognizes, as fully as does his Gentile brother, that severity, when exercised
by a
religious body, defeats its own purpose by hardening the offender in his offence and confirming him
in his heresy.
It is a glaring self-contradiction,
seeing that a Church, which necessarily claims to

(Introductory and Primitive)
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be the Divine representative, should have, as its
first characteristic, the Divine
qualities of mildness
and leniency. Thus the ban has again and again
served the cause of irreligion, instead of militating
Moses Mendelssohn (lHth cent.), the
against it.
protagonist of the modern Jewish temper, has well
expressed this view
:

'

Excommunication and proscription,' he says in the introductory pages of his Jerusalem, 'are directly contrary to the
What 1— shut out a brother who would share
spirit of Religion.
in my edification and lift his heart with mine to God
If Religion permits itself no arbitrary punishments, least of all can it
use this spiritual torment which, alas, only they can feel who
are truly religious.
it
ifi
has
the right
Every society,
urged,
to exclude; why not a religious society? My answer is that
this is just where a religious society forms an exception.
Subject to a higher law, no society can exercise a right which is
directly opposed to its fundamental aims. To excommunicate
a dissenter, to expel him from the Church, is like forbidding a
!

.

.

.

man the dispensary. It is to repulse the patient whose
need of medicine is all the greater because he is not conscious
of his need, but deems himself in good health.'
sick

In fairness, however, to the Synagogue, a

dis-

tinction must be drawn between the needs of
modern times and those of the past. There were
occasions when the duty of safeguarding the existence of the community, and even of the religion,
seemed to justify resort to excommunication. It

possessed terrors which every other disciplinary
expedient lacked. It seemed to be the only means
of enforcing respect for authority and obedience to
its injunctions.
It supplied an effective weapon
for preserving morality, personal and public, and
it often averted ill-will and
persecution at the
hands of the general population, by preventing
internal disputes from obtaining the publicity of
the secular courts. Under threat of excommunication, Jewish litigants would bring their quarrels
for adjustment to the Beth Din (the Ecclesiastical
Court) or to the Kahal (the Congregation), instead
of taking them for settlement to the magistrates.

But these considerations do not excuse the action
of certain Rabbis, of the mediaeval period more
particularly, who resorted to excommunication as
an easy means of crushing their personal opponents.
Nor, in the case of heresy, do they avail against
the objection raised by I. H. Weiss (Dor Dor, v.),
that excommunication, even when actuated by the
purest motives, did more harm than good by rending Jewry in twain at a time when concord and
union were its greatest need.
Moreover, as he
adds, instead of extirpating the evils at which it
aimed, it often rooted them deeper. The heretic,

who might have been won back by

lenity

and

for-

bearance, was strengthened in his heresy, and still
further estranged, by severe methods.
Literature.— I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
London, 1896; H. Graetz, Gesch. der Juden, Leipzig, 1S68-78;
M. Gudemann, Gesch. des Erziehungswesens wad der Cultur
der abendland. Juden, Vienna, 1884 Hamburger, 9.V, Bann
JE, s.vv. 'Anathema,' 'Ban,' 'Excommunication,' 'Punishment'; JQR xvi. (1904) 604-524; J. Picciotto, Anglo-Jewish
History, London, 1875; I. H. Weiss, Dor Dor we Vorshaw*,
Wilna, 1904 J. Wiesner, Der Bann, Leipzig, 1864.
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American (A. F. Chamberlain), p. 731.
Assyro-Babylonian (R. C. Thompson), p.

741.

p. 753.
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(Introductory
and Primitive).— Of the two methods, the 'direct'
and the interpretative,' by which we can study
the beliefs of different peoples as regards the
'

methods of communication, diagnosis, and

ment

of

disease,

each

has

its

(J.

Jolly),

p. 753.
p.

755.

Muslim.— See Charms and Amulets

Celtic (T. Bahns), p. 747.
Egyptian (G. Foucart), p. 749.

Greek and Roman (Ed. Thraemer),

Hindu

Jewish (H. Loewe),

difficulties.

treat-

To

Persian

(Muh.).

(L. C.

Casartelli), p. 757.
Roman. See Greek and Roman.'
Teutonic (K. Sudhoff), p. 759.
Vedic (G. M. Bolling), p. 762.

—

'

'interpret' the beliefs of a people from observation of their practices is alwa}'s a dangerous procedure.
The same practices may exist among
widely distant peoples yet we can never safely
conclude that they are the expression of precisely
the same beliefs, or that apparently identical be;
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have the same meaning and have been reached
by the same lines of development. Take as an ex-

liefs

ample certain conceptions

of the cause of toothache.

In the Banks Islands, says Codrington {The dlelaneMans,
Oxford, 1891, p. 193), there was a young woman of lny acquaintance who had a reputation for power of healing toothache by
a charm which had been taught her by an aged relative deceased.
She would lay a certain leaf, rolled up with certain muttered
words, upon the part inflamed and, when in course of time the
pain subsided, she would take out and unfold the leaf, and show
within it the little white maggot that was the cause of the
trouble.' We turn now to the Ainua of Japan.
For toothache
a nail is heated to white heat and held on the affected tooth for
a few seconds. This is said to kill the insects which are supposed to be the origin of the malady' (J. Batchelor, The Ainu
and their Folklore, London, 1901, p. 293). Lastly, in ancient
Assyria and among the modern Arabs of Mesopotamia, toothache
is attributed to a worm.
'

'

'

;

'

It would be tempting to suppose that the notion
worms or insects being the cause of toothache
has had the same origin in Melanesia, Japan, and
Asia Minor but all modern anthropological research points to the danger of drawing such a conclusion from a single thread of evidence.
"We can
hope to arrive at the relationship between individual beliefs only by carefully comparing the entire
cultures among which they are found we can hope
to arrive at the ultimate meaning and origin of a
belief only by observing and directly questioning

of

;

;

'

'

the peoples

among whom

it is

found, and especially

neighbouring and more primitive peoples who may
reasonably be considered as connected, by race or
by environment, with them. On the other hand,
it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain, by the
'direct' (or questioning) method, the beliefs of a
in relation to such a subject as disease. For
people
its ideas are apt to be nebulous and in a state of
flux
old practices often persist, but receive a
changing explanation as in course of time the beliefs of the community develop
even old beliefs
may be preserved and unreflectingly maintained,
despite the fact that they are logically inconsistent
with the newer beliefs which an advancing civilization or the adoption of a foreign culture brings
with it.
;

;

In the face of these difficulties, we shall confine
ourselves in this article mainly to the study of
disease among definite primitive peoples.
shall examine specific instances instead of working
with uncertain generalities.
Such a study will
show us how illness has been attributed first to
personal (human or demonic) and later to Divine
resentment, as the ideas of human magic, of interference by evil spirits, and of godhead have gradu-

We

Comparing primitive and more
advanced peoples with one another, we shall see
how treatment becomes more complex as different
diseases are allotted to different evil spirits, demons,
or gods. Difl'erent medicine-men are invoked definite remedies become attached to definitely recognized diseases.
Many practices, employed even
by the most primitive peoples, are continued, but
ally developed.

;

are regarded in quite another light as civilization
advances. They are found to have a good effect,
although the original cause for their application is
no longer believed in. Thus massage, or counterirritation, and often steam are employed by many
primitive peoples with the object of driving out the
evil matter or spirit or the demon of the disease
from the patient's body.
The evil is kneaded,
stamped, or pounded out of the body; or it is
rubbed in a definite direction usually from the
part affected towards the feet, where it escapes or
cuts are made in the skin, causing some flow of
blood.
Again, the conviction felt by the patient
that the medicine-man is able by his ail ions to
control the evil spirits of disease is responsible,
more than any other factor, for the success of
primitive therapeutics.
So, too, among the most

—

;

advanced communities, despite their changed beliefs, massage, hydrotherapy, and, at all events
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until recently, venesection persist as useful pracAs regards suggestion, it is open to question
far the most modern treatment, or the most
'specific' drug, can restore the patient to health,
unless he has been induced to believe in its efficacy.
Among primitive peoples, knowing the name of

tices.

how

the evil

spirit, using archaic language, summoning
medicine-men from another tribe, are frequently
important factors in effecting a cure. Among ourselves, a physician is held of slight account who
cannot give a name to his patient's illness; he still
writes his remedies in a dead language and his
reputation is apt to be greater abroad than at home.
Although the medicinal aspect of treatment has
come more and more to the front, in no part of
the world can the magical aspect be said to have
;

altogether disappeared.
I. Australia.
Turning now to various primitive
peoples in order to study their practices (and, so
far as is possible, their beliefs) in regard to the
causation and treatment of disease, let us first
examine the native Australians, who have been
studied with considerable care by Spencer and
Gillen (The Native Tribes of Central Australia,
London, 1899, The Nortlwm Tribes of Central
Australia, do. 1904), by W. E. Both (North
Queensland Ethnography, Bulletin 5, Brisbane,
1903), and by Howitt (The Native Tribes of SouthEast Australia, London, 1904). *
Among these
peoples disease is attributed to some evil magic
another.
to
harm
who
wishes
one
man
prepared by

—

A widely

spread method of causing disease is for
the sorcerer to take an irna, a stick or bone less
than a foot long, sharpened at one end, the other
end being usually tipped with porcupine-grass
resin (S.-G. a 534).
Any native may act as a sorcerer.
He goes away into the bush with his irna,
which he places in the ground, muttering some
such curse as May your heart be rent asunder ',
Then
May your head and throat be split open
he goes back to his camp, returning later to fetch
the irna, which he hides somewhere near his camp.
He bides his time until he can get near enough
one night to distinguish his victim without being
himself observed.
He then stoops down, and turning his back towards the
camp takes the irna in both hands and jerks it repeatedly over
his shoulder, muttering the same curses again (S.-G> 45S).
This pointing of the irna causes disease, and even
death, unless the evil magic which has proceeded
from the point of the irna can be removed. Usually a string is attached to the wax end of the
irna, and this the sorcerer often burns in the fire
to ensure the death of his victim. There is general
agreement, among Europeans resident in primitive
communities, that natives are extraordinarily open
to suggestion, so far at least as the transmission
man who believes that
of disease is concerned.
magic has been exercised upon him simply lies
a
down, refuses food, and pines away' (S.-G. 537).
The writer was assured, during his stay in the
if
a
man
rewas
sufficient
it
that
Torres Straits,
cognized as having magic power made a slight
movement towards another who was aware that
the former owed him a grudge. The victim would
then go home, refuse food, and become seriously
ill.
This pointing with the bone extends, with
In some cases
variations, throughout Australia.
a spear is used with a human bone attached to it
in others a human fibula is used
(B. § 139 f.
(H. 358), often along with human fat (ib. 361),
which the medicine-men are believed to be able to
abstract from other victims and to use as a powerIn place of the bone, stones may
ful aid [ib. 367).
1
lie
employed (S.-G. 467 H. 378) pieces of quartz,
are believed to
especially in the crystalline form,
be capable of projecting magic towards the victim
' For
brevity's sake, we shall ref»r to these hooks as S.-G.",
8.-G.b, R., and II. respectively.
'

!

'

'

!

'

'

A

'

)

;

'

;

;
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R.

;

§ 114).

Certain stones may, from

their mythical history, be exceedingly powerful
b
dead man's hair made into a
(S.-G. 472, 40!l).
girdle or worn in a necklace, lengths of opossum
man's head-band (S.-G. a
a
dead
string (K. § 131),
538), a knout made of strands of vegetable tihre
b
(
469), a woman's head-band (ib. 4ti5), are also
Ant-hills are
powerful objects for evil magic.

A

a curse is muttered into an
ant-hill, which is then secretly brought back to
the camp, pounded, and scattered over the ground
in the camp to which the victim belongs (ib. 466).
There is little specialization of function among
most of the Australian tribes in the causation of
disease
any man can magically affect another.
It is more particularly in the treatment of disease
that special 'medicine-men' play a part (S.-G. b
These may wear special emblems, and be
479).
compelled to submit to certain regulations in diet
similarly employed

;

;

and training {ib. 485).
The medicine-man may
suck or knead the affected part (H. 380, 384). He
may merely lay on his hands {ib. 382), or make
passes (S.-G.' 484), or he may suck at or bind round
the patient strings of human hair or opossum fur
His object is commonly to pro(R. jj§ 155, 150).
duce from the patient's body the bone or the stone
which the patient's enemy has employed against
him (S.-G. b 480; H. 379, 384) he sometimes produces a bit of quartz or charcoal, or a marble, and
often spits out blood somehow obtained from his
own mouth after prolonged sucking. In some
cases the patient is bled (H. 385), or is treated with
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They then rub the body with a mixand coco-nut oil, and give the. victim
coco-nut milk to drink. The assailant, while rubbing him, tells him to go up a coco-nut tree and to
fall down from il, breaking his leg; or he orders
him to be bitten by a centipede {est), which will
produce fatal blood-poisoning or lie may tell him
to go to a certain point in the island, and then to
return home and die.
The avenging party now
withdraw to a short distance, leaving the man's
knife and some bananas and coco-nuts beside him.
When he awakes and begins to wonder what has
happened to him, one of the hiding party takes up
a stone and hits a tree near the terrified man.
This makes him start, forget his bruises, and rush
their clubs.
ture of herbs

;

home, where he

Or it may be enough for him
{ib. 384).
woman's head-band upon his stomach,
whereupon the evil magic passes into the band,
which is thrown away into the bush (S.-G. b 474).
There are several minor features also described
by observers of the Australians but the above
herbs, etc.
to place a

;

may be considered to be typical of this people
generally, and will suffice to show broadly their
attitude towards disease.
It is clear that disease
is commonly regarded in Australia as an evil sent
man
to
which
is transmitted through
one
another,
by
the magic influence of pointing some such object as
a bone, a stone, or a piece of quartz. It enters the
body in that form, and in the same form the evil
must be withdrawn from the body.
2. Torres
Now let us turn to the
Straits.
Torres Straits, between Queensland and New
Guinea. Here, too, the belief in the power possessed by individuals in causing disease is accepted.
It is probable that in his heart each native knows
that he cannot cause disease in another nevertheless, he is always in terror lest some enemy
may have the power of causing it in himself. In
Murray Island, certain families were credited with
influence over the growth of bananas, coco-nuts,
or yams others were supposed to direct the movements of sharks many erected stone images in
their gardens to protect their food.
There arose
a belief in disease as the sequel to robbery or some
similar crime, and in the value of certain stones or
marks as an indication and assurance that disease
would follow if the objects protected by such signs
of tabu were disturbed.
In Murray Island the writer obtained a description of a species of sorcery, called maid, which was
formerly inflicted by any of the older men, in cases
of hatred (maid urkerlam) or adultery {maid koskerlam).
Finding his victim alone, the avenger
takes up a chance stone, and, pronouncing over it
some magic words (zogo mcr) in a half-whisper,
spits once or twice on it, and hurls it with great
force to strike the back of his enemy.
The latter
falls to the ground, breathing heavily, and loses

—

;

;

;

The assailant and
who have accompanied him now
consciousness.

lies

thirsty

and comatose for some

Then (according to the order of his assailant)
I think I shall go up that
he will say to his wife
coco-nut tree.' He goes up, falls down, breaks his
As the informant said, He
leg, and perhaps dies.
no go up himself. Medicine [i.e. the magic cere-

days.

'

:

'

mony] make him go

A third

1

;

up.'

feature in the

cerned in curing disease. The sick man is placed
on the sand-beach his eyes are closed ; no one
may see the approach of the lukup zogo Ic. As he
conies near, previously anointed with coco-nut oil
by his attendant, he halts, and, spitting or blowing
on his hands, performs a series of movements with
them, as if he were sweeping something from himself towards the patient.
The doctor firmly fixes
his gaze upon the patient throughout these actions.
Then lie makes some movements of the leg and
further movements of the arms. Finally, he shouts
the word Sirar' in a shrill voice and rushes off to
the sea, accompanied by the sick man. Some few
hours after bathing, the lukup zogo le visits the
patient in his hut and rubs him down with a decoction of herbs, sea-weed, and coco-nut oil.
This
massage is repeated daily if necessary, until the
recovers
Torres
(Cainb. Exj>.
Straits, v.
patient
;

'

320-326,
3.

vi.

222-240).

Melanesia.— These three characteristics

—

indicate a more advanced state of culture than
exists throughout Australia generally.
may
trace this state among the neighbouring people of
New Guinea, in the Bismarck Archipelago, in the
Solomon Islands, in the Banks Islands, and in the
New Hebrides ; it is a Papuo-Melanesian attitude
towards disease.
Thus, according to Seligmann
(T/ie Melancsians of British New Guinea, Cam'
one or more .
men who were
bridge, 1910),
sorcerers would follow their intended victim to

We

.

.

There he would be speared and
clubbed, and, when dead [i.e. unconscious], cut to
One end of a length of rope is then looped
pieces.
round the dead man's hand or knee, while the
opposite end is steeped in certain "medicine"
The medicine passes along the rope and
(gorto).'
He is at first dazed, and does
revives the victim.
not know where he is or what has happened to
his garden.

.

.

.

him.
He is told that he will die shortly, but he at
once loses memory of this. He manages to crawl

back to

his village,

where

his friends realize

what

has occurred by his silly, feeble condition, although
the victim can give no account of what has befallen
him (op. cit. 170). At Savo, Guadalcanar, Malanta,
and at Florida, in the Solomon Islands, the victim

by bis assailant, who 'seizes
[certain] magic
and knocks him on the
head with an axe, but not so as to kill him.' The
is

met

in solitude

him, bites his neck, stuffs
leaves

with

— the

belief that sickness is a result of disregarding a
tabu, the use of suggestion and interference with
memory in causing injury or disease, and the more
elaborate ceremonial in treatment of sickness

close in on the
it

Islander's attitude

Murray

towards disease consists in his treatment of it. A
special group of men, the lukup zogo Ic, are con-

certain relatives

prostrate body of the victim, and belabour

725

down

his throat

.

.

.
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or
think, or fancies, that he has offended his dead father, uncle,
brother. In that case no special intercessor is required the
and beg the
patient himself or one of the family will sacrifice,
it is a family affair.'
But, if
timlalii I" Hike the sickness away
he is uncertain of the ghost, if, for instance, his child is sick, he
'The doctor
will summon a doctor, a mane kisv, to decide.
called in will . . . chew ginger and blow into the patient's ears
and on that part of the skull which is soft in infants, will call on
the name of the timlalo, and beg him to remove the sickness

charmed leaves make the victim forget the name
He goes home, and dies two days
of his assailant.

;

In Lepers Island, New
later (Codrington, 206).
Hebrides, the assailant, after having overcome his
material at his head
a
little
charmed
shoots
victim,
by means of a bow and arrow, whereupon he can
remember nothing of the scene, but goes home to
fall ill

and

die.

His

;

another tmdalo
(Codrington, l'J4 f.). If this proves unsuccessful,
The latter
is addressed, or another mane kim is summoned.
may undertake to get his own tindalo to intercede with the
illness.
the
lin'dalo that is causing

friends, seeing the wound,
to him (ib. 207).

know what has happened

In the central part of New Britain (Neu Pommem), Bismarck Archipelago, property is protected
by tabu signs which, if disregarded, will cause
headache, sores, etc., on the trespasser or the thief.
If grasses are charmed and laid on the tree stems,
madness will ensue. A human bone placed on the
spot whence an object was stolen will cause the
tliief to waste (K. Parkinson, Dreissig Jahre in der
In the Solomon Islands
Siidsee, Stuttgart, 1907).
the disregard of tabu marks is similarly believed

Thus we are able to trace in Oceania a development, along two directions, of ideas as to the
causation of disease.

of the cult of the dead, which is so complex
Thus, according to
in certain parts of Melanesia.
of the distinguishing
(op. cit. 12 f.), one

Seligmann

Western Papuo-Melanesians,
is
ranging from Cape Possession to Oraiigerie Bay,
the close association of certain institutions with
Eastern
the
whereas
of
the
shades
the
dead,
visitation
Papuo-Melanesians show no fear of the
of the deceased, and no fear of supernatural beings.
They attribute disease, as we have already seen, to
the discharge of a spirit from a living person, thus
Australian view.
closely agreeing with the general
The other line of development in Oceania conto an offended
of
disease
sists in the attributing
be propitiated by sacrifice.
spirit, which has to
a
far
finds
This conception
higher development in
In Samoa, for example, disease was
Polynesia.
characteristics of the

the Eastern Papuo-Melanesians of New
Guinea we rind a further development of the view
that disease is due to some emanation from the
At Bartle Bay, for instance, disease can
sorcerer.
he caused 'by means of a "sending" projected
The
from the body of the sorcerer or witch.
"sending" is most commonly projected from the
after
her
death
of
a
and
woman,
may pass to
body
her daughter, or with her spirit or shade (am) pass
to the other world.' At Gelaria, in the same
region of New Guinea, the sending is called
labuni. Labuni exist within women. They are
said to wear petticoats, which, however, are shorter
than those worn by the women of the district. They
produce disease by means of a sliver of bone, or
fragment of stone or coral, called gidana, which
fragment
they insert into their victim's body.
of human bone or a man's tooth is a specially potent
gidana (Seligmann, 640 f. ). The gidana is thrown
by the labuni at about sixty yards' distance only
the 'spiritual' part is said to enter the victim's
body. The process of removing the spell can he
performed only after the woman who sent the

Among

'

.

.

'

considered due to 'the wrath of some particular
The high priest of the village ascertained
deity.'
the cause, and ordered some sacrifice on the part of
the patient, e.g. a canoe or a piece of land. Or a
confession was' obtained from every member of the
crimes each had compatient's family as to the
mitted or the curses he had uttered in a moment of
some other member
or
the
patient
against

'

A

'

;

anger

of the family (G. Turner,

labuni has been appeased by presents. The treatment is usually undertaken by a man, and consists
in rubbing the body until the gidana is extracted
in the form of a material lump, which is sucked
out through the closed hands of the masseur.
This notion of the discharge of an independent
spirit from a living person, which
as a petticoated individual, probably
led to a further development in which disease is
attributed to the influence of an evil spirit.

emanation or
itself lives

Amongst the Roro-speaking peoples of New Guinea
there

is

'

an

but real belief in demon-

ill-defined

agencies controlled by a
(Seligmann, 291). In the Gazelle Peninsula, New Britain, the most powerful of evil
it dwells in high trees,
spirits is called Kaia
dark caves, and other inaccessible places which
are held sacred. Any one profaning one of these
Kaia
sacred places invites sickness or death.
manifests itself in the form of a snake (P. A.
Kleintitschen, Die Kiistenbcwohner d. Gazcllehalbinsel, Miinster, 1906, p. 337).
So, too, in the NewHebrides, spirits are the chief objects of veneration

producing

spiritual

sorcerer'

;

;

a sick man always attributes his illness to a spirit
which he has offended by trespassing on some spot
or profaning some object belonging to it, or which
some enemy has invoked to Ining illness (Codrington, 184).

Banks Islands, on the other hand, sickness
generally attributed to the resentment, not of
but of ghosts of the dead. Also in
Florida (Solomon Islands) it is a tmdalo, i.e. a
ghost of the dead,
In the

is

evil spirits,

'

is attrib-

growth

to result in disease.

.

In the one, disease

uted to some interference on the part of the dead.
Probably this belief, traces of which appear even
in Queensland (R. § 114), is correlated with the

that causes illness ; it ia a matter of conjecture which of the
known thidalos it may he. Sometimes a person lias reason to

Samoa, London,

1884,

In Tahiti, again, the sickness of chiefs
Whole
to the anger of the gods.
fields of plantains and a hundred or more pigs'
would he taken to the temples, where prayers were
offered up (\V. Ellis, Polynesian Researches, London,
In Polynesia generally, disease >vas
1831, i. 349).
supposed to be a visitation from the gods.
When a person was taken ill, the priest or physician was sent
for as soon as he arrived, a young plantain-tree, procured by
some members of the family, was handed to him, as an offering
to the god a present of cloth was also furnished, as his own fee.
He began bv calling upon the name of his god, beseeching him
to abate his anger towards the sufferer, to say what would prowould afford relief (ib. ni. 37).
pitiate him, or what applications
of
Indeed, the medicine administered (e.g. powder or infusion
more as the
vegetable matter, hot baths, etc.) was 'considered
vehicle or medium by which the god would act than as possessof the disease'
ing any power itself to arrest the progress
p. 140).

'

was attributed

'

;

;

'

(ib. 47).

In Hawaii the medicinal herbs employed were
believed to have been obtained many generation*
'from the
ago, by a man named Koreamoku, direct
the use of them
gods, who also taught him
'

(ib.

i'v.

335).

Tims, starting from the rude Australian belief
that disease was sent by one individual against
enemy, we have reached the high Polynesian
of sin against
conception of illness as the result
the gods. Instead of employing a medicine-man
to remove the stone or bone which had entered the
victim, the latter relies for his recovery mainly on
to the offended god.
prayers and sacrifices offered
Throughout Oceania the various practices we have
described are combined with therapeutic measures,
which, alike in the causation
the most
his

importantof
and in the treatment of disease, unquestionably is
sternal
sii""estion.
Massage, with or without tl
common treatment
application of herbs, is a very
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resorted to.

Bleeding is occasionally
Trephining was practised in the Polynesian Islands,
is met with in certain more western islands,
e.g. Loyalty Island, Duke of York Island, Neu
prescribed.

and

Ireland), and in the Gazelle
Peninsula of New Britain, for the relief of severe
headache and epilepsy. Hot baths are often employed in Polynesia and in other islands, e.g. the
Solomon Islands, the patient being wrapped in a
cloth and seated over a pile of heated stonos, which
are covered with herbs and leaves. Fractured bones
are set with splints of bamboo. Herbs are pounded,
made into decoctions, and administered to the
patient internally. Sometimes they are merely
warmed in a coco-nut shell over the fire, and the
steam therefrom, being applied to the patient, is
expected to drive away the pain or the disease.
Especially in Melanesia, into which the areca has
been introduced from the Malay Archipelago where

Mecklenburg (New

valued, betel nut, betel leaves, and
lime are considered powerful medicinal substances,
both for internal and for outward application.

it is similarly

We

in vague outline
various stages in the attitude of different Oceanic
But, as we have alpeoples towards disease.

have attempted to trace

ready pointed out (p. 724"), a people, when passing
to a higher plane, does not discard the beliefs of the
lower, but carries them with it, perhaps adapting
them to suit its further development. Thus the
Hawaians, although they attribute disease to the
gods, nevertheless believe that a sorcerer may be
employed by a man to bring disease or death to
his enemy.
Consequently presents are made to
the god, not only to appease his anger, but also
to turn the disease back to the person who sent it
So the Samoan, despite his
(Ellis, op. tit. iv. 293).
belief that disease is due to the wrath of a deity,
For
his
property by various tabus.
protects
example, he may suspend a stick horizontally
the wish
this expresses
from one of his trees
of the owner that any thief touching it might
have a disease running right across his body, and
remaining fixed there till he died (Turner, op. cit.
Or he may bring some pieces of clam shell,
186).
'

;

'

'

erecting at the spot three or four reeds tied
together at the top in a bunch like the head of a
man' (ib.). This was recognized as expressing a
wish that the thief might be seized with ulcerous
Thus punished, the thief would confess and
sores.

present to the owner, who would send him
some native herb as medicine.
have already drawn attention to the Australian belief in the potency of human bones as a
cause of disease. It is also met with in various
In the Banks
parts of Melanesia and New Guinea.
Islands, where, as we have seen, illness is attributed
to the ghosts of the deceased a piece of human bone,
belonging to the corpse of the ghost whose services
are required, is applied to a fragment of food
The whole is then
stolen from the victim.
charmed,' and allowed to decompose or to burn. In
the same islands and in Florida (Solomon Islands)
a piece of bamboo is stuffed with leaves, a dead
man's bone, and other magical substances. The
aggressor covers up the open end of the bamboo
until he meets his foe, when he opens it and lets
fly the magic influence against him (Codrington,
So, too, among the Roro-speaking
op. cit. 204).
peoples of New Guinea (Seligmann, op. cit. 289)
there is a widely spread belief that parts of newly
dead bodies are of value in the preparation of
charms, and amongst the Eastern Papuo-Melanesians about Milne Bay [ib. 551) sorcerers are
supposed to open graves of the dead and to eat

make a

in return

We

,

'

their bodies.

From the powers over disease attributed to the
human dead we may pass to those attributed to
living animals, chief among which is that of the
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snake.
The most potent of evil spirits in the
Gazelle Peninsulaof New Britain preferably maniThe man who
fests itself in the form of a snake.
wishes to injure another cuts up aea Bnakes and
and
them
with
somel bine
mixes
leaves, roots, lime,
e.g. hair, blood, or fool prints— connected with
the victim. He places the whole in a short piece
of bamboo, mutters secret words over it, and
throws it into the sea, or buries it in the bosh
In Pentecost Island
(Kleintitschen, op. cit. 343).
(New Hebrides) delirium is attributed to a mae, a
mysterious snake, which can be removed from the
patiejit if he sits over the smoke of a heated coconut husk into which the medicine- mini has breathed
If the mae
his charm (Codrington, op. cit. 200).
snake took away a piece of food into the place that
was sacred to a spirit, the man who had eaten the
rest of the food would become ill as the fragment
decayed. Among the Roro-speaking tribes of New
Guinea disease is commonly attributed to snakes

—

The sorcerer is
to certain magical stones.
thought to be able to extract a deadly stone from
the black snake, and this stone kills every person

and

who touches it. Even the sorcerer, it is said, takes
care not to come into immediate contact with it.
In order to obtain a snake-stone, the sorcerer fasts
in the bush alone for a fortnight, his food being
He is particularly
limited to roasted bananas.
Sooner or
careful to avoid the sight of women.
later he dreams of the whereabouts of a very
poisonous snake. Protecting his limbs by means
of bandages, he proceeds to find and then to worry
the snake, and as it glides away, it exposes a
small stone,' which he picks up by thrusting against
it a kind of fishing-spear provided with numerous
It is dropped from the spear
closely set points.
The snake-stone is described
into a bamboo tube.
as being the size of a filbert, and red-hot, hissing
and losing its power if dropped into salt-water.
The snake can be sent by the sorcerer to bite his
victim, if it has been allowed to smell the clothes
or some other object belonging to the latter (Selig'

mann, op. cit. 28).
The charming of any objects belonging

to the
victim is believed to play so important a part in
producing disease, not only in Oceania, but over
the greater part of the world, that it is only
natural for primitive man to take every care lest
cuttings from his hair, parings from his nails,
refuse from his food, his expectoration, excretions,
footprints, or clothing pass into the hands of his
In New Britain, for example, one or
enemy.
other of these objects (panait) is used by the

sorcerer (pnpait),

over

it,

burns

hand into the

it

who murmurs an

with lime, and blows

Tana (New Hebrides) a

incantation
it

from his

In
118).
op.
sorcerer, on seeing a dis-

air (Parkinson,

cit.

carded banana-skin, will pick it up and wear it all
day in a leaf hanging round his neck, thus frightening every one into thinking, He has got somehe will do for somebody by and by at
thing
night (Turner, op. cit. 320). In Florida (Solomon
Islands) a man could make another ill by secretly
taking a morsel of the latter's food, and throwing it
into a spot which was the known habitat of a
'

;
'

certain ghost of the dead.

Malay Archipelago.— Let us now

pass to
people culturally and physically most
whom,
the
related
to
among
Polynesians,
closely
we may expect to find disease
in
4.

another

consequence,
attributed to gods or spirits, and cured by the
prayer and sacrifices to them— the
inhabitants of the Malay Archipelago. Thence it
will be possible to pass to the Malay Peninsula,
and to trace the native ideas of disease westward
to the Indian, and northward to the Mongolian,

ottering of

peoples.

Among

the various tribes, and in the various
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Islands of the Malay Archipelago, there is considerable diversity in their beliefs ; but, generally
speaking, their spiritual world may be described
as inhabited by the souls of animals {e.g. hawks,
fowls, pigs, etc.), by spirits of the river, home,
etc., and by the gods of thunder, harvest, life, death,

one of whom may be supreme over the rest.
Consequently, of the two main causes attributed in
and the
this region to disease, evil spirits are one
treatment consists in effecting the departure of
the evil spirit either by the persuasions of prayers
and sacrilices or by the more cogent means of
magical charms (Timor, Celebes, Bali, Java,
Sumatra). The ceremony is often attended with
much noise of gong- and drum-beating. Commonly, e.g. in Borneo, Ceram, Timor Laut, Buro

etc.,

;

(cf.

Fraze'r,

97 i.), the evil spirit or
difficult to separate cause from

GB-,

1900,

—

iii.

the disease for it is
is induced to enter a well-provisioned model
effect
boat, which is made to sail down the river, carrying
This custom of
its noxious burden out to sea.
sending away the disease down river extends
throughout the Malay Peninsula to Burma, Siam,
Annam, and even to Ceylon. Among the Milano
of Sarawak the ceremony is performed in the

—

following

way

:

The medicine-man (orang bayoh), having decided which spirit
is responsible for the disease, returns home and prepares
a log of sago palm cut in the image of that antu. This image,
or dakan, may be enclosed in the model of a house or a boat.
The patient's room is decorated with coloured cloths, Mowers of
the areca palm, and leaves fantastically plaited to represent
objects, especially birds. A swing of rattan is erected, and
(antu)

plaited leaves connect it with the receptacle containing the
dakan, so that the spirit may enter the latter after having been
summoned by the orang bayah to the swing. Several people
may successively mount the swing, swaying their bodies in every
possible attitude, to the sound of drums played in the backHimself swaying on the swing, the orang bat/oh recites
ground.
'
almost In a monotone an incantation in the old language, addressed to the spirit, begging him to come down and take the
sickness out of the patient's body' (Lawrence and Hewitt, JAI
The whole incantation is a succession of
xxxviii. [1908] 391).
appeals ... to the spirits, who come gradually nearer and
nearer until the chant addresses them as if they were just outside the house, and finally as though present in the room (ib.
At length the medicine-man falls from the swing appar408).
ently insensible and after recovery he crosses to the patient,
muttering incantations, sprinkling yellow rice, and waving over
him an areca flower. Whenever the swing is unoccupied, an
areca flower is hung across it. Finally, the patient himself may
be transferred to the swing, and now, when the long-besought
spirit is declared to be present, the patient and the orang bayoh
proceed to enter the boat'or house, the latter spitting betel-nut
'

'

;

juice on the dakan, pouring water over it, and then sprinkling
the drops over the patient's body, still murmuring incantations.

Next day the dakan, provided with padi and yellow

rice and
adorned with areca flowers, is taken in procession to a stream,
where it iB left to rot in its receptacle, except when the receptacle
takes the form of a boat. In that case, the boat is decorated
with flags, manned with a crew, and armed with cannon all of
pith, and it is made to float down the river or towed out to sea.
No Milano, save the orang bayuh, will dare to touch the dakan
after the performance of this ceremony. Generally there is a
'sound, logical connection between the sickness and dakan
used,' the spirits of the water being responsible for dysentery,
those of the air for headache and fever, those of the jungle for
malaria, swellings of the legs, and other diseases attendant on

jungle

life (ib. 393).

is interesting as showing the complexity of the ritual which may be attained in
endeavouring to drive the evil into a boat, which
is then floated out to sea.
The ceremony in one
form or another is spread, as we have stated,
the
throughout
Malay-peopled countries it is also
found in the Solomon Islands, which perhaps it
reached with the advent of the areca or betel-nut
from Malaysia. The above account is also interesting, inasmuch as it introduces certain new features
the use of the swing in driving out the disease,
the transference of the disease (or evil spirit) to an
image, the swooning of the medicine-man, and the

This account

;

—

attribution of different diseases to different spirits
or causes.
In some cases a more simple and less public form of treatment
is observed.
The dakan, after having been incarnated by the
spirit (antn), is

bung on a

taken by the medicine-man into tho jungle, or
placed in the river, accord-

tree, i.e. in the air, or

(Introductory and Primitive)
home is jungle, air, or water (t6. 390). In
Amboyna a white cock is used, with which the patient is rubbed.
bag as the spirit's real

then placed on a model boat and sent out to sea (Frazer,

It is

G£2

iii.

99).

.

of the medicine-man brings us to
another important feature in the cure of disease

The swooning

primitive peoples. So far as we have considered the mental state of the individual at all, it
has been that of the patient, not that of the
doctor.
It is true that in certain parts of New
Guinea and Melanesia the medicine-man finds that
his magic is more efficacious if he enters upon it in
a fasting state or in other ways maltreats himself.
But probably in these peoples there is not that
mental instability which is to be found among the

among

Malayan races, leading, under provocation, to loss
of consciousness, auto-hypnosis, or other forms of
'
change in personality,' such as are exemplified in
running amok and in latah. The altered mental
state of the medicine-man during his treatment of
disease is well exemplified in the second of the two
main ideas in regard to disease which prevail in
the Malay Archipelago. One of these ideas we
have already considered, viz. possession or visita-

The other idea, also
by an evil spirit.
wide-spread throughout this region, extending to
Burma, the Andaman Islands, Tibet, and Northern
Asia (Tylor, Primitive Culture, 1873, i. 437), is
that disease is due to a wandering of the soul.
Just as in death the soul has finally left the body,
so in sickness it is temporarily absent therefore it
has to be pursued and caught by the medicine-man.
tion

;

The

writer happened to see this ceremony of catching the wandering soul during a chance evening
stroll along one of the long verandahs of a house in

Sarawak, Borneo. It has been picturesquely described elsewhere (Hose and McDougall, JAI xxxi.
[1901] 184), and may be thus summarized
:

The medicine-man, after chanting several verses with closed
receives, in a dreamy state, his war-coat, shield, and
sword (parang) from the hands of an assistant. With a short
wand he sprinkles water on his parang, and then on each of the
patients ranged before him. A young fowl is handed to him.
Before cutting off its head, he prays its soul to take a message
to the supreme god to remove all sickness and to preserve the
people from harm. Then, waving the bird over each patient
and murmuring some archaic formula*, he kills it and sprinkles
With a second fowl in his hand, he
its blood over the patients.
describes the wanderings of his own spirit, how he has to cross
a great river, where finally he meets with the soul of one of his
sick patients. He lays his fingers on the head of one of the
patients, and at that moment the patient's soul is believed to
re-enter his body. At the same time he ties a piece of rattan cord
round the patient's right wrist, to confine the soul to the body.
The same performance is repeated in the case of the other
patients, and then the medicine-man, after further chanting,
during which his own soul is returning to his body, ties a piece
The second fowl is now
of the string round his own wrist.
killed, and the blood-stained parang is wiped on the arm of the
patient, and is used to cut off the ends of the wrist-string. The
chanting continues, until suddenly the medicine-man gives a
slight stagger and recovers consciousness. During the ceremony
he had been heedless of his surroundings; and, from experiments which the writer knows to have been made at other times
on such medicine-men, the claim is probably correct.
The use of strings in the cure of disease (from
which perhaps the unthinking use of ligatures
was derived) extends over other parts of Oceania
have already studied.
(e.g. Queensland) which we
In the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain, threads
are prepared and are charmed in order to cure and
eyes,

For the former purpose, they
to prevent disease.
for the latter,
are worn round the affected part
round the neck (Parkinson, op. fit. 119).
In the Banks Islands, a charm consisting of 'a
bit of human hone, a fragment of coral, a splinter
of wood or of an arrow by which a man has died,' is
bound up with leaves and placed in the victim's
;

This charm,
path to strike him with disease.
talamatai, depends for its efficacy on the
fibre
with
and
(Codrington,
binding tight
tying
The use of archaic incantations is
op. eit. 204).
also common in these parts.
Frequently, words
which are not understood are borrowed from other
have already stated that a man may
tribes.
(•ailed

We
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recognize his inability to cause disease, yet may
So,
fear the existence of that power in others.
frequently a tribe may consider another tribe
versed in the causation or treatment of
specially
disease, and may use its
members of it to its aid.

language or

summon

ously twisted roots, knotty sticks, pebbles, coloured
marbles, pieces of quartz, etc., many of which, hi'
claims, are revealed to him as medicines by benevoIt is said that by means
lent spirits in his dreams.
of the quartzcrystal the medicine-man can diagnose
the disease, see the soul, and catch it in its wanderings (Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak and British
N. Borneo, London, 1896, i. 273). Possibly this
is another example of the susceptibility of the

Malayan to auto-hypnosis crystal -gazing).
Another important feature of Malayan medicine
(

the prominence of women doctors.
There are instances of this feature throughout
Oceania, but in certain parts of the Malay Archipelago it reaches its highest development, It is
stated that in Borneo, for instance, at least in the
past, a certain class of medicine-men, on adopting
their profession, were emasculated, dressed in
women's clothes, and thereafter treated as women
(Ling Roth, ib. i. 270, 282). At the present day
many cures in that country are undertaken by
women, and most of the spirits invoked by the
medicine-men receive the pretix mi, grandmother
perhaps in accordance with the former importance of womanhood in the treatment of disease.
In the Malay Archipelago, betel-nut and pepper
are the common outward remedies for almost any
disease.
Turmeric, honey, spices, and onions are
taken internally. Cholera is treated by rubbing
consists in

'

'

—

with kayu putih oil, and by water from certain
Bleeding is practised
cupping is
of a bamboo cane, the
air within which is exhausted either by suction or
by lighting a fire at the upper end. A wound may
be cauterized by burning with a red-hot wire.
patient may be exposed to the smoke of a fire
lighted below a bamboo grating on which he sits.
sacred jars.

;

A

Malay Peninsula. — Coming now to the Malay
we find that diseases become more disEach disease is
tinctly personified as demons.
the demons
(not, is caused by) a different demon
all arise from the thunder-god, who sends them by
5.

Peninsula,

;

the winds, because of the sins of the people. There
are ape-demons, black-dog-demons, tiger-demons,
jungle- and river-demons, any one of which may
cause disease. Certain new features, possibly of
Indian or Chinese origin, begin to make their appearance here. Amulets now become importantWomen obtain protection from disease by wearing
combs, with inscribed patterns on them, and the
patterns cause the disease-bearing wind to fall to
the ground until the wearer has passed. A Seniang
woman may possess twenty or thirty such combs,
which apparently depend for their efficacy on the
The men's
particular pattern that they bear.
incised on the quivers and
talismans are
charm-holders' (Skeat and Blagden, Pagan Races
of the Malay Peninsula, London, 1906, i. 423).
There is supposed to be some connexion between
these patterns and the flowers which the good god,
Pie, at one time allotted as remedies for the
various diseases. The diseases were also thought
to be laid by the winds on the parasitic plants of
trees, between death and burial of the victims.
Now, so runs the legend (which, however, must be
accepted with caution), as new diseases have arisen
since Pie dwelt on earth, and since the vegetable
kingdom then apportioned by him to different
'

.

.

.
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exhausted, such illnesses as smallpox
ami cholera have no rest, but, as soon as they have
killed one man, fall straightway upon another even
before the soul of the first has left the body (ib. ii.
212). Among tin- Mantra (of Malacca) also amulets
are much in use
they are made of pieces of turmeric or other substance, strung on a shred of bark,
and worn round the neck, wrists, or waist. The
Sakai have bamboos decorated with magical patterns, which are kept from the public gaze (ib. ii.
is

'

'

;

In the Malay Archipelago, bits of wood, stones,
or rags are sometimes drawn out of the patient's
body, as demonstrating the cure of the disease.
The medicine-man's chest will often contain curi-

common — usually by means

(Introductory and Primitive)
diseases

252).

Incense

is

used in the Malay Peninsula.

The

Blandas of Selangor exorcize the evil demon by
burning benzoin and invoking the spirits (hantu)
of tigers or elephants or

monkeys

to enter the

medicine-man's body. The patient lies on his back
within a shelter of nibong-pahn leaves. As soon
as the spirit enters the medicine-man, he brushes
the patient seven times from head to foot with
certain leaves, repeating an incantation which
evidently is intended to expel the demon from the
body. Among the Sakai the invalid is similarly
beaten with leaves, after a censer of burning
The
benzoin has been swung over his couch.
object here is to drive the demon within a cage
which is suspended over the head of the patient
(ib.

ii.

257).

Trees also assume more importance.
Disease
be cured by removing roots and stumps which
are suspected to be the home of the demon, and by
casting saplings into the jungle so that evil spirits
may accompany them.
Among all the peoples of Eastern Asia sticks are
of great value for the treatment of and protection
from disease. Thus among the Ainus the demons

may

of disease are propitiated by making them what is
called inao.
An inao is a whittled wand ; groups
of inao are collectively called misa.
They are
sometimes worshipped as messengers to the gods ;
sometimes they are regarded as offerings to the

may be regarded as mere charms.
person falls sick, the elders often
of this [willow] tree.
After they have been worshipped they are taken
out to the sacred place and stuck up among the misa
Sticks of elder about
(J. Batchelor, op. cit. 88).
four feet high are set up in a village for protection
fromaprevailingepidemic(seeart. Ainus). So, too,
in the Andaman Islands, when an epidemic occurs,
the medicine-man, who is called blco-pavad (lit. =
dreamer), brandishing a burning log, bids the evil
spirit retire, and plants before each hut stakes
painted in stripes with black bees' wax, the smell
of which helps to keep the demons at a distance
(Man, JAI xii. [1883] 97). In the Malay Archipelago, sticks with fine shavings attached also play
a similar part. Among the Tibeto-Burinan peoples,
a kind of arbour is erected before the sick man's
house, made of grass and boughs supported on four
poles, round which are hung little balls of split
cane rolled tightly together. Strands of cane are
stretched round the house from this arbour. The
gods
'

So,

;

or they

when a

meet together and make inao

'

demons cannot pass through

this barrier, conse-

quently those already inside the house cannot be
assisted by others from without (Shakespear, JAI
xxxix. [1909] 378 f.).

—

In Africa illness is commonly attrib6. Africa.
uted either to the machinations of an enemy or
more usually perhaps to resentment on the part
of the ghost of a deacl man owing to the disrespect
with which he has been treated. In West Africa,
apparently, it may even be one of the sick man's
own spirits which thus vents his annoyance on the

—

—

Almost universally, before
ii. 130).
treatment is begun, the name of the ghost must be
discovered. Among the Nandi, this takes place by
Some near relative is sent for, who
divination.
takes four (for a woman, three) stalks of the castorbody (Tylor,
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and

stand each
upright in a fragment of pot containing water,
which is placed near the patient's bed. As he
takes each stalk, he calls on one of the deceased
When one of
relatives of the patient by name.
the stalks stands erect, he exclaims, 'I have got
thee, O medicine-man,' and the patient solemnly
kicks it over with his big toe. The stalks are
distributed in various places in or around the
house a little mud or sand mixed with the water
is smeared
on the forehead and throat of the
invalid
the rest, together with some eleusine
grain, beer, and milk, is sprinkled between the
bed ami the door and also thrown outside the
house,' the relative beseeching the ghost to depart
in return for the food which is being ottered it

oil

plant or of millet,

tries to

;

'

;

(A. C. Hollis, The Nandi, London, 1909, p. 69).
Among the A-Kikiiyu (W. Scoresby Routledge,
With a Prehistoric People, the Akikuyu of British
East Africa, London, 1910, p. 263) such divination
is practised by arranging a number of counters
in equal heaps and observing the remaining unit.
Among the Baganda small pieces of buffalo- or
cow-hide are cast (J. Roscoe, JAI xxxii. [1902] 40).
Among the Bangala on the Upper Congo River the
iianga, or medicine-man, addresses questions to the
patient to discover what particular bwete, or spirit,
is causing the disease.
He beats his drum, talks
excitedly, and chants various incomprehensible
The lilt of the metre
phrases before the patient.
together with the rhythm of the drum make the
and
have
a hypnotic effect
to
and
fro
patient sway
on him.' His body jerks and twitches, as he is
now plied with questions by the iianga. In this
way the cause of the illness is found out (J. H.
Weeks, JAI xl. [1910] 425). In the Sudan the
writer received a description of a similar divithe rite, which is
nation by means of music
known as zar, is said to be employed even in Cairo,
among women. The patient is visited several
times by the practitioner, who wears a different
coloured dress and sings a different incantation at
each visit. Ultimately one dress or incantation is
discovered which presumably by its action on the
demon causes the patient to swoon. This knowledge having been obtained, the patient is seated
astride a live sheep, and the same dress and incantation are employed again. After the patient's
second swoon the sheep is killed, the blood is
smeared over her, and the meat is partly sacrificed,
partly given her to eat.
The use of animals in the cure of disease is a
characteristic feature throughout Africa.
Thus
among the Hottentots, the hand of a sick patient
is introduced within the leg of an ox, which is then
'

;

and eaten by married people who have chilA child recently recovered from a severe
dragged through an arch over which an
ox is made to stand. The ox is killed, and eaten
only by married people who have children (Frazer,
killed

dren.

illness is

iii. 405).
Among the Bondei, a white chicken
head of the bed-post and later, when
has grown to a fowl, it is taken to a tall tree,

(op. cit.
is
it

tied to the

killed,

and eaten.

;

The medicineman and

patient,

on their return, take care not to look behind

them

JAI

xxv. [1896] 219). In these cases
it appears that some good influence is derived
by eating an animal which has been brought
into contact with a person recently affected by
(Dale,

disease.

But, generally speaking, the animal

is

used oidy

for the transference of the disease to it.
Thus, in
Bechuanaland, a king after an illness seats himself
on an ox stretched on the ground, the head of
which is then held in water until it dies of suffocation. To cure a headache, a man will sometimes
beat a lamb or goat until it falls down, with the
object of transferring to it his pain (Frazer, op. cit.

(Introductory and Primitive)

A Guinea negro will tie a live chicken
14).
round his neck to cure disease (ib.). In such cases
the animal or bird is generally driven away or
In the Upper Congo, the micta (spirits),
killed.
'when they are troubling a family, can be driven
into animals by the iianga ya bumka [' medicineman of the mat'], and killed by him' (Weeks,
iii.

Of all the iianga, this 'medicineop. cit. 378).
man of the mat' was the most powerful. On his
arrival at the sick-house, he put stakes into the

ground, and, by tying a mat round them, made
an enclosure, in which he sat speaking to the various micta, answering himself in assumed voices,
pretending he was holding a conversation with
A string was tied from the roof
them (ib. 383).
of his clients' house to one of the stakes in his mat
enclosure, and the end of the string dropped inside.
From this string there dangled dried plantain
When he was tired he
leaves, twigs, etc' (ib.).
shook the leaves a signal for the lads sitting outside the enclosure to start beating their drums,
Thus he
and for the folk to sing their chorus.
would spend several days in trying to find out
which of the micta was troubling the family.
Finally, he makes
'

'

'

—

'a terrific noise inside the mat, as though he were fighting for
life.
Shouts, screams, derisive laughter, whacks, thuds,
interior of the mat, and at last
the iianga rushes out, panting and sweating profusely, holding
in his hand a bleeding head [really the head of a rat or lizard,
but believed by the people to belong to a mysterious animal
dug up from within the mat], and declaring that he has killed
the animal that was possessed by the spirit that was troubling
the family (ib. 384).
So in Uganda, the evil spirit, which is supposed
his

and smacks proceed from the

'

to dwell at the top of the centre hut-pole, is caught
by raising a buffalo's or cow's horn, within which
shells are placed so as to make a squeaking noise
when the horn is shaken, which is supposed to be
the spirit of the horn. When the evil spirit is thus
caught, the horn is simply covered with a piece of
bark-cloth, placed in a water- pot, and thrown into
the river or Durnt in the jungle (Koscoe, JAIxxxi.

[1901] 125 f.).
In addition, of course, to the determination of
the particular spirit causing the disease, and to the
transference of it to an animal, other therapeutic
measures, some of considerable complexity, are prescribed by the medicine-man. Among the Bondei,
certain objects of food are
dieting is common
:

tabued.

Among the Bageshu

(Roscoe, J^4/xxxix.

[1909] 187), 'sometimes herbs are rubbed over the
It is believed
sick man and buried in the path.

that the first person who steps over the herbs will
In the Upper Congo,
.'
contract the disease.
cupping is often practised, usually by sucking a
horn placed over the skin. Massage is a common
treatment, often terminated by the pretended extraction of a small object a palm-nut, stone, or
Enemas
piece of iron from the patient's body.
and fomentations are also used. Rheumatic pains
in the limbs are relieved by tying certain medicines to a brass rod, which is then worn by the
Knotted strings are tied round the sufpatient.
ferer's wrists and feet.
Among the people of
British Central Africa (Stannus, JAI xl. [1910]
are treated by boilchildren's
illnesses
285), many
ing certain leaves in water and holding the child
over the medicated vapour -bath.
Bleeding is
arrested by the powdered bark of an astringent
Internal remedies are only sparingly used.
tree.
The treatment of snake-bite is by ligature.
Among the A-Kamba (British East Africa) the
medicine-man's gourd commonly contains pebbles,
hard seeds, nuts, and such objects as the bone of a
.

—

lion's
etc.

.

—

paw, a cock's spur, pieces of porcupine

He

quills,

also carries various powders, e.g. a grey

to
powder made from certain trees, and believed
be an antidote to magic and poison; a white powder
called iqa (also used by the A-Kikriyu, and called by
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ini); a blackish mixture prepared fruiu some
tree, ami used to cure swellings of the limbs a dark
medicine contained in a gazelle's horn, which is of
value when pointed at the abdomen of a woman in

them

;

labour; and a medicine which, when mixed with
water, is given internally for diarrhoea (C. W.
Hobley, Ethnology of A-Kamba and other East

African Tribes, Cambridge, 1910,

The

100).
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A-Kikuyu sew up sword-slashes and

Similarly, in Paraguay the witch-doctor is supposed to have the power of introducing beel les into

a man's stomach. So, when a man is ill, he summons the medicine-man, who, to an ace
paniment
of Littles and the excited singing of bis assistants,
spits on and sucks at the patient's stomach until at
length lie produces a beetle, a palm-nut, or a fishbone.
The witch-doctors usually wear ear-disks
faced with bright pieces of glass or bits of polished
'

spear-stabs.

Their chembu is made of castor-oil, sheep fat, honey,
goat's milk, water of various streams in Kikuyu,
urine of a male and female goat and sheep, magumo
wool, and the milky sap of wild figs. A little of
this mixture placed on the penis cures lncmaturia
it is also good for a cough.
Indeed, it will revive
a dying man if he be touched with it on the fore-

tin' (S.

head, tongue, navel, buttocks, and toes, and if
some be passed five times round his head. Other
Kikuyu medicines are made from seeds, leaves,
roots, and from the ashes of roots and barks. They
are usually kept in the form of a dry powder, and
are applied by touching the patient much in the
manner described.
Expectoration plays an important part in the ritual of treatment, the patient
at the same time exclaiming, I expel what is bad
(Routledge, op. cit. 262; Hobley, JAI xl. [1910]
'

'

448).

Central and S. America.
America we naturally look

7.

istics in their

—

Among the Indians
for those characterattitude towards disease which we

have met with in Eastern Asia and Malayo-Polynesia (see 'American' section of this article, below).
As regards S. America, in South Chili the medicineman is dressed as a woman, and the great nervous
excitement, followed by a state of coma or trance
into which he is thrown, forcibly recalls the shamanistic condition existing in Asia and Malaysia.
But there is one striking feature in S. America

which

is

on a distinctly lower plane of culture,

viz.

the persistent attribution of disease to material
Thus, among the Araueanos of Chili, the
objects.
principal god, formerly called Pillan, the thundergod, was served by malignant spirits called Huecuvus, who could transform themselves into any

shape and produce invisible wounds by means of invisible weapons. All disease is attributed by them
to evil spirits, which produce an invisible wound
or introduce some foreign body within the victim.
Not only Divine beings, but the living and the
dead, may, as malign spirits, assume a form, e.g.
snake, ant, or lizard, which may produce disease
Conse(R. E. Latcham, JAI xxxix. [1909] 346).
quently diseases are treated first by discovering
their source, and then by expelling the harmful
substance from the body. In Central Brazil the
good medicine-man finds the poison which has
been sent to the victim by the bad medicineman, and lays it in water, thus rendering it harmless.
The sorcerer may have obtained some hair
or blood from the victim, which he then mixes with
the poison of wasps, ants, and other insects, prepared with oil and certain resins in a calabash.
But, if he cannot obtain blood or hair, he poisons a
twig or a woollen thread. He then introduces this
into the victim's house, or shoots it with an arrow
into a tree near where he lives.
The twig is supposed to wound the victim ; and so the good
medicine-man sucks the wound until the twig (or
woollen thread) appears, and then he spits it out.
Tobacco-narcosis is a very common mode of treatment, the medicine-man blowing tobacco- smoke
over the patient's body, kneading it with great
force, while the medicine-man's groans and lamentations resound through the village. At length he
begins to suck, and ultimately expectorates the
cause of the illness (K. von den Steinen, Unter den
'

'

'

'

'

Naturvblkem Zentral-Brasiliens,
300).

Berlin,

'

1897, p.

H. C. Hawtrey, .//1/xxxi. [1901] 291)

—

Literature, This is given throughout the article. Ttie only
general book known to the writer, Max Bartels'/><> Uedizin (Mr
aturvolker (Leipzig, 1893), cannot he strongly recommended.
('. S. Mvkus.

$
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(American)

(American).—

As

certain aspects of primitive medicine will be
treated in art. Medicine-Men, the present discussion will be limited to the consideration of
disease itself from the various points of view of the

American

aborigines' ideas, customs, ceremonials,
connected with its prevention, relief, and
Among a race as widely scattered as the
American Indians, and occupying, for long periods
of time, all kinds of environments from the Arctic
north to the tropical south, from the seashore and
coastal regions to the high plateaus and mountainous areas of the continent, island regions like the
Caribbean, arid plains like those of the southwestern United States and parts of south-western
South America, the thick forests and well-watered
lands in some other directions, the valleys of the
great rivers and the basins of great lakes the prevalence of diseases, the susceptibility to them, the
methods of treatment, and the psychological reaction to the general situation were naturally
etc.,

cure.

—

—

subject to considerable variation.
1. American Indians a
comparatively healthy
race.
At the time of the Columbian discovery,
the Indians were, on the whole, a healthy people,
and, in spite of the effects of intertribal wars and

—

their attendant evils, were holding their own in
point of numbers, or, as some authorities believe,
were even increasing in population, especially in
some parts of the continent. Our knoyvledge of
diseases among the American Indians, before the
coming of the whites, is not very satisfactory even
for the semi-civilized peoples of Mexico, Central
America, and Peru ; for many of the uncivilized
tribes of both North and South America the data
at hand are scanty indeed. Where direct statements of early explorers, missionaries, pioneers,
and colonists are lacking, certain inferences can
he made from the mention of diseases in myths
and legends and cognate folk-lore material. Dr.

Hrdlicka, our best and most recent authority on
the matter, says (Bull. SO BE, pt. i. [1907] p. 540)

:

'The condition of the skeletal remains, the testimony of early
observers, and the present state of some of the tribes in this
regard, warrant the conclusion that on the whole the Indian
race was a comparatively healthy one.
It was probably spared
at least some of the epidemics and diseases of the Old World,
such as smallpox and rachitis, while other scourges, such as
tuberculosis, syphilis (precolmnbian), typhus, cholera, scarlet
fever, cancer, etc., were rare, if occurring at all. Taking into
consideration the warlike nature of many of the tribes and the
evidence presented by their bones (especially the skulls), injuries, etc., particularly those received by offensive weapons,
must have been common, although fractures are less frequent
than

among white people.'
Since contact with the whites, a marked decrease
numbers has taken place nearly everywhere,
the causes of this diminution being
the introduction of diseases (particularly smallpox), the
spread of alcoholism, syphilis, and especially tuberculosis
and increased mortality due to changes
in the habits of the people through the encroachment
of civilization.' Certain tribes, however, are now
in

'

.

.

.

beginning to show a slight increase in population,
and Dr. Hrdlicka thinks that, as more attention
is paid to the hygienic conditions of the Indians,
an increase comparable with that in whites may be
'
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The writer of the
expected in many sections.'
present article has pointed out several cases of'
such increase in his art. ' Indians, North American
in EBr 11 xiv. 4.32. Mixed bloods are said to sutler,
,

more than the pure bloods, from many disorders
and diseases known to the whites,' but the evidence
in this matter is by no means convincing.
'

—

As has been already noted,
2. Epidemics, etc.
epidemics of disease appear to have been rare in
America.
pre-Columbian
According to Dr. H. U.
Williams (p. 342), the New World, up to the
of
its
and
period
discovery
occupation by the
whites, offered a marked contrast to the Old in
the fact that the American race, during its sojourn
of some thousands of years apart from the rest of
mankind, developed a surprisingly small number
'

of infections peculiar to

it.'

Concerning certain

epidemics and wide-spread outbreaks of disease
contemporaneous with the settlement of various
parts of the continent by Europeans, it is still
somewhat doubtful whether the infection in question came from Europe (by way of white people,
or, possibly, through Indians who had been taken
to Europe) or was of native origin. An interesting
example is the epidemic among the Indians of New
England in 1616-1620, of which a critical study
has recently been made by Dr. Williams. This
pestilence, which was accompanied by great mortality among the Indians, from Cape Cod to the
Penobscot, and sporadically outside these limits,
but from which the English seem to have been
mostly immune, may have been a variety of the
bubonic plague prevalent in London during the
early years of the 17th cent., and transferred to
America by sailors, colonists, or returning Indians.
It could hardly have been smallpox, as some have
thought this disease raged among the Indians
later on (e.g. in 1633).
The idea that it may have
been carried to the Indians by certain shipwrecked
French sailors held captive among them is also to
be considered. The European settlers of the period
were prone to regard such calamities as visitations
of God, just as many Indian tribes looked upon
them as the work of evil spirits, etc. The idea
also prevailed among the Indians that epidemics of
diseases unknown before the advent of the whites
were in some way let loose among the natives by
the English and other white peoples. Interesting
on this point is the following extract from Window's
Good News from New England (1624), cited by Dr.
'

'

;

Williams

(p.

345):

Here let me not omit one notable, though wicked, practice of
this Tisquantum (Squanto); who to the end he might possess
his countrymen with the greater fear of ue, and so consequently
of himself, told them we had the plague buried in our store'

house which, at our pleasure, we could send forth to what
place or people we would and destroy them therewith, though
we stirred not from home, lieing, upon the aforenamed brabbles,
sent for by the governour to this place, where Hobbamock (an
Indian) was and some other of us, the ground being broke in
the midst of the house, whereunder certain barrels of powder
were buried, though unknown to him, Uobbamock asked him
what it meant. To whom he readily answered That was the
place, wherein the plague was buried, whereof he fonnerly told
him and others. After this Hobbamock asked one of our
people, whether such a thing were, and whether we had such a
command of it. Who answered No; but the God of. the English
had it in store, and could send it, at bis pleasure, to this destruction of His and our enemies. This was, as I take it, about the
;

:

end

of

May

1022.'

some of the English and
were not far removed from
one another.
There has been much discussion of the question
whether syphilis is of pre-Columbian origin in
America, or has been introduced from Europe
since the discovery. Dr. A. S. Ashmead (Amcr.
Journ. Dermat., 1908, pp. 226-233) is eonvineed of
its pre-Columbian origin, and Dr. F. Grana identifies it with the Peruvian huanti
Dr. [wan Blocli
(Intern. Amerik.-Kongr. xiv. [1904] 57-79), from
historical and osteological evidence he has reEthically, at least,

some

of the Indians

;

—

(American)

—

cently also published a volume on the subject
is another believer in the pre-Columbian
theory,
which is also shared by E. G. Bourne, the American
historian, who considers the legend of the culturehero Guahagiona and his sores ' conclusive evidence
that syphilis had existed in the West Indies long
before the coming of the Spaniards' (Proc. Amer.

Drs. Tello and
Antiq. Soc, N.S., xvii. [1906]).
of Peru, who have studied the question,
also to share the opinion that syphilis is
pre-Hispanic in Peru, citing in evidence certain
representations of the effects of the disease in anthropomorphic pottery, etc. so also R. D. Wagner
and Dr. Capitan, the French anthropologist
(Journ. Soc. des Amcr. de Paris, N.S., vi. [1909]).
Dr. Lehmann (Globus, xcviii. [1910] 12-13) is of
opinion that the evidence in Tello and Palma
does not settle the matter satisfactorily, and Dr.
Hrdlieka is by no means convinced of the prevalence of syphilis in pre-Columbian America. The
exact character of the Peruvian uta, the Columbian and Paraguayan buba, and some other diseases, all of which may possibly on some occasions
be mistaken for syphilis, is not yet clearly decided.
The idea of syphilis-infection of man from the
llama a belief occurring in certain regions of
South America is not sustained (in man and in
the llama the disease is comparatively rare now in
Peru).
Leprosy, according to Dr. Ashmead, was
introduced into America from Spain. There are
other interesting S. American diseases that call
for further investigation, such, e.g., as the Ecuadorian huicho, which seems to have some analogies
with the African sleeping sickness.'
Among a number of American Indian peoples
(e.g. the Oregonian Klamath) there are general
dances and like ceremonies carried out for the
purpose of avoiding or driving away epidemics and
outbreaks of disease. Some of the Indians of the
south-western United States tried to 'capture' thespirit of smallpox during an epidemic of that disease, and similar procedures are reported from
elsewhere.
3. Conceptions of the nature, source, etc., of
disease.
Under this head could be cited illustrations of all manner of ideas, from the most natural
and simple to the most far-fetched and compliOn this point Dr.
cated, or even metaphysical.
Hrdlieka remarks (Bull. 30 BE, pt. i. [1907] p.

Palma

seem

;

—

—

'

—

837):
'
The causation and the nature of disease being to the Indian
in large part mysteries, he assigned them to supernatural
agencies. In general, every illness that could not plainly he
connected with a visible influence was regarded as the effect
of an introduction into the body, by malevolent or offended

supernatural beings or through sorcery practised by an
enemy, of noxious objects capable of producing and continuing pain or other symptoms, or of absorbing the patient's
These beliefs, and the more rational ones concerning
vitality.
many minor indispositions and injuries, led to the development
of separate forms of treatment, and varieties of healers.'

Among the American aborigines one finds examples of the attribution of disease and illness in
man to his own misdeeds and sinfulness, to his
neglect of his ancestors, to violations of innumerable kinds of tabus and prohibitions, to the
malevolence or ill-will of the dead, to the touch
of ghosts, to the actions of the wind and the
moon, to the machination of enemies through
magic and witchcraft, etc., to the desire for revenge of the animal world ill-treated by man, to
temporary loss of the soul, to the introduction of
foreign objects into the body, to the shadows of
certain other people (e.g. mourning widows and
widowers), to women (particularly when menstruFor certain special diseases and
ating), etc.
pathological conditions very curious reasons are

sometimes given. Some of the names of diseases
and terms relating to or describing their symptoms
In Tsimshian the
are interesting psychologically.
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expressive name.

p. 229)
'
Among the non-Pueblo tribes of the
the Navaho and Apache, the extended S.W., especially among
ceremonies are almost
entirely the property of the
medicine-men, and must be regarded as medicme-dances. Many of these are of an elaborate
and complicated nature, but all are
for the restoration
designed
01 the sick
In these ceremonies masks are
often worn, and
complicated ami elaborate dry-pictures are made, both these
features probably having been borrowed from
the Pueblo tribes.
:

Some of these great medicine ceremonies have
gathered about them practically all the ritual lore
and legend of the tribe, and serve as a
general
outlet for the observance and dramatic
sense of
all the
The great MUle'teiwin, or grand
people.
medicine society,' of the
Algonquian Ojibwa and
related tribes is described in detail
by Hoffman
(' R
[1891] 143-300); the medicine-men of
the Athapascan Apache
by J. G. Bourke (ft
[1892]443-603) the esoteric fraternities of the Zuiii
by Mrs. Stevenson (33 RBE
[1904]); the Cherokee
medicine-men and their sacred formula:
by Mooney
IV 301-397)
(7
the secret societies of the
Kwakiutl by Boas (Rep. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
1895); the
organizations of the Algonquian Cheyenne by Dorsey (Anthr. Publ. Field Columb. Mus. ix. [1905> the
mountain chant of the Navaho (5
ami the great night chant of the same 379-467)
people bv
Matthews (Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist N Y
vol. vi. [1902]).
For other N. Amer. Indian tribe's
much valuable information will be found in the

'

of the entire

community.

The whole wide

is

occasionally to be found within the limits
single linguistic stock.
Thus we have the
crude rites of the lowest
Athapascan tribes of

range

of

a,

Alaska and north-western
Canada, on the one
hand, and, on the other, the complicated
system of
the 'night chant' of the
Navaho, who are of the
same lineage in like manner,
also, the simple
procedures of the shamans of the barbarous Utes
and Shoshones, the lowest
representatives of the
Uto-Aztecan stock, contrasting with the rites and
ceremonies of the Aztecs of ancient Mexico and
their semi-civilized
kindred, who mark the highest
limit attained by this
And S. America
people.
while not exhibiting,
perhaps, such extremes of
diversity within one and the same stock, shows
equal variety, if one compares the barbarous and
completely uncivilized tribes of the Brazilian
I eruvian, and Venezuelan forests
with the ancient
Peruvians.
Healing ceremonies of great interest
occur among many American Indian
peoples the
best known and those described in
greatest detail
belong to some of the Plains tribes and peoples of
the Algonquian stock. As Dr. Hrdlioka
remarks
[Bull. 30 BE, pt. i. p. 838)
;

v

;

:

'

Among most of the populous tribes the medicinemen of this
class (the pnest-healer
type) were associated in guilds or
societies and on special occasions
performed great healing or

life-

(vita hty.) giving ceremonies, which
pray ers, ritual, and drama, and extended
few hours to nine days.'

abounded

in soiigs

over a period of a

There also existed among some tribes
large

cured

among

medicine-societies, composed principally of patients
of serious ailments.
This was particularly the case
the Pueblos. At Zuiii there still exist
several such

whose

societies,
members include the greater part of the
tribe and whose
organization and functions are complex
1 he ordinary members are not
actual healers, but are believed
to be niore
competent to assist in the particular line of dis8
h,cl
the specialty of their
society, and therefore
n?,v
{
tual medicine-men' tor assistance!
by th e
t
,
"£
ceremonies of their own society'
to 838 f)

TWv

£

a"

wi?

1

m
-

'

'

;

'
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viduals, are both prolonged and costly, beina
exceedingly elaborate both in ritual and' in paraphernalia.
According to Dr. G. A. Dorsev
J Ub

quite
In Kutenai the general term

for 'sick' is
saniilqoine, lit. 'bad-bodied lie is';
the corresponding Tvord for 'well'
being s&Jcitlqdine,

'good-bodied he is.' The term 'sick' is applied
in a number of Indian
languages to denote emotions and the like.
Thus in the speech of the
Mosquito Indians the term for 'angry' signifies
lit. 'liver-sick'; in
Haida, 'downcast'' is 'heartsick,' etc.
By the Mosquito Indians the liver is
regarded as the seat of emotional life
the kutenai and many other Indian tribes itamong
is the
heart.
With some of them, unless the heart can
be touched or struck, the efforts of the shaman to
injure or kill a man turn out useless. Certain
tribes believe that diseases are 'shot' into
the
body fe.gr. 'pains' with some Californian tribes).
4. Ceremonials, magic and religious, in relation to disease and its cure.— The
employment
of magic rites and
formula-, of religious or semirehgious ceremonials, ritual and other performances, for the purpose of preventing or curing
diseases of various sorts is common in all
regions
of the globe,
especially among uncivilized peoples,
and the aborigines of America are no
to'
the rule. These rites and ceremoniesexception
vary, from
the simple procedures of the 'medicine-men'
and
'medicine-women,' shamans, or sorcerers, who by
rude incantations and
noise-making with rattles,
drums, etc., sought to drive away disease, or
by
laying on of hands, sucking, tricks of legerdemain,
and the like, pretended to extract noxious
objects
from the body of the patient, to the more elaborate
and highly developed ritual activities of medicinesocieties carried out sometimes for the
benefit of
an individual, or a whole
family, and again on
behalf

(American)

The curative ceremonies of such
people as the
Navaho, when employed for the benefit, of indi-

'having epileptic fits' really signifies
'like a bear'; and the word for
'crazy' means
'like a land-otter.' The Chinook term for
'rheumatism' means lit. 'tired all over'—
an

'

Pf W

EBEW

;

W

RBE

;

'

RBE W

'

'

'

various monographs of Boas
(Eskimo and peoples

of

North

Pacific coast),

Dixon and Kroeber

(Cali-

fornian tribes), Kroeber, Wissler, Lowie
(tribes of
the Great Plains), etc. For
general information
concerning the American Indian shaman
the
article of Dr. R. B. Dixon (JAFL xxi.
[1908] 1-12)
is of importance.
From some points of view, the
ceremonials of the Navaho are the most remarkable of American
For S.

healing-rituals.
America
w_e have not much accurate and detailed materia!
of a reliable character
concerning the rites and
ceremonies of the secret societies
to do
with 'medicine.' The best is to be having
found in the
recent works of Koch,
Nordenskibld, Ehrenreich

Hawtrey, Guevara, Latchani, etc. Some data are
also contained in the
writings of certain of the
early missionaries, explorers, and historians, such
as Charlevoix and others.
Concerning the great
night chant of the Navaho, a ceremony lasting
nine days, Dr. Matthews says (Amer. Anthran ix
"'
[1896] 50):
'The principal purpose of this great
ceremony is to heal the
man
or
ailing
woman, who defrays all the expenses of the cere'

'

mony ; but the occasion is used, also, to implore the gods for
various temporal blessings, not
only for the sick man, but for all
who participate in the work, with
their friends and relations
Inis ceremony, like nearly all
ceremonies, ancient and modern'
is connected with a
myth or legend (several nivths, indeed in
this case), and many of the acts in the
ceremony are illustrative
of the mythic events.'
1

He

also observes further :
'In them we find a nocturnal
to that of the
vigil
memsval knight over his armour we analogous
find a vigil in which men
and gods, or the properties that
represent the gods, alike take
part : we find evidence of the belief in a
of feeling
community
and interest between gods and
men, and we have an'instance of
;

a primal feast in common or love-feast closely
resembling certain
ceremonial acts performed
ourselves

among

to-day.'

5. Games and gaming implements as preventives
and as remedies for disease.— That games
among
savage and barbarous peoples have certain pre"
ventive and curative roles with regard to disease as
well as other afflictions and calamities of mankind
is not at all
surprising, especially if one takes the
view of their magic and religious
origin expressed
by Stewart Culin in his monograph on (James of
'

RBE W [1907]).

the North American Indians' (34
Among the Sacs and Foxes (Culin,

p.

448

f.)

the
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and pole was played about the house,
people believe there is a spirit of sickness,
Apenaweni, always hovering about to get into the
lodges, and this game is encouraged in order to
The employment among the
keep it away.'
Kwakiutl Indians of Vancouver Island of a sort of
bean-shooter (Dr. Newcombe calls it the figure 4
dart-shooter') in a medical ceremony is thus de-

game

of ring

because

'

'

1

(

p. 761, quoting Newcombe)
'Among the Kwakiutl of the Nimpkish tribe, this is called
Hendlem. In use a small stick is placed across the top of the
pliant side-pieces, and is shot to some little distance by pressing
on the trigger-piece, which is horizontal to the figure 4. The
figure is held in front of the body with both hands, with the
short end of the trigger downwards, and the perpendicular stem
of the 4 horizontally.
It is frequently used when children are
sick, and small sticks are shot in different directions to chase
away the spirit supposed to be causing the sickness. It was
used aa lately as two years ago at Alert Bay. Sets of four of
this instrument are employed by grown-up people relatives of
the sick. The sticks are left lying about after the performance,
but the guns are burned when done with. This goes on for four

scribed (Culin,

:

—

nights in succession. The noise of the two flexible sides coming
together when the stick is ejected is supposed to aid the good
work. At night the four shooters are left loaded near the sick
child, to scare the ghost or spirit. They are also used as a game

by children.'

This an interesting example of the employment
of the same implement or instrument in a children's
game and in a medical procedure. Kings or
hoops, similar to those used in the hoop and pole
game, are used in certain medicine' ceremonials
oy the shamans of the Oglala Dakota Indians
is

'

'

'

(Culin, p. 435) for the purpose of aiding in the cure
of the sick.
On the first day of the healing rite of
the Navaho, known as Ycbitchai, similar gaming
rings are made. These rings were used to touch
the mouth and other parts of the patient's body,
and were afterwards rolled out of the lodge.
Of the 12 rings used in this ceremonial, as described by Col. J. Stevenson {8
[1891] 239),
*
three were afterwards taken to the east, three to
the south, three to the west, and three to the
north, and deposited at the base of pifion trees.'
The rings were placed
are further informed
over the invalid's mouth to give him strength,
cause him to talk with one tongue, and to have a
good mind and heart. The other portions of the
body were touched with them for physical benefit.'

RBEW

We

:

*

Culin

seen actual practical
(p. 437) reports having
rings' used in ceremonies.
Naturally, where
the beginnings of the priest and the doctor are
found together in the primitive shaman, the implements and objects in ceremonial use must often be
the same or very similar. And the lines between
games and other more or less ceremonial performances are not always very marked
indeed,
the former are not infrequently made a part of
religious or quasi-religious observances and this
is not at all peculiar to the aborigines of the New

game

'

'

;

—

World,
6. Medical operations, surgery, etc.
Some of
the performances of the American medicine-men
belong rather to the field of jugglery and legerdemain than to that of operative therapeutics. Others
have, doubtless, more of a religious or mystical
than of a medical significance. There are, how-

—

'

'

ever, a number that may justifiably be classed as
relating to the beginnings of medical operations

and surgery as we understand them.
of these

The range

among even

quite primitive tribes may be
seen from Father Morice's article (see Lit.) on the
surgery of the Denes, an Athapascan people of
British Columbia, where items relating to bleeding,

burning, blistering, treatment of broken limbs,
deformities, uterine troubles, child-birth, cataract,
etc., are briefly considered, some new and interSome of the proesting facts being reported.
cedures in vogue are as follows
:

Blood-sucking is in use hoth as a general practice and as a
special procedure for wounds, cuts, bites, and stings of animals
ami insects, particularly those of a poisonous nature, including

(American)

and other weapons that have been tipped
with deadly substances, snake-bites, abscesses, etc.
Blood-letting by means of flint-knives, arrow-heads, etc., was
practised by the ancient Peruvians and Mexicans, and is also
reported from a number of uncivilized tribes, such as the Central
Californian Indians, the Kwikpagniiut of the Yukon (Alaska),
certain tribes of the Isthmian region of Central America, the
Brazilian Caraya, etc. The place of venesection differs according to the trouble, and varies with divers peoples. Bartels
veins of the
(p. 269) notes that for headache the Caraya incise the
forehead the ancient Peruvians cut into the veins of the root
of the nose, the Indians of Honduras the veins of the leg or the
shoulder for troubles in the upper part of the body, certain
Californian tribes practised venesection on the right arm, and
on the left arm when the limbs were affected. Certain Indians
of the Isthmian region are said to have practised venesection by
shooting small arrows from a special bow into various parts of
the patient's body until a vein was opened.
Scarification and kindred procedures are wide-spread over
primitive America, ancient and modern, the implements used
being knives, sharp pieces of stone, bits of shell, pieces of flint
or obsidian, thorns, fish-spines, teeth of animals some tribes
have developed special implements for the purpose, as, e.g., the

wounds due

to arrows

;

;

;

Caraya

of Brazil.

Cauterization with cedar-bark is practised by several tribes of
the North Pacific coast (e.g. Bilqula, Twana) for rheumatism
and other diseases of alike order; by some Southern-Californian
tribes with a hot coal for syphilis
by some Central American
peoples with hot ashes and heated leaves for wounds, etc. by
the Choctaws and certain Nicaraguan tribes.
Many North
American Indian peoples practise cauterization for obstinate
;

;

sores, etc.

Bone-setting is accomplished quite cleverly by a number of
tribes all over the continent, particularly the Siouan Winnebagos, the Creeks of the south-eastern United States, some of
the peoples of the North Pacific coast, and certain of the
Brazilian tribes splints and bandaging are employed especially
by the Bilqula, Creeks, Winnebagos, and others.
Amputation does not seem to have been generally practised
among the American Indians, even such peoples as the Creeks
and Winnebagos, who were skilful in bone-setting, seldom or
never resorting to it.
Trephining was in use in ancient Peru, as indicated by the
crania from various pre-Columbian burial-places, and a special
studv of these has been made bv Muniz and McGee (10
Dr. Hrdlicka (Bvll. SO BE, pt. i. p. 838) says : 'The
[1897*] 3-72).
highest surgical achievement, undoubtedly practised in part at
least as a curative method, was trephining. This operation was
of common occurrence, and is still practised in Peru, where it
;

RBEW

reached its highest development among American tribes. Trephining was also known in quite recent times among the
Tarahumare of Chihuahua, but has never been found north of
Mexico.'
For the purpose of stopping bleeding of a dangerous sort, many
American tribe? used down of various birds (Haida), mineral and
plant substances (Dakotas, Winnebagos), hot ashes (for nosebleeding) ; and the Brazilian Caraya ( Battels, p. 280) are credited
with the use of bindings for the limbs. With the whites the use of
gunpowder for stopping blood has come into practice with many
tribes all over the continent. According to Hrdlicka (loc. cit.,
'
antiseptics are unknown, but some of the cleansing
p. 837),
agents or healing powders employed probably serve as such,
though undesignedly on the part of the Indians.'

—

In both the procedures
7. Materia medica, etc.
shamans and the more elaborate and
extensive ceremonies, such as those carried out
by the Navaho, etc., a large number of fetishes,'
charms, amulets, and the like are employed, and
the principles of similia similibus and sympathetic
magic are appealed to in innumerable ways, sometimes with exceeding skill and cunningness. Dr.
of individual

'

Hrdlicka (I.e., p. 836) says :
The fetishes used are peculiarly shaped stones or wooden
objects, lightning-riven wood, feathers, claws, hair, figurines of
mythic animals, representations of the sun, of lightning, etc.,
and are supposed to embody a mysterious power capable of preventing disease or of counteracting its effects.'
'

Of real materia medica, animal and mineral subDr.
stances are comparatively rarely employed.
Hrdlicka (p. 837) says:
'
Animal and mineral substances are also occasionally used as
remedies. Among South-western tribes the bite of a snake is
often treated by applying to the wound a portion of the ventral
surface of the body of the same snake. The Papago use crickets
as medicine ; the Tarahumare, lizards ; the Apache, spiders'
Among the Navaho and others red ochre combined with
eggs.
The red, barren clay
fat is used externally to prevent sunburn.
from beneath a camp-fire is used by White Mountain Apache
W..11U-11 to induce sterility; the Hopi blow charcoal, ashes, or
other products of fire, on an inflamed surface to counteract the
supposed fire which causes the aihntjnt.'

oil, grease, etc., of certain animals are used
external and internal application, often as
antidotes thus, among certain tribes of Central

The
for

Mexico,

—

scorpion-oil

for

scorpion-bites

;

among
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the Caribs, snake-oil for snake-bites.
Anions
the Yamamadi ami neighbouring tribes of Brazil
(Bartels, p. 120) we meet with the curious custom of plastering the all'ected portion of the
Some of
patient's body all over with feathers.
the Southern-Californian Indians used pills of
wild dove's dung as a remedy for gonorrhoea.
Pounded charred bones are in use by the Kutenai
The great mass of primitive
for sore eyes.
remedies, however, come from the plant- world —
roots (most commonly), twigs, leaves, bark, flowers
and seeds (rarely)— and are most frequently employed in the form of a decoction, made from either
the fresh or the dry plant (sometimes from its
powder). The doctrine of signatures and similar
ideas controlled a good deal of the botanical medicine of the aborigines of America, which reached
its
height with such peoples as the ancient
Mexicans, as may be seen from Father Gerste's
monograph on the subject, where the data in the
old historians, are carefully brought together.
In the warmer and tropical regions of America
numerous vegetable gums and balsams, the use
of many of which has passed over now to the white
population as well, were employed for medical
purposes, for stopping bleeding, curing and cleansing wounds, etc. The number of plant-remedies
in use even among the uncivilized tribes is often
quite large. Among the Californian Karok, 13
species of medicinal plants were reported among
the Twana and neighbouring tribes of the State of
Washington, 18
among the Ojibwa (according
to Hoffman), 56
the list of Schoolcraft, representof
ing several N. American tribes, contains 89
the plants known to the Moqui or Hopi, according
to Hough (Amer. Anthrop., 1898), 45 are employed
for medical purposes there being probably not
over 160 indigenous species in the environment.
As Bartels (p. 209) notes, the Indians possess quite
a large number of plant-remedies for diseases and
troubles of the eyes. Abundant emetics and astringents are also provided. Plant-remedies are in vogue
for the treatment of cuts, burns, bruises, wounds,
'

'

;

;

;

;

—

bites, stings,

•

and stomach-ache and kindred

ills,

dis-

eases of the respiratory tract, and nasal troubles,
in the form of poultices and plasters (often of
hot leaves), decoctions, lotions, and inhalations.
With the Cherokee Indians the plants furnished
all the remedies as against the animal world, which
inflicted diseases upon mankind.
The formula? of
the medicine-men of this interesting Iroquoian
people have been recorded by Mooney, and they
form a body of data of great importance for the
study of primitive medicine in its incantational
and invocational aspects. With the sowing and
gathering of medical plants there are sometimes
connected certain rites and ceremonies, as, e.g., is
the case with the medicine tobacco of the Crow
Indians of the Siouan stock. Interesting also is
the sacred tule pollen in use among the Apache,
known as hodentin, and given or applied because
of its supposed supernatural beneficial effect.'
Many plants are employed as remedies simply for
traditional reasons, without any formulated opinion
as to their modes of action' (Hrdlicka, p. 837).
In connexion with
8. Drugs,
narcotics, etc.
'

'

'

'

—

puberty-rites, 'man-making' ceremonies, and performances of a kindred nature, certain narcotic and

stupefying substances were employed among tribes
representing all stages of culture all over the continent.
In the huskatiaw-ceiemonies carried out
on boys at the age of puberty among the Virginian
the
Indians,
subjects were stupefied by a decoction
of Datura (' jimson weed').
variety of Datura
was used by the shamans of the Californian Yokuts
to induce religious frenzy.
This was done also, in
all probability, by those of the Indian tribes of the
south-western United States (Navaho, Hopi, etc.)

A

who
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are acquainted with

the properties of the
Datura. Various tribes of the Gulf States employed in their ceremonial purifications the medicine known as the black drink,' a decoction made
from the leaves of the Ilex cassine. This medicine'
figures in the great Busk, or annual green corn
thanksgiving ceremony of the Creeks. According
to Hall {Rep. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1885), the Creeks were
in the habit of preparing and drinking it before
council-meetings, because they believed that 'it
invigorated the mind and body and prepared for
thought and debate.' In various regions of North,
Central, and South America several kinds of tobacco furnished medicine for divers diseases. Pipesmoking for asthmatic troubles is reported from the
Dakotas, Winnebagos, Creeks, and other tribes in
several parts of Mexico, tobacco was used for similar
purposes, and likewise against rheumatism. Among
the Ipurina Indians of Brazil, incurable sick people
are completely narcotized by tobacco and thrown
In South America, tobacco was
into the river.
chiefly used in the form of snuff, and, according to
McGuire (Bull. 30 BE, pt. ii. [1910] p. 768), there
is some evidence that the plant was chewed in
Central America.' McGuire (p. 768) says
Tobacco was cultivated in most tribes by the men alone, and
was usually smoked by them only among the Iroquois and some
of the Pueblos trade tobacco was not smoked in solemn ceremonies. At times both priests and laymen smoked plants or
compounds that were strongly narcotic, those using them becoming ecstatic and seeing visions. To the Indian the tobaccoplant had a sacred character it was almost invariably used on
'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

;

;

solemn occasions, accompanied by suitable invocations to their
deities.
It was ceremonially used to aid in disease or distress,
to ward off danger, to bring good fortune, to generally assist
one in need, and to allay fear.'

The general use

of tobacco all over
of the

was much furthered when many

America
European

colonists devoted themselves to the planting and
Its fame as a medicine was
sale of this plant.
really the first basis of its popularity when
introduced into the Old World.
Among some
Indian tribes the planting, cultivating, and harvesting of tobacco had many religious or semi-religious
rites and ceremonies attached to them. According
to Simms {Amer. Anthrop,, N.S., vi. [1904]), as
cited by McGuire (p. 768),
'the planting of medicine tobacco is one of the oldest ceremonies of the Crows, consisting, among other observances, of a
solemn march, a foot race among the young men, the planting
of seed, the building of a hedge of green branches around the
seed-bed, a visit to the sweat-house, followed by a bath and a
solemn smoke, all ending with a feast when ripe, the plant
was stored away, and seeds were put in a deerskin pouch and
kept for another planting.'
;

In S. America a number of plant-juices were
employed for the purpose of making more or less
intoxicating or stupefying drinks, used on ceremonial occasions, etc. and getting drunk was
not infrequently a common and regular occurrence,
on festival occasions, with certain Brazilian and
Paraguayan tribes. In N. America, according to
Dr. Hrdlicka (p. 837), 'among the tribes who
prepare tisivin, or tcsvino, particularly the Apache,
parts of a number of bitter, aromatic, and even
poisonous plants, especially a species of Datura,
are added to the liquid to make it "stronger";
these are termed medicines.' Certain Californian
tribes made drinks from manzanita berries, and
the Pima and other tribes of the Arizonian region
manufactured an intoxicating liquor from the
'

'

;

fruit of the cactus.

Among many tribes

of ancient

and modern Mexico, a decoction of peyotl (AnhaIonium lewinii), a small variety of cactus, had,
and still has, a very extensive use ; so also in the
region of the United States north of Mexico.
According to Mooney (Bull. SO BE, pt. ii. p. 237),
it was 'formerly and [is] still much used for ceremonial and medicinal purposes by all the tribes
between the Rocky Mountains and the Gulf of
Mexico, from Arkansas river southward, almost to
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the city of Mexico.' The Nahuatl peyotl corresponds to the Kiowa seni, Comanche wokotci,
Tarahumare hikuli, etc. Under the incorrect title
of mescal it is well known to the whites, and has
been even used for psychological and medical
experimentation.
The 'eating of mescal buttons' takes place during ceremonies
of considerable length among the Kiowa (where they have been
studied by Mooney), Comanche, and other tribes. With these
peoples,_ 'it is rather a ceremony of prayer and quiet contemplation. It is usually performed as an invocation for the
recovery of some sick person it is held in a tipi specially
erected for the purpose, and begins usually at night, continuing
until the sun is well up in the morning.' 'Women, as a rule, do
not take part in the ceremony proper, but occupy themselves
with the preparation of the sacred food and of the feast in
which all join at the close of the performance.' 'At some point
during the ceremony the sick person is usually brought in to
be prayed for, and is allowed to eat one or more specially
consecrated peyotls.'
Mooney says further: 'The number of
" buttons " eaten
by one individual during the night varies
from 10 to 40, and even more, the drug producing a sort of
spiritual exaltation differing entirely from that produced by anyother known drug, and apparently without any reaction. The
effect is heightened by the weird lullaby of the songs, the constant sound of the drum and rattle, and the fitful glare of the fire.'
The Tarahumare and some other Mexican tribes have a peyotl
dance. The effects of 'mescal buttons' have been studied
experimentally by Havelock Ellis {Pop. Sri. Mo. lxi. [1902] 6771X and, as Mooney notes (p. 237), 'tests thus far made
indicate that it possesses varied and valuable medical properties,
tending to confirm the idea of the Indians who regard it almost
as a panacea.' Father Gerste (pp. 68-G9) records its use, not
only as a sort of panacea for fatigue, etc., but also as a means
of obtaining hallucinations, which were then taken for messages
from the gods, and prophecies of the future. The Chichiniecs,
according to Sahagun, consumed large quantities of peyotl, and
they believed that 'it gave them courage, took away all fear
during battle, rendered them insensible to hunger, thirst, etc.,
and preserved them from all dangers.'
The 'mescal button' or 'mescal' here described is not to be
confounded with the mescal (food and intoxicating drink, the
latter post-Columbian) produced in this region from the agave.
Besides
9. Inventions for use in 'medicine.'
;

'

—

the vast

number of amulets, charms, and

talismans,
is given in art. Charms
(Amer.), a few 'inventions' of a
medical or quasi-medical order, in use among
American Indian peoples, deserve mention here.
Such are, e.g., a sort of respirator of fine woven
glass used by the Kwikpagmiut Eskimo of Alaska
(Bartels, p. 22'2) to prevent the smoke from getting
into the lungs of the people in the sweat-house
the scarification-implements of fish-teeth made
by the Carayas of Brazil (p. 267), which are of
peculiar interest the bone and horn tubes used by
of

which some account

AND Amulets

'

'

;

;

North American tribes (Navaho, Ojibwa,
Creek, Siouan peoples) for scarification, bloodsucking, and similar procedures. Note may be
taken here also of the litters for the sick and
several

wounded among a number of

tribes {e.g.

Dakotas)

;

and the snow-spectacles of the Eskimo.
10. Hygiene, sanitation,
etc.
The idea that

—

'

'

cleanliness is next to godliness was wide-spread
peoples, as their
frequent bathing, and other cleansing procedures,
the very common use of the sweat-house (accompanied often by elaborate ceremonials), the washing
of the sexual parts, and the attention to the
body
during menstruation, after eoiUis, etc., abundantly
indicate. Some of the tribes lowest in intelligence,
apparently, are very careful to bathe frequently
and thoroughly the process beginning with the
new-born infant, which, even in the cold north, is
immediately plunged into the water; the mother
also cleansing herself as soon as possible.
This
treatment of child and mother is discussed at some
length in the works of Ploss and others who have
written in particular of menstruation and of childbirth among primitive peopled.
Easting, bathing,
and sprinkling ceremonials are found accompanying the great religious performances as well as the
smaller, and they arc also to be met with in

among many American Indian
'

'

—

connexion with preparation for and participation
in games, which have often a more or less religious
character.
Of the Tsimshian Indians of British

(American)

Columbia, who are sun-worshippers, Boas says
on N. W. Tribes of Canada, 18S9, p. 50)

(5th Rep.

:

Men make themselves agreeable to the deity by cleanliness.
Therefore they must bathe and wash their whole bodies before
praying. For the same reason they take a vomitive when they
wish to please the deity well. They fast and abstain from
touching their wives, if they desire their prayers to be success'

ful.'

It is evident that many tabus, among the
less than among primitive
peoples in other parts of the globe, are of this
hygienic, or quasi-hygienic nature. Sometimes, as
among the Tsimshian (Boas, p. 50), when a special
object is to be attained, to make the ceremony

American Indians, no

'

very successful, their wives must join them if
the wife should not be true to the husband, the
;

Bathing and
cleansing appear also frequently, and sometimes
elaborately, in connexion with mourning rites
and ceremonies connected with the handling and
The use of water reaches its
disposal of the dead.
maximum, perhaps, with the ancient Mexicans,
who 'washed the soul.' The 'purification' of the
soul as a means of curing the body of disease was
in vogue among a number of the peoples of ancient
Mexico, as Father Gerste notes (p. 18). Water
effect of the fasting is destroyed.'

was regarded
'

it

as a remedy par excellence, because
cured the body by washing the stains of the

soul.'

The use of the bath (with some tribes daily) as
a hygienic or medical procedure, often complicated
with religious or mystical ceremonies, was widespread in all parts of primitive America, the water
used having added to it sometimes {e.g. among
the Dakotas) certain decoctions of plants occasionally for the purpose of irritating the skin.
Some Indian tribes, like the Hopi or Moqui, and
the Pueblos, avoided cold baths altogether others,
like the Piraas and some tribes of Lower CaliWith quite a number
fornia, preferred them.
of tribes (Dakotas, Creeks, Ojibwa, Klamath),
in
the
Rocky Mountain region, hot
especially
baths were followed immediately by cold, the
individual rushing at once from the 'sweat-house'
and plunging into the nearest stream. Cold baths

—

;

for fever

were

in

vogue among many

tribes,

and

the Huastecs of Mexico even submitted smallpox
patients to this procedure, thereby greatly increasing the mortality from that disease. The Moqui,
when suffering from fever (Bartels, p. 134), 'used
to lie down in the cold water until they got well
or died
a sort of perpetual bath,' as the author
remarks. Similar practices are reported from the
Winnebagos.
Aspersion with cold water is resorted to by several tribes.
Among the tribes of
the Columbia region and the North Pacific coast,
fond
of
hot
and the institution
are
baths,
many
very
of the 'sweat-house' or primitive 'steam-bath' is
wide-spread all over the continent, from the uncivilized tribes of the Plains and the Rocky
Mountain regions to the more or less civilized
Aztecs of ancient Mexico, with their tcmezc.alli,
'

—

The Mayan

etc.

'

peoples, likewise,

had their tuh.

In Mexico, Central America, and the Pueblo region,
'
the sweat-houses were more imposing constructions, but over a large part of the continent they
were simply made of willows or the like, large
enough to contain a single individual, the steam
being produced by pouring water over heated
stones.
The structure usually had a temporary
The body was
covering of skins and blankets.
sometimes scraped before leaving the sweat-house,
and some of the Eskimo are said to rub themselves
after the bath with grass and twigs.' According
to Henshaw (Iiti/I. 80 UK, pt. ii. p. C61) sweating
was practised among t lie American aborigines for
three different purposes (1) as a purely religious
the
rite or ceremony for the purpose of
purifying
body and propitiating spirits (2) as a medical
'

'

:

;
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practice for the cure of disease

—

;

(3)

often as purely
of individuals

and hygienic
'a number
entered the sweat -house together, apparently
actuated only by social instinct and appreciation of
the luxury of a steam bath' (p. 662).
As a religious
ceremony it was used by warriors before going
forth, by hunters previous to departing for the
chase, by boys and girls at puberty, and by all
sorts of people in time of danger, or before undertaking special exploits, etc. Moreover, 'among
the Plains tribes all priests who perform ceremonies
have usually to pass through the sweat-house to
be purified, and the sweating is accompanied byThe ceremonials of the
special rituals' (p. 661).
sweat-house with some tribes are elaborate and
complicated, especially where there is a village or a
geueral temezcalli or estufa. Nelson informs us
that, among the Alaskan Eskimo, the kashim used
for the sweat-bath was
the centre of social and
religious life in every village.' With most tribes
also the construction of the sweat-house
was
attended with many rules and observances.'
Massage was practised in various ways by
numerous American peoples (rubbing, pressure
with hands or feet, etc.). Purifications of various
sorts, including fasting, bathing, taking various
social

'

'

'

medicines,' were in vogue

among many

tribes,

previous to participation in games and other more
or less ceremonial performances.
Culin (op. fit.)
refers to such 'medicines' in connexion with the
foot-races of the Tarahumare, the ball-games of
Zuiii, Cherokee,
Ojibwa, Choctaws, Mohawks,
etc.
Care regarding the satisfaction of natural
necessities is reported from a number of American
Indian peoples. According to Joest (Int. Arch. f.
Ethn. vol. v. Suppl. 1893), theCaribsand Arawaks,
who live near rivers, etc., go thither for such
Otherwise, they go to some distance
purposes.
from the village, scratch a hole in the sand, and
carefully cover up their excrement, cleansing
themselves with sand. Concerning the Carayi
Indians of Brazil, Ehrenreich (Bartels, p. 261)
,

remarks on
1

the feeling of decency of these savages exhibited in their
of defecating, which is of culture-historical interest.
It is done as far away as possible from the village.
A hole is
made in the sand. The individual sits over it with outspread
The
legs, hiding the upper part of his body behind a mat.
excrements are always carefully buried.'

manner

Certain North American Indians also are very
in the matter of relieving themselves,
always doing so out of the public way, and not in
view of any one.
Some of the food-tabus of American Indian
peoples have at least a, prima facie hygienic value.
Careful regard for the purity of water is evident
both in the Pueblo region of the south-western
United States and from the early accounts of the
semi-civilized peoples of ancient Mexico.
Ehrenreich reports the Caraya Indians of Brazil
(cited by Bartels, p. 238) as inquiring of every
Have you catarrh ? and permitting
stranger,
him to enter their cabin only after assuring themselves that there is no danger from tuberculosis
a disease upon the increase among them, and of
whose infectious character they are fully aware.
But this is post-European. Among the Indians of
northern Mexico individuals suffering from contagious or infectious diseases are abandoned by
their fellows, who, however, place water and wild
fruits within easy reach before leaving (Bartels,
The ancient Aztecs, according to Gerste
p. 242).
(p. 18), had the same fashion of treating severe
cases of disease, where death might be expected.
The family of the patient carried him to the
highest point of some near-by mountain, placed
beside him food and a vessel of water, and left him
to himself, for death or cure, as the case might be,
after forbidding all persons to go near him.
The
careful

'

'

—
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segregation of the patient in order to keep

away

evil spirits, etc., was in vogue among
many tribes.
Some, like the Winnebago Indians of Wisconsin
and the Mosquitos oi Honduras, went scj far as to
surround the bed of the sick with poles on which
were hung various animals, or to hedge him in

with

painted sticks, allowing no one but the
'medicine-man' to approach the spot (Bartels, p.
Hygienic motives may also enter here in

244).

part, as also in the case of the abandonment of
persons suffering from contagious or infectious
Here perhaps ought also to be mentioned
reported by Dr. Farabee of the very
of eastern Peru, that they
Maeheyengas
primitive
'
are more afraid of the disease from which he died
than of the dead man.'

diseases.
the fact

—

11. Personification and forms of disease.
The
disease or sickness is often given some special form
and recognized as having the shape of some object
or creature, whose expulsion by the shaman or
other qualified person, with or without the accompaniment of primitive music, incantations,
conjurer's tricks, and similar devices (the evil
'

'

is frequently
sucked out by the medicineman), is followed by relief or cure, temporary or
permanent. Such procedures are known all over
America, from Alaska to Patagonia, and from
Greenland to Brazil. The representation of the
disease as a piece of bone is wide-spread common
also is the conception of it as a piece of stone or
some similar object. The claws of such animals
as the bear, the spines of the porcupine, etc., likewise figure in the same way. Living creatures,
corporeally or spiritually, constitute the diseasecause with many American tribes, having in some
way or other, of themselves, or through the machinations of shamans or other evil-disposed individuals, been introduced into the body of the
The Sioux Indians, like some of the
patient.
tribes of Central Mexico, personify disease as a
worm the Klamath and certain of the Sioux as
some sort of insect
some Indians of Central
Mexico as a large ant; the Klamath, Karok, and
other Californian tribes of the north as a frog ;
and the Dakotas as a tortoise. Another common
The Twana, Chipersonification is a snake.
makum, and Klallam Indians of the State of
believe
that
certain
diseases are
Washington
caused by a wood-pecker pecking at the heart of
the person affected. Even quite large animals are
believed by some Indian tribes to make their way
into the human body and cause disease and sometimes death. Such are the bear and deer among
the Dakotas ; the squirrel among the Twana and
neighbouring tribes ; the porcupine among the
Sioux
the otter among certain tribes of the
North Pacific coast region (some birds figure here
also, of considerable size).
Among the Twana,
Chimakum, and Klallam it is believed that evilminded shamans or sorcerers can send into the
body of a man a bear, which eats at his heart and
so causes him to become sick (Eells, Ann. Rep.
Smiths. Inst., 1887, pt. i.). .Among the Nutka
Indians of Vancouver Island, according to Boas
(6th Hep. N. W. Tribes, 1890, p. 44),

object

;

;

;

;

'

the cause of sickness is either what is called mdyatlS, i.e.
sickness flying about in the shape of an insect and entering the
body without some enemy being the cause of it or the sick
person has been struck by sickness thrown by a hostile shaman,
which is called menu'qcitl. Their ordinary method of removing
disease is by sucking and singing over the patient.'
;

—

12. Prognostics, etc.
Devices for the prognostication and prophesying of the issues of diseases of various sorts are reported from many
American tribes. Among the Kutenai Indians of
south-eastern British Columbia, according to Boas
(5th Rep. p. 46), 'if the hands of a dead man
(before the body is buried) are closed so firmly
that they cannot be opened, it indicates that the
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tribe will be healthy and strong and free from
disease.' The Indians of Michoacan (Bartels, p.
168), in Central Mexico, believe that, if the leaf
of a certain plant, when placed on the sore place
of the body, stays there, the man will recover ; if
The Mayas of
it drops oft", his death is certain.
Yucatan are said to have used a crystal for purposes of prognostication. In other parts of the
continent the medicine-men, the priests of the
Mayas, used to cast lots in order to determine
what offering should be made for the restoration
of the patient to health.

Transference of disease,
scape-animals,'
idea of curing a sick person by transferring the disease or illness with which he is
afflicted to some other creature, animal or human,
is met with in various regions of primitive America.
Some of the Nahuas or Aztecan peoples of ancient
Mexico (Gerste, p. 47) had the custom, in cases of
violent fever, of fabricating a little dog of maizeflour, which was then placed on a maguey-plant
'

13.

etc.

— The

way it was believed that the first
passer-by would carry off" the disease, and thus
enable the patient to recover. In like manner,
certain Peruvian coastal tribes used to expose on
the public road the clothes of the sick man, in the
belief that any passer-by who touched them would
take the disease upon himself and so relieve the
in the public

;

patient.

A

14.

The animal world

as the cause of disease.

—

American Indian legend of the origin
is that of the Cherokee reported by
Mooney, and given at length in art. Cherokees
(vol. hi. p. 505).
According to this myth, the
animals became so offended and outraged at the
carelessness of man and the invasions of their
typical

of disease

rights on the part of mankind that they held a
council and determined to obtain revenge by each
of them inflicting some disease upon their human
This they did, the smallest as well as
oppressors.
the greatest providing his share. This is why the
incantations and rites of the Cherokee medicinemen are so full of references to animals, and why
each disease is represented as being caused by
some one of them (the interesting details will be
found in Mooney's monograph upon this subject).
As a result of the action of the animals, the legend
goes on to state, all the plants held a council and
resolved to present man with remedies for all the
diseases inflicted upon him by the former. Thus
it happens, also, that for every disease brought
about by the animals, there is a remedy to be
found in the plant world. The idea of the origin
of disease from the animal world obtains among
many other American tribes as well, and the
doctrine sometimes suggests comparison with the
modern scientific theories as to the microbe origin
of many human diseases.
Among the Klamath
Indians of Oregon, birds such as the wood-pecker,
the lark, the crane, and various sorts of ducks are
believed to be the causers of disease. With them
also the otter is made responsible for smallpox.
15. Natural phenomena as causes of disease.

—

With some American Indian peoples, the shadow
of another person is often harmful.
Among the
Shushwap of British Columbia (Boas, Gth Rep. p. 92)

widows and widowers, while observing mourning
regulations, must avoid letting their shadows fall
upon a person, as the latter would fall sick at
'

Similar beliefs prevail among the Bilqula
1891, p. 13).
Lightning, the moon's
are sometimes supposed to cause illness.
Hght,
The Klamath Indians seem to have believed that
the wind had something to do with the causation
of disease.
In some of the incantations of these
Indians the west wind, in particular, is represented as blowing disease out of its mouth the
rainstorm also 'calls up' disease.
once.'

(7th Rep.,

etc.,

'

'

;

(American)

—

Human

beings as causers of disease. Besides enchantment, witchcraft, sorcery, and other
active procedures of medicine-men and medicinewomen, by means of which sickness or disease is
caused in another individual or transferred to him,
there are other ways in which men and women
may infect one another or bring about a condition of ill-health.
As may be seen from the
abundant data in Ploss's Das Weib, the menstru16.

woman is often regarded as a disease-bringer
or a disease-causer, and her segregation is justified
for that reason.
Among the Songish Indians of
Vancouver Island, according to Boas (6th Rep. p.
ating

menstruating women may not come near
would make them weak.'
The maximum theory of woman's responsibility
for disease is met with among the Chiquitos of
'

22),

sick persons, as they

medical code CharleBolivia, concerning whose
voix states (Gerste, p. 45) that it consists of two
first, to suck the part of the body
prescriptions,
of the patient affected, and, second, to kill some
woman, since women are responsible for all the
misfortunes of mankind.' Among the Shushwap
Indians of British Columbia, according to Boas
'

'

—

women during their monthly periods
are forbidden to cook for their families, as it is
believed that the food would be poisonous.' Among
the causes of disease or sickness given by the
shamans of the Shushwap (p. 94) are 'that a
woman passed by the head of the patient, or that
the shadow of a mourner fell upon him.' Ideas
cognate, more or less, with the evil eye superstitions of the Old World are met with in various parts of primitive America. The shamans
'

(I.e. p. 90),

'

'

many tribes (e.g. Shahaptin, Klamath, and
other peoples of the Oregonian-Columbian region)
are believed to be able to 'shoot' diseases from
their eyes.
Against these instances of maleficent
human beings may be cited cases of twins as disof

ease curers.

As already noted

in art.

Children

iii. p. 526), several American Indian tribes,
particularly in the North Pacific coast region,
believe that twins are gifted with the power of

(vol.

curing diseases.
Thus, among the Kwakiutl

(Boas, 5th Rep. p. 51), twins, who
are thought to be transformed salmon, ' have the power of
curing diseases, and use for this purpose a rattle called
which
has
the
shape of a flat box about three
K'o&qaten,
feet long by two feet wide'; among the Nak'oiugylisila
'
(6th Rep. p. 62),
twins, if of the same sex, were salmon
.
The father dances for four days
before they were born.
after the children have been born, with a large, square rattle.
The children, by swinging this rattle, can cure disease and
favourable
winds
and
weather.'
procure
.

.

—

In primitive America a
17. Soul and disease.
great variety of ideas as to the relationship of the
soul to disease and kindred phenomena of the
human body prevailed. Indeed, we meet with all
grades from the simple belief of the Arawakan
Macheyengas of eastern Peru, who, according to
Dr. W. C. Farabee (Proc. Amer. Antiq. Society,
N.S. xx.), think that the soul has nothing to do
with life, sleep, disease, or death,' to the elaborate
and quite metaphysical doctrines of some of the
tribes occupying higher cultural stages, where
life, sleep, disease, and death have often to be
interpreted in relation to the existence of a

—

'

,

plurality of souls, constituting sometimes a hierarchical series.
Among the Indians of the North
Pacific coast regions there are some (for example,
certain tribes of the F'raser River, in British
Columbia) who believe in the existence of 'several
souls, the loss of one of which causes partial loss
of life, i.e. sickness, while the loss of all, or of the
principal one, entails death'; hut, according to Boas
(Bull. SO BE, pt. ii. p. 617), the idea that the life
is associated with the vital organs (blood, breath,
etc.), the loss of which causes death, 'is not
strongly developed among the American aboriThe Hidatsa Indians of the Siouan stock,
gines.'
'

'
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like the Fraser River tribes, believe in a
plurality
of souls, as <lo a number of other American
peoples,
The doctrine of souls and of disease
the

Chinook

Indians

has

been

and

discussed

by Boas

he recovers when the shaman or medicineman
has caught the soul and returned it to him. In

P. '

various parts of America the devices for
soulcatching' are sometimes detailed, with extensive
ceremonial, ritual, etc. Among the Tlinkit, Haida,
and Tsimshian Indians, according to Boas (5th
Rep. p. 58),
'

Unlike

of

called the WIS ay in, corresponding to what is
as the tamanowus in the Chinook jargon,
and "medicine" east of the Rocky Mountains.'
The method of procedure of the squnadm in disease-curing and soul-catching is thus described by
Boas {6th Rep. 30)
:

'

When

he returns from the woods, the shaman is able to
cure diseases, to see and to catch souls, etc. The best time of
the day for curing disease is at nightfall. A number of people
are invited to attend the ceremonies. The patient is
deposited
near the fire, the guests sit around him. Then they begin to
sing and beat time with sticks. The shaman (who uses no
rattle) has a cup of water standing next to him.
He takes a
mouthful, blows it into his hands, and sprinkles it over the
sick person. Then he applies his mouth to the
place where the
disease is supposed to be, and sucks at it. As soon as he has
finished sucking, he produces a piece of deer-skin or the like
*as though he had extracted it from the body, and which is
supposed to have produced the sickness. If the soul of the
Bick person is supposed to be absent from the bodv, the shaman
sends his tl'k'ayin (not his soul) in search. The tl'k'ayin
brings
it, and then the shaman takes it and puts it on the vertex of
the patient, whence it returns into his body. These performances are accompanied by a dance of the shaman. Before the
dance the sioua must give a name to the earth, which else would
swallow the shaman. When acting as conjurer for sick persons, he must keep away from his wife, as else his powers
might be interfered with. He never treats members of his
own family, but engages another shaman for this purpose. It
is believed that he cannot cure his own relatives.
Rich persons sometimes engage a shaman to look after their welfare.'

Shamans are

able to make people sick, no
than to cure them of illness.
The Nutka
Indians, according to Boas (6th Rep. p. 44), have

less

the following curious belief as to the cause of
sickness
The soul has the shape of a tiny man its seat is in the
crown of the head. As long as it stands erect, the person to
whom it belongs is hale and well but, when it loses its upright
position for any reason, its owner loses his senses. The soul is
capable of leaving the body then the owner grows sick, and,
if the soul is not
speedily restored, he must die. To restore
:

'

;

;

;

the higher class of shamans, called k-okoatsmaah (soulworkers), are Bummoned.'
it,

Among
'

If

a

the Kwakiutl Indians (p. 59)
man feels weak and looks pale, the

:

believed to dwell in the nape.

many

is

similar in

other Indian tribes, the Bilqula

—

18. Ghosts or spirits of the dead and disease.
An opinion met with among many of the aborigines
of America is that, in some way or other, the ghosts
or spirits of the dead are responsible for the diseases
and sicknesses that afflict mankind. Among the
Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island, to see the ghosts
of the dead, when they re-appear on earth, entails
sickness and death (Boas, 5th Rep. p. 43) ; with
certain Siouan tribes, to touch them or be touched
by them as they move unseen through the air has

the same effect. Many
peoples, however, believe
an active role of these spirits in afflicting human
this sometimes amounts to
beings with disease
taking possession of the body or of some part or
member of it. Among the coast Salish (Boas, ib.
p. 52), it is believed that the touch or the seeing
of ghosts brings sickness and death.' So, also, with
the Songish (6th Rep. p. 28), who believe that
their touch causes sickness. They make those who have not
regarded the regulations regarding food and work mad. Their
in

;

'

'

When one feels afraid, being alone in the
in the dark, it is a sign that a ghost is near.'

touch paralyzes man.

woods or

The following

is reported by Boas (6th
Rep.
from the Kwakiutl
The sight of a ghost is deadly. A few years ago, a woman,
who was wailing for her mother, suddenly fell into a swoon.
The people first believed her to be dead, and carried the corpse

p. 61)

:

'

into the woods. There they discovered that she continued to
breathe. They watched her for two days, when she recovered.
She told them that she had seen two people enter the house.
One of them had said "Don't cry I am your mother's ghost.
We are well oft" where we live." She had replied " No ; I
mourn because you have left me alone." Then she had fallen
into a deep swoon.'
:

;

:

This explanation of swooning, fainting, and similar states is common all over primitive America.
Among the Shushwaps (p. 93), 'when a person
faints, it is a sign that a ghost pursues him.'
19. The hereafter of those dying from sickness
and disease. Among the American Indians, one
frequently meets the idea that those dying by
violent deaths, women dying in childbirth, and
people whose death is due to sickness or disease
go to certain special abodes in the hereafter. Thus
the Tlinkit, according to Boas (5th Rep. p. 47),

—

'

believe that the soul, after death, lives in a country similar to
ours. Those who have died a violent death go to
heaven, to a
country ruled by Tahit those who die by sickness (also women
dying in childbed) go to a country beyond the borders of the
;

seer (ahaman)

It is

Among the Twana Indians, who have the practice
of 'soul-catching,' the reason given for its performance at night is that night on earth corresponds to
day-time in the spirit-world. Among the Klamath
Indians of Oregon, the treatment of the sick takes
place in the winter-house in complete darkness.

cunning.

'

is

Tout (Rep. on Ethnol. Surv. of Canada, 1902, p. 9),
the shaman sends his own soul out to catch the soul
which has escaped from the body of his patient.

'

known

:

believe that the art of shamanism is a direct gift
of the deity called Snq, obtained during illness,
and not procurable by means of fasting, praying,
etc.
Among the Chilliwack, according to Hill-

soul of an individual can be removed from
body through the magic of his enemies, their
more powerful orenda, to use the term of Hewitt,
and can be brought back only by the exercise of
the same practices of a higher order or a greater

Among the Songish Indians the lower
shamans, or sloua, who are generally
to cure such diseases as are not
due to the soul's absence from the body. The
higher class of shamans, or squnadm, are able to
see the soul and to catch it when it has left the
body and its owner is sick. A man becomes a
squnadm by intercourse with supernatural powers
in the woods, where he
acquires a guardian spirit,

H)

The soul

crazy.'

The

women, are able

finds that his soul has left his body.'

shape to a bird enclosed in an egg. If the shell of the egg
breaks and the soul flies away, its owner must die. Shamans
are able to see and to recover souls. By laying their hands on
the nape of a person they are able to tell whether his soul is
present or whether it has left the body. If the soul should
become weak, they are able to restore it to its former vigour.
If a person swoons, it is believed that his soul has flown
away
without breaking its shell.
The shaman hears its buzzing
wings, which give a sound like that of a mosquito. He may
catch and replace it in the nape of its owner. If the soul
leaves the body without breaking its shell the owner becomes

1
their art consists in extracting the sickness or in finding and
restoring the soul of the sick person. In trying to Hud it,
three or four shamans sing and rattle over the sick
person
until they declare they have found the whereabouts of his
soul,
which is supposed to he in the possession of the salmon or
olachen (candle-fish), or in that of the deceased shaman. Then
theygo to the place where it is supposed to he, and by singing
and incantations obtain possession of it, and enclose it in a
hollow carved bone. Then mountain-goat tallow, red
paint,
eagle-down, and other valuable objects are burnt, and the
Boul held over the fire. The bone is then laid upon the sick
man's head, the shaman saying, " Here is your soul. Now
you will be better and eat again." Sometimes the soul is supposed to be held by a shaman, who is paid for returning it.'

sort

of the nose of the patient,

soul is caught again at night by the shaman
the accompaniment of incantations, etc., as
already described for the Songish. Among the
Shushwap the bringing back of the soul is an
elaborate performance.
Among the Bilqula (Bellacoola) the following belief obtains (7th Rep.

;

'

739

head and root

to

Here there are said to be
1893, pp. 39-43).
when a man is
souls, a larger and a smaller
sick, it is because the latter has left his body, and

his

feels the

The

among

(JAFL,
two

(American)

He

sent for.
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on the same

that the dead from both
countries join during the daytime.
I believe that this idea,
which is also held by the Haida, must be ascribed to Eskimo
earth, but

level.

It is said

influence.'

A

special heaven for

women dying

met with elsewhere among

in childbed is

uncivilized tribes

in ancient Mexico.
20. Disease and the gods
conception of disease as the

also

;

—

and demons. The
work of deity or of
demons has not yet vanished altogether from the
minds of the civilized Christian peoples of the
globe, and it is strongly entertained by many
tribes of American Indians representing practi-

cally all grades of culture in the primitive New
World.
The Iroquoian Onondaga, e.g., believe
that the evil demons known as Hondoi cause both
disease and misfortune among men and women,

but, when appeased by dances and other ceremonies and by offerings of food, tobacco, and the
they become friendly and protect them from
sickness and disease, as well as from witchcraft.
In the dances and kindred ceremonials of the Iroquoian medicine-societies,' women masked, representing these disease-demons with distorted human
faces, are employed. The secret medicine-societies
of the pagan Seneca have recently been studied
by
A. C. Parker, himself of Iroquoian descent. These
societies serve for the healing of disease and the
like,

'

furtherance of well-being in the broadest sense.
In a Tsimshian myth (Boas, 5th Rep. p. 50) the
master of the moon,' the pestilence (Haiatilog),
appears as a powerful deity— something ascribable
to the influence of the neighbouring Kwakiutl.
The Sacs and Foxes believe that the spirit of sickness, Apenaweni, hovers about, seeking entrance
into the lodges of the Indians.
Among the NezPerce Indians there is a general ceremony, lasting
from 3 to 7 days, carried on by all the men of the
community who are between 18 and 40 years of
age, with the object of conquering Mawish, the
and the Indians
spirit of fatigue (Bartels, p. 235)
believe firmly that by means of it they ensure
themselves great bodily strength and capacity for
'

;

resistance to fatigue.
Water-demons are sometimes credited with keeping the souls of men, and thus causing various
diseases and sicknesses.
Examples of this are the
Tiakan of the Mexican Coras, described by Preuss,
and the Pujio of the Indians of the Bolivian-

Argentinian borderland, of which an account is
given by Boman (Antiq. de la rig. and., vol. i.
In the case of the Pujio, a rather com[1908]).
plicated offering is made, after which the soul is
called back.
The soul is also called back when
one is frightened to death.' Among the
Ipurina
Indians of Brazil, persons whose recovery from
illness or disease is not expected, and
upon whom
all the arts of the shaman have been exercised
in vain, are devoted to Inkisi, 'the great watersnake,' a prominent figure in their mythology.
Ehrenreieh thus describes their actions in this
matter (cited in Bartels, p. -248)
If there are any sick people who are
beyond anything but the
'

:

'

help of the Snake, one of the shamans proceeds to the river to
call the Water-Spirit.
After all accompanying him have disappeared, the Spirit comes forth, and asks Bret after what gifts
have been brought. If he is satisfied with these, he declares
himself ready for the reception of the sick man. The latter is
stupefied with tobacco and thrown into the river, on the bottom
of which he falls "with a dull thud," and wakes
up. The WaterSpirit takes him into his house and restores him.
The method
of cure is not clearly given, but the recovered
patient remains
forever in the realm of the Water-Snake, and lives there
happily
and gloriously, with no desire to return to earth. The accidentally drowned find the same reception, while those already -lead
on earth are rejected. Moribund people are often hurried into
the next world by the clubs of the shamans.'
21. Disease as punishment.— The
of

conception

disease as punishment for the known or unknown
sins and offences of the individual, the
family, or
the community is
and is not confined
wide-spread,
to any particular
stage of culture, either in the Old

(American)

World or in the New. Primitive America furnishes
a number of interesting examples. The breaking

of tabus, and the disregarding of various other religious or semi-religious commandments and regulations, are believed by tribes all over the continent to be followed by punishments which often
take the form of some sickness or affliction of body
or mind, or of both together.
The breaking of
food-tabus, in particular, is thought to bring diseases of various sorts on the guilty ; likewise, the
non-observance or neglect of the customs and ceremonies relating to menstruation, puberty, childThe Mayas of Yucatan and the
birth, coitus, etc.
Aztecs of ancient Mexico, both representing the
highest reaches of primitive American civilization,
believe that certain diseases were sent upon the
the former
individual, etc. in consequence of sin
holding also that it sometimes was for sins unconfessed.
This topic is discussed by Preuss in his
article on sin in ancient Mexican religion (see Lit.).
,

;

It appears that the Aztecs believed diseases and
misfortunes of many sorts to be due to the sinful
nature of man. Sacrilege and offences against the
State were punished by the gods. Tezcatlipoca,
e.g., sent leprosy, sexual
diseases, gout, skin
Father Gerste (p. 19) says
diseases, dropsy, etc.
on this point that, in cases of severe illness or
grave diseases, the 'doctor' told the patient that
he must have committed some sin, and kept questioning him until he confessed some offence very
The principle
old, perhaps, and almost forgotten.
of medication here was to purify the soul lirst, and
then the body might get well. Certain Central

—

American
tically the

peoples, of the
same ideas and

Mayan
method

stock, had pracof procedure by

confession, etc.

and

Special
protective deities of shamans,
— Among
not a few tribes, especially those be-

22.
etc.

longing to the ancient civilized peoples of Mexico,
Central and South America, the 'doctors,' 'medicine-men,' etc., had their special protective divinities.

Such,

e.g.,

were,

among the Aztecs and

closely related peoples, Toci, the great, ancient
mother, particularly friendly to women -doctors
and midwives, who figured in the ceremonials in
her honour ; Xilonen, a goddess to whom a young
maiden was offered in sacrifice Tzapotla tcnan, or
'
the mother of Tzapotlan,' to whom was attributed
the discovery of the medicinal resin called oxitl, and
;

who was
Ixtlilton

'

specially worshipped by male doctors ;
(also called Tlaltccuin), god of song,
'

dancing, games, etc., into whose temple sick children were taken, to dance (if they could) before
his image, and drink of the holy water preserved
in the sanctuary.
The deities Tlaltecuin, Xochicauacan, Oxomoco, and Cipactonal especially were
credited with the beginnings of medical art.
Among the Mayas, the culture-hero, Itzamna, is
said to have been the originator of medicine the
same thing is said of Xmucan and Xpiyacoc among
the kindred Quiches of Guatemala. The culturehero, as primal shaman, appears also in S. America,
e.g., in the Yurupari legend reported by Stradelli
from the head-waters of the Orinoco. The Gnarayan (Bolivia) Abaangni prepares the first chicha,
or intoxicating drink, from maize.
Many myths
relate that the
medicine was received directly
or indirectly from the gods themselves or their
representatives, the Twins, who figure so conspicuously in the mythologies of the south-western
United States, etc.; the 'transformers' of the
North Pacific coast; or such animal -deities as
the coyote in the Rocky Mountain region and
among the Plains tribes. Hoffman has recorded
the great Ojibwa myth of the transference to man
by the culture- hero, Manahozho, of the 'grand
medicine.' Cashing has also published the Zufii
account of the teaching of medicine to the first
j

'

'

'

'
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(Assyro-Babylonian)

the Twins, who are the chief culture-figures
Pueblo mythology.

and like diseases, common to all countries where
the drainage is of a casual nature ; smallpox and
similar pests ; malaria, particularly in the swamps
of Babylonia ; and such other ailments as are
common to all mankind without distinction of

is known from various regions of the globe,
where the process of getting well in body is carried
out on lines similar to getting well in mind, and
maintaining harmony between man and the powers
beyond and above him. In this way human sacriSome of the Indian tribes
fice sometimes occurs.

Particularly, too, must be mentioned
the peculiar skin-eruption known variously as the
'
Baghdad boil,' or Mosul (or Aleppo) button,'
and the various forms of ophthalmia common to
Eastern peoples. Naturally there are many forms
of sickness on the cuneiform tablets that we cannot
identify with certainty until our knowledge of the

men by
in

—

Human

The
sacrifice as a cure for disease.
23.
sacrifice of animals, etc., as a more or less religious
ceremonial in connexion with the ritual of 'medicine

'

of ancient Mexico, according to Orozco y Berra,
cited by Father Gerste (p. 19), used, in cases of
very grave illness of the father or the mother, to
kill the youngest child as an expiatory sacrifice.
Literature.
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the other references in the text, the

A. S.
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'

;
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sur la mtdecine

,

;

'

'

;

;

;

,

'

;

;

'

'

A. F. Chamberlain.
(Assyro-Baby-
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chief difficulty in treating of the
subject of diseases in Babylonia is to separate the
ideas of magic from medicine proper in the native
^methods of healing. The Assyrian physician never
"shook himself entirely free from the more supernatural side of his profession, and, apart from the
magical incantations for the sick, even the more
white
scientific medical texts depend largely on
magic.' The latter consist, for the most part, of
short material recipes on which much of our knowledge of the Assyrian pharmacopceia rests, but they
also prescribe spells to be used simultaneously with
the administration of drugs. It is therefore clear
that, although many of the recipes in use were
efficacious from a purely medical standpoint, they
were frequently combined with a series of chanted
abracadabra of more value to the anthropologist
than to the student of medicine.
The present inhabitants of the plains of Mesopotamia and the hills of the neighbourhood are
probably liable to the same diseases as their
ancestors were some thousands of years ago, and
we may therefore start on this hypothesis. Sudden
plagues, of which cholera is one of the most
appalling in its effects, are met with at all periods
of the history of this country ' dysentery, typhoid,
1
Joshua the Stylite (ed. Wright, Camb. 1SS2, p. 17) says, as all
the people had sinned, all of them were smitten with the plague
in the year of Alexander.
The destruction of Sennacherib's
army (2* K 19^ 5 Is 37 3li ) must have been due to some such cause.
lonian).

'

:

'

'

,

locality.
'

medical literature

is

more advanced.

The principal causes to which sickness was
ascribed were the visitation of some god or goddess, the attack of a devil, and the machinations of
sorcerers. 1 Demoniac possession was lirmly believed
in, and it is for this reason that the priest was as
likely to be called in to help a patient as the real
The whole of the cuneiform incantations
doctor.
are full of the belief that some god, demon, or
is
ghost
plaguing the sick man, and must be
and
expelled before the patient can be healed
we
similarly
may presume that the so-called Penitential Psalms have their origin, not in the remorse
of the suppliant, but in bis actual physical malady,
which he believes to be due to some supernatural
blow. The medical texts are often explicit on this
When (a man) is smitten on his neck, it is
point
the hand of Adad when he is smitten on his neck,
and his breast hurts him, it is the hand of Istar on
the necklace.' 2
When a man's temples pain him,
and the neck muscles hurt him, it is the hand of a
;

'

:

;

'

3
When a ghost seizes upon a man, then
ghost.'
mix (various substances) together, anoint him
(with them), and the hand of the ghost will be
'

removed.' 4
There is little doubt that sickness, as understood among the Assyrians, may be reckoned to
be due to breaches of the savage tabu. The man
so attacked has transgressed a ban ; indeed, much
of the incantation series known by the name of
Surpu deals with long lists of possible uncleanness
which has caused the patient's malady, the word
used being mamit. In one tablet there is a categorical list of as many as one hundred and sixtythree mamit, or tabus, each severally described
briefly in one line, and the magician is supposed to
repeat all these, as it is hoped that he will thereby
light on the correct cause of the trouble, diagnose
his case properly, and show that he possesses a
That
knowledge of the cause of the sickness.
physical ills were held to be the result of incurring
some tabu of uncleanness is quite clear from certain
mamit of the Third Tablet, which are as follows
To go before the Sun-god when 'dtsurtf.e. under a tabu] (1.114),
to touch a man when one is under a tabu or to pray in the same
:

,

eat the bread, or drink
(11. 115, 116), or to hold converse,
the water of one under a tabu (11. 117-119), or to drink what he
has left (1. 120) or, in the Second tablet, to go before a man
under a tabu, or to have a man under a tabu come before one
or to eat or
(11. 99, 100), to sleep on the bed, sit on the chair,
drink from vessels, belonging to such a man (11. 101-104).
state

;

According to modern ideas,

many

of these

might

be merely an unintelligent development of the
principle of infectious diseases (which will provide
an explanation in part), but the first three show
distinctly that there are other principles in question.
The savage tabu of ' uncleanness' is here in
a later dress, and sickness is considered as the
result of a breach of this very intricate belief. For,
if the man for whom the series Surpu provides
a means of relief be not really and obviously
physically ill, there is no reason for the existence
of such a series ; we cannot suppose that a man
called in a priest to relieve him from the obscure
tabus which he might have incurred, unless there
was some unusual physical condition demanding it.
1 For
these, Bee art. Charms and Amulets (ABsyr.-Bab.).
2 S. 951.

3 S. 1063.

4

K. 4075

;

cf.

K. 4609

b.
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(Assyro-Babylonian)

Just as we may presume the unwitting tabus (in
whatever way the word .133? may be translated) of
the OT to have manifested themselves in some
physical way, so must we suppose that an Assyrian
would not have recourse to a priest-physician unless
absolutely driven by pain or fear. Sickness is due
to a demoniac or Divine influence, and it is well
known that a savage fears to incur a breach of tabu
from some ill-defined sense of danger from god or
devil ; it is clear, therefore, that the
had
Assyrians
the same terror in their minds when they edited
the <$«»y«(-series for the benefit of sick men. The
sorcerer must discover or trick the powers into
believing that he has discovered the tabu which
the patient has transgressed, and he can then proceed to cleanse the man from his breach, and lift
the ban from him.
The principal god connected with healing is Ea,
but it is his son Marduk who is appealed to by the
physician as intermediary with the higher power.
Marduk, when called on for help, is supposed to
repair to his father to ask him for his advice as to
what the sick man must do to be healed. This
episode is constantly repeated in cuneiform incantations for the sick indeed, to such an extent
was it recognized as the usual procedure that it is
frequently inserted in these texts in one linecontain-

name

ing abbreviations of the three principal sentences,
Marduk hath seen
thus
What I
Go, my
son.'
The full formula is as follows
Marduk hath seen him (the sick man), and hath entered the

which

'

'

—

—

;

'

'

:

'

'

;

'

;

:

'

house of his father Ea, and hath said, "Father, headache from
the under world hath gone forth." 1 Twice he hath said unto
" What this man hath done he knoweth not
him,
whereby shall
he be relieved?" Ea hath answered his son Marduk,
son, what dost thou not know, what more can I give thee?
O Marduk, what dost thou not know, what can I add unto thy
knowledge? What I know, thou knowest also. Go, my son,
;

"Omy

Marduk.

Then

.

.

."

'

follows

the

actual

prescription

for

the

This method of bringing in a Divine
nothing more than a development of the
of
the Word of Power, which tradition
principle
demands shall be one of the sorcerer's most potent
aids in spell-working.
A scene is represented on
certain of the magical plaques which is apparently
intended to portray the sick man and the forces
arrayed against him the celestial powers, demons,
protecting gods and spirits, the sick man on his
bed, etc., form an interesting picture (see Frank,
patient.

episode

is

:

LSSt iii. 3).
Now, this Word of Power,

so generally recognized
in all magic, consists in its simplest form of the
name of some Divine being or thing invoked
against the power of evil which the physician is
Hence many of the Assyrian incantaexpelling.
tions end with the line, By Heaven be ye exor'
cized
By Earth be ye exorcized and numerous
'

!

!

gods are invoked in the

Two

same way.

other concomitants to the exorcisms are
necessary to the exorcist first, the knowledge of
the name or description of the devil which is being
expelled and, second, some material with either
medicinal or magical value whereby the cure may
be effected. The former is as necessary as the
Word of Power for a complete incantation when
the wizard has a knowledge of the name of his foe,
or, in the case of demons, a full description of the
ghost attacking the man, he has assumed some
considerable influence over him which will finally
bring him entirely into subjection. The genesis
of such a belief is to be sought in the same source
as the collateral superstitions where portions are
collected of the hair, nails, or footprint-dust of
any
one whom the enchanter wishes to bewitch, or (he
waxen figures made in the victim's likeness. It is
if
enough
something belonging to the person, nut
necessarily concrete, has been secured, and (he
:

;

;

1

This

is

the only variation in the formula, being the

Of the tablet.

first line

is considered as an equivalent for more
tangible evidence, such as nail-parings.
The Assyrian sorcerer is compelled to recite long
lists of ghosts or devils when he is trying to conjure the evil away from his patient. The idea is
that, since obviously he cannot obtain the more
fleshly portions of his foe as he might do in the
case of a human enemy, he shall mention, in place
of this, the name or powers of all possible evil

and ultimately, by

spirits,

his

much

speaking, hit

on the correct identification of the demon, who will
then admit the magician's superiority. Hence we
find in the Assyrian texts such constantly recurring
phrases as, Whether thou art an evil spirit, or an
evil demon, or an evil ghost, or an evil devil, or an
evil god, or an evil fiend, or sickness, or death, or
phantom of night, or wraith of night, or fever, or
'
evil pestilence, be thou removed from before me
or even longer descriptions of ghosts of people who
have died unnatural deaths, or who have been left
unburied, and whose only hope is to torment the
living until they perform the necessary rites to
'

'

;

them peace. 2
The third and last element of the incantation is
some drug, to which in early times a magical,
Divine potency was attributed, or some charm or
give

amulet,

in the broadest sense, some material
the physician in his final effort.

or,

will aid

The simplest

is pure water, which was frequently
sprinkled over the patient as a cleansing medium,
and this is easily intelligible. One incantation
(WAI ii. 51b, line 1 ft'.) runs thus: 'All that is
evil,
[which exists in the body] of N. [may it
be carried off], with the water of his body, the
his hands, and may the river carry
from
washings
.

.

.

'

There seems also to have
away downstream
been some principle of enclosing the possessed man
in a ring of flour or other powder spread in a circle
on the ground, as a kind of hcram through which
For instance, after an
spirits could not break.
atonement ceremony has been made, the wizard
the
man
with
a
fumigates
lighted censer, and then
throws away the 'atonement' (in this case a kid)
into the street
he then surrounds the man with
3
as a magic circle through which no evil
flour,
demon can pass to injure him. In another incantation the sorcerer says of certain figures which he
has made
On their raised arm I have spread a dark robe,
A variegated cord I have wound round their hands, I have
it

!

'

'

;

:

'

placed tamarisk (and) palm-pith,

have completed the usurtu (magic circle), I have surrounded
them with a sprinkling of lime,
flour of Nisaba (the corn-god), the tabu of the great
gods, I have surrounded them,
I have set for the Seven of them,
mighty-winged, a figure of
4
Nergal at their heads.'
The tamarisk (or some allied species of tree) was
held aloft in the hand during the priest's exorcism ;
one of the rituals prescribes this to the magician,
who says, during his ceremonial
The man of Ea am I, the man of Damkina am I, the messenI

With the

:

'

ger of Marduk am I, my spell is the spell of Ea, my incantation
the incantation of Marduk. The ban of Ea is in my hand, the
tamarisk, the powerful weapon of Anu, in my hand I hold the
date-spathe (?), mighty in decision, in my hand I hold.' 6
one of the late Hebrew magical bowls discovered at Nifl'er there is the figure of a
rudely
1 See
Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits of Babi/lonia, London, 1903, i. 16-17, 11. 153 ff.
2 lb. xxiv
ff., also Semitic Magic, p. 7 ff.
3 Tablet XI. of the ^liaHii-series
(Thompson, Devils, ii.
This is probably the meaning conveyed by amelu gi/4tt
35).
kusurrd esir and not as the present writer has translated it in
the passage. See also Thompson, Semitic Magic, p. lvii ff.
*
/.iiuniern,
Ritualtafeln, in Beitrage zur Kenntnis, etc.,
ii. 100.
The curious mav see much about these magic circles in
the Middle Ages in Francis Barrett, The Magus, 1801, p. 0!) ft.,
or even what is believed about them at the present day by certain who dabble in the 'occult,' in Mathers' Book of Sacred
Magic, 1893, p. xxxvii.
'
(/(Mfatw-series, Tablet III. 1. 204 (Thompson, Devils, i. 23).
The word translated 'tamarisk' is tns.MA.Nl/, undoubtedly
some form of tree, the Assyrian equivalent being eru, probably
the Syriao 'ar&\
13

;

On

man

t

'
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drawn, holding up the branch of some tree in his
hand. 1
From Sozomen 2 we learn that, when
Julian was about to enter a
temple in Gaul, the
priest, in accordance with the
pagan custom
sprinkled water upon him with the branch of a
tree, doubtless

forms

of

;

is, however, uncertain, as we have
no right to assume that in this case the water was
sprinkled upon the sick man but Sozomen's anecdote is of value as
showing that branches were
used in sprinkling water. 4 There
is, however, a
6
parallel to the Assyrian rite in another

:

I

;

sick man ; he hath added his
pure spell to mine
he hath added his pure voice to
mine, he hath added his pure
he hath added his pure prayer to mine the
spittle to
destroyer(s) of the limbs, which are in the body of the Bick man
hath the power to destroy the
limbs-by the magic of the word
of Ea may these evil ones be
a
to

revive the

mme

;

tablet,

:

•

and take water at the confluence
th y PU" incantation over this
,
0*° man) with thy pure exorcism, and
S0 "
g ° d With thiS Water and bind

»

with™""'

put
the priest

(?)

°™

T'
clean8 °

™rinl'i»

*

'

in the

the

incantation is Siptu (from the same
1
He
root).
claims in his exorcism that he has come
supported
by the power of Ea, Danikina, and Marduk
'The man of Ea am I, the man of Damkina am
the messenger of Marduk am I. The great lord Ea hath sent me to

etc. 3

The comparison

Ins he-id

occurs in various

;

;

Take a bundle of twigs
and P ert
w»r.r „". rf

743
it

examples given in this article.
of the physician
proper was asil, but,
treatment was frequently of a
magical'
nature rather than purely
medical, it was oftener
the otfijpu-priest than a doctor who was called
in to
heal a sick man.
The aiipu is the magician who
can release the patient from the tabu under
which
he lies the same word occurs in Hebrew
under
the form
aiSdph and the name in Assyrian for the

a purilicatory rite. It
symbolical
that we may see some such
ceremony
prescribed in the Assyrian cleansing rite :
'Perform thy goodly incantation and make
perfect the water
thereof with priestcraft, and with
thy pure incantation do thou
cleanse (the man
and take a bundle of twigs (?), pour the
water thereof on it and the laver (or
water) that cleanseth the

where La says

and

The name

as

is possible

temple of the gods,

(Assyro-Babylonian)

of the cuneiform
priestcraft,

flight.'

comes into the house of
Similarly, when
the patient, he declares that he is aided
by several
gods
When

'

:

'

Of other mystic

enter the house, Samas

me,
behind
plants, we find the pin (which [me],
Nergal is at [my) right hand, Ninib is at
hand
probably the Syr. per a, St. John's wort), the when I draw near unto the sick man, when I my lefthand
on
lay my
balti (which may be the
the head of the sick man, may a
the
Syr. bed,
kindly spirit, mav a kindly
caper), and
the huld (prob. the Syr. Ma, the flea
guardian angel stand at my side
Whether thou art an evil
bane) all used spirit or an evil demon, or an evil
to hang up on the doors of bouses
ghost, or an evil devil or an
when a ceremony evil god, or an evil
fiend, or sickness, or death, or phantom of
was going on, as a prophylactic
against demons. 6 night, or wraith of night, or fever, or evil pestilence, be thou
Ihe nrst-named, the St. John's
removed from before me, out of the house
go forth
(For) I
wort, has always am the
had great power in
sorcerer-priest of Ea, it is I who [recite) the incantation
Gathered on Mid- for the sick man.' 3
magic.
8um " ler Eve, or on Midsummer
before sunrise
He completes the spell of the Third Tablet of the
Day
the blossoms are
hung on doorways and windows to same series with the words
preserve the house against thunder, witches, and
Ki"
, the Dee
P' [turn th°u?] to sec
I, the
'?uEa,8 ave B0. .
evil spirits, i The number of
March thou on my r 'Sht hand, help onmagician.
plants which occur in add
my left
?j Vi*
the medical and magical texts is
thy pure spell to mine, add thy pure voice to mine, vouchvery large but
safe (to me)
words
make fortunate the utterances of my
pure
unfortunately, they are difficult to identify, and mouth, ordain
that my decisions be happy. Let me be
blessed
the lexicographical tablets which
give the names where er I tread, let the man whom I (now) touch be blessed
01 hundreds do not
Before me may lucky thoughts be
spoken, after me may a luckv
really afford much clue.
finger be pointed,
that thou wcrt my guardian
Before proceeding to the medical
and
p
genius,
recipes, we have my guardian spirit! O Marduk, who blesseth (even) gods let
to notice that peculiar method of
healing, used me be blessed where'er my path may be
Thy power shall god
by all savages, and known in modern times as and man proclaim, this man shall do thy service, and I too
the magician thy slave.'*
sympathetic magic' It is quite
here
Armed with these heavenly powers, the
to go into the various forms in unnecessary
which this occurs
priest
exorcize any of the demons which assail
in modern
witchcraft; it is enough to take as a might
mankind, and one of the commonest methods of
textthe homeopathic 'hair of the
dog that bit
one, and quote some of the cuneiform texts in treatment among the priestly gild was an 'atonement.
The word used is kuppuru (the noun is
which this method is
8
The best-known
employed.
occur
the Surpu-seriea, where the tahpirtu), the same as the Heb. is?, as was pointed
examples
out
by Zimmern ('Ritualtafeln,' p. 92). The idea
magician recites various formula; over a clove of
in the Assyrian method is that the demon
garlic, a date, a flock of wool, some
causing
goat's hair
the sickness is to be offered a substitute for
etc., pulling each in pieces and
his
burning it as he victim, and hence a
does so. As he
young pig or kid is taken,
so
will
the sickness
destroys each,
and
near
slaughtered,
the
placed
The
depart. One quotation of an incantation will show
patient.
devil goes forth at the
the method
physician's exorcism and
takes up its abode in the carcass of the
'As this date is cut, and cast in the fire
The devouring flame consumes
which can then be made away with, andsubstitute,
the baneit,
Never to return to its reft
ful influence
branch,
This is fully laid down
destroyed.
Nor grace the board of god or
in one of the
So may the ban, the tabu, the king
magical texts against the aSakhi
pain '(?), the woe (?)
[I]

is

before

Sin

is

is

I

I

'

:

,

;

,

-

:

•

;

I

'

m

,

:

The

sickness, the agony, the sin, the
misdeed, the wrongB
doing, the iniquity,
W h in my body
limbs
y muscles,
i!i?

ntl^^yl
He
cut off like

A

'

this date,

W

.

m

So may the devouring flame consume it
The tabu go forth, and I behold the
light '9
This is the most marked form of
sympathetic
magic, but the principle is used
in much
I

1

p

2

HE,

3

Thompson,

bk.

vi.

K."?F' 8

n
,

obviously

ExPlorations

iIpreCht '

in Bible Lands,
Edinburgh, 1903,

4 ^7

e

S rect io°n

'In

ch. vi.

Devils, ii. 143 Semitic Magic, 213.
Ba,l H l ""-ian Magic and
Sorcery, p. 96, at the end
t
th Kais n K ot the
H?nd/we find '"he
l
;

SS^ t

%

(provisionally translated 'fever'), where it is told
how Ea, the lord of the incantation, in
showing a
method of treating the sick man, lays a kid
before

Marduk, saying
'

The kid

He
He

is

giveth
giveth
giveth
giveth

the
the
the
the
the

:

substitute for mankind,
kid for his life,

head of the kid for the head of the man
He
neck of the kid for the neck of the man
He
breast of the kid for the breast of the nian.'s
Instead of the kid, the substitute
might be a
sucking-pig, and the directions are to put it at the
head of the sick man, 6 take out its heart and
put
it above that of the
patient, and [sprinkle] its
blood on the sides of the bed
then the carcass
1
On the aiipu-priest, see Zimmern, 'Ritualtafeln
p 91
;

Tab

'

et

UaqfcVs^
«

P (Thom P 30n

Utukkuseries, Tablet B,
'"' 333 "'

(Assyrian.)

GB^
8

e

9B

h ° le que8tion

Zimmern, 'Surpu,'

is

I.

DeMs "

'

96

;

Semitic

72 (Thompson, Devils, i.
See art ClIiitMa AKD

™

'

>

'

137).

AM

thoroughly gone into In Frazer's

in Beitr.

zur Eenntnis,

etc.

i.

29.

2

Utukku-series, Tablet III. 1. 66 (Thompson, Devils, i. 9).
1. 141 ff.
(Thompson, Devils, i. 16 ; Semitic Magic, xxiv )
4 76. 1. 260 ff.
(Thompson, Devils, i. 27 ; Semitic Magic, xxiii )
e Tablet
N, col. iii. 1. 37 ff. (Thompson, Devils, ii. 21 ; Semitic
Magic, 211). The reader is referred to Frazer's GB 1* for many
similar instances of the transference of ills to animals.
6 This is rather
doubtful, owing to a mutilated line in the
*

lb.

text.

'
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must be divided over the man, and apparently
spread upon him. The ritual continues with a
purification by pure water and fumigation by a
censer (as in the story of Tobit), and ends
:

'

Place twice seven loaves cooked in the ashes against
the shut door, and
Give the pig in his stead, and
Let the flesh he as his flesh,
And the blood as his blood,
And let him hold it
Let the heart (which thou hast placed on his heart)
be as his heart,
.'*
And let him hold it.

;

;

.

The migration

;

.

demoniac influence to the pig is
closely paralleled in the story of the Gadarene swine
(Mk 5).- The Indian Muslims of the present day
who come to Abdulkadir, the largest mosque in
Baghdad, to make a pilgrimage and offer sacrifices,
of

a man who
shall go to the shrine.'
He is stripped to the waist.
'

vow that

if

is ill

begins to recover he

Then two men lift a lamb or a
kid above his head, and bathe his face, shoulders, and the upper
part of his body with the blood. While the butcher kills the
animal the sheik repeats the first sura of the Koran. They also
wrap him in the skin of the animal.' 3
'

The

'

twice

seven loaves

'

is

paralleled

the

in

Seventh Tablet of the Surpu-series when a man
has incurred a certain tabu, seven loaves of pure
dough are to be taken, and after various ceremonies,
the magician makes an atonement for the patient,
and puts his spittle on the atonement as symbolical of the removal of the tabu from the man
to the substitute. The loaves are then to be carried
:

,

'

'

'

'

into the desert to a

'

clean place,' as in the Levitical

and left under one of the thorn bushes
growing there. At the present day in the Hejaz,
if a child is
very ill, its mother will take seven fiat
loaves of bread and put them under its pillow,
4
Another
giving them in the morning to the dogs.
exorcism gives directions more fully
Marduk is
advised by Ea to take a white kid of Tammfiz
ritual,

;

:

'

Lay it down facing the sick man,
Take out its heart, and
Place it in the hand of that man

it

(the kid) in the street.' 5
'

'

;

;

6

Sympathetic magic was likewise called in as
an aid in other cases. A sickness-tabu might be
removed by the use of charms made of black and
white hair, just as they are among modern savage
tribes. Three examples from different peoples will
be ample to show how closely the Babylonian
methods resemble those of other nations.
1 Tablet
N, col. ii. 1. 42 ff. (Thompson, Devils, ii. IV Semitic
Magic, 208). Or for the fifth and seventh line translate with
Fossey (Recveil de Travaux, new series, x. 183), 'tpi'ils (les
mauvais demons) sen emparent.'
2 On the custom of
sacrificing sucking -pigs among the Clreeks,
;

AJPh,

3
0urtiss,
4

Prim. Sem. Rel., Lond. 1002, p. 205 f.
Zwemer, Arabia, Edin. 1000. p. 283.
Tablet XI. of the series Asakku (Thompson, Devils,
cf.

again, in the case of headache, a method is
his son Marduk

Or

recommended, as usual, by Ea to

:

'Take the hair of a virgin kid, let a wise woman spin (it) on
the right side, and double it on the left, bind knots twice seven
times, and perform the Incantation of Eridu, and bind the
head of the sick man, and bind the neck of the sick man, and
bind the bouI of the sick man, and bind up his limbs.' s

Without going further afield into details of comparative magic, it is worth mention here that the
same superstition is still believed in at Mosul, close
to the mound of Nineveh.
recipe for fever was
given the present writer by a boy employed on the
excavations, in which the physician, in this case
a shaikh, takes a thread of cotton and ties seven
knots in it, putting it on the patient's wrist.
After seven or eight days, if the fever continues,
he must keep it on if the fever passes, then he

A

it

away.

6

In one of the Assyrian charms for ophthalmia,
black and white threads or hairs are to be woven
together, with seven and seven knots tied therein,
and during the knotting an incantation is to be
muttered the strand 7 of black hair is then to be
fastened to the sick eye, and the white one to the
sound eye. 8 Or in another case (for a disease of
the eyes called wmurrikanu) pure strands of red
have been
wool, which by the pure hand of
bind on the right hand.' 9
parallel
brought
to the untying of the knots in the modern charms
quoted above is prescribed in one of the Assyr.
tablets published by King (Bab. Magic and Sorcery,
the priest must say over the sick
p. 58, 1. 99 if. )
man Ea hath sent me three times, and then
untie the knot which has been tied ; and the man
must go home without looking behind him.
may now for the moment leave the magical
side of the physician's art for the more scientific
The
study of drugs and their administration.
efficacy of medicine on an empty stomach was well
recognized by Assyrian doctors, and the prescriptions constantly end with directions for such a
'

.

.

.

.

.

A

.

;

'

'

We

procedure
'

:

Bray these seven plants together, and put them

Ja'far Sharif
1895, p. 262.
1

in

fermented

and G. A. Herklots, Qanoon-c-Islam, Madras,

2
Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 432 ; see also p. 569.
'
For other instances, see
Oasis, Lond. 1S82, ii. 319.
Frazer, GB°- i. :;:i7.

Men

<

llcitriige zur Kenntnis, etc., p. 33.
ii.
71
7't'l, Tablet IX. 1. 74 (Thompson, Devils,
Maqic, 166).
« Folklore of Mossoul,' PSDA, 1900, p. 80.
7 The
meaning of the Assyrian word is uncertain.

Zimmern,

;

Semitic

'

ii.

33

;

Semitic Magic, 203).
1.

;

6

1900, p. 266.

"Tabh-t 'T,'
Magic, 159, lii);

:

;

ceremonies to the carcasses of animals they had
other methods for ridding a sick man of his devil,
notably that of inducing the incubus to leave the
human body to enter a little figure fashioned in
the likeness of the patient. The magician took
various herbs, put them in a pot of water, sprinkled
the sick man with them, and made 'atonement'
for him
he then modelled a dough image of his
patient, poured out his magic water on him, and
fumigated him with incense. Then, just as the
water trickled away from his body, the pestilence
in his body was supposed to trickle oil', the water
being caught in some receptacle beneath, and
poured forth abroad that the sickness might be

see

:

'

hath sent her temple-woman (?), hath seated the wise-woman
on a couch (?) that she may spin a white and black wool into a
double cord, a strong cord, a mighty cord, a twi-coloured cord,
on a spindle, a cord to overcome the ban against the evil
curse of human ban, against a divine curse, a cord to overcome
the ban. He (she) hath bound it on the head, hand, and foot
of this man
Marduk, the son of Eridu, the prince, with his
undefiled hands cutteth it off, that the ban, its cord, may go
forth to the desert to a clean place.' 4

may throw

But the Assyrians did not confine the atonement

dissipated.

The prescription, as given in Assyrian, in the
Sixth Tablet of the Surpu-sevies runs as follows
He hath turned his [steps ?] to a temple-woman (?), Igtar

;

;

Perform the Incantation of Eridu.
(The kid whose heart thou hast taken out
Is unclean [?] meat wherewith thou sbalt make
an atonement for this man.)
Bring to him a censer (and) a torch,
Scatter

(Assyro-Babylonian)

In India the 'fairy-women' take three different coloured
threads and knot them twenty-one or twenty-two times, and
when the work is finished it is fastened to the neck or upper arm
of the patient. 1 Among the Malays it is customary to make little
images of dough of beasts, etc.," and to place them on a tray
with betel-leaves, cigarettes, and tapers. One of the tapers is
set on a silver dollar, with the end of a parti-coloured thread
inserted between the dollar and the foot of the taper this
thread the patient holds during the repetition of the charm.
The disease-devil is supposed to enter the images, and as soon
as this has happened the magician looses three slip-knots and
throws them away. 2 Among the modern Persians, O'Donovan
saw a similar method for removing fever a khan spun some
camel's hair to a stout thread, and folding it three times on
He tied seven knots therein, blowing on
itself spun it again.
each one, and this was to be worn on the patient's wrist, a knot
being untied each day. When the last knot was loosed, the
thread was to be thrown in a ball into the river. 3

30 ft. (Thompson, Devils, i(. 107; Semitic
Skeat, Malay Magic, Loud. 1900, p. 847.
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DISEASE AND MEDICINE
drink at the approach of the star in the morning
drink them without eating;, and he will recover.'

let

;

the patient

l

Not only this, but the use of the enema also was
well known, the directions being quite
explicit
An enema (&«£) of oil thou shalt make, and introduce per
anum.' 2
For stomachic troubles there were many remedies.
Pains were treated with a mixture of salt of the
mountain and amanu-sa.lt pounded together and
:

'

'

'

put in fermented liquor, which was to be drunk on
an empty stomach, used also as an enema, and
3
sprinkled upon the patient; or a mixture of the
nuhurtu-j)la,Ut and seven corns of fi-Si, similarly to
be used as a draught and an enema. 4 As a
simpler
method, the patient was to sit on his haunches and
let cold water How on his bead s or the
physician
was to lay his head lower than his feet, and knead
or stroke the back
gently, repeating the formula
'
It shall be good.' 6
If the patient have colic and
his stomach will not retain its
food, and there is
flatulence, the prescription is to bray up together
;

:

ka

J

of date-juice, i

la

of cassia juice with oil

and

wine, three shekels of purified oil, two shekels of
honey, and ten shekels of the amwu'-plant. The
patient is to drink this before the rising of the
Enzu-atax in the morning, without
eating; and
then this is to be followed by a draught and an
enema of J /•« of &l-p A, with which be is also to
be sprinkled. 7
If there are internal
pains— the
Assyrian being in this case, When a man's inside
eats him'— he is to be given
haltappanu-ptent and

Venereal diseases are prescribed for in various
2
the colour of the urine was also observed

tablets

pounded up and dissolved in water or fermented drink, or simply haltappanu, or
tiydtu, or

It is curious to see how
persistently the old beliefs survive
among the Arabs of Mesopotamia of to-dav. Toothache is still
attributed to a worm, and the writer heard this
story on good
Mosul authority, that a man with toothache had only to fumigate his aching teeth with the smoke from dried withanifcra

(sotanacea), and the worm would drop out of his mouth. This
is a belief not confined to the
Arabs, occurring, as it does,
among other peoples,-" and it certainly dates back to several
centuries B.C., for we find a Babylonian tablet
describing the
genesis' of this tooth-worm :
After Anu [had created the heavens],
The heavens created [the earth],
The earth created the rivers,
The rivers created the canals,
The canals created the marshes,
The marshes created the Worm.
The Worm came and wept before the Sun-god,
Before Ea came her plaint :
"
What wilt thou give me to eat,
What wilt thou give me to gnaw?"
" I will
give thee ripe figs,

And sweet-scented

-wood."
" What are
your ripe figs to me,
Or your sweet-scented . -wood?
Let me drink amid the teeth,
And let me rest amid the gums(?),

fermented drink. 8
When the patient's
internal organs burn and he is
constipated, let him
drink a medicine of garlic and cummin, 9 or the
pounded rind of green il (a plant) mixed with
swine-fat. 10

Remedies are prescribed when 'gar-

lic, leeks, beef, pork, and beer are unretained
by
a man,' and 'in his belching the
gall is withheld (?).' u For what the
Assyrian doctor describes
as the food being returned to the mouth the head
and breast were to be bound and certain
drugs eaten
in honey, mutton fat, or butter, while the
patient
was to be kept on' certain food for three days, and
12
was not allowed to wash.
For liver complaints,
13
'

'

Of the teeth

together.

is

cypress-cones pounded up and mixed
with fermented drink. If, in addition to
constipation, bis inside is much inflamed,' the
prescription
is a decoction of
haltappanu--p)&nt, sweet reed,
balhikku-\>\a.nt, and cypress administered as an
enema. An enema is also prescribed when a man
is constipated after
heavy eating and drinkin",
and his inside is angry.' 16 In the case of drunkenness, the following remedy is given for the mornin"after:
prescription
'

'

.

I

put

in

shalt

prescribed for the toothache is
do this: Mix beer, ntJtittir-plant, and

:

oil

Repeat the incantation three times thereon, and
5

on the

tooth.'

Just in the same way as the tooth has a semimedical, semi-magical incantation prescribed for
it, so do we find similar texts for the heart and
For some form of heart ' medicine the
eyes.
following incantation is given
'

:

'

The heart-plant sprang up

in

Makan, and the Moon-god

[rooted it out and]
[Planted it in the mountains] ; the Sun-god brought it down
from the mountains, [andj
[Planted it inj the earth ; its root filleth the earth, its horns
stretch out to heaven.
[It seized on the heart of the Sun-god when] he . . . ; it
seized on the heart of the Moon god in the
clouds,
It seized on the heart of the ox in the
stall,
[It seized on the heart of the goat] in the fold,
It seized on the heart of the ass in the
stable,
[It seized on the heart of the] dog in the kennel,
It seized on the heart of the
pig in the sty,
[It seized on the heart of the] man in his pleasure,
It seized on the heart of the maid in her
sleeping-chamber,
[It seized on the heart of N.], son of N. . . .'«

symptoms

In constipation, the patient drank a mixture of
green garlic and /ntkru-rind in fermented drink,
followed by dates in swine-fat or oil; or another

will

!

'Thou

:

silent. 15

.

The incantation

given fully, the physicians were not so hopeful of
recovery; but some prescriptions seem to have
been potent

W

.

suck the blood,
And destroy the strength (?) of their gums (?) ;
So shall I hold the bolt of the door."
"Since thou hast said this, O worm
May Ea smite thee with the might of his fist."'

or cassia drunk in beer,
garlic was prescribed,
or large draughts of beer or 'wine- water. 14
In
the case of jaundice, of which the
are

r
hen a man's body is yellow, his face is vellow and
black,
the root of his tongue black, abl/azu
('seizer') is its name;
thou must bake great wild
muMimgurmna, he shall drink it
in fermented drink.
Then will the ahf/azu which is in him be

.

.

salt

in

;

in diagnosis. 3

'

Si-Si.

745

(Assyro-Babylonian)

When

a man has drunk fermented drink and his head aches
and he forgets his speech, and in speaking is incoherent, and
his understanding is lost, and his eyes arc fixed, bray
(eleven
plants) together and let him drink them in oil and fermented
drink before the approach of Quia in the morning before
dawn,
before any one kisses him.' 1
'

or Makan
Peninsula, and it

Magan

is

is

supposed to be the Sinaitic
there that the

Hyoscyamus

muticus grows.
The Arabs call it the sakran
('drunken'), from its intoxicating effect
it has
long spikes very much like the fox-glove, only
purple in colour, which may be compared with the
'horns' mentioned in the incantation. It seems
quite possible that the Assyrians may have had a
knowledge of its existence and properties ; at any
rate, the name 'heart-plant,' coupled with its
provenance, Sinai, another description given of it,
;

is

suggestive.
In certain cases of ophthalmia, the
prescription
carefully led up to by a description of the cause
of the blindness
The eye of the man is sick, the eye of the woman is sick.
The eye of man or woman is sick— who can heal (him)? Thou
shalt send them to bring pure KV-SA of the
date-palm chew
(tehi-pi)tt in thy mouth, twist (te-pi-til) it in thy hand thou
shalt bind it on the temples of the man or
woman,* and the man
is

:

'

I

Kiichler, Beitr.

2 76.
p. 39,
> Ji». 1. 32.

1.

zur Kcnntnis der assyr.-bab. itedizin,

44.

6 lb. 11. 14-16.
There are
tion not vet intelligible.

'/ft. 1.26 ff.
">
lb. p. 23, 11. 17-18.
II lb.
p. 43, 11. 1-2.

S n>.
p. 5,

1.

IJb. p. 3,1.

31.
13.

;

:

some other points in

an.

this prescrip-

p. 5, 1.1 ff

10 lb. 1. 19.
12 lb.
p. 2,i,

3 lb
14 lb.
p. 43, 1. 14.
p. 53,
15 lb.
p. 61, 11. 26-27.
16 lb.
p. 7, 11: 10-11, 15-16, 17-20.

11.
I.

p. 1,

shall recover

.

.

.'

1

36-38.

70

woman

or

;

65,

1.

71.

Kiichler, loc. cit. p. 33, 1. 51 ff.
2
e.g. Km. ii. 312 ; cf. Km. ii. 315.
4 Cf.
Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 359.
6 See the writer's
in Vun.
pt. xvii. pi. 50
6

3 g. 515.

Texts from Bab. Tablets,
copy
(Thompson, Devils, ii. 160).

Kiichler, loc.

cit. p. 9.

1903,
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but there are many tablets on this
subject in the British Museum which still remain to be copied.
When this is done, it will be possible to speak with less uncertainty about the methods employed by the Assyrian physicians.
has been found in the cuneiform
Hitherto

The wind blew in heaven and brought blindness (simme) to the
eye of the man from the distant heavens it blew and brought
:

blindness to the eye of the

The eye

blindness.

of this

man unto Bick eyes it brought
man troubleth his eye is hurt(?)
;

;

Naru
this man weepeth for himself grievously.
hath seen the sickness of this man, and (hath said), "Take
pounded cassia, perform the Incantation of the Deep, and bind
up the eye of the sick man." When Naru toucheth the eye of
the man' with her pure hand, may the wind which hath afflicted
the eye of the man go forth from his eyes !
Similarly, the sting of a scorpion is treated with
an incantation against the poisonous creature, to

(a-Sa-a)

texts to confirm the statement of Herodotus (i. 197)
that the Babylonians were wont to bring sick folk
into the market-place for the advice of any that

'

!

:

Her horns stretch out like those of a wild bull, 2
Her tail curls like that of a mighty lion,
Bel hath made a house when he maketh fast the
enclosure,

When

he breaketh the wall of lapis-lazuli,
the little finger of Bel carry it off,
it carry off the water
(i.e. collected by the
inflammation) '8
.

.

.

1

uncertain what the text actually
means, but it seems as if the patient puts the
scorpion in the model of a house, which Bel is
supposed to have made, and, after fastening the
door, he takes it out with his little finger by a hole
in the wall.
Another prescription for scorpion-sting is to mix
in oil of cedar various substances that have been
4
For snakebrayed up, and anoint the wound.
bite the wounded man was to peel willow root and
eat it, or drink a potion of Si-Si plant in fermented
It is a little

6

liquor.

The

'

Baghdad

'

or

boil,'

Mosul button,' was

apparently as troublesome in ancient times as it is
A tablet exists in the British Museum,
to-day.
giving the omens for what follows from the6
button appearing on certain parts of the body.
A case of the boil appears to be referred to in an
astrological report to the king of Assyria
'

'

:

'Concerning this evil of the Bkin, the King, my lord, hath not
spoken from his heart. The sickness lasts a year people that
:

are sick

all

recover.'

7

boil is popularly supposed to last for a year.
Prescriptions are found for diseases of all parts of the body
the tongue and lips 8 (K. 9438), the nails and fingers (K. 104 04),
if a man's
the hands and feet (K. 9156), or the neck (K. 36S7)
ears "sing"' USagguma) (K. 9059); 'if a man's breast and
maS girl hurt him' (K. 10726); 'when a man has palpitation
and
his
heart
of
the
heart
[holds] fire(?)' (K.
(IsiriQti)
8760). If a man's left side hurts him (usammamsu), then water
and oil, heaven and earth Incantation, repeat seven times and

The

:

'

;

.

.

.

'

—

rub (tumaSsa', Arab,

r

-)

his

left side,

and repeat the

following incantation over his side and he will recover'
(K. 8449). Two tablets (KK. 2413 and 11047) give rites and

ceremonies for a

woman during

ZA

pregnancy.

(On stones used

for conception, see Oefele,
xiv. 356, and compare the
Hebrew ' stones of preservation ' against miscarriage called
There is a long series called by its first line,
.IDlpn J3N.)

Wnen a man's brain holds fire,' in which the various symptoms
are carefully described, such as neuralgia of the temples, bloodshot and weeping eyes, etc. (see the present writer's tr. in
AJSL, Oct. 1907). The following are specimens (Tablet ii.
K. 2611, col. ii. 1. 8fl.; Cun. Texts from Bab. Tablets, 1906, vol.
'
xxiii. p. 43)
When a man's right temple hurts him and his right
eye is swollen and weeps tears, it is the hand of a ghost or the
hatred of a goddess against (or for) his life ; mix sr(ju-(tree),
"
arganu-( tree), bariratu^tree), one shekel of river-foam, "tdilbatplant, ginger(?) in ground meal, steep it in beer (and) bind on
as a poultice.' Similarly, when the left temple and eye are
afflicted (col. iii. 1. 1), the physician must bray together dates
'

:

in oil of gir, and apply
If the patient, in
his fast.
addition to the neuralgia, vomits, and his eyes are inflamed, it
'
hand of a ghost,' and the remedy is to calcine human
is the

from Dilmun, thyme, and cedar-sap

them before the patient breaks

bones and bray them, and then rub them on the place with oil
of cedar (1. 6).
These instances might be multiplied, even from the texts
1

WAIiv.

'

The following specimens

will

throw some light on

the professional skill of Arad-Nana (we append
Johnston's translations, JAOS xviii. 162 ft'., which
are the best that can at present be made of a most
difficult subject) :
'To the King, my lord, thy servant, Arad-Nana. A hearty
May Adar and Gula grant
greeting to the King, my lord
All goes well
health of mind and body to the King, my lord
I had
in regard to that poor fellow whose eyes are diseased.
face.
his
a
Yesterday, towards
covering
dressing
applied
which
held
it
the
(in
place), I
bandage
evening, undoing
about
the
was
There
dressing
removed the dressing.
pus upon
the size of the tip of the little finger. If any of thy gods has
have given
put his hand to the matter, that (god) must surely
heart of my lord the
express commands. All is well. Let the
Within seven or eight days he will be
king be of good cheer
well' (S. 1064 6ee Harper, Assyr. and Bab. Letters, Lond. 1909,
!

!

1

;

no. 392).
,..,... a
Similarly in K. 619: 'With regard to the patient who has
bleeding from his nose, the Rab-tfrc/ reports: "Yesterday,
towards evening, there was much haemorrhage." These dressthe
ings are not scientifically applied. They are placed upon
al» of the nose, oppress the nose, and come off when there is

Let them be placed within the nostrils, and then
the air will be kept away, and the hemorrhage restrained. If it
is agreeable to my lord, the King, I will go to-morrow and give
instructions; (in the meantime) let me hear how he does'
(Harper, no. 108).
of death from a wound, an inciAs an

hemorrhage.

example

dent related in a late Bab. letter (c 400 [?] B.C.) is
worth quoting, although the translation of some of
the words is not certain.
In a brawl (?) I heard that [So-and-so, whom] the
fell sick of a suppuranoble(7) smote, when he was smitten
tion (?). He did not understand it (and) it enlarged and spread,
.

.

.

,

so that he died therefrom.'

'

from the texts which we
medicine was worthy of
possess, that Assyrian
in
held
high repute, and, although its trend
being
towards magic detracts much from its science, it
was probably a worthy forerunner of the methods
in vogue during the Middle Ages.
It is clear, therefore,

4,0.

ii.Off.
translation of the first line

29",

might suggest a remedy. Both the magical and
the medical series go far to show that the profession of medicine was well organized and systematic, although it may well have been that the
but,
poorer folk did what Herodotus relates
again, if any comparison can be made between
ancient and modern Semites in this respect, the
deformed, maim, halt, and blind were probably to
be found in the suk of every town begging alms of
every passer-by, and this perhaps is what Herodotus saw. The profession of the doctor carried
with it grave responsibilities, even as far back as
One has only to read
the time of Hammurabi.
the list of fines to which a surgeon was liable if
inflicted
he accidentally
unnecessary damage on a
patient in treating him.
The more human side of the healing art is shown
Several letters
in the cuneiform correspondence.
from the physician Arad-Nana relating to his
cent.
patients are extant, dating from the 7th
B.C., and, inasmuch as he is writing to the king
in every case, we may presume that he is the
Court physician whom the king has in these
instances allowed to visit certain of his staff.
That this may well be so is shown by an astrowriter's Reports of the
logical letter (No. 18 of the
Magicians and Astrologers), which, in addition to
formal
the
Bel-epus, the
report, adds,
giving
Babylonian magician, is very ill ; let the King
command that a physician come and see him.'
;

—

May
May

;

nothing

;

be recited while anointing the hurt

(Assyro-Babylonian)

which are already published

'

2 The
The last

preceding this is uncertain.
line, which has been omitted here, runs (according to
the copy in Bezold's Catalogue of the Kouyunjik CdHectwn\
'
May he smite a great fist upon the man (?)
& S. 1357.
3 Km. ii. 149.
< K. 7845.
'

1

6 Virolleaud, Babllloniaca, Paris, 1900, i. 91.
' See the writer's
Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers,
Lond. 1900, no. 257.
s
Something equivalent to unilateral paralysis appears to be
mentioned on the tablet Rm. ii. 143: ' Wnen a man's, lip kuppui
to the right and he [cannot] speak.' Kvppnl is perhaps to be
'
referred to the Hebrew root ^D, to double.'

Literature.— F. Lenormant,

I.a

Magie ehe;

Paris, 1874 (Eng. tr. Chaldean Magie, 187s);
IJibbert Lectures, London, 1887, Religions of
1

l,s Chatdcem,
A. H. Sayce,
Ancient Egypt

See the present writer's Late Babylonian Letters, Lond.

1906, no. 114.
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(Celtic).— The

statement of Cresar in his
Gallic War. The terror of disease, and the art and
science of healing, came within the sphere of reclassic authority is the

ligion

among

the Celts.

The nation was

religious

:

Natio est omnis Gallorum admodum dedita reAll matters connected with religion
were submitted to the judgment of the Druids.
They were the medicine-men as well as the
teachers and the priests of the Celts
atque ob
earn causam, qui sunt afl'ecti gravioribus morbis
.
aut pro victimis homines immolant, aut se
immolaturos vovent, adtninistrisque ad ea sacrificia
Druidibua uluntur.' The principle of life for life
'

ligionibus.'

'

'

'

:

.

.
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(Celtic)

The Armthwaite inscription
north of England.
reads: 'Deo Maponi
(Mori. Hist. Brit, tnscr.
It is the old Welsh mapvn, now mabon,
121).
'

boy or male child.' The name is therefore
identical in meaning with the bonus puer of the
'

'

'

Dacian inscription from Carlsburg in Transylvania.
The witness to the Celtic god of healing stretches
across Europe along the line of the Celtic advance
(Rhys, p. 21). The memory of Orannos is still
preserved in the Auvergne at the Festival of the
Brands on the first Sunday in Lent. Fires are
The ceremony of the
lighted in every village.
Grannasmias takes place after a dance round the
torch of straw called granno-mio is lighted
fire.
at the lire, and carried round the orchards. The
old Gaulish deity, in his aspect as the sun-god, is

A

invoked with song
Granno, mo mio
Granno, mon pouere
Granno, mo mouere
('Granno, my friend
my father
my
mother !'). It is considered by Pommerol to be a
:

'

!

!

'

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

[Celtic],

survival of solar worship, and the rite illustrates
Rhys's derivation of the name (Antiquary xxxviii.

ii.
p. 725)
quod, pro vita hominis nisi
hominis vita reddatur, non posse aliter Deorum
immortalium nuraen placari arbitrantur (de Bell-

[1902] 80).
An altar found near Annecy is dedicated to a
deity Virotutes or Virotus: 'Apollini Virotuti.'

was recognized

(cf.

art.

Blood-Feud

,

'

vol.

:

'

Gall,

vi. 16).

—

The God of healing is
of medicine.
by Ca'sar with Apollo, who held the
honour next to Mercury: 'post hunc,
Apollinem et Martem et Jovem et Minervam. De
his eandem fere, quam reliquae gentes, habent
I.

Gods

identified
place of

'

(ib.
Apollinem morbos depellere
vi. 17).
The Druidic doctrine of immortality emphasized the value of life and health, and gave
Apollo at this period a higher position than Mars.
regit idem spiritus artus
Orbe alio longae (canitis si cognita) vitae
Mors media est' (Lucan. Phars. i. 456 ft'.).
Several Celtic deities of healing have been idenOne appears as a presiding
tified with Apollo.
deity of healing springs and health resorts. The
name occurs sometimes on inscriptions as Borvo
Deo Apollini Borvoni et Damonae (at Bourbonneles-Bains in the Haute-Marne). Other forms are
Bormo, in Central France, Bormanus in Provence,
Bormanicus in Spain. This deity is associated
sometimes with Damona, as at Bourbonne-lesBains and Bourbon-Lancy in Saone-et-Loire sometimes with Bormana, as at Aix-en-Diois in the
Drome. The word is akin to the Welsh benei,
boil,' and has reference to the hot springs (Rhys,
Celtic Heathendom, p. 25 f. ; Anwyl, Celtic Re-

opinionem

.

:

.

.

'

;

:

'

'

;

'

ligion, p. 40).

Another deity was Grannos. In an inscription
at Horberg in the Haut-Rhin, he is called Apollo
'

Grannos Mogounos.' The name Grannos has been
connected with the Skr. word ghar, 'glow,' 'burn,'
'shine.'
It is considered equivalent to the
PosDeus Bonus
phorus of the Dacian inscription
Puer Posphorns Apollo Py thins.' Apollo, the dispenser of light and warmth, was regarded as the
The name is associated with
repeller of disease.
several hot springs.
The old name of Aix-laInChapelle, or Aachen, was Aquw Granni.
scriptions to him have been found at Graux in
the Vosges and at Granheim near Mengen in WiirtThe stream which receives the hot
temberg.
waters of Plombieres in the Vosges is called Eaux
Graunnes. Grannos was identified with Asklepios
and Serapis by Caracalla (Dio Cassius, Ixxvii. 15).
The other name Mogounos in the Horberg inscription appears in the old name of Mainz,
Moguntiacum. The word Mogounos points to the
bonus puer of the Dacian inscription (Rhys, op.
'

'

'

:

cit. p. 22).

The name Maponos

occurs in inscriptions in the

Rhys tentatively suggests that the word may be
compounded of a Gaulish equivalent for vir and
tutor, and may mean 'man-healing' or 'manprotecting' (op. cit. p. 21).
bas-relief at Munich represents Apollo Grannos
associated with Sirona.
Sirona is connected with
the Irish sir, 'long.'
The two deities represent
the ever young sun-god and the old goddess, and
may be compared with Apollo and his mother
Leto in Greek mythology. The hero Mabon mab
Modron of the story of Kulhwch and Olwen is
Mabon
probably the same deity, Maponos.
and Modron are suspected of being the exact
of
Grannos
and
Sirona
equivalents
(Rhys, p. 29).
An inscription from Wiesbaden reads Apollini
Toutiorigi.' The name Toutiorix means 'king of
the people,' and expresses the same thought as the
title dpxrryt'T-ns given to Apollo as leader,' in Greek

A

'

:

'

The name appears transmuted and
mythology.
transformed in Theodoric, and the mythical legends
associated with Dietrich of Bern belong more to
Toutiorix than to the historical Theodoric the
Ostrogoth (Rhys, p. 30).
The Brigit triad in Irish mythology holds a place
of honour among the Celtic gods of medicine. The
Irish god, the Dagda, had three daughters Brigit,
the poetess and seer, worshipped by the poets of
ancient Erinn ; Brigit, the patroness of healing ;
and Brigit, the patroness of smiths. This points to
a Goidelic goddess, Brigit, who corresponded to the
Minerva of whom Caesar says, Minervam operum
atque artificiorum initia tradere' (op. cit. vi. 17).
She has also been identified with the Brigantia of
the inscriptions, from whom the Brigantes took their
name (Rhys, p. 74). Brigit has also the attributes
of the ancient goddess of fire (Whitley Stokes,
Mart, of Ocngus, p. 1). The hymns in honour of St.
Brigid and the legends attaching to her name suggest that she has stepped into the place occupied by
the Brigit of Irish mythology. In the hymn Brigit
be bithmaith, she is addressed as ' flame golden,
sparkling (line 2), and asked to guard against
disease
May she win for us battles over every

—

'

'

'

:

disease!' (Irish Liber Hymnorum, H. Bradshaw
Soc, 1897, ii. 39). In the story of the visit of the
three disciples of Brigid to Blasantia (Piacenza),
they are preserved from the effects of a drink of

poisoned ale by reciting this hymn (ib. ii. 37). The
story illustrates not only the healing craft of Brigid,
but the memory of her ancient fame among the Celts
of Italy.
It is perhaps due to the same tradition of
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Celtic heathenism that as late as the middle of the
18th cent, human blood was considered in Italy to
be a cure for apoplexy (Antiquary, xxxviii. 205).
The ' cauldron of renovation is represented as a
talisman of healing in the Welsh story of Branwen,
the daughter of Llyr ' The Irish kindled a fire
under the cauldron of renovation, and they cast
the dead bodies into the cauldron until it was full,
and the next day they came forth fighting-men as
good as before, except that they were not able to
'

:

'

This
speak (Mabinogion, ed. A. Nutt, p. 39).
cauldron of regeneration had been brought up out
of a lake in Ireland and given to Bran, son of Llyr
It is equivalent to the cauldron of the
(ib. p. 31).
Dagda in Irish legend, one of the treasures of the
Tuatlia De Danann. It was called the undry
cauldron, for it was never empty (Rhys, p. 256 f.).
It was brought from the mythical Murias, some
The fire beneath the caulplace beneath the sea.
dron was fed by nine maidens (ib. p. 373).
In the
Taliessin verses of the Mabinogion it is represented
as the cauldron of sciences, from which Gwion received three drops. It is with this cauldron that
Caridwren was associated (Mabinog. pp. 295, 307).
In the early tales underlying the Quest of the
'

'

Holy Grail the healing

qualities of the Grail or
Cauldron rather than its gift of fertility may have
been emphasized (A. Nutt, Studies in, the Legend
of the Holy Grail, London, 1888, p. 57).
2. Diseases and their cure.
Among the diseases
which have left a lasting impression on Celtic
tradition is the buidechar, 'yellow plague.' It is
probable that it was the occasion of the composition of the Loriea of Gildas

—

:

'

ut non secum trahat me mortalitas
hujus anni neque mundi valutas.'

(Celtic)

The eldest of them
converse with her children.
was named Rhiwallon, and had been instructed by
her in the virtues of herbs. He was the founder
The
of a family of physicians in South Wales.
physicians of Myddvai, as they were called, were
attached to the house of Dynevor. Their ancestor
was of mythical descent, and may be identified in
the Triads with Rhiwallon of the broom (yellow)
hair.
He was thus invested with a solar character
(Rhys, p. 423).
Folk-medicine consists partly in charms, partly
in superstition, partly in a real knowledge of
It rests ultimately on the religious ideas of
herbs.
Witchcraft and medicine were
Celtic heathenism.
different aspects of Celtic priestcraft in its better
The priests, if they were the sorcerers and
sense.
wizards of their people, were their healers also.

Among the plants and herbs associated with
Celtic medicine, the mistletoe takes the first rank.
It was the sacred bough of the Druids, the gift of
the Divine oak-tree, the gift of the Celtic Zeus
The Celtic Zeus was 'the Blazer of the
himself.
mountain-top,' and the great stone-circles mark
the sites sacred to him.
story of the Irish hero
Diarmaid makes mention of the tree, the well, the
to
pillar-stone, and the stone-circle consecrated

A

the Celtic Zeus.
.
He saw, right before him, a great tree laden with fruit.
It was surrounded at a little distance by a circle of pillarand one stone, taller than the others, stood in the
stones
Beside this pillar-stone was a springcentre near the tree.
well, with a large round pool as clear as crystal (Rhys, p. 188).
'

.

.

;

'

in ancient days were places of
In the
healing, as well as places of worship.
Tripartite Life of St. Patrick the idol of Cenn
was
surand
silver,
Cruaich, covered with gold

These sanctuaries

rounded by a circle of twelve other idols, covered
with brass. Even in the 7th cent, these had nearly
They represent the primitive pagan
disappeared.
sanctuary of the Goidels. The name Cenn Cruaich,
'
Head or Chief of the Mound,' when transmuted
Colman mac Ui Cluasaig, a scholar from Cork, from Goidelic to
Brythonic, re-appears in the old
made this hymn to save himself from the Yellow
Street.
place-name Pcnnocrucium on the Watling
Gillies (Gaelic Names of
Plague' (ib. ii. 12).
The site is at Stretton, not far from its modern
Diseases, pp. 10, 23) states that he is unable to
Penkridge in Staffordshire (Rhys,
representative
identify it. It could scarcely be yellow fever
proNorth Staff. Field Club Transactions, vol.
p. 203
bably it was typhoid, or perhaps typhus under its xlii.

The

first

outbreak of this disease was in 547

Ireland was
206, ii. 243).
The
especially subject to it in the 7th century.
Sen
D6
of
Colman
was
written
against it.
hj'inn
(Irish Lib.

Hymn.

i.

'

'

:

;

known aspect of bilious fever.'
Much of the folk-lore of disease may be
back
dom.

traced

magic and medicine

of Celtic heathenof the ash-tree, whether
the true ash or the mountain ash, are to be attributed to its association with ancient Celtic and
to the

The healing powers

Norse
is

'

it

:

HN

New

The mistletoe
the sacrificial meal followed.
It healed unfruitlife-giving powers.
man and beast, and was a protection
der alt. Kelten u.
against poison (Grupp, Kultur
ficed,

had great
fulness in

Ashen-tree, Ashen-tree,
Pray buy these warts of me.'

The shrew-ash
'

In a Leicestershire wart-charm

deities.

addressed

pp. 116-118).
mistletoe, the gift of the Celtic Zens, was
the all-healer (olliach: 'omnia sanans' [Pliny,
Year Festival
It was cut at a
xvi. 95]).
with peculiar ceremony— a priest in white, a golden
'The oxen were sacrisickle, two white oxen.

The

Richmond Park recalls an old
lameness and cramp in cattle by boring a
'

in

cure for
hole and enclosing a live shrew-mouse in the tree.
In this there is an echo of the ancient magic of
exchange or transference of disease. In the case
of the wart-charm, a pin is stuck in the tree, then
in the wart, finally in the tree again (Antiquary,
A curious example of the practice
xlii. [1906] 423).
of exchange of disease occurs in the Martyrology
of Oengus

'

Germanen, p. 149).
Another plant mentioned by Pliny is the Selago,
which has been identified with the Savin-tree, a
with the club-moss. It had
species of juniper, and
Bread and wine were
to be plucked stealthily.
feet and white
the
and
offered,
priest with bare
robe drew near, and, putting his right hand through

Fursa once happened to visit Maignenn of Kilmainham, and
make their union and exchange their trouhles in token of
their union, to wit, the headache or piles from which Fursa
suffered to be on Maignenn, and the reptile that was in Kfaignean to enter Fursa (Mart. Oeng., ed. Whitley Stokes, p. 45).
The first of August was dedicated to Lug, the
Sun-hero. This festival, known in Wales as Gicyl
Awst, was transferred in Brecknockshire to the
first Sunday in August.
Early in the morning a
visit was paid to the Little Van Lake in the
Beacons, to greet the expected appearance of the

the left fold of his tunic, gathered it without using
a knife. Like the mistletoe, it was then placed
on a white cloth. For healing purposes the plant
was burnt, and the fumes were regarded as beneficial for the eye (Grupp, op. cit. p. 150).
A similar ceremony was followed at the gathering
of the samolus, whether the brook-weed (Samulus
It was gathered
valerandi) or the watercress.
and with averted face.
fasting, with the left hand,
a cure (Grupp,
as
used
also
was
The centaury
The St. John's wort and other plants
p. 151).
were burnt or hung over the door to keep off
The St. John's wort (Hypericum perdisease.
as chasscdiable.
f,, h<, I inn) is known

of the Lake.
She has been regarded as a
goddess of the dawn, who returned at times to

the traditions of
Inscriptions and folklore have preserved
the Celts.
the gods of healing and the healing craft among

:

'

they

'

Lady
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would have their
own peculiar rites, their own special gifts. Juvaviua was a
Alaunus als
ruis in
deity who gave his name to Salzburg.
Some of the goddesses bad healing power.
certain place-names.
Sbanna was the companion ol Apollo Btannus. Minerva Belisama
and Sulevia were associated with Apollo Belenus. Alauna was
There is slill
the consort of Alaunus (Grupp, pp. 159-162).
much to do in grouping together the facts preserved in the
folk-lore of herbs and healing, with a view to learning more of
the ancient cult of the local gods of medicine.
The folk-lore of Ireland is rich in its memories
of old-time medicine.
Dianeecht, a member of the

The

deities

honoured

in

different localities

Tuatha De Danann, may almost be regarded

as the
(cf. Celts, iii. 285").
was
ascribed
to
him.
of
renovation
cauldron
magic
The methods of the Irish witch-doctors still form
medicine
in
districts
toof
the
home
country
part
day. Snails pounded in salt were prescribed as a

god of medicine

Irish

A

MS

of 1450.
They were still
dressing in an Irish
used for that purpose in Staffordshire at the close
of the 19th century.
Urine was in common use for

eye-disease and jaundice

Wesley

in his

Prim it in-

;

dung was

prescribed by
In Ireland, as

Physic.

England, these remedies were administered, to
the recitation of certain charms (Wood-Martin,
Elder Faiths, London, 1902, ii. 160-205). The ragofferings tied to trees and bushes in the immediate
neighbourhood of holy wells are still met with in
in

parts of Ireland, especially in the west.
are thought by some to have a reference to
the transference of disease to the tree-spirit (ib.
ii. 84).
Saliva was also in use as a salve.
part
of the cure of epilepsy in 1450 was the burying of

many

They

A

a young cock alive (ib. 188).
A more normal system of healing is traceable in
the Irish sweat-houses, which were in use as a hotThese sweatair cure until the 19th century.
houses were generally of the beehive shape, covered
with clay, with a low entrance. They were heated
with turfs, like a brick-oven, and the patient was
shut iu for a given time. The bath was followed
by a plunge in a pool or stream near by. This was
the usual cure for rheumatism.
custom clearly connected with medicine among
the Irish was the couvadc.
On the birth of a
child, the father was obliged to take to his bed
and submit to a vicarious process of nursing at
the hands of the doctor and nurse. The custom
was widely spread throughout the world iu primi-

A

among races where kinship
At the same
a custom which witnesses to the responsibility of fatherhood even under conditions which
exalt the privilege of motherhood (Wood-Martin,
See art. Birth (Introduction), vol.
op. cit. ii. 40).
tive times, especially

was reckoned through the mother.
time

it is

p. 635.
In the legendary history of the invasion of Ulster by the
Fir Bolg, the adult males were en couvade and unable to defend
the kingdom of Conchobar against the enemy.
The defence
was made in heroic manner by Ciichulainn and his father only.
'
Rhys (p. 622) refers to this incident as the distress of the gods
and the sun-hero's aid.' Cf. art. Ccchulainn Cycle.
The Ultonian couvade lasted five nights and four days, in
accordance with the use of the number nine in the reckoning
of time among xhe Celts.
It was called cess noinden Clad,
'
the Ulster men's sickness or indisposition of a week (ib. p. 363).
ii.

'

'

(Egyptian).—!.
From the diagnostics of the Egyptian papyri we
can distinguish — even identify, in many cases—
about 250 different kinds of diseases, and the Ebera

Papyrus alone describes 170

There is a significant correspondence between the Ultonian
couvade and the Phrygian idea of the hibernating of the gods.
Rhys would place the origin of Aryan myth within the Arctic
He sees in the labours of Ciichulainn the sun-hero a
mythical witness to the period during which the sun in the
ancient home of the Aryans remained above the horizon (ib.

Would not the couvade, or 'distress of the gods.' be a
p. 633).
trace of the short period during which the sun remained wholly
below the horizon, the period mythically preceding its re-birth
in the heavens? The Ultonian couvade does
not explain the origin of the custom, but only the application
a primitive usage to the explanation of the annual birth of
the sun-god just within the Arctic circle.
Literature. J. Rhys, Celtic Heathendom^, London, 1S98
E. Anwyl, Celtic Religion, London, 19(16
Charles Squire,
Mythology of Ancient Britain and Ireland, London, 1906;
Gillies, Gaelic Names of Diseases, Glasgow, 1S98 G. Grupp,
Kultur der alten Kelten und Gennanen, Munich, 1905; P.
Joyce, Social Hist, of Ancient Ireland, London, 1903, ch. xviii.

and re-appearance
of

—

varieties.

Many

of

them tire the common ills of all humanity, and
we cannot even say that they were of more frequent occurrence in the Valley of the Nile than
elsewhere: complaints of the stomach, the bowels,
the bladder, the respiratory organs, the head, the
sinuses of the face, inflammation of the teeth, headache, coryza, ordinary fever, varices, epilepsy, and
nervous ailments. Other diseases seem, by comparison with modern Egypt, to have been speciasthma, angina pectoris, anamiia,
ally prevalent,
hematuria, but it cannot be decided whether the
chief cause of this is the race or the country.
Some are certainly connected with hygiene (or
rather its absence), with feeding, and with habits.
Skin diseases, smallpox (cf. Elliot Smith's investigations of the mummies in Annates du service
des antiquitCs de VEgypte, Paris, 1900 ft"., and
Bulletin dc Vinstitut tgyptien, Alexandria, 1862 ft".,
passim; and Maspero, Momies royales, Paris, 1886,
p. 532), the infinite variety of parasitic diseases,
'Arabian elephantiasis' ( = the 'crocodile
e.g.
disease' of the ancients), worms, and pyorrhoea
alvcolaris are the several consequences of these in
varying degrees. In the same way, it was to the
manners and customs that the Egyptian woman
owed her long list of infirmities as described in the
Egyptian treatises from the Xllth dynasty llux,
menstruation, metritis, dysmenorrhoea, erosions,
pustules, prolapsus of the vulva, and cancerous
tumours. It was, finally, the combined operations
of Nature water, winds, climate and of the
Egyptian's negligence that produced the terrible
frequency of ulcers, Nile boils, carbuncles on the
breast and legs, and especially the appalling array
of eye-troubles, among which are seen all the

—

—

—

—

—

known at this day : styes, specks,
ectropion, blepharitis, leucoma, lippitude, hydrophthalmia,
staphyloma, conjunctivitis,
purulent
ophthalmia, and many more. Such lists as these
do not prove the unhealthiness of a country, but
rather show the degree to which the knowledge of
classical Egypt had advanced in diagnostics and
therapeutics ; and the close resemblance between
varieties

ancient and modern Egypt in this respect justifies
the conclusion, in agreement with Herodotus (ii.
77) and against Pliny (xxvi. 1), that the Nile
Valley was a very healthy country, where the
length of life, in spite of the opinion of Chabas
('Pretendue longevite des Egyptiens,' in Bibl.
(gyptol. ii. [1905] 181), was probably in excess of
that of the average man of the present day ; where
the general health was much better than in Greece
or Italy, for example and where, as a rule, the
great scourges that so often laid waste the rest of the
ancient world endemic diseases such as malaria
;

—

—

were unknown.

A classification of man's ills so minute leads, even

'

circle.
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at

first sight,

to the postulation of ideas already

removed from 'primitive savagery.' This imis confirmed by the fact that neither the
mythology of classical Egypt nor its theologies
attribute any special disease to any definite gods.
We seem to see in the whole the mark of a considerable scientific and moral advance on the rest
of contemporary society.
If, however, the pure
therapeutics of Egypt witnesses to a relative but
very real perfection, on the other hand the Egypt ian
ideas on the causes and nature of disease exhibit
far

pression

;

;

;

Thomas Barns.

conceptions, even in the historical period, much
more akin than one would at first believe to those
At the same time we
of
non-civilized peoples.
find that, owing to the special conditions under
'

which Egyptian

'

civilization

was formed,

this per-
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had

sistent characteristic of the early ages lias produced
on the roles of gods, kings, and priests in this
connexion systematic views that are capable of

to die because a serpent bit his heel ; Isis
suffered from a mammary phlegmon after the
birth of Shu and Tefnut ; Horus was stung by a

finally reaching lofty and noble conceptions.
2.
read in Clement {np. Orig. viii. 41)
that, when any part of the body was sick, the
demon to which that member belonged was invoked. In a somewhat imperfect form this explains

scorpion,

We

the traditional view of the Egyptian on the nature
of disease.
It was always regarded as the work of
demons, spirits, jinn, ghouls, vampires, or spirits
of the dead (see Demons and Spirits [Egyp.]).
They insinuated themselves into the individual by
the nostrils, mouth, or ears, and devoured the vital
substance.
The means by which they surprise
man, their constant efforts to do so as they prowl
around him unceasingly, and the manner in which
they perform their destruction inside his body
offer no special interest for the history of religion,
though the numerous formal texts describing these
peculiarities may interest the specialist in Egyptological science.
Compared with other human
civilizations the notions on this subject are essenthe
same
as
we
find in classical religions, such
tially
as the Chaldseo-Assyrian (cf., e.g., PSBA xxviii.
[1907] 81), or among modern savages all over the
world.
The idea that the power of spirits the causes of
disease increases peculiarly at certain hours of
the day, and particularly at certain seasons of the
year, is shown by the papyrus of lucky and unand, if this idea is found equally
lucky days

—

—

;

non-civilized and semi-civilized
races, and is the product, in Egypt as elsewhere,
of experimental pseudo-observation, yet Egyptian

among numerous

astrology has greatly strengthened the initial data
by explaining this periodical virulence by fixed
rules, based on the influences of dates of the
calendar (q.v.) and on mythological history. On
such days numerous harmful germs permeate the
clothing,' because the struggle neutralizes the
power of the good gods, who are too busy to
protect man, or because great evil influences are
seen to be re-commencing in this world.
On 19th Tobi and 5th Pashus, the germs 'penetrate the
On
clothing'; then 'infection steps in and causes death.'
'

17th Tobi, the anniversary of great cataclysms, any sexual
intercourse predisposes to being 'devoured by infection.' 1
Those born on 4th Paophi are liable to death by marsh fever.
The 14th of Athyr is dangerous because it is the anniversary of
the lesion of the majesty of this god.' This last peculiarity
is important to observe.
Since disease was the result of the
attack of a 'spirit' (or of a demon or the dead), it was of the
same type for every one, and every one was exposed to it.
'

'

'

'

'

The

veterinary papyri show that Egyptian
of animals' diseases as due to
the same causes as those of men, and the same
mixture of medical and magical practices was
applied to both, just as the same collection of
writings might contain both the art of curing
men and that of curing beasts.
The question as to whether the dead suffer illness is difficult

thought conceived

—

certainly suffer hunger and thirst which were
regarded by the Egyptians as things existing by themselves and
due to harmful spirits. They could die ' the second death,'
to settle.

They

which

logically supposes the possibility of attacks of illness.
Finally, the precautions taken that the dead may remain in

good health (what) in the other world assume the contrary
We have, however, no decisive texts on
possibility of illness.
this point.
It is probably reasonable to hold that the Egyptian
dead were believed to be exposed, in certain conditions, to the
same dangers of spirit-attacks as the living.

What held true of animals and men also held of
the rest of the world, and therefore of the gods ;
we know of a great number of cases where their
constitution, which did not differ in qualities or in
nature from that of other beings. Buffered various
evil
ills, and had to submit to the intrusion of
'

Epigraphic texts and papyri have left
us definite evidence.
Every one knows how RS
1 On tbo
dangers and barm resulting from connexion with
women in the various religious, magical, etc., acts of Egyptian
spirits.'

life,

Bee art.

Mauic (Egyp.ji

had dysentery (London Papyrus), and
an anal weakness (see Oefele, Vorhippokratische
Medizin, 64). The sky-god himself saw his eyes,
the Sun and Moon, affected by sudden diseases,
attributed to the attacks of evil spirits, and this
was one of the numerous ways in which eclipses
were explained.

Even eliminating the cases of doubtful authenthe official religion recognized positively
that the national gods were not exempt from
disease.
The medical literature of the temples
preserves the deposit of prescriptions used in such
and such a case of indisposition by ailing gods.
remedy of this kind had been composed by the
invalid Ra (Ebers Papyrus, xlvi. ), and there were
remedies to cure fever 'in gods and men.' There
was nothing, essentially, to protect the highest
beings from the ills common to all. But here, as
elsewhere, their quality of godhead was derived
from their superior ability to concentrate their
energies (see Demons [Egyp.]), and to contrive
defences which made them triumph in the struggle.
They were able to find or compose prescriptions
and formuUe which, in the special case of disease,
brought them out of their trouble. The revelation
ticity,

A

'

'

of the secrets of their art or magic, granted only
to those men who were their heirs or ministers, is
It
the very foundation of Egyptian medicine.

unfolds at once its characteristics, its history, and,
above all, the gradual formation of its knowledge.
The warfare against disease, taught by the gods
(or stolen from them), proceeded of necessity and
above all from magic (gaining support gradually
from medicine properly so called), since it started
originally with exorcism. It is accompanied, therefore, by spells and incantations, with all their
accessaries, such as fumigation, aspersions, imperative gestures, etc. The knowledge of secret
names at first played its usual part, and the doctor
of ancient Egypt was a magician-priest, entering
upon a struggle with an adversary to discover
the name of the demon causing the illness, to find
by secret knowledge the name of a god who had
helped in a fight against the same demon in a
similar case, and to force the demon to flee. This
he accomplished either by disguising himself as
the conquering god and imitating his actions, or
by summoning this god to his aid, or by employing the relics, talismans, and means of defence
which the latter had invented.
(These three
methods probably constitute three successive
of
in
the
Egyphistory
primitive
original
phases

—

As

'

alliteration,'

or

play on the sound of the words spoken, had
share in all this.

its

tian therapeutics.)

usual,

Take a case of the momentary loss of sight, e.g., which was
not only did people think
cured by adjuring the crocodile
that the same remedy which had saved the eye of the heavens
= the sun), when the crocodile tried to devo-ir it, would also
(
save man, and therefore use the same formula; but at the
same time they made a play of words on shu, blind,' and shu,
the ostrich-feather held by the operator while making the
disease return to the crocodile supposed to have sent it.
;

'

belief that the forces and armies of good and
evil beings were grouped, like the astral tones, in

The

the four regions of the world produced the further
of the forpractice of a fourfold pronouncement
aiid exorcisms preceding or accommula; of
spells

panying the giving of the material medicine {e.g.
Ebers Papyrus, ch. 108). Therapeutics was, therethe gods
fore, at this stage an operation by which
were subjugated by the various processes of magic,
'

'

contagious

or mimetic.

The Fundamental nature of this original art of
healing was a mark of the Egyptian's struggle
In
against disease right down to his last days.
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spite of all the gradual attenuation of magic in
favour of pharmaceutical and actually experi-

mental

science, therapeutics remained closely
to Divine influences, both in its stall' of
and in the composition of its didactic
treatises.
The remedy proper never entirely supplanted the ritualistic and conjuratory part of the

hound

officials

process.

The pharmacopoeia proper also Buffered this
general influence. A great proportion of the substances owed their supposed virtues to the magical
powers of the beings or things from which they
sprang, or to their supposed mythological connexion with a certain god or spirit. The pharmacopoeia of curative and harmful plants is related, in
origin at least, and often to the very end, to the
theory of
spirits
causing and protecting from
diseases
and the Egyptian ideas on this point
are found faithfully represented in the list of
thirty-six magical plants of Pamphilus (de Simplicuim medicin. faeultatibus).
Finally, it is
natural that the magical virtues of certain objects
against disease have perpetuated, in Egypt as
elsewhere and for the same reasons, the use of
'

'

;

amulets (cf. Charms and Amulets [Egyp.]).
3. For the understanding of Egyptian ideas on
disease and the methods of conjuring it, it is
essential to study the formation of the books relating to it. The gods having known better than
any other beings how to organize a defence, it was
their ministers (or their possessors) who had the
exclusive monopoly of magico-medical cures, revealed as these were by the gods or seized from
their secret powers.
The original fetish-doctors,
then, had as their inevitable successors priestdoctors ; and the growth of knowledge was, above
all, a mechanical growth, by the union into col'
lective classes, of the
arts and mysteries at first
scattered over as many sanctuaries as there were
The primitive conoriginally independent gods.
nexion between the spirits of gods and protection
against disease was likewise the cause of the particular manner in which the books
relating to
diseases and their cure were composed, and of
their double character, in the historic period, of
traditional compositions and compilations pure
and simple, innocent of all attempts to make a
harmonious general whole on a rational plan.
Further, there is nothing more opposed to an
understanding of them and to the exegetieal
method than to maintain (like Erman, e.g. in his
Religion [Fr. ed., 1907, p. 226]) that the attribution
of such and such a chapter of prescriptions to a
certain god or fabulous king is an artifice of the
editor and indicates a late date.
The observation
of diseases and the supposed knowledge of the
names or forces to be adjured or driven off were
the fruit of experience and of magical prescriptions
acquired from the
very earliest days of Egypt by
'
its pre-historic
fetishists ; and the final tradition
which in the Graeco-Roman period attributed to
'

'

Hermes Trismegistus (Clement, Strom, vi. 4) the
composition of six books of medicine (on the fortytwo hermetical books) reproduced exactly the
belief of classic

Egypt

in its last stages, repre-

senting Thoth as the god who invented the formula1 necessary for giving remedies their power
against diseases (cf. Pietschmann, Hermes Trismegistos, Leipzig, 1875, pp. 20-45 tf. ).
The sacred library of the proto-historic Egyptian
temple became the depository of the lists of diseases and their cures, and the evidence of historical times in this regard is fully in accord
with the reality of the facts, when it speaks of the
library that was at Heliopolis, 'the hall of rolls,'
and the prescriptions found in the temple of Ptah
at Memphis (cf. Wilkinson, Manners and Customs,
1878, ii. 355, 358), or when the inscriptions of the
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'library' of the temple of Edfn mention the presence of books there 'for turning aside the cause
of disease' (cf. Mallet, Kasr el Agonz, Cairo, l'J09,
p. 24).

The gradual formation of medical treatises properly so called
came about in the same way as that of the various compositions forming the annals of the sacerdotal calendar in
Egypt,
its tales of feasts (see Festivals
[Egyp.)), its Books of the Dead,
and its 'books' of the different sciences. The important

sanctuaries gathered together small local collections, and later
on made exchanges with each other of the collections thus
obtained. They usually proceeded by simple juxtaposition.
To the body of information relating to a certain disease

generations gradually joined on the ancient prescriptions of
different provincial
wisdom,' and grouped around a book on
eye-diseases, internal complaints, and ulcers all the cures and
the diagnostics often contradicting each other obtained
by these combinations. The part of the body or the disease
stated in the title of the work, having served as the basis for
the work of compilation, did duty also as a ' rallying sign ' for
all works on any analogous subject, without distinction of date
or origin. This is the explanation of the common sections that
are found in papyrus after papyrus— parts common to the
Leipzig Papyrus and those of London and Berlin, or to the
latter and the Reisner Papyrus of California, and so on.
Those
common parts Bhow the common origin of our papyri, and
their character of compilations from much older writings.
The manner in which the very scanty remains of the Xllth
dynasty treatises were composed shows that these processes
of compilation, so evident in the XfXth dynasty papyri, had
been employed long before. And this fact, in conjunction with
a study of grammar and language, leads us to conclude that
the Egyptians were stating an absolutely historical truth when
they attributed the additions of these great works on diseases
to the Memphite kings or to the first legendary dynasties of
the Thinites. As leading priest in his kingdom, the king was
naturally versed in the magico-medical art of healing, and this
was formally said of the most ancient kings laTpos
yap fy, said
Manetho (apud Af ricanus) of Athotis. Such an attribution to the
Pharaohs of a charge to maintain the health of their subjects
in
with
their
as
nature
sons
of
agreed
every point
gods, and
with their function, which was, above everything, to continue
and maintain the work of the good gods, the founders of Egypt
(iarpiitriv th <e£ e'cno)<re Kal /Jt'jSAou? dfaTOjatKous avveypailte l[Manetho,
'

—

all

—

;

apud

Eusebius]).

Being logically devoted to everything that was
very ancient and so brought him a little nearer to
the Divine origin of all that is good on earth, the
Egyptian made scarcely any change in the basis
or the form of the knowledge thus obtained he
was always eager to show how the new recension
of one of these
ancient books of knowledge beneficial to man
was attached to the origins of
;

'

'

national

proved

And, indeed, criticism has
Theban manuscripts proceed

history.

that

the

directly from the proto-Theban, and the protoTheban from still earlier types. The books that
had grown too old materially were piously copied.
In the actual body of texts relating to a certain
disease, the work of generations consisted in inserting glosses, in slightly retouching, or in supporting the efficacy of a certain formula by extolling
in the margin its proved excellence (Ebers Papyrus,
lxix. 17, xxxv. 18
and Reisner Papyrus, passim),
or by telling how it had once cured such and such
a mighty personage, prince or king (Ebers Papyrus,
The re-copying or remodelling
lxiv. 4, lxvi. 15).
of several ancient versions in circulation led the
scribe to note the variants in the texts used in
composing the new edition, or to insert rather
unskilfully and such as they were the scholia of
his predecessors (cf. the excellent, and unfortu;

—

—

nately still unique, work on the Ebers Papyrus
considered from this point of view, by Schafer,
Commentationes de Papyro Medicinal* Leipsiensi,
The most serious material changes,
Berlin, 1892).
then, were notTn the idea held of disease, or in
the manner of defining or conjuring it, but in the
increasing of the means combined for this last
purpose. This happened very rarely by the invention of new remedies, but usually, and much more
mechanically, by joining to the old writings new
treatises from other localities, but equally ancient.
These were dismembered, and their substance was
joined on according to the diseases enumerated.
work, e.g. devoted to abscesses on all the members became the nucleus round which gathered

A

'

,

'
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everything that could be found in the various
temples of the nature of formula? relating to
abscesses.
Thus it happened that there were
sometimes a dozen methods of curing one disease,
and sometimes contradictory methods e.g. there
occurred side by side, in the same compilation,
an explanation of diseases based on an anatomy
in which the human body possesses twelve great
blood-vessels, and another founded on the assumpIt was not, then, that the
tion that it has forty.
number of remedies actually increased in Egypt
there was rather the
throughout the ages
diffusion among a greater number of Egyptians of
one and the same material which had formerly
been embodied in a multitude of petty provincial
theories.
general invocation at the end to the
god of the place of compilation was enough, in the
compiler's opinion, to guarantee a sort of unity to
the work composed in this way.
The whole result was, as we may see, far from
equal to a treatise of synthetic not to mention
philosophic character on disease or diseases. It
would nevertheless be inaccurate and unfair to
see in such works (as does Pierret, Diet, d'arch.
tgyp., Paris, 1875) nothing but a collection of

—

;

A

—

—

pharmaceutical prescriptions.
4. Religious and traditional bases so solid and
so closely bound up with national beliefs and
institutions have necessarily supported a structure
whose characteristic lines have remained almost
intact throughout the whole existence of Egypt.
The science of disease was marked, to the very
end of Egyptian history, by its original characteristics
it was, above all, associated with the world
of the gods, and with their ministers ; it was
traditional and formalistic.
Thus the rule not to use remedies that the
masters have not taught is to be explained not
so much by the will of the legislator, looking to
the social interest, as by the belief in the connexion between the virtues of the remedies and
the magic teaching of the gods ; and the same
explanation helps us to understand the nonresponsibility of the doctor in a case of death, if
he had observed the rules of canonical therapeutics
(Diod. i. 82). The assertion that physicians were
:

paid from the public treasury is simply a misunderstanding in the classics, but a misunderstanding which exactly agrees, leaving out of
account inexact terms, with historical truth. Born
originally in the fetish-hut,' the science of healing fixed its abode in the temple. The masters
remained the ministers and interpreters of the
gods, and the series of mastabas, hypogees, stela:,
and statues show that, from the Meinjjhite Emthose of
pire to the Ptolemys, the great doctors
Pharaoh, e.g., the Sunu oiru (=chief physicians)
were at the same time high ecclesiastical digni'

—

—

taries.

Just as the teaching remained religious, the art
of healing in its three great branches (symptomology, therapeutics, and pharmacopoeia) remained

equally impregnated with animistic and magical
thus the classical doctor continued to
concepts
prepare his own medicines, like the sorcerer of
primitive times, and it was held as a fact that in
complicated drugs each element acted on a special
of the organism, or, rather, on the evil specially
part
numerous ingredients were
infecting that part
considered curative specially for reasons of sympathetic or contagional magic, (chiefly animal substances, skin, oils, and the horrible
coprotherapy'). And yet the universal reputation of
Egyptian medicine, and the very real perfection of
its equipment, diagnostics, metrology, and healing processes are, on the other hand, as certainly
incontestable facts (see an excellent popular account in Erinan, Life in Anc. Egypt, tr. Tirard,
;

;

'

(Egyptian)

The distinction of a nation of
superior endowment, like Egypt, is precisely the
ability to substitute, gradually and without sudden
bleaks, the conception of the natural healing effect
for the unexplained magical effect
and, as science
London,

1894).

;

and magic-religion both proceed, essentially, from
experimentation, it happens in many cases that
only the interpretation of the mechanism of the
energies, and not the remedy itself, is evolved.
Such as it is, with its original flaws, its lack of
theoretical views, its crying errors, its childish
complication, and its naive formalism, the Egyptian science of healing nevertheless constituted
from the very beginning a system several thousand
years in advance of the rest of human society. It
retained this pre-eminence as long as Egypt exThe testimony of Homer {II. iv. 229), the
isted.
admiration of the Persians (Herod, iii. 1 and 132),
the fame and reputation of Egyptian medicine
under the Saites and the Ptolemys, and the reputation in Rome of the Alexandrian school can
Such enduring
only be mentioned at present.
fame is an explanation of the fact that the medicine of Greeks and Arabians, successors of the
Copts, has given a great deal of the ancient
Egyptian medicine to our school of Salerno, e.g.,
or to any other of our ancient seats of medical
knowledge in the Europe of the Middle Ages and
down to the time of the Renaissance.
5.

The development

of

Egyptian science suc-

ceeded in giving a more distant and lofty character to the priest-doctor's sources of information.

But

it never completely suppressed the primitive
notion of direct Divine intervention in cases of

illness.
We find gods of healing in Egypt as
everywhere else; and, similarly, the great scourges

— plagues

or other great epidemics,
recognized as sent by the gods.

iatu

— are

Egypt, however, strikes an original note, in regard to this
last point, in the very restricted part played by the idea that
great calamities come from the gods, though this idea was
known (it may have been less familiar, however, than in the
classic East, on account of the proverbial healthiness of the
ii.
find mention in Manetho (Miiller,
climate).
539) of the plague which devastated the country in the reign
of Semenipses, and a connexion is assumed in the text between
But such
this scourge and the great sins committed by men.
statements are very rare in the Egyptian texts. The point is

FHG

We

worth noticing, in contrast with other organized religions, for
the understanding of the conception formed by the Egyptian
In the case of individual sickof the general role of his gods.
nesses, on the other hand, historical Egypt is already too far re-,

moved from the

non-civilized stage to establish any connexion
between such and such a bodily complaint and the violation
we ought to notice, moreover, that the idea of
a
disease sent as
punishment by the gods, who either cause it
of a tabu

'

'

;

themselves directly or leave the sinner defenceless against the
Texts of
spirits of disease, is quite foreign to the Egyptians.
later date, like the hermetical books, in which mention is made
of those divine statues which send us disease or heal our pains
accbrding to our deserts' (Menard, Hermes TrismegisU, 1886,
or Asiatic conp. 146), seem to be somewhat imbued with Greek
ceptions. Disease might, however, at least in popular cults,
be the direct punishment for a personal offence against a deity,
but this is of course quite different from the conception of an
infraction of moral rule (see Ethics [Egyp.]; and, for offences
ii. [1883]
agaiosl lie goddess of the Summit, see Maspero, HTr
'

—

'

—

'

I

118-123).

Several, if not all, of the gods who had composed
the tirst means of battling with disease continued
to grant or reveal directly to men the means of
healing and the majority of the sanctuaries, to
which numerous worshippers journeyed, for their
oracles (see Divination [Egyp.]) or on annual
pilgrimages, retained the privilege of miraculous
;

The temples of Isis at Coptos, of Mi" at.
Panopolis, and, in general, all those temples in

cures.

which the medical hooks locate the marvellous
discovery of writings in connexion with the teaching of remedies (Hermopolis, Lyoopolis, etc.) were
(he places where the gods were themselves able to
rout, with a single blow, the infirmities of the
human body. We must add to this list a great

number

of smaller provincial sanctuaries, the local
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gods of which, though very humble, had special
powers (Assufin, Gurneh, etc.).
Survival.- of these innumerable places of miraculous cures in ancient Egypt are seen in the topographical coincidences with various saints' graves
of the Coptic Church having the same privilege
and, after Mohammad, with all the tombs of
Musalni.in shaikhs which have succeeded to the
veneration of ancient days for these places.
Towards the latter days of history, political
events tended to group the most important of
these centres of medicine round the capitals of
Upper and Lower Egypt, and the infiltration of
J'ersian and Hellenistic ideas added new elements
to the role of the gods against disease.
6. The means used by the gods in such cases to
instruct or heal patients are not well known in
Several texts say that, under the influgeneral.

—

—

ence of Greek ideas, the custom spread in Egypt
of going to sleep inside the precincts of the temples
of the gods of healing, or near the supposed tombs
of those celebrated historical personages whom

legend gradually confused with mythical kings
of healing (see Divination [Egyp.]).
is the case for Imhotep (cf. l'sherenptah stela).
Invalids were informed of their remedies oftenest
in dreams, as is proved by a certain number of
allusions in the epigraphical monuments, by the
accounts in popular tales, and by the witness of
Diod. i. 25. Direct cure, following upon a prayer,
and without divinatory revelation, is not formally
entertained except in Herod, ii. 65, according to
whom sums of money equal in weight to a half or
a third of the sick child's hair(?) were vowed to
the gods in case of recovery, or a promise was
made to buy a beast for the temple herds. The
sudden inspiration of the doctor enlightened by
Divine grace and working Sta. rijs iStas 5e«ri5ainovlas is not a very Egyptian trait, and may be

and the gods
This

due to foreign influences

Berthelot, Alchimistes grecs, 1890, p. 2'26). The essentially native
form of miraculous cure by the intercession of
the god appears to have been worked chiefly by
the direct application of the healing fluid, either
by the priest who carried the Divine relics, the
nibsau, or, in important cases (demoniac possession, epilepsy, and the like), the god himself.
The famous Stela of Bakhtan is a familiar ex(cf.

ample of this tj'pe of curing by exorcism worked
by a Divine statue. The adjuration of the demon
of disease, his overthrow, and his departure from
the body of the princess, are merely an instance of
a practice current in all the religions or semiin which there is a
religions
dispelling of
demons.'
It is more interesting to note the
manner in which the statue of a god was supposed
by the Egyptians to be capable of possessing the
'

'

'

The Egyptian text proves that
power was possible only to a secondary statue
one of those animated, for a special
series of activities, by an
energy-soul of distinct
name. It derived its chief power from the essential
statue of Khonsu, the statue which contained the
magic soul of the god and made his will known by
movements of its head (see Divination [Egyp.]).
This famous statue never left Thebes it kept the
best of the Divine substance there, and consented
to detach and lend its healing forces only to such
and such a one of its doubles, by bestowing upon
it (by the nape of the neck) its protective fluid
at four intervals (which is a very valuable indicanecessary power.

'

'

this

of the god

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

tion of the antiquity of the magical conception).
Apparently, then, the' power against disease did
not belong to all the doubles of a god. It was
the privilege of the one image in which dwelt the
true name,' and this assumes that power against
demons was a part of the ultimate reserve of the
personality of a being.
'

'

vol. iv.

—48

—

orcism by statues being a traditional survival
we may hold that, at the end of a long period
of evolution, the views of the Egyptian upper
classes on disease often came near to really lofty
conceptions. Though, as everywhere, sorcery, the
bastard child of primitive religion, preserved the
rudeness of the dispelling of spirits of
primitive
days, still the light for healing, while maintaining
its character of Divine
teaching, became more and
more natural and scientilic. If, indeed, it attributed a large share to the supernatural intervention of the gods, it also gave an important
place to Divine inspiration, guiding the man of
science.
Thoth-Hermes, in his various names and
multiple capacities, inspires sacred medicine with
a higher knowledge of human infirmities, without,
however, assuming the absence of resources founded
on therapeutics. The priest-doctor of the later
ages of Egypt is a noble figure, resembling that
of the magniticent portrait left by Cheremon
(FHG iii. 497). And between the magic idol
(or fetish) of the lirst healers of Egypt and the
Thoth- Hermes of the end there is the same distance (and the same long way laboriously traversed) as between the anthropophagous Osiris of
the Pyramid Texts and the Grseco-Egyptian >shis,
who gives a seat at his table of honour in Paradise
to the poor beggar
who had not had his share of
happy days on this earth.'
'

<

'

—

Literati'RE. There is no monograph treating the subject
synthetically. A great number of details and partial theories
are found scattered throughout the bibliography of Egyptian

medicine. Mention may be made, amongst the works and articles
H.
treating more specially the ideas discussed above, pf
Brugsch, Uber die medicinische Eenntniss der alt. Agypter,
Brunswick, 1853; F. J. Chabas, (Euirres, 1903, vol. ii., BUM.
egyplol. ii. 173, and La MCdecine des anciens Egyptiens,
G. Maspero, Revue Critique, 1893,
Chalon-sur-Saune, 1861
p

:

;

69, Histoire, ii. (Paris, 1895) 214-220, 23S, 281, PSEA xiii.
601-503, xiv. 312-314, Eludes mythol. archeol. iii. (1901) 289,
301, Journal des Savants, Apr. 1S97 and Feb. 1898, Journal des
Dtbats, 28 Feb. 1900
Mallet, Easr el Agota, Cairo, 1909 ;
E. Naville, Sphinx, xiv. (1910) 137; F. Oefele, Archie/.
Parasitologie, iv. (1901) 481, v. (1902) 461, OLZ ii. 26, v. 157, vi.
xxxvii. (1899), 55, 140, Wiener Klinische Wochenschrift,
375,
1899, no. 47, Prager Mediz. Wochenschrift, 1899, nos. 24-29,
and especially 'Geschichte dcr vorhippocratischen Medizin,
in the llandbuch der Geschichte der Medizin, i., Jena, 1901 ;
Wreszinski, Der grosse medizinische Papyrus des Berliner Museums, Leipzig, 1909 ; and J\ G. Wilkinson, Manners
and Customs, ed. London, 1878, ii. 354-358.
ii.

;
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and

its

(Greek and
treatment by rational

medical means belong to the domain of scientific
medicine. The help of the gods was sought in illness and accidents \>y purely religious means by
prayer, sacrifice, and, above all, the institution of
The gods granted their assistance
incubation.
either directly, by a miracle of healing, or indirectly, through the medium of an oracle of healThe subject will be fully treated in the artt.
ing.

—

Health and Gods of Healing, Incubation.

Ed. Thraemer.
(Hindu).— 1.
view of disease in India
all morbid and abnormal states of body
and mind for which no special reason was assignIn the
able were due to the attacks of demons.
medical charms of the Alharvaveda, the earliest
medical book of India, the diseases are constantly
addressed as demoniacal beings. Thus Fever, a
demon who makes men sallow and inflames them
like fire, is implored to leave the body, and is
threatened with annihilation if he should not
choose to do so.
O Fever,' says another charm,
thy missiles are terrible from these surely exempt
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— The

Disease.
was that

earliest

'

'

:

called Fever's brother's son.
were regarded as
specially dangerous to children. Thus infants were
liable to be attacked by Naigamesa, a demon

us.'

Itch (pclman)

The malevolent

is

spirits of disease
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with a goat's head, who is mentioned in early Sanskrit literature, and represented in an old sculpture
found at Mathura. Jatnbha, another Vedic godling of disease, was supposed to cause the trismus
of infants.
A dog-demon attacking boys is said
to mean epilepsy, or perhaps whooping-cough.
Another ancient superstition attributed the origin
of dropsy to Varuna, the god of the waters, who
binds the guilty, e.g. liars and false witnesses, with
his terrible snake-bonds, i.e. dropsy.
Elves and
nightmares, called Apsaras and Gandharvas, were
believed to pay nocturnal visits to men and women.
Disorders of the mind were also very generally
ascrihed to possession by a demon (bhuta), even in
scientific works on medicine such as the manuals
of Charaka and Susruta.
When the belief in
transmigration took hold of the Hindu mind, it
'

'

furnished a new explanation of the origin of
disease.
Diseases and infirmities were traced to
sins and offences committed in a previous birth.
According to this doctrine of the ripening of
deeds (karmavipaka), a mortal sinner will have
leprosy in a future birth a Brahman-killer, pulmonary consumption a drinker of spirits, black
teeth ; a calumniator, a stinking nose; a malignant
a thief of food, dysinformer, stinking breath
a thief of horses, lameness a poisoner,
pepsia
'

'

;

;

;

;

;

a stammering tongue a usurer, epilepsy an incendiary will be born a madman one who kills
a cow or steals a lamp will be blind, etc. (see
Most of these punishments
Visnusutra, eh. xlv.).
in a future life are symbolical.
As a consequence
of these beliefs, religious penances were performed,
for instance, by lepers in order to atone for the
heinous sins in a former existence to which their
;

;

;

was attributed. A more rational theory of
was found in the idea that worms gave
morbid conditions a universal belief which
may perhaps be viewed as the first germ of the
modern bacillus theory. Headache and ear and eye
illness

disease

—

rise to

diseases, as well as intestinal diseases, were attributed to worms worms in children and in cattle
also find special mention in the hymns of the
;

Atharvaveda. The ancient physician Jivaka (see
below) is alleged in the Buddhist scriptures to have
cured a patient by making an incision in his head
and pulling two worms out of the wound. The
medical Sanskrit works derive the origin of internal diseases principally from a wrong mixture
of the three humours (tridosa) of the human body
and thus distinguish
wind, bile, and phlegm
between wind, bile, and phlegm diseases.
Of particular diseases, fever is perhaps the most
important. It is called in the medical works the
'
king of diseases,' and appears to have been already
the most dreaded ailment at the time of the
composition of the Atharvaveda, the symptoms
mentioned suggesting true malarial fever.
This
corresponds with modern statistics, according to
which nearly two-thirds of the deaths in India are
due to fever. Leprosy is said to consist of eighteen
varieties, seven heavy, and the remaining ones
It is evident, however, that true leprosy belight.
came confused with various skin diseases. Smallpox (masurika) is first mentioned in mediaeval
medical works. The plague is not mentioned in
Sanskrit medical works, and seems to be of recent
importation in India.
2. Medicine.
Folk-medicine in India is closely
connected witli sorcery.
The most primitive
witchcraft looks very like medicine in an embryonic
state' (Sir Alfred Lyall, Asiatic Studies, 1st ser.,

—

;

—

'

1907, p.

118).

The

earliest collection of

charms

found in the Atharvaveda, which is reckoned as
one of tlie four Vedas, though it never attained
the same degree of sanctity as the other three,
probably because it contains incantations for destroying an enemy, the idea of injuring another,

(Hindu)

be he even an enemy, being opposed to the spirit of
Hinduism. In the medical charms of the Atharvaveda and of the Kriit.iikasiitra., the diseases, and
frequently the curative agencies as well, are addressed as supernatural beings (see above). The
remedies applied are based, in many cases, on a
rude kind of homoeopathic or allopathic principle.
Thus the yellow colour of a patient affected with
jaundice is sent where it naturally belongs to
the yellow sun and yellow birds the patient being
seated on a couch beneath which yellow birds
are tied.
The hot fever is sent to the cool frog,
who may be supposed to find it enjoyable. Dropsy,
the disease sent by Varuna, the god of the waters^
is cured by sprinkling water over the patients
head by means of twenty-one (three times seven)
tufts of sacred grass, the water sprinkled on the
body being supposed to cure the water in the body.
coral spear-amulet is used to counteract pains
that seem as if from a spear either rheumatism
or colic. White leprosy is cured by applying black
Ked, the colour of life and blood, is the
plants.
natural colour of many amulets employed to secure
Amulets, mostly derived
long life and health.
from the vegetable kingdom, are used a great deal,
the idea being that the supposed curative substance
has to be brought into contact with the body. The
sores, tumours, and pustules apparent in scrofulous
diseases are conjured to fall off, or fly away, because

—

—

A

—

they were supposed to have settled like birds on
the afflicted person.
The cure of wounds and
is effected by incantations which have
Kuhn with the Merseburg
Flow of blood is
charm of German antiquity.
charmed to cease by a hymn which seems to
indicate the use of a bandage or compress filled
with sand. There are many charms for the cure
of the poisonous bites of snakes, also charms directed
against poison not derived from serpents. Water
and tire are viewed as excellent remedies for many
The waters
diseases thus a Vedic charm declares

fractures

been compared by A.

'

;

:

verily are healing, the waters cure all diseases.'
Fire is especially invoked in charms against mania,
and sacrifices to the god of fire, burning of fragrant
substances, and fumigation are amongst the prinSome of
cipal rites against possession by demons.
the herbs used in medicine seem to owe their employment as remedies to their names only, not to

any real curative properties possessed by them.
The charms of the Atharvaveda have been fitly
compared with the sacred formula' of the Cherokees,
and other spells current among the Indians of
North America. On the other hand, they must be
acknowledged to contain a fairly searching diagnosis of some diseases, as, e.g., of malarial fever with
its accompanying symptoms, such as jaundice,
headache, cough, and itch.
The second period of Indian medicine is the
Buddhist period, ushered in by Jivaka Komarabhachcha, the contemporary of liuddha himself, of
the most wonderful cures are reported, and
whose name indicates that be was particularly
famous for the treatment of children s diseases.
The canonical books of the Buddhists contain a
number of medical statements. The famous Bower
MS, written in the 5th cent. A.D., and called after
an English traveller who discovered it at Mingai
in Central Asia in 1890, contains three medical
treatises, one of them being a spell against snake
poison, said to have been applied with success by
Buddha himself when a young pupil of his had
been bitten on the foot by a cobra. Buddhist
kings founded hospitals for men and beasts, and
The famous Budappointed regular physicians.
dhist convent at Nalanda in Bihar, of which some
ruins remain, had ample accommodation, in the

whom

7th cent. A.D., for 10,000 students of philosophy
and medicine.
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The
skrit

third period produced the
treatises

of

now current San-

Charaka, Susruta,

vagbhata,

Madhavakara, Vahgasena, Harita, Bheda, Vrnda,
on medicine in general or on particular
subjects, such as pathology, fever, infantile diseases,
materia medica, etc. Charaka is said to have lived
at the court of the Buddhist king Kaniska (c. A.D.
the great work of Susruta is said to have
120)
been re-cast by the celebrated Buddhist sage NagarThe
juna; Vagbhata was himself a Buddhist.
connexion of the modern period of medical science
in India with the Buddhist epoch is thus established, and the high stage of development reached
by it seems to date, in the main, from the Buddhist
time. The materia medica in these works embraces
an immense number of drugs belonging to the
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms. There
are special works on pharmacy and chemistry, containing ingenious processes of preparation, especially
of quicksilver and other metallic medicines, which
were prescribed internally as well as externally.
Indian surgery, as represented in Susruta and
Vagbhata, can boast of the practice of lithotomy
and laparotomy, and of operations performed in
cases of cataract, piles, disease in the uterus, for
forming new ears and noses (rhinoplasty, which
seems to have been borrowed by European surgeons
from India), etc., with more than a hundred different
Indian medical works and
surgical instruments.
doctors were exported into Arabia, and Charaka
and Susruta may be found quoted in the writings
of IlazI (c. A.D. 900) and other eminent Arabian
doctors.
Many medical Sanskrit texts were translated into Tibetan, and again from Tibetan into
Mongolian and other languages of Central and
Northern Asia.
On the other hand, it appears
probable that the physicians of India at an earlier
period learnt a great deal from the Greeks, especially in the field of surgery, their own knowledge
of anatomy being too limited to admit of the peranil others

;

formance

of difficult surgical operations. Moreover, the ancient superstitious notions were retained
them.
Thus a certain form of smallpox, which
by

treated with cold applications, is personified as
'the cold deity,' and is to be worshipped
with a prayer in which it is declared that, whenever
a person afflicted with smallpox addresses the deity
as Sitala, Sitala,' the eruptions will at once disappear from his skin, and that this goddess possesses
a rain of ambrosia for those tormented by pustules.
Seven forms of this disease are described, which
survive in the seven smallpox sisters, including
Sitala, whose worship is very common in N. India.
The more aggravated forms of mental diseases are
attributed to possession by a demon, and the cure
is to be effected by propitiating the devil with
oblations in a fire lighted in a temple, and with
gifts consisting of eatables, an umbrella, etc.
Infants are particularly liable to be attacked by a
is

Sitala,

'

demon, the symptoms described pointing to lock-

The treatment

of snake-bites includes the
When a child is born, various
ceremonies
take
religious
place, such as the offering of oblations in a fire kindled for the purpose, with a view to protecting mother and child
The prognostics
against the attacks of demons.
of disease depend in the first place on various
omens, such as the appearance and dress of the
messenger come to summon the physician, and
the objects or persons seen by the latter on
his way to the patient.
The Indian physicians
(kavirajas) of the present day, who belong to the
Vaidya caste in Bengal, and to Bralunan castes in
most other parts of India, have naturally been
losing ground owing to the introduction of European
scientific medicine into India
nevertheless they
continue to be consulted by the common people,
who also still adhere to the popular superstitions

jaw.

recitation of charms.

;

of old.
parts of
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(Jewish)

Various godlings of disease in nearly all
India are worshipped with offerings of

milk, (lowers, fruits, sweets, rice, betel-nuts, and
sometimes a goat. When a child becomes dangerously ill with smallpox, it is sometimes carried to
an image of Sitala, and bathed in the water which
has been offered to the goddess, some of which it
is given to drink.
There are also incantations for
almost every disease headache, toothache, fever,
dysentery, leprosy, madness, burns, scalds, snakeIn S. India devil-dancing is very
bites, etc.
common. Whenever the 'doctor' attending a sick

—

person finds that the malady will not yield to his
remedies, he certifies that it is a case of possession,
and the exorcizer is then called in to expel the
demon.
The malignant spirits, the supposed
authors of a plague, are tempted to pass into the
wild dancers and so become dissipated, the devildancers being also thought to become gifted with
clairvoyance and a power of delivering oracular
utterances on any subject of common interest. See,
further,

Disease and Medicine

(Vedic).

—

M. Bloomfield, 'The Atharva-veda,' in GIAP
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;
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DISEASE.

—

I.

Biblical.

— Three

Jolly.

(Jewish).

initial stages

—

I.

may

be traced in the perennial consideration of this
Disease so it was held is sent from the
subject.
Deity it is therefore a punishment for sins committed
that is, every one who sutlers from
disease has previously done some wrong for which
he is atoning by his bodily afflictions. It is obvious
that this case is completely covered by the larger
and more general question of evil, as dealt with, for
example, in Job. Yet, although the Book of Job
might be said finally to solve the problem as far as
contemporary thought was concerned, inquiry reasserts itself after a brief interval.
In the investigation of Biblical examples of sickness consequent on sin, care must be taken to exclude those cases where the punishment takes the
form of a violent or unnatural death. These are
included in the larger category of evil. Thus the

—

—

;

;

Korah (Nu lo 2"-) and that of the disobedient
1
prophet (1 K 13 "-) do not apply, but the death of
Bathsheba's first son (2 S 12") or the smiting of
the Egyptian firstborn (Ex 12 29 ) might certainly
be cited. It is also important to differentiate cases
where the sinner himself is smitten from those
where the punishment falls vicariously on others
who may be innocent, but whom the sinner loves
more than himself. To the former category belong the punishments of leprosy meted out to
to the
Miriam (Nu 12 ") and Gehazi (2 K 5- 7
latter, the death of Abijah, son of Jeroboam (1 K
14 12 ), for the death of the child meant the destruction of Jeroboam's fondest hope the foundation
of a dynasty.
Further, as a corollary to the latter
class may be mentioned those cases in which the
from disease because of {a)
suffers
community
case of

1

)

;

—

and (b) individual trespass. The community would seem to be punished because it participates actively or even passively by not rejecting
general

the criminal, for in the absence of duly appointed
every one's duty to take the law into
own hands. It is also suggested that the
knowledge that the commission of a certain action
may involve others in disease and pain may act
upon the evil-doer as a deterrent.
An enumeration of all the cases in the Bible

officials it is

his
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where disease

is

a punishment

is

It

unnecessary.

suffice to mention a few examples where it is
In some cases
inflicted as a retribution for sin.
leprosy is the means of chastisement thus Miriam

his

(Nu

all

may

:

K5

12 10 ), Gehazi (2

s7

),

and Uzziah

were smitten with this disease
and presumption respectively.

(2

Ch 26 21

)

for slander, avarice,

Shameful diseases
are the result of foul crimes or irreverence (e.g. 'Er
and Onan, Gn 38' etc. the Philistines, 1 S 5 12 '-)
;

;

and

17
(Gn 12 )

his household were afflicted
Pharaoh
with plagues on account of the abduction of Sarah
Ahimelech and all his house (Gn 20 18 ) were smitten
with barrenness for the same cause ; the Sodomites were struck with blindness (Gn 19") for their
;

attack on Lot
and, finally, Job's sickness is
ascribed by his friends to his sinfulness. Gluttony was punished by gastric plague and death at
Kibroth-hattaavah (Nu ll 34 ), and in the Tokhehdh,
or Rebuke chapters (Lv 26 u etc., Dt 28 16 etc.),
various diseases are enumerated which will inevitfollow disobedience to God's word.
ably
may trace the same tendTurning to the NT, we
Thus (1 Co ll 30 ) those who receive comency.
;

munion

an unworthy manner

in

sutler disease in

consequence. Further, there is the opposite case
of apparently undeserved blindness (Jn 9 Iff-), as an
explanation of which the possibility of sin in utero
used to be suggested and, finally, there are the
instances where disease is said to be due to Satanic
;

Mk 9",
agency or demoniac possession (Lk 13
Lkll").
That diseases follow sin may also be inferred
16

,

negatively from such passages as Ex 15 ('if thou
wilt surely hearken to the voice of the Lord
the diseases which I put on the Egyptians I will not
60
put on thee,' cf. Dt 28 ) or the Fifth Commandment, where longevity is the reward for obedience
to parents or, in a more general way, Lv 18 5 ('Ye
shall keep my statutes and my judgments by
1
doing which a man shall live').
Although these and similar instances are capable
of being classified under various different heads
and of being arranged in other ways, yet it is by
no means clear that alterations would produce
any re-adjustment of ideas with reference to the
theory of disease. It is not safe to dogmatize or
to differentiate between the attitude of the Pentateuch and the Prophets it is unwise to establish
distinctions of time or place, because in no subject
is there greater scope
for inconsistency.
The
human mind hovers between the Scylla of ascribing disease to the work of the Deity, and the
Charybdis of making disease accidental and so independent of Divine control, by which circumstance Divine omnipotence would be impugned.
The golden mean may offer a workable compromise, but it will not often bear philosophic
The Semites, as has often been
investigation.
shown, identified cause and effect. Pe'ullah means
both reward and the deed which merits the reward.
IJattath means both sin and sin-offering. The
children who mocked the prophet were devoured by
bears (2 K 2 a ), and the irresistible conclusion to
be drawn was post hoc. ergo propter hoc. The
writer of the Books of Kings views history purely
from the standpoint of morals; happiness and
misfortune, health and disease, are the result of
previous conduct and insistence on this theory was
the sole justification for the study of history. The
adoption of this attitude was conducive to a belief
in free will, since man thus had the power and
choice of avoiding disease, while the opposite
theory, which made disease fortuitous, led to preTo such an extent did the theory
destination.
that conduct alone is responsible for disease
26

.

.

.

;

;

;

'

'

;

1

See Manasseh ben Israel's Conciliator (tr. E.
1842), question 89, p. 138, question 104,
and question 139, p. 228.

London,

also pp. 20, 114,

II.

p.

Undo,
104

;

see

(Jewish)

prevail that

disease

Ch

16 M )

Asa

(2

he

sought not

is

blamed because 'in
Lord but the

the

physicians.'

The Deity, then, is the source of evil as well as of
good, since He is omnipotent. Yet already in
early times it was felt to be impious to ascribe
misfortune and disease directly to the Godhead.
all manner of expedients were adopted to
avoid such a position. In the Books of Samuel
the spirit of God is responsible for good and
happiness, while sickness and ill were wrought by
'a spirit from (nxp nn) God.' This was largely
developed in the Targums(cf. Memra, Logos, etc.).
There is no escape from attacking Divine omnipotence, if disease is independent of the Godhead.

Hence

'

'

Still disinclination to ascribe disease to God grew
and gained strength from the earliest times. The
example of Korah's sons is a case in point. All

the guilty parties gather together, the innocent
are warned to withdraw from their company, and
finally (Nu 26") it is stated: 'notwithstanding,
the sons of Korah died not.' Still stronger instances occur which afford negative proof. The
wicked cannot involve the righteous in disease and
death, but the righteous can, conversely, deliver
the wicked. Ten good men can save Sodom (Gn
18 82 ) ; punishment extends to the third and fourth
generation of them that hate me,' while lovingkindness prevails to the thousandth generation
6
(Ex 20 5 ). The Middath ha-Eahamim (attribute
of mercy) conquers the Middath had-Din (attribute
of justice).
Finally, the teaching of Job and of
Ezekiel established the idea of individual responsithe
doctrine that suffering and disease
and
bility,
are not necessarily the consequence of wrong'

-

doing.
In considering Rabbinic litera2. Rabbinical.
ture it will be found that the same tendencies may
are
be traced and the same stages observed.
brought back to earlier views such as may be found
in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets, and,
seemingly, the teaching of Job and Ezekiel is
completely gone. It will, therefore, suffice to
adduce a limited number of instances. In the
first place, slander is responsible for many diseases
this may be seen most clearly in Lev. Rabba xviii.
4 (ed. E. Schraentzel, Stettin, 1863, p. 29, fol. 15a,

—

We

:

outer

col. lines 1 ft.)
There was ]>c<ruth (engraving) on the tablets of stone [Ex 32 1 6].
ttdridh but heruth (freedom). Freedom from what?
R. Simeon b. Yohai says, at the
from chastisements
.
"
hour when Israel stood at Sinai and said (Ex 24 7) All that the
Lord hath said we will do and obey'," there was not among them
either one with an unclean issue or a leper or cripple or blind
or dumb or deaf or mad
concerning that hour is it said (Ca
4"): "Entirely fair art thou, O my companion, neither is there
blemish in thee." When they sinned, not many days passed
issues
when there were found among them those with unclean
" And
hour it is said
:

'

Read not

.

.

.

.

.

:

About that
(Nu 62-4),
they
camp every leper, etc." Henceforward
.
was liable to issues and leprosy. R. Huna
says
leprosy came for slander ... to teach thee that plagues come

and

lepers.

dismissed from the
Israel

.

only in consequence of slander.
should be studied.]

.

.

.'

.

.

.

.

[The whole passage

In the MekhUta on Ex 23 8 (ed. I. H. Weiss,
Vienna, 1865, p. 106a, top) acceptance of bribes is
said, on the basis of the Scriptural verse, to lead
to blindness
Every one who accepts money to pervert justice (or even to
execute justice) will not leave the world until he is bereft of his
eyesight. According to R. Nathan, one of three things will
he will lose his knowledge of the Torah, so that he
befall him
will declare unclean clean, or declare clean unclean, or he will
be in need of human aid, or he will lose his eyesight.'
:

'

:

A similar thought is expressed in the parallel
le
passage in Siphre to Dt 16 (ed. M. Friedmann,
Vienna, 1864, §144), towards the end of the section.
The ekhUta to Ex 15* (fol. 54-0 should also be
regarded. This thought may be followed in a more
extended form in Bab. 'Erukhin fol. 16a, where
R. Johanan (quoted by R. Samuel b. Nahmani)

M

says

:
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Plagues come

'

for seven sins,
bloodshed, perjury, oilchastity, pride, embezzlement, pitilessness, and slander, as it is
said (I's 101 8), "him who slanders his neighbour secretly, him
will

I

cut

off.

.

.

for

."'

The following verses are then cited to prove
each case respectively 2 S 3*>, 2 K 5- 3 -', Gn 12",
2 Ch 26 16 Lv I4 M
See also A both v. 1 1 (Singer's
Prayer Book*, London, 1900, p. 200)
'Seven kinds of punishment come into the world for seven
-

:

;,,; -

.

,

:

important transgressions. If some give tithes and others do
not, a dearth ensues from drought, and some suffer hunger
while others are full. If they all determine to give no tithes,
a dearth ensues from tumult and drought. If they further
resolve not to give the dough-cake (Nu 15'^°), an exterminating
dearth ensues. Pestilence comes into the world to fulfil those
death penalties threatened in the Torah, the execution of which,
however, is not within the function of a human tribunal.
At four periods pestilence grows apace in the fourth year, in
the seventh, at the conclusion of the seventh year, and at the
conclusion of the Feast of Tabernacles in each year
in the
fourth year, for default of giving the tithe to the poor in the
third year (Dt 14-s- 9 ) in the seventh year, for default of giving
the tithe to the poor in the sixth year at the conclusion of the
seventh year, for the violation of the law regarding the fruits
of the seventh year
and at the conclusion of the Feast of Tabernacles in each year, for robbing the poor of the grants legally.

.

.

:

;

;

;

;

assigned to thein' {i.e. gleanings, forgotten sheaves, corners of
the held [Lv 199, Dt 24»]).

The death

of

women

at childbirth

is

due

to three

the Rabbis does not fall within the scope of the
present article. Cures by prayer were frequent.
See Mishn. Berakhoth, v. :i (p. In, ed. Staerk,
Lietzmann's series, Bonn, 1910):
It. Hanina b. Dosa used to pray over the sick and used I"
say, "Such a one will live," "Such" a one will die." They said
" Whence
to him,
kuowest thou?" he replied, "If my prayei is
l
fluent in my mouth, I know that it will be received," ,
.
'

;

.

Reference may also be made to !]><?"> (Singer's
Prayer Book, p. 47 partly also on p. 16, § 8 of no.
58 of Lietzmann's series, Altjud. Gebete, Bonn,
;

1910) to ten n?-ia (p. 14S top) to the D'^nn <t>v?V, or
therapeutic use of Psalms (see also art. Charms
AND AMULKTS [Jewish]) and to the extremely
beautiful prayer before reciting the Psalms in
cases of sickness. 1 The prayer deserves careful
It must be observed that, although the
study.
Rabbis fully believed in the efficacy of prayer,
they did not, as the Christian Scientists do, deny
the existence of disease or the power of drugs.
The Essenes, for example, according to Philo,
joined the care of the body to that of the soul by
avoiding cities 'just as foul air breeds disease, so
there is danger of contracting an incurable disease
of the soul from
bad associations (Qiiodomnis
probits liber, § 12, cited in JE v. 227, foot, inner
column).
The principle of measure for measure,' fitting
the punishment to the sin (mo "Uja rno or mx» ttcj
ft p-niD T|3 Tito), was
strongly 'held by the Ra'bbis.'as
may be seen from the extracts cited above, but, in
spite of this, the solution of the problem was found
in the theory of n?n{j hv \<yB\
chastisements of
love' ('whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth '),
and this is, of course, the real solution of the
;

;

;

:

'

.

sins,
*
because they have been negligent in regard to their periods
of separation, in respect to the consecration of the first cake of
the dough and in the lighting of the Sabbath lamp (Mishn.
Shabb. ii. 6 [Singer's Prayer Book, p. 1211).
The effect of sin (yeser hil-rd) on
and on the
'

man

creation generally is to cause great disfigurement,
and mysterious diseases are due to sin.
The
passage from Bercshith Eabba and elsewhere
dealing with this point may be studied in F. R.
Tennant's Sources of
Original Sin, ch. vii. ft".
Finally, R. Ami says
'There is no death without sin, and there is no chastisement
.

.

.

:

'

without crime (Bab. Shabb. 55a

foot).

This passage should be

carefully studied.

Outside the immediate range of the Talmud and
Midrashim the idea may be traced frequently
Sir 31- (p. 24, ed. Strack, Leipzig, 1903)
In
all thy actions be modest, that no misfortune befall thee'; or Judah hal-Levi's Kitab al-Kliazarl,
;

'

e.c/.

pt.
'

:

ii.

§

58

:

was one of the wonderful traits of God that Hisdispleasure
for minor transgressions was shown on the walls of houses and
in the clothes, whilst for more grievous sins the bodies were
more or less severely stricken (p. 119, ed. Hirschfeld, 1905
see the whole paragraph).
It

'

:

II.

MEDICINE.— Connected with

the question

of disease is the question of cure.
The function
of the priest as physician is clearly laid down in
the Pentateuch ; he enjoys far greater authority
than the surgeon mentioned in Hammurabi's Code,
probably because his sphere of treatment was more
limited
in Assyria surgical operations seem to
liave been undertaken more commonly.
The
:

Rabbis declared that it was a positive commandment (ni?y_ nvs?) for a man to get himself cured,
on the basis of Ex 21 la (see also Rashi, in loc).
Healing as a result of special prayer occurs repeatedly in the Bible. According to the Rabbis,
all healing is a miracle, and repentance will effect
a cure. Thus Bab. Nedarim 41« declares
No sick man can recover from his disease until his sins are
forgiven
greater is the miracle performed to a sick man by
:

'

.

.

.

his restoration to health than that wrought to Hananiah, Mishael,
and Azariah (Dn 3 1-2(f-).
For their fire was earthly and any
mortal could quench it, whereas that of the sick man is from
heaven and defies human hand (see also further).
'

the Palestinian Rabbis denied that
demons could cause or cure disease (see Demons
and Spirits [Jewish]), for disease came from God
without reference to their agency (see also S.
Schechter, Fragment of a Zadokite Work, CamOn the
bridge, 1910, p. 1, ch. xiv. p. 12, line 3).
other hand, a man must not avoid sin on that
account alone.
A man must not say, " I will abstain from forbidden foods in
So, too,

'

order to strengthen my body and avoid disease, but in order to
do the will of my Father in heaven."
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(Persian)

.

.

'

'

whole problem of

evil
man's inability to realize
him evil or misfortune need not in
See Mishn. Berakhoth, ix. 5 (p. 17,
Staerk, Bonn, 1910, Lietzmann's series)

that what

is

:

to

reality be so.
ed.

:

'in
With all thy might [read not T|nkp
rvjD S35 TT\kq 'jdj
but rnp] for every measure (good or evil) which He meteth to
thee, thank Him.'
'

;

Misfortune is not necessarily evil, nor is disease
Man cannot always
necessarily the outcome of sin.
distinguish good from evil, and his mind has not
the power of perception, beyond a certain welldefined limit.
From the mouth of the Lord shall
there not proceed both evil and good ? (La 3 s8 ).
I
the Lord make peace and create evil (Is 45 7 ). The
inability of man to comprehend the Divine scheme
for the government of the universe leads him to
erroneous conclusions as to the nature of evil and
the origin of disease.
This was the generally
accepted conclusion.
Literature. JE, art. 'Medicine'; art. Charms andAmclets
(Jewish) in the present work Hamburger, art. Krankheiten
Maimonides, Guide, chs. on the Evils,' pt. iii. etc. (see Fried'

'

'

'

—

'

'

;

;

'

lander's

London, 1904) S. Schechter, Aspects of Habbinie
Theology, London, 1910, ch. xiv. etc. C. G. Montefiore, art.
tr.,

;

;

'Retribution,' in JQR, vol. v., July 1893; F. R. Tennant,
Sources of .
Original Sin, Cambridge, 1903, ch. vii. etc. S.
Levy, Doctrine of Original Virtue,' in Orig. Virt. and Other
F. Weber, Jiid. Theol.1, Leipzig, 1897.
Studies, London, 1907
.

.

;

'

;

Herbert Loewe.

DISEASE AND MEDICINE (Persian).-The
doctrines concerning bodily diseases and their treatment by medical art form a very considerable part
of the Avestan system.
In strict accordance with
the dualistic conception of the universe, bodily
disease and its treatment by medical art correspond
exactly with sin, regarded as a spiritual malady,
and its treatment by religious exercises conceived
as an ethical or spiritual medicine. Similarly,
owing to the dualistic division of the universe into
a good and an evil creation, all bodily diseases are
expressly declared to be creations of the Evil Spirit
In Vend. xxii. Ahura
(see under art. Dualism).
Mazda declares that Ahra Mainyu created 99,999
diseases (a fanciful number, like that of the Hindu

'

The

technical nature of cures

recommended by

Both of the last-named items may be seen at the end of
Heidenheim's ed. of the Psalms, Koedelheim. 1865.
1
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gods), which are variously estimated, however, as

As Pindar

90,000 in the Gujarati translation, or as 10,000
(Bund. ix. 4), or even as low as 4333 (Dinkart, ed.
considerable
Peshotan, vol. iv. cap. 157. 41, 43).
number of names of diseases are preserved in
various parts of the Avesta, and have been care-

Avesta esteems the cure by prayer or conjuration

A

and discussed, especially by Geiger
Kultur but most of the names are
decidedly obscure, and little improvement has been
made since Geiger's study even Bartholomae's
great lexicon throws no further light upon the
terms used.

fully collected
in his Ostiran.

;

;

It is fairly certain, however, that we may find in them fevers
((a/mi, dazhu), and diseases of the head (sdrasti, sdrama). As
skin diseases were and still are a special scourge of the Iranian
countries, we naturally expect to find mention of leprosy, and
as a matter of fact this dread disease apparently (in spite of de
Harlez's striking argument to the contrary) is indicated by the
term paeso vilareto tanus ( Vend. ii. 85 ; Yt. v. 92), probably
'
'
leprosy which segregates the body (cf. Pahlavi peseh, Pazend
In pdman (Yt. xiv. 48) we
piste, Mod. Pers. pes, Kurdish pisi).
may see either leprosy, according to the general interpretation,
or itch (S. E. Dubash), which is probably also indicated by
garenu. Among other terms, more or less obscure, the identification of which is largely conjectural, vdvereshi ( Yt. xiii. 131)
probably indicates a venereal disease ; ta/nu . . . tanuye
zoishnnye (Vend, vii. 173) maybe puerperal fever ; skehda (20.
v. 160) may indicate a rupture
aghosti (ib. vii. 145) and vazemnoasti (ib. xx. 9, 11) most probably signify rickets and caries of
the bone ; durnka (ib. xx. 14, 20) almost certainly calculus
kuruyha (ib.) seems to be the Modern Persian kuru, carbuncle
xxxvii. [1883] 64 ff.).
In dstairya
(Houtum-Schindler,
we seem to have the name of some eruptive disease, like smallpox or measles. Among a number of hitherto quite unidentified
terms, three beginning with azh- in all probability refer to
diseases caused by snake-bite.
;

;

ZDMG

The origin of the art of medicine as recorded in
the Avesta is supernatural, and associated with
the name of the hero Thrita, who, according to the
Vendiddd, was the first physician, the first of
those heroic, active, benevolent men, with magic
power, brilliant, powerful, before the giving of the
Law, who made the various diseases cease.' He
'

Ahura Mazda for a remedy against
poisons (vish-citrem, or perhaps eine von Giftpflanzen stammende Arznei [Geiger]), and a metal
knife (for surgical operations). Ahura Mazda
narrates that he gave him thousands and millions
of medical plants, among them the mysterious
gaokerena, the later go/cart tree, the source of all
medicines Vend. xx. 1-17). The Yashts appear
besought

'

'

(

to confound this Thrita with Thraetaona, whose
to be a patronymic derived from the
former for hisfravashi is invoked againstdiseases.
Darmesteter quotes Hamza as stating that Faridun
{i.e. Thraetaona) was the inventor of medicine, and
adds that the Modern Persian amulets against
disease bear the name of Faridun (see Charms and
Amulets [Iran.], vol. iii. p. 449 a ). Moreover, the
genius Airyaman (apparently the personification
of prayer) is also intimately connected with the
medical art. Ahura Mazda calls him to come and
expel disease and death Vend, xxii., xxiii. ). Later
on, in the Pahlavi Dinkart he becomes the tutelary
genius of physicians, to whom he gives miraculous
help to cure men's bodies. As we shall see, prayer
was always regarded as the most efficacious of

name seems

—

(

remedies.
The commonest term to indicate indifferently medicine,'
'healing,' medicaments,' or physician,' Is baeskaza, correspondbig to the Skr. bhishaj, bheshaja. In I'ahla\ we find this word
as beshaj, but more commonly under the curiously inverted
form bijishak, as in Modern Persian and in the Armen. words
'
bzhishk, physician,' and bzhshkel, 'heal.'
'

'

'

i

The Avesta attributes great importance to the
threefold division of medicine according to the
means employed : kercta, the knife urvara, herbs ;
mahthra, formula as we should say, surgery,
medicine, and prayer. This is also the well-known
division of the Greeks:
Pindar, speaking of

—

Asklepios, says (Pi/th.
•

•

;

iii.

91-95)

:

Tou? n&v /xaAaKcus

e7rao(ortis a/l0flfruv,

TOVS oe TTpOdavea.,
poi'Tus,
•frapfxaita,

i'|

TreprtTTTwe

place to eVaoioai, so the

first

;

:

:

wtciAtjc

0'

'OovoSjos

afJLVfJLOVOS,

aVTL&eoio,

Srjaal' CTTltTTaneVtos- eTraoioft 6' alfxa KcAau'bl'

lo-xrfoi' (Od. xix. 456-S).

There is an excellent specimen of these conjuratory formulae in Vend, xx.7 'Iconjure thee, disease!
I conjure thee, burning
I conjure thee, death
I conjure thee, fever
I conjure thee, headache
I conjure thee, smallpox (?)!'
There is a
striking analogy between these conjurations and
those employed by the Akkadians (Lenormant,
:

!

!

!

.

.

!

.

Chaldean Magic, Eng. tr., 1877, pp. 4, 20, 260).
These formula?, as with the Greeks and Hindus,
may, like so many other elements in the Avesta,
be derived from an earlier population (perhaps
1
The genius
Turanian) absorbed by the Aryans.
of metals, Khshathra Vairya, is said to have given
the first physician, Thrita, a knife with a golden
point for surgical operations (cf. Vend. xx. 3).
Careful instructions are given for the training and
examination of surgeons and physicians, based on
the principle of experimentum in corpore vili. The
candidate is to practise, not on a Mazdoean, but
on a r&ffwe-worshipper, that is, the follower of any
other religion. Should he operate upon one such
with fatal result, and again a second and a third
time, he is declared incapable for ever of practising
Should he persevere
either medicine or surgery.
and injure a Mazdpean, he is held guilty of a crime
to
homicide.
After
three successful
equivalent
experiments, however, he is considered a fully
medical
man
vii.
95-104).
(Vend.
qualified

A

serious view

was taken

must make

all

of a
physician's duties he
speed to visit his patients ; if the
disease attack one at nightfall, he must hasten to
arrive by the second watch ; if at the second watch,
he must arrive by midnight ; if during the night,
then by daybreak ( Vend. xxi. 9-11). The fees of
the physician are minutely regulated according to
the rank of the patient.
priest pays only by
:

A

liturgical prayers and blessings.
the various chiefs of a household,

The payment
a

village,

for

a clan,

or a province, are respectively an ass, a horse, a
camel, and a yoke of four horses whilst, for the
wives, female animals corresponding are required.
It would appear that later on these fees were
the Pahlavi
changed into monetary payments
commentator estimates the prayers paid by the
priest at 3000 stirs (Gr. crar-hp), whilst the yoke of
four horses is valued at 70 stirs.
It may be
remarked that the Avestan physician was also a
for
a
scale
of
charges is also
veterinary surgeon,
fixed for the treatment of cattle, great and small
(Vend. vii. 105-117), and it is distinctly said that
the same means must be employed for the cure of
a rabid dog as for one of the faithful (f 6. xiii. 97-99).
Turning now to the later Pahlavi literature, we
find the whole subject of the art of medicine most
fully and systematically treated in an interesting tractate incorporated in that encyclopaedic
work, the Dinkart, and forming ch. 157 of bk. iii.
printed in vol. iv. of Peshotan's edition (Bombay,
It is by far the most conII vols., 1874-1910).
It falls into
siderable chapter of the whole work.
An amusing remark by a more recent l'arsi commentator
;

:

1

tti-

-yut'ois

gives the

the best of all
so that the prayer-physician
(mahthro-baeshaza) is called 'the physician of
In
the Maiithra Spenta, or sacred
fact,
physicians.'
formula, is personified and invoked as a genius
'Ileal me, O Manthra Spenta, O brilliant one!'
It is Ahura Mazda himself who speaks, and promises
thousands of camels, oxen, and sheep ( Vend. xxii.
This mahthra is not prayer in our sense,
7-10).
but a conjuratory formula, as employed so often
Eastern
Homer, too, shows it as
among
peoples.
employed together with surgical treatment

irai'Tottey

tovv hi TOftois evTavev iipOovf.

quoted by Darmesteter (note to Vfnd. vii. 120) is thus naively
lie may not cure, but he ivilt do no barm !'
expressed
'

:
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to become medicinal. As an example of the former
the only plant
is given the myrobalan of Cabul
The miraculous (rajdato)
which is mentioned.
here clearly
trees, the Gokart and the white Hum
distinguished from one another are referred to as
Health is next divided into
sources of healing.
two kinds health of the soul and health of the
body; and the various oppositions between the
powers of the former and certain vices co-existent
In the
and yet hostile are detailed at length.
whole passage we have a well-sustained distinction
hamistarik
the
between
(diametrically opposed,
contradictory, excluding the opposite) and the bratarvato (co-existent hut hostile) ; and the passage

four distinct parts: (1) medicine, (2) the medical
man, (3) diseases, (4) remedies.
It is curious to remark that Hindu medical science also

—

howdistinguished the 'four feet' (pdda) of medicine, which,
the
ever, were reckoned as the physician, disease, medicine,
nurse ; while Hippocrates has a threefold division : r, Tf'xi-r, Sii
no'i o i^Tpiis (de Morb. Vulft. i. 1).
Tpiii\ to i-oerr/M", ° voaiav,

—

:

—

entirely confirms the sense of this latter difficult
word which the present writer propounded in the
similar distinction
Academy, xxvi. [1884] 397.
is then made between the elements of the body
and the hostile forces, cold and dryness, produced
by the Evil Spirit a veritable bellwm intestinum
between the four elementary qualities as described
by Galen and other early medical writers. Curiously enough, however, with the Iranians the
position of dryness and moisture is reversed, dryness and cold being together reckoned among evil
be explained
qualities an inversion, no doubt, to
by the rarity and consequent vast importance of
humidity in ancient Iran. The action of the blood,
of food, and of moderation are next explained, as

A

and

healing, viz. formulae, fire, herbs, acids,
the knife. Another interesting distinction is that
of prophylactic medicine (or hygiene, as we should
curative
say) for the preservation of health, and
medicine for the healing of disease. In accordance
are
also
of
with this, two kinds
practitioners
distinguished: the drills topat, 'master of health'
the
and
of
officer
biiishalc,
we
health),
(as
might say,
devoted
healer, or doctor. In the section specially
to the physician several questions are treated.
The supreme chief of corporal medicine is the
the
Sovereign (i.e. the king) of spiritual medicine,
Zarathustrotcma, or supreme high priest. The
matter (mato) on which the physician exercises his
art is defined to be, for the spiritual physician,
for the
the human soul endowed with a body
endowed with
corporal physician, the human body
a soul. The reciprocal action of body and soul is
then discussed with considerable skill, and corresana in
sponds pretty much with our idea of mens
corpore sano. The description of a perfect physician
of the body is worth quoting
'He should know the limbs of the body, their articulations
remedies for the disease should possess his own carriage and
'

'

;

;

:

;

;

an assistant should be amiable, without jealousy, gentle in
word, free from haughtiness ; an enemy to disease, but the
friend of the sick respecting modesty, free from crime, from
hand of the
injury, from violence; expeditious; the right
widow; noble in action; protecting good reputation; not
ready to listen
acting for gain, but for a spiritual reward
of
having become a physician by favour of Aryaman possessed
skilled to prepare health-giving
authority and philanthropy
from disease, to
plants medically, in order to deliver the body
and
to
further
and
multiply
peace
impurity
corruption
;

;

—

—

well as the necessary interdependence of spiritual
and corporal medicine.
An interesting question is that of the relations
between Iranian medicine and that of India and
The researches of Haas (ZDMG xxx.,
Greece.
xxxi.) and Miiller (ib. xxxiv. have conclusively
shown the great influence exercised by Greek
medicine on the Hindus, and a question of the
latter writer deserves our attention here
)

:

A fact which concerns not Indianists, but rather students
of Middle-Persian and Arabic literature, is this—it may be
deduced from the Arabic texts that it is worth while inquiring
by what road Indian medical literature reached the Muhamknow that Indian tales reached the realms of the
niadans.
is it not therefore obvious to
Chalifs through the Pahlavi
the same road for medical science?' (see also J. Jolly,
'

We

:

suppose

'Medicin,'

;

;

expel
the delights of

;

'

life

(§ 19).

regulations for the probation of the medical
candidate are the same as those we have quoted
from the Avesta, whilst, as for fees, the treatise
third part
simply refers to the sacred text. In the
we meet the statement that there are two funda-

The

*
„

GIAP

iii.

10, pp. 17-19).

We have indicated above certain parallelisms
between Iranian medical theories and those of the
Greeks, though none of them can be considered
out the
very decided. History, however, bears
of Greek medicine
probability of such influence
found
be
are
to
Greek
physicians
upon Persian.

;

;

—

—

The author begins by defining the basis or
foundation (bun) and the necessity of medicine,
action of the Evil
is, of course, owing to the
He next distinguishes between spiritual
Spirit.
and material medicine, and again between general
and individual medicine the former apparently
of the public health,
applying to the maintenance
and the latter to that of individual patients. It is
curious that, whilst on the whole following the
medical system of the Avesta as above described,
the Dlnkart recognizes five, instead of three, means

which

of
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at all epochs at the courts of Iranian sovereigns.

Such was the case even under the Aelioemenians
we need cite only Demokedes under Darius I., the
famous Ctesias, and Apollonides mentioned by
:

mental maladies, denominated/araciiW and aibibut,
which seem to indicate rather some forms of moral
evil, but their explanation is extremely obscure,
although the words occur in several treatises. The
Evil Spirit (Ganiik Mlnoi) is the cause of all evils,
both of soul and body— for the former, of every
for the latter, of
kind of vice and evil passion

Spiegel thinks it probable that in
populous cities foreign physicians often competed
with native ones. Under the Sasanians, too, we
find Greek physicians at the royal court, and
made
Spiegel is of opinion that Indian physicians
their way there also (Eran. Altcrth., Leipzig, 187S,

the latter.

;

582).
LiTERATCRE.— W. Geiger, Ostlran. Kultur im AUertum,
de
pp. 391-399; L. C. Casartelli, Trait.!
midecine mazdienne traduit du Pehlevi et comments, Louvain,

iii.

cold, dryness, evil odour, corruption, hunger, thirst,
old age, pain, and all other causes of malady and
death.' The number of diseases is given as 4333 ;
their names are simply those of the Avesta in a
One interesting division of
slightly altered form.
'

Erlangen, 18S2,

sous Its
1880, also La Philosophie religievse du mazd4isme
S. E.
Sassanides, Louvain, 1884 (Eng. tr., Bombay, 1S89)
Dubasb, The Zoroastrian Sanitary Code, Bombay, 1900— a
skilful attempt, by a highly qualified Parsi medical man, to
into correlation
bring the Avestan medical and hygienic system '
;

maladies is that which divides corporal diseases
into voluntary (such as venereal disease) and
whilst the diseases
involuntary (such as fevers)
of the vital principle (jano) are distinguished as
vices tending forward (e.g. passion and anger) and
those tending backward (e.g. idleness).
The fourth and last part of the treatise may
be styled therapeutic. The number of remedies
derived from the vegetable kingdom is said to be
those
seventy, and they are divided again into
which are by nature beneficent, and those which of
as
so
treated
be
but
are
their nature
may
poisonous,

to show my
with modern European medical science, and
educated co-religionists how well the laws of the Vendidad,
enacted for the preservation of health and for the observance of
laws
of hygiene
with
the
are
in
of
harmony
the purity
things,

;

and the principles

of the science of medicine.'

L. C.

Casaktelli.
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Disease.— Nothing made so powerful an imof primitive man as the
pression upon the feelings
Whether the
phenomena of disease and death.
end came as the inevitable result of a prolonged
I.
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—

called elf-disease, which injures mankind as ' elfshot' (A.S. ylfageseot, O.N. alfskud, Danish elverskud), striking the skin (A.S. on fell scoten), the
flesh (onjiwse scoten), the blood (on blod scoten), or
the limbs and joints (on lid scoten) ; or as the less

obstructed the airpassages from within, and thus caused the hale
and hearty youth to perish by suffocation, convulsively clutching at his throat ? The inmates of
the smoky turf-cabin bad often felt this malign
power at work, as it squatted crushing and squeezing on breast and throat, and had awaked with
screams of terror and bathed in perspiration it
was the dreaded alp (incubus, nightmare), who
had all but strangled them to death. By night
likewise they were seized by that frightful something which resides in the body permanently, and
thus differs from the alp that comes by night, or
even in the midday slumber, yet speedily withdraws again. The unwelcome visitations of the
incubus must have made a profound impression
on their victims
and it was an experience of
similar character which now and again befell them
in spring, when the storm was raging outside, and
alternate chills and burnings seized them, causing
the shiver of fever, tormenting them in sleep with
wildly-rushing dreams, and at length bringing
them in their delirium to the experience of things
which, as their house-mates affirmed, no one else
bad perceived the fell work, surely, of gTuesome
creatures, invisible, but to feeling all too real,

by ha'morrhage

or,

;

again,

—

—

:

;

:

which hemmed them in, prowled after them,
upon them like stealthy foes the spirits
and demons of disease, which the causal instinct,
with its unconsciously creative tendency and its
power of stimulating the imagination, depicted in

—

fell

endlessly varied forms, corresponding to the ob-

served phenomena accompanying the affliction.
A special object of misgiving was the unseen,
though living and potent, entity which dwelt in
friend and foe alike, which passea from the body
at death and left it behind, i.e. the soul, as
primitive man was always obsessed by the suspicion that departed souls still pursued their
friendly or hostile activities in the shadowy host
of disease-spirits.

Among the Teutons the souls of the dead were
believed to join the great demonic host which,
comprising elves, 'mares,' Truden, Schrate, and
trolls, swept along in the train of Woden and Holla
winged creatures who appeared everywhere, and
had their home in the savage forest. On occasion
the disease-demons assumed bodily shape, showing themselves in every variety of form, and appearing in the disease itself as worm-like threads
that creep under the skin, or as actual worms living
in wounds and sores, or being discharged therefrom. The idea of the wriggling worm as the embodiment of the disease-demon was widely current
among the Teutons. The demon was supposed to
emerge from the worm in the form of some winged
being, or of an ugly, crawling, slimy toad.
Next in importance to the ineubi, or spirits of
the dead, who afflicted the survivors with horrible
nightmares, or consorted with them lasciviously in
dreams, and who, in the form of some animal,
often forced their way to the fireside through holes
and cracks (cf. O.N. mara kvaldi, 'the torment of
the mare,' mara trad, also cauche-mar [cauc/ic,
from Lat. calcare, 'to tread'], 'the walk of the
mare '), it was the horde of alps creatures fabricated by the imagination from the nightmare
the F.lben, the race of elves (A.S.
alfcynn), who, as
:

—

(Teutonic)

noxious demons practised their w icked magic (A.S.
mlfsiden) upon mankind, especially in attacks of
fever.
They were the personal causes of the so-

struggle, or whether it befell with startling suddenness in the heyday of life in either case the
terror-stricken mind was forced to face the question as to the cause and origin of the dread occurrence.
Death from loss of blood and death by strangulation were of course more or less familiar incidents
But what mysterious
of the chase and of war.
power was it that suddenly opened the veins within the body, and brought a comrade's life to an end

—

injurious elf-breath, which, when merely blown
(O.N. alvgust, A.S. mlfblccst, Swed. clfveblast) upon
human beings, caused a swelling of the limbs or
even as a voracious sucking (A.S. celf-sogofyit) of
blood or marrow or bone or as some other vagrant
;

;

'

affliction (O.N. dlfa-volkum,
elf-roll,' cf. 'walk')
which falls upon a person in its flight.
a
'
onfall (A.S. on-feall),
fell a victim to such an

When

man

'

'

his neighbours said the elves are
Besides these, however, there

upon him.
were numerous

other noxious spirits ill-affected towards mankind,
as may be inferred from the personal cast of many
of the ancient names applied to particular diseases, as, e.g. Nessia, Nagedo, Stechedo, Troppho,
Touching - demons caused dysentery,
Crampho.
stroking - demons
lymphangitis, and anthrax
(cf. 'moon-struck'), face paralysis and mental de,

;

rangement burning-demons, blisters and gangrene
biting-, pinching-, scratching-, and bruising-de-

;

;

mons, skin-affection like cancer, extravasation of
blood, itch, freckles, or phlegmonous inflammation,
but they could also atlect the body internally, and
give rise to ulcers in the stomach (O.H.G. magobizado). As tearing-demons they produced gnawing
pains in nerves and muscles as striking-demons
they afflicted men with apoplexy and epilepsy,
with blindness and mumps as pushing-demons
they brought on hiccup, and the nbsch, which
presses upon the heart and the womb ; as prickingdemons they were the cause of pneumonia and
pleurisy, with their accompanying pains in the
side, and also of sunstroke as choking-demons they
caused disorders which constrict the throat (croup,
diphtheria) as binding-demons, rickets and phimas gripping-demons (liardgreip, widgreip),
osis
the swoonings and spasms of unemia, eclampsia,
and epilepsy as blowing-demons, disorders of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

eyes (especially blennorrhoea in the newly born)
and the blisters of anthrax, as also smallpox and
plague, though these, no doubt, were sometimes
ligured as dragons and griffins rushing hither and
thither, and killing people with the poisonous fumes
they exhaled.
Human beings were also exposed to the aggressions of certain repulsive creatures of diminutive
size, such as the dwarf*, who caused monstrous
births, local paralysis, lunacy, mumps, and similar
diseases (e.g. idiocy, apoplexy, herpes), produced
convulsions, molested people at night by crushing
and stifling, and, in particular, brought about

baneful fevers (thus A.S. divcorg practically means
an attack of fever). Evil-disposed demonic Sclielme
skellum ') smote man and beast with
(cf. Scot.
pestilence, conveying influenza (O.H.G. skalmo,
skelma) and the 'black death in fetid effluvia an
idea which reveals a glimmering sense of the
danger of infection, as does also the notion of the
Schelmenbeine in starveling cattle, the Pestschelme' being supposed to take material shape in
'

—

'

'

'

'

these.

Demons of disease dwelling in forests were also
regarded as the less noxious Schrate (goblins) and
wights, and were personified as Diisel (stupors), or
as yellow hags,' yellow-bellied Siilden, who knit
yellow vestments with yellow needles the yellow
smock-frocks which they throw over the bodies of
their victims as jaundice (Gclbsucht), or as red skin
(Pcllmergen) in erysipelas, or as tumid skin (Schwellmergen) in local dropsy. This idea, as implying
t he
personification of local affect ions, reveals a some'

—
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what more advanced conception of disease, which
most have coexisted from the outset with the demonistic view, the latter applying more particularly
to acute and chronic infections diseases, and the
whole brood of 'nervous' disorders. The demon

cure for scrofula and
At an earlier date the
struma ('king's evil').
power of curing disease was ascribed to the god
Thor, the great preserver in times of sickness and
But Odin
danger, the destroyer of evil spirits.
the Wise knew all the secrets of the magic which
counteracts the work of demons: 'succouring

view of disease has a direct link of connexion
with the NT conception of demons in the Gothic
word dtiiiuuiiarcis, and at length culminates in the
liieval theory of possession by devils (A.S.

istic

oracles of healing'
ful runes of life'

deofolseocnes).

Medicine. — In

the practice of healing, like2.
wise, a simple empiricism no doubt prevailed among
the ancient Teutons from the

first,

though natur-

ally the evidence of this fact has almost entirely
disappeared. But this experimental therapeutics

became almost inseparably combined with demonconceptions and modes of thought.
A wound was first of all cleansed and bound up
with vulnerary herbs. If the bleeding was profuse, the sore was sprinkled with the dust of dried
But, as
plants, and the bandage was tightened.
this did not always prove effective, recourse was
had to the 'more potent' remedies of which we
shall speak below as preventives, and this mode
of treatment was presently applied in all cases and
'for all cases'; i.e. it became customary to use
istic

—

—

such remedies at the very beginning of the treatment, as unexpected and apparently causeless contingencies might supervene in the process of healing complications as mysterious as they were
dangerous, such as inflammation, erysipelas,
in
diphtheria, hospital gangrene, and lock-jaw
short, all those concomitants of bodily injuries
which are now traced to infection. These unwelcome manifestations were regarded as gruesome
companions," the personified influences of malicious
denizens of the world of spirits and demons, though
they might also be due to the machinations of evildisposed human beings who were able to move the
demonic realm and make it subservient to their
will.
Moreover, there was always the possibility
that the invalid had in some respect neglected the
claims of religion.
He might have fallen short in
performance of his duties towards the friendly
deities of his people, so that they had sent the
injury as a punishment, or had given to the
wicked elves, whom they generally held in check,
that permission to work injury of which they
so fiercely availed themselves. For all such possibilities timely and rapid measures had to be taken.
Horror lowered upon primitive man from all sides,
and it was the part of wise counsellors both men
and women, but, in all that related to disease,
more especially women to soothe the terror-

—

;

'

—

,

—

haunted

soul.
Diseases of supernatural origin, and, in fact, all

painful things that could not be traced forthwith
to sensible causes, might be Divine punishments,
from which the sufferer could be absolved only by
expiation by the bloody or unbloody sacrifice.

—

The

priest secured his

people against
the demons of plague. Odin himself, however,
is the master-magician, the 'magic-father' (O.N.
as the sun-god he scatters the
gald ro-fatlicr)
nocturnal swarm of the 'night-goers' (nihtgenga)
he is the mighty elf-dispeller, the scourge of the
Nevertheless, it was also the
alps {gnrti alfa).
custom to otter sacriliee to the alps themselves
(al/ablot), who were often well-atl'ected towards
men, and had some knowledge of the plants that
must be dug on moonless nights. The cult of
Eir, the special goddess of healing, is of relatively
late origin
she was the personification of the
gentle hand of woman in nursing the sick (O.N.
But Odin still held
eira, 'to care for,' 'nurse').
his place as the supreme god of healing, and the
touch
of
Wodan's
healing
finger was long the
prerogative of English and Frankish kings desacrificing

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

{Bdvamdl,

11,

!)),

'long, power-

(Rigs]iula, 44), 'succouring staff's

i
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(Teutonic)

scendants of Odin- -as a

and protective runes' (Sigrdrifumdl, 5 and 9), and
'staffs full of healing virtue' (Hdvamdl, 145).
Here we come upon the most important element
in the healing magic directed against the demons
of disease, viz. the spell, which was inscribed on
rods, pieces of bark, or the skin, as, e.g., the hand,
of the invalid, and which might be whispered,
All the ancient
spoken, chanted, or shouted.
Teutonic languages furnish numerous examples
of such spells or charms
more especially formulae
for the healing of wounds, the stanching of blood,
and the prevention of swelling and mortification.
Thus, Hartmann von Aue tells how, after a wound
had been bandaged, Gawan, faithful to ancient

—

Teutonic custom, uttered the spell
Zer wunden
wundensegen.' Again and again in the 'bloodcharms' we find the phrases: 'stant plot fasto,'
'

:

Nor are other possible
'
dyn stekent, dyn
vulent, dyn stinkent,
a speli
dyn swerent, dyn rennent sholt iaten'
which calls for uninterrupted convalescence. But
'

verstand

dfi,

bluotrinna.'

contingencies forgotten

dyn

swillent,

killent,

;

thus

dyn

—

the folk-medicine of the ancient Teutons comprised similar spells for many other ailments.
Thus we find charms for worms, designed to expel
the ncsso (worm) with niun nessinchlinon ('nine
little worms') from the marrow, through veins,
l
or to
flesh, and skin, and so out of the body
kill it, or cause it to drop from the sore in the
form of maggots. There were also fever-charms,
used for destroying or expelling 'ritten
charms
for fracture and dislocation, spoken while the
injured limb was being stroked or rubbed, and
supposed to help the disconnected bones to recharms for the eye, which arrested rununite
nings, swelling, pain and dimness in that organ
charms for convulsions, curing epilepsy,
wild
shot,' gout, obstruction of bowels, colic [bercold
and
muoter),
irregular
pains,'
gout
charms for consumption, curing all forms of wasting disease charms for swelling, which removed
intumescences (e.g. wens) and swollen glands
charms for the teeth, which destroyed
(kyrrill)
the worms of toothache and caries birth-charms,
which were uttered before the knees of a woman
in labour, and helped to usher the child safely
into the world and bring away the afterbirth (as,
e.g., in the Edda, they were 'sung vigorously'
for Bbrgny by Oddriin, supported by the birthrunes 'painted on hands and joint-bandages' as
health-marks').
Sometimes the expedients employed took the
form of slips of bast inscribed with formulae
similar to the foregoing (zouborgiscrib), and suspended in little boxes [plechir) around the invalid,
or bound upon the diseased part (ligaturoe) while
they were also used as prophylactics, as amulets
for the breaking of sickness.' But charms were
likewise of avail for the transference of diseases
to another place, and for conveying them to
;

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

animals and trees ('branch-runes,' 'which must
be learned by any one who would be a physician,'
Charms were spoken or chanted in
[Edda]).
gathering medicinal and magical herbs, in making
decoctions, and in other proceedings, such as passing or creeping through split trees
they were
uttered over an unconscious invalid, or while a
;

'

—

'

the celebrated O.H.O. Munich wonu-charm,' which
will he given in full in the art. .Maoic (Teutonic).
1

Cf.
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rune-embellished gold ring was being moved in
a circle round las wound probably also when an
iron or bronze ring was fixed round a limb as a
prophylactic against demons, and even in jumping
through the solstitial tire, the smoke of which
the leaper tried to catch and retain in his clothes
as a protection against fever.
The practical parts of these various expedients,
and many other actions of the same kind, were,
no doubt, frequently perhaps more frequently
employed without spells, the place of the latter
being gradually taken by new manipulations,
articles of clothing, and other paraphernalia, e.g.
wooden masks, hats, cloaks, bags with the most
fantastic contents, such as talons, claws, nails,
the stockhair, small bones and similar trumpery
in-trade of the witch-doctor (shaman, medicineman) all over the world. Such objects as images
of the gods were dipped in water in order to
endow it with special remedial virtues cakes
were baked in the form of the powers of healing,
and then eaten ; wooden arTns and legs were hung
up in temples or groves as votive offerings, while
magic stones, with or without runic writing (stones
of life), were worn as amulets.
Such were the medical ideas, practices, and
devices by which the ancient Teutons sought to
cure existing disorders and to secure themselves
But even
against possible injuries to health.
those remedial measures which might at first
sight seem to be purely natural were in many
cases conjoined with a superstitious element.
Thus, when applying a rolling massage to the
abdomen for troubles in that region, the doctor
would have in his hand a beetle or some such
creature, into which the disease, or the demon
:

—

—

—

;

;

'

;

;

'

pp. 605 ff. (also separately, pp.
'
Uber gernianische Heilkunde,' in Janus,
22, 136-162, 'Krankheitsdamonen,' in
'

'

'

it, was supposed to pass ; while, in trying
to dislodge the demons of pain from certain parts
of the body by fumigating them with the incense
of narcotic herbs, the operator softly uttered a
The demonistic
spell, or chanted a magic verse.
theory of disease was itself of empirical origin.
Even here a slight though real element of fact
underlies all that is merely fanciful, and it was
only as a secondary phase that it unfolded that
riotous luxuriance which took shape finally as an
imaginary host of disease-demons encompassing
These demons were the outcome of
mankind.
what might be called observation of pathological
found its materials in all manner
which
symptoms,
such deof deformities in men and animals
formities, again, adding fresh matter to the ideas
born of the nightmare, and constantly confirming
them by apparently positive evidence just as the
intestinal or external parasite seemed to corroborate the personifying animistic theory of disThe parasitical theory of disease is thus
ease.
intimately related to the demonistic.

causing

;

—

The anti-demonic incantation was usually regarded as appertaining specially to the individual,
who used it to protect himself against, or deliver
while the
himself from, some particular demon
bloody sacrifice performed by the tribal priest was
designed to guard the whole tribe against surprise
But we
attacks by the host of disease-spirits.
also find incantations of an almost general character used as safeguards against possible onsets
whatever elf it may be
of demons
against
All conceivable com(sy }'cet ylfa ]>e him sie).
;

'

binations of the supernaturalistic
of magic and the physico-chemical
of manipulation and pharmacy have
in the course of centuries, nor can
be said that, in the folk-medicine of

'

therapeutics
therapeutics

been evolved
it even yet

the Teutons
or other races, the purely natural standpoint lias
finally carried the day.
Literature.— W. G. Black, Folk medicine: A Chapter in the
History of Culture, London, 1SS3 ; C. P. Caspari, Vine Autjuslin

160); M. Hofler,
(1S97-9S), pp. 10-

(1907)

ii.

ARW

ii. (1S99), pp. 86Besegnungsformeln,' ib. vi. (1903), pp. 163-178, Deutsches
Der Alptraum als
Krankheitsnamenbuch, Munich, 1899,
der
in
Janus, iv. (1900), pp.
Krankheitsdamonen,'
TJrquell
512-518, Altgermanische Heilkunde (Handbucher d. Gesch. d.
Medizin, i. [1902]), pp. 456-480 ; L. Laistner, Das Rdtsel der
Sphinx: Grundzuge einer Mythengeschiehle, 2 vols., Berlin,
1S89 JT. F. Payne, English Medicine in Anglo-Saxon Times,
Oxford, 1904, pp. 94-142; W. H. Roscher, 'Ephialtes,' in
ASG (phil.-hist. Classe), xx. 2 (1900) Widlak, Die aberglaubischen u. heidnischen Gebrauche d. alten Deutschen nach d.
Zeugnisse der Synode von Lifting im Jahre 743,' in Jahresbcr.
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A. Wuttke, Der deutsche Volksaberglaube 3 Berlin, 1900.

164,

'

;

'

;

,
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K. SUDHOFF.

(Vedic).^-Xiwiitation of the subject.
The distinction between
charms for the cure of disease (bhaisajydni) and

—

other charms

frequently evanescent.
They
special closeness the charms to

is

'

'

—

(Vedic)

fnUchlich beigelegte Homilia de sacrilegiis, Christiania, 1886
T. O. Cockayne, Leechdoms, Wortcunninq and Starcraft of
Early England, 3 vols., London, 1864-66 (Bild. d. angels. Prosa,
vi. 1905)
O. Ebermann, Blut- nnd Wundsegen in ihrer Entwickelung dargestellt,' in Paltestra, xxiv., Berlin, 1903;
G. Gering, Die Edda, ubersetzt v. erldutert, Leipzig and
n.d.
Vienna,
J. Geldner, Untersuchungm zu altenglischen
Krankheitsnamen, Diss, and Real-Gynin. Program, Augsburg,
Altnordische Heilkunde,' in Janus, xii.
1906-8; F. Gron,

approach with

secure long life [ayusyani, cf. MAGIC [Vedic]) on
the one hand, and the charms of exorcism (cf.
Witchcraft [Vedic]) on the other. Moreover,
charms for easy childbirth, for abortion, and for the
promotion or destruction of virility might properly
be classed among them, but are in fact classed
regularly among the rites pertaining to women
Instead of
(strl-karmdni, cf. Magic [Vedic]).
attempting any theoretic distinction, it seems best
to follow the Hindu classification, and treat in
this article only charms of the type contained in
the bhaisajya-chavters (xxv.-xxxii. of the Kauiika
Sutra, reserving the related charms for the articles
cited above.
The chief source for our knowI. Sources.
ledge of the beliefs relating to disease in Vedic
times and of the practices based upon them is the
Atharvaveda. Of hymns or parts of hymns intended to secure the cure of more or less sharply
defined diseases, the Atharvan Saihhita. contains
The practices by
something over a hundred.
which these were at one time accompanied are
given in the bhaisajya-cha.pi,ers of the Kauiika
Sutra.
)

—

It cannot, of course, be always confidently asserted that the
practices there described are identical with those employed
when the hymns were composed. But that the statements of
the ritual are, in the main, based upon a good understanding
of the hymns is shown by the flood of light that the study of
the ritual has thrown upon the interpretation of the hymns
(cf. the history of their interpretation which is given in
'
the Commentary to pages 1-48 of Bloomfleld's Hymns of the
.\tliar\a-veda,' SBE, vol. xlii.). That the treatment of the
hymn n the ritual is secondary is sometimes too hastily assumed.
Thus vi. 44 is clearly a charm against avrava (diarrheal ami
urt(ifcara(productionof wind in the intestines), but \Kau6ika \\\\.
6 is supposed to rubricate it in a remedial rite against slander.
The position of the rite in the KauHka shows that it is intended
for the cure of some disease, and, if the commentator is right
(as he most probably is) in saying that it is to be employed
'
in case of slander,' this means only that the origin of the
disease vdtikara is ascribed to the evil speech of an encim (cf.
below, for disease originating from curses, evil eye, and sorcery)
a naive, but not improbable, conception. On the other hand,
both the materia medica of the Kauiika and its therapeutic
practices slight as these are seem more advanced than those
Smnlnt'i itself. In some cases also the connexion be..f tin
tween tile rite and tin- hymn is so superficial that there can lano doubt of the secondary mechanical adaptation of the one l"
the other. In such cases it is usual to assume that the rite has
been made to fit the charm. In view, however, of the great
conservatism that in general controls such practices, and the
probable pre-historic origin of certain Atharvan charms (cf.
Btoomfleld, 'The Atharva Veda,' p. 61, and the literature there
cited), the opposite possibility deserves more consideration. In
all events, we can seldom
lie
present state of Vcilic studies, at
hope to do better than understand an Atharvan hymn as the
i

—

—

—

i

Kauiika understood

Taken

it.

together, the

two sources furnish a better
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picture of primitive medicine than

disease.

;

These demons of disease are generally vague in
outline and indefinite in number, and are known by
the names pUacha, raksas, atrin, and kanva. Of
their various pernicious activities, it may be noted
that the pihte/ia devour the Hesh of their victims
the etymology of
(Atharv. iv. 36. 3, v. 29. 5)
atrin points in the same direction, while the
kanva prey especially upon the embryo (ii. 25. 3).
Other unnamed demons (ib.) are suckers of blood
and takers away of fatness, while in xix. 36. 6
figure the dog-like she-demons that recall the dogdemon of epilepsy (Apastambiya Grhya Sutra,
xviii. 1) and the dog-like gandharvas of Atharv. iv.
37. 11. Another class of beings to whose influences
diseases are ascribed are the gandharvas and their
consortsthe' mind-bewildering 'apsaras {cf. Atharv.
;

'

:

—

'

indogerm. Altertumskunde, 1901, s.v. Korperthe Atharva can hardly be said to go.
The apparent distinction between veins and arteries
in i. 17. 3 is offset by the occurrence of the same
words in vii. 35. 2, with the more general sense of
'internal canals,' meaning entrails, vagina, etc.
showing how vague were the ideas held with
regard to such subjects. The isolated statement
d.

theile'),

—

8. 10,

'what

is

diseased shall become urine,'

be mentioned as an accidental approximation
To be noted, however, is the
to a partial truth.

may

fact that the Hindu theory of the constitution of
the body of three elements bile, phlegm, and wind
—does not appear in the early Atharvan texts.
Vatlkrtanakanl of vi. 44. 3 cannot be urged as

—

proof to the contrary, as

it

means, not

'

destructive

of (diseases) produced by the wind in the
(vatakrtanas'ani), but 'destructive of that

2. 5, iv. 37, xix. 36. 6).
Insanity in particular is
ascribed to their influence (cf. vi. 111. 4, also Rigvedax. 11.2; Pischel, Vedische Studien,\. [1889] 188,
and the statement of Taittiriya Samhitd, iii. 4. 8.
4
The gandharvas and apsaras render mad him
that is mad'). The raksas, too (Atharv. vi. 111. 3),
can steal away one's senses. In Atharv. v. 29. 6 f.
is indicated one way in which the demons obtain
possession of their victim by entering him with
It is with this possibility in view that
his food.
Kauiika xxvi. 10 orders as a hygienic precaution
that the sacks of grain belonging to the sick man
shall be surrounded with a ring of heated pebbles.
As the Atharva makes but slight distinction between demon and human sorcerer, it is not surprising to find the latter causing disease (Atharv. i. 28,
iv. 28, xix. 39. 1) or diseases attributed to magic
for methods of thus producing disease, cf.
(iii. 7. 6
art. Witchcraft [Vedic]), curses, or the evil eye
ii.

;

of ix.

all

xxviii. 9-11).

Atharvan practice of medicine. (1)
2. The
Knowledge of anatomy. The Atharva evinces a
very thorough knowledge of what may be called
the coarser anatomy of the human body, naming
its various external subdivisions, and many of its
internal organs. Thus ii. 33 is a long list of the
disease is to be
parts of the body from which the
torn similar lists occur also in ix. 8, x. 2, and xi. 8.
Beyond this knowledge, which was to a great extent
a pre-historic acquisition (cf. O. Schrader, Eeallex.

—

763

(Vedic)

the ardti (certain female demons) are
shiin.
ft is also clearly implied by the fact that
the Kau&ika contains, among its remedial practices,
ceremonies which consist merely in the driving
away of the demons that are causing the disease (cf.
xxv. 22 'M\. xxxi. 3-D: in providing the patient
with an amulet to resist their attacks (XXVI. 26f.,
or in spells to dissipate and
xxvii. 5f., xxviii. 7)
remove the harm they have done (xxvi. 29-32,
that

been preserved in any literature of so early a period.
the
to
is
added
interest
Further
subject by the fact
thai these medical charms are the germ from which
was
The stage
evolved.
medicine
Liter
Hindu
the
of its development represented in the medical
Nostras implies several centuries of evolution from
the standpoint of the Kauiika, and is now known
(through the discovery of the Bower MS.) to have
been attained previous to the 5th cent, of our
era.
The relation of the later medicine to the
Atharva is recognized by the Hindus themselves,
who regard the Yajurveda as an 'after- Veda'
(uparcda) of the Atharva. Hindu medicine in
turn has, through the Arabs, left its effect upon
European medicine.
Other Vedic texts, owing to the purpose of their
the
composition, do not have occasion to handle
phenomena of disease in the same concrete fashion,
and to the same extent. Apart from the addition
of details of a similar nature, their chief contribution consists in a picture of the general attitude of
Into this
their authors and users towards disease.
picture as a background the details of the Atharva
The difference between
tit with perfect harmony.
the hieratic texts (the Kigveda in particular) and
the Atharva is neither a difference in time, nor a
difference in enlightenment between the adherents
It is rather the difference in
of these Vedas.
attitude of the priest and the physician (each
liberal enough to employ on occasion the resources
of the other) when brought face to face with
lias

'

body
which
has been made into wind.'
Evidently, from its
association with diarrhoea, it refers to wind in the
The later theory, which appears first
intestines.
in the Svapnddhyaya, Atharv. Par. 68, is, of course,
familiar to the commentators, who endeavour to
foist it upon the Kaniika.
The popular
(2) Theory of the origin of disease.
mind is ever ready to see in disease the manifesta-

—

To the
tion of the will of a supernatural power.
Atharvan this power was generally one of the
believed
himself
which
he
demons
hosts of
by
surrounded. How slight was the distinction made
between disease and possession may be seen from
a hymn like Atharv. ii. 4, which is directed
against disease and demon alike. Compare also
v. 23. 2, where Indra is invoked to destroy the
worms in a child, and it is immediately declared

—

;

15 and 16, vi. 96. 2, xix. 35. 3, and Kaui.
xxvi. 35, xxix. 15-17).
Theoretically the diseases themselves are demons,
and in some cases, e.g. viskandha and saniskandha,
it is impossible to decide whether the word should
be considered the name of a demon or of a disease.
But the personality of disease-demons is rarely
strongly marked, and none of them is exactly
comparable with the later smallpox goddess
The closest approach is to be found in
Sitala.
takmaii (fever), the Atharvan name for the disease
known to the later medicine as jvara (cf. esp. the
hymn v. 22, in which he is adjured to go elsewhere and i. 25, vi. 20, and vii. 116, in which he
Certain scrofulous sores called
is offered homage).
apachit are supposed to move of their own volition,
as they rly through the air and settle upon their
victim.
So much is this the case, that earlier interpreters understood the word as the name of a
noxious insect. As in other popular systems of
medicine (cf. A. Kuhn, in Kuhn's Zcitschrift xiii.
49 ff. and 113 ff.), a nnmber of diseases are ascribed
to the presence of worms (practically a form of
demon [cf. above]) located in various parts of the
(ii.

7, v.

;

,

body, and most fantastically described (cf. Atharv.
ii. 31 and 32, v. 23, with numerous parallels in
other texts to be cited below).
Less frequently the Atharva ascribes a disease
to one of the greater gods, and then often as a
Varuna sends dropsy to
punishment for sin.
punish crime, especially falsehood (cf. Atharv. i.
10.

1-4,

10.

ii.

once also,

i.

1, iv.

25. 3,

16. 7, vii. 83. 1-4, xix. 44. 8

the

takman

is

;

said to be his son
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sent by him], and in vi. 96. 2 [a charm employed
by KauHka to heal the dropsy, but probably
originally of a wider scope] the prayer is to be
freed from the toils of Varuna, the foot-fetter of
Yama [Death], and every sin against the gods ').
Certain sharp pains are ascribed to the spear of
Rudra (Kaus. xxxi. 7) the arrow of the same god
causes tumours (Atharv. vi. 57) the takman and
the kdsikd (cough) are his weapons (xi. 2. 22), and
in xi. 2. 26 he is said to send the takman.
ceremony to his children, the Maruts (Kaui. xxvi.
Diarrhoea is
24), serves as a cure for leprosy.
connected in i. 2 with the arrows of Parjanya (the
rain-god), and lightning (Agni) is regarded in i. 12
as productive of fever, headache, and cough.
Taksaka, a serpent-god, is worshipped in Kaui.
xxviii. 1, xxix. 1, xxxii. 20 (charms to cure the
bites of poisonous reptiles).
The supposed hereditary nature of some disease
seems implied in the name ksetriya (the interpretation is disputed), but even it has demons that
produce it. Finally, the iami-tree is supposed to
have some evil influence on the hair (cf. Atharv.
vi. 30. 2 1., and Kaui. xxxi. 1).

[i.e.

'

;

;

A

The diseases

(3)

treated. — The

identification of

the diseases treated in the Atharva is difficult in
the extreme. In the tirst place, there is nothing
that can be called diagnosis in our sense of the
term. The practitioner is concerned merely with
of the cause of the
the troublesome symptom
symptom, the disease itself, he knows nothing.
Sometimes the symptom, e.g. jalodara- ('waterbelly'), is definite enough to enable us to identify
more frequently it is not, e.g. the
the disease
terms apachit ('sores') and aksata ('tumours')
must have covered a great variety of afflictions
from the most harmless to the most malignant.
In the next place, the KauHka, as a rule, does not
state the disease for which its charms are intended.
This important item is left to be inferred from the
hymn rubricated. Unfortunately the hymns often
combine the most varied diseases extreme instances may be found in ii. 33, ix. 8.
The commentators (of much later date) endeavour to supply
;

;

;

this deficiency. Their statements, however, are not only frequently contradictory, but are also evidently affected by their
knowledge of the later Hindu medicine. As an example of the
way they work may be taken Kesava's statement that Kaus.
xxx. 13 is a cure for dropsy, heart-disease, and jaundice. Both
the ritual and the hymn rubricated (vi. 24) are plainly concerned primarily with dropsy this disease is frequently complicated with heart-disease, which is, therefore, mentioned in
the hymn. But in i. 22 (a cure for jaundice) heart-disease is
Kesava seems to have reasoned
also incidentally mentioned.
that, since the cure for jaundice (i. 22) cured heart-disease,
therefore another cure for heart-disease (vi. 24) must also cure
Finally, there are many obscure terms both in the
jaundice
Saihhitd and in the Sutra.
;

!

The most dreaded

'

disease was the fever especially predominant in the autumn (viiva.iarada). Its
later name jvara does not occur in the Atharva,
where it is known as takman, a name which
conversely is confined to this Veda. To it especially
are devoted i. 25, v. 22, vi. 20, vii. 1 16 ; and to its
specific, the kustha-y>\e.nt (Costus speciosus), v. 4
and xix. 39 ; incidental mention of the disease is

found in

and
long

10.

i.

12. 2, iv. 9. 8, ix. 8. 6, xix. 34.

ganit,

is

10, 39.

1

The Ganamdld, Atharv.

list (cf.

compass

'

Kaus. xxvi.

its destruction.

made by taking

1

Par. 32, gives a
n.)of hymns that en-

This
the

list,

takmandinna-

hymns cited
them the hymns against
iii. 7), against yaksma (iii.
first five

above, and adding to
ksetriya (ii. 8 and 10,
11, vi. 85 and 127), various panacea-hymns (ii. 9,
iv. 28, v. 9, vi. 26 and 91, ix. 8), and a hymn (vi.

—

heat
42) originally intended to appease anger
forming the tertium comparationis. The symptoms
described are alternation between heat anil cold,
delirium, return of the fever either (at the same
hour) every day, or every third day, or omitting
every third day. Associated with it are jaundice,

(Vedic)

certain red eruptions

(v. 22. 3), headache, cough,
spasm, and itch (pdman), the last being its brother's
son (v. 22. 12).

Yaksma (also rajayaksma, ajnatayaksma, to
which Taitt. Sam. ii. 3. 5. 1-3, 5. 6. 4-5 add papayaksma) seems to have in the Atharva (cf. ii. 33,
iii. 11, v. 29.
13, vi. 127. 3, ix. 8, xix. 36 and 44)
no narrower signification than 'disease.' With
this accords the statement of Vaj. Sam. xii. 97
that there are a hundred varieties of yaksma.
The employment of its hymns in the takmandianagaiia implies either a disease of marked febrile
symptoms or (preferably) such an indefinite meanSo also does the fact that Sdntikalpa, xxiii.
ing.
2 employs yaksmopaghdta as a synonymous name
for this gana, while other texts have the form
yaksman, congenerically adapted to takman.
Zimmer

(Altindischcs Lcben, 1S79, p. 375ft'.), in accord with the later medicine, sees in it a pulmonary
disease.
But a variety of yaksma. called jdyenya
(Taitt. Sain. I.e.), is probably identical with the
Athavvan jdyanya for jdyanya is associated with
;

yaksma in Atharv. xix. 44. 2, and called rajayaksma by Kesava at Kaui. xxxii. 11. All this will
be correct if yaksma means simply disease,' and
still in
harmony both with Darila's statement
(loe. cit. ), that jdyanya is some species of tumour
'

etymology and the
a venereal disease.
Venereal disease (grdmya) is treated in Kaui.
xx vii. 32 f., while the hymn there rubricated deals
with ajnatayaksma and rajayaksma.
Sayana's
statement, that consumption produced by sexual
excesses is meant, is evidently an attempt to
harmonize the ritual with the meaning of yaksma
Here may be added the
in the later medicine.
mention of abscesses (vidraclha, vi. 127, ix. 8. 20)
(aksata), and the fact that both
ritual point to jdydnya's being

'

'

;

'scrofulous swellings' (apachit); and the similar,
but harder, closed tumours (aksata, vi. 25 and
'

'

57, vii. 74. 1-2, 76. 1-3).
Leprosy (kildsa) is the
Kesava also
object of two hymns (i. 23 and 24).
its
cure
the
to
practice (Kaui. xxviii. 13)
assigns

with the kustha-\>h\nt, which Darila, supported
by the Ganamdld, declares to be a cure for fever.
Kesava's statement has probably no deeper basis
than the fact that kitstha in the later language

means

leprosy.

Ksetriya

is

another term of uncertain meaning.
it as 'inregularly explain
though 'chronic disease' has

The Atharvavedins
herited

disease,'

recently been suggested by Jolly. No description
As in the case of
its symptoms is given.
yaksma, the inclusion of its hymns (ii. 8 and 10, iii.
7 [cf. besides ii. 14. 5]) in the takmanaianagana
suggests either a disease of marked febrile character
Even if, as is most
or a general term for disease.
probable, the word means 'hereditary,' there is
no reason to believe that the designation was
accurate.
Easily identified, on the other hand, is dropsy
(jalodara). To its cure i. 10, vi. 22-24 and 96, and
In vi. 24 it is associated with
vii. 83 are devoted.
heart disease an instance of good diagnosis. The
mention in the same hymn of pain in the eyes,
heels, and front part of the foot refers to the
characteristic puffing of these parts. Heart-disease
of

—

(hrdyota, hraaydmaya) is mentioned only
dentally (i. 22. 1, v. 20. 12, 30. 9, vi. 14. 1, 24.
in
1, 127. 3), and probably referred to any pain
the region of the heart. Paralysis (paksahata, lit.
inci-

hemiplegia)

is

mentioned

in

the

KauHka

itself

(xxxi. 18), but the hymn rubricated is extremely
obscure, and was probably not intended for this

purpose.
Excessive discharges (asrava), and in particular
diarrhoea (atis&ra of the later medicine), have For
their cure i. 2, ii. 3, and probably also vi. 44 (cf.
There is perhaps an allusion to it in
above).
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connexion with fever in

v.

22.

4.

The

opposite
troubles, retention of urine and constipation, are
the subject of i. 3 according to Kau&ika xw. 10 ft".;
the hymn itself seems, however, to be entirely
concerned with the first of these diseases.

Cough (fats, Jcdsa) is mentioned in connexion
with fever (i. 12. 3, v. 22. 10-12), and is also the
object of a separate ceremony in which vi. 105,
vii. 107 are rubricated.
Balasa is variously interpreted as consumption and as internal sores
the assonance both with Icasa and with kildsa is
noteworthy, and strengthens both interpretations.
The hymn in which it figures most prominently
is vi. 14, rubricated by Kaui. xxix. 30 in a ceremony which Kesava terms a phlegm-cure.' This
term cannot, however, be taken to indicate neces'

'

'

'

;

765

(Vedic)

In a rite
expulsion of demons) may be employed.
against madness, Kaui. xxviii. 12, Atharv. v. 1. 7
is rubricated
epilepsy (apamiidra) is said by Kesava
to be one of the diseases for which i. 22 is employed
at Kaui. xxvi. 14-21.
(irahi, 'lit,' 'seizure, is
practically a she-demon (cf. ii. 9. 1, 10. 6, iii. 11. 1,
;

vi.

112.

1,

viii.

2. 12,

xii.

demon

— Another

3. 18).

which seizes children is jambha apparently a designation of convulsions or lock-jaw (cf. ii. 4. 2;

Kaui. xxxii.

1-2).

The Kauii/ca, in accordance with its method of
treating symptoms, has also cures for 'thirst'
(xxvii. 9-13) and 'fright' (xxvi. 26 f.), which we
should hardly class as diseases. The latter may be

vi. 127. 1-2, ix. 8. 8, 10, xix. 34. 10.
In connexion
with it (v. 22. 11) appears udyuga,

what we call nervousness, but V. Henry lias no
for interpreting the former as dipsomania.
Inauspicious marks (cf. art. 1'rowgies [Vedic]) on
the body (pdpalaksana, xxxi. I
arista, xxviii.
Kesava thinks
15) are also treated as diseases.
that the ceremony to remove wrinkles (Kaui.
xxv. 4f. ) has reference only to wrinkles in a young
man, in whom they are portentous. The ceremony to stop the loss of hair (Kaui. xxxi. 28),

'spasm.

employing two hymns,

'

some throat disease, as it means any disease
ascribed to an abnormal condition of the phlegm
sarily

'

'

in the technical sense of the later medicine (for
Kesava's use of such terms cf. xxvi. 1 and 28).
Baldxa is also mentioned in iv. 9. 8, v. 22. 11-12,

perhaps

1

Headache (itrxaktt, iJrsCimaya) is mentioned in
i. 12. 3 and v. 4. 10, both times in connexion with
fever, and also in ix. 8 an effort to enumerate all
diseases.
The practice of Kaui. xxviii. 13 is said
by Darila to be a cure for headache, while Kesava

—

it in a broader fashion.
Neuralgia [visalis mentioned in vi. 127, ix. 8. 2, xix. 44. 2 ;
pain in the ribs (prstydmaya, inter-costal neuralgia?) in xix. 34. 10 rheumatic troubles are perhaps
meant by viskandha, and samskandha (i. 16. 3, ii.
with these
4, iii. 9. 6, iv. 9. 5, xix. 34. 5, 35. 1)
may be associated viiara (ii. 4. 2), diarika, and
viianka (xix. 34. 10). Some sharp internal pain is
ascribed in vi. 90 to the spear of Rudra.
Its exact
nature is indeterminable, but the later medicine
the
same
term
to
colic.
A
applies
limb-splitting
disease (ahgabheda) also occurs in xix. 44. 2, while
two hymns (ii. 33, ix. 8) aim at eradicating pain
and disease from all parts of the body. Pains in
the eyes (cf. also v. 4. 10, 23. 3, vi. 24. 2, 127. 3)
and ears may be especially mentioned.
separate
charm for diseases of the eye (alajl occurs also in
ix. 8. 20 as the name of some form of
eye disease)

applies

yaka)

;

;

'

'

A

found in vi. 16 according to its manipulation in
Kaui. xxx. 1-6.
The parallelism of the hymn
is

with v. 23 suggests that the pains in the eyes are
ascribed to the presence of worms.
For diseases
ascribed to worms cf. above.
Of more external evils a 'flow of blood' {lohita,
vi. 127, vilohita, ix. 8. 1, xii. 4. 4) means,
perhaps,
bleeding at the nose (cf. the association with
diseases of the head in ix. 8. 1).
special charm
against bleeding is i. 17 (rubricated at Kaui. xxvi.
10), to stop, according to Kesava, either an external
or internal haemorrhage, or excessive menstruation.
Against the last of these troubles is directed the
practice of KauS. xxviii. 15, rubricating v. 6. The
cure of wounds and fractures is the object of iv. 12
and v. 5 (rubricated at Kaui. xxviii. 5-6 and 14).
Wounds or sores of unknown origin (ajnatdrus)
are healed with vi. 83. 4.
In a snake-infested
country like India cures for poison were sure to be
in demand.
For the poisonous bites of snakes the

A

Atharva contains three charms
besides one

(vii.

(v. 13, vi. 12, x. 4),

56) against the bites of scorpions

and other poisonous reptiles, and another (iv. 6
and 7) against the poison of arrows. Internal
poisoning does not seem to have been treated
separately.
In certain forms of disease, e.g. mania,
epilepsy,
the distinction from possession is very slight.
In case of possession, iv. 20 and 37, vi. 2. 2, or 52,
or 111 (this last hymn speaking
unmistakably of
madness), or the chatanagana (list of hymns for

warrant

;

vi. 136 f., evidently composed for this very purpose, is to be ascribed to
the same motive rather than to vanity.
person
whose hair has come into contact with a samt-tree
is called iamjluna ('cut by a in mi-tree'), and is
to
be
in
of
supposed
danger
suffering some injury
to his hair.
For his benefit is the ceremony of
Kaui. xxxi. 1, and the hymn rubricated seems to
have had the same case in view.
Finally, a number of ceremonies are designated
as panaceas (cf. Kaui. xxv. 4-5, 20, 21, 22-36,

A

xxvi.

xxx.

1,

34,

17-18,

xxvii. 5-6, 27, 34, xxviii. 8, 17-20,
5, xxxii. 3-4, 18-19, 26-27),

xxxi.

though in some cases a more narrow interpretation
seems possible.
That
(4) The materia medica of the Atharvans.
the waters should be considered healing is most
natural in virtue of both their cleansing and their
cooling properties. So it is stated in Atharv. ii.
29. 6 that the waters give strength, and in iii.
7. 5 = vi. 91. 3 that they are remedial and expel
disease (cf. also the passages from the Rigveda
cited below).
In the Kauiika, water is employed
most frequently, either for its own sake (so the
holy water in xxxi. 21) or as a vehicle for other
remedies.
To the waters are especially devoted
the hymns, Atharv. i. 4-6, employed as a panacea
at Kaui. xxv. 20, and vi. 22-24, employed as cures
for dropsy at Kaui. xxx. 11-13.
Of particularly
great efficacy, however, is the water dug up by
ants (cf. Atharv. ii. 3, vi. 100, and Bloomfield,
Am. Jour. Phil. vii. 48211'.). Hence earth from
an ant-hill serves as an amulet, a drink, or an

—

external application for the cure of diarrhcea,
etc. (Kaui. xxv. 7), and of ksetriya (xxvi. 43) and as
an antidote for poison (xxxi. 26, xxxii. 6). There
is the possibility of the patient's
receiving sufficient
formic acid (cf. art. Charms and Amulets [Vedic]
for method of investiture) to act as a cathartic.
In all these passages, except xxxi. 26, there is
associated with it a lump of ordinary earth.
The
separate use of the latter as an emetic in Kaui.
xxviii. 3 (so Darila) is doubtful, as Kesava and
Silyana understand the fruit of the madana-tree.
Noteworthy is the fact that both the clod of earth
and the ant-hill seem to be looked upon as growths
(cf. their inclusion in the list of auspicious plants,
Kaui. viii. 16). Similar remedies are earth from
a mole-hill, to cure constipation (Kaui. xxv. 11),
this material being selected because the animal
makes its way through dark passages, and also
because one of its names, akhukarlsa, is compounded with a word for 'excrement' (cf. Sa/a.
patha Brdhmana, ii. 1. 1. 8) and earth from a
bee-hive (xxix. 10), as an antidote to poison.
;

;
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Plants are to the Vedic mind the offspring and
the essence of the waters, the embodiment of their
curative properties. Hence they, too, are implored
to bestow remedies (cf. Atliarv. vi. 96, and esp.
the long hymn viii. 7 addressed to all plants, and
cf. also
used as a panacea at KauL xxvi. 40
the osadhi-stuti of the Rigveda cited below). The
list of plants employed as remedies in the Kauiika
in a number
is long, and comprises the following
of passages (xxv. 20, xxvi. 40, xxvii. 5, 20, 33,
xxix. 30, xxx. 8, 11, xxxi. 8) the prescription calls
auspicious trees,' that is, the trees
simply for
enumerated in viii. 15. Of trees in this list are
;

:

'

specifically prescribed: paldia = Butea frondosa
(xxv. 30, xxvi. 34), a tree of pre-eminent holiness
because of its mythical associations (cf. art.

Chakms AND AMULETS [Vedic]) kampila = Crinum
;

amaryllaccw

varana = Crata:va
jahgida = Terminalia
vetasa= Calamus rotang (xxvii.

(xxvii. 7, xxviii. 8)

roxb. ( xxvi. 37 ; cf
arjuna (xxvi. 43)

same art.

.

;

;

) ;

Other remedies figure in the

of auspicious
iaml= Prosopis spicigera
plants (Kaiii. viii. 16)
xxxi.
iamakd
(xxviii. 9,
1);
(xxxi. 1); darbhagrass=Poa cynosurides (xxv. 37, xxvi. 30, xxvii.
xxxi.
2
after
its use as sacrificial
23,
[Com.]) ; also,
10).

list

:

straw, barhis (xxv. 31) ; rf«ri>a-grass=millet (xxvi.
13); rice (xxix. 18; cf. also the use of porridges,
below) and barley, yava (xxv. 17, 27, xxvi. 2, 35,
;

xxx. 17), efficacious because fancifully connected with yavayati, 'he separates.'
Another plant not in this list, but evidently employed because of its holiness is the so»ui-plant
43, xxviii. 20,

(xxxi. 22).

Other plants owe their efficacy as remedies to
their anti-demoniacal qualities (for these qualities
cf. art. Witchcraft [Vedic])
ihgida-o\\ (xxv.
30)
tila, taila = sesamum and the oil made from
it (xxvi. 1, 13, 43, xxvii. 33, xxix. 8) ; reed (xxvi.
:

;

27); virina and uilra = Andropogon muricatus
(xxv. 30, xxvi. 26, xxix. 24-26, xxxii. 13) ; hemp
(xxv. 28, xxvii. 33) ; khadira = Acacia catechu (xxv.
23 f.) ; mustard (xxv. 23, 27, 31, xxx. 1 ff.; cf. also
the Asurikalpa, Atharv. Par. 35); trapusa = colocynth (xxv. 23 ; also mentioned by Kesava at
xxvi. 22, where it seems to be used principally for

colouring property). The use of wood from a
club (xxv. 23) belongs to the same category.
number of other plants owe their employment
to more or less fanciful etymologies:
unja -grass
= Saccharum munja (xxv. 6, xxvi. 2, 33, xxxii. 3),
associated with munchati, he loosens.' Leaves of
the paraiu-txee, axe-tree,' are employed at xxx.
14 to cause sores to open, and wood of the krmukatree at xxviii. 2 to cure wounds inflicted by poisoned
'
Growth
arrows, because karmuka means bow.
of the hair is promoted (xxxi. 28) by the nitatmplant, 'she that takes root,' with which are
associated the jim (root jlv, 'to live') and the
alakel plants.
The laksa of xxviii. 5 seems to be
a synonym for arundhati of the hymn iv. 12, felt
to contain arus,
wound,' and the root dha, to
set,' and hence employed to cure fractures and
wounds. Bunches of grass (stamba) are employed
(xxix. 4) to confine (root stambh) the effects of
poison they are also added (xxxii. 3, 14) to water
with which a patient is washed or sprinkled.
lotus roots (bisa,
In addition are employed
combined with ala and ula, xxv. 18) haridra=
Curcuma longa, as a cure for jaundice (xxvi. 18)
[because of its yellow colour], as an antidote to
poison (xxviii. 4, xxxii. 7 [Com.]), or as a panacea
It is also prescribed, according
(xxxi. 5 [Com.]).
to the commentators, in the cure for leprosy of
xxvi. 22. As the cure consists merely in painting
out the spot, Eclipta prostrata or indigo may be
used instead. There is mention also oipr&niparnl
its

A

m

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

=Semionitis cordifolia roxb. (xxvi. 36); pippdU,
pepper (xxvi. 38) black beans (xxvii. 14) sadam;

;

(Vedic)

puspa (xxviii. 7); kustha (xxviii. 13); aldbu =
Lagcnaria vulgaris (xxix. 13 f. ); khnlatula (xxix.
15 f.
karira = Capparis aphylla roxb. (xxix. 20)
iigru = Moringa pterygosperma (xxix. 23); &aka =
Tectona grandis (xxx. 4) vibhjtaka-nut = Bellerica
)

;

;

;

terminalia (xxx.

9)

;

?u'A'«/o-plant (xxx. 10)

;

iami-

bimba = Momordica monadelpka (xxxi. 8); Sirnaparnl=Azadirachta indica (xxxi. 8) priyahgu =
Panicum italicum (xxxii. 2). The commentators
;

at xxv. 10 also mention, as instances of substances
that promote micturition, camphor, Tcrmirudia
chebula, and hantitki.
The fragrant powders employed in xxvi. 29 are
probably made from plants, and owe their etticacy
to their fragrance, just as the use of liquorice
On the other
(xxxii. 5) is due to its sweetness.
hand, the piitika-gra.ss is employed (xxv. 11) in
a cure for constipation, because of the offensive

odour implied in its name.
Next in prominence to the plants are the products
of the cow, which, as partaking of its holiness, are
used either for their own efficacy, or as a suitable
vehicle for other remedies butter (djya and sarpis,
:

xxv. 4, 8, xxvi. 1, 8, 29-33, xxvii. 14, xxviii. 4, 13,
xxix. 22f., Com. to xxxi. 5 and xxxii. 7); curds
(dadhi, xxvi. 13) milk (xxvi. 17, xxviii. 14, xxxi.
milk and butter (xxviii. 6) butter24, xxxii. 2)
milk (xxxi. 23). The hair of a red steer is employed
(xxvi. 14), cow-dung (xxvi. 22), and cow-urine, the
particular remedy of Rudra (cf. below), at xxxi.
11.
The panchagavya (five products of the cow),
which afterwards becomes a potent panacea, is not
yet concocted, though all its ingredients are in use.
Its preparation and administration are described
in one of the Atharvan Parisistas, Brahmakurcha;

;

;

vidhi.

Pood of any sort (xxviii. 12, 15, xxix. 16) may
serve as a vehicle, but porridges (xxvi. 19, xxvii.
10, 31, xxviii. 3, 16, xxix. 15, Com. at xxxi. 5 and
xxxii. 7), especially rice porridges (xxvi. 18, xxvii.
32, xxix. 27), are thus employed most frequently,
or even separately administered.
Honey (xxvi. 1,
xxviii. 28, xxxi. 23) and fat (xxvi. 1) are also prescribed, and in xxxii. 1 the mother's breast serves
as a vehicle for giving medicine to an infant.
number of substances are applied, on account
of their offensiveness, to sores, in the hope of inducing them to fly away powdered shell and dog's
saliva (xxx. 16) ; the scourings of teeth and pollen
of grass (xxxi. 14 f. ); rock-salt and spittle (xxxi.
17).
Comparable perhaps is the administration of
rotten fish in xxvii. 32. Of animals comparatively
little use is made ; the frog figures in a cure for
fever (xxxii. 17), and yellow birds in a cure for
jaundice (xxvi. 18), but in both cases the disease is
to be transferred to them.
The porcupine serves
in xxix. 11 f. as an antidote to poison, because he
is an animal not liable to trouble from snakes.
Por the same purpose also an unknown insect is
employed as a representative of the mythical steed
of Pedu (cf. Bloomheld,
xlii. 605 IT.).
Also
for mythical reasons are employed in xxxi. 18 ff.

A

:

SBE

earth that a dog has stepped upon, and a louse
from a dog (cf. ib. p. 500 ff).
Manufactured
articles are employed chiefly as amulets (cf.
below). There occur also wood-shavings (xxv. 11);
grass from a thatch (xxv. 37, xxvii. 3, xxix. 8,
xxx. 13, Com. at xxxi. 2) old clothes and broom
(xxviii. 2); bowstring (xxix, 9, xxxii. 8, 10);
:

;

pramanda, tooth-wash (xxv. li).
The efficacy of these remedies depends not entirely upon themselves, but also upon the method
of their preparation and administration.
In the
first place, as in other magic performances, there

is a
quasi-religious performance (cf. art. Magic
[Vedic]), and the remedies are regularly daubed
with the leavings [sampata) of the offering. There
are other requirements besides the offerings must
;
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sometimes be made from cornucopia instead of a
spoon (xxv. 30), or the medicine must be administered from cornucopia (xxviii. 8), or from
a particular sort of cow's horn (xxxi. 6), or a red
copper vessel (xxix. 19), or through a yoke (xxvii.
or must be prepared
1), or with a pestle (xxix. 22)
in a vessel of reed and stirred with a reed (xxvii.
10), or stirred with poisoned arrows (xxviii. 3) ; or
;

used must be a forest lire (xxix. 19), or
or built on a mat
of birds' nests (xxix. 27)
The place of
of reeds floating in water (xxix. 30).
the ceremony is not always a matter of indiffercure
of
one
:
ence
dropsy (xxxii. 14) must be atthe

tire

made

;

tempted at the confluence of two streams, other

cures at the cross-roads (xxv. 30, xxx. 18), or in
The position of the patient
a ditch (xxvii. 4).
(xxvii. 10, 25), the clothing and food of the celebrant (xxxi. 28), are also efficacious. So, too, is
the time of the ceremony thus that of xxvii. 212.") must be
repeated at sunrise, noon, and sunset.
:

The time most frequently

prescribed

is

avanaksatre

(xxvii. 29, xxviii. 5, xxx. 9 [Darila], xxxi. 28, 'at

stars fade away '). The purpose
is clearly expressed in Atharv. iii. 7.7:' when the
constellations fade away and when the dawn fades
away, (then) shall he shine away from us every
In one case (xxxi. 28),
evil and the ksctriya.'
where the purpose is to secure (black) hair, the
time is further defined as before the crows come.'

the time

when the

'

(5)

The Atharvan methods of treating

diseases.

—

Of practices of a real therapeutic value the KauMka
contains but little. The most delicate is the probing of the urethra, which seems to be prescribed
(xxv. 15-16) for the relief of one suffering from
retention of urine. It is instructive to observe
that the discovery of this operation may be due to
an attempt to carry out practically the statements
I split open thy pasas like the dike
of the hymn
relaxed is the opening of thy
of a lake,' and
bladder.' Originally, however, these were probably
nothing but the usual statements of the conjurer
that he was accomplishing what he wanted to
similar instance (at a later period)
accomplish.
of the evolution of a practical out of a magical
proceeding may be seen in Darila's comment on
xxv. 12, where the giving of an enema is substituted
for an operation, the symbolism of which should be
transparent. The same hymn (Atharv. i. 3) harbours another practice, the real value of which
may have helped the Atharvavedins in the cure of
minor troubles. The urine is to come out with the
sound splash,' and the ritual speaks also of the
pouring out of water a piece of symbolism to be
attributed unhesitatingly to the time of the comThe sound of flowing water,
of the hymn.
Eosition
owever, does exercise a benelicial influence in such
cases, especially when the trouble is of a nervous
'

:

'

A

'

—

A

origin.
compress of sand is employed (Kaui.
xxvi. 10) to stop the flow of blood, and the practice
is indicated in the hymn itself (Atharv. i. 17. 4).
In Kaui. xxviii. 3 an emetic is given to one wounded
by a poisoned arrow\ The application of leeches to
sores is found in Kaus. xxx. 16, but accompanied
by other ceremonies that one would expect to pro-

duce infection of the wound ; and the same may
be said of the breaking of pustules (xxxi. 10) by
rubbing them against the door-post. In Kaus.
xxxii. 24 a torch is applied to the bite of a serpent.
The original intent must have been symbolic, but
the result may have been some sort of cauterization.
Apart from these instances, the treatment is
always magical. As usual in the Atharva, it is
magic veneered with religion. The employment of
a hymn is regularly accompanied with an oblation,
perhaps even inserted in the elaborate framework
of the

New and

Full

Moon

Sacrifice

(cf. art.

MAGIC

and it is this oblation, generally through
the leavings of the offering, that gives efficacy to

[Vedic]);
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(Vedic)

the ceremony.

Of the hymns but

little

need be
1

They
said, as all are accessible in translations.
are prayers addressed to the gods, or to the disease,

or to the remedy, with more or loss explicit indicaSometimes the
tion of what is wanted of them.
author adopts a more confident tone, especially
when he knows the name or lineage of the disease,
or its remedy, and thus has them in his power.
Then he states what he is doing, or orders the
disease to depart.
For, according to a well-known
an efficient
principle of magic, a verbal statement is
symbolical imitation of an act.
The ceremonies are of greater interest. As the
diseases are generally ascribed to a demon, the
problem for the practitioner is the removal of this
troublesome being. The methods of accomplishing
this are in general either to propitiate or to exorcize
the spirit, and in this we have the division into
homoeopathy and allopathy. In the one case, the
demon is given what is most acceptable to him, as
being of his own nature ; in the other case, he is

brought into contact with what is presumably the
most repugnant to him.
Some ceremonies in which the exorcistic character

Kaus. xxv. 22-36,
specially noticeable are
lubrication of the chatcmagana (list of expelling
in
which the cure is
xxxii.
xxvii.
18,
6,
hymns) ;
xxviii. 11, in
effected by the laying on of hands
is

:

;

of magic powder is drawn round the
house to prevent the return of the demon xxix. 7,
where the door is opened to facilitate the departure
and xxxi. 3, a curious ceremony in
of the demon
which the ottering is made in a fire surrounded by
a ditch filled with hot water, the potency of this
ring having been increased by circumanibulation.
The apparatus seems to be a trap for the demons.^
The methods by which the magical substance is
brought into contact with the patient may next be
noted. In cases where this constitutes the whole
of the ceremony the references are in italic figures.
Inhalation wood is laid on the fire, and, according
This is
to vii. 28, the patient breathes the smoke.
part of the ceremony for expelling demons (xxv. 23)

which a ring

;

;

:

and worms

(xxvii. 17, 20, repeated at xxvii. 26,
Its use alone (xxv. 20 f.) as a panacea
also be simply exorcistic.
Fumigation occurs
at xxxi. 19 and 22. The breath of the performer
The power in the laying
is also efficacious (xxv. 9).
on of hands has already been met with ; hence it is
not surprising to find that poison may be driven out
(xxxii. 23) by rubbing the patient from head to
foot.
Rubbing is also prescribed (xxxi. 9) for sores

xxix. 30).

must

There are many applica5) for wrinkles.
must be smeared or rubbed on, as ointments (xxv. 4, xxviii. 6, 10, xxx. 5, xxxi. 9) other
substances are either smeared over the whole body

and (xxv.

tions that

;

of the patient (xxvi. 18, 29, 36, xxviii. 13) or applied
xxxi. 18, 26).
locally (xxv. 8, xxvi. 22, 34, xxix. 23,
All these applications seem intended to benefit the
of
cases
in
another
but
(cf. above)
group
patient ;
the purpose is apparently to drive sores away by
to them the most offensive substances.

applying

indication is given, the rubbing
must be downwards, to drive the trouble into the
part of the body where it can do least injury,
and finally out of the feet. This rule, implied in
Kigveda x. 60. 11-12, may be taken as universal;
so also the precept (Kalis', xxviii. 13) that the rubbing must not be reversed. When this is done, its
effect is destructive, and hence it is employed

Whenever any

(xxix. 22) to kill worms.
Two other methods, aplavana, the pouring on,'
and avasechana, the sprinkling on,' are distinguished also by the fact that the water in the
former case contains the leavings of the ottering,
'

'

1 For such as are not included in Ulooinfield's translation, cf.
the Whitney-Lanman tr. ot the Atharvaveda Sarhhitd, Harvard

Oriental Series, vols.

vii.

and

viii.
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while in the latter case it is merely blessed with
the hymn, unless, as in xxvii. 28, xxviii. 8, xxix. 30,
there is a specific direction for the addition of the
In either case the patient is wiped
leavings.
down (vii. 17) from head to foot, and given (vii. 26)

The water may,
of the water to drink.
of course, contain other substances also, and the
position of the patient and the manner in which it
is to be poured are also in some cases specified.
Instances of the aplavana are xxvi. 41, xxvii. 4, 7,
34, xxviii. 19, xxix. 26, xxxii. 3, 14 ; of the avasechana, xxv. 17, 37, xxvi. SB, 31, xxvii. 1, 8, 28, 29,
33, xxviii. 2, 5, S, xxix. 8, 9, 30, xxx. S-10, 13, xxxi.
some

The two are sometimes
xxxii. 4, 10, 15, 17.
xxvii. 1, 4, and 7-8, xxxii. 3-4
last case hot water is used for
Other methods
for the other.
of washing, chiefly of a more local nature, are
xxv. 34, xxviii. 1, xxx. 11, xxxi. 1, 11, 13. The
leavings of the offerings are also put directly upon
the patient's head (xxvi. 39, xxix. 19), or blessed
substances are inserted in his nostrils (xxvi. 8,
xxxii. 21).
Frequently also the magic substance
is given to the patient to drink (xxv. 7, 11, 18, xxvi.
1, 12-13, 14, 17, xxvii. 12, 29, xxviii. 1-4, 6, 14, 16,

2, 28,

combined (xxvi. 41,
and 14-15). In the
the one, cold water

8, 10, 11, 13, 18, 30, xxxi. 5, 6, 23-25, 26,
xxxii. 2, 7) or to eat (xxvi. 18, xxvii. 31, xxviii. 9,
In
12, 15-16, xxix. 12, 15, 25, 27, 28, xxx. 3-6).
this way hot infusions (jvCtla), prepared by plunging a burning or heated substance in water, are
employed (xxvii. 29, 33, xxviii. 2, xxix. 8, xxx. 8,
xxxii. 10).
The medicine may also be applied as an amulet.
In this case the patient will have to drink a solution
in which the amulet has been steeped for three days,
so that he may be benefited more than would at first

xxix.

sight appear (cf. art. Charms and AMULETS[Vedic],
and add to the instances cited KanL xxvi. 11, a
potsherd from a ruin [?] to stop the Mow of blood
xxvi. 21, hairs from the breast of a red steer, glued
together and wrapped with gold wire, to cure
jaundice xxvi. 26-27, four stalks of white-blooming
Andropogon muricatus [vh-imi], or four pieces of
reed, each burnt in three places, to cure fright' ;
:

;

;

(Vedic)

bow-string and an axe. He is followed by the celebrant, and
preceded by the tatter's assistant— a measure of precaution.
When some manifestation of the disease occurs (so that the
presence of the demon is assured), he lays down the sieve and
the turban (the abode of the cause of the disease), and the procession returns. On the way home he lays down the bow-string
Ghi
(to stop pursuit by the demon who has been exorcized).
is blessed with the hymn and put up the patient's nose.
Finally
the priest mutters the hymn, while touching the patient's head
seems
to
serve
as
a
five
has
a
bamboo
staff
that
with
joints (and
conductor of the magic potency).
In a case of jaundice, the practitioner desires to banish the
yellow colour to yellow objects, and to obtain for the patient a
healthy redness, or, as the hymn puts it, to envelop him in
every form and strength of the red cows.' Hence he puts the
hair of a red bull into water, blesses it with Atharv. i. 22, and
gives it to the patient to sip. Then he pours water over the
back of a red bull, and gives that to the patient to sip. An
amulet, prepared from the part of a hide pierced by a peg, is
tied on the patient while he is sitting on the hide of a red hull,
and he is also given milk to drink. Next the patient is fed
with a porridge mixed with yellow turmeric, and he is daubed
with the rest of this porridge and with another porridge from
which he has not eaten. He thus acquires a yellow coating that
can easily be removed. Certain yellow birds are then tied by
their left legs to the foot of the couch, and the patient is washed
so that the water will fall upon the birds (carrying the yellow
coating of porridge with it). If these cry out, the patient must
address them with the hymn. The patient is then given a porridge and told to step forth. Finally he is provided with an
amulet of hairs taken from the breast of the red bull.
Much simpler is a cure for fever by heating an axe while
muttering Atharv. i. 25, plunging it in water, and pouring the
water thus heated over the patient. Leprosy may be cured in
an equally simple fashion by rubbing the spot with cow-dung
until it bleeds, and then painting it by rubbing in yellow turmeric,
i. 23 and 24.
Eclipta prostrata, or indigo, blessed with Atharv.
Or a ceremony may be performed to the Maruts, in which all
the ingredients are black.
other
texts.
in
to
disease
3. Statements relating;
'

— In

the Rigveda the interest naturally centres
the relation of the greater gods to disease.
these Kudra may claim the first mention ;
the twofold aspect of this god is well summarized
or series of
by the author of viii. 29, a brahmodya,
Verse 5, to which the answer
theological charades.
a
holds
One
is Rudra,' runs
sharp weapon in his
hand, is bright, potent, and has as his remedy the
a malevolent deity
he
is
one
hand,
On the
jalasa.'
armed with a cow-slaying,' man-slaying missile,
whose ill-will, if not deprecated, will bring injury
and death to man and beast (cf. i. 114. 7, 8, ii. 33. 1,
in

Among

'

'

:

'

xxviii. 7, sadampuspd-\ii\a.nt=C'alatropis gigantea,
in case of possession ; xxx. 1, mustard for diseases
of the eye ; xxxi. 26, piece of an ant-hill, in
case of poison ; but the liquorice of xxxii. 5 is

administered in
commentators).

liquid

form,

according

to

the

transfer of a disease to another person

is

'

:

birds (xxvi. 33).

The

selection of the cross-roads

some ceremonies is doubtless to be connected
with this idea, as is also the direction (xxxi. 10) for
the rubbing of sores against the door-post (cf. also
Atharv. xii. 2. 19, 20).
In addition to these general practices there are
a number of symbolical acts adapted to the special
situation, sometimes with a great deal of ingenuity,
sometimes in the most banal fashion. As it is impossible to describe all these in detail, it seems best
to present some typical examples of the whole
process of an Atharvan cure.

for

Atharv. i. 12 is a prayer to lightning conceived as the cause
A man Buffering from these
of fever, headache, and cough.
U tlial have
diseases is given to eat fat, honev, ghi, and sesai
heen blessed with this hymn. The head ot the- path -nt is then
covered with a turban of //iuft/n--grass. This grass is not only
connected by its name with the idea ot loosening, but it is also a
mythical home <>f lightning (Au'ni), from which the pilutil is
planning to be released. lie then takes in his left hand {this is
inauspicious) a sieve containing parched grain (a symbol of the

and walks along, scattering the grain while
He continues to advance, carrying
hymn.
band tile sieve and the turban, in his right ham! a

effeot of the fever),

recites
in his left
lie

the

iv. 3. 6, vi. 28. 7, x.

169. 1).

These

are but general statements of the association of
Rudra with disease which the Atharva (vi. 90, and
in concrete form.
passages cited above) expresses
On the other hand, as the sender of disease, he is
he is styled (ii.
hence
and
best qualified to cure it,
His heal33. 4) the most eminent of physicians.'
with
mentioned
great frequency, as
ing powers are
are also the choice and numerous remedies he holds
'

a
wish most vigorously expressed in Atharv. v. 22. 4 If.
and vi. 26. 3. The ritual endeavours to accomplish
this in xxvii. 9-13, in the interest of a person
suffering from thirst.' More frequently the transfever to a frog (xxxii. 17),
fer is to an animal
jaundice to yellow birds (xxvi. 18), madness to

The

4-6, 11, 14, 15,

'

'

'

in his hands.

With them he

is

implored to remove

disease and make all sound, both man and beast.
His distinctive remedy, the jalasa, is shown by the
Atharvan ritual to be cow-urine, the medicinal use
of which goes back to Indo-Iranian times, as gaomaeza is prescribed in the Avesta (cf. Bloomfield,
Am. Jour. Phil. xii. 425-429). For these aspects of
42. 11,
Rudra, cf. i. 43. 4, 114. 5, ii. 33. 2, 7, 12, 13, v.
53. 14, vi. 47. 3, vii. 35. 6, 46. 2, 3 ; Atharv. ii. 27. 6.

The Asvins are also divine physicians, but, unlike
Rudra, they are invariably beneficent (cf. i. 34. 6,
89. 4, 157. 6, vii. 71. 2, viii. 9. 15, 18. 8, 22. 10, x.
Whatis most character39. 5; Atharv. vii. 53. 1).

them is that, in addition to general invocations of their healing aid, stories are frequently
told of their cures of particular individuals,
which are not to be explained as merely myths
They restored
relating to natural phenomena.
istic of

ChvavSnato youth and
118

v.

and did

its powers (i. 116. 10, 117. 13,
74. 5, 75. 5, vii. 68. 6, 71. 5, X. 39. 4, 59. 1),
the same for Kali (i. 112. 15, x. 311. 8)

;

a husband to Ghosa
was preceded by a similar

of
probably also the gift
(i.

117. 7, x. 39. 3, 6, 40. 5)

To Rjrasva they restored his
rejuvenescence.
for Vispala they
eyesight (i. 116. 16, 117. 17-18);
116. 15, 118. S), to replace
provided an iron leg (i.
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while Paravrj was
cured by them (i. 112. 8) both of blindness and of
lameness.
For the story of their cure, in conjunction with Sarasvati, of India, cf. below. The
methods of their cures are not indicated, but
rather have the air of the miraculous.
It may be
noted, however, that honey is most closely connected with these gods (cf. Macdonell, Vetl.
Mythol., 1S97, p. 49), and also possesses medical
efficiency (cf. above, including all cases of amulets).
In still another way Varuna is brought into
connexion with disease. Disease is the punishment of sin, and Varuna is the moral governor kut'

The connexion is
9: 'Thy remedies, O

iiox^"i.

24.

particularly clear in
king, are a hundred,

a thousand. Let thy good will be broad and deep.
Drive into the distance Nirrti. Free us from the
sin committed' (cf. also vi. 74 and x. 97).
It may
be taken as certain that the efforts to escape the

fetters of Varuna and the constantly recurring
prayer for forgiveness of sin are not all inspired by
pure feelings of contrition and remorse, but are in
part at least due to the desire to escape the payment of the wages of sin. The specific tiling in
connexion with Varuna's relation to disease is the
fact that he, as the lord of the waters, sends dropsy
in
punishment for sin, and especially falsehood.
This idea, unmistakable in other texts, is probable
for the Rigveda (cf. i. 24. 8, where Varuna is the
'
speaker away of the heart-piercing demon ; and
'

Varuna und Mitra, 1877, p. 6311'.),
not so clear as to be beyond the possibility of denial (cf. Bergaigne, Religion v(dique,
Hillebrandt,

though

it is

1878-83, iii. 155).
The healing power of the waters is also mentioned
quite frequently. Rigv. i. 23. 16-24 is devoted to
their praise
they are said to contain immortality
and all remedies, and are besought to bestow their
;

remedies and carry away sin (cf. also x. 9. 5-7, and
note the frequency with whicli the waters appear
in prayers for long life).
In Rigv. vi. 50. 7 they
are healing, and in x. 137. 6 they are healing and
dispellers of disease.
It would, however, be a mistake to infer from such passages
that the concept of the cause of disease is radically different in
the Rigveda from what it is in the Atharva. The association
with the Raksas is clear in iii. 15. 1, vii. 1. 7, 8. 6, 38. 7, viii.
36. 16-18, ix. 85. 1, x. 97. 6, 98. 12, 162. 1
furthermore, in x. 85. 31
a stanza to be recited when the bridal party passes a cemetery
is to be recognized the ascription of disease to the influence of
the spirits of the dead. It is for this reason that the sun-gods

—
—

;

(L 35. 9, 191. 8-9, x. 37. 3, 100. 8) and Agni (i. 12. 7, 189. 3) and
Brhaspati (i. IS. 2, x. 98. 3) are dispellers of disease they being
the great demon-slaj'ers. The prayer for food that causes no
disease (ttnamiva isdh, iii. 22. 4, 62. 14, x. 17. 8) may also be mentioned here as based on the idea of the disease-demon entering
a man with his food. The goddess Apva, a drastic embodiment
'
of defecation from fear invoked in x. 103. 12, may be classed as

—

'

a disease-demon

(cf.

Atharv.

Medical charms

iii.

2. 5, ix. 8. 9).

are, of course, likely to call in
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The number

;

is

of medical charms in the Rigveda
extremely limited. They are, however, of the

same general type as the Atharvan charms, and
most of them recur also in the latter collection.
Rigv.

i.

a prayer to Siirya to destroy heart

50. 11-13 is

<lis,

age

and dropsy, upon which Atharv. 22 has drawn'. Rigv. x. 137
=Atharv. iv. 13 is a rather colourless panacea-hymn tin- irnrls
make alive again the man that has sinned one wind
shall blow him a remedy, another shall blow awav his disease
the practitioner has come to the patient with weal and
health, he has brought a remedy kindly and powerful, and is
the godsj the Maruts, and all
driving away the yaksma
creatures shall protect the sick man, that he may he free
from disease the all-healing, disease-dispersing waters shall
make for him a remedy the performer touches him with his
two hands, which confer immunity from disease. Rigv. x. 161
= Atharv. iii. 11 is a charm against ajnatayakxma, rajayakxma,
and grtihi. The performer declares his power to bring back
the patient even though he has gone into the presence of
Death and the lap of Nirrti. Comparable with this is the
group of hymns Rigv. x. 57-60, the purpose of which is to
recall the mind wherever it may have gone.
The closing verses
are
Here the mother, here the father, here life has come.
This is thy refuge, come hither, O Subandhu, enter in. As men
bind a yoke with a rope that it may hold indeed so do I
hold for thee thy mind, that thou mayest live, mayest not die,
maye8t not be harmed. As the great mother (Earth) here
supports these trees so do I hold, etc. From Yama, son of
Vivasvant, have I brought back the mind of Subandhu, that
thou mayest live, etc. Down blows the wind, down burns the
i.

:

are to

;

;

;

;

;

'

:

;

;

down milks the cow, down shall go thy disease. This
of mine is rich in blessings, this hand richer still, this
all-healing, this rubs auspiciously.' Subandhu ('good
friend ') need not have been originally a proper name, hut it was
felt to be so at least as early as the time of the Brahmana9,
which spin legends about his return to life.
'
Rigv. x. 163 = Atharv. ii. 33 is a charm of another type : From
thine eyes, thy nostrils, thine ears and chin, from thy brain,
from thy tongue, I tear out the disease of thy head.' The practitioner then proceeds to enumerate other parts of the body,
concluding, to guard against any possible omission, with the
statement that he tears the disease from the whole being of
the patient.
Rigv. vii. 50 is a charm against poison chiefly that of snakes
fire,

hand
hand

—

—abounding

in obscure words.
Mitra-Varuna are to give
protection, Agni is to burn it away, the All-Gods are to
drive it away, and the rivers are to bestow remedies for it.
Rigv. i. 191 is a charm for the same purpose, but more aggresBive in its efforts to secure its ends.
The beings at which
it is directed are styled the
unseen,' and seem to be chiefly
scorpions and small venomous vermin ; but doubtless the
imaginary worms (cf. above) were also in mind. They are
adjured to perish, they have been made visible to all, hence
harmless.
Their lineage (curiously exalted ; Dyaus is their
father, the Earth their mother, Soma their brother, and
Aditi their sister) is known, hence they must be quiet. The
sun grinds and burns them. The conjurer has put their poison
on the sun, their poison-bag on the house of the keeper of
The sun will not die, neither will their
spirituous liquor.
victims.
Little birds and sparks of fire drink their poison
'

without harm
twenty-one peahens and seven unmarried
sisters handle it as if it were water; (a fortiori) the conjurer
(and his clients), who has grasped the names of all ninety-nine
plants that destroy poison, shall not be harmed. Finally,
the conjurer, likening himself to the mongoose, which on
coming down from the mountains proclaimed the powerlessness
of the scorpion's poison, splits the creature with a rock,
letting its poison flow to distant lands.
The couplet Rigv. viii. 48. 4-5 seems to be a prayer to guard
against any nauseating or diarrhcetic effects of drinking soma.
Finally, in Rigv. 10. 97 we have the osadhistuti, or praise of the
:

curative power of plants.

the assistance of any and every god but, apart
from these, the explicit mention of healing in connexion with other deities than those mentioned
is
very sporadic, though doubtless it is conceived
as included in a general fashion in their powers

Mention of particular diseases is extremely
rare in the Rigveda yaksma (x. 85. 31, 97. 11-13,
137. 4, 163. 1-6), with its compounds, ajudta"-,

and prosperity and of destroyThe Adityas drive away disease
Indra cures Apala of skin disease

heartjaundice and heart-disease (i. 50. 11-12)
disease (i. 24. 8) grahi (x. 161. 1)
allusion to
prstyamaya is made incidentally in a comparison
105. 18).
(i.
Extremely obscure are the epithets
aiipada and aHmida, applied to the waters and
streams in vii. 50. 4 they seem to mean not
causing the diseases Hpa and Hmi' of which no
other mention is made. Sipwista, however, occurs
as the designation of an animal rendered unfit
for sacrifice by skin disease (cf. J. Schwab, Das

;

of giving long life

demons.

ing
(viii.

18.

10)

;

and her father

ment

of baldness (viii. 80 ; for the treatof this legend in the Brahmanas, cf. Oertel,
xviii. 26 ff.) ; the Maruts, as children of

JAOS

Rudra, have pure, salutary, and beneficent remedies
13), which they are asked to bring from
(ii. 33.
various places (viii. 20. 23 ff'.,
Vata gives remedies (i. 89.

Soma,

cf.

i.

91.

iii.

12,

ix. 97. 43, x. 25. 11

;

62.

for

cf.

4,

also v. 53. 14)
186. 1); for
;

x.

14, viii. 72.

Soma-Rudra,

17, 79. 2,

vi.

74

;

for

1, 55. 1 j for the Dawns, x.
Vastospati,
35. 6 ;' for the All-Gods, x. 63. 12 ; for Yama, x.

vii.

14.

11;

54.

and the more general prayers

among other blessings,
vol.

IV.

—49

iii.

for health

16. 3, 59. 3, x. 18. 7, 37. 7.

:

raja"- (x. 161. 1); [a-yaksma (ix. 49.
disease in general]
vandana (?)
;

1)
(vii.

is

merely
50.

2)

;

;

;

;

'

;

altind. Thieropfer, 1886, p. xviii), and as an epithet
of Visnu (Kausitaki Brdh. iv. 2; Sankhayana &S.
xv. 14. 4; and A. Weber, Uber die Kbnigsweihe,

den

Eajasuya,

Berlin,

1893,

p.

125).

Various

bodily defects are more frequently mentioned ;
defects of sight seem especially feared (cf. andha,
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anaksa, kdna, mithudri) defects of hearing (badhira, abadhira) j lameness (asreman, irona) ; loss
;

of virility (vadhri).
It is neither possible nor desirable to treat at this
length the whole of Vedic literature ; but, as the

omissions are no less important than the statements, it seems best to limit the treatment to
certain texts as representative of the Yajurveda,
the Brahmanas, and Upanisads. For the Yajur
texts the Vdjasaneyi Sainhitd has been chosen.

The whole system

of sacrifice is

an attempt to

induce the gods to bestow prosperity, in which
health is an important element. It is, however, a
noteworthy fact that health is by no means so
conspicuous an object of prayer as is wealth.
Even when it is sought (cf. xxv. 14-23 = Rigv. i. 89),
it is in general terms, thus resembling the charms
for long life (dyusydni) rather than the medical
(bhdisajydni) charms.
For such incidental prayers compare, in addition to prayers
for strength, lustre, vigour, life of a hundred years, that occur
iii. 17, 'O Agni, thou art
protector
of bodies, protect my body.
O Agni, thou art giver of life,
give me life. O Agni, thou art giver of splendour, give me

passim, such formula* as

O

:

Agni, what

wanting in my body, that do
sacrifice may my life succeed,
hearing, my back '(fuller lists in
Protect my life, my prdpa, my
apana, my vydna, my sight, my hearing enrich my speech,
quicken my mind, protect my being.'
For other formula of the same general type, cf. vii. 27, xv.
7, xvii. 15, xviii. 2, 6, xxii. 23, xxiii. 18, xxxvi. 1, xxxix. 1, 3.
Compare also such prayers for the senses as i. 20, Thee for
eight (I take)'; and ii. 16, 'Thou art protector of sight, O
Agni, protect my sight.' Numerous parallels from other texts
may be found under the words chaksus and krotra in the Vedic
Concordance. More interesting are the verses xx. 6-9, containing benedictions on various parts of the body. In xx. 26
the blessed world is described as one where weakness is not
found,' and in xii. 105 the speaker quits 'weakness, lack of
strength, and sickness.'
splendour.

thou

fill

my vital

out for

me

breath,

is

'

;

my

xviii. 29, xxii. 33)

;

ix. 21,

'

By

my

sight,
xiv. 17,

'

:

'

'

The incidental statements of the relation of the
gods to disease are on the plane of the Rigveda, and
are frequently repetitions of that text. Varuna
is styled a healing seer (cf. viii. 23 =
Rigv. i. 24. 8, and xviii. 49, xxi. 2 = Rigv. i. 24. 11).
For the healing power of the waters, cf. iv. 12,
ix. 6, xviii. 35, xxxvi. 12
for Brhaspati, iii. 29 =
Rigv. i. 18, 2; for Savitar, xxxiv. 25 = Rigv. i.
35. 9
for Agni, ii. 20, xv. 37, xvii. 15 ; for Asvins,
xxvii. 9, xxviii. 7, 40, xxxiv. 47.
Tvastar, the
divine artifex, is more directly connected with the
repair of the body than in the Rigveda (cf. ii. 24 =
in xxviii. 35

;

;

14 = Atharv. vi. 53. 3 and Vdj. Sam. xxxviii. 9).
Of more interest are the collections of mantras
for ceremonies directly connected with disease.
At the sdkamedha, the third parvan of the
chdtiirmdsya-sacnfice, occurs a pitryajiia after
which are employed four verses (iii. 53-56) of
one of the Subandhu-hymns (Rigv. x. 57. 3-6), to
keep the spirits of those engaged in the sacrifice
from following the pitrs on their return to the
world of Yama. Another portion of the same
sacrifice is the Traiyambakahoma to Rudra.
The
formula? are found in iii. 57-61 ; their purpose is
to propitiate the god, and so induce him to pass
to other peoples without harming the sacrificers.
viii.

Of similar nature is the Sataruariyahoma at the
agniehayana. The sixteenth book of the Vdj. Sat'n.
is composed of its mantras.
The concept of

Rudra

is

essentially the

samo as that

of the

Rigveda, though worked out in fuller detail.
The Sdutrdmanl is a sacrifice originally intended to expiate the sin of excessive somadrinking, which leads to a drunken discharge of
the sacred liquid.
The heavenly prototype of
this ceremony is the cure which the Asvins and
Sarasvati wrought upon India when he had been
beguiled into sura-drunkenness by the demon
Namuci. For the details of this story, cf. Bloomxv. 143-163.
The formula; employed constitute hooks xix.-xxi. of Vdj. Sam.
Of particular interest are xix. 10, containing
field,

.TAOS

:

(Vedic)

name

the

of the disease-demon ; xix. 80-95, the
detailed account of India's cure ; xix. 12, 16,
xx. 3, 56 ff., 75, 80, xxi. 13, 18, 29, references to
the healing power of his physicians and their
remedies; xix. 55, 62 = Rigv. x. 15. 4, 6, prayers
to the pit^s for health.
(For the ritual, cf. A.
Weber, Uber die Ktmigsweihe, den Rdjasfiya, pp.

92-106,

and

A.

Hillebrandt,

Rituallitteratur,

1897, p. 159.)

Anatomically interesting are the lists of various
parts of the body xix. 81-93, xx. 5-9, xxv. 1-9
:

(parts of the horse),

xxxi.

10-13,

xxxix.

8-10,

and the statements relative to conception and

birth (xix. 76).
The theory of the vital breaths
now begins to become prominent ; but the whole
of this question must be dismissed with a reference to A. H. Ewing, 'The Hindu Conception
of the Functions of Breath,' JAOS xxii. 249-308.
Of names of disease few occur yaksma is
disease in general (cf. the coupling of ayaksma
:

anamiva, i. 1, iv. 12, xviii. 6, and the mention
of the hundred yaksnms, xii. 97).
This disease
is also mentioned in the osadhistuti (xii. 75 ff. =
Rigv. x. 97). Its last verse (xii. 97) is, however,
peculiar to the version of Vdj. Sam., and mentions
baldsa, upacit ( = Atharv. apachit), arias (hemorrhoids), and pdkdru (of uncertain meaning).
Apvd
occurs in xvii. 44 = Rigv. x. 103. 12, while Visuchikd
(xix. 10) is an equally vivid name ('she that makes
go in all directions') for the demon to whom are
ascribed the nauseating and diarrhoetie effects of
debauch. Heart-disease is mentioned in viii. 23 =
Rigv. i. 24. 8 diseases of the eye, arman, in xxx.
11 ; skin-disease in xxx. 20; leprosy in xxx. 17,
various deformities in xxx. 10, 21, 22.
21
Physicians are recognized as constituting a proAn amulet is used by the
fession (xxx. 10).
Divine physicians (xix. 80) for the cure of lndra.
Finally, iv. 3 is a formula addressed to ointment
from Mt. Trikakud
Thou art the eye of Vrtra
(for mythology, cf. Bloomfield, 'The Myth of the
Am.
Jour. Phil. xvii. 399-408),
Heavenly Eye-ball,'
thou art the giver of sight, give me sight.'
In the Aitareya Brahmana there is very little
material bearing on the subject. Incidental allusions to various parts of the body occur, among
which may be noted the distinction between the
senses of taste, sight, and smell, and their organs
The processes of procreation and birth
(v. 22).
are also frequently alluded to in the effort to
a
mystical body for the sacrificer. There
produce
vital
is likewise a great deal of talk about the
breaths' the way in which they maybe established in the sacrificer, or may be cut short.
The same is true of the various senses and the
and there is the constantly
power of virility
recurring effort to secure vigour, splendour, sharpness of sense, and the full term of life.
All of this is too general to be of interest in the
More concrete are i. 18,
present connexion.
where the Asvins are said to be the physicians of
the gods ; v. 34, where the Brahman priest is the
physician of the sacrifice. Freedom from disease
the healing
is expressly sought in viii. 10 and 11
power of herbs is recognized in general in iii. 40,
and in particular that of collyrium for the eye
That disease may be produced by a curse
in i. 3.
1
is seen in v.
(deformity) and vi. 33 (leprosy).
Madness is alluded to in vi. 33, and in v. 29 there
is mention of a girl possessed by a gandharva.
Varuna's fetters, as productive of dropsy in punishment for a broken vow, figure in the story of
;

;

'

:

'

—

;

;

Sunahsepa
deformities
closest

The

origin of certain
(vii. 15 and 16).
is explained mythically in ii. 8.

approach to a cure for disease

The

is

found

in iii. 19, where is imparted the knowledge that
will enable one to preserve his sight to old age.
In i. 25 is explained the way in which the Hotar

DISEASE AND MEDICINE
may cause the sacrificer to suffer from r&jayaksma,
winch here seems to mean some (scrofulous) disease
of the neck.

An examination of the Brhadaranyaka and
Chlidndogya Upanisads shows that the chief interest of these texts in this connexion lie in their
anatomical statements. Besides more isolated instances that occur passim may he noted the list
of the parts of the horse (Bill. i. 1. 1); of the
human hody (ii. 4. 11); and the elaborate comparison of man with a tree (iii. 9. 28). There
are also statements about the heart and its veins
(Brh. ii. 1. 19, iv. 2. 3, 3. 20; Chhand. viii. 6. 1
and 6) the structure of the eye (Brh. ii. 2. 3) ;
the disposition of food in the body (Chhand. vi. 5);
the process of sleep and dreams (Brh. ii. 1. 16 ft'.,
iv. 3. 7 ft".
Chhand. iv. 3. 3) ; and the process
of death (Brh. iii. 2. lift*.).
All these statements are, however, connected with the theory
of the 'vital breaths,' and appear to be entirely
;

;

speculative.

With regard

to the origin of disease may be
noted the power of a curse to produce bodily
ailments implied in the threat, ' thy head shall

burst' (Brh.

iii.

7.

9.

1,

26; Chhand.

i.

8); the

8.

statement (Brh. iv. 3. 15) that the evil caused
by waking a man while his spirit is abroad in
dreams is hard to cure; and the mention (Brh.
iii. 3. 1, 7. 1) of women
possessed by gandharvas.
Sickness is incidentally mentioned (Brh. iv. 3. 36,
v.

11.

viii.

4.

1

;

Chhand.

2,

6.

10. 3, vi.

iv.

The

4).

15.

1,

vii.

26. 2,

itch (pdtnan) is the only

mentioned
and Raikva's
specifically
scratching it off under a cart (Chhand. iv. 1. 8) is
probably a method of cure to be associated with
the cases of transference cited above.
disease

The

;

term of life is often promised as a
reward for certain knowledge (Brh. i. 2. 7, ii. 1.
11 f ; Chhand. ii. lift'., iv. 11 ff.); an dyusyaceremony is also mentioned (Brh. vi. 4. 25). In
Chhand. iii. 16 are contained directions for the
cure of any disease, by following which one may
full

.

live 116 years.

A number of factors combine to prevent diseases
their treatment from figuring to a great
extent in the Srauta ritual. All connected with
the sacrifice must be in good health an animal
victim must be free from blemishes, among which
and

:

certain diseases
Siiieropfer,

(cf.

J.

p. xviii) are

Schwab, Das altindische
included.

after the

If,

selection of the horse for the Asvamedha (q.v.),
diseases develop in it during the year that must

elapse before its sacrifice, an expiatory sacrifice is
required, which varies (cf. A. Hillebrandt, Rituallitteratur, p. 150) according to the disease.
Bodily
ailments are also sufficient to prevent a priest from
being chosen to officiate at a sacrifice (cf. A.
Weber, Indisehe Studien, 1868, x. 145 ff.) and it is
expressly stated (Aivaldyana Grhya Sutra i. 23.
20) that the priest must refuse to officiate for a
;

yajamana who
these

is

Under

suffering from a disease.

circumstances

it

is

but natural that the

possibility of sickness should receive scant consideration except in so far as it is subsumed under
prayers for long life and the exorcism of demons.

This tendency must have been helped by the
popular origin of the medical charms. In spite
of this origin, they passed, as did everything, under
the influence of the priesthood but in the main
they were more adapted to incorporation in the
simpler form of the Grhya rites, which presented
the further advantage of not bringing the diseased
(i.e. demon-possessed) person into a contact with
the priests that might prove dangerous for them.
somaExceptional situations, of course, occur
drunkenness is a sacrificial sin, and must be healed
a
sacrifice
as
at
the
or,
by
pindapitryajna, the
lives of the participants may Be exposed to special
;

:

;

771

(Vedic)

dangers against which precautions must he taken.
But an examination of some of the Srauta rites
will show [of. what was said of the mantras of the
Vajasaneyi Samhita above) that, these are primarily
concerned with

tin'

securing of wealth, progeny,

and triumph over enemies, much more than with
health, except as it is implied in prayers for protection and long life couched in the most general
terms. Secondarily, however, the sacrifice may
be adapted to the securing of various desires.
Among these the cure of disease figures to a
greater extent, though still overshadowed by other
wishes.
In the ritual of the New and Full Moon sacrifice
(cf. A. Hillebrandt, Das altind. Neu- und Vollmondsopfcr, Jena, 1880) there is no allusion to the
subject.

that

In the animal sacrifice it may be noted
the wishes that determine the choice
yupa there is none closer to our

among

of the tree for the

purpose (ef. Schwab, op. cit. p. 2) than viryakdma
and chaksuskdma (cf. also the wishes that determine
the length of the post in Satapatha Brdhmana, xi.
4. 7. 1, and Taittvriya Samhita vi. 3. 3. 5-6).
At
the mdrjana (purification) is employed (cf. p. 122) a
verse which has its parallel in a remedial charm
(Atharv. vi. 96. 2). The connexion between the
two uses is due to the connexion between sin and
disease.
There is a colourless prayer for long life
at the offering of prsaddjya to Vanaspati (cf. p.
147), and the prayer after the last upaydja (p. 155)
to the waters and plants is for spirit in one's heart,
a soft skin, a son, and a grandson. The prayer to
Varuna at the hiding of the spit (p. 162) is found
also in a cure for dropsy (Atharv. vii. 93. 2), and
the [dace required
rituals.

The

also contains

is

somewhat

similar in both

final worship of the ytlpa
a prayer for long life. This

(p.

164)

sacrifice,

however, possesses greater interest for anatomy on
account of the details incidental to the cutting up
of the animal (cf p. 126
).
At the pindapitryajna prayers for long life also
occur (cf. W. Caiand, Altindischer Ahnencult,
Leyden, 1893, pp. 7 and 10). More interesting are
the attempts to call back the spirit after its communion with the manes (cf. above, and Caiand,
pp. llf., 178 ff, 243, and the statements that the
leavings of this offering have medicinal effect,
.

ft'.

p. 191).

Of somra-sacrifices, the most interesting, the
Sdutrdmani, has been treated above. The Rajasuya contains, among its preparatory ceremonies,
a number that served originally for the cure of

diseases, which A. Weber fiber die Konigsweihe,
den lidjasuya, p. 5) rightly takes as an indication
of the fact that this sacrifice has been built up
on the basis of simpler popular practices. Thus
Maitrdyani Samhita w. 3. 1 has aceremony against
ksetriya, including a sacrifice upon an ant-hill.
Katydyana SS xv. 1. 23 states that the panchavatiya is a cure for disease, and xv. 3. 39 that
the charu for Soma-Rudra is a cure for leprosy.
Prayers for long life are found (Kdt. SS xv. 5.
22 cf. Sat. Brdh. v. 4. 1. 1), also at anointing of
kings (Weber, p. 49), and while touching a gold piece
worth 100 raktikd (Kdt. SS xv. 6. 32). The recitation of the Sunahsepa-legend also forms part of
this ceremony (cf. Weber, p. 49 ff.), for the purpose
of releasing the king from the fetters of Varuna.
The beating of the king may originally have been
exorcistic, as he is assured that the beating leads
him beyond death. At the purusamedha also a
portion of the ceremony is (Sdhkhdyana &S xvi.
13. 3) or may be Vaitdna SS xxxviii. 1) devoted to
the cure of the yajamana.
By certain modifications a Srauta sacrifice may
be employed for the attainment of a special
wish. The parallelism of these kamyestayah with
Atharvan charms has been pointed out by Caiand
(

;

(
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DISTRIBUTION
DISSENT.— See Nonconformity

—

DISTRIBUTION

1
(of income).
By the ecoof distribution is meant the doctrine
in which the products of industry
are distributed anion" the factors producing them,

nomic theory

manner

of the

land, capital, labour, and enterprise.
The manner in which the distribution is
The products are distributed to the producing agents by one of them, viz. the employer,
who takes the risk of the market, and, according
to the price that he expects, guarantees their
shares to the other agents as wages, interest, and
rent. He gets his own share, viz. profit, as residuary legatee of the price. It is thus the price of
commodities that pays all the shares. The price
of a thing may be twopence or ten pounds ; it pays
for the whole past history of the thing as a commodity, from the landowner and the producer of
the raw material in it, the capitalist or employer
who took the risk of having it made, on through
the course of its making and carriage, of commerviz.

I.

made.

—

with it, and shopkeeping, till it finally
secures its twopence or ten pounds, and out of that
pays them all. Thus a great many people have a
cut even out of the twopence, and it may seem
that some of them might be dispensed with the
money-lenders, perhaps, and the traders or middlemen, who have been called robbers and parasites
on the real producers. But the only share that
any one takes is what he gets from a buyer who
has need of his services for the normal price of a
commodity only pays those means of producing it
which are necessary, and for which the spur of
competition can find no better alternative.
The system is comparatively recent. Formerly
the consumer was the sole or the chief employer of
labour there were few entrepreneurs. The present
is called the 'capitalistic' system, not so much
because capital has grown so huge and efficient,
as because it is directed by an employing class.
Real capital consists of all the fixed capital used
cial dealings

;

'

'

;

;

and of the circulating capital, viz.
raw materials and the real wages of labour. But
in production

—

—

nominal capital money in the wide sense is not
merely the measure of real wealth. It has become
the pivot on which the whole industrial system is
swung, and the means by which capitalism is carried out for it enables the employer to turn the
forces of nature, labour, and real capital in one
;

direction or another.

This was barely appreciated by the earlier writers
on distribution it was hardly time. In simplifying or generalizing their problems, as every science
must, they supposed primitive conditions, and stated
laws true enough in their way, but apt to mislead
when applied to more complex conditions. The
notorious example was the wages-fund theory,
which assumed that at any time there is a definite amount of capital in a country, and that the
country must wait for the next harvest or so before
addition could be made to the stock, especially to
the stock of its circulating capital. That assumption is too remote from present conditions to be of
use, and the problem is now simplified by making
the opposite assumption. The nation is taken not
as a lone island, but as part of the world, and the
national income is taken as produced, distributed,
Into this
exchanged, and consumed every day.
very fluid stream comes the employer to direct its
course. His action is determined by the price that
he expects, and it is distributed through him. He
guarantees the other agents their shares, and takes
the rest ; he buys them out. If he is a contractor,
he knows the price he will get, and what he can
afford to pay the other agents.
Or he may undertake the further risk of not knowing the price he
;

'

1

For Distribution

of wealth, see art.

773

will get ; lie may place an order for goods in
of a demand that lie hopes to find or create.

'

Wealtu.

view
Or,

as a mining company, he may have to speculate
at greater risk. His profit may be large, or it may
be less than nothing, according to the price that ho
actually gets to cover his output.
The employing function is very often associated
with one or more of the others in the same person,
or in a company, as when a lender, or a landowner,
has to take part of the business risk, or when an
employer uses his own capital and land, or is his
own manufacturer, manager, or workman. But
the functions are distinct, and receive much the
same shares on the average as when they are exercised by different persons.
It is enough merely to mention that commodities which form the real national dividend are ultimately distributed not merely to their producers,
but, through their producers, as payment for all
kinds of services from professional to domestic ;
and that, to provide a fund for the variety of
public services, all shares are more or less tapped
by taxation.
2. The shares.
In dealing with the relative
amounts that go to the four factors in production,
one course is to treat rent, interest, and wages as
trices, and to follow out the consideration that,
fike all prices, they are determined
this, that
e.g.,

—

—

by

each has a marginal quantity and quality which

it

The margins are
just pays the employer to buy.
not independent of one another, since the employer may substitute machinery for labour, one
kind of labour for another, a cheap site requiring
And
capital for a dear one requiring less.
he expects a certain margin of profit for his own

much

enterprise, short of which lie would prefer to join
the ranks of the employed. But, as data for an
ethical judgment of the system, it is better to

regard the shares more directly.
Economic
(c) The share to land or nature.
rent comes out of the price of a commodity in respect of the superiority of the soil and site concerned in its production.
The growing demand
for food and raw material, houses and factories,
requires the use of inferior natural conditions
resort is had to inferior lands and sites, and more
capital and labour are put into those already occuSince it
pied, though the return per unit is less.
must pay to use the inferior conditions, it more
than pays now to use the better. The surplus is
rent.
Hence it does not need a system of landlord
and tenant in order that there should be rent.
When a farm is cultivated by its owner, it earns
the same economic rent as if he had let it, for its
produce brings the same price.
In respect of the amount that goes as rent, it is
best, and it is the practice, to begin by regarding
a farm or a town-block as having a value estimated
from its selling price, or from its earnings capitalized. Thus the earnings are all profit and interest on
the selling price rent is not something additional,
it is contained in the profit and interest.
To separate it out is to make a fresh analysis, tracing now
the stock to its origin, and distinguishing the part
that is not due to the owner's capital and labour.
Besides the natural and indestructible powers of
the soil and the suitability of the site, this part
includes the improvements, e.g. road and rail, that
are due to the capital of others. Some (e.g. Pierson,
Princ. of Econ., London, 1902, vol. i. ch. 2) include
as yielding rent, and not interest and profit, all
advantages that are due to capital permanently
sunk in the land. But theoretically it is better,
and for the purpose of special taxation it is usually
the intention, to distinguish the advantages of land
and site that are due to nature or to the expenditure of others, and not due to the expenditure of
For urban lands it is
owners present or past.

—

;

;

'

'
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thought that from about 25 to 40 per cent of their
annual value is rent, the higher figure being the
estimate for London. Of the annual value of agricultural land in England, probably 23 per cent is
pure rent (R. J. Thompson, Journ. Boy. Stat. Soc,
1907, p. 610).

—

to capital.
This must not only
the capital that is consumed in producing the commodity, but pay interest on it as
And it is the same with interest as with
well.
rent capital need not be lent in order to earn
interest. If the owners of real capital use it themselves, and use it equally well, it earns much the
same interest as when the capital is borrowed, for
its products get much the same price.
machine
or other piece of real capital pays its costs out of
its products
and, if it could produce them all at
once, there would he no interest, for the price got
for them in respect of the machine would just cover
the cost of the machine. But to do its work the
machine needs time. This involves other costs,
e.g. repairs, insurance, and the risk of becoming
obsolete ; and these must be covered by the price
of the products.
But also the mere time must be
paid for, and, the more time that is needed, the more
the produce must pay. Interest is, therefore, a rate
on the capital per unit of time and it is paid because the time is necessary, like the power that
works the machine, or like the need for repairs.
One machine or process would be able to displace
another equally economical in all other respects, if
it made an economy merely in time.
From this
case of a machine and its working we may generalize regarding the interest on all capital, commercial
as well as industrial, that claims a share in the
national dividend for the bulk of loanable capital
is employed in the purchase and working of real
Interest, then, is the share of the price of
capital.
commodities that goes to capital on account of the
time that the capital needs to get its products and
have them sold. The interest on capital that is

The share

(b)

make good
j

A

;

;

;

borrowed, not for production but for consumption
(e.g. a dwelling-house or a war-loan), does not concern us it is not an additional claim to a share in
the distribution of the dividend, but merely the
exchange of one person's present claim for another's in the future that suits him better. It may
be observed, however, that the rate of such interest
follows the rate on productive capital, so far as it is
pure interest, and not also a premium on the risk
of loss, or an extortion from folly or distress.
It was a mistake to suppose that there must be
a minimum rate of interest, below which the increase of capital would be checked, and the rate
correct itself; for with the diffusion of wealth come
and the joy of possession. On the other
fuudence
land, to prophesy that the rate must decline is
hazardous, considering the demands for capital that
may arise at any time to meet the increasing supply
of it.
But a normal rate over long periods it is
quite possible to distinguish and it is important
to do so, in order to separate pure interest from
the employer's share, from rent, and from gains
and losses that are due to a rise or fall in the value
of the capital itself.
The distinction from the
employer's share is already obvious, but to separate
it from the other two we have to regard interest
as a rate not on what the capital may have cost
Then we can
originally, but on its selling value.
say that all capital, so far as it is used as capital,
earns interest, and that competition keeps interest
at a normal rate for different kinds of stock.
This
rate is that at which capital remains in the industry; rates are above and below the normal,
and indicate the employer's profit and loss, when
they tend to increase or diminish the supply of
that kind of capital. When an owner or a valuator
finds the average interest in a stock to be over or
;

;

under the normal, he writes the capital value up
or down to a figure at which the capital earns the
normal rate for that kind of stock. Similarly with
government and other stocks ; it is the interest
that is regarded as constant, and the owner's
The more a
capital that is written up or down.
stock is an investment stock, the more this is apparent, and it is really the same with stocks that
The interest on first-class
are more speculative.
securities is taken as the minimum of the normal
The minimum varies with the demand for
rate.
such securities and their supply, and for dill'erent
But the average interest on
lengths of credit.
loans for three months on these securities is conveniently regarded as the rate of pure interest,
because all factors are eliminated but time. From
1844 to 1900 the average rate of the Bank of England was £3, 12s. per cent, and the market rate
about 10s. less (Palgrave, Bank Bate and the Money
Market, London, 1903).
The rest of the product
(c) The share to labour.

—

goes to the living factors. The relative amount of
it cannot be estimated without an adequate census
of production, and, in particular, because the estimation of interest has to he made on the earning
capacity of capital, and not on its cost. But the
earning capacity of the living factors may be taken
to be about five times that of land and capital together (Nicholson, Strikes and Social Problems,
Lond. 1896, v. and vi. ). The struggle between labour
and capital does not lie here, however; a less figure
need not imply any loss to labour, for the substitution of machinery for labour is to the ultimate
The struggle is not of
advantage of the latter.
labour against rent and interest, for we have seen
how these are already fixed and inevitable, but for
the division of the share that goes to the living
factors.
Most directly it is between the share to
the labour or enterprise of the employer, and the
shares to the labour of all kinds that ne hires.
The hired labour may be manual or mental, industrial or commercial, the labour of workman,
And it is not of theoretical
clerk, or manager.
importance whether the wages are paid weekly or
as salaries for whether the employer pays before
selling the product is immaterial, the essential
thing being that the share is made a fixed cost,
independent of the business risk. But, while it is
the struggle between employer and employed that
is most in evidence, the real struggle is deeper.
As in all buying and selling we see competition in
the higgling between buyer and seller, but behind,
and entirely determining the average price, there
is the more vital struggle of buyer with buyer and
seller with seller, so it is in the labour market.
This was wrongly expressed in the 'wages-fund'
theory, which required a rise in the wages of one
class of labour to be met by a fall in wages elsewhere. The theory was right in holding that the
action both of the buyer and of the seller of labour
is limited
but the limit is not capital but the price
of the product. And it was also right in saying that
the classes of labour are in mutual competition
but the force of each depends ultimately on its
when the power
efficiency. This is partly obscured
;

;

;

of collective bargaining is strong in one class and
weak in another, and it is to be hoped and expected
that the lower grades will advance more rapidly

than those requiring skill, intelligence, and managing ability ; but progress and competition will
continue to make the great difference. They will
continue to determine the supply of labour at the
dill'erent grades, and thus to make t he differences
in wages and salaries correspond with a difference
in ability.
It seems unjust that in almost any
industrial group it is the most wearing and unlabour
that gets the smallest share of the
pleasant
product but the unfairness cannot be charged to
;
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the system of distribution, so long as elliciency is
taken for the test of desert. For it is no part of the
system itself that competition must be greatest
at the bottom and least at the top, ami that the
hardest and most monotonous labour should thus
A considerable
have to rank as least efficient.
part of the rise in the average wages of manual
labour has been due to the rise in occupation.
'The constant tendency away from agriculture and the texwhere the average earnings of all employed, either through
the low relative wages of the male (as in agriculture), or the
large relative employment of lower-paid women and children,
are low, towards the more highly-paid engineering, mining, and
building industries, has had the effect of increasing the average
earnings of all employed in industrial occupations more rapidly
than the earnings in the occupations taken separately. . . The
Standard of Comfort of the British wage-earner is now, on the
average, not less than 50 per cent, and probably nearer SO per
cent, higher than that of his predecessor in 1850, and of this
advance more than one-half has been obtained during the past
quarter of a century' (Q. H. Wood, J mini. Hoy. Stat. Soc, 1009,
tiles,

.

'

The existence

employer and his profit,
which distinguishes the present system from its
of the

predecessors, has often been regarded as its defect
and Socialism (q. v. ) is the view that this function
should be undertaken by the State, and nut by
individuals or companies. The discussion on the
question is beyond the scope of this article hut it
may be repeated, on behalf of the present system,
;

;

the current economic evils are wrongly
The system of distribution
charged against it.
would not be affected, for example, by any measures
of taxation and expenditure that aimed at a better
distribution of wealth and the regulation of mono-

that

many of

;

polies is

an

essential office of

Government, which

given freedom from its old control only because
has found a more effectual substitute in competi-

lias
it

The most serious defects lie in competition
but the defects are not all inevitable, and
they prevent the very efficiency which the system
is meant to bring out.
Cf. art. Competition.
tion.

pp. 98, 101).

—

to enterprise.
Profit is what reof the price of the product after the employer
has paid the other shares. There are all grades
of enterprise, from those requiring little capital
and ability to those requiring much, and ordinarily
(d)
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service, just because the speculation and the free life are very
large elements in the real remuneration (Smart, The Distribution <>f Income, p. 163).

The share

mains

there is competition at all grades with other employing individuals or companies. The individual
profit is frequently little more than the salary of a
hired manager at the same grade, and, considering the number of failures, the average is possibly
less.
'

There is good reason to believe that the community gets its
employing done for it more cheaply than it gets any other

itself

;

—

Literature. All the text-books in economics give a prominent place to distribution ; several books are confined to the
subject, the most distinctive being J. B. Clark, The Distribution of Wealth, London, 1900, and
Smart, The Distribution

W.

of Income, Glasgow, 1899. Wages, interest, and rent have each
a large literature ; and the recent works on monopolies and
trusts may be regarded as the special authorities on profits. In
comparative statistics regarding wages, special reference may
be made to the work done by Rowley and Wood, and for
current comparisons there are the Reports of the Board of
Trade mentioned under art. Consumption (Economic), to which
has now to be added the corresponding Report on Wages and
the Cost of Living in U.S.A. (1911).
MITCHELL.

W.
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—
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'

;

—

—

;

;

their consultants, have remembered successful predictions and forgotten unsuccessful ones.

Divination

is

Wissowa),

a pseudo-science, and has a

cer-

814.
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p. 820.
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DIVINATION (Introductory and Primitive).—
By divination is meant the endeavour to obtain
information about things future or otherwise removed from ordinary perception, by consulting
While mostly
informants other than human.
directed to foretelling coming events, it is not
confined to this, but may seek to find out, e.g.,
what is going on at home while the inquirer is
abroad. Ancient as well as modern thinkers have
repeatedly denounced it and exposed its fallacy
nevertheless it is still practised all over the world
by the more backward races of mankind and by
uneducated members of the civilized peoples.
Even under the highest religions Buddhism,
Islam, Judaism, Christianity itself diviners, like
other magicians, have continued to flourish, although their arts form no part of the prevailing
rites and beliefs, and, indeed, have been often and
vigorously denounced by the leaders of religion.
Like other pseudo-sciences, divination rests on
very ancient and wide-spread convictions, inherited
from lower levels of culture and its great stronghold is in the utter inability of the undeveloped
human mind to understand and appreciate a negaNo doubt wilful deceit on the
tive argument.
part of diviners has done much to retain their hold
on popular belief but for the most part they have
been the dupes of their own pretensions, and, like
'

Margoliouth),

(D. S.
(G.

p. 799.

p. 827.
827.

and logicality in its structure, once its
erroneous premisses are granted although it must
be remembered that the logic of uncivilized and
semi-civilized man or, for that matter, of our own
children is much less stringent than ours, and
less quick to detect fallacies.
Indeed, the whole
argument for divination may be said to be based
on a glaring fallacy of ambiguous middle.' To
explain this, it is necessary to consider what train
of thought may be supposed to have given rise to
the beliefs under discussion.
Perhaps the first idea which suggests itself is
savthat divination grew out of false induction.
age, we may imagine, noticed a bird, for instance,
afterwards
in
a
and
soon
behaving
peculiar way,
met with some mishap. He put the two happenings together, did the same in several other cases,
and came to the conclusion that such-and-such a
movement on the part of a hawk or parrot meant
that the observer was in danger of a bad fall,
That
or would have no luck if he went fishing.
such a train of reasoning may often have taken
place we do not deny but we are of opinion that
such a process would not be likely to lead to anything more than a miscellaneous series of omens,
not a system such as divination often is among
tain order

;

—

—

'

A

;

quite uncivilized races. Also it would result in
the most arbitrary relations between omen and
subsequent event whereas between the sign and
the thing signified there very often exists, allowing for uncivilized ways of thought, a perfectly
;
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to

amounting

causality.

It seems, then, more likely that divination
should be treated as a branch of sympathetic
or series of
magic, and regarded as a deduction
deductions from a vaguely conceived principle of
The
something like the uniformity of Nature.
definite
reasoning may be thus paraphrased in our

like causes produce like effects
therefore this occurrence, which is like that other
The fallacy lies
one, will produce a like result.
in the ambiguity of
like,' and the reasoner's inthose
things whose
ability to differentiate between
likeness to one another is real and essential and
or fanciful
an
accidental
those which bear only
resemblance to one another. Thus, whistling for
between
likeness
the
whistling
on
wind
rests
a
and the rush of an actual breeze while in the
realm of omens, the Melanesian belief, that, if a
1
non-domestic animal, entering the house, makes
on
any outcry, a death will ensue, seems to rest
the resemblance of the strange creature's cry to
How real the causal
the wailing of mourners.
connexion is often felt to be is clear from the

phraseology

—

Dreams. That a dream may be in some way
is a view held by all races at all times,
and still popular, to judge by the numerous
The simplest form is that
modern dream-books.
the dreamer sees, as actually as if he were awake,
what is being done or at least contemplated. A
recent book gives an excellent account of the
way the Lenguas of the Paraguayan Chaco regard
dreams. We quote a typical case
A spirit appeared in the form of a horned beetle, and, flying
I.

prophetic

.

;

:

'

1

''

:

'

his body in
of its entrance was dis-

round the sleeper several times, eventually entered
the vicinity of the knee.

The pain

no mark
tinctly felt. The sleeper, awakening, noticed
The pain, however, was still slightly felt.
sign of injury.
What explanation could there be, according to the Indian's
of thinking, except that an actual beetle had entered,

way

possessed by a spirit ?

'

or other

'

is that
usually given by savages
3
the dreamer's soul, or one of his souls, goes away
from his body and sees the things lie dreams of.
Hence the reluctance among many uncivilized
his soul may be shut
peoples to awaken a sleeper—
out, or an evil spirit get in, etc.
Another idea is that the temporarily liberated
world and there secures
spirit visits the spirit
4
information. This, we gather, is the Ewe belief,
innumerable cases in all grades of civilization of and it is frequently met with elsewhere. Or the
omens
the
of
bad
neutralization
taking
avoidance or
revelation may be given by spirits visiting
dreamer. An excellent example of this is found in
away the cause, that is, to prevent the effect.
6
Thus the Manipuris, if they meet with a mole on the skull-divination of the Torres Straits natives.
a journey a bad omen— try to kill it (Hodson, A skull, preferably that of a kinsman, is placed,
the
beside
honorific
ceremonies,
after
p. 132).
sundry
But this simple process is not in itself sufficient pillow of the consultant. In his sleep he hears it
to account for all the ramifications of the diviner's speaking to him, with a sound like teeth chatterart. 2 At least two main developments must be ing.
The modern method of putting bridescake
noted. The first is the elaboration of the sup- under one's pillow would seem to be a survival of
between
connexion
an even cruder kind of magic. Finally, a god, not
posedly causal or quasi-causal
omen and event into a system, often very complex a mere ancestral spirit, may choose this method of
the
the dream is
a
of
gaps
and intricate,
symbolism— system,
sending an oracle, and in that case
in a holy place—
in which, as Tylor notes, are apt to be filled by
generally sought for by sleeping
the invention of new omens, arbitrarily, or on the the Greek tyKolMo-Ls (see Divination [Greek]). An
The second
Amer. Indian
analogy of those already existing.
example from lower culture is the N.
comes with the advance of religious belief and the custom— found also among the Dayaks— of going
glowing importance of deities of one sort or an- to some solitary and more or less holy or haunted
Men come to think of omens as sent by spot, to learn in a dream or ecstatic vision the
other.
them.
good example of this is the Dayak idea identity of one's guardian spirit.
of
that the hawk, their chief omen bird, while it
But, even with the simplest and crudest ideas
sometimes conies of its own accord to foretell dream -divination, it soon becomes clear that all
the future, is regularly the messenger of Balli dreams cannot be taken literally. To enumerate
8
Finally, it must all the methods of interpretation would be an endPenyalong, the Supreme Being.
is that in
be remembered that, although the chief source of less task
perhaps the simplest case
divination is probably sympathetic magic, other which the dreamer dreams of something which, if
4
in certain
ideas have contributed to the long list of omens.
actually seen, would be ominous: e.g.
Divination may be roughly divided into two parts of Australia, to dream of 'old-man' kanautomatic divination, in which an garoos sitting about the camp presages the advent,
kinds
(a)
omen is looked for and interpreted, so to speak, in not of kangaroos, but of danger and the kangaroo
6
With the
its own right, with no thought of appeal to any
sometimes gives omens to men awake.
supernormal power, god, or spirit and (i) divina- increasing complication of dream-interpreting, the
of
the
sense
become
tion proper, in the strict etymological
necessary.
services of a professional diviner
word, which inquires of some sort of a deity, He may either dream himself, like the Melanesian
1
of as being tatua
other people's dreams,
generally by means of signs conceived
qoreqorc,' or interpret
sent by him. But of many cases it is hard to say like the Naga maiba.*
which category they fall under. Take the wellworld-wide.
Distribution
Typical cases are
known method of divining by the Bible and key ; literal interpretation (Sea Dayaks) 9 symbolic
we doubt if the people who use this method could dreams (Malays). 10
answer
noticed here,
2. Presentiments may perhaps be
say definitely whether they suppose the
to be sent by God or to come from some quasi- although they hardly amount to actual divination.
magical power inherent in the book itself. The The Zulus, for instance, believe that a man look-

The explanation

'

;

—

—

.

A

;

'

'

:

;

;

:

:

;

.

one is in
applies to many sucli survivals
doubt whether to consider them purely magical or
For the purposes
affected by the current religion.

same

1

;

of this article, we shall classify divination according to the means employed, noting roughly the
distribution of each.
1 For
the ominous nature of such an occurrence in general,
see below.

2 It should be noted that, although no people apparently is
without some system of divination, the ruder tribes ('<?. the
Australian blacks) have only very rudimentary ideas ot it, and
Beeni to use it but little.
Hose-McDougall, in JAI xxxi. 179.
4 Seo
esp. § 7, ou Divination from animals.'
11

'

See Aristotle, De din.

discussion of this belief.
2
!

W.

I!.

Men

Grubb,

e (OTnn., for

in Unknown

an eminently clear-headed
.

.

People in an

.

.

,

r
,
Unknown
Land,

have several souls apiece, according, e.g., to the Sett

'

<

Miff.

Can*.

Exp.v"'spieth, p. 664.
120: 'The Tangklmls say
Howitt, p. 40011. ; cf. Hodson, p.
ose any lawsuit
that a man who is attacked by a buffalo will
1 hey also
be
involved
to
time
at
that
he
in which
happens
a buffalo,
believe that, if a man dreams that he is attacked by
he will Buffer similar misfortune.'
,„„

._.

7
o

>

129

Hodson,
Codrington, p. 208.
181.
domes,.Seventeen Years atnong Ihe Sea Oytua, 1911, p.
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p. 632
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'

feels internally a
ing for a tiling sometimes
hut if it
pointing which will guide him aright
is done by mere head-guessing ... he generally
misses the mark,' to quote a Zulu cited by
Callaway.
Distribution
not specifically mentioned by
most of our authorities, but may be presumed to
be universal or nearly so.
From these cases, in which a man may almost
be said to prophesy to himself, we turn to the
'

'

;

:

large class of

—

—

Of the
3. Divination from bodily actions.
various involuntary movements and noises of
which the human body is capable, perhaps sneezing is the one most universally regarded as
ominous, and, in nearly all cases, as a bad omen.
The reason is apparently that it is feared that the
internal convulsion may disturb or drive out the
soul. 1
Hence the common custom of blessing
the sneezer, prevalent alike in civilized Germany
(Gesundheit !) and among the Nandi (Ko'-weit-in
'

God be good

We

cannot recall
you ')
any non-classical examples of the idea that a
sneeze is a sign sent to denote Divine approval of
words or actions (see Divination [Greek]).
A curious form of divination is the Melanesian
so ilo.
In this, the hands are rubbed above the
head and a ghost [tindalo) invoked by a magic
A
song.
cracking of the joints, variously signilicant according to the particular joint which cracks,
is taken to be the spirit's answer
(Codrington, 211).
Other ominous signs are hiccuping, the twitching of
an eyelid, and so on but these omens are mostly
trivial and not much regarded either by savages or
Asis,

to

!

;

by

civilized races.

The

sneeze, stumbling,

2

and

so

are the only really important ones we know of.
Some voluntary actions are considered unlucky,
and therefore avoided, by various races 8 but this
is hardly divination, nor is the idea that
praise
to the face is open disgrace
very common among
ilo

;

'

'

—

—

peoples from Europeans downwards properly germane to our subject.
Distribution
important cases given above
minor omens from bodily actions are world-wide.
All the above forms of divination depend upon
a more or less normal condition we now proceed
to consider those which depend upon an abnormal
state of body or mind, or both.
4. Divination by ordeal may be thus classed.
Ordeals are of two kinds either a suspected person (or the suspect and his accuser) is subjected to
some process which would normally injure or endanger him or the process is a magical one, with
power to hurt the guilty, but not the innocent.
Examples of the first class are the ancient European
'judgment of God' or 'wager by battle,' and the
Gold Coast method of making, e.g., a wife suspected
of infidelity plunge her hand into boiling oil. 4

many

:

;

;

:

;

The innocent and wrongfully accused person

is

Divinely aided to win the combat, or protected
against what would normally harm him or her.
The author believes that this is the root-idea of
judicial torture, at least

among

humane
The idea

people so

in general as the ancient Athenians.
probably was that an innocent man or a truthful
witness would feel no pain. 5 Of the second class
the Nandi and Masai furnish very instructive ex-

1
Tylor, i. 100 ff.; cf. Ellis, 203; the Ashanti believe a sneeze
indicates 'something; unpleasant or painful having happened
to the indwelling kra.'
2
e.g. among the Malays (Skeat, p. 553); also Qrseco-Roman
'
(see special articles) and modern (see § 11, Survivals ')
3 Thus a
Malay child is scolded if he lies on his belly the
almost universal attitude of a resting child as this is considered unlucky ; and sundry bits of table etiquette amongst
the same people have a similar sanction (Skeat, p. 533 f.). Cf.
the classical habit of entering a room right foot first.
*
Ellis, p. 196 f., gives examples of both classes.
5
Ellis, p. 201, remarks that a guilty woman will often confess
rather than face the ordeal, as a beating hurts less than a badly

—

scalded hand

!

—
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Among

the former, the accused lays a
skull at the accuser's door, saying
If I have (lone
this thing, may this head eat me; if I have not
done it, may it eat thee,' and one or the other
dies accordingly.
Among the latter, 2 the accused
drinks blood, saying: 'If I have done this deed,

amples.

1

'

:

may God

kill

me!' (Ten ataasa

naaar

elle-bae,

;
and, if guilty, he dies accordingly. These
different methods, occurring among tribes so near
to each other in territory and culture, warn us of
the thinness of the party- wall between magic and

eng-Ai)

This eng-Ai, who punishes the guilty
religion.
man in the latter case, is a genuine deity a high
but in the corresponding ordeal of the neigh;

—

'

'

god

the inherent magical power of
the skull (or the ghost), apparently, which eats
the false swearer. It is noteworthy that the Nandi
diviners, who in other respects are exactly like
their Masai confreres, are said to worship, not
Asista, their high god,' but the ancestral spirits.'
But the root-idea is the same in any case guilt
weakens the wrong-doer, robs him of his mana or
of Divine favour, and so renders him an easy
prey
to any injury, natural or magical.
This weakness
extends to his agents, as in the Malay ordeal by
In this,
diving, described by Skeat (p. 542 f.).
boys, hired by the parties to a suit, plunge
simultaneously under water, with the result that
the representative of the party in the wrong has to
come up again at once, while the other is not inconvenienced. Such a belief as this indicates a
people not without some advancement in moral

bouring

tribe, it is

'

'

'

:

ideas.

Distribution: Africa, passim

;

in Asia, e.g.

among

the Nagas ; also in Melanesia and among Malays
formerly in Europe not in Australia traces in
North America.
5. Divination by possession ('shamanizing').—
Not only do spirits visit sleepers, but they often
possess a diviner or priest, rousing him to a proThis belief, while adopted by some
phetic frenzy.
higher cults, as that of Apollo (see Divination
[Greek]), is most characteristic of those races in
whose religion the spirits of the dead are prominent.
Thus, the shamans of the Tunguses in
Siberia are possessed, not by Tengri Kaira Khan,
or Erlik (the leading good and bad deities respectively), or by any of their emissaries, but by the
ancestral spirits the objects, one may conjecture,
of an older cult.
translate a part of KadlofFs
vivid account :

;

;

;

—

We

The individual marked out by the might of the ancestors for
shamanhood feels a sudden faintness and exhaustion ... a
heavy weight presses on his breast and suddenly wrings from
him violent, inarticulate screams.' (After wild paroxysms he
'

sinks to the ground.) ' His limbs are wholly insensitive ; he
snatches whatever he can lay his hands on, and swallows aimlessly everything he gets hold of hot iron, knives, needles.
.
.
afterwards casting up dry and uninjured what he has
swallowed.'

—

.

Apparently this eccentric diet does him no harm.
His only relief is to seize the shaman's drum and
his chief danger is that he
begin to shamanize
'

'

:

resist the frenzy and die or go mad.
Not till
after this experience does he receive any instruction in his art from other shamans.
He is able, by
the help of the spirits, to foretell the future, besides exercising various priestly functions.
There
seems to be no doubt of the sincerity of some, at
least, of these men, who continue to ply their
'
art despite Governmental prohibition.
I must
shamanize,' said one of them to a traveller, both
4
for my own sake and that of
What
people.'
'
'
their actual state is during possession we leave
to physiologists to determine.
The shamans of
2
1
Hollis, Nandi, p. 76.
Hollis, Masai, p. 345.
3 So the Toda diviners are
mostly possessed by foreign gods
and, in general, where a race's religion has advanced beyond the

may

'

my

;

earliest stages, the diviners, like other magicians, represent the

older and cruder forms.
4
Stadling, in Cli, 1901, p. 86

i.
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Northern Asia use a drum

in divining

(Introductory and Primitive)
;

but

in

some other cases the possessing spirits speak by
the mouth of the wizard, as among the Tshispeaking peoples, whose priests are possessed, not
by spirits, but by gods. Some similar cases will
1

be considered in the next paragraph.
Distribution Ural-Altaic races of N. Asia and
Europe N. America (see Divination [American])
more or less modified forms common in Africa and
elsewhere (e.g. Todas).
6. Necromancy.
Death increases rather than
diminishes a man's magical powers, including his
prophetic faculties. Hence we find the wide-spread
practice (of which, indeed, shamanizing might be
considered a variant) of consulting either the souls
of the dead in general or the soul of a particular
dead man, or his corpse.
very crude instance of
the last comes from Central Australia. Tree-burial
:

;

;

—

A

largely practised among these tribes, and it is
the custom to observe the direction taken by the
liquid matter exuding from the corpse and flowing
along the ground. If the stream flows, say, north,
the slayer lives to the northward - if it is short,
he is close at hand if long, he is far away. Skulldivination has already been noticed, and might be
classed under necromancy.
But we are chiefly
concerned with necromancy proper, or the evoking
and consulting of ghosts. This, as distinct from
seeing a ghost casually in a dream, or meeting or
hearing one unsought, which might happen to
any one, is the task of a professional diviner or a
Thus the Zulu witch-doctor is visited by
priest.
the amatongo (=manes) and their voices are heard
The voice,' says a native witness,
giving answers.
quoted by Callaway, was like that of a very little
child ... it speaks above, among the wattles of
the hut' a clear case of ventriloquism. Among the
Melanesians a tindalo, or ghost, comes on board a
canoe, its presence being detected by a mane kisu,
or diviner, and gives affirmative or negative signs
in answer to the question, Shall we go to such-a3
plaee?' The Ewe diviners summon a tro in case
of sickness, and from its answers inaudible to profane ears foretell the course of the disease, and so
on.
In most, if not all, cases, the spirits thus consulted are given offerings of various kinds to win
their favour and induce them not only to foretell,
but to make things turn out as the inquirer wishes
is

;

;

'

'

—

'

—

—

(see Spieth,

I.e.).

One
mancy

curious case might be called either necroor ordeal.
It comes from the Gold Coast,
and is used when a creditor makes a claim on a dead
man's estate, about which the heirs are doubtful.
The claimant drinks water in which the corpse
has been washed, swearing to the accuracy of
his statement
if he is lying, the power (sisa) of
the deceased will punish him. 4 This is an illustration of the difficulty of applying any rigid classification to a large and miscellaneous body of savage
;

beliefs.

Distribution
in one form or another, worldwide. Typical instances are given above.
From men, living or dead, we pass to their
surroundings, animate and inanimate. Beginning
with the former, we find a large and interesting
:

class.

—

The
7. Divination from animals.— (a) Augury.
movements of birds or beasts are considered ominous
in some degree by nearly, if not quite, all races. In
1
Note that in a few oases (as the Masai [Mollis,
Ellis, p. 191.
p. 324 f.]) a frenzy is induced by an Intoxicant or other drug.
2 'Death from natural causes' is a notion
quite foreign to

Australian Macks ; all deaths are caused either by violence
or l»v magic.
Compare Marett, Threshold of Religion. 1909,
p. 26.
;:

Spieth, p. 506.

J

Ealis,

i>.

I97f.

Note the prhnitiveness

people who, according to

human power
by any magic

'

Ellis,

of their gods,'
(194 f.).

of this rite among a
implicitly believe in the super-

and do not attempt

to coerce

them

some

cases the reason is quite obvious.

Thus the

Melanesians have a bird which they call wisi, from
one of its cries. This happens to mean No in
'

'

the local dialect, and the creature is thus able to
its other cries being taken to
mean Yes.' But this is ' not seriously thought of
(Codrington, p. 221), and in the vast majority of cases
the omen is symbolical, frequently needing a professional diviner to interpret it. Thus the Kenyahs
of Sarawak have a method of divination worthy of

answer questions

—

'

'

Etruria, by which high-born augurs, after due
ceremonies, sit in a leaf-shelter and watch a particular part of the sky for hawks, until the favour

Penyalong is shown by one bird flying
1
right, another left, and a third circling.
this should be a good omen is by no means clear ;
the symbolism of augury is a product of many
generations, and mysterious, probably, even to the
initiated.
more profitable question is,
should animals give omens at all ? for, no doubt,
of Balli

Why

A

Why

—

the original idea is that the animals themselves
2
Leavgave answers, not that any god sent them.
ing the Kenyahs for a much more primitive people,
we find a case which throws great light on the
certain young member of
origin of the belief.
the Yuin tribe had the kangaroo for his personal
this man saw an
inheritance.
Whenever
totem, by
old-man kangaroo coming towards him, he knew
that he was being warned of danger. 3 The Kenyahs
are not totemic ; but the Ibans (Sea Dayaks), who
are of the same family, have a sort of personal
totem, the ngarong,* or 'spirit-helper,' who generally
takes animal form. It is not unlikely, then, that
the omen-animal or bird was originally some sort
of a personal totem, or since totem is a word apt
to be abused a manitou, which gave warnings and
advice, as friendly animals do in folk-tales of all

A

'

'

—

—

'

'

countries.
Originally only this one particular
5
spirit-animal would give omens ; this would then
be extended to all its species and, finally, with
the coming of more advanced religious views, they
would be considered the messengers of a god,
put
perhaps originally a theriomorphic one.
;

We

forward this theory tentatively, however, recogits difficulties, such as the existence of
augury among the Kenyahs, who apparently have
not even the ngarong, and its non-existence in
Torres Straits, where totemism flourishes.
It should be mentioned that men may be counted
among omen-animals. We have already dealt with
the omens a man may draw from his own actions ;
but he may also do things significant for others,
though not for himself; e.g., if twins are born,
this, like almost all events a little out of the
common, is held to be a good or a bad omen by
various peoples
thus the Nagas 6 hold that the
birth of twins of opposite sex is unlucky.
Again,
the Masai 7 believe that if, on a journey, one meets
a solitary wayfarer, the journey will be fruitless.
Finally, in augury, one cannot divide the ominous
creatures simply into lucky and unlucky. The

nizing

;

same bird or beast may give opposite omens accordTo take one
to the place w here it is heard or seen.
8
example out of many, and again from the Masai,
the bird they call tilo (Mesopicus spodocephalus),
heard on the right, is good if on the left, bad.
Go on,
If heard behind, on a journey, it means,
you will be hospitably received.'
if

;

'

1

Hose-McDougall,

p. 17f>

f.

in late beliefs and speculations ; see,
Stat. Thcb. iii. 486-S (' sen purior axis amotuimjuc nefas et
rarum insistere terris uera docent [alites) ') for the former.

2

Both ideas persisted

e.ij.,

SHowitt, p. 400 f.
*
Nyarong, in Hose-McPougall, p. 173 but this is said to be
a misprint f Gomes, in AthauFum, 18th March L911.
6 The Ibans
say that not all omen-birds, but only 33 of each
kind, are the messengers of Singalang Burong, the hawk-god
the others do not give true omens, and are not, like the 33,
immortal.
b /(,.
8
' Hollis, Masai, p. 324.
p. 323 f.
Hodson, p. 134.
:

;
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—

Haruspicy. Not only living, but dead, animals can give omens, though the latter are for the
most part intelligible only to professional diviners.
Before passing to a consideration of these cases, it
is well to notice that a dying animal is sometimes
consulted.
The Nagas, for instance, sometimes
kill a fowl and watch its death-struggles for omens.
They also have a more economical, though less
reliable, method, in which the fowl is held up by
the wings.
Should the animal cross its right foot
over the left, the omen is good
the opposite,
(b)

'

;

bad."
Perhaps the simplest case of what might loosely
be called haruspicy is that given by Gomes. 2 The
Sea Dayaks, he tells us, consider it a very bad
omen if they find a dead animal in their fields the
crops will poison the owner if he ventures to eat
them, unless some one with strong mana removes
the tabu by ceremonially eating a little, and thus
absorbing the evil influence into his own powerful
;

person.

But in haruspicy proper we have to deal with a
not very primitive type of religion. The slaughtered
animal is regularly a sacrificial victim the liaruspex is generally not merely a diviner, hut a priest,
where such a distinction exists ; and the entrails
therefore contain the cryptic message, to be read
by enlightened eyes, of a god. The method of
reading is a more or less complex symbolism thus,
to And the internal organs in an unusual position
heart on the wrong side, or the like means
generally some disastrous upheaval.
Distribution
augury and haruspicy both in
Sarawak augury alone in Malay Peninsula and
Melanesia
haruspicy alone among Masai and
Nandi both found, singly or together, in more or
less complicated forms, in nearly all parts of the
;

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

world.
8. Divination by mechanical means.
Of mechanical means of divination there is no end.
may divide them, very roughly, into (as) coscinomancy, or devices akin to the modern planchctte,
and probably worked by unconscious muscular
action (6) sortilegium, or devices involving some
kind of a game of chance, generally of simple form.
(a) Skeat (p. 536 f.) reports a simple case of coscinomancy among the Malays, which he himself
saw.
kind of pendulum is made, with appro-

—

We

:

;

A

priate rites

— charm

and

sacrifice

— by

thrusting a

fish-spine through a lemon, and suspending it on a
cord of seven different coloured strands. Questions

are then put to it it says Yes by swinging, No
by staying still. The same people use a diviningthe
rod, which vibrates in the presence of a thief
Melanesians 3 use a similar rod in cases of illness,
to discover which of the recently dead is eating
the patient. The stick vibrates at the right name.
To take another illustration from Skeat (p. 538 ff.
a thief may be discovered, after appropriate rites,
by two people holding a bowl of water between
their fingers.
The names of suspected persons are
presented to it in writing, and at that of the guilty
man it twists around and falls. In all these cases,
as in planchctte writing, if we exclude deliberate
cheating, we are left with the supposition that the
diviner unconsciously moves his divining-machine
in the way he is expecting, or perhaps contrary to
his conscious expectation and even his conscious
volition. 4
But the usual, so far as we know, the
universal, explanation given by the lower races is
that the movements are caused by some spirit
which, to borrow the jargon of modern spiritualism,
controls the instrument. It may well be thought,
however, considering the obvious antiquity of this
'

'

'

'

;

^

;

'

'

—

)

'

'

1

Dr.

3

See Codrington,

Brown, ap. Hodson,
p. 210

p. 132.

2

Op.

cil. p.

156.

ff.

The writer has had personal experience uf quite genuine
performances of this 6ort on the part of a planchette.
4
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and kindled modes of divination, that, before any
definitely animistic belief

by virtue
big medicine,' had

plement, being

made

'

came

to prevail, tin' imof proper ceremonies
in itself the power to

answer.
is right in seeing in
(/;) Whether or not Tylor
sortilegium the origin of all games of luck, it is
so wide-spread and miscellaneous that we can do
no more than give a few random examples, some
of which, provisionally accepting Tylor's hypothesis, we class under the main forms of games of
chance. (1) Odd and even.— This is used among
the Masai and Nandi, whose diviners shake pebbles
out of a buffalo-horn, and observe whether an odd
or an even number results. 2 On the Gold Coast a
similar method is used, with nuts for pebbles and
without the horn. 3 (2) The teetotum. The coconut, being a natural teetotum, is much used in the
Pacific, both in games of chance, pure and simple,
and for divination. Tylor (loe. cit.) gives examples
of both. (3) Dice and similar implements.
Dice, as
we understand them, are but little used among
savages but the underlying principle something
which, if thrown, may fall in any one of several
1

—

—

—

;

—

ways is common enough. The most
rudimentary form is perhaps the mangrove-embryo
used by women in the Torres Straits* to determine
the sex of an unborn child. It is thrown between
the legs, backwards, and no notice is taken of
which side it falls on, but merely of whether it
flies straight or crooked
the first presaging a boy,
and the second a girl. The same people have a
in
which
the
hero
holds up his throwingfolk-tale,
"I
stick, and it fell in the direction of Daudai.
will go there by-and-by
I think I will kill them
5
all," he said.'
(4) A number of methods of
mechanical divination have not, so far as we
The most inknow, resulted in actual games.
teresting is the magic drum of the shaman, the
surface of which, in Lapland, was painted with
various figures.
A ring or bunch of rings was
placed on the skin of the drum, which was then
beaten with a horn hammer, not so much to make
different

—

'

;

'

a Noise, as by the Drumming to move the King
so as to pass over the Pictures and shew what
6
Besides particular signs given by
they seek after.
the pictures, the ring gave a good omen if it went
sunwise, bad if it went withershins.
simpler
omen is that found among the Nagas. ' At Mao
and Maram the issue of a hunting party is prognosticated by their success in kicking small pebbles
on to the top of a monolith.' 7 More curious,
because harder to explain, though it probably is a
simple conjuring trick, is the Zulu divination by
sticks or bones.
The sticks, after proper ceremonies, rise up and jump about by way of saying
Where is
Yes,' lie still for No,' and, if asked
so-and-so's ailment ? strike the questioner on the
corresponding part of his body. And so on. The
list might he extended indefinitely, but the
principle
is always the same
chance is the working of
some non-human power, who makes a die fall a
particular way, or an odd and not an even number
of pebbles jump out, or a particular man draw a
particular lot, just as Athene makes the arrow of
Pandaros miss its mark (II. iv. 127 11'.).
Distribution in one form or another, universal.
9. Divination from Nature.
(a) Astrology.—
With the elaborate pseudo-science which grew out
of the belief that the position and influence of the
heavenly bodies more or less mould human affairs,
we have nothing to do here it is a product of
.

.

.

'

A

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

—

:

;

1

-

p. 324, Nandi, p. 49.
& lb.
p. 196.
p. 74.
» Scheffer, Hist, of
Lapland, Eng. ed. of 1751, p. 29 f. ; of.
Anthropology ami the Classics, ed. Marett, Oxford, 1909, pp. 28,
30.
It is not inconceivable that the pictures on playing-cards
i.

78.

*

3 Kllis.
p. 202.

may owe
'

their origin to

Hodson,

p. 133.

Ilollis,

Masai,

Camb. Exp.

some such magic

figures as these.
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We give a few
To the
we must

—

by the establishment of Christianity

—

portend something usually misfortune. But it
seldom goes beyond something.' Homer's remark
on lightning, which indicates Zeus to be 'fashioning either great rain unspeakable or hail or snow
or, somewhere, the great mouth of bitter
battle' (//. x. 5ff.), is a good summing up of the
vagueness of the beliefs usually connected with
these phenomena. They are too rare, comparatively
speaking, and also too noteworthy in themselves,
for a system of divination to be built upon them.
They frighten rather than forewarn.
'

.

.

.

traces everywhere ; so far as we
know, except for civilized peoples, nowhere very
important or noteworthy.
10. Miscellaneous divination.
Finally, we may
note one or two methods which cannot be classed
under any of the above heads, but are interesting
This is not the
in themselves,
(a) Clairvoyance.

Distribution

:

—

—

place to ask

whether any such power really

exists.

for our purposes that, e.g., the Malays
think it does, and some of them, according to
2
Skeat, practise it. (i) In the Torres Straits we
get a good example of a not uncommon idea, that
of a
is
forerunner
kind
the
a small mishap of any
greater one. Thus one of the natives, who was a
It is

examples of both classes.
class of divination by mechanical

enough

Friday be explained ? Astrologically it should be
being the day of Venus, especially for
yet comparatively few
marriages and the like
people even to-day would care to be married on a
;

Friday.

As to survivals pure and simple of ancient ideas
about omens, wholly unconnected with Christian
The author gives a
beliefs, their name is legion.
few personally known to him. A patient in a
Plaistow hospital showed genuine instinct for
sympathetic magic and divination by refusing to
fasten on her wedding-ring when her emaciation
made that desirable, because, if you bind up a
and the idea is
ring you bind up poverty with it
common in the East End of London. Creaking
death
in
heralds
a
furniture
many places in Yorkshire a bird flying into the house brings ill-luck
with it,' in most parts of England a stumble in
going upstairs this we cannot explain presages
a wedding. Astrology 2 and oneiromancy still
flourish
Tylor mentions an instance of haruspicy
'

'

;

'

;

—

science or

— The

which we have
lower stages of
With political and religious advance
civilization.
one of two things happens either some kinds of
divination are taken into the State religion (Greece,
Home see special articles) and the others become
insignificant and even disreputable, like all magic
4
or, as in the case especially of Christianity, the

methods

of

:

;

;

faith declares against them all as either
false or the work of evil spirits. The first beginnings
of this we have already seen in a few instances.

dominant

But

tlie

counter process, by which the higher

religions degenerate into magic, must not be
forgotten. Thus, the Jewish and Christian formula
.' has been found in magical
In the name of .
papyri (see Kcnyon, Brit. Mus. Papyri, i. [1893]
'

.

1m Namen Jesu,' 1903); a
f.
Heitmuller,
chapter of the Quran is read as a charm during
the Malay ritual of divination with a bowl of water,
described above; Orphic and Mithraic rituals have
been used for purely magical purposes; the Buddhist
Om manipadme hum is often used as a charm and
not a prayer. But, apart from this, popular belief
65

1

'

;

See Skeat,

p. 644

ft.,

Brandenburg

for details.

3

palmistry,

;

known among

'

....

Augurs and understood

By magot-pies
The

secret'st

man

relations

:

have

brought forth

of

'

blood (Macbeth,

ill.

iv.

124-128).

of turning over the

Compare the custom

money

one s pocket on hearing the first cuckoo. So
hardly does an ancient belief yield to either
in

common

sense.

—

Literature. On the subject in general, see E. B. Tylor,
Primitive Culture', 1903, vol. i. For particular races the
following will be found useful H. Callaway, Pel. Syst. of the
Amazulu, Natal, 1870; Cambridge Anthropol. Exp. to Torres
R. H. tjodrington, The Melanesia™,
Straits, 1901-8, vol. v.
Oxford, 1891; A. B. Ellis, Tshi^pcakimj Peoples, 1887; T. C.
Hodson, The Naga Tribes of Manipur, 1911 A. C. Hollis,
The Masai, 1905, also The A'andi, 1909; C. Hose and W.
McDougrall, 'Men and Animals in Sarawak,' JAI xxxi. [1901]
173; A. W. Howitt, Native Tribes of S.E. Australia, 1904;
W. Radloff, 'Das Schamanthum und sein Kultus,' in his
Aus Sibirieni, 1893, vol. ii. W. H. R. Rivers, The Todas,
1906; W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, 1900; Spencer-Gillen,
Native Tribes of Central Australia, 1S99, and Northern Tribes of
Central Australia, 1904 J. Spieth, Die Bue-StSmmt, 1906.
H. J. Kose.
:

;

;

;

;

DIVINATION (American).—Throughout the
two continents of America divination and prophetic
utterance were and are generally practised by the
of the
priestly class (shamans and medicine-men)
various nations and tribes which have inhabited
them. The methods of divination in use did not
vary

much

so

far as

the different divisions of

Tennyson's Enoch Arden gives a well-known example.
Among us, as among the Malays, in two forms (1) borrowed
from the mediajval svsicnis (Zadkiel, etc.); (2) popular, as in
the belief, held bv nearly every one except those who know
on the
iinUhing of meteorology, that the weather depends
1

2

:

2

3
Cam*. Exp. p. 301.
Gomes, op. cit. p. 158.
Buddhism is also hostile among the Buddhist section of
the Tungusea then is no shamanism, according to HudlofT.
The corrupt Buddhism of Tibet cannot be taken as typical.
4

;

the

Augury has
Malays, is common at every fair.
perhaps a survival in the habit of bowing to
magpies. Cf. Shakespeare's mention of them

'

belong to the

—

;

;

usually consulted.
11. Survivals.

given examples

Europe has

lucky,

in

;

in

resulted in the sortcs Biblical, still used, we believe,
1
among uneducated people. Church festivals also
have affected the popular beliefs in lucky and unthe bad reputation of
for
how
else
can
lucky days,

dugong fisher, returned empty-handed one
day with his harpoon broken. Shortly after, three
deaths occurred, to his great comfort, as it showed
that his bad luck had been sent as an omen and
was no fault of his own. (<) Blood is uncanny
and ominous. Thus a Sea Dayak, 8 finding a drop
of blood on the floor-mats, will consider that a
spirit has shed it, and that it is a very bad omen.
(d) In general, any occurrence at all unusual is
ominous and a diviner, or some skilled person, is
skilled

'

means

add, among peoples who possess sacred
writings, or books for any reason esteemed to
contain great wisdom (such as was attributed to
the works of Vergil in the Middle Ages), a form of
sortilcgium which consists in opening such a book
at random and taking an omen from the first
passage met with. The prestige won for the Bible

stars the attacking force their relative
position indicating the result of the campaign.
natural phenomena, such as earthOther
(b)
quakes, lightning, etc., are everywhere held to

and the

(American)

dies hard ; and, for example, in modern Europe we
find all kinds of beliefs which are most probably
relics of pre-Christian divination, little, if at all,
affected by the official religion, except that they
are often not definitely felt to be magico-religious.

comparatively advanced civilization, and involves
real knowledge of pure and applied mathematics,
far beyond the capacity of most savage races. The
rudiments, however, of astrology, together with
star-myths of varying complexity, are early and
common. Thus the Malays, along with quite a
complicated foreign astrology,1 with calendars and
lucky and unlucky days, etc., have preserved such
simple bits of symbolism as that a star near the
moon means an approaching marriage. Among
the Maoris the moon represents a besieged pah,

3

Compare divining from

from the references
passim.

in

a sheep's shoulder-Wade, well

Drayton and other writers.

known

See Tylor,
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American nationality were concerned, nor did they

much dissimilarity from those in vogue
among oilier barbarian peoples. In ancient or preColumban Mexico and 1'eru there was a college of
display

augurs, corresponding in purpose to the auspices
of ancient Rome, the alumni of which occupied
themselves with observing the flight and listening
to the songs of birds, from which they drew their
conclusions, pretending to interpret the speech
In Mexico the calmecac,
of all winged creatures.
or training-college of the priests, had a department
where divination was taught in all its phases, and
that the occupation was no mere sinecure will
appear later. Among the less advanced communities the services of the diviner or seer were
much in request, and the forecasting of the future
became, sooner or later, the chief concern of the

higher classes of medicine-men.
The methods adopted by the priests or shamans
in the practice of divination scarcely differed with
locality, but many various expedients were maile
use of to attain the same end. In the Peru of the
Incas, besides those augurs who were supposed to
interpret the songs of the feathered race, there were
other castes who specialized in the various kinds
of divination.
Thus, some practised oracular
methods in much the same way as did the priesthood in ancient Egypt and Greece. The idols
became the direct mediums by which Divine
wishes were disclosed or the future made clear.
Necromancy was also extensively practised, the
priests pretending to raise the dead, whose instructions they communicated to those who had
consulted them. In the Mexico of the Aztecs,
also, necromancy was in vogue, and the raising of
the spirit of the Princess Papantzin, sister of the
ill-fated Montezuma, who foretold the downfall of
his empire and his own destruction, will be familiar
To return to Peru,
to every reader of Prescott.
still other classes predicted by means of leaves of
tobacco, or the grains or juice of coca, the shapes
of grains of maize, taken at random, the appearance of animal excrement, the forms assumed by
the smoke rising from burning victims, the entrails
and viscera of animals, the course taken by spiders,
visions seen in dreams, the flight of birds, and the
direction in which fruits might fall. The professors
of these several methods were distinguished by
different ranks and titles, and their training was
a long and arduous one, and undertaken in no
mere spirit of flippancy. If their clients were
deceived, it is safe to say that they themselves
were as unconscious of deceit as is a modern

physician who has wrongly diagnosed a case.
In considering the practice of divination and
prophecy among the aboriginal peoples of America,
it will be necessary to deal separately with each of
the principal methods by means of which they are
performed. These are (1) by observing the flight
of birds (2) by oracular and necromantic practices
(4) through the inter(3) by means of hypnotism
pretation of dreams and visions, and by conditions
;

;

;

of ecstasy produced by drugs ; (5) by means of
astrological practice ; and (6) by the appearance of
various objects.
It has alI. By observing; the flight of birds.

—

ready been noticed that the Mexican and Peruvian
priesthoods, or that class of them devoted to
augury, made a practice of observing the flight of
various birds and of listening to their songs. This
observation of birds for the purpose of augury was
common to other American tribes. The bird, with
its rapid motion and incomprehensible power of
flight, appeared to the savage as a being of a higher
order than himself, and its song the only hint of
music with which he was familiar as something
bordering upon the supernatural, the ability to
understand which he had once possessed, but had

—

—
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through the potency of some evil and unknown
Some great sorcerer or medicine-man alone
this spell, and this the shamans of the
tribe sought assiduously to achieve, by means of
close attention to the habits of birds, their mot ion
lust

spell.

might break

-

and

'The
flights, and especially to their song.
natives of Brazil regarded one bird in especial as
of good augury,' says an early 18th cent, traveller,
Coreal (Voiages aux Indes occidcntalcs, p. 203).
He does not state to what bird he alludes, but
proceeds to say that its mournful chant is heard
by night rather than by day. The savages say it
is sent by their deceased friends to bring them
news from the other world, and to encourage them
against their enemies. Here, it would seem, we
have an example of bird-augury combined with
divination
Coreal probably
by necromancy.
alluded to the goat-sucker bird, which, with the
screaming vulture, some South American tribes
the Guaycurus of Paraguay, for example suppose
to act as messengers from the dead to their priests,
between whom and the deceased persons of the
tribe there is thought to be frequent communica-

—

—

tion.

A typical example of augury by bird-habit has come down
to us in the account of the manner in which the Nahua of
Mexico fixed upon the spot for the foundation of that city.
Halting after years of travel at the Lake of Tezcuco, they
observed perched on the stem of a cactus a great eagle with
wings outspread, holding in its talons a writhing serpent.
Their augurs interpreted this as a good omen, as it had been
previously announced by an oracle and on the spot drove the
first piles upon which was afterwards built the city of Mexico;

Tenochtitlan. The legend of its foundation is still commemorated
in the arms of the modern Republic of Mexico, and on its coinage and postal stampB.

—

necromantic methods. We
2. Oracular and
have already seen that the priesthood of Peru
practised oracular methodsof divination by making
Whether they accomplished this
the idols
speak.'
by ventriloquial arts or by the more primitive
means of concealing one of their number, we do not
know. But we know that the piagis, or priests of
'

the Uapes tribe of Brazil, practise oracular divination by means of a contrivance known to them as
the paxiuba. This is one of their most sacred
symbols, and consists of a portion of a palm-tree
aliout the height of a man, and some 10 cm. in
diameter. By a device consisting of holes bored
in the part of the tree beneath the foliage, its
leaves are made to tremble by the breath of the
priestly ministrant, and the sound so caused is
interpreted as a message from Jurupari, their
principal deity.
Necromancy is also practised
extensively by the Uapes Indians, a class of piagis
being set apart for this purpose solely. Indeed, in
most Indian tribes the shamans or medicine-men,
or a portion of them, specialize in the art.
great
similarity marks the methods of procedure of most
American tribes, from the Eskimos to the Nahua.
A circular lodge consisting of poles planted firmly
in the ground is covered with skins or mats, a small
hole only being left for the seer to make his
entrance. After entering, he carefully closes the

A

aperture, and proceeds to make his incantations.
In a little while the entire lodge trembles and
sways, the poles bend to breaking point, as if ten
strong men were straining at them, and sounds,
strange and supernatural, coming now from the
depths of the earth, now from the air above, cause
those who listen outside to tremble. At last the
medicine-man cries out that the spirit he has
invoked is present, and will reply to questions.
Presents to the supernatural visitor are inserted
beneath the skins, as a preliminary to consultation ;
and the spectators commence to interrogate the
dread presence in fear and trembling. The replies
received are, for sheer ambiguity, equal to the
oracular answers of the pythonesses of ancient
Greece.
Converted Indians have repeatedly
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averred that in performing this feat they were
merely passive agents. But, as many of these
barbarous seers excite themselves into a condition
of permanent lunacy when under the influence,
there is very little doubt that they are as much
the victims of hallucination as are their hearers,
although the taking of gifts and the occasional
shrewd nature of their replies would seem to point
to the possession of considerable powers of calculation.

—

Divination by hypnosis
3. Hypnotic divination.
no new art in America. Jonathan Carver, a
British sea-captain who travelled among the Sioux
in the latter end of the 18th cent., mentions it as
in use among them ; and J. E. Fletcher observed it
among the Menominee about the middle of last
century. In the Ghost Dance of the Paviotso of

is

'

'

Nevada

(a ceremonial religious dance connected
with the Messiah doctrine, which originated among
that people about 1888 and spread rapidly among
other tribes, through the agency of the pretended
prophet, one Wovoka, a medicine-man who had
lived among whites), hypnotic trances were frequently induced to enable the Indians to converse
with their dead relatives, who were, it was said, to
return to them, and sweep the earth clear of the
whites in a great Armageddon. The movement
was defeated, but survives to some extent in the
Crow Dance of the Cheyenne and Arapaho, in
which prophecy by hypnotism is still practised.
'

'

—

Dreams and visions. The business of divinaby means of dreams and visions, it is hardly
necessary to say, was almost completely in the
hands of the priestly class in America, as is exemplified by the derivation of priest in the native
languages. By the Algonquians and Dakotas they
were called wakanwacipi, dreamers of the gods
in Mexico, teopixnui or teotectihtli, 'masters or
4.

tion

'

'

'

;

guardians of divine things' ; in Cherokee, atsilung
in Maya,
kelawhi, those having the Divine fire
the listeners,' etc. Nearly all messages
cocomc,
supposed to be received from the supernatural came
through the medium of dreams or visions, and
those who possessed ability to read or interpret the
dream were usually placed in a class by themselves.
The medicine-men or shamans held it as an article
of belief that the glimpse into futurity with which
visions or dreams provided tliem was to he gained
only by extreme privation and by purifying the
vision through hunger or the use of drugs.
To
induce the ecstatic condition the Indians made use
of many different mediums, such as want of sleep,
seclusion, the pertinacious fixing of the mind upon
one subject, the swallowing or inhalation of
cerebral intoxicants, such as tobacco, the maguey,
coca, the chucitaco, the snake-plant olotiuhnui, the
pcyotl (these last two in Mexico), and the cassine
yupon, and Iris versicolor (among the tribes in the
southern parts of the United States). According
to Hawkins, the Creeks had no fewer than seven
'

'

;

'

sacred plants cultivated for tbiH purpose, among
them the Ilex vomitoria or Ilex cassina of the
natural order Aquifoliacem and the 'blue flag,'
Iris versicolor, of the order Iridacece.
The former
;

'

a powerful diuretic and mild emetic, and grows
only near the sea. The latter is an active emetocathartic, and is abundant on swampy grounds
throughout the Southern States. From it was
formed the celebrated "black drink" with which
they opened their councils, and which served them
is

place of spirits' (Brinton, Myths of the New
Wwld, Philadelphia, 1905, p. 315, note).
From dreams during the puberty-fast a person's
entire future was usually divined by the shamans.
Ids spiritual affinities fixed, and bis life's course
in

mapped out
b

(see art.

The

CALENDAR [American],

vol.

elaborate ceremonies known as
).
p.
'dances' were usually adumbrated to the priests

iii.
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through dreams, and the actual performance was

made

to follow carefully in detail the directions

supposed to have been received in the dream or
vision.
Many shrines and sacred places were also
supposed to have been indicated to certain persons
in dreams, and their contents presented to those
persons by supernatural beings whilst they were in
the visionary state. The periods for the performance of rites connected with a shrine, as well as
other devotional observances, often depended on
an intimation received in a dream. 'Visions' were
also induced by winding the skin of a freshlykilled animal round the neck until the pressure
on the veins caused unconsciousness, and dreams
resulted, possibly from an overflow of blood to the
head. Some tribes believed that the vision came
to the prophet or seer as a picture, or that acts
were performed before him as in a play, whilst
others held that the soul travelled through space,

and was able to see from afar those places and
events of which it desired to have knowledge.

Numerous instances of the truly marvellous
manner in which events have been foretold by
American medicine-men are on record, and it is
hard to believe that they do not possess the gift of
clairvoyance in some degree.
In his autobiography, Black Hawk, a

celebrated Sac chief,

relates that hia grandfather had a strong belief that in four
years' time 'he should see a white man, who would be to him
as a father.' Supernaturally directed, as he said, he travelled
eastward to a certain spot, and there, as he had been informed
in dreams, met with a Frenchman, who concluded an alliance
on behalf of his country with the Sac nation. Coincidence is
certainly possible here, but it can hardly exist in the circumstances of the narrative of Jonathan Carver. While he was
dwelling with the Killistenoes (i.e. Cree), they were threatened
with a famine, and on the arrival of certain traders, who brought
them food in exchange for skins and other goods, their very existence depended. The diviners of the tribe were consequently

consulted by the chief, and announced that the next day, at
high noon exactly, a canoe would make its appearance with
news of the anxiously looked-for expedition. The entire
population came down to the beach in order to witness its
arrival, accompanied by the incredulous trader, and, to his
intense surprise, at the very moment forecast by the shamans,
a canoe rounded a distant headland, and, paddling speedily
shorewards, brought the patient Killistenoes news of the
expedition they expected.
John Mason Brown has put on record an equally singular
instance of the prophetic gift on the part of an American
medicine-man (see Atlantic Monthly, July 1866). He was
engaged several years previously in searching for a band of
Indians in the neighbourhood of the Mackenzie and Coppermine
rivers
but the difficulties of the search induced the majority
of his band to return, until out of ten men who had originally
set out only three remained. They had all but concluded to
abandon their search, when they stumbled upon a party of
braves of the very tribe of which they were in search. These
men had been sent out by their medicine-men to find three
whites, of whose horses, accoutrements, and general appearance
the shaman had given them an exhaustive account ere they set
out, and this the warriors related to Brown before they saw his
companions. Brown very naturally inquired closely of the
;

medicine-man how he had been able to foretell their coming.
But the latter, who appeared to be 'a frank and simple-minded
man,* could only explain that he saw them coming, and heard
them talk on their journey.'
Under the heading of dreams and visions may
also be noticed the practice, common in some parts
of the American continent, of attempting to pry
into the future through gazing fixedly at some
polished object, until semi-insensibility is attained
by self-hypnosis. The Indians of Central America
employed for this purpose (and still make use of)
small shining stones made of hard polished sand'

'

'

stone, which they at times consult when dubious
as to the future.
A case is on record where a Cherokee kept a divining crystal
wrapped up in buckskin in a cave, occasionally feeding it by
and similar instances
rubbing over it the blood of a deer
might be multiplied. At the village of Tecpan, Guatemala,
Stephens and Oatherwood saw a remarkable stone which had
been placed on the altar of the church there, but which bad
'

'

;

i..i;slv Keen used as a divining stone by the Indians of the
].i
Fuentes, one of the Spanish historians of Guatemala,
To the westward of the city there is a little mount
says of it,
that commands it, on which stands a small round building
about six feet in height, in the middle of which there is a
but
pedestal formed of a shining substance resembling glass,
the precise quality of which has not been ascertained. Seated
,

\

dist rlct.

'

:
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mii-.i
around this buil.Hnsr, the judges heard and decid, d the
were executed on the
brought before them, and their sentences
it was i«n«n
spot. Previous to executing them, however,
three
which
for
the
oracle,
purpose
continued
them
to have
by
to a deep ravine,
of the judges left their seats and proceeded
where there was a place of worship containing a black, transwas
Bed
the Deity
su]
parent stone, on the surface of which
,

were heard in the air— such prodigies, indeed, as
tradition usually insists upon as the precursors of
the downfall of a mighty empire.
Literati-UK.- M. C. Balboa. Hilt, du Pirmt, Paris, 1840;
D. G. Brinton, Myths of the Xew World. Philadelphia, 1905,
and Naguaiism, Philadelphia, 1894; F. Coreal, VmagU am
H. A. Coudreau,
pt. ii., Amsterdam, 1722;
iquinoxiale, vol. i. ('Etudes sur les Guyana et
Amazonia 0, Paris, 1887; A. C. Fletcher, is RBE» pt. n
1904- A. L. Kroeber, -dnu-r. Anthrop. iv. no. 2 (1902); J.

Incidents of
to indicate the fate of the criminal' (Stephens,
ot
Travel ii 149). Stephens found this 'stone' to be a piece
common slate, fourteen inches by ten. For purposes of divina-

Indes occidentales,

tion

RBEW, 1890; B. Sahagun, llist. gen. de las
Mooney,
cosas de Xuera Espafta, lib. iv., lib. xiii. cap. 1, Mexico, 1829Schoolcraft, History, Condition, and Prospects of
30the Indian Tribes of the United Stales, Washington, 1851-59 ;
in Central America,
J L. Stephens, Incidents of Travel

it

would probably have been covered with water.

Divination by astrological practice.— Divinain
tion by astrology was, of course, resorted to only
that part of America where the knowledge of the
movements of the heavenly bodies had advanced
the Aztecs
beyond the elementary stage. Among
the planetary influences were less powerful than
months
the
for
had
the arbitrary signs they
adopted
and days. The nature of the principal sign in each
of thirteen days gave a colour to the
lunar
5.

cycle

whole. The figures relating to succeeding days
and hours modified this, however, and it was in
art of the
coalescing these opposing forces that the
Aztec diviner lay. No event in life, of any conwithout
consulting
sequence, was permitted to pass
him. On the birth of a child he was summoned
He ascertained the exact time of the event
haste.
with exceeding care, and then proceeded to cast
the infant's horoscope, the family standing by in
trembling suspense the while.
or
6. Divination by means of various objects
methods were in vogue
practices.— Various other
native priesthood attempted
the
which
of
means
by
For this purpose fetishes
to forecast the future.
and small personal idols were often consulted.
in
the bottom of a drained
cocoa
The grains of
vessel were read,' as the remaining leaves still

m

'

are in

many European

tea-cups.

The

viscera of

animals were carefully examined for
The course and shape
signs regarding the future.
of smoke, too, was keenly watched by the shamans
sacrificed

of many peoples.
According to Fuentes, the chronicler

of

Guateniala(Stephens,
of Kiche, Kicah Tanub, when
ii. 127), the reigning king
of
informed bv the ambassador of Montezuma II. that a race
and were proceedirresistible white men had conquered Mexico
whom he commanded
ing to Guatemala, sent for four diviners,
to tell bim what would be the result of this invasion. They
asked for time to discover the future fate of his kingdom, and,
arrows against a rock. They
taking their bows, discharged some
been
returned to inform their master that, as no impression had
made upon the rock by the arrowheads, they must prognosticate
white
the worst, and predicted the ultimate triumph of the
man— a circumstance which shows that the class to which they
Kicah Tanub, dissatisfied,
belonged stood in no fear of royalty.
sent for the priests, obviously a different class from the diviners,
and requested their opinions. From the ominous circumstance
from afar by their
had
been
which
stone—
brought
ancient
of an
fall of
forefathers—having been broken, they also augured the
the Kiche empire.
or
small
as
boats,
such
birds,
clay
objects,
op. tit.

v

Many

have been discovered in
North America, and it is
sepulchral
been used for
conjectured that these may have
As any object might
purposes of divination.
that
is
it
any object
become a fetish,
probable
The method
might become a means of augury.
so to treat the
employed appears to have been

boat-shaped vessels,

mounds

etc.,

in

chances for or against the
object that the probable
be discovered
happening of a certain event would
much, indeed, as some persons still toss coins to
'find out whether an expected event will come to
were implicitly believed
pass or not. Portents, too,
in by the American races, and this branch of
of
the accomplishments
one
was, we find,

—

'

augury

of Nezahualpilli, king of Tezcuco, near Mexico,

whom

Montezuma

consulted

concerning

the

terrible prodigies which startled his people prior
to the advance of the Spaniards upon his kingand which were supposed to predict the

dom,

return of Quetzalcoatl, the legendary culture-hero
These included
of Anahuac, to his own again.
of
earthquakes, tempests, floods, the appearances
whilst
comets and strange lights,
mysterious voices

La France

,

I-

U

H R

London,

LEWIS Sl'ENCE.

ed. 1854.

—

The
(Assyro-Babylonian).
entered very largely into the
practice of divination
and Assyrians.
the
of
life
Babylonians
religious
Not only was it carried on by unofficial augurs
and seers, whose services could be secured for a
one desirous of
comparatively small fee by any
the interpretareading the future or of learning
vouchsafed
been
had
which
tion of some portent
to him, but it also formed one of the most imnational religion and
of
the
portant departments
its rites were jealously guarded by a large and
In fact, during
organized body of the priesthood.
the later periods of Assyr. and Bab. history it had
become a highly complicated science. Every great
a store
temple had in course of time accumulated
of recorded portents, with notes as to the events
As
on
them.
follow
to
observed
which had been
a result of their classification and study by the
evolved an elaborate
been
had
there
priesthood,
omen literature, comprising long series of tablets
dealing with every class of augural phenomena.
Thanks to the literary zeal of Ashurbanipal
wealth of material
(668-626 B.C.), we possess a
for the detailed study of Bab. divination, since a
considerable portion of the literary and religious
texts of which he had copies made for his library
at Nineveh were works on divination in its
It is true that many of these
various forms.
have been recovered in a far from complete conbut
dition,
enough remains to indicate the important
of future events played
part which the' prediction
in both the official and the popular religion.
That the contents of these comparatively late
texts may not only be regarded as representing
contemporary beliefs, but may also be employed
to illustrate the practice of earlier periods, has
been amply demonstrated. The texts themselves
in their present form are obviously the result of a
and accretion, and the
gradual process of growth
series under which they have been arranged bear
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;

evidence of much earlier editing and redaction.
Moreover, we possess a few similar texts dating
while the historical and
from earlier periods
votive inscriptions furnish data by means of which
forms of
it is possible to trace some of the principal
Bab. divination back into the earlier period of
Sumerian history. That the Semitic Babylonians
was but natural;
expanded and developed the science
but there can be little doubt that they inherited
and
beliefs
of
their
practices from
augural
many
the earlier Sumerian inhabitants of Babylonia,
whom they eventually conquered and absorbed.
Thus already in the reign of Urukagina, king of
of the
Lagash (c. 2800 B.C.), we have evidence From
oil.
wide-spread practice of divination by
2000 B.C.), we
augural texts of a later period (c.
know that in this particular form of divination
the procedure consisted in pouring out oil upon
the surface of water, the different forms taken by
the oil on striking the water indicating the course
1
which events would take.
professional diviner
;

A

1 See Cuneiform Texts in the Brit. Mus. iii. pi. 2 ft., v. pi.
'
4 ft". ; and cf. Hunger, Becherwahrsagung bei den Babyloniern,
in Leipzig. Semit. Stud. i. [1903] I.
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was naturally required to carry out the accompanying ritual and to interpret correctly the message
of the oil, and Urukagina records that among the
reforms he inaugurated was the abolition of certain
exactions and fees which had been demanded in
connexion with the practice, not only by the
diviner himself, but also by the grand vizier and
1
In the later Sumerian period we find
thepatesi.
that Gudea, when purifying Lagash before the
erection of his temple, drove out the wizards and
sorcerers, in addition to kindling a fire of aromatic
From this record it might perhaps be
woods.
inferred that at this period divination was not

were it not that Gudea himthat before starting upon his
temple-building he consulted the omens and found
them favourable. 2 Moreover, the elaborate vision
in which the gods revealed their wishes to him
with regard to Ningirsu's temple, and the far
earlier vision of Eannatum (c. 3000 B.C.), in which
8
Ningirsu encouraged him for battle, prove that
the study of dreams and their interpretation had
been elaborated by the Sumerians. It is, therefore, possible to regard the later augural texts as
and deductions
incorporating earlier practices
drawn from their study may legitimately be regarded as of general application, and not as confined
officially recognized,
self expressly states

;

to a single late period.
In attempting to classify

the great range of

phenomena which formed the subject

of Bab.
may perhaps
be adopted which has been drawn between volun4
Under the
tary and involuntary divination.
former the diviner deliberately sought out some
means of foretelling the future under the latter
he merely interpreted the meaning of portents,
signs, or phenomena which, without being sought
out, forced themselves on his notice or on that of

divination, a convenient distinction

;

his clients.

The principal method of voluntary divination
was hepatoscopy, or divination by the liver of a
The diviner, termed the bard,

sacrificial sheep.
or 'seer,' 8 after
companying rites

the due performance of the acand the slaughter of the victim,

exposed the animal's liver, and by an examination
of its principal
parts was enabled to predict the
The chief parts of the liver which were
future.
examined in this way were the right and left
lower lobes, the upper lobe and its two appendices
(the processus pyramidalis and the processus
papillaris), the gall-bladder, the cystic duct, the
hepatic duct, the hepatic vein, and the liver gate
6
The system of interpretation was
(porta hepatis).
based mainly on an association of ideas. Thus a
swollen gall-bladder was regarded as pointing to
an increase of power ; on the other hand, a depression in the liver gate pointed to a decrease in
power ; signs noted on the right side were favourable, on the left side unfavourable, etc.
Moreover,
the markings on the livers, due to the subsidiary
veins and duets, were carefully studied and interpreted in accordance with their resemblance to the
weapons or symbols of the gods. In the tablets of
liver-omens, the predictions, as is usual throughout
the omen -literature, are vague enough. But these
vague indications were made to apply to very
1 See
King, Hist, of Sumer and Akkad, London, 1910, p. 183.
'

'

3 76.
266 f.
pp. 124, 266.
Jastrow, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. xlvii. [1908] 143 f.,
This distinction applies most satisfactorily to the two
principal forms of official divination hepatoscopy and astrology.
It is not so clear when applied to some of the minor forms of
2 lb.
p.

• Of,

646

ff.

—

divination (see below).
6 For a discussion of the baru and his
functions, in contradistinction to the asipu and zammeru priests, see especially
Zimmern, Ritualtafeln fur den Wahrsager, Beschwbrer und
Sanqer, Leipzig, 1896-1901, p. 82 ff.
6 See
Jastrow, ZA xx. [1907] 118L, Trans. Philad. College of
Physicians, xxix. (3rd ser.) 117 ff., Harper Menvv. Vol., it.
(London, 1910) 281 ff., and Vie Religion Babylonicns und
Alsyriens, ii. 213 ff.

definite circumstances by means of questions addressed to the god before the sacrifice. This we
gather from an elaborate series of prayers, addressed to Shamash, the Sun-god, during the reigns

Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, which throw
an interesting light on the method of procedure. 1
The prayers contain appeals to the oracle on
Definite questions were asked
political matters.

of

as to the course of future events within a specified
time, and the priests answered the questions
according to the omens presented by the sacrificial
victims. The questions were framed with great
ingenuity, so that all contingencies might be
covered. The prayers also prove that scrupulous
care was taken in the preparation of the victim
and the recital of the accompanying formula?,
while it was also essential that the diviner, no less
than the victim, should be free from any ceremonial impurity. It is interesting to note that,
in these prayers to the Sun-oracle, the signs found
in the victim are

noted but are not interpreted.

The roughly-shaped tablets on which they were
written were actually used in the course of the
ritual
they contain the appeal to the oracle and
the oracle's answer as seen in the victim's liver.
The question was first written out, and the tablet
was placed before the god (cf. the Greek practice
at Delphi) ; the god's answer was afterwards added
For the diviner's interpretain terms of the liver.
tion of this answer to the king no doubt another
tablet was employed.
Many of these oracle-tablets, especially those of
Esarhaddon's time, contain appeals to Shamash to
reveal the outcome of the military campaigns in
which he was engaged. They also furnish evidence
that the Assyrian king, doubtless following Babylonian precedent, consulted the oracle on every
occasion of importance, such as the dispatch of an
envoy, the giving of a daughter in marriage, the
sickness of a royal relative, the appointment of a
high official, etc. In the case of the Sun-oracles
the answers received by the king have disappeared,
but it is probable that they resembled certain
oracles of Ishtar of Arbela, which the goddess
vouchsafed to Esarhaddon, 2 obviously in answer
to such questions as those addressed to the SunHere the oracles are composed in the first
god.
person, the speaker representing the goddess ; but
in each case the name of the priest or priestess who
pronounced the oracle on the goddess's behalf is
3
The answers of the oracles which have
given.
been collected and preserved are invariably encouraging, and promise success to the king in
somewhat vague and general phraseology. They
are clearly happy omens that have been fulfilled.
The reason why the god of the oracle should
reveal the future through the liver of the victim
is not at first sight obvious.
But it is certain that
the liver, not the heart, was regarded by peoples
in a primitive state of culture as the seat of life
and there is much to be said for the theory that
the sacrificial animal on being accepted by the
4
The
deity, was regarded as assimilated to him.
soul of the animal was thus put in accord with
the soul of the god, and, by reading the one, the
diviner read the other. This theory also underlay
the practice of hepatoscopy among the Etruscans,
Greeks, and Romans (see Greek and Roman
1 Cf.
Knudtzon, Assyr. Gebete an den Sonjwngott, 2 vols.,
:

;

'

Leipzig, 1893.

'

'

'

- Cf.
Rawlinson, WAI iv. pi. 61. In addition to Shamash and
Ishtar, the other gods whose names are particularly associated
with royal oracles are Ashur and NahO. In Babylonia, Marduk's
claim to supremacy in this, as in other departments of the
national religion, was not contested.
3 To one oracle a note is added,
giving directions for its presentation to the king; with accompanying ceremonial. It was
to be recited to the king after precious oil had been poured out,
offerings made, and incense burnt (cf. Strong, Beitrdge zur
Assyr&logie, ii. [1894] 628, 630).
4 See
Jastrow, liel. Bab. und Assgr. ii. 213 ff.
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sections), who doubtless derived
augural lore from Babylonia.

much

of

(Assyro-Babylonian)

their

No such theory underlay other forms of voluntary divination, such as oil-divination,* or divination by arrows,* or the flight of birds, etc.
In
all such cases (including possibly the flight of
birds) the oracle was deliberately invoked, but
there was no question of the instrument being
Each was merely a
assimilated to the deity.
passive witness to the Divine will, which was made
to
a
traditional
code having the
plain according
sanction of the oracle.
The most important form of involuntary divination concerns the portents exhibited by the heavens.
Eclipses, storms, and unusual atmospheric conditions would naturally be regarded from the
as manifestations of Divine anger,
earliest
periods
and their correct interpretation would be of the
utmost importance to a race, however primitive.
To go still farther, and trace a connexion between
earthly occurrences and the movements of the
heavenly bodies was a much later development,
and undoubtedly followed the identification of
the planets and principal fixed stars with the
chief gods of the pantheon.
Winckler's assumption that there was thought to be a perfect
correspondence between heaven and earth, and
that the occurrences on earth were merely a reflexion of heavenly phenomena (see Stabs [Assyr.Bab.]), is quite untrue for the earlier historical
epochs, and is true only in a restricted sense for
the latest periods of Neo-Babylonian speculation.

The Neo-Assyrian astrological reports indicate
what a careful watch was kept at that period by
the royal astrologers for any indication of the
Divine will, and the calendars of favourable and
unfavourable days were but one result of the study
which had been devoted to the astrological branch
of divination.
In most of the omens connected
with both hepatoscopy and astrology the predictions refer to the general rather than to the individual welfare, in which we
of their official character.

see

may

an indication

Private and unofficial divination, to the continued existence of which the private letters of
the later Assyrian period bear witness, bulks far
more largely in the collections of augural tablets
dealing with birth-omens, the interpretation of
Mondreams, and of incidents in daily life.
strosities, human and animal, were naturally
treated as significant, and future events were
also predicted from minute variations in human
infants and the young of animals.
The class
of general portents which were thought to foretell public disasters is well illustrated by an Assyrian copy of a list of forty-seven portents which
The phenopreceded a conquest of Babylonia.'
mena from which the portents were derived may
be classified under two headings (a) rare natural
occurrences, and (b) events which appeared to
break some law of Nature. Under the first heading we have the fall of beams in houses, the
outbreak of fire in sacred places, the appearance
of wild beasts and birds in Babylon, a great flood
at Borsippa, when the waters of the Euphrates
rose within the precincts of Nabu's temple Ezida,
and a flight of meteors or falling stars.
Under
events which appeared to be contrary to some law
of Nature may be set the story of a decapitated
head crying out, the occurrence of human and
animal monstrosities, cases of incest and unnatural matings of animals, fruitfulness of the
male in the case of a dog and of a male datepalm, unnatural growths and appearances of date:

See above, p. 783 b
- This form
of divination is referred to as employed by the
Bab. king in Ezk 2121K.
8 See
King, Cuneiform Texts in the Brit. Mus., London, 1909,
1

xxix. 9,

.

pi.

48

f.
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palms, ami the appearance of evil spirits in sacred
Under the last heading may also be set
places.
the appearance of honey on the ground at Nippur
and of salt at Babylon, though these were doubtless natural secretions of the soil.
The importance attached to such portents, affecting general
and not individual welfare, is attested by the
fact that in the Neo-Babylonian period chronicles
of such events were compiled on the same lines
as the historical chronicles and were regarded as
of equal value and significance. 1
The tablets of unofficial portents prove that
almost every event of common life was capable
of being interpreted as a favourable or unfavourable sign. But it should be noted that many of
the events referred to on the tablets are to bo
taken as occurrences in dreams, though this may
not be explicitly stated in the portion of the text
preserved. In fact, the interpretation of dreanuf
was one of the most important duties of the
or diviner both in unofficial and
professional seer
in official life.
Reference has already been made
to the existence of this branch of divination in
the earlier period, and the Assyrian historical
inscriptions prove that the gods continued to
adopt this method of sending encouragement to
the Icing or of making known to him their wishes.

The

visible appearance of Ishtar, to encourage
2
Ashurbanipal's army in Elam, may be explained
as a vision in sleep, and she probably did not
to
the
but
to a professional
king himself,
appear
seer, as is definitely stated on another occasion
when she sent the king a message. Such theophanies, accompanied by direct messages, were
naturally of very clear and certain interpretation ;
but the meaning of most dreams was quite uncertain to the dreamer, for significance attached
to the most minute points in the vision, and in
every case it was necessary to have recourse to a
highly trained diviner.
One of the most interesting classes of unofficial
omens was drawn from the appearance of the
various parts of the body during sickness, for the
events predicted generally concerned the chances
of the sick man's recovery, and they may thus be
regarded as having something in common with the
Not only were the
scientific study of disease.
sick man's colour and his cries and groans minutely
noted, but such physiological phenomena as convulsions, epileptic movements, shivering from
fever, and palpitations were carefully studied and
made the subject of prognostication. It may be
noted that many omen-texts which were formerly
regarded as connected with births are rather to
be connected with this class of divination.
There is evidence that the practice of various
forms of divination, like that of Bab. astrology,
was adopted by the Greeks after Alexander's conquest, and so survived under modified forms into
the mediaeval period. The mere fact that 'Chaldsean was used by the Greeks as a synonymous
term for astrologer indicates the spread of the
Babylonian astrological system, but there is also
evidence that other forms of divination were
practised by native diviners who had wandered
It
to the coasts of Asia Minor and the West. 3
is thus possible that more than one form of divination which has survived to the present day may
be traced to a Babylonian origin.
Literature. — In La Divination et la science des presages
(Paris, 1876) F. Lenormant published a very able summary
'

'

1

'

Cf. King, Chronicles concerning
1907, i. 212 ff.

London,

Early Babylonian Kings,

WAI

a Of.
v. pi. v. line 95 8.
So, too, the god Ashur is
said to have appeared to Gyges, king of Lydia, and to have
commanded hini to pay homage to Ashurbanipal {pp. cit. pi.
ii.

line 98

ff.).

*
3 See
Hunger, Bab. Tieromina nebst griech.-rom. Parallelen
(J/TC, 1909, p. 3).

'
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which he wrote.
Much new material has been published and classified by
A. Boissier in his Documents assynens relatifs aux presages
(Paris, lS!)4-09) and his Choir dc lextes relatifs a la divinatum
assyr.-babylonienne (Geneva, 1905, etc.); see also Cuneiform
Texts in the British Museum, pts. xx., xxvii. f. and xxx. f. The
fullest discussion is that by M. Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, Giessen, 1902ff., ii. 138ff., 203ff. For
other references see the footnotes throughout the article.
of the subject, considering the period at

Leonard W. King.
(Buddhist).— The art of divinain India, as in Ancient
Europe, at the time of the Buddha's birth. The
early accounts of the latter event relate that eight

DIVINATION

tion

was widely practised

'

Brahmans most versed
'

were called

by the

in

in the science of astrology
prince's father to examine
'

carefully all the signs prognosticating the future
2
destiny of bis son (Bigandet, Life of Gaudama
Rangoon, 1866, i. 46). Buddha himself, as was to
'

,

be expected, when be became a teacher is invariably represented in the scriptures as discouraging
and condemning divination and all allied arts.
Although he personally was credited with foreknowledge, this endowment, in common with that

working miracles, etc., is regarded by Buddhists
as the supernatural power (irclhi) inherent in every
perfected saint, or arhat and he is never represented as using this prophetic power for sorcery or
soothsaying purposes. His chief right-hand disciple, however, Maudgalyayana, is reputed in the
scriptures of both divisions of Buddhism to have
practised divination and sorcery, by means of
which he is represented as having extended the
popularity of that faith. For such pandering to
popular prejudice he is reproved on several
occasions hy the Buddha, who is recorded to have
said
That mendicant does right to whom omens,
planetary influence, dreams, and signs are things
abolished he is free from all their evils' (Sammaof

;

'

:

;

paribhajaniya sutta,

2).

Nevertheless, divination was obviously too deeprooted in the popular life to be eradicated it is
found at the present day flourishing among pro;

fessing Buddhists of all sections, and among monks
as well as the laity. It is not merely that foreign
aboriginal methods of divination have been accorded a measure of recognition by Buddhism in
its extension as a popular religion outside India to

the Mongolian races, who have been inveterately
addicted to divination and shamanism from the
positive elements of Indian astrology have been introduced by the Buddhist monks,
who are now the chief astrologers for soothsaying
purposes, not only in Tibet and Mongolia, but in
Burma, Ceylon, and Siam. The grosser forms of
divination remain for the most part in the hands
of the laity or of the priests and priestesses of the
pre-Buddhistic cults. But even some of these have
been given a veneer of Buddhism by replacing in
several instances the aboriginal cabalistic words
of incantation by stereotyped sentences (mantras)
in the Indian language, culled from the Indian
earliest times

;

Buddhistic, scriptures.
Divination is sought after by the majority of
professing Buddhists in matters of almost everyday
business, as well as in the great epochs of life
or in sickness.
It is
birth, marriage, and death
primarily employed for the most part to ascertain
the planetary influences which are lucky or unlucky, rather than those directly supposed to be
caused by the demons (cf. Demons and Spirits
[Buddhist]), though the iatter are usually regarded
as the chief agents for executing the evil influence
of the planets.
The birth-horoscope of every individual, which is jealously treasured by himself,
fixes the special planetary influences which are
hostile throughout life.
The intensity of such
influence varies according to whether the planet in
Then these personal
quest ion is ascending or not.
unlucky days have to be compared with the

—

—

(Buddhist)

general lucky or unlucky days for that particular
day and week, and these again with those for that
season and the elements, according to the varying
The results,
positions of the planets at the time.
moreover, vary with the kind of business or
adventure contemplated, which introduces another
Thus an almost
set of unlucky combinations.
endless variation in the forebodings of luck or illluck is made possible and this is to be sought out
beforehand, and the evil duly avoided or counterIn this way is usually determined which is
acted.
the right day and hour on which to commence any
particular work, the right direction in which to
set out on a journey, etc., the issue of any special
business or matter of anxiety, or the interpretation of omens and dreams.
The methods of divination practised by Buddhist
peoples appear to fall broadly into three categories,
namely \a) lots the simplest, and generally
performed by the people themselves (6) astrology,
for which learned adepts are necessary, usually the
higher Buddhist priests ; and (c) oracles, usually
given by a priest or priestess of the aboriginal
;

—

:

;

seldom by a Buddhist monk.
Astrology is the more reputable form of divinaby orthodox Buddhist monks, and
from the preparation of the horoscopes and the
worship prescribed therein the monasteries derive
a considerable amount of their income. Among
the 'Northern' Buddhists the presiding genius of
the astrologers is the Bodbisattva Maujusri. The
oracles and professional soothsayers are almost
exclusively confined to the followers of the preBuddhist religion of the particular country. A
few isolated temples are famed for their oracles,
religion,

tion practised

in

which the presiding divinity or demon,

or, it

be, the spirit of a departed saint, is believed
More frequently
to inspire the officiating priest.
the seer is a hermit who has gained a reputation
as a prophet but most commonly it is one of the
numerous witch-doctors who is resorted to for an

may

;

augury. These are of the class generally known
as shamans, some of whom are women. They are
usually illiterate, but possess a very shrewd and
ready wit. They deliver their oracular response
whilst in an exalted state, into which they work
themselves by frenzied gesticulations. The office
One of the
usually descends in the family.
commonest questions they have to answer is that
relating to the source of the bewitchment or en-

chantment (Skr. prabhava, Tib. mt'u) which
causing sickness to some particular person.
The Burmese, who may be taken as a type

is

of

the 'Southern' division of Buddhists, are fettered
in the bonds of horoscopes and witch-doctors (see

Burma, § 19).
Amongst 'Northern'

art.

or Mahayana Buddhists
almost universal. In Chinese Budonly a little less prevalent than in
that of Tibet and Mongolia, where it reaches its
culminating point. Here the Indian astrological
elements are largely mixed with the Chinese, and
the oracular methods are of a more frankly

divination

dhism

it

is

is

shamanist type.
In Tibet, all three of the above-noted classes of
divination arc widely current. Those monks who
practise the art of astrology for divination purposes
are called tsi-pa, or 'calculators.' Each sect has
its own tsi-pa, who are among the most learned
and respected members of the monastery. The
astrological methods follow the general lines
but the Chinese system of
already indicated
over the Indian,
astrology largely predominates
as has been shown in the specimens of actual
horoscopes translated in detail by the present
writer (Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 458, etc.). The
combinations of unlucky portent* are complicated
by the introduction of a more complex system of
;
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elements and cyclical animal-years and trigrams.
In arriving at the calculations an important part is
played by the famous mystic Chinese trigram, the
eight kii-n (Tib. par-Kha), on which the mysterious
Book of Changes,' Yi-king, with its 04 hexagrams,
A notable difference between the
is built up.
Tibetan and Chinese methods is that, while the
former use only the trigrams for divination, the
latter employ exclusively the derived hexagrams
'

'

'

for this purpose.

The method by

lot is the most popular and
and for its practice nearly every
layman
equipped with a pocket divination
manual called tnd-pe, by which the augury may
be ascertained. This booklet, which the present

common

of all,

is

writer has translated in great part, divides the
results into different sections intended to cover all
the events for which an augury is likely to be

sought. The usual headings are 'Household,'
'
'Favours,' Life,' 'Medical,' Enemy,' Visitors,'
'Business,' 'Travel,' 'Lost Property,' 'Wealth,'
and Sickness.' The lots are of various kinds,
and include the following: (1) Barley-corn or
other grain, or pebbles or coins drawn from a heap,
or a clutch of the rosary-beads
the last being
perhaps the most common of all modes. (2) Dice
upon a board on which are drawn geomantic iigures
with Tibetan references or symbolic animals, or a
magic square with 9 compartments called the 9
sMc-ba (pronounced me-wa), or magic squares of
15 or 20, etc., numbered compartments, of Indian
character, or consecutive lotus leaves numbered or
inscribed, also derived from India.
(3) Twigs
one of the forms of sorcery-divination is called
the green twig spell (sNgo-sNgag). This suggests
to the present writer a parallel with the ancient
'

'

'

—

;

—

'

'

Greek term for 'lot,' namely kXtj/jos, from xXdSos,
and the greenness of the twig seems to
twig
'

'

;

imply the living presence of the tree-god. (4)
Cards on which geomantic figures or allegorical
animals or signs are drawn or painted, with
sentences to which Tibetan characters are assigned
for reference.
Sheets or passages of the
(5)
Buddhist scriptures drawn at random after an
incantation.

An

official

instance of divination by

lot is seen in the selection in this way of the Dalai
Lama by the Ordeal of the Urn (see art. by
present writer in JRAS, 1910, pp. 69-86), the
result of which is believed to represent a direct
expression of the Divine will. Indeed, some lamas
go so far as to profess to determine by dice the
particular region and state in which a deceased
'

'

person has been re-born.
In all these operations the recital of Buddhist
'mystic formula? (mantras) as magical spells or
incantations plays an important part.
The oracle is a living institution in Tibet, largely
resorted to by all the sects, reformed and unreThe monks of the yellow-cap and other
forined.
sects who train as sorcerers (sNgag-pa, pron. hagpa) do not practise oracular divination except for
ascertaining the presence and identity of evil
spirits supposed to be actually causing sickness or
other harm, with the view of exorcizing them.
The soothsaying oracle-giver is usually a follower
of the aboriginal Bon religion, and, though attached to one of the great monasteries, is not considered to be a member of the brotherhood, and is
allowed to marry. The leading exception is the
State Oracle at Nechung near Lhasa, at present
represented by a celibate monk of the yellow-cap
sect, but his origin from a non-Buddhistic Mongolian source has been traced by the present writer
in detail.
He is given the title of defender of the
faith' (cho's-skyong), and is consulted by the State
on all great undertakings, and daily by the public.
Among the other oracles not absorbed within the
monastic order and retaining their aboriginal
'
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(Celtic)

the most important is at Karmashar in
Lhasa, which purports to be inspired by the devil.
The dress and equipment of these priests and their
frenzied bearing identify them with the Bon cult
and the shamanist devil-dancers. They possess no
literature, and deliver their sayings orally in
cryptic oracular form.
They are ordinarily resorted to for the interpretation of omens and
dreams, as well as in matters of business and
anxiety. Their implements include (1) an arrow
(dah-dar), to which coloured silken rags are
attached; (2) a magic mirror of metal, which
reflects the future
a Taoist and Shinto feature.
For their augury they may gaze into a bowl or
pool of water, or observe the smoke of a sacrificial
fire, or the entrails of animals sacrificed and sheep's
droppings, or the lines on charred sheep's bones,
an ancient Mongol
such as shoulder-blades
custom. Women frequently are the recognized
In recording
oracles in the country districts.
several of the ways in which divining was practised
in Tibet, a mediaeval Chinese observer wrote
Notwithstanding the variety of their methods of
divination, and their unskilfulness in their mode
of examining, they are quite frequently surprisingly accurate.' This criticism still holds good.
teal urcs,

—

—

:

'

Literature.— W. W. Rockhill, JRAS, 1891, pp. 235, etc.;
Sir G. Scott (' Shway Yoe '), 'The Burman, London, 1882;
L. A. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, do., 1895, and Lhasa and
its Mysteries, do., 1905.
L. A. WADDELL.

DIVINATION (Celtic).—According to Justin
(xxiv. iv. 4), the Celts were skilled beyond other
peoples in the science of augury, and Pausanias is
mistaken when (x. xxi. 2) he doubts the existence
of the art of divination among them.
The Celts
It was
practised all kinds of divination.
by the
flight of birds that the Gauls who invaded Illyricum were guided

It was by
(Justin XXIV. iv. 4).
that the Hercynian forest was allocated to
Sigovesus (Livy, v. xxxiv. 4). The coincidence of
two names of countries was an omen that led the
Gauls to found a town in Cisalpine Gaul (Livy,
V. xxxiv. 9).
The Gallic king Catumaudus made
peace with the people of Marseilles because of a
dream in which Minerva appeared to him (Justin,
XLIII. v. 5).
In 21S B.C. the Galatae allied with
Attalus refused to go any further because they
were frightened by an eclipse of the moon (Polyb.
v. lxxviii. 1). Before engaging in battle, the Gauls
used to consult the entrails of victims ; and once,
when the entrails announced a great defeat for
them, they massacred their women and children
in order to gain the favour of the gods (Justin,
xxvi. ii. 2). According to Strabo (iv. iv. 5 [p. 198]),
the sacrifices and augural practices of the Gauls
were opposed to those of the Romans the human
victim, who was very often a criminal, was killed
by a sword-stroke on the back, and the future was
foretold from the way he fell, the nature of his
convulsions, and the flow of blood, in accordance
with an ancient and unbroken series of observaArtemidorus
tions (cf. Diod. Sic. v. xxxi. 3).
relates that in a certain harbour there were two
crows that had their right wings tinged with
white people who were in litigation used to lay
cakes on a board, each arranging his own in such
The crow9
a way as to avoid all confusion.
swooped down on the cakes, ate the one person's
and scattered the other's, and the disputant whose
cakes were scattered won the case (see Strabo, IV.
iv. 6 [p. 198]).
Vervain was used by the Gauls for
drawing lots and foretelling the future (Pliny, XXV.
lix. 106
cf. Servius on JEn. iii. 57).
Hippolytus
(Philosophumena, 25) mentions lots by pebbles
and numbers among the Celts. The evil omens
noticed by the Britons of the 1st cent, were of
great variety noises outside the curia bowlings
in the theatre
the appearance of a buried city at
lot

;

;

;

:

;

;
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Irish crann-ehur, to throw
to consult the lot.' The etymothe three dialects proves
of
logical agreement
that divination by pieces of wood, mentioned by

mouth of the Thames ; the Atlantic looking
human forms left on the shore
like a sea of blood
by the tide (Tac. Ann. xiv. 32).

means

the

Ornithomancy, haruspiey, and the other methods
of divination were undoubtedly practised originThe Galatian king Deioally by the tribal chiefs.
tarus was renowned as an augur (Cic. de Div. i. 15
[26-27] ; cf. ii. 37 [78]) he never began an under-

;

and partly by conjecture

(Cicero, op. cit.
In the time of Tacitus, Gallic Druids
i. 41 [90]).
announced that the burning of the Capitol presaged the approaching fall of the Roman Empire
and the control of the world by the Transalpines
scholium tells that it was after
(Hist. iv. 54).
eating acorns that the Druids foretold the future

A

(Usener, Commenta Bemensia, 1869, p. 33). Lastly,
the priestesses of the Island of Sena, who were
endowed with various magical powers, such as the
power to rouse the sea and the waves by their
songs, the power of changing into animals, and of
curing otherwise incurable diseases, had knowledge
of the future and foretold it to those who sailed
to consult them (Mela, III. vi. 48).
There were women in Gaul in the 3rd cent, of
our era who foretold the future. One of them
warned the emperor Alexander Severus of his

approaching end (Lampridius, Alexander Severus,
The emperor Aurelian consulted Gallic pro60).
phetesses on the future of his posterity (Vopiscus,
Aurelian, 44). A female soothsayer who kept an
inn at Tongres promised the Empire, it is said, to

Diocletian (Vopiscus, Numerianus, 14).
Among the Irish, as known to us from the
ancient pagan epics, divination was held in high
esteem. It was practised by the Druids.
The
source of their predictions was often the observation
of natural phenomena
the best known form was
divination by the clouds, and the word nttadoir,
lit.
one who studies the clouds,' was used to
designate the soothsayers. But divination takes
place very often with the help of various objects
a yew-roa marked with ogham characters a wheel,
which recalls the well-known symbol of a Gallo;

'

:

;

The Druids

also interpreted dreams
and the cries of birds, especially the raven's croaking and the wren's twittering. Sometimes omens

were taken from the howling of a dog, and from the
form of a tree-root. In the Togail Bruidne Da
Derga we find a pig sacrificed iu order to discover
the future.

We

and the

'

'

among the Teutons (Germania, x.), was
practised equally by the Gauls and the Britons.
See also art. Celts, vol. iii. p. 300, § 4, and COM-

;

have no direct information on divination

the ancient Britons.
But the Cornish
teulet pren, 'to throw wood,' means 'to draw
lots'; the Welsh coelbren, 'wood of prediction,'

among

;

Tacitus

taking without first consulting the auspices. Once,
when he had started on a journey, he was turned
back by the flight of an eagle; he broke oil his
and so escaped harm. The British queen
Journey,
?oudicca drew a favourable omen from the course
of a hare which she had concealed among her
clothes and then set at liberty (Dio Cass. lxii. 6).
At a very early period among the Celts there were
priests whose duty was to foretell the future.
Justin (XXXII. iii. 9) mentions haruspices at Toulouse who, in order to free the Tectosagi from an
epidemic of pestilence, bade them throw the gold
and silver they had got from the expedition of
Brennus into the Lake of Toulouse. Diodorus
Siculus (v. xxxi. 31) distinguishes the Druids and
the bards from the soothsayers (navreis), who foretold the future by the flight of birds and by examining the entrails of victims they enjoyed great
authority. They are identical with the oudreis (Gr.
transcription of Lat. vates) of Strabo (IV. iv. 4
They are often confused with the Druids
[p. 197]).
(q.v.). According to Ca>sar(vi. 13), the Druids interpret the will of the gods. The Druid Divitiacus
used to predict the future partly by the observation

Koman deity.

'lot'

the wood,' means

;

of birds

(Christian)

MUNION with Deity (Celtic),
art. FATE (Celtic).
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DIVINATION (Christian).— I. Divination was
regarded by early Christian writers as a branch of
magic. It was a danger to religious life, it excited
a morbid curiosity, it led to needless anxiety, it
held the will in bondage by destroying the sense of
St. Augustine sums up its dangers:
responsibility.
Quae tamen plena sunt omnia pestiferae curiosiUitis, cruciantis sollicitudims, mortifeiae servitutia' (de Doctr. Chr. ii. 24).
1

neither knoweth
Christ is the door (Jn 10 9
any man the Father, save the Son, and he to
whomsoever the Son will reveal him' (Mt 11").
The gates of the Divine Reason are rational, and
they are opened by the key of faith' (Clement
And St. Clement adds the
Alex, ad Gent. 1).
warning: 'Be not curious of ungodly shrines'
is
a practice which rests on
Divination
(ib. 2).
occult methods, methods which had their place
'

)

;

'

primitive religion, but gave way to the
higher methods of Jewish and Christian sacramentalism. This distinction of method was the
guiding principle in the Christian view of divinaThe diviner sees he has an insight into
tion.
'
walks by faith,
Divine things. The Christian
not by sight (2 Co 5') he has touch with God,
the
is
touch
but this
veil, that is, his
through
of the
flesh,' in the widest sense of the economy
Incarnation (He 10 20 ). Divination is impatient to
draw the veil aside.
Christianity, therefore, as the religion of the
Incarnation, has discouraged rites and practices
which set aside the limitations of the flesh, and are
in

;

'

;

'

The subjective
easily able to get beyond control.
of psychic
type of divination, whether in the form
exaltation or prophetic ecstasy, necessitates a
'
suspension of the intellectual energies. The symtransmission of
pathetic passivity suitable for the
'

or
the Divine thought
produces a weakening
'
destruction of individuality, by means of ecstatic
enthusiasm, deep sleep, sickness, or the approach
of death' (Chambers's Encyel., art. 'Divination,'
iv.

in

Christianity,

19).

its

responsibility

to

strengthen human nature as a whole by keeping
control over the different faculties by means of
Divine grace, has kept divination and ecstasy in the
background as a danger to the mind and the will.
The
This control is emphasized by St. Paul
to the prophets
spirits of the prophets are subject
'

:

'

Co 14 32
The history

(1

).

of Christian divination is the history
of the subjection of divination to the control of

Gratian
authority. This principle is summed up by
in reference to divination by lot, one of the practices
26
which claimed for itself Apostolic authority (Ac l
)

:

Sic et sortibus nichil mali inesse monstratur, prohibetur
fldelibus. ne sub hac specie divinationis ad antiquos
(Carp. Jur. Canon., ed. Friedydololatriae cultus redirent
cans. xxvi. qu. ii. c. i.).
berg, 1879, pt. i. ; Deer. Grat. p. ii.
'

tamen

'

Such control was not a new thing in the exercise
When Augustus assumed
of religious authority.
the office of Pontifex Maximus, he destroyed the
magical books which were held to be of no weight,
and preserved only the Sibylline books
:

millie
'quicquid fatidiconun librorum CJraeci Latinique generis

vel paruin idoneis auctoribus vulgo ferebatur, supra duo
ac solos retiuuit Sibjllinos'
millia contract* undique cremavit
;

(Sueton. Caes. Aug.

81).

DIVINATION
For the same reason,

:

:

'

toritate senatus per victiraarios igne facto, in conspectu populi
cremavit' (Valcr. Max. I. i. 'de Keligione,' 12).

the reason assigned by Valerius Maximus
applies equally to the history of Christian divination
Noluerunt eniin prisci viri quiequam in hao asservari civitate, quo animi hominum a deorum eultu avocarentur (Valer.
'

to.).

And

St. Augustine, although he himself confesses
that the turning-point in his life was the opening
of the 'Codex Apostoli' at the words (Ro 13°)
non in comessationibus et ebrietatibus ' (Con/.
viii. 12),
deprecates the practice
'

:

Hi vero qui de paginis evangelieis sortes legunt, et si opest ut hoc potius faciant, quam ad daemonia consulenda
concurrant tamen etiam ista mihi displicet consuetudo (ad
inquisitiones Januarii [Ep. LV. i. 20]).
1

tandum

'

;

sums up the practice
the early ages of the Church in his

Kabanus Maurus

(t 856)

of divination in
treatise de Magorum Prcestigiis, collected from
various passages in Augustine and Isidore of
Seville, and quoted in the Decretum of Gratian
under the name of Augustine [Corp. Jur. Can.
On the authority of Varro, divinapt. i. p. 1024).
'
tion was of four kinds
geomanticani, ydromanti-

'

The charm was broken by
Theocritus, write
spitting thrice' (Theoc. vi. 39). The tempestarii,
storm-raisers or storm-quellers, are constantly referred to in the canons, the capitularies, and^cewttentiaria of the Councils, the Emperors, and the
Bishops (Ducange, Gloss., s.v. 'Tempestarii'). In
Ireland such charms have been grafted into the
religious customs of the people (Wood-Martin,
Elder Faiths of Ireland, li. 104-108).
spell
Alexagainst whirlwinds in Macedonia is this
ander the Great liveth, aye he doth live and reign.'
Abbott (ch. xiii.) gives many examples of such
spells and incantations.
The arioli were those who circled round the idol
'

t

A
'

cani,

'

'

(Ducange, Gloss, ad Script, med. etinf. Lat.). It is
recorded that the resistance of Padua to the arms
of Eccelino de Romano in 1226 was foretold by

altars, uttering prayers,

this practice
quidam de carceratis

A

offerings
'

sollicite

'

Rer. Ital. Script., Milan, 1726, viii. 319). The same chronicler
refers to it again in the preparation made by Eccelino for his last
campaign in 1259 (ib. xii. 2).

Hydromantia

Numa,

is

as

described by Augustine, in referof divining by water

an act

'

ut in aqua videret imagines deorum, vel potius ludiflcationes
in sacris constituere atque
observare deberet (de Civ. Dei, vii. 35).

daemonum, a quibus audiret quid
'

This practice still survives in the water of silence
and other ceremonies associated with Christmas
Eve, Hallowe'en, St. Mark's Eve, and Midsummer
A love-couplet quoted by Abbott from
Eve.
'

:

'

•

also its innocent adepts in the
present day. Some see faces in the fire, some see
strangers on the bars. So in Macedonia a flickering in the fire, a flaring in the candle-flame, betokens the coming of a guest (Abbott, p. 98).

Pyromantia has

Rabanus, again quoting Isidore of Seville (Etym.
duo sunt autem genera divinationis
viii. 9), says
ars et furor.' Under ars are the various methods
which
are practised by the diviner
of art magic
under furor the enthusiasm and ecstasy and
form
the
which
atmosphere most conducive
frenzy
'

:

:

'

'

;

'

'

The ecstatic condition may still be
found, not only among the dervishes of the East,
but in some professedly Christian sects in the West.
Authority alone can exercise the control both in
the practice of spiritual art and in the frenzy of
the religious devotee.
Among the professors of divination referred to
in the literature of the Church are incantatores,
to divination.

aruspices, augures, astrologi, genethliaci,
mathematici, horoscopi, sortilegi, salisatores (Isid.
The incantator divined by means of spells
viii. 9).
He claimed to cure diseases, to
or incantations.
arioli,

'

:

Theod. lib. ix. tit. xvi. 4). The object of the rites
This
of the arioli was to receive some response.
'
'
is referred to by
practice of
raising the devil
Tertullian

:

'qui aris inhalantes numen de nidore concipiunt, qui ructando
curautur, qui anhelando praefantur (Apol. 23).
There
be some survival of this rite in the

may

'
Desiul, or Holy round,' a circling sunwise round a
rude stone monument or a well, and in the Tuapholl,
This
or ' Unholy round,' which brings a curse.

cursing round was accompanied with incantations
and the casting of cursing stones on the altar

(Wood-Martin,

ii.

51-57).

'

The

'

peccatum

ario'

condemned with the scelur dolatriae in
an Epistle of Stephen of Tournay (Ep. 120, ap.
landi

well,

That the water may grow clear, and I may see my husband
that is to be (Macedonian Folk-lore, pp. 51-57).
Aeromantia is another practice of divination
which, under the form of weather-signs, survives

to-day.

law of 357 condemns the practice, and rebukes
Sileat
the curiosity which encourages divination
omnibus perpetuo divinandi curiositas' (Cod.

'

:

Salonica illustrates the practice
A lump of gold shall I drop into the

Arioli vocati,

'

perquirebant per sortes, ad quern
flnem vester exercitus deveniret. Et unus per puncta quaedam
unius artis, quam dicunt nescioquam Geomantiam, dicere videbatur, quod Padua non poterat hiis temporibus capi (Rolandini
Patavini, de factis in Marchia Tarvisina, x. 11, op. Muratori,

ence to

and making unhallowed

:

propter quod circa aras idolorum nefarias
preces emittunt, et funesta sacrincia offerunt (Isid. viii. 9).

:

•

immissores tempestatum, vel
incntes honiinuin turbant,

daemonum

:

:

aeromanticam, pyromanticam.'
Geomantia is defined as ars e terra vaticinandi

per invocationem

omni genere poenae puniantur.'
In the words of Pliny (//A* xxviii. 2), such spells
were an insult to human wisdom ' viritim sapientissimi cujusque respuit (ides.' The writings of the
Fathers, the canons of the Church, and the experience of our times prove how great a hold such
practices have even among those who profess ChrisIt is to them that St. Paul alludes in
tianity.
Gal 3' O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched
Liddell
and Scott (s.ik Jjao-Katvu), quoting
you?'
:

:

'

2.

Malefici, vel incantatores, vel

hii (jui

And

Max.

789

(Christian)

bless or curse the crops, to influence the weather.
Constantino in 321 endeavoured to control the
practice by law (Cod. Theod. lib. ix. tit. xvi. 3).
The interpretation of this law reads

related that L. Petillius
publicly burnt certain Greek books as endangering
the religion of Kome
'Graeoos, quia aliqua ex parte ad solvendain religionem
pertinere existimabantur, L. Petillius Praetor Urbanus ex aucit is

'

is

Ducange,

Gloss.).

The aruspices are referred to in the laws of
Constantine in 319 (Cod. Theod. lib. ix. tit. xvi.
The aruspex divined by means of inspecting
1-2).
the entrails of a victim offered in sacrifice. The
decree does not destroy, but only regulates their
The aruspex must not go into private
practice.
He must be consulted only in the temple
houses.
and in the open
aras publicas adque delubra
:

'

'

;

libera luce tractari.'
Superstitioni enim
suae servire cupientes, poterunt publice ritum
proprium exercere.' The Empire as well as the
Church recognized the importance of keeping the
practice of divination under control.
The use of the
This practice still survives.
shoulder-blade in divination is an art in itself,
known as omoplatoscopy The colour, the spots,
the lines are all read by the expert. The breastbone of the fowl is used for the same purpose.
This art flourishes still in Western Macedonia and
'

'

light:

.

Albania. In England the practice is remembered
The breaking of
in the reading of the speal-bone.
the wishing-bone,' which many of us remember as
a solemn diversion of our childhood, as enjoyable
almost as the feasting on the fowl, is also to be
traced to the same source. This use of the merrythought' is derived from the ancient use of the
'

'
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cock in divination (Abbott,

97

p.

f.

nunquam ad errorcra praeteritum
non solum urhe Roma, sed etiam omnibus civitatibus
decernimus (Cod. Theod. lib. ix. tit. xvi. 12).
had an important place in the
The

Wood-Martin,

;

(Christian)

onis cultui fidem tradere,
redituri,

'

P- 141).

,

pelli

.

,
,
and ad
Augury was of two kinds: 'adoculos or from
aures.' The divination was from the flight
of
decrees
was
It
regulated by
the sonj; of birds.
4. 6).
357 and 358 (Cod. Thcod. lib. ix. tit. xvi.
of
divination
kind
this
of
survivals
There are many
,

,

horoscope
divination of the mathematici and genethliaci.
Isidore of Seville writes
Horoscopi dicti, quod
horas nativitatis hominum speculantur dissimili
In the Morocco
et diverso fato' {Etym. viii. 9).
crisis of 1911, a heading in the Standard of July
shows
that there are
The
Kaiser's
Horoscope,'
28,
still some who attach meaning to these practices.
The sortilegi were those who divined by lot or
or
by the chance opening either of the Scriptures
'

:

:

A whistling maid and a crowing hen
Are hateful alike to God and men.'
of a cock out of hours, the hooting of
an owl, the cawing of a crow on the house-top, are
as
all regarded
uncanny. The pigeons which frethe mosque of Bajesid in Constantinople and
1

'

The crowing

of Virgil
qui sub nomine

quent
the Piazza of St. Mark's at Venice are looked on
as birds of good omen. The geese in the cloister
of the Cathedral of Barcelona may be a survival
of the geese kept in old time in the Roman temple
on the same site. The series of Dove-Bishops at

:

'

The sortes Sanctorum were similar to the sortes
Vergilianm (ap. Spartian. Vit. Had. 5). Severus
said to have read his destiny in the line
*Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento.'

Sometimes the answer was obtained by opening
the book at random, sometimes by pricking the
text with a pin. The practice was not regulated
in a
by the Theodosian Code. It was forbidden

'

And

capitulare generate of 789
'De tabulis vel codicibus requirendis.
:

Et ut nullus in psalrebus, sortiri praesumat, nee
terio vel in evangelio, vel in aliis
'
divinationes aliquas observare (ftp. Carol. Magn. [Migne,

:

'Quod ne quia invideat confiotum de columba,

et

homini

PL

id
praestitum Christiano, cum Orosius consulem Romanum,
est Marcum Valerium, a corvo alite scribat adjutum (rfe Mir.
Oros. iii. 6).
S. Juliani, 7
The magpie in England is still greeted with the
'

xcvii. 187]).

The method of the sortes Sanctorum is given in
a Life of St. Hubert of Liege (c. 714). After a fast
of three days, two books were placed on the altar
—a Book of the Gospels and a Sacramentary

;

rhyme

:
'

One

for Borrow,

Three

for

two

for mirth,

:

a wedding, and four for a birth.'

'

'

'

'

'

a fox (lived with him), also a wren and a
that used to buzz to him when he came from matins,

A madman and

little fly

the wren hopped on it and killed it and this killing by the
wren was displeasing to him, so he cursed the wren, and said
"
11
My fly. . . . Howbeit," says Moling, but he that marred for
me the' poor pet that used to be making music for me, let his
dwelling be for ever in empty houses, with a wet drip therein
continually. And may children and young persons be destroying him !" Howbeit then, but the wren killed the fly. Then
the fox killed the wren. The dog of the steading killed the fox.
A cowherd killed the madman, namely, Suibne son of Colman'
(Whitley-Stokes, The Birth and Life of St. Moling, Paris, 1906 ;
till

;

:

Wood-Martin,

ii.

140-160

;

Abbott, pp. 106-110).

the story of a bird-warning associated
with the sunken palace of Bala Lake (Celtic FolkThe common saying,
lore, Oxford, 1901, p. 409).
'A little bird has whispered it in my ear,' shows
the continuity of tradition as to augury. WoodMartin (ii. 143) gives a picture of a bronze instrument witli bird ornaments, found in a bog near
Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, which has been thought

Rhys

tells

by some to be a divining-rod.

It is

not earlier

than the 6th century.

The

astrologi, genethliaci, and mathcmatici were
all adepts in divination by means of the study of

the stars. The term mathcmatici was a common
in the 4th cent.
quos vulgus mathematicos
vocat (Jerome, Com. in Dan. c. ii. 2). So also in
the 1st cent. (Didache, c. 3). St. Augustine has
frequent references to them: 'Jametiam mathematicorum fallaces divinationes, et impia deliramenta rejeceram (Conf. vii. 6). The title of the
Theodosian Code, under which the practices of
de Maleficis et
divination are regulated, is
Mathematicis.' They are specially mentioned in
edicts of 357, 358, 370, or 373.
decree of
Honorius and Theodosius in 409 reads
'

one

:

'

'

'

:

A

:

'

codicibus erroris propri! sub
oculis Episeoporum incendio concrematis, Catholicae Religi-

Mathematicos,

nisi parati sint,

tiam obtulit

primum

;

:

videnti objecit: Dil'ige

ram

famuli tui'

188,

(id. p.

note).

Martin to the Bishopric of
Tours was decided by such a use of the Psalter

The

election of St.

:

'Unus e circumstantibus, sumto psalterio, quern primum
versum invenit, arripuit. Psalmus autem hie erat Ex ore
:

infantium et lactantium.
ch.

protected St. Moling at his birth.
'

Reseratum autem Evangelium banc primum legenti sentenNe timoas, Maria invenisti enim gratiam apud
Dominum. Liber etiam Sacramentorum in sui apertione hoc
'

the flight to right or left is a survival of the
augury 'adoculos.' The swan was sacred to the
The word drean, wren,' is in
children of Llyr.
Cormac's Glossary explained as Dradi-en, a Druid
He was the
bird, a bird that makes a prediction.'
magus avium in Irish hagiology. The stork, the
starling, and the swallow also have their place in
A dove from heaven
the folklore of divination.

And

'

:

is

:

incitatus.'

alitis

per quasdam, quas sanctorum

viii. 9).

Kavenna and the letting loose of pigeons at certain
of
festivals, though now associated with the gift
the Holy Ghost, have doubtless a more ancient
root in the rites of divination. A certain Hillidius
delivered the people of Vieille-Brionde from a Burut aiunt,
raid by the leading of a dove
gundian
commonitione columbae
Gregory of Tours adds

flctae religionis

sortes vooant, divinationis scientiam profitentur, aut quarumcunque scripturarum inspectione futura promittunt' (Isid.

.

.

.'(Sulp. Sev., de Vita S. Martini,

9).

divination in the
practice of this mode of
Church is illustrated on the occasion of the visit
The clergy deterof Chramnus to Dijon (c. 556).
mined to tell his fortune from each of the three
Lections of the Gallican Mass

The open

:

•
Positis clerici tribus libris super altarhim, id est Pronhetiae,
oravevunt ad Dominum, ut
Apostoli, atque Evangeliorum,
The three readings are
eveniret ostenderet.'
then
(Greg. Tur., Hist. Franc, iv. 16).

Chramno quid
given

In another case, three books were placed on the

tomb

of St.

Martin

:

'id est Psalterii, Regum, Evangeliorum: etvigilans tota nocte
eveniret ostenderet.' This
petiit ut sibi beatus confessor quid

was

in 577 (ib. v. 14).

The practice of learning by such means the character and administration of a new ly elected Bishop
cusbecame in early times an established Church
'
tom.
Ducange, in his Glossarium (s.v. Sortes
Sanctorum '), gives illustrations from the Lives of
Anianus of Orleans, Lanfranc, and others. It was
known as the Prognosticon.
Another form of divination was also practised,
known as sortes p.er brewa. In cases of doubt,
In
lot thus taken.
papers were drawn, and the
the Chronicle
Cambrai, it is recorded that the

of
claimed the
Bishops of Poitiers, Autun, and Arras
The lot fell to the Bishop of
of St. Leger.

body

Poitiers

:

tribus Epistolis, horuin triuin nominibus subscripts, el confuse
sub palla altaris obtectis. factaque in oommune oratione, Pictavensi Episcopo ex indiclis sanctum corpus deberi declaratuni
•

est' (id.).

In Spain a similar kind of divination was known
The sortes Apostoas ensalmos or inpsalmum.
lorum was a collection of pious sayings drawn up
those words
are
end
the
At
for this purpose.
. sunt Sort rs Sanctorum quae nunquaiii falluntur, neque
II
nbtinrliis quod rupis.
Age
nii-ntiuntur: id est. Ileum T<v-\
:

.

i'l

lv gratias

(Smith! 'heetham,

DC A,

art

'

Sortilegy

').
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a continuance of the
tion, and astrology implies
Eastern Christians.
practice among
of [renaeus at
evidence
the
is
This
supported by
The magical arte of
the end of the 2nd century.
Marcus coloured his sacramental rites as well as

way:
Cluules Simeon sought for comfort in thw
was looking, tor I am ...» rnena to
it «u not for direction I
but 01 .ly for su, ;
a„,h Mipc-Mitnms as the .SVI« •,•„,(««,
3xxvn.
Matt.
was
port. The first text that caught my eye
•

(Chambers's

.Em'jref., art.

•

Sortes Virgihaiuc

).

of rods in the
also a reference to the use
Lex Frisionum (tit. 14. 1, up.
easting of lots in the

There

'Tenus')

s.v.

his teaching (c

:

Tunc unusquisque Ulorum septem

'

Ear. I. xiii.). The followers of
Simon Magus would appear to have grafted his
magic into their Christianity.
lihidinose

is

Ducange,

faciat

suam eortem,

791

(Christian)

id est,

horum

'Igitur

qnidem yivunt,

mvstici sacerdoU'S

Kxoicismis et incaiitationibus
manias autem periiciunt.
et qui dicuntur paredri
utuntur. Amatoria quoque et agogima,
alia penerga apud eos
et oniropompi, et quaecunque sunt

the
This" kindof rhabdomancy was condemned by
Council of Auxerre in 578
nee tA sortes,
ad
vel
respicere
auguna
non licet ad sortileges
vel quae de ligno aut de pane facmnt
quae Sanctorum vocant,

.

:

studiose exercentur'

•

The

.

.

(ib. xxiii. 4).

followers of Carpocrates practised the

same

aSP

bread.
Tne'«>ra de pane refers to purgation by
The guilt or innocence of an accused was tested by

et incantationes,
'Artes enim magicas operantur et ipsi,
et paredros, et oniropompos .
philtra quoque et charitesia,
.

It was known as corsned:
ministrantium accusetur, et amies destitutes
et
vadat ad judicium, quod Anglice dicitur Corsned,

the eating of bread.
sit

.

fiat,

.

P

Deus velif (Leges Kanuti Jtegis, cap. 6, op. BrompDucange, s.v. 'Corsned').
salisatores were those who divined by

Tertuilian in his de Anima (c. 209-214) regards
divination as a faculty of the soul
et dominationem rerum, et
Dedinius enim illi
cjivinadonunatneem, divinaDefinimus animate
tionein

Bloat

tonum

;

The

.

and
Erreams are here included with incantations

•Si quis altari

:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

salierint aliqiiid
'qufa'dfm eis membrorum quaecunque partes
(Isid.
sibi exinde prosperum seu triste significare praedicunt

.

.

.

tri

Dream's

be 'peculiare solatium naturalis

may

out their danger
(ib. 46), but he points
soinina, etsi
Definimus enim a daemoniis plurimum incut;
vera et gratiosa, sed, de qua industry d.xmius,
interdu.
vena et frustrator.a
atTectantia atque captantia, quanto magis
et turbida et ludibriosa et immunda (»o. 47).
Quid ergo
And of the magical arts in brief
onines paene fallaciani
:

It'

would

as the

also refer to

what

known

is

oraculi'

popularly
bt.
in the body.
'jumps,' a twitching
millia
refers to it: 'His adjunguntur

'

Augustine
aliinanissimarum observationum, si membrum
H.ere may
ii. 20)
quod salierit' (de Doctr. Chr.
St.
Moling
be a trace of this in the Life of
" Grant me a boon
•The cleric said to the Spectre

_

'

:

dicemus magiamV quod
This he wrote as a Montamst. As a
57)
(ib
de sterihCatholic (c. 197), in reply to a charge
the critics
tate Christianorum,' he numbers among
niatueof the Church magi, item aruspices, arioli,

:

.

.

.

:

'

Thereafter
Spectre's hand
of
of pilgrimage and his three leaps
to them no
The first leap that he leapt, he seemed
folly.
second
The
eap that
hill.
of
a
the
top
more than a crow on
hat
the
third
But
leap
all
™eleapt?theysawhim not at on the stone-wal o the church
he lea.t 'tis' then he alighted
reached the church,
then he leapt from the stone-wall, and
After that he looked at the
andsaim his place of prayer
of the anger and the lire
boy and thus he was, with the glow
in his countenance
on him, and the radiance of the Godhead
16 f.).
(Whitley-Stokes, p.

Then he bound that boon on the
he leapt his three steps

'

matici' (Apol. 43).

Clement

among the Germans. There were
women among them who could foretell the future
and

referred
of Joseph

2 12 13 19 a ) and the dream of Pilate
belief in this
wife (27 19 are an echo of the early
Church.
form of divination in the .Jewish-Christian
the cradle
lot
is
Divine
of
the
The only instance
in the choice of St.
of Christianity at Jerusalem,
26
of ChristianMatthias (Ac l ). In the extension
Simon
over divination
ity the Gospel triumphs
S 9 ), Elymas the Sorof
Samaria
(Ac
Sorcerer
the
6
the
with
woman
spirit
eerer of Cyprus (13 ), the
M the sorcerers of
of divination at Philippi (16 ),
19
in the records ot
Ephesus (19 ), stand condemned
the early mission outside Judaea. Occultism gives
faint traces
wav before Sacramentalism, althoughin the stories
of the primitive faith are recognizable
5
handkerthe
5>
Peter'
),
of
(Ac
of the 'shadow
and t he trances
chiefs from the body of Paul (19'=)
WitchCo
2
12-)
Paul
and
(22",
of Peter (10'")
iaKcla is condemned in
craft under the form of <pa Pt
16
8
21
22
21
18"
9
Kev
Gal 5-°,
a few referIn the sub-Apostolic ages there are
The Epistle of
of divination.
ences to the
20

-

-

s

'

(l

)

m

.

practice
Barnabas links together ixayela «"! the
(
to
EpheSt. Ignatius in his Epistle
(xx 1)
of the one
sians also refers to payda, and speaks
the <papp.aicov
of the Blessed Sacrament as

fPf!

Bread

&6avox,la, (xix. 2, xx. 2).

a heathen practice (Mand.
forbids it

:

xi.

k

cal s

Hernias

Didache
The >(«;«

4).

oi pnyeiaas, ov tpapp.a.Kev<reis

(c. i)

;

ana

PV»e
a«ain: tUvov poS, pv ytvov oiuvoindmos
Two
If the
^aoiSb, Mioe padr,pariK6, (c. 3).
document,
Ways' is an early Jewish-Christian
incantathis straight teaching against augury,
.

_

.

.

currents
bv looking into the whirlpools and
The inventors
eddies of a river (Strom, i. 15).
were nearly
of these arts as well as of philosophy
'

have

to
Primitive Christianity would seem
than the more
been more tolerant of divination
I he
West
of the
developed Catholic Christianity
to this
evidence of the books of the NT points
alone
It is in St. Matthew's Gospel
difference.
that dreams are
that the Star is recorded (2'-), and
1 he dreams
to as a means of revelation.
1

Alexandria refers to the practice

of

of divination

Origen more than once

'

Barbarians (ib.
as a snare to the Christians
speaks of divination
i.

all

16).

ot

sive extispicium,
^Haec'ergo omnia, id est, sive auguratio,
etiam sortitio, aut quicunquo
sive quaclibet inunolatio, sive
fibrarum,
motus avium vel pecudum, vel inspectio quaecunque
ostendere, ,n operat.one
ut aliqud de futuris videantur
horn. xvi. 7). He calls
daenio u.n fieri non dubito (in Num.,
observare auguna,
rh^'onDrobriuni Aegypti' of his day
et eventus ex iis futurorun. rmian,
require' Stella urn cursus,
,

'

'

Ser^rsoSlaeterisqne hnjuemodi
.^P'ftitaon.busimriimater est Aegyptus
(tn L%br. Jes.
Idololatriae

cari.

Nave, horn.

namque

v. 6).

,

,

,

in the 3rd cent,
inscriptions of Eumeneia
show that the city was to a large extent Christianot
forms
But as it was necessary to keep up the
of
---••- 'courtesies
and as the
national religion,
tne 'national
mngi™, =»"*
the
as well as of municipal
society and ordinary life,
the

The

—

form,
administration, had a non-Christian
must have ruled in the
spirit of accommodation
Cities and
life of the citizens (Ramsay,
religious
189,
p.
Phnjgia, vol. a., Oxford
'

Bishoprics of

oi

The disciplinary canons of the hynoit
acof this
spirit of
Ancyra in 314 are an echo
The 4th cent,
comniodation' of an early age.

504)

'

i

^
the
as well as
tightened the reins of discipline
of divination
definitions of the faith. The practice

was condemned by canon
W

xxiii. (al. xxiv.)

et

qU

:

morem genHKum -Awnta
xxvi.
>

?Qui divlnationes ex'petunt,
sub regula quinquennii jaceanf (Decret.

p. n. caus.

in
The'same need of discipline was recognized
West The Svnod of Ehberis (Oranada)

the far

in addition to

(between 3.4 and 324),
has one
against idolatrous rites,
cemeteries:
canon forbidding women to frequent
(can.
•ne feminae in coemeterio pervigilent of recustom
xxxv ). St. Jerome refers to the
with
of
means
divining
a
as
sorting to cemeteries
the dead

in

sSr

i

man! canons

:
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in delubris
sed sedens quoque, vel habitans in sepulchns, et
incubare
idolorum donniens ubi stratis pellibus hostiarum
Is. b5»).
soliti erant, ut somniis futura cognoscerent (in
'

;

The clergy were forbidden to practise divination
bv the Synod of Laodicea (c. 343-381)
aut
vel clericos
:

magos
sacris offlciis deditos
Decret.
incantatores existere, aut facere philactena (can. 30, ap.
'non oportet
p.

ii.

'

caus. xxvi. qu. v.

4).

followers were accused of
Priscillian and
And his writings give some
practising astrology.
he clearly states
grounds for the accusation, though
how far he thought it right to go
Adtendi autem lunaris ideo cursus juhetur, non ut in eo
his

:

'

onims
observatio religionis sit, sed quia in ea quae videntur
homo vincitur et germana aelementis caro . . . (FrtscM.up.,
ed. Schepss, 1889, p. 78. 3ftV, cf. F. Paret, Prise. 1894, p. 144).

of the 4th cent, was weakened by
It
this 'curiosity' in the matter of divination.
had difficulty in detaching itself from the practice
At the close of the century
of the magical arts.
of Kemesiana, a
Bishop of the

The Church

Nicetas
prominent
old Latin Church of the Danube, writes

:

ejus, id est, universae niagieae
renuntiat et operibus ejus mails, id est, cultuns
curiositati
ed. A. E. Burn,
.
.' (Niceta,
et idolis, sortibus et auguriis
Cambridge, 1905, de Symbolo, c. 1).

abrenuntiat inimico et angelis
.

.

.

.

The Gallican Church seems to have been troubled
by

this curiosity in magic.

It is referred to in the

Orleans (511), and Vannes
In a canon of the Synod of Auxerre
(461 or 465).
the auguria and series
(578), in addition to
Sanctorum, mention is made of characters:
These were of the nature of charms:

canons of Agde

(506),

nee sibi nee suis
Phylacteria et Characteres diabolicos
velut ministros diaboh
aliquando suependant, incantatores
fugiant' (Aug. de Temp., serin. 163, ap. Ducange, Glossar.).
'

The Church of Spain also regulated the practice
It is condemned in the capitula of
of divination.
Martin of Bracara (c. 72), and in can. 30 of the
Council of Toledo in 633. But it survived throughout the West, and in the Carolingian Renaissance
In
of discipline it required stringent treatment.

the Decretals of Gratian is a long extract from an
illustrates its danger
unpublished capitulary which
under the Frank Empire
:

viribus elaborare
'Episcopi eorumque ministri omnibus
et
studeant, ut perniciosam et a zabulo inventam sortilegam
magicam artem ex parrochiie suis penitus eradieent' (Deer.
p. ii. caus. xxvi. qu. v. 12).

The Church of Rome expressed the judgment of
the whole Church in the Council of 721 under
Gregory

II.

:

'Si quis ariolos, aruspices vel incantatores observaverit, aut
sit (ib. qu. v. 1).
pbilacteriis usus f uerit, anathema
Literature.— Corpus Juris Canoniei, ed. Friedberg, 1879 ;
Codex Theodosianus, ed. Gothofred, 1736 ; Ducange, Glossar.
ad Scriptores medics et infimee Latinitatis, 1733 ; SmithCheetham, DCA, 1876; Chambers, Eiicyc., 1889; G. F.
G.
Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, Cambridge, 1903 ;
Wood-Martin, Traces of the Elder Faiths of Ireland, London,
T.
1902.
'

W.

Barns.

(Egyptian).— From more than
one point of view it seems impossible to bring
Egyptian divination under the classifications in
we cannot
general use in the study of mantics

DIVINATION

;

either the ordinary definitions, or the purextent the means empose, or even to a certain
as in
ployed fit in exactly. In fact, in this study,
so many others, the Egyptians made no attempt
to formulate a theory, or even to lay down
In Egypt wo find nothing
general principles.
corresponding to the didactic treatises on mantics

make

—

—

composed by the Chalda?ans and by the Hellenic

nothing like the prodigious variety of
of divination of the Assyrians and Greeks,
including the observation of almost every phenomenon of Nature, beings, and things. The observation of the ordinary aspects or the sky is
confined to the realm of astrology ; its unusual
aspects (meteors, shooting stars, comets, zodiacal
world,

means

explained in advance by mythand do not require an interpretation from
There is no mention of the
divination.

light, eclipses) are

ology,
actual

(Egyptian)

mantics of rain, winds, clouds, or smoke, etc., in
the Egyptian texts, or of the twenty kinds of
In
hydromancy, or of divination by palmistry.'
connexion with living creatures there is no ritua.1
of animals
or
movements
of
the
appearances
study
we meet
ichthyoscopy, etc.) nor do
'

;
(ornithoscopy,
with haruspicy, 1 extispicy, or teratoscopy. There
are no evidences in the Egyptian texts or monu-

ments of cledonomancy, libanomancy, rhabdobelomancy, axinomancy, clairomancy, lithoboly,
or,
mancy, knuckle-bones, dice, divining-rods, the
of inquiry by
means
the
of
of
indeed,
any
for interpretation.
production of phenomena
When we apply to Egypt the classifications in
mantics of other peoples, we
general use for the
find a certain number of divinatory processes mentioned by the ancient Greek and Roman authors,
about which, however, it is very important to
observe (1) that they are of rare occurrence, or
are employed only in popular superstitions and
not by official divination and (2) that they were
introduced into Egypt at a late date, under the
influence of Asia or of the Hellenic world.
To the first class we may assign the indications drawn from
:

;

the
the fli.'ht of birds and encounters with serpents; e.g.
Great Oasis. This form
story of Alexander's expedition to the
of
of divination possibly belongs to Egypt, and the inscription
in its
Hammamat (Ernian, ZA xxix. [1891] 60) may be cited w-here
in the desert
defence, in which a gazelle shows the spot
But
the
be
set
is
to
up.
the stone of the royal sarcophagus
incident was related rather as a miracle, and there is no ground
The use of
for considering it a regular method of divination.
of
the divinatory vase seems equally unknown to the priests
of
the official cults, and the so-called magic consultation
vase
Nectanebo is a legend of Greek origin. The divinatory
of its history,
certainly existed in Egypt in the last centuries
and the" demotic texts agree on this point with the GracoRoman evidences ; but it is very probable that this practice
was imported from Persia, and in any case it was never employed by the court-priests, but only by magicians.
in On 445 to the divining cup of
A"part from the reference
we know
Joseph, which may be a non-Egyptian adaptation,
from the classics (Plin. xxxiii. 46 ; Plutarch, de Iside, In.,
was a part of the cult of
lxiv
Horapollo, i. 39, etc.) that this
Anubis in particular ; the god was invoked by means of a vase
of the divinatory
full of liquid or a flame ; and the reading
the medium of a child,
signs or images was performed through
on whom they worked by incantations and' the laying on of
the soul foresees
hands. And thus, Bays Diodorus (xvii.),
future events in the phantoms she herself creates (cf. Virey,
Religion (gyp.,
Religion (gyp., Paris, 1909, p. 227, and Ermoni,
do 1910, p. 122). The use of the child, because of its innocence,
is connected with the
is a common practice in all magic, and
has committed
who
man
of
a
inferiority
in
the
universal belief
the
a Bin or has had sexual connexions, in the struggle against
Lefebure connects these methods of divination of the
Bpirits
all over North
later period with analogous practices occurring
Africa (Revue Africaine, 1905, no. 257, p. 211), and conjectures
material
with great probability (Sphinx, vi. [1902] 61) that the
brain phantoms and
process consisted in creating in the chdd's
•

Anubis and others, by means of hypnotism and
We know, besides, that these
own days in the Arabic world.
It is possible, then, to find in Egypt in the last
centuries some of the processes of divination of

images

of

looking at a shining object.
to our
processes persisted down

the Mediterranean and Chaldseo-Assyrian world.

fact of their combination with innumerable
to produce in the
popular superstitions tended
which do
official cults a multitude of practices
not really belong to the history of Egyptian

The

divination.

With the above restrictions, it appears that the
contents of Egyptian divination were essentially
four: (1) the interpretation of dreams (q.v.), sought
or unsought; (2) the reading of horoscopes (see
from the
STARS) ; (3) divinatory calculations made
and influences of the stars (q.v.) and (4)
;

position

of

the manifestation, directly and plainly indicated,
the will of the gods themselves. This last branch
includes (a) the movements of the sacred animals,
of the prophetic statues,' and (c)
(b) the responses
the words spoken by the gods in their temples,
i.e. oracles properly so called.
in the last class seems to have
(a) The first group
Herodotus and some modern authorities have confused
the punty of sacrificial
veterinary examination to ensure
'

1

victims with examination for purposes of divination.

DIVINATION
played a very limited part.

Consultations of the

Apis are known in the classics. I'liny (viii.
ami Aniin. Marcellinus (xxii. 14) relate that
the omen was good oi bad according as Apis

hull
71)

food offered by the woraccepted or refused the
sacred animal refused the
shippers, and that the

They also tell of prooffering of Germanicus.
foretold for the country
jpei ny or adversity being
to go into one or the
hull
chose
according as the
other of two stalls.
There is little doubt that these superstitions are truly EgypBut it is very doubtful whether, at the
tian and very ancient.
classical period, such manifestations were employed by the
it is far more probable that
priests as means of divination
they were simply popular superstitions, existing throughout
all Egypt wherever sacred animals were kept in the temples,
and that what the Greeks and Romans tell of Apis happened
also in the case of the crocodiles of Ombos, and the rams of
Elephantine or of Mendes. It may have been due to the influence of the Greeks, who were accustomed to give importance
to this very type of mantics, that these customs became embodied in the* priestly cult, or at least were given a greater
importance as methods of divination. In fact, dreams, astro-

ness, my Lord,' is the beginning of the question.
Then the case is stated: a theft lias been committed ; will the god help t.> find the stolen pro-

the culprits? A funerary monument
perty and
has teen robbed does the god desire the punishment of the spoilers? Sometimes even more circumlocution is used
Lord, may we lay before
thee a serious affair ? {e.g. among the Bauis of the
Great Oasis; see below). If the statue remains
motionless, the request is refused, and the matter
If it consents to listen, it acquiesces
is dropped.
{hanu) twice with decision.'
;

:

'

'

The actual gesture

;

logy, and, in particular, the direct consultation, in definite
language, of living images of the gods, had at an early period
supplied the official religion of Egypt with methods of consultation far more convenient, more explicit, and more in
keeping with the fastidious genius of the race and it is to
these classes that nearly all the known examples of Egyptian
;

divination belong.

in
(b) Among the most characteristic processes
the consultation of statues is the designation of the
Ethiopian sovereigns hy the statue of Amon-Ra at
Napata. The ancient authors had been struck
with it (see esp. the account of Diodorus, iii. 5,
and a corrupted version in the satirical writings
of Synesius [Works, French tr. hy Druon, Paris,
The famous stela of Jebel Barkal,
1878, p. 244]).
on which the election of Aspalut is recorded, is
the most complete account of this practice accessAfter a number of
ible in the English language.
ceremonies, too long to describe here {see Maspero,
Boulaq, pp. 69, 336, and Guide Cairo Museum,
ed. Dec. 1910, p. 215, Room S, West Side, no. 692),
the candidates for the throne were brought before
the statue of the god, which had been adjured to
make its choice known. They filed past the idol,
which remained motionless until it seized the
candidate it chose. The statue thereupon declared
in formal terms that this was the king. The newlyelected monarch then entered the sanctuary, and
was crowned by the god himself.
'

'

Recent Egyptological discoveries Bhow that

all

the traits of

this curious ceremonial were borrowed by Ethiopia from the
divinatory ritual of Egypt. On the tomb of Nib UGnnaf at
Gurneh (see Sethe, Z'A xliii. [1906] 30 fi\) there is an account of
the election of the high priest of Amon-Ra. The candidates
were led before the statue of the god. They were all shown to
it in turn, 'and not to a single one of them did it make the
motion hanu [see below for the actual gesture] except, said the

King, when I pronounced thy name.' Then, Nib Uunnaf being
thus chosen, the statue conferred the power upon him by four
magic passes. A second text, discovered later, proveB that the
custom was in existence even in the time of Amenhotep iu.,
and it is quite logical to suppose that it goes back to a much
earlier period; it may perhaps be even as ancient as the
worship of the god himself.

The

right of consulting the god is reserved, of
course, to his people, i.e. to the king or the chief
'prophet* (a poor modern tr. of the word honu,
which is, more exactly, a 'man belonging to some
one').

The

consultation does not take place at

any time, but only, according

to traditional eti-

quette, on one of the days of the holy image's
going out (khdu = assemblies/ processions ')
his
in the case of the Theban Anion, e.g., at
great festival of Apit.' There is a recognized place
where it is allowable to present the divinatory request to the god, and even to interrupt the going
out of the god to question him. At Thebes it is
the place called the silver pavement.' The priest
approaches the shrine containing the statue and
begins by an invocation (dsh) in court language.
He then asks the statue if it is convenient for it
The terms
to listen to such and such an aft'air.
O God of Goodused here also are traditional
'

*

—

*

t

'

*

'

'

c
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Nearly

all

authorities

of

consent

is

difficult
'

admit that the statue

to

determine.

shook

its

head.'

The word hanu, always employed, without exception, in all
the texts, for this method of divination, may, indeed, mean a
shake of the head, according to the usual signification of the
word in ordinary language. Amon-Ra ' of Karnak, in the long
Pakhoniti' of Memphis
series of examples known to us, Anion
Anion Ta-Shoni (£&.), Khonsu
(cf. Pleyte, PSBA x. [1892] 41, 65),
'Nolirhatep' of Thebes, Amenothes I., king of the dead (cf.
Ennan, SBAW, 1910, p. 210), and the images of the Ethiopian
Anion of Napata gave responses in this way (hanu). The same
is true of Isis of Koptos (Petrie, Koptos, London, 1896, pi. xix.
lines 11-13). There is doubt, however, in the case of Juppiter
Amon of the Great Oasis (cf. Brugsch, Reise nach der grossen
Oase, Leipzig, 1878, pi. xxii.), and the consultation granted
afterwards to Alexander, on his famous journey to this sanctuary. But there is no decisive context to prove that it was the
head rather than the arms that moved, and, as we have no
remains of these portable statues, scientific reserve must be
maintained on this material detail. The passage in the famous
stela of Bakhtan, in which the king asks the statue of Khonsu
'
to incline its face,' is nothing more than an ordinary expres'
sion in court language, meaning to be in a benevolent mood,
or ' to consent gladly to something. Finally, it will be observed : (1) that several passages in the inscriptions and papyri
say that the statue performs hanu towards some one hidden
in the midst of a group or a crowd ; (2) that, in many other
circumstances besides interrogations proper, the statue seizes
'
some one, or holds the string (the ritual term for founding a
temple), etc. These evidences, along with others too long to
give here, justify us in assuming, with equal probability, that
the hanu may have been a movement of the arm of a jointed
statue, accompanied perhaps by a sound, a whistling, or a cry,
of suitable strength. We have absolutely no exact details here,
though we know that, in the case of oracles proper, the god
spoke ; but this Divine language is itself a matter for discussion.
Maspero, in all the works in which he discusses these
'
prophetic Btatues (see Literature), holds that they were
actual jointed dolls^ with strings attached to their arms and
heads, and that the officiating priest pulled a string for each
response and each gesture. In his earliest works (cf. Rlilt xv.
[1887] 159ff.) he even seems to admit the existence of actual
machinery, worked, when required, by fire or steam. The
explanation that the statue had a jointed head seems to be
It is a very ingenious and satisfactory
generally accepted.
hypothesis but nothing more, for no single text or representation supplies formal proof.
'
essential
Divination was the exclusive privilege of the
statue, just as were the possession of the fluid set, and the gift
of exorcism, of healing, of 'vital breaths,' etc. ; and— probably
for reasons of magic awe— the Egyptians never made a single
representation to show what such a statue was. There is one
portable figure of MIn, it is true, nude and ithyphallic, carried
with him, in a
on his shield and having his magic-case
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

number

Theban representations

of processions (Luxor,
This statue suggests, at the
very first glance, the idea of a string hanging from the neck to
the ground which would justify the theory of statues with
movable heads. But it is doubtful whether this is a prophetic
statue— from the very fact that they have dared to show it in
bas-relief. We know, finally, that the sacred image was carried
on the bari and, even allowing that the naos was open during
the consultation and that the statue was taken out cf it and
placed on the ground (cf. Pleyte, PSBA x. 43), it is difficult to
see by what sort of mechanical means movements could be
produced. All that we can Btate with certainty is that the
idol indicated its wishes by a gesture, or by a gesture and a
cry at the same time, and repeated twice.
of

Medinet Habu, and Ramesseum).

—

'

',

After this sort of 'duty performance,' the king
or the chief priest puts the question. The cases

about which we know (from inscriptions, papyri,
and ostraca) are of great variety (cf. Brit. Mus.
Papyrus 1U335 Mariette, Catal. mon. d'Abydos,
;

ZA

ix. [1871] 85 ;
Paris, 1881, no. 1225 ; Brugsch,
Ernian, SB W, 1910, pp. 344, 346 = Cairo Ostrakon
25242; Turin Papyrus 126, ch. 3; Erman, Agyp.

A

Louvre Maunier Stela; Breasted, Anc.
Naville, Inscr.
Records, iv. [Chicago, 1907] 317
conhist, de Pinodjcm III., Paris, 1883, p. 111).
sideration of all the questions submitted shows
are
and
that
the
that
majority
judicial decisions,
Bel, 186;

;

A
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they are entirely concerned with the people and
in
things ruled over or possessed by the god
short, that they are cases not ot interpretative
divination or divination of the future, hut of the
divination, for the immediate present, of the god's
formal decision. This remark helps us to understand how the process of the Divine response by
hanu tended to become a settled gesture, almost a
piece of legal phraseology, the divinatory element
of which in the end quite evaporated (see below).
The process of questioning is controlled by
;

A

series of definite quesrigorous lixed rules.
tions are asked, each one bringing nearer, nc
To each
varietur, the solution of the difficulty.
question the statue has to reply by 'yes' (i.e. by
performing hanu 'twice with decision') or 'no'
In certain cases,
(i.e. by remaining unmoved).
the final decision depends entirely upon the statue's
gesture. Two pieces of writing are placed before
it, the one saying that an accused person is guilty,
the other that he is not guilty and the statue is
required to choose. To make quite sure, this test
is repeated twice.
The case of the steward
Thothmes is an example of this kind, in which,
twice over, the god refused to take the writing
that declared him guilty, and took that declaring
him innocent (cf. a good tr. of this typical
example in Breasted, Anc. Records, iv. 325).
;

'

'

Thia curious passage would lead one to suppose that, even
although hanu means a shaking of the head, the statue certainly
moved or stretched out its arm to take the writing. This
evidence should be laid alongside of the various texts that
seem to show that at the coronation of the king the statue of
Amon-Ra put the crown on the new sovereign's head, as in
Ethiopia (see below).

Taken in connexion with the indication of the
Ethiopian kings and the Theban chief priests by
the statue, these examples of judicial decisions
throw light upon the philosophy of such proceedthat originally
ings. It is possible and probable
the gesture of the statue was actually divinatory,
inasmuch as, though an indication was looked for
from it that was the result, it is true, of solicitation, its exact answer or choice could not be foreIn the earliest times the hanu of the statue
told.
was as impossible to anticipate with certainty
as were the miraculous movements recorded in
other inscriptions
the statue making a gesture
of welcome or salutation, during a procession, as
it passed before a court official (cf. Petrie, Koptos,

—

—

—

xix. line 11 f.), or, more frequently, before
the prince who was destined one day to mount
the throne of Horns,' and of whose future
position as king of Egypt no indication had ever

pi.
'

then been made.
The original nature of
the process had a tendency gradually to become
an operation in which the process of investigation,
procedure, and inquiry was carried through more
and more by human means, and the only uncertain
element i.e. the opinion, or the will, of the god
was reduced to the very restricted alternative
of saying 'yes' or remaining motionless.
Divination proper, thus reduced to the minimum of
interpretative freedom, and confined to cases
equally definite and real, became, by force of
until

—

—

circumstances, rather a registration of the god's
consent taken for granted in practice, and soon
even simply a formality with practically no divinatory significance in it. This was almost certainly
the nature of the Divine hanu in the cases of the
election of the Ethiopian king and the nomination
of the Theban chief priest
and similarly in the
ratification of judicial sentences.
This all serves
to explain how, in the course of history, the
Divine consent by a movement of the statue
came to be the regular and necessary accessary of
registration for all kinds of contracts, deeds of
gift, marriages, wills, and even rescripts relating
to funerary lots passed before the temple authori;

(Egyptian)

in which there was no kind of 'divination'
to be seen unless, indeed, we give that name to
the desire (or would-be desire) to be quite certain,
for the sake of the validity of these actions, that
the spirit of the god was not opposed to them
(cf.
(1) the process in the Turin Papyrus 126;
ties,

—

Erman, ZA xxxv. [1897] 12, for the registration of a will
(3) Maspero, Boulaq, p. 336, for
the registration of a funerary decree and (4) what
Breasted says in Anc. Records, iv. 325, about a
1
special work on this series of legal documents).
(c) From the known examples, it appears that the
consultation of statues usually consisted in obtaining a series of acquiescings manifested by the
hanu. We have seen, however, that movements of
seizing sometimes accompanied this manifestation of the god's will.
There were also other
movements of an analogous kind e.g., when the
image of Khonsu consented to grant its magic
power to one of the statues of Khonsu in order to
drive off a demon, it is said that it made four
from which we may
passes of the magic fluid
assume actual movements, no matter how rudiof
the
arms
or
of
an
arm. In some of
mentary,
the cases cited above, it is formally stated that
the hanu was accompanied by spoken words,
sentences more or less brief, but practically formthis is the case in the
ing a short discourse
It is, indeed,
election of the kings of Napata.
certain, from a number of other texts, that the
of
to
the
common herd
course,
gods spoke not,
of mortals, but to their sons and their ministers
(i.e. to the members of the royal family and the
high priests). The gist of the wishes they manifested thus was afterwards reduced to the form of
a decree (utu), and engraved on the walls of the
temple as the words of the god himself or their
wishes were embodied in one of those rhythmical
prose accounts, lyrical in character, which have
been rapidly enriching the corpus of Egyptian
historical inscriptions in recent times.
These oracles are of as many varieties as the consultations of
(2)

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

—

;

—

'

;

Sometimes the god himself, of
unsolicited, suddenly manifested his will,
his voice heard, in the silence of the sanctuary, to the
king or priest coming into his majestic presence and he would
order a mission to Lebanon for wood for his house, for stones
for his temples, for perfumes and rare trees for his altars and
xxxviii. [1900] 1 ; and Uolenischeff,
sanctuaries (cf. Erman,
RTr xxi. 127). Sometimes the manifestation was less unforeseen : it might be the complement of a previous warning in a
dream, a formal explanation of which the god was graciously
granting by request ; or it might be the answer to a passionate
request of the king. To the last category belongs the discourse
received by Hatasu in the temple of Deir el-Bahari, when she
came, after prayers and fasting, to seek a manifestation of
the Divine will, and was ordered to send an expedition to the
country of spices (cf. Naville, Deir el Bahari, London, 1898This famous example is a good specimen of the
1901, iii. S4).
manner of
The other examples of the same type
the statues examined above.
his

own accord and

making

;

ZA

show that

proceeding.
m

no single case was the divination accompanied by
ecstasy, religious frenzy, or hypnosis of the subject, and that
the god never used mysterious language, or broken mangled
words that were afterwards submitted to the interpretation
of professional soothsayers. The statements made by the god
were in clear and coherent terms. They were practical replies
as to a fact, a decision to be taken, or the issue of a conorete
imminent event. All the Egyptian precision and love of ''harness are seen in these oracles, as we may call them. Seti I.
implores the god, and is shown a place where he must make
a well in the desert, while the god demands a sanctuary in
exchange (cf. Breasted, Anc. Records, iii. 82); and orders,
solicited or unsolicited, relating to the construction and repair
r
of buildings (e.g. Mariette, Karnak, Leipzig, lS7. >, pi. xii. --Breasted, Anc. Records, ii. no. Ouo) appear to have held the
chief place in these oracles perhaps, indeed, just because these
were
on
the
walls of the
others
more
than
engraved
responses

—

buildings with which they were thus connected. Another kind
of prediction which we find of more and more frequent occur,
rence is the foretelling of a prince's coming to the throne.
Thothmes in. was informed by the god long in advance that he
would one day be king of Egypt (Inscription of the year 23 at
Wady-Halfa) and this prediction was confirmed later by the
statue suddenly stopping in front of Thothmes. proclaiming
;

On the question of illusion or fraud in the above processes,
see Fouoart, Religion et art dans I'ancienne Egypte, Paris, 1908,
vol. i. eh. i. p. 87ff.
Maspero, Les Statues pailantes,' in J !>,
21st Dec. 18U8.
1

'

;
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king, crowning him, and making him a speech (cf. Breasted,
'Coronation Inscription,' in Anc. Records, ii. 60, no. 140).

Such tacts should h,' compared with those telling how the
Divine statue proclaimed the king, appeared in public will) him
under

its protection, and gave him his crown and diadems ( <i.
Daresay, Annulet, hi. [1003] 27 f. for Ramses ir., and similar
Thothmes, the Anien-hoteps of the XVIIIth dynasty,
and Hanuhahi). They seem to indicate that here we lia\ e, tor
historical Egypt, the continuation of an extremely ancient
If we further consider the re'marks of
divinatory process.
Breasted (Anc. Records, ii. 225) on the antiquity and persistence of the coronation ritual of Heliopolis, it is a possible
assumption that the whole is a survival, made regular and
ritual, of a much earlier state of things, and that, in pre-historic
times, the accession of a chief was actually settled by divination,
the idol (or, before it, the fetish) intervening by prophetic
processes to indicate the man it desired to be its minister and
to rule over men in its name. Such a view would
modify our
ideas on the origins of Egyptian monarchy, and should be considered along with the analogous customs to be found among
numerous uncivilized races of the present day relating to the
designation of kings or priests by divination.

facts for the

The inscriptions of the classical period published
in recent years show that the
gods themselves
gave direct orders by speeches, and it is

beyond
doubt that consultation of the gods by the
kings was of very frequent occurrence, and that

all

was involved in the majority of important decisions. At grave junctures, e.g. when
there was a
conspiracy to frustrate, a treaty to
arrange, or an expedition to command, the king
asked help from the god, and he did not ask it
in a sign or prodigy to be
interpreted afterwards
he requested an answer in articulate language and
exact terms. It is difficult to find a nobler tone
in the ancient literature of the East than that of
some of the inscriptions in which a king relates
how he came to the temple to seek for Divine
wisdom, stated his business before his ancestor,
asked him what he ought to do, and turned away
from this mysterious interview with face lit up
and heart full of joy, because he had heard his
god speak to him as a father to his son (cf. e.g.
Bouriant, RTr xv. [1896] 178
Inscription of
Thothmes IV. at Konosso). This fine formula
recurs in several inscriptions relating to consul1
tations of the god by the king.
To these examples of oracles of the Pharaonic
period we may add, as having an Egyptian
character and no foreign elements, the demotic
inscriptions of Nubia, relating to the oracles of
Isis of Philae and Thoth of Pi-Nuhs.
The records
that the chief of the temple held a consultation
of the god' connect this method of divination
with the official procedures already noticed (cf.
divination

;

'

'

;

'

Revillout, Revue tgyptolvgique, v. iios. i.-ii., and
x. 56-58).
At the oracle of Dakke, held
great veneration by the Ethiopians and the
Blemmyes, the statue of the god was consulted
at the great feast (bo en lo). Texts show that
a consultation of this oracle was a recognized
thing when a prediction of the circumstances
favourable for the celebrated yearly
journey of
the statue of Isis of Philse to the Blemmyes was
desired.
It is also an Egyptian custom that we
find at Korti, when the chief priest of the
temple
leaves the choice of his successor in the hands of
the god (cf. Revue (gyptol. v. no. Ill, for a series
of examples of all these oracles).
It is very difficult to discriminate between what
is Egyptian and what is
foreign in the mass of
examples of divination and sanctuaries having an
oracle mentioned in connexion with
Egypt by
Grseco-Roman authors. The same restraint must
be observed as for the divinatory processes discussed above in the inquiry concerning the
prophetic statues. As a rule, the recently discovered
1 As to
the very difficult question of the material method by
which the god spoke, Garnault (Revue scientijique, no. 21, May
1900, p. 043 f.) suggests ventriloquism Maspero holds that the
priest spoke by Divine inspiration in the name of the god the
most satisfactory theory in many instances. But in some cases

PSBA
in
'

'

;

—

the king alone, without the intervention of the
priest, appears
to have received the Divine response directly in his own soul.
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information of Pharaonic age tends to confirm for
the majority of cases (he actual national cha racter
of the modes of divination.
Thus at the marie
of Bisn in the Thebaid (Herod, i. 182; Ai
.Manellinus, xix. 12), and at that of Heliopolis

(Macrobius, Saturn, i. 30), the means oi getting
the future divulged consisted in reducing the
questions to writing, according to
carefully arranged
formula;.
Such a method is fairly similar to what
took place, as we saw above, in the judgment of
the steward Thothmes, and the importance .if the
proper wording of the formulary noted
Pliny

by
and Juvenal (Sat. vi. 39l>) corresponds
lint
these
Egyptian formalism,
formula;, deposited under seal in the temple, and
the replies given, also sealed, with the same
ceremonial, are a method of Divine correspondence
which the hieroglyphic inscriptions have not yet
(xxviii. 3)

exactly

with

confirmed for the classic period.

We know

from

Zosimus that in the reign of Constantino the
government seized a number of oracles which were
given into the hands of the Imperial police and
involved a number of Egyptians in imprisonment
and exile.
The cases of divination by incubation are the
most complicated. If it is certain that the sanctuary of Ptah Sotmu in Memphis was giving
oracles in the Pharaonic epoch to sufferers who
came to consult it (see Disease [Egyp.]), and that

the gods had been sending dreams, for long ages
and almost everywhere, to reveal remedies to the

who came to sleep in their temples, it is
less certain that the result of the combined
influence of Asia and Greece was to extend and
modify the essentials of these processes of divination, just as in the eases already noticed of
prophecy by interpretation of inanimate things.

patients

no

The famous oracle of Juppiter Anion of the Great Oasis
deserves special mention. Although manifestly in decadence
in the time of Strabo (xvii. 759), its advice was still held of
great value in difficult questions (Juvenal, Sat. vi. 554). A
study of the principal Graeco-Roman authors who describe the
manner in which the god made his will known (Ptolem. § 8f.
Scriptores rerum Alex. Magni, ed. Muller-Didot, 1846, p. 37 f.
Arrian, A7iabasis, iii. 4. 9 5
Quintus Curtius, iv. 7
Ephippos, § 3 Strabo, vii. fr. 1 Diodorus, xvii. 51 Plutarch,
Alex. 27; and especially Callisthenes, fr. 27 and 36) shows
that it was in absolute conformity with the Egyptian rule
the statue of the god, the response by gesture and, if need
be, by spoken words, the consultation by the high priest, and
the questioning at the ceremonial going out of the god (notice
the passage of Strabo [vii. fr. 1] remarking indirectly that the
responses of the oracle were given in conventional'signs, Bid
nvuy crv/i^oAwc). We also find indirectly, from the evidence
of Ephippos (§ 3), that the divinatory statue had a human
form,
and was provided with shoes, a mantle, and horns. This last
trait granting that the Amon of the Oasis is
certainly a copy
of the Theban Amon
helps to confirm the conclusion that the
prophetic statue of Thebes had a ram's head. The most famous
episode in connexion with this oracle was the visit of Alexander,
who was summoned by Amon as his son and lawful successor
upon the throne of Egypt. Maspero (Ann. de VKcole des Hautes
Etudes, 1897, pp. 1-32, 'Comment Alexandre devint dieu en
Egypte') shows clearly that the deification of the great conqueror was carried through completely in accordance with the
forms of the Pharaohs, in spite of the mistaken statements of
Greek authors, who were ill-informed as to Egyptian procedure.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

'

—

'

—

The consultation of statues by signs and oracles
being entrusted to the priest in charge of the
ordinary priestly functions led, of necessity, to
the suppressing of professional
soothsayers and
seers tilled with religious frenzy,
divinatory
There was not even a set of officials
ecstasy, etc.
whose duty it was to interpret dreams
this
function was entrusted by the Pharaoh to some
;

of his chaplains or secretaries,
finally, we know
of no regular hody of individuals charged with
the execution of the rules of mantics as applied
to time and space (cf. art. Stars [Egyp.], for a
It is true, of course,
partial exception to this).
that innumerable trilling cases of divination in
daily life engaged the attention of all classes,
from the man in the street to the king himself.

But these were dealt with

directly,

by individual
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intelligence, by an answer obtained from a book
of magic, or by explanations sought from some
private person celebrated for knowledge and
sagacity this last word being understood in its
narrowest sense of a high degree of skill in
magical studies. This practice of private divination (which must be carefully kept distinct from
official divination) seems to have been of wide
occurrence in Egypt in all periods. It presents
cases of an infinite variety of application, but
these will be more appropriately discussed under

—

Magic

—There

no monograph on the subject. A good
number of testimonies of classical authors, almost entirely
neglected in Egyptological works, are gathered together in
G.
J.
Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, ed. 1878, ii. 462-464,
where, however, the actual facts are not stated from Egypt
itself.
An isolated branch the study of prophetic statues is
treated by G. Maspero, in a great many publications (see esp.
is

—

—

RHR

xv. [1889] 159, 188; RTr i. [1882] 162; JD, 21st Dec.
1898 [speaking statues] ; Guide au Muste de Boulaq, Paris, 1883,
pp. 69, 336 ; Eludes de Myth. etd'Archiol. iii. [1901] 155, 220 ;
Annuaire de I'Ecole des Hautes Etudes, 1897). A short account
is given in A. Erman, A'gypt.
Religion?, Berlin, 1906, p. 186.
The rest of the important documents and articles on the subject
have been mentioned in the article.

George Foucart.
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(Greek).— Of the beliefs with
regard to divination held by the Hellenes at the
time of their arrival in Greece we have no knowThat they practised it is highly likely
ledge.
and it is inconceivable that the inhabitants of
Knossos, Tiryns, Mycenas, and the other centres
of pre-historic culture had no belief in it
but
definite information is entirely wanting. The most
we can say is that certain ancient oracles very
possibly date from pre-Hellenic times. We begin
therefore with the feudal period of Greek history
(? c. 1200 B.C.), of whose culture we know something from Homer.
I. In Homer.
Here we find for the most part
'
independent diviners (divins libres, to adopt
;

;

—

'

Bouche-Leelercq's convenient terminology). The
oracular shrines, so famous in later ages, are
One instance occurs
scarcely mentioned at all.
of a private consultation at Dodona, 1 and Achilles
mentions the wealth of the shrine at Delphi ; - but
no important oracles are mentioned as emanating
from either. Agamemnon, for example, does not
appear to have consulted any one but the seer
Kalchas with regard to the Trojan war. The
famous portent of the serpent and the nest of
swallows is interpreted by him, and Odysseus
bids the discouraged army 'wait awhile and see
whether Kalchas prophesieth aright or not.' 8 So
far, then, as divination is official and professional,
it is the individual seer (/uimt, oiuivowb\os) and not
any sort of priestly corporation, that we have to

The /idvTis is not, as a rule, an inspired
prophet, but rather a craftsman (8-nu.ioepybs), classed
with leeches and carpenters in a famous verse of
the Odyssey (xvii. 384, fiivra/, i) Irjrijpa KaKCiv
deal with.

-f)

riKTova. Soipuv).

the

later

physic,

He

practises seer-craft, navToo-ivn,
as a doctor practises
the favour of the gods 4 he has

fiavriK-l)

and by

(t4x"~,),

more skill in it than ordinary men. But any
one can interpret an omen on occasion, just as
Patroklos, who is not a regular physician, on

wounded Eurypylos. Of anything like possession or prophetic vision, apart
from the interpretation or omens, we hear very
little.
The most famous instance is the secondoccasion heals the

'

sight' of Theoklymenos (Od. xx. 351 If.), who suddenly sees the hall filled with the ghosts of the
wooers of Penelope. The typical Homeric method
of foretelling the future is by the aetions and cries
1

1

was always of more or less importance in Greece,
although it never attained the imposing dimensions
of Etruscan augury.
In Homer, the omen-bird
generally an eagle, and always sent by Zeus,
Its actions are symbolical,
Apollo, or Athene.

is

'-

and need no complicated augury
tation.
is

Od. xiv. 327

;

cf. xixl 296.

- II. ix. 404.

- 11.

ii.

290

f.

* H, 1. 72.
Plato, following the recognized classification,
divides divination into pavnicn .VHiut and tuv ejuApocwf ^Tjrrjcnf
tov jm'aAovto? (I'hmtrus, 244 H-C). The former is absent from
Horner, practically, and has been ascribed (wronglv, we think)
to the influence of Dionysos,
by Bonuhe-Leclercq and others.
^

A

for their interpre-

characteristically transparent allegory
that given by the eagle in II. xii. 200 fl".
For a bird appeared unto them as they strove to cross, even
:

'

(Egyp.).

Literature.

(Greek)

or sometimes of other
of omen-birds (oiwvol),
animals, or by portents (ripaTu).
The former of these (opvidoiiavrela, otwvoo-Konla)

an eagle of high flight, upon the left, staying the folk ; he bore
a monstrous red serpent in bis talons, alive still and breathing,
that was not yet forgetful of strife, for it struck at the bird
that held it upon the breast by the neck, writhing back. And
the eagle dropped it from him to the earth, galled by the pain,
and flung it down into the midst of the throng, and himself
flew with a scream on the breath of the wind. And the
Trojans
shuddered when they saw the writhing snake lying in the midst
of them, a portent of Zeus, the aegis-bearer.
'

Here the eagle represents the Trojans, the snake
the Greeks, and tlie discomfiture of the eagle
indicates the result of the contest.
That it is
meant as an omen is shown by the species of bird
not all birds are ominous 3 and by the unusual
nature of the occurrence it is called a portent
It is seen on the left, i.e. the west, the
[ripa.-).
4
quarter of darkness, and so must be unlucky.
much simpler omen encourages Odysseus and

—

—

—

A

Diomedes

6

:

'

Unto them Pallas Athene sent a heron, on the right, near
their path ; they saw it not with their eyes through the mirky
night, but they heard its cry. And Odysseus rejoiced at that
omen (opvis), and made prayer to Athene.'

In neither of these cases

is

the diviner strictly a

Polydamas, who interprets the first
renowned as an augur, but he is present
at the battle simply as a warrior, and only incidentally interprets omens and advises Hector.
Odysseus is a favourite of Athene, but has nothing
of the priest or wizard about him.
The method
of interpretation is of the simplest in these and all
other cases in Homer and Hector, who is by no
means impious, is frankly contemptuous about the
professional.

omen,

is

;

adverse sign.
Portents, strictly speaking, i.e. ominous events
of a miraculous nature,
are not very common
in Homer.
One has already been mentioned in
The
omen
of
the
passing.
serpent, interpreted by
Kalchas, ends by the creature being turned into
stone but no one seems to deduce anything from
this.
The word ripas, indeed, is used to mean any
6
sign from a god, whether miraculous or not, or
any wonderful thing, like the ajgis, which apparently Eris carries in U. xi. 4. In any case, it
is definitely from a god that the
sign always
comes and this applies to the other forms of
divination mentioned below. Of familiar spirits,
animals which give signs of their own accord, and
the like, we hear nothing in Homer.
Besides augury and portents, the most important
omens are dreams. These are almost always
definitely sent by a god, and usually speak in
plain language.
Generally also they are true, an
exception being the baneful dream sent by Zeus
to deceive Agamemnon. 7 Usually the vision takes
the form of a man or woman known to the sleeper

—

—

;

;

'

'

'

'

1
Strictly, opvis is a. bird, in general,' oiuu'os, an omen-bird
but the distinction is often neglected, otwi-ds also means an
given by a bird, hence an omen in general and upris
was used in this Bense.
2 See Ameis on Od. x. 274.
For the association of these three
deities, cf. the repeated line ai yap, Zev t« ndrep koX 'ABni'aiq
ko.\ 'AiroAAor.
The eagle is most perfect (i.e. most thoroughly
ominous) of winged fowl (II. viii. 247, xxiv. 316).
'

;

omen

;

'

'

»Oi.

' II. x. 27*ff.
239 f.
falling star is called re'pas (II.
times, a monstrous birth, or a
393
Plato,
Cratylus,
B), does not
(see, e.g.,

182.
6 Called in
general
ii.

iv. 76).

The stock
mule
Homer.

birth from a

occur in

*Il.

o~rjp.ii.

xii.

A

Tepa-j of later

7 II. ii. 6ff.
Zeus is, it would appear, the normal sender of
dreams (i'6. i. 63) and we hear of no other god who, so to speak,
keep9 dreams ready-made. The others appear themselves iit
Bleep, or make and send phantoms.
;
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(in this case, Nestor).

However, the

allegorical language is not invariable, and there
exists a class of dream-interpreters (dfapoTrdXot),
we may safely assume, no masters of any
complicated and wide-reaching science like that
taught in later days by such men as Artemidoros.
Part of their craft, it would seem, consisted in
telling true dreams from false ones so we gather
from the apologue of the gates of horn and of
ivory, in the speech of l'enelope to Odysseus
{Od. xix. 560). According to the geography of
Od. xi., the 'folk of dreams' (S^uos dvdpuv) occupy

xi.).

but,

;

a position beyond Ocean and near Hades but
such ideas have at least as much poetic fancy
What is
genuine popular belief in them.
important for our purposes to observe is that
of
dream
is
the
kind
we
have
elsewhere
Penelope's
noticed ' as the simplest form of allegorical dream
a vision of an ominous happening. Incubation
One unusual
(see below) is unknown in Homer.
example of a dream, or vision, not divinely sent,
remains to be noted. As Achilles sleeps, the spirit
of his dead and unhuried friend appears to him
to beg for speedy release from his
(II. xxiii. 6'2fl'.
homeless condition. But everything about this
scene, including the revenant, is unusual, and even
inconsistent with normal Homeric beliefs.
The occasional appearances of deities, who speak
face to face with favoured heroes (Athene with
Achilles and Odysseus, Hermes with Priam, etc.),
are foreign to our purpose
but we may note,
in passing, the peculiar occurrence which later
Greece called <j>rifiri, Homer 6/j.^ or 6aaa the
rumour which, coming from no one knows where,
spreads through a crowd. This the Greeks always
We mention it to
recognized as heaven-sent.
introduce a similar idea, found both in Homer and
in later writers, namely, that the Divine will
may be made known by means of the casual words
of a mortal (kXjjowp).
Of this we have a noteworthy example in Od. xx. 9811'. Odysseus, about
to take vengeance on the wooers, prays for Divine
encouragement a thunder-clap answers him, and
is followed by a few words from a tired maidservant, who curses the wooers for keeping her
up all night to grind corn for their feasts. Later
ritual developed and systematized this method at
the oracular shrine of Hermes Agoraios in Pharai.The consultant whispered his question into the
god's ear, then stopped his own ears, went out,
and, when he got beyond the market-place, listened
for chance words from passers-by.
These were
construed into an answer. This form of divination
(cledonomancy) remained popular at all periods.
It appears in various forms, such as the puns on
;

as

—

)

;

—

;

—

names (EXeVa iXe'vavs, ZXavdpos,
Agamemnon, 686 f. ), and seems

eXeVroXis, in

the

had

this

to have

great advantage, that one could either accept
3
(SixeaSai) or disregard an omen of this kind.
Allied to cledonomancy is the omen from sneezing (Od. xvii. 541 ft'.)— one of the large class of

omens from involuntary human actions

(TraX/xol),

elaborated in later times into a complicated system.
In the Homeric instance, Telemachos' violent sneeze
simply indicates Divine approval of Penelope's
words. This idea lingers on to-day in Greece. If
a sneeze is heard after any one has spoken, the
sneezer is not only given the customary Good
health to you ', but the words nal dXijfleia X^ei,
'and he (the last speaker) tells truth,' are added.
Necromancy proper the evoking of a ghost or
The nearest
ghosts is not found in Homer.
approach, besides the appearance of Patroklos'
spirit, is in the visit of Odysseus to Hades (Od.
'

!

—

—

1

2

'

See Divination (Introductory), § i, Dreams.'
Bouche-Leclercq, ii. 399 Pausanias, VII. xxii. 2-3.
;

3 Cf. iEsch.

Agam.
AI.

XO.

.

.

ijt

1652 f.
.
OVK dt'curo/iat dafetp.
\'pp L mks Ai'yets Gavtlv (re
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Here the ghosts are certainly approached
with regular necromantic rites, blood-offerings and
the like, and the whole passage suggests something
other than the normal Homeric idea of the dead

clear, non-

as 'strengthless.'

may

It

well be that, while the

Achaean lords were not ghost-worshippers, their
1
subjects were, and that this hit of ritual haw
percolated up from lower levels of society. But
even here the ghosts are not raised from their
graves or called into the upper world ; nor have
they any prophetic powers, except Teiresias, who,
by special grace, retains his old seer-craft or something like it. The only approach to the usual
idea of a dead man's powers of divination is the
2
foresight shown by some dying men, e.g. Hector.
Such are the main forms of Homeric divination,
to which Hesiod makes no addition, for his
weather signs are simply crude meteorology, with
nothing of magic about them.

— We

now pass to the historic
2. Historic period.
period, which we may roughly divide into (1) the
time of Greek development and political importance (8th to 4th cent. B.C. First Olympiad to
the death of Alexander), and (2) the decadence
(from the 4th cent, onwards).
In this
(1) The period of political importance.
period, besides the Homeric methods, several new
forms of divination were introduced, which will he
briefly discussed in their proper place ; but the
chief feature of it was the immense importance of
the oracular shrines, and particularly of three—
those of Zeus at Dodona, of Apollo at Delphi, and,
The first of these is unlater, of Zeus Amnion.
3
Homer 4 mentions
doubtedly of great antiquity.
its priestly tribe or caste, the SeXXoi 'of unwashen
'
feet, sleepers on the ground ; and the way in
which the oracles were given by the sounds made

—

—

by the sacred oak

—

—

suggests an ancient treeworship, older than the cult of Zeus as we know
it, and very possibly practised before the god was
of.
It remained respectable, though overshadowed by Delphi, until quite late times.
But the greatest of all oracles was the Delphic

heard

or Pythian.
From very early times an oracle of
some sort appears to have existed in this lonely
and exquisitely beautiful place, 5 and, if we may
trust the legends, it was held by Ge-Themis,
possibly in conjunction with Poseidon. Inspiration was given by some sort of vapour rising from
a cleft in the ground 6 this is so well established
by ancient evidence that we cannot doubt it,
although modern researches have shown that no
large chasm existed in fact, thanks to the French
excavators, any one can now see that for himself.
But, whatever it was, it was enough to serve as
evidence of the presence of a chthonian power,
and it was held to inspire prophecies possibly by
means of dream-visions, the characteristic form of
earth oracles. To this old and well-established
shrine there came, at some period of which we
;

—

—

have no definite knowledge, a Northern

tribe,

character of this god, Delphi became Apolline
henceforward.
Under the management of the
Holy Ones' ("0<uoO, it became the most important
oracular shrine in Greece, and to some extent the
official head-centre of Hellenic religion.
'

1 For a discussion of the whole
question, see Rohde, Psyche\
Tubingen, 1907, vol. i. ch. i.
2 See Divination
(Introductory), § 6, 'Necromancy.'
3 See
Farnell, COS i. 38 ff. Bouche-Leclercq. ii. 277 ff.
* II xvi. 233 ff
6 See
Farnell, iv. ISOff., for an excellent discussion; but in
our opinion he underestimates the part played by the natural
advantages of the spot. The Greeks were extraordinarily
sensitive to beautiful scenery, though not given to sentimentalizing about it.
;

.

6 Cf. Plutarch, de Defect. Orac. 43.
7 Crete also had a traditional connexion with
see
Delphi
Horn. Hym. Apoll. 388 Paus. x. vi. 7 ; Pind. Pyth. v. 52. A
lion's head in Knossiau style has been found at Delphi.
;

;

.

.

•

7

who worshipped Apollo. Despite the non-chthonian
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Several methods of divination were employed at
one time or another, such as the p.o.vtiko.1 i/^0oi,
which appear to have resembled the Zulu diviningsticks hut the usual procedure was by possession
The Pythia or prophetess, after
(pavTinii Zvdeos).
a draught of water from the underground spring
1
Kassotis, seated herself upon the tripod in the
inner shrine, probably over the cleft, became
;

inspired,

and prophesied.

The

official

interpreters

then reported her utterances, normally
in hexameters. 2 The opportunity this gave for
liberal
recension of the inspired and probvery
ably quite unintelligible words of the Pythia is
obvious still, all oracles were supposed to come
through her direct, as is shown by the common
phrase i) Ilv8ta xpf. The theory was brielly this
Zeus was omniscient, and Apollo was his favourite
son and his confidant. Apollo, therefore, from time
to time 3 made known his father's will or foreknowledge to such mortals as chose to consult him
(trpoiprjTat)

'

'

;

:

after due purification and sacrifice, employing as
his medium the Pythia, who, 4 possessed much as a
shaman is possessed (plena deo, in Vergil's phrase),
spoke not her own words but those of the god.
How much of all this the 'Holy Ones' believed,
we cannot say ; certainly the oracle had immense
6
influence, especially in religious matters, where
it was, on the whole, conservative, except for its
advocacy of Dionysiac worship and of hero-cults.

In political matters
position,

though

Peloponnesian war

it

it
;

usually avoided any decided
was philo-Spartan in the

and a certain vagueness and

ambiguity in all fore-tellings of the future saved
the god from the disagreeable position of a false
prophet. In one respect, however, Apollo seems
really to have acted as a useful Information
Bureau. Founders of colonies regularly came to
him for advice, and that advice was generally
It may be, however, that here, as in the
good.
case of codes of laws supposed to emanate from
Delphi (i>6fioi nv06xpy<rToi), the god did no more
than give his approval to a course already decided
upon.

The

influence of Delphi, and the lesser influence
of other oracles of Apollo (Klaros, Branchidai,
etc.), had its effect on legend, as is shown by the
persistent torturing of myths about ancient seers
into making the latter sons or pupils of Apollo,
and inspired prophets rather than augurs. The
great bulk of the oracles, and their proverbial
obscurity, called into existence a class of interpreters (^rjyrjral) whose business it was to reveal
the god's meaning to the less sharp-witted public.

was recognized that to be a good exegete one
must be something of a diviner and, later on, in
the nonage of Greek culture, the collection and
It

;

interpretation of oracles in the light of a degenerate
philosophy occupied such men as Porphyry.
But even Apollo did not extinguish the race of
divins libres.
The craze for knowledge of the
future which was very noticeable during the
Peloponnesian war produced a demand for oracles
which was liberally met by the circulation of the
prophecies (xpvp-ol) of various ancient sages, such
as Musaios among them those of Balds, of whom
Aristophanes makes such delightful sport in the
Knights and elsewhere. At Athens, especially,

—

prophecies sprang up like mushrooms, and such
lines as the famous

(Greek)
ij&i

AwptaKos

1
iro\cp.os Kai Xot^tds dp.' ai)ry,

with its no less terrif}'ing variant Xi/ios, were in
every one's month. Soothsayers of all kinds plied
a lively trade. Nikias was especially dependent
upon them, but no general crossed a river or
entered the enemy's country without consulting
the p.dvTeu attached to the army.
official diviners practised an art unWhereas
to Homer, namely, haruspicy.
Homeric heroes simply sacrificed and had
done with it, in later Greek rites the victim was
required to give a sign (by shaking its head when
the libation was poured upon it) that the god
2
accepted it, and the entrails were inspected for

These

known

the

signs of Divine approval or disapproval, especially
before a battle. Indeed, there is more than one
instance (notably at Plattea) of a general delaying
action for a considerable time until at last a
victim's entrails gave a favourable omen. Empyromancy was also practised, i.e. the observation of

the

If it
fire consuming the sacrificial flesh.
burned low or went out, it was a bad sign, and so
This was not restricted to altar-flames. It

on.

hardly too much to say that everything capable
of being affected by a moderate-sized fire was
scrutinized for signs at one period or another. 3
But most of these curious methods and most of
the countless other forms of divination, of which
we have no room even to give a list, were relatively
unimportant, formed no part of any State religion,
and were only here and there adopted by oracles.
Haruspicy was the normal official method, and in
important matters an oracle was consulted.
is

Dreaim,

however, deserve separate mention.
of chthonian oracles, 4 they

The recognized medium

were opposed by the Apolline cult, but found a
footing in the worship of medicinal heroes, especiThe cult of heroes, indeed, grew
ally Asklepios.
6
very important at this period, and Asklepios was
particularly popular. His shrine at, or rather near,
most interesting
one
of
the
Epidauros to-day
ruins in Greece and many lesser shrines at Athens
and elsewhere, healed the sick by means of incuba-

—

tion

—

lyKXtcts).
rites, slept in the

(i-yKotpL-nais,

liminary

The

patient, after pre-

temple, and in a dream

was tended or advised — generally the

latter

— by

6
Asklepios. Here, of course, the medical knowledge
of the priests (A<TK\7jirid5ai) came into play. That
it was considerable is clear, both from a number
of votive offerings describing treatments which,
even by modern standards, are quite scientific,
and also from the rise of the Asklepiads of Kos
to well-earned renown, especially in the person of
their greatest member, Hippokrates.
But, even
apart from this, and despite the vogue of Delphi,
several heroes, notably Trophonios of Lebadeia,
gave oracles by dreams or visions.
Finally, as illustrating the extent to which
divination at this time became a regular profession,
despite the theoretical importance of individual
inspiration, mention should be made of the great
prophetic families the Iamidai of Elis and the
Melampodidai of Akarnania being the most8
famu
Alongside of these families (or gilds)
of professional diviners, we begin to hear of that
curious figure of later mythology, the Sibyl.
In this period we have to
(2) The decadence.
notice, firstly, the weakening of the Greek genius,

—

—

ominous

1 See
Farnell, iv. 18S. The prophetic virtues of water from
sacred springs were widety recognized.
2 Other
metres, and even prose, were used later see Plut.
d? Pythia OraculU.
3 The oracle could he consulted
only at certain seasons
(eVifiij/iuu) and on certain days.
4 This was a
regular Apolline method, e.g. at his ancient
cave-shrine at flylai on the Mioander.
;

n The more so as most
gods had either no oracles or none of
any importance. Hence we find Apollo consulted, for example,
on a question affecting the worship of Demeter at Elcusis.

1

Thuc.

2

Especiallv the liver (hepatoscopy). See, for one example of
l'lut. Vita Arati, ch. xliii. Cf. Divination (Assyr.-Bab.).

ii.

64.

many,

See Bouche-Leclereq, vol. i., for a full treatment of this and
other forms of divination, such as lecanomancy.
4 Of. Eur.
lph. Taut: 1259 f.
c It
was, as we have seen, favoured by Delphi, so long as the
monopoly of prophecy was not infringed.
8 See
Aristoph. Plulus, for a farcical description.
7
Nouche-Leclercq. ii. 62ff.
K The
patronymic termination often connotes no more than
»

this

;

cf. '0/l»Jpi6ai, 'AtTK\tJTIiaOai.
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consequent influence of foreign cults;
secondly, the part played l>y philosophy in regard
t

lie

to the belief iu divination
and, finally, the degeneration of the great national cults, and the consequent downfall of the official divination oracular
and otherwise which formed part of them.
Of the foreign ideas which came in with the
backwash from Alexander's conquests, the most
noteworthy was the Chalda'o-Egyptian belief in
1
Somewhat modified by Greek ideas,
astrology.
it pervaded the whole of Western thought, and
became the principal form of divination. This is
not the place to go into details as to the methods
employed, but a few salient points may be noted.
The idea of
Firstly, it was almost wholly novel.
taking omens from the heavenly bodies or from
such phenomena as lightning and shooting stars
is old enough in Greece, but no elaborate
system,
and no idea of anything like planetary influences,
had ever existed. This was the product of the
sidereal cults of the East it is a remarkable fact
that the Greeks hardly worshipped the heavenly
bodies at all. 2 Astrology this is another noticeable fact aided the late tendency to syncretism.
Thus, joined with the popularity of the Eastern
sun-gods, it helped to identify Apollo with Helios
Artemis was confounded with Selene the ramhorned (and doubtfully Hellenic) Zeus Amnion
with the sign Aries, and so on. Thirdly, astrology
invaded all branches of divination to such an
extent, that we lind haruspices, palmists, etc.,
using terms borrowed from it, and tracing the
influence of the stars in the formation of beasts'
entrails and the like.
Philosophers of the decadence and of the period
immediately preceding it (that in which Plato and
Aristotle lived and wrote) were, on the whole,
favourable to divination. Plato, at heart a mystic,
while outspokenly contemptuous of the disreputable vendors of indulgences and oracles, was by
no means adverse to beliefs in the supernatural,
and, in fact, seems to have held that divination
was not only possible, but a reality 3 and his late
followers, the Neo-Platonists, who constructed an
elaborate system of 5a.lfi.ovts on the basis of the
Timceus, found therein a full and satisfactory
explanation of oracles. Epicurus, indeed, whose
system denied Providence and Divine interest or
interference in human afl'airs, was hostile to the
pretensions of diviners but the Stoics passionately
championed astrology, as evidence of their doctrine
of Fate. 4 The degenerate and mongrel system,
which goes by the name of Neo-Pythagoreanism,
was freely credulous of all marvels, divination
included, and produced its own inspired prophet,
Apollonios of Tyana (g.v.).
Under pressure of foreign cults, including finally
Mithraism and Christianity, the ancient State
religions of Greece became gradually weaker and
this inevitably entailed a decline in the importance
of the oracles, and of official diviners.
Individualism also was rampant, as is shown by the
popularity of the post-Aristotelian philosophies
and this meant that divination became more and
more of a private affair. While it is wholly untrue
that the oracles ceased at the coming of Christ, 6
it is a fact that by about 100 A.D. they were
no longer of great importance 6 indeed, quite
;

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Bouche-Leelercq, ii. ch. vi. cf. art. Stars (Greek).
Even the sun is unimportant, as is indicated by the extreme
rarity of names such as Heliodoros or Heliades before the 3rd
cent. B.C. The attempts made to identify any of the leading
Hellenic deities (save Zeus, who is vaguely a sky-god) with
celestial phenomena are without exception unsatisfactory.
3 Socrates had
certainly been of that opinion before him.
3

;

2

4
E.g. Manilius, iv. 14 f.
5 The tale is an invention of Christian
apologists,
_
sidered oracles the work of evil spirits. Archaeological

who

alone is quite conclusive against it.
6 See I'lut. de
Defect. Orac., and de Pythice Orac.
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apart from other causes, the political insignificance
of Greece meant, sooner or later, the
insignificance of her great religious institutions. Finally,
Christian opposition for the most part stamped out

paean divination.
There were, however, survivals.
Astrology
on despite theological denunciations—
political opposition it had already endured for
centuries— and still survives. Oneiromancy, which
had grown into a most complicated science, still
retained a considerable hold on popular belief.
lingered

—

Finally, the prophecies of the Sibyl or Sibyls the
number and names vary ' being in later times of
Judseo-Christian origin, were hospitably received
and ranked almost equal with the Hebrew prophets.
'The old man is Sibyl-mad,' says Aristophanes'
slave of his master Demos; and in the Middle
Ages her name was still held in reverence ; Teste

—

'

Dauid cum
Literature.

dans Vantiq.,

—Sibylla.'
A. BoucheM-eclercq,

Hist, de la divination

vols, i.-iii., Paris, 1879-1880
L. R. Farnell, Cults
of the Greek States, Oxford, 1896 ff., esp. vol. i. (Zeus) and vol. iv.
The former work gives a full bibliography of earlier
H. J. Rose.
;

(Apollo).
writings.

DIVINATION (Indian).— In India, divination
has gone through two phases of development.
Originally it seems to have been practised chiefly
with the intention of obviating the evil consequences of omens and portents in the later period,
rather to ascertain the exact nature of the good or
evil which those signs were supposed to indicate.
Both phases presuppose the firm belief in omens
and portents, which appears to be a common feature
of primitive culture.
In India this belief can be
traced back to the Vedic Samhitas birds are invoked to be auspicious, and certain birds, especially
pigeons and owls, are said to be messengers of death
;

:

(Nirrti, Yarua).

2

A great many details are furnished

by later Vedic books, especially the Adbhuta Brahmana, which forms the last chapter of the Sadviima
Brahmana of the Samaveda, and the 13th chapter
of the Kaukika Sutra of the Atharvaveda. 3 The
subjects treated in the 12 paragraphsof the Adbhuta
Brahmana are, according to Weber's * enumeration
common incidents, diseases of men and cattle, agri:

cultural calamities, loss of ornaments, earthquakes,
phenomena in the air and the sky, miraculous happenings to altars and idols, electrical phenomena,
monsters ; in each case the god is named to whose
province the particular incident belongs, and the
mantra, or the ceremony for the expiation of the
evil sign, is prescribed.
The second treatise is
similar to the first ; but it differs from it in this,
that in it the omens and portents are more specialized and more varied, and that the Brahman who
is to prescribe the remedy for them must belong to

the Atharvaveda.
us, for that Veda

The last point need not surprise
was largely engaged with occa-

and optional

practices, with charms and
hence the house-priest (vurohita) of the
to ward off the evil influences which
menaced king and country, was required to be
deeply versed in the secret lore of the Atharvaveda.
Therefore all that refers to mantic and magic was
naturally believed to come within the province of
that Veda. The last contribution to it is the 72
Pari&islas (appendixes or paralipomena), 5 treatises
on different subjects connected with the Atharvaveda.
Some of them are of comparatively late
age, since they betray an acquaintance with
Greek astronomy. About a third part of this

sional

spells;

king,

1
'-

who had

See Bouche-Leelercq, ii. ch. iii.
Rigv. ii. 42, 43, x. 165; Atharv.

Brahmana,
3

Both

ii.

vi.

27-29;

cf.

Aitareya

15. 14.

treatises

have been edited, translated, and commented
vedische Texts uher Omnia und for'

upon by A. Weber (Zwei
con-

evidence

tenta, Berlin, 1859, p. 313 ft*.).
4 Ind.
Literaturgesch.-, Berlin, 1878, p. 76.
5 The
PariUstas of the Atharvaveda, ed. G. Melville Boiling
and Julius von Negelein, Leipzig, 1909-10.
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work

deals with prognostics, especially from phenomena in the atmosphere and the heavens. Here
we find divination in its later development, i.e.
with the object of predicting future events. But
the expiatory ceremonies and mantras, so characteristic of the preceding period, continued to be
looked upon as important matter thus the 67th
Pariiista, called Adbhutas'dnti, is, on the whole, a
metrical paraphrase of part of the Adbhuta Brdhmana mentioned above.
The art of divination with which we have dealt
as yet was part of the religion, especially of the
Atharva priest, who was the orthodox soothsayer.
There were probably already in early times soothsayers and fortune-tellers of no religious character
(naimittika, mauhurtika^ samudrika) who made
single branches of prognostics their speciality. But
the whole art of divination became independent of
;

when Greek astronomy and astrology were
introduced into India in the early centuries of our
era.
The astrologer possessed what was believed
to be a real science of prediction, the accuracy of
which was uncontestably proved in one branch of
his science the astronomical and was, therefore,
readily believed in in the other the astrological
religion

—

one.

—

—

For astronomy and astrology were

as indeed also in Europe

in India,

quite recently, but
two branches of one science. And the Indian
astrologer added to these two branches a third
the art of divination, hitherto practised by the
Atharva priest.
shall call the latter natural
astrology, in contradistinction to judicial astrology
adopted from the Greeks. An accomplished astrologer or astronomer (jyotisa) had to know
astronomy, judicial astrology (hord), and natural
3
Judicial astrology is subdivided into
astrology.
till

—

We

nativity (jdtaka) ; (2) prognostics for journeys,
especially marches of princes in war (ydtrd) ; and
Natural
(3) horoscopy for weddings (vivdha).
astrology is treated in works which are called
Samhita. The best known Samhita is the Brhat
Samhita of Varaha Mihira, written about the
middle of the 6th cent. A.D., on which an extensive
(1)

and very valuable commentary was composed by
3

The contents of
the Brhat Samhita may serve as a summary of the
original Indian art of divination of course, in its
last stage of development.
therefore transcribe Varaha Mihira's enumeration of them (ii. 5,
Bhattotpala in the 9th century.

—

We

tr.
'

H. Kern, JRAS, 1869)
The course of the sun and of the other eight
:

planet*!, and, durtheir size, colour,

ing it, their natural and unnatural symptoms,
and brightness of the rays, their shape, risings and settings, their
roads and deviations, their retrograde and post-retrograde motions, the

conjunctions of planets with asterisms, etc., as well as
the respective consequences for the different parts of the globe ;
the course of Canopus, the course of the Seven Seers (Great
Bear), the division of things as belonging to the domain of each
planet, the same as appertaining to the domain of each asterism,
the conjunction of the five planeta in the figure of a triangle,
etc., the planetary war, the conjunction of the five planets with
the moon, the effects produced by the planets on the years presided over by them, the symptoms of pregnancy of the clouds,
the conjunction of the moon with Rohini, with Svati, with
Asadha ; the forebodings of instant rain, the conclusions to be
drawn from the growth of flowers and plants as to the produce
of trees and crops, the mock-sun, the halo, the cloudy line
piercing the sun's disk at rising or setting, the wind, the meteors,
the glow of the sky, the earthquake, the glowing red of twilight,
the Fata Morgana, the dust rain, the typhoon, the cheapness or
dearth of the products of the earth, the prognostics for the
growth of corn, the banner of Indra, the rainbow, architecture,
palmistry, the auspicious or ill-lucky movements of crows, the
augural circle, the movements of wild beasts, of horses, the circle
of winds, the good or bad signs of temples, of statues, the coneecration of statues, the treatment of trees, the observation of the

(Indian)

the lustration, the sight of
wagtails, the allaying the influence of portents, miscellaneous
matters, the anointment of a king ; the signs of swords, of
ornamental goldplates, of cocks, of tortoises, of cows, of goats,
of horses, of elephants, of men, of women ; reflections on womankind the prognostics of boils, of shoes, of torn garments, of
chowries, of umbrella-sticks, of couches and seats, the examination of jewels, the foretokens at a lamp, the good or bad signs of
tooth-sticks, etc., such as occur in common life to everybody as
well as to kings, all these things have every moment to be
considered by an astrologer with undivided attention.'

soil

for finding veins of water,

;

—

As

the astrologer had thus appropriated all
prognostics to himself that had belonged to the
Atharva priest, he became the successful rival of
the latter. This change must have set in during
the 2nd or 3rd cent. A.D. ; for Garga, an early
predecessor of Varaha Mihira, had proclaimed
The king who does not honour a scholar accomplished in
:

'

horoscopy and astronomy, clever in all branches and accessaries,
comes to grief.'
As the night without a light, as the sky
without the sun, so is a king without an astrologer like a blind
man he erreth on the road (ib. ii. 7. 9).
'

;

'

beyond the scope of the present article to
enter into details about judicial astrology as taught
by the Hindus but it must be noticed that they
have also adopted Muhammadan astrology, and
treated it, under the name tdjika, as distinct from
the Greek astrology, or jataka.
There are several branches of prognostics which
seem early to have been cultivated by specialists,
ami in some degree to have become independent
It is

;

To this category belonged the interdisciplines.
pretation of dreams. The belief in the significance
of dreams is already found in the Kigveda (viii.
47, 1411'.) ; dreams indicating death are enumerated
in the Aitareya Aranyaka, iii. 2, 4
the expiation
of evil dreams is treated in Kauiika Sutra, xlvi. 9 ft'. ,
and in the Grhya Sutras. The 68th Pari.iista of
the Atharvaveda, called Svapnddhydya, deals with
oneiromancy, and so do several Puranas in a chapter bearing the same name, and some separate
works (see, further, art. Dreams [Vedic]). 1 Interpreters of dreams, their dream-book, and its
contents are frequently mentioned by the Jains. 2
Another important branch of prognostics is the
interpretation of the marks of the body, including
It is an ancient
palmistry and physiognomy.
discipline, for it is a tenet of the Buddhists that
;

Buddha possessed the 32 lucky marks (mahapurusalaksana) and the 80 minor marks. The art of
interpreting bodily marks is called samudrika, and
several works treating of it are extant those who
practise it are also called samudrika.
Augury
proper (idkuna) is, as we saw above, a very old
branch of divination it has been developed in the
course of time. A very full dissertation on this
subject is given by Eugen Hultzsch, Prolegomena
zu des Vasantardja's Qdkuna, Leipzig, 1879.*
Finally, it may be mentioned that sortilege was
also practised in India
a specimen of this kind
of divination is published by A. Weber, Uber ein
indisches Wurfel-Orakel (MBA W, 18S9).
The Jains also practised the art of divination.
According to them, it had eight branches (atthahgamahdnimitta [Kalpasiltra, i. § 64]), which are
specified in the commentary to the passage in question
divya, utpdta, dntariksa, ohauma, aiiga,
svara, laksana, and vyanjana in another enumeration the same names are given, only that svapna is
added, and divya is omitted. As far as can be
judged from this division, the Jain system of prognostics must, on the whole, have been similar to
that of the Hindus in general.
;

;

;

'

'

:

;
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DIVINATION
The Japanese for

'

divination

'

is

Definition.—

I.

ura or uranahi.

If

we consult the Vocabulary of the most ancient
Words of the Japanese Language (TASJ, vol. xvi.
pt. 3, p. 280), we find that, according to B. H.
'

'
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divination that the priestess of the Sun was
chosen at Ise (see esp. Nihongi, i. 176) that, more
generally, the ceremonial purity of all those
;

any

taking
tained

;

part

that

in

religious

rites

was

ascer-

was determined, at the great

it

Chamberlain, the old word ura signifies: 'the
back or hind part of anything, inside, the reverse
hence the heart, the mind, divination of tilings

festival of the first-fruits (Ohonihe) held at the
accession of the Emperors, from which provinces
the sacred rice should be brought, what local

The primitive meaning is
unseen, soothsaying.'
clearly seen in present-day phrases e.g. te no ura
means the palm of the hand kimono no ura, the
ura no ie, a backhouse. From
inside of a coat
this we see that, for the Japanese, the idea of
divination does not necessarily involve a prediction, but only the discovery of something hidden
present, past, or future. It may be employed not
only to find out whether such and such an event
will occur in the future, whether it will be lucky
or the opposite, etc., but also to reveal the present
will of the gods on such and such a point, and
even to discover why a certain event generally
an untoward one has occurred in the past.
To get a good idea of the various
2. Objects.
pbjects of divination, we have only to look through
the ancient Shinto documents, beginning with the
Even in the very first pages of the sacred
Kojiki.
story we find divination playing a part in the life
of the primitive couple Izanagi and Izanami have
produced badly-formed children ; the cause is discovered by divination, viz. that in the marriage
ceremony the woman had spoken first (see Kojiki,
An eclipse of the
tr. B. H. Chamberlain, p. 22).
sun takes place the gods have recourse to various
in
order
to
stop it, and among
magical processes
these is divination -employed, no doubt, to discover the will of the Sun-goddess (ib. 64). At a
later period, one of the first emperors, Suinin, who
had a son afflicted with dumbness, learns in a
dream that his child will be able to speak if a
temple is built to a certain god, who does not
reveal his name
by a process of divination the
sovereign discovers the identity of the god, and
Outside of these
removes the curse {ib. 237 f.).
longer mythological tales, we see divination
in
other
innumerable
cases, especially
practised
It is employed to foretell the
in the Nihongi.

persons should prepare it, etc. At court, a special
divination took place annually, on the 10th of the
12th month, to find out what misfortunes were to
be feared for the Emperor in the coming months,

;

:

;

;

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

;

result of a military expedition (see Nihongi, tr.
W. G. Aston, vol. i. pp. 121, 227, 237); to'reveal
the cause of plague, rebellion, and other public
calamities (i. 152) or private misfortunes (ii. 102) ;
to discover what person is to be entrusted with
the cult of a god (i. 153, 177) ; what offerings must
be made to the god (i. 178) whether the Emperor
should make sacrifices in person or send a repre;

sentative

(i.

189,

190)

;

why

the Emperor's soup
(this was due to a

almost froze into ice one day

what place
case of incest in the court, i. 324)
should be selected for building a tomb (i. 355) or a
palace (ii. 95) what was signified by a mysterious
Omen (ii. 59, 306). Finally, in addition to these
cases officially reported in the ancient chronicles,
we find divination constantly invoked in the life
of individuals in more humble circumstances
from the maiden seeking to know when she will
have a husband and what will be his name, to the
person who is anxious to recover a lost possession
In the poems of
or to find the track of a thief.
the Manyushiu, which give us a very true and
vivid picture of ancient Japanese civilisation,
divination is employed fairly often in the relations
between lovers and married people (see these
;

;

—

Ancient Japanese Rituals,'
4, p. 446 ft'., and in F. V.
Primitive
and
Mediaeval Japanese Texts,
Dickins,
Oxf. 1906, Romanized texts, pp. 125, 142 f., and

poems

in

TASJ,

vol.

Satow,
vii.

'

pt.

Translations, pp. 204, 227 f. ).
Divination was a regular process in certain
it was by
essential points of Shinto worship
vol. iv.
51

—

:

and

measures accordingly.
General character. Aston says (Shinto, 338)
though the art may very probably have
passed through a non-religious phase,' yet the
cases met with in the oldest records are commonly
associated, explicitly or implicitly, with an appeal
for divine guidance'; and he quotes Hirata's deto provide propitiatory

—

3.

that,

'

'

finition of divination as

'

respectfully inquiring the

heart [ura) of the gods.'
This view seem- to
exaggerate to a certain extent the religious side
of divination at the expense of its magical aspect.
In fact, in the most ancient documents, divination
appears to be, above all, a mechanical process, the
virtue of which resides in the ritual performances
A clear proof
rather than in the will of the gods.
of this lies in the fact that the gods were no wiser
than men in obscure affairs, and had themselves

As is shown by
to resort to divination for light.
their name Kami, they are superior' beings ; but
their superiority is relative, and they are distinguished from men by a difference, not of nature,
but only of degree. Therefore, they are not endowed, in the intellectual order, with the omniscience attributed by more advanced religions to
their Deity.
They are constantly in perplexity,
and require the wisdom of a general assembly to
'

guide them (see Kojiki, 63, 112, etc.).
The Counsellor-deity, Omohi-kane, who gives

advice on these
occasions, does not seem to be quite infallible ; when the gods
are deliberating on means of 'pacifying' the country which
the future Emperor is to rule, Omohi-kane proposes that an
should be sent ; the
ambassador whom he himself selects

—

—

ambassador does not return

;

Omohi-kane chooses a second,

who behaves in the same way as the first he then finds a
and only after these three unsuccessful
third, who is slain
;

;

attempts does he finally succeed (Kojiki, 11211). The gods in
their celestial abode do not know what is happening on the
earth when they learn of the death of the third ambassador
the Pheasant they do so only by means of the arrow that
killed him flying to the plains of high heaven and falling
bloody at their feet (Kojiki, 115). The gods, indeed, have no
Their first
knowledge of the present, past, and future.
ambassador, Ame no ho-hi, made friends with Oho-kuni-nushi,
whose submission he was sent to obtain they do not know
After three years, being uneasy at having received
this fact.
no news, they send Ame-waka-hiko, who straightway marries
Shita-teru-hiine, the daughter of Oho-kuni-nushi, and then
devotes his whole energies to making the conquest for himself
they know nothing of this treason. It is not until eight years
afterwards that they decide to send the Pheasant to try to get
some news, and they have no more fore-knowledge of the
accident of which he is to be the victim than they had of the
former events (Kojiki, 113 f.). If their knowledge of material
facts is thus limited, a fortiori they cannot guess what is
taking place within hearts when they curse the murderer of
the Pheasant, their formula is conditional, because they do
not know what his real intentions may have been (Kojiki, 115).
It is for this reason
because they cannot penetrate what is
In the case
hidden that they have recourse to divination.
of the first children of Izanagi and Izanami, mentioned above,
we are told that these two deities ascended to Heaven and
and that
the
of
their
Deities,'
Heavenly
inquired
Augustnesses
then 'the Heavenly Deities found out by the great divination*
an answer to their inquiry (A" ojiki, 22) similarly, in the eclipsemyth we see the eight hundred myriad Deities assemble in a
divine assembly and perform divination.'

—

—

:

;

;

;

—

—

'

;

'

'

'

This procedure manifestly lowers the gods to
the level of men, making one and the same fate
hover over all. Primitive Shinto seems to admit,

without naming

it,

a vague impersonal Power,

Moira of Homer at the time before Zeus
was the Moiragetes. Later, the Japanese theologians, like the Greek poets, were very much
embarrassed by this ancient idea, which flattered

like the
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wisdom nor the power

of their gods.
Was it not strange, for example, that, on being
consulted by the first couple, the greatest gods
should show themselves unable to reply until they
in their turn had appealed to some sort of superior

neither the

Hirata, who is always ingenious,
intelligence?
tries to solve the question by comparing them to
a prince who has entrusted a particular function
to each of his servants, and who, on being asked
for information on any point whatever, begs the
questioner to apply to the person who is best
informed on the subject ; but this ulterior excuse
of an apologist cannot efface the impression left
on us by the texts. In a word, since gods as well
as men must have recourse to divination, it is very
probable that, in ancient Shinto, divination was
an affair of magic far more than of religion.
(a) Official divination.
4. Various forms.
Having made this important point clear, we shall
now examine the forms of this magical operation.

—

We

—

must distinguish between the

official

proced-

Greater Divination,' and other minor
The Greater Divination consisted
proceedings.
in omoplatoscopy a process which is met with not
only among the Chinese and other races of the
North - East of Asia, but also among certain
Western peoples, like the ancient Germans, the
Greeks ancient and modern, and even, down to
within a recent date, the Highlanders of Scotland
In primitive
(the custom of reading the speal ').
Japan, omoplatoscopy was practised by flaying the
shoulder-blade of a deer over a bright fire and
watching the cracks produced upon it by the heat.
This was the form of divination resorted to by
the gods in the circumstances already mentioned,
and we find that it was under the special care of
the god Koyane, the legendary ancestor of the
Nakatomi, or hereditary corporation of priests
representing the Emperor in his sacerdotal functions (see esp. Kojiki, 64, and cf. a variant in
Nihongi, i. 82 f., which claims to give the mythical
origin of the custom by telling how the god
Koyane, at the command of the great god Takami-musubi, was made to divine by means of the
Greater Divination, and thus to do his service').
Similarly, when we find the Emperor commanding
a divination, which is then carried out by the
Palace college of diviners, it is the Greater Divination that is meant, though the text simply speaks
of
divination without further epithet.
This
practice underwent modification very early by the
substitution, in the place of the deer's shoulderblade, of the tortoise carapace employed by the
Chinese. This innovation was undoubtedly facilitated by the fact that the tortoise already held an
important place in native Japanese mythology
(Kojiki, 160; Nihongi, i. 113, 182, etc.).
ure,

i.e.

the

'

'

'

,

'

'

'

'

'

'

The first reference to it ia found in the Nihongi (i. 152) the
Emperor Sujin, in the year 91 B.C., wishing to discover the
cause of various calamities which had laid waste the country,
decided to commit the matter to the Sacred Tortoise
but
this detail is certainly an anachronism, as indeed is the whole
context in which it appears, for we find the Emperor attributing
national calamities to his personal faults, in accordance with
Chinese theory. As a matter of fact, the substitution must
have taken place about the year 653, when some Koreans, of
high repute in the art of divination, came to exercise their
talents at the Japanese court. The Nihongi story shows us,
at least, that the tortoise carapace was the usual means of
divination at the time of ite composition, i.e. in the 8th cent.,
and the Engishiki (10th cent.) mentions no other process in
the descriptions of the official cult.
:

'

'

;

was only

in certain provinces that the deer's
shoulder-blade of the primitive mythology continued to be employed. Just as the tortoise carapace was always used, it is said, in the island of
It

where there were no deer or other largo
quadrupeds, but where the waters abounded in
tortoises, the deer's shoulder-blade remained in
llachijo,

long after the introduction of the Chinese
custom, in certain villages this survival is menuse,

;

(Japanese)

tioned in old writings even at the end of the 17th
cent, (see Satow, lor. cit. 453).
It can, moreover,
be observed even to-day among the Ainu (see
N. G. Munro, 'Some Origins and Survivals,' in
TASJ, vol. xxxviii. pt. 3 [1911], p. 46).
Of secondary and non(b) Secondary forms.
official forms of divination the principal was tsnjior
find in the
'cross-roads
divination.'
ura,
poems of the ManyOshiu that it was employed

—

We

by women and

lovers.
The persons having
chiefly
recourse to this form of divination went to the

cross-roads at dusk (whence the other frequent
name of yufu-ura, evening divination '), planted
a stick in the ground, and then took the remarks
of the passers-by as an answer to what they
wanted to know. In this rite, the stick represents
Funado, the staff which Izanagi drove into the
sand when leaving Hades, in order to check the
pursuit of the infernal deities (just as the American
Indians use staffs to drive otf the spirits of the
dead), and which was afterwards transformed into
a phallic god, a powerful preserver of life, granting protection from the diseases sent by the
under-world demons, and at the same time filling
the role of patron of travellers (see Revon, Le
Shinntoisme, 321). Still another method of tsujiura was practised by women. They went to the
nearest cross-roads, and there repeated the following poetry three times :
Funadosahe
Of Funadosahe,
The god of the evening oracle,
Yu/uke no kami ni
'

'

Mono

When we ask things,
Ye who go along the wav,

toheba.

Michi yukiL hito no

Ura masa

ni se yo

!

Deliver the oracle truly

!'

[The first line is explained by the fact that the road-gods, and
'
especially Funado, were regarded as Sahe no kami, preventive
gods,' against disease and demons.]

While repeating these

lines,

the

women drew a

line of demarcation on the road and sprinkled
rice ; for rice, with the mysterious spirit it con-

tains (uga no mi-tama), was a powerful agent
against evil spirits, as is also seen in the custom of
sprinkling it in the hut of a pregnant woman (see

Le Shinntoisme, 134, 303). After this was done,
each of the women, turning towards one of the

roads, passed a finger along the teeth of a boxwood comb that she held in her hand, and made it
sound three times ; this was a means of inviting
the god to speak, the word tsuge meaning both
'box-wood' and 'inform me.' After this, they
listened for the words of the first person who came
within the space marked off by the enchanted

The tsujilimits, and drew an answer therefrom.
ura, in these more or less complete forms, seems to
have enjoyed popularity for a long time it is
mentioned in the Oh-kagami, ' the Great Mirror,'
a famous pseudo-historical work of the 12th cent,
(see Satow, 448) ; and a passage in the dramatist
:

Chikamatsu Monzaemon (Dickins, op. cit., Tr., p.
shows how much importance was attached,

66)

even so recently as 200 years ago, to the chance
words spoken by people met on the street.
Connected with tsuji-ura we have hashi-ura,

'bridge divination,' in which the same processes
were employed, but on a bridge instead of on an
ordinary road. We may notice also ashiura,

'foot divination,' practised, according to a poem of
the ManyCshiit, by a lover before the door of his
house along with 'evening divination' (Satow,
but our information on this foot divina447)
tion is not sufficiently accurate, although it conies
into one of the most ancient myths, viz. the
dance of the god Ho-deri {Nihongi, i. 107 and cf.
Le Shinntoisme, 210). Still another variety is
mentioned along with tsuji-ura in the ManyOshiu
(Dickins, Tr., p. 66) ishi-ura, or 'stone divination,'
which consisted in foretelling the future from
the apparent weight of a stone (ishi-gami, 'stoneThe following is a text
deity') when lifted up.
'

;

'

;

—
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After this formula, the names of all the priests
were called, and at each one the officiant asked
He then struck the
Is lie clean or unclean?'
certain
harp again, and, by a process which recalls

which, if it is not a simple imaginary divination
according to the inspiration of the moment, may
well contain one of the most ancient applications

:

of this process
In the beginning, when the Emperor [Keiko, i.D. 71-130,
was about, to attack the
according to traditional chronology]
enemy [the Tsuchi-gumo, 'earth-spiders,' i.e. earth-cavemoor of Kashihawo.
dwellers], he made a station on the great
in length, three feet in
feet
six
was
a
stone
On this moor there
The Emperor
breadth, and one foot five inches in thickness.
in destroying the
prayed, saying: "If we are to succeed
mount
Tmchi-gumn, when we kick this Btone, may we make it
up like a kashiha [oak] leaf." Accordingly he kicked it, upon
Void (Nihongi,
which, like a kashiha leaf, it arose to the Great
:

Polynesian sorcerers, tried to whistle by
in his breath
only if the whistle could
be heard was the priest in question considered
The same rite was employed to settle the
clean.
same question in regard to the people who had
prepared the offerings, the offerings themselves,
and the material utensils. Finally, the priest
sounded his harp again three times, with a solemn
'Hush!' and sent the gods back to their own
abode by reciting a formula of opposite meaning
from the preceding one.

rites of

•

drawing

"

i.

195).

.

Other secondary forms of divination presented
a local character. In the temple of Kasuga, to
which belongs one of the chief rituals of ancient
Shinto (norito no. 2), and in various other prodivination by
vincial temples, mi-kayu-ura, or
The purpose of this divinagruel,' was practised.
tion was to find out what kinds of vegetables and
It
cereals it would be best to sow for the year.
took place on the 15th of the 1st month, the date
A
Icami
pot
of the festival of Sahe no
(see above).
was placed before the gods, and in it were boiled
some adzuki beans (Phaseolus radiatus)—a, little
red bean whose colour served to suggest the idea

demons

This curious ceremony, in which magic plays the dominant

Japanese custom.
Last in this class of local

who

;

the tubes with chopsticks, and derived prognostics
as to the good or bad crops to be borne by each
from the manner in which
particular kind of grain
the grains of rice, mixed with the bean-gruel, went
The peasants then sowed their
into the tubes.
seed according to these indications. An analogous,
but less important, process consisted in arranging
beans round the hearth very near the fire, and
drawing omens from the manner in which they
turned black or remained untouched (Satow, 418
Aston, 342). Koto-ura, or harp divination,' was
another local form. It was employed at Ise to
make sure of the purity of the priests taking part
in the three great annual ceremonies, as also of
the tables, vessels, and other objects employed
to present offerings. The night before the cereat
mony, 'at midnight, a priest stood with a harp
one of the outer doors of the temple. Turning
towards the temple, he prayed the Sun-goddess to
elucidation.
give light on the point requiring
>Then he struck the harp three times, each time
he
asked all
which
after
a
loud
Hush,'
uttering
the gods to come down from the heavens to answer
his question, pronouncing the following three-fold
;

'

'

poetic formula
Ahari ya !
Asobi ha su to mausanu
:

'

we

a ritual, light a fire beneath a cauldron, and note
the sound it produces if it is like the bellowing
of a bull, the omen is good.
Such are the processes, important and secondary,
divination.

general and particular, of Japanese
as the transition
process which may serve
between these indigenous systems and the Chinese
methods gradually introduced is that known as
K itsune-tsukahi, or 'fox-possessing.' A fox is buried
food
alive, with only its head out of the ground ;
is placed before it, which it cannot reach in spite
of desperate efforts when it dies, after this tantato pass into
lizing torment, its spirit is supposed
the food, which is then mixed with clay and
formed into an image of the animal the possessor
of this fetish is regarded as endowed with marvel-

A

;

;

lous divinatory power (W. Weston, Mountaineering
in the Japanese Alps, Lond. 1896, p. 307). This cruel

has a strange resemblance to another magical
in
process, viz. that of the inu-gami ('dog-deity '),
which a dog is treated in almost the same way, its
head being finally cut off, to be used afterwards in

rite

it
along with the furious spirit inhabiting
this rite of the inu-gami is of Shinto origin
be the
same
the
166),
may
(see
case with that of the kitsune-tsuknhi.
have no precise information regarding
divination by birds, which certainly existed in
ancient Japan (Satow, 449)— we do not even know
whether it resembled the Chinese system of birdOn the other hand, there is no doubt
divination.
as to the Chinese origin of such methods as astroKoreans in A.D. 675, when, as
logy, introduced by
the Nihongi tells us (ii. 326), 'a platform was for
the first time erected from which to divine by
Ah ah
means of the stars,' and also geomancy (Nihongi,
We do not merely amuse our- ii.
etc.
76, 126), cheiromancy, physiognomies,
selves
thus treating of the
On to your splendid seat,
(e) Isolated cases.— After
Gods of heaven and gods of Tegular processes of divination, it is advisable to
the country,
mention the individual and accidental recourse to
Desce id
various means of divination invented on the spur
Occurrences of this nature are
Ah ah
of the moment.
We do not merely amuse our- very often found in the most ancient annals. To
selves
show the process to the life, it will be of interest
On to your splendid seat.
to quote a passage from the Nihongi, relating to
Sounding Thunderbolt also,
Descend
Jimmu Tenno, the legendary founder of the
Japanese Empire
Ah ah
race
All the places occupied by the enemy [the indigenous
We do not merely amuse ourwho had to be conquered] were strong positions, and therefore
selves
was no
the roads were cut off and obstructed, so that there
On to your splendid seat,
The Emperor, indignant at this, made
Upper great elder brother and room for passage.
The
;

spells

and,

if

Le Shinntoisme,

We

!

1

;

of divination

:

of disease

Japan may

visit

methods

'cauldron divination,' which Aston
in a temple
quotes (p. 343) as employed to this day
At the request of a
in the country of Bittchu.
member of their congregation, the priests recite

may mention

see this used even
offered
to-day to colour sacred rice— the rice, e.g.,
on the domestic altar at the annual Feast of
Ancestors). When this gruel was cooked, 54 tubes
of reed or bamboo were plunged into it, each
it was
bearing the name of one of the vegetables
the priests withdrew
proposed to cultivate next,

(people

;

detail except in one work of the 12th
part, is not described in
cent. ; but an 8th cent, document makes allusion to it, and
Satow is right in thinking (op. cit. 450) that it is a pure

'

of health, of victory over the
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;

Asokura

ni,

Ama tsu kaiai kuni tm

kami,

Orimashimase

!

Ahari ya !
Asobi ha su

m-ausanu ;

!

!

to

!

;

Asakura

ni,

Naru Ikadzuchi
Orimashimase

tiw,

!

!

:

Ahari ya!
Asobi ha su

!

!

•

to

mausanu ;

;

Asakura

Uha

ni,
tsu ohoye shita tsu ohoye,

Maiviri tamahe

lower great elder brother,
Deign to come
'

I

!

and then fell asleep.
prayer on that night in person,
a dream, and instructed
Heavenly Deity" appeared to him in
Take earth from within the shrine of the
him, saying
in Yamato], and of it make
mountain
Mount
[a
Kagu
Heavenly
make sacred jars [for
Also
rice].
Heavenly platters [for
:

[We do not know who the two
the second last line were.)

'elder brothers' invoked in

eighty
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and therewith sacrifice to the gods of Heaven and Earth.
Moreover, pronounce a solemn imprecation. If thou doest so,
the enemy will render submission of their own accord." The

sake],

Emperor received with reverence the directions given in his
dream, and proceeded to carry them into execution. ... He
caused Shihi-netsu-hiko [a fisherman whom he had with him as
guide] to put on ragged garments and a grass rain-coat and
He also caused
hat, and to disguise himself as an old man.
Ukesbi the Younger [a local chief who had joined his party to
cover himself with a winnowing tray, so as to assume the
of an old woman, and then addressed them, saying :
appearance
" Do
ye two proceed to the Heavenly Mount Kagu, and secretly
take earth from its summit. Having done so, return hither.
By means of you I shall then divine whether or not I shall be
successful in founding the Empire. Do your utmost, and be
watchful." Now the enemy's army filled* the road, and made
Then Shihi-netsu-hiko prayed, and
all passage impossible.
said : " If it will be possible for our Emperor to conquer this
But
land, let the road by which we must travel become open.
if not, let the brigands surely oppose our passage."
Having
thuB spoken, they set forth, and went straight onwards. Now
the hostile band, seeing the two men, laughed loudly, and
" What an uncouth old man and old woman 1" So with
said:
one accord they left the road, and allowed the two men to pass
and proceed to the mountain, where they took the clay and
returned with it. Hereupon the Emperor was greatly pleased,
and with this clay he made eighty platters, eighty Heavenly
small jars and sacred jars, with which he went up to the upper
waters of the River Nifu and sacrificed to the gods of Heaven
and of Earth. Immediately, on the Asa-hara plain by the river
of Uda, it became as it were like foam on the water, the result
of the curse cleaving to them. Moreover, the Emperor went on
" I will now make ame
to utter a vow, saying
[' sweetness,' a
sweetmeat made of millet, malted] in the eighty platters without
using water. If the ame is formed, then shall I assuredly
without effort and without recourse to the might of arms
reduce the Empire to peace." So he made ame, which forthwith became formed of itself. Again he made a vow, saying
" I will now take the sacred
jars and sink them in the River
Nifu. If the fishes, whether great or small, become every one
drunken and are carried down the stream, like as it were to
floating maki [Pudocai-pus] leaves, then shall I assuredly succeed in establishing this land. But if this be not so, there
will never be any result." Thereupon he sank the jars in the
river.
Their mouths turned downward, and after a while the
fish all came to the surface, gaping and gasping as they floated
down the stream. Then Shihi-netsu-hiko, seeing this, represented it to the Emperor, who was greatly rejoiced, and,
plucking up a five-hundred-branched masakaki [Cleyera] tree
of the upper waters of the River Nifu, he did worship therewith
to all the gods. It was with this that the custom began of
setting sacred jars [in the courtyard] (flihongi, i. 119-121).
]

:

:

'

In this one passage, and with a single point
to elucidate, we have no fewer than four different
processes of divination. The case of the famous
Empress Jingo, the conqueror of Korea, is similar :
'

Proceeding northwards, she arrived at the district of Matsura in the land of Hizen, and partook of food on the bank of
the River Wogawa, in the village of Tamashima. Here the
Empress bent a needle and made of it a hook. She took grains
of rice and used them as bait.
Pulling out the threads of her
garment, she made of them a line. Then, mounting upon a
stone in the middle of the river, and casting the hook, she
" We are
prayed, saying
proceeding westward, where we
desire to gain possession of the Land of Treasure. If we are to
succeed, let the fish of the river bite the hook." Accordingly,
And further
raising up her fishing-rod, she caught a trout.'
on 'The Empress returned to the Bay of Kashihi, and, loosing
her hair, looked over the sea, saying " I, having received the
instructions of the Gods of Heaven and Earth, and trusting in
the spirits of the imperial ancestors, floating across the deep
blue sea, intend in person to chastise the West. Therefore do
I now lave my head in the water of the sea.
If I am to be
successful, let my hair part spontaneously in two." Accordingly she entered the sea and bathed, and her hair parted of its
own accord. The Empress bound it up parted into bunches
:

:

:

[i.e.

in

manly

fashion]' (Nihontji,

281).

i.

227,

228;

cf.

also 229, 237,

—

In addition to these
(d) Divination by lots.
unimportant but picturesque secondary means of
divination, it remains to notice a method of very
general character, but whose lack of originality
renders it somewhat less interesting this is divination by lots.
find it already mentioned in the
Nihonqi (ii. 257), which, in telling of a conspiracy
formed in A.D. 658, says that the various conspiring princes divined the future of their treasonous
;

We

'

Recourse
had to sticks on which numbers were
Sometimes this method was preceded
by prayers to the gods (Aston, 343); sometimes it
constituted a purely magical process, as in the
case of the above-mentioned conspiracy and sometimes it was nothing more than a bandy secular
conspiracy by drawing slips of paper.'

was

also
inscribed.

;

(Japanese)

means

of deciding something by chance, such as is
constantly used by people to-day as far removed
from religion as from magic in Tokyo, e.g., at
jinrikisha stands, the hurumaya often have at
hand a bundle of cords of different lengths all tied
in a knot, and use it to decide, when a passenger
appears, which of them is to have the privilege of
But this form of divination,
conducting him.
vulgar as it is, assumes a quite outstanding importance when we consider that the drawing of
lots plays a dominant part in the divination
founded upon the complicated Chinese diagrams
of the Yin-king, the Book of Changes (Eki in
Tliis obscure book, indeed, just beJapanese).
cause of its divinatory character, was one of the
first Chinese works to be introduced into Japan
(in A.D. 553, according to the Nihongi, ii. 68; cf.
72, 306), and it became the basis of the system of
divination in use at present. Takashima Kaemon,
who was the most celebrated diviner in modern
Japan, took this work as the foundation for his
art when he was only a student, he was put in
prison for some youthful misdemeanour, and, having nothing but this ancient classic beside him,
he discovered the secret of the meditations which
brought success to his brilliant career. The present writer frequently had occasion to meet this
diviner, to hear from his own mouth an account
of his most ingenious consultations, and even to
receive his lessons, and he can say that, if the
principles of the system are doubtful, its individual results are often wonderful
the value of
divination is in proportion to the skill of the
diviner, and the lucky financier of Kanagawa, the
able promoter of so many new schemes, was always
As
a prudent man who could see far ahead.
Chamberlain says (Things Japanese, Lond. 1898,
p. 112), Takashima, after studying the Yih-king,
realized a fortune by obedience to its precepts ;
but there are many Japanese, even in the highest
grades of society, who also profited by his wide experience of men and- things; one has only to read the
;

'

'

;

:

'

'

Takashima Ekidan of Shigetake Sugiura (Tokyo,
1893) to get a good estimate, from numerous examples, of the penetration of his mind and the
wisdom of his counsel. The Japanese, moreover,
even the educated classes, still hold divination in
high esteem, although it is not officially recognized
by modern Shinto, and have recourse to it frequently in all sorts of circumstances, from a wedding to a removal to another quarter of the town.
At the University of Tokyo, 15 or 20 years ago,
the present writer had as colleague an old professor of the ancient school, who still adhered religiously to the tuft of hair of the feudal period
the last survivor of a perished race of savants, he
was greatly esteemed by his colleagues as the only
man capable of expounding the Yih-king. Among
the people divination is correspondingly widespread
every quarter has its modest diviner
working with his divining-rods and consulting his
diagrams, and telling more or less skilfully how
The writer could
lost possessions may be found.
give personal experiences in this connexion, but
prefers to quote a little anecdote of Chamberlain's
(loc. cit.), which shows both the popularity and the
;

;

weak

points of divination

:

'
A favourite dog of the present writer's was lost in November
1892, and all search, advertisement, and application to the
Meanwhile, the servants and their
police proved unavailing.
friends privately had recourse to no less than three diviners,
two of whom were priests. One of these foretold the dog's

return in April, and another directed that an ancient ode containing the words, "If I hear that thou awaitest me, I will
forthwith return," should be written on slips of paper and
It was the
pasted upside down on the pillars of the house.
sight of these slips that drew our attention t" tin- matter. The
best of it is that the dog was found, and that, too, in a month
of April, namely April 1890, after having been missing for three
years and live months !'
5.

Ordeals.— After thus analyzing the various
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forms of Japanese divination, ancient and modern,
we have still a special process of its application
to investigate, viz. ordeals.
This judicial divination is represented in ancient mythology by a
well-known story giving a case of ordeal by lire.
The Heavenly prince Ninigi, having: been sent by the other
gods to earth to govern Japan, married Ko-no-hana-saku-yahime(the Princess-blossoming-brilliantly-like-the-flowers-of-theTrees) but she became pregnant after a single night, and the
young husband was astonished she then shut herself up in an
underground hall (a muro, which here does duty for the
ubu-ya, or lying-in hut, where the Japanese women used to
retire for delivery), and Bet fire to the hall with her own hands,
when on the point of delivery, in order to prove her innocence
If the child,' she said,
with which I am
by the flre-test.
pregnant be the child of an Earthly deity [i.e. of a god of the
country], my delivery will not be fortunate. If it be the august
child of the Heavenly deity [i.e. thy child and the descendant of
;

;

'

'

the sun-goddess], it will be fortunate.' And the princess came
out of the test victorious, after having brought into the world
in the furnace three gods, one of whom was to be the ancestor
of the first Emperor (Kojiki, 143 f.; cf. corresponding versions
in Nihongi, i. 73, 85, 83).
This myth would seem to point to the existence
of the fire-ordeal in the customs of the pre-historie
In the historic period, however, it was
period.
essentially the boiling-water test that constituted
First of all the Nihongi gives
judicial divination.
us an example which it assigns to A.D. 277
A certain man, Takechi no Sukune, was slandered before the
Emperor by his younger brother, Umashi-ushi no Sukune, and
accused of wishing to overthrow the Emperor and seize his
power. Takechi, who was at the time on a tour of inspection
in the provinces, hastened to the capital to prove his innocence.
'The Emperor forthwith questioned Takechi no Sukune along
with Umashi-ushi no Sukune, upon which these two men were
each obstinate, and wrangled with one another, so that it was
impossible to ascertain the right and the wrong. The Emperor
then gave orders to ask of the Gods of Heaven and Earth the
ordeal by boiling water. Hereupon Takechi no Sukune and
Umashi-ushi no Sukune went out together to the bank of
the Shiki river, and underwent the ordeal of boiling water.
Takechi no Sukune was victorious.
Taking his cross-sword,
he threw down Umashi-ushi no Sukune, and was at length
about to slay him, when the Emperor ordered him to let him
go [Nihongi, i. 257 f.).
more important ease was occasioned, in the
beginning of the 5th cent., by the pretensions
of high families who were attempting to increase
:

'

A

their prestige by false genealogies.
In the year
415, two Imperial decrees of Ingyo censured those
'
powerful families who purposely lay claim to high
describe
family,' those bold functionaries who
themselves, some as descendants of Emperors,
others attributing to their race a miraculous
origin, and saying that their ancestors came down
'

from Heaven

'
;

and the abuse reached such a

pitch that the Emperor finally had recourse to the
ordeal to remedy it.

"
"Single Houses," he said, have multiplied and have formed
of doubtful authenticity.
Therefore let the people of the various Houses and surnames wash
themselves and practise abstinence, and let them, each one
calling the gods to witness, plunge their hands in boiling water."
The cauldrons of the ordeal by boiling water were therefore
" Evil
Door of Words " spur of the Amagashi
placed on the
" He
Hill.
was told to
saying
'

anew ten thousand surnames

Everybody

go

thither,

who

:

tells

the truth will be uninjured ; he who is false will assuredly
suiter harm." Hereupon every one put on straps of tree-fibre,
and, coming to the cauldrons, plunged their hands in the boiling
water, when those who were true remained naturally uninjured,
and all those who were false were harmed. Therefore those
who had falsified their titles were afraid, and, slipping away
beforehand, did not come forward. From this time forward
the Houses and surnames were spontaneously ordered, and
there was no longer any one who falsified them (Nihongi, i.
316-317, and cf. Kojiki, 367 f.).
'

A gloss on this

passage of the Nihongi, probably
as ancient as the text itself, tells us that this
ordeal, known to-day under the name of yusaguri,
was then called kugadachi, and adds valuable evidence of other varieties of usage at this period
Sometimes mud was put into a cauldron and made to boil up
:

'

;

then the arms were bared, and the boiling mud stirred with
them. Sometimes an axe was heated red-hot and placed on
the palm of the hand.'

The

great prevalence of the custom

is

clearly

shown by a complaint made to the Emperor, in
the year 530, by an ambassador of Inina, a small
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in Korea, against a whimsical judge, who,
in order to simplify his task, abused the ordeal

kingdom

:

'

Kena no Omi

fond of setting the cauldrons for the ordeal by
in the right will
not be scalded those who are false will certainly he scalded."
Owing to this, many persons have been scalded to death by
plunging into the hoi water
(Sihonyi, ii. 22).
boiling w;ilir,

is

and saying: "Those who are

:

'

!

other forms of ordeal are noticed by a
Chinese traveller, who visited Japan in the year
600, and, in describing both the means of torture
employed to force the confession of criminals and
the tests for the purpose of distinguishing the
guilty from the innocent, gives the following
exposition
In the trial of cases where a great wrong has been suffered,
those who will not confess have their knees squeezed with a
Still

:

'

piece of wood, or have their necks sawn with the tight string
of a very powerful how.
Or small stones are placed in boiling
water, and the disputants are ordered to take them out. It is
supposed that he who is in the wrong gets bis hand scalded.
Or, again, a snake is put in a jar, and they are made to take it
out ; it being supposed that he who is in the wrong will get his
hands bitten (' Ma-Twan-Lin's Account of Japan,' by E. H.
Parker, in TASJ, vol. xxii. pt. 2, p. 42 f.).
'

This serpent-ordeal, which is also found among
peoples, e.g. the blacks of Africa, was
certainly in existence in Japan in the primitive
are led to this conclusion by the tests
period.
to which Susa-no-wo subjects his future son-in-law,
Oho-kuni-nushi, who is made to sleep in the hut of
serpents, and then in the hut of centipedes and
other

We

wasps he would never have escaped if he had not
had the help of the magic scarfs of princess Suseri
and Susa-no-wo ended by showing him high esteem,
because, seeing him spit red earth mixed with
mw&u-berries (Aphananthe aspera), he thought he
;

;

was eating the centipedes themselves (Kojiki, 86 f.).
Later on, and down to the present period, the tests
hands in boiling water and walking
bare-footed over a bed of burning coals, with,
however, special precautions, were employed as a
means of rousing the piety of believers but this
is no longer ordeal.
On the other hand, even in
the 17th cent., Kaempfer observed a curious ordeal
for forcing confession of a crime, which consisted
in making the accused swallow, in a little water,
a small piece of paper with drawings of ravens or
other black birds upon it Kaempfer, Hist.duJapon,
Fr. ed., Paris, 1732, bk. iii. eh. 5, p. 51).
Perhaps
we may see here a faint recollection of the god of
scare-crows, who appears in primitive mythology
and was thought to know everything under the sun
(see Le Shinntoisme, 156).
6. Omens and dreams.
All that now remains
to be treated is omens and dreams. These come
under divination, even though in them we are
not dealing, in principle, with processes involving
the active initiative of man, but only with spontaneous facts, outside of man, for which he seeks
an interpretation after they have occurred. Omens
are often mentioned in mythology and ancient
annals.
Without speaking of omens that are
looked for by those interested, and therefore
belong to the class of divinations devised on the
spot {e.g., in Kojiki, 292, while two chiefs, on the
eve of an expedition, 'hunted for an omen,' and
one of tliem had climbed an oak, a furious wild
boar uprooted the tree and devoured the man), we
could give numerous examples of omens properly
so called, i.e. independent of the human will.
As
a general rule, white or red animals, which were
striking in virtue of their rarity and, further,
harmonized with the favourite colours of a solar
of plunging the

;

(

—

religion

omen

like

Shinto,

were regarded as of good

(see, for white animals, Nihongi, i. 2S2, ii.
124, 174, 236, 237, 239, 252, 286, 322, 326, 352, 394,
410, 416 ; and, for red animals, Nihongi, ii. 337,
But the Japanese
347, 351, 352, 357, 407, 409).

also regarded as good omens, perhaps just when it
suited them to interpret them as such, any parti-
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cular occurrence whatever {e.g. an owl or a wren
going into a lying-in hut [Nihongi, i. 277]). Earthquakes, storms, and floods were considered ill
omens, foretelling war
they were the scourges
calling on each other.
Similarly, other extraordinary phenomena, such as the appearance of a
:

comet (Nihongi,

ii.

166, 167, 169, 333, 353, 364, 367),

or a prolonged eclipse of the sun's light (ib. i. 238)
strange incidents like a migration of rats from the
capital (ib. ii. 226, 245), or the mysterious movements of a swarm of flies (ib. ii. 270) bad meetings,
as with a blind man or a cripple, when starting on
a journey (Kojiki, 238) disturbing incidents like
a dog coming into a temple and laying down a
dead hand (Nihongi, ii. 263)
or, finally, unaccountable accidents like a leg-rest breaking with
;

;

;

;

no apparent cause

(ib. ii. 256), were all evil omens.
would be useless to attempt to study in detail
these and analogous cases, which are very
numerous (see Nihongi, i. 227, 228, 320, ii. 59, 237,

(Jewish)

were even attributed
story will show

to animals, as the following

:

'There

a popular story that a long time ago there was a
man who went to Toga, and spent the night on the moor.
Now there were two deer which lay down beside him. When
it was on the point of cock-crow, the male deer addressed the
female, saying: "This night I had a dream, in which I saw a
white mist come down copiously and cover my body. What
may this portend?" The female deer answered* and said : "If
thou goest out, thou wilt certainly be shot by men and die, and
so thy body will be smeared with white salt to correspond with
the whiteness of the mist." Now the man who was spending
the night there wondered at this in his heart. Before it was
yet dawn, there came a hunter, who shot the male deer, and
killed it.
Hence the proverbial saying of the men of that day :
"
Even the belling male deer follows the interpretation of a
is

dream " {Nihongi,
'

i.

290).

There is still one more form of divination, which
plays an important part in ancient Shinto, namely,

It

inspiration (q.v.).
Literature.— Sir Ernest Satow,

all

4,

239, 259, 266, 269, 276,

277, 293, 331, 359, etc.).
Let us simply point out that this belief in omens
is current to this day among the Japanese.
Thus,
at certain grave crises in her contemporary history,
Japan has been seen more than once to turn

in

TASJ,

vol. vii. [18S9] pt.

pp. 445-452; W. G. Aston, Shinto, London, 1905, pp. 337-348
M. Revon, LeShinntotsme, Paris, 1905, Index, s.v. 'Divination.'
For the texts: B. H. Chamberlain, Kojiki?, Tokyo, 1906;
Aston, Nihongi, London, 1896; Revon, Anthologie de la

;

literature japonaise, Paris, 1910.
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MlCHEL REVON.

(Jewish).— I. Introductory.— In

the present article the writer follows the same

anxiously towards the temple'of the Sun-goddess,
seeking for light on the future. At a critical point
in the Revolution of 1867, the white horse of the
temple of Ise escaped, and only returned after
three days
from this it was concluded that the
Imperial party would soon have the victory.
During the Chino-Japanese war, the sacred horse
disappeared for ten days this foreign war, therefore, was to last three times as long as the previous
civil war (rumour registered in the Japan Mail of
17th Sept. 1894, p. 2).
In the same way, dreams were always regarded
as affording foresight, by a more or less skilful
interpretation, of future events, or indications as
to the future behaviour of the person interested.
Take, e.g., one of the oldest documents of Shinto,
the Tatsuta no Kaze no Kami no Matsuri (ritual

system as in art. Charms and Amulets (Jewish),
in not attempting to fix chronological dates for the
various forms of divination mentioned in ancient
and mediaeval writings. Without discussing here
the wider meaning of magic in general, there is no
doubt that magic is much older than any literary
record, and that it has survived through ages, with
comparatively few variations and modifications.
The study of folk-lore has revealed the fact that to
a surprising degree exact parallels with some of
the most ancient forms of divination have been
preserved to this very day, and a careful examination of the latest survivals throws light upon
ancient practices which have hitherto remained in

which gives its proper legendary origin.
For several years, some unknown gods had spoiled
the harvests, and the diviners had not been

The words denoting magical

:

:

no. 4),
all

able to discover the culprits. Then the sovereign
himself 'deigned to
conjure them,' and they
revealed themselves to him in a dream. They

were Heaven's - august - Pillar's augustness and
Country-august -Pillar's augustness,' the Windgods who support the firmament. They required
certain offerings from him the foundation of a
temple at Tatsuta, and a liturgy in return for
which they promised to bless and ripen the things
produced by the greai. august people of the region
under Heaven, firstly the five sorts of grain, down
'

—

—

'

to the last leaf of the herbs'

(TASJ,

vol. vii. pt. 4,

442 f.).
We shall now take one of the most
dramatic stories of the ancient chronicles
p.

:

The Emperor Suinin is betrayed by his wife, who, at the
instigation of her accomplice, the prince of Saho, attempts to
assassinate him during his sleep.
'So the Heavenly Sovereign,
not knowing of this conspiracy, was augustly sleeping, with the
Empress' august knees as his pillow. Then the Empress tried
to cut his august throat with a stiletto ; but,
though she lifted
it thrice, she could not cut the throat for an
irrepressible feeling
of sadness, and she wept tears, which fell
overflowing on to the
Heavenly Sovereign's august face. Straightway the Heavenly
" I
started up, and asked the

Sovereign
have
Empress, saying
had a strange dream a violent shower came from the direction
Saho and auddenly wetted my face again, a small damaskcoloured snake coiled itself round my neck. Of what may such
a dream be the omen?'" And the Empress, seeing that it'would
be useless to deny the truth, confessed her treason of which the
Emperor had been warned by this dream (Kojiki, 231 f. cf.
Nihongi, i. 171).
:

:

of

;

;

many cases obscure. It follows naturally that
allusions in the Bible are only the oldest literary
references to practices of magic and divination.
practices belong, no
to the pre-Biblical period, when their
original meaning may have already undergone
some sort of change, although this is not very
likely, as nothing is preserved with greater tenacity
than magical terms and formula;. It is thus futile
to attempt, on the basis of Hebrew
etymology, to
fix in every case the precise meaning of these
technical terms.
It must also be pointed out that,
though the practices in question are here classed as
Jewish,' this by no means implies that they are of
Jewish origin, but only that the knowledge of
them has come to us through the medium of the

doubt,

'

and that they were doubtless employed by
Jews in direct contradiction to the spirit and
teaching of Judaism especially during the older
period of Jewish history.
Nothing could be more emphatic than Dt 29 23
(' The secret things belong unto the Lord our Cod
but the things that are revealed belong unto us and
to our children for ever, that we may do all the
Bible,

the

—

—

:

words of this law'), but scarcely less emphatic is
the condemnation of the heathen practices of divination found throughout the Bible.
As late as the
2nd cent. B.C. we find Ben Sira protesting against
this dabbling in mysteries (Sir 3- 1
cf. Bab. Hag.
It is a noteworthy
13a, and JQli iii. [1891] 690-8).
fact that Genesis and the books grouped under the
name of the 'Former Prophets' (esp. Judges,
Samuel, and partly Kings) are replete with prac'-

;

tices of divination scarcely veiled
they represent
a primitive state of mind and cult in which the
heathen and the Jewish elements are strangely
blended ; one can follow up, as it were, the transition from one to the other, but the people do not
yet clearly distinguish between them. The seer
;

would be easy to multiply examples of
kind, in which the ancient documents abound
It

this
(see

Kojiki, 165, 215, 237, 295; Nihongi, i. 115, 153,
155, 161, 165, 281, ii. 36).
These divinations given
by dreams were considered so natural that they
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and the prophet rank no higher at the beginning
than the diviner and the soothsayer, and, from the
information we are able to cull from the pages of
the Bible, both seem to act in the same manner,
one appealing to Baal, Dagon, and other gods, the
other the prophet and the seer appealing to the
God of Israel, whilst performing almost identical
ceremonies and using similar practices. Samuel,
Saul, Jonathan, David, Elijah, Elisha, and others
are found using divination of various forms and
degrees, and by a right interpretation of their
No real condemnapractices much is explained.
tion of these practices is found in the historical
books, such as appears in the other four books of
the Law, and in the fiery denunciations of the
'Later Prophets.' The prophets are always conscious of the heathen origin of these practices, and
in the Apocryphal literature they are traced back
to the fallen angel Shemhazai (see the legend in
Eth. En. 8 8 [Charles] and cf. Gaster, Chron. of
Jerahmeel, 1899, p. 52, ch. xxv.). But no denunciation, however strong and severe, could prevail
against the desire of peering into the future and
of obtaining information from whatever source or
by whatever means man might learn that which is
hidden from him.
2.
Biblical and post-Biblical references to
divination.
The chief passages in the Pentateuch
in which the practices of divination are mentioned
sl
and 20«- ".
are Dt 18 10 \ Lv 19
(1) It will serve our purpose best to start with
the m e naliesh (RV 'enchanter'), from the root
nahash, which is of frequent occurrence in the
Bible and in post-Biblical literature. The word is
used by Laban (Gn 30'-"7 ) it occurs twice (Nu 23 s3
24 1 ) in the history of Balaam and in 1 K 20 33 the
Aranuean servants of Benhadad watch for a good

—

—

;

—

2li -

;

;

omen (RV 'observed

diligently').

The

history of

Gideon and that of Jonathan furnish us with two
more examples of this mode of divination from the
11- 13
7ff
1 S 14
first word' spoken by the enemy Jg 7
-),
and also that of Eliezer at the well (Gn 24 u ),
which they took as telling them of their future
We shall meet with a similar kind of
success.
'

(

,

In the following passages the
divination later on.
word ni'nahesh can also mean only prognosticator
Lv 19 26
from omens, and not enchanter' as
Dt 18 10 and 2 K 21 6 (2 Ch 33 6 ). It is evidently of

RV

'

:

,

,

Western Aram,

It cannot be connected
origin.
'
serpent or snake.' In the opinion
of the present writer, there is no trace of serpentworship among the Jews, or any of the nations
with whom they came in contact. The transformation of Moses' rod into a serpent belongs to the
category of magic and not to divination or worship ;
the brazen serpent in the wilderness was merely
symbolical and a kind of protective charm, not an
object of worship.
(a)
specific form of divination
by means of
the cup is found in the history of Joseph
(Gn 44°- "). To judge from later parallels, the

with nahash,

A

'

'

—

—

practice must have consisted in filling a cup with
water or wine, and gazing intently on the surface,

saw

kinds of images. The
method of divining by cups has not been entirely
lost.
Allusions to it are made indirectly in the
Talmud, where the princes (demons) of cups (sari
ha-kos) and egg-cups (sari besin) are mentioned.
This system of divination is alluded to in manuscripts in the writer's possession (Cod. 443, etc.),
where, in addition to these two, the princes
(demons) of the cup-like palm of the hand (sari'
ha-kaf) and the princes of the thumb-nails (sari
ha-buhen) are mentioned. The method of divining
from the palm of the hand is also described in an
anonymous compilation (Mifaloth Elohim, Lemberg, 1865, no. 69), where it is used for finding the
All the formula;
thief and the stolen article.
till

the beholder

all
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(Jewish)

given for the

above-mentioned modes of divination

from egg-cups,
with the latter.

etc.,

are identical in

all essentials

Traces of divination by the cup and by finger-nails have been
preserved, though no longer understood, in the ceremonies connected with the cup of wine and the lighted candle used at the
outgoing of the Sabbath at the service called Habdalah, or the
division between Sabbath and the weekday, the beginning of
the week being considered as a very propitious time. When
the blessing is said over the wine-cup tilled to overflowing, the
man performing the ceremony at a certain moment shades
the cup and looks into the wine and, when the blessing over
the light is said, it is customary to let the light of the candle fall
on the finger-nails and to look at them intently. There is no
doubt these are remnants of divination. Other explanations
have been suggested which are wide of the mark. Closely allied
with this is the following practice: To find out whether a man will
survive the year. Take silent water from a well on the eve of
Hosha'anah Kabba, fill a clear glass vessel with it, put it in the
middle of a room, then look into it if he sees therein a face with
the mouth open, he will live, but, if the mouth is closed, he will
die. ThiB must be done in the hour of the domination of the
moon. Some do it on the Day of Atonement, with a vessel filled
with lighting oil instead of vt&teT (Mifaloth, 119).
;

—

;

Cup-like bowls with magical inscriptions found
Babylon and elsewhere seem to have been also
used for divination, and not for purely therapeutic
magic, as hitherto believed. The conjurer or person who wanted to divine, or to detect a crime, or
anything of the past, present, or future, looked,
no doubt, into the bowl filled with water or oil and
divined from it, or the suspected person drank the
contents, and according to the result was found
innocent or guilty. There was a similar operation
in the case of the woman suspected of adultery
(Nu 5 12ff -) a cup (earthen vessel) filled with water
was employed the mysterious power by which the
guilt of the woman was to be detected was also
a written inscription (though blotted out in the
water of bitterness), without the addition of any
of the names of demons or heathen gods, as in the
Babylonian bowls ; and the drinking of the water
showed by its consequences her guilt or her
innocence.
It was an ordeal (q.v.) through the
divining cup.'
Instead of peering into bowls filled with shining
liquid, we find it recorded in Talmudic and later
times that it was customary to gaze into brass or
glass mirrors for the same purpose and a distinct
formula exists for crystal-gazing, or, as it is phrased,
'seeing the princes (demons) of the crystal (sari
This is distinctly different from
hab'dClah).'
throwing metal pieces into cups and watching the
movements of the water, or divination by means
of molten wax or lead poured into a cup filled with
water by the conjurer who attends on the patient,
in order to find out, from the shape which the wax
or the lead assumes, the real cause of the illness
a universal practice among the nations of the Near
in

:

;

'

;

—

The oldest
Jews and non-Jews alike.
example of this is found in the Alexander legend
East,

of pseudo-Callisthenes.
(o) Under the general term niMsh (from the
same root nahash) fall also the various forms of
divination by observation of signs not produced
by any direct act of the diviner Jewish tradition
is unanimous on this interpretation of the term.
(a) Augury in a somewhat limited form is the
;

There is no passage in the
to be considered.
Bible which refers directly to the flight of birds,
or to their peculiar movements on certain occasions
the passage in Ec 10 20 ('A bird of the air shall
carry the voice ') is metaphorical. In Talmudic
times the science of haruspicy appears to have
reached the Jews from the Arabs or some other
people who coined the technical expression tayyar
(cf. the Arab, root tair= bird,' and mantiq al-tair).
It is especially the raven that is mentioned as a
bird of omen. The reference to ravens in the
6
17 ) is not explicit enough
history of Elijah (1
to allow us to draw any definite conclusions, but,
on the other hand, Noah's sending the raven out
first

;

'

K
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of the ark on a kind of errand of divination (Gn 8 7 )
no doubt lent colour to the belief so widely spread
in the significance of the mysterious movements of
the raven. In Bab. Gittin 45a and the Pesikta

Midr. Rabb. on Numb. sec. 19, 2376, and
Midr. on Ec 10 20 divination from the flight of birds
The
is described as the wisdom of Eastern sages.
raven by his croak warns Ilish of the danger which
awaits him one who understands the language of
birds explains it to him he takes the warning to
1566,

,

;

;

The references in Talmudic
heart, and escapes.
literature are, however, not numerous enough to
us
full
into
divination from birds. In
give
insight
the Zohar and in the Tiklunim reference is of ten
made to the twittering of birds as foretelling future
events such as the death of man, etc. In Cod.
Gaster 335 numerous mediaeval texts have been
collected, dealing with divination from the twittering of birds, and especially from the croaking of
the raven.
They belong mostly to the pseudepigraphical writings, and the Hebrew texts
be
translations
from the Arabic, though the
may
original source may lie far back in ancient times.
In Hebrew legends King Solomon was credited
with the knowledge of the language of birds. He
overheard a conversation between a swallow and
its female, in which it boasted of being able to
destroy the Temple with a kick of its foot, and,
Should I not boast
questioned by Solomon, said
before my wife?' [Parables of Solomon, ed. ConIn
another
legend he is
stantinople, 1516).
rebuked and humbled by an ant (Manse HnneA
Hebrew
tale
older
than
the
12th cent,
rnalah).
tells of a boy who was taught the language of birds,
and was thereby able to solve some riddles and to
foretell future events (Gaster, Eairy Tales from
inedited Hebrew MSS,' no. iv. 'Story of the Young
Man and the Ravens,' in FL vii. [1896] 242 ff.).
The dove is also mentioned occasionally as a
bird of good omen it is identified with the nation.
Through the peculiar movement of a dove Abishai
learns of the danger of David, who has fallen into
the hand of the giants of Nob, not to speak of the
dove sent by Noah after the raven on a similar
errand, or of the dove as a symbol of the Holy
Ghost in the baptism of Jesus (Gaster,
lxii. [1908] 232
and 528 ff. ).
21 '-«'
'he looked in the liver' refers to
(/3) Ezk 21
a kind of divination (hcpatoscopy) not otherwise
known among the Jews. This is not the place to
discuss what this looking into the liver may mean,
and whether the future was prognosticated from a
special conformation of the liver or from the convulsions or spasmodic movements of the liver of
the dying animal. This latter seems to be nearer
the truth, for a peculiar kind of divination is still
in existence which depends upon the twitching or
convulsion of the separate portions of the human
body. No doubt it is a direct outcome of the
practice of looking into the liver or lungs of
sacrificial victims for the purpose of divination, or
a parallel to it. The convulsions or twitchings of
the living took the place of those of the
dying
victim of old. A compilation similar to that which
the Greeks ascribed to Melampus appears in
Hebrew literature under the title Sepher Rcfnfoth.
It is found already in a manuscript of the 12th
Judah
century (Br. Mus. Or. 2853, fol. 62re)
Hasid, Eleazar of Worms, and other.-- mention it,
and Elijah de Vidas prints it from old MSS (Midr.
'

:

'

;

ZDMG

ft",

;

see also
Lemberg, 1875, fol. 8«-6
'hwolson, Stabler, St. Petersburg, 1856, ii. 266-272).
Ancient
tradition also identities n&hash with
(y)
omens. In the Sifra to Lv 19™ ami in the Sifri to
Dt 18 lwr it is stated that nnhns/i means to see
omens in such incidents as bread falling from one's
month, or a staff from one's hand, or a snake
crawling on the right side, or a fox on the left
Talpijot,
(

-

;

(Jewish)

hand, or a fox's tail trailing across the road, or a
raven croaking when a man starts on a journey.
All these forebode evil to his enterprise furthermore, those who listen to the twittering of birds
or the squealing of a weasel, and those who deduce
from a given star being in the ascendant that the
time is propitious for an undertaking, practise
divination.
Star-gazing was also thus included
under the term nahash, and these practices were
called darkc ha-Einorei (the practices of the
Amorites or heathen), and are condemned as
;

idolatrous.

On account of their importance, we give here full references
to all the passages on the ways of the Amorites in Rabbinical
literature. These are Sifra, ed. Weiss, p. 90 ; Sifri, ed. Friedman, ch. 171 f.; Bab. HiMinT? ; Shabb. 074 ; Tose'fta Shabb. vi.,
Jer. Shabb.
ed. Zuckerniandel, pp. 117-119; Sank. 050-68
vii. 2 ; Yalkut. Sim. i. fol. lG9c-cf, § 687
Maimonides, HUcot
'Aboda Zara, ch. xi. ; Jacob ben Asher, Jur Yorch de'ah, ch.
and
Shnlhan
ch.
179.
179 ;
Karo,
'Aruch,
:

;

;

(5) A peculiar kind of divination is the study of
the shadow on the moonlit night of Hosha'anah
Rabba for, if a man loses his shadow on that
night, he is sure to die in the course of the year
(cf. Chamisso, Peter Schlemihl, tr. Bowring, London, 1878). Very likely the origin of this practice
For their shadow has
is found in the statement,
;

'

9

departed from them (Nu 14 ).
(2) M''6ncn (RV 'who practises augury'), another kind of divination of which even tradition
has not preserved a definite interpretation. One
connects it with the root 'ayin, 'eye,' and makes
the m''6nen to be 'one who conjures,' 'one who
produces hallucinations (ahiznth 'ennyin) another
seems to connect it with 'anan, 'cloud,' probably
= 'one who studies the formation of the clouds' ;
but it is not explained for what purpose the clouds
are to be studied, (re) It appears to the writer
c
that the
'6ncn is the weather-prophet in the
widest sense, not one who merely studied the
clouds for some purpose of divination, but one
who could affect the gathering of clouds, and their
dispersal. That man was of the utmost importance
to an agricultural people, for he could cause
drought or rain, bring rich harvest, or complete
Weatherfailure with famine and starvation.
makers figure in the literature of popular magic
throughout the whole world, and it would therefore
have been surprising to find so important a man
missing among those ancient diviners and soothThe law would never have condemned to
sayers.
death a man who merely looked at the clouds he
must be a man who could cause serious hardship,
and perhaps lead people astray to false beliefs.
Seen in this light, the various incidents in the
historical books assume a new and most satisfacSamuel at the time of the
tory complexion.
wheat harvest calls on the Lord to bring thunder
and rain a most inopportune time (1 S 12");
here we have the very action of the m''6nen.
'

'

;

m

;

—

Then we have
'

Elijah,

who

tells

Ahab

K

(1

17 1 ),

There shall not be dew nor rain these years, but

Ahab

seeks him everymy
where, evidently believing that it lay in the power
It will
of Elijah to make and unmake drought.
now be easier to understand the sign of Gideon,
who asked that the fleece of wool should on one
If there be dew on the fleece
night be found wet.
37
Jg 6 ),
only, and it be dry upon all the ground
and rice versa (v. 39 ). These were the signs expected of the mf'dhen. Very likely the request
of Joshua, that the sun and moon should stand
still, and that a hail-storm should overtake the
2
army of the enemy and destroy them (Jos 10' '-),
Joshua appearing as a m''6ncn, and, finally,
in
order
of
down
sheets
lightning
Elijah bringing
to destroy the messengers of the king of Samaria
l 10 "-), may be further echoes of a similar
(2
Even the prophet Amos defines the
conception.

according to

word.'

'

'

(
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power of God in tlie sentence, 'I caused it to rain
7
upon one city and no! upon another' (Am 4 ). In
the Talmud we liml the story of Nakdimon lien
Gorion and the twelve wells which are tilled at his
prayer by the appointed day, and the sun Bhining
again although it had apparently already set
(Ta'anit, fol. 196-20rt, Exemplano. 85; Nissim, fol.
196; iUrtrt.se Hitch, no. 96), and the stories of
Honi ha-me'agel, Raba, and others who force rain
to come down (Gaster, Beitriige,' in Graetz, Ztschr.
'

fur jud. Gcschiehte und Wissenschaft,
Bucharest, 1883, ch. xi. p. 7911'.]).

1882 [and

man who

from the weather on the eve
Year [or rather on the
eve of Shabuoth, Feast of Weeks] whether the
year will be one of rain or drought, of plenty or
In the Talmud we find that from the
scarcity.
form of the ascending cloud of smoke which rose
from the altar in the Temple on the Day of New
Year and subsequent few days the weather for the
next year could be predicted, and that the weather
of certain days was taken as prognosticating that
of the next year (see Gaster, Jew. Weather Lore,'
in jubilee number of the Jewish Chronicle, 1891,
where the whole literature is given). The cloud of
smoke was called Anan as the cloud of mist and
rain.
Transferred to the Kalenda? of January,
this prognostication was attributed to Ezra (see
Tischendorf, Apocalypses apocr., Leipzig, 1866,
Prolegomena, pp. xiii-xiv).
The m*'6nen was the master of thunder and
can

foretell

of the Sabbatical (seventh)

'

rain, as

shown by Samuel and

Elijah.

The

latter,

moreover, has experience of wind and earthquake
before the appearance of God (1 K 19 llf ). Earthquake and lightning were further taken as premonitory signs of disaster. In Jewish literature,
such brontologia and seismologia have been preserved under the title SimanS rdashim ve-ra'amim
(Constantinople, n.d.). In Greek literature they
were attributed to David (Fabricius, Cod. Pseudep,
VT, Hamburg, 1713-33, p. 1162, and NT, do. 1703Gaster, Lit. Pop. Rum. 506).
19, i. 951-953
(c) It is doubtful whether astrology and the observation of stars and planets come within the
sphere of the mf'Cnen's activity. Here we encounter the special name 'star-gazers.' The knowledge
;

of astrology, star-gazing, divination by constellations, and forecasting from the new moon is clear
from Is 47 13 which exhibits a distinct difference between the e '6nen the weather-prophet and the
real astrologer, whose observations were limited
to the changes, conjunctions, and other positions
assumed by the heavenly bodies.
The phrase
hdb'rC sha/mayim, if it means 'dividers of heavens,'
i.e. those who divide up the
circle
into a
heavenly
number of constellations and forecast the future
from them, would correspond to the gastrin in Dn
2 27 4 7 etc. To this section belongs the horoscope
and other astrological divinations dependent upon
the changes of the calendar and the juxtaposition
of days, and the conjunction of the stars and
planets, as well as the lists of good and bad,

—

,

m

—

ominous and propitious, days.
This was attributed by Maimonides and Jacob ben Asher (locc.
e
citt.) to the m 'unc?t, whom they confused with
the astrologer. Reference should be made in this
connexion to divination from the sudden appearance of stars and comets, e.g. Balaam's prophecy
(Nu 24"), to which such Messianic importance has
been attached ever since by Jews, Samaritans, and
Christians.
So, Josephus tells us (BJ VI. v. 3
There was a star resembling a
[Niese, § 289])
which
stood over the city,' foretelling the
sword,
impending destruction of the town. For the star
in the NT (Mt 2), and the further development of
'

:

the same idea in the Apocrypha, sec

Lcben Jesu
llibl.

u. d.

BWB,

I!.

Ilofmann,
Winer,

Apokryphen, Leipzig, 1S51

1847,

ii.

523ff.

A

;

star appears at the

birth of Abraham, and is interpreted as a portent
of evil {Citron. Jcru/imerl, xxxiv. 1).
The appearance of many suns in the dream is found in the
oracle of the 'Sybil of Tibnr,' probably originally
a lost Biblical apocryphon (Gaster, J HAS, July
cf. also the Song of Deborah
1910, pt, iii. p. 609)
2
The stars in their courses fought against
(Jg 5 ")
Sisera.'
;

'

:

(3)

Of more importance would be the man who
could foretell the weather for the coming year.
R. Akiba (SifrS, § 171) explains m''6nen to be the
(b)
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(rt)

this

Kdsem, kesem (RV 'diviner,' 'divination').

—

Taking the various passages together where
word occurs in the Bible, and also looking at

the traditional interpretation, we find, in the first
place, that the kdsem was a professional diviner,
trained in the art of kesem, unlike the previously

mentioned diviners, who practised without any
special professional training, and who thereby did
not obtain any official standing. The kdsem, on
the other band, was the professional (priestly)
'

'

seeing

seer,

in

a state of trance or ecstasy

brought about by one means or another, in which
he spoke words of divination (oracles) concerning
This state of trance was brought
future events.
about by bowing down to the earth [evidently
like the attitude of Elijah, 1 K 18 42 ], and crying
'

aloud, or looking into a brass or glass mirror, or
taking a stick in the hand and leaning heavily
upon it, or striking therewith the ground, until he
loses consciousness and talks' (Tur, I.e. ch. 179).
In the Bible in many passages we find the kdsem
holding among the heathen the same position as
the hdzeh or rO'eh among the Jews.
But the
Jewish conception of revelation is differentiated
as the uncovering of the hidden by the grace and

inspiration of God, from the heathen kdsem, who
is thought to have been inspired by an evil spirit
whilst he himself was unconscious. That unconsciousness is brought about by action, for action
characterizes this kind of divination, and action on
The kdsem is not confined to Westdefinite lines.
ern Arama?an peoples ; according to the Bible, the
men of Moab, Midian, and, later on, the Philistines,
had professional kds'mim. Balaam is the first mentioned ; and it is clear, from the description given
in Nu 24 4 that, after certain magical operations
had been performed, such as building of altars,
,

walking in a definite way, and using, no doubt,
other means, he falls into a trance, or, as it is put
And the man whose eye was closed saith
there
he saith, which heareth the words of God, which
seeth the vision of the Almighty, falling down, and
having his eyes opened [internal].' As far as can
be judged, some tangible results were expected by
Balak from the kesem of Balaam, such as a curse
'

:

:

or blight, or a direct indication of the best means
of overcoming the power which protected Israel.

The kds'mim, together with
2 9

the priests, were asked

by the Philistines (1 S 6 ) to find out the cause
of the plague, and they advised a divination by
means of cows walking in a definite direction.
(b) The eldest tradition in SifrS (I.e.) connects
kesem also with rhabdomancy, i.e. divination by
means of staff, rod, arrows, etc. In our opinion,
the earliest example of this divination is Jacob's
-

37ff
peeled rods (Gn 30 -), an incident, which has remained very obscure in spite of all the commen10 13
tators, who seem to have overlooked Gn 31
the vision of Jacob and the appearance of the
The peeling of the rods and putting them
angel.
in the trough was an act of divination which was
explained to him by the angel in his dream for
surely the peeling alone could not, even on the
basis of physiological impressions, have had the result of producing so widely different marks as black
-

—

;

sheep and goats, ring-straked, speckled, grisled,
etc.
too complex a result to be expected from

—
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one and the same impression. R. Moses of Couey
(1235) has preserved to us the description of an
oracle or divination by means of peeled rods which
were thrown into the air, and, according as the
peeled or unpeeled side fell uppermost, success in
marriage or the opposite was indicated (R. Joseph
Karo, in his commentary to the fur, I.e.). The
12
appeal to the stall' as an oracle we find in Hos 4
With some hesitation, one might also mention here
the rod of Moses wherewith he was to do the signs
(Ex 4"), and which has been invested with miraculous powers by very numerous legends, and believed
to have been a rod from Paradise (see C'hron. Jerahmeel). Another rod from Paradise, used as a beam
in the building of the Temple, fills an important
rdle in the legend of the history of the Cross. The
angel that appears to Gideon (Jg 6'- ) also holds a
stall' in his hands, with which he touches the meat
and the unleavened bread, and lire comes out from
the rock. Elisha sends Gehazi with his staff to
put it on the face of the dead child of the Shunam29
mite, so that it may revive (2 K 4 ), and he tells
him
If thou meet any man, salute him not ; and
if
any man salute thee, answer him not again.'
The spell is not to be broken, whilst the action is
to be completed by the staff or divining rod.
Of
course, it is here a miracle to be performed through
the grace of God.
From this time onwards we hear of the wand of the magician
.

1

'

:

;

and Rahbinical tradition demands that the kdseia shall use,
among other things, a staff or a rod (fur, I.e.). Mention maybe
made also of the budding rod of Aaron, by which his selection
was to be made manifest (Nu 17 s ), to which numerous parallels
exist.
In most cases it is a withered rod or staff stuck in the
eartb, which unexpectedly buds and nourishes, and is thereby

a sign to the penitent that his sin has been forgiven e.g. the
legend of Lot, who waters the rod with mouthfuls of water
brought from Jordan at the bidding of Abraham and the flourishing rod proclaims forgiveness of sin (Fabricius, Cod. Pseud.
VI' i. 428-31 Caster, Lit. Pap. Rum. 284-86). Mediasval literature knows a similar legend about a sinner appealing to R. Judab
Hasid, when the rod flourished (Maase Buck, and Tendlau,
Sagen, 1873, no. 62; cf. the legend of Tannhauser) and a
Bimilar selection of Joseph by the budding rod to take Mary
as his ward is told in Pratev. Jacobi, ch. 8 (ed. Tischendorf,
Evang. Apoc., Leipzig, 1853, pp. 15-19), and pseudo-Matlh. (chs.
iv.-viii. pp. 60-67), not to speak of the innumerable
parallels in
the Legends of Saints and in popular literature.
:

;

;

;

sticks into the air and watching the
is still one of the
many forms of
To this kind of divination belongs
the shooting of arrows, which is tantamount to
sending a pointed stick high into the air and
watching the direction in which it falls. It is as
such an act of divination that the shooting of

Throwing

way they

fall

rhabdomancy.

arrows by Jonathan is best explained (1 S 20-' uff-).
The shooting of arrows for the purpose of kesem is
found in the history of Joash (2 K 13 1Mr-j. The
smiting of the ground seems to have been an accompanying ceremony. The use of the arrow in kesem
21 26
The fall of arrows was
appears also in Ezk 21
to indicate the road the king of Babylon was to
for
the
arrows
must
have been shot straight
take,
up into the air and allowed to fall by themselves.
In the legends about the fall of the Temple (Bab.
Gittin, 56a, Exempla no. 70), Nero is said to have
shot arrows from the four corners, and, as they all
fell into Jerusalem, it indicated to him the
impending fall of the town. It is still an element in Oriental, notably Gipsy, fairy-tales for the hero to
shoot an arrow into the air and go in quest of it,
and where the arrow falls things await him good
(

».

—

or

evil.

(() Akin to these forms of divination would be
the tree oracle the shaking of the boughs in one
direction or another being taken as prognostication
of some future event. This must have been the
meaning of the oak of Meonen (Jg 9 s7 ). David
heard in the noise of the shaking boughs of the
24
the sound of marching.
In
mulberry tree (2 S 5
Talmudic times we find a special art of divination
mentioned under the name of sihath d'ktdini, the

—

)

(Jewish)

language of trees. R. Yohanan ben Zakkai is
mentioned as one who possessed this knowledge
Abraham Gaon, who
(see Bab. Sukkah, 28a).
lived in the year 1140 of the Seleucid era (A.D.
829), could understand the speech of palms (Aruch,
s.v., Sh. ii. ).
Through Arabic influences, special
books of divination by means of palm trees or

palm leaves (ascribed

Abu

to

Iflah of Saragossa)

have been preserved in Hebrew literature, in which
the origin of this science is referred back to King

Another
Solomon (Cod. Gaster, 19, 3296, 523).
species of divination mentioned in the Talmud and
Midrash concerns the tree as a life token. At the
birth of the child a tree is planted, and from its
state of flourishing or decay one can divine the
state of the man himself. By seeing the withering
of Job's tree planted in their garden his three
friends knew of his misfortune, and came to comfort him.
Such trees were sometimes cut on the
day of marriage, to be used as ornaments ; the
premature cutting of such a tree by a Roman
general brought about, according to the Talmud,
the war of Betar (Bab. Gittin, 51a).
'

—

Not much informa(4) IJdbcr (RV
charmer').
tion is found in the Bible concerning the activity
denoted by this name. The tradition in Si/re {I.e.)
which explains the hdber as one who could gather
together (hdber, companion ') huge or small animals according to his skill for what purpose is
'

'

—

— throws

an unexpected light on many
incidents in the Bible which have hitherto remained
in
which
we
obscure,
recognize now the work of
the hdber, though not under that name.
If a
similar view is to be taken of him as of the
not stated

wf'dnen (weather-maker) he must have been a
man who could bring or avert, foretell the coming
or disappearance of obnoxious animals. His inclusion in the list in Deut. would thus be thoroughly
justified ; for to bring wild animals into the land
or to draw them away would be a curse or a
blessing to the people. To this category would belong the priests who were asked for by the Cutheans
from the king of Assyria, to be sent from Babylon
to Samaria in order to drive away the lions which

K

'

The priest sent
IT 25 27 ).
to be a powerful diviner
or charmer, a hdber. Similarly Elisha, upon whose
curse two she-bears appeared and destroyed the
children after they mocked him, acts as a kind of
hdber (2
2s4 ). So also a certain man from the
sons of the prophets (1
20 35ir-)> at whose bidding
a lion kills the disobedient fellow-prophet, acts as
a hdber who has power over animals for good or
evil.
In 1
13 we see the Hon turning against
the prophet (charmer) whose spell was broken
infested the land (2

was no doubt considered

K

K

K

through disobedience, although his power is still
shown by the animal's standing quietly by the
corpse next to the ass without hurting the latter.
Going higher up the stream of Biblical tradition,

we

find Samson (Jg 14 8 tearing to pieces a lion, in
whose carcass bees afterwards swarm, contrary to
the nature of bees, which never hive in dead bodies.
Samson is able also single-handed to catch three
hundred foxes and put firebrands between their
tads (Jg 15 1 ). Here we have an exact portraiture
)

of a hdber (as interpreted by the present writer),
one who is able to gather animals either for good
or for evil purposes. According to later tradition,
the presence of a pious man or reputed saint was
sufficient to drive away obnoxious animals from a

In the Temple area itself no fly was seen,
place.
nor did a wild animal ever hurt any visitor to
Jerusalem (Pirkil Abutli). The sanctuary took the
place of the pious man in averting the evil of wild
beasts (see Gaster,
Beitrage,' ch. iv. p. 22 f., in
St. Patrick,
'

connexion with the legends of Virgil,
etc.).

How

far

Beelzebub would

fall

within this cate-
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difficult to state, but the Phili4 '- 18
to
stines attributed the plague of mice (1 S 6
)
the presence of the ark, and they returned golden
mice as a votive ottering with it. Here the ark, in
inflicting the plague, acted in a similar though
opposite direction to the sanctuary (ark) in Jeru-

gory would be

salem, which prevented a plague of vermin.
It is a remarkable fact that all the acts of divination mentioned hitherto are found among the
ten plagues inflicted by Moses in Egypt at the
bidding of the Lord, no doubt to bring home to
the Egyptians, in the manner best understood by
them, that all the acts of the enchanters, augurs,
charmers, weather-makers, could also be performed
by a man in the name of another power against
whom their own diviners and charmers could not
have with the addition of (a) the rods
prevail.

—

We

of

Moses and Aaron turned into snakes

—

(l)

blood,

frogs, (3) lice, (4) various animals, (5) plague,
(6) boils, (7) hail storm, (8) locusts, (9) darkness,
and (10) the death of the firstborn. These correspond, with the exception of the last, to which
reference will be made later on, to the arts of the
(2)

811

(Jewish)

wards she asks Saul whom he wishes her to raise
from the dead.
Now, it is a very remarkable fact that the '6b
does not occur in Genesis, in Joshua, in Judges, in
2 Sam., in 1 Kings, or in any of the latter prophets
except Isaiah. Another word, equally mysterious,
is used, viz. t'rdphim [note that the word is plural,
and '6b6th and yidde '6nim occur also mostly in the
The t'raphtm are mentioned in
plural form].
Gn 31 19 **, but not in the other four books of
the Pentateuch then they occur in Jg 17 6 18 Mff-,
23
1 S 15
19 1316 2
23M , Ezk 21" W, Hos 3 4 Zee
10 2 only in one case are they mentioned together
with the '6b6th and yidd'' 6nim 2
23 s4 where
they are said to have been put away by King
Josiah. The t'rdphim also were 'made,' e.g., by
Micah (Jg 17 B where they are differentiated from
a molten image and a graven image '), and they
are also asked or inquired of (sha'al), like '6b and
2 M2
in Zee 10 2 they 'speak.'
«))
yidd''6ni (Ezk 21
Laban is the first to mention them, and calls them
his gods (Gn 31 3 »)
Rachel hides them (v. 34 in the
-

;

,

K

,

— K

;

,

,

'

;

;

)

saddle-bag (RV camel's furniture'). King Nebucf. the Parchadnezzar consults them (Ezk 21 2I 26
thian woman in Jos. Ant. xvm. ix. 5 [344], who
conceals the images of her gods which she worships
r
estern
in the house). All the evidence points to a
Aramaean origin, whilst the '<36and yidd' 6nt point
3
The process of elimination of deep-rooted practices and of much more to Egyptian origin ; Is 19 connects
them with Egypt. It is, therefore, perhaps not
transforming them in accordance with the spirit of Judaism,
runs on parallel lines with those of the spread of Christianity
that we have here two different names
and of Islam. Local practices and heathen ceremonies were improbable
for practically the same object of divination, conadapted with slight changes to the new order of things heathen
nected more or less with the dead body, or, to put
gods became local saints, heathen practices became Christian
in the Church.
Similarly, the forbidden practices of the
and
it more clearly, a mummified body
worshipped
m'nafiesh, ifdsOm, liober, etc., were adopted and adapted to the
used for divination. The story of Michal in 1 S
spirit' of Judaism, and they were practised by leading men16
—
for
doubt
that
no
room
the
Lord
God
1913.
leaves
in
the
name
of
the
etc.
seers, priests, judges,
tfraph tm
And thus the people were slowly educated, until, so closely resembled life-like human bodies (mumof Israel.
with the establishment of the Temple in Jerusalem and the era
that
the
soldiers could
not
wooden
mies,
images)
of the great prophets, they broke finally with the past, and
believe that David was sleeping in the bed.
drove even the remnants of ancient superstition out of the
19
Jewish worship and Jewish practice.
legend in Jer. Targ. to Gn 31 relates that they
e
used to slay the firstborn of a man and cut off his
(5) '6b, yidd '6ni, ddresh el-hammethim (RV
There head, salted it, and embalmed it, and wrote in'familiar spirit,' 'wizard,' necromancer').
cantations on a plate of gold, which they put
still remains another kind of divination, which
under his tongue, and stood it up in the walls, and
rests on the conception of Animism and the surNo hint is given in the Bible it spake with them and unto such Laban bowed
vival of the dead.
whether it was a spirit of the dead or his material himself (see also Chapters of R. Eliezer). Here
which might be
body which was sought after or inquired of. It is we have the mummified head,
T
estern Aramasans,
a fact that '6b and yidd''6nt always occur together called t'rdphim among the
'6b
in
S.
and
and
the
woman
of
Endor
in
the
of
Palestine,
(but
according to
yidd''6ni
history
except
even there in the same chapter Saul is mentioned the sex of the mummy used for necromancy. In
as having destroyed [1 S 28 3 ] familiar spirits and Bab. Keritot, Sb, we find that the necromancer
4
wizards) and Is 29 where the voice of the '6b is burnt incense to the demon, and then questioned
described as coming from the ground.
must, him. Rabbinical tradition (Sifra, par. 3, ch. vii. )
that these two were intimately says of the '6b that he is the Pithom (Python) who
conclude
therefore,
connected with each other. 'Ob has the fern. pi. causes the dead to speak through some part of his
c
'6b6th, whilst yidd '6nt has the masc. pi. yidd'' 6nim
body, shehi (see also Sank. vii. 7), and, furtherprobably an indication of differentiation of sexes, more, that necromancy was performed by means
one the female and the other the male. In Is 8 ,!l of the skulls of dead men no doubt because the
they are described as they that chirp and that process of mummification had died out, and mummutter' (RV better, conjurers who whistle and mies were not easily accessible. The same holds
groan' [cf. Magical Papyrus Paris, where the god good for the necromancy as practised by other
or the conjurer whistles and groans]), and are by peoples, in which the skull of the dead plays a
In prominent part. In this connexion the death of
the prophet connected with the dead (v. 19 ).
both cases ddrash (' to seek') and the alternative the firstborn of the Egyptians would appear in a
find then that new light.
sha'al ('to inquire') are used.
The idea of a familiar spirit is of much later
the '6b and yidd''6ni were things made. In 2 K
21 6 and 2 Ch 33", the Heb. npjji (RV wrongly dealt date ; it was introduced at a time when belief in
and Lv 20 2' must not the existence of evil spirits became deeply rooted,
with ') means and he made
be understood in the sense that men or women have and when it was supposed that it was in the power
of man to conquer and subdue such spirits and
in their body a familiar spirit, but that they are the
force them to serve their master in any office to
evidently a material thing.
possessors of an '6b
is
which he might choose to appoint them.
conThe translation of '6b as 'familiar spirit'
trary to indications in the Bible. The woman of
Solomon became a legendary master of the demons, or shedim.
Endor is called distinctly ba'alath '6b, the pos- The Temple waa built by shedim (Gt'fffn, 68a) at his command
sessor of an '6b,' not one possessed by an '6b.' She and through his seal, on which the ineffable name of God was
he could command the obedience of all the spirits.
must first perform a certain ceremony, she is to engraved,
Here two sets of thoughts and beliefs have been blended, and
use enchantment (kesem) in order to get the '6b to Solomon's power was made to rest upon the knowledge and
work (1 S 28 8 'divine unto me'), and only after- possession of the ineffable name of God with its tremendous

m '6nen

'

and
h6ber (2, 4, 8). These practices known in Egypt
were strictly forbidden to be practised by the
Jews, and were strongly denounced in Leviticus
and Deuteronomy.
m'nahesh

(a),

e

(7,

kdsem

9),

(

(1, 3, 5, 6)

)

:

W

'

;

A

'

—

;

'

W

,

We

—

—

'

'

;

We

'

'

'

;

—

'

;

'
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The Apocryphal Testament of Solomon and the
Claeiculus Solomonis (Solomon'9 Key) teach how to obtain

efficacy.

We find the history of a man having a
shed at his disposal (Bab. Hullin, 1056). Shedim could not be
conjured up on Sabbath or holy days (Sheclat Sheddim, see Levy,
Neuhebrdisches und chalddisches Wbrterbnch, 1S76, s.v. 'Shed,'
iv. 610).
Conversation with the shtdim was considered a great
art (Sukkah, 28a, see Zunz, Gottesd. Vorlrdge?, 1892, p. 173).
In a Jewish fairy-tale a man overhears the conversation of
shedim, saves the king's daughter, and re-opens a well which
had been stopped by their mischievous powers (Exempla no. 29,
Nachmanides writes that
and Gaster in FL vii. [1896] 231).
pious Jews in Aleuianniahelds/iethmin servitude, who did their
bidding and carried out orders (Besptmsa of Ii. Sal. b. Adrat,
no. 414) see also Manasseh b. Israel, Nish. Hayyim, iii. ch. 12,
fol. 1136 ft.).
mastery over shedim.

;

(Jewish)

eliminated
the prophet now acts simply as an
agent selected by God, for His purpose, to carry
His message to the people. The last time that
God speaks to His chosen in a dream is to Solomon
at Gibeon before the building of the Temple
3s ), and immediately on its completion (9 3 ) ;
(1
no other example after this is mentioned in the
Bible a fact of deep significance.
;

K

—

Apocryphal and apocalyptical literature is, however, full of
such prophetic dreams. In the Chron. of Jefahmeel alone no
fewer than eight or nine such dreams are recorded the dreams
of Methuselah and Enoch (ch. xxiii. p. 48, intr. lxxi)
the
dream of Pharaoh foretelling the birth of Moses (chs. xlii.-xlviii.
p. 102, iutr. lxxxvii.) the dreams of Naphtali (xxxviii. 3 and
0); the dream of Kenaz(lvii. 39, 40); the dream of Mordecai
Ahasuerus* dream
and the dream of Alexander the Great
found also in Samaritan literature [Abulfath]).
(lxxxv. 4ff.
Mention may be made also of dreams in the Test, of the XII
Patriarchs (Charles) Levi, Jacob, Naphtali, and Joseph the
;

;

;

Men who were reputed to hold communion with
the dead were probably believed to be able to
quicken the dead temporarily or permanently.
The fact that
K 17 lm and

-)
Elisha(2K
Elijah (1
4 20ff-) each revived an apparently dead child, and
that the mere toucli of the bones of Elijah was
13 2 '),
sufficient to call a man back to life again (2
seems to point in the direction of such belief. But
the subject is very obscure, and later tradition
does not help us to elucidate the problem. Real
necromancy does not seem to have flourished among
the Jews. So little was this the ease, that none of
the later authorities gives any further information
about '6b and durrsh el-hammctltim, and about the
yield'' (mi they tell us only that the man put into
his mouth a bone of a certain animal called yaddu'a,
which caused him to speak which is, of course, a
mere guess, or probably a misinterpretation of the
use made of the bone of the dead (men and animals)
for the operation of divination (see 7«r, I.e.).
(6) Thus far we have dealt with the various kinds
of divination of a heathen origin mentioned in the
Bible, and practised by Jews at an early date, only
after they had been stripped of their heathen garb
and adapted to the teaching of Judaism. As the
Law, however, condemned certain modes of divination, other means had to be found in full accordance
with the true spiritual teaching of Judaism.
The whole world was the creation of one God, and
from Him alone the answer must come, and to Him
men must turn at critical moments of their lives.
The means by which the answer is to be vouchsafed
is of a threefold character
by dreams, or by Urim,
or by the vision of the prophet (seer). To such
means did Saul resort (1 S 28") and only when he
found himself forsaken by those lawful means did
he turn to the forbidden arts and go to the woman
of Endor, the mistress of an '6b.
Of dreams there are abundant
(a) Dreams.
examples in Genesis and in the historical books,
but none of the same kind in the other books of

K

—

:

;

—

the Pentateuch. God came to Abimeleeh in a
dream (Gn 20 3 ) Jacob dreamt of the ladder (2S 12ff -),
and again in connexion with his peeled rods (31 11 )
Laban also is warned in a dream against attacking
Jacob (31 M ). The forecasting of future events
Bff
appears in Joseph's own symbolical dreams (37 '),
as well as in the dreams of the butler and the
B
baker in Egypt (40 ), and the dream of Pharaoh
;

;

(ch.

41),

interpreted

by Joseph

as

a solution

No reference to such prophetic
occurs elsewhere in the Pentateuch,
8
although we have the statement (Nu 12 that
God speaks to prophets in a dream. Quite different
lff
is the character of the dreamer of dreams (Dt 13 -),
rather a sinister personage, as in Jer 23 26_28 32 27 9
where diviners, dreams, and soothsayers are
mentioned together (cf. also Zee 10 2 ). Tbe dream
of the Philistine is understood by Gideon as ford rilgranted by God.

dreams

)

-

,

1S
The Book of Daniel is
ing future success (Jg 7 ).
full of dreams and prophetic visions of the In inc.
which border on the higher sphere of prophecy, or
the direct revelation of the future by God through
His prophet. This lies outside the immediate scope
of divination, for the human initiative is practically
I

;

;

;

:

;

visions of Enoch in the Book of Enoch (lxxxiii.-xc. pp. 220-259
Later Jewish
[Charles]), and the visions of Ezra in 2 Esdras.
literature abounds in prophetic dreams sent to the people to
warn them of danger, such as that in the legend of Bostanai

the exilarch (Seder 'Olam Zu(.fa).

The interpretation of dreams became a recognized
Many examples are found in the Talmud
men who received payment for this function.

art.

of

Twenty-four interpreters are said to have practised
at the same time in Jerusalem.
A certain Bar
Hadya is mentioned by name as one who shaped
his
interpretation according to the amount
received.
Such interpretations are found in the Talmud (Ber. 56a ff.
En Yaakob, par. 110 Jer. Ma'aser shfini iv. 6), the Exempla of
Rabbis (nos. 216-217), and Maase Bitch, Anist., no. 28, fol. 76.
These form the basis of the Hebrew Oneirokritika which are
ascribed to Joseph, Daniel, Hai (ed. pr. Ferrara, 1552), Saadya,
etc., and published by Alinuli in his Pitron Halomoth (Mefas'her
Bclmin, ed. pr. Lisbon (?) 149- see Cod. Gaster, 383, 664, and
Some of the sages ask that the answer should be given
1087).
in the dream to their query, like Raba (Bab. Menahot, 67a) and
R. Johanan (ib. 846). He who seeB an ill-omened dream fasts
and recites a special prayer whilst the kohanim pronounce the
priestly blessing during the service (Bab. Ber. 556). A curious
collection of responses from Heaven exists in Jewish literature,
dating probably from the 12th or 13th century.
;

;

;

'

(b)

'

Urim and Thummim was another means

of

divining the future, explaining the past, declaring
guilt and innocence, dividing land, and deciding
the issues of war and peace. In accordance with
the system pursued of concentrating every possible
sacred or sacrificial action in the hands of very
few, and thus of weaning the common people
from such practices, the divination by means of
the Urim and Thummim was reserved for the high
priest.
Only he, in his priestly robes and wearing
the breast-plate called
the breast-plate of
S0
judgment' (decision) (Ex 28 ), could use the Urim
for the purpose of obtaining an answer from
God to his question.
cannot here enter fully
upon the discussion as to what the Urim and
Thummim may have been. These words occur
altogether seven times in the whole Bible and in
two of these, Ezra .and Nehemiah, as a remembrance of old (Ezr 2 03 Nell 7 65 ). To the other five
passages we must add two in which the practice
18
is implicitly referred to (Jg l and 20
where the
children of Israel went up to Bethel to inquire of
the Lord, i.e. through the priest, who only could
obtain the answer by the Urim and Thummim).
The ephod consulted by David in KVeilah (1 S 23™-)
was worn by the priest Abiathar. Evidently the
reference is to the Urim and Thummim within the
7ff
and probably
ephod, and similarly in 1 S 30
the ephod in Hos 3 4 also means the oracle of the
Urim and Thummim. In 1 S 28" we are told that
Saul had inquired of the Lord by the Urim,' and
only because he got no answer he went to the
woman of Endor. In 1 S 14'" Saul says to Ahijali,
'Bring hither the ark' (LXX, 'tbe ephod'), and
in v. 41 , when the guilty party is to be discovered,
he says h&b&h tamtm, which must be read habah
tum/mtm, i.e. Urim and Thummim and then they
cast lots, and Saul and Jonathan are first taken,
'

We

;

,

1

,

-

;

'

;
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and afterwards Jonathan alone. This reminds us
of the identical process in the case of Achan
llir
Rabbinical writers identify the Urim
(Jos 7
').
and Thunimini witli the twelve stones of the
breastplate,

and explain these names as

'

lighted

up' and 'dark,' stating that the stones lit up or a
light shone in them (according to some the letters
stood out lighted up) in the case of a favourable
answer, and that they remained dark at an unfavourable one. After the establishment of the
sanctuary in Jerusalem by David, no further
mention is made of this kind of divination by lots
and by means of the Urim. That event was the
turning-point in the whole history of Jewish

worship and in the practice of divination.

After

Bible,

verses).

disappearance of the Urim and
another inspired oracle took its place

the

Thummim
the

I

—

oracle (the oral recitation of Biblical
Infants were asked to tell a verse to a

man who met them

quite unexpectedly, and from
the verse which the child repeated innocently the
questioner drew his own conclusions, for he saw
We may
in it the oracular answer to his query.
look upon the passages referred to above under
"

'M'nahesh' (Gn24 13 Jg 7", 1 S 14 8 12 and 1 K20 33 )
as the oldest examples of divination from the opening words of the enemy or interlocutor. This is
the origin of the Bible oracle (stichomancy) by
means of a written and later on a printed book.
It consists in opening the book and looking at the
first verse that meets the eye as a means of divination, or in putting in a pointer, and the passage
where the pointer rests is taken as full of significance and prognostication. Samuel used to inquire

\

,

through 'the Book' (Bab.

Muffin, 956;

cf.

the

sortes Vergilianw).
The Bible oracle leads to that
of the Shimmusha Rabba (or that of selected portions of the Bible) known in the 8th or 9th century.
In the Shimmush T'hillim the Book of Psalms is
used as a means of divination (Cod. Gaster, 1094 e
and often printed with Book of Psalms ; best ed.
,

by W. Heidenheim).

At an indeterminate

period

in

post-Biblical

times a large number of magical ceremonies and
practices of divination flowed into the stream of
Jewish tradition, and it is often difficult to trace
each of these elements to its proper source. All
that was done was to copy and to borrow such
material, and so change and mould it as to make
it compatible with the special teaching of Judaism,
though the line of demarcation between, e.g., Jews
and Muhammadans in these practices is so faint
as to be often indistinguishable.
Nowhere does
this borrowing show itself more clearly than in the
books for telling future events, or fortune-telling
books (SifrS Goralot [Amsterdam, 1700), Urim

Vethummin [Dyrrenfurth, 1700], ascribed alternately to Hai-Saadya, Aben Ezra, Pokeah, 'Ibrim
Cod. Gaster, 61, 213, 439 Aben
[Venice, 1657]
;

;

Ezra, 35, 112, 465, 470, 471, 592, 594, 702

A

Saadya,
thorough in;

602, 679, 782, 1017, 1060, 1090).
vestigation of the origin and filiation of these
books and their interdependence is, still lacking
(Steinsclineider,

Die

hebraischen

Ubersetzungen

des Mittelalters, § 533, pp. 867-71).
The hand and the face of man were also used for
the purpose of divination. The Zohar (Exodus)

already contained almost a complete treatise on
physiognomies (hocltmath ha parsuf), and the
Hebrew version of the Secretum ascribed to Aristotle (ed. Gaster [contains in bk. xi. a treatise on
physiognomy]) continued to spread and to fortify

the

among

physiognomies

Cheiromancy (Jfocnmath ha-yad,

Jews.

Warsaw,

last ed.,

1902) is found in many manuscripts and prints,
and also in translations in the Hebrew-German

(Cod. Gaster, 443, fol. 906 f.).
The last form of divination
(c) RS'eh, or seer.
to which Saul resorted was through the nabV, the
prophet, or rather the ro'eh, the seer, for he that
is now called a prophet was beforetime called a
seer' (1 S 9 9 ).
He was expected to answer not
only important questions affecting the safety of
the king or nation, but also trivial inquiries about
lost property, e.g. the assesof Kish (1 S 9-""'). The
seer was then acting as the Hebrew counterpart of
the heathen kdsem (like Balaam, etc.), who also
seer (Nu 24 4 10 ).
claimed to see and to be a
Samuel is consistently called the seer and not the

—

'

'

Special mysterious powers were ascribed to the stones of the
from Epiphanius onwards the literature of
Lapidaria, or stone books,' has grown continuously. Hebrew
literature shows a variety of such Lapidaria (Kohut h«abanim). A number of unedited texts have been collected by the
present writer in his Cod. 377, besides other MSS (Cod. Gaster,
337, 714 ; de Vidas, toe. cit. fol. 9a).
breast-plate, an.
'

813

(Jewish)

the belief in

'

'

'

-

8
51
and other personages
prophet in 1 Ch 9-'- 26'- 29'belonging to the period before the buikling of the
Temple appear under the same names of ro 'eh and
Mzeh, which alternate witli one another and are
both distinguished from nabi'. The latter was, no
doubt, considered as yet inferior to them for we
find the company of prophets '(IS 10 5 10 u ), Saul
turned prophet (10 ls ), and the sons of the prophets
35
2 K 2 3 etc.) all playing an inferior role to
(1 K 20
that of the rd'eh. Similarly the nabi' in the Pentateuch seems inferior to the nabi of the time of the
He is more akin to a diviner. Abraham
kings.
is called a nabi' (Gn 20 7 ), although he does not
prophesy, but knows of Abimelech's dream. Aaron
is appointed nabi' to Moses (Ex 7 1 ), certainly not
as superior to him
seventy elders prophesy (Nu
ll 25 '-), and Eldad and Medad do so in the camp,
like the bands of prophets and Saul mentioned
above. In Nu 12 6 God speaks to the nabi' in a
dream. In Dt 13 5 18 !0 the nabi' is placed on the
;

;

'

-

-

'

'

,

'

;

1-

as the dreamer of dreams (see above).
nabi' of Dt 18 15 must therefore be taken in
the same sense as the nabi' in all the other passages
in the Pent., and loses the special significance
It is noteworthy that
attached to the name.
Moses is called nabi' only after his death (Dt 34 10 ).
Saul resorted to a nabi for the purpose of learning
what the future had in store for him (1 S 28 6 ), and
therefore one is justified in including this nabi'
among the diviners, like the lulzeh and rO'eh the

same footing

The

'

—

Jewish equivalent of the heathen kdsem. But from
the time of David onwards a change took place in
the value attached to the name. The nabi' was no
longer a man who could take any initiative, or
answer questions put to him, but an inspired agent
of God, selected by Him to send His messages to
rulers and peoples.
With the prophets of the Second Temple prophecy had come to an end. Instead of it there

was the Bath KOI,

i.e. the second voice, a kind of
Divine echo heard within the precincts of the
Temple or in answer to queries put to Heaven
by tlie Rabbis (Bab. Yoma, 9b ; Sanh. 11a ; Jer.

Ber. 36).

The final stage of divination was by the use of
the mysterious and ineffable Divine Name. This
of the four
of divination
great men who attempted to penetrate the Divine
mysteries (Hag. 146), only one, Aqiba, escaped
unhurt. Practical Qabbala is the final outcome
was a dangerous mode

;

of this mystical development, which has almost
entirely driven out all the older forms of divination.
From the time of the Essenes (2nd cent.)
downwards magic and divination centre in the
mystical names of God, angels, etc. Magical
papyri abound, containing directions how to divine
theft, or how to obtain a dream which would foretell the future.
The most ancient book of this
kind is the famous Sword of Moses (ed. Gaster,
London, 1896), a complete manual of such opera'

tions.

Some of

'

the formula; and practices contained
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therein have survived to the present day.
Many
a man in mediaeval times was credited with insight
into the future through the knowledge of this
ineffable name.
The last stage in the

:

development of the art of
divination was reached when the place held in
ancient times by the k6sem or m'nahesh, then by
the rd'eh and nc'tbi', then by the scholar and sage,
was finally taken by the ba'al shem, the possessor
of the ineffable wonder-working name of God.
He
is the exact counterpart of the ba'alath '6b, the
female possessor of the '6b (woman of Endor). He
also could conjure the dead, foretell the future,
and perform every possible miraculous deed. The
legend of the ba'al shem told in 3fa'ase Nissim
(see Tendlau, Sageyi*, no. 52, p. 25 ft'.) makes him
cup Joab

Zeruiah (King David's
Practically the last link in this chain is
general).
the famous ba'al shem (known as Besht [Ba'al
Shem Tob]), the founder of the sect of the Hasidim
at the beginning of the 18th cent., whose successors
are the reputed wonder-working Rabbis of the
Hasidim in Galicia and Eastern Europe.
But all these modes of divination have gradually
disappeared.
Only the Qabbalistic formulae are
from time to time resorted to and practised in
addition to those borrowed from other nations
for in modern times, and especially in Eastern
countries, the Jews follow the superstitions of the
native population, and practise the same modes of
divination for such lower purposes as to detect a
thief, or to find out whether a woman will marry
in the course of the year, whether her child will be
a boy or girl, whether or not an undertaking will
be successful. But there is nothing specifically
Jewish about them.
raise out of a

b.

;

—

Literature. As the writer of this article differs fundamenthe Biblical terms on divination
all other scholars, he does not refer to any other article on
this subject, or to any of the special books hitherto written on
divination in the Bible. In addition to the references given in
the text of the article itself, the following bibliography will serve
the purpose of directing students to a vast field of hitherto
One name stands out promiscarcely explored literature.
nently, that of M. Steinschneider, and his great work, Die
tally in the interpretation of

from

hebrdischen Ubersetzungen des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1893 (notably
§ 541, p. 905
{ 639, p. 893 f.
{ 622, p. 849
§ 533, pp. 867-71
and § 534, p. 871), contains the most reliable
5 675, p. 963 f.
data on many of the subjects of the later period of Jewish literature, when it stood under the influence of Greek, Arabic, and
mediaeval Latin literature. Still even he left room for additional
information. Some of it, especially MSS material, may be found
in the bibliography to artt. Birth (Jewish) and Charms and
Amulets (Jewish), in which very much matter referring to
divination may be found. A few more books may be now mentioned here
M. A. Delrio, Disquisitionum magicantm libri
sex, ed. Cologne, 1720, iii. p. 11 q. iv. s. 6, pp. 473, 478-480
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Manasseh ben

Nishmath Hayyim, ed. Amsterdam,
fol. 101 f.
M. Giidemann, Gesch. des
1652, bk. iii.
Erziehungswesen und der Cultur der Juden, Vienna, 1880, vol. i.
Israel,
chs. 4-29,

;

201, no. 2; M. Gaster, Literalura Popularis Humana,
Bucharest, 1883, pp. 324, 506f., 617, 617a, 531, 632a K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzanli nischen Literatur-, Munich, 1S97,
627-631 and passim; H. Diels, Beitrdge zur Zuchungspp.
p.

;

literatur, Berlin, 1908 ; Jacob
Leghorn, 1860, fol. 24a-264.
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(Litu-Slavic)
pledging himself to embrace Christianity and desist
from further troubling. This treaty was ratified
by a rather curious Lithuanian oath, the preliminary to which was a blood-oracle
Et facta eBt haec promissio per regem cum tali iuramento
accepit enim bovem et in praesentia regis Ungariae et suorum

Racah, Kishurim

M.

(Litu-Slavic).— A

le Yaakoh,
(.{ASTER.

synopsis

of

means employed by the Prussians and
Lithuanians to divine the future is given in the
art. Aryan Religion, vol. ii. p. 54 f. As grounds
of their predictions they had or still have
the various

—

—

recourse to the flight and cries of birds appearances in the sky and other natural phenomena
sacrifices, entrails, and blood; chance meetings,
the rustling of the oak, fire and smoke, dreams
various happenings and utterances at weddings;
wax, lead, glass, the foam of beer, amulets, sieveturning, plants, and innumerable other things.
One of the most ancient and widely-used accessaries
of divination was blood, both of man and beast.
Winn the Grand-duke Keistut of Lithuania was
overthrown and taken prisoner by King Ludwigof
Hungary in 1351, he made a treaty with the victor,
;

;

;

1

;

fecit bovi

duas venas

incidi in collo, et, si sanguis fen-enter
exiret, bonum esse indicium futurorum ; et largiter fuit sanguis
effusus.
Tunc rex Litowiae bovem fecit decollari et inter bovis
caput et corpus progrediens iuravit, sic sibi contingi, si promissa

non servaret

'

(Scriptores Rer. Pruss.

iii.

420).

But human blood likewise might be used for
purposes of prophecy. Thus, in 1325-26, when the
Grand-duke Gedimin sent twelve hundred horsemen
to the assistance of King Lokietek in his struggle
with the margrave of Brandenburg,
prepositum de Bernow, hominem corpore grossum et pingueni
'

vinciunt, caput inter crura detorquentes, dorsum eius gladiis
aperiunt, profluvium sanguinis attendunt, de exitu belli per
ipsum divinare cupientes ; and it is also recorded that in the
same campaign quibusdam guttura preciderunt et divinationes
suas exereuerunt' (cf. A. v. Mierzyn'ski, ' Der Eid des Keistutis,'
Sitzungsber. d. Altertumsgesellsch. Pruss., no. 18, Konigsberg,
'

'

1S93, p. 104).

Such incidents show that as late as the 14th
of our era the Lithuanians, like the prob
ii. 54 ), were in
phetesses of the Cimri (cf.
the habit of killing their prisoners of war in order
of
blood
whether
to ascertain by an inspection
their
the approaching battle would result in victory or
cent,

ERE

defeat.

Leaving the Baltic peoples, we proceed to speak
of the Slavs, and, more particularly, of the Russians.
Here, in the 10th and 17th centuries— a

—

period

from which several continuous records survive 1
we find an almost incredible development of the
belief in omens (primitu) and the practice of

It is scarcely too much
fortune-telling (gadanie).
to say that among the Russians of that age the
individual's course of life was entirely conditioned
by premonitions. Books of magic and collections
or warnings and predictions, though banned by
the clergy, were passed from hand to hand.
creaking in the wall or a singing in the ears
foretold a journey. An itching in the palm
Itching eyes betokened
signified a gift of money.
weeping. The croaking of ravens or the crowing
of cocks was an omen of misfortune. The cackling
of ducks or geese, twitching of the eyelids, the
crackling of the fire, the howl of a dog, the squeaking of mice or their nibbling of clothes, a cat
appearing at the window with a captured mouse,
a terrifying dream, meeting with a blind person
In a
in the
all these foreboded loss by fire.

A

—

MS

Rumjanzov Museum we

read

:

When the shores heave, and the sea rages, when dry or moist
winds blow, when rain-, snow-, or storm-clouds appear, when
thunder rolls, the storm howls, the forest rustles, the trunks of
trees grate on one another, wolves howl, or squirrels leap then
in summer
will ensue plague, or war, or scarcity of water
fruits will grow nowhere, or they will disappear.'
The people believed in dreams, and framed an
elaborate system of reading their significance.
They saw portents in the act of sneezing, in the
crawling movements of insects, in every sort of
object they came across. It was thought unlucky
to meet with a monk, a horse with hair worn oft,
As early as the 12th cent, we find St.
or a pig.
'

—

;

Theodosius censuring those who allowed such
occurrences to scare them home again. Nativs
and foreign superstitions were inextricably blended.
The people had also complete written systems of
prophecy, called rafli a term of Arabic origin libellus astronomicus seu mathematicus Persaruin
[Ducange]; Arab. rami, 'geomancy'); the Domostroj
iii. 465, note 1), § 23, warns against their
(cf.
use.
Mention should also be made here of the
so-called birth-magic which the sorcerer, at the
mother's request, performed over the newly-born
child, and by means of which ho ascertained or

—

'

(

'

ERE

'

1

lutli

'

what immediateh follows, Kostmnarov, Sketch of
Domestic Life and Customs of the Great Russians in the
and 17th Centuries,' In Sovrcmtnnik, vol. Ixxxlll. (Runs.).

Cf. for

Oil-

'
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determined its lot in life. It is, therefore, no
exaggeration to say that the Russians of that day
lived from the cradle to the grave in an atmosphere
of constant dread and solicitude regarding the
future
and the beneficent and emancipating
results of culture and enlightenment are never
more profoundly felt than when contrasted with a
human existence thus harrowed by omens and
superstitious terrors from morning till night (of.
;

ERE

5o b ).
Even at the present day, however, among the
Russian peasantry, the belief in omens and predictions still prevails to an extent without parallel
among any other European people. The manifold
ii.

superstitions of an aged Russian peasant woman
are thus set forth in Turgenev's romance, Fathers
and Sons (ch. 20, at the end) :
She was pious and impressionable to a degree she believed
she believed
in all kinds of omens, predictions, spells, dreams
'

;

;

household spirits, forest spirits, unlucky forgatherings, enchantment, popular remedies, Maundy
Thursday salt [the salt sprinkled on Maundy Thursday bread
ranks as a powerful specific]
Bhe believed that the end of
the world was at hand, that the buckwheat prospers if the
candles are not extinguished at the evening service on Easter
Sunday, and that mushrooms cease growing when they have
been seen by a human eye,' etc.
In the present article we do not propose to deal
further with this mass of detail, but will restrict
in lunatics [see below], in

;

ourselves to a

somewhat

fuller consideration of

two particular points: (1) peasant weather- lore,
which, amid a chaos of absurdity, nevertheless
contains a certain measure of rationality, based
upon experience and the observation of Nature
and (2) the interval between Christmas and
Epiphany a period during which, even in the
Russia of to-day, all conceivable forms of augury
and prophecy are still in full swing.
;

—

The

(1)

first

of these topics,

peasant weather-

has been dealt with by A. Ermolov in two
volumes of his comprehensive work, Agricultural
Folk-wisdom in Proverbs, Sayings, and Weathersaws i. Der landwirtschaftliche Volkskalender,'
Leipzig, 1905, and iv. 'Popular Weather-lore'
(Russ.), St. Petersburg, 1905. It is shown in these
works that, while all European peoples have a
vast store of weather-wisdom, sometimes exhibiting remarkable affinities and parallels, yet the
inhabitants of Eastern Europe surpass all others
In that region there is no animal
in this regard.
so diminutive, no herb so insignificant, but its
or
doings
properties may supply omens of future
events, of weather that will be favourable or unfavourable to the husbandman ; while, again,
there is no natural phenomenon, occurring at some
particular time, but may act as the harbinger of a
good or a bad harvest. In Kasan, the Chuvashes
(a Finnish, now Finno-Russian, tribe) are said to
be looked upon as oracles.
Strange as it may seem, they scarcely ever go astray in their
predictions. By long-continued observation they have become
lore,

'

:

'

sensitive to signs which enable them almost unerringly to foreTheir memories are stored with a mass of
cast the weather.'
'

maxims inherited from the past.'
period between Christmas and the Feast
is known in Russia as svjatki (from
svjatu, 'holy'), or koljada (from Lat. calendoe),
the latter term being also applied to the practice
of going about from house to house at Christmas
and on New Year's morning. During the Christmas week the practice of prognostication, which is
applied in the main to affairs of love and marriage,
and partly also to forecasting the weather and the
harvest, attains its highest vogue (cf. Russian
all

of

but

infallible

(2)

The

Epiphany

Folk-poetry [Russ.], Glasunov ed., St. Petersburg,
1904, p. 86
Stepanov, Popular Festivals in Holy
Russia [Russ.], St. Petersburg, 1899, p. 149). When
men
or
young
young women wish to know something of their future partners in life, they have
recourse to the horse-oracle. The young women,
for example, take out a horse, and walk it over a
;
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beam

stumbles, the husband of the person
consulting the oracle will be a good man; if it
Divining the future
steps clear, he will be bad.
by means of a splinter of wood is also concerned
with marriage. When the splinter has been partly
dipped in water, it is set fire to at the dry end
then the shorter or longer interval before the flame
expires foretells respectively a happy or unhappy
:

if it

1

;

3

marriage.
The period between Christinas and Epiphany
was, as already indicated, a special time for
weather-prophecy, as witness the following extract
from Ermolov, op. cit. i. 518 f.
:

In Little Russia, before the supper on Christmas eve, the
oldest of the household brings a bundle of hay into the cottage,
spreads it upon the bench in the front corner, covers it with
a clean tablecloth, and then places above this, and just beneath the bracket for the saint's image, an unthreshed sheaf
of rye or wheat.
During supper those present engage in reading the signs which indicate the character of the ensuing
harvest. For this purpose they draw hay-stems from under
the tablecloth, and from the length of these form an estimate as
to the growth of the corn. They likewise pull stalks of straw
out of the sheaf under the ikon ; if the stalk bears a full ear,
they may look forward to a good harvest ; while, if the ear is
When the supper is over,
shrivelled, the crops will be a failure.
and the housewife has cleared the table, the reading of omens
is renewed, these being now found in the seeds dropped from
various plants among the hay. If most of the seeds are black,
the buckwheat will turn out well while, if white or red seeds
'

;

predominate, oats, millet, and wheat may be expected in
abundance. At the killing of the pig before the Christmas
festivities, the peasants in Little Russia inspect the pancreas.
If it is large, thick, and of equal breadth throughout its whole
length, the winter will not be a long one, and there will be no
severe frosts but, if the gland be of irregular shape thick at
the head end and thin at the other, or inversely the winter
will be cold at the beginning and warm towards the close, or
vice versa.
If the pancreas be thin about the middle, the
peasants expect a thaw in mid-winter.'

—

;

—

This custom recalls the Roman Saturnalia and
and it is also said that the Russians
have a parallel to the signa ex tripudiis, i.e.
divination by the eating and drinking of fowls (cf.
haruspication

;

the Roman section of this article). It may be
said without misgiving, indeed, that analogies of
the Roman auguries and their underlying superstitions are nowhere found more abundantly than in
the east of Europe. It should be observed, however, that the peasantry are quite well aware that
during the svjatki they have still one foot in
paganism, for, as they say, the beginning [of the
season] also ushers in the revelries of the Evil One
and the witches, who steal the moon and the stars
'

'

'

from the sky, keep holiday, and disport with the
demons.'
While, nowadays, as the foregoing bears out,
the Russian people men and women alike are
all highly proficient in primlty and gadania, these
arts were formerly to a great extent in the hands
of wizards and sorcerers, the various names applied
to whom are enumerated and explained in the art.
Charms and Amulets (Slavic), vol. iii. p. 465a
Besides these adepts, however, there are other two

—

—

.

classes of persons to whom is attributed a special
measure of supernatural and prophetic power, viz.
women and lunatics.
Tho belief that the faculty of seeing into the
future belongs in an eminent degree to women can
be traced everywhere in ancient Europe, and, as
existent among the Germans, finds its clearest
expression in Tac. Germ. 8
Inesse quin etiam sanctum aliquid et providum putant, nee
aut consilia earum aspernantur aut responsa negligunt'; cf.
'vetere apud Germanos more, quo plerasque
also But. iv. 61
feminarum fatidicas et augescente superstitione arbitrantur
:

'

:

m

K. Mullenhoff, Deutsche Alterdeas' (further particulars
tmmkunde, Berlin, 1870-1900, iv. 208ff.).

As regards the
real or

basis of fact

which underlies the

gift thus ascribed to
in the people's eyes to
the Indo-Germanic peoples, cf.

imaginary prophetic

women, and exalting them
1

For the horse-oracle among

ERE
2

ii.

On

55.

this topic, cf. the present writer's remarks on the Indoin Die Indo-Germanen, Leipzig, 1911,

Germanic marriage
p. 87

f.
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the position of Haliurunnas (Goth. [Jordanes, Get.
xxiv. ]), those who know the secrets of hell, or of
the under world,' we shall hardly err in tracing this
element to the nervous and hysterical nature of
woman, which, in moments of excitement, seems
to raise her above earthly conditions.
It was in
the state of ecstasy likewise that the Greek Pythla
uttered her oracles. This was also the case in the
remarkable outbreak of the Russian MilcuH (from
kliknti, 'to shriek'), the 'possessed' or 'epileptic,'
who greatly disturbed the country in the 16th
cent., and had to be dealt with by the Church
Council of Moscow (stoglavny sobortt) in 1551.

haruspicy, i.e. observation of the entrails of
(c) sortilege with nuts or
slaughtered animals
pebbles [d) zajr or 'iyafah, augury, or observation of the motions of beasts and birds ; (e) possession ; {/) casual utterance; (g) darb al-raml,
geomancy or divination with sand (h) (in Rabbinic phrase) gematrin, or divination by letters.
Under one or other of these heads all the forms
of divination in use among the Muslims can be
thus the discipline which corresponds
ranged
with palmistry, but deals preferably with other
lines than those on the hand, is clearly akin to
haruspicy. Into most of them astrology enters,
for the process is supposed to be influenced by the

'

;

;

;

;

—

principally elderly unmarried women
and thus specially liable to hysteria
they ran
about barefoot and unkempt; they shook, they
fell, they whirled, they writhed, and amid such

They were

controlling planet.
Of these augury certainly goes back to pagan
days, and it is noticeable that the word by which
the Hebrew prophets describe their visions (hdzdn)
comes from a root whereby in Arabic this process
is described.
The verses collected or invented by
antiquarians in illustration of the Arabian augury
indicate that it was in part etymological ; the
word for ' raven comes from a root meaning ' to

;

doings

uttered their predictions of

—

the future.

Frequently and sometimes as a result of bribery
—
they brought criminal charges against indi-

viduals, who were thus rendered liable to legal
proceedings. The presence of these women in a
city was a veritable plague, and the Church Council
referred to petitioned the Czar to order the inhabitants to expel the lying prophetesses from
their midst (cf. Kostomarov, op. eit. p. 547).
Of a somewhat similar character are the prophetic
powers ascribed among the Slavs to lunatics. The
insane fall under the same category as the Roman
monstra, as is borne out by the Russian terms applied to them, viz. jurodivy (from urddu, prodigy,'
'
monster '). They rilled the soul of primitive man
with amazement, and even with reverential awe.

'

;

Like the hysterical women just spoken of, they
poured fortii incoherent words and phrases, which
seemed to come from another world, and to betoken
a supernatural knowledge.
Precisely the same
process of thought manifests itself in the Greek
I rave,' navla, lunacy,'
series of words ixalvoixai,
a development which goes to
ixAvtis, 'soothsayer'
prove that at a very early period there must have
existed in Greece the same sort of prophetic lunatics
as are found in ancient and modern Russia.
During the reign of Boris Gudunov there lived in
Moscow a lunatic of this type, who was revered
as a saint. Naked and with hair dishevelled he
went about the streets in the coldest weather,
uttering his prophecies of coming woes. In aweinspiring accents he arraigned Boris for the murder
of the young Czarevitch but the Czar afraid, it
'

'

—

—

;

may be, of offending the people, or else convinced
made no sign,
of the man's holiness of character
and did not attempt to interfere with him in the
least (cf. Giles Fletcher, Of the Russe Common

—

Wealth [London,
1856,

p.

118

f.).

1591],

Even

Hakluyt
at the

Soc,

Lond.

present day the

a somewhat similar rule in Russian
In a sketch called Village Drama,'
village life.
by J. Garin (who has a masterly knowledge of the
village communities), a merchant makes inquiry
regarding a certain lunatic whose favourite
occupation it is to pray for the dead upon their
graves, and receives the following answer
insane

fill

'

:

We believe thus he is a great servant of God. And he has
taken up his abode in the bathroom at my house. I do not
know why he has chosen me, for I am more wicked than others,
and wholly covered with sins, as a mangy dog with fleas. So I
cannot tell why it entered his mind to live witli me. .Still, lie
has fixed upon me, and now lives with me. We cannot account
for him with our thoughts, and so we can understand only by
signs (prhiietii) he is, in truth, a great servant of God.'
'

:

—

Such are the ideas which
the insane

among
—

Literature.

still

prevail regarding

the Russian peasantry.

This has been given in the course of the article.

O.
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(Muslim).

—The

SCHEADER.
methods of

divination in use among the Muslims are
ated in the following order by Ibn

enumer-

Khaldun

de Slane, 1862-68, i. 218): [a)
gazing at polished surfaces or crystal-gazing
[Prolt i/imtnia,

tr.

'

be a stranger,' whence the appearance of a raven
indicates parting or pilgrimage the name for the
hoopoe suggests 'guidance,' whence its appearance
Two ancient
is of good omen to the wanderer.
augural words refer to the motion of the creature
from right to left and from left to right but the
usage of the terms seems to have varied with
different tribes, nor were they in accord as to the
favourable direction.
The following rules are given in the treatise
Mufid (d-ulum of Khwarizini
When mountain beasts and birds leave their places, this
a plague among cattle presages a
presages a severe winter
plague among human beings, but a plague among swine presages health a plague among wild beasts presages a famine
loud croaking of frogs presages plague snoring by a man of
;

'

:

(Muslim)

(b)

:

1

;

;

;

;

1

From

the practice of augury it is not easy to
separate divination by encounter, and indeed the
Greeks are said to have applied the word bird
loosely to whatever came in their way. In general,
meeting with anything which suggests ill-luck is
the poet Ibn al-Rumi permitted no
unlucky
inmate of his house to leave it for days, because
they would have to encounter a one-eyed neighIt is lucky to meet some one who is carrybour.
ing milk all over N. Africa it is considered good
manners to permit the wayfarer to dip his finger
In the
in it (Doutte, Magie et religion, p. 352).
same region it is unlucky to hear the braying of
an ass (which, according to the Qur'an, is trie most
disagreeable of sounds), and the hearer should pronounce an exorcism. An early European traveller
records that Maghribine warriors on their way to
the front regard it as a good sign to meet big
game, such as lions or boars ; a bad sign to meet
hares or rabbits. Certain omens are drawn from
the conduct of domestic animals and of children
at Ouja, when the children took to lighting bonfires in the streets in the evening, their parents
knew that war was at hand. There are cases in
which the symbolism is rather less intelligible.
Thus in N. Africa honey is thought to be unlucky,
and must not be offered to a guest on the evening
of his arrival or to a bride.
'

'

;

;

;

Haruspicy is properly connected with sacrifice,
which occupies a very subordinate place in the
Islamic system. The Zenatah who lived between
Tlemsen 'and Tiyaret practised divination by infrom sacrificed
spection of shoulder-blades, taken
from the lines or formation the haruspex
could tell whether the year was going to !"• good
or kid.
This
scapulomancy is called 'Um "I-

animals

;

'

'

;

;

;

importance presages promotion ; loud breathing in sleep presages loss of money loud hooting by an owl in a house where
but loud croaking
there is an invalid presages his recovery
presages the arrival of an enemy.

aktaf.

'

DIVINATION
In Turkestan,
the most common method of divining the
course of future events is to place on the coals the shoulderblade of a sheep, which has been carefully cleaned of the flesh.
This is gradually calcined, and the cracks, the colour, and the
small particles which fall away from it, denote good or bad luck
or the various accidents which may happen on an expedition.
Another kind of divination is very common : kumalak, by
means of dried sheep-dung. The Kirghiz selects forty balls
of dung, and divides them roughly into three heaps.
He then
takes four at a time from each heap, until only four or less
remain in each. The remainder he also divides into three
heaps, and again takes from each by fours. Three more heaps
are thus made, bo that at last there are three rows of three
What is left he divides by three, and sees
piles in each.
whether the remainder be one, two, or three. The varying
numbers and positions of the balls of dung can be explained
an
by
experienced soothsayer to the intense satisfaction or to
the disappointment of the one who consults him ' (Schuyler,
'

Turkistan,

New

York, 1876,

ii.

31).

Similar omens are drawn in N. Africa from the
in the rectum of the victim, and the
blood.
Scapulomancy is mentioned by Jahiz
(t A.H. 255) together with palmistry and another

excrements

mode

of

augury which

is

far less familiar, viz.

gnawing of mice. When the
Khalif Mansur (A.D. 754-775) was in a village,
a mat of his was gnawed by a mouse ; he sent it
to be mended, but the workman suggested that
it ought to be examined by a diviner lirst
the
diviner foretold the Khalif a quiet and prosperous
divination by the

;

reign (Zoology, A.H. 1323, v. 93).
The use of the polished surface or magic mirror
goes back to ancient times
according to lbn
Khaldiin, who agrees in this respect with modern
the
not on the
image
appears
crystal-gazers,
;

mirror
floats

itself, but on a kind of vapour which
between the surface and the gazer's eye.

The Khalif Mansur had a mirror which told
him whether a man was a friend or an enemy
10
;

according to Sir 12 '-, the mirror rusted in the
case of the enemy, and this was probably how
the Agamemnon of .Eschylus worked his mirror
of friendship (line 839).
The process varies very
much in different places, different materials being
employed, with great varieties of symbolism. In
Egypt the practice called darb al-mandal is
'

'

anil performed with liquids, e.g. water
or ink, or else with solid mirrors, such as swordblades.
Lane (Modern Egyptians, ed. 1871, i.
337-346) gives an account of some extraordinary
performances of the kind which he witnessed in

common,

Cairo
the visions were seen by a boy, casually
asked to gaze, in ink placed in the palm of his
hand and surrounded by certain numerals ; other
features were a chafing-dish with live charcoal,
in which spells written on paper by the diviner
were burned together with frankincense and
coriander-seed.
In the mirror so arranged the
boy saw among other persons Lord Nelson, of
whom he had never heard. Lane's story provoked
considerable discussion in Europe, but was defended by Sir R. Burton (Pilgrimage, ed. 1893, oh.
xviii.), Sir Gardiner Wilkinson, and other persons
familiar with the East. This process is used for
discovering offenders
according to the account
of it given by Douttc (p. 390), which tallies in many
respects with Lane's but adds many details, the
medium is supposed to command the services of ten
of the jinn, who are first told to discharge certain
domestic duties and then compelled by an oath
to tell the medium anything which he wishes to
know. The function of medium is limited to a
small class
boys under age, negresses, enceinte
women, and people with a long 'line of fortune.'
Possession, or inspiration by the jinn, appears to
have been a principle of the pre-Islamic divination, and the archaeologists profess to name some
of the early diviners.
Probably possession was
not regarded as their normal state, and they
themselves
hypnotized
by some process or other.
The importance of the casual utterance doubtless
goes back to an early date in Semitic civilization
vol. iv.— 52
;

;

:

;
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(Muslim)

what

the utterance should
either be wholly unconnected with the matter on
which it is made to bear, or that it should proceed from an invisible speaker. The author of alFakhri gravely narrates cases in which information
was conveyed by these mysterious channels.
The two last methods gcuinancy and gematria'
are probably the most characteristically Muslim
methods of divination, and the literature on both
In the former, some sand
subjects is copious.
casually taken up is arranged in fifteen columns
of from 5 to 7 grains, bearing technical names conventional values are assigned to the combinations
of these, and these conventional values give the
answers to the questions addressed. A Bodleian
MS contains a dictionary of those values ; but
it is not very lucid as to the mode whereby the
column is obtained.
Divination by the values
attached to the letters of men's names is a highly
Sabti
(a man of Ceuta) incomplicated subject
vented a divination-table for this purpose called
Zairjah, consisting of concentric circles, accompanied by an explanatory poem, based partly on
Ibn Khaldun
letter-values, partly on astrology.
inserts it in his Prolegomena
but his translator,
de Slane, confesses his inability to follow the sysis

that

is

required

—

—

'

;

;

;

tem. Some use, which is not very clear, is made
of such groups as 222, 333, 444, etc.
a fact which
indicates, what is otherwise attested, that the
'
number of the Beast is something far more complicated than the letter-value* of a man's name.
An obscure discipline, based on the numerical
values of the letters, is called jafr
the Khalif
'Ali is said to have composed two books bearing
the names Jafr and Jami' ah, wherein, by calculations of this sort, doubtless connected with
Qur'anic texts, he foretold the whole history of
the world until the Day of Judgment.
These
books are supposed to be in possession of the descendants of 'Ali, and, as was the case with the

—

'

;

Sibylline books, some of their contents are occasionally divulged the author of the Diet, of Tech.
Terms in the Mussulman Sciences saw an extract
which foretold the fate of the Egyptian sovereigns.
classical manual of the black art is the ' Goal
of the Sage' of Maslamah of Madrid (t A.H. 398
= A.D. 10U7-8), which it took him seven years to
compose, containing matter which astonishes the
reader.
It there appears that both the planets
and the constellations divide between them the
various objects to be found in the world, and the
different avocations of mankind.
Thus to Mars
belong the power of attraction, natural science,
surgery, farriery, tooth-drawing, the Persian lan;

A

guage, the right nostril, the gall, heat, hatred,
the theology which denies the Divine attributes,
silk, hareskin and dogskin, iron-work, brigandage,
bitter tastes, dryness, and red stones to the Ram
belong the face, pupil, and ear, yellow and red,
bitterness, deserts and robbers' caves, fuel, animals
with cloven hoofs. The week-days, besides their
planetary assignation, belong to certain angels
Monday to Gabriel, being cold and wet ; Thursday
to Tsrafil, being hot and wet ; Saturday to 'Azra'fl,
being cold and dry
Wednesday to Michael, as
being a mixture of all four. The nature of the
ink to be used in charms varies with the planets
and constellations and, according to the position
of the moon, a charm when written should be disThose
posed of in earth, air, fire, and water.
who desire the services of the planets should bow
down to them, and address to them complimentary
speeches calling them by their Arabic, Indian,
The Greek names
Greek, or Yunani names.
(called by this author Rumi) are correctly given.
One author, Ja'far of Basrah, whom this writer
cites, invented a planetary division of the Quran
by counting the mystic letters contained within
;

:

;

;

:
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these divisions, lie discovered how long each dynasty was to last for each was controlled by one
of the planets.
Lane (i. 328) describes some of the consulting
The table of
tables or books in use in Egypt.
Idris consists of 100 compartments, in each of
which a letter of the Arabic alphabet is written
the questioner, after reciting a text bearing on
the subject of the Divine omniscience, places his
linger at random on a letter ; he then makes a sentence by adding every fifth letter till he comes back
to the first
the sentence thus formed tells him
whether to proceed or desist it is so constructed
that the proportion of negative replies to positive
is four to one.
Some which the writer has seen
consist of Qur'anic texts written in a mysterious
alphabet therefore only an expert can use them
the more cautious experts are ready to give general
answers out of them, but decline to give replies in
which any sort of exactitude is required. The use
of sortes Koranicce, or divining by the first text
that meets the eye on opening the sacred volume,
is said to go back to very early times
many copies
of the Qur'an contain directions for this method of
using the book. One method mentioned by Lane
consists in counting the number of times the letters
which commence the Arabic words for 'good' and
bad occur on the page, and in deciding for or
against a course by the majority. Another substitutes the rosary for the Qur'an, and employs
the three formulae, 'God's glory,' 'Praise to God,'
and There is no god but God,' to represent good,'
'indifferent,' 'bad'; two beads are then selected
at random, and the formulae recited in the above
order, the beads being counted between the two
selected whichever formula goes to the last bead
is regarded as answering the question.
That the dream should be commonly employed
for ascertaining the future is natural, and there is
a considerable literature on ta'blr, or 'dream interpretation,' mainly founded on the work of Artemidorus.
Lane mentions an Egyptian practice of
praying for dreams which can be used in this way
the questioner requests to be shown something
white or green, or water, if the course which he
contemplates is approved
something black or
Certain mystical
red, or fire, in the other case.
words uttered before going to sleep will produce,
it is thought, veridical visions.
In some places
the Qur'an serves as a sort of vocabulary for the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

language of dreams a ship signifies safety, because
the word save is used in the Qur'an in connexion
with Noah's ark to dream of a king entering an
unusual abode is unlucky, because the visit of a
king is said in the same book to be a prelude to
disaster.
Similar glosses can be got from traditions, current proverbs, or familiar usage of words,
while, in other cases, the theory that dreams signify their contraries can be applied e.g. the victor
in a dream-duel will be the defeated in the real encounter. The author of the Mufid al-ulum gives
a brief glossary of the dream-language, in the main
on these principles a complete dictionary of it was
composed by 'Abd al-Ghani al-Nablusi (printed at
Cairo, 1307), including proper names the number
of meanings assigned to the symbols is unfortunthus, to dream of Adam may
ately perplexing
either signify a warning to repent, or presage promotion to high office, or indicate that the dreamer
will be deceived by the words of an enemy, etc.
;

'

(Persian)

understood, though used in both private
and public worship. The belief in the jinn, who
discharge some function in many of these opera-

is little

The prophet himself
is also
orthodox.
appears to have attached considerable importance
to omens, and, as might be expected, had prophetic dreams. Astrology was a highly respected
discipline, on which even orthodox theologians
Further, some forms of Sufiism
might write.
took up with ardour the Qabbalistic study of the
Qur'an, and in these speculations the letter-values
play a prominent part. On the other hand, students
of philosophy found ways of introducing a theory
The two most
of divination into their system.
famous essays on the subject are those of Mas'udi
(ed. Barbier de Meynard, 1861-77, iii. 323-364) and
Ibn Khaldun (tr. de Slane, i. 216-237, and iii.
199 11'.).
The former mentions three theories to
account for divination some suggested inspiration by jinn others, the influence of the planet
Mercury at the diviner's birth yet others based
the diviner's special knowledge on the purity of
his soul
and this last appears to be the view
He confirms it by
held by Mas'udi himself.
the facts that the genuine diviner is usually an
anchorite and devotee, and that the famous preIslamic diviners showed a tendency to get rid of
their bodies altogether thus the wizard Satih had
no bones save in his head.
Ibn Khaldun's theory is that, in all cases of
divination which do not depend on calculations,
the soul is detached from the senses, and so comes
in contact with forms to which it (the soul) serves
as matter such powers, in the case of the Sufis,
are an accident of their askesis and, so long as the
ascetic is only accidentally a diviner, his statements
are more trustworthy than those of the astrologer
but, if he becomes a professional diviner, then he
becomes less trustworthy, since some of the purity
of his soul is affected by the diminished sincerity
This theory can be accommodated
of his purpose.
to the supposed prophetic powers of the mad (which
Aristotle seems to have recognized) by the supposition that, in their case, the connexion between
soul and body is less stable than it is in that
of the sound-minded
and it suits still better the
supposed phenomenon of prophecy by persons at
the point of death, or who are just going to sleep.
According to Ibn Khaldun, tyrants sometimes put
men to death, with the view of learning the future
tions,

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

from their dying utterances.

'

;

;

;

;

;

There are places where veridical dreams are more
these are
likely to be obtained than elsewhere
sometimes caves, more often the graves of saints.
The altitude of Islamic theology towards all
these practices is, in general, tolerant, and indeed
;

the presence in trie Qur'an of mystic letters strongly
favours its magical employment) which is exceedingly natural in those countries in which Arabic

—

Literature. E. Doutte\ Maaic ct religion dans VA/riquedu
nord, Algiers, 1910 Ghdyat al-Hakim, by Maslamah of Madrid
(MS) Shams al-Ma'ri/ah of al-Buni(MS). Cf. also the authorities cited in the article.
D. S. Margoliouth.
;

;

DIVINATION (Persian).—While the Avesta
polemizes repeatedly against sorcerers and witches
see the references collected in
(yatu, pairikd
Bartholomae, Altiran. Worterb., Strassburg, 1904,
cols. 1283-85, 863 f.), these attacks are levelled
only against black magic ; magic operations for
beneficent purposes, as for the counteracting of
black magic, are quite permissible, and amulets
are prescribed for certain contingencies, as well as
the repetition of sacred texts for banishing powers
of evil (Yait xiv. 35^10, 45, 57-60; Vend. ix. 45 f.,
x. If., xx. 12; cf., further, art. Charms and
Amulets [Iranian]). A.precisely similar state of
affairs meets us in the Sdh-ndnmh of Firdusi (tr.
Mohl, Paris, 1876-78), where, side by side with
black magic usually performed by a non-Iranian
(a Turk raises a magic storm against the Iranians
envenoms food by
[iii. 26 ff. ; cf. vi. 494 f.]; a Jew
causing his glance to fall on milk in it [vi. 235 ff.]
a Turk sends false dreams [vi. 500 f.]) beneficent
;

'

'

—

—

;

magic is mentioned, and evidently approved (King
Mino6ihr closed the gate of magic by his incanta'

DIVINATION
tions' [i. 164]; a physician employs incantations
to aid in childbirth [i. 277]; the use of a magic
tamarisk arrow enables Rustam to slay Isfandiar
There is, therefore, more than
[iv. 539 f., 545]).
a grain of truth in the statement of Diogenes

Laertius (Proosm. 6), that the Magi 'did not know
black magic (tt)v 8i y<np-iKT)v fiaydav ovk iyvwoav),
though they 'practised the uiantie art and pro'

'

phecy

(&<rK€iv re Kai fxavriKT]v Kai irpbppriGtv).

Divination relies in great part upon omens (q.v.),
which may depend upon the day when they are
seen.
Thus, on the 'Fox-day' festival in the
month of Ataro a white ram was believed to be
if lie bleated, the
seen on a certain mountain
if he did not bleat,
year would be prosperous but,
it would be sterile ; and, in like fashion, the
ox
twice on the night
bellowed
of
a
white
spectre
of 16th Din if the year was to be fertile, and
once if it was to be barren (al-Biruni, Chron. of Anc.
Nations, tr. Sachau, London, 1879, pp. 211, 213).
Omens were also drawn in later Zoroastnanism from the
;

;

appearance of a snake on each of the thirty days of the month,
each of the days of the week, and each of the signs of the
zodiac (al-Biruni, p. 218 Modi, Persian Mdr-ndmeh, Bombay,
1893 Salemann, in Travaux du iii^e Cong, des Orientalistes,
;

;

Petersburg, 1879, ii. 497 f. ; Gray, 'Alleged Zoroastrian
Ophiomancy and its Possible Origin,' in Hoshang Mem. Vol.,
Bombay, 1911, pp. 454-464), and also from the first appearance
'
Parsiof the moon in each of the signs of the zodiac (Gray,

St.

Persian Burj-Namah,' JAOS xxx. [1910] 336-342 ; Rosenberg,
'
Burdz-Nanie,' in Trans. Orient. Sect. Imp. Russ. Archceolog.
Soc. [Russ.], 1911). These omens Gray seeks to derive ultimately from Babylonia, while Rosenberg finds their source
rather in India. Besides all this, certain days were lucky, and
others the reverse, as in a calendar for a.h. 1099 = a.d. 1687
(ed. Beck, Ephemeridcs Persannn, Augsburg, 1696), where the
lucky days are Artavahist 3, 10, Horvadat 1, 6, 30, Tir 9,
Amerodaj, 2, 24, Satvairo 2-3, Mitro 4, Ataro i, 16, 30, Din 3, 30,
Vohuman 7-8, Spendarmat 10, 26, and the first epagomenal
day while the unlucky days are Fravartin 23, Artavahist 11,
28, 30, Horvadat 26, 28, Tir 28, Amerodat 28, Satvairo 4, Mitro
14, Din 4, 29, Spendarmat 9, and the third epagomenal day.
;

as unlawful
is clear from the mention of
condemnation in the Epistles

That omens were not regarded

among the

Iranians

their study without

of ManuScihar
326])

;

and

(I.

in the

i.

2,

II.

i.

3

[SEE

Sah-namah they

xviii. 280,
also find a

place.
Chosru Parviz sees a portent of his approaching downfall
when a quince rolls from his hand (vii. 295 f.), and a happy
omen is drawn by Bahrain Copin (vi. 476). It was, however,
possible to avert an omen. When Isfandiar was on the march,
a camel in the van lay down and refused to move, thus delaying the entire army. This was an evil portent, and the general
ordered the camel's head and feet to be cut off, that the misfortune might fall upon the camel (iv. 464). On the other
hand, omens might be misinterpreted, as when, just after the
'

'

the bridge across the Hellespont and the canal
completion
around Athos, an eclipse of the sun occurred, which the Persian
astrologers explained to Xerxes as foreboding the eclipse of the
Greek power, whereas the reverse was actually the outcome
of

(Herod,

vii. 19).

The regular forms of divination among the Iranians were astrology (which may here include horoscopy [see, further, the 'Persian' section in art.
STARS]), oneiromancy, cylicomancy, and rhabdomancy.
i.

Astrology.

— Reserving

for

the art.

Stars

(Persian) a full discussion of that astrological and
astronomical knowledge to which the Persians
were indebted for no small part of their fame in
the classical world, we may note here that the

Pahlavi Dlnkart (9th cent.)— a work which, though
late, may be regarded as authoritative in its field
has an interesting summary of the Iranian views

—

regarding astrology (ed. and tr. Peshotan Behramf. [vol. ix.])
jee Sanjana, Bombay, 1874 ff., p. 590
:

The star-readers understand the worth of the allotment (of
destiny by the stars). How long are the chief allotting (stars)
to move in bad aspects? How long are they in conjunction with
the malignant owner of bad aspects? How long does the man
(influenced by such stars) work in the way of wisdom? The
lawB relating to these and other (astrological) details the astrologers learn from writings on the earth (i.e. from astrology).
Astrologers can foretell the good events of a man's lie ) Irom
'

his horoscope.'

Although astrology is not mentioned in the
is no reason to doubt that it existed

Avesta, there

819

(Persian)

The first mention
in Iran from a very early date.
in any Pahlavi text thus far accessible, however,
seems to be in the romance Kunuutt<ik-i ArtaxSir-l
PSpakam (dating probably from the middle of the
6th cunt.), which relates that Ardavan (Artabanos
V. [A.D. 215-224])

summoned

before

and astrologers and asked them

him the sages

:

the seven planets and the
twelve signs of the zodiac, the position and the motion of the
stars, the condition of the contemporary sovereigns of different
kingdoms, the condition of the peoples of the world, and refamily?' The answer from
garding myself, children, and our
'
the two chief astrologers was : The A'ahdzig [Capricoruus] ia
sunk below; the star Jupiter has returned to its culminating
and
from
Mars
Venus, while Haptuirang
point and stands away
[the Great Bear] and the constellation of Leo descend to the
verge and give help to Jupiter ; whereupon it seems clear that
a new lord or king will appear, (who will) kill many potentates,
and bring the world again under the sway of one sovereign.
.
.
.
It is so manifest that any one of the male servants who flies
away from his king within three days [from to-day] will attain
to greatness and kingship, obtain his wish, and be victorious
over his king' (ed. and tr. Darab Peshotan Sanjana, Bombay,
1896, p. 10 f.). The servant in question (the hero of the romance)
does flee, and the king again inquires of the astrologers, learning that the fugitive must be captured in three days, or not at
'

What do you observe regarding

all (p. 16 f.).

The richest source for examples of Iranian
is unquestionably the Sah-namah, the
enumeration of the principal instances in which is

astrology

as follows

:

Faridun casts the horoscope of his son Salm (i. 104) ; the
and mobeds (priests) do the like for Zal, the father
of Rustam (i. 1S4) ; astrologers declare to king Minocihr that
his death is approaching (i. 298) ; they find that the children
been born of Sudhabah were neither begotten
to
have
alleged
of the king nor brought forth by her (ii. 185) ; they foretell
misfortune to a city built by Siavaxs (ii. 274) ; they choose a
lucky day for the departure of the army of Kai Chosru to Turan
of battle to Tus (iii. 24) ;
(iii. 9) ; they prophesy the fortunes
they are among those sought to inquire the reason of the disastrologers

favour of heaven toward Iran (iv. 186); the famous Jamasp
(the hero of the Jdmdsp-ndmak, ed. and tr. Modi, Bombay,
309 ff.) and
1903) foretells to Gustasp the outcome of battle (iv.
the death of Isfandiar (iv. 463 ff.); astrologers draw an illomened horoscope for Saghad (iv. 667); Queen Humai has a
lucky day chosen by the astrologers for the commencement of
her campaign against Rum (Greece) and for the coronation of
Darab (Darius m.) (v. 24, 33); the Askanian Ardavan directs
the astrologers to divine the future, and they foretell sorrow
the horoscope of Bahrain Gur is cast by the astrologers
(v. 228)
seeks from
(v. 396 f.); Yazdagird, the father of Bahram Gur,
them the day and manner of his death (v. 416) ; ill forebodings
are given to Bahram Gur by the astrologers (vi. 65) ; defeat is
Savah
prophesied for Bahram Copin in his expedition against
future from an aged female
(vi. 474) ; Ai'in Gusasp seeks the
former astrological
astrologer, her evil tidings confirming a
to
prognostic concerning him (vi. 561 f.); it was prophesied
Chosru Parviz that he would die far from his retainers by the
;

hand of a slave, between a mountain of gold and one of silver,
under a heaven of gold and on an earth of iron (vii. 286) ; the
same king had had a horoscope cast for his son, Qubad (vii.
299 9.); and an astrologer foresees evil tor Yazdagird, the last
of

the Iranian kings

(vii. 350).

Precisely similar methods of astrology are ascribed by Firdusi
to the Chinese (vi. 276, 463), the Arabs (v. 399), and the Greeks
not only
89) ; while the Persians are represented as using
their own astrological tables, but also those of the Hindus (v.
276) and the Greeks (v. 396). At the court of Faridun there
was a council of sages, scholars, priests, and astrologers (i. 112).
It may also be noted that the Cahar Maqdla of Nizanii of
Samarqand (tr. iBrowne, JEAS, 1899, ed. Mirza Muhammad,
London, 1910) has an entire chapter on astrologers and their
the matter, as that
art, and there are many other notices on
the poet Anvari made a notably unsuccessful forecast of the
weather (Browne, Lit. Hist, of Persia, London, 1902 ff., ii.
on
are
no
here
we
367 f.), though
longer
purely Iranian ground.

(vii.

—

2.
Oneiromancy. Early in his invasion of
Greece, Xerxes had three disturbing dreams, the

last of

which was (somewhat

artificially)

inter-

preted by his magi as portending the subjection
of all the world to the Persian sway (Herod, vii.
see also the dream of Cyrus interpreted by
12ff.
Hystaspes [Herod, i. 209 f.], another dream of
Cyrus recorded by Dinon [in Cicero, de Divinat.
i. 23], and the dream of the mother of Cyrus given
by Nicolaus Damascenus [frag. 66 FHG iii. 399]).
In Pahlavi literature the Kainamak-i ArtaxSir-i
Papakan (p. 3f.), which is closely followed by the
Sahrnamah (v. 218 f.), ascribes to Papak a vision,
duly interpreted by the diviners, of the future
of
greatness of Sasan, the eponymous ancestor
and in like manner, acthe Sasanian dynasty
;

;

;
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cording to the late ZardtuSt-ndmah (ed. and tr.
Rosenberg, St. Petersburg, 1904, p. 23 f.), Zoroaster himself had a prophetic dream, for the
understanding of which the services of an inter'

But it is in
preter of dreams' were necessary.
the Sdh-ndmah that we find the richest material
for a knowledge of the system of interpretation of
dreams in Persia.
The evil Dahhak (the Azi Dahaka of the Avesta) sees in a
dream his approaching downfall at the hands of Faridun (i.
51 ff.)
Sam has two visions which cause him to find and
;

restore to favour his son Za], whom he had exposed in infancy
171 ff.
cf.
i.
7 b ) ; a lucky dream of Kai Quoad is
interpreted by the hero Rustam (i.*363f.); the Turanian king
Afrasiab has a dream of evil portent (ii. 206 ff.); Siavaxs is
warned by a dream of his impending death (ii. 311), and himself appears in a vision to Piran, the general of Afrasiab, to
announce the birth of Kai Chosru (ii. 333) ; the archangel Sros
tells Gudarz in a dream of the future great deeds of Kai Chosru
(ii. 380 f.); Jarirah is told in a dream of the death of her son,
Farud (ii. 603 f.) Siavaxs appears in a dream to Tus and foretells the successful outcome of the impending battle (iii. 66) ; a
vision of ill omen is seen by Bizan (iii. 254 f.) ; the archangel
Sros in a dream warns Kai Chosru of his approaching death (iv.
182 f.) ; Nusirvan the Just has a vision which is interpreted by
the famous sage Buzurjmihr (vi. 190 ff.) Bahram Copin, on the
eve of battle with Savah, had a dream foretelling defeat ; but
this was a false vision, sent by a Turk, and it was Savah who
was routed in fact (vi. 491, 601). Firdusi also records similar
prophetic dreams by a Greek princess (iv. 239f.) and a Hindu
(i.

ERE

;

;

;

king

(v. 88ff.).

— Divination

by cups is mentioned among the Persians both by Athenams, on
the authority of Hermippos (Deipnosoph. 478 A
3.

Cylicomancy.

:

TiepaiKbv tt]v apxfy' et5os 5' <:X €t , ^ s
tp-qaiv "Epfinriros, ws 6 k6<t/zoj, 4£ oS rwv deuiv to. dau/xara

rd oV k6v5u
Kai

to.

tart.

KapTTuxnpa

oirtvSeaBai.),
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latter

work

iK rofrrou

did

777s"

and by the Sdh-ndmah

The

f. ).

ylveadai Jirl

(iii.
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ff.,

refers specifically to the

magic cup possessed by Kai Chosru, whose properties are thus described

275

(iii.

;

ed.

Vullers-

Landauer, Leyden, 1877 ff, p. 1100, lines 2-6)
He took hat cup in his hand and looked. In it he perceived
:

*

I

the seven kiivars [regions of the world] of the activity and
character of high heaven he made evident the what, and the
how, and the how much. Within the cup he perceived the
reflection all at once from Pisces to Aries ; what Saturn, what
Mars, what Jupiter and Leo, how the sun, and how the moon,
and how Venus and Mercury
the magician ruler of the
world saw within it all that was to be.' By this method of
divination, which is precisely that of crystal-gazing (<?.«.), the
king was enabled to discover the exact plight of the hero
Bizan and to take steps for his rescue from captivity. This
magic cup was later said also to have been possessed by the
earlier and wholly legendary monarch JaniSid (the Yima of
the Avesta, concerning whom see art. Blest, Abode of the
;

—

and 'Umar Khayyam could even
when he wrote (quatrain 365, ed. and

[Persian]);

legend,

allegorize
tr.

the

Whinfield,

London, 1883):
'

To

Jamshed's world-reflecting bowl
I compassed sea and land, and viewed the whole
But, when I asked the wary sage, I learned
That bowl was my own body, and my bouI
find great

;

'

—

!

The use of rods for divining
4. Rhabdomancy.
recorded by Dinon (frag. 8 [FHG ii. 91]) among
the Medes, and by Herodotus (iv. 67) among the
Iranian Scythians, whose 'ancestral mantic [p.avruri) waTpult]) was by means of willow rods, employed as follows
is

'

:

When

they have brought great bundles of rods, they lay

them on the ground and untie them, and, putting the rods one
by one, they divine and while saying this they collect the rods
and again lay them together one by one.
They also practise
divination with the bark of the linden when one has split the
;

.

.

.

;

linden in three parts, he unweaves and separates
. .
.
Kai &lo\vuv) in his fingers.'

it

(Siankcxuiv

There is also a trace of hippomancy in Persia.
According to Herodotus (iii. 84-87), after Darius
and six other Persian nobles had slain the pseudoSmerdis, they agreed that he should be king whose
first neigh after sunrise, when
they
had mounted their steeds. It is true, if we may
believe Herodotus, that the choice of Darius in
this manner was won by trickery, but the fact
remains that the selection of a king by an animal
is
A notefrequently mentioned in the East.

horse should

worthy parallel is the repeated account in Indian
folk-tales whereby he who is chosen by an elephant (sometimes accompanied by a hawk) is made

Fol/c-1'ales

king (Knowles,

of Kashmir^, London,

1893, pp. 17, 159, 169f. 309; Steel and Temple,
Wide-Awake Stories, Bombay, 1884, p. 140 f. ;
Day, Folk-Tales of Bengal, London, 1883, p. 100).
And, according to Agathias (ii. 25), the Persians
sought to know the future by gazing into the
,

—

sacred fire a practice which he thought might be
derived from the Chaldieans or some other nation.
In conclusion, mention may be made of an interesting form of minor divination practised by the
sage Buzurjmihr, as recorded in the Sdh-ndmah
(vi. 371 ff; see also Tha'alibi, Hist, des rois des
Perses, ed. and tr. Zotenberg, Paris, 1900, pp. 633He had been imprisoned by Nusirvan the
636).
Just, to whom the Emperor of Byzantium sent a
sealed casket, the contents of which were to be
divined without opening it. All the mobeds failed,
and Buzurjmihr was accordingly set at liberty and
requested to use his skill. As he passed along a
road, the sage met three women one having a
husband and child, the second married but childand he accordingly
less, and the third unmarried
was able to inform the king that the casket contained three pearls under more than three wrappers
one of the pearls being pierced, the second halfpierced, and the third unpierced.

—

;

—

—

Literature. The passages in the classics regarding Persian
divination are indicated by Rapp,
xx. [1866] 76 f. The
Iranian material appears to hare remained unconsidered hither-

ZDMU

Louis H. Gray.

to.

DIVINATION

(Roman).— Among the inhabitancient Italy we find abuudant evidence

ants of
of the desire to hold intercourse with the gods as
a means of securing intimations of their will and
In Italy, howdisclosures regarding the future.

assumes forms essentially different
from those met with in Greece. Thus, the Italians
were strangers to the idea that the Deity takes
possession of the mental and spiritual faculties
of a human being, making him IvBeos, and using
ever, this desire

him as the medium

for the revelation of its de-

—

signs ; and even if as has recently been conxii. [1909] 548 ff.)—
jectured (W. F. Otto,
they had in the word superstitio a term signifying
the state of trance, and thus corresponding to the
Gr. ZnaTavLS, yet the former carried with it from
the outset a suggestion of something odd and
sinister.
In Italy there was no practice of inquiring into futurity by the trance or by immediate
Divine enlightenment, and accordingly no trace of
that species of divination which the Stoics called
arex^op /cat adiSaKTov fj.auTiKrjs ytvos, in contradistinction to the skilled interpretations of casual
appearances in the external world (Plut. de Vita
et Poesi Homeri, ii. 212 ; cf. Cic. de Div. ii. 26 f.).
Among the Italian peoples, therefore, we meet
neither with predictions emanating from Divinely
inspired prophets and prophetesses (the word vates
being probably borrowed from the Celt.), nor with
dream oracles in which the gods vouchsafe their
revelations to inquirers sleeping in temples. When
Vergil (JEn. vii. 81 11'., imitated by Ovid, Fasti, iv.
64911.) tells us that King Latinus performed the
rite of incubation, and received a dream-oracle, in
a sanctuary of the god Faunus near Tibur, we
shall hardly err in regarding the narrative as a
product of the poet's fancy (cf. R. Heinze, Vcrgils
epische Tcchnik-, Leipzig, 1908, p. 174, note 2),
for which the descriptions of famous Greek incubation-shrines, such as that of Trophonios in
Lebadeia, may have supplied the model. It is
true that, when the Greek cult of the Epidaurian
Asklepios migrated to Rome, it carried thither its
associated practice of tynol/Mjins (cf. M. Besnier,
L'IleTib(rinedansl'anti<jnM,Va.\is,lW2,i>.223tY.);
yet it did not force its way into the ancient Roman
or Italic cults
for, of course, the language of
;

ARW
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Plautus, Cure. 266,
nanique incubare satins te
f uerat Iovi,' in no sense implies that incubation
was practised in the Capitoline temple, as the
poet is merely in jest contrasting Juppiter as the
god of out lis with Asklepios while the fcesi imonj
;

of Schol. Pcrs.

ii.

'cum Romani

56,

pestilentia

laborarent, Castor et Pollux in somniis populnm
moimerunt quibus remediis uterentur,' is not
sufficient to justify the hypothesis that incubation was practised in the temple of the Dioscuri in
the forum (L. Deubner, de Incubaiione, Leipzig,
1900, p. 79 ; News Jahrb. f. klass. Altert. ix.
The inscriptions, no doubt, furnish
[1902] 384 ft". ).
a large number of dedications which were made
'
'
ex visu,' etc.,
iussu,'
imperio,' 'ex praecepto,'
to various deities, or in which the dedicator speaks
of himself as
somno monitus (instances in Marquardt, Bom. Staatsverwaltimg, Leipzig, 1885, iii.
A. De Marchi, II culto privato di
100, note 7
Roma antica, Milan, 1896, i. 285 ff. ) ; but the
of
these inscriptions are connected
majority
with the worship of alien deities, such as Askle'

'

'

;

pios,

Isis,

Juppiter

Mithra,

Dolichenus,

etc.

;

while, again, such dedications as CIL xiv. 23
'
Iovi optumo maximo ex viso aram
(Ostia)
C. Titius C. 1,
aedificavit,' or v. 2472 (Ateste) :
Pelops a love ex visu iussus posuit,' refer, not to
incubation at all, but to ordinary dreams, which
naturally attracted notice in Italy as elsewhere.
L. Coelius Antipater, the historian, who revelled in
stories of dreams that came true (Cic. de Div. i.
49, 55 f. ), and who was probably the object of
Sisenna's polemic somniis credi non oportere [ib.
i. 99), no doubt borrowed this artifice for enliven:

'

ing historical narrative from his Greek models,
but he could not have resorted to the expedient
unless the Italians had shared the general belief
in the significance of dreams.
Our contention is,
however, that neither the dream nor the dreamoracle was an element in the religious practioe of
the Italic peoples.
Nor do we find the gnomic oracle on Italian soil.
The reference of Ennius (Ann., frag. 214, Vahlen,
versus quos olini Fauni
Leipzig, 1903) to the
vatesque canebant (cf. Varro, de Ling. Lot. vii.
36), and the ascription of fyi/jerpoi xp 7!"!10 to the
goddess Carmenta (Plut. Qu. Bom. 56), are simply
hypotheses designed to favour the etymology of the
time (Faunus from fari, Carmenta from carmen),
like the derivation of agcr Vaticanus a vaticiniis
cf. Paul. p. 379).
The
(Aul. Cell. xvi. 17. 1
carmina Marciana certainly gained official recognition at the hands of the Roman authorities in
212 B.C., but, as appears from the text in which
v Livy
(xxv. 12) renders them, they were simply
Greek Sibylline sentences in a Latin redaction,
and their supposed author, Cn. Marcius vates
(Fest. p. 165), has as little right to be regarded as
an ancient Italic soothsayer as the Publicius vates
mentioned only by Cicero {de Div. i. 114, ii. 113).
In point of faet, the oracle as met with in Italy
never signifies an ntterance emanating from an
individual possessed and inspired by a divinity
it involves no more than the listening for and
interpretation of the mysterious voices and noises
to be heard in the world of Nature.
It is to such
manifestations likewise that the fragment of the
'Mysteria' of Varro's Saturaz Menippece (326, Buecheler) refers
prisca horrida silent oracla crepera
in nemoribus.'
The belief in the prophetic powers
of certain water-nymphs, such as Carmenta and
the Camenoe, may be supposed to indicate a
practice of drawing cryptic revelations from the
murmur of springs. In the rustling of the forest
was heard the voice of the god Faunus, or his
later representative Silvanus
the voice, e.g.,
which on the stricken field at length announced
the sternly contested and long doubtful victory
'

'

^

'

'

;

;

'

:

—
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A nt.

v. 16.2L; Livy, ii. 7. 2; cf Cic. de
(Dion. Hal.
Div. i. 101, de Nat, Dear. ii. 6, iii. 15) while at Tiora
Matiene, a place in the old Sabine country, the
woodpecker, the sacred bird of Mars, perched
upon a wooden pillar, exercised its prophetic gift
(Dion. Hal. Ant. i. 14. 5; the 'picas Feronius'
mentioned in Fest. p. 197, has, no doubt, a similar
There are numerous stories of superreference).
natural voices which, echoing forth from sacred
woods and temples, intimate the warnings or
behests of the Divine powers (e.g. Livy, i. 31. 3, vi.
33. 5
Cic. de Div. i. 101)
and the unknown
divinity who in a communication of this kind had
foretold the irruption of the Gauls was honoured
as Ains Locutius with a shrine erected on the
slope of the Palatine Hill above the temple of
Vesta at the very spot, in fact, where his voice
had been heard (Livy, v. 32. 6, 50. 5, 52. 11 Cic.
de Die. i. 101, ii. 69
Varro in Aul. Gell. xvi.
.

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

17. 2, etc.).

The distinctively Italic method of divining the
future was carried out by means of sortes, i.e.
small rods or plates bearing inscriptions and strung
one of these was
together (sererc, whence sors)
drawn, and the inscription upon it was read and interpreted in such a way as to provide an answer to
the question put by the inquirer. The fact that
in process of time the word sors came to mean
fate in general, and was even used as a designation of Fortuna, the goddess of destiny and luck
(thus, according to the inscription CIL x. 6303
;

'

'

Sortis signum memphiticum
is
[Terracina], a
dedicated to Isis), clearly shows the importance
of the device of sortilege in Italic divination.
Cicero (de Div. i. 34) draws a rigorous contrast
between the oracles ' quae aequatis sortibus duenntur and those ' quae instinctu divino adflaThe procedure followed in
tuque funduntur.'
drawing the lots is described most precisely in
the accounts of the celebrated oracle at Prjeneste,
which maintained its reputation till the later years
of the Imperial period.
According to Cicero's description (de Div. ii. 85 f.), the sortes mysteri
ously discovered in some remote age were inscribed upon tablets of oak, and in this form were
preserved in a chest (area) made from the wood
of a sacred olive tree ; it was from this chest that
'

'

'

—
—

who shared this particular sanctuary
with Fortuna, derived his appellation of Arcanus
(CIL xiv. 2937, 2972; cf. 2852 = Buecheler, Carm.
At the bidding
epigr., Berlin, 1897, no. 249, 17).
of the goddess, a boy mixed the lots and then drew
one out the technical terms for this were trahere,
trahuntur
tollere, and ducere (Serv. Mn. i. 508
Juppiter,

;

'

:

'

sortes ; Tibull. i. 3. 11 : ' sacras pueri sortes ter
sustulit ; cf. CIL v. 5801 : ' sacro suscepto, sor'
sortes ducet ').
tib(us) sublatis ; Juven. vi. 583
Denarii of M. Plretorius Cestianus from Cicero's
time show on the reverse a figure of the boy, with
a tablet below him bearing the word SOBS (E.
Babelon, Monnaies de la repub. rom., Paris, 1885,
ii.
315, no. 10; also H. Dressel, SB
1907, p.
To bring the gnome thus drawn into con371).
nexion with the question asked, and to interpret
it accordingly, was the work of the sortilegi (Cic.
de Div. i. 132, ii. 109 ; Lncan, ix. 581 ; Isid. Orig.
viii. 9. 28 ; Porph. on Hor. Sat. i. 9. 29), of whose
function we have direct evidence, not only as regards the worship of Fortuna at Pneneste (CIL
xiv. 2989
sortilegus Fortunae Primigeniae '), but
also in connexion with other localities (CIL iv.
'

'

:

AW,

'

:

Suppl. 5182, vi. 2274, viii. 6181). When a favourable prediction was fulfilled, it was customary for
the inquirer to express his gratitude by a votive
offering to the goddess, as is shown by the inscription

CIL

xiv.

Primigeniae d.
Ruticanae L. f.

d.

'

2862
Fortunae Iovis puero
ex sorte compos factus Nothus
:

Plotillae.'

The

oracle

was open for
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—

consultation only on certain days in particular
on one of the two annual feast-days of the goddess
2
[hoc biduo sacri(according to CIL i. p. 339
fici]ummaximu[ni] Fortunae Prim[i]g(eniae) utro
eorum die oraclum patet, ii viri vitulum i[mmolant],' the Praenestine festivals fell on the 11th
and 12th of April) but exceptions were no doubt
'

:

:

;

permitted in the case of distinguished inquirers,
as, e.g., the Emperor Domitian, who, on New Year's
Day for many years in succession, obtained a sors
of happy omen, but received a forecast of disaster
in the year of his overthrow (Suet. Domit. 15).

The Emperor

Tiberius, having become sceptical of
the Prsenestine oracle, resolved to destroy the
and had the sacred area sealed and conveyed to Rome here, however, it was found that
the tablets were no longer in the box, and the
supposed miracle induced the Emperor to abandon
In the later
his harsh design (Suet. Tiber. 63).
period of the Empire the 'sortes Vergilianae'
2.
Alex.
Sev.
Hadr.
14. 5) were
8;
(Hist. Aug.
resorted to at Prseneste as elsewhere, e.g. in the
of
at
Cumse
(Hist. Avg. Clod. Alb.
temple
Apollo
5. 4), and on the Apennines {ib. Claud. Got. 10.
In this form of divination the tablets were
4-6).
inscribed with verses from Vergil which seemed
sortes,

;

peculiarly pregnant

with meaning and capable
thus, e.g., Alexander

of various interpretations;

Severus, at the time when Elagabalus was harbouring designs upon his life, received the pre'si qua fata aspera
monition in Mn. vi. 883 f.
rumpas, tu Marcellus eris' (Hist. Aug. Alex. Sev.
4. 6).
Still another Italic cult of Fortuna, that,
namely, located at Antium, with its two images
of the goddess, was associated with an oracle, and
'
it is recorded
apud Antium promoveri simulacra
Fortunarum ad danda responsa (Macr. Sat. i.
cf. Suet. Calig. 57
23. 13
Martial, v. i. 3), but
:

'

;

;

we do not know whether sortes were employed
there or not. They were still in vogue, however,
at Crere (Livy, xxi. 62. 5-8

;

cf.

Sidon.

Apoll.

Carni. ix. 190), and Falerii (Livy, xxii. 1. 11
cf.
Plut. Fab. 2), and in the cult of the river-god
Clitumnus at Mevania in Umbria (Plin. Ep. viii.
8. 5 ; cf. Suet. Calig. 43) and of Juppiter Appenninus at the summit of the mountain pass near
Iguvium (' Appenninis sortibus,' Hist. Aug. Firm.
3. 4 ; cf. Claud. Got. 10. 4) ; also in the so-called
Oracle of Geryon at Fons Aponi near Patavium,
where lots were cast by means of dice it was
here that Tiberius, while on the march to Illyria,
was advised, sorte tracta, to make a throw into the
;

;

fountain with golden dice, and in the event gained
the maximum number of points (Suet. Tib. 14).
most felicitous conjecture of
Mommsen, the seventeen bronze tablets wlr. -h
were discovered in the 16th cent, and then— all
but three lost again, and whose texts are given
in CIL i. nos. 1438-1454, as also in Buecheler,
Carm. epigr. no. 331, came originally from the
shrine at Fons Aponi.
They consist of little
bronze plates, with a ring to hang them upon, and
each is inscribed with a hexameter verse. Their
language, prosody, and metre are archaic (cf. F.
Kitschl, Opusc. philol. iv., Leipzig, 1878, 39511'.),
and would appear to be tracealole to a renovation
of older material made with many misunderstandings about Cicero's time. In purport they
are banal to the last degree, and doubtless all the
better adapted to supply answers to any kind of
question; thus, e.g., 'credis quod deicunt? non
sunt ita, ne fore stultu(s),' and 'nunc (nuneme,

According to a

—

—

—

Kitschl) me rogitas, nunc consulis, tempus abit
iam.' The three sortes found in the Forum novum
near Parma, and now in the museum of that city,
are of a somewhat different character (CIL xi.
1129); on each of their four sides they bear a
gnomic saying, composed, so far as we can judge

from the much mutilated

text, in hexameter verse
of very irregular type (cf. A. Swoboda, in Wiener
xxiv.
485
Studien,
ff.).
[1902]
While the practice of supplying oracles by means
of sortes was thus indigenous to Italy, and prevalent everywhere on Italian soil, yet the Roman

State religion took up a curiously disparaging attitude towards it. None of the recognized divinities
Roman regime delivered oracles,
and, while Paulus (p. 368) speaks of deities called
Tenitae, quae credebantur esse sortium deae,
dictae quod tenendi haberent potestatem,' we cannot say whether he was thinking of Roman deities
at all, or whether his statement has any better
foundation than the obviously absurd etymology
The only reference to sortes conof the name.
nected with the city of Rome is supplied by the
inscription of a 'sortilegus ab Venere Erueina' (CIL
an item of evidence emanating from a
vi. 2274)
cult of Greek origin, and dating from a time when
the lines of demarcation between native and foreign
divination had been obliterated in private life, and
when all kinds of Greek and Oriental soothsaying
had found adherents in Rome. But the injunction
by which the Senate, as late as 241 B.C., prohibited
the consul Q. Lutatius Cerco from consulting the
Pra?nestine sortes (Val. Max. Epit. i. 3. 2), and the
scornful question of Cicero (de Div. ii. 87): 'quis
enim magistratus aut quis vir inlustrior utitur sortibus?' are really explained by the fact that the
State religion took a narrower view of the character and purpose of divination than that which
prevailed in Greece, or, indeed, among other Italian
tribes note the tone of disdain in which Cicero
of the ancient
'

—

;

(

ib.

132,

105,

i.

ii.

70) refers to

'

Soranus augur

'

the Roman point of
view, the operations of divination were concerned,
not with those things 'quae fortuitae putantur,
praedictio atque praesensio' (ib. i. 9), but exclusively with the determination of the question
whether an action just about to be performed bad
It is true
or had not the sanction of the gods.
that in Cicero's day there emerged within the Collegium of the official representatives of Roman
divination the interpretes Iovis optimi maximi

and 'Marsus augur.'

—

From

'

—

augures' (de Leg. ii. 20) a conflict of
opinion as to the function of the augurs, viz.
whether they merely expounded a system of doctrine which had been devised for reasons of State,
or whether they could actually furnish a praesensio aut scientia veritatis futurae' (de Div. i.
Cicero, who himself became an augur in 53
105).
B.C., and to whom A p. Claudius Pulcher (Consul
in 54 B.C.), the champion of the second of these
views, had dedicated his work de Diseiplina A ugurati (Cic. Ep. ad Fam. iii. 4. 1), took up a mediating
position, holding, on the one hand, that the augural
science of his day was nothing more than an instrument put into the hands of statesmen for political
ends, while maintaining, on the other, that it had
originally been a 'divinatio rerum futurarum (de
Div. ii. 75 de Leg. ii. 32 f. ). Even on the latter
hypothesis, however, the diseiplina auguralis had
never besought the Deity for light upon the occurrence and course of future events (de Div. ii. 70)
non enim sunms ii nos augures, qui avium reliquorumve signorum observatione futura dicamus '),
but had merely solicited indications of the Divine
consent to intended actions, and endeavoured to
recognize the warnings proceeding from the gods
and, accordingly, Cicero is quite correct in speaking
of the rerum bene gerendarum auotoritatea .-is the
subject-matter of the science (de Hur. Resp. 18).
Such indications of the Divine will, the interprepuhlici

'

'

;

:

'

;

'

'

was the function of the disri/i/inn
auguralis, were called auguria or signet, and wen;
either the solicited intimations of the Divine compliance {auguri
impetra(ipa), or signs chiefly of
tation of which

<

—
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HN

disapproval and foreboding— spontaneously vouch/En. vi.
safed
by the gods (auguria oblativa [Serv.
Solicited omens so far, at least,
190, xii. 259]).
as concerned the magisterial consultation of the
gods, yet not the priestly operations of the augurs

x. 6-42 (cf.
given in the extract in Pliny,
D. Detlefsen, in Hermes, xxx'vi. [1001] 5ff).
If
during the period of observation one of the recognized favourable omens appeared (the technical
phrase for this was 'addicunt aves'; cf. Livy. i.

from phenomena
originally taken solely
connected with birds, and thus the word auspicium
(=avispici)ti>i) became the general term for those
intimations of the Divine will which, approving
or dissuading, guided human conduct, as also for
the art of identifying and interpreting such intimations.
Consultation of the auspicia was in ancient
times an indispensable preliminary to all important
actions both in public and in private life (Cic. de
Div. i. 28 = Val. Max. ii. 1. 1): thus, we are told
that the species of hawk called cegithus was field
to be prosperrimi augurii nuptialibus negotiis et
x. 21).
pecuariae rei' (Pliny,
Latterly, however, the practice was discarded in private affairs,
as
the
its
sole
leaving
vestige
designation 'nupti-

36. 3, 55. 3, xxvii. 16. 15; Fest. p. 241), the

—

— were

'

HN

auspices,' which was applied to certain witnesses in marriage contracts (Varro, in Serv. /En.

arum

In public affairs, on the other hand,
the science of the auspicium was practically the
basis of official authority, as every public functionary had to make sure of the Divine sanction for
every action within his jurisdiction. Accordingly,
the prerogative of taking the auspices coincided
with the official warrant for undertaking any particular action, so that the auspicium, as the Divine
guarantee of success, was co-ordinate with the
impcrium, or secular authority, and the phrase
auspicium imperiumque covered the entire range
of official power (cf. the expression 'ductu auspicio
imperioqne eius Achaia capta,' in the epitaph of
iv. 45, etc.).

'

'

L.

Mummins [CIL

As

auspices,
(e.g. Fest. p. 348
i.

vi. 331]).

mode of procedure in taking the
we have numerous sources of information

regards the

When

71).

197 ; Cic. de Div.
the consul had occasion to perform
;

Serv. /En.

vi.

—

some duty which must be undertaken auspicato,
he was about to enter upon office, to direct
the proceedings of the comitia, to hold a meeting
of the Senate, or to set out upon a campaign,
he proceeded, in the early morning of the day of
action, and in company with one or more assist-

if, e.g.,

—

ants ('qui in auspicio sunt consuli'), to the scene
of the proposed task (in the case of an expedition,
Here a tent (tabcrnaculum) was
to the Capitol).
Within the tent
pitched, open on the one side.
the consul, having first uttered a prayer, seated
himself on a solid chair (solida sella), and then,
directing his gaze towards the field of vision on
the open side, awaited the advent of favourable
auguries. It was, however, only a relatively small
number of species of birds that were taken into
account for the augurium impetrativum (Cic. de
Div. ii. 76)
the books of the augurs contained
full lists of the aves augurales (Serv. JEn. i. 398),
with precise regulations as to the circumstances
in which, for any particular case, the omen was to
be recognized as favourable or the reverse. With
some kinds of birds the auspicia were determined
by their flight, with others by their cries, and,
accordingly, the augural birds were divided into
the two classes of alites and oscines (Fest. p. 197
Serv. /En. iv. 462).
Many species, again, were
propitious at one season of the year, and unprox. 30: 'comix
at
another
(Pliny,
pitious
inauspicatissima fetus tempore, hoc est post solThe Divine assent was intimated by
stitium').
the appearance of certain birds on the right hand
of the observer, of others on the left (Plaut. Asin.
259 f.
•impetritum inauguratumst, quovis admittunt aves picus et cornix ab laeva, corvos paria
ab dextera consuadent' ; cf. Cic. de Div. i. 85). The
auguries, in fact, were subject to an elaborate
system of casuistry, certain details of which are
;

;

HN

:

:

.

.

.

phenoas evidence of the Divine consent; but, if such favourable omen did not present
itself, or if the proceedings were interrupted by the
fall of some
object ('caduca auspicia,' Paul. p. 64),
or by a disturbing noise, e.g. the squeak of a mouse
viii. 223), or
(Pliny,
by a deprecatory portent
clivia auspicia dicebant quae aliquid
(Paul. p. 64
fieri prohibebant'), e.g. the appearance of obscenm
aves (Serv. /En. iii. 241 Aul. Cell. xiii. 14. 6), such
as owls or owlets, the consultation was regarded as
having miscarried, and the action for which Divine
sanction was sought could not be undertaken without a repeiitio auspiciorum this, however, could
not usually take place until the following day

menon was accepted

HN

'

:

;

;

(Livy, ix. 38. 15, 39. 1).
Even when a consultation had resulted favourably, however, it was still possible that the divinity
might in some way interfere with the provisionally

sanctioned undertaking by sending intimations that
had not been asked for. The range of such auguria
oblativa was very extensive.
In the system of the
augurs five varieties of signa were distinguished,
viz. 'ex caelo,' 'ex avibus,' 'ex tripudiis,' 'ex
quadrupedibus,' and 'ex diris' (Fest. p. 261), but
this classification was by no means exhaustive.
An official who was about to discharge some duty
of State might find a propitious or deprecatory
sign in any occurrence in Nature or in his immediate surroundings which he was willing to bring
into relation with his intended action.
Here lay
the vast province of ominn events which in many
cases were of an altogether indefinite character,
but in which the person concerned might read a
significance favourable to his design, and which he
could, so to speak, press into his service by pronouncing the words accipio omen (examples in
Cic. de Div. i. 103 f.).
Of the omens thus spontaneously granted, those which were unfavourable
were naturally of greater account than the favourable, as the latter merely confirmed the result of
the antecedent solicited auspices, while the former
actually reversed the Divine consent already
granted, and gave warning that the previously
sanctioned course of action should not be carried
out or persisted in: etenim dirae (i.e. all events
of an abnormal and therefore alarming nature)
sicnt cetera auspicia, ut omina, ut signa, non
causas adferunt cur quid eveniat, sed nuntiant
eventura, nisi provideris' (ib. i. 29). Among such
prohibitory omens, the phenomena of thunderstorms were regarded as of special importance.
The lightning-flash was a solicited portent of great
significance, not indeed for the divination of the
magistrates, but for certain priestly ceremonies of
the augurs (auguria), in which the latter sought to
make sure of the Divine consent to specific actions
by auguria cwlestia (Paul. p. 64): with their lit tins
they divided that port ion of the heavens lying wit Inn
their field of vision into four regions ('antica,'
'postica,' 'dextra,' 'sinistra'), and then decided,
by a special legum dictio (Serv. /En. iii. 89), the
regions in which the celestial signs were to be re-

—

'

'

'

garded as favourable. The best-known example
of this procedure is the inauguration of priests
which Livy (i. 18) describes in full detail, but
Cicero (de Leg. ii. 20) refers to other auguria of a
similar kind, regarding which strict secrecy was
maintained (Paul. p. 16), so that the actual character of many of them, such as the vernisera auguria
(Paul. p. 379) and the augurium ccrnarium (Pliny,
xviii. 14; Fest. p. 285; Philarg. on Verg.
Georg. iv. 425), is very obscure, while the frequently

HN
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mentioned augurium salutis (Cic. de Div. i. 105 ;
Dio Cass, xxx vii. 24 f., H. 20. 4; Suet. Aug. 31 ;
Tac. Ann. xii. 23) is expressly spoken of as /uwrefat
tis rpdiros (Dio Cass, xxxvii. 24. 1), in which the
divinity was asked whether it was permissible to
pray for the solus publico.. The latter ceremony
is referred to in a cippus recently discovered in
Rome, and bearing the inscription (Notiz. d. Scavi,
1910, p. 133): 'Auguria: maximum quo salus
p(opuh) R(omani) petitur, quod actum est (here
follow the names of the consuls in A.D. 3 and 7),
quae acta sunt (consuls of the years 1, 2, 8, 12, and
In all these augural rites the lightning17 A.D.).'

and especially the fulmen sinistrum, was a
highly favourable impetrativum auspicium (Cic.
such an augural ceremony is
de Div. ii. 74
probably indicated also by the African inscription CIL viii. 774, bearing the representation of
Deo
a lightning-flash, together with the words
loci, ubi auspicium dignitatis tale, municipes Apiat
all
which
a
dedication
dates,
events,
[senses]
from the time when the lightning was regarded as
a solicited sign even in magisterial divination).
As a spontaneously given sign, on the other hand,
lightning was assumed to be wholly unfavourable.
Thus, a marriage by the solemn rite of confarreatio
could not be proceeded with if a peal of thunder
was heard (Serv. JEn. iv. 339), and the supreme
deliberative assemblies of the Roman people were
subject to the principle, love tonante fulgurante
comitia populi habere nefas (Cic. de Div. ii. 43
cf. in Vatin. 20 ; Philipp. v. 7), so that thunder
or lightning led to the adjournment of the comitia
flash,

;

'

:

'

—

'

'

;

as inevitably as did an epileptic seizure (' morbus
'
It is true that in these,
comitialis [Fest. p. 234]).
as in all other cases of the unsolicited sign, it rested
with the presiding official to decide whether he
would apply it to the matter in hand and take
xxviii. 17 ; Serv. Mn. xii.
account of it (Pliny,
260) ; such emergencies fell under the maxim of

HN

Cato the Elder, viz. quod ego non sensi, nullum
mihi vitium facit (Fest. p. 234) a principle according to which the magistrates tried their best
to avoid the possibility of even noticing unwelcome
But, as such disregard
signs (Cic. de Div. ii. 77).
of Divine warnings might result in serious mischief
to the State, the legislature put an obstacle in the
way of anything like extreme neglect of unfavourable signs by enjoining that the magistrates must,
without further investigation, take full account of
all such auguria oblativa as were announced to
them either by another magistrate ('obnuntiatio'),
or by the augur who was officially in attendance
This injunction came to have great
(' nuntiatio').
influence upon the procedure of the comitia, and
in the political conflicts of the day it became an
effective instrument of obstruction, as a meeting
which took a course unsatisfactory to any party
could be adjourned simply by an announcement
that a flash of lightning had been seen (cf. I. M. J.
'

'

—

Valeton, De
'

iure obnuntiandi comitiis et conciliis,'
in
Mnemosyne, N.S., xix. [1891] 75-113, 229-270).
This political perversion of a statute which was
in its origin the expression of a religious sentiment
is but a symptom of that general deterioration of

the auspices which showed itself more and more
The
during the later years of the Republic.
stringency of the ancient regulations was relaxed
first of all in the army, and especially during war,
as the conditions were then frequently most unfavourable for the ceremonious and protracted
observation of the flight of birds. For a time, as
would appear, the place of the traditional ceremony
was taken by a special auspicium militate, which
involved some sort of observation of spear-points
Arnob.
(' ex acumiiiibus
[Cic. de Nat. Deor. ii. 9
ii. 67]), but, when
during the Second Punic War
this device had at length been abandoned (Cic.
'

—

;

—

de Div. ii. 77), every other expedient for divining
the will of the gods was superseded by the observation of signa ex tripudiis, i.e. the manner in which
fowls pecked the food strewn by the pidlarius
the point being, not simply that they ate, but
that they fed so greedily that part of what they
picked up fell to the ground again (tripudium =
terripavium, pavire enim ferire est [Paul. p. 244 ;
Such accidental dropping of
Cic. de Div. ii. 72]).
food was formerly considered a favourable signum
oblativum, and might as such be mediated not only
by birds of any kind, but also by quadrupeds (Cic.
viii. 83).
These pullaria
de Div. ii. 73 Pliny,
auguria (Serv. JEn. vi. 198) eventually degenerated
into a mere form, especially as the act of feeding
could be so managed as greatly to influence the
and a similar
result of the signum (Cic. ii. 73)
fate befell municipal divination, in which the
observation of birds was at length abandoned in
favour of observation of the sky (de cailo servare) ;
this, however, was performed, not by the official
himself, but by his servant the pullarius (' iam de
caelo servare non ipsos censes solitos, qui auspicabantur? nunc imperant pullario, ille renuntiat
On account of the comparatively
[Cic. ii. 73]).
rare performance of the augural ceremonies, it
had been possible to solicit a lightning-flash as an
indication of Divine consent, but with the manifold
applications of magisterial divination such a demand could be met only by way of a gross fiction,
so that Cicero is perfectly justified in saying (ii.
haec certe, quibus utimur, sive tripudio sive
71)
de caelo, simulacra sunt auspiciorum, auspicianullo
modo.'
The performance of divination during war came
to be still further circumscribed by the circumstance that in the imperium militia the duty was
assigned from Sulla's time regularly, and often
before not to the real functionaries of the auspicium, i.e. consuls and praetors, but to the holders
of prorogated authority, the proconsuls and pro-

—

HN

;

;

'

'

:

—

—

auspicia of their own (Cic.
ubi ergo avium divinatio ? quae,
qui auspicia nulla habent, Delia
administrantur, ad urbanas res retenta videtur, a
bellicis esse sublata').
But, as it still remained
necessary to make sure of the Divine sanction

praetors,

de Div.

who had no

ii.

77

quoniam ab

'

:

iis,

before entering upon any decisive line of action,
divination by ordinary methods was superseded in
the field by extispicium, i.e. the inspection of
entrails ('omitto nostras, qui nihil in bello sine
extis agunt, nihil sine auspiciia domi [Cic. i. 95
ci. 28]), which, however, had been previous^ employed as a supplementary expedient thus, e.g.,
according to Livy, xxvii. 16. 15, before Fabius
'

;

;

Maximus moved his camp from Tarentum to Metapontum, he first of all inquired by means of birds,
and then, not having received the required indication of Divine consent, he caused the haruspex to
inspect the entrails of a victim. But it should be
clearly understood that the inspection of entrails
as a means of ascertaining the future was a foreign,
not a Roman, method of divination. It is true

that the indigenous religious practice sanctioned
the inspection of the exta of a sacrificial animal
not, however, for purposes of divination, but only
as a part of the requisite test applied to the victim
in order to determine whether it was acceptable to
the deity and suitable for a sacrifice. In such
instances the entrails of the victim were examined
in connexion with the body as a whole ('adhaerentia exta inspicere' [Paul. p. 100]), and boiled in

—

a pot (Varro, de Ling. Lat. v. 98) if any abnormality was discovered, the animal was regarded
as unsuitable, and the sacrifice could not be validly
performed it did not become a litatio (' non per;

—

titatum est'). An abortive sacrifice of this sort
might, of course, bear the character of a signing
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oblnticum, and thus be recognized as a Divine
warning (as \v:is t lie ease, e.g., in the incident

related by Livy, xli. 15), and it. was therefore
possible to speak of avspicia in connexion with
'
pcstifera nuspicia
exlispicia {e.g. Paul. p. -44:
esse dice bant, cum cor in extis ant caput in iecinore
non fuisset'); but, as already said, this Roman

extispicium, with its scrutiny and interpretation
of entrails, was never resorted to for the purpose
of acquiring information as to the course of coining
events.
This function, however, was the distinctive
feature of the Etruscan haruspicina, which had
found its way into Rome at the time of the Second
Punic War, and in process of time gained so firm
a footing that in the closing century of the Republic the haruspex became permanently attached
to the start' of the commander-in-chief.
The

Etruscan haruspicatio [CIL vi. 3232S, 1. 78) was
performed prior to all important undertakings,
such as the departure of the army for war, or the
beginning of a battle and its object, was, from
an inspection of the entrails of a victim slaughtered
expressly for the purpose (animals from which
voluntas dei per exta exquiritur were called
consultatorim hostia: [Serv. JEn. iv. 56
Macr.
Sat. iii. 5. 1]), to deduce information regarding the
issue of the proposed action information which
was not confined merely to a presage of success or
non-success, but frequently extended to details,
as, e.g. an ambuscade of the enemy (Livy, xxvii.
15. 16), or a case of imminent death (Ammian.
Marc. xxii. 1. 1). The interpretation was arrived
at upon the basis of a highly complex system of
doctrine, involving a most precise observation of
;

'

'

;

—

,

the nature, and especially the abnormalities, of the
victim's inner organs more particularly
the liver.
"
The celebrated bronze liver of Piacenza is a direct
survival from the practice of the haruspices, and,
by means of its precise division of the organ, with
its various convexities and indentations, and the
inscribed names of the gods associated with the
several parts, gives us some idea of the procedure
of the priests.
Moreover, the fact that models of
the livers of animals, formed of terra cotta and
covered with inscriptions, have been found also in
2
Babylon, points to a relationship between Etruscan

—

and Chaldoean haruspicy which awaits a more
thorough investigation.
The Etruscan divination of the future, which, as
we have seen, went far beyond the limits of the

Roman

practice, makes its influence felt likewise
in the official treatment of prodigies, i.e. unnatural

and alarming occurrences, such as showers of
stones, earthquakes, monstrous births (see Prodigies an±> Portents [Rom.]), regarded as signs
To the Roman mind such
phenomena were an evidence that the normal
relations between the community and the higher
of Divine resentment.

powers were disturbed, as also an admonition to
take the necessary steps towards retrieving the
pax et venia deiim, and those who in such emergencies wished to ascertain the measures requisite
to an effective reconciliation had recourse either to
the pontifices, as the custodians of the ancient
Roman ritual, or to the representatives of foreign
cults, such as the decemviri (later, the xv. viri)
sacris faciundis, who were proficient in the Grwcus
ritus, and the Etruscan haruspices (Cic. de Div. i.
1 Cf. W.
Deecke, Etruskhcke Forschungen, iv. Das Templum
'

von Piacenza,' Stuttgart, 18S0 ; L. Stieda, Anatomijck-arcndol.
Sludien.i., Wiesbaden, 1901 ; G. Korte, Rum. Mitteil. xx. (1905)
348-379 ; C. Thulin, ' Die Gdtter des Martianus Capella u. der
Bronzeleber von Piacenza,' Religionsgesch. Versuehe u. Vorarbeiten, iii. (Giessen, 1906).
2 Cf. A.
Boissier, Note stir un monument babylonien se rapportant d Vextispicine, Geneva, 1899, Note sur un nouveau document babi/lonien se rapportant d Vextispicine, Geneva, 1901 ;
cf. also C. Bezold, in Reliqionsgesch. Versuehe u. Vorarbeiten,
ii. (1605)240 ff
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The h'truspices, however, did not confine
97, 98).
themselves to asimple specification of the means of
reconciliation
on the contrary, they also undertook to deduce from the character and course of the
an
answer
to the question, quid portendat
prodigy
prodigium ? i.e. to discover he future events, such
as civil war and conspiracy (Cic. de Har. Bcsp. 18),
foreboded by the prodigy.
Cicero's oration de
Haruspicium ltesponso gives us a clear conception
of the matter and form of such a professional findThe sacred books of the Etrusca disciplina
ing.
;

'

'

t

supplied full directions for the interpretation of
and in particular they contained a doctrine
regarding the interpretation of lightning which was
absolutely alien to the augural science of the
Romans. According to Roman ideas, the lightning
might be either an augurium impetrativum (as in
the sacred rites of the augurs), or an augurium oblativum (as in the proceedings of the magistrates),
and in both cases it required to be weighed as a
token of Divine consent or prohibition or, again,
especially if it struck something and wrought
damage, it was regarded as a prodigium, and in
that case had to be rendered innocuous by certain
acts of propitiation. The procedure of the Etruscan
haruspices, however, was of a very different character (for their system, cf. e.g. Pliny,
ii. 138 ft". ;
Seneca, Nat. Qutest. ii. 39 ff.).
They first of all
ascertained the region of the heavens whence the
flash proceeded, and thereby identified the deities
from whom it came further, they defined the
several kinds (manubice) of lightning-flash sent
forth by particular gods, and determined the place,
the time, the effect, etc.; then from all these data
they elicited not only the kind of propitiation
required, but also the import of the phenomenon.
Nor did they rest satisfied with a simple announcement that the lightning signified the deity's consent
to, or warning against, a given design (' consiliaria
fulmina' [Seneca, Nat. Quovst. ii. 39. 1]), but they
also gave quite definite predictions of future events,
such as an extension of the frontier and a defeat
of the enemy (Livy, xlii. 20. 1), or the approaching death and deification of the Emperor (Suet.
ostenta,

;
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;

Aug.

97).

It is a fact worthy of note that this mode of
divination was always regarded by the Romans
as outlandish and unreliable, and this explains
why the haruspices were never admitted into the
official priesthood, and why their teachings never
found a place in the Roman disciplina auguralis ;
so that, when the Senate wished to have the
opinion of the haruspices in any particular case,
it summoned them from Etruria expressly for the
purpose (the regular phrase for this was haruspices acciendos ex Etruria' [Cic. de Har. Resp.
'

25]).

This proceeding, however, must be regarded

in the same light as the action of the Roman State
in sending ambassadors to lay certain questions

before the Greek oracles, such as that at Delphi
the first deputation of this kind was sent just after
the battle of Cannse (Livy, xxii. 57. 5, xxiii. 11. 1).
Livy's statements as to still earlier consultations of
the Delphic oracle (i. 56. 9, v. 15 f.) are rightly
regarded by H. Diels (Sibyllinisehe Blatter, Berlin,
1891, p. 49, n. 3) as without foundation in fact.
The truth is that, in times of severe national trial,
the Roman people habitually resorted to the
vaticination of foreign cults, but they did not
thereby admit such practices into their own reThe case was different with the so-called
ligion.
Sibylline Oracles (librifatalcs), which were authoritatively introduced into Rome as early as the
period of the Tarquins, and had their official
custodians and interpreters in the duoviri (later
decemviri and qitindecimviri) sacris faciundis. The
Sibyllines, however, were not oracles in the proper
sense, but naffapfiol ; i.e. the sentences specified the
;
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particular measures sacrifices, lectisternia, supplications, admission of new cults by which impending dangers could be turned aside and the
anger of the gods appeased but actual predictions
of future events lay outside their province, and
were first deduced from them at a relatively late
period, the earliest known instance dating from

—

;

187 B.C. (Livy, xxxviii. 45.

We may thus venture

3).

to affirm that the aversion

an over-curious prying into the unborn future,
as also to the practice of consulting the Deity with
reference to coming events, was a characteristic
feature of ancient Roman life, and that the
Romans manifested this reluctance in considerably greater measure than the other peoples of
For, as we have seen, they asked no more
Italy.
from their auguries than an assurance of Divine
concurrence with their actions, and were unwilling to do anything in opposition to the Divine
counsel, being for the rest content to abide the
issue, and seeking no further revelation of the
to

future.
But, when we bear in mind that in times
of calamity even the supreme authorities succumbed to the temptation of resorting to the
practitioners of foreign divination for the occult
knowledge which their own religion failed to
supply, we cannot wonder that in private life all
manner of mantic devices of exotic origin acquired
in process of time a great and growing influence.
Cato the Elder already found it necessary to insert
among his directions for the conduct of an estate

steward (vilicus) the warning: haruspicem augurem
hariolum Chaldaeum ne quem consuluisse velit'
(de Agri Cult. 5. 4) ; while Cicero gives quite a
list of fortune-tellers who, finding their clientele
among the middle and lower classes, made a pro'

fitable trade of forecasting the future

'
:

nunc

ilia

testabor, non me sortilegos neque eos qui quaestus
causa hariolentur, ne psychomantiam quidem
non habeo denique nauci Marsum
agnoscere
augurem, non vicanos haruspices, non de circo
.

.

.

;

astrologos,

somniorum

non Isiacos coniectores, non interpretes
These references are
(de Div. i. 132).
'

by evidence from the Imperial period,
which shows that the people were in the habit of
elucidated

consulting soothsayers regarding such things as
sickness (Pliny, Ep. ii. 20, 2 If. ), prospects of marriage (Juven. vi. 58811'.), the whereabouts of runaway slaves, or the advisability of purchasing an
estate (August, de Civ. Dei, x. 11).
further
illustration is supplied by a collection of oracular
of
sayings
very general application and, as it
would seem, from a Greek original extracted
from the Merobaudes palimpsest of St. Gall, and
published by H. Winnefeld (Sortes Sanqallenses,
Bonn, 1SS7) from these sayings the inquirer probably selected his particular oracle by means of

A

—
—

;

dice.

The most influential of these exponents of exotic
divination were the Chaldai, or, as they were subsequently styled, mathematici (Aul. Gell. i. 9. 6), i.e.
the professors of Babylonian astrology, who presaged the destiny of individuals by means of the
horoscope (hence they were also called gcnethliaci
xiv. 1. 1]), and gave information regarding
the future according to the movements of the
heavenly bodies. These astrologers were banished
from Rome and Italy for the first time in 139
B.C., in consequence of an edict of the Proctor
peregrinus, Cn. Cornelius Hisnalus (Val. Max.
Epit. i. 3. 3), but in the Imperial period, by a long
series of resolutions passed— often at short intervals by the Senate, they were made liable not
to expulsion only, but to the severest
penalties
(Tac. Ann. ii. 32, xii. 52, Hist. ii. 62 Dio Cass. lxvi.
9. 2
Ulpian, Mos. et Bom. leg. coll. [1708] 15. 2).
These measures, however, brought about no considerable diminution of their activity (Juven. vi.
lib.

—

;

;

553 If. ), as their clientele included people of the highest rank, and even the Emperors themselves made
use of their art. Hence Tacitus (Hist. i. 22) could
with perfect justice speak of the mathematici as
genus hominum putentibus inlidum, sperantibus
fallax, quod in civitate nostra et vetabitur semper
In later times it was only the
et retinebitur.'
seeking and giving of information bearing upon
the life of the Emperor and the succession to the
throne and, in the case of slaves, consultations
regarding the duration of their master's life that
ranked as capital crimes (Paul. Sent. v. 21. 3—4 ;
Mommsen, Rom. Strnfrccht, Leipzig, 1899, p. S61 ff.);
and, indeed, Alexander Severus actually instituted
public chairs of astrology in Rome, and endowed
them from the national exchequer (Hist. Aug.
44. 4).
Then at length DioAlex. Sev. 27. 5
cletian, in A.D. 294, issued a universal interdict
'
ars
niathematica
damnabilis' (Cod.
the
against
The death-blow to divination in
Just. ix. 18. 2).
Rome, however, was given by the severe decree
(25th Jan. A.D. 357) of the Emperor Constantius
(Cod. Thcod. ix. 16. i = Cod. Just. ix. 18. 5; cf.
Nemo harualso Cod. Theod. ix. 16. 6 and 8)
spicem consulat aut mathematicum, nemo hariolum, augurum et vatnm prava confessio conticescat. Chaldaei ac magi et ceteri, quos maleficos
ob facinorum multitudinem vulgus appellat, nee
ad hanc partem aliquid moliantur. sileat omnibus
perpetuo divinandi curiositas. etenim supplicium
capitis feret gladio ultore prostratus, quieunque
iussis obsequium denegaverit.'
Nevertheless, in
spite of all such repressive measures, the deepseated craving of the human heart for light upon
the future still continued to assert itself, even
after the triumph of Christianity, as is shown by
the zeal and vigour with which Christian evangelists like Caesarius of Aries and Martin of
Bracara made war upon the vestiges of pagan
divination.
The first-mentioned gives a long and
detailed list of the various modes of soothsaying
'

—

—

;

'

:

in vogue in his own day (6th cent. A.D.):
nullus ex vobis caragos vel divinos vel sortilegos
nullus sibi praecantatores adhibeat
similiter et auguria observare nolite nee in
itinere positi aliquas aviculas cantantes attendite
nee ex illarum cantu diabolicas divinationes annuntiare praesumite (Migne, PL xxxix. 2269) to
these must be added the sortes Sanctorum mentioned later in the records of Councils (cf. R.
Boese, Superstitiones Arelatcnses e Cresario collects, Marburg, 1909, p. 42 f.), i.e. the practice
of opening the Scriptures at random in order to
find a sentence which might furnish the solution
of a stubborn dilemma or give information regarding the future ('qui de paginis evangelicis sortes
legunt' [August. Ep. lv. 37, p. 212, 3, Goldbacher])
a device which Augustine himself had employed
(Con/, viii. 12. 29), and which was at an earlier
day applied in exactly the same way to the works
of the ancient poets, especially Vergil (ib. iv.
still
'

requirat
.

.

.

.

.

.

'

;

'

'

—
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Literature. A. Bouche-Leclercq, Hist, de la divination
dans Vantiquiti, iv. Divination italinue.' Paris, 18S2. For
auspicia and auguria: Th. Mommsen, Rom. Staatsrecht?,
De modis
Leipzig, 1876-77, i. 73-114; I. M. J. Valeton,
auspicandi Bomanorum,' in Mnemosyne, N.S., xvii. (1889)
'

'

De inaugu275-325, 418-162, xviii. (1890) 208-263, 406-456,
rationibus Romania caerinioniarum et sacerdotura,' ib. xi.\.
ii.
2325-2342, 25S0(1891) 405-460; G. Wissowa, in
f.,
2687, Religion u. Kultur d. Ronmr, Leipzig, 1902, pp. 323
G. Blecher, ' De
451 ff. For extispicium and haruspicina
extispicio capita tria,' in Religionsgesch. Versuche u. Vorarbeiten, ed. A. Dieterich and It. Wunsch, ii. 4, Giessen, 1905 ;
'

RE

:

C. O. Thulin, 'Die etruskische Disciplin i. Die Blitzlehre,' in
Gbteb. Uoiisk. Arsskr. xi. 6, Gothenburg, 1906, ii. 'Die Ilaruzur Gespicin,' ib. xii. 1, 1906, iii. 'Die Ritualbiicher und
schichte und Organisation der Haruspices,' ib. xiv. 1, 1909
Wissowa, op. cit. 469 ff. For astrology A. Bouche-Leclercq,
L'Astroloaie grecque, Paris, 1899 W. Kroll, Aus der Gesch.
d. Astrologie,' in Xeue JahrbilcherJ. d. klass. Altert. vii. (1901)
659-677; F. Boll, 'Die Erforschung d. antiken Astrologie,'
;

;

:

'

;
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Leipzig and Berlin,
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pp. 191-214].

G. WlSSOWA.
(Teutonic).— Tacitus [Germ, x.)

German tribes practised augury and
He prodivination by lot as much as any people.
ceeds to describe the latter, which, he says, was
states that the

used in both public and private life, and which from
other references appears to have been a common
custom. He says that it consisted in picking up
and interpreting chips of wood that were inscribed
with some kind of signs (which may possibly have
been runic characters), and that had been scattered

haphazard

:

If the twigs prove unfavourable, the matter is left over for
that day while, even if they are favourable, the confirmation
of augury is still required.
For they are also familiar with the
of consulting the notes and the flight of birds and it
practice
is a characteristic of this people to seek warnings and omens
from horses. There are kept at the public expense, in the woods
and groves, white horses, free from all taint of human labour
these, yoked to a consecrated chariot, are accompanied by the
priest and king or chief person of the community, who observe
their manner of neighing and snorting. Nor is there greater
reliance on any form of augury, both among the common people,
the nobility, and even the priests for thej regard themselves
as the ministers of the gods, the horses as acquainted with their
1

;

;

;

r

;

will.'

We may

compare a passage

in the Flateyjarbok

(saga of Olaf Trygvason, 322), where we hear of
horses sacred to Frey at a sanctuary in the
Throndhjem liord. In the sagas we hear also of
wolves being used in augury, but the majority of
the instances are concerned with birds, usually the
This bird was evidently considered to
raven.
possess wisdom and knowledge of events, and is
should one be
specially connected with battle
heard thrice screaming on the roof, it bodes death
to warriors but the appearance of ravens following
a host or a single warrior will bring good luck in
;

;

battle.

A striking instance of the significance of the
raven occurs in the saga of Olaf Trygvason in the
Heimskringla. Earl fiakon, after the defeat at
Danevirke, made a great blood-sacritice, and there
came two ravens flying, which croaked loudly, and
now, thought the earl, the blood-ottering has been
accepted by Odin, and he thought good luck would
be with him any day he liked to go into battle
Here the two birds were perhaps
(tr. Laing).
supposed to have been Odin's own ravens, Hugin
and Munin, from whom he learnt all that was going
on in the world. In this connexion we may mention the raven banner of the Northmen described
'

'

Anglo-Saxon records it was woven of plain
white silk, but on it in war time there became
visible a raven, which by its drooping or flapping
wings portended defeat or victory.
Augury from the voices of birds is frequently
found in the form of a belief that certain specially
gifted persons could understand the language of

in

;

Procopius (de Bell. Goth. iv. 20) gives the
story of Hermigiselus, king of the Varni, who
interpreted the loud and incessant croaking of a
In the sagas
bird as presaging his own death.
various birds act thus as soothsayers the raven,
the crow, and the nut-hatch. Thus in the poem
Fafnismal, Sigurdr, after tasting Fafnir's blood, is
able to understand the speech of certain nuthatches which warn him of the treachery prepared
by Reginn and the Ynglinga Saga gives the
legend of a certain king Dag who had a sparrow
which he greatly valued, since, like Odin's ravens,
it flew to different countries and brought him much
birds.

—

;

news.
Divination appears to have been largely practised
by 'wise women,' both among the early Teutonic
peoples of the Continent, and in later times in the
North. Strabo (bk. VII. ch. ii. [p. 294]) states that
the Cimbri were accompanied to war by grey-haired
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(Teutonic)

prophetesses,

who presaged

victory

in

battle from

the blood and entrails of slaughtered prisoners;
Tacitus has several references to the prophetess
Veleda, who was held in much reverence by the
Bructeri, and who bad predicted Hie success of the

Germans and

the destruction of the legions; and
Caesar and other writers also refer to the divinations of wise women among the Teutonic armies.
In the sagas, too, we hear of the 'wise woman,'
such as Thorbjorg, who, in the saga of Kirik
Raudha, visits the house of Thorkel. She has a
special dress, seat, and food, and further requires
one of the women of the house to sing the
'warlocks,' or spell song. Then she predicts the
end of the sickness ami famine, and foretells the
future of many of the people.
In addition to these forms, we have vague
references to some sort of inquiry of the gods,
accompanied by sacrifices a3, for example, in the
Eyrbyggia Saga, where Thorolf of the Mostr makes
a great sacrifice and consults Thor, 'his wellbeloved friend,' as to whether he shall emigrate or
make peace with the king, but the word showed
'

'

;

'

Th6rolf to Iceland.'
We hear also of divination by dreams, and of
the practice of single combat, as a kind of ordeal
by battle, to decide disputes, which Tacitus (loc.
cit.
states was also used to presage the result of a
war.
)

—

Literature. Corpus Poeticum Boreale, ed. Vigfusson and
Powell, Oxford, 1SS3 J. Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, London,
1880 (tr. Stallybrass) Sagas, passim, especially Flateyjarbok,
ed. Vigfusson and Myer, Christiania, 180S, and Heimskringla,
tr. Laing, London, 1S44
Caesar, de Bell. Gall. i. 5U Tacitus,
Germania, viii., x., Hist. iv. (31, 65; Procopius, de Bell. Goth.
iv. 20
Ammianus Marcellinus, xiv. 9, 10 Agathias, ii. 6.
C. J. Gaskell.
;

;

:

;

;

;

—
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The Vedic art of
(Vedic).
divination, when contrasted with the Greek art,
Institutions comparpresents striking differences.
able with the wide-reaching influence of the Greek
oracles were never developed, and, while the gift
of prophecy could, like other mystic powers, be
acquired and increased by religious austerities
(cf. Mahabharata, 3. 16,870, Calc. ed.), still the
power of seeing what is hidden, especially what
is hidden in the future, depended in the main not
on inspiration or personal gifts, but on the knowledge of how to interpret certain omina and portenta.
The chief reason for this fact must be
sought in the great development of the other
man who
branches of magic (cf. Magic [ Ved.]).
is in possession of the magical means to acquire any
desired blessing has little reason to inquire what
the future has in store. Indeed, his only motive
for inquiring about the future can be to learn when
danger is impending, in order that he may avert
it by the timely performance of the necessary rites.
It was primarily to this need that the observance

A

omens and portents in India was due, though
further development was sure to follow, as the
attempt to dehne an evil portent leads of itself
to the observation of favourable omens.
The omens and portents recognized in the Vedic
system of divination may be classified as follows
(1) ominous appearances and actions of animals,
especially birds idkuna ; (2) phenomena at variance with the usual course of Nature adbhuta ;
laksana; (4) omens of an
(3) physical marks
(5) omens drawn from occurastrological nature
rences at the sacrifice and (6) dreams.
With regard to the omens drawn from the sacriof

:

—

—

—

;

;

must he noted that, while they depend in
part upon things not wholly subject to the regulation of the celebrant (e.g. the movements and
colour of the fire), in part they depend upon things
that are subject to his will [e.g. when it is stated
fice, it

that Parjanya will give rain
bulls that draw the cart

if

is

both or one of the
black [Satapatha
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and so pass over by almost
imperceptible transitions from divinatory obser-

Brahmana,

3. 3. 4. 11]),

vances into directions about the sacrificial technique
required to obtain a desired object. This subject
will be referred to in other articles (cf., e.g., art.
Dreams [Vedic]), and the present article will be
devoted to the ceremonies the purpose of which
is the attainment of knowledge (vijndna), usually
of future events, which is unattainable by natural
means.
As was to be expected, the chief
1. Sources.
source for such ceremonies is the Kausika Sutra,
which is supplemented by an interesting chapter
in the Samavidhana Brahmana, 3. 4.
Sporadic
instances occur in other Vedic texts, sufficient to
show that such practices were not confined to these
two schools, and that the reason why they are not
more frequently mentioned in other texts is to be
sought in the nature of the literature.
The most widely attested
2. The ceremonies.
?«y«a««-ceremony is the test of the_bride, advised
or enjoined by the Grhya Sutras (Asvalayana, 1.
5. 4-5
Gobhila, 2. 1. 3-9 Apastambiya, 3. 14-17
Manava, 1. 7. 9-10 Kathaka, 14 Bharadvaja, 1.
11 [the last two in Caland, p. 127, n. 8]
Kausika,
cf. Winternitz, Das altitid. ffochzeits37. 7-10
It is based upon the prinrituell, 1892, p. 37).
ciple of attractio similium, and consists in offering
from four to nine clods of earth, taken from different places, to the bride, whose choice is ominous.
Asvaliiyana's list is typical, and comprises clods
from a field that yields two crops a year, from the
stable of a cow, from a vedi (altar), from an undrying pool, from a gambling-place, from cross-roads,
from a barren spot, and from a cemetery. They
signify respectively that the bride's offspring will
be rich in food, rich in cattle, rich in holy lustre,
rich in everything, addicted to gambling, wandering in different directions (according to Kausika,
that she will be unfaithful), poor, and the cause of
the death of her husband (according to Kausika, that
she will not live long). When there is a ninth clod
(Gobhila and Kathaka), it is mixed of all these

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The ceremony

substances.
it is

is

recommended when

impossible to determine the bride's qualities

from the marks on her body (lalcsanani), but
Apastaniba implies that her family have a right
to object to this test.
An alternative in Kausika,
37. 11-12, is to require the bride to pour out a
handful of water that has been blessed. If she
does this in an easterly direction it is a good omen.
With this may be compared the practices for the
purpose of seeing whether the ground selected for a
house is suitable (Apast. GS 2. 8. 1-8), though these
may appear to us practical rather than magical,
and the impression is strengthened by the absence
of all religious elements from the ceremony.
A
If the earth more than
pit is dug and refilled.
refills it, the site is good
if it fails to fill it, the
site is bad
if it fills it exactly, the site is indifferent.
Or, after sunset, the pit is filled with
water.
If, in the morning, there is water still in
if the ground is
it, the site is good
dry, it is bad
and if it is moist, it is indifferent.
Another method of divination in the Kausika,
with parallels in the hieratic literature, is based
upon the wide-spread belief that a man's reflexion
;

;

;

;

shadow is part of his personality. Hence, when
one cannot see his reflexion, his spirit is gone (he is
gatamanas), and he is in danger
Kausika, 15. 9-10, employs this
idea as follows
Before a battle the king causes
his warriors to look, two by two, into a vessel of
water over which Atharva Veda, 5. 2. 6, has been
recited ; if any warrior does not see his reflexion
he must not take part in the approaching battle.
Similar applications of this idea arc found in
Taittiriya Sarhhita, 6. 6. 7. 1 Maitrayani Samhitfi,
or

gatasxi, ita.su, or
of death.
The
:

;

(Vedic)

2 Asvalayana Srauta Sutra, 5. 19. 5 Apastamba SS. 13. 14. 3. 4 Katyayana SS. 3. 3. 6 (cf.

4. 7.

;

;

;

(

lldenberg,

p. 526, n. 4).

Another method of divination practised before a
battle is as follows
Three ropes, made of bowstrings, are laid upon heated coals, and Athar. Ved.
:

6 is recited over them. The middle string represents death, the other strings the two armies. If the
middle string passes over one of the other strings
if one of the
it forebodes the defeat of that army
outside strings passes over the middle string it
signifies the victory of the army it represents.
Further auguries as to the rank of the men who
will fall are drawn from the portion of the string
that curls the top, middle, and bottom of the
Reedstrings denoting men of similar standing.
stalks {isi/ca) may be used instead of the ropes (cf.
5.

;

—

Kausika,

15. 15-18).

The Samavidhana Brahmana

the same purpose in the following
each contestant is represented by a pile
of glowing smokeless coals
these are sprinkled at
the same time with ghi. He will be victorious
whose pile first blazes up with flames free from
smoke and moving from left to right.
To learn who will live long (jivita-vijTiuna) the
same text (3. 4. 11) proceeds in a similar way, but
in this case the ghi must be made from woman's
milk and churned on the same day. The favourable omen in this case is for one's pile to burn
For the same purpose the Kausika,
longest.
15. 13-14, directs that three ropes of bowstrings
be laid on heated coals if they curl upwards it
is a good omen.
Another augury before the setting out of a warlike expedition is to produce an inauspicious smoke
by sprinkling grass with ingida-oM, reciting certain
hymns over it, and burning it with an uncanny
(3. 4.

10) attains

manner

:

;

;

fire (for these details cf. art. Witchcraft [Ved.]).
The expedition will conquer the region towards
which the smoke goes (cf. Kausika, 14. 30-31).
The direction in which a lost object must be
A
sought is discovered in the following ways
water pitcher is covered with a new cloth and
:

placed upon a bed which is not in its usual position,
and the leavings of an offering made with recitaThe
tion of Athar. Ved. 2. 1 are poured over it.

faces of two girls who have not yet menstruated
are covered with a cloth so that they cannot see,
and they are told to remove the pitcher. The lost
object is in the direction in which they carry the
Dice may be used instead of the pitcher
pitcher.
and a plough instead of the bed (cf. Kausika,
37.

Another method

4-6).

consists of

throwing

down and spreading out

at cross-roads twenty -one
pebbles blessed with Athar. Ved. 7. 9, but how
indicate
the
direction
is not specified (cf.
they

Kausika,

52. 12 ff).

Whether a woman will get a husliand is ascertained by tying calves to a seven-ply rope, smeared
with the leavings of an offering made with recitation of Athar. Ved. 2. 36, and bidding her loose
them. If she does so in order from left to right
she will marry (cf. Kausika, 34. 17). The direction
from which the wooer will come is discovered by
letting loose a steer, whose head is covered with a
new cloth on which have been placed the leavings
of an offering made with recitation of Athar. Veil.
The same informa2. 36 (cf. Kausika, 34. 18-19).
tion is gained, at an oblation offered at dawn to
Aryaman to obtain a husband for one's sister, by
observing the direction from which the crows come
(cf.

Kausika,

The sex

34. 21-24).
of a child is foretold

by placing four

fruits of the flax plant in the mother's hand, bless-

ing them with Athar. Ved. 1. 11, and pouring water
over them. If they adhere to one another the child
Or the priest
will, for obvious reasons, be a boy.
may whisper the same hymn over the son of a
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Brahman and
the name of

order him to touch the mother. If
the limb touched is grammatically
masculine, the child will he a hoy (of. Kausika,
33. 17-20).
The conclusions drawn from the appearance of the root of a plant dug fur a charm
to secure easy delivery, anil from the fact that the
symbolical drawing apart of the munja-giaas is
accomplished without tearing them, are to he
considered as the observance of omens rather than
charms of divination (Kausika, 33. 12. 3).
The prediction of the weather was an especial
object of divination, and apparently undertaken
The
by means of the smoke of burning dung.
idea readily passed into the form that the weather
Hence, Athar.
prophet controlled the weather.
Veil. 6. 128
When the stars made Sakadhuma
says
(he who predicts the weather from the smoke of
'

:

dung) their king, they bestowed good weather
upon him. "This shall be his dominion," they said.'
The hymn is employed in Kausika, 50. 15-16, for the
propitiation of Sakadhuma by one who is about to
start on a journey (cf. Bloomtield, A JPh vii. 484
).

Among

the Parisistas of the Atharva

Veda

is

of

to

In addition to these, the Kausika has a number
charms for obtaining the answer to any question.
to briefly, with rubrication of the

They are referred
hymns required,

in Kausika 37. 1-3, hut fuller
details are given in the commentary of Kesava.
The first is as follows. The questioner thinks either
to himself or aloud of the question he wishes answered. Then he recites a hymn over a milk'

while it is cooking he thinks,
This
porridge
porridge is done,' or 'This porridge is not done.'
If he has guessed correctly, the answer to the
original question will he according to his wish.
Similarly, the answer may he made to depend
upon whether a substance laid upon heated coals
will curl upwards or not; whether the number of
blades in a bunch of grass is odd or even whether
a flower will close on the day after a hymn has
been recited over it whether he can foretell the
direction in which a reed or arrow shot straight
upwards will fall, or the side towards which a
;

;

;

yoke or hdmpila branch Crinum amaryllaeew)
balanced on his head will fall
whether the
quantity of milk he takes will be sufficient to
-

(

;

till

to overflowing a vessel partly filled with water

;

whether the smoke from the fire moves from left
to right, or vice versa
whether he can foretell the
throw of the dice ' whether he can divide twentyone pebbles into two heaps in such a way that the
odd and even numl>ers will be in the hand that he
;

expected.
On the same principle rest two charms of the

Samavidhana Brahmana, 3. 4. 9 and 6. Two heaps of
unhusked grains are designated respectively as to
be' and 'not to be,' and the person who is consulting the oracle is told to take his choice. Or the
celebrant orders two
pupils (brahmacharins) to
raise two bamboo poles
if they bend (as he exIn both
pects them to do), it is a sign of success.
of these cases the necessary magic potency is imto
the
the
celebrant
parted
keeping it
apparatus by
with him over night, and singing over it a certain
saman. At dawn this stiman is sung again, and
the test takes place. In the same way, a maiden
'

;

who has not

yet menstruated is enabled to see the
future in a mirror or spoonful of water (3. 4. 4, 5)
is made to forebode success by growing
longer
in the night (3. 4. 7)
and the seeds that will thrive
are distinguished by their increase of weight on the
of
the
full
moon
of
of
the
month
Asadha
night
;

a rod

;

(3. 4. 8).
1
For a late text containing; elaborate oracles from dice, cf.
Weber, Ueber ein indisches Wurfel-Orakel,' Tndische Streifen,
'

i.

(Berlin, lS6S)274ff.

—

:

if it
fire, he will get twelve villages
smokes, tlrree is less a means of divination than
a charm to effect the desired purpose, combined
with an augury from the ceremony, comparable
with such practices as those of Kausika, 19. 21,

catches

—

and

;

others.

In looking back upon these performances, certain
features may be observed (1) A religious
or quasi-religious ceremony is necessary to impart
efficacy to the apparatus. (2) The general principle
upon which most of them rest is the idea that, an
association being established between two questions, the answer to the one will be the answer
to the other, or that the person can answer both
This is
correctly who can answer one correctly.
but a particular application of the fundamental
of
that
the
be
substimagic,
part may
principles
tuted for the whole, and that objects connected
in any way, even though merely by an association
of ideas, constitute a whole.
(3) It is noteworthy
that none of the mantras seems to have been primarily intended for the purpose for which they are
here employed. (4) There is a marked tendency
for the charms to pass from an inquiry about the
future into a means of compelling a desired end.
In some cases the indication of success is the
occurrence of what we would term a miracle, e.g. a
growing rod, seeds increasing in weight. This idea
is employed in several forms of the ordeal (daivya,
divya), while in other cases the ordeal is merely a

common

also

a text entitled Sadyovrstilaksana, and devoted
the signs of rain that will come immediately.

of such practices in a iraifta-text

may be cited Taittiriya Samhita, 3. 3. 8. 4, where
directions are given to cook a cake of a certain size
on the elcaslakd (the first or last night of the year),
and in the morning to attempt to set lire with it to
a thicket. If the thicket burns, it will be a lucky
The same text also (ii. 509; Hiranyakesin
year.
^S. 22. 13-14) employs a horse as a weather proBut the ceremony enjoined in Gobhila GS
phet.
i. 8. 14 ft'.
one goes out of the village in an easterly
or northern direction, and erects at cross-roads or
on a mountain a pile of the dung of wild beasts,
sets it on fire, sweeps the coals away, and makes
an oblation of butter with his mouth if the butter

47. 29,

ft'.
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(Vedic)

As an example

:

Hence it is
particularly intensified form of oath.
also called sapatha, literally 'oath' or 'self-curse.'
In reality the ordeal is but a particular form of
divination, the question being the guilt or innocence
In view of the occurrence of
of a suspected man.
this belief among other Indo - European peoples
(Schrader, Reallex. der indogerm. Altertuniskundc,
'
s.v.
Gottesurtheil '), it is surprising to find only
two incidental allusions to the practice in Vedic
The first of these is Paiiehaviihsa Brahliterature.
mana, 14. 6. 6, where the story is told of how the
Rsi Medhatithi taunted the Rsi Vatsa with being
not a Brahman, but the son of a Sudra woman.
The latter proposed that they should both pass
through the fire to see which was the better Brahman. They did so, each singing the saman that
bears his name, and Vatsa emerged without losing a
hair, for that was his wish, and the Vatsa saman is a
winner of wishes. The other passage is C'bhandogya
Upanisad, 6. 16. 1-3, where the trial of a man accused of theft, by a form of the fire ordeal in which
the instrument is a heated axe, is employed as a
parable. Another passage, Kausika, 52. 8, may bear
upon the question. Among the practices assigned
to the hymn Athar. Ved. 6. 106, which is used to
prevent or heal the effects of fire, is the siitra,
sapyamanaya prayathchhati. Sayana, who is following Kesava, and who is followed in turn by
Caland, explains that in place of the taptamasa
ordeal (cf. below), the celebrant must recite the
hymn over the oil or other substance employed
before handing it to the person who is undergoing
the ordeal. This interpretation cannot be correct,
as such magical aids are especially forbidden in
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and, according to the
Kausika, 7. 7, the sutra

the case of the visa ordeal

paribhasd (general

rule),

;

must mean that the hymn is recited over a stirred
drink and porridge which are given to the iajiyamana. If it has anything to do with the ordeal, it
must refer to a secret preparation, which would
have been forbidden had it been detected. In this
sense the middle, not the passive participle, should
have been employed, and it is best to give to the
word the general sense of 'one who is suffering
from a curse.' That in later times the ceremony
may have been performed especially by those about
to undergo with guilty consciences the taptamdsa
(and agni ?) ordeal is not improbable, and Kesava
may be accepted as a witness to the fact ; but there
is no reason to believe that the ceremony was originally devised for such cases, or ever restricted to

them.
Further evidence for the fire ordeal was formerly
found in Athar. Ved. 2. 12. 1-8 (so Scldagintweit,
Die Guttesurtheile der Inder, 1866, p. 9 Weber, In;

disehe Studien, xiii. (1876) 16411'. hudwig, Der Bigveda, iii. (1878) 445; Zimmer, Altindisehes Leben,
1879, p. 183 f.; Kaegi, Alter und Herkunft des
;

germ. Gottesurtheils, 1887. The interpretation was
first doubted by Roth (cf. Grill, Hundert Licder des
Atharva Veda, 1888, p. 16), and the ritualistic manipulation of the hymn in the Kausika Sutra finally
disclosed its true nature as an imprecation against
an enemy for thwarting holy work (cf. Bloomfield,

AJPh
The

xi. 33011'.

earliest

;

SBE

xlii. 89,

294

lawbooks, also,

ff.).

make but

slight

reference to the practice, most probably because
it was not considered of great importance, and
because they were consequently willing to leave
the details to be decided by local customs. These
have been gathered and systematized by the later
treatises on law, which finally recognize nine forms
of ordeal.

The accused is
(1) By the scales (dhata, tula).
placed in one scale of a balance and his weight in
stones and sand in the other scale.
He descends
from the scale, and after certain ceremonies is
again jdaced on the balance. If he is lighter, he is
innocent if heavier, guilty. Equality of weight
is generally considered proof of guilt in a less
degree, though the authorities differ upon this
point and upon the significance of accidents to the
apparatus.
The accused, whose hands are
(2) By fire (agni).
more or less protected by leaves and grains, is re;

quired to step in seven circles, while holding in
his hands a piece of heated iron.
If his hands are
burnt it is a proof of his guilt.
To prove his innocence,
(3) By water (salila).
the accused must remain under water until a swift
runner can bring back an arrow shot at the time of
submersion.
If no ill effects are ob(4) By poison (visa).
servable within a certain time after the accused
has taken the poison, he is declared innocent.
An image of a god
(5) By holy water (ko&a).
recognized by the accused is bathed in water,
which is then given to the accused to drink. If he
does so without betraying his guilt, and no misfortune happens to him within a certain time, he is
innocent.

Grains of unhusked
(6) By rice grains (tandula).
soaked in water in which an image of a
god has been bathed, and are given to the accused
to chew.
He is then required to spit upon a leaf.
If there is no blood evident, and his gums are
uninjured, he is innocent.
The ac(7) By a heated gold-piece (taptatnasa).
cused is required to take a gold-piece from a vessel
of heated gin and oil.
Quivering and blisters are
rice are

proofs of guilt.
(8)

By a ploughshare

(phcUa).

The

accused, to

must lick a heated ploughshare without burning his tongue.
(9) By lot (dkarmCulharma).
Representations of
innocence and guilt are placed in a vessel, and the
accused is required to draw one.
The form of ordeal is determined by the nature
of the crime, the position of the accused, and the
season of the year. There is observable, as always
in Hindu law, the tendency to favour the upper
castes, but there is also a tendency to moderate
the conditions of the ordeal in favour of the accused, and the accuser is generally required to
undergo the penalty in case the accused is acThe ordeal can be applied only in the
quitted.
absence of human evidence, and, as was to be
expected, is accompanied by religious ceremonies
(for further details cf. J. Jolly, Becht und Sitte,
establish his innocence,

1896, p. 144 f., and esp. A. F. Stenzler, 'Die ind.
ix. 661-682).
Gottesurtheile,'
The practices described must be much older than
the texts in which they are contained. There is
no warrant for declaring the essentials of any one
form later than another ; and the familiar nature
of the Vedic allusions to the fire ordeal as something well known warrants the belief that similar,
if not identical, practices were in vogue in Vedic
times.
Allusions to ordeals are found in the classic
literature in Ramayana, vi. 101-103 (Gorresio),
where Sita proves her innocence by walking
through fire ; and in the Mrchchhakatika, 9. 43,
p. 156 S., where the ordeals by fire, water, poison,
and the scales are referred to.
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Henry, La Magie dans I'Inde anliqxie, Paris, 1901, pp. 69-78;
A. Hillebrandt, Rituallilteratur, Strassburg, 1897, p. 186
H. Oldenbergr, Die Jteligion des Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 509 ff.
and the indexes to ' Hyrnns of the Atharva-Veda (tr. M.
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G. M. BOLLING.
DIVINE RIGHT.— Divine right is a right
conferred by God, sanctioned or inspired by Him,

and based on His ordinance and appointment.

The

phrase is generally used to express the theory that
kings hold their authority, not from the choice or
consent of their subjects, but from God Himself
alone. In English history it came into specific use
in the 17th century, during the disputes between
the Stuarts and their people. The claim of Divine
right was pre-eminently made for that dynasty ;
the doctrine became the badge of Tories and High
Churchmen and at the Restoration in 1660 it
was the accepted royalist creed. It was seriously
maintained that hereditary monarchy, as opposed
to every other form of government, has the Divine
approval that no human power can justly deprive
a legitimate king of his rights that the authority
of such a king is necessarily always despotic ; that
constitutional liberties are not lights of the people,
but concessions freely made by the king and liable
to be resumed at his pleasure
that treaties which
he may make with his subjects merely inform
them of his present intentions, and are not contracts of which the performance can be demanded.
The chief representative of the Divine right
party was Sir Robert Filmer, who in his books
and pamphlets laid down the doctrine that the
government of a family is the true original and
model of all government, that all kings and
governors derive their absolute authority from the
patriarchs, and that to the end of the world the king
will always have the natural right of a supreme
father over a multitude. This fantastic theory was
fn'Iy developed in his Patriarc/m, a posthumous
work (1680), but his position was sufficiently indicated in works published during his lifetime,
his 'Freeholder's Grand Inquest touching our
1
Sovereign hold the King and his Parliament
;

;

;

;

DIVINE RIGHT
a Limited and Mixed
'Anarchy
Monarchy' (1648), his 'Observations upon Mr.
Hohbes' Leviathan, Mr, Milton against Salmasius,
and H. Grotius, De jure belli et pacts, concerning
the Original of Government' (1652). It amounted
the king alone is the
to a paternal despotism
maker of laws, the Lords only give counsel to
the king, and the Commons merely 'perform and
consent to the ordinances of parliament.' It was
this 'patriarchal' theory of government, doggedlyadhered to by the Stuarts, that rent the fabric of
the constitution in the reign of Charles I., and
drove the long-suffering nation to the Revolution
his

(1648),

of

:

of 1688.

In the previous century, Richard Hooker (c. 15531600) had given a philosophical statement of the
principles of government, making the consent of
the people the prime requisite
Without which consent there were no reason that one man
should take upon him to be lord or judge over another because, although there be according to the opinion of some very
great and judicious men a kind of natural right in the noble,
wise, and virtuous, to govern them which are of servile disposition nevertheless for manifestation of this their right, and
men's more peaceful contentment on both sides, the assent of
them who are to be governed seemeth necessary.
To fathers within their private families Nature hath given a
supreme power; for which cause we see throughout the world,
even from the foundation thereof, all men have ever been taken
as lords and lawful kings in their own houses. Howbeit over a
whole grand multitude having no Buch dependency upon any one,
and consisting of eo many families as every politic society in the
world doth, impossible it is that any should have complete lawful power, but by consent of men, or immediate appointment
:

'

;

;

'

of

God because, not having the natural superiority of fathers,
power must needs be either usurped, and then unlawful
if lawful, then either granted or consented unto by them
;

their
or,

over

;

whom

they exercise the same, or else given extraordinarily
whom all the world is subject (Eecl. Polity,
'

from God, unto
i.

10; Keble's edition,

i.

302

f.).

To popularize the principles of the liberty of
subjects, the fiery logic of Samuel Rutherford did
more than the massive learning of Hooker. His
Lex Hex (1644) was intolerable to the Royalists.
Not only was

it burnt by the hangman in Edinburgh in 1661, and by the hands of Sharpe under
the windows of its author's college in St. Andrews,
but it would probably have cost him his life, as he
was about to be tried for high treason when he
'got another summons before a superior Judge.'
*

The king,' he contends, hath no masterly dominion over
That the power of the
the people, but only fiduciary (110).
king is fiduciary, that is, given to him by God in trust, Royalists
do not deny but we hold that the trust is put upon the king
by the people (124). 'The people may be without the king,
but not the king without the people (il4). 'Though God immediately without any action of the people make kings, this is
I
a weak reason, to prove they cannot unmake them (146).
utterly deny that God ever ordained such an irrational creature
'Whatever the king doth as
as an absolute monarch' (216).
from
who
he
a
borrowed
the
that
doth
Estates,
by power
king,
made him king. He must then be nothing but an eminent
servant of the State (233).
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

principle was argued for in another classical work on English constitutional law

The democratic

and polity

— Locke's

Two

Treatises

on Government

In the 'First Treatise' he subjects the
writings of Kilmer to a searching analysis, going
over bis arguments seriatim, and in the Second
Treatise be maintains that civil rulers hold their
power not absolutely but conditionally, government being a moral trust which is forfeited if
the conditions are not fulfilled by the trustees.
Written for the immediate purpose of vindicating
the Revolution, Locke's work contains the essential
(1690).

'

'

principles which have regulated political progress
for over two centuries, and gradually moulded the
British constitution.
Carlyle, in his lecture on 'The Hero as King,'

remarks that much sorry stuff, written some
hundred years ago or more, about the "Divine
right of kings" had better be left to rot silently in
the Public Libraries. At the same time he does
'

'

not wish to 'let the immense rubbish go without
leaving us some soul of

it

behind.'

'

831

me

the true E6nnituj, King, or Able-man, and he has a
divine right over me. That we knew in Bomi tolei
measure
how to find bim, and that all men were ready to ackimv. ! -L
his divine right when found: this is precisely the nettling which
a sick worlcl is everywhere, in these ages, seeking after
(On
'
He that models Nations accordHeroes, People's ed. p. 183 f.).
his sceptre were a
ing to his own image, he is a King, though
*
walking-stick and properly no other is (Frederick the Great,
People's ed., vol. i. p. 286). In this high sense Cromwell is a king
'
by Divine right ; while Pitt is not born a King, alas, no, not
officially so, only naturally so ; has his kingdom to seek. . .
tragical it is ... to see a Royal Man, or Born King, wading
towards his throne in such an element. But, alas, the Born
King ... so seldom can arrive tlu-re at all (ib. vii. 139 f.).

Find

'

!

;

—

.

'

The older doctrine had an ephemeral revival at
the time of the Holy Alliance (1814), which, while
to all appearances an attempt, inspired by the
religious idealism of the Czar Alexander I., to find
in the sacred precepts of the Gospel a common
basis for a general league of European governments having for its object the preservation of
peace, was really a brotherhood of sovereigns holding the reins of government by Divine right. The
same high doctrine was dear to the first German
Emperor, who intensely believed himself to be the
vicegerent of the God of battles ; and it is held
as firmly by his grandson, who habitually lays
stress on the Divine right by which alone the
kings of Prussia rule, sincerely holding that they
are appointed and inspired to shape their people's
destinies.
Considering mj-self as the instrument
of the Lord, without heeding the views and
opinions of the day, I go my way' (Konigsberg
'

'

'

'

'

speech, 1910). The principle is logically applied
in Russia, where the Emperor places the crown (as
the first Napoleon did) on his own head, deriving
his kingly prerogative from no man, and being
answerable to no man.
The Old Testament has often been regarded as
teaching the Divine right of kings. But it speaks
with a somewhat uncertain voice. In gratitude
for the monarchy, which, arising out of natural

beginnings, drew together all the vital energies
of Israel in devotion to one God and one king,
the prophets went to all lengths in proclaiming
the king's person sacrosanct and his rule Divine.
The earthly monarch was sent in the place of the
heavenly he was Jahweh's anointed and His son,
the mediator through whom help, salvation, and
The Civil State was
blessing came to the people.
a miracle, a gift of God, and even the glorious
kingdom of the future was inconceivable without
a heaven-sent king. Time, however, brought disillusionment a succession of weak and unrighteous kings were unfaithful to the pure religion
Hosea (13 11 ) regarded the monarchy itself as an
evil
and, according to a late stratum of the historical books, Samuel from the very beginning
foresaw a dangerous rivalry to the kingship of
Jahweh, an autocracy substituted for a theocracy
7ff
It is certain that the prophets never re(1 S 8 -)nounced their Divine right of criticizing the policy
and the character of their kings, and that long
before the end came they remorselessly foretold
the dissolution of the State and the abolition of
the monarchy, at least until the Messiah should
;

;

;

;

come

to restore all things.

In the New Testament, Christ Himself acknowledges the rights of Ca;sar (the reigning Emperor
was Tiberius) within his own sphere (Mk 12 17 ), and
St. Paul declares that the Powers that be (^owrfcu
iirepe'x° mai ) are ordained of God, so that resistance
to the Power is resistance to the ordinance of God
(Ro 13"-). The Divine-right party in the Jacobean
and Caroline period regarded such utterances as
strongly supporting their cause and even Bishop
Berkeley appears to have interpreted them as prescribing an unlimited obedience.
Loyalty is a
moral virtue, and "Thou sbalt not resist the Supreme Power" a rule or law of nature, the least
breach whereof hath the inherent stain of moral
;

'

DOCBTISM

832
Ill

[quoted by Sandayturpitude' (Wo?-ks,
Headlara, Romans, Edin. 1895, p. 372]). But the
early Christians, who were so loyal to Ctesar for
5
conscience' sake' (Ko 13 ), were loyal to Christ for
the same reason and, when Caesar went beyond
his sphere and claimed from them Divine honours,
they not only refused to bow to his authority, but
branded him as 'the Beast.'
In truth, the despotic claim of Divine right
must always make kings either odious or ridiculous.
King James I., who was in the habit of
telling his Parliament that they held their privileges merely during his pleasure, and that they
had no more business to inquire what he might
lawfully do than what the Deity might lawfully
do' (Macaulay, Hist, of Eng., ed. London, 1871,
i. 37), was reminded
by Melville that, though he
was king over men, he was only God's silly
vassal.'
It was not a courtly speech, any more
iv.

'

;

'

'

than Knox's memorable saying to Mary, Your
Madam, is no reason.' But such bold utterances the expression of the Divine and indefeasible right of private judgment
becoming household
words, created an atmosjmere in which the doctrine of Divine right to unlimited power ultimately
died a natural death.
Faint and ghostly echoes
of it are still frequently heard abroad, as when
Martensen {Christian Ethics [Social], Eng. tr.,
Edin. 1882, p. 187) advocates hereditary monarchy,

Docetism was not so much a definite system as a
tendency. There was not one organized Docctic
nor was the idea of a phantasmal body of
sect
Christ adopted for its own sake, for the sake of
apparent reasons of philosophy, or on the ground
It
of texts of Scripture, or other such arguments.
is rather the consequence to which other heresies
led.
It is found, moreover, in various forms, more
or less perfect. One school had only few Docetic
tendencies, another more it was possible to hold
Docetic views about our Lord's birth or conception,
but not about His death, and vice versa. So we
find it in many grades, ranging from a slight
tendency to consider Christ's humanity as privi;

;

more spiritual than ours, less subject to
humiliating conditions (in which form it might
be held by orthodox Christians), to the extreme
school which made all His life on earth a senseless
leged,

mystification.

'

will,

—

—

'because of ita full manifestation of the fact that the king
exists not by the will of the people, but by the will of God,
that the king and his authority are ffiwn us, that he is exactly
the person whom we ought to have, that subjective arguing is
in this matter of as little use as it would be to complain that
we have not other parents than those whom God has given us,
although those parents may have undeniable imperfections, to
which we need not be blind, but by which our dutifulness must
not be disturbed.'

The ideal State is that in which the Divine
right of every personality is recognized, and the
throne thus broad-based upon the people's will.
In such a State each individual can say, in a much
higher sense than was meant by the Grand Mon'
L'etat c'est moi.' It is vain to imagine
arque,
that 'there's such divinity doth hedge a king'
(Hamlet, IV. v. 123), when the king happens to be
Hamlet's stepfather, lawless and murderous ; but
the words have a profound significance when the
Divine protection of a good king is mediated by
the fervent loyalty of a great nation.
Where the king doth guide the state, and the law the king,
that commonwealth is like a harp or melodious instrument, the
strings whereof are tuned and handled all by one, following as
laws the rules and canons of musical science (Hooker, viii. 2,
Keble's ed. iii. 440).
'

'

See also

art.

Government, and

Literature there

cited.

J.

Strahan.

DIVORCE.— See Marriage.
(8oKi]Ti<rfi6s) is the heresy which teaches that
Christ had no real material body and human
nature, but only an apparent body, a phantasm of
1B
humanity (like the angel Kaphael in To 12 ). His
acceptance of the ordinary laws that govern our
life, His eating, drinking, birth, and death, are so
many illusions (oo/ceiV, in the sense of seeming

ism

'

'

only).
a letter of Serapion
SoxriTai (fioiuTai) appearB
of Antioch (191-203 [reproduced by Euseb.
vi. 12J), in
which he forbids the reading of the apocryphal Gospel of
Peter because it is corrupted by the successors of those who
preceded Marcion, whom we call Docetes.' It appears again in
Clem. Alex. Strum, iii. 13 (PO viii. 1192), vii. 17 (ib. ix. 563), in
HippoL PhtioB. viii. 8 (ib. xvi. 3347), iu Theodoret (t c. 45t>), Ep.
82 (ib. lxxxiii. 1264)
Marcion, Valentine, Manes, and the
other Docetes.' But the heresy existed long before the time of
these writers. There are traces of it in the NT, it recurs in
the Apostolic Fathers, it became part of the Gnostic system,
continued in various forms among Manicluoans and Monolasted into the Middle Ages, and was adopted (in part)
physites.
first in

'

'

:

by Muhammad.

NT

and the Apostolic Fathers.—

known Christian heresy.
was still fresh in Juda?a,'
when His body was said to be a
phantasm' (adv. Lucif. 23 [PL xxiii. 186]). There
are passages in the NT against those who deny
the

is

'The blood

first

of Christ

says Jerome,

'

the reality of our Lord's body.

Certain texts in

Paul which insist on Christ's birth from a
J
3
5
woman, or on His having flesh (Gal 4 Ko l 9 ;
cf. He 2"), are sometimes supposed to be directed
is
there
In
Docetes.
case,
undeniably
any
against
St.

,

a polemic anti-Docetic meaning in the Epistles of
"
1"3

3

John 1 Jn l and 4 clearly have this sense,
22
just as 2 rejects the Gnostic basis of Docetism.
In 2 Jn ' there is the statement that many deare
ceivers
gone forth into the world, even they
that confess not that Jesus Christ cometh in the
flesh (A. Wurm, Die Irrlehrer im ersten Johannes-

St.

1

;

'

'

Freiburg, 1903, pp. 53-62).
may seem strange that Docetism should thus
be the earliest of all heresies. One would have
thought that the first and second Christian generations would at any rate have had no doubt about
our Lord's real manhood. The explanation is that
Docetism did not develop by a perverse process
from the gospel and the Christian system, but
came to Christianity from without.
Already,
before the time of Christ, the philosophy of
dualism (n.v.) was in possession in GreeK and
Jewish schools. The concept of the universe as
the battle-ground between two worlds a good
world of spirit and a bad world of matter had a
large number of adherents when the Christian
gospel was first preached. Dualistic philosophies,
then, combining with the Christian faith, produced the long chain of heresies that we class
together as Gnosticism and Maniehausni. In all
the problem of evil (Tertullian, de Prmscr. 7
unde malum et quare ') is explained by dualism
and it must be remembered that dualism is not so
much a Christian heresy as a totally un-Christian,
Certainly in some of
pre-Christian, philosophy.
the extreme Gnostic schools there is hardly any
Christianity at all. Docetism is a corollary of
Gnostic dualism. All these combinations of the
old Persian philosophy with the new religion took
from the gospel at least the name of Jesus Christ
as the leading champion of the good world of spirit,
if not a final emanation from God its creator and
It followed, then, that He could not be
protector.
Himself polluted by matter. He had come down
to redeem men's souls by freeing them from matter
He Himself must be pure spirit. The body is bad,
made by the powers of darkness and evil thereSo all the
fore the Saviour could have no
body.
passages of the Gospels that refer to His flesh, or to
His dependence on matter in birth, eating, death,
must be understood as describing mere appearIt was necessary that He should seem to
ances.
brief,

It

—
—

:

DOCETISM.—i. Name and definition. — Docet-

The name

In the

2.

Docetism

HE

'

;

;

;

DOCETISM
have a material body, but this was only what
seemed to be.
Docetism in the first period is always the corolF. Chr. Baur (Die
lary of some Gnostic system.
Gnosis, p. 258) held that all Gnostics
This is not correct. There were
Gnostic schools, as that of Basilides, which solved
the problem in another way, denying any essential
union between Christ, the spiritual Saviour-.Eon,
and the man Jesus thus foreshadowing NestorianBut more or less advanced Docetic ideas
isni.
accompany most Gnostic systems although we
cannot say that all Gnostics were Docetes, we may
safely say that all early Docetes were Gnostics.
Docetism was always a consequence of that representation of matter as evil which is the common
element of Gnostic schools. It was a feature of
Gnosticism specially hateful to the early Fathers,
because it made of the Gospel story all the Life
that is to be our example (Jn 13'*) a vain pretence.
'Spare the one hope of the whole world,'
says Tertullian to Marcion (de came Christi, 5
[PL ii. 760]). Although this theory was not a
separate heresy, but rather a consequence of the
larger issue about dualism, it could be refuted
separately.
Apart from the general question
whether matter be an emanation from the evil
it was possible to defend the real humanprinciple,
ity and so the material body of Christ; it was
possible to show to any one who accepted the
story of His life in the Gospels that He was a real
man, subject to the normal conditions of human
life.
Many Fathers accordingly discuss this queschristliche

were Docetes.

—

;

—
—

and refute those who deny it,
without dealing with the reason of their denial.
So they have left us the concept of Docetism as a
6pecial heresy, and of Docetes as a particular class
tion separately,

of persons.

Ihe Epistle of Barnabas, v. 12 ('God says that
the stroke of his flesh is from them [sc. the Jews] '),
sometimes supposed to contain a Docetic idea
('naiver Doketismus' [Harnack, Dogmcngesch. i.
The text goes on to declare
215]), but unjustly.
the reality of the Passion and Crucifixion
the
words quoted mean only that this was the fulfilis

;

ment

of

1901,

i.

prophecy (Funk, Patres apost., Tubingen,
53, n. 12).
Ignatius of Antioch, in the

Greek version of his Letters, repeatedly and vehemently denounces those who say that Christ
'

'

suffered apparently
(t6 Sotceiv irarovdevcu [Trail.
10]), and insists on the reality of His flesh (Eph.
All the first part of Smyrn.
7, 18; Trail. 9-10).
1
(1-6) is devoted to anti-Docetic polemic.
Poly2
carp quotes 1 Jn 4 '-, adding that whoever does
'not confess the witness of the Cross is of the devil,

and whoever denies the Resurrection and the Judg-

the first-born of Satan. He describes these
the folly of many people' (Phil. vii. 1-2).
generally believed to be directed against
Marcion and his followers. Irena?us tells the story
of Polycarp meeting Marcion and calling him the
first-born of Satan (Rmr. III. iii. 4).
Justin Martyr
counts Marcionites among the other Gnostics who
in no way worship Jesus, but only confess Him
in words' (Dial. 35 [PG vi. 551]), and insists on
Christ's real human nature (ib. 43 [568]).

ment

is

ideas as

This

'

is

'

3.

Docetism

in

apocryphal scriptures.

— There

are traces of Docetism in several apocryphal books
that circulated for a time among early Christians.
have seen that Serapion of Antioch forbade
the reading of the Gospel of Peter because it had
been corrupted by Docetes. The fragment lately
discovered (in 1887 at Akhniim in Upper Egypt,
published by U. Bouriant in 1892) confirms hiss
judgment. Verse 10 says (of Christ on the cross)

We

:

'

But he remained dumb,
1

as one

who

feels

no pain

IV.— S3

'

Evang.

u.

Apokal. des Petrus,

1

TV

ix.

2

[1893], p. 9).

the apocryphal Acts of
Apostles contaiu more or less Docetic ideas, often
together with a certain amount of Eucrati.-m (a
similar corollary of hatred of matter).
Tin- Acts
iii.
25)
of John (early 2nd cent.; cf. Euseb.
exhibits the most pronounced form. At the Last
Supper, St. John, leaning on Christ's breast, found
it non-resisting (89 [Hennecke,
Apokryphen,
Tubingen, 1904, p. 451]); at the entombment, the
body of Christ was at one moment apparently
another
it
was
'immaterial and incorsolid, at
poreal and like nothing' (93 [td. 452]). The Crucifixion was only an appearance
at the same
moment Christ appeared to John on the Mount of
Olives and explained this (97 [ib. 454]). The Acts
of Peter (cf. Euseb. iii. 2) has the statement, characteristic of one school of Docetism, that God sent
His Son through the Virgin Mary' (7 [Hennecke,
The material Passion was an appearance :
399]).

Except those of Paul,

all

HE

NT

;

'

'

What appears is quite different from

as

it

was from the passion

The Acts of Andrew

is

this suffering,
of Christ' (37 [ib. 421]).

strongly Encratite

;

its

§ 6 (Hennecke, 466), where
said to be 'immaterial, holy, light,' etc.
In the Acts of Thomas, Docetism is less evident,
but the usual Gnostic antithesis between matter

Docetism appears in

man

is

and spirit is supposed throughout Christ is spirit
(Hennecke, 480-544). Only the Acts of Paul (ib.
369-383) seems free from any trace of this heresy.
In many cases the Docetism of these apocryphal
scriptures is latent rather than manifest, or it
shows itself only in one or two sentences. For
the rest they speak of our Lord in much the same
tone as the Canonical books. This explains how
they could be read in orthodox circles often without
On the other hand, they were rejected
suspicion.
by authority (cf. Euseb. iii. 25) because of their
heretical tendency, shown chiefly in the form of
;

Docetism.
4.

The Gnostic

Docetes.

— The apocryphal scrip-

tures quoted were composed in Gnostic circles ; the
quotations have anticipated part of what follows.
With regard to Docetism the Gnostic schools fall
into three classes (1) those which were not Docetic
at all, but distinguished Christ the spiritual Saviour
from the normal man Jesus (2) the milder Docetes,
who admitted a body of Christ, though it was a
spiritualized one (truifia. ^vxatov or irvevfj-artKui'), and
:

;

only passed through His mother, was not formed
of her (3) the extreme Docetes, who denied all
reality to the body of Christ He was born in no
sense at all, and all His human life was a mere
phantasm (Harnack, i. 285).
(1) Basilides (q.v.) (in Alexandria at the time of
Hadrian, A.D. 117-138 [Euseb. iv. 7]) was not a
Docete, but solved the Gnostic problem in the
other way, by distinguishing the man Jesus from
the Spirit, the vovi, who entered into Him at His
baptism. Irena?us says that Basilides' account of
the Crucifixion was that Simon of Cyrene was
crucified by mistake, 'and Jesus Himself took the
form of Simon, and stood by and laughed at them
If Basilides really taught this
(Hair. I. xxiv. 4).
[it is disputed], it shows a trace of one idea, common to most Docetes, namely, the denial of the
;

;

'

Crucifixion.

school is represented by Valenand Marinus. Valen120-160) taught that Jesus had a psychic'
body which could not decay, was not subject to
the normal laws of matter (Letter to Agathopus
in Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 7 [PG viii. 1161]): He
passed through His mother as water through a
(2)

The milder

tinus, Apelles, Bardesanes,

tinus

'

(c.

'

These passages are wanting in Cureton's Syriac version
(Ughtfoot, The Apost. Fathers, pt. ii. vol. i. [18S9J p. 320).

VOL.
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(Harnack,

pipe (Kaddircp

IJSup 5ii truX^^or [Iren.

was an emanation from the thirty

I.

vii. 2]).

.<Eons,

He

the visible

appearance of the pre -existent Christ produced
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through Mary by the lowest (female) JEon, Sophia,
and the power of the Creator-derniurge (ib. I. xi.
Later Valentinian schools developed and
2, 3).

'

;

modified the founder's ideas in various directions.
Some, keeping the idea of the non-natural body
of Jesus, further distinguished between Him and
Mark
Christ as two persons (ib. III. xiv. 1).
(Irenaeus'

contemporary of

this

school)

;

;

distin-

two baptisms of Jesus, one the (psychic)
fuished
aptism of the 'apparent Jesus' (roC <f>an>op.ipov
'liritrov) by John for the forgiveness of sins, the
other a pneumatic baptism, to which Mk 10 38
refers, in which He received Christ, or the Spirit,
for His perfection {ib. I. xxi. 2).
This represents
exactly the combined milder Docetism and (as we
should say) Nestorianism of this school. Marcion's
disciple Apelles so far modified his master's teaching that he, too, must be classed among the milder
He admitted that Christ had a real
Docetes.
body, formed from the stars and
higher substances of the world, not really born of Mary,
but like the body of an angel (sic) (Tert. de came
'-

'

'

763] ; adv. Marc. iii. 11 [ib. 335]).
hear nothing of Docetism in Bardesanes
himself (in Syria, A.D. 154-223 ? [Euseb. iv. 30]).
Ephraim Syr. in his account (Serin, polem. adv.
Christi, 6

We

[PL

ii.

1 [Opp.
ii. 437-439] says
Syr., Rome, 1740,
nothing of Chnstological errors, nor does Epiphanius (Ha-.r. lvi. [PG xli. 989-993]). But Marinus
and others of Bardesanes' school taught the milder
form of Docetism that Christ had a heavenly
body, was not born of a woman, and suffered only
apparently (Adamantius, Dialog, de recta in Deum

hcer.

—

fide,

iii.

[PG

'

'

xi. 1793]).

'

'

:

(Antirrhetika, 21, in Pitra, Spicilcgium Solesmense,
Tertullian devotes adv. Marc,
Paris, 1852, i. 406).
iii. 8-11 (PL ii. 331-336) to proving, against the
heretic, that Christ did not have a 'corpus

phantasticum.'

There remains Simon Magus, the reputed author

Hmr.

of Docetism, as of all Gnostic theories (Iren.

I.

His name appears
II. Prasf.
III. Prsef.).
repeatedly as the inventor of this idea but it is
doubtful
how
far
is
not
he
simply a type to
very
whom all Gnostic developments are traced back.
Clement of Alexandria refers to Docetes (Sonnal)
in Strom, vii. 17 (PG ix. 553) ; in iii. 13 (ib. viii.
1192 f.) he alludes casually to a certain Julius
Cassianus ('IorfXios Kacro-tav6s), who, he says, was
the leader of the sect of Docetes and a disciple
of Valentinus.
But the passage tells us nothing
about Julius' Docetic ideas the fragments that
xxiii. 2

;

;

;

;

(3) The chief defenders of extreme Docetism are
Cerdo, Satornil, and Marcion. Cerdo (Kip5o>v, a
Syrian in Rome at the time of Hyginus, c. 136140 [Iren. I. xxvii. 1
cf. III. iv. 3]) is known
He is said to
chiefly as the teacher of Marcion.
have denied absolutely the reality of Christ's body
;

of all His apparently human actions (birth,
death) on earth (Epiph. xli. [PG xli. 692-693];
Hippol. Philosoph. x. 19 [PG xvi. 3435-3438]).
Irenseus (ib.) counts him a follower of Simon
Magus, the supposed father of all Gnostic and
Docetic theories. Satornil (Saturninus, a Syrian
[2nd cent.]), mentioned already by Justin (Dial. 35
[PG vi. 552]), was a consistent dualist in all his

and

system, and carried his principles to their logical
consequence in absolute Docetism. Our Lord was
the Saviour, opposed to the God of Israel, and
came to separate the sparks of life and spirit in
men from matter. His own freedom from matter
is

from the heaven of the Creator, into which He
had already descended from His own (adv. Marc.
S1
iv. 7 [PL li. 369])
cf. Lk 3* 4
(adv. Marc. i. 19
He was in no
Iren. Hozr. I. xxvii. 2).
[ib. 267]
sense really a man, had no real body
any connexion between the Divine Spirit Christ and matter
is impossible (Tert. decarne Christi, 3 [Pi ii. 757]).
Marcion accepted the idea of the sacrificial death
of Christ.
For this reason it is often said that he
admitted a real passion and death. But there is
reason to doubt this. It seems that, although he
constantly spoke and wrote of the death of Christ
as did orthodox Christians, he understood it in a
merely Docetic sense. Nikephoros I. of Constantinople (806-815) quotes a sentence from a lost work
of Marcion
Christ seemed to sutler and be buried

emphasized strongly.
'He

said the Saviour was unborn, incorporeal, without figure
(sine Jitiiira), without real matter, apparently seeming a man
and he said the God of the Jews was one of the angels. . . .
Christ had come to destroy the Jewish God and for the salvation of those who trusted Him (Christ) ; these are they who
have a spark of His life (Iren. I. xxiv. 2 ; cf. Hippol. Philosoph.
vii. 28 (PG xvi. 3322J).
;

'

The most famous of all Docetes is Marcion. He
was a sailor from Pontus (Tert. Prcescr. 30 [PL
ii. 48 f.]
Euseb. v. 13), who became a Christian at
;

Rome

at the time of Eleutherius (c. 177-190?
Then he was attracted by Gnostic
circles, and evolved a Gnostic system of his own
which obtained a considerable following. Marcionites occur among the heretics in all the anti-Gnostic
Fathers.
Irenteus traces the line of Marcion's
heresy through Cerdo from Simon Magus (flier. I.
xxvii. 1).
His Docetism, as regards the beginning
of Christ's life, was complete.
His followers read
a corrupt version of St. Luke (Hmr. m. xii. 7
adv. Marc. iv. 2 [PL ii. 364]), in which all the
account of the birth and infancy was cancelled.
In
Suddenly Christ appeared as a grown man
the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius He
descended into the city of Galilee Capernaum
[Praiscr., ib.]).

j

'

:

Clement quotes of his works (ib. iii. 13 and 14
[PGviii. 1192-1196]) show only Encratism. Jerome
(Com. in Gal. vi. 8 [PL xxvi. 460]) repeats that
Otherwise nothing is
Cassianus was a Docete.
known of him.
The Docetes, besides their principle that the
Saviour could not be defiled by a material body,
of their
quoted certain texts of Scripture in favour
view. Marcion made much of Mt 12 48 as showing
that Christ had no mother (adv. Marc. iv. 19 [PL
He also quoted Ro 83 (tv biJ.oiuiiia.Ti (rap/cos)
ii. 404]).
On the other
so Nikephoros (in Pitra, loc. cit.).
hand, the Fathers had no lack of texts to quote
of
St.
John supThe
Docetism.
Epistles
against
Polyca.rp quotes
plied, of course, many such.
s9
2 '1 Jn 4
(Phil. vii. 1); Ignatius uses Lk 24
Iren. Hwr. hi. xxii. 1-3 and
(Smyrn. iii. 2).
Tert. de came Christi, 15 (PL ii. 779 f.), are good
,

;

examples of contemporary controversy against
It may be noted, too, that
Gnostic Docetism.
the body of Christ in the Holy Eucharist is frequently used as an argument against Docetes.
Already in the time of Ignatius, Docetes abstain
from the Eucharist and prayer (irpoo-evx-fi, prayer
of oblation ?) because they do not confess that the
Eucharist is the flesh of our Saviour Jesus Christ'
(Smyrn. vii. 1). Irenoeus (Hmr. IV. xviii. 5, V. ii.
2-3) and Tertullian (adv. Marc. iv. 40) use the
Eucharist as a proof of the reality of Christ's
'

body.

5. Docetism in the Fathers.— Certain Fathers
have been accused of Docetic ideas. We have
seen that Docetism admits of many degrees. It
may be a question whether an otherwise orthodox
Father conceived some mild form of it witli regard

The Epistle
life.
of Barnabas has been accused wrongly (see above,
to be any foundation
seem
does
there
nor
833"),
p.
for the alleged Docetism of Origen (cf. Harnack,
The case of Clement of Alexandria is
i.
688).
more serious. Photius accuses him of this heresy
Yet he categorically
(Biblioth. 109 [PG ciii. 384]).
rejects it (Strom, vii. 17 [PG ix. 553], iii. 17 [viii.
1205]) ; he says that our Lord was really a man
to certain incidents of Christ's
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(Peed.

1

[viii.

556]),

speaks of His flesh and

blood (cf. Strom, v. 6 [ix. 58]; Peed, ii. 2 [viii.
His
409]; Quis dives salv. 37 [ix. 641]), etc.
alleged Docetism consists of an idea that the body
of Christ was not subject to natural desires, nor
His soul to human passions, such as joy, sorrow,
Peed. i. 2 [viii. 252]).
etc. [Strom, vi. 9 [ix. 292]
And in his Adumbr. in Joh. i. 1 (PG ix. 735) he
the
a
as
tradition,
story told in the Acts
repeats,
u
from
of John (see above, p. S33 ), that at the descent
the cross, St. John, trying to touch the body of
Christ, found a void there (the legend is told by
Leukios Charinos, for whom see Photius, Bibl. 114
[PG ciii. 389]). Hilary is quite clear as to the
reality of the body of Christ and its natural qualities (de Trin. x. 19 [PL x. 357]); but he calls it
a 'heavenly' body (x. 18 [ib.]), and thinks that
Christ's soul was not naturally subject to pain
This idea, not uncommon among
(x. 23 [ib. 361]).
the Fathers, occurs as a supposed consequence of
the hypostatic union, and can hardly be considered
Docetism of even the mildest kind (Harnack,
ii. 316 f.).
6. The Docetes in
Hippolytus
Hippolytus.
twice describes a sect whom he calls Docetes
and x.
(Pkilosoph. viii. 8-11 [PG xvi. 3347-3358]
16 [ib. 3434]). These people seem to have hardly
anything of what is generally called Docetism
their use of the name is difficult to explain.
Docetes
Hippolytus says they call themselves
he explains the name (ironi{doKijTds, ib. viii. 11)
in
their
beam
the
(5ok6s)
cally) as derived from
;

—

;

;

Their system ('a much-tangled and
[ib. 11]) is one of the many
forms of tortuous Gnostic philosophy about the
God is like a grain of the
universe.
of
the
origin
infinite in power of
fig-tree, very small in size,
seed come forth three
From
the
development.
emanations branches, leaves, fruit so from God
three /Eons, and all other things from them. Each
/Eon becomes perfect, that is, tenfold so we have
30 /Eons. They are male and female they generSo it goes
ate a middle /Eon, who is the Saviour.
on. One /Eon, a fire-god, is the Creator-demiurge.
In a long tangle of wild
Souls transmigrate.
nonsense the only trace of what we call Docetism
is the statement that our Lord (whose life was
as in the Gospels [PG xvi. 3355]) received at His
of the
baptism another body, the image and seal
body born of the Virgin.' When His material
body was crucified, His soul put on this other
He lived
one, evidently a spiritual Docetic body.
30 years, in each year manifesting the teaching
No wonder, then, that so
of a different /Eon.
many different heresies can appeal to His teachBut only the Docetes, who are from the
ing
middle deead and the best ogdoad,' can really
understand Him. 1
The Manicha?ans, as a con7. Later Docetism.
sequence of their dualism, took over the Docetic
idea.
Augustine represents Faustus as denying
the birth of Christ (c. Faust, ii. 1 [PL xlii. 209]),
as describing His body as not human but formed
cf. xi. 1 [243]), as
of celestial elements (v. 1 [219]
denying the reality of His passion and death (xiv.
Mani's Docetism is further complicated
2 [296]).
by a curious distinction between the Testis impati-

eye (Mt

7

3

).

inconsistent heresy'

—

;

;

;

'

'

!

—

;

is 'living spirit,' and the Tesus pedibilis,
the Soul of the world (G. Fliigel, Mani, seine
Lehre u. seine Schriften, Leipzig, 1862, pp. 35, 258,
337 f.).

who

bilis,

who

is

Later developments of Manichieism continued
The Priscillianists in Spain
the Docetic idea.
were not Docetes, though they were Dualists
There is so little resemblance between the ideas of Hippothat Salmon in the_ DCB
lytus' Docetes and ordinary Docetism
1

treats

them

865-870).

separately as representing different heresies

(i.
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(Buddhist)

Can. 17
ed. G. Schepss, Corp. Script.
But the
Latin, xviii. 118, Vienna, 1889).
set- especially vol. i.
Cathari, Albigenses (r/.v.
b
p. 281 ), and other mediaeval Manicha>an sects
adopted Docetism as part of their system. The
Albigenses carried it so far that they taught that
the Virgin Mary, St. Joseph, St. John, as well as
our Lord Himself, were all angels in the appear(Prise.

;

eccl.

;

ance of men (see documents in Dollinger, Beitrdge
zur Sektengeseh. des Mittelalters, Munich, 1890, ii.
In the year 1017 a Synod at
34, 58, 66 if., etc.).
Orleans condemned a number of heretics who
denied the reality of the body of Christ (Mansi,
xix. 377

;

Dollinger,

i.

65, gives the

date as 1022).

Pope Leo I. accuses the Monophysites of Docetism
There is something
(Ep. xxvi. [PL liv. 745] etc.
and in that of their
of this
heresy in their system
as they taught
inasmuch
Apollinaris,
predecessor
that the body of Christ, absorbed in the Divinity,
).

human

lost the natural qualities of

of Halicarnassus (t

c.

518)

flesh.

Julius

and his followers, the

Aphthartodoketai, held this view as their distinguishing theory (cf. Liberatus, Breviarium, 19 [PL
Muhammad adopted a Docetic
lxviii. 1033 f.]).
view of the Crucifixion (Qur'dn, iii. 45, tr. E. H.
Palmer, SBE vi. [1900] 53 and n. 3). Some Anabaptists were Docetes (see Anabaptism, vol. i.

p. 410).
Lastly, various modern revivals of old
theosophy and such like have adopted
Docetic ideas. Mrs. Eddy introduced a kind of
Docetism as part of her Christian Science.' Her
literary adviser, Kev. J. H. Wiggin, recognized her
system as an ignorant revival of Gnostic and
Docetic theories (G. Milmine, Life of M. B. G.

heresies

—

—

'

'

'

Eddy, London,

— For

1909, p. 337).

Gnostic Docetism the chief sources are
Bier. (PG vii. 437-1224); Tertullian, adv.
Martian. (PL ii. 243-524), and de came Christi (ib. 762-792) ;
Hippolytus, PhUosopJatmma (PG xvi. 3347-3358, 3434) ; Clem.
Alex. Strom. (PG viii. 685-ix. 602), and Pwdagog. (PG viii. 249682). For Manichamn Docetism : Augustine's workB against
the Manichieans, esp. c. Faust. (PL xlii. 207-518); A. Hugenfeld, Ketzergesch. des Urchristenthums, Leipzig, 1884 ; A.
Harnack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengesch., new ed., 3 vols.,
Tubingen, 1909-10 [Eng. tr. of 3rd ed., 7 vols., London, 1894-9] ;
F. Chr. Baur, Die christliche Gnosis, Tubingen, 1835 ; Hilgers,
L. J. Tixeront,
Krit. Darstellung der Haresie, Bonn, 1837
Hist, des dogmes, Paris, 1909, i. 196-207 ; G. Salmon, art. in
DCB; J. Arendzen, art. in Cath. Encyclopaedia; G. R. S.
Mead, Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, London, 1906.

Literature.

Irenaeus, adv.

;

Adrian
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Fortesctje.

and nature.
has a
strong tendency towards docetic ideas as to the
orthodox
The
of
its
founder.
strictly
personality
Theravadins adhered to the practical moral teaching of the Master, and limited themselves to pious
obedience to the rules and traditions of the community. This is the reason why they, and they
alone, resisted strongly the docetic tendency of the
On the other hand,
heterodox Mahasahghikas.
the latter, not content with the mere formula? of
the doctrine, tried in various ways to amplify the
teachings of the Buddha and to pursue them to

(Buddhist).— Origin
— Speaking generally,
the Buddhist religion
I.

The more they
their respective consequences.
deified the Master and developed the idealistic
sides of his doctrines, the less they came to think
of his historical personality.
They were niore
broad-minded, so to speak, and were not afraid to
or of metafly above the clouds of mythical fancies
On this account the men of
speculations.
physical

this tendency called themselves the Mahayanists,
in contrast to the orthodox Hinayanists (see artt.

Mahayana, Hinayana), though the origin and
date of the former are still involved in obscurity.
In this way we may fairly say that the Maha-

yanists were more or less docetists, as their mythic
fancy or idealistic speculation laid less stress on

the historical Buddha.
Though a sharp demarcation can hardly be drawn between
these two forms of Buddhism (the Mahaaanghikas, for example.
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one of the Buddhas residing in various Buddha-lands and in1
fluencing believers. The Ekottara-dgama, the Mahasanghika
counterpart of the Pali Anguttara, tells of Maudgalyayana's
This belief is extended
visit to the land of the Buddha Sikhi.
to the ten directions, in each of which there is a Buddha-land,
where a Buddha or many Buddhas reside in the state of bliss
and attract their respective believers. It was inevitable, when
faith was in this way extended to mythical Buddhas, that the
concentration of belief in the actual Buddha should become
more difficult or less necessary, and that the historical personality of the present Buddha should become more and more
ephemeral and rarefied. This mythologizing and mystifying
process of Buddhological speculations went on parallel or conjointly with the metaphysical identification of all the Buddhas
A Buddha appeared once in this
in their essential reality.
world-period, and his historicity is established but the importance and significance of his personality do not lie in his actual
life, but in his connexion with the universal Buddhahood, the
;

Dharmakdya (see below).
Thus, docetisvn, or, to speak more generally, the
docetic tendency in Buddhism, made its progress in
two ways one the way of mythical fancies about
the Buddha's superhuman qualities, and the other
that of metaphysical speculations on his personality
as a Tathagata and on its relations with the truth
(dharrna) which he revealed. So long and so far
as the faith of Buddhists in the Master amounted
to the reverence paid towards a sage who, having
practised all the three branches of the Buddhist
training, attained Buddhahood and led his followers
in the same way, the Buddha remained a Tathagata who, starting from the position of a human
being, attained to his superhuman (Pali tnanus2
Whatever his merits and powers,
siittara) state.
his earthly life was believed to have been as real
as that of any other human being. But, as soon
as the pious thoughts of believers began to place
him side by side with a mythical Chakravartin or
to make him far superior to the highest deity
Brahma, whether in his lifetime or after his death,
his personality became more mythical and less
human. Progress along this line is seen in the
myth of his pre-existence in the Tusita heaven
and also in various Jdtakas and Nidanas (such as
and the tendency
that of the king Sudassana)
reached its acme in the mythologizing biographies,
like that of the MahCtvastu or Lalitavistara.
Of
course, these mythologizers did not all go so far as
to deny the reality of the Buddha's earthly life, yet
their ideas verged on docetism and had a close
kinship with the decidedly docetic theories, or at
least supplied the materials to docetists.
:

;

Though the development of these ideas and their mutual
relations cannot now be traced historically, it seems nearly
certain that the mythologizing began soon after the Master's
death, and found many adherents outside of the pale of the
The resistance of the orthodox
strictly orthodox teachers.
Theravadins to this stream of thought is clearly seen in the
Theses (Kathdvatthu), composed in the reign of Asoka. 3 The
materials and composition of the Mahdvastu, above referred to,
may be earlier than, or contemporary with, this orthodox defence of the historicity of the Buddha's life.

A more powerful impetus to docetic tendencies
was supplied by the philosophical speculations contained even in Buddha's own teaching. The five

skandhas, under which he classified the constituents
of our bodily and mental life, had been declared to
no final reality. He also emphasized the
possess
lllusiveness of the six senses and of the desires
from
them. 4 In short, the Buddhist ideal
arising
of an Arhat or of a Buddha consisted in transcend
-

1

Preserved in a Chinese

The present writer cannot agree with Kern (Manual,

tr.

(Nanjio, Catal., Oxf. 18S3, no. 543).
Strass-

burg, 1SD6, p. 64) in explaining AAguttara, iv. 36, in a docetic
There the expression not man is to be understood in
the sense not a common man,' i.e. that he is in the world hut
undefiled by the world, as is said in .-1/'*;/. iv. :.il Sam. 'J'J, 01,
On this point other passages might be adduced.
etc.
'

sense.

'

'

;

3

Eathdralthu, xviii. 1.
4 See
Samyxttta. xxii., xxv.; Uddna, i. 10, viii. 1 Digha, 11
Kevaddha Sutta (tr. Warren, Buddhism in Translations, Cam;

bridge, Mass., 1390, pp. 308-813), etc.

'

'

Vacuity (sHiluatd) was one of his most important
tenets, and, though this final vacuity could be

so-called

2

(Buddhist)
ing the passions and turbulence of physical life,
and in finally overcoming life and death. Though
the Buddha was not a nihilist, it was not without
reason that his doctrines were charged with being
a nihilistic wisdom
(suiindgdra-hatd paiiild).

midway between them), one

of the characteristic differis that the HInayanists believe in a single Buddha, whereas
many Buddhas are recogpized by the Mahayanists. The former
believe in Gautama or Sakyamuni as the sole Tathagata who is
to be adored in this world-period, while the latter see in him

6tand
ences

;

attained only after the cessation of the bodily life,
the aim of a Buddhist sage was to realize this ideal,
among others, even in this life. Thus arose the
question whether the Tathagata existed or not
after his death. Though this question was not
answered in the negative (or in the affirmative),
and though it did not raise the question of the
reality of the Master's earthly life, the solution
turned inevitably in the direction of docetism,
when the transient life on earth was contrasted
with the profound abyss of the vacuity beyond.
The vacuity of the phenomenal world was still
more emphasized in the later non-mark (alaksana)
philosophy of the Mahayana school, and it became
a decidedly docetic theory, as applied to the per'

'

sonality of Buddha.
Another direction taken by Buddhist philosophy
had its origin in the emphasis laid on the reality of
the truths {dharrna) revealed by the Buddha. His
personality and his personal life are not ignored,
but he is the Master and the Tathagata, because
he taught men truths according to reality (yathdbhutam, tathatdya). These truths are set forth,
first of all, apparently in his sermons and doctrines
(dharrna), but they are universal in their nature as
truths (dharmatu), and the capacity or dignity of
a Buddha is due to the realization of them. So it
is said that all the Buddhas have attained their
Buddhahood by respecting these truths and living
1
Moreover, they are stable
according to them.

2
(dhamma-tithitd) and fixed (dhamma-niyaniatd),'
whether the Tathagata arises or not in this world.
Buddha's own utterance that he who sees the
dhamma sees him, and vice versa,' brings out
clearly the identification of his personality with
the truths, and this may further be noted as implying a distinction between his transitory life
and his life as the Tathagata according to truth.
Here we have the clue to, and the source of, the
idea of the dharmakdya, i.e. the Buddha's personality identified with dharrna and opposed to his

physical

Though the

life.

followers of this school,

sometimes called the Dharmalaksana, do not deny
the reality of a corporeal existence of the Tathagata,
they are always inclined to emphasize the metaphysical or transcendental side of the Buddha's
personality, and to regard his earthly life as a mere
manifestation or a condescension for the sake of
common mortals. The tendency is manifested in
the Lalitavistara, 1 and is represented chiefly by the
Suvarnaprabhd and the Saddharmapunilarika.
Those who developed from this thought a systematic Trinitarian theory were Asvaghosa (q.v.) and
Vasubandhu (q.v.), whose followers in this respect are the majority of Buddhists in the Far
East.
2.

The Mahasarighikas.— While

the orthodox

strictly to the realistic view
of the person of their Master, the heterodox progressionists, or Mahasarighikas, boldly proceeded
This tendency had long
to idealize the Tathagata.
been fostered, as we have seen, and the materials
for it were ready to hand in the belief in the
Buddha's pre-existences both in this world and in
the Tusita heaven. The results of the idealization,

Theravadins adhered

1

Sam.

G. 1. 1

;

A tig.

iv. 21.

2 See Aim. iii. 134 (Warren, Buddhism in Translations, p. xiv,
where the translation does not bring out the full sense of the
word dhamma), and Sam. 12, 20. The Bame idea is expressed
in the Saddharmapuridarika, ch. ii. vv. 1110-103 (vv. 99-102 in

Kern's

SBK,

tr.
» ltiv. 92.

vol. xxi. p. 53).
*

ed.

Lefmann, Halle,

1902, pp. 430-437.
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according to the authority of Vasumitra, manifested themselves clearly in the schism of the
The
schools, the orthodox and the heterodox.
idealizing process led to the identifying of the
actual Buddha, in the essence of his personality,
with all the Buddhas of the past, and thus to
the neglecting of his historical personality. It
was thought and taught that all the Buddhas were
beyond worldly fetters (lokottara) and freed from
all human passions.
This is not very heterodox,
but the Mahasahghikas further argued that the
single utterances of every Tathagata implied the

revelation of all truths at once.

The

physical body

(rupakaya) of a Tathagata, they taught, has no
limit in space, his virtues and powers are infinite,
and his life has an immeasurable duration. How
they thought of the infinity of the physical body is
unknown, but probably they identified his personality with the cosmos (dharmadhatu) itself, as
was done by the later Mahayanists and Tantrists
(see below). Further, they taught that the Buddha
neither sleeps nor dreams.
He is all the time in
the state of complete union with all truths, in a
deepcontemplation, yoga (here we have a trace of
the Adibuddha [q.v.] or Dhyanibuddha), and therefore what he preaches is expressed by no notions or
names. He is omniscient, comprehending all things
at once, in the thought of one single moment,
because in his mind is always present the mystic
store of the prajfia, wisdom.
In his thought are
constantly present at the same time the wisdom of
extinction (ksina-prajna, i.e. the consciousness that
all pains are extinguished) and the wisdom of nongrowth (anutpada-prajna, i.e. in which is assured
extinction in the future for ever). In these theses
we see an idealizing identification of the Buddha's
person with a universal Buddhahood, despite times
and circumstances, the essential quality of a Buddha
being his identification with the universe.
Quite naturally from these fundamental ideas is
deduced the illusiveness of the corporeal life of a
Buddha or of a Bodhisattva, i.e. of one who is preparing for Buddhahood. 'All Bodhisattvas,' the
Mahasahghikas say, enter the mother's womb,
but they do not take up (the successive stages of
'

embryonic development) kalalama, arbuda, ptH,
and ghana in their own bodies.' They would be
born in the various forms of transmigration, as
brutes or as

<

human

beings, as told in Jcltakas

;

but this happens not by necessity, but owing to
their own decision and for the purposes of accumulating merit and of leading other beings to salvation. Their bodies are furnished with sense organs,
which seem to be sometimes attached, sometimes
unattached, to outward objects, and appear to be
nourished by the bodies. Nevertheless, the Bodhisattvas do not see forms and colours by eyes, or
hear sounds by ears, or smell by noses, or taste by
tongues, nor have their bodies any real sense of
touch ; but their minds receive all impressions at
once and thoroughly (this state is called the samakrsana [?]). What they utter in speech or act by
body is done for the sake of others, in order to
enlighten them. Therefore, when all is done that
is to be done (krta-karaniya), they shut themselves
out from all outward impressions and objects. In
short, they are supra-men, and their physical lives
are mere appearance, in contrast with their eternally serene essence.
Thus we see that

the Mahasanghikas were

thorough docetists, whose ideas seem to have
proceeded parallel or conjointly with the mythologizing of the Buddha's life, as we see it in the
Mahavastu or the Lalitainstara?
1 See
Wassilieff, Buddhismus, pp. 25S-262. The following
statements as regards a Buddha and Bodhisattvas are founded
on this authority.
2 See
ilahdva'stv, ed. Senart, Paris, 1890, and his Essai sw
la Uijende de Buddha'', Paris, 1882.
The present Sanskrit

83?

(Buddhist)

—

The

Prajfia school.
Though the name prajild
meant originally intellectual training in general,
it became gradually restricted to the exercise
of contemplation transcending all discursive and
rational knowledge.
The content of this kind
of meditation amounts to transcending self and
all actual aspects of things, and
ascending to the
In the
highest region of mystic union [yoga).
3.

Buddha's teaching we repeatedly

admonitions

find

to this exercise, and it is said that his profound
doctrine consisted in the teaching of vacuity
[sunnata, Skr. silnyatii).
Among his disciples
Subhuti is praised by the Master as the foremost
of those who practised this method of contemplation among forest trees, as the man of meditation
2
It is
abandoning every thought of visible forms.
he to whom are ascribed the occasions of the conversations on the subject, and the various texts
known as the Prajnd-pdramitd are handed down
to us bearing his name.
Though the longest of
the texts is said to contain 100,000 ilokas, the gist
of the whole amounts to nothing but the vacuity
1

all phenomena.
All possible arguments, including a number of similes and parables, etc., are
used to convince man of the non-reality of what
is deemed by the common mind to be reality.
Thus it is quite natural that the argument should
be applied to the person of Buddha, and a most
decided docetism is represented by this group of

of

texts

and

its followers,

whom we would now

call

the Prajfia, or Alaksana, school.
Seeing the non-entity of everything phenomenal,
and attaining to the height of mystic contemplation, one could realize in himself the depth of the
3
Buddhahood is the position
prajfia, wisdom.
wherein this wisdom is fully enlightened and the
highest illumination is seen face to face. Even
when denying any reality, the Prajfia school could
not deny the reality of this state of illumination.
Not only are a hundred thousand words and phrases
used to describe this condition, but it is regarded
as the most real of realities and is called the mother
of all the Buddhas, the source from which they
derive their enlightenment. Thus the innermost
qualities of Buddhahood can be sought nowhere
else than in the profound abyss of the prajfia.
The natural consequence of this thought is that
the earthly life of the Buddha Sakyamuni, including its incidents and his teachings, is in reality
nothing but illusion, like all other phenomena of
the visible world (loka). As the five constituents
(skandhas) of the visible world are mere manifestations of what is in itself beyond all these
forms, so the person of Sakyamuni is a perfect

manifestation

of

omniscience

(sarvajna -jnana)

which consists in the full realization of vacuity.
All that he did and preached during his lifetime
was only a matter of pedagogic (upaya-kauialya),
intended to admonish men to the exercise of the
method and to lead them to this ultimate truth.
He showed himself to have accumulated all possible merits of the six Paramitas and to have
accomplished his attainments in behaviour (Hla),
contemplation (samadhi), wisdom (prajfia,), deliverance (vimukti), and the realization of the
knowledge leading to it (vimukti jnana-dariana);
but all these were done not for himself, but for the
text is said to belong to the Mahasanghika school, but, according to the Chinese version (N'anjio, no. 680), it used to be
revered by the other schools also. We can trace the development of the legends and materials from the Pali Vinaya (with
which the Mahisasaka and the Dharmagupta traditions stand
nearly on the same level) to the Sarvastivada Vinaya (Nanjio,
no. 1121) and then to the present text. The accumulation of
biographical materials with addition of niddnas and avaddnas,
and the adoration of the life incidents through mythologizing,
can be exhibited by bringing these texts together in a Beries.
2
1 See
above, p. 836.
Aiig. i. 14. 2
Uddna, 6. 7.
3 The
following statements are founded mostly on the Aftasdhasrika, esp. pp. 58, 135 f., 256-276, 306-308, 512 f. (ed. Mitra,
Calcutta, 1888).
;
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sake of common men, in order to admonish (anumodana) them to similar attainments.

The

final extinction

(parinirvdna) of his physical
body was, of course, not the end of a mortal, but
was meant to be a visible example of ultimate
absorption into the depth of vacuity. This applies
to all Buddhas, past as well as future, who are
infinite in number and nothing but individualized
manifestations of the mother Prajna. The name
Buddha means the one who has realized the omniscience of the truth and identified himself with
vacuity and Tathagata is a title applied to him
on account of his revelation of this ultimate truth
Common men see in him
(tathatd) of vacuity.
one who has attained this truth by the accomof
Buddhahood
(i.e. tathd-gata), and
plishments
who has appeared among men to reveal it to them
(i.e. tathd-dgata).
But, just as every phenomenon
leaves no trace (apada) either of whence it comes
or of whither it goes, so the Tathagata in reality
comes from nowhere (na dgamana) and goes to
nowhere (na gamana). In this respect he is like
space, and his person has essentially nothing other
than the ultimate quality of all things, vacuity.
The thirty-two special marks attributed to him
are in reality 'non-marks' (alaksana), and 'nonmark is the characteristic of any Tathagata. He
teaches men and leads them to deliverance still
they are mere illusions, and the Tathagata convinces them of their own vacnity. If this paradoxical argument be followed out, the conclusion
runs as follows
They who saw me by form, and they who heard me by
;

'

;

:

'

sound,

They engaged in false endeavours, will not see me.
A Buddha is to be seen from the Lavt(dharviatas) for the
Lords have the Law-body (dharmakaya);
;

And
it

4.

the nature of the Law cannot be understood, nor can
made to be understood.' 1

be

Nagarjuna.

— We do not know where or when

these Prajna texts originated.

But we have before

us one of them translated into Chinese in the 2nd
cent. A.D. (Nanjio, no. 5).
tradition says that
the Astasahasrikd was first
preserved in Southern
India, and was then transmitted to the West and
to the North of India. 8 Whatever the authenticity
of the tradition may be, we see in Nagarjuna,
who is believed to have lived in Southern India in
the 2nd or 3rd cent., a conspicuous propounder of
the doctrine. He was a great dialectician, and
pursued the negative dialectics of the Prajna school
till he reached a complete denial of
any definite
thought about anything, especially in his Madhyami£a-&£rfra (Nanjio, no. 1 179). In the 22nd chapter
of this treatise he denies step by step every quality
thinkable of the person of the Tathagata. He has
no physical body ; yet, apart from physical body
(which is in reality vacuity), there is no existence.
He has no mind yet, apart from mind, he is an
inconceivable thing. Inconceivable and unthinkable as he is, he is not a non-existence. Being
(sat) or non-being (asat) is never to be predicated
of him, because both are illusions.
He is neither
a being nor a non-being, neither a non-being nor
a non-nonbeing. In short, he has no substance
(atma-bhtiva), just as every other being, both in
his lifetime and after his death, has none.
Any
attribute, any thought of his substance, is to be
denied, and thorough negations of relativities
could lead to the deep insight into it in which is
realized the contemplation of prajna.
Thoroughgoing docetist as Nagarjuna was, he
did not deny the historicity of the Buddha's life,
and thus was compelled to distinguish between the
empirical and the transcendental standpoints in
bis Buddhology.
This distinction is pointed out
in his commentary 8 on the Satasdhasrikd, the
1
Vajraechrdhikd {SHE xlix. 140-141).

A

;

a

Ailastihasnka, pp. 224-245.

»

Nanjio, no. 1109.

(Buddhist)
In this work he does
not employ negative dialectics, but endeavours to
state the common view, i.e. the so-called Hinayanist standpoint, faithfully, according to its
adherents, and then to elevate it to, or explain
it away from, his own transcendental, i.e. MahaThus he admits therein the
3'anist, standpoint.
actuality of the occurrences and teachings in the
Buddha s lifetime. In this respect his treatise is
a kind of encyclopaedia of Buddhist legends and
doctrines, and the author reproduces faithfully
the anti-docetic arguments, as found in the Kathdvatthu (or elsewhere), enumerating the incidents
of the Buddha's life and their respective scenes.
But Nagarjuna's arguments run finally to the conclusion that all these earthly incidents belonged
to the phenomena of the Buddha's physical body
(jdtakaya, i.e. 'born in flesh'), in contrast with
his real substance (dharmakdya, also called Citmabhdvakdya and prajnakdya). The former view is
admitted from the standpoint of the earthly principle (loka-artha), and the latter is the only true
view according to the first principle (paramaThe thirty-two marks, etc.,
artha) of Prajna.
may be attributed to a Buddha only from the
former point of view, and the final truth should
amount to non-marks (alaksana). If the dharmakdya should be stated positively, it fills up the
infinite space in all directions, being furnished
with all possible and imaginable qualities and
dignities. Its activities have no limit it preaches
ceaselessly, and leads all beings to enlightenment
with
means and method beyond our imaginaevery
The jdtakaya may be of any number and
tions.
of any kind, the Buddha Sakyamuni being one of
them, and the most conspicuous to every eye in
this world-period.
Yet he was a mere manifestation of the true body, adapted to the needs of
common men, who could be educated only by a
phenomenal manifestation and by verbal teachings
of the Tathagata, appearing in a physical body
like themselves.
The sunlight pervades everywhere in space, but it can be seen by physical
eyes only when reflected from a material body.
Thus Nagarjuna does not wholly reject the
existence of an historical Buddha, but this is a
concession made to the common view, just as the
physical life of a Tathagata is a condescension for
the sake of ordinary men. Yet it is undeniable
that Nagarjuna's speculations proceeded from
largest of the Prajna texts.

;

faith in

hence

he

Sakyamuni's personality as a Buddha
recognizes a distinct personality in

;

Sakyamuni, as one of the innumerable Buddhas,
and his descriptions of the Buddha's life and
capacities are on the same lines as in the other
forms of Buddhism. In short, Nagarjuna's docetism was a necessary consequence of his philosophical standpoint but his Buddhology is characterized
by a sharp distinction between the jdtakaya and
;

the dharniakaya, in emphasizing the sole reality
of the latter according to the fundamental principle of the Prajna doctrine, and in admitting the
historicity of the Buddha's life as a concession to
the common view, and also as a manifestation of
the Buddha's mercy and potency for the sake of
the beings to be led.
5. Eternal Buddhahood.— Just as in Christianity
the dogmas of humoousia and the Trinity stood
in opposition to Docetism, so we see, in Buddhist
history, similar aspects of the Buddhological speculations opposed to pronounced docetism. But most
Buddhist thinkers had hardly reached a clear understanding of the demarcation between docetism and
anti-doeetism, and even among those Mahayanists
who, upon the whole, occupied an anti-docetic
standpoint very few combated docetic tendencies
The
so decidedly as the earlier Theravadins.
truths (dharma) revealed by the Buddha con-

DOCETISM
tinued to hold the first place, and his person,
Tathagata, the second.
In this way a derivation of the personal Buddha
from the original universality of the Truth or
Buddhahood constantly taxed their ingenuity.
Many thinkers tried to solve the problems in a
way very similar to the Christian theories of the
Logos and kenosis, but with this difference, that
their ideas constantly verged on a docetic tendency
in emphasizing the Buddhahood a priori, thus
sacrificing more or less the actuality of the

(Buddhist)
1
At all events, we have in this book a Buddhist
personality.
and kenosit, if it
parallel to the Christian doctrines of the Logos
does not wholly agree with them. Without going into the philothese Buddhologica) speculations, we
ideas
underlying
sophical
can easily see how, according as the emphasis is laid on one or
other of these two aspects of the Buddhahood,— the eternal und
the teinporarv, one who derives his ideas fromthis book may be
led to an anti-docetic or a docetic view of the Buddha.

—

After a profound and elaborate system of
Buddhist scholasticism, known as the T'ien-t'ai
school, was organized by Ch'-i" (531-597), the
disputes were revived, both among his followers
and among his opponents, as to which of the above
Buddha's life. Some of them laid special stress two aspects was to be emphasized. The original
upon the eight (or four) important incidents in his (Chinese pen) and fundamental Buddhahood is the
life as the 'signs' {laksana) of his Buddhahood;
real essence, untouched by changes ; and the
yet those signs were merged in the all-absorbing Buddha, when viewed from his own substance, is
universality or monotony repeated in the career nothing but his eternal person (the ' T'ien-t'ai
Even the school does not see in this a mere thatness,'
of each of the innumerable Buddhas.
anti-docetic Theravadins saw in Sakyamuni one tathata, as did N agar j una, but constant activities
On the other hand,
of the Buddhas who appeared in the past and will
for the good of all beings).
appear in the future, and so his Buddhahood was the derivative (Chinese chi, which means trace ')
made to consist in the realization of the one road Buddhahood is the trace left by the real Buddha
1
This capacity among men, in order to educate them. Though
(ekayana) common to all Buddhas.
or dignity of a Buddha is expressed by means of Ch'-i himself emphasized the inseparable unity of
the appellation Tathagata. Hence the questions the two aspects, the disputes never ceased about
arise whether the various Buddhas, though indithe difference between the two, and as to the
vidualized in personal distinctions, are one in superiority of one over the other. Those who
substance, and whether the true personality of the emphasized the original as superior to, or more
present Buddha should be sought beyond his real than, the other took refuge, more or less, in
earthly life.
Nagarjuna's philosophy, and thus inclined towards
A solution of those questions was attempted in the Suvarna- docetism. The difference of opinion continues to
this day iu Japan.
Among the followers of
prabkd,- which took the question of the duration of the
Tathagata's life (Tathdgatd-dyu§-pramaria) as its text. In
Nichiren, the most ardent expounder of the
order to answer this question raised by an inquirer, the Buddha
orthodox T'ien-t'ai, the problem is shifted, and
manifests himself in heavenly brilliancy, surrounded by the
concerns the importance to be attached to either
Tathagatas Aksobhya, Ratnaketu, Amitabha, and DundubhlsVara on four sides the questioner utters verses in praise and
the Truth (Dharma) revealed by, or the person of,
admiration of the Buddha's infinite life. Further, it is exthe Buddha, but the question remains substantially
plained that his appearance in this world is with a view tothe
the same as before.
education of common mortals (sattvdnam pdripdchayd), in a
The contrast between the
6. The Trinitarians.
way adapted to their capacities. Thus what is essential in a
Tathagata is not his temporary appearance (nirm/ta-kdya), but eternal and the temporary aspects of the Buddha's
the eternal and universal life, in full possession of the Truths,
person led to the assumption of a third aspect,
i.e. the dharmakdya (or dharma-dhdtu), of which any particular
Buddha partakes, and on account of which he becomes a which, after the fashion of Gnosticism, was to be
All the Buddhas are identical in their substance
Buddha.3
the revelation of the Buddha to himself and to the
(sama-va?-$a) 4 therein lies the essence (dharmatd) of the
the Bodhisattvas. We see in
Buddhas. The Revered One is not a maker, nor the Tathagata superhuman beings,
first
Thus the universal predominates over the Asvaghosa (q.v.), the Buddhist Origen, the
a born one.'
3
The
idealistic
particular, and a docetic tendency is manifest in this
systematization of the Trinitarian theory.
in
connexion
with
the
is
the
mythologizing
processes.
of
his
speculation
ultimate principle
identity
philosophy
the 'Lotus of the True Law'
'

;

—

'

;

Another book,
(Saddharmapui^aAkd), 6 tries to answer the same question on similar lines,
and on a grander scale, but in a less docetic fashion. We might
the Johannine Gospel of Buddhism,' and the
call this book
quintessence of the whole argument consists in identifying the
actual Buddha with the Buddha who had no beginning. His
appearance in this world as Sakyamuni was for the sole object,

'

'

Mind (chitta), which is thatness or essence, in
the person of the Buddha and in common men.
This 'thatness' (tathata) is the dharmakdya of
the Buddha, or the tathagata-garbha, i.e. the
womb and source from which every being derives
The Buddha does not
the sole aim, ... of exhibiting to all beings the sight of the
its existence and activities.
Buddha ... of opening the eyes to the sight of Tathagata- remain in
tranquillity in the womb, but manifests
6
of
all
the
For
for
the
sake
this
beings,
purpose,
knowledge.'
of bliss, according
conditions
the
various
in
himself
born
of
Buddha adopted the expedient (updya-ka^alya)
being
of the
among the Sakyas, and manifested himself to have attained to the respective merits and enlightenment
Buddhahood under the Bodhi tree, near Gaya, and to have superhuman beings. These manifestations make
entered into nirvana. But in reality he has neither beginning
he
Further,
the
bliss-body (sambhogakaya).
up
nor end. He existed from eternity, and is to live for ever.'
Thus the second chapter of the book, which explains the cause adapts himself to the individuation-consciousness
and purpose of the Buddha's appearance, forms the centre of of common mortals, and appears in this world in
the introductory part; the fifteenth, which reveals the eternity
condescension or incarnation, i.e. the nirmanaof his essence, the centre of the middle, or main part and the
kaya. Men see in it a body composed of gross
twentieth, the centre of the concluding part, shows the effimatter which, though in itself not different from
ciency of the Buddha's teaching and authority for ever in the
In other words, we have in the first place the actual
future.
mind, is considered by them to be something outappearance of the Buddha among men, as their father and the
and thus what they look upon as the Buddha
Lord of the world 8 then is revealed the original (dgra) essence ward,
is
of the Tathagata, existing and acting from eternity (chiram);
only something like shadow or reflexion.
in the conclusion we have the assurance of the endurance of his
Asvaghosa's theory of the Trinity is, in this way,
personal influence as well as the mission of the Paraclete, so to
based upon an idealistic philosophy similar to the
speak, who is to appear in the latter days of the world. In
with a Gnostic
Prajiia school, at the same time
these statements, however mythical and fantastic they may be
to all
in many passages, the text never loses sight of the Buddha's
gradation of the Buddha's manifestations
kinds of existence, and in this respect his Bud1
Digha, 14 Mdhdniddna and Sdmyutta, 47, 18, 47.
verges on a docetic view, almost abolishing
dhology
2 ed. Sarad Chandra, fasc. i., Calcutta, 1898.
the distinction of persons in the Trinity through
3
SuvdrQdprdbhd, pp. 6-8.
its emphasis on the identity of the substance.
4 This translation of the word varna is
given on the authority
Another representative of the Trinity theory is
of the two Chinese translators.
Kem's remarks
1 On this
s ed.
is
in
190S-1911.
Kern's
tr.
St.
point the present writer differs from
Petersburg,
Kern-Nanjio,
on p. xxvi of his translation.
SBE, vol. xxi.
of

'

'

;

;

;

;

8 Tr.
7 See tr. pp. xxv, 54-67, 292-297, 307-310.
p. 40.
8
Especially in this part, chapters ii.-vii., we can trace many
passages to the Pali Aikdyas of the Theravadins.

See Nanjio's Catalogue, Oxford, 1883, Appendix iii. no. 12.
3 In his work The Awakening of Faith
(Suzuki's Eng. tr.,
Chicago, 1900).
'*

'

'
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Vasubandhu, together with his brother Asahga.
His standpoint is essentially that of Asvaghosa,
differing from the latter only in nomenclature and
subdivision.
Vasubandhu is a theosophist, or a
Gnostic, in his way of thinking and in his descriptions of the various mystic attainments. Moreover,
he almost loses sight of a definite incarnation,
such as Sakyamuni, and believes in innumerable

condescension bodies (which he calls apparitions,
nirmita), appearing everywhere in any form, in
the visions of the Bodhisattvas. These apparitions
can meet and cross one another without any
hindrance, and can assist one another in their
educative purposes. Thus Vasubandhu, though
an ardent believer in Maitreya, the future Buddha,
opposes most decidedly the view that there appears
only one Buddha in one world-period. The universe
he sees is filled with all possible apparitions of
Buddha, from gross matter, plants, and animals,
up to the highest manifestations in the states of
bliss. 1
Mysticism, Theosophy, Gnosticism, and

Pantheism are combined in his docetic Buddhology,
which at last amounts to nothing else than Cosmology and Psychology.
Lastly, a similar docetic Buddhology is represented by a chapter entitled the Trikaya' in the
Suvarnaprabha, which is found only in I-tsing's
translation, and is probably a later interpolation
from the pen of a follower of Vasubandhu. This
is apparently intended to be a further interpreta'

the second

Nevertheless, the
writer makes no mention of the actual Buddha
Sakyamuni, but emphasis is laid on the substantial
identity of all the Buddhas, who are considered
to be mere apparitions of the sole essence, the
dharmakaya. He thinks that, if one sees in the
Buddha or Buddhas this identity of substance, as
well as of intention and activities, according to
truth (dharmatathataya), there can be no talk about
life or death, sleep or dream, thirst or hunger in
the Tathagata, because his own mind is, in reality,
tion

of

chapter.

in
profound contemplation {yoga).
Thus we see Trinitarianism finally reaching a
decided docetism, though it started from a standpoint different from that of the Prajfia school.
Asvaghosa's psychological cosmology did not decidedly deny the reality of the condescension body.
Nevertheless, the idea of unity in the Trinity
proceeded, in Vasubandhu and his followers, to
that of identity (samata), verging on the negation
of differences, as we have found in Nagarjuna.
These docetists, however, did not go to the extreme of the latter's doctrine, but developed the

always tranquil

Mahasahghikas' Pantheism into their own theosophy. This theosophy is again worked up in the
mysticism of the Mantra system, another form of
decided docetism, at which we shall now give a
glance.
7. Mantra
little about

Buddhism.

— Though

we know very

and history of Mantra
Buddhism, or Buddhist Tantrism,
it shows a most abstruse form of religion, made
up
of
extremely idealistic and materialistic elements.
Its origin is ascribed to Nagarjuna, and it has
the

origin

(Jap. Shingon)

certainly his all-identifying idealism at its basis,
hut at the same time mystic interpretations of
the material as well as ideal worlds, as found in
Vasubandhu, play a great part. Numerous texts
and formulae were produced in India and were
widely prevalent there in the last centuries of
see them also used by the
Buddhist history.
Lamas to-day side by side with their Prajfia texts.
The most important text of this mysticism, the
Mahavairochana-abhi.irtmbodki, was brought to
China by an Indian, Subhakarasihha (f 735), and
ils lin.il systematization was carried out in
Japan

We

by Kukai
I

(f 835).
See esp. ch. xx. ot his Vijndtimatrd (Nanjio, no. 1215).

The Buddha, according to this philosophy, is
nothing but the whole universe, the dharmadhdtu,
including its six elements earth, water, fire, air,

—

and consciousness. It is his real body, the
dharmakaya, and it may be divided into two
complementary constituents, the mental and the
material.
The former is called the Garbhadhdtu,
Tathagatagarbha of
corresponding with the
Asvaghosa and the latter the Vajradhdtu, the
space,

;

indestructible substance. The individualized phenomena are, in this way, nothing but the Buddlia's
revelation to himself, and at the same time the
methods of benediction (adhisthana) embracing all
beings. The whole is called the Buddha MahaVairochana. The numberless manifestations of
his body, such as Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Vajrapanis, Padmapanis, etc., make up the whole
pantheon of the religion, which is represented
symbolically in the two sets of cycles or assemblages (mandala), corresponding to the above
shall not here enter
divisions of the Dhatu.
into the details of this symbolism, for, as we

We

might naturally expect, the historical Buddha
dwindles almost to naught in this recondite system

of ni3'sticism.
The name Sakyamuni is preserved
in one corner of the Garbhadhdtu-mandala, but
his actual personality means so little that these
mystics have almost nothing to say of his life or
teaching.
disciple of Subhakarasihha tried, in
his commentary on the text named above, to exBuddha taught in the Lotus as
the
eternal
plain
identical with Maha-Vairochana, and later on
some Japanese Mantrists identified Sakyamuni
with their supreme Buddha. But all these attempts were carried on to neglect of the historical

A

In short, the person
signification of Sakyamuni.
of the Buddha is, with them, dispersed and
diffused over the whole universe, and he is ranked
on the same level as any other superhuman beings.
He is elevated on one side to the all-embracing
dharmakaya, and on the other is degraded to
mere dust. This was a consequence of Buddhist
materialism and idealism. It is only natural that,
with the disintegration of the personal Buddha,
the Buddhist religion, in this form, reached dissolution, and all kinds of abuses and superstitions

were accepted and

justified.
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DOCTRINE AND DOGMA.—See
Confessions, Creeds.

DOG.— See Animals.

DOLMEN.— See

Death

(Europe, prehistoric).

DOM. — The

menial tribe of Dravidian origin,
widely spread under various names in most parts
The Census returns of 1901
of continental India.
{Census India, ii. 323) show their numbers to be

and of the Ponimara, Domar, or Dombar,
;
But there must be some error in the tabu97,456.
lation, as none are shown in Bengal, where the
Maghaiya Doms of Bihar are an important tribe.
The Poms seem to be of diverse origin, and the
social position of their various branches is very
different.
They certainly belong to a large extent
to one of the non-Aryan races ; but in many places
they may be the descendants of the mixed race of
As Risley
serfs or slaves of the early conquerors.
977,026

remarks

:

DOM
'The (act that for centuries past they have been condemned
to tin most menial duties, and have served as the helots of the
entire Hindu community, would of itself be sufficient to break
d<iun whatever tribal spirit they may once have possessed, and
to obliterate

and

structural traces of their true origin' (Tribes

all
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(mantra) which are intended to lay the ghost of
the dead.
'If a man dies of snake-bite, say the Magahiya Doms of the
district, we worship his spirit a-* a Sdmpt riya [snake godwe also
ling] lest he should come hack and give us bad dreams
worship the snake who bit him, lest the snake-god should serve
us in like fashion. Any man, therefore, conspicuous enough by
his doings in life or for the manner of his death to stand a
chance of being dreamed of among a tolerably large circle is
f
ib. i. 247).
likely in course of time to take rank as a god

Gya

;

Castes,

i.

241).

The Poms

of

Northern India

may be divided

into

three territorial groups, the ethnological connexion
which can be only a matter of speculation (1)
the eastern branch of the tribe found in the Plains
districts to the east of the United Provinces and
in Bihar
(3) the
(2) the Doms of the Himalayas
Doin or Dimi Mirtisis of the Panjab.
I. ThcDonis of the Ganges Pin ins.— These are
divided into numerous sub-tribes, such as the
They
Bansphor (a. v.), the Basor, and others.
ditler in social position according to the business
In which they are engaged, and in particular their
rank depends upon whether they do or do not pracThe most interesting of these
tise scavengering.
groups is that of the Maghaiya Doms, who take
their name from the ancient kingdom of Magadha
or South Bihar. They are found in the western
districts of Bengal and to the east of the United
In their original state they are
Provinces.
of

:

;

;

'

Hence

arises the worship of Syam Singh, the
deified ancestor of the Doms of Bihar, who may
have been a successful robber, or of Gandak, to

whom

The
reference has already been made.
Bihar branch, again, worship Sansari Mai, whom
Kali, but who is probably, as
her name implies, the Earth Mother, known to
some identify with
most primitive

religions.

'
No image, not even the usual lump of clay, is set up to
represent the goddess : a circle one span and four ringers in
diameter is drawn on the ground and smeared smooth with
cow-dung. Squatting in front of this the worshipper gashes
his left arm with the curved Doru knife, and daubs five streaks
of blood with his finger in the centre of the circle, praying in a
low voice that a dark night may aid his designs that his booty
may be ample ; and that he and his gang may escape detection,'
with which Risley (op. cit. i. 247 f.) aptly compares the prayer
;

vagrants pure and simple, who do not possess even
shelters or tents to protect them in the cold
and rainy season, but cower under trees, or lurk in

to Laverna

cattle-sheds or under the eaves of houses.

Similarly in the United Provinces the Doms,
whose business it is to slay ownerless dogs, have a
female deity called Kukarmari, 'slayer of dogs,' to
whom a sacrifice of a young pig and an oilering of
spirits are made as a propitiation for the death of
the animals of which she is the guardian. The
Dom executioner, on the same principle, as he lets
the gallows fall, calls to the Emperor, the judge,
and all who are concerned in the conviction and
sentence of the criminal, to take the guilt of his
death upon their own heads, and to save him thus
from responsibility. In a still lower grade of belief
are the so-called fetishistic practices of worshipping
the jemmy with which the Dom burglar makes
entry into a house. They also when encamped
near a village worship the local gods of the place.
This branch of the Doms feels the dread of evil
spirits which is found among all races in a similar
stage of culture. Mari Masan, the death spirit of
the cremation ground, represents the impersonated
dread which attaches to such uncanny places, and
it is considered necessary to appease the ghosts of
the dead by an annual celebration, if they are not
to appear in dreams and attlict the living.
These are in a much
2. The Himalayan Doms.
higher grade than those of Bihar and the neighbouring districts. They carry on various trades
which in the Plains are each allotted to a separate
Their beliefs are of the same animistic type
caste.
as those of the D°ms of Bihar. In the first place,
they worship a number of deified ghosts who are
specially commemorated on account of the tragic
circumstances of their death. Ganganath was a
prince murdered on account of a sexual intrigue,
and he and his paramour are worshipped. 'When
any one is aggrieved by a wicked or powerful
enemy, he goes for aid to Ganganath, who invariHe sometimes
ably punishes the wrongdoer.

'

mat
live

by burglary, petty

women

their

theft,

are prostitutes.

They

and begging, and
In Gorakhpur they

—

have two special divinities of their own Gandak
and Saniaiya. Gandak is said to have been hanged
for 1 eft a long time ago, and when he was dying
be promised to help the Maghaiyas in times of
He is worshipped by the whole sub-tribe,
trouble.
and is invoked on all important occasions but he
A successful
is pre-eminently the god of theft.
raid is always celebrated by a sacrifice and feast
in his honour.
Samaiya is a female deity, and
1

1

;

apparently, as is usual among the Dravidians, she
is recognized in a vague way to be the consort of
Gandak. She is without special history or legend,
and no sharp line of distinction is drawn between
her functions and those of Gandak but she seems
to be especially invoked at childbirth and in illness.
Both these deities are honoured with sacrifices
;

of

young

pigs,

with an ottering of

spirits

mixed

The Maghaiyas employ no
spices.
of their number is capable of performing

with sugar and
priests

;

any

The meat and other things, after dedicaamong the worshippers. Sometimes at childbirth, or when a child is teething,
a pig is specially sacrificed to Samaiya, or this is
done in fullilment of a vow. They have no idol,
When a sacrifice is to
altar, or religious platform.
be made, a space is cleared in a field, and the rite
the

rite.

tion, are divided

is

performed.

Among those branches of the tribe whose social
rank is superior to that of the Maghaiyas there is
some approach to Hinduism, and the Mother goddess is worshipped as Bhavanl, while they have
some vague idea of an all-powerful male deity
called Paramesvar, 'the great god,' who punishes
the guilty, and of a hell but what it is and how
sinners are punished they know not. As Kisley,
writing of Bihar, remarks (op. cit. i. 245)
;

:

'
The religion of the Doms varies greatly in different parte of
the country, and may be described generally as a chaotic mixture of survivals from the elemental or animistic cults characteristic of the aboriginal races, and of observances borrowed in
a haphazard fashion from whatever Hindu sect happens to be
dominant in a particular locality. The composite and chaotic
nature of their belief is due partly to the great ignorance of
the caste, but mainly to the fact that, as a rule, they have no
Brahmans, and thus are without any central authority, or
standard, which would tend to mould their religious usages into
conformity with a uniform standard.'

The Maghaiyas, apparently as a survival of the
matriarehate in some form, employ a sister's son
to act as funeral priest and to recite the spells

:

Da mini
Noctem

fallere, da justo sanctoque videri,
peccatis et fraudibus objice nubem

(Horace, Ep.

'

i.

'

16. 61

f.).

'

—

possesses one of his followers, and through him
prescribes the offerings which must be made to
Bholanath is a deity of the same
propitiate him.
type, the ghost of a prince who was assassinated.
He is represented by a small iron trident placed in
a corner of the house, to which offerings are made
when any sudden calamity attacks the inmates.

Another class of deities represents the impersonated horror of graveyard or forest. Masan lives at
a burning-ground, is black in colour and hideous in
appearance. He comes from the ashes of a funeral
pyre and chases passers-by at night, some of whom
die of fright, whilst others go mad and linger for a
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He

possesses the sick, causes disease, and
can he expelled hy exorcism. Khabish lives in
while.

remote, dark glens, sometimes imitating the bellow
of a buffalo, the cry of a goatherd, or the grunt of
a wild pig. He frightens and besets unwary travellers. Besides malignant ghosts of this kind they
also worship Khetrpal, 'protector of the land,' the
male consort of the Earth Mother, and Kalbisht
and Chumu, kindly deified ghosts who protect the
herds and flocks. More terrible is Runiya, who

from village to village on immense boulders,
the impersonation of the avalanche or of the rocks
He attacks only
falling from the mountain side.
females and, should any one attract his attentions,
she invariably wastes away, haunted by her demon
rides

;

lover,

and

joins

him

in spirit land.

—

Quite different in
3. The Dom or Dam Mlrasls.
occupation, at least from the Maghaiya or Himais
the
Dom
or
Dim
Mirasi of the
layan Doms,
Panjab, who has been well described by Ibbetson
He
is
a
minstrel and
(Punjab Ethnography, 289).
ballad-singer, plays on the little drum, cymbals,

and fiddle, and his women amuse ladies in zananas
by appearing as jesters and singers. It would not
be difficult to show that these arts may have deBut the
veloped among the more savage Doms.
Panjab Doms are now quite distinct from the
Maghaiyas and the Doms of the Himalayas, and
in religion they have become nominally Muhammadans, though they still retain many of the animistic
beliefs of the other branches of the tribe.
Literature. For Bengal, see Risley, Tribes and Castes of

—

Bengal, Calcutta, 1891,

"i.

240 fl.

;

Wise, Races,

Castes,

and

Trades of Eastern Bengal, Loudon, 1883, p. 265 ff.
Gait,
Census Report Bengal, 1901, i. App. vii. p. xlix.
For the
United Provinces, Crooke, Tribes and Castes of the N. W.
Prov. and Oudh, Calcutta, 1896, ii. 312ff.; Atkinson, Himalayan Gazetteer, 1882-84, ii. 319 fl. For the Panjab, Ibbetson,
Panjab Ethnography, Calcutta, 1883, p. 2S9. For the Dombs
of the Madras Presidency see Thurston, Castes and Tribes of
Southern India, ii. (1909) 173.
W. CROOKE.
;

that we may imagine the state of civilization of
that period to resemble in the main that of the
These
native Australians at the present
day.
have no cultivated plants, and the only animal
which can be called in any sense domesticated is
the dingo the native dog. As even the dingo in
the pairing season often deserts its master, it
cannot be considered entirely domesticated. Other
animals are obviously not likely to be long kept as
pets among savages who lay up no stores and at
certain times of the year find natural products so
scarce that they are driven to devouring their own
children.
The primitive savage has, however,
undoubted ability to make friends with dumb
animals, and in South America, where the conditions of life are on the whole easier than in
Australia, the huts of the natives are full of animals,
mostly birds, which they have tamed. The native,
however, turns them to no practical use, and when
he has been presented with ordinary fowls he uses
neither their eggs nor their flesh. When the
American Indians were given cattle, they could
not imagine any other method of treatment for
them than as animals to hunt.
The domestication of animals has obviously
been a process continued over a long period of
time, and in the case of most animals repeated at

—

The
different places by different persons.
stages in this process are not very clear. The
most important animal to man in many ways is
the cow. Its flesh and milk supply food ; its skin

many

its sinews, bones, and horns
provides clothing
From very early
yield primitive implements.
times it has also been used as a means of exchange.
As an early Persian writer says in the Bahrain
Yasht of the Avesta, developing the texts of an
earlier Yasna, 'in the ox is our strength, in the
ox is our need ; ... in the ox is our food, in the
ox is our clothing in the ox is tillage, that makes
food grow for us (SBE xxiii. 247). In other cir;

;

'

DOMESTICATION.— The

term applied to

the control by human beings of the conditions
under which animals and plants live and propagate

their species.
The extent of this control varies
from case to case, and, although, logically, German
authorities who include oysters and silkworms
among domesticated animals are justified by the
definition, the term as a rule is limited to sucli
animals and such plants as are necessary for the
existence or well-being of the human race among
animals, to the dog, the horse and the ass, the cow
and other ruminants, the rabbit and similar rodents ;
to animals of great value for transport like the
camel and the elephant, and to some birds ; among
plants, to cereals, roots, and tubers which have an
agricultural value, various species of trees, and
plants like flax and hemp which contain fibres of
great use to man. The most primitive men do not
possess either domesticated animals or domesticated
So far as at present is ascertained, palaeoplants.
lithic man in Europe possessed neither, though in

—

a stratum intermediate between palaeolithic and
neolithic, at Mas d'Azil in the South of France,
Edouard Piette found representations of heads
of horses which in the woodcut look certainly as
if they were fitted with halters (though this has
been denied). Piette found also a little heap of
wheat, which, except in one form, is no longer
known in Europe as a wild plant. In rock-shelters
of the palaeolithic period many admirable drawings
have been found of such animals as the reindeer,
horse, and the mammoth, and also large
But it is generally
quantities of their bones.
believed that the bones came into the shelters
clothed with flesh intended for food. Even in the
'kitchen-middens' of the coast of Denmark, which
belong to the neolithic age, the only animal which
can be identified as domesticated is the dog, so

the

cumstances the goat is of hardly less importance,
while the sheep has been much more modified by
and its bones, in
its contact with man than these
Northern Europe at any rate, are found later and
more rarely than those of the ox and goat. The
conditions in which the horse was domesticated
are also obscure. But this animal became in;

in countries where large herds of
more or less domesticated came into existSheep and goats can be controlled by

dispensable
cattle
ence.

shepherds with dogs ; large herds of cattle can be
controlled only by the mounted cowboy, who on
of both the Old World and the
the great
plains

New has become an important political factor.
conditions which brought about
the domestication of the camel and the elephant
in range.
In the case of
limited
more
were much
the pigeon it has been shown by Darwin that all
varieties have arisen, under domestication, from
the blue rock.' The goose was early domesticated ;
in the Odyssey {xv. 161-2) an eagle carries off one
of Helen's geese as she feeds them in the courtyard
at Sparta. The goose, duck, and pigeon were
domesticated with a view to their use as food, but
the turtle-dove was often kept simply as a pet,
Persian bud of the
while the game-cock (the
Greek poets) was kept from a sporting interest.
other birds which
to
discuss
here
It is impossible
have become thus domesticated in different parts
of the world in more modern times, e.g. the turkey,
the guinea-fowl, the pheasant, and the ostrich.
The causes which produce domestication in
animals were classified nearly half a century ago
by Francis Gal ton (Trans, of the Ethnol. Soc. of
The geographical

'

'

[

London, 1868, p. 123 fl'.). To his analysis, though
rarely quoted in recent times, later writers have
He shows that
addcil nothing of importance.
animals which become domesticated must have an

DOMESTICATION
inborn liking for man, be fond of comfort, be useful to savages, be hardy, breed
freely, and be
The cat, it may be argued, is not
gregarious.
gregarious but it is fond of comfort, and, except
in rare instances, is more attached to a
place than
to a person. The pig, on the other hand, has
many
of the qualities in which the cat is
lacking, but it
has for various obvious reasons never been domesticated in the same way, and even the crofter of
the Hebrides or of Western Ireland, who shares his
habitation with the cattle, as a rule excludes the
Some animals are kept by man in captivity
pig.
without their being in the proper sense domesticated.
Till lately the wild elephant had to be
tamed, because elephants did not breed in capBut the speculations to which this fact
tivity.
has given rise are in the main ill-founded. The
tame elephant in conditions approaching his wild
state does breed (Darwin, Variation
of Animals
and Plants under Domestication, popular ed.,
;

1905,

ii.

165).

Besides the natural causes postulated by Galton,
the existence of animals both domesticated and
undomesticated was probably to some extent
guaranteed by religious or quasi-religious sanctions.
In Persia and in Germany white horses were
specially sacred (Herod, i. 189; Tac. German. 9,
In India animal life generally is sacred, but
10).
in Greece and Rome the ox which drew the
plough
was not to be killed. What effect totemism had
upon the maintenance of particular animals and
plants will be clearer when experts have decided
precisely what totemism is (see Frazer, Totemism
and Exogamy, 4 vols., London, 1910; and, for a
different view, A. Lang, art. Totemism,' in £Br n
Halm's contention [Die Haustiere, 1896)
1911).
that the domestication of kine began with animals
kept in an enclosure by a temple for purposes of
sacrifice has no real evidence in its
support. The
great enclosures belonging to the Persian kings,
called in Avesta pairi-daeza, a word borrowed
by
Greek in the form irapaSeiaos, had, it is true, many
animals contained within them but their religious
character is not more obvious than that of an
English gentleman's park. Most Greek temples
stood in an enclosure (r^eros), but the presence of
cattle except at the time of sacrifice was not
encouraged there, and in the Molic inscription published by Kretschmer in 1902 (Jahresh. d. oester.
arch. Inst, in Wien, v. 141 ) it is
distinctly laid down
that such animals are not to be fed in the precinct
'

,

;

:

[/ii)
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That, however, there were several stages
Hahn contends,
be readily admitted. Some people, like the
Chinese, who have domesticated cattle, look with
disgust upon the use of their milk others, who
use both their flesh and their milk, have never
employed them as draught animals. But Hahn
probably exaggerates the length of time that it
took to accustom the cow to yield her milk to a
milkman or milkmaid instead of to her calf a
difficulty which is as present to a modern farmer
with a cow that has been once allowed to suckle
her calf as it was in early times. Probably milking
began in the case of cows which had lost their

Tijj.iv(i..

in the domestication of cattle, as

may

;

—

calves, and to which milking was a relief, if they
were already, in the Latin phrase, mansuetw,
'accustomed to handling.' The careful selection
through untold ages of animals which were good
milkers' has no doubt increased the size of the
cow's udder, but from the beginning the cow and
the mare differ in this respect that the foal
accompanies its mother from the first, while the
'

f

cow

in her native state when she goes to
pasture
leaves her calf in a brake and often does not return
to it for a long time.

The domestication

of

plants

is

not

exactly
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parallel with the domestication of animals. While
savage herdsmen like the Bechuanas object strongly
to the women interfering with their

woman

animals,

is

undoubtedly the

first

gardener

and

agriculturist. AsLumholtzsays(.d»!o«»G'anmtW.s,
1S89, p. 160),
savage woman 'must do all the hard work, go out with her
basket and her stick to gather fruits, dig roots, or
chop larvao
out of the tree-stems. .
The stick in question, the woman's
only implement, is indispensable to her on her expeditions after
food.
It is made of hard tough wood four or five feet
long, and
has a sharp point at one end made by alternately
burning it in
the flre and rubbing it with a stone. Even at dances and
festivals the married women carry this stick as an emblem of
.

.

dignity, as the provider of the family.'

This stick survives as an agricultural implement
even among civilized peoples. The next step, and
a long one, is to plant seeds the produce of which
will be at hand when it is wanted.
But for this
several conditions are necessary which do not exist
among the lowest savages even now (1) the family
must be either settled in a particular place or
wandering in a very circumscribed area ; (2) the
:

planter of the seeds must be able to secure by some
kind of sanction that they will not be injured by
other persons
and (3) the planter herself must
have more foresight than the lowest savages, so as
to wait for the ripening of the fruit.
At present
there are hardly data by which we can explain
how this was accomplished, but we may guess that
the dibbling of seeds began with persons who found
;

movement from

place to place difficult, e.g. through
the encumbrance of infant children, or through

lameness or other physical disability.

The

protec-

tion of the plants, as it seems, could be secured
only by superstitious dread.
precinct must be
made which it would not be safe for other persons
to invade. In other words, a tabu protected them.
How such a tabu developed into law is well seen
in the case of the sacred olives (u.oplai) in ancient
Attica, which were protected with a fence (o-nicds),
and damage to which was punished with confiscation
and banishment.
Here we are faced once more with the problem which arose

A

in connexion with the domestication of animals.
Is this
protective tabu totemism? F. B. Jevons (Introd. to History of
Religion*, London, 1904, pp. 11411., 156, 210ff.), who is followed by S. Reinach (Cultes, mythes et religions, i. [Paris, 1905]
86 ff.), would attribute domestication of both animals and
plants entirely to totemism van Gennep (Tabou et totimisme
d Madagascar, Paris, 1004 [Bibliotbeque de I'ecole des hautesetudes, sciences religieuses, xvii.]) no less emphatically argues
for the existence of other causeB (pp. 241 ff., 307 ff., and passim).
;

From

the gathering of grass seeds, as still practised,
Australia, among the Hottentots, and among
the lowest natives of the Pacific slopes of America,
there was no doubt a gradual progress (which we
cannot trace) to the planting of cereals.
The
Hindu writer who says that barley was the first of
is
from
the
of
view
of
plants
point
food-grains
probably right, but wheat in its many varieties
speedily became of equal, if not greater, importance.
It is on the different forms of grain that domestication has had more influence than anywhere else.
Hence, for wheat, at any rate, the only species for
which a wild original has been found is Triticum
monococcum, of which the origin is said to be
Triticum wgilopoidcs. This is found wild from
Servia through Asia Minor to Mesopotamia and
Antilibanus.
e.g. in

—

Literature. Besides the works mentioned above, see artt.
Agriculture and Animals in vol. i. A good account of the
domestication of animals and plants is given by H. Schurtz,
but this, like L.
Urgesch. der Eultur, Leipz. 1900, p. 253 ff.
Reinhardt's Kulturgesch. der Hulzpjlanzen (2 parts, vol. iv.
of Die Erde und die Kultur, Munich, 1911), is vitiated for
scientific purposes by a lack of references. See also A. de CanG. Buschan,
dolle, Origin of Cultivated Plants, Lond. 1884
Vorgeschichtl. Botanik der Cultur- und Nutzpfianzen der alten
Welt, Breslau, 1895 E. Hahn, Die Haustiere, Leipz. 1896, and
Die
der
C.
altesten
Keller,
otherworks;
Abstammung
Haustiere,
Zurich, 1902, and a charming short account by the same author,
Die Stammrsfiesch. unserer Haustiere, Leipz. 1900, in Teubner's
;

;

;

series,

Aus Satur und

Geitteswelt.
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DONATISTS.— 'Donatists' is the name given
to the adherents of a schismatic Church which was
formed in N. Africa at the beginning of the 4th
cent., and continued, in spite of severe persecution,
Within the area
for more than a hundred years.
which it affected, Donatism was for the greater
the
5th
cent,
of
the
numerically
preponderatpart
ing form of Christianity, hut its influence was
practically confined to the dioceses of Numidia and
Mauretania. While in its origin it was largely
due to personal and provincial rivalries^ the schism
came rapidly to involve serious problems concerning the nature and the functions of the Church,
and it was crushed only by a combination of force
applied by the State and the dialectical ability of
Augustine.
The persecution under Diocletian had revived
the question whether a priest or a bishop who had
shown weakness or unfaithfulness could continue
The question had
in, or be restored to, his office.
been answered with an unhesitating negative by

Cyprian

:

sin upon them, that is, who
sacrificing to idols have offered sacrilegious sacrifices, cannot
claim to themselves the priesthood of God, or offer any prayers
'
in His sight for their brethren (Ep. lxv. 2 ; cf. lxvii. 2, 3).
'

They who have brought grievous

by

When, on the death

of Mensurius, bishop of Carthage (A.D. 311), the deacon Csecilian was elected
as his successor, and consecrated by Felix, bishop
of Aptunga, objection was at once raised to the
election, on the threefold ground that Cfecilian
himself was unworthy of the office that he had
been elected only by the bishops in the district of
Carthage, and not by those of the whole province
;

Numidia and that his consecration was invalid,
having been conferred by one who was himself a
traditor.
The opposition was led and organized,
in the first place, by Secundus, bishop of Tigisis
and primate of Numidia, who visited Carthage
attended by seventy other bishops, excommunicated Ciecilian and those who adhered to him, and
of

;

consecrated in his place Majorinus, a reader who
belonged to the opposite party. The Church of
N. Africa was rent in twain. Each side excommunicated the other. Both appealed to the Emperor Constantine, ignoring thereby Tertullian's
principle, 'Quid Imperatori cum ecclesia?', and
The
setting an evil precedent for the future.
Emperor, who, under the guidance of Hosius,
bishop of Cordoba, had already shown favour to
Crecihan, yielded to the request of Majorinus, and
called on Miltiades, bishop of Rome, with the
assistance of the bishops of Aries, Autun, and
Cologne, to investigate the dispute, and especially
whether Felix was indeed a traditor. Their decision cleared the reputation of Felix and confirmed
the consecration of Ctcilian, and also condemned
Donatus of Casre Nigra?, a leader of the opposite
party, on the ground that he had re-baptized
Christians and re-ordained bishops who adhered
to the schism.
As the principles at issue were
thus brought to the surface, the Donatists were
confirmed
in
their resolve to separate from
only
the Church, and Constantine remitted the whole
matter to a Synod which he convoked to meet at
Aries (A.D. 314). This Synod, which, though described by Augustine as
plenarium universae
ecclesiae concilium,' cannot claim to be more than
a General Synod of the Latin West, condemned
the Donatists on all points of their contention.
The schism, nevertheless, continuing to spread,
and Majorinus having been succeeded by Donatus
Magnus, from whom the schismatic Church probably took its name, Constantine proceeded to civil
mea ares, issuing a decree threatening to deprive
the schismatics of their churches and to banish
their bishops (A.D. 316).
The policy of forcible
suppression Mas pursued with great severity by
'

'

'

Ursacius, the Imperial commissioner, but with
success and in 321 Constantine instructed

little

;

both Ursacius and Ca^cilian to adopt a policy of
moderation.
Under his successor, Constans, the history of the
schism followed much the same course. Both the
persecution and the resistance were more determined. It was a period of much social distress
The Donatists, as
and disturbance in Africa.
ecclesiastical rebels, provided a rallying-point for
all the discontented and seditious elements in the
There was a breakdown of social
population.
order. Bands of dispossessed peasants and escaped
slaves infested the country, committing abominable outrages and exposing themselves to death
with fanatical enthusiasm. They sought to make
common cause with the Donatists, and called themselves milites Christi agonistici, but are better

known as circuincelliones, 'hut-haunters.' The
Donatists were discredited by these excesses, and
suffered in their suppression.
Many of them were
put to death, many others were banished, and their
churches were closed or confiscated. The accession of Julian brought a temporary relaxation to
them, as to other schismatics and heretics, but
under Gratian and Honorius the persecution was
renewed.
The schism continued, however, to
flourish.
Donatus Magnus, who died in exile,
was succeeded by Parmenianus, and he by Primianus.
The situation which Augustine found at

Hippo was probably characteristic of many disthe Catholics were in a minority, and the
Donatists refused to supply them with bread.
Towards the end of the century the movement
was seriously weakened by internal dissension.
Tychonius, the celebrated grammarian, was condemned by a Donatist Synod in 390 for having
acknowledged that there were saints in the Catholic
tricts

:

A

further breach took place over the
Church.
Morequestion of admission to the Eucharist.
continued
and vigorous polemic underthe
over,
taken by Augustine began to tell. A conference
between the two parties was arranged by him at
Carthage in 411, and was attended by 286 Catholic
and 279 Donatist bishops. It led to no satisfactory
conclusion, but provided an excuse for again putting the civil law in motion. Augustine himself
provided the first reasoned defence of the persecution of Christians by Christians, though he demurred to the infliction of the death penalty.
Fines, imprisonment, and confiscation followed, and
in 415 the Donatists were prohibited from meeting
for worship.
Along with the Catholics they suffered grievously in the Vandal invasion, but there
were still traces of their existence as late as the
7th cent., when they are referred to by Gregory
the Great.
Donatism was not a heresy neither did it develop any heretical teaching. It was not a dispute
as to the organization of the Church, or even one
concerning discipline merely, which underlay the
schism. Both parties held by the episcopate, as
both held to the Creeds. DonatLsxn -represents j.n
attempt the final one foFTTlhousand years— to
resist the process of secularization by which the
Church was gradually transformed from a com;

—

munity of holy persons into an institution of
mixed character, offering to secure salvation for
its members by means of grace over which it had
It belongs, therefore, to the same
sole control.
series of movements as is represented by the EnMontanists [q.v.), followers of HipInsistence on a
poly tus, and Novatians {Q.v.).
minimum of personal worthiness in the clergy at
least was the last remnant of a much more earnest
It was met by the
conception' of the Church.
defenders of Catholicism with a new emphasis on
the objective character of the sacraments, and upon
cratites (q.v.),

'

DOOM, DOOM MYTHS
the holiness of the
or otherwise of its

Church apart from the holiness
members and clergy. It was in

the controversy with the Donatists, therefore, that
the Catholic doctrine of the Church was completely
developed. To the foundation principle of Donatism ('qui fidem a pertido sumserit, non (idem percipit sed reatum') Optatus of Mileve opposes an
equally fundamental position, 'sacraments, per se
esse sancta, non per homines.' It was not difficult

for Augustine to show how many practical difficulties were involved in the Donatist contention,
chief among them the difficulty, amounting to impossibility, of knowing the true character of the

But he went further, and, by
officiating priest.
asserting the indelible character of Orders, whereby
an ordained person retains the power to celebrate
a valid sacrament, whatever be his views or his
conduct, and the mixed composition of the Church
as containing not only 'vessels for honour' but
'vessels for dishonour,' stamped its final form on
the Catholic doctrine of the Catholic Church. It
is true that in doing so he had to abandon the
position taken by Cyprian, and assert the validity
of all baptism, even that performed by heretics,
provided that it was in the name of the Trinity.
It is true also that baptism in this way came to
lose

some

and

of its significance

to represent only

a 'marking' of the recipient, the beginning of a
process which, though it might begin anywhere,
could be consummated only within the Catholic
Church and by the addition of 'charity' to faith.
Moreover, in the theory of the Church thus developed in opposition to the Donatists, Augustine
at least prepares the way for the Reformation distinction between the Church visible and the Church
invisible.

—

Optatus Milev., de Schismate Donatistaruui
Augustine, c. Epistolam Panneniani, de Unitate
Baptisnw contra Donalistas, c. Litems Petiliani,
c. Cresconixun, Brerintlus collationis cum Donatistis, c. GauF. Ribbeck, Donatus lend
dentium, Ep. ad Bonifacium
Awjustinus, Elberfeld, 1858; D. Vdlter, Ursprung des Donatismus, Freiburg, 1882 L. Duchesne, Dossier du Donatisme,
Paris, 1890; A. Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr., 1894-99,
esp. vol. v.; N. Bonwetsch, art. Donatismus,' in PRE S iv.
788-798.
C. A. Scott.
Literature.
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;

;
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(Teutonic).— The
preside over the
with among all the
Teutonic peoples. These powers have more especially the end of life in their control, and they are
accordingly now and then identified with the spirit
belief in supernatural powers
destinies of mankind is met

who

of death.
They are believed to become incarnate
in female form, now coalescing in a single being,
now appearing as three sisters, or even in whole
multitudes. According as they dispense good or

fortune to men, they are distinguished as
friendly or hostile. To the individual they frequently reveal his fate in dreams, and this explains
why dreams hold so important a place, not only in
evil

the

common

life,

Teutonic race

(cf.

but also in the literature, of the
W. Henzen, Uber die Traume in

der altnord. Sagalitteratur, Leipzig, 1890).

The ancient Teutonic dialects possess several designations for
the powers of destiny, and in not a few cases the terms have
already acquired an abstract sense. All the tribes had the word
meaning fatxim or eventus which appears in O.H.G. unirt, A.S.
wyriS, O.N. vrfir, and which sometimes signifies the spirit of
death or destiny, and sometimes death or destiny itself. In the
old Saxon and Scandinavian dialects, again, the name found in
O.S. metod, A.S. meotod, O.N. mjotuiSr, the power which metes
out or orders,' was in current use while among the Southern
Teutons we find O.H.G. gasca/t, O.S. giskap, A.S. gescap, 'the
spirit who creates (' shapes '), which is given in Grajco-Latin
glosses as the equivalent of parca. lr works of the 15th cent,
the gachschcp/cn are still referred to as powers who bestow life
upon man and order its course (Vintler, Blume der Tugend,
'

'

'

;

'

1411, line 7865).

The belief in the powers of destiny has assumed
an altogether peculiar form in northern Scandinavia. Here they are known for the most part by
the name of nornir. Norn is a word of obscure
etymology, but appears to be connected with Swed.

845
'

to tell secretly,'
to warn,' and
Mid. Eng. nt/rnen, to recite.' The fate of man is
work of the Norns (shop noma), and nunc can
evade their decree. Even the destiny of the gods
lies in their control.
Hence they make their appearance at the birth of human beings, anil support
the mother in the pains of labour.
People seek to
win their favour by offerings. In the Faroe Islands
it is still the custom for mothers to eat the
Norngroats (nornagreytitr) after a birth a survival
of the ancient oblation.
The Norns then set the
tokens of their goodwill upon the finger-nails of
the child, and those who have white spots, the
Norn-marks,' on their nails are children of fortune.
Like the fylgjur (see art. Demons and Spirits
[Teutonic], vol. iv. p. 633), the Norns continue
their good services to human beings throughout
life.
OSin puts his protege Sigur&r on his guard
against the evil Norns, who in battle stand on
either side of a man, wishing that he may receive
wounds. The blows of fate are supposed to be the
work of angry Norns, and defeats in war are also
traced to their dictates.
person's death is likewise due to their decree. We thus see the hostile
of
their
character
aspects
becoming more and more
pronounced, and hence, as is stated in the Vbluspd
(S
), they were believed to have sprung originally
from the race of giants, and the golden age of the
gods came to an end when the Norns came into
From their leading representative, UrSr, is
being.
taken the name of the only fountain in the under
world, the UriSr fountain here, according to Snorri,
lay their abode, and from this retreat they exercised their sway over the fruitfulness of the earth.
The Norns are often found in a group of three,
or in three companies.
It is possible that in this
point the classical myths of the Parcce may here
and there have had an influence upon the sagas of
the Norns. They are depicted as maidens who
spin the thread of destiny for man. Their doings
at the birth of Helgi, the slayer of the Hundings,
are narrated as follows
Night lay over the house when the Fates came to forecast the

noma, nyrna,

'

'

the

'

—

'

'

A

ft".

;

:

'

hero's life. They said that he should be called the most famous
of kings and the best among princes.
With power they twisted
the strands of fate for Borghild's son in Bralund they spread
the woof of gold and made it fast under the midst of the moon's
hall.
In the east and the west they hid the thrums ; all the
land between was to be his. Neri's sister fastened one strand in
the Bides of the north, and prayed that it might hold for ever'
(HelgakviSa Hundingsbana, ii. 2ff., Corp. poet. bor., 18S3, ii. 131).
;

The story of Meleager likewise reappears among
the Norn myths. The fatal three are present at
the birth of Nornagest. The two elder sisters
ordain fortune and renown for the child, but the
younger decides that he shall live only so long as
the taper by his cradle remains unconsumed.
Thereupon the elder sister seizes the taper, extinguishes it, and hands it to the mother, thus
conveying to mother and child the power of fixing
the term of the child's life {Nornagestssaga, ed.
Bugge, 1865,

The names

p. 77).

Ver$a7idi and Skidd, sometimes given

to two of the Norns, are due to a learned blunder
of the 12th cent., and have no better authority
than an interpolation in the Vbluspd. The author
of the
erroneously connected the name

passage

UrV/r with the preterite stem of the verb rerSa,
to be,' and interpreted it as denoting the Norn of
the past ; he then proceeded to fabricate a KerSandi as the Norn of the
present, and a Skidd as the
Norn of the future, taking the former from vertSa,
and the latter from skulu, the word used to denote
the future tense. The idea that the three Norns
inscribe the life of man on tablets emanates from
the same writer ( Vbluspd, 20).
'

Literature.
1875, i. 335 ff.
1907, p. 52 ff. ;
1903, p. 261 ff.

—J.
;

Grimm, Deutsche Mythologies, Gtittingen
E. Mogk, Germanische M/ilhol.-, Strassburg,
E. H. Meyer, Mythol. d. Germanen, Strassburg,
E.
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DOOR. — Doors,

whether of dwellings or of
part in ritual and
Often the dwellingbelief over a very wide area.
place of a spirit or divinity, the door has almost
invariably a sacred character. The origin of the
latter is perhaps best sought in the conception of
temples, play an important

Or an offering is made, the materials being
192).
often presented to the bride, while she smears the
door-posts with them, before crossing the threshold

Trumbull, 29 f.). Even more wide-spread is
the custom of carrying the bride across the
threshold a rite occurring among the Greeks,
the door as separating between two worlds— the Romans, Chinese, Mordvins, Abyssinians, in Syria
outside world, where are innumerable hostile influ- and Egypt, and found as a survival in parts of
ences and powers, and the region within the limits England and Scotland (Plut. Rom. Quccst. 29 FL
of the house, the influences and powers of which i. [1890] 459, 487
Bruce, Travels, 1804, vii. 67
The door is at once the barrier Burckhardt, Arab. Proverbs, 1875, p. 137 ; NQ,
are friendly.
against those hostile influences, and that which 8th ser.,x. [1896] 328; Dalyell, Darker Sup. of ScotGregor, Folk-lore of N.E. of
gives entrance to those who have a right to pass to land, 1835, p. 291
Van Gennep, Les Bites de
the sacred region within. Hence those who pass Scotland, 1881, p. 51
through the door the limit of the sacred region, passage, Paris, 1909, p. 186; for other refs., see
and therefore itself sacred must do so with care Trumbull, 38 ff.). The last custom has sometimes
Thus the been explained as a relic of marriage by capture,
and often with certain ritual acts.
sacredness of the door was probably at first inde- but it forms one of a group of rites by which it is
pendent of its connexion with a god or spirit. But sought to safeguard the sanctity of the threshold.
that connexion, once established, could only add to Generally, before a stranger can be received, cerits sacred character.
Again, being the dividing tain rites must be performed to remove the conThe
line between hostile and friendly spheres, the tagion of tabu resting on him qua stranger.
doorway was supposed to be a place where evil bride, belonging primitively to a different kin,
was so far a stranger, and therefore dangerous.
influences clustered, or sometimes even dwelt.
But more usually the household spirits dwell at Hence certain precautions must be taken to render
As these are generally propitious the spirit or divinity of the threshold
the door and protect it.
connected with the hearth, it is not clear why they an ottering is made, or the bride is carried over the
should also be associated with the door. But two sacred spot (carrying or suspending above ground
reasons may be suggested. The door is the exterior of tabued persons is a common rite), or she steps
limit of their dominion, where their influence over, not on, it, but always with the right foot
would first be met with, and where they might foremost, or she steps over the blood by which the
reasonably be supposed to dwell. And when men spirit is propitiated, and through which, perhaps,
dwelt in rock-shelters, caves, or half-open huts, she is brought into a kin or covenant relation with
the fire would be at or near the entrance, as it still him. This is seen more clearly in a Panjab rite.
burns in front of savage huts. 1 When, later, it was The bride holds the door-frame of the bridegroom's
taken into the house, the connexion of ancestral house. His mother gives her a cup of water to
ghosts with the hearth would be shared with the drink and welcomes her, and presents are given by
In some members of the husband's family. Cotton is laid
entrance, their former exclusive domain.
cases also burial takes place at the doorway.
down, and she is bidden to come in. She steps on
Besides being sacred as a whole, the door has it, and is now an integral member of the family
{FL ix. [1898] 152 f. ). In some cases the bridegroom
special sanctity in its more important parts
threshold, side-posts, and lintel as will be seen in makes an ottering at the threshold of the bride's
the course of this article. But it is impossible, house perhaps a relic of those marriages in which
with Trumbull, to regard the sacredness of the the husband went to live in her home. Crooke
threshold as originating in its having been the (FL xiii. [1902] 238, 'The Lifting of the Bride')
primitive altar first of the house, then of the sees in the lifting a charm to promote fertility in
temple. The many rites connected with threshold some instances, in others a method of protection
It should also be noted
or door by no means bear out this theory, though,
against evil influences.
where sacrifice is performed at the door, the that in Lapland and Hungary stepping over the
threshold stone may become for the nonce a species threshold ensures the protection of the family and
of altar.
But more probably the sacrifice is not of the tutelar spirit (Jones and Kropf, Folk-Tales
slain on the threshold, just as the fire at the of the Magyars, 1889, p. 410 f.).
entrance would not have the threshold for a
(b) Treading on the threshold is frequently forhearth, while the altar of primitive tribes is un- bidden, or is considered unlucky. It must be stepped
connected with the threshold (see Altar).
over, usually with the right foot first (cf. FL i.
The sacredness of the door as the passage to a different 459 [Tatars]; Conder, Beth and Moab, 1883, p.
domain is seen in many folk-tales of the Forbidden, or Tabued, 293 [Syrians]
Lane, Modern Egyptians, i. 118;
Door, through which certain persons must not pass, and beyond
Morier, Second Journ. through Persia, 1818, p. 254
which lie matters into which they must not penetrate. To do
Trumbull, 12 [Finns and
[Muham. mosques];
so is generally followed by fatal consequences {CF 306 ff.).
1 "6
1 S 5
Similarly the stranger must not, without due preparation, pass
Teutons]
^-etiological myth explaining
the family door, nor may the profane cross the temple threshold.
why a temple threshold is not trodden on]). This
I. Ritual acts at doors.
The sacredness of the scrupulous care in stepping over the threshold of
door as a means of passage from one state to a temple, e.g. that of Baal and of Jahweh, is also
another appears in numerous rites connected with referred to and condemned in Zeph l 9
It is
the threshold.
obvious that the act had the force of a religious
rite.
(a) The bride must step across the threshold of the
Similarly, novices, on initiation into a secret
husband's house with the right foot foremost, the society among the Bella Coolas, had to leap over
bridegroom in the ancient Vedic ceremonial in- the threshold of the dancing house (Frazer,
do so (SBE xxx. 193).
This Totemism and Exogamy, 1910, iii. 512). Hence it
structing her to
custom is also found in more modern times else- is also unlucky to stumble on the threshold,
where. Or, again, an animal is sacrificed at the especially when going on a journey or on business,
threshold, and the bride must step across the etc. (Highlands, Germany, Transylvania, Malaysia,
see Grimm, Teut. Myth. 1815 FL i.
outpoured blood a custom existing among the Syria, etc.
Somalis, in Syria, Armenia, and with the Copts In
156, xviii. [1907] 59).
Pythagoras refers to this
Kgypt (FLJ vi. [1888] 121 Trumbull, Threshold belief, and says that he who strikes his foot against
Covenant, 1896, p. 26; Garnett, Women of Turkey, the threshold should turn back (Frag. Phil. Orcec.,
It is also dangerous to
ed. Mullach, 1868, i. 510).
1890, p. 239; Lane, Modern Egyptians, 1846, iii.
1 Of. ERE ii. 356 for instances
sneeze at the threshold, to sit, or to linger at it ; or
among the Hereros.
(see

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

.

—

;

;

'

;

'
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women

to suckle their children there (Hindus,

PR

i.
241 ; TrumSlavs, Syrians, etc. [Crooke,
xt. [1904] 208—negroes of Jamaica
bull, 11-12;
believe that 'duppies' will take those who .sit at

FL

thresholds FL xviii. 59]).
(c) The sacredness of the door, and especially of
the threshold, demands also that acts of reverence
be paid there.
The threshold is to be crossed with
the right foot first. Or a charm or nrayer or sacred
formula should be said (' Bismillah
[Arabs],
;

'

Palgrave, Arabia, 1865, i. 51 a formula of blessing
when the door is first opened in the morning
Or prostration and
[Hebrides], FL x. [1899] 261).
touching the threshold with the forehead, kissing
it or the door, taking off the shoes, crossing oneself
on entering, are practised ([Muhammadans] Trumbull, 11, 123; Morier, 254; Frag. Phil. Grcec. i.
510 Ralston, Sonas of the Russian People, 1872,
p. 137
Layard, Nineveh, 1849, i. 69).
'
(d) The sacredness of the door makes it a place
to deposit objects which are to be
preserved in safety.
In Iceland the caul, in which the child's guardian
spirit or a part of its soul resides, was buried under
the threshold, possibly with a view to re-birth in
the event of the child dying. The spirit would
pass into the mother as she crossed the threshold
(Grimm, Tent. Myth. 874). Among the Baganda,
at the monthly ceremony connected with the
king's placenta, to ensure bis life and health, it is
deposited in the doorway for a night and a day
(Roscoe, JAI xxxii. [1902] 63, 76).
(e) The door is a usual place at which to offer
sacrifices, either to propitiate the household spirit
or god, and so to unite the house' with him, or to
repel evil influences, or to remove the contagion of
uncleanness from all in the bouse.
In Zindero two human victims were sacrificed, one at the
threshold, which was smeared with the blood, before a new king
entered the royal hut (Bruce, Travels, ii. 514). In W. Africa, in
;

;

;

'

time of smallpox or expected trouble, gateways are sprinkled
with sacrificial blood (Kingsley, Travels in IF. Afr., 1897, p. 451
Nassau, Fetichism in IF. Afr., 1904, p. 93). The Dayaks sprinkle
the doorway with the blood of a pig sacrificed as an expiation
for unchastity, and also with sacrificial blood at seed-time (St.
John, Life in the Forests of the Far East, 1862, i. 64, 157).
Among the Aztecs it was also usual to smear the temple doors
with the blood, the sacrifice being offered on an altar near the
door (Reville, Native Ret. of Mexico, 1884, pp. 179, 183). A
similar custom may be seen in Herodotus' account (ii. 4S) of the
sacrifice of a swine to Osiris, at the door of each house.
The
carcass was given to the swineherd, so that the main part of the
rite was the blood-shedding.
In Bab. rituals a lamb was sacrificed at the gate of a house, and its blood smeared on lintel and
doorposts, and on the huge images guarding the entrance
(Zimmern, Beitrdge z. Kenntnis der bab. Rel., Leipzig, 1901,
cf. Layard, ii. 202).
In Muslim houses it is usual to dip
p. 127
the hand in the blood of sacrifices offered on special occasions,
and to mark the surface near the door in order to repel the jinn
xviii.
For
other
[1907]
{FL
66).
examples, Abyssinian, Hindu,
see
i. 56 b iii. 445a.
The same rite of smearing the doorway
with blood occurs as a survival in European folk-custom, e.g. in
Greece at Easter, and in Ireland on St. Martin's eve, to keep
out evil Bpirits during the year (FL i. 275
Mason, Stat.
It can hardly be doubted that the
Account, 1814-9, iii. 75).
Hebrew Passover rite goes back to a sacrifice by which the
household divinity dwelling at the doorway was propitiated
and his protective power secured against the evil powers (the
destroyer '). The blood was smeared on doorposts and lintel,
and was perhaps first poured on the threshold (Ex 12 22 bason
;

;

ERE

,

;

'

'

[?

'

'threshold']).

The custom of slaying a sacrificial victim at the
door to welcome a guest, or before the entrance of
a stranger, or even on the return of the master of a
house from a journey, which is so wide-spread,
especially in Africa, Syria, and the East (see FL
xviii. 66;
Trumbull, Iff.), had probably the
primitive intention of neutralizing the contagion
of evil which a new-comer brings with him, and
also of making the household gods propitious to
him. From this it may have passed into a species
of covenant rite by the blood shed the new-comer
or guest was made one with the household or its
In other cases salt is sprinkled on the
god.
threshold, or bread and salt are offered to the

—

1

The Celto-Iberian custom

time

of full

moon may

of

dancing at the doors at the

be noted (Strabo,

iii.

4. 16).
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guest (cf. Trumbull, 311., where the importance of
the covenant aspect is perhaps over-emphasized).
Other offerings occur at the door. In ancient
Vedic law the householder had to place an offering
on the threshold, at the same time reciting a
mantra (SISJC ii. 107, 203).
At seed-time in
N.W. India a cup-shaped cake of cow-dung filled
with corn, and water poured over it, is placed on
the threshold (FLR v. [1882] 34). The first bundle
of corn is placed near the threshold, and between
it and the threshold a libation is poured forth,
forming an offering of first-fruits to the household
god ((&. Trumbull, 16). In the north of Scotland,
part of the first load of sea-' waar used for manure
was placed on New Year's day at each door of the
farm to bring good fortune (Gregor, in FL J ii. [1884]
In Babylonia, libations of oil, honey, and
331).
wine were poured over the thresholds of temples,
and honey and wine over bolts (Jastrow, Rel. Bab.,
1898, p. 664 f.).
(/) The frequent use of sacrifices at or near doors
of temples is seen from the fact that in many
temples an altar stands beside the door or entrance.
Among the Hebrews the altar of burnt-offering
stood at the entrance of the tabernacle of the tent
of meeting (Ex 40").
Offerings were brought to the
door of the tent of meeting and slain, and the
blood sprinkled on the altar (Lv l 3 6 3 2 4 4 7 etc., cf.
17 2" ).
Similarly, in the temple the altar of burntoffering stood before the entrance to the Holy
Place, like the large altar of the outer court of
Bab. temples.
The greater Greek and Roman
altars frequently stood before the entrance to the
va6s or celht.
Trumbull notes other instances from
Assyria and Asia Minor, Mexico, Polynesia, etc.
(115, 121, 144, 150; cf. Ellis, Pol. Researches,
In Dahomey little mounds of earth
1832-6, iv. 89).
are often found at doorways, and on them offerings
are laid (Schneider, Rel. der afrik. Naturvolker,
Miinster, 1891, p. 115); and in Greece altars were
often placed at gateways or doors. The sanctity of
the door or threshold is also emphasized in the
OT. At the door of the tent of meeting took place
the consecration of Aaron and his sons (Ex 29**').
In Ezekiel's ideal temple the Prince is to worship
at the threshold of the gate of the inner court (46 2 ).
When Moses spoke to Jahweh, the pillar of cloud
descended and stood over the door of entrance to
the tent of meeting and in Ezekiel's temple the
glory of Jahweh mounts up from the cherub and
stands over the threshold of the house (Ex 33 8ff-, Dt
31 15 Ezk 9 3 10 4 ).
The thresholds of the tent of
22
meeting had their guardians (1 Ch 9 ), and later
22 4 23 4 2 Ch 23 4 Jer 35 4
those of the temple (2
10
cf. Ps 84 ).
The office of doorkeeper (ffvpupol,
irvKwpol) soon came into existence in the Christian
Church (Cornelius, ap. Eus.
vi. 43 ; Bingham,
;

'

-

-

-

'

'

;

,

K

,

;

,

HE

Antiq., 1829, i. 293,
The ancient custom of

cf. 257).

baptistery and font being outside the
church (Eus.
x. 4 ; Cyril, Catech. Myst. i. 2), preceded by
the custom of baptizing in any place where there was water
de
(Tert.
Bapt. 4 ; Justin, Apol. i. 61), is connected with the
general idea that none but the initiated can enter the sanctuary,
and also with the ritual of purification before sacrificing, entering a temple, etc., for which special vessels stood near the
entrance the irepippafr^pta, or fonts, at the entrance of the
Greek va6$, the jars for ablutions which Btood beside the altars
of Bab. temples, the Bab. apsu, and the lavers and brazen sea
of Solomon's temple (Jastrow, 652-3 ; Sayce, Rel. of Anc. Egypt
and Bab., 1902, p. 458 ; 2 Ch 4°').

BE

—

—

2. Guardian spirits and divinities of doors.
The
sacredness of the door was connected with its spirit
In many cases we find
or Divine guardianship.
deliberate methods resorted to in order to secure a
spirit guardian, in the first instance, of the door of
a house, and later, of the gate of a city. One
of these is burial.
House burial is of very wide
occurrence, and is probably primitive. It usually
takes place under the floor, but there are occasional
instances of its occurrence under the threshold

DOOR
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(Ralston, 326 [Slavs]; Jastrow, 599 [Bab.];
iii. 34 a [Burma]).
Burial at gates is also found in
Greece yEtolus was buried in a tomb in the gate
leading to Olympia, and, from his grave over the
Scsean gate at Troy, Laomedon was believed to
Neoptolemus was also buried
guard the city.
under the threshold of the temple at Delphi (PauThe ashes
sanias, ed. Frazer, v. 4. 4 and notes).

—

a British god, were said to have been
=
preserved at the gate on the Thames ( Billingsgate [Geoff. Mon. iii. 1]) a myth founded on gateIn
burial and Divine guardianship of the gate.
other cases, sacrifice was resorted to. At the buildis
often
of
a
or
house
a
human
victim
hut
ing
placed under the roof-post, the four corners, the
threshold, or the foundation, whatever that may
be, or the walls and the same is true of the building of a gate. There is no proof, however, that
(as Trumbull supposes [op. cit. 21]) the threshold
stone was originally the foundation stone. The
victims may be intended to propitiate the earthspirits whose domain is disturbed by the digging,
but they are also expected to act as guardians of
the house, door, or gate. In old Canaanite houses
new-born children were sacrificed and buried under
a custom later comfloor, corners, or threshold
muted to burial of a lamp or bowls in these places
(PEFSt, 1903, pp. 10 f., 36 ft'.). The passages in
Jos 6- 6 1
16 M have an undoubted reference to
In Phoenicia, men were buried bethis custom.
neath gates to make the town secure (Movers, Die
Phonizier, Berlin, 1840, ii. 46). Instances of sacrifices at the building of a city gate are cited from
the farther East (Alabaster, The Wheel of the Law,
1871, p. 212 [Siam]
Tylor, Prim. Oult.*, 1903, i.
a
106
iii. 27
[Tenasserim, Mandalay]), and in
Senegambia it was formerly the custom to bury
alive a boy and girl before the chief door of the
town, in order to make it impregnable (Waitz,
Anthrop., Leipzig, 1860, ii. 197). The coins placed
under the door in China and Syria at the building
of a house are probably surrogates for such sacriIn Syria a cock
fices, like the Canaanite lamps.
is sacrificed, and its blood poured over the lintel
and steps of a new house (Doolittle, Social Life of
the Chinese, 1866, ii. 75
FL xviii. [1907] 59).

of Belinus,

—

;

—

,

;

K

;
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On foundation-sacrifices in general, see Sartori,
1

ff

.

;

Liebrecht,

Zur Volkskunde, Heilbronn,

Gomrne, Folk-Lore

ZE

xxx. [1898]
1879, p. 284 ft. ;

Relics, 1883, p. 24).

In all such cases it is evident that the spirit of
the door is connected with the household spirit,
and that both are ultimately ghosts of the dead,
though the sacrifice or burial took place there because the door or threshold was already considered
an important part of the house. Souls were supposed to dwell under the threshold in ancient India
(Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, Berlin, 1894, p. 553).
Among the Slavs the domovoj, or house-spirit,
associated with the hearth, is propitiated at certain times by offerings buried beneath the threshold
(Trumbull, 19). Similarly the household penates
of the Mordvins receive offerings at the door, which
is their seat (FL i. 422ft".).
In Germany a spirit
sits between door and doorpost ; hence the door
must not be banged, and other precautions must
be taken lest he leave and take the luck with him
(Grimm, 1820; FL xiii. [1902] 238 ft'.). In Irish
and Scots belief the household fairies reside at the
threshold (Crooke, PR i. 241). In Samoa the tutelary spirit is also associated with the doorway, and
is angry when water is spilt on the threshold
(Turner, Samoa, 1884, p. 37).
In many regions the door or gate is put under
the protection of special divinities, or is called by
the name of a god. The Ainus have a god of doorposts, and to him, as to the gods of other parts of
the hut, worship is paid at its construction, and
offerings of inao are made at other times (FLJ vi.

[1888] 40; Batchelor, Ainu and their Folk-lore,
The Japanese have gods of doors
1901, p. 129).

and gates who guard against unfriendly things
from below and above,' and are in some cases
personifications of the gates, since these were
'

conceived as living things exercising protective
powers. Small prints of the Ni-6, guardians of
holy places, are set on the doors for protection
li. [1905] 389 f.; Aston, Shinto, 1905,
(Revon,
pp. 168, 2S3). In China the usual gods of the doors
are Shen-Shu and Ju-Lu, though other divinities
or guardians occur. They guard the house and
other buildings
and images of them, larger or
smaller, or pictures of them, or simply their names,
are found at the door, with a shrine on the left hand
(deGroot, Les Fetes annuellement cCltbre'es it Einoui,
tr. Chavannes, Paris, 1886, p. 597 ft.
Williams,
The Middle Kingdom, New York, 1848, i. 731).
In India, Vattuma is the threshold god, dwelling

RHR

;

;

there, to whom offerings are made when the dooris set up.
Or, as among the Mulers of Chota
Nagpur, Dwara Gusilin is lord of the house door,
and is propitiated with rites and offerings, in time
of calamity, at the doorway.
Images and pictures of gods are also placed round doors (Trum-

way

95; Crooke,

bull,

PR*

i.

In

104).

Egypt each

building had its protecting deity, as doorway
inscriptions prove, while sphinxes guarded the
entrances of tombs and protected them from the
attacks of the spirits of the desert. An inscription

runs

'

I protect thy sepulchral chamber, I keep
stranger, I overthrow the foes with their
weapons.' In other cases a royal statue, wearing
the magic uncus diadem, guards the tomb (ZA
1880, p. 50; Wilkinson, i. 362 f.
Maspero, Etudes
de myth., Paris, 1893, i. 79). The gates of Thebes
were each dedicated to a planet, and connected
with planetary worship (Nonnus, Dionys. v. 64).
In Babylonia and Assyria gates of cities, palaces,
etc., were often dedicated to gods or named after
them, and each part of a house doorway was associated with the great divinities to whom appeal was
made (Maspero, Life in Anc. Eg. and Assyr. 1S91,
Jastrow, 237). But, besides this, humanp. 220
headed winged bulls, lions, and other monstrous
forms stood at the entrances of temples and palaces
to guard them against the approach of the demons,
the brood of Tiamat, with their composite forms
(Maspero, 198 f. Jastrow, 263; Sayce, 119). In
:

away the

,

;

:

;

Guatemala, Chahalka was the god of houses, and
his protection was assured by sprinkling the doors
The great doorways of
with sacrificial blood.
Central American temples were also guarded by
human male and female or animal figures (TrumIn Rome, Janus was the primitive
bull, 98, 146).
numen of the doorway of the house and the citygate, preventing the passage of all evil things into
the house, and so one of the Penates. He was
god of the jani, gates in the form of arches on the
roads, etc., the most ancient of which was that of
the Forum, originally a temple in the form of a
gateway. But Janus, as god of doors and gates,

was rather god of the entry and departure through
the gate or door. This is seen by the fact that
each part of the door had its numen Limentinus,

—

of the threshold
Forculus, of the leaves of the
door; Cardea, of the hinges (YVissowa, Rel. u.
Kult. der Romer, Munich, 1902, p. 91 ff. Toutain,
Etudes de myth., Paris, 1909, p. 197 ft'.; Tert. de
Corona, 13). In Greece, Apollo Aguieus or Thyr;eus and the Antelii were concerned with entrances
;

;

and doors.

Images of Hecate stood at doors, to
prevent the entrance of evil spirits and ghosts,
and she was also invoked before the threshold for
protection against them. At doors and gates stood
also the ipno.1, protective images or symbols of
Hermes (CGS ii. 509, 516; Brnnck, Analecta,
See ERE iii.
1772-76, iii. 197 Tert. de Cor. 13).
;

DOOR
of the door.
155, for Cambodian spirit-guardians
The belief in Divine guardians of the doorway
Kx
is
Hebrews
21°, where
the
by
suggested
among
the bondman who does not wish to go free is brought

to the Eluhim, to the door or doorpost, where his
b
i. 445 ).
ear is pierced with an awl (cf.
The presence of the household spirit or god makes the doorin
way sacred. This receives illustration in other directions
which sacred persons confer sacredness on the door. In Polywhen the king or queen entered a temple, the door was

ERE

nesia,

shut up as being Barred (Turner, Polynesia, 1S61, p. 32s). In
the smallpox
India, any one ill of smallpox, being possessed by
to certain
deity, makes the house sacred, and the door is tabu
due ritual (Crooke,
persons, or must only be crossed with a
b
Sea
Islands, the
PR i. 135 cf. ERE iii. 312 ). In the South
first-born being sacred, no one can pass through the door by
which he enters his father's house (Gill, Life in S. Isles, 1876,
Cf. also Ezk 442 (the door by which Jahweh enters the
p. 46).
temple is to be shut, and none but the Prince' can enter it).

the originals
temple (1 K 7- ), and were doubtless
Such pillars were commonly nlaced
these.
before Semitic temples, e.g. at Paphos and Iliera3
16 ; W. It. Smith
polis (Lucian, de Dea Syria,
of

,

457, 483).
Sayre regards the Bab. pillars as representing Nin-gia-zida
of the upright post ') and Tammuz, warders of the gate
(' Lord
of heaven, just as the flanking towers of the Egyptian gate
were said to represent Isisand Ncphthys. In his opinion, Jachin
is a translation of Nin-gis-zida, and Uoaz perhaps a corrupt
reminiscence of Tammuz (Sayce, op. eit. 350, 459-60 Jastrow,
.

;

624

The

'

Medusa head, represented on door-knockers, has

the same effect, or repels the evil eye. Such doorknockers or handles were used in ancient Italy,
and are still common in modern Italy for the same
face on English doorpurpose, while the female
knockers is derivative from these (FL xiv. [1903]
was
served by the small
same
The
purpose
217).
with invocaimages of protective divinities, often
tions printed on them, buried under the threshold
of Assyrian houses, palaces, or temples, or placed
at the doors to keep the house from the entrance

'

and malice

of the door, serving the same purpose, but acting
as a preliminary entrance to the sacred precincts
and a barrier against evil influences. It may be
derived originally from the harriers or porticoes
hung with charms which are often stretched across
roads and entrances to villages to prevent the
intrusion of all malicious things, e.g. in Africa
Such isolated
(Kingsley, 450-1 ; van Gennep, 22).
doorways are placed in front of other buildings
than temples, or they occur in other isolated situae.g.

enemies (Jastrow,

269).

kinds are placed on the
of houses to ward

and walls

on
so
doorways through which their entrance might
The custom is found from the
easily be effected.
lowest up to the highest levels of civilization. It
This is proved by the fact
is also very ancient.
that, on the entrances of Neolithic cave-dwellings
in Palestine, cup-markings which undoubtedly were
a magical purpose are
religious symbols or served
found (see ERE iii. 178 a ). In various parts of
Africa, charms are hung on the doors to preand in civilized
vent evil spirits from entering
simiGreece, doors and gates of all kinds were
450;
Mackay
Mackay,
larly protected (Kingsley,
b
The door
iii. 438 ).
of Uganda, 1890, p. 112 ERE
amulets used among all peonies are of various
varieties need be
kinds, and only the principal

59).

particular purposes,

all

roofs, gables, windows,
also fixed
off' evil influences, they are naturally

Not only is the temple door sacred, and therefore highly decorated with carving or precious
metals, but an isolated gateway or entrance arch
This is a duplicate
is often found in front of it.

for

of fiends or

But, since amulets of

p.

tions,

As the
largely a magical one.
off demons, so also the

is

process

demoniac figures keep

gates and doors of temples are always
is the abode of
peculiarly sacred, since the temple
a god. The outer courts of Buddhist temples in
China and Japan have single or double roofed
with figures
gateways, mon, coloured a dull red,
on either side. In front are the heavenly dogs,'
and under the gateway in some instances is the
or two kings,
figure of Buddha, and the Ni-6,
hideous and gigantic figures guarding the gate.
Other hideous forms of the thunder and wind
Petitions are
gods are set on niches in the gates.
made to the Ni-6, written on paper pellets, which
Before the
are chewed and flung against them.
inner sanctuary is reached many other gates must
first be passed (Curzon, Problems of the Far East,
109; Bird, Unbeaten Tracks in Japan,
1894,

The

f.,

f.).

of divinities
3. Amulets at doorways.— Images
and monstrous figures at doors and gates are intended to repel evil influences and powers, and to
guarantee the protection of the doorway gods.

;

1893, pp. 21

849
1

;

;

alluded to here.

monumental

memorials. The tori-wi of Japan is found in front
of all Shinto and many Buddhist temples and
It consists of two uprights and two or
shrines.
more cross-beams painted red, the upper projecting
and curving upwards at both ends. Though nowbirds sacred
regarded as a bird perch, i.e. for the
to the gods, its original purpose is unmistakable
Chamberlain, Things Japanese,
(Aston, 231-2
In Korea the isolated
1890, p. 356; Bird, 148).
of majesty
gateway, hong-sal-mun, is a symbol
and government, and is erected in front of palaces,
monasteries
government buildings, temples, and
under royal patronage. The primitive purpose
of the hong-sal-mun as a doorway is seen in the
the western gate of
geo-man, an archway outside
the capital on the road to Peking, where the king
meet
the
to
(Curzon, 142).
envoys
Imperial
goes
In China these arches, pailoo, are of a commemorative nature.
Similarly, the triumphal arch of the
Romans suggests its primitive purpose as the gate
through which the triumphant soldier returned
from a hostile country into his ownMistrict. The
of Egyptian temples
propylon, or towered gateway,
with its flanking towers, obelisks, or statues, and
tall masts, all led up to by an avenue of sphinxes,
In
forms another example of such gateways.
of the great court
Babylonia, before the gateway
of the temple, stood two detached pillars, like the
to the
Egyptian gate obelisks. They correspond
in "front of Solomon's
pillars Jachin and Boaz
VOL. IV.- -54
;

,

(a)

Sacred plants, flowers, or branches are com-

occasions
e.g. at

monly used, especially on particular
when evil forces are most to be dreaded,
a

birth.
menIn Bab. incantations against demons, various plants are
Devils
tioned as having been hung on the lintel (Thompson,

In India, at a birth,
i. 137).
Spirits of Bab., 1003-4,
are
leaves and flowers along with a sickle, edge outwards,
Woman
placed outside the door to bar the demons (Bilhngton,
in India 1S95, p. 2). The Greek and Koman practice of crownon various occasions (Tert. rfe
ing the door with sacred garlands
In Attica, at the
Corona, 10) had more than a festal purpose.
birth of a boy, an olive-wreath was hung on the door (Hesychius,
In
Home, doorpost and threshold were
s v. (rre^avov «<f>epeix).
was sprinkled
water
and
touched thrice with an arbutus branch,
Branches and
at the entrance, at a birth, to keep off witches.
wreaths were also hung up at the Palilia (Ovid, Fasti, iv. 721 ff.,
In modern Greece, a piece of wild onion is placed over
vi 156).
and garlic
the lintel to keep off the evil eye, or garlands of flowers
are hung up on May-day for the same purpose (/• L x. [ S9J] 181,
In China, at a birth, pummelo-leaves and slips of a fragrant
260)
evil
off
to
(/ LJ
door
the
over
keep
thorn are suspended
spirits
other
v (1887) 222). In Japan, on New Year's day and on
as averters, or a rope of
occasions, branches, etc., are fixed up
rice straw with fern and holly leaves is hung up (Aston, 191,
The Ainus place inao in doorways as charms against evil
312 f )
the threshold is strewn
(Batchelor, 91). In Ireland, on May-eve,
luck {b b
with marsh marigolds to keep out fairies and to bring
For similar P
xv (19041457)
practices in European folk-custom,
Teut.
G
Myth iii. WOO, 1209,
iii.
rimm,
6b*
334;
111. 364", 3940 .Lane,
ERE
see
1211- and for additional instances,
Mod. Egyptians, 1846, ii. 77. In the W. Highlands, pearl-wort
out ghosts (Campbell, » itchcraft and
placed on the lintel keeps
Second Sight, 1902, pp. 103, 172).

and Evil

1

«ta,
(6)

Salt

account of

is

sometimes strewn on the threshold, on

its

in Syria
apotropseie properties, as

xviii. [1907] 70).

In Aberdeenshire

it

(FL

was placed

£>OOR

850

on the threshold of a byre, before a cow after
calving left the byre (FLJ ii. [1884] 330). Pebbles
and grains are sprinkled on the doorstep to keep
out ghosts, who must count them and cannot get
beyond three (FL xv. 214). Iron is also a powerful
with

fire

charm at doors as in other places, especially at
birth, when an iron weapon or utensil is placed at
the door (India [Campbell, Spirit Basis of Belief

and Custom, Bombay, 1885, p. 387], and very
commonly in European folk-custom at birth, after
a funeral to keep the ghost out [JAIxv. 69], and
on other occasions). Both because it is made of

iron and also because of other reasons connected
either with the former sacred nature of the horse
or with its supposed resemblance to the form of
the female sex organs, the horse-shoe is a very
common door charm in most countries. Usually
the charm is effective only when the ends are
It keeps out fairies, witches,
evil powers, and keeps in or
for this purpose it is found on
house-, byre-, or stable-doors, doors of mosques,
temples, or even Christian churches (see R. M.
Lawrence, Magic of the Horse-shoe, Boston, 1899 ;

placed

upwards.

ghosts,

and other
and

brings luck

;

Primitive Manners and Customs, 1879,
293 Crooke, PR ii. 15 [India]
iii. 451"
[Japan] FL xi. [1900] 108, FLR iv. [1881] 189 [England] FLR iv. 102, FL xvi. [1905] 70 [Jamaica]
Campbell, 12, 13, 15 [Hebrides]; FLJ ii. 43 [Turcomans] Gentleman's Magazine, 1867, p. 307 ff. ).
This charm is also very common on nouses in
the West Highlands.
(c) A hand with the fingers extended is represented on or above doors. Sometimes it is formed
by dipping the hand in the blood of an animal slain
at the door, and then making an impression of it
on the door. Or the hand is paintea usually in
vermilion or carved. The custom is very common
in the East among both Jews and Muhammadans
(FL vi. 174, xv. 189, xviii. 66 Luncz, Jerushalayim,
Vienna, 1892, i. 19 Conder, Heth and Moab, 1883,
It is found in India, Japan, ancient
p. 275 f.).
Farrer,
p.

;

;

EBE

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

Assyria, in Babylon and in Carthage (see

a
411% 446

ERE

iii.

Trumbull, 75, 78, 323). The hand thus
serves the purpose of the open hand in folk-belief,
as a powerful charm against the evil eye, and it also
distracts and repels evil spirits (see Elworthy, Evil
Eye, 1895, p. 233 ff.). Used to make an impression
of blood, its purpose as the sign of a covenant
between the contracting parties, human and Divine
(so Trumbull, 66 ff. ), if it exists at all, is secondary,
as, wherever the hand is used, it is believed to be
apotropa?ic, like the blood sprinkled on the doorIt is then, in fact, a double charm, both
posts.
hand and blood having repellent powers. Analogous to the use of blood in this way is the touching
of the doorposts with menstrual blood or urine, to
dissolve spells of witchcraft or to keep off fairies,
xxviii. 24;
ghosts, or the evil eye (Pliny,
Campbell, Superstitions of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, Glasgow, 1900, p. 36, Witchcraft,
;

HN

11, 137).

(d) Sacred symbols are affixed to doors as a
powerful means of protection, like the Divine
images at doors and gates. In Christian lands no
symbol is more effective than the cross marked on
the door or simply signed upon it or some particular part of it, or signed on oneself when entering
or going out.
It keeps off ghosts, witches, and all
powers of evil (FL x. [1899] 178, 260, xvi. [1905]
60, 70 Grimm, iv. 1781 Trumbull, 18 cf. Tert. de
;

;

Cor. 3).

The

on doors

in the

;

symbol is commonly marked
East for the same purpose (Hindus,

sivasti/ca

iii.
Buddhists, etc. [Crooke, PR i. 12, 160
Perhaps the figures of cherubim carved on
the doors of Solomon's temple served the same end
1
K G 3 -- Si ), as well as figures of the Paschal lamb,
uud other symbols on ancient synagogue lintels in
;

412]).
(

ERE

Palestine (Trumbull, 70). For a door charm composed of dust from Muhammad's tomb, see Lane,
ii.
Over the doors of Egyptian temples was
76.
placed the winged disk of the sun, to drive off
demons from the building (Erman, Life in Ancient
Egypt, 1894, p. 272).
(e) Sacred formulaz written on doors have also a
powerful apotropieic virtue, and are of very wide
occurrence.
In Babylonia, tablets with sentences from the sacred texts
were hung up to protect against demons (Jastrow, 269). In
ancient Egypt, names and sentences of a lucky or favourable
import were written over the doors or on the doorposts to
secure a good dwelling (Wilkinson, i. 346, 361). In modern
Egypt, and among all Muhammadans elsewhere, invocations to
God, descriptions of His might, or passages from the Qur'an, are
inscribed on doors (Lane.
26, ii. 74
Porter, Travel*, 1821-2, i.
The Greeks placed inscriptions and wishes for good luck'
440).
over their doorways. Similar usages are found in India and
China (Crooke, PR i. 160 Williams, Middle Kingdom, i. 731),
while the Buddhist prayer poles and flags outside doors are
analogous to door inscriptions. These usages show that the
command to write the words of laws on the door posts of thy
house, and upon thy gates (Dt 6 9 11 2() ) was intended to take the
place of some analogous heathen custom, though by the Hebrew
the words must have been regarded as efficacious against evil
powers. If the household gods had been associated with doors,
this dedication of the door to Jahweh showed that He was intended to take their place. Later Jews still fix the mezuzd to
doorposts in the form of an amulet with sacred words and Name.
This is touched with a finger of the right hand and kissed on
going out, while a sacred formula is repeated. For the use of
i.

;

'

;

'

'

Bacred writings or pictures affixed to doors among Christians
see
iii. 425 b , 428a.
Texts carved on the lintel are commonly found on old houses, and this custom is undoubtedly
derived from the older practice.

ERE

The wide-spread use

of these door charms shows
that the attack of ghosts, evil spirits, witches, or
was chiefly dreaded at the door, through
which they sought to enter and do harm to those
in the house.
Hence at the Compitalia the Romans
hung up effigies of all in the household, hoping
that the ghosts coming to the door would be satisfied with these and not enter to take the living^
But a closed door is not sufficient to keep out
ghosts and demons, as in Babylonia they slip
through bolts, doorposts, and sockets (Jastrow,
hence the value of charms to prevent this.
265)
But in some cases the evil powers actually dwell at
the door or in its vicinity.
In Germany they are banished to between the door and doorfairies

;

iv. 1816).
In Jerusalem the powers of evil are
infest the threshold, doors, and entrances (FL xviii.
the Birhors of Bengal the spirits lurk at the
ii. 56), and in Burma different evil spirits reside
door(Crooke,
iii. 25 a ).
These beliefs perhaps explain
at doors and gates
'
the curse of Allatu to Uddushu-namir, the threshold be thy
dwelling,' suggesting that in Babylonia it was the abode of

post (Griinm,

supposed to

Among

[1907] 58).

PR

(ERE

dangerous spirits who would torment him.
But even against such door-dwelling spirits
charms were efficacious, since they could keep

them in check.
Many magical rites
4. Magic rites at doors.
are performed at the door, either (1) to transfer evil
or (2) to secure the
to those who enter or
pass out
assistance of the spirits, good or bad, dwelling or
lurking there or (3) simply because the doorway is
a sacred place.

—

;

;

PR

i. 164 ;
of (1), see FL xv. [1904] 69 ; Crooke,
Grimm, 1096 f. ; of (2), Jastrow, 26S of (3), TrumTheocritus, Idyl. ii. 63 FL xii. [1901] 299 CampWitchcraft, 287.

For examples
46

;

bull, 18, 20

;

Lane,
bell,

ii.

;

;

;

Other magical rites take place there, to keep off
and get rid of ghosts and evil spirits. Of this class
was the Roman birth-rite, in which three men
struck the thresholds with an axe and a pestle, and
swept them with a broom. The iron axe and the
pestle tipped with iron had apotropseic virtues;
the action of the broom was perhaps symbolic,
though all three, being connected with vegetation
and agricultural usages, may have had magical
virtues, and are charms against spirits and witches.
In this case they were supposed to keep out the
god Silvanus, and they later supplied names to the
three protecting spirits
Intercidona, Pilumnus,
and Deverra (Aug. de Civ. Dei, vi. 9). Among
the Letts, at the feast of souls, the ghosts Mere got

—

DOOR
by taking the staff which served as a poker,
cutting it in two with an axe on the threshold, and
rid of

bidding
See also
5.

t

hem go

(Frazer, Adonis', 1907, p. 312).

§ I.

Gate as seat of judgment.

— On account of the

sacred nature of the gate, the seat of a spirit or
god, it is often a place of judgment, especially in
Kings, chiefs, and judges hear complaints, try causes, and decree judgments at the
gates of the palace, house, or city.
Examples of
this are found in ancient Babylonia, Persepolis,
Egypt, and among the Hebrews (Trumbull, tiOf.
Dn 2>», Ex 32 26 Dt 16 18 21 19 Ru 4"-, 2 S 15 s
19 8 Pr 24 7 ; cf.
5 16 Zee 8 16 ). Probably connected with this custom of administering justice at
the gate is that of a person fasting at the door of
another against whom he has a claim or proffers a
In cases where this is refused the claimrequest.
ant starves to death at the door ([Celts] Anc. Laws
of Ireland, Dublin, 1869-70 ; Joyce, Soc. Hist, of
Anc. Ireland, 1903, i. 204 f. [India] Crooke,

the East.

;

,

,

Am

,

,

PE

j

i.

191-2).

—

The door and

In many regions
death-rites.
it is not customary to carry a dead body, especially
that of a suicide or criminal, through the door of a
house, and various expedients are resorted to in
order to avoid this.
Thus the body is taken through the window of the house, or
through a special opening made in roof or wall. This is a widespread custom, found, e.g., in W. and S. Africa, Siam, Indonesia,
6.

among the Ostiaksand Eskimo, in Fiji, with
the ancient Norse, and as a folk survival in Europe (Scotland,
See Liebrecht, Zur Volkskunde, Heilbroun, 1879, p.
373 Frazer, JAl xv. 70 Tylor, ii. 26 f. Westermarck, MI li.
537 Ramseyer and Kuhne, Four Years in Ashantee, 1875, p.
60 Dubois, Hindu Manners, Oxford, 1897, ii. 27
Williams,
Fiji, 1860, i. 197
Gregor, Folklore of the N.E. of Scotland,
1S81, p. 206 Wuttke, Der deut. Volksaberglaube, Berlin, 1900,
Or the
§ 756; Lippert, Die Seelencult, Berlin, 1881, p. 11).
body is passed through an opening made under the threshold
(Hyiten-Cavallius, Wdrendoch Wird., Stockholm, 1863-8, i. 473
Volkstumliches
aus
i.
[Sweden] Birlinger,
Schwaben,
[1861-62]
321 [Swabia]
Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsalt.*, Leipzig, 1899, p.
726 [Germany] Ralston, Russ. Folk-tales, 1873, p. 318 [Slavs]).
India, China, Tibet,

Germany).
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The usual reason assigned

for these practices is
that they are used to confuse the ghost, and prevent
its finding its way back into the house (Liebrecht,
414; Frazer, JAI xv. [1886] 69f.). The special
aperture is afterwards closed up, or the window is
kept shut after the burial (it is often opened to allow
egress to the soul when a person is dying, and
again closed to prevent the soul's return) or often
both windows and doors are closed when a funeral
is passing, lest the soul should enter the house
FLJ i. 218, vi. 243; Wuttke,
(Liebrecht, 372 f.
§ 250).
Or, again, when the body is taken through
a hole in the roof, this may be an archaic survival
of a time when entrance and egress were obtained
'through the roof of the hut, as among the Eskimo
and Aleuts (Liebrecht, 372, 426). Hence, in some
cases, one supposed dead must not, when he returns, enter by the door, but by the roof (Plut.
Queesl. Rom., no. 5
Brugsch, Aus dem Orient,
Here the thought
Berlin, 1864, ii. 110 [Persians]).
of death is enough to suggest its contagion, and
entrance must not be first made by the sacred
door.
But, whatever be the origin of the customs
referred to, they are certainly connected with the
sacredness of the door, which must not be polluted
by the passage of the dead body. If it were merely
the return of the ghost which was feared, that
could be prevented by door charms (§ 3), and it
should be remembered that ghosts at the yearly
festivals of the dead are invited to enter by the
door and then pass out by it. That it is the pollution of death which is feared for the sacred doorway
may be established by other rites of mourning and
;

;

;

tabus.
Thus the Banjara of Khandesh move the hut, and make a new
entrance after a funeral, as the door has been polluted by the

by analogous

passage of the corpse (Crooke,

PR

ii. 56).
Propitiatory rites
are in some cases performed at the door when a corpse has
been carried out by it (the threshold is sprinkled with salt
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M

ikado's Empire, New York, 1876, pp. 167,470],
[Japan Grilils,
or with wine [Greece: FLJ i. 218]). Anions tin Kwukiutl
Indians, mourners must not use the bouse door, as they are
u separate door is cut for them (Westermarck, MI
unclean
ii.
537); and in China a messenger who brings news of a death
should not pass the threshold (de Groot, Rel. System of China,
In various regions a special door or gate in
1894, ii. 1. 644).
house or city wall is used for the passage of a corpse and for no
other purpose (Burma [Sangernmno, Jhtrm. Empire, 1833, p.
143], Korea [Ijindor, Corea, 1895, p.
118], Italy, Holland
[Trumbull, 24, 325] cf. the 'sacred gate' at Athens, used for
funerals [Theophr. Char. 14]).
Analogous cases are those in which women at puberty, or during menstruation and pregnancy (tabu states), must not leave the
hut by the usual door without special rites or, again, the flesh
of animals slain in hunting is carried in by a special opening
:

;

;

;

(ERE

ii. 643"
Westermarck, ii. 537 Frazer, ii. 415).
connected with the danger of female pollution is the superstition
that a male, not a female, should be the first-foot i.e. the first
person to cross the threshold at New Year but he must not
come empty-handed (FLJ iii. 282, vii. 63 Campbell, Witch;

1

;

'

'

;

;

craft, 229).

Doors and gates of the Other-world.— The
eschatological beliefs of many peoples show that they
consider heaven and the under world to be regions
and abodes with tloors or gates, bars and bolts, and
7.

guardians. The doors of heaven shut out those
who have no right to enter there the doors of the
under world enclose those who would fain leave it.
In Bab. writings, reference is made to gates of
heaven, especially that of Anu, guarded by Tammuz and Gish-zida. In the account of creation, the
great gates attached to both sides of the heavens by
Marduk are mentioned. They are secured by bolts,
and guarded by scorpion men. Through them the
sun passes at morning and evening. The under
world, Arallu, has also gates and bolts, seven or
fourteen in number, and a warder stands at the
;

outer gate.

They are graphically described

in the

Descent of Istar (Jastrow, 301, 435, 523, 549, 569
Sayce, 79). The Egyptian Other-world was plentiDuat or Hades, through
fully supplied with gates.
which the boat of Ra travelled by night, had twelve
divisions and as many fortified pylons with closed
doors and serpent guardians, or gates with other
keepers. The gates opened at the repetition of
magic formula?, and thus entry was freely obtained.
Each gate had its own name. The heaven of
Osiris was also entered by a gate in the mountain
;

West, and this domain in the fields of Aalu
had numerous gates, with porters, warders, and
But all these opened to those who knew
heralds.
the true formulas and names of gates and guardians
of the

(Maspero, Etudes, Paris, 1893, i. 377, 381, ii. 27 If.,
165 ff.
Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, 1903, i. 170
The classical Hades
Book of the Dead, ch. 147 ff.).
and Tartarus had also their gates, those of Tartarus
bronze
threshold.
Cerberus
with
a
of
iron
being
guarded the gate of Hades, a hydra with 50 gaping
mouths that of Tartarus (II. viii. 15 Virgil, JEn.
The Scandinavian Valhalla had 540 gates,
vi. 576).
;

;

;

and Hel had also its portals (Grimm, Teut. Myth.
In Manda;an mythology, the seven lower
818).
worlds of the dark powers have doors which can be
made secure by magic spells and talismans (Brandt,

Mand. Schriften, Gottingen, 1893, p. 14711.). The
Hebrew Sheol had gates and bars (Job 17 16 38",

Ps 107 18 Is 38 10 cf. Mt 16 18 ). It had divisions,
and in later belief these (of hell) were 7 in number,
with as many doors (Pr 7" Gfrorer, Das Jahrhundert des Heils, Stuttgart, 1838, ii. 45-6). The
gate of heaven is already spoken of in Gn 28"
:3
(cf. Ps 78 ), and the seven heavens of later Jewish
theology had gates. Serpent-like guardians of
the gates of hell are referred to in the Book of the
The entrance to Eden was
Secrets of Enoch 42 1
s
s4
cf. Enoch 42 ), and
guarded by cherubim (Gn 3
the two gates of the heavenly paradise were of
rubies and guarded by myriad angels (Gfrorer, ii.
These ideas are found in early Christian the44).
ology. Hades has gates of brass, bars of iron, bolts,
18
keys (Rev l ), and warders but they are burst
open by Christ as He descends there (Gospel of
,

,

;

'

'

.

,

;
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Nicodemus,

and many other writers referring

§ 5,

to the descent ; cf. Rev l 18 ).
scribed as a city with walls

Paradise

often de-

is

and gates guarded by
Passio Pcrpctuw, § 11). The analogy

angels (e.g.
is that of the heavenly Jerusalem with its twelve
12
gates and angel guardians (Kev 21 ). In those
documents which uphold the old idea of several
heavens, each has its gate or door (Apoc. of Paul,
7f
was
§ 19 ff. ; Test, of Abraham, § 11), while Ps 24
frequently applied either to Christ's bursting the
gates of Hades or to His ascension through the
heavens, e.g. by Hippolytus, who speaks of Christ
passing through the heavenly gates (Hippol. in
Theod. Dial. 1
Comm. ore Prov. [Mai, Bibl. nova
1
Patrum, Rome, 1854, ii. 72]; cf. also Rev 4 'a
door was opened in heaven '). Those Gnostic groups
which taught the existence of seven or more heavenspheres ruled by the Demiurge and Archons,
assigned to these heavens doors guarded carefully.
This is found, e.g., among various Ophite groups
and the followers of Bardesanes. The gates were
themselves dangerous in some cases
a tiery gateway '—and the Archons or door-keepers would have
kept them closed against souls ascending to the
Pleroma. But the Gnosis, initiation into sacraments and mysteries, possession of the names of
the Archons and of the true magic formula!, or of
symbols and amulets, caused the doors to be opened
(see Hippol. v. 8. 9, 26
Wright, Apoc. Acts,
1871, ii. 26
Origen, c. Cels. vi. 31 Pistis Sophia,
bk. i. § 20 f. ). These ideas of the magical opening
of the gates are derived from Egyptian beliefs,
and also, perhaps, from Mithraic teachings of the
ascent of the soul through the planetary heavens
with their gates (Origen, vi. 22). Mystico-magical
cults having affinity to Mithraism knew also of the
fiery gates of the upper spheres, which opened at
the utterance of the names of the gods Wessely
'
Griech. Zauberpapyrus,' Denk. d. Kais. Ak. d.
Wiss. zu Wien, xxxvi. [1888] 56 ff.).
8. The door being regarded as a means of passage
from one state to another, it was easy to apply the
word in a metaphorical sense. Christ speaks of
Himself as the 'door.' 'By me if any man enter
18
This
in, he shall be saved
( Jn
i0», cf. Eph 2 ).
idea is repeated in Christian theology. Ignatius
calls Christ
the door of the Father by which
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets
enter in, as well as the apostles and the Church
(ad Philad. ix.). In Hernias the gate of the tower
is the Son of God (Sim. ix. 12)
and in the Clementine Recognitions (ii. 22) the gate through which
men enter the city, the kingdom of the Father, is
'
the true Prophet.' The same ideas were current
in Gnosticism.
The heavenly Christ is the true
gate, through which the Gnostic ascends to the Pleroma (Hippol. v. 8, 9). In the hymn used by the
Priscillianists, but which was Gnostic in origin,
Christ says: 'Janua sum tibi, quicunque me
pulsas (Aug. Ep. ccxxxvii. § 8). Among the Babis
the name Bab, assumed by the first preacher of
-

;

—

'

;

;

;

(

,

'

'

'

;

'

new

this

religion in 1844,

means

'gate,'

and was

formerly the title given to those intermediaries
through whom, as through agate, communication

was made by the Imam
Bar, BSbIs).

to his followers (see art.

Literature.— A. van Gennep, Les Rites de passage, Paris,
H. C. Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant, New York,
and the authorities cited in the article.

1909
1906

;

;

J.

A.

MacCulloch.

DOSADH, DUSADH.— A menial tribe in
Northern India, of Dra vidian origin, which at the
Census of 1901 numbered 1,258,125, of whom the
vast majority are found in Bengal and the Hinted
Provinces.
I.

Religion in Bengal.

to be orthodox Hindus,
districts

they employ

— In

and

Bengal they profess

it is

true that

in

in their religious rites

some
Brah-

nians of a degraded class, while some belong to the
Srinarayani sect, or follow the doctrines (panth) of
Kabir, Tulsi Das, Gorakhnath, or Nanak (for

which see Bengal). These beliefs, however, seem
to be of comparatively recent origin, and the basis
of their religion is Animism.
Their tribal deity is
(a) Worship of Rahu.
Rahu, the seizer,' who seems to have been adopted
from the pre- Aryan races, and to have been transformed by the Hindus into a Daitya or Titan, who
is supposed to cause eclipses by swallowing the sun
and moon. The Dosadhs, in order to avert disease
and in fulfilment of vows, offer to him annual sacrifices and the fruits of the earth through a tribesman who is known as Bhakat or Chatiya.
On special occasions a stranger form of worship is resorted
to, parallels to which may be found in the rustic cult of the
Roman villagers and the votaries of the Phoenician deities. A
ladder, made with sides of green bamboos and rungs of Bwordblades, is raised in the midst of a pile of burning mango wood,
through which the Bhakat walks barefooted and ascends the
ladder without injury. Swine of all ages, a ram, wheaten flour,
and rice-milk are offered up after which the worshippers partake of a feast and drink enormous quantities of ardent spirits

—

'

'

;

'

(Risley,

i.

255).

In another form of this rite, the man who has
vowed to offer a fire sacrifice to Rahu must build
within the day a thatched hut, in which the
Bhakat or priest, himself a Dosadh, must spend the
night, sleeping on the sacred kuhi grass with
which the door is strewed. In front of the hut a
bamboo platform is erected, and beyond that a
trench is dug, which on the feast day is filled with
mango wood soaked in butter, while two earthen
vessels of milk are placed close to the platform.
The Bhakat bathes and dons a new cloth dyed with
turmeric. He mutters a number of mystic formula;
(mantra), and worships Rahu on both sides of the
trench.
The fire is then kindled, and the Bhakat
solemnly walks three times round it in the course
of the sun, keeping his right hand always towards
The end of the third round brings him to the
it.
east end of the trench, where he takes by the hand
a Brahman retained for this purpose with a fee of
two new wrappers, and calls on him to lead the
way through the tire. The Brahman walks along
the trench from east to west followed by the
Bhakat. Both are supposed to tread with their
bare feet on the fire and to escape unharmed.
Risley supposes that this is the result of optical
illusion, because by the time they start the flames
have subsided and the trench is so narrow that an
active man may walk along it resting his feet on
either edge, without touching the smouldering
ashes at the bottom. Meanwhile the milk has
been boiled, and it appears that in some cases the
Bhakat pours the boiling liquid over his body,

being, it is said, uninjured.
'By passing through the fire the Bhakat is believed to have
been inspired with the spirit of Rahu, who has become incarnated
in him.
Filled with the divine or demoniac afflatus, and also,
it may be surmised, excited by drink and gdnja [hemp), he
mounts the bamboo platform, chants mystic hymns, and distributes to the crowd tulsi [basil] leaves, which heal diseases
otherwise incurable, and flowers which have the virtue of
causing barren women to conceive. The proceedings end with
a feast, and religious excitement soon passes into drunken
revelry lasting long into the night

The

'

(Risley,

i.

255

f.).

ritual is a good

illustration of Dravidian
shamanism. Accounts of fire-walking among the
S. Indian Dravidians will be found in Thurston

(Ethnographic Notes in S. India, Madras, 1906, p.
Frazer (Adonis, Attis, Osiris'*, London,
ff).
1907, pp. 88, 136 f.) regards it as a commutation of
an original human sacrifice by means of fire.
(6)
Worship of deified robbers. The Bengal
Dosadhs worship a host of deified heroes, in honour
of whom huts are erected in various parts of the
country. Many of these are the ghosts of bandit
chiefs, such as Goraiyii, Salesh, Cnuhar, or ('hoar
Mai, and others. In none of these shrines are
471

—

there

any

idols,

and the

officiating

priests are
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always drawn from the Dosfulh tribe, who minister
to the Sudra or menial castes which frequent
them. The offerings usually are appropriated by
the priest "i by the bead ol the DosSdh household
tlie worship; but, where this
worship
performing
lias adopted some of the
principles of Islam, the
fowls sacrificed to the Saint. Milan and the
P&fich Pir (see

Pancupiriya) are given

Muhammadans.
2.

Religion in the United Provinces.

to local

— Here also

the cult of lialm prevails, and it is carried out in a
manner much resembling that of Bengal. In one
form of the rite the priest climbs the rungs of
sword-blades with his naked feet, pours some milk
on the ground in honour of Rami, sacrifices a cock
tied to the summit of the ladder, or, descending,
slays a young pig with repeated blows of a spear.
Some spirits are poured on the ground, and the
meat and the remainder of the offerings are consumed there and then by the worshippers (Crooke,
3
Tribes and Castes of the
1896, i. 18
Pup. Bel.
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, ii. 355, where
one of the songs in honour of Rahu will be found).
They also worship Chhath or ChhathI, the impersonated sixth day after birth, when, owing to
lack of sanitary precautions at childbirth, the child
is likely to be attacked
by infantile lockjaw. On
the day before the feast the worshippers purify
themselves with fasting, and go singing to the
river side.
Here they strip and walk into the
water, remaining facing the east till the sun rises,
when they stand with folded hands and bow in
reverence, making offerings of cakes and other
kinds of food, which are consumed by the worshipper and his friends. Their other tribal deities are
Bandi, a female, and Manukh Deva, the deified
ghost of some tribal worthy, who are propitiated
by the sacrifice of a pig or fowl and an oblation of
Seven cups of milk and seven pairs of
spirits.
cakes are also ottered round the earthen mound
which is the common abiding place of the tribal
gods.
They observe most of the Hindu holidays,
particularly those like the Holi spring fire feast,
and the Kajari of the autumn season, which are the
occasion of coarse orgies accompanied by drinking
ft'. ,

,

and sensuality.

Literature.— H. Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, Cali. 252 ff.
W. Crooke, Tribes ami Castes of the
do. 1896, ii. 3.16 If.; E. A. Gait, Census
i.
App. vi. p. xlix N. Ind. Notes and
ii.
Queries,
15, 31f., Ill, 207f., v. 204; F. Buchanan, in M.
Martin, Eastern India, 1838, i. 192 S. Wise, Itaces, Castes,
and Trades of Eastern Bengal, 1883, p. 268 B. E. T. Dalton,
cutta, 1891,

;

8.W. Proa, and Oudh,
Report Bengal, 1901,

;

;

;

Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 326.

W. Crooke.

DOUBLES.— The
'

'

double refers
logical sources.

which the term
may be traced back to two psychobeliefs to

In the first place, they may result
from elementary speculation on the category of
in the second place, the phenomena
duplication
on which the notion of the divisibility or duality
of personality is based are such that a potentially
duplicate existence was inevitably ascribed to
every concrete object of thought. The two sources
constantly mingle. The main characteristic of tlie
former is that a double or counterpart arises by
of the latter, that it arises by
multiplication
division.
secondary characteristic is that in
the latter the counterpart tends to be of a different
substance, though of the same accidents the socalled
spiritual double.' Again, the connected
categories of duality, substitution, representation,
impersonation, and so forth, combine with such
results of the category of duplication as identity,
original and copy, idea and reality, to complicate
the general conception of doubleness in prescientitie speculation
and the whole combination
binds together a number of customs, some of which
are apparently widely dissimilar in origin, though
;

A

;

—

'

;
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psychologically speaking, are based on the
Dial bematical ideas of multiplication and division.
We shall refer to these subsidiary forms of the
notion only for the purpose of illustrating what is
sociologically the main connotation of the term,
namely, the double in the sense of lJujipeltjdntjer,
second self, visible or invisible counterpart,
spiritual or material double.
I.
Duplication in general. It is not surprising
that in early thought two became a sacred number,
when we consider the mystery so often connected
with duplication. Conversely, in the creation of
certain abnormal mythical beings, the mind frequently unifies a natural duality, as in the one eye
of the Cyclopes, and the combination of horse and
rider in the Centaurs, and, most notably, in
androgynous ancestors and deities. Duplicity in
nature is still enough of an abnormality to warrant
its inclusion in the list of magical or sacred centres
of mystery.
Thus, in Samoa all double things were sacred.
Among the native deities were two household gods,
represented as Siamese Twins,' Taema and Titi.
They appear to1 have been regarded as a sort of gods
of doubleness.
Similar ideas were connected in
Roman religion with the deity Janus, and in
Greek with the Dioscuri. The images of many
Mexican idols had double faces, back and front,
like the Roman Janus bifrons.
'The reason,' E. J. Payne observes, 'why the features were
duplicated is obvious. The figure was carried in the midst of a
all,

—

'

crowd

the duplicate at the back was for the benefit of
followed. Probably it was considered to be an evil
the idol turned its face away from its worshippers ;
this the duplicate obviated.
.
This duplication of the features, a characteristic of the very oldest gods, appears to be
indicated when the numeral ome ( = two) is prefixed to the title
of the deity. Thus the two ancestors and preservers of the race
were called Ometecuhtli and Omecihuatl ( = two- chief, twolarge
those

omen

;

who
if

.

.

woman).' 2
close

A
connexion is constantly maintained between diet and conception or the nature of the
A frequent belief is that if a woman
eats anything double a double cherry or a double
banana, for example her child will be double. 3
Twins themselves are a striking example of the
mystery attached to double objects. See, further,
art. Twins.
Various miscellaneous applications of the double
idea may be grouped together here. The law of
equivalence, as illustrated by the lex talionis, is
often superseded by the enforcement of a double
penalty. Among the BedawJn the family of a
slain man may slay two of the murderer's family.
In this case the feud continues.
If they slay but
offspring.

—
—

4
it is ended.
The Hebrews condemned a thief
taken flagrante delicto to restore double. 5 Hence
moral principle of receiving double as a form

one,
the.

of pardon.

'The Lord gave Job twice as much as he had before.' 'For
your shame ye shall have double ... in their land they shall
possess double: everlasting joy shall be unto them.' 'She
hath received of the Lord's hand double for all her sins.'
Even
to-day do I declare that I will render double unto thee.' 8
Render unto her even as she
Similarly in moral retribution
rendered, and double unto her the double according to her
works
in the cup which she mingled, mingle unto her
'

'

:

:

double.'''

A

double share may be either an honour or a
Elisha said, I pray thee, let a double
security.
8
The idea of
portion of thy spirit be upon me.'
corroboration and finality belongs to repetition.
'The dream of Pharaoh,' Joseph says, is one what God is
'

'

:

about to do he hath declared unto Pharaoh. The seven good
kine are seven years and the seven good ears are seven years
the dream is one. .
For that the dream was doubled unto
Pharaoh twice, it is because the thing is established by God,
;

.

and God

;

.

will shortly bring it to pass.'

B

1
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A

similar principle is reached from a different
origin in such beliefs as that an echo is a confirmation.
Miracles and magic acts of duplication and
multiplication have a psychological interest in
connexion with the development of the metaphysical theory of creation and the mechanical or
Such
biological theory of evolution (see below).
bits of folklore as the notion that turning one's
when
one
sees
the
new
moon
causes
it to
money
increase have a significance in both respects.
The influence of the waxing moon has been well

As

the moon grows, the money will
grow. No doubt, the act of turning the money is
also a piece of imitative magic.
Turning an object
shows its reverse side, its double face, and is
to
a
of
it.
On a similar
equivalent
duplication
elementary fallacy perhaps depends the actual
of
of
in the
miracles
(which
point
multiplication
Christian examples lies in the handling or the
breaking of the food). It may consist, that is, in an
application of a vague theory of homceomeria (see
b
below, p. 857 ), according to which each particle
of a substance or thing is a miniature duplicate of
the whole. Breaking bread would thus produce a
multitude of microscopic loaves their manipulation in the hands is sufficient to institute growth
by apposition (analogous in principle to the production of separate pieces of money by turning
them), especially if the hands are instinct with
mana. The case of natural objects is identical,
for to the pre-scientitic mind there is no essential
difference between the artificial growth of a manufactured article and the natural growth of an
organism.
There is a fairly large class of customs in which
the chief performer as a rule a sacred person or a
person engaged for the time being in a sacred
function is attended, or represented, or impersonated, by one or more persons who are his
The prinduplicates in appearance or action.
ciple may be either sympathy or the impulse of
imitation
Never alone did the king sigh, but
with a general groan (Shakespeare, Hamlet, III.
iii.
or delegation for reasons of safety or
23)
convenience.
In European folk-custom, particularly in Germany, it is frequently the rule for bride or bridegroom to be attended by one or more persons
dressed in the same attire. At Egyptian weddings
the bridegroom walks between two friends dressed
2
In Abyssinia a bride is acprecisely as he is.
companied by her sister both are dressed alike,
and their horses are also caparisoned alike. 3
In such cases, and in others which follow, the
motives originally prompting the custom were no
doubt mixed. Sympathy and fellow-feeling may
be combined with the idea of safety in duplication
or in numbers generally. Duplication is a form of
illustrated.

1

;

—

—

—

'

'

—

;

concealment and security.

It

is

commonly em-

ployed for the protection of a palladium, as the
sacred ancile by the ancient Romans, who
kept it
among a set of duplicates, on the same principle as
a valuable jewel is protected by a worthless copy.
It is possible that customs like the following of the

bought a slave of his or her own sex, termed crabbah or ocrah.
This slave was looked upon as the soul or spirit, alter ego, of
'

the master or mistress."

1

Thus service, substitution, disguise, and other-selfhood
shade into each other.
Many cases of mock kings may be resolved into
duplication by way of disguise or impersonation.
'

'

Siam and Cambodia the king's temporary
him in function, per-

In

representative impersonates

2
The 'king' of the
forming his magical duties.
Babylonian festival Sacaea was dressed in the
3
king's robes.

In the evolution of the

monarchy

a frequent stage is the division of the office into
temporal and sacred. But such duplication of the
When actual
king may arise in various ways.
is practised in sacrifice, the vicarious
tends to become a spiritual double or
unreal phantom. A case in point is the belief
found in early Christian speculation that a phantom of Jesus was crucified in place of Jesus Himself.
Impersonation is frequently found in funeral customs. Thus, among the Eskimo the first child
born after a death bears the dead man's name,
and has to represent him at festivals. To these
namesakes of the dead, offerings of food and
drink and clothes are made. They eat and drink
and wear the clothes 'on behalf of the ghosts.''1
A case which may be compared with the Kaffir and

substitution
sufferer

'

'

Abyssinian royal customs

is

from

Fiji.

A certain clan has the duty of supplying the king with a
special sort of attendants, who nurse him when he is ill and bury
him when he dies. In particular, they conceal his death ; in one
'
locality the head attendant personates the dead chief, and issues
his orders from within the mosquito curtain of native cloth, in
the faint querulous tones of a sick man.'
fi

The art of

the actor is essentially representation.
a duplicate of the character, its
person.'
Similarly, his understudy or substitute is, both
in English and French terminology, a 'double.'
Lastly, the ideas of friendship approximate the
friend to the status of the material duplicate.
'
Fellow is a word used in this connexion with a
distinct reference to its meaning of a replica.
similar play of thought is seen in the word pair.'
friend is, in the commonplaces of literature, a
second self, an alter ego. Duplication by division
is applied here also
the pair being the unit, one
half
or other of them is the
just as on the
other principle he is the 'double.'
The impersonation of a man by a spiritual
being cannot always be distinguished from the
appearance of a man's ghost or wraith. But there
are clear cases chiefly in connexion with the
supernatural impregnation of a wife where a
man's double is a spiritual impostor.
In the Dutch East Indies it is commonly believed that male

He

'

is

'

A

'

A

;

'

'

;

'

'

—

'

—

'

evil spirits, nita, can assume the form and personof lovers and friends.
A man or woman keeping an
assignation in the forest is liable to be duped in this way. A
who
has intercourse with a nita dies in a few days. The
person
nita is supposed to take away the soul. In some islands an
ancestral spirit, named Boilai, is the bogey of women working
He assumes the form and appearance of their
in the forest.
husbands. The occurrence is proved later when the victim
suffers from haemorrhage. The practice is followed even by
human magic-worker9. The Babar Islanders believe that a male
sutvanggi is able to take the shape of a young woman's husband
and cause her to conceive.

and female
ality

portion of their blood might be introduced into his system.

When the double, either visible or invisible, does
not impersonate, but attends as a helper or enemy,
it is not clear whether this can be traced back to
Primitive psychology sucbeliefs about the soul.
ceeded thoroughly in dividing human personality

killed at his death. 4 The motive is explicit in the
The king has four officers, called lika
Abyssinian custom.
mankua, who have to clothe themselves exactly like the king,'
so that the enemy may not be able to distinguish him,
It is

guardian angel from the separable soul

have a similar underlying meaning.
A Kaffir king employed 'a sort of valets,' who wore his cast-off
When he was sick, they were wounded in order that a
clothes.
Kaffirs

They were
'

'

an honourable and dangerous post,' and was once filled by an
Englishman, Mr. Bell.& On the Gold Coast an important person
I

Krazer, GR-, 1900,

-

E.

3

ii.

155

ff.
i.

212.

1844,
1857, p. 117.

ii.

or less identical duplicates, and
cases where the derivation of the
is

explicit.

Of course, when developed, the two notions easily
pass into one another, and the soul itself is con1 T. J.
Hutchinson, in Trans. Ethnol. Soc, new ser.,
(1S01)
833.

225.

Shooter, Kafirs of Natal, London,
Krapf, Travels, etc., in Eastern Africa, London, 1860,

J. L.
p. 454.

more

many

i.

W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, London, 1830,
W. C. Harris, Highlands of Ethiopia, London,

4 J.

into two
there are

8 n>. 24.
a'Frazer, Gfi2 ii. 31.
4 E. W.
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The illusstantly regarded as a protecting spirit.
tration of this belongs to another inquiry, hut a
typical case may be cited, where the guardian is
In Upper Egypt it is believed
actually the double.
that with every child there is born a jinn comwhich
acts
as
a guardian angel, but somepanion,
times evilly entreats its possessor. It is termed
1
karina, and is exactly like the person it attends.
In some cases a spiritual entity passing into
another form leaves behind it, automatically, a
double of itself. It is as if a man, when leaving a
place, automatically left a duplicate in his stead.
The example which follows comprises this naive
instinct for having one's cake as well as eating it,
together with other ideas. In Central Australia,
'
when a spirit individual goes into a woman ' (who

thereby conceives), there still remains the Arumburinga, which may be regarded as its double.'
Spencer-Gillen also speak of this as the double of
the person himself, and as his guardian spirit. 3
man may be regarded as a dual person because he is attended by an invisible protector.
Such a conception is implicit in the European
folk-belief about the guardian angel.
This belief
is extremely vague in its form, but it shows a
the
as
a
double
of the
to
regard
angel
tendency
'

A

person, his eternal counterpart, which after his

death is, like even the Australian Arumburinga,
3
The following
'changeless and lives for ever.'
example is a case of duplication by apposition,
The Japanese
distinct in origin from other forms.
pilgrim to the Thirty-three Holy Places, or to the
Places
of
Shikoku, wears a
Eighty-eight Holy
Two pilgrims
special hat with this inscription
in
such
and
such a shrine.'
to
travelling
company
This reference to two persons is explained by the
idea that the pilgrim is not alone, but is accom-

—

'

panied by the great saint Kobo Daishi, or the
Goddess of Mercy, who

him along the stony path, supporting his footencouraging his religious fervour, guarding him from evil
along the way. Therefore not one only but two walk under
that broad-brimmed hat on the road to Paradise.' *
'

travels with

steps,
all

Similar ideas of the invisible Divine helper are
found in most of the organized religions
and,
it is part of the general teaching that the
worshipper may become a sort of incarnation of the
;

where

god by following in his footsteps, we have an interesting case of duplication in the form of the
individual as microcosm and the god as macrocosm,
the latter being indefinitely multipliable or indefinitely ubiquitous.
Thaumaturgic persons are sometimes credited
with a similar ubiquity or power of self-multiplication.
There need be no implication that the
duplicate in such cases is a spiritual replica, or an
It is simple multientity of different substance.
plication, without any question of the method or
the vehicle. The ordinary limitations of ordinary
humanity are merely suspended. The legends of
many Christian saints refer to this power of being in
two places at once bilocation. Thus, it is recorded
of St. Alfonso di Liguori, that

—

a person going to confession at the house where Alphonsus lived
found him there at the very time for beginning the sermon in
the church. After he had finished his confession, he went
straight to the church, and found Alphonsus a good way advanced in his sermon.* 5
'

The

spiritual double.

— The

special meaning
of the term
double,' as the so-called
spiritual
double,' is the 'wraith' or visible counterpart of
2.

'

'

the person, seen just before or just after, or at the
moment of, his death. This belief is derived
Hallucinadirectly from the theory of the soul.
Few phenomena seem to be
tion corroborates it.
better attested than the subjective perception of a
O. B. Klunzinger,

Upper Egypt, London, 1878, p. 383.
2
3 2b. 515.
Spencer-Gillen"-, p. 514.
* B. H.
xxii. (1S93) 361.
Chamberlain, in
5 J.
Gardner, Faiths of the World, Edinburgh and London,
1858-60, s.i). 'Bilocation.'
1
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the circumstances
mentioned. It is a remarkable agreement bet » een
psychological fact and primitive psychological
theory, but tho latter is alone quite sufficient
reason for tho genesis of the belief.
The soul itself constantly tends to be a counterpart or duplicate, a spiritual-material double of the
The reason for this tendency is to be
person.
found in the main source of tho belief in the soul.
This is the mental percept and the memory-image
of an object, which is inevitably a replica of the
sensational percept (though possibly not technically
identical in its physiological causation), somewhat
1
It is called
incomplete, but often vivid enough.
up most vividly in dreams, but also in waking
memory. It may include roughly the whole perbut its
sonality, or be confined to one aspect of it
general foundation is visual.
Some cases may be cited where the soul shows
It is
this tendency to be, or actually is, a double.
to be premised that speculation frequently draws a
distinction between tiiis form of the soul and a later
transcendental conception.
The kelnh or Id of the Karens ' cannot be distinguished from the person himself,' when, as
sometimes happens, it appears after death. It is
described as the individuality, or general idea, of
an inanimate object. It is also the individuality
of the animated being.
It, in fact, personates the
varied phenomena of life.' 'It is distinct from the
its absence from the body is death,'
body,' and
yet it is not regarded as the soul proper, which is
The body and the Id are represented as
the thah.
matter and spirit, yet materiality belongs to the Id.'
It is also described as a guardian spirit, walking by
a man's side or
wandering away in search of dreamy adventures. If it is
absent too long, it must be called back with offerings. When
the Id is absent in our waking hours, we become weak or fearful
or sick, and, if the absence be protracted, death ensues. Hence
of the

'phantasm

in

living'

;

'

'

'

'

a matter of the deepest interest with a Karen to keep his
with him. He is ever and anon making offerings of food to
beating a bamboo to gain its attention, calling it back, and
tying his wrist with a bit of thread, which is supposed to have
it is

Id

it,

the power to retain

it.'

Not only every living creature, but also every
inanimate thing axes and knives, for instance, as
well as all trees and plants has its Id, which is
liable to wander away from the individual.'
When, thus wandering, it is interfered with by
an enemy of any kind, death ensues to the inIf a man drops his
dividual to whom it belongs.
axe while up a tree, he looks down and calls out,
Ld of the axe, come, come
When the rice-field presents an unpromising appearance, it

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

!

'

supposed that the rice-kelah is detained in some way from the
It is recalled with this
rice, on account of which it languishes.
Come to the field.
invocation " O come, rice-kelah, come
Come to the rice. With seed of each gender, come. Come from
the river Kho, come from the river Kaw from the place where
they meet, come. Come from the West, come from the East ;
from the throat of the bird, from the maw of the ape, from the
throat of the elephant. Come from the sources of rivers and
their mouths. Come from the country of the Shan and Burman.
From the distant kingdoms come. From all granaries come. O
'
rice-kelah, come to the rice."
is

—

!

;

As distinguished from the thah, the Id or kelah is
not regarded as the responsible agent in human
'

When we sin, it is the thah, or
"
soul," which sins.'
By some tho kelah is represented as the inner man, and with others the
inner man is the t/inh.' It may leave the body in
Such an absent Id may be caught by a
sleep.
wizard, and transferred to a dead man, who is
thereby resuscitated. In this case the friends of
the robbed man procure another Id from another
The same Karens hold
sleeping man, and so on.
that the world is more thickly peopled with spirits
than with men, and that '"the future world is a
counterpart of this. Lastly, every organ of the
body has its Id counterpart. Blindness is due to
an evil spirit having devoured the Id of the eye.
action.

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

1

Crawley, Idea of the Soul, London, 1909, pp. 73-78, 193-207.
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The

la in all cases, though not immortal, 'exists
before man, and lives after him.
It is neither

The Malagasy ambiroa and the Dayak amirua,
hambaruan, and bruwa are connected with a

good nor bad, but merely gives

word meaning

life.'

'

In analogous

cases this last detail is negatived, and it is precisely
a mystic unrealized element that is supposed to
produce the phenomena of life.
The Lushai term thla is possibly connected with
the Karen la. It is ' a sort of double.' 2
The Chinese hold that the soul may exist outside the body, as a duplicate having the form of
the body, as well as its solid consistency.'
De
Groot describes it also as ' the invisible duplicate
of a person, and speaks of ' a conviction which calls
up the body immediately before their eyes whenever they think of the soul.' 3
Some striking examples apply the principle so as
to form a double creation.
Thus, the Asabas of
the Niger hold the following opinion :
'
Every one is considered to be created in duplicate, and the
'

'

representative, or, as

it were, the reflection in the spirit world
body and of its possessions, is the chi and its possessions.
A man's chi marries the chi of the woman the man marries, and
soon. In addition, the chi
acts as a guardian spirit.
Chi i me jam, " My chi has done badly," is a not uncommon expression.'
Entirely distinct from his chi' is the spirit mon,
which inhabits the man himself. 4

of the

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

The Ba-Huana believe in a soul, bun, and a double,
Only adults have bun animals and fetishes
have doshi, but no bun. The doshi appears in
dreams. The bun of a dead man may be seen only
6
at night it is in human form, white and
misty.
doshi.

;

;

The peasants

of Sicily believe that 'every material
thing has an impalpable image or double, which can
be detached, and can penetrate other bodies.' The
phenomena of dreams are thus explained. 6 The
Zapotees regarded the soul as a 'second self.' 7
The tribes living at the southern end of Lake
Nyassa believe that the mzimu, or soul, has the
form of the owner, but is intangible and unsubstantial, though it can talk and act as well as the
real man.
It is visible only in dreams, and the
shadow is a part of it. 8 The Delawares used for
soul a word indicating repetition, and
equivalent to a double or counterpart. 9
The Iroquois
soul was 'an exceedingly subtle and refined
image,'
yet material, possessing the form of the body,
with a head, teeth, arms, legs,' etc. The
spectre
or wraith was animated by the soul. 10
The Aht
soul was a being of human shape and of human
mode of acting.'" The Eskimo say that the soul
'
exhibits the same shape as- the body it
belongs
to, but is of a more subtle and ethereal nature.' 12
Andamanese souls partake of the form of the
ls
The Sihanakahold
person to whom they belong.'
that the mirage is the soul of the reflected scene. 14
The soul is regarded by the East Indian Islanders
as like the person in every respect, with all his
it is a copy or abstract of
qualities and defects
him, but is always 'material.' In Java the term
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

for soul is refined body
Toumbulu, 'companion'
1 E.
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;
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two.' ' Among the Karo Bataks
the copy of the owner, his other self.'
The soul which appears after death is the dead
man's Doppelganger.'* Codrington describes the
Melanesian atai, 'reflection-soul,' as an 'invisible
second self.' 8 The soul of the Tongans was not
a distinct essence from the body, but only the
more ethereal part of it, and exists in Bolotoo (the spirit world) in the form and likeness
of the body the moment after death.' 4 In the
Hervey Islands the soul was regarded as an airy
but visible copy of the man. 'The visible world
itself is but a gross copy of what exists in spiritland.
If the axe cleaves, it is because the fairy
of the axe is invisibly present.' 6 The Tahitian
6
soul resembled the body
everything had a soul.
The wairua of the Maoris seems to have signified
a shadowy form.' It was sometimes mistaken for
the man himself, and only by melting into thin
air was its ghostship recognized.
It is described
also as a 'similitude.' 7 The soul of the Denes is
described as a double. 8
Frequently the soul-double is regarded as a

the soul

is

'

'

;

'

'

'

miniature duplicate, varying in size from half
size, or that of a child-copy of the person, to
microscopic dimensions. In Egypt it occurs as
half-size. 8
In Fiji it is found as of 'a little child,'
or of 'small stature.' 10 In Australia, tribes near
Adelaide held it to be of the size of a boy eight
11
elsewhere 'a little body.' 1 The
years old';
Uayaks of Sarawak regarded it as a miniature
human being.' 13 This is the prevalent notion
in the East Indian Islands, as among the Minangkabauers of Sumatra, the Tontemboan of Minahassa, the Toradjas of Celebes ; the Semang of the
Malay Peninsula regard it as of the size of a grain
of maize
the Malays as a kind of 'thumbling,' a
thin, insubstantial human image,' or mannikin,'
of about the size of the thumb. 14 The Hindus
16
The
regarded it as of the size of the thumb.
Nutkas, the Indians of the Lower Eraser River,
the Hurons, the ancient Mexicans, the Macusis,
certain South African tribes, the Greeks, the
Teutons, and other early European peoples also
held it to be a miniature copy of the owner. 16
The Egyptian ka is a classic example of these
'

'

;

'

'

Body [Egyp.]and Death,

beliefs (see

The ka could
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live without the
body, but the body
could not live without the ka. \ et the ka was
material. 17 It is represented not only as a miniature duplicate of the person, but sometimes as half

17

Wiedemann,

19.
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the size, sometimes as full size.
After death it
became the man's personality proper, being incurIn 'the everlasting
with the mummy.
fiorated
louse,' the tomb, it dwelt as long as the mummy
was there. It might go in and out of the tomb
and refresh itself with meat and drink, but it
never failed to go back to the mummy, 'with the
name of which it seems to have been closely conIn hieroglyph it was 'represented by
nected.'
two upraised arms, the acting parts of the person,'
with a depression in the centre of the horizontal
bar which joins them, to suggest the head. 2
Before discussing the relation between the fullsized and the miniature double, it is as well to
repeat the fact that early thought insists very
strongly on the principle of duplication, and extends the application very widely.
It serves as
a theory of the soul and of a future existence. It
also serves as a theory of biological reproduction
and of physical evolution generally.
Without
going into the subject of pre-scientitic psychology,
it is necessary to note the connexion between the
belief in the miniature double and certain widely
spread notions about the soul.
Corresponding
with the percept is the fact that the soul is
invisible when its owner is visible, unless, as we
shall see, there are special limiting circumstances.

The comparative permanence and generalized
nature of the memory-image of individuals correspond with the generalized idea of species, as an

A

ideal of which individuals are copies.
belief
which may almost be regarded as universal is that
children are re-incarnations of the souls of parents
or of ancestors.
connected and frequent belief
is tantamount to a germ-plasm theory of the soul.
Parallel with this is the notion that reproduction
can be effected, even in the human species, by
fission or budding.
All these various beliefs are
cases of duplication. They include good reasons
why the soul should be regarded as a miniature,
whether as germ or embryo, or as a child.
fullgrown man develops from a smaller copy of himself,
and this from an infinitesimally minute replica
which has proceeded from another individual.

A

A

The theory

applied in early thought far more
than in a scientific age which professes practiThus, an Australian,
cally the same theory.
There you
rebuking his son, will say to him
stand with my body, and yet you won't do what I
tell you.' 3
The minute size of the soul is explained by the
Australians as depending upon the necessity that
it should be able to enter a woman's body.
But
there is also the widely spread recognition of the
fact that it leaves the bod}', both in sleep and
The body remains. Two
illness, and at death.
views are possible, and both are found. Firstly,
the duplicate may be a film, easily separable from
the body ; this would correspond to an outer soul,
the soul of the outer man. Or, secondly, the
duplicate may be an inset, and therefore an eject.
Small enough to leave the body by the mouth,
or even by the fontanel, it is often regarded as
expansible, filling the body as an inner shape, the
soul of the inner man, or the inner man himself.
Its flimsy and insubstantial nature, whether in
dreams, memory, or hallucinations, agrees well
is

'

:

'

'

with this

4

elasticity.

The link between the soul as shape and the soul
as inner movement may be found here, even if
we do not identify the soul as germ and the soul
1
Wiedemann, 12, 15
Lepsius, Denkmaler, Berlin, 1849-60,
;

ill.

21, 87.

2 Wiedemann, 19 f.
E. A. Wallis Budge, The Mummy,
Cambridge, 1893, p. 328 W. M. Flinders Petrie, The Religion
R. V. Lanzone,
of Ancient Egypt, London, 1906, pp. 8ff., 17
;

;

;

Diziunario di mitologia egizia, Turin, 1SS8, v. 387fi\, 390
1197 ff.
3 A. W. Howitt, in JAI xiv.
(18S5) 145.
*
See, on the whole subject, Crawley, op. cit. p. 230 ff.

ff.,
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as inner man.

1

Each

of the latter applies to its
own peculiar circumstances, and neithei is inconsistent with the theory of films.
This last.

theory, in its converse aspect, has been made
standard metaphysical theory of physical
into
and aesthetic creation by Greek philosophy. It has
even been elevated into a theory of vision and
sensation generally.
In the former application
the filmy duplicate of savage thought becomes the
transcendental Form, or e(<5os, which is impressed
upon Matter, or u\jj. Similarly, the savage theory
of species and individual was canonized in the
;i

Ideal

of Flato.

Theory

The oiaron

1

of the Iroquois
is paralleled in
It is a permanent ideal
philosophies.
duplicate of each individual of the species. When
it is regarded as a reality, the difficulty of bilocation recurs, not to speak of the problem, Which
is the essential reality, the original or the copy?
The
or, in other words, Which is the original ?
'
Iroquois believed that the oiaron, the type or

many rude

—

model,' was 'larger and more perfect' than any
member of the species. It was sometimes
the old one.' Thus, converting type into
prototype, the Indian was perhaps more scientific

single
called

'

than metaphysical.
The problem of personal identity (similar to
that of original and copy in the case of duplicates)
is raised in a curious way and with curious results
by the duplication theory of reproduction. When
the soul of a dead man is re-incarnated in a child,
there is no practical embarrassment.
But, according to Manu, the father is conceived in the
body of his wife, and is himself re-born as his
man is thus his own father and his own
child. 2
son simultaneously. Some analogous notion, combined with a fear of personal insecurity or loss of
power caused by this division of personality, seems
a not impossible factor in the superstitious form of
Kaffir will frequently kill one of
infanticide. 3
his twin children, the belief being that otherwise

A

A

'

he will lose his strength.' 4

In some psychologies each part of the person has
The theory of homceoduplicate.
spiritual
is foreshadowed so frequently in early
speculation that we may fairly suppose it to be imWhen Chinese
plicit in early atomic philosophy.
doctors speak as if the soul were breakable and
divisible into molecules, 6 and when we read of
Malay tin-magic that each grain of ore appears
to be considered as endowed with a separate entity
or individuality,' and that it possesses the power
of reproduction, 6 it may well be that each atom
is implicitly viewed as a minute replica of the
whole.
Duplication by a process of fission or of budding
(gemmation) is occasionally hinted at in early
philosophy. The Central Australians tell how in
the ancestors a man would shake
the time of
its

'

'

meria

'

'

'

himself, and spirit-children would then drop from
An ancestor suddenly found a duplihis muscles.
cate of himself appearing at his side, and exclaimed,
Hullo that is me.' 7
The development of dual personality by a process of division may be illustrated from Hindu
'

!

The One Being was not happy, being
theology.
He caused his
alone. He wished for a second.
own nature to fall in twain, and thus became
'

husband and
1

Hewitt,

2
3

Manu

8

wife.'

of mirror-images

'

;

This duality
this (second)

is

rather that

was only a

half

loc. cit.

(tr.

G. Biihler, in

See Westermarck,

.'//

i.

SBE xxv.

[Oxford, 1886] 329).

461.

D. Kidd, The Essential Kafir, London, 1904, p. 202.
SDeGroot, v. 802 f.
if, W. Skeat, Malay Magic, 260; A. Hale, in JIIAS,
4

Straits Branch, xvi. (18S5) 319.
b
7
Spencer-Gillen , 156.
8

Monier- Williams, op. cit. p. 29, quoting the Satapatha
(xiv. 4), and Brhadaranyaka Upanisa&Q. 3).
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and his yunbeai's spirit in him.' A medicine-man
1
The
'can assume the shape of his yunbeai.'

Combina-

of himself, as the half of a split pea
tion produces completeness, 'as a split pea is
other half.' l
(completed) by being joined with its
Modern psychology has studied many cases
The
is
disturbed.
of
where the unity
personality
so-called double personality of such cases adds one
the
ancient
of
confirmation
theory
more apparent
of duplication by division of what may be described
the
as a two-layerea unity. In the ethical sphere
'
'
double-mindedness implies
ancient distrust of
more than a mere tendency to deceit and treachery.
It implies the existence of two souls, or a double
'
Cf. 1 Ch 12s3 that were not
soul, in one person.
'
of double heart' (lit. without a heart and a heart') ;
Pa 12 2 'with a double heart [lit. 'with a heart
involves
and a heart '] do they speak.' Duplication
'
a doublenot only duplicity but instability ;
2
It is
minded man, unstable in all his ways.'
in the general desire for
possible that one factor
the
of
notion
was
a
danger
superstitious
sincerity
is.'

tona, second self, soul, or tutelary genius, of the

Zapotecs was an animal.
'It

Even a substitute may be similarly described.
the Bataks a piece of wood the length of
the sick man's body is left at the place where the
evil spirit that has taken the man's soul is believed
Snouck Hurgronje describes this log as
to reside.
a dubbelganger.*
Examples might be multiplied. It is natural
spiritual duplicathat, when once the notion of
tion has been formed, it may be applied to any
thing that strikes the fancy. The origin of external souls generally cannot be ascribed to a
At
desire for safeguarding the life of the owner.
The
least the method is a very dangerous one.

Among

If

_

man

a

—

by

have noted identity far more than difference.
This tendency is well exemplified in Chinese
into account in
psychology, and has to be taken
estimating

many

cases of spiritual identification.
'

When a Chinese sees a plant,' for example, reminding him,
is influenced
by its shape, of a man or some animal, ... he
This
immediately by an association between it and that being.
being becomes to him the soul of the plant, anthropomorphous,
of
association
beast.
as
a
images with
Thus,
or shaped
both
materially and
beings actually becomes identification,
'

.

.

.

especially if pictorial or sculptured,
and thus approaching close to the reality, is an alter ego of the
it is that reality itself.'
living reality, an abode of its soul, nay,
.
This kind of association is the backbone of Chinese re.
.

psychically.

ligion.

An image,

6

Yaos, we saw,

bears to the body
The soul of the
the relation which a picture has to the reality.'
For all practical
further.
much
But the Chinese go
of a dead man is a
purposes the life-sized picture
deceased 'to
the
enables
It
duplicate personality.
There are stories
live on among his descendants.'
of statues and portraits acting for the persons they
children.
represent, and even begetting
There once existed also an art, Khwai shuh, by which life
'

could be infused into a statue or portrait. The living image was
«
then made use of, as Frankenstein employed his monster.

Animal-souls or fetish-souls, external souls
described by observers
generally, are frequently
under the term alter ego. Tribes of the Niger
believe that each person has
an alter ego in the form of some animal, such as a crocodile or
It is believed that such a person's life is bound
'

hippopotamus.
whatever
up with that of the animal to such an extent that
one produces a corresponding impression upon the
must speedily do so too.
other, and that if one dies the other
an Englishman shot a
It happened not very long ago that

affects the

friends of a

woman

hippopotamus close to a native village the
who died the same night in the village demanded and eventually
obtained Ave pounds as compensation for the murder of the
;

woman. '7

,

In the Euahlayi tribe of Australia the yunbeai,
or individual totem, is an 'animal familiar,' 'a
man's spirit is in his yunbeai,
sort of alter ego.'
'

1

Monier- Williams, op.

A

tit.

p. 183.

MI

3
2 j a i«.
ii. 116.
5 De
* de
Groot, iv. 339 f.
Officiis, ii. 12.
« lb. i. 114, iv. 342.
' 0. H. Robinson, Ilausaland, London, 1896, p. 36 ft.

'

'

he
professes non-reality,
'There is,' says
himself.
may become non-real
'
untrue
in
the
Westermarck, something uncanny
word itself.' 3 Cicero observed : 'Nothing that is
4
a rhetorical remark which
false can be lasting'
It is a
to a savage might express a physical law.
a sort of specific
civilization
in
that
curious fact
is popularly asinsincerity or double-mindedness
cribed to the artistic temperament, particularly in
the case of actors. As the actor is a double, and
in his
plays a part on the stage, so is he regarded
own character. Cf. art. DOUBLE-MINDEDNESS.
The analogy of the soul to the portrait, reflexion,
and shadow has led to certain curious examples of
the pictorial double. The easiest method of induction is
similars, and early thought seems to

of unreality.

was believed that health and existence were bound up
fact, that the death of both would

with that of the animals, in
occur simultaneously.' a

soul is far more likely to be safe when it is in,
or in combination with, the body of the owner.
Moreover, this external soul not only dies when its
death the
original dies, but involves in its own
death of the owner. Duplication here simply
'

'

and it is unlikely that the
duplicates danger
derivation of the external soul is from any notion
of placing the actual soul of a man in an external
In fact, the theory of the soul which
hiding-place.
involves the belief in the appearance of a man's
double or wraith shortly before, or at, or just after,
his death brings into very strong relief the danger
of making the unity of the person into a duality.
The phenomena of this wraith or double might
be illustrated at great length, but they present
curious and
hardly any variation of detail.
number of carefully
significant fact is the large
studied cases in modern civilization of such
phantasms of the living or the lately dead, which
have been seen by educated and intelligent persons,
4
It is a
quite free from pathological abnormality.
no less curious fact that the appearances present
as are mentioned in
features
same
the
precisely
mediaeval and savage folklore. There is no doubt
about the modern appearances, as far as their subnor can there be any
reality is concerned
;

A

'

'

jective

;

doubt about appearances in earlier culture. They
visual hallucination.
are, so far as we know, cases of
Such hallucination may be defined as the prowhen there is
outwards
jection of a mental image
6
Hallucinano external agency answering to it.'
'

tion is not to be denied for earlier stages of human
evolution, but there is no probability that it inBe that
creases inversely as mental development.

it may, the remarkable thing is this, that the
soul supplies in theory
primitive notion of the
not only what actually happens in practice, but
also adequate speculative reasons for such happenare both pre-scientific
ings, though these reasons
and opposed to all scientific facts. It is unnecessary

as

'

'

to enter into

any

'

'

definition of 'ghost,' 'wraith,'
and similar terms. The

phantom,'
spectre,'
occasion of the appearance of the double has been
noted. It remains to supply some typical examples
and to draw out their spiritualistic explanation.
In Teutonic folklore to see one's angel was regarded as
an omen of approaching death.8 In English folklore the belief
at midnight of St. Mark's Eve one may
still obtains that
see from the church porch all those who are to die in the
course of the year.' Mr. Baring-Gould knew of a young carwho was firmly convinced he had seen his
in
Devonshire
penter
own double on St. Mark's Eve. He went to the church porch
All he could say was that he had see n
of bravado.
in a
'

'

'

spirit

1 K. L.
Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe,
2 Bancroft, i. 601, ii. 277.

s C.

London,

Snouck Hurgronje, Bet Gajo-land en

1905, pp. 21, 30.

...bewoners,

zijne

Batavia, 1903, p. 310.
•

See

P.

London,

W.

II.

Myers andF. Podmore, Phantasms of the Living,

18S6, passim.

» J. Sullv, Illusions, London, 1895, p. 113.
6 J.
Grimm, Teutonic Mythology (Eng. tr. 1SS0-S8), n. 876.
' Cf . James Montgomery's poem, The Vigil of .St. Mark.
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himself go post him, thrust open the church door, which he
knew was locked, pass inside, and shut the door after him. He
could not be mistaken ; the figure had turned and lookt-d him
full in the face, and he knew himself as surely as when he
glanced into mother's looking-glass.' The young man took to his
1
Shelley
bed, though nothing ailed him, and died of sheer fright.
declared a few days before his death that he had seen hia
double. Goethe (who, by the way, practised the visualization
of mental images) records his having seen an exact counterpart
of himself coming towards him.' 2 Robert Perceval, second son
the Right Honourable Sir John Perceval, saw his own
of^
apparition, 'bloody and ghostly, whereat he was so astonished
that he immediately swooned away, but, recovering, he saw the
spectre depart.' Soon afterwards he was found dead, under
mysterious circumstances, in the Strand. 3 In 1899, Mrs. Milman,
wife of Mr. A. J. Milman, assistant clerk to the House of
Commons, declared that her rooms in the Speaker's Court were
haunted, and had been haunted for many years, by a spiritual
double of herself, which had been seen by many people when
she was elsewhere, though she herself had never seen it.* A wellknown M.P. died suddenly when away from the House. It was
stated that he was seen by several members in the lobby at the
time he died. 6
In Alsace the belief is marked ; se voir soim&me, sich selbst sehen, are familiar phrases. To see one's self,
or meet one's double, portends one's death. A Strassburg man
returning home saw himself, and soon after died. It is noted
that in Alsace the occurrence is rare compared with the appearance of a man to others. An interesting detail, recurring
elsewhere, is that, after seeing his double, a man has no re1
A question implying the same belief was put to Shelley
pose.'*
by the lady to whom he confided his having seen his double.
Art and literature are full of examples which might well be
founded on fact. D. G. Rossetti's How they met themselves,
and Calderon's Purgatory of St. Patrick, are examples. Sir
Walter Scott observed that increasing civilization had blotted
out the belief in apparitions.' This was to reckon without the
phenomena of vision on which they depend.
'

'

'

These phenomena explain both the fact of the
appearance of doubles, and also the pre-scientitic
theory of it which is a part of the early doctrine of
the soul. According to that doctrine, the soul is
separable from the body. This separation occurs
at death, and may occur in illness, and even in a
mere attack of fright, in sleep, and in other circumstances which need not be considered here. The
soul is more or less universally regarded as a
material, but etherealized, visible duplicate of the
owner, whether full-sized or miniature, and as
When it is removed, he is
constituting his life.
Primitive
either dead or in danger of death.
philosophy would say, perhaps, not that when a
man dies his soul departs, but that he dies because
his soul has departed.
The soul of another is
invisible when the man himself is seen, alive and
In this case of full perception there is no
well.
mental image. But, when the man is not perceived, the mental image of him in the mind of the
subject may suggest possibilities of separation, of
From another point of
division of personality.
view, the man's appearance in death, sleep, or
illness suggests the loss of something.
Here, too,
there is a percept, but it does not answer to the
completeness of other percepts of the same object.
Thus, whether as a film of the man's outward
appearance, or as an ejected but expansible inner
duplicate, the soul is easily supposed to leave its
To the former view correspond those
possessor.
cases in which it is said to loosen itself from the
body, to the latter those in which it slips away
from the mouth or other apertures. Before death
the Haida soul loosens itself from the body.' ' Of
course, one cannot press the meaning of such
But the fact remains that
descriptive phrases.
the separated soul is, when seen, a filmy double.
The general belief that the soul is away from the
body during sickness is significant. The Chinese
hold that even in a fainting fit a man's soul is not
united with his body.' 8 The other self,' netsin, of
Dene belief, was invisible as long as a man enjoyed
'

'

'

'

'

'

Baring-Gould, in Sunday Magazine, 1895, p. 744.
Sully, Illusions, p. 116.
T. F. Thiselton Dyer, Strange Pages from Family Papers,
London, 1895, p. 150f.
» lb.
4
Evening Neivs, 30 June 1899.
6 A.
i. (1890) 227 ff.
Barth, in
'
7 G. M.
Dawson, Haida Indians,' in Geological Survey of
1

S.

2
3
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Canada, App. A, p. 121
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Groot, 1. 243.
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good health,' but wandered away when he was
This account is very apt to (ho
sick or dying.
1

It explains how the spiritual counterpart,
point.
of a man is sometimes described as invisible, someIt is invisible, in other words,
times as visible.

when

it

united with

is

owner.

its

It

may

be

visible, to himself or others, when it is no Longer
united.
On this line of thought, combined with
ideas of the life-giving property of the soul, is
developed the notion that health and strength are
the soul, or at least an outward show of it. The

Minangkabau people
sumanye as

of

Sumatra

regard

the

'the cause of the impression a man makes on others ... it
gives strength, splendour, and vitality to a man's appearance
it is expressed in his look and carriage.
A man whose external
appearance is weak or sickly, or who has little expression in his
2
face, is said to have a feeble soul.'
:

;

the natives of the Congo identify
Similarly,
health with the word moyo, and in cases of wasting sickness the moyo is supposed to have wandered
3
The Malagasy supply
away from the sufferer.'
a complete case.
The ambiroa, or amcroy, the
'

'

of a man, is, when seen, an omen of
approaching death. But this term is also
applied to the soul of a man when there is no
actual question of death for instance, if a man is
thin and does not thrive well on his food. 4
It is clear from the above both why the soul
should be away from the body just before, or at,
or after, death, or even in illness, and also why it
is then visible both to the owner and to others.
The double which appears after death might be
supposed to be a duplicate of the man with the
marks of death upon him. And so it is sometimes
in early belief.
Thus, among the Fijians the ghost
is decomposed; it is the corpse 'walking.'
But,
with natural inconsistency, it 'can eat fruit, drink
kava, throw stones, weep, laugh, compose poetry,
and dance.' 6 So difficult is it for the mind to get
away from the complete idea of the man. In a
case already cited, the double appearing before
death had the marks of the owner's violent end
impressed upon it proleptically. But, as a rule,
the spiritual double is the exact counterpart of
the owner as he was when last seen. Thus, by the
'

apparition

his

;

'

'

natives of Paraguay
'
the bouIs [aphangakj of the departed are supposed, in the
ethereal state, to correspond exactly in form and characteristics with the bodies they have left.
A tall man and a short
man remain tall and short as spirits a deformed man remains
deformed. A kindly-natured man continues so in shade-land.
.
.
The spirit of a child remains a child and does not develop,
and for this reason is not feared. ... No punishment follows
the murderer of an infant, nor is its murder attended by the
ordinary superstitious fears.' 6
;

.

The Polynesians were familiar with apparitions
of the dead.
These appeared also in dreams, and
'
their shape or form resembled that of the human
7
The natives of the Pan jab believe that 'the
body.'
little entire man or woman inside the body retains
after death the tattoo marks of the person whom
has left.' 8 Among the Nagas the ghost is 'an
exact image of the deceased as he was at the moment
of death, with scars, tattoo marks, mutilations,
and all and as able to enjoy and to need food and
other sustenance.' 9 In some cases the disembodied
soul after death is distinguished from the dead
man himself, who is believed to walk.' The Australians speak of the ghost returning to the grave
to contemplate its mortal remains. 10 But there are
cases where it is practically the man himself, revived and as he was in life. The Ovaherero believe
it

—

'

'

'

1

A. G. Morice,

loc. cit.

2 J. L.

van der Toorn, loc. cit. v. 48 f.
*
H. Ward, in JAI xxiv. (1895) 287.
Ellis, loc. cit.
H. Thomson, in JAI xxiv. (1895) 354.
6 W. B. Grubb, An Unknown People in an Unknown Land,
120.
London, 1911, p.
7 W. Ellis,
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8 H. A. Rose, in I A xxxi.
(1902) 298.
9 T. C. Hodson, op. cit.xt. 159
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that the ghost speaks to people, drinks their milk,
and takes their food also that he is apt to seduce
;

women and girls, and can even marry and live with
a woman without her being aware that her husband
1

a ghost.
In the Gospel narratives of the appearances of
the risen Jesus it is remarkable that various tests
are employed to prove that the form was no ghost
or double, but the Lord Himself (cf. Lk 24 s9 «).
test frequently employed in cases of the double
is to ascertain whether the form casts a shadow or
For the spiritual double, being itself
reflexion.
a sort of reflexion, a visible but immaterial copy,

is

-

A

'

'

'

'

obviously cannot produce a reflexion itself. Hence
stories are found, the point of which is either that
a supposed real person is unreal, or that a real
person, casting no shadow, has ipso facto lost his
soul.
We are thus led to the principle that the
spiritual duplicate, while supplying life to its
owner, is 'real,' but in a different genus from the
body or from the complete person. More precisely,
the difference is a question of degree the dead or
sick body is negatively, the life-double is positively,
real ; the truth of both is the total living unity.
Most significant, perhaps, of the phenomena of
doubles is the fact that they are seen just before
usual
death, and by their owners in particular.
endowment of the medicine-man is that he can see
a soul at any time.
But this capacity is often
limited by the accepted principles of the doctrine
of the soul.
Thus the shamans of the Thompson
Indians are able to see the soul
'

'

;

A

'

before and shortly after it leaves the body, but lose sight of
when it gets further away towards the world of souls. . . .
a shaman sees a soul in the shape of a fog, it is a sign
that the owner will die.' 2

it

When

The rescue and restoration of the straying duplicate is universally, in early culture, the business of
the soul-doctor, as in civilization the restoration
of health is the business of the physician.
The
fact that, though ordinarily invisible, it is seen
away from its place of location is the best proof
that its owner is threatened with its permanent
absence. This contingency receives the strongest
confirmation when the apparition is seen by the
threatened person himself. The inconsistency of
the fact that he himself is still alive is one of those
which cause no difficulty to the unscientific mind.
The soul is separated from the body that is enough
for an absolute proof.
The persistence of the belief in the apparition of
the double is precisely one of those cases which
cannot be explained by any theory of survival or
tradition.
The belief is kept alive by hallucinations, and in uncultivated minds by the normal
phenomena of visualization.
;

Literature.— This

is

fully

given in the

article.

A. E. Crawley.

DOUBLE-MINDEDNESS.— It

is clear that
many things in morality and religion which are
censured as insincerity and hypocrisy are more accurately describable in terms of double-mindedness.
The difference is that in double-mindedness a certain fraction of the entire complex
personality

—

a

special set of related states and processes— is so
'split off' from the rest of the self that it acts on
its own account and forgets its relation to the full
round of diverse elements of the ego. In cases of
hypocrisy, if such exist, during the inconsistent

act or attitude which has momentarily taken possession of the field of consciousness there is a
haunting sense that it is not in harmony with the
deeper-lying currents of the selfhood.
i.
Pathology of the sense of self.— The diseases
conditioned by the splitting of the self are those
1 Viehe
and I'algrave, in South African Folklore Journal,
i.

(1879) 050 ff.
2 J.
Teit, in
Iv. 303.

Mem. of Amer. Museum of Nat.

Uist.

i.

(190ft)'
v

of double personality, in which two fairly defined
selves in turn struggle for the possession of the
field of consciousness, or may exist side by side,
each more or less ignorant of the other ; multiple
personality, with the condition just described, ex-

among more than two split-off parts illustrated in the work of a skilful hypnotist, who can
call up in turn as many selves as he chooses ; and
alternating personality, in which the two or more
selves, like Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde, take turns
at ruling the field of consciousness.
isting

Among the remarkable eases that have been studied are :
Lucie, Louise, and Leonie, described by Janet, L'Automatisme
Felida, studied by Azam, Hypnotisme,
psychologique., 1889
double conscience et alterations de la personnalite, 18S7 ; Mary
Reynolds and Ansel Bourne, cited by \V. James, Princ. of
Psych.*, 1905, i. 383 ff. ; the case of Sergeant F., described by
;

Mesnet and quoted by Binet, Alterations of Personality (Eng.
'Miss Beauchamp' with her four personalities, the
tr.), 1890
subject of Prince's exhaustive study, The Dissociation of a
Personality, 1900 ; the autobiographical account of the restoration of a personality by Beere, The Mind that Found Itself,
1908 the instance of ' D. F.,' a patient of Sidis, reported in his
Psychopathological Researches : Studies in Mental Dissociation,
1909 and many others.
;

;

;

in essential agreement on
points in regard to the nature of the self,
of doublemindedness. The central fact underlying them is
that the conscious self at any moment is only a
small part of the entire personality, the larger

These studies are

many

and throw light upon the milder forms

This
which is the subconscious self.
sphere of the subconscious consists in the sum of
partially lapsed memories, plus the sum of dimly
appreciated instinct feelings and organic experiThe elements of the
ences, past and present.
entire self are always somewhat imperfectly knit
best
become
and
at
organized in spots
together,
and sections, as determined, for example, by
harmonious instinct reactions or a relatively consistent set of vocational experiences, personal
share of

habits, and intellectual interests.
The conscious self really consists in the drifting
to the surface, out of the submerged selfhood, of
certain fairly well organized cores or nuclei of
related states and processes. Self-consciousness is

potentially bound up in any and all of the eleThe ego is not a fixed
of the personality.
entity that stands apart and watches the life
processes go on. The self-feeling, on the contrary,
is latent in every psychosis, and emerges when any
group of processes is sufficiently organized and so
far intensified as to form a warm spot in the
usually somewhat diffuse group of experiences that
cohere in the single organism. Whenever such a
warm spot is formed, the self-feeling crystallized
about it and everything else is sharply severed
There are in the
from it and stands as object.
normal personality certain deep-going lines of
are
that
fairly constant, and give
organization
some stability to the selfhood. It is shown, howof
the
use
ever, by
hypnotic suggestion, that there
is no part of the personality that may not in turn

ments

made subject and object. The same subject
may seem to himself to be in turn king and
be

peasant, preacher and humorist, saint and sinner,

and irritable, motor- and
visual-minded.
While each character is in the
centre of the arena acting out its part, it gathers
to itself allies from the entire range of the self,
and works them out into seeming consistency,
and is entirely oblivious to the existence of other

child anil adult, kindly

selves.

Now, the condition underlying double-mindedness is that two or more centres of related processes,
or selves, may drift above the threshold of clear
consciousness in rapid succession, while each is
it is
imperfectly cognizant of the other. Indeed,
certain that one set of central processes can be
'so
that
the
'thrown out of gear' with the rest,
consciousprocesses in one system give rise to one
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and those of another system to another simultaneously existing consciousness' (W. James, Prime.
Let us represent the entire
of Psych, i. 39!)).
ness,

consisting fundamentally of a mass (if subTwo smaller
liminal processes, by a sphere S.
and B, within the larger one may represpheres,
sent the integrated nuclei of conscious selves. In
so-called normal consciousness, these two selves,
and B, will be so nearly coincident, due to the
continuity and consistency in the stream of experiences, as to have almost everything in common,
M. Although the quality of mentality at any
moment or in any situation is different from that
and B
of the next moment or situation, so that
each has a region exclusively its own, the large
common ground
carries over into each successive
state of consciousness a rich stock of memories,
and accordingly a sense of personal identity. If,
however, in an impulsive or impressionable person
the successive consciousnesses are inharmonious
1
call them
and B and so separated as to
1
in common, we have
have only a small region
the typical case of double-mindedness. There lie
described above,
these
the
extreme
instances
beyond
when, due to some lesion, or to hypnotic influence,
the consciousnesses A- and B 2 are so thrown
apart that they have no background of definite
memories to unite them.
Among the advantages of considering doublemindedness as lying in a progressive series between
a highly unified consciousness on the one hand and
alternating personalities on the other, are (a) it
is normal, but may become pathological
(J) the
progressive decline of the memory of other selves
in pathological cases shows the distinction between
double-mindedness and wilful deception and inreligious enthusiast and propagandist,
sincerity.
self,

A

A

A

M

—

A

1

—

—

M

:

;

A

example, impelled by the combined effect of
auto-suggestion and social-suggestion may at other
times be morose, unkind, and even treacherous,
and still be only faintly aware of the incongruity,
(c) There is, however, a subconscious interaction
between the selves. Binet and Janet have shown
(Binet, Alterations of Personality, Eng. tr. New
for

York, 1896, p. 21511'.) that, although either member of a double personality may seem to be entirely
oblivious of the existence of the other, there is,
nevertheless, a leakage between them through the
deeper strata of personality, (d) The integration
of the self is best brought about, if not invariably,
In chronic cases of
in terms of the subconscious.
double personality there seems to be no way so
effectual of healing the cleavage as by a vigorous
use of suggestion, the blending of the different
selves into the deeper-lying regions of the submerged selfhood. From this point of view the
success of religion in the world may be accounted
for by its consistent appeal to the divided selves,'
'sick souls,' and all who hunger after the higher
life, that they renounce the lesser selves and, by
an act of faith, sink them into the absolute right'

eousness of a limitless personality.
2. Sources of double-mindedness.
Whether or
not the self is fundamentally or transcendentally
a unity, it is more just to concrete facts of the
mental life to assume that self -consciousness is inherent in the separate psychic processes themselves.
Rather than try to explain the incongruous obsessions of the self, therefore, it is more judicious
to accept the multiplicity of streaks and strains
that inhere in the same personality as the given
fact, and then to regard the integrity of the self
Its utility,
as a selected product of development.
let us say, is found in the value to the individual
of a self-consistent history, and the increased
efficiency of a social order whose units are somewhat similar. The most potent fact about the
self is the constant mutations that are going on

—
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W. James, Prim: of Psych., chs. ix.
"fl Reality 1, 1897,
Bradley, Appearanct
In any normal individual there are ceaseless alterations and re-combinations of the elements
of the self in response to the situations that call
them into activity. Each person is in turn,
ally and for the moment, a bodily self, a social
self, a courageous, a blushing, a righteous, an
ambitions, a passionate, a logical self, and so on
through a long list. There are conditions which
tend to fix these various selves and perpetuate
them. In the first place, it is the fate of states of
consciousness to be self-limited in proportion to
within

ami

x.

it (Of.

;

eh. ix.).

i

To see with rapt interest a bit of
their intensity.
colour harmony in a landscape is for the moment
To feel the thrill of a
to be blind to all else.
heroic encounter creates a soldier whose heart is
closed to every other calling.' The laws of habit
get in their work, while vocational activities and
the fixity of social customs assist in building the
texture of the personality into a seemingly constant and consistent type. The twists and strains
'

of split personality

now

arise

through

'
the irruption into the individual's life of some new stimulus or
as love, ambition, cupidity, revenge, or patriotic
passion, such
'
devotion (W. James, Var. of Rel. Exp., 1902, p. 176).

It may arise from an enforced change of occupation when the cross currents are aggravated by a
The condition existpsychopathic temperament.
ing in milder forms is best seen in abnormal cases.

A young woman, early abandoned to a life of shame, and
later placed in a convent, would pass, as the result of nervous
disorders, through two periods, believing herself to be alternately prostitute and nun and in each her tone, manner, dress,
and speech were radically different and appropriate (Baldwin,
•

;

'

DPhP
One

ii.

285).

of the chief sources of split personality is
the difficulty of a smooth readjustment, during
the growth periods from childhood to maturity,
to the new demands of later stages. This is most
marked during the age of most rapid readjustment
The old habitual self of childin the early teens.
hood persists with great tenacity. The instinctive
life
floods
the youth with a feeling
of
new
uprush
of new possibilities and a sense of awakening,

The struggle
though dimly appreciated, ideals.
between the old self and the new is the crisis long
known as storm and stress.' 1 The period is well
characterized by W. James as that of the
'

'divided will, when the higher wishes lack just that last acutethat enables them to
ness, that touch of explosive intensity
burst their shell, and make irruption efficaciously into life and
quell the lower tendencies for ever ( 1'ar. of Rel. Exp. p. 173).
It
Double mindedness and
.

.

.

'

immorality.

3.

—

would seem that most blemishes of character and
nearly all misdeeds and crimes might be traceable
A passionate, shamming, or
to split personality.
partial self, either too callous or too sensitive,
loses its connexion with, and setting in, the full
round of life. Treacheries, for example, are the
obverse side of little loyalties, just as are foolish
It would
loves and misguided philanthropies.
appear, too, from the stress which moral codes and

precepts place upon such virtues as integrity, sincerity, consistency, temperantia, and the like, that
the normal evolution of character chiefly consists
in the straightening out and unification of the
inner self.
'As a fletcher makes straight his arrow,' says the Dhammapdda (33), a wise man makes straight his trembling and
'

unsteady thought, which is difficult to keep, difficult to turn.'
Something like this is, apparently, the purport of
the golden mean of Aristotle, the middle path and
the will of Heaven of Confucius, the harmony with
the universe of the Stoics, and the straight and
narrow way of Jesus.
The danger of a duplicity of the self has been

almost universally
1

recognized

by morality and

See, for a description of the accompanying phenomena,
Varieties of Religious Experience, N.Y., 1902, chs. vi.
1901, chs. v. xii.
; Starbuck, Psychology of Religion-,

W.James,
vii. viii.

xvii. xviii.
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To

religion.

heal up

ruptures and knit the

its

entire life into a consistent whole has heen their
heroic task. Two extreme methods of unification

have been advocated, with

many gradations of the
intermingling of both. At one extreme is the
Stoical method of renunciation of everything which
can disturb, distract, or tear asunder, so that the
soul stands undisturbed in the midst of a changing
universe, superior to all things in life or death.
The opposite method is to extend the self until it
is at one with all tilings in heaven and earth.
Since the self, then, is at one with all-reality,
there is nothing that can mar its serenity. One
can distinguish at least four types of this latter
method of unification the mystical or baptismal
or psychopathic, which would bathe in a limitless
ocean of blessedness
the rational or Socratic,
which would rise to higher definition and sink to
profounder insight until the deeper wisdom catches
up all virtue into itself the aesthetic, as illustrated, for example, in Jesus, which is guided by
a warm, refined sense of eternal values and the
practical or
tough-minded,' represented by those
who gird up their loins and preach and practise a
doctrine of utmost consistency in thought and
:

;

;

;

'

The

value to morality of double-mindedness.
4.
It is an instructive fact that the biography of
so many moral and religious geniuses betrays a
struggle between the cross currents of the self in
the direction of good and evil. Like St. Paul and
St. Augustine, what they would not, that they do,
and, when the impulses lead towardsthe higher life,
there is a stubborn inner resistance that is hardly
overcome. It is probable that, just as an act of
clear thought is bought of
necessity at the price
of severe mental tension, so a world of clean-cut
moral values can exist only in the midst of conIt is
when the struggle
flicting inner impulses.
begins within himself that 'man's worth someIt is only then that the soul awakes and
thing.'
grows (Browning, Fifine at the Fair).
'

'

'

'

Of necessity every distinctly moral choice involves the
previous presence of a certain tendency to choose the wrong.
Ves, moral choice is essentially a condemnation of the neglected
motive, as well as an approval of the accepted motive. Otherwise it could be no moral choice. A being possessed of but
one motive could have no conscience.
You might as well
try to define a king without his subjects as to define a moral
deed without the presence in the agent of some evil motive
.

.

.

'

(Royce, in

IJE

iv.

[1893-4] 67).

now, in the midst of the struggle the agent
conquers the lesser motive, he may issue forth into
a complex world of specific moral relationships and
corresponding moral values, and so come to live
victoriously in a two-storey universe instead of
floating along a misty stream of indefinite experiences into wnose gloom the
light of a bedimmed
conscience can scarcely shed its radiance. The
value of the conflicts, too, in the social order has
long been recognized by students of ethics.
The means which Nature uses to bring about
the development of all the capacities she has given
man,' says Kant, is their antagonism in society,
in so far as this antagonism becomes in the end a
cause of social order.
Men have a great propensity to isolate themselves, for they find in
themselves at the same time this unsocial characteristic, and each wishes to direct everything solely
according to his own notion, and expects resistance
just as he knows that he is inclined to resist others.
It is just this resistance which awakens all man's
If,

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

powers' (quoted in Dewey-Tufts.ift/u'es, 1908, p. 87).
The study of biographies would even suggest
that, the greater the number of antagonisms and
oppositions that play against each other, the more
is the
personality enriched, if only they can be so
neatly balanced against each other as not to waste
the energies, and if the central stream of life is so
directed that the habit of conquering becomes the

'

'

'

an accidental one.

—

Literature. In addition to the references in the text, the
reader may consult
J. Royce, Studies of Good and Evil,
N.Y., 1898, ch. on 'Anomalies of Personality' B. Sidis, The
Psychol, of Sutjtjestion, N.Y. 1911; J. M. Baldwin, DPhP,
art.
1901-2,
'Personality, Disorders of; D. H. Tuke, Did. of
Psych. Med., 1892, art. 'Double Consciousness'; Worcester,
McComb, and Coriat, Relig. and Med., N.Y. 1908; H.
Muusterberg, Psychotherapy, N.Y. 1909, pt. iii.
:

;

Edwin

D. Starbuck.

—
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Definition and scope. Doubt is
the negation of belief, the condition of not having
reached a positive conclusion for or against any
proposition.

from

deed.

—

habit of growth. Luther, e.g., is an instructive instance of a person containing what Ribot (Diseases
of Personality, Eng. tr. Chicago, 1895, pp. 112,
126 11'.) designates successively and even simultaneously contradictory characters.' He was jocose
and serious, joyous and melancholy, submissive
and independent, active and meditative, stoical
and sensuous, warm-hearted and vindictive, mystic
and hard-headed organizer, scholar and poet, and
many things besides. The intimate relation between the presence, in such minds, of various cross
currents and their moral strength is probably not

which

Disbelief

falsity.

in

In this negative nature doubt differs

disbelief,

is

is

a positive conviction of

a form of belief

;

a belief
falsity of

it is

some proposition which involves the

another, with reference to which the attitude of

mind

is

called

'disbelief.'

We

disbelieve

the

Ptolemaic theory because we believe the CoperDoubt, on the other hand, implies no such
It implies suspense of judgment
contrary belief.
rather than a positive judgment to the contrary.
It is the state of being unconvinced.
In this sense
an agnostic should be in the attitude of doubt, lacking knowledge (see art. Agnosticism). Whether
there is ever an absolute suspense of judgment
may be questioned, but in the doubting attitude
there is at least the absence of a categorical or of
a settled judgment with reference to the idea in
nican.

There may be the disjunctive judgment
question.
that
or B is true, but doubt as to which alternative is correct, or there may be an alternation of
judgments, but no fixed conclusion. In the latter
case doubt corresponds to deliberation, although
expressing the negative element rather than the
consideration of reasons.
As to the objects of doubt it is customary to dis-

A

tinguish between theoretical doubt and doubt as
to values. The former may concern either (1) the
evidence of sense, or (2) the truth of theories. The
latter may be doubt as to the validity of our (3)
Since religion,
ajsthetic or (4) moral judgments.
as commonly understood, involves judgment as to

both facts and values, religious doubt may be of
either of the two main kinds.
The distinction sometimes drawn between universal and particular doubt is a verbal rather than
a real one, the former being incompatible with
in things theoretical, and with life in things
The conscious life is essentially an active,
assertive process by which objects are either assimilated, or neglected for those capable of assimilation.
This limitation of doubt in the field of knowledge
was shown by Descartes, and in the sphere of prac-

sanity

practical.

tice by Hume (see § 2).
The temporal relation of doubt to belief depends
upon the conception of the nature of belief. If
belief be taken as identical with the instinctive or
immediate reality sense, doubt is a subsequent
state arising from the conflict of primitive beliefs,

especially as involving the disappointment of expectation and the checking of motor impulse. If
belief be conceived as a reflective result dependent
upon evidence, it is subsequent to doubt, and its
legitimate outcome. The condition of doubt lasts
as long as the idea in question fails to find its

DOUBT
place relative to the system which represents for
us reality.
When its position is discovered, the
attitude towards it is one of belief either positive
as acceptance, or negative as rejection.
The resolution of doubt, consisting as it does in
this determination of the place of an idea relatively
to the reality system, involves the exercise of will.
Yet this volition cannot be taken as a perfectly
free or arbitrary action, without undermining the
whole idea of truth. Doubt has significance only
in so far as there is presupposed a system of conditions to which thought must adjust itself. There
is doubt only where knowledge is possible, for
doubt is always as to the judgment which ought
to be passed if the purpose of thought is to be
fulfilled.
The resolution of doubt is therefore
never a mere ' will to believe,' but a will to believe
what conforms to given conditions of belief. The
See also
will is not absolute and alone in belief.
articles Belief, Faith, Scepticism.
Literjture.— J. M. Baldwin, Handb. of Psychol.^, 1889, ch.
F.
vii., 'Feeling and Will,' DPhP, artt 'Doubt,' 'Belief;
Brentano, Psychologie, Leipzig, 1874, vol. i. bk. ii. ch. vii.
G. Vorbrodt, Psychologie acs Glaubens, Qottingen, 1895 R.
Adamson, EBr*, art. 'Belief; W. James, The Will to Believe,
1897
E. E. Saisset, Le Scepticism*, Paris, 1865 ; see, further,
references below, and under Belief.

—

;

;

;

Norman Wilde.

2. The meaning- and value of doubt as influenced
by one's philosophical or theological position.
A person's attitude towards doubt and his conception of its meaning will depend much upon his
philosophical or theological point of view. Apart
from realism, whose psychological and epistemological ground-work is extremely varied, there are
at least two general types of philosophizing, viz.
absolutism and dynamic idealism, which directly
influence one's estimate of doubt and its place in
the moral and religious life the former tending
on the whole to disparage, and the latter to en-

—

;
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faith is

demanded within the range

of the firm

foundation of the system, while doubl may in ail
There are many also,
other matters prevail.
Catholics, Protestants, and non-Christian
devotees, who accept the finality of both reason
and authority and insist upon their oneness. An
instructive instance in point is the case of Cardinal
Newman. He says (Gram, of Assent, pp. 214, 146)

among

:

'
Now truth cannot change ; what is once truth is always
truth and the human mind is made for truth. . . . once certitude, always certitude. If certitude in any matter be the termination of all doubt or fear about its truth, it carries with it
an inward assurance that it shall never fail.' ' The difficult?} i*
removed by the dogma of the Church's infallibility. The " One
Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church is an article of the Creed.
It stands in the place of all abstruse propositions in a Catholic's
mind, for to believe in her word is virtually to believe in them
all.
Even what he cannot understand he can believe tt> be
true and he believes it to be true because he believes in the
Church.'
;

*'

;

(2) Types of idealism, with a dynamic or developmental conception of reality. This philosophical
position, somewhat older than Aristotelianism, has
arisen with new life during the last century and a
half.
It has been steadily undermining dogmatism
and certitude, and not only accepting doubt as a
wholesome mental regimen, but interpreting it as
a necessary and intimate part of the growth process.
Its representatives may be separated into two
groups (a) rationalists, who, like Hegel, abandon
the law of identity and contradiction and posit a
rational world-consciousness in a process of becoming or evolution and (6) the large class, including
pragmatists, voluntarists, and affectionists, to
whom reality seems to be of a plastic, non-rational
sort, which the thought-processes, since they are
its products, can only symbolize, not reveal.
(a) Hegel may be taken as a representative of
the idealists who hold a dynamic and teleological
conception of reality, and insist that the cosmic
spirit unfolds in a strict and vigorous logic, whose
consummation is thought of thought (Cushman,

—

:

;

'

'

courage,

it.

(1) Absolutism.—Those who hold that truth or
righteousness is of a fixed and changeless nature
fall into several groups with a variety of shades of

gradation among them. For our purpose it will
be sufficient to mention two as types (a) rationalists or a-priorists, and (6) absolutists basing their
views upon Divine authority.
There
(a) Absolutism of the rationalistic sort.
are those whose confidence in a fixed and static
truth is so implicit, and who believe so firmly that
this truth is of the nature of pure reason and can
be attained through a logical process, that doubt is
It means
to them synonymous with ignorance.
failure, up to any given moment of time, to have
discovered the whole of truth. Such an attitude is
often found among logicians, mathematicians, and
theologians who have built upon a rationalistic psychology, although some of them take the matter of
doubt more seriously, if, like Plotinus, they have
a mystical temperament, or if, like Augustine,
they are oppressed by the contrast between finite
;

Doubt is
knowledge and infinite intelligence.
sometimes employed systematically as a helpful
procedure by those who,
like Descartes, use it as a means of sifting out
from the manifold experience the pure elements of
knowledge that are changeless. During the quest,
rationalism has employed doubt consistently and
whole-heartedly. Having established a system of
truth or belief, it tends towards dogmatic certainty.
(6) A fixed and static truth or righteousness
based upon an external authority.
From this
standpoint doubt means perverseness, waywardness, or even sin, and is dealt with by disapproval,
censure, condemnation, excommunication, punishscientific or philosophical

ment, or execution.
When either of the types of absolutism just described exists in its relatively pure form, implicit

ii. 281).
The absolute reason
proceeds everywhere and always according to a law
of negativity passes over into its other or opposite
only to return to itself enriched by the contradiction.
There is always the threefold act, whether
in the personal life or in history
affirmation, con-

Hist, of Phil., 1911,

—

—

and return-to-itself (the thesis, antiand synthesis of Fichte and Schelling). The
contradiction which formal logic and static

tradiction,
thesis,

law

of

rationalism respect is not true,' but only represents the second step in an endless process of becoming. The unfolding of the Absolute must of
necessity, and by its very nature, have contradictions within it, as the condition of passing on to a
Doubt in the individual, therericher synthesis.
'

fore, and scepticism in history (see, e.g., Hegel's
discussion of the Sceptics, in his Hist, of Philos.,
1892-96) are not simply justifiable on account of
their stimulating and intensifying power, but are
wholly essential parts of the evolution of spirit.
(b) Non-rational idealism.
Hegel's philosophical
justification of negation was but the formulating
of a world-attitude towards the value of doubt that

had been developing during the Renaissance and
has been gaining

No

momentum

to the present time.

here made to its value in the
clarification and as a means of
at
arriving
certainty as in the Yes and No procedure of Abelard and Aquinas, or to the method

way

reference
of

is

mental

by which Descartes doubted away everything

pos-

and distinct ideas
and therefore dogmatic certainty what we have
in view is rather a growing conception that reality
is of a non-rational kind which cannot be truly
The
represented by the cognitive processes.
thought-life is one (among others) of the ways in
which the world of being manifests itself. It is
Its reports are suggestive and
epiphenonienal.
sible in order to arrive at clear

;
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Dogmatism is, from this
symbolical, not final.
point of view, no longer possible, and the tentative
reliance upon a truth so far forth apprehended,
'

'

which doubt is the wholesome sign, is fundamentally justifiable. Following upon the acute
scepticism and criticism which culminated in Hume
of

and Kant respectively, confidence in the power of
pure reason to transcend itself and report objective
reality was undermined, and with it the belief was
displaced that the universe was constructed on
The conviction grew insistent
logical principles.
that reality is plastic or dynamic, and is of the
nature of feeling or will. Being so, its meaning
to be read out in terms of feeling or symbolized
through ideation. Illustrative of the afiectionists
may be mentioned Kant's faculty of taste and
aesthetic judgment as the synthesizing principle
is

:

behind reason and judgment Schelling's notion
that ideas have not logical worth, but are God's
;

intuitions of Himself, and that aesthetics and religion contain the deeper wisdom which will resolve
all contradictions ; Schleiermacher's doctrine that
religious ideas are forms of the manifestation of
religious feeling ; and Schiller's and Goethe's con'
ception of the Beautiful Soul revealed through
'
disinterested contemplation.'
The volitionists
are equally numerous and commanding. Illustrations of these are the ' God-will
of Kant, the
'
Deed-act of Fichte, and the World-as-will of
'

'

'

'

'

Schopenhauer, with his teaching that Reason and
Idea are indeed distorted expressions of this fundamental world -will. The doctrine of biological evolution is a concrete form of the prevailing passion
(which had possessed the best minds for more than
half a century before it was formulated by Darwin)
for a developmental account of reality, and in turn
has given vast impetus to the conception. Some
of the modern forms into which it has become
crystallized are pragmatism, radical empiricism,
All these give up
vitalism, and voluntarism.
the possibility of the dogmatic certainty of a unified system of beliefs.
As summarized by A. J.
Balfour
No philosophy or theory of knowledge can be satisfactory
:

'

find room within it for the quite obvious but
not sufficiently considered fact that, so far as empirical science
tell us anything about the matter, most of the proximate
causes of belief and all its ultimate causes are non-rational in
their character (The Foundations of Belief, 365-6).

which does not
can

'

The

attitude of all these towards doubt and certainty may be typified by the following from W.

James

:

'The safe thing is surely to recognize that all the insights of
creatures of a day like ourselves must be provisional. The
wisest critic is an altering being, Bubject to the better insight
"
"
of the morrow, and right at any moment, only
up to date and
"on the whole." . . . "Heartily know, when half-gods go, the
gods arrive." ... I do indeed disbelieve that we or any other
mortal men can attain on a given day to absolutely incorrigible
and unimprovable truth about such matters of fact as those
with which religions deal ( Varieties of Religious Experience,
1902, p. 333 f.).
'

own

—

sake. Most writers make
a distinction between doubt as an end and its use
in the growth of knowledge.
Even those who
it most unqualifiedly within its proper
justify
limits condemn it just as cordially as a chronic
3.

Doubt

for its

obsession.
Janies goes so far as to observe : ' It is often practical]] impossible to distinguish doubts from dogmatic negation. . . .
Skepticism in moral matters is an ally of immorality. Who is
not for is against . . . in theory as in practice, dodge, or hedge,
or talk as we like about a wise skepticism, we are really doing
volunteer service for one side or the other (The Will to Bclicr,
Sir William Hamilton, who believes that 'doubt
1899, p. 109).
1
is the first step toward
philosophy, observes: 'Doubt, as a
permanent slate of mind, would be, in fact, little better than an
it lives in the
intellectual death. The mind lives as it believes,
.itlirnial ion of itself, of nature, and of God ; a doubt upon any of
these would be a diminution of its life a doubt upon the three,
were it possible, would be tantamount to a mental annihilation'
(Lent. "» Met. i. 91).
'

1

,

—

—

The danger
become

of doubting is not only that it may
a fixed habit, but that interest may centre

in the process itself as severed from the complex
of normal mental activities and healthy enthusiasms

and become a mania (doubting-madness folic du
chute; Griibelsucht). Pathologists have accepted
this as a special type of insanity (see, for example,
B. Ball's art. Doubt, Insanity of,' in Tuke's Diet,
;

'

of Psychol. Medicine, 1892).

Its

symptoms are a

state of persistent intellectual unrest, a devouring

metaphysical hunger, a morbid anxiety for mental
satisfaction, accompanied not infrequently by a
Hamlet-like paralysis of the will.
4. Doubt as the condition of knowledge and of
its growth.
The dictum of Hamilton, we doubt
in order that we may believe' {loc. cit.), has been, as

—

'

the result of modern psychological analysis of the
nature of the thought-processes, settling into a
truism. According to James, belief and disbelief
are but two aspects of one psychological state
we never disbelieve anything except for the reason
that we believe something else which contradicts the
first thing (Princ. of Psych., 1890, ii. 284).
Such a
conception becomes self-evident through an analysis
of the mental conditions involved in certitude. This
is shown even in the simplest acts of cognition.
No act of perception would be possible without
selective attention, a narrowing of the field of consciousness, and a more or less sharp discrimination
of the object perceived from related objects.
Such
an act often, if not generally, involves an artificial
cutting away of the object from its setting, as
hand from arm, leaf from branch, child from adult,
day from night, and the like. Further perceptual
processes almost invariably make cross-cuttings of
these cuttings as hand- wrist-arm, leaf -twig-branch,
normal-abnormal child, twelve-hours, six-months
day, and the like. The growth of knowledge consists just in the healing of the cleavages, and the
organization, through judgments, of the discrete
elements of experience into wholes after they have
been necessarily severed, as the condition of having
clear images and states of consciousness. Without
dissatisfaction with the accuracy and finality of
the discrete perceptual images already experienced
(which dissatisfaction is doubt in the making), the
further organization, in terms of judgments, of
which knowledge consists, would not be possible.
All the higher acts of conception involve similar
discriminations and artificial separations as the
condition that they become clear. They are always interested in a part of experience at the
expense of all the rest. Then, when general judgments are formed, it is inevitable that discord
should arise between these and each and all the
diverse details that they have sought to harmonize.
Wenley, in a chapter on Pre-established Discord,'
has given a faithful analysis of the principle as it
concerns the limitation of science and the behaviour
'

.

.

.

'

'

of scientists

:

'
Any science, that is, any body of judgments about a part of
experience, becomes self-centred, if you msist that it transform
itself into a rational account of experience as a whole.
Nay,
it may be maintained that, precisely in proportion as science
conforms to the ideal of exactness, it declines in truth when
universalized, just because it is able to grasp, or adjust, individual cases
advance in knowledge depends upon awareness of problems, of contradictions. Science as a process of
investigation consists in an effort to erase these blots upon
consistency' (Mod. Thought and the Crisis in Belief, pp. 200:

210).

Without the

intensification

of consciousness re-

sulting from clean-cut images along with their
often necessary distortions, there would exist only
a dim, confused state of general awareness or a
'feeling of simple reality.' All belief, in every
case, has for its criterion, on the contrary, a feeling of resolved doubt.' 'What I believe has its
'

pros and cons,

and however vaguely,

still

really, I
the pros than with the cons.
for the first time, therefore, we have belief
(Baldwin, Uandb. of Psych.", 1889, p. 158). From

am better satisfied with

Now

'

DOUKHOBORS
such a consideration

it is

evident that doubt

bound up necessarily with any
expressed by Ladd

is

As

act of faith.

;

:

'skepticism and agnosticism remain legitimate and valuable
(even Indispensable) attitudes of tin mi ml toward all the objects
both of knowledge and of so-called faitb.
Todoubtandlnquire, to refuse to affirm, and to deny, whether applied in thin terest of conduct, of science, or of speculative tlnnkin
>>
essential to the process of cognition as aft- faith and alluin iti.-n
of the most positive and undisturbed Kind (Phil, of Knowledge,
.

.

.

i

,

'

p. 360).

The

doubt to knowledge arises also
from the retarding effect of a native inertia which
causes a discord between thought and action and
this condition is aggravated by the deadening
effect of habit and custom, which must constantly
be transcended and replaced by a habit of growth,
necessity of

;

in other words, the

habit of
readjustment.
Foster has compared doubt to the moulting of a
bird by which it accommodates itself to the
rotation of the seasons, and to the process of
elimination in digestion. Doubt is therefore the
'purgative, eliminative, excretive side of religious
experience, as faith is its nourishing and therefore
we are saved by doubt as well as by faith' {The
Funct. of Relig. in Man's Struggle fur Existence,
p. 138 f.).
5. Development of doubt in the personal life.
valuable suggestion as to the place of doubt in the
constructive life of morality and religion is found
in the fact that it is the rule rather than the exception, in the growth from childhood credulity,
imitativeness, and external authority, into a personal grasp of spiritual verities, that men and
women pass through, usually in the late teens, a
stage of mental perturbation, and of inquiry into the
groundwork of faith. The youth turns logician
and proves everything, and accepts that only which
or,

;

—A

'

seems to possess a reason.' A study of biographies
and autobiographies seems to show that

'the higher life-purposes develop and intensify simultaneously
with the growth of doubt.
Doubt is a process of mental
it is a step in the process of self-mastery
it is
an indication that all the latent powers are beginning to be
realized (Starbuck, Psychol, of Relig., pp. 233, 242).
.

clarification

.

.

;

;

'

6.

The

cultivation of the science

and

art of

—

The
doubting judiciously and constructively.
number of recent sympathetic discussions by psychologists and theologians of the meaning of doubt
would indicate that leaders of thought have come
rather generally to accept a constructive interpretation of it when kept within certain limits.
The art of judicious doubting was first formulated
by Aristotle, who saw in it the golden mean
between the scepticism of the Sophists and the
dogmatism of the popular mind
It will contribute towards one's object, who wishes to ac:

'

quire a faculty in the gaining of knowledge, to doubt judiciously, for a subsequent acquisition in the way of knowledge is
the solution of previous doubts. . .
They who carry on an
investigation without doubting first are similar to persons
ignorant where they ought to walk. . . . There is a necessity
that a person should be better qualified for forming a judgment
who has heard all the reasons, as it were, of adversaries and
opposing disputants (Met. ii. 1).
.

'

has been an advance over even that great
thinker to discover the necessary relation of doubt
to the acts of knowledge and belief, and so to
find the element of faith which lies embedded in
honest doubt,' provided one clings ever to its
sunnier side.' In this view doubt is an index of
the direction in which life's deeper problems lie.
This has been tersely formulated by Royce
It

'

'

:

'

In these matters the truly philosophic doubt Is no external
it is the very essence of our
opinion of this or that person
The doubt is inherent in the subject-matter.
thought.
This doubt is to be accepted as it comes and then to be dein
all
its
fullness
and
in
all
its intensity.
For the truth
veloped
of the matter is concealed in that doubt, as the fire is concealed
in the stony coal. You can no more reject the doubt and keep
the innermost truth than you can toss away the coal and hope
to retain the fire. This doubt is the insight partially attained*
(Relig. Aspect of Philos. p. 229 f.).
Literature. E. Zeller, Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics,
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Edwin D. Starbuck.

DOUKHOBORS

[in pronunciation (he k is
scarcely heard, and the accent is on the last syllable ; there are other forms of the name, but (ins
is the form now
usually employed]. The name
Doukhobors was used at least as far kick as
the year 1785, and means 'spirit- wrestlers,' as
the Doukhobors claim to fight not with carnal

—

weapons, but armed with the Spirit of Truth.
They regard as the founder of their sect a retired
non-commissioned Prussian officer who lived and
taught in a village of the Kharkof Government
about the year 1740, and who, it is thought, was a
Quaker. There is every reason to believe this
anonymous leader to have been a man of high
character, and devoted to the service of his fellowmen. Towards the close of the 18th cent. Doukhobors were scattered from the Volga southward
and westward over Southern Russia, with adherents in various other parts of the Empire. The
Czar Paul on his accession adopted a policy of
toleration towards them, but changed his mind
when, in 1799, some Doukhobors openly preached
that rulers were not needed. Alexander I. allowed
many of the Doukhobors to come together from
various parts of Russia and to form a settlement
of their own at the
Milky Waters,' near the sea
of Azof (1801-1824).
This was a turning-point in
their history.
From being a religious sect held
together by unity of beliefs, anxious to propagate
their views among their neighbours, the Doukhobors became a community, and ceased to be
propagandists.
During the same period, moreover, their leader, Savely Kapoustin, gained such
followers
over
his
that he could declare himpower
self to be an incarnation of Christ, and could claim
for himself and his successors Divine honours
while, on the other hand, his adherents were forbidden to acknowledge that they recognized any
earthly leader, so that, even to the present, they
endeavour to confuse any outsider who may seek
to study their beliefs.
It would also appear that
the successors of Kapoustin, all of whom gained
control of great wealth by the introduction of
communism among the Doukhobors, sanctioned
the assassination of those who opposed them.
At all events, the Russian Government made a
thorough investigation of these charges, and in
1841 the Doukhobors were banished from the
'

;

Milky Waters to the Wet Mountains in Georgia,
where the wild hill-tribes were favourably impressed by their non-resisting neighbours, who,

when

molested, neither retaliated nor sought police
There they led a prosperous existprotection.
In 18S7,
ence, and later numbered about 20,000.
when general conscription was introduced in the
Caucasus, came the last crisis in their history.
Not even the power of the whole Russian Empire
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were
could induce them
army
they
kill one
persuaded that it is wrong for men to
Even when they endured it, the Douanother.
khobors had regarded military service as a tyranMeanwhile Tolstoi and his
nous imposition.
friends, intentionally kept in ignorance of the
theocratic claims of the Doukhobor leader, and
to be merely harmless Anarchists
believing the sect
of the Tolstoi type, became interested on their
behalf, and at last, in 1898, permission was given
them to leave Russia. Far removed and destitute,
they suffered much until rescued by the united
efforts of Russian, English, and American philanwho came to their assistance in defraythropists,
ing the expenses. Aided by the Canadian Government, 7363 Doukhobors were in 1899 established
in Canada, leaving in the Caucasus about 12,000
who did not wish to emigrate. At present their
number in Canada exceeds 9000. The welcome
given to the first contingent in Canada was oversalute of artillery
powering in its cordiality.
greeted them at the port, and the railway journey
was a triumphal procession. They were in Canada
three years Defore their leader, Piotr Verigin, was
liberated by the Russian Government after sixteen
years of exile. The Doukhobor settlements are
situated in N.E. Assiniboia, about a day's drive
from Yorkton they stretch still farther to the
N.E. over into Saskatchewan on the north, and
touch slightly on Manitoba in the east.
The first known leader of the sect was Sylvan
Kolesnikof (1750-1775). He was succeeded by
Ilarion Pobirohin (1775-1785), and he by Savely
Kapoustin (1790-1817), the founder of a Doukhobor
dynasty, and the most remarkable of all the
leaders.
By him communism was also introduced
among the Doukhobors. He was succeeded by his
son Vassily Kalmikof (1817-1832), and he by
Ilarion Kalmikof (1832-1841) and Peter Kalmikof
Peter Kalmikof was succeeded by his
(?-1864).
wife Loukeriya, who proved an exceptionally able
leader.
She died in 1886, and was succeeded by
Piotr Verigin, the present [1911] leader. Bnt his
accession provoked such hostility on the part of
an important minority that the Government was
forced to intervene and to send him into banishment. From his exile he issued mandates, influenced by Tolstoi's teachings, which seemed to
the Doukhobors so severe that a considerable split
took place in the sect. In consequence, as already
noted, less than half of the Doukhobors followed
Verigin, these being the ones who emigrated to
Canada. Besides those Doukhobors who have been
under the leadership of this dynasty, there are
other bodies scattered throughout Russia, the extant accounts of whom are so fragmentary that it
is difficult to present a consecutive history of them.
Their history shows that, unfortunately, their
ills were not always from without.
They did not
always hold their faith with the same amount of
zeal, and it is a history of constant backsliding
and revivals. That these revivals were due to the
once

to join the

A

;

advent of some worthy leader of men seems clearly
demonstrated.
Recognizing the Doukhobors as
morally a race of giants, we must in speaking about
them acknowledge the clearness of their perception
of certain fundamental formal principles and the
heroic tenacity with which they have upheld them.
The sect has erred and split in pieces in the past,
but the validity of certain principles to which they
have testified will remain. The Doukhobor statement of truth is sometimes calm, moderate, persuasive imparting a philosophic truth to conventional phrases, and at all dangerous points taking
refuge in mysticism. At times, on the other hand,
it is clear, resolute, radical, and
contemptuous of
all

authority.
tenets of these men,

The

who

will not

acknow-

ledge an earthly rulership, may be stated as far as
There is one God.
possible to the following effect.
Their leader Pobirohin in the 18th cent, is said to
have explicitly taught that God does not exist
by Himself, but is inseparable from man. It is
for the righteous in a way to give Him life a curious doctrine, perhaps, but one which seems to be
the mainspring of their innate character. They
explain away rather than affirm the doctrine of
the Trinity. Jesus Christ was the spirit of piety,
He is born, preaches,
purity, etc., incarnate.
suffers, dies, and rises again spiritually in the
heart of each believer. He is the Son of God but
in the same sense we also are the sons of God.
The inward word reveals Him in the depths of our
souls.
It existed in all ages, and enlightens all
who are ready to receive it, whether they are
nominally Christians or belong to some other
Our souls existed and fell
religious community.
before the creation of the material universe. The
Church is a society selected by God Himself. It
it
is invisible and scattered over the whole world
is not externally marked by any common creed
Not Christians only, but Jews, Muhammadans,
and others may be members of it, if only they
hearken to the inward word. The Scriptures must
be understood figuratively to represent things that
are inward and spiritual and the Bible has less
authority than the Living Word (which may
imply either an 'Inner Light' or the oral teachings of the head of the Doukhobors). The Christ
within is the only true Hierarch and Priest. ThereThe sons of
fore no external priest is necessary.
God should worship God in spirit and in truth. The
external sacraments have no efficacy. To baptize
a child with water is unbecoming, but an adult
baptizes himself with the word of truth by the
true priest, Christ, with spirit and with fire. ConThe
fession is heartfelt contrition before God.
external sacraments are offensive to God, for
Christ desires not signs but realities. The forms
of worship of all Churches in the world are in
themselves but dead signs, mere figures. To pray
in temples made with hands is contrary to the injunction of the Saviour. Yet a son of God need
not fear to enter a temple of any religious community. Icons are regarded as idols the saints
should not be prayed to fasting should consist in
Marriage should be accomfleeing from lusts.
plished without any ceremonies ; it needs only the
will of those who are united in love to one another,
and an inward vow in the souls of those who are
marrying. An external marriage ceremony, apart
from the inward marriage, has no meaning. The
Doukhobors hold that no man and woman should
continue to live together as man and wife unless
they love and reverence each other. They wish
to live up to their belief in
peace at any price
to go to war is forbidden.
They refuse military
service, which was the cause of their persecution
in Russia and the reason of their emigration to
Canada. Taxation, law courts, and all police reguCommerce is despised,
lations are condemned.
and agriculture should be the great source of livelihood. All men are equal, and all rank and power
is unnatural and mere usurpation.
They belteve
that men gifted with reason should not use violence
against others, but should influence one another
by the appeal of mind to mind. Less violence,
crime, vice, poverty (apart from the effects of persecution), superstition, luxury, or wretchedness is
to be found among the Doukhobors than among
their neighbours.
They are sober, laborious, ami
frugal, clean and tidy in their houses and clothing,
and attentive to their agriculture, which is their
Those in Canada are almost all
chief occupation.
vegetarians, total abstainers, and non-smokers.
Under their present leader, Piotr Verigin, the

—

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

;
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(Introductory)

commune in Canada appears to be a financial sucHe arrived there immediately upon his recess.
lease from the Siberian mines, and has proved
himself to ho an eminently practical man. The

Doukhobors adopted improved agricultural machinery, and established various mills, such as
flour mills, oatmeal mills, saw mills, flax mills,
etc.
They also acquired a brick- and tile-making
plant. The communism of their villages in Canada
centralized so that the communal funds of both
the Doukhobor North and South Colonies are now
under the control of a Committee of Three.
large warehouse for the distribution of goods
among the villages is situated in a convenient
The
position on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Doukhobor community is the largest experiment
in pure communism that has ever been attempted.
The Doukhobors of the Prince Albert Colony are
more individualistic they do not hold their land
in common, and only to a small extent co-operate
with the North and South Colonies.
Previous to Verigin's arrival in Canada, there
was much confusion among the Doukhobors, who
is

all

A

;

were too ignorant, under new conditions, to arrange
their plans
and even after he had come there was
some friction with the authorities owing to the
Doukhobor reluctance to recognize any allegiance
except to Verigin. It is about this question, indeed, that all the trouble of the Canadian Government with the sect has centred, and in consequence
more than a thousand Doukhobors, forming the
Prince Albert Colony, have formed a sub-sect,
marked chiefly by their refusal to render to Verigin
the honours to which he lays claim.
;

—
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;

;

;
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DRAMA

Definition and
i.
(Introductory).
In the most primitive sense of the
word
'drama'
denotes
the
term,
simply 'deed,'
'action,' as in yEsch. Agamem. 532 f.
affinities.

—

:

.
.
Ildpt? -yap ovre avVTekr/q noKis
€£ei»x eTal T0 Spafia Toii TrdQovs jrAeop,
.

—

but before long it had gained the signification
a representation
which it was henceforth to bear
by persons (less frequently by puppets and the
like), usually suitably disguised by dress, masks,
etc., of acts believed to have been performed, or
supposed to be performed, by other beings, the
effect often enhanced by appropriate scenery,' etc.
That this is true was perceived centuries ago by
the most rigidly analytic of all thinkers, Aristotle,
in whose Poetics tragedy and comedy are among
those arts which are all in their general conception
'

:

'

modes of imitation

'

rvyxavovaiv ouo-cu /up-Tjaeis
'
to auvo\ov [i. 2]) ;
hence, some say, the name of
"drama" is given to such poems, as representing
action' (Sdev Kai opauara Ka\do~8ai rive? aura ipaaiv,
Sri fuuovvTat SpojvTas [iii. 3] ; for the Aristotelian
meaning of 'imitation' ['an idealized representation of human life of character, emotion, action
under forms manifest to the sense '], see Butcher's
discussion in \us Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and
(7ra<rai

—

—

Fine Art 3 London, 1902, ch.
,

Whether the

may

fairly be

ii.).

but there still remains the fact that
question
'imitation' and imitation only accounts for the
rise of drama and for the attraction which it holds
to-day, as in the remote past when it originated.
To-day, as in its primitive form, drama is designed
to reproduce events which already have happened
or which are supposed to be happening and, since
such reproduction normally requires the spoken
word, it is obvious, as Aristotle already saw, that
the drama is closely connected with the epic and
the lyric, the difference being that the epic and
the lyric require only the spoken word, while the
drama always requires action and, except in rare

—

'

'

Javanese and Further Indian section). Another
might possibly be considered to be
formed by the modern moving pictures,' but these
have no right to come under the dramatic category
'

exception

'

at

all.

Drama is also linked to yet another art, the
but the imitation by means of pictorial
pictorial
art, besides lacking the spoken word, is static,
;

whereas dramatic art is continuous throughout
the time which the production may consume. Far
otherwise is the case with two more of the fine
arts music (whether instrumental or vocal, or
both together) and the dance (using this term in its

—

widest connotation). Indeed, so closely connected
with the drama is the dance that the Skr. term for
'drama' is natya, which literally means 'dance'
and even on the modern stage an entire drama may
be performed by pantomimic dance, without the
utterance of a single world.
;

idealization implied by Aristotle
sought in primitive drama, or in

comedy as a whole at any period, or in certain
specimens of modern tragedy, is not beyond
;

instances, words as well. These exceptions are
formed chiefly by the puppet plays, or marionettes
(on which see Pischel, Heimat des Puppenspiels,
Halle, 1900 [Eng. tr., London, 1902]; Magnin,
Hist, des marionettes*, Paris, 1862; Maindron,
Marionettes et guignols, Paris, 1900 ; Rehm, Buck
der Marionelten, Berlin, 1905), which, doubtless
originating in India, have spread thence throughout Europe (finally degenerating into the Punchand-Judy show') and also far into the East (cf.
the interesting varieties discussed below in the

—

;

2.

Origin.

— By

the

Aristotelian

definition of

drama, which is neatly epitomized by Suidas and
the Etymologicum Magnum as 'a doing, an action
and also those things mimetically performed
by actors, as in a role' (iroiTjua, irpayp.a, uis nal
.

.

.

\iyerai oe 5pdp.a Kal ra Otto tojv dearpiK&v
yiv6p.eva ws 4v iiiroKpiaei), it is an imitation
The question then arises, Of what

dptiffai, irpa^ai.
p.Lfi'oXCos

of something.
or of
?

whom

On

the modern stage this imitation

be of some event known to have happened or
supposed to have happened in past time, in both
cases considerable elaboration, and even departure

may

from

strict

historical

or

traditional

being allowable to heighten dramatic

accuracy,

effect.

Such
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be represented by tbe Herod or by
Or we may have
tbe Ulysses of Stephen Phillips.
an acted imitation of a purely fanciful series of

a drama

may

events, as in the case of the greater number of
Yet it may well be questioned
Ibsen's plays.
whether in origin the drama admitted any merely
This is, of course, a subject
themes.
imaginary
upon which it is extremely dangerous to dogmatize,
and our knowledge of the mental processes of
no means sufficient to warrant
primitive man is by
hard and fast conclusions.
The problem with regard to the origin of the

here precisely that which confronts us
with regard to the folk-tales. It is perfectly true
that at a relatively early period folk-tales may be
told for the entertainment which they afford, and
in like manner a primitive drama, because it
chances to give pleasure to its spectators, may
come to be regarded as pleasure-giving, and may
conceivably be produced time and again for the
mere purpose of pleasure. In spite of all this, it
seems to the writer highly problematical whether
any notion of pleasure, either to actors or to spectators, was intended by drama at its inception.
The best evidence at our command seems to show
that for primitive man life was by no means simple
delight or poetic outlook upon the beauties of
Nature, but rather a matter of deadly earnest, a

drama

is

struggle for existence, and a terror of mishap of
which we, in modern days, can scarcely form an
adequate conception. If such was the case, there
can have been scant opportunity of amusement
We have no right even
for amusement's sake.
to assume that the few carvings of primitive
European man which have been preserved were
made by him for his own delectation for aught

—

;

we know they may have been magical

in purpose
the figure of a reindeer, for example, being drawn
or they may have
to gain power over reindeer
been historical a picture of a reindeer that the
particular artist had either tamed or killed (cf.,
tor example, the American Indian 'winter counts').
This is a conjecture, but it is one that must be
reckoned with. Again, in the popular stories told
as fairy tales to children to-day there is unquestionably present an element and that element
the essential one which was once believed to be

—

;

—

—

no mere tale
of grim and
beard

is

to

amuse an

idle

moment, but a

fact

terrible reality.
The story of Bluenow a common nursery story which the

most simple child knows was never really and
truly so'; but there was undoubtedly a period
when it was regarded as an historic and awful
instance of the peril of broken tabu (see CF, ch.
xi.).
Throughout their history the drama and the
folk-tale have been interlinked and in India this
was also true (cf. Gray, The Sanskrit Novel and
xviii.
the Sanskrit Drama,' in
[1904]
48-54).
Perhaps the 'dramatized novel' really
'

;

'

WZKM

reproduces at least a portion of the process through
which the primitive drama passed. The same
principle receives another exemplification from
children's games.
Without citing the mass of

RBEW

American Indian games to which Culin [24
[1907]) attributes a purely religious origin, it may
here be sufficient simply to allude to the basal
idea of the Knglish and American game of London
'

Bridge' (see
If stories,

ERE

ii.

S.VJ

a
).

games, and the

like

were thus

pro-

foundly serious in their origin, may not the drama
It must not, of course,
have been equally serious
be forgotten that early man, like all his succeeding
generations, was an imitative creature, and that
within the sphere of everyday life he may have
seen happening to his fellows events which awakened either his concern or his ridicule, and these
he doubtless narrated to his companions with
appropriate gestures. In the ludicrous events of
'!

and in the rough jests on his fellows
which primitive man may have occasionally permitted himself, may well be found some of the
germs of what was later to develop into comedy.
Yet, on the whole, it would appear that drama
took its origin, not from the imitation of men, but
from the actions, whether legendary or mythological, of far more worshipful beings than men,
that is to say, of Divine beings, the very gods
themselves, as comes out most clearly in the

this sort,

masks worn

in the Hopi katcinas (cf. below,
Nor, if this hypothesis be correct, is the
p. 871 f.).
reason for such imitation far to seek. The motive
was no idle one, nor had it merely a didactic end.
It was probably rather one of the wide-spread
manifestations of that homoeopathic principle of
primitive religion conventional ly known as sym'

of an action
pathetic magic' By representation
believed to be performed, or in past time to have
been performed, by worshipful beings, it was held
that these worshipful beings would be constrained,
were the ritual unerringly performed, to repeat the
action in question. The drama would thus be, in
origin, a part of magic, and, since the action
represented by the drama would be desirable to
the community, and since the chief needs of a
primitive community are normally connected with
the food supply and with other matters more or
less conditioned by the powers of Nature, there is
reason to suppose that the earliest drama was, in
the main, associated with the worship of NatureThe theory here advanced seems to receive
gods.
continuation from the development of the Egyptian
drama (see ERE, vol. iii. pp. 99 b 101 f.), especially
when it is remembered that the ancient Egyptians
were singularly tenacious of primitive concepts so
that in many ways they recall the far ruder re,

;

ligious principles which we

may

still

iind in

vogue

the African Naturvolker. Yet more elaborate is the drama as a mimetic representation of
the acts of worshipful beings among many American
Indian tribes, such as the Kwakiutl (Boas, Rep.

among

U.S. Nat. Mus., 1895, p. 50011'.), but more especially
the Tusayans, the Hopi, and the Zuni (Fewkes,
15
[1903], p.
[1897], p. 251ft'., 21
40
Stevenson,
[1904], pp. 66 ff., 217 «'.).
masked to represent the appropriate
are
actors
The
and so important is the connexion of dancdeities
ing with these primitive dramas that one is strongly
tempted to seek in some similar phenomenon the
origin of the designation of the Sanskrit drama by
the simple term 'dance' (natya). It is furthermore noteworthy that in the Hopi and Zuni dramas
religious ritual and mimetic representation are so
interwoven that any strict limitation of the two is
practically impossible. Indeed, Grosse (Beginnings
of Art, New York, 1897, p. 224 f. cf. von Schroder,

RBE W

ft'. ;

2SRBEW

RBEW

;

;

Mysleriuiii

und Mimus im Riymda,

Leipzig, 1908,

goes so far as to declare that the drama
appears, from the point of view of development of
history, as a differentiated form of the dance.' In
this connexion it is interesting to note that Hindu
tradition declares that the first dramatic representations in the presence of the gods were of three sorts
nrtta, simple dance nrtya, a dance with gestures,
but without words and natya, a dance with words
and gestures (von Schroder, p. 14).
There is yet another vital resemblance, not only
between the American Indian and the Sanskrit
drama, but also between both these and the Greek.
This is song normally accompanied by instrumental
music.
Without here entering upon the theory
of poetry, it will be sufficient to observe that the
p. 1311.)
'

:

;

;

falls into two
poem, so far as it relates to drama,
large categories, which we may roughly describe

and lyric. Epic poetry is pre-eminently
and originally it whs perhaps simply a
rhythmic narration of events first told in prose.
,-is

rpir

narrative,
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Lyric poetry, on the other band, is produced under
The outworking
stress of some sort of emotion.
of this dramatic use of epic and lyric may be seen
at its best in the Greek tragedians; but in the
Sanskrit drama, on the other hand, although the
Hindus were well acquainted with the epic, we

have what is in all probability a more primitive
type than the Greek for here we have, not epic
and lyric, but prose and lyric, and the Hopi drama
shows that, just as in the Sanskrit drama, the lyric
is the essential portion of what we may term the
text.
A clear light is thrown on this matter by
the Buddhist jatakas, in which the essential teach;

ings of the tales are in verse, the prose being a
mere expansion of them and the same holds true
of the gdthus in the northern Buddhistic Lalitavistara.
There is, therefore, much to be said for the
xxxvii. [1883] 78-82 ;
theory of Oldenberg
:

[ZDMG

cf.

and Geldner, GIrP
that certain hymns of the Rigveda and

von Schroder,

p.

4

if.,

29 f.)
the Iranian gathcls originally
work of prose, although only
the most essential portion, has
have seen that drama is
ii.

We

contained a framethe verse, as being
survived.
an imitation of the

acts of worshipful beings and this implies that, to
the primitive mind, the actor is, for the time being,
the deity whom he represents. It is for this reason
that only those deities can be represented with
whom the actor believes that he can become
identified.
In the most primitive stage of belief
;

probably no deity would thus be excluded, but
with the development of religion some Divine beings
assume a character which no human being can hope
to possess.

It is

universally recognized that the

Greek drama was closely connected with the cult
and Miss Harrison is doubtless correct
when she writes (Proleg. to the Study of Gr. Eel. 2
Cambridge, 1908, p. 568)
of Dionysus,

,

:

'

at least possible that the real impulse to the
drama lay not wholly in " goat-songs " and "circular dancing
places," but also in the cardinal, essentially dramatic conviction
of the religion of Dionysos, that the worshipper can not only
worship, but can become, can be, his god. Athene and Zeus
and Poseidon have no drama, because no one, in his wildest
moments, believed he could become and be Athene or Zeus or
Poseidon. It is indeed only in the orgiastic religions that these
splendid moments of conviction could come, and, for Greece at
least, only in an orgiastic religion did the drama take its rise.'

Surely

it

is

The drama

falls into

two main types, which we

conventionally term comedy and tragedy. In the
very beginning there was probably no such division,
for the acts of Divine beings are in themselves
neither tragic nor comic they are events, either
desirable or undesirable, and consequently to be
deprecated or sought just as in life itself grave
alternates with gay all blended in one whole.
Yet certain events, being more important than
others, naturally receive emphasis, and certain
seasons when the primitive dramas were presented
lent their colour to the mimic action.
It was
particularly in the spring and at the harvest that
the more joyous element was predominant. Many
Sanskrit plays explicitly state that they were produced at the spring festival, and we know that the
harvest feast was the time in ancient Italy when
the Fescennini and other rude folk-dramas were
enacted (Verg. Georg. ii. 3S5
Hor. Ep. II. i.
139 ff. Tibuil. II. i. 55 ff. cf. also Liv. vii. 2), in
which connexion it is noteworthy that the Fescinnini were also sung at weddings (Catull. lxi. 122 f.
for further refs. see Teuffel-Schwabe, Gesch. tier
;

—
;

11'.

;

;

;

;

rinn. Lit. 6

,

Leipzig, 1886,

p. 5).

KionuSla. in itself

means simply

Handbuch dcr

griech. Etyrnol.,

The Greek word

'revel song' (Meyer,
Leipzig, 1901-2,

and Aristotle was, therefore, right when
he said that comedy originated from the leaders of
phallic songs (Poet. iv. 12).
Every trait of comedy
points to the conclusion that it was a manifestation of happiness at the re-juvenation and re-birth
of Nature, and an expression of joy that Nature
ii.

345),

given birth to the crops; but, by the wanton
this joy often exthat, through the
principle of sympathetic magic, agenesias eni rgy
would be inspired in the Divine wedlock oi heaven
and earth, thai similar, and even richer, fertility
It is
might be experienced in seasons to come.
evident that what we call indecency must not be
regarded as a primitive motive of comedy at its
beginning yet it must be confessed thai liliidinotis
pleasure was doubtless aroused by witnessing or
taking part in these comedies. With increasing
forgetfulnessof the primary purpose of the comedy,
the salacity which had at lirst been a mere incident,
and designed (from the point of view of primitive
man) for a good and desirable end, came to be the
dominating motive and it is the indecency of the
comedy that accounts for many of the protests
which, from the days of Tertullian to the present
time, have been levelled with only too much
justice against the entire drama.
Far different, in all probability, was the origin
of the second great type of the drama tragedy.
It is true that this, as well as comedy, has been
derived by more than one classical scholar from
the same source the worship of Dionysus (Harrison, p. 568 ff.
Gruppe, Gr. Mythol. mid Religionsgesch., Munich, 1906, p. 1436; Farnell, CGS v.
229 ff.); but this theory rests on slender evidence.
It is far more probable to suppose, with Crusius
(Preuss. Jahrbiicher, lxxiv. [1893] 394), Hirt (Indogermanen, Strassburg, 1905-7, pp. 477 f., 727), and
Kidgeway (address before the Hellenic Society, 3rd
May 1904 [cf. Athenccum, no. 3995, p. 660], and
hail

ami even indecent spirit which
cited, it was doubtless believed

;

;

—

—

;

especially in his Origin of Tragedy, Cambridge,
1910 [see esp. eh. i.]), that the ultimate source of

tragedy was in the funeral songs and funeral games
celebrated in honour of deceased heroes, the whole
being performed to honour and appease the dead.
noteworthy instance here was the case of Adrastus, a hero-king of Sikyon, where his iipipov stood
in the market-place.
Regarding him, Herodotus
(v. 67) writes that
the Sikyonians were wont especially greatly to honour Adras-

A

'

Both in other respects the Sikyonians honoured
Adiastus, and in addition they celebrated his misfortunes by
tragic choruses (to. iradza avrov rpayi.Koi<TL xopolai 4yepaioi>), not
honouring Dionysus, but Adrastus. But Cleisthenes gave away
for the force of this verb, see Ridgeway, Tragedy,
(aire&oiice
p. 28 ff., and cf. the parallel an-eAcVei'os eS&jKe in this same passage) the choruses to Dionysus, and the rest of the sacrifice to
Melanippos.'
tus.

.

.

.

;

This theory finds a support in the hypothesis of
Hazeu, to be cited below (p. 896), that the Javanese wayang was originally a form of ancestorand Forster (Seise urn die Welt, ed.
worship
Leipzig, 1843, i. 330 f.) saw primitive dramas produced at funeral feasts on the Society Islands.
;

Here, at a funeral, two young girls danced to the music of
three drums, and zwisehen den Acten fiihrten drei Mannsleute
ein pantomimisches Drama auf, in welchem schlafende Iteisende
vorgestellt wurden, denen einige Diebe mit grosser Geschicklichkeit die Bagage wegstahlen, unerachtet sieh jene, grosserer
Sicherheit wegen, rund um dieselhe herum gelegt hatten.'
'

A

further confirmation of the theory here advocated appears to lie in the essentially epic movement of the action of the Greek tragedy, and there
may be more meaning than is commonly supposed in
Plato's characterization of Homer (Thecetet. 152 E)
as 'the foremost poet of tragedy.' In fact, there
seems to the writer to be scant reason for connecting the rise of Greek tragedy with the worship
of Dionysus, who was essentially a revel god, or,
indeed, with any other specilic Greek deity. Primarily the son of Semele, an ancient Thracian
goddess of Mother Earth, Dionysus was, it is true,
later identified with Attis, Adonis, and Osiris,
and in an obvious way he was regarded also as a
ehthonio deity and as releasing from the under
world (see the full discussions in Harrison, eh.
viii.
Gruppe, pp. 1407-1440; CGS v. ch. v.); but
;

m
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problems of the unities, climaxes, catastrophees,
the like.
HKe. it
It is, However,
howeve
and tne
business,' ana
scenery,
y, business,'
worth while to note two forms of drama opera,
and the morality. The opera, which is a drama
accompanied by music, and often by an elaborate
ballet, is a survival of the very primitive type in
which the dialogue was regularly associated with
instrumental and vocal music and with dancing
and the writer has elsewhere ventured to suggest
that the whole Sanskrit drama is to be compared
with an opera rather than with a play' (JAOS
consider
the
of
to
be
out
not
it
connexion
In this
place
may
writer
which
the
The other type of play, the
xxvii. [1906] 5).
hopes
original meaning of the word tragedy,'
to discuss in fuller detail in the more appropriate pages of a
morality, is of particular value for the student of
technical philological journal, giving merely his summarized
in
it
there is a deliberate effort to
for
religion,
conclusions here. The conventional derivation of rpayu&ia from
so far as mere phonpresent, under allegorical form, a distinct moral
rpdyos + oJSij, goat-song,' while possible
felt to
This form of play, to which
or religious teaching.
ology and 'noun-composition are concerned, has long been
be unsatisfactory on any of the theories (1) that a goat was the
attention will be given in art. Miracle
was sacrificed at more special
prize for the best performance (2) that a goat
in Europe, but also in
found
not
is
actors
the
or
that
of
the
Plays,
only
or during the performance
(3)
play
were dressed in goat-skins. It has accordingly been supposed
India, as is evinced by the Skr. Prabodhachandroby Miss Harrison (most recently in Proleg. p. 420 f.) that daya (' Rise of the Moon of Intellect,' tr. J. Taylor,
8
tragedy really meanB spelt-song (from rpayos in its meaning
Bombay, 1812, 1893); and that the morality has
of a mess of groats made of wheat, spelt,' etc.). This, hownot ceased to charm in our own day is shown by the
ever, seems little more satisfactory on the score of semasiology.
Since comedy is repeatedly contrasted with tragedy, and since
welcome accorded, both in Britain and America,
comedy almost certainly means, as already noted, revel song,' to the
charming production of Everyman. Finally,
one would expect tragedy to have some meaning antithetic to
it may be noted that, as the writer once heard
derivations
'comedy.' If, then, in view of the unsatisfactory
commonly assigned to the word, we may resort to the principles Brander Matthews say in a lecture, the most
of comparative philology for a solution, it may be suggested
primitive form of drama to be found at the present
that the first part of Tpayw&Ca, rpayo- (the second part, w5t'a,
day is that in the lowest type of music hall, with
plainly means 'singing'), is etymologically connected with O.
its rough jests and horseplay, its dances (all often
Norse brefcr, 'strength, courage, daring,' Anglo-Saxon pracu,
of a somewhat questionable character), and its
attack, fury, conflict, pressure (for further, less certain, cognates, reference may be made to the projected article). This
would be the second full grade of the Indo-Germanic base *tereg, scanty plot.

seems scarcely sufficient to account for the
rise of tragedy from this cult, whereas, on the prinhis connexion with comedy
ciples set forth above,
At most his association with
is readily explicable.
since comedy
tragedy rests on the slender logic that,
was (reasonably enough) connected with his cult
as a Nature-deity, and since tragedy, like comedy,
was a division of drama, therefore tragedy also
must be associated with him. Cf. and ct. the
Greek art. below.

all this

'

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

and the base meaning appears to be mighty, bold, terrible,' or
the like. On this hypothesis, the meaning of TpavwSm would
'

—

a signification that
the singing of bold (or terrible) things
would not only contrast admirably with the 'revel song,' but
would also correspond with all known characteristics of the
harmonize
with
the
as
well
as
theory of the origin of
tragedy,
this type of drama favoured in this article, that it was primarily
connected with the funeral rites of deceased heroes (cf. also
the noteworthy paBsage of the Etymologicum Gudianum, s.v.
Kcop.(i>£ia
Kaj/ia)5t'a Tpaywoi'as Sia^e'pei- Kai/itoot'a yap Itm. /3iu>TtKuv irpayndruiV 6i7}yT)<ris- Tpaya>5i'a Se ^paiiKwv 7ra0u>j').

be

'

:

The

original functions of the drama, as here outlined, were soon obscured among all those peoples,

as the Greeks and Hindus, with

whom

it

became

a distinct form of literature and amusement. The
two features which now became prominent, and
which have remained the most important ever
since, were the light vein of comedy and the heavy
vein of tragedy, while the religious foundation
survived only in isolated and obscure fragments.
Thus comedy became, as with Aristophanes, a
means of satire, whether of the suffragettes of
'

'

(as in the Ecclesiazusce) or of the radihe lashed, and with
calism of Euripides,
very good reason. With the rise of the

his

day

whom

'

New

Comedy,' as represented by the fragments of
Menander and, most fully, by Plautus and Terence, we have a comedy of manners which finds
its analogues in many of the better-class comedies
of the present day. India is conspicuous for having
no tragedy, though there are scenes, as in the
Nagananaa and the Malatlmadhava, which closely
approach the tragic, just as in our melodrama.
It seems scarcely necessary to
3. Divisions.
enter here into a discussion of all the possible subdivisions of the drama, whether of Polonius's tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral, pastoral-comical,

—

'

historical -pastoral,
tragical -historical,
tragicalcomical-historieal-pastoral,' of the minute Skr.
classification into ten forms (rupakas) and eigh'
teen sub-forms [uparupakas see Levi, I'hfdtre
'

'

'

;

indien, Paris, 1890, i. 14011.), or of the more technical division into classic and romantic tragedy,

romantic drama, melodrama, emotional drama,
spectacular drama, musical drama, classic and
romantic comedy, comedy of manners, farce, burlesque, burletta, comedietta, and vaudeville (Hennequin, Art of Play writing, New York, 1890,
chs. vii.-ix.); nor is it needful to consider the

;

position of the actor in the
of course, a most honourable

where the player

is enacting the roles
gods themselves, he cannot be other than a

for,

of the

—

The
drama is,

Actors.

4.

primitive

one

most highly respected person the esteem accorded
him is precisely what is accorded, e.g., to the actors
But this
in the Passion Play of Oberammergau.
and in
position of honour does not last long
;

;

China, Japan, India (cf. the Skr. proverbs given
by Bbhtlingk in his Ind. Spriiche, St. Petersburg,
1870-73, nos. 1593, 2235, 2278, 3165, 5315, 6284), and
Home the actor was regarded as an outcast, this,
doubtless, being due, as Krause (Pariavolker der
cf. Beneke, Von
Gegenwart, Leipzig, 1903, p. 3f.
;

nnehrlichen Lenten, Leipzig, 1863, p. 21) says, to
the fact that the actor s profession demanded a
roving life, so that he could not belong to any
regular community, while his subordination of his
own personality to the rdles which he was to play
robbed him of respect in the eyes of the spectators.
In consequence, the actors suffered certain civic
disabilities, as when they were debarred from being
witnesses in courts of law, or when, as in China,
their descendants were forbidden to compete in
also
public examinations for three generations (cf.
Post, Afrikan. Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg, 1887, i.
towards
was
manifested
171 f.).
contempt
Equal
actresses, so that in India they were classed among
courtesans and bawds (Schmidt, Beitr. zur ind.
Erotik, Leipzig, 1902, pp. 283, 778 f.); and, as in
India and China, many peoples have forbidden
women to appear upon the stage, their roles being
taken by men and boys. More or less social ostracism still attaches to the great majority of those
connected with the stage, and it is unfortunately
true that the lives of many players, with their
flagrant disregard of social conventions, and even
of common morality, have given only too much
reason for disfavour. To the peculiar temptations
of stage life, increased greatly by the wanderings
to which the actor is normally doomed, only alluYet it must not be forgotten
sion is necessary.
that this darker side is, in reality, nothing but an
unhappy incident; only the faults are generally
known, and the brighter and nobler side of the
actor's life is too little recognized. Accurate statistics of the moral and intellectual standard of the
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acting profession would, doubtless, compare favourably with similar standards of many other professions.

—

Outside
5. The ethical aspect of the drama.
the Christian world this problem seems to have
received slight consideration. The Buddhist Ten
Precepts' for monks include 'abstinence from the
sight of dancing, singing, music, and shows'
[naccagita vaditavisukaaassana vcramani [Khuddakapatka, 3 cf. the citations in Levi, ii. 54])
but the history of Buddhism proves that this
'

;

;

The
interdict was ill obeyed (Levi, 1. 319-323).
theoretical position of Jainism against the theatre
was the same (AyCtraingasutta, II. xi. 14), with the
same disregard of it in actual life ; and we have
not only the tine Buddhistic drama Nagdnamhi,
but also such Jain plays as the BCtjimatiprabodha
(Levi, i. 323 f., ii. 57).
The chief objection to the drama from the
ethical standpoint has arisen from Christianity.
In the case of the pagan dramas this can readily
be understood.
They were pagan, and countenanced idolatry (Tertuilian's first objection to them
in his de Spectaculis)
they were frankly immoral
and the ascetic tendency of Christianity was
such
idle
amusements
Roman art.
against
(cf.
With the decay of paganism and the
below).
creation of a purer sentiment tiie first two objections disappeared, while the value of the stage as
an educational factor led the Church to encourage
the drama nor is there any doubt that the theatre
was a powerful agent in bringing the less educated
to a knowledge of Bible history and in enforcing
the Church's moral teachings (see Miracle 1'lays).
The whole tradition of the Catholic Church,
whether Roman or Anglican, has been, like that
of Lutheranism in Protestantism, distinctly favourable to a pure and lofty drama. Far different was
the position of Reformed Protestantism. The most
fervent admirers of Calvin, Zwingli, Knox, and
their followers would be the most unwilling to
deny that these men, one and all, set their faces
against everything that they deemed folly ; nor
can the warmest advocate of the theatre deny that
much had come into the drama to arouse antagonism even from men of more compromising type.
But, unfortunately, they, as the German proverb
has it, 'shook out the child with the bath,' and
condemned the theatre utterly.
In England,
attacks on the stage have come almost entirely
from the Puritans, as in Northbrooke's Treatise
wherein Dicing, Daunting, vaine Playes or Enterluds
are reproved (1577-79, ed. Collier, for
the Shakespeare Society, 1843), Gosson's School of
Abuse (1579, ed. Collier, 1843), Stubb's Anatomic of
;

;

'

'

;

.

.

.

Abuses (1583, ed. Furnivalle, New Shakespeare
Soc., ser. vi., 1876-82), and especially Prynne's
Histrio-Mastrix (1632; on all these see Ward,
Hist, of Eng. Dramatic Lit., London, 1899, i.

But suppression of the
459-461,
239-245).
theatre was hopeless, and has ever since remained
The Reformed Church has, neverthehopeless.
and in this it has
less, maintained its position
been followed by the Wesleyans and, on the whole,
by the Baptists, as well as by many of the smaller
sects of the United States, though here, too, practice lags far behind precept.
On the other band,
the Anglican Church, by its Actors' Alliance, has
iii.

;

an example which other communions might
do worse than follow.
set

But

is

the suppression of the theatre desirable ?
there is

The writer is inclined to doubt it. That
much represented on the stage which is

utterly

vile is only too apparent
and that should be
crushed (cf. also art. CENSORSHIP). On the other
hand, there is an abundance that is of the highest
ethical value, and this becomes the more important when it is remembered that the theatre
;
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patronized by the non-churchgoing
classes.
Without entering into a technical discussion of Ibsen, it would seem that his dramas are
full of moral lessons of a Puritanical sternness
the fearful consequences of the sins of the fathers
in Ghosts, the need of absolute confidence between
husband and wife in A Doll's House, or the scathing condemnation of hypocrisy in The Pillars of
And Ibsen is but one of a host of dramaSociety.
tists who for centuries have conveyed through the
stage lessons of value for mankind who might
otherwise never have received them.
There is,
moreover, in humanity a real need for the stage
had it not been so, the long-waged war on the
theatre would have been crowned with success.
From this point of view the question of attending
the theatre merges into that of amusements (q.v.).
The theatre has perhaps yet another raison detre,
often overlooked.
In a famous passage (Poet.
vi. 2) Aristotle defines tragedy as
an imitation of
an action that is serious, complete, and of a certain
is

largely

1

;

'

magnitude

.

.

.

through pity and fear

effecting

the proper purgation of these emotions

'

(ul^-gaLS

SV
irpa^ws arrovaatas Kal reXday, p.^ye6os ^x ot ff7? s
4\4ov Kal (pdj3ov rrepalvovaa tt]v rCiv roioirrw iradnp.arojv
'

.

.

.

and this has been admirably explained
by Butcher (op. cit. ch. vi.) as meaning that the
witnessing of a tragedy rouses in the spectator
emotions of fear and pity which expel those same
K&6apaiv)

;

emotions that are lying latent within himself,
while in the pleasurable calm which follows when
the passion is spent, an emotional cure has been
On this principle, the attendance on
wrought.'
any good drama would, in like manner, effect a
pleasurable and healthy excitation, and a discharge of emotions, latent indeed, but so seldom
aroused as to be in danger of atrophy.
'

—

Literature. The bibliography of the drama is enormous,
though much is irrelevant in the present connexion, and more
special branches will be given in the literature appended to the
following special sections. This section has been intentionally
restricted to problems of the origin, primitive purpose, and
general ethics of the drama and the history here omitted
will be more appropriately discussed in the following sections.
There is no complete history of the drama, the most important
works on which are Klein, Gesch. des Drama's (14 vols.,
Leipzig, 1865-86) ; Prblss, Gesch. des neueren Dramas (Leipzig,
1880-83) ; Petit de Julleville, Histoire du thiatre en France
(Paris,

1880fl.);

—

—

;

Schiller— Wagner (Berlin, 1901);

Berendt,

Ward, Hist, of Eng. Dramatic Lit. to the Death of Queen
Anne (3 vols., London, 1899); Setlhamer, Hist, of the
American Theatre (Philadelphia, 1888-91). For interesting
studies of some of the great modern dramatists, see Archer,
Huneker,
English Dramatists of To-Day (London, 1882)
Iconoclasts (New York, 1905)
Hale, Dramatists of To-Day
(New York, 1905). Special attention is due to the edition and
Poetics
of
on
the
Butcher
Aristotle
commentary
by
{Aristotle's
Theory of Poetry and Fine Art*, London, 1902), and Ridgeway, Origin of Tragedy, with Special Reference to the Greek
Tragedians (Cambridge, 1910). The technical Bide is conveniently treated by Freytag, Technujue of the Drama (tr.
MacEwan 3 Chicago, 1900); Woodbridge, The Drama, its
Law and Technique (Boston, 1898) Price, Technique of the
Drama (New York, 1892) Hennequin, A rt of Playwriting
(New York, 1890). For an interesting form of primitive drama
among the Manses of N.W. Siberia, see Gondatti, Traces of
Paganism among the Aborigines of N.W. Siberia [Russ.
;

;

,

;

;

]

(Moscow, 1888
wart,

i.

p- 21

'•)•

part

7

;

['

epitomized by Schmidt, in Cultur der GegenDie orientalischen Literaturen ']. Leipzig, 1906,

Louis H. Gray.

DRAMA (American). — In America, particularly
in

Mexico and Peru, the drama reached a relaEven at
high degree of development.

tively

an earlier stage, North American Indian pantomimic dances, usually named after the animals
imitated, show an approximation to the drama.
Thus, among the Dakotas, a youth on admission
to full tribal rights was clothed in a bearskin and
pantomimically hunted by the members of the
tribe a scene which reminds one of the Greek
mimetic dance described by Xenophon (Anab. vi. 1).
Among the Puebloan Tusayans and Hopis an elementary form of drama is found in the katcinas,
which are primarily spirits of the ancients of the

—

'
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Hopis, and personations of them by men bear the
symbols which are supposed to have characterized
these ancients' (Fewkes, Hopi Katcinas,' p. 16).
In a secondary meaning katcina also connotes a
dance in which these heroes are impersonated and
such dramas are presented at stated festivals in
honour of the arrival or departure of the heroes or
gods. Other katcinas, while equally religious in
origin and spirit, are given only occasionally. Some
katcinas, such as the powamii, or bean-planting,
are performed partly in the open air, and occupy a
number of days but others are given in the kivas,
or assembly-houses, and approximate more closely
to the drama proper.
One of the latter class, described in considerable detail by Fewkes (op. cit.
pp. 40-51 Proceedings of the Washington Academy
of Sciences, Washington, 1900, ii. 607-626), is noteworthy for its elaborate mimetic dances, while
dialogue, as in the Polynesian dramas, plays but
a minor part. In the Hopi play, moreover, scenery
is employed and stage properties are used, while
marionettes are not unknown.
Costume is, of
course, an important feature of the katcinas, and
the masks are a characteristic part of the entire
ceremony (cf. the collection reproduced by Fewkes,
'

;

;

;

op. cit. plates i.-lxiii.).

In Yucatan a form of drama was known, in which
butlbons (balzam) represented ancient legends,
interspersed with jests at the expense of local
but such plays seem to have had
dignitaries
no connexion with religion (Fancourt, History of
Both in ancient
Yticatan, London, 1854, p. 122).
'

'

;

in Peru mimetic dances were known
(Klein, Gesch. des Drama's, Leipzig, xi. [1874] 97 f.),
the former being in great part fertility-ceremonies,

Mexico and

and accompanied with

phallic gestures.

The Aztecs

also had, however, a more developed drama, of
which an example has survived in the Babinal-

Achi, a sort of ballet with dialogue. This play is
concerned with the tragic fate of Prince Cavec
Quiche Aehi, who is captured after a long struggle
by the hero, Kabinal-Achi. As a dramatic production the Rabinal-Achi is of little value, excepting as an interesting example of a play produced
by a people devoid of contact with other nations
possessing a developed drama.
The Inca amantas, according to Garcilasso de
la Vega, ii. 26 (tr. by Markham, Hakluyt Society,

London, 1869, xli. 194), composed both comedies
and tragedies, which were presented at important
festivals before the king and high nobles, while
the actors,

who

received rich presents for their
The
services, were themselves men of rank.
tragedies 'always related to military deeds, triumphs, and victories, or to the grandeur of former
kings and of other heroic men. The arguments
of the comedies were on agriculture and familiar
household subjects.
They did not allow improper or vile farces but all the plays were on
decorous and important subjects, the sentences
being such as befitted the occasion.'
The only Inca drama which has survived in its
entirety, however, is the play of Ollanta, which
seems to date from the reign of the Inca Huayna
Ccapac, in the lirst decade of the 16th century. The
scene is laid in the reign of the Inca Yupanki, in
the early part of the 15th cent., and the theme is
one of love. Ollanta, raised from a humble station
to the dignity of a chief by the Inca Pachacutek,
falls in love with Cushi Ccoyllur, the daughter of
Pachacutek, but his suit is denied by the Inca.
Ollanta then declares war upon his sovereign, and,
though at lirst successful, is at last betrayed 1<>
his enemy.
.Meanwhile the princess had been
imprisoned, and in her cell had given birth to a
.

.

(Arabic)
the course of the ten years' war,

daughter, who, however, was allowed her freedom. The captive Ollanta, condemned to death
by Yupanki, who had succeeded Pachacutek in

spared,

At

this juncture, Ollanta's daughter, learning that
her mother is a captive, implores the Inca to release
her, w hereupon he repairs to the cell, accompanied
by his retinue, and in the happy denouement Cushi

Ccoyllur

The drama

re-united with Ollanta.

is

have a historic basis, and it is noteworthy
that it contains songs which strikingly correspond
to the Greek chorus.
Another Inca drama has been preserved, the
Usca Paucar, treating of the love of its hero
but it has been so
for the beautiful Ceori-ttica
changed by later interpolations that it is of relatively little value for a knowledge of the Inca
drama.
While a generalization on such scant
data may be deemed hazardous, it may perhaps
be suggested that in the bloody fate of the Aztec
Kabinal-Achi, who dances to his death on the sacrilicial stone amid twelve eagles and wild beasts,
as contrasted with the beauty and pathos, with a
happy ending, of the drama of Ollanta, there is
a suggestion of the cardinal traits of the ancient
Mexicans and Peruvians themselves. Dramaticto the
ally, moreover, the Aztec play is far inferior
Inca the former a mass of repetition, the latter

may well

;

—

a work of art, which is most closely paralleled in
its supreme devotion to the theme of love, as Klein
has well pointed out, with the drama of ancient
In the number of acts, exceeding the conIndia.
ventional five, and in the disregard of the unities,'
the Ollanta presents another point of similarity
with the Sanskrit drama.
'

Literature.

—Gerland,

Anthropol. dcr yaturvolker,

iii.

W RBEW

210

'
(1897)
(Leipzig, '1862) ; Fewkes, Tusavan Katcinas,' in
(1903) 1-126 ; Klein, Gesch.
251-313, Hopi Katcinas,' SI
Phallische
des Drama's, iii. 613-59S (Leipzig, 1866); Preuss,

RBEW

'

Fruchtbarkeils-Dainonen als Triiger des altmexikanischen
Dramas,' in AA, new series, i. 129-188; Brasseur de Bourbourg, Gramm. de la langue quichte (Paris, 1862 containing
the text and a French tr. of the Rabinal-Achi) Tschudi,
'Ollanta, ein altperuanisches Drama,' in DWAW, philos.-hist.
Fletcher, Dramatic Representation,' in
Classe, xxiv. 169-384
Bull. SO BE, part 1, p. 400 (Washington, 1907).
;

;

'

;

Louis H. Gray.
It is a strange feature of
(Arabic).
Arabic literature (otherwise so rich, developed
even to the point of degeneration) that the art of
the drama has never advanced beyond the very

—
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crudest beginnings. 1 Even to-day there is no
there is only a drama in the
Arabic drama
Arabic language for all plays that have appeared
in the language of Muhammad during the last
fifty years are nothing but translations, or, at
and, before
best, imitations, of European works
this period, all that was written and played in the
form of dialogue can hardly be called drama in the
it was simply a rudireal meaning of the word
;

;

;

;

mentary form of

The

.

;

is later

and even declared the heir-apparent to the throne.

it.

earliest traces of

Arabic dramatics are to be

found, as Horovitz says, in the art of the huki," or
3
muqallid, the imitator of dialectic and personal pe-

This individual, though not now known
under the same name, is still to be frequently seen
certain Ahmad Fahim al-Far
in modern Egypt.
in Cairo, for instance, enjoys a wide-spread popubecause
of
his
larity
ability to reproduce the cries
of different animals and to depict comic scenes of
all kinds, especially those of harem and peasant
life.*
Women, in particular, are very fond of such
cul iarities.

A

Eticbard F. Burton, in the terminal essay of his tr. of The
Th tMond M'/htsanda
ight (Benares, 1SS5), vol. x. p. 166, says:
is the only Moslem country which has dared to produce
a regular drama.'
ll.'i-ovitz, Spurm grieah. Mimen im Orient (Berlin, 1905),
1

N

'Turkey

Am

Sachau,
Euphrat und Tigris (Leipz. 1900* p. 65.
pp. 18 21
3 Dialectic
peculiarities still play an important part in the
;

Arabic farce,
*

tin

shadow-play, and the puppet-show.

al-Far, known under the name Ibn ltabiya, works
a troupe of about 12 persons, exclusively men, who also play

Ahmad

wi tti
he female rules. His most popular pieces are the/aslet(unt<p,
a most indecent farce picturing the deeds of a charlatan who
expels a devil, an 'afrit, from a woman ; the/off cssa'idi, wherein
t
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similar figure in the streets of
performances.
Cairo is the well-known, but nowadays rarely seen,
fun-maker, 'Alt Kakrt, who appears occasionally
at mil I ids (birth festivals), ami at the fair held
every week on the open square below the Citadel.
He is the prototype of the coarse, half-idiotic,
clownish peasant who, to the music of two flutes
anil a darabukka (earthenware drum), performs
ape-like, obscene dances ami makes absurd jokes.
He goes barefoot, and wears a bent tail of stiffened
cotton in one hand lie holds a long peasant's stick
(nahbtlt), and in the other a so-called farqilla, a
kind of long, thick, noisy, but harmless, whip of
twisted cotton, with which he constantly lashes
his musicians, and even his audience.
The recitations of the story-tellers (rawi), who
were formerly to be found throughout the Arabic
1

;

who

Orient, and

related in public places tales from
the Arabian Nights, had without doubt, as the
manner of the stories themselves proves, a dramatic
character ; a and this is certainly so in the case of
the recitations of the modern epigones of the rawis
the fii'ara and muhaddithin,* who, to the accompaniment of the rubdba (a kind of stringed instrument), recite in coffee-houses the stories of 'Antar,
Abu Zaid, Zahir Bibars, 4 and other national heroes.
6
^Worthy of note is the fact that Dozy, quoting
Pedro de Alcala, gives for the word fa ir the

—

meaning 'acteur, qui joue un

r61e (representador
de comedias, de tragedias).' Female reciters are
also occasionally, though not often, seen at fairs in
Cairo.
Of this kind of folk-literature the classical and
highest expression was reached by the poets of the

Maqamat, by Hamadhani 6

7

(967-1007), Hariri
The maq&ma,
(1054-1122), and many others.
called by Chenery 8 a kind of dramatic anecdote,'
relates, in a most vivid and animated but somewhat
artificial style, the deeds and speeches of wander'

ing scholars, beggars, and jugglers, and has not
even yet entirely disappeared from modern Arabic
literature."

In spite, however, of all these preparatory mimic
and dramatic elements in their literature, the
Arabs, as has already been stated, have never
found their way to the actual drama.
At all
events, there seems to be no positive proof of the
existence of an early Arabic stage.
If, occaw it
sionally, we meet with the word hijal or hajid,
means, in all probability, nothing more than the
1
already mentioned taqlid,' the mimicry of comical
personal characteristics, or the presentation of
short, loosely connected scenes, not a theatrical
The complete lack of all dramatic texts,
piece.
the absence even of the description of any dramatic
are described the adventures in Cairo of a stupid, yet shrewd,
peasant of Upper Egypt and the fasV.el-lligdz, the" pilgrimage
to Mecca. Ahmad al-Far's performances are given only at wed;

dings and other private festivities.
1 See Kern in
the Appendix (p. 104) to Horovitz's work cited
above.
2 Burton
'No wonder that the Nights
(op. cit. x. 9, note 1)
has been made the basis of a national theatre amongstthe
Turks.'
exact
of
the
iu'ara
and muhaddithin and of
description
3_An
their performances is to be found in Lane's Maimers and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, 1836, chs. 21-23.
4 The
subject* of these recitations have all been published in
romance form. See, for example, Siret ez-Zahir Bibars (Cairo,
1908, 50 vols.) Siret Bani Hildl (Beirut, 1891, 62 vols.)
Tagribet Bani Hildl (Beirut, n.d., 26 vols.) and Siret' Antara (Cairo,
A.H. 1306-11, 24 vols.).
»
Suppl. aux Diet, arabes (Leyden, 1881), vol. i. p. 764.
6 See
Brockelniann, Gesch. der arab. Litt. (Weimar, 1898),
:

;

;

;

vol. i. pp. 93-95.
1 lb. i. 276 f.
8 The Assemblies

of Al- Hariri (London, 1867), Preface, p. 40.
8 For the dramatic elements in the
maqdmdt poetry, see
Ilorovitz, op. cit. pp. 21-27.
10 For the
meaning and literature of the word hajdl, see Jacob,
Gesch. des Schattentheaters (Berlin, 1907), p. 23 f. Dozy quotes
Pedro de Alcala as giving for the meaning of the words la abu'lhijdl, momo contrahazedor.'
" See Jacob, op. cit. p. 100 f.
'
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representation, would be, when one considers the
numerous chronicles of mediaeval Arabic amuse-

ments, an altogether too remarkable omission to
be regarded as possible, had there been a stage.
he
liest description of an Arabic drama known

'

I

i

the famous
is that
given by
1
traveller, Carsten Niebnhr, who visited
Cairo a hundred and thirty years ago; but even
this performance, which bears a close resemblance
to the scenes of Ahmad al-l'ar, seems to correspond
in form only, not in substance, to our conception
of the drama.
The reasons for this curious failure of the Arabic mind to
to the present writer

Danish

produce any thing really dramatic have been dis< -nursed upon at
length by Jacob in bishistory of the shadow-play.'-' He pobnta
out that the Muhainmadan view of life, with its autocratic idea
of God and fate, lias absolutely no comprehension of Individual
conflict, of rebellion against the eternal mover,' the Muharrik,
or of any combat between will and duty, and has therefore no
comprehension of the dramatic. Joy in tragedy, that most
individualistic form of dramatic art, must seem to the passively
feeling and thinking Arab a very great absurdity. The artistic
in
pleasure which we feel in the beauty of the awe-inspiring,
magnificent decline, in the grandeur of the desperate battle of
to the
life, without hope and without success, is entirely foreign
Arab. His ideal hero is too practical to allow himself to be uselessly conquered, and no Arab poet would venture to represent
hiuiin such a manner. He does not defy fate he gets round
it
It never occurs to the Arab to try to determine the main
lines of his own life, for there is no strength or power but in
God the Great'; his eye is turned towards that which lies
nearest, to the detail, that which is decorative only all Arabic
art is nothing but detail work, merely putting on the finishing
touches it is never original creating the great decisive tendencies and forms of art have always come to the people of
Muhammad from other lands. 3 Their manner of thinking, too,
is epic, and opposed to all rapid development. For them accumulation, repetition of the same motif, is not tiring or an evidence
on the contrary, they consider it a most effective
of had taste
artistic principle.
Quick action in the progress of a Btory, that
which is really dramatic, is therefore actually unpleasant to the
Arab. He relates everything with epic breadth, never referring
incident without repeating the whole story
related
to an already
to the point of tediousness. Tension in the plot is unknown
to him when he has found a theme that pleases him, he makes
variations upon it until the subject is completely exhausted.
This is well illustrated by Arabic music. A European listener,
after half an hour of such music, with its constant reiteration of
'

:

!

'

;

;

;

;

;

its interminable variations of the same
melody consisting of scarcely a dozen notes, sinks into a state
of despair, whereas the Oriental never has enough of it.

the same series of tones,

The only form of dramatic art which, though
probably not originated by the Arabs, has nevertheless been developed to a certain degree by them,
The history
is the shadow-play, the hajal cddill*
of the Arabic shadow-play, thanks to the thorough
5
investigations of Jacob, and to the publications of
8
7
6
Littmann, Kern, Priifer, Wetzstein-Jahn," and,
10
is now, in its essential
lately, those of Kahle,
There
is undoubtedly no
known.
well
points, very
question that the shadow-play was brought to
the Muhammadan peoples of the Orient from the

Par East. 11 Which of those peoples was the first
to cultivate this curious kind of theatrical art, it is
1

nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden
(Copenhagen, 1774) p. 187.

Reisebesclireihung

Ldndern,

vol.

i.

s lb.
pp. 26-27.
p. 93 f.
using the Arab, name for the 6hadow-play, we have
its Egyp. dialect pronunciation (classic hijdlu' zzvlli).
5
Zur Gesch. des Schattenspiels (Keleli Szemle, i. [BudaDrei arab. Schattenspiele aus dem 13.
pest, 1900] 233-236);
Das Schattenlheater, in
Jahrhundert (ib. ii. [1901] 76 f.)
seiner Wanderung voin Morgenland zuvl Abendland (Berlin,
dem
Escorial-Codex des Muliammad ibn
aus
Textproben
1901)
limu'ml (Erlangen, 1902); Gesch. des Schattentheaters.

2 Jacob, op.
^

cit.

In

chosen

'

'

'

'

;

;

(ZVMG

6'Ein arab. Karagoz-Spiel'
Schattenspiele (Berlin, 1901);
xiii.
' '

'

Arabic

[1902] 92-99).
Das iigypt. Schattenlheater,'
griech. Mivien iul Orient.

liv.

[1900] 001);

Humor

'

Arab.

(Princeton Bull.

Appendix to Horovitz's Spurcn

agypt. Schattenspiel (Erlangen, 1900); 'Das Schiffspiel'
des Orients, ii. [Munich, 1906]).
(Beitrdge zur Kenntnis
9 Wetzstein, ' Die Liehenden von Amasia,' a Damascene drama,
ed. by G. Jabn, in A bhandl. f. d. Kunde des Morgenl., vol. xii.
8

no

Ein

2.

10 Zur Gesch. des nrab. Schattentheaters in Egyptcn (Leipzig,
1909); Zur Gesch. das arab. SchatUnapUU in BgyptenCRstite,
1909); 'Islamische Schattenspielfiguren aus Egypten,' in Der
Islam, vol. i. nos. 3 and 4 (1910), and vol. ii. nos. 2 and 3 (1911).
11 Cf.
Jacob, Gesch. des Schattentheaters (Berlin, 1907), p. 4 :
Die Forschung der letzten Jahre hat dariiber jeden Zweifel
benommen, dass die Heimat des Schattentheaters im fernen
'

Osten zu suchen

ist' (p. 4).
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no great probability
that the credit belongs to the Arabs. The earliest
mention of the shadow- theatre in Arabic literature
is found in the verses of Wagih ad-Din Dhija' b.
'Abd al-Karim el-Munaw! (13th cent. ), quoted by
Ghuzuli and translated by Jacob. 1 It is obvious,
however, that the play must have been known in
2
Egypt before that time, because Ibn Higge speaks
of a shadow-player who performed before the Sultan
Salah ad-Din (1 169-1193) in Cairo. From this time
onwards the existence of an Arabic shadow-stage,
3
especially in Egypt, which, as Jacob observes,
seems always to have been the land where the
hajal eddill has flourished the most, has been
proved by several passages in Oriental and Occidifficult to say,

but there

dental literature. 4

is

6

If Kahle, influenced by statements made by a modern shadow-player of Cairo,
and by the self-glorifying poetry of the father of
the same player, thinks that the hajal eddill was
unknown in Egypt from the beginning of the 19th

cent, until about 1860, the present writer fears
that his opinion is not wholly tenable. There is
evidence that the shadow-play existed during this
period of time in Egypt. Lane, for instance, of
whom Kahle asserts that he does not mention the
6
shadow-play with a single word, speaks of such a
play, although the khayal ed-dill (sic !) which he
mentions was given in the Turkish language. 7 It
is not clear from the statement of Didier, 8 who
saw a ' lanterne magique' (kara-gueitz) in Cairo, in
the year 1859, whether he witnessed a Turkish or

an Arabic performance, but at all events it was a
shadow-play at which he was present. The probable truth of the matter is that the play did in
fact become for a time almost obsolete in Egypt,
and that Hasan el-Qassas, the father of Kahle's
informant, the self-styled re-inventor of the play
in this country, came into possession, in some
manner, of the old manuscripts, and may thus very
likely have acquired an influence on the development of the play. Certain it is that the Egyptian
shadow-performers of to-day regard JJasan el9
Some
Qassas and his son Derwis as their masters.
of the manuscripts are now in Kahle's hands. 10
Kahle's texts and three pieces written by the
11
Egyptian physician, Muhammad ibn Danijal, in
the 12th cent. A.D., are up to the present time the
two
known
only
shadow-play manuscripts. The
poetic form that is common to both has given place,
in the modern productions, to a prose dialogue,
which is only occasionally interrupted by songs and
passages in rhymed prose. In the Syrian pieces,
Littmann, the poetic lines seem to be
published

by

The pieces of Ibn Danijal have
disappeared from the present shadow-stage, while
entirely lacking.
I

Ct. Jacob, op.
3 lb. p. 33.
*

cit. p.

30

2 lb.
p.

f.

32

f.

Jacob gives an exhaustive index of the shadow -play literature

Erwahnungen des Schattentheaters in der Welt-Litteratur
(Berlin, 1906). It may be added that the shadow-play was meni

n his

tioned in a work written at the end of the 17th cent., the llazz
el-quhu/ot Serbini (Biilaq, a.h. 1274 [a.d. 1857]), p. 39.
» See Kahle, Zur Gesch. des Schattentheaters in
Egyptcn,
Kahle himself, in his very important Islami3che Schatp. 4f.
Unspielfiguren aits Egypten (1911), modified his former opinion

somewhat.
8 lb.
p. 3.

Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modem Egyptians,
I.es ombres chinoises are mentioned also in Descripp. 359.
tion de VEgypte, vol. xviii. p. 441.
8 Les Nuits du Caire,
et a cote la
Paris, 1800, p. 353
lanterne magique, kara-gueuz, ravissait la foule par de fabuleuses
7

'

'

'

:

obscenites.

.

.

.

.

.

.'

9 Parts of the texts of the
shadow-player
Kern's possession.

Musa

ESSa'ir are in

10 Derwis is still in
possession of a number of fragments of
shadow-play manuscripts.
II An extensive
study of these three pieces may be found in

Jacob's Gesch. des Schattentheaters, pp. 34-75. Besides the two
manuscripts of Ibn Dauijal's plays described by Jacob, another
exists in Oairo.
It is in the hands of Ahmad Be Teimiir, who
kindly pave the present writer permission to have it copied.
The manuscript, which is not clearly dated, seems to be not
much older than 300 years.

(Arabic)
Kahle's plays, although in essentially different
form, are still given in Cairo. The repertoire of
the Cairo shadow-players is not very large only
the lib edder, 1 consisting of many acts (fas!), and
the much shorter lib elmarkib,- undoubtedly influenced by the Turkish Karagbz-play, Kajyk ojun u, 3
are still frequently produced. The other pieces
mentioned by Priifer and Kern 4 are very seldom
The
given, and then only by special request.
above-mentioned Syrian plays are, in material and
dramatis personce, much nearer to the Turkish
6
Karagoz than are the Egyptian pieces.
The shadow-theatre, as a folk-amusement, can
now hardly be said to lill an important r61e in the
Arabic Orient. In fact, most of that which is
indigenous, including native art-ideas, is slowly
disappearing behind a thin veneering of European
culture.
The Europeanized efendi snobbishly prefers the Frankish theatre, even though it bore him,
to his own native stage
and the Seh and small
bourgeois do not dare to risk their reputations by
letting themselves be seen in the obscure dens in
which the shadow-play has been obliged to take
Thus there
refuge from European innovation.
now remains only the lowest class to form an
audience for a production, of which an unknown
Arab poet has written 6
;

;

:

'

A meaning

deep is in the shadow-play
For him who sits on wisdom's highest throne.
Figures and forms pass by and fade away,

Then all is gone, the ruler stays alone.'
scenic apparatus (idda) of the hajal eddill is
the simplest imaginable. 7 The player (usta) sets
up his kuSk, a movable wooden booth, wherever he
wishes it there he sits behind a tightly stretched
muslin curtain (MS), which is lighted from behind
by a primitive oil lamp (Si la), and presses the
transparent leather figures against the curtain by
means of wooden sticks fastened to the figures at
the back, and serving at the same time to move
The player is supported by his troupe
their limbs.
(goq), who help him with the manipulation of the
figures and in reciting the different roles.
The only shadow-stage where continual performances were

The

;

given, the little theatre in the ill-famed Cairo Fish Market, has
been closed, by order of the police, since the beginning of the
summer of 1909 so that, for the time being, at any rate, the play
can be seen only on the occasion of folk-festivals, or, sometimes,
at weddings and other family merry-makings.
;

As Kahle 8

tells us, figures older than forty years
are not to be found in the hands of the Egyptian

shadow-player of to-day, and one can hardly judge
from the present figures what the old ones were
like.
Derwis shows, with pride, pictures and
fashion-plates of the early seventies, and says that
they were the models for the modern figures.
Besides the hajal eddill, there exists in Egypt a
marionette show, whose hero bears the same name
as the protagonist of the Turkish shadow-play
Karagoz, pronounced in the Cairo vernacular,
Aragoz." Under this name the puppet-show is
mentioned in the Description de VEgypte.™ Carsten Niebuhr 11 also describes at length the Cairo
The picture, however, which he
marionettes.

—

1

2

See Priifer, Ein agypt. Schattenspiel.
See Prufer, Das Schiffspiel {Beitr. zur Kenntn. des
'

'

3 Jacob, Gesch. des Schattentheaters, p. 82.
4 Prufer, Ein
agypt. Schattenspiel, p. xii ;

Or.).

Kern, Das ugypt.

Schattentheater.
o For information
concerning the Maghribine shadow-play, see
Quedenfeldt, 'Das tiirk. Schattenspiel im Maghrib (A 'island,
lxiii. (Stuttgart, 1890] pp. 904-908 and 921-924).
8 Cf. Jacob, Gesch. CMS Schattentheaters, p. 77. and Seybold,
lvi. (1902) 413 f.
'Zum arab. Schattenspiel,'
7 See the
description given by Prufer in Ein agypt. Schatten.
'

ZDMG

spiel, pp. v-ix.
» Zur Gesch. des

arab. Schattentheaters in Egypten, p. G f.
Alt'i this was written Kahle found in Egypt a great number of
very line old shadow-play figures, which may have been manuas
the 13th century.
factured as early
9
Kern, Das agypt. Schattentheater, p. 104.
io
Description tie VEgypte; Etat moderne, xviii. 170(2 1825).
11 Reiscbesch
reibung nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden

Ldndern,

i.

188.
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shows on plate xxvi. does not give a correct idea
of the modern marionette stage, and very likely
not of the old one. Didier l speaks of polu-hmelle
arabe.' But an exact description of the Egyptian
Axagoz-play has never been published, nor have
its texts ever appeared in print.
The only Aragoz-player known to the writer at
the present time [1911] is the uata Ahmad'Ali elJJudarl, who lives in Bulaq, in the Tnrguman
His little theatre is even simpler than
quarter.
that of the shadow stage; it consists of a folding
booth of cloth, not much higher than a man's
head; the front side is somewhat lower than the
other sides, and the player sits inside this kuik,
moving on his fingers, just above the edge of the
front side, the roughly made wooden figures, which
are dressed in bits ot coloured cloth, the puppets
being visible to their hips. More than two figures
cannot appear at the same time. The repertoire
is very
limited, and, just as in the Turkish
but in contrast to the Egyptian
shadow-play,
some types of the dramatis personal
etfdill,
hajdl
re-appear in every play (if these loosely strung
scenes and dialogues can be called plays)
e.g.
Aragoz, the cruel, stupid, j et sly clown,
similar to the characters Punch, Kasperle, and
8
Pulcinello, and the dialect types, such as the loudmouthed Turkish soldier, the uncouth Nubian, and
the Italian or Greek priest then the saucy beggar,
and the different female ligures from the lively
A characteristic feature of
Ezbekije quarter.
Aragoz is the high, nasal voice, produced by the
means
of the eummara, a little whistle
by
player
which he holds in his teeth. Aragoz wears the
tartur 4 or pointed fool's-cap. The player has an
assistant who joins the audience and carries on the
conversation with Aragoz when the latter is alone
on the stage and addresses the public.
Considered aesthetically and as an element in
the development of Arabic culture, the Aragozstands on a much lower plane than the hajdl
play
cddill. Written texts apparently do not exist, and
the tradition has therefore not much stability.
Improvised jokes and the mood of the player
change the wording of the piece without let or
hindrance. The show is occasionally to be seen at
fairs and at weddings of the lowest order.
The following is a fast, or marionette play,
dictated to the writer directly by Ahmad el'
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(Arabic)
Aragoz

taijib

:

ruh lihalak.

win ma-kuntis arub.
(Aragoz heats him.) ti'mil c ja
wad ba'di a amauvi ttak,

Aragoz: fiarraftXna
ja si inauwiut.

wanis-

Una

naharak

:

'alekum
weniubarak sala-

essalam

sa'id

Peace be with you
May
your day be happy and blessed
My compliments You have
honoured us and disgraced us.
Woe be unto me because of
my love for you But if I love
you, I cannot be blamed for it
[a very obscene Turkish curse].
!

!

niat
Sarraftuna 5
wagarrastuna. 6 ah jana min gharamuh

win kunt ahibbak lam
malama.
Gindi (a Turkish
had been asleep)

!

'alai ja

soldier

abradana
sana sitikihini? fallah hassad
hanzir jabn elkalb jin'al abu
:

You peasant

!

You

hashish-

smoker
Son of a dog
Pig
May your mother's father be
!

ummak.

cursed

!

!

Are you crazy or drunk

Aragoz: inta magnun walla

!

?

niastul. 8

Gindi

:

!

but,

i

Voice

from

the

waba'den baqu.
Aragoz aqul
:

audience

limrati.

Voice: istnlha

and then?

Well,
I

my

shall tell

wife

!

What's her name?

6,

Aragoz: Bahita ja bint ja

Bahita.

Bahita ja mara ja Bahita,
Bahita (who is not his wife,
but a woman of a publichouse) sabbahak her.
"

Woman
May

Girl!
Bahita!
Bahita
your day be happy

a"uzu

God

save me, Bahita

1

I

!

:

Aragoz

:

billah

ja

!

Bahita.

ma lak ja habibi
lak ja salat ennabi 'alek wa

Bahita:

ma

a habbet 'enl
(arturak
ta'ala ja habibi neruh genenet
el-Ezbekije nitfassah sauwa.
"ala

]'

What is the matter with you,
dear ? What is the matter
with you, oh you, on whom
and whose (ar(ur be the
You
prayer of the prophet
pupil of my eye
Come, my
dear
Let us go to the
and
take
a
Ezbekije garden,

my

1

!

!

ruht 'tfassahi fi
Aragoz
harrara imsi min hina ja mara
:

walk there together.
Go to walk in the cesspool
Go away from here, woman!
!

Go

jalla.

Bahita: ana wihsa ana

mui

!

Am

I

Don't

ugly?

I

please

you Y

a'gibak._

Your face is like the face of
Aragoz: inti wisgik zaije
wi£§ abu Sabat. 2
a centipede.
(Aragoz beats Bahita off the stage, and knocks with his
tuxbbut on the wall.)
Girl! Dudu!
Aragoz: ja bint ja Dudu
another woman).
(Dudu, abominably ugly, appears, coughing excessively.)
Aragoz bass bass 'ala bet
Enough, enough
[curse]
'ala 'tt,ul.
upon the house of your father
at once
beats
her
from
the
(He
away
stage.)
Little boy, Berberine
Aragoz (knocking again) ja
wuled ja barbari.
Barbari (from inside): ja
What's the matter, Aragoz?
Aragoz ma lak.
Where is the Berberine then?
Aragoz: fen huwa 'lbarbari
Berberine appears) da That is a Berberine, black and
(the
barbari iswid wamukassar tih- sullen
Are you in service,
(calling

:

!

abuki

!

:

!

!

dim

ja barbari.

Barbari haddam markubak
'ala habbet 'enak min foq.3
:

Aragoz:
salam 'alek

elbadawije 4

ja

Berberine?
Servant of your shoe
Upon
the pupil of your eye from
above.
Oh, ye saints! Mercy on us,
!

me

you and

wa'alaija.

!

(Berberine disappears.)
For the
Safyhat (beggar) : 'agiz mas[I am] infirm, poor!
kin ardabbe bamja& wanuss sake of God, one and a half

ardabb bdmja

lillah.

A ragoz wade de kaman.
:

Sahliat

Aragoz
Sahhat

:
:
:

sahhat awiz jakul.

!

Now what's this again ?
A beggar, who wishes to
What do you wish

takul e.
akul ruzzfi wuruzz.

I

would

eat.

to eat?

like to eat rice

and

rice.

Aragoz

:

ruzzC* e wuruzzfi e.

Sahhat : ruzze"
uzze. mefalfil.

bilaban wur-

What kind of rice and what
kind of rice?
Rice with milk and rice
pilav.

And

rice pilav

:

And

tomatoes.

:

Take some

Aragoz: (imitating his accent) wuruzze mefalfil.
Sahhat wabitingan qiita.
Aragoz
(beats him) hud

rice

!

and

rice

!

ruzze wuruzz.
:

ana ba'den aniauwi-

Later

I

shall kill you.

Gindi

tak.

:

kamandur6 nimritak

'askarijetahud rutbet
riglak eljemin
gamb
essimal imsik elbaruda.
Ifili'etfi'l

*
1 Les Xuits du
et tout pres le polichinCaire, p. 353
elle arabe debitait aux badauds ses lazzi grivois, car le theatre
de guignol n'est pas le privilege exclusif des Champs-Elysees.
2 For the connexion between the
figure of Aragoz (Karagoz)
and the Egyptian vizier Karakul of the 13th cent., see Casanova in Mtmoires publ. par les membres de la mission arch&ol,
francaise du Caire, vi. (1S97) 447; and Kahle, Zur Gesch. des
arab. Schattentheaters in Eyypten, p. 17 f.
3 Dialectic
peculiarities form an essential part of Egyptian
folk-humour, just as they do in Turkish folklore. Cf. Jacob,
Turk. Litteraturgesch. in Einzeldarstellungen, pt. i. *Das turk.
:

.

.

.

sawiS

1

Schattentbeater,' Berlin, 1900, pp. 29-37.
* See
Prufer, Ein agypt. Schattenspifl, p. 40, note 3.
A comical over-politeness such as one often finds among
ignorant Egyptians. Cf. Prufer,
op. cit. p. 38.
*
6 Said
jokingly for unistund, we are glad to *ee you.'
7 Barbarous Turkish for orada
anasyny sikidim.
8 Intoxicated
(Spiro, Arab.Eng. Vocabulary, Lond. 1S95).
'

[•shall-

I

ii

!

who

'.

!

kill-you
\><

;

;

Afterwards I
you doing, boj
shall kill you
You have honoured us and

liim and goes away.)
(The soMii-i
Aragoz (to the audience)
They have killed me, and
niauwituni
wadarubuni wa> beaten me, and torn my jacket
inazza'u minna 'ssakku wazza- and my smock-frock

:

Hudari
A ragoz

!

made us happy, Mr.

r

y

Go about your
right
business,
And if I won't go? Wbal are
All

'

Who

there? Your number came out for military service.
You will have the rank
is

of a iaivU.
Your right foot
beside the leftl
Take the

musket
Lead me
Lord!
1

Aragoz

:

tob

7

'alaija ja rabb.

to repentance,

O

*

1
Sarrau de laine brane, ouvert depuis le cou jusqu' a la ceinture et ayant les manches larges, que les hommes du peuple
portent en Egypte, surtout en hiver' (Dozy).
'
2 Instead of iabath
(' millepieds, scolopendre
[Dozy]).

8 The
meaning of this sentence is very ambiguous. It may
mean the expression of obedience as well as that of a curse.
4 The derwishes of the order of
Saiyid Ahmad el-Badawi.
6 One
ardabb, a measure for cereals, is equal to 197*75 cubic
litres.

Bdmja, hibiscus

Vocabulary).
6 For kimdir.

(te&u

m inous
7

plant) (">piro, Arab.-Eng.

For tauwib.
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Present arms
Present arms

haz diir bir hik.
Aragoz haz dor (kills him)
Voice from audience mau-

Gindi

1

:

:

You have

:

One, two

!
!

killed

him

I

wittuh.

Aragoz

wana ma

:

That

ja huja

li

my

.na ma-mauwittus.

him

is all

brother

I

the same to me,
I haven't killed

1

(He brings a bier, on which he puts the dead body.
A priest appears and sings a parody of a mass.)
Dead Goodevening! Adieu,
Priest: morto buona sera
Mr. Jorji
addio si jorji.
There is no God but God,
Aragoz: la ilaha ilia 'llah w&-

;

I

!

Muhammad

rasul

allah

and

qui

Muhammad

is

the apostle

Say that, you scoun-

of God.
drel

kida ja akrut.

!

Priest

:

There

la ilaha ilia "Hah.

is

no God but God

1

(Exit Aragoz.)
Priest

morto, morto

Dead, dead, dead

morto,

(singing):

!

!

(Enter Aragoz.)

Aragoz:
(kills

kaffartlna

ja

You have made us

fieh

old chap

him).

infidels,

!

Real dramatic art, in the European sense of the
word, is, as we said before, a foreign and comparatively recent phenomenon in the Arabic literature.
The farce which Carsten Niebuhr saw in the house
of an Italian in Cairo, and which had to be broken
off prematurely owing to its lasciviousness, seems,
according to his account, to have been nothing
more than a series of lewd-comic scenes without
any kind of plot or catastrophe, in the manner of

Lane, giving a vivid picture of the corruption of
public officials of the time of Muhammad 'All, is
of a little higher order, and is of the same type as
the modern Arabic comedy, the fasl mudhik, as it
All that Lane, that
is played in Cairo to-day.
unrivalled observer of Egyptian folk-life, has said
about the Mohabbazcen, the actors of such dramatic
performances, is true now of the fasl mudhilc
Their performances are scarcely worthy of description.
It is chiefly by vulgar jests and indecent
actions that they amuse and obtain applause.'
To-day, too, the actors are only men and boys,'
the latter appearing in female r6les; 4 and the
fast mudhik, like Lane's example, still has some
didactic elements, even when the only lesson
taught is that of getting the better of a European
by beating and cheating him. A shade better are
the productions of the Syrian fasl mudhiks from
Beirut or Damascus. 5
A Syrian troupe, with
women taking the female roles, was playing, until
a little while ago, in Cairo in the Syrian Cafe
Kami] but there is no great difference between
the performances of this company and those which
one could see, up to a short time ago, in the two
small theatres that were formerly in the Fish
Market but are now in the Sari' Wagh el-Birke.
:

'

*

;

The fasl mutjhik last seen by the present writer in one of
these cafes consists of a number of clownish scenes, that
always end in the whipping of one of the participators. The
chief character of the flimsy plot is the servant Husen, who
appears in a pierrot costume.6 He makes a dupe of his master
(an officer) by entering into illicit relations with the latter's
wife.
The deceived husband notices from time to time, of
l
Military terms in barbarous Turkish.
3 Almost the same
description is found in Description de
172 f.
VEgyptc2(l&2b\y>.
3 Manners and Custom*,
pp. Sfi7-:ir>!>.
4 See
Kern, Das dgypt. Schattentheater, p. 103 f.
B See
Neuere iigypt. Humoristen und Satiriker
Kern,
(Mitteilungen des Seminars f. orient. Sprachen, ix. [Berlin,
A Syrian fasl mudhik is the Itiirnj/at elguhald eh tut d da
1906]).
'in bil'ilm, by Ibrahim Bek et-Tabib, Beirut, n. d.
G The
European fool's costume of Husen points to the
Frankish origin of the fasl ?nit<Jhik, and, just as in the Araguzplay, which is without doubt nothing but a Pulcinello theal re
orientalized by the influence of the Turkish Karagoz, sunn.' ol the
dramatis personal are the same types for all pieces. Fr
these types one easily recognizes Italy as the home of the fafl
viudhiL The Arlecnino of the Italian comm&dia deW
the stupidly bold, sly servant; and the cowardly boast ing Greek
we also find in Scarramucia the coquettish, amiable little
woman, who is not altogether too scrupulous in keeping her
nuptial vows, is the Columbine type. The dialectic humour is
perhaps the result of shadow-play influence.
'

m

;

i

fait mud.h.ik, is in prose, and in the vernacular of the lowest
"elements of the population. It is full of invectives and obscenities.
Sometimes the fasl nutdhik, of which there is a great
variety, are preceded by a performance of the famous dance de
ventre or by 9. fasl of the shadow-play.
A number of such farces in the vernacular have been published
T
in Cairo of late; 1 but they are ver3 seldom played, as they
naturally do not contain the flagrant indecencies which would
make them popular with the public. One of the best of these
pieces is Eat li min de, 'Give me some of That,' by Ahmad
Hamdi er-Rasidi. The piece, a modern variation of an old
fairy-tale subject, Bhows clearly the characteristics of the fasl
mudhik. Nadim Efendl has engaged the Syrian Amin as a
servant and watcher for his daughter Farida. Amin displays a
very impudent manner towards his master, and falls in love with
Farida. The three friends of Nadim Si Gara, Si Fon, and Si
Finga come one by one to sue for the hand of Farida for their
sons 'Aziz, Gamil, and Farid. Nadim gives his consent to each
one provided he presents a bridal gift of unsurpassable value.
The curious names of the guests ('Cigarette,' 'Siphon,' and
'Sponge') are a source of rude jokes for the jealous Amin. In
the second act the three suitors meet by chance in a hotel in
Malta. Each displays his bridal gift. Gamil has a mirror in
which one can see things at a great distance ; Farid has lemons
that can waken the dead ; and 'Aziz has a carpet upon which
one can ride through the air. In order to test their presents
they look into the mirror and see Farida upon her death-bed,
whereupon they travel quickly on 'Aziz's carpet to Cairo, and
by means of the lemons bring Farida back to life. Then (third
act), since they cannot agree among themselves as to who shall
marry her, they go to the qatfi Si Boja, whose daughter gives a
fetwa (judgment founded on canon law) in favour of Farid, and,
in characteristic Oriental manner, consolingly advises the other
two suitors to sell their bridal gifts. The servant, who acts
the clown throughout the piece, also goes with the others to
the qdd-i, but his suit naturally meets with no success.

—

—

the Thu Kabiya performances, manifestly neither
more nor less than an Aragoz representation,
2
The piece described by
played by living persons.
3

'

(Arabic)
course, the love-making that is going on behind his back, and
the result is a series of roughly ludicrous mistakes and mystifications. For instance, the servant embraces his master, who
has seated himself, unnoticed by the servant, in his wife's
A boastful,
chair, and receives as a reward a box on the ear.
silly European— a Greek (dialect type), with a battered tall hat
and a bright red British uniform— is beaten continually throughout the play. The other characters are a saucy beggar woman,
a cook, and three haramije (robbers) the last named, with
the help of the servant, steal the clothes of the officer from his
body while he sleeps. The dialogue, as is always the case in a

1

Besides these more or less original Arabic works,
there is to-day a European drama that has been
consciously and artificially transplanted into the
Arabic Orient. The initiative herein came from
Martin b. Iljas b. Miha'il-Naqqas (born
Syria.
1817 at Saida in Lebanon) was the first who tried
Of the life and works of
to make this innovation.
this man we have an excellent account in the
and follower Niqula. 2
his
brother
made
records
by
While he was still a boy, Martin's family moved to
was
as
which
now, the intellectual
then,
Beirut,
centre of Syria. Here he was brought up accordArabic
to
old-fashioned
ideas, his naturally
ing
good taste being therefore quickly spoiled by the
forced learning of syntax, grammar, stylistics,
of
metrics, and all the rest of the huge chaos

When he was but eighteen
scholastic knowledge.
This
years of age, he began to compose poems.
did not prevent him, however, from studying Eurofrom
and
and
commercial
law,
pean book-keeping
In his
learning Turkish, French, and Italian.
thirtieth year he went to Italy, where he saw for
the first time a large European'theatre. The play
so impressed him that, after his return to Beirut
in the year 1S48, he wrote a drama in the EuroBiwdyat hat li min d>', by Ahmad Hamdi er-Rasidi (Cairo,
i

Other pieces of this kind are

1907).

:

Kiwdyat Ba'gar, by

(Cairo, n. d.); and the Riiodyat
ic'albahil el'akrut (Cairo, anon, and n. d.).
latter is a variation of the popular type of L'Avare, who is

.Muhammad Efendi Husni
i

:awdg binnabbut

The

cured of his greed after great money-losses. The same theme is
treated by Muhammad Efendi Safiq, in the fasl elbahit. Still other
'Abd el-Wahid
pieces are $adr elbaghdsa, by Amin Saiyid Ahmad
ez-Zaiyat (Cairo, n. d.), a piece in which the different beggarkind described
types are shown a play with a purpose of the
Be
Muhammad
by Lano is the Riwdyat elnuthaddamin, by
'Othman Galal, printed after the death of the author. This
little comedy scourges the deceptions and tricks of servant;

inU-rtnediaries.
- After the death of his
brother, Niqulft published three of his
theatrical pieces under the title Arzat Luhnan (Beirut, liiCD).
He gives an extensive biography of his brother in the preface.
\
mistaken remark concerning this book is found in
i

rangely

fli*t<»-{/ of Arabic Lit'inttnr IV.n-j;. <-.]., London, I90:i),
Nicolas NaqqaS, who was bom at Saida in 1S17, died at
having written a play called Arzat Lubndn.'

0. \hixvV*
p. 420

'

:

Tarsus

in L865,
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1
pean style, called it Elbah'd ('The Miser'), and
soon afterwards produced it in his own house
before an invited audience, amongst whom wen:
all the
foreign consuls and the governor of the
Lebanon Province. The actors were young friends
of the author.
This attempt was followed by a
second in 1850, Abu 'l-Masan el-Mughaffal, a
dramatic version of the well-known story of llarun
ar-Rasid and Abu '1 rjtasarj from the Arabian
Nights; and then, encouraged by the success of
this piece (which, by the way, is still given), Mai tin
Naqqas, with the permission of the Sultan, founded
in Beirut a permanent stage, where he brought out
his Riio&yat elhasud ('The Jealous Man').
The

plays of his brother Niqula, ESSeh elgahil (written
1840) and Mabi'a ibn Zed elmnkaddam (written
1852) also made their first appearance in this
theatre.
In 1855, while on a business trip, Marun
died of fever in Tarsus, and two years later his
was
transferred by his family to Beirut and
body

there buried with great ceremony.
After Martin's death the theatrical art suffered a
2
decline, and it was not until 1860 that Niqula
Naqqas resuscitated the Hasiid on his brother's old
In the same year Niqula published, in one
stage.
3
boolk, Marun's three pieces, which are a kind of
light opera, comedies with musical accompaniment
and interspersed with numerous songs and dances.
We give, as an example, the contents of the first piece. The

extremely miserly, ricti Qarrad, a man of advanced years, had
made an agreement with the greedy old Tha'Iabi to marry the
latter's daughter Hind, a young- widow.
He comes for the
wedding to the house of Tha'labi, but Hind loves young 'Isa, the
friend of her brother Ghali. These three, and the old servant
Uirun RiSa, slyly plot together to make Qarrad give up his plans
of marriage, and at the same time to part with some of his
beloved money. Hind makes such extravagant demands of
Qarrad that he finally wishes nothing more ardently than to be
rid of her. Hind, however, now declares that she will not
release him
in the meantime Ghali appears, disguised as a
Turkish agha, with his secretary "Isa and several soldiers. By
means of threats and thrashings* they force Qarrad to pay to "fsa
a large sum of money as a compensation to Hind, who thereupon marries 'Isa. Finally, the supposed Turks confess their
deception to Qarrad, who is by this time very much ashamed of
himself, and freely forgives them.
The language of the play is affected and heavy, the piece
itself, with its five weak acts, extremely tiresome.
When the
author makes a joke, the publisher thinks it necessary to call
the reader's attention to the fact in a footnote. Here again we
have, as the comic elements, the dialect types—
Risa the
peasant woman from Lebanon, Ghali the Turk, and 'Isa the
Egyptian secretary.
;

Umm

Under the

influence of the brothers Naqqas,
several theatrical companies were formed in Syria
but, as there were no trained actors to be had, the
authors or translators saw themselves obliged, if
they wished to have their plays produced, to form
and train a troupe of amateurs. Famous as author,
director, and regisseur all in one person, were
especially Sell Abu Halil el-Qabbanl in Beirut, and
Iskander Farah in Damascus. The latter, more
organizer and actor than author, was born in
Damascus in 1855, the year of the death of Marun
Naqqas. He attended the Jesuit school in that
city and there became acquainted, through amateur
school dramatics, with European drama.
Encouraged by Midhat Pasha, who lived at the time
in Damascus, he produced, in a public
garden, his
first play, a translation from the French.
He then
moved to Beirut, where he joined with Seh Abu
Halil in forming a theatrical
but
enterprise ;
owing
to intrigues his licence was taken from
him, so
that he saw himself compelled to settle
perwith Abu Halil in Cairo (in 1882), where
manently
he and his partner had already made successful
;

From this time dated the existence of a
theatre in European style in
Egypt. In the Goq

tours.

tlinisrl cl'arabl (in the Sari 'Abd el-'Aziz in
Cairo)
1 See Arzat
Lutman, p. 4 "... The play Elbahil, which was
the first drama given in our Arabic tongue.
.'
- lb.
Hereafter this kind of art was buried with its
p. 5
initiator and nearly forgotten.'
:

.

'

:

3

Arzat Lutman (Beirut, 1S69)

.
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—

a great many pieces most |y translations and only
a few original works have appeared above the
fool lights.
Tins bh< in

—

mil

proved to lie a Buccess 'it late, owing
partly to tin' iti.tth uf lskandrr 1'arah's partner, Abu II ihl, b
b<
Luae of the altitude of one of the actors, s. i,
Nil. una el-llig.izi, whom Fui.ih himself had taught.
Sal&ma
i tin in hia master and founded a theatre of his own,
ii
!'.>> ettamihilei
and induoed a numberoi Farah's
arabi,
actors to accompany him. In contrast to the Christian Syrian
uncander r^arah, Salama was a Muslim and an Egypti
that was enough i<> securehfm the affections of theCairo
Then, too, be [aid more weight on the musical part of his performance than his old master had done, ami the Egj etians love
national
nothing so much as singing and the music of
In 1909, s. i, Salama had an apoplectic stroke, which
orchestra.
partially paralyzed him, so that his acting days are probably
iii

i

over.

A number

of small

wandering theatrical troupes
off from the theatre of Iskander
often stumbles upon them in S\im
and Egypt. The best known in Egypt are the companies of 'Auwad Farid, Ahmad rjigazi, Ibrahim
have branched

One

Farah.

Ahmad, and Seh Ahmad es Sami. The last named
was to be seen in the winter of 1908 in Luxor in
Juliet.
The late Nagib el-Haddad,
one of the most prolific translators of European

Romeo and

experimented with a troupe of his own.

plays, also

In Syria, 'Aziz 'Id and Rahmln Bibis are the chief
followers of Iskander F'arah's school ; the only one
of F'arah's
pupils who went to the Maghrib
Solinian el-Qirdahl died in the summer of 1909 in
Tunis.
Amateur theatrical clubs have been started in
several places in Egypt.
The most important of
these is the Gami/et el-Ma'arif in Cairo
it was

—

—

;

founded by Iskander Farah in 1886, and is still
under his direction. There was a similar club by
the name of Ganiijet taraqql 'ttamth'U el'adabi in
M.nisura. 1

It is utterly impossible to give an
approximately
bibliography of the Arabic dramatic
literature of to-day, as there is an unusually great
productivity along this line at the present time.
Most of the works are translations, of which the

complete

only really valuable ones are the excellent renderings, in the vernacular, of some of the writings of
Racine and Moliere by the late Muhammad Be

'Othman Galal. 2 Unfortunately these pieces, in
which the highly talented translator has shown his

ability to render the tone of the originals in the
idiomatic peculiarities of his own language, have
never been recognized by the stage. The stiff,
ridiculous Shakespeare translations 4 do not show
the least trace of the spirit of the great British
master, and still less worthy of mention are the
4
childishly Arabized French dramas of the Romance
little better are the different dramatizaperiod.
tions of the stories from the Arabian Nights 1 and
1 We
are indebted to Mr. Taufiq Farah, the brother and

A

of Iskander Faratj,

for the greater part of these
manager
statements.
2 See
Natliuo, L'Arabo parlato in Etjitto (Milan, 1900), pp.
349-351. The translations of Muhammad Be "Othman Galal are
as follows i—Esieh elmatluf 'Tar'tuffe, by Moliere), Cairo, 1873,
reprinted in 1890 with Ennisd' ul 'dlivxdt (Femme* savantes)
Madraset el 'azwag (Ecole des Maria) and Madraset ennisd
(Ecole des Femmes) under the title El'arba' riivdyat min n uhab
;

;

Erriwdjdt elmufida.fi 'Urn ettaraijida (Estker,
Iphiginie and Alexandre, by Racine), Cairo, 1893; Kiudyat
ettuuald (Les Fdcheux, by Moliere), Cairo, 1890.
The Sit)
viatlitf, the Madraset el 'azwdg and Ennisd' ul 'nlimdt have
been published in European transcription. See Vollers, Der
neuarab. Tartuffe' (/.DUG xlv. [1891] 36-90); Sobemheim,
Madraset el 'azwdg: arab. Comodie transJmbiert und ins
Deutsche ubersetzl (Berlin, 1S90)
Kern, lnnisd' ul 'dliindt
neuarab. Bearbeitung von Moliere's Femmes savantes trailettijdtrdt;

'

;

:

skribiert, iibersetzt, etc. (Leipzig, 1S98).
3 For
example, liomeo and Juliet, Hamlet,

and tut,, //.,.
*
Hernani, Marie Tudor, by Victor Hugo; Katharine Howard,
by A. Dumas Fernande, by Sardou Severe Toretli, by Ihnet
UAfricaine, by Scribe, and many others. The chief translators,
besides the already mentioned Nagili laddad, are Tanius'Abduh,
Halil MirSaq, Farah Antun, Bisara Kan'an, and Sam'an el;

;

<

;

I

Asgar.
<>

From

the Arabian Nights have been dramatized, among
Harun ar-Rasid and Qiit al-Qulub, by

others, the stories of

Mahmud

W'asu",

and Uns

al-Galis,

by Abu Halil el-Qabbani.
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from the Arabian history anil hero-legends. 1 The
only other class that is somewhat worthy of notice
2
is the drama with a political
Here
purpose.
genuine feeling has succeeded in instilling a little
life into the inflexible, stilted, Arabic
literary
style.

Whether a well-developed branch will ever grow
from the scion of Western dramatics that has been
grafted upon the Arabic literature seems to the
present writer to be somewhat doubtful, and it is
not only the lack of dramatic feeling, natural to
the Arab through race and religious peculiarities,
that prevents him from finding the way to dramatic
art

;

it is

also the character of his language.

—

The

Arabic literary language is petrified an artificially
preserved corpse, which pleases only its preservers,
the literary gild and the 'ulama.
The people
hardly understand this language, and do not recognize themselves or their feelings when so presented
to them.
The living idiom, on the other hand,
that in which the Arab thinks and speaks, is
scorned and regarded as vulgar by priests and
pseudo-learned men, who see the end of their own
glory in the decay of that idolized, thousand-yearold mummy, the fetish of the holiness of God's
language. Before anything great can be created,
either in the province of the drama or in Arabic
literature in general, the

modern writer must cease

to work with forms, words, and metaphors of the
language of nomadic desert tribes of fifteen hundred

years ago.
Literature.— The literature has been given

fully in the foot-

Curt Prufer.

notes -

DRAMA (Chinese). — Music

and dancing are
For

frequently mentioned in the Chinese classics.

instance, in the days of Confucius we read of the
services held in the ancestral temples of princes

and great nobles, when there were men arranged
in rows, who moved in time with the music, and
brandished feathers, flags, or other articles. Moreover, in those times, and even later, dancing of a
slow and dignified character formed part of civil
as well as of religious ceremonies. Thus at public
feasts there were performances representing the

joys of harvest, the fatigues of war, the pleasures
of peace, and suchlike subjects. According to one
theory, the regular drama was gradually evolved
from these displays but there are persons who
maintain that it was purely exotic, having been
introduced into China from the West. One writer
says, perhaps with some boldness
;

:

'The whole idea of the Chinese play is Greek. The mask,
the chorus, the music, the colloquy, the scene, and the act are
Greek.' "The Chinese took the idea, and worked up the play
from their own history and their own social life.' ' The whole
conception of the play is foreign, while the details and language
are Chinese (J. Dyer Ball, Things Chinese 4, p. 707).
'

The highest literary authorities among the
Chinese agree in dividing the history of their
drama

into three distinct periods.
The first of
these is the latter part of the T'ang dynasty (A.D.
the
the
720-906)
second,
Sung dynasty (A.D. 91301126); the third, the Chin and Yiian dynasties
One very great writer of the
(A.D. 1126-1367).
13th cent., Ma Tuan-lin, gives 581 instead of 720
as the earliest date ; but it is generally agreed that
his view was based on a misconception.
No specimens of the T'ang dynasty plays have
been preserved but it is said that they were historical in character, and also that pieces were
played of which the prologue was recited by an
actor called the introducer of the play.'
In the time of the Sung dynasty, it was custom;

;

'

1

e.g.

Riwdi/at

.S'nltlh

addin, by Nagib et-Haddad, Alexandria,

1898.
- The most
prominent are Hiicdyat rt-'Azhar (Cairo. 1909),
mid Riwdyat DeniawSi (Cairo, 1907), by Hasan Mar'i. The
latter is reviewed in the lu-riH' da Monde musulman, vol. iii,

Nov.-Dec., nos. 11-12, I'aris. 1907, pp. 601-509. The representation of both pieces is forbidden by the Egyptian Government.

(Chinese)
ary to sing the greater portion of the play. The
plot was very simple, and everything was sacrificed
to the lyric parts.
Further, the action was hampered by a convention limiting the number of the
actors in the play to five.
The third, or Yiian, period is the golden age of
the Chinese drama.
The plays written at that
time, or shortly afterwards, not only surpassed
their predecessors, but have never been
equalled
by later writers. Moreover, the alterations and
novelties then introduced have since remained unchanged. Indeed, it may be said that the drama
of the Yiian times is to all intents and
purposes
the drama of to-day' (H. A. Giles, Chinese Litera'

ture, p. 258).
The list of the Yiian dramatic authors comprises
85 persons, of whom four were women ('actresses,'

name by which they are described should
There are extant 504
probably be translated).
as the

plays, of which 105 are by anonymous writers.
Practically all kinds of subjects are represented

among them.

There are mythological,

historic,

and domestic plays comedies of charcomedies of intrigue. There is no formal
division into tragedy and comedy but a play belongs to one class rather than to the other, according
religious,
acter, and

;

;

to the subject and the way in which it is treated.
Every rank of life is represented, from the Emperor
to the humble slave girl. Even gods and

goddesses
appear and speak. It is nominally illegal to put
on the stage Emperors,
Empresses, and great men
of old ; but the law is entirely disregarded.
The
dialogue is in the ordinary spolcen language, varying in some degree according to the social position
of the character speaking.

In the historical plays
further removed than in the others from the
of
common
conversation.
There is no
language
chorus, but the actors constantly break out into
it is

These songs express the most passionate
and therefore they are given only to the
leading characters.
A play consists usually of five acts, or rather of
four acts and an introtluctory part, called
the
opening,' in which the principal characters come
on, describe themselves, and give any information
that may be necessary as to former doings.
If
there is no opening,' the descriptions and information are given in the first of the four acts, and the
unfolding of the story is left to the second. But,
as there is no curtain to fall, and no stopping at
the end of the acts, the distinction between them
is hardly noticeable on the stage.
Entries and
exits are marked in the books, and so are the
The
asides,' for which there is a technical name.
famous play called the Pi-pa-ki consists of 24
scenes, or, according to another arrangement, of
42 scenes.
In theory every Chinese play should have a moral
object, and the serious drama is supposed to place
on the stage scenes which will lead the spectator
to the practice of virtue. Actually, their tendency
is on the side of justice and
morality and, as regards decency, they are, at any rate in their written
form, entirely free from objection.
In addition to the serious pieces, which form the
bulk of the plays acted, there are also farces, which
are generally brought in at the conclusion of the
bill, and are highly appreciated by the audience.
They depend for their attractiveness upon the
song.

parts,

'

'

'

;

'

droll gesticulations,

impromptu

allusions to pass-

ing occurrences, and excellent pantomimic action of
the performers' (S. W. Williams, Middle Kingdom,
i. 715).
In these farces there is much 'gagging,'
and the actors often lapse into coarseness.
To return to the serious drama. It is true that
Chinese plays do not, as a rule, possess much intricacy of plot but we think that their merits, in
many respects, will not be denied by any one who
;

DRAMA
can keep in mind that both Chinese ideals and
Chinese modes of expression often differ eon idei
ably from our own. They are certainly remarkable
in both distinctness and consistency of characterization.
As regards other qualities, a very high
authority lias recently said of the famous 'Story
of a Lute' (Pi-pa-ki), that 'it is not only truly
pathetic in the conception and the main situations
of its action, but includes scenes of singular grace
and delicacy of treatment (A. \V. Ward, in EBr 11
viii. 486).
Of another great play, The Sorrows of
Han,' its distinguished translator, Sir John Davis,
wrote that the grandeur and gravity of the subject,
the rank and dignity of the personages, the tragical
'

,

'

'

catastrophe, and the strict award of poetical justice,
might satisfy the most rigid admirer of Grecian
rules' (China, p. 92).
In order to give the reader
some idea of what the Chinese historical drama is
like, we insert here a short sketch of this play.
The events described in it are partially founded
upon fact. The scene is laid in the 1st cent. B.C.,
at a time when China was weak and the Tatars

were strong.
The play opens in Tartary. The Tatar Khan appears, and
announces that, in accordance with an hereditary right, he has
sent to demand of the Emperor of China the hand of a princess
in marriage.
The second scene is in China, and shows the
Emperor entrusting a minister with the task of selecting
beauties for his harem.
The minister discovers a maiden of
surpassing loveliness. He demands from her parents a large
sum of money as a bribe, but they are too poor to give it to
him. He therefore contrives that, though the maiden is admitted to the palace, her charms shall remain unknown to the
Emperor. A chance causes them to be discovered, and she
becomes the Imperial favourite. The faithless minister is condemned to death but he escapes, and takes refuge at the court
of the Khan. To revenge himself, he shows the Khan the lady's
picture, declaring that she would have come in response to the
Khan's demand, but the Emperor would not permit her he
(the minister) had remonstrated with his master for thus embroiling two nations, and had been forced to flee for his life
let the Khan demand the princess, and she must be given to
him. Overcome by the beauty of the portrait, the Khan despatches an envoy with a threat of war, and prepares for the
invasion of China. Next, the lady, now a princess, is adorning
herself in the palace the Emperor comes in, and shows his
admiration. The chief minister enters and reports the arrival
of the envoy with the Khan's demand.
The envoy is received.
After the audience the Emperor takes counsel with bis ministers.
He wishes to appeal to arms but the case is adjudged hopeless.
The princess declares her willingness to sacrifice herself for her
The
country's sake, in spite of her love for the Emperor.
Emperor at last consents, and the sad parting takes place. The
Khan is seen at the head of his troops, leading away the princess. The army is on the march. It arrives at the bank of a
The princess adriver, the boundary of the Chinese empire.
dresses the Khan
Great King, I take a cup of wine and pour
a libation towards the south, my last farewell to the Emperor.'
She pours the libation, and cries, Emperor, this life is finished.
I await thee in the next.'
She throws herself into the river and
is drowned.
The Khan laments, orders her burial, and declares
that he will maintain peace with China. Now we are back again
in China.
The Emperor is wandering in the palace at night,
Btill overwhelmed with grief, and unable to attend to affairs of
He sleeps, and we see the princess, escaped from her
state.
captors, appearing to him in a vision. A Tatar soldier comes
in and carries her off again. The Emperor awakes to fresh grief.
arrival
is announced of a Tatar envoy.
The
He is come to tell
the sad story and bring back the faithless minister. The traitor
is led away to execution.
We think the reader will acknowledge that this story is one
well fitted for dramatic representation.
;

;

:

;

;

'

:

'

The scenery

of a Chinese theatre is very simple.
few mats, perhaps rudely painted,
at
the
back and sides of the stage, and
arranged
some tables, chairs, and couches, which serve for
many purposes, and are brought in from the robing
rooms as required The im perfections of the scenery
are made good by simple devices
a courier, on
being despatched, seizes a whip, and lifts bis leg as
though he were mounting a horse passing over a
bridge is indicated by stepping up and then down,
crossing a river by imitating the rolling motion of
a boat. The actors are dressed in costumes approIt consists of a

.

:

;

priate to their parts,

and

robes are very splendid,

of antique style.
The
of bright-coloured

made

and satins and really magnificent embroideries,
which have cost large Minis of money but in the
humbler theatres they are much tarnished and worn.

silks

;
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Peking and the greal tow in of the North
The simplicity,
are there permanent plaj nooses.
however, of Chinese theatrical arrangements en(

Inly i"

ables performances to be given without difficulty
all over the country, even in small towns and villages.
Subscriptions are collected on the occasion
of a festival, or a rich man wishes to give his

A travelling company of
neighbours a treat.
players is engaged and, in a couple of days, sheds,
which serve their purpose sufficiently well, are
erected, at little cost, with rough planks, poles,
and mats. The humbler members of the audience
stand in tbe pit, without any protection from
The performances frequently last
the weather.
for three days, with intervals only for eating and
This does not mean that the plays are
sleeping.
long. In the acting editions they are usually short,
but a very large number are produced on such
;

-

occasions.

As was the case not long ago in France, the proan actor is, at least nominally, considered
Members of it are classed with bardisreputable.
bers and domestic servants, and, with their sons
and grandsons, they are not allowed to compete in
the public literary examinations.
Translations into French of several Chinese plays
will be found in the published works of A. Bazin
and Stanislas Julien.
Literature.— A. Bazin, ThMtre ehinois, Paris, 1838, also
fession of

Chine moderne, do. 1839; J. F. Davis, China, London, 1852;
S. W. Williams, The Middle Kingdom, new ed., New York,
18S3; H. A. Giles, Hist, nf Chinese Literature, London, 1901
Dyer Ball, Things Chinese*, London, 1904.
T. L. Bullock.
;

J.
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(Greek).— I. Origin of the drama.—
its origin down to the days of
representatives, Greek drama was closely
associated with religion.
Greek tragedy or
comedy was a religious service rendered by the
State to one of its gods. Plays were performed
only at the festivals of Dionysus at the Lencea,
the festival of the wine-press in January at the
country Dionysia held in the villages in December ;
and at the city Dionysia in March (this the most

From

the time of

its latest

A

—

;

There was no long
brilliant).
and plays were given all day long during
the festivals, the spectators paying no admission
fee except what the State provided, and often
bringing their own lunch and cushions. Not until
the 3rd cent. B.C. did the drama, as was natural,
become a secularized performance arranged by the
head of a troupe an^often financed by private
important and
season,

liberality.
The development is paralleled in mediaeval times by the
Mystery and Miracle plays, which at first were attached to the
Church but in time became dissociated from religion and formed
a true dramatic literature, the actors, like Thespis, wandering
about and performing their plays wherever convenient, whether
in church or inn-yard.
In modern times we have the Passion
Play at Oberammergau, which is beginning to be more than a
merely religious performance, although the Bavarian peasants
have refused an enticing offer to play in America. Just as the
old Greek play always began with a sacrifice to Dionysus at the
altar or thymele, so to-day at Oberammergau every performance
is preceded by Mass, in which all the actors and members of
the Greek-like chorus participate.

That the spirit of the Greek drama was strictly
In a
religious is evident from its early history.
larger, more philosophical sense, it is the outgrowth
of the mimetic or play instinct in humanity, and
the sense of the pathetic. The mimetic element
is well illustrated in the dances and burlesques on
Greek vases from the 7th to the 4th cent. B.C.,
especially on Corinthian, Ca;retan, Boeotian, and
The sense of the pathetic Croiset
Attie vases.
(iii. 24 f.) finds in the legends of heroes and the reliof
gion
Dionysus. As Plato (Rep. 394, 595, 598 f.)
and Aristotle (Poet. eh. 4 f.) say, Homer is the real

author of tragedy, which is a novel all dialogue,
or an epic all speeches, v. herein the poet omits his
own narrative comment and leaves in the amcebean speeches. ^Eschylus (cf Athenajus, 347 E) said
.
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that his tragedies were but crumbs from Homer's
table.
But historically the drama, though latent
in the epic and drawing upon it for subject-matter
and retaining much of the epic technique, especially in the messenger's speeches, developed out of
the lyric not the personal passionate lyric of
Archilochus, Sappho, and Alcreus, but the choral
lyric of a disciplined chorus chanting in unison to
the measure of the dance. This choral lyric of
Alcman and Stesichorus, which later reached its
zenith in Simonides, Bacehylides, Pindar, and the
choruses of the Greek drama, flourished chietly
among the Dorians of early Sparta, Sicily, and
Magna Gracia. There were many forms, such as
hymns to the gods, marching songs, dancing songs
for boys and girls.

—

We have preserved to us, on a papyrus discovered by Mariette
in Egypt, a partheneion, or highly dramatic virginal song, by
Alcman, which consisted o£ 140 verses in ten strophes, of which
the first two and part of the third are missing. This song
gives a pretty picture of a dance of Spartan maidens in honour
of Artemis, by the hanks of the Eurotas, such as we see on a
beautiful Attic red-figured crater in the Museo di Villa Papa
Giulio at

Rome

Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griech. VasenThe chorus addresses the
raalerei, Munich, 1904, pis. 17-18).
and the poet speaks to the whole body of dancers or to an
poet,
(cf.

individual.

This kind of choral lyric combined with its praise
the epic recital of a local or national or religious
legend.

The

and immediate origin of the Greek
drama, however, is in one form of this choral lyric
the dithyramb or hymn, usually to Dionysus,
The word
though not confined to his ritual.
'dithyramb' first occurs in Archilochus (fl. c. 670
who
was
the
first
to
use
to
B.C.),
any great extent
the iambic trimeter and trochaic tetrameter, the
two chief metres in Greek tragedy. We do not
know its derivation. Many etymologies might be
given, each more absurd than another.
Originally
it may have been an epithet of Dionysus, the name
not of the hymn but of the god to whom the hymn
specific

—

is

sung,

possibly his double birth

commemorating

—

from Semele and from the loins of Zeus the scene
on Greek vases which perhaps was the prototype of
the Christian representations of Eve springing out
of Adam's side (cf. Eurip. Brtcch. 519 f.).
More
probably dithyramb is connected with thriambos,
mad
It
from
Archilochus
meaning
song.'
appears
that the dithyramb was either a banquet song or
more probably a popular rude rustic hymn in
honour of Dionysus, who .introduced from Thrace
the wild orgiastic ceremomes so foreign to Greek
soberness.
Out of these rustic dithyrambs not
'

'

'

—
—

always licentious, but often solemn hymns after
they had received a systematic form under the
Dorian choral lyric, tragedy grew (cf. Aristotle,
Poet. iv.). The dithyramb, pathetic as well as
comic, flourished throughout Greece long before
Arion of Lesbos (600 B.C. gave it a distinct artistic
and recognized form, fixing the number of the
chorus at fifty and dressing them in the likeness
of satyrs, half-animal, half-human, with the legs,
ears, and snub-nose of a goat
although, according to Herodotus (i. 23), who tells the famous dolphin story about him, Arion was the best lyrist of
his time and the first to compose, name, and teach
the dithyramb at Corinth. His chorus had fifty
satyrs or goat-men, the same number as we find in
the earliest play of ^sehylus, the Snppliccs, noted
for its depth of religious feeling.
The chorus of
satyrs or goat-men (singers clad in goat-skins)
danced and sang about a circular orchestra, and
so were called a cyclic chorus (from kuk\os, the
)

;

orchestra) or tragic chorus (from rpdyoi, a goat or
satyr; cf. jEsch. fr. 207). Of course, this chorus
of satyrs was replaced in later times by a chorus
appropriate to the plot, except in the Satyr-drama,
which retained the satyr chorus but tragedy originally meant a goat-song rather than a spelt-song,
;

(Greek)
as Miss Harrison (loc. cit. infra) argues. This is
also more likely than that the goat was the prize,
as might tie argued from a vase in the British
Museum, which, however, is not Attic. It is more
likely than that the goat was the sacrifice, because
other prizes were given, and the bull was equally
associated with Dionysus. Dionysus was a bullgod as well as a goat-god, and often appears in
Greek art with bull's horns. He had no monopoly
of the goat-skin, which was the primitive costume
in ancient times, and is worn by peasants in Greece
to-day and at modern Dionysiae plays in Thrace
(cf. JHS, 1906, p. 191 ft.) and at the performances
of rude dramas in Thessaly and elsewhere.
It is
difficult, then, to agree with Famell that the origin
of Greek tragedy is an ancient European mummery which was a winter-drama of the seasons, in
which the Black Personage, Dionysus M Admcyis or
bU\av0os, killed Xanthus, the Fair One, the actors
wearing the black goat-skin of their god. The
word tragic did not mean at first dramatic or
pathetic, and Aristotle [loc. cit.) says that the
grotesque diction of earlier times was not discarded
till late for the statelier manner of tragedy.
But
tragic soon became associated with the pathetic,
because the habitual theme of the dithyramb was
the adventures and sorrows of Dionysus, the new
'

'

religion which had to struggle to win its way. The
limitation to Dionysus was not essential, as the
story in Herod, v. 67 shows. About 600 B.C. the
people of Sikyon honoured their local hero Adrastus
and celebrated his sufferings in tragic choruses, but
Cleisthenes, being hostile to the cult of Adrastus,
restored the chorus to Dionysus.
Ridgeway makes large use of this to support his theory that
the origin of Greek tragedy was in the worship of the dead.
is, to be sure, much of this in our extant dramas, since
they naturally deal with death for the most part, and undoubtedly the worship of the dead, the Orphic and Eleusinian
Mysteries in which Dionysus or Iacchus was associated with
Persephone, the farces and burlesques, as at the later sanctuary of the mystic chthonic Cabiri near Thebes, who became
closely connected with Dionysus, and the rude choral songs
and mimetic dances contributed much, but they were all
swallowed up by the coming of Dionysus, whose cult spread
over the whole Greek world and was easily grafted on the

There

native worship.

Cf.

and

ct. art.

Drama

(Introductory).

Many elements, therefore, combined to make the
Greek drama, but the main one was the worship of
Dionysus, the god of wine, vegetation, and moisture.
Dionysus, the youngest of the Greek gods, a mystic
Phrygian deity, came into Greece over the mountains of Thrace, met with opposition in Thrace and
Boeotia, but finally reached Delphi and the villages
From the country he
of Iearia and Eleutheras.
made bis way into the town of Athens under Pisissaid
that, under king Amtratus, although legend
phictyon, Pegasus of Eleutherai had introduced him
into Athens (cf. Paus. i. 2. 4, and schol. to Aristoph.
Acharn. 243). Dionysus is already known to Homer,
in the Iliad (vi. 132,
by whom he is mentioned twice
xiv. 325) and twice in the Odyssey (xi. 325, xxiv. 74).
The opposition to his worship in Thrace is embodied
in the story of his harsh treatment by Lycurgus (II.
vi. 132)
in Bceotia in the legend of Pentheus, the
subject of lost plays by Thespis and jEschylus, and
of the most Dionysiae play of Euripides, the Baccha;,
written at the court of Archelaus at the very
;

birthplace of Dionysiae performances. The village
of Eleutherre claimed to have been founded by
Dionysus and to have been his birth-place, whence
the archaic wooden image, or tbavov, of the god was
brought to Athens by Pegasus to the precinct
beside the Dionysiae theatre on the southern slope

of the Acropolis, where in the front row is still to
be seen the seat of the chief priest, lepecs 'EXtvBtpeus,

At Iearia, where ThesElentherre.
the founder of Greek tragedy, was born, there
there
are
which
of
many illustrations
story,
in art, that Dionysus came and was hospitably
received by the fanner [carina.
Dionysus gave
so

named from

pis,

was a

DRAMA
him wine, which the people thought wns poison, and
Erigone, his daughter, hanged
they slew [carina.
and Dionysus sent a plague, which was
appeased by instituting the festival of the awing.
herself,

The Americans excavated

Icaria in lsss

and found many

in-

scriptions illustrating the origin of the Greek drama and many
traces of the worship of Dionysus (of. Dyer, Gods in Greece,
1891, pp. 104-117 ; Frazer, J'ausanias, ii. 461 f. ; Papers of
American School at Athens, v. [1SD^]43 f. ; Nounus, Dionysiaca,
bk. xlvii.X

The

was a favourite subject in the Greek
Phrynichus, Philorles, Cleophon, and

story

drama.

others treated the theme, although it was avoided
by the three great dramatists. Naxos, where the
story of the waking of Ariadne is laid, Crete, Corinth, Athens, and other places are also intimately
associated with the beginnings of the Greek drama
and Dionysus. Dionysus was the god of life, enthusiasm, and rustic merriment, the liberator of
lips and hearts, rightly called Dionysus
His orgiastic and religious influence
was connected with the resurrection of life and immortality (cf. Wheeler, Dionysus and Immortality,

men's

Eleutherius.

Legends told how the god slept in winter
and awoke in summer, or was bound in winter and
released in spring. Flogging also filled an important r61e in the rites of Dionysus, as in the DionEven women were
ysiac rites in Thrace to-day.
1899).

flogged in being initiated into the Dionysiac rites
(ef. Paus. viii. 23. 1, and the recently discovered
Pompeian painting, Notizie degli Scavi, 1910, 4, pi.
At Delphi, the centre of Greek religion,
xvii.).
where a ceremony described by Plutarch represented his mystical resurrection and the waking of
the new-born child after bis winter sleep, he was
important enough to have his coffin beside the
image of Apollo and to share with him the pediment of the temple. So Dionysus was also the god

and pathos, acquainted with grief. What
more natural than that tragedy and comedy should
of sorrow

arise in the worship of a deity the thought of whom
covered the whole field of human emotion, whether

grief or gaiety, 'a complete religion, a complete
sacred representation of the whole of life ? Even
before the coming of Dionysus there were the crude
beginnings of the drama. If we seek the ultimate
and final source, perhaps we can find it mainly,
but not entirely, in the cult of the dead. The main
real historical source was the poetic and literary
inspiration of the wine-god, especially as exhibited
in the dithyramb.
Aristotle rather than anthropology should guide us in this question.
The dithyramb of Arion was, if not dramatic,
mimetic, and the chorus by its dancing illustrated
the story told in words. The drama proper, however, began to evolve when the choral chant was in'

terrupted by a rude dialogue, perhaps improvised,
between the leader and the chorus. The dithyramb was sung at the spring festival of the winegod, and at any time the coryphaeus may have
stepped out and spoken to the chorus as a whole.
When that happened, the song became dramatic,
and drama was born. Pollux (iv. 123) and the Etym.
Magnum (8.1). dv/iiXri) say that there was a kind
of table on which, before Thespis, one mounted and
answered the chorus. This rustic use of tables as
extemporized platforms is confirmed by illustrations
on Greek vases (cf. Cook, CIB ix. [1895] 370 f.
Bidgeway, p. 44 f. ). While tragedy developed out
of the dithyramb, the dithyramb continued at
Athens and elsewhere. The intermediate forms
have been lost, and only a few notices and a list
of poets from Arion to Thespis remain to fill the
gap. Pindar is said to have composed seventeen
tragic dramas in addition to his dithyrambs, but
;

we know almost nothing

few

A

of their character.
years ago, however, a new piece of evidence

was found

in the

of Bacchylides

eighteenth poem
—newly-discovered
a short dramatic lyric dialogue,
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(Greek)
which some

a dithyramb, between .Egeus and
Although written about the time of
illustrates the development from the
dithyramb to the drama. The evolution of the
call

the chorus.

Sophocles,

it

drama

consists, as Croiset says, in the elimination
of the satyric element., the transformation of the
primitive narrator into an actor, and the constitution of a regular plot.
Thespis did this and employed a regular actor. Thus the element of acting

was now added to that of impersonation, that is,
he himself stepped out and recited to the others,
Thesfor in early days the poets were also actors.
pis was born in Icaria, where, as we have seen, the
nourished
and
of
where
tragic
Dionysus
worship
choruses performed in his honour. Thespis first
produced nis tragedies at the city Dionysia in 534
B.C.
He is also said to have invented the mask,
which is ritualistic and reflects the origin of tragedy
The successors of Thespis
in a Dionysiac festival.
and immediate predecessors and rivals of ^Eschylus
were especially Pratinas, Chcerilus, Phrynichus.
According to Suidas, Pratinas was the first to
compose a satyr-drama. During the performance
of one of his plays in competition with Alschylus
(499 B.C.), the temporary wooden seats collapsed,
leading to the erection of a regular theatre at
Athens.
His son Aristeas wrote among other
satyr-dramas one called Cyclops the title also of
the only extant satyr-drama, written by Euripides
and translated by Shelley. Chcerilus also distinguished himself in the satyr-drama, and won for

—

himself the title of king among the satyrs. Tho
satyr-drama, illustrated by the satyric masks with
semi-bestial features, was originally a gross licentious Dionysiac rite, which with its Sileni and
satyrs came down into Greece from Thrace. There
dwelt a tribe called Satrae, among whom was the
chief sanctuary of Dionysus, and who were thought
to be lax in their morals and given to wild orgiastic

Even to-day in Thrace and Greece one may
and Dionysiac dances [the writer has
witnessed them in Bceotia and Thessaly], which
resemble the scenes on Greek vases which were inspired by, and inspired, the satyr chorus (cf. Furtwangler-Reichhold, pis. 47, 48). So from the Satra
perhaps arose the name satyrs,' the constant comrites.

see phallic

'

panions of Dionysus in art and literature. It was
necessary only to change the costumes of the chorus
to widen the scope of subjects. This was done, and
Greek tragedy got further and further away from
Dionysus and almost the whole of Greek mythology was drawn on for the plots of the Greek plays.
Even the chronicle-play, or drama of contemporary
The only extant example is
events, was invented.
the PerscB, in which vEschylus avoided the fate of
Phrynichus (who was fined a thousand drachmas
for his Sack of Miletus) by mentioning no contemporary Greek name in the play, and by placing the
scene at the remote court of Susa. But the Dionysiac element was kept to a large extent in the
coarser satyr-drama, which every tragic poet must
present after a trilogy, or set of three dramas.
Sometimes, however, a tragedy of a comic character, like the Alcestis of Euripides, could be substituted, and later only one satyr-drama instead of
three was given at each festival, to remind one of
the origin of tragedy in the worship of Dionysus.
Then, as we know from inscriptions, it had the
least important place, namely, at the beginning of
the festival, and not at the end as previously. The
satyr-drama, like tragedy, was a regular ritual supported by the State.
The three great Greek tragedians
2. Tragedy.
;

—

were JEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, whose
plays are full of religious and ethical ideas (dis-

cussed in the articles about thum in this Encyclo^Eschylus added a second actor, thus
paedia).
introducing true dramatic action, and diminished
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the songs of the chorus.
Of about seventy dramas
by jEsehylus we still have seven, among them the
Greek
only
trilogy preserved, the Oresteia, the
masterpiece of Greek drama, produced in 458 B.C.
born
at Eleusis in the strong religious
./Eschylus,
atmosphere of the Mysteries, extended the bounds
of tragedy to deal with the great moral and religious problems of life and the relation of man to
man and to God. He developed the plot, made
tragedy a dignified instructor in ethics and religion,
and laid down the principles followed by all succeeding Greek tragedians with few changes. One
of the great features of yEschylean theology is the
predominance of Zeus, to whom even Destiny is
coadjutor. This is perhaps best seen in the Hupplices, which has been pronounced one of the most
truly religious poems in ancient literature (Adam,
Rel. Teachers, p. 142).
jEschylus verges almost on
Zeus is
monotheism, or rather pantheism (fr. 70
Zeus in truth
iether, Zeus is earth, Zeus is heaven
is all things and more than all').
Sin is ifipts, or
insolence, and must be expiated by suffering and
punishment is for the most part retributory. He
protests against the doctrine of the envy of the
gods (cf. Agamemnon, 749 f.), and emphatically
affirms that the world is governed by Justice.
As is well expressed in Abbott's Hellenica (1880,
p. 66), the undertone of Divine vengeance running
through the dramas of .iEsehylus seems in Sophocles
to pass away into an echo of Divine compassion,
and we move from the gloom of sin and sorrow
towards the dawning of a brighter day in which
strength is made perfect in weakness.'
Sophocles, who added a third actor and raised
the number of the chorus from twelve to fifteen and
employed scene-painting, in contrast to jEschylus,
is the poet of reconciliation and not of strife between right and wrong. He was the most religious
of the Greek poets, and piety is the basis of his
In Euripides, the gnomic poet of everyreligion.
day life and realism, there is much polemic against
popular religion, much scepticism and cynicism.
He robbed tragedy of its idealism, but brought in
romance and pathos and melodrama, which made
him very popular in his own and later times.
Euripides still further diminished the importance
of the chorus as an organic part of the drama,
made the prologue serve to tell who the persons
were, and largely employed the deus ex machina to
close his dramas, of which we still have nineteen,
including the doubtful Rhesus. After Euripides,
new tragedies continued to be written, down to the
3rd cent. A.D., and old tragedies of the 5th cent,
were reproduced along with the new. But there
was little growth or innovation except in better
stage-machinery and improved scene-painting.
Professional actors took the stage in the 4th cent.
B.C., and troupes were sent out to the villages by
the gilds of the Dionysiac artists. Almost every
town after the 4th cent. B.C. had its theatre and
its performances.
For Delos, Samos, Delphi, and
other places we still have several of the choregic
'

'

'

:

;

;

'

inscriptions.
3.

Comedy. — As in the case of tragedy, the
Greek comedy is connected with the

origin of

Dionysus, and especially with the
lorians.
Comedy arose in the phallic song of
Bacchic dancers and revellers, a comus-song (from
a revel,' not ku^tj, a village,' as Aristotle
Kufios
One sees such a phallic procession in honour
says).
of Dionysus in Aristophanes' Acharn. 237 f., and
on many Greek vases. The primitive rude impromptu performance was developed by Susarion

worship of
I

'

'

,

Megara, who substituted verses of his own, and
introduced into these indecent performances the
abuse of individuals.
Susarion brought these
comic performances from Megara iirst to Icaria,
where, as we have seen, tragedy also was bom.
of

(Greek)
Epicharmus, comedy was only a series of unconnected episodes and burlesques; but Epicharmus,
the Sicilian father of Greek comedy, introduced
unity of subject and plot, though he seems not to
have had the comic chorus, which developed out of
the comus. He was the first to bring forward the
character of the parasite. His comedies were of
two kinds mythological travesties, and comedies
with scenes from daily life, which developed into
comedies of intrigue. But the comus of Attica
was combined with the episode-comedy of Epicharmus and Sicily to form Attic comed3T though,
of course, the agon, or contest, also played an
important part, as Zielinski has shown. But the
agon theory, according to which comedy arose
from yeipvpi.aii.6s, or the jibing at one another at the
bridge passed over by the initiates on their proTill

—

,

AJPh

x.
(cf. Gildersleeve, in
[1889] 383, xviii. [1897] 243), would make comedy
belong to Demeter and Persephone rather than to

cession to Eleusis

Dionysus. Whichever theory

is right,

Attic comedy

was clearly separated from
tragedy and the satyr-drama, which were regarded
as regular rituals by the State. But comedy grew
out of mere buffoonery, and had no claim to religious respect, though it was given unofficially at
in its origin certainly

The State did not take it
festivals of Dionysus.
up until comedy was developed on the lines of
tragedy as a legitimate form of drama. Probably
about 487 B.C., as Capps thinks, and not so late as
467, as

Wilamowitz argues,

—
— comedy was officially

recognized at the city Dionysia. Chionides and
Magnes are the first great names, and from their
time onwards comedy developed after the pattern
of tragedy.
Three comedies were given at the

Dionysia and Lenwa by
425 to 405 B.C. the

number

five

separate poets.

number was only

three.

From
The

who

could take part in the discussion at any time was three, as in tragedy
(though, as Rees has shown, this does not mean
that only three actors were employed to give a
tragedy or comedy). The number of the chorus
was twenty-four double the number in tragedy
before Sophocles. Comedy, like tragedy, had its
prologue, parodos, exodos, and choruses but two
features, the agon and parabasis, are peculiar to
comedy alone. The agon is a debate between two
antagonists and the chorus, and often seems to be
the essence of the comedy. So, in the Clouds of
Aristophanes the agon is the contention of the Just
and Unjust Arguments for the Athenian boy. The
parabasis is the part where the chorus faces the
of the
spectators and addresses them in the name
of actors

—

;

—

poet.

Three periods of comedy are distinguished the
Old (down to, say, 390 B.C.), the Middle (from 390
the date of Menander's first play),
to, say, 324
and the New (from 324 onwards). The Old Comedy,
of which Cratinus, Eupolis, and Aristophanes are
the three great poets, ridiculed with gross abuse
and obscenity an individual or any subject, whether
from mythology, literature, Utopias, daily or public
Imitations of animal life were common, and
life.
there were choruses of snakes, wasps, fishes, or
birds, as in the Birds of Aristophanes, the protoSuch choruses
type of Rostand's Chanticlcr.
existed even before Aristophanes, since a vase in
the British Museum of the 6th cent. B.C. shows
men dressed as birds dancing to the sound of the
flute.
Great licence was allowed in ridiculing
statesmen and politics, but for a while it became
necessary to curb the satire and forbid the comedians
The plays of the
to satirize individuals by name.
middle period of Aristophanes are not so pungently
the Plutus belongs
political as the earlier ones, and
to Middlo Comedy.
Aristophanes was the greatest
and of his fiftyrepresentative of the Old Comedy,
four plays we have eleven preserved entire— the

—

DRAMA
only extant examples of a complete Greek comedy.
The Middle Comedy, best represented by Alexis
and Antiphanes, in which political and personal
satire hardly appears at all, is a period of transition
to the more refined and less personal New Comedy,
which developed the comedy of manners with its
stock characters and with the every-day intere its
of eating, drinking, and intrigue.
The greatest
poets of the New Comedy were Philemon (who in
a life of ninety-nine years produced about ninety
Menander, Diphilus, Apollodorus, and
plays),
Posidippus.
Recently considerable fragments of
four plays of Menander have been recovered in

Egypt

(cf.

but we

Capps, Four Plays of Menander, 1910),
get our best idea of the Greek New

still

Comedy from the Roman comic poets Terence and
Plautus, who took their plots from the Greek, and
led the way to the comedy of Moliere and modern
Europe.
4.

See

Drama

The structure

even to touch on

(Roman).

of the theatre.
all

—

the Greek drama in this article, but something
should be said about the form of the Greek theatre,
which to-day is the most conspicuous ruin throughout Greek lands. The best preserved auditorium
is that of the beautiful and harmonious theatre of
Epidaurus the best preserved stage-building is
that of Priene. All date after the middle of the
4th cent. B.C. The first stone theatre in Athens
dates from the time of Lycurgus, long after the
;

—

days of yEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and
would seat about 15,000 people. With the semicircular auditorium rising in tier after tier of seats
divided into /cenicfdes, or wedges, by aisles, the
theatre of Lycurgus probably reproduces the plan
of the temporary structure in which /Eschylus
acted his own dramas.
The performance was
always out of doors, and the spectators sat on the
slope of the hill, which was made into the form of
a semi-circle with the ends extended. Generally
even in later times the side of a hill was used for
the auditorium of stone, but at Eretria an artificial
embankment had to be heaped up. The chorus
and actors performed in a circular orchestra at the
bottom of a semi-circular auditorium. Here was
an altar of Dionysus, at which every performance
was begun with sacrifice and, as the Greek drama
was essentially a religious service, not far away
there often was a temple, generally of Dionysus,
in whose precinct the theatre was.
Part of the
6th cent, temple of Dionysus remains even to-day,
to the south of the stone theatre of Dionysus in
Athens, although the later 4th cent, temple is
better preserved. However, we must remember
that, while Dionysus was the usual deity associated
with the theatre, we sometimes rind others. So
the stage-building of the theatre at Oropos, which
seems to have had wooden seats, with the exception
of a few stone ones for the priests and dignitaries,
bears an inscription to Amphiaraus. At first there
;

was no scenic background, but, when painted
scenery had been introduced, a Skene was erected
behind the orchestra containing dressing rooms,
and was later adorned with a proscenium of half
columns, originally wood, but later stone, between
which were slabs, or pinakes, on which the scenery
was painted. These slabs could be removed when
the actors came out into the orchestra. Even when
there was a stone skene and proscenium, most
scholars now agree that the actors performed in
the orchestra, where even a whisper could be heard
by the topmost row, as the writer can bear witness
from experiments at Epidaurus.
The gods, of
course, appeared on top of the proscenium, or
Ghosts, like that of Darius in the
theologeion.
Charon's stairs,' which
Persoz, would appear by
descended in the middle of the orchestra and connected with an underground passage to the skene,
'

;

—

Literature. Cf. the different histories of Greek Literature,
esp. Croiset, Hist, de la lilt, grecque, iii. (1H91), tr. in abridged
form by Heffelbower (1904) Christ, Gesch. der griech. Lit;

It is impossible
the subjects connected with

—
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(Indian)

as at Eretria and Sicyon.
The actors wei
tinguished from the chorus by their costume, often
padded, and by their wigs and masks. It used to
lie thought that their height- was increased by the
cothurnus on the feet and the onchos on the head.
Hut it is likely that the cothurnus was unknown
till late times.
Doubt has also been thrown on the
use of the eccyclima, or machine to roll out the
corpse, since no murder could be represented in full
view of the spectators. But there seems to be
evidence for its use.
Men played the part of
women. There was no curtain, as in the Roman
theatre, so that there was rarely a change of
scene
but the three unities of time, place, and
action were often violated, and not consciously
formulated by the Greeks.

Fowler, Hist, of Ancient Gr. Literature, 1902
Capps, From Homer to Theocritus, 1909, pp. 182-300, 414-140
[one of the best accounts of the subject] Wright, Short Hist,
Uratur*, 1905

;

;

;

Literature, 1907 ; Verrall, Student's Manual of Gr.
Tragedy, 1891 ; Barnett, Gr. Drama, Temple Primers, 1900 [an
excellent little book, with a good account of the origin and early
history of the drama] ; Haigh, Tragic Drama of the Greeks,
1896, The Attic Theatre, 18S9 (3rd ed. by Pickard-Cambridge,
1907) Moulton, Ancient Classical Drama, 1890 ; Weil, Etudes
sur le drame antique, 1897 Campbell, Guide to Gr. Tragedy for
English Readers, 1891 ; Ridgeway, The Origin of Tragedy,
1910 [the most recent and important treatment] Farnell, 'The
Megala Dionysia and the Origin of Tragedy' (JHS xxix. [1909]
p. xlvii), also Cults of the Greek States, v. [1910], s. v. 'Dionysus' ;
'
'
Reisch, Zur Vorgesch. der attischen Tragodie {Festschrift
fur Gomperz, 1902, p. 459 f.). For the religious side, cf. esp.
J. Adam, The Religious Teachers of Greece, 1908 ; Campbell,
Religion in Greek Literature, 1898 ; Dyer, Gods in Greece, 1891 ;
Foucart, Le Culte de Dionysos en Attique, 1904 ; J. E. Harrison,
Proleg. to the Study of Greek Religion 2, 1908 (esp. pp. 359-463) ;
Study of Dionysus, 1S95 Wernicke,
Pater, Greek Studies :
'
Bockschore und Satyr-drama' (Hermes, xxxii. [1897] 290 f.). For
the ruins of theatres and their interpretation, cf. Ddrpfeld, Das
griech. Theater, 1896 ; Puchstein, Die qriech. Riihne, 1901. On
the dramatic inscriptions, cf. Wilhelm, Urkunden dramat.
Auffuhrungen ' in Athen, 1906, and the artt. by Capps cited'
there, esp. the Introduction of Comedy into the City Dionysia

of Gr.

;

;

;

A

;

Other important works
(Chicago Decennial Publications).
are the editions of Aristotle's Poetics by Butcher (1898) and
Bywater (1909) O'Connor, Chapters in the History of Actors
and Acting in Ancient Greece, 1908 Rees, The So-called Rule
of Three Actors, 190S Smith, The Use of the Buskin in Greek
Tragedy (Harvard Studies, xvi. [1905]) Hains, Gr. Plays in
America' (Classical Journal, vi. [1910] 24 f.). Other books on
the Greek drama are being prepared by Capps, Harris, Harry,
;

;

'

;

'

'

;

Flickinger,

and
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others.

(Indian).

—

1.

The

classical

Indian

— The extant masterpieces of the Indian
drama belong to the most nourishing period of
drama.

classical Sanskrit literature, which may be supposed to begin with the establishment of the Gupta
Empire in A.D. 319, and to extend to about the
year 800, though the literature of the next three

or four centuries, which may be regarded as the
silver age, includes a number of dramas of considerable interest and importance and this species
of composition has continued to be cultivated in
India even down to the present day. But these
later productions are destitute of originality.
They are either imitations of the old models, or
exercises constructed in accordance with the rules
of the rhetoricians and the writers on the dramatic
art.
Recent discoveries have, however, shown
that the antiquity of the classical drama is much
greater than is represented by the extant literature.
;

Fragments of Indian palm-leaf MSS found in
Central Asia show that a dramatic literature
possessing substantially the same chief characteristics (§ 2) was flourishing several centuries earlier

Kusana period (§ 3).
Like all other works of the classical period such
as the romances, the literary epics, and the lyrical
poems the Sanskrit dramas are of an artificial
and highly elaborated character. The rules which
govern their language, their structure, the choice
of their dramatis persona;, and their plots are
in the

—

—
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those which had

been already fixed by grammarians and theorists. Dependent as they are for
their interest, not so much on originality of plot
or a life-like portrayal of character, as on their
power to excite emotion, on refinement of language,
and on subtlety of expression, they can have

We

thus
appealed only to cultivated audiences.
find the drama, at its first appearance in literature,
to be a perfected work of art, the form of which,
already definitely settled, does not subsequently
undergo any important modification.
This drama must have had a history but such
earlier forms as might have enabled us to trace its
origin and growth directly were either not committed to writing or have disappeared in the course
of time.
References in early literature prove,
indeed, that a drama of some kind flourished in
India at least as early as the 4th cent. B.C. (see
§ 8) but there is nothing actually extant in Indian
literature which stands to the classical drama in
the same relation as the early epics, the Mahabharata and the Bamayana the oldest portions of
which probably go back to c. 500 B.C. stand to the
All that can be
later epics of the classical period.
now known of the history and development of the
Indian drama must be inferred (1) from the plays
themselves, (2) from works dealing with the arts of
dramatic composition and dramatic representation,
(3) from references in other literature, and (4) from
a consideration of the popular theatre which con;

;

—

—

:

still to flourish in India.
Some of the most important
2. Chief features.
characteristics which are common to all Sanskrit

tinues

—

plays are the following

:

—

—

The benediction.- Every play begins with a
solemn prayer in verse, addressed to some deity
usually &iva or Visnu or some Divine personage connected with them. In the case of one drama, the
1
This prayer,
Naqananda, Buddha is invoked.
called the ndndi, was pronounced by the manager
(1)

—

who was also usually
the principal actor. It formed part originally of
an introductory religious ceremony called the
purvarahga, and remained prefixed to the drama
of the theatre (sutradhdra),

as a sign of its religious origin.
At the conclusion of the
(2) The prologue.
ndndi, the manager calls to his side one of the
actors or actresses and the dialogue which follows
is adroitly used to bespeak the good-will of the
audience, to give some account of the piece to be
performed, and to lead up to the action of the
opening scene by calling attention to the character
This
or characters who now appear on the stage.
introduction (dmukha or prastdvand) differs from
the prologue in the Latin, French, or English
comedy, in so far that it is not definitely separated
from the play itself, and is intended to set the plot
in motion.
The play thus begun divides itself
(3) The acts.
naturally into acts (ahka), each forming, as it were,
a chapter in the story. The hero appears in each
act and an act comes to an end when all the
characters have gone off the stage. The unity of
time is preserved only within each act and not
throughout the whole play and even within the
act the rule is liberally interpreted by a proviso that
the events described must not be supposed to have
The time
lasted more than twenty-four hours.
supposed to elapse between one act and another is,
but in practice a
in theory, limited to a year
2
The
longer interval is sometimes permitted.

—

;

—

;

;

;

audience is made acquainted with events which
have taken place between acts by means of interludes (viskambhaka or praveiaka), which take the
1

§ 3 cf, also the fragments of plays discovered in Central
These are definitely Buddhistic in character.
(i*.).
See Jackson, 'Time Analysis of Sanskrit Plays,' in JAOS

See

form of monologues or duologues. The unity of
place is not observed. Journeys from one spot to
another, or from the earth to the sky, for instance,
be represented dramatically within the act.
(4) Expression of emotions.— The object of the
dramatic art is to produce emotion in the mind of
the spectator ; ana to this end everything else is
subordinated. In the course of a play all the
emotions (rasa), enumerated as eight, 1 may be
excited
but those of love and heroism should
preponderate. Death and fighting must not be
represented on the stage ; and every play must
have a happy ending. Tragedy, therefore, in the
ordinary sense of the word, finds no place in the
These characteristic aims
classical Hindu theatre.
and limitations produce in Sanskrit plays a sentimental and conventional atmosphere which distinguishes them in a very marked manner from the
tragedies and comedies of ancient Greece and Rome.
A no less striking
(5) Verse and prose mixed.

may

;

—

Sanskrit
contrast is presented by their form.
plays are written partly in verse and partly in
The verse portions consist of short lyrical
prose.
poems descriptive of the beauties of Nature, the
charms of women, feelings of love, joy, despair,
etc., and these are connected by a prose dialogue.
The action of the plot is carried on almost entirely
in prose, while the personal feelings of the characters inspired by their surroundings are expressed
These lyrics, couched in
in the most formal verse.
a great variety of metres, and adorned with all the
devices of rhetoric, are highly polished specimens
of the poetic art such as could have been appreciated, or even understood, only by a cultured
audience. It seems probable that, in the earlier
stages of the drama, the verses only were fixed,
while the connecting dialogue was left to improvisation, as in the popular plays at the present day.
The dramatis persona;
(6) Sanskrit and Prakrit.
speak either the literary language (Sanskrit) or one
The
or other of the popular dialects (Prakrit).
distribution of languages among the various characters may be given as follows from the Daia-Erqm

—

ii. 97-99 (ed. and tr. Haas, p. 75) :
'
Sanskrit is to be spoken by men that are not of low rank, bydevotees, and in some cases by female ascetics, by the chief
2
queen, by daughters of ministers, and by courtesans. Prakrit
is generally [to be the language] of women, and Sauraseni in the
case of male characters of low rank. In like manner Pi^achas,
very low persons, and the like are to speak Paisachi and Magadhi.
Of whatever region an inferior character may be, of that region
For a special purpose the language of
is his language to be.
the highest and subsequent characters may be changed.'

This diversity of tongues would seem to indicate
that the drama assumed its final form at a period
when the educated classes were in the habit of
using Sanskrit as an ordinary means of communication, while the uneducated classes still
continued to employ their own dialects.
But,
though the classical drama may thus show conventionalized a state of things which must at one
time have had its basis in actual fact, its Prakrits
are no longer the genuine language of the people.
They, too, have become conventional that is to
into the
say, they are merely Sanskrit changed
various Prakrits in accordance with what were
supposed to be the phonetic peculiarities of each,
in much the same way as the Scotch and Irish
characters on the English stage are often made to
;

speak a jargon which

is

nothing more than per-

verted English— the work of a dramatist who has no
knowledge of the living dialects. These dramatic
Prakrits are, further, assigned to different classes
of characters, and applied to different uses in the
is also purely conplays, in a manner which
The Prakrits thus represented most
ventional.
in
number
three
are
Sauraseni, Mahacommonly

—

;

Asia
2

(Indian)

XX. 11899] 341-369, xxi. [1900] 88-108.

of the raeas, see
temtkritt, Paris, 1884, pp. 267-364.
1

For an elaborate study

2 In

Eegnaud Rhitoriqut

the extant plays the queen regularly 6peaks Prakrit
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but a number of others are
found occasionally. Sauraseni, the dialect of the
region of the Matliura (Muttra), is used in prose by
the queen and her attendants and by the higher
subordinates generally. In verse the same characters use Mahaiastri, the language of the Mahratta country.
The lower subordinate characters
speak either MagadhI, the dialect of Magadha
(Bihar), the country around Pataliputra (l'atna),
or some peculiar patois of their own. A fourth
rastrl anil

MagadhI

;

Prakrit, Paisachi, spoken in certain districts of
N.W. India, is said by the grammarians to have
been used in the drama, but is known at present
only from their quotations, and has not been found
in any extant play. 1
The predominance in the plays of Saurasenl, the
dialect of the country of Matliura, the holy land of
Krsnaism, lends some support to the theory, which
is not improbable otherwise, that the drama had
its origin in religious performances celebrating the
life and exploits of Visnu-Krsna.
The characters in a play
(7) The characters, etc.
may be either semi-Divine or human and, as
according to Hindu ideas there is no very definite
line of demarcation to be drawn between these two
classes, they are often brought into association, as,
for instance, when a king falls in love with an
apsaras, one of India's nymphs.
The plot may be taken from legend or from
history, or it may be founded on contemporary life
and manners. In any case, the main interest
almost invariably centres in a love-story. For a
rare exception, see §3, vi. ' Mudrdraksasa.'
The scenes are predominatingly, though by no
means exclusively, those of court life and the
persons most frequently represented are kings and
queens and their entourage. There can be no
doubt that the classical drama was developed
mainly under the influence of royal patronage, and
that the dramatists were usually also court poets.
The dependants of the court, too, supplied certain
types which are especially characteristic of the
Indian stage. The most noteworthy of these are
the vidusaka (who appears in nearly all the plays
except those of Bhavabhuti), the vita, and the
iakara (who are known chiefly from the Mrchchhakatikd [see §3] and the text-books).
The vidusaka, who has often been compared with
Shakespeare's clown, is the king's confidant and
go-between. His gluttony, his stupidity, and his
foibles make him the comic character of the piece.
Although a Brahman, he speaks Prakrit, like the
uneducated characters. This fact probably denotes
that the type has been borrowed by the literary
drama from the popular stage. 3
The vita, another associate of the king, is a
person of wit and refinement, who combines the
graces and the subserviency of the courtier.
The iakara is the brother of one of the inferior
wives of the king, and is represented as an insolent,
overbearing upstart. The name, according to the
grammarians, denotes a person of Saka descent

—

;

;

(Pat.anjali,

Mah&bhasya, ad Panini,

As Sylvain L£vi

[Le Thtatre indien,

IV.
p.

i.

361

130).

f.) lias

pointed out, this etymology is historically important, as showing that the character in question
first found a place in the Indian drama at a
period

1 For a fuller account of
the Prakrits, see R. Pischel, Gram.
der Prakrit-Sprachen (GIAP i. 8, Strassburg, 1900); on the
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'
Paisachi, see also Konow, The Home of Paisaci,' in
Ixiv.
[1910]95-118.
2 Pischel
(Borne of the Puppet-play, Eng. tr., London, 1902)
supposes the vidusaka to be the original of the buffoon who
appears in various forms in the popular theatres of mediaeval
Europe. It is perhaps more probable that some such character
is inevitable wherever a popular drama is
developed. A nearer
parallel to the vidusaka would seem to be supplied by the friar,
who was often represented as a com[c character. On the vidusaka, see especially Huizinga, Tie vidusaka in het indisch Tooneel
(Uroningen, 1897). Cf. also Schmidt, Beitrdge zur ind. Erotik,
Leipzig, 1902, pp. 200-203.
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(Indian)

when Saka

princes were ruling in India, and
matrimonial, alliances between royal houses of
Hindu and Saka nationality were possible. The
peculiar language spoken ,by this character is also
said to be that of the Sakaa (Sahityadarpana,
81, 85).

Historically interesting also on account of their
are the yavan&s, who attend the king as
armour-bearers. These must have been originally
Yavana ('Greek') women, although, like the
French word Suisse, the term may at a later
date have been used to denote any attendant of
a particular kind. 1
From the
(8) Buildings and stage-properties.
prologues to the dramas we learn that they were
usually performed on the occasion of a festival
most frequently the Spring Festival (see § 10).
The simple arrangements of the Indian stage
required no building fitted with special contrivances like our own theatres or the Greek Scarpa.
The plays were, as a rule, given in the hall of a
royal palace which was used for exhibitions of
singing and dancing (samgita-idld).
No doubt the hall was sometimes specially intended for

name

—

—

dramatic representations, and was, therefore, called prekfd<jrha, 'play-house.' Such buildings are described in the Na%yaiidsira (see § 4).
Inscriptions in a cave at Ramagadh seem to

indicate that

ZDMG

India,

lviii.

it

was intended to be used as a theatre (see Bloch,
Ann. Rep. of the Archceol. Survey of

[1904] 455

;

ii.).

The stage was open to the audience in front,
while the background was formed by a curtain
divided in the centre. The tiring-room (nepathya)
was immediately behind the curtain. When characters came on the stage in a dignified manner, the
two halves of the curtain were drawn aside by
attendants but, when haste was to be indicated,
the actor entered with a toss of the curtain
;

'

'

(apati-ksepena).
One of the names

for this curtain, yavanikd, was supposed
xiv. [1860] 209, Ind. Stud., Leipzig, 186S,
by Weber
xiii. 492) to mean
the Greek cloth,' and the etymology was
used by him to support his theory of Greek influence in the

(ZDMG

'

The word, however, more probably denotes
If so, it is, like iakara and
yavani, interesting as evidence of the period in which the drama
assumed its form.
Stage-properties of the most obvious description
only, such as thrones and chariots, were used
and there was no scenery in the ordinary sense of
the word.
Its lack was supplied by lyrics describing the imaginary surroundings, supplemented
mimetic
action, and by an elaborate system of
by
gesture to which a conventional significance well
understood by the audience was attached, somewhat in the style of the modern ballet.
Indian drama.

some

fabric

made by the Yavanas.

;

3.

The most

important plays.

—

The earliest specimen of the Sanskrit drama was formerly
supposed to be the Mj-chchhakatikd, which was referred to the
4th cent.
but, since the appearance of Sylvain Levi's Le
ThMtre indien, it is now generally believed to belong to a
later period (see below, iii. Sudraka ').
The earnest complete
plays which have been published would seem to be those of
;

'

who probably lived

in the reign of the Gupta monarch
Chandragupta 11. Vikramaditya (a.d. 401-415). But, in the
prologue to what is usually regarded as Kalldasa's earliest
the
drama,
Malavikdfjnimitra, he records the names of some
'far-famed' predecessors Bhasa, Ramilla, Saumilla, and KaviUntil recently only fragments of plays by these
putra.
dramatists were known but, in May 1910, Pandit T. Ganapati

Kalidasa,

—

;

Sastri discovered, in an old library in Travancore, MSS of ten
dramas of Bhasa, including the Svapna-idsavadattd, of which
Bhasa was previously known to be the author, and the Daridrachdrudatta, from which the plot of the 31rchchhaka(ikd was
borrowed. Editions of these plays may be expected to appear
shortly in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series (see Sylvain Levi,

JA

xvi. [1910] 38S).

Fragments of Indian (Buddhist) drama9 of a much earlier
date have been discovered in Central Asia. These belong to
the early Kusana period, when Central Asia formed part of the
Indian Empire; and one of them is actually the work of
As\'aghosa, the court poet of Kanaka. The chronology of the
Kusana period is at present in an unsettled state and the age
of these fragments will be variously estimated
according to the
different views which scholars hold as to the epoch of Kaniska.
;

1

see

For the period to which these foreign invaders belong,
§ 10.
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to say, while some will suppose them to belong to the
1st cent. B.C., others will assign them to the 1st or to the early
dramas are of the conpart of the 2nd cent. a.d. These
ventional form (see § z), and do not differ essentially in lanof the classical
guage or style from the well-known examples
Their evidence is extremely important, as showing
period.
that the structure of the drama was already settled at a period
be from three to four and a half centuries anterior
which

That

may

Expeditionen

:

of

'

Dramen herausgegeben von Heinrich Luders,'
«» Drama des AimBerlin, 1911 ; Das Sdriputra-prakarana,
der
ghosa, by Heinrich Luders, Berlin, 1911 (Sitzungsber.
Kdnig. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften, Phil. -Hist. Classe,
p. 388).

The number of extant plays recorded in Schuyler's
rive
Bibliography of the Sanskrit Drama exceeds
hundred, but a great number of these are late and
or
purely imitative productions of little interest
The following list contains the
literary value.
immost
of
the
titles, with short descriptions,
portant
:

KalidIsa.— (1) Mdlamkdgnimitra: the story of King
Agniniitra and the Princess Malavika (repeatedly translated,
The play is historical in the
e.g. TawneyS, Calcutta, 1891).
sense that some of the characters are known to history.
Agnimitra was the second member of the Suuga dynasty,
which succeeded the Mauryas in the kingdom of Vidisa (E.
i.

Malwa), c. 178 B.C. Incidents' referred to in the play, such as the
war with Vidarbha and the defeat of the Yavanas, are also
perhaps historical. (2) Sakuntald (the most popular of Skr.
the story of King
plays; first tr. Jones, Calcutta, 17S9)
Dusyanta and the nymph Sakuntala, taken from bk. i. of the
:

Mdhdbhdrata. (3) Vikramorvasi (repeatedly translated, e.g.
by Wilson) the story of King Pururavas and the Nymph
Urvasi, which goes back to Vedic times. A dialogue between
these two personages is found in the Rigveda (x. 95).
ii.
Harsa (reigned a.d. 606—c. 648).—<1 and 2) Ratndvali
(Eng. tr. by Wilson) and Priyadariikd (tr. Strehly, Paris, 1888
Eng. tr. in* preparation by A. V. W. Jackson), named after their
heroines. The plots are taken from the cycle of stories about
the adventures of King Udayana of Vatsa. (3) Ndgdnanda
founded on the Buddhist story of the Bodhisattva Jimutavahana (Eng. tr. by Boyd, London, 1872). In the opening
benediction Buddha is invoked. 1
a comedy
iii. Sodraka.— llrchchhakatikd, 'The Clay Cart
of middle-class contemporary life. The plot gathers around the
:

;

:

'

:

love of the rich courtesan Vasantasenil for the poor but wellborn Charudatla (Eng. tr. by Wilson, and especially Ryder,
Cambridge, Mass., 1905). This, the most human and amusing
of Sanskrit plays, is now known to be an adaptation of Bhasa's

Poor Charudatta.' 2
iv. Bhavabhuti (flourished at the court of Yasovarman of
Kanauj, c. A.D. 690).—<1 and 2) Mahdviracliarita (tr. Pickford,
London, 1871) and Uttararamacharita (Beveral translations,
founded on the story of Rama. (3) Malatie.g. by Wilson)
mddhava a comedy of contemporary life named after the two
chief characters Malati and Madhava (Eng. tr. by Wilson).
v. I'.hatta Naravaija (before the second half of the 9th cent.).
Venisatphdra (Eng. tr. by Tagore, Calcutta, 1880): the plot
is taken from the Slahabhdrata.
vi. Visakiiadatta or Visakhadeva (about the same date as
the last) Mudrardksasa: a political drama with no principal
female characters and no love interest (Eng. tr. by Wilson).
The plot is historical. It turns on the fall of the Nandas and
the coming to power (c. 315 B.C.) of Chandragupta, the founder
of the Maurya dynasty, the SavSpoKOTros of Alexander the
'

:

:

—

—

Great's historians.
vii. Rajaskkhara (lived at the court of
Mahendrapala of
Kanauj, c. a.d. 900). (1) Viddhatdlabhailjikd, The Pierced
Statue' (Eng. tr. by Gray, JAOS xxvii. [1906] 1-71); (2)
and tr. Konow
Cluster'
'The
(ed.
Camphor
Karpuramafljari,
and Lanman, Cambridge, Mass., 1901); (3 and 4) Balaramdyana and Bdla-bhdrata. The first of these is, in Bome
the second is noterespects, an imitation of the Ratndvali
worthy as being the only extant example of a play written
altogether in Prakrit the third and fourth are founded respectively on the stories of the Rdmayana and the Mahdbhdrata.
via. KrbnaMISRA (11th cent.).— Prabodhachandrodaya, 'The
an allegorical play in which
Rising of the Moon of Wisdom
the characters are abstract ideas, virtues, or vices. 3 Its object

—

'

;

;

'

:

1
Although these three plays bear the name of King Harsavardhana Siladitya of Thanesar, and each contains a verse
asserting the royal authorship, it is probable that they were the
work of a court poet, perhaps Bana, to whom also a play
Parvati's Wedding' (tr. Glaser,
entitled Pdrrati parinaya,
Trieste programme, 1880), is attributed (on this whole pro.
Hem, see Ettinghausen, Haifa Vardhana, empercur et poite,
'

Paris, 1900.).

2
King Sudraka, to whom this comedy is attributed, is the
central figure of a group of legends, from which no exact
information as to his date or locality can be obtained. As in
other Bimilar cases, it is probable that the actual author was
some court poet. The
xchchhaka(ikd may perhaps belong to
the 6th or 7th century.
Allegorical characters are also found in one of the Buddhist
plays of which fragments have been discovered in Central Asia.

M

;l

,

—

buddhistischer

Daridra-chdrudatta,

to glorify the Vedanta philosophy and to inculcate the worship
Vispu (Eng. tr. by Taylor 3 Bombay, 1S93).
'

For dramas inscribed on stone, see Kielhorn, Bruchstiicke
ind. Schauspiele in Inschriften zu Ajmere' (GGN, 1901); and
llultzsch, Epigr. Ind. viii. [1905-6] 96.

See Kdniglich Premsische Turfan(4)).
Kleinere Sanskrit-Texte, Heft 1, Bruchstvicke

to Kalidasa (see § 10

(Indian)
is

is

Works on the theatre. Of the Sanskrit
4.
treatises which deal with dramatic composition
and theatrical representation the following are the
most important

:

—

The Ndtya-iastra is an encyclopaedia dealing
with the theatre and all the arts associated therewith.
It is regarded as the highest authority,
and is supposed to be of Divine authorship. It is
said to have been revealed as a fifth Veda by the
god Brahma to the sage Bharata, who is often
mentioned in the plays as the stage-manager of
It is at least as old as the earliest
extant dramas, and may be much older. The list
of foreign invaders of India mentioned in it
&akas, Yavanas, Pahlavas, Bahlikas seems to
indicate the same period as the dramas themselves

the gods.

—

—

(see Sylvain Levi, op. cit., Appendix, p. 3).
The Daia-Rupa (ed. and tr. Haas,
York,
1911) of Dhanamjaya, who lived in the reign of
Muiija or Vakpatiraja, king of Malwa (last quarter

New

the 10th cent.), deals only with the dramatic
which it analyzes under four headings: (1)
the plot, (2) the hero and the other characters, (3)
the prologue and the various species of dramatic
composition, (4) the poetry and the sentiments to
be expresssed.
The Sdhityadarpana (ed. and tr. Ballantyne and
Mitra, Calcutta, 1875) of Visvanatha, of uncertain
date, treats not only of the drama but also of the

of

art,

whole art of poetry.
These works show a subtle power of analysis
which is characteristically Indian but the analysis is rather of the form than of the spirit, and
is as alien as possible from what has, since the
days of Aristotle, been regarded as dramatic criticism in the West. Thus, the principles in accordance with which dramas are classified are founded
on what we should consider accidents rather than
essentials for example, the rank of the hero, the
number of the acts, the kind of language (whether
partly in Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit, or altogether in Prakrit, etc.). According to such principles, all dramas are divided into two main classes
a higher (rilpaka), of which there are 10 varieties ; and a lower (uparupaka), of which there are
Of the rilpaka, the first variety is
18 varieties.
the nfitaka, which must consist of not fewer than
5 and not more than 10 acts, and in which the
hero must be a god or a prince, e.g. Sakuntald.
The next variety is the prakarana, a love-story
of real life, in which hero and heroine must be of
good family, e.g. M]-chchliakatika. Of the uparupaka the chief variety is the ndtika, which has the
same type of hero as the ndtaka, but is confined
Another variety, the
to 4 acts, e.g. Ratndvali.
fourth in the enumeration, is the sattaka, which
(according to the Sdhityadarpana) is like the
;

;

—

ndtika, except that it

is

written entirely in Pra-

krit, e.g. Karpuramanjari.
[In addition to the rupakas and uparupakas just noted, the
following types described by the Indian dramaturgists are also
accessible, though the majority of them are still untranslated.
1. ROpakas.— (i.) The llhdna, or monologue, descriptive of
the passing throng or of a rascal's exploits (e.g. Vasantatilaka
of Varadacharya, ed. Yidyasagara, Calcutta, 1872 Eng. tr. in
course of preparation by L. H. Gray), (ii.) Prahasinia, or farce
Teat ro scelto
(e.g. JyotrrisVan'fl Dhitrtasamdgama, tr. Marazzi,
indiano, Milan, 1871-74, ii. 189-231). (iii.) Dima, or presentation of terrible events, the effect of the combats, etc., often being
enhanced by sorcery, eclipses, and the like (e.g. Rama's Manlxiii. [1909J 4i>o-j:;7,
mathmmathana, ed. R. Schmidt,
629-654). (iv.) Vydyoga, or military spectacle, from which the
sentiment of love is excluded (e.g. Kahehanacharya's Dhanamtttt/tinjaya, ed. Sivadatta and Parab, Bombay, 1S95).
2. UPARfii'AKAS.—(i.) The Trofaka, merely a variety of the
nataka (r.q. the Vikmmorraii [S, 3, i.]). (ii.) Sriaadita, in
which the "name of the goddess Sri ('Fortune') is frequently
mentioned, or the divinity is imitated by the heroine (e.g. Ma;
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dhava Bhatta's Subhadrdharana, ed. Durgaprasada and Parab,
in one act (e.g.
Bombay, 1888). (iii.) IShanikd, a comic piece
ed. Jiva Oosvami, MurRupa Gosvami'a Danakelikaumudi,
..
.
,.
shidabad, 1881).
,
,.
To these should be added, though unmeutioned by the native
or shadow
dramaturgists, the very interesting Vluujdnajaka,xxxi.
JAOi>
[l'Jll]
tr. Gray,
play' {e.g. Subhata's Datdagada,
Bee below, § 6).— L. H. Gr4V.]

,

In the same spirit the theorists delight in arrangsub-divisions— according to
ing into divisions and
the conrank, character, and circumstances— all
ceivable types of hero and heroine, and all the posArtificial and meticulous
sible varieties of plot.
it is
as is the theory of drama thus presented,
all the plays extant, and
substantially observed in
time
as
goes
it acquires a more binding power
are no longer
on, so that the later productions
works of art, but exercises written to illustrate

to humbler, folk in the open
playa were appealing
air.
They still survive in India under tin: name
which
declares their religious
name
a
of yatras,
menus a festival in honour of
for

origin;

are

Mahdbharata and Rdmayana. The striking
and the 'mysteries
of mediaival Europe has been pointed out by
Nisikanta Chattopadhyaya {The Yatras, or the
similarity between the yatras

Prakrit nomenclature a sign of popular origin.
whole nomenclature of the drama, however,
as employed and expounded by the theorists, supevidence of its popular origin.
plies indisputable
The terms denoting acting and actors, the diHerent
kinds of plays, theatrical appliances, etc., are preas they
dominatingly Prakrit and not Sanskrit,
must have been if the drama had been literary
from the first. The very root nat, 'to act, is
'to
the Prakrit equivalent of the Sanskrit rift,
'to express by
dance,' in the Indian sense, that is,
mimetic action.' It occurs in Panini's grammar
4th cent. B.C.), and both Parimi
(IV. iii. 110, 129;
himself and, still more explicitly, his commentator
show that, at their rePataiijali (2nd cent. B.C.)
classes spoke Sanskrit,
spective dates, the educated
use
while the common people still continued to
The drama, then, had its
their native dialects.
the
at
and,
common
the
people
origin among
its
later period when it assumed a literary form,
to
not
as
established
so
was
firmly
nomenclature
surnew
its
of
sutler change through the influence
5.

;

3
Popular Dramas of Bengal, London, 1882, p.
Ind. Essays, Zurich, 1883, p. 3), and there can be
no doubt that the theatre in India, as in Europe,
had its origin in religion.
;

8. References to drama in early literature.— The
earliest certain mention of a dramatic literature
350 B.C.),
appears to occur in Panini's grammar (c.
IV. iii. 110-111, where iie gives rules for the formation of the names denoting the followers of two
text-books on the drama— those of Silalin and
Krsasvin. These treatises are lost ; it is probable
and all other works of the same nature
that

they
were superseded by the Natya-sastra (see § 4).
Panini's commentator, Pataiijali (c. 140 B.C.), often
refers in his Mahdblutsya to actors, and mentions
two plays by name Kanisavadha, the Slaying of
Bali
Kamsa,' and Balibandhana, the Binding of
—with the additional information that in the former
and
Vasudeva
Kamsa
of
respectively
the adherents
reddened and blackened their faces (Weber, Ind.
lxiv.
Studien, xiii. 487; cf. also Keith, ZDMG
As both of the earliest recorded
[1910] 534-536).
of the god Visnu, it
the
celebrated
exploits
plays
has been suggested that the drama may have taken
his honour.
its origin from religious performances in
There are also other indications that this view may
2 (6)).
correct
be
§
(see
possibly

roundings.
Further evi6. Influence of the puppet-play.—
the
dence of a popular origin has been seen in
to the
titles sutradhdra and sthapaka applied

The word
manager and to his principal assistant.
sutradhdra means literally 'the holder of the
'the placer.' These terms
strings,' and sthapaka

from the
was undoubtedly a very
puppet-play, which
ancient form of dramatic representation in India,
and is alluded to by Nilakantha in his com-

are supposed to have been borrowed

XII. ccxcv. 5 (Shankar
Pandit, in notes to Vikramorvail, p. 4, Bombay
Pischel, Home of the
Sanskrit Series, 1879
Puppet-play, and 'Das altind. Schattenspiel,
xxiii. [1906] 482-502; Gray, introduction
to his tr. of the Datahgada, in JAOS xxxii. [1912]).
The sthapaka, who is well-known from the text-books, has

mentary on Mahdbharata,
;

SBAW

almost vanished from the stage. He probably, however, apthe MSS are not in
pears in the Karpuramafljari, although
agreement on this point (see Konow and Lannian, KarpuraSeries, vol.

iv. [1001]).

The classical drama
7. Popular plays (yatras).—
a popular product which has received
is, therefore,
a 'literary development. This development took
as is, indeed, true of classical Sanskrit
place,
literature generally,

under royal patronage. The
we learn from the prologues, were most
on the occasion of
frequently performed at palaces
the characters represented
the Spring Festival
are most commonly kings and queens and the personnel of the court; the dramatists are usually
court poets ; and the authorship of a number of
to the kings themselves.
plays is attributed
The popular drama, however, did not cease to
form
exist because it assumed a more polished
or a
at courts. While the works of a Kahdasa
Bhavabhuti were being performed before a courtly
the
of
the
hall
popular
in
the
palace,
audience

plays, as

;

still

the

—The

Harvard Oriental

i/il/ni

The plots, too, of these popular plays
deity.
They are still
religious in character.
taken from the legends of the gods and heroes of

some

rules.

inaftjari, p. 196,

887

(Indian)

—

'

'

'

Dramatic character of some early

— The
9.

a

to

literature.

earliest literature of India, extending back
includes certain
period c. 1200 or 1500 B.C.,
which are to some extent dramatic in

compositions

the
character, and which may well have supplied
there
germ of a regular drama. In the Rigveda
are fifteen hymns written in the form of dialogues,
with
which, if recited with appropriate action and
the parts assigned to separate actors, would make
1
diminutive plays.
,
,.,.,,. ,
The ancient epic poems, the Mahabharata and
well
Pdmayana, contain many scenes which might
if
be acted." The step from the epic to the drama,
such a development had taken place in India, would
have been a short one, since the change of speaker
in the epic is denoted by a short prose statement,
which is little more than a stage direction— 'A.
of verse incorporated in
spake '—and not by a line
the poem, as in Homer.
The Brahmana literature, dating from c. 800 B.C.,
draalso contains accounts of performances of a

matic character which took place in connexion with
certain religious ceremonies
:

'

On solemn

of a horse,
occasions, such as that of the sacrifice

was the custom in Vedic times to recite old histories ami
of the Rig-veda and the
songs and the performers, the priests
RitualYaiur-veda spoke turn and turn about' (Hillel.randt,
On the day
Litteratur [GIAP iii. 2], Strassburg, 1897, p. 150).
who disputed
of a Mahavrata an Arya and Sudra appeared,
and
about a skin (Hillehrandt, Roman. Forsch. v. [1S90J 327);
and seller
at the ceremony of the purchase of soma a buyer

it

•

about the
were introduced, who held an animated conversation
The buyer made his offer, the seller raised his price. If
price
was bound to
the soma-dealer proved refractory, the purchaser
and the
the
to
take
also
gold
and
away
from
him,
tear the soma
resisted,
cow which he had given for the soma. If the dealer
or with billets
the buyer had to beat him with a leather strap

ZDMG

xxxvii.
1 For these •samvada' hymns, see Oldenberg,
and xxxix. (1885) 62; Sylvain Levi op. at. 301 ; von
Schroder. Mysterium u. Mimas un Rig-reda, Leipzig, 1908,
xxiii.
Hertel,
'Ir-priing
102;
[1909]
v 1- Winternitz,
desiml Dramas und Epos,' 16. xviii. (1904)59-83,137-108; lveith,

(1883) 64,

WZKM

in^iJ.4.?, 1911, p. 979.
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A survey of Indian dramaturgic literature, with references to parallel passages, is given by G. C. O. Haas, in his ed.
and tr. of the DaS'a-Rupa in the same series (New York, 1911).
Reference may also be made to A. V. Williams Jackson,
Certain Dramatic Elements in Sanskrit Plays, with Parallels
in the English Drama,' in AJPh xix. (1S98) 241-251, and 'Children on the Stage in the Ancient Hindu Drama,' in Looker-On,
and to L. H. Gray, The Sanskrit Novel and
v. (1897) 509-510
the Sanskrit Drama,' in
xviii. (1904) 48-54.
E. J. Rapson.

wood

(Hillebrandt, Vedisehe Mythologie, Breslau, 1891-1902,
*
75; Pischel, Home of the Puppet-play, p. 12).

1906.

—

Origin of the drama. The foregoing paragraphs contain a summary of such evidence as
bears on the question of the origin of the drama.
From a consideration of the evidence thus sum10.

'

'

marized, the following four points would seem to
be established
(1) The drama was of popular, not of learned,
It is, therefore, difficult to suppose
origin (see § 5).
any connexion between it and the samvada hymns
of the Rigveda (see § 9).
(2) The drama is of lyric, not of epic, origin.
The actual plays are essentially lyrical. Their

;

:

the manner of Heine's Licder. The
prose dialogue which connects these is of minor
importance, and originally was probably left to
improvisation (see § 2 (5)). It is probable, then,
that the drama arose from songs associated with
Its
gestures, i.e. 'dancing,' in the Indian sense.
form could not be explained if it were supposed to

somewhat after

§

<)).-

This is inferred from
(3) Its origin was religious.
the existence of the nandi (see § 2(1)), from the
analogy of the ycitras (§ 7), and from the titles of
the earliest recorded plays (§ 8). The fact that
dramas were regularly performed at the Festival
of Spring would seem to indicate that the rites
from which they derived their origin may have
been originally associated with some primitive
form of Nature-worship, like those which are
found incorporated in Brahman ritual (§ 9). It is
quite possible that, in certain parts of India, the
worship of Visnu-Krsna, with which the drama
would appear to be especially connected (§§ 2 (6),
8), may have been at a later date superimposed on
some popular festival of the kind.
(4) A drama of some kind certainly existed as early
as 350 B.C. (see § 8), and, at some period between
this date and the date of the fragments found in
Central Asia (see § 3), the form of the classical
drama was stereotyped. The peoples of foreign
nationality who have left their traces in the
drama, and who are mentioned in the dramatic
text- books, are those who occur in the other
literature— epics, grammatical works, law-books,
and in the inscriptions which fall within this
etc.
period (Rapson, B. M. Cat., 'Andhra Dynasty,'

—

etc.,

London, 1908,

p. xcviii).

—

n. The question of Greek influence. The view,
formerly widely accepted, and most fully expounded

by Windisch (' Der griech. Einfluss im ind. Drama
[Verh. d. 5 Internal. Or. -Cong., Berlin, 1882, II.
ii. 3]), that the Indian drama had been influenced
by the Newer Attic Comedy of Menander and
Philemon (340-260 B.C.), probably finds few supThe arguments of
porters at the present day.
Windisch are carefully considered one by one by
Sylvain Levi (op. cit.), who finds none of them con'

vincing and, as has been pointed out (§§ 2, 10),
there are so many fundamental differences between
the Indian and tlie Greek drama that, prima facie,
they have all the appearance of being independent
;

developments.
Literatorb.— The standard work on the Sanskrit drama is
Sylvain Levi, he Thdatre indien, Paris, 1890 the best collecis still that of H. H. Wilson, Select
Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus = vols. xi. and xii. of
Works of U. II. Wilson, London, 1871 the best Bibliography
of the Sanskrit Drama is that of Montgomery Schuyler, vol.
iii. of the Columbia
University Indo-Iranian Series, New York,
;

tion of English translations

;

I To
the reference given by Pischel add von Schroder, Mysteriumu. Mimus, and Keith, SdAkhanana Ardnyaka, London,
1908, Appendix on the Mahavrata, p. 73.
- An
extremely polished form of the primitive ytitrd probably

exiBts
In Mir

m

—
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frame-work consists of a number of little poems
about the beauties of Nature, or personal feelings,

be of epic origin (see

WZKM

Jayadeva's (iitaqovinda (12th cent.), made accessible
Edwin Arneld's Indian Song of Songs (London, 1876)

—

1. Origin.
The Japan(Japanese).
ese themselves do not hesitate to carry back the
drama to mythological times.
The Kojiki tells us how the great sun-goddess Amaterasu-6
mikami-no-mikoto, angry with her mischievous and turbulent
brother Susa no wo, god of winds and storms, hid herself in a cave
and refused to come forth. The gods, distressed by the eclipse
of light which ensued, sought to lure her from the cavern, and
at last succeeded in doing so by means of a simple play.
A
young and beautiful deity, Amatsu-uzume-no-mikoto, ciad in
moss from the mountain of Kayou, garlanded with flowers from
the spindle-tree, and bearing in her hand a bunch of bamboofronds, was set to dance a hieratic dance at the entrance to the
cavern. The dance (it is still exhibited at Ise and Nara, and
in Izumo) was found vastly amusing by the crowd of gods

assembled at the cave to witness the success or failure of the
experiment, and a roar of delighted laughter went up from
them. The sulking sun-goddess was filled with woman-like
curiosity, peeped out from her hiding-place, and was finally
presuaded to return to her proper sphere. Thus the Ama-noiwado-no-kagura, or play before the celestial gate,' came to be
looked upon as the germ from which has sprung the classical
drama of old Japan.
The value of the above legend depends on the
view taken as to the historic value of the Kojiki,
a compilation of the 8th cent. A.D., to which few
'

foreigners would assign the same high position
that is accorded to it by the Japanese. Under the
year A.D. 671, however, the Nihongi speaks of a
rice-field-dance,' connected with the
tamai, or
ingathering of the harvest and this, by the beginning of the 11th cent., had developed into a
more or less formal pantomime under a Chinese
name dengaku, which signifies the same thing as
tamai. The tamai, however, seems to have been
a purely Shintoistic dance, connected with the
the dengaku was
indigenous Nature- worship
more or less buddhicized, and was performed by
men with shaven crowns who were called dengakuboshi, or teachers of the law connected with the
rice - field - dance, and who belonged (doubtless
We have
irregularly) to the Buddhist clergy.
here a point of contact with the history of Buddhist developments in Japan. During the 9th and
10th cents., when the miseries of the country were
very great, and when little, if anything, was done
for the amelioration of the people by the selfishly
cultured monks whose chief seats were in Nara,
Kyoto, Jlieizan, and a few other seats of monastic piety, travelling priests belonging to no par'

;

:

ticular sect of

Buddhism

itinerated throughout

the country, gathering the people round them by
simple dances and religious performances, and
teaching the elements of popular religion. These
men were known as oaori-nembutsu, dancing
'

reciters
boshi.

of prayers.'

They were

also denaaku-

The most famous of these men was Kuya
cent.), a prince of the Imperial blood,
travelled all through the country with his
mystery plays and dances. It is in these itinerating preachers that we find the true successors of
that faith in Amitabha alone, which, developed in
Shonin (9th

who

the 7th cent, by the Chinese patriarch Zendo, and
encouraged by Shotoku Taishi, disappeared for a
while under the ritualistic burdens of the systems
in vogue at Nara and Kyoto, to reappear in the
simpler Jodo systems of Honen and Shinran.
But the rice-field-dances developed in another
direction.
By the side of the solemn and sedate
dengaku, with its religious tone, there arose the
or
Chinese dance,' full of humour and
savguku,
comedy, and hence changed in popular parlance
to sarugaku, or
monkey-dance,' which presently
became the most popular of all the forms of
'

'

'

'

DRAMA
and eventually developed into

dances,

par

tlie

'

'

vd

'

'

;

'(lower,' 'faculty,' 'capacity,' 'talent.'

It

is

much used

in

Buddhist philosophy, chough this fact does not throw much
light on its employment as a designation for lyrical dramas.
Peri (op. oil. infra) quotes Motoori (1780-1801) as suggesting that
the character is a contraction for waza, a term frequently used
to denote actions,' liturgies,' danees.' We have kami-iraza,
liturgies
maPwaza, dances oko-waza, comic spectacles
and Fujiwara Akihara (10:iO-106S) even speaks of soruyalu-nowaza. There is much to be said for this theory, but it still
leaves untouched the problem as to how the pronunciation
waza came to be changed to n& Can it be that there lurks in
710 some echo of the Indian word7id(a(' nautch')?
The no came
into vogue in Japan at a time when Japan had close intercourse
with China, when China was greatly influenced by India and
there is much iu the nautch that reminds one of the n6.
Motoori's theory, that n6=waza t is strengthened by the fact
that the principal actor in a no drama is called shi-te (lit.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

7roornjs).

—

2. The
no.'
Apart from the philological difficulty involved in the name, the no is a lyric drama
composed mainly of two factors singing and posOf these, posturing is the more ancient.
turing.
have seen that the Japanese assign the origin
of the no, as of the temple-dance itself, to that
original kagura dance which was performed at the
'

Shura

(or Asttras) as

shed connected

excellence.

The word nd presents certain difficulties. Used as a vert it
as a noun it signifies
means to be aide,' to have the power
'
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We

cave of the sun-goddess, and which is still perpetuated in the kagura dances at shrines and
temples. The tamai was also mainly a dance,
probably not unlike the country dances which still
survive in remote country districts, wherever the
police can he persuaded to shut their eyes, in connexion with the Feast of 0-bon. These dances
are almost invariably accompanied by some rude
instrumental music, and it is almost inevitable
that singing shonld ensue when the bodies of a
company of men and women are set in harmonious
motion by the sound of some simple instrument.
The country dances of all peoples are accompanied
with song. The dialogues connecting the various
songs and dances came in later, but so subsidiary
is the place assigned to what in Europe would be
considered the most important portion of the
drama, that they are frequently omitted altogether from the iitaibon, or printed copies of the
no dramas. The place where the dialogue should
come in is indicated by the simple addition at the
end of the song of the words shika-jika, and so
forth,' or serifu ari, 'there are words spoken'
'

(Peri, op. cit. 263).

When the no appeared in its perfected condition
during the Nambokueho and Muromachi periods
(1332-1603), it had a libretto, or book of words, many
of which have come down to us.
Over a thousand
no dramas are known to have existed they were

—

:

divided into two classes uchi, the inner circle,
the plays most commonly represented ; and soto,
the outer ring of less familiar, because less popu-

Common parlance speaks of naigwai
(=uehi soto) ni-hyaku ban, 'the 200 pieces inner
and outer,' but the number extant is a little in
excess of that. There are about 250 which are

lar, plays.

now actually current (for their names see Peri).
A new no play occasionally finds its way to the

stage even now, but rarely with great success.
The no are classified according to their subjects,
as follows: (1) Kami no, or shinji no, dramas
which concern the gods or things divine, i.e.
mythological pieces or pieces relating to the
legends connected with some particular god or
temple. These pieces are also termed waki no,
though the reason for this term is not quite clear.
dramas of good wishes,' written
(2) Shugen no, or
for the purpose of celebrating heroes, famous men,
emperors, etc. Some dramas evidently are capable
of being treated as either kami no or shugen no.
This class includes nearly all the so-called otoko
'

mono, or shura mono

whom Buddhism

— pieces

relating to warriors,
relegated to the path of the

and

seirei no,

a punishment for the

with their

lives.

(:i)

b]

YUret

I

no

dramas connected with apparitions,

the former class referring to the
spirits of warriors or women ; the latter, to the
manifestations of the spirits of animals, plants,
Iii these
(lowers, etc.
plays (hence called jo or
ghosts, spirits

onna mono) the principal

actor, or shite, is

always

a woman, the name katsura mono being also given
to them from the katsura head-dress worn by the
female character. Many of the plays classified as
kami no or genzai no may be put down as mummono as well. (4) Genzai no. Whilst all the
dramas hitherto considered have dealt with problems of another world, the gods great and small,
the spirits and souls of the righteous and unrighteous, the fourth class deals with problems,
not of the present time, but of the present world.
It represents the human side of the lyrical drama,
scenes more or less historical, illustrations of
manners and customs, etc.

A second classification, dating apparently from the lokugawa
}
(1003-1868), gives a fivefold division—ym, ( an,jo, kyo, ki,
period
'
the fourth practically corregod, man, woman, folly, demon
sponding to the genzai no of the classification just given.
'

The

—

—

kyogen.' The writers of the red dramas
were all either Buddhist monks or persons impregnated with the spirit of Buddhism. The present
world is to Buddhism nothing but folly,' and it
is easy to see how the plays of the
genzai no came
to be classed as kyo, 'folly.'
But the present
world has a constant tendency to assert itself even
in the most monastic of minds, and not only do
we find the kyo, or genzai mono, occupying their
3.

'

'

own

position among the legitimate dramas of the
no, but we find evolving out of them a new species
of theatrical composition, the kyogen, or satirical
farce, which came to form a pendant to the lyrical
drama, iust as a satiric drama was appended to
the conclusion of a Greek trilogy.
No and kyogen are acted on the same stage, but
never by the same actors. In the no the actors
wear masks, in the kyogen they wear none ; the
dances are the same, but the manner of execuIn the no everything is solemn,
tion is different.
stately, impressive ; in the kyogen there is a sound
of laughter, mixed with an undertone of sadness.

In the no

we have

the Buddhist clergy preaching

their highest doctrines of life, and setting up an
ideal which shall inlluence society ; in the kyogen
there is the sense of the ridiculous and the sense
of sadness which both alike come from the consciousness of failure to attain to an ideal.
If the
no gives us the high ideals of life as dreamed of by
the recluse priesthood of the period, the kyogen
gives us a true picture of the degenerate national
life of the Ashikaga (or Muromachi) age.
It would
be possible to re-construct a picture of the social
conditions of the age from the texts of the extant

kyogen. Following the analysis given by Florenz,
we should see, in the sketches made by these

anonymous satirists, a nobility and clergy effeminate and worldly, and meriting the disdain of the
fighting classes whose hand was uppermost in the
affairs of the distracted empire, a low state of
social morality, much poverty and distress, no
efficient system of police, and, above all, a general
callousness and indifference to suffering which
acquiesced in the ridiculing of the blind, the
maimed, and the suffering. Bead in connexion
with works like the Tsurezure gusa and the
voluminous correspondence of men like Nichiren,
Rennyo, and others, now being gradually made
accessible to Western readers, the kyogen texts
are invaluable for all students of Japanese life and
society during the Middle Ages.
kabuki.' The no and kyogen were
4. The
never popular performances.
They were composed for the amusement of certain privileged
'

—
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and elsewhere they were
patronized by Shoguns and courtiers and, when
the kyogen had lost their sting by reason of the
pax Tokugawica introduced by Iyeyasu (1603-32),
almost every daimyo of any importance or wealth
classes in the capital

;

;

own

troupe of actors at his little court.
But for the common people, the merchant, the
and
the
farmer,
artisan, the lyrical dramas were
never intended.
About the year 1569 there appeared in Kyoto a
woman named Izumo no O Kuni, whose genius
produced a remarkable revolution in the dramatic
world of her country. O Kuni was the daughter
of an Izumo blacksmith, and, being a girl of
prepossessing appearance, was early engaged as
a miko, or kagicra-d&ncer, at a temple in the
The temple was destroyed
village of Kitsuki.
by fire, and O Kuni started on a quest for money
to rebuild it.
It is probable that she went first to
Sado, where gold had recently been discovered,

kept his

and where money was readily spent.
wards, in 1569, she

where she

Soon afterat Kyoto,

made her appearance

up a booth (or shibai) in the dry bed
of the Kamogawa, and began giving performances
which speedily became very popular. She was
set

dressed in the black robe of a priest of the
Shinshu sect of Buddhists, and her dancing was
of the style known as yaya-odori, or nembutsuodori, the pantomimic sacred dance which, as we
have seen, Kuya Shonin and others used in their
She
itinerating preachings through the country.

accompanied her dancing by rude songs on the

impermanency

of this transient world.

Her

per-

formances attracted much attention, and her quest
for the temple was soon accomplished.
In the
meantime she had discovered her vocation. To
this she was helped by a certain Nagoya Sanzaburo, the son of a samurai in Owari, who had
been educated by monks at Odawara, and adopted
later by Gamo, lord of Aidzu, one of the political
supporters of the Taiko Hideyoshi. Nagoya was
a handsome and brave man, with a great reputation as a lady-killer.
It was said that the fair
Yodogimi was one of his conquests, and that
Hideyoshi's reputed son, Hideyori, was in reality
Gamo died in 1595, and Nagoya, now a
ronin, or masterless knight, came presently to
Kyoto, where he became attached to O Kuni,
his.

who was some fifteen years his senior. Under his
she changed her methods.
She discarded her priest's robe for the dress of a twosworded samurai, sang popular ditties instead of
nembutsu hymns, and began to act on themes of a
purely secular nature. Her popularity increased
still more. Nobunaga, Hideyoshi, and
Hideyoshi's
son, Hideyasu, invited her to act in their presence,
influence,

and there is an old print in the Museum at Uyeno,
which represents her performing before a crowded
house in which several Europeans are to be seen.
This touch of the West in contact with the East
is not without its significance.
Every resident
in Japan knows how marvellously quick the
are
to
the
latest
ideas
from foreign
Japanese
adopt
countries, and it is quite possible that the modernized drama which was thus instituted by U Kuni
and Nagoya contained elements derived from the
European drama. Shakespeare was in the zenith
of his power when O Kuni was acting, and there
were but few Englishmen in Japan who could
have told the Japanese of him. Corneille was not
yet born but the Spanish drama had been at its
topmost point of fame for many years, and there
were many Spaniards, clerical and other, in the
Imperial city. It is possible that the Europeans
;

represented in the old print in the Tokyo Museum
are Spaniards.
The popular name for these representations was
shibai, a name still in universal use to denote a

(Japanese)
theatre, the secular drama, or a secular play.

The

name chosen

for it by its founders was kabuki, a
word originally signifying comedy and licence,

but in later days ennobled so as to denote the
art of singing and dancing.' Tokyo still boasts
of a kabuki-cho, or street devoted to this sort of
drama, and of a kabuki-za theatre, which has
hitherto attracted to itself some of the greatest
names of the Japanese theatrical world.
The year 1604 marks the height of O Kuni'a
personal popularity. About that year,
'

who had

returned to his samurai

life,

Nagoya,
was killed

Kuni, who was getting on in
years, retired to a nunnery in her native place,
where she died in obscurity, nine years later.
Imitation is always one
5. The 'onna-kabuki.'
of the greatest tests of popularity. Before
Kuni
retired from the histrionic life, her theatres had
already found imitators in various cities, notably
at Osaka and Yedo, and the movement showed
signs of permanent vigour. But the onna-kabuki,
as it was called, fell into disgrace with the Shogunate, and its prominent feature was prohibited by
the police of Iyeyasu in 1629. One of the chief
novelties of O Kuni's representations had been her
bold assumption of male attire. But when she fell
in with Nagoya she was no longer a young woman,
and it does not seem that there were other women
directlyassociated with her in the enterprise. What
was probably harmless in her case became a precedent of doubtful character in the hands of others.
Women of uncertain reputation were brought on
the stage in the rival kabuki theatres with them
were associated men of low life, and the result
seemed very dangerous to the public morals. The
employment of women in kabuki plays was therefore prohibited by the Shoguns' police. No woman
was employed as an actress in a theatre from the
year 1629 until the debut, in the so-called soshishibai, of Sada Yakko, at the end of the 19th
in

a brawl, and

—

;

century.

— The prohibition of
6. The
'ningyo-shibai.'
women actors was, for the time being, an almost
crushing blow to the kabuki. The place of the
women, banished by the decree of 1629, was taken
by young boys, who played the women's parts but
the moral consequences of the so-called wakashushibai were worse than those of the onna-shibai
had been.
Besides, the boy-actors had not yet
been trained, and some time had perforce to elapse
before the kabuki could regain its former popularity. In the meantime a new species of dramatic
performance got an innings, which its promoters
The visitor to Japan
used to great advantage.
will still sometimes meet with a travelling mendicant, carrying on his back a portable shrine containing some religious image or symbol which is
the pilgrim's object of devotion. It is probable
that in these mendicant vagrants we have a relic
of the ancient odori-nembutsu, and that the itinerant preachers carried with them an idol, before
which they performed their simple religious dances,
and which they used as a visible emblem of the
faitli they preached.
O Kuni had discarded the
emblems, whilst retaining for a while the religious
dance and song but there were (and still are)
The foundtravelling priests who retained them.
ers of the ningyo-shibai, or 'dolls' theatre,' made
these dolls or images the central feature of their
art.
The itineration ceased, and the idol, settled
in a permanent abode, developed into a marionette,
or set of movable dolls. The marionettes of the
ningyo-shibai were extremely popular during the
whole period of the Tokugawa government, and
performances of this sort are still to be met with,
Strange to say, the marionespecially in Osaka.
ettes had a considerable influence on the subsequent
kabuki.
of
the
developments
;

;
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the tilings,' says Balet, in a lecture delivered before
'
the Alliance Francaisc at Yokohama, Feb. 1911, which strike
and shock us most in the popular theatre must bo placed the
Stiff, and moving by
singular gesticulation of the actors.
ana
brusque starts, their gestures completely lack the ea
naturalness of real life one would say they were marionettes,
and not without good reason for the actors of the kabuki took
the marionettes of the booths in the fairs as their models. By

Among

;

;

an incomprehensible aberration, the Japanese have imitated
these gestures, have elaborated them, and have fixed them
permanently in the drama except in comedy, thus keeping
aloof from the true imitation of life, falsifying the expression of
even the simplest sentiments, to the point of making them a
From the theatre, these gestures passed
pure pantomime.
insensibly into daily life. It is not difficult to find traces of
them in the current expression of certain emotions anger,

—

—

;

scorn,

especially

defiance,

are

often

among

expressed

the

Japanese in the manner of the actors of the kabuki. Apart
from this influence of gestures, the other that of the manners
and morals preached up ad nauseam in bloodthirsty tragedies
has not been the least effective in the formation of the
Japanese mentality.' It is not necessary to follow Balet in all
The main thing is to note the
his conclusions and inferences.
effect of the marionette theatres on the gestures of the kabuki

—

—

actors.

7.

The

country,

—

like
its

every Oriental

story-tellers

anil

wandering minstrels, whose repertoire included
stories and legends of gods, heroes, and personages famous in national history, such as fienkei,
the righting monk. One of the most popular of
these stories was the history of Joruri, the famous
mistress of Yoshitsune a story belonging to the
same cycle of epos as Kenkei (see Saito Musashi-bo
Benkei, by de Benneville, Yokohama, 1910). The
story of the loves of this celebrated woman was so
popular that it overshadowed all the rest and gave
its name to the whole class of minstrel narrative,
so that a joruri came to be the generic name for
The joruri stories were
this class of recitals.
originally unwritten, handed down from minstrel
Ota
to minstrel in substance but not in letter.
Nobunaga, the rival of Hideyoshi, and a man of
considerable literary judgment, is said to have
suggested that it would be an improvement to
the joruri to have an established written text,
and his mistress, Ono no O Tsu, is said to have
been the first person to commit a joruri to writing.
A few years later, about A.D. 1600, a, joruri singer,
Menukiya Chozaburo, conceived the idea of a partnership with the master of a marionette show near
Osaka, and the result was a form of ningyo-shibai,
which soon gained the popular favour. In 1(585,
a certain Takemoto Gidayu opened a marionette
theatre, bearing his own name, in Osaka, and the
joruri came to be equally well known under the

—

8.

of gidayu.
theatre.

The Genroku

matsu and his school, without excluding the educated or despising the ignorant classes, made their
appeal to the great common-sense bourgeoisie, which
I'n ins the
mainstay of every nation. That their
appeal was not made in vain, may lie seen in the
immense influence exercised by Takeda's I'/tushingum in keeping alive in the people's heart the spirit
of loyalty to the Imperial throne.
One of
9. Difficulties besetting the 'kabuki.'
the great difficulties in the way oi realizing the
highest dramatic ideals lay, and still lies, in the
despised position of the actors. The kabuki lias
never quite effaced the bar sinister in its escutcheon.
Its founders, O Kuni and Nagoya, were deemed
none too respectable the onna-hibuki were performed mostly by prostitutes the lads who acted
in the wakas/iu-kabuki were connected with vices
which flourished in one of the 'cities of the plain.'
There was reason in abundance for the Tokugawa
government to take alarm there was not merely
the love of pleasure and the increase of luxury
among the people to be feared, but also the danger
to the social order, and the confusion of classes and
castes. The Shogunal government did not weaken
in the carrying out of what it conceived to be its
duty. In 1609, Iyeyasu prohibited all theatres in
Shidzuoka, which was at that time his residence
in 1610 certain court ladies at Kyoto were sent into
exile for going to a theatre, the manager of the
In 1629 every performtheatre being executed.
ance in which women appeared was forbidden. In
1641 a manager who had allowed his young men
to appear as women on the stage was severely

—

;

;

:

Japan,
'joruri.'
has always had

new name
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— The influence

of the
is seen in

marionette show on the legitimate drama
the fact that some of the greatest dramaturgists
of Japan under the Tokugawas, notably Chikamatsu and Takeda (middle of 18th cent.), were
also writers of gidayu.
From the marionette
theatre they had learned the value of the literary
side of the drama.
They appreciated the fact that
it was something more than a mere collection of
lyric songs loosely strung together by words which
were scarcely worth recording, more than a mere
exhibition of gestures and movements such as could
be done by marionettes quite as well as by living
men above all, that it was more than the diversion
of the passing hour by realistic, but motiveless,

—

imitations of scenes of real life. Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653-1724) stands a very long way behind
Shakespeare, but he understood, as Shakespeare
and his contemporaries had done, the vocation of
the dramatic poet. He aimed at, and to a certain
extent succeeded in, putting the dramatic poet into
his proper place as the creator of a drama with

representing life, and forming manners.
sole property of
the ruling military and cultured classes
Kuni's
work had been an appeal to the vulgar Chikaideals,

The media;val no had been the

;

;

;

'

'

A

few years later, under strict regulapunished.
tions, a few actors were allowed to appear in female
characters, but they were forbidden to wear silk
or brocades, and had to shave the front of their
head. Theatres, like brothels, were relegated to
certain quarters, samurai were forbidden to attend
them, and the actors were not allowed to associate
with the ordinary citizens.
They were classed
apart, like the eta, and the numeral substantive
used for them classed them with animals rather
than with men, as though one should say, so many
head of cattle,' 'so many head of actors.' The
term kawara-mono refers to the origin of the
kabuki amongst the heap of broken 'tiles' and
rubbish in the dry river-bed of the Kamogawa.
Under such circumstances it was extremely difficult
for the kabuki drama to struggle into respecta'

bility.

— We

10. Earliest written 'kabuki.'
have already
seen that the writing of joruri influenced the production of regular dramas. It is worthy of notice
that, in 1655, a theatre in Yedo produced a consecutive drama of several acts, entitled Soga no
Juban Kiri, which required 15 actors. Another
play, in 1666, also produced in Tokyo, was written

by Kawara Jonnosuke, and was entitled Soga no

One may see from the titles of these
kyogen.
plays how strong was the appeal made to the
national imagination by the stirring events of the
Middle Ages, which have furnished Japan with a
genuine, if informal, epic poem.
11. Actor families.
One of the results of the
Tokugawa legislation, which compelled the actors
to live by themselves, apart from their fellowcitizens, was the formation of an actor class. This
was quite in accordance with ancient Japanese tradition.
Japan has, from the earliest times, had

—

castes of doctors, wrestlers, sword-makers, painters,
etc., and the result of the system may he seen in
the specialized skill of production combined with
a marvellous lack of creative power, which marks

almost all Japanese work, especially in the various
departments of art. In the Japanese drama, we
observe the rise of great actor families, e.g. that of
Ichikawa Danjuro, which has, as it were, stereo-
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typed the dramatic art along certain definite lines,
and thereby produced an article perfect in its own
way, but which has stifled originality and wellnigh killed the art of the playwright. Judged by
its own standards, the Japanese kabuki, with its
posturings and intonations reminiscent of the recitatives of the no and the joruri, its stilted language,
and its simple dignity, is a thing as perfect as an
art influenced by very imperfect ideals can make
But what playwright could do his best, if he
it.
were ' bossed from the beginning to the end of his
'

composition by a clique of hereditary actors, who
said that things had always been just so in their
family ?
12. The Meiji theatre.
Like everything else in
Japan, the drama stagnated from about the end of
the second decade of the 18th cent, to the end of
the seventh decade of the 19th. The actors were
a class of social outcasts, but they had the supreme
sway in their own little kingdom, where things
went leisurely along the old grooves. The Meiji
Restoration swept away all class distinctions, and
the actors emerged from their isolation. In 1876,
at the opening of the Shintomiza theatre in Tokyo,
the Foreign Ministers and members of the corps
diplomatique accepted invitations to be present at
the opening performance. It was a great shock to
Japanese conservatism, but it proved to be a wholesome example in 1S86, Count Inoue ventured to
give a performance at his own residence, at which
Ichikawa Danjuro acted, in the presence of the
Emperor himself. The visits of distinguished personages, e.g. Prince Arthur of Connaught, gave
opportunities for official recognition of the dramatic profession and, in 1903, Prince Ito delivered
a funeral oration in honour of the popular Danjuro.
The old ostracism has not yet quite gone ; a statue
of Danjuro, erected a few years ago in front of the
Kabukiza theatre, had to be removed but it is
abundantly evident that the actors are winning for
themselves a recognized position in the Japanese

—

;

;

;

world.

—

(Japanese)

who can draw,

as did Shakespeare, on all the
wealth of accessible literature, and yet present it
to his audience in a thoroughly native form.
The
lack of a dramatist has been acknowledged in
many quarters. Writers like Fukuchi, Tsubouchi,
Ihara, and Masuda have tried to supply the vacancy.
They are undoubtedly on the right track but a
Shakespeare is bom, not made, and Japan may
perhaps still be said to be waiting for the 'mother
;

of Shakespeare.'
Efforts have also recently been made to conform
the architecture of Japanese theatres to European

ideas and requirements, This is notably the case
in Tokyo with the Yurakuza (built 1909) and the
Teikokuza (opened 27th Feb. 1911). It is impossible as yet to
what effect these buildings are

say

likely to have on Japanese dramatic developments.
recently established training school for young
actors and actresses will, if successful, be a step in

A

the right direction, as eliminating the hereditary
principle which has done so much in the way of
tossilization.
It also provides a way by which a
young woman of respectable family can adopt the
stage as a profession in an honourable manner
without the loss of caste.

—

The no is essentially a
14. Actors in the 'no.'
piece to be acted by two players, and this fundamental idea is maintained, however gTeat may be
the number of players actually employed in the
performance of any particular piece. The prinis the shi-te, the Totrir-f/t, or actor.
cipal personage
His duty is both to dance and to sing, and his role
is the pivot on which the whole piece turns.
him the protagonist. By his side is the
may call
wa'ki ( ' side '), who may be compared with the deuteragonist of the Greek classical stage. As the name
implies, his role is secondary to that of the shi-te ;

We

but he is nevertheless a necessary adjunct, because it
his presence on the stage that gives the requisite
stimulus to the activities of the shi-te.
Some plays require the presence of only two
actors and we may with justice consider them as
When more actors
types of the primitive drama.
are required, they are considered as assistants or
companions to the shi-te or waki. They are designated as tomo, 'companions,' but more frequently
as tsure, and appear as shi-te-dzure or waki-dzure,
according to the part they represent. But they
can scarcely be said to have an independent perce sont deux voix qui se repondent, et
sonality
non deux personnages qui se parlent' (Peri). In
some pieces there appears another actor, known
as the kogata, or child,' whose r6le is occasionally of some importance, as when, e.g. he represents an emperor or nobleman and in a few places
we find indelinitely designated personages, otoko
and onna, 'man' and 'woman.' Again, in one or
two plays we have companies of people representing,
These are
e.g., pleasure-seekers, or attendants.
known as tachi-shu. The clown's part is assigned
to a personage known as kyogen or okashi.
He is
sometimes entrusted with comic parts during the
but
more
with
the
comic
frequently
play itself,
interlude, ai, which separates the first act of a no
drama from the second. This ai no kyogen is not
to be confounded with the independent kyogen
which coiues between two distinct no dramas. He
is

;

'
One of the most hopeful
13. The soshi-shibai.'
signs connected with the modern Japanese stage is
that the monopoly of the great actor families has
been broken. The soshi-shibai, born some 25 years
ago, presents many points of resemblance to the
earlier enterprise of O Kuni and Nagoya, coming
into the world, as did its predecessor, at a time
when 'a fever of reform and innovation was raging
'

Kawakami Otojiro, the flighty
son of a toy-dealer, had an undistinguished course
at school at Fukuoka, and then flung himself into
political stump-oratory, after the fashion of young
Japan in the early days of Meiji. He had many
fellow-travellers along the paths of stump-oratory
the Japanese of the day invented a word to denote
these political adventurers. They were known as
soshi
they were oftener than not impecunious.
throughout Japan.

;

;

Kawakami and a few brother-soshi formed themselves into a sort of amateur dramatic company,
and their plays were called soshi-shibai. They gave

representations of actual life, and gained many
hearers.
Their first object was to make money,
but success gave them higher ambitions.
They
declared war against the kabuki school, and announced a programme of theatrical reform.
In
this they have not succeeded.
Kawakami has

been ably seconded
by his wife, Madame Sada
Yakko, and the Kawakami troupe has been well
received in Europe and America. They draw their

material from many quarters from Dumas and
But
Maeterlinck, from Shakespeare and Ibsen.
they have presented crude, ill-adapted matter,
strongly impregnated with a Western flavour, to
an audience that can only relish the sauces of
Japan, and they havo not yet succeeded in capturing the popular taste. The dramatist is lacking
:

'

:

'

,

;

had

his part in these also.

—

The chorus. The chorus, ji or ji-vtai, confrom 8 to 10 musicians, under the command
The musicians wear the ordinary
of a ji-gashira.
clothes of the citizen, and have no functions beyond
those of music and singing. The chorus sometimes
takes part in the no drama by acting as a substitute for a shi-te in the rendering of some song,
and sometimes it will take part, in a sort of impersonal way, in the dialogue. It has some of the
functions of a Greek chorus, but it never represents
15.
sists of
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a definite group of persons, such as, e.g., the
Phoenician women.
In addition to the actors and chorus, there are
two persons whose functions are of the greatest
importance iu the performance of the no the
koken and the wono-kise. The former, in plain
clothes, has the duty of looking generally after the
performance, bringing in swords, fans, etc., as
required, and removing them unostentatiously
when no longer needed. The mono-kise has the
superintendence of the wardrohe, and assists the
actors in their changes of costume, etc.
This is composed of three,
16. The orchestra.
sometimes four, instruments. These are: (l)fuc,

—

—

The first
(2) ko-tsutsumi, (3) o-tsutsumi, (4) taiko.
is a flute ; the second and third are a small and a
large drum, struck with the hand, the former
carried on the right shoulder, the latter on the left
knee. The fourth, which is a species of tambourine, is used only when something awe-inspiring
is going on, such as the appearance of a demon or
The general name for
spirit, or the 'lion-dance.'
the musicians is hayashi-kata, each individual
his
instrument
fue-kata,
being designated by
It is extremely probable that a
taiko-kata, etc.
comparison of these instruments with the musical
instruments in use in ancient China, India, etc.,
might throw much light on the origin of the no

—

dramas.
'
We have seen that
17. Schools of no actors.
the no actors are divided into three classes shi-tc,
waki, and kyogen. These are further subdivided
into various schools, or ryu.
The most important
are the schools of the shi-te kwanze, hosko, komparu, hongo, and kita which between them furnish

—

'

—

—

—

most of

tlie shi-te and shi-te-dzure, also the tomo,
These five
kogata, ji, koken, and nwno-kise.
'
schools
are by far the most important. The
waki are also subdivided into five schools
harufuji, fukuo, shindo, takayasu, and hosho.
There is a further distinction made in these two
classes, which is of some importance.
They are
divided into kami-gakari, and shimo-gakari, according as they base their acting on traditions
derived from Kyoto (kami) or Nara (shimo).
shall see the importance of this distinction if we
remember that the Kyoto Buddhism, mainly
that of the Tendai sect, with its offshoots, is of
Chinese origin, whilst the Nara Buddhism was
The kyogen actors are
predominantly Hindu.
subdivided into three classes, each named after its
founder Sagi, Izumi, Okura as indeed are also
the various classes of the shi-te and waki. All
these families of no actors were originally connected with the kagura dances of the Shinto and
Ryobu-Shinto rites, and it is in the kagura that
the origin of the no drama as found in Japan must
be sought.
18. The no-kyogen stage.
The no was originally intended, like the kagura, for outdoor per'

—

We

—

—

'

'

—

formance, and this fundamental theory is still
preserved in the arrangement of the stage. It is
a perfectly simple platform about six yards square,
with three of its sides open. The fourth side is a
wall of plain wood panel, with a painting of an old
pine-tree to suggest an open-air performance. The
actors have their exits and entrances on the right
hand of the stage, the chorus on the left. One of
the pillars supporting the roof is called the koken
bashira, and it is from behind this pillar that the
koken keeps a watchful eye on the performance.
The green room or vestry is behind the woodpanelled wall.
The no drama is a metrical
19. Sung; forms.
composition, the measure adopted being known as
a kusari, or 'chain,' for the structure of which the
reader is referred to Peri's solid treatise already
quoted. Terms especially noticeable are, e.g., the

—
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Miv

used as an introduction, and
of the general purgiose and
containing n statement
'
circumstances (shidai) of the piece. The,
very similar to it, only more uclinite, the
giving, as it were, only a general statement, while
the issei explains some particular point.
The uta,
or 'song,' is the prerogative of the iraki and his
assistants
it
has nothing in common with the
tanka of later Japanese literature. To take an
example in the uta, the waki and his friends \\ill
describe the journey they have taken in order to
reach the scene of action. The sashi and kuri are
two minor forms the former a simple recitative,
which is not used by the kami-gakari schools, the
latter a lively song, serving as an introduction to
the kusc.
The kiise may be looked upon as the
form out of which the no has developed. It is
accompanied by a dance, and is a remnant of the
ancient kuse dances which have been so popular in
Japan since the 10th century. It is the kuse which
brings us into touch with the itinerating odorinembutsu preachers. The ronqi, or discussion,'
a dialogue chanted by shi-te and chorus, is another
remnant of the Buddhist influence. It is a relic of
the scholastic discussions of the Buddhist monasteries, especially of those in the Kyoto schools of
Buddhism. In the ivaka, which follows the ronqi,
we have, it is said, the remnants of the popular
songs chanted by the shirabyoshi ; and the gestures
of t he actors at this point are generally suggestive
of the same origin.
The kiri is the closing song,
and is often closely connected with the waka.
20. Spoken forms.
The spoken forms are the
nanori, or 'announcement of the name,' spoken by
the actor on his first appearance, or, for a woman,
by the chorus ; the mondo, or dialogue the yobihake, or words addressed to a person supposed to
be at some distance from the speaker and the
In the kyogen we have also
katari, or narration.
various forms of ai, interludes.' In the katari-ai
the kyogen actor gives a new exposition, sometimes
with considerable variations, of the plot of the
drama. The tachi-ai, while ultimately connected
with the development of the drama, is spoken by
outside personages, as, for instance, by a deus ex
maehina in the form of a god or spirit. The
ashirai-ai is an interlude in which a servant,
boatman, etc., plays a principal part.
21. Masks used in the
no.'
There are about
thirty masks in common use for no representations
there
of
are,
course,
though
special masks for
use in the rarer pieces. The particulars of these
masks are given in Kamen-fu, Nogaku Unnoshu,
and Nogaku Shozoku.
The introduction of masks into Japan is generally attributed
often

i

;

:

:

'

—

;

;

'

'

—

—

Shotoku Taishi (1621), the great patron of Buddhism. This
another indication of a point made elsewhere in this article,
is of Indian origin, for the Buddhism which Shotoku
favoured was notoriously of the Indian variety. Other famous
mask-makers of primitive times are Tankaiko, Kobd Daishi, and
Kasuga all well-known carvers of Buddhist images. These
were succeeded by the Jissaku, or ten mask-makers, of the
Heian (800-1186) and Kamakura (1186-1332) ages, and these by
the Rokusaku and Chusaku schools, who bring us down to the
end of the Ashikaga period. We then come to the well-known
Kawachi, who at one time worked as a saddler in the retinue
of the great Taiko Hideyoshi (1536-98).
Hideyoshi was a great
patron of the lyrical drama, which he treated with almost reOne day Kawachi peeped from behind some
ligious respect.
curtains at his master robing himself for a dramatic performance.
Before he donned his mask, Hideyoshi held it over his head and
did obeisance. From that moment Kawachi determined to
abandon the calling of a saddle-maker and devote his energies
to the making of masks.
to

is

that the no

—

—

—

The fans used are of two kinds
22. Fans.
The former seem to
suychiro and shimaiogi.
correspond with the role of the actors. Thus we
have okina-ogi, the
grown man's fan,' with a
representation of waves and of hdrai, the Elysium
of perpetual felicity, which, like the classical
Islands of the Blest, is supposed to exist in the
midst of the Ocean. Another, the so-called shura'
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world of the Asuras, the
Buddhist world of bloodshed and slaughter.
Significantly enough, there are two forms of

ogi,

represents

the

the genji-shura and the heike-shilra,
which thus perpetuate the memory of Japan's most
famous period of internal strife. Other memorials
of that sad time may be found in the kyojo-ogi
and kyojo-ironashi-ogi (respectively, the insane
woman's fan,' and the insane woman's colourless
fan '), the latter with its sad pictures of the heron
amongst the snow, and the ill-omened crow sitting
on a withered tree. It would be beyond our scope

shura-ogi,

'

'

to describe

all

The shimai-ogi
many varieties. The simplest

these varieties.

does not present so
water - sprinkler's
form, the midzumaki-no-6gi,
fan,' is used by the lowest grade of actors, whose
humble performances are fitly symbolized by the
unobtrusive but necessary work of the
wateran important functionary in hot dusty
sprinkler
When the actor-student has been procountries.
moted to a higher grade, and is allowed to dance
for the first time, he uses a midzuhiki fan, i.e. the
fan of the 'water-drawer'; while the next promotion, to the rank which permits him to perform
the mochidzuki dance, is marked by the use of a fan
known as chidori. Buddhist influence, chiefly of
the Hosso and Kegon schools, may be seen in the
clouds five, seven, or nine, according to circumstances which distinguish other fans of a higher
order.
But the gradation of actors, dramas, and
dances is very clearly due to Chinese thought.
'

'

'

—

—
—

It would take us too long, for the purposes of this article, to
trace the connecting points between the Japanese lyric drama
and the drama of the Hindus. But there certainly are such
points of connexion, traceable through fans, masks, musical
instruments, dresses, and dress-materials, not only with India,
but with the Levant. Thus, for instance, there are two names
for dress-materials much used in the no—datisu and shu-su.
translated by Brinkley as
damask * and satin
which are
said, though perhaps not with much probability, to point to a
Damascene and Syrian origin for these materials. But these
are points which still await investigation.
'

'

'

—

'

'

kabuki
The word shibai means 'a lawn,' or on
theatre.
the lawn.' There is an old tradition, connected
with the Nan-yen-do temple at Nara, which says
that, at a very remote period, the earth opened
with a yawning cavity right in front of the temple,
with much exhalation of poisonous gases and
smoke. It being evidently advisable to propitiate
the incensed deities who had brought about this
23. Peculiarities of construction of the

—

'

calamity, the Government of the day ordered that
the okina and sanbasb dances should be performed
in front of the chasm.
This was done on the
smooth grass before the temple, and with the
desired effect. This incident is still commemorated
by the Takigi-no-No at Nara, which is always performed on the lawn.' It is possible, therefore,
that O Kuni, in inaugurating the shibai or kabuki
drama, meant it to be a resurrection, as far as
possible under altered circumstances, of the primi'

tive dances of pre-historic times.
The first theatre in Kyoto was erected in 1632 ;
in Osaka, in 1633 ; in Yedo, in 1624 ; and the construction of these places of amusement was speedily
followed by others. The first theatrical building in

Yedo was the Saruwakaza, which was the outcome

of the philanthropic efforts of a certain Saruwaka
Kanzaburo. The Genua period (A.D. 1615-1643),
whilst enjoying the firm hand of the Tokugawa
Shogunate, was still one of considerable confusion and unrest. The cessation of the longcontinued civil wars and the subsequent dissolution
of many of the opposition clans had filled the

country with unemployed

who

men-at-arms

(ronin),

flocked to the larger cities in search of emYedo was naturally their chief place
of refuge, and in the crowded quarters of Asakusa,
Ryogoku, and Shiba, they might be seen in their
hundreds, concealing their faces beneath large

ployment.

straw hats, and waiting for any chance opportunity
of congenial occupation.
When they could do
nothing else, they beat drums and sang ballads,
and thus gained a few rin from the good-natured

Saruwaka saw that these unemployed
fighting men constituted a real danger to the State,
set to work to find safe outlets for their superfluous energies.
He built himself a large villa, the
construction of which gave employment to many
hands ; he lived luxuriously and ostentatiously,
and kept large retinues of servants at last, the
idea occurred to him of founding a theatre as an
institution by which many of these unemployed
citizens.

and

;

warriors might gain a living, and all might find
recreation and amusement. The idea was very well
received, the ronin organized themselves con amove,
the Government gave its consent to the undertaking, and a dream in which Saruwaka saw a
crane flying towards him, with the leaf of an icho
(Ficus religiosa) on a plate in its bill, was interpreted as an omen of the best sort. Saruwaka's
theatre was the first permanent kabuki building in

Japan, and gave a model which all subsequent
kabuki theatres have followed. The no dramas in
the Middle Ages were performed in the most flimsy
of

temporary booths.

The construction of the old kabuki theatres may
be understood by the consideration of certain theatrical words which are still in use, but which
cannot be made clear except by reference to old
usages and peculiarities. Thus the word haneru,
to turn aside,' is, in theatrical parlance, to finish
a performance.' In Saruwaka's building, the entrance was protected by a hanging mat, which the
spectators had to push aside in order to enter.
When the performance came to an end, the mat
was turned aside to facilitate egress, and left so.
Similarly, futa wo akeru, to open the lid,' is used
of the opening of a theatre the heavy, lid-like
shutters all round the building being tightly closed
when there was no drama in course of performance.
The quasi-military character of the actors in Saruwaka's theatre showed itself in the yagura, or
castle-tower (now disused), erected on the roof to
give the building something of the appearance of
a feudal castle. On two sides of the yagura were
suspended zai, the baton used by a Japanese
general in the direction of a battle. But these
theatrical zai were known as bonten the name
given by Buddhists to Brahma, the greatest of the
guardian deities and replaced the Shinto gohci
which O Kuni had used in her temporary erections.
The use of the bonten and gohei is a proof of the
existence of a certain amount of religiosity, but
need not be pressed further.
While certain of the minor structural features of
the early kabuki have disappeared, certain others
remain. Thus the modern Japanese stage is dis(a) the hanamichi, or 'flower- way'
tinguished by
a raised platform or corridor by which the actors
have access to the stage from the other end of the
theatre, passing right through the spectators in the
The hanamichi was at one time bordered with
pit.
It is always on the left
flowers, hence its name.
hand of the spectators ; on their right there is
sometimes another passage of the same sort, called
the karibanamichi, or 'temporary flower-bridge.'
(b) Between the hanamichi and the stage is a
bridge-space,' somespace called hashi-gakari,
times also known by a term derived from the usages
of the camp
musha bashiri, warriors running.'
It is through this space that warriors reach the
Near it is the vkubyo-guchi, 'coward's
stage.
(c) The
hole,' the significance of which is obvious,
bulai-ban, or 'stage-watch,' with its reliefs of
sentinels, again betrays a quasi-military origin.
(d) The central part of the stage is made to revolve
'

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

—

:

'

—

(inawari-butai)

'

— an

arrangement which

calls

to
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the rreek stage the machine
which works this is situated in the uaraku, hell,'
below the stage, where is also to he found the
scriage, or seridashi, by which actors are
pushed
up through the flooring of the stage. There are
two or three trap-doors for this purpose (kiri-ana)
on the stage itself, and a similar one (suppjon) on
the lianamichi. Only the larger theatres were
allowed to have nuiwari-butai possibly only they
could afford the luxury, (e) The koken calls to
mind primitive conditions in the history of the
European drama. He is the attendant (supposed
to be invisible) of the principal actors, wears black
clothes, removes articles that are not required, adjusts the actors' robes, and holds a candle for them.
(/) The tedai, who represents the proprietor and is
charged with the business of the theatre, sits,
during the performance, near the main entrance of
the house. When there is nothing on, his office is
in the shikiri-ba, or accountant's room.
The todori
has the supervision of everything connected with
the performance and the actors. His office (todoriba) is in the back part of the building, as are also
the hayashi-beya, or room for the musicians, the
gakuya, or 'green room,' for the actors, and the
sakusha-bcya, or 'authors' room.' This last calls
for a few words.
The Japanese have scarcely any
dramatic writers, and none of great note. Very
few of the no dramas can be assigned to any
particular writer, and the same remark holds good
of the kabuki drama.
The actors themselves,
sitting in committee, compose the play as a jointIkkUkKiiiul of

<

;

'

'

'

—

and it is this, perhaps, more than anything
keep the Japanese stage so
stagnant and unprogressive. Recent efforts at reform, such as Kawakami's soshi-shibai and the
construction of the new Imperial Theatre, must
be looked upon as so many efforts to overthrow
the tyranny of the player-actors.
The student
of English literature will see here the] point of
analogy with the pre-Shakespearean dramatists of
the Elizabethan age.
effort,

else that has helped to

24. Influence of the drama on the development
of Bushido.' The no drama had its lirst glory in
the Middle Ages, when the military and chivalrous
spirit of Japanese knighthood was at its prime.
may seek for its origin in the oldest religious
sentiment of the people, in the Buddhism of the
Nara age, in Chinese and Indian influences. But
the fact still remains that the drama never took
root until the spirit of the nation was moved by the
incidents of that great national epic (for it was

—

'

We

nothing less) which gathers round Yoshitsune,
Benkei, Yoritomo, and the great warriors of the
Genji and Heike. Then it was that the heart of
Japan went forth in sympathetic response to the
great ideals set before it during that period of
national distress. It was then that the imagination was quickened, and the image formed of the
ideal hero, brave, loyal, patient, quick in honour's
quarrel and yet a religious mystic, whose poetic
insight enabled him to see, dimly perhaps, but
with faith, the underlying verities of existence.
This is the ideal set before us in the no, and the

—

was much assisted by the quietistic
teachings of the Zen school of Buddhism.
The ideals were, however, indistinct, and the
underlying Bushido, or the Way of the
frinciples
deal Knight,' were felt rather than understood.
It was reserved for a later age to elaborate the
philosophy of life with which Bushido presents us,
and Yamaga Soko (born 1622), the disciple of
HayashI Kazan, and the instructor of Oishi Kuranosuke, who headed the celebrated band of the
forty-seven ronin, has been often singled out as
the first formal exponent of Bushido. According to
Yamaga (the present writer is here following the
Kev. J. T. Imai, who in his turn follows Prof.
idealization

'

Inouye Tetsujiro), Bushido

somewhat
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may

be summarized

as follows
work or duty, to have the will to do it,
good intentions witli diligence and zeal.
True manliness is shown hy not being uioved by poverty,

To know

an.

I

:

one's proper

to i-arry out one's

wealth, or power. In order to reach that ideal, thgre should
be acquired large-mindeduess, a noble ambition, gentleness,
courtesy, contentmeut ; a power of discerning right from wrong,
gain from loss ; uprightness, honesty, constancy. These virtues
are to show themselves in the deportment, in gravity, in the
care taken in seeing, hearing, and speaking, in the expression
of the countenance, in temperance and propriety in dress,
houses, furniture, diet. The knight must have a right way of
using his time, his wealth, his pleasures (J T. Imai, Bushido,
.

Tokyo, 1010).
It has been said that the old-fashioned Bushido
of the mediaeval knights gave its last expiring
flicker in the deaths of Oishi Kuranosuke and his
band of ronin in 1703. Certainly the pax Tokugawica which lay on Japan from the middle of the
17th to the middle of the 19th century was no
favourable soil for the production of so delicate a
But Yamaga Soko and his Confucianist
flower.
successors were in the meantime busy laying the
foundation of a new Bushido, and in this they were
ably aided and abetted by the dramatists, both of

the kabulci and of the ningyo-shibai (marionettes).
It was at this period,' says Imai (op. tit.)
that the historic
dramas began to be produced by Chikamatsu, Takeda, Izuino,
and later writers. They were exponents of Bushido to the
mind of the people, to men and women alike of all classes, just
as Soko and others were to the learned.
It was through these
historical plays
that Bushido influences acted and re-acted
on the Japanese people.'
can scarcely over-estimate the influence that
the stage has had and still has in forming popular
ideas of religion and morality in Japan, but we
'

'

.

.

.

We

must remember that the words honour,' loyalty,'
'duty,' 'honesty,' and 'truth,' which these plays
directly and indirectly illustrate, are not quite
the equivalents of the same words when found in
Christian writings. They must be interpreted
according to the standards of morality which w ere
'

'

r

generally accepted in 18th cent. Japan.

—

Literature. Students desiring to pursue their studies beyond the limits traced by this article are recommended to
consult, for European and American authorities, the very complete Bibliographies published by von Wenckstern, in 1804
and 1004 and„for Japanese writers, the list given by PeYi in
Bulletin de I'Ecole Francaise de VExtrfme Orient, vol. ix. pp.
264-273. The writer's own obligations are to the works of
W. G. Aston, esp. History of Japanese Literature, London,
1808 K. Florenz, Geschichte der japanischen Litcratur, LeipM. Revon, Manuel de la Jitttrature japonaise, Paris,
zig, 1001
1010 Pe>i, articles in Bulletin de I'Ecole Franraise de VExtrhne
Orient, 1004-5 Balet, articles in Japan Daily Herald, Yoko.
hama, Nov.-Dec. 1910; and B. H. Chamberlain, Things
Japanese 6, London, 19U5 also to various articles which have
appeared from time to time in the TASJ.
A. LLOYD.
;

;

;

;

;

;
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DRAMA

(Javanese and Further Indian). The
Javanese drama is one of the most interesting of
the entire Orient, particularly through its high
development of the 'shadow -play.' Seven distinct
forms of drama in Java are enumerated by Juynboll

(AE

xiii.

4-5):

(1)

wayang purwa, which

are

played with puppets of buffalo leather, which cast
their shadows on a curtain, and draw their themes
from the Mahabharata, the Bamayana, or the
Javanese Manik Maya
(2) wayang gedog, the
same as the preceding, except that the subjects
are drawn from the native Javanese P«»/j-cycle
(3) wayang kelitik or kerutyil, which are played
with flat unclothed wooden puppets, and draw
their themes from the cycle of Damar Wulan.
(4) wayang goleq, which are played with round
clothed puppets, and draw their themes from
;

;

;

the Damar Wulan and the Muhammadan Amir
Ambyah cycles (5) wayang topeng, with a reper;

with that of the first three classes,
but played with masked actors (6) wayang wong,
the same as the last, except that the actors are
unmasked and (7) wayang beber, with the same
repertoire as the preceding, but represented by a
pictured scroll which is unrolled and explained by
the dalang. The usual mode of presentation of a
toire identical

;

;
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—A

white sheet (kelir) is
stretched on a wooden frame (panggung). At the
top of this frame a lamp (bleilcon) is placed so as
to cast its light upon the screen, and on the same

wayang

is

as follows

side as the

lamp the

:

'director' (dalang) squats,

having on his left a chest (kotak) containing the
puppets (wayang or ringgit). On the side of this
chest are a few small plates of metal, which are
struck by the dalang to imitate warlike sounds.
Near him, moreover, is a bowl of incense, and also
a basin containing the offerings (sayen) for the
The men in the audience are seated on
spirits.

same

side of the curtain as the dalang, while
are placed on the opposite side, so that
do
not see the puppets, but only their
they
shadows. All the lines are recited by the dalang,
who varies his voice or gives other indications of
the change of character. This holds good, at least

the
the

women

some cases, even in the wayang wong, or plays
with unmasked human actors.
In the wayang
in

topeng, played with masked actors, on the other
hand, the players themselves speak the lines.
Both women and men may act, as in the ancient

Sanskrit drama.

The dalang of the Javanese drama corresponds
closely to the sfdradhara of India (cf. Pischel,
Eeiinat des Puppenspicls, Halle, 1900, pp. 8-10),
both

'

being primarily
thread-pullers (of the
puppets),' although the word dalang itself seems
to connote originally much the same as the English
'stroller' (Hazeu, Bijdrage, pp. 23-24).
The Javanese wayang was undoubtedly religious
in origin, as has been elaborately shown by Hazeu
(op. cit. pp. 39-59), who calls attention to the
offerings (sayen) to the spirits, to the incense
offered before the presentation begins, to the fact
that the plays are given at night, when the spirits
are abroad, and to the circumstance that the presentation is a meritorious act on the part of the
patron who hires the troupe, and that a. wayang

should be given by all means at certain important
periods in the life of the individual, such as the
festivals at the seventh month of pregnancy and
the cutting of the navel-string. According to him,
moreover, the entire shadow-play sprang from a
desire to represent the ghosts of departed ancestors
by what resembled them most closely, that is, by
shadows, while the dalang, who causes the puppets
to east their shadows on the screen and recites
lines for them, is primitively a priest performing
a religious ceremony of ancestor-worship.
The
religious character of the Javanese wayang is also
confirmed, perhaps, by the phallic character of
many of the puppets, since nudity is not only a

well-known

Serrurier, De
(cf.
187-203), but also a potent

fertility-charm

Wajang Poerwd,

pp.

means of frightening away demons (Hazeu,

op. cit.
Crooke, PR, 1896, i. 68-72). At a later
of
this
course,
degenerate
phallicism may,
period
into mere obscenity, as in the Turkish karagbz.
The age of the drama in Java is uncertain, but
it is at least clear from allusions to it in the
literature that it was popular by the beginning of
the 11th cent. A.D. Its origin is still more probp.

43

;

cf.

Heimat

des Puppenspicls), with the conclusion
that the shadow-play in the technical sense of the
term was known in India.
Nor is there any
inherent impossibility that the Dutdngada of
Subhata (produced in Feb.-Mar. 1243 tr. Gray,
JAOS xxxii. [1912] 1-20) the only chdydndtaka
thus far edited was produced somewhat like the
Javanese wayang nevertheless, the difference in
spirit between this and other plays of the Rama
cycle in India (cf. Levi, ThCdtre indicn, Paris,
1890, pp. 267-295), as compared with the Rama
plays of Java (Juynboll, Indonesische en achterindische tooneelvoorstellingen nit het Ramayana,'
in Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-, en Volkcnkunde
ran Nedcrlandsch-Indie, 6th series, vol. x. pp.
501-565), must be taken into serious consideration.
The profound influence of the literature of India
upon Java is too well known to require emphasis
(cf. Lassen, Ind. Alterthumskunde, Leipzig, 1861,
iv. 524-531), and it is obvious, moreover, that both

—

—

j

;

'

Hinduism and Muhammadanism have given themes
to the Javanese drama.
If a conclusion may be
hazarded, one may say that the Javanese wayang
is indigenous, and that foreign influence is manifested only, or at least chiefly, in the subjects of
many of the Javanese plays.
Prom Java the drama seems to have spread to
Burma, Siam, and Cambodia (cf. Serrurier, op. cit.
In all
pp. 170-186; Hazeu, op. cit. pp. 28-37).
these countries the Rama cycle forms the favourite
theme, although Buddhistic plays are also frequent
in Burma.
The Burmese drama is divided into
zaht-pwis, in which men and boys (but never
women) act, and yoht-thays, or puppet-plays.
Here again the drama is partly religious, not only
in subject, but also in occasion, as at the birth of a
child.
It is, furthermore, produced chiefly at
night, and is thus obviously designed to frighten

away demons.

The Siamese

plays,

in

many

of

which only the verse is written, the prose being
improvised, deal chiefly with the theme of Rama,
while the classifications recall those in Java, the
chief ones being len khon (plays by masked actors),

hun (puppet-plays), and len nang (rolls of oxhide pricked with patterns through which the light

len

of a fire is allowed to shine).

Among the Malays, finally, the Ramayana is
likewise an important theme, and the drama shows
the influence not only of Siam and India, but also
Here the religious basis of the plays is
of China.
strongly evidenced both in the invocation (lagn
which

pcnutnggil),

is

performed

by a pawang

('magician') to the accompaniment of various
musical instruments, and in the propitiation of
The Malays are exspirits (biika panggong).
tremely partial, moreover, to shadow-plays, where,
as in Java, the showman repeats all the lines,
while in Siam this monologue becomes a real
dialogue between two persons. Throughout Java
and Further India, then, the drama is character-

istically either a shadow-play or a mask. There
little association with the
mimetic dance-drama of the Polynesians while,
are undoubtedly one of
masks
other
on the
hand,
lematical, the leading authorities on the subject the most primitive forms of all drama, as is clear
Indian and of
American
of
the
from
the
views
analogies
holding
diametrically opposed. Serrurier,
Hageman, Poensen, and others believe that the Greek tragedy, to say nothing of the early Roman
Javanese drama was profoundly influenced by the fabulm Atellanm. So far as evidence now accesHindu while Crawfurd, Niemann, Brandes, and sible goes, it would seem that the dramatic art of
Java and Further India is an indigenous product,
especially Hazeu, deny that Hindu plays formed
the model of the wayang. An absolute decision of despite later undoubted influence from India.
Literature.—-Serrurier, De. Wajang Poerwi (Lryden, 1S9G);
the matter is not easy, but in the present state of
tot de Kennis van. het laeaaasehe Tooneel
Hazeu,
knowledge it would seem that the Javanese drama (Leyden, Bijdrage
1897)
Juynboll, Wajang Kilitik odor Kerutjil,' in
is indeed an original device.
India, it is true,
.IA' xiii. 4-17, 97-11!), also 'Da3 javanisohe Maskenspiel,' ib.
shadowxiv.
a
81-111;
Hazeu, Eiue "Wajang Beber" Vorstelnumbers among its dramatic categories
41-7U,
'Das javan.
lung in Jogjakarta,' ib. xvi. 128-135; Bohatta,
play (chdydndtaka), which has been elaborately Drama,' in Mitt. aiithropotiHi. tleseltsch. Wien, \xxv. [1906] 278discussed by Pischel in his
Has altindische 807 Shway Yoe, The Barman, his Lift and Notions (Loudon,

seems, therefore, to be

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

Schatteuspiel

{SBA W,

1906, pp. 482-502

;

cf.

bis

1882);

Bastian, lieisen in Siam (Jeua, 1SU7)

;

Hallett,

A
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(Jewish)

Thousand UiUi on an Elephant (London, 181)0); Bock, Im
lieiche des weisun Ehphanten (Leipzig, 18*5)
Miiiler, NaW,
siain. Sehattenspielfifruren Im konigi. Museum fiir Volkerkutidc
zu Berlin' (supplement to AE viii.); Moura, Le. lioyauine du
ii.
Skeat,
1S83);
(Paris,
Malay
Mayic (London,
Cambodqe,
1000)
Knosp, 'Theatre en Indochine,' in .1 ntkropot, lii. [llxi.s]
'

;

;

280-293; Jacob, b'nruhmtiujen
Welt-Liu. (Berlin, DOR), also
(Berlin, 1907), pp. 9-15.

ties

Sc/tatteutheaters in tier
des Schattentheatem

(jesch.

LOUIS H. GRAY.

DRAMA

(Jewish).—Dramatic literature among
the Hebrews, as among all Semitic peoples, was
scanty.
Attempts have indeed "been made to
1 43
), the song of
interpret the song of Moses (Dt 32
Miriam (Ex 15-"' 21 ), and, above all, the Song of
Songs (cf. HDB, s.v.), as dramatic; but these
endeavours have been unsuccessful.
Nor is the
Book of Job a drama in any true sense of the term.
Whatever the Jews accomplished in the drama
was, and is, due to imitations from the IndoGermanic races with whom they have come in
contact.
The earliest Jewish play dates from the
2nd cent. B.C., when Ezckiel of Alexandria attempted to dramatize the events of the Exodus.
Fragments of his play have been preserved by
Clem.

Alex. (Strom, i. 23, 155) and Eusebius
(Praep. Evang. ix. 29) ; and Schurer (GJV* iii.
373-376) believes that this drama was intended for
the stage, although it is difficult to imagine its
production. In Ezekiel's work the influence of
the spirit of Euripides is evident, and his object
seems to have been not only to instruct the

Alexandrine Jews in Biblical history, but also to
wean them away from Gentile plays.
The general attitude of the Jews, however,
towards the drama was extremely hostile, in conformity with their policy of self-imposed isolation,
and their bitterness was increased by their hatred

Romans and

of the

their suspicion of the Greeks.
the middle of the 17th cent.
that the increased scope allowed to Jews gave rise
to a Neo-Hebrew drama, modelled, of course, upon
the theatre of the Christians by whom they were
surrounded.
The first of these plays was the
Yesodh 'Olam, by Moses Zacuto, a Marano, or
renegade crypto-Jew, of Amsterdam, and its theme
is the Talmudic legend of Abraham's destruction
of his father's idols. The plots of the Neo-Hebrew
drama are either religious or ethical, as in the
Asire ha-Tikkuth of Joseph ben-Isaac Penzo
(Amsterdam, 1673) and the La-Yesharim Tehillah
of Moses Hayyim Luzzato (Amsterdam, 1743), the
former play having as its theme the attempts of
Understanding, Providence, and an angel to lead
back to the path of rectitude a king distracted,
against his will, by his impulses, his wife, and
Satan
while the latter drama is an allegory
designed to show the victory of truth over falsehood. No fewer than forty-six Neo-Hebrew plays
are enumerated by Seligsohn, the majority of them
based on Biblical or ethical themes.
Many foreign plays have also been translated
into Hebrew, including, for instance, the Gemul
It

was not

until

;

—

'Athalyah of David Franco-Mendes an adaptaRacine and Metastasio (Amsterdam,

tion from

—
1770) and

versions of Racine's Esther, Schiller's
Die Raubcr, Lessing's Nathan der Weise and Die

Juden, and Shakespeare's Othello, Romeo and
The Yiddish dramatists are
Juliet, and Macbeth.
active, and many great cities support one or more
Yiddish theatres which cater to the Jewish population.
These plays are, however, for the most part
translations or adaptations of dramas by nonJewish authors. The Jewish drama must, therefore, be regarded merely as a literary parasite ;
even its apparently original productions are really
copied from Indo-Germanic sources.

REJ

Litbrature.— Kuyper, 'Le Poete juif Ezechiel,' in
xlvi.
48-73, 161-177 [French tr. from Mnemosyne, new series, xxvii.
'
237-280] ; Seligsohn,
iv. 648-651 ;
Drama, Hebrew,' in
vol. iv. 57

—
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and the bibliographies
append) d to the \\" latter articles) Freidus, 'List ol Dramas
in the New York Public Library relating to the Jews, and of
Dramas in Heli., .limYn-Npunish, and Judeo-German, together
with Kssays on the Jewish 8tagc,' in Bull. AM', t'uh. !.,:> >.i.

Wiernik,

Drama, Yiddish,'

to.

653-054,

t

;

18~51 -

Louis

II.

Gray.

DRAMA

(Persian).— The drama of Persia is
both scanty and late, due in part, at least, to
Muhammadan rule, which has never been favourable to the development of this art, reflecting
herein the dramatic poverty of the entire Semitic
race.
There are, however, two categories of Persian plays, exclusive of the marionettes or shadowplays (kstragoz), which are of Turkish origin. The
native Persian drama, then, may be divided into
(tamaSa) and mysteries (ta'ziya, lit.
The comedies are, for
'consolation, condolence').
the most part, improvised by lutis, or itinerant

comedies

buffoons,

and

different,

however, with the ta'ziya, whicli

otter little of

interest.

It is very
is

the

most striking mystery-play of the entire Orient,
and possesses a sway over the Shl'ite Persians
comparable with that of the Passion-Play of

Oberammergau over Christians. The individual
ta'ziyas are comparatively short, and are concerned
entirely with religious subjects, especially with
the martyrdom of Hasan and Hu sa >r)> the sons of
'All, who was the lirst cousin of Muhammad and
the husband of the Prophet's youngest daughter
Fatima. 'Ali, the rightful successor of Muhammad, was rejected in favour of Abu Bakr at the
instigation of 'A'isha, and was later assassinated,
while Hasan's own wife poisoned him in obedience
to the Sunnite Muawiyah, and Husain was later
slain in battle with the adherents of the rival sect.

The

Persians,

being

Shi'ites,

have

accordingly

adopted Hasan and Husain as martyrs of the faith,
and commemorate their death annually during the
first ten days of the month of al-Muharram.
In
each house that can afford it a place is constructed
for the representation of the mystery, and on the
side towards Mecca is set the model of the tombs
of the martyred Hasan and Husain.
The actors
of the drama are not specially trained for the purpose, but their deep religious feeling, and their
regard for their performance as for a sacred duty,
lend a power to the presentation which works the
audience into a frenzy and renders it necessary to
provide for the safety of the hated Sunnites whom
they may meet as they go in procession through
the streets. These processions occur especially on
the fifth, seventh, and tenth days of al-Muharram,
the most important being the two last, symbolizing respectively the marriage of Kasim with
Fatima and the death of Husain. The concluding day is often marked by bloody conflicts
between the Shi'ites and Sunnites.
Dramatically the mystery-play of Hasan and
Husain, which is essentially a series of ta'ziyas,
is rude but effective, gaining strength from the
very popularity and vulgarism of its style. Its
length is prodigious, and the unities of time, place,
and even action are set at defiance. The author
of the play as a whole or of its parts is unknown,
and it is doubtless a product of the people, revised
and altered according to need by those who act it,
rather than a definite dramatic work. The number of ta'ziyas composing it varies, but it would
seem that the play is of comparatively recent
development, possibly as late as the beginning of
the 19th century. As an independently developed
Passion-Play, untouched, apparently, by non-Persian influence, the drama of Hasan and Husain is
one of the most remarkable dramaturgic creations
in the history of the religious stage.
Litkraturk.— Ethe, Morgenldnd. Studien (Leipzig, 1870),
pp. 174-194, also in OIrP ii. [1900] 315-310 Chodzko, Theatre
persan (Paris, 1878); Pelly, The Miracle Play of Hasan and
;
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Husain, Collected from Oral Tradition

Montet,

'Religion et theatre en

(Polynesian)—

(2 vols.,
Perse,' in

London, 1879)

RHR

;

xiv. 277-

Louis H. Gray.

290-
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particularly in Raiatea (Cook, Voyage
towards the South Pole and round the World,
London, 1777, i. 173-176), they were evidently
derived ultimately from religious sources. This
is distinctly affirmed by Moerenhout (Voyages aux
lance,

du Grand OcCan,

ties

Paris, 1837,

i.

133-134),

who

states that the dramas were presented under the
auspices of the Arii, while the plays themselves
were devoted to the description of the two principles, Taaroa and the matter with which he unites,
the creation of the universe, the gods, elements,
spirits, plants, and other productions of the earth
then the life of the demi-gods or heroes, their jourthen love-themes,
neys, combats, and the like
dialogues between lovers (laments, quarrels, true
comedy-scenes) and the presentations invariably
ended in dances. It is also noteworthy that,
according to the same traveller, the 'musicians,
singers, and declaimers' at these plays had an
orchestra slightly elevated above the rest, while the
'actors or dancers' occupied a special place before
or in a house. It would therefore seem that the
function of the Polynesian actor was primarily
that of the mimetic dancer, the words being supplied by separate reciters, a proceeding for which
parallels may be found elsewhere, as among the
Javanese. The religious basis of the Polynesian
drama receives an additional confirmation in the
fact that plays were also presented in connexion
;

;

;

with funerals.
Literature.

—Waitz-Gerland,

Anthropol. der Naturvolker

LOUIS H. GRAY.

(Leipzig, 1872), vi. 99-100.

DRAMA
The Roman

(Roman).— I. Native

Italic

drama.—

critics were deeply interested in the
Italic beginnings of their drama, and investigations
of the subject seem to have begun as early as the
time of Accius (c. 100 B.C.).
generations later

Two

the whole subject was taken up and examined
anew by Varro, notably in his lost Origines
Srienicce.
His views, so far as they survive, are
found in the treatises of Diomedes and Donatus
de Comcedia.
The intermediary was probably
Suetonius. Apart from scattered references in
various authors, we also have Horace (Epist. ii. 1.
1 39
and Livy (vii. 2).
It is quite clear, how)
ever, that the Roman critics discovered nothing
1
This is shown by their lack of
very definite.
agreement on any given point, by their inconsistencies and incredible combinations; above all, by
their frequent appeals to etymology, that last
resort of the desperate investigator.
It is impossible, for example, to reconcile Livy's famous
account with facts, probabilities, or even possibiliJahn saw that it was the result of jetiology
ties.
and of mere philological
combinations ; Leo
pointed out that there was a more than suspicious
with
Aristotle's
the
parallelism
irepl
KuifiySlas,
standard work on the origins of the drama at this
time Hendrickson 2 followed and elaborated Leo
by showing that Livy goes back to Accius perhaps
by way of some Annalist (Valerius Antias?).
Horace's account adds something to Livy's, but
seems to have been derived more or less indirectly
from the same source. Varro, as Hendrickson
fl".

'

'

—

;

Kor the remains of antique discussion and criticism of the
drama, see esp. O. Kaibel, Comic. Grcecor. Frag., Berlin, 1S99,
vol.
For the early period of the Roman drama the
1, p. 3f.
most important literature is cited by Schanz, Rom. Litrratur,
1

i.

l.

i.,

1898, par. 9.

2

'The Dramatic Satura and the Old Coined vat Rome,' A.J Ph
>' llMUl
"".
I'»r .lahn, see Hermes, ii. [18C7J 226
and for
1

;

Leo,

ib.

xxiv. [1889] 0".

(Roman)

shows, was inclined to distrust the earlier (Accian ?)
account, and appears to have concluded that the

were a terra incognita.
Such were the views of the greatest Roman

Italic origins

—

Polynesian).
Among the Polynesians,
rudiments of the drama may be traced. While
these embryo plays were often comic in character
and analogous to the early Roman fabides Atel(

DRAMA

; and, on the whole, we are still constrained
to agree with them.
Neither for him, however,
nor for us do they preclude the existence of a
native Italic drama in the wider sense. The
Romans, like the Greeks, were gifted with a keen
dramatic instinct and a large modicum of the

scholar

mimetic faculty.

The liturgies of the Salii and of the Arval
Brothers, the carmina triumplialia, the versus
Fescennini, the songs of beggars and of shepherds
all indicate clearly enough that the temperament
which is responsible for the modern Commedia
dell' Arte is the same as that which greets us at
the very dawn of history on the Italian Peninsula.
Irrespective oi the character and credibility of
the testimony offi red by the Roman critics, we
may safely agree with Mommsen and so far as
the present discussion is concerned this is quite
sufficient
that the simplest elements of the
mimetic art were in Latium and Hellas altogether
The dance (triumphus, 6plapf3os,
the same.
didopa/xfios), the use of masks or their equivalent,
the accompaniment of the pipe, the rude songs
ceremonially abusive and obscene (to avert the evil
eye, as the carmina triumplialia, and the versus
Fescennini at weddings), the wearing of the phallus
for the same purpose all in honour of the gods
and associated from the first with rustic festivals
this protoplasm of the drama, to which Horace
gives the indefinite name of Fescennina licentia,
may be assumed for Italy quite as much as for
Greece. In fact, if Fescennini/ s in this connexion
(Fescenninus versus) is to be derived from/a.semwwj,
Fescenninus literally = d>o.\\iK6s, and the parallelism

—

—

—

—

—

complete between Fescennina licentia and ra.
(paWiKd, the phallic verses characterizing Aristotle's
The derivation from
division of the Comedy.

is

first

Fescennium (another antique theory) might have
been suggested, though this is more than doubtful,
by a trustworthy tradition that this old Latin
town, so long under the influence of Etruria, was
a centre

of the worship referred to.
It is neither possible here nor necessary to discuss
the vexed and vexing question of the dramatic
satura, the name given r>y Livy to a play with a
more or less amorphous plot and rude improvised
dialogue assumed by his authority as the second
stage in the development of dramatic art on Latin
soil.
It is not unlikely per se that a play of the
type described did develop in Latium as it did in
Greece, but, if satura is the traditional name of
such a play instead of being (as Hendrickson
suggests) merely a later invention, we should agree
that the word was a corrupted form of adrvpos, and
look to Southern Italy for its ultimate origin.
However that may be, it is fairly certain that
the Romans were affected at an early period by the
Dorian comedy of their neighbours to the South.
This is shown by Bethe's investigations, 1 and is in
harmony with Livy's statement (vii. 2), under the
year 364 B.C., that histrio is an Etruscan word,
and that the artistic beginning of the drama came
This means ultimately Magna
from Etruria.
Grsecia, for in such matters Etruscan influence was
Greek influence at second hand. Etruria was not
creative in the sphere of art, it was not even a first
class imitator
but it was a good purveyor.
Let us turn, however, from
2. The 'Palliata.'
the crude beginnings of mimetic art, Italic or
otherwise, to a brief consideration of the Roman
drama as a literary production. From this point
of view the Roman critics, especially after Varro,
agreed that the first definite event in the history
Proleg, zur Gesch. ties Theaters im Alterthum, Leipzig, lsou.
;

1

—

DRAMA
department was associated with the year
'-'40 B.C.
The long war with Carthage had just
been brought to a successful termination, and it
is a matter of record that, in order to indicate
of the

its especial

gratitude for Divine protection, the

Government, among other things, commissioned
the Greek freedman Livius Andronicua to enlarge
the usual scope of the Luc/i Romany by the presentation of two plays, a comedy and a tragedy,
translated, or, more properly speaking, adapted
from the Greek for a Roman audience. For the
one he resorted to the New Comedy, which, being
both contemporary and cosmopolitan, was best
fitted to reach the hearts of another nationality
for the other he had a large body of old favourites
;

from which to choose.
The experiment was
eminently successful, and it is characteristic of
Roman conservatism, especially in connexion with
any religious rite, that the types thus established
were in certain respects rigidly adhered to. The
Com.ce.dia Palliata (from pallium, a Greek soldier's
cloak) is always the adaptation of a play from the

sphere of the New or occasionally (as perhaps in
the case of the Amphitruo) of the Middle Comedy
the scene, the characters, and, as the name indicates,
the costumes, are all Greek. The Greek atmosphere
is not always consistently preserved, especially in
Plautus but even here, thongh the man lived and
wrote during and immediately after the blazing
excitement of the Second Punic War, deviations
are for the most part unimportant and, so to speak,
;

;

accidental.
Comparison, however, with fragments
of the Greek originals, wherever available, shows
that the poet treated his exemplar with great freedom, both in content and in form, changing what
was originally a dialogue in trimeters into the
lyric measures of a canticum, abridging here,
expanding there, and otherwise manipulating his
text to suit his taste and that of his Roman
audience. Frequently, too, he enlivened the action
of his play by constructing an underplot from a
certain number of scenes supplied by a second

This process was technically
as contaminatio.
On the whole, however,
the Palliata is a faithful representation of the
New Comedy of Greece. Indeed, owing to the loss
of all complete originals, it is our only representaThe characteristics of this comedy of mantive.
ners, or, as Ben Jonson would say, of 'humours,'
are familiar to all.
The popularity of the Palliata and the creative
period of its existence belong in round numbers to
the century lying between 240 and 140 B.C. The
names of at least twelve comic dramatists belonging to this period are known, and the number of

Greek exemplar.

known

Pallia tee written by them must have been not less
now have the six plays of
than four hundred.

We

Terence and twenty plays, more or less complete,
of Plautus.
Of the remainder, we have the names
of about one hundred and forty plays, and fragments amounting in the aggregate to about eight
hundred lines. Apart from Plautus and Terence,
the great names of the department were Nsevius
and Cuecilius Statius. In the famous canon of
Volcacius Sedigitus which from time to time
some scholar claims to understand the order of
merit is Coeeilius, Plautus, Nsevius, Licinius,
Atilius,
Terence, Turpilius, Trabea, Luscius
Lanuvinus, Ennius. Apparently the latest of the
group was Turpilius, who died at Simiessa in 103.
He had already outlived the popularity of his
department by nearly a generation.
The Palliata was carefully studied in the two
great eras of Roman scholarship the age of Varro
and the age of Suetonius. Many plays of that
type were doubtless composed, especially hy
person- of quality,' in the time of Domitian, when
it was the fashion to write books.
But, after the

—

—

—
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great period of its existence, the stage tradition of the Palliata, so far as we are now able to
trace it, is largely the stage tradition of Plautus
and Terence. Indeed, the only Roman comedy to
survive, apart from these two authors, is a reworking of the Aulularia, belonging probably to
the second half of the 4th cent. A.D., and known
as the Querolus. 1
This was the successor of the
3. The Togata.'
Us floruit belongs to
Palliata in public favour.
the two generations between the fall of the Palliata
and the time of Sulla, and the great names of the
1
department are Titinius, L. Afranius, and T.
Little is known of these men
Quintius Atta.
personally, except that Atta died in 77 B.C., and
that Afranius was an older contemporary. Seventy
titles and about four or live hundred fragments,
mostly lexical, are all that remain of this type.
According to the ordinary Roman definition (e.g.
esp. Horace, Ars Poetica, 288), which we have
inherited, the Togata was the Roman parallel of
the Palliata. It was a Roman comedy of manners,
representing Roman life, as the Palliata was a
first

'

—

Greek comedy of manners representing Greek life.
The scene was Roman and the costumes were
Roman hence, of course, the name. Thanks to
Varro, however, we learn that this is not a definition of the Fabula Togata as a whole (which ought
to mean any play distinctively Roman), but of its
most important sub-variety, the Tabernaria. The
distinction is valuable to us, because the word itself
is more significant and descriptive than is Togata.
Moreover, Diomedes adds that tabernariae dicuntur
et humilitate personarum et argumentorum similitudine comoecliis pares, in quibus non magistratus
regesve sed humiles homines et privatae domus
inducuntur, quae quidem olim quod tabulis tegerentur communiter tabernae vocabantur.' This
statement is amply supported by the titles and, so
The scene was
far as they go, by the fragments.
generally (perhaps always) outside of Rome, and
for the most part in the small towns of Southern
;

'

Latiuni. Indeed, Mommsen claimed that the scene
had to he laid in a town of the Latin league,
because the poet was not allowed to represent
either Rome or a Roman citizen on the stage.
Hence Mommsen would connect the death of the
Togata in Sulla's time with the extension of
If
citizenship to the Latin towns at that date.
so, why was it that the 'Togata; of the great
masters were popular on the stage until late in

the Empire ?

The fifteen titles of Titinius represent what was
originally about twenty thousand lines of text.
About one hundred and eighty fragmentary verses
survive.
So far as form is concerned, the model
was the Palliata. In his metrical art, Titinius
followed the greater regularity of Terence, but in

language and temperament he seems to have had
more in common with Plautus. His plays were
all family pieces, and it is clear that the life
depicted was that of the lower classes and of the
country folk. The prominence of women, noticeable not only in Titinius but in other authors of
is itself characteristic of Italian life.
the kidnappers, and very
is no sign of
of the slaves which Festus tells us were
standard characters in these plays. The only type
suggesting the Palliata is the parasite. The others
are more Italic, and remind us rather of the
.1/- liana and the mime than of the Palliata.
By far the greatest, the most prolific, and the
best known of the trio was Afranius. Indeed, like
Moliere anil Ben Jonson, Afranius seems to have
1
Querolus sive Aulularia, ed. by E. Peiper, Leipzig, 1S75,

this type,

There
little

»F. Marx, in Pauly-Wissowa, i. 7ns I. For the Tnaata as a
department, see esp. Edtnond Courbaud, de Comixdra Togata,
Pans, 1»UU.
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been an excellent illustration of Gildersleeve's Medea of Ovid were the most important. Irrespecstatement that in literature as in life the greatest tive of such monstrosities as the Medea of Hosidius
borrowers are often the richest men.' Cicero Geta (a Vergilian cento [see Anth. Lot. 17, R]),
{Brut. 167) says that he imitated G. Titius the the only survivors of this department are the plays
It has
orator, and even in the disjointed fragments now of Seneca, belonging to the time of Nero.
surviving we hear echoes of Pacuvius, possibly often been said, though the statement is really
even of Cato, but above all of Menander. In fact, quite without warrant, that they were never
enough is left of his prologue to the Compitalia to intended for the stage. However that may be, it
show not only that he followed Menander, but that is certain that their influence on the early tragedy
he was criticized for it. His reply was that he of England and Fiance is one of the most important
borrowed not alone from Menander, but from any chapters in the formative history of the modern
other writer, Greek or Latin, whenever he found drama. Their connexion, if they have any, with
something suitable to his purpose.' 'Why not? the tragedy of the Republican period cannot be
Is any Latin writer comparable with Terence in
stated deiinitely.
Formally speaking, the choruses
either language or wit? At the same time, was go back to the school of Horace, and the plays
there ever such a borrower ?' Evidently we have throughout were deeply affected by contemporary
here the echoes of a lively discussion among the rhetoric.
critics of the Gracchan Age
The Prwtcxta, the Roman
one which was
5. The Praetexta.'
doubtless taken up in some of the lost satires of parallel to the Tragcedia of Livius and his followers,
Lucilius.
Cicero (de Fin. i. 7) explains the nature as the Togata was the Roman parallel to the
of the debt to Menander. It concerned not plots, or
Palliata, was the invention of Nrcvius, the greatest
scenes, or characters, but locos quosdam, detached constructive genius, perhaps, of Roman poetry.
passages it was the same relation which Ennius But, owing in part, no doubt, to the comparative
bore to Homer that every first-class Roman poet poverty of native Roman legends, the idea was
bore to his Greek models. But in itself the genius not especially fruitful. One example, however,
of Afranius seems to have had much in common
This is the Octavia, a play by some
survives.
with that of Menander, and Horace's (Epist. ii. 1. 57) unknown author, probably of the Flavian period,
'dicitur Afranii to<xa convenisse Menandro'
and possibly connected in some way with the
was evidently the prevailing opinion of critics in house of the Aniuci, inasmuch as it has come down
his time.
Doubtless, he did not entirely accept to us in the corpus of Seneca's tragedies.
it ; nevertheless, he quotes it without comment.
So much for a brief survey of the Roman drama
Forty-three titles and over four hundred lines of as a purely literary production from beginning to
fragments survive. Noticeable in Afranius as end (Palliata and Togata, Tragcedia and Prwtcxta).
compared with Tit.inius, and in Atta perhaps as It remains to consider those types of the drama
compared with Afranius, is the steady growth which had a popular as well as a literary history.
towards the literary Atellana and mime, those The most
important of these, and the only ones
rivals of the Togata which were already at hand.
with which we need to be concerned in the present
The Togata was much read and admired as a inquiry, are the mime and the Fabula Atellana.
classic in the age of Hadrian and the Antonines.
Strictly speaking, the Atellana should be considered
After that we hear little of it. In all the great a
variety of the mime. Here, however, we take
of antique realism, now gone
beyond recall, it up first, not only because as a literary form it is
library
there is probably no department, at least so far as the immediate successor of the
Togata in public
Rome is concerned, which we could so ill afford to favour, but also because as a popular
form it is
lose.
The literature of Rome as it now survives
known
the
oldest
dramatic
entertainment
probably
is largely the literature of a
great capital in other to have existed on Roman soil.
words, that portion of the written word which was
6. The
Atellana.'— The Fabula Atellana' is
capable of appealing to the common denominator the play from Atella,' a little town in Campania.
of taste for a long stretch of time in a universal
Campanian origin is also attested by the fact that
empire. Whatever was local or peculiar in form the play was known as Oscan,' and the characters
or content was for that very reason
heavily as Oscae personae' (Diomedes, i. 490, i.e. Varro).
handicapped in the struggle for existence all Generally speaking, of course, these plays were
through the arid waste which lies between the 3rd acted in Latin, but Strabo (v. 233 cf. Sueton.
or 4th century and the Renaissance. The
Togata Jul. 39) tells us that in his time (the Augustan
was the artistic comedy of the Roman bourgeoisie.
Age) they were still acted in Oscan Kara two. ayCiva.
It must have been an
incomparable picture of Tr&Tpiop, during the national festival.' This statethe ordinary life of the Italian
countryside, of ment, so far from being incredible, as many have
old towns like Prseneste or Veliternum, with all
thought, is merely an excellent illustration of the
their local ambitions, characters, and
well-known tendency of liturgy to linguistic conpeculiarities,
during the 2nd cent. B.C. As it is, our knowledge servatism (compare the use of Sumero-Akkadian
of this aspect of antique Italian life must be
of Greek in the Roman
by the Babylonians
derived for the most part from the
priceless fragworship of Ceres, as attested by Polybius, xxx. 14,
ments of Petronius, and the great palimpsest of and CiC. Balb. 55 of Greek in the Russian, and
Pompeii written over by the hand of Vesuvius.
It proves
of Latin in the Roman Church, etc.).
4. Tragedy.— The rules of the Roman tragedy
beyond a doubt not only that the play was Oscan,
founded by Livins Andronicus and
the first place
developed by but that the Romans took it over
his followers are practically the same as those in
consequence of some vow or in connexion with
already stated for the Palliata. The great names some special occasion, and acted it at the national
are Ennius, his nephew Pacuvius, and Accius.
It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose
festival.'
Accius survived until the youth of Cicero, but it is that the small and obscure town of
Campania
clear that even then the stage tradition of the recorded in the title Atellana was either the centre
tragedy lived in the fame of the great actor Asopus of the worship commemorated or in some way
rather than by the
popularity of the department associated with its adoption. The date, though
as such.
The tragedy of this period, the only uncertain, was at least anterior to the time of
great period of its existence on Roman soil, is now Livius Andronicus, and probably by a considerable
represented by nearly one hundred titles and about period. This is shown in two ways. The first is
twelve hundred lines of fragments.
Among the
1914 IT., with ret.
A.
F. Marx, in I'auly-Wissowa,
numerous lost tragedies written in later times the
Dieterich, Putcinella, l'omi>rj<inisclt£ Wandbilder mid romiaclte
famous Tkyestes of Varius and the
equally famous Salyrspiele, Leiprig, isi»7.
'

'

—

—

'

;

_

—

'

1

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

;

m

'

'
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derived from the special and peculiar privileges of
Tlie first
actors land by Living
the actors.
Andronieus were either slaves or freednien. Hence
the invariable rule of later days thai m> [toman
citizen could go on the stage without ipso facto
incurring infamia, i.e. the loss of certain important
civic rights (as exemplified, for instance, by the
famous case of the mimograph Laberius in CtBsar'a
The one exception was the Atellana.
time).
Here and here only the actor was not obliged to
remove his mask, and a citizen could take part
without incurring any legal disability. This can
only mean that the Atellana was introduced at a
time when the Romans had no professional actors,
and probably no festival at which theatrical performances w ere regularly given. The Atellana had
been acted by Campanian citizens. The Romans
followed their model, and acted the play themselves as best
they could. When the Greek drama
was introduced in 240 B.C. with its professional
actors (slaves and freednien), the business ceased
to be honourable, and Roman citizens gave it up.
But that they had once taken part in the Atellana
was reflected in the freedom from infamia which
ever after remained a privilege of the actors in this
The special privilege of
particular type of drama.
retaining the mask also shows that the Atellana
came early to Rome not, however, because the
professional played without a mask in early times,
but because of the extreme antiquity of masks in
the religious rite.
The second argument for the high antiquity of
the Atellana among the Romans is derived from
the well-known principle that, unless the ground
is already
occupied, the play always brings its
theatre with it. Now, Bethe (Proleg. zur Gesrh.
des Theaters im Alterthum, Leipzig, 1896) has
shown, we think conclusively, that the peculiar
shape of the Roman stage, about which so much
has been written, is not due to the fact that it was
a modification of the Hellenistic type. On the
contrary, it reflects the type associated from time
immemorial with the Atellana. In other words,
when Livius Andronieus brought out his first
Greek plays, the Atellana was already in possession, and he adopted its stage as a matter of
course.
The same rule and the same line of
investigation applied to the stage of the Atellana
itself tend to prove that this play was not an
Oscan invention. It was a popular Oscan representation of the <p\vanes, one of the oldest types
of the ancient Dorian comedy in Southern Italy.
The importation of the Atellana to Rome may
have been due to some incident in connexion with
the fall of Campania in 33S. Perhaps, too, Livy's
description of the play which he calls a satura
may go back ultimately to a confused recollection
of the Roman Atellana in those early days.
Like all genuine folk-dramas, the Atellana was
not committed to writing. The actors merely
agreed upon the plot. The dialogue was improvised.
The characters were confined to a certain number
of fixed types, each with a generic name, and there
were no women. These features are all typical of
genuine folk-drama the world over, and the last
two, especially, indicate the high antiquity of the
play. 1 he useof masks has already been mentioned.
Tins and the wearing of the phallus are ceremonial,
and show the antiquity of the type. The use of
masks also accounts for the extreme liveliness of
gesture characteristic of the Atellana (Juvenal,
vi. 71).
They were also peculiarly applicable for
Oscae personae,' for a play in which all the char;

'

acters were fixed. The plot, whatever it happened
to be, attached itself to these familiar personified
types, and represented their various adventures in
the given situations. As befitted the roaring farce,
the situation was always ludicrous and the plot
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In fact, 'intrigue is derived from
Iricm (Dieterioh, Pulcinella, 98, n. 2), and tried,
'tricks,' was the word used to describe the action
of these plaj i\ a.rro,Sat. Men. L82 B; cf. Kibbeck,
full of intrigue.

The language was
Leipzig. Stud. ix. [lssiij 337).
conversational, and the life depicted was the life
ilf
Ling. hat. vii. 84).
Obscenity was notably prominent (Quint, vi 3. 47,
etc.) ; but this, too, was ceremonial and traditional
as well as a matter of choice. The most striking
and instructive modern parallel in fact, if we
may believe Dietericb, the actual descendant and
representative of the Atellana in t lie world of to-day
is the Neapolitan Comma/in dill' Arte.
The four fixed characters of the Atellana are
of ordinary people (Varro,

—

—

Maccus, Bucco, Pappus, and Dossenns. Macens
(probably Oscan and borrowed from fj.aKKoS.v, to
'mooning') is stupid, greedy, and lustful the
butt of every one. He corresponds to Stupidus
in the mime.
His weapon is the clava scirnea
(Novius, 79 R), for which we have a striking

—

sit

'

'

parallel in Bajazzo (of the

Commedia

delF Arte),
i.e.
Pagliazzo, the man with the
hay club'
Bucco (a popular derivation
(Dietericb, p. 112).
from vulgar Latin bucca, as the name indicates ;
cf. Gr. rvd0uy) is a great eater, a huge talker, an
unconscionable braggart, an arrant coward. ' Overlarge jaws,' as we learn from the old Scriptores
Physiognomonici (i. 412, 7 Foerster), 'betoken a
blockhead, a babbler, a well-spring of words,
words, words,' a man who 'talks with his mouth'
Bucco is
(bucea), as our popular expression goes.
the talkative and aggressive fool, the ' cheerful
ass,' as opposed to Maccus the great gaby, the
'

simple and confiding blockhead.
Pappus (from
Greek irairiroi) is the 'old man,' avaricious, surly,
lustful, foolish, conceited, therefore always being
overreached
in short,
Pappus is Pantalone.
:

Dossenus (from dorsum, a pure Latin word) is the
man with the back,' i.e. the hunchback. In the
popular conception this atrlietion has always implied
wisdom and cunning (cf. i"Esop) as well as certain
powers more or less uncanny. Heuce, in the
'

Atellana, Dossenus, like his modern representative
II Dottore, in Pulcinella, is the sly and cunning
'
rascal, the professor,' the caricature of the scholar
and philosopher. His second name of Mandueus

manducare, mangiare, manger) shows that, like
is also a great eater.
Such were the standard characters, and such seem
to have been the main characteristics of the Atellana in its traditional and purely popular form.
For a brief period this old folk-drama was raised
to the dignity of a literary department, and succeeded the Togata in public favour. The period is
the time of Sulla, and the great names are Pomponius of Bologna and Novius. The lines upon
which they worked out the problem were doubtless
suggested in no small degree by the dramatic
studies of Accius and his contemporary, C. Iulius
Cresar Strabo. These men investigated the Roman
drama in connexion with Greek models, the ques(cf.

Bucco, he

tion of correct titles (Varro, de Ling. Lat. x. 70),
Influence of the Pallinta and
masks, etc.
Togata is suggested, though not proved, by occasional identity of titles.
also hear of eomtiea
of

We

time (Suet. Nero, 39, Galba, 13), and
natural to suppose that in raising the old
farce to the dignity of a literary product something
was borrowed from the higher types. It is clear,
however, that the essential characteristics of the
in Galba's

it is

folk-drama were all preserved. The dialogue was
now written out, of course, and the statement of
Terentianus Maurus (vi. 390 K), that the metre
used was the septenarius, is borne out by the fragments. In other words, there was no recitative, the
play was all comic. Indeed, in language, humour,
and situation these plays were more distinctly
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Aristophanic than anything else in Roman literature.
Equally Aristophanic was the habit of
personal criticism, the ovonao-rl K«uaj6*eii>, of which
we hear during the Empire from Tiberius to
Trajan (Tac. Ann. iv. 14 Suet. Tib. 45, Calig. 27,
Nero, 39, Galba, 13, etc.).
With the rise of the Atellana to a literary form, we have to
;

deal with a confused and confusing tangle of testimonies regard,
ing the Atellana, the Exodium, the Rhinthonica, and the Greek

Satyr-drama.
The conclusion seems to be
Suet. Tib. 45

;

Cic.

Fam.

vii.

(cf. schol. Juv. iii. 175, vi. 71 ;
ix. 16) that the literary Atel-

1,

lana was used as an exodium, and the first mention of the word
in Lucilius (180-103 B.C.) coincides with its development in this
sphere. A short piece of three to four hundred lines, and with
only a few actors (Ascon. on Cic. Verr. 16), it seemed hardly
worth while, so to speak, to put it on the stage by itself. Apparently, therefore, it was the analogy of the Satyr-drama that
suggested the use of the literary Atellana as an exodium, an
after-piece.
By later critics it actually was identified with the
Satyr-drama (schol. Juv. vi. 71
Porphyr. on Hor. Ars Poet.
But it is hard to see how the two could coalesce.
221, etc.).
The literary model for the A tellana to follow ought to be the
the
Rhinthonica
schol. Juv.
Hilarotragoedia,
(Porphyr. I.e.
I.e.), and that it actually did so is suggested by certain titles of
Pomponius ( Vahlen, Rhein. Mus. xvi. [1861] 472). As Hhinthon's
plays were travesties of Euripides, so the Rhinthonicos of Pomponius and Novius were travesties of Pacuvius and Accius.
Were the Rhinthonicos of Pomponius and Novius Atellanaz, oris
this idea of later critics due to the fact that Pomponius and
Novius wrote both kinds and used both kinds as exodial We
believe Marx is right in adopting the second alternative. In
fact, the loss of all these departments, the similarity in type,
use, titles, and characters, make it extremely difficult to decide
whether the Atellana, Rhinthonica, and Satyr-drama ever did
coalesce to any extent. Probably not. The explanation seems
to be that Pomponius and Novius wrote all three and used them
;

;

(Roman)
this type is Reich's mimologia, i.e. the mime as a
recitation.
There were also purely lyric mimes, which were

sung.

To

these Reich gives the generic title of

mimodia.

Particular species of it are magodia,
Simodia, hilarodia, Lysiodia. Between the two
we have kinaidologia and Ionikologia, all in verse,
but partly recited, partly sung. Finally, in the
Alexandrian period, comes the fully developed
mimetic drama, which was a combination of mimologia and mimodia, and retained the characteristics
of both.
With a fully developed plot, it had prose
parts and iambic parts, like the mimologia, and
cantica like the mimodia. With the
lyric parts
conquests of Alexander this new invention began
to spread in the Greek East, and soon took entire
possession of it. Indeed, the time came when it
ruled the stage, even to the exclusion of its ancient
rival, the comedies of Menander.
Toward the end of the 2nd cent. B.C., after the
Romans conquered the East, and especially after
Sulla's time, they brought the dramatic mime to
Rome. From Rome it spread over the West, and
thenceforth held possession of the entire GroecoRoman theatre until the fall of the Empire. The
irruption of the Barbarians upon the West made
an end of the theatre. Only the mimi survived,
and they did so by returning to their primitive

—

—

for exodia.

original function of daviiaroirotoi and ycXorrowotol.
Such were those tumblers, jugglers, etc., of later
times who went on with the ancient art of the

The Atellana was evidently popular under the
Empire the old folk-drama was never forgotten,
but as a living department of literature it seems to
have been largely the creation of these two men,

mimus. It was thus that the mime of
was enabled to survive the Middle Ages
modern days alive. In the Greek East
was not subjected to the same strain.

;

and as early as 55

B.C.

(cf.

Fam.

Cic.

vii.

1,

3

[written in 46]) the literary Atellana as an exodium
had already given way to the mimes of Decimus
Laberius and Publilius Syrus, the only two men of
note who raised the mime to a literary form in the
Latin language. If this were all, or if this chapter
could be dealt with independently, the mime might
be dismissed with the few phrases usually accorded
to it.
have learned from Reich, 1 however, that
this cannot be done, and with his general conclusions we must agree in the main.
The literary
productions of Laberius and Syrus, like the Atellana by which the mime was preceded, are a mere
branch of the parent stock.
7. The mime.— In its larger sense the mime is
the most important phenomenon in the history of
dramatic art it appears in a dozen different forms,
it is responsible for a dozen others
the history of
it is the history of the growth of realism, of the
rise of the democracy
it has popular periods and

We

;

;

;

literary periods, a Greek history, a Roman history,
a Grreco-Roman history, a modern history. Indeed, after reading Reich one may sum up the
whole story of the antique drama with the simple
'
Mime thou wert, to mime didst thou
phrase,
For the complete and detailed discussion
return.'
of this long and interesting development, the
reader is referred to Reich himself.
Here it is
manifestly impossible to give anything more than
some of the important facts in outline.
The earliest appearance of the word mime is
as a title for the famous compositions of Sophron
These dramatic presentations of
(5th cent. B.C.).
'

'

single incidents or situations, according to Suidas,

were in prose and written in the Doric dialect. The
substitution of the scazon for prose gives the form
and the atmosphere of the mimiambi of Herondas,
the Teniers of Alexandrian life.
more elevated
metre, on the other hand, starts us, by way of
Sophron's imitator Theocritus, on the long history
of bucolic poetry.
A convenient generic term for

A

Reich, Per Slimus, einlitterar-entwickelungsgeschichtl. Vertuch, vol. i., Berlin, 1903.
1

antiquity

and reach
the

mime

For centuries the Byzantines clung to the classic dramatic
mimes of Philistion. They also produced a large
number of mimographs, and a number of new

mimic types and

figures were added to the old
stock inherited from classical times. Here, as in
the West, the regular classical drama had long
since disappeared from the stage. When Byzantium
fell, the remains of Greek culture took refuge in
Italy, to reappear there at the Renaissance.
Only
the mime remained, and in a debased form survives
to-day in the Turkish popular drama known as the
karagbz. Two distinguishing features of the mime
from beginning to end and in all its types and
variations have been the mimic dance and the
wearing of the phallus. The mime of all times and
forms is also realistic the very name implies it.
Of course, all poetry was properly defined as
nlfi-nais, but the mime was felt to represent a specific
type to give the substance of Diomedes' definition
491 K), it was realism unmitigated and un(i.
diluted.
get an idea of the relentless realism
of the mime when we see how much of it is still
left in the refined literary representatives of it
furnished by Theocritus and Herondas. Without
the restraint of higher genius and literary form, it
was easy for the realism of the mime to sink to
mere obscenity and its wit to mere dullness.
The realism of the mime is also seen in its
characters.
Many of them, perhaps all, were
creations of the ancient folk-mime, and had long
been familiar to all classes from this source. As
early perhaps as the 6th or 7th cent. B.C. we have
the first development of this species of folk-composition by quasi-professionals, those Oav/xaToiroiol,
jugglers, rope-dancers, ventriloquists, and other
homeless nomads who had been wandering about
through Greece and elsewhere from time immemorial.
They must soon have seen the advantage
of the mimic dance, and of the mime itself, whether
or
spoken
sung, for getting together an audience.
In this way, thinks Reich, sprang np a new profession, that of the wandering mimi.
Among all the varieties of dramatic composition
;

;

We
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mime was

the lowest, as

were, in the social
The same was true of the actors. Even the
scale.
players of the kithara and Huh- were admitted to
the Dionysiac gild, bat never the mimus he was
always looked down upon by his mure distinguished
The difference was marked from the
colleagues.
first by the fact that the actors wore no masks,
and that women's parts were taken by women.
Doubtless, this was inherited from their early days
as jugglers, but the 'regulars' even in their own
later and evil days would never join the mimi on
account of the women.
convenient division of the mime as a whole is
afforded by the words iroi^rioc ami inr6t)(ois. The
mimic vTrdtieai; is the developed mimic drama, the
regular dramatic mime the iralyviov is everything
the

it

;

A

;

below

it,

i.e.

hilarodia, magodia, etc., mentioned

tpXiancs, even the
none of which were regular
dramas. Frequently the Trai-Yvioy is what we should
It was extremely popular
call a music-hall turn.'
and there were many
in both Greece and Home
varieties, such as educated animals (Vopiscus,
de
Sollert.
Anim. 19, etc.),
19
Plutarch,
Carinus,
and special feats of imitation. Imitation of pigs
seems to have been particularly popular (Phsedrus,
v. 5 ; Plutarch, Mor. 674 B ; Paroem. Grrnc. ii. 84,
Plato {Rep. iii. 8) speaks of performers who
etc.).
could give perfect imitations of animals, the sound
See also
of running water, the sea, thunder, etc.

above, kinaidologia, lonikologia,

works

of Sophron, etc.,
'

;

;

Friedliinder's Petronius, 1891, pp. 64, 68, 69, and
293 (note). These varieties of ^(/xijcrts are eternally

popular.

The most important figure in the history of the
department is Philistion, who lived and wrote in
Rome during the 1st cent. A.D. He is the classic
of the mimic imddeais, the regular dramatic mime
hence the comparison of him with Menander, the
classic of the New Comedy. 1 The statement of
Cassiodorus (Var. iv. 21), that he invented the
(dramatic) mime, is doubtless due to the fact that
he was the first to write it all out, i.e. the dialogue
as well as the songs.
Evidently he was the culmination of the mime among the Greeks. But the
beginnings of it take us back to pre-historic times.
The mime of Sicily and Italy came from the Peloponnesus with the early Dorian settlers. It was
extremely popular in Sicilian Megara and Syracuse.
Tarentum was especially fond of the Italic mime,
the 0Xi'a£. All these cities were founded near the
;

beginning of the 8th cent. B.C.
The original kernel of the mime, the source from

which

it

sprang, was the mimic dance, the begin-

nings of which belonged to the Stone Age, and may
be seen to-day among all peoples who still belong
The ancients never
to that stage of civilization.
The mimic
forgot the connexion between the two.
dance survived in all types, and the mimus himself
was always a trained dancer. The kinaidologi, for
instance, were originally dancers who thus accom-

panied their &aimTalaviKa(ci. Petron. 23); Hesychius
describes the magodia itself as 6px 7l<"-s a.ira\-q, the
Romans designated the action of the iV60ecris by
saltare, and the actresses were known as saltaThe use of gcsticulatorius in the same
trieulce.
connexion indicates the kind of dance.
The development of troupes of regular professional

mimi from the

old

wandering

yeXurroiroiol of

primitive times seems to have taken place about
the 3rd cent. B.C. These primitive ancestors of the
mediaeval jongleurs had gradually taken up all the
types and themes of the old rustic mime. They
travelled everywhere, they were great favourites
at the court of Philip, and hordes of them followed
Here the Dorian
Alexander into Asia Minor.
SvyKpio-is Mei'arSpou Ka\ 4>iXi<7Ttweos, ed. Boissonade, Anecd.
GrcEca, 1S20, i. 147-152; and bv Stuciernund, Lektionskatalog,
Breslau, 188".
1
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mime met

the Ionian mime, and the result was the
The Dorian
virdBcais, the regular dramatic mime,
mime was originally prose (hence Sophron
though great artists like Epicharmus pnt it into
metre. The dramatic mime (writfcais), however,
was noted for its cant tea, and this combination of
>orian prose (//((/« «/w//x) and Ionian .song (win
is what ensured
he last ing success of the drama! ic
1

I

mm

mime. Great emphasis was laid upon
and this brings the dramatic mime near to the
modern opera or operetta. In this way, too, we
get a substitute for the missing chorus of the
Palliata.
Plautus took over mimodia, and the
result is the mimic canticum of his comedie
Pomponius and Novius seem to have done the same
thing for their Atellance.
Now, the Ionian mimotlia itself, like the viriBans,
throughout its entire history, falls into a mythological and a 'biological' type (cf. Aristox. ap.
Athen. xiv. 621 C), the one, hi/a roil ia(a.nd Lysiodia),
dealing with mythology and the gods (paratragic
and burlesque), the other, magodia, with real life.
Botli were entirely melic, and in both singing was
accompanied and supported by mimic dance and
gesture but the accompaniment of hilarodia was
stringed instruments, of magodia, drums and
cymbals (Athen. 620 D-621 D),' and the choice of
instruments itself indicates that the dancing of the
.

;

latter

was much

freer

and more

lascivious.

Hilarodia and magodia were wide-spread and
very popular in Ionia, and acquired literary form
hilarodia through Simos of Magnesia, magodia
through Lysis. Hence these new literary types
were called after their founders Simodia [huaroaia)
and Lysiodia (magodia). Through famous poets
and a regular class of actors these two types of
Ionian mimodia survived into Roman times. Sulla's
friend Metrobius was an actor of the Lysiodia.
Kinaidologia, or lonikologia, was another type
This was not really sung,
of the Ionian mime.
although accompanied by the mimic dance (hence
This also
it was more minwlogia than mimodia).
was very popular in Ionia, and was cultivated by
such famous poets as Sotades, Alexander Aetolus,

—

Pigres, etc.
It will thus be seen that we have an unbroken
connexion between the mimic-dramatic dances of
the primitive Greeks, the ancient folk-mimes of

the Dorians, the Italic </>Xea«s of the 8th cent. B.C.,
and the dramatic mime of later times (not only in
its popular form, but in its literary form
Laberius
and Syrus on the Latin side, Philistion and his
successors on the Greek side).
The relation of Rome to Greece in the matter of
the mime now becomes more definite. Antiodemis
oi
(Antipater Sidon. A nth. Pal. ix. 567), the acta
Lysiodia, came to Rome in the 2nd cent. B.C.
Metrobius, as we have seen, in the 1st cent. B.C.
In 211 B.C. an old mimus (Festus, 326) danced to
His dance was an
the tlute in the Roman theatre.
intermezzo, but his mere presence shows that the
;

;

mimi had already reached Rome. The mimi who
and Aceius (150 B.C.) from the

satirized Luciliua

stage were following an old-established custom of
the dramatic mime (inroBicnt). The fact that they
took such liberties shows that even then they must

Rome for a long time. The satire in
question must have taken place at the Floralia
(April 28-May 3), which was the special feast at
which mimes were given. The Floralia were first
celebrated in 238 B.C., and every year after 173.
It is quite possible that the mime was connected
with this feast from the first. In that ease; the
dramatic mime, which was established in he (reek
East by the 3rd cent. B.C., was already settled in
Rome in connexion with the Floralia \<y the end
Thus we see how the mimodic
of the same century.
portion of the dramatic mime was the suggestion
have been in

I

I
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of the cantica of Plautus and Crecilius Statins.
The introduction of the mime and of mimi at that
time was facilitated by the fall of Tarentum in 272,
and by the fact that in 190 Scipio Asiaticus returned
from Antioch, a centre of the dramatic mime, just

as long afterwards Verus (Capitol, viii. 7) came back
from his Parthian campaign with shiploads of mimi.
The early mimi, of course, acted in Greek, and
the icama Grasca remained in Rome until Theodoric.

One

1

is

reminded of such modern parallels

as the Thtittre italien in Paris, etc. The Latin
of the Greek (technical terms,

mime was a copy
2
rules, etc.).

Having traced the history of the department as
a whole, let us pause a moment upon the fully
developed dramatic mime of the best period. We
have already seen that it inherited dialogue in
prose and iambic verse, also lyric portions (cantica),
accompanied by music and the traditional mimic

dance. The same principle also justified the introduction of Tralyvia, such as trained animals, imitaIn plot, too, and in length it was
tions, etc.
fully
equal to the old classical drama ; in compass and
variety

A

it

was

superior.

of the type is an old favourite, well known to
sostom and Chorikios.3
popular in the days of
of the
piece has not survived ; we might, however, for
convenience call it Dioorcons, as it is an early exploitation of the

good example

Ovid, and

Chn

still

The name

'

inevitable triangle.' In the lirst scene we have the facile
young
wife and the jealous husband. Then the lover, the cultus adulter as he is called, appears, and with the
help of Thymele's
faithful abigail, the cata carissa, gains an interview with her
mistress in the absence of Corinthus. In the following scenes
the jealous husband is subjected to all sorts of tricks and
mystifications, artes mimicce.
Finally, the lover has to hide from him
in a large chest (perituri cista Latint). He is discovered. The
husband, breathing fire, tells the slave to fetch him a knife,
large and very sharp, as he proposes to render the cuU.ru adulter
harmless. Then he changes his mind, and decides to air his
wrongs in court. Then comes the court scene, and the piece is
brought to an end in some farcical fashion.
The final tableau of Divorcons requires not onlv the three
principal characters and the judge to be on the stage at the same
time, but also a throng of slaves, witnesses, court officials, supernumeraries, etc. Other plays show even more clearly that in the
mime, as in the modern drama, with which, in fact, it has much

common, the actor played but one part
unrestricted.
It is also clear that the
in

and the number was
unities
were dis'

'

regarded.

Variety in form was accompanied by variety in
True to its composite origin, the mime
hospitable to all, from thieves and prostitutes to
4
The same was true of cosemperors and gods.
tume. The Stitpidus, or clown (a typical character
inherited from the primitive stock), wore the
regular clown's costume, the ccntunculus (cf. the
mediaeval
motley '), a shaved head, an apex, a
mimic club (like Maccus and Bajazzo), and always
the phallus. The old women, too, wore a
burlesque
costume. Otherwise, as in the modem drama, the
dress was according to the character and the
characters.

is

'

situations.

So, too, the whole gamut of human emotions
was played upon comic and tragic, humour and
sentiment, go hand in hand, as in the Romantic
comedy of the Elizabethan Age. The titles of
Laberius suggest realistic plots for the most
part.
It is doubtful, however, whether such mimes as
:

his

Necyomantia and Lacus Avernus were

gether
dealt

realistic.

with

In fact, even

contemporary

life

when

the

becomes rich (Cic. Phil. ii. 27) another, the rich
man who becomes a beggar (Sen. Epist. 113. 6).
Shipwreck was a favourite motif (Sen. Dial. iv. 2, 5 ;
Petron. 114 and 115). The Laureotus, a favourite
mime of Domitian's time, gave the romantic adventures of a robber chieftain, and ended witli his
;

execution.

was some

Especially characteristic of the mime
serious crime, something unusual and

horrible, like parricide or incest or poisoning.
Trials for perjury or poisoning are
frequent, and
generally serve for the denouement. An interesting example, which will also illustrate the part

occasionally taken by animals (cf. such titles of
Laberius as Catularins and Scylax, and see Petron.
95), is given by Plutarch, de Sollert. Anim. ix. 7.
This was a mime with a large number of characters and a
complicated plot, which he saw in the theatre of Marcellus.
Vespasian himself was present. The intrigue centred in what
purported to be a poison, but was in reality a sleeping potion.
As in the case of Juliet, whoever took it apparently died, but
after a time revived. One of the star actors was a trained
dog,
and the most important incident of the mime, because it doubtless led to the denouement, was
trying the effectof the supposed
poison upon him. As soon as he had eaten the piece of bread
upon which the poison had been placed, he began to tremble
and stagger, his head grew heavy, and he finallv stiffened out
as if dead, and allowed himself to be carried about in that state.
When it was time to recover, he imitated perfectly all the
phases
of returning consciousness, and, while the actors indicated their
astonishment at the fact that the supposed victim of a deadly
dose had come to life again, the dog himself ran to his master

and joyously fawned upon him.
The connexion of this incident with the plot is not stated, but
we may believe with Reich that there was a connexion, and that
the probable nature of it is illustrated bv (the mime from which
was derived?) the famous story of Apuleius, Met. 10. 2. A rich
old grandee took for a second wife a young and
very beautiful
woman. She fell violently in love with her stepson, but was
rejected by him, and her passion was turned to hatred. (Note
that this motif has been a popular favourite ever Bince the
days of Joseph and Hippolytus. It appears constantly in folktradition, in the mime, in that echo of the mime, the rhetorical
controversice and suasorice, in the Italian noi'elle, etc.) A slave
procures her a sudden and deadly poison, she drops it in a cup
of wine, and the pair leave it where the
young man will take it
without arousing suspicion. Presently, however, her own son
returns from school, and, being thirsty as small boys always are
—drinks the wine and falls dead on the spot. (Here is the unexpected turn of fortune which the mime, that faithful interpreter of the popular mind, so dearly loves.)
It is, of course, clear to all that the child has died of
poison.
The woman accuses her stepson of the deed, and alleges as a
cause that he had attempted incest with herself. The
man is arrested, there is a great trial scene in court, and,young
after
much oratory on both sides, he is condemned to death. At this
point, however, we have another unexpected turn. An old
judge, who is also a skilful physician, has been quietly listening
to the trial all this time.
At this point he rises to his feet and
informs the court that he himself had sold the drug to the slave,
and that it is not a poison at all, but a sleeping potion. 'Let us
now
to
the
go
tomb," said he, 'the child will soon be waking
up.' Thus the woman's guilt was discovered
but, true to the
mime, she was merely turned adrift, not executed.
Another plot eminently characteristic of the mime is Phajdrus,
App. xiv. 'The two suitors,' which reappears in an old French
fabliau known as Le vair Palefroi,' The grey Horse.'

—

;

'

'

This is Romantic comedy. So, too, the mime
takes us into the world of phantasy. Witches,
warlocks, magicians, prophets, ghosts, are all
favourite characters.
In the old Dorian mime
popular demons were presented, and the metamorphosis of men into animals, which is well
attested for the mime of all periods, takes us
straight into the fantastic land of the Frog King,'
of 'Beauty and the Beast,' of 'the Golden Crab,'
of 'the Three Citrons,' and the like.
In this
function the mime is a curiously complete prototype of Carlo Gozzi's famous experiment with the
To the same category belong
fairy tales of Italy.
the
mythological mimes, Priapus, Anna Perenna,
Anubis Mwc/tux, Kinyras and Myrrlui (Jos. Ant.
'

alto-

mime

and was purely

realistic, great emphasis was laid on the unusual,
strange, and astonishing.
Nothing indicates more
clearly the really popular origin of the mime. 6
favourite character was the beggar who

A

1

(Roman)

suddenly

Cicero, Fain. vii. 1 ; Sueton. Jul. 39, etc.
See Reich,
cit. p. f>61 f., for details.
op.
Ovid, Trim, ii.497 f., etc. ; Juvenal, viii. 196, vi. 42 ; Chrysost
ii. 318. 13 ; Chorikios
(Reich, p. 204 II. ). In Juvenal's time the
wife was acted by Thymele, the husband bv
the lover
2
3

Corinthus,

by l.atnius.
They were all famous 'artists.' Thvmele well
might be called the Mrs. liraregirdle of the Flavian period.
* See
esp. Cyprian, de Sped. a. Many titles of Laberius and

Syrus speak for themselves in this respect.
» The Latin
mimes were carefully studied in the rhetorical
schools during and after the
Augustan Age. To this fact is due

1

the survival of the Sententiiv of Syrus. These were extracted
from his mimes at an early date, and published as a sort of vademecum for the use of students and professors, from which might
be drawn those sententious observations so dearly loved by the
rhetoric of the Silver Age. For those who wish to recover the
plots, scenes, and motifs most characteristic of the mime, the
practice declamations of the rhetorical schools probably afford
the richest field for investigation.
1 See
esp. ZielinBki, Die Miirchenkomihlie in A then, St. Petersburg, 1886; Weinreich, Trug des Xektanebos, Leipzig, 1911, p. 26.
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l.">),

Paris and (Enone

(of.

Suet. Horn.

19),

Philistion'a Deukalion and Pyrrha, etc.
II will be seen that in form and type the mime
was cot Bubjeot to the restrictions of the classical
drama must familiar to us. It may lie added that
the same was true of many details of its presenta-

First ami most important, the actors, as we
tion.
have already seen, never wore masks. It is not
necessary to explain what this means for dramatic
art.
The mimus wore his own face only indeed,
one of the principal characters of the mime was
known in Latin as Sannio (Cic. de Oral. ii. 61), i.e.
;

'

the

man who makes

faces

'

—a

speciality of the

mime. So, too, as we have seen, only in the mime
were women's parts always taken by women. And,
as there was no restriction of type, the characters
It is
included women of all ages and kinds.
characteristic of the mime as a whole, however,
This
that old women should be a speciality.
enabled a talented actress to keep on indefinitely
1

(Pliny,

HNvh.

48).

The original stage of the mime, as we see from
old vase paintings of the ^Kvaxes, • was a platform
on props about three feet from the ground, and
with steps in front by which the actor mounted.
Change to the regular stage was very slow. With
the beginning of the theatres the mime was acted
on a small platform in the orchestra and in front
of the regular stage.
It was thus given as an
emboliarium (Diomed. 490) or intermezzo. The
next step was to the regular stage, upon which in
Cicero's time the mime took the place of the
Atellana as an exodium (Cic. Fam. ix. 16).
At
the Floralia, however, it had always been acted
independently, and it gradually drew away from
its function as an exodium (Diomed. 491 f. ), until
in the early Empire it took to the regular stage,
upon which, together with the pantomime, it
One distinction, however,
finally ruled alone.
The mime was acted in front of the
survived.
siparium, and it was through this that the actors
made their exits aud entrances. The stage was
dressed as in Shakespeare's time, but, as also in
Shakespeare's time, there was no scene-shifting.
Claudian (Epig. Graze. 6) shows that there was,
as we might assume, a regular carps de ballet.
Doubtless it filled the same place and did much
the same thing as in our times.
In view of what has been said, it is not difficult
to understand why the fully developed dramatic
mime, in spite of its faults, finally ruled alone. If
the drama springs from the people, and if its
highest function is to represent their life and
their point of view, then the dramatic mime has
a greater right to be called the national drama
of the Grseco-Roman world than has the classical
drama of Greece or its short-lived and always
more or less exotic representative in Rome. It is
in comoedia
likely that Quintilian's verdict of
'

maxime claudicamus

'

might have been applied

with equal justice to the Roman tragedy. Cicero
was a notorious lover of the mime, a man of judgment and taste in such matters, if there ever was
It is true, of course, that the mime was the
of the age, and that the age was an age of
For that reason alone the average man
realism.
of to-day would doubtless have agreed with him.
But, after all, the realism of Cicero's time, however relentless, was not the realism of our time.
The mimograph of those days, realist though he
was, still possessed the vivid imagination, the
nimble fancy, and, therefore, the sentiment of his
race and time those qualities without which the
bubbling well - spring of humour and invention
must soon dry up. Moreover, his audience was

one.

drama

—

'

Quint, vi. 3, 8
Lat. 487a, R. etc.
- See
Bethe, op.

;

the epitaph of the niiinus Vitalis, in Anlh.
eit.

oh. 13, tor the full discussion.
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endowed with the same qualities-. It still believed
had a folk-lore, it
in
ghosts and magic, it still
still

possessed an

Hence the

incomparably

rich

mythology.

world of antiquity finds it- parallel
Elizabeth rather than in our own.
age
And so the
It was only partially real after all.
mime, like the Elizabethan
tragi-oomedy,' was
now wildly humorous, now fantastically horrible.
leal

in the

of

'

The Uomuntic^ind the

real,

humour and

—

pathos,

comic and tragic, fact and fancy all these and
more were called upon to picture a life which.
real as it once was, is no longer ours and will
never be ours again.
The dramatic mime, however, seems never to
have taken its position as a great literary department. In the long run tin- habit of leaving the
dialogue to the actors proved to be inveterate,
and this alone would have been fatal. But the

most serious menace

to

the

mime was

its

own

Dialogue and
splendid inheritance of versatility.
occasional weakplot, music, singing, dancing, an
the combination is unness for
specialities
stable, and, except in the hands of a great genius
like Philistion, one or another was sure to be
magnified at the expense of the rest. Audiences
are uncritical, playwrights are human, actors are
—actors. Between the three the mime of the 4th
cent. a.d. no doubt deserved the adverse criticism
bestowed upon it by Donatus and Cassiodorus.
But. whatever its faults and virtues, the vitality
Time and change,
of the mime was amazing.
national ruin, ecclesiastical fulmination and anathema nothing could prevail against it.
cannot ignore a dramatic type which finally
ousted both Euripides and ftlenander from the
stage, and ruled alone for over half a millennium.
The Roman
8. State control of the theatre.
theatre, like the Roman play, and, for the most
part, the details of its presentation, were a continuation and development of the Greek prototypes as they existed in the Alexandrian period.
All derive ultimately from the one fact that the
'

'

—

—

We

—

1

Roman play, like its predecessor, was clearly and
It was,
distinctly an act of worship to the gods.
therefore, given at festivals, more especially at
those festivals which the State religion, hence the
State itself, had set apart for purposes of public
worship. The plays were merely one item of the
Other items were the races,
ritual observed.
gladiatorial combats, etc., which gave the general
name of ludi to these occasions. In the time of

Augustus, the regular annual ludi, during which
plays were given, were the Mcgalenses (April
4-10), the Ceriales (April 12-19), the Morales
(April 28-May 3), the Apollinares (July 6-13),
the Bomani (Sept. 4-19), the Plebeii (Nov. 4-17).
Other ludi of the Augustan Age, during which
plays were or could be given, were generally
sporadic and meant to commemorate some special
occasion, such as a great victory or the death of
some distinguished man. Later in the Empire the
tendency to increase the regular annual ludi became very marked, and serious attempts to reduce
the number were made by several of the Emperors,
notably Nerva, Septimius Severus, and Macrinus.
Nevertheless, according to the calendar of 354, not
less than 175 days in the year were given to ludi,

101 of this number to plays.
The play was managed by the State. It is true
that ludi were given by persons more or less in
private life, but they were still an act of worship,
the consent of the State had first to be secured,
and, lastly, they were supposed to be under the
The hest authority tor Heme here i8 L. Friedliinder in

and

1

Marquardt-Mommsen'a Ra/ndbuch dtr ram. Altertiimer, vi.
See also O. Oehmichen, 'Das Biihnenwesen der
[1885] 482 f.
Griechen und Romer,' in Midler's Handbuch der klass. Altertum&wissenschaft, Munich, 1890, v. 3, pp. 181-304. For colours
in theatrical tradition, see especially

Donatus, de Comoedia.
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general supervision of State officials. At no time
apparently was the antique theatre a purely private enterprise; still less was it ever a purely
financial one.
One or two exceptions under the
Empire are mentioned by Tacitus, but with such
disapprobation that they illustrate rather than
invalidate the rule.
Until the time of Augustus five of the six great
annual ludi mentioned above wese in charge of
the various a?diles.
The sixth, the Apollinares,
which occurred in July, was managed by the
The officer in charge had everyprcetor urbanus.
thing to do. Indeed, in earlier times, as we learn
from Plautus, he even attended to the matter of
costumes.
He also built the theatre, and afterwards had to clear it away and put the place in
order.
Oddly enough, Rome never seems to have
had but two permanent theatres the theatre of
Pompey, built in 55, and the theatre of Marcellus,
which belongs to the Augustan Age. The sedile
also had charge of the audience during the performance. In this he was assisted by his corps of
The designator, howdesignatores, or ushers.

—

was a vastly more important person than
the modern usher. He was a regular deputy of
the civil magistrate in charge, and as such the
majesty of the law was with him. He had lictors,
and was expected to move or remove people whenever necessary. In the 2nd cent., as we learn
from the jurist Ulpian, this office was in the gift
of the Emperor, and was of great value.
The
aedile had a regular sum allowed him from the
State treasury to meet the bills incurred. But
this lucar, as it was called, had been fixed as
early as the Second Punic War, and was far from
keeping pace with the growing expenses of the
function for which it was designed. Nevertheless,
the office of a;dile as maitre deplaisir made one so
prominent and popular that it was much sought
after by the aristocracy as a means to further
advancement, and they spent fabulous sums in
giving the shows devolving upon them. But at
the accession of Augustus no patricians could be
found who were willing to accept the office. He,
therefore, transferred the management of theatrical matters to the prtetors, and this remained
the law under the Empire.
It is well known that one's seat at the theatre
was determined by one's position in the State, and
that it was regulated by law. The theatre was a
religious institution, in charge of the Government.
Such being the case, a seat at the theatre, like a
right to vote or to hear arms, was a privilege of
citizenship, and therefore to be assigned according
to that principle.
For that reason, in the earlier
days of tne Republic, slaves could not attend the
theatre ; and the same must have been true of
strangers unless they were guests of the State.
But in the time of Augustus these restrictions had
ceased to be in force. The law on the subject of
seating as it existed under the Empire rested for
the most part upon enactments of Augustus,
although these had been largely anticipated by
generations of growth in Republican times. The
orchestra, though the name reflecting its original
use was and still is retained, was set apart for the
ever,
is

senators.

This rule had been in force since 194

Representatives of foreign States and, under
the Empire, certain members of the reigning house
were allowed to sit here. The position of the
knights was finally established by the Lex Roscia
B.C.

Theatralis. This famous law was pushed through
by L. Roscius Otho, tribune of the people in 67
B.C.
Among other things it provided that the
property qualification of a Roman knight should
be raised to 400,000 sesterces, and that the first
fourteen rows behind the orchestra should be set
apart for the exclusive use of this order. The law

(Roman)
also provided that even within these rows careful
distinctions should be made among the knights

themselves.
For example, the first two rows
were reserved for those knights who had served
as military tribunes or land-commissioners. The
younger knights also had a separate section,
which under the Empire was known as the Cuneus
Germanici.
Even insolvent knights, deeoetores,
were obliged to sit in a group by themselves.

Previous enactments were extended and strengthened by the Lex Iulia Theatralis of Augustus.
This law, which was much affected by Greek
theatrical

ordinances,

prescribed

the

place

of

every one in all parts of the house. The general
public sat according to tribus, or wards. But even
here distinctions were made for instance, in favour of husbands and fathers as against bachelors
and spinsters. The women, and with them the
young children, had to sit by themselves on the
back rows. The one most notable exception was the
Vestals, who had seats of honour near the front.
So the various colleges of priests and other officials
had seats of their own, often of a special form,
with backs, arms, etc. Sometimes a certain seat
was given a man in perpetuum, usually in return
for distinguished services rendered to the State.
Such a seat was also used by his family and could
be inherited.
The usual time for a play to begin was early
in the morning.
A play of Plautus, including the
music, would take about three hours. Whether
two or more should be given in succession, as was
sometimes the case, was left to the official in
charge. Plays were never given at night except
for ceremonial reasons.
This was always the case
when mimes were acted at the Floralia. Other
details, so far as they bear upon the present
discussion, have already been dealt with elsewhere.
In
9. The Roman drama not truly national.
view of what has been said in the previous pages,
we might perhaps conclude that as a literary production the life of the Roman drama was surprisingly brief, its great authors comparatively few,
its genuine popularity problematical.
We cannot
agree, however, that the reasons for it were that
the Palliata died of too much Greek, that the
mimic sorrows of the tragedy could not appeal to
an audience steeped in the bloody realities of the
arena, that idealism does not and cannot reach a
generation of realists. These are all true, but
There were
they are symptoms, not causes.

—

—

plenty of men in the Golden Age of Pericles who
preferred cock-iigbting to comedy, and athletics
to ./Eschylus. Nevertheless, the drama really did
reach the hearts of the people. This was because
The
it was theirs, because it was truly national.
Roman drama, on the contrary, both as an institution and as a department of literature, was
profoundly affected by the intrusion upon it at an
early date of the fully developed Hellenic tradition and the long -established Hellenic masterThe consequence was that the Roman
pieces.
drama as we know it, and as the Romans themselves knew it during the historical period, was
not really national, and had no deep roots in the
national life.
The atmosphere of the Palliata
was foreign, the material of the tragedy was not
only foreign but comparatively remote even the
worship of Dionysus— god of the drama was an
exotic, and the feeling of mistrust entertained by
the genuine old Roman is clearly indicated by the
famous Senatusconsultum de Baeanalibus. His
affections, his traditions, his beliefs were deeply
rooted in his own deities, the old rustic deities of
the Italian countryside.
Foreign gods, above all
mysteries,' did not appeal to
foreign gods with
him. He was opposed to Dionysus, as long after;

'

—
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The Christian Fathers
to crack.
especially fond of designating her as a wopvri

wards he was opposed to the Christians, and it
was the same feeling which prompted him to

much harder nut

ignore for generations the intrusion of the Hellenistic week of seven days, each under the protection
The actor, too, as we have
of a planetary deity.
In other
seen, was a foreigner or its equivalent.
words, the profession which in Greece was a consecration, involved in Rome the loss of civic rights.
Who shall say how far the development of histrionic talent and the appreciation of it as such were

(Chrys.

atiected

We

by

this absurd but entirely logical rule

?

have seen that two types of drama among
Romans remained popular for an indefinite
The statements just made, however, are
period.
the

proved, rather than disproved, by these exceptions.
The Atellana was a folk-drama, which in
itself ensures
longevity it was also very old, and
for the average Roman it was Roman from the
;

The mime

was very old, but in its
developed dramatic form it was neither Greek nor
Roman, but really the child of the new era. It
was Greco-Roman, and belonged to the Empire.
The mime, too, as was said above, maintained
first.

also

an indefinite period. In the long run,
however, its vitality was due not to its superiority
as an organic play, but to its enormous flexibility
and to its power of adapting itself to the tastes of
the passing hour. It always had a residuum of
folk-elements, such as a few fixed characters and
itself for

the habit of improvising dialogue
it could introduce popular songs and dances, also imitations and
other music-hall turns.' In short, whatever it was
capable of or had once been under Philistion and his
compeers, it survived only as a theatrical performance, not as a high-class dramatic composition.
Hatred of the
10. Parody of Christian rites.
Christians, for example, was long popular, and
the consistent appeal of the mime to the populace
is seen in the fact that as early, perhaps, as the
beginning of the 2nd cent, the Christian (6 Xpiariaxis Kw/j.tj>5oi'iiei>os [Greg. Naz. Orat. ii. 84]) had
become a regular character in the mime. The
favourite act was parodying the rites of the ChrisThe candidate
tian Church, especially baptism.
was brought on the stage accompanied by bishops,
and all the ceremonial was
priests, and deacons
1
number of early saints
gone through with.
were mimi who in the course of time had been
converted then and there by the Divine power of
the rite they were parodying, had confessed their
faith from the stage, and had suffered martyrdom
soon after. The most famous was Genesius in
His speciality had been to
Diocletian's time.
imitate the
working of the spirit with a pre;

'

—

'

'

;

A

'

'

tended fit, after which he proceeded to baptism.
A church was erected to him, and to this day Saint
Genesius still remains a specialist on epilepsy. 2
Even martyrdom was depicted in the most realBut this was nothing new. In the
istic fashion.
old mime of Laureolus, the robber chieftain was
(apparently) nailed to the cross, and, as Josephus
tells us {Ant. xix. i. 13), the realism was heightened by a large supply of blood brought in for the
In fact, Domitian once put the last
occasion.
touch to this delectable speciality by substituting
the genuine crucifixion of a condemned criminal!
That such an entertainment could still remain a
burlesque is partly due to the fact, as Reich
It is
observes, that the sufferer was the clown.
expressly stated that Saint Gelasinos was the /ii/j.os
de&repos, i.e.

the p-wpos or stupidus.

The
Occasionally the mima was converted.
famous case was that of Pelagia by Bishop
Nonnos. 8 As a rule, however, the mima was a
i

-

3

PG cxvii. 134 and 144.
Acta Sanctorum, BollaDd. v. 120 (August).
See esp. Usener,
Legenden der Pelagia,' Vltrtrage und
Migne,

'

Au/sdtze, Leipzig, 1907, pp. 191-215.

were

vii. 6tif>

f.

etc,

)•

It is only just to add that the mimiis was not
for his parodies.
Throughout
really to be blai
paganism he had ridiculed the ancient gods. This
was characteristic of Hellenism, and no one
thought anything of it. In their case, however,
the Christians objected to it a new point of view
had come in from the East. And, when Chris1

—

the upper hand, the mime returned
tianity
again to the old gods of paganism.
Attacks on the theatre
II. Christian opposition.
begin with the first Christian writers (so Minucius
Felix, Tatian, Arnobius, Augustine, Lactantius,
Gregory Naz., etc.). Special works aimed at the
theatre alone were written by Tertullian and

won

—

Cyprian ; and Chrysostom rarely forgets this his
In the course of time all
special vessel of wrath.
this bitter polemic was systematized, supported,
and connected by the dialectic of the law and of
the Church.
All the old gods are devils (Tert. Spect. 19) : Dionysus the
old god is the lord of the theatre therefore, the theatre belongs
to a devil, the devil. He built it himself, and says expressly
that it belongs to him (Tert. op. ciU 26). In the same way all
dramatic arts come from the devil (pseud. -Cypr. Spect. 4;
Tatian, Orat. ad Grcec. 22). This is a favourite topic for Chrysostom through the mouth of the monks Christ speaks, through
the mouth of the mimi the devil speaks (vii. 675 B). The songs
of the mime are Satan's own, the dances of the mime are
not otherwise (vi. 77 B, viii. 422). no/urrj irai/ra ran, etc., the
whole show and all that is said and done by and during the
same is inspired of hell, a demon's litany, a devil's sacrament
(viii. 6 C, ix. 323 B). All who go to the mime become the devil's
own (viii. 114 C). Therefore the Christian who goes to it is a
perjurer, for when he was baptized he swore to renounce the
devil and all his works (viii. 6C).
Everything about the mime
shows that it comes hot from hell. Dissembling, disguise,
imitation, *uVij<ns, is the devil's stock-in-trade, his reason for
existence, the origin of his name. The chief aim of the mime
But laughter and gaiety come not from
is to raise a laugh.
God 0ebs ov naifrrcu but from the devil (x. 590, vii. 97).
Long and fiery passages are given up to the various actors,
above all to the mimce. They curl their hair, they paint their
cheeks, they roll their eyes, they glitter in jewels and gold
and who are these mimte ? The daughters of butchers, of
Most seductive of all is the
shoemakers, even of slaves
beautiful voice with which they know how to sing their u)8ai
ballads of the brothel,'
iropvLKat, their atrfiara o-araviKa, their
their devil's own ditties.' Then, too, the language is common,
vulgar, frivolous, full of oaths, not even intelligible, eking out
Yet the Christians
its meaning with shouting and squealing
are forever talking about the actresses, what they say, how
they look, what they wear. Which one of these Christians
;

:

—

—

—

!

'

'

!

can repeat the Psalms or passages from the Scriptures? Which
one of them does not know all the songs from the mimes ? The
young people are singing them the entire day long. The mime
is the theatre of concupiscence, an incurable plague, a poison,
a snare of death (vii. 172), the training school of immorality,
the seed of iniquity, the haunt of impurity and lewdness, the
fiery furnace of the Babylonians heated to seventy times seven
by the devil himself, etc. etc.
The above is a fierce arraignment, but of no
great value except to indicate why Bishop Johannes
was given the name of ' Chrysostomos.' As a
matter of fact, the anathema of the Church was

Indeed, the Church actually
utterly powerless.
lost ground, as there was evidently a large body
of more or less conscientious Christians that saw
no such harm in the mime as Chrysostom would
Until the very end of the
have us suppose.
Eastern Empire interest in the mime never abated
in the slightest degree, and it is well known that
the metres, if not the music, of these same ipSal
wopvixal and dapara aaravind attacked by Chrysostom actually entered into the hymnology of the
Greek Church. Arius was accused of the same
Every hymnology bears
thing by Athanasius.
traces of a similar process, and, as a matter of
fact, this is by no means the only indication that
neither time, nor change, nor creed has ever been
able finally to sever the ancient bond between the
Church and the theatre.
Literature.— This is given in the text and footnotes. Cf.
also the list of authorities appended to art. Drama (Greek).

Kirby Flower Smith.
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we hara nothing else equal to it in English."
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INDISPENSABLE FOR THE STUDY
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
An

Introduction to the Literature of the New Testament. By Prof. James
Moffatt, B.D., D.D., Author of The Historical New Testament.' In the
International Theological Library.' 12s.
'

1

'There is no other English book on the subject so comprehensive, and the reader, whether
impressed with the author's learning, lucid style, methodical arrangement, and reverent attitude.' Athenaeum.
It must be for long the only manual for English students, and the basis for all their work on
the subject.'— Prof. James Denney, D.D.

critic or student, will be

—

'

New

Canon and Text
D.D., LL.D.

of the
In the

'

Testament. By Prof. Caspar Rene Gregory,
International Theological Library/ 12s.

'Dr. Gregory has every qualification for the laborious task that he set before himself in
planning this remarkable work, and it may be said at once that his labour of love has been
crowned with complete success.' Contemporary Review,

—

A Grammar

of

New

By James Hope Moulton,

Testament Greek.

D.Litt.

Vol. I., The Prolegomena.
Third Edition. Demy 8vo, 8s. net.
No other grammar takes adequate account of those wonderful discoveries of Greek papyri,
which within the last few years have altered the entire basis of the study of New Testament
Greek.
Prin. Marcus Dods in the British Weekly.—* Considering the mass of detail which Dr. Moulton
has handled, his accuracy is amazing. Of course his book is indispensable, really a first requisite
to the understanding of New Testament Greek. We do not see how it could have been better
done, and it will unquestionably take its place as the standard grammar of New Testament

Greek.'

A

Concordance to the Greek Testament
and

Hort,

Moulton, D.D., and

According to the Texts of Westcott
Edited by W. F.
English Revisers.

and the

Tischendorf,

Prof.

A.

S.

Second Edition, Revised throughout.

:

Geden.
26s. net

;

In crown 4to (pp. 1040).
or in half-morocco, 31s. 6d.

net.
It will be generally allowed that a new Concordance to the Greek Testament is much needed
in the interests of sacred scholarship.
This work adopts a new principle, and aims at providing
a full and complete Concordance to the text of the Greek Testament as it is set forth in the

%*

editions of Westcott and Hort, Tischendorf (8th), and the English Revisers.
The first-named
has throughout been taken as the standard, and the marginal readings have been included. Thus
the student with any one of these three editions in his hands will find himself in possession of a
complete Concordance to the actual text on which he is engaged. While the method employed, it
may fairly be claimed, precludes the omission of any word or phrase which, by even a remote
probability, might be regarded as forming part of the true text of the New Testament, on the
other hand, passages disappear as to the spuriousnest of which there is practical unanimity
among scholars.
'
There can be no question as to the
Professor W. SANDAY, D.D. t LL.D., Oxford, writes:
value of the new "Concordance." It is the only scientific Concordance to the Greek Testament,
and the only one that can be safely used for scientific purposes.'
'It would be difficult to overpraise this invaluable edition to biblical study.
English students of the Greek Testament this great work is indispensable. '—British
.

.

.

For all

Weekly.

Prospectus, with Specimen Page, free on application.

Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, being Grimm's Wilke's
Clavis Novi Testamenti.
Translated, Revised, and Enlarged by Professor
Fourth Edition.
Joseph Henry Thayer, D.D., Harvard University.

Demy

4to, 36s.

'This work has been eagerly looked for.
The result is an excellent book which I do not
doubt will be the best in the held for many years to come.'— Professor W. Sanday, D.D., in the
Academy.
.

Lexicon of

Biblico-Theological

Hermann Cremer,

D.I),

.

.

New

1

It gives

Testament Greek.
By Professor
W. Urwick, M.A. Indemy4to,

Translated by

Fourth Edition, with Supplement,

38s.

with care and thoroughness a complete history, as far as it goes, of each word and
.
.
Dr. Cremer's explanations are most lucidly set out.'— Guardian.

idirase that it deals with.
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BOOKS OF RECOGNISED IMPORTANCE
FOR THE STUDY OF THE GOSPELS.

DICTIONARY

CHRIST AND THE GOSPELS.

OF

Edited by Dr.

JAMES HASTINGS.

The articles) are rich in
'The present volume worthily completes a unique work.
Even those who have the " Bible
instruction and helpfulness to preachers and teachers.
Dictionary" proper will not find this one superfluous, and to those who do not need the larger
one, the present one will prove an excellent substitute.'— London Quarterly Review.
In

Two Volumes.

Volume

in cloth binding, 21s. net
morocco, 26s. net.

Price per

;

and

in half-

Outlines of the Life of Christ. By Prof. W. Sanday, D.D., LL.D., Oxford.
Second Editiou, with new and important Appendix and Map. Post 8vo,
5s. net.

'The most unconventional and illuminating of all extant works
modern work on the life of our Lord.' Methodist Times,

—

of the kind.

.

.

.

The best

its Transmission.
By Prof. F. Crawford Burkitt,
M.A., D.D., Cambridge. Third Edition. Post 8vo, 6s. net.
'The most satisfactory treatment of the subject in English. It is an unusually full book, an
excellent specimen of well-informed, thoughtful, and moderate English criticism.'— British Weekly,

The Gospel History and

The Words

of Jesus
Considered in the Light of Post-Biblical Jewish Writings
and the Aramaic Language. By Professor G. Dalman. AxUhorised English
Post 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.
Translation by Prof. D. M. Kay, St. Andrews.

'The most

critical and scientific examination of the leading conceptions of the
Prof. W. Sanday, LL.D.

has yet appeared.'

The

;

—

Gospels thai

Ideal of Jesus.
By Prof. W. N. Clarke, D.D., Author of the well-known
work 'An Outline of Christian Theology' (now in its 19th Edition). Post
8vo, 5s. net.

In this work Dr. Clarke
British Weekly.
'

The
1

at his best.

is

It is a

sympathetic, genial and appreciative Btudy.'

—

Christ of History and of Experience.
By Rev. David W. Forrest,
D.D., Edinburgh. Sixth Edition. Post 8vo, 6s.
now won for itself the position of a standard work on a subject which recent

This book has

critical

and theological investigations have rendered of the

The Authority

of Christ.

Third Edition.

By Rev. David

Post 8vo,

first

"W.

importance.'— Examiner.

Forrest, D.D., Edinburgh,

6s.

A permanent addition to theological science, competent in its knowledge, thorough in its
reasoning, lucid in its style, and everywhere inspired by the highest and most spiritual ideals.'
'

—

Rev. John Watson, D.D.

The Fourth Gospel

Its

:

Purpose and Theology.

By

Ernest

Prof.

F. Scott,

Second Edition.
B. A., D.D.
8vo, 6s. net.
The most elaborate and thoroughgoing treatment of the whole theology of the Fourth Gospel
that has yet appeared in English. He has put the theological world under a debt of gratitude to
him for supplying the best solution of the problems of the Fourth Gospel.' Glasgow Herald.

Demy

'

—

The Kingdom and

the Messiah.

Prof.

By

8vo, 6s. net.
His new volume is one of conspicuous ability.
of the excellent work contained in Dr. Scott's volume.
'

.

scholars.'

The

— Methodist

.

.

Ernest

F.

Scott, D.D.

Post

We

desire to speak in the warmest terms
It merits the earnest attention of Biblical

Times.

Crown
By Rev. J. C. V. Durell, B.D.
8vo, 5s. net.
'There is no book which we have seen which sets forth the New Testament doctrine more
candidly or more convincingly than this book.' Expository Times.
Self-Revelation of our Lord.

—

Trial of Jesus Christ
A Legal Monograph. By A.
LL.D., Advocate. Second Edition. Post 8vo, 2s. 6d.
Dr. Innes gives what, to most of his readers, will be wholly new light and

The
'

:

Taylor Innes,

.
.
fresh thoughts.
This volume is a striking example of the value of the critical examination of historical problems
by an accomplished lawyer.' Times.
.

—

The Times

of Christ.

One

of the very best of the

With Map.

New

saying a great deal.

There
never

By Rev. Lewis A. Muirhead, D.D.

and Revised Edition.
*

Crown

handbooks

8vo, 2s.

for Bible classes— and that

is

evidence on almost every page of exact and ample scholarship. Yet Dr. Muirhead is
dry his chapters are always luminous and readable. This is certain to prove a most useful textis

;

book.'

—Sunday School Chronicle.
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BOOKS OF RECOGNISED IMPORTANCE
FOR THE STUDY OF THE GOSPELS.
Matthew's Gospel. By the Vcn. Archdeacon Willoughby C. Allen, M.A.
In the 'International Critical Commentary.' Second Edition.
Post

St.

8vo, 12s.
'Of the Commentaries on the

New Testament

that have been issued in this Series, it may be
and importance, Mr. Allen's " St. Matthew.'"

safely said that none surpasses in ability, interest,
Expository Times.

—

Mark's Gospel. By Prof. Ezra
Critical Commentary.' Post

St.
'

and

it
'

text.

P.

Gould, D.D.

In the

'International

8vo, 10s. 6d.
written with ability and judgment it contains much valuable material,
carries the reader satisfactorily through the Gospel. Great care has been spent upon the

This commentary

is

;

—Expositor.

St. Luke's Gospel.
By Kev. Alfred Plummer, D.D. Fourth Edition.
the International Critical Commentary.' Post 8vo, 12s.
'We feel heartily that the book will bring credit to English scholarship, and that in its

In

'

carefulness, its sobriety of tone, its thoughtfulness, its reverence, it will contribute to a stronger faith
in the essential trustworthiness of the gospel record.' Guardian.

—

The

and the Incarnation.

Spirit

Practical Need.

W.

Rev.

By

In the Light of Scripture, Science, and
L. Walker.
Third Edition, Revised and

Reset.
Demy Svo, 9s.
In a leading article headed 'A
BOOK,' in the British Weekly, Principal Marcos
Dons writes
It may be questioned whether in recent
years there has appeared, at home or
abroad, any theological work more deserving of careful study.
He who intelligently reads it
once will inevitably read it again and again.'

QREAT

'

:

The Cross and

the

of Evolution.
'

Kingdom, as Viewed hy Christ Himself and in
By Rev. W. L. Walker. Second Edition. 8yo,

the Light
9s.

We desire

to speak with admiration of the good work done in this book.
It is worthy to stand
beside his former treatise. Taking both together, they form a magnificent contribution to the
theological literature of the age.'— Principal Iverach in the Expository Times.

The Teaching of
New Edition,

Christ in

Present Appeal.

its

Rev.

By

W.

L.

Walker.

Revised and Reset.
Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.
'Mr. Walker makes here a further valuable, if unpretentious, contribution to New Testament
study. The work altogether should form an excellent handbook on its subject for teachers and
preachers.'— Christian World.

The Teaching

of Jesus.

By

Prof.

Two

H. H. Wendt, D.D.

Vols. 8vo, 21s.

'

Dr. Wendt's work is of the utmost importance for the study of the GospelB, both with regard
to the origin of them and to their doctrinal contents.
.
No greater contribution to the study of
Biblical theology has been made in our time. A brilliant and satisfactory exposition of the teaching
of Christ.' Principal J. Iverach, D.D., in the Expositor.
.

.

—

The

Lord upon the Earth Considered in its Historical, Chronological, and Geographical Relations.
By Samuel J. Andrews. New and
Revised Edition (the only Authorised Edition iu this Country). 8vo, 9s.

Life of our

;

'As a teachers' apparatus, I would recommend— Andrews' "Life of our Lord," an unpretentious
but excellent book, in which the apologetic difficulties in the detailB of the life are treated witli
much candour and success.' Professor J. Stalker, D.D.

—

The
'

Life of Jesus Christ.
By Professor J. Stalker, D.D. Cr. Svo, Is. 6d. ;
Large Type Edition, 3s. 6d.
Even with all our modern works on the exhaustless theme, from Neander to Farrar and

We question whether any
Geikie, there is none which occupies the ground of Dr. Stalker's.
one popular work so impressively represents Jesus to the mind.' Christian.

—

The Training

.

.

.

of the Twelve
or, Exposition of Passages in the Gospels
exhibiting the Twelve Disciples of Jesus under Discipline for the Apostleship.
By Prof. A. B. Bruce, D.D. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.
'A volume which can never lose its charm either for the preacher or for the ordinary Christian
reader.' London Quarterly Review,
;

—

The Humiliation

of Christ, in its Physical, Ethical, and Official Aspects.
By
Bruce, D.D. Demy Svo, 10s. 6d.
have not for a long time met with a work so fresh and suggestive as this of Professor
We do not know where to look at our English Universities for a treatise so calm,
Bruce.
logical, and scholarly.'
English Independent.
Prof. A. B.

'

We

.

.

—

.

God or, Christ's Teaching according to the Synoptical
Gospels.
By Prof. A. B. Bruce, D.D. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.
'To Dr. Bruce belongs the honour of giving to English-speaking Christians the first really
scientific treatment of this transcendent theme .
his book is the best monograph on the
subject in existence.'— Prof. James Stalker, D.D., in the British Weekly.
The Kingdom

of

;

.
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